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1897.

Legislative Assembly,

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INDEX
TO THU

YOTES AND PROCEEDINGS
AND

PAPERS LAID UPON THE TAHLE
DTJEIN& THE SESSION

OF

1897.

(Opened, 27th April, 1897; Prorogued, 10th December, 1897.)

HEFBEISNCES TO THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS, TOD. I—17TH PARLIAMENT—SESSION 1897.
papers ORDERED TO 

BE PRINTED.

A
VOlr. PAGE.

ABATTOIR ROAD ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr, Yount/J for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 427; read 2°, committed, 

reported without amendment, report adopted, 449; read a°, passed, and sent to Council,
458 ; returned without amendment, 481; Assent reported, 493.

ABATTOIRS
Prune, Gi.BBR Island :—■ ■

Substituted Regulation No. 36. by Board of Health, laid on Table, 25.
ABORIGINES„

Report of Board for Protection of. for 1896, laid on Table, 24 ............ .............................................. 7
ADDITIONAL ESTIMATES (See “FINANCE1').
ADDRESSES

,[>• Reply to Goveuvop.’s Opening Speech :— _
Committee appointed to prepare, and Address brought up and read by Clerk, 5; Motion made 

{Mr. .Dut/ald Thomson) for adoption, 5 ; agreed to, 12 ; Reply to Address, 15.
CONGEATULATORY, TO HkR MAJESTY ON COJTPLETION OP THE SIXTIETH YEAR OF Her ReIOX 

Motion made {Mr. IteiU) for, 36; Letter from Acting Premier referring to presentation of, to 
the Q.ueeu, 198.

ADJOURNMENT 
Of Horsi:—

Motion made for, and passed, 13, 33, 44, 54, 61,72, 83, 92, 96. 124, 141, 148, 157. 163, 171, 178,
186, 192, 199, 208, 221, {after Division) 229, 236, 263, 274, 29C, 303, 317, 326, {after 
Jimision) 328, 333, 337, 342, 354, 364, 381, 405, 432, 412, 453, 486, 499, 623.

Motion made for, and withdrawn, 170.
For want of a quorum after commencement of Business, G7, 127, 181, 212, 2LG, 249, 3t2, 411,

437, 4.74. .
For want of a quorum before commencement of Business, 79.
Motion made for, and House counted out, 212.
Special, 140, 324, 392.
Motion made, that a second notice of motion, under subsection (5) of the 49th Standing Order 

bo entertained, 169, 518.
Motion hade for, under 49th Standing Oedek, on following Subjects, and Negatived 

Tote and Betting Simps (Afr. McElhone), 26.
Art Unions and Lotteries (Afr, Laio), 32.

. Contracts at the Mudgee Gaol and Court-house {Mr. liohcrl Jones), 35.
Dogs in the Centennial Park {Mr. Frank Famell). 53.
Distress in the Drought-stricken parts of the Colony (Mr. Rose), 59.
The man Hines, sentenced to death at Maitland (Afr. Haynes), 67.
Administration of Coal Mines Regulation Act (Air. Watkins), 72.
Permanent Artillery Band (Afr. F. Af. Clark), 76. _
Judicial determination of word “Place” within the Betting Houses Suppression Act (Mr. Crick),

95.
Belief to the various occupants of land in the Colony (Mr. Lyne), 99.
Assistance to the poor in forthcoming Record Reign Celebrations (Mr. Hogue), 104.
Compensation to Sam. Lemon and Miss Lemon for Upd resumed for railway purposes (Dr. lion),

131.

883
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II INDEX.

EBFPBB^CZS TO THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS, VOL. I—'I7TH PARLIAMENT—SESSION 1897. PATERS ORDERED TO 
EE PRINTED.

A
TOl. PACE.

ADJOURNMENT {coniintietl)
Motion made foe, usdbe 49th Standing Oedee, on Eollowinq Suejects, ane Negatived 

(continued) :—
Accidents in theErokon Hi!l Mines (Mr. Ferguson), 147.
Issue of certain new Postage Stamps unauthorised by law (Mr. Schey), 150.
Tariff provisions of the Customs Duties Act of 1890 (Mr. Lyne), 162,
Failure of Government to provide adequate Supply of Water in Central and Western Divisions 

(Afr. Carroll), 170
Acceptance by Railway Commissioners of tender of Lithgow Companies for supply of coal 

(Jfr.'jVceAolAOH), 177. *
Prevention of Influx of Asiatics (iTfr, McFarltmc), 185.
Administration of Land and Income Taxes (Mr, Ajflee.k), ISO.
Administration of Land and Income Taxes Acts (Mr. Affleck), 205.
Action of Police Department in reference to Sunday closing of Shops (ilfr, Hughes), 211.
Sale of Books by Trustees of Free Public Library to Messrs. Angus and Robertson (Mr. Hogue), 

221.
Administration of Crown Lands Acts in regard to valuation of improvements to incoming tenants 

(Mr. Moore), 226.
Free passes to ladies for trams and trains {Afr. Haynes), 229. '
Fractures in front elevation of General Post Office (iJIr Price), 236.
Snagcing of the River Darling (jlfr. Sleath), 243.
Road repairs within Borough of Cowra (Mr. M. T. Phillips), 257.
Regulations respecting British Subjects in the South Ser Islands (Mr. O'Sullivan), 266. 
Conveyance of certain Employees at Cockatoo Island to and from their work free of charge (Mr. 

Frank Famell), 273.
Administration of the Trustees of the National Art Gallery (3Ir. E. M. Clark), 279.
University Students travelling on Tramways (Mr. Seheti), 285.
Conduct of Senior-constable Queloh (Mr, Daeey), 289.
Leasing of Town Allotments, East Molong, and fencing streets (Dr. Poss), 290.
Case of Rachel Dawson, convicted of shooting (Mr, Haynes), 301.

. Mining Companies removing Gold, the property of Crown, without authority (Mr. Sleath), 308.
State of Government Road between Crescent-street and Iron Cove Bridge, Roselle, Balmain 

(Mr. Loro), 317.
Working of New Telegraph Code (Mr. See), 324.
Action of Government in not carrying out the provisions of the Parliamentary Electorates and 

Elections Act (Mr. Price), 346.
Contract of Hudson Brothers for Steam Crane for Garden Island (Mr. Kelson), 510.
Dummying Homestead Leases in the Wileannia District (Mr. Sleath), 518.

Motion made for, uhdbb 49th Standing OstnEu on soddowis* SnufECTs, and edied out of 
- Oedeei—

Select Committee or Royal Commission to report on true intent of financial clauses of the 
Commonwealth Bill (Mr. Keild), 169.

Unsatisfactory state of the Roads of the Colony (Mr. Waddell), 363.
Making of Dams and Weirs by the Water Conservation Branch of the Works Department {Afr. 

Carroll), 471.
Sunday Trading (Mr. Copeland), 519. .

Of Dkeate :—
Motion made for, and passed, 12, 43, 100, 115, 118, 198, 199, 229, 274, 32S, 354, 357, (to take 

precedence) 333, 486, 511.
Motion made for, and negatived, 43, 291.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (See also “GRAND JURY BILL”; also “SERVICE OF 
EQUITABLE PROCESS BILL”) —

CoNYionoyB dndek the Licensing Act;—
Return (in part) to an Order (Session 1891-2), laid on Table, 38.

Visiting Justices to Country Gaols:—
Regulation under Public Service Act of 1895, laid on Table, 25.

Disthict Courts Act of 1853 :— ,
Annual Returns under 103rd Section, laid on Table, 32.

Case of Rachel Dawson, tried at Dubbo for Shooting at Frederick Atcheson:—
Motion made (Mr. Haynes) for papers, Ac., 35,- Return to Address, laid cm Table, 95 ..................
Adjournment moved (Mr. Haynes), in reference to, and negatived, 301.
Motion passed (Mr Haynes) to discuss motion for appointment of a Select Committee as matter 

of urgency, debate on motion to suspend Standing Orders interrupted by Government 
Business taking precedence at 8 o’clock, 457-8.

Case of Hines, Sentenced to Death at Maitland :—
Adjournment moved (Mr. Haynes) in reference to, and negatived, 07.

Supreme Court:—
Rule in Equitable Jurisdiction, laid on Table, 146-
Rule of Supreme Court in Divorce Jurisdiction, laid on Table, 185.

Claim or Theofhilus Stephens:—
Motion made (Mr. PToiearfA) for adoption of Report of Select Committee (Neuioit t1836), Mr. 

McLaughlin moved, That Orders of the Day he read, Mr. Speaker declined to submit latter 
motion, Debate on motion adjourned, 274; Order of the Day postponed, £89.

Fink imposed upon Mbs. Flood, Paddington Poltce Court:—
Motion made (Mr, Knox) for papers in ease, 279; Return to Order, laid on Table, 308. 

Allowance to Jurors :— ■
Schedule of, laid on Table, 368.

The Rev. James Clarke :—
Petition presented complaining of the administration of the law in his ease, and praying fora just 

measure of relief, either by hearing him at Bar of the House, or by the appointment of a
Select Committee to inquire into his case, 440 ..............................................................................

ADVERTISEMENTS. GOVERNMENT:— '
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for return, slmwing amounts paid to Sydney newspapers, 59; Return 

to Order, laid on Table, 71.
AGRICULTURE :—

Report of Department for 1896, laid on Table, 91 .......................................... ......................... ..........
Agricultural and Horticultural Societies :—

Motion made (Mr. Frank Famell) for return of special grants and subsidies for past twenty 
years, 400.

2

7

3
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TUIFERSITCKS TO THX VOTES AND mOCBlTOINGS, VOL. 1—JJTH PAlHIAMIfT—SESSION 1897. PAPERS ORDERED TO 
BK PRINTED,

TOL, PAGE.

A

ACmrCULTUKAL HOLDING'S BILL
Motion made (3tr.-Price) for leave to bring in, 62 ; presented and read 1°, 100 ; Order of the 

Day postponed, 211, 226, 279, 300, 327, 383, 608. '
ALBEET MINING DISTRICT (See “MINING”).
ALB DRY (See “ RAILWAYS”).
ALIENS (Sec “COLOURED RACES RESTRICTION AND REGULATION BILL”; also “ASIA

TICS”; also “IMMIGRATION RESTRICTION BILL”).
ALIGNMENT OE CROW’S NEST ROAD, NORTH SYDNEY;—

Motion made (Mr. fJ. M. Clark) for Select Committee, and House counted out, 411. 
ALPHABETICAL REGISTERS

Of Bills—Sessional Paper..................................................................................................... ...................  ■)
OE Addresses and Orders—Sessional Paper ................................................................................. . t ^

ALTJMY CREEK (See “BRIDGES”).
AMENDED LIFE ASSURANCE ENCOURAGEMENT BILL

Motion made (Mr. Willis) for leave to bring in, 169; presented and rend 1°, 177; Order of the 
Dav postponed, 215, 34L.

APPROPRIATION BILL;—
Assent to (Session 1896) reported, 2,
Ordered (Mr. Reid), founded on Resolutions of Ways and Means Nos. 6 and 7, Bill presented and 

read 1°, 432; Order of the Day postponed, 449, 459; read 2°, committed, reported without 
amendment, report adopted, rend 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 473; returned without 
amendment, 510.

ARDILL, JOHN ROACH (See “CROWN LANDS").
ARIAH (See “RAILWAYS").
ARTESIAN WELLS BILL;—

Message from Gorcrnor, 108; Motion made (Mr. Sydney Smith) for Committee of the Whole,
115; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read l0, 124; read 2°, 
committed, 281 ; reported vrith an amendment, report adopted, 326; read 3’, passed, and sent 
to Council, 332; returned with amendments, 480; Council’s amendments agreed to, 498.

ART UNIONS AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. McQoioeti) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 370; Order of the Day 

postponed, 60S.
ART UNIONS AND LOTTERIES :—

Adjournment moved (Mr. Late) for amending laws relating to, and negatived, 32.
ASHEIELD (See “ DRAINAGE ”). .
ASHTON, JAMES, ESQUIRE, M.P. :—

Appointed by Mr. Speaker a Temporary Chairman of Committees for Session, 7.
ASSEMBLY (See “ADJOURNMENT”; also “ CHAIRMAN OP COMMITTEES ”; also “NO 

QUORUM”; also “ ORDERS OP THE DAY”)
Opening of the Session, 1.
Usher of the Block Rod delivers Message, 1.
Pro form& Bill, 4.
Governor’s Opening Speech, 4; Address in Reply, S, 12; Reply to Address, 15.
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 7, 33, 36, 42, 62.
Sessional Orders passed, 12 (*), 13 (*), 18.
Sittings after midnight, 13, 36, 44, 92, 96, 118, 127, 135, 141, 148, 156, 162, 170, 191, 208, 226,

236, 243, 267, 274, 281, 286, 291,296, 303, 317, 326, 337, 354, 368, 378, 385, 393, 403, 420,
428, 442, 448, 459, 473, 482, 612, 519.

Continuous sittings, 397.
Standing Orders suspended (urgency) 36-7, (urgency) 257, (urgency) 302, 378.
Votes and Proceedings, Nos. 1 to 81 .....................................................................................................
Weekly Reports of Divisions in Committee of the Whole House, Nos. 1 to 20 ...............................
Reports from Printing Committee, 1 to 26..............................................................................................
Proclamation Proroguing Parliament.....................................................................................................

Sbssiosai, Papbeb ;— .............
Business undisposed of at close of Session.............................................................................................. ). y
Attendance of Members in Divisions and Counts out ........ ................................................................
Business of the Session ............................................................................................................................
Alphabetical Registers of Bills...............................................................................................................
Alphabetical Registers of Addresses and Orders ........ .........................................................................
Standing and Select Committees appointed during Session............................. .................................... J

Vote for :— .........J
Minute of Executive Oouneil transferring Amounts to supplement Vote for Legislative Council 

and Assembly, laid on Table, 183.
ASSENT TO BILLS (See “MESSAGES”).
ASIATICS :—

Adjournment moved (Mr. McFarlane) in reference to prevention of infiux of, and negatived, 185. 
ASTRONOMER, GOVERNMENT:— b

Return respecting present Drought, laid on Table, 84.
ASYLUMS:- 1 & ' ’

Report of Inspector-General of Insane for 1896, laid on Table, 75 .................................. ............... 7
Norsks am> Ekmai.k Attzkdaxts :— ......

Motion made (Mr. Griffith) in favour of regulating working-hours in conformity with eight- 
hour clauses in Factories Act; amendment moved (Mr. Cotton) to apply principle where 
possible, agreed to * motion, as amended, passed, 273.

ATOHESON, FREDERICK (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
ATTACHMENT OF WAGES ABOLITION BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Griffith) for leave to proceed with, under the 29oth Standing Order, 127;
Order of the Day postponed, 289, 331, 347, 357.

ATTORNEY’S COSTS ACT OF 1847 AMENDMENT BILL
t Motion made (Mr. Chapman) for leave to bring in, 69 ; presented and read 1°, 103; Order of the 

Day dropped, 110; Order of the Day restored, 123; Motion for postponement of Order of 
Day negatived, 220.

ATTORNEY-GENERAL’S DEPARTMENT :—
Minute of Executive Council authorising transfer of Vote from Salaries, Acting Supreme Court 

Judges, to supplemeit Vote for, laid on Table, 163.

613
619
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525.
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A
ADDITOE-GENEUAL

Minute of Executive Council authorising transfer of rote to meet adjustments of salaries, laid on
Table, 7 ............................................. .............................................  ............................... . ...........

Minute of the Executive Council authorising the transfer of Vote from “Salaries" (o supplement
Vote for reorganisation of the Public Service, laid on Table, 7 .........................

AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION (See also “CONSTITUTION OF THE COMMONWEALTH 
OP AUSTRALIA—DRAFT BILL") —

Draft Bill approved by the Adelaide Convention, 1897, laid on Table, 21 .......................................
3>ebates of the Adelaide Convention, 1S97. laid on Table, 49
Proceedings of Convention held at Adelaide daring March, April, and Mav, 1897, laid on Table

a OS ....................................................................?.................. .....................‘,.................................. '
Papers on, circulated on consideration of Draft Constitution, IS07, bv Legislature of Victoria, laid

on Table, 303 ................................................................................... . ...................................... .. .
Motion made (Mr. Schty) for leave to lav on Table " Notes on the Draft Federal Const,il.utiun of 

1897," and “Notes on Federation and the Draft Bills of 1891 and 1897,” by Air. Q. B. Barton.
293 ; papers laid on Table, 303, 317 ........................................................... ,‘...............................

Finance Committee of the Adelaide Convention :—
Motion made (Mr. Schry) that leave be given to William McMillan, Esq . M.P., to lay on Table 

papers on Financial Proposals, and debate adjourned, 220; Older of the Day postponed, 236,242, 
256, 272, 300; Order of the Dav discharged, 385.

AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION ENABLING- ACL' AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Lrticn) for leave to bring in, presented and read l0, 103; Order of tlio Dav 

postponed, 236, 300, 316, 324, 331 ; read 2“, committed, reported with an amendment, 342 ; 
report adopted, 347. Motion made (Mr. Leritn) for 3°, and amendment moved (J/V. Eieing) 
to recommit, and negatived, read 3°. passed, and sent to Council, 371; returned without 
amendment, 483 ; Assent reported, 492.

AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION ENABLING- ACT OF 1895 —
Regulations and Amended Regulations, laid on Table, 2t.
Ret urn of Votes polled at Election, 4th March, 1897, burl on Table, 49 ..........

AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION ENABLING ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No'. 2) ’ ...............1
Motion made (Mr. Ifnynes) forleave to bring in, 235 ; presented and nad 1°, 248 ; Order of the 

Day postponed, £79, 300 ; motion to take 2° as matter of urgency before other business, and 
negatived, 308; Order of the Day postponed, 327, 341. I

AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION (REPRESENTATIVES’ ALLOWANCE) BILL— I
Message from Governor, 39 : Motion made (Mr. BrnnL-er) for Committee of the Whole, 53 

House in Committee, resolution agreed to, 60 ; presented and read, 1°, 99 : ri ud 2°, committed,! 
reported without amendnient, Report adopted. 124; read S0, passed, and sent to Council, 134-5 ;■ 
returned without amendment, 403 ; Assent reported, 410. 1

AUSTRALIAN LEGAL PROFESSIONS FEDERATION BILL
Motion made (Mr Schry) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 51; Order 

of the Day postponed, 123, 155, 169, 220, 242, 250. 272, 341, 346,353,419,447; inotinn' 
made (Jlfr. Schry), and debate adjourned, 4S6; question proposed for resumption of debate, 
and debate adjourned, 611-2.

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM:—
Report for 1896, laid on Table, 169........................................................................................................

B
BALLOT :—

• Eor Select Committee, 157.
Motion made (Mr. Cann) to refer question of balloting for Select Committees to Standing Orders 

Committee, and amendment moved (Mr. Hogue) to except Committees on Private Bills,
and negatived—motion agreed to, 197-8; Report brought up, 295 ........................ !

BANK CREDITS (See “FINANCE”). '
BANK LI ABILITIES AND ASSETS:—

General Abstracts of, for quarter ended 31st December, 1895, laid on Table, 71.
Do dp 31st March, 1897, laid on Table, 71.
Do do 30th June, 1897, laid on Table, 289.
Do do 30th September, lb97, laid on Table, 440.

BANKING, LAND, BUILDING, AND INVESTMENT COMPANIES:—
General Abstracts of Liabilities and Assets for.quaitcr ended 30th September, 1896 laid on 

Table, 24. , r
General Abstracts of Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 31st December, 1896, la:d on Table, 71

31st March, 1897, laid on Table, 71. 
30th June, 1897, laid on Table, 289. 

301 li September, 1897, laid on Table, 445

Do do do
Do do do
Do do do

BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1887:—
Rules of 1896, laid on Table, 24 

BANKRUPTCY ACTS AMENDMENT BILL:—
Assent to (Neman 1896), reported, 3,

BAR OP HOUSE:— i
Petition presented from Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation (Limited) to be heard by!

counsel at, m refereuee to Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembia, 185......................................... )
Petiiion presented froui Captain Rossi to appear in reference to bis case, 435 ................................. 1 j
Petition presented from Rev. James Clarke to appear in reference to his case 440 '

BARNET 1’. Mr. DAVID (See “ CIVIL SERVICE ......................
BARRISTERS AND SOLICITORS FEES BILL —

Motion made (Af>. Schey) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 50 : Order oi 
the Buy postponed, 72, 296, 447.

BARTLEY’S CREEK LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”)
BEATTIE, MARY (See "HOSPITALS”).
BEER DUTIES ACT (See “TOOTH A CO., MESSRS”).
BEGA (See “BRIDGES”).
BELLINGER RIVER (Sec “HARBOURS”).
BERRIGAN (See “RAILWAYS”).
BETTING (See “RACECOURSE BETTING BILL”).
BETTING HOUSES SUPPRESSION BILL :—

Adjournment moved (Mr. Crick), calling attention to Judicial determination of word "place” 
in, 95. , .

1221
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BETTINQ- SHOPS (See " TOTES AND BETTING-SHOPS ”)
Return respecting, laid on Table, 1G9.

BILLS
Alphabetical Begisters of--Sessional Paper .......................................................................................... I
Assent to, reported, of last Session, 1,2 (JJ, 3 (').
Reserved, of last Session. *t.
Withdrawn, 109, 219, 220, 317 O, 459.
Laid aside, 364.
Order of Day for 2° dropped, lift.
Order of the Day restored. 123, 190, 219, 256.
Report from Commiltee of Whole, adopted, 10?, 141, 24S (s). 20R, 302, 458, 474.
Adoption of Report from Committee fixed for later hour of dav, 483, 497 (!)
Of last Session proceeded witn, under 409th Standing Order, 10 (2), 11 (2;, 17, 23, 31, 32, 42. 
Proceeded with, under the 29otli Standing Order, 12 (!), 26 ('), 35, 50 (’J, 61, 52 (2), 53, 59 (*),'

95, 123 (!), 127, 147, 301.
Mcaiagea to Council requesting Bills of last Session to be proceeded wilh, IS (4), 115.
Messape from Council requesting restoration of, under 29(ith Standing Order, 7(1 115.
Passed through all stases in one day. 38.
Passed through remaining stages on same day, 427.
Passed through remaining stages at end of Session, 450 (~), 451 (*), 452 {s), 463 (!), 472, 473 (5),

474, 495, 496, 497, 498. ■
Adoption of Report from Committee inode an Order of the Day for future day, 44,123, 216, 2S6,

296, 312, 442, 449, 459, 460, 4S3 <2). ‘
Reception of Resolution to introduce Bill made an Order of the Day fur a future day, 337.
Motion to recommit negatived, 371,
Recommitted, 442, 472, 483. 496, 497. *
Reported 2°, 412, 472, 4i3, 497.
Reported 3“, 497.
Commit(ee appointed to search Journals of Council in relation to proceedings on, 192, Report 

brought up, 205.
Lapsed through House being counted out, 181, 216,219.
Restored, 123, 190, 219,266.
Reported from Committee, and House counted out, 216 
Brought up on Order of Leave ol former Bill, 219.
Motion to postpone Order of Day for 2° negatived, 220 
Motion for 1° negatived, 274.
Referred to Select Committee, 290.
Amendment on motion to refer to Select Committee negatived. aSR.
Introduced by Minister—to be included in Uovcrnment Burmess, 317.
Title amended, 28G, 436, 442, 472.
No report from Committee of Whole. 312.
Amendment On motion for 3° to read " this day three mouths” negatived, 4?1.
Motion, That House go into Committee to obtain leave to introduce, negatived, oil.

BIN ALONG (Sec "RAILWAY”).
BIRDS PROTECTION BILL:—

Petition presented from landowners of Taralga District to exempt magpie from protection there
under, 426 ........................................................................................................................................... 7

BLACK.HEATII (See “ RAILWAYS”).
BLACK ROD

Usher of, delivers Message from Governor, 1.
BLANKETS

Return respecting distribution of, bv the Government, laid on Table, 301.......................................... 7
BOILERS INSPECTION BILL '

Message from Governor, 420; motion made (J/>. Gnrrar/i) for Committee of the Whole, 420 ; 
Bouse in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and rend 1°, 419.

BOOKS (See “FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY”).
BORAMBIL CREEK (See "BRIDGES”). •
BOROUGH OF CUDGEGONG CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL:— . ;

Petition presented (J/r. Jiobert Jones) for leave t> proceed with, under the 409th Standing 
Order, 11; Order of the Day postponed, 26; read 2°, commit,to f, reported without amend
ment, and Report adopted, 109 ; Order of 111 e Day poftponed, 114 ; read 3°, passed, and sent 
to Council, 123 ; returned tvilhout mrirndwent, 17ft; Assent reported, 174.

BOROUGH OF LITHGOW VALIDATING BILL.—
Petition presented (3fr. JBavitfer) for leave to proceed with, under 409th Standing Order, 17; 

Order of the Dav postponed, 84, 383.
BOTANICAL GARDENS:— -

Regulations under Public Service Act in reference to Gardeners and others, laid on Table, 71. 
BRANCH ROAD, DOUBLE BAY (See ” ROADS ”).
BRADY W., SENIOR, asd BRADY WL, JUNIOR tSee “CROWN LANDS'1).
BRAEMAR (" See " RAILWAYS”).
BRANDS (See “STOCK ”).
BREWARR1NA (See '‘RAILWAYS”). ■
BRIDGES (See ‘‘SYDNEY AND NORTH SYDNEY BRIDGE AND TRAMWAY BILL”; also 

NORTH SHORE BRIDGE BILL”; also •‘GLEBE ISLAND BRIDGE BILL”):—
Hunter River, at A1 orpeth ; —

Notification of resumption of laud, under the Public, Worts Act, laid on Table, 17.
Over Deep Cheek :—

Notification of resumption of lond, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 17.
Over South Greek:—

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 17.
Stonequarev Ceeek i— .

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 17.
Borameil Creek, Quihineh :—

Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 17,
Maci.kay Riveh, at Kempset :— '

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 17.
Butfaeo Cheek, Fired op Mars:—

Return to Order (Session, 1896), laid on Table, 17.
Votes tor Roads and Bbidoes:—

Motion made (Aft*. Freni FarneU) for return of expenditure, 52.
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BElDGfflS (continued?) :—

Mr RE A v Bivee, ebected at joint expense of Governments of New Sooth Wales and 
Victoria :—

Motion made (Mr. Morgan) for return and particulars of, and amounts due by Victorian Govern 
mciit, 99; Return to Order, laid ou Table, 272.

Ptriiont Bridge :—
Motion made (Mr. Tcruny) that work, as recommended by the Public Works Committee, be carried 

out, and Debate adjourned, 115; Motion agreed to, 141.
Glebe Island :—

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 116; Report brought up 362 
Motion made (Mr. Young) that work be carried out, 441. ’

Sega
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid ou Table, 162 

Caff all’s CeEek :—
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works, laid on Tabic, 196.

Alpmt Cheek
Amended Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act,laid on Table 215, 

Laooon Creek 1— '
____ Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 341,
BRIGHTON PARK (See “RACECOURSE ACCIDENTS”)
BRITISH SUBJECTS (See “SOUTH SEA ISLANDS”).
BROKEN HILL (See “RAILWAYS”; also “MINING”).
BRUE PLAINS LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”).
BRUNSWICK RIVER DISTRICT (See "HINDOOS")
BUCKLEY, THOMAS.(See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
BUFFALO CREEK, FIELD OF MARS (See “BRIDGES")
BUJjGANDRAMINE (See “CROWN LANDS”)
BUNGWALL (See “WHARVES”).
BURBURGATE LEASEHOLD AREA (Sec “CROWN LANDS").
BURRAWANG LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”),'
BURRO WAY LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”)
BURWOOD (See “DRAINAGE"), ''
BUSINESS

Undisposed of—Sessional Paper ..........................................................................................
Of the Session— Sessional Paper .....................................................................................................
Postponed in a bunch, 61, 116,157,171, 192, 346, 442,"474”486, 611,’.........................................
Interrupted to report urgent Message from Council, 117 170 

Days
Sessional Order moved, 12; passed, 18,

Pbeckdenoe of ;—
Sessional Order passed, 12.
Ordered to take precedence, 383,
Sessional Order, Government, ordered to take precedence after 8 o’clock on Tuesdays 448 
Private, interrupted by Government taking, at 8 o’clock, 458, 496. *

BYGALOREK LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS").

Laid ok Table —
Municipalities Act:—

Bombala, 23.
Bathurst, 23.
Narrabri, 23.
"Wallsend, 23.
East Maitland, 23, 327.
Nowra, 23.
Dungog, 23.
Cooma, 23 
Lamb ton, 23. "
Wellington, 23 (®).
W ilcannia, 23.
Marsfield, 23,

Nuisances Prevention Act:—
Hillston, 23.
Raymond Terrace, 23.
Wellington, 23.

Municipal Wharves Act:—
North Sydney, 24.
Hunter’s Hill, 24.

Sydney Hospital Act of 1881, 24, 35.
Murrtnnburrah Free Public Library, 24.
Metropolitan Water and Sewerage'Act Extension Act of 1894, 17 (-); (Rtuhculters’ Creek 

Draw), 95.
Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1880 (Balranald) 123, (Coonamhle) 169 
University of Sydney, 134.
Newcastle Paving and Public Vehicles Regulation Act, 295.
Public Vehicles Regulation Act, 435.

BYRNES, MR F. O. (See “CIVIL SERVICE").
BYROCK (See “ RAILWAYS ’,).

VOL.

Warren, 23.
Hunter's Hill, 24.
Hay, 35.
Willoughby, 35.
Kempsey, 75.
Wollongong, 75,456.
Port Macquarie, 147.
Berry, 147.
Yass, 185.
West Narrabri, 185, 327. 
Vaudusc, 219.

Bingara, 272. 
PJattsburg, 295. 
Waratah, 327. 
Camden, 327.
North Sydney, 331. 
Carrington, 392. 
Katoomba, 392. 
Moree, 392.
Parkes, 392.
Young, 456.
Albury, 456.

Warren, 23.
Central Illawarra, 25.
Junee, 25.

Molong, 43,
Port Macquarie, 91. 
Waratah, 91.

1 .527
539

G
CAFF ALL’S CREEK (See “BRIDGES").
CAMPBELLTOWN (See "RAILWAYS”).
CAMPBELBTOWN RESERVOIR ACTS REPEAL BILL:—

Motion made (Hfr. Camthers) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 441; read 2°, com
mitted, reported without amendment, report adopted, 448; rend 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 458 ; returned without amendment, 481; Assent reported. 492.

Drecifi of Facts relating to, laid on Table, 445.
CANALLY LEASEHOLD AREA (See “ CROWN LANDS ”).

1
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CANN, JOHN'HKMtV, ESQUIRE, M.P._
Appointed by Mr. Speaker a Temporary Cliairmnn of Committees for the Session, 7. 

CANTEKBURY PARK (See “RACECOURSE ACCIDENTS”).
CANTERBURY DRAIN (Sec " DRAINAGE 
CAREENING COVE.DRAIN (See “DRAINAGE”).
CARPENTARIAN KKb'ORUATORY:—

Correspondence, ,te., respecting discharge of thirty-nine boys and the resignation of the Superin-,
tendent, laid in Table, R-U ...........................................................................................................

CARTER, GUiiMOW, AND COMPANY:—
Report of Royal Commission on Contracts, laid on Table, 24.............................................................

CASINO (Sco “ ROADS”).
CASTING VOTE (See “ SPEAKER”).
CATTLE-DRIVING BILL:— ■

Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion (Mr. Gonbl), road 1°, 401.
Order of the Duv postponed, 451, 492.

CEMETERIES’
Affififi Vadb *

Abstract of site under the Gth Section of Act 44 Vie. No. 16, leid on Table, 32.
Public :— .

Abstract of Lands resumed for, under the Public Works Aot and the Lands for Public Purposes 
Acquisition Act, laid on Table, 177-

CENTENNIAL PARK:— . .
Adjournment moved (Mr. Frank Famell) in reference to Regulation 13, applying to dogs, and. 

negatived, 53. ,
CENTRAL DIVISION (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES:—

Wiliiam MeCourt, Esquire, elected, 13.
Commission tu, ns Deputy Speaker, to administer the Oath of Allegiance, 21.

TnitroKAHV Ciiaiumen :—
Appointed bv Mr. Speaker, 7.

CHAMBER MAG1ST11AIES __
Regulations in reference to attendance after hours, laid on Table, 25.

CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS :—
Regulations under Public Service Act of 1895, laid on Table, 316.

CHURCU ACTS REPEALING BILL:— _
Message from Council requesting Assembly to proceed with, under 290th Standing Order, 76;* 

Order of the Day postponed, 108; read 2° committed, reported with an amendment, report 
adopted, 372; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 377; Assembly’s amendment agreed 
to, 40 j ; Assent, reported, 441.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL ESTATE:—
Lpasiug or PonTioir or, at Randwick—ErttsiitGTOK Racecourse:—

Motion made (Jlfr. llai/nes) for papers, 72; Return.to Order, laid on Table, 491.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS BILL:—

Motion made (ilfr. Carrvtlmrs} for Committee of the Whole, 36 ; Message from Governor, £0; 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented, and read 1°, 54; motion made for 
2’, and Debate adjourned, 100; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, 123; 
Report adopted, 141; rend 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 148; returned with amendments, 
401; Council’s amendments agreed to, 449 ; Assent reported,480.

CITIES, TOWNS. AND TILLAGES (See “CROWN LANDS").
CITY AND NORTH SYDNEY RAILWAY BILL:— .

Petition presented (Mr. Farkes) for leave to proceed with, under the 409th Standing Order, 10 ; 
Motion made for 2°, and Debate adjourned, 43 • Order of the Day postponed, ttA, 147, 155 ; 
Debate resumed and adjourned, 117,118; Order of the Da)1 postponed, 177,190, 211, 242, 266, 
331; read 2°, committed, 34S; Order of the Day postponed, 353, 370, 383, 400, 419, 447, 
486; House in Committee—Point of Order,—The Chairman repealed that ho had ruled 
against the discussion of the principles of the Bill on a proposed amendment in the Short 
Title; Mr. Speaker upheld the Chairman’s decision, 512; Committee resumed, progress 
reported, 512.

CITY AND NORTH SYDNEY TUNNEL-ROADWAY BILL:— _
Petition presented (Mr, Parkes) forleave to proceed with, under the 409th Standing Order, 11; 

Order of the Day postponed, 26, 155, 177, 190, 211, 242, 26^, 331; read 2°, committed, 348; 
Order of the Day postponed, 353, 370, 383, 400, 419, 447, 486.

CITY OE SYDNEY :— .
Stutcmcntof Receipts and Expenditure of the Corporation of, laid on Table, 24..............................

CITY OF SYDNEY MUNICIPAL LOANS BILL :—
Assent to (Session 1890) reported, 1.

CIVIL SERVICE (Sec also “PUBLIC SERVICE”; also “PUBLIC SERVICE ACT AMEND
MENT BILL") :—

Appoistmkstb of Mr. E. JT. SnrvEits, Mr. A. F. Eviys, and Mr A. D. Craig :—
Reports respecting, laid on Table, 17.

Public Service; Board—Cashs of Mr. F. O. Btbues asd Mr J. J. B. Wakf.xt 
Motion made (Mr. Ferry) for papers, 19 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 114.

The Civil Service:— , „
Motion made (Mr. Parkes) for return in reference to retirements and appointments, 52. .

Dismissal or TEttroRAinr Hands, Government Printing Office :—
Motion made (3fr. McGoicen) for papers, 52 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 99..........................

Appointment of Chief Ikbtectoe of Mines :—
Motion mode (Mr. Fegan) for papers, 62 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 480.

Dismissal of Maurice Hicket, of Newcastle, by the Marine Board:—
Motion made (Mr. Fegan) for papers, 71; Return to Order, laid on Table, 91 ..............................

Pensions under Sbeeeannuation Fund :—
Motion made (Mr. Whiddon) for return of particulars, 99.

Officers retained in service over the age of G5 tears :—
Motion made (Mr. J. C. L. Fitzpatrick) for return, 99 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 331......

Appointment of Mr. Norman C. Locehart to Land and Income Tax Department: —
Papers respecting, laid on Table, 108 .... ..................................................................................................

Supple of Uniforms:—
Motion made (Mr. Cann) for return of, for Colonial Secretary’s and Treasurer e Departments, 108 ; 

■ Return to Order laid on. Table, 162.
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CIVIL SEBVICE (continued) :— .
Appointment op Mu. Fatten as Stipendiaet Maoistkate at Newcastle 

Motion irmde (Hr. Jtoss) for papers, 147 ( Return to Order, laid on Table, 303.
Land and Income Taxation Drpautmknt :—

Motion made (Mir. Crici-) for return in reference to clerks employed, 197- Return to Order laid
on Tabic, 279 ....................................................................... ’

Dedections phom Salaries of Tempokakt Officers [)Urin& Jubilee Holidats :.... .........
Motion made (Mr. H. M. Clark) for return, 197; Return to Order, laid on Table, 4-56 

Patents Office—Examinee op Patents —
Motion made (Mr. Wilks) for papers in reference to change in working, 215.

Leate op Absence quanted bt Public Service Poaed-— °
Motion made (jlfr. Ji. M. Clark) for return, 242 ; Return to Order, laid on Table 346 

Claims fob Gratuities under Public Service Act:—
Motion made (Mr. E. M. Clark) for return, 2C6.

Public Service Board—Retieing .Allowances and Gratuities:_
Motion made (ilfr, Xcitd) for Select Committee, 274; Report brought up, 493 .................

Public School Teacher at Wilbeuforce :— ................
Motion made (Mr. Morgan) for papers relative to compUint against, 295 ; Return to Order, laid 

on lable, 303; referred to Printing Commiltee for reconsideration, 378.
Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewekagi; Board —

Report of Royal Commission, with Evidence and Appendices, laid on Table, 356 ..........................  1
Plan of Sydney and Suburban System, with Appendix to Eeport of Commission, hil on Table" 362 j 

Retirement op Me. David Barnett, Glebe Island Abaitoihs ’
Motion made (Mr Eeild) for papers, 356 

Complaint against Waedev Smith, of Tuiina :—
SLotion made (Mr. Crick) for papers, 370 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 499.

Case of Thomas Buckley—Public Works Department:_
Motion made {jlfr. E. M. Clark) for Select Committee, 411. '
Petition presented (Mr. E. M. Clark) from Thomas B ucklov to appear by counsel or in person

before Select Committee, 418...................................... .....................................
Public Officers Over Sixty Years of Age :— ...............................................................

Motion made.(jlfr. Carroll) for return, 435.
Officials in the Prisons Depaei'ment;—

Return respecting stoppage of pay, laid on Table, 517.
CLAIMS AG-AIYST THE GOVERY'ilENT AND CROWN SUITS BILL

Received from Legislation Council, and,on motion (jlfr. Gould), read 1°,401; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and returned to Council 453 • 
Assent reported, 494. . ’

CLAIM OF CAPTAIX ROSSI
Petition presented from, in reference to ease, and praving for leave to appear bv counsel at Bar of

the House, 435........ ..................... ‘ '
CLARENCE RIVER DISTRICT (See “'HINDOOS”).'........................................................*...............
CLARENCE SIDING (Sec “ RAILWAYS ”1.
CLARK, EDWARD MANN, ESQUIRE, M.P. ;—

Removed from Chamber by Sergeant-at-Anns, 279.
CLARKE, THE REV. JAMES (See “ ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE”).
CLERGY WIDOWS AND ORPHANS FUND (SYDNEY DIOCESE) TRUSTEES BILL:—

Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion (jlfr. Hrunker), read 1°, 289 ■ Order of the 
Day postponed, 300; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 342;

ltnd retimled t0 Council without amendment, 346-7 ; Assent reported, 355. ’
J\. (JJ.1 Ab^iiiulDlfY :—
Reads Proclamation on opening of Session, 1.
Swears Members of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 33, 36, 42, 62.
Reads Petition, 214. ’

CLERKS OF PETTY SESSIONS :—
Regulation under Public Service Act respecting examination to be passed by officers to qualify 

for, 256. vv
COAL (See “RAILWAYS”; also “GOVERNMENT COAL MINES1’- also “NEWCASTLE 

DYKE”; also “NORTHERN COLLIERIES”).
COAL MINES REGULATION ACT:—

Adjournment moved (Mr. Watkins) in reference to administration, and negatived, 72.
VHJTTILATrOK OF COAL MINES, NEWCASTLE :—

Motion made (Mr. Eddcn) for reports, 51 ; Return to Order, laid on Table. 108 .
COAL MINES REGULATION ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL:— ..............

Motion made (ilfr. Sydney Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 178 • House in Committee 
Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 20S; Motion made for 2° and Debate 
adjourned, 354; Order of the Dav postponed, 450, 473.

PbTITIONS BKE8BNTKD IN FAVOUR OF, FHOM—

PAGE.
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Do do
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Caledonian Company’s Colliery, Waratah, 214........................
Hotton Coal Company’s Coliiery, 214......................................
Seaham Colliery, West Wallsend, 214 ..................................
Wickham and Bullock Island Coal Company’s Coliiery, 214 .
Wallsend Coal Company’s Colliery, 219...................................
Brown's Collieries, Minnii, 219 ................................................
Stockton Coliiery, Newcastle District, 225................................
Australian Agricultural Company’s Colliery, Newcastle, 225 .
Brown’s Collery, Minmi, 225 ..." ............. ‘.............................
Greta Colliery, 228 ...................................................................
Co-operative Colliery, Piattsburg, 235 ....................................
Maryland Colliery, Piattsburg, 235 ........................................
WaUarah Colliery, Catherine Hill Bay, 235 ............................
Elcmorr Vale Colliery, Wallsend, 235 ..... .............................
Mines, Western Districts, 241...... ............................................ .
Scottish Australian Company’s Colliery, Burwood, 255 ........ .

_ , Coal-mines of the Illawarra District, 255 ........................ .
Petition presented from Coal-owners against, 255..........................................................
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GOAL MINES EEG-ULATION (AMENDMJiNTj DILL: —
Motion made {Mr. Fegan) forleave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 95; Order of the Dav 

' postponed, 25G, -196, ’
COAL SHIPS;— .

Report of Roj-al Commission on dangers to which liable, laid on Table, 3o......................... C...........  7
COAST HOSPITAL (Sec "HOSPITALS'’), ’ I
COCKATOO ISLAND

Adjournmenl moved (Mr. Frank FarneU) in reference to conveyance of Employees to and from 
’ their work at, free of charge, 273. '

COCKLE CREEK (See “ WATER SUPPLY ”).
COLL AREND AMU (See “POSTAL”; also " TELEGRAPHS; also “RAILWAYS”).
COLLIERIES (Sec “MINING”).
COLLISION RETWEEN THE “SOL” AND “ALATHEA” STEAMERS

Motion made (Jfr, W. IT. B. Fiddingtan) for adoption of report from Select Committee (Session 
189C), negatived, 357.

COLOURED RACES RESTRICTION AND REGULATION BILL 
Reserved (Session 1896) for Royal Assent, 4.
Motion made (Mr. Reid) for Committee of the Whole, 399; Message from Governor, 402; House 

m Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented, and read 1°, (120-1; read 2°, committed, 
reported with an amendment, report adopted, 412 ; read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 445. 

COLO YALE (See “ RAIL1,YAYS 
COMMISSIONS:—

Deputy Speaker’s, to administer the Oath of Allegiance, 21.
Royal ■ — ■

Report on Contracts of Messrs. Carter, Gmnmov, <fc Co., laid on Table, 21 .................................. 6
Report on Coal-ladon Ships, laid on Table, 35 ..............................  ...................................................... 7
Report on City Railway Extension, laid on Table, 103 ........................................................................ 4
Report on charges against Medical Attendant and Matron of Mudgee Hospital in reference to

treatment of Alary Beattie, laid on Table, 327 ............................................................................. 7
Report, on Managementof Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Board, laid on Table, 356 ; Appendix,

Report on Management of the Huntsr District Water Supply and Sewerage Board, laid ou Tabic, i 5
■156 ............................................................................ ( ................. .......................................... p

Report on Working of Mines und Qmrrics in the Albert Mining District, laid on Table, 456 ... -3
COMMUTERS (See “PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMIT TEE ON PUBLIC WORKS ” ; 

also "PRINTING COMMITTEE” ; also "CHAIRMAN OE COMMITTEES")
Standing and Select appointed during Session—Sessional Paper.......................................................... I

Govut.vou’s Opening Spbecji:— .......................................
Appointed t.o prepare Address in reply, and report brought up, 5,

Elections and Qualihcations ;— '
Speaker’s Warrant appointing, laid on Table, 7; Maturitv reported. 33 ; Members sworn, 33 (*)

36 (»), 42 0, 52. „ ’ •
_ Op tiif Whole :— ’

Resolulions reported, 54 (J), 60 (s), 61 (2), 104, 124, 191 (’), 192, 208, 212, 285, 332, 333, 420,
421 (»}, 418, 449, 459, 474, 4H0

Resolutions agreed to, 54 (s), 60 f2), GL (2), 104, 124, 191 (s), 192, 20S, 212, 2S5, 332, 333, 420,
421 (*), 448, 449, 459, 474,486. ‘

No Quorum reported from, 249, 512. .
Supply :—

Motion made (Afr\ Reid) for House t.o go into Committee, 32.
House in Committee (Financial Statement), 19, 32, 30, 354, 378, 403, 420, 42S, 460, 498.
Resolutions reported, 36, 354, 378, 428 (103),461 (i7), 498.
Resolutions agreed to, 37, 354, 378, 432 (”«), 463 4.98.

Ways and Means :— ■
Motion made (Jlfr Reid) for House to go into Committee, 12.
House in Committee, 37, (AVimmYd Statement) 354,364 ("), 368,378, 379, 420, 432 (2), 463,498. 
Resolutions reported 37, 379, (Taxation), 393 (3), 432 (2), (Taxation) 463 (s), 498.
Resolutions agreed to, 37, 379, (Taxation) 393 (J), 432 (•), (Taxation) 465 (3), 498.

Standing Oiidebs
Sessional Order appointing, passed, 13 

Lusha it y Com mi ttk e : —
Sessional Order appointing, passed, 13.

Rmkbshmeht COMjrriTKE : ■
Sessional Order appointing', passed, 13.

Select:—
Resignation.of member from, and name discharged, 69 
Appointed by Ballot, 157.
Amendment moved on motion to appoint substituting new Committee, 171.
Leave given to make visiU of inspection, 197, 219.
Betitions referred to, 91, 219. 21t,
Papers referred to, 181.
Appointed to inspect Journals of IvOgislative Council, 192 ; Report brought up, 205.
Motion made (Mr. Cann) to refer question of Balloting for, to Standing Orders Committee, and 

amendment moved (Mr. Jlogvr) to except Committees on Private Bills and negatived—
motion agreed to, 197-8 ; Report brought up, 295 .......................................................... .......... 1

Public Bill referred to, 290.
Amendment on Motion to refer Public Bill to, negatived. 436.
Statement in reference to Member of Committee supplving copies of cvidcnco to witnesses, 439, 

COMMONWEALTH (See “ CONSTITUTION OE THE COMMONWEALTH OE AUSTRALIA— 
DRAET BILL”).

COMPANIES (Sec "JOINT STOCK COMPANIES AMENDMENT (CONTINUATION) BILL”). 
COMPENSATION TO RELATIVES BILL:—

Received from Legislative Council; and, on motion (Mr. GcutM), rend lu, 402; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 453: 
Assent, reported, 491,.

COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS —
Regulations under Public Service Act of 1895, laid on Table, 25 (D 219.

CONDITIONAL PURCHASES (See “ CROWN LANDS ").
CONDOBOLIN (Sec “RAILWAYS"; also "CROWN LANDS”; also “WATER SUPPLY”).
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“ CROW2f LANDS”), 
also “NOXIODS WEEDS”

'’)■

also “FREE CON-
CONDOBOLIN LEASEHOLD AREA (See
CONFERENCE (See “RABBIT PEST”:

FERE NOE”; also “POSTAL').
CONNELLY, MR. J. F, (Sea “MINING-").
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE (Sec “FINANCE
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL:—

Message from GoTornor, 15; Ordered (ilfr. licit/), founded ou Resolution of Ways and Meant 
(No. 1), presented and read 1°, reads0, committed, reported without amendment, Report 
adopted, read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 38 ; returned without amendment, 60; Assent 
reported, 66.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 2) ■
Message from Governor, 371; Standing Orders suspended, 378 ; Ordered (Jlfr. Jietii), founded on 

Resolution of Ways and Moans No. 3, presented aud read 1°, read 2°, Committed, reported 
without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 379; returned 
without amendment, Assent reported, 402.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND (MUNICIPAL GRANT) BILL
Ordered, on motion (.Ifr, Reid), founded on resolution of Ways and Means (No. 11), presented 

aud read 1°, read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, 
passed, and sent to Council, 498; returned without amendment, 51S.

CONSOLIDATION OE THE LAND LAWS (See “LAND LAWS”). ■
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—

Motion matte (jlfr, Keild) for leave to bring in, 331; presented and read 1°, 346.
CONSTITUTION OE THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA—DRAFT BILL (See also 

“AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION") :—
Agreed to by Adelaide Federal Convention, 1897, laid ou Table, 2i.......................... ......................
Mr, Speaker gate his opinion that Bill should be dealt with in Committee of the Whole; Motion 

made (Tfr. Carrul/ters) that House do now resolve itself into Committee, and amendment 
moved (ilfr, McLaughlin) to leave out “now ” and insert “this day week”; amendment 
negatived, and motion passed, House in Committee, 53; Motion made (3fr. Copeland) to 
dissent from Speaker's Ruling in reference to Bill being dealt with in Committee, and 
negatived, 72; House in Commiltee, 77, 85, 92, 104., 135, 140, 148, 156, 186, 190, 208,«12, 
221,226,236, 21.3; Committee reported suggestions, report adopted, 257-0; motion made (Mr 
Carruihers) that Message he forwarded to Council and withdrawn, amended Message agreed 
to, £59; Message from Council suggesting amendments, 324.

Petition presented from Presbyterian Church in favour of recognition of Almigldy God in
Preamble, 83 .....................................................................................................................................

Petition presented in favour of recognition of Almighty God in Preamble from : —Council of
Churches, 140....................................................................................................................................

Petitions presented—Public Meeting held in V.M.C.A. Hall, Pitt-strect, Sydney, 215; Public
Meeting, Parramatta, 215 ..................................................................................................................

Petition presented from Australasian National League, suggesting certain amendments, 83...........
Petition uguinst inserting amendment or declaration of‘religious belief in Commonwealth Bill,

from Kidney and Suburbs, 225 (3), 235, 255.............................................. .'................................... I
Statistics in connection with, laid on Table, 71......................................................................................
Proceedings of Convention (with papers ordered to he printed) held in Adelaide during March,

April, and May, 1897, laid on Table, 308 ....................................................................................
Papers on Federation circulated on tonsideration of, 1807, by Legislature of Victoria, hud on

Table, 308 .........................................................................................................................................'J
Adjournment moved (Me. Keild) re appointment of Select Committee or Royal Commission to, 

report on finiiuoial clauses, and ruled oat of order, ICO I
Motion made (ilfr. Schty) for leave to lay on Table “Notes on Draft Federal Constitution of 

1897,” and “ Notes on Federation and the Draft Bills of 1891 and 1897,” by Mr. G. B. Barton,
295; Papers, laid on Table, 308,317 ............................................................................................  j

Fivaxce Cojimittisi: OF TUB Ajiet.aidh FunuitAH Gosyk.vtion : —
Motion made (ilfr. Schey) for leave to he granted to William McMillan, Fsq , M.P., to lay on 

Table papers on (immcinl proposal5, and Debate adjourned, 229 ; Order of the Day postponed, 
236, 212, 256. 272, 390; Order of the Day discharged, 3S5.

CONTINUOUS SITTING :—
House sits beyond hour fixed for following day's silting, 397.

CONTRACTS (See‘“CARTER, GUMMOW, & COMPANY"; also “POSTAL") :—
Mudgee Gaol a>d Cor nr-non an :—

Adjournment) moved (Mr. Robert Jones) in reference to report issued by Public Service Board 
und negatived, 35.

GovlIBSJIEKT :—
Motion made (Mr. Griffith) in favour of full union wage in future, and amendment moved 

(Mr. Hose) to omit words, and Debate adjourned, 328.
CONTRACTORS’DEBTS BILL ;—

Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion (Mr, Gortld), read 1°, 401 j read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment* report ndcpte,d, rend 3°, passed,'and returned to Council, 452; 
Assent reported, 493.

CONVICTIONS UNDER THE LICENSING ACT :—
Return (in part) to an Order (Session 1S91-2), laid on Table, 18.

COOK’S RIVER IMPROVEMENT:—
Nolificalion of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 341.

COOK’S RIVER IMPROVEMENTS BILL:— |
Message from Governor, II ; Motion made (Mr. Ibunj) for Message to Council that Bill he 

proceeded with, under the 295th Standing Order, 18; returned with an amendment, 84 
Council’s amendment agreed to, 92 ; Assent reported, 101.

COOLAMON (See “RAILWAYS ”}.
COO.NAM BJjti (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
COOPER, SYDNEY (See “MINING’).
CO-OPERATIVE COLLIER? TRAMWAY BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (ilfr Franl; Farnell) read 1°. 84; Order of the 
Day postponed 181; read 2:’, committed, reported with amendments and an amended Title 
report ad .pt.-d, 436 ; recommitted to reconsider clauses 4, 5, G, 11, and Title, reported 2°, w ith 

- further amrndmenls, 412; read 3°. pn'sed, and returned to Council, 446; Assembly's amend
ments agreed to, 469: Assent reported, 494.

COPYRIGHT CONVENTION (See1 INTERCOLONIAL COPYRIGHT CONVENTION”)
CORA1C1 (Sec “ROADS”).
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C
CORPORATION OF CITY OF SYDNEY

Statement of Receipts and Eipenditure for 189G, laid on Table, 21 ................................................... 7
COUNCIL, LEGISLATIVE:— . . , ,

Mimitcof Executive Council transferring amount of Vote f:r, to supplement Tote for " Legislative 
Council and Assembly,” laid’on Table, 183. !

COUNSEL (See also “BAR OF HOUSE “)
Petitions to appear bv, before Select Committee, 91, 219, 211.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT (See also “ BY-LAWS
Return to Order (Session 1898), bud on Table, 35 ............................................................................... S

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE BILL:—
Message from Governor, 1.1; Motion made (.Ur. Young) for Message to Council llmt Bill be 

proceeded with, under the 295th.Standing Order, 18.
COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE BELL (No. 2)

Message from Governor, 235; Motion made (JUr. Young) for Committee of i.Uo Whole, 290; 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 313 ; Bill presented and read 1°, 311; Order ol 
tbe Day postponed, 450, 469. I

COUNTS OUT (Sec also “NO QUORUM”). j
Attendance of Members in Divisions and—Sessional Paper.................................................................. !

COWRA (See “ROADS.’’)
CRAIG, MR. A. D. (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
CRICKET GROUND (See "SYDNEY CRICKED GROUND”).
CROWN LANDS (See also “AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS BILL”; also “ CHURCH AND

SCHOOL LANDS BILL"; also “CHURCH AND SCHOOL ESTATE”; also "REAL PRO-1 ■ 
PERTY (CROWN LANDS) Bi'LIT ; also “FIELD OF MARS RESUMPTION REPEAL 
BILL"):—

' Report of Department of Lands fur 18DG, laid on Table, 324......................... .................................... 3
Dedication of Cbutain Lands under 105th Sectfon of Act;— ^

Qazetle Notices, laid on Table, 32, 71, 2U, 25G, 316, 331, 393.
Dedicated to Pobeic Purposes:— .

' Abstract of, laid on Table, 11, 32, 71, 111, 177, 185, 25G, 316. 331, 399, 4-10, 479.
At.tbeations and Cancellation of Designs for Cities, Towns, and Villages:—

Abstract of, laid on Table, II, 71, 114, 185, 255, 331, 399.
Sites for Cities, Towns, and Villaof.s: —

Abstract of, laid on Table, 11, 114, 185, 25G, 310, 331,309.
Reserved for Preservation of Water SurrLV; —

Abstract of, laid on Table, 11, 71, 114, 185, 250, 31C, 331, 399. 410, 479.
Dkdioatri) to Reliuious Purposes :—

Abstract of, hid on Table, 32.
After Auction Purchases:— f

Abstract of, hid on Table, 337.
Public Cemeteries :— •

Abstract ofhnd resumed for, under the Public Worlis Act aud [he Lands for Public Purposes 
■ Acquisition Act, 177.

Hyde Park, Sydney : —
Motion made (Mr. Ncili) for Government Gazette Notices ol Gth October, 1810, and other papers 

relating to dedication, 197. ■
Alienation :— ■

Motion made (Mr. Hall) against, and in favour of perpetual leases or settlement or improvement 
leases—Amendment moved (Mr, Affl-cci) to malic motion apply only to alienation, and 
Debate adjourned, 193 ; Order of tlio Day postponed, 220.

Rsappkaisement of Conditional Purchases and Leases :—
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) to extend right of reappraisoment to conditional purchases, and 

Debate adjourned, 199 ; Order of the Day postponed, 316.
Air, Moore proceeding to move—Point of Order, That motion anticipated debate on an Order of 

the Day on the Paper, upheld by Mr. Speaker, 309.
Value of Ijifrotemrnts to Incoming Tenants:—

Adjournment moved (Mr. Moore) in regard to administration of Acts, and negatived, 22G.
Claim of .Tames and Patrick Guihen, or Kangaroo Valley:— ■

.. Motion made (Mr. Alexander Campbell) for a Select Committee,.229 ; Report brought up, 357... 3
Non-residential Conditional Purchase taken up by Ellen’.Tosei'iiine Ormsby ;—

Motion made (Mr. Wood) for papers, 242 ■ Return to Order, hid on Tabic, 456.
Acts ;—

Notification of settlement lease proposed to be validated under tho 44th Section of 58 Victoria 
No, 18, hid on Table, 11. .

Additional Regulation No. 319a under, laid on Table, 18.
Amended Regulation No. 72, and Amended Forms Nos. 20, 46, and S3, under, laid on Table, 18. 
Amended Regulations Nos. 63, 56, 152, 156, under, laid on Table, 18.
Amended Forms Nob. 7 and 50, under, laid on Table, 18.
Amended Regulation No. 37, under, laid on Table, 147.
Notification of amendment of Regulation No. 35 and Amended Regulations Nos. 1G5 and 170, hid

on Table, 310. . ,
Amended Regulation No. 15G, laid on Table, 331.
Amended Regulation No. 324, laid on Table, 331.

Relief to the various Occupants of Land in the Colony: —
Motion made (Mr, Lyne) in favour of Government granting, and negatived, 99.

Selection by Arthur Jeffries, Land District of Desii.iqdin :—
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for papers, 134; Return to Order laid on Table, 321,

Survey of Lands—Contingencies—Land Agents, ArrEAisttns, Ac., Contingencies: —
Minute of Executive Council transferring from one head of service to another, laid on Table, 103. 

Notification of withdrawal from lease under Act of 1875 fob Settlement by other 
Holdings of certain Lands, laid on Table :—

From Cnnally leasehold area, 24 
From Ulumbarella leasehold area, 24.
From West Mnndarnah leasehold area, 2 4.
From Derribong leasehold area, 24. '
From Burburgate leasehold area, 24.
From Bartley's Creek leasehold area, 24,
From Gunningbland leasehold area, 24.
From Narromino leasehold area, 114.
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1 LANDS {continued) :— '
TIFICATION OF VVJTHXJBAWAI, TKOM 1BASE UVDEK ACT OF ] 875 FOE SniTLEMKBT BT OH1E]!

Holdings of certain Lands, laid on Table (continued) —
Prom Bunw:iy Icnsoliold iires, 13A.
From Mullah leasehold area, 134.
From Condobolin leasehold area, 134,
From Bv^aloree leasehold arou, 24.
From Deniliquin leasehold area. 24.

’ From Goobaug leasehold area, £4.
From Lgelabra leasehold area, 190.
From Ellengerah leasehold area, 190.
From Gillendoon leasehold area, 211.
From Boyd leasehold area, 211.
From Anah leasehold area, 211.
From Tapio leasehold area, 241.
From Bulgandramine leasehold area, 241.
From Gunningbar leasehold area, 2S4.
From The TrofTs leasehold area, 284.
From Timbembungan leasehold area, 2S4.
From Brue Plains leasehold area, 337.
From Spicer's Creek leasehold area, 337.
From Furoku leasehold area, 392.
From Burrairang leasehold area, 420,
From Wclbendtmgah leasehold area, 42G. . I

Conditional Purchase ot John Roche Aedtll:— I
Petition presented from John Roche Ardill, complaining of the administration of the Land Law in

reference to, and asking for relief, 23............................................................................................ j 3
Homestead Leases in Names of W. Bradt, senior, Ann 15, Morris, and W Bradt, 

junior, Wit.cannia District <
Motion made (jtfr. Copeland) for papers, 32 j Return to Order, laid on Table, 59........................ I 3

Application of John Finneran for Lease of IVater Reserve, Cousir of Ashbcrnhaai:—| 
Motion made (Dr. Eoss) for papers, 51; Return to Order, laid on Table. 279. 1

Application of John Lyster for an Original Conditional Porohasi!, County o>"
Ask BURNHAM:— ,

Motion made (Dr. Jtoss) for papers, 51; Return to Order, laid on Table, 255.
Travelling Stock and Camping Reserves, Wagga Waqga Land District:—

Motion made (jlfr. Qormty) for evidence of Land Board on application of Stock Branch to have1 
Reserve 1,370 and Reserve 75, ravish of Rowan, proclaimed, 62; Return to Order, laid on1 
Table, 25S. i

Consolidation of the Land Lawk : —
Motion made (Jlfr. Carruih’-rs) for Select Committee, 53; resignation of ifr. Copeland from midj 

name discharged, 69; Draft Bill laid on Table during Session of 1896 referred to Committee.
1S1 ; Report brought up, 456 .......................................................................................................  I

Resumption of Waldron’s Selection at Yalgogrin :—
Motion made (Mr. Derry) for papers, 59; Return to Order, laid on Table, 91.

Exchange of Land, Cupfacumbiiong Run, Queanbeyan District-—
Motion made (Jlfr, O'SvUruan) for Select Committee, 61; Report brought up, 155 .....................
Petition presented from James Orr for leave to appear before Committee. 91.................................  |

Exchange of Land on Y'anga Station, near Balranald —
Motion made (Mr. Chant&r) for papers, 177 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 331 .....................

Conditional Purchase by George Vincent in the District op Gundaoai ■—
Motion made (Jfr. Travert Jones) for Select CommillPe, 274 ; Eeport brought up, 301 ............. I

Town Allotments, East Molong:— j
Adjournment moved (Dr. Ross) in reference to leasing and the fencing in of tbe streets, and 

negatived, 296, i
Refusal of Transfers of Conditional Purchases to Married Women —

Motion made (Mr. Derry) for papers in reference to issue of circular to Cruwn Lands A gents, 331., 
Homestead Selection 97-1 by Frederick William Tilse and by William Simpson:— 

Notice of intention to declare, under section 44 of Act 58 Vic. No. 18, that they shall cease to be 
voidable, laid on Table, 377. " '

' Ownership of Trundle Dam :— /

3

Ii
h 3i

Motion made (Mr. Thomas Brown) for papers relating to ^377.
Land Statistics—Gospord Population Area:— ’

Motion made (Mr. Hrheeler) for return, 378.
Return to Order, laid on Table, 491.

Ryan’s and Daly's Conditional Purchases, Parish of Y'bcholmk, County of Roxburgh:— 
Motion made (Mr. Netld) for papers, 399; Return to Order laid on Table, 517.

Annual Lease of Owen McCosker, Cope's Creek :—
Motion made (ilfr. Jlfoere) for adoption of report (Session 1890) from Select Committee, 410.

Improvement Leases on Toorale and Dunlop Resumed .-Ireas:—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 517.

Improvement Leases at Jervis Bav —
Return respecting, laid on Table, 517.

Alleged Dummying of Homestead Leases in Wilcannia District:—
Adjournment moved (Jl/r. Sleath) in reference to,Find negatived, 518.

CROWN LANDS BILL‘
Motion made (ilfr, Carrnthers) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 233; read 2“, com

mitted, reported with amendments, report adopted, 243 ; Motion made (Mr. Carrnthers) to 
takcS ns matter of urgency before other business—Point of'Order, That motion was not 
authorised by Standing Order No. 395, and was irregular, ruled against by Mr. Speaker; 
motion agreed to ; Motion made (Mr. Co.rruthere) for suspension of Standing Orders—Point 
of Order, That Standing Order No. 395 did not authorise suspension of the Standing Orders 

• for any particular stated business, aud motion was irregular, Mr. Speaker declined to rule and 
left the matter to the House; motion passed. Bill read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 256-7 ; 
returned W'lth amendments, 60S; Council's amendments disagreed to, 510; Message to 
Council, 511.

CROWN LANDS CONSOLIDATION BILL
Motion made (Jfr. Carruihert) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 471 ; Order of the 

Day postponed, 4S3.’* f
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CROWN SUITS (See "CLAUlS AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT AND CROWN SUITS 
BILL”).

CROW’S NEST ROAD (See "ALIGNMENT OE CROW’S NEST ROAD, NORTH SYDNEY”). 
CUDGEGONG (See “BOROUGH OE OUDGEGONG CAT1LE SALE-YARDS BILL”). 
CUPEACUMBALONG RUN (See “GROWN LANDS”).
CUSTOMS (SUGAR DRAWBACKS) BILL:—

Message from Governor, 32.
CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OE 1S95:— .

Adjournment, moved (Mr. Lynr) in reference to Tariff provisions, 162.
CUSTOMS (See “CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL").
CUSTOMS (COMMISSIONERS’) BILL: - 

Mpueage from Governor, 3C2.

D
DAIRYING INDUSTRY :—

Report of the Public Service Board respecting Appointment of an Export, laid on Table, 300. 
DARLING RIVER (See n1«o “LOCKS AND WEIRS”; also “WEIRS )

Adjournment moved (d/r. Slmtlt) m reference to snagging of, and negatived. 24B.
DAWSON, RACHEL (See “ADMINISTRATION OE JUSTICE’1).
DAY LABOUR (Sec also “GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE”) :—

Railway Deviations :— .
Motion ninde (Mr. McGoiivn) for Select Committee in refereneo (o Contracts for Public Works; 

amendment moved (itfr. young) to coniine inquiry to Railway Deviations, and agreed to; 
further amendment, moved (Mr. Qarrai d) to enbstilnto other names for tho'e nn t,ho Com
mittee ond agreed to; motion as amended agreed to,d/l ; Report, from Select Committee
brought up, old ................................................................................................................................. 5

Con&tkuchon or Tm.i.phone 'J'vnaki.s:—
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) for Select Committee, 171. Progress Report brought up.........................
Petition presented from Arthur Latimer MtCredie for loaie to appear before Select Committee, f „

219 ............................................................................................... .................................................... ! ( 5
Petition presented Irom George MoOredic for leave to appear betore Select Committee, 241 .....  )

DEBTS (See “CONTRACTORS’ DEBTS BILL”; also “SMALL DEBTS RECOVERY ACT 
AMENDMENT BILL”),

DEEDS (Sec “ REGISTRATION OE DEEDS BILL’).
DEEP CREEK (See “BRIDGES1’)
DEEP WATER (See ‘ POLICE”),
DEEPWATER CREEK:—

Arrnt'AfiONS pent Oomphnsation mow chhiaix Land-owmehs, IYmaupa :—
Motion made (Mr. McFarlane) for papers, 91; Return to Order, laid on Table, 2,iG.

DENILIQUIN LEASEHOLD AREA (See “ CROWN LANDS”).
D1CNTTSTS BILL — _

MeEEagc from Coitncil requesting Assembly i.o proceed withi under 29oih Standing Order, 115 ; 
Order of the Day postponed, 147, LSI, 211, 229, 25G, 289, 327, 341, 370, 400, 410.

DEPUTY SPEAKER (See “SPEAKER’1).
DER III BONG LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”)
DESPATCHES —

Laid on TAtii.u : -
Intercolonial Copyright Convention of !Hh September, 1886, 49.

DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT:— '
Motion made (Mr, iiru/rs) for Return of Receipt s under, for last feu years, 114 ; Return to Order,

laid on Table, 1G9 ............................................................................................................................. 3
BISOJimnt —

Mr. E. M. Clark having interjected certain disorderly words during the debate on the Motion 
for Adjournment, relative to the administration of the National Art.Gallory, was, bv direction 
of Mr. Speaker, removed from tho Chamber by the Scrgcant-at-Anus; and Mr. Copeland 
having withdrawn certain words used by him, and apologisid to the House, Mr. Clark was 
readmitted and withdrew the disorderly language and apologised, 279.

D1ST1LLA TI ON BILL : — "
Received from Legislative Council, and. on motion (Mr. Gould), read 1°, 401 ; read 2°, committed, 

reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 452; 
Assent reported, 493.

DISTRICT COURTS ACT OF 1858:— -
Annual returns under I03rd section, laid on Table, 32.

DIVISIONS:—
Attendance of Members in, and Counts-out (Sessional Pajttr) ........................................................... 1

In the House ■ —
Speaker gives Casting Vote, 274.
No Tellers in, 110.
Printing Committee, 13.
Business Days (Sessional Order), 19.
Suspension of Standing Orders (Urgency), 37.
Ways and Means, 37.
City mid North Sydney Hailwnv Bill, 43, 348.
Public W brks Act Further Amendment Bill, 43.
Totalizator Hill, 51, 29I)!).
Consolidation of the Lund Laws (Select Commillce), 53.
Australasian Federation (Representatives’ Allowance) Bill, 54, 135.
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia—Drat fc Bill—Dissent from Mr Speaker’s ruling, 72 
Opening of Zoological Gardens on Sundays, 96(3).
Ministerial Election Bill, 109.
Postponement of Order of the Day, 141, 156, 220.
Limitation of Speeches (Standing Order), 147.
Field of Mors Re-umption Repeal Edl, 156, 157.
Additions and alterations to the Government. Printing Ofliee, 157.
Tariff Provisions of the Customs Duties Act of 1895 (Adjournment), 162.
Second Motion of Adjournment of House under 49th (Standing Order be entertained, 16P, 518.
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DIVISION'S {continued) :—

Ik the House (c07itimied) i— . ■
Extension of Kailwtvj into City—Reference to Public "Works Committee, 170.
Riilwny from Moree to InTcreli, 178.
Frauchise Extension Bill, 181.
Balloting for Select Committees—Standing Order, 193. ,
Laiv Practitioners Bill, 215, 289, 290.
Adjournment, 229, 27-1, 323.
Small Debts Recovery Act Amendment Bill, 249.
Crown Lands Bill—Urgency, 25G.
Moreo to Inverell Railway Bill (No 2), 2G7, 2GS, 2S0.
Nunes and Female Attendants in Hospitals and Asylums, 273j2J.
Government Railways Act Amendment Bill, 273, 274, >
Liquor Traffic Local Option Bill, 280, ■
"Women’s Franchise Rill, 284.
Licensing Acts Amendment Bill, 286.
Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill, 296, 301, 302,
Case of Rachel Dawson (Adjournment), 301; (Urgeney) 457 (*),
Australasian Federation Enabling Act Amendment Bill (No. 2), 308.
Water Conservation Department, 309.
Pjrmont Bridge Bill, 324. ,
Construction of Railways through Private Land, 328.
Government Contracts, 328.
Rulings of Speaker—Standing Order, 337. I
Australasian Federation Enabling Act Amendment Bill, 342, 371.
North Shore Bridge Bill, 347 ■
Sydney and North Sydney Bridge and Tramway Bill, 347.
■City and Norlh Sydney Tunnel-Roadway Bill, 318.
Collision between the “ Sol ” and “ Alatliea” steamers, 357.
Vote of Censure—Lucknow Strike, 385.
Special Adjournment, 392.
Resolutions from Committee of Ways and Means, 395.
Joint Stock Companies Arrangement (Continuation) Bill, 403, 472 (3).
Annual Lease of Owen McCoskor, Cope’s Creek, 410.
Government Coal Mines, 410.
Case of Thomas Buckley—Public Works Department, 418.
Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 427 (!), 428.
International Patents and Trade Marks Arrangements Bill, 435.
Native Flora Bill, 43G, 437.
Glebe Island Bridge, 441, 484 (’), 485 (4).
Port Kombla Harbour Bill, 4G0 (!), 474, 481, 482.
Supply (House to go into Committee), 400.
Social Condition of the Working Classes, 471. .
Probate Duties Bill, 482, 497.
Australian Legal Professione Federation Bill, 486, 512 (2).
Primitive Methodist Church Property Bill, 495.
Stamp Duties (Amendment) Bill, 497.
Sunday Trading Bill, 511.
Railway from Warren to Coonamble, 519.
Railway from Maitland to Turce, 519,
Railway from Roseliill to Dural, 520.
Harbour Works at Tweed River, 520.
Harbour Works at Bollinger River, 520, 521.
Harbour Works at Nambuccra River, 521.
Harbour Works at Mueleay River, 521.
Harbour Works at Hasliugs River, 522,
Harbour Works at Manning River, 522.
Weirs on the River Darling, between Bourke and Wilcannia, 522.

Called ron, is House, and oslt kames of MisottiTr eecobded, uxdeb Standing Oudbh 
No. 213:—

Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia—Draft Bill, 53.
Field of Mars Resumption Repeal Bill, 167, '
Balloting for Select Committees—Standing Order, 198.
Moree to Inverell Railway Bill (No. 2), 281(2).
Government Road, Roselle, Balmain, 317.
Glebe Island Bridge Bill, 485.

In Committee of the Whole :—
Weekly Reports of, 1 to 20 ..................................................................................................................... 1
That Chairman leave the Chair, 5G0.
That Chairman leave the Chair and report a Point of Order, 555.
That Chairman leave the Chair and report progress, 559.
That Chairman leave the Chair, report progress, and ask leave to sit again on future day, 572, 583,
That an Honorable Member be not further heard, GOG.
Australasian Federation Enabling Act Amendment Bill, 5S8 (3).
Australasian Federation (Representatives' Allowance) Bill (Resolution), 544.
Appropriation Bill, G07.
Church and School Lands Bill, 545, 540 f2).
City and North Sydney Railway Bill (nr amended and agreed to in Select Committee), Gil.
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia—Draft Bill, 551, 552 f2), 553, 654 f1), 556 f3),

556 (*), 557 (=), 558, 501 (-), 562 O, 563, 565, 5GG (2), 567 (3), 5G8, 509 (3), 573 (2).
Field of Mars Resumption Repeal Bill, 549.
Glebe Island Bridge Bill, 608.
Hunter District Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Rill (consideration of Legisladne Council's 

Message), 582.
Immigration Rostuction Bill, G02 (51.
Joint Stock Companies Arrangement {Continuation) Bill, 605.
Land and Iniome Tax (Amendment) Bill (Resolution), 677, 578.
Land and Income Tax (Amendment.) Bill, 579.

oil
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DIVISIONS (continued)
In CoSOIittee op the Whole (cotifixned):—

Law Praclitionera Bill, 559 (!), 560. ’
Licensing Acta Amendment Bill, 518 (2).
Liquor Traffic Local Option Bill (Resolution), 681, 68Ii (:), 586 (!).
Native Fiora Protection Bill, G01.
Pharmacy Bill (Is’yis!at<rp CouneiVs amendments), 5i7.
Port Kembla Harbour Bill (Resolution), 583.
Port Kembla Harbour Bill, COG C1), 607.

. Primitive Methodist Church Property Bill (CohbciY Bill), 609, 610.
Probate Bill, 608.
Public Works Act Further Amendment Bill, 543, 54i.
Small Debts Recovery Act Amendment Bill, 571, 672 (!).
Usury Limitation Bill, 587.

Supply :— -
That an Honorable Member bo not further heard, 691.
Vote ol Credit, 541, 642. ''
General Estimates for 1897-8— '

Chief Secretary, 689 (s).
Auditor-General, 590.
Police, 590. ’
Lunacy, 690, 591. .
Agent-General for the Colony, 591 (*), 692.
Chief Secretary—Miscellaneous Services, 592.
Treasury, 592, 593.
Stomp Duties, 593.
Customs, 593.
Board of Health, 594. .
Labour and Industry Branch, 595.
Grants in aid of Public Institutions, 596 (’).
Department of Jlincs—Miscellaneous Services, 597.
Military Secretary, 597.
Permanent and Volunteer Military Forces,_598 (a).
Railways and Tramways—Working Expenses, 698.
Public Works—Establishment, 599.

Loan Estimates—
Permanent and Reproductive Works, 603 (J).

DRAINAGE
Homkbvsh Cheek and Ikon Cove Creek Extension Siomi-WATEa Channel-.—

By-laws under the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act, Did on Tabic, 17. 
WiLLOVGnBY*FAr,r,s Cheek, Careening Cove Dhajn, Iuqn Cove Creek, Asiifihi.d, Buiiwood, 

Enfield, and Cantkhbury Dp.aikS: —
By-laws under the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act, laid on Table, 17. 

Shea’s Cbiek Canal: —
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 17. 

Rusnci'TTEH’s Creek Drain:—
By-law under the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act of 1894, laid on Table,95. 

Peteushasi Branch, Leichhardt Branch, and Smith-st, Branch op the Long Cove Stobsi- 
vyater Channel :—

Report of completion, laid on Tabic, 95.
'PipK-grcwERg and Storm-water Drains at North Sydney and op thb Easton Park 

Channel:—
Report of completion, laid on Table, 340.

Aqdeducts at Johnston’s Crbrk, White's Creek, and across Sewage Farm :—
Report on tho conditions of, laid on Table, £29.

Western Suburbs op Sydney-.—
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 331, 341.

DRAKE (Sea “POSTAL"; also, “TELEGRAPHS’’l.
DREDGE SERVICE

Regulation, laid on Table, 17, 392.
Minute of the Executive Council transferring Vote from Roads and Bridges and Harbours and 

Rivers to supplement Vote for, laid on Table 163.
DROUGHT IN COLONY '

Adjournment moved (Air. Rose) in reference to distress in drought-stricken parts of Colony, and 
negatived, 59.

Return bv Govei-nmcnt Astronomer respecting, laid on Table, 84,
DUNLOP RESUMED AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”).
DUKAL (Sec “RAILWAYS”).

E

EAST MfJLONG (See “CROWN LANDS").
EASTON PARK (See “DRAINAGE”).
EDUCATION (See also “PUBLIC INSTRUCTION (NEWCASTLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE)

BILL” ; also “PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL”) —
Report of Minister for 1890, laid on Table, 84....................................... ............................................. 3 1

University of Stdnky :—
. Report for 1896, laid on Table, 24 ........... ................ ............................................................................
By-laws, laid on Table, 134.

Land for Public School Purposes:—
Notification of resumptions under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 24, 69, 279, 517.

Murrumburrah Free Public Library:—
By-law, laid on Table, 24.
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EDUCATION (continued):—

Pdbiic School T’jjAcnERS
Kegulations under the Public SerTSCC Act of 1895, lutd on Table," 25.

SvcyiT Ceammau School:—
Report for 1896, laid on Table, 190............ j ......................

Nautical s.s. " Bobhaox ”
Report for year ended 30lh April, 1897, laid on Table, 331 
Return Bhoning names and rant of persons employed on board, laid on Table, 356.

Pueilc School Cadet Conrs ; — ”
Roturn respecting, loid on Table, 356 ......................................................................................................

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES BILL
Motion made (Sir. Scket/) for Rave to bring in, 3C2 ; presented, and read 1°, 371, Order of the 

Dnv postponed, 385, 419, 492.
EG-ELABRA ‘LEASEHOLD AREA (See "CROWN LANDS”).
EIGHT HOURS BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Schey) for leave Lo proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 50; Order 
of tlioDav postponed, 72, 346, 357, 400 

ELECTIONS AND'QUALIFICATIONS (See'■ ELECTORAL
ELECTORAL (See also “MINISTERIAL ELECTION BILL”; also “PARLIAMENTARY ELEC

TORATES AND ELECTIONS ACT AMENDMENT ACT, 1896”; also "FRANCHISE 
EXTENSION BILL”; also “SHEET DIRECTORS ELECTION BILL”; also "WOMEN’S 
FRANCHISE BILL”) —

Elections and Qualifications Coiimittek :—
Speaker's Warrant, laid on Table. 7 ; maturity reported, 33 ; Members sworn, 33:*), 3fi(!), 42(!), 

52.
Australasian Federation Enabling Act. 1895:—

Return of Votes polled at Election, 4 March, 1897, laid on Table, 49 .......................... ...................
MTOJIBN’s!ilFRANCniSB:— ,

Petition presented from Residents of New South Wales in favour of, 436, 491 ............. ...............
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH ACT

Amended Regulations and Rates, laid on Table 24<.
ELLEN GERA IT LEASEHOLD AREA (See “ CROWN LANDS 
EMMAVILLE (See “POLICE").
EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY BILL —

Received from Legislative Council and, on motion (Mr. read 1", 401 ; read 2°, cotniiiiMed,
reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 452; 
Assent reported, 493.

EMU GRAVEL AND ROAD-METAL COMPANY’S TRAMWAY BILL —
Received from Legislative Council and, on motion (Afr, Gnrrard), read l0, 72 ; Order of the Day 

postponed, 84,181, 435.
ENFIELD (Sec “DRAINAGE").
ENTERTAINMENTS (See “PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENTS BILL").
ENTRY ON PRIVATE LAND BILL —

Message from Governor, 353; Motion made (Mr. Young) for Committee of the Whole, 353, 
Order of the Day discharged, 378.

Message from Governor, 392; motion made (_Vr. Yount}) for Committee of the Whole, 393; 
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented anti read 1°, 431 ; read 2°, com
muted, reported w if h an mnondment, 449; report adopted, read 3”, passed, and sent to 
Council, 458.

EQUITABLE PROCESS (Sec “SERVICE OF EQUITABLE PROCESS BILL”).
ESTIMATES (See “ FINANCE ”).
EUABALONG (S;e “ RAILWAYS’).
EUROKA LEASEHOLD AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”).
EVANS, AIR. A. F. (See “CIVIL SERVICE").
EXPLANATORY ABSTRACTS —

Of sums established and voted for the services of the year 1S9/-8 and previous years ...................

185

189

207

457

869,871

915

F
FACTORIES AND SHOPS BILL: —

Assent to (Session 1896) reported, 3. ■
FEDERATION (See “AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION”; also “AUSTRALASIAN FEDERA

TION (REPRESENTATIVES' ALLOWANCE) BILL"; also “AUSTRALASIAN FEDER
ATION ENABLING ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; also “ CONSTITUTION OF TOE 
COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA—DRAFT BILL”; alsn "AUSTRALASIAN 
FEDERATION ENABLING ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)").

FERRIES ; —
Mkhindie :—

Notification of resumption of land, under Public Worts Act, laid on Table, 17.
FIELD OF MARS RESUMPTION REPEAL BILL:—

Motion made (Afr. Carruthrrs) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, LL6 ; read 2°, com
mitted, reported with an amendment, Report adopted, 156-7; read 3°, pass'd, and sent lo 
Council, 186; returned without amendment, 220; Assent reported, 242.

FINANCE (See “ APPROPRIATION BILL also “LOAN BILL”; also 11 LAND AND INCOME 
TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL”; also “CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL”; 
also “STAMP DUTIES (AMENDMENT) BILL"; also CONSOLIDATED REVENUE 
FUND BILL (No. 2)”; a’so “STAMP DUTIES BILL”; also “STAMP DUTIES 
(AMENDMENT) BILL”; also “PROBATE DUTIES BILL"; also “LOAN BILL”; 
also “CONSOLIDATED REVENUE (MUNICIPAL GRANT) BILL ' —

Rroripts and Extrsditure op tub Consolidated Revenue :—
Colonial Treasurer's Statement for year ended 30th June, 1896, together with Audilor-GenDral's

Report thereon, laid on Table, 7 .....................................................................................................
Minute on Executive Council :—

Speaker lays on Table copy of, authorising transfer of amount from one head of Service to supple
ment another, 7 (5), S7 (*), 163 (4), 183 (s), 196 (4) ......................................................................

Estimated Revenue and Expenditure :—
Account of, for 1896-7, laid on Table. 19 ............ ................................................................................. }

2

2

473

1221

1187
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FINANCE (continued)

Estimates :—
Message No. 49, recommencling Estimates of Eipentliture for tho year 1897-8 and payments from

Treasurer's Advance Account for 1890-7, laid on Tabic, 353 ......................................................
Schedule to Estimates for 1897-8, laid on Table, 392 ..........................................................................
Schedules A to E. Estimates, 1897-8. Public Works Department, laid on Table, 109 ...............
Schedule to Military allowances for 1897-8, laid on Table, 399..........................................................
Message No. (15, recommending Loan Estimates for 1897-S, laid on Table, 436 .............................
Message No. 70, recommending Additional Loan Estimate for 1897-8, laid on Table, 456 .............
Message No. 77, recommending Additional Estimates for 1897-8, -ISO ...............................................

Explaj.tAT'OHY AliSTBAcia of sums estimated and voted for the services of the year 1897-8, and
previous year ...............................................................................................

Corporation op the City of Sydney :—
Statement of Ecceipts and Expenditure for 1896, laid on Table, 21 ...

Government Savings Bank:—
Statement of Accounts for year 1896, laid on Table, 21 .......................

Trust Moneys Deposit Account;—
Statement from 1st April, 1896, lo 31st March, 1897, laid on Table, 25 

Treasurer's Advance Account:—
Statement of payments made for October, 1896, laid on Table, 25

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

1- 2

J

November, 1896, laid on Table, 25........................
December, 1896, laid on Table, 25........................
.Taminry, 1897, laid on Table, 25 ........................
Eebrnary, 1897, laid on Table, 25........................
March, 1897, laid on Table, 25 ............................
April, 1897, laid on Table. 42...............................
May, 1897, laid on Table, 126..............................
June, 1897, laid on Table, 211 ............................ .
July, 1897, laid on Table, 284 .............................
August, 1897, laid on Table, 331 .......................
September, 1897, laid on Table. 353 .....................
October, 1897, laid on Table, 409 ........................

Vote for Bo ads and Bridges, 1896-7 
Motion made (Mr, Trank TarncU) for return showing expenditure, 52.

Vote for Unclassified Bo ads for 1897-8:—
Motion made (,lfr. Trank Tn'netl) for return in referenoo to allotment, 316 ; Boturn to Order,

laid on Table, 341 ....................................................................................................
Expenditure from Votes foe 1S96-7 on Works Undertaken in 1895-6;—

Motion made (itfr. Wood) for roturn, 71; Return to Order, hud on Table, 206 ....
Committee of the Adelaide Federal Convention:—

Motion made (Mr. ScJiey) that leave be given to William McMillan, "Esquire, M.P., to lay on 
Table, papers on Financial proposals, and Debate adjourned, 229; Order of the Day postponed, 
236, £42, 256, 272, 300; Order of the Day discharged, 385.

Banking, Land, Building, and Investment Companies :—
General Abstracts of Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 30th September, 1896, laid on 

Table, 24. .
General Abstracts of Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 31st December, 1896, laid on 

Table, 71.
General Abstracts of Inabilities and Assets for quarter ended 31st March, 1897, laid on Table, 71.
General Abstracts of Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 30Lh Juno, 1897, laid on Table, 289.
General Abstract of Liabibtics and Assets for quarter ended 30th September, 1897, laid on 

Table, 445. j
Bank Liabilities and Assets :— ‘

General Abstract of, for quarter ended 31st December, 1896, laid on Table, 71.
General Abstract of, for quarter ended 31st March, 1897, laid on Table, 71.
General Abstract of, for quarter ended 30th June, 1897, bud on Table, 289.
General Abstract for quarter ended 30th September, 1897, laid on Table, 440.

Finances of th b Colony :—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 356 ............ ............... .........................................................................

Insckthed Stock Act of 1883:—
Fourteenth Animal Keport, laid on Table. 331 ......................................................................................

Supply:—
Motion made (Mr. Seid) for House to go into Committee, 12.
House in Committee (Ttnancial Statement),-19, 32, 36, 354, 378, 403, 420, 428, 448, 460, 498. 
Resolutions reported, 36, 354, 378, 428 (ll>:1), 461 (3T), 499.
Resolutions agreed to, 37, 354, 378, 432 ("»), 4G3 (51), 493.

Ways and Means :—
Motion made (Mr, Teid) for House to go into Committee, 12.
House in Committee, 37, (Financial Statement) 334, 364 (2), 368, 378, 379, 393, 432, 463, 498. 
Resolutions reported, 37, 379, (Taxation) 393 (*), 432 (*), (Taxation) 463 (*J, 498.
Resolutions agreed to, 37, 379, (Taxation) 395 (*), 432 (s), (Taxation) 466 f3), 498.
Estimates for 1897-S, laid on Table, 354 .................................................. ...........................................

Balances to Credit of Government in Banks .—
Statement showing, on 6th December, 1897, laid on Table, 491............................................ ..............

FINANCIAL STATEMENT (See "FINANCE "l.
FINNERAN, JOHN {See "CROWN LANDS").
EIRE BRIGADES:—

Report of Sydney Board for 1896, laid on Table, 219 ..........................................................................
Eleventh Annual Report of Goulburn Board, laid on Table, 24.
First Annual Bcport of Moss Tale Board, laid on Table, 24.
Report of Wollongong Board for year ended March, 1897, laid on Table, 147.
Regulations of Orange Board, laid on Table, 346.

FISHERIES;—
Report of Commissioners for 1895, laid on Table, 324.........................................................................
Report of Commissioners for 1896, laid on Table, 324 .........................................................................

FISHERIES BILL :-
Motion made (Mr, Brunker) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 53; Order 

of the Day for 2° postponed, 450; read 2°, committed, 474.
FLOOD MRS. (See " ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE ”).
FLOOD PREVENTION

Departmental Reports respecting, in Hunter River, laid on Table, 114..............................................

J
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F
FLORA (See “NATIVE FLORA PROTECTION BILL”).
FORESTS AND QUARRIES BILL: —

Motion made (Mr. Sr/dnpy Smiih) for the CommiUee of tho Whole, 134 ; Order of the Day post
poned, 141, 450,' 4!12.

FORMS (See “CROWN LANDS”; also “ NEWCASTLE PASTURAGE ACTS AMENDMENT 
BILL”).

FOWLER, SIR JOHN ...
Motion mado (Mr. J/'e£roii)e;i) for return shoiviog amonnts paid lo since 1886, 37S; Return to 

Order, laid on Table, 415.
FRAMPTON (Sec “RAILWAYS”). -
FRANCHISE (See “ MUNICIPALITIES FRANCHISE EXTENSION BILL”; alro “ WOMEN'S 

FRANCHISE BILL”; also 11 ELECTORAL”).
FRANCHISE EXTENSION BILL

Motion made (.If)\ Wsj'M) for leave Io bring in, presented and road 1°, 26; Motion made (Mr. 
hTeild) for S3, Point of Order—That Bill involved expenditure and required a Message from 
the Governor—ruled against, Motion for 2° negatived, 181.

FREE CONFERENCE
Assembly requests Free Conference with Legislative Council on Public Roads Bill, and managers 

appointed, 85; Council agrees; names of Assembly's managers culled over, and Members 
proceed to Conference, return, ond bring up Report, 118; Report, agreed to, 141.

Assembly requests Free Conference with Legislative Council on the Hunter District Water and 
Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, and managers appointed, 332; Council agrees, 346; names 
of managers called over, and Members proceed to Conference, return, and bring up Report, 
361; Report agreed to, 305.

FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY:—
By-laws of Murrumburmh, laid on Table, 24.
Adjournment moved (Mr. Hogue) in reference to sale to Messrs. Angus and Robertson of books 

by the Trustees, and negatived, 221. ,
FRIENDLY SOCIETY’S BILL:— ■

Message from Governor, 447; Motion made (Hr. 1!ranker) for Committee of the Whole, 471; 
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, BUI presented and read l0, 436.

G
GAOLS (See also “PRISONERS' GAOL REGULATION BILL”) :—

Report of Prisons Department for 1896 laid on Table, 91 ..................................................................
Amended Regulations, laid on Table, 155, 356, 399.

ADMINISTRATIOS OV THE PRISONS DePARTMKXT :—
Minutes of the late Under Secretary of Justice, dated Gib June, 1896, and Ibe present Under

Secretary, dated 13th August, 1896, laid on Tabic, IS .............................................. ...................
Visiting Justices to Country :— '

Regulation under Public Service Ant of 1895, laid on Table, 25.
Chamber Magisteaies attending after Office Hours :—

Regulations under the Public Service Act of 1895, allowing charge to be made, laid on Table, 25. 
Contracts, Mcdgee Gaol and Coubt-house :—

Adjournment moved (Mr. Robert Jones) in reference lo report issued by Public Service Board, 
and negatived, 35.

Gaol and Court-house at Mudgee :—
Motion made (Mr. Robert Jones) for papers in reference to Contract, 67; Return to Order, laid on 

'Table, 248 ; Paper referred back to Printing Committee, 284.
GASLIGHT (See “MAITLAND GASLIGHT ACT AMENDMENT BILL").
GENERAL POST OFFICE :—

Adjournment moved (Mu. Price) in reference to fractures in front elevation of General Post Office, 
and negatived, 23C.

GEURIE (See “RAILWAYS”).
GLEBE, THE (See “SEWERAGE”).
GLEBE ISLAND (See “ABATTOIRS1'; also “BRIDGES”).
GLEBE ISLAND BRIDGE BILL:— _

Message from Governor, 447; Motion made (Mr. Tonng) for CommiUee of the Whole, 458; 
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 474; road 2°, com
mitted. reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and sent lo Council, 
484-6; returned without amendment, 517.

GOLD (See “MINING”).
GOLD AND ESCORT _

Minute of Executive Council authorising the transfer of Vote to supplement the Vote to meet,
unforeseen expenses, laid on Table, 7 .............................................................................................

GOOBANG LEASEHOLD AREA (See “ GROWN LANDS ").
GORDON (See “RAILWAYS”).
GOSFORD (See “CROWN LANDS”).
GOULBURN (See "FIRE BRIGADES”).
GOVERNOR (See also “MESSAGES”) :—

Proclamation by, opening Parliament, 1,
Message of, delivered by Usher of Black Rod, I.
Opening Speech. 4; Address in Reply, 5, 12; Rcplv to Address, 15,

GOVERNMENT ARCHITECT : —
Minute of Executive Council, authorising transfer of Vote from Roads and Bridges and Harbours 

and Rivers to supplement, laid on Table, 163.
Renorh of Mr. Vernon on his visit to England and the Continent, laid on Table, 419 ..................

GOVERNMENT COAL MINES :—
Motion made (Mr. llddcn) in favour of securing sufficient to supply coal for their own require

ments, and negatived, 411.
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS : —

Motion made (Mr. Griffith) for full union wages in future, amendment moved to omit words, and 
debate adjourned, 328.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES (See “PUBLIC SERVICE").

i
3

3

o
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G
GOVERNMENT FEINTING OFFICE:—

EcguiationH under the Public Service Act of ISD5, kid on Table, 25.
Minute of Executive Council authorising transfer of Vol.e lo “ Public Library,” laid on Tuble, S7 

Anumovs asd Ijuphovbmuhts carrjeu on by Day Labour.—
Departmental Eeports on, laid on Tabk, 43 ............. ............................................................................
Motion made (Mr. McLean) for Select Coimniltee, and Ballot token,motion agreed to, 157 ; icarc

given to make visits of inspection, 219 ; Progress Report brought up, 517 ............................. '
Dismissal op Temporary Hands :—

Motion made (Mr. Mc&owen) for papers, 52 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 99.................................
GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANE

S tatement of Accounts for 189G, laid on Table, 24 ..................................... ........................................
GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL;—

Motion made (Afr. Affleck) for leave to bring in, agreed to on easting vote cf Mr. Spiater, Bill 
presented, and motion for 1° negatived, 273-4.

GRADES AND CURVES (See ‘'RAILWAYS”).
GRAND JURY BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Schey) for leave to bring in, 51; presented and read 1°, 272; Order of (be 
Day postponed, 279, 300, 341, 346, 353, 400. 492.

GRAVING DOCK (See "STOCKTON GRAVING-DOCK (LEASING) BILL”).
GREEN'S GUNYAH (See “RAILWAYS'1).
GREENRIDGE (Sea “ WHARVES ”).
GRENFELL (Sec "MINING”; also "RAILWAYS ”).
GROVES, Mr. (Sec “ROOKWOOD BOROUGH COUNCIL”).
GUI.11 EN, JAMES AND PATRICK (See “CROWN LANDS”).
GUNNEDAH (Sec “TELEPHONES”). '
GUNNINGBLAND LEASEHOLD AREA (Sec “CROWN LANDS”).
GUNN1NGBAR LEASEHOLD AREA (See ‘'CROWN LINDS”).

>!..

5
861

S65

2 1,375

H
HARBOURS (See “ ILLAWARRA HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION ACT FURTHER 

AMENDMENT BILL” ; also “FORT KEMBLA HARBOUR BILL”; ako "ILLAWARRA 
HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION, LIMITED”}: —

Dp-kp-watkii, at Port Kembla :—
Report of the Public Works Committee, laid on Table, 17 .................................................................. 1
Motion made (3/r. Ibnay) that work as recommended by Public Works Committee bo carriedl 

out, 211. ‘
Petition presented from Ulawarra Harbour and Land Corporation (Limited) against, and praying

to be beard by Counsel at Bar of House in explanation, 185 ................................................... ^
Macleay Rivmt, New Entrance :—

Notification of resumption of land under tbe Public Works Act, laid on Table, 440.
Works at Mact.bay River ■—

Motion made (ID'. Touny) to refer to Public Works CommiUee, 521.
Wollongono :—

Statement respecting Arbitration Case, laid on Table, 480.
Correspondence referring to Trust and tbe Arbitration Case, Ilnngerford v. Trust, laid on Table, 4SG 

Works at Twjjbp River:—
Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer to Public Works Committee, 520.

Works at Bkblinohr River :—
Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer to Public Works Committee, 520.

Works, Nambuccra River :—
Motion mode (Mr. Young) to refer to Public Works Committee, 521.

"Works at Hastings River :—
Motion made f-f/r. Young) to refer to Public Works Committee, 521.

Works at Manning River :—
Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer to Public Works Committee, 621,

HASTINGS RIVER (See “ HARBOURS ”),
HAY IRRIGATION (AMENDMENT) BILL —

■ Assent to (Seetiou 189G) reported, 2.
HAY IRRIGATION TRUST :— _

Statements of Receipts and Expenditure for 1896, laid on Tobtc, 32................ .................................. 5
HEALTH (Sec “PUBLIC HEALTH”; also “ PUBLIC HEALTH BILL”).
HEMSWORTH, GEORGE (See “ MINING ”). .
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN (Sec “ ADDRESSES ”).
HICKEY, MAURICE, (See“CIVIL SERVICE”).
HILLTOP (See “RAILWAYS”).
HINES, PRISONER (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
HINDOOS:— _

Return allowing number in Tweed, Brunswick, Richmond, and Clarence River District}, laid on
Table, 272 ............................................................................................................................................. 7

HOMEDUSH CREEK (See “ DRAINAGE”).
HOME, COLONEL F. J., CS.L, R.E. (Sec “IRRIGATION”; ako “WATER SUPPLY”).
HOMES PROTECTION BILL r—

Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 52. 
HOMESTEAD LEASES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
HORTICULTURAL AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES:—

Motion made (J/r. Frank Farncl!) for return of Special Grants and Subsidies for past twenty 
Tears, 400.

HOSPITALS —
Coast :—

Report for year 1S95, laid on Table, 491 .................................................................. ........................... 7
Minute of the Executive Council authorising transfer of Vote from “ Medical Adviser to the 

Government” to supplement Contingent Vote for, kid on Table, 196. j
Insane —

Minute of tbe Executive Council authorising transfer of Vote from “Lunatic Patients” to 
supplement Contingent Vote for, laid on Table, 196, '
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H
HOSPITALS [continued) :—

Nurses akd FEirAr.B Attesdasts :—
Motion made (Mr. Griffith) in favour of regulating working hours in conformity with the eight- 

hour clauses of the Factories Act j amendment moved (Mr. Cotton) to apply principle where 
possible; amendment agreed to; motion, as amended, passed, 273.

Mudgbe :—

Heport of Loyal Commission in reference to case of Mary Beattie, laid on Table, 327 ..................
HUDSON BROTHERS

Adjournment moved (Mr. Nelson) relating to unsatisfactory treatment by G-ovemment in reference 
to contract for Steam Crane for Garden Island, and negatived, 510.

HUNGERFOR1) v. WOLLONGONG HARBOUR TRUST (See “ HARBOURS”).
HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD

Report of Royal Commission on management of, together with Minutes of Evidence and Appen
dices, laid on Table, 450 ..................................................................................................................

HUNTER DISTRICT 'WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Message from Governor, 11 ; Motion made (Mr. Young) for Message to Council requesting that, 

be proceeded with, under 295th Standing Order, 18; Bill returned with amendments, 20G ; 
Council’s amendments agreed, disagreed to, and amended, 230; Message to Council, 213; 
Council insists on some of its amendments, and agrees to Assembly’s amendments in new clause 
21,279; Message considered in Committee, and progress reported, 324; Message further 
considered in Committee, and Assembly insists on its disagreements and requests a Free Con
ference and appoints managers, 332; Council agrees to Conference, 34G ; Names of managers 
called over, and managers proceed to Conference, and being returned, brought up report, 394; 
Council insists on certain amendments, but proposes further amendments, and insists on other 
amendments disagreed to by Assembly, 398; Assembly no longer insists upon its disagree
ments and agrees to Council's further amendments, 395; Assent reported, 410.

HUNTER RIVER (See “FLOOD PREVENTION”).
HYDE PARK, SYDNEY

Motion made (Mr. Neild) for Government Gazette Notices of Gth October, 1810, and other papers 
in reference to dedication, 197.

7
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ILLAWARRA HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT 
BILL :—

Petition presented (Mr. Maiethome) for leave to bring in. 59; leave given, presented and read 
1°, 67. '

ILLAWARRA HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION, LIMITED
Motion made (Mr. Neild) for papers relating lo non-fulfilment of statutory obligations by, 229; 

Return to Order laid on Table, 392.
ILLEGITIMACY DISABILITY REMOVAL BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Neild) for leave to bring in, presented and read l", 51; Order of tbe Day- 
postponed, 190, 220, 225, 341, 346, 353, 357, 400.

IMMIGRATION RESTRICTION BILL
Motion made (Mr. Reid) for Committee of the Whole, 399; Message from Governor, 402 ; 

House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 421; read 2°, 
committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 412; read 3°, passed, and sent 
to Council, 445.

IMPORTED STOCK ACTS
Proclamation prohibiting the importation of cattle, camels, Ac., infected with the Cattle-tick or other 

disease, and prohibiting the introduction of any cattle, camels, Ac., from certain points of 
Queensland, laid on Table, 409.

IMPROVEMENTS (See “CROWN LANDS").
INCOME TAX (Sec “LAND AND INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL”; also “LAND AND 

INCOME TAX ASSESSMENT ACT OF 1895"; also “LAND AND INCOME TAX 
(AMENDMENT) BILL (No. 2”).

INDUSTRIES (DF VICTORIA AND NEW SOUTH WALES:-
Comparative Statement bv the Victorian Statist, respecting number of hands emploved, laid on

Table, 362 ...............'.................................................................................................... ‘...................
INSANE (See “ASYLUMS”; also “HOSPITALS”).
INSCRIBED STOCK ACT OF 1883 :-

Fourteenth Annual Report, laid on Table, 331.......................................................................................
INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT CONVENTION:—

Despatch respecting, of 9th September, 1886, laid on Table, 49.
INTERNATIONAL PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS ARRANGEMENTS BILL

Motion made (Mr. GriffHK), for leave to proceed with, under tb e 295th Standing Order, 95; read 2°, 
committed, reported with an amendment. Report adopted, 371; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 435-6; returned without amendment, 496. ■

INTERPRETATION BILL :—
Received from Council, and on motion (Mr. Gould) read 1°, 7G; Read 2“, committed, reported 

without amendment, Report adopted, 124; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 127; 
Assent reported, 155.

INTERRUPTION
Of Business to report urgent Messages from Council, 117, 170. ,

INVERELL (See “RAILWAYS”; also "MOREE TO INVERELL RAILWAY BILL"; also 
“ MOREE TO INVERELL RAILWAY BILL, No. 2”).

IRON COVE CREEK (Sec “DRAINAGE”).
IRRIGATION (See also “HAY IRRIGATION (AMENDMENT) BILL"; also “HAY IRRIGA

TION TRUST”):—
Report, together with Plans, on the prospects of, and of Water Conservation, by Colonel F. J. 

Homo, O.S.I., Royal Engineers (retired), laid on Table, 341 ......................................................
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EEFERBIfCEa TO THE VOTES AND 1»EQCBBDINGS, VOL, I—17TH PARLIAMENT—SESSION 1897. PAPERS ORDERED TO
KB PRINTED.

J
TOL. TASK.

JEFFRIES, ARTHUR (See "CROWU LANDS”).
JKRYIS RAY LEASES (See "CROWN LANDS”).
J1FFKINS, STAEF-SERG-EANT W. (See “MILITARY”).
JOHNSTONE’S CREEK (See “DRAINAGE”).
JOINT STOCK COMPANIES ARRANGEMENT (CONTINUATION) BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Q-oidd) for leave to bring in, presented ami read 1J, 403; Order of the Day 
postponed, 450; re:d a”, committed, reported with an amendment, 459; recommitted, 
reported 2° with an amended Title, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 172 ; 
returned without amendment,, 496.

JOURNALS OF LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Motion made ( Mr. JYm'M) for Select Committee to search, in relation to proceedings on Municipali

ties Act Amendment Bill, 192 j Report brought up, 205.
JUBILEE (See "RECORD REIGN CELEBRATIONS ").
JUDGES RELATIVES DISQUALIFICATION BILL:—

Motion made (Mr, Griffith) to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 147 ; Motion mode 
for 2°, and House counted out, 372.

JUNCTION MINE, BROKEN HILL (See “MINING”).
JURORS :—

Sclicdule,of Allowances, laid on Tuble, 3GS.
JURY (See “GRAND JURY BILL”).
JUVENILE SMOKING SUPPRESSION RILL :—

Motion made (T)r. Jtnss) for leave to proceed with, under 293th Standing Order,35; Motion made 
for 2°, and House counted out, 181 ; Order of Day restored, 190 ; Order of the Day post
poned, 296. ' ‘ '

X
KEMPSEY (See “ ERIDGE3 ”),
KENSINGTON RACECOURSE (See “CHURCH AND SCHOOL ESTATE’). 
KING, JOHN (See “TRAMWAYS”),
KOORAWATHA (See “RAILWAYS”).

L
LABOUR BUREAU :—

Report of, for year ended 30th June, 1897, laid on Table, 362 ........................................................... )
Petition presented (Mr. Colton) against further maintenance of, 419 .................... ........................... 1

LAGOON CREEK (See “ BRIDGES ”). '
LAKE MACQUARIE:— '

Motion made (Mr. Hratiinn) for return in reference to water frontages 435,
LAND AND INCOME TAX ASSESSMENT ACT O.F 1895 :—

Substituted Regulation No. 21 under, laid on Table, 25.
Amended Kegulations under, laid on Table, 25 (*).
Substituted Regulation No. 56 under, laid on Table, 25.
Regulation—Tables for calculation of values, laid on Table, 25,

LAND AND INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL : —
Assent to (Session 1896) reported, 3.

LAND AND INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL:—
Message from Governor, 257; Motion made (Mr. JSriinisr) for Committee of the Whole, 280; 

House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read l0, 285; read 2°, com-’ 
mitted, reported with amendments, 296; Motion passed to take remaining stages ns matter of 
urgency and Standing Orders suspended, report from Committee adopted, read 3°, passed, and 
sent to Council, 301-2 ; returned with amendments—Speaker called attention to nature of 
amendments, and Bill laid aside, 363-4. |

LAND AND INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL (No. 2) :— !
Motion made (Mr. Ittid) for Committee of the Whole, 399; Message from Governor, 402;' 

House in Committee, resolution reported, Bill presented and read 1°, 420 ; read 2°, Standing 
Orders suspended to pass through remaining stages (his day, eammitted, reported with amend
ments, report adopted, read 3’, passed, and sent to Council, 427-8; returned without amend
ment, 459 ; Assent reported, 492.

LAND AND INCOME TAXES :— |
Adjournment moved (Mr. Affieck) in reference to administration of, by Commissioners ; 1’oint of 

Order—That discussion must be confined to subject of notice—upheld by Mr. Speaker;' 
motion negatived, 190. I

Adjournment moved (JL\ Afjloek) in reference to administration of, by Commissioners, and 
negatived, 205. '

Dkpahtment:—
Motion made (Mr. Crirfe) for return in reference lo clerks employed in Department., 197 ; Return

to Order laid on Table, 279 .............................................................. ... . .
LAND, BUILDING, AND INVESTMENT COMPANIES (See “BANKING' LAND, BUILDING, 

AND INVESTMENT COMPANIES”).
LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT :—

Abstract of Crown Lands resumed for Public Cemeteries, laid on Table 177.
LAND LAWS:—

Motion made (Mr. Carruthcrs) for Select Committee to report on Consolidation of, 53; resigna
tion of Mr. Copeland from, and name discharged, 69 ; Draft Bill laid on Table during Session
of 1896 referred to Committee, 181; Report brought up, 456 ......... .......................

LAW PRACTITIONERS BILL :—
Motion made (Mr. JVeiW) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 26 ; Order 

of the Day postponed, 215 ; Bill read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, 215-6 ; Order 
of the Day postponed, 220, 225 ; on motion of Mr. Schey, report adopted, 24S ; Order of tlir-t 
Day postponed, 256, 266, 272, 279, 285 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 289-GO. ,

LEAD POISONING:-
Returns respecting in connection with Broken Hill Mines, laid on Table, 103..............................

LEE, CHARLES ALFRED, ESQUIRE, M.P. :—
Appointed by Mr. Speaker a Temporary Chairman of Committees for the Session, 7.
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LEGAL PROFESSIONS (See “AUSTRALIAN LEG-AL PROFESSIONS FEDERATION BILL”).
LEGAL PROFESSION AMALGAMATION BILL. (

Motion made (Mr. Sehry) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 50; Order 
of the Day postponed, 72, 29G, 385, TOO.

LEMON, SAM, AND MISS LEMON (Sec “RAILWAYS”).
LIBRARY COMMITTEE

Sessional Order appointing, passed, 13. .'
LICENSING (Sec also “ LIQUOR TRAFFIC” ; also " LIQUOR TRAFFIC LOCAL OPTION I 

BILL’’; also “SUNDAY TRADING BILL”)
COSTICTIOi’S rNDLR THF LlCEKSIlfa Act :—

Return (in part) to an Order (Session 1891-2), laid on Table, 18.
Laws :—

Petitions presented against estension of hours of closing, Sunday traffic, and reduction of duty on 
spirits, and in favour of restrictions regarding travellers from Residents of Petersham, 35 

Petitions presented against Sunday selling from Residents of Now South Wales, 90, 108,114 I3),1
122,146,180,352 ............................................................................................................................. '

Local Option Vote :— ■
Comparative Return of results in Metropolitan Suburban Municipalities, taliea in February, 1897, 

laid on Tabic, 12G .............................................................................................................................
LICENSING ACTS AMENDMENT BILL

Motion made (Mr. Goutd) for Committee of the Whole, 91 ; House in Committee, resolution 
agreed to, 192 ; Bill presented and read 1°, 215 ; read 2°, committed, reported with amend
ments and amended title, 286; Report adopted, 296; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 302 
returned without amendment, 448; Assent reported, 470.

LIENS ON WOOL AND STOCK MORTGAGES BILL:— _ ]
Motion made (Mr. I-yne) for leave to proceed with, under the 295th Standing Order, 2G; Order 

of the Day postponed, 190, 211, 242. 266. 300. ■
LIFE ASSURANCE (See “AMENDED LIFE ASSURANCE ENCOURAGEMENT BILL”).
LIMITATION OF SPEECHES ;

Motion made (Mr. Schey) for instruction to Standing Orders Committee to frame rule, 147; Report 
brought up, 295 ............................................................................................................. ...................

LIQUOR TRAFFIC ....
■ Petitions presented in favour of Local Option without compensation from inhabitants of Penrith, 

241,272 .............................................................................................................................................1
LIQUOR TRAFFIC LOCAL OPTION BILLI 

Message from Governor, 267 j Motion made (Mr. Coot?) for Committee of the Whole, 280; Order 
of the Day postponed, 285, 290 ; House in Committee, Resolution reported, 337; Motion 
made (Mr. Coot?) for House to resolve itself into Committee—Point of Order, That Bill was 
not a Government measure.aud should not come under operation of Standing Order No, 125— 
ruled against by Mr. Speaker, House in Committee, 317 ; Order of (be Day postponed, 450. 

Petition presented from public meeting, Centenary Hall, Sydney, in favour of passing as speedily 
as possible, 300 .................................................................................................................................

LISMORE, SOUTH (See “RAILWAYS”),
LITHGOW (See “BOROUGH OF LITHGOW VALIDATING BILL”; also “RAILWAYS”). !
LITIIGOW CO-OPERATIVE COAL COMPANY RAILWAY BILL:— ■

Petition presented (Mr. Hogue) for leave to bring in, 362; leave given, 368; Bill presented and 
read 1°, 370; Referred to Select Committee, 377 ; Report brought, up, 482..............................

LIVERPOOL (See “RAILWAYS”).
LOAN (Sec “NORTH SYDNEY LOAN ENABING BILL”).
LOAN BILL :—

Assent to (Session 1S96) reported, 2.
Ordered (Mr. HHd), founded on Resolution of Ways and Moans No. 8, presented and read 1°, 

465 ; read 2U, committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, read 3°, passed, and 
sent to Council, 473 ; returned without amendment, 510.

LOAN ESTIMATES (See “ FINANCE ”).
LOCAL OPTION (Sec “LICENSING” ; also “LIQUOR TRAFFIC LOCAL OPTION BILL”).
LOCKHART. MR. NORMAN C. (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
LOCKS AND WEIRS:—

Rivbr Dabbing- at Boukke 1—
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 17.

LONG COVE CREEK, STORM-WATER CHANNEL (See “DRAINAGE”).
LOTTERIES (See “ART UNIONS AND LOTTERIES”).
LOUTH (See “ PUNTS ”).
LUCKNOW STRIKE (See “MINING”).
LYSTER, JOHN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
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M
MAOLEAY RIVER (See “HARBOURS”).
MACQUARIE RIVER (See “ WEIRS ”).
MAIL SERVICE (Sec “POSTAL").
MAITLAND GASLIGHT ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— _

Petition presented (Mr. G-iUies) for leave to proceed with, under 409th Standing Order, 32 ; Order 
of the Day postponed, 52; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment. Report 
adopted, 109 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 117; returned without amendment, 155; 
Assent reported, 174.

MAITLAND (See “RAILWAYS”).
MALLETT, WILLIAM :— _

Petition presented, eiplaining unintentional transfer of property by him, and praying the House 
to cancel the deed of transfer obtained from him by fraud, 479 ..................................................

MANILLA (See “TAMWORTH TO MANILLA RAILWAY BILL”).
MANNING RIVER (See “ HARBOURS ”).
MARBLE:— _ ,

Motion made (Dr. Eoss) for papers in reference to quality of Molong, in construction of Public 
Works, 177; Return to Order, laid on Table, 196..... .............................................................. .
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MARINE BOARDS
New South Wales ;—

Rojjort of Royal Commieaion to inquire into management of, laid on Table, 25G.........................
Evidence and Appendices to Report of Royal Commission, laid on Table, 272.............................

Newcastle ;—
Return respecting retirements of members, laid on Table, 91....... , ,

MARRIED WOMEN (See “CROWN LANDS1'). ......................I
MARULAN (See “RAILWAYS”).
MARY VALE (See “RAILWAYS”).
McCOSKER, OWEN (See "CROWN LANDS”).
McCOURT, WILLIAM, ESQUIRE, M.P.

Elected Chairman of Committees, 13.
Commission to, as Deputy Speaker, to administer Oath of Allegiance, 21. ■

McRAE (Soe “ PUBLIC SERVICE”).
MEDICAL BILL i

Received from Council, and, on motion (ilfr. iVeiM), read 1°, 312; Order of the Day postponed,'

MEMBERS ■— '
Sworn as Members of the Elections and Qualifications Committee, 33, 3G, 42. [
Resignation of, from Select Committee, GO. I
Removed from Chamber by direction of Air. Speaker, 279.
Lchtc granted to lay papers on Table, 205 ; laid on Table, 303...................................... .................... | g
Motion, that Member bo not further heard, 457, IGOQ), 4S4 (5), 485 (J), 493, oil (2),520 U) 521,522 

MENINDIE (See “FERRIES”). I
MERCANTILE EXPLOSIVES DEPARTMENT:— ]
■ Regulations under Public Service Act, laid on Table, 219. .
MESSAGES

Ekok thk Govshnoh :—
Delivered by the Usher of the Black Rod, 1.

1. Assent to City of Sydney Municipal Loan Bill (Session 1896), 1.
2. ,, Patents Law Amendment Bill (Session 1896), 2.
3. „ Appropriation Bill (Nesrion 1896), 2.
4. „ Loan Bill (Session 1896), 2. -
6. „ Hay Irrigation (Amendment) Bill (Session 1896), 2.
G. „ Tamwortli to Manilla Railway Bill (Session 1896), 2.
7. ,, Bankruptcy Acts Amendment Bill (Session 189G), 3. i
8. „ Factories and Shops Bill (Session 1896), 3. !
9. ,, Public Hcaltfi Bill (Session 189G), 3.

10. „ Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill (Session 1896), 3.
11. „ Navigation Acts Amendment Bill (Newioa 1S96), 3.
12. ,, Mining Laws Amendment Bill (Nessioa 1896), 3.
13. Reserving for Royal Assent the Coloured Races Restriction and Regulation Bill (Se«io»1996), 4-.:
14. Country Towns Water and Sewerage Bill, 11. ’
16. Cook’s River I mprovements Bill, 11.
IG. Hunter District Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, II,
17. Public Roads Bill, 12.
18. Vote of Credit, 15. ■
19. Tonnage Rates Bill, 32.
20. Customs (Sugar Drawbacks) Bill, 32.
21. Australasian Federation (Representatives’ Allowance) Bill, 39,
22. Stamp Duties (Amendment) Bill, 39. ■ •
23. Church and School Lands Bill, 50.
24. Public Trusts Bill, 60.
25. Rabbit Bill, 60. .
26. Noxious Weeds Bill, 60.
27. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 66.
23. ,, Cook’s River Improvement Bill, 101.

" 29. „ Public Instruction (Newcastle Technical College) Bill, 105.
30. Artesian "Wells Bill, 108.
31. Assent to Interpretation Bill, 155.
32. Pyrmont Bridge Bill, 162.
33. Assent to Pharmacy Bill, 173, ■
34. „ Public Works Acts Further Amendment Bill, 173.
35. ,, Narandera Roman Catholic Church Trustees Enabling Bill, 173,
36. „ Orange Show Ground Bill, 174.
37. „ Public Roads Bill, 174.
38. ,, Maitland Gas-light Act Amendment Bill, 174.
39. „ Borough of Cudgegong Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 174.
40. Track Bill, 174.
41. Moroo to Inverell Railway Bill, 190.
42. Assent to Public Trusts Bill, 216.
43. Port Kembla Harbour Bill, 226.
44. Assent to Field of Mars Resumption Repeal Bill, 242.
45. „ Municipal Loans Bill, 243.
46. Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill, 257.
47. Liquor Traffic Local Option Bill, 267.
48. Country Towns Water and Sewerage Bill, 285.
49. Estimates of Expenditure for the year 1897-S, Ac., 353............................................................
50. Entry on Private Land Bill, 353. *
61. Assent to Service of Equitable Process Bill, 353,
52. Assent to Clergy Widows and Orphans Fund (Sydney Dioccsc) Trustees Bill, 355.
53. Oistoms (Commissioners') Bill, 362.
54. Assent to Moree to Inverell Railway Bill (No. 2), 370.
55. Vote of Credit, 371.
56 Entry on Private Land Bill, 392. '
57. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 402.
58. Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 402.
59. Immigration Restriction Bill, 402.
60. Coloured Races Restriction uod Regulation Bill, 402.
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MESSAGES (eontinuti)

From the Governor {continued) —
61. Assent to Hunter District Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 410.
62. Assent to Australasian Federation (Beprcscntatives Allowance) Bill, 410.
63. StratMcId Bailway Crossing Bill, 410.
64. Boilers Inspection Bill, 420.
65. loan Estimates for 1897-8,436.....................................................................................................
G6, Assent to Clmreli Acts Repealing Bill, 441.
67. Glebe Island Bridge Bill, 447.
68. Sidney Water Supply Conduit Additional Works Bill, 417.
69. Friendly Societies Bill, 447.
70. Additional Loan Estimates for 1897-8, 45G.................................................................................
71. Probate Duties Bill, 457.
72. Stamp Duties (Amendment) Bill, 457.
73. Assent to Licensing Acts Amendment Bill, 470
74. „ Pyrmont Bridge Bill, 480.
75. „ Municipal Loans Furtbcr Validation Bill, 4S0.
76. „ Church and School Lands Bill, 480.
77. Additional Estimates for 1897-8, 480 ................................. ................ ..................
78. Assent to Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 492.
79. Australasian Federation Enabling Act Amendment Bill, 492.
80. „ Canipbelltown Reservoir Acts Repeal Bill, 492,
81. „ Abattoir Road Act Amendment Bill, 493.
82. ,, Municipalities Bill, 493.
83. „ Bistillation Bill, 493.
84. ,, Employers’ Liability Bill, 493.
So, „ Contractors’ Debts Bill, 493.
86. „ Nuisances Prevention Bill, 493.
87. ,, Claims against the Government and Crown Sniis Bill, 494.
88. „ Compensation to Relatives Bill, 494,
89. „ Registration of Deeds Bill, 494.
90. „ Quarantine Bill, 494.
91. „ Public Entertainments Bill. 494.
92. ,, Co-operative Colliery'Tramway Bill, 494.

From Assembly to Council:—
Transmitting Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 38.

„ Public Instruction (Newcastle Technical College) Bill, 71.
„ Stamp Duties (Amendment) Bill, 84.
,, Public Works Acts Further Amendment Bill, 116,
„ Narandera Roman Catholic Church Trustees Enabling Bill, 117.
„ Orange Show-ground Bill, 117.
„ Maitland Gaslight Act Amendment Bill, 117.
„ Borough of Cudgegong Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 123.
,, Public Trusts Bill, 123.
„ Municipalities Act Amendment Bill, 134.
,, Australasian Federation (Representatives’ Allowance) Bill, 135.
,, Church and School Lands Bill, 148.

' ,, Field of Mars Resumption Repeal Bill, 186.
,, Municipal Loans Bill, 186.
,, Real Property (Crown Lands) Bill, 197.
,, Crown Lands Bill, 257,
,, Suggested amendments in Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia—Draft 

Bill, (inYMrortni), 259 ; {amended, passed), lift.
„ Moree to Inverell Railway Bill (No. 2), 281.
„ Law Practitioners Bill, 290,
„ Public Instruction Act Amendment Bill, 290.
,, Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill, 302.
,, Licensing Acts Amendment Bill, 302.
„ Pyrmont Bridge Bill, 332.
,, Artesian Wells Bill, 332.
„ Australasian Federation Enabling Act Amendment Bill, 371.
„ Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 379.
„ Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 428.
„ International Patents nnd Trade Marks Arrangements Bill, 436.
,, Coloured Races Restriction and Regulation Bill, 445.
,, Immigration Restriction Bill, 445.
„ Campbelltown Reservoir Acts Repeal Bill, 458.
„ Abattoir Road Act Amendment Bill, 458,
„ Trust Property (Amendment) Bill, 458.
,, Entry on Private Lands Bill, 458.
„ North Sydney Loan Enabling Bill, 471.
,, Sydney Water Supply Conduit Additional Works Bill, 472.
,, Joint Stock Companies Arrangement (Continuation) Bill, 472.
,, Appropriation Bill, 473.
,, Loan Bill, 473.
„ Nyngnn Town Hull (Mortgage) Bill, 475.
„ Port Kembla Harbour Works Bill, 482.
,, Stockton Graving-dock (Leasing) Bill, 484.
„ Glebe Island Bridge Bill, 4S6.
„ Consolidated Revenue Fund (Municipal Grant) Bill, 498.
„ Probate Duties Bill, 499.
,, Stamp Duties (Amendment) Bill, 499.

Returning Interpretation Bill without, amendment, 127.
,, Service of Equitable Process Bill, without amendment, 337.
„ Clergy Widows and Orphans Fund (Sydney Diocese) Trustees Bill without amend 

inent, 347.
,, Church Acts Repealing Bill with an amendment, 377.
„ Co-operative Colliery Tramway Bill with amendments and amended Title, 446.
„ Registration of Deeds Bill without amendment, 450.
„ Municipalities Bill without amendment, 451,
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INDEX. XXV

KEFEIiBXCES TO TUB VOTES A>'D PKOOEEDIXOB, TOL. I—lyTH PAKLIAMENT —SESSION’ 18^7.
PAPERS ORDERED TO

BE PRINTED.

M ■
MESSAGES (t'oniinucil) : —

From Assembia1 to Couscib {continued) —
Eetiirninff Nuisances Ercvcntiou Bill without amendment 451. "

„ Quarantine Bill without amendment 451.
„ Public Entertainments Bill without amendment 452,
„ Distillation Bill without amendment 452.
„ Employers’ Liability Bill without amendment 452,
,, Contractors’ Debts Bill without amendment 452.
,, Claims against the Government and Crown Suits Bill without amendment 453.
„ Compensation to Keluliies Bill without amendment 453.
„ Primitive Methodist Churoh Property Bill without amtndmenl 495.

Requesting that Council proceed with the Public Roads Bill, 18.
>, „ „ „ Hunter District "Water nnd Sewerage Act Amendment

Bill, 18,
Requesting that Council proceed with the Country Towms Water and Sewerage Bill, 18.

,, „ „ „ Coot’s River Improvements Bill, 18.
,i ,, „ „ Vegetation Diseases Bill, 116.

Insisting on Amendments, and requesting a Free Conference, in the Public Roads Bill, 85. 
Agreeing to Council's Amendment in the Coot’s River Improvements Bill,92.

,, Council’s further Amendments in the Public Roads Bill. 141.
„ Council's Amendments in Public Trusts Bill, 191.
„ Council’s amendments in the Artesian Wells Bill, 49S. ]

Agreeing to, disagreeing lo, and amending Council’s amendments in the JTunter District Water!
and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 243. '

Disagreeing to one nnd agreeing to the remainder of the Council's amendments in the Pharmacvl 
Bill, 148. * |

Insisting on its disagreements to CounciTs amendments in the Hunter District Water and Sewerage 
Act Amendment Bill, and requesting a Free Conference, 332. I

Not insisting on its disagreements and agreeing to Council’s further timendmcnls in the Hunter' 
District Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 395.

Agreeing to Council s Amendments in the Church and School Lands Bill, 449.
>, „ „ Pyrmont Bridge Bill, 449.
n _ I. „ Municipal Loans Further Validation Bill, 450.

Disagreeing to Council’s Amendments in the Crown Lands Bill, 611. ‘
Agreeing to Council’s Amendments in the Real Property (Crown Lands) Bill, 023. 

a i, „ Vegetation Discuses Bill, 523.
FilOJI CoUJtOITi to Assemdi.y —

Transmitting Emu Gravel and Road-metal Company’s Tramway Bill, 72.
,, Interpretation Bill, 7G.
,, Co-operative Colliery Tramway Bill, 84.
,, Service of Equitable Process Bill, 220.
i, Clergy Widows and Orphans Fund {Sydney Diocese) Trustees Bill, 289,
,, Medical Bill, 342. '
,, Registration of Deeds Bill, 409,
,, Municipalities Rill, 400.
„ Nuisances Prevention Bill, 400.
„ Quarantine Bill, t00.
,, Stamp Duties Bill, 400.
,, Cattle Driving Bill, 401.
„ Public Entertainments Bill, 401.
„ Distillation Bill, 401.
„ Employers’ Liability Bill, 401.
,, Contractors' Debts Bill, 401.
,, Claims Against the Government and Crown Suits Bill, 401.
„ Wills, Probate, and Adrainistration Bill, 401.
,, Compensation to Relatives Hill, 402.

Returning Consolidated Revenue bund Bill without amendment, GO.
„ Cooli’s River Improvements Bill with an amendment. 84.
,, Public Instruction (Newcastle Technical College) Bdl without amendment, 99.
„ Pharmacy Bill with Amendment;, 114.
„ Narandera Roman Catholic Church Trustees Enabling Bill, without amendment, 155,
,, Orange Show Ground Bill without amendment, 155.
„ Maitland Gaslight, Art Amendment Bill without amendment, 155.
„ Public Worts Acts Further Amendment Rill without, amendment, 156.
„ Borough of Cudgegong Cattle Sale-yards Bill, without amendment, 170.
„ Public Trusts Bill with amendments, 186.
,, Hunter District Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill with amendments, 20G.
„ Field of Mars Resumption Repeal Bill without amendment, 220.
„ Municipal Loans Bill, without amendment, 220.
„ Land and Income Tax {Amendment) Bill, with amendments, 303.
„ Moree to Inverell Railway Bill (No. 2), without amendment, 368.
,, Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2) without amendment', 402.
„ Australasian Federation (Representatives’ Allowance) Bill without amendment 403.
„ Church and School Lands Bill with amendments, 40-1.
,, Pyrmont Bridge Bill with an amendment, 419.
„ Licensing Acta Amendment Bill without amendment, 448.
„ Land and Income Tax (Amendment) Bill (No. 2) without amendment, 459.
„ Artesian Wells Bill with amendmenta, 480.
„ Campbelltown Reservoir Acts Repeal Bill without amendment, 481.
„ Abattoir Road Act Amendment Bill without amendment, 481.
„ Australasian Federation Enabling Act Amendment Bill without amendment, 483.
„ Real Property (Crown Lands) Bill with amendments, 495.
„* Sydney Water Supply Conduit Additional Works Bill without amendment, 49G.
„ Joint Slock Companies Arrangement (Continuation) Bill without amendment. 49G,
„ North Sydney Loan Enabling Bill without amendment, 496.
„ Trust Property (Amendment) Bill without amendmenf, 496.

’ „ International Patents and Trade Marks Arrangements Bill without amendment, 49G.
„ Crown Lands Bill with amendments, 508.
„ Appropriation Bill without amendment, 510.
„ Loan Bill without amendment, 610. ‘
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XXVI INDEX,

EErBBLN'CES TO THE TOTE3 AND PROCEEDINGS, TOt. I—17TH PARLIAMENT—SESSION 1897,
PAPERS ORDERED TO

HE PRINTED.

VOL,

M
MUSSAaiCS (conUmted) ■—

1’ltOM Couxoil to AssemuiA' {continued) :—
Eeturning Nyngao Town Hnl] (Mortgage) Bill ■without amendment, 510.

„ '\''figchitioti Discuses Bill with amendments, 510.
„ Glebe Island Bridge Bill without amendment, 517.
„ Consoliduted Revonuo Bund (Municipal Grant) Bill without amondnicnt, 518.
,, Stockton Graving Dock (Leasing) Bill without amendment. 518.

Insisting on some and agreeing lo one of the amendments in the Public Roads Bill, 70.
Agreeing to Free Conference on the Public Roads Bill, and appointing Managers, IIS.

„ „ Hunter District Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, nnd
appointing managers, 346.

„ Amendment in the Church Acts Repealing Bill, 405. ■
„ Amendments in the Co-operative Colliery Tramway Bill, including the amendments

in the Title, 4 GO.
Insisting on amendmenD, but proposing further amendments, and also insisting on other amend

. incuts disagreed to, in Hunter District Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 368.
Not insisting on Amendment disagreed to in the Pharmacy Bill, 170.
Not insisting on some and amending other of its amendments in the Public Roads Bill, 135. 
Requesting Assembly to proceed with tho Primitive Methodist Church Properly Bill, 60. 
Requesting Assembly to proceed with the Church Act Repealing Bill, 76 
Requesting Assembly to proceed wiih the Dentists Bill. 115.
Insisting on some of its amendments and agreeing to Assembly’s amendments in new clause 24 

in the Hunter District Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Rill, 270.
Suggesting amendments in tho Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia—Draft Bill, 324 

METEOROLOGICAL .—
Return respecting conditions of flic Colony, laid on Table, 95.

METROPOLITAN W'ATER AND SEWERAGE ACT EXTENSION ACPOF1894 (Sec‘‘BT-LAW8”) 
METROPOLITAN WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD:—

Ninth Report for 1836-7, laid on Table, 491 .................................................. ...........................
Report of Royal Commission lo inquire intv Management, laid on Table, 356 .............................
Plan of Sydney and Suburban Sewerage System—Appendix to Report of Royal Commission, laid

on Table, 362 ......................................................................................................................
MIDDLE RILLABONG (Sec "WEIRS").
MIDNIGHT:— *

Sittings after, 13 3G, 44, 92, 96, 118, 127, 135, 141, 148, 156, 162, 170, 191, 208, 22G, 236, 243, 
267, 274, 2S1, 286. 291, 296, 303, 317, 326, 337, 354, 363, 378, 385, 393, 403, 420, 428, 442, 
449, 459, 473, 4S2, 512. 519.

MILITARY:— '
Report on Forces by Major-General G. A, French, R.A., C.M.G., laid on Table, 4ta............... .

Permanent Abtilleey —
Return respecting Allowances to Officers of. laid on Table, 84.
Motion made {Mr. JJ. M. Clark) m reference to competition of Band with other Private Bands, and 

negatived, 76.
Motion made {Mr. Thomas Brown) for return in reference to qualifications and promotions, 99; 

Return to Order laid on Table, 219,
Stait-Seegeaxt W. .Iifekiks: —

Motion made {Mr. Waddc-ll) for adoption of report of Select CoimniUce (Session 1896), 198.
A T.LOWAXCEii PjiOl'OSED for Year 1897 8 — -

Schedule to, laid On Tuble, 399.....................................................................................................
M INES DEPARTMENT:—

Motion msdc {Mr. Frank- Farncll) for return of expenditure, also disbursements, under the 
Prospecting Vole, to 30th June, 1S97, 441.

Report for 1896, laid on Table .................................................................................................
MINING (Sec also "COAL MINES REGULATION (AMENDMENT) BILL"; also “COAL 

MINES REGULATION ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL"):—
Report of Department for 1896, laid on Table, 91 ....................................................................

Mi.vino Laws Amendment Act of 1S96 :—
Regulations, laid on Table, 11.

Jdnctiov Mine, Broken Hii.l:—
Report on Creep in, laid on Table, 24............... ......................................................................... .

Affiication of Mr. J. E. Cossklly to Mine is the Parish of CuitRAGovc :— *
Motion made (Mr. Fetid) for adoption of Report of Select Committee (Session 1895), and Debate 

adjourned, 27 ; Debate resumed and motion passed, 215. .
Yrn'iit.atiov of Coal Mines, Newcastle:— ‘

Motion made (Mr. Fdden) for reports, 51; Return to Order, laid on Table, 108 .....................
Stockton Colliery Disaster:—

Motion made {Mr Fegan) for papers, S2; Return to Order, laid oh Table, 331..........................
Cash of John Wild ash George Himsworth—Gold Lyase on Mr. Henry Butler’s 

Private Land, Parish of Mount Lawson —
Motion made {Mr. JIurlet/) for papers, 67 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 2CG.

Lead Poisoning, Broken' Hill Mines:—
Returns respecting, laid on Table, 103 .......................................................................................

Ventilation' and Joint Inspection of Collieries in Northern District:—
Minutes respecting, laid on Table, 108 .......................................................................................

Leases, Grenfell :—•
Motion made {Mr. JFalson) for Return, 127; Return to Older, laid on Table, 1G9.

Accident is Broken Hill Mine:—
Adjournment moved (Jfr. Ferguson) in reference to, and negatived, 147.

Accident to Thomas Sampson, Broken Hill Mine:—
Report reepectmg. laid on Table, 2GC.

Wat.lsend Colliery :— ‘ .

2

3

3

3'

3

3

Motion made (J/r, IVath'n'.) for Reports on during present, year, 377 ; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 219 ..........................................................................................................................................

Companies removino Gold without Authority:—
Adjournment moved {Mr. Slratti) in reference to, and negativrd, 209.

Case of Sydney Cooper, as to Mining under a Road, Parish of Clyde, County of Gough:—
Motion made {Mr. CrmeJcshank) for Select Committee, 309 ; Report brought, up, 510...................

Wentworth Proprietary Gold-Mining Company, Lucknow:—
Motion made {.Mr. Jg/nr) for papers in reference to application for suspension of Labour 

Conditions, 378; Bel urn lo Older, laid on Table, 383.........................................................  .......

3

3
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INDEX, xxvn

ItnSEBEJTCKS TO THE VOTES ANJ) PnOCEHDIHOS, VOE. I-iyTH rABLIAAIE.VT — SESSION” 1897. TAPEKS OliDEIiED TO
DK PlUNTBI).

. MMIN rXG (continite'1) —
Vote ov Cexsoke, Luckkow Steike :—

Motion made (Mr. Lytic) that action of Government with reference to Lucknow etrilio amounts to 
n maladministration of justice, and Debate adjourned, and take precedence, 3S3 ; Debate 
resumed and motion negatived, 385.

Sonny Cobmek Leases:—
Motion made (Mr. Hurley) for papers respecting exemption of labour conditions, 435; Return to 

Order, laid on Table, 512.
Mines and Quaeuies in the Albeht Mining Disteict :—

Report of Hoyut Commission, together with Minutes, Appendices, laid on Table, 450 .........
Mining Case Woods u. Coilins ;— '

Motion made (Mr. T. 31.. Smith) for papers, 455.
MINING LAWS AMENDMENT BILL 

Assent to (8esj(o» 1896) reported, 3.
MINING LAWS AMENDMENT BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Moore) for leave lo bring in, presented and read 1°, 103; read 2° committed
110; Order of the Dnv postponed, 123, 177, 211, 225, 242, 25G, 272 2PG ’ ’

MINING ON PRIVATE LANDS ACT AMENDMENT BILL : —
Motion made (Mr, Moore) for leave to brim' in go.

MINISTERIAL ELECTION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Boyne) for leave to proceed with, under the 205th Slandin" Order 12- Order 

ot the ^ Postponed, 84; 2° negatived. Order of tho Daj discharged, Bifl withdrawn, 109
MINISTERIAL PORTFOLIOS REDUCTION BILL: —

Motion made (Mr. Cricb) for leave to proceed with, under the 2y5th Standing Order, 123 - Order 
of tlie Day postponed, 242. ’

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT :—
Made hv Mr. CarrntherB, 92.

MITTAGONG (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
MOLONG MARBLE (See <[ MARBLE '
MOREE (See “RAILWAYS”).
MOREE TO INVERELL RAILWAY BILL:—

Message from Governor, 190; Miotion made (Mr. Youay) for Committee of tho Whole, 208- 
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 212; Order of the 
Day discharged. Bill withdrawn, 219.

MOREE TO INVERELL RAILWAY BILL (No. 2) :—
Brought in (on motion of Mr. Young) on Order of Leave under which Moree to Inverell Railwnv 

Bill was brought in, presented and read 1°, 219; Motion made (Mr. Young) for 2°, amendment 
moved (Mr. McFarlane) to read 2? “this day six months” and negatived, motion passed 
read 2 , committed, reported without, amendment, report adopted, 267-8; read 3°, passed,and 
sent to Council, 280-1; returned without amendment, 36S; Assent renorted, 370 

MORPETH (See "BRIDGES”). J
MORRIS, ANN E. (See " CROWN LANDS
MORT'S DOCK AND ENGINEERING COMPANY (LIMITED) ENABLING BILL :—

P™sonted (Mr. Wilks) for leave to bring in, 391; leave given, presented and read l0, 393 
MOSS VALE (Sec "FIRE BRIGADES”; also “CEMETERIES”)
MOUNT VICTORIA (See “ RAILWAYS 
MUDGEE (See “GAOLS”; also "HOSPITALS”).
MUDGEE SHOW GROUND BILL :—

Petition pi-esentcd (Mr. Robert Jones) lor leave to bring in, 235; leave given, Bill presented and 
read 1 , 242; referred to Select Committee, 243; Report brought up, 295; Order of the 
Day postponed, 327.

MULLAH LEASEHOLD AREA (See "CROWN LANDS”).
MUNICIPAL (See "CITY OF SYDNEY MUNICIPAL LOAN BILL”; also " BY-LAWS ”) MUNICIPAL LOANS BILLao'v.iro;.

.Motion made (Mr. Brunker) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 170; read 2°, committed 
. reported without Amendment, Report adopted, 173; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council 180 ■

returned without Amendment, 220 ; Assent renorted, 243 ’
MUNICIPAL LOANS FURTHER VALIDATING HILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Brunker) for leave to proceed with, under the 2D5th Standing Order, 301 ■ 
Council’s aincnrlmonl-s itgrced lo, 450 ; Assent reported. 480. *

MUNICIPAL WHARVES ACT OF 1893 (See " BY-LAWS ”}
MUNICIPALITIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Build) for leave to proceed with, under the 295t.li Standing Order, 26 - road 2° 
committed, reported without Amendment, Report adopted, 109 ; Order of tho Day postponed' 
114, 123 ; read 3 , passed, and sent to Council, 134. 1

Motion made (Mr. Neild) for Committee to search Journals of Legislative Council, 192 ■ Kenort 
brought up, 205. 1

MUNICIPALITIES ACT OF 1867 AMENDING BILL :—
Motion made (Mr. J. C. L. Fitzpatrick) for leave to bring in, 272 ; amended leave given, and

MUYlCIPALITIE^Bildb^ ^ 303' 0rclei’tIlG I)llJ Posl,P0Qcd> 327.
Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion (Mr. Gould), read 1°, 400; read 2° committed 

reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3'J, passed, returned to Council 450-1 • 
Assent reported, 493. . p J

MUNICIPALITIES FRANCHISE EXTENSION BILL:— '
Motion made (Mr. Neild) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 266; Order of the Day 

postponed, 2/2, 341, 346, 353, 357, 400. J
MURRAY RIVER (Sec “BRIDGES”). ■ -
MURRUMBURRAU (See “ FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY”)
MURWILLUMBAH (See "TELEGRAPHS”). •
MUSEUM (Sec “TECHNOLOGICAL MUSEUM”).

H
NAMBUCORA RIVER (See “HARBOURS”).
NARANDERA ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH TRUSTEES ENABLING BILL: —

Petition presented (Mr. Gormly) for leave to proceed with, under the 409th Standing Order, 23; 
read _2 committed, reported with an amendment, Report adopted, 109 ; read 3°, passed, and 

„T , 40 Council, 116-7 ; returned without amendment, 155 ; Assent reported, 173.
NARRABRI (See "RAILWAYS”). '
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Sivui IKDEX.

SBFBHBS0E3 TO THE TOTES A>'D rROCEEBISGS, TOL. I —I^TH I’AIiLIAMENT—SESSION I 897. EATERS ORDERED- TO 
RE PRINTED.

TOL. PAGE.

N -
WAREOMINE LEASEHOLD AREA (See “ CROAYN LANDS").
NATIONAL ART GALLERY

Report of Trustees for 1806, laid 011 Table, 24..................................................... •■■■■;...... ........
Adjournment moved (Mr. II. M. Clark) in reference to extravagant nnd inequitable 

administration by the Trustees, and negatived, 279.
NATIONAL PARK:—

Report of Trustees for 1S9G, laid on Table, 95..............................................................................
NATIVE PLORA PROTECTION RILL:— _

Motion made (Mr. Frank Earnell) for leave to bring in, 235 ; presented and read 1°, 256 ; Order 
of the Day postponed, 266 ; Motion made (Mr. Frank Farndl) for 2°, amendment moved 
(Mr. Stea‘t/1) to refer to Select. Committee ami negatived, Bill read 2°, committed, 436-7. 

NAVIGATION ACTS AMENDMENT BILL 
Assent, to (iSfessioB 1896) reported, 3.

NEWCASTLE MARINE BOARD (See “CIVIL SERVICE” also "MARINE BOARDS”). 
NEWCASTLE PASTURAGE ACTS AMENDMENT BILL:—

Regulations and forms for transfer of purchases, laid on Table, 18. '
NEWCASTLE PAVING AND PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT (See “ BY-LAWS ”). 
NEWCASTLE (See "PILOT SERVICE”).
NEWCASTLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE (See “PUBLIC INSTRUCTION (NEWCASTLE 

TECHNICAL COLLEGE) BILL").
NEWCASTLE DYKE :—

Motion made (Mr. Fegan) for return of coal ebipped at, 41.9; Return to Order laid on Table, 517 
NEWSPAPERS, SYDNEY;— _ .

Motion made (Mr. Chanier) for return of amounts paid to, by Government, for advertisements, 59. 
Return to Order, laid on Table, 71.

NEWTOWN (See “RAILWAYS”).
NINE-MILE (See “POLICE").
NO TELLERS:—

In division, 110.
NO QUORUM:—

In House after commencement of Business, 67, 127, 181, 212, 216, 240, 372, 411, 437. 475.
In House before commencement of Business, 79.
Reported from Committee, 249, 512, •

NORFOLK ISLAND :—
Correspondence relating to transfer of, to Government of New South Wales, laid on Table, 270... 

NORTH COAST (Sec "RAILWAYS”).
NORTHERN COLLIERIES :— _

Motion made (Mr. Fegan) for return of coal from, 419 ; Ret uni to Order laid on Table, 517. 
NORTH SHORE BRIDGE BILL '

Petition presented (Mr. Morton) for leave to proceed with, under the 409th Standing Order, 31; 
Order of the Day postponed, 43, 91, 155, 177, 190, 21.1, 242, 266, 300, 331; Moiion made for 
2’ nnd negatived, Order of the Day discharged, Bill withdrawn, 347.

NORTH SYDNEY (See *' SYDNEY AND NORTH SYDNEY BRIDGE AND TRAMWAY BILL ” ;
also"CITY AND NORTH SYDNEY TUNNEL-ROADWAY BILL”; also ‘'DRAINAGE”; 
also “CITY AND NORTH SYDNEY RAILWAY BILL”).

NORTH SYDNEY LOAN ENABLING BILL : —
Motion made (Mr. Brtinker) for leave to bring iu, presented and read 1°, 448 ; read 25, committed, 

reported without amendment., report adopted, 459; read 3°, passed, and lent to Council, 471; 
returned without amendment, 496.

NOTICES OF MOTIONS
Postponed in a bunch, 61,171.

NOXIOUS TRADES AND CATTLE SLAUGHTERING ACT, 1894:—
Regulations under, laid on Tabic, 25.

NOXIOUS WEEDS:—
Report of tho Conference, held m Sydney in March, 1807, laid on Table, 24 ..............................

NOXIOUS WEEDS BILL :—
Motion made (Mr. Carrnthers) for Committee of the Whole, 26; Message from Governor, 50; 

House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 61; Order of the Day 
postponed, 450, 402.

NULLUM TEMFHS ACT DECLARATORY BILL :—
Motion made (Mr. Carntlhers) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 116; Order of the 

Day postponed, 450, 492.
NUISANCES'PREVENTION ACT, 1875 (See “BY-LAWS ”).
NUISANCES PREVENTION BILL:— . .

Received from Legislative Conneil and, on motion (Mr. Gould), read 1°, 400 ; read 2J, committed, 
reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 451; 
Assent reported, 493.

NURSES (See“HOSPITALS”; also “ASYLUMS”).
NYNGAN TOWN HALL (MORTGAGE) BILL:—

Petition presented (Mr. Waddell) for leave to bring in, 309 ; leave given. Bill presented and read 
1°, 409; referred to a Select Committee, 419; report brought up, 435; Order of the Day 
postponed, 447 ; read 2U, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, 
passed, and sent to Council, 474-5 ; returned without amendment, 010,

3 165

2 1403

7 1117

7 1281

7 1011

0
OATH OF ALLEGIANCE

Deputy Speaker's Commission to administer, read by Clerk, 21.
OLD AGE PENSIONS :— ’

Motion made (Mr. O'Sxdtivan) that Report from the Select Committee (Settion 1896} be adopted, 
amendment moved (Mr. Feild) that the Government take the question into consideration 
and withdrawn, Mr. Neild substituted amendment recognising Commiltee’s valuable work and 
requesting the Government to give the question early consideration, amendment and motion 
as amended agreed to, 26-7.

Petition presented from Rural Dean, Chapter of West Sydney, in favour of passing of ft Bill, 330 
O'NEILL, MR. CHAS., M.I.O.E. (See “UNEMPLOYED”).
OPENING OF THE SESSION:—

Proclamation read by Clerk, 1.
Governor's Opening Speech, 4,12 ; Reply to Address, 15.
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ORANGE SHOW GROUND BILL —
Petition preaented {Mr. Weivman) for leave to proceed Tvith, under tlie 409th Standing Order, 42; 

read 2°, committed, reported without nmendmenf, Report adopted, 109 ; read S° passed, and 
Bent to Council, 117; returned without Amendment, 155; Assent reported, 374.

ORANGE (See " EIRJi BRIGADES ”)■
ORDERS OE THE DAY

Postponed in a bunch, 61, 116, 157,171,192, 316, 442, 474, 486, 511.
Postponed after division, 141, 155.
Discharged, 109, 219, 220, 347 (2), 37S, 385, 459.
Dropped, 110.
Restored, 123, 190, 219, 256.
Motion for postponement negatived, 220, .
Motion to read disallowed bj Mr. Speaker, 274.
Motion to postpone withdrawn, 303.
Speaker ruled Bill introduced by Minister was properly included in Government Business, 317. 
Speaker ruled that General should only be postponed from one sitting day to another. 311. 

ORDNANCE LAND TRANSFER BILL 
Presented and rend proforma, 4.

ORMSBY, ELLEN JOSEPHINE (See “CROWN LANDS”).
O’SULLIVAN, EDWARU WILLIAM, ESQUIRE, M.P :~

Appointed by Mr Speaker a ’Temporary Chairman of Committees for tho Session, 7.
OYSTER FISH ERICS ACT OF 18S1:—

Regulation under, laid on Table, 35.

P
PAPERS;—

Leave given to Member to lav on Table, 295 ; laid on Table, 30S, 317.........................................
PARKES (See “WATER SUPPLY1').
PARLIAMENT

Opening of Session, 1.
Correspondence and Minutes respecting interference by Public Service Board with Yotes for

Departments, laid on Table, 116, 129 ...................................................................................
Ni;w Houses ;— '

Report, Minutes of Evidence, Ac., from Public Works Committee, laid on Table, 517 ..............
PARLIAMENTARY ELECEOKATES AND ELECTIONS ACT AMENDMENT ACT OE' 1896 — 

Regulations, laid on Table, 24,
PARLIAMENTARY ELECTORATES AND ELECTIONS ACT

Adjournment moved {Mr. lJrke) in reference to action of Government in not carrying out tlu 
provisions of, and negatived, 346.

PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS:—
Twelfth General Report, laid on Table, 35...................................................................................

Railway mojr CoNiionru.in to Bbokbs’ Hill;—
Report, Plans, &e., laid on Table, 12 .........................................................................................

Deep-watur IIareock at Port Kembla ;—
Report and Plans, laid on Table, 17 ...........................................................................................
Motion made {Mr. Young) that work, as ronommended, be carried out, 211.
Petition presented from lllawcrra Harbour and 1/and Corporation (Limited) against, and praying

to he heard by Counsel at Bar of House in explanation, 185 ................ ...............................
Railway prom Moree to Inverell;—

Report and Plan, laid on Table, 26 ...................................................................................... .......
Motion made {Mr. Young) that work be carried out, 178. -

Sewerage Works at Parramatta ;—
Third Report, Minutes of Evidence, nnd Plan, laid on Table, 49 ............... ................................

Pyrmont Bridge: —
Motion made {Mr. Young) that work as recommended be carried out, and Debate adjourned, 115; 

motion agreed to, 141.
GLRim Island Bridge :— •

Motion made {Mr. Young) to refer work to, 116.
Report, Minutes of Evidence, Appendix, nnd Plan, laid on Table, 352 .........................................
Motion made (J/?-. Young) that work be carried out, 441.

Extension or Railway into the City :—
Motion made {Mr Young) to refer work to, 170 (*).
Report, Minutes of Evidence, laid on Table, 323 .........................................................................

Duplicate Main prom Prospect to Potts’ Hill

Report, Appendix, and Plans, laid on Table, 190........................................ .................................
Railway prom Condobolin to Etjabaloxc :— '

Motion made (J/r. Young) to refer work to, 267.
Report, Plans, ie., laid on Table, 517..........................................................................................

Railway prom Narrabri to Pilliga :— '
Motion made {Mr. Young) to refer work to, 267.

Railway from Bybock to Bbewarp-ina —
Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work lo, 267.

Railway prom The Rock to Gbeen’s Gunyati ;—
Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 267.
Report, Plan, &c., laid on 'Table, 492 ..........................................................................................

Railway from Coolamon to Amah i ■■
Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 267.

1 Report, Plan, ke , laid on Table, 492 ................................... ......................................................
North Coast Railway :—

Motion made (Mr. F. Clarhs) to refer work to, 310.
New Houses of Parliament :—

Report, Plans, &c.: laid on Table, 517................................................................... ...... ................
Railway from Warren to Coonamhle —

Motion made (jffr. Young) to refer work to, 519.
Railway from Koorawatha to Gbenfrll ;—

Motion made (Mr. ^oung) to refer work to, 519.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING- COMMITTEE, ON PUBLIC WORKS {continued) : —

RAIEWAV JliOM WOOIABA TO COEEABENDABBI '
Motion made {Mr, Young) t.o rofer work to, 519.

Railway teom Maitland to Taeue :— -
Motion made Young) to refer work to, 519. -

Railway fhoit the Teeminus or the Rosehill Railway to Dural:—
Motion made (Jl/r. Young) to refer work to—Poinl of Order—Tliat tlie Minister had not complied 

with the requirements of the Act, ruled against bv Mr. Speaker, 519 ; motion passed, 519.
Hahboue Woees, Tweed River :— '

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 521,
Hahboue Woeks at Bellinqbe Rivee:— ,

Motion made (If;-. loinijr) to refer work to, 521.
Haebour Woeks at Najibuccea Rivee

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 521.'
Haebour Woeks at Macleay Rivee 

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 521.
Haebour Woeks at Hastings Rivee :—

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 521. 
i Haeboue Works at Manning River

Motion made (Mr. Young) io refer work to, 522.
Weies on the, Rivee Daeling between Bouhke and Wilcannia:—

Motion made (Mr. Young) to refer work to, 522. •
PARRAMATTA (Sec “SEWERAGE"). .
PATENTS (See "INTERNATIONAL PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS ARRANGEMENTS 

BILL ") '
OtFICE, ExAHINBB OF :—

Motion made (Mr. IFilks) for papers relating to change of working, 215.
PATENTS LAW AMENDMENT ACT

Additional Regulations, laid on Table, 2i.

PATENTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL:—
' Assent to (Session. 1896) reported, 2.

PAYTEN, MR. (See “CIVIL SERVICE").
PENSIONS (See “OLD AGE PENSIONS”: also “CIVIL SERVICE").
PERMANENT ARTILLERY (See " MILITARY ’’).
PETITIONS :—

Referred to Select Committee, 91, 219, 241.
Read by Clerk, 214.
To appear at Bur of House, 185, 435. '

PHARMACY ACT OF 1897 :—
Regulations under, laid on Table, 445.

PHARMACY BILL:— .
Motion made (Mr. Brunker) for Message to Council, requesting that Bill be proceeded with, 59 j 

returned from Council with amendments, 114; Assembly disagrees to one and agrees to, 
remainder of Council’s amendments, 140-1; Message to Council, 148 ; Council does not insist; 
on its amendment disagreed to, 170; Assent reported, 173. '

PIDDINGTON, ALBERT BATHURST, ESQUIRE, M.P.:— 1
Appointed by Mr. Speaker a Temporary Chairman of Committees for tho Session, 7.

PILLIGA (See “RAILWAYS”). ‘
PILOT SERVICE

Sidney and Newcastle :—

Motion made (Mr. Dick) for Return respecting Vessels and Services of Pilots, 308; Return to 
Order, laid on Table, 392.

PITT STREET (See “TELEPHONES"). ■
POINTS OF ORDER:—

Reported from Committees, 403, 4S3, 512.
Rulings of Sfeakeh :—

That motion for adjournment of House in reference to appointment of Select Committee or Royal 
Commission on the financial clauses of the Commonwealth Bill anticipated consideration of 
that Bill, and was out of order, 169, -

That the Franchise Eitension Bill did not necessarily involve expenditure, and therefore did not 
require a Message from the Governor, 181.

That discussion on Motion of Adjournment in reference to Administration ©f Land and Income 
Taxes must he confined to the subject of the Notice, 190.

That motion to take 3° of tho Crown Lands Bill as matter of urgency before other business was 
in order, 256.

That it be left to the House to decide whether the motion for the suspension of the Standing 
Orders to take 3° of Crown Lands Bill as matter of urgency, was irregular, 257.

That Totalisator Bill did not originate any tax or impost or appropriate revenue, and therefore 
did not require to be recommended by Message from Governor, 290.

That Totalisator Bill did not contain provisions beyond the Order of Leave, 290.
That motion relating to Reappraisement of Conditional Purchases and Leases would anticipate 

debate on Order of tho Day already on the Paper, 309. .
That Liquor Traffic Local Option Bill was properly included amongst the Government Orders of 

the Day, having been introduced by a Minister, 317.
That amendment, on motion, in reference to construction of railways through private land to 

apply betterment principle was not relevant, 328. ' .
That the Standing Orders only permitted the postponement of Orders of the Day, not being 

Government Orders (on Government days), from one sitting day to another, 341.
That motion for adjournment in reference to the state of the roads of the Colony anticipated 

discussion on the Estimates or in Committee of Ways and Means, and was out of order, 363. 
That while upholding the ruling of tho Chairman of the Committee of Supply against allowing a 

discussion on the constitution of the Works Committee or their fees or travelling expenses on 
the Vote “Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works” the items being filed bv 
statute tho conduct of business of tlie Committee could be critieised in relation to another 
item, 403.

That motion for adjournment of House relating to making of Dams aud Weirs by tho Water 
Conservation Branch of tho Public Works Department was out of order, the matter having 
been fully discussed in Supply, 471.

Tint Chairman was incorrect in ruling that the omission of the word “ intestate ” in the 12th line 
of the Probate Duties Bill was in order on the ground that it did not increase the area of 
taxation, because the effect would he an augmentation of the tax, 483.
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POINTS OF ORDER (continued) :—r . '

Rulings of Sibakeb (c.ontinited):—
That the decision of the Chairman of Committeeg, that a Memben was not entitled iu discussing 

the principles of the City and North Sydney Railway Bill on a proposed amendment in tlie 
Short Title was correct, 512.

That subject of motion of adjournment of House in reference to Sunday trading had boon dis
cussed on a previous motion, 518.

That tlie Minister in moving the reference of the Koschill to Dural Railway to the Public 
Works Committee had complied with the Act, 519,

POLICE
Report of Department for 189(3, laid on Table, 24i.........................................................................

RlOIIAltCSON, TUBNJiB, & Co.:— .
Motion made (Ufr. Sleuth) for adoption of Report of Select Committee (Session 1896), 27. 

Senior-SurgeAjnc Vaughan—Reduction and Removal from Nareandera _
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for adoption of Report from tho Select Committee (Session 1896), 

229. ,
Senior-Const An le Quelch :—

Adjournment moved (Mr. Dacey) in reference to conduct of, and negatived, 289.
Puofosal to Transfer Emmaville, D kef water, and the Nine-mile from Clin Inneh to 

Tenteufield District:—
Motion made (Mr. Wriqht) for papers,,399 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 491.

PORT KEMBLA (Sec "HARBOURS").
PORT KEMBLA HARBOUR BILL:— ,

Message from Governor, 22G; Motion made (Mr. Tountf) for Committee of tho Whole, 236; 
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill-presented and read U, 332 ; Order of the 
Day postponed, 450; read 2°, committed, reported with an amendment, 400; report adopted, 
474; motion made (Mr. Younj) for 3°, and amendment moved (Mr. Copeland) to read this day 
three months and negatived, motion passed, Bill read 3U, passed, and sent to Council, 181-2.

POSTAL
Report of Postmaster-General for 1896, laid on Table, 295...........................................................

Emfloyment of Messengeks in the Department :—
Regulation under Public Service Act of 1895, laid on Table, 25.

West VVyaiong :— ■
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, for Post and Telegraph OOiees, laid 

on Table, 17.
Ausiuaman Mail Service:—

Further papers respecting the renewal of contracts, laid on Table, 24' ........................................
Contracts with tho P. & O. and Orient Steam Navigation Companies, laid on Table, 337 .............

Intercolonial Conference :— . , ■ i
Report of the Delegates to, held in Sydney, November, 1890, laid on Table, 24 ...........................|

Issue of certain New Postage Stamps Unauthorised by Law:— '
Adjournment moved (Mr. Schey) to discuss, and negatived, 15C.

Collarin'dahiii :— -
Notification of resumplion of land, under the Public Works Act, for Post and Telegraph Office, 

laid on Table, 215, '
Drake :—

Notification of resumption of land, under tlie Public Works Act, for Post and Telegraph Office, 
laid on Table, 377-

Mail Contracts roii 1897 and 1898 :— .
Return respecting, laid on Table, 390 ............... ...........................................................................

POTTS' HILL (See "WATER SUPPLY”).-
PRECIS

Of facts relating to Bills, laid on Table, 445
PRIMITIVE METHODIST CHURCH PROPERTY BILL:— _

Message from Council requesting Assembly to proceed with, CO; Order of the Day postponed, 25G: 
read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, anil returned 
to Council, 495.

PRINTING COMMITTEE :—
Sessional Order appointing, passed Kb '
Reports, Nos. 1 to 2(1, brought up, 25, 35, 59, 7G, 91,103, 123, 140, 177, 190, 211, 225, 243, 2GG, 

284, 300, 324, 337, 353, 3G8, 383, 426, 445, 479, 508, 519. _ _
Letter from Chairman read by Mr. Speaker intimating that the Committee are willing to hear 

Members in reference to printing papers, 2G.
Letter from Chairman, rend by Mr. Speaker, in reference to Report of Department of Mines and 

Agriculture being laid on the Tabic of the House in print, without the authority of the 
Committee, 103.

Paper referred back for reconsideration, 284, 341 (J), 378.
Leave given to sit during sitting of House, 31G; 511.

PRISONS (See also ‘' GA Ot-S .
Report for 189G, laid on Table, 91 ..............................................................................................
Return respecting stoppage of pay to certain officials in Department, laid on Table, 517.

PRISONERS’ GAOL REGULATION BILL:— - 
. Motion made (Mr. Neild) for leave to bring in, Bill presented and read 1°, 67 ; Order of the Day 

postponed, 285, 29G, 327, 341, 346, 353, 370, 400.
PRIVATE LAND (See “RAILWAYS”; also “ENTRY ON PRIVATE LAND BILL”). ^
PROBATE (See “WILLS, PROBATE, AND ADMINISTRATION BILL”; also “STAMP AND 

PROBATE DUTIES BILL").
PROBATE DUTIES BILL' _ .

Message from Governor, 457 ; Ordered (Mr. Reid) thatBill be brought in, founded on Resolutions 
* of Ways and Means 5 and 9, presented and read 1°, 465; Order of the Day postponed. 472 ; 

read 2“, committed; Point of Order—The Chairman reported that he had ruled that the 
omission of the word “ intestate” in line 12 was in order, because it did not increase tho area 
of taxation as the people were not enjoying an exemption ; Mr. Speaker disagreed to Chair
man's ruling; Committee resumed, Biil reported with amendments, report adopted, recom
mitted, reported 2”, 482-3 ; motion made for adoption of report, and amendment moved to 
recommit, amendment moved (Mr. Copeland) to add words to amendment and negatived, 
amendment to recommit passed, recommitted, reported 3° with further amendments, report 
adopted, 496-7; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 499.
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p

On opening Session o£ Purliument, L
Prorogning Parlinmcnt ...................................................................
Imported Stock Acts—relating to cattle tick, kid on Table, 409 

FRO FORMA BILL:—
Presented and read 1°, i.

PROSPECT (See "WATER SUPPLY”).
PROSPECTING- TOTE (See "MINES DEPARTMENT”). 
PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENTS BILL

VOD. PAGE.

1 525

Beeeiyed from Legislative Council and, on motion (Mr. <?cnM), read 1°, 401 j read E°, com
mitted, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 8”, passed, and returned to 
Council, 451-2; Assent reported, 494,

PUBLIC HEALTH
Tvphoid Ekvir axd other Infectious Diseases :—

Return respecting, in Sydney and suburbs, from 1876 to 1895, kid on Table, 340 .......................
Tobercciosis :—

Memorandum from President of Board of Health on prevention of, laid on Table, 409.................
PUBLIC HEALTH BILL:—

Assent to (Session I89C) reported, 3.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL : —

Motion made (iEr, Griffith) to proceed with, under the 29ath Standing Order. 52 ; Order of the 
Day postponed, 59; House in Committee, Bill reported with an amendment, House counted 
out, 216; Order of the Day restored, 219; Report adopted, 248 ; Order of the Day post
poned, 272; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 290.

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION (NEWCASTLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE) BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Garrard) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 36; road 2°, committed, 

reported with amendments, Report adopted, 6b ; read'3°, passed, and sent to Council, 71; 
returned without amendment, 99; Assent reported, 108.

PUBLIC LIBRARY
Report of Trustees for 1896, kid on Table, 24..............................................................................
Minutes of Esecutive Council authorising transfer of Vote from Government. Printing Office, laid 

on Table, 87.
PUBLIC PURPOSES {See " CROWN LANDS”).
PUBLIC ROADS ACT:—

4C3

471

Regulations nnd Form, kid on Table, 235.
PUBLIC ROADS BILL

Message from Governor, 12; Motion made (Mr. Carrulhert) iov Message to Conneil, requesting 
that Bill be proceeded with, under the 295th Standing Order, 18 ; Message from Council 
insisting on some and agreeing to one of Assembly’s amendments, 7G; Assembly insists on 
disagreements, and requests a Free Conference, and elects Managers, 85 ; names of Assembly’s 
Managers being called over, they proceeded to tho Conference; Managers returned with 
Report, 118; Message from Council, no longer insisting on some and amending other of its 
amendments, 135; Report of Managers agreed lo, and Message to Council agreeing Lo 
Council's further amendments in the Bill, 141; Assent reported, 174.

PUBLIC SCHOOL CADET CORPS (See “ EDUCATION ”). ■
PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS (See “ EDUCATION ”).
PUBLIC SERVICE (Sec also " CIVIL SERVICE ”) :— m

Minute of Executive Council authorising the transfer of Vote for “ Salaries, Audit Department,”
to supplement Vote for 11 Reorganisation " of, kid on Table, 7 .............................................

Minute of Executive Council authorising transfer of Vote from "Salaries, on revision," to 
supplement Vote for “Reorganisation,” kid on Table, 163.

Regulations under Act, kid on Table, 25 (ltJ, 71, 219, 256, 316, 324. 331 (*), 456 (!).
Board.

Certificate of Board respecting appointment of Clerk for special duty in Taxation Department, 
kid on Table, 71. ■

Certificate of, respecting appointment of a Geological Surveyor, laid on Table, 71. _
Certificate of, respecting appointment of an Assistant, Technological Museum, laid on Table, 71.

■ Correspondence and Minutes respecting interference of, with Votesfor Parliamentary Departments
laid on Table, 116, 129..........................................................................................................

' Motion made (Mr. F. M. Clark) for return showing leave of absence granted by, 242; Return to 
Order, laid on Table, ‘516. ,

Report on appointment of Expett, Dairying Industry, 300. *
Report on appointment of Principal Assistant Medical Officer and Micro-biologist laid on Table, 

316. .
Report on appointment of Viticultural Expert in Department of Mines and Agriculture, kid on 

Table, 316.
Report on appointment of George McRae, Esq., as Principal Assistant Architect, Department-of 

Works, kid on Table, 491.
Amended regulations respecting Police Magistrates’ Examinations, laid on Table, 324.

Public Service Board-Retiring Allowances and Gratuities :—
Motion made (Mr. Neild) for Select Committee, 274 ; Report brought up, 492..........................
Chairman submitted to House statement in reference to member of Select Committee baring 

supplied copies of evidence to the Board, 439.
Charitable Institutions :—

Regulations under Act, laid on Table, 316.
Working Hours of Government Employees

Motion made (Mr. Me Go wen) against more than forty-eight hours’ work in any one week, 
Amendment, moved (Mr. Garrard) to only apply where practicable, and negatived, Motion 
agreed to, 357.

PUBLIC SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— _
Motion made (Mr. Schey) for leave to bring in, 50; presented and read 1°, 52; Order of the Day 

postponed, 72, 346, 357, 400.
PUBLIC TRUSTEE

Motion made (Mr. Griffith) for appointment of, 198.
PUBLIC TRUSTS BILL _

Motion made (Mr. Carraihere) for Committee of the Whole, 36; Message from Governor, 50 ; 
Order of the Day postponed, 54; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to. Bill presented 
and read 1°, 61; read 2°, committed, 85; reported with amendments. Report adopted, 92 ; 
read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 123; returned with amendments, 186; Council’s amend
ments agreed to, 191; Assent reported, 215.

PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATIONS ACT (See "BY-LAWS”).

1,221

631, 683

1,265
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PUBLIC WATERING- PLACES AND ARTESIAN BORING:—
Minute of Executive Council autLorising transfer of vote from Contingencies, Mines Deunrtment, 

laid on Table, 87.
PUBLIC WORKS (See also "PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC 

WORKS"):—
Report' of Department for year ended 30th June, 1890, laid on Table, 300..................................
Schedules A to E, Estimates 1897-8, Public Worts Department, laid on Tabic, 409

PUBLIC WORKS ACTS KURT HER AMENDMENT BILL:— .................
Motion made {Mr. Caun) for leave to proceed with, under tho 295th Standing Order, 12 ; Order 

of tho Day postponed, 43 ; read 2°, commit ted, reported with amendments, 43-4; Order of 
the Day postponed, 52, 8 t; Report adopted, 108 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 116; 
returned without amendment, 15C; Assent reported, 173. ’

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OK 1S8S : —
Notification op Resumfiton of Land vndee, laid on Table foe:—

Bridge over the Uunter River at Morpeth, 17,
Eitension of Canal at Shea’s Crock, 17,
Approach to Punt on the Parramatta River at Ryde, 17- 
Approaches to Bridge over Deep Creek, 17.
Post and Telegraph Office at "West Wyalong, 17.
Middle Billabong Weir, 17. ■ *
Water Supply, Parkes, 17.
Bridge over South Crccli, 17.
Lock and Weir at or near Bouvke, 17.
Water Mains to Sulphide Works, Cockle Creek, 17.
Bridge over Stonequarry Creek at Picton, 17.
Wharf at Greenridgc, Richmond River, 17.
Bridge over Boramhil Creek at Quirindi, 1".
Bridge over Macleay River at Kempsoj', 17.
Water Supply for the Town of Parkes, 17, 123, .
Approach to Kerry at Menindie, 17.
Public School Purposes, 24, 59, 279, 517.
Public Wharf at Bung wall, 24.
Grades and Curves on Railway between Mary vale and Genrie, £5.
Maintaining Railway Traffic between Liverpool and Campbelltown, 25,
Maintaining Railway Traffic between Colo Yale and Braemnr, 25.
Maintaining Railway Traffic between Hill Top and Colo Yale, 25.
Buildings in Red fern Railway Station Yard, 23.
Tamwortli Water Supply, 75.
Weir on the Macquarie River and Channel in connection therewith, 71.
Improvement of Railway Grades, &e., at Marulan, 25.
Additional Station Accommodation at Burrigan, 25. ,
Deviation of Railway near Clarence Siding. 25. ■
Deviation of Railway from Hill Top to Colo Yralc, £5.
Grades and Curves on Railway between Sydney and Mount Victoria at Blackheatli, 25. 
Maintaining Railway Traffic between Sydney and Albury, 25.
Grades and Curves on Railway near Blackheatli nnd Mount Victoria, 25.
Deviation on Railway between Braemnr and Mittagong, 25.
Access to the Railway Station at Binalong, 147. ' :
Bridge over Bega River at Bega, 162.
Public Cemeteries, 177.
Construction of Willamlra Weir, 196.
Bridge over CnffaiTs Creek, 196.
Aceess to Siding at Tyugarab, on Lismore to Tweed Railway, 196.
Grades and Curves, Great Southern Line, near Krampton, 196.
Post and Telegraph Office, Collnrendabn, 215.
Bridge over Alumy Creek, Southgate (amended), 215.
Improving Railway facilities on the line between Sydney and Parramatta, at Newtown, 229 
Supply of Water to Town of Condobolin, 331. ’
Drainage Works for Western Suburbs of Sydney 331, 341.
Improvements to Cook’s River, near Temp’e, 341.
Bridge over Lagoon Creek, 341.
Post and Telegraph Office at Drake, 377.
Punt over the Darling River, near Louth, 302.
Deviation of Road, Casino to Coraki, 392.
Grades on the Great 'Western Railway, near Orange, 426.
Grades on tho Great Western Railway, near Blayney, 426,
Construction of a now entrance to the Macleay River, 440.

PUNTS
Pabiumatta Etwee, Rtde :—

Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 17,
Daeling- Revue, neai! Louth

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table. 392,
PYRMONT BRIDGE (See “ BRIDGES .
PYRMONT BRIDGE BILL .

Motion made (Mr. Ftntay) for Committee of the Whole, 166; Message from Governor, 162 • 
Resolution from Committee agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 191; read 2“, committed’, 
reported without amendment, and Report tidopted, 324; read 3° passed, and sent to Council, 
331-2; returned with an amendment, 419; Council’s amendment agreed to, 449; Assent 
reported, 480.

417
1139

Q
QUARANTINE BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion ('Mr. OmshlJ, rend 1°, 460; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 451 ■ 
Assent reported, 494. ’

QUARRIES (See “ KOEESTS AND QUARRIES BILL”; also "
QUELCff, SENIOR-CONSTABLE (See “POLICE").
QUORUM (See “ NO QUORUM ■

456—E

MINING”).
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-Travelling on Railways, 373.
QUESTIONS : - 

Aborigines :
Accidents 

At Racc-eoui'ses, 24S, 271, 277.
Tnmnvav, Barrack Hill, 313. -
Througli Barbed-wire Fences, 301.

Adelaide Federal Convention (See also '‘Federa
tion ”):—

Kvidcuce of Chief Commisaioucr for Rail wavs, 3G1, 
109.

Financial Papers read at, 101.
Allowances of N.S. W. Representatives, 205, 2S9. 
Documents submitted to, 293.

Administration or Justice ;—
Equity suit—Hill, Clark, & Co. r. Pevrott, 34,
Case of Stewart r. Gould, 48.
Publieation of names of convicted prisoners, oG. 
Convictions under Public Health Act, 70.
Offences under Betting Houses .Suppression Act, 94, 

175, ISO, 187. _
John Collins sentenced at Hingarn, 09, 319, 145, 37o. 
Offences Punishable on Summary Convictions by.IPs P.. 

300. -
Prison reform, 120.
Alleged perjury in case Clark r. Hammond, 145. 
Prosecution of Mining Companies, 153.
Application by Mr. W. Reid for a Warrant, 105. 
Justices of tlie Peace at Wagga Wagga, 183.
Cost of Butler murder case, 218.
Case of Joseph Allwood, 231).
In British New Guinea, 239.
Papers re tine imposed on -Mrs. Flood, 252.
Court of Petty Sessions, Coolabah, 272.
Convictions for Sunday trading, 306.
Case of Thomas Suffieid, 314.
Prisoners under death sentences, before Circuit Courts, 

330.
Alleged assault case. Orange, 33G.
Fees to Jurors for attendance at Courts, 360.
Fine imposed on Bank Manager, Narrandem, 375. 
Counsel for defence of seaman Conway, 37G.
I’rosocutinn of Joseph Noble, 502.
Case of Greene r, Hargraves, 3S8, 308.
Decision of His Honor Sir. Justice Cohen in case In 

Chun, 425.
Supply of McFarlune and Addison’s Synopsis to Courts 

of Petty Sessions, 455. . -
Detention of Claude Herrick in Darlinghurst Gaol, 477. 
Prosecution of man Clarke, Newtown Police Court, 501. 
Case of Regina i'. Dalton, 510.

Advertising :—
By Government, 47, 2G9, 319.
Betting Advertisements, 14G, 151.
On wall surrounding Benevolent Asylum, 444. 
Contracts, Royal Agricultural Ground, 418. 

Agent-General

Recalling of Sir Saul Samuel, 9, 10.
Offering of position to Mr. Brunker, 247. .
Inspection of Accounts, 350.
Inquiry into Office by Mr. Coghlan, 408, 426.

Agents

Goods consigned to, 75.
Regulation of “Labour Agents,” S3.
Protection of Produce, 3G5, 514.

Ac.ricultoral Societies:—
Contracts for Advertisements with Royal, 4IS.
Of the Colony, 3 94.
Subsidies to, 251,275, 388.
Subsidies during last twenty years, 375.
Payments to Royal Agricultural Society, 418. 

Agriculture :—
Cost of Wheat-growing, 21.
Preservation of Fodder, 69.
Seed for Farmers, Neapcan and Hawkcsburv Districts, 

149. ■ *
Seed-wheat to Farmers, 132.
Cost of Experimental Farms and appointment of 

experts, 176.
Experimental Farm, Wagga Wagga, 203, 443, 444, 47S. 
Rubber plants, 373.
ftelicy of establishing Experimental Farms, 351. 
Handbook on, and Agricultural Chemistry, 389. 
Distribution of Cotton-seed, 390, 445.

“Ajax” :—Master of Pilot Boat, 112, 131.
“ Alacrity ” ;—Purchase of Hulk, 108.
“Alcides” Dismantling of Dredge, 350.
Aliens :—

Employment on Railways, 01.
Immigration of, 305,
.Introduction of Restriction Bill, 388.

Alien Hawkers Bill ; -Introduction of, 55. '

QUESTIONS (continual) _
Allora String Wheat Grown Wagga Experimental 

Farm, 478.
Allwood, Josetii Depositions in case, 239.
Amaroo Railway Station Road from Foibes Road, 

254. .
Anduiwon, "Mr. Visit to England, 351.
Angledool : —

Weir, 75.
Dummying on, 355, 375, 415, 490.

Ariiitration Case MeShariy t\ Railway Commis
sioners, 188, 241, 255, 417, 4GS.

Armidale :—Proposed railway from Trial Bay, 210. 
Artesian Bores : —

On Selectors’ Holdings, 48.
Contract at Coon amble, 129.
Control of water, 214.
Trangic, 321,

Art Gallerv :—
Mr. James Howe Carrs pictures, SS.
Conrad Marten’s pictures, 98.
Contract for Additions, 154.
Free-stone in Howie’s Contract, 168.
Bust of President du Fain*, 240.

Assessors (See “Land and Income Tax Assessment 
Act ”}.

Association Ground :—Moore Park, 240, 284.
Asylums

William Creswell, Parramatta. 57.
Kenmore, 107.
Georgc-street, Parramatta, 204, 506.
Removal of patients from old Woollen-mills, Parra

matta, 345, 506.
Release of Edward Gregory, 487.

Atkinson, Mr. :—Chief Inspector of Coal-mines, 22, 55, 
150,

Attorney-General :— .
Opinion on Coal-mines Regulation Act, 150.
Opinion rc Land and Income Tax, 125.
Speech on Federation, 205, 299.

Auditor-General :—Minute on Public Accounts, 345. 
Australian Agricultural Co. Payment of Land 

Tax, 165.
Australian Frozen Meat :—English duty on, 294. 
Australasian Federation Enabling Act :—Expenses 

of Election under, 10, 252.
Australasian Federation Representatives Allow

ance Bill :—Passage of, 289.
Ballina

Destruction of Cattle in Electorate, 152.
Tender for Mail Contract with North Creek, 407. 

Balmain :—
Railway communication with, 185.
Government Assessors’ valuation of property, 31G. 
Technical Classes, 409.

Balranald :—Surrender of Freehold Land, 152.
Band Contest :—During Record Reign Celebrations, 48, 

G3.
BAXRRurTCY:—Case of M‘Burney, Wallis, A; Co., 14G, 479. 
Bankruttcy Acts Amendment Act, 1S96Retro

spective provisions of secs. 31 and .33, 275. 
Barbud-wirr Fences Accidents through, 361. 
Barron, T. S.—Typhoid fever case, North Botany, 398. 
Barley :—Grown on experimental farms, 252.
Barnes, Frank Death at Longuevillo School, 194. 
Barrack Hill :—Tramway accident, 345.
Bathurst Work done by prisoners in gaol, 227. 
Beattie, Mary Case of, Mudgce Hospital, 246. 
Bek-udltuhe :—Lectures by Mr. Gale, 194,
Beer Duty Act :—Alleged evasion by Messrs. Tooth & 

Co., 130.
Bellinger River :—Improvements to entrance, 361. 
Bklmoke :—Traffic on Railway Line to Sydenham, 319. 
Benevolent Asylum :—Advertisements on walls sur

rounding, 444.
Berry's Bay* :—Resumption of land, 73.
Betting Houses Suppression Act 

Offences under, 94, 187- 
Action taken by Police under, 140, 1S7.
Publication of Betting Advertisements, 146, 151.
Shops Nos. 239, 241, and 245, Pitt-strcet, 100.
Decision of meeting of Magistrates, 175.
Opening of new shops, ISO.
Suppression of tote-shops, 299.

Bilks :—Drafting of Government, 293.
Bicycles :—

Travellers by North Shore Ferry Co., 73, 175.
Booking of, by railway travellers, 211.

Birds Protection Act Convictions at Forbes, 350, 
306.

Birthday Honors For Editor of 8’.M. Herald, 271.
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QUESTIONS (fojifmNw?):—

Blankets

Distributed by C!oYermuent, 138, lot, 307.
Distributed at Alolong, 203.
Supplied to Members of Parliament for distribution, 310. 

Bund Women : -Institution at Strathfield, 3(0.
Block 13 (Sec "Bhokkn Hilt/’).
Bum Book i—Issuing of, Go, 373, 38S.
Boa Hi) ok Health r—

Sydney iliik Supply, 391, 507.
Appointment oi Medical Officers, 4IS.
Standard Seale of Milk, 440.
Appointment of Members, 503.

Bohadaii Road to Nyngan, 3ofi, 376, 390.
Booan Sckwi '

Relief works, 17G (2).
Improved Lands, 409.

Boiler Infection Bu.l Introduction of, 28S, 329. 
Honey’s Rocks Bi-weekly mail service, 233.
Books Sold by Free Public Library, 154, 160.
Booty', Mu. C. J.:—Retirement from Service, 489. 
Bonus [Sec '‘Artesian Bores”),
Botanical Gardens : —

Recipients of trees, cuttings, Am., 56.
Vernacular names of plants, 375.

Botany :—Shipping accommodation. 444.
Botany, North Typhoid fever case, 398.
Brand, ^Mjss M. G. :—Resumption of property, Moree,

Branding Damage done to hides, 4S9.
Bnr.wAnr.iNA :—

Homestead Leases in District, ill.
Police Magistmtc, 82.

Bridges : —
Over River Murray between New South Wales and 

Victoria, 56.
Over-head Railway, Nyngan, 106.
Over Murray River at Moama, 112, 132. 239, 299. 407. 
Over Colleger! Creek, 138. '
Oyer Parramatta River', Newington, 165.
Richmond, 255.
Over river at Kempsey, 329.
Over Little River1, 329.
Between Narrandcra and Buekingbong, 344.
Or Punt service, Rydalmere, 369.
Kxpenditure, Molong district, 374.
Tender for Gmulagai, 445.
Cook's River Dam, 516.

BuiunroN Racecourse:—Accidents at, 24S.
British New Guinea Administration of law, 239. 
Brisbane :—Delegates to Fruit Conference, 10, 120. 
Buddie. Mr. :—Fishing in closed waters, 350, 355. 
Broken Hill ; —

Accident at Mines, 22, 149, 150, 151,
Lead-poisoning Cases, 130.
Stopes at Junction Mine, 22.
Water Supply, 107 ('), 260.
Reserve Corps. 132.
Junction Silver-mining Co,, 1"0.
Work at Mines on Sunday, 184, 189.
Changing-houses. Junction Mine, 176, 203.
Report on Darling’s Shaft, Block 13, 203.
Accident to Thomas Sampson, 205.
Report of Hospital Board on charges against Dr. Sea- 

brook, 391.
Report of Royal Commission on Accidents, 456. 

Broken Hill Water Supply Act:—Powers of Secretary 
for Works. S.

BrOokong Holding Settlement Areas on, 513.
Bruce, Mr. Alexander :—Chief Inspector of Stock, 159, 

194. r
Brunker, Hon. J. N. :—Offering of position of Agent- 

General to, 247,
Brush Farm :—Goods made at Reformatory, 488. 
Brymadura Run :—Leasehold Area, Molong District, 434. 
Buckingrosg :—Bridges between Narrandcra and, 344. 
Buckland, Mr. : -PubiicSchoolTeacber. Kingswood, 505. 
Bulk a :—Prickly-pear on road to Howe's Valley, 340. 
Bulli Pass Road from Otford, 202.
Burgers :—Reward for recovery of body of, 90. 
Burrawang Holding 

Withdrawn lands on, 49.
Land Exchanges, 443.

Bursaries :—Gained by Public School Pupils, 34. 
Butj.kr, Murderer :—

Post-mortem Examination of Brain, 161, 210, 414.
Cost of murder case, 218.
Rewards to detectives and others on case, 299. 

Butler’s Hill :—Deviation on Road Wyong to Yarra- 
molong, 121, 321.

QUESTIONS (eonft’nucrf) ; —
Byrnes, Mr. F. O. :—Late of Post and Telegraph 

Department, 8.
Byron Bay Jetties:—Wharfage fees, 305.
Cable (See “Tramways”).
Carle Messages :—Delay through use of Universal 

Code, 219.
Cadet Corps In connection with Public Schools, 351. 
Camden Haven :—Harbour and River improvements, 341. 
Campbell, Mr. J. L. :—

Legal Opinion re Collection of Arrears of Income Tax, 
119.

Drafting of Land and Income Tax Act, 245.
Canadian Mail Steamers :—Subsidy to, 122.
Cana way, Mr. A. P ;—Position in Service, 42. 
Canonbar Holding Lease of scrub-land lo lessee, 229. 
Canowixdra :—Cates and Roads from, 42, 45.
Can ruHiiuKY Park Accidents at Racecourse, 248,271. 
Capertee :—Maintenance Irion on Road to Cudgegong, 93. 
Captain's Flat

Post ami Telegraph Office, 130, 217.
Police Court Station, 130.
Cottage Hospital, 227.
Water supply, 270, 468.
Reward to discoverers of mining field, 2SS.
Mining field, 330.

Carek.nterian Reformatory :—
Late Superintendent, 133.
Goods made at, 4SS.

Caupentixa :—Proposed road fiom Nyngan, 210.
Carr, James Hnwu :—Pictures in Art Gallery, SS. 
Oakp.uthers, Thk Hon. J. 11. : - ‘

Allowance for travelling to and from Adelaide, 265. 
Attendance in Parliament, 389.

(Jaksilis :—Railway from MusweSlbrook, 90. 
CaM'i.fkeach Common Safe of, 143.
“Casual Kmpi,dykes” :—Opinion of Attorney-General, 

re, 444, 467.
Cattle ;—

Destroyed under Dairies Supervision Act, 45, 126, 152, 
Importation to slock experimental farms, 253.
South Coast, purchased by Mr. OTullaghan, 270. 
Inoculated for pleuro-pneumonia, 421, 503.

Cayley, Mr, Neville :—Pictures m Art Gallery, 87. 
Cecil Park Electoral Registrar, 409.
Centennial Park :—

Construction of Reservoir, 121.
Statue of late Sir Henry Parkes, 195.

Central Division (See “Crown Lands”).
Ciiaritaw.u Institution? : —

Royal Commission on, 17.
Deaf and Dumb, Newtown Road, 416.
Provisions supplied to Mrs. Smith, of Suttor, 468. 
Overtime worked in Department, 487.
Water supplied to, 490.

CiiA'iswoon:—Extension of Sewerage to, 09, 306. 
Ciiemisw’ Snoi’s.—French Goods exposed for Safe, 367. 
Chief Commissioner eor Railways : - 

Salary of. 160.
Examination at Adelaide Federal Convention, 161. 

Chinese :—
Arrested for gambling at Rockdale, 205.
Act dealing with gambling by, 205,
Gambling dens, known to Police, 263, 294, 314, 488, 

Chielett, G. Selection on Nanauii Run, 154.
Ciruiht Courts, &c. (Sec “Administration of 

Justice '’).
Circulars :—Sent to Chairmen of Local Land Boards 

and District Surveyors, 301, 370, 388.
Circular Quay : —

Lease of Wharfs, 40, 329.
Sewer opening at, 64.
Ferry traffic, 88.

Cm- Railway Extension :—
Royal Commission, 224.
Forcing of (jucstion through Parliament, 254.
Cost of construction, 278, 320.
Work for trades, 278. .
Workmen’s tickets, 278.
Report from Public Works Committee, 283.
Draft Report of Works Committee, 327.
Submission of Bill to Parliament, 408, 416.

Civil Service :—
Pensions to Mr. F. O. Byrnes and Mr. W. B. Wakely, S. 
Travelling Expenses of Public Officers, 9. 
Superannuation Fund, 10.
Chief Inspector of Coal-mines, 22, 55, 150.
Retirements (voluntary) under 62 section of Act, 2?, 31, 

122.
Stock Branch, Mines Department, 30.
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QUESTIONS (continued) •—
Civil Service (continued):—

Refunds to Officers of Stock Department) 207, 321, 343, 
391, 433, 46S, 489,

Salaries of Stock Inspectors, 34, S3, 105, 106, 315, 489. 
Mr. A. P. Canaway, 42.
Regulations dealing with Handwriting, 57.
Leave of absence to Officers visiting England, 58. 
Issuing of Blue Book, 05, 375, 3SS,
Visit of Mr. Coghlan to England, 69, 350, 351.
Public Servants in General Division, 70.
Officers over age of 65, 82.
Rev. J, M. Curran, 87.
Mr. Lethbridge, Sheriffs Officer, 89.
Rentals charged to School Teachers, 97, 98, 209, 344, 

345, 349 H, 362, 370, 376, 469, 515.
Appeals against rent of residences, 515.
Rents deducted from Postmasters’ Salaries, 98.
Mr. N. C. Lookhardt, 93.
Mr. George Valder, 102.
“Appeals :1 from Government Printing Office, 103. 
Appointment of Cotton Export, 105.
Captain W. Grossman, 112.
Payments to Temporary and Casual Staff, Government 

Printing Office, 112, 120.
Clerks, Taxation Department, 113.
Health Officers, 126 (!).
Application by Mr. Manton for Gratuity, 126.
Salaries of Messrs. Pitzmanrice and Lctton, 131.
Master of Pilot-boat “Ajax,” 131.
Government Architect’s Dejiartment, Western District, 

133.
Earlier Payment of School Teacher’s Salaries, 133. 
Superintendent of Carpenterian Reformatory, 133. 
Water Conservation Department, 137, 455.
Overtime worked in Taxation Department, 137, 367. 
Mr. W. M1 Larcn, Superintendent, Prison Industries, 144. 
Assistant Registrars of Copyrights, 145, 196.
Mr. D. C. J. Donnelly, Clerk of Petty Sessions, 153. 
The Chief Inspector of Stock, 159, 194.
Mr. Wright, Lands Department, 168.
Holidays to Postal and Telegraph employees, 175. 
Telcgraphdine repairers, 176.
Mr. Urquhart, 179, 287.
Temporary hands, Government Printing Office, 180.
G ratuities to officers, 186.
Mr. Herbert, Governor Darlinghurst Gaol, 188. 
Computation of pensions of retired servants, 1S8. 
District allowances to public officers, 195, 408. 
Abatements under Act of 1884, 196, 223.
Tho Registrar-General, Registrar of Trade Marks, and 

Examiner of Patents, 190, 228.
Employees, Goat Island Magazine, 202.
Gratuities to officers dismissed from Government Print

ing Office, 203.
Public, School Teacher, Wilberforce, 213.
0 vertime worked by Postal employees on English mail- 

davs, 228.
Candidates at Examinations, 234.
Examinations held by Board, 204,
Retirement of Mr. John M. Shcahau, 269.
Dredge Service employees, 276- 
Gratuities to retired officers, 277.

‘ Appointments in Laud aud Income Tax Department. 300. 
Gratuities to officers retired between the ages of 60 and 

65, 307.
Pension to Sir William Wiudever, 314.
“ Sorters,” G.P.O., 320. ’
Equipment of Patents Office, 289, 320, 322.
Pilots’ and Boatmen’s salaries, 322.
Fidelity guarantee premiums, 322.
Grading of Postmasters, 335.
Regrading of Government-Printing Office, 340, 502,513. 
Assistant Government Architect, 344, 397- 
Persons employed on N.S.S. “ Sobraon.” 350.
Visit of Public Officers to England, 351.
Increments to officers of Marine Board, 359. 
Declarations of age, 388.
Appeals by Officers of Registrar-Gen oral’s Department. 

4!3.
Increases to Officers of Justice and Registrar-General’s 

Departments, 413.
Refunds of gratuities by reappointed officers, 416, 
Assistants, Taxation Department, 418.
Mr. McFarlane, D.S.M., 132, 424.
Officers between 60 an rl 65, 424.
Mr. McKell, P.M., 424.
Mr. L. S. Donaldson, P.M., Dubbo, 424.
Leave of absence to Printing Office employees, 426, 

470, 487.
Office hours, Registrar-General’s Department, 433.

QUESTIONS (continued)
Civil Service (continued):—

" Casual Employees,” 444, 467.
Mr. W. H. Golding, 468.
Appointment of sons of Mr. McGowen, M.P., 478. 
Overtime worked in Charitable Institutions Depart

ment, 487.
Retirement of Mr. C. J. Booty, 489.
Contributors to Superannuation Fund who were retired 

and reappointed, 502 
Watchmen E. Waite and Pratt, 504.
Omission of Schedule 2 of Public Service Act from 

Public Service Gazette, 514.
Prisons Department, 514.
Employment of Pilots, 516.

Cl,ark v. Hammosu :—Alleged perjury iu case, 145. 
Clahescb Rivkr '

Flood-prevention, 48.
Hindoos in District, 247.

Clare Station :—Homestead Leases, 112.
Clarke, Mr. Mining Warden, Wyalong, 39.
Clarke :—Prosecution Newtown Police Court, 501.
Clear Farm Hill ;—Deviation of road, 321, 365, 514. 
Clerks of Works ^.Qualification for, under Works 

Department, 423.
Clyde Metallurgical Works:—Treatment of Ores, 130, 

169, 231.
Coal

Loaded at South Coast Jetties on Sunday, 113.
For Railway Purposes, 138, 349.
Output from Newcastle Collieries, 149, 167.
Amount received for traction from Northern Collieries, 

398.
Coal-mines Regulation Act :—

Interpretation of 38th clause, 40, 46.
Opinion of Attorney-General, 150.
Special Rules of Colliery Companies, 240.

Coast Hosmtal ;—Little Bay, 22, 41, 05, 75, 82, 04, 130, 
139,189,254,295,298,418,434. _

Comt, Dr. :—Experiments on Worms, Moss Vale, 193. 
Goff’s HAKROUK :—

Railway from Guyra, 15, 311, 502.
Wharfage fees, 305.

Coghlan, Mr. :—
Visit to England, 69, 350, 351,
Inquiry into Agent-General’s Office, 408, 426, 

Collegax Creek :—Bridge over, 138.
Collieries Chief Inspector, 22, 55.
Collins John :—Sentenced at Bingara, 99,119, 145, 375. 
Collins Thos. :—Alleged dummying, Molong, 113. 
Coiamlbo Creek :—Dam on, 299.
Colonial Secretary :—Uniforms supplied by Depart

ment, 101.
Colonial Sugar Co.:—Opening of Pyrmont Works on 

Sunday, 340.
Coloured Races Restriction Bill 

Royal Assent to, 253, 300. .
Statement of Premier in reference to, 264. 

Commissioners (See “Railways”; also “Electoral”). 
Commissions

On Sugar-growing Industry', 10.
On charges made by Mr. Parkes, M ,L, A., 42,49, 58, 70, 

407.
Report of, on Marine Board, 210.
Report of, on accidents at Broken Hill, 456.

Commons ;—Castlcrcagh, 143.
CoMi'OSiTORS:—Government Printing Office, 388,502, 513. 
Conditional Purchases (Sec “ Crown I,anus”). 
Conferences :—Held by Secretary for Mines, 231. 
Consolidation of the Land Laws :—Report from Select 

Committee, 455.
Constitution of Commonwealth of Australia Bill, 

(See also “ Federation ”) :—
Amendment in Preamble, acknowledging Supreme 

Being, 218.
Issue of speeches in general debate, 227, 288, 294. 
Submission to electors, 276 , 314.
Speech of Attorney-General, 265, 299.
Supply of copies to Schools of Arts, &c., 320. 
Parliamentary Review of work of Sydney Convention, 

1897, 387. _
Consuls :—Income Tax of Foreign, 2SS.
Consumptives : —Thirlmere Home for, 7 4.
Contracts :—

Under Works Department, 16.
Additions to Art Gallery, 154, 168,
Complaints re Lands Office Buildings, 166.
Mr. Louis Limburg’s, for Police clothing, 376. 
Subletting of, 434,
Protection of workmen employed by Government con

tractors, 439.
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QUESTION'S (continued):— QUESTIONS (cowfinired)
Conway :—Counsel for defence of se<mian, 37C. Crown Lands (contiimed):—
CoufiEE:—Postal Mistress at, 57.
Cook and Son, Messrs.:—Railway arrangements with, S3. 
Cookamidgery :—Iloiul from Eugowra to Railway Station, 

22.
Cook’s Kivkk Improvement Scheme :—

Work for Unemployed on, 94.
Commencement of, 239, 352, 51G.

CooTjAhaii Court of Petty Sessions, 272.
Coonamiile:—Artesian Well Contract, 129.
Cooper v. Taxation Commissioners :—Queen's Council 

in case, 245.
Cooraneong :—Post Ofllce, 503.
OooTAMUNmiA :—Gold sent from Gold-field, 160. 
Copyrights Assistant Registrars, 145, 196.
Coroners

Jurymen serving on Inquests, 366.
Holding oilice iu country after assignment of estate, +34. 

“Costa Rica Packet”:—Payment of award money, 64. 
Cottage Hoshtai, Captain’s Plat, 227.
Cotton Hxpkht :—Appointment of, 105.
Cotton-seed :—Distributed to farmers, 390, 445. 
Council of the Churohks Appointment of President 

to Executive Council, 231.
Country Districts :—

Coroners holding oflice after assignment of estate, 434. 
Returning Oificers holding office after assignment of 

estate, +35.
Court-house Cudal, 225, 233,
Cow-bails :—

Ploors, Richmond River District, 119, 152, 306.
Floors, Southern District, 310.

Cowell, Lake :—
Road to, 57.
Opening of, for Fishing, 58.

Cowra Public Roads in Borough, 21+.
Creameries Income Tax payable, 202.
Cresswkll, William :—Case of, 57.
Crimes :—Hyde Park, 278.
Criminals :—Influx into Xew South Wales, 330. 
Grossman, Captain W. :—Appointment, to Pilot Steamer 

“Ajax/' 112.
Crown Grants :—

Quit-rents on, 70, S3.
■ Unpaid balances, 144.

Crown Lanes :—
Trespasses on property at Gore Hill, 8.
Conversion of C.P.’s into Homestead Leases, 29. 
Reappraisement of Pastoral Leases, 30.
Sit Hated betwecnMnrrumbidgec and Tamilian Rivers, 34. 
Kquity Suit—ITill, Clark, & Co. p, Perrot, 34. 
Instalment on C.P.'s, 46, 89.
Samuel Lemon’s C.P., 47.
Special Lease held by Geo. F. Millgate, Molong, 47, 153. 
Transfer of C.P.’s to married women, 49.
Withdrawn lands on Burrawang Holding, 49.
Land Board at Gundagai, 56.
Quit-rents on old Grants, 70, S3.
Fines on overdue payments on C.P.’s, 70.
Settlement Leases, 7+.
Selectors' payments, 74.
Alleged Disappearance of Papers from Department, 103. 
Dedication of, Grabhen Guilen, 106.
Homestead Leases, Browarrina and Warrego Districts, 

111.
Homestead Leases on Clare Station, 112.
Alleged Dummying by Thos. Collins, 113.
Land for Selection, Flurimdery, Alndgec, 122. 
Extension of Leases on Euromediih and Weemobuh 

Holdings, 139.
Castleieagh Common, 143.
Unpaid Balances on Old Grants, 144.
Surrender of Freehold Land, Balranald, J52.
Alleged Dummying, Afanami Run, 153, 189, 312 (!), 516. 
G, Chizlett’s Selection, Kanami Run, 154.
Proposed Exchange, Salisbury Creek, 160,
Transfers of C.P.’s to Married Women, 167 (J).
Action of Crown Lands Agent at Gundagai, 167.
False Declarations re Dummying, 184.
Area of Western Division, 217.
Held under Pastoral Leases and Occupation Licenses, 

Central and Western Divisions, 217.
Settlement in Nyngan District, 228.
Position of Exchanges, 228.
Lease of Scrub-land to Lessee of Canonbar Holding, 228. 
Scrub-lands, Western Bogan, 228, 409.
Bill dealing with Value of Improvements, 233, 241. 
C.P. of Mrs. E. J. Ormsby, 235, 456.
Leased near Jervis Bay, 246.
Sale of Occupation Leases, Grafton, 255.

Selection of Arthur Jeffries, Deniliquin, 298, 340, 350, 
356, 362.

Pastoral Leases, Central Division, 307.
Instilments on Conditional Purchases, Deniliquin 

Electorate, 313.
Exchange of land for private land, Wagga District, 314, 
Improvement Leases, Jervis Bay, 316, 517.
Wilberforce Settlement, 322.
Refund of deposit money-, 322.
Newcastle Pasturage Reserve, 323.
Appraisements made by Mr. McMillan, 330.
Refund of rent to Pastoral and Homestead Lessees, 

335.
Lease of Water Reserve No. 30, 336.
Provisions of sections 13 and 24 of Act of 1895, 336. 
Attachment of resinned areas to leasehold areas, 

Western Division, 339, 374.
Consolidation of land laws, 344. .
Alleged dummying, New Angledool Station, 355, 375, 

415, 490.
Settlement leases, Derribong and Weemabah subdivi

sions, 360.
Losses through Dummying, 360.
Circulars sent to Chairmen of Local Land Boards and 

District Surveyors, 361, 370, 3B8.
Kooba Pastoral Holding, 374.
Counsel iu case Greene v. Hargraves, 388, 398. 
Attendance of Minister in Parliament, 389.
Meruadool Land Cases, 408.
Powers of Local Land Boards, 423.
Jackson's lease (now Quodly’s), Bourke, 425.
Evidence of Mr. W. C. Hill, Supreme and Equity 

Courts, 425, 470.
Homestead Selections under Act of 1895, 425. 
Leasehold area, Brymadura Run, 434.
Land Exchanges, Burrawang Pastoral Holding, 443, 
Report from Select Committee on Consolidation of 

laws, 455.
Lands for Closer Settlement Bill, 456.
Appeal in land case re Harrington, 467.
Pastoral Holdings of Tooralc and Dunlop, 477. 
Advances to Crown tenants, 479.
C.P. made by John Hayes, 479, 490.
Conversion of Pastoral Leases into Scrub Leases, 490. 
Settlement areas, Rrooknng Holding, 513.

Crown Lands Application Bill :—Passing of, 238. 
Crown-street :—Tramway Pares on Hue, 343.
Cudal :—

Railway from Grcgra, 69, 507.
Gates and Roads to, 42, 45.
Court-house, 225, 233.

Cudgegong -Maintenance Men on Road from Capertee, 
93.

Cumberland, County :—Rent charged for Teachers’ 
residences, 376.

Cumnock:—Water supply, 42.
Curnow, Rev, Wm, ;—Publishing of Sydney Morning 

Herald on Sunday, 238.
Curran, Rev. J. M.

Lectures at Wattle Flat and Sofa la, 45.
Position in Service, 87.

Customs Duties

Alleged Evasion by Messrs. Tooth k Co., 139.
On Spirits, 30.
Tables of Revenue, 233.
Imports of flour, maize, seeds, A;c,, 355.
Heading, Drawback and refund of duties, 361.

“ Cyanide” Patent :—Amendment of specification, 335. 
Dairy Herds :—

Inspector appointed by Fresh Food and lee Co., 138. 
Cattle purchased by Mr. O’Callaghau, 270.

Dairies Supervision Acrr :—
Cattle destroyed under, 45, 126, 152.
Floors of cow-bails, 119, 152, 306, 316.
Regulations under, 351.

Dalton, Regina v. :—Case of, 516.
Dams :—Yanko and Colombo Creeks, 299.
Dance Rooms :—Regulation of, 120, 346.
D’Arcy Wentworth Mine Date of lease application, 

443.
Darling Harbour :—Value of Freehold from Dawes 

Point to Head of, 161, 176,
Darling Island Works at, 94, 488.
Darling River 

Cost of lock and weir, 183.
Wool-scouring on, 240.
Imports and exports, via, 359.

Darlinghurst Gaol Detention of Claude Herrick, 
477.
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QUESTIONS (continued) : —
Dawes Point :—Value of Freehold from Head of Darling 

Harbour to, 161, 176,
Deaf and Dome Institution Newtown Koad, 4J6, 
Deficit (See “Finance").
Deniltquin :—

Instalments on-Conditional Purchases in Electorate, 
313.

Payment to mon for forest-thinning, 409.
Dentists’ Bill Passage through Assembly, 360, 
Department of Mines:—Total Expenditure under, 375, 
Derrmong Subdivision :—Settlement lease on, SCO, 
Diamond Drills :—Value of Plant, &c., 424,
Dickey, Mr. :—Compensation in connection with Jeril- 

derie-Berrigan Line, 65, $8.
Diseased Meat :—Correspondence re disposal of, 488.

. Diseases in Snunr Acts 
Amounts collected under, 46.
Amendment of, 102.

' District Allowances (See “Civil Service”). 
District Surveyors Circulars sent to, 361, 370.
Dogs :—

Destruction of Stray, 120. 
registered during f897, 3G1.

Domain .
Flint Vendors, 417, 433.
Sale of Newspapers on Sundays, 477.

Donald, Mr. :—Overseer of Construction of Telephone 
Tunnels, 195.

Donaldson, Mr. L. S, :—.Police Magistrate, Dublin, 424. 
Donnelly, Mr. D. C. J. :—Clerk of Petty Sessions, 

Picton, 153.
Dora Creek Dredging Work, 121.
Drafting Of Government Bills, 245, 293, 306. 
Drainage:—Of water-course country near Moree, 31,152. 
Drake :—Mining Case at, to be tried at Glen Innes, 133. 
Drawback and Refund of Duties :—Amount under 

heading, 301.
Dredges :—

Work at Dora Creek, 121.
Employees in Service, 276.
Dismantling of the “ Alcides,” 350.
Expenses of Mr. Fairweather in England, 403.
Work at Lake Macquarie, 503.

Drill :—In Public Schools du ring summer months, 440. 
Drought;—

Carriage of Stock from stricken districts, 74.
Relief to residents of stricken districts, 74.
Report of Government Meteorologist on, 81.
Loss of Stock from, 39.
Light Railways to Districts, 143.

Drunkenness :—Report of Comptroller-General of 
Prisons, 234.

Duubo :—
Proposed Railway to Werris Creek, 225. *
Lock-up, 417.

Dudley Mine :—Workman’s train to, 45.
Du Faur, Mr. :—Bust of, for Art Gallery, 246. 
Dummying (See “ Crown Lands ”).
Dunlop :—Pastoral Holdings, 477.
Dynamite:—Throwing, at Lucknow, 330.
Early Closing Bill -Introduction of, 218, 41S. 
Easter Encampment :—Expenses in connection with, 

488.
Enin", Mr. :—

Evidence at Adelaide Federal Convention, 101, 169. 
Railway Employees attending funeral, 168.
Report on federal control of railways, 287, 315 (!) 

Education (See also " ‘Sobrapn,’ X.S.S.”)
Bursaries gained by Public School pupils, 34.
Lectures of Rev. J, If, Currau, 45,
Celebration of Record Reign by Schools, 55, 56, 88. 
Lusk’s School History, 63, 201.
Rentals charged to School Teachers, 97, 98, 209, 344, 

345, 349 (2), 362, 370, 376, 469, 515.
Appeals against rent of residences, 515.
Uniforms supplied by Department, 102.
Public School, Kincumber, 121.

Do Woodport, 121, 330.
Do Newport, 121.

Payment of Teachers’ Salaries before Record Reign 
Celebrations, 133.

Death of Frank Barnes, Longuevilte School, 194.
Mr. Guthrie’s Statements, re School-teachers, 210. 
Public School Teacher, Wilhcrforce, 213, 255.
Public School, Newcastle South, 227.
Statement of Sir Julian Salomons, re misbehaviour of 

School Children, 247.
Public School, Richmond, 254,
Public School, Experimental Farm,Wagga Wagga, 284.

QUESTIONS (coniiuued):—
Education (continued)

Fuel and Cleaning Allowances of Schools, 298.
Cadet Corps, 351.
Pupil-teachers, 360.
Public Schools in Districts, 366.
School-house, Oirilumboue, 376.
Handbook on Agriculture, 389.
Handbook on Geology, 389.
Technical Classes, Balmain, 409. ■
Attendance at Penrith Public School, 408.
Drill in Public Schools, 440.
New' School, Gundaroo, 46S.
Railway Concessions to Teachers, 003.
Mr. Buckland, Kingswood School, 505.
Provisional Schools, 505.
Payment of Teachers' Salaries on breaking up for 

holidays, 516.
Electoral

Expenses under Australasian Federation Enabling Act, 
10, 252. ■

Recommendations of Commissioners, 195.
Voting by post under Victorian Federal Enabling Act, 

305.
Cost of last General Election, 305,
Preparation of Rolls at .Printing Office, 311.
Submission of Federal Bill to Electors, 311.
Returning Officer, Gnulburn, 311.
Transfers of Electors' Rights, 344,
Duties of Police Magistrates in connection with Act, 

425.
Registrar, Cecil Park, 469,

Electric Lighting Bill :—Introduction of, 288, 
Engine-drivers (See “Railways”).
England :—Duty on imported frozen meat, 204. 
Ensilage :—Preservation of Fodder, 69.
Estimates (Sec “Finance”).
Eucowka

Road to Cookamidgery Railway Station, 22.
Gates on Road to Goolagong, 153.

Eukomedah Holding Extension of Lease, 139. 
Eurundery :—Land for Selection in Parish, 122. 
Evangelical Alliance :—Deputation re SundayTrading, 

323. '
Examinations Held by Public Service Board, 264. 
Exchanges of Land (See “Crown Lands”).
Excise Revenue :—Tables of, 233.
Executive Council : — Appointment of President of 

Churches, 231.
Expenditure {See “Finance”). '
Experimental Farms :—

Cost to date, 176.
Wagga Wagga, 203, 443, 444, 478.
Barley grown on, 252,
Importation of Cattle to stock, 253.
Garra, 265.
Establishment of, as matter of policy, 351.

Exports :—
And Imports, via Darling River, 359.
And Imports, per rail, between N.S.W. and Victoria, 

365. '
Ewen, Mr. James :—Appointed as Trustee, Savings 

Bank of N.S.W., 507.
Factories and Workshops Act :—

Amendment of, 34.
Application of provisions to warehouses and hulk stores, 

2!7. ' . . ,
Fairweather, Mr, :—Expenses whilst supervising con

struction of dredge in England, 408.
False Declarations In connection with Dummying, 

184.
Fares (See “Railways”).
Farmers

Seed-wheat for, 132, 149.
Cotton seed distributed to, 390, 445.

Federation :—
Issue of Ifansard debates, 114, 288, 294.
Evidence of Mr. Eddy, Adelaide Convention, 161, 169. 
Financial Papers read at Convention, 161. _
Cost of Election of Delegates to Convention, 252, 265. 
Speeches of the Attorney-General and Sir Julian 

Salomons, 265, 299. ^
Federal control of Railways—Report by Mr. Eddy, 

287, 315 H. .
Allowances to Representatives at Adelaide, 265, 289. 
Documents submitted to Convention, 293, 296. 
Submission of Bill to Vote of People, 276, 314.
Carrying of Address in Legislative Council, 319. 
Supply of Constitution Bills to Schools of Arts, &c,, 

320.
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QUESTIONS (confidwd)
Federation (continual)

Expenses of Convention to date, 361, 361.
Expenses of Convention of 1897, 374.
I’nrliamentary Keview of work of Sydney Convention 

JS97, 3S7. '
Special bonus to Parliament House and Printing Office 

Officials, 453, 504.
Ferries Traffic Circular Quay, 88.
Fidelity Guarantee Fund ■

Amount at credit of, 56.
PremhunH paid by Public Servants, 322.

Finance (Sec also 11 Land and Income Tax Assessment 
Act”) :—

Revenue and Expenditure from 1st July, 1896, to Slat 
March, 1S97. 16.

Road Vote for 1895-96, 1896-7, 16, 31, 35.
Public Accounts—Liquidation of debts of previous 

Financial Year, 29.
Money voted for reproductive works, 35.
Liabilities incurred for works undertaken during 1895-6, 

35.
Fidelity Guarantee Fund, 50.
Road Vote for 1897-8, 97, 501.
Accounts for 1896-7 postponed till next year, 144, 391. 
Deficit of Financial \ear 1896-7, 184.
J ubilce Expenditure, 185. ■

. Public Accounts for Year 1890-7, 189.
Road Vote for 1896-7, 194.
Expenditure from Loan Votes, 195.
Special Municipal Endowment, ISO, 188, 204, 210, 313. 
Payments to Guardians of State Children, 209.
Railway Revenue, 209. .
Customs and Excise Revenue, 233.
Payments made tins vear for engagements applicable 

to 1890-7, 266, 272."
Arrangement of Military Estimates, 330.
Commission on sale of Funded Stock, 341.
Minute by Auditor-General on Public Accounts, 345. 
Return in reference to certain Pul die Accounts, 345. 
Railway Estimates, 346.
Roads Schedule for 1897-S, 350.
Banks in which Public Accounts nre kept, 361. 
Drawback and refund of Duties, 361.
Amount under heading Revenue and Receipts, Special 

Appropriation, 369.
Revenue from Moloug District, 374.
Ways and Means Account for 1896-7, 390.
Salaries paid from Loan Votes, 398.

Fire Brigades 
Amending Bill, 176, 440.
Maintenance by Insurance Companies, 360.

Fire Insurance Cos. Conditions in policies, 408.
Fikkworks :—Display, Record Reign Celebrations, 1S8, 

213.
Fiscal Question Plebiscite Vote, 505.
Fischer, Mr. Gustave :—Visit to America, 238. 
Fisheries :—

Opening of Lake Cowell, 58.
Drafting of Bill, 98.
Proceedings on Bill, 202,
Mr. Brodie fishing in closed waters, Lake Macquarie, 

350, 355.
Oyster leases, Northern Rivers, 416.

Fitzmaurice, Mr, :—Salary of, 131.
Fn7.noY Dock Conveyance of men to, 218.
Flood-frevention :—Hunter and Clarence Rivers, 48, 90. 
Flood, Mrs. Fine imposed on, 252.
Flora (See “Native Flora''}.
Flour Quality of Manitoba, 265.
Flying-foxes :—Destruction of, 8, 444.
Fodder :—Preservation of, 69.
Forbes:—Convictions for breach of game laws, 350, 3GC. 
Forbes Road :—Road to Ainaroo Railway Station, 254. 
Forestry :— _

License Fees and Royalties on Timber, 8.
Reserve No. 14,972, 121.
Thinning near Deniliquin, 409.

Forests and Quarries Bill Introduction of, 478. 
Fowler, Sir John Amounts paid to, 369.
Fraser, Mr. A. C. :—Suggestions re prison reform, 120. 
Free Public Library :—Sale of Books, 154, 166.
Free Passes (See “ Railways” ; also “Tramways 
French Goods Exposed for sale in chemists' shops, 367. 
French, Major-General :—Report on Military Forces, 

232.
French Soldiers :—Temporary residence, Victoria 

Barracks, 283.
> Fresh Food and Ice Co. :—Inspector of Dairy Herds, 

138.

QUESTIONS (continued)
Friendly Societies Bitr, :—Introduction of, 133, 298. 
Fruit Conference, Brisbane :—

Travelling Expenses of Delegates to, 10. 
Representative Delegate from Central Cumberland, 120. 

Fruit Vendors :—In the Domain, 416, 433.
Fuel and Cleaning Allowances :—To Seliools, 298. 
Funded Stock :—Commission on sale, 341.
Funerals ;—Of Paupers, 283, 288.
Gale, Mr. Leetureson Bee-culture, 194.
Galtos, Mr. Arthur History of Colony by, 298. 
Gambling •

Arrest of Chinese at Rockdale, 205.
Act dealing with Chinese, 205.
Chinese dens known to Police, 263, 294, 314, 4S8. 

Came Laws (See " Birds Protection Act 
Gaols :—

Goulburn, 75.
Release of Good-conduct Prisoners, 41.
Work done by Prisoners at Bathurst, 227.
Gate at Mudgee, 240.
Treatment of Prisoners, 294.
Ix>ck-up, Dubbo, 417.

Garden Island Control of adjacent waters, 513. 
Garra :—Application for Experimental Farm, 265.
Gates :—

On Road Canowindra to Toogong and Cudal, 42, 4G.
On Road Eugowra to Goolagong, 153.

“General Division” (See “Civil Service :i).
General Post Office (See also “ Postal ”)Additions 

to, 360, 366.
Geolooy :—Handbook of, 389.
Gf-ohce and Harris Streets Electric Tram 

Poles and Brackets for, 55, 65, 66.
Commencement of work, 139.

Girilambone :—Erection of school, 376.
Gladesvillk Hospital G. F. Jones, confinee, 112. 
Glen Ora Road :—Grant for continuation of, 515.
Goat Island Employees at Magazine, 202.
Gold :—Returns furnished under Mining Act, 407- 
Goj.dino, Mr. W. l.L Appointment of, as Acting 

Postal Inspector, 468.
Goods :—Consigned to Agents, 75.
Goolaoong -Gates on road from Eugowra, 153.
Gore Hill:—Trespassers on Crown Property, S. 
Gosford :—Population Reserve, 224.
Goulburn

Registration at Labour Bureau, 10.
Gaol, 75.
State Children in District, 98.
Rossiville Estate, 153.
Inspector of Slaughter-houses, 239.
Appointment of Returning Officer, 312.
Site for Technical College, 440.

Governor, His Excellency Salary subject to Income 
Tax, 234, 311.

Government Advertising 
In Sydney Newspapers, 47, 319.
Amounts paid to ITcrald and Telegraph, 269. 

Government Architect's Department:—
Inspectors in Western District, 133.
Position of Assistant Architect, 345, 397. 

“Government Gazette" Supply to Country Receiving 
and Post Offices, 131.

Government Launches Use of, 91 (:).
Government of N.S.W, :—

Boundary of Jurisdiction, 234.
Administration of Law in British New Guinea, 239. 

Government Printing Omen :—
“Appeals” to Public Service Board, 103, '
Payments to Temporary and Casual Staff, 112, 120. 
Dismissal of Temporary hands, ISO.
Gratuities to dismissed officers, 203.
Regrading of, 340. *
Overtime worked by Compositors, 388.
Bonus in connection with Federal Convention, 423, 504. 
Leave of absence to Employees, 426, 470, 487.
Rates of pay of Compositors, 502, 513.

Geabhen Gulden :—Dedication of land for Public Hall, 
100.

Grafton

Railway from Guyra, 15, 311.
Sale of Occupation Lenses, 255.

Gratuities (See “Civil Service"). ■
Green dale Reserve :—Wolumla, 35.
Greene;.'. Hargraves :—Counsel in Appeal case, 388, 398. 
Grf.en’s Gunyah :—Proposed railway to The Rock, 82. 
Gregory, Edward ;—Release from Asylum. 487. 
Gkeqra :—Railway to Cudal, 69, 507.
Grenfell :—Mining Leases near, 105.
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QUESTIONS (conimiierf):—
Groves, Mr. John Auditor, Kookwood Council,504(5). 
Gun Practice South Head, 306,
G IJiVDAOA I;—

Appointment of Member to Land Board, 56.
Action of Crown Lands Agent re Transfer of Condi

tional Purchases, 107.
Tender for Bridge, 445.

Gundakoo :—
Recreation Reserve, 423.
Erection of New School, 46S. .

Gctiirie, Mr. :—Statements rc Schoolmasters, 210. 
Guyka :—Railway to CofTs Harbour, or South Grafton, 

15, 311, 502.
“Hansard” :—

Free issue of debates on Federation, 114, 2SS, 294.
Free Circulation by Post, "210.
Issue of Speeches on Constitution of Commonwealth of 

Australia Bill, 227.
Bi-weekly issue of, 374.
Issue to Members of Parliament, 398.

Harbours :—
South Coast—Evidence of Dr. Robertson, 195, 
Improvements, Camden Haven, 341.

Hark Pest :—Action of Export Board, 270.
Harknesk, Mr. : —Discoverer, Captain’s Flat Mining 

Field, 258.
Hakrinoton :—Appeal in land case, 467.
Hayes, John O.P. made by, 479, 490.
Hawkers (See “Alien Hawkers Bh.i/’j.
IlAWKKSBtTiiY Agsicci.tural Colleoe :—Appointment 

of Mr, George Voider. 102.
Hawkeshury District Seed for Fanners, 149.
“ Herald ” (See “Sydney Morning Herald 
Herbert, Mr. :-Governor, Darlinghnrst Gaol, 1SS. 
Herrick, Claude l—Detention of, Dartinglnust Gaol, 477- 
Hetton Colliery :—Coal raised from, 150,
Hides Damage through branding, 489.
Hill, Mr. W. C. :—Evidence in Supreme and Equity 

Courts, 425, 470.
Hill, Clark, & Co. v. Perrott Equity suit, 34.
Hill End :—Mail Contract between Mudgee and, 389.
Hileston :—Weir Contract, 33.
Hindoos :—Tweed and Clarence River Districts, 247. 
History ok the Colony By Mr. Arthur Gallon, 298. 
Holkiian, Mr. :—Discoverer. Captain's Flat Mining 

Field, 288. '
Holidays :—

To Police, 130.
Public, Newcastle District, 131. 137.
To Railway Officials, 160 (!}, 344.
To Postal and Telegraph Employees, 175. 
Telegraph-line Repairers, 176.

Home, Colonel;—
Irrigation Expert, 75,
Report on Lake George, 131.
Report on Irrigation and Water Conservation, 367- 

Homestead Leases (.See “ Crown Lands ").
Hornsby :—

Temporary Railway-drivers, 295.
Traffic on Railway lines from Strathfiold and Milson's 

Point, 319.
Horses, Military ;—Driven in Private Carriages, 64. 
Horticultural Societies :—Subsidies during last 

twenty years, 375.
Hostitals ;—

Coast Hospital, Little Bay, 22, 41, 65, 75, 82, 94, 130, 
139, 189, 254, 295, 298, 418, 434.

Gladesville, 112.
Sale of Stamps in aid of Consumptives’, 195.
Entrance for Visitors to Sydney, 252.
Garrison, Victoria Barracks, 214.
Purchase of Studley Park, 200.
Case of Mary' Beattie, Mudgee, 246.
Cottage, Captain’s Flat, 227.
Board and maintenance of nurses, 297.
Broken Hill, 391.
Probationers at Prince Alfred, 415.

Howe’s Valley

Deviation on road to Putty, 32), 305, 514.
Prickly-pear on road from Bulga, 340.
Police Station, 502.

Howie, Mr. :—Freestone in contract for Art Gallery, 168. 
Hcfnagbl, Captain Destruction of Flying-foxes, 

Samoa, 8, 444.
Hunter River :—Schemes for Flood Prevention, 48, 90. 
Hurstville ;—Formation of Penshurst-street, 138. 
Hutchinson, Bandmaster :—Of Permanent Artillery, 

373, 501, 516. '

QUESTIONS (continued) ■■—
Hyde Park Alleged Crimes, 278.
Illicit Stills :—Increase of, 30.
Illawarra District ;—Telephone communication with 

Sydney, 129.
Immigration Of Coloured Aliens, 305,
Imports :—

Amount and value of Flour, Maize, Seeds, Ac., 355. 
And Exports via Darling River, 359.
And Exports by Rail between Victoria and New' South 

Wales, 365,
Imdrovement Leases (See “Crown Lands ”).
Income Tax (See “Land and Income Tan Assessment 

Act
Infantry Forces (See “Military'’),
Inspectors

Travelling Expenses of Conditional Purchases, 9.
Of Coal-mines, 22, 55, 150.
Of Stock—Refund of Salaries, 34, 88, 105, 107, 315, 343. 
Weights and Measures, 227.
Qualifications for, under Works Department, 423. _

In Chun :—Decision of His Honor Mr. Justice Cohen in 
ease, 425.

Inquiry Branch ;—Public Works Department, 470. 
Insurance Companies ;—

Maintenance of Fire Brigades, 3G0.
Conditions in Policies, 403. ' .

Interpretation Bill ;—Reservation for Queen’s Assent, 
433. _ „ ,

Irkioatmn ;—Colonel Home’s investigations, 75, 307. 
Jackson’s Lease (novQuodly's) :—Bourkc District, 425. 
Jaques, Thomas Railway fettlcr, 415.
“ Jane Strott”:—Marino Board Surveyor’s Report on 

vessel, 211. _
Jeffries, Arthur Selection, Doniliquin Land District, 

298, 340, 350, 350, 362.
Jenolan Caver Mail Contract Oboron to, 410. 
Jerildekie-Behkioan Line Compensation to Mr. 

Dickey, 05, 74, 88,
Jerry’s Plains Hill Condition of Road, 355, 365. 
Jervis Bay

Leasing of land near, 240.
Loading of Vessels, 313.
Improvement Lenses, 316, 517- 

Jones, G, F. Confinee. Gladesville Hospital, 112. 
Jubilee Celebrations (See “Record Reign Celebra

tions
Junction Mine Accommodation for Miners, 176, 203. 
Jurors -

Fees for attendance at Court, 300.
Serving on Coroners’ Inquests, 366.

J ustice Department :—
Uniforms supplied by, 105.
Increases to Officers, 413.

J U8TICE8 OF THE PEACE :—
Appointment of Mayors, 42.
“Offences Punishable on Summary Conviction,” 106. 
At Wagga Wagga, 183.
Method of Appointments, 339.

Kangaroos :—Protection of, 1S3.
K kmpsey :—Bridge over River at, 329.
Kenmore ;—Asylum, 107.
Kensington Racecourse Accidents at, 277.
Kethel, Mb., M.L.C.;—Statement re loading of Vessels, 

Jervis Bay, 313.
Kinchsiber.:—Public School, 121.
King, Warden ;—Adjudicating on Lucknow Mining 

Dispute, 398.
Kincswood ;—M r. Buckland, Public School Teacher, 505. 
Knapp, Mr. E. J. H. Arbitrator in resumption case, 

Moree Railway, 06.
Koch, Dr. .

Inoculation of Stock with Tuberculin, 93.
Proposed Visit to Colonies, 73, 247.

K ooba Pastoral Holding Homestead Selection on, 374.
Labour Agents:—Regulation of, 83.
Labour Bureau 

Goulburn, 10.
Railway Passes issued through, 327, 373.

Labour Conditions ;—On Mineral Leases, 297.
Lachlan River :—Crown Lands between Murmmbidgee 

River and, 34.
Lake George Report by Colonel Home, 131.
Lake Macquarie Dredging of entrance, 503.
Land and Income Tax Assessment Act :— 

Supplementary Payments of Income Tax, 9, 10. 
Kotices issued by Commissioners, 16.
Landowners who have forwarded returns to Commis

sioners, 16.
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QUESTIONS (ron'inued)
La.nj) amii Is dome Xax Assessmest Act (continued) :— 

Amounts collected under Land and Income Taxes, 29. 
Assessment Book, 30.
Payment of Income Tax by Minister of Crown, 30. 
Declaration of correctness of Income Tax returns, 31. 
Belief to Landowners suiTenng from Stock Losses, 90. 
Payments to Assessors, 9S.
Notices re arrears of Income Tax, ICO.
Clerks in Department, 113.
Legal Opinion re arrears of Income Tax, 119.

. Hearing of Appeals in Country Towns, J22,
Legal Advice ic sixty days’ grace, 123.
Assessments in Shoallmren District, 137, 153, 102. 
Overtime worked in Department, 137, 307.
Permanent Assessors, 139.
Land Tax payments of Australian Agricultural Com

pany and Peel River Company, 105, 223.
Amounts of Assessments, 177.
Cost of Land Valuations, 189.
Income Tax payable by Cieamerics, 202.
Collection of Land Tax for 1S9G 7, 213.
Income Tax on Salary of Governor, 234, 311.
Queen’s Counsel in case Cooper i. Commissioners. 245. 
Drafting of Act, 243.
Expenditure incurred under, 253.
Official Salaries not subject to Income Tax, 2G9. 
Exemption of Foreign Consuls ftom Income Tax, 288. 
Appointments in Department, 300. .
Government Assessors' valuation of property, Balmain, 

316.
Payment of Laud and Income Taxes, 330. ■
Refunds of Income Tax, 301.
Costs in appeal case, 410.
Salaries of Assistant Clerks, 418.
Appointment of Land Valuers, 403, 500.

Land Bo.viius :—
Circulars sent to Chairmen, 361, 370, 388.
Mr. R, A. Moore, Member of Collarendabri, 37o. 
Powers of Local, re Roads and Water-courses, 423. 

Land Boilers Ixspettion Bill (See also “ Boilkks 
Inspect)on Bill”) :—Introduction of, 329.

Land Laws :—Consolidation, 344.
Lands OriTCJi Biiiuiinus Complaints re construction, 

1G6. 170.
Land Valuers Appointment, 408. 500.
Lands for Closer Settlement Bill:—Introduction 

of, 450.
Lanes :—Control of public, 283.
Lassetter & Co , Messes. Bpccial Goods TTam, 100. 
Launches :—Use of Government, 91 (’J.
Lavatories ;—

In Second-class Railway Carriages, 113, 356.
In Second class Carnages. Western Line, 122, 503,

Law oi Libel Amendment Bill Introduction of, 217, 
503.

Lawless, Mr. :—Inspector of Police, ISO. 
LEAD-poisoNiN'a i—Cases, Broken Hill, 131.
Legislative Council :—

Statement re Appointment of Mr. lid. Terry to, 367. 
Briefs held by Members, 380.

Lemon, Samuel ■—Conditional Pure-base of, 47.
Lesagh :—Reward for recovery of, 90.
Lethbridge. Mr. .—Sheriffs Officer, 89.
Letters :—Posting of English, 30.
Letters Patent 

Petitions for, 143, 179, ISO.
Applied for in 1S9C, 140, 185, 228. 232.

Letton. Mr. Salary of, 131.
Libel (See 1' Law of Libel Amendment Bill "). 
Licensing :—

Foes and Royalties on ’Timber, 8.
Amendment of Act, 10, 218.
“Metropolitan Hotel,” Bega, 271,
Expiration of, Licenses, 203.
Local Option Bill, 314, 340.
Circulars, rc renewals of licenses to Publicans, 479. 

LfMBUlu., Mr. Louis:— Contract for Police Clothing, 370. 
Little Bay Hospital, 22, 41, 03, 73, 82, 94, 130, 139, 

189.231,293,298,4 18,434. ■
Little River :—Bridge over, 329.
Liverpool Railway to Mulgoa. 133, 339, 409.
Loans (See "Finance " ; also “ Municipal''}.
Local Government .—Unincorporated Populous Areas, 

51-4.
Local Option Bill :—

Position on list of Government businesA, 314. 
Proceedings on, 340.

Lock, Mu. :—Leltci ; r, Wentworth Gold-mining Co., 352. 
Lock-ups (Sec “Gaols”).
Locks -Darling River, 183, ^
Look hart, Mil N. C. :—Appointment to Taxation 

Department, 08.
dJC—F

Q
QUESTION'S (continued)

Lockwood :—Bi-weekly Mai! Service, 233.
Lomreoso, Dr. Cesake :—Application for brain of the 

murderer Butler, 414.
Longueville :—Death of Frank Barnes at Public School, 

194.
Lor.i) Howe Island :—Jurisdiction of N.S.W, over, 247, 

271.
Love, Mk. Deputy Stipendiary Magistrate, 132. 
Lucknow Mines :—

Conditions of Fmployment, 293,
Crude Ore sent to Sydney, 323.
Throwing of dynamite, 330.
Mr. C. E. Pilcher, Q.C., briefed in connection with 

strike eases, 336
Letter from Mr. Lock re labour conditions, 352. 
Conduct of Warden King, 39S.

Lunatics (See also “Asylums’’):—Conveyance from 
Orange to Sydney, 120.

Lusk's School History:—Coat to the State, 03, 201.
Ly kb-Moon :—Wreck of Steamer, 275.
“ Mabel”:—Muster of steam launch, 516.
Macleay : —Improvements to enhance of River, 3C1. 
Magistrates ; —

Appointment of Police, Brcwurrina, 82.
Appointment of Deputy Stipendiary, 132.
Mr. Payten, Newcastle, 133.
Appointments of Jostices of the Peace, 339.
Mr. McKcll, P.M., 424.
Mr. L. S. Donaldson, P.M., Dubbo, 424,
Duties of Police, m connection with Electoral Act, 425. 

Maiden, Mr. :—Retirement from Technological Museum, 
414. ‘

Mail* (See “Postal1').
Maintenance Men :—

Reinstatement of, 33.
Cnpcrtoo to Cudgogong Road, 93.
Exchanges of, 414.

Mallett, William :—Case of, 416.
Manilla

Land resumptions for line from Tamworth, 48, 321. 
1'enders for Sleepers on railway hue, 139.
Tender for Railway from Tamworth, 352,

Manitoba Quality of Flour, 265.
Manly :—Sewerage Scheme, 89.
Manning :— .

Public Works in Electorate, 330. 
linpi ovements to entrance of River, 361.
Reserves on River, 517.

Manton, Mr. :—Application for a Gfatuity, 126. 
Marble :—Use of Molong, 106.
Marine Board :—

Report of Royal Commission on, 210.
Surveyor’s Report on vessel “ Jane Sprott,” 211. 
Increase of Pilots, and Boatmen’s Salaries, 322. 
Increments payable to Officers, 359.
Reconstruction of, 434.
Payment of defalcations, 488.

Married Women:—Transfer of Conditional Purchases, 
49,

Martens, Conrad :—Paintings in Art Gallery, 98. 
McBurney, Wallis, & Co. :—Bankruptcy case, 146,479. 
McFaklanl :—Alleged Assault Case, Orange, 336. 
McFablane, Mr. Deputy Stipendiary Magistrate, 132, 

424.
McQowkn, J. S. T., M.P. :—Appointment of sons to 

Public Service, 478.
McKee, Sergeant :—Case of, 81.
McKell, Mr. :—Relieving Police Magistrate, 424. 
McKenzie and Sons, Messrs;—Tender for Gnndagai 

Bridge, 445. ‘
McLaren, Mr. W. :—Superintendent, Prison Industries, 

144. '
McMillan, Mr. :—Appraisements of Special Areas, 330. 
McNeill, Mr. :—Discoverer Captain’s Flat Mining Field, 

2SS.
McRae, Mr. .—Appointment of, aa Assistant Architect, 

397.
McSharry Arbitration Case : —

Expenses of, 188, 40S,
Counsel employed, 241, 255.
Time employed taking evidence, 417.

M eat, Frozen :—Duty on imported, in England, 294,
M duals: —

Long-service, for Volunteers, 34, 478.
Long-service, for Members of Force, Newcastle, 210. 

Medical Bill :—Passage through Assembly, 360. 
Medical Practitioners Registration Act :—Adminis

tration of, 252.
Mercidool Land Cases ;—Cost of inquiry, 408. 
Mercantile Explosives Department 

Middle Harbour, 58, 69.
Purchase of Hulk “ Alacrity,” 108.
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QUESTIONS {corUimttd) :—
Messengers -Of Telegraph Department, 204, 
Mess-rooms Of Military Officers, 203.
Metali.urgical Works:—Clyde, 130, 109, 231, 343.
“ Metropolitan IIotex, ’ Bega :—License of, 271. 
Middle Harbour :—Mercantile Explosives Department, 

58, 09.
Military : ■

Reserve Rifle Corps, 8.
Long-service Medals to Volunteers, 34, 478.
United Service Institution, 40.
Mercantile Explosives Department, 58, GO.
Horses used in private carnages, 64.
Officers of Permanent Artillery, (i+.
Case of Sergeant McKee, SI.
Uniforms, 101.
Reserve Corps, Broken Hill, 132.
Uniforms of Infantry Forces, 144.
Proficiencj Money earned By Submarine Minora, 202. 
Establishment on proper footing, 203.

’ Officers' Mess-rooms, 203.
Long-sen ico Medals to Members, Newcastle Force,210. 
Carnson Hospital, Victoria Barracks, 214. 
Major-General French's Report, 232.
French Soldiers, Victoria Barracks, 283, 320. 
Appointment of Captain Savage to charge of Sergeants’ 

Mess, Permanent Artillery, 315.
Arrangement of Estimates, 330.
School Cadet Corps, 351.
Gun Practice, South Head, 3GG.
Bandmaster Hutchinson, Permanent Artillery, 373,501, 

5)6.
Drills of Partially-paid Forces-, 424.
Officers of Defence Force subscribing to Superannuation 

Fund, 455.
Easter Encampment, 4SS.
Residence of Officers of Permanent Force, 303.
N.S.W. Rifle Association, 515.

Milk Supply :—
Preservatives used m Sydney, 391.
Standard Scale imposed by Board of Health, 440, 507. 

Mii.loate, Geo. F. Special lease held by, 47, 153. 
Milson’s Point:—

Traffic on Railway Line to Hornsby, 310.
Electric train to Ridge-street, 516.

Mineral Leases (See “ Miking 
Mining '

Accident at Broken Hill Mines, 22, 149, 150, 151. 
Slopes at Junction Mine, Broken Hill, 22.
Inspector of Coal-mines, 22, 55.
Treatment of Mineral Ores, 29.
Reserves on Victorian Border, 31.
Administration of Mining Regulations by Mr. Warden 

Clarke, Wyalong, 39.
'38th Clause of Coal Mines' Act, 40.
Lectures at Wattle Flat and Sofala, by Rev. J. M, 

Curran, 45.
Deposits lodged with applications, 55.
Appeals against decision of Wardens, 71.

' Leases, Grenfell, 105.
Metallurgical Works, Clyde, 130, 169, 231, 343. 
Lead-poisoning, Broken Hill, 130.

' Case at Drake to be tried at Glen Innes, 133.
Wickham, Bullock Island, and Stockton Collieries, 150. 
Accident at Tarrawangie, 151.
Prosecution of Mining Companies, 153.
Reports on Wallscnd Colliery, 159.
Discovery of Tcllundc Ore, 165, 233.
Men employed on, and gold sent from various gold- 

■ fields, 166-
Accident fund, 167.
Junction Silver-mining Co., 176.
Work at Broken Hill on Sunday, 184, 189. 
Changing-housc, Junction Mine, 176, 203.
Report on Darling Shaft, Block 13, Broken Hill, 203. 
Accident to Thomas Sampson, Broken Hill, 205.
Royal Commission on Accidents at Broken Hill, 456. 
Regulations, Tarrawingie Quarries, 214.
Appointment of Mr. Thomas, M.P., as Inspector, 

Broken Hill, 224.
Certificates of Titles, West Wyalong. 238.
Special Rules under Coal-mines Regulation Act, 1896, 

240.
‘ Carriage of ores on Railway, 270.

Wentworth Gold-mining Co., 278, 306, 352 (5), 376. 
Discovery of Captain’s Plat field, 2SS.
Conditions of Employment at Lucknow Mines, 293. 
Labour conditions on mineral leases, 29”.
Crude Ore sent to Sydney from Lucknow, 323. 
Amendment of Laws to obtain Gold within settlement 

leases, 330.
At Captain’s Flat field, 330 
" Cyanidecase, 335,

Q
QUESTIONS (continued)

Mining (fontimird):— ^
Expenditure in connection with Department and with 

Prospecting Vote, 375. _
Bill to Regulate Hours of Labour in Mines, 377. 
Handbook of Geology, 389,
Conduct of Warden King, Lucknow, 398.
Leases held by Members of Parliament. 407.
Returns of gold furnished under Act, 407.
Mineral leases, in Colony, 417.
Diamond drill plant, 424.
D'Arey Wentworth Mine, 443.
Suspension of labour conditions on leases 7, 981 -2, and 

8,050, Parishes of Tuena and Kang.doolah, 507. 
Minin;/ Manual of A nitntlivsia :—Postage on, 356. 
Miking on Private Landm Act Provisions relating to 

minerals, 277.
Mitchell Estate, Stockton :—Lease of frontage of 

Scott grant, 407.
Model Farms (See “ExtebImental Farms").
Molong

G F. Millgate's lease, 47, 153,
Marble, 166.
Railway Refreshment Room, 203, 278.
Distribution of Blankets, 203.
Revenue derived from District, 374.
Expenditure on Roads and Bridges, 374.

Moore, Mr. R. A. Member .of Collarendabri Land 
Board, 375.

Moorefield Racecourse Accidents at, 277- 
Moore Park Association Cricket Ground, 240, 284. 
Moree

Resumption of Property of Miss M. G. Brand, 29, 66. 
Drainage of Watercourse Country, 31, 152.

Morrow, Constable Defence of Seaman Conway, 376, 
Mount McDonald ;—Police Buildings, 253.
Mudgee :—

Gate of Gaol, 240. _
Ca-se of Mai'j Beattie at Hospital, 246,
Mail Contract with Hill End, 389.

Mulgoa :—Railway from Liverpool, 133, 359, 469. 
Mullion Creek : - Railway deviation between Orange 

and, 313.
Mundooran :—Shooting Case, 213.
Mungindi :—Rabbit-proof fence to Nnmoi River, 265. 
Mdmcital :—

Control of unclaimed land, 9,
Appointment of Mayors as J.'s P., 42.
Reduction m areas under control, 56.
Penshurst-Etreet, Hurstville, 138.
Special Endowment to Municipalities, ISO, 188, 204, 

210, 313, 439. '
Control of Public Streets and Lanes, 283.

'Loans for erection of Town Halls, 341.
Municipalities Act Amendment of, 140.
Municipal Loans Validation Bii.l Urgency for 

passing of, 443.
Murray River :—

Bridges erected jointly by New South Wales and 
Victoria, 56.

Snagging, by unemployed, 87- 
Burnmg of fallen timber in thinned forests, 87,
Bridge at Moama, 112, 132, 239, 299, 467. 

Murrumridgee River :—
Cron n Lands between Lachlan River and, 34. 
Snagging, by unemployed, 87.

Musweu,brook :—Railway to Caasilis, 90.
Namoi River :—Rabbit-proof fence from Mungindi, 265. 
Nanasii Run ;—

Alleged dummying, 153, 1S9, 312 f2), 516.
Throwing open of, 154.
G. Chizlett’a Selection, 154.

Narrandera:—
Bridges between Buckingbong and, 344.
Fine imposed on Bank Manager, 376.

Narrabri :—
Proposed railway to Pillion, 254.
Railway goods traffic at West, 365.

National Australasian Convention (See 11 Federa
tion ''J.

Native Flora Protection of, 297.
Naval Authorities Control of Waters adjacent to 

Garden Island, 513.
Navigation Laws ■—Amendment of, 17, 329.
Nepean District •.—Seed for Farmers, 149.
Newcastle :—

Public Holidays in District, 131.
Opening of Government Offices on Public Holiday, 137. 
Output from Collieries, 100.
Coal shipped at, 167.
Long-scivice Medals to Members of Force, 210.
South, Public School, 227.
Telephone Service, 330.
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QUESTIONS {continued)
Newcastle Pastcraqe Eeskrve Sale o£ Allotments.

823. •
New Akclkbooi. Station Alleged dummying cases, 

355, 375, 415, 4110.
New Guinea (See “British New Guinea”). 
Newington Bridge over Parramatta River, 165. 
Newport t—PuWie School, 121.
Newspapers :—

.Publications registered for Post, 57.
Sold in Domain on Sundays, 477,

New South Wai.es ;—
Boundary of Jurisdiction, 234,
Debt of New Zealand to, 245.
Indebtedness of Queensland to, 287, 307, 315. 
Jurisdiction over Lord Howe Island, 247.
Influx of Grim in ala, 330.
Imports and Exports per Rail between Victoria, 305, 

Newtown Water Supply, 307.
New Zealand Debt of Colony to New South Wales, 

245. ■
Nolle, Joseph :—Prosecution in connection with Estate 

of Samuel Lane, 502.
Noreolk Island :—

. Duty on imported tea, 83.
Mail communication with, 13S.
Government by New South Wales, 245, 251.

North Coast Railway :—
Submission to Public Works Committee, 180, 488. 
Official Reports respecting, 194,

North Creek :—Tender for Mail Contract with Ballina, 
_407.

Northern Collieries :—Amount received for traction 
of Coal from, 398.

Northern Rivers Oyster Leases, 416.
North Shore Ferry Co. Bicycle travellers by, 73, 175. 
North Sydney :— "

Railway connection with Sydney, 31.
Resumption of land for Roads, 97.

Northern Line (See “Railways”).
Notices :—Issued by Taxation Commissioners, 16. 
Noxious Pests Bill:—Reintroduction of, 34.
Nuxdlk :—Proposed road to Quirindi, 277, 283.
Nurses :—Board and maintenance, 293.
Nyngan : —

Over-head Railway Bridge, 106.
. Proposed road to Carpontina, 210.

Settlement Leases in District, 228.
Road to Bobadah, 350, 376, 399,

Oiieron Mail Contract with Jenolan Caves, 418. 
Old-age Pensions :—Establishment of System, 352. 
Omnibus Duivers Hours worked by, 160.
O’Neill, Mr. Charles, M.T.O.E.Scheme for employ

ment of unemployed, 101 (2).
Orange:—

Conveyance of Lunatics to Sydney, 120.
Railway deviation between Mullion Creek and, 313. 
Alleged assault case against one MoFarlane, 336. 

Oranges :—New South Wales, in Loudon, 417.
Ores :—

Treatment of Mineral, 29.
Sent to Sydney from Lucknow Mine, 323.

Orjisby, Mrs. E. J, Conditional purchase of, 235, 45G. 
Otford :—

Reserve, 9. '
Road to Bulli Pass, 202.

Otto Aerial Wire Ropeways Adoption in New 
South Wales, 263.

Oxford-street :—Tramway Collision, 264.
Oyster Leases :—

Held by Mr. H. Woodward, 70.
Northern Rivers, 416.

P. anti O. Steamers :—Small-pox among Lascars, 47.
Pa pers Alleged disappearance from Lands Department, 

103.
Parks

Lease of Parramatta to Council of King’s School, 66, SS. 
Purchase of Studley, 299.

Parkes, Mr. Varney, M.L.A. :—Amounts claimed by, 
in connection with Royal Commission, 42, 49, 58, 70, 
467.

Parkis, The Late Sir Henry Statue in Centennial 
Park, 195.

Parliamentary :—
Binding of Volumes, 65.
Hansard Debates on Federation, 114.
Adjournment during Jubilee Week, 132.
Draftsman, 306.
Members of Public Works Committee, 352,
Report on New Houses, 389.

QUESTIONS [continued) :—
Parliamentary {continual)—

Briefs held by Legislative Councillors, 389.
Hansard debates issued to Members, 398.
Members holding Mining Leases, 407.

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public 
Works :—

Amount paid to members, 119, 125, 144, 387. 
Extension of proposed Narrabri to Pilliga Railway to 

Walgott, 185.
Report on City Railway Extension, 283.
Draft Report on City Railway Extension, 327.
Absence of Members from Parliamentary duties, 352. 
Report on New Parliament Houses, 389.
Works dealt with, 444.

Parramatta :—
Lease of Park to King’s School Council, 66, 88. 
Pollution of River by Sydney Meat Preserving Com

pany, 90. ■
Bridge over Newington, 165,
George-street Asylum, 204, 506.
Inmates of old Woollen-mills, 345, 506. 

Partially-paid Forces (See “ Military ").
Pastoral Leases (See “Crown Lands”).
Pastures and Stock Protection Act Amendment of, 

102.
Patents:—

Petitions for, 145, 179, ISO.
Applications for, in 1S96, J4G, 1S5, 228, 232, 276. 
Duties of Examiner of, 196, 228, 27G.
Equipment of office, 289.
“ Cyanide ” Case, 335. .

Patents Law Amendment Act :—
Applications under, 184, 228.
Administration of, 367.

Palters Funerals, 283, 288.
Payten, Mr. :—Stipendiary ilagistrate, Newcastle, 133. 
Peel River Co. :—Payment of Land Tax, 165, 225. 
Penny Postage

Resolution of House in favour of, 66.
Throughout New South Wales, 97.

Penrith :—
Extension of suburban trains to, 133.
Railway Employees, Locomotive Department, 218. 
Attendance at Public School, 408.

Penshurst-street Hurstville, 138.
Pensions (See “Civil Service”; also “Old-Age 

Pensions”).
Permanent Artillery (Sec “Military”).
Pests (See “ Noxious Pests Bill”),
Pharmacy Act Registration under, 390.
Pilcher, Mr. C. E., Q.C. :—Briefed in connection with 

strike cases, Lucknow, 33G. ‘
Pilliga :—Proposed Railway from Narrabri, 254.
Pilots and Boatmen :—

Increase of Salaries, 322.
Appointment, Tweed River, 409, 516.

Pink Pills : - Analysis of, 57, 298.
Pitt Town :—Village Settlement, 313, .
Plants :—In Botanical Gardens, 375.
Plebiscite Vote :-~On Fiscal Question, 505. 
Plkuro-Pneumonta (See “Stock”).
Point Hut :—Road, near Queauboyan, 16. '
Poles and Brackets: — For George-street Electric 

Tramway, 55, 65, 66.
3)OLlCE:—

Constable at Pymble Level Crossing, 69. 
Superannuation Fund Bill, 70, 175, 247.
Uniforms, 101.
Destruction of stray dogs, 120.
Holidays to, 130.
Action taken under Betting Houses Suppression Act, 

140, 146, 187.
Mr. Lawless, Inspector, 189.
Closing of Shops on Sunday, 189, 224, 232.
Buildings, Mount McDonald, 252.
Notice re Publicans' Licenses, 295.
Rewards in connection with Butler case, 299.
Leave of Absence to Constables, 336, 479.
Leave of Absence to, 414, 615.
Contract for Clothing, 376.
Protection, Surry Hills, 387.
System of Promotion, 4)4.
Report on Superannuation Fund, 416.
Case of Sergeant Stafford, 517.

Police Court :— .
Captain’s Flat, 130.
Howe’s Valley, 502.

Police Magistrates (See “ Magistrates”).
Pour Macquarie Tug-boat for, 238,
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QUESTIONS (continued) : —
PoSTAI,: —

Time for posting of English Letter'', 30.
Publications sent as Newspapers, 57,
Mistress at Coogce, 57.
Penny Postage, 06, 07.
Renta deducted from Postmasters’ Salaries, 98. 
Uniforms supplied by Jlcpartment, 102.
Letter-boxes on Tramcars, 113.
Subsidy to Canadian Line of Mail Steamers, 122,
And Telegraph Office, Captain’s Plat, 130, 217.
Mail communication with Norfolk Island, 138.
Stamps in aid of Consumptives’ Hospital, 195.
Office, Union-street, Pyrmont, 204.
Proe circulation of Hanm'rd, 210.
Stamp and Inquiry Office, G.P.O., 210.
Overtime worked on English mail-days, 228. 
Mail-service to Lockwood and Honey's Rocks, 233. 
Wages to drivers of Mail Coaches, 278.
Despatch of Mails by Steamers, 294.
Letter delivery in Suburbs, 307.
Overtime worked by Sorters, 320.
Grading of Postmasters, 335.
Postage on Mimny Manual of A nitralavia, 3i)6,
Mail Contract, Mudgee and Hill End, 389.
Conveyance of Telegraph Stores, 390.
Mail Contracts for IS97 and 1S9S. 307.
Mai! Contract, North Creek to Ballina, 407.
Mail Contract, Oberon to Jenolan Caves, 410.
Office, Cooranbong, 503.

Pratt, Mr. :—Watchman, Public Service. 501.
Price, Mr. :—Scheme for Flood-prevention, Hunter 

River, 90.
Prince Ai.trkd Hospital;—Probationers at. 415. 
Prickly-pear On Road Bulga to Hone's Valley, 340. 
Prisons :—

Release of good-conduct prisoners, 41.
Publication of names of convicted prisoners, 50. 
Suggestions of late Mr. A. 0. Fraser regarding reform, 

120.
Work done at Bathnist Gaol. 227.
Report of Comptroller-General, 231.
Treatment of prisoners, 204.
Prisoners sentenced to death before Circuit Courts, 

330.
Punishment of Officials of Department, 514,

Private Carriages :—Military horses used in, 64. 
Produce (See also “Wool and Produce'’).

Bill protecting, while in hands of Agents, 305, 514. 
Lnpoits of Flour, Maize, &c., 355.

Prospecting Vote:—Disbursements from, 375. 
Provisional Schools:—Allowances to, 505.
Public Accounts (See ‘'Finance'’).
Public Health :—

Convictions under Act, 70.
Appointment of Officers under Act, 126, 418. 
Appointment of Dairy Expert, 126.
Tubercular Disease in Human Family, 204.
Regulations under Act, 351.
Sydney Milk Supply, 391, 440, 507.
Typhoid at North Botany, 398. .
Disposal of Diseased Meat, 488. .
Operation of Aet of, 1S9G, 503.

Public Service (“See “Civil Service1').
Public Works -

Contracts under Department, 16.
Money for reproductive works, 35.
Liabilities for works undertaken during ] 895-6, 35. 
Claims against Department rc Mr. Parkes’ Com

mission, 70.
Amount paid to members of Committee, 119, 125, 144. 
Complaints rc Lands Office buildings, 166, 170. 
Question of City Railway Extension, 224.
In Manning Electorate, 336.
Additions to General Post Office, 360, SCO.
Clerks of Works and Inspectors, 423.
Dealt with by Public Works Committee, 444.
Inquiry Branch of Department, 470.

PUNT’S :— '
Or Bridge Service, Rydalmere, 360.
Approaches to, Raymond Terrace, 506. 

Pupil-teachers {See “Education ”).
Putty :—Deviation on Road from Howe’s Valley, 321, 

365, 514.
Pymble Level Crossing, 69, 73.
Pyrmont ;—Post Office, Union-street, 204.
Pyrotechnic Display :—During Record Reign Celebra

tions, 188, 213.
Quarantine :—Conditions for Stock crossing Northern 

boundary, 270.
Quarries (See “Forests and Qaukries Bill.”) 
Queen’s Counsel

In ease Cooper «. Taxation Commissioners, 245. 
Admission of Bight Hon, G. H. Reid, 287.

QUESTIONS (continued) :—
Queensland : —

Stock Inspectors rent to inquire into Tick Fever, 93, 
106, 149.

Indebtedness to New South Wales, 287, 307, 315. 
Qujpoli.y •—Proposed load, Werns Creek to, 277. 
Quirindi Proposed road ftom Nundle, 277, 283. 
Quit-rents On old Land Grants, 70, SS.
Rabbit Plague 

Cost of dealing with, 247.
Wire-proof Fence. Mungindi to Namoi River, 265. 
Action of Export Board, 270.

Railways : —
Cnyrn to ColTs Harbour, or South Grafton, 15, 311,

502.
Resumption of Land for Moree Line, 20. 66.
Accidents at Bod fern Yard, 23, 46, S3, 106.
Connection of Sydney and North Sydney, 31. 
Deviations on Southern Line, 41.
"Workman's Train to Dudley Mine, 45.
Resumption of Land for Tamworth to Manilla Line, 48, 

321.
Employees, 63.
Land Resumptions, Jerihlerie-Berrigan Line, 65, 74, 88. 
Constable stationed at Pymble Level Crossing, 69, 73. 
Grcgrato Cmlal, 60, 507.
Carriage of Stock from Drought-stricken Districts, 74. 
The lloek to Green’s Gunyah, 82.
Engine-drivers and Firemen at Eveleigh, 82. 
•Armiigemeiits with Messrs. Cook & Son, 83.
Line from Muswellbrook to Cassilis, 90.
Employment of Aliens, 91.
Over-head Budge, Nyngan, 106.
Lavatories in 2nd Class Carriages, 113, 356.
Concession to Employees during Record Reign Celebra

tions, 121.
Lavatories in 2nd Class Carriages, Western Line, 122,

503.
Free Passes during April and May, 1S07, 120.
Fico Passes to Inmates of Destitute Asylums, 132. 
Liverpool to Mulgoa. 133, 359. 469.
Suburban Trams to Penrith, 133.
Tenders for Coal, 138.
Sleepers for Manilla Line, 139. "
Light Lines to Drought-stricken Districts, 143.
Special Goods Train for Messrs. Lassetter &. Co., 160. 
Holiday Passes to Employees, 160, 184.
Holidays to Officials, 160. ■
Salary of Chief Commissioner, 160.
Land, Dawes Point and Darling Harbour, 161. 176. 
Employees attending late Mr. Eddy’s funeral, 168. 
Reduction of number of Coinimssioneis, 175.
North Coast Railway, ISO, 104, 4SS.
Communication with Balmain, 185.
Extension of proposed Narrabri to Pilliga line to 

Walgett, 185.
Tender for Station at Warren, 187.
'Working-hours of Employees, 201, 397.
Refreshment Room, Molong, 203, 278.
Appointment of Deputy Commissioner, 209.
Revenue for 1800-7, 209.
Proposed, Trial Bay to Armidale, 210.
Booking of Bicycles by Travellers, 211.
Free Passes to certain Ladies, 213.
Employees, Locomotive Doparimcnt, Penrith, 218. 
Extension into City, 224, 254, 27S (?), 283, 320, 327, 

40S, 416.
Dubbo to Werris Creek, 225.
Proposed line, Narrabri to Pilliga, 254.
Employees voting on Federal Election Day, 263. 
Carriage of Mineral Ores, 270.
Tuggciah Lakes Platform, 277.
Connection of Northern and Western lines, 278. 
Workmen’s tickets, 278.
Report by Mr. Eddy on federal control, 237, 315 (s). 
Temporary Drivers, Hornsby, 295.
Deviation between Orange and Mullion Creek, 313. 
Traffic on Sydcnbam-Bolmore, Strnthfield-Hornaby, and 

Milson’s Point-Hornsby lines, 319.
Crude Ore sent from Lucknow Mines, 323.
Passes issued through Labour Bureau, 327, 373. 
Redaction of Fares and Bates, 329.
Holiday for Annual Picnic, 344.
Appeals by Employees, 345.
Provision m Estimates for increase in Rolling Stock, 

346.
Coal Supplied to Department, 349.
Tenders for Tamworth-Manilla line, 352.
Goods Traffic, West Narrabri Station, 365.
Aborigines travelling on, 373.
Traction of Coal from Northern Collieries, 398.
Fetier, Thomas Jaques, 415.
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QUESTIONS [continued) : —
Railways (conitiiwfti):—

MoSharry Arliitration case, 188, 241, 2u5, 417, 4GS. 
Increases of Salaries to Employees, 469.
ConceKaioiia to School Teachers, 503,

Rates (See “ Railways

Ran nwick :—Accidents at racecourse, 277.
Raymond Terrace i—I’unt approaches, Miller’s Forest 

side, 506,
Record Reion Celebrations :—

Release of Goud-couduct Prisoners, 41.
Appointment of Mayors as J.’s P., 42.
Band Coutost, 48, 03.
Holidays to Public Scliools of Colony, 55, 56, SS. 
Concessions to Railway Employees, 121.
0rants to Country Districts, 132.
Free Passes to Inmates of Destitute Asylums, 132. 
Adjournment of Parliament. 132,
Expenditure on, 145, 185. '
Jubilee Relief \Vorkn, 179.
Amount spent on, ISO.
Fireworks display, 1SS, 213.

Redfern :—Accidents at Railway Yard, 23, 46, 83, 
10G.

Referendum Rill Reintroduction of, 175.
Regina r. Dalton :—Further proceedings in ease, 510. 
Registrar-General :—

Duties of, 1SIG,
Appeals by Oflicers of Department, 413.
Increases to Oflicers, 4)3.
Ottiee hours of Department, 433.
Prosecution of Joseph Noble in connection with estate 
‘ of Samuel Lane, 502,

Registrar of Trade .Marks Duties of, 10G, 
Peuistry Offices Bill dealing with, 47.
Reid, Tm: Right Hon. G. H. ; —

Allowance for Travelling to and from Adelaide, 205. 
Admission as Queen's Counsellor, 2S7.
Visit to London, 311.

Reid, Mr. \Y. Application for a Warrant, 1G5.
Relief Works (See Unksu'Loyed 
Reserves :—

Otford, 9.
Creendalc, Wolumla, 35.
Travelling Stock, Spring Ridge, 111.
Forestry, No. 14,972, 121.
Nana mi and Trajerce, 154.

• Population, Gosford, 224.
Willoughby Recreation, 237 (SJ.
Water, No. 30, parish of CuUougullong, 33G.
Gundaroo Recreation, 423,
Wentworth Falls, 469.
Manning River, 517.

Reserve Rifle CoEr.s :—
Establishment of, 8,
Broken Hill, 132. 4

Reserve Road Willoughby Reserve, 367.
Rescjiftion or Land :— "

Property of MissM. G. Brand, Moree, 21, 06. 
Waldron’s Selection, 33.
For Tnimvorth to Manilla Railway, 48.
Berry's Bay, 73.
For Jcrihleric-Berrigati Railway, 65, 74, SS.
For Roads, North Sydney, 97.'

Retd rhino Officers "
For Goulhnrn District, 312.
Holding Office after Assignment of Estates, 435. 

Revenge (See “ Finance"). '
Richmond :—

Public School, 254.
Bridge at, 255. '

Richmond River Floors in Cow-baila, 119, 152, 300. 
Rifle Association Grants to N.R. W,, 515.
Riverina District Unemployed in, 111.
Roads : —

Point Hut, near Queanbcyan, 16.
Vote for 1895-96 and 1896-97, 16, 31, 35.
Fugowra to Cookamidgery Railway Station, 22. 
Maintenance Men, 33, 414.
(bates on, Canowindra to Toogong and Cudal, 42, 45. 
New Roads in Wagga Wagga District, 48.
To Lake Cowell, 57.
Control of Public, by Trustees, 64.
Pymble Railway Station, 73.
Capertec to Cudgegong, 93.
Vote for 1S97-8, 97.
Land Resumptions, North Sydney, 97.
Deviation at Butler’s Hill, Wyong to Yarramolong, 

121, 321.
Gates on, Engowra to Goolagong, 163.
Vote for 1S96-7, 194.
Otford to Bulli Pass, 202.
Proposed, Nyngan to Carpentina, 210,

QUESTIONS [emtinmd)
Roads (continued):—

Weston Road, Balmain, 210.
In Borough of Cowra, 214.
Classified and Unclassified, Wagga "Wagga District, 

223, 366.
Wyalong to West Wyalong, 239.
Walcha Division, Tamworth District, 241,
Forbca Road to Amaron Bailway Station, 254. 
Proposed, Nundle to Quirindi, 277, 283.
Proposed, Werris Creek to Q.nipolly, 277.
South Head Trust, 321, 50G.
Deviation on road Howe's Valley to Putty, 321, 365, 

514. ,
Ten-mile Hollow, Mangrove Creek, .310.
Jerry’s Plains Hill, 355, 365.
Nyngan to Bobadah, 356, 376, 390.
Schedule of Votes for 1S97-9S, 359.
Reserve Road, Willoughby, 367.
Expenditure, Molong District. 374.
Expenditure on, Wallamba River. 469.
Holding over of one-twelfth of Vote, 501.
Continuation of Glen Ora, 515.

Robertson, Dk, Evidence on South Coast Harbour 
Scheme, 195.

Rockdale:—Arrest of Chinamen for Gambling, 205. 
Rook wood Mr. John Groves, Auditor of Council,

504 U).
Rone Bay

Cable-tram extension, 94,
■Electric Tram to, 314.

Eoskderuy Park ;—Accidents at, 248.
Rohehill Racecotiise : —Accidents at, 277.
Rossiville Estate Condition of, 153. '
Royalties (See “ Timheii").
Rciiher Plants Cultivation in New South Wales, 373. 
Russell, Mr. :—

Report on Drought, SI.
Report on Outbreak of Springs, 94.

Rvdalmuhe Bridge or Punt Service, 369.
Salisbouy Cheek Proposed exchange of frontage, 

169.
Salvation Army Subsidy to, 161.
Salomons, Sir Julian:—

Statements re Misbehaviour of School Children, 247. 
Speech on Federation, 265.

Samuel, Sir Saul Agent-General, 9, 10.
Savage, Captain :—Appointment to take charge of 

Sergeants’ mess, Permanent Artillery, 315.
Savings Bank or N.S.W.—Vacancies on Board of 

Trustees, 489, 507. ■
Scar in Sheep :—Fund for Suppression, 312.
Schools (See “Education’’).
Scott, Mr. J, F. :—Pyrotechnic display during Record 

Reign Celebrations, 188, 213.
Scott Grant, Stockton :—Lease of frontage, 407. 
Scrub Land (See “Crown Lands”),
Searhook, Dr. : -Report on charges made by Dr. Erson, 

391.
Seed-wheat : —

Supply to Farmers, 132.
For farmers in Nepean and Hawkesbury Districts, 149. 

Selectors Holdings :—
Artesian Bores on, 48.
Payments on, 74.

Settlement Leases (See “Crown Lands”; also 
“Misino”).

Sewerage

Circular Quay Sewer, 64.
Scheme for Chats wood, 69, 306.
Manly Scheme, 89.
Rc]>ort of Commission on Board, 272. '

Shaw, Messrs. E. C. & Co. :—Contract for Advertise
ments, Agricultural Society’s Grounds, 418. 

Siikahan, Mr. John M. :—Retirement from Public 
Service, 269.

Shipping

Government Launclies, 91 (a).
Regulation of times of passages of steamers, 275. 
Loading of vessels, Jervis Bay, 313.
Accommodation, Botany, 444.

Shoalhaven. District Land Tax Assessments, 137, 
153, 162.

Shops:—
Closing of, on Sunday, 189, 224, 232, 264,276, 306,,233. 
Early Closing Bill, 218. ' "

Short-hand Taught at Sydney Technical College, 314.
Slaughter-houses Inspector, Goulburn, 239. 
Sleepers (See ''Railways”).
Sluice-gates Cook’s River Dam, 516.
Small-pox :—On P, ft O. Steamers, 47.
Smith, The Hon. Sydney : -Conferences held by, 231.
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Q
QUESTIONS {continued):—

Smith, Mrs, Provisions supplied to, 4fi8.
“ Soeraom,” N.S.S.

Boys sent to, 5S.
Visiting days, 231.
Persons employed on, 350.

Solicitors Examiners for admission of, 514.
Sorters (See "Postal’).
South Coast Jetties :—Coal loaded on Sunday, 113, 
Southern Districts Floors of Cow-bails, 31C.
South Grafton Hailway Irom Guyra, 15, 311.
South Heam Roau ^Commissioners on Trust, 321, 506. 
Southern Kailway Line Deviations on, 40.
Special Appropriations (See 11 Finance").
Special Lease (See “Crown Lamm’’),
Spkadbhow, Robert Shot at Mundooran, 213.
Spring Ridge Travelling Stock Reserve, 111.
Spring Vale ,—Travelling Stock Reserve, 161.
Springs :—Outbreak in Creeks, 94.
Stafford, Sergeant--.—Case of, 517.
Stamp and Inquiry Room, G.P.O. Overcrowding 

on English mail-days, 210,
Stamp Duties (Amendment) Bill Proceedings on, 320. 
Stamps (See "Postal”). -
Si'ate Bank Bill:—Introduction of, 430. •
State Children :—

In Goulburn District, 98.
Payments to Guardians, 209, 231. 373.
Alleged cruelty to board ed-out, 254,

Statistics ; —
Compilation of Vital, 145. .
Register for 1896, 152, 373.
Loss of Stock (luring JS96 and 1S97, 201.

* Steam Launch " Mabel " (—Master of, 516.
Steel Rails (—Manufacture of, 440.
Stewart r. Gould (—Privy Council Appeal Case, 48. 
Stills (See “Illicit Stills1’).
Stillwell, Mr, i—Accident through Barbed-wire Fence, 

3G1.
Stock (See also “ Pastures and Stock. Protection 

Act (—
Cattle destroyed under Dairies Supervision Act, 45, 12C, 

152,
Amount collected under Diseases in Sheep Act, 46. 
Railway Carriage from Drought-stricken Districts, 74. 
Consigned to Agents, 75.
Loss, through Drought, 89.
Inoculation with Dr. Koch's Tuberculin, 93.
Diseases in Sheep Act and Pastures and Stock Pro

tection Act, 102.
Inspectors visiting Queensland re Tick Fast, 93,106, 149. 
Reserve, Spring Itidgc, 111.
Reserve, Spring Vale, 161.

■ Experiments on Worms by Dr. Cobb, 193.
Report on losses during 1896 and 1897, 201.
South Coast cattle purchased by Mr. O'Callaghan, 270. 
Routes, Wagga Wagga District, 284.
Deductions fiom Salaries of Oflicers of Department, 

•297, 321, 391, 433, 408, 4S9.
Fund for suppression of Scab in Sheep, 312.
Quarantine conditions on Northern boundary, 270. 
Provisions for Prevention of Tick Pest, 351.
Inoculation of cattle for plcurn-pncunionia, 424, 503. 

Stock Branch, Mines Department; -Controlby Public 
Service Board, 30.

Stockton Colliery (—Goal raised from, 150. 
Stkathfield (—

Traffic onR.iilway line to Hornsby, 319.
Institution for Blind Women, 390.

Streets (—Control of public, 283.
Stuijlkv Park :—Purchase by Government, 209. 
Subletting Of Contracts, 434.

_ Submarine Miners (See “Military”).
' Suburbs :—

Letter delivery, 307.
Water Supply to Residents, 3C9.

Suffield, Thomas Case of, 314.
Sugar :—Commission on Industry, 10.
Suicides :—In New South Wales during the time of the 

Reid Administration, 391.
Sunday Closing ; - 

Of Shops, 189, 224, 232, 264, 276, 30E.
Publishing of Sydney Morning Meiald, 238. 
Deputation from Evangelical Alliance, 323.
Works of Colonial Sugar Company at Pyrmont, 340. 
Sale of Newspapers in Domain, 477.

Superannuation Fund :—
Amount Paid on Retiring, 16.
Gratuities to Officers who have voluntarily retired from 

Fund, 22, 31, 122.
Bill dealing with Fund of Police Force, 70, 175, 247,

QUESTIONS (continual) :—
Superannuation Fund {confirmed}* ■

Abatements under Civil Service Act of 1884, 107, 196, 
223.

Officers of Stock Department, 297, 321, 343, 391, 433. 
t 468, 489.

Gratuities to Oflicers retired between ages of 60 and 65, 
307.

Refunds by Oflicers reappointed, 416.
Report on Police, 416.
Oflicers of Defence Force subscribing to fund, 455. 
Position of contributors who wore retired and since 

reappointed, 502.
Supreme Being (—Acknowledgment of, in Constitution 

Bill, 218.
Surry Hills :—Police protection, 3S7.
Sutherland Dour (—Conveyance of men to, 218. 
Sydenham ; —Traffic on Railway lino to Belmore, 319. 
Sydney Meat Preserving Co. (—Pollution of Parra

matta River, 90,
“Sydney Morning Herald”:—

Publishing of, on Sunday, 238.
Government Advertisements in, 271.
Nomination of Editor for Birthday Honors, 271.

■ Sydney :—Railway Connection with North Sydney, 31. 
Sydney Hospital :—Entrance for visitors, 252.
Synopsis of Offences punishable on Summary Con

viction by Addison and Macfarlane :—Supply to 
Couits of Petty Sessions, 400. .

Tamworth :—
Water Supply Works, 48.
Land resumption for Railway to Manilla, 48, 321. 
Roads in Walcha Division of District, 241, *
Tenders for Railway to Manilla, 352.

Takkawingie :—
Mining accident at, 151.
Mining lobulations at Quarries, 214,

“ Tasmania ’ (—Wreck of Steamer, 275.
Taylor, James;—Death through accident at Block 11 

Mine, 151.
Tea .—Imported to Norfolk Island, S3.
Teachers (See “Education").
Technical College :—

Shorthand Classes, 314.
Classes at Balmain, 409.
Site for Goulbmn, 440.

Technological Museum (—Tradesmen on staff, 414. 
‘‘Telegraph" :—Government Advertisements in, 269. . 
Telegraphs 

New code, 46, SI, 219.
And Post Office, Captain’s Flat, 130.
Delay of Cable Messages, 219.
Messengers of Department, 264.
Conveyance of Stores by post, 390.

Telephones :—
Between Sydney and Illawarra, 129.
Tunnels, Sydney, "164.
Mr. Donald, Overseer of Construction of Tunnels, 195. 
Newcastle Service, 330.

Tklluridk Ore (—Discovery of, 165, 233.
Temora (—Gold scut from Gold-field, 166.
Temporary Hands (*$ee “ Civil Service'').
Ten-milk Hollow Road:—Work on, 340.
Terry', Mr. Edward ;—Statement re appointment to 

Legislative Council, 367.
The Rock :—Proposed Railway to Green’s Gunyah, 82, 
Thirlmiike :—Home for Consumptives, 74.
Thomas, Mi1. Josiah, M.P, :—Position as Mining In

spector, Broken Hill, 224.
Tick Pest :—

Proposed visit of Dr. Koch to inquire into, 73, 247. 
•Stock Inspectors sent to Queensland, 93, 106, 149. 
Prevention of introduction, 351.

Timber :—
License Fees and Royalties on, 8, 102.
Preservation of Pine, West Bogan, 225, 240, 
Introduction of Amending Bill, 351.

Tobacco Expert :—Appointment of, 410.
Toogong (—Gates on road to, 42, 45.
Toorale (—Pastoral Holding, 477.
Tooth & Co. :—Alleged evasion of Beer Duty Act, 139. 
Tote-Shops :—Suppression of, 299.
Trade Disputes Conciliation and Arbitration Act 

Amendment of, 140.
- Trade Marks :—Duties of Registrar, 196.

Tramways r—
Poles and Brackets for George-strect Electric, 05,65, 66. 
Distances of Sydney and Suburban lines, 66.
Rose Bay Cable Extension, 94.
Letter-boxes on Tram-cars, 113.
Extension to Willoughby, 130, 238.
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Q
QUESTIONS (coiilitutal) :—

TiumwAVS {continual) '
Commencement of George and Harris Streets line, 139. 
IVorking-honrs of Employees, 201, 397.
Free Passes to certain Ladies, IS"), 20o.
Visit of Gustave Fischer to America re Electric, 23S, 
Collision in Oxford-street, 2(U,
Bale of tickets by Conductors, 307, 323.
Distances of Twopenny Sections from Bent-street, 330. 
Fares on Crown-street line, 343. '
Electric, to Bose Bay, 344.
Accident at Barrack Hill, 345.
Proposed electric, Milson’s Point to Ridge-street, 510. 

Trancik :—Artesian Bore, 321.
Trajereb Reserve ;—Throwing open of, 154. 
Travelling Allowances :—

Of Public Ofiicers, t).
To Delegates to Fruit Conference, Brisbane, 10.
Public Works Committee, 119, 3S7.
Of Representatives to Federal Convention at Adelaide, 

252, 260.
Treasury Department :—Uniforms supplied by, 102, 
Trial Bay -Proposed Railway to Armidalc, 210. 
Truck Bill;—Proceedings on, 456.
Tubercular Disease :—In the Human family, 204, 
Tog-boat For Port Macquarie, 238.
Toggekah Lakes Tickets collected at platform, 2J7. 
Tunnels For Telephones, .Svdney, 104.
Tweed River ^

Hindoos in District, 247.
Appointment of Pilot, 409.

Tyruoib Fever Case of T. S. Barron, Botany, 39S. 
Unclaimed Land :—Municipal control of, 9. 
Unksii'loyed (See also “Labour Bureau ”), 

Employment on Snagging Work, S7.
Employment in Thinned Forests, Murray River, 87. 
Works at Rose Bay Cable Tram, Darling Island, and 

Cook’s River Drainage Scheme, 94.
Mr. Charles O’Neill’s Scheme of Employment, 101 (2). 
In Riverina District, 111.
Expenditure from January to April, 125,
Bogan Scrub Relief Works, 170 (21.
Jubilee Relief Works, 179.
Committee of Ministers to provide work for, 24S, 251. 
On books of Labour Bureau iu September in each year.

Forcst-thiiming, Deniliquin, 409, 
Uniforms :—

Supplied by Colonial Secretary's Department, 101.
Do Treasury Department, 102.
Do Postal Department, 102.
Do Public Instruction Department, 102.
Do Justice Department, 105.

Of Infantry Forces, 144.
Unincorporated Populous Arka.s Local Govern

ment for, 514.
United Service Institution Reading-room for, 40. 
University or Sydney Civil Service Examinations.OOJ *
Urquhart, Mr.;—Appointment as Director of Prison 

Labour, 179, 2S7.
Yalder, Mr. George;—Promotion to Hawkesbury 

Agricultural College, 102.
Y^kgetation Diseases Bill Passing of, 369.
Vernon, Mr. ;—Visit to England, 351.
Victoria ;—

Mining Reserves on Border, 31.,
Imports aud Exparts, per Rail, between New South 

Wales and, 365. *
Victoria Barracks 

Garrison Hospital, 214.
^Temporary residence of French soldiers, 283, 320.

V ictokian Federal K vail ling Act ;—Provisions for 
Voting by Post, 305. '

Village Settlement ;—Pitt Toryn, 313.
Vital Statistics ;—Compilation of, 145.
Volunteers (See “Military").
Wages ;—Bill to regulate, 377.
Wagca Wacra : —

New Roads in District, 48.
Justices of the Peace at, 1 S3.
Experimental Farm, 203.
Classilied and Unclassified Roads in District, 223, 366. 
Stock routes in district, 2S4.
Public School, Experimental farm, 2S4.
Exchange of Private for Crown Lands in District, 314. 
Establishment of Schools, 366.
Wheat grown at Experimental Farm, 443, 444, 473.

“ Vr airarapa ” :—Wreck of Steamer, 275.
Waite, E. Watchman, Public Service, 504.
Wakely, Mr. W. B. Late of Post and Telegraph 

Department, 8. *
Walcha Roads in Division, 240.

QUESTIONS {coit/t/uccil) ;—
Waldron’s Selection Proposed resumption, 33. 
W’aluett:—Extension of Proposed Narrabri to Pilliga 

Railway to, 185,
W’allamba River :—Expenditure on road, 469.
V ai.inknii Colliery :—Inspector’s report, 159. 
Wardens (See “ Mining’’).
Warreco ;—Homestead Lenses in District, 111.
YVarisen ;—Tender for Railway Station, 1ST.
■Warwick Farm Racecourse:—Accidents at, 277. 
Watchmen Employed, Public Wharfs, ike., Depart

ment, 387, 408, 504,
Water Conservation ;—

Cost of Department to date, 137, 455.
Colonel Home’s Report, 367.

Water. Reserve (Sec “Reserves”).
Water Supply 

Broken Hill, 3, 167 C), 266.
Cumnock, 42.
Tamworth Works, 48.
Reservoir, Centennial Park, 121,
Captain's Flat, 270, 468.
Report of Commission on Board, 272.
Newtown, 307.
To suburban residents, 369.
Names of defaulting bonds-people, 478.
To Charitable Institutions, 490.

Ways and Means Accounts for 1896-7, 390.
Wealth and Progress:—First issue, 168.
Wrights and Measures ;—Report of Inspector, 227.
Weirs

Contract at Hillstou, 33.
Angledool, 75.
Across Mass River, 130. '
Darling River, 183.

V Ermabaii Subdivision :—Settlement leases on, 360. 
Wiikmorah Holding Extension of Lease, 130. 
Wentworth Falls Reserve, 460.
Wentworth Gold-mining Co.

Permits issued to, 2/8, 306.
Compliance with labour conditions, 352 (;).
Evidence before Warden King, 376.

Werris Cheek

Proposed Railway from Dubbo, 225.
Proposed Road, Werris Crock to Quipolly, 277.

West Bogan :—
Destruction of Pine Timber, 225, 240.
Settlement blocks of cleared scrub-lands, 228, 400. 

Western Division (See “Crown Lands”).
Western Line (Sec “Railways”).
Weston-road, Balmain State of, 210.
Wharfs :— .

Lease of, Circular Quay, 40, 329.
Fees collected, Coifs Harbour and Byron Bay, 305. 
Watchmen employed in Department, 387, 408.

Wheat :—
Cost of growing, 21. .
Grown at Wagga Experimental Farm, 443, 444, 478. 

Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery Coal raised 
from, 150.

Wilbereokce ; —
Complaint against School-teacher, 213, 255,
Leases of Settlement, 322.

Williams, Dk, :—Analysis of Pink Pills, 57, 298. 
Willoughby —

Tramway Extension, 130, 238.
Recreation Reserve, 237 (s).
Reserve Road, 367.

Wisdeyer, Sir William Payment of Pension, 314. 
Wire Ropeways Adoption of Otto Aerial, 263. 
Wolumla ;—Greendalc Reserve, 35.
Woodport ;—Public School, 121, 330.
WoonWARii, Mr. H. Oyster Leases held by, 70.
Wool Bill protecting, while in hands of agents, 365, 

514.
Wool-scol'hino :—Darling and other rivers, 240.
Wool and Produce Brokers Bill regulating, 516. 
Workmen ;—Employed by Government Contractors, 439, 
Workmen’s Train To'Dudley Mine. 45.
Workmen’s Tickets On Railways, 278.

- Worms Experiments by Dr. Cobb, Moss Vale, 193. 
Wright, Mr. : —Employed by Lands Department, 168, 
Wyalosg ;—

Administration of Mining Regulations by Mr. Warden 
Clarke, 39.

Cold sent from Gold-field, ICG.
Certificates of Titles, 238.
Road to West Wyaloug, 239.

Yanko Cheek :—Dam on, 299.
Yaks :—Weir across River, 130.
Zoological Society :—

Men employed by, 188.
Opening of Gardens on Sunday, 298.
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PAPERS ORDERED TO 

BK PRINTED.

R

VOL.

BABBTT BILL:— „
Motion mndc {Mr. Cyrruthefs) Lr Committpr of tlic "Wholo, 36; Message from Governor, 50; 

IIouso in Comtniti.ee, Resolution agreed to, Bill profented and read l0, 64 ; Older of Uie Dav 
postponed, 450, 402.

Petitions in favour op, from:— _
Selectors and Landholders resident in the Bullock Creek South District, 24S..............................

Do do .Aleef own District, 2 tS................................................
Do do Peak Bill District, 300 (*) ..........................................
Do do Buibodnpy Districts, being members of the Bulbodney

Selectors’ Association, 3G2..................................................................................................
Landholders in Dubbo aud surrounding Diatiiet*, 308.............................................................. ...
Bulbodney Selectors Association, 323 ...................................................................................... ;
Ihirmers and Lnndholderflj Condoboliu Land District, being Members of Mehose and M aiker s

IIill and other Barniers Associations, 32?..............................................................................
Selectors and Landholders of the Condobolin Laud District, and Members of the Mo‘.cable and

Kiacatoo Farmers and Selectors Association, 323.....................................  .. • ...................
RABBIT BUST:- ... I

Report of Coufetcnco he’d in Sidney, March, ISP", laid on lablc, 2i .......................................
RACECOURSE ACCIUENTS:— ' ‘ . .1

Police repo:t respecting, on Canterbury Park, Rosebery Park, an 1 Br gliton Riceeourses, laid oni 
Table, 24S. i

RACECOURSE BRITIXG BILL:-
Motion made fj/r. Lerim) for Lave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 103 ; Order of the Da. 

postponed, lit; Older of Day disch irged. Bill witlidia«n, 220. I
RACEEL DAWSOX (Sec "ADMINISTRATION OK JUSTICE"). I
RAILWAYS (See “TAM WORl'II TO A1 AXILLA RAILWAY BILL”; also “CITY AND K0RTI1| 

SYDNEY RAILWAY BILL" : also‘-MURE HI TO IN’YE BELL RAILWAY BILL"; also,
1 MOREE TO INVJSKELL RAILWAY BILL (No. 2)”; also “LITHOOW CO-OPERATIVE, 
-'r.ir. fimnDiw nari.w.tv Hll.T,”. ,,1=,, «STHATITirTtCLD RATI,WAY CROSSIKGl

PAGE.

Do do do
Do do do
Do do do
Do do jwr ci

,23

•COAL COMPANY RAILWAY BILL"; also “STRATJIFIELD RAILWAY CROSSING 
RILL"):— r _

Report of ComaiissioncrJ for quarter ended December, I83G, laid on Tabic. 25 
Do do do 31st March, 1S07, laid on Table, i

June, 1S97, Rid on Table, 21!)........
September, 1897, Rid on Table, 302 

■ ended 30th June, 1897, laid on Table, 279....
CON’DOUOLIN TO BROKEN llllj,:—

Report, of Publ.c Works Committee, laid on Tabic, 12 .....................................
G-obdon Railway Station:—

Return to Order (Session 1S9C), lail on Table, 24 ...........................................
MaBYVALB AND GeVBIK :— ’

Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, for impr-vement ol Curves 
and Grades, laid on Table, 25,

Liveepool asd CampbelliOWa :—
Notification of resumption of land, under Ihe Public Works Aol, for maintaining Traffic between, 25. 

Maisiknancb of Railway T'e iffic between Colo Vale and Bbaejiab :— ^
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 25.

Maintenance of Railway Tbaffic between Hill Top and Colo Vale.—
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 23.

Additions and Alterations op Boildings in Redfkun Station Yard :— ^
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 25.

Impeovbtients ok Gbadks, dc, at Mabvlan :— _
Notification cf resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 25.

Additional Station Accommodation at Bkkhigan :—
Notification of resumption of laud, under Public Works Act, Inii on Table, 25.

Deviation neah Clabence Siding :— _
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 25.

Deviation phom Hill Top to Colo Yale :— _
Notification if resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 25.

G-eades and Cueves between Sydney and Moynt Vici-ohia at Blackhuaih :- 
Notification of resumption of land, under Public "Works Act, laid on Table, 25.

Maintenance of Tkaffic between Sydney’ and Albdry :— __
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Tabic, 25,

Gbadks and Cueves nkab Biaokheath and Mount Victohta :— ^
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Table, 2o,

Deviation between Bbabmae and Mittaoong :— _
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Act, laid on Tabic, 25.

Morke to Invkrell :— ■
Report of Public Works Commilfee, Rid on Table, 26 ....................................
Motion made (Mr. Yount/) that work be earned out, 178.

City Extension —
Report of Roval Cjmuvssion. laid on Table, 103 ......................................................................
Motion made' (Mr. Young) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 170 (“); Report and 

Minutes of Evidence Rid on Table, 323.
Sam. Lemon and Miss Leyton:— .

Adjournment moved {Dr. Jioss) in reference to compensation for resumption of land, and 
negatived, 131.

Access to Station-at Binalong .,—
Notification of resumption ol Rnd, under Public Works Act for, 147.

Day Laboub—Railway Deviations: —
Motion made (Mr. McGowsn) for Select Committee in reference to contracts for Public Works 

and amendment moved (Mr. Young) to confine inquiry to Railway DcY'ialions, and agreed to. 
further amendment moved (Mr. Garrard) to substitute other names for those proposed as 
members of Committee, and agreed to, motion, as atrended, agreed to, 171 j Report brought
up,510...................................................................................................................

Tended op Lithgow Collie by Companies fob Supply op Coal :—
Adjournment move I (llr. Uhdiolson) in reference to acceptance of, and negatived, 177.

J
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BEtTllEKCISS 10 TUB TOTES AND MOCEHDINGS TOL. I—I^TH PABLIAMENT—SESSION 1897. PATKES ORDERED TO 
BE PRINTED.

R
RAILWAYS (coniinur:!) :—

Access to Siding- at Tyagaraii, on I/ismore to Tweed Link 
Notilication of resumption of land, under Publie Works Act, laid on Table, 196.

Grades and Corves on Great Southern Line, near LHAisrios:—
Notification of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Tabic, 196.

Resumption or Land for Railway I'orposbs, at Sooth Lismore i—
Motion made (Hfr. Jiicfag) for papers, 197 ; Rclum to Order, laid on Table, 255.

North Coast;— .
Motion made (.Vr. C/arTv) for papers, 211 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 272 ...............
Motion mudo (Vr. F darke} to refer work to Public Works Commitfee, mid withdrawn, 310. 

Sydney to Parramatta Line, at Newtown :—
Notification of the resumption under Public Works Act of land for improving facilities on, laid on 

Table, 229.
Tres passes to certain Ladies on Trams and Trains—- 

Adjournment, moled (Vr. JItiyne>) in reference to abuse of the provisions of Railway Act and 
negatived, 229. J ’

Condobolin to Euahalong:—
Motion made (Vr. Young) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 2C7; Report brought up 517 

NAltRAIUiT TO PlI.LTQA:— e 1'

Motion made (Vr, Pokmj) to refer work to Publie Works Committee, 2G7.
Bviiocx: to Bhewarrina ;—

Motion made (Vr. I'dimj) to refer work to Public AVorks Committee, 207.
The Rock to Green’s Giinyah :—

Motion made (Vr. Young) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 267; Report brought up, 492 
COOLAMON TO ArIAH :— or

Motion made (Vr. Young) to refer v nrk to Public Works Committee, 267; Report bromdit up, 492,
, Construction or, Tintorait Private Lands a

Motion made (Vr. Affleck) in favour of land ref|uii'ed for, being granted free of cost, nmendment 
moved (Vr. Price) in favour of betterment principle—VoinZ of Order, That the amendment 

t was not relevant, sustained by Mr. Speaker—Motion negatived, 327-8.
Coal usiid by the Department:— ■
r i Motion made (Vr. Eddcri) for return respecting, 356 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 377.........
Transhipment op Ton-sage and Live Stock, ter Rail, on the Border between NSW 

and Victoria :— '
Motion made (Vr. jVeiM) for return in reference to, 370; Return to Order, laid on Table 517. 

Grades on tre Great Western Railway ntar Orange:— ‘ '

Notification of resumption of hind under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 426.
Qraiies on tiii: Great Western Railway near Blayney :—

Notification of resumption of laud under the Public Works Act, laid on Table, 426.
Warren to Coonajible :—

Motion made (Vr. Young) to refer work to Public Works Committee, 519.
Koorawatua to Grenfell

Motion made (Vr. Voung) to refer ivork to Public Works Committee, 519.
WOOLABEA TO CoLLAUENDAlllil :—

, Motion made (Vr. Young) to refer work to Public Works Commilloo, 519.
Terminus of Rose Hill Kailway to Dural i—

Motion made (Vr. Young) to refer work to Public Works Committee—Point of Order, That the 
Minister had not complied with the requirements of the Act, ruled against by Mr. Sneaker— 
Motion passed, 519-20.

Maitland to ’Jakeu:—
Motion made (Vr. Iowan) to refer works to Public Works Committee, 519 

RATICS (See “TELEGRAPHS").
REAL PROPERTY (CROWN LANCS) BILLi —

Motion made (Vr. CurrtUkers) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 116 ; rend 2°, com
mitted, reported wit bout amendment, Report adopted, 191; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 197; returned with amendments, 495; Council's amendments agreed to, 523 

REAPPRAISEMENT OR CONDITIONAL PURCHASES AND LEASES:—
Motion made (Vr Waddell) to citend rights of appraisement to Conditional Purchases, 

Debate adjourned, 199. :
RECORD REIGN CELEBRATIONS

Adjournment moved (Vr. ITogite) in reference to inadequate provision for assisting the poor and 
negatived, 101.

Deductions from Salaries of TorronARY Otpickrs during Jubilee Holidays :_
Motion made (Vr. E M. Clark) for return, 197; Return to Order, laid on Tabic, 456. 

REDFERN STATION (See “RAILWAYS”).
REFORMATORY (See “CARPENTERIAN REFORMATORY”).
REFRESHMENT COMMITTEE:—•

Sessional Order appointing, passed, 13.
REGISTR AR-GEXERAL :—

Minute of Esocutive Council authorising the transfer of certain Salaries from the Government
Statistici.m’s Office to Department of, laid on Table, 7........................................................

Returns under the several Acts of Parliament administered bv, for 1896, laid on Table 71 '
REGISTRATION Ob' DEEDS BILL:—

Received from Legislative Council, ami on motion (Vr. G-ould) road 1°, 400; read 2a, committed, 
rejiorted without amendment. Report adopted, read 3°, passed, and returned to Council1 
450 ■ Assent rejiorted, 494. ’

REGULATIONS:- 
Laid on Table : —

Mining Laws Amendment Act of 1896, 11.
Deed go Service, 17, 392. '
Water Rights Act. of 1896,17, 43 
Crown Lands Acts IS (»), 147, 316, 331 f-).
Newcastle Pasturage Acts Amendment Bill, 18.
Volunteer Force Regulation Act of 1867, 23, 331.
Australasian Federation Enabling Act of 1895, 24.
Parliamentary Electorates and Elections Act Amendment Act of 1896, 24.
Eeletrio/I'elegi'aph Act, 24.
Patents Law Amendment Act, 1887, 24.
Public Service Act, 25 (!t), 71, 219, 256, 316, 324, 331 (*), 450 (’).
Public Abattoirs, Glebe Island, 25.
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BBFEBBKCIB TO TUB TOTES ASD PKOCBEDIKGS, TOl. I—IJTH PAELIAMENT—SESSION 1S97.
PATIBS OEDEEED 

BE MINTED.
TO

R
VOL.

REGULATIONS (tonUxued)
Laid on Table (continued)

Public Eoads Act, 235. _ _
JfoiioitB Trades and CatUe Slaughtering Act, 1894, 23.
Land and Income Tax Assessment Act of 1895, 25 (>), _ '

j)0 do do Tables for Calculation of Yulues, 25.
Oyster Fisheries Act of 1884, laid on Table, 35,
Gaol, 156, 356, 399.
Orange Fire Brigade, 346.
Pharmacy Act of 1897, 445,

RELATIVES (See “COMPENSATION TO RELATIVES BILL").
REPORTS

^Appohitinems of Mr. E. J. Solvere, Mr. A. F. Evan?, and Mr. A. D. Craig to Works Depart
ment, 17- _ ■

Board for the Protection of tho Aborigines, 24................ ........................................................
State Children’s Relief Board for the year ended 5th April, 1896, 24 .....................................

Do do do do 1897,491.....................................
Police Department for 1890, 24 ..............................................................................................
Goulburn Fire Brigades Board (Eleventh), 24.
Moss Vale Fire Brigades Board (First), 24.
Royal Commission on Contracts of Messrs, Carter, Giunmov, A Co, 24..................................
Conference on Noxious Weed*. 24 ..........................................................................................
Conference respecting Rabbit Pest (March, 1897), 24..............................................................
Creep in Junction Mine, Broken Hill, 24 ............................. ..................................................
University of Sydney, for 189G, 24 ................................................................................. .
Public Library, for 1896, 24 ....................................................................................................
National Art Gallery, for 1890, ...............................................................................................
Intercolonial Postal Conference (held in Sydney, November, 1896), 24 ..................... ............
Railway Commissioners, for quarter ended December, 1896, 25..................... ..........................

Ro do 31st Murcb, 1897, 25 ............................................
Do do June, 1897,219.......................................................
Do do September, 1897, laid on Table, 392 .......................
Do * for year ended 30th Juno, 1897, laid on Table, 2/9 .......... .......

Roval Commission on Coal-laden Ships, 35 .................................... *......................................
Additions and improvements to Government Printing O/tice, 43 ............................................
Inspector-General of Insane, for 1896, 75 ................................................................... ............
Minister of Public Instruction, for 1890, 84 ............................................................................
Prisons, for 1896, 91 ................................................................................... *.........................
Department of Mines and Agriculture, for 1890, 91.................................................................
Completion of Branches of Long Cove Creek Storm-water Channel, 95.
Vital Statistics for 1895 and previous years, 95.
National Park Trust for 1690, 95 ....................................................................... ...................
Roval Commission on City Railway Extension, 103 ■..................... ................. ................ ■,..... - ,
Stock and Brands Branch of the Department of Minos and Agiiculture, 103; Report in substi

tution, 219 .......... ............................................................ .............................................
Flood Prevention in Hunter River, 114 ................................................................................

' Completion of Pipe Sewers aud Stormwater Drains at North Sydney and Easton Park Canal, 140 
Wollongong Fire Brigades Board, 147.
Australian Museum for 1896,169 ..........................................................................................
Weir across Ya.=s River for water supply to Yass, 185.............................................................
Sydney Grammar School for 1896,190 ............. .....................................................................
Fire Brigades Board, Sydney, for 1896, 219 ...................................................... .....................
Conditions of Aqueducts at Johnston’s Creek, White’s Creek, and across Sewage Farm, 229. 
Police on Racecourse Accidents, £48.
Royal Commission on Mansgement of Marine Board, 256 ..................................................
Accident to Thomas J. Sampson, Broken Hill, 266.
Completion of Pipe Sewers, The Globe, 279.
Postmaster-General, for 1896, 295 ..................................................... ....................................
Public Works Department, 1896-7, 300 ............................. . .................................................
Publie Service Board (Dairying Industry), 300. _

Do (Principal Assistant Medical Officer and Microbiologist), 316,
Do (Vitieultural Expert), 316. _
Do (Appointment of George McRae as Principal Assistant Architect), 491.

Fisheries Commission for 1895, ..............................................................................................
' Do ......... .............................................................................................
Vaccination for 1896, 324 ................................................ ........... .................*......................
Department of Lands for 1896, 324 ........................................................................................
Loss of Stock since 1st January, 1895, 324 ............................................................................
Royal Commission, Mudgce Hospital, 327...............................................................................
Nautical s.s. “ Sobraon” for year ended 30th April, 1897, 331 ...............................................
Inscribed Stock Act of 1883 (Fourteenth Annual), 331 ...... .................................................

' Prospects of Irrigation and Water Conservation, by Colonel Home, C.S.T, R.A., 341 ............
Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board (Royal Commission), 350 .........................
Government Labour Bureau for year ended 30th June, 1897, 362 ..........................................
Government Architect on his visit to England and the Continent, 419...................................
Military Forces of the Colony, by Major-General French, 445 .......................................... .
Royal Commission on Management of the Hunter River Water Supply and Sewerage Board, 456

" Do on Working of Mines and Quarries in the Albert Mining District, 456 .....
Ninth of Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board (1S9S-7), 491.
Coast Hospital, Little Bay, for 1895, 491 ..............................................................................

Standing Orders Committee :— _
Limitation of Speeches—Balloting for Select Committees, 295 ...............................................

Select Committees:—
Governor’s Opening Speech, 5.
Exchange of Land, Cuppacumbnlong Run, Queanbcyan District, 166...... ..............................
Municipalities Act Amendment Bill (scareft of Council’s Journals), 205.
Mudgce Show Ground Bill, 295 .......................................................................................... -
Conditional Purchase by George Vincent, in the District of Gundagai, 301 .............................
Claim of James and Patrick Guillen, of Kangaroo Valley, 357 ..................... .........................
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BEEP.llEirCES TO THE TOTES AEB PHOCEBBINaS, TOB. I — 17TH TAK1IAMBST—SESSION 1897, rATEES OKDEEED TO 
BE FEINTED.

E
REPORTS (eojt/i-HHfirf)

Laid on Tabee (confimted) :—
Ryngan Tostii JJall (Mortgage) Bill, 435 ....... .......................................................................... ........
ComolidaUon of the Land Laava, 456 ..........................................................
Lithgow Co-opcratiro Coal Company Railway Bill, 482 ...................................... ".'.'.i
Public Service Board—Untiring Allowances and Gratuities, 492 ...................................
Lay Labour—Railway Deviations, 510 ........................................................................
Case of Sydney Cooper, as to Mining under a Road, Parish of Clive,'County Goui'h, 'sioi' 
Construction of the XclcDhoue Tunnels CVi'nirressi El a cConstruction of the Telephone Xuonels (Progress), 512 .........................
Additions and Alterations to Government Printing Office (Progress), 517 

PAET.IAMKNTAltr STANDING COJtMtTTEB OX PdBMC WoEKS : —
Railway from Condobolin to Broken Hill, 12...........................................
Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla, 17 ..............................................
Railway from Moree to Inverell, 28 ............ .................
General (Twelfth), 35 ...................................................................
Sewerage Works for Parramatta, 49 ......................... .
Duplicate main from Prospect to Potts’ Hill, 190................
Railway Extension, Hedfern to St. James’ Road, 323 ......... ..........
Bridge at Glebe Island, 352 .............................................................. "
Railway from The Rock to Green’s Cunyuh, 492 ................... ,

- Do Coolamon to Ariah,492..........................
Hew Parliament Houses, 517...................... .......... '
Railway from Condobolin to Euahaiong, 517................

PntNTING CoMJIITIFE :— .......................................
35, 59, 7e' Q1> 10!,< 123J li0> 177. iQO, 211,225, 243,26G, 284,300, 324, 337,353, 

868, 383, 4?u, 445, 479, 508, 610 
RESERVED BILL (SecBILLS ”1 
RESERVES (Sec "CROWH LARDS”).
RESOLUTIONS :—

Committee of the Whole:—
Reported, 54 (5), 00 (!), 01 (!), 104, 124, 191 (5), 192, 208, 212, 285, 332, 333, 420, 421 (»), 448, 

449,459,474,486.
Agreed to, 54 0, CO (2), 61 (!1, 104, 124, 191 (*), 192, 208, 212, 235, 332, 3S3, 420, 421 (>}, 44S 

4 ilfj 4dS); 474,y djfG.
Reception of, mndc an Order of the Day for future dav, 337 -
ScrriY■'

Reported, 36, 354, 378, 428 ('«), 461 49s.
Agreed to, 37, 354, 378, 432 (lra). 4G3 C1), 498.

Ways and Means
Reported, 37, 379, (7aa:flito») 393 (3), 432 (2), (Taration) 463 P), 498.

S7i 370’ 3^5 (»), 432 (2), (Taxaiion) 466 (D. 49S.
REtjUMITlON Oh LAND (Sec "PUBLIC WORKS ACT OR 188S”- als 

RESUMPTION REPEAL BILL” ; also “RAILWAYS”- also '
RETIRING ALLOWANCES (See-“ PUBLIC SERVICE”! *
REVENUE1 AND EXPENDITURE (See “FINANCE”)
RICHARDSON, TURNER, A 00. (See “POLICE”)
RICHMOND RIVER DISTRICT (Sec “ HINDOOS ”)
RICHMOND ROAD TRUST (See “ROADS”).
ROADS (See “PUBLIC ROADS BILL”; also “ABATTOIR ROAD ACT AMENDMENT BILL"):— 

vote fob Roads-and Bhidges fob 1896-7:—
Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnrtl) for return showing expenditure, 52.

Beanch Road, Doubib Bay:—
Motion made (Mr. F. AT. Clark) for papers in reference to closing, 177; Return to Order, laid on 

Table, 2S9 ; referred hack to Printing Committee for reconsideration 341 
:tno Road TTmumi __ ’

also “FIELD OF MARS 
DEEPWATER CREEK”).

IVnAiiNQ Road, Noetii Sydney 
Motion made (Mr. F. M. Clark) for papers in reference to closing, 177; Return to Order, laid on 

inhlc, 29o ; referred back to Printuig Committee for reconsideration, 341 
Act ot 1897:—

Regulations and Form, laid on Table, 235.
Borough of Cowea:—

Adjournment moved (Mi*. M. T. Phillips) in reference to bond entered into by the Government 
for payment of 4,150 for road repairs, 257.

Walcha Division, Tamworth Road District:-
Motion made (Mr W. S. S. Viddinpton) for return of amounts voted and expended, 266: Return 

to Order, Itud on Table, 331, ’
South Head Roads Tbust and Richmond Road Teust :—

Accounts for iiulf-year ended 31 December, 1896, laid on Table, 300 
Vote for Unclassified, foe 1807-98:— '

Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for return in reference to allotment, 316: Return to Order, 
laid on Table, 341 ......................................... ’ 1

Government biitwbbn Crescent-street and Iron CoVEBRmGDyRoselle”Balmain:—...........
Adjournment moved (Mr. Law) in reference to slate of, and negatived 317 

South Head Trust :— > e > <
Return respecting, laid On Table, 341.
Accounls for half-year ending 30th Juno, 1897, laid on Table, 353,

Unsatisfactory State of, of the Colony
Adjournment moved (Mr. Waddell) iu reference to, and ruled out of order, 362.

Casino to Coeaki :— ‘

Notification of resumption ofland under the Public Works Act for deviation, laid on Table, 392.
Alienation of Crow's Nest Road, North Sydney:—

aoOKwoo” "BoSm cbmtoti- M"‘ Co"““1“ ',r,J H”“ 41'-

ROSE HILL (See “RAILWAYS”). )■

ROSSI, CAPTAIN (See “CLAIM OF CAPTAIN ROSSI”)
ROYAL COMMISSIONS (See “ COMMISSIONS ”) '
RULES (See “ BANKRUPICY ACT, 1887 ”)
RULINGS (See “SPEAKER”).
RYDES{steN'VPUNTS”) C0NDITr0NAL PURCHASES (See “CROWN LANDS”)',
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KEPEHEKCES TO THE VOTES AKB TEOCEEBISOS, VOt. I — I7TH PAELIAMENT—SESSION 1897.
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TOL. PAGE.

SALE-YABDg (Sce“EOEOi;Gn OF CFJJGFGOFG CATTLE SALE-YAKDS BILL”). 
SAMPSON, THOMAS ,T. (Sec “ MINING ”).
SAYINGS BANK (See “ GOVERNMKi'T SAVINGS BANK ”).
SCHEDULES ■

To the Estimates for 1897-8 laid on Tabic, 392 .........................................................................
Military Allowances proposed for year 1897-8, laid on Table, 399................................................
A to E Estimates 1897-8 Public Works Department, laid on Table, 409......................................

SETTERS, MR. E. J. (See “CIVIL SERVICE").
SELECT COMMITTEES (See “COMMITTEES ").
SERIATIM■

* Paragraphs in motion rcipnrcd to be put, 96.
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS’ •

Directed by Speaker to remove Member from Chamber, 279.
SERVICE OF EQUITABLE PROCESS BILL:—_ . i

Received Irom Legislative Council, and, on motion (Mr, Gould), read 1°, 220; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment, Report adopted, 332; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 

. 337 ; Assent reported, 353.
SESSIONAL ORDERS

Business Days, 12, 18.
Precedence of Business, 12. '
Government Business take precedence after 8 o’clock on Tuesdays, 448.
Standing Orders Committee appointed, 13.
Library Committee appointed. 13.
Refreshment Committee appointed, 13.
Printing Committee appointed, 13.

SETTLEMENT LEASE (See “ CROWN LANDS”).
SEWERAGE (See “COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE BILL”; also “HUNTER 
. DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD” f also "HUNTER DISTRICT 

WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; also “COUNTRY TOWNS 
WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT’’; also “DRAINAGE’’)

Meteofoiitan Board . .
Ninth Report for 1890-7, laid on Table, 491 ........ .......................................................................
Report of Royal Commission to enquire into management of, laid on Table, 356 .......................
Plan of Sewerage System to accompany Report, laid on Table, 3C2 ............................................

Works tor Pakiumatta :—
Third Report from Public Works Committee, laid on Table, 49...................................................

Pipj; SlftVKRB AT TRH Cl,EDB ■ '
Report on completion, laid on Table, 279.

SHEA’S CREEK (See “ DRAINAGE ”).
SHEEP DIRECTORS ELECTION BILL:— ‘ •

Motion made (Mr. Csrrutkers) for leave to bring in, 53 ; presented and read lc, GO; Order of the 
Day postponed, 450, 492. .

SHOPS (See “FACTORIES AND SHOPS BILL”).
SIMPSON, WILLIAM (See "CROWN LANDS”).
S MALL DEBTS RECOVERY ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Motion made (Mr. AJ}lecle) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 59 - road 2°, committed, no 
quorum reported from Committee, and House counted out, 249; Order of the Day restored, 
25C ; Order of the Day postponed, 327, 490,

SMITH. WARDEN (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
SMOKING (See “JUVENILE SMOKING SUPPRESSION BILL").
SNAGGING (See “DARLING RIVER”).
“SOBRAON," NAUTICAL S.S.. .

Report of, for the year ended 30th April, 1897, laid on Table, 331 ............... ............................
Return showing names aud rank of persons employed on board, Lid on Table, 356.

SOCIAL CONDITION OF THE WORKING CLASSES
■ Motion made (d/r. Sohey) that it be a matter of urgency I o proceed with motion for appointment 

of Select Committee to inquire in respect to employment, wages, Ac., and negatived, 471. 
‘SOL” and “ALATHEA” (See “COLLISION BETWEEN TBE ‘SOL’ and ‘ALATHEA,’

STEAMERS”).
SOLICITORS (See “BARRISTERS’ AND SOLICITORS’ FEES BILL”). 
SOUTH CREEK (Sec “BRIDGES”).
SOUTH HEAD ROADS TRUST (See “ ROADS ”).
SOUTH SEA ISLANDS• ■

Adjournment moved (Mr. O’Sullivan) respecting regulations against British subjects, and 
negatived, 266.

SPEAKER:—
Gives casting vote, 274.
Lays on Table Warrant appointing Elections and Qualifications Committee, 7; reports maturity 

of-Warrant, 32.
Appoints Temporary Chairmen of Committees, 7.
Lays Papers on Table, 7 (s), 87 (5j, 116, 129,163 (*), 183 (:).
Commission of Deputy, to administer Oath of Allegiance, reported and rend by Clerk, 21.
Reads Letter from Printing Committee in reference to bearing Members as to printing papers, £6.
Directs Sergesmt-at-Arms to remove Member from Chamber, 279. '
Calls attention to nature of amendments in the Land and Income Tni (Amendment) Bill, 3G4.

Rcrmras of :—
Motion made (Mr. NetW) to amend Standing Order No. 161, so ns to moke any decision of 

Mr. Speaker a ruling within the meaning of Standing Order, and negatived, 337.
That the Australasian Federation Enabling Act required that Hie Draft Bill of the Adelaide 

Convention should be considered in Committee, and could be fully discussed there, 53.
That motion for adjournment of the House in reference to appointment of a Select Committee or 

Royal Commission to report on Financial Clauses of the Commonwealth Bill anticipated the 
consideration of the Bill, and was out of order, 169. '

That the Franchise Extension Bill did not necessarily involve expenditure, and therefore did not 
require a Message from the Governor, 181.

That discussion on motion of adjournment in reference to Administration of Land and Income 
Taxes must be confined to the subject of the notice, 190.
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s
SPEAKER (continued)'

EulIN'GS OF (continue//):—
That motion to take !i° of the Crown Lands Bill as matter of urgency before otiior business was in 

order, 256. ■
That it be left to the House to decide whether the motion for suspension of the Standing Orders 

to take ‘J5 of Crown Lands Bill as matter of urgency was irregular, 257.
That Total is at or Bill did not originate any las or impost or appropriate revenue, and therefore did 

not require to be recommended bv Message from Governor, 2S10.
That Totalisator Bill did not contain provisions beyond the Order of Leave, £00.
That motion relating to Reappraiscmcnt of Conditional Purchases and Leases would anticipate 

debate on Order of the Huy already on the paper, 309.
That Liquor Traffic Local Option Bill was properly included amongst the Government Orders of 

the Lay, having been introduced by a Minister, 317.
That motion to " read Orders of the liny” was obsolele in House of Commons and opposed to 

Standing Order 211,274.
That amendment on motion in reference to construction of Railways through private land to 

apply betterment principle was not relevant, 328.
That tho Standing Orders only permitted the postponement of Orders of the Hay, not being 

Government Orders (on Government Hays), from one sitting day to another, 341.
That motion for adjournment in reference to the state of the roads of the Colony anticipated 

discussion on tho Estimates or in Committee of Ways and Means, and was out of order, 303. 
That while upholding the ruling of the Chairman of Committee of Supply against allowing a 

discussion on tho constitution of the Works Committee, or their fee.s,or travelling expenses on the 
Vote “ Parliamentary Standing Committee on Publie Works," the items being fixed by statute, 
tbe conduct of business of ihc Committee could be criticised in relation to another item, 403. 

That motion for ad journment of House relating to making of Hams and Weirs by the Wafer 
Conservation branch of the Public Works Hepartment was out of order, Ihe matter having 
boon fully discu'scd in Supply, 471.

That Chairman was incorrect in ruling thol tho omission of the word "intestate” in the 12fh line 
of the Probate Lillies Bill was iu order, on the ground that it did not increase the area of 
taxation, because the effect would bo an augmentation of tbe tax, 483.

That the decision of the Chairman of Committees, that a Member was not entitled in discussing 
tho principles of the City and North Sidney Railway Bill on a proposed amendment in the 
Short Title, was correct, 512.

That subject of motion of adjournment of House in reference to Sunday Trading had been discussed 
on a previous motion, 518.

That tho .Minister in moving tho reference of tho Rosehill to Lural Railway to the Public Works 
Committee had complied with tho Act 510.

Dissent from Ruling .
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) for, in reference to opinion given respecting consideration in Com

mittee of Draft, Bill of Adelaide Convention, and negatived, 72.
SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT (See "ADJOURNMENT”).
SPEECHES (Sea’'LIMITATION OF SPEECHES”).
SPICER’S CREEK LEASEHOLD AREA (Sec "CROWN LANDS").
STAMP DUTIES (AMENDMENT) BILL

Message from Governor, 39 , Motion made (Mr. JJn/nier) for CommiUcc of the Whole. 54; 
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and rend 1°, 60; read 2°, committed,, 
reported without amendment, Report adopted, 77 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 84.

STAMP DUTIES (AMENDMENT) BILL:— '
Message from Governor, 457; Ordered (Mr. Jtleid) that Bill be brought in founded on Resolution 

of Ways and Means. No. 10, presented and read 1°, 105; read 2°, committed, rejiorted with 
amendments, 483; Order of the Day postponed,. 473; Motion made (Mr. Brimi'er) fori 
adoption of report, amendment moved to recommit, and amendment moved (Mr. Bote) to’ 
add words to amendment aud negatived, amendment to recommit, passed, recommitted, 
reported 2° with further amendments, Report adopted, 497 ; road 3'J, jtnssed, and sent to 
Council, 499.

STAMP DUTIES .BILL:—
Received from Legislative Council and on motion (Jfr. Goidd) read 1°, 400; Order of the Day 

postponed, 451,492.
STAMP AND PROBATE DUTIES BILL:—

Ordered on motion of Mr. Reid that Bill be brought in founded on Resolutions of Ways and 
Means (Nos. 4 and 5), Bill presented and read 1°, 395; Order of the Day jmstjioncd, 44S;j 
Order of the Day discharged, Bill withdrawn, 459.

Petition presented from Australian Mutual Provident Social v against, 426 ............... ..................
STANDING ORDERS:— * •

Sessional Order appointing Oommiltee, passed, 13.
Susjicnded as a matter of urgency to enable Bill to pass through all its stages in one day, 3G-7, 302, 

427-8.
Suspended as matter of urgone.y to pass 3° of Grown Lands Bill before other business, £57. 
Suspended to pass Bill through all its stages in one day, 378.
Motion to suspend ns a matter of urgency interrupted at 8 o’clock, 458.
Motion made (Mr. Scliey) for instruction to Committee to frame rulo in reference to Limitation

of Speeches, 147; Report brought up, 295............................................................................
Motion made (J/r, Cann) to refer question of balloting for Select Commit toes to Committee; 

amendment moved (Mr. J Cogue), to except Committees on Private Bills and negatived—
Motion agreed to, 197-S; Rejiort brought up, 295 ...............................................................

Motion made (Mr. jCeild) to amend Standing Order No. 161, so as to make any decision of 
Mr. Speaker a ruling within the meaning of the Standing Order, and negatived, 337.

STATE CHILDREN’S RELIEF BOARD ■
Report for the year ended 5th April, 1896, laid on Table, 24................................................ ......

Do do 1897, do 491 ....................................................
STATISTICS:— .

Vital: —
Report on, for 1895 and previous years, laid on Table, 95. '

Inhustbies of Victobia and Nkw- South Walks:—
Comparative statement by Victorian Statist as to hands employed, laid on Table, 362 ................

Land—Gosfokij Potulation Abba:—
Motion made (Mr. Wheeler) for return, 378; Return to Order, laid on Table, 49.1.

STEPHENS, MR. THEOPHILUS (Sec “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.”)

2
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STOCK
Annual Hcport of Stock and Brands Broueli, Deparfmcntof Slincs and Agriculture, for 1896,

laid on Table, 103; Keport in substitution, laid on Tabic, 219 ............................................ 3
Report on loss of, since 1st Jonunrj, 1897, laid on Table, 321.......................................................

' Receipts under Diseases in Sheep Act: —
Alotion made (Afr. Hayes) for return during last ten years, 111; Return to Order, laid on Table,

169 .................................................................... ‘..................................................................
Imported Stock Act :—

Proclamation prohibiting importation of rattle, camels, &c., infected with lick or other disease 
aud prohibiting introduction of cattle from certain portions of Q.uefnslflnd, laid on Table, 4-09 

Tobkhculosis in Man and Cattle: —
Memorandum bv (he President of the Board of Health, laid on Table, 409 .................................. 7

STOCK MORTGAOKS (See “LIENS ON WOOL AND MORTGAGES ON STOCK AND STA
TIONS BILL"). '

STRATH FIELD RAILWAY CROSSING BILL: —
Message from Council, 410; Motion made (Mr, Held) for Committee of the Whole, 44S; House 

in Committrc. rssolution agreed to, 459; Bill presented and read 1°, 499.
STOCKTON COLLIERY" (See “MINING”). .
STOCKTON GRAVING-DOCK (LEASING) BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. CarrMers) for leave to bring in, amendment moved (Mr. Mi/hr) to omit 
words and withdrawn, motion passed, Bill presented and read 1°, 442; read 2C, committed, 
reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 433-4; 
reDurned without amendment, 518.

Precis of Pacts relating to, kid on Table, 445. .
SXONEQUARRY ORE EK (See “ BRIDGES ”).
SUGAR DRAWBACKS (See “CUSTOMS (SUGAR DRAWBACKS) BILL”).
SUGAR INDUSTRY:—

Motion made (Mr. ilfcAlir/rriie) in favour of Royal Commmission to inquire into, in the North 
Coast Districts, and Debate adjourned, 357 ; Order of the Day postpone.!, 410, 4l7.

Pelition presented (Mr. McFarlatie) from Clarence River Farmers, Producers and Commercial
Union in favour of Royal Commission to inquire into conditions of, &c., 420 ........................ q

Pelilion prrscntrd (Mr. Pyers) from Farmers, North Coast District3, against removal of Duties, ( 2
435 ..................................................................................................................................................... )

SUNDAY CLOSING OF SHOPS:— V
Adjournment moved (Mr. Hughes) in reference to action of Police Department, and negatived, 211. 

SUNDAY TRADING (Sec also “LICENSING”).
Adjournment moved (Afr. Copeland) in reference to, and ruled out of order, 519.

SUNDAY TRADING BILL
Motion made (Jlfr. CopelanP) for Committee of the Whole, 357; Order of the Day postponed,

45G; Motion, That House go into Committee, negatived, 611.
SUNNY CORNER (See “MINING”).
SUPERANNUATION FUND (See “CIVIL SERVICE”). .
SUPPLY:— _

Motion made (Mr. Reid) for House to go into Committee, 12. *
House in Committee, (Financial Statement) 19, 32, 36, 334, 378, 403, 420, 423, 448, 4G0, 498. 
Resolutions reported, 36, 354, 378, 428 (lu), 461 (57), 49S. '
Resolutions agreed to, 37, 334, 373, 432 ('M), 463 («), 498.
Point of Order reported from Committee, 403.
Order of the Day postponed, 473. -

SUPREME COURT:—
Rule in Equitable Jurisdiction, laid on Table, 146.
Rule in Divorce Jurisdiction, laid on Table, 185.

Salabies of Judges—Costittoesciks Vote fob At-tobnet-General7s Deimethient :—
Minute of Executive Council, authorizing transfer of vote from one head of service to another, laid 

on Table, 163.
SUPREME COURT APPEALS PRACTICE BILL

Motion made (Mr. Crick) for leave to proceed with, under tbe 295th Standing Order, 123 ; Order 
of the Day postponed, 242. '

SWIFT, THE LATE S. H. :—
Motion made (Mr, Hughes) for Select Committee to inquire into alleged Evasion of Probate Dufy 

in Estate of, 309.
SYDNEY (See “PILOT SERVICE”). ■
SYDNEY CRICKET GROUND —

Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for year ended 30th September, 1896, laid on Table, 300. 
SYDNEY AND NORTH SYDNEY BRIDGE AND TRAMWAY BILL

Petition presented (ilfr. Pi, M. Clark) for leave to proceed with, under 409th Standing Order,10;
Order of the Day postponed, 43, 84, 155, 177, 190, 211, 242, 206, 300, 331; Motion made for 
2t\ and negatived, Order of the Day discharged, Bill withdrawn, 347.

SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL :-
Report for 1896, laid on Table, 190..... ................................................................................... . 3

SYDNEY HOSPITAL ACT OF 1881.
By-laws, laid on Table, 24, 35.

SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY CONDUIT ADDITIONAL WORKS BILL
Motion made (Mr. Young) for Committee of the Whole, 442; Message from Governor, 447;

House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 448; read 2°, com
mitted, reported without amendment, report adopted, 459; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 472; returned without amendment, 496,

1209
1305

471

1261

1263

185

T
TAMWORTH (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
TAMWORTH TO MANILLA RAILWAY BILL 

Assent to (Session 1896) reported, 2.
TAPIO LEASEHOLD AREA (See 71 CROWN LANDS”).
TARIFF PROVISIONS OB' CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1861 :—

Adjournment moved (Mr. Lyne), to call attention to effect of, and negatived, 1C2. 
TAREE (See “ RAILWAYS”).
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TAXATION (See “ LAND AND INCOME TAXES"; n]B0 “ LAND AND INCOME TAX ASSESS
MENT ACT OF 1895”; aho “LAND AND INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT! BILL" 

TECHNOLOGICAL MUSEUM‘

Motion made (Mr. liuvut.r) for returns in reference to staff, 441; Eetuvn to Order, laid on 
Table, 456. ’

TELEGRAPHS ;—
'WliST Wl'ALOXG : —

Notification of resumption ofland, under the Publie IVorks Act, for Post and Telegraph Offices 
laid on Table, 17. p >

Electric Telegraph Act:—
Amended Regulations and Rates under, laid on Table, £4. ■

Employment of Messengers in the Department :—
Regulation under Public. Service Act of 1805, laid on Table, 25.

Collarindatiri :—
Notification of resumption of land, under Public WotIs Act, for Post and Tolceranh Offices laid! 

on Table, 215. ° '1
New TKLKORArit Code — . t

Adjournment moved {Mr. Sse) in reference to unsatisfactory wortiug of end ucMlived 321 !
Drang :— * ° ’

Nolificat'on nf resumption of hnl, unlcr tho Public IPorts Act, for Post and Tclcenph Office I 
laid on 'Tabic, 377. ' [

South Murwii.lumraji and Muhyth.lumbah :— I
Rates for Messages between, and all Stations in Quecnsl ml, laid on Table 41!) 1

TELEPHONES:— ' '
Tunnel in Pitt-street. Sydney 1

Motion made (3fr. Lt/ite) for papers, 149, |
Construction or Tunnels, Sydney:— I

Motion made (Mr.Zyxc) for Select Committee, I7L; leave given to male visits of imped ion 1D7‘i'i
Progress Report brought up, 612.................................................................................. 'i |

Petition presented from George McCredie, for leavo to appear befoic Select Committee! £41',"! ! t 5 
Petition presented from Arthur Latimer McCredie, for leave to appear beforo Select Committee,l |

Messages between Post Opfich and RArLWAY Station, Gunnkdah;—..................................... \J
Notification of Rates, laid on Table, 440. I

TELLERS (See "NO TELLERS”).
TEMPORARY CHAIRMEN OP COMMITTEES :— ]

Appointed bv Mr, Speaker, 7. i
TEMPORARY LABOURERS AND WATCHMEN ■— ]

Motion mode {31r. Kcild) for Return of, cinplojed on Pubhc Wharves, Sy-th ey, 295 Return to1 
Order, laid on Table, 331. * ’ i

TEMPORARY OFFICERS (Seo “ CIVIL SERYlUE”). I
THE ROCK (See''RAILWAYS"). 1
THE TROFFS (See “CROWN LANDS”). . ]
TICK (See “STOCK”).
TILSE, FREDERICK WILLIAM (Sec '-CROWN LANDS”) i
TIMBEKRYBUNOAN (See “CROWN LANDS"). I
TONNAGE DUES (See •* WHARFAGE BATES ASD TONNAGE DUES ACT”)TONNAGE RATES BILL:— ■ }' I

Message from Governor, 32 ; Motion made (3L\ Srunifr), for Committee of tbe Whole, 100 •! 
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and raid 1°, 104 : Order of the Dad 
postponed, 450, 492. -C

TOORALE RESUMED AREA (See “CROWN LANDS”)
TOOTH & CO, MESSRS.:— j

Return to Order (Session 1890), laid on Table, 43................ | o
TOTALIZATOR BILL:— ............................................. ^

Motion made (Mr. Sleaih) for leave to bring in, presented and rend 1°, 51 ; Order of the Dav 
postponed, 59; Mr. Sleath proceeding to move 2°, Point of Order. Shat Bill remured u 
prehnnnarj-Message, ruled against by Mr. Speaker; Point of Order, That Bill was beyomll 
Order of Leave, ruhd against by Mr. Speaker; Motion made (.Mr. Sleath) for £-, umendmentl 
moved (Mr. Crick) to refer to Select Committee, and aereed to 190-1 1

TOTE AND BETTING SHOPS :— j
Adjournment moved (Mr. McElhone) in reference to increase of and nenativcd 20 

TRADE MARKS (See “INTERNATIONAL PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS '
MENTS BILL”),

TRAMWAYS (Sec also “ SYDNEY AND NORTH SYDNEY BRIDGE AND TRAMWAY BILL"- 
also “ CO-OPERATIYE COLLIERY TRAMWAY BILL ”) •_ ’

Report of Commissioners for year 1896-7, laid on Table, 279................................................
Report of the Railway Coamiissionera on Railways and, for quarter ended December" "l8')6"iaid 

on Table, 25 ............................................................................................. ’ ’
Report of the Railway Commissioners on Railways and, for quarter endi’d 31st Marcli 1897 iaid 

on Table, 25............................................................................................. ’
Report of Railway Commissioners on Railways and, for quarter ended dune, 1897,'iuid on Ta'bie 

219,................ ............ ............... . ........ r
Report of (be Railway Commissioners on Railways and, for quarter ended September ]897 laid

on Table, 392. ............................................. ”..................................... 1 ’ ’
Sydney a.yd StJDUHBAx:— ..............................................................................

Return showing distances between various points, kid on Table, 66.................................. ]
Fbke Passes ro ceutain Ladies on Trams and Trains :— .........................................

Adjournment moved (Mr. Hagnei) in reference to abuse of the provisions of the Railway Act 
and negatived, 229. ' '

Univbbbity Syudents :—
Adjournment -moved (Mr. Schei/) in reference to, travelling free of charge, and negatived 285 

Removal of John King, Tram-guard i— n 6 >
Motion made (Jfr. Hoflne) for papers relating to removal of, 310.

TRANSFER OF EMMAVILLE, DEEP WATER, AND THE NINE-MILE FROM THE POLICI 
DISTRICT OF GLEN INNES TO TENTER FI ELD :—

Motion made (Mr. Wriglt) for papers in reference to proposal, 399 ; Returp to Order, laid on 
J-ftDlC, 4plt '

ARRANGE-
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TRAVELLING- EXPENSES (See “ CIVIL SERVICE") _ _
Amenfled R<-gulalions undev the Public Service Aet of 18D5, laid on Tabic, 25, 25G.

TREASURER’S ADVANCE ACCOUNT (See “FINANCE”).
TREASURY DEPARTMENT:—

Minutes of Eieculivo Council, Iransfoi-ring amounts from tiro heads of Service to supplement Ihe
Vote for another Service, 7 ...................... ......................................................................... 2

TRUCK BILL'
Jfessagc from Governor, 174 j Motion made (Mr. Garrard) fo-t Committee of the Whole, 1781 

House in Committee, resolution agreed to, 191 ; Order of the Day postponed, 450, 492.
Petition presented from the Manning Electorate m favour of passing a Bill preventing mill- ']

owners paying their labourers in goods instead of money, H ............................................ . I
Petition presented from tho Hastings River Uislrict, in favour of passing a Bill preventing mill- |

owners paying their labourers sn goods instead of money, 155, 181 .....................................  ! „
Petition presented from certain women residenta of Camden Haven, in favour of passing a Bill

preventing mill-owners from paying their labourers m goods instead of money, n-J 1 ............
Petition presented from residents of Kendall. Camden Haven, in favour of bringing timber-getters 

under the protection of, and in favour of passing, 252 ..................................................... J
TRUNDLE DAM (See ■' CROWN .LANDS ").
TRUST MONEYS DEPOSIT ACCOUNT:—

Statement of, from 1st April, 1890, to 31st March, 1897, laid on Table, 25 .................................. 2
TRUST PROPERTY (AMENDMENT) BILL: —

Motion made (,Vr. Gould) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 403 • read 2,:>, committed, 
reported without amendment, report adopted, 450 j read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 458: 
returned without amendment, 496.

TRUSTS (Sec “PUBLIC TRUSTS BILL”).
TRUSTEE (Sec “PUBLIC TRUSTEE"). '
TUBERCULOSIS_ ,

Memorandum by the President of the Board uf Health on prevention of in man and cattle, laid
on Table, 409 ...................................................................................................................... 7

TUNNEL-ROADWAY (Sec “CITY AND NORTH SVDNJCX TUNNEL-ROADWAY BILL”).
TWEED RIVER (See “HINDOOS"; also “ HARBOURS ").
J’YAUARAU (See " KA LLWAYS ”).
TYPHOID FEVER__ _

Return respecting, in Sydney and suburbs, from 1S7C lo 1895, and rerlain particidars respecting
other infectious diseases, nr,., Sleasles, Scarlet Fever, and Diplilheria, laid on Table, 316....... 7

1221

1327

1321,1329 

1325 

1321

1225

471

463

u

ULUMBARELLA LEASEHOLD AREA (Sco “CROWN LANDS”).
UNEMPLOYED (See also “ SOCIAL CONDITION OF THE WORKING CLASSES ”)

Return respecting employment of, laid on Tabic, 126 .................................................................................... '
Motion made (jfr. Schey) for appointment of Royal Commission to impure into methods of 

different nations in dealing with the pauper and tramp classes, audio report on (he most 
suitable method of alleviating the distress, and mnendnient moved (Jfr. Garrard) in favour 
of Select Committee, and House counted out, 127

Motion made (Mr. Ajflccle) for returns of particulars of expenditure, 147; Return to Order, laid )
on Table, 331 .......... .......... .............................................................................-..................  > 7

Correspondence respecting a scheme for temporary employment, submitted by Mr. Charles \ 
O’Neill, M.I.O.E., during 1894—5, laid on Table, 190 ........................................................... v

UNIFORMS ("See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY' „

Report for 1896, laid on Table, 24 ............................................................................................ . '
By-laws, laid on Table, 334.
Adjournment moved (Mr. Sc/iey) in reference to students travelling free on tramways, and 

negatived, 285.
URGENCY_ _

Motion passed to take business as matter of, 36, 237, 256, 301, 457.
Motion to take business as matter of, negatived, 308, 471.
Standing Orders suspended, 36-7, 257, 302, 427. _ i
Motion to suspend Standing Orders interrupted by Government Business taking precedence at 8 

o'clock, 458.
Business interrupted fo report, Message from Council, 118.

USHER (See “ BLACK ROD ”).
USURY LIMITATION BILL

Motion made (Mr. McFarland) for leave to proceed with, under the 293th Standing Order, 59; 
Order of the Day postponed, 220 ; no report from Committee of the Whole, 342.

1071

1069

1007

175

V

VACCINATION
Report for year 1893, laid on Table, 324 ...................................................................................

VAUGHAN, SENIOR-SERGEANT (See "POLICE").
VEGETATION DISEASES BILL: —

Motion made (Mr. Sydney Smith) for Message to Council to proceed with, under the 295th 
Standing Order, 115; returned from Council with amendments, 510; Council’s amendments 
agreed to. 523,

7 401
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VERNON, W. L., Esq., F.R.I.R.A., GOVERNMENT ARCHITECT
Report m connection with hi* recent visit to the United .Kingdom and the Continent of Europe, 

JehcI on Table, 419 ........ ........................... ........ 1 '

TOL,

VINCENT, GEORGE (See “CROWN LANDS”)
VITAL STATISTICS {See “STATISTICS”)
VOLUNTEER FORCE REGULATION ACT OF 1867:—

Amended Regulation, laid on Table, 23, 331.
VOTE OF CENSURE—LUCKNOW STRIKE:—

Motion made (Mr Lyne) that action of Government with reference' to Lucknow strike amounts to 
a maladministration of justice, and Debate adjourned, lo take precedence, 383: Debate 
resumed and motion negatived, 385.

VOTE OF CREDIT
Messages from Governor, 15,371.

w
WAGES (See “ATTACHMENT OF WAGES ABOLITION BILL”)
WAKELY, MR. ,T. J. B. (See“ CIVIL SERVICE”).
WALCHA (See “ROADS”).
WALDRON’S SELECTION (Sec “ CROWN LANDS ”)
WALLSEND COLLIERY:— '

Motion made (iWr. Watkins) for Reports of Government Inspectors during the present year, 177. 
Return to Order laid on Table. 219 . o v a >

WARRANT (See “ SPEAKER ”). ............................................................................
WARREN (Sec “RAILWAYS”).
WATER RIGHTS ACT OF 189G

Regulation* and Forms, laid on Table, 17, 43.
WATER SUPPLY (See “ CROWN LANDS” ; also “ COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWER-

MENT1 BIT 1 ” S° 1 1 AN11 SE^KAGE ACT AMEND-
n ?1L!J ])ISTRTGI' WATER SUPPLY ANU SEWERAGE

]|°A^r?[.,TTCn^FI'TRY TOWNS WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE ACT”’ 
DELLIOWN RESERVOIR ACTS REPEAL BILL”- also “SYDNEY 

WATER SUPPLY CONDUIT ADDITIONAL WORKS BILL”)— ’
Metbopolitan Board :— / ‘

Ninth Report, for 1896-7, laid on Table, 491................................................................
Report of Royal Commission to inquire into management of, kid on Table,

Notification of resumption of land, under Public Works Aet, laid on Table 17 f2) 123 
CocKiii Oeekk Sulpiiidk Wobks :— ’ w’
TAMWOBm0'—f rC3umption of land' undcr the Publio Works Act, laid on Table, 17.

Notification of resumpUon of land, under Public Works Aet, laid on Table 76 
Centeal and Western Divisions :—

Adjournment moved {Mr. Carroll), in reference to failure of Gorerament to make adequate 
provision, and negatived, 1^0. H

Ddelicate Main prom Pbosebot to Potts’ Hill :—
Report from Public Works Committee, laid on Table, 190.............
Motion made (Mr. Tonng) that work be carried out, 420. ......................................................

Yass : —
Report on Weir across Yass River, laid on Table, 85 ................

Water Conservation Department :— ............................................................
CoraoBOLnT3—^ for return showing cost of, and work* carried out by, 309.

Notification of resumption of laud, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table 331.
1 KOsPEors of Irrigation and Watkr Conservation-— J 4

WAYs’aND MEANSPlnnB’ by Ool0nel P' J‘ Holne’ C^j” R'E--lllid O’1 Table, 341 ............

Motion made (Mr. Reid) for House to go into Committee, 12.
™ ’n StaimentJ 354, 364 (2), 368, 378, 379, 393, 432, 463, 498.Resolutions reported, 37, 379, (Tar.almn) 393 (»), 432 (2), (Tamlion) 463 (>), 498 
Resolutions agreed to, 37, 379, (Taxation) 395 (% 432 (2), (Taxation) 465 (»), 498.
Order of the Day postponed, 19, 473, 448. J ' 1
Estimates for 1897-8, laid on Table. 354

WEIR8:— ■ ...................................................................
Middle Billabong:—
RlVEfDARLINtT ZuRO:- ^ U,,der the PubliC W°rk8 ACt' ^ L0<;k' l4'd Tablu> W-

Notiikation of resumption of land, under the Public Works Act, laid on Table 17 
River Darling, rrtwrbn Bourke and Wilcannia 

Motion made (Mr. Ybaag) to refer works to Public Works Committee 522 
Macquarie River :—

Notification of resumption of land, under Publie Works Aet, laid on Table 71 
Water Supply for Yabb :—

Report on, laid on Table, 185 .......................
WlLLANDRA :—■ ....................................................................................................................

Notification of resumption of land, under Publie Works Act, laid on Table, 196.
Water Conskkyation Branch of Works Department:_

Adjournment moved (Mr. Carroll) in reference to making of dams and, Taint of Order, That

l' ^ ‘71'
iraJ^™SS«@SI“|£SSir?m®0olIPA1'Y'LV0™ow(s..Mi*we'').

LiNra "»■
WHALING ROAD, NORTH SYDNEY (See “ROADS”)
WHARFAGE RATES AND TONNAGE DUES ACT:—

Motion made (Mr, Haynes) for papers and reports during year 1896, 295.
456—H
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w
WHARVES {See also “ WHARFAGE RATES ATO TONNAGE DUES ACT ’’) :~

GKELviiiiH.rE, Richmond River :—
Notification of resumption of land, under Public Worlis Act, laid on Table, 17,

Bono wall :—
Notification of resumption of land, undcr tho Public Works Act, laid on Tabic, 24.

Public, Sidney :— ■ ,
Motion made {Mr. Neild) for return in reference to temporary labourers and watchmen 

employed, 295; Return to Order, laid on Table, 331.
WHITE’S CREEK (See “DRAINAGE”). '
WIDOWS AND ORPHANS (See “CLERGY WIDOWS AND ORPHANS FUND (SYDNEY 

DIOCESE) TRUSTEES BILL”).
WELBENDUNGAH (See "CROWN LANDS.”)
WILD, JOHN (See “MINING ”). .
WILLOUGHBY FALLS CREEK (See “ DRAINAGE ”).
WILLS, PROBATE, AND ADMINISTRATION BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion (Mr. Gould)i read 1°, 401; Order of tho Day 
postponed, 453, 492.

WOLLONGONG (See "FIRE BRIGADES”; also “HARBOURS"). ■
WOMEN’S FRANCHISE

Petition presented from residents of New South Wales in favour of, 456, 491................ ............. 1
WOMENS FRANCHISE BILL

Motion made {Mr. Fegan) for leave to bring in, 284; presented and read 1°, 300.
WOODS v. COLLINS (See “MINING”) -
WOOLABRA (Sec “RAILWAYS”).
WOOL (See “ LIENS ON WOOL AND MORTGAGES ON STOCK AND STATIONS BILL”). 
WORKING CLASSES (See “SOCIAL CONDITION OF THE WORKING CLASSES”).
WYALONG, WEST (See “POSTAL”; also “TELEGRAPHS”).
WILBERFORCE PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER (SEE CIVIL SERVICE). '

869, 871

Y

YANGA STATION (“See “CROWN LANDS”).

z
ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS ;—

Motion made {Mr. CopchDuf) in favour of opening on Sundays, free of charge, and for additional 
grant of £1,000, Amendment moved {Mr, Ashton) to leavo out “free of charge," and 
negatived, Motion passed, 96.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

HINDOOS IN THE TWEED, BRUNSWICK, RICHMOND, 
AND CLARENCE RIVER DISTRICTS.

(Il'ETURU SHOWING NUMBER OF.)

Printed under Wo. 15 Report from Printing Committee, 12 August, 1897.

\_Laid upon the Talle of this House in accordance -with promise made in answer to Question Wo. 8 of
3 Avgust, 1897.]

Question.
(8.) Hindoos jit the Tweed and Cdaeexce Eit.ee Dtstkicts -.—Mr. Pyers, for Mr. Ewing, asl;ed 

tbe Colonial Secretary,—Can he state the number of Hindoos in the Tweed, Brunswick, Richmond, 
and Clarence River Districts, specifying the localities, as far as possible, where they are resident P

Answer.
Mr. Brunker answered,—This information will be prepared and laid upon the Table in the form 
of a return.

SETDEN of Hindoos in Clarence, Eichmond, and Tweed Hiver Districts on 31st July, 1897.

Localities where Resident. Number.

Lismore and VVyrallah ... 120
Coraki 22
Wardell ... 9
Rous.............. 109
Ballina .... 96
Byron Bay ... •............. ... ... 28

Total... ... ... ... ... 384

Murwillumbah 23Tumbulgum... .............. ... ... ... -+* ... 35

Total... ... ... ... ... 58

Grafton ... 32
.South Grafton 4
Brush grove... ... 15
Chatsworth ... 20
Palmer's Island .............. ... ... ... 8

Total ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 79

I3<t0

Hindoos in Eichmond River District ... .
Do Tweed do ... .
Do Clarence do ... .

Total ...................................

There are no Hindoos in the Brunswick River District.

2i9— ~~

384
58
79

521
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NEW SOUTJI WALES.

FACTORIES.
(OOMPABATIVJi STATEMENT BY THE VICTOHIAN STATIST RESPECTING THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF 

HANDS EMPLOYED IN, OF VICTORIA AND NEW SOUTH WALES.)

Printed under Ao. 20 Report from Printing Committee, 21 October, 1807.

MANUFACTURES—COMP ALISON BY VICTOHIAN STATIST. 
Published in the Melbourne Ary as ami Aye, September, 1897.

Victoria,. New South Watoi.

ClaEsilied Group* of Industry. Fac-
Avorage Niunhcr of 
Hajids Euijiloycd. F:ic-

Average Number of 
Hands Employed.

tonus.
Males, Females. Total.

tones.
Males, Females Total.

Art and mechanic product
tions—

Books and Stationery ... 203 3,956 697 4,053 271 4,251 396 4,647
Machinery, toots, and

implements ... 203 6,608 IS 6,626 221 5,990 16 *6.006
Carriages and harness ... 221 2,029 IS 2,047 178 1,608 13 1,621
Furniture ... ... 104 1,322 119 1,441 84 1,067 91 1,158
Chemicals ... .. 43 479 218 697 28 280 46 326
Others ... ... ... 02 615 61 676 54 1,303 6 11,309

Textile fabrics, dress, and
fibrous materials ... ... 472 5,451 10,253,15,704 389 4,512 5,291 9,833

Food, &c.—
Animal food ... j 230 1,481 32 1,516 178 1,703 78 1,781

(275) 275 +275 (152) 313 26 $339
Vegetable food... ... 117 2,221 699 2,920 122 1,807 301 2,168
Drinks and stimulants... 238 3,0241 334 3,358 301 5,511 380 §5,891

Animal matters ... ... 183 2,876 60 2,936 288 3,963 41 4,004
Vegetable matters ... ... 380 3,753 213 3 966 453 4,353 166 4,519
Meat, light, and onergv ... 32 662 662 74 859 859
Stone, clay, earthenware, and

glass ... ... ... 115 1,724 18 1,742 218| 2,098 2,098
Gold, silver, and precious [

stones ... ... ... 34 415 13' 428 11 1001 3 103
Metals, other thau gold or

silver ... ... ...
Unclassified (chiefly single

3S 448 1 ii
58 2,699 || 2,699

establishments) ... ... 1 16 226 IS 244
Total*) .............. 2,7(55 37,342j 12,754) 50,096 2,944j 42,677 6,932| 49,609

eliminated for the purposes of comparison. In other respects the returns of the tiro colonies are, for 
the lirst time, believed to bo on a uniform basis.

* Including 2,470 hands in railway and tramway workshops in New Smith I Vales, as compared 
with only f)(*0 similar works in Victoria, where, however, only one railway workshop—at Newport— 
has been deemed worthy of inclusion in the returns.

I lncluding OoO hands employed on docks and ships,
1 Hands employed in creameries, which arc regarded as employees of butter factories j but the 

number of creameries, shown m brackets, were not included as factories.
§ Including 23 sugar mills, employing 1,475 bands; and 32 ice and refrigeratine works, em

ploying 1,04? hands.
I! Including 22 smelting works, employing 2,076 hands.
r Including, under hands employed, home workers chiefly in connection with clothing factories, 

vm., 1,087—166 males and 021 females in Victoria; and 7So—J17 mules and 668females in New South 
Wales,

1351—



CLASSED ACU0EU1NG TO L'MBER OE HANDS liMPNOYiSD.

' Yidom, 1 New South Wales. '
Ffu;tories Employing on t-lic Aremge— — ■ — — ■ — — 1 _ 1

----------- .

. | ITetories. Hands. ! Factories.
i 1

Hands.

Under 4 hands*..................................... ! 440 1,368 454 ! 1,380
4 hands................................................ 320 1,280 374 | 1,496
5 to 10 hands .....................................1 1,055 7,442 1,148 | 7,733
11 to 20 hands......................... ■ ...' 422 6.273 475 i 6,825
21 to 50 hands.....................................] 324' 10,077 299 j 9,379
51 to 100 hands ... ... ..J 110 8,1.55 99 | 6,837
103. and upwards ......................... . 82 15,501 105 15,405
Home-workers (undistributed in New! |

Soutli Wales) ...
.. . |

785

Total ... ... ...j 2.705 50,093 f 2,944 ' 49,009 }
1
1

l 10+ | 231t)

*Jnckidint; onlj establishments using maehincry worked by stcuin, gas, cleolric, water, wind, or 
horse power.

t Stone-crnshing works which could not ho eliminated in detail.
Office of the G-oTornment Statist-,

Melbourne, 17th September, 1897.
JAS. J. ]■ EATON, 

Assistant Government Statist.

Kyilney: William Aimlrpite Ihilliek, iHn'ermnent I'rinti’r, —IktT.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

CORPOEATION OP THE CITY OE SYDNEY.
(STATEMENT OE RECEIPTS A NO EXPENLITUItE EOR YEAR 180G.)

JjTCStntxti io piirsvimii ter .Act 43 Hir. ^o. 3, see, 220.

Printed under No. 2 Report from Printing Committee, G Mag, 1897.

STATEMENT of the Receipts and Expenditure or the Corporation or the

City or Sydney, for the year on ding' 31st December, 1896.

ABSTRACT
<JG—



ABSTRACT of Oie RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS o£ fr.ho MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of the CITY OR SYDNEY, on account of the CITY 1'UNO, for the Year ending 31st, December, 1S9G.
Incorporated ftt/ Act of Colonial legislature, 43 /Ve. jHq. 3. .

RKCEJPTS.

Oit\ lifttr*, by as^csbuictjtj under authority of Aot 43 Vh\ No, 3

Fee8; ami rini'S—buihlmjr Fec<?............................................................ .. .....................
1t Speoia! limldlnp Fees...................................... . .............
,, Folice Due? ...........................................................................................
„ llourdmg LieeiiPus, &C. ....................................................

Kent'* ami Dues from MariveLs—Be'more (old).....................................................*. .. OH’"') ....................n hasten) Fi^h .....................
n „ Cooling'Chamhor ...

‘Rent'' from City Wharfs ..................................
,, Public Baths .............................

TivhiUiUon Building...........................
,, Town Hall ...........................................
„ stores, &c , Su^se^-atrcet .................
,, Hay-sl rcct Buildings.........................
,, Pyruioiit Pumping Plant .................
„ Ilnyrunrhct Laud .............................

Cleansing hartli Closets......................................
Susse»ktreefc Sale*>nird Dues.............................
Auctioneers' Licenses........................................
Kent and Agistment, Moore Park .................
Organ Kccitals.. ........................ .................
Bailiffs’ C<wts ......................... .............................
Miscellaneous Receipts......................................
Cattle Saleynrds (surplus transferred).............

Balance due to lmien Bank, 3lyt December, ISflO

City Treasury,
Sydney, l&ili February, 189^.

DISBURSEMENTS.

I
£ s. d.

133,941 13 *
975 15 0

44 2 0
4S1 0 3
355 1 0

4,007 9 0
3,530 IS 0
1,536 8 0

816 10 8

2,760 4 
389 1

2
8

97 1C 0
1,G?G 18 0

784 l *
i 331 14 0

1 50 0 0
450 10 0

1 91 S r.
1 1,322 7 10
, 3,437 17 3

07 H si
1 993 2 0

275 3 0
2,201 18 0
5,782 0 1

I

£ a. d. 

133,041 13 2

■f,s:»C -1 3

10,009 11 8

0,490 T> 2

14,201 17 4

100,403 11 7 
78,52d d 0

245,027 13 1

i Balance dm* to Union Bank, 3lat December, 1895 , 
1 Salaries .—
I Office of Mayor ......................... .................................

j Town Clerk rmd Department..................................
| City Surveyor and Department .......................

City Treasurer ami Department .......................
Inspector of Nuisances and Department .........
City Architect and Department ................. 4 ..
City Health Oflieci ...................................................
Clerk of Markets .....................................................
City Solicitor ...............................................................
City Organist ...........................................................
City Assessor ...............................................................

. Inspector of Eastern i’iblimarkets .............!!”
. City Auditors ........................................ .................

I City Improvements -Wages :—
, Cleansing Streets, &c......................................

Inspector of Nuisances'Department .........
Street wnteijng ..............................................
General Works .....................................................
City Markets.......................................................
General Establishment and sundries . , . 
Streets Loan ...................................................

City Improvements—Metal.....................................................................
City Improvements—Street Works :— .............................................................................................

Kerbiii", Guttering, Flagging* &c., under contract....................................
Tar Paving, under contract............................................................... ’
Sundries for General Works ...........................................................1!....!!"!!!! .
Wood Blocking, &e. (Streets Loan).............................. . . i /]],] i, i *,, * "

City Maikuls—Material .............................................................................................
Street watering—-Material........................................1.. 1! 1 '!.!!..! X...........................................
Fire Brigades Board -Annual contribution...............I.’' ]...........................................................................
Lighting expenses ............................................................................................... ". 1 *......................................
Printing, stationery, advertising, stamps, cab hire, rates, tic. . . '!. *!! 1!!! ^ . 1 . ' ]
Government rents, ftc.................................................................................................................................................
Insurance .................................................................................. ....................................................................................
Purchase of land ................................................................. .!].!. " ” " 1!" ] .....................................................
Reports and sundries............................................................. ” ” '.. 1!'. * ^ ^ i 1 ’ ].............
Law expenses .................................................................................. * . * .* j * ]. * i) ’ ]............................... * ..........
Gratuities ................................................................................ !!!,*.!!!!!'.....................................................

Interest expenses:—
Overdraft, £400 (Is. 9d. ; on Debentures, £4,800—(Sydncj’, £2,400; London,

Town Hall Loan (on Debentures—Sydney, £4,500 ; London, £8,000) .. *....................................
Streets Loan (on Debentures, London) ................................................................. [ '
Moore-street Improvement Loan, (on Debentures, London) .. .!! ...............................................
Pnbhe JIarkcts Loan, (on Debentures, London)........................................ !!.!! 1 !!.!!!*!!!!! ’

Sinking Funds—Annual Contributions :—
I Town Hall Loan, £2,250 ; Colonial Treasurer Account, £1,400 .........................................................

Streets Loan, £0,000 , Colonial Treasurer account, £700 ............................................................. ...
1 Public Markets Loan................ ............... .............................................................. ...............

£ 3, d.

1,000 0 0
1,678 16 S
2,801 7 11
1,725

003
0 0
6 8

1,345 0 0
250 0 0
223 0 0
500 0 0
600 0 0
300 0 0
133 0 s
200 0 0

37,&2fi 11 1
2,370 c 0
4,036 11 1

14,525 3 11
2,276 19 9

12,-509 3 7
:.73 11 4

5,503 !>

l
■ t

7 f
3,053 IS 11 1
4,210 14 2 t
9,480 1 1 i

707 3 3 1
103 12 1 1

2,700 19 8 I
14,198 11 0
4,177 11 6 1
1,205 12 C

074 10 2
1,082 7 0
2,320 17 0
1.048 0 10

043 15 0

5,200 0 0

12,500 0 0
14,000 0 0

5,{T5j 0 0
12,000 0 0

3,650 0 0
0,700 0 0
2,500 0 0

£ s. d. 
41,950 7 4

11,020 17 U

74,785 0 B 
4,602 9 8

20,314 3 0

29,433 5 13

49,415 6 9

12,850 0 0 

246,027 18 1

James Robertson, F.S.I.A., 
Cteo. Christie, E.S.I.A,, * City Auditors. R. C. ROBERTSON,

City Treasurer, pro tern.
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ABSTEACT of the EEOEIPTS and DISBUKSEMENTS of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of the CITY OE SYDNEY, 
for the Year ending 31tt December, 1890, on account of CATTLE SALE-YARDS FUND.

— — * ■

RECEIPTS. DISBURSEMENTS.

£ s. d.
Revenue bj-dues.................... 13,051 II 9
Sale of manure .................... 30 0 0
Rent of offices ........................ 52 0 0
Sale of Land ....................... 591 5 4

d.
Balance due to Union Bank, 31st

December, 1895....................
Salaries of officers...................
Interest espouses (on Deben

tures, Sydney) ....................
Incidental expenses ................
General Works.......................
Wages ..................................
City Fund (Surplus)................

Balance due by Union Bank, 31st 
December, isOG................

£ s. d.

400 0 0

2,100 0 0 i 
3?3 7 5 

2,853 5 4 
1,036 18 7 
5,782 6 1

£ s. d. 

7 4 0

12,545 17 5 

1,171 15 8

13,724 17 1

City Treasury,
Sydney, 19th Ecbruary, 1897-

Jamks Robehtsoj", F.S.I.A., I p-. 
Geo. Christie, F.S.I.A., ) ' Auditors. R. C. ROBERTSON,

City Treasurer pro tern.

PUBLIC MARKETS LOAN FUND.

RECEIPTS. DISBURSEMENTS.

Balauco due by Union Bank, 
31st December, 1895..

Sale of Debentures—Amount

£ S. d. £ s. d.

11,322 0 4
1,750 0 0

50,000 0 0

75,000 0 0
120,750 0 0

£ 138,072 0 4 '

Ci cneral Works......
Wages....................
Incidental Expenses

£ s. d. 
65,351 0 0 

212 0 0 
487 16 0

Balance due by Union Bank, 
31st December, 1896.........

£ s. d.

66,050 16 0 

72,021 4 4

£ 138,072 0 4

City Treasury,
Sydney, 19th February, 1897.

James Robeetson, E.S.l.A.) 
Geo. Christie, E.S.l.A. j

City Auditors. R, C. ROBERTSON,
City Treasurer pro tem.

CITY FUND SUSPENSE ACCOUNT, BE MOORE-STREET IMPROVEMENT.

RECEIPTS. ! DISBURSEMENTS.

£ s. d.
Balance due by Union Bank, 31st December,

1895 .......................................................... 93 5 7

Annual contributions ........................ ............ 3,059 19 8

liftlauco due to Union Bank, JSlst December,
1806 ........................................................... 1,191 14 9

1

I Interest expenses (on Debentures, London)...

: £ 
1

£ 9. d.

4,345 0 0

£ 4,345 0 0 4,345 0 0

City Treasury, James Roukktsok. F.S.I.A.l r . R. C. ROBERTSON,
Sydney, 19th February, 1897. Geo. Christie, F.S.LA. / 1 -1 u 1 City Treasurer pro fem.

LIABILITIES
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LIABILITIES of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of the Cliy OE SYDNEY, 31st December, 1806.

Debentures outstanding............
Amount due to Union Bonk

Cut Eu.nu.

.......

Cattle Sai-e-yaebs Eunh.
Debentures outstanding....................

Less amount due by Union Bank

Debentures outstanding .
Town- Hale Loa.v Fu.ni*.

£ s. d. 
100,000 U 0 

78,028 G G

60,000 O 0 
1,171 15 8

£ e. 

178,528 C

33,828 4

| 275,000 0

Debentures outstanding
Sibbkts Loan Eunjj.

MoORE-STEKET IML’ROYNMLXT FUND, 

Debentures outstanding.............................................................

Public Markets Loan Funb.
Debentures outstanding ........................................................................ 1:300,000 0 O

Sayings Bank of New South Wales ................................................ 75,000 0 0

Lew amount duo by Union Bank..............................................................................

City Fund Sitsbease Account re Mooris-Street IjiritovB-MESiT.
Amount due to Union Bank ............................. .............................................................

!
Lese Sinking Funds—

Cattle Sale-yards : Invested in Debentures, £5,200. Amount at Union Bank, £30,580. 
Town Hull Loan : Invested in Debentures,£7,000 : N.S.W. Government Funded Stock, 

£38,000. Colonial Treasurer, £16,7^7 14s. 8d.; Union Bunk. £12,085 ISs. IGd ., 
Streets Loan : Invested in Debeniures, £17,500; N.S.W, Governmont Funded Stock.

£55,000. Colonial Treasurer, £8,368 17s. 4d.: Union Bunk, £26,503 15=..........
Moore-street Improvement Loan : Amount at Union Bank........................................
Public Markets Loan......................................................................................................................

375,000 0 0 
72,021 4 4

35,780 0 O

73, *23 13 G

107.372 12 4 
b,083 0 2 
2,500 0 O

300.000 0

250.000 0

302,078 15 

1,191 14

1,341,527 1

226,459 15

1,115,067 6

d.

6

4
0

0

0

8
9

3

,0

3

City Treasury,
Sydney, 19th February, 1807.

Jwies Bobkrtkon, E.S.l.A.^ 
Geo, Christie. F.S.T.A. y City Auditors. K. C. TtOBERXSON,

City Treasurer pro tem.

[3d.]
Sydney AVillinro Appleunte Grullick, Government Printer.—189".
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MILITARY FORCES OF THE COLONY.
(REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING 30th JUNE, 1H97, BY MAJOR-GENERAL G, A. FRENCH, R.A., C.M.G.,

COMMANDING MILITARY FORCES.) '

Printed under No. 24 Report from Printing Committee, 2 December, 1897.

INDEX.
Paragraphs 1-7.—(A.) Introduction.

(B. Permanent Aiitillekt. •
„ 8.— (1.) “A” Battery Field Artillery. .

9-17.■— (2.) Grarrison Artillery.
„ 18-21A—(C.) Permanent Submarine Miners.

(D.) Parttai.t.t-paid Forces. ■
„ 22-30.— (1.) Mounted Forces.
„ 31-35.— (2.) “B" and “C” Batteries, Field Artillery.
„ 3(J-44.— (3.)- Engineers.
„ 45-55.— (4.) Infantry.
„ 56-58.— (5.) Army Service Corps.
„ 59-61.— (6.) Medical Staff Corps.
., 62-67.—(E.) Volunteers.
„ 68.—(F.) Drill Halls and Armouries.
„ 69-73.—(G.) Administration.
„ 74-84.—(H.J Rifle Associations.
„ 85-92,—(I.) Camps.

93-94.—( J.) Railway Passes.
,, 95-98.—(K.) The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee.
„ 99-103.—(L.) Natal Forces.

(M.) Supplies.
„ 104-107.— (1.) Warlike Stores.
„ 108.— (2.) Rations.
„ 109.—(N.) Defences, Thursday Island and Alrany.
„ 110-113—(O.) Uniform.
„ 114-117,—(P.) ExPlf.NDITURE.
„ 118-120.—(Q.)—Civilian Rifle Clurs.
., 121-126.—(R.) A Military Colleoe.

APPENDICES.
A. —Actual Strength of the Partially-paid and Volunteer Forces on 30th June, 1897.
B. —Return of Proficients at Conclusion of Annual Training of Partially-paid Forces, 30th June,

1897.
C. —Report of Officer Commanding Artillery.
D. —Extracts from Reports of Principal Medical Officer.
E. —Schools of Instruction.
F. —Camps.
G. —Artillery Gun Practices. *

*345—A.
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MILITARY FORCES OF THE COLONY.

REPORT for the Year ending 30th June, 1897, by Major-General
G. A. French, R.A., C.M.G., Commanding Military Forces.

To the Principal Under Secretary,
Chief Secretary’s Office,—

Sir,
I have the honor to submit the following Report on the Forces and 

Defences of the Colony.
(A.) INTRODUCTION.

(1.) I arrived in Sydney from India on 25th April, 1896, and took over the 
command of the Forces at once. My predecessor, Major-General Hutton, had sent 
me copies of his Reports, and of the “Australian Federal Defence Scheme,” and 
other documents bearing on defence matters, which I was enabled to study carefully 
on my way over, and this, with my previous acquaintance with Local Defences, 
enabled me to drop into work at once. '

(2.) Having made a thorough inspection of the Defences at Sydney, Botany, 
Newcastle, and Wollongong, and of the Permanent Artillery at those places, I was 
in a position to make definite recommendations with regard to the command of that 
Force. This had been a burning question for years, and, for want of settlement, 
had produced a state of affairs anything but conducive to discipline or efficiency, f 
am glad to be able to report that the condition of affairs is now completely altered, 
and that in the near future there is the prospect of this Force being in every respect 
satisfactory, except, perhaps, in numbers.

(3.) I was anxious at as early a date as possible to visit the outlying districts 
of the Colony, and consequently commenced my inspections earlier than usual. 
During the year I visited the Clarence and Richmond River districts, Glen Innes, 
Armidale, Tamworth, Singleton, Newcastle, Wollongong, Camden, Picton, Bowral, 
Goulburn, Wagga, Albury, Young, Bathurst, and Mudgee, inspecting Corps at all 
the above places. I was also present at the Rifle Association Meetings at Sydney, 
Singleton, and Moss Yale. I hope during the current year to visit all other portions 
of the Colony where the Head-Quarters of Companies are located.

(4.) The Federal ^Military Conference that assembled in Sydney in October, 
1894, recommended that a Military Defence Bill should be passed for all the colonies 
of Australia and Tasmania, and that it should be based on the Queensland Act of 
1884 and amendments of 1891. Major-General Hutton, in his 1896 Report, strongly 
urged the adoption of a Military Act, adding : t: It is impossible, with any regard to 
any sound military organisation, to postpone the adoption of such a Bill until a 
national emergency arises. The existing Volunteer Acts of 1867 and 1878, under 
which the troops of New South Wales are enrolled, are well known to be obsolete,” 

In view of the above, as well as the fact that I was Commandant in Queens
land when the 1884 Act was passed there, I felt it incumbent on me to take action 
(though I should have preferred to have given my undivided attention to other 
duties), and consequently I framed an Act of the nature indicated. This was put 
into proper legal form by the Attorney-General, and I hoped might have been passed 
last Session. I trust that another Session will not be lost in the matter, as I can 
make little headway in the efficient and economic administration of the Forces till 
the existing Acts and the Regulations thereunder are materially modified.

(5.) Having now had full opportunities for seeing the greater portion of the 
Force, and going thoroughly into its working and administration, and having had 
some considerable knowledge of it prior to 1891, I would say, in the first place, that 
probably not sufficient credit was ever given to the late Major-General Richardson,

C.B.,
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C.B.j for his exertions in forming the Povce, ab mitio—a feat which cannot he appraised 
at its proper value except by the few who have had to do similar work. The unending 
brain work involved in the organization of the complex military machine is little 
understood, and as little appreciated, by the general public. The reward too, even 
when successful, does not seem great; for although he raised and trained a Borce 
where no Borce existed before, and took a large portion thereof to the Soudan in 
1885, a matter which has brought lasting credit to the Colony, his pension was cut 
down after his retirement, and his widow refused a pension after his death.

(6.) Major-General Hutton arrived at a time when, owing to the general 
depression expenses had to be cut down in every direction. The Military Estimates, 
as usual were the first to suffer, and during his tenure of command (nearly three 
years) he was never able to get the Borcc, or even a large part of it, into camp for 
combined training. He nevertheless carried out numerous improvements in the 
organisation and discipline of the Borce generally, and specially as to mobilization for 
war. (His unceasing efforts in the direction of Australian Federal Defence are too 
recent and well-known to require remark from me.) Had half of his recommendations 
been carried out, the Borce would be in a far better state than it is now; but year 
after year he had to make the same recommendations and find that no action was 
taken thereon; this was notably the case as regards the Permanent Artillery. _

(7.) I will now submit seriatim the opinions at winch I have arrived regarding 
all branches of the Borcc.

(B.) PERMANENT ARTILLERY.
. (1.) “A” Battery, Field Artillery.

(8.) I considered this Battery fairly efficient at period of my first inspection, 
the horses generally good, the Non-Commissioned Officers, Gunners, and Drivers 
well trained and of good physique. The Officers were not up to the regular standard 
in the matter of Fire discipline, and the results of actual practice were bad, though 
tiiis latter may be largely qualified by the fact that practice was carried on with the 
old muzzle-loading 9-poundcrs. Hearing on my arrival that a Battery of 12-pounder 
B.L. guns had been ordered, and was probably shipped, I advised a cable being sent 
to inquire, and as they had not been, we were fortunately in time to order the new 
15-pounder gun, with Cordite charges, the modern Field Gun for the Regular Army, 
and the one now recommended by the Colonial Defence Committee for all the Aus
tralian Colonies. These guns, with equipment complete, have now arrived out. The 
Battery is provided with an excellent lot of horses, which are also available for the 
instruction of Field Artillery, Cavalry, Mounted Rifles, and Classes of Officers, and 
also for a large amount of cartage of stores and camp equipment. I propose to 
increase their number, and reduce their cost by the simple expedient of turning most 
of them out to grass when not required. There is no doubt in my mind that with 
the thorough instruction that will be afforded to all ranks under Colonel Smith, R.A., 
this Battery will be in a much more efficient state by the time of my next Annual 
Report.

(2.) Permanent Garrison Artillery.
(9.) The state of affairs in connection with some of the senior Officers of 

this Branch, which was alluded to in previous Reports of my predecessors, I do 
not wish to call attention to. From my point of view, it is not merely galling to 
Officers to have their demerits canvassed in public for matters for which the system 
is perhaps more to blame than the individual; but it is fatal to efficiency and dis
cipline when senior Officers are held up as objects of derision to their juniors.

(10.)' I sincerely trust that in future the shortcomings of senior Officers may 
he dealt with under the heading “ Strictly Confidential,” and that when such Officers 
have to be retired it may be carried out quietly but promptly in the interest of the 
Service generally.

(11.) From the above causes this branch of the Force lias been at a great disad
vantage ; but a large number of the Officers have qualified at the School of Gunnery, 
Shoeburyness, and are well up in matters of coast defence. I advised the extension 
of this system to specially selected Non-commissioned Officers, and it is satisfactory 
to know that two so selected are likely to prove valuable instructors on their return 
here.

(12.)
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(12.) As a farther development of the Local Long Course of Instruction at 
South Head, the other Australian Colonies were invited to send Officers or Non
commissioned Officers of the Permanent Artillery to join a course commencing on 
1st July, 1897, this Colony finding instructors and camp equipment free.

(13.) This has been well responded to, and at the present time the following 
are represented :— ,

Officer. Non-com. Officers.
Victoria ... .............. 1 5
Queensland ... ... ............. 2
West Australia ... ............ l

(14.) I hope to see this Course continued annually, even though it represents 
such a small instalment of Military Pederation for Defence.

(16.) The Non-commissioned Officers and men of the Permanent Garrison 
Artillery are generally well trained. Many of the latter are too much employed, 
though none are supposed to be employed till thoroughly trained (and then put 
through a course of training every year). This -will want watching, private con
venience being sometimes considered before the public benefit.

(16.) More practice is required in firing at moving targets, firing with q.-f. 
guns, firing at night at targets lit up with the electric light. The first of these three 
is all that can be carried out for the present. .

(17.) I expect to sec much general progress in this branch during the current 
year. Colonel Smith is using every endeavour to make it thoroughly efficient.

(C.) PERMANENT SUBMARINE MINERS.
(18.) This small Porce exists really to take charge of Submarine Mining Plant, 

to form a nucleus for submarine mining operations, and to act as instructors in that 
branch. At my inspection all stores were in excellent order, and practical operations 
were well carried out.

. (19 ) I ani strongly of opinion that a Technical Branch of this sort should 
occasionally be thoroughly overhauled by a skilled expert of the Royal Engineers.

(20.) At the Conterence of Commandants held in Melbourne last December, 
it was strongly recommended that an officer of the Royal Engineers should be 
employed by the Australian Colonies, but no action has apparently as yet been taken. 
At the present; time there is no certainty that any of the several branches that come 
under the head of “ Engineer Services 55 are in as efficient a state as they should be, 
and with the large interest that all these colonies have in forts, submarine mining 
stores, and electric lighting gear, there seems to be ample work for one skilled 
Superintending Officer.

(21.) Nine carefully selected Non-commissioned Officers and men were 
included in the detachment of the Permanent Porecs sent to England this year, and 
went through courses of instruction with the Royal Engineers at Chatham. The 
cost "was slight and the advantage obvious. "

(2H0 Since August, 1896, correspondence has been going on with reference 
to a. submarine mining steamer, but little practical headway has been made in 
obtaining one. The necessity for expediting the matter may bo judged from the 
following extract from my letter of 20th July, 1897 :—

• • • ■ Ihe country hns, at a very large expenditure, procured the mines, stores, and appliances
for a Submarine Mining Defence of Port Jackson, and a large aum is expended annually in maintaining 
and training the necessary personnel; there is a grave danger that when a national emergency arises} 
the equivalent result in the way of defence will not be obtained unless there is a reliable and efficient 
submarine mining steamer...................

(D.) PARTIALLY-PAID PORCES.
(1.) Mounted Eorces.

(22.) Ncio South Wales Lancers.—This Regiment contains a very large 
proportion of Officers and men of the right sort for a Cavalry Corps—excellent riders, 
plenty of go and dash, especially amongst the Country Squadrons,

(23.) Cavalri) JLorses.—The horses are, in many instances, quite below the 
standard for Cavalry work; and as such a statement may be something of a shock to 
Australians, I think it advisable to discuss shortly the required conditions.

(24.)
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(24.) A light Cavalryman, with saddle, accoutrements, kit, arms, and amuni- 
tion, rides about 18 stone. It is evident that a horse that will work day after day, 
scouting, reconnoitring or carrying this -weight along a road, must he one of good 
size and substance, even without considering the question of the “ shock of impact 
in the charge, when weight and speed must tell. Such horses are by no means 
plentiful in Australia, and are usually in demand by Indian buyers; consequently 
many men in the Lancers cannot afford to buy such. Possibly it is not generally 
known that the horses of all the Mounted Corps are in one sense “ gift” horses ; in 
fact, the Government only pay the mounted man the same rate as a foot man, the 
former finding both horse and saddlery for nothing. This in itself is an astounding 
evidence of the popularity of the Mounted Services; and I must confess that at my 
inspections, though I had frequently to find fault with the horses, I felt I ouly^did 
so in a half-hearted fashion—it vras difficult to “ look a gift horse in the mouth.”

(25.) Mounted Rifle Horses.—Here we have a totally distinct condition of 
affairs, as far as the horse is concerned. In this case the horse is merely the means 
of locomotion from time to time or from point to point. He is not used in the 
charge; he does not require much height or weight—in fact, preferably he should be 
small, so that men can readily mount and dismount. Instead ot having to take his 
share in a charge at top speed, after perhaps several hours of work, he is relieved of 
the weight of rider, arms and ammunition, the Mounted Piflemail dismounting to 
do his part of the fighting. While, therefore, the Cavalry horse is scarce and 
expensive, horses suitable for Mounted Riflemen could be obtained here in myriads 
for nominal prices.

(26.) The Lancer is paid for twenty-five half days in the year. He is armed 
-with a lance, sword, and carbine, and supposed to be instructed fully in the use of 
these arms, in addition to field drills. It is quite a supposition, because it is an 
impossibility ; one or two of these "weapons must go to the wall. It is usually the 
fire-arm. The true Cavalryman has commonly a fine contempt for fire-arms and 
villainous saltpetre generally, and no doubt both have detracted largely from the 
pleasure of being in that branch of the Service; but to do any good in modern 
warfare, we must be painfully up to date.

(27.) Now let us take the ideal Cavalryman, with the arme blanches : a 
first-rate, well-drilled man, a horse to match, and a sword or lance. Having got 
these, I wtjuIcI ask how much are we in advance of Julius Caesar’s Cavalry ? But 
the catapult and balista have gone ahead since then, and the modern Archer and 
Slingcr are not satisfied with'a range of eighty yards. The main point for us to 
consider is, taking into consideration all the circumstances of this country, vdiat 
form should our Mounted Eorces take—“ Cavalry ” or “ Mounted Riflemen” ?

(28.) I have dealt with the horse portion of this question in tlie foregoing. I 
would now point out—

(V/) That the country along the coast, which must be the seat of war, is quite 
unsuited for the action of Cavalry in large bodies.

{b) An enemy could not bring any number of Cavalry here, and horses so
' landed would, in many cases, be unfit for immediate service; consequently 

Cavalry will not he required to repel Cavalry.
(c) The main reliance of an invading force must be in its Infantry, which can 

be carried in large numbers in modern vessels. Infantry have little to fear 
from Cavalry; hut would be sorely pressed if mounted men with magazine 
rifles, and well able to use them, attacked them at pleasure in front, 
flanks, or rear.

(fl) Finally, we can turn out excellent Mounted Riflemen in thousands; hut 
the number of properly trained and Mounted Cavalrymen would he few.

(29.) For the above reasons, I have no hesitation in advising that any exten
sion of our Mounted Forces should he in the direction of Mounted Riflemen, and 
that every encouragement should he given for the formation of Volunteer Mounted 
Corps, in which the fire-arm would he the only, or at least the primary, weapon.

(30.) Mounted Rifles.—Dili's Regiment consists of eight half-companies, 
scattered over the Colony from Camden to Tenterfield. It is to my mind the Force 
that compares most favourably with the similar branch in the Regular Service.

(The
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(The_ Moimted Infantry are not exactly similar.) I have had every reason to he 
satisfied with the portions of the R.egiment that I have seen, and was especially 
struck with the workmanlike way in which detachments from the various companies 
carried through the Mounted Competitions at the National Rifle Association Meeting. 
I should like to see this branch enlarged and extended, and have asked approval for 
ten extra men per half-company. '

(2.) “ B ” and “ C ” Batteries, Pibld Artillery.
(31.) The term “ Pi eld Artillery ” seems scarcely appropriate to apply to an 

aggregation of obsolete guns and cart-horses, even though the latter may he 
attached to the former by the usually recognised Field Battery means. If force of 
circumstances compels Artillerymen to nse such horses, they at least should feel 
that if, by dint of spur, and whip, and strong language, they have got a gun into a 
suitable position, the labour ought to be repaid by seeing effective fire opened. This 
is scarcely possible with the present old muzzle-loaders, and the first step towards 
the efficiency of these two Batteries is to provide them with modern weapons.

_ _ (32.) The horsing has always been a troublesome matter. Hired horses are
objectionable enough, even if otherwise suitable; but the style of horse usually 
supplied is of the clumsy cart-horse order, incapable of trotting any distance, 
rough, ungroomed, and anything but the sort of animal that men would take a pride 
in. The rates of hire paid are high enough, viz., 15s. for a whole day and 12s. 6d. for a 
half day. In Canada the Field Battery Drivers were farmers, and each brought a 
pair of his own horses to Camp. In this way, each pair of horses having been accus
tomed to work together, dropped at once into their places in a gun team under the 
hand of a man who knew all about them, and was interested in taking care of them. 
I carried out this system to some extent in Queensland; hut the requisite conditions 
do not prevail here, and cannot while the headquarters of the Batteries are in 
Sydney.

(33.) The best suggestion that I can at present offer is : that, instead of 
paying large sums for the hire of horses, the Government should purchase horses for 
the gun teams at least, turning them out to grass when not required.

_ (34.) It seems to me so inconsistent that while all the Horse and Field
Artillery in India are excellently mounted on “ Walers,” the horsing of a couple of 
Field Batteries in the Capital of New South Males should only be a laughing-stock 
for those acquainted with the requirements of a mobile Artillery.

(35.) Further particulars regarding this branch will he found in Colonel 
Smith’s report, Appendix “ C.”

(3.) Engineers.
(36.) This Force consists of two Field Companies, one Submarine Mining 

Company, and one Electricians.
(37.) Up to 3rd September, 1894, this branch had the advantage of the 

supervision of specially-selected Officers of the Royal Engineers, and had attained a 
high standard of efficiency. "

(38.) The Submarine Mining Company is commanded by Major Lee, an 
Officer who attained certificates of proficiency at Long Course of Submarine Mining 
at Chatham and Portsmouth. ’

(39.) Lieutenant-Colonel Walker and Captain Nelson look after the Telegraph 
and Electrician Company; and from their daily occupation in connection with such 
services, it is needless to say that this portion of the Force could not be in better 
hands.

(40.) The two Field Companies are commanded by Major Parrott, and 
Captain Cansdell, and did good work at the Easter Camp ; they require some further 
equipment.

(41.) The men of all the above are selected, as far as possible, from those 
trades and occupations in civil life which work-in most advantageously with their 
military duties. "

(42.) Not long ago New South Wales, Victoria, and Queensland had officers 
of the Royal Engineers in their own employ; but since 7th May, 1896, all the 
Australian Colonies have been left without an officer of that arm.

(43.)
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(43.) Last December, the Commandants in Conference, at Melbourne, strongly- 
recommended that a Consulting Officer of the Royal Engineers should be engaged 
by the Colonies generally to supervise their Submarine Mining Defences, Electric 
Lighting plant, and Engineer work generally. No action has so far been taken in 
the matter ; and in default of this being carried out, I would strongly urge that an 
inspection by a special officer of that Corps be made at least biennially: probably 
such an Officer could be obtained from India at a slight cost comparatively.

{44.) The importance of this portion of our Defences, and the great value of 
the material involved, seems to point to the desirability of occasional inspection by 
skilled experts.

(4.) Infantry.
(45.) The Infantry, comprising the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Regiments, has been 

organised in Regiments of ten Companies, the first and 2nd having their Head 
Quarters in Sydney, the 3rd at Richmond, and the 4th at Newcastle. There are 
several Companies at the Head Quarters of each’Regiment, the remaining Companies 
at other important centres, along a main line of rail usually. This seems a very 
suitable organisation, and difficult to he improved on.

_ (46.) Having had some previous knowledge of this Branch, 1 cannot say that 
I notice much advance; the fact is, that owing to there being no Camps for several 
years past, the Country Companies have had little opportunity for carrying out 
anything but mere Company drill. The difficulties of doing even this satisfactorily 
will be readily understood when the size of a Company is considered. This at full 
strength consists of three Officers and 57 men; but with recruits, men absent with 
leave, without leave, &c., &c., it often happens that not half the above number arc 
on parade. I have had as few as 29 paraded for my inspection—an occasion on Avhich 
every effort is made to obtain a good muster.

(47.) The first remedy I propose for this is to raise the strength by ten men 
per Company, or 100 men per Regiment; the second is to revert, as a regular thing, 
to the nine-day Camps, under which these Corps previously attained a high decree 
of efficiency. j * & &

^ (45.) I do not think that the interest taken in Camps by the rank and file of 
the Eorce is properly appreciated. Apart from the pleasure of meeting old comrades, 
there is the additional interest of work on a larger scale, of seeing other Branches of 
the Service, and joining with them in Eield Manoeuvres, besides the very important 
personal one of performing the greater portion of the Annual Military Training in a 
very short consecutive period. 3

(49.) Comparing this portion of the Eorce with the Militia in England, we 
find that there the whole training is performed in twontv-one consecutive days, 
recruits doing twenty-eight. In Canada the whole training, including Musketry, 
was in ray time carried out during Camp. The advantage of consecutive days training 
has been so impressed on me by long years of' experience with Militia and Volunteers, 
that if offered nine days in Camp, or eighteen days throughout the year, I should 
have no hesitation in choosing the shorter period; and I am fully of opinion that if 
this Eorce is to attain a reasonable state of efficiency, we must revert to the nine-day 
Camps, and carry out a fair proportion of recruit and elementary drills throughout 
the year. *

(50.) The Infantry Schools of Instruction have done much to improve this 
Branch of the Eorce. There is quite a large proportion of Officers and Non-com
missioned Officers well up in Company drills, and to some extent in Battalion drill, 
though the chances for instruction in the latter are few and far between.

(51.) The physique is generally good, but in occasional cases very old men 
and young boys arc to be seen in the ranks. "

^52.) ihc training in Musketry, which ought to be the great aim and object 
of the Infantry, is not all that, it might he. The Musketry Course is usually got 
through in two half days. " "

(53.) I was very much astonished to find that no prizes were given for Musketry, 
the Government apparently, though giving handsome assistance to encourage rifle 
shooting, taking no steps to see that the shooting of the Defence Eorccs was a matter 
of primary consideration. I have gone thoroughly into this matter, and my conclusions 
will he seen under the heading “Rifle Associations” ; hut 1 would here"remark that

thorough
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thorough instruction in rifle shooting, under conditions as nearly as possible in 
<e Service,’5 is, to my mind, of the utmost importance, and that one of the best 
methods of keeping up the interest of all ranks is by a system of Company prizes, by 
which the men of every Company will have certain definite prizes to compete for 
annually, and which cannot be carried off by the outside professional “pot-hunters.” 
To work this idea out, I have asked for a sum for “Musketry Prizes,” and I sincerely 
hope that it may be viewed favourably.

(54;.) I am not satisfied that the Infantry have all the advantages which this 
large portion of the Porce should have. There is no one to look specially after their 
interests. If there was, it is difficult to believe that they would have been left all 
these years without any prizes for musketry practice. While the Artillery, Engineers, 
Cavalry, and Mounted Rifles have from time to time had special Instructors from the 
Regular service, the Infantry have been allowed to drift. Adjutants and Sergeant 
Instructors picked up locally, with little qualifications beyond barrack square drill, 
could ordinarily bring little military experience for the benefit of the Corps; and 
although good ones are often picked up in this way, the best must suffer from our 
baneful system of practically putting men into such billets for life. Major-General 
Hutton endeavoured to break this system down by the ordinary expedient of removing 
Staff Officers and others after being a certain number of years in their appointments, 
as in the Regular Service. It devolves on me to carry this system out; but before 
doing so, I should like to know where they are to be removed to ? Railing that, 
unpopular though it may be, I feel bound to recommend that an occasional Adjutant 
and Sergeant .Instructor be introduced from the Regular Service. There is no 
difficulty about their removal when their engagements are up. By these means, a 
portion of the Infantry will at all events be brought up to date.

(55.) The question of the removal of Instructors and others who are past then' 
work, is not special to the Infantry. In every Branch there is a similar state of 
affairs, the cause being that there is no form of pension on retirement for any rank, 
and the. want of this is sapping the foundations of the whole Eorce. It is all very 
well to say that the same state of affairs exists in the Civil Service; but I would 
point out that for the Military Service, active, smart men in the prime of life are a 
necessity, and that if the Eorce is to be a success, there must, as in the Regular 
Service," be a limit of age for all ranks. This can only become possible by retiring 
those who by age or infirmity are unable to carry out their duties properly. I have 
had to deal with some of the most extreme cases myself, but in the hope that 
Parliament may in due course provide some gratuity for them.

(5.) Akmy Service Corps.
(56.) Consists of a small Permanent Section of one. Officer, and seven Non

commissioned Officers and men, and one Partially-Paid Company organised for 
Supply and Transport. I have recommended a slight hi crease so as to form two 
Companies—one for Supply and one for Transport.

(57.) This small Force would be readily expanded when necessary, and even 
now does excellent work in Supply and Transport.

(58.) Whoever arranged the pay of the Permanent Section has a good deal 
to answer for. A Driver in this branch, with one horse and set of harness to look 
after, no guards or night duties, gets just three times the pay of a Permanent Artillery 
Driver, who has to take his turn of guard and night duties, and look after two horses 
and their harness. This seems too absurd to last.

(6.) Medical Sr ait Corps.
(59.) Consists of a small Permanent Section of one Officer and ten Non

commissioned Officers and men, and a Partially-Paid Company of three Medical 
Officers and 113 Non-commissioned Officers and men, the whole forming a nucleus 
readily expanded when necessary.

(60.) Surgeon-Colonel Williams, who has worked up this branch ab initio, is 
deserving of every credit for the zeal and attention shown, and for the excellent 
equipment of ambulance waggons and stores which he has gradually accumulated. 
I had every reason to he satisfied with my inspection of the Hospital and appurten
ances, and with the turn-out and drill of the Non-commissioned Officers and men.
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1 think that in the matter of Ambulance Equipment, and general readiness for the 
development of Eield Hospitals and attention to sick and wounded, this Colony is 
well ahead of the other Australian Colonies.

(61.) I attach some interesting extracts from the Principal Medical Officer’s 
report. (Vide Appendix '‘D,’y

(E.) VOLUNTEERS.
(62.) Since my arrival there has been a very extraordinary development of 

the Volunteer Eorce, the Establishments having risen from—Officers, 7; men, 193, 
on 31st March, 1896, to Officers, 100; men, 2,363, at present time.

(63.) Hitherto it must be confessed that Volunteers as such have failed 
repeatedly in various parts of Australia, and especially in New South Wales. This 
seems the more extraordinary in view of the great success of the Eorce in England. 
I, however, take great encouragement from the fact that two Companies of Scottish 
Volunteers, formed in Sydney some twelve years ago, are still in existence, and now 
compare most favourably with the best Companies of the Partially-paid Eorce.

(64.) I argue that if the Volunteer movement can be proved a success in one 
case over such a long period, there is no reason why it should not be an equal 
success in others, if similar means be employed. Erom a long experience, I am 
satisfied that one of the first conditions for success is in obtaining suitable officers, 
in touch with the men—not joining the Eorce for the sake of the rank they may get, 
but determined, whatever rank they may hold, that they will fit themselves for it by 
the necessary course of training, and thus obtain the respect and esteem of those 
they have to lead.

(65.) The next important condition is the selection of the rank and file. Too 
many Officers are apt to think that one man signing the roll is about as good as 
another. This is a grievous mistake. The man you wrant is the man who is likely to 
stay. Now, it is too much to suppose that the hard-worked labourer or artisan, wrho 
signs the roll in a fit of enthusiasm, is likely to stay. What have you to offer him ? 
Pay would be an object to him, but you have none to offer, direct or indirect; but 
you can offer some considerable marching and exercise. This is scarcely what a 
man, who has put through eight hours hard physical work during the day, would 
look forward to as an evening or Saturday afternoon recreation. Clearly, then, the 
men to join a Volunteer Corps are those to whom pay is not a primary object, but 
physical exercise is. And these men must be selected- from those wdiosc ordinary 
occupations are indoors, and of a sedentary nature. 'To them the evening drill is a 
useful exercise and recreation, and such men arc likely to remain in the Corps.

(66.) Rifle-shooting, Squads for drill and gymnastic competitions, &e., &c., 
do much in holding Corps together, and should be encouraged by every means.

(67.) I shall look forward with much interest to the development of these 
new' Corps, and I hope that the Government will do their share in the matter. 
Men who serve for nothing naturally expect that the ordinary requisites for carrying 
on their drill and instruction should he furnished; and to give the Eorce a fair chance, 
it is imperative that Drill Halls, Orderly Rooms, and Armouries should be found 
without delay. Drilling at night a dozen men at a time in a public place under one 
gas jot, with a running fire of chaff from the ubiquitous larrikin, is not encouraging; 
but this leads me to one of the Greatest blots in the urevious administration of theO X
Eorces in this Colony.

(E.) DRILL HALLS AND ARMOURIES.
(68.) Throughout Victoria and Queensland (possibly in other Colonies) 

wherever a corps is established there is usually a drill-shod, armoury, office, and 
perhaps an instructor’s quarters. This is the Head-quarters of the Corps. Here the 
recruits learn elementary drill, and all hands can parade in had weather. Commonly 
some gymnastic apparatus is supplied, and social entertainments are given. How 
many of the above are to he found in New South Wales ? There is no doubt in my 
mind that a social centre of this sort does much in holding the men together, and 
establishing a Peeling of camaraderie, apart from the direct benefits of drill and 
training. I hope that early steps will be taken to supply this long-felt want at all 
military centres. ’ ’

*345—E (G.)
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(Gr.) ADMINISTRATION.
_ (69.) When Commandant in Queensland I was much struck with the extra

ordinary cost of the New South Wales I'orccs in comparison. In round numbers, a 
Force of 1,000 men cost £50,000 per annum in Queensland; but a similar Force of
5,000 in New South Wales cost five times that amount.

(70.) This excessive cost was subsequently officially inquired into, and whole
sale reductions made. Unfortunately these reductions did not always take the form 
of cutting off excrescences and superfluities : the excessive Staff, the high rates of 
pay of officers who really had only a few days work in the year remained ; but the 
fighting men were reduced in numbers, and this took its most objectionable form, 
by a reduction of over 100 men of the Permanent Force. At my inspection of the 
Forts I was astonished to find that some of our most powerful breech-loading guns 
were told-off to be manned in war-time by Partially-paid Artillerymen—that is to 
say, by men whose whole training for the year in all sorts of drills amounted to 
twenty-five half-days.

(71.) It is not generally understood how trained gunners are absorbed. 
When numerous guns in many scattered forts have to be manned, there are positions 
in which slightly-trained gunners, or even infantry, can be employed—hoisting shot 
or shell, &c., but you would not care to employ them in magazines, or where 
explosives were stored, in the heat and excitement of ad ion. nor would they be fitted 
for any of the important positions connected with the direction or working of Coast 
Defence guns. All such posts must be taken by Officers, Non-commissioned Officers, 
and trained men of the Permanent Artillery ; and thus it will be seen that, under 
present circumstances, even some of our principal guns cannot he fully manned by 
trained men. A reference to Colonel Smith’s Report, paragraph 11 {Appendix “ C”), 
gives his opinion on this point; and, in view of its importance, I have asked on the 
present year’s Estimates for an additional iiincty men.

(72.) I would also submit in this connection the opinion of His Excellency 
the Admiral Commanding-in-Chief on the Australian Station on the general 
question of the manning of the Defences, and at the same time point out that, as 
this is the base for the fleet, an additional responsibility is thrown on us in the 
matter.

(73.) The Navy is clearly our Offensive Force. The Admiral should never 
have any anxiety about the safety of his base, or think it necessary to leave one 
ship or one man to assist in its defence. The responsibility is clearly ours, and we 
must accept it. If, after this plain statement, our guns are left short-handed, I 
venture to submit that the responsibility cannot rest with either the Military or 
Naval Authorities. '

[From Sydney Morning Herald of 15th March, 1897.]
Interview with the AuicmhL.—Australasian Defence.—Insufficiency* of Men.—Sons Steono

COIOIENTB.
"When a Herald reporter saw the Admiral last night, the first question asked was in regard to the 
condition of the Defences of New Zealand.

“ I can only say,” he replied, “ that the condition of the Defences in New Zealand is much the 
same as in all the other colonies—there is a very striking insufficiency of men. It is a very extraordinary 
thing to me, having observed the almost universal desire there is in these colonies that the money raised 
from the Colonial taxpayer should be spent in the Colony, to sec how very large a proportion of the reallv 
considerable sums which the Australian colonies have expended on their Defences has gone into the 
pockets of manufacturers and contractors outside the limits of the colonies themselves. Of the total sum 
expended by Australia and New Zealand on their Defences—a sum which must amount to several 
hundreds of thousands of pounds—considerably more than half has probably been spent in the purchase 
of material that could be procured from only outside the colonies. This makes all the more remarkable 
the curious feature of the local Defences—that costly and elaborate passive fortifications have in several 
instances been provided without, one might almost say, an attempt having been made at arranging that 
an adequate number of men to man them should be available. "What makes this so astonishing is that 
the really defensive wealth of these colonies—that is, their abundance of highly efficient fighting men— 
has been neglected. In Australasia, at this moment, there must be over half a million of fighting men, 
urobably the best material for making efficient soldiers of any that exists anywhere in the world; and 
yet this abundance of supply has been largely neglected, and great sums have been expended on passive 
defensive material beyond anything like due proportion relative to 'ttiQ personnel. I am almost ashamed 
to say this over again ; I have said it in possibly different words more than once ; but the subject is too 
important a one to permit anyone in a responsible position to neglect it for fear of being charged with 
iteration.”

“Your Excellency has not made any inference that war material should be manufactured in the 
colony ?”

“I
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“ 1 Jo not mean to say that any materia] that has been purchased abroad could have been manufac
tured in the Colony : and I am confident that, so far as material is necessary, you will get it better and 
most likely cheaper in England; but what I do mean to say is, that in the distribution of the sums 
available an unduly large proportion lias been devoted to passive material, leaving relatively an insignifi
cant amount for the most important element of all—ihc,personnel.

“ The Defence Works which 1 have seen in New Zealand,” the Admiral continued, “like those in 
all the colonics, are in admirable order. They are beautifully kept, and reflect the highest credit upon 
the people in charge of them. When visiting some of these really formidable, and at the same time well- 
kept works, one is perpetually haunted by the question—What is the good of all this if there are not 
enough of the proper men to man them ? . . . .

(H.) RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS.
_ (74.) I think I may safely say that the matter of the encouragement of rifle 

shooting has hcen deliberately handed over by the Government to certain irrespon
sible bodies called ct Rifle Associations.”

(v 5.) I admit that it is a great advantage to have all the work and worry 
necessary for carrying out Rifle Meetings done by Committees for nothing hut the 
mere love of the thing ; but, from close observation of the working of these Associa
tions, I am compelled to inquire,—For vdiat purpose does the Government hand over 
such large sums ? And I assume that it is mainly for the purpose of encouraging 
and improving the shooting of the Defensive Forces of the Colony.

(76.) Being an old rifle shot myself, I probably have interested myself more 
than might seem necessary in this matter ; hut lam not sorry for having done so, as 
I feel certain I can now show* good cause for the present system being considerably 
modified.

(77.) I find that Government subsidises these Associations as follows, viz.:—
National Rifle Association of N.S.W. 
Northern Rifle Association ... ...
Southern Rifle Association ... ...
Western Rifle Association ... ...

£1,000
250
250
250

and in addition they get free ammunition valued at £882, and free railway passes 
valued at £675, viz.:—

National Rifle Association of N.S.W. 
Northern Rifle Association ... .
Southern Rifle Association ... 
Western Rifle Association ... .

£405
90
90
90

(78.) In no other form of sport that I know of, arc such facilities provided by 
Government for its enjoyment. The “ pot-hunter ” is not an ideal sportsman in any 
line; hut in the line of rifle shooting in New South Wales, he must have approached 
as nearly to the Pot-hunter’s Paradise as is possible on this sinful earth. A paternal 
Government gives him a rifle to shoot with, free ammunition to use with it, a free 
railway pass to and from the shooting grounds, even if hundreds of miles from his 
own residence, and then very handsome cash prizes to reward his skill. Finally, if 
a master in his art, he may look forward to a trip to England on the simple condition 
that he takes the prizes, and some one else foots the hills.

(79.) I understand that at the last Association Meeting at Randwick, some of 
the competitors took as muck as £100 in prizes. There is no pretence at handi- 
cappingthe same crack shots arc allowed to enter match .after match on equal terms 
noth beginners; the consequence of all this being, that very few of the rank and file 
of the Defence Forces have much chance of obtaining good prizes. From all this, 
I infer that if it is the desire of the Government to bring up the general average of 
the shooting oi the Defence Forces rather than furnish fancy prizes for a favoured 
few, it will be necessary to modify considerably the conditions on which grants are 
now given to Rifle Associations.

(80.) I trust that nothing in the above may be construed into my being 
opposed to Rifle Associations. They have done excellent work, and I hope will con
tinue to do it; bat I do not think their present system the best means of bringing up

the
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tlie general average of shooting. At the same time, anything which goes to encourage 
rifle-shooting in any shape or form is a distinct gain to Defence. I append some 
extracts hearing on this question.

Army ani Navy Gazelle, 20tVi February, 1897.
There is no doubt that by degrees the old Wimbledon “pot-hunters” are being lost to sight. The 

Council of the Association are beginning to recognise that to be of value the competitions at Bisley must
be conducted more on Military lines. , -n- i nv a-

Just at first, perhaps, receipts will fall off; but as soon as it is recognised that the Bisley Meeting 
, is a Military gathering in the truest sense, its popularity will increase enormously. |

At Wimbledon matters were conducted in the loosest way at times. Any “get-up, however 
extravagant and unsoldierlike, was permitted, and all ideas of Military regularity were set at defiance. 
As Volunteering became more of a serious business and less of a pastime, the members of the lorcc 
selves kicked against such proceedings, and many of the best shots refused to support a gathering ivnicn 
they felt to be lowering to the Military status of the body in which they were enrolled. _

By decrees, as the Council elbow out the “ pot-hunting element,” the National Eifle Association wi 1 
come into favour again ; but a firm stand will have to bo made against the free-and-easy air which
characterises a large portion of the provincial Volunteers. _ ^ ,

They must be taught that at Bisley they are required to be soldiers first, and good shots afterwards. 
There is nowr such a thing as fire discipline, and a man who cannot be taught to salute Officers in uniform, 
or dress himself correctly, is a disgrace to the Volunteer Force, and ought not to be tolerated at a repre
sentative Eille Meeting.

Singleton Argus.
.... As an example of how the public money is thrown about, the meeting of the_Northern 

Eifle Association which is now being held here may be cited. We have no desire to decry the practice qf'nflc- 
shooting. It is, undoubtedly, to many a very excellent form of sport and amusement, and to some it may 
be instructive; but why the public should be called upon to provide a number of “ pot-hunters with 
the means of having a week's enjoyment, and, at the same time, provide a portion of the prize money, is 
a matter that is not easy to understand. For the purposes of this meeting, the Government granted the 
sum of £250, besides which several thousand rounds of ammunition and railway passes are also provided 
free for the competitors. How is it that free drinks and free accommodation are not also included seems 
incomprehensible in the face of the liberality of the Government in other directions. For this grant of 
£2.j0 it is not unreasonable to ask what return does the country get We fail to see that anyone benefits, 
except a few marksmen, who probably make a good thing out of rifle meetings of this character. No one 
can cavil at any number of persons promoting a shooting contest and awarding prizes to those who secure 
the greatest number of points, so long as Ihe taxpayer is not obliged to pay for the fun which these
gentlemen avail themselves of. .... The specious arguments thatare used about Eifle Associations
forming nn adjunct to the Defence Forces is all moonshine, and no one knows this better than the 
members of the Associations themselves...................

To this Air. A. A, Dan gar, the President of the Northern Rifle Association, 
replies i——

The idea of those local meetings is good—encourages young riflemen, encourages shooting in each 
of the towns; but they should confine themselves to their own districts, and thus add as mam feeders to 
the main district and"Metropolitan Associations, instead of coming into competition with them in the
entries, as they do at present................... a n a- j

To resume : As to 1 pot-hunters,’ I regard them as excrescences that appear at all times and 
everywhere when the chance offers, and the fewer the entries and the weaker the Association the more 
they flourish...................

(81.) It ivas reserved for the Western Rifle Association, Bathurst, to show how 
little it was interested in the encouragement of rifle shooting amongst members of 
the Defence Forces. This Association actually arranged its meeting at Easter, and 
refused to alter the date, though it was pointed out that men of the Defence 1 orces 
from Bathurst and vicinity must necessarily be in camp at Sydney then.

(82.) The following figures arc worth consideration:—Oi 536 competitors at 
the 1896-67 meeting of the" National Rifle Association of New South Wales, 147 
belonged to the Land Forces ; Southern Association, 18 out of 88; AV estern, 28 out 
of 157 ; Northern, 33 out of 109—making a total of 226 out of 890 competitors.

(83.) As there were 6,200 men in the Defence Force at the time, it will be 
seen what a fraction of the Force derives any benefit from the Association Meetings. 
Of the 890 competitors, 15 attended 4 meetings ; 27, 3 meetings ; and 54, 2 meetings.

(84.) From all the above, I have come to the conclusion that the Government 
should reconsider the conditions on which grants are made to Rifle Associations; 
and disapproving, as I do, of the manner in which these grants are applied, I think 
I may reasonably object to the Military Vote being made liable for the ammunition 
and free passes granted.

(I.) CAMPS.
(85.) A short course of training was carried out at Easter at Sydney. The 

only ground available for camping on was a portion of the old Rifle Range at Pad
dington—I say a portion, as a part has been cut off the top of this old Imperial 
reserve, another part off the bottom, and a road run through the balance.
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(86.) Ihe troops have now no place on which to parade without the permission 
oi the municipal authorities, or the Trustees of one or the other of the parks or 
reserves. In any case the Force has outgrown them all.

(87.) I should hope that, before it is too late, the Church and School Lands 
beyond Randwick, which still remain public property, may be reserved as a training- 
ground for our Defence Forces. * B

(88.) The numbers in Camp at Paddington were as follows:—

Head-quarters Staff ... ...
New South Wales Lancers ...
Mounted Rifles ... ... ...
Brigade Division, Field Artillery 
1st Garrison, Division Artillery ... 
Field Companies, Corps of Engineers
Infantry Brigade Staff..............
1st Infantry Regiment ... ...
2nd Infantry Regiment ... ...
3rd Infantry Regiment..............
5th Infantry Regiment ... ...
Army Service Corps ... ...
Medical Staff Corps ... ...

Total ...

3 ilt core. N.-C. Officers and 
Men.

9 ... 4
8 ... 65
C ... 57

18 ... 209
1 ... 46
7 ... 107
3 ... 2

22 ... 326
35 ... 535
27 ... 311

3 ... 113
5 ... 57
5 ... 82

149 ... 1,914

(89.) As the four days in Camp included the day of arrival and day of 
departure, as well as a Sunday, the net amount of training could not be much, 
especially with such raw men. Asa matter of fact, from inquiries made, it was 
found that from 22 per cent, to 70 per cent, of the men of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd 
Regiments had not been in a Camp before, owing to the number of years that have 
elapsed since Camps were held. These short Camps seem to be very extravagant 
affairs proportionately, as the expenses of bringing the men back and forward are as 
gieat as for nine-day Camps, and you really do not get three clear days work.

(90.) Another small Camp w'as held at Newcastle on the 22nd to 25th May. 
Numbers as below, viz. :— J

N. S. Wales Lancers 
B. D. F. Artillery ... 
4th Infantry Regiment 
Medical Staff Corps...

Total . . . .

O dicers. X. C. Odicers and Men.
6 ... 70
1 ... 17

21 ... 403
3 ... 5

31 ... 495

(91.) An objection to these small Camps is that by the time all the Camp 
Guards and duties are told off there are so few men for parade.

. (92-) The vicinity of Newcastle does not afford much suitable ground for 
camping or manoeuvres, but it is a distinct advantage that- the Troops should be 
acquainted with the ground that they arc likely f o have to defend; and it is therefore 
desiiable that the J voops in the Northern District should occasionally he concentrated 
at or near Newcastle. '

(J.) RAILWAY PASSES.
(93.) The necessity for paying at all times when Troops are carried by rail 

on Government Railways is not very apparent. In the adjoining Colonics, under such 
circumstances, men are always carried free. Taking money out of one pocket and 
putting it mto another does not help the taxpayer much; but the Railway Com
missioners insist that payment must be made when our men are carried under anv 
circumstances. *■

(94.) I do not know anything more prejudical to the training of the Forces 
than this. Infantry Companies within 20, 30, or 40 miles of each other, that might 
readily be brought together occasionally for combined training, are prohibited from

doing
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doing so because there is no money available. If a Hiftc Club wishes to shoot a 
match with an adjoining Club, they are similarly blocked. We could only bring 
into Camp at Easter the Corps nearest to Sydney and Newcastle for like reasons; and, 
finally, for the Queen’s Jubilee Parade, on 22nd June, all distant Corps had to be 
omitted. It seems somewhat paradoxical that while children are carried free to 
school every day in the week, men training for the defence of the Country cannot be 
carried free even once a quarter. I trust this system may be so amended that a 
paper credit, and not a cash one, may bo sufficient for the requirements of the 
Commissioners in future.

(K.) THE QUEEN’S DIAMOND JUBILEE.
(95.) The invitation sent by the Secretary of State for the Colonies, with a 

view to the representation of our local Eorces at the Queen’s J ubilee, was heartily 
responded to. Lieutenant-Colonel Lassetter had for months pueviously hcen 
arranging for a strong team of his fine llegiment to visit England, and to take part 
in the Military Tournaments there ; and when the invitation arrived, his men and 
horses were ready, and then' expenses provided for by public subscription. Major 
Burns of the New South Wales Lancers promptly took steps to have his Corps 
represented, and, starting a subscription list with a handsome donation himself, had 
the satisfaction of seeing some 32 Officers and men embark by the 10th April. The 
Government did not see its way to carry out my original recommendation about 
having all Arms of the Eorces represented, but eventually approved of turn .Officers 
and 50 Men of the Permanent Artillery and Engineers being sent, the whole cost for 
which was only about £1,500, and against which may be set the advantages which 
these men obtained by three months instruction in their own special branches.

(96.) I think it must have been very satisfactory to the people of New South 
Wales to read from day to day of the success of their representatives,* and the 
golden opinions which they won wherever they went; and even that sensitive person, 
the taxpayer, I feel assured, will be satisfied that he had a fair return for his money 
when he understands that, for a cost of about £2.000, New South Wales was repre
sented in London by a Eorce equal to all the other Australian Colonies combined.

(97.) The following numbers were present at the Jubilee Celebrations, in 
London, viz.:—

Officers. TV-C. Officers and Men.
N. S. Wales Lancers ...
Mounted Rifles ... ...
. (Permanent EieldArtillery - r, ■' ( „ Garrison

Engineers (S.M.M.)

4
7
1
2

28
36
17
26
9

Total 14 ... 116

’ (98.) The parade in Sydney on Juno 22nd was a highly satisfactory one.
Although distant Corps were not brought in, on account of the expense (Railway), 
there were some 300 more on parade than on any previous occasion. The only real 
drawback was the comparatively small size of the ground on which they had to be 
formed up. The march through the City afterwards by the whole Eorce (some 3,800 
men) was an imposing Military spectacle. As New South Wales took her full share, 
and rather more, in the Jubilee Celebrations, the following letter has a special 
interest for us :—

Despatch: from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, to His Hxeelleooy the Governor ami
Commander-in-Chief.

My Lord, Downhig-street, Hi J uly, 1S!17.
The time has arrived for the departure from this country of the various component units of 

the remarkable military assemblage which haa constituted one of the most striking features of the recent 
Jubilee celehratious ; and I cannot allow the occasion to pass without expressing the great satisfaction 
of Her Majesty’s Government, that such a unique and characteristic gathering of Her Majesty’s Colonial 
Forces should have been so successfully brought about. .

2. The Colonial Troops have attracted the marked attention, not only of the British public, but of 
military experts of all nations ; and by their soldier-like bearing and appearance, and their discipline and 
general behaviour, both on parade and in quarters, they have won the highest opinions on all sides.

* The New South Wales Lancers carried off two of the seven Gold Medals offered at the close of the Tournament 
for competition amongst the highest prize ivinncrs from the Regular Army, the Volunteers, Yeomanry, and Colonial Troops.



3. Her Majesty’s Colonial Forces, during their stay in England, have been treated in all respects 
as regular soldiers'. They have readily and cheerfully conformed to every requirement of regimental and 
barrack discipline ; and by an intimate association with their comrades of Her Majesty’s Regular Forces 
have become acquainted with every detail of a soldier’s life.

4. It has'been a particular’satisfaction to Her Majesty’s Government that this great occasion has 
been the means of bringing together men of all creeds and of all races, who, although coming, as many of 
them have done, from widely separated portions of the Empire, are all united by one bond of allegiance 
as soldiers of Her Majesty the Queen Empress.

■5. Her Majesty’s* Government feel that they are justified in hoping that the effects of the 
exceptional military gathering will be permanent, and that the Imperial and national interests which have 
been by this means so forcibly illustrated and brought homo to the minds of all classes of Her Majesty’s 
subjects, will now bn realised in a manner that had been scarcely possible before. They can hardly doubt 
that the events of the last few weeks will have done much to knit closer the bonds of union between the 
Colonies and the Mother Country, and to this end the presence of the Colonial Troops will have largely 
contributed. _

(i, J. will only add, in conclusion, the expression of my hope that the troops will carry with them 
to their homes pleasant memories of their visit, and that their stay in this country will have proved not 
only agreeable but instructive; and I feel confident that in years to come it will be a source of pride and 
satisfaction to those who are now leaving our shores to think that they have taken part in this great and 
important national demonstration.

7. I shall be glad if you will publish this despatch.
I have,

J. CHAMBER-LAIN.

(L.) NAVAL BRIGADE AND NAVAL ARTILLERY VOLUNTEERS.
(99.) The above, consisting of over 500 Officers and men, have no vessel to 

train on, and are exercised on the shore with old obsolete guns for the most part.
(100.) To try and find some employment for them, a certain number have 

hcen tobl-olf to man’guns belonging to the Land Defences. lam not enamoured of 
ibis system, as the method of working guns afloat is totally different to that on shore. 
To catch the roll, and fire at the right time, is the great art of f;hc seaman gunner. 
This would not apply to a land fort (except perhaps during an earthquake). Eor land 
service ive wish to take all the advantages that science gives for practice from a 
steady platform. Any officers and men, therefore, employed in the forts should be 
trained on exactly similar lines to the Garrison Artillery.

(101.) At ray request, His Excellency the Admiral was asked to have an 
inspection made of fka personnel and material of these Eorces. This was thoroughly 
carried out, and the Government now know the exact state of affairs. I think, 
therefore, that some definite policy should be laid down as to the future of these 
Eorces.

(102.) I should very much like to see the Naval Brigade made a reality. 
Large numbers of the men are old men-of-war’s men, and it seems to me that it 
would be more in keeping witli the status of a free people if their contribution to 
the Australian Squadron took the form of men rather than money. .With the 
difficulty tliat there ever lias been to fully man the immense British Elect in war 
time, I have little doubt that a contribution of men would be more appreciated. 
There arc two spare cruisers for the Australian Squadron. In case of war, are 
Australians to wait until crews can he sent from England to defend them ? If 
Australians are willing to wait, will the enemy ? It is somewhat outside my line; 
but I confess I see little difficulty in working out a system by which this Colony 
should man one of the spare cruisers, and Victoria the other. Kis Excellency the 
Admiral in his Report speaks most highly of the personnel of the Naval Brigade. 
Witli tliis to start with, and certain special positions on board being filled from the 
Royal Navy, it would seem that a good fighting crew could be at once made available 
in war-time, especially if they did their annual training on board in peace time. I 
am further of opinion that this system need not entail extra expense, as I feel sure a 
proportionate reduction would he made in. our money contribution to the Australian 
Squadron.

(103.) As it might seem that I am going outside my proper sphere in alluding 
to these matters, I should like it to be understood :—

(«.) That in my opinion the Naval Brigade or Naval Artillery Volunteers will 
not lit in readily with the land system of Coast Defence. - 

[b.) That such, a double system of organizing our Naval Eorces is needlessly 
expensive and cumbersome, entailing as it does two paid systems with 
duplicate Staff, Bairds, &c., Ac.

(<?.) That considering the whole question of the Defence of the Colony, it is 
desirable that they should he drilled and trained afloat, for service afloat in

-time of war. (AL)
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(M.) SUPPLIES.
(1.) Warlike Stores.

. , (104:) pe method of supply of warlike stores is, and has hcen, most unsatis-
faetory in all the Australian Colonies. The question was taken up at the Conference 
of Commandants held m Melbourne last December, and they made definite recom
mendations, which, as far as this Colony was concerned, were fully reported on by
me last February; but, as I have heard nothing further in the matter, I presume nothing has been done.

(105-) Thc supply of small-arm ammunition is not, to my mind, at all in a 
satisfactory state. With the sound view of encouraging its manufacture in the 
country certain of the colonies have entered into a contract with a private company 
to manufacture it; but, from what I make out, the manufacture pretty well consists 
in importing all, or nearly all, the parts from England, and putting them together
out here. M e could almost do this ourselves, I think, without the intervention of middlemen.

(106.) I am plainly of opinion that if such a prime necessity to us as small- 
arm ammunition is to he manufactured in Australia, it should be a Government 
aitair. In that case, the first consideration of the officials so emploved would be to 
make ammunition; with a private company, the first consideration is to make 
money. It may, of course, be objected that private companies in England make 
excellent ammunition; but it should be borne in mind that the British Government 
have ammunition of their own manufacture to compare contract supplies with; and, 
further, that they have specialists in their employ to watch the contract manufacture 
in all stages as well as to test the finished result. We have neither one nor the other.

. (107') ,4® ajl,old inspector of warlike stores, I wish to give a plain note of 
warning on this most important point. If our troops were out ou service, and 
10 per cent, of the ammunition failed, as occurred here recently in a new supply of 
ammunition, what might the consequences be ? * '

(2.) Katioks.
(108.) Ihe question of rations for the Permanent Eorccs early engaged my 

attention. As the prices seemed high, I went into the matter, and was somewhat 
surprised, to find that the Government was paying as high for meat bought by the 
ton as private individuals paid by the pound. I found, also, that instead of the 
ordinary common-sense system of contracting with a butcher to supply meat, a baker 
to supply bread, and a grocer to supply groceries, the contracts were so drawn up 
that a butcher would have to supply bread, groceries, vegetables, &c., and so on all 
round. I can conceive no advantage in this system, except to the “ Universal Pro- 
vider,J or the lazy Government official. The former, of course, would have the 
advantage of having all competition choked off; and the latter, the advantage to 
him of having less work to do in dealing with one contractor instead of several;0 but 
I think it must now be satisfactory to the Government to know that the cost has 
been reduced nearly 30 per cent., and that there is every probability of a permanent 
saving of £3,000 per annum on tliis item.

(N.) DEFENCES, THURSDAY ISLAND AND ALBANY.
(109.) From correspondence that has passed, the Government are aware that 

matters are not as they should be at these important Federal outposts. What is 
everybody’s business is. commonly nobody’s. I venture to think, however, that New 
South Wales, as the principal partner, has a certain responsibility thrown on it, and 
that steps should be taken to insure that these outposts are, as regards material and 
personnel, in a state to carry out the services for which they were intended, and for 
which this Colony pays the largest share. ■

(O.) UNIFORM.
(110.) The supply of uniform has apparently got into the hands of a few 

firms, who, I imagine from the prices charged and the class of goods supplied, will 
soon be able to retire with, at least, a competence.

(111.) At my inspections I have seen five men standing alongside one another 
supposed to be^ uniformly clad, but whose frocks were of five different shades of cloth.

. (112.) The cut of the uniform is rarely satisfactory, and as the colour is not
of a taking sort, it is not to be wondered at that the Infantry of all ranks were in 
favour of reverting to scarlet for full dress. (113.)
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(113.) A year ago I pointed out officially the advantage and saving to be 

effected by the Government manufacturing the uniform -wanted. It took six months 
to get an answer to this, and as another six months have elapsed since my reply, I 
conclude that a change of system is not likely at that rate to occur in my time, so I 
propose devoting my attention to other matters.

(P.) EXPENDITURE.
(114.) Eor one who is interested in the efficiency of our Defensive Eorces, I 

imagine twenty are interested in their cost. As previously stated, there is little 
doubt on my mind that the Eorce was extravagantly administered at one time, and 
that the reductions subsequently made were not in the direction of efficiency. A 
sum of £200,000 per annum was stated by Major-General Hutton as a minimum 
annual cost; this was a reduction of some £50,000 on previous years.

(115.) There is a popular fallacy abroad that Volunteers cost next to nothing; 
but, excepting the actual pay of individuals, all other expenses are as great, or 
greater, than in the Partially-paid Eorce. The direct cost of the Volunteer Eorce 
will be seen on reference to the Estimates (total, £24,974), and as almost the whole 
of this Eorce (2,913 officers and men) has been raised since my arrival, it must be 
obvious that a considerable increase is necessary on that account alone ; but provi
sion has also been made for an additional 500 men to the Partially-paid Force, an 
addition of 90 men to the Permanent Force, training for the whole Force for nine 
days in Camp and for three and a half days extra throughout the year, and for the 
gradual formation of a Reserve of trained men, &c., &c.; so that an increase on the 
above minimum is inevitable for the present.

(11G.) I, however, see so clearly how and where expenses may be cut down 
when the necessary changes are made in the Act and Regulations, that I have no 
hesitation in guaranteeing that when fully carried out the annual cost will not 
exceed £200,000.

(117.) Eor this expenditure, I hope to see eventually :—
Officers. Others.

A Permanent Force of say ... ... 30 * 550
A Militia (Partially-paid), including

Permanent Staff, of ... ... 275 5,000
A Volunteer Force of............................. 115 3,000
A Trained Reserve of................ ... 50 1,500

Sixteen days drill for Infantry, 9 of which in Camp.
Twenty days drill for Artillery, Engineers, and Mounted Corps, 9 of which 

in Camp. ^
Musketry prizes for all Corps.
Artillery prizes for Eield and Garrison Artillery.

(Q.) CIVILIAN CLUBS.
(118.) The attempt to work in members of these Clubs as Reservists for the 

Partially-paid Eorce has not proved much of a success. "While in some Clubs 
members will turn out for occasional drills, in others they will not, even when 
Instructors are sent long distances, at much expense, to train them.

(119.) The Colonial Defence Committee has drawn attention to the serious 
objection to flooding the ranks of the Partially-paid Eorce with 40 per cent, of 
recruits at the outbreak of war—a fatal objection to my mind—and I am strongly of 
opinion that a Reserve, to he any use, must be a Reserve of men already trained. 
Most Commanding Officers bold this view also, and we should have little difficulty 
iu forming one from those who have completed their time in the ranks, and for a 
small retaining foe annually would keep their names on the hooks. An occasional 
training or Course of Musketry would keep these men up to date, and in this way 
we could gradually create a Reserve that would he worth having.

(120.) Rifle Clubs should he given a free hand in carrying out their own 
work—the practice and encouragement of rifle-shooting throughout the Colony. 
Many of the best shots will gravitate towards the Defence Forces eventually, 
especially if the latter can offer them good prizes for skill in markmanship. I am 
satisfied that there is little use in trying to dragoon the members into drilling whether 
they like it or not; and as we give them very little, we should not expect very much 
in return. (R,)

*34.5—C
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(R.) A MILITARY COLLEGE.
(121.) War is supposed to be a science in modern days; and for elementary 

instruction in the science, such Institutions as the Royal Military College and Royal 
Military Academy exist. To enter these a good preliminary education is necessary. 
There is a course of instruction extending over a couple of years, and afterwards 
the graduates have a life-long training in practical work. I find a notion prevailing 
that in these democratic Colonies there is a specially-made Royal road to the 
attainment of Military knowledge. Thus an officer, who without any training in 
early life, or even the requisite education to avail himself fully of the instruction 
imparted, if he goes for a few months to England or India, comes back with the idea 
that for the rest of his natural life he lias established a claim on his country for 
employment in the highest Military situations. Unfortunately, this style of claim 
is too frequently admitted, with the most baneful results on the Eorce at large. In 
Civil life no one would pretend to assert that a young man of scanty education, who 
passed six months or a year at a London Hospital, was fit on his return here to 
instruct in the Science of Medicine, or that, similarly, another was fit to. instruct in 
Law; but those responsible for the proper carrying out of the duties pertaining to 
Law and Medicine take very good care that none shall instruct in either branch 
without having been thoroughly instructed themselves, and they have provided in 
the country the necessary schools and colleges for the purpose.

(122.) It seems obvious to me that for the Military Service a similar course 
must be pursued if we are to attain a reasonable degree of efficiency; and if a 
Military College is an impossibility for the Australian Colonies until Eederation is 
an accomplished fact, we must, in the interim, occasionally obtain the services of an 
Imperial Officer for each branch of our Eorces, to prevent the whole sinking to a 
state of helpless mediocrity.

(123.) I wish to write very plainly on this subject. It has been practically 
before me for the last quarter of a century in Canada, Queensland, and here. 
Canada solved the question by establishing a Military College over twenty years ago, 
and while rarely now requiring the services of an Imperial Officer, supplies officers 
in large numbers to the Imperial Service, and amongst them men who have dis
tinguished themselves all over the Empire. When she does want an Imperial 
Officer, she obtains fresh out of the Imperial Service one of her own graduates, and 
after a reasonable period of employment returns him thereto, and obtains another 
up to date. Compare this with our pitiful system of employing a half-trained 
officer for local or political reasons, and supporting him for the rest of his life, 
unless his unfitness becomes too obvious; and in this case his friends will probably 
consider he should have a pension for “ services rendered to the State.”

(124.) Even where we have been fortunate enough to pick up good officers 
locally, the system works out in a most extravagant fashion at times. Thus we 
have twenty-five Submarine Miners commanded by a Major, though a small 
command for a Lieutenant. This Officer must ere long become a Lieutenant- 
Colonel, with all the pay and allowances thereof.

(125.) We have a four-gun Battery under a ^Regimental Lieutenant-Colonel, 
though only two-thirds of a Major’s command; Adjutants -with the pay and allow
ances of Majors, doing exactly similar work with others who are Lieutenants, &e.

(126.) I see no way out of this difficulty, except by the rigid enforcement 
of the rule limiting employment to a specified term, and to carry this out a small 
sum would be required annually as half-pay for Officers temporarily unemployed.

I have the honor to he,
Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
G. A. ERENCH, Major-General,

Commanding N.S.W. Military Eorces.
Head-Quarters, Sydney, 24th September, 1897.
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Retuen showing the Establishment and Actual Strength of the Parti ally-paid and Volunteer Eorces 
at the end of each year from 188S to 30th June, 1897.

Tear.
Establish

ment— 
all ranks.

Actual 
strength— 
all ranks.

Wanting to 
complete— 
all ranks.

Percentage 
short— 

nil ranks.
General remarks.

1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896

1897 to 30 June.

3,114
4,337
4,229
4,660
4,667
4,418
4,418
4,637
0,228
6,873

2,657
3,973
4,062
4,397
4,268
4,070
4,169
4,372
5,447
6,232

457
364
237
263
399
348
249
265
781*
641*

14-67
8- 39 
5-81. 
564 
854 
7-87 
5-63 
5-71

12-54
9- 33

Camp held at Paddington Rifle Range.
„ „ National Park.

„ „ Campbelltown.
No camp held.

3J
Short camps held locally.

?J »
)) * J*
37 J}

* The formation of new Regiments, whose establishment is not yet complete, accounts for shortage in 1896 and 1897.

G-. A. FRENCH, Major-General,

Commanding N.S.'W. Military Forces.

Head-quarters, Sydney 24th September, 1897.
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APPENDIX B

Beiuen of Proficients at condusion of Annual Training of Partially-paid Force, 30tli June, 1897.

Corps.

N.S.W. Lancers,

No, 1 Squadron, Sydney Half......
Parramatta Half

,, Berry Half .........
W. Camden Half 

, Maitland Half ...
Singleton Half. . 

, Lismore Half .. 
Casino Half .......

No. 2 

No. 3 

No. 4

Total..

34
30

■« rt.
£ Pi «!=_
*ii« 53 =o g .2 
c5'o«a K

Recruits.

Mounted Rifles.

No. 1 Company, Molong Half
Bathurst Half ... 

No. 2 ,, Picton Half ...
Camden Half 

. Bega Half  No. 3 

No. 4 Tenterfield Half 
Inverell Half ...

Total

Brigade Div. Field Artiilery.

B Battery,,. 
C „ ...

Total ...................

2nd Garrison Div. Artillery.

No. 3 Company 
No. 4 „
No. 5 ,,
No. 6 ,,

Total..

Engineers.

No. 1 Field Company ... 
No. 2 ,, ,, ..
No, 3 S.M.M. Company 
No. 4 Electric ,,

Total.,,

1st Infantry Regiment,

A Company, Head-quarters. 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K

North Sydney ..
Yass ......................
Wagga ..................
Albury ..................
Young ..................
Hunter’s Hill ...

Total.

47 27 0 14
47 32 5 10
47 34 1 12
47 25 14 8
47 27 10 7

209

47 26 0 14
■47 31 9 7
47 32 7 1
47 30 4 11
47 32 3 12
47 17 24 0
47 30 2 14
47 34 4

232

70 51 5 21
70 36 7 10

140 87

136 64 24 28
136 74 6 38
00 SO 10
99 38 47

467 256

59 50 5
58 00 5
79 60 7
78 60 16

274 219

60 38 3 13
60 38 4 10
60 41 5 8
CO 46 4 8
60 48 7
60 31 ii 16
60 39 8 13
60 38 6 13
60 43 9 7
GO 13 6 39

600 375 1
1

Sj c J=

o o,.

72-34! I £^ [ K.

55 '32 
G5-90es-oo
C3S3 
GS-09 
36-17 
63-83 
72 31

72-86,
51-43

47-no 
54-41 
83-33 
38-38

84-74 
SC-21 
75-94 
70-92

J-t*

Corps.

* £
w ■S e g

0 s 
^ £

CR
C

haVO jj’S m w C SSfin (6.
'S 0 si! 82-g
d d SOhW

y.. Z Z

2nd Infantry Regiment.

A Company, Head-quarters .. 
B ,, ,, .•
C ,, ,,
» » . .. -
E ,, Kiama....................
F „ Ulladulla ...........
G „ Goulbum ...........
H ,, Bowral ..................
I ,, Aslifiald..................
K ,, Cooma....................

Total................

!• b

.I OI

1
I i 
j. £

I in 
)

GO 
60 
00 
60 
60 
60 

I 00 
60 
GO 
60

COO 537

3rd Infantry Regiment.

A Company, Windsor 
B - -
C 
])
E 
F 
G 
H 
.1 
K

........I 00
Bathurst....................... 60
Orange .................. 00
Richmond.................. 00
Lithgow....................... 60
Mudgce.........

Parramatta

Penrith

4tii Infantry Regiment.

A Company, Newcastle
B ...................
C 
D 
E 
F
0 
H
1
K

Maitland
Singleton ........
Morpeth.............
Wallsend ........
Tamworth........
Muswellbrook
Lambtou .......
Annidale ........
Gleu limes........

Total

Medical Staff Corps.

A Company
B „

'J’otal..........

10

ii

s
13
27
24
13

GO 26 4 23
60 22 30
60 43 8 7
60 36 3 20
60 39 4 17

COO 368

60 34 12 14
60 42 9 8
60 39 21
60 33 10 15
60 39 12 9
60 33 25
60 37 2 20
60 35 9 13
60 38 9 13
60 37 15 S

600 367

54 27 13 12
48 29 8 11

102 50

93-33
80-00
90- 00
95- 00
lOO'OO
91- 07 
78-33 
91-07 
7S-33
96- 07

£V
*

e3

56-67 
70-00 
65-00 
55-00 
65-00 
55-00 
61-07 
58-33 
G3-331 
61-67

■a

>>uo
>

50-00
00-42

J

11

J§

Head-quarters, Sydney, 2-ltii September, 1897.

G. A. PBENCH, Mujor-General,
Commamting N.S.W. Military Forces.
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APPENDIX C.

liEroiiT of the Officer Commanding the New South Wales Artillery Forces.

Sir, Artillery Staff Office, Victoria Harracks, 5 August, 1897.
I have the honor to forward a report on iny Command :—

(I.) The various subjects are dealt with in a general manner; a more detailed report will he 
submitted later, if required,

Brjoajde Division, Fiurm ArtiivLeht.
(2.) The armament of “ A ” Battery is about to undergo a much needed change, the 15-pounder 

B.L. equipment having at length arrived in the Colony. This change will greatly enhance the efficiency 
of this Battery. Its present armament of D-pounder R.M.L. I propose to pass on to ir,D ” or the Cadet 
Battery, relegating the old bronze guns, with which the latter are armed, to obscurity.

(3.) I consider it advisable to gradually increase the strength of the Permanent Battery, both in 
men and horses, so as to ensure, in time of trouble, that at least a good solid ground-work of a capable 
Battery may he available to do justice to the excellent equipment that is now being placed in their charge. 
Of the general increase that it is proposed to apply for, for the Permanent Artillery, I would suggest 
allotting 8 men to this Battery, namely. 4 Gunners and 4 Drivers; also that the number of horses be 
now raised to (JO. The advantage gained in time of peace will quite balance the small extra expense, The 
addition of the men will ensure a better care of the harness and equipment than (ms previously been the 
case. It will enable all 6 guns to be exercised in Battery, instead of only 4 as heretofore—a change which 
is essential, 6 guns being the fighting establishment of the Battery.

The increase of horses—a subject which is further dealt with below—will afford a fair nucleus of 
trained horses of the Battery when raised to war strength, and enable in time of peace the combination of 
two Batteries for ordinary parade work without having recourse to the very expensive hire ” system for 
short parades of this description. I may here mention that it is now universally accepted that the unit of 
Field Artillery is the Brigade Division, and that our local Officers have at present little or no experience 
of the drill or working of such unit.

(4.) A Practice Camp was formed near Narraheen, which lasted ten days, and a great deal of 
instruction and experience was gained by “A” Battery. Unfortunately, although a range for shooting 
was available, still it was not a range suitable for thorough instruction in shooting and observation of 
fire.

The openness of the ground (sea beach) on which the targets had to be placed was liable to give 
officers and men a false idea of the difficulties which would be met with on service iu observing the effect 
of their fire. A still more serious drawback was, that the ground precluded movement on the part of the 
guns; and, to my mind, it is most essential that tactical movements should be combined with firing.

(5.) "With regard to the Partially-Paid Batteries, “B” and “C,” personnel is all that could he 
desired, and men and officers are keen to learn; hut under present conditions, with the paucity of 
parades allowed them, it is quite impossible that they should really become efficient, and I should be only 
conveying a false impression if I did not emphasise the fact that at present they are not efficient (through 
no fault of their own). Each Battery joined the abovementioned Camp for one day, and fired some 
competitive practice, the result of which, though indifferent, ivas instructive. More parades during the 
year, concluding with a good Camp, in a suitable country, arc essential before these Batteries can be fairly 
reckoned on as being part of the real defensive strength of the Colony.

(6.) The horsing of these Batteries is also unsatisfactory. Probably in time of national emergency 
better horses may be available than are now procurable ou the l: hire ” system. Horses of the stamp of 
the omnibus horses are required, not the dray species. These latter are terribly slow, generally unfit to 
manoeuvre at the trot, usually too big for the harness allotted, difficult to control, and would be useless on 
service, besides being very expensive.

(7.) I think it very desirable to consider some plan of largely increasing the existing establishment 
of Artillery horses, ami after a preliminary training keeping them out at grass till required, thus reducing 
Ihe expense of “ keep."’ At the present contract rate, each hired horse for a nine days’ camp would cost 
about £7, making for the two batteries, at the lowest computation, about £500 a year for the supply of 
indifferent horses, and on the conclusion Government have nothing in the matter of horse-flesh to show for 
it, though the value of the horses to the owners is in many cases greatly enhanced.

_ (8.) The Cadet or “ D ’ Battery is a purely Volunteer Batter}', and is at present not a very
satisfactory organization. I would suggest that it be lerined the “Volunteer Depot Field Battery,” and 
that no drivers be borne ou the establishment. The time at the disposal of the men forming this Battery 
could be fully utilised at the ordinary gun drill and lire discipline, and vacancies in the Partially-Paid 
Batteries would be filled from it. Sending tliis Battery out mounted occasionally is doubtless a pleasant 
recreation, but it is not of any national importance ; besides, none of the Officers now belonging to the 
Battery can by any stretch of imagination be termed horsemen.

1st Gaurisos Diyisiox.
' (9.) The 1st Garrison Division has now been organised into three distinct Companies, and the

Officers and men have been redistributed accordingly.
(10.) The present strength of this Division, which forms the Permanent Garrison Artillery, is only 

348, which is quite inadequate, including as it does, bandsmen, trumpeters, artificers, &c., &c.
(11.) The present advanced state of the science of Artillery, the complicated nature of guns and 

mountings in use, and the large number of scientific adjuncts required in connection with the fire control 
of a modern coast defence fortress, necessitate a number of highly-trained men. The necessary amount of 
training for the more important positions cannot possibly be acquired by the Partially-Paid Troops under 
existing system, although there are a number of duties which can be fulfilled by men with moderate 
military training. The duties of gun captain, gun-layer, telephonist, range finder, dial numberers, Ac.,
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all requiring special knowledge and special (.raining, cannot be properly fulfilled by other than men who 
are being perpetually trained at them. In this connection, I desire to recommend strongly that 90 extra 
men be added to the Permanent Artillery, also that in future the term of service of the Permanent 
Artillery be increased from five to seven years for the first period of limited engagement; further, that 
only Non-commissioned Officers, Artificers, or other specialists be re-engaged after that period.

(12.) Conduct.—The general conduct of the men is good. The principal serious crime is desertion, 
and to this, in a stationaryjand local Force such as this is, we shall always be liable. 1 consider that some 
of this desertion might be avoided if some scale were introduced by which a man could purchase his 
discharge for a reasonable sum ; the present fixed sum of £20 is only a premium on ibis crime.

With five years’engagement,I would suggest a reduction of £d each year; or, if engaged for 
seven years, a reduction of £2 the first year, and £3 a year after,

(13.) The privilege of allowing men to wear plain clothes, though popular, has not worked 
satisfactorily througout. The men get mto debt with tailors, bootmakers, &c,, to turn out in smart mufti, 
although they will not spend anything to keep their uniform in a similar smart condition.

(14.) Courses,—Each Company has been through a Special Company Course for a fortnight under 
the Company Officers, concluding with competitive practice.

In this practice, No. 2 Company shot very satisfactorily, getting eight hits out of sixteen shots, and 
gaining a second prize. •

(15.) The Long Course this year has been extended so as to last about five and a half months 
instead of four as in previous years. The other Colonies have been invited to send men to this Course, 
and Queensland, Victoria, and Western Australia have accepted such invitation.

(16.) I consider some steps should be taken fo establish a Military School to improve the 
educational standard, and fit men, otherwise efficient, for the liigher ranks of Non-commissioned Officer 
and Warrant Officer.

2itd Gabeison DrvisroN.

(17.) The present number of parades allowed to this Partially-Paid Branch is quite insufficient to 
render the men efficient as Coast Artillerymen.

If the Government cannot see its way to largely increase the number of parades, I would point out 
that a smaller number, more highly trained, would be of far greater value than the present number, 
insufficiently trained. .

(18.) The four Companies comprising this Division carried out competitive practice from the four 
80-pounders, forming the Practice Battery. Two Companies obtained a third-class prize, getting four 
hits out of sixteen rounds.

Gesehal.

(19.) The office of the Officer Commanding Artillery has been re-organized from the 1st August, 
the principal point being the abolition of the Brigade-Major; it remains to be seen how the new organi
zation will work.

(20.) I would like to bring to notice the recommendations in the Report of Major-General Hutton 
in 1896, re the Naval Artillery Volunteers.

(21.) Another important point is the “retirement scheme” in the same Report, at page 10. The 
authorities should not be allowed to lose sight of this important point.

Forts, Armament, &c. ,

(22.) The principal points now under consideration arc —•

i. Some improvement in the loading and firing arrangements of the 10-inch 25-ton guns at Middle 
Head, which at present are most unsatisfactory.

ii. The 10-inch R.M.L. guns at South Head to be placed close together near the position of the 
lower one.

in. The construction of a battery for the three 6-inch Q.-F. guns, which are due from England, near 
the site of the upper 10-incli R.M.L. at South Head.

iv. The completion of the authorised portion of cartridges and projectiles for the various guns of 
the defences. (Tliis appears in a requisition for warlike stores.)

v. The construction of a battery to take three 6-pounder Q.-F. on the site of the present 80-pounder 
Minefield Battery at South Head.

vi. The supply of suitable mountings for the 6-inch Q.F, guns duo from England.

(23.) All the guns now mounted, with their ammunition and stores, arc in good condition and fit 
for service.

(24.) The mobilization stores are in good condition, and complete.

1 have, &c.,
S. C. SMITH, Colonel,

G. A. French, Major-General, Commanding Artillery.
Commanding N. S. Wales Military Forces.

Head Quarters, Sydney, 24th September, 1897.

APPENDIX D,
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APPENDIX D.

Extracts from the Annual Iteport of the Principal Medical Officer for the year ending 31st December, 
1896, and from a Supplementary Iteport from 1st January, 1897, to 30th June, 1897, on the Bfodical 
Services of the New South Wales Military Eorces.

Sir,
Retort toe 1890.

_ I have the honour to forward, for the information -of the General Officer Commanding the
New South Wales Military Forces, the Annual Report of the Medical Services for the year ending 31st 
December, 1890, with a Supplementary Report from 1st January, 1897, to 30th June, 1897 :—

1.— Garrison Hospiial.

There were 201 admissions to the Garrison Hospital during 189(5, which were contributed from the Admissions..
Permanent Forces as under: —

Brigade Division. Field Artillery, A Battery .. 
1st Garrison Division Artillery, No. L Company 

., „ No. 2 „ '
_ „ Depfit „

No. 3 Co. Engineers, Permanent Section... 
Permanent Medical Staff Corps ... ... ..
Permanent Staff ... ... ... ... ..

Cases admitted for treatment were detained as follows :—
■ Not over

!------
1 dny.

1G
3 flays. 

54.
7 days.

54
Total, 2G1.

14 days.
03

Over 
14 days.

74

57
70
41
73

G
1
7

261

N.S.W. Artillery 
Jlcfriinont.

No. S Co. 
Knyirccrs.
T. M. S. Corps-
Permanent
Staff.

On ration or 
cases in 
1 lospital.

There were two deaths in the Garrison Hospital in 1896.........................
Three men were discharged from the New South Wales Artillery Regiment as “ medically unfit ” 

for further military service. ..... '
There were 129 attendances on Officers, 23 on their wives, and 39 on their children.

_ There were 395 attendances on “ daily sick ” at the Garrison Hospital, in addition to cases 
admitted for treatment.

This number was made up from Warrant Officers, Non-commissioned Officers, trumpeters, and
men.

One hundred and twenty-four attendances bn their wives, and 172 attendances on children, cither 
at the Garrison Hospital or at their own residences or quarters within the Head-quarters District.

In addition, as in previous years, cases requiring special or surgical treatment were admitted under 
my care at the St, Vincent’s Hospital.

The sanitary condition of Barracks and Quarters occupied by Troops is very satisfactory............
W. D. C. WILLIAMS, Surgeon-Colonel,

Principal Medical Officer.
Suppuementary Report.

From 1st January, 1897, to 30th June, 1897.

Deaths.
“ Medically 
unfit”
Attendance on 
Officers, their 
■wives, ami 
families, 
Warrant Officers, 
Non-commis
sioned Officers, 
trumpeters, and 
men, their wives, 
and children.

Sanitary
conditions.

1. Garrison Hospital.

There were 114 admissions to the Garrison Hospital during the half year, which were contributed Admissions, 
from the Permanent and Partially-paid Forces as under :— "

New South Wales Regiment Lancers ... ... ... ... ... 1
Brigade Division Field Artillery, “ A. ” Battery... ... ... ... 26
1st Garrison Division Artillery, No. 1 Company ... ... 3f

i, ' .. „ Ho. 2. „ ........................... 27
» .> . » Depot „ ........................... 23

Permanent Medical Staff Corps ... ... ,,, ... \
Permanent Staff ............................................................................ p
Partially-paid Engineers ... ... ... ... ... ... 2

,f 3rd Infantry Regiment ... ... ... „. 1
„ Medical Staff Corps ... ... ... ... p

Total 114

Cases admitted for treatment were detained as follows:—
Not over

1 day, 

5
3 days. 

30
7 days.

Si-
Total, 114.

14 days. 
21

Over 
Id days.

24

Duration of cases 
in Hospital.

Four men were discharged from the New South Wales Artillery Regiment as “medically unfit”
for further military service.................... There
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Attendance on 
Officers, their 
wives and 
families. 
WarrantOfficers, 
Non-co tninis- 
sioned Officers, 
trumpeters, and 
men, their wives 
and children.

Permanent
Services.

Partially-paid
Services.

24

There were 54 attendances on officers, 11 on their wives, and 45 on their children.
There were 106 attendances on “ daily sick” at the G-arriaon Hospital, in addition to cases admitted 

for treatment. This number was made up from "Warrant Officers. Non-commissioned Officers, trumpeters, 
and men.

Fifty-three attendances on their wives and 72 on their children, either at the Garrison Hospital or 
at their own residences or quarters within the Head-quarters District.

In addition, as in previous years, cases requiring special or surgical treatment were admitted under 
my care into the St. Vincent’s Hospital.

2. ItecTiiits.

Ninety recruits presented themselves, of whom 70 were passed as “ fit,” and 20 rejected as 
“ medically unfit” for military service. Of those accepted, 25 were re-engagements, and 3 had seen service 
other than the New South Wales Military Forces.

For their distribution and physical averages, see Appendix No. 1. _ _
The number of recruits who presented themselves, together with all particulars, is given in 

Appendix No. 2. '
W. D. C. WILLIAMS, Surgeon-Colonel,

Medical Department, Victoria Barracks, Principal Medical Officer,
Sydney, 12th July, 1897.

G. A. FRENCH, Major-General,
Head-quarters, Commanding N.S. Wales Military Forces.

Sydney, 24th September, 1897.

APPENDIX No. 1.
Eecbuit Averages, Permanent Forces, 1896.

Corps. Presented. Accepted. Rejected. Height, Weight. Chest Mea
surement*

Previous
Service.

Reengage
ments,

ft. in. st. lb. in. vears.
General Staff ...............
N.S.W. Artillery Regt.—

5 5 Nil. 5 7f 11 5 37,;- 5

45Gunners ... ... 145 117 28 5 9v 11 2 4
Drivers ... ... 11 9 2 5 6fi- 9 10* 36^ Nil. 3

Engineers—
No. 3 Co., Permanent G 4 2 5 7|- 10 6 37| Nil. 1

Section.
A rmy Service Corps ... 1 1 Nil. ' 5 6i 11 7 40 Nil.
Permanent Medical Staff 

Corps,
2 Nil. 5 9} 12 1J- 39 Ail. 2

W. D. C. WILLIAMS, Surgeon-Colonel,
Principal Medical Officer.

APPENDIX No. 2.

Rucuuit Averages, Partially-paid Forces, 1896.

Corps.
Prcsented.j Accepted.

Rejected.
Average— Chest Mea- 

suremonfc*
Height. Weight.

ft. in. st. lb. in.
N.S.W. Lancers............... ... ... ... 119 119 Nil. 5 9f H 1* 36jj
Mounted Rifles ... ... ... ... ... 129 129 Nil. 5 8£ 10 81 36fc
Brigade Division Field Artillery ... ... 38 34 4 5 6i 10 2-i 34!
ynd Garrison Division Artillery ... ... 113 109 4 5 8! 10 5! 35!
Engineers............................................................... 81 71 10 5 7f 10 6! 35f
1st Infantry Regiment ... ... ... ... 201 175 26 5 81 iO (i! 35';
2nd Infantry Regiment....................................... 181 157 24 5 7-g 10 3* 35*
3rd Infantry Regiment....................................... 167 161 6 5 8* 10 Ilf
4th Jnfantrv Regiment...................................... 151 151 Nil. 5 Si 10 10!
Army Service Corps ... ... ... ... 20 13 7 5 81 10 11! 35f
Medical Staff Corps ... ... ... 41 33 8 5 8f 10 8! 35 J

Total ........................... 1.241 1,152 89 5 8i 10 8 35jj

W. D. C. WILLIAMS, Surgeon-Colonel,
Principal Medical Officer.

APPENDIX No. 1
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APPENDIX No. 1 (SUPPLEMENTAET EEPOET).

Eiienurr Averages, Permanent Eorees, from 1st January, 1897, to 30tli June, 1897.

Corps. Proatnted. Accepted. Rejected. Height, . Weight. Cheat Mea»
surement.

Previous
Service.

Re-engage
ments.

General Staff ...............
N.S.W. Artillery Bcgt.—

1 Nil. i
ft. in. st. Ib. in. years.

, Gunners ............... 76 60 16 5 10i 11 4i 38i 2 20
Drivers ... ... 5 4 1 5 6 10 Of 36f 1

Engineers—■
No. 3 Company, Per- 7 5 2 o 7^ 10 13£ 37* 1 3

manent Section.
Army Service Corps ... Nil. Nil. Nil. .......
Permanent Medical Staff 1 1 Nil. 5 6 10 6 37* 1

Corps.

W. D. C. WILLIAMS, Surgeon-Colonel,
Principal Medical Officer,

APPENDIX No. 2 (SUPPLEMENTAEY EEPOET).

Kkumjit Averages, Partially-paid Forces, from 1st January, 1897, to 30th June, 1897

Corps. Presented. Accepted. Rejectee!.
Average.

Height. Weight. Chest Mea
surement.

N.S.W. Lancers ... ... ... ... ...
ft. in. st. lb. in.

61 61 Nil. 5 9# 11 3 36*
Mounted Eifles ... ... ... ,,, ... 70 70 ■ Nil. 5 9-;- 10 12* 36 J
Hrigade Division Field Artillery ... 13 13 Nil. 0 5 b 10 0* 35*
2nd Garrison Division Artillery ... ... 86 79 7 5 8-f 10 6* 35*
Engineers... ... ... ... ... ... 15 12 3 5 9 12| 34*
1st Infantry Eegimout........................... ... 37 29 S 5 7* 9 13* 35*
2nd Infantry Eegiment... ... ... .. 111 106 5 5 8 10 5* 35*
3rd Infantry Ecgiment ... ... ... ... 78 78 Nil. 0 8* 10 7* 35*
4th Infantry Eegiment ... ... ... ... 64 64 Nil. 0 31 10 T’s- 35*
Army Service Corps ... ... ... ... 22 17 5 5 8-J 11 3* 36*
Medical Staff Corps ... ... ... ... 19 19 5 as 9 13| 34*

Total and General Average............... 576 548 28 5 8* 10 61 35*

W. D. C. WILLIAMS, Surgeon-Colonel,
Principal Medical Officer.

=*340—D APPENDIX E.



APPENDIX E.

List of Officers, Non-commissioned Officers, and
Men who hare passed Schools of Instruction—I, Locally ; II, with Imperial Troops ; III, those who are undergoing instruction in 

England and India—1st January, 1896, to 30th June, 1897. ____________________ _

Schools of Instruction.......... ... — >.
I. Locally.

11. Woolwich, Shoe*
huryness, Canter* 
hury, Hythe.

III. >'ow 
England

in In India

Regiments, Corps, Acc.

Cavalry. Field Artillery, 
Artillery.

School of 
Engineering. Infantry, Equitation.

Medical Staff-" 
First aid and 

stretcher drill.

School
of Gunnery— 
bong course

school
of Gunnery- 
Short course.

Machine Gun 
course.
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0-encral and Permanent Staff.......

Lancors .......................................................

Mounted Rifles........ ........................... .

Artillery—Piold ..................................

,, Staff and 1st Garrison
Division.

2nd Garrison Division..

^Engineers ................................................

Infantry—1st Regiment ...................
,, 2nd ,, ...................
„ 3rd „ ...................
,, dtll „ ............... .
„ 5tli ,, .................
„ 7th „ ................

Army Service Corps............................

Naval Forces.................................... . •

Medical Staff Corps ............................

Totals ..................................
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3
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1

13

1
1
1
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5 1 6 6 19 25 36 38 74 14 14 16 104 120 2 18 20 ... 2 3 5

Head-quarters, Sydney, 24 September, 1896,
G-. A. ERENCH, Major-General,

Commanding N.S.'W. Military Forces.
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APPENDIX F.

Camps of Isstructios.

Schedule of Local Camps of short periods of Continuous Instruction during 1896 and to 30th June, 1897.

MOUNTED BRIGADE. ARTILLERY. ENGINEERS. INFANTRY. DEPARTMENTAL.

PLACF*

DURATION.
N. S. W. 
Lancers.

Mounted
Itiiles.

Brigade Division, 
Field.

let
1 arris on 1 
)i vision.

2nd
Garrison
Division.

Field
Co.’s

Sub*
marine
Mining

Co.

Elec- 
Lrlcal Co

1st
Regt.

2zid
Rcgt.

3rd
Ragt.

4th
B'-frt-

6th
Rcgt.

Arm
L
/ Service 
orps.

dedical Staff 
Corps, REMARKS.
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Campbelltown....................... 25/ 1/HG 23/ 1,9G
t

15 1G9 ITS is 231 22S 4 62 4 , 55 1 55 4 3 23 13 3 22 12

Lone Ttoy.............................. 3/ 4,'Gfl 0/ 4/90 10 109 12 02
3 S3 0 SI

. 15 199 4 93
” 30 453IMluUrbb ...................................................... M " 30 546

Chowder .............................v 19/ 4/96 4 52
5 eo 14

Orange.................................. 15,<10/90

11/ 1/97
29/ 1,97

1G/10/90
17/ 2/97

30/ 1/97

0 CS 74
Detachment to England. General train’ 

mg, men and bore os.

1 4G “L" Cadet Company.

Old Kifie Range, Paddington 10/ 4/97 19/ 4/97 3 65 73 6 57 63 18 209 17 123 1 46 7 107

5 SO

22 320 35 535 27 311 3 113 5 57 10 6 S2 16 Tho Troops were exercised in camp 
duties, regimental and brigade drill, 
and tactical schemes, ceremonial drill, 
and parade movements.

Infantry drill, submarine mining instrue-

403 3 5
Camp routine and squadron drill.

*Narraboen ......................... 10/ fi/07 19/ 6/97 3 55 S 34 Experimental practice, competitive prlf** 
firing, ** A,” “B,1' and “C ” Batteries.

33 335 302 44 453 477 36 452 43 200 2 101 3 S3 7 111 9 132 3S 571 44 714 57 764 51 949 3 113 3 so 23 16 169 42
!

• “A" Battery only. “E " and u C,J Batteries attended one day for Prize Firing’.

Head-quarters, 24th September, 1897. G. A. FRENCH, Major-General,
Commanding N.S.’W. Military Forces.
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APPENDIX Gr.

The following G-un Practices were carried out during the year 1896 and half-year ending
30th June, 1897.

1S96.

Branch of Artillorj.l Division. Ordnance flrod.
No, of 
rounds 
fired.

Total No, of 

Division.
Remarks.

Field Artillery j

Garrison Artil-- 
kry.

“A” Battery (Permanent)
“B” and “C” Batteries (Par

tially-paid) .......................

1st .Division (Permanent). 
Competition...................................

No. 1 Company

No. 2 Company

2nd Division (Partially-paid.) 
Competition.....................................

School of 
Gunnery.

No. 3 Company

No. 4 Company

No. 5 Company

No. 6 Company

9 pdr. K.M.L..........

IGpdr. R.M.L.,.,

80 pdr. R.M.L.......

9-2" B.L.................
6" B.L.....................
80 pdr. R.M.L.... 
I'o" Nordenfeldt

80 pdr. R.M.L.... 
1'5" Nordenfeldt

80 pdr. R.M.L.

10" 18-ton R.M.L 
I'S" Nordenfeldt

G" B.L.................
10" 25-ton R.M.L. 
80 pdr. R.M.L,,.. 
I'd" Nordenfeldt

8" B.L. , 
6" B.L.

' 6" B.L.....................
| 80 pdr. R.M.L. .. 
j 40 pdr. E.B.L.. . 
„ 1’5" Nordenfeldt

Officers and N.-C.O.’s Course (, 6" B.L.....................
H 80 pdr. R.M.L....

ri 6"B.L.....................
Long Course ............................^ 80 pdr. R.M.L....

(. 1'5" Nordenfeldt

39

1G8

48

5
18
45

118

50
94

G4

28

3
6

38
28

8
21

6
90
25

116

11
102

16
83
34

39

168

48

186

144

64

35

29

236

113

133
| Total number of rounds fired . 

Half-teak ending 30th June, 1897.

Field Artillery ^

Garrison Artil
lery.

‘'A” Battery Permanent) ........
“B” and “C” Batteries (Par

tially-paid) ............................

1st Division (Permanent).
Competition......................................
No. 1 Company ............................

2nd Division (Partially-paid). 
Competition......................................

No. 5 Company

9 pdr. R.M.L............ 248

16 pdr. R.M.L.......... 163

6" B.L.......................... 48
80 pdr. R.M.L.......... 26

80 pdr. R.M.L........ 64

8" B.L.......................... 4
6" B.L.......................... 12

248 

163

48 \ \
26 U

64 p|

16

Total number of rounds fired

207

378

I- 439

246

1,270

411

74

80

565

Battery annual course and 
competition.

Testing mountings, annual 
course of training, and 
competition practice.

Testing mountings, annual 
course of training, and 
competition practice.

Annual and eipcrimehtnl 
practice.

Competition and annual 
training.

Competition and practice.

G. A. EEENCH, Major-General,
Commanding N S.’W. Military Eorces.

Head-quarters, Sydney, 24 September, 1897.

Sydney : William Applcg&te Gullick, Government Printer.—1897.
{Is. 3d]



ERRATUM.
Question 4543.

Line 21, omit ‘‘ design which provides for a, breakwater a Htth higher a,nd a little wider," 
and insert '' guantities. ”

Line 22, omit “ design of a low and narrow breakwater,” and insert “ quantities.”
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MEMBERS OE THE COMMITTEE.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

The Honorable Frederick Thomas Humphkht, Vice-Chairman. 
The Honorable Jaiies Hoskins.
The Honorable Charles James Roberts, C.M.G.
The Honorable “William Josei'h Tjuckett.
Tbc Honorable Daxiel O’Coxjtor.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Thomas 'Thomson Etvixo, Esquire, Chairman.
Hekrt Clarke. Esquire.
Charles Ale red Lee, Esquire.
.Tons Lionel Eecaal Esquire.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esquire.
Georoe Black, Esquire.
Francis Augustus Wrioht. Esquire.
Frank Farnell, Esquire.

GENERAL INDEX.

Report by llio Comuiittee.

JI iuutcs of Evidence taken by the Committee.

Appendix to Evidence taken by tbe Committee.

Report by tbe Sectional Committee.
Minutes of Evidence taken by the Sectional Committee. 

Appendix to Evidence taken by the Sectional Committee. 

Plans.

LIST OF WITNESSES.

(Examined by the. Committee,] tage.
Robert R, P. Hickson, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works and Coinmiesioner for Roads ............................ 1-4
Cecil West Darley, Esq., Engineer-in-Clhcf for Public Works, Department of Public Works........... 5-14, ] 1)11-172, 190-19,'i

Hugh McLachkin, Esq., Secretary to the Railway Commissioners........................................................................................... 12, 14-17

David McCulloch, Esq., Statistical Clerk, Department of Mines ........................................................................................... 17--18, 71

John Harper, Esq., Goods Superintendent, Department of Railways ................................................................................. 18-23

George Skelton Yuill, Esq. {Mcssis. G. S. Yuill & Co., Limited) ........................................................................................... 23-28

Archibald Campbell, Esq.. M.P..................................................................................................................................................................... 28-36

Frederick Augustus Franklin, Esq., Meinb. Inst. C.E..................................................................................................................... 37-44
Tannatt William Edgeworth David, Esq. ,B.A., Professorof Geology and Mineralogy, University of Sydney 44-46, 137-143

Edward Nassau Senior, Esq., General Financier, and Representative of the London Board of Management
of the Southern Coal Company of New South Wales (Limited) ..................................................................................... 46-51

The Hon. Ebenezer Vickery, M.L.C........................................................................................................................................................... 51-52, 53-59

Charles Edward Rennie, Esq., Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands ............................................................................ 52, 90

John Barnes Nicholson, Esq., M.P.............................................................................................................................................................. 60-70, 90-94

Charles Joseph Byrnes, Esq., Managing Director, Mount Pleasant Coal Company......................................................... 71

Dr. James Robert Millar Robertson, Engineer to the Beliambi, South Bulli, Coal Cliff, and Mount Kembla
Collieries ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 72-85

Captain Francis Hixson, President of the Marino Board of New South Wales .............................................................. 86-90

William McIntyre, Esq., Chief Electoral Officer, Chief Secretary’s Department ......................................................... 05

Henry Deane, Esq., Engineer-in-Ohief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works ............. 95-97, 167-168

Captain James MeGeorge, e.s. “Kuiiviva" ............................................................................................................................................ 97-99

Henry Osborne MacCabe, Esq., Manager, Mount Kcira Colliery .......................................................................................... 100-103

Captain Frederick Samuel Aguttcr, s.s. “Mount Kembla'’............................................. .......................................................... 104
Captain Hector Alien Boyle, late master, s.s. “ Aldinga1’ .......................................................................................................... 105-107

Frederick George Wonlcott-Waley, Esq,, Manager, Beliambi Coal Company (Limited) .......................................... 107-109

Robert Charles Reed, Esq., Manager, Messrs. Gibbs, Blight, & Co........................................................................................ 100-113

Captain Green, Superintendent, Eastern and Australian Steamship Company (Limited) ....................................... 114-115
Captain Jose Horatio Amura, Consul fin Cluli .................................................................................................................................. 115-120
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Captain William Henry Mills, Master Mariner ...............................................................................  ............................................... 121-126

Jamea Rowan, Esq., Government Inspector of Collieries, Wollongong................................................................................. 126-127

Andrew Lines Liddell, Esq., Civil Engineer .................................................................................................................................... 12S-132

Captain John Sage, Master iMarincr ........................................................................................................................................................ 132 133
Stephen Henderson, Esq. (Messrs. Harper, Harper, & Henderson, Engineers to the Llawurra Harhonr and

Land Corporation, Limited)...............:.........................................................................................................................  133-137, 144-146, 203-210

Edward Fisher Pittman, Esq., A.R.S.M., Government Geologist, Department of Mines.....................................  143-144, 211-213

Andrew Armstrong, Esq., Managing Director, lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation (Limited)............. 146-150,153-166

Mr. William Beael), farmer, Dapto ........ ............................................................................................................................................... 150-153

W'illiam Andrews, Esq. (Messrs. W. W. Billyard, Andrews, and Mosely, Solicitors).................................................... 168

John Evans, Esq., Mining Engineer, Bulli .......................................................................................................................................... 173-185

Mr. Thomas Downie, Wharfinger at Port Kembla for the Southern Coal Company .................................................... 185-187
Mr. George Sinclair, Wharfinger at Port Kembla for the Mount Kembla Coal Company.......................................... 187

Robert Amos, Esq., Contractor.................................................................................................................................................................. 187-190

Henry Chamberlaine Russell, Esq., C.M.G., Government Astronomer................................................................................. 1D4

Mr. William Smith Thompson, Dapto .................................................................................................................................................... 194-195

Mr. Evan Robert Evans, farmer, Dapto .......................................................................... ......................................................... 195

Mr. John Reed, Dapto............................................................................................................................................................ ......................... 195

Mr. William John Wiseman, Wollongong ........................................................................................................................................... 195-19S

Andrew Love, Esq., Civil Engineer ................................................................................................................................•....................... 199-202

William Lovcgrovc, Esq., late Clerk of Petty Sessions and District Officer, Nowra .................................................. 202-206

Phillip Mack ell, Esq., late Post and Telegraph Master, Kowra................................................................................................ 206

Frank Jarvis, Esq., Secretary lllawarra Harbour & Laud Corporation (Limited) .................................................... 206-207, 210-211

Mr. John James Amess, Lighterman and Tug-owner....................................................................................................................... 213
Stanley Alexander, Esq., Acting Inspecting Engineer, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public

Works ............................................................................................................................................................................................................... 213-216
Fits!william Wentworth, Esq., Trustee of tbe Wentworth Estate, Port Kembla............................................................. 216-218

Henry Richard Carlelon, Esq., M.E., M. lust. C.E., Principal Assistant Engineer, Harbours and Rivers
Branch, Department of Public Works ....................................................................|..................................................................... 218-223

bonis Richard Gundlach, Esq ................................................................................ .................................................................. 004

| A’./'ormbierf hy flu Svcliount Coumitfcc.]

Mr. John Archibald Beatson, Mayor of Wollongong....................................................................................................................... 13

Mr. Walter Evans, shipping manager, Southern Coal Company............................................................................................... 3

Mr. Jacob Carlos Jones, mining engineer, and colliery manager. South Bull! Coal Company................................. 4 7

Mr. Robert Dodd, stevedore, Wollongong ............................................................................. ............................ ............................... 7

Mr. William Weeks, butcher, Wollongong........................................................................................................................................ 7

Mr. William Henry Rees, commission agent and secretary to the Wollongong Gaslight Company, Wollongong 7-9

Mr. Charles Morton, civil and mining engineer, Bulli ................................................................................................................... 9-J4

Mr. Michael O’Brien, Wollongong.............................................................................................................................................................. 14-15

Mr. Samuel Kemish, Wollongong.............................................................................................................................................................. 15-16

Mr. William Osborne, auctioneer, Wollongong ...................................................................................................................   16

Mi. David John Stewart, journalist, Wollongong............................................................................................................................. 16-17

Mr. Austin Joseph O’Grady, commission agent and auctioneer, Dapto........................................................................................... 17

.Mr. William R, Atkinson, Dapto ...................................................................................................................................................................... !7

Mr. George Henry Blakemore, manager, Smelling Company of Australia (Limited).................................................... 17-18

Mi. James Wilson, storekeeper and grazier, Bellawangarah .................................................................................................... 18-21

Mr, Louis McIntyre, fanner, Nowra................................................................................................................................................... . 21-22

Mr. John Maclean, newspaper proprietor, Nowra ........................................................................................................................... 22-25, 33

Mr. O. J. Beckett, orchardist, Falls Creek ................................................................................................................................................... 25

Mr. George Underwood Alley, farmer and grazier, Sassafras .........................................................................   25

Mr. Jacob Ehnoose, fisherman, Sussex Jnlet ............................................................................................................................................. 26

Mr. James Thomas Jones, cattle-dealer, Nowra................................................................................................................................ 26, 33-34

Mr. Ohristophoi Graham, Mayor of Nowra.......................................................................................................................................... 27 2S

Phillip Henry Morton, Esq., M.P................................................................................................................................................................ 28-30

Mr. T. R. Peak, secretary, Jervis Bay Railway Extension Committee.............................................................................. 31-33

Mr. Thomas Charles Kenned}. newspaper proprietor, Nowra.......................... .......................................................................... 31

APPENDIX.

[To /ji'klenci'. taken befort f/tti Gommittoe, f
Return showing the tiiiantity of coke shipped from Port Kembla from 30 June, iSflJ. to 30 June, J39G, inclusive A

fo evidence of Hon. h, Vickery, M.L C.—Return showing names of steamship companies and others using
Southern coal ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................' H

To evidence of H. Deane, Esq.—The Southern Collieries—Distance? to ports from intersections of colliery rail
ways with main South Coast railway.............................................................................................................................................................. tj

To evidence of H. Deane, Esq. —Return showing distances from pit's mouth to ports, from collieries in lllawarra 0 1 

To evidence nf H. C. Russell, Esq., C.M.G.—Force of sea waves on exposed structures.................................................. D
To evidence of A. Campbell, Esq., M.P.—Return showing the Expenditure on Harbours nf tbe coast north and

south of Sydney, from 1855 to 1895, inclusive ................................................................................................................................... E
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To evidence of J. R. M. Robertson, Esq.—Statement of coal shipped at Port Kembla, Beliambi, and Belmore Basin
during the year 18D5................................................................................................................................................................................................. jr

To evidence of S. Alexander, Esq.—Railway connection with Port Kembla ................................................................................ (j
To evidence of C. W. Darley, Esq.—Tidal Range at Lake Rlawarra................................................................. ................................. H

,, Equipment of Port Kembla as a Harbour ............................................................................ Hi

i, ,, Points in the inquiry respecting the construction of a harbour at Lake lllawarra H 2

n ,, Particulars respecting wharfage accommodation at Poit Kembla........................... . H3

f7'o Evidence taken before the Sectional Committee.]

To evidence of Mr. W. Evans - Proposed Loop-line to Mount Pleasant Railway ....................................................................... A

PLANS.
Plan I.—Port Kembla—showing the proposed Deep-water Harbour.

Plan IT.—Port Kembla—approximate area of land proposed to be resumed.

Plan III.—Part of South Coast of New South Wales—showing sites of proposed Harbours.

Plan TV.—lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation (Limited)—proposed Works at Lake lllawarra.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

CONSTRUCTION OF A DEEP-WATER HARBOUR AT PORT KEMBLA.

REPORT.

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the first Session of the present Parli ament, under the Public Worbs Act of 1888, 
51 Vic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. No. 
26, and the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Vic. 
No. 11, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the 
expediency of constructing a deep-water harbour at Port Ivemhla, have, after 
duo inquiry, resolved that it is expedient the proposed work he carried out by 
constructing the eastern breakwater only; and, in accordance with the prevision 
of sub-section IV, of clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their resolution 
to the Legislative Assembly:—

lllLTARl'MENTAL DESCRIPTION OE THE PROPOSED HARBOUR.

1. As placed before the Committee by the Department of Public Works, the 
scheme for the construction of: a deep-water harbour at Port Kembla embraces tiro 
proposals—one, the building of a breakwater 2,800 feet in length referred to in 
the evidence as the eastern breakwater—in a northerly direction, from Kembla 
Point, east of the Mount Kembla Coal Company’s jetty, which would provide 
what is termed a sheltered coast harbour, sufficiently protected, to enable vessels 
of all sizes to be loaded with coal; and the other, the construction of two break
waters—the second or northern structure 3,530 feet in length which, together, 
would form a close or still-water harbour suitable for the landing of cargo from, as 
well as the shipment of coal into, sailing vessels as well as steamers. The one 
breakwater wvnikl afford protection to an area of 126 acres, having a depth of 
21 feet and over at low water, and the two wrould enclose an area of 260 acres, with 
24 feet at low water and 30 feet over half the area when dredged out. In either 
case vessels would lie safely, for though by constructing one breakwater only there 
occasionally would he a certain range or swe! 1 coming in from the sea, any difficulty 
in loading operations from that cause would he met by holding the vessels off to 
buoys. It is proposed to construct the breakwaters of blocks of rough stone tipped 
into the sea, the height above high water to be 15 feet in the ease of the eastern 
structure and 8 feet in that of the northern, the width at the top 16 feet, increasing to 
20 feet at the outer end, and the batter or slope 1 -1- to 1 on. tbc sea face and 1-j- to 1 on 
the harbour side. Sixteen hundred feet of the eastern breakwater would be upon a 
reef. The scheme contemplates the purchase of Ihc existing jetties at Port Kembla, 
and the construction of an additional jetty and a wharf, the reclamation of land, 
and the erection of cranes, lighthouse, signal station, &c.

Oepicial
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Official Estimate of Cost.

2. It is estimated that the eastern breakwater could be constructed for 
£158,300, and the northern for £1.21,120. Other items in the full estimate submitted ■
are— '

Timber wharf, 1 mile long ... £44,000
Ballast wall, at back ... ... 10,000
Sidings and coal lines ... ... 4,000
Dredging and reclaimed land ... 25,000
Coal-shipping jetty ................
Cranes, lighthouse, signal station and quarters,

35,000

engineering and supervision... 42,580
These figures make the estimated total cost of the larger, or close harbour, scheme, 
exclusive of the purchase of land and private rights to existing jetties and lines, 
£440,000; but this estimate, as also that of constructing the eastern breakwater 
only, will be considerably less, if suitable stone be obtained from quarries adjacent 
to the site of the eastern breakwater, which, as far as an examination of the locality 
has gone, appears very probable. Should this stone be obtained it will mean a 
reduction of 9d. per ton, or a saving of £23,745 in the case of the eastern breakwater, 
and £22,710 in that of the northern.

Reasons fok Constructing the profoseh HahhOuk.

3. The construction of the proposed harbour has been advocated for the 
following reasons :—

(i) That a good port, safe and accessible for large vessels in all weathers, is 
absolutely necessary for the development of the coal trade of the district, 
which has been retarded and hampered for want of such a port.

(n) That the coal of the district is coming into increased favour, and all that is 
necessary to enable the collieries to greatly extend the export trade is a 
suitable shipping depot for the whole district.

(hi) That it would induce the establishment of manufactories in the district, 
(rv) That the harbour at 'Wollongong is altogether inadequate to the require

ments of the district and incapable of enlargement, except by an unjusti
fiable outlay.

(v) That a safe harbour would also serve as a place of i’ef uge in bad weather.

' The Inqueril

4. The inquiry which the Committee have carried out with reference to the 
proposed work is as complete as a careful consideration of all important aspects of 
the matter can make it, and includes a visit to the lllawarra district by a Sectional 
Committee. Owing to conflicting opinions a large number of witnesses presented 
themselves for examination, and plans other than those of the Department were 
submitted for consideration, thus extending the scope of the inquiry beyond the 
Departmental proposals. Plans and other information, supplied by the Department 
of Public Works, were before the Committee, with reference to harbour improvement 
proposals in relation to Beliambi and Wollongong,

The Dominant Question in the Inquiry.

5. The dominating question in the inquiry for the present is that of the export; 
of coal, although it appears probable that the construction of a good port in lllawarra 
would bring into existence a considerable import trade in sulphide ores, &c.

It therefore becomes necessary to eonsider—
(r) The extent, quality, and value of the coal-measures in the lllawarra district. 
(n) The present means of disposal.
(m) The present and prospective output.
(iv) Effect of a suitable shipping port adjacent 1o the coal-measures, 
fv) Effect of port on coal under Crown lands and upon railway returns on 

South Coast Line. Other

/
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Other matters for consideration are—
(vi) Import trade.
( vti) Location of port.
(yiii) Rival sites.
(ix.) The harbour proposed to he constructed by the fllawarra Barbour and 

Land Corporation (Limited).
(x.) The present railway connection with Kembla.
(xi) Zone to be defined.
(xn) Port at Jervis Bay.
(xm) The outlay necessary in connection with the construction of a port at 

Kembla Bay, and the probable return.

I.

THE EXTENT Oh1 THE COAL-MEASURES IN THE ILLAWAREA
DISTRICT.

G. Wollongong may be regarded as holding a central position between the sites 
which have been suggested as suitable for the construction of a port. Erom 
Wollongong to Darling Barbour is about 50 miles by rail, and since the facilities 
for loading coal at the latter place arc likely to he at least equal to those at any 
port on the southern coast, it appears probable that no great quantity of coal from 
Helensburgh or north of that place will he shipped from any port in lllawarra.

Nominally there are six seams in the lllawarra coal-measures, but only the 
upper, known locally as the Bulli seam, is at present regarded as of commercial 
value.

Although the Greta seam probably exists in the district, it is presumed to he 
at too great a depth to bo 'worked in competition with the more easily-won coal.

Between Helensburgh and North Clifton the coal-measures are practically 
unexplored. Professor David and the Government Geologist state that no coal of 
commercial value for export purposes has been discovered south of Alouut Kembla.

Eor the purposes of this inquiry therefore the coal-measures in lllawarra 
may he said to he hounded on the north by North Clifton, on the south, by Mount 
Kembla, and are limited to the upper or Bulli seam, and within these boundaries and 
from this seam Professor David is of opinion that it is reasonable to expect
326,100,000 tons of coal will ho won.

Quality on Illawabka Coal.
_ 7- lllawarra coal is, for the manufacture of gas and for household purposes, 

inferior to Newcastle coal, but it is a first-class steam-generating coal, and suitable 
[or smelting purposes.

Eor steaming purposes it is contended that it approaches in excellence the 
best Welsh coal. ’

It is at present used by the—Orient S.N. Co.; P. & O. S.N. Co.; Message- 
ries M. Co. ; North German Lloyds; Japan Mail Line; British India S.N. Co.; 
Gulf Line of Steamers ; E. & A. S.S. Co.; Port Linos of Steamers; Aberdeen Line 
of Steamers; China Navigation Co.; SI fire Line of Steamers ; H.M. Navy; Canadian- 
Australian S.S. Co.; A.U.S.N. Co.; Melbourne S.S. Co; Huddart, Parker, & Co. ; 
J. Patterson & Co.; Adelaide S.S. Co.; McThvraith McEachern ; Intercolonial S.S. 
Co.

VAiiins or tee Coal.
S. The local value at the port of shipment of all the available lllawarra 

marketable coal would, at present prices, he about £100,000,000. A large pro
portion of this coal, it lias been shown in evidence, lies in nnalienated lands, and 
therefore would he subject to the payment of a. royally to the State.

IT.
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II.
PRESENT HE AN S OE DISPOSAL.

9. The present means for disposing of the coal is by local consumption, by 
railway transit direct to Sydney, and by shipping from jetties at Coal cliff, Bulli, 
Beliambi, Wollongong, and Kembla.

The quantity7 of coal which during the twelve months ending 30th September, 
1896, left lllawarra by railway was 30,000 tons, and the cost when carried in 
Commissioners’ tracts was approximately 2s. 9d. per ton, and 2s. if carried in owners’ 
trucks. The freight and extent of the trade from the different shipping places 
will he dealt with subsequently.

III.
PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE OUTPUT OE THE COAL MINES IN THE

ILL A WARE A DISTRICT.
10. The total output of the coal mines in the lllawarra district within the 

previously specified area, in the year 1874;, was 137,062 tons.
Since then, although at times there has been a, temporary decline, the annual 

output has increased, and the average for the years 1891 to 1S95 was 700,000 tons.
Therefore it is reasonable to estimate the output for the immediate future, 

with present shipping facilities, at 750,000 tons per annum, having a local value 
approximating a quarter of a million sterling.

The construction of a deep-water harbour with additional shipping facilities 
should greatly increase these figures.

It is conjectured that a large quantity of coal, at present regarded as lying too 
far westward from the existing pits’ mouths, will, when the more accessible coal has 
been worked out, also find its way'to the seaboard; but tbe limit of 5 miles laid down 
by Professor David appears to be sufficiently distant for tbe present. With reference 
to those areas within which the coal is regarded as inferior, or commercially valueless, 
later discoveries in these localities may augment the estimated extent and value of 
the field.

The exhaustion of the better coal may eventually force inferior coal into 
use; hut the Committee believe it is wise to limit any definite statement to the 
marketable coal of the Bulli scam.

IV.
EFFECT OE A SUITABLE SHIPPING-PORT ADJACENT TO THE COAL-

MEASURES.
11. The cost of carriage of coal from lllawarra to Sydney is about 2s. 9d. per 

ton by rail and not less than 2s. 6d. per ton by sea.
Therefore, a portion of tbe 2s. 6d. per ton, less nominal charges for short 

haulage and port dues, might he added to the price at which it could, be sold 
were it possible to load direct at a local port, and the loss from deterioration, con
sequent upon extra handling, would be saved to colliery proprietors and purchasers.

It must, however, be borne in mind that a large portion of the coal raised in 
lllawarra will not he diverted from Port Jackson by the construction of the proposed 
port, because coal inquired for use in the metropolis for bunker purposes, or for 
transhipment in Sydney harbour, would still he carried by small colliers loading in 
the port of Wollongong, or from jetties connected with the mines ; but even to these 
boats a secure port would he of great advantage, for during boisterous .weather they 
could proceed to the proposed local port and load there, thus saving time and 
removing the uncertaintv which is so inimical to trade.

It is scarcely probable that the great mail-boats, time being of supreme 
importance, would alter their present process of loading bunker coal in Sydney, 
and many' of the intercolonial steamers would continue their present practice in 

‘ order
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order to avoid the delay of proceeding to and returning from the local port. To 
some of the intercolonial steamers that now load in Sydney it would be convenient 
as well as economical to make the four hours run were there a secure port in 
lllawarra in which they could coal, and whence they could return to their berths in 
Port Jackson; or they might enter the port for coal during their trip, if assured 
of quick despatch.

The whole question is one of cost, and if the saving of at least 2s. 6d. per 
ton more than compensated for time lost by coaling direct at a local port this 
method would he adopted ; but the increase of trade from this source cannot he even 
approximately estimated.

At present, sailing vessels of sufficient tonnage to engage in profitable foreign 
trade will not venture into any port in lllawarra, and insurance companies do not 
accept the risk.

Direct over-sea export, therefore, is possible by steamers only, and is 
subject to uncertainty. It obeyed of tlie 2s. 6d. per ton freight to Sydney, and saved 
from the cost and deterioration consequent upon extra handling, lllawarra coal 
could freely compote for the foreign trade, as the selling price would be the 
quotation at the local port instead of at Sydney. . ■

Competent witnesses were unanimously of opinion that if it wore possible to 
save the freight to Sydney, lllawarra coal would obtain a much increased sale in 
the markets of Singapore and the Past, and secure an extensive trade on the 
American coast.

V.
EITECT OF POET ON COAL UNDER CROWN LANDS AND RAILWAY.

12. Immediately west from the present workings, which are in private 
property, there is a great area of Crown lands containing coal.

Taking into consideration the probable thickness of the seam, there would he 
won per acre not less than 5,000 tons upon which the Crown would receive royalty.

It is not possible to estimate accurately the extent of land towards the west 
which can reasonably he thought to include areas that will eventually pay royalty, 
hut it is considerable, and the royalty must represent a very large sum.

The Committee were informed that there are nearly 10,000 acres of accessible 
Crown lands between Beliambi and Kembla alone, the royalty upon which, 
calculated at Gd. per ton, will eventually produce a large annual revenue.

VI.
IMPORT TRADE.

13. The presence of a large quantity of easily-won coal in lllawarra has already 
been availed of for the establishment of smelting-works. If a safe port were con
structed there can be hut little doubt that sulphide ore in large quantities would he 
imported, and an impetus given to the development of the full resources of the 
district.

The site chosen for the iirst smelting-works is adjacent to the shore of Lake 
lllawarra; the distance from Sydney being 58 miles. The greater part of the cost 
of the carriage from Sydney would he saved if the ore could he landed at any port 
in the lllawarra distvkd.

VII.
LOCATION OE PORT.

Id. Erom the foregoing it will be seen that the extent and value of the coal- 
measures in lllawarra justify the Committee in recommending an expenditure to 
provide adequate moans of shipment. Tlie next question requiring consideration is 
the location of the port. L

-100—c Position
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Position ot Pout prom the Standpoint op the Trade op 1895.
15. Taking tlie sum of the total output (680,000 tons) for 1895 (there not being 

full information for 1896) as being represented by 680, the proportionate quantity 
won from each mine can be thus compared

Austinmer represented in 1895 ... ... 17
Bulli .. ... ... 5
Bulli Steam Coal .. ... ... 4
Beliambi ... ... 10
Coal CM ... ... 18
Corrimal ,, ... ... Ill
Mount Pleasant ... ... 69
Mount Kembla .. ... ... 151
Osbome-Wallsend ,, * ... ... 78
South Bulli ,, ... ... 167
South Clifton ... ... 50

Total ................ ... 680

The output for the year 1895, west and north from Beliambi in comparison, 
with that to the south of that place was as 271 to 409.

The output west and soutli from Wollongong is 298 against 382 to the north.
The output west from Port Kembla is 151 against 529 to the north.
in view of the statements made with regard to the proximity of the coal to 

the various ports, the Committee have deemed it advisable to present the position in 
detail, but the amount of coal already won has little hearing on the question of port 
construction unless it can be demonstrated that the proportion is likely to he 
sustained in the anticipated increased output.

Professor David and the Government Geologist informed the Committee that 
the best deposit of coal in lllawarra lies south from Corrimal. North from that 
place, although there are considerable areas of good coal, the measures are 
deteriorated through faults and volcanic dykes.

The port of Beliambi lies practically cast from the northern end of the best 
coal; Kembla about east from its southern limit. The case for Beliambi is that 
coal (although the measures arc not so uniform) will he won north from Beliambi; 
hut this fact is neutralised by the larger deposit of coal between Keira and Mount 
Kembla. which will find readier outlet towards Port Kembla.

Coal in quantity can he hauled at Nl. per ton per mile. The question of 
haulage for an extra mile or so is not, therefore, very material.

The Committee are of opinion that with regard to accessibility for the future 
coal-output of lllawarra the port of Wollongong occupies the first position.

Between Beliambi and Kembla there is not sufficient difference in location to 
be commercially appreciable, hut, all other things being equal, Beliambi may be 
regarded as more central; upon this point, however, the evidence is contradictory.

If coal he won soutli from Kembla, as is confidently anticipated by some 
witnesses, it will improve the position of Port Kembla ; but no evidence as to the 
existence of any deposit of commercial value for export was furnished which could 
justify the Committee in disregarding the evidence of Professor David and the 
Government Geologist.

Talawera Point, on Lake lllawarra, occupies a less favourable position than 
any of tlie other sites, being about 6 miles south from the junction, with the railway 
of the tram lines going direct to Port Kembla, which junction is a distance of about 
4 miles to Port Kembla.

Luesent



Present Relative Importance of Shipping-places.

16. The quantity of coal shipped at the various ports in lllawarra during 
1895 was:—

Bulli ... 
Beliambi 
Kembla ... 
'Wollongong

5,000
178,317
233,438
178,317

Total ... ... ... 595,072
Coalclifl: has not been included, not being at present connected with, the 

Government railway line.
It will be observed that fully twice as much coal is shipped south of Beliambi 

as from Beliambi and the jetties to the north, more than one-third of the total 
output of the district being now shipped at Port Kembla.

VIII.
CONSIDERATION OE RIVAL SITES.

17. It has already been stated that the ports of Beliambi and Wollongong are 
quite as well situated as, if not somewhat better than, Port Kembla with reference to 
the coal-measures of lllawarra.

Therefore, it becomes necessary to consider whether the extra haulage to 
.Krmbla will be justified by reason of its superiority as a shipping port.

The Pout of Bella mbi.

IS. It may be conceded that if Port Kembla wore not in existence a fairly 
satisfactory port could he constructed at Beliambi; but it is necessary to consider 
the ease comparatively. The cost of an eastern breakwater at Beliambi, according 
lo the departmental estimate, would be £208,000, and the cost of the necessary 
wharfs £76,000, giving a total of £283,300. The length of the eastern breakwater 
would he 2,800 feet. The area of—

36 feet deep and over, at low water, would he 28 acres. 
30 „ „ „ „ 45 „
24 „ ., ., .. 38 „
18 .. ., 80 
12 „ „ ., ,, 104 ..

The total area hounded by tbe breakwater, tbe margin of tbe shore, and an 
cast and west line drawn from the outer end of the breakwater would be 150 acres. 
To increase this area so as to make it equal to that of Kembla would involve a very 
heavy cost. The harbour is partially protected from the south by the Beliambi Reef, 
which has the effect of breaking the force of the seas coming from a southerly 
direction; but the anchorage is inferior to that at Kembla. There would be no 
serious danger of the silting of the harbour.

Material for the construction of tlie breakwater, although not obtainable in 
tbe immediate vicinity, would, in all probability, be found within a few miles. 
Plans prepared by a gentleman of considerable local experience were placed before 
the Committee. Under this proposal tbe site is placed some distance south from 
the headland selected as tbe root for the Departmental breakwater, and a con
siderable portion would be ineffective, as the end of tlie breakwater would be 
at a point almost due east from the northern jetty. Easterly seas or any seas 
north from east would sweep unimpeded into the northern portion of the bay, 
as well as into the suggested dock which it was proposed to construct in Beliambi 
Creek some distance north from tbe northern jetty, and the area protected would be 
somewhat less than that protected by 4ths of the length of the proposed Departmental 
breakwater. Tlie proposal to connect the outlying reef with the main land might be

viewed
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viewed favourably if tbc Committee were of opinion that Beliambi famished 
opportunities equal to Kembla for harbour construction. There would be resumption 
of land at Beliambi as at Kembla, with the exception of 100 feet of reservation 
which the Committee were informed exists on the foreshore of Beliambi Harbour.

The Pout or Wollongong.

19. Tlie port of Wollongong is more centrally situated than Port Kembla to 
tbe coal-measures of lllawarra, and in connection with it there is already in existence 
a shipping basin of a depth of about 14 feet. Coal-loading appliances have been 
erected, and one line of Government railway connects the main coast line with tlie 
port. Material suitable for a breakwater is not likely to be obtained within a 
reasonable distance ; and to construct a sufficiently deep harbour would necessitate 
very expensive operations. Already there has been a great outlay, and the same 
expenditure at Wollongong as proposed at Kembla would give but one-balf the 
harbour accommodation with far less satis factor v results.

The Wollongong Harbour Trust created by Act of Parliament on 1st October, 
1889, after expending a considerable sum of money and incurring liabilities under 
a contract since cancelled, has been dissolved. Local feeling and interests have 
merged in a general agreement that all further expenditure should be incurred in 
giving effect to tlie Departmental proposal in connection with Port Kembla.

The Port or Kembla.

20. The Bay of Kembla is protected and sheltered on tbe south, and partially 
towards tbe east and north-east, by tbe Live Islands. The protection from the south 
is very considerable. The southerly seas being broken by tbc islands do not 
seriously affect tlie southern portion of tlie bay in which the two existing jetties are 
situated.

The proposed eastern breakwater would be practically an extension northward 
of the headland which now protects the hay, and the result will be a capacious and 
secure harbour in all weathers. 'Without the northern breakwater it is possible that, 
at times, unloading may require to be temporarily suspended, but tbc loading of coal 
could be carried on without intermission. Not only is the bay better protected and 
sheltered in the quarter from which the worst weather is to be expected tlian any 
of'the rival sites, but tbe bottom of tbe bay affords excellent holding ground.

The area of the proposed harhonr having a depth of
36 feet and over, at low water, will be 66 acres, 
30 „ „ „ 97 „
24 „ „ „ 126 „
20 „ „ „ 156
12 ,, „ ,, 178

At low-water mark there will be an area of 223 acres.
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Kembla has a great advantage over harbours at tbc mouths of rivers, as there 
are no flood deposits to contend with. Prom the set of the currents as described 
by tbe Department it appears highly improbable that there will be any serious 
deposit of sand. ■

An abundant supply of stone can be obtained from tbe hill to tbe soutli, 
about half a mile from the foot of tlie proposed breakwater. The proximity of this 
stone enables a reduction of £23,745 to be made in the original estimate for the 
eastern breakwater.

Port Kembla as a harbour site is greatly superior to either Wollongong or 
Beliambi. In view of the experience afforded by Wollongong Harbour—{which 
port no doubt provided ample accommodation for tbe trade at tbc time ,of its con
struction, but is valueless except for small coasting vessels)—the fact is emphasised 
that a port, to be of permanent value, should be constructed not only to meet present 
trade requirements, but with a full recognition of tbc possibilities of future alterations 
in marine architecture.

The
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The Committee are of opinion that all needed requirements can be satisfied at 
Kembla Bay, and although the opinion has been expressed by the Department of 
Works that the construction of the northern breakwater will be necessary to afford 
absolutely still water, there is sufficient evidence to show that such a work need not 
be contemplated at present.

Port Kembla is well protected by the islands and headland, and with tlie 
shelter which will he afforded by the proposed eastern breakwater, will doubtless 
he sufficient for many years to come. The proposed breakwater will furnish ample 
protection for loading operations, and it will be possible to discharge cargoes in the 
hay.

IX.
THE HARBOUR PROPOSED TO BE CONSTRUCTED BY THE ILLAWARRA 

HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION (LIMITED).
2].. The managing director of the lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation 

stated that Parliament had by their Act already practically dealt with the question 
submitted to this Committee, as tbe port proposed to be constructed under such Act 
was intended to provide for the coal trade of lllawarra; and it was regarded by the 
company as a breach of faith on the part of the Government to construct another 
harbour in competition with that projected by them. This contention ignores the 
comprehensive works designed by the Wollongong Harbour Trust, and is quite 
untenable, although the Engineer-in-Chief thought that had a good harbour been 
constructed at Lake lllawarra, Port Kembla might not have been required. It then 
became necessary to inquire as to the transactions of the company and the progress 
which has been made towards the fulfilment of their undertaking.

History op the Iliawarra Harbour and Land Corporation.

22. It appears that this corporation was formed about the year 1888. In 1890 
an Act was passed by Parliament empowering the company to construct a harbour 
at Lake lllawarra, and conferring other rights. In 1895 an extension of time was 
granted under an Act which specified that the proposed works must he completed by 
the 20th December, 1897, hut that if £10,000 were deposited in tbe Treasury by that 
date, an extension of one year would he granted in which to complete the work.

A brief statement of the transactions of the lllawarra Harbour and Land 
Company will not he out of place.

The corporation owns the Lake Lands Estate and a large coal-mining property 
on Dapto Creek. - ° r 1 "
_ These properties (representing £90,000), with the concession under the Act, 
m the first instance, formed the total assets of the company.

They have expended £39,000 on a railway from Talawera Point to their 
coal property, and about £3,000 on works and surveys in connection with the 
harbour, of which amount £1,200 was spent in the partial erection of a tie-hank 
near Windang Island.

Tlie railway, which has been constructed for a distance of 7-^ miles to their 
coal property, would he a useful work if tbc coal obtained there were of commercial 
value. The Committee, however, arc definitely assured by Professor David and the 
Government Geologist that the coal is not suitable for export, and it is conjectured 
that it would he more profitable to a company engaged in smelting to use the well- 
tested Bulli seam than to endeavour to smelt with the inferior coal of Dapto Creek. 
This is an important factor in connection with the enterprise for opening the lake 
entrance and dredging a deep channel to Talawera Point.

.If t1!10 evidence given by the Enginecr-in-Chief for Public Works be correct, 
that “it will take five to seven years to construct a harbour at Lake lllawarra,5’ 
the construction of a railway to Talawera Point might well have been delayed till 
the completion of the harbour scheme. Loss of interest on the capital invested in its 
construction, and also the great deterioration consequent upon exposure to the weather

for
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for a number of years, would have been avoided, had the construction of the harbour 
preceded, as it should have done, the building oC the railway, but this latter work 
became indispensable in order to save the company’s Act of Parliament from lapsing.

The smelting works now being erected near Lake lllawarra are substantial, 
and the foundation of a hopeful enterprise appears to have been laid. The managing 
director of the company claims that the corporation is entitled to special considera
tion, as it is owing to the instrumentality of his company that these works have been 
erected. *

The expenditure, however, of hut £1,200 on harbour works during a period 
of six years out of tbe proposed cost, £177,000, and tbe carrying out of tbe project 
being dependent upon tbe flotation of bonds in London, do not inspire confidence in 
tbe assurance by tbe company’s engineer and contractor that the work can be 
carried out within the time specified in the company’s Act of .Parliament, viz., by 
December, 1898; the Engineer-in-Chief for Public "Works informed the Committee 
that from five to seven years would be necessary, and that tbe cost would bo not less 
than £280,000. '

Apart from the untenable assumption by the corporation of an obligation by 
the Government not to construct a rival port, the Committee regard the success of 
the corporation’s enterprise as. doubtful. This, in conjunction with the fact of the 
great delay in carrying out the corporation’s harbour works, which apparently 
stagnated until the Government made the present proposal, prevents tlie Committee 
from recommending any delay in dealing with tbe proposal referred to them by 
Parliament, and they feel constrained in considering tbe question of a good port for 
lllawarra to disregard tbe corporation’s contention, and to base their recommendations 
solely upon the respective merits of the sites inspected.

x.

THE PKESENT .RAILWAY CONNECTION WITH KEMBLA.

23. The distance from the main South Coast railway line to Kembla is about 
4 miles. The Southern Coal Company has constructed a line with a 4-ft. 8|-in. 
gauge from their jetty to the Government railway, and there is also in existence a 
line on the same gauge from the Kembla jetty to tbe South Coast line. Tbe 
construction of the proposed line of railway via tbe Mount Keira line and along tbe 
coast, following the eastern side of Tom Thumb Lagoon, would effect a saving of 
about 2 miles ; but it becomes a question for consideration whether such a saving in 
haulage would justify the carrying out of this line at present.

The coal to be shipped at Port Kembla from all the mines at present being 
worked in tbe lllawarra district, with tbe exception of Mount Kembla, would 
probably be carried by this railway. Tbe cost of tbe line is estimated to be under 
£20,000. The time for commencing its construction may be left to the Government 
as a matter for their consideration.

It is probable that the Committee would have recommended the construction 
of a lino by another route, turning off to the south of Wollongong station, and 
following either the east or west margin of the Tom Thumb Lagoon; but the diffi
culties likely to be experienced in removing tbe heavy grade to the north of the 
Wollongong station would probably more than counterbalance any advantages to be 
gained by adopting that route.

XL
WAY-LEAVE THROUGH THE WENTWORTH ESTATE.

24. The Mount Kembla and the Southern Goal companies have the right of 
hauling coal over the lines constructed through the Wentworth Estate for a period 
of fifty years on payment of a way-leave of |d. increasing to fd. per ton.

It



It may be wise not to interfere with Oils right, in view of compensation claims, 
but those portions of the Mount Kembla and Southern companies’ railway lines 
lying within the boundaries of the land proposed to be resumed should be acquired 
by the State.

The Committee are of opinion that delivery of the coal coming by these lines 
could be taken on the boundary of the resumed land, and the agreement with regard 
to way-leave would then remain unimpaired. This and the questions incidental to 
resumption of jetties and alteration or duplication of railway lines in connection 
with the port should be left to the Government to he dealt with as the breakwater 
progresses. -

xn.
UESUMTTION OE LAKE.

25. Sufficient land should he resumed to secure the stone required for the 
construction of the port, to provide hereafter space for all shunting operations 
and approaches to the jetties and wharves, and for the erection of the necessary 
buildings, ami to furnish an elevated site for a signal station,

The area defined on the map herewith, and embracing 660 acres—subject 
to alteration as investigation, in detail may render necessary—will be sufficient for 
all these purposes. It would be possible to have resumed isolated blocks, and thus 
to have covered the quarry sites and signal station, but in each instance roads of 
access would require to he provided, which might crea/te claims for severance.

In the opinion of the Committee it will he wiser to have the resumed lands 
in one block.

The land in question is inferior in quality for grazing. The water frontage 
is valuable for coal jetties only, which cannot be erected without State authority.

Taking into consideration the betterment to tbe residue of the estate by the 
construction of a port at Kembla, the cost of resumption should not he very 
great.

XIII.
PROKITS EROM THE PORT.

20. Apart from the railways and jetties the Committee were informed by 
those at present engaged in the coal-mining industry that dd. per ton would not he 
an unreasonable charge for the benefit afforded by the construction of the eastern 
breakwater, and one for which they would be freely recompensed by the extension 
of trade. Tlie total yearly income from this charge upon the moderate estimate of
500,000 tons would be £8,333, which represents at 3^ per cent, a capital of £270,000.

The total cost of construction of tlie port, resumptions, and all works 
incidental thereto, should not exceed £200,000.

It will he seen that without taking into account any import trade such as 
sulphide and other ores for the smelting works now, or hereafter to be, established, 
Port Kembla should be self-supporting from, tbe amount which will be earned from 
the shipment of coal alone.

As the port develops it is probable it will be necessary to have pilots’ and 
boatmen’s quarters, buoys, and other mooring appliances which constitute a con
tinuous annual cost in all harbours; but the increase in the trade which justifies 
their being provided will also furnish revenue from which the cost of them may he 
met.

XIV.
PORT AT .TERVIS BAY.

27. Jervis Bay is a capacious natural port, distant about 17 miles from the 
present railway terminus. Evidence was given concerning the existence of coal, 
iron ore, and low-grade ores within a reasonable distance, hut as Jervis Bay is 60

miles
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miles from, the centre of the coal-measures at present being worked, it could not be 
availed of by tbe lllawarra Colliery proprietors, whose coal is carried by collier to 
Sydney for 2s. Gd. per ton, and by rail for about 3s. per ton. At present rates, as 
laid down by the Commissioners for Railways, there is no probability of any 
appreciable quantity of coal north of Kembla being forwarded to Jervis Bav as a 
port of shipment. "

RINDING OF THE COMMITTEE WITH REGARD TO THE NECESSITY
OF A PORT IN THE ILLAWARRA DISTRICT.

30. The Committee are of opinion that—
(i) The lllawarra coal-measures are of sufficient extent and value to justify 

the construction of a safe port. '
(n) Such a. port would materially increase the output of the collieries, thus 

providing remunerative occupation for a largo number of miners and 
surface hands. It would he an advantage to the vessels engaged in local 
trade p benefit steamers employed in intercolonial trade, and assist, by 
lessening the freight of ores, the operations of any smelting-works which 
may he established; and it would stimulate the foreign trade of the 
lllawarra district. VJ

(in) Eventually a revenue in. royalty will be derived from coal mined on 
Crown lands.

(iv) Port Kembla is tbe most suitable and convenient site for tbe construction 
of a deep-water harbour, and tbe revenue from tbe port should cover 
interest on outlay as well as maintenance.

(v) The land resumption recommended may be made without eventual loss to
the State. ■

RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE COMMITTEE.
31. The following extract from the Committee’s Minutes of Proceedings of 

4th and 5th February, 1897, shows tbe resolution passed and the division upon it:—
Mr. Lee moved,—

“ That, in the opinion of tho Committee, it is expedient the proposed Construction of a 
Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla, referred to the Committee by the Legislative 
Assembly, be carried out by constructing the eastern breakwater only.” ' B

The motion was seconded by Mr. Pegan, and passed on tho following division :—

Ayes, 0.
Mr. Ewing,
Mr. Hmnphery, 
Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr, Roberts, 
Mr. Triekett, 
Mr. O’Connor, 
Mr. Clarice,
Mr. Lee,
Mr. Eegan.

Noes, 4'. 
Mr. Hassall, 
Mr. Black, 
Mr. Wright, 
Mr. Farnell.

THOS. EWING,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 
Sydney, 10 February, 1897.
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The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port
Kembla.

Robert R. P. Hickson, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works and Commissioner for Roads, sworn, and
examined: —

1. Chairman.] Do you desire to make a statement with regard to this proposal P Yes, I have prepared a R. R. P. 
ItelowH^—^ miormatlon of tlle Committee which, with their permission, I will read. It is as Hickson, Esi

Propoml Dce.p-icnter Barbour for the TUaimrra District. 28 Oct., 189l
i),'.’far f8 uan ascertjmle<J from available papers, the earliest action taken towards constructing a harbour for tho lllawarra

”'8' "“■a * “11 b“1"'«»*» ™ ™''*m “i ■
nf WnUrm^r!,^ 18®S> dllruig tl10 GovDviior.Gencralaliip of Sir William Denison, a petition was presented by the inhabitants

°f t'he.dlstl,!0t> ^king fora better harbour, and the late Mr. Mori arty, then 
Rngmeer-in-Uucf for Harboars and Rivers, was instructed to prepare plans and report on the best way to provide suitable te:,XaTnln°Ta h"; Mr- was laid on'the TaAc of the House, and ordered te be printed' mb

SoV’ J8 9‘ 1 ^ h° recomltlended the construction of an inner basin and breakwater, and estimated the cost at

be needed for coal<'shhi1pingthat ^ ^ °f ^ baSin firSt proposctl ""lls subsequently much enlarged when it whs found to

works were^tarteiT'1108 fW 1800 S lo'ln vnte fo1, £2fj.S92 for Improvements to Wollongong Harbour was taken, and tbe

Keira T?nmroa7Lyt^M7flo"^CToii]i0ASO"^GoP1)ly'.ng-t" 1>iH,liameMt anl1 obtaining an Act, intituled “Mount 
LbrnbrnT^Wol,,gong Harbour ^ ‘ ’ authorlSmS thcm 10 con5tl"uct “ fcmm the Mount Keira

DeeeinW^SiiO^Oftvr^Ti^r18^0011^ !'fmW“;yR in ,ttlis diatrict ■H’ere Passed by the Legislature, both dated 17th 
««.’bi2621C"’ I1® '‘7 aB, . Ta>'lor and Walker’s Railway Act.” This Act empowered the South Bulli

Co pa"y 1,0 a railway from their colliery to “ the projected public dock or harbour works at Beliambi Harbour."
J.lie second Act was known as the ‘Mount Pleasant Tramway Act of 1862,■" 26 Vic,, and authorised the

Tnd ^now owne^rte^Go^nmenf Pl0‘'lSant ^ ^ harb0ltral WolIo"S°nS' tn“"™y ™ subsequently purchased

was n £F*'am i4”^ 4hat1 tbc construction of Wollongong Harbour was asked for, the papers disclose that there 
feted rnT Tul V at BelIn,"pl’ aud ^ iloriarty submitted a design for a harbour at Beliambi with a reiiort

J n"9' HeI 1’e1COIU.metlded “ email basin, with an island breakwater to protect it. The survey then 
p spared is a ^alimble lecord^ showing that no change of uny consequence has taken place in tho bay.

r i * coal'shlPPmg appliances at W’ollongong were apparently laid down by private enterprise, for the Govern
ment did not commence to erect staiths or sidings till the year 1860.
tho vear IsTs’IhLo,101! °f ^ l13';lmoro 1',ash'- or inner harbour of Wollongong, was proceeded wit.li and completed about 
the year 1S6S, although oApcnditiircon the construction of a breakwater, new and larger coal staitlis cranes itc was 
almost continuous up to the formation of tho Wollongong Harbour Trust ^ ’ ’
Vie NolnmTr"-V,?A f,*led “‘to existence on 1st October, 1889, by the “Wollongong Harbour Trust Act of 1889," 53
certain neitinn f ii m to T.™vld°Tfor thc improvement, management, and regulation of the Tort of Wollongong and 
ceitain portions of the J om 1 humb Lagoon, and for other purposes connected therewith.” b
harbour and on1'tfe ^T?011 the Tenf ^”Vjte<l ^ Sir John Coodc to fiwmsh a design and estimate for an outer 
illusteate his scheme ^ 1S31' h° f,,rwal-ded bis report ami estimate, together with three sets of drawings to

‘ ' 49°-A ' The
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R, R. P.
Hickson, Esq.

28 Oct., 18UC.

The area enclosed within the breakwaters proposed by Sir John Coode was as follows:—
Area at low water .....................................................................................................................
Area with depth of 6 feet and over ......................................................................................

M IS
2i
30

Estimated cost
East breakwater,
North

31
1)

2,400 feet long 
2,550 ,,

107 acres.
91
SI
GO

i7

1»
Jt

4S if
23 >)

£345,500
101,000

Total ................................................................................................... £537,100
This estimate, it will be observed, included no portion of the “internal works,1' which were designed by Sir John 

Coode on an extensive scale.
In a subsequent report, duted 17th June, 1891, estimates and plans for the internal works are supplied as follows:— 

Southern coaling depot, three jetties, including cranes, hydraulic machinery, railway __
sidings, Ac., each £152,200 ...................................................................................................... £456,600

Seven acres of reclaimed land and formation ........................................................................... 32.300
Western coaling depot, three jetties, including eranea, hydraulic machinery, railway _

sidings, &c., each £152,000 ....................................................................................................... 456,000
Twenty-six acres of reclamation and formation ........................................................................ 73,000

Ballastquay............................................................................................................................................... 78,600
Removal of portion of Fairy Reef ......................................................................................................... 19,800

Breakwater works as before
1,110,300

537,100

Total estimate ....................................................................................... £1,653,400
It was never intended that the whole of this large scheme for internal works should be proceeded with at once, but 

Sir John Coode recommended that tho reclamation and one only of the southern jetties should be first carried out, and then 
added to as the trade developed.

Early m 1892 the Trust applied to the Government for power to borrow' a sum of money to enable a commencement 
being made with tbe works, and tbe Colonial Treasurer refeired tbe matter to the then Eugincer-in-Chief for Harbour and 
Rivers (Mr. Darley) for report on the scheme and its probable financial prospects. The report, which is with the papers, 
dealt fully with the question, and us the financial portion of it deals w'ith a subject that must necessarily be seriously 
considered when investigating any scheme for a southern coast harbour, it is desirable to here quote the following 
these extracts :—

"The next question is, —Will tbe probable future trade of tbc port pay the interest on this debt, which may be taken 
as one and three-quarter millions sterling ? To do so at 4 per cent, would require a net mutual revenue of £7G,.000._ It is 
quite clear that the present trade from the whole of the southern coal-fields would not pay this interest, ami as it is hard 
to say what the trade is likely to develop to, tlie best way to look at tlie matter is to see what trade would be necessary to 
raise such a net revenue.

“At Newcastle the trade is taxed 4d. per ton for shipping. Assume that the rate charged at Wollongong might be 
as high as fid. per ton—and this is, I think, the maximum that tlie owners are likely to pay—at least one-third this sum, 
or (say) 2d. per ton, would have to be deducted for port and shipping charges, which would include cost of working and 
maintenance nf all the hydraulic plant and cranes, salaries of officers, wharfingers, and general port maintenance charges, 
dredging, &c. This would leave but 4d, pur ton net income, at which rate to collect £76,000 would require an output of
4.200.000 tons. I do not think the most sanguine advocate for the improvement of the port of W ollongong can anticipate 
such a trade as this, seeing that the whole output of all the northern aud southern mines taken together only amounted to
3.691.000 tons for tlie year 1891 (see Report of Department of Mines). The total output from all the southern mines for 
1891 only amounted to 823,933 tons, of which quantity only 155,335 tons were shipped from Wollongong Harbour, the 
balance being shipped from tho numerous coast jetties at Port Kembla, Beliambi, Bulli, Coal Clifl, and North lllawarra, 
and some going by rail direct to Sydney.

111 do not think it at all probable that the port of Wollongong, if improved and made a really safe harbour, can count 
upon drawing all the southern trade there. Some will undoubtedly go direct to Sydney by rail, and a large quantity will 
continue to be shipped from private jetties, which in many cases are close to the collieries, the proprietors thereby saving 
the expense of long haulage, &c, .

“ I therefore think that the utmost trade Likely to be drawn to Wollongong for many years to come will not exceed 
750,090 tons, or (say) five times the present output. Taking only 3d. per ton net profit on this quantity, as tlie expenses 
would he proportionately heavier on tlie smaller output, the proceeds would amount to £9,375, which would represent 4 
per cent, interest on £234,375. This, it seems to me, is the greatest amount of capital which could be expended with any 
prospect of a return of interest, aud seeing the opposition that is certain to be mot with by railway carriage and private 
shipping jetties as already referred to, 1 have very great doubts whether the Wollongong trade will ever reach these 
figures, even if tho port is made a safe one for shipping, . .

“ I am aware some revenue has lieen derived from wharfage dues, rents, and pilotage, which I have not before taken 
credit for, but I think the whole of these collections may be left out of the question, as the cost of maintaining the light
house, crane repairs, tug maintenance, rocket apparatus, &c., &e., has about absorbed all the collections thus made, and I 
do not think that, with the railway in opposition, it W'ill be reasonable to look for any very large additional revenue from 
this source. . . . “I am satisfied that I have taken tho most liberal view of the possible trade to be drawn to
Wollongong, seeing the opposition that must always be met with from tlie numerous private shipping places along the 
coast. In this respect, Wollongong is most unfortunately situated as compared with Newcastle, where the bulk of the 
northern coal trade must always he centred, there being no other place adjacent where coal can he shipped to interfere 
with the trade of the port.

“ I regret, therefore, to have to conclude with the opinion that there is no prospect whatever of the trade of the port 
of Wollongong ever being aide to pay interest on the cost of constructing an outer harbour, even on the modification of Sir 
John Goode’s plan, 3 .

Authority to raise a large loan not being granted, the Trust let a contract for the execution of a smaller scheme lo 
improve the shipping accommodation, and the contractor had completed a considerable portion of the contract when, for 
various reasons, it was considered necessary to cancel the contract and thus stop the woik._ _

The Wollongong Harbour Trust was shortly after this dissolved by proclamation in the Government Oazclte, No. 
804, dated 2nd December, 1S95. ,

Prior to the formation of tbe Harbour Trust tbe Government had expended in construction, maintenance, and 
management of Wollongong Harbour, shipping appliances, such as staitbs aud cranes, jetties, lighthouse, quarters, 
dredging, &c., the total sum of £116,090 9s. 5d. _

Tlie Trust during the period of its existence expended a further sum of about £25,950, but left outstanding 
liabilities to the extent of probably some £15,000, or in all tbc sum of about £41,000 may be added to the first-named sum, 
making the total expenditure at Wollongong to date about £157,000.

The next step towards obtaining a south coast harbour was taken by a private company, who obtained an Act, 
intituled the “lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation Act of 1890.13 This company has in view the opening of Luke 
lllawarra, by constructing certain breakwaters and training walls at the entrance, and dredging a deep-water channel 
across tlie lake, and forming a shipping place on tbe western shore of the lake. The time originally granted by Parliament 
for commencing the work having been exceeded without any progress being made, an amending Act, intituled “The 
lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation Act Amendment Act of 1895,” was passed, which extends the time for completing 
the harbour works to 20tb December, 1S9S, and the time for completing tiie first railway to 20th December, 1896.

The railway has been completed, but the harbour works have not yet been started. The cost of forming a suitable 
shipping harbour in Lake lllawarra—opening the entrance, dredging, &c.—is estimated by the engineer to the company 
at about £140,000. Almost
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Almost coucinTeut with the partial abandonment of Sir John Goode’s large scheme by the Wollongong Trust, the R- R- R■ 
(|iicstion of providing a large, deep-water harbour for the lllawarra coal trade was prominently brought forward, for on Hickson, Esq, 
the (jth IJeoember, 1894, a deputation, representing the Beliambi Harbour Committee, waited upon tho Minister for Public 
Works to urge the construction of a breakwater at Beliambi. 28 Oct., 189(3

Mr. V onng then promised that he would obtain a report from tbc Engincer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers ; and, 
subsequently, on tbe representations of Mr. Nicholson, M.P., ha approved of an examination being also made of Port 
Kembla, and Mr. Harley was instructed to report upon that place as well.

Shortly afterwards, viz., in February, 1893, as the result of a meeting held at ’Wollongong of the supporters of tho 
rival claims of Wollongong, Beliambi, and Port Kembla, a further deputation waited upon Mr. Young, and requested that 
an officer might be appointed to report on the most suitable site for the harbour. They stated that the advocates of the 
various sites had agreed to leave the decision of the matter in the hands of the Department.

The reasons which has-ebeen urged in favour of tlie construction of the proposed harbour are as follow :—
“ (i) That a good and central shipping port, safe and accessible for large vessels m all weathers, is absolutely necessary 

for the development of the coal trade of the district, which has been retarded and hampered for want of such 
a port.

“ (ll) That the coal of the district is coming into increased favour, and all that is neecssary to enable the collieries to 
compete with the northern district in the export trade is a central shipping depot for the whole district.

“ (in) That it would induce the establishment of other manufactories in the district.
“ (rv) That the present harbour at Wollongong is altogether inadequate to the requirements of the district.
11 (v) That a harbour, if constructed, will also serve as a harbour of refuge for vessels driven away from Sydney by 

stress of weather.”
_ surveys necessary in order to enable a report to be made were then undertaken, and On the 26th of November,

1895, Mr. Carleton, the Principal Assistant Engineer for Harbours and Rivers, submitted a preliminary report which 
showed, from an engineering and nautical point of view, Port Kembla was by far the best site. He stated that an expen
diture of £153,800 at that place would construct a breakwater which would protect au aica of 126 acres, having a depth of 
24 feet and over at low water, or a cost of £1,256 per acre ; while at Wollongong it would cost £133,875 to give on area 
similar jn depth of only 54 acres, or £3,405 per acre ; and at Beliambi it would cost £208,300 to give 58 acres, or a cost 
of £.1,557 per acre. He stated that tbe surveys showed that tbc anchorage at Port Kembla was better tlian at Beliambi or 
Wollongong, and that it ivas also sheltered from the south and south-east by the Five Islands. He pointed out that tbe 
coal already shipped at Port Kembla at tbc companies’ jetties was very much in excess of the Wollongong output, and 
greater than tlie shipments from Beliambi; and assuming that the output at Port Kembla, if a harbour were constructed 
there, would reach the output estimated for Wollongong when the works at that place were completed according to Sir 
John Coode’s scheme, viz., 750,000 tons, a revenue of 3d. per ton would pay interest on the outlay, Ho estimated the cost 
of tlie works at the three places as follows :— *

Port Kembla.
Cost of breakwater................................................................................................................................... £158 300
Purchase of existing jetties, construction of additional jetties, and loading appliances.............. To',000

Beliambi. -----------
Cost of break svater.................................... ............ ............................................................................... £208 300
TYharfs, &c........................................................ ....................................................................................... 7o’000

Wdlonyong,

Cost of breakwater...................................................................
Wharfs, &c.................................................................................

£283,300

£183,875
75,000

£258,875

Li submitting this report, 1 (being then Engincer-in-Chief for Public Works) pointed out that although Port Kembla 
was no doubt the best site for a harbour, from an engineering and nautical point of view, I was not in a position to say 
whether it was the best situated as regard tbc collieries, and l thought this was a matter which would be better inquired 
into by tbc Public Works Committee, and it was then decided to reler the matter to that body. 1 also pointed out that, 
in view of the powers which had been given to a private com puny to construct a harbour at Lake lllawarra, it was a matter 
for consideration whether a large expenditure should be entered upon to compete with that company.

Mr. Darley, who has since succeeded me, has also submitted a report on the matter. He concurs in the selection of 
Port Kembla as a harbour site in preference to Beliambi or Wollongong, but he points out that it is situated wholly on 
private property, and that a large resumption of land would be required, not only in connection with the. harbour, but to 
gain access thereto, and that the purchase of existing rights to railways and jetties to abolish any monopoly would be a 
costly matter. '

A report obtained from Mr. Deane, Enginccr-in-CIlief for Railway Construction, as to the best route for connecting 
Port Kembla with the main South Coast railway system, shows that this would be best effected by constructing a light line 
from Port Wollongong in extension of the branch line from Mount Keira, crossing Tom Thumb's Lagoon, the cost of which 
is estimated at £14,613, exclusive of land.

The following figures relating to tho shipment of coal from tho district have been furnished by the Customs authori
ties at IV ollongong :—

Northern Jot tips, liellanibi, 
and iJulli. Port Kumbla. Belmore Basin, WollongoziR. Total.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.1894 .............................. 108,372 185,792 156,419 509,9831895 .............................. 175,506 220,388 153,981 549,8751896 to 30th April ...... 69,120 80,975 50,499 2CKL594

ion, t0 t*l.c ™];iort °f t'1® Department of Mines, tbe output of coal from tbe mines in the southern district during
1894 and 189o was as follows

Quantity
1S04...................... 863,125 tons.
1395...................... 910,124 ,, ,

Value.
£225,258.

239,035.
submitting designs for Port Kembla, Wollongong, and Beliambi, Mr. Darley points out they may be termed 

sheltered coast harbours, as distinguished from close, or still-water harbours. In tho former there must always be more 
or leas swell when there is any aea running outside. I'or shipping coal or minerals this is not always seriously objectionable, 
as a vessel can he held off to buoys whilst being loaded from shoots, but for landing goods any swell at a wharf makes it a 
mlbcnlt matter. Should it be decided lo construct a harbour at Port Kembla, or any other of the possible sites on the 
oouth Coast, as submitted to the Committee, there is nothing to prevent a second breakwater being constructed hereafter, 
and Rius converting il into a close or still water harbour, although the cost of doing so may vary in each case, 
rm, -" design and estimate for such a harbour at Port KembU has been prepared, and can bo'laid before the Committee. 
J tie northern breakwater, in this case being in a more sheltered position, is not made so high or heavy as is necessary for 
ttie eastern breakwater.

The
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K. E. P. TJie dcopwatei1 area of the enclosed basin or harlwur could then be enlarged by dredging, and wharfs for landing
Hickson, Esq. goods could be constructed round the frontage. The design show's a wharf 1 mile long.

A close harbour on the above lines Mr. Darley estimates as follows :—
S8 Oct., 1896. Eastern breakwater, as before........................................................................................................... £158,300

Northern breakwater .....................................................     121,120
Timber wharf, 1 mile long .............................................................................................................. ■14,000
Ballast wall at back ......................................................................................................................... 10,000
Sidings and coal lines ...................................................................................................................... 4,000
Dredging and reclaimed land .......................................................................................................... 25,000
Coal shipping jetty.............................................................................................................................. 35,000
Cranes, lighthouse, signal station and quarters, engineering and supervision .......................... 42,580

Total probable cost, exclusive of purchase of land and private tights to existing jetties and lines £440,000
This harbour, if constructed as shown, would contain an urea of 260 acres, with 24 feet at low water; when dredged 

out half of this area, or 131 acres, could carry a depth of 30 feet and over.
2. Do you desire to deal with this matter from the engineering standpoint P JVo ; Mr. Darley will give you 
evidence upon engineering matters. I am here only to express the views of the Minister in regard to the 
proposal. Whatever port the Committee recommend as being the most suitable place for dealing with 
the coal trade of the district will quite satisfy him.
3. This is to he a port for the coal trade of the south coast? Tea.
4. As it will be a national work, it is to he assumed that all the mines will be treated uniformly P Yes.
5. Have the Department in contemplation a uniform mileage rate ? Yes; hut no rate has been fixed, 
and no area has been fixed.
6. How is the coal trade managed in Newcastle ? The maximum distance there was 9 miles and the 
minimum rate lOd. That was the arrangement when I lived in Newcastle. The Railway Commissioners 
have since altered it.*
7. You regard it as reasonable that a similar zone should be established in the lllawarra district ? Yes, 
on similar lines; hut, of course, the distances would have to he altered.

* Note (on revision):—I find the Kailway Commissioners have altered tbc old arrangement and substituted the 
following:— ■

■ COAL AND COKE.
In Railway Commissioners’ Trucks, Miscellaneous Class ; minimum, 5 tons per 4-wheeled truck; lots under 5 

tons to be charged as 5 tons or A rates aud conditions; the maximum charge for coal carried on the up journey from 
stations distant not more than 100 miles from Darling Harbour, to be 6s. per ton to Darling Harltour, Wilson’s Point, 
Liverpool, and intermediate stations, and 7s. per ton to any suburban station on the lllawarra Line ; from stations distant 
over 100 miles from Darling Harhonr a proportionate rate per ton will be charged.

The following charges will be made on coal and coke in hopper trucks carried to Darling Harbour from lllawarra 
Line stations for shipment, and will include the use of cranes to place on shipboard ;—

Not exceeding 30 miles........................................... 2s Od. per ton. I 41 miles, and not exceedin" 4S miles ................. 2s 9il. per Ion.
JU miles, imd not exceeding 40 niiius ............2s, {*1. ,, | 40 „ &G „ .............fig. Od. ,,

A reduction of 20 per cent, will he made upon the freight at tho foregoing rates for small coal.

In Owner's Trucks—Cheat Northern Railway
.. 0s. Gd. per ton, ■ Ov

-when carried towardn Newcastle.
For distances not exceeding11 mile
Over 1 inilu &notexveeiUiL ' 4 miles....... ...... 0 0 * „ „ 20 “ 2.J „ ... . 1 4„ 4 ,, 7 n ....... ......0 10 ,, „ 23 ...... 1

„ 7 ID „ ....... ....011 „ „ 2fi ^ „ ...... 1 7
„ 10 12 .............. .......10 „ „ 20 ♦ 3? ,, 1 a
„ 12 14 ............. ....... 1 1 „ >, 32 35 „ .... 1 0
„14 ,, 17 .............. ....... 1 2 „

er 17 miles and not exceeding 20 mUes . Is. 3d. per ton.

For distances between 35 and 56 miles, 2d, per ton per mile, in addition to tlie rate for 35 miles,
A reduction of 20 per cent, will be made upon the freight at the foregoing rates for small coal.
Note.—‘The above rates include the use of cranes /or shipment at Bullock Island; ami the coal in earned subject to the observance by 

consignees of the Railway Coinimsilonera’ Regulations for the use of such cranes.
The minimum number of waggons per ordinary train to be charged for when coal loaded in owner’s trucks is hauled from the undermentioned 

collieries to Bullock Island will be as follows
Newcastle...........................  an
Iturweod ......     flfi
A. A. Company...................... 35
Wickham and Bullock Island .. 35
Hctton ..............................
Wuratah..............................
Lambton ...........................  35

South New Lambton .......... 1 Am 11 Crock
Durham ............................ £o Greta.........
Dudley.............................. 19 I Purified __
Bunvood Extended............. 2'i Wallsend__
JJurwood, No, 3 Pit ............ 25 ! Sneddons ..
Duckcnfield (Hexham Sdg.) .. 20 j Co-operative
East Greta ...........   20 I

South Wallsend .... 
West Wallsend,, ..
Seaham................
Northern Extended 
Pacific Co-ojxjrativc 
Tcralba................

Ill
HI
1CHI
in
ic

nutes.A eliarcfe of twenty shillings per hour, or part of an hour, will be made for evoiy engine detained at any colliery more than thirty mil
Coal loaded in Commissioners’ Hopper Waggons hauled from Hetton Colliery to Bullock Island, ffd. per ton.
Coal loaded in Owner’s trucks and hauled by Owner’s locomotive over the Mount Keira Line to be charged id, per 

ton per mile ti action.
Coal hi Owner’s trucks, hauled by Department's engines, between South Bull! Coal Co.’s Junction or Austinmer and Ilulli Coke Co.’s 

Junction, to bo charged lOd. per Urn.
Commal to Australian Coke Company’s Works, in Kailway Commissioners’ trucks, hauled by private engine, 10d. 

per ton.
After the first 48 hours a charge of 3ti. y>ej- ivaggon per day will be made for standing accommodation of coal trucks 

remaining for Owner or Consignee’s convenience upon all Saihcag Sidings.

Coal in owner’s trucks (not to exceed 8 tons each) hauled by owner's engines :—
Mount Keira Company’s Junction to Southern Coal Company’s Junction, 2d. per ton.
Mount Pleasant
Corrimal „ „ ,,
Beliambi (Southern Bulli) ,, ,, ,, ,,
lllawarra Coal Company’s „ to Mount Kembla ,, ,,
Bulli Company’s Siding to Mount Kembla „ „
Austinmer Siding to Bulli Coke Company’s Siding or Mount Kembla ,,
Mount Kembla to Mount Keira Company’s Junction, ,,
Corrimal to Mount Keira Junction, minimum charge 5 tons per truck;
Corrimal to Bulli Coke Co.’s Siding, ,, ,,
Beturned Empty Trucks, free.
Brake-vans provided by Department to be charged 4d, per mile for the distance hauled.

2£rt.
3id. „
34«1. „
id. per ton per mile, 
4*1' 11 31
4d......................
2d. per ton.
2d. „
2d. „

THURSDAY,
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Tho Hon. 
Tho non. 
The Hon. 
The Hon. 
Tho Hon,

THURSDAY, 29 OCTOBER, 1800. 
present:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chaieman).
Thebe hick Thomas HcupuEiir. 
James IIoseies.
Chaeles James Egberts, C.M.G. 
Wir.LiAM .Toseph Teickett, 
Hasiee O'Coskor.

1’eaxczs Aucilfstus Weight, Esq.

.Henre Clarke, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq. 
•Tonx Liokel E'eoan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Cecil West Darley, Esq., Eugineer-in-Cbief for Public Works, Department of Public Works, sworn, and

8. Chairman.] I understand that the engineering aspect of this case has been left to you I presume ° Em. ’ 
that most of the information before the Committee was prepared by you? I wrote tbe statciueut which
was handed in by Mr. Hickson yesterday, because I was originally instructed that I should have to open 29 Oct., 1896, 
the case. Some slight alterations may liave been made in it; but tbe statement before the Committee 
was, at all events, based upon wbat 1 wrote.
9. Have you taken into consideration tbe commercial aspect of tbe case more than as it is mentioned in 
tliatstatement? No; I have not gone into tho commercial aspect of tbe case at all.
10. Nor into the question of compensation? No; I have dealt with the matter simply from the 
engineering point of view. 3 have considered simply tho comparative advantages of different harbour 
sites and the comparative cost of making them available.
11. Did you take into consideration tbc location of the coal measures ? I looked into that matter; but 
I found that it would be a very difficult question lo deal with. 1 consulted one or two gentlemen whom 
1 looked upon as authorities on the subject, and the general conclusion to which I came was that Port 
Kembla. was as central a place for a harbour as any. 1 understood that tlie collieries near Beliambi are 
worked out to a greater extent than tlie collieries further south, I gathered that the largest part of tho 
coal-bed lay to tbe south.
12. Did you take into consideration tho competition which Tvould be offered by the lllawarra railway?
X did not go into the commercial aspect of the case at all. I was simply called upon to have surveys 
made, and to report upon the various places available, "
13. In order that we may have a comparative idea of the size of the proposed harbour and the amount of 
trade that would be carried on in it, can you give us information in regard to the size of some of the 
ports of the world ? Ivingstown 3 larbour has an area of 250 acres; the Madras Harbour, which is not yet 
completed will have an area of 220 acres ; Peterhead Harbour, which is really a harbour of refuge, has 
fiu area of d40 acres \ and ^ mudeu, which is the harbour leading to Amsterdam, has an area of 
250 acres. Of course, the trade of places like Liverpool and London is done upon a comparatively very 
small area of water ; but the circumstances there are entirely different. The area of Port Kembla, when 
tho breakwaters arc completed, vill be 260 acres, with a minimum depth of 21 feet of water.
14. Of that area how much will have a depth of over 24 feet ? 131 acres will have a depth of 30 feet
and over, and 96 acres will have a depth of 36 feet and over. "YV hen the scheme was originally proposed, 
all that was asked for was some shelter to the steamers shipping coal at tlie port, and a scheme providing 
simply v hat is termed a shelter harbour was prepared. After talking the matter over vith different 
gentlemen likely to bo interested in the place, and particularly Mr. Howell, the manager of tho 
■Smelting Company of Australia, 1 came to the conclusion that if there were anything like tlie 
business dope which they expect at their works, there will bo a large import trade in'the district. I 
think there is every prospect of such a trade springing up, aud in such an event, a sheltered harbour would 
not be sufficient. Of course a certain amount of shipping takes place at Port Ivembla uow, notwith
standing tho unprotected nature of the place, and a single breakwater would enable that shipping to be 
carried on much more easily and almost continuously. But when you have to land cargo, you require 
quiet water, so that tlie ship may lie right, alongside (he wharfs, ^ ou cannot land goods conveniently and 
cheaply in a comparatively open harbour, though you can shoot coal into vessels which are held off from 
the jetties by buoys. There are places in the Bay of Biscay, and at Guatemala, where they load into vessels 
in comparatively rough water ; but: they could not, convenient ly land goods there. I have prepared a scheme, 
a plan of which is before the Committee, for making an enclosed harbour at Port Kembla, so that both 
inward and outward shipping may be conducted conveniently and safely. The following statements show 
a comparison between the cost of making an open harbour at Port Kembla, Wollongong, and Beliambi, 
with the respective areas of sheltered water, and between the cost of making a closed harbour, with similar 
information as to areas enclosed:—

With one Breakwater.

Harbour for Illawahra District, South Coasi-, New South Wales.
CoMrARisoN ot Cost of 33rent waters aiicl Areas of Harbours,

ItuiUB. Poit Kcuilila. Wollongong1 Beliambi.

feet. feet, feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet.
Length of breakwater .......................... 2,800 2,200 1,600 2,400 2,000 1,600 2,800 2,200 1,600

tons. tens. tons. tons. tons. tons. tons. tons. tons.
Woight ot stoucin breakwater .......... 633,200 391,000 217,700 735,500 579,000 420,900 833,200 571,100 322,800
Cost at {is* per ton ............................... £1,OS, 300 £07,750 £04,425 £ 183,875 £144,975 £105,220 £208,300 £142,775 £80,700
Distance westerly from end of break- feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet.

water to shore............ 3,740 3,750 3,600 2,625 2,020 2,490 3,570 3,390 3,010
Area of harbour :— acres. acres. acres. acres. acres. acres. acres. acres. acres.

30 feet deep and over at low-water .. 06 38 13 13 10 0 28 17 4
30 „ „ „ ... 07 60 28 26 21 14 45 27 9
^ >> u ,i 126 So 47 54 42 27 58 36 14
18 jj ii >> 156 113 71 7*3 58 40 80 51 25

)) .U ■■■ 178 134 90 94 74 54 104 66 34
At low-water mark......... .................. 223 173 125 127 103 78 150 102 58

With
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With two Breakwaters,

Harbour for Illawarra District, yotnni Coast, New South Wales. 

Comparison of Cost of Breakwaters and Areas of Harbours,

Items.
Port Kembla. Wollongong. Beliambi.

Northern. Eastern. TotaL Northern, En-^tei n. Total Northcni. Eastern. Total.

feet feet fetifc feet feet feet foot feet feet
Length of breakwater ............ 3,530 2,800 0,330 2,600 2,400 5,000 3,300 2,800 6,100

tons tens tons tons tons tons tons tons tons
Weight of stone in breakwater ...... 005,600 633,200 1,238,800 201,700 7o<>. 500 937,200 461,500 833,200 1,294.700
Rate per ton of stone.............. 4a. Gs. 4s. 5s. 4s. 5s.
Cost of breakwater .................... £121,120 floS.SOO £279,420 £40.340 £183,875 £224,215 £92.300 £208,300 £300,600
Area of harbour :— acres acres acres

36 ft. deep and over at lo w-wat-er, S.T 92 n 39
30 ,. ,, ,,, 131 23 70
24 .. „ ... 163 51 88
J8 ” » 195 87 116
12 „ „ ... ..... 221 94 144
At low-water mark ................... 271 133 198
To face of proposed wharves when

dredged ............................. 260

I find that Port Kembla has great capabilities for making a really good harbour, and I think that if the 
works which I propose were carried out, it would be a harbour second only to Port Jackson on our coast. 
If a close harbour be made, there will be a wharf a mile long, extending from the root of the northern, 
breakwater, down the western shore, and thence along tho southern shore to the root of the eastern break
water. The area of water, in which there is now a depth of 21 feet, is 153 acres: but, by dredging, that 
area could be increased to 2(10 acres. Tlie sand dredged up would be used to fill in at tbe back of the 
wharves, and to reclaim the low and swampy ground adjacent. It must be remembered, in dealing with 
this matter, that the Q-overmnent own no land close to the harbour. It is private property all round, and 
there is not even a public road leading to the place.
15. Mr. Humphery.1 Is there the usual 100 feet reservation ? There is no reservation whatever.
16. Mr, Fegan,'] There is a lot of (xovernment land at Beliambi, is there not ? No ; it is all private land 
there too.
17. Chairman.'] Taking Beliambi and Wollongong as competing ports, wbat do you regard as tbe salient 
defect in Beliambi f1 The area of available water that would be enclosed would be much less, and the cost 
would bo greater. At Wollongong the bottom is nearly all rock; at Beliambi it is sand; and at Port 
Kembla there is both sand and clay. A great deal of the bottom at Port Kembla is clay, and it is well 
known as a good holding ground. Sand does not make a good holding ground, because as soon as a ship 
begins to nag her anchor drags away.
IS. Wbat depth of water would there be south of tbe reef at Wollongong—between there and tbe light
house? Twenty-seven feet.
10. Would yon describe Wollongong as a place at which it is impossible, without huge expenditure, to get 
sufficient water to accommodate large steamers ? It would require a very large expenditure to procure a 
sufficient area of deep water at Wollongong.
20. In addition to the amount required for tbe eonsfruction of jetties ? Yes.
21. Would that be much greater than the amount required at Beliambi or at Port Kembla ? Very much.
22. Is it your opinion that Wollongong is an unsuitable place for a large harbour, because of the 
shallowness of tbe rock abreast tlie port? Yes ; and Wollongong has the least natural shelter of any of 
tbe three places which have been referred to.
23. So that it would cost more to make a harbour there, and tbe harbour, when completed, would not be 
so good as a harbour at either Beliambi or Port Kembla ? It would not be so well sheltered, as tbe 
Committee can see by referring to the large diagram plan. At Beliambi there is a reef which affords 
some shelter from the south and south-east, and Port Kembla is almost completely sheltered from tbe 
south and south-east; but Wollongong has hardly any shelter at all.
24. What is the bay like between Bed Point and the nearest island ? It is shallow and rocky. The islands 
are simply the highest points of a reef which runs out from the mainland.
25. _ What is the area of Parm Cove? A line starting from Port Macquarie and crossing to KirribilH 
Point, extending thence to Fort Denison, and so on to G-arden Island, aud along Garden Island across to 
Potts’ Point, thence back to Port Macquarie, taking in Woolloomooloo Bay and Farm Cove, would enclose 
236 acres ; or only 28 acres more than would be enclosed at Port Kembla.
26. How big is Woolloomooloo Bay ? It contains about 50 acres.
27. Do you not think that would be a sufficiently large area for the trade of tbe southern district for 
many years to come ? Yes; but such an area would not allow ships to tnaniEuvre.
28. How big is Darling Harhonr above tbe bridge ? The whole ot Darling Harbour from Miller's Point, 
going round by Darling Island as far as Peacock’s Point, Balmain, and on to Goat Island, comprises only 
240 acres. The area above the bridge is about 45 acres.
29. Mr. Wright.] What is the acreage of Newcastle Harbour from a line drawn from Nobby’s to 
Stockton, going up as far as tbe dyke ? That part of tbe harbour comprised between a lino from the end 
of the shipping wharf, across to the wharf on tbe end of the old north breakwater, up to tlie middle of 
Bullock Island, contains 260 acres. That is going up close to old No. 9 crane.
30. A great deal of the water at Beliambi is shallow'? There is a much larger area of shallow water at 
Beliambi tlian at Port Kembla.
31. Mr. Fegan^] How' deep is tbe clay at Port Kembla ? I have not had a bore put dowm yet; but I will 
let you have that information later on.
32. Chairman.] The area required for a still harbour is much less than that required for a coast harbour ? 
Yes.

33.
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33. There arc ports in which an enormous trade is doin; upon less than 100 acres of water? Yes; the C. W.Barley, 
trade is carried on in docks in many places. That is so in London; but there you have many miles of ■®*lh 
sheltered water in the Thames before you come up to the docks, and it is tho same with Liverpool.
34. Is there any competing port north of Beliambi, say at Bulli nr Coalcliff ? No. 9 Uc s .
35. What competing ports are there to the south;—will Lake lllawarra compete ? A company has tho 
right to make a harbour there by opening the entrance to tho lake. The time for the completion of the 
work is December, 1898,
36. Has any work been done there? Nothing to speak of. A small bit of a bank has been made 
approaching the breakwater, and nothing has been done since.
37. Do you know the details of the scheme ? Yes. The company propose to construct a northern and a 
southern breakwater, so as to fix tlie entrance to tbe lake a little north of Windang Island. The entrance 
will then be largely under the shelter of tlie island. Inside the lake they propose to dredge a channel 
right across to Talawera .Point, The present average depth of the lake is 10 feet.
38. Do you know what expenditure is necessary to complete that work ? J have lately taken out an
estimate for myself, but I have not made it known. The engineers informed me that the company have 
let a contract for the construction of the harbour for about £140,000. “
39. Arc you able to inform the Committee what it will cose to keep the mouth of the lake permanently 
open ? I think that if tlie breakwaters are constructed as proposed, the scour that will be created will bo 
sufficient to maintain a permanently deep entrance.
40. What depth will there be between the two dykes ? At present tbe depth varies from nothing to 
19 feet; but there is nothing to prevent a scour taking place to a depth of 24 feet and more.
41. Whar is the width of water between tho dykes ? 400 feet.
42. Is that enough ? It is perhaps rather narrow ; but I may" mention that Sir John Coode proposed lo 
have an entrance only 290 feet wide to Lake Macquarie. That struck me as altogether too narrow, and 
the width was increased to 400 feet at my suggestion.
43. You believe that the how of water will be sufficient to keep the channel open? Yes; the scour will 
bo very great.
41. Tho dykes are not to be connected with Windang Island;—they will run out to sea north of tlie 
island ? Yes.
45. If these works bo carried out, will the lake bo accessible in almost any weather ? I think so, if tug
boats are used ; of course, no largo ship will attempt to sail in.
4'(j. The entrance would not be so good as that you propose at Port Kembla ? No, not nearly.
47. Do you think it is possible to do the necessary work at Lake lllawarra for £140,000 ? 1 hardly like 
to spealt upon the point,; but I have a letter from the engineers saving that the contract has been let 
tor that amount. J am informed that dredging is included.
4S. Do you regard Lake lllawarra as a strong competitor with tho proposed Government port? If the 
Lake lllawarra scheme is carried out it would be impossible for any other scheme to pay expenses. There 
is not enough traffic there to support two harbours. If the contractors start now, I " think they could 
complete the work within tho time allowed by the Act, and then there would he nothing to justify tho 
Government in opening another harbour. ' ”
49. Mr. Mumphertf.] How many acres of harbour would tlie expenditure of £140,000 at Lake lllawarra 
make available ? It is only proposed to make a channel across the lake loading up to a dock. There 
is to be no harbour area.
50. Chairman.'] Can Kiama be a competitor to the proposed harbour ? No. ,
61. Could Shellharbour or Gerringong ? No. "
52. Or Shoalhaven ? No.
53. What about Jervis Bay ? Jervis Bay could be made a good harbour.
54. But it is too far down the coast ? Yes.
55. Do you know anything about the coal-measures at the back of Jervis Bay? I do not. I have here 
a statement of tho distances along the coast, measured from Sydney;—

Distances, South Coast of New South Wales.

Sailing distances, in nautical miles, from Sydney Heads lo—
. ... .. 12 miles Jervis Bay ........................
........................m „ Ulladulla ... ... .
. ... ... dl ,, Bateman’s Bay... ... .
........................ 36 „ Moruya River ... ... .
........................ 37 „ Montagu Island ... .
........................ 41 „ Tathra, Bega River ... .

Eden, Twofold Bay ... ......................... 44 „
........................ 49 „ Green Cape ... ... .
........................56 „ Cape Howe ... ... .

............... G9 „

82 miles 
103 „
129 „
139 „
155* „ 
186 „ 
208 „ 
217 „
232 „

Botany Say ..
Port Hacking ,,
Coal Cliff
Bulli .............
Beliambi ... ..
W ollongong .,
Port Kembla ..
Lake 1 llawarra ,.
Kiama ... ..
Shoalhaven Hirer

56. Have you the railway distances ? No ; 1 will furnish that information.
57. Do you regard Jervis Bay as a safe port ? With proper lighthouse arrangements it could be made a
very safe port. ■
58. Is it a good port inside ? A very good port.
59. The difficulties you have to contend with in the work of this kind proposed are the currents and the 
strength of the waves ? Yes.
60; How docs the current run at Port Kembla? There is a littoral current, travelling south, a little way 
oil: tbe headland r but in Port Kembla Bay, as in most bays which open to the north, there is a northerly 
current washing round the bay That current is not so marked at Port Kembla as at Byron Bay, because 
as you come south you are more under shelter of the headlands; hut still it is very marked, and I feel 
sure that it would prevent any silting of the harbour The tendency is for the current to split, and go 
west and north. °
61. If there were only one breakwater, would it not have a tendency to trip up the current and bring into 
existence a strong set round tho bay to the north west ? It would tend to increase the scour; the

current
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C. W. Darley, current would set to the north. 'Wollongong, for instance, has never filled up at all. The sand-spit at 
the mouth of Tom Thumb Creek affords a good indication of the way in which the current acts upon that 

’yOcfc^lSDS Par^ coa5l- ITorth-easterly weather would have a tendency to bring sand in; hut the normal
“ ' tendency of the current would be to keep sand out of the bay.

62. You have about 4 miles of sandy beach between Port Kembla and Wollongong ? About that.
63. Does tbe diagram before the Committee show the entrance to Tom Thumb Creek as it is at present ? 
The survey was made a year ago. I cannot say that the condition of the creek at the present time is 
exactly as is shown on the map.
64. With a northern breakwater there would be no danger of silting? None whatever. The breakwaters
will go out into deep water, beyond tbe limits of bottom disturbance. _
65. The remarks you have made about Port Kembla with regard to the likelihood of silting would apply
lo Wollongong and to Beliambi? Yes. _
66. Do you like the straight breakwater devised for Wollongong by Sir John Coode ? I think he had to
make it straight because of the reef. _ _
67. How do you propose to make the proposed breakwater at Port Kembla? I have not had sufficient time 
to sufficiently explore the district yet. I. know that rock can he obtained in different places, and at present 
I am having a shaft sunk on a hill close to the eastern breakwater. There we have struck some very good 
diorite. I have given a sample of it to the Government Geologist for him to report upon. It is a horn
blende diorite, and we are now 12 feet into hard stone. Tho hill is south from the breakwater.
68. Does there appear to be a large amount of this stone? Well, it is only about a fortnight ago that I 
got authority from the Minister to go on with this scheme, and to send men down to explore for stone.

■ I have had the country examined, however, and I know of two or three possible sites. _
69. Ho place could bo more satisfactory than where you have your bore, providing that the stone is good?
Yes, and so far it promises very well. The hill is about 100 feet above high water, and we struck rock 
very close to the surface. Before the inquiry ceases I hope to be able to bring in a report upon, the various 
quarries in tbe district. _
70. Where would you get tbc stone for Beliambi? I think we could get stone in the ranges, near the 
Bulli Pass. The estimate before the Committee allows for a considerable amount of haulage.
71. Then are we to infer that the work may be carried out more cheaply than the estimate ? If we can 
get this stone from the hill to which I have alluded, it will make a considerable difference in the estimate. 
1 based my estimate upon the cost of getting stone west of Ubanderra.
72. That would mean a haulage of 8 or 10 miles ? The estimate was based upon a haulage of 10 or 12 
miles.
73. Would you save 5d. per ton if tlie-place yon speak of turned out to be satisfactory? We would save 
from 9d. to Is. a ton.
74. How many tons will be required for the eastern breakwater ? 633,200 tons.
75. So that tbe saving would come to between £30.000 and £40,000 ? Yes._ _ _ _
76. Before comparing Port Kembla with Beliambi, it would be fair to ascertain whether a similar reduction
could not be made there ? I will have a closer examination made at Beliambi. With regard to the break
water at Port Kembla, I propose to carry the eastern breakwater about 15 feet above high water, and the 
northern breakwater about 7-§- feet above high water. The breakwaters will be 16 feet wide at the top, and 
will have a batter of 11 to 1 on the sea face, and I have allowed for a batter of If to 1 on the harbour face, 
though the slope there may average 1 to 1. .
77. The eastern breakwater runs out along the reef for a considerable distance ? The first 1,000 feet would 
he on a reef. The depth increases from nothing to 30 feet.
78. What is the depth 800 feet from the shore? Twenty-three feet.

’ 79. What is it 400 feet from the shore ? Sixteen feet, and 100 feet outit is 6 feet.
80, How far is it from tlie end of the reef to the cud of the breakwater ? 800 feet. The depth at tbe end 
of the breakwater would be about 49 feet.
81, Is there a sandy bottom there ? Yes.
82, Would tlie jetties now existing at Port Kembla interfere with your design for a closed port? Ho. 1 
propose to use the wharfs along the shore for inward shipping. The coal would be loaded from the 
jetties.
83. Would you have more jetties running out ? Yes, that is what I would recommend.
84. I suppose there is plenty of room? Tea.
85. Is tlie Port Kembla jetty in a good state of preservation ? I cannot say.

■ 86. What is the tonnage of tho largest boats that have loaded there ? Some large ships have been there ; 
but I cannot give you their names. In my estimate for a closed harbour, I have taken no notice of the 
existing jetties, though I have put down £35.000 for the erecliou of a new coal-shipping jetty with a 
number of shoots.
87. Would there be any objection to first-class boats going to an open port? I daresay the insurance 
companies would fix a certain rate for such ports, but I think they would allow vessels to go to them. 
Where there was a closed harbour, vessels could go at the lowest harbour rates.
88. Mr. Triekett.'] What would be tbe object of constructing tbe eastern breakwater first ? To keep out 
the heavy weather.
89. I thought the place was comparatively sheltered on the south ? Yes ; but there is not enough shelter 
to keep big seas from rolling round the bay.
90. Chairman.] About seven-tenths of the gales come from the soutli and soutli-cast ? Yes.
91. Although the coast-line is some protection, it is not a complete protection to this place ? It is some
protection, and will make the work of constructing the breakwater easier, but it does not render a break
water unnecessary. _
92. Mr. Triekett,] Will the port be available in heavy weather before the northern breakwater is 
constructed? Yes, because you do not get very heavy seas from the north-east. Even now tho jetties 
are fairly well sheltered from a north-easter.
93. Chairman^] It is essential that the southern breakwater be carried out first ? Yea.
94. Would you consider it wise to put tlie first part of the northern breakwater upon piles to allow of a 
sweep of the current ? Ho. I think the current will always trend to the north.
95. Will there be any danger of heavy seas rolling in at, fbe entrance to the harbour ? Ho ; the waves
will spread out immediately They enter the harbour. 96.
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The seas rumiing C. W. Darley, 
Esq.

DG. This place will he different; from Newcastle where there is a narrow neck ? Tes. 
in will spread out like a fan.
97. Mr. TrickeU.] There will he no necessity for wave-traps ? No.
9S. Chairman.'] Have.you taken into consideration the competition of private jetties ? My impression is 
that the companies owning private jetties at Hellamhi, Bulli, and Clifton will use those jetties in fine 
weather. Some of them have their own steamers. I think there will be great difficulty in concentrating 
the whole of the trade permanently at one port. Of course, the larger class of vessels will not readily he 
induced to go to these exposed 'outlying jetties ; but a great amount of trade is now done at Bellambi 
and Bulli, and I do not think we shall be able to draw it away.
99. Can you give us any idea as to what it costs these companies to maintain their jetties ? No.
100. What is the life of a jetty ? With reasonable management, about thirty years.
101. Is the borer bad on the south coast? Turpentine piles stand fairly well in salt-water; but in a hay, 
where there is not much sand travelling, sheathed piles can be used.
102. Are the existing jetties constructed of turpentine ? 1 think that they have unsheathed turpentine piles.
103. Will there he any concrete work in connection with the breakwaters ? No. They will he like the 
breakwaters at Newcastle and oil the northern rivers.
101. There will he no large blocks of concrete at the ends? No; hut I will pick out some large stones 
for the heads of the breakwaters. '
105. Is any work being done at Wollongong now ? No.
10G. Does the little red mark on the plan of Wollongong Harbour indicate the work that has been already
T nvi a 9 "Vri e

29 Oct., 1896.

FRIDAY, 30 OCTOBER, 139G.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kcinbla.

Cecil West Darley, Esq., Engmeer-in-Chief for Public Works, Department of Public Work's, sworn, and
further examined:—

107. Ohnirmmu'] Do you produce a plan showing the harbour works at the entrance to the Gippsland C. W. Darley,
Lakes?^ 1 produce a set of maps which I got from the Director-General of Public Works a few years ^ain
ago. They show Sir John Goode’s design for the work, with an entrance of 250 feet. '—
lu8. Mr. Lee.'] Do you wish to supplement the evidence you gave yesterday ? There were two questions 30 ^ct-’ '1®a®1
asked yesterday which 1 can answer to-day. Mr. Wright asked a question with regard to dredging Lake
lllawarra. The estimated cost of dredging 100 acres of Lake Illiuvarrato a depth of 21 feet at low
waler, the average present depth being taken at 10 feet, at the rate of 3d. per ton would ho £38,115. I
was also asked a question witli regard to the distance by railway to certain points. The distance by rail
from Sydney to Nowra is 92 miles 32 chains. The distance of the proposed lino from Nnwrato Jervis
Hay is IS miles 4G chains, making a total distance from Sydney to Jervis Bay of 110 miles 78 chains.
109. Mr. y/wl’fR.v.] AVith regard to dredging TOO acres, will that apply to continuous dredging or would 
it be only the first cost of dredging? 'Ihat is the estimated cost ol dredging; it docs not include 
maintenance.
110. Chairman.'] With regard to Trial Bay. would it he possible to let the Committee know what the 
present buildings have cost? J can supply the Commit,tee with that information. However, the present 
buildings there Hero put up on a much more costly scale than they would have been if we had known the 
class of prisoners that have since been sent there. Originally those buildings were put up with stone 
colls, for long-sentenced prisoners, and it is a stone prison. That purpose, however, has been abandoned.
The cells are never shut and the prisoners sleep in huts in the yard. The original schemo xvas to have 
an ordinary convict establishment there for long-sentence prisoners. I have no hesitation in saying that 
the work now proposed at Port Kembla can he carried out much more cheaply for the country with free 
labour than with convict labour.
111. Mr, Humphery.~\ What is the total area of Lake lllawarra ? 9,000 acres, that is the water area.
112. Mr. Zee.] Are we to understand that Port Kembla has been decided upon by the Department as the 
most suitable place on the South Coast to spend money upon in order to make it a sheltered harbour ?
Yes.
113. The Department does not propose it now as a harbour of refuge ? No, you can hardly say that it is 
wanted as a harbour of refuge.
lid. Do you propose it solely for the purpose of giving an outlet to the trade which has gradually 
developed on the South Coast ? Yes, that is the real object.
115. Have you taken into consideration whether the mines are so situated that they could ho profitably 
connected by railway with the proposed port ? I think so. It is quite as convenient to the coal-field as 
any other port. The coal reaches south of Port Kembla. The field is known to exist very much south of 
Port Kembla.
116. Is it anticipated that if the ])ort be constructed it will attract most of the coal traffic so far as tho 
deep-water trade is concerned ? There is no doubt it will.
117. Is it supposed to do that ? Yes, that is what is hoped,
118. For tho simple reason that it would afford accommodation for large sea-going ships ? Yes.
119. At the present time are sailing vessels loaded in the open roadstead with a great deal of risk ? Yes, 
in some weather they run considerable risk. In fine weather they can go there safely enough. At 
present T do not think any sailing vessels do go there, only steamers.

490—B 120.
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C.W.TJarley, 120. Will your proposed works enable sailing vessels to lie in there? Undoubtedly, with perfect safety.
121. In the event of severe gales from the south-east and south, will they be able to lie with safety at the 

30OclT"l896 P‘er ^ ProP03C;d works are carried out? Quite safely.
’ ‘ 122. Will there be a range there ? Yes, if it is only an open harbour—that is, if there is no second

breakwater. ’
123. I am speaking of the proposal now before the Committee ? There will be a certain amount of range 
especially in easterly weather.
121. Would that not somewhat imperil the safety of sailing vessels lying at the pier ? No, they would 
haul off to the buoys. There would be only a swell. Once the place became established as a port of any 
size, there would necessarily be a tug-boat there.
125. What would be its condition in all weathers, and could sailing vessels, as well as steamers, go there 
with safety ? Yes ; for coal shipping, sailing vessels could go there safely and load.
120. You know that a large quantity of coal is conveyed by sailing vessels, and that of the total tonnage 
of Newcastle at least one-half consists of sailing vessels ? Yes.
127. Is it reasonable to suppose that if there is an over-sea traffic in southern coal it will he largely 
conducted by sailing vessels ? Yes; very likely.
123, Would It be safe for those vessels? Yes ; with a breakwater there, ships could safely load—that is, 
under the original proposal,
129. If the time came when the work could be carried out in its entirety and a regular harbour made, 
would it be safe for any craft in any weather? Yes.
130. With reference to your statement the other day that there would be no justification for the con
struction of a harbour at Port Ivembla and another at Lake lllawarra; would vrou kindly explain how the 
public requirements could be met if we were confined to Lake lllawarra, which it is proposed to open up 
in order to carry on the company’s own business ? I do not understand that the proposal is to carry out 
that work for one coal company. I understand that it is a harbour company. They would not be catering 
for their own coal, I presume they would cater for the whole district. .
131. Has not the harbour company become incorporated with, the mineral company ? I think not. I 
understand that the mineral company is a distinct one, and that it simply bought a portion of the harbour 
company's estate. I know nothing of the working of the companies ; tut I understand that the Smelting 
Company of Australia is quite distinct from the harbour company. The harbour company would eater 
for the district. That is what they aim at, I believe.
132. Pirst of all. admitting that they carried out their work according to their Act, would they be able to 
give accommodation sufficient to secure the traffic which would otherwise go to Port Kembla? They 
could offer such competition that it would be impossible for Port Kembla to earn interest on the outlay. 
There is no doubt that they could offer such competition that there would be nothing to warrant the 
Government in constructing a second harbour.
133. Is one of the chief reasons for incurring the outlay the desire to give proper accommodation to enable 
this large traffic to be carried on ? I presume that the company, in their own interests, would cater for 
that, and would enlarge their works as the trade grew. Iliere is nothing to stop them from going on 
dredging, in order to increase tho basin area. They are not tied to any limits in tho lake. ,
13d. In order to obtain a basin area sufficiently large to carry all the coal traffic that will be concentrated 
at that point, how many years would it take to carry out the work ? Not necessarily many years. Every 
year you could dredge a considerable area to provide for extra ships.
135. Does not the coal business require a lot of shipping, and would not a lot of ships have to wait to get 
their cargoes? Yes ; of course the company would aim at giving them quick despatch.
136. Do you think it would be possible for the lllawarra Company to make a harbour sufficiently large to 
accommodate the shipping required to carry on the coal traffic ? Quite so. It is only a matter of expense,
137. That is to say, if it is in their interest to do so; it is possible from an engineering point of view ? 
Yes, it is quite feasible.
138. That being feasible under private enterprise, do you favour the idea of the Government taking up 
this work at Port Kembla? Not if the lllawarra Company opened up Lake lllawarra. I would say that 
there would be.nothing to justify the Government constructing a second harbour. The company have only 
two years to complete their scheme, unless Parliament grants the company an extension. If they fail to 
complete the harbour, or to comply with the Act, and it is decided that a harbour is to be made there, my 
recommendation to the Government is to make one at Port Kembla in preference to Lake lllawarra.
139. Yon advise the Government to wait in order to see the result of the operations of the Lake lllawarra 
Company ? I have expressed that view before in reports to the Government. It seems to me to be necessary 
that the Government should wait for a short time. It would he impossible for the company to comply 
with its Act unless it made a start very soon. If they do not start within six months, it would be impossible 
to comply with the Act. The Act only gives them up to the 20th December, 1898, to complete the work; 
that will be very little over two years. Even with on enormous amount of energy it would be os much as 
they could do to carry out the work in the time.
149. If they set to work in six months, would they have time to comply with their Act ? Yes, if they 
commenced in a month or two. Their Act only compels them to make a harbour 15 feet deep. If they 
make an entrance so that a ship drawing 15 feet can pass in they will have complied with their Act. The 
Act does not state that they shall have jetties and all that sort of thing. I believe it is the intention of 
the company to make the entrance 24 feet deep, but they need only make it 15 feet. They can take as 
long a time as they like after the 20th December, 1898, to do the other work, but unless they start work 
within a very few months it will be practically impossible for them to comply with their Act. On the 20th 
December, 1S9S, their Act lapses.
141. Is it not possible for them to make a start early in 1898, and then come down to Parliament as they 
did previously, and ask for an extension ? That is a matter of policy. If the country becomes involved 
in another harbour scheme, I doubt whether Parliament would grant an extension.
142. How would it affect your policy in this Departmental proposal? My idea is that if the Government 
decide to enter upon this harbour scheme the company’s Act should not be extended. It should he allowed 
to lapse and the Government should enter upon the work as a national one.
143. That is to say, that if they do not proceed at once, the Government should consider that the com
pany does not intend to carry out the work and the Government should proceed with the construction of 
Port Kembla ? Yes. 144.
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144‘. Do you strongly advise the Government to wait a few' months to see what action the company will C.W. Darloy,
take? Yes, that seems to me to bo necessary. If the Government started this work the company might
put them in a very awkward position by completing their harbour ; but I think two or three months ought
to set those doubts at rest. This proposal has been going on for years with regard to Lake lllawarra. c '
Every time I see the company’s engineers I am told that in a week’s time they expect to get a telegram
from England telling them to go on with the work. ,
145. Supposing wc find that, in consequence of the action taken by your Department at present, the 
lllawarra Company, seeing their scheme in danger, might set to work within the next few months ;— 
under those circumstances, would you recommend that the Government await results before proceeding 
further ? J think that would be necessary. The Government should stay action as far as entering upon 
actual construction is concerned for at least three months. After that I think the Government might 
give a final decision. If the lllawarra Company’s work is not started within three months, I do not think 
it will be possible for them to complete it within the time.
146. If they do not start to work in a proper manner within that time, must it be taken that they do not
intend to comply with their Act ? 1 think so. They would require to start and carry out the work with
very great energy in order to comply with the Act. '
147. You could not carry out your breakwater in two years ? ISTo.
148. The point wall then arise, even supposing they are willing 1o make Lake lllawarra a port, and the 
Government allow them to ship from there, will that meet tho commercial necessities of the coal pro
prietors on the southern coaet ? I think it will do fairly well. It would involve a little further carriage.
149. Chairman.'] Can you make a definite statement as to what that further carriage will be, taking it for
granted that the coal is north of Unanderra ? 1 will supply it.
150. Mr. Lee.] Do 1 understand that the Department has proposed this work with the view of imposing 
a charge which it is estimated will pay the annual interest on the outlay? Yes.
151. Li other words, the work has not been propesed merely for tbe benefit of the community without 
making a charge ? "Wc will try to make the work self-supporting.
152. 1 see that Mr. Hickson iu his evidence states that 3d. per ton on 750,000 tons would pay interest 
on the outlay;—do you know whether there is any provision for maintenance in that amount? That 
docs not include anything for maintenance.
153. Would maintenance be a material item in connection with the breakwaters ? .1 do not tliink so.
Then a large import trade is also expected which would bring in a revenue.
154. Do you think that there will be an import trade if the entire scheme is not carried out? Eb ; you 
would have to carry out the whole scheme in order to establish an import trade.
155. Supposing it is found desirable to carry out this work at Fort Kembla, and that the lllawarra 
Harbour works are practically put on one side, so that this would be the port for the coast, would you 
recommend the Government to underlake for the present the construction of the breakwater only, or 
would you advise them to undertake tbe complete scheme for tho harbour ? I would commence with the 
breakwater, aud watch if there was a tendency for the trade to develop, That would not interfere with
the construction of the whole work. J would prepare everything for the construction of the whole work, ■
but for tho time being l would only proceed with the eastern breakwater.
156. If this breakwater be carried out, will it necessitate any dredging? No; if the breakwater only is
made. '
157. Will there be sufficient water to enable all the traffic to be carried on without any costly dredging?
Yes.
158. Will dredging only be necessary in consequence of putting wharfs there ? Yes; in order to 
increase the area. Of course we will perform the dredging and reclaim the land at the back by the one 
operation.
159. Have you any idea as to how much land will have to be resumed and for what it will have to be 
resumed ? The matter of resumption ought to be looked into with a little care ; but 1. would recommend 
a very liberal resumption.
160. For what purpose? To give plenty of room for offices and buildings and in order to allow the 
Government to reap tbe benefit of some of the expenditure. I do not sec why the Government should 
have to incur all this expenditure in order to enhance the value of private land
161. As far as your Department is concerned, would it be necessary to make some slight resumption for 
office purposes, and possibly for railway extension ? Yes; you would have to make considerable resump
tion for railway sidings and approaches to the jetties and wharfs. That would necessitate 300 or 400 
acres at least.
162. If it became necessary to lay out a township there, that would be a matter for the Department of 
Lands to deal with, and they would have power to exercise their right to resume land ; but that would not 
affect your Department, and would not affect the cost of this proposal? Yes.
163. Therefore, the resumption would have to be made in connection with this work ? Immediately in 
connection with tho work only a limited-area would be required.
164. Would a portion of it be re-sold ? Yes.
165. Might a considerable profit be expected upon that ? I think it is only right that the Government 
should resume a liberal area, and get a profit on the improved value. After it was ascertained what the 
Government required for carrying on the works, the balance could be sold.
166. Will there be any necessity to erect a lighthouse on the breakwater ? There will be a leading light 
on the breakwater, and a lighthouse on the headland. That is included in the item of £75,000 in the 
tesiinate submitted to the Committee. The whole thing will only amount to £2,000 or £3.000.
167. Will the same light answer all purposes if the harbour works are carried out in their entirety?
Yes.
168. Has this preliminary portion of the work been advised as portion of tbe whole ? Yes.
169. Can it be carried out at any time, or be deviated from, if necessary ? The whole thing could be laid 
out as one scheme, and then be carried out by degrees.
170. Mr. Wriijhf.] What is the set of the current into the bay ? There is very little current in the bay.
’Whatever there is is westerly and northerly. It sweeps round Hie bay from the east.
171. Is there any possibility of the breakwater acting as a catch? j think not. The tendenev of the 
breakwater would, perhaps, bo to slightly increase the scour to the west and north.

172.
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C. W. Dari nr, 172. Are there two currents—an outlying current and an inlying current? The inlying current is due 
_-E°q' _ to a disturbance of the littoral current. It is caught in some bays, and it gets a reverse action. 

3o"otl896 '^at your past experience of breakwaters acting against the southerly set—for instance at 
0 " ’ Nobbys ? At Ndbbys we do not get the littoral current; that is thrown off by Port Stephens. There

is an outside northerly current at Newcastle. It is created there in quite a different way to what it is at 
Port Eembla; but it is of the same nature. The littoral current passes down, the coast by Port Stephens. 
The direction of the current draws the water out of tho Newcastle Bight, and it makes a current which 
goes north and east.
174. Is that current assisted also by the flow of the Hunter Biver ? Yes ; but in flood times all drift in 
tho water from the Hunter takes a northerly set—north to north-east—out of the harbour.
175, At Trial Bay, have you any experience of the effect of the breakwater ? There the current is 
decidedly like what it will probably beat Port Kembla—that is, west and north.
I7G. Is there any sign of sand-drift coming in? No.
177. Arc we justified in concluding that the construction of the breakwater will not accumulate sand, and 
make the water shallow ? I do not think there is any risk of that. 1
.178. If the breakwater were constructed, and tho jetties extended, could vessels lie there in all weathers ? 
Almost in all weather, I think,
179. Could they in south-east gales ? I think so.
180. Ho you think they would have good holding ground there ? Yes.
181. Is there any doubt about tho holding ground for ships ? Everyone I have spoken to has assured me 
that there is very good holding ground.
182. Could ships haul out from the jetties and hold to their anchors ? Yes. People of long experience there 
have told me that they have known ships to ride out strong gales and hold on to their anchors the whole time.
183. Do you know the output of coal in tho lllawarra district at the present time? The output for 1895
was 910,000 tons. .
184. Do you contend that tho output from this port would be largely increased ? I think so without 
doubt, because sailing vessels would go there aud take coal, which they arc debarred from doing now,
185. Is Port Kembla the most central point which you could select for shipping coal? It seems ilio 
most central for the southern coal-field, because ihe coal-field is being developed. I have been-informed 
by mining experts that there are indications of the field being worked out further nortii, except in some 
of the deeper mines. They arc meeting with a lot of burnt coal.
18fi. Is that in the Built district ? Yes,
187. In the event of the construction of this breakwater, do you not think that the people at Bulli and 
Coalcliff will prefer to ship the coal in ordinary weather at their own wharfs, instead or sending it down 
to Port Kembla? Yes, 1bat is tbe case as long as the wharfs last. Tho ([uestion will be whetber it is 
cheaper to construct another jetty or to send the coal to this port. TVe must anticipate that they will 
use their own jetties as far as they can in fine weather. After the jetties are worn out, I think it is 
likely that they will send their coal to the new port, knowing that there is a certainty of shipping it, and 
that they can develop a larger trade by getting larger ships there.
188. Do you think that if the output of coal be quadrupled there will be enough revenue to pay interest 
on tho cost of constructing a railway ? I do. Between the coal revenue and the import trade, I think 
sufficient revenue will he obtained. I feel very sanguine about the growth of an import trade there.
189. Shall we derive any benefit from an import trade ; for instance, do we charge anything at Byron Bay, 
"Wollongong, or Kiama? There is no import trade along the coast.
190. We get no revenue ? No; there is only coastal trade. Those places are only outlets for local 
produce. But if there is a large amount of goods brought into the place, there is no reason why they 
should not pay a considerable amount for wharfage.
191. You do not contemplate that with a breakwater you could make anything like a still-water harbour 
of this place? Not with ouc breakwater ; but it will be a sheltered harbour.
192. With an opening of 800 foot, do you think you could succeed in producing a still-water harbour with 
a double breakwater ? Yes ; it would be quite still water.
193. Do you think that with two breakwaters you would break any sea? The only sea that would enter 
would be from the north-east, and that would be only a chopping sea. OiTaccount of the shape of the 
breakwaters the sea will spread out on entering tho port.
194. Do you think that the sea would be broken before it got any distance inside? Yes ; it ivould not 
reach the shipping.
195. To make it a perfect port, do you think both breakwaters are required ? Yes.
196. Do you adidso tho construction of one breakwater at first in order to see how it will answer ? Yes.
197. If the result of that justifies additional exponditui’e, do you propose to make it a perfect harbour? 
Yes, if the trade develops. If there is every evidence of an import trade being developed, I would recom
mend the construction of tho second breakwater.
198. What amount of land would bo reclaimed under the double breakwater scheme ? I will furnish 
particulars later on. All the land is low-lying, and we should have to raise it. There is one question 
which I might answer. I was asked yesterday if I knew of any largo steamer which had entered the port. 
I received a communication by mail this morning inforniing me that the steamer “ Indrani” visited the 
port last week. She is a vessel of 4,994 tons register. She entered Port Kembla with G.40U tons of cobalt 
and nickel ore on board. She loaded 1,200 tons of bunker coal. The statement furnished to me did not 
give her draught, but I have calculated it at 28 feet 6 inches. She is a largo vessel, 412 feet long, 48 feet 
beam, and 32 feet deep. She took in coal from the Southern Coal Company's jetty at Port Kembla, and 
sailed direct for Glasgow.

Hugh McLachlan, Esq., Secretary to the Bailway Commissioners, sworn, and examined: —
H. 199. ChairmanArc you prepared with any information respecting the work under the consideration 

McLttfiMan, of the Committee ? The Commissioners only heard of the matter to-day, and I have not had an 
opportunity of speaking to them at length on the subject. J mentioned to them briefly that the 
^oinmiBee would be likely to want some information, and they said they would not like to go into it until 

ct,, 6. pnew eomething more about the scheme. At present they are quite unaware of what is proposed. 
They would like to have some details of the scheme. I will be prepared to give some evidence on a future 
date.

TUESDAY,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Fort Eembla.

Cecil West Darley, Esq., Euginoor-in-Ohief for Public Worts, Department of Public Works, sworu, and
further examined:— _ .

200. Chairman^] Have you anything to add to your former evidence ? I have gone into the calculation O-WOnrley, 
again, and I find that the exact area of Lake lllawarra is 9,040 acres. The area of Jervis Bay is 27,253 
acres. The area to bo reclaimed at Port Ivembla, as shown on the map by a tinting of red, is 33 acres, ^ 1896
though, as there is a good deal of low-lying ground back from the shore, we could go on reclaiming to a ^ 1
much greater extent. The amount spent upon buildings, &e,, at Trial Bay is £56,347 15s. 3d.
20L On completion of the harbour works there there will he no further use for these buildings? No.
202. Mr. IIassall.'] Would the breakwater at Bellambi run out along what is known as the inner reef, or 
would it be outside it? The breakwater would he constructed along the line of reef.
203. How far does the reef run out? About 800 feet.
204. Does not the inner reef run out for a distance of something like 1,800 feet? There is a small island 
a little to the east, and a rocky bottom all the way across.
205. What depth is the reef below the surface ? About 28 feet at the furthest point from shore.
206. 1 have been informed that for some distance it is only 4 feet 6 inches below the water? No j at a
very short distanco from shore you get a depth of 10 feet, and tho depth increases as you go out.
207. Was the survey shown on the map prepared for Mr. Carleton’s report ? No ; it was prepared under
iny instructions about fifteen month ago. Bellambi and Port Kembla were surveyed about the same time.
208. Is Port Kembla better sheltered than Bellambi ? Yes ; it is better sheltered naturally.
209. Mr. Robarfs.] Were you instructed to prepare plans for a harbour for the shipment of coal or for a 
harbour of refuge? Por a harbour for tho shipment of coal.
210. I suppose Jervis Bay would fulfil the requirements of a harbour of refuge ? Tes ; fairly well.
21], If the proposed works at Lake lllawarra were carried out, would you consider this scheme necessary ?
No ; I do not think anything would warrant the Government in making a second harbour on the south 
coast.
212. Lake lllawarra, if improved, would meet the requirements of tho south coast for many years to come ?
Tes.
213. What period lias to elapse before the proposed works at Lake lllawarra must be completed? They 
must bo completed by the 20th December, 1898, if the powers given under the Act are to be saved.
214. Have the necessary works been commenced yet? A small bit of wall leading to the breakwater was 
commenced, but the work was stopped, and nothing has been done since,
215. Is it regarded as impossible that the proposed works can be completed within the time named? If 
they were started now, and proceeded with very energetically, 1 do not know that Ihey would not he 
completed to the extent named in the Act—to give an entrance 15 foot deep—within the prescribed lime.
216. Then is it not premature to consider a scheme of the kind before tbe Committee ;—what prompted
Hie Government to submit this scheme? Local pressure was brought to bear, I presume. I have, 011 
two or three occasions, pointed out the difficulty of deciding upon any scheme before it was definitely 
known what would bo done at Lake lllawarra. Of course, even if the Committee reported favourably 
upon the schemo before them, it would be eight or nine months before the money necessary to carry it 
out could be voted by Parliament, and iu that time something definite will be known iu regard to the 
Lake lllawarra scheme. ^
217. Do you regard the construction of two breakwaters as absolutely necessary at Port Kembla to 
provide for the shipment of coal ? No, one breakwater would give a very good shelter if the place were 
to be used only for the shipment of coal.
218. Thou you would recommend the eastern breakwater? Tes, ,
219. It would cost about half the estimate for the whole work ? Tes.
220. Have you personally inspected these different harbours ? Tes.
221. Ton had no hesitation in deciding upon Port Kembla? None at all.
222. Hfr. Blade] Are you aware if tho lllawarra Land Corporation have sufficient money to carry out 
their harbour project? I do not know anything about that; but I presume that if they had the money 
they would start the work.
223. 1 lave you heard it reported that they are trying to raise the money elsewhere ? It has been reported 
that they are trying to raise the money.
224. Should they fail the scheme will lapse ? Tes,
225. ]u that caeo could the smelting works on Lake lllawarra be connected by raibvay will) Port Kembla ?
Tes. The connection would bo a very easy one to make.
226. Have you made any examination of Jervis Bay in connection with this proposal ? No. _
227. Why was Jervis Bay not thought of? Because it is too faraway. It would be quite CO miles 
further south.
228. And an extension of the present South Coast railway would be necessary to connect the southern
coal-field with Jervis Bay ? Tes. ,
229. Mr. Hoskins.] How long will it take to carry out the proposed works at Port Kembla once they arc 
commenced ? Do you mean the whole scheme or only one breakwater ?
230. The whole scheme ? Prom three and a half to four years.
231. Tou recommend that tho work should not be proceeded with until it is seen whether the lllawarra
Land Corporation will carry out their project? Tes. 232.
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C- W. Darley, 232. Iu that ease the public will not have the advantage of a harbour at Port Kembla for the nest six or 
®E<1' seven years ? Tes. This scheme might be commenced within three months, because if the lllawarra Land 

3,Hb7'~1896 C'orPoration are not then hard at work upon their scheme, they may be considered to have abandoned it. 
■’ ' 233. Mr. Humpltery.'] Is it not a condition that the Land Corporation must lodge £10,000 with the

Government by the 20th December, 1897 ? Tes.
234. And the work must be finished within a year from that date ? Tes.
235. So that it can be ascertained at any rate by the 20th December of next year whether the corporation 
intends going on? Tes. I might explain that the public can use the Kembla Harbour in its present 
unprotected state, and every six months, if the works are gone on with, will make it more protected. The 
public will not have to wait until the whole scheme is completed, in order to derive the benefit anticipated 
from it.
23G. Mr. Sos'kim.'] If the work were only half done, could the place be used as a harbour for loading coal? 
Undoubtedly. There is a fair amount of coal shipped from there now. Within a year or eighteen months 
of the starting of the works, a very fair amount of protection would be afforded to shipping there,

. 237. Mr. Huiriphery.') At the present time, under favourable conditions, ships of 4,000 and 5,000 tons can
load at Port Kembla? Tes. Some large ships were there last week.
238. Mr. Soskins.'] Would there be any great difficulty in connecting the smelting works on Lake 

' lllawarra with Port Kembla by railway ? I think that it would be perfectly easy to make a direct lino
from tbe site of the smelting works to Port Kembla, but the Engineer-in-Chief for Hatlway Construction 
could give you more information upon that point. .
289. What is the distance? I think a good line could be got within 5^ miles.
240. Mr. Humphcry.] As a matter of fact, these smelting works are connected with Port Kembla now ? 
Tes, though in a somewhat roundabout fashion. The distance by rail now is about 12 miles.
241. Mr. Fegan.'] Did you give evidence before the Select Committee which inquired into the lllawarra 
Land Corporation Bill? Tes, on the 11th December, 1889. I was chiefly asked about the wording of 
the Act I went to protect Government interests
242. Tou did not give any opinion as to the advisability of allowing a private company to take up the 
frontage to Lake JUawnrra? Ho.
243. As a rule, is not your opinion asked whore a private company is likely to come into competition with 
Government wharfs and so on ? Tt, might be. if tbe private company were interfering with the vested 
interests of the Government; but here the Government had no vested interests.
21}.. Tour evidence seems to be that there is no room for a private scheme and a Government scheme? 
There is not room enough for both.
245. Do you think the corporation will carry out the work in the prescribed time? It will be very 
difficult to carry it out now,
243. Do you think that the Government should hold its baud until the nrescribed time elapses ? The 
Goverment need not wait more than three months.

Hugh McLachlan, Esq-., Secretary to the Hallway Commissioners, sworn, and further examined:—
H 247. Chairman.] Have you any statement to make ? No : but I am ready to give any information that 

McLachlan, may be required from me.
248. Mr. Wright.] What are the rates for hauling coal to Newcastle? The coal brought to Newcastle is 

3 Nov 1896 Poetically all carried in owners' trucks. We have a shunting charge of Gd. per ton for a couple of
’’ 'collieries which are near the harbour. Eor collieries withiu from 1 to 4 miles of .Newcastle the rate is 9d. 

per ton ; within 4 to 7 miles, lOd,; and within from 7 to 10 miles, lid. a ton. Those are the rates that 
generally apply, and they include the cost of the crane service.
249. Have you any rate for coal carried 24 miles ? Tes, Is. 5d. per ton, including the crane service.
250. What distance is the Metropolitan Company’s coal-mine from Sydney? Twenty-nine miles.
251. What do you charge to bring coal to Sydney from there? Two shillings a ton. They use our 
waggons.
252. What do you reckon as the charge for waggons ? There is no fixed scale. The charge depends upon 
circumstances.
253. Then how are the rates arrived at? To some extent in an arbitary way. It is considered what the 
traffic will bear, and what would be a fair charge to make upon it.
254. is 5d. a ton a fair charge to make for the use of coal waggons ? Tes, I think so.
255. In the case of waggons coming from the Metropolitan Coal Company's mine, that would be 4s, 2d, a 
trip? Tes.
256. How many trips would they make ? I do not think they would make more than one a day.
257. What do these trucks cost ? I think about £150; but I have not the figures with me. If we had 
a regular traffic all through the week it would be different,
258. But the traffic from the southern lines is the same as the Newcastle traffic? Tes, the coal traffic 
is always fluctuating.
259. Would the Newcastle rates apply to any other district ? They never have been applied to any other 
district.
2G0. Has tbe Department of Railways anything to do with the coal coming from the southern district? 
The coal from 1hc Clifton and Metropolitan Company’s mines is carried in our waggons to Darling 
Harbour, and we also bring a small amount of the Corrimal Company’s coal to Sydney. They, however, 
generally run with their own engines and trucks to Port Kembla, paying td. per ton per mile as a way- 
leave or royalty for running over our Hues.
261. Is not the coal shipped at Wollongong carried there in waggons belonging to tho mines ? Most of 
the coal shipped at Wollongong comes from Mount Keira. That company uses its own engines and 
rolling stock, and runs over part of our lines. A quantity of coal is shipped at Wollongong from 
Corrimal, though most of their coal goes to Port Kembla. In the year ending 20th September last,
105,000 tons of coal were carried to Port Kembla from Corrimal.
2G2. In tbe event of Port. Kembla being made a harbour, I suppose the Railway Commissioners would 
find cranes and make all arrangements for tho shipment of coal there ? That will all depend upon the 
action taken by the Government.

263.
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263. If they did so, I suppose the same rates would apply as apply at Newcastle? I think so.
264. What distances arc the various southern mines from Sydney ? The Austinmer mine comes in between
39 and 40 miles from Sydney, tho Bulli mine between 41 and 42 miles, the Bellambi mine between 43 and 
44 miles, Corrimal 45 miles, Mount Keira and Mount Pleasant between 4/ and 48 miles, and Mount 
Kembla and tbe Southern Company’s mines 50 miles. _
265. That is the furthest distance south from Sydney at which they are working coal? Tes.
266. What distance are the stone-quarries from Sydney? It is about 60 miles to Bombo.
267. Wbat is the distance from Fort Kembla by rail to Nowra ? 41 miles on tho main line.
268. What is the distance by tbe surveyed route from Nowra to Jervis Bay ? About 18 or 20 miles.
269. That would make the distance from Fort Kembla to Jervis Bay about 60 miles ? Tes, something
like that. _ _
270. Will you have a return prepared showing the rates of haulage for coal from the various southern
mines? Tes. _ _
271. Mr. Itoht;r1s.~] If large quantities of coal were shipped at Port Kembla, would it seriously decrease 
the revenue of the'Department of Railways? I do not think so. At tho present time we get none of 
the coal which would go to Fort Kembla. It must be remembered, that tho various companies on the 
south coast have most of them their own jetties at which they can ship their coal for nothing, and the 
question is, would they he ready to pay to have their coal shipped at a Government wharf at Fort Kembla ? 
Then, too, it must be remembered that if there were a very large trallie to Fort Kembla- wc- could not 
work it on a single line.
272. None of the coal that would be shipped at Port Kembla now goes to Sydney by rail? /5,000 tons
out of every 100,000 tons shipped at Darling Harbour come from the Helensburgh mine, and no doubt 
that coal would continue to come to Sydney. Last year we got 27,000 tons from the South Clifton mine, 
but practically the Metropolitan Company’s mine is the one that sends to Sydney. _
273. Would it not be possible for the Commissioners to get more of the trade by making branch lines?
There are already branch lines running directly from the pit’s mouth to the various shipping places upon 
the coast, and, except in rough weather, I think coal would always be shipped at the private jetties. The 
Commissioners own a branch line running to Wollongong, over which the Mount Keira coal is sent, but 
we only get a ^d. a ton for that coal, _ _
274. Docs that leave much profit ? They are working the line themselves with their own rolling-stock.
275. That is the only Government branch line down there ? Tes. _
276. Which mine is furthest south from Sydney ? The Southern Coal Company’s mine and Mount
Kembla—they are close together. _ _
277. What is charged for tbe carriage of coal from Helensburgh to Sydney ? Two shillings a ton in
truck-loads. That includes shipment. Last year we carried over 74,000 tons. The charge is nearly Id, per 
ton per mile. ...
278. Mr. J3laclc.~] If all the southern coal companies are provided with jetties of their own, it is fair to 
assume that thcjT would not use the proposed harbour at Fort Kembla, except in rough weather? Tes, 
or when they wished to load coal into some large vessel which could not lie alongside their jetties.
279. So that the proposed harbour works would only benefit the collieries in their immediate neighbour
hood ? Tes, though the Corrimal coal goes there to a large extent.
280. Do you think tho Government is justified in making an expensive harbour to benefit only a few 
persons? I do not know anything of the local considerations ; but J do not think there is any prospect 
of tho work paying.
281. Mr. Humph cry Would it not be practicable for other collieries to use the proposed harbour in
order to load large ocean-going vessels ? Tes, they might use it for that purpose. _ _
282. When you spoke of shipping coal at their own jetties, you meant into the small colliers which come
to Sydney? Tes. _
283. If tbe proposed scheme were carried out, Port Kembla would be very much in tbe same position as 
Newcastle. The object of tbe work is to create a perfectly safe harbour there. Viewing the matter from 
that standpoint, do you think that the Commissioners would derive an appreciable return trom the 
carriage or coal to Fort Kembla from tbe various collieries now shipping at their own jetties ? Personally, 
I cannot see how the project can ever pay. I am not very sanguine that there would be any big increase 
in the traffic over our line. '
284. At the present time the lllawarra Smelting Works contemplate obtaining coal from their own 
collieries to the west ? I have seen that stated.
285. But it is probable that their ore, instead of coming by rail to Sydney, will be landed at Port Kembla? 
That is if Lake lllawarra is not opened up.
280. I am putting my question on that assumption ;—would the unloading of ore at Port Kembla interfere 
very materially with the present earnings of tho railway in regard to the carriage of ore from Sydney ? 
At present no ore is being sent from Sydney.
287. Well, we will say the prospects of the railway? Of course, wc would get more gross revenue and 
more profit, if there were any profit to be obtained at all, by carrying minerals from Darling Harbour 
instead of from Fort Kembla. ft is difficult, however, to say what would be the better for us. For the 
short haul from Fort Kembla we might be able to charge a rate which would pay us better than a rate for 
the haulage from Darling Harbour. I understand that only low-grade ores are to be sent, so that I 
imagine a very low rate would have to be imposed.
288. Have the Commissioners quoted any rate? I do not think that they have quoted anything lower 
than their present charges. They have a rate of 4d. per ton per mile; but that is not intended to meet a 
ease like this. The ordinary charge would be about 5s. 3d. a ton, or a little over Id. a mile.
289. As a matter of fact, anything less than £d. per ton would not pay expenses, unless yon had back 
carriage? No ; or unless we had a very heavy traffic which we could work quickly.
290. According to the last report of the Commissioners, the average earnings of the railways are about 
lid. per mile ? l'44d. per mile.
291. Is there any class of traffic which you could carry for -Jd. per mile without hack haulage? I do not 
think there would be any profit in such a rate. Of course, we carry grain and flour and other things at a 
lower rate.
292. Could you carry grain and flour at the present rates if-you had no back carriage ? I do not think 
there would be any profit in it.

' 293.

H.
McLachlan,

3 Nov., 1890.
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McLaciilun qi^ntity of coal did you bring to Sydney last year from the southern mines ? 74,000 tons
Esq. ' from Metropolitan Company’s mine, and 27,000 tons from the South Clifton mine.

294. And what was the rate ? 2s. 6d. a ton from the latter place.
3 Nov., 1890. 295. What would be the rate from South Clifton to Port Kembla? About Is. 8d. a ton,

290. That is a difference of lOd. a ton? Tes, though there would not be that saving.
29/. Is the South Clifton coal conveyed in the Commissioners’ trucks ? Tes. '
298. If there were a great deal of traffic to Port Kembla it would be necessary to duplicate part of the 
lllawarra line? Tes; say, from Bulli. Of course, wc have the line duplicated as far as Waterfall now.
299. Are there any heavy cuttings or costly tunnels between Bulli aud Port Kembla? No.
300. The line is nearly level ? Tes.
301. What would be tbe cost of duplication ? I would put it down, roughly, at about £50,000; but, of 
course, it is an engineering question.
302. Ghairman.\ How much coal could you take over a single line in a day? That wonld depend upon 
the facilities for crossing and other circumstances. They speak about handling 300,000 or 400,000 tons.
303. Tou think a duplication of the line would be necessary ? Tes. 1 may add that estimates prepared before 
band are very misleading. Just before the Commissioners took office very strong pressure was put upon 
the Government to obtain the resumption of a branch line leading to Wollongong Harbour. All sorts 
of estimates were given as to the probable traffic upon that line, but, as a matter of fact, there is no more 
traffic upon it now than there was when wo took it over.
301. How much coal is taken over that line ? 85,000 tons were carried last year. Of that quantity,
03,000 tons came from Mount Keira, but they only pay us ^d. per ton for tho way-leave.
305. How much did the line cost the Government? We paid £7,500 for it, and we have spent about 
£2,000 in making a loop. Altogether it has cost about £10,000, and the total earnings arc about £200 
a year.
306. Mr. Trickett^ If the proposed harbour were constructed, would it result in a gain or a loss to the 
railway system of the Colony? If we had to pay interest upon the cost of construction I think it would 
result in a loss.
307. Is very much coal brought to Sydney from below Clifton? Ko ; practically none.
308. All the coal from collieries further south is sbippcdtat Wollongong and the various jetties, and 
brought to Sydney by sailing vessel or steamer ? Tes.
309. Hoes most of the coal coming to Sydney from Newcastle come by steamer or docs it come by train?
It comes by sea. J
310. If the proposed port were constructed, most of the southern coal would come to Sydney by sea ?
Tes, as it does now. ^
311. Mr. Qlarke^ T suppose very liftle coal comes from Helensburgh since they have lost tbe railway
contract ? Tho mimib not so brisk now, but we did not consider that coal in our returns. We took 
delivery of it at the collieries. ,
312. Ho you think that the construction of the proposed harbour will not benefit the railway ? I do not
think it will be any great gain. ■
313. I suppose the only traffic to the proposed port would be coni ? Tes.
311. Bo you think Bellambi and the other collieries would send their coal to Port Kembla ? No; I think 
they wonld continue to use their own jetties.
315. Mr. Zee.] Have you been consulted by the Beparlment of Public Works as lo the probable cost of 
cranes for the proposed harbour? Not to my knowledge.
316. If a coal trade of 1,009,000 tons per annum were carried on at Port Kembla, would the erection of 
cranes be necessary ? I do not know what appliances they have at Port Kembla now ; but if there were
1,000,000 tons of coal to be handled they would require extensive arrangements.
317. Ho you know tho cost of ihese cranes ? No.
31S. Tho Commissioners have control of the cranes in Newcastle? Tes.
3J9. \ ou are aware that it is mtended to concentrate the coal tradic at Port Kembla as much as possible? 
Tes ; I understand so.
320. If the various private lines on the south coast were resumed, I suppose you would be chargeable
with their capital cost? les, ^
321. Arc they of a temporary character ? 1 have not been over them, but ]. think they are fairly sub
stantial.
322. Are you aware whether they carry leasing rights or anything of that kind? No.
323. C/iairnum.] Can you tell mo how much is paid for hauling, and how much is paid for shipping the 
coal at Newcastle ? Some time ago, when a calculation was made, it was considered that 5d. per ton would 
pay interest upon the cost of sidings, cranes, aud everything connected with the appliances necessary for 
the shipment of coal at Newcastle, together with the wages of the persons employed. Of course, if only 
a small quantity were shipped, the cost might be much larger. At Newcastle we ship practically 2,000,000 
tons a year. AVith a small quantity there would be a certain saving in sidings and in general appliances; 
but the cost would probably be greater per ton,
324. Bo you think it would be possible to load coal at Port Kembla for less than Dd. a ton? No; I 
think the cost would probably be larger than that.
325. In Newcastle, for distances up jto about 7 miles, you charge about Id. a ton for haulage, but for. 
greater distances you charge less ? If es. Beyond a certain distance the basis of the rates is |d. a ton 
per mile.
326. Why did you abandon tho zone system at Newcastle? It has not been abandoned, though the zones 
are altered from time to time to meet circumstances.
327. What is the objection to putting all the mines in the same zone ? The mine-owners nearer the 
port think they ought to get some advantage over others further away, and, of course, it costs us more 
to haul 7 miles than to haul 1 mile.
328. The policy that obtains in Newcastle would be likely to obtain at Port Kombla if the proposed 
harbour were constructed ? Tes.
329. Mr. Mumphery.] What is the greatest distance from which you bring coal by rail to Newcastle? 
Greta, which is about 32 miles from Newcastle.

. 330. What is tho next colliery ? East Greta is 22 miles from Newcastle.
331.
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331. la much coal brought more than 20 miles ? A considerable quantity is brought more than 20 miles.
332. 2Fr. Fegan"What is tho distance from the Metropolitan Colliery to Port Kembla ? About 2G miles. ° Esq,an’
333. And from ISouth Clifton to Port Kembla? About 20 miles. _
331. So that it would pay the railways as well to take that coal to Port Kembla as to take it to Sydney ? 3 y0T-| iggg.
l\re would get about the same rate ; but I think that coal "would always go to Sydney,
335. What does the Iletton Colliery pay? Sixpence per ton. It is within a mile of Newcastle.
330. Is the southern coal trade on the increase, or 011 the decrease ? Pecently it has been on tho increase.
337. That is chiefly because of the Newcastle strike? ITes, 1 believe so. _
338. "Why does not the Government charge the Keira Company a higher rate for running on the "Wol
longong line ? The rate was fixed by Act of Parliament when that line was resumed by the Government.
339. Have yon represented to the Minister that the present rate does not pay ? No.
310. Ho you not think that something should he done in the matter ? I do not know what the views of 
the Commissioners are, hut I do not think it would be equitable to alter the Act ?

WJSBFTES DAT, 1 NOVEMBER, 1896. 

Jlrcsfttt:— -
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chatemak).

Henby Claeke, Esq.The lion. Heedektck Thomas Humph mu'. 
The Hon. .Tames Hoskins.
The Hon. Cuaelfs James Houerts, C.M.G. 
The Hon, "William Joseph Thickett.
The Hon, Daniel O’Connor.

E'eancis Augustus Weight, Esq.

Ciiaeles Alkeeu Lee, Esq. 
John Lictnel Fegan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Habsall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.

The Committee further considered tho proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour ,at Port Kembla.

David McCulloch, Esq., Statistical Clerk, Department of Mines, sworn, and examined:—
341. Chairman.'] I understand that you have brought a statement showing the output of the southern D, 
collieries for some time back ? Xes ; I have hero a statement showing their output from the 1st January, McCulloch, 
1891, to the 31st December, 1895. It is as follows:—

Statkjikxt showing the output from the Southern Collieries from the 1st January, 1S01, to Jlst December, ISflo. 4 Nov., 1896.

Name of Colliery.

Metropolitan...................
Coal Cliff .......................
North lllawarra ............
Bulli ............................
Bellambi ........................
South Bulli ................
Corrimal........................
Mount Pleasant ............

,. (new pit)
Osborne Wallsciul ........
Mount Kembla...............
South Clifton ..................

Metropolitan........
Coal Cliff ............
Austinmer ..........
Bulli ...................
South Bulli ........
Bellambi...............
Corrimal...............
Mount Pleasant . 
Osborne Wallsend 
Mount Kembla....
South Clifton......
Bulb Pass ............

Metropolitan........
Coal Cliff ............
Austinmer............
South Bulli ........
Bellambi...............
Corrimal................
Mount Pleasant . 
Osborne Wallsend 
Mount Kembla..,.
South Clifton .....
Bulli Pass............

Locality. Output in Tons, Value,

■ 1891. £ s. <1.
Helensburgh ......................................... 76,511 28,116 0 0
Clifton..................................................... 19,746 9,009 0 0
North Bulli............................................. 24,207 13,500 0 0
Bulb....................................................... 76.741 22,039 0 0

98,000 40,000 0 0
South Bulli............................................ 182,140 35,430 10 0
Wollongong............................................. 60,845 18,253 10 0

184 73 12 0
68,199 27.279 12 0
87,136 24,317 IS O

165,081 78,161 10 O
J J ............... .. ................................................... .. ■ 20,148 4,841 0 0

Total.............................. 828,933' 310,421 12 0

1892.
Helensburgh .......................................... 155,093 46,650 0 0
Clifton .................... ................................. 4,000 1,825 0 0
North Bulli............................................. 913 388 0 6
Bull)......................................................... 44,247 14,824 1 0

140,774 37,900 0 0
South Bulli............................................. 112,094 52,111 5 3
Wollongong.................................... ........ 63,548 19,064 S 0

68,552 23,002 11 0
75,050 21,000 0 0

177,209 57.463 0 0
70,000 17,500 0 0

Bulb......................................................... 8,819 4,733 9 G

Total.............................. 920,900 296,401 15 3

1893.
Helensburgh ......................................... 194,512 58,900 8 0
Clifton..................................................... 17,632 4,552 6 0
North Bulli............................................. 9,794 3,917 12 0
Bulli......................................................... 147,559 38,164 5 G
South Bulli ...!........................................ 42,716 11,450 0 0
Wollongong............................................. 94,820 ■ 22,499 16 0

70,547 23,389 1 0 0
83,788 20,695 G 0

156,992 45j 722 5 0
50,000 12,500 0 0

0J »■ *• • .......................................... .. 6,052 1,G47 18 0

Total.............................. 874,412 243,439 G G

490—0
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D,
McCulloch,

Esq.
Name of Colliery. Locality. Output in Tons Value.

4 Nov., 189G. .
Austininor...............
JiulH ......................
Bulli Pass ...............
BeUambi...................
Coal Cliff ...............
Commal...................
Mount Pleasant
Mount Kerabla........
Metropolitan...........
Osborne Wnlisemi .
South Bulli ............
South Clifton .........

1894.
North Bulli...................
Built...............................

South Bulli ..................
Clifton...........................
Wollongong...................

J t .............

Helensburgh . .
Wollongong......
Bulli..................
Wollongong. ...

Total

15,223 
5,4S() 
4,103 

37,000 
23,690 

118,116 
69,271 

127,155 
183,041 
77,593 

124,147 
78,200

£ s. 
6,001 4 

056 0 
1,068 1 
8,955 0 
5,940 14 

29,237 17 
20,847 1 
32,382 7 
55,000 19 
19,740 6 
29,388 3 
15,050 0

863,123 225,257 12

tl.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0

8

Austiumcr............
Bulli ...................
Bulb Steam Coal .
Bellambi..............
Coal Cliff ............
Corrimal..............
Mount Pleasant , 
Mount Kembla.... 
Metropolitan . ... 
Osborne Wallsend
South Bulli ........

, South Clifton .....

North Bulli 
Bulli..........

1895.

7’ . . . ................................ ..............
Bellambi .................................................
Clifton.....................................................
Cornmul ................................................
Wollongong............................................
Mount Kembla .....................................
Helensburgh .........................................
Wollongong............................................
Bellambi .................................................
South Clifton .........................................

Total ............................

10,842 5,894 14 0
5,000 1,500 0 0
3,909 840 0 0
9,824 2,766 3 0

18,100 4,000 4 3
111,583 33,474 18 0
69,253 20,830 15 0

151,258 39,028 1 0
228,341 f 64,255 0 0

78,652 18,573 9 0
167,370 36,966 3 0
50,000 ' 10,900 0 0

910,123a 239,033 7 3

Abstract,
Tons. £ s. d.

1891 ................................................................. 828,933 310,421 10 0
1892 ................................................................ 020,060 296,461 15 3
1893 .................   874,412 243,439 fi 6
1394.................................................................... 803,123 225,257 12 8
1895.................................................................... 0)0,123 239,030 7 3

4,397,551 1,314,615 11 S
342. Is that all the information you have \vt1 h respect to this matter? Yes. This year the output may 
be a little greater, owing to the strike which occurred at Newcastle. We do not get the returns nttlil fhe 
end. of each year. The figures are supplied hy the coal-mine proprietors on forms which we send to them.

.Tohn Harper, Esq., Goods Superintendent, Department ofKaihvays, sworn, and examined:—
313 Chairman.'] I presume (hat you have discussed this proposal with the Secretary for Eail ways and 
with the Commissioners ? Yes. ^

t 341. Mr. Fegan.'] Are you acquainted with the scheme ? I know nothing about its details.
’ 315. Have you brought the statements which were promised by Mr. M'eLaehlan yesterday? Yes. I have 
here a statement showing the quantity of coal and coho carried to Newcastle for the year ended 30tli June, 
1S95, hauled in owners' trucks by Commissioners’ engine, crane charges being included on all coal shipped 
from Bullock Island:—

Collier, from. Tons. Collicrj from. Tons.

Carried 1 mile—
Wickham and Bullock Island. 

1 to 4 miles—
A. A. Company......................
Hetton..... .................................
Ferndalc....................................
Lambtou Company ................

4 to 7 miles—
Bur wood No. 3 ..............
Co-operative ..................
East Lambton Colliery,...
Elermore Vale..................
Newcastle Coal Company. 
Purified Coal Company...
Sneddon’s........................
Smith New Lambton ....
Wallsend Company .....
Waratah Company .......
West Burwood Company .

7 to 10 miles— 
.Dudley Company
Miami .................
South Wallsend .

10 to 12 miles—
222,417 Northern Extended................................. 35,024

89,594
1,599 Young Wallsend.....................................

201,437
5,042 124,618

136,869 J
344,977

]4 to 17 miles—
Northumberliind Company...................... 1,177

88,117
57,90169,272 West Wallseud .....................................

146,399
1,329

10,106
147,195

222,093 17 to 20 miles—
14,459 East Maitland ......................................... 108
25,670
41,039 Over 20 miles—

332,611 Dulwiok Skiing, 5G nulcs ..................... 1,983
39,595 Blackwa-ll, 5o miles.................................. 1,118

327 Kix's Creek, 53 miles.............................. 7,000
Creta Colliery, 32 miles........................ 50,887

904,100 Anvil Creek, 31 miles........................... 1,938
. 4,166

08,603
2,391244,097 Font Hill, 21 miles..................................

33,904
146,876

278,001
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SUM.MAUV.

1 mile...............................................
1 1.o 4 miles...................................
4 to 7 „ ..................................
7 to 10 „ .................................

10 to 12 ..........................................
14 to 17 „ ...................................
17 to 20 ,, ...................................
Over 20 „ Average rate, about.

Rate per ton. Tons.
R. d.
0 (i 222,417
0 9 344,977
0 10 904,100
0 11 278,001
1 0 124,618
1 2 147,195
1 3 10S
2 0 146,876

2,168,292

J. Harper, 
Esq.

4 Nov., 180S.

I Imvc also a furtlier statement based upon similar linos showing what the rates would be under certain 
conditions on the Illawarra line, it is as follows;—

Nates for Carriage of Coal, Illawarra Line.

(Jarriwt in Commissioners’ I mots. I Carried in Owners trucks.

1 to 10 miles ....................
11 tn V> .

Over 1 mile .......................... ...................... 6d. jicr ton
...................... 9d. „

13 1o 14 ” ................ ...................... KM. „
Hi Is. fill. ...................... lid. ,,
Ifi , ................. ................. Is. Stl. .j 10 if) 12 " ...................... ..................... Is. .,
1 7 ,, ]r. Dd. 12 to 14 ", ......................
IK „ ........ ............. Is. Hid. ..................... Is. 2d. „
19 Is lid 17 to 20 ,, .....................
2ft 2=5 " 20 to 23 . , ..................... ...................... Is. 4d. ,,
:in 23 to 26 ...................... ...................... is. 5d.

31 to 40 2s 6d. ,, 26 to 29 " ......................
41 in 4ft " . . .. es. <((]. " 29 to 32 ” ...................... ...................... Is. Sd. „
49 to 56 „ ...................... ..................... 3s. „ *32 to 33 ;.............................. ...................... Is. 9d. ,,

These lates arc for when the final is shipped. Small coal allowed 20 per cent, ieduction,
* Distance between 3o and 5(1 jfd. per ton per mile in addition to the rate fot 35 miles. Small coal allowed 20 per 

cent, reduction.
346. According to your figures, the rate of haulage over tlm30 miles when the Commissioners' trucks are 
used is 2s. a ton, and when the owner's trucks are used. Is. bd.—a difference of 4d. floes it pay the 
Commissioners to let out their waggons at 4d. a ton for 30 miles H I presume it does ; if it did not they 
would not have fixed the rate.
317. What do you charge for your waggons in the northern district? Tho charge is precisely the same 
in both districts, hut in the northern district almost the whole of the coal is carried in owners’ trucks ; 
we have only about 10D waggons in the northern district.. _
31'S. What, colliery uses them ? They arc spare waggons which we send wherever they are required.
349. Would the construction of a harbour at Port Kembla jnlerlbre with coal coming to Sydney from 
the southern district ? 1 can scarcely say ; so much depends upon the circumstances; freight docs not
govern fbe thing exclusively. I fancy that large passenger boats like the P. and 0. steamers would 
continue to coal in Sydney under any circumstances ; but it is very bard to say what the big ocean tramps 
would do. i
330. Would it make nny difference to the railways if the coal from tho Metropolitan and Coalcliff mines 
were taken to Port Kembla instead of to Sydney? 1 do not think it would affect them materially. 
Only a verv small quantity of coal is sent to Sydney from those mines. We only carried 74,000 tons 
altogether during the year ending September last.
351. Arc you acquainted with the Lake Illawarra scheme ? Only generally—from what I have read in
the press. _
352. Have yon seen the railway which the Illawarra Laud Corporation have constructed ? Yes.
353. ]b not that line partly under the supervision of the Commissioners? It has been passed by the 
Commissioners as fit to carry their rolling stock.
354. Do you think there would be room for a harbour at Port Kembla, and another harbour at Lake 
Illawarra? I should not think so, considering that the total output of the southern collieries is not much 
more than 750,000 tons per annum.
355. Hut it is increasing year by year? I do not think it is. According to the figures in the “Wealth 
and Progress’’ the output in 1S94 rvas 70,000 tons loss than the output of 1882.
35C. But if you compare the output of LS94 with the output of 1885 you will see that great strides have 
been made ? The output almost doubled in that lime, but in the interval the South Clifton and other 
collieries have come into existence. Their coal lias been largely used for locomotive purposes.
357. Is it probable that an increase in production willcoutinue? That would be impossible for me to say.
358. Is it not a fact that during the recent Newcastle strike a number of vessels which would have loaded 
at tho southern collieries were driven away by bad weather;—if the conditions had been more favourable 
there, would it not have been a greater output ? Well, the favourable conditions then meant the con
tinuance of the strike at Newcastle, which .1 would not like to anticipate as au occurrence of the future.
359. There was no strike at Newcastle in 1893 to interfere with the coal trade there ? I could not say.
360. On comparing tho mil put for 1893 with that for 1891, I find that there was a large increase in the 
production of coal in the southern district ? That may be accounted for by the working of the Metro
politan Company's mine. We have no figures as to the output of tho different collieries which would 
enable us to challenge any statements as to the total output.
361. Tho Kailway Commissioners have charge of the loading appliances at the port of Newcastle? Yes,
362. You would think that they would bo consulted in reference to the shipping arrangements at the
proposed harbour at Tort Kembla? I should expect that they would be. As a matter of fact, if the 
scheme were approved of by the Committee, tho ComumsinmTs would have to be consulted in regard to 
any railway arrangements. -
363. Besides coal what other traffic is there that would bo likely In affect the proposed harbour? T do

not
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not know of anythin'^ Of course there is a lot of high-class traffic carried by tho steamers from Wollon
gong, but I take it that that port would always be open, and that tho traffic would find its way there even 
if a harbour were made at Port Kembla,
364. There is a number of private jetties along the South Coast P Yes; a great number.
865. Do you think that they would compete with the Government wharfs ? I think so.
366. Considering the powers which the illawarra Company possess, and remembering the existence of
these private jetties, it seems rather risky to carry out the proposed scheme P It would be if you wanted 
to obtain interest upon the capital cost. "
367. But do yon not think that the southern district should have the same facilities as the Newcastle 
district? If the district is going to develop, the present railway rates will not prevent it. Tho rates on 
the Illawarra lino are very low.
368. You could not make them any lower ? No. We are carrviug coal for a distance of 56 miles for
3s. a ton. "
369. Will the construction of the proposed harbour be detrimental to tho Illawarra Kailway ? I cannot 
see that it will have very much effect upon it, I do not think that tho present traffic will be affected by 
the construction of a harbour. The quantity of coal sent to Sydney by rail is very small. As a matter 
of fact, for the whole year ending 30th December last, wo only brought 104,000 tons of coal from the 
southern district to Sydney. If the whole of that coal trade were withdrawn it would not mean a verv 
large loss. "
37u. If tho proposed harbour were constructed, it would be immaterial to the Commissioners whether the 
coal went there or ^to Sydney ? Yes. Of course the Mount Keira line belongs to tho Commissioners, 
We hauled about 05,000 tons of Mount Keira coal over that line last year or 85,000 tons altogether.
371. Do you know the land in the vicinity of Port Kembla? I could not give you any opinion upon it.
372. Do you know Bellambi ? Only in a general way. I could not give you any information about tho
place. ‘
3/3. How do the people of Lake Illawarra get their food supplies and so forth—by boat or by rail ? 
Some hy rail and some by boat. We do not know how much is carried by boat.
374. How long is it since you were down there P It is about twelve months since I was on the lake itself. 
I was there shortly after their railway was completed.
3/5. You do not know how many men were employed there then ? Ko.
376. Mr. Sassall."] In your opinion is Port Kembla as good a site for a harbour as could bo obtained 
along tho coast ? I do not know much about it,
377. Would it be a good place for getting tho traffic to ? Well, one scarcely understands where tho 
mines are situated in that district. It is all coal-bcaring land.
3/S. The mines extend from Coalcliff down to Port Kembla? Yes.
379. There is nothing beyond Port Kembla which is of any consequence? No; but it docs not follow 
that other mines will not be opened up. ” ‘
330. Any coal trade from property south of Port Kembla would gravitate to Lake Illawarra? Yes, if 
tho Lake Illawarra harbour scheme were carried out. The most northerly colliery is Coalcliff; then 
comes Austiumcr, which is 39j-miles from Sydney. That colliery has a connection with the Govern
ment line, and a line of its own extending about three-quarters of a mile to a private jetty. The next 
colliery is Bulli. It lias 1-J- mile of private line before it reaches the Government line, and then a further 
length of 1 mile connecting it; with a private jetty. It has also a connection with the Government line. 
Bellambi has a private line H mile long up to the junction of the Government line, and another H mile 
down to the junction with the South Bulli Coal Company s line, which extends down to the jetty. The (South 
Bulli Company has a private line mile long before it reaches the Government lino, and then I j mile 
hclore it reaches their private jetty. Both these lines are connected with the Government line. Corrimal 
has a line a mile long joining with the Government line. The total output of that mine last year was 
ltio,000 tons, which were conveyed to the Mount Kembla Junction, and 22,000 tons which wore conveyed 
to the Mount Keira Junction. The next Colliery is Mount Pleasant, which has a line 2\ miles long 
before it reaches the Government fine, and 14 mile long from there to the Wollongong wharf. It is a 
narrow gauge line, and fms no connection with the Government line. The Mount Keira mine, which is also 
known as the Osborne-Wallsend mine, has a line 21 miles long before it readies the Government lino. It 
connects with II mile of Government line, which extend down to the Wollongong Basin. The quantilv 
of coal hauled over that line last year was 63,666 tons. The noxt colliery is Mount Kembla, which has a 
line 2.j- miles long before it reaches the Government line, and 4 miles from there to the jetty. The 
Southern Coal Company has a line 2 miles long before it reaches the Government line, and then 4 miles 
ou to their jetty at Port Kembla. The following is a statement of the amount of coal and of coke con
veyed by railway from the various collieries in the southern district in the year ending 30th September,

Coal conveyed from Corrimal to Mount Keira Junction for twelve months ended tons cwt. qr.
30th September, 1.896 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 22,184 10 O

Coal conveyed from Mount Keira .'lunction to Wollongong wharf for twelve
months ended 30th September, 1896 ............................................................... 63,600 10 0

Total................................................... 85,851 0 0

Coal conveyed from Corrimal to Southern Coal Company’s Junction in owners’
and Commissioners’trucks for twelve months ended"30th September, 1896 105,121 2 0

1 oal convoyed from collieries on the Illawarra Line lo Darling Harbour for 
twelve months ended 30th September, 1896:—

Metropolitan Colliery ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
South Clifton Colliery ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bulli Colliery ... ... ... ,,, ... ... ... ...
Comma! Colliery ... ... ... - ... ... ... ... ...

104,666 0 0
Coke

74,452 0 0 
27,650 0 O 

178 0 0 
2,386 0 0

Total ...
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Coke conveyed from Mount Kembla to tbo undermentioned stations for tho 
twelve months ended 30th September, 1896 :—

Darling Harbour ... ... ... ... ... ...
Eveleigh ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Auburn ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hungendoro............... ............................................................................
Goulburn .................................... ...............................................................
Piper’s Plat............................................................... ...........................
Perry ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Dapto ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

tons cwt. <jr.
493 17 0 
193 0 2 

11 2 2 
2,010 15 3 

12 15 2 
2,450 12 0 

4 5 1 
1 18 0

Total 5,784 1 2

J. Harper, 
Bsq.

4 Nov., 1896.

381. In your opinion, would a harbour at Port Kembla serve the district better than a harbour at any 
other place on the coast ? 1 would not be prepared to say that. __
3S2. Do you think the companies owning private jetties would send their coal to Port Kembla to be 
shipped F I do not think so, except under certain conditions. If a large ship were prepared to take in 
bunker-coal at Port Kembla at a rate which would suit any particular colliery, no doubt the coal would 
be sent there; but the coasters would probably continue to take their supplies from the jetties. Tho 
Mount Keira line was acquired by the Government on strong recommendations which were made before 
the Commissionera look office. It was spoken of as essential to have a connection with the coast at 
"Wollongong. The only collieries that have used that line, however, have been the Corrimal colliery, which 
has used it to a small extent, and tho Mount Keira colliery, to the proprietors of which the line originally 
belonged.
383. Have you any knowledge of the country between the Government line and tho proposed port? 1 
only know it generally.
38i. You cannot tell us whom tho properly belongs to ? Ko. _
3S8. You would not expect any traffic from the northern Illawarra collieries to Port Kembla? No.
386. Do you think the Corrimal coal would go there ? Yes, it goes there now. __ _
387. Would the Mount Pleasant coal go there? No. The Mount Pleasant and the Keira coal would 
continue to go to Wollongong.
3SS. That leaves only the Southern Company’s coal and the Mount Kembla coal ? Yes,
389. And any traffic'that may bo developed by the opening up of mines further south?. Yes.
390. Though, in regard to the 1 alter traffic, it would probably go to Lake Illawarra, if a harbour were 
made there ? Yes.
391. Mr. Robcrfs,'] Does it appear to you that if a harbour is to be made on the south, coast, Port 
Kembla is the place where most traffic would go ? I do not think that the private companies tliat own 
jetties would cease to use them. The figures which I have put before tho Committee indicate that 
Corrimal is the most northerly mine from which coal is taken to Port Kembla, though part of that coal 
goes to Wollongong. Tho only other collieries that I think would send to Port Kembla are Mount 
Kembla and the Southern Coal Company’s colliery,
392. How far is it from Commal to Port Kembla'? It is 6 miles to the junction of the Mount Kembla 
line with tho Government line, and 10 miles io Port Kembla.
893. What would bo the cost of sending coal from Corrimal to Port Kembla, including shipping ? That
would depend upon the lengihiof the connection between the Government line and Port Kembla. H the 
coal were hauled in the Commissioners’ trucks, and by the Commissioners’ engines, the cost would be 
Is. 3d. a ton, whether tho distance was 7 or 10 miles. If the coal were hauled in owners’ trucks, tho rate 
would be lOd. for 7 miles and lid, for 10 miles. ... .
894. .Is there any mine from which coal is carried 56 miles by rail ? Yes; Dulwick Siding is 56 miles 
from Newcastle. Blackwall is 55 miles, and Kix’s Creek is 53 miles. The rates are charged according to 
Ihc zone in which the colliery is situated. 1 have here a list of the distances of the Illawarra coal-mines 
from Sydney. The North Illawarra mine, Austiumcr, is 40 miles from Sydney; the Dulli mine is 43 
miles ; South Dulli. 45 miles ; Corrimal, 46 miles ; Mount Pleasant and Mount Keira 49 miles ; Mount 
Kembla, the A ustralian Coal Co.'s mine, and the Southern Coal Co.’s mine 32 miles. Those are the mileages 
ou the Government railway.
895. Have you any figures to show the probable revenue that would be obtained by tho Department of 
Kailways in" the event of the construction of the proposed harbour ? No, I cannot give you any informa- 
lion on that point,.
396. Mr. Lnr? Can you tell us what amount of coal is obtained annually at Corrimal, Mount Kembla, and 
the Southern Coal Co.’s mine? No, we have no means of knowing how much coal is sent over private 
lines. 1 gave the Committee the figures in regard to the Corrimal coal.
397. Mr. Wright.'] Have you any knowledge of the Illawarra district? No special knowledge of it.
398. I suppose you cannot; tell us anything more about the ccal-minos there than wc have in evidence?
No. ‘ ‘ _
399. Are you in a position to speak ns to tho commercial prospects of the district apart from the coal? 
Well, the district is a comparatively limited one. Its mineral and dairying resources are all it has to rely 
upon.
400. Can you give the Committee any information as to the volume of traffic from Sydney down to
Illawarra? It is really a quantity which you can scarcely reckon n ith. The best traffic—that is, the traffic 
upon which the highest rates should be put—is, and I suppose always will be, carried by the steamers. 
Tbo volume of traffic carried by the railway is very small, apart from the passenger traffic and the dairy 
produce. 1 do not think that i lie imports of the district would have much effect upon the trade of the 
proposed port, _ .
401. If wharfage were charged, the revenue obtained would not go very far to meet the interest on the 
cost of construction? No. And if high wharfage rates were charged the traffic would be sent back to 
the railway. 1 cannot conceive of any direct importation to any port on the south coast.
402. You cannot sec that there is any traffic apart from the coal traffic to justify the construction of a 
harbour there? No.
403. Do you think that a very large traffic is likely to he developed in this district? It is very hard to

say
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say what development may take place in the district in connection with the treatment of ores, and so on.
404. What distance is Bulli from Sydney P Borty-one and a half miles,
405. And from Port Kembla ? Fourteen miles.
406. Do you think ships would go down to Port Kembla to take in coal—that is, big ships, which might 
hare to employ tugs to move them from the wharf—when they could have it brought to them by train P 
I consider it very doubtful. I also doubt if tho Bulli Company would send its coal to Port Kembla.
407. Would there be any danger of competition between the proposed harbour and the railway? Ido 
not think so. I think we have reached the bounds of competition.
40S. Ton do not take a very hopeful view of the prospects of the proposed port;? To.
409. You do not see any mercantile advantage in it, except for the shipment of coal ? No.
410. Do you attach much importance to its value as a port for the shipment of coal ? I daresay it would
be comparatively valuable for the use of large ships. 1
411. Do you think it would be worth £300,000 ? I have not gone into that question,
412. Chairman^] Do you know what is the actual cost of shipping coal ? No; and I do not think that 
the contractors have discovered that yet.
413. It has been put down at 5d. a ton ? It depends upon what charges are Included.
414. Mr. Black.\ Are there any collieries south of the fjouthem Coal Co.’s mine ? No; though of
course-the coal-bearing strata extend further south. '
415. Chairman.'] Tour combined charge for carrying aud shipping is Gd. per ton for a distance of a mile ? 
Yes; we pay 1-,-Vd. to the contractor for handling the coal, and then there are all the terminal charges. 
41.6. What is the actual cost of shipping ? I could not tell you ; but 1 take it that tho rate fixed by the 
Commissioners covers the whole cost, As a matter of fact, we get no more service from waggons which 
are used to haul coal 1 mile than from waggons which are used to haul coal for 10 or 15 miles.
417. What becomes of the Illawarra coal at present? It is used greatly for bunker coal.
418. A large proportion of it is brought up to Sydney and then lightered over the ship’s side into ocean
going vessels ? Yes.
419. Do you know what that costs ? No.
420. A good port at Illawarra would save that expense in many cases ? H'es,
421. The rate for coal from*TTnnnderra to Sydney would bo 3s. a ton ? Yes.
422. If that coal could be put into the ships at illawarra, there would be so much saved ? No, because 
certain charges would have to be paid for the delivery of the coal from TJnanderra to the port. The saving 
effected would be the difference between the cost of putting coal into a vessel at Illawarra and fbe cost 
of hauling the coal to Sydney and shipping it there. Then, too. the cost of taking a vessel to Port Kembla 
would have to be considered, and a comparison made with the cost of lighterage.
423. The saving would be tho cost of conveying the coal from Illawarra to Sydney ? Yes, less the cost of
taking it to Port Kembla. ■
4'24. It is useless labour to carry coal 49 miles when you need only carry it 8 miles ? Yes ; and on the 
other hand, it might be shown that if there were no obligation to pay interest upon the capital cost of 40 
miles of railway, the rate would be less tlmn 3s. a ton. If iu one Government work the cost of con
struction is not considered, neither should id be in another Government work, that is, if yon want to make 
a comparison.
425. I suppose your rates on i;he Illawarra line have been fixed in recognition of the fact that ihere is 
sea competition ? Well, the same rates apply on the northern line.
426. If it were possible by shipping the whole of the coal output of Illawarra at a port on the south coast 
to save 2s. 6d. a ton in freight, the total gain would be something like £190,009 ? It is impossible to say 
what the net gain would be from a port on the south coast, because there are so many other circumstances 
to be taken into consideration, As a matter of arithmetic, no doubt the calculation is correct.
427. You doubt if the proposed harbour, when constructed, would got a considerable portion of tbo trade
of Illawarra? Yes, that is my personal opinion. '
42S. Mr. Humpltery.] It is your view that oven if a safe harbour, such as is proposed, were constructed 
on the south coast, a large portion of the coal produced in tho district would be shipped from the present 
small jetties, though a considerable quantity might be placed on board ocean-going vessels at the proposed 
port ? iTcs.
429. There will always be a large demand for southern coal in Sydney? Yes. That is the evidence of 
our figures.
430. Is it probable that the total output will ever he shipped at Fort Kembla ? No.
431. Since the smelting company established themselves at Lake Illawarra, has there been a large increase 
in the railway traffic? Nothing very marked.
432. Assuming that the expectations of the company are realised, would it be necessary for you to make 
other provision than now exists for the traffic ? No, because F understand that tho ore is to be brought 
to Lake Illawarra by sea.
433. But we have been told that the harbour, works at Lake Illawarra may not bo completed for some 
time, and that in the interval the ore will be sent to Sydney, and brought from there by rail;—in that 
case would it be necessary to make further provision for the traffic ? No, I do not think so, because that 
traffic will only be temporary, If it became permanent the question of duplicating tho line would have 
to be considered. Wo have arranged rates with the company for the temporary conveyance of the ore. 
The company has given us certain figures which they expect to work up to.
434. If those figures are realised, there will be a considerable increase in the traffic on the Illawarra line ? 
Yes.
435. Mr. Jloshim.] Would not that necessitate the duplication of Ibe lino? If the anticipations of the 
company were realised, we should have to duplicate parts of the lino ; but not necessarily the whole length.
436. What is the largest-sized vessel that can be unloaded at Wollongong? 1 have no idea.
437. If a vessel of 500 tons could be unloaded there, there would he no great difficulty in convoying the 
ore from Wollongong lo Lake Illawarra ? No; but if there were a large quantity of it, portions of tho 
line would have to be duplicated.
438. If the harbour works cannot bo completed for two or three years, cannot the smelting company have 
their ore unloaded at Wollongong ? I think the ore will be brought round in large vessels, and the more 
economical plan would then bo to have it discharged at Darling Harbour, and sent from there direct to 
Lake Illawarra.

TUF.SDA y.
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TUESDAY, 10 NOVEMBER, 1896.

present:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphert. f The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.
The Hon. .1 aimes Hoskins. Henrp Clarke, Esq.
The Hon. Charles James Egberts, C.M.G. Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett. | John Lionel Fegan, Esq.

' Thomas Henry Hass all, Esq

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla,

George Skelton Yuill, Esq. (Messrs. G. S. Yuill & Co , Limited), sworn, and examined:—
439. Mr. Humph cry.] I believe }rou have a statement to make to the Committee? Perhaps if I make a G-.S. Yuill, 
statement it may help to shorten the inquiry. My view is that there is no immediate need for the con- j83- 
struction of the proposed northern breakwater at Port Kembla. Our experience is that loading there is
very rarely interrupted except by bad weather from the south. The eastern breakwater would protect us -> . •
from this, aud also from any easterly gales. There is no need for increased coal-loading facilities. The 
two jetties now being utilised for this purpose are capable of loading at the rate of 400 tons per hour 
each at a pinch ; but taking half this quantity, say 400 tons per hour between the two, we have a loading 
capacity of over 3,000 tons per day of eight hours, or 900,000 tons per annum. When the port reaches 
this amount of coal export, it will bo time enough to increase the coal-loading facilities. A small expendi
ture will be necessary to fit the present jetty appliances for discharging work. The Illawarra smelting 
works will, 1 believe, treat some 200,000 tons of Broken Hill ores, and for this purpose may have 
to import, besides the ores, a very large quantity of flux. If, as is to be hoped, their operations prove 
successful, then the probability is that the industry will be largely increased, especially in view of the fact 
that, being in close proximity to the coal and seaboard, the district is peculiarly adapted for industries 
of this character. The sites round about the port are eminently suitable for such industries, and, 
unlike the land further back, arc of comparatively little value for dairying or agricultural purposes.
It has been stated lhat the proposed harbour would compete with the Lake Illawarra scheme, but, as a 
matter of fact Port Kembla in its present condition would do so. The trouble in connection with the 
Luke Illawarra Scheme is that there is this natural port in close proximity. Lake Illawarra will never 
annex the coal trade that now goes to Port Kembla, and if the port is made a closed harbour it will not 
only retain its present steamer trade ; but also secure a sailing ship trade and a general discharging trade, 
in which case there will be no need for a second harbour on the South Coast. Another difficulty which 
occurs to a non-export is the difficulty of keeping clear in a sea way a channel 30 feet deep, and the 
great cargo carriers of the present day, the vessels which take away 7,U00 and 8,000 tons of dead weight 
require quite that depth when allowance is made for the swell of the sea. The trade of Port Kembla is 
at present confined to steamer trade to intercolonial and over sea ports. One of the developments which 
would naturally follow tho improvement of Port Kembla would be a sailing ship trade to over-sea ports.
At present the place is not recognised by the underwriters as a risk for sailing ships; but if it were 
improved by the const ruction of the eastern breakwater a sailing ship trade would spring up which one might 
hope would in time approach the sailing ship trade at Newcastle. Jt is recognised by all who have to do 
with steamships that the Newcastle and southern coals are totally different in quality. The southern coal 
is sought by ocean going steamers for bunker purposes. It is preferred to Newcastle coal on account of 
its steaming qualities and becau.-c of its closer stowage. It stows about 40 feet to 45 feet of Newcastle 
coal. Therefore, wc may consider that there is no real competition between the two classes of coal. The 
southern coal has been sought after for export to Singapore and the eastern ports, which may be said to 
bo coal depots for the great ocean lines which cross the world. Eecently the Japanese coal has cut it 
out; but it is rumoured that the Japanese Government arc getting somewhat alarmed at the rapid 
depletion of their coal measures and have some view of moderating the exportation, in which case the 
southern coal trade will again look up. But in any case cheaper loading facilities would bring the 
southern coal into compel ition with the Japanese coal, and would result in a very largely increased 
trade. The third development and source of revenue which would result from the improvement of Port 
Kembla is, I consider, the discharging trade which would follow. I have already referred to the Illawarra 
smelting works and their probable development. We hear too of possible developments in the iron 
industry, and of suggested works for treating ores brought from New Caledonia. To my mind the 
district in tlie neighbourhood of Port Kembla, which is close to the sea-board, and has a jdentiful coal 
supply, is the most advantageous site for the construction of large treating works. Port Kembla would 
then require facilities for the discharging and loading of cargo.
440. Mr. Hoskins^ They have no limestone in tho district of which you are speaking ? No I have 
already suggested that the fluxes will have to be brought over sea, aud therefore a harbour for discharging 
cargo uill be necessary. Another source of revenue will be the general harbour work which naturally 
folio« s increased population. It has been pointed out that the land round Port Kembla is in the hands 
of private holders. At the present time, however, that land is of very little value. It is sour land, and 
worth nothing to speak of, and it seems to me that the Government would make a very handsome profit by 
at once resuming the land, and selling it in town lots after the completion of the harbour works.
441. Mr. 7/imrt?/.] Do you think it essential that a safe harbour should be provided on the south coast ?
I think such a harbour would be an immense advantage to tbe district.
442. In the event of Port Kembla being improved, would the colliery proprietors to the north send all
their coal there, or would the}1- continue to ship it from their own jetties? If they were sending to 
Sydney they would ship at their own jetties; if they were sending oversea they would ship at Port 
Kembla.- ,
443. If a vessel came for a big cargo of coal it would be shipped at Port Kembla? Yes. ,
444. Port Kembla is not recognised by the underwriters as a safe port? Not for sailing vessels. They 
take the risk with steamers. Steamers go there regularly.
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^ Esq!Ul11, oeean Earners go there ? Yes. Some of the largest steamers that come to tho Colony have
loaded there. 7,000 tons of coal have been loaded therein one shipment. The following vessels have 

10 Nov.,18i50. ^lere: The “ Armidale,” 5,000 tons; the “Barmen,” 4,000 tons; the “Gulf of Mexico,” 4,500
’ tens; the “Gulf of Lyons,” 4,000 tons; the “ G-ulf of Bothnia,” 5,000 tons; the “Gulf of Anend,”

4,000 tons; the “ Sonneburg,” 7,000 tons; the “ Stassfurt,” 5,000 tons; tho “Indrani,” 7,500 tons ; 
the_ “ Eelmca,” 4,000 tons; and the “Port Phillip,” 4,000 tons. Besides these there have been the 
ordinary coasting vessels.
440. The vessels you named have had no difficulty in loading at the port? None whatever.
447. They can go there in any state of tho tide ? Yes. It is a very good roadstead.
448. And fairly safe ? Yes, with an excellent holding ground—a beautiful blue clay.
449. You say that the Illawarra coal is preferred to the Newcastle coal for bunker purposes ? Yes. All 
the mail boats which trade here, both foreign aud English, take nothing else.
450. How do the prices compare r They do not ask the Newcastle companies to tender. They will not 
take Newcastle coal.
451. They can take the Illawarra coal without any great trouble ? Yes.
452. Ho they take Port Kembla coal or coal from collieries further north ? A great deal of coal comes 
down to Port Kembla from collieries further north. Half the coal shipped at Port Kembla comes from

, collieries lying on this side of Wollongong,
' 453. What collieries would those be ? Chiefly Corrimal and Bulli.

454. Does coal go to Port Kembla from as far north as Coaid iff of Bellambi ? No. I do not think the 
Bellambi mine is getting out muck coal just now. The great difficulty with all these mines is that they 
have no waggons for running over the Government lines. The railway arrangements do not permit them 
to send to Port Kembla.
455. Are there no arrangements whereby the Commissioners will provide rollin'! stock; Yes ; but the 
rates are prohibitive. They are far above the Newcastle rates, or the rate for coal going towards Sydney. 
Besides, sometimes the G-overnment waggons will not fit the screening appliances.
456. In the event of the harbour being improved, either a separate line, or different rolling stock would 
be necessary ? The line and the rolling stock are all right, hut the screens would have to bo lilted a bit. 
That would not cost very much, but tho mine owners do not care to go to any trouble now, because at the 
present time the railway rates are prohibitive.
457. Are we to understand that tho Japanese coal is going out of favour? I did not say that. I said 
that it was reported that the Japanese Government were alarmed at the depletion of their coal supplies.
458. You think there is a good probability of the eastern trade coming back to Illawarra ? That is the 
indication. Of course if the rumour were correct, a very large trade would spring up.
459. Do you think that a more central position than Port Kembla could be obtained for tbo South Coast 
district ? I think that Port Kembla is the very best place for a harbour there. The top coal seam—the 
Bulli seam—is getting exhausted as you go north, while the lower seams got better as you go south. 
Port Kembla is midway between both. A mine is being opened up now on the range due west of Port 
Kembla to supply the smelting works, and wo know that coal exists a good deal furtlier south than that. 
400. Has the land been tried any great distance further south ? The coal has not been opened up, because 
it is not required.
4G1. Do you think Lake Illawarra will ever be a harbour for the use of large ocean going vessels ? That 
is more a matter for experts. I do not sec how the scheme can be a financial success, because of the close 
proximity of Port Kembla. Steamers will always go to a freo port rather than to one whore they have to 
pay dues.
402, Now they can go to Port Kembla practically with safety and can load there almost whenever they 
like? Yes, and they do.
403. Do you think the expenditure of a large sum of money would be justifiable to improve what is a 
good natural port ? I think the construction of the eastern breakwater would be a very great improve
ment. The port could then be used for discharging and loading sailing vessels. It is said that tbe 
smelting works will take about 250,000 tons of ore and flux a year.
404, Will they not bring it to Lake Illawarra so as to get it delivered as closely as possible to their works? 
It would not pay to make Lake Illawarra a harbour simply for that trade. They can very easily bring 
the stuff from Port Kembla. There is a railway between the two places now.
405. Do you think it necessary to carry out the eastern breakwater 2,800 feet ? Eor loading and 
discharging sailing ships I should think it would be desirable to carry it out as far as possible.
466. But you think the northern breakwater unnecessary? As the trade of the port increases, it may be 
a good thing to make the northern breakwater, but you have to see your way to make it pay first.
407. Do you know on what tenure the jetties at Port Kembla arc held ? No; but they would have to be 
resumed.
468. In the event of the proposed improvements being carried out, tbe Government would have to resume 
tho jetties at Port Kembla, together with tbe land surrounding the port ? Yes.
469. Have you any idea of the value of that land ? It is of very little value.
470. Its value is small either for agricultural or grazing purposes ? I do not think it is used at all.
471. You think it would be desirable to resume this land before operations are commenced? It would he 
advantageous to do so, otherwise the Government would be enhancing its value by their own expenditure.
472. Mr. Roberts^] Would Port Kembla be a more convenient place for a harbour than either Wollongong 
or Bellambi ? I dislike both Wollongong and Bellambi, because of the rocky nature of the bottom there. 
At Port Kembla you have excellent holding ground—2 or 3 feet of sand, and then solid blue clay.
473. But Port Kembla could be made still deeper if necessary ? Yes. "
474. Do the steamers which you have mentioned go regularly to Port Kembla to load coal ? The steamers 
1 mention arc over-sea vessels, which only come occasionally. The “ Indrani” loaded at Port Kembla last 
year, and she loaded there again the other day.
475. Would the intercolonial boats be likely to load coal at Port Kembla, if the harbour were improved ? 
A great deal of coal is loaded into intercolonial boats there now.
470. That is, wtien the weather is suitable? Yes ; but tbe weather is rarely otherwise.
477. Do you think that tho development of the coal trade of the district is being retarded through the 
want of a safe and accessible harbour? 1 think so.
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47S. Is it more with n view to enable sailing-vessels to go to Port Kembla, that you would like to see the 
proposed works carried out? ^ Tea, and to enable discharging operations to bo carried on there.
4/9. What cargo would be likely to bo discharged at Port Kembla besides the ore for the smelting 
company ? 1 do not know of anything that would come in large quantities. . 10Nov,,1896
480. But tbo inwards traffic would develop as population increased ? Yes; it would develop with the require
ments of the district. * n i
fr^Y^an£>^CIU ^'e C‘om™^ee what a steam-ship saves by loading at Port Kembla instead of in Sydney 
Harbour. 2s. Gd. per ton, at the very least. Tho freight is 2s. 6d. per ton, though they generally charge
3s. £i ton.
482. Chairman.^ What class of boats would it suit to coal at Port Kembla ? That is a difficult question 
to answ er. As a general rule, the coasting steamers cannot spare the time to go away from Sydney to 
coal. Ibe Kew Zealand boats might go around to Port Kembla. They occasionally go to Newcastle now 
for their coal.
483. How much coal would a New Zealand boat take? They might take 1,200 tons; but those boats 
come m tbe category of coal-carrying boats, because coal forms a large part of their cargo. It would not 
pay a passenger-vessel to go to either Newcastle or Port Kembla simply for bunker-coal.
484. You do not think it likely that many of the intercolonial passenger boats would coal at Port Kembla?
No; they would have no time to go there specially for coal, and they could not call at a coaling port with 
passengers on board.
48t>. Ho you think that if the eastern breakwater were made a larger number of intercolonial vessels would 
coal at Port Kembla than coal there now ? I do not know that there would be any great increase in tho 
colonial trade. That trade is steadily increasing now.
48G. Mr. Moherfs.] Where would you expect the increase to come from ? Prom the exportation of coal 
by steamers and sailing ships over sea. The great business of the port of Newcastle is the loading of 
sailing ships. °
487. You think that if Port Kembla had anything like the facilities of Newcastle she would get a fair
share ot that trade. Not a share of the Newcastle trade. The coal that would be sent from Port 
Kembla would bo coal for bunker purposes. Newcastle coal is used to feed locomotives, and for purposes 
of that kind. 1 ^
488. Where would the Illawarra coal he sent to ? Singapore, Hongkong, Manilla, San Pranciseo and, in 
tact, all over tho world.
489. Have you any idoa as to what quantity of oro would be discharged at Port Kembla ? I think it is 
estimated that the smelting company will take 200,000 tons a year.
490. Would that ore come principally from Broken Hill ? It would all come from Broken Hill.

, ^ou upon Wollongong Harbour its inadequate ior tlie requirements of the district?
Certainly.
In?' ?°-^0U ro"arcl Bay as out of the question ? YTes ; it is too far from the coal-bearing land.
loT .r,cbrtlr 11611 as a useful harbour of refuge? It is very rarely that a steamer goes there. ‘

Would Port Kembla bo of any service as a harbour of refuge if the eastern breakwater were 
constructed ? W oil, steamers can generally look after themselves. I do not know that they want very 
much ot that sort oi thing. ‘
49.j, You do not think that it would be worth while to construct a breakwater there merely to provide a 
harbour of refuge? I do not think so.
49G. At the present timo it is not safe for sailing ships to go to Port Kembla ? No.
497. How much per ton could the Government charge steamers going to Port Kembla if tho proposed 
breakwater were constructed ? I think Gd. a ton.

nmV clmiKe(1 !lt Newcastle ? I believe so. There is a consolidated rate at Newcastle.
499._ \\ ould that rate compare favourably with the rates you are in the habit of paying at other ports ?
I think so. i j e l

Ch S. Yuill, 
Esq,

500. Prom what mines would the coal go to Port Kembla if tbo proposed works were carried out? Well, 
at the present time about 250,000 tons of coal are shipped from Port Kembla in tbe year. The jetties 
there are not used halt the time, because they can only load steamers.
501. Ho you know if new mines would be opened up if the proposed works were carried out P Well 
there is a new mine being opened up now—the mine I have already referred to.
502. Ho you think the Bellambi jetty would be used if the proposed harbour were constructed? Yes. 
o03 Prom how far north does coal now come to Port Kembla ? The Commal Pit supplies most of the 
coal shipped at I ort Kembla ; but coal has been taken from as far north as Bulli. Mount Kembla and 
Commal supply most of the coal.
504. What is the distance between Bellambi and Port Kembla by sea ? I should think about 10 or

505. Is the Bulli jetty largely used ? It is used for the shipment of Bulli coal.
50G. Would that coal come to Port Kembla if the proposed works were carried out ? It would come 
down to load sailing ships. Tho whole district would supply coal to load sailing ships. The southern 
district at the present time has a steamer trade which is probably as good as tlio Newcastle steamer trade; 
but it has no ioreign sailing-ship trade,
development'0 8ailing"ship that -vou ™h to develop? That is where I would expect a great

d08. You say that that trade can only be developed by tbo construction of the eastern breakwater ? Yes 
or by the making of some other harbour.
509. You look upon Port Kembla as the best site for such a harbour P Yes

ma^er,may be 1,16 natural advantages of Port Kembla, the place would be much 
more secure if the proposed harbour works were carried out ? Certainly
51L Upon the occurrence of bad weather it is impossible for the steamers to remain at any of these 
southern coaling places ? Yes. J

^ y°,rr P^^neut Port Kembla would bo the best place for a south coast harbour ? Yes 
old. Mr. Moskim.J Ho you think that the smelting works at Hapto could he managed as advantageously 
and as profitably if the flux and ore required tor treatment were discharged at Port Kembla >as if It were 
bln f L;te I11pWari‘-? WeH. the smelting works are situated right alongside Lake Illawarra;
but the haulage from Port Kembla would be verv little
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514. What work has been done with a view' to making Lake Illawarra available as a shipping place ? I 
do not know. ] am not in a position to give you any information on the subject.
515. Can you tell us bow long it would take lo carry out the scheme if they set vigorously to work? Eo ; 
that is an engineering question. I should think it would take a long time.
516. Lo you think tbe operations of tho smelting company should he inconvenienced by any delay in 
carrying out the Lake .Illawarra scheme ? Tho smelting company would not be much inconvenienced. 
They would only have to pay a little more for the carriage of their ore from Sydney.
517. Do you moan to say that ore would he taken to Sydney instead of being discharged at Port Kembla? 
At tho present time there are no appliances for discharging ships at Port Kembla.
518. Do you consider that by the construction of the proposed eastern breakwater a sufficient area of 
water would he enclosed to enable sailing vessels to be loaded and unloaded and moved about with facility 
at Port Kembla ? I think so.
519. Do you think it necessary to make a second breakwater there in order to entirely protect vessels 
from the sw'cll of the ocean ? It would be an advantage ; but there is the question of expense to be 
considered. In commercial transactions we always cut things as fine as possible to start with.
520. Do you think it would be advisable for the Government to incur expenditure in offering additional 
facilities for the loading and unloading of vessels at Port Kembla? I think so.
521. If the Illawarra Harbour scheme were carried out, and if Port Kembla was improved, where tvould 
you prefer to send a vessel to ? 'To Port Kembla,
522. Mr. Himphcry.] Do you say that the construction of the proposed eastern breakwater would give 
all the protection necessary for sailing ships? I think that one breakwater would be quite enough to 
start with.
523. Lo you think that you could ensure sailing vessels going there if there were only one breakwater? 
I think so.
524, Would it ho possible for oversea sailing vessels to discharge and load at Port Kembla without the 
northern breakwater? I think so.
525. Therefore, at present you would not recommend the expenditure of more money than was necessary 
in order to construct the eastern breakwater ? I do not think 1 would recommend tho construction of 
the northern breakwater unless the dues received were sufficient lo pay interest upon tho expenditure.
525. Do you think it desirable to construct tbo whole of the proposed eastern breakwater, or only part 
of it? I think the furtlier you carried it out the better.
527. You do not think the proposed work too extensive? Ko.
■528. Lo you think that interest could be paid upon an expenditure cf £158,COO? Yes.
529. Until the opening of Lake Illawarra or the improvement of Port Kembla the ore and flux required 
hy the Illawarra Smelling Co. must he discharged at Sydney, and conveyed thence by train ? Yes.
530. That is a great advantage to the Hail way Commissioners ? It assists the railway revenue.
531 If that ore were discharged at Port Kembla the railway returns would be lessened ? Yes ; but they 
would gain in the increase of the coal traffic to Port Kembla, The whole of the traffic from the mines 
north of Port Kembla would come over the Government line.
532. The only steamers that now call at Port Kembla are steamers employed in tho export trade ? Yes.
533. Would there be any change in this condition of things if Port Kembla were improved? It is hard 
to say ; but it is probable that there would not be a great deal of change. A great many of the steamers 
which do their bunkering in Sydney could not afford to call at Port Kembla.
534. Lid the Orient boats ever go down there for coal? No. They could hate done so ; but wc could 
never be certain of the weather beforehand, and we had to make our arrangements a year ahead.
535. Do steamers go to Newcastle for bunker coal ? T do not think so.
536. If the Lake Illawarra scheme is carried out, will not the coal obtained at the new mine to which you
referred he shipped at Tahuvera Point ? 1 suppose it will.
537. It is not desirable to have two harbours close together? No. Port Kembla is a natural port, aud 
the Illawarra Harbour scheme will not take the steamer trade from Port Kembla, whereas if Port Kembla 
be improved it will get the steamer trade and tiic sailing-ship trade too.
538. If the Illawarra Harbour scheme fails, the only suitable harbour on the south coast will he Port 
Kembla? Yes.
539. Is it desirable to proceed with the improvement of Port Kembla before wc know' whether the Illa
warra scheme will be carried out? J do not think it would be commercially desirable to carry out the 
Illawarra scheme with Port Kembla right alongside.
540. You are of opinion that Port Kembla is a better harbour site than Lake Illawarra ? I think so, 
especially as it is partly a natural harbour.
511. 'The land around Port Kembla is of very little value, and would only be rendered valuable by the 
construction of the proposed harbour works? Yes,
542. That land is owned by the Wentworth family ? Yes.
543. Are there any other owners ? I do not think so.
544. Are not the proprietors of the jetties lessees of tho Wentworth trustees ? They have to pay royalty
to the trustees. I think they pay so much per ton, ■
545. Lo you think there would be a large trade developed hy the back loading with coal of vessels bringing 
ore from Port Pirie ? I do not think there would he much development of the trade, because a great deal 
of coal is carried to South A ustralia now. Some of the steamers take a certain quantity of Newcastle coal, 
and then call in at Port Kembla to complete their loading. The coal trade may develop with au increase 
of mining operations at Lroken Hill.
546. The Broken Hill ores will not all come to Lake Illawarra ? No.
547. Do you consider that the trade of Ihe place will give a return upon the expenditure necessary to 
afford facilities for it? Yes.
548. Mr. Trickett-I Besides the 6d. per ton harbour dues to which you refer, would not pilotage and light 
dues have to bo paid ? Yes; hut they would not come to a great deal.
519. Would there have to be a tug service at a place like Port Kembla? I do not think so.
550. With regard to what you said about the Japanese coal trade, I suppose that is only a rumour? 
Yes.
551. You do not make it a very strong feature of vour argument ? No
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552. The estimated coat of improving IPorfc Kembla is about £240,000. Interest on that at 4 per cent, 
would he £9,600. To produce that return by means of tonnage dues of 6d, on the ton you would require
a trade of 384,000 tons ? Yes. The present export trado of the port is 250,000 tons. lONov. 189(5,
553. Is all that coal sent oversea? It is all used for hunker purposes. Some of it is sent up to Sydney, ’ 
and some of it goes oversea, and to the other colonies. 134,434 tons of coal were shipped at Tort ICembln 
during the first six months of this year. Last year 227,357 tons of coal were shipped there.
554. Steamers loading there now keep up steam all the time ? Yes.
555. .it is rather risky work P Yes.
556. Do you think that coal will bo sent from Hellambi and Bullito be loaded at Port Kembla for foreign 
trade? STes ; that is being done now to some extent.
557. If they could get plenty of tonnage, the coal-mine proprietors might be induced to send more coal to 
Port Kembla ? Yes, especially if the sailing-ship trade developed.
55S. Mr. D/sr&e.] Do steamers carrying coal as cargo to intercolonial ports call at Port Kembla ? Yes.
559. Many of them? Yes.
560. It would not pay steamers to cal) there simply for their bunker coal? It sometimes pays cargo
boats to do so ; but not generally passenger boats. -
561. The Union Company's boats generally go to Newcastle for coal ? Yea ; but they take half a cargo
of coal there. .
562. "Would not the same thing be done with regard to Port Kembla? tYes. The “Imjamincka” goes 
down there now. She takes in half a cargo of coal, and then comes back to Sydney for the rest of her 
cargo, and for passengers.
5651. What is the distance from Port Kembla to the Illawarra smelting works? Very little ; but I cannot 
(ell you the exact distance.
f>0L in the event of the Illawarra Harbour scheme not being carried out, ore could bo landed at Port 
Kembla, and carried by rail to (he proposed smelting works ? Yes ; if the harbour were improved,
565. Is not most of the coal sent from Newcastle taken away by sailing ship? About half the coal is 
taken by steamers and half by sailing ships,
566. Do 3Tou think it would be advisable to make the proposed eastern breakwater in order to enable 
sailing vessels to load at Port Kembla? Yes ; 1 think it would be advisable to make both breakwaters 
if necessary.
507. If Port Kembla were improved, would coal-mine proprietors continue to use (be other southern 
jetties? 1 think so. The rates over the G-overnment lino would always lie more than it would cost them 
to ship at their own jetties.
568. Mr. jftyflM.] What coal does the Gulf line of steamers take? From Port Kembla mostly Corrimal 
coal, 1 think.
569. Are you sure that they do not take Metropolitan Company’s coal? Quite certain.
570. Has it not been usual for those steamers to load coal at Woolloomooloo Bay and Darling Harbour 
and to take the Metropolitan Company's coal ? Yes.
571. Why have they discontinued that practice ? They have gone to Port Kembla, only when they have 
been chartered to take coal from there,
572. The change has nothing to do with the firing of coal cargoes? I do not think so.
573. Can they load at Port Kembla in all weathers? IVo ; sometimes they cannot load.
574. .1. believe that a large number of vessels which went there at the time of the Newcastle striko had to 
come away because they could not load within tho speeilicd time ? I have not heard of that. There may 
have been occasional delays of a day or two. Vessels arc frequently stopped from loading because of the 
rough weather,
575. They'cannot unload at Port Kembla ? No.
576. Was not the large output of southern coal last year the result of tho Newcastle strike ? That may 
have contributed towards it.
577. Can yon tell us why the trade for the first half of this year was proportionately greater than the 
trade of last year? The southern coal is preferred by steamship owners for bunker purposes,
578. On account of its cheapness ? No ; but because it is better, and stows better,
579. What is the price at tbc present time? Six shillings and sixpence is supposed to be tbo ruling
price. The price of Newcastle coal is about tbe same. -
580. What prospect has Port Kembla of paying ? I think the dcvelopmout of trade tboro would make
tho place pay. ‘
581. You said that very few steamships aro loaded at Newcastle ;—can you supply the Committee with 
information which ivould support that assertion? I referred to oversea steamers, and I have no doubt 
that tho statistics of the Newcastle Custom House would support what 1 say. I did not refer to the 
intereolonia1 steamer.".
582. I suppose you know that a great deal of coal goes from Newcastle to San Francisco ? Yes ; but I r 
do not know two steamers that have loaded coal for San Francisco within the last ten years.
583. Or for Valparaiso? I do not know a steamer that has loaded coal for Valparaiso.
534. Does much coal go to Mol bo unto from the southern district? A good deal.
585. Can you tell us how much ? No ; but I can get you that information.
586. Do you not think that tbo people of the southern district would be very much handicapped, ns 
compared with the people of the northern and western coal districts, if they had In pay port dues and 
pilotage and light; charges? 1 do not think they would be handicapped at all if they laid a sailing-ship 
trade.
587. You rely' upon a trade which does not exist at the present time to make this harbour pay? Yes, 
a trade which would result in the development of tbe district aud the importation of ores.
588. Would the construction of the eastern breakwater make any material difference, so far as the creation 
of a safe harbour at Port Kembla was concerned ? I think so.
5.89. W! int is the difference in the insurance charges between loading at Sydney and loading at Port 
Kembla? There is no difference.
590. Would the majority of people, be satisfied, with the construction of the eastern breakwater ? That 
is a matter for tho sailing-ship owners and the underwriters to settle.
591. I suppose that if the Government, had to purchase tbe land surrounding Fort Kembla it; would have
to pay a very high price for it? It would only ho a matter of valuation. 592
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592. You consider that the people on the South Coast have as much right to a harbour as tho people on 
other parts of the coast ? Yes.

10Nov., 1896.593. Chairman.'] Is there any other port on the South Coast besides Port Kembla where oversea trade 
• can be done ? There is no port where it is done now.

594. If the proposed eastern breakwater were constructed, would all the oversea trade of the southern 
district be done at Port Kembla ? It is all done at Port Kembla now.
595. Therefore it is reasonable to infer that if Port Kembla were improved it would still be done there ?
Yes. 1
596. What is the difference to a coalfield between having a port at which boats can load regularly and a 
port which can be only used intermittently ? That is a very difficult question to answer. I have known 
of a boat going to Port Kembla twice, and having been unable to load there. Of course that throws out the 
whole work of the coal-mine. It is impossible to say what the loss to the mite-owner is, hut it is very 
heavy, and there is also the loss to the steamer.
597. Would it be worth 3d. a ton to the mine-owners to have the proposed eastern breakwater carried out ? 
I should think it would be worth a great deal more. Where you have tho sailing-ship trade, you can go 
on loading all the time, because whenever there are no steamers waiting you can load into the sailing-ships. 
Where there are no sailing ships, however, you are idle a great part of the time. I consider that it would 
he worth more than 3d. a ton to mine-owners to he certain that vessels would be able to load when they 
said they were coming.
598. What does it cost to ship coal once it is on a jetty ? I should think lid. or 2d. a ton; but I can
get you the information. '
599. Will the underwriters insure a. sailing boat going to the South Coast ? No.
GOO. Will they allow any steamer to go alongside tho jetties at Port Kembla ? Any steamer that does 
not draw too much water.
601. A steamer drawing 25 feet ? Yes. Steamers have been there which draw 27 feet. Port Kembla 
is recognised as one of the ports of call. I do not know' whether oversea underwriters charge tbo owners 
at homo more for allowing ships to go there ; but our underwriters do not charge a penny more.
602. Would the underwriters allow a boat like the “ Oruba ” to go there ? I think so. It is a safe place 
for any steamer so long as the weather is ordinarily favourable.
603. What is the cost of shipping coal ? The cost of shipping coal at Port Kembla varies from lid. to 
2d. per ton.
604. What would be tho value of an eastern breakwater to the mines under present circumstances ? Hough 
weather along the coast means an entire stoppage of loading at all the mines on the South Coast. Some- 
times^ southerly gales may continue for days, and on occasions they follow each other so as to create 
vexatious interruption to the trade. Every day's stoppage of the mines caused thereby means a loss to 
all concerned, except, perhaps, the salaried officers. The men lose their wages, the owners lose the 
standing expenses of the mine, besides any profit on their operations, and in too many cases they lose

■ good business, because sometimes steamers cannot wait indefinitely for favourable weather, aud suit 
themselves otherwise. If the steamers have no option but to wait, there is also the daily demurrage loss 
to them. The prospect of such demurrage always weighs as a handicap with owners against taking 
southern loading under the present circumstances. It is difficult to place an absolute valuation upon all 
these various losses, but it must be, in the aggregate, serious for all concerned in the southern coal trade, 
and consequently also for the district.

The Hon. 
The lion. 
The lion. 
The Hon, 
The Hon.

WEDNESDAY, 11 NOVEMBER, 189G. 
present: —

THOMAS THOMSON EWING-, Esq. (Cuaibsian). 
Ejuddeiiick Thomas Humpjiery.
James Hoskins.
Charles James Hobeuts, G.M.G-.
William Joseph Trickett.
Daniel O’Connor.

Erancts Augustus Wright, Esq.

Henry Clarke, Esq.
Charles Ai.ereo Lee, Esq. 
John Lionel Peg an, Esq, 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
G-eorge Black, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Archibald Campbell, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined:—
A. Campbell, 605. Chairman.] Do you desire to make a statement to the Committee? Yes. It appears to me that 

Esq., M.P. the starting point in connection with this matter is one of population, There are fully 20,000 people 
ii^iv^Tanc directly or indirectly concerned in this scheme, that is, in a local sense, and altogether apart from the 

or., BJo. national aspect of the case. Erom Helensburgh to Ulladulla, and right round in the direction of Itobertson 
and Wingecarrihee, almost to Moss Yale, there arc, I should think, 25,000 people, more or less, all of 
whom arc interested in this scheme ; hut, as I prefer to he under rather than over the mark, I will put the 
number down as 20,000.
606. Do you include the people at Helensburgh ? The people at Helensburgh are not so much interested

* as the people further south ; but tho proposed harbour would be of advantage to them. They would use
it to a certain extent though I believe that in all probability the greater part of the M’etropolifan Colliery 
Company’s coal will always go to Darling Harbour. As, however, the grade to Port Kembla is better 
than the grade to Sydney, it is not unlikely that a good deal of that coal will go to Port Kembla. The 
only up grade going towards Port Kembla is a pinch of 1 in 40 between Stanwell Park and Clifton.
607. Mr. lloierisi] How do the distances compare ? Helensburgh is 29 miles from Darling Harbour, 
and the 51-mile peg on the-Illawarra railway is just opposite Port Kembla, so that Helensburgh is rather 
nearer to Port Kembla than to Darling Harbour.
608. Mr. Simpliert/^] How far is Port Kembla from the Illawarra Eailway ? Pour miles at present; but 
the Department of Hallways propose to make a connection which will considerably shorten the distance. It

has
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lias been recommended that a deviation should be made leaving the main Ime on the north side of ^Can??1,p11, 
"Wollongong, and proceeding down by what is called the Mount Keira line, which was resumed by the '
Government some years ago at a cost of £7,000, and thence over almost dead level country from Belmoro 1j NoVi jgg'^ 
basin to Port Eembla. Such a deviation would cut off a very considerable curve from the coast, that the ’’ ’
Illawarra line makes by going in the direction of TTnanderra. _
009. Mr. Roberts.'} "Would it be a fair thing to call the distance 25 miles ? Yes, I should think that would 
be about it. On the Loan Estimates which have just been passed, there is a vote for certain espenditure 
which has been required ever since the first settlement of the district to construct a road via the Macquarie 
Pass, to connect the high lands with the low lands. While the people of the high lands aro almost within 
gunshot distance of tho people of the low lands the steepness of the mountains has kept them almost as much 
apart hitherto as if they were living in different countries. When the proposed road is made, tho people 
of Itobertson will be able to come direct down to the coast, as they should have heen enabled to do years ago, 
and the produce they will bring will help to increase the harbour traffic. The road T speak of will run 
from the head of the Macquarie Itiver to Itobertson. Between that very populous aud fertile locality 
and what is called the Jamberoo Mountain road there is a mountain range running from 700 or 800 feet 
to 1,300 feet high. The people on the northern side of that range have been cut off from the Jamberoo 
route almost as effectually as they would have been if that route had been as far south as Shoalhaven. This 
new road, however, will enable them to bring their produce—and they grow large quantities of potatoes 
and other things—down into the Illawarra district. That will mean a very large traffic. I make this 
explanation in order to render clear my reference to the upland people when speaking of the number of 
persons concerned in the proposed scheme.
610. Do yon expect that any produce will he shipped at Port Kembia ? There could not be a large 
population settled there, and a large coal trade, without trade in other things springing up. Illawarra is a 
very fertile district, and is capable of producing almost anything. It is not, as is unfortunately tbe case with 
many other districts in this Colony, a place where there are abundant mineral deposits, but where the land 
is of very little use for agricultural purposes. In Illawarra it is the very reverse of this, and many persons 
who own valuable plots near coal-mines regret that they are unable to turn their land to a profit in an 
agricultural sense. However, the profits of coal-mining more than compensate them for that. I have 
with me some diagrams prepared by the Department of liailways, which show the grades upon the Illawarra 
iine.
(ill. In your opinion, the line from Helensburgh to Port Kembla being 4i miles shorter than the line from 
Helensburgh to Sydney, and the grade being better going south, the Helensburgh coal will find its way to 
Port Kembla F "Weil, the distance you may regard as practically the same, and I believe that most of 
that coal will always go to Darling Harbour; but, considering the steep grades that there arc against 
traffic going towards Sydney, I think it is likely that some of the coal will, like water, seek the lower 
level, and go to Port Kembia. Tbe favourable grades which exist going south may induce some of the coal 
to go from Helensburgh to Port Kembla. At tins juncture 1 might, perhaps, read the following letter 
which was sent by several of the southern colliery proprietors to myself and other Members representing 
the south coast district:—
To Messrs. Nicholson, Archibald and Alexander Campbell, Morton, Milliard, Clarke, and Wood, Esqrs., Ms.L.A. for the

Southern Electorates.
Gentlemen, Sydney, 1 October, 189(5.

For many years the southern, or Illawarra collieries, as well as the general trade of that district, have suffered 
severely from the want of a properly-protected harbour, at which deep-sea or ouean-going vessels could load and discharge 
cargoes.

Of late years, on account of the changes in our trade, the want of such a harbour has caused great loss and inconvenience 
to the district. _

At present we are deprived from doing a very large coal export trade with foreign markets on this account.
Tho competition of foreign mines has of late become so keen that we arc totally unable to compete in many important 

markets, compelled as we at present are to convey our coal at great expense to Sydney Harbour, and there to discharge 
it into ocean-going vessels,—this not only destroys the condition of onr coal, but the expense of conveyance, of discharging 
and re-loading the saino is prohibitory.

About two years ago, on the failmc of Wollongong Harbour to afford tho desired facilities, tho combined interests 
of lllawatra met, and agreed to make a joint representation to the Minister for Works to have particular surveys, and a 
report mado by his accredited officers, of the various sites proposed for a harbour.

The plans and report of the Flngineer-in-Chicf for Harbours and Rivers have now been in tho possession of the 
Government for many months, but nothing, so far as we are aware, has heen done.

In view of the great increase of trade that would assuredly come to the southern collieries, aud the impetus it would 
give to tho erection of works and manufactories in the district, that would employ large numbeisof workmen,'if protection 
to shipping wore provided—were as colliery owners, and otherwise largely interested m the development and prosperity of 
tho district, trust that you will exert all the influence yon possess with the Ministers to have this all-nnportant question of 
a hariiour for tho South at once submitted to the Public Works Committee for their consideration and report.

Tho matter is, wo assure you, of extreme urgency to the coal-owners, miners, merchants, aud inhabitants generally 
of the important district (hat it will so greatly benefit.

Wo remain. &c.,
K. VICKERY, Coal Cliff Colliery.
JAMES R. M. ROBERTSON, South Rulh Colliery.
HERBERT JKEKERSON, Manager, Metropolitan Coal Co., Ltd,
JOSEPH VICKERY, Mount Kembla Coat Co., Ltd.
.1. 11. BRACKENBURY, Sec., Southern Coal Co. of N.S.W., Ltd.
CHARLES J. BYRNES, Mt.'Pleasant Coal and Iron Co., Ltd.
HY. OSBORNE MacCABE (Attorney for Frank Osbornf), Osborne Wallsend Colliery. 

Mr. Jefferson's signature goes to show that the Metropolitan Colliery is to some extent interested in this 
matter.
012. Are all the southern colliery proprietors represented, by the signatures which you have read? The 
South Clifton Colliery is not represented, neither is tho Bulli Colliery, which is owned, 1 believe, by Mr. 
Adams of Consultation celebrity. 1 believe that tho names 3 have read are the names of those who com
pose the Southern Coal Owners Association. Leaving out the Metropolitan Colliery there arc eleven 
collieries in the South Coast district, all of which aro within range of the proposed port and would be able 
to get to it on a down grade of railway, b’ully £1,000,000 must have heen expended in connection with 
those eleven collieries, in buying flic various properties, in opening the mines, in making tramways and 
obtaining rolling stock, and in procuring all the appliances necessary to the working of those concerns.
013. During what period? I suppose it is forty years since the first colliery—tho Mount Keira 
Colliery—was opened. In the early days of the coal trade, the hope of the district for a port was

centred
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'Campbell, centred in Wollongong, and the Government was urged time after time to carry out harbour works there 
Bsq., M.l, to afford facilities for the shipment of coal. After many years, what is called the Belmore Basin was

llNov*~189fi constructed there; but it has proved a poor substitute for a harbour. Previous to tbo construction of the 
‘ Belmore Basin a coal-mine was opened and partly worked at Woonoona. and there being then no Govern
ment railway in esiatcnce, there was no alternative but to erect a jetty at Hellambi. Had a Government 
railway been in existence then as now, doubtless the trade of the district ivould have been concentrated at 
Wollongong, but in the absence of such Hoc. and inasmuch as the seashore was easily reached, a good deal 
of coal was shipped from Bellambi.
614. Mr. JIumpkery.~\ Was not the Bellambi jetty swept away ? I think it rotted away. After the 
people of the district found that the accommodation at Wollongong was inadequate, and that only small 
instalments could be obtained from tbe Government for tbe purpose of enlarging the harbour, they turned 
tbeir attention to tbc question of railway communication. Eventually, tho Illawarra railway was con
structed, but tho heavy grades have practically prevented coal from the southern district going to Sydney. 
The rates charged for haulage have also proved an obstacle to any development of the coal trade by 
means of tbe railway. The next step taken was for the cstablishmeut of a Harbour Trust. The same 
difficulty existed on the south coast that presented itself at Newcastle. For twenty or twenty-five years 
only small sums of money were voted for the improvement of the harbour, and consequently the Govern
ment officers in charge of the place were prevented from carrying out any very large works. On one 
occasion, £60,000 was voted for expenditure at Wollongong, and with that amount the present basin was 
practically constructed. Tbe people of Wollongong, seeing that there was no hope for the improvement 
of the harbour by the expenditure of small sums upon it, asked for the creation of a harbour trust, hoping 
that such a trust would he able to raise money by the issue of debentures with which to carry out larger 
works. The trust was formed, and they thought that they had better follow the lines which the Govern
ment had heen following in dealing with tho harbour* of tho country, and they accordingly instructed Sir 
John Coode to design a harbour for Wollongong. Sir John Goode thereupon made a design for a very 
elaborate scheme. J should mention that from tbe formation of the trust Mr. McMillan, who, as the 
Colonial Treasurer of tho day w as the Ministerial head of the trust, invited the members of the trust to come 
to Sydney for a consultation, and he gave them to understand that he would endeavour to have passed 
through Parliament any amendment of tho Act which, in their opinion, might be required to enlarge 
their powers and to give facilities for carrying out the work entrusted to thorn. By those promises and 
representations the Commissioners wore induced to go much further than they would otherwise have gone, 
because they considered that they had the Government of the country at their back in regard to any 
change or alteration that might he required in tbe law, and they were also given to understand that they 
would get assistance from Mr. McMillan iu floating a loan. Moreover, when they required an engineer 
they obtained a, pupil of Sir John Ooodc. The only money they had to work with, however, was an 
endowment of £5.060 a year, the proceeds of dues at fid. per ton upon coal, and a little money obtained 
from wharfage rates. They had to pay out of this the whole expenses of the harbour, including the 
dredge service, the pilot service, and the making good of any damage that might be done to the coal-staiths 
or the basin. The whole cost of maintaining tho harbour, which had previously devolved upon the 
Government, was thrust upon the Harbour Commissioners, and in this way fully £3,000 out of an income 
of £5,000 per annum was swallowed up. Consequently the trust had only about £2,000 per annum to 
expend in any way.
OTH. Mr. Boberts.~\ How much per annum did they collect in dues ? Ido not remember, hut it was not 
a very large amount. '
015. Were you a member of the trust ? Yes; 1 was a member of the trust all through.
GL6. Mr. Wright'] About 80,000 tons of coal arc shipped from Wollongong every year? Yes, about 
that. Either tho year before the trust was created, or two years before, £9,000 had been voted for 
expenditure upon harbour improvements at Wollongong. Of this amount £3,060 remained unexpended 
when the trust came into existence. It will thus be seen that towards the first year’s endowment of 
£5,000 to the Trust the Government actually had £3,600 in hand in the unexpended balance mentioned, 
thus reducing the real cost to the Treasury of the first year’s endowment to £1,400, instead of £5,000, as 
otherwise would appear. A great deal has been said to the effect that money was squandered by the 
Wollongong Harbour Trust; but those who make such remarks know nothing of the real facts of tho 
case. For fully a year before the trust came into existence, ami practically ever since—a period of about 
eight years—the port of Wollongong has cost tho Government practically nothing, The only vote granted 
in that time was one which was passed the other day for an expenditure of £1,000 to repair the breakwater. 
617. Mr. lioherts.] The total expenditure of Wollongong up to date is estimated by tbe Government at 
about £157,000 altogether? I suppose in that estimate the estimate of liabilities includes the claim 
submitted by Mr. Hungerford. During the time that tho trust was in existence tens of thousands of 
pounds were spent upon harbour works in other places. As Wollongong stands next to Newcastle, so far 
as tho importance of its trade is concerned, it is reasonable to suppose that a very large amount would 
have been voted for the improvement of the Wollongong Harbour had it not been for the existence of the 
trust, Ju all probability £106,000 would have been voted for that purpose within the period referred to. 
If there were no trust in existence, no Government could have resisted the just chums of the Illawarra 
district for such expenditure. But instead of £100,000 being granted, the only money expended was the 
£25,000 paid to the harbour trust, and tbc greater part of that money wciil to pay for the ordinary main
tenance of thepori. which would otherwise have had to be borne by the Government. There isa population 
of over 3,000 at Wollongong, but alter the harbour trust failed to he successful they became tired of these 
peddling attempts to give proper accommodation there, the only result from which was very inadequate, 
while large ocean-going steamers were able to load at Tort Eembla without the assistance of any harbour 
improvement. Therefore, notwithstanding tbe fact that Wollongong is a Government port, and that all 
the Government institutions are there, the people of Wollongong came to the conclusion that they would 
throw in their Jot with tho people of other parts of tho district, and allow the Goveminontollicials to decide 
wide!) was the bc.st place for a harbour. 1 live in Wollongong, and my interests arc mainly centred there, 
hut rather more to the north of it than to the south. Tersonally, it would suit me best if the Wollongong 
Harbour could be made to answer all purposes, and the next hist thing for me would be to have Bellambi 
Harbour made; but, in the interests of Illawarra,! was willing to join with Mr. Nicholson, the hon. 
Member for Woronora, and other people of the district, and ask the Government to send its officials 
to make a survey of the coast, and to report upton the best place for a port. A survey has heen made,
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and Port Kembla lias been chosen. For myself, I never thought that any other competent recommendation g a!^ p
was possible. Any person with one eye open who looked at the place would see that nature had done far
more for Port Kembla than for any other place on the coast. To show that from the very earliest days n Nov.,1896.
of the Colony this place has presented itself to persons connected with the sea as'a place of shelter, I 1
would like to read a few lines from Bennett’s “ Australian Discovery and Colonisation.” One hundred
years ago Bass and Flinders voyaged down the south coast in the “ Tom Thumb,” a boat 8 feet long, and
the first place that struck them as being likely to afford shelter was tho place where it is now proposed to
make a harbour. Mr. Flinders says :—

Wc were constrained to puss the second night in the “ Tom Thumb,” and dropped our stone anchor in 7 fathoms 
under the lee of the point.
That is exactly the spot where it is proposed to make the harbour. Bass and Flinders had no local axes 
to grind. They travelled down the coast when the country was in its virgin state, and they anchored in 
that spot because, in their opinion, it presented the safest shelter. The following day they went south
ward round the point and entered what was unquestionably Lake Illawarra, and they came back in the 
evening and anchored again under tho lee of one of the islands. TS’ot only is there deep water at Port 
Kembla, but on the mainland to the south of it there is a high ridge which shelters the basin in southerly 
weather. Some men from the Harbours and Fivers Branch of the Department of Public "Works are 
down there now testing the place for stone. There appears to be enough si one there to build a dozen 
breakwaters. J believe that flic first Government settlement on fho south coast was made at Port Kembla.
The land in the neighbourhood was granted to the late Mr. David Allan in 1817, and some years later a 
Government settlement was established at Port Kembla. In 1835, tho lale Mr. Charles Throaby Smith 
was granted about 300 acres ai "Wollongong, and whether it was because it was found difficult to cross 
Tom Thumb Lagoon from Port Kembla, to get to Sydney, or because Mr. Smith was able to bring some 
influence to bear, the whole encampment was soon afterwards shifted from Port Kembla to Wollongong.
Tho Government tOAvnsbip laid out at "Wollongong was a little south of the present town, Wollongong 
being built upon what was Mr. Smith’s property. The first jetty erected at Port Kembia—tbe eastern 
jetty—was erected by tbe Mount Kembla Coal Company about twelve years ago, or more, aud some 
years later—about seven or eight years ago—the other jetty was built. The second jetty runs into deeper 
water than the first jetty, and it is there that the large steamers load.
C18. Is it substantially built ? I am not an engineer; but 1 believe that it is a fairly strong jetty.
019. Did it cost more to construct than the eastern jetty? The eastern jetty has been very_much 
strengthened since its erection, and there are nowT two levels on it. On one level the waggons run in one 
direction, and on the other level they run in tho other direction. I should not think there was much 
difference between the values of the two jetties. Tbe steamer “ Jndrani,” which loaded at Port Kembla the 
other day, had 7,400 tons of nickel ore on board at the time, and she took away 1,200 tons of bunker coal.
620. If large steamers can load at the port now, why should wc spend money in improving it? "Whilst 
large steamers are able to load at Port Kembla in fair weather, they have to ho ready to clear out at any 
time in the event of the weal her changing. In a memorandum ■which ] obtained from the Southern Coal 
Company, and which is dal ed the 29th A ugust this year, they say. after referring to a number of large ships 
which have loaded at Port Kembla, “ This satisfactory record has been achieved in tbe face of difficulties, 
which would be removed by tbe erection of a breakwater protecting the port from the southerly weather 
that occasionally compels loading operations to bo suspended for days together. A case in point may be 
instanced: The “ Gulf of Bothnia” aud the “Baknnoa” were to load some 5,000 tons during tbe present 
week, but the sudden south-westerly gale has compelled both steamers to wait, entailing considerable loss.”
This would have been obviated by a breakwater.
621. Do you know of any case where a steamer, having came alongside the jetty, has had to suddenly leave 
because of southerly weather coming up? I have known of many such cases. When the question 
of improving Darling Harbour uas before the Public Works Committee in 1892, the Hon. Ebonezor 
Vickery gave this evidence in reply to a question by Air. Ewing

What do you believe is the best way of dealing with the coal on the south coast? An immense amount of money 
has been spent ut Wollongong in the erection of wharfs, breakwater, and jetties, and if tho facilities at Darling Harhom 
in o increased the effect will he to injure the port of Wollongong very much. At the same time. 1 do not think that 
Wollongong is the right place for the shipment of southern coal. Had tho subject been looked upon in an unprejudiced 
light by competent persons. I am confident that Fort Kembla would have been selected. By an expenditure of from 
£50,000 to £100,000, a harbour might be made there for the shipment of southern coal quite equal to that of Me.’/castle, 
mid quite as safe as Port Jackson; and it would not only be a harbour for the shipment of coal, but also a haibonrof refuge 
in stormy weather. Fort Kembla is the place where vessels often ran for shelter in severe weather.
I have obtained from the Custom House officer at "Wollongong a summary of the shipping operations at 
Port Kembla during tho last five and a half years. Jfc is contained in the following table :—

Number
of

Vessels.

S3
275

358

9G
368

464

107
316

. 422

Foreign Bourn! and 
Constirif'.

Foreign
Coasting

Foreign
Ccnsting
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Coasting
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Tons Coal 
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62,983 76,949 3,189
86,610 118,468

149,493 195,417
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102,236
106,920 1 .....
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190,613 24-3,415 ......
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109,798
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113
1894.

Foreign............ 1 126,426 111,400 10,790
218 Coasting ......... 53,461 76,129
331 170,887 187,629

110
]

Foreign.......... .
L895.

125,630 128,183 7,120
254 Coasting ......... 65,898 92,054
3G4 191,534 120,237

60
90

150
Total
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2,098

Foreign. 
Coasting

Half-year 1896.
70,363 96,476 611
27,035 37,447

97,398 133,923

1,010,518 1,218,068
—

24,810

Total coal and coke l,242,hS7
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^Es^amM p"' '^ou r0^ar^ Port Kembla as the most suitable place on the south coast for the construction of a 
■ harbour ? Yes; and the G-overnment officials having reported in favour of it, the people of the district, 

11 Nov.,1896. w^om 3111 one: are willing to abide by their report.
* 623. Are the people of Wollongong content to have the harbour constructed at Port Kembla ? Yes.

624. AVhat about the people of Bulli ? I understand that several of them would like to see the 
harbour made at Bellambi, though I cannot understand how it is that prominent people in that locality are 
departing from the arrangement which was made to abide by the decision of ihe Departmental officers. 
That was the understanding come to by the representative people of the three localities principally 
interested—Port Kembla, Wollongong, and Bellambi.
625. You know that dissatisfaction has been expressed in regard to the report in favour of Port Kembla? 
Dissatisfaction has heen expressed by a few individuals at the Bulli end ; but I am not aware to what 
extent they represent public opinion there on the subject,
626. Have you heard people interested in the coal trade say that they would not use Port Kembla if 
harbour works were carried out there ? I have not hoard anybody directly interested in tbo collieries say 
that, though the manager of the South Bulli Colliery 1ms expressed himself strongly in favour of Bellambi.
627. There arc private jetties both at Bulli and Bellambi? Yes. '
628. Do you think it likely that coal would be sent to Port Kembla from the vicinity of Bulli and 
Bellambi ? Largo vessels cannot load at those jetties, so that whenever there are large vessels to he 
loaded the coal will have to be sent to Port Kembla. At the present time us many as four or five 
collieries sometimes contribute towards the loading of a large vessel. The Corrimal Colliery, which is 
situated some distance north of Wollongong, pays about £3,000 a year to tbe Government for the uso of the 
line. They use their own waggons and locomotives, and pay id. a ton for the coal hauled over the line.
629. But small vessels would continue to load at Bellambi and Bulli ? In all probability, while tho 
jetties lasted; but I am strongly of opinion that it would be found more expensive to maintain the jetties 
and to pay all the incidental expenses connected with the work of loading there than to send direct to Port 
Kembla. As far as Bellambi is concerned, it is doubtful if a jetty would have been erected there in tho 
first instance, had there been a railway to Wollongong. Tbe anchorage is bad both at Bellambi and 
Wollongong. The largest vessel that ever put into Wollongong was the “ Royal Tar,” the ship which took 
the Now; Australia people away. She was a 900 tons vessel, and nearly blocked up the basin. About 
eighteen months ago, when a steamer was lying in the basin in very rough weather, the captain considered 
it necessary to scuttle her in order to save her, and did so.
630. What sort of anchorage is there at Port Kembla ? I am told by captains of vessels, tho pilot at 
Wollongong, and other people capable of giving an opinion, that it could not he better. The anchor goes 
down into a good clay, and would hold for all time.
631. Have you any information to give us in regard to the Lake Illawarra scheme? , That is a private 
concern. Powers were given by an Act of Parliament to enable a private company to open the entrance to 
Lake Illawarra, and to dredge a channel accross the lake as far as Tallawera Point. The company obtained 
their powers seven years ago, about the time that the Wollongong Harbour Trust was formed; but so far 
little has been done. At the same time it was never intended that they should be looked upon to 
supply the harbour requirements of tho south coast. They have a large property adjoining Lake Illawarra, 
and they have power to make tho best use they can of it, and if they can make a harbour there, I say— 
and 1 believe the general public would say—God speed them.
632. Had they not to conslruct a‘railway within a certain time? Yes, and that work was completed just
before the time expired. If it had been a question whether tho Government ora private company should 
convert Lake Illawarra into a harbour, the public, and I as one of the public, would have sided with the 
Government against tho private company; but as it was a question whether a private company would 
make a harbour there, or whether there should be no harbour at all, there was no objection to a private 
company carrying out the work if they would do so. If, within the last seven years they had earned out 
their pro nosed work they would have had a strong case in assuming that tho construction of a harbour 
at Port Kembla was unnecessary; but inasmuch as they are no further forward than they were seven 
years ago in regard to harbour construction, 1 think it comes with bad grace from them to try and block 
the Government; proposal. ,
633. Do you know that they have any desire to do so? I have read in the newspapers that they have 
sent a letter to this Committee objecting to the proposed ■work.
634. Are you aware that the time within which they have to carry out their proposed work does not 
expire for two years ? Yes. Instead of doing anything practical in the way of harbour works within the 
time available to them, they asked for and obtained an extension of time. A good deal lias been said about 
the quantity of coal-land in the southern districts owned by private individuals; but this map of the County 
of Camden which I produce shows that the largest coal-owner in the district is tho State. The State owns 
an area of coal-bearing land many times greater than the whole area held by private individuals.

THURSDAY, 12 NOVEMBER, 1896.
Jjlrmnt:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Frederick: Thomas Humthery. 
The Hon, James Hoskins.
The Hon. Charles James Egberts, C.M.G. 
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.

Francis Augustus Weight, Esq.

Henry Clarke, Esq.,
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq. 
John Lionel Eegan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq,

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Archibald Campbell, Esq., M.P., sworn, and further examined:—
* 635. Mr. Roberts.] When the Committee rose yesterday afternoon you were making some explanations 

in regard to a map of the County of Camden? Yes; I was making the statement that, although it 
12 Nov., 1S96. has been represented that the proposed harbour would benefit private owners to a very great extent, 

if not wholly, the real fact is that the great coal-owner in the southern district is the State.
Immediately
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Immediately back from the summit of the Illawarra Range the watershed dips northward and westward, A. Campbell,
bo that the margin of the Sydney water reserve comes right to the top of the range. The whole of the
coal in that reserve belongs to the Government, and for every ton of it that is taken a royalty of Gd, must
be paid to the Treasury. ^ J 12 Nov., 1390.
G3G. Mr. JIosMns,] How far is that land from the railway ? It is immediately behind the summit of the 
Illawarra Range, which at no point is more than a few miles from the railway, and some of the Illawarra 
mining^companies are now working part of that coal. 1 believe that the Mount Keira Company takes 
some of the coal, and others oi the colliery companies in the district have secured permits to mine there.
Q-lie coal will be brought out through the present openings, and will be taken to the railway and to the 
proposed harbour by the exisl ing tramways. I do not say that the whole of the coal in this reserve, or even 
half of it, will be worked from the eastern side. The reserve comprises an area of 354,000 square miles, 
and I cannot say how much of it would he worked from the eastern side. Rut the coal is there,and alot 
of it has already been secured by means of permits, for which an amount of a year is payable. It only 
requires very simple arithmetic to ascertain what royalty will be obtained from tbe coal underlying this 
ground.
G37. Mr. Wright.'] What ia the thickness of the seam P There arc four or five seams. One seam, taking 
a very low average, has a thickness of 5 ft.

Easaalh] Is that the Bulli seam? Yes ; the top Illawarra seam. That is the seam which the 
collieries are working now', but at Uapto they are testing some lower seams. The Department of Mines 
reckons that every foot of coal per acre means 1,000 tons, so 1 bat a seam o ft. deep would give 5,000 tons, and 
pay a royalty of £125 an acre. The sooner facilities are offered for the exhaustion of the private coal 
supply the better it will be for the country, because then for every ton of coal that will be worked the State 
will receive a royalty of Gd. a ton, or £125 from every acre of only a 5 feet seam. Only recently there has 
been a lawsuit between the representatives of the late Mr. Henry Osborne and the old Bulli Coal Mining 
Company. rl he representatives of the late Mr. Osborne contended that the old Bulli Coal Company had been 
working into their land, and they tried to prevent the company from going into liquidation. They put in 
a claim for £11,250 for 14 acres 1 rood and 5 perches of coal-land which they said had been worked; but 
afterwards they asked permission to increase their claim to £45,000.’ I am not aware what the end was, 
but ] am under the impression that the plaintiffs got a very substantial verdict. They claimed that 8 feet 
of coal had been worked, and they made no allowances for faults or anything of that kind. I refer to 
tins case to show the value of the State coal property. It would not require many acres to bo worked for 
the royalty to be sufficient to pay interest even upon £500,000.
039. Mr. Roberts,] How far would the laud you speak of be from the Port Kembla? About an average of 
10 miles.
G40. Is there a raihvay anywhere near it ? The Mount Kembla Company, after they shall have worked out 
their own land, will work into the Crown land, and I believe the Mount Kiera Company and the Mount 
Pleasant Company intend to do the same. Kot only will the State receive a royalty of Gd. per ton, but 
there will also be a return from the haulage of the coal over the railways ; and should there be shipping 
dues and so forth paid on it, the Government will get fully Is. a ton for it.

Chairman.] What royalty do the private companies pay to private coal-owners? I think the 
usual royalty is about 9d, a ton, and they arc glad to get coal at that price. I believe they have sometimes 
to pay as much as Is. a ton. ’

. i -Aro you in favour of the construction of two breakwaters at Port Kembla, or do you
think that the eastern, breakwater will be sufficient ? The construction of the eastern breakwater would 
protect the place very much from the sea.
043 Do you think it would be necessary to carry it out 2,800 feet? I favour the construction of both 
breakwaters, and I think that the present jetties should be used at first as much as possible for the ship
ment of coal, a.small portion of the long wharf proposed being constructed at which one or two fair-sized ,
vessels could discharge. It only the eastern breakwater were constructed it would be desirable that it 
anould be lengthened rather than shortened. Beyond the construction of such a wharf at which vessels 
could discharge, I would leave the rest ot the proposed inner arrangements over for the future develop
ment of the port. The whole of the wharfage accommodation proposed by the engineers is not now 
required, nor is it likely to be required, even under the most favourable circumstances, for some time to come.
644. If both breakwaters were constructed, do you not think it probable that the whole of the improve- 
nieiits would bo necessary ? ^ The construction of both breakwatcra’would take five or six years, perhaps 
ten years, and there is no saying what development may not take place in that time.
G45. Do you think it would be better to construct the eastern breakwater first? Yes, I think it should 
be carried out first. With regard to the discharging wharf, it might be put between the two jetties, or it 
might be made on the west side of the harbour ; but its location is a matter upon which I am not capable 
or expressing an opinion.
G4G, Do you think that if the eastern breakwater were constructed a large number of sailing ships would 

co.a^ ^or ^0reign p^rts ? I am informed so by people who understand the trade,
04/, Do you disagree with Mr, YuilTs evidence? I would not take exception to his evidence on these 
pomts, nor to that of any gentleman who understood the shipping trade of the place, Mr. Yuill is a 
very high authority on tho subject, and I take it for granted that what he said was correct.
048. Can you tell us anything about tho probability of ores coming to Port Kembla, should the harbour be 
constructed.. Tbe smelting-works at Dapto seem to be proceeding very well; but the local manager 
has complained to me about there being no unloading appliances in the district, and consequently I wrote 
to the Department of Public Works upon the subject. Everything that they have ordered from over sea 
has had to be brought from Sydney.
649. Would there be any large shipment of agricultural produce from tho proposed port? There would 
be some, but tho percentage would not be very large. There will always be a considerable amount of 
pioduce snipped where there may bo a large trade connected with a fertile and populous district. The 

Tndrani, when she went to the jetty the other day, had 7,400 tons of nickel ore on board, which she was 
taking from b»ew Caledonia to Glasgow, Undoubtedly, when we get appliances for discharging cargo 
on the south coast, a great deal of that ore will be treated there.
GoO. jlfr. 0 Connor,] That vessel had no difficulty in getting into the port? Ko, because the weather 
was fine. If the weather had been rough she would not have been able to enter; and if it had come on 
rough after she got there she would have had to go away before completing her loading. Any vessels 
that came to the port with ore or any other cargo would be likely to take coal away.

490—E 651,
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A. OsmpMl, 651. Mr. JRoberts.] Would the resumption of the land near Port Kembla bo a costly matter? Iso, I 
Esq., M.P. not. It is very poor land, though the land in other parts of the estate is fairly good. It would be

necessary to resume land to take in an area for a stone quarry to the south of Port Kembla. Probably 
12Nov., 189 . 2qq or goo acres would have to be taken. The present market value of that land would be, I should 

say, £8 or £10 an acre. _
652. Do you think it would bring that? Part of it would not; but the whole of it might average that. 
I am speaking of its value apart from the probable construction of this harbour. Considering the 
additional value which the harbour works would give to what was left, 1 think the State might expect to 
get what it resumed practically for nothing.
653. Do you think that this is a case where the betterment principle should be applied? Yes, decidedly. 
I am rather opposed to the application of the betterment principle where the holdings affected are small; 
but where there are large portions of land, I am strongly in favour of the principle being applied. The 
land that would have to he resumed is part of an old grant, which is bordered on the east by the ocean, 
on. the north by Tom Thumb’s Lagoon and part of Allan’s Creek, and on the south by a line running 
across from Lake Illawarra towards Red Point.
654. Chairman.'] There appears to be au area of something over 2,000 acres ? Yes; 2,200 acres. The 
date of the grant is 24th January, 1817.
655. Mr. Bolerts.] The owners of this property might give the land wanted by the State, and they would 
obtain full compensation because of the increased value which the State expenditure iron Id give the rest 
of the land ? Yes. If the estate were miue, I should be very glad to give the Government 200 or 300 
acres of it free. The harbour improvements would render what was left more valuable than the whole
estate is now. .
656. I think you said there was a quarry on part of the laud ? There is a large quantity or stone there, 
in a ridge extending eastward and westward right through the estate, and within half a mile of the 
proposed harbour. I do not think many harbour works would exhaust the stone supply.
657. Is equally good stone obtainable at Bellambi ? I do not think so. Stone for Rellambi would have 
to be obtained from the Illawarra Range either about Clifton or nearer Sydney. There is plenty of free
stone between Waterfall and Helensburgh, and there is good stone about Clifton, but it is somewhat 
difficult to get at. Hear the South Bull! Company’s mine there is some basaltic stone, but I am under the 
impression that it would be difficult to work.
658. Would the jetties at Port Xembla cost much to resume ? A gentleman representing the owners
of the eastern jetty has stated more than once that his company would be ready at any time to dispose of 
it to the Government, either on condition that the shipment of their coal from it should not in the future 
cost them more than it does now—which, in my. opinion, is a proposal which should not be entertained, 
because it is so very indefinite—or at such a figure as may he determined upon by arbitration. Mr. benior, 
of England, who represents the interests connected with the other jetty, is in the Colony now, and, 1 am 
informed, is in a position to deal with the matter absolutely.^ _
659. How many new jetties would be necessary at Port Kembla ? I think that these two would he
sufficient for some time to come.
660. Do the islands opposite lied Point afford a good shelter to Port Kembla from the south-east? Yes ;
from the south and south-east. Before leaving Port Kembla, I should like to refer to its advantages as a 
harbour of refuge. At the present time there is not a single place where a vessel can take refuge between 
Sydney and Jervis Bay, a distance of nearly 100 miles. _
661. Do you think that a harbour of refuge is necessary there ? I think so. At the present time a 
vessel might become disabled between the rive places with very disastrous consequences.
662. But you do not look upon this as a special reason for carrying out the proposed works ? Ho; I 
only put it as an incidental advantage. The Marine Board, in making a cruise down the coast recently, 
put in to Port Kembla, and I thereupon wrote to them to ascertain what they thought about the place. 
This is the reply I got,—

Sydney. 14 Octoliev, 1896.
1 In reply to your letter of the 8th mst., I h:ive the honor, hy direction of the Marine Board, to inform you 

that they made a cursory inspection of Port KembU on their late tour along the coast, and were certainly impressed 
with its capacity as a. coabshipping place. If a breakwater of 2,800 feet is run out, as proposed, the place will bo much 
improved. It will then afford greater Convenience than at the present time, ami would, moreover, give excellent shelter
to ships in difficulties in the neighbourhood. I have, &c., a xt

r ~ GEO. 8. LINDEMAN.
Archibald Campbell, Esq., M,l\, Parliament House. Secretary.
The captain of a very large vessel recently told me that his last shovelfull of coal was in the furnace when 
he got into Sydney from the southward, and that lie was afraid all along of the supply running out. He 
was a stranger, but knew that there were places along the coast where coal could be obtained, but he 
did not know bow he could get into them, neither could he with the large vessel lie had. _
668. Do you think it would be wise for the Government to go on with the proposed work until it is seen 
what the Illawarra Harbour Company intend to do ? V am of opinion that the Illawarra Harbour Com
pany should not he taken into consideration at all in connection with the Government responsibility to 
the coal trade of the southern districts. _
664. Do you mean to say that there would be trade for Fort Kembla even if the Lake Illawarra scheme 
were carried out ? I believe that there would be a very good trade even for the two harbours ; but the 
3j^ke Illawarra people have given no practical indication that, there is an> thing more to be hoped for 
from them in the future than there was in the past.
665. Has any work been done at the entrance to the Lake ? A bank of stone has been laid along from 
IVindang Island. Lake Illawarra would be useless as a harbour of refuge because of its narrow entrance.
666. Would it not be more convenient for the Illawarra Smelting Company to bare its ore landed at 
Tallawera Point than to have it landed at Port Kembla ? I have scarcely referred to the ore traffic at all. 
I regard that trade and the possible export of produce as only incidental to the coal export trade. Even 
if their ore were brought to Tallawera Point they would still have some distance to take it to get it to
where the works are. i -r
667. Does it not appear to you that it would be useless to carry out the Port Kembla works it the 
Hlawa’rra scheme were completed ? That is not my opinion. I believe that there will be sufficient trade 
to Fort Kembla in any case. The great want of the district is facilities for the loading of the largest

’ vessels,
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vessels, and in my opinion it is not probable that harbour works are likely to be carried out, that will A, Campbell, 
enable very large vessels to get into Lake Illawarra. The company say that they are going to dredge a ^etb> 
channel 25 feet deep ; but in their Act they only specify 15 feet. '
66S._ Afair sized steamer would be able to get up a channel 25 feet deep? Yes; if the works were 13A806- 
carried out. I contend that; the Illawarra scheme should not bo allowed to stand in the way of the 
Government scheme at all. It would be just as reasonable to allow the omnibus companies to oppose the 
construction of the George-strect tramway. 1 have here an extract from a return made by Mr.
.Joseph Barling, before the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works—in the course of evidence 
being taken relating to proposed harbour improvements at Newcastle.—20th March, 1895.

Return showing the iimotmt expended in connection with Newcastle Harbour to 1894,
rw I Aa

Southern breakwater................................................................................................................... 103,789 18 1
Northern „ ..................................................................................................... ”......0 6
Newcastle—Wharf construction and erection......................................................................... 35,310 14 10

,, Lighthouse repairs ................................................................  407 15 4
,, Signal stations......................................................................................................... 190 12 0
„ Boat shed ................................................................................................................ 073 6 7
,, Boatharbonr............................................................................................................. 1,232 4 0
,, Steam-crane...................................... ...................................................................... 1,308 12 1
,, Purchase and erection of steam cranes ................................................................ 10,415 17 4
,, Steam cranes, working expenses, and repairs .................................................... 5,864 19 2
,, Additional steam cranes ...................................................................................... 8,992 8 S
» Coal staiths ............................................................................................................. 30,708 14 3
„ Hydiaulic engine-house, cranes, &c...................................................................... 20,000 0 0
,, Screw-moorings ..................................................................................................... 1^75 0 0
,, Lamps on wharf ............:..................................................................................... 60 0 0
,, Removal of rocks...................................................................................................... 18,871 18 7
,, Beacons, southern breakwater.............................................................................. 303 1 9 8
,, Wharf and shipping facilities Newcastle, Bullock Island, and Stockton

(exclusive of stoam cranes, Newcastle wharf) .......................................... 288,065 3 1
„ Wharf repairs ........................................................................................................ 15,490 9 10
,, 1 Dyke, Bullock Island ........................................................................................... 1,958 14 3

Boatharbonr, Bullock Island .................................................................................................... 2,207 12 10
.Tetty at Stockton ...................................................................................  252 2 8
Excavation of silt by dredges.................................................................................................... 477,084 11 8
Reclamation, North Harbour, Newcastle................................................................................. 1,146 3 0
Dredge, &c., for Newcastle........................................................................................................ 19,966 6 4
Punt for “Vulcan ” ........................................................     1,220 0 0
New steam dredge........................................................................................................................ 48,950 14 2
Construction of three punts for dredge “ Newcastle” .......................................................... 3,500 0 0
Largo iron punt for dredge “Newcastle" ............................................................................. 4,936 15 0

*£1,124,480 14 4
* Since flten a farther sum of £141,000 has been \otcd on the recommendation of the Public Works Committee, for Harbour Improvements 

at Nciveaetlc, thus increasing the exiieiiditurc in connection with that port from £l,124,iS0 14s, 4d, in isi)4, to a total of £1,265,4S0 14s. id. in 1S95,

I should also like to hand iu some extracts from the Annual Report of the Department of Mines for the 
year 1895. When it was proposed to submit the matter of a port for the south coast to your Committee, 
some people spoke of it as being ridiculous to make a harbour for the exportation of only 900,000 tons of 
coal. At Newcastle, however, 1 desire to point out by way of illustration that the exportation last year 
was only a little more than twice that tonnage.

Aeumsffe Harbour (the Principfil Coal Port of the Sovibern Hemisphere), and its Facilities for- Shipment.

Newcastle, iu the county of Northumberland, the trade of which is second only to that of Sydney, owes its great 
commercial importance to the different coal-mines which have been opened out close to and within 32 miles of the harbour.
, 0“ tile soutli or town side of the harbour there is a continuous line of wharf, 3,607 feet long, belonging to the

Government, 2,130 feet of which is occupied for cargo berths for deep-draught vessels; 500 feet reserved for Sydney 
passenger steamers; and the remaining 977 feet is used as a general cargo wharf, including a lumber berth for loading 
vessels with timber. The whole length of this wharf is lit with gas. .

At Bullock Island, on the western side of the harbour, a substantial timber Government wharf, 7,760 feet in length, 
and four ballast jetties, each 50 feet long and 200 feet apart, has been constructed along the face and around the south end 
of what was formerly known as the Ballast Dyke; at present 5,550 feet of this wharf is set apart chiefly for the shipment 
of coal. The loading is performed by hydraulic cranes, of which twelve arc erected, capable of shipping 1,000 tons of coal 
each in twenty-four hours—six being 15-ton, four 9-ton, and two 25-ton cranes, the latter for discharging heavy machinery, 
&c., and three 15-ton steam cranes. rl’he remainder of the wharf and the ballast jetties are used hy vessels discharging 
ballast or waiting their turn to load. Ships of tile largest class can load under the hydraulic cranes, and proceed direct to 
sea through deep-water channels recently dredged. It is proposed to spend immediately £150,000 to further increase the 
shipping facilities at Bullock Island. This wharf is now lit by electric light, which greatly facilitates the loading of coal 
at night, and is one of the finest systems of electric lighting in existence, consisting of fifty large arc lamps, each 5,000 
candle power.

A branch double line nf railway connects the wharf with the Great Northern Railway, and along the back of the 
wharf is laid a very extensive system of sidings and standage room for working coal traffic.

A sand-dredge is reclaiming the foreshore in front of the hydraulic engine-house, where 2,000 feet of wharf will he 
erected as a commencement of a 90-acro basin inside the present wharf, which basin it is intended to dredge to a depth of 
25 feet, where vessels will be able to lie in slack water, and the whole will be lit up with the electric light.

At Stockton, on the northern side of the harbour, there is a Government wharf 600 feet long with a shoot capable 
of shipping 1,000 tons in twelve hours. A sand-dredge is nlso reclaiming the foreshore at Stockton.

In addition to these Government cranes, the Australian Agricultural Company have three large private shoots capable 
of delivering 2,000 to 3,000 tons of coal per diem. Vessels loading from them can discharge their ballast on to the 
company^ ballast wharf, lying alongside at a draught of 18 ft. 6 in. and upwards. Vessels drawing 22 feet can load at the 
company s shoots. The Waratah Company also have a shoot at Port Waratah capable of shipping about 50 tons per hour, 
and Messrs. J. and A. Brown have two shoots on the Hunter River, at Hexham, 10 miles from Newcastle, capable of 
shipping 100 tons per hour.

Herccastle Facilities for Shipment of Coal'.

The present estimated capabilities for shipment of coal at the abovemeutioued places in Newcastle Harbour arc about 
24,000 tons per day by the Government hydraulic cranes, and about 4,800 tons per day from private shoots.

Coal shipped from Keiecasth Harbour, the Principal Coal Port of the Southern Hemisphere.

The quantity of coal shipped in 1895 to foreign and intercolonial ports was 1,920,378 tons, valued at £678,217: and 
the largest quantity of coal taken by a steamer (May 30, 1895) was 5,235 tons, by the “Port Stephens,” and by sailing 
vessel, 4,558 tons, by the ship “Royal Firth, on June 14, 1895,

Illawarra
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A. Campbell, lllaviarru District, and its' Facilities for Shipment of Coal.

Esq., M.P. I’lie Wollongong Harbour and Basin ts situated 45 miles south oi Sydney Harbour, ami at low tide there is a depth
of 13 feet of water at its entrance and alongside the wharf, where there are three cranes capable of shipping 1,800 tons of 

12 Nov., 1896. coal per hour.* The Bclmore Basin has a depth of 17 feet of water at its eastern side, where there are four shoots, each 
capable of shipping 100 tons per hour; but as only two vessels can load there at the same time, the largest quantity of coal 
shipped by them is 900 tons per hour, or 2,000 tons per day. The largest steamship which ha* coaled at the harbour drew 
about ];H feet of writer, and carried about GOO tons of coal; and the largest sailing vessel has taken away about 700 tons 
of coal.

Coal shipped at Wollon’jon'j Harbour, the Jdtws, and vent by Sail, <<•(.

The coal raised in the Illawarra and Southern districts in ISO.7 was 910,123 tons, valued at £239,035.
* The cranes referred to have never been used for coal shipping, all such loading being done by the shoots.

669. Mr. Black.] Do you consider that the construction of a harbour at Port Kembla would be a good 
thing for the G-overnment ? Eventually it will be, especially when the State coal land comes to be worked,
670. The proposed harbour if constructed as projected will cost £440,000. Iu addition to that there will 
be the cost of purchasing existing lines of railway, and of resuming a considerable quantity of private 
land and two jetties. Will it not also be necessary to make a new railway connection ? It will be necessary 
to make about 4 miles of railway over level country, most of it being Crown land.
671. Do the colliery owners down there think that this will bo a good thing for the Government ? I leave
them to tell their own tale. _
672. How is it that if the construction of this harbour would be such a good thing these shrewd business 
men do not carry out the work themselves ? The Government are one body representing the whole 
community, whereas there is a great number of different interests in the Illawarra district.
673. Do these gentlemen believe iu private enterprise ? Hot in regard to harbour works such as that
proposed, I presume. They may have quite enough to do to carry on their own mines. _
674. They believe in private enterprise when they see a certain profit, and when they do not they believe 
in Government enterprise ? "Well, I will leave them to answer that question themselves.
675. You think that if both the Lake Illawarra scheme and the Port Kembla scheme were carried out, 
Port Kembla would get the trade P Probably each would get some trade.
676. Lake Illaw'arra would not be shut out by the competition? Hot if the company’s terms and con
ditions were not exhorbilant. One reason why a Government harbour should be constructed is that it 
may not be within the power of a private company to extort the last penny from the trade of the district.
677. You do not think that if both harbours were constructed, there would be a great outcry against 
Government interference with private enterprise ? Hot unless it was from those associated with the 
Lake Illawarra scheme.
678. As the distance between Helensburgh and Port Kembla is only 2 miles less than the distance between 
Helensburgh and Sydney, it is not probable that coal would bo sent from Helensburgh to Port Kembla 
except to be loaded into steamers requiring fuel for their own consumption? Yes, or into vessels taking 
over-sea cargoes. They would never send coal from Helensburgh to Port Kembla to be (aken again hy sea 
to Sydney.
679. Did you say that the coal shipment at Newcastle only exceeded that of Port Kembla by 100 per cent. ?
The coal sent away from Newcastle last jrear was only about 100,000 tons more than twice the output of the 
Illawarra district. _
680. Are you aware that the trade of Newcastle does not depend wholly upon the coal shipments ? Yes.
681. Newcastle is, to a large extent, the port for the northern districts ? Quite so.
682. Do you think that Port Kembla is likely, in the near future, to become a port for the reception of
general goods, such as Newcastle is ? It has not so largo a district behind it, as Newcastle has ; but it is 
difficult to say what developments may not take place in the future. Authorities consider that the mineral 
deposits of the Illawarra district are capable of great development, and it is possible that as much trade 
may result from that development as results from the pastoral and agricultural industries in the northern 
district, _ _ ...
683. Do you consider that in the event of a large dairy produce trade with foreign countries, Port 
Kembla will be the port of shipment? I regard the shipment of dairy produce as only incidental in its 
significance. I believe that most of the dairy produce would come to Sydney, though, of course, the 
vessels trading to Port Kembla would require supplies.
684. Do you not think it would he possible to so construct the proposed breakwaters at Lako Illawarra 
as to allowr vessels to enter in safety even in bad weather? I do not think so. The breakwaters would 
not he out very far from the shore, and the worst swell always prevails in the shallow water near the shore.
685. One of your objections to the Lake Illawarra scheme is that the entrance would bo too near the 
shore ? I say that a vessel would be very fortunate to be able to get into such a narrow entrance in safety 
during had weather.
686. Do you think it would be possible to make the entrance to Port Kembla safe in all weathers ? I
do, because it will be right out iu the open sea in deep water. . _
687. The entrance would have to be wide? I should think that the 800 feet proposed would be wide 
enough ; but that is a question for engineers and nautical men to decide.
688. The wider the entrance the rougher the water inside? Possibly. ,

FJUDAT,
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FRIDAY, 13 NOVEMBER, 1896.
grcsTut;—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman)- 
The Hon. Erederick Thomas Humpiiert. Henry Clarke, Esq.
The Hon. James Hoskins. Charles Alfred Lee, Esq,
The Hon. Charles James Eoberts, C.M.G. John Lionel Eeoan, Esq.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett. Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
The Hon. Daniel O'Connor. Georoe Black, Esq.

Erancis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla,

Erederick Augustus Eranldin, Esq., Memb. Inst. C.E., sworn, and examined:—
689. Chairman.] What are you? A civil engineer. E-A.
690. Have you had considerable experience in this Colony ? About thirty-two years.
691. Have you a knowledge of the South Coast? A great knowledge of a portion of it.
692. Aud the proposal before the Committee ? I have inquired into it and I know a great deal about the
locality from observation extending over a long period of time. '
693. Ton have had an opportunity, as far as necessary, of seeing the plans? Yes.
694-. You know the proposal ? Yes, from the plans here.
695. Will you make a general statement in regard to the proposal before the Committee? 1 wish to make 
a statement to show in what manner I am acquainted with the rise and progress of the trade in the south, 
and to briefly give my reasons for thinking that some improvements should be made to assist the increase 
of that trade. In the first place, I may say that I was present at the opening of the Belmoro Basin, 
Wollongong, in 1368. Provision was then made for a better system of shipping tlio coal output from two 
mines—Mount Pleasant and Mount Keira. The provision was simply by means of sta.iths fixed on the 
side of the Belmore Basin. The trade steadily increased over a period of ten years, and in 1878 the existing 
companies commenced a complete change in their system of working, the Bulli Company, by the con
struction of a branch railway on a new footing, and the Osborne Company by changing a 3 feet gauge 
line into a standard gauge railway, and reducing gradients of their line by taking out an incline, and so 
laying themselves open for a largely increased trade. Immediately following that, in 1879, the Government 
carried out great improvements in the Belmore Basin, adding more staiths capable of tipping 6-ton hopper 
waggons, and discharging 6-ton trucks of coal. The corners of the existing dock were cut off and portions 
recessed, in order to allow turning space for vessels of larger tonnage. This work went steadily on with 
some alterations (for carrying out the coastal trade there) to the Illawarra Company’s jetty, and the con
struction of a T jetty, and a system of lines and approaches, fora projected and proposed large increase of 
trade. Owing to certain defects in the machinery it was never made use of, until the Trust came into 
existence. The Trust was formed in 1889, and they commenced their business without any well-defined 
design on which they were to work. Immediately after, they submitted data for Sir John Coode to base 
his calculations upon for a port of large dimensions—a port capable according to tbe information supplied 
to him of carrying out the entire trade or the coal output of the Colony, and I should think that his design 
was based on such operations. The Trust continued their work up to the time of their dissolution on 2nd 
December, 1895, under, I must admit, extraordinary diflleulties. The proposal laid before them was im
practicable. Their collateral security was not sufficient to admit of their obtaining funds on fair security 
and the result was that their labours were trammelled from first to last.
696. 3Ir. Trickcit.l Would you mind in a few words telling us what that proposal was? I do not think 
anybody could tell you that fairly. I think that the proposal on which the Act was based, was not very 
much more than a picture which you might, take from a glove-box. To show how very preposterous the 
proposal was, I may say that it was to cut a channel a little short of a mile to the Tom Thumb Lagoon, 
and starting from the iiiner basin at Wollongong. I think that channel was to carry a sufficient depth 
on the sill for nearly the largest vessels we have. It was to be cut through a sand formation from 
Wollongong Harbour to au unknown number of chains where a rock-bar existed. Beyond that the 
formation is silt deposited for a, considerable depth. I do not know what rock there might be in that, 
but the proposal to cut that channel to give a depth aud also slopes that would stand up naturally would 

■mean an excavation equal to 15 acres of water surface with 30 feet draft on the sill—equal to the largest 
floating basin in Liverpol, England. After arriving at tbe Tom Thumb Lagoon, a distance of about a mile, 
a system of excavations to 1 he same depth was to be carried out, and the excavated material deposited 
over the area of that lagoon—one of the most expensive systems—changing the direction of road and 
lays that could ever have been devised. That excavation alone was estimated at tbe time and at the lowest 
rate would have approached nearly £1,000,000. Supposing the excavation was to have been done in that 
friable material, then retaining walls would have been required. Those retaining walls never entered into 
the calculation—the nature or the character of them—aud unless retaining walls to that large basin 
were finished the approaches from all parts would be on raised staiths for shipping purposes. Eor that 
reason I consider that it was perfectly impracticable. The lagoon itself is influenced at the entrance by a 
hard drift. When a sand drift forms at the mouth of the output of Allen’s Creek this water rises. It is 
extremely shallow. Excepting one or two defined channels there is very little water even at high tide in 
the sea, so that nature has done little or nothing in the way of excavation. The lagoon may have a clay 
formation ; there is a great deal of clay formation at certain depths. I am not prepared to say from any • 
observation of borings, but the surface is drift silt. The Trust then received a modified plan from their 
engineer and approved of it, in order, if possible, to make a berth for deep-sea vessels by projecting a break
water northerly from the limit of the existing breakwater. That work was very carefully carried out so far as
it went; but it was evidently undertaken with very limited means, and it resulted, as I suppose one might 
have expected. The work remains to-day unfinished, but what has been done has been substantially and 
well.done. However, in doing that work a great deal of tbe then existing work was dismantled, and on the 
closing of the Trust those dismantled appurtenances that were formerly established have, been left in a state
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FraTitli^ Fs ru’I1‘ Therefore, if claims that are now brought against the G-orernment are added to the absolute 
M.I.C.V. ^ expenditure the total will make approximately over £8,000 a year over a period of five years for which we 

have derived no practical benefit. Previous to the establishment of the Harbour Trust, wo had an 
13Nov., 1898. eiPenditurc over the time of the first Vote, thirty-six years, of about £116,000. That produced very 

excellent working appliances for a very moderate output of coal. That would make an expenditure over 
that period of about £3,222 a year; but when I come to consider that we have always boasted that that 
was the third port of Hew Soutli Wales, I do not think that that was a very largo expenditure, or 
one likely to encourage the participation of other mines in the operation of coaling at that port. There
fore, the general desire was that better facilities should be provided and that all the mines should work 
on equitable terms in putting out the coal of that district. The largest boat we over attempted to coal 
there, the “ Black Hawk,” grounded iu going out with, 1 think, about 900 tons dead weight.
697. Chairman.'] What is a fair amount to say Wollongong is up to? She cannot do more than 350 or 
400 tons.
69S.'ilfr. Wright.] What water is in the basin ? I am not prepared to tell you that exactly. I have not had 
the advantage of soundings ; I can only speak from observation. Tbe engineers will doubtless be able to 
tell you more correctly, and I should not like even to give yon approximate figures. I think that Captain 
Howard’s plan is the only one that will give you accurate information. I want to point out that from 
about 1878, the time when the Government began to make some very excellent improvements in the basin 
there, in regard to fixing new bollards, extending the wharf, and making a new jetty, the output of the coal 
has increased as regards the number of mines andhas gone on from that time. In 1885 the BoUambi Mine 
was valued and purchased from tbe Osborne Estate. I valued that line and pit for purchase, and I also 
saw the result of the life of the jetty. I am speaking uow of what is known as Taylor and Walker’s first 
Bill, .1 estimated that line. I took it in all its detail and on examining the jetty 1 found it really had no 
value, so that taking the period from the time of its erection up to that time it seemed that twelve or fourteen 
years was the life of a jetty. I mention that to show you the cost of the maintenance of those sea jetties. 
The cost of that jetty I could not ascertain. It had been built a number of years. Many of those works 
were carried out by myself, so that I have an intimate knowledge of what 1 am speaking of, for instance 
the Bulli Railway and the Osborne Railway, The valuing of the coal mines and the untouched coal are also 
things I have dealt with there. Eor instance in the Mount Pleasant, which is only one of our coal mines, 
and which stands within a very short zone of the scene of all this consideration, has 635 acres of untouched 
coal within its boundaries. Taking that at two-thirds bulk for tbe 0-feet seam it gives over 4,300,000 
Ions of coal yet untouched to work from that one mine alone, and in considering the mines in the neigh
bourhood of Wollongong, whether north or south, it may be considered the centre of the present untouched 
coal in the southern district. Taking wbat we know to be within the boundaries of Keira, and taking 
also what we know lies between the northern boundary of the Kembla and the southern boundary of Keira, 
there is an area of. coal that will last for a time we do not need to calculate now, and without going a very 
great depth back, even though we calculate for an output of three times the quantity we are doing now. 
South of Kembla I have no evidence as to developed coal. I know that a series of coal leases exists from 
Kembla South, almost as far as Jamberoo, but I am not personally aware that any coal has been devel
oped on that line. Beyond certain difficulties that are well known to exist between Kembla and the 
north, we are pretty certain that we have a very large face of coal yet untouched. I do not know that I 
can say any more generally with regard to that. I. should like, if possible, to offer an opinion with 
regard to the proposal at Kembla. I should like to call attention to the fact that in 1S611 reported to 
the Chamber of Commerce, at Colombo, Ceylon, upon making Colombo a port. I am now looking at a 
cony of that report. Why I speak of Colombo now is because the features of tbe two places are essen
tially the same. I was asked also to make an alternative scheme to use the lake at Colombo. Those 
gentlemen who have visited Colombo know that there is a very large lake close to tbe shore in a position 
similar to that of Lalte Illawarra. The proposal is set forth in that report with very full particulars, but 
I will merely state that the reason why a lako was suggested as an alternative to the breakwater there 
was, that in making a tidal basin there we got 203,000 cubic yards of excavation done by nature in the 
lake, and the rest is a material that can be easily dredged, and the bottom—a formation of what is 
locally called “ kabook ”—is easy of removal. When that proposal was made Point de G-alle was the 
principal turning-point of the world for harbour use, aud the people of Point de Halle said it was 
ridiculous to make a port at Colombo ; but the breakwater has been carried out, and we have one of the 
finest harbours in the world there.
699. Mr. Hassall.] What you wish to illustrate is that what can be done at Colombo can he done here ? 
Yes. I know it may he said that we should not ask for a Government or State work at Kembla, 
because there is some proposal by a private company. Their proposal is a- magnificent one, I think, in 
all its proportions, equal to all that has been done at Newcastle.
700. Chairmani] You arc speaking of the Lake Illawarra proposal ? Yes : I consider that is a magnificent 
scheme.
701. Why did you not use the lake at Colombo ? They found that the difficulties were too great to make 
an entrance there. They thought that the channel would possibly silt up, and they gave other reasons ; 
but that was many years ago, and I cannot now remember them. They submitted the two proposals, 
first of all, to Sir’.Tohn llawkshaw, and, later on, to Sir John Coode, and ho undoubtedly approved of 
the breakwater.
702. The difficulty in opening an estuary, such as you had at Colombo, is greater than making a port in 
the open sea? Yes.
703. Were the difficulties in constructing a port at Colombo greater, or less, than at Kembla ? Greater 

. than at Kembla.
704. What is your inference in comparing Port Kembla and Colombo? Well, at Colombo the only 
protection from the south was a projecting point, the same as the Red Head Point you have here. They 
have a point projecting at Colombo which they call the Custom House Point; hut the bay there is open 
to the Indian Ocean. There is nothing at all to protect that open bay. and from tbe Lighthouse Point 
to an indented bay, similar to Kembla, the sea. came in without the slightest obstruction from the 
Indian Ocean on the western side. The system of loading coffee, at that time, into lighters was carried 
on by swinging the load from the yard of a ship to a standing mast in the lighter, and during that' operation
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operation ships roiled U> their gunwales in the water. The breakwater was carried out two-thirds of a F._A. 
milo, in the same direction as at Kembla, enclosing 500 acres of water, and now, even iu very heavy 
weather,—-and the sea is very rough there at times,—there is no motion inside the breakwater, but there 
is a very heavy break on the breakwater itself. The water, however, soon steadies itself on passing over 13 jt0_ inqi’ 
the breakwater, Krow the port is so secure that the most frail vessel they have,—the “ catamaran,”— ’’ ’
may safely go from the wharfs to the ships. I may say that before the construction of the breakwater 
there was a large town on the bay called Mutwal, a native town, and frequently the ships were thrown 
high aud dry on that beach by the force of the sea.
705. Mr. Jloskim;.] The vessels do not lie alongside the wharfs at Colombo ? Ko ; they discharge into 
lighters.
'IQQ. Chairman.'] "What maferial was used at Colombo ? It was very difficult to construct the Colombo 
breakwater owing to the distance at which they had to quarry and carry the stone. The nearest stone 
for the breakwater at Colombo was obtained at a distance of 38 miles. The breakwater was made by 
forming a berm of coarse rubble, and tbe upper tiers were formed with very large masses of concrete 
laid in zig-zag fashion from the root to the outer end. I wish to convey the idea that that breakwater 
was put out into an open sea-way of the roughest nature,—nearly as rough as Madras, and I am told 
nearly as rough as the G-old Coast,—and it is doing its duty well. At Colombo it is only a very 
moderate protection which nature has provided hy the point forming that bay. I think that at Kembla 
wc have a very much greater protection against the southerly sea than at Colombo. If you take the 
trend of the coast-line northward you will find with au offset of a mile east to lied Head Point, and another 
offset to those connected islands you have at Kembla practically two miles of safe anchorage in the bay. Prom 
observation, .[ have found that there is a safo anchorage i here for certainly 1,500 acres of safe mooring in a 
southerly gale, but during the southerly gales there is a very hea\y setin on to theheach, intervening between 
Allen Creek and Wollongong, but the break is never so great between the proposed site of the Kembla 
port and the entrance to Tom Thumb Lagoon as from Tom Thumb Lagoon to Wollongong, in a measure 
caused by the position of the two islands standing a little north of east opposite the site. During the 
late southerly gale, which was not an excessively southerly one but a very good fresh gale, several shijis 
were moored oft the site proposed for the Kembla harbour waiting their turn at the jetties and they took 
their loading during that southerly gale. They were not interfered with during the southerly gale last 

I wish to show tliat this natural protection gives unusual facilities to those two jetties, and I think 
that the interruptions throughout a year here cannot be compared with the interruptions, delays, and 
demurrage at Newcastle in the ordinary way of shipping there. No vessel need go to Kembla until she 
knows Hie m a j' be loaded within a few hours at any rate. I examined this site very critically. Jn 1885,
1 examined the whole of this site in order to report upon it to the directors of the Southern Coal Company.
The Southern Coal Company was then contemplating the construction of a large jetty and the carrying 
out of some very large works. .1. have the report before me. 3 have made extracts from it which I think 
will suit this enquiry. This report deals in detail witli everything in connection with jetties, moorings, 
lines, screens, and the workings of the pit. With regard to the value of this place as a site for a harbour 
my notes are : that the piles of that jetty were freely driven to a depth of 14 feet for a distance of 1,000 
ieet out from the shore. The jetty consists of an approach of 1100 feet, an inclined approach on timber 
staiths, and then proceeds another 1,000 feet supported on three piles, all of these driven from 14 to Hi 
feet into very fine driving indeed—a thing scarcely expected to be found in a place like that—which goes 
to prove that the original formation has been very little disturbed by silt or anything of that sort. The 
total length of that jetty is 2,350 feet.
707. Mr. XToskim^] Do large vessels lie up at that jetty and load f Tes ; the jetty projects that distance 
of 2,350 feet in an isolated hay, self-protected inside the two miles protection from the south. Both those 
jetties existing there liave a local protection from the southerly gales of 2,800 feet beyond the projection 
of the jetties. The point immediately east laps the jetties sufficiently to give a protection of 2,800 feet 
from a southerly gale. ’
70S. Is there no protection from a easterly gale ? 'There is nothing to protect from an easterly galo 
except the two outlying islands which are nearly abreast of that place and somewhat break the eontinuitv 
of the sea. _ A long wave would be broken,by those two islands wnieh would reduce its force considerably.
That large jetty fitted with all the modern, appliances that could be devised was put up for about £21,000, 
the tenders for the work at the time ranged from £23,000 to £28,000.
709. Chairman.'] When was it completed ? Ido not know the date of its completion, but I am speaking 
of the time it was in progress, in 1885.
\ ** completo(i in,1886 ? It was completed about 1886. With regard to the bay itself, the test

of the value of the place for mooring was found by laying the quarter-line moorings of the ships. In 
nearly every case it was found to he a very tenacious clay, and where that did not exist of course they 
used heavier anchors. No fault can be tound with the place as a safe anchorage. I think that the 
proposal as to the 260 acres would afford ample accommodation for a largely increased trade there. The 
largest of those jetties will load a vessel from 6,000 to 7,000 tons, and about 600 feet in length, on the 
outer end, and inshore there is room for smaller vessels ; but I do not think they have loaded smaller 
vessels nearer than where they have their appliances fixed; but in their first design they proposed to load 
smaller vessels inshore. "
711, You have already stated that in your opinion the life of a jetty is about twelve or fourteen years P
Yes. ‘
712. If that statement be correct, is it right to infer that the sinking fund for a jetty would be about 
£1,500 a year ? I do not want to fix their value, because I did not build any of those jetties ; the cost of 
their repair should be a charge against the output. 1 take it that in this year’s operations wo shall 
approach a quarter output of the Colony from all mines.—that is, taking it on the basis of last year,
700,000 tons. So far as we have ascertained, up to the present time I think that 1,000,000 tons will be tbe 
output of the southern collieries this year. At a moderate wharfage of 3d., that should give us £12,500, 
or 4 per cent, on the capital of £312,500. That will be £79,000 in excess of your estimated cost of this 
breakwater. I think that 3d. a ton would be a small charge for the advantage of using a good Govern
ment wharf there. My figures assume that if equal facilities were given to all the mines to got deep-sea 
loading, and if with that advantage we were to increase the output there to 1,000,000 tons, that is some
thing like the revenue you would derive at 3d., without port charges. I do not know what the port 
charges are.
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' ^ ■^(^orc the coal can he shipped at Port TCembla it lias to cornea certain distance along the railway
Fr Tnc e’ ^no’ ai1^ ^iere *8 atao some expense in shipping it—is that 3d, for outside services rendered ? I do not 

„ consider the haulage on the main line at all. The metropolitan coal has to he drawn a distance of 27
13 Xov 1896. mlhjs, and then pay wharfage. _ _

1 714. Is that for outside services rendered—is it a levy because tbe port is constructed ? 1 consider that is
a levy that should be made for the use of the port, outside any charges for the railway. They have spent 
so much money for the line and jetties, and Iheintcrest on the cost must be so much per ton output; but 
as I could not ascertain what should be sunk for the maintenance of those works, 1 should not like to say. 
However, I consider 1 hat a simple charge for shipment would be better than the maintenance of those 
large works of our own.
715. That is yojur opinion, although you can give ns no figures on which you base it ? I think that would 
he much bettor, combined with the advantage of being able to compete with those people who are now 
loading large cargoes. I think the existing sea-jetties would be used for small loading during all their 
life, notwithstanding the facilities of a port ; but I think that that port would wonderfully increase the 
bulk of our trade and the quality of it.
716. Is it your opinion that after the jetties had served their purpose, aud after their life had run out,
the proprietors of them would build new ones ? 1 do not think they would, if they had a good port with
shipping facilities, on equal terms.
717. Is it your opinion that all future developments in the Illawarra district would come down to the 
port, and that they would cease to build jetties? Yes ; I think that they would consider that the State 
provided a proper and safe means of getting ru) of their produce.
7L8. You believe that all new developments will come to the new port? Yes.
719. And you believe that they wrill use their jetties until their life runs out ? Yes. AV"c think that the 
coaling at this port would develop our trade to a very large ratio indeed. I. liave a very high opinion of 
the position from its natural shelter.
720. Mr. Lee.'] Supposing a coaling rate of 3d. per ton is charged at these works, would that liave the 
effect of driving shipping away to some of the existing jetties? JTo ; the ships that would load at this 
proposed port could not g6 alongside existing jetties.
721. Would the proprietors of those jetties he in a position to offer terms that would attract them ? No 
existing jetty outside that position at Kembla could compete at all with the trade done either by the 
Southern or the Bellambi Company at the present time. There is no place in the southern coal measures 
where such trade could be carried on, as by those two existing jetties in the Kembla port.
722. You are very clear about that ? Quite clear. I do not mean to say but ivhat the Southern and the 
Kembla Company load small vessels, hut they have facilities for loading the deepest vessel. The “Indraui," 
a vessel of 6,000 or 7,000 tons displacement received her cargo a fortnight ago there, and tliat is the trade 
we require. If you make Kembla a safe port the small ships can go to the available sea jetties that 
exist, but the large trade would be not only with steam hut also wilh sailing vessels. There is a class 
of steamers that would not ho allowed under their insurance to approach ordinary open sea jetties, but 
those two in Kembla Bay are excepted. On the other hand it would be impossible to take anything but 
a vessel relying on steam propulsion in to those sea jetties as they exist. We have known sailing vessels 
to he driven ashore aud wrecked at the site of those jetties. Sailing vessels cannot do any business except 
in Wollongong Harbour. They eaunot go to the open-sea jetties. At Wollongong we load into the very 
smallest vessels and they are so accustomed to' the port that they know its dangers and difficulties. At 
Kembla Bay, as I have shown, the natural protection from southerly gales is so great that any sailing 
vessel could gather in her sails and be towed into the port at any time if this proposal were earned out. 
Kembla is an exceptionally lino place for a port protected hy an eastern breakwater.
723. Chairman.] Will you give us your comparison between Port Kembla and Bellambi ? I am not 
sufficiently acquainted with Bellambi. f know Bellambi has a most wonderful protection in the way of a 
projecting submarine reef—a long reef extending to the eastward.
724. You are not prepared to express an opinion in detail in regard to Bellambi? I could not compare
Bellambi with a port I have known to be successful elsewhere. _
725. As an engineer which port do you consider is the better port, Kembla or Bellambi ? 1 consider
Kembla is the most sheltered place along that coast.
726. Mr. Hoskins.] Ts there not good holding rock at Bellambi ? I do not know. But I knowr Kembla
to be au exceptionally good anchorage. .
727. Will you give us an opinion with regard to Lake Illawarra ? In regard to the Lake Illawarra scheme 
all I know is that by au Act dated 1890, extending to five years a concession was given for the carrying 
out of the work of opening the mouth of the lake, constructing a breakwater, and deepening a portion of 
the lake as a channel up to a loading point, and I know that in December, 1891, hy permission of the 
Government, the Company were allowed to reduce a portion of Windnng Island—an island standing east
ward, opposite to the entrance to the lake and having an area approximately of 8f acres—for the purpose 
of getting 350,000 cubic yards of stone for the breakwater, and in March of that year that work 
absolutely commenced. Some work was done in excavating for the purpose of making a tic bank 
between that island and the mainland, and all I know is that that was for some reason discontinued. The 
Act was amended in 1895, giving an extension of two years for the completion of those works and I 
believe that the cost of the proposed harhour was stated to be estimated at £140,000. I am not quite sure 
as to that, hut I. know that there are two years remaining in which to complete the work.
728. Do you know the mouth of Lake Illawarra ? I have never been there. But for the purpose of 
comparison I will take the two /.ones. Supposing we take Lake Illawarra which would make a very grand 
harbour if all the difficulties were removed, and its mouth and everything else made equal to deep-sea 
loading. Then the zone from Clifton to Port Kembla would be 16£ miles and to the lake 23 miles ; from 
North Bulli or Austinmer 124 miles to Port Kembla and 19 to the lake; from Bulli 94 miles to Port 
Kembla and 16 to the lake ; from TYoonoona 8 miles to Port Kembla and 15 to the lake ; from South 
Bulli or Bellambi 7 miles to Port Kembla and 14 to the lake; from Corrimal 6^- miles to Port Kembla and
13 to the lako ; from Mount Pleasant 5 miles to Port Kembla and 103- to the lake ; from Mount Keira
14 miles to Port Kembla and 10 to the lake ; from Kembla 4£ miles to Port Kembla and 61- to the lake. 
I have no data or plans before me. ] have simply the county map hut I do not think that those 
figures would have to be altered very much. I wish to say in connection with the Kembla scheme that
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tlie existing line of railway and loop from the main line at Wollongong, being already G-orernment property, h. A. 
cover three-quarters of a mile of the approach to Kembla port and a deviation near the gaol or near to our 
port would traverse I think fully three-quarters of the distance on Crown lands. In the first place this \
proposal would give a central safe shipping port accessible to over-sea ships of every class which is now jg jyoy jggg 
impossible. It would prevent what I think would be tbe destruction of tbe town of "Wollongong which ’
has hitherto been regarded as a port of the third magnitude in this Colony. It would give all the mines 
facilities for loading large vessels on equal terms. Although it would appear to divert the trade from 
"Wollongong port proper it would create a larger trade, Port Kembla and Wollongong being then in 
.juxtaposition to the dyke and Newcastle. Anything which the Government has done lately has not 
improved the town of "Wollongong but the carrying out of this proposal would very much improve 
Wollongong. "

729. What is the distance from the nearest jetty in Kembla to the town of Wollongong? About 4j miles
to the township. '
730. Mr. Black.'] Go you not think it is likely that a town would spring up at Port Kembla ? No I do 
not. Since tbe establishment of this business at Kembla with improved appliances there has been no effort 
to build anything like accommodation for the coal-trimmcrs there. The coal-trimmers have to wade breast 
deep now every time they pass to and from their work at those jetties—they have to go through the Tom 
Thumb lagoon entrance. There is no punt or bridge there and several lives have nearly been lost there.
1 consider that Wollongong would benefit through doing the ordinary sea-port trade for the increased 
shipping at Port Kembla just in the same manner as it does business now with the distant miners. All 
the miners in that district look upon Wollongong as a sort of depot for their ordinary supplies, and I 
am sure that with only a slight foot-bridge Wollongong would immediately come into touch with the 
shipping at Port Kembla. In supplying meat, vegetables, milk and other things to the ships a large 
business would rapidly grow up and increase. The "Wollongong people cannot reach the shipping at 
Kembla now on account of the physical difficulties that uow intervene between Wollongong and that port.
731. Mr. icc.] If that port became so important as you contemplate, is it not likely that a town would 
spring up there ? No, I do not think so. Wollongong is singularly well supplied with every establish
ment necessary for a very fine depot, we have excellent business plaeeS there, and also all the necessary 
places for the administration of the law. There is not a thing which you could suggest which Wollongong 
would require and which she has not now even if her shipping trade were doubled or even quadrupled, 
and by the carrying out of this proposal I consider that Wollongong would be saved, According to the 
assessment made lor municipal purposes we formerly had in Wollongong and a small surrounding area 
property estimated to be worth £l,oU0,000. What I mean by saving that the carrying out of this proposal 
would save Wollongong is that it would protect vested interests in Wollongong, that town being, as regards 
Kembla, in the same position as Newcastle is to the Ifyke, but a shorter distance away from Kembla than 
Newcastle is from the Dyke, and Wollongong will be a convenient depot for the shipping requirements of 
Port Kembla, Wollongong being already furnished with every necessary establishment for a seaport depbt.
The carrying out of this proposal would also create an export trade, as the pastures in the district are 
eminently suitable for fattening stock for exportation. It would also re-establish the value of real property 
which, as J have already said, was formerly estimated at £1,500,000, but is now much depreciated by 
failure to provide improvements in the port. On the construction of the jetty aud the short line of 
railway, revenue would at once commence, as a slight interruption by stress of weather is small compared 
with the demurrage and charges at Newcastle, The next reason in favour of this proposal is that the zone 
system on the inter-lllawarra portion of the main line could be ad justed on equitable terms to suit each 
mine, aud create a large and profitable traffic on tho railway. Kembla is the natural centre of the 
untouched coal in the district. Port Kembla would be a safe harbour of refuge in southerly and easterly 
weather, the existing protection from the reef and promontories forming Wollongong, and from the islands, 
being sufficient to render any weather from the iiorl h-cast perfectly harmless. Owing to the extent of 
the island point eastward, and. the set of the current inshore, the harbour is not liable to silt. The imme
diate formation in the neighbourhood is granitic, and offers unusual advantages, with a very short haulage, 
for getting material for cheaply constructing the breakwater. Owing to the existence of the present 
jetties the cost of landing timber, as in the case of those jetties themselves, would be reduced to the 
minimum. The great rational value of the southern coal would be demonstrated on equal terms in 
proportion to the northern trade. Although the present sea jetties may bo used to the extent of their 
lives for small craft, it is believed that all the mine proprietors are desirous of participating in the deep- 
sea trade from which they arc now debarred owing to physical difficulties. The establishment of such a 
port will in every way benefit the whole community—mining, mercantile, and agricultural—in a district 
more highly improved and more densely populated than any area of similar character of country in New 
South Wales. The construction of these works, beyond their national importance, would be but simple 
justice when compared with the large expenditure on the northern ports aud rivers. Tho people of 
Illawarra should not be punished for the failure of the Illawarra Harbour Trust to carry out the work 
under their own direction when the if arbour Trust were working under an unwieldy and umvorkable Act.
Alost of the mines have already loop connections with the main line. The loop line and the railway con
necting with Wollongong Harbour to the proposed point of deviation towards Kembla port, are alreadv 
Government property. The short line proposed for the port would traverse nearly four-fifths of Crown 
land on level grades. The sand reclaimed there already has become permanently grassed over, aud might 
be made available for this line of railway without interfering with the boundary in any way.
732. Chairman!] In your opinion, will the erection of such an obstruction to the current as is proposed 
hy means of the eastern breakwater in Kembla Gay, cause the hay to silt ? No ; I have already said that 
those bays do not silt, aud that the trend of that eastern breakwater would be such that the inshore 
current would set along and do exactly what it does now. The site of your present proposal does not silt.
We have no evidence of a similar construction ever having silted.
733. Ton believe that the altered condition of the bay, caused by tho erection of such works, would not 
cause it to silt up ? I do not think there is current there to do it.
734. Mr. Black.] Ton have told the Committee that you think the people of Illawarra are entitled to a 
good harbour, and you think such a large expenditure as the carrying out of this proposal would involve, 
would recommend itself on the score of the return that would he made to the Consolidated Revenue ? I 
do not know what expenditure you allude to—I do not know for what purpose you mean, whether for 
oreakwater, jetty, or what.

490—R 735.
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S'- A* 735. Ton have been recommending the construction of a breakwater have you not? Tes; I will keep to 
that ’
786, And I think, from the trend of your remarks, you would like to see a double breakwater made? 

13 Kor. 189G. I’^eed, I have never suggested it, 1 said that at Colombo for many years they have carried on their work 
’ without a northern breakwater.

737. You also said they were constructing another breakwater? 1 said that after fifteen years they , 
have thought of spending more money.
738. Then, if your comparison between Colombo and Kembla is a good one, and if it would be necessary 
to have a second breakwater at Colombo, it would also be necessary to have a second breakwater at 
Kembla? No; 1 have toid you that Kembla is far more naturally protected than Colombo. Having 
examined the two places thoroughly, I consider that Kembla has more natural protection than Colombo.
739. Which breakwater would you suggest should be made at Kembla;—the eastern one? Tes, the 
eastern breakwater.
7*40. You think there is no danger of storms from tho north ? If you had an excessive storm such as we 
have seen at Madras, but Madras is notoriously the most boisterous coast in the world. The breakwater 
there was turned right over. ” _
741. Are there no strong northerly gales on flic Illawarra coast? No. The northerly wind docs not 
affect us anywhere.
742. Artificial protection is necessary from the east ? Tes.
743. Natural protection is already partially afforded from the south? Yes ; so much so that during tho
last week’s gale loading operations were carried on. That was essentially a southerly gale. _
744. Ho you think it is likely that the company that has commenced works at Lake Illawarra are likely
to complete thorn ? If they succeed as well as they have done hitherto, 1 think it would be very much to 
their advantage to complete them. ’
745. Do you think that if they go on and complete their harhour works at Lake Illawarra it would be a 
good thing for the Government, as a matter of finance, to construct a competitive harbour at Port Kembla ?
If the Government could make themselves perfectly certain that the mines would take their coal all 
those additional miles to ship, 1 should say that it would be better to let private enterprise do it, but I 
have not heard that Lake Illawarra is to bo used for the output of the coal for the southern district.
746. Do you think that Lake Illawarra would not be a suitable place for tbe shipment of coal ? I do not
say that. There is nothing impossible in engineering now. .
747. Then what is your reason ? 1 liave stated clearly that Kembla is in the zone of the greatest bulk of the 
coal for our future business.
74S. Do you think that a few miles extra haulage that would be entailed with coal coming from the north 
and going to Lake Illawarra would tend against, that place as a shipping port ? 1 do not think so at all.
I am only speaking in regard to the present developed trade. 1 am not aware that that port was designed 
for the purpose of diverting the trade of the coal already being won. I should not think that that would 
be part of their project. Asa port of entry to a large area suitable for a vast number of industries it is 
of very great value, as instanced hy the great works now being erected there, but I have never heard that 
it was likely to be used for the shipping of our coal.
749. But you have no reason to think that that harbour company would have any objection to the utiliza
tion of their harbour ? No; I give them great credit for their business capacity. They will take all the 
ti*ade they can get, and if they can compete on better terms than the Kembla new port, well and good.
750. Ton acknowledge, then, that th'ere is some risk, if the Illawarra scheme should succeed, of diverting at 
all events some portion of the traffic that would otherwise go to Kembla? I have not considered that at 
all. What I have considered is that emitting the refinements you have proposed for Kembla and doing 
only what is absolutely necessary, you would get a very cheap and safe port for our present purposes. 
We do not know the extent to which that company may go, or whether they may make provision for 
embracing the Illawarra trade as a natural part of their business, but what we do know is that legally 
they have only two years left to carry out their works. I have tried to make it understood that 
immediately on the construction of a short line from Wollongong to the jetty, your revenue may 
commence. Your breakwater construction would be a tedious operation which might go on for all time— 
at any rate the expenditure on that would cover a long period. All the other part could be developed iu 
one year if necessary. I do not -wish to place this in opposition to that great bold scheme of Lake 
Illawarra. With the large area lying around the lake it is capable of becoming the Birmingham of New 
South Wales.
751. Supposing the Lake Illawarra Company were to place it in opposition, what then ? Let them do it 
by all means. I like to see competition. We would go on improving our port at Kembla immediately. 
But I do not think that the present state of affairs, considering that we are putting out a quarter of the 
output of the coal in the whole of the Colony, is to stay for an indefinite time until some work which has 
not been practically commenced is finished. I do not know what evidence you have, but my opinion is 
tliat the construction of those works must cover a long-period of years.
752. Do you think there would be sufficient trade there to warrant the existence of two ports in such 
close proximity? Our port would have nothing to do with that port, this being 1 consider a port con
structed by the State for State purposes. I myself liave road that your Government tell people in other 
countries “we have a magnificent asset here in our wealth of coal,” and 1 know it to be lying in the Illawarra 
district and I want to know why it should not be developed. I do not think that it should he left to 
private enterprise at all. Tins is a great national wealth, we have monopolies growing up here, and when 
mines are restricted like that, they cannot progress.
753. Do you refer to the monopoly of the harbour business ? I say that I would rather see the control of 
the port and shipping directly under the Slate. I am sorry the State does not own the coal.
754. I thought that perhaps you referred to the national ownership of coal mines ? I was not referring to
that, I should however like to sec the output of that coal as much under the direction of the Govern
ment as the output of State products should be. L
755. Mr. Hoskins.] It is estimated that the eastern breakwater would cost about £240,000 and that to 
complete the works as designed by the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers would cost in round 
numbers £440,000 ; do you think that the Government would he justified in expending either of those 
large sums of money, if a private company were to give largely increased accommodation for the shipment

of
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of coal and produce a few miles further south, without calling on the Grovernment to expend a penny ?
If I could see the work at Lake Illawarra progressing towards completion, I should say decidedly not. r j"
7yC. Do you know how much work has been carried out there ? I iio not.
757. _ Therefore, as far as you know tho company may be going on actively with tho work now? You may jg igggr
put it in that way. I might know indirectly, but 1 do not know. ' ” '
758. You have expatiated at some length on tbe advantage you thought would result from the proposed 
improvements nt_ Fort Kembla ; do you think, if the company at Lake Illawarra carry out their scheme 
as they say they intend to do, that equal advantages will be offered to the shipping trade, the coal trade, 
and the trade of the district generally by tbe carrying out of the Lake Illawarra scheme as you think 
would result from the carrying out of the Port Kembla scheme ? I admit it is possible to make at Lake 
Illawarra the grandest harbour in tho world; but I do not know whether it will suit the existing trade 
to go so far over so many miles of the inter-system of railways to ship coal there. T cannot see how it 
would be in the interests of the coal-mining industry to wait for the possibility of Lake Illawarra pro
ducing all those advantages. If I had seen the work at Lako Illawarra progressing up to this time of 
inquiry I should have said that it would have been a most unfair thing for 'the State to set up direct 
opposition against such private enterprise, but of my own knowledge 1 do notbnowhowmuch has been done.
750. Can you say of your own knowledge -whether there are any extensive coal-fields further south than 
the Mount Kembla or the Southern Coal-mining Company's schemes that are now being worked? I do 
not know. 1 know intimately the southern boundary, I know the limit of the coal at that point, but 
further south I do not know
7!i0. Then you are not prepared to say from your own knowledge whether the Lake Illawarra Company 
have au idea of working coal seams further south ? I have an idea from information in the public press 
that that is their future hope. They hope to open up coal mines iu ihe vicinity of the lake.
7G1. However, I take it that I may assume from your evidence that in consequence of the extra distance 
for haulage from most of the mines in the southern district which would be involved from shipping their 
coal at Lake Illawarra, you prefer that works should be carried out at Port Kembla? Most decidedly.
7G2. Kveu although the G-overnmcnt might be acquiring land by purchase and laying out a large sum of 
money at the same time that a private company a few miles south might also be expending a large sum 
of money to meet tbe shipping requirements in that district ? I cannot give you any evidence as to what 
they are doing. ‘
763. But supposing that the company are proceeding expeditiously or with moderate expedition with
their work—and they arc under bond to do so ;—do yon think that the Government under such circum
stances would bo justified in expending large sums of money in improving shipping facilities at Port 
Kembla ? 1 do not know ; I cannot enter into that political part of it. All I say is that for tho existing
vested interests throughout that place now, the amount of money that has been expended, the town 
established, and the expenditure for public buildings, tbe facilities we have for making a depbt for tliat 
trade, concentrated as it is, should be protected, ^Vo do not know the value of the coal still undeveloped.
We do not know when that harbour will be finished. Wc do not know if it will be constructed in two 
years ; it is only a matter of time, money, and men.
764. This Committee have had this evidence from the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Elvers—that 
he does not think that the Crown would be justified, or that he would recommend or approve of a large 
expenditure on two coal shipping ports on tbe southern coast, because he thinks one would suffice for the 
work;—arc you of that opinion ? All I say is that if the work must be done by the Lake Illawarra 
Company within the limit of the time granted to them they will have to display unusual energy in doing 
it, and when that is done it will not serve the coal industry of Illawarra as much as this port would. The 
existing business and interests will be best served by making a depot at Port Kombla, although it is 
rather hard on Bulli, Ballambi, and Corrimal, as it gives them a larger zone and they can now get more 
quickly to a port.
765. Do you think that the Government, having expended large sums of money in the southern district 
on so-called harbours, would be justified in expending a much larger sum on work of a similar character 
if facilities for shipping produce and coal were afforded by works constructed independently of tho 
Government only a few miles south of it ? If you allude to spending the maximum amount estimated 
for Port Kembla, 1 would not recommend that. I minimise my remarks to the breakwater and a general 
jetty which would be available to the general public.
766. But we have it in evidence that to ensure affording proper facilities for sailing vessels loading coal 
at Port Kembla, and to ensure there being moderately still water enclosed within the breakwater, it 
would be necessary to carry out the full works, although coal might be shipped as the works progress;— 
are you of that opinion ? I think coal could be shipped from the time the jetty was ready under the 
same conditions as arc. now enjpycd by those two best favoured jetties in existence. You would place all 
the mines in the same position, and 1 think the small expenditure that would produce that result and 
from which you could get a revenue almost immediately aud even before the eastern breakwater was 
made, would bo justified under tho circumstances.
767. This Committee had given in evidence by a gentleman very largely interested in the sbippingbusinoss 
of the colonics a Mtatioiiieut that wbat is required in the southern coal district is a port to which sailing 
vessels could be scut—unfortunately, he says, that cannot now bo done—and tho proposal of tho Govern
ment is by the expenditure ol the large sum of money J liave named to give moderately smooth water so 
tliat sailing vessels could load within the two breakwaters ? 1 assume you mean the northern breakwater 
1 do not believe iu the extra refinements of wharfs and jetties. L do not wish to condemn anybody’s 
project, but merely to say wbat I know to be a fact, and that is if yon wish to carry out a moderate 
work for the protection of a much larger trade than we are doing, you would give us a breakwater pro
tecting from the eastward ami you will give us a jetty that will lust sufficiently under such protection, and 
be for the use of all the ininos alike.
768. Then your scheme appears to be a more moderate one than we bare listened to ? Yes, 1 would not 
recommend you to go in for all those refinements of excavations, wharfs, and so on. 1 approve of the 
eastern breakwater, mid of a Government jetty between the two existing jetties.

’76b. If those improvements were carried out the Government would have to resume the two existing 
jetties? No. I think the two companies would work out the jife of those jetties. Ido not think the 
Government would use those jetties. '
770. You know the locality very well ? Tes. 77]_
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Franklin^Esa Government eamr out such improvements as you suggest without being compelled, in
M.1.c!e. conse<3llenc® 0:f private jetties being in the way of their works, to purchase the private jetties, or to 

purchase land forming the approaches to the private jetties, or in point of fact being compelled to purchase 
13 Not., 1896. ® large area of land ? I think that all that would he necessary for communication with the Government 

jetty would he a rearrangement of the lines and the approach to that jetty. The approach to the jetty 
that might he erected hy the Government would have to he arranged in connection with the present 
approaches to the existing jetties, I think that there would be sufficient space between the two private 
jetties to carry out the proposal without interfering with these operations.
772. And therefore increased facilities could be given, at Port Kembla, on that large sheet of water, 
without the Government being compelled, in consequence of blocking or interfering with the working of 
private jetties, to purchase those private jetties or to acquire possession of any large amount of land ? 
I do not think that would be at all necessary.
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Tannatt William Edgeworth David, Esq., B.A., Professor of Geology and Mineralogy, University of
Sydney, sworn, and examined :—

773. Cha irman.'] You have had an opportunity of discussing with the Government Geologist the question 
of the southern coal-measures? Fes. and I have also personally examined them.
774. Was the geological map on the wall prepared under your supervision ? Yes.
775. Will you make a statement with regard to the coal deposits in the Illawarra district south of Helens
burgh ? There are two series of coal-hearing formations in the Illawarra district—an upper and a lower. 
The location of the upper series is shown on the map to which you have referred by a dark brown hand, 
and is generally known as the Bulli-Ncweastle series. This series is being worked at Newcastle on tho 
north, at Bulli and various places down to Mount Kembla on the south, in tho Eskbnnk and Lithgow 
district on the west, and at Mittagong on ihe south west. This series contains a considerable number of 
seams which arc of varying thickness ; but so far only the uppermost scam, which is known as the Bulli 
seam, has proved to be workable over large areas. This seam varies in thickness from 2 feet to as much as 
12 feet. It has been proved at Helensburgh to have a thickness of about 12 feet, aud from Helensburgh 
going south it has a thickness of not less than from 5 to G feet until about the latitude of the Southern 
Coal Company's mine.
776. Does the uppermost seam of the upper series cease to be of commercial importance south of 
Hnanderra ? 'That is my present opinion. I am of opinion that, at or about the position of the Southern 
Company’s mine, the Bulli seam has so lost iu thickness, and has so much deteriorated in quality partly 
because of the destructive action of volcanic rocks, which are very much developed further south, and 
particularly in the neighbourhood of Kiama, that it ceases to be workable over large areas. At the same 
time, 1 would not like to state definitely that there were no workable patches of coal along tho eastern 
line of outcrop; but wherever F have seen the coal, aud I have seen it in a good many places, it is not 
workable, having either thinned too much by contemporaneous erosions, or because it, has been spoilt by 
the heating action of the volcanic dykes. This is notably the case near Kiama and in the Cambewarra 
Bange, near Nowra. The Bulli seam is limited southwards, so far as I know, by the Cambewrarra Kange. 
I have not bad an opportunity of closely exploring the country in the immediate neighbourhood of 
Jamberoo. I have been told that there is workable coal there ; but I have never seen workable coal in 
the uppermost seam—the Bulli seam-—from a point commencing at the Southern Company’s mine down 
to the Cambewarra Range, and I liave been over tho greater part of that country.
777. The area of country in regard to which you are unable to express an opinion will be limited in 
extent? Yes.
778. There can be no great coal deposit on the south coast nf which you have no knowledge ? That is
so. "With regard to the depth of the Bulli seam at Cam]) Creek, near Helensburgh, it was found 1o be 
84G feet belowr the surface in the diamond drill bore. Going south it rises gradually, until it comes out 
at seaAevel at Coal CliiT. Continuing to rise it outcrops at Jamberoo and in the Cambewarra Range at 
from 1,G00 to ],S00 feet above sea-level; so that there is nothing to prevent its being worked so far as 
depth is concerned. "
779. How far does the scam go west ? So far as T know, no evidence has been obtained by means of the 
sinking of shafts, or by boring, as to tbe quality of the coal at any considerable distance west of tho outcrop 
in the coast range; but it outcrops in the neighbourhood of Mittagong, Moss Vale, and Bowral. We find 
the same seam rceropping at Nattai Creek and in other rivers, so that the upper coal measures must be 
continuous westwards from the coast range to Mittagong.
780. What is the quality of the coal there ? Slightly inferior to that of the Bulli coal. There is rather 
more ash in it. Still there are patches of payable coal near Mittagong.
781. Mr. Fegan.'\ The coal you speak of is very brittle? Yes, brittle ami splinty, and the ash 
percentage is very high. I should consider that on the whole the Bulli seam would slightly deteriorate 
going westwards, At the same time there would be a very largo area of good workable steam coal west 
from tho coast-line, between the latitudes of Helensburgh and the Southern Company’s mine.
782. How far west is Nattai from Bulli ? About 25 miles.
783. Is it reasonable to infer that the deterioration you speak of is gradual? Yes.
784. So that 10 miles west from Bulli we might got pretty well the same class of coal as at Bulli ? Xes. 
Near Mittagong and Berrima the coal-measures are close to wbat were high ranges, and under these

circumstances
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circumstances wo always find that the coal deteriorates rapidly, because the ranges supplied coarse T-W. E, 
sediment to the swamps where the coal is forming. It has been iuy' experience in the northern district ■Da™^-’Esq.J
that where the coal deteriorates by reason of a high percentage of ash, the deterioration comes about ^_
very suddenly, just as you approach the edge of the coal-basin. One sees that notably at Greta, where 17 jf0T_ jggg 
in three or four miles you pass from good workable gas aud steam coal to an almost worthless coal. The ”
Bulli seam consists of thoroughly good steam coal, and I should think that a minimum thickness of 6 
feet could bo reckoned upon nil over the area to which I have been referring.
785. How many tons per acre would there be in the Bulli seam? Boughly speaking, a cubic yard of 
coal weighs a ton. Taking the average thickness of the seam as (J feet, that means 9,630 tons of coal to 
the acre. I’rom tliat you must deduct one-third for waste and working, the pillars left, and so on. That 
leaves 6,450 tons of marketable coal, of which about one-fourth would be small coal and the remainder,
4,838 tons, largo coal.
7851. How far is it from a point 5 miles south of Helenaburg to Cambewarra? Nearly 50 miles.
786. How far is it from Port Kembla to Cambewarra? Thirty-throe miles.
787. Is it reasonable to infer that all coal lying 5 miles west from the face of the Bulli seam will, if 
worked, he brought down to the seaboard? I think so.
78S. Would it pay to haul the coal 5 miles along underground workings ? That is a question a little out 
of my province. The Inspector of Collieries or the Government Geologist would be able to give you 
information upon the subject.
789. The distance between Coal Cliff and a point on the outcrop of the coal measures due west from Port
Kembla would be 17 miles. Taking a strip of land 5 miles wide between those two places, you have an 
area of 85 square miles, or 54,400 acres. Allowing 6,000 tons of coal to tbe acre, that gives 326,400,000 
tons of workable coal. Is it reasonable to suppose that that quantity of coal would find its way to the 
seaboard from the upper series ? I think so. '
790. Have you any information with regard to the other seams in Ihe upper series? I have examined 
them at many places ; but I have not observed that they are anywhere workable. There are no scams of 
any commercial value below the uppermost seam.
791. Now what about the lower series? This series is known as the Greta series. It crops out at Greta 
and West Maitland, where the thickness of the seam varies from 17 feet to 30 feet. Prom West Maitland 
it dips down to a great depth, being about 7,000 feet below Sydney. Gradually rising as you go soutli it 
comes out at tbe surlace at the head of the Clyde River, south-west from Jervis Bay. At the southern 
development of this series, the seams are not nearly sn thick as they are at Greta and West Maitland.
The total thickness of coal as measured by me at the head of the Clyde River was 6 feet 8 inches. In 
that thickness there was one layer of good coal, 3 feet thick. The rest of the thickness was made up by 
thinner layers, which, however, probably come together further north, making one seam of a thickness of 
about 6 feet.
792. If it were accessible would that be valuable coal ? It is of commercial value.
793. At the present time ? No, I think not, considering tho difliculty of access to the place.
79-1. Ghaiman.l The coal is good, but difficult of access ? Pcs. -
795. If that coal occurred in tho Illawarra or Newcastle district' would it be worked ? It is a little 
questionable whether it would be worked at the present day 5 hut it is a seam which will be worked when 
the thicker scams come to be more worked out. .
790. Uoiv deep would the Greta series be at Wollongong or Port Kembla ? At Wollongong it would 
probably be at least 3,000 feet below' ihe surface. Even at Nowra or Jervis Bay it would bo a little 
over 2,000 feet below tbe surface. '
797. What is the deepest coal-mine in the world ? The Belgian mines are about the deepest. I am 
afraid to say what depth they are, but I know' they are a good manv hundred feet over 3,000 feet deep.
It is very good coal that they are getting, and more easily worked coal is becoming scarce there. With 
regard to what 1 said about tbe Bulli seam having deteriorated south of Port Kembla, I wish that statement 
to apply only to tbe eastern portion of the coal-field, I do not wish it to apply to tho whole area as far 
wmst as Mittagong or Berrima, though my remarks would apply to a strip of country at least 5 miles wide.
70S. Mr. J£umphery.~\ Would you include the Saddleback and Jamberoo? Yes. The Saddleback is about 
the centre of the volcanic disturbance.
799. Oiaimmi.] Is Jamberoo tho only place whore any large deposit is likely to bo found? There is an
outcrop at the Eitzroy Palis. ‘
800. Is not tho Illawarra Land Corporation’s collicrv within the locality where 3rou sa)r the coal has been 
spoilt ? I think that if there is good coal there it will be limited in area. I have followed the range right 
along, and I have examined various tunnels and shafts in the district, and the coal all seems to mo to have 
deteriorated. On Mr. Biggar’s laud tho seam is only about 2 ft, 6 in. thick'. Tho coal has very much 
deteriorated along the outcrop south-west from the Dapto Railway Station. If there is any workable 
coal at tbe place you name, I should say that it is only a patch coining down from the main field to the 
north, audit would not extend southwards for any distance.
801. May there not bo a considerable area of coal land? Not iu proportion to the area of the whole field.
It is either an isolated patch or a tongue coming down from the main field.
802. Mr. Wright.Have you personally inspected this country ? I have personally inspected a great part 
of it. I have followed the sca.ms round from Cambewarra towards tbe Saddleback, and I liave examined 
them at the Saddleback and on the property of the Hon. J. H. Watt and along the Wongawilli Ranges.
803. Your deductions are made from personal observations ? Yes, ■
804. Mr. Feyan^] Aou wmuld not say that the Greta seam has deteriorated? No.
805. Afr. Humpherg.'] Have you seen the 12-ft, seam belonging to the Illawarra Harbour aud Land 
Corporation? No, L have not.
806. You have beard, I presume, that the corporation have a scam of anthracite coal 12 feet iu thickness, 
giving about 12 per cent, of ash, which they have penetrated for a distance of about 60 feet? No,
807. How long is it since you inspected this part of the south coast? I made the chief inspection in 1890.
808. If this scam has been discovered, will it toad you to change your opinion as far as the character of 
the coal south of Port Kembla is concerned? Not if the coal is part of the Bulli seam. If it belongs to 
a lower seam that has not been much tested elsewhere, the fact w’ould modify my opinion.
809. It may belong to tbe uppermost scam ? Yes, or it may be one of the lower seams which have
improved in quality at that spot, ' 810.
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T.W.E. 810. Chairman.'} Supposing it belongs to the uppermost seam? That would not modify my opinion,
11 B A ^eca’100 the uppermost seam has been proved at so many places to have thinned down or to have been

damaged by dykes. ”
17 Hov., 1896. ^-r‘ liumphery] This would be one of the patches to which you have referred r Yes.

’ 812. Are you prepared to express an opinion as to the probable extent of this patch ? No, but it cannot
extend very far south, because it would soon reach the northern end of the laud at Wongawilli, where 
the uppermost seam has a thickness of only 21 ft.
813. At any rate an inspection would be desirable, assuming that the extent justifies further exploration ? 
I think so.
814. Chairman.} I)o you think that the total amount of coal extracted from the Illawarra mines forms 
any great proportion of the total amount of available coal ? Do you mean within the 5 miles’ strip.
815. Yes? ^ It is very doubtful whether 2(1,000,000 tons of coal have been seut away from the district, 
I should think that not one-twentieth of the available coal has been taken.
816. Mr. Humphery.} If the Illawarra Harbour and Laud Corporation’s coal belonged to a seam other 
than the Bulli seam that would largely increase the probable store? Yes.
817. And it might then bo of very great extent ? I hardly think so, because I have seen several of these 
lower scams exposed to view both to the north and to the south of this ground.
818. Chairman.} Are we justified in believing that there is no accessible coal having a commercial value, 
adjacent to Jervis Bay ? . Yes. The nearest coal would be 2,000 feet below the surface. A bore was 
put down between Jervis Bay and the Clyde Kiver, and the Greta coal was only reached at a depth of 
1,331 feet. The coal there was not of good (|Ualir.y. You will find a report of the bore in the annual 
report of tho Department of Mines for 1890.
819. Mr. Hoskins.} Have you ever given any attention to tho question of providing appliances and con
veniences for shipping coal;—have you studied this question in connection with the ports of Great Britain 
and Wales ? No, I am not a mining engineer at all. I have concerned myself purely with the geological 
features of coal mining—the distribution of coal seams, the points of outcrop, the depths, and so on.
820. Mr. Trickett.} Is it not probable where an upper seam is found to he affected by volcanic action
that the lower seams will be of inferior quality ? As the volcanic rock comes from below, the lower seams 
generally have to bear tbe brunt of the onslaught. Therefore tho coal does not usually improve in 
quality as you go down. If you find that the upper seams are burnt, you generally find that the lower 
seams are burnt to a still greater extent. *
821. Is not the good coal in the Illawarra district superior for steaming purposes to any other coal iu 
New South Wales? Yes, it is a very superior coal for steaming purposes,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Doep-water Harbour at Port Kombla.

Edward Nassau Senior, Esq., General Financier, and Representative of the London Board of Management 
of the Southern Coal Company of New South Wales (Limited) sworn, and examined:—

E. N. Senior, 822. Mr. Humpheryh} You represent .English investors in Australia? Yes, very largely. 1 suppose I 
S<1- represent between £3,000,000 and £4,000,000 of capital invested here. I have come out to Australia

18Ifcw~1896 every ^our or ®vo ye!trs f°r last twenty years.
i ov., . g23i Are y0U famiHar with the various ports south of Sydney and with the southern coal mines ? Fairly 

so. I do not consider myself a coal expert. '
824. Have you brought a statement? I have here a short statement, which I will read:—

I represent the English shareholders in the Southern Coal Company, which owns the largest jetty at Port Kembla,
Before we decided to build the jetty wc made careful inquiries as to which Vi as the safest and most suitable place on 

the coast for the shipment of our coal. In emning to a decision we were largely assisted by the advice of the late Sir John 
Coode, who, being a. personal friend of the chairman of the company, gave us the benefit of his advice unofficially. We 
decided that Port Kembla was the most suitable place, being the nearest approach to a natural harbour on the coast, and 
also from the fact of the coal being traced many miles south uf it, it seamed to us that it would occupy the most central 
position eventually. He advised us strongly at the time to erect a breakwater to protect shipping from the south-east and 
easterly galea, but we did not then think the position of the southern coal trade of New South AVules justified such a largo 
expenditure of money. This position is now entirely changed, tho trade in southern coal having increased now to almost 
1,000,000 tons per annum. About one-fiiurth of this is shipped at Port Kembla, and, were we now thinking of erecting 
a. jetty, the importance of the tretde would fully justify the expense of a breakwater. I\xpcrience has shown us that a 
harbour safe to loud at in all weathera is the one tiling remaining undone to fully develop the trade in southern coal. The 
best of it is within 7^ per cent, of the very best English and Welsh coal for steaming, and, if there were a harbour on the 
south coast where vessels (especially sailing ships) could load in all weathers, the future of southern coal in the eastern 
ports would indeed he bright, and the cheap Japanese cool* which ia in fed nr in steaming qualities, could not compete with it.

I am informed that it is laid down by experts that it would require 400,000 tons shipped at Fort Kembla, upon which 
a levy of Od, per ton was made, to pay 4 per cent, interest upon the cost of the eastern breakwater. I am very confident 
that, at the very least, 400,000 tons would he shipped within the first year after the breakwater was made, which would 
annually increase considerably. At the present moment there are aoino 220,000 to 1250,000 tons shipped at Port Kembla 
alone, and, if this is done regularly when there are many days in the year tliat steamers cannot load, the inference ia only 
fair that, when steamers can load there all the year round, the amount shipped by steamers must increase.

Experience has shown at Newcastle that the foreign sailing ship trade takes away from that district about the same 
amount that the steamers do—this points to n similar result following in tho south, so that, we may fairly expect that when 
once sailers can coal there we might expect a similar result to Newcastle which would double the quantity now shipped from 
the southern district. The whole of the sailing trade must come to the safe harbour.

It must also be borne in mind that in had weather the harbour would be utilised by alt the collieries in the district, 
as the weather would he too rough for them to load at their own private jetties. The value of this increase would naturally 
be dependent on the weather,
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1 have very little doubt that, when once a breakwater is built at Port Kembla, many large English shipowners, who ^ Senior, 
lit present regard the port as a somewhat uncertain roadstead, will regularly send their ships to load there. Esq.

There is another source of revenue to be confidently expected when once PortXembla is made into a regular harbour—
1 refer to imports. 1 am informed that the Smelting Company of Australia expect to deal with some 200,000 tons of Broken ]g Xov.j 1836 
Hill ores and some 40,000 to 50,000 tons of flux—this would bring in a handsome revenue. I am also very confident that, 
if a safe harhour is made on the southern coast, other industries of a character similar to the Smelting Company must he 
established ; in short, in my opinion the southern district has uow improved its position so much that I think it has aright 
to expect a sum of money to ho expended in forming a safe luubour, especially so when a revenue more than covering the 
interest on the loan can be looked for with the greatest confidence. As a commercial allair 1 would have no hesitation in 
recommending people in England to put their money into a company to erect this breakwater, were it possible for a private 
company to make a levy of 6d, per ton upon everything imported aud exported at the port.

It may lie contended that no such harbour is required, as all the appliances are in Sydney, hut I would point out that 
the expense of sending coal from Mount Kembla to Sydney is something like 3s. !)d. per ton for railway carriage. _ This is 
a simply prohibitive tax, and the southern coal could never compete for the steam coal trade in the eastern ports if it were 
handicapped with this piohibitivo charge. Indeed, the policy of the Railway Department has been hitherto to stifle local 
developments in the southern district, and to divert cveiything to Sydney.

If it can bo proved that there is a better oi more suitable harbour on the south coast than Port K embla, by all means 
let that harbour be chosen. All that I (representing a large sum of money already invested in the southern district, aud 

, possibly more to come) ask, is for a safe harhour to bo made. .
825. Before you selected Port Kemblrt for the shipment of coal were you interested in any of the coal 
mines ? .No. Our first idea was to buy a coal mine, provided wc could see our way to ship the coal from a 
safe harbour close at hand.
828. In your statement you refer to a conversation which you had with Sir John Coode upon tho subject?
I have had a great many conversations with Sir John Coode upon the subject.
827’. Did those conversations take place before you acquired any interest upon tho south coast? Tes.
828. How long, subsequent to that, did Ihe investors whom you represent acquire an interest? I should 
say two or three months afterwards.
829. AVhat led to your acquiring an interest in the Southern Colliery ? It was represented tons that the 
coal trade in Australia was likely to increase ; that the coal in the southern districts was very good, and 
that all it wanted was to have capital put into a harbour to increase it. I was out bore i u 1880, aid several 
things were mentioned ns being good. Pinnlly a property was offered to us ; but we said, “ No, we will 
not take that property unless we can obtain n safe harbour for which to ship the coal. "We then con
sidered llellamhi, Lake Illawarra, and Port Kembla, and, after a good deal of consultation we decided that 
Port Kembla was the best place for a port of shipment.
830. You then acquired a coal property in its vicinity ? Yes.
831. Have you any objection to state the nature of tbe interest which the investors acquired. Did they 
buy one coal mine or several ? They bought a coal property at Mount Kembla, consisting of about 750 
acres freehold, and a good deal of money was spent m building a pier at Port Kembla, and in making a 
railway from the coal property down to tho pier.
832. Has that coal property been a success?' No, it has not. We only went for one seam—the Bulli seam, 
which is what all the collieries there are working—but we found that the coal was burnt. There are 1 
other seams on tho property; hut we thought it better, instead of prospecting them to take Commal 
which was offered to us on a royalty. Having commenced operations there, we have been going on 
regularly ever since, and now our output is about 100,000 tons a year. We have constructed two railroads ;
a railroad from the Southern Coal Company’s property to the Gtovernnient line, and from the Government 
line to our pier at Port Kembla, and another from Corrimal to tho Government line.
833. Had you constructed the jetty previously ? No ; the whole of the work went on simultaneously.
834i. How did you acquire tho right to construct a jetty ? 1 think we bought it from people who had an
Act of Parliament.
835. Have you a lease in connection with the jetty, or do you pay royalty ? 1 think we pay royalty.
S3(j. You canuot remember what royalty you pay ? No.
837. Who aro the property-owners to whom you pay royalty? 1 eaunot remember.
838. What has been your expenditure in connection with the jetty ? 1 should say approximately £25,000.
839. And what on the railway ? Approximately another £25,000. *
840. How much did you expend in testing the property which you are not working ? I .could not tell 
you off-hand ; but wc spent a good deal of money over it.
841. Many thousands of pounds? Yes, a good many.
842. What is the length of your line from the Government line to Port Kembla? It is over 2 miles.
843. What water is there at tho end of the jetty? Over 30feet.
844. I suppose the largest vessels can lie alongside the jetty ? Yes. I believe that the largest carrier 
in the world but one—the “ Indrani”—has been there.
845. Is it your opinion that two breakwaters aro necessary in order to make Port Kembla a safe harbour 
for sailing vessels ? No. Personally I should try one first. My opinion is that the eastern breakwater 
would be sufficient.
840. Have you had any experience in connection with breakwaters ? No ; but I have had money put 
into a good many, some of which have been a success, and some not, I am not an expert in any way.
If I was managing a private company that intended to carry out the work, I should erect the eastern 
breakwater first, in the hope that it alone might he successful.
847. Before you decided to construct a jetty at Port Kembla did you consider tho possibilities of Lake 
Illawarra, Wollongong, and Bellambi ? Yes. Our reason for deciding against Bellambi was that the 
holding ground was not good, the bottom being rocky. Sir John Coode did not advise us to go into the 
Illawarra scheme. His idea was that constant dredging would be necessary there, and tliat a large 
expenditure would be necessary to make a good harbour there.
848. Did Sir John Coode fully explain to you his reasons for not liking the Lake Illawarra scheme ? He 
advised against 'it mainly on the ground that it would require a great amount of dredging, and that the 
lake was not deep enough to take really large steamers.
849. Were you influenced by Sir John Goode’s advice in determining upon Port Kembla? Very much 
so. If Sir John Coode had not advised me to decide upon Port Kembla I should not have taken np the 
idea.
850. What is the present position of the company. Is it a going company ? We are just about payiug 
our way now. I suppose that this year we shall do a little more than pay our way.

851.
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^ ^Esq?1*01 ' ^ere any intention of abandoning or of selling the property ? Xot the sliglitest.
^ Is sufScient encouragement for you to continue operations there ? Certainly.

SNov,,l8£6. there another mine close to Corrimal in which you are interested? "We have leased a bit of
property from Captain Osborne which wo work in conjunction with Corrimal.
854. Do you know anything about tbe coal-measures below Port Kembla? Only from hearsay. I do not 
believe that they have over been thoroughly tested, though I believe that Mr. Howell is now testing them 
for the Smelting Company of Australia,
855. Looking upon the construction of breakwaters at Port Kembla as a commercial enterprise, would it 
offer any encouragement for the investment of capital, supposing that the investors were permitted to 
charge a rate of 6d. per ton upon the imports and esports of tho place ? I would willingly join in forming 
a company to construct a breakwater if the company were given power to make such a levy. '
856. That would be a general levy upon exports and imports ? Upon all coal shipped away, and upon all 
imports. I expect that if a breakwater is made, tbe imports there will be large, on account of tbe close 
proximity of the smelting-works.
857. When you refer to a charge of Od. per ton, that would be exclusive of railway charges ? Yes; that 
would be simply a shipping charge.
858. Assuming that 1)00.000 tons are now sent away from the Illawarra district annually, do you expect 
that if a breakwater were made at Port Kembla at least 1,000,000 tons would be sent from that place alone 
every year? The experience of Newcastle, would lead one to believe that if a safe harbour were made at 
Port Kembla tho export would be doubled, because sailing ships would take away as much as the steamers 
take.
859. Therefore, nearly 1,000,000 Lons of coal would be sent away from Port Kembla annually, exclusive 
of what ivas shipped from the other jef ties ? Yes.
860. In addition to that, there would be the imports, which you estimate at about 250,000 tons ? Yes.
861. That would make the trade oi 1 he port 1,250,000;—is that an unreasonable estimate? Ido not 
think that it is, judging by the experience of other places.
862. With regard to the Labe Illawarra harbour scheme, the company’s Act provides that, a channel should
be dredged through the lake to a depth of 15 feet;—in your opinion, would that depth be enough ? No ; 
you ought certainly to allow a deplli of 80 feet. Nowadays' it is no use making a port unless you make it 
large enough to take in the biageM vc-selr,. ^
863. TJuless the lake were dredged to a much greater depth, it would not be able to accommodate tbe class 
of vessel which you would expect at Hike Illawarra? That is my opinion. 1 should not dream of putting 
money into the Lake Illawarra scheme unless provision were made for the accommodation of vessels drawing 
at least 26 feet. 1 should think (be depth ought to be 30 feet.
S6L Is it your opinion that the ores and flux required by tbe Smelting Company of Australia would be 
brought to Tort Kembla, and not to Sydney? 1 should say so. Tbe steamers would save a journey of 40 
miles going and coming, and they would be able to lake in coal while they were putting out the ore.
865. The vessels bringing ore would need coal for back loading ? Naturally.
866. So that, apart from the saving in haulage.because of tho shorter distance to Port Kembla. it 
would be a great advantage to the vessels engaged in tbe trade to go to Port Kembla? 1 should 
think so.
867. Will you state the extent to which those whom you represent are interested in flic south coast? A.s
regards the Southern Coal Company, wc have something like £160,000 expended. As to the other com
panies which I represent, 1 should liave to look over the list of investments before ] could give you the 
information you desire. '
868. "Would the other companies to which you refer be affected by the proposed scheme ? No. The only 
company affected by this scheme with which 1 aar connected, so far as £ remember at present, is the 
Southern Coal Company.
869. In your opinion, the proposal before Ihe Committee is the only proposal for the construction of a 
safe harbour into which it would be safo for investors to put their money in the hope of getting a return ? 
lhat is a very largo question. It is the scheme that I personally prefer.
870. If tho proposed work were carried out, would you be prepared to hand over your jetty to tiie Govern
ment? 1 should be uncommonly sorry to do so.
871. Upon reasonable compensation, or would you prefer to continue to work your jetty? 1 should
prefer to continue to work our jetty. •
872. Would it he reasonable for tbe Government to undertake an expenditure of the kind proposed with
out some contributions from you ? I think it would be quite reasonable. The Government would make 
their own profits out of the work.
873. In what way ? If they made a levy of 6d. a ton upon all exports and imports, and the breakwater 
only cost them £150,000 or £160,000, they would make an uncommonly good thing out of it.
874. Would there be any objection on your part, or on tho part of other owners circumstanced like you, 
to paying such a charge ? I do not think so. The construction of tbe breakwater would increase our 
trade enormously, and in that way we could get a quid pro quo. I do not ask tho Government to resume 
our jetty. All £ ask is that the Government will give us a safe harbour.
875. And yoa are quite willing to pay £or it? Yes.
876. Mr. JTo$lunsi\ In regard to the Lake Illawarra harbour scheme, would it not be necessary to dredge 
a great deal more than a mere channel across the lako ;—would not a large basin be necessary for the 
reception of shipping ? I think you could get better information on that subject from a naval expert.
877. If sailing vessels were taken there, it would lie necessary to have room to move them about in ? I 
think it will be a long while before wo have sailing ships in Lake Illawarra.
878. You are of opinion that there will never be an extensive sailing-ship trade to Lake Illawarra ? 
That is my opinion. I should be very sorry to put money into tbe Lako Illawarra scheme.
879. If you simply dredged the channel across tho lake you could only deal with one vessel at a time? 
I do not think that follows, because you could make wharfs for the accommodation of several vessels at 
a time. I have not seen any plans, so that I do not know exactly what is required at the lake.
880. Could the Smelting Company of Australia discharge vessels at Port Kembla at tho present timer 
No ; not while there is no breakwater.
881. W hat is the area of land leased by the Corrimal Company? I could not say offhand. I cannot
remember all these particulars " 882.
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882. Do you anticipate that if the Government carry out the proposed improvements at Port Kembla, E- Is^. Senior, 
that place will be used for tho shipment of coal from other mines besides those which send there now ?
Certainly; so far as sailing ships go, the whole trade must come to Port Kembla, or wherever a safe 18Nov,)180Ci 
•harbour is made. At present there is no sailing-ship trade on the south coast. _
SS3. Would your company be able to work their jetty while the breakwater was in course of construction ?
Yes. _ .
884. Mr. Trickett.'] You spoke of tho coal upon your Mount Kembla property being .burntdid you
mako any investigation to ascertain whether there was not better coal lower down? We went on with 
the seam a long way; but wo did not test the other seam. At present the only seam which is in demand 
is the Bulli seam. •
885. You had no bores put down to test the other seams ? Jfo. _ '
88G. The reason being that it paid you better to make other arrangements ? Quite so. The leased block 
is 12 or 14 miles from Port Kembla, while our purchased block is close to Mount Kembla, and about 5 
or G miles from the port.
887. Is your coal brought down to Port Kembla over the Government railway ? It is first brought over 
our own lines, then over the Government lines, and then over our own lino again. _
8S8. Is it an extensive scam that you aro working at Corrimal ? I think, it is about the average width of 
the Bulli seam, _
881). Do you intend to leave your purchased block unused for any length of time? We are cutting our 
coat according to our cloth, and are waiting until we have some spare funds before further developing , 
tho freehold block.
S90. The southern coal is a good marketable coal? Tbe Corrimal coal is. _ _
891. Where is the chief market for that coal? We have contracts to supply various ocean-going steamers,
and a certain amount of coal goes to Singapore aud up that way. _ _
892. There is a large demand for this coal in tho East? Yes, and I. think there will he a still larger 
demand in the future. It is not enough known yet. To my mind it is only a question of time when the 
southern coal trade will be very largely developed in tbe East.
893. You have dwelt considerably upon the necessity of making a harbour at Port Kembla for the accom-
modaton of sailing ships? I do not pin myself to Port Kembla. I have been speaking of the necessity 
of having a safe harbour for sailing ships upon tbe south coast. _
89-1. Do you think the days of sailing ships are likely to continue ? There will always be a certain number 
of sailing ships employed, though the number of sailing ships does not increase so fast as the number of 
steamers. • Of course, the more steamers increase, the more coal will he required in the East. ^
895. But steamers can come to Port Kembla in safely in any weather ? No ; there are certain days in 
the year when they cannot load there. That is the experience of every jetty upon the coast. We con
stantly telegraph to Sydney to say that it is no use for a steamer to come down. It would not suit us 
to have our pier humped away. There is no open pier in the world at which vessels could load all the 
year round.
89G. Therefore, the necessity for the breakwater exists, even if only steamers arc to be employed ? I do 
not say that it is so vitally necessary for steamers, because they can load there during most of tho days of 
the year. But it upsets the whole of our colliery arrangements when wo have to stop loading for two or 
three days. _
897. You say that your company originally contemplated constructing a breakwater ? Sir John Coodo 
advised us to make a breakwater, because he said that it was the only way to provide for the loading of 
sailing ships.
898. If you had made a, breakwater,'would you have sought to get special rights in connection with the 
port? We did not see our way to make a breakwater, because wc did not see that we could get our 
money back again. If wc bad the right to make a levy of Gd. a ton upon all exports and imports wc 
should be willing to make a breakwater to-morrow.
899. Is not Gd. a ton a high rate? Well, I spoke of Gd., because I have heard that rate talked about,
If the Government could make it less than Gd. so much the better. _
900. Mr. Glarkc.] In your estimate of the future trade of the port, did you include the Metropolitan
Co.’s coal ? No; that coal goes to Sydney by rail. _ _
901. "Would the mines which now send to Clifton, Bellambi, Bulli, and other jetties continue to ship 
there if the proposed work were carried out? I think so, whenever'they could. They would only come 
to Port Kembla during bad weather.
902. Or to load largo vessels ? Yes; they do that now sometimes. If we have a big steamer at Port 
Kembla, which we cannot load, ourselves at once, other people often help us,
903. These jetties do not last very long, so that it might he cheaper for them to send to Port Kembla than 
to incur the cost of maintenance? Our jetty was built in 1388, and everything that has been required to 
properly maintain it has been done at once, so that 1 do not think it is any worse now than it was the day 
it was built,
904. It is not a fact that the foreign coal trade is nearly all done by sailing vessels ? Pretty well.
905. The trade to California, Chili, Peru, and South Africa ? Well, 1 do not know about South Africa.
90G. Sailing vessels cannot use Port Kembla, in its present state? That is so.
907. A large quantity of coal is now shipped at Wollongong ;—do you think that that coal would continue 
to bo shipped from there, or would it be brought to Port Kembla? That would depend a great deal upon 
tho contracts. If they got small contracts in Sydney, they would probably ship from Wollongong; but if 
they got big contracts, for the supply of big steamers, they would probably send to Port Kembla.
90S”. Mr. Leei] Do you think the prospective trade of Port Kembla—1,000,000 tons a year—could be 
shipped from the existing jetties there? 1 should bo sorry to answer that question offhand.
909. If the output ot coal increases, will not the owners of the jetties at Port Kembla have to make a 
charge for the coal shipped from them ? At present; we make a charge for all coal, going over our 
jetties.
910. Would not, additional appliances be required for the shipment of a much larger quantity of coal ? I 
think that is a question for a practical man.
911. Would your company ofl'er any serious objection to the resumption of its jetty by the Government?
That is a thing which 1 have not considered. A s regards the question of appliances, I thin k that is a matter

490—G for
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E. K. Senior, for eiperts. As to the question whether we should offer any objection to the resumption of our jetty hy 
^ the G-overnment, I take it that the Government have absolute power to" resume that jetty if they choose. 

ISNov 1890 Supposing it were found necessary to resume these jetties, the mere fact that they belong to tbe 
- ■ ' Government would not interfere with your business as coal exporters ? INot a bit.

913. Mr. Writjfkt.'] You have spoken about the probable development of the coal trade at Port Kembla; 
have yon any knowledge of tbe coal trade generally ? I have bought a great deal of coal, and I have sold 
a great deal of coal for ships ; but 1 am not a coal expert.
914. You cannot double tbe trade of a place unless there is a market;—what probability is there of the 
market for Australian coal increasing? 1 think that our southern coal would be very largely used in the 
eastern ports—Singapore, Hong Kong, and so on. I think that the cheap Japanese coal will be knocked 
out entirely.
915. Is the southern coal better than the Newcastle coal ? It is better steaming coal. Steamers prefer 
it when they can get it on equal terms.
916. You think that a large increase of the steamer fleet of the world will mean a large increase in tho
consumption of this coal ? 1 go further. The steam-coal of England is not going to last for ever, I am
afraid. Mr. Price Williams, who is supposed to be au authority, has, I believe, stated that the steam- 
coal of Wales will not last more than 100 years. .
917. Are you familiar with the eastern waters ? No ; but I have sold coal to go out there.
918. I believe that there are large coal-be-ds in China and Japan? Yes; but I understand that the coal 
is very gasy.
919. Still that coal will enter into competition with our coal ? Yes ; and we want to be in a position to 
meet that competition. If you have the best article it is wrong of you to let other people beat you.
920. Mr. Fcgan.] Has your company ever approached the Government and pointed out tbe necessity 
for this breakwater ? Never, that I am aware of.
921. As far as your company is concerned, it does not matter whether tbe breakwater is constructed or 
not? 1 do not say that. It is everything to my company, and to everybody interested in the southern 
coal trade to have a safe harbour made.
922. You are only speaking for the Southern Coal Company ? Yes.
923. You say that about 200.000 tons of coal are sent away from Port Kembla now ;—a tax upon that 
coal would not repay the Government the cost of constructiog a harbour at an expenditure of £300,000 ? 
Certainly not.
924. You look for the expansion of the sailing-ship trade upon the construction of this breakwater? Yes, 
chiefly.
925. You do not think that tho construction of the breakwater would be in any way detrimental to the 
interests of Newcastle? It would not affect Newcastle in the slightest degree.
926. It is chiefly to the eastern trade that you are looking ? The eastern and the Californian trade.
927. Did it ever occur to you to ask Parliament for the right to construct a breakwater ? I never thought 
of such thing, because I never imagined that Parliament would give us the right. If the Government 
asked us to And the money for this work, and allowed us to charge 6d. a ton upon all exports and imports. 
1 should certainly consider their proposal. 1 would do more, I would put my own money into the scheme.
928. You say that the time has come when the security of the southern coal trade should be considered, 
as the security of the northern coal trade has been considered ? Yes.
929. Mr. Hassall.] You do not know anything of the coal south of Mount Kembla? No.
930. If tbe coal-seams extend south of Mount Kembla, Port Kembla would be very centrally situated to 
tbe various collieries which may be opened ? Yes.
931. Is the Illawarra coal equal to tho Welsh coal? It is from within 71 to 10 percent, of the best
Welsh coal. .
932. The cost of rail carriage practically prevents you from sending your coal direct to Sydney ? Yes ; and 
the handling spoils the coal. The southern coal is inclined to be brittle,and tho less handling it gets tbe better.
933. You spoke of this coal taking the place of Japanese coal ? I think our coal is better than the 
Japanese coal, and ships coming out here would be glad to take coal as ballast to tbe eastern ports.
934. Have any efforts been made to develop any of the seams besides the Bulli seam ? I do not know, 
I have made several inquiries ; but I have had no definite answer.
935. Do you know whether any test has been made of the quality of the coal in the other seams ? I have 
not heard of any ; but as long as people can work the Bulli coal, they will not try auy other.
936. Would your company and other coal shipping companies be able to pay a charge of 6d. a ton on all 
coal shipped, if a safe harbour were provided ? I think so.
937. You would not raise any objection to such a charge ? No.
938. Mr. .Roberts.] If the contemplated works at Lake Illawarra were carried out, would you regard the 
construction of a breakwater at Port Kembla as necessary ? No. If Lake Illawarra could be made a 
safe harbour that is all we should want.
939. Aro you able to say if Lake Illawarra could be made a safe harbour for sailing ships ? I have my 
own opinion upon the matter, but 1 am not an expert.
940. Do you not think it would be necessary to construct the northern breakwater at Port Kembla in 
order to protect the place from black north-easters ? There are a good many headlands to the north, which, 
I think, give enough prolection. Personally, I should prefer only to carry out one breakwater at first.
941. Mr. Blacky Sixpence a ton upon 1,000,000 tons would give a return of £25,000, or about S per cent, 
upon annual expenditure of £320,000. Against that, however, there would have to be set tbe interest, 
working expenses, and the capital sunk in resuming land and purchasing private rights to existing jetties 
and railways hnes ? I think that if the Government made only 4 per cent., or even less upon thoir total 
expenditure, they should make a port in the southern district.
942. Even if it involved a loss of from £20,000 to £25,000 per annum ? I do not admit that there should 
he a primary loss at all; but even if there were a small loss I think the work should be carried out.
943. CJimrman^] Do you ship 100,000 tons from your jetty at Port Kembla ? Yes.
944. Is it reasonable to suppose that you could ship 200,000 tons a year from that jetty ? Yes.*

‘ 945.

. * Note (on revision):—The quantity of coal shipped over the Southern Coal Company .and tho Mount Kemhlu Com
pany’s jetties at Port Kembla during the first nine'months of the current year is asunder :—Mount Kembla Company, 
107,164 tons ; Southern Coal Company, 115,472 tons'; total 232,636 tons, ’
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04G. Sixpence a ton upon 200,000 tons would mean an expenditure of £5,000. Could you pay that amount & K Senior, 
annually for the use of a harbour? If wo could ship 400,000 tons of coal from our jetties annually, wo ,
could aiford to pay the charge. The larger our output the better we could afford to pay the charge, because 
thclarger tho output tho smaller the expenses will be. W ith a safe harbour we get the advantage of regular * 
work at tbe pit. and if you can mate a certainty of working five days a week at tbe pit all the year round, 
you can lower tbe cost of getting out tbe coal 1 have been speaking to-day with a full recognition of the 
probable charge that the construction of the proposed works may entail upon the company. _ _

Jllr. Hoskins.'] "VVbat place on tbe south coast offers, to your mind, tbe best facilities for shipping P 
The only three places wc considered were Bellambi, Port Kembla, and Lake Illawarra. We at one time 
thought of Tom Thumb Lagoon ; but wc gave that up at once. We preferred Port Kembla.

Tbe Hon. Ebenezer Vickery, M'.L.C,, sworn, aud examined:—
047. Chairman.] Arc you prepared to make a statement in regard to this matter P Tes. I have here a TheHon. 
statement which I will read :—
In 1SC0 the propriutoi-s of Uie Mount Kuiru mine, mid in 1 S6'2 tho proprietors of tho Bulii, the old Bellambi, and the Mount
Pleasant coa! mines applied for and obtained Acts of Parliament and opened out their collieries, ISNov. 1896.

They soon proved that the coal was of n very high class quality, especially adapted for steam and smelting purposes, 1
and making eoke of excellent standard. .

In 1879 the Mount Kembla Colliery, and more recently the Coalcliff, the Corrimal, the north Illawana, the Bulli 
Pass, the South Bulli, the Bellambi, and the South Clifton companies established collieries at varying distances from the 
sea coast, and lastly the Metropolitan. _ _

Private capital to the extent of fiom £900,000 to £1,000.000, and probably" more, has been expended in developing 
those properties and constructing railways aud jetties for shipping their coals.

Several of these collieries have come to grief and lost the capital expended. The others have had a struggling 
existence. The North Illawarra, the Bulli, the Bulli Pass, the Old Coal Cliff, the first Bellambi, and the Southern mines 
ceased work, and several of them went into liquidation, _

The Southern coal is greatly appreciated in foreign markets, and had the Government provided a sheltered harbour 
either at Port Kombla or at Bellambi by constructing a breakwater, I believe that the companies that have lost tbeir 
money and failed would be still existing and prosperous, and the district for IS miles from Clifton to Unaiiderra would be 
supporting a larger population and giving increased traffic to the railways. _

Ten times as much money has been spent by private enterprise in this southern district from Clifton to Port 
Kembla in constructing and maintaining jetties to ship the coal at, us has been spent in any coastal district in New 
South Wales or in Australia, while Government has been providing shipping facilities at Newcastle.

The only port where the Government has expended money in Illawarra has been at Wollongong, which port has not 
been available for vessels carrying over 700 tons of coal.

Boughly, the following sums have been expended upon Southern jetties :—
Bulli {twice carried away in heavy weather)........................................................................................ £20,000
Coal Cliff ...................................................................................................................................................... 10,000
North Illawarra..................................................................................................................'...................... 21,000
Old Bellambi (carticd away)................................................................................................................... 5,000
New Bellambi (once carried away) ........................................................................................................... 12,000
South Bulli..................................................................................................................................................... 20,000
Mount Kembla (1st jetty carried away)................................................................................................... 10,000

,, (2nd jetty) ..................................................................................................................... 18,000
Southern Company’s jetty aud appi oaehes............................................................................................ 24-,000

In all .........................................  £140,000
and as much more has been expended for railway lines connecting the mines with their shipping places. _

Looking at the large sums disbursed by the Government at other, and in some cases less important, places, from 
Byron Bay to Lake Macquarie, the inhabitants of the southern district feci that they liave been neglected, and they have 
now a strong claim upon the Government to provide a suitable ami safe harbour, either at Port Kembla or at Bellambi.

1 have had large experience as a merchant anil shipper of coal, and am convinced tliat Port Kembla is the bestplace 
on the southern coast for a safe ami useful haibuor, both central and convenient; its splendid approach and anchorage 
eminently fitting it also for a harbour of refuge.

When tho Mount Kembla Coal Company was formed in 1879, it was originally intended to construct 7k miles of 
railway, and ship the coal at Wollongong for export to foreign markets.

The management of the company soon discovered that they could never do a large foreign trade by shipping at 
Wollongong, us vessels carrying over 000 or 700 tons of coal could not load there. _

In 1879 the company obtained an Act of Parliament authorising the construction of their railway, either to Wol
longong or to Red Point, at Port Kembla.

Having consulted various experienced captains and experts as to the best place for shipping coal, the company 
resolved to connect their mine by a railway to Port Kembla, and built a jetty there.

Their Act gave power to take their railway to Red Point, and also at the terminus to construct wharfs, jetties, and 
piers there.

The building of the Mount Kembla jetties and railway alone, and opening the mine, has cost the company £72,955. 
Altogether this company alone has spent on capital account £225,009.

The first jetty built, for the want of the shelter of a breakwater, was carried away, involving a loss to the extent 
of £10,000. _

The Mount JCembla Colliery is an extensive property, and capable of an output of over 1,000 tons per day, and this 
quantity can bo increased largely when trade warrants. Mount Keita, South Bulb, and Mount Pleasant can also gradually 
increase their output.

In the company’s year ending 31st March, 1890, the output of coal from Mount Kembla mine was 101,221 tons.
The Mount Kombla Company, iu London as well as in Sydney, has been compelled to refuse large orders for foreign 

markets, to betaken away iu sailing vessels, because for want of a breakwater they dared not undertake to load sailing 
ships at their jetty, aud this trade has been lost to the country.

Steamers can safely load at Port. Kembla during about 250 days in the year, but in the event of heavy weather 
coming on, for want of more shelter they have to run away without or with only part cargoes, which is most damaging to 
the trade.

The company could employ many more men, and sell a much greater quantity of coal, if Port Kombla had the 
protection of a suitable breakwater.

Port Kembla Bay has a large area of deep water, splendid anchorage and holding ground, with much natural shelter 
from the south and east, by Red Point and the Live Islands.

A good harbour is treeded there as a port of refuge iu heavy weather, and in that respect is u national requirement, 
quite apart from the other interests of the Illawarra district.

An eastern breakwater about 2,000 feet long ami of sufficient height, extending from Bod Point in a north-westerly 
direction, would, I believe, make tbe plane a good aud secure harbour of refuge, and afford sufficient shelter to enable 
sailing ships to load with safety in all weathers, and also steamers, as large Us they build them, all the year round.

If the Mount Kembla Company had been possessed of sufficient capital, and could have obtained control over the 
water to be sheltered, they would themselves liave cnnstrncted such an eastern breakwater as is now proposed. They did 
have soundings taken and air estimate ami plan prepared with this object seven years ago.

Besides
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?on' Besides the ordinary regular steam-eolliers belonging to Sydney, carrying up to 750 tons of coal, minierouR large
^mt ,vesse^s *rom 2>000 to 7,000 tons each have loaded at Kembla, but with some risk both to jetties and themselves when

M Jj.C. heavy iveather came on ; and from inability to load sailing ships with safety the company has been compelled to decline
trade with Bombay, Madras, Singapore, Shanghai, Colombo, and America.

18 Nov., 1896. Mr. Darley’s whole plan would undoubtedly provide a harbour as safo as Port Jackson and serve for all time ; but I
am of opinion tliat his proposed eastern breakwater would answer present purposes, and should immediately be undertaken.

Ihere is abundance of stone to be had at Red Point, and also an immense quarry of hlucstone 5 miles distant with a
railway already constructed from Red Point right np to the face of the quarry, and these can be shown to the Committee
on the spot, so that the work can be carried out cheaply.

regards the cost, from information I am of opinion that the eastern breakwater could bo built well within Mr. 
Barley s estimate, and I consider the district has a good claim for the expenditure us a national and necessary' work. T 
suggest that the Government resume either the whole or at least 1,000 acres of the Rive Islands or Wentworth estate for 
resale and settlement. The whole of the cost of the breakwater would probably be recouped thereby.

It is a work upon which many of the unemployed could bo engaged.
i.here is not only tho output of the Mount Kembla and Southern Coal Companies, now equal to 2.)0,0G0 tons per 

annum, but I believe the port will be largely availed of by six or seven other coal-mines as far north aa South Clifton aud 
even by the Metropolitan, as all these mines arc already connected with Port Kembla by their own railway sidings and the 
Government line of railway.

No expenditure for the railway purposes will be required.
The smelting^works at Dapto are also already connected by railway with Port Kembla.
As regards \\ ollongong and Lake Illawarra, my conviction is that they never can be made to suit large vessels or be 

adapted to the bulk of the coal trade of the district, aud I doubt whether capital will bo available to carry out the Lake 
Illawarra scheme, aud if it were carried out tho existing collieries could not afford the cost of railway traction and shipment 
there. It would be of little use to them.

Lake Illawarra has only 10 feet of water, and it cannot be made deep enough for vessels as largo as those that liave 
already loaded at Port Kembla without any dredging. The entrance to the lake could not be made safe enough for vessels 
to enter in rough weather, and could not leave during north-easterly weather. The Illawarra Act only compels the channel 
to be dredged 15 feet deep, which is insufficient for the existing steam-colliers.

There is an enormous quantity of coal at the back of the present mines, which will have to be shipped during tbe 
centuries to come, as also at Coal Cliff, Soutli Clifton, North Illawarra, and South Bulli mines.

The operations of the collieries have so far been limited to what is known as the top or "Bulli seam, but it is well 
known that there arc five other seams underneath proved to exist, so that there is little fear of the coal running short for 
shipment.

At the present rate of output the Mount Kembla from top seam only will last 200 years, and the South Bulli 100 
years. Keira and Pleasant will probably last as long. ‘

The collieries can afford to pay the same rates for railway traction and shipping as arc paid at Newcastle.
, The collieries could pay a shipping rate that would return interest upon outlay. There would also be revenue 

derivable from wharfage on cargo discharged at the port to industrial concerns, which will assuredly he started contiguous 
to the coni with a good harbour and upon land rendered available by resumption for tbe erection of various works.

The Hon. 
The lion. 
The lion. 
The Hon. 
The Hon.

THURSDAY, 10 NOVEMBER, IS9G.
JtejMitt:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman). 
Erederick Thomas Humpiiert. I Henry Clarke, Esq.
James Hoskins. I Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
Charles James Rorerts, C.M.G. 
William Joseph Trickett, 
Daniel O'Connor.

‘•Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

John Lionel Fegan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq, 
George Elack, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Fort Kembla.

Charles Edward Rennie, Esq., Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined:—
C, E. Bennie, 948. Chairman^ Ton produce some plans ? Tes ; I produce two plans which have been prepared in 

Esq- accordance with the wishes of the Committee. One shows the tenure of land within 10 miles of
an<l ^le other the tenure of land within 10 miles of each of the southern coal ports and 

ov'’ * of Lake Illawarra. The tenure of land within 10 miles of Bellambi Harbour is—Freehold, 45,300 
acres ; conditional purchase and conditional lease, 2,750 acres; reserves, 42,500 acres (including 4,120 
acres held under mining tenures); Crown lands, 3,050 acres. Within 10 miles of Wollongong there are— 
Freehold, 55,180 acres ; conditional purchase and conditional lease, 1 ,G30 acres; reserves, 25,430 (including 
4,914 acres held under mining tenures) ; Crown lands, S,4S0 acres. Within 10 miles of Port Kembla there 
are—Freehold, 05,400 acres; conditional purchase and conditional lease, 340 acres; reserves, 11,040 
acres (including 4,754 acres held under mining tenure) ; Crown lands, 105 acres. Within 10 miles of Lake 
Illawarra—Freehold, 118,850 acres; conditional purchase and conditional lease, 7,880 acres; reserves, 
55,830 acres (including 15,640 acres held under mining tenure); Crown lands, 3,015 acres. Within 10 
miles of Jervis Bay—Freehold, 61,180 acres; conditional purchase and conditional lease, 20,470 acres; 
reserves, 28,070 acres ; Crown lands, 28,380 acres ; there are no mineral leases in force within this area. 
Of course, these 10-mile limits overlap in places, because some of the ports are less than 10 miles apart.
949. Is there any Crown land immediately at Bellambi P No, not immediately adjoining Bellambi Harbour.
950. What about Wollongong ? There is no Crown land immediately adjacent to the port of Wollongong,* 
but a little to the south, extending from the beach to Tom Thumb’s Lagoon, there are about 1,400 acrcs.f
951. Is there any Government land at Fort Kembla ? No ; the land all around Fort Kembla for some 
considerable distance back is freehold.
952. To whom does the estate belong? The original grantee was a Mr. Allen. I do not know who the 
present owner is.
953. Is there 100 feet reservation at each of these places ? 1 do not know; but I will lind out.

Note.—The above areas are approximate only.
* Note (on. r&vution) :—It should have been added that there is a narrow strip of land extending from the northern 

boundary of C. T. Smith’s 300-acre grant along the harbour frontage ; thence along the coast to the northern boundary of 
the show-ground—comprising about 100 acres, forming part of the Wollongong “ Harbour Trust Lands." Tho control of 
this land was Liken over by the Government on the dissolution of the Harbour Trust by proclamation in Government 
Gazette of 2nd December, 1895.

t Note (oh revision):—Should read, “ About 400 acres, embracing the recreation-gronud, show-ground, racecourse, 
permanent and temporary commons, and part 9f the Wollongong ‘ Harbour Trust Lands.’ " A lithograph marked “ X” 
sliows the land referred to in notes (#) and (f).

' The
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Tbe Hon. Ebenezer Vickery, M.L.C.. sworn, and further examined:—
954. Mr. JIosMns.'] You arc in favour of the recommendation of the Harbours and Rivers Branch of
tho Department of Public Works iu regard to Port Hern hi a ? Yes, I think that the best place for a m.Ij.C. 
harbour on the southern coast. z—n
955. You approve of the eastern breakwater being constructed ? Yes. _ . . . „ 19 Nov., 189G.
95G. While it ia in course of construction will it interfere with the working of the private jetties . JNot
in the least. It will facilitate loading at the jetties. _
957. Will tho construction of the wharf interfere with the jetties ? Hot in the least. _
958. Could the G-overnment ship coal from tho proposed wharf without interfering with the operations ot 
the companies using the jetties ? Yes.
959. 1 suppose the Government would not require a very large area of land as an ^approach to the 
breakwater? Ho. i think that if they resumed 100 acres that -would he quite sufficient for present 
purposes ; but it would be a great mistake not to resume more, because the Government expenditure will 
add largely to the value of the land. By resuming a large area and reselling it, the Government might 
recoup a large proportion, if not the whole, of the cost of the eastern breakwater.
9G0. To whom does tbe land belong now? To the Wentworth family. _ _
901. What would be the value of 1,000 acres of that land ? It lias an increased value because of tbe 
royalty which the companies pay to the Wentworth estate for running their coal over it.
902. What would be a fair price for the Government to pay for 1,000 acres of it? If I were asked to
buy the land, without taking into consideration tbe income derived from the coal companies, I should say 
that it was not worth more than £10 an acre ; hut because of its position, and because of tho income from 
way-leave, I think its value might be £20 an acre. .
963. How would the Government be recouped by the sale of this land ? A considerable population would 
want to settle round the wharfs, and tbe land could be sold in allotments to people connected with the 
shipping. Then, too, if there wore a port, other industries, such as chemical works for example, might he 
started. The place is peculiarly adapted for manufactories, because of the nearness of the coal.. _
994, IVEat is the distance from Port Kembla to the smelting works ? About miles in a direct line, 
or about 8 miles going round by the railway. „
965. If a direct line of railway wrerc made, through whose land would it have to be taken ? It would go 
through part of the Wentworth estate, and I think through part of the Jenkins estate.
900. Ho you think that if such a line were made, ore could be landed at Port Kembla aud taken to the 
smelting company’s works? Undoubtedly. In my opinion, if the eastern breakwater is constructed, 
the seas which come from the south-east will be thrust on to the beach a long way to the north of Port 
Kembla, with the result that tho water inside the breakwater will bo quite smooth, and vessels will bo 
able to lay alongside a wharf there and discharge their cargoes almost as easily as at Circular Quay.
Lake Illawarra has been mentioned in comparison with Port Kembla; but, in my opinion. it is idle, and 
trifling with a great public industry, to speak of Lake Illawarra as adapted, for the shipping of coal to 
any great extent. A harbour only 15 feet deep would not suffice for the present colliers. The lake is a 
beautiful place for boating, fishing, picnicking, or anything like that; but, regarded as a coal port, it is a 
delusion. To show the bad state of the entrance, I may say that 1 have driven across to Windang Island 
in a cart. At Port Kembla. on the other hand, you liave deep water within a very short distance of the 
beach, and a splendid anchorage. J have been there when it has been blowing a black north-easter, and 
the waves have been rolling with tremendous force against tho jetties ; hut vessels have been able to ride 
nut Ihe gale at their anchorage, although I almost quaked for their safely. _ _
967. How long is it since the Mount Kembla Company’s jetty was erected ? Our first jetty was washed 
away. The present jetty has been there for, I think, about nine years.
908." What does it cost annually to keep the jetty iu repair ? The cost is something considerable, because 
the waves attunes do considerable damage, and piles have frequently to ho renewed. We watch the jetty 
very carefully, and, perhaps, every two or three months, we put down a few new piles.
969. Could ore be landed at Port Kombla as it is at present? Hot easily; though of course we have 
lauded a good deal of stuff there. We have landed heavy machinery there ; but it is rather troublesome 
work. If any largo quantity of ore were to be landed there, it would be necessary to provide further 
accommodation for tbe slapping. To land stuff at our jetty you would require to make a lower stage.
Tbe jetty, as it stands at present, is about 25 or 2S feet above the water, _
970. 'Port Kembla will not be available for the shipment of ore until the proposed improvements aro
carried out ? Until the eastern breakwater is constructed no largo quantity of ore can be landed there ; 
and J am sure that no large quantity of ore could be taken into Lake Illawarra. Tho other day a vessel 
came to Port Kembla bringing a very large cargo of ore from Hew Caledonia, and she loaded 1,200 
tons of coal at the southern jetty. To talk about taking a ship like that into Lake Illawarra is, in my 
estimation, absurd. ^
971. Ho you think that a channel and a dock could be readily made at Lake Illawarra for the accommoda
tion of sailing vessels ? Of course, with money you can do almost anything ; butl do not believe that tho 
£500,000 which it is proposed to expend in making breakwaters and in cutting a channel across the lake 
will anything like meet the cost. _ _ _
972. In addition to the channel across the lake, there will have to be a basin or dock for tbe reception of 
vessels? Yes. L believe that tbe dock is to be made deeper, so as to enable vessels to load there at any time 
and go out with a high tide.
973. The channel alone would not be sufficient? Ho, you must have a dock.
974. If the proposed improvements were made at Port Kembla, would tbe directors of the coal companies 
shipping there object to pay harbour dues ? I do not think so.
975. What do you think would be a fair charge for the Government to make ? 1 think that 3d. a ton 
inwards and outwards would he a fair charge, supposing the eastern breakwater were made.
976. Would that provide for the maintenance of the works and pay interest upon tbe expenditure ? I 
apprehend that the trade and population of the place will increase so largely Lhat such a levy would pay 
interest upon the cost of the breakwater. My opinion is that the breakwaters could be constructed for 
less than tho sum stated by Mr. Harley, because an enormous quantity of basalt is procurable just at the 
base of it.
977. Ho you think it could be done for £120,000? I think so. The stone would simply have to ho 
quarried, and run out into the sea. Then at 5 miles from Port Kembla, along the Mount Kembla railway,

there
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E. Vickery, ^ne ^UC8*:one quarry, where blocks of immense size could be quarried. This quarry was
M.L.C. P ^ j. 1(i contracif)r to get blue-metal for i he railway. Port Kembla is naturally more sheltered than 

ji^PP?ars to from tho plan I am now looking at. ' '
19 Kov.,1896. | '8- Do y°'? th.H>k that the estimate of the Department will more than cover the cost of the Port Kembla 

ureaiiwater f .Ves. I should be very glad to undertake a contract for the amount stated.
'I,; .;!;0 y°u consider that the proposed works will yield a fair return ? 1 do not know what might bo
r.,v j- fe- A air return; but ] think that the work should be carried out apart from the question of profit.

' ilc , as een neglected far too long. While the Government have been spending scores of thousands 
tlLPr!ii S e,f":frc t1bey haye aPe!jt ootbing in this district and while the public have done nothing for 
x. ■ ves afc other pla&es along the coast, in Illawarra we have spent scores of thousands of pounds in 
I™6 P°r^h,.Ihc ?rl0UH icfctles at Coaldiff, Austinmer, Bulli, South Bulli, and Port Kembla

e cost at least £14°,000, besides maintenance.
A /oa thiuki,ha1' ^ t,1G proposed improTements were carried out it would lead to a great expansion
vpcanl ’ uA\ f f'O lomes down there have been crippled for the want of a place at which sailing
liQOe wCA i i0“ed-„Ihe so.uffiern coal been pronounced bv many persons to be equal to the 

■ a 6 fi C<ia ' f '*: Messageries Maritimes Shipping Company have said over and over again lhat they 
'i1* al'mLlt ^ coak fln<f eveT sioco their ships came here they have refused to take

Ajfot I® ° A mx6 Fi Ay. f'o- "'iii kaT0 nothing but southern coal, neither will the German 
ra .laTI f■^■de aiocCo. also uses it, and so does a great number of other shipping 

companies, b or steaming and smelting purposes it is a verv superior coal. It does not make a very 
large quantity ot ash; it does not clinker ; it has little or no sulphur and phosphorus in it; it packs into 
HtF+k C0,?Pass A?st ot],®r eoal> especially than Newcastle coal; aud it does not throw off sparks 
onA if ? 1101 ofn coal. The northern coal has its advantages for domestic purposes and for gas-making, 
q^t rr J10tkino like so good a steam coal as the southern coal,
i V- aa. 0 ) Kembla Company been constrained to refuse orders because of the poor accommodation ■ 

’Ph’PS A f f^embla f Xes. Tliey have not been able to receive sailing ships, because the 
against it'8 Sbr011P’ onouSl| f° the risk of having its jetty knocked down by a sailing ship bumping

982. "H ould the Mt, Kembla Co. be disposed to carry out the proposed harbour improvement if they 
empowered to levy harbour dues upon all vessels coming to the port ? There was a time when they 

would have done so ; but when the Southern Coal Co. erected their jetty the Mt. Kembla Co.
e rmme no to go on any further. The Mt. Kembla Co. had the place sounded and plans prepared 

lor the construction of a breakwater; but tbe coal trade has been so unprofitable that wo have had no 
encouragement to spend large sums of money, even if we had had the money to spend.
■JS.i, will the breakwater give any protection to the place as the work proceeds, or shall we have to wait 
lor its completion for the contemplated benefits of the scheme ? It would probably take four years to 
carry out the whole scheme proposed by Mr. Darley, in’ which provision is made for a mile and a half of 
^ T t A6’ A,-,’ h0™®™’’ t!lat the only wharf required would be one inside the eastern breakwater : 
AVx- 0 r0t * ' . ta:lfc kbe breakwater should take more than twelve months to construct, because of tbe 
aci i ies or gc ting stone there, livery 20 feet of breakwater will improve tho harbour, and indeed our 

company have at times bad m contemplation tbe purchase of old hulks to fill with stone and sink off the 
point m order to give some protection to the jetty.
984. Could the wharf which you speak of be made at tbe same time as the breakwater ? Yes.
Jao. And when the breakwater is completed and the wharf erected there will he no obstacle in tho wav 
ot unloading ore at the place.? None whatever. “
9SG, Are you acquainted with Bellambi? The coal which is shipped at 'Bellambi is chiefly my coal.
‘ l' ■ A er8kand that the anchorage at Bellambi is very bad ? Ko ; Bellambi would make a very good 
poit indeed. It would suit me bettor to have Bellambi improved than to have Port Kembla improved, 
because I have more interests m Bellambi. 1
9SS. "Wlliy do yon like Port KembJa better? Because it has a larger area of deep water, a magnificent 
approach, and a splendid anchorage. There is clay underneath the sand ; but 1 do not know that there 
is clay under the sand of Bellambi.
^j' Fj Afcter skGFGr at f'ork Kembla than at Bellambi ? Any difference between the two places 
rion faTOAT0f Kembla. fort Kembla receives a great deal of shelter from tbe Pive Islands.
Yes Mr’ ° Conn0r'-' wouId be a advantage for the Committee to see these places for themselves ?

291' wi*116 insT.eCxti0rn uAld “i0* tatc Very loD§ ? Ko ; aud the collicrv proprietors would be glad to 
do wbat they could to facilitate tbe work of the Committee.

recommc‘A the resumption of 1,000 acres of land in tbe immediate neighbourhood 
ol 1 ort Kembla. 1 es ; some of tho land would be required for additional sidings. There is alreadv a
large amount of siding accommodation there ; but if a great number of mines sent coal to tbe place, 
additional siding accommodation would be required. 1
093. That is very inferior land ? Yes ; but it has a special value because of its position. Apart from its 
position, I do not think it would bo worth £2 an acre. 1
991, I suppose the water-frontage helps to make it valuable ? No doubt. In itself it is only inferior 
coast land. ‘,
995. I think you stated that the coal companies paid royalty for the permission to erect their jetties?
i\ o ; ^ wo obtained Acts of Parliament authorising us to erect our jetties. We pay royalty for the 
permission to lay down railways and carry coal over them. ' "
996. Would the Mount Kembla Company be willing to hand over their jetties to the Government for
reasonable compensation ? Yes, quite willing. '
997 And the railway as well? Yes ; if the Government would resume it at cost price and allow us to 
send our coal over it at tho ordinary rates.
99S. What would your jetty cost ? The present jetty has cost us about £18,000, while the original jetty 
cost about £10,000. Y e have spent upon tbe two jetties, the railway and sidings, and including £1,000 
or £2,000 for driving into the mine, £72,000.
999. Is Port Kembla a safe harbour for sailing vessels ? TSo. We have often been asked to take 
sailing vessels, but we never run tbe risk. Of course small sailing craft have gone there with timber.

1000.
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1000. X suppose the insurance companies would not insure a sailing vessel going there? Ifo; though
they will insure the steamers. M.L.O. ’
1001. I suppose it is safe to load at the existing jetties, except in very had weather ? AVe can load there  ---- ^
with comfort in 250 days out of the year; but when heavy weather comes on suddenly the steamers have jg
to cut and run, sometimes with only half a cargo, or perhaps before they have commenced loading at all.
Sailing vessels would not bo able to get away quickly enough. _
1002. Would the construction of the eastern breakwater make it safe for large sailing vessels to load
there ? I think so. We can load more rapidly at our jetties than they can load with the cranes at 
Newcastle, and we have put 300 tons on board in an hour. Of course the ships could not take that 
quantity every hour, but we can pour the coal into them as fast as they can trim it. _
1003. .1 suppose if sailing vessels could go there a large amount of coal would bo taken by them to various
parts of South America ? Yes ; and to Colombo, Shanghai, Madras, Bombay, and other places. AVe have 
had offers from those places, but we always have to reply that we cannot load sailing vessels. _
100X, A. great deal of the trade of Newcastle is done by sailing vessels ? About half ot it. Then, too, if 
the eastern breakwater were constructed, more steamers would go to Port Kembla than go there at 
present. Some captains are very timid, and have no confidence in the place until they have been there 
two or three times. After that they say that they would as soon go there ns anywhere else.
1005. You say that 3d. a ton would be a fair charge to make upon the shipping ? Yes. The companies
could afford to pay such a charge, and X think that it is all the Government should ask.
100G. Tho inward shipping would he very small unless ore wore brought from Broken Bill^? Yes, Of 
course it will not be necessary to wait for a direct line of railway to convey oro from Port Kombla to tbe 
smelting-works, because there is at present railway communication between the two places.
1007. There would not bo much inward cargo at present? Certainly not.
1008. Then, do you think that a charge of 3d. a ton would reimburse the Government the cost of making
tho breakwater ? 1 have not thought the matter out; but I am of opinion tbat tbe Government should
uot wait until they can sec their way clear to get a sufficient return to pay interest upon tho expenditure.
1 think that the claims of the southern district and the importance of the coal trade should be a sufficient 
inducement, even supposing a charge of 3d. a ton would not pay interest upon the amount expended.
1009. You think that, taking into consideration all that has been spent by the Government in harbour 
improvements at the Richmond; the Clarence, and in other places, some consideration should be shown to 
the people of Illawarra ? I think so.
1010. Even if o#ly a little revenue was obtained from the expenditure ? Yes. If the Government had 
not .spent a great deal of money at Newcastle, Newcastle would uot be what it is to-day.
1011. Mr. Senior stated yesterday that his company would bo willing to pay harbour dues to the extent 
of Gd. a ton? X think that that rate should not bo exacted. At the present price of coal it is almost 
more than the companies could afford to pay.
3012. Do the vessels of the Navy use the southern coal? Yes. _ _
J013. They generally use the Metropolitan Company’s coal? They arc now using the Metropolitan 
Company’s coal; but it is all from the same seam. .
1014. Mr. Leo.'] Do you think that Mr. Senior’s estimate of the coal output will be reached in the near 
future ? I think you may reckon upon the shipment from Port Kembla being doubled almost immediately.
At present about 250,000 tons are shipped there annually. The mines to the north—Mount Pleasant,
Mount Keira, and South Bulli—will always send coal to l?ort Kembla to load sailing vessels. At tbe 
present time they cannot take orders to supply sailing vessels. _
1015. AVhat quantity of coal do you think would be shipped annually at Port Kembla if the eastern 
oreakwater were constructed ? I think about 500,000 tons a year for certain, and very likely the output 
would go beyond tbat. Small vessels will of course still go to AVollongong, and to the other jetties.
10] 6. Do you expect a largo over-sea trade in sailing bottoms ? Yes ; that is what is wanted.
1017. You think that what has happened at Newcastle will happen at Port ICembla? Yes.
1018. Newcastle was a very poor port thirty years ago? I can remember it since 1849. There was a
very poor port there then. .
1019. The output of coal at Newcastle has increased as the port has been improved? No doubt. As tho
place lias been more adapted for shipping, the shipping has increased there, if the whole of Mr. Darley’s 
scheme were carried out, you would have a better harbour at Port Kembla than at Newcastle ; but I think 
that the construction of the eastern breakwater will be sufficient for the present. _
1020. Taking into consideration what has happened at Newcastle, and remembering the quantity and
quality of the southern coal deposits, is it not fair to assume that an increase in the output will follow 
any improvement at Port Kembla? Yes; and witlioutdoing any damage to the Newcastle trade, because 
the two coals are altogether different. If you came to the south for gas coal you would not get it; but 
you would get good steam coal, and good smelting coal. ■
1021. Do you think that the existing jetties will be sufficient for the export of 500,000 tons of coal n 
year ? Yes. I know that the Mount Kembla jetty could ship 300,000 tons of coal a year quite easily, 
and the other jetty will take larger vessels than ive can because it is higher and goes out further into deep 
water, though they cannot ship as quickly as we can. 1 believe that the two jetties could easily dispose 
of 500,000 tons of coal annually.
1022. The Government propose to put a wharf between the two jetties ? Yes. That would do very well 
for the lauding of cargo ; but it would necessitate a certain amount of dredging. If the wharf were put 
inside the breakwater you would get deep water without any dredging at all.
1023. But would there not be a risk of tbe surf breaking right over tbe breakwater? That would seldom 
happen, and it would be harmless if it did.
1024. An import trade could not be carried on unless wharfs were erected ? No.
1025. l/ooking at the matter from a national point of view, are you of opinion that if the Government 
carried out these improvements, they should resume the existing jetties and railways? I am not sure 
lhat the Government ought to resume the jetties, because J tlnuk that they would be managed better by 
private individuals than by the Government. At the same time the Government might fairly make a 
charge for tho protection they provided. So far as the Mount Kembla Company is concerned, I do not 
think that they would object to tho resumption of their jetties oi* of their railway by the Government.
102G. Supposing the Government put you in the same position as the Newcastle mine-owners, charging so

much
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' E^ViServ nulc^ ^0r 5>aulaA°! an<i Eo much for shipping ? All the southern colliery proprietors would ho very glad 
M.L.C. ' 3e put in the same position as the Newcastle mine-owners in that respect. Although all the colliery 

proprietors in the district may think that one port is better than another, so far as their interests are 
19 Nor., 1896. concerned, they have all agreed to accept whatever port the Government select after a survey of the coast.

1027. f suppose that wherever tbe port is made there the shipping will concentrate? No doubt.
1028. Would the Bellambi jetty continue to he used if the proposed improvements were carried out at 
Port Kembla ? Jn fine weather all the companies would uso their own jetties and railways.
1029. But only to load small steamers? Yos.
1030. Sailing ships would all have to go to Port Kembla? Yes. I think it very likely that even the 
Metropolitan Company would send coal to Port Kembla to fill sailing-ship orders.
1031. You think that for some time to come it would be unnecessary for the Government to construct 
another jetty at Port Kembla ? Pes.
1032. A new jetty could he constructed whenever the requirements of the trade warranted it ? Yes. Ido 
not think that there is any necessity for a new jetty at the present time.
1033. Supposing the G overmnent did not resume tho railways and jetties, might not difficulties arise between
tho various colliery proprietors ? Of course the other colliery proprietors would have to pay way-leave 
before sending coal over our railway. '
1034. Tinder all the circumstances, do you not think that it would be better for the Government to resume
the railways and jetties and have a fixed charge for every one? I think so. I should prefer that as the 
simplest plan. ‘

t 1035. What rights have been conferred by the owners of the land in respect to these railways? The 
Mount Kembla railway runs through freehold, with the exception of that portion which passes through 
the Wentworth estate. Of that we have fifty years’ lease, aud pay 1-d. a ton royalty. I think the 
Southern Coal Company has a similar lease. At the present time the two railwavs run side by side, wilh 
only a dividing fence between them, so that if the Government resumed them both they would have a 
double line of rail, and could use one as a return line.
1036. Would it be safe to impose an average charge of 8d. per ton for the haulage and shipment of coal,
basing the rates upon the Newcastle rate ? I think so. ’
1037. Is one half-penny a ton all that you pay to the Wentworth estate ? Yes ; that is for the privilege
of bringing coal over the railway, aud for the use of 30 acres of land near the port, together with the 
right to build four cottages for the accommodation of tho people connected with the wharf. They would 
uot allow us to start a settlement down there. They fixed a limit as to the number of tottages that we 
could build. .
1038. Do you think that the Mount Kembla jetty is in fair order at (he present time ? Yes, it is in
splendid order. "
1039. Mr. Wrifjhi.l Can you tell the Committee what revenue is derived from the Wentworth estate? 
I fancy that they are getting £300 or £400 a year in royalties, and a similar amount for grazing rights.
1040. Do you think that they would be justified iu asking £20,000 for 1,000 acres of lhat land? I do 
not think that the laud is worth that amount; hut it would bo better for tho Government to resume it at 
that price thau to allow it to remain in private hands.
1041. What does your company pay the estate annually ? I eaunot remember ; but I should say about 
£300 a year. 1 have been told that the Southern Coal Company pay Id. a ton royalty.
1042. What is your honest conviction as to the probable expansion of the southern coal trade, in view of 
the fact that there is always active competition at Newcastle, and that yon are likely to meet competition 
from China and .Tapan? I think that the trade will double in seven years.
1043. Do you think that the output of coal from Japanese and Chinese mines will not interfere with you ? 
No. We have more to fear from strikes. They annoy our foreign customers, because of the delay and 
inconvenience which are caused. The frequent strikes have been most detrimental to the Colonial coal 
trade.
1044. You are aware that the recent discovery of coal in Yietoria, and the action of the Government there
in offering a bonus for its production, has decreased the importation from New South Wales ? Of 
course it has influenced the importation from New South Wales, but Victoria cannot supplv her own 
demands. "
1045. I understand that the railway authorities of Victoria have contracted to take 280,000 tons of the 
Victorian coalsupposing other colonies adopt a similar policy ? They will have to find the coal first, j do 
not think that all the Victorian mines will be able to supply the Government with that quantity of coal.
1046. You see no reason to doubt that tho output of coal from the southern district will steadily 
increase ? I am convinced of it.
1047. Mr. Fegan.\ How long have you been connected with the coal trade? Between twenty and 
thirty years.
1048. Krom the beginning you have heard these dismal cries about other countries knocking out the Now 
South Wales coal ? Not all the time ; but 1 liave heard them of late years very frequently.
1049. Is it not a fact that prior to the last strike we wmre supplying Victoria with as much coal as wo ever
supplied her with before the discovery of Victorian coal ? Nearly as much, I think. That has been 
jiartly owing to the fact that the steamship companies have lowered their freights very much. Of course 
the Victorian mines cannot supply the demand. ‘
1050. Is not their coal inferior? Some of it is inferior ; but some is very good.
1051. TV here does the good coal come from? I cannot remember the names of the various coal-mines in 
Victoria.
1052. The great proportion of the Victorian coal is inferior to the New South Wales coal ? Yes; their 
coal is patchy, and, I believe, costly and dangerous to mine.
1053. What objections have yon to the making of a port at Bellambi. None whatever. Next to Port 
Kembla, it would make a splendid harbour. There have been two or three vessels wrecked on a reef just 
outside Bellambi; but 1 have not heard of any vessels being wrecked outside Port Kembla,
1054. Vessels have been wrecked at the entrance to Port Jackson? Bellambi would make a very good 
port; but it is not equal to Port Ivcmbla. While my inferests aro mostly centered af Bellambi,! am 
convinced that Port Kembla is the best place for a harbour. The extent of either place would make a 
sufficiently large hatbour for any possible trade for years to come.

1055.
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1055. Would it cost as much to make n brealtwater at Bellambi as at 3Jorfc Kembla? I think so. There is Tke Hon.
not bo much stone at Bellambi as at Tort Kembla, and I do not think there are any quarries close to the place. ^ ^ 'V’
1056. Is not Bellambi more centrally situated ? It is right in the centre of the coal district; but some '
wise people say that good coal is to be found south of MountKembla. Ko such coal has been discovered igifov. I89G, 
to any extent; but if it is discovered, Port ICembla will be centrally situated. ’
1057. Have the coal companies ever asked the Government to construct a harbour for them? I do not 
think so.
105S. Then how has this proposal originated ? The inhabitants of the district, from Bulli to Dapto, have 
been asking for a harbour. Wollongong wanted a lot more money spent there, but the Government did 
not see its way clear to such an expenditure, and common sense justifies that view. The Bulli people have 
been asking for a harbour at Bellambi. " ,
1059. There is a difference of opinion among the residents of the district as to the best place for a harbour?
No, They must all think that Port Kembla is the best place for a harbour, but there is a difference of 
interest.
1060. Did not the people of the district agree to abide by the decision of the Government officers ? I 
believe tbat that was tbe determination of the inhabitants of the district. I know that a resolution to that 
effect was arrived at by the colliery proprietors.
1001. Can you supply the Committee with a copy of the estimate you received for the constructiou of a 
breakwater at Port Kembla? No; 1. have been unable to find those estimates. We intended to start from 
tho same point as the proposed Government hreakwratcr; but we should have curved in a little more, and 
would not have gone out so far. We would have followed the line of rocks,
1062. Do you remember what the estimate wras? I did not believe in the estimate. It was too low.
We did not intend to go out more than 1,100 ot 1.200 feet, and the estimate of onr engineer was £23,000, 
while the estimate of another engineer was £50,000. 1 preferred tbe higher estimate.
1063. Do you think that the southern coal trade is likely to interfere witli the northern coal trade? I do 
not think so.
1064. Tou think that any increase of trade will be new trade? Yes.
1065. The construction of this proposed harbour will not interfere with Newcastle ? No. I think we 
have more to fear from N eweastle competition than they liave to fear from our competition. The Illawarra 
coal is splendid coking coke, and the works at Newcastle use some of it to improve their own coke.
1066. If the Lake Illawarra scheme were carried out, would you need a harbour at Port Kembla? There 
is no room there for two large harbours ; but my contention is tbat you can never make a suitable harbour 
for large ships at Lake Ulan arra. I do not think that they would ever carry the scheme out. I was asked 
to join it originally, but I declined, because I did not sec anything in it.
1067. You were not asked to appear before the Select Committee which took evidence in regard to the
proposal ? No. When I was asked to join the enterprise, 1 said, “Look at Port Kembla, and you will see 
that there is no comparison between tho two places.” “
1068. What is the difference between the price of coal at Newcastle and in the southern district ? There 
is not very much difference—free on board. Tbe price of the southern coal will compare with the price 
of the best Newcastle coal. There are some inferior coals at Newcastle which are sold very cheaply.
1069. It is rather on account of the quality of your coal fhan because of its cheapness that you expect
to get trade ? Yes. '
16/0. IV hat seams have you in the southern district? I know of five or six. The top seam is what is 
known as the Bulli seam.
1073. How thick is it? At the Metropolitan Company's mine, I think it is 12 or 14 feet thick. At 
Bulli it is between 6 and 7 feet thick, and about the same at Mount Pleasant, Mount Keira, and Corrimal, 
and in a great part of Mount Kembla; but it narrows towards the south.
1072. Is its average thickness 7 feet ? It would be if you included the Metropolitan Company’s mine.
Not including that company’s mine, 1 would say that its average thickness is about 6 feet,
1073. You have four seams under the Bulli seam ? Yes. At Mount Kembla we worked a seam of 
kerosene shale for a time; but it did not pay us. Then, we have a 4-feet scam, a 16-feet seam, a seam of 
anthracite, and another seam.
1074. Trebling your present output, I suppose the coal would last 400 or 500 years ? My opinion is tbat
at the present output the Mount Kembla coal will last 200 years, and tbe South Bulli coal 100 years— 
tbat is, using tbe one seam. ■
10/5. But using all the seams there would be a supply for 300 or 400 years, even trebling the output?
I cannot say as to that. J am quite content to have a 200 years’ supply. There is an immense area of 
coal land extending right hack to Mittagong.
10/6. Would the eoal-owners oi the southern district object to the construction of the proposed break
water if they had to pay the same shipping rates as are charged at Newcastle ? I think they would 
gladly pay the same rates as are charged at Newcastle.
1077. Up to the present time private companies have done a great deal more for the south const than the 
Government lias tried to do ? The Government has done next to nothing, while private companies 
have done a great deal.
1078. And you think that the colliery proprietors in the southern district liave as much right to ask the
Government to make a harhour for them as the northern colliery proprietors had ? Yes, undoubtedly 
they have. J
1079. This will not only be a harbour for tbe shipment of coal, but it will lead to the creation of new 
industries, and thus give work to a large number of people ? Yes. It will also provide a harbour of 
refuge, which i think is needed in the southerly weather. Vessels liave often taken refuge at the place 
as it is at present, and they can always get out again. I do not believe that a vessel could got out of 
Lake Illawarra while certain weather continues.
1080. I suppose you would want 30 feet at any wharf at Port Kembla ? I think 26 feet would be enough,
1081. Therefore some dredging will be required if the wharf is put where the Government propose to 
place it? Yes.
1082. You think that some of the Metropolitan Co.'s coal would come to Port Kembla ? I think some 
of it would,
1083. What charge do the Kaihvay Commisaioners make for the use of their waggons down south? I 
cannot say, because both the Mount Kembla mine and the South Bulli mine use their own waggons.

490—H 1084,
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E/Vickorv ^assa^-'\ The principal coal shipped at Port Kembla comes from Corrimal or MountKembla ?
MX.C. ' T63’ .The Mount Kembla Co, ship about 150,000 tons a year, and tho Corrimal Co, about 100,000 tons.

Occasionally the Mount Pleasant mino and other mines send coal to Port Kembla; hut the bulk of the 
19 Not,, 1896. coa^ comes from two mines.

10S5. What return would be necessary to cover the interest upon the cost of the eastern breakwater and 
the resumption of jetties, and so forth ? I have not made a calculation; but I think the Government 
should carry out the works whether it paid them or not. It is a muiunal undertaking, and there is a very 
strong claim for the construction oi a safe harbour there.
1086. What interest has the Government in tho place as compared with private owners? What interest 
tiadjjhe Government at Newcastle ; they do not receive a great deal for their expenditure there.
1087. Is it reasonable to ask the Government to suffer an annual loss for tbe benefit of private individuals P 
It is not only for the benefit of private individuals, but for the benefit of tho Colony, because increased 
trade supports a larger population, and adds to tbe railway revenue.
1088. Do you think that the coal trade will be sufficiently large for a charge of 4d. a ton to pay interest 
upon the cost of constructing these works ? It would bo very easy to make the calculation.
1089. Would you be willing to pay 6d. a ton ? No, not if I had to ship the coal myself, and to keep my 
own railway and jetty in order. I think it would be unfair to ask ns to pay so much. I am not tbe 
proprifetor of Mount Kembla mine; I am only a shareholder, and one of tbe directors. Sixpence a 
ton is too much to ask us to pay, considering the present price of coal.
1090. Will your company be willing to pay 4d. a ton? I think so ; but I believe that 3d. a ton would be 
a fairer charge.
1091. Mr. Soberts.^ How would you place Port Kembla, Wollongong, and Bellambi. considering them as
ports of shipment and harbonrs of refuge? Judging by points, I would giye Port Kembla 100 points, 
Bellambi 95, and Wollongong about 40. *
1092. You look upon Wollongong as out of the question ? Yes.
1093. .And Lake Illawarra also ? Yes.
1094. Lake Illawarra would not be suitable for sailing vessels? If you could get sailing vessels in there 
it would be all right, because the lake is thoroughly sheltered ; hut no company would spend the money 
required to give accommodation for large vessels there. It would cost as much for dredging as is allowed 
for the whole work.

X0111116,1111° dredge to the depth fixed bv the Act of Parliament? That is only 15 feet, which I 
think is ridiculous. ' .
1096. Will there be much ore lauded at Port Kembla or Lake Illawarra? 1 can only judge hy the
representations made by the smelting company, ”
1097. Would it be more convenient for tbe smelting company to get their ore at Lake Illawarra than to 
get it at Port Kembla? It would be more convenient to land it at thoir wharf at Lake Illawarra,
1098. You have some doubt about the Lake Illawarra scheme being carried out ? I have very grave 
doubts about it. It will never pay to make Lake Illawarra a harbour for large vessels. The age requires 
the employment of vessels of very large tonnage.
1099. )n order to make a perfect harbour at Port Kembla would it not he necessary to construct both 
breakwaters? The harbour designed by Mr. Darley would be everything one could wish; but I think 
that the eastern breakwater will be sufficient for some years io come.
1100. If tbat breakwater were constructed, would it be difficult to land ore at Port Kembla ? If tho 
wharf were erected inside the breakwater you would get still water.
1101. When a vessel is discharging cargo, she must be fastened alongside tbe wharf? Yes, and tbe
water at Port Kembla is quiet enough for that in ordinary times ; but wc have not proper jetty accommo
dation for unloading general cargo. " * “
1102. Do you not require perfectly smooth water for unloading cargo ? Yon will get sufficiently smooth 
water by the erection of the eastern breakwater.
1103. Do you not think a largo amount of money would be saved by carrying out ihe whole of the work 
proposed by Mr. Darley, instead of doing things piecemeal ? I do not think it would make any difference.
1104. You do not regard the northern breakwater as absolutely necessary at the present moment? No. 
Of course I do not speak as an expert, though I have a good knowledge of the locality-
1105. Mr. JBiiKfi'.] 1 gather that you are interested in other coal properties besides Mount Kembla ? Yes. 
I am interested in Mount Kembla as a shareholder, and in the South .Bulli and Coalcliff mines as proprietor.
1106. Are you interested in any of the other mines ? No.
110/. I believe that, as a rule, you do not believe in Government interference with private enterprise? 
As a rule, I do not.
1108. Do you not think that iu a matter of this kind, where there is a number of colliery proprietors who
imagine tbat the construction of a breakwater would greatly benefit their enterprise, they could combine 
in carrying out this work themselves ? They have not the right to do il. '
1109. Do you not think tbat they could acquire tho right to do it ? 1 do not know if Parliament would 
grant it. There are far more mine-owners in Newcastle than are on the soutli coast; but they did not 
combine to improve the port of Newcastle.
1110. It strikes me as a very peculiar argument to say that because there has been a heavy, and possibly 
wasteful, expenditure in one locality there should be a similar expenditure in another locality ? What I 
say is, that at Newcastle private enterprise has done little or nothing.
1111. Should we not rather learn from the errors of the past than repeat them ? I do not say that the 
expenditure at Newcastle was an error.
1112. Do you think the cases of Newcastle and Port Kembla analogous? I think they are.
1113. Was there not a larger number of people at Newcastle when the harbour ivories n ere begun there
than there are at Port Kembla ? I remember when there were not so many people in and about 
Newcastle as there are now on the south coast. *
1114. Is that when the Government began to construct the harbour‘J Yes; and they have gone on 
improving tho place over since.
1115. Have you any special reason for thinking that settlement would spring up near Port Kembla if a 
harbour were made there ? Wherever a large number of men is employed settiement is likely to take

. plftce. If the land at Port Kembla were resumed by tbe Government a lot of it would be taken up and
built
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built upon, though I do not think that that would hurt Wollongong any more than, the works at Dapto
will hurt the place* Wollongong Harbour is adapted for vessels of a certain size, and such vessels will juke.
continue to go there in fine weather.
1116. Would not the Government be very unwise to go to tbo expense of making a breakwater and 19 Nov., 1896.
constructing jetties, if they permitted privatoly-oivned jetties to compete with them? I think it would
be better for the Government to resume the existing jetties and 1,000 acres round the foreshores.
1117. Do you think that during the 250 fine days which you say there are in the year the proprietors of 
private jetties would send coal to Port Kembla? I have said that the proprietors of private jetties will 
use them in fine weather : but at the present time vessels going alongside these jetties often Have to run 
away with only part of a cargo, which is very damaging to the trade. Por instance, a vessel may come 
from Adelaide to take a cargo of coal, but, bad weather springing up, she may have to go on to Sydney, 
and lie there for a day or two before completing her loading. That adds to the price of the coal.
111$. If a vessel were loading alongside Bellambi, and rough weather came up, she could go down to 
Port Kembla and finish coaling there, supposing the breakwater were made ? Ko doubt it would be a 
great advantage if vessels could run down to Port Kembla and finish loading there during rough weather.
1139. But if that is done, the output from Port Kembla null be so small that the return to the Govern- ;•
inent would be infinitesimal as compared with the cost of construction? I do not say that all the jetties 
on the coast can ship coal during 250 days of the year. I do not suppose that at Coalcliff or at theNorth ■
lllawarra jetty you could load during more than 100 days in the year, while at the Bull! jetty you could 
not load during anything like 250 days in the year. _
1120. Still you acknowledge that the owners of private jetties will not send to Port Kembla during fine 
weather? I think they will prefer to use their own jetties whenever they can, though some of them are 
not using them now. The North lllawarra jetty is not being used.
1121. Is the North lllawarra colliery still working? No. If there had been a safe harbour I daresay that 
company would be in existence still.
1122. If in addition to the proposed harbour works you put the cost of resuming 1,000 acres of land, aud 
of compensation for private jetties and railways, the cost of this harbour improvement will bo very large ?
My contention is that £1.50,000 or £160,000 null pay for the eastern breakwater.
1123. "Will no new jetties be required ? Not until the trade increases. _
1124. I understand that the life of a jetty is thirteen or fourteen years ? If a jetty is not properly main
tained it may last only thirteen or fourteen years. Jetties require constant attention, and when they become 
weak new piles must be put in. Under proper management they will last thirty, forty, or even fifty years.
1125. -i.t what would you estimate the necessary expenditure at Port Kembla? That is more a question 
for an engineer; but I should think £150,000 would pay for a breakwater, £10,000 for the land resumed, 
and £30,000 for the jetties and approaches.
1126. Say £200,000? Yes. _
1127. With a harbour charge of 3d. a ton the Government will get an annual return of £12,500would 
that bo sufficient ? That would be a return of 6i- per cent, upon the outlay. I do not think more than 
2f per cent, would be required for maintenance, and that would leave 4 per cent, to go towards meeting 
the interest. I contend that the Government should not expect to receive as much as 4 per cent.
112$. When I spoke of maintenance,I meant the cost of management and control? Yes, I include that.
1129. You recommend this as a great national work ? Yes, I do so with great confidence. _
1130. Why do you value the laud at Port Kembla at £10 an acre;—I understand that it is inferior sandy 
land ? It is inferior land, and, if before the Mount Kembla mine was opened I had been asked to value 
it, I would not have valued it at more than £1 an acre. The traffic over it, however, has^ increased its 
value. The Mount Kembla Company showed the importance of Port Kembla, and its proximity to that 
place would, give the land an increased value.
1131. Is there any demand for land there at such a price? No. _
1132. Do you know what the laud has been assessed at by the land valuers ? No ; but that would give
no idea as to its real value. _
1133. If it had been assessed at less than £10 an acre, I suppose the owners would not stick out for £10 
an acre ? I do not know; but I think they would expect to get full value.
1134. I understood you to say that at one time the Mount Kembla Company intended to build a break
water, but abandoned the idea because of the advent of a rival company? The Mount Kembla Company 
intended to construct a breakwater ; hut we could not raise sufficient capital, and while we were thinking 
about it an opposition company started.
1135. You do not fear the opposition which might follow the construction of a breakwater by the Govern
ment? No. _ i
1136. Chairman.'] What does it cost you to ship coal once you have it on the jetty ? 1 do not think it 
costs us more than Id. a ton.
1137. What does it cost per ton per mile to bring coal from Mount Kembla to the jetty ? When we are 
at Bull work ,1. think that 3d, or 4d, a ton is the whole cost of maintaining the railway and shipping the coal.
1138. What distance have you to bring the coal? Seven and a half miles. We use our own waggons.
1139. What does it cost you a year to maintain the jetty? That I cannot tell you. We include the cost
of maintenance in the shipping charge. *
1140. They charge, 3d. or 4d. a ton, everything included? Yes. My main desire in advocating the 
construction of this breakwater is to increase the trade of the port, If the trade of the port were increased 
the mines in which I am interested would be able to turn out more coal.
1141. Threepence or 4d. a ton would not bo an exceptional charge for the Government to make ? No.
1142. 2lr. Triohett.] What are the largest vessels that have been to Bull! and Bellambi ? The Bulli jetty 
has recently been enlarged ; but I do not think they can take a vessel of much over 1,000 tons there. At 
South Bulli we can load a vessel of 1,750 tons. There are two jetties in Bellambi Bay—one belonging to 
the Bellambi Coal Company, and the other to the South Bulli Coal Company.
13.43. Are these local traders or foreign-going vessels? Melbourne and Adelaide steamers. Wesdmetimes 
got vessels to load for Fiji. '•
1144. But vessels do not come there to load for the east ? No. .
1145. If the Port Kembla harbour were constructed, all foreign vessels would come there to load even in 
fine weather? i\U the trade done by large vessels would be done at Port Kembla.

mic ay.
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jpKscnt:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Ehedericr Thomas Humphrey. 
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Charles James Koeeets, C.M.G. 
The Hon. William Joseph Teickett. 
Henry Clarke, Esq.

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Eegan, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George ISlack, Esq.
Francis Augustus Weight, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

John Barnes Nicholson, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined;—
Niehohon you desire to make a statement to the Committee? Yes. The great reason to be
Esq., M.P*. ,w"iuced ia favour of the construction of a saj'o harbour on the south coast is the great increase of the 

coal trade which has taken place in the past, and winch is likely to be even greater in the future. The
20Nov., 1896. coal output of the south coast increased from 370.000 tons in 1886 to 910,000 tons in 1895—about 150 

per cent, in ten years ; and with good facilities for loading deep-sea vessels, tho quality of our coal for 
steam purposes will guarantee a still further increase from year to year. The twelve collieries on tho 
south coast, at the present time, employ underground somewhere about 1,400 men, with facilities for an 
output sufficient to employ 4,000 men; besides the number of hands employed in our coke industry, 
saying nothing of tho prospects of the iron industry opening np in the near future, which would greatly 
increase imports and exports. We have also at Bulli, already started, a pottery and tile-works, paying 
heavy freights by rail to Sydney; and the fact that we have eleven collieries ivithin a radius of 7-a-miles 
north and south from Bellambi, where, allowing the approximate increase in onr coal trade for the next 
ten years, 1,500,000 tons of our total coal trade would he secured for Bellambi. If any need for new 
collieries arise, there is almost unlimited scope from Bellambi, north to Helensburgh. Steamers have
frequently loaded at Bellambi when unable to do so at Wollongong or Port Kembla. The cost of con
struction and resumption combined would be fully three times as much at Port Kembla as at Bellambi, 
for tho following reasons, viz.:—1. Two private jetties exist at Bellambi, both built under lease from the 
Crown, and both terminable in 1899, so that before a breakwater could be constructed both of said leases 
would fall in; hence the saving on cost of resumption No. 1. At Port Kembla two private jetties also 
exist, both built under special Acts of Parliament, with powers for all time to construct new jetties, piers, 
&c., both jetties being good substantial structures, and thoroughly equipped with latest improvements 
for loading. The vested interests of the two companies would amount to a large sum, 2. The length of 
railway to resume at Bellambi would not necessarily be more than 11 mile, as against 10 miles at Port 
Kembla. 3. Land necessary for sidings, roadfL &c., would in like proportion be in favour of Bellambi, 
The Government plan of last survey at Bellambi shows (conclusively, to anyone acquainted with the port), 
the site for breakwater considerably inside the inner reef,—thus much curtailing our area of water; and 
what is still worse, occupying the deepest water, where our jetties and loading-berths ought to be, which 
fact also materially increases the cost of construction. I am of opinion that if a survey were made on 
the inner reef at Bellambi, undoubtedly the beat site on which to build a breakwater, the depth of water 
would bo decreased to much below that of Port Kembla and Wollongong,—so that the cost of construc
tion at Bellambi would be reduced much below the cost estimated for any of the three sites, as per Mr. 
Carleton’s report. Moreover, Bellambi is sheltered on the north and north-cast by the natural contour 
of the coast, and to a certain extent on tho south by the outer reef, so that if the inner reef were capped 
by a breakwater its full distance out, viz,, 1,800 feet, we should have a harbour to which the captain of 
any ship would come for loading with the greatest confidence, owing to its safe entrance in almost any 
weather; it being also the centre of the known workable coal-measures of lllawarra; and upon this all- 
important point alone the claims of Port Kembla or any port south of Wollongong, as a coal
loading port for the south coast district, are iguominiously thrust aside, for not only is BeEambi 
the most central for all the mines from Mount Keira to Clifton, but it is absolutely nearer to the 
main coal-field of Kembla mine than is Port Kembla itself; therefore Bellambi is most centrally 
situated, requires least cost for construction and resumption, and must therefore be most suitable. 
I have several plans here, one of them being a tracing of the survey made in 1859, three years prior to the 
time when the sum of £10,000 was voted by Parliament for the construction of a harbour at Bellambi. 
That money, however, was never applied to the purpose for which it was voted. Jn my opinion the 
Departmental scheme for Bellambi is cither the result of a mistake or it is very unfair. The Government 
proposal is to put in a breakwater in what is absolutely our deepest water, and to take up a space where 
jetties should be placed for the accommodation of shipping. The breakwater should, as a matter of fact, 
be constructed further to the east, along the top of the reef. In that way you have only two-thirds of 
the depth, and you increase the area of the protected water. Personally, I cannot seo the necessity for 
carrying out the breakwater 2,800 feet.
1147. Mr. Yrickett.~\ Do you consider it necessary that a safe harhour should be made upon the south 
coast ? I do.
1148. What advantages has Bellambi as a port of shipment? In the first place, it is the best natural 
harbour on the south coast, and has been ever since the opening of the lllawarra coal-mines in the very 
centre of the southern coal-field. There arc eleven collieries within 7} miles of Bellambi. The collieries 
extend from Clifton on the north to Mount Kembla on the south. It is not at present known if there is 
workable coal south of Mount Kembla.
1149. Of these eleven mines, how many arc now working? All of them with the exception of Bulli “B” 
Pit and the North lllawarra mine. Both these collieries arc to the north of Bulli.
1150. Why are they not working ? Because of the want of trade and the inequality, or rather the
lowness, of the seam. '
1151. The coal there is not as good as the coal in the mines which are being wmrked ? In the Bulli “B ” 
Pit they have from one-third to two-thirds of burnt coal, and the good coal is too thin to make the working 
profitable. More than that, they have no facilities for getting the coal either to the Government railway

or
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or to the water. They have to pay 4d. a ton to the Bulli Company for permission to run over their line.
1152. Putting these two mines out of the question, is Bellambi in the centre of the coal-field P Yes. The 
two mines to which I refer are two of the smallest collieries on the coast. One of them before shutting 
down was employing about forty men, and the other something like twelve or sixteen men.
1153. If a port were made at Bellambi, would any land have to be resumed there P We estimate that 
370 acres would have to be resumed. I believe that the owners of that land valued it for taxation purposes 
at £5 per acre; but for resumption purposes we have valued it at £7 10s. per acre. That, I think, is its 
outside value.
1154. Do you recommend the resumption of that laud ? Yes. It is an even piece of land, having a 
frontage to the bay, and would in all probability be required for the erection of workmen’s houses, and 
to give room for sidings, and for other purposes. There is a road going down to the hay now, the lower 
part of which has never been formed ; but it would not be a very costly thing to finish it.
1155. The cost of the land would not come to more than £3,000 P Something under £3,000.
1156. What wharfage accommodation is there at Bellambi ? We have a very good jetty belonging to the
South Bulli Company. At tho end of that jetty there are 24 or 25 feet of water. A little further to the 
north is the Bellambi Company’s jetty, which is shorter than the South Bulli jetty, and runs out into 
about 18 or 19 feet of water. -
1157. Those jetties are only used to load vessels of a limited tonnage? At the South Bulli jetty vessels 
with a capacity of nearly 3,000 tons can he loaded.
1158. Where docs the coal go to ;—does it go oversea, or is it taken to intercolonial ports ? A great deal 
of it goes to intercolonial ports. It is generally allowed that the southern coal is 7 or 7^ per cent, better 
for steaming purposes than any other coal in the Colony. Steamers take it to Hobart, Adelaide, and 
other places in the Colonies, and a great deal of it is loaded in Sydney into foreign-going steamers.
1159. But there is no direct foreign export trade from Bellambi? Yo, though indirectly there is a good 
deal of coal taken by ocean-going vessels.
1160. If the harbour at Bellambi were improved, do you think that large occau-going vessels and sailing 
ships would come there to coat ? T am sure of it.
1161. What depth of water would there be in the place which it is proposed to protect by a breakwater ? 
There would be about 42 feet at the end of the proposed outer jetty, and about 34 feet at the end of the 
proposed inner jetty.
1162. That would be a sufficient depth for all purposes ? f think so.
1163. Why do you propose to put your breakwater south of the Government breakwater? From con
siderations of cheapness and of ease of construction. Mr. Carleton, in his report, regrets very much that 
at Wollongong they have no shoal water in which to construct a breakwater ; but the Department when 
it came to deal with Bellambi, instead of proposing to make the breakwater in shoal water, has looked 
out for deep water.
1164. How does your proposed site compare with the Government site ? Wc propose to construct the 
breakwater along a line of reef which has only two breaks in it. These we call the boat-channels, and 
they have, in my opinion, formed a natural scour for the harbour. That is proved by the fact that the 
soundings recorded in 1859 scarcely vary from the soundings obtained recently. Tho depth of water in 
which our breakwater would be constructed commences with 7 feet at the shore, and runs out into 14 feet, 
17J- feet, 21 feet, 19 feet, 12£ feet, 15 feet. 20 feet, 17,j feet, 19| feet, 23 feet, 21 feet, 22 feet, 24 feet, 25£ 
feet, 27* feet, 28£ feet, 34V feet, 334 feet, 31-1 feet, 40£ feet, and 4li feet. The variation in the depth 
is accounted for by the bumps on the top of the reef. I understand that the reef is 400 feet wide, with 
a uniformly level surface.
1165. Your proposed breakwater is about two-thirds of the length of the Government proposed break
water ? Slightly less than two-thirds.
1166. Mr. Black.~\ Are the depths you have just quoted the depths on top of the reef or alongside it ? 
The depths on top of the reef.
1167. Mr. Trickelt^\ What are the soundings along the line of the proposed Government breakwater ? 
8 feet, 15 feet, 17 feet, 22 feet, 23] feet, 10* feet, 15 feet, 20 feet, 27 feet, 21 feet, 22] feet, 25* feet, 
24* feet, 28* feet, 51 feet, 43 feet, 44 feet, 45 feet, 48] feet, aud 50] feet.
1168. What area of water would be protected by your proposed breakwater? I cannot say, hut I think 
at least one-fourth more than would be protected by the proposed Government breakwater.
1169; How far would the proposed new jetties run out ? ] have here the particulars and estimates of
cost in regard to the construction of the two breakwaters, the erection of jetties, the resumption of land, 
and in fact for the completion of the work. They were drawn up by one of our local engineers. He 
proposed, in addition to the breakwater of which wo have been speaking, to run out a short protecting 
breakwater still further to tho south, connecting the mainland with a small rocky island shown on the
Sian. This breakwater is referred to as Breakwater jS'o. 1, aud the longer breakwater as Breakwater 

To. 2.

J. B.
Nicholson, 
£«q., M.F.

20 Nov., 1896.

Bellambi Harbour > Breakioaicr No. 1.
Construction :—First-class hluc-metal rubble placed at a batter of 1* to 1 on the outer slope, and 

1* to 1 on the inner slope; width on top, 30 ft.; height of top, 8 ft. above low-water mark.
Calculation—Two tons to cubic yard, less * for voids ; price, 5s. per tou.
Seulion. Length. Depth of water. Contents in cubic ft.
i ................................... ... 600 ft. ... 2 ft. ... 270,000
2 ............... ... 500 ft. ... 6 ft. ... *4* 502,500
3 ............... ... 100 ft. A 4 , ... 16 ft. ... *44 171,000
4 ............... ... 100 ft. f*4 ... 10 ft, ... 129,000

1,072,500
1,072,500 cubic feet = 40,000 cubic yards, at 2 tons per cubic yard = 80,000 tons—less * for 

voids = 64,000 at 5s. per yard = £16,000.
Bellambi
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T "RNicholson Bellambi Harbour, Breakwater No. 2.
Baq.; M.r. Construction.—First-class rubble sandstone placed at a batter of H to 1 on the outer slope, and

1-f- to l on tbe inner slope, width on top 16 ft., height of top 20 ft. above low-water mark. Calculation 
20 Nov., 1898.175 tons to cubic yard, less | for voids.

Section* Length. Depth of water* Contents in cubic ft,
i ... ... 200 ft. ... ... 7 ft. ... ... 286,200
2 ... ... 700 ft. ... ... 18 ft. ... ... 1,808,800
3 ... ... 400 ft. ... ... 15 ft. ... ... 896,000
4 ... ... 300 ft. ... ... 21 ft. ... ... 825,600
5 ... ... 200 ft. ... ... 22-a- ft. ... 638,400
6 ... ... 200 ft, ... ... 27 ft. ... ... 760,400
7 ... ... 200 ft. ... ... 33 ft. ... ... 943,400

Average 24 ft. on top. 8 ... ... 100 ft. ... ... 42 ft. ... ... 682,000
32 „ „ „ 9 ... ... 100 ft. ... ... 42 ft. ... ... 731,600

iN. kb prices from 10 ... 
2s. 2d. to 4s. 8d.

... Slope at end— ... 42 ft. ... ... 416,710

7,889,100 =
292,200 cubic yards, at 1’75 tons per cubic yard = 511,350 tons—i voids = 408,675 tons at 5s. = 

£102,169, if calculated at 2 tons per cubic yard would equal 467,520 tons at 5s. - £116,880.

Bellambi Harbour.

Estimated cost complete harbour, affording loading accommodation for four of the largest cargo 
steamers in from 31 to 43 feet of water at low water at low spring tides, aud also for vessels of smaller 
draught at samo time.

Breakwater No. 1.......................... ........................... ........................... £16,000
Do No. 2... ................................................... ........................... 116,000

Jetty No. 1, 1,150 feet................................................... ........................... 26,795
Do No. 2,1,400 feet ... ... ... ... ... ........................... 32,620

Eight 20-ton steam cranes , ... ... ... ... ........................... 8,000
Fixing steam cranes ... ... ... ... ... ........................... 4,000
Roads on Jetties............................................................... ........................... 2,000

206,295
Engineer and assistant ... ... ... ... ... ........................... 2,063
Wharfingers, house and light ... ... ... ... ........................... 1,000
Two miles of siding ... ... ... ... ... ........................... 5,000
Resuming 370 acres land ... ... ... ... ........................... 2,775

Do South Bulli Line ... ... ... ........................... 5,000
Do Line from Corrimal ... ... ... ... ........................... 100
Do Loop on north side of S. B. Line ... ... ........................... 100

Making Corrimal Line ...............■ ........................... ........................... 2,500

£224,733
This estimate provides for the carrying out of Breakwater No. 2, a distance of 2,800 feet. Personally, I 
think that 1,800 feet would meet the case; but if tbe Government should decide upon tbo construction 
of a longer breakwater I would offer no objection.
1170. You claim that your proposal lias an advantage over tbe Government proposal inasmuch as it 
requires a shorter, less expensive, and moi‘0 easily constructed breakwater, and allows of two new jetties 
being erected in very deep water, besides giving an ample area of protected harbourage? I claim all that 
for it.
1171. Do you think that the Government should have the whole control of this port, or would it do for 
the Government to work their owrn jetties and to allow the coal companies to continue to work their 
jetties? No. I think that the Government should have the concern in their owrn hands. The cost of 
maintaining the private jetties along the coast has been so great that I am perfectly certain that the 
whole of the trade would, in the course of time, naturally find its way to the Government wharf. Then, 
too, I think that the Government management would be better than that of private companies. It must 
be borne in mind that we are not asking for tbe construction of a breakwater, and the erection of jetties 
for the particular benefit of colliery proprietors, though they will receive a certain amount of benefit from 
the work. "We think that if a charge of 2d. a ton is made upon all coal loaded at the jetties that will 
pay nearly 4 per cent, upon the expenditure, and wo feel sure that a charge of 3d. per ton net profit would 
be sufficient,
1172. Some of those who have advocated the construction of a harbour at Port Jynnbla have reported the 
colliery proprietors as being willing to pay as much as Gd. a ton? I think that is too high.
1173. Why? It loaves such a small margin of profit.
1174. I suppose you are not prepared to lay down any rule as to charges ? No. I simply mentioned that 
that charge has been thought sufficient to meet tbe interest upon the outlay.
1175. How would Bellambi be sheltered from north-easterly weather, even if you had the breakwater? 
The contour of tbe coast from Stanwell Park thoroughly shelters the place.
1176. How far north is Stanwell Park ? About 111- miles. A vessel can lie in tho bay when it is blowing 
almost a hurricane from the north-east. On one occasion one of the lllawarra boats lay there for two or 
three days for shelter when the danger-signal was up at Wollongong, . I think that was during a north
easterly blow. I have seen boats put into Bellambi for shelter, when they could not go to any of the 
other ports. On tho south, the reef protects the place to some extent, and it is also protected by the Five 
Islands and by Red Point.
1177. I understand that vessels have been known to put into Bellambi when they could not lie in Port 
Kembla. When did that happen ? Some eighteen months ago, when Mr. Darlcy was down there.
1178. Which way was the wind blowing ? From the north-east. I do not remember the names of the
vessels. 1179.
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1179. The protection you want ia from southerly, south-easterly, and easterly weather? "We want
protection from the south-east more than from anywhere else. We very rarely get any easterly weather, 
and a gale from the south scarcely creates any trouble inside tho hay. _ _
1180. What is the reason for the short protecting breakwater? It is contended that it would help to 20 Not., 1890.
talce the strain off tho larger breakwater. _ ,
1181. Was not the Bulli jetty carried away some years ago ? Part of it was. It runs out from a little 
cove about 2 miles to the north of Btdlambi, and while it is fairly well sheltered from the south and south 
south-east, a sea coming more from the east breaks right in there.
1182. Was it carried away during easterly weather ? The wind was east south-east.
1183. Was there a steamer there at the time ? I am not sure. That place is much more exposed than
Bellambi. At the same time the steamer “ Mount ICembla ” had to be sunk in Wollongong Harbour. The 
jetties of Bellambi have stood very well for many years, with the loss of only a few piles, and there is 
very little doubt that the proposed jetties would stand for almost all time if they were protected by a 
breakwater. _ , .
1184. Have there been any shipping casualties at Bellambi ? A short time ago a steamer coming 
from the south got on to the outer end of the reef during tho night, and was totally wrecked, but that, in 
my opinion, was due to carelessness. I do not recollect a single accident occurring in the bay.
1185. What kind of holding ground is there at Bellambi ? 1 never heard that a vessel had broken away
from her moorings there. The anchorage is not so extensive as at Port Kembla, and they must take care 
not to get too near the shoal water, or they will get on to a rocky bottom.
1186. Do vessels ever anchor at Bellambi ? Yes, they drop their anchors there often enough.
1187. But the area available for shipping would not be so large as that available at Port Kembla?
Certainly not. ^
1188. I understood you to say that Bellambi was really nearer to the Mount Kembla mine than Port 
Kembla was? Yes. The Old Kembla Company’s mine, so far as the Bulli seam is concerned, is pretty 
well worked out to the south ; in fact, I think they worked it right to the outcrop. Their workings to 
the north are now rapidly extending towards the Mount Keira Company’s property.
1189. Oknirma«.\ It is not the pit’s mouth, but the body of the coal that is nearer to Bellambi ? Yes. I 
think that if a continuous tunnel were made from one colliery to the other it would save a great deal in 
tho cost of output.
1190. Mr. Trickett?j You stated just now that the proposed location of the Government breakwater at 
Bellambi was a mistake, because it was intended to make the breakwater in deep water;—do you wish to 
add to that answer? No, I do not wish to impute motives to anyone; but one would naturally think 
that they would have looked tor the shallowest water,
1191. Do you think Bellambi harbour will present other advantages besides that of being a port for the 
export of coal ? I think so. We have there at the present time one of the best seams of lire clay,, and 
of other clay that .1 have ever seen—clay capable of making the finest kind of pottery. That is at 
Woonoona, 2 miles from Bellambi. They are at present making tiles there for the Sydney markets.
We have also every reason to anticipate the establishment of ironworks in the immediate neighbourhood.
1192. What about" the utility of the place as a harbour of refuge ? It is the only place that 1 know of 
along there which would answer the purpose.
1193. How would it compare in that respect with Port Kembla? Port Kembla is fairly well sheltered 
from the south.
1194. 1 mean supposing both places had breakwaters ? It is more sheltered than Port Kembla during a 
northerly blow, and it is equally well sheltered in any other weather.
1195. You have heard that large chlorination works are to be established near Lake lllawarra ? Yes.
1196. How would Bellambi suit those works as a shipping place? 1 do not think that the locality ot the 
port would make any difference to them. Mr. Howell has stated that ho has been able to make such 
satisfactory arrangements with the Railway Commissioners that he does not care for a port at all. I am 
satisfied that they will never have a harbour at Lake lllawarra. If the Company had wanted the 
convenience of a port they should have built their works either at Port Kembla or at Bellambi.
1197. In your opinion would it be sufficient to dredge a narrow channel, 15 feet deep, across Lake 
lllawarra to make a harbour for shipping? No, I think that would he of no use at all, and in my opinion, 
oven if they made the channel 50 feet deep, it would silt up, as the northern rivers do.
1198. What is your idea as to the practicability of opening the entrance to the lake ? I have no doubt 
that it isjpraetieable ; but last time I was there there was no entrance at all. Since then I understand that
the company have built a kind of retaining wall, and the channel is so altered that that wall is now high 1
and dry on a sand-hank.
1199. Do you think that it is a good idea to propose to make a port at Lake lllawarra? No ; I do not.
I cannot see how it will be possible for the investment to pay one per cent. South of Mount Kembla 
the only occupation is dairy farming, and to imagine that the colliery proprietors would send their coal 
to Lake lllawarra is absurd. It would be almost as easy for them to send it by rail to Sydney.
1200. Chairman.'] How far is it from Bellambi to Talawera Point ? 1 should say 17 miles.
1201. Mr. Trickett.] What do you think of the Port Kembla scheme ? Had it not been for its situation 
I should have advocated that scheme. 1 admit, without a word of equivocation, that they have the 
largest area of deepwater, and possibly the best anchorage, though as I said before, I have never heard of 
a vessel breaking adrift at Bellambi. But, inasmucli as the old Kembla Co.’s mine is 7 miles from Port 
Kembla, I cannot see that the export of coal from that place is likely to increase to the same extent as it 
is likely to increase at Bellambi The Southern Company’s prospect was an utter failure. They spent 
£80,000 or £90,000 and found no coal,
1202. They found burnt coal? The seam was topsy turvy—it varied from a perpendicular to a flat seam,
1203. Do you know anything about the character of the coal there ? I know that they have never yet ■
found coal of a payable character south of the old Kembla Company’s mine. They have found seams
of varying thickness from Kembla to Avondale, an-l even further south ; but they aro so intermixed with 
hands as to be unworkable.
1204. Where an upper seam is found to have been affected by volcanic action, I suppose the same thing 
will have occurred in regard to the lower seams ? I do not know. The coal in our upper seams has been 
in every case of an inferior quality. The coal out towards Avondale, which they tell me is 7 feet thick,

assays
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Vicllolson aSi?a“,s Per cen^ f’'ar^nni and will not make coke of any marketable quality whatever. Consequently 
Esq. M.r! ^ Is V8e*ess to say that there is a coal-field to the south of Mount Kembia which will compete with the 

existing mines.
SO Nov.i 1896.1205. I understand that all the lllawarra collieries are working the same seam—what is known as the 

No. 3 seam ? Yes; that is undoubtedly the best seam. The North lllawarra Company’s seam and the 
Bulli 4-ft. seam met with a fair market; but the coal was so much heavier than the other coal in com
parison with its hulk that the pits are now idle.
1206. Have the eleven mines that you speak of a fair supply of No. 3 coal? Yes, I think there is an 
unlimited quantity; at any rate sufficient for the next fifty years. I.have reason to believe that the 
Bellambi mine is fairly well worked out, and I believe they are encroaching pretty fast on to the old Bulli 
workings; but as they are only-employing twenty-five or thirty hands, it wrould not be felt if they closed 
down to-morrowr, because the men would get work at the other collieries.
1207. Do you know the new mine which is being opened up near Lake lllawarra p J. was down there 

' oncei tut it is some years ago. I sent a- bag full of the Avondale coal to be assayed by the Depart
ment of Mines.
1208. Was it good coal? No, it was very much inferior to the Bulli coal.
1209. We have it in evidence that very large steamers go to Port Kembla for coal. How is it that none 
of them go to Bellambi ? Because the depth at the jetties is not sufficient. Then, too, Port Kembla has 
splendid loading appliances, and as many of the colliery proprietors as possible combine to send their coal 
down there in order to expedite the loading, They send coal there from South Bulli, and X have even 
known it to go from Clifton.
1210. A gentleman who is largely interested in the Southern Coal Company, which company gets its coal 
from Corrimal, lias given evidence strongly in favour of the Port Kembla scheme? 1 cannot account for 
that, unless on the supposition of vesled interests. Commercially, there is no reason why the Corrimal 
coal should not come to Bellambi.
1211. ̂ Possibly they are influenced by the advantages which Port Kembla offers ? The only reason why 
the big boats go to Port Kembla is that they cannot load at any other place on the south coast.
1212. iSome -witnesses have suggested that it would he better for the Government not to do anything in 
this matter until it is seen what tho Tjnke Illaivarra people intend to do ? I think it is very unlikely that 
the Lake lllawarra scheme is going to be carried our, aud even if it were it rvouid have no effect upon the 
coal trade.
1213. Yon admit that Port ICembla has advantages in the way of deeper water, and possibly better 
anchorage hut you say that Bellambi is more centrally situated and better adapted for the trade ? Its 
central position is undoubtedly its chief recommendation. Then, too, if the breakwater were carried out

1,800 feet, which [ think would he sufficient, the cost of the whole scheme would be less than one- 
fourth of the cost of the Port Kembla scheme. This in itself should be such a recommendation as no 
public body could ignore.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harhour at Port Kembla.

John Barnes Nicholson, Esq., M.P., sworn, and further examined :—
1214. Chairman Have you any further statement to make before we continue your examination? Last 
Friday I made a statement to the effect that two steam colliers had to leave Port Kembla on a certain

________^ occasion and go to Bellambi for shelter. At the time I could not give the Committee the names of these
24 Nov., 1896. vesse^8) ^ut I have since ascertained that the occurrence took place on the 24th and 25th January, 

1895, and that the steamers in question were the "Egmont” and the l! Glancus.” In 1892 it was 
proposed to expend £275,000 in improving the Wollongong Harbour, aud in a report upon the proposed 
scheme the following statement occurs :—“I do not think it at all probable that the port of Wollongong, 
if improved and made a really safe harbour, can count upon drawing all tho southern trade there. 
Some will undoubtedly go direct to Sydney by rail, and a large quantity will continue to be shipped 
from private jetties, which in many cases are close to the collieries, the proprietors thereby saving 
the expense of long haulage.” What was nearly correct with regard to Wollongong in 1892, is 
equally applicable to Port Kembla at the present time, only in a greater degree, owing to the 
fact that the haulage is considerably longer to Port Kembla than to Wollongong, Consequently, other 
conditions being equal, the prospects of shipping were greater at Wollongong than at Port Kembla; aud 
for the very same reasons l,he prospects of shipping at Bellambi are proportionately greater than at either 
of the other places, as a tabular statement of distances of haulage to the various proposed ports, which I 
will presently read, will show most conclusively. The same report continues: “ 1, therefore, think that 
the utmost trade likely to he drawn to Wollongong for many years to come will not exceed 750,000 tons, 
or, say, five times the present output. Taking only 3d. per ton net profit on this quantity—as the expenses 
will be proportionately heavier on the smaller output—the proceeds would amount to £9,325, which 
would represent 4 per cent, interest on £234,375.” If this is a true statement of the prospects of 
Wollongong, I maintain that the possible increase of trade at Port Kembla would be still less, because 
Wollongong is more in the centre of the coal field than Port Kembla is. The Mount Keira and the 
Mount Pleasant mines have for years shipped nearly the whole of their coal at Wollongong. It has only 
been on special occasions that they have sent coal to Port Kembla to facilitate the loading of deep sea 
vessels there. Bellambi, however, is more favourably situated than even Wollongong, because the distance

J.B.
Nicholson, 
Esq., M.P.
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from the coal mines to Bellambi is less than it is to Wollongong. Another statement which lias come
under my notice is, that the coal in the northern end of the lllawarra district is, to a certain extent, 0ji°p
petering out. and that so much burnt coal has been met with that some of the collieries will very shortly
be closed. This statement can only possibly apply to old Bulli and to Bulli “B” pit. Having worked 24 itov., 1806.
there years ago, I know tbe circumstances of both collieries. In tbe old Bulli mine, they worked through
the burnt coal, which was adjacent to what is known as the basalt dyke, which runs through the lllawarra
coal-field, and got into good coal. Most of tlic collieries down there are getting into better coal. Mount
.Keira, Mount Pleasant, and some of the other collieries are now supplying better coal than they supplied
in the past, and have better prospects now than they had four or five years ago. As soon as they get
through the dyke the coal improves. In the Bulli pit, after we had got through the dyke, we obtained
some of the best coal that has ever been turned out in tbe lllawarra district.
1215. Mr. Jtohrrfs.] Is it not a fact that during tbe years 18i)4i and 1895, and up to tbe UOth April,
1896, more coal was shipped at Port Kembla than at the Bellambi and Bulli jetties ? If you put Bulli 
and Bellambi together, I cannot admit that that is so; but if you compare Bellambi alone with Port 
Kembla, I must admit tbe fact. It is due to tins reason, that large steamers have hitherto not been 
able to come into Bellambi. Vessels which have been unable to complete their loading at Newcastle, 
because they could not get over the bar there with a full cargo, have gone to Port Kembla to complete 
their loading. Thou, too, as I said last Priday. the appliances for loading at the Southern Coal Company's 
jetties are of a first-class character. The norlhern collieries—Mouth Bulli, Bellambi, aud very often 
Mouth Clifton—combine, aud send coal to Port Kembla to complete the loading of deep-sea steamers in 
as short a time as possible. Taking tbe shipments for some years past, however, I think that Bellambi 
sent away more coal than Wollongong or Port Kembla. If, at Wollongong, the exportation of 750,000 
tons ot coal would only give a return of 4 per cent, upon the expenditure upon the harbour works,
—supposing dues of 3d. a ton were charged—the return given at Port Kembla, with a similar export, 
but on a proposed expenditure on works alone of £440,000, would be much less. Besides, it must be 
remembered that in addition to the cost of the works proposed to be carried out there, there is the cost 
of land resumption which must be something terrific. The land there is four times as valuable as the 
land around Bellambi. Then, too, there would be 10 miles of railway to resume as against If mile or 
14 mile at Bellambi. The conditions under which they ship coal now at Port Kembla are such that I 
think any one would hesitate before saying that the Port Kembla scheme was the best scheme that has 
been suggested. Tbe Southern Coal Company built their jetty and laid down their railway before 
prospecting for coal, and when they opened their mine they found no workable coal. To imagine that 
the Bulli seam extends south of Mount Kembia is utterly fallacious, aud the report of the Government 
Geologist for 1890 states most distinctly that the Bulli seam peters out at Mount Kembla, The Mount 
Kembla Company have broken through to daylight in Air, Purcell’s estate, aud the scam has never been 
discovered further south than that. 1 know that coal has been found south of Mount Kembla, and 1’ 
had about half a hundredweight of a sample which 1 received from Avondale assayed. The assay 
gave about 51 per cent, of fixed carbon, and a large percentage of ash. The Government Assayer stated 
that that coal would not make coke of a marketable quality. They have some good coal down there ; but the 
seams are so thin, and there are so mauy hands between tho floor and the roof, that it cannot be worked 
at a profit. According to the Government Geologist's report, it would seem that payable coal cannot be 
expected down there until they sink down 3,400 feet and strike the Greta measures. The Southern 
Coal Company having failed to find coal in their own laud purchased the Corrimal property, since which 
time I think they have leased the mine to the Adelaide Steamship Company, and, although Bellambi is 
within If mile of the colliery, they send the coal 8 or 9 miles to Port Kembla. It would be to their 
interests as well as to tbe interests of other colliery proprietors if they could ship from Bellambi instead 
of from Port Kembla or from Lake lllawarra. ,1 have hero a table of the rail distances from tbo various 
collieries to Lake lllawarra. Port Kembla, and Bellambi:— .

Miles. Milos. Milos,
Prom Clifton to Lake lllawarra 23, Port Kembla 17, Bellambi S.

‘3 Austinmer 19, 13, 4.
B11IH „ 16, 10, 1.

}• Woonona ,, 15, 9, 1.
JJ S. Bulli „ 14, 8, 1.
31 Corrimal ,, 134, u

Mount Pleasant ., 10i-, «, 2,
Mount Keira 10, 5, 2.
Mount Kembla „ 7. 5, 4.

33 Helensburgh ,, ^8, 9 23, )> 17.

Totals 156, 1031. 411
Mo that in the aggregate Port Kembla is two and a half times as far as Bellambi and Lake Ilianarva three 
times as far.
1216. Chairman.-] 1 fave you taken these distances along the tram iines and then along the Government 
line? Prom the pit mouth along the tram line to the nearest station upon the Government line. "With 
regard to Ihe Mount Pleasant mine, the distance to Bellambi by their present tramway is much greater 
limn 2 miles, but they could get to Bellambi from their present workings by making a tramway less than 
2 miles in length. It has been stated that the proposed Government breakwater at Bellambi was to bo 
constructed along the line of reef, but the plan which I handed in last Priday shows that that breakwater 
would be a, long way inside of the reef, and would take up the deepest and best water. As compared 
w'ith the breakwater which I suggest, the Government breakwater would lessen the area of the harbour 
by nearly one-third. All that is necessary at Bellambi is to cap the existing reef with some 1,800 feet 
of breakwater. Some misleading statements have also been made in regard to the depth of the reef. The 
outer end of the reef is absolutely hare at low water, and not once, but 100 times have 1 seen 
the reef clear of the water in calm weather. In rouuh weather it is easily discernible by reason 
of the surf breaking over it. With regard to the Lake lllawarra scheme I am of opinion that it is 
utterly incompatible with the estimate of expenditure. As a matter of fact, that amount would he 
barely sufficient to open the entrance to the lake, to say nothing of the cost of making a channel 
across the lake and the construction of a dock for the reception of vessels. 'Then, too, the improbability 
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Ninhofe'ou A11)* coal being shipped bo far south rendora the ivliole scheme abortive and utteriy umvorthy of eon-
Esq M p’ sideration. I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that if the Lake lllawarra scheme were carried 

out the coal shipped from the lake would not amount to more than 200,000 tons per annum for years and 
84 Nov., 1896. yoars to come. The amount of coal now opened up in the lllawarra district is sufficient to supply nearly 

twice the present trade. The various collieries now employ something like 1,400 men, and I am wdthiti 
bounds when I say that they have facilities for tho employment of 4,000 men; so that the output could 
be nearly trebled before the mines would be fully worked. TFlth regard to what has been said by' 
Government officials and others in regard to the possibilities of getting stone in the district, 1 want to 
state that we have any quantity of blue-metal close to the Mouth Bulli Colliery, aud can open out sufficient 
at very short notice to construct both the No. 1 and the No. 2 breakwaters shown on my plan. Our 
local engineer thinks that the sandstone near the Government railway line would be as good for the No. 2 
breakwater, because it might be got out jn bigger blocks, and perhaps at less expense. There has been 
some talk for some time past about the llaihvay Commissioners intending to duplicate the line from 
Clifton to Port Kembla. K that be so, I believe they would be glad to make an arrangement for tbe 
cutting away of the sandstone alongside tho lino, and if this were done in a workmanlike manner, the 
road being left level for the laying of the rails, 1 believe the freightage would be merely of a nominal 
character. I believe that the stone can be landed at Bellambi for less than the amount estimated by Mr. 
Carleton, namely, 5s. per ton. J believe we could get it for less than that, whether we got it from near 
the South Bulli Colliery or from the rocks contiguous to the railway. Mr. Carleton, in his report, says 
that two jetties have been constructed at Bellambi and two at Port Kembla. Those at Bellambi were 
constructed uuder a Crown lease, terminable in lS9f), while those at Port ICembla were constructed under 
Acts of Parliament, which give the companies power to construct other jetties if necessary. Therefore, 
before anything is done, arrangements should be made to place all the collieries upon the same footing in 
regard to harbour dues, &c. Scarcely anything was said about the cost of resumption ; but we may take 
it for granted that the cost of resumption at Port Kembla would be four times the cost of resumption at 
Bellambi. It has been stated by recognised authorities upon the southern coal-fields that Port 
Kembla is a centrally-situated port ; hut this is a matter requiring much consideration. With 
all due respect to tho opinion of Br. Hobertson, who is one of the authorities to whom I reier, 
I think he may possibly be labouring under tbe delusion that there is a coal-field south of Mount 
ICembla. I deny the existence of such a coal-field. £75,000 is put down in the estimate of the 
cost of wharfs, &c., at Bellambi; but if that means the cost of resuming jetties, it must be known 
that it would not be nearly so great, inasmuch as the leases of the jetties fall In within a very 
few years. At Port Kembla, for which there is a similar estimate, put down, the circumstances are 
very different, because there the companies have a right to their jetties for all time, and power to construct 
other new ones. Moreover, I understand that the whole of tho land leading down to Port Kembla is tho 
property of The Wentworth family, and the companies siiipping coal at Port ICembla have to pay a royalty 
for permission to run over this land. If I mistake not, it costs the Southern Coal Company £4,000 or 
£5,000 per annum for the right to run over this land. Therefore, even taking into consideration the 
interest which they hold, and the very well equipped jetty at Port Kembla, it would serve them better to 
be able to ship their coal within a mile and a half of their colliery, namely at Bellambi. While they might 
not gain so much immediately by tbe change as they might by the resumption of their jetty, they would 
reap a benefit in the course of five or six years. Mr. Hickson estimates that the cost of protecting 
Bellambi would be £3,557 per acre, of protecting 'Wollongong £3,405 per acre, and of protecting Port 
Kembla £1,256 per acre; but I think this is an unfair estimate, inasmuch as it is proposed to put the 
breakwater at Bellambi in the very deepest water. Furthermore, the Port Kembla estimate only takes 
into consideration tbe construction of one breakwater. At Bellambi, if we availed ourselves of all tho 
water area, wo should have one-fourth, and in fact almost one-third more space as is provided by the 
Government scheme. With the permission of the Committee, 1 should like to read one or two remarks 
upon this matter made by Mr. John Evans, junior, who was at one time manager at Mount Kembia, and 
has since been manager of Bulli: He was of opinion that there must have been close on £250,000 
spent in trying to make a harbour at "Wollongong, and there never would be a trade there till they had a 
harbour. If the trade did ever come, the Wollongong harbour would be inadequate for it. The time had 
arrived when the trade needed expanding. At the meeting held by Mr. Wiley in Wollongong five years 
ago, it was prophesied that the Orient and other large boats would, when the trust got a fair start, be 
loading there in the course of two or three years. As they all well knew, that had not come about. Jf 
thev could make a harbour in keeping with modern ways, that was the line they should follow out,
.................... He thought that they should tnr aud damn tbe Kembla scheme right out. He was
prepared to wager that a million of money had been spent on the mines from Mount Pleasant to 
Helensburgh, whereas on the south £100.000 was about all that had been spent, with little results. 
There is no question that Mr. Evans was in earnest when he made those remarks, and we all know that 
what he says about the amount of money that has been expended is correct. It would be very hard 
indeed if the northern coal owners were baulked by the construction of a harbour at Port Kembla when, 
if a harbour were made at Bellambi, it would serve the southern coal owners as well as the northern coal 
owners. Mr. Eddy has promised to give us practically the same facilities as they have at Newcastle and 
to create a 10-mile /one north and south. He named Wollongong as the starting point, because the 
harbour trust was then in existence and good work was expected of it, although, 1 am sorry to say, it was 
not done. A 10-mile /one from Bellambi would benefit the colliery proprietors both north and south.
1217. Mr. Clarke.] You are of opinion that Bellambi would be superior as a port of shipment for coal
to Port Kembla ? Yes. ^ _
1218. If the breakwater which you propose were carried out, you think that Bellambi would make as
good a harbour as Port Kembla ? 1 think there are better prospects for tho shipment of coal at Bellambi
than at any other place, because Bellambi is right in the middle of the coal-field.
1219. I suppose the trade of Bellambi would be pretty well all coal trade? Yes. There would also be 
shipments of coke from Unanderra, Mount Pleasant, and Clifton, and I believe that the Bulli Coke- 
works have recently started again.
1220. Is It safe for sailing vessels to load at Bellambi at the present time? Two gentlemen—an 
Englishman and an American—visited Bellambi a year ago, and they informed the manager of the South 
Bulli Colliery that if a breakwater wore constructed it would be tbe safest harbour on the southern coast, 
and that they would guarantee an increase of trade to the extent of 500,000 tons per annum.

1221.
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1221, Is there good holdiug ground at Bellambi? I never heard of a vessel breaking adrift there. The -I?-
inner part of the bay is so sheltered that I cannot conceive of the possibility of that happening. Ps, M>P
1222. Tho Committee have evidence that the holding ground at Port Kembla is as good as any in the
Colony ? That is generally allowed to he the ease ; but, inasmuch as tbe holding ground at liScllambi has oj jjov. 1390. 
served all purposes for several years, [ fail to see why a comparison should he made. We acknowledge ’
that Port Kembla has tbe largest area of deep water, the greatest depth of water, and the best anchorage ; 
but we say that a vessel has never boon known to break away from her anchorage at Bellambi. At 
Wollongong, not many months ago, tho Kembla had to be sunk inside the basin to prevent her from 
getting on to the breakwater.
12213. I suppose that Wollongong may be considered to bo out of tbe question? I think so.
1224. A large amount of money lias been expended there with very small results? Yes; they have 
carried out their works in llic very best water, just where they should havo their wharfs and their loading 
berths. Even the lighthouse is built in the deepest water. '
1225. In the event of a breakwater being made at Bellambi, would tbo collieries which have access to that
port now' continue to ship there? Yes ; the saving of money which that course would bring about would 
compel them to do so. ”
1220. Do you think the Metropolitan Company would ship there? ] think they would send coal there, 
whenever they had an order, because the distance is only 17 miles, as against 26 miles to Darling Harbour, 
and it is nearly all down grade to Bellambi, there being only one up grade, whereas it is up grade all the 
way to Sydney.
1227. Do you think that the people would continue to send coal from Clifton and Bulli ? T think they 
would send coal from Clifton, because that jetty is built upon a flat reef, and tbe very least disturbance 
of tbe water renders it impossible to load there. It is only a matter of time when the Clifton coal 
will come to Bellambi. The South Clifton Colliery lias no facilities for sending its coal away except 
by railway, so that that Company would readily avail itself of a port at Bellambi. With regard to the old 
Bulli Mine, since the property came into the possession of Mr. G-corge Adams, tbo jetty has been improved 
and lengthened, and is so sheltered by a reef upon each side of it, that J. have scon vessels loading there 
when they could not get into the basm at Wollongong. I do not think, however, that they would go to 
any further expense for repairs at these jetties if there were faeilities for shipping at Bellambi. Bellambi 
could be used for over-sea vessels, both sailing ships and steamers, just as Darling Harbour is used.
1228. Would not the Corrimal coal still go to Port Kembla? J very much doubt it. I think that the 
cost of repairs to the Port Kembla jetties is so great, and the distance of transit so great, that, that coal 
will ultimately be shipped at Bellambi.
1229 "\V hat about the Mount Keira and Mount Pleasant coal? 1 am doubtful about those collieries; 
but I think they would be better served at. Bellambi than at Wollongong. 'The country is so easy that 
the cost of relaying their railways -would not be very great, and if a direct line was made, the distance 
would be much shorter as their preseut workings go. The great inducement for all the collieries to send 
to Bellambi would be this : Now. for half their time, they cannot load at their jetties, aud for one-fourth 
or oue-third of the time, coal eaimot be sent from Wollongong. If, however, a safe port were made at 
Bellambi, they could load all the time. What wo want to do is to select the best possible site for this 
harbour,
1280. You spoke about sandstone being procurable for tbe construction of a breakwater? Our local 
engineer is of opinion that blue-metal might be used for the construction of the outer breakwater, and 
sandstone for the construction of the inner breakwater, if an agreement could be come to with tbe 
Railway Commissioners for obtaining freight at a nominal rate.
3231. Would sandstone do as vmll as blue-metal ? 1 think so.
.1232. I do not think sandstone has been used in other breakwaters when other material has been 
procurable ? I believe that vTe have sandstone along the lllawarra railway which is almost imperishable.
I am not aware that stone perishes more quickly under water than when it is exposed to the air.
1233. Have you given any consideration to Jervis Bay as a port of shipment? Prom what I have heard 
I believe that Jervis Bay is a very good port; but it is too far south for the coal owmers of lllawarra to 
be able to avail themselves of it.
1234. I suppose it is not likely that coal would bo found south of the Southern Coal Company’s mine, 
except at a very great depth ? I am only aware of two small seams, one a foot and the other 18 inches 
thick, m which the coal is of a quality sufficiently good for market. All the other coal is so much 
inferior to the Bulli seam that 1 am sure they could not got a market for it.
1235. Mr. Zee.] Your contention is that there is a need for a port on the south coast, and that the best 
site for such a port is Bellambi ? Yes.
1236. \ 011 place both Wollongong and Bake lllawarra out of the question, and confine your remarks to 
Bellambi and Port Kembla ? Yes.
1237. Is there not sufficient shipping now7 going to Port Kembla and Bellambi to meet all the require
ments of the trade ? No, not half enough,
1238. ^ Could you give tbe Committee any instance of mining operations being retarded for want of 
shipping? If 1 bad made notes for'thc purpose I could have given instances to show that wo aro losing 
from one to tw7o days work a wTeek because of tho wrant of shipping during bad weather.
1239. Bad weather interrupts the loading of steamers on the south coast? Yes.
1240. You hold that with a secure harbour the loading of steamers would be very much facilitated, and 
in addition an advantage would be gained by reason of tho fact that sailing vessels could visit the place?
Yes.
1241. The trade would then be on somewhat tbe same lines as the trade of Newcastle ? Quite so.
1242. Do you think there is likely to be the samo demand for the lllawarra coal in the eastern and other 
markets that there is for the Newcastle coal ? I think that tho demand for tbe southern coal will increase 
year by year, because it has been proved to tbe sal isfaction of steamship owners that it is better for 
steaming purposes than any other coal that can be obtained in the Colonies.
1243. If the output of the south coast were to reach your forecast, do you think there would bo sufficient 
trade to carry on all the mines? I think so. If we have a superior article to put upon the market, we 
must increase our trade as the years go by. There is no coal in the southern hemisphere equal to tho 
lllawarra coal.

1244.
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_ J, B. 1244. You think that there is no reason to fear a diminution of the trade in the future ? Nonewdiatever, 
Nichohon, 1245. The trade is more likely to increase ? That is my opinion.

124G. Therefore, you think that the same facilities for loading should be given on the south coast as have 
24Nov 1896 ^een giveu 011 the north coast ? Yes. I think we have been left in the cold too long.

’ ' 1247. In the event of either Bellambi or Port Kembla being made into a harbour, yon think that in the
interests of the country the existing jetties and railways should be resumed, so that a uniform charge 
might be made for the shipment of all coal? I do.
1248. At Newcastle, the Commissioners charge lOd. a ton for the haulage and shipping of coal coming 
from distances between 4 aud 7 miles? It coats the southern coal-mine owners more than that.
1249. It is natural to suppose that if a harbour is made on the south coast, the trade will concentrate 
there ? Yes.
1250. Therefore, no one colliery should have an advantage over tho others there ? No.
1251. If the jetties remain the property of private coal-mine owners, it might happen that they would, 
hud means of delaying the shipment of coal belonging to a rival company? Yes; that might happen. 
With regard to the concentration of trade, the captain of any ship who finds that he can get his vessel 
loaded more quickly at Bellambi than anywhere else will come there.
1252. But I suppose, even if a safe harhour he made at Bellambi or at Port Kembia. vessels will continue 
to load at the other jetties in fine weather ? Possibly so ; but I think only for a short length of time. 
The jetties would soon fall into disuse.
1253. You think that owners as soon as they could make their arrangements would ship the whole of 
their coal from a secure port ? Without doubt.
1254. Is there any general organisation of the colliery owners in your district which has taken up the 
same position with regard to the construction of a breakwater at Bellambi as you take np ? I am not in 
a position to say; but I know that certain of the managers bold tbe same vieivs as I do, and I could 
almost vouch for two or three of tho owners. It is so much to their advantage to have a harbour con
structed at Bellambi that they can scarcely say anything else, even though they may belong to the 
Southern Coalowners Association. Jt is simply a question of £ s. d.
1255. No matter where the port is made, whether at Bellambi or at Port Kembla, some of tbe mines will 
be able to get there more cheaply' than the other mines ? Well, if the zone system is applied that may 
not be so. If a uniform charge is made for all collieries within a 5-mile radius and a similar charge for 
all collieries within a 10-mile radius, they will be all on pretty much the same basis.
1256. Chairman.'] Why should there be two zones? Well, 1 do not know whether Mr. Eddy would be 
prepared to give the Southern Colliery the same advantages as the South Bulli Colliery, one being 6 miles 
away and tbe other about 1-f mile.
1257. Mr. Zee.] Would a 10-mile zone from Bellambi include Mount Kembla? It would include all 
the collieries with the exception of the Metropolitan.
1258. What rate is to be charged for each zone? Mr. Eddy did not go into any particulars. I suggested 
the idea to him, and he said that it was the only feasible way out of tbe difficulty. At the time we were 
advocating a reduction in the cost of transit for coal in the southern district.
1259. At Newcastle they have a varying rate, the minimum being 6d. per ton fora distance not exceeding 
1 mile? That is why I stated that there might he two zones—alO-milezone, and another zone inside that. 
1200, At any rate if the zone rates are not in excess .of the rates charged at Newcastle the colliery 
proprietors will he prepared to pay them? I think they would be on the same ratio as the Newcastle 
rates. The grades to Darling Harbour are so heavy that it would cost the Commissioners more in 
proportion to the mileage to take coal there than it would to take it down lo Bellambi.
1261. Do yon think that the extra return obtained by tbe railways would be sufficient to pay the cost of 
haulage aud interest upon the cost of the construction of the proposed ivories ? I would not like to say 
that it would do so from the start; but 1 am sure that in the course of two or three years the scheme 
would pay. J feel certain that it would ultimately pay 41.- per cent, upon the capital invested.
1262. Do you think it would be advisable to have a zone charge and an additional charge of so much a 
ton to cover the cost of shipment? Well, let us say that 3d. a ton net gain should accrue to the 
Government.
1263. Do you think a clear gain of 3d. a ton would be sufficient to cover the interest? I think it would 
be more than sufficient.
1264. That is taking the expenditure as estimated by your engineer? Yes.
1265. "Upon the Government estimate it would not be sufficient? No.
1266. I suppose that the trade from a port on the southern coast would be nearly all export trade ? We 
shall not have much import trade for some time to come : hut I believe that the district is well situated 
for the establishment of manufactories.
V2G7. Do you think that it is necessary to construct wharfs at either Port Kembla or Bellambi ? No. 
I think that two additional jetties will serve the trade for twenty or thirty years to come.
1268. I suppose it would be a costly matter to construct a wharf at Bellambi owing to tbo shallowness of 
the water near the shore ? I think that a wharf could be put alongside tho breakwater in deep water.
1269. Would not that be a dangerous position for it. Would not the surf break over the breakwater 
on to tbe wharf? I think that if No. 1 breakwater were constructed, there would not be much sea 
coming against No. 2 breakwater. Yery little sea enters the bay now. I only remember two piles 
having been disturbed on tbe outer jetty,
1270. But while there may not be sufficient sea to harm the jetties, the sea might he sufficient to break 
over the breakwater and interfere with unloading ? I do not think so.
1271. You rely upon the No. 1 breakwater to prevent that? No ; I rely upon the general direction of 
the storms. Our storms generally run along past the outer end of the proposed lower breakwater, and do 
not disturb the bay very much.
1272. If ore were brought to Bellambi could it be loaded into the trucks on the jetty? Yes. Every 
facility for unloading could be afforded upon either of the two jetties which we propose to construct. 
Moreover, between the two reefs there would be room to discharge millions of tons of ballast, and this 
ballast would ultimately form a protection to the inner breakwater.
1273. It matters very little, when a vessel is lying in still water, whether the stuff taken out of her
hold has to be run up 10 feet or 30 feet ? If she can lay comfortably at her moorings it makes very 
little difference. 1274.
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1274. Is it not done at almost every port in the world where there are large vessels? Yes. They have 
to do it at sea when they bring np coal from the hold for the use of the steamer.
1275. If stuff is being unloaded on to a wharf it has to be hoisted some feet above the wharf before it 
is swung out? Yes ; and it would only take a second more to raise anything 30 feet instead of 20 feet. 24 Jfov 1896
1276. Have you seen them taking out ballast at Newcastle and putting it direct into the trucks ? Yes; '
I have seen them doing that on one or two occasions
1277. Why should it be necessary to erect a wharf in order to allow a vessel to unload ore ? I do not 
think it is necessary at all.
1273, So long as there is calm water, inward cargo can he discharged into the trucks on a jetty without 
any difficulty ? Yes ; just as the outward cargo can be put into the vessel.
1279. Sailing vessels will havo to discharge their ballast into the trucks? Yes, unless they tip it out 
before they enter the port. At Bellambi they could discharge millions of tons of ballast between the 
two reefs
12S0. At any rate, if they can lift the ballast out of the vessel into trucks they could lift ore out ? Yes.

You come here representing Woronoru ? lam the parliamentary representative of 
the lilcctoral District of Worouora,
1282, Do you oppose the Port Kembla scheme in the interests of your electorate, or in the interests
of the whole district? In the interests of the whole district; not onlv in the interests of my own 
electorate. "
1283. You are not personally interested in this matter? Not a cent.

fS an^r of an import trade to the south coast ? It will come about in time, and no
doubt facilities for unloading would he provided as the trade came. If the jetties were found insufficient 
we could build a wharf. * '
1280. You are aware that the Departmental officers in preparing a scheme always put as much into it as 
they can . Unfortunately that is so. A.uy expenditure upon wharfs would be premature.
1286. A coal jetty is not a place upon which you can discharge ballast ? I have seen coal slung up in 
ioot ti r0m-'tk0 ^ower °f a steamer, and I think it would be easy to sling ballast on to tbe jetty.
1", -“Ut -lo or 20 feet of extra hoist every time means a good deal in the aggregate? Yes; it docs 
make a difference.
1288, You believe that Bellambi has all the advantages which Port Kembla is said to possess? Well, 
the area of protected water^ and the depth of water would not he so great. It has been a harbour of 
reruge ever since I have resided in the district, aud I believe ever since there have been vessels on the 
coast.
1289. The harbour is deep enough to load any merchant vessel? It can load vessels of 3.000 tons there
now. '

J. B.
Nickokon, 
Esq,, M.P.

1290. And if your scheme were carried out there would be sufficient water for ;mv sized vessel ? Yes.
1291. J suppose you have some knowledge as to the amount of room required by shipping ? Yes : I wfas
at sea for a row years in my early life. " '
1292. Do you think that at either Bellambi or at Port Kembla there would be room for twelve 3,000-ton 
vessels to swing at their anchors ? Yes, for twentv.
1293. Of course you are aware that at a coal port there must he anchorage for other vessels besides those 
loading at the jetties ? Yes ; but there is ample room for that at either plaeo. I advocate Bellambi onlv 
because it is the more central, and the construction of a harbour there would mean a larger export of coal. 
1291. lou stated that the Bulli seam does not extend south of Mount Kembla? Yes.
1295. In the mines further north, are there not three or four workable seams under the Bulli seam P

i n,0t mia P‘vab,lc1^'niiractCT- • T!ie?‘tried lhe 4’1,eofc seam at Old Bulli, hut it was knocked out of the 
market. Ihe Aorth Bulli seam is similar. Its density as compared with its bulk is greater than that of 
the Bulb seam. 0

What about the deep seam there? We suppose that thev are on the same seam, though the coal 
differs m appearance and quality as it gets deeper. “
1297. There is no payable seam below the present seam ? ] believe not.
1293. We have been told that there are several good seams under the Bulli seam ? There is anv number 
ot seams below tbe Bulh seam, but the quality of the coal is not good enough for the market. *
1299. As far as you know there is no payable coal south of Mount Kembla 7 No ; cither the quality of 
the coal ]s poor, or there are so many bands that it does not pay to work it.
1300. Do you know of payable coal in tho mountains at the back of Jambcroo ? No. I believe there is 
no payable coal as far south as Jervis Bay. At any rate, there lias been no development up to date to 
warrant us in thinking so.
130L. Mr. Fegan.] To whom does the foreshore at Bellambi belong? A township was surveyed there 
some years ago, aud several allotments were purchased, so that there are two or three owners of the land 
around the bay, if not more.
1302. To whom do the jetties belong? To the South Bulli Coal Company aud the Bellambi or Woonona 
Company. IJie leases of both companies terminate in 1S90.
1303. Does not part of the foreshore belong to the Crown ? IB r. 
did not own a foot of water frontage around Bellambi. He said 
Bcdlambi as a place for a port.
1304. Have the companies a lease of the approaches to the jetty? .....  .... ............„
"ii-tto? r,m,linS 0Vfcr 1,:- Several land-owners in the district obtain royalty in that wav 

130u. What objection have you to the breakwater proposed by the Government? We object to ‘it 
because it runs out into the deepest water, and lessens our harbour area, while the cost of construction ia 
greater than need he.

Darlev told me that tho Government 
that that was the only thing against

They may own that land themselves, or

130b. What is the distance between the two breakwatera you propose to construct? T believe that at
^extreme ends they are about 2,000 feet apart; but they start from tho same shelf of rock.
130/ What is the distance between the Government proposed breakwater and your proposed inner 
breakwater . Something like 200 feet at the starting point, the distance widening as the breakwaters go 
out. &
1308. If your scheme were carried out, we should have as good a harbour at Bellambi as we could have at 
I ort Kembla, a harhour that would he much cheaper to construct and which would be sufficient for the

. trade
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J.B. trade for fifty years to come ? Yes. The estimated cost of protecting Bellambi is less than one-half of 
Nicholson’ the estimated cost of protecting Port Kembla. ,
'sfl> - • 130!). I underatand that you take some exception to a number of soundings at Bellambi on the G-overmneni

24"nov~"i896 P^an ^ ^ ■^>ort Kembla they have the very best soundings, while at Bellambi they have taken soundings
’ ' in tho deepest water. They have either made a great mistake at Bellambi, or there has been something

like undue influence. .
1310. What should they have done F They should have looked for the shoal water as they did at Port 
Kembla.
1311. We have been told that the bottom at Port Kembla is clay, while at Bellambi it is rocky ? At Port 
Kembla they have undoubtedly a good anchorage ; but at Bellambi they can anchor very well, except in 
the shoal water, and a vessel would never get close in shore to anchor.
1312. How long have you been living in the district p Over fifteen years. .
1313. Therefore you think that you would have heard of any objection to tbe anchorage at Bellambi. I 
thmk so.
1311. Have you heard of anv vessel breaking away from her moorings there ? No, 3 have been there 
times out of number, and have seen vessels loading in all sorts of weather. . ,
1315. I believe that was part of your work at one time, when you represented the miners of the district. 
Yes. iny work took me there occasionally, but my own interest in the place brought me there much 
oftencr. . ,
131G. It has been stated that they gave np working at; the Bulli Colliery, because they met with cinder 
coal. 3 understand from you, however, that they got through that bad coal ? Yes, years ago.
1317. What seams in the southern district ore workable? The Bulli seam is the only payable seam.
1318. What thickness is it? 3t varies from S to 10 feet, though at places it may be less than 8 feet and
more than 10 feet. .
1319. Whilst there are high seams to be worked it docs not pay to work low seams ? Certainly not. 31hat 
is why tho Bulli “ B ” pit is at present shut down. The burnt coal has cut out the bituminous coal to such 
an extent that it does not pay to work the bituminous coal. We have only the Bulli seam and a 4-ft. seam 
workincr, aud it is a moot point whether the seam that has been worked at North lllawarra and at Clifton 
is the Bulli seam or not, it varies so much in thickness. I hold that there is a difference. The 4-ft. seam 
is 16 or 20 feet below the Bulli seam.
3 320. Is it inferior coal ? Yes.
1321. At present tlicre is no coal being wrorked under tidal waters ? No.
1322. Where the coal is not under tidal waters the greater portion of it can be recovered under good
management by bringing back the pillars? Yes. _ _
1323. There is not one-third of the coal left in the mine? Not one-fourth, I should imagine.
1324. Is this 8 or 10 feet seam clear coal ? Yes, There is not a bit of dirt in it that I have seen, though 
in parts I have noticed a slight layer of dirt between the coal and the roof.
1325. Yrou do not know anything about seams further down ? No.
1326. Are there people in the district desirous of having a harbour at Port Kembla? ^ As a matter of
fact, there are no residents in the immediate vicinity of Port ICembla. Wollongong is, 1 suppose, the 
nearest place to it. _ r
1327. Have you an analysis of the coal obtained by the lllawarra Band Corporation? No, hut 1, will 
procure it for the Committee.
L32S. Y7e were told that it was exceptionally good coal? If the bagful sent to me was a good sample, 
and I presume that it was, it was not good coal. There were pieces of bright stuff mixed with it, but 
generally it was dull, and I should take it to be a dirty coal. .
1329. Would it be good steaming coal? No. In my opinion it was scarcely good enough for domestic 
purposes.
1330. Are we to understand that that coal is almost valueless at the present time? 3 think so.
1331. Will not the smelting company use it ? I am very much afraid that it is not good enough.
1332. Jf both Port Kembla and Bellambi were equipped with the necessary loading appliances, would not 
most of the trade go to Port Kembla ? No, I do not think so. 1 do not think people would send coal 
10 miles when they need only send it 4 miles.

WEDXESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY, 25 NOVEMBER, 1896.

JJwscitt:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Eredekick Thomas Humfheri'. 
The Hon. James Hoskins.
Tho Hon. Charms James Roherts, C.M.G. 
Tho Hon. William Joseph Tmckett.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.

Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

Henry Clarke, Esq.
Chari.es Alfred Lee, Esq. 
John Lionel Eeoan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.

The Committee further considered tho proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kombla.

David McCulloch, Esq.,Statistical Clerk, Department of Mines, sworn, and further examined:—
1333. Chnirman^] A'ou desire to put in some returns ? Yes. The following statement shows the total H 
output of coal from the collieries within tbo Hlawarra basin, from the opening of the field to the end of ^gq00
1S!)0, and supplements the return 1 hare already given to the Committee:— s
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Trior to Tong. Tons. Tons. Ten h. Tens. Tons. Tons. Tons.
1871... :id,74fi S,000 33.422 Further details not available.
JS74... 33,085 1,000 37,790 ;.s,5iK( r ' f1875 , retails not available .... !

. 51,57.' 47,000 101.709 ■ ■ i
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Charles Joseph Byrnes, Esq., Managing Director, Mount Pleasant Coal Company, sworn, and examined:—
1JJ4. Chairman!] "Where is the projierty of your company situated ? At Wollongong. C, J. ^
13!P). You wish to make a statement with regard to the question now under the consideration of the Ks<l-
Committee ? Yes. During the existence of the Wollongong Harbour Trust, the desirability of getting 
a deep water harbour on tho south coast was mooted. 1 was Chairman of tho Harbour Trust at tbo 0 0''’ '
time. Accordingly meetings were held at Bellambi, Wollongong, and Kembla. at which the whole matter 
was discussed, and it was ultimately resolved that in order to avoid any collision and the risk of not 
obtaining any harbour at all, lo refer tbe whole matter to tbe Government, and to abide by tbo decision 
of (lie Government.
BiJO. Who were at the meeting at which this determination was arrived at ? Representative men from 
Bellambi, Kembla, and Wollongong. I was there as Chairman of the Harbour Trust, aud most of the 
other members of the trust were present. Among others Mr. \ ickery was there, and so were Dr. Robertson 
and Mr. Ewing.
1337. And tbe meeting agreed to leave the whole matter to the Government ? Yes ; and I am prepared
to adhere to that decision. T do not wish to offer any opinion upon the question at all. _
1338. For what reasons is a port necessary on the south coast P At the present tiino it is impossible for 
the southern collieries to enter into competition for tbe foreign trade, because it is impossible to load 
sailing ships on tbe south coast, and it is in sailing ships that lhe great bulk of that trade is done. At 
Wollongong, vessels up to about 900 tons can be loaded, at Bellambi vessels up to 2,000 tons, and at 
Port Kembla, J suppose, almost any sized vessel—I am speaking of steamers only. Y'e cannot load 
sailing-ships at anv or these places. But if we had a commodious harbour, suitable for tho accommodation 
of any kind of vessel, I think we should be able to do double our preseut trade. My own colliery bas 
frequently had to refuse orders because we were not in a position to load tbe coal at W ollongong, and 
the railway rates to Port Kembla prevent ns from shipping there.
1339. Yon have discussed this matter with Dr. Robertson P J have discussed it with Dr. Robertson, and .
with most of tbe coal people down. Here.
L340. You think that in any statement which he may make with regard lo the matter your own views 
will be fairly well set out ? 1 have read Mr. Vickery’s evidence, and that of several other gentlemen, and 1 
quite concur with what they have said.
]341. You feel that at this*stage you have nothing to add to that evidence? Nothing. I am here quite 
disinterestedly. I want a deep-water harbour, and as the representative of the Mount Pleasant Company,
I should be glad to get one, wherever it may be decided to make it.

Dr,
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Dr. James Robert Millar Robertson, Engineer to the Bellambi. South Bulli, Coalcliff, and Mount Kembla
Collieries, sworn, and examined:—

T>r. J. R. M. 1342. Cliairman.~\ Tou desire to make a statement to the Committee ? Tes; I have embodied my opinions 
Robertson. iu the following statement:—

25Noy 1896 In the purchase ami development of the various collieries in lllawarra proper upwards of £1,000,000 of money has
’’ ' been spent; probably more than £200,000 has been spent in railways, sidings, and jetties.

On account of the inadequacy of Wollongong Harbour, where only \ cssels of S00 tons can load, and on which large sums 
of public money have been spent, the more recently-developed collieries have been obliged to build long lines of railway to 
the coast, and to ereet very expensive jetties, which they have built and maintained at their own cost, for the purpose of 
loading a larger class of vessels than is possible at Wollongong. But for the existence of these jetties two-thirds of the 
present output from lllawarra proper would be lost.

Bor the past fifteen years! have been impressed with the necessity of a protected harbour for lllawarra, in order to 
foster the trade and safely accommodate the ever-increasing size of vessels that take our coal from tbe Colony. The 
tendency of the trade has been, and is, to drift into a larger and longer class of vessels.

At that time it was obvious to me that no ordinary expenditure would over make Wollongong a harbour capable of 
accommodating tho large class of ships that were offering, and after many visits to Bellambi and Wollongong it became 
apparent to me that Bort Kembla was the most suitable spot, not only as a natural harbour which would require compara
tively little protection, but was tire most suitable site for the lllawarra collieries present and prospective.

. In consequence, the subject of a breakwater to protect the jetties was on several occasions discussed by the Mount
Kembla directors here, who, however, for various reasons, delayed taking action with respect to this desirable object; but 
seven or eight yeais ago they authorised the expense of soundings and a plan and estimates for a breakwater on a rather 
less pretentious scale than that proposed.

The breakwater then proposed began a little further east than the one proposed by Government engineers, and 
instead of running nearly north fur 2,500 feet, followed the reef in a north-westerly direction, ending at a shallow patch 
about 1,900 feet from the point, a direction which I think preferable to that now proposed.

The ever-increasing size of vessel, and the persistent tendency of the steam coal trade to expand outside the Colony, 
induced me, live years ago, to go to London, and in person to urge the Board of Directors there to engage in the construction 
of this work, providing a Bill authorising its construction was obtained from the Parliament of Hew South Wales. The 
failure to obtain the co-opcration of all interested parties decided the Directors to delay consideration of a scheme they 
were unanimous in their approval of. In the report I then presented the following sentences occur :—

“The proposal to construct a breakwater at Five Islands Point, Port Kembla, is not new. It has been more than 
once brought before your notice. This site has for years lieen recognised as the most feasible and suitable for a harbour 
of refuge m tins district. Ten or eleven years ago Mount Kemblu Colliery was connected with this point by railway, and 
erected a capacious jetty, at which large quantities of coal are daily shipped. Some years later the Southern Coal Company 
erected another jetty, at which large vessels have loaded.

“ During recent years the cbnmcter of the steam coal trade has changed. Formerly the coal was all sent to Sydney 
in colliers of moderate size, hut of late the coal of Illawana lias grown in favour in the southern Colonies, and large inter
colonial steamers now go to the jetties at Port Kembla for cargoes. This trade is increasing,

“At the present moment vessels can load at Port Kembla when the more-exposed harbour of Wollongong, 3 miles 
north-west, is unapproachable.

“ Loading ia only rendered difficult, or, for a short time, impossible, after a protracted south-east or easterly gale, or 
when a heavy ground swell sets in as a result of a storm some distance out seaward. It is seldom that loading is stopped 
for ordinary colliers at Port Kembla. * « » ®

“ At present steamers carrying about 3,000 tons load at Port Kembla, while Wollongong Harbour, a few miles 
distant, on which upwards of £130,000 has been spent, can only admit steamers of 700 tons, leaving at high tide. _ Under 
the advice of the late Sir John Goode, preparations have been licgun to spend about a million of money in extending this 
* pool1 that ought never to have been made—to make this dangerous basin more dangerous—and to fit it for the trade of 
two collieries, the traffic from which could just as easily be accommodated at Port Kembla, where steamers of any size 
could load with perfect safety at one-tenth of the cost, and where treble the quantity of coal could be shipped.

“ A reef of rocks rims from the point east of our jetty m a north-westerly direction towards Wollongong. On this 
Veef there ate from IS to 20 feet or so of water for about 1,000 feet. The breakwater proposed would follow this reef, and 
have deeji water close up to it on the west. The point and the islands to the south aud east would protect the breakwater 
from the force of the seas which, however, would run almost in its course.

“A survey of this roof and a plan of the proposed breakwater accompany this.
“Every yaid of breakwater built would benefit the adjoining jetties.
“If this work were carried out the distance stated the loading staiths would be protected from all winds and sens, 

and several hundreds of acres of excellent anchorage would be protected, and could be used as a harbour of refuge, which 
would he the only one on the whole coast.

“The advantages to the district collieries would be—

1, Steady aud continuous loading.
2. Ability to load large sailing ships, and, m consequence, a largo increase of trade to tbe district.

“ To the ship or trader the advantages would be—
(u) Saving of two handlings of coal, which would be despatched in better condition and avoid much loss. The coal 

would be larger.
(f) Saving of the present freight to Sydney and cost of transhipment,
(c) The ship would be loaded continuously and without an hour's delay as fast as the cargo could he received, a 

all collieries would join.
(if) Saving of the more expensive Sydney tramago, wdiarfagc, aud pilotage.

“ The cost of the proposed breakwater would be from £70,000 to £90,000. [The estimate of the engineer was 
considerably less; but I think that he was entirely wrong.] The consent of Parliament would of course be necessary 
before the work could he begun, and to authorise the levying of anchorage, wharfage, pilotage, or lights dues.

“The revenue w'ould be sufficient to recoup tbe cost. Upwards of 200,000 tons of new trade would be captured by 
the district collieries.” _ _ _

The jetties that havebeen erected have cost very large sums of money to erect and maintain. Tbe life of a jetty, without 
repairs, may be reckoned at fifteen years. In consequence of the changing trade and the necessity of providing for a larger 
and larger class of steamers in an open though sheltered roadstead, these jetties have involved a large expenditure of 
capital that the companies can ill afford. The jetties, however, are jirobably the fastest loading jetties in existence ; but 
for tills tbe collieries could not possibly dispose of their outputs. As it is, stoppages occur from the range of the sea when 
large steamers load, less frequently from stress of weather. But we are totally unable to load sailing ships for ocean voyages.

This, in these days of fierce competition, pieveuts us from competing m foreign markets and in many eastern ports 
wdicre our coal would command a ready sale. _

1 calculate that with suitable protection for sailers we could sell from the Tllawana collieries to markets from wdiich 
we arc at present debarred on account of the expense of conveyihg aud transhipping at, Sydney, and its consequent destnie- 
tion of the coal, a quantity approaching 206,000 tons a year, if not moic, of new trade.

Tiiis would not compete with Newcastle. lllawarra is not a rival of Newcastle. A steam coal is no rival to a gas 
coal; each has its separate uses and markets.

The present collieries are capable of a hugely-increased output, and the proposed breakwater would give not only 
steadier work but enable a large number of men being employed.

It would be a valuable harbour of refuge. Its anchorage of clay without rocks is all that can be desired. No vessel 
ever drags Sier anchors or losses them at Port Kembla.

Metallurgical or other works would he built m tbe vicinity of a deep-water sheltered harbour, and I am of opinion 
that an eastern lireakwater will give us all the shelter wc require.

I would use the breakwater for discharging cargo and loading Bailing ships or very large steamers.
Being
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Being intimately acquainted with the whole of the coal properties in the district, I find, that after making ample Dr, J. R, M, 
allowance for waste and loss from all known causes and carefully considering the geological and mineral conditions, the Robertson,
upper coal seam of lllawarra contains, available for sale, 117,000,000 tons of steam coal. To that quantity I would be r——\
disposed to add, say, one-fifth of the coal available from the present plant of collieries outside of the district to the north, 25Nov., 1596. 
or say in all 126,000,000 tons.

Returning to lllawarra proper. About 5 per cent, of the whole could not under present conditions he worked to a 
profit, but of course it will be worked in the future under different conditions to those that at present prevail. Twenty- 
five per cent, of the whole available coal may he expected to go by rail out of the district, or be shipped at jetties or "at 
Wollongong into a smaller class of vessels than would load in the proposed harbour.

Of all tho available coal in the upper seam of lllawarra proper the onal-field situated south of Bellambi Colliery 
contains about 90 per cent., aud if you take Port Kembla as a centre, and the mine of that name as a radius, about 70 per 
cent, of this coal would come from adits within or about that radius. Tho great bulk of the available upper coal is therefore 
contiguous to Port Kembla, The Wollongong group of collieries is really nearer to Port Kembla than is the mine that 
gives the port its name. Approximately, about 45 per cent, of this coal would be within the same radius of Bellambi, but 
about 70 per cent, of the whole available steam coal in lllawarra will come from mines virtually within an equal radius of 
Port Kembla.

_ _Of the whole coal-field about one-half of the whole coal will be drawn from land leased from Government, and this 
will yield from the upper seam alono royalities exceeding £1,000,000, or from all the coal scaana upwards of £3,000,000.
The Governmont being principal owner would simply be giving an enlarged market and an outlet for their own minerals.

There arc six lower coal seams of a quality distinctly inferior to the upper, but these so far have been neglected ; at 
present they are not worked, the whole demand being for steam coal. Little is known aljout the condition of these coal 
seams. Undoubtedly large patches may he found workable, but these will not he worked while the superior upper seam 
can he easily obtained, it may be safe to say that these seams will yield north of Kembla a quantity equal to the upper 
seam, or 117,000,000. "

_ South of Kembla the lower cool seams in places improve, and it is also quite safe to estimate, notwithstanding the 
disturbed character of part of this district from basalt intrusions, that south of Mount Kembla other 117,000,000 tons are 
available, or, together, 350,000,000 tons, with Port Kembla as a centre.

Considering that upwards of £200,000 of private money has been expended on jetties and approaches in the district, and 
that by means of these thobulk of the present output has boon secured, and from these jetties solely tho large vessels that load 
aro despatched, and that Government have done nothing whatever to promote the southern coal industry except to build 
at great expense what is known as Wollongong Harbour, and as private enterprise is now exhausted, and can do nothing 
towards enabling existing collieries to load sailing ocean-going ships and increase their foreign trade, I am of opinion that, 
considering the national character aud importance of this work, that the southern collieries may hope to obtain the boon of 
a breakwater, at a spot where any ship, no matter how large, could safely shelter, discharge, or load and leave at any time 
without risk. -

A very small charge upon the coal shipped, altogether outside of the large revenue to be derived from inward cargo, 
and from the advantages to the railways of the large settlement it would induce, would pay handsome interest on the cost 
of an eastern breakwater,

Lake lllawoimi scheme, so long dangled before our eyes, is apparently us near fulfilment or as distant as it was at tbe 
beginning. If constructed it would never prove of any material benefit to our trade in coal, nor would tbe construction of 
that harbour remove the necessity for the one proposed. The depth of water proposed at Lake lllawarra would not admit 
almost any of the vessels that trade to Port Kembla when light.

To make it deeper would involve more than treble the expense stated. It would necessitate tugs to tow vessels across 
the lake, and dredges to keep it free of sand. From the absence of any rivers falling into it it would have no scour. The 
sea-walls are so close and the channel so narrow- that no vessel or steamer could go out or enter during a heavy wind or 
sea, and the same danger would exist all across the lake. It would probably take double as much annually to keep the 
channels dredged as it would to pay interest and beep on Port Kembla works. The expense of conveying coal over tho 
Government railway, and then over a private branch line and then to be shipped by cranes in a small pool would far exceed 
in expense what the trade could pay or afford—that is, assuming the depth of water would permit of vessels larger than 
Coast colliers outcring. Under no circumstances that I can see could this canal he of any use as a harhour of refuge, or to 
the lllawarra collieries, which must have a harhour where coal can be shipped into the very largest ulass of steamers or 
sailers afloat, at the very smallest cost per ton, and at any time irresjjective of weather. In the competition of the present 
day it is a question of pence, whether we can keep our collieries going steadily or in the irregular way we have been doing 
for the past two or three years. The coal trade can afford no margin ; it is a race for life in the truest sense.

While Lake lllawarra scheme can never foster our cool trade nor remove the necessity of a harhour to the north, my 
opinion is that if Port Kembla harhour was formed Lake lllawarra would never more be heard of.

Since 18S7, Mount Kembla Colliery has shipped about one and a half millions of tons at Port Kembla. The 
Southern Company have shipped large quantities also. Upwards of 300,000 tons will, I calculate, he shipped here during 
1S9Q.

Mount Kembla Colliery can double its present output on short notice. Mount Keira, Mount Pleasant, and South 
Bulli can also largely increase their outputs without additional expenditure.

By joining Mount Keira and Mount Pleasant lines with Port Kembla along tbe beach, upwards of 500,000 tons a year 
could be shipped at once, at an expense practically little in excess of what the collieries paid while the Wollongong Harbour 
Trust was in existence. This quantity would steadily increase year by year.

We have lost largo orders reccntlyon account of onr inability to load sailors, and the inability of buyers to pay the 
extra charge of conveying coal to .Sydney, These orders would have kept hundreds of men employed regularly, instead of 
intermittently, and would have been of equal benefit to tbe district.
_ Protection from seas is the one essential necessity to inaugurate a period of prosperity and activity, and to give an 
impetus to tho coal trade in the district of lllawarra.

I would suggest that the land contiguous to the point be resumed for public works and settlement purposes; that 
the existing jetties he resumed as well as the rail connections with the main line ; that a mineral line be constructed along 
the beach to connect the Wollongong group of collieries with the extensive siding at Port Kembla; and that all collieris 
within certain xoncs, or delivering their coal within those zones, pay similar rates. By so doing the resumptions won Id 
from the first bo revenue-producing, and ensure » large trade at once.

Wollongong would then he the commercial centre of the whole trade, and would at once be benefited by the con
nection. Port Kembla would be the port of Wollongong,

The advantages of this site are, in my opinion :—

Lower first cost.
Larger dee])-water area.
Greater shelter and better anchorage than at any other site on the coast. .
Greater capacity of present jetties to load.

It is the most central and convenient, and the only site that at a low cost will suit for all time the exigencies of the 
district collieries.

It is the only harbour that would serve large ships.
It is the only harbour of refuge.
It is tho one hai-bour that would enable the district to obtain a large annual additional trade, and enable us to compete 

successfully in foreign markets from which we are debarred because of the expense of conveyance and transhipment.
At present southern collieries require to maintain inclines, long railways, numerous locomotives, aud seven large 

jetties, the expense ol which Kewcastle is relieved of. '

1343. Mr. CIgtIco.'] Tou arc pretty we!l acquainted with Port Kembla and the other harbours on the 
south coast ? I am intimately acquainted with them.
1344, .Arc you ot opinion that it is absolutely necessary, to ensure tbe future prosperity of the southern 
coal trade, and in the interests of the general community, to have a harbour at Port Kembla ? I consider

that
490—K
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tliat if; is absolutely necessary that there should be a deep-water harbour for lllawarra, and in my opinion 
Port Kembla is the most convenient spot for such a harbour. The necessity lor this harbour has been 

w 1S0R apparent to mo for many years, and is becoming more apparent every day. Five years ago our intcr- 
^JNcv^iaue. cofon}a| trade could be measured by about 10.0U0 tons ; but this year it will amount to almost 100,000 

tons. A few years ago we bad no steamer of more than 700 or S00 tons loading coal there ; but now we 
have vessels taking 7,500 tons, and we hear of inquiries for a larger class of vessels. The shipping 
trade is not standing still. Every day we are getting surprises in the shape of larger and larger vessels, 
and I suggest that Port Kembla is the only place, and the most convenient at which these large vessels 
can be loaded. .
Id45. Mr. Uhclc.'] Is this new trade, or is it that coal is now shipped at the jetties at Port Kembla into 
vessels which were previously loaded in Sydney Harbour by coal brought up there by rail ? The increase 
is all new trade. A few years ago our utmost foreign trade did not exceed 10,000 tout). This year it will 
run into between 90,000 and 1.00,000 tons.
1:146. Mr. Clarke.'] Ho you think that the proposed eastern breakwater, or tbe breakwater which you 
have suggested would be sufficient lo make Port Kembla a harbour of refuge? I think that the eastern 
breakwater will bo quite sufficient for our requirements for many years to come. Tho construction ol: 
two breakwaters as proposed, would prevent the place from being used as a harbour of refuge, inasmuch 
as a vessel would have a difficulty in sailing in and sailing out ngaiu without assistance. If only the 
eastern breakwater were constructed, however, a vessel could do that in almost any wind, and it is a sine 
qua non with anv harbour of refuge that vessels should be able to enter is unaided.
1317. An entrance 800 feet wide is allowed? Yes; but that would not be sufficient for a harbour of
refuge. .
1348, The port could be used at all times by steamers ? I do not think that the northern breakwater is
required at all.
1319. If the proposed eastern breakwater were constructed, 1 presume that sailing vessels would be able 
to load at the port for all parts of the world? Certainly.
1350. Is the greater part of the foreign coal trade carried on by sailing vessels or by steamers ? A great
proportion of it is still conducted by sailing vessels ; hut they are continually getting bigger and bigger in 
order to be able to compete against steamers. ... ,
1351. It is absolutely necessary to have a harbour of refuge for tbe protection of sailing vessels to increase 
the trade? I think‘'it is almost indispensable that tho port should ^ have a holding ground which is 
beyond doubt. We must anticipate that a large fleet of vessels will lie there while awaiting their turn 
to load.
1352. Tho holding-ground at Port Kembla is undeniably good? Ho better bolding ground could be

1353. It is much better than that at Bellambi ? Undoubtedly. Bellambi is full of ridges of rocks, and
numbers of vessels have lost tbeir anchors there. _
1354. Do you think it would be desirable for tbe Government to resume the present jetties and railway 
linos and a certain amount of lam!, supposing the proposed work is carried put ? I would suggest that 
tlmt course should be adopted. In my opinion it would work much more satisfactorily than any other, ^
1355. Can you give us any idea of tho value of the land in the neighbourhood of Port Kombla? It is 
comparatively valueless laud—very indifferent grazing ground. Its value could be estimated at so many 
years’ purchase as grazing ground together with a fair allowance for flic rents and dues which the owners 
receive for way-leave. It should be resumed on a rental basis.
1356. This way-leave gives it an additional value ? Undoubtedly.
1357. What quantity of coal is shipped from Port Kembla by the Mount Kembla Company ? Onr output
this year will approach 200,000 tons. For the last two or three years she average output has rather 
declined in consequence of an arrangement made with the other southern collieries. Our output has 
averaged betreen 150,000 and 180,000, or 190,000 tons. Wc have an arrangement whereby all the col
lieries gave percentages. There is a vend scheme in operation. _
1358. What quantity of coal is shipped at Port Kembla from Corrimal ? This year the amount shipped 
will probably be 70,000 ions, while the remaining collieries make up tho total output—300,000 tons.
1359. Why should there be an extension of tho trade because of tho construction of a breakwater ? ^ An
extension of the trade will be almost certain. We are continually re I using orders now to load sailing 
ships, principally for India, the Straits, Bangoou, and the Eastern markets. These orders we should be 
able to supply if we had a breakwater. ... ,,
1360. Mr. Hoskins.] Does not tho Japanese coal come into competition with the southern coal? To a 
certain extent, and tbe construction of the breakwater would enable us to compete more successfully with 
the Japanese coal. Our coal is of better quality than .Japanese coal, and at Singapore we would get 2s. 6d. 
a ton more for it. If we could save 2s. in transit that would enable us to compete with them. The freight 
from this Colony to Singapore is greater than the freight from Japan to Singapore.
1361. Mr. Clarke.] Can you give us an opinion as to the quantity of coal available for export south ot 
Mount Kembla ? Ho person can give more than an approximate estimate because the various leaseholds 
have never been proved ; but I know sufficient about it to know that I am very much within the mark 
when I put the amount at 117,000,000 tons.
1362. It has been stated that it is doubtful whether tbe coal south of Mount Kembla could be profitably 
worked ? Tbe principal seam, which consists of tbe steam coal at present worked, docs not exist in a 
workable state south of Mount Kembla ; but the lower seams rather improve in quality. This coal could 
not compete with the coal at present being worked; hut the day is rapidly approaching when it will be 
used. That day would be here if we had metallurgical or other industrial works established in the'district.
1363. Would that coal be at a greater depth than the present workings ? Ho, it could all be won by 
means of adits.
1364. Would it be good enough for smelting purposes ? It would be good enough for steam raising m 
the district, but not for export.
1365. Mr. Wright.] Would it do for manufacturing purposes? Yes; but a coal which will do for 
manufacturiug purposes on the spot will not necessarily ho taken for foreign markets, where there is a 
great amount of prejudice prevailing, and where double the value of the coal has to be paid in the shape 
of freight, none but tbe best is exportable.

13GG.
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13GG. Mr. Clarl'c.'] 1 sujjpose tlic coal skipped at Port Kembla goes mostly to foreign parts ? Up to five
or six years ago tke Mount Kembla mine did a Sydney trade entirely ; but now almost two-thirds of the
output go to places outside the Colony. The trade is changing very rapidly. SSNov^lSQe.
1307. Where does the coal go to ? To New Zealand, T'iji, a large quantity to Victoria, and to South
Australia.
13G8. And to California ? Yes, a few cargoes when favourable freights offer. It also goes to Bombay 
and Singapore. Wo can only send our coal away now by steamers, and it is only in the oflt season, when 
there is no wool trade, that steamers are available. If wc could get sailing ships, they would he available 
when steamers were not.
1369. And they would carry coal at a cheaper rate? Yes.
1370. Do you think that if the proposed scheme wore carried out coal would continue to be shipped from 
Bellambi, Bulli, and the other jetties along the coast? Yes. I estimate that 25 per cent, of the whole 
available coal would be sent away from those jetties ; but it is very probable that every year more and 
more trade would find its way down to the deep-water harbour. The difficulty of maintaining the jetties 
becomes greater and greater every year. If there were two outlets for the coal—one a very groat outlet, 
the tendency of the trade would be towards the great outlet.
1371. I suppose it injures the coal to send it to Sydney for transhipment ? Yes, it breaks it up, and 
causes a lot of loss.
1372. You think that ultimately a great deal of the coal which is now sent to Sydney for transhipment
will go to Port Kembla ? 1 am confident that all the export trade will be done at whatever deepwater
harbour we have on the south const. It may bo a question with steamers requiring bunker coal whether 
they will run down the coast to get it or be coaled in Sydney harbour ; but T daresay the tendency will 
be for them to come down the coast for it and so save the cost of freight to Sydney and get tho coal in 
better condition. ,
1373. Are you of opinion that some of tbe Mount Keira and Mount Pleasant coal will still be sent from 
Wollongong ? Yes. They would have both outlets. It would be a great advantage to these collieries to 
have a deepwater harbour. They could use "Wollongong for small vessels, and send whatever coal was 
intended for large vessels to the deepwater harbour.
1374. A railway along the beach from "Wollongong would facilitate the trade to Port Kembla from 
Mount Keira and Mount Pleasant ? Yes. Such a railway would take a large amount of coal to Port 
Kembla. These collieries have a large foreign connection, because they are well and favourably known 
abroad. I should say that quite half of their coal is shipped or could he shipped to foreign ports.
1375. Do you think it would bo advisable to construct a breakwater at Bellambi? I do not think that 
Bellambi is the place where a breakwater should be made. It is only nominally tbe centre of the coal
field, because some of the collieries near it arc only collieries in name ; they are not actually working.
North of Bellambi there is very little coal at the present time. Seventy per cent, of the coal is nearer 
Port Kembla. South Bulli no doubt, is a very fine colliery, aud contains a large quantity of coal, but it is 
practically the only colliery near Bellambi. That coal, too, is not so well suited for export as the coal 
from some of the collieries further south. It is a very fine coal, but does not bear rough usage as well 
as the larger coal from Mount Pleasant, Mount Keira, and Mount Kembla,
137fi. "What about the Metropolitan Mine? That is outside the lllawarra district altogether. I think I 
am quite safe in saying, however, that one-fifth of that coal will be shipped at some future time from the 
proposed harbour.
1377. I suppose it would be as cheap to send that coal to Port Kembla as to send it to Sydney ? Yes ; 
the mine is nearer to Port Kembla than to Sydney, and the trade to Port Kembla is all in favour of the 
load, whereas the grade 1o Sydney is all against it. A railway along tbe beach from Wollongong would 
make the distance to Port Kembla still less.
1378. What do you think would he a fair charge for wharfage, &e., independent, of any charge for 
haulage ? I think that 3d. or 4cl. a ton would be a very fair charge.
1379. One gentleman has said that his company would he prepared to pay Gd. a Ion ? If his company 
send their coal exclusively to intercolonial and foreign ports, 1! daresay they could afford to pay Gd. a 
ton ; hut for companies which have to supply the local market that is too high. Besides, small vessels do 
not do so much damage as large vessels. That should be taken into consideration.
1380. Jervis Bay is a good harbour? Yes, and so aro Nagasaki and Christiana Piords good harbours.
Even though Jervis Bay he a good natural harbour, 1 doubt very much if you could make it suitable for 
tbe shipment of coal for less money than you propose to expend at Port Kembla.
1381. lias coal been found in the neighbourhood of Jervis Bay ? Coal is said to have been found near 
there, hut there is sonic slight mystery about it. A little further away there is coal; hut I question 
whether it is suitable for shipping. It would he quite suitable for manufacturing and industrial purposes, 
but I think there would be great difficulty in finding a market for it in foreign parts.
1382. You seem to be of opinion that Port Kembla is the most suitable place for a coal harbour? I am
certainly of that opinion. .
1383. Mr £ee.] Wollongoug is midway between Sydney and Jervis Bay ? Yes ; about midway.
1384. Therefore, it would he as cheap to send coal from this district to Sydney as to send it to Jervis 
Bay? Yes.
1385. Por that reason wc must put Jervis Bay out of the question? I think so.
1386. I understand that coal has been found in the neighbourhood of Jervis Bay: but that it is of an 
inferior quality ? I cannot speak of it from personal experience.
1387. I presume that in dealing with this question we are confined to Bellambi and furt Kembla? Yes.
1388. You are not aware of any more suitable place ? No.
1389. Do you know Bellambi personally? Yes, T am engineer for the South Bulli Colliery.
1390. It has been suggested that two breakwaters should be constructed at Bellambi, both of them to 
the south of the proposed Government breakwater ? I think the Government scheme is the correct ono.
I question if you could construct the other breakwaters. I think they would disappear as fast as they 
wore made. ”
1391. It has boon said that by taking tbe breakwater further south the stone could be dumped upon a
reef which goes out a long way? Yes ; but there is a frightful surf upon that reef. I am quite sure 
that the Government officers had all tbe facte before them. They made a most careful survey of all these 
ports, and I am sure that they would have been put in possession of all tbo information. The proposed 
substitutes leave the shipping place perfectly open to the east, north, and north-east. 1392.
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^BoWtson^ You suggest tliat the Government proposal should be departed from at Port Kembla ? My
proposal was one which was made privately to the Mount Kembla Company. .

25 Nov. 1S96. 1393. Tho sketch of a breakwater which you have drawn upon the map, was one which you submitted 
' for the approval of the Mount Kombla Company ? Yes; to enable them to take advantage of the'foreign 

trade.
1391. But you aro not prepared to say that the Government proposal is not better ? I have no fault to 
find with the Government proposal; but, if 1 may be allowed to make a suggestion, without wishing to 
criticise it unfairly, I would say that it might be improved if the breakwater were swerved a little to the 
north-west, in order to take it into the shallow water, upon the patch of reef to which I have referred. 
It would then he more in the run of the sea. In all other respects 1 would leave it aa it is. _ _
1395. Would that alteration increase the length of the breakwater ? No; it would decrease it a little.
The same protection would be given, with a lesser length of breakwater. No doubt Mr. Barley has put out 
the breakwater to protect the place from the north-east; but if the breakwater swerved to the north
west a little the same protection would be afforded, with a lesser length of breakwater, and all the area 
included would be deep water. In making the breakwater they could adapt it for the discharge of 
ore, and for loading sailing vessels; and therefore it is most essential that all shallow spots inside it 
should be removed. This I consider indispensable. _
1396. Could the breakwater be used with safety as a place for discharging cargo ? I would not think of 
making a breakwater that could not be used from the first day in this way.
1397. Would not the seas break over this breakwater P Not at all. There are no seas at Port Kombla 
The islands to the south-east break up the seas ; but they get entangled now at the shore-end, and that 
causes them to swerve round on the jetties. We have loaded at Port Kembla during the strongest south
east gales.
1398. How would you propose to unload at the breakwater ;—would you erect wharfs alongside it? I 
would erect short jetties.
1399. In that way you would get deep water? Yes; you would have 40 feet of water. It has been 
stated, I think, that the existing jetties could be used for tbe discharging of vessels; but in my opinion 
they are not suitable for that purpose. They were made to load coal, and coal can be loaded from them 
with a rapidity with which it can be loaded from no other jetties ; but they are not suitable for discharging 
cargo. 1 would bring incoming vessels alongside the breakwater to discharge, and then haul them over 
to one of the jetties to load. At the jetties we can load five tons to every ton loaded by any crane that 
was ever made.
1400. Therefore the erection of hydraulic cranes at Port Kembla will not be necessary ? No ; except 
for unloading. You cannot improve upon the high-level jetties for loading. Three men and a boy can 
easily unload sixty-six waggons in an hour.
1401. Mr. Wright^] Bo you use side-door waggons ? No ; waggons with butterfly doors in tho bottom.
1402. Mr. Lee.] If you ran out short jetties from the breakwater you would not want the proposed 
wharf shown on the plan ? No ; it would not be necessary. In my opinion you will have stiller water 
close to the breakwater, especially if the breakwater is swerved a little to the north-west. You could 
load any sized vessels alongside the breakwater.
1403. If it were possible to do away with the proposed wharf, between the existing jetties, it would very
considerably diminish the cost of the proposal ? 1 do not think you would have enough still water at the
proposed wharf. It would, in my opinion, injure the wharf.
1404. Aud the harbour would have to be dredged in order to make the water deep enough ? You do not 
want to do any dredging in a harbour of 200 acres. The trade of the Southern Hemisphere could be done 
in that harbour.
1405. How would you construct your roads to these short jetties, aud how would you work them? In tho 
same way as we do now—with a high and a low level. The Southern Company have a different way of 
doing things from Mount Kembla, possibly because of the physical features of their ground. We had to 
build a new jetty on top of tbe old one, and we had a great many difficulties to overcome, so that we adopted 
a plan for running out the full waggons and running back the empty waggons without the aid of locomotives. 
All that we require is a suilicient number of men to lift up the doors. Wc can load 500 tons in an hour 
from our jetty.
1406. If the port were improved and the trade increased, could all the coal still be shipped from those 
jetties ? A few alterations might be required by-aud-byo, but we could ship 1,000,000 tons a year from 
those jetties with the greatest ease.
1407. It would not be necessary lo construct a new jetty ? No ; except to load sailing ships. Any now 
jetty I would construct on the same principle as our present jetty. In that way you save both cranes and 
locomotives.
1408. You think that when the trade develops to sufficiently large proportions it will be time enough to 
consider the expediency of constructing other jetties? Yes. We are travelling at such a pace just now 
that we do not know what class of vessels will come to our shores in three or four years’ time. Who would 
ever have supposed three years ago that we should have a 18,000-loti vessel coming to Sydney in 1896.
1409. If the direction of the breakwater were altered as yon propose, would not that considerably 
diminish tbe area of protected water ? Not considerably, for this reason: tbe whole of the western side 
of the breakwater would bo available for discharging and loading berths.
1410. Bo you think there will he any danger of the place silting up if the southern breakwater is 
constructed ? No.
1411. It might appear at the first blush that with the constant roll of a north-easterly sea into the basin 
there must be an accumulation of sand ? There is no north-easterly roll into Port Kembla? It requires 
a north-east wind to blow for two or three days at a time to stop us from loading, and it never blows for 
more than three days. There is practically no sea coraiug in there at all. It is tho ground swell that 
prevents us from loading.
1412. Prom what part of the beach docs the sand pile ? It does not pile with us at all. Seven or eight 

_ years ago, after a very unusual storm, we found about a foot of sand under the piles at our loading stage;
but it all disappeared in a week.
1413. It often happens that when you interefere with natural currents you bring about something which
you never contemplated? Yes; but Port Kembla is out of the run of tbe current. The current goes to 
the east of the island, and is miles outside of Port Kembla. 1414.
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1414. It would not be necessary to leave openings in the breakwater to create a scour ? No; that would 
spoil it. There will be no seas actually striking the breakwater. They will run. along it, Wollongong,
3 miles to the north, is fairly exposed to the south-east, but wc are miles within the direction of such a jggg
gale. We load at Port Kembla when lhe danger signals are Hying at Wollongong. ’’ ’
1415. Do you know whether coal is ever sent to Sydney to he loaded into sailing vessels there? Yes ; we 
loaded a sailing vessel in that way last week, and I am not sure that wc are not loading another at present.
1410, But that breaks up the coal a good deal ? Yes ; it destroys the quality of the coal, increases the 
risk, and lowers the price. It is a brutal way of treating coal.
1417. I suppose very little coal is transhipped in sailing vessels ? Yes.
1418. Are you of opinion that if the proposed works are carried out the Gfovernment should assume 
absolute control of tho railtvays and jetties? I think so; but unless they treat us differently in the 
future from tbo way in which they have treated us iu the past they will destroy the coal trade.
141i). Would you be satisfied if you were treated in the same way as the Newcastle coalowners are 
treated ? That is better, They charge much higher rates in the south than they do in the Newcastle 
district. They charge the Mount Pleasant Company or Mount Keira for coal shipped at Port Kembla Is. 3d. a 
ton. The haulage is only about 3-| miles, and that of course did not include shipping. That is no 
encouragement to us. We can haul coal 7f miles for Ifcl. a ton, including shunting, marshalling, and 
weighing, though no calculation is made as to interest on the money expended,
1420. You admit the equity of making some charge ? Certainly. A charge should he made which would 
give an ample return for the capital invested and the work done ; but tho rate should not he excessive.
1421. If the Government do not exercise complete control, do you not think that private interests might 
sometimes clash? I do not think so. If the Government cannot do the work on pretty much tho same 
terms as private individuals, why not let private individuals do it and thus stimulate trade.
1422. If the Government did not resume the jetties the owners of the jetties could make their own terms ?
Well, I think they would be most liberal with the shippers, but I do not propose that they should keep 
the jetties. They might bo required to give guarantees.
1423. Do you think it would be advisable for the Government to assume complete control ? I think that 
the Government must assume control, though they should be amenable to reason if we think that we aro 
being charged too much, aud can point out where economies could be effected. Possibly it might be 
advisable to adopt the plan which has been adopted at Home. There, before any scheme is adopted by 
Parliament, they publish the schedule of dues and rates. I believe, too, that they have a permanent 
Bailway Commission, something like this Committee, to whom any aggrieved trader may submit his 
grievance, and whose decision is binding upon the railway concerned.
1424. Kemembering bow finely the coal trade is at present worked, anything in the shape of an excessive 
rate would he prohibitive, and would be contrary to the object aimed at in constructing the harbour ?
Certainly, and the present traction rates charged are prohibitive.
1425. Therefore, if the whole of the jetties and railways were in the hands of the Government, such rates 
should be struck as would enable colliery proprietors to use the port ? Yes. I have not given the matter 
any previous consideration ; hut it occurs to me that if the owners of private lines were allowed to retain 
their lines Parliament might impose a maximum rate beyond which they could not go. Probably they 
could deliver the coal at the harbour for much less than the .liaihvay Commissioners would charge.
1426. At any rate you do not apprehend any difficulty from that source ? None whatever. We are only
too anxious to get an outlet for our lllawarra coal. J
1427. It would make very litte difference whether the railways belonged to the Government or to private 
individuals so long as there was a fixed and a general rate ? Yes ; tlmt is the principal thing in the coal 
trade. There must be no favouritism.
1428. Mr. Wright.'] Is the southern coal trade likely to expand largely ? Undoubtedly.
1429. It has been stated that that trade at present amounts to about 900,000 tons, and that the construc
tion of the proposed harbour would possibly double it? I think that before the harbour is finished the 
trade would have very largely increased ; but whether it would have doubled I can hardly say.
1430. Do you think tho construction of the proposed harbour would increase it by 500,000 tons per 
annum ? 1 am clearly of that opinion. "While the present export trade would be practically doubled, the 
whole trade of the district would ho increased to quite the extent you mention, because I am certain that 
industrial concerns would he established in the district which would consume a quality of coal for which 
there is no foreign demand.
1431. You consider that for all purposes Kembla is a better port than Bellambi ? Yes, and it is the place 
to select for a national work of this kind.
1432. ^ I understand you to be in favour of a scheme which will not only give a shipping port but a harbour 
of refuge? Yes.
1433. If what is required is a harhour of refuge, would it ho wise to diminish the area of the harbour as 
you propose ? The breakwater which I have pencilled on the map is one which I suggested to the Mount 
Kembla directors. I think tliat Mr. Darlcy is quite right to take his breakwater out further than I then 
proposed.
1434. A closed harbour, such as shown on the map, would not do for a harbour of refuge ? No, I do not 
think so. We do not require two breakwaters.
1435. Are you of opinion that the eastern breakwater could be constructed for less than £158,000? J 
have not gone into the question of expense further than I see that, in tho amended scheme, for 1,600 
feet Mr. Darley’s estimate practically agrees with the estimate which I made to my directors five or six 
years ago, though, probably, I based my calculations upon higher prices. From the case with which stone 
can be obtained there, I am sure that the work could ho carried out for the sum estimated by Mr, Darley.
1436. As an engineer, you have some knowledge of these matters ? Yes, a considerable knowledge.
1437. Are you familiar with any big breakwaters facing the open sea? Yes, I know a number of such 
breakwaters.
1438. Do you know any places where there are wharfs alongside tlic breakwaters? Nearly all the 
fishing harbours on the east and west cost of Scotland use their sea-walls for wharfage.
1439. But Mr. Darley proposes to construct a rubble breakwater ? Yes. You would have to run out 
small jetties from the breakwater. A straight wall of concrete or faced stone could he brought up from 
below high-water mark, and from that I would run out short strong jetties, at which heavy vessels could- 
lie safely and discharge. The drag of a big vessel upon an exposed wharf is enormous.

1440.
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.Dr. J. R. JI. 1440. Whfit height should the breakwater be above sea-level P I understand that it is to he 20 feet 
above sea-level, probably more,

25Nov 1800 no^ that an unusual height for a breakwater ? I do not think so. It would havo to be quite
’ ' 20 feet higli to make it suitable for loading purposes.

1412. Bo you know the Plymouth breakwater P Tes.
1443. It is about 4 feet high ? Yes ; butitisused only as a breakwater. Madras breakwater is about 
the same height, but I have seen a vessel washed bodily over that breakwater. The Colombo breakwater 
is higher ; 1 should say that it was fully 20 feet high. It is exposed to tho full force of the monsoon. 
The breakwater at Port Kembla'would get no sea at all.
1444. Is not there a very heavy ground swell there? There is a heavier ground swell after an easterly 
gale than after a south-easterly gale.
144.3, TVith a heavy ground swell, would not the sea break over tbe breakwater? No. It only rises 
7 or S feet upon our jetty.
1440. But your jetty is protected by the point ? Well, in many ways we could load better if it were not, 
because the sea, running around there, gets entangled and swerves on to tbe jetty. I believe that two or 
three hulks filled with stone and sunk would enable us to load nearly the whole year round.
1447, It is only rarely that you have to stop loading ? Only at very rare intervals.
1445. Buring southerly and south-easterly gales P It is after the gales that we stop loading, when the swell 
comes in. Of course we cannot load sailing vessels at any time. They are helpless craft in a harbour; 
but steamers always keep steam up and can get a wav.
1449. Is there not a current with a northerly set on the coast r There is no current at all at Port 
Kembla.
1450. Therefore, there is no danger of silting up ? No. Our jetty has been erected for sixteen or seventeen 
years ; but there is the same depth of water now to an inch that there was when it was first built.
1451. You say that coal-owners would he willing to pay 3d. a ton as a shipping charge ? Threepence 
or 4d. Possibly it would be better to charge so much for small vessels and so much for large foreign- 
going vessels.
1452. Would you be prepared to pay 3d. a ton for every ton of coal shipped ? Yes.
1453. If you shipped 500,000 tons, that would mean about £0,000 a year P Yes.
1454. That would give practically 4 per cent, upon fbe cost of the breakwater ;—whatever money we 
could make beyond tliat would go towards paying for maintenance and labour ? Yes, and for tho 
repayment of capital.
1455. Bo you anticipate any largo import trade ? I think there will be a large import trade. I think 
that different industrial concerns will be established in tbe district.
1450. Would the smelting works use this port? Yes: and I think that other smelting works will be 
established. .
1457. I understand that you are of opinion that the attempt to make Lake lllawarra a harbour for largo 
vessels will not be successful ? I think so. The scheme will never benefit the coal trade, and li said so 
when the Lake lllawarra people approached me first some years ago.
1458. If they fail to make a good port for the shipment of coal, they cannot make a good port for tbe 
unloading of ore ? That is so. Vessels bringing ore would draw 20 or 23 feet of water. What is the 
use of talking about 15 feet.
1459. Then the smelting works are bound to use Port Kembla ? Undoubtedly. It will not pay them 
to expend an enormous sum of money iu improving Lake lllawarra.
1460. In what part of lllawarra do the large iron deposits exist? In Mr. Mitchell’s brain, I think.
1.461. You think there is no possibility of the iron industry springing up in lllawarra? I have not seen 
any iron deposits of moment or any limestone in the district. Besides, I do not think you could make 
tbe industry pay without a protective duty. I do not anticipate anything from the iron industry there; 
hut 3 anticipate trade from other industrial concerns. Our industries have all to be founded yet,
1462. Bo you think that the establishment of smelting works at Lake lllawarra will lead to the estab
lishment; of other similar works there. Yes; I think that they will act as the focus of attraction.
1463. Therefore, tbe Committee are justified in believing that the carrying out of the proposed scheme 
will attract a large trade to the place besides the coal trade ? Yes. Undoubtedly.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Beep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Br. .Tames Eobert Millar Robertson, Engineer to tbe Bellambi, South Bulli, Coalcliff, and Mount Kembla
Collieries, sworn, and further examined:—

Dr. J, R. M, 1464. Kfj’. Ebyafi.] I understand that you consider the northern breakwater unnecessary, and that you 
Robertson, think that wil bout it the harbour would he much safer, and much easier to enter and to leave ? Yes. Prom
/—  ---- a the first time that I directed my attention to Port Kembla as a possible deep-water harbour for tbe south

2G Jfov., 1896, coast, I have bad always in mind the total absence of a pert of refuge upon that part of the coast, and, 
in fact, on tbe whole coast of New South Wales. I could sec that by a small expenditure in the con
struction of an eastern breakwater, not only would a port of shipment be obtained, but you would also 
get a port of refuge. In my opinion, tbo construction of tbe northern breakwater would destroy tbe 
place as a harbour of refuge, for several reasons. A vessel ought to be able to enter a harbour of refuge

under
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under any conceivable circumstances, and to make safe anchorage within it. lean scarcely conceive it ■!?!'' 
possible, however, that a disabled vessel could make a safe entrance into Port Kembla ii: there were two 
breakwaters. Her condition would probably not allow her to steer such a fine course as would bCg^^ lfj0g 
necessary in order to get through tbe opening. Then, too, the two islands lying to the oast would increase ’
the difficulty of entering. Again, supposing a vessel did get in there—that is, a sailing ship—she would not 
be able to leave without assistance, supposing the northern breakwater were constructed. "With only 
one breakwater tho place would be an ideal harbour of refuge, Personally, aud I daresay I speak for 
others connected with the coal irnde of lllawarra, I think that all tho advantages required would he 
obtained by the construction of the proposed eastern breakwater, Wc would not like to call upon the 
(iovernment to expend money npon the construction of a northern breakwater until the necessity for 
that work actually arises.
1405. But you think that the proposed eastern breakwater should be turned a little to the north-west ?
Yes; I think tlmt that would be an advantage, though 1 do not for a moment presume to put my opinion 
in opposition to that of Mr. Harley. I should, however, like his attention to be directed to the circum- 
stuuee tliat if the breakwater were swerved a little to the north-west, it would take in a shallow patch 
of rock that might otherwise he a menace to the large vessels coming to the port, and would give stiller 
water alongside the breakwater, .
1460. And the only wharfs required should be made along the breakwater? Yes. The present jetties 
could easily ship 1,500,000 tons of coal a year ; and by utilising the breakwater to provide wharfage, wo 
could deal with several million tons at the place annually.
1467. Mr. Byrnes yesterday spoke about the people in the lllawarra district having agreed to leave the 
decision of this matter to the Government ? Those interested in the formation of a deep-water harbour 
in lllawarra met once at Be!Iambi, once at Port Kembla, and a third time, at the invitation of the 
chairman and members of the "Wollongong Harbonr Trust, at Wollongong. A.t the Wollongong meeting, 
after an opporlnmity had been given for hearing the views for and against the different proposals, it was 
mutually and satisfactorily arranged that we should advance none of our own views, but join in a 
imputation to the Minister in Sydney to ask him to undertake tho necessary surveys, we agreeing to 
abide by the result of tbe surveys. I am very sorry that some of the parties to that agreement are not 
honorably carrying it out.
1468. Yesterday you said that no vessel lost their anchors at Port Kombla ;—have any lost their anchors 
at Bellambi ? Certainly. They cannot avoid doing so. Thobottom there is very irregular and rocky, and 
many anchors have been lost.
146(1. There may be only a cover of rock ? Ko, it is solid sandstone.
1470. Mr. Darley referred to tbe bottom at Bellambi as sandy ? Well, our divers report that they have 
great difficulty in travelling over the bottom there, because of the large ridges of rock. Sometimes tkey 
drop suddenly down into holes 6 or 7 feet deep.
1471. Why do you employ divers there ? To look after the piles of the jetties, and to see to tho 
moorings,
1472. How deep is the clay at Port Kombla ? I have no idea of the depth of the clay further than tins : 
tlmt the Southern Coal Company drove the piles of their jetty from 15 to 18 feet into sand and clay with
out touching bottom. There is no foul ground there ill; all. The bottom is perfectly smooth without any 
rock.
1478. You chiefly represent tlic Mount Kembla Company ? Ko, I am equally a representative of the 
South Bulli, Bellambi, and Coalcliif collieries.
1471. I notice that tbe output of Mount Kembla has been gradually decreasing;—in 1S02. it was 177,269 
tons ; in 1898, 156,992 tons ; and in 1894i, 127,155 tons ? The reason of that is that;, early in 1898, an 
association of the southern coal-owners was formed, and an arrangement come to whereby each colliery 
got a certain percentage. Of course, in arranging a vend someone must give way, and it so happened that 
for the first two or three years tbe Mount Kembla colliery suffered more than some of the rest. Then, 
too, the severe depression of 1893 affected Mount Kombla more than some of the other collieries. Mount 
Kembla, however, is putting out more to-day, by a great deal, than it ever did before.
1475. That is for tho working days of the colli or v ? Yes;—we work fewer days now than we did in
1892. "
1476. Have you anything to fear from the Japanese coal trade ? We suffer from that competition.
1477. Is it because of the cheapness of that coal ? Yes; simply because of its cheapness. The Japanese 
coal is a very free burning coal ; but it has not tiic calorific power of the lllawuxrra coal, and so to some 
extent the .lllawarra coal is preferred, notwithstanding the higher price. On the other hand, the Japanese 
arc able to send their coal away at simply nominal rates compared with the low rates that wc have to pay.
It is further from the Japanese collieries to Singapore than from Australia to Singapore ; but their freight 
is less than 4s. a ton, while ours is as much as 9s. aud 9s. Cd. a ton. The reason for this is that very large 
steamers go out to China and Japan, and they take coal as a return cargo at nominal freights.
1478. Then, too, you cannot send your coal away in sailing ships ? No. Bor that reason wc aro practi
cally precluded from troubling about the trade. Jn the old times, before the Japanese coal came into tho 
market, we very often got sailing vessels at practically nominal rates.
1479. What is the difference between the price of your coal per ton and the price of the Japanese coal ?
According to the latest advices, the price of the Japanese coal at Singapore was about 12s. or 12s. 3d., 
and of Australian coal, 14s. and Ids. Gd. a tou.
1480. It is not the cost of getting the coal to the pit’s mouth that makes your coal dearer, but the freight ?
Yes. If by any means we could reduce tbe price of our coal at Singapore, we would capture tho trade.
According to the best information we got, the Japanese aro unlikely to sell their product for less money 
than they sell it for at present.
1431. Mr, JIoskins.~\ Their coal is inferior to the lllawarra coal ? Jiathcr inferior, and to that extent we 
get the preference. Of course, for some purposes consumers in Singapore would give as much for 
Japanese coal as for our coal; but for steaming purposes, tbe Japanese coal is distinctly inferior to our 
coal, Bor smelting purposes, they would give as much for Japanese coal as for our coal.
1482. Mr. U'cgan,'] If you could load large sailing vessels, you would, in all probability, be able to capture 
that trade ? I think so, considering that the Japanese coal is unlikely to be sold more cheaply than it is 
sold at tho present time. Any alteration in the value of the dollar would be in our favour. In my time,

' in tbe east the dollar was worth 4s. 2d.; now it is worth only 2s. 2d. or 2s. 3d. 1483. ’
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1483. It is orfly tho freight that keeps you from competiog with the Japanese coal? Yes. ^Ve have 
two freights at tlic present time. We have the freight up to Sydney, which we want to avoid, and the 
freight from Sydney to the port of destination, which, of course, we shall still have to pay. Probably, at 
the same price our coal would command the market.
1484. How long do you think your best seam will last, supposing the present yearly output is trebled ? 
Sixty or seventy years.
1485. And then you will have to face Japan ? I know' sufficient of Japan to know'that our difficulties 
will be theirs long before that. They will very soon find that they cannot keep up their present high 
pressure ; in fact, I have seen some reporis to the effect that the Japanese Government are very 
much alarmed at the present moment because they cannot get a decided and decisive opinion as to the 
amount of available coal. If we had one-third of their difficulties wc could not work our coal.
1486. What arc those difficulties ? Their coal is steep, there is an enormous quantity of water in the 
mines, and the Beams are very faulty. Of course they surmount these difficulties, because the wages 
they pay are practically nominal; but wrhen they have to cut through these faults, and go in a long w'ny 
from the pit’s mouth, they will find it necessary to raise tho price of their coal.
1487. They have an immense extent of coal land ? Yes ; but it is very much broken up. A coal field is 
of value, not so much by reason of its extent, as by reason of tbe accessibility of tbe coal. In Japan, 
they are developing their industries at such a prodigious pace that a great part of their output is 
consumed locally.
1488. You do not know what their yearly consumption is ? Ao ; but it is increasing month by month. 
148f). Ho not geologists suppose that there are several seams below' tbe two seams which they are at 
present working in Japan ? There is a large number of seams there, and I do not know that there are 
more than two collieries working tho same seam. Some of the principal collieries arc practically done, 
so far as an export trade is concerned. Takashina, the largest coal mine in Japan, has virtually been 
stopped from exporting, because tbe Government have ordained that the whole of the coal shall be kept 
for public purposes, and 1 believe the same edict affects two other of their collieries.
1490. That being so, this Colony has nothing to fear from the Japanese coal trade ? T do not know that. 
I think that in the long run we shall come out on top ; but when a man is hanging by the neck, two or 
three years is a long time to hang. Besides, I am not oblivious to the fact that there are very large coal
fields in some of the East India islands. I had the duty of investigating them at one time. In Tonquin 
there are large collieries, the coal from which competes with ours at Singapore; but the conditions of the 
Ereneh settlement arc such that we are able to compete successfully.
1491. Is it not a fact that the miners of this country hew more coal per man than any other miners in tho 
world ? Yes, and there is a reason for that. Probably tho collieries here are better equipped than those 
in any other part of the world, and the conditions under which the coal is found are better. We have 
beautiful roofs, very little water, very few faults, and very few difficulties to contend with. Besides that 
wc have excellent miners. I should be very sorry indeed to hear the miners of Australia compared with 
those of Japan.
1492. There is less expense incurred in the production of coal here than in any other country? I do not 
know that I should quite say that. There ought to he less expense, if we were put under exactly tho 
same conditions as the people of other countries. Wc pay much more for labour than is paid elsewhere ; 
but if we were put under exactly the same conditions as, say, Germany, Prance, or Great Britain, we 
could produce coal at less cost than any other country in tho world. Some of our operations are done at 
loss cost than similar operations in other parts of the world, simply because of our favourable surroundings. 
I think that we require a little encouragement. We have just arrived at a point when every one’s hand 
is against us, and unless we get some encouragement, I do not sec how wc can hold up our heads against 
collieries in other parts of the world, which arc given great encouragement.
1493. You have been in the coal trade for some years ? All my life, and my forefathers before mo.
1494. Yon are manager and owner of some mines ? Xo.
1495. A part owner? No; 1 do not hold a share in any mine.
1496. You advise people to buy or to sell mining properties ? I have advised people to buy, and I have 
advised a large number of people to sell such properties.
1497. You say that wro are not on equal terms with collieries in other parts of the world, and yet in face 
of that you advise people lo buy large coal estates ? I said that 1 had advised people to buy ; I did not 
say that I was advising people to buy now, although if I were asked 1 might say that under certain con
ditions this would probably be a favourable time to buy.
1498. Large coal properties have been bought because you see a great future in store for us ? Well, we 
aro not going to be wiped off the roll of nations just yet.
1499. You say tlmt there are six seams beneath the seam which you aro at present working in lllawarra? 
Yes.
1500. What is the thickness of those scams ? They are of various thicknesses. The lower seams in 
lllawarra will come in to fill the blanks when tho top seam becomes scarcer and more difficult to work. I 
hope that long before there is any scarcity of top seam coal, industrial works will be established here, 
which will take a large surplus from the lower seams. The loner coal is very well adapted for manu
facturing purposes ; but for export it cannot compete against flic upper coal. Tho thickness of the lower 
seams varies in every colliery; but over the whole district it varies from about 4 feet to 6 feet 7 inches. 
I discard altogether the scam which is spoken of as being 30 feet thick, because there is only from 4 feet 
9 inches to 5 feet 6 inches of coal that could be worked, and there is no use in deluding the public into 
the supposition that the seam is 30 feet thick. It is a soft friable bituminous coal—not a steam coal, and 
it would be admirably adapted for manufacturing purposes.
1501. It is much inferior to the coal that is now being worked ? Yes ; for steam purposes. The first 
scam is called the 4-feet seam, and lies from 30 to 50 feet below the upper seam, varying in thickness 
from 2 feet 9 inches to 4 feet 3 inches. It is a very fair manufacturing coal; but it is not suitable for 
export, because it would not stand the rolling of a vessel and the severe handling it would get in trimming 
and transhipment. The next seam is what is known as the 30-feet scam. In that scam there are about 
5 feet which could be worked. The rest of the seam is composed of alternate bands of stone and clay. 
Below that there are various other seams, and amongst them occurs the Hartley shale. "With regard to 
tbe lower seams I can give very little definite information. They have been opened up at Mount Kembla,
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but beyond saying that they contain fair second rate manufacturing coal. I can give no information Dr. J. R. M„ 
regarding them. " Robertson.
1502. Do you know anything about the Greta series P The position of the Greta series has never been 
correlated to a given horizon. I could not go into the witness box and say that that coal was 2,000 feet 
or 3,000 feet below the Newcastle series, because there has never been a boro pnt down intercepting the 
Greta series at any certain point. That coal lies a long way below the Newcastle coal, but how far, no 
man can tell.
1503. Do you not think that it would be wise to test it? I think it would bo very wise to test it, Tbe 
only bore that may have intercepted that seam is the bore put down at Dempsey Island ; but no man 
could really identify the Greta coal there. They may have been rather perfunctory in their manner of 
boring. They did not know what they wore looking for, and possibly they may have passed through it.
1504<. How many sailing vessels were loaded at Port Kembla and at Bellambi last year? No ocean-going 
sailing \essels have ever been loaded at either place ; but we load small schooners sometimes, especially 
when we have had a steamer at hand ready to tow them out.
1505 Tou said yesterday that steamers could go into Port Kembla in all kinds of weathers ? That being 
so, why do you want a breakwater? Because we want to be protected from the ground swell. Yessels 
cannot load when there is a heavy swell. The large vessels lying alongside the jetties probably range 
backwards and forwards 10 or 15 feet, when to an ordinary observer the sea is absolutely calm. In heavy 
weather we cannot attempt to load a large steamer, because the direct impact of the wind and the waves 
might cause her to destroy our jetties.
1506. Is it not a fact that during the last coal strike at Newcastle several vessels went to Port Kembla 
and had to leave there before they could load ? That continually happens. I do not know that any 
vessel left Port Kembla; but vessels have to lie off for a day or two until the weather moderates. A few 
weeks ago a very large steamer had to lie off for two or three days until the range moderated, so that we 
could safely take her alongside the jetty.
1507. You lose a considerable amountof trade in not being able to load regularly ? Not only that, but 
we lose a great deal of time at the mine. There is plenty of work for the men to do ; but they cannot 
do it, because the waggons are all full, and waiting to he unloaded.
.1.508. Thereis a loss to the owner of the vessel: to the owner of the coal-mine; to the wane-earners 
connected with the mine ; and to everybody concerned ? Yes. Of course when a vessel is kept waiting 
for three or four days she tries to avoid the place in future,
150!). Do you think the Government should resume the private railways and jetties at Port Kombla, or 
would you leave the jetties in the hands of private companies ? Personally, unless Iliad an assurance that 
the maximum rate would bo only so much, I should be disposed to allowr the private owners to provide 
traction, binding those owners to very moderate charges. To charge the present Government rates of 
haulage would destroy the trade. Tho whole object of the Commissioners seems to be to take the coal 
avTay from its natural output to bring it to Sydney.
1510. What about tbe control of the jetties ? That is a different matter. I think tbe Government should 
resume the jetties, and charge rates according to the accommodation given. A little more might he 
charged for toreign-going vessels than for small and insignificant coasters, because small vessels do not 
cost anything like so much for moorings, or do so much damage as large vessels. They lie 10 or 12 feet 
off the jetties r but big foreign-going vessels,' in order to get the ends of the shoots over their hatchways, 
have to go m close against tho piles, and with any movement of the sea would draw down the jetties.
L)IL If the Government resumed the jetties afe Port Kembla, should not they also resume the ■jetties at 
Bellambi, so that all the coal would have to come to Port Xemhla? J. do not'know that there ‘would he 
any objection to that, provided that we had proper assuraneos that reasonable rates would be charged.
The collieries within a certain radius should be charged tho same rates, as is done at Newcastle. I 
know tliat private owners would draw the coal to the port of shipment for much less than the G overnment 
at present charge. *

11.512’ I^erstand that the Government charge only -Jd. a ton for tho coal going over the Mount Keira 
* le ■^0Un^ Keira Company supplies the haulage. I think that is quite enough when 

the Government only provide the roadway and keep it in excessively bad repair.
1513. Aro you surprised to hear that that rate does not pay the Government? I have heard the Com
missioners say that the Newcastle trade does not pay them; but I would be only too happy to organise a 
syndmate to work that trade at the present rate. If the Newcastle coal trade does not pay the Com
missioners, there is something very much out of joint, I simply do not believe the statement.
1514 Do you not think that the area of Bellambi Bay is sufficient for the trade of the next fifty or 100 
years ? I do not think that Bellambi is the right place for a coal port. It is not in the right position.
1 hope that there will he no second attempt to spend money uselessly in lllawarra in trying to make a 
harbour at the wrong place, We have had quite enough or that,
lol5. Is the land surrounding Bellambi Government or private property ? It ia private property.
1516, I understand that there is a 100 feet reservation? I do not know anything about that. 
iSl?. There is no reservation at Port Kembla;—must we not take into consideration the probable cost 
of land resumption, I do not think that should weigh, at all. It would be no burden to the country if 
resumed on a rental basis. J
1518. What do yon think is the value of the land at Port Kembla ? I should think that the land at both 
places was about the same value, I do not think that any of the laud at Port Kembla is worth more than 
£7 or £S an acre at present prices. I would not give more for it. It is poor land.
1519. Were your views ever taken in regard to the Lake lllawarra scheme by the Select Committee which 
investigated it ? No. Some one representing the promoters—I think the engineer and the Melbourne 
syndicate were very anxious that I should inform them as to what quantity of trade we would give them 
and my answer was that I could not see any possibility of our giving them any trade ; that we had a very 
inucli superior port of our own ; and tliat under no combination of circumstances would we ever send a 
ton ot coal to Lake lllawarra. The opinion tliat I then expressed is iny opinion now. Lake lllawarra as 
a harbour would be of no use to our coal trade,
1520. Do you think that the Government scheme should remain in abeyance until the time within which 
the lake lllawarra Company have to carry out their works expires? No. I think that it is simply 
trifling with a great industry to think of Lake lllawarra. The whole history of the Lake lllawarra scheme 
xs Bumcient to justify me m saying that. They cannot do anything for want of money. They have raised

490 L no
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^Bobertson1' no money> exceP^ to pay for a railway, on debentures secured over the land, and, according to the latest 
advices that I have received from London, they are very unlikely to raise any.

261Tov. 1896. 1521. Mr. Hassall.'] What do you think would be the probable increased output of Port Kembla if the 
' proposed breakwater were made P Tho output would increase to the extent of upwards of 200,000 tons 

a year at least in addition to what it is at present.
1522. For how many years will the coal supply of the district last P Practically 200 or 300years, because 
as one seam is exhausted another will take its place. The upper seam will probably last from eighty to 
100 years, with an output of 1,500,000 tons a year. Of course it may last very much longer if a large 
part of the National Park district is worked.
1523. The Corrimal, Mount Pleasant, Osborne-Wallsend, and Mount Kembla Collieries all ship at Port
Kembla? Tes, ,
1524. Does South Clifton ? Occasionally. It belongs to a group of collieries which will always send 
a large part of their coal to Sydney to supply the railways and the inland demand. Besides South Clifton 
is a small holding, a small freehold.
1525. What is the output of the various collieries I have named ? Corrimai about 120,000 tons, Mount 
Pleasant about 90,000 tons, Osborne-Wallsend about the same, aud Mount Kembla, nearly 200,000 tons. 
About 300,000 tons of coal will be shipped at Port Kembla this year.
1526. In the event of the Government spending money in the construction of the proposed breakwater, 
would the coal companies bo willing to pay the same charges as are paid at Newcastle ? Most assuredly.
1527. Irrespective of the resumption of the jetties? No; the Newcastle people do not provide their
own jetties. _
1528. Would it be absolutely necessary for the Government to go to the expense of resuming the existing
jetties? 1 think the Government will be obliged to resumethe existing jetties. They will have to provide 
accommodation for sailing ships, _ _
1529. What is there to prevent them from having a jetty of their own, besides the private jetties? 
Nothing at all; but there would then be competition between the private jetties and the Government 
jetties, and the Government would lose, because private people can conduct their operations with less 
expense than the Government can. The resumption of the jetties would give a good return from the 
start, because we are doing an absolute and certain trade, and they would he resumed on a revenue basis.
1530. You think that as a speculation it would be to the advantage of the Government to resume the 
jetties ? Tes; if we havo an assurance that fair traction rates will be charged, I say by all means put 
these works into the hands of the Government.
1531. Tou think tho Government should resume the railways, jetties, and everything? I think myself 
that the resumption of the railways might bo allowed to remain in abeyance, it being provided that the 
owners of the railways should arrange for the haulage of all coal at a very small charge per ton. I think 
that that would save the shippers considerably and enable coal to be shipped at lower rates.
1532. The less the expense of this harbour the lower will be the necessary charges p Certainly. I think 
it is not necessary to resume the railways ; but, in any case, there should be a beach railway to connect 
Port Kembla with Wollongong. I am very doubtful whether the Commissioners'would give us a rate 
anything like as low as the present cost of our haulage. 1 am sure that if the Government allowed the 
colliery proprietors to make a railway from Port Kembla to Wollongong, they could run down the coal 
for one-fifth of what the Commissioners would charge.
1533. Would it not then he well to leave the jetties in private hands ? That would be quite feasible; but
I think that Parliament would be inclined to resume the jetties. These jetties belong to particular col
lieries, but I presume that if the breakwater were made other colliery proprietors should have an equal 
right to use them on payment of certain charges. ’ '
1534. Tou think that otherwise the present owners of the jetties would place restrictions in the way of 
other collieries using them ? You would have to make some provision allowing other collieries to use 
the jetties upon payment of fixed and moderate charges.
1535. If you have a breakwater, I suppose a good holding ground is not absolutely necessary for a port ? 
Tes ; it is very necessary. If vessels knevv that they were liable to loose their anchors they would not 
care to use the port, and it would he no harbour of refuge.
1536. How far are you from Jervis Bay? Well, Jervis Bay cannot he considered a harbour of refuge 
any more than Sydney harbour is. Vessels cannot sail out of the bay without assistance, and on several 
occasions we have been obliged to send down steam colliers to tow out vessels which have taken refuge 
there. With an ideal harbour of refuge, you must he able to go in and come out unaided.
1537. Could vessels do that at Port Kembla ? Tes, with almost any wind, because there is so much sea-
room. ,
1538. Is not the entrance to Jervis Bay pretty good ? It is moderately wide ; but vessels cannot always 
get out, and they cannot always get in.
1539. Would Lake lllawarra make a harbour of refuge? Never.
1540. Would your company ever use Lake Hlawarra if a harhour were made there? No; we have a 
much better harbour at Port Kembla as it is at present.
1541. In the event of Bellambi being made a harbour would it be used by your colliery ? No ; it would 
not be used by the Mount Kembla, or by any of the southern collieries unless special traction rates were 
made.
1542. Would it be used by Corrimal? Tes, under certain circumstances; hut not so readily as Port 

, Kembla.
1543. Tou think that Corrimal, Mount Pleasant, Osborne-Wallsend, and Mount Kembla would certainly 
ship at Port Kembla if a safe harbour were made there ? I am certain of it. Some of these collieries, 
if a harhour were made at Port Kembla, would double their output. It would be an especial advantage 
to Corrimal and Mount Keira and Mount Pleasant, because they would then havo two outlets for their 
coal—Wollongong for small vessels, and Port Kembla for large vessels.
1544. Would these collieries be willing to pay a shipping charge of 4d. per ton ? I am certain of it.
1545. Fourpence a ton would require an export trade of 564,000 tons to give 4 per cent, upon an outlay
of £235,000 ? Tes ; but I do not think the outlay should he as large as that. Tou do not want cranes 
or elaborate wharfs. .
1546. Mr. Hoskins.] You would require cranes for the discharge of inward cargo ? Tes; but not expensive
cranes, sucb as those required to swing heavy coal-waggons. 1547.
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1547. Mr, Boberts] Ad important witneas who brought forward the claims of Bellambi laid great stress 
upon tbe fact that that place was more centrally situated than Port Kembla. Do you agree with that
opinion ? No. Ninety per cent, of the available coal of lllawarra is south of Bellambi. Seventy per cent. 2Q 180g_
of the coal is within, 7$ miles of Port Kembla, while only 40 per cent, of it is within tbe same distance of ’
Bellambi. Mr. Vickery, tbe owner of the South Bulli mine, the largest, and practically the only colliery 
near Bellambi, is in favour of tbe Port Kembla scheme, and his opinion is of more value than that of an 
outsider. Bellambi Colliery is practically done—it will be finished in a few months,
1548. Are not most of the mines that are working nearer to Bellambi than to Port Kembla? No. The 
two principal mines in the district—Mount Pleasant and Mount Keira—are nearer to Port Kembla, and 
they would be very much nearer if there were a direct railway from Wollongong to Port Kembla. Such a 
railway should be made at comparatively little expense. ■ The mines north of Bellambi are practically done.
1549. The witness to whom X refer said that Bellambi was more sheltered naturally than is Port Kembla?
Bellambi, like Wollongong, is exposed to the full force of the south-east gales, while Port Kembla is 2£ 
miles inside them. His statement is contrary to fact.
1550. Do I understand that Bellambi is more exposed to south-easterly weather than Port Kembla? Yes.
It is in full range of the south-easterly seas, while Port Kembla is protected by the Pive Islands. We can 
continue loading at Port Kembla in a south-easterly gale when the danger signal is up at Wollongong.
We have no heavy seas at Pive Islands Point.
1551. You do not think that there is any place along the coast to compete with Port Kembla ? No. At
Wollongong the sea strikes tbe beach and comes back into the harbour. Some time ago, we had to scuttle 
a vessel there, because a sudden storm came up at low water, when she could not get out, and drove her 
about the harbour to such an extent that she ran the mk of being destroyed. Long before the 
G-overnment determined on the last occasion to improve Wollongong Harbour, 1 went to Wollongong 
with the intention of advising the people there not to pitch good money after bad; but to ask the Govern
ment to connect them by a beach railway with Port Kembla. If money is expended in improving Bellambi, 
it will uot be of any advantage to tbe largest coal-mines in the district, and will utterly ruin the vested 
interests of Wollongong. The improvement of Port Kembla, however, would not do that; it would be 
the deep-water port of Wollongong. .
1552. You want to obtain a sailing-ship trade ? Yes, and to ensure the regular and undisturbed loading
of the largest steamers. _
1553. Have you known cases in which large ocean-going steamers have had to leave your jetty, because of
the approach of a gale? On several occasions steamers have had to leave the jetty and lie out in the offing 
until the gale abated. _
1554. I suppose that tends to retard the development of tho trade ? Yes. Nearly all that trade is 
arranged for in London, and if the steamers arc delayed the owners shun the port afterwards.
1555. Do you think that a large import trade would spring up upon the construction of the eastern 
breakwater ? Yes; it would give an assurance to persons wanting to establish industries in tbe district
1556. If there were a large import trade, would not the northern breakwater be necessary ? So far as 
we can see, and so far as we are advised by experienced ship-masters, the eastern breakwater would be 
sufficient; but if future trade demanded the construction of the northern breakwater, the breakwater 
could be made. With all due regard to Mr. Darley’s opinion—aud we are bound to show great respect 
for bis views—I do not think tbo northern breakwater is required, especially if the eastern breakwater is 
swerved a little to tbe north-west. There is never any bad weather from the north ; during westerly and 
north-westerly weather the hay is quite calm ; and it is only very seldom that we get a black north-easter.
1557. But if tbe direction of the northern breakwater were modified as you suggest, would not tho
harbour area be contracted largely ? It would only make a difference of a few acres, which would be 
comparatively nothing, considering the large extent of tho bay. _ _
1558. Mr. O'Connor.] Is there any difference in tbe quality of tbe coal obtained from tbe various 
collieries? There is practically no difference in tbe quality of tbe coal taken from the upper seam 
throughout lllawarra. At South Bulli and at Old Bulli there is a splendid quality of coal; but it is 
more easily fractured than coal from the southern mines, and is therefore less suitable for over-sea transit.
1559. I understood you to say that if tbe proposed scheme were carried out it would be a great
advantage to the surrounding collieries; but that that would not be the case if a breakwater were made 
elsewhere? Yes. ... . . .
1560. Your opinion is entirely a disinterested one ? Yes. I have not a shilling invested, in any mine in 
Australia. As a matter of fact, I am more interested in Bellambi than in Port Kembla, because I am 
engineer to three collieries in the northern part of tbe district, and for only one in the south.
1561. You take the view that this is a national work, and you regard it as a hideous piece of lunacy to talk 
about improving Wollongong? Wollongong is very centrally situated, but you could never make it a 
harbour equal to Port Kembla. Wollongong should have been connected with Port Kembla from tbe first, 
and I daresay there arc very few old residents there who would not say amen to that. I am sure they 
have seen the folly of spending money on the swimming bath, which is virtually all they have produced there.
1562. Mr. Black.] Are you aware that at the time it was proposed to construct Wollongong Harhour no
objection was raised by the residents of the locality ? I was not in the Colony when the Wollongong 
Harbour was made. It is only sixteen years since I came here. _
1563. There has been a number of improvements carried out in that time? I do not think so. 1 think 
that the late expenditure has left matters worse than they were. That is through no fault of the Harbour 
Trustees ; but because of monetary difficulties they could not carry out their scheme.
1564. You have had no opportunity to try, in the way of adverse criticism, to prevent the waste of public 
money there? Before the last expenditure took place at Wollongong, I went there with the intention of 
advising the Wollongong people to swallow their local sentiment, and to recognise tliat there was a good 
port, within a few miles of the place, to which they could be connected by railway along the beach.
1565. You have said that a number of gentlemen interested in tbe southern coal trade have agreed not to 
advance their views in regard to this matter;—do you not think it was unwise for them to decide that 
they would deprive the Government of valuable local experience ? No ; we are giving yon that experience.
1566. But if you are holding anything in reserve ? We hold nothing in reserve, We simply came to the 
conclusion to abide by whatever scheme tho Government favoured. The Government favour Port 
Kembla, and it so happens that Port Kembla is reckoned by us as the best place for a harbour.

1567,
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Rotertton'* 156'r‘ ^ W0U^ rather awkward if, in tlie caso of this scheme, as in the case of 'Wollongong, criticism 
were deferred until it had proved itself a failure ? I think all are agreed that Port Kembla is the 

26 Not. 1896 P^ac0 f°r a harbour. '
’ 1568. But you think that some of the arrangements which the G-overnment engineer proposes to make

shonld be dispensed with P Yes; modified and probably cheapened.
1569. Will not a larger amount of money be required to construct wharfs and cranes for the landing of 
cargo? I do not think so. Small T-headed jetties, run out from the breakwaters, would serve the 
purpose.
1570. If Port Kembla became, not only a place for the shipment of coal, but a place of large importation,
would there not spring up in its neighbourhood a great commercial centre, or port of distribution ? Yes, 
from Wollongong. ’
1571. Do you think that Wollongong would distribute the goods coming to Port Kembla? The goods 
required for particular works would go direct to those works: but goods required by the general'com
munity would go to Wollongong for distribution.
1572. Then you do not think it likely that a large township -would spring up in the neighbourhood of Port. 
Kembla? I do not anticipate any such thing, though I think that land should be resumed for the” 
establishment of manufactories, and that a beach railway should he made to connect Port Kembla with 
Wollongong. I think that Wollongong would still remain the commercial centre. Wollongong would 
always benefit from this work. Por one thing the collieries near Wollongong instead of working inter
mittently as they do now would work constantly.
1573. Yon do not think it necessary for the Government to resume .10,000 acres of land in the vicinity of 
Port Kembla for the purpose of establishing a township there ? Ko, I should think 500 or 1,000 acres 
would be sufficient,
1574'. I suppose tho value of that laud is given to it by its position ? Yes.
1575. Mr. JIumpher>).~\ Yon spoke about 70 per cent, of the coal of Illawarra being within 7 i- miles of Port 
Kembla. Will you name the collieries within that radius ? J, think it would be rather invidious to do so, 
but by the aid of a pair of compasses you could ascertain which they are. Such a radius would approach’ 
Corrimal and would include Mount Pleasant, Mt. Keira, and Mount Kembla. These collieries contain 
the great bulk of the coal.
15i6. You give that opinion as the result of close observation? Certainlv, from personal knowledge.
1577. You are quite clear that Port Kembla is convenient for the shipment of 70 per cent, of the avail
able coal of Illawarra ? Yes.
1578. You are speaking of the great output and the coal which may be obtained ? f am speaking of the 
whole of the available coal from the upper seam,
1579. And only 43 per cent, of the coal is equally convenient to Bcllambi ? Yes.
1580. You spoke about large deposits of coal esisiing upon Crown lands ? The Mount Kembla, Company, 
in addition to their freehold, lease a large quantity of Crown land 1o the 'north, probably 2,500 acres! 
Mount Keira leases probably 1,000 acres-of Crown land; Mount Pleasant about 1,300 acres; and 
South Bulli about 2,000 acres. In addition to that there is a large amount of coal iu Crown lands not at 
present leased.
1581. What is the total acreage of Crown land lo which you refer ? I cannot toll yon from memory.
1582. What royalty is paid for the coal obtained from this land ? Gd. per ton.
1583. Plow much has been paid to the Crown up to the present time ? Not very much, because the 
collieries have not got through their freeholds yet. In the future the coal will come almost entirely from 
the Government land.
1584. Can you say how long it will be before the greater part of the oulputis obtained from Government 
land ? A good deal of coal is obtained from Government laud at present, and the quantity is increasing 
every year. South Bulli, Mount Kembla, Mount Keira, and Mount Pleasant Collieries will all be into 
Crown laud within a couple of years.
1585. ' Therefore the Crown will receive a large and increasing revenue ? Yes. The Crown is the
principal landowner in Illawarra, and in making this harbour they are only providing a proper outlet for 
their tenants. Without a good outlet, we cannot afford to work a large quantity of coal, and, therefore, 
we will not pay so much in royalties. ’
1586. An increased output will mean, in addition to wharfage charges, so much royalty ? Yes, 
undoubtedly. Before the proposed harbour can be made, all the collieries will be paying'large sums io 
the Crown iu the way of royalty.
1587. You have expressed the opinion that the coal connected with the smelting works at Lake Illawarra 
was suitable for smelting purposes, though not as valuable as the coal in the northern part of the district 
for export purposes ? Yes.
1588. Have you seen their workings? Yes. I know the coal. I knew it long before the company
took it up. L *
1589. Have you seen a seam of coal opened up not very long ago by Mr, Brown? Yes.
1590. Will you describe it? I would rather not, I think it is sufficient to say that while the coal is 
suitable for manufacturing purposes, it would not at present pay to export.
1591. Therefore, even if the Illawarra harbour scheme-proved a success, there would not be much coal 
exported from these mines ? None.
1592. How long is it since you inspected these seams ? 1 saw them fifteen rears ago, and I saw them
about ten days ago. "
15113. What is the present cost of maintaining your jetties and buoys at Port Kembla? Wc put every
thing down to the cost of the coal; but I should think that ;^d. or Id. a ton would amply cover the cost 
of renewals and repairs to tho jetties.
1591. And the maintenance of the buoys ? Yes, That is a smnll matter.
1595. How much of that would be saved by the construction of the proposed breakwater? The expenditure 
in maintenance and repairs would be practically the same as it is now.
1596. Chairman.-] Do you know what it costs you to ship your coal when you have it upon the jetties ?
That is a variable quantity. We are sometimes stopped from working in bad weather, but, takiim bad 
and good weather together, jd. a ton would more than cover the expense. If we-could work coutimiouslv 
Id. a ton would cover it. ‘5
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]597. What does ifc cost pei'ton per mile to bring coal along your railway? l^d. or l£d. a ton for 7£- Dr.J.K.M. 
miles. That is for railway traction. Say 2d. a ton for everything. Robertson.
15S3S. Could all the rolling stock in the district use the present loading appliances in connection with 
the Port Kembla jetties ? Yes; except that a slight alteration would have to bo made to provide for tho 0T‘J ’ 
Mount Pleasant trucks. An expenditure of £200 would probably accommodate all the rolling stock.
1590. All the lines are of the same gauge ? Yes; with the exception of the Mount Pleasant mine, which 
has a narrow' gauge. "

ADDENDA.

S’1’’ 40, Pitt-street, Sydney, -27 November, 1896.
_ In supplement of the evidence I gave relative to the necessity of a deepwater harbour for Illawarra collieries, 

and especially with reference to certain questions you addressed to me, referring to our costs for conveying and shipping 
coal from Mount Kembla mine, I have looked at our costs, and find that on an average of years the actual costs arc as 
follows per ton ;—

Or, '722 of Id.
'550 ,,
•830 „

Length—7J miles.
1. Shipping coal—allowing for and including broken time ___ Ad. and'93—say, Jd.
2. Locomotives, stokers, drivers, cleaning.................................... Ad. and '24
3. Fettling, including relaying rails and sleepers......................... |d. and -3

2'102ct,
Or, together, say .........................

"Repairs and renewals of jetty® ... 
Rails, sleepers, bridges, renewals

2fd.
Ad.

Id.

2'04d,

3|d. per ton.
These apply tn the whole line, half of which is to the west of the Government railway.
With an increased and steadier trade, the above cost would lie proportionately decreased, as items 1 and 3 would bo 

the same for double the output on which the costs are estimivtcd.
Mr. Huinphery required some figures relating to Government land and freehold. This I will be pleased to supply 

to you on Monday on my return from the south coast.
I have, Ac.,

The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works. JAMES R. M. ROBERTSON.

°l,,’ . 40, Pitt-street, Sydney, I December, 1896.
i r t> n rcPty t0 ,t*le fiucstiop put by Mr. Huinphery regarding the relative area of Government and freehold land 

south of Bellainbi Colliery, on which I based certain calculations, on examining my notes, I find that of the upper cool 
8,240 acres are owned by Government, and 7,470 acres have been alienated and are freehold.

I confined my estimates to land which, from our prospecting and mining works, we feel certain contains the upper 
seam of workable thickness. I have indulged in no fanciful estimates, but have confined myself to actual and ascertained 
fads, A little further west than the present leaseholds an extensive tract of intrusive basalt (igneous rock), so far as wc 
know, cuts off the coal seams, and this for a broad yet undefined space. Tho basalt that cuts off the coal in Bulli and 
Lellambi Collieries apparently connects with this main basaltic belt, which, further south, occupies the valley of the 
Comeaux,

None of the existing collieries can reasonably be expected to win any coal west of this intrusive (igneous) basalt, 
even should the continuity of the coal be ascertained within a moderate distance of it to the west—which it has not. I, 
therefore, limit my calculations to known ground—proven by the works of existing collieries.

With respect to the second inquiry of Mr. Humphery's—Tn what proportions will the coal from these two classes 
of holrlmgs be won ?

In reply, 1 would point out that the collieries all opened on old grants or purchased freeholds, and have been since 
working on these freeholds. The whole of the collieries embraced in the before-named area have secured large leaseholds 
and have cither commenced to work them, or are rapidly advancing their winning-out places towards or into these 
leaseholds, so that from this date an ever-increasing proportion of the whole of their outputs will be drawn from 
(Government land, and will pay royalty at the rate of 0d, per ton. Jn one or two cases the whole output of the collieries 
will be drawn, within a few years, from Government leaseholds, their freeholds beiug almost exhausted.

Practically, the whole of the coal in the lower scums south of Mount Kembla is leased from Government. The 
same remark applies to the large area of coal land north of Coal Cliff estate, and on which the Metropolitan Colliery, on 
tile extreme southern margin, has been opened.

\ou will, however, recollect that I only calculate on one-fifth of the coal opened up by the existing plant being 
shipped at the deepwater harbour proposed,
. . have not replied fully to the inquiries, or if I can be of further service to you in connection with the present
inquiry, I shall bo very pleased to hear from you.

I have, &c.,
The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, JAMES R. M. ROBERTSON.

. 40. Pitt-street, Sydney, 3 December, 1896.
I am unable to obtain at the Lands Office any district plan of the collieries ; but I have dotted on one of my 

own plans whnt I think may yet be found to he the course of the basaltic intrusion that exercises such a potent influence, 
not only on the coal-field a few miles west of the principal collieries, but has had such a disastrous effect upon the collieries 
north of South Bulb, and offshoots from which probably destroy much of the coal from south of Stonwell to the Metropo
litan shafts. L

It is only within recent years that the influence of these basalts have forced themselves on the attention of thoughtful 
managers, and it is only at collieries north of South Bulli (where it is joined by a large and broad intrusive dyke of igneous 
rock, coming from the S.E., and that completely cuts off Bellambi, Bulli, and Bulli Pass to the west) that its influence for 
cvh has been felt. The collieries south of Bcllambi are not likely in the present generation or the next to feel its effects. 
I had this steadily in view when I calculated the available areas and quantities.

rJ o this is due the fact that only 41 per cent, of the available coal exists within a given radius of Bellambi—because 
hoi'e and to the north the coal is destroyed to the margins of the present workings, while within a similar radius of Port 
Kembla adits exist from which at least 70 per cent, of the available upper coal will be drawn. -

I have, &c.,
Tlie Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works. JAMES R. M. ROBERTSON.

FEU) AY,
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^ktscnt:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).

Tiie Hon. Frederick; Thomas Humphkjii' 
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Charles James Roberts, C.M. G. 
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.

Erancjs' Augustus Wright, Esq.

Henry Clarke, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq. 
John Lionel Fegan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Captain Francis Hixson. President of the Marine Board of New South Wales, sworn, and examined:
Captain 1600. Mr. Zee.] I presume that you have a good, general knowledge of harbours along the coast P Tes.

F. Hixson. 1601. Are there any other places upon the south coast besides Port Kembla which could be taken into 
consideration in connection with the matter into which the Committee are now inquiring ? There is a 

27 Hoy., 1898. g00(i indentation at Shell Harbour ; but I do not think that it is as good a place for a harbour as Port 
Kembla.
1602. fou think that, if it were deemed necessary to make a harbour on the south coast Port Kembla
would be the best place at which to centre the trade. Yes. _
1603. For what reasons? It is a fairly good natural harbour, and the construction of the proposed 
eastern breakwater would make it an excellent harbour.
1604. Do you think that the proposed breakwater would afford protection to sailing ships anchored 
within it in any weather ? Certainly.
1605. How would'vessels be affected by a north-easterly blow? The proposed breakwater would not 
give much protection from the north-east; but our north-easterly weather is scarce!}' ever bad enough to 
endanger the safety of a ship. I do not consider that there would be any danger to sailing ships anchored 
in Port Kembla if a breakwater were constructed as proposed.
1606. It would appear from the contour of the coast that the place is fairly well sheltered from the north,
and partly from the north-east? Yes. _ ,
16071 Do you know whether there is any particular roll on the sea into Port Kembla ? The ordinary 
ocean swell would sometimes roll round there under present conditions; but the proposed breakwater 
would stop it. _
1608. It has been asserted that the Five Islands arc a great protection to Port Kembla ? They are to a
certain extent. At the same time, the sea passes between the islands round the point, and rolls on to the 
coast in the vicinity of the Port occasionally. _
1609. Have you noticed whether the inlets on the coast are liable to silt up after severe gales ? I think
they are; but the action of the sea has not always that tendency. Occasionaly it clears them ont. 
Thousands of tons of silt and sand are periodically being moved along the coast. This causes silting up 
in certain places at times, and then it is cleared away again. _
1610. What do you think would be the effect upon Port Kembla in that respect if the proposed break
water were constructed ? There might be a little silting up at the head of the bay ; but I do not think 
that tho proposed breakwater would cause any great silting up. _
1611. You do not wish to speak on this matter from an engineering point of view ? No : I am speaking 
only in generalities, and from a cursory knowledge of the place,
1612. If the proposed breakwater were constructed, would sailing vessels he able to enter and to leave the
port with safety ? It would depend upon the size of the vessels. Small vessels certainly could; but 
large vessels would have some difficulty. There would be no difficulty about entering ; but if large vessels 
had to work out they would find the water space contracted. _
1613. H a very large over-sea traffic sprang up there, a tug service might be necessary ? Certainly.
1614. How is our tug-service carried out? The Government subsidise the vessels, and the owners work 
them in their own interests as well as they can.
1615. Is there any charge made for the use of the tugs? Aes, a charge of 4d. a ton. The Government 
subsidise the service, and insist that only this charge shall be made to the vessels requiring towage.
1616. Has not the trade been recently reduced ? No. Fresh tenders have lately been called for; but the 
conditions in regard to the charge remain unchanged.
1617. Does the Government retain a tug service at every port ? At most of the ports. There are very 
few tugs on the South Coast. There is one at Wollongong.
1618. What about Newcastle? The tug service at Newcastle is self supporting. Tho policy of the 
Government is to help the tugs while the trade is insufficient to maintain them; but as soon as the service 
becomes self supporting the Government withdraw the subsidy.
1619. You are of opinion that if the proposed breakwater were carried out at Port Kembla we should have
to have a tug service there? Yes. as the trade of the place increases. _ _
1620. I suppose for towing out, for towing in, and for moving from one place to another within the 
harbour? Yes.
1621. The removing of vessels from one place to another is a very important matter? Yes. Of course, 
if there were no room alongside the jetties a vessel would have to lie off at anchor till a berth was ready.
1622. What would be the cost of a tug service there? The cost of the tug service varies all along the 
coast. At Wollongong we pay £300 or £400 a year. At the Klchmond Fiver wc pay £1,770 a year. 
The Government call for tenders, and the tenderers understanding the trade, the risk, and so on, offer 
accordingly. The Government accept the lowest eligible tender.
1623. Have the Marine Board at any time considered the propriety of constructing a harbour on the South 
Coast? The Marine Board would scarcely consider that matter came within the scope of their functions. 
They have only to do with the trade when it has been created. The policy of the Government on a matter 
of this sort does not concern the Board officially.
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1624. Would a pilot service be required at Port Kembla if the proposed breakwater were made ? That 
would depend upon the growth of the trade. The pilot at Wollongong occasionally gives his sendees 
there, and the tng stationed at Wollongong occasionally goes there to help vessels.
1625. Pilots are not so much required for steamships? Ko.
1026. If there were a large sailing-ship trade at Port Kembla, a pilot service would be absolutely 
necessary? Tes.
1627. Is the pilot service self-supporting ? I can scarcely say that. An Act recently passed has greatly 
reduced the pilotage fees. As a rule the pilot service has been self-supporting. The Marine Board, 
instead of being a drag upon the country, has contributed considerable revenue to the Treasury.
1628. Are there any other contingent charges which would add to the cost of shipping coal from the 
proposed port ? I can scarcely answer that question. At the present time the jetties and moorings, and 
all the paraphernalia necessary for maintaining the trade there are private property.
1629. If the Government make a harbour there, would not they have to see that a proper area of deep 
water was conserved, that proper moorings were laid down, that a tug service was supplied, a light-house 
erected, and all the requirements of the port met ? Tes. These charges all grow as the trade of a place 
increases. The Marine Board would not advise the Government to incur expenditure in prospect. They 
would wait for tho trade to grow, so that the necessity for this expenditure might be established.
1630. The inference is that a very large trade will spring up at this place? I think that is very 
probable.
1631. If a large trade did spring up all these necessaries would be required ? Tes ; and I am sure that 
the demand for them would be met by the Government and by the Marine Board. Some little time ago 
the agent for the P. and 0. vessels came to me to know if I would advise him to use Port Kembla as a 
coaling-place for those vessels. My reply was, that Port Kembla might answer very well for five or six 
times, and then the steamers might not be able to get there because of the bad weather, and thns be 
unable to fulfil her engagement. If there were a breakwater at that place I should have no hesitation in 
telling him he could coal there with as great facility as at Sydney.
1632. What is tho average depth of water that the general run of P. and O, boats would require ? There 
would be quite sufficient water at Port Kembla for them. If there were much sea a greater depth would 
he required. With a breakwater the present depth would answer fairly well.
1633. I suppose a good deal depends upon the steadiness of a vessel when alongside a jetty? Tes. If 
there is what we call a “ send” a vessel mnst have 5 or G feet of water under her keel; but if the water 
is perfectly smooth she need only have 1 or 2 feet under her.
1634. Under any circumstances the P. and 0. vessels would go to Port Kembla only for bunker coal ?
Tes, that is all. '
1635. Have you given any attention the construction of the proposed breakwater ? No: only a general 
glance at the plan.
1636. It has been asserted that there is no roll of the sea round Bed Point into Port Kembla ? I am 
pretty sure that whenever there is a heavy ground-swell it rolls rouud that point into Port Kembla; but 
not perhaps to the same extent that it would do at other places.
1637. If the proposed breakwater were constructed, would it be possible to utilise it for loading coal from 
short jetties inside it, and to unload at such jetties? Tes; it would be perfectly feasible to load and 
unload at such jetties.
1638. Would there be any danger of the sea rolling over the breakwater, and thus preventing unloading ?
I do not think that the sea would roll over the breakwater except in very heavy weather. '
1039. I suppose if it did the breakwater could be raised? Tes; that could be done.
1640. Do you know the various jetties along the coast which are used for shipping coal? Tes.
1641. I suppose that steamers would continue to use those jetties in fine weather, even if the proposed 
work were carried out ? Tes; if the mines are nearer to those jetties than they are to Port Kembla, as 
1 believe many of them are.
1642. Are yon of opinion that if the proposed breakwater were constructed the whole of the sailing-ship 
trade would be done at Port Kembla? Well, the sailing vessels that carry coal at the present time are 
very small, and they go to Wollongong. Some of them might go to Port Kembla.
1643. But if the proposed port were made larger vessels might be attracted from the over-sea trade? I 
have no doubt that that would be so.
1644. We may fairly assume that all those vessels would go to Port Kembla ? 1 think it is a fair thing 
to assume. But if a ship brought her cargo to Sydney sho would require a certain amount of “ stiffening” 
to make her seaworthy, and the question would be, would it not be better for her to continue her loading 
in Sydney rather than go to Port Kembla to fill up.
1645. But possibly vessels may go straight to Port Kembla in ballast as they go to Newcastle ? Tes, 
they might do that. Ships that come to Newcastle under those circumstances come from long distances.
1646. Do you care to offer any opinion as to the merits or demerits of Bellambi ? I have already said 
that Port Kembla is the best place, so that I do not think that there is any occasion to go into the merits 
or demerits of Bellambi,
1647. Would Port Kembla offer any advantages as a harbour of refuge? Certainly. We have now to 
warn vessels from entering Wollongong and Kiama in bad weather. These vessels, if Port Kembla were 
a safe harbour, could go there.
1648. What sort of a harbour would Port Kembla make if the two breakwaters were carried out? It 
would make a perfect harbour.
1649. Would the construction of both breakwaters put anything in the way of ships entering the place in 
stormy weather? 1 do not think so. At the same time I do not think that the proposed northern break
water is necessary. 1 think that the proposed eastern breakwater would be quite sufficient, and would 
make a reasonable port.
1650. 1 f at any future time it was found to be necessary to make a closed harbour, the northern breakwater 
could then be constructed ? Tes.
1651. Is the anchorage at Port Kembla good ? I am not familiar enough with the place to say much 
about that; but from the little knowledge that I have 1 should say that it was sandy and good.
1652. Docs it possess any advantages over Bellambi in that respect ? Tes; Bellambi is not so sandy, and 
there are shoals of rock there.

Captain 
P, Hixson.

27 Nor., 1896.
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Captain 
F, Hixson.

27NoM896,

1653. Are tliere any remarks of a general character that you would like to ofl'er in regard to the scheme 
before us ? I think that I have said everything that I can state, beyond pointing out that Port Kembla 
is midway between Sydney and Jervis Bay, and therefore in a good position for a harbour of refuge.
1654. Has the question of defence any bearing upon this scheme ? Ido not think it has any special 
bearing upon it. Ho doubt if an enemy came out here, he would be in want of coal, and would endeavour 
to get it somehow.
1655. Unless Fort Kembla were defended be would always get coal there? "Well, I would be inclined to 
make the port harbour first, and fortify it afterwards if necessary,
1656. I suppose the guns at Wollongong would be of little use for the defence of Port Kembla? They 
would be of no use at all.
1657. Does it follow that if this harbour is made it will have to be defended? Perhaps. 1 think that 
there is more need to defend our coal stations than any other place along the coast.
1658. There is no coal shipped at Jervis Bay, so 1 presume that place would not come within the category 
of ports to be defended ? There is no coal at Jervis Bay; but it is a place which would afford shelter to 
the enemy. 1 think we should have a defence force afloat to prevent the enemy getting coal and getting 
shelter. If we had a naval force, we could follow the enemy’s ships ; but guns on the coast are only able 
to defend certain positions.
1659. Mr. Wright."] There are no rocks at Port Kembla ? I think not.
1660. Could a ship of 3,000 tons hold to her anchors there in a north-east gale, supposing the breakwater 
were constructed ? I think so, in any ordinary gale.
1661. Can you tell us anything about the set of the current along the coast? The current is very fickle. 
Sometimes it sets strongly to tho south, and sometimes you have no current at all. Occasionally, close in 
to the shore, you have a northerly current. When I have been surveying the coast I have found a 
northerly current in some places, and a southerly current in others.
1662. You find the northerly current close in to the shore? Yes. The southerly current is in the 
offing; but close in to the shore there is often a kind of eddy to the north.
1663. Would there be any necessity to have a pilot at Port Kembla, supposing the breakwater were 
made ? Hot immediately. If the trade of the port grew, and the need arose, no doubt a pilot would be 
sent there.
1664. Could not an ordinary master bring his ship to anchor within the port without a pilot ? Yes ; but 
a stranger might be disinclined to run the risk.
1665. Could an ordinary ship make an offing in a strong south-east breeze there ? In a south-east breeze 
she could fetch off.
1666, So that there would not be a great necessity for a tug-boat? Even if there were no groat 
necessity for a tug-boat, 1 think that one would be used to facilitate the work of the port.
1667. All that would be wanted in that case would be a small tug to move a vessel from her moorings ? 
That is about all,
1068. Chairman.] The tug stationed at Wollongong could work both Wollongong and Port Kembla? 
Yes; for some time to come. ' ,
1669. Mr. Wright.] It would not be necessary to have a tug to tow vessels in from outside ? I do not 
think so. It would depend upon the character of the man in charge of the ship. A. bold navigator would 
come right in, while a timid man might remain’ 10 or 12 miles off. Of course, if a man had local know
ledge he would probably come right in.
1670. You think that an ordinary sailing-ship could heat out of tho port in any weather, and secure an 
offing? Hot in any weather. Small vessels could go out with facility ; but big ships are so unmanageable 
in narrow waters that they would find great difficulty in working out of this place. Many of the big skips 
at the present day do not work at all, Instead of “staying ” as they used to do, they all “ wear " now.
1671. Could a ship of 3,000 tons beat out ? Yes, with a very smart crew.
1672. With a south-east wind? Yes.
1673. That is the prevailing wind ? It is a frequent wind.
1674. It is a strong wind? Yes, we get strong winds from that direction somefimes.
1075. Do you think that a harbour of refuge is required along the coast? I think that a harbour of refuge 
is a very desirable thing to have; but, as a rule, harbours of refuge are made more of than is justifiable. 
Ho man should think of running for a harbour of refuge unless ho were in difficulties.
1676. Ho man would think of running to a harbour of refuge if he was within 50 miles of Port Jackson, 
and had a good offing? No, I do not think so, unless he happened to be going away from Sydney.
1677. The proposed harbour might occasionally give safety to a ship, but it would not often bo used as a 
harbour of refuge ? Yes.
1678. There are long stretches in the English Channel where they have no harbours of refuge ? Yes.
1679. Do yon think that the proposed port would be a great convenience to the coal trade ? Yes.
1680. Do you think it would be largely used by sailing vessels? I am not so sanguine about that. I think 
it is more a place for steamers. If ships brought a cargo to Sydney, and unloaded here, they would 
probably prefer to take in a new cargo at Sydney, instead of going down to Port Kembla.
1681. No ship master would take in 600 or 700 tons of ballast at Sydney, and then run down to Port 
Kembla for coal ? Ho.
1682. But ships might go to Port Kembla in ballast from Victoria and Queensland ? Yes, and I think that 
iu bad weather the Melbourne steamers might get their coal there, and thus save the trip on to Newcastle.
1683. The southern coal is said to be better steaming coal than the Newcastle coal, and therefore is more 
sought-after for that purpose ? I believe that it is getting a very good character. It requires knowledge 
to use it to the best advantage ; but when people understand it it is a very good coal.
1684. Can you give the Committee a rough estimate as to what it would cost to lay down moorings at 
Port Kembla? No. If we put down moorings there, they would have to be very heavy and very 
costly,
1685. What would a dozen separate moorings cost ? Grood moorings would cost about £500 or £600 each. 
You would want a big buoy, two very large anchors, and strong chains.
1686. Mr. iFegan.] You gave evidence before the Select Committee which inquired into the Lake Illawarra 
scheme. ^ I believe you thought that Lake Illawarra would make a very good harbour? I said that I 
thought it was possible to make a harbour there as they proposed.

1687.
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1687. Then do you think it would be right to carry on any work at Port Kembla until the time given to 
the Illawarra Corporation for tho carrying out of their scheme has expired? I do not think that the 
improvement of Port Kembla will interfere with the Lake Illawarra scheme.
1G88. Do you think that there would bo sufficient trade for two harbours ? I think that Lake Illawarra 
could do a trade with small vessels and Port Kembla would be used for larger vessels.
1689. You have taken soundings on various parts of the coast? Y~ears ago I was engaged in surveying 
the coast; but 1 have never surveyed this part of the coast.
1690. You regard Bellambi as inferior to Port Kembla, because of Us smaller area and its inferior holding-
ground ? I think that Port Kembla is naturally better sheltered than Bellambi, and I believe that its 
holding-ground is much better. '
1691. You think there is no need to take the question of naval defence into consideration in dealing witli
this scheme ? Scarcely, at the present time, though T said that 1 thought that if the enemy came to this 
coast bis great need would be coal, and that a mobile force would be an advantage for purposes of defence. 
We have so mauy places where coal can be obtained, that 1 think we want vessels to follow any enemy, 
and defend any places that are attacked. ^
1692. But if a number of vessels were anchored at Port Kembla it u onld be necessary to protect them
from the foe ? Yes; but any guns that you placed at Port Kembla would only defend that particular 
place, whereas with a movable fleet you could protect any place that happened to be attacked or used by 
the enemy. ” ‘
169.'3. You think that there iq no place on the coast which will compare with Port Kembla as a harbour? 
Port. Kembla, is the place/w cseellmce for a harbour in that locality.
1694. Mr. JIassall.'] How long have you held your present position ? Thirlv-four years.
1695. Do you think, from your e^mricnco. that it is necessary to provide a harbour of refuge between
Sydney and Jervis Bay ? i would not say that it is actually necessary, but it would be a very desirable 
thing to have. ' "
1696. For what reason ? To afford shelter to shipping in the locality.
1697. Is .Jervis Bay suitable as a harbour of refuge? Yes ; it is a splendid natural harbour, and therefore 
a good harbour of refuge.
1698. Is Port Jackson a harbour of refuge ? Certainly. They are both very suitable harbours of refuge.
1699. Do you think the proposed breakwater should be carried out 1,600 feet, 2,200 feet, or 2,800 feet? 
1,600 feet would make an ■excel lent harbour; but if you went out further you would get a bettor harbour.
1700. Do you think that the trade will require a harbour area of 260 acres ? Perhaps not at first. The 
breakwater could be extended as the trade grew, I would not go in for a very large expenditure at first.
1701. Do you think that 1,600 feet of breakwater would be sufficient for tho present ? Yes ; and you 
could extend it at any time.
1702. Do you think the same amount of trade would be done at Bellambi as at Port Kembla if a break
water were made? Well, J am thinking of both places simply as harbours. Port Kembla is naturally 
bolter sheltered than Bellambi, by reason of the Five Islands to the south, and the configuration of the 
coast to the north, and the holding-ground is better. Bellambi is a risky place to let go an anchor, because 
there is a danger of its getting under the rocks aud being lost.
1703. Do you think it probable that Lake Illawarra may be made a harbour of refuge ? Ko. Lake 
Illawarra can only be made a place for the reception of small vessels ; that is, unless a gigantic sum of 
money is expended there. The foundation of the breakwaters at Lake Illawarra would not be so good 
as it is at Port Kembla, where you run out from a rocky point.
1701. Have you any doubt as to the suitability of Port Kembla as a harbour? No ; aud I think it would 
be of very great assistance io trade to have a harbour made there.
1705. Would .lervis Bay make a good harbour for the south-coast trade ? It is a most excellent harbour.
1706. Is there deep water there ? Yfes.
1707. Pretty well close to the shore? Yes; in most places. Yes; it is a fine, bold, sheltered port.
1708. A suitable place for shipping ? Yes.
1709. What distance is Jervis Bay from Sydney? Eighty to S3 miles.
1710. Would Jervis Bay be as suitable for the trade as'Port Kembla? Jervis Bay already affords the 
same facilities as a harbour of refuge as Pori: Kembla would give when improved.
1711. Mr. Robe.rlsl] If the proposed breakwater wore constructed would it be necessary to have a light
house at Port Kembla ? If the pert drew a large trade, I think tliere would have to be a light at the 
extremity of the breakwater.
1712. What are the nearest light-houses Io the north and to the south of Port Kembla? There is a 
light at Wollongong, 5 miles to the north, and at Kiama, 10 or 12 miles to the south.
1713. Chairman.] The light you speak of would not be a light-house; it would bo simply a harbour- 
light ? Yres.
1714. Mr. Rolerls] What is the draught of the P. and O. or Orient vessels? Their maximum draught is 
27 feet; ^but it they were going down to Port Kembla for coal they would draw about 20 feet.
1715. W hat is the draught of the !' Orlando” ? About 26 feet is her maximum draught.
1716. Is 27 feet the maximum draught of any vessel that has entered Port Jackson? Yes, I think so. 'The 
eastern channel has a depth of 27 feet at low' water, and we have never been unable to take a vessel in or 
out since it has been dredged to that depth.
1717. You think there would be plenty of water in Port Kembla for vessels of any size? Yes, and you
could always get deeper water by running the jetties further out. ^
1718. Mr. Clarkr.] Jervis Bay is too far south to suit the Illawarra coal trade? Perhaps so. What I 
said with regard to Jervis Bay was altogether from a nautical point of view.
1719. Is not the water on the northern side of the bay very much exposed to nortborly winds ? No;
though the south-eastern portion of tho bay is rather exposed to such weather. ' ’
1720. You do not consider that Port Kembla is as necessary as a harbour of refuge as for ordinary
purposes of trade ? It would com bine the two advantages. * *
172 L. If both breakwaters were completed there would only be an entrance 800 feet wide ;—would that 
be sufficient to enable vessels to get in and out? 1 think so. The opening in the Portland breakwater 
is only 500 feet; but X have not heard of any accidents happening there. We do not want the gap to
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Captain be too wide, or you would let too much sea in ; but if the entrance is too narrow, it wouid interfere with
F. HiIEOn' the passage of ships in and out.

suppose that something must be done to Port' Kembla before it can be used as a shipping place 
1 0T'’ ' for sailing vessels P Yes ; I would not like sailing vessels to go there under present conditions.

.1.723. Even with a tug it would be rather dangerous? Well, a tug to some extent converts a sailing 
ship into a steamer for the time being ; but I would not advise sailing ships to go there at the present 
time without a tug in attendance.
1724. If the eastern breakwater were constructed, could sailing vessels go there and load ? Yes.
1725. Do you not think that the Illawarra coal proprietors are entitled to as much consideration as the 
Newcastle colliery proprietors? Yes, I think so; especially as they have established a trade there 
already. 1 believe in helping those who help themselves.
1726. Do you think it would he possible, without a large expenditure, to make a port at Lake Illawarra ? 
Ko, and I do not think that Lake Ulawarra could ever compete with Port Kembla.
1727. Mir. O'Connor.'] At the present time only vessels of small tonnage can enter Lake Illawarra? I 
thiuk scarcely anything can get in there now.
172S. Would the money it is proposed to expend at Port Kembla be equally effective if spent at Lake 
Illawarra? Ko ; Port Kembla would be three or four times better that Lake Illaw'arra.
1729. Chairman.^ The northern end of the proposed breakwater is two-thirds of a mile from the shore. 
Supposing that the breakwater ■were drawn round, so as to bring the end within half a mile of the shore, 
would the port he a dangerous one to enter? Yo. That would contract the harbour area a little ; but it 
would give better shelter for the port.
1730. Would it be as good a port to enter as with the breakwater as proposed ? Yes, for all practical 
purposes.
1731. By bringing the end of the breakwater one-sixth of a mile nearer the shore, you have a pretty well
protected port ? Yes. _
1732. Though you sacrifice a considerable area of deep water, do you regard that as a serious matter ? 
No. If 1 had drawn the breakwater I would have carried it round in the way you suggest.
1733. Would the water out at the end of the breakwater he used for shipping ? I think there would be 
a sufficient area of protected water by carrying the breakwater out in the way you propose. I am inclined 
to think, too, that a breakwater carried out iu that way would resist the sea better.
1734. A south-easterly sea would run along it ? Yes. .

Charles Edward Bennie, Esq., Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands, sworn, and further examined:—
C. E. Ronnie, 1735. Chairman.] You have a further statement to make to tho Committee ? Yes; I have had all 

Esq. the deeds looked up, and I find that the area of 100 feet reservations within 10 miles of Bellambi is 
123 acres.

27Eov.,1894* 1736, Is there any reservation at Port Kembla ? There are 65 acres reserved within 10 miles of the port;
but nothing within 2 miles of it. The area reserved within 10 miles of Bellambi is 123 acres ; within 10 
miles of AVollongoug, 100 acres ; and on tho shores of Lake Illawarra, 27 acres. That is on the northern 
side of Mullet Creek. The area reserved on the shores of Jervis Bay is 38 acres. These reservations 
are shown on the map by means of black circles.

TUESDAY, 1 DECEMBER, 1896.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

John Barnes Nicholson, Esq., M.P., sworn, and further examined :— .
J. B. 1.737, Mr. Roberto?] Having heard the evidence you have given, I am under the impression that you are 

Nicholson, very strong in your advocacy for Bellambi as the best position for a harbour on the South Coast ? That 
Fsq., M.P. jg go.
---------- - 1738. Have you arrived at that conclusion on account of Bellambi appearing to be the most central place

1 Dec., 18G6. £or reception of coal ? Yot only because it is the most central, but because it has been, and is still, 
the best natural port in the district,
1739. It is the best sheltered from southerly gales? Yes, from any gales, more especially from northerly 
or north-easterly gales.
1740. Is it a fact that the lay of the coast to the north of Bellambi affords admirable shelter in the ease of
a north-easterly gale ? Yes. *
1741. Will you explain how it is, if Bellambi is the most central port for the shipment of coal, that more 
coal appears to have been shipped at Port Kembla, according to a return furnished by the Custom House

at
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at Wollongong, during the last live years, h'or in stance, in 1S96, whilst the shipment of coal at Bellambi ^ 
was 90.8S0 tons, at Port Kembla it was 133,924 tons; and in 1895, whilst at the Bellambi jetty there in.|0p’ 
were shipped 175,506 tons, at Port Kembla there were shipped 220,328 tons. On looking through the' ‘ '
return 1 find that in every year, except in 1892, the shipment of coal at Port Kembla far exceeded tbo igyg.
amount shipped at Bellambi ? I was not aware that prior to 1892 the shipment of coal at Port Kembla ’’ 
had been greater than at Bellambi. I am aware that it was from 1893 to 1896 inclusive. I explained 
the reason when I was here before. "We have had a- number of large steamers which have come from 
Newcastle to complete their loading, and they could not do it anywhere but at Port Kembla, owing to the 
fact that wc had not water deep enough at any other place, I may add that certain collieries to the north 
of Wollongong have been conducive to the shipment of coal at Port Kembla, by sending their coal to help 
to load the big ocean boats iu as short a space of time as possible. They have even sent coal there from 
Clifton, simply to oblige the Southern and the Old Port Kembla Company to get the large boats away.
That is the sole reason they show a greater shipment than we do at Bcllambi.

Referring to the plan you laid before the Committee—you see tho breakwater you suggest to the 
east of the Departmental breakwater ? Tes. "
1742.2. Does not that appear to you to contract tlie harbour of Bellambi very much compared with the 
Departmental scheme ? Quite the contrary. It not only increases the area of water, but it will be 
sufficiently protected from all gales. The outward end of the reef is supposed to be nearly in juxtaposition 
to the outer end of the proposed breakwater, and it amply protects tlie harbour, We only want to cap 
that reef and then we have protection for the whole of the shipping which can be stowed in the bend,
1743. But when we have bad weather from the south-east the wind frequently veers to due east, and a 
violent easterly gale blows ;—in a case like that does it not appear to you that the breakwater, as shown
on your plan, would not afford the same protection as the Departmental breakwater? I have never board • 
of an easterly gale blowing into Bellambi Bay since I have been a resident on the coast.
1744. What is the estimated cost of your breakwater? £132,500, which is more than one-half less than 
the Departmental cost.
1745. Have you given any consideration to Wollongong as being suitable for a harbour on the south 
coast ? rJ hat is the place where I should have liked to see the harbour really built, had it been built on 
the original scheme as proposed by Sir John Goode.
174b. Would not Wollongong be more central than Bellambi? No ; I am not aware that we have any 
coal whatever of a marketable character within easy access to the south of Mount Kembla. I am also 
aware that the Mount Kembla Company did not work up to their southern boundary, because the coal 
petered out.
1747. How would you place the schemes ? 1 prefer the Bellambi to any of them, from the simple fact 
that tho Wollongong harbour would not pay 2 per cent, interest on the money which would have to be 
expended. If that is a fact there, it is a greater fact at Port Kembla. If we can reduce the expenditure 
by bringing it to Bellambi, it must, as a matter of course, be the better place.
1748. Then you put Bellambi first, and Wollongong second ? Tes ; Wollongong has been so messed up 
that they have built the lighthouses and jetties in the water which should have been used for loading- 
berths. The whole of that work Tvould liave to be undone in order to make Wollongong a decent port.
1749. Is it true that at the present time there appears to be a large number of residents on the south 
coast who are favouring what may be termed the Jervis Bay scheme? I have heard some talk about it. 
Nevertheless, Jervis Bay would not serve as a shipping-place for coal.
1750. Mr. Hankins,'] Is there any coal to ship ? Not that] am aware of.
1751. Mr. Robsrts.] What is your main objection ro it? The distance. It is about 12 miles from Nowra, 
which, l suppose, would bring it from 50 or 60 miles from the centre of the coal-field.
1752. 1 wish to refer you to a statement on page 3 of the report furnished by the Under Secretary for 
Public Works: “ Shortly afterwards, viz., in February, 1895, as the result of a meeting held at Wol
longong of the supporters of the rival claims of Wollongong, Bellambi, and Port Kembla, a further 
deputation waited upon Mr. Toung. and requested that an officer might be appointed to report on the most 
suitable site for the harbour. They stated that the advocates of the various sites had agreed to leave the 
decision of the matter in the hands of the Department.” Can you tell the Committee why the advocates 
of the various sites have altered their opinion on tho subject ? No doubt the idea was advocated. It 
was thought that whatever official was sent there his judgment on the schemes should be final. I think I 
got up and said that that was impossible. I pointed out that the matter would have to be submitted from 
him to the Department, then to Parliament, then to the Public Works Committee, aud then again to 
Parliament, so that auy agreement of that kind was abortive.
1753. Was the gathering a representative one ? Undoubtedly.
1754. In the event of the Committee not quite agreeing with the opinion you have formed on the subjee 
ot Bellambi or Wollongong, may I ask whether you think it a wise expenditure of public money to put 
the eastern breakwater at Port Kembla? Certainlv not,
1755. Am I to understand that if the Committee cannot see their way to take up the position you have
taken up with regard to Bellambi, you are of opinion that the Committee would be very unwise in 
recommending the expenditure of public money in erecting a breakwater at Port Kembla? I do not 
like it put in that fashion ; but I would feel disposed myself to oppose it on the ground of undue 
expenditure. ”
1756. Will you make it .clearer as to how it would pay to put the breakwater at Bellambi, and how it 
would not pay to put it at Port Kembla ? The other day, when I was here, 1 gave a tabulated statement 
of the transit of all the coal from the various collieries to the various proposed harbours. I admitted at 
the time that I might be wrong 2 or 3 miles in the aggregate; but in each ease Bellambi totalled up to 
something like 41-k miles. Allowing every possibility for a mistake, it would not exceed 45 miles—that 
■would be 4 miles and a fraction for each colliery. With regard to the other two, one went up to 103 
miles, and the other—Lake Illawarra—went up to 156 miles. Tou can see for yourself that the port 
easiest of access must, as a matter of course, get the preference so far as shipment is concerned.
175/. Have you formed any opinion upon the Bake Illawarra scheme? I think it is a fallacy from start 
to finish. 1 cannot see how it can be made an effective port of shipment equal even to the cost of Port 
Kembla. Again, it is further south from the centre of the coal-field, and would attract less shipping than 
Port Kembla. It is the worst scheme of the three.

1758.
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t J, B. 175S. Is that on account of tlie shallow water ? Tes; there are only about 10 feet of water in the lake. 
Kicholaou, i75(j_ "What is the minimum depth of water which you regard as necessary for a harbour on the south 

a<1'^ ' coast F I should like to see 35 to 40 feet.
IDec. 1896. l^O. "We have no steamers drawing that depth of water P Quite so : but the greater the depth the more 
' secure shipmasters generally feel, if they have a good anchorage.

1701. Having in view the fact that the draught of the largest steamer which has yet entered Port Jackson 
is 27 feet, would not you regard 28 or 30 feet as a sufficient depth ? It certainly could, be utilised, and I 
think with every degree of safety; but it would be much better to have a greater depth.
1762. Tou have referred to good anchorage;—does not Port Jvembla enjoy the reputation of being the 
best holding-ground on the coast ? Tes ; but I Lave never heard a complaint against Bellainbi.
1763. Do you regard Bellambi as equally good? I am only speaking from reports with regard to either

. of them. From all I have heard Port Kembla has the best holding-ground.
1764. itfr. JLnmphery.'] Wbat is the distance from Fort Kembla to Kembla colliery ? It has been called 
7 miles.
1765. Dr. Kobertson has told us that, within that radius, 70 per cent, of all the available coal would bo 
nearer to Port Kembla than Bellambi ? I certainly cannot credit such a statement, from the fact that the 
Mount Kembla Company had never worked their ground to its extreme southern boundary'. We have 
no coal proved to the south of Mount Kembla which is of a marketable character.
1766. Do you question Dr. Bobertson’s statement r Tes.
1767. Upon what ground ? Because I know the locality, and Mount Kembla is the only colliery nearer 
to Port Kembla than to Bellambi.
1768. Do you question the statement that not more than 42 per cent, of the available coal would be 
within a similar radius of Bellambi ? If the Metropolitan Company could see their way7 to send their 
coal to Bellambi, which is nearer by 0 miles than to Darling Harbour, we should have, at least, from 
60 to 75 per cent, of coal available for Bellambi, as against 25 or 30 per cent, to Port Kembla.
1769. But the Metropolitan mine would not come within the radius? But I presume special terms 
could be arranged.
1770. The contention is that 70 per cent, of all available coal is withiu a radius of 7 miles of Port 
Kembla; a statement has been made to the effect that 42 per cent, only of all available coal is within 
a similar radius of Bellambi;—do you question that statement ? I do.
1771. Do you say7 that more than 40 per cent, of available coal would be within a similar radius? I do. 
We have three of the best collieries—South Bulli, Mount Pleasant, and Mount Keira—within a radius 
of B-J- miles of Bellambi Bay; each is from 7 to 9 miles to the northward of Port Kembla.
1772. Are they at present shipping from Bellambi ? No ; not one of the three.
1773. Is there any reason why they do not ship at Bellambi? Yes; the two jetties at Bellambi are 
private jetties.
1774. But, as a matter of fact, steamers of from 2,000 to 3,000 tons can ship from Bellambi? Tes.
1775. And not more than 800 or 900 tons from Wollongong ? Tes.
1776. Why should not tho collieries you have mentioned ship coal for over-sea from Bellambi, which at- 
present they are unable to do from Wollongong ? I cannot account for that.
1777. If Bellambi is so suitable for ra shipping port, would not it be used to a greater extent than it has 
been ? These shipping-places have been available at Wollongong for the two collieries I have alluded to 
—Mount Pleasant and Mount Keira—long before there was a private jetty built. Consequently, with 
these facilities already existing at Wollongong, and the tramways being laid to Wollongong, it was scarcely7 
likely an agreement could be arrived at whereby they could benefit their position.
1778. Is there any difference of gauge which would prevent them using Bcllambi ? None whatever.
1779. Do you not perceive that the trading collieries would be limited to vessels of between 800 and 900 
tons? It has been so.
1780. Whereas by nsiug Bellambi they could do an over-sea export trade by vessels of 2,000 or 3,000 
tons ? Tes ; but take the Mount Keira Company. They have had their own steam colliers of different 
tonnage, and tho Mount Pleasant Company had what they called the old “ mosquito” fleet running. It 
appears to me that they have got into a certain groove of work, and have kept in it when there was possibly 
a chance of bettering their condition by connecting with Bellainbi. But the two jetties at Bellambi were 
private property, and 1 am not aware that any arrangement was attempted to be made in connection with 
them.
1781. Have the collieries to which you have referred used the jetties at Port Kembla ? Only7 when com
pleting the loading of a big steamer such as 1 have referred to.
1782. Are the facilities available for these collieries for shipping at Port Kembla greater than those which 
exist at the present time at Bellambi? Undoubtedly.
1783. Did 1 understand you to state, in answer to Mr. Eoborts. that the deputation desiring harbour 
connection on the north coast did not accept the agreement which appeared to have been arrived at with 
regard to the officers of tho Department seJectinu tho site ? It was one of those kinds of acceptances of 
a very nugatory character, 1 do not think half those present gave the matter any consideration at all.
1784. Do you say7 the matter was not understood ? Tes.
1785. Wbat interests do you represent in putting forward your views in favour of Bellambi? No interest 
but that of the general good of the community.
1786. Tou are not representing the views of proprietors of collieries ? No. ,
1787. Then you are only giving your individual opinion ? Yes.
1783. Assuming that the whole of the colliery7 proprietors on the south coast are content to accept the 
proposal put before the Committee by the Department, are we to ignore their views in favour of the view 
expressed by yourself in favour of Bellambi ? It is scarcely a fair way of putting it. If I bad a certain 
amount of vested interest to consider, I might possibly be induced to talk differently.
1789. Do you not think that if Bellambi were regarded by the owners of coal properties as the more
suitable harbour for shipment, the evidence would have been in that direction instead of in tlie direction 
of Port Kembla? 1 am not aware how many coal-owners, or those interested in the southern coal-mines, 
have given evidence. But I can always read between the lines ; and I have seen public works advocated 
where the evidence has not always been up to the mark, or what wc might strictly call of a truthful 
character. ”
1790, Why is that so ? Because there are certain interests to conserve or to preserve.

1791.
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1791. Ilave you any objection to state the interests which 3rou think will be most prominently conserved *h B-
by the construction of the harbour at Port Kembla? The interests of the Southern Coal Company and 0jrp|
the Mount Kembla Company; also the interests of the Wentworths as lauded proprietors around Port ’A
Kembla. . . . 1 Dec., 1896.
1792. Do you think those interests Ime influenced the Department in placing this work before the
Committee? J do not wish to say that; but I cannot possibly account for the extraordinary evidence 
which has been given before the Committee, unless it has been to conserve the vested interests of people 
down there. _ _
1793. re you sneaking now of the evidence given by the Departmental officers? I am speaking, in 
the first place, or the report of Mr. Carletou, which is, on the whole, most unfair and unjustifiable.
There is also a short report by Mr. Darley, and one by Mr, Hickson, _
179d. .Are we to understand that von are of opinion that the Department, in placing this scheme before 
the Committee, lias been biassed? I cannot help thinking so.
1795. Why? Prom tho fact that when Mr. Darley was there about twenty months'ago I was present.
When he visited Bcllambi he, in my presence, and in ihe presence of Mr. J. C. Jones, the manager of the 
South Bulli Company, Mr. H. S. Pry, J.P., and one or two others, said that, in his opinion, Bellambi was 
the most suitable place for a port in tho district, and that it was a great pity that there was not a lot of 
Government land fronting the bay. Afterwards when we visited Port Kembla, he admitted a great 
objection to it, namely, that it forms almost a letter V, and is directly open to north-easterly gales, '
Again, the survey in 1859 tallies exactly with that in regard to Bcllambi Bay. Whilst we have every 
natural protection and facility there, all we want is to have our reef capped in order to have a thoroughly 
good harbour for the next fifty years. T have no reason to suspect any Government official or Minister 
of the Crown of undue partiality. 1 look upon it as one of Hie errors of judgment which may be com
mitted by anybody.
1790. Mr. Fagan.'] When I examined you last you mentioned that the coal at Old Bulli was not bad, 
and that there was no cinder coal ? 1 said that Old Bulli and Bulli B pits were the only places where we
had to contend with cinder coal.
1797. Do you not think that tliat has a bearing upon the necessity for constructing a harbour at Port 
Kembla? None whatever.
1798. Do you know what, is the output of the Bulli Colliery? No; it has not been working regularly 
since Mr. Adams purchased the colliery.
1799. Prior to Mr, Adams purchasing the colliery, I believe it was stopped for some time ? Yes ; the 
estate was in liquidation.
1800. Did you give Mr. Roberts the names of the men who agreed to accept the survey made by the 
Government officials ? I could not think of the whole of them.
1801. I want to know if those people had an inlerest in accepting the conditions ? I do not think there 
was any interests under consideration. I think every one present at the meeting was of opinion that we 
should have a harbour on the south coast, and they were all willing to have any place the Government 
might decide upon.
18U2. 1 understood yon to say on a former occasion that no vessels anchoring in Bellambi Harbour broke 
from their anchors or moorings ? Not to my knowledge.
1803. Would yon be surprised if the witness had stated (hat several had broken away? It would be .
news to me. I can conceive it possible if a large steamer were lying at the South Bulli jetty that she 
might have to bo released from her moorings to keep clear of the jetty ; but I cannot conceive the possi
bility of any ship breaking from her anchorage there.
1801. In reply to Mr. Humpbery, you have stated that some people have advocated Port Kembla as 
against Bellambi on account of having certain interests there ? I said I could not conceive any other 
reason why such evidence could have been adduced.
1805, Is it not a fact that the greater portions of Mr. Vickery’s interests are at Bcllambi, and he advo
cated Pert Kembla? 1 do not know what position he stands in with regard to the Mount Kembla Colliery.
3806. Has not Mr. Vickery greater interests at or near Bellambi than at Port Kembla ? No; I cannot

Eersuade myself that he has, I know that he has been a part owner at Port Kembla. I also know that 
e purchased, to a certain extent, the South Built Colliery, I also know that he purchased Clifton, Of 

course 1 do not know whether these are his properties entirely, or to what extent.
1807. Mr. Vickery stated that, if he were to advocate his own interests, he would advocate the opening 
up of Bellambi as a port;—therefore, he spoke rather against his interests ? A pparcntly so.
1898. Now we come to another witness—the English representative of Corrimal? The sole interest they 
have there outside the Corrimal Colliery is the big jetty.
1809. What are their vested interests at Port Kembla? They have sunk something like £90,000 in 
machinery, shafts, and sinking for coal there.
1810. If they have not found coal they have not much interests there ? They built the jetty before 
searching for coal.
1813. We want to know what their interests there are ? When l state that this company pays the Com
missioners £5,000 per annum in order that they can load their coal at the Southern Coal Company’s jetty, 
aud when I tell you they could load tlmir coal at Bcllambi for less than one-fifth of that amount, you 
can see that they have some interest, and the interest is in the good jetty they have already constructed.
3812. A company in order to make money will naturally go to the cheapest place, and if you say it is 
cheaper to load at Bellambi than at Kembla, we want to know the reason why ? They could take the coal 
to Bellambi at one-fifth the cost at which they should take it to Kembla.
1813. Why ? Prom the fact that they have a jetty at Kembla at which they could load a steamer, and 
they have not one at Bellambi. The fact that they have vested interests to such a large amount at Port 
Kembla, and none at the other place, must incline them to use that port as long as they can.
1814. What interest has Mr, Yuill there ? Manager of the Adelaide Steam Navigation Company.
1815. Air. Yuill stated that Beilambl was not to be mentioned in the same breath as Kembla as a harbour 
of refuge ? Then he knows nothing about the respective positions.
1816. Then you think that if a witness only knows one port and not the other his evidence is not worth 
much ? Yes.
1817. Then I suppose the same may be said of Mr. Franklin, the engineer ? He is an old resident, and 
ought to know as much about one place as the other.
1818. Do you think it strange that a witness of his standing should know very little about Bellambi? He 
seems to like to talk about his experience in India and Ceylon. 1819.
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.. 'j- 1S19. There is a possibility, I suppose, of men not knowing certain things because they think them beneath
Esq^MJ?. ^eirnotice? Where he has passed Port Kembla onee, he has passed Bellambi fifly times. I think he 

knows everything about Bellambi. Any man in the district knows did lie but care to say so.
I Dee ,3890. 18?°- The jetties at Bellambi and Kembla are, I believe, sufficient to cope with the present trade ? They are 

nol. Again, when they have an extremely heavy gale vessels are not able to como to load at either place.
1821. But we have evidence that in the fiercest gales steamers have been able to come to Port Kembla, ? 
I am sorry to say such evidence is utterly incorrect.
1822. If vessels can come in during the fiercest gale, ought that not to be sufficient to satisfy the present 
trade ? The evidence is exaggerated to a great extent. The present facilities for loading coal at either 
place are not sufficient for the requirements of the district.
1823. I understood you to say that if a harbour were constructed, whether at Kembla or Bellambi, tho 
trade would double itself? In proportion to what it has done during the past ten. years.
1824'. Is it not a fact that for some years you have been going back m your output? Yes.
1825. Seeing that there is a difference of opinion amongst the people of the southern district as to whether 
Port Kembla or Bellambi should be made a harbour of refuge, and seeing that you have facilities at the 
present lime for shipping the trade you have, and which you are likely Io have, do you not think that this 
matter ought to lie m abeyance? Certainly not. Our facilities are not of the character they ought to be. 
Jhey cannot at all times load coal, consequently we have lost a largo portion of our trade.
182G, JMr. SassaU.'] Do you think the plan of the survey of Bellambi Harbour, as submitted to the Coin- 
mittee, is tho best, or do you think that it might have been made better? I think it could have been 
made much better. ^
1827. I understood you to say that there was a reef, called the inner reef, 4 feet (i inches under water, 
and you thought the breakwater might have been carried along it ? Yes.
1828. "What direction would that breakwater take from tho coast? It is indicated in pencil on the plan. 
"Wc should have a larger area of water. If our limits are circumscribed by one-fourth, it will reduce tho 
cost materially. Again, the survey of tho G-overnment is in our deepest water, where we want our jetties 
and loading berths for sea-going vessels. Consequently the cost of construction can be reduced at least 
pne-fourth.. In Ihc first place, because wfe shall have less depth in which to build, and also because there 
is no necessity for carrying it out 2,800 feet. I thick 1,800 feet is sufficient.
1820. Then the calculation submitted to the Committee in regard to the cost could be materially reduced, 
and the anchorage-ground enlarged ;—therefore, the cost per acre would bo proportionately less than the 
cost submitted to the Committee? Yes. ‘
1830. Would the break water, running practically in an easterly direction, stand the south-east gale ? 
I feel sure it would, because the inner reef is protected by an outer reef which, at the extreme eastern 
end, is bare at low water.
1831. Then the outer reef wrould act as a kind of natural breakwater to any breakwater constructed on 
the inner reef, and would, to a great extent, protect it ? Yes.
1832. What collieries would use Bellambi as a shipping port—would CoalclifE? 1 could not say 
positively. Coaldiff has a jetty of its own on a flat reef ; hut it is not available in rough weather.
1833. Would "the South Clifton Company use it ? Yes.
1834. Would the North Illawarra Company use it P That colliery is at the present time idle and has
been since Mr, Mitchell gave up his lease. ’
1835. I understand the output of the Bulli Company is small;—what is the reason? Slackness of trade, 
I think. A short time ago they wentto the expenditure of lengthening and strengthening their old jetty. 
183(5. I believe the output at South Bulli is considerable ? Yes ; and they have a jetty in Bellambi Bay.
1837. Do you know whether the Bulli scam has been discovered south of Port Kembla? It has not; 
and I do not believe it ever will be.
1838. .Do you think the position of Bellambi would be more central for tlie southern coal-field than any
other point which might be selected ? Yes. ,
1839. Do you think the cost of shipping to owners would be less than the cost of shipping at. Port 
Kembla ? Yes, from the fact that the transit is so much shorter from all the collieries.
184D. With regard to the resumption of land;—what is the difference between Bellambi and Kembla iu 
that respect ? I assume that at Port Kembla we should have something like 10£ miles of railway to 
resume ; at Bellambi we should only have the necessity of resuming 1£ to mile, and to construct two 
loop lines to connect the (iovernment railway with the South Bulli tramway, one on the southern and 
one on the northern side to connect with the coal-owners north and south. Taking all things into con
sideration, I am certain that the cost of resumption of railways alone would be less tbau one-fifth at 
Bcllambi as against Port Kembla. With regard to the land fronting the foreshores at Bellambi, we propose 
to resume 370 acres, and we assume that it can be purchased for £7 10s. per acre. At Port Kembla the 
land is worth double that money, and if they had to resume an equal quantity, it would cost double the 
amount. ■ ”
1841. The jetties at Port Kembla would have to be resumed ? Yes.
1842. Whilst at Bellambi the leases fall in in 1899 ? Yes.
1843. Do yon think that, in the event of the harbour being constructed at Port Kembla, the northern 
collieries of the Illawarra district would use Port Kembla as a shipping port ? Some might. I have very 
little doubt, for instance, that if anvthing occurred to prevent Mr. Vickery loading South Bulli coal at 
Bellambi he would take it to Port Kembla.
1844. In the event of the harbour being constructed at Lake Dlawarra, would it be a strong opposing factor 
to any trade which might be carried on at Port Kembla ? Not the slightest.

, 1845. Chairman.'] 1 believe the Illawarra coal-field ceases at Kembla on the south? Yes; according to all
presumptive evidence.
1840. If the Illawarra coal-fields ceased at Bulli on the north, it would be immaterial whether Kembla or 
Bcllambi were chosen? I do not think we should require a harbour at either place if that were the fact.
1847. You contend that Bellambi is the more centrally-situated port? That is my contention.
1848. Your next contention is thatin expending the Government money thobest result should be obtained, 
and that best result would be brought about at Bellambi? Yes. ’
1849. You also contend that by making the port at Bellambi you save extra haulage of coal ? Yes.
1850. Those are your three strong points ? They are.
1851. Do you think the port is required for the coal-field ? I do.

William
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A\ iIlium McIntyre, Esq., Chief Electoral Officer, Chief Secretary’s Department, sworn, and esamined :—
1852. Chairmav,^ Do you hand in a statement with regard to population ? T do. The following return 'W- McIntyre, 
shows tlie population within the Registration Divisions of Electoral Districts extending from Helens
burgh to the Shoalhaven. 1 Dec., 189G.

Electorate.

AV oronora 

Illawarra

Kiama ... 
Shoalhaven

Division.

Clifton ...
t Bulli ...
I Wollongong 

Dapto ...
I Albion Park 
| Kiama ...

Berry ...

i

Population, 189E.

2,550
6,035
5,951)
1,875
1,800
5,000
2,530

The area embraced by these divisions is shown on maps of Electoral Districts, copies of which 1 hand in 
for the information of the Committee. The population in sections is as follows :—Helensburgh to Bulli 
8,585 ; Wollongong to Dapto, 7,825 ; Albion Park to Berry, 6,800. These figures were furnished bv the 
police. "
1853. AVliat maps do you produce ? Maps showing the extent of the divisions of electorates within which 
tlie population is located,

WEDNESDAY, 2 DECEMBER, 1896. 
J] resent:—

The Hon. 
The Hon. 
The Hon. 
Tho Hon. 
Tlie lion.

THOMAS THOMSON EWING-, Esq. (Chairman).
Erederick Thomas Humpherx. Henry Clarke, Esq.
James Hoskins. , ” ■ “
Charles James Roberts, 0.M.G-.
William Joseph Trickett.
Daniel O’Connor.

Erancis Augustus Wright, Esq

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq. 
John Lionel Began, Esq. 
'Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
G-eorge Black, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deepwater Harbour at Port Kembla.

Department of Public Works,

H. Diame, 
Esq.

Henry Deane, Esq., Euginecr-in-Chicf, Railway Construction Branch,
sworn, and examined :—

1S.)4. Chairman.'] Do you desire to make a statement to the Committee ? No ; I merely wish to preface 
what J have to say by mentioning that I was instructed by the Secretary for Public Works to send an 
ollicer to Illawarra to inquire into the possible means of railway connection with the proposed harbour 
at Tort Kembla. I accordingly picked out Mr. Alexander, who knew the district, to do the work Mr 2Dec., ISflfS. 
Alexander has furnished me with the following report:— * ’

I beg to report Unit I ha ve examined the several routes by which Fort Kembla might be cuniieeted with the main 
south coast railway, including the existing connection by the coal lino of the Southern Coal Company, and I would now 
in advance of a report m detail mid an estimate of the probable enst of making the connection, beg to submit a short
summary of the subject and of the recommendations I Inivu to make. G
.. Ke'nbL is already connected witli the main line by the Southern Coal Company’s railway, which takes off from
the mam lino at a point some miles south of Wollongong station—thus, by this route, the total length of haulage, from all 
collier!us situated to the north of W ollongong to Fort Kembla, would be very much greater than would obtain by any of 
tlie other routes that have been proposeil. J
, „ , .Tlle of lino belonging to tlie .Southern Coal Company that would have to be resumed or purchased is 4 miles'
Jni. .1S' J.|1C 1,efi.,’.'vel1 ,l,1.'l solidly constructed, the grading especially having been carefully done, and
with some alterations and additions, will be quite suitable for the heavy traffic it would have to carry. It is not a Imht 
hue, however. Consideraldc work lias been done on it, and hence the cost of it to the Government must bo high The fine 
passed altogether through private land, which had to ho purchased by the colliery company, and for which thov must be 
reimbursed if the Ime is resumed by the Government. j r j muau m.

The Southern Coal CompanyJs coal line is laid out alongside the railway belonging to tbo Mount Kembla Collicrv 
Company, winch leads from the Mount Jveinbta mine to their own jetty at Port Kembla. This line (Mount Kembla 
(..otnpany s line) is not connected with tlie main lino of railway, and the operations of the Mount Kembla Collicrv arc 
carried on independently of those of the Southern Coal Company. J

,, 0|K; o£ f ^ alternative routes is by way of a new construction altogether, taking off the main line just south of tho 
M nlloiigong station, passing to tlie east of lorn Thumb's Lagoon, and crossing tiie entrance to the lagoon by a bridge

this is the shortest connection that can be made, but by a few chains only. That advantage°and that the take-off 
from the main line is so close as to be fully under control from the station are the only points in its favour. There is little 
room at the junction with the main hue, and that a deep embankment only, where the necessary siding accommodationfor 
conl-l.rucks can be formed, Sonic resumption of valuable land will be necessary for the construction of tlie line, some works 

eCpsL'ief101! '’I’1. ,e cAa-iled, an embankment and a bad gradient (in favour of the road, however) to get up to the level 
oi \\ ollongong station, ° 1 ^ OA

£,'l v£<:w of other advantages shown by this route this extra expense in construction might bo justified but for our 
other objection which may he taken to be fatal to this route. J
,, .r£’,llu WGfongong station is approached from the north on rising gradients of 1 in 150, and 1 in 7-5, as given below -—
] in'?^^ ”” 63 1 u'llllIls to mles 21 chamn—10 chains 1 in n0 ; from 48 miles 21 chains to 48 miles 57 chains—36 chains

The other rise, which is all against the load, is therefore 30 feet in 40 chains. This rise would have to he overcome 
Ijj nil the coal from all the collieries that may he at work to the north of Wollongong.
. ln Replace it should he pointed out that these same gradients will operate adversely to the loads in courseof transit 
to the Southern Coal yompany s line should that route be eventually chosen as tile connection with Fort Kembla. Thev 
w-ill rule the-weight of the trains over the whole extent of line as far as Fort Kembla and the cost of working the traffic 
1 hev must therefore have consideration in estimuting the suitability of the Southern Coal Company’s line for the eon'
nection with the port. 1 J

Another
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H. Deane, Another route is by way of Mount Keira railway, whiuh is now between the main line aud the port the property of
Esq. the Government, and in complete working order as for as tlie port of Wollongong, and is connected by a loop with the mam

. ■*■ — line. This might lie extended past the gaol, along the open space, clear of the sand dunes, and almost entirely on Crown
2 Dec 189G. lalKk then along the oast side of Tom Thumb's Lagoon, as in the case of the hue described m the preceding paragraphs,

crossing the entrance to the lagoon by a bridge.
This bridge will be the only costly work on the line—all the rest, excepting at the turn round the gaol where some 

sand must be cut into, will be of the easiest character.
Another proposition that has been made by the Wollongong Railway League is to adopt the works of the Mount 

Tleasant Coal Company's line of railway as far as the junction of that line with the Mount Keira railway at tho port of 
Wollongong. From this point to Port "Kembla the new line just described would have to be constructed, but as far as the 
port of Wollongong the Mount Pleasant line must stand comparison with the one from Mount Keira.

This route has a great deal in its favour, as the line affords the easiest gradients and the shortest route to Port 
Kembla from all the collieries situated to the north of Wollongong. The expense of working the traffic along this route, 
owing to the road being quite level or in favour of the 1 oad throughout, would be the lowest possible ; but the prime cost 
of resumption and const] notion would be much heavier than by any other route, and, as compared with that via the Mount 
Kuira line, the whole of it would he additional to the cost were that route adopted.

As the gauge of the existing Mount Pleasant road is o feet 6 niches, and us the rolling-stock of that colliery would have 
to continue to use the road, a third rail would have to be laid down. Tins would entail renewal of all the sleepers through
out this length of line. Considerable alterations would be required to embankments and cuttings, and some work 
would be needed on the bridges. A new overbridge would be necessary. _

This line was formed through some deep spurs from Smith's Hill, and it shows considerable work in cutting mid 
embankment. The work still to be done, therefore, to widen tlie road and make it otherwise suitable for the heavy rolling- 
stock and the traffic that would pass over it at all hours of day and night, added to tho cost of the extra rail and sleepers, 
would raise the prime cost by this route to a very high figure.

In conclusion, I submit that the route via the Mount Keira railway and across the entrance to Tom Thumb’s Lngoon 
will, I believe, be found to be the most suitable for adoption. I believe it will prove to be tlie most costly in prime cost— 
not so expensive to maintain—and that the percentage of return on capital expended will be higher than by any of the 
other routes.

I forwarded that report to the Minister, and afterwards Mr. Alexander made out an estimate of tlie 
probable cost of the work, which I think is a fair one. He put down £14,013 Is. 2d. for a single line of 
railway.
1855. ifr. Wright.] Tou concur in Mr. Alexander’s report P Yes. _ , , .
1856. Would much land have to be resumed in ponnection with the proposed railway? Ao. The line
would pass almost entirely over Crown land. _
1857. How do you propose to deal with the sand drift if the railway is laid along the beach ? The line 
will not he laid along the beacli itself. If tlie route is properly chosen the only bad part will be in tlie 
neighbourhood of Wollongong itself, after passing round near the gaol. There would be no difficulty in 
raising the line on a low timber viaduct to permit the sand to pass underneath.
1858. Would not the supports of such a viaduct offer a resistance to the sand aud cause its accumulation ? 
No, I do not think so.
1859. How high would your line be above high-water mark ? That I cannot say. There has been no 
survey.
1860. What land would vou have to resume if you continued the Mount Pleasant line to Port Kembla P 
T should imagine only at the junction ; but the continuation of that line 1 look upon as out of the question, 
because of the gauge.
1861. What would be the cost of providing a double line of rails for a continuation of the Mount Keira 
line ? About half as much again as tlie cost of a single line of rail.
1862. That would make the cost about £21,000 or £22.000? Yes.
1863. Do you think that anv largo amount of traffic could ho carried over a single line ? Well, the whole 
of the Illawarra line, beyond Hurstville, is a single line.
1864. We have been told that if tlie proposed harbour is a success, the shipment of' coal at Port Kembla 
will exceed the present output of Illawarra;—if that were bo, probably 10,000 or 15,000 tons would have 
to be carried over tlie railway in a day ;—would a single line be sufficient for a traffic like that? It could 
be worked on a single line; but T would certainlv recommend a double line. 1 consider that a double 
line should be made if the traffic is likely to become very large.
1865. You have not personally inspected the route of the proposed line? No.
1866. You have perfect confidence in Mr. Alexander ? Yes. I know the district generally. I have been 
there several times.
1867. Does the estimate to which you have referred include the cost of all necessary yards and shunting 
arrangements necessary at the port? No ; it is merely an estimate of the bare cost of connection. Of 
course, if you included all the arrangements necessary to accommodate a large export trade at the port the 
estimate would have to be largely increased.
1868. Before Port Kembla could be used as a place of shipment, sidings would have to he made, and 
other provisions arranged in order to meet the trade ;—do you not think that the Commissioners, who would 
receive freight for drawing the coal, should make these arrangements. I understand that they find all 
the siding accommodation necessary at Newcastle ? Yes.
1869. And they would have to do tho same at Port Kembla? 1 think so.
1870. You cannot give us any approximate idea as to the cost of this necessary work ? No. Before
making such an estimate I should inquire some reliable data as to the amount of traffic and the area of 
standing room required. '
1871. If the proposed line wore made, what would be done with the Mount Kembla line and the Southern 
Coal Company’s line :—would you have them torn up ? Why not leave them.
1872. Are they the standard gauge ? Yes.
1873. And good enough for ordinary traffic ? Yes.
1874. I suppose your idea is to utilise them occasionally? 1 should think that the Mount Kembla 
Company would prefer to send their coal direct, instead of around by Wollongong. I am not at all sure 
that some strengthening would not have to be done to these lines to enable them to carry heavy engines.
1875. You do not apprehend any difficulty in constructing the proposed line? No.
1876. I think you said that the rise on Ihe Mount Keira line was about 36 feet against the load ;—that 
is not a very great height to rise? No. There is a grade of 1 in 75 on the main line, coming up to 
Wollongong, for about 36 chains,
1877. Are there any steep grades on the Mount Pleasant line? No.
1878. Would your proposed deviation cut out this grade on the main line? Yes.

1879.
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■^■rc^ero an7 other grades on tho proposed line ? JTothing of importance.
IS i ■ oothat the line could be easily worked F Yes. On the main line, near Bellambi, there is a grade 
lOQi mTr agairlst1 t!?e load- '-fhoro is also a grade of 1 in GO on the main line ; but that is nothing, 

it you used tho Mount Pleasant route, yon would get a level road all the way P Yes.
"hat wouJd bo the cost of widening the Mount Pleasant line? The bridges would have to be 

strengthened, and probably the embankments would scarcely be wide enough, though it is difficult to say 
} oq1^ , C,°St 01 Wld®mng them would be. The rails for a single line would cost £600 or £700 a mile, 
l&ho. in the event of no new line being constructed, there is already a connection with Port Kembla by 
means of tho Southern Coal Company’s line ? Yea; but with a new line along the beach you would get 
rid of the grade of 1 in 75. j b

97

II, Deane, 
Esq.

2 Dec., 1696.

than

Captain James McGeorge, s.s. “Kurrara,” sworn, and examined:—
Joor- ^!ifIirman:~l Where does your vessel trade ? To the various places along the South Coast.
J-ooo. Ion are laminar with the various jetties along there? Yes.
ico- ^ n°w lonS have you been trading to the South Coast? About ten years.
w w 00,11 y0U glTe UB your 0Pmion Bellambi ? It is not a bad place. It is better
Wollongong, 1
anchorage ^°U ™ ^h^re in almost auy kind of weather? You can go in; but you do not get a safe

Icon ^hat 10 the,tonna°e ofy°ur vessel? 239 tons net register. She draws Id feet when loaded, 
isyu. Has any mishap ever occurred to you at Bellambi ? no.
1S9! What is the anchorage there ? There is an anchorage of about 6 fathoms; but you are very close 
into the rocks when you get that. ' J J

w!iat tll° hottom like ? It is very bad. You may let go your anchor and drag a few yards, or 
icoo1, Yrr ’ an<i then bring up in something which prevents you from ever getting it back. '
1893. Would you call it a sate anchorage ? iNo.
icq-' if' ii:,1W* a Sood holdiug-ground ? Ko. It is loose sand and rocks.
1390. Mr.FeganJ] You load coal there? Yes. .
or J0UTUnI?1ad anytbiuS tIlere ? 1 uever tried to unload anything, except a few casks of tallow,
or some stores tor the mines. ° ^ ’
hi!™ ZH!8 * onW at the •i0t,ies ? At tlie South BullL jettv at low water you will not
water "° i<iet ' tllC beL,t 1- At the other there wonld be about 15 feet G inches at low

tS"’6 a7 °wt’ ob.)ec1tion to bellambi, besides its bad anchorage ? A swift sea comes in there
trom the south-east. We can always work with a roll; but at Bellambi the sea comes in and breaks, and 
\\ here the sea breaka you cannot do anything.
1899, Can you get out in any weather? Yes.
ifn0' t"011 are thorol|S% acquainted with Port Kembla ? Yes.
inn1/ utl6 rVny obiectiona io 1bat Pbwe ? None whatever. It is a much hotter place than Bellambi. 

Why? You get a good anchorage there. L
i on?- -a !!ie 1an'jboraSe ? Aou can anchor at almost any depth, from 9 fathoms,
i one' 7 ia*13 *16 boldluS'&roim(i ? A kind of sand and mud.
1905. Any clay ? I never got clay on the anchor.
tW •Mll' 'D7ley at Kembla there is both sand and clay, and that a great deal of the bottom
i w Th J’ ^ bemqJe11 ’j'10"--; ^ a good holding-ground ? That agrees with my opinion of the 
place There must be something there besides sand, or else the anchor would not hold; but I have never 
seen clay come up on the anchor. It might be washed off.
1.907. You do not say that there is no clay there ? No,
190S. But you hare no knowledge that there is clay there 9 
is good.
1909. Can you go into Port Kembla in rough weather ? Yes.

7/ y0U b"a'ldy secure there? Yes, at all times almost.
1911. Is it easier to get there than to get to Bellambi ? No.
■Lp],lA ■Pbere isil r°K afc Port Kembla? Yes, instead of a fast-running sea.
tic ,» iiu™ J'chcir”0 tl'6"! “ W*iSl“ “ r01” Ch"”' At Beltobi
1914. What is the depth of the water at the Port Kembla jetties ? At the Southern Coal Co.’s iettv 
there is about 26 feet, aud about 23 feet alongside the other jetty, ^

Atjd a faA-si/ed vessel could go there without very much trouble ? Yes.
iQi- u hat al>0Ut 7^/7 out,?- I1: j8 eas7 enougb to Set out—easier than to get alongside. ' 
imo ullloadcd anything there ? Just a few stores for the use of the collieries
Mount KeiJflC0mpan7 d°e3 ^ Bteam6r bel°Dg to ? The “ ^ owned by Captain Osborne, of

S StiSffifrSEp Kmhl' ‘h““ **”* ’ There “ -* «*-»» > ta* I
IS?: K M“rk“r‘ “** ‘,h!l>PCd ? At Wollongong, .nd ,t tbo Kembla jetty.
tStitl0? IT® FI>0^n 7°U7Iie neiief for a better harbour ? Well, I have said at Wollongong 
inoa v / ,t0 tak® Pe0Ple m tbeTe> and to kGBP them there during rough weather. b b
bu/LssTdo thore'^3 f0Und ^ P°rt KembIa W0S sufficiently good for your purposes ? Yos; for tho

K|24. Have you had any mishap at Port Kembla ? No.
iSfi wtu? ^ r0Uud 18 a fin° P°rt? Yes 5 80 Ioflg as the wind does not go to the cast or south-east.
Behaniffi or i4tVembr?ai\TTn a-S t0 advisabiJlt>T of eonstructing tho breakwater at cither 
iQo- iVrt n or“Keiub]a ? A harbour is wanted there somewhere.
nowhere to go now at tl16 Sblp3 in distress that are sometimes along the coast. They have

490—N

Captain 
J. MeGcorgc.
S^DeaMsSC.

No ; but I know that tlie holding-ground

1928.
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Captain 1928. And I suppose a port is wanted at which cargoes can be unloaded? Tes, undoubtedly.
J. McGeorge. 2929. I suppose you have found it inconvenient not to be able to take a cargo of merchandise down there ?
2 "WeH’ not financially, because we do not engage in that business.

ec., '19:10. If there were a secure harbour at Port Kembla you would have a fair trade down there ? Tes
now we always go back empty.
1931. Do you know Wollongong well? Tes.
1932. Tou do not care much abont it as a port? No: it lies just in the swell of the south-east sea. 1 
have been lying in Wollongong loaded and tied up with hawsers, while a steamer has gone to Port 
Kembla, loaded, and returned to (Sydney. I could not get ont of Wollongong, because of the rough 
weather.
1933. And in rough weather you cannot get into Wollongong ? No.
193d. What do you think of Jervis Bay as a harbour of refuge ? It is a fine harbour—a natural harbour.
1935. But it is too far south for the coal trade? Tes; it would be as easy to send tlie coal to Sydney
direct by rail. _
1936. Of the three places, Bellambi, Wollongong, and Port Kembla, Port Kembla is the best ? It is 
my favourite port Tou can lie at anchor at Port Kembla when you cannot look at Wollongong.
1937. Mr. Hassall.'] Which is the better port in its natural state—Bellambi or Port Kembla? Port Kembla.
1938. Would Bellambi be a pretty safe port if a breakwater were constructed ? Tou can make a port 
anywhere by spending money.
1939. But suppose the same amount were spent at the two places ? Then Port Kembla would be far
better than Bellambi. Bellambi is a small place. IE I am lying there in the fairway, sheltered from the
sea, if I tail one way I am fclose to the reef, aud if I tail the other way, I am close to the beach. Tou
cannot anchor off the South Buili jetty, because if you did, you would be amongst the moorings, and if 
you anchor ofE the Bellambi jetty and have a 40-fathom chain out, if you swing round towards the 
reef, yon are very dose to it, and, with an easterly wind, you are very close to tho moorings. Tou could 
not get any shelter at all there with a long chain, because you would get out beyond the shelter of the 
reef.
1940. Tou wonld be practically out to sea? Tes.
1941. And in easterly weather how do the two places compare ? There is very little difference between 
them.
1942. Have you ever lost an anchor at Bellambi ? I lost one at the South Bulli jetty.
1943. Did yon ever lose any chain there? Tes, 15 fathoms of chain.
1944. Did you ever lose an anchor at Port Kembla ? No.
1945. Did you ever drag there ? No,
1946. Did you ever drag at Bellamhi ? No.
1947. Tou think that a better harbour could be made at Port Kembla than at Bellambi ? Tes, twice as 
good.
1948. A larger harbour? Tes, a harbour four or five times as large.
1949. Is Jervis Bay a good place to get into and come out of ? It depends upon the wind. A ship 
coming from the south can always get into Jervis Bay.
1950. Could a ship get in there with an easterly wind ? Tes. That would be a fair wind.
1951. Could it get out again ? "Well, it wonld have to wait for a favourable slant.
1952. Tou look upon Jervis Bay as a pretty safe harbour of refuge ? As a splendid harbour of refuge.
1953. Is Port Jackson a harbour of refuge ? Tes.
1954. Mr. Roberts^] Do you recognise the necessity for a deepwater harbour on the south coast ? I 
think such a harbour is necessary.
1955. What are your principal reasons for saying that ? I am of that opinion, because of the increase of 
trade that has taken place there during the last ten years,

. 1956. Are not the present facilities for shipment adequate for the trade ? No, nothing like it. The
other day a vessel of 7,000 tons—the “ Indrani ”—went along side the Southern Coal Company’s jetty to 
take in bunker coal.
1957. How much water did she draw ? I suppose 23 or 24 feet.
1958. Wbat reason is there for making a breakwater at Port Kembla? Sailing ships cannot go there now. 
If a large sailing vessel went there she would require half a dozen tugs to stand by her,
1959. The steamers are quite safe; but for sailing ships a breakwater is necessary ? Well, even for the 
steamers the place is not as well protected as it ought to be. On one occasion the “Echuea” had to leave 
Port Kembla before she had finished loading, and come up to Sydney for shelter, returning afterwards.to 
finish her loading. On a great many occasions steamers have been hanging about awaiting an opportunity 
to load, but generally when they get alongside they finish their loading before they leave, though under 
difficulties very often.
1960. Do you bring coal to Sydney ? Principally to Sydney.
1961. That coal is transhipped to larger vessels ? Tes. It is generally used for bunker purposes.
1962. Where do the steamers which you supply trade to ? All over the world. I supply the P. and 0. 
Company, the Orient Company, the French boats, the G-ulf line, and, in fact, all the mail boats, except the 
Black Germans—the German-Australian line.
1963. Would those steamers go to Bellambi or to Port Kembla for coal if there were a breakwater? Tes; 
because they would then get better coal at less cost per cent. The handling breaks up the coal.
1964. What would they save per ton? I reckon that by the time they have paid for the bringing of the 
coal up to Sydney, and the handling of it in Sydney, it costs them not less than 3s. 6d. a ton.
1965. How many tons would a P. and O. boat take ? From 1,600 to 2,000 tons—say 1,800 tons.
1966. Would there be a net saving of 3s. 6d. a ton ? I should think so.
1967. Are you supplying any large ocean-going steamer at the present time? I was supplying the" Ghazee” 
last night.
1968. How many tons of coal are you putting on hoard ? I do not think that she wants more than 1,000
tons. I put a cargo into her before she went to Port Pirie. .
1969. How many tons wonld the R.M.S. “Australia” want? I think she took about 1,700 tons this time.
1970. Then is not 1,800 tons rather above the average demand ? I do not think so. Some ships cany 
coal on their decks to take them as far as Malta.

1971.
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1971. What is the largest quantity of bunker coal that you have supplied to a steamer? I can hardly Ospt*in 
say; but the P. and 0. steamers generally take 1,800 tons, and the French steamers more. I have seen ^ IdcG-eorge, 
them take 1,900,2,000, and even 2,500 tons.
1972. Have you ever put 3,000 tons of bunker coal into a steamer ? No, though steamers may have taken ec'’ ‘ 
that quantity. We generally know to within 50 or 100 tons how much coal a vessel is taking.
1973. Which, in your opinion, is the best place for a port? Tears before they started the Wollongong 
breakwater, I came to the conclusion that Port Kembla was the best place for a harbour.
1971. In what way would it be better than Bellambi? It has a better anchorage, and is better sheltered.
When the sea is breaking outside the islands, you only get a roll in Port Kembla.
1975. Would not the two places be equally safe if breakwaters were constructed? Tes; but at the 
present time the sea never strikes round into Port Kembla as it does into Bellambi.
1976. Is Port Kembla known amongst mariners to have the best holding-ground on the South Coast?
Well, when we have wanted to anchor for the night we have gone from the South Bulli jetty at Bellambi 
down to Port Kembla, and returned at daylight.
1977. From what quarter does our bad weather come—from the south south-east? The gales generally 
start from the south, or south-west, and work round to south and south-east,
1978. Does the wind ever blow due east? Tes ; it blows right round from south to north.
1979. During easterly weather, which of the breakwaters would afford tlie better shelter to Bellambi— 
that proposed by the Government, or that suggested by Mr. Nicholson ? The inside breakwater. The 
outer breakwater would be very little better than the present reef. Of course if the outer breakwater 
were carried further to the north or to tlie north-west it would do better than even the Government 
breakwater. In building a breakwater yon should build it so that the sea will run along it instead of 
rebounding against it. The outer breakwater is comparatively useless as proposed.
1980. ^ At Port Kembla would you prefer the breakwater to be constructed as proposed, or would you 
turn it slightly to the north-west when you got out 2,200 feet? 1 think it would be better if turned a 
little to the north-west. Instead of bringing the sea into the basin, as ifc would do if constructed as 
proposed, if it were turned to the north-west the sea would break away towards Wollongong.
1981. How far do you think the breakwater shonld be brought in a north-ivesterly direction ? About 
600 feet.
1982. CJwirmanJ] The end of the proposed breakwater is three-quarters of a mile from the shore,—is 
there any objection to bringing it within half a mile of the shore ? No; I do not think so. The sea 
then, instead of breaking round the point of the breakw'ater into Port Kembla bay, would be thrown on to 
the beach near Wollongong.
1983. Mr. IfassalLI What do you think of running the breakwater altogether in a north-westerly 
direction, following the line of the coast from Ked Point ? That would throw the sea away from Port 
Kembla.
1984?. Would you then have a safe entrance ? Tes.
1985. Would there be sufficient room for getting in and out of the harbour at any time ? Tes ; you
could beat out of it. 1
1986. Mr. Boberts.'j If the end of the breakwater were within half a mile of tho shore, would the entrance 
he large enough? Yes; quite large enough.
1987. _ Would the sea be worse half a mile from the shore than three-quarters of a mile from the shore ?
No; it would be about the same. Of course, when you get close into the beach you get a bad sea, 
because the roll going one way meets the rebound from the beach. ”
1988. To be on the safe side, do you think the end of the breakwater should bo kept three-quarters of a 
mile from the shore ? I do not think that that is necessary.
1989. If it came within half a mile of the shore, could vessels enter the harbour in safety? Tes. Of 
course, a big four-masted ship might not care to go in ; but vessels have been known to sail into Newcastle 
harbour, tho entrance to which is very much less than that proposed here. A vessel could always get 
into shelter and drop her anchor if tho entrance were half a mile wide.
1990. The proposal to carry the breakwater in a north-westerly direction, following the line of the coast 
from Red Point, would, if carried out, reduce the harbour area ? Tes.
1991. But would not the harbour, even then, be large enough? Well, one hardly knows. Trade has 
increased very much within the last twenty years. I think that all that is needed is to turn the break
water in a north-westerly direction after you have taken it out about 2,200 feet as proposed.
1992. Would there be plenty of water all over the proposed harbour ? Yes, so far as I know, with the 
exception of a shallow patch near one of the jetties.
1993. Would there be enough water to enable a 7,000-ton steamer to go alongside the jetties ? Yes.
1994. Wonld it be necessary to construct any more jetties ? After a time, other jetties might be required.
1995. Do you ever load at Bellambi ? Not very often, though I have loaded there scores of times.
1996. Tou know the nature of the proposed harbour works at Lake Illawarra ? Tes.
1997. Mr. Wright.'] Could you take your vessel into Lake Illawarra at the present time? No, she would 
require to have rollers on the bottom to enable her to get in now.
1998. Mr. Hobart si] Would you be likely to go there for coal if a channel 15 feet deep were cut through 
the lake? What is the use of a channel 15 feet deep.
1999. What depth do you think is necessary? Not less than 25 feet. I do not think my people would 
alter their present arrangements.
2000. If the proposed works were carried out at Lake Illawarra, would you still think it necessary to 
have a harbour on the south coast for the development of the sailing-ship trade? Tes. To develop that 
trade yon must give it suitable accommodation.
2001. Mr. Wright.] If the proposed breakwater were constructed, would you take a sailing-ship of 2 000
tons into Port Kembla ? Yes. ’
2002. Could you work her out with a south-easter blowing? I daresay.
2003. You think that the proposed breakwater would make a good harbour for all classes of vessels? I 
think so.

THURSDAY,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

H. O. 
MsoCabe, 

Esq.
3^eC^896-

Henry Osborne MacCabe, Esq., Manager, Mount Keira Colliery, sworn, aud examined:—
2001. Mr, Eassall.~\ Have you any stalement to make with regard to the proposal before the Committee? 
The idea I have about it is that Port Kembla is the most suitable place at which to make a deepwater 
harbour for the southern district. At Port Kembla you could protect a largo area of deep-water, and you 
have already there good jetties from which probably 1,000,000 tons of coal could be shipped annually. 
Those who are interested in the coal trade of the district have realised for many years past the need of 
a good shipping port on the south coast. I was chairman at a meeting at which the various interests in 
the district were represented. Of course, while everybody agreed that the port was necessary, each wanted 
to have it against his own door. At this meeting, at which there were representatives from Bellambi, 
Wollongong, and Kembla, it was decided that we should go to the Minister and ask him to send an officer 
to report upon the question of providing a harbour, we agreeing to abide by the decision of the Govern
ment. Personally, a harbour at Wollongong or at Bellambi would serve my interests better than a harbour 
at Port Kembla ; but my conviction is that Port Kembla is the best place for a harbour.
2005. How long bare you been connected with the Mount Keira Colliery ? I have held a power of 
attorney for Mr. Frank Osborne, who owns the colliery, for the last eight or nine years, and for seven 
years previous to that I was assistant to my father, who held a similar power of attorney,
2006. How long was your father managing the colliery ? He was managing the colliery twenty-four 
years ago, or more. ■
2007. How long do you think the coal there will last? At our present output, over seventy years.
2008. That is if you continue to work the same seam ? Yes. I am only taking into consideration the 
top seam—the Bulli seam—at the present time,
2009. I understand that that coal has a very good reputation as a steam coal ? Yes ; it is the best steam 
coal in the Colony.
2010. Is tlie demand for it increasing or decreasing ? It is gradually increasing. While the output of 
individual collieries may have fallen oil slightly, the aggregate output of the district has increased.
2011. Is there any probability of tho underlying seams being worked? Not for steam coal, while the 
Bulli seam continues. Later on the lower seams will bo used, not perhaps for export purposes to a great 
extent, but for manufacturing purposes.
2012. What seams are there under the Bulli seam? There are nominally five. There is, first of all, a 
4-feet seam. Then there is the big seam, in which there are 5 feet or 5 feet 6 inches of fairly good coal. 
Then there are three other seams which I have not proved very much; but I know they are there. 
They show on the outcrop; but I have not driven into them.
2013. What is the quality of the coal in these seams ? Fair to medium.
2034. Is it equal to the coal in the Bulli seam ? No ; not as a steaming coal. None of our coal is equal 
to the Bulli seam.
20.15. Neither in the southern nor in the northern districts ? Not for steaming purposes.
2016. Then, if a breakwater were constructed at any place on the coast, easily accessible from the 
collieries, the output of the district wonld greatly increase ? There is no doubt about that. It is only 
two years ago since I, with some others, endeavoured to get the coal-owners around there to combine for 
the allotment of proportionate shares, so that we might borroiv upon the security of the whole of the 
properties to make a breakwater at Port Kembla.
2017. What was the result? Everybody considered his goose such a big swau that wc could not 
apportion the interests.
2018. Are the collieries associated ? No. We call ourselves the Southern Coal Owners’ Agency.
2019. You desire the Government to come to your rescue by making a harbour at ivliich the various 
collieries may ship their coal in any weather ? Yes ; that is what we want.
2020. Would the various collieries, in the event of that being done, be prepared to pay shipping charges 
equal to those paid at the port of Newcastle ? Certainly.
2021. Have you any idea of the present output of the collieries that might ship at Port Kembla? In 
the three months ending 28th November last, the Agency has shipped aud sold 171,000 tons of coal. That 
is at the rate of about 700,000 tons a year.
2022. What collieries are comprised in'the agency ? The Metropolitan.
2023. Where is that coal shipped? At present, in Sydney.
2024. Would any of it be likely to come to Port Kembla? I think they would be likely to ship some of 
their coal there, because, 1 take it, the Commissioners would be prepared to haul it more cheaply to Port 
Kembla than to Sydney, inasmuch as to Port Kembla there is a down grade. Besides the Metropolitan, 
there are the Clifton Colliery, and the Coaldiff, South Bulli, Mount Keira, and the Mount Kembla 
collieries. Tho Bellambi Colliery would also send coal to Port Kembla, and the Corrimal company at 
the present time sends about .120,000 tons a year there.
2025. What would be the yearly shipment from Port Kembla? Last quarter the Mount Kembla Company
shipped about 44,000 tons there. That is at the rate of 176.000 tons a year. The two collieries ship 
about 300,000 tons per annum at 3’ort Kembla. ' '
2026. And in the event of a breakwater being constructed there the output of coal would probably
increase ? I os ; I think we could get sailing vessels there, and steamers would come there which do not 
care to come at the present time. 1 should think it wonld be a Ioyv estimate to say that, the increase of 
Hade would amount to 200,000 tons. 2027.
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2027. That would make tbc total quantity shipped about 500,000 tons P Tes. H. O.
202S. How much coal would have to be shipped at a charge of 4d. a ton to pay interest upon the cost of 
constructing the proposed works? I do not think that so far as tlie appliances for shipping are concerned i ^‘.i 
there need be any expense beyond the cost of resuming the present jetties. Fonrpcnco a ton seems to me setwise 
too high a charge. Threepence a ton, in my opinion, would be a fairer charge, though that would not pay ’’
interest upon tlm cost of constructing two new jetties. T do not think that a northern breakwater is 
wanted at Port Kembla. An eastern breakwater would provide sufficient shelter for the Hade. When 
we asked tlie G-overnment to send an officer to report upon Ibis matter we did not expect to get an 
elaborate plan, such as that submitted to the Committee. Of course it is a very good thing to have a plan 
of this kind, but I do not think that ifc would be fair Io saddle the trade or the Government with an 
utmecessary expenditure. In my opinion, if you constructed the eastern breakwater and resumed the 
existing jetties at their present value, you would do all that is necessary for the trade there. You. could, 
at very little expense, by adding to one of the jetties, give facilities for the landing of any cargo required 
by the smelting works, or by anyone else. At tho Southern Coal Company’s jetty we have loaded a vessel 
carrying over 7,000 tons of cargo. '
202').' "What is the largest vessel that has been loaded tliere ? A steamer came there from New Caledonia 
carrying G,500 tons of nickel ore, and she took awav 2,000 tons of bunker coal.
2030. In your opinion, it is not likely that a vessel of larger tonnage would come to the place? Vessels 
of larger tonnage^might come there; but I do not think that vessels of deeper draught are likely to come, 
because, in my opinion, the limit of draught has almost been reached. Vessels may be made as big as you 
like, and with as much beam as you like; but I do not think the draught is likely to be much increased.
At that jetty any vessel that is likely to come to Port Kembla could be loaded. It would be time enough 
to spend money in improving the jetty when the necessity for improvement arose. I do not think that 
any vessels come to this port which could not lie alongside that jetty.
20:31. Mr. Darley estimates the value of the jetties as £8,100 and £5,430;—do you think that a fair 
valuation? I have never had any jetties built; but I was told that tho Southern Coal Company’s jetty 
cost £18,000, and the Mount Kembla jetty about £15,000.
2032. How long have they been constructed ? The Mount Kembla jetty about eight years, and the other 
ictty about six years.
20.33. What is the life of these jetties? With a breakwater, and if they were properly maintained, I 
believe they would stand over twenty years ; but at the present time they are subject to the risk of being 
washed away. Only three years ago the cud of the Mount Kembla jetty was carried away by the sea. 
and it cost £2,000 to replace it. J J

2034. Supposing the Government paid £20,000 for the jetties, would that be a fair thing? I should 
thmk that fair, though not a liberal offer.
2035. Would it he necessary to erect cranes or appliances for unloading at Port Kembla? No; Ido 
not think so. The P. & 0. steamers, and most modern vessels, carry their own cranes. You do not 
see any cranes at Circular Quay for the discharging of vessels.
2030. Tho cargo to he unloaded at Port Kembla would probablv be ore chiefly ? I do not think that 
expensive cranes would be necessary to deal with it, because the'ore wonld not come out in very heavy 
quantities. All we want is protection from the sea. Of course, as the trade increased, you could have 
elaborate cranes and fixings.
2037. Do yon think it would be necessary to carry the proposed breakwater out 2,800 feet? I should 
build the breakwater from the start with a sufficient cross-section to enable me to carry it out 2,800 feet 
it necessary; but if I found that 1,(100 feet would give sufficient shelter, I would stop there. Wo do 
not want the Government to incur an unnecessarily heavy expenditure.
20,38. Vou want to reduce the shipping charges as much as possible? Yes. Of course, we do not expect 
the work to he done for nothing.
2030. Do you think that a breakwater carried out iu a north-westerly direction, in line with the coast 
Irom lied 1 omt, would be more suitable than the proposed breakwater? [ am not in a position to give 
an opinion upon that point. “
20 40 You think that m the event of the breakwater being made, an export of 500,000 tons of coal could '
he rehed upon , J thinly so. At the presont time we have to refuse many orders, because wo cannot 
deliver the coal at Port Jvembla, With a breakwater, we would have a fair chance of doing a trade at 
omgapore and at Colombo. The present cost of lightering the coal round to Sydney by steamer is about 
2s. Gd. a ton.
2U11. Do you think that if the breakwater were made, large steamers would come to Port Kembla and 
load there? A large number of steamers would not come to Port Kembla. The mail steamers would 
not do so, nor would some of the big wool-tramps. They would find it cheaper to pick up their coal at 
(sydney. Put at the same time, vessels would come to Port Kembla to take coal to Singapore, Colombo 
aud San Francisco, ° 1 ’

^ breakwater at £100,000, do you think all necessary work might he done
i'ononmv’000’! 5 t ^ 1,10 raihvay from Wollongong to construct. 1 think that
u_ut),u(K) would provide all the facilities v\e would want for a long time to come.
2043. And tho rai.es to be charged would go to recoup interest on that sum ? Yes.
2044. Do you know Bellambi ? .1 have lived within a mile and a half of Bellamhi nearly all my life ; but 
.1 have not taken us much interest in Bellambi as iu Port Kembla.
204.J. Do you think it would be a better port to improve at the expense of tho State ? The Goveniraont 
engmeers have dealt with the whole subject, and I have pledged myself to abide bv their decision ; but I 
must say that ) think Port Kembla is the best place. Jf 1 owned all the coal in the district that is where 
I would make the port. J saw by the newspapers that there is some idea of making the beach line with 
a double track ; but m my opinion a double track would not be neecssarv. J should be glad if we could 
get all tlie trade that we could send along a single line. “
204(3. Air. Jioberts.] In speaking of £200,000 as the total cost of the proposed works, did you include 
land res ump Lion ? No, because 1 do not think that tho cost of land resumption should form part of the 
cost of makmg the harbour. The Government will make a very bad bargain if they are not able to sell 
the land they resume for more than they give for it, and the profits of the sale might go as a credit against 
Ihe cost of the work. " 43 n

’ ‘ 201-7.
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H- O, 2047. How many acres of land do you think the Government should resume there ? That is a matter of 
MacCabe, p0]jCy for £he Grovernment to determine ; but a certain area—perhaps 40 acres—would bo required for 

siding accommodation. _
3 Dec 1896 2043. "What value would you put upon the land which it would be necessary to resume ? The land is at 

’’ ' present used for grazing, aud I should think £U) an acre would be a very good price for it. _ ,
2049. Chairman^ Does that take into account the way-leave that is paid for running over it? IS'o.
2050. Mr, Roberts.1^ What would it cost the Government to obtain absolute possession of the land? 
Why not let the Government take a long lease of it, and pay way-leave, making a charge to cover the 
cost? I would sooner see the Government own the land, however.
2051. Do you think that £20 an acre would be its maximum value ? 1 do not know what its value is, 
taking into account the way-leave.
2052. If the proposed works were carried out, would there be a large population settled at Port Kembla? 
I think that Wollongong would still be the business and residential centre.
2053. Will the southern coal compare, for steam and smelting purposes, with any coal in the world ? Por
steaming purposes it is nearly equal to the best Welsh coal, which is the best coal in the world. Por 
smelting purposes it is very good. ,
2054. Has the investment of capital along the coast proved remunerative in all cases ? Not in all cases.
2055. Do you think that any great loss of capital has taken place owing to the absence of a safe harbour ? 
I think so. If we had had a good harbour we should have obtained better prices, and some of the com
panies which went down might be in existence now,
2056. Why have these companies come to grief ? Some of them over-capitalised their properties. •
2057. Has a large amount of private capital been invested in the jetties along the coast? Tes. A jetty
was built at Coaldiff and washed away, and another had to he built. A jetty was built at North 
Illawarra, a second jetty at Bulli, and at Bellamhi two jetties were washed away and had to be renewed. 
At Port Kembla the Mount Kembla jetty proved to be too low, and five or six years ago the company 
had to rebuild it. The Southern Coal Company have also'put up a jetty there, at which vessels of nearly
8,000 tons can load. ' ^
2058. Is more coal shipped at Port Kembla than at any other place along the coast? Yes; than at any 
other individual place.
2059. Are the steamers attracted there because of the protected state of the place ? Yes: and because 
the Southern Coal Company’s jetty is the only jetty at which very deep steamers can be loaded- With 
regard to the Bellambi jetty, 1 am informed that the “ Glaucus" generally loads partly at Kembla and 
partly at Bellambi. The master says that at Bellambi the harbour is silting up, and be proposes to load 
now first at Bellambi, and then go on to Port Kembla.
2060. Do they want two classes of coal? I do not quite know; but they think Port Kembla the safer 
place, because they prefer to go there loaded instead of going to Bellambi loaded.
2061. Would it be absolutely necessary to construct the beach railway if the proposed breakwater were 
made ? It would be a great help ; otherwise traffic from the north would have to come a long way round. 
Only about 3 miles to 3j miles of railway would have to he made.
2062. How long will the top seam in Illawarra last at the present rate of output? I should say 200 years.
2063. What would be the increased output following upou the construction of the proposed breakwater ? 
I should think that within ten years the trade would more than double.
2064. Would that be owing to a development in the sailing-ship traffic ? Partly, and partly because we 
would get more big steamers.
2065. Your coal would then go to Bombay, Madras, Singapore, and Shanghai ? Yes ; When Mr. M‘Leau 
was agent for the P. & O. Company, he thought of taking coal from Port Kembla to Colombo and to 
Bombay, but the labour difficulty arose, and the prices went down so much that they were not able to do 
it. I believe that if wre could have delivered tho coal to them at Port Kembla they would have taken it.
2066. How much coal do the P. & 0. boats take? About 45,000 tons every year.
2067. How far docs their coal carry them ? I think to Suez; but I really do not know,
2068. If the proposed breakwater were constructed, would the P. & 0. steamers go to Port Kembla for 
coal ? No. At that time they thought of using some of their small steamers to carry coal from Aus
tralia. The mail steamers do not go there to load coal. Their bunker holes are not suitable for one 
thing. The coal has to be put on board in baskets and then run along the decks. Steamers that were in 
a, great hurry would not run down there; hut we should get a large number of tramps and sailing vessels.
2069. Mr. JJlaok.'] Are we to understand that if the Government surveyors had not declared in favour of 
Port Kembla you would have preferred some other place as a harbour ? No,
2070. You have no other preference ? No, though my private interests would be belter suited by the 
making of a harbour at Bellambi or at Wollongong.
2071. It is about 3 miles from Wollongong to Port Kembla ? Yes.

' 2072. If a harbour is made at Port Kembla will the people employed there go daily backwards and
forwards to Wollongong? They would have the train.
2073. You think that Wollongong is likely to remain the business centre ? 1 think so. _
2074. You spoke of a jetty being constructed at Port Kembla, which is considered too low ;—is that jetty
still in existence ? No, the other jetty was built diagonally over it. _
2075. If you were loading a vessel with large and small coal, which would you put in first ? That would 
depend upon the skipper of the vessel. We should load according to his orders.
2076. In regard to what you said about the “ Glaucus,” the captain does not go to Bellamhi first, because 
he wishes to load small or large coal there ? No; but he is afraid to draw too much water at Bellambi, 
and, therefore, loads there before going on to Port Kembla.
2077. Mr. O’Connor.] You know every place south of Botany Bay which has any pretensions to be called
a harbour ;—which do you think is the best ? Port Kembla. _
2078. Why ? I think that any expenditure there would give better facilities for shipping than a similar 
expenditure at any other place. Anyone looking at the three ports—Bellambi, Wollongong, and Port 
Kembla—would be impressed witli the superior natural advantages of Port Kembla.
2079. What is your opinion with regard to the Lake Illawarra scheme? £200,000 spent at Lake 
Illawarra would not give anything like the same result as a similar expenditure at Port Kembla.
2080. Would that expenditure at Port Kembla provide a harbour of refuge there ? Yes. Steamers
have anchored there, and have ridden out very heavy gales at the present time. 2081.
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2081. What is the largest vessel that could he loaded at Wollongong under the most favourable circuni- H. 0.
stances? We cannot take anything drawing more than 15 feet of water, and then wc have to wait for a MacCabe, 
high tide. About 780 tons is tho largest sized vessel that can load there. ^s<b
2082. What could be done at Lake Illawarra? 1 do not think that scheme will ever be carried out, and
it seems very unfair that, because a corporation has been granted certain powers, which it has not eC'’ ' 
exercised, the Government should be prevented from making a harbour elsewhere. All they have done 
m the last seven years is to buy some land.
2083. Do yon think it would be next door to throwing money away to try to provide a harbour there? I 
cannot help thinking that the proposal to cut a ditch across the lake would, if carried ont, make a trap 
for any big vessel going in there. I have never seriously looked at Lake Illawarra as a possible harbour.
2084. Mr. Zee.'] You referred to a concensus of opinion amongst colliery proprietors ae to the advisability 
of leaving the Government to settle this matter? Yes.
2085. Were meetings held at which that decision was arrived at ? The agreement was made, not so 
much by the colliery proprietors as by the people of the district.
208G. Did the managing directors of tho various collieries ever meet together to consider this question ?
They were present at a meeting in which the Bellambi Progress Committee, the Kembla people, and the 
members of tho Wollongong Harbour Trust took part.
2087. How long ago ? Abont two years ago.
2088. Was the Lake Hlawarra scheme in existence then ? Yes.
2089. They were aware that the Lake Dlawarra Corporation contemplated making a harbour ? We had
known that for five years, but we bad never seen anvthing done. We knew that they had an Act of 
Parliament. '
2090. IF the Illawarra scheme were carried out, do you think that there would be any chance of a harbour 
at Port Kembla paying interest ? At Lake Illawarra they are only pledged to provide a channel 15 feet 
deep. That would not give as much water as we have at Wollongong.
2091. If there were no Port Kembla, and the Lake Illawarra scheme were carried out, would you send your 
coal to Lake Hlawarra? It would be no use sending coal to a place where there is only 15 feet of water.
It seems to me useless to argue about conditions that can never exist.
2092. Mr. Wright.] To whom do you send your coal now? Most of my coal supplies the P. & 0. Co.
2093. Would any of the large ocean steamers go to Port Kembla from Sydney for bunker coal ? Yes; 
a vessel of 5,000 tons would run down there in about five hours, at a cost of about £25.
2094. Could a vessel of 5,000 tons move herself from Cockatoo Island to Circular Quay for less than £25 ?
Well, at any rate, by going to Port Kembla a vessel would save 2s. fid. upon every ton of coal she took.
2095. What is to prevent the ordinary steamers from going there now ? They have to pay heavy 
insurance; but if the port were protected the insurance would not be so heavy.
2096. What is tbo extra insurance ? I cannot tell you.
209/. It appears from your evidence that the only new trade at the port would be an occasional steamer ?
No. We have to refuse a great many orders now which we could fill if we could supply the coal at Port 
Kembla.
M98. Would a sailing vessel sooner pay 2s. fid. a ton to load in Sydney or be towed down to Port 
Kembla? We would tow sailing vessels down with our own colliers. '
2099. Mr. Zbgan.] You have heard Dr. Kobertson's evidence—do you agree with what he said in regard 
to the advantages of Port Kembla. over Bellambi ? Yes.
2101), Chairman.] 'With regard to tho length of the proposed breakwater—I suppose you mentioned 
1,600 feet as a sort of “ x ” quantity—you would not carry it out further than was necessary to give the 
shelter required? Yes. No doubt it is well to have a completed scheme kept in view, so that any work 
done may be in accordance with that scheme ; but I do not think that half of the work proposed will be 
required in our time.
2101. The southern end of the Bulli coal seam is somewhere about Mount Kembla, while the eastern face 
runs pretty well parallel with the crest of the Illawarra range, approaching within half a mile of the sea 
at Austmmer, and running out at Clifton ? Yes. Immediately west of Coalcliff there are abont 4 feet 
of fair coal. North of that—at Stanwell Park—the coal is burnt a bit.
2102. Is there any break between Clifton and Coalcliff? There is a jump-up going towards Clifton; but
the coal at Clifton is fairly good. There are about 1,000 acres of fairly good coal there. At Austinmer 
the coal is very much broken ; and at Bulli the best coal has been worked out. There thev are close 
against the cinder dyke. '
2103. Mr. Wright h] Have they not cut through that dyke, ami found good coal behind it? Not to my 
knowledge, I believe that there is more than three quarters of a mile of cinder coal. Coming down to 
Bellambi that coal was cut off by the same dyke as occurred at Bulli. South Bulli is to the west of the 
dyke. Tho tunnel mouth was in burnt coal; but now they are on tlie west of the dyke. There is a big 
cinder trouble starting at Towradgi Point, and going north-west,
2104. Prom there is there any serious trouble until you get to Mount Kembla ? No, not until you get
south of Mount Kembla. J &
2105. The coal to tho north of tho cinder dyke of which you speak, is some of it very good: but the great
belt of good coal lies south of the dyke ? Yes. . *
2106. Tho valuable coal in Illawarra lies abreast of Wollongong? Yes.
2107. Is Bellambi as much to the north of it as Port Kembla is to the south ? T should say a little more ■
to the north.
2108. You believe that the great bulk of the marketable coal of the district lies south of the cinder bed, 
which is a little north oE Corrimal ? Yes.
2109. North of the cinder bed the coal is broken ? It is not so thick, it is not so regular, and it is more 
broken.
2110. It is for the coal-field lying west from Wollongong that the harbour is required ? Yes. A seam 
has been opened up west of Lake Hlawarra; but I do not think that is the top seam.

Captain
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’ S^A^tte Captain FredcTick Samuel Aguttet, s.s. “ Mount Kembla,” s^voru, and examined:—
2111. Mr. liober/s.] How many tons of coal do you generally carry? 750 tons. _ 

i Dee., 189G. 2112. Have you been trading down the south coast long ? i1or twelve years, during nine of which I have 
been master of steam colliers.
2113. You have traded to Bellambi, Wollongong, and Port Kembla? Yes; I have traded constantly to 
those ports.
2114. You are intimately acquainted with them ? Yes ; I know them well. _
2115. Have you experienced any difficulty in loading at Port Kembla iu bad weather? Yes, at times; but 
not very often. We get a ground swell there sometimes.
2116. What other vessels have you commanded? I had charge of the “Aldinga,'’ a smaller steamer, and 
one which was much easier to load.
2117. What tonage is she? She carries 450 or 500 tons.
211S, Do you regard the construction of a breakwater as necessary to the development of the southern 
coal trade ? Yes. If there were a breakwater at Port Kembla, we should get much larger vessels to go 
there. Many do not like the place, because of the slight swell there. If it comes on much they get 
frightened and go to Sydney.
2119. What is the largest steamer that you have seen there ? Some of the Gulf boats and some of the 
Tiger line have been there.
2120. 5,000 or 6,000-ton boats ? Yes; I suppose the largest steamer that has been there would be
about 6,000 tons. • _
2121. Which is the best site for a liarbour ? I think that Port Kembla is the only place for a harbour
there. It would make a harbour of refuge if tbo breakwater were constructed. _
2122. Is a harbour of refuge necessary, considering the proximity of Jervis Bay ? I do not think you
can have too many harbours of refuge. ,
2123. In their present state which is the best place for loading and unloading—Wollongong, Bellambi, or 
Port Kembla ? I have traded to them all, and I think that Port Kembla is undoubtedly the best place.
2124. Is the holding ground better? Yes ; the anchorage is good. At Bellambi 1 have lost four or fiveDO J o a
anchors. t
2125. Is Port Kembla naturally more sheltered than Bellambi? Yes, very much. The Five Islands
shelter it from all but easterly and east-south-east weather. _
2126. Do you think it would be necessary to carry the breakwater as far out as proposed ? To my mind 
is would be better to turn the breakwater in towards the beach a little.
2127. You would recommend the end of the breakwater being taken, say, half a mile nearer to the shore ? 
I should think that would give plenty of room to enter.
2123. Tlie breakwater would then afford better protection from north-cast gales ? It would then afford 
all the protection that is necessary.
2129. Would the breakwater shown on Mr. Kieholson’s plan shelter Bellambi so well as the proposed 
Government breakwater ? No ; it would not even keep out a south-east gale.
2130. You think that if the proposed breakwater were constructed at Port-Kembla a large foreign trade 
would be done there, and sailing ships would go there? Yes; I think that sailing vessels would go there 
for coal, as they go to Newcastle. Anything could go there that wanted to.
2131. Mr. Lre.] Have you ever had to slip away from Port Kembla, and put out to sea when only partly 
loaded ? No ; though 1 have been very glad to get finished sometimes, I have, never come out halt loaded.
2132. Not during a strong easterly gale ? If the weather is very bad, we do not go in. _ _
2133. In such weather, I suppose, you stay in Port Jackson ? We might go down, and if we did not like 
the look of it we would come hack again. It is only about a dozen times in the year that we have any 
trouble at Port Kembla.
2134. Have you ever dragged your anchor there ? No; it is good holding ground. _
2135. At which port would you sooner ride out a gale, at Bellambi or at Port Kembla? At Port Kembla. 
The holding ground is better, and the place is better sheltered. At Port Karabla you get sand and clay,

. whereas, at Bellamhi the bottom is rocky, and if you drop your anchor you arc not certain that you will 
get it again. ^ ,
2136. Do you think that with a breakwater Bellambi would be as well protected as Port Kembla ? I think 
it would be easier to make a harbour at Port Kembla.
2137. Mr. Tricked.] During wbat weather can you lie iu Port Kembla and load ? We can load there
two days after a south-east wind has been blowing hard. _
2138. What about an easterly wind ? You cannot load anywhere along the coast during easterly weather.
2139. How about north-easterly weather ? A north-easter does not stop us. It docs not raise anv sea.
2140. You could load even during a black north-easter ? Yes; I have done it often.
2141. A breakwater is only required to protect you from south-easterly and easterly gales ? You would 
require to keep northerly weather out if you had large ships, because they offer so much more resistance 
to the wind than small vessels.
214-2. Can you go right alongside the jetties at Port Kembla, or do you make fast to buoys ? You drop 
anchor, and then take ropes from the jetty, and make fast to buoys.

• 2143. With what winds can you load at Bellamhi ? You can load at Bellambi after it has been blowing
from the south-east for a day, and sometimes when it has been blowing for two days; but not often.
2144. Is Bellambi as well sheltered from the north-east as Port Kembla ? Yes; but Port Kembla is 
much better sheltered from the south.
2145. During the summer the prevailing wind is the north-easter ? Yes.
2146. When do you require most protection ? During June, July, and August, and sometimes in 

■ February. You get south-east and easterly weather in those months.
2147. How do you go alongside at Bellambi? Just as we do at Port Kembla.
2148. Jf breakwaters were constructed you would be able to steam right alongside at either place? Yes.
2149. There would be no “send” then? No.
2150. Mr. Fegan.] To what company does your steamer belong ? To the Mount Kembla Coal Company.
2151. Mr, Trickett.] Can you give us any opinion in regard to the Lake Illawarra scheme? No.
2152. Mr. Fegan.] Have you had any conversation with your owners at anytime in regard to this matter? 
No. I have never had anything to say about it.
2153. You have never complained to them of the risks you run? No; it becomes second nature to us 
now to go there,

FRIDAY,
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Jfrfoent:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWXNGr, Esq. (Chairman).
Tho Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery. 
The lion. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Charles James Egberts, C.M.G. 
The Hon, "William Joseph Trickett.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor. '

Henry Clarke, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq. 
John Lionel Fegan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.

Francis Augustus "Weight, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Captain Hector Allen Boyle, late master ss. “ Aldinga,” sworn, and examined
xlS'mgf' To aB of,JthemlliCh °f ^ 1>0rtS lmder the considerati°n of the Committee have you been

pS'ir? m y0U,i1iiaduh',ilpS m°re gently to one place than to another ? I have been more often to 
Fort Kembla and to Wollongong than to Bellambi.

W ^UP 0mi™0n’- 'S ^’c 1Tiasfc suitable place for a harbour for the shipment of the southern 
coal, iort Kembla iliere is no comparison between it and the other places, 1 have loaded at Port 
Kembla when I could not get into "Wollongong. i nave ioauou ac, auii,

wiXt 1>0rt Kcmbla> which is tho best place ? Bellambi.
M58. my da you prefer Port Kembla ? Because the approach to it is so good. There is no danger of 
making a mistake m getting to the jetties, h no uuuger m.

hat d° T°U BaD,JS that the approach is so good ? It is free from all dangers.
tn™ AT ar° r0cks, and shoal-water at Bellamhi? Tes. I have frequently refused
£ |,0 t° ?eI ambi when I have gone to Port Kembla; that is at night. *
1W Til?? yT refUSCd t0 g° tbfre ? Becausc of the danger; I lost my vessel there in the end.
Port Klffilo”“ ™°°S' ;ietl?' “d ie y“ ““k“ * y0“ *re “h»e- M

either nn thTr f Bflla™hi ? Bocks and patches of sand. If you make a mistake vou are
m of A1C r“f or on the beach- Tho “ Corinna ” went ashore there. "
thbfk n 6m jng5M T,ere_i;fn0V(;d b7 dredging, would Bellambi be as good as Port Kembla? I do not
Of course tcmifrihF ' lh/ ^ ? ?mg m 1V°’,ld b° to run 1'lic J0,iL further out into deeper water. 

, coulci be improved; but it would be very expensive. 1
Althou *ht]hw«aForf«b^Cti°11 t0,Bellambi 0,u tlle ^ tbe anchorage ? Tes ; the bottom is very bad. 
9ir-° 14™, )'as f°rfuna1;c enough never to lose an anchor there, 1 often got them foul of tho rocks.^
9Tfr" r Z iS 10 ? iC° m a ga -e ' t 18 110 ldaco af llB in Rgale, in its present condition.
2160. Is it exposed to any particulm- wind ? It is exposed to all u eat her from south to north-eastways.
i ■ if tl™L!0u, ? wTd nt 3t ? ^ot muchi unti] ib 3ias becn blowingi,or Wo or tiirce day«-
o}fiJ if fhn P™P0Sed hreakwater were constructed, would it be any safer from the winds ? Certainly.
TeV- t ?r0V1de a ^arb0Ur ^here t0 wllicl1 entrm“ would be easy in most weathers ?
o-.™ w lt; would takdmuch less to make a good harbour at Port Kembla.
oU?' ,'e Cor?na 3ostat Bellambi ? No ; they got her off again.
the reef ^ IUU 08 1010 ? 1 believe tllat 0DC °f the hawsers carried away, and she swung round on to

Ain WH s?! a 1 ^ ^ °f !1,a'veor ? Jt miSbt ba™ b«u caused bv too much
not lfavc gono ashoie P1>e]L at P°rt Kembla tbe vessei lvould hare c0,ne to 110 ba^“ i Bbo wonld

2173. Are we to understand that at Port Kembla there is fairly deep water all over the bay ? Tes except
16 foft aUowAto^^ fR0m thC end °f -h0 M°UDt E-embla jetty’ on w'hich there are aboEt
iettv Ibouth\fwnviolhf dlP/ and Cynm8 out1aSaul olllbobeacb at a point north-westerly from the 
oikT’ to , , -y f0'viirds the entrance of Tom Thumb’s Lagoon
North m,0dliPffnfflbe nevra7^° rm°V;e that reef? N°; 1 ib!^ «ib breakwater goes across it. 
917- * f Vx rTjei thc bottom JS “ud and sand, with clov underneath.
In hJA the h^’J-grouud ? Tes. All north and west of the reef there is good holding-ground. 
18 inches f d ^ ^ 16 b 18 aR Sand’ aCd the dePih Mver varies more than about

ISe ? “ " 5,,eIteed "y °f 40

““81111011 &"M“? V”V I

PortTembuTHlS^V* ne,CeSBary t0 and ?. Ko- The “ drawback” does not come against 
otoo °TO1 • ^ • >Jctl es 0 beavdy as against thc Bcllambi jetties fa
2179. IVInch is the most dangerous wind at Port Kembla ? An easterly wind, and what we call a black
north-easter. Tho ordinary north-easters do not affect us. m unat we can a maeii
»“'iib",“k",0r be I,rol'cti™ aSai”1 “ S"1'? I “»!■

im 3oilg enou"b ^"esJ to protect the jetties.
theDhcehAl^K^

setter shdteied if the breakwater were curved in more towards the shore ? I think the break
water should start from a point on the coast a little more to the east, so as to be outside of the shoal water 
^ it teamed out as proposed the sea will break on it heavily. '
water PYw.11* breaking 0n tbo shoftl water th« sca wi]1 brca1'- more heavily upon the break-

2f8f' B.tlm brcakwatcr were built at the extreme edge of the shoal vou think there would be less daimer
Jhen eetr°3Td Ycs i 5t 6b0,dd either be buiIt thero « in-Wo the shoal altogether Of course
when a sea is once broken its force is pretty well spent ° course,

. 490-° 2185.

Captain 
H. A. Boylo.

4 Dec., 1896.
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Captoin 2185. Tou would recommend that the breakwater should be bmlt bring it too
H. Af Boyle. Bhoa, 0I, at the extreme outer edge ? Tes; to build it on the inner edge of tho shoal would ormg b roe
4 DX^6.f2^’IIfSeadoft]lc breakwater were bought within half a.“{J6hette^to hav^ the'enteance^hree- 

sufBciently wide entrance for sailing vessels ? ^Tes j though it would be better to have the entrance n
quarters of a mile wide. Some sailing vessels are sluggish m working. . ke estrcme end of
2187. Do you think that the increased safety which would be obtained by S ^i l l b“ narrow
the breakwater a quarter of a mile would more than counterbalance the J^ulty prov Jed by a narr 
entrance ? I think so. Of course, to steamers the width of the entrance would not matter.
2188. Do you regard 'Wollongong as a suitable place for a port. JNo. Ti t outside
2189. Do you think it might le Sade suitable ? Not without a great deal of expense, ihe w ater ouuiae

2190° ^entrance to Wollongong is bad? Xes; it is all shoal water tKe*e; , - in tbero
2191. It is much worse than Bellambi ? ■ Tes; as it is now it is simply 1* .P. „ harbour S

all that had premouslv been done, and allows the sea to come m.
2193. The proposed improvements have only made the place 7°™®.■ ' ml to make a harbour
2194. Do you know of any objections from a navigator's point of view to the proposal to maae a
?i9P50D?y”u tnowN»«r pl.ee OP tie eo.ot mot. eniteble for the pprpo.eF N»-. 1‘“f11 K
Kembla a/one of the safest roadsteads on the east coast of Australia. ^ a“ 1 P
like Seal Eocka, Smoky Cape, and other places where vessels ^mctimesrunfor ™rB

the approaches are not good.
2198. Is it not too far south ? Yes; I should say so. u n0™i,; m Port Kemblap Tes,2199. Mr, Trickett] I suppose a number of steam colliers trade to Bellambi and to i ort Aemtua. ,

aShflEth. mutter betor. the Committee hem, Jta^ed »»mgrt ft. rf ^
Shipmasters have told me in conversation that they preferred Po ’ ■ i t t tw.0 or |breo
Bellambi where they are loading to lie at Port Kembla for tuo night ! bavo r. Men out two or three 
heavy gales at Port Kembla when I would not have attempted to go m near Bellambn iderable
220L We have it in evidence that at Port Kembla even m very ^
« send ” ? Not in calm weather. I have made fast alongside the jetty there w.Ui a ^^m. iine.

no trouble to us. It only causes a bit of a “ lift. , , , . p T have laid in
2203. Tou think that tbe construction of the northern breakwater is unne p y ■ • -nerfectlv safesafety at tbe mouth of the Tom Thumb’s Lagoon Of course wu ™llft4 a1^'7cather1> TeB in 
2204 Mr. Clarke] Can vessels lie alongside the Port Kembla jetties in’th0
all ordinary weather. Sometimes there is a heavy swell there perhaps for dbarfs in
year-when we cannot load; but in ordinary weather we can load t^re a ea dy as ^ the wharfs in 
Sydney. During southerly weather, for the first forty-eight hours, the bay ^ ™0“t4cd
2205. Is it not dangerous for sailing ships to go there to load ? Tes ; they want J^towcd awaj^.
2206. If the breakwater were constructed they could go there. Yes , J p mb dake
2207 Do thc steamers that go there load for foreign parts, or chiefly take coal to Sydney ? They take

c.m«™w.l»8e trude be d.ee bp »ilmB ye..el. to
various parts of the world ? Tes.
s w“ iT:X“htp;rie t. , ^ p.. ^

Llf Port Kembla? Ho. not.. much. There i, no room at .11

KlTiohtamer, now so to Port Kembla for hunter coal? Tea, and for cargo too. Smool 
toellmetoSng to SpLop cannot go there for bunker eoj, becouae them hatch., are m the wrong

2213.” X suppose the transhipping and handling of coal injures it? Tea; it breaks it up. and spoils its

XwooM Port Kembla mske a harbour o£ refuge if tbe proposed work, were earned out ? Yes.

SXorX«

lllwSrii^x^ - *•—
^Ts^lrthe entrance to Port Kembla much better than the entrance to Newcastle ? Tes. It is simply 
a wide open bay, with no dangers attached to it, apart from the Five Islands. 011T,OT.:rt» nm*l- fa
2219 K the proposed eastern breakwater were made, wronld it not m many senses ea p p

fsrStL - • *-—^ ~
S fTeSnodta“m SilghStS? NoXp 17 Itoftouhappeuthat poueould 

ship coal, but be unable to discharge.
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2223. Have you ever made any complaint to your owners in reference to the danger at Bellambi? I have g^j^Borle
refused to go there times out of number. _ *
2224. Because the place was so dangerous ? Yes. You have barely room to moor your ship there. 4 jjee_ lggg
2225. If a captain does not thoroughly understand Bellambi ? Ho has no business to go there. ' _
2226. I suppose you cannot discharge goods at Bellambi ? Yes; in ordinary weather. , The loading 
appliances there are, I think, as good as those at Port Kembla. At night, and in bad weather, the place is 
dangerous.
2227. I suppose there is no light either at Bellambi or at Port Kembla? No, unless they put one out.
2228. How did you lose your vessel? Because of tbe thick weather.
2229. Before losing your vessel you had refused to go there? Yes; dozens of times. I was loading at 
'Wollongong, and I got a wire telling me to bo at South Bulli at daylight to finish. I was obliged to leave 
"Wollongong at 2 o'clock in the morning to get out on tho tide, and while we were waiting about we 
drifted on to the reef.
2230. Hid you tell your owners that you were afraid of losing your ship there ? I told Mr. Firth, once 
or twice, that some of us would he coming to grief there. I made no official complaint.
2231. As a seafaring man, which do you prefer—Bellambi or Port Kembla ? Port Kembla. There is no 
comparison between the two places.
2232. Mr. Hassall.~\ Ho you think that a breakwater following the line of the coast from Ked Point, and 
running in a north-westerly direction, would be preferable to the proposed breakwater ? Yes. I think that 
the wider the entrance the better. Some sailing vessels do not work very well, and would like more room.
If you narrow the entrance too much you cause a greater drawback inside.
2233. You think it would be better to let tbe breakwater run out in the direction proposed ? Yes; only
I would shift it inside tho shoal-water. ■
2234. How far would you let the breakwater run out—1,600 feet ? I think that would be far enough.
2235. At any rate until the trade improved ? Yes. All that would be wanted would be to take the break
water out beyond and on the reef. 1 do not know what the exact distance would he. There wonld be no 
great expense in running out the breakwater, because tbe reef is shoal, and you get a rocky bottom.

Frederick George Woolcott-'W'aley, Esq., Manager, Bellambi Coal Company, (Limited), sworn, and
examined :—

2236. Ohairman.] You manage the Bellambi Coal Company ? Yes, it is a Melbourne Company, and ships F. G.
the whole of its coal from Bellambi. We also take the whole of the South Bulli coal. We own the . oolcott- 
northorn jetty at Bellambi. a, ay, eq.
2237. Mr. O'Connor.] Have you any statement to make to the Committee? I beard Captain Boyle’s 4
evidence, aud, while I do not think that there is as much difference between the two places as he ’’ ‘
makes out, I am of opinion that Port Kembla is a more suitable place for a harbour than Bcllambi, though
it would suit my interests better to have a harbour made at Bellambi. I know the coast very well, and I 
have been up and down it a great many times.
2238. Notwithstanding that you arc deeply interested in tbe Bellambi mine and jetty, it is your opinion 
that Port Kembla is a better place for a harbour ? Yes.
2239. And more suitable than any other place south from Sydney ? I think so.
2240. Mr. Hoskms.'] How much coal did your company ship last year ? Somewhere about 200,000 tons.
2241. Where -was it mostly sent to ? A large amount of it goes into bunkers. We coal the Orient boats, 
the German mail steamers, and other steamers, and a large quantity of our coal is shipped to San 
Francisco.
2242. How much do yon send to San Francisco ? 30,000 or 40.000 tons.
2243. How is it sent there ? We bring it to Sydney in small colliers, and then tranship into ocean-going 
vessels.
2244. All the coal you send to foreign ports has to he brought to Sydney and transhipped ? Yes.
2245. Ho you consider that it is desirable that a port should be inside on the south coast in which vessels 
of large tonnage could lie with tolerable safety and load, especially sailing ships ? Undoubtedly. The 
construction of such a harbour would give a groat impetus to the coal trade.
2240, Has your company been refused large orders for coal through not having a safe harbour in which 
to load large vessels ? Yes. In one or two instances we have had to decline very large orders. A couple 
of years ago two large steamers belonging to the British-India Company were detained in Sydney eight 
days waiting for coal, and then one had. to go to Newcastle, and the other went away altogether without 
coal. All that time it was blowing a south-east gale, and we could not load any coal at the jetties.
2247. Is that the only instance of the kind ? We cannot tell exactly what orders arc lost. Quotations 
are asked for coal with despatch, and if we arc not able to give despatch the order is lost to us.
2248. Would your company benefit by tho construction of the proposed harbour ? Undoubtedly.
2249. What do you think would be tbe average charge made for thc shipment of coal at such a harbour ?
I suppose that a fair thing would be to put the port on the same basis as the port of Newcastle,
2250. Wbat price would you charge intending purchasers of coal if the proposed harbour were made? I 
think we should get a better price than we obtain now, because so much has to be expended in carrying 
the coal np the coast and transhipping it. We should get about 7s. a ton for it.
2251. Would you then he able to compete with the Japanese coal at Singapore, Hong Kong, Bombay, 
and places like that? We actually compete with it now, although our charge is 9s. Gd. There seems to 
be very little doubt that if we could ship direct we should be able to compete on very favourable terms.
2252. How far would you have to send to get to Port Kembla ? About 7 miles.
2253. Would the coal travel over any part of the Government railway ? Yes, over, I think, about 6 miles 
of Government railway.
2254. If thc Government charged tonnage dues at the proposed port, do you think your output would 
still increase ? Yes. Of course the nearer tbe mines to the port, the better they would be situated; but 
with a system under which a moderate charge was made for haulage from all collieries alike, I think we 
should be much better off than we are now, despite the charges for haulage and the port dues.
2255. Supposing thc Government charges were Jd. per ton per mile for railway haulage, and 3d. or 4d. a 
ton for shipping ? If the charges were reasonable we could afford to pay them.

2250
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WnnWf 2256. Have you ever inspected Lake Illawarra ? Ho, I have never keen on the Lake.
Walej, Esq. 2257. How far south ol JPort Kembla is it ? I should think 2 or 3 miles.

2258. In the event of a channel being dredged there 25 feet deep, would the colliery proprietors send 
4 Dec., 1896. coal to Lake Illawarra for shipment ? I do not think so. I think that the Lake Illawarra scheme

is utterly impracticable, and out of the question,
2259. Mr. TLumpltery^ What is your present output? About 200,000 tons a year from the two 
collieries.
2260. What would be your maximum output ? We could put out 1,000 tons of best coal a day.
2261. And you could double that output r Tes.
2262. Do you represent one or more than one company ? My company owns one colliery, and has pur
chased for a term of years the output of another colliery,
2263. Tou have the use of both jetties ? Tes. ’
2264. We have been told that at South Bulli jetty you can load a vessel of 2,000 or 3,000 tons ? Tes,
2265. Then what is the use of sending the coal to Sydney in small colliers ? Tou can only load a large 
vessel at Bellambi under favourable circumstances ns to tide and weather.
2266. The large vessels which take coal from Bellamhi load at Sydney instead of at Bellambi ? Tes ; the 
only large vessels which w'e have loaded at Bellambi have been intercolonial vessels. We have loaded 
vessels partly at Bellambi, and partly at Fort Kembla, or entirely at Bellambi, aud they have gone to 
Melbourne,
2267. Ho coal has been loaded at Bellambi for over-sea export ? Hot during the last ten years in large
vessels. “
2268. If a harbour were made at Port Kembla, wbat use would you make of your present jetties? We 
would use them for loading bunker coal. The bunkering of tbe mail boats has to be done in Sydney. 
Their bunkers are unsuitable for taking coal from tbe shoots, and tbo coal is put on board at Sydney while 
they are discharging cargo,
2269. Wbat proportion of your output is used for bunkering purposes ? About three .fourths.
2270. Then you would have about 50,000 tons to ship into foreign-going vessels ? Well, lam looking to 
an increase in the trade,
22/1. In what direction? To San Francisco ; there we are being cut out now by the British Columbia 
coal. Jt is impossible to compete with that coal while we are handicapped by the freight from Bellamhi 
to Sydney, and the cost of transhipment.
2272. Wbat wmuld that amount io ? About 3s. a ton.
2273. If all tbe charges for shipping at Port Kembla amounted to Is. a ton, that would give you a saving 
of 2s. a ton ? Tes; though Is. a ton is a good deal to have to pay at Port Kembla, considering that the 
cost of the coal is not much more than 5s. a ton.
2274. A shilling would amply cover all possible charges ? I think that it is a very high estimate. If the 
charges at Port Kembla were as high as Is., wfe would he Is, 6d. a ton better off in competing 
m the w'orld’s markets than wre are under present conditions.
22/5. With that advantage, could you compete successfully against foreign coal in the markets of thc 
world? Tes, I think so. Of course, competition is generally met by competition, aud no doubt if the 
price of our coal came down the price of other coal would come down too.
22/6. Pour coal is much better than the British Columbia coal? Tes, very much better. Thc rolling- 
mills and the Pacific railway burn nothing else when they can get it.
22/7. Do you know the price of tbe British Columbia coal? It is controlled by tbe price of our coal. 
If the price of our coal rises, they put up their price ; but if our coal is sold cheaply there is a fall iu 
their price. '
2278. Does their coal stand higher in the market than yours ? Ho, it is not liked so well.
22 79. What is the difference in freight in favour of the British Columbia coal? The man who controls 
the mines owns the steamers which carry the coal. Tbe coal is run down to San Francisco in vessels of
2,000 or 3,000 tons burden. Of course in that way the freight is always the same, whereas wo are more 
or less handicapped by any rise in freight.
2280. What class of sailing vessels would como to Port Kembla if it were made a safe harbour ? Vessels
of from 2,500 to 4,500 tons. '
2281. Would the trade he drawn from Hewcastle ? Ho, the Hewcastle trade would not he affected. 
Ours is a different coal from theirs.
2282. Ton send your coal away to foreign parts now ; hut instead of exporting direct you have to send 
from Sydney ? Tes. At the present time, however, tbe coaling of a vessel in Sydney is often delayed or 
prevented by bad weather, whereas, if there were a port on the south coast we could tow a vessel down 
there,. and load her without interruption. At the present time vessels wishing to take coal have 
sometimes to go away without it.
2283. What do they do if they if they cannot get coal ? Some go to Hewcastle, while others go away in

2284. The yessels that now go away in ballast would come south to load coal P Yes.
2285. Can you supply us \yith information as to the number of vessels leaving Sydney in ballast for ports 
other than Newcastle ? I will endeavour to get that information. The proposed harbour would also 
allow a much larger export trade to be done by steamers. Some steamers go to Port Kembla nowj hut the 
owners of other steamers have a gieat objection to open roadsteads. The British-India Company will not 
allow any of its boats to lie in an open roadstead. Wo have their contract for coal, and I know that a great 
deal more coal would be taken by them if there were a port at which they could load direct.
2286. Do you think the proposed breakwater would meet the requirements of the harbour? I think that 
it should take a bend to the west, so as to break the easterly seas more. Of course, that would narrow 
the entrance ; but that disadvantage would, I think, be more than comppnsated by the extra shelter.

that the collieries making use of Port Kembla could afjrd to pay a moderate charge for 
the shipment of their coal from that place P Yea, a moderate charge.
2288. Would you care to express an opinion as to what would be a fair charge? I do not know what the 
New castle charges are; but I think they might be followed. I think that an inclusive charge of 6d, a ton 

^would be cheerfully met. It is very important to my mind that the railway charge should be tho same for 
every colliery, and not so much a mile; otherwise the collieries near the harbour would have an advantage 
over those further back* 99ftq
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2289. Can you give tlie Comtnittee any information as to wliat may Tje expected in the way of imports? I\ G.
I should not think that they would be rvorth considering. I do not think any foreign country would send
their goods to Port Kembla. j o j Waley.Esq.
2290. Is it not probable that a large quantity of ore would come from Port Pirie? Yes, I overlooked a
that altogether. That, of course, would he a very large item. ’
2291. Mr. Wright.] But apart from the ore you do not think the imports would be much ? No.
2292. Mr. Trickett.] I suppose the southern coal is pretty well world renowned as a steaming coal? Yes.
The home owners look upon it as very little inferior to Welsh coal.
2293. Is it next in quality to the Cardiff coal ? It is very near it. It has much the same characteristics 
as that coal.
2294. "With facilities for export the trade would he bound to improve ? Yes. I think that we shall have 
the whole of the East open to us. That will give an enormous market.
2295. How do yon view the agitation to make Jervis Bay a port? I do not view it seriouslv. Jervis Bay
is utterly out of reach. '
2296. I suppose you would as soon send to Sydney by railway? Far rather.
2297. Even, if the distance were a little in favour of Jervis Bay ? Yes.
2298. A witness yesterday gave it as his opinion that the great bulk of the coal in the southern district 
was centred at the back of Hlawarrado you agree with him ? Yes ; I beard Dr. Itobertson’s letter 
with regard to the cinder dyke read. We know to our cost that the statements contained in that letter 
are correct.
2299. Mr. Lee.] Are you of opinion that in the event of a breakwater being made at Port Kembla, the 
(jovemment should have absolute control of the jetties ? Yes,
2300. You think that it would be detrimental to the interests of the outside coliieries if private owners 
were allowed to keep control of the jetties or railway lines ? I think they should all be under Government 
control.
2301. Do you think that the place should be put upon the same footing as Newcastle ? Yes.
2302. And that whatever appliances became necessary in the future should be supplied by the Govern
ment, Pes- I would not urge the construction of the Port Kembla scheme when my own interests are 
centred elsewhere, except on the understanding that Port Kembla is to be a Government port, and open 
to all without fear or favour. x
2303. It would be impossible to work the port under other conditions ? I think so.
2304. Afr. Black.] On what terms do you hold the Bellambi jetty ? I think we have a yearly lease, the 
jetty being removable at pleasure.
2305. The material composing the jetty is your property, and you have permission from the Government
to erect and use it ? Yes. "
2306. To -whom does the land facing tho jetty belong ? It is private property, and is leased by the
company. r r j i j
2307. Under what conditions is the South Bulli jetty held? Under conditions similar to those under 
which our jetty is held.
2308. Do you know under what conditions tho jetties at Port Kembla are held ? No.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction, of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Robert Charles Reed, Esq., Manager, Messrs. Gibbs, Bright, & Co., sworn, and examined
2309. Mr Hoskins.] Does your firm export large quantities of coal from New South Wales to other B, C. Reed,
countries? They purchase for export. Esq.
2310. Is the coal shipped away by your own vessels, or by other vessels ? Both by our own and by other
vessels. ‘ ■ ^ 8 Dec., 1896.
23LI. Where do you send most coal? Principally to China : but now and again to Singapore,and across 
to America, a i >
2312. Is more coal taken from the southern mines than from the northern mines ? About the same 
from each coal-field, or perhaps a little more from Newcastle.
2313. Does the southern coal meet with favour abroad as a good steaming coal ? It has a market quite
distinct from the market for northern coal. There is a good market for southern coal at Shanghai, 
whereas Newcastle coal is unsaleable there. “
2314. Is the southern coal sent to Singapore and to San Francisco ? Yes, very largely,
2315. Is the southern coal trade increasing, or likely to increase ? Its increase or decrease will depend 
“j™ Price- H means were adopted whereby its price could be reduced, the trade would increase.
2316. Is its present high price due to the high charges imposed at the ports to which the coal is sent, or 
because oi the expense which has to be incurred here ? The price of the coal is governed by the cost of 
getting it to its destination.^ One of our shipping companies carries more southern coal to Shanghai than 
to any other port, and a difference of Is, a ton in its price would affect the market considerably We 
have there to compete against Cardiff coal and coal from other parts of the world, and by a reduction in 
price we could compete very successfully.
2317. Do you bring the coal from the south coast to Sydney by colliers, and then tranship it into larger 
vessels, or do you load direct into large vessels? When the weather is suitable wo send our steamers to

Port
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Port Kembla—there is no other port on the south coast to which we could send Teasels; at other times we 
load in Sydney.

8 Deo 1898 i® the cost of bringing coal from the south coast and putting it on board a vessel in Sydney
ec'’ " Harbour? From 2s. to 2s, 6d. a ton freight, and there is a difference of about 6d, a ton in the steve

doring charge. Por coal going direct into the ships’ holds the charge is 3d. or 3^-d. a ton; but when it has 
to be hoisted out of colliers the charge is about 9d. a ton.
2319. If the Grovernment expended a large sum of money in providing a safe harbour on the southern 
coast, could you sell the southern coal more cheaply in Shanghai and in other places than you do at present ? 
Yes, most decidedly, and for more reasons than one. "When our steamers go to Port Kembla, the coal is 
put straight on board without any handling; but when it is loaded from colliers it is broken. The coal 
put direct into vessels is larger, more saleable, and brings a better price than coal loaded from colliers, 
and we have fewer or no complaints as to the quality of coal loaded at Port Kembla, whereas when coal 
is loaded in Sydney Harbour we have claims for shortage and complaints of the bad quality of the coal. 
The coal in China is used principally for smithy purposes, and a great deal of it goes inland, and tho 
larger the coal the better the price we get for it. Newcastle coal is no good for this purpose, because it is 
too soft. If there were a safe harbour on the southern coast, a great deal of coal could he sent away in 
sailing vessels to places like San Prancisco, where a difference of a couple of shillings in its price would 
mean a great increase of trade,
2320. What do you give for southern coal at Port Kembla? Prom 6s. 6d. to 7s. a ton.
2321. If a good port were made on the southern coast, do you think that coal could be sold at a profit at 
7s. a ton? I have no reason to think otherwise.
2322. Would that be likely to turn the scale in favour of southern coal as against Japanese or British 
Columbia coal? The competition in the San Prancisco market is so keen that a reduction of Is. a ton 
in price would make a great difference. A great deal of Australian coal goes to San Prancisco now, and 
it has to compete very keenly with the Japanese coal, the British coal, and the British Columbia coal. 
Not only would there he a saving in price, hut we could deliver the coal in better condition.
2323. Are you familiar with the southern ports ? Yes, I suppose I was one of the first who opposed the 
sending of large steamers to Port Kembla.
2324. Where would you recommend the expenditure of public money on the southern coast for the con
struction of a safe harbour? I think Port Kembla is the best place. In March, 1S90,1 visited the 
southern ports, and especially Port Kembla, to advise two of the largest shipping firms in London as to 
whether they should send their steamers down there to load. I went down the south coast with the 
Commodore captain of one of the companies’ fleets and his chief engineer, and, in my report home, I said 
that I could not recommend the sending of large steamers down there, because it was not safe to load 
largo cargoes of coal in what I termed an open roadstead. So long as there was fine weather, everything 
would go well; hut immediately there was a swell or heavy weather came on, the difficulties might be 
most serious. A steamer loading there would have to have steam up all tho time, and if she had to leave 
suddenly it is possible that disaster might happen to her, because of the lee shore. Therefore, I considered 
that the risk wras too great for the small saving that might he made. I went on to say that, in my opinion, 
the underwriters would eventually he influenced to allow steamers to go to Port Kembla to load, hut that 
sooner or later a mishap would take place, and then the underwriters would prevent other steamers from 
going there,
2325. Has that happened? There has been no loss there, but vessels have been exceptionally fortunate, 
and no large steamers have been loading when a gale has sprung up. We have, however, on several 
occasions sent steamers there to load, which, after lying off the place for twenty-four hours, have had to 
return without a cargo.
2326. Have you a copy of the report you sent Homo? It is so mixed up with private business that it 
would not he possible to give it to the Committee; hut I have here the report which Captain Orr, who 
accompanied me, drew up. At the present time, except in fine weather, Port Kembla is a dangerous place 
for steamers to go to; but it appears to me that if a breakwater were run out as proposed, there would be 
a perfectly safe harbour for steamers to load in.
2327. And for sailing vessels too ? Yes. I am quite satisfied that the proposed eastern breakwater would 
make the place perfectly safe for either steamers or sailing vessels to load.
2328. You have not heard the master of any vessel say that he would have an objection to going there, 
even if a breakwater were erected? No. Every master is on pins and needles now when he is ordered 
to go to Port Kembla ; but Captain Orr in his report says that he would not have the slightest hesitation 
in going there if there were a breakwater.
2329. To whom does the captain report ? The report was sent home to his owners. Captain Orr was at 
the time in charge of the s.s. “Port Denison.” The report is dated 20th March, 1890.
2330. Will you read it ? Yes. It is as follows:— ■

Report upon Harbour of Port Kembla as a Loading Port for large Steamers.

Post Kembla is an open roadstead, affording no protection whatever with the wind from north to north-east, and 
with only partial protection from winds as far round as east. The off-lying islands named Five Islands afford very little 

■ protection. The three southernmost islands lie about one mile to the southward of the promontory on east side of tho 
port, whilst the two smallest lie about a half-mile apart, and nearly a mile off the end of the promontory, therefore being 
of no nse as shelter. The port is formed on the east side by a promontory (on which is a signal-station used for signalling 
the approach of, and warning off the coal vessels using the port) about 500 yards long, and with a reef extending about 
300 to 400 yards to seaward from the end of the promontory. The promontory and reef run in a north-north-east direction, 
and some distance off in the same direction lies the northern of the Five Islands. The beach from the promontory runs 
with a sweep, forming the harbour, until about 500 yards from the promontory, when it runs in a direction about north 
until up to Wollongong. In the bend of the port lie the two jetties for coaling ; the Mount Kembla Coal Co.’s 
being on the east side, and Southern Coal Co.’s on the west side. The Kembla Jetty rims out into about 24 to 
95 feet of water—low water—and the Southern Co.’s jetty into about 30 feet at low water. The beach is a 
gradually shelving one, and along the water’s edge are a number of rocks, and no doubt the same under water. 
Tho tide rises about 4 feet to 4 feet 6 inches. Jffiach of the jetties has moorings and buoys laid down for 
the use of vessels loading there. Upon entering, a steamer would have to drop her own anchor about 80 or 
or 100 fathoms off the end of the jetty to allow her to swing round and clear the jetty end, then slack away and haul 
astern into loading berth alongside the jetty. When in position she would have to make fast on starboard side by two 
12-in, hawsers, one on bow and one on quarter—these would be provided by the company; on the port side in the same 
manner as starboard side, but with two hawsers provided by the ship, and from the stern to a buoy aft by a ship’s line 
also. I do not know of any steamers of say 3,000 to 4,000 burthen that would have three hawsers sufficiently strong to hold

her

R. C. Reed,
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her with any eea on whilst loading. Steel hawsers are out of the question. In event of bad weather all these moorings R. 0. Reed,
would have to bo slipped from the vessel’s deck, thus making it very difficult to move the engines without fouling them. Esq.
Large vessels would have to go alongside and load only in fine weather, and lie under steam ready to proceed to sea in
half an hour's notice. The winds most to he feared at this port are north to north-east. Tire north-east are almost the § Deo., 1896.
most dreaded by coasters, and are commonly culled "black north-easters.” When they do set in they last for from two
to four days, accompanied by murky hazy weather, with very heavy squalls. The atmosphere during a north-easter is so
thick and hazy, that it is difficult to make out things a mile off. In the event of a large vessel being caught in one of the
north-east to north winds, and her alongside the jetty, and supposing she were in any trim for sea, it would certainly be a
very dangerous undertaking to proceed to sea. Supposing she cleared the jetty, she would have a very narrow passage to
steam through, and could not see much on either side, having a dead lee shore on her port side, and a dangerous reef with
a low outlying island to seaward of the reef on her starboard side. But before getting away there is the difficulty of letting
go ropes from three buoys, otherwise they would have to be slipped, with the disadvantage as before mentioned; she
would have to be hove up to, and the anchor picked up, and engines would have to be depended upon to move immediately
they were called upon. Again, it must be borne in mind that in the case of a vessel (large one) loading alongside the jetty,
the beach, with possibly largo rocks around, is within say 150 feet from her keol were she drawing 20 to 24 feet of water.
One thump would break her rudder-post. This or propeller-fouling the moorings would certainly be the cause of the loss of 
the vessel The damage to the pier would always be a source of dread to those on board, it being impossible to tie up a 
vessel like the “ Port Donisou " alongside the pier, and to keep her in position for loading, and were the ropes to break she 
would certaiuly damage the pier severely and herself very badly.

Small vessels could always load, whilst large ones, say 3,000 to 4,000 tons, would have to wait for favourable 
opportunities, the smaller ones being more easily handled and loaded more quickly. No doubt large vessels could, and will, 
load there, but not for long before there would be a vessel lost or stranded, and this would be when least expected. When 
an aeddent does happen in the port, it will certainly he a very serious one, and well up in the thousands of pounds. Given a 
certainty of smooth water, or a breakwater to load under the loe of, Port Kembla would be safe, compared with what it is 
at present. As it now is, I am positive it is a dangerous harbour for large vessels to load at.

S. M. ORR,
Sydney, 20th March, 1890. Master.
The captain has been coining to this coast off and on for twenty years. The Grulf of G-ninea” was one of 
the first steamers to load at Port Kembla. She had steam up the whole time she was there, and succeeded 
in taking in half a cargo. The P. & O. steamer “ Coromandel ” was also fixed to go to Port Kembla, but 
I understand the company sent the captain, chief engineer, and their local representative down to the 
place to report. They then thought that they would not risk their steamer, and consequently the charter 
was cancelled. The position to-day is exactly the same as it was then. Ko doubt a number of large 
steamers has successfully loaded at Port Kembla. We have sent steamers there. We held out against 
it for three or four years, but we found that wc were forced to go there in order to enable us to compete 
in other markets. Our China boats have either to take back coal or to go back in ballast, and the saving 
of 2s. Gd. a ton which is made in going to Port Kembla for coal makes almost the difference between 
profit and loss.
2381. Do you know anything about Bellambi ? X have passed the place, but I cannot give you any opinion 
about it. *
2332. In conversation with seafaring men, commanders of steamships, owners, and so on, have you heard 
the opinion expressed that if a breakwater were made at Port Kembla it would be a good place at which 
to load coal ? Yes ; I suppose since 1890 I have had as many conversations with captains on this topic 
as any one has had, and they, without exception, are satisfied that Port Kembla would make a good loading 
place for almost any sized steamer if a breakwater were run out. There is very little difference of opinion 
as to the direction such a breakwater should take.
2333. If the proposed breakwater were made at Port Kembla, I suppose tho entrance would be safer than 
the entrance to Newcastle Harbour ? Yes, very much safer. It is not the entering into Port Kembla 
that is feared, but being there on a lee shore should had weather come up.
2334. Do you know anything about Lake Hlawarra ? I have seen Wollongong, but I have not been at 
Lake Hlawarra.
2335. You have seen the entrance to Lake Hlawarra ? Yes.
233G. How far would the lake bo from the centre of the southern coal-field ? I should say that it is not 
so centrally situated as Port Kembla. It is a little too far south.
2337. Mr. JZumphery.~\ Captain Orr in his report speaks of the black north-easters as being more to be 
dreaded than southerly weather ? Tho breakwater that I have in view would keep out north-easters. It 
would run out in a north-westerly direction, more in the line of the coast from Bed Point.
2338. The distance from the end of the proposed breakwater to the shore is three-quarters of a mile;— 
how much further west would yon suggest that it should be taken? About 500 feet. I have been down 
there several times, and it appears to me that such a breakwater would sufficiently shelter the place.
2339. Would that give sufficient room to allow sailing vessels as well as steamers to enter and to leave 
the port? I think so. Of course, if the trade of the place increased enormously, you might have to 
provide more shelter; but, under the circumstances, I think that one breakwater would be sufficient.
2340. During the prevalence of a black north-easter, how would the breakwater you speak of protect the 
place ? Well, I do not think we ever have black north-easters lasting as long as three days.
2341. On that point you do not agree with Captain Orr? No; though you only want an easterly to 
come up suddenly to do a great deal of damage unless the jetties are protected as proposed.
2342. Would that damage be done if the breakwater described by vou were carried out ? I do not think
so. v
2343. I take it that the breakwater to which Captain Orr refers would be an eastern breakwater ? I am 
satisfied that what was in his mind was a breakwater such as I have described, because wc discussed the 
matter together on the spot.
2344. And you think that, in Captain Orr’s opinion, an eastern breakwater would be sufficient? Yes.
2345. Mr. Tric'kett.'] For what companies are your firm agents ? The Eastern & Australian Company, 
the Anglo-Australian Steam Navigation Company, Gellatly, Hankey & Sewell (Mogul Line), Houlder 
Brothers, and other steamship companies. We represent a dozen or twenty owners, besides those I have 
mentioned.
234G. Do tho steamers of all those companies use southern coal for steaming purposes ? No.
2347. Do most of them? Most of them use southern coal. The old class of steamers use Newcastle 
coal, but the new class of steamers use southern coal.
2348. Why is that ? The newer steamers have a greater draught, and if they used a soft, gassy coal 
like the Newcastle coal a great deal of it would go up the funnel. Instead of burning 30 tons a day, 
they would be burning many more tons a day. Every mail steamer, without exception, takes southern coal.
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Cj-lkedj It ig a denser coal; it is slower in burning; and you only want the draught to get as good results from
__ it as can be obtained from the Newcastle coal, There may be a little more labour involved in dealing with

s'dcc 1896 the ash, but that is a secondary matter. .
1 ' 23T9, There has been a general improvement in regard to draught ? Yes. Nowadays they have narrower

bars, and a greater draught than they used to be able to get.
2350. One of your new boats—the “ Australia”—went up to Newcastle the other day for coal. "Why was 
that? Because the China agents could not recommend the shipment of southern coal to Shanghai, and 
advised us to send a limited quantity of coal to Hongkong. That coal is taken sometimes for the gas 
works at Hongkong I believe.
2351. Hid the “Australia ” take Newcastle coal for steaming purposes as well as for cargo? She may 
have taken a little to mix: with the rest of her bunker coal; but most of her bunker coal was southern coal.
2352. How much coal does a vessel like the “Australian” consume? About 28 tons a day. At the 
present time we are just able to hold our own in the China, market, and if we could cheapen our coal to 
the extent of a 2s. 3d. a ton, the competition would be much easier.
2353. How is the coal trade of New South Wales affected by the Japanese coal ? Ti is very much affected 
by it at the present time, Our steamers have been going to China and Japan for, I suppose, twenty-two 
years ; but it was not until the strike of 1891 that we used Japanese coal at all. The first cargo of 
Japanese coal that we bought, we bought in Sydney Harbour, when we took about 1,000 tons for the 
“ Guthrie," and we found it so much better than our prejudices had led us to expect that we have used it 
ever since, off and on, oa the downward voyage.
2354. Is it as good as tho Bulli coal ? No, it burns more quickly; but it is good coal,
2355. Is it cheaper than the colonial coal ? Well, it is going up in price now.
2356. Is that because of a decrease in the output ? No. I think labour in Japan is becoming a little 
more expensive.
2357. You only take sufficient coal from here to last you for Ihe voyage to Japan ? Invariably.
2358. Was that always your practice ? No. Sometimes we took sufficient coal for the round voyage. 
We make our arrangements so as to get the coal as cheaply as we can. Of course it is more expensive to 
get Japanese coal in Hougkong or Shanghai than in Japan.
2359. When did you last send one of your eastern boats to Port Kembla? A couple of months ago, I 
think. The “ Airlie ” went down there a few months ago, and after lying off the port for about twenty- 
four hours, had to come back again.
2360. And load at Sydney ? Yes.'
2361. The captains of large vessels object very much to have to lie alongside the Port Kembla jetties ? 
Yes. They do not mind going in there, but they arc glad to get out again.
2362. Do vessels always keep steam up when they are coaling there? Yes, always.
2363. Sometimes you send steamers there, and sometimes you do not? Whenever the weather will 
permit we send our steamers there. We have obtained permission from the underwriters at home to go 
there ; but I am quite certain that the loss of a steamer would put all the underwriters up in arms against 
Port Kembla, and they would then prevent ocean-going steamers from going there. It took us three 
years to get permission to go there.
2364. Was there any extra premium to pay ? That 1 cannot say definitely.
2365. Of course, if the proposed works were carried out, charges would have to he made by the 
Government for the protection afforded? Yes.
2366. I suppose the shippers would be ■willing to pay charges equal to those paid at Newcastle for 
similar facilities? Yes, certainly. If we got a safe port at Port Kembla it would pay us to pay port 
dues or an export duty on coal rather than have the coal brought up here in small colliers at a cost of 
2s. 6d. a ton.
2367. Docs the irregularity of supply interfere with the export trade ? I believe that the export trade 
would increase very largely if we always had the advantage of a reduced price. Wo do not export nearly 
as much southern coal to Kan Francisco as we used to do, but if we could send coal away in sailing vessels 
at 2s. 6d. a ton less for- export we could easily compete.
2368. That is your experience as a man who is in constant correspondence with these oversea places ? Yes.
2369. If the Government constructed the proposed breakwater, would it be desirable that they should
resume the two private jetties at Port Kembla ? Yes, I think they should be resumed and worked by 
the Government. I do not think there should be a monoply established there. .
2370. I suppose greater regularity of loading would bo ensured if the two jetties were under one control ? 
Yes, I think they should be entirely in the hands of the Government.
2371. Mr. Claria.] Do you know if any wrecks have taken place at Port Kembla ? No, much to my 
surprise. But there have never been any large vessels at the jetties in rough weather.
2372. To what extent do you think tho coal trade would increase if the proposed breakwater wrere made ? 
I would not like to estimate.
2373. It would all depend upon the demand, aud upon the competition ? Yes. Of course if other coal 
came down in price, the trade might not increase ; but it is not likely that that would happen.
2374. It is necessary that the breakwater should be constructed if sailing vessels are to go to Port Kembla ? 
Yes. They cannot go there now, and steamers will not continue to go there if there is an accident.
2375. Coal sent from there direct would bring a better price than coal shipped from Sydney ? A few 
years ago there used to he a difference of Is. a ton in the price of Newcastle coal in the San Francisco 
market, according as the coal had been shipped direct from Newcastle or from Sydney, and I daresay the 
saine tbing might happen in connection with southern coal.
2376. Do you think that if the proposed breakwater were constructed, Port Kembla would be the best

. port south of Sydney ? I think it is the best place to make a harbour, so far as I know the coast.
2377. Have you seen the proposal to make a northern breakwater ? Yes ; but I think a northern break
water would be unnecessary at the present time.
2378. Mr. Massall.] Can you tell us what steamship owners would be willing to pay if the proposed 
improvements were made a Port Kembla? I would not like to commit myself to figures, but they would 
be only too pleased to pay any reasonable charge.
2379. Supposing the charge was 3d. or 6d. a ton ? Inasmuch as they now pay 2s. 6d. a ton to bring the coal
to Sydney to load it there, 1 do not think they would refuse to pay any reasonable charge which the 
Government might impose. 2380.
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23S0. Mr. Fegan.] Ts the density of the southern coni an advantage to the buyer ? It is an advantage to H- ^eerl> 
the steamers, because it enables them to carry more in (heir bankers. ... ■, \
2381. Is not the density of the southern coal so great that it not only goes against its heating power but g jjeCij ltlge_ 
its steaming power ? "Well, that is a question for an engineer. The engineers have told rne that southern
coal takes up less room in the bunkers than Newcastle coal. I believe that the difference is about 4 feet 
to tho ton. i _
2382. Coal deteriorates very much by handling ? Yes; especially Australian coal. _ _ _
2383. "What is the price per ton for Japanese coal at Shanghai? AYe never take it at Shanghai. "We
take it at the mines. ,
2384. A witness has stated that the Japanese coal controls the eastern market because of the heavy freights 
from Australia ? "Well, wo do not charge any freight at all. "We take the coal up on ship s account.
2385. Why does the Japanese coal continue to keep the easlern market? It does not keep the market,
but it holds its place, because of its cheapness. The fact that we can land 10,000, 20,000, and 30,000 
tons of coal in the Shanghai market and get one and two dollars a ton more for it than can be obtained 
for the Japanese coal, shows that the Japanese coal does not hold the market. -
2386. Knowing the quality of our own coal, aud the facilities wc have for shipping it, you are not afraid
of the Japanese coal ? We are not afraid of it, but we would like to see it out of the way. .
2387. There is no reason to be afraid that a harbour at Tort Kembla might become useless because of the
large increase of the Japanese coal trade? No. The spread of the Japanese coal trade is more likely to 
affect the Newcastle coal than the southern coal. _ ,
2388. Why is the Newcastle coal unsaleable at Shanghai ? Because it is not used there. Similarly tho 
southern coal does not sell in the Hongkong market. The coal that goes to Shanghai is chiefly sent 
into the interior of China for smithy purposes.
2389. Is not the Newcastle coal good smithy coal ? They say not.
2390. It is stated in the Wealth and Progress of New South Whiles for 1894, that—

Tlie result of analyses made of coals from various localities in the Colony showed that the mean specific gravity of 
the northern district coals was I '.lOO ; of the western eoals, 1'34G : and of the southern coals, 1 ’31)4 ; while the mean of n 
number of samples of British coal was 1 '279 .... The steam producing power of the coal from tho northern districts 
of the Colony is almost equal to, and that from the south and west a little below, the generating power of the coal raised 
in Great Britain.
? Well, you can get slcaming power out of the Newcastle coal, but you burn so much more of it. Some 
steamers would burn 2 tons of Newcastle coal to 1 of southern coal.
239L. ])o you think that the southern district should have the raine facilities for the shipment of coal as 
have been given to the northern district ? Yes. _
2392. I understood you to say that it would not be fair to leave the jetties of Port Kembla in the hands
of private individuals ;—did it ever strike you that the shipping of the coal away should be done by the 
Government. ? I havo not gone so far as that. _
2393. Can you give us any further reasons why tho Government, should go to the expense of resuming
the jetties? Wre]l, I presume that after resuming ihcin, the Government would make such charges for 
their use as would repay the cost of resumption. _ ‘
2394. You are not able to compare Port Kembla with Bellambi ? I do not know Bellambi.
2395. If Port Kembla were a dangerous port, do you not think that some accident would have happened 
there before this ? Well, an accident might occur to-morrow.
2396. Do you know that one of the largest vessels coming here has loaded at Port Kembla ? Yes, tho 
11 ludrani” loaded there ; but if she had been there in rough weather no ropes would have held her, and 
the probabilities are that the ivharf and all would have gone.
2397. During the Newcastle strike this year, did not a large number of vessels which had gone to Port 
Kembla for coal havo to leave there on account of the rough weather? I do not know ; but I know that 
vessels which went there to load had to return without a cargo.
2398. I suppose that meant a considerable loss to the trade of the district? les; a loss to everybody 
concerned.
2399. Mr. Roberts.'] Could you tell us how much the trade of Port Kembla, would increase if the proposed 
breakwater were made, and you rvere enabled to compete against tho Japanese coal more easily? It 
would be very diflleult to say bow much the frade would increase ; but there would be a great increase.
2399J. Of course if a population is ever settled at Port Kembla there may be an inward trade, as there 
is at Newcastle. Most assuredly.
2400. Is it not probable that large quantities of ore will be brought from Port Pirie to the smelting- 
works? No doubt a large quantity of oro will be landed at Port Kembla if a harbour is made there.
2401. Would the construction of one breakwater render the harbour sufficiently quiet for the unloading
of cargo ? I think so. _
2402. Is not much quieter water required for the unloading of ships than is necessary for the shipment 
of coal? Certainly; but in Newcastle we discharge alongside tho Government wharf, and as much 
swell comes in there as probably would bo at Port Kembla if the breakwater wore made.
2403. Would not the place be rather exposed it a black north-easter were blowing ? Perhaps parts of the 
bay would be exposed, but not that part where the jetties are. The object, I take it, is to expend 
sufficient money to meet present requirements, hut if the trade of the port increases very largely it might 
afterwards be found necessary to do something more.
2404. You send your vessels to Port Kembla now if the weather permits, but otherwise you load coal in ■ 
Sydney ? Yes. It sometimes happens that we lose as much as half a dollar—Is. 1-id.—a ton upon coal 
shipped from Sydney—that is apart from the cost of transiiipment—because of the depreciation in value
in consequence of the extra handling.
2405. Mr. O'Connor.] Port Kembla at the present time is not thoroughly secure, but if the proposed 
improvements were made it would be secure? Yes ; that is my opinion. At tho present time, except in 
flue weather, it is a dangerous port to load at.
2406. If the proposed improvements were carried out, a sfemner like the “Gulf of Guinea” could suay 
there sufficiently long to load a full cargo ? Yes; she could slay there a month.
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Captain Green, Superintendent, Eastern and Australian Steamsliip Company (Limited), sworn,
and examined:—

Captain 2107. Mr, Stmphery.'] Have you ever been to Bellambi? I have passed close iu to the place, but I 
Green. have never been in there. As a sailor, I should say that Port Kembla is more convenient and could be

made a more secure harbour than Bellambi. Port Kembla seems to be much more protected, 
cc., at). 24jOS. Have you taken steamers to Port Kembla? Yes; I have taken vessels of 2,300 tons there.

2409. Have you loaded coal at the jetties there ? Yes, at the southern jetty.
2410. Have you run any risks through the prevalence of north-easterly weather ? No; T havo never been 
interfered with by north-easterly weather, but we have once or twice left the place with less coal than we 
intended to take, because of south-easterly weather.
2411. Have you any opinion as to the kind of breakwater that is necessary at Port Kembla ? Yes; X 
have had conversations with the people there on the subject. 1 think, that a breakwater would make the 
place comparatively safe.
2412. You have heard Captain Orr’s report about the risk in a north-easterly gale? Yes, a heavy north

' easterly gale would be very awkward ; but I. consider that if tho breakwater were taken a little more to
the west than it is shown on the plan the north-easter would do no damage. I would run the breakwater 

■ out in the direction of the pencil mark. That would give much smoother water in a north-easterly gale 
than the proposed breakwater would give. *
2413. Would that leave sufficient room between the shore and the end of the breakwater for the entrance
of sailing vessels as well as of steamers ? It would do well enough for tho steamers, but I would not 
answer for sailing vessels. ,
2414. Would it be better to leave a wider entrance for sailing vessels? No; it would be better rather 
to contract the entrance. By making the eastern breakwater a little more to the westward at the northern 
end it would make a more secure entrance.
2415. Do yon lenow anything about Lako Hlawarra ? 1 havo seen the lake.
2416. You are not able to express an opinion as to its suitability for the shipment of coal in vessels of 
large tonnage? 1 do not know what the soundings are.
2417. Yon believe that Port Kembla could be made a suitable harbour for the shipment of coal ? Yes ;
we should load our steamers there every voyage when southern coal was required if the wharfs were 
properly protected. *"
2418. Would you load hunker coal or cargo coal ? If there were facilities for loading the bunkers there, 
we should load them at Port Kembla instead of at Sydney.
2419. Do you send your passenger £hips to Newcastle for coal ? Yes, sometimes.
2420. Por bunker coal? Well, steamers going on to Melbourne arc bunkered in Sydney.
2421. Could you not continue to take your bunker coal from Sydney even if Port Kembla were improved? 
We only take sufficient bunker coal in Sydney to take our steamers from hero to Melbourne and back,
2422. You would not interrupt the passage from Sydney to Melbourne by a stay at Port Kembla for 
coal? No. Wo take in about 300 tons of bunker coal for the voyage from Sydney to Melbourne and back, 
and if we go to Newcastle we put about 600 tons into the hunkers for the voyage north. Our steamers 
use from 700 to 1,000 tons of bunker coal on the voyage to China. If wc could load at Port Kembla we 
would take 700 tons there, and 300 in Sydney.
2423. Where do you get your bunker coal now? In Sydney, unless the steamer goes to Newcastle as the 
“ Australian ” did, to load cargo coal. Then we take in hunker coal there at the same time.
2424. Would it frequently happen that circumstances would pennit you to put into Port Kembla for 
your bunker coal ? No; we would not go there for bunker coal alone. Whenever wc have to take a 
cargo of Newcastle coal, we go there to load. Wc would not think of loading Newcastle coal in Sydney, 
and it would be the same with southern coal if the harbour were protected.
2425. I suppose, then, the probability is that you would continue to got your bunker coal in Sydney?
Yes. ’ "
2426. Is it likely that, if the breakwater were made, a largo number of sailing ships would go to Port 
Kembla for coal ? Yes. In that way they would save the cost of bringing the coal from Port Kembla 
to Sydney. If a sailing vessel has to take Newcastle coal, she goes there to load it.
2427. Do many sailing vessels at present load southern coal ? Yos; I havo seen several loading in 
Sydney harbour, but I do not know how much coal is taken by them.
2428. What is your practice in regard to obtaining hunker coal ? When a steamer is on a voyage from 
China to Melbourne, we call in at Sydney to discharge cargo, and at the same time wo pot in sufficient 
bunker coal to take her to Melbourne aud back. When sbe comes back here from Melbourne, if we arc 
taking a cargo of Newcastle coal to China we go to Newcastle for it, and at the same time fill our bunkers 
with Newcastle coal.
2429. Would it he worth your while to send a steamer to Port Kembla simply for hunker coal? Well, 
as a rule wc would not send a steamer to Port Kembla simply to fill her bunkers.
2430. Do yon consider Port Kembla at the present time a safe place for steamers? In fine weather, 
perhaps. But no port where you have to keep up steam the whole time can be considered safe.
2431. It would be quite unsafe to lie alongside the jetties at Port Kembla unless you kept steam up? 
Yes. It would be running a risk to blow steam down.
2432. You are favourable to tho proposal before the Committee? Yes.
2433. Mr, Trickett.'] What wind was blowing when the “Airlie” had to come hack from Port Kembla 
without a cargo ? A south-east gale. She remained there at anchor for several hours, but the sea was 
too rough to go alongside the jetties. Had there been a breakwater, she would have loaded.
2434. The anchorage at Port Kembla is excellent ? Yes. 'Wo have frequently had to anchor a steamer 
there while another steamer was completing its loading.
2435. The place has all the advantages of deep water and a good holding ground ? Yes. When tho 
breakwater is made, we shall load all our vessels there when southern coal has to be taken; but we 
cannot do it now, because of the uncertainty and the chance of delay.
2436. Is the “ send ” very marked at Port Kembla ? Yes; but we have not been much inconvenienced by 
it. I have never been there in very heavy weather. They have splendid moorings there, and splendid fenders.
2437. And good appliances for loading ? Yos; we have loaded coal there at the rate of 700 tons an hour.
2438. I suppose the “ send ” comes in direct from the ocean ? Yes, on the starboard bow. The steamers 
drop their anchors, and swing round to the north-east.
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2439. It would not be likely to come in with much force from the north or north-east if the proposed Captain 
breakwater were erected ? No. I have never experienced any heavy weather there with a north-east eeQ‘ 
wind, and, at any rate, the water within a line drawn from the Southern Company’s jetty at the head 8
of the breakwater, would always be comparatively still. ’’
2440. Mr. Lee."] You admit the necessity for a safe port on the south coast ? Yes.
2441. The present conveniences given there are not sufficiently secure for a large coal trade ? No.
2442. But I suppose there is no justification for two ports ? No; one good port would be quito sufficient.
2443. Do you think Jervis Bay enters into the question ? No.
2444. Does Lake Hlawarra P I think the position of the entrance is very much against it, also the depth 
of water inside.
2446. "What depth of water would be required at Lake Hlawarra to admit of the entrance of large 
vessels? The biggest ship I have taken to Port. Kembla is .about 330 feet long, and came away drawing 
about 21 ft. 6 in.; but large steamers would load down to 23 and 24 feet.
2446. Do you think it would be feasible to put in short jetties near the heel of the eastern breakwater, 
and carry on the discharging of cargo there ? I would not build the jetties out from the breakwater,
I would take them out from the main land. At Colombo you see the seas breaking over the break
water at times. Of course, that could be prevented; but it would make the work more expensive. I 
think that, before any decision on that point is come to, you should see what the result of building the 
breakwater is,
2447. Supposing a breakwater were made, do you think the requirements of the port would demand the
construction of another jetty ? Yes. ■
2448. Mr. Wright.'] I understood you to say that you would like the breakwater brought round more to. 
the west for the convenience of sailing vessels ? It would give vessels more shelter if brought further 
round to the west.
2449. But what about getting in and out ? There would still he a good entrance.
2460. I suppose sailing vessels would be towed in there ? Yes, I think so. It would be awkward to moor 
at the jetties without the assistance of a tug.
2451. A vessel of 2,000 or 3,000 tons would not attempt to sail in? No, they would not risk it unless 
stress of weather demanded it, when they would get a snug anchorage, especially for small craft.
2452. And in bad weather they would have difficulty in making an offing in going out ? Yes, they would 
prefer to he towed out.
2453. Only twelve sailing vessels left Sydney in ballast last year; where would they go to ? I suppose 
they would all go to Newcastle.
2454. Mr. Roberts.] If the northern end of the proposed breakwater were brought within half a mile of the 
shore, would that bo dangerous to the place ? No, the entrance would then be perfectly safe for a steamer.
2455. And there would be ample harbour accommodation ? Yes, I think so. You are not much more
than a ship’s length oft the Cawarra Bank when taking a large steamer into Newcastle. .
245G. The entrance at Newcastle is less than a quarter of a mile wide ? Yes. An entrance half a mile 
wide would be quite safe.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water'Harbour at Port Kembla,

Captain Jose Horatio Amora, Consul for Chili, sworn, and examined,
2457. Chairman.] "What: are you P At the present time I am engaged in commercial, pursnits, but by Captain
profession I am a master mariner. J- H. Amora.
2458. Mr. Yrickett.] Are you fully acquainted with the 'south coast between Sydney and Jervis Bay?
Yes, I am very well acquainted with it. ® Dec., 189G.
2459. Eor what length of time have you known it ? Eor over twenty years. -
2460. Is that as a mariner? Yes, I have been down there with steamers, and I have also been engaged
in managing businesses down there. '
2461. Do yon know Port Kembla ? Yes, I have particular reasons for remembering Port Kembla. A 
vessel of which I at one time had charge, the “ Llewellyn,” broke her tail end shaft off Stansfield Bay, 
near Coalcliff, and I worked her from there down to the inside of Tom Thumb Island, where I anchored with 
50 fathoms of chain on one anchor, and 40 on the other for three nights and two days during a south-east 
gale. During that time I refused assistance because I felt sure, from the way the vessel was riding that I 
was perfectly safe there.
2462. So that you had good holding-ground? Yes, splendid holding-ground.
2463. But you were not inside Port Kembla ? No. Afterwards, when the weather moderated, I sent 
my boat to Port Kembla, to report to Sydney. Port Kembla is a place I know well, having laid the first 
moorings there, and having taken there the first large steamer that went down to try the Mount Kembla 
Jetty.
2464". Have you had any experience of Port Kembla in rough weather ? On the occasion I speak of if 
I had had daylight, I should have gone further in; but the wind was so shifty, and my vessel was so 
light, that I thought it prudent to take the first good anchorage that I could get/
2465. Is Port Kembla sheltered in southerly weather? Yes.
2406. Is it sheltered in northerly and north-easterly weather ? It is open to northerly and north-easterly 
weather, but no sea comes up with a north-easter blowing. The weather which must be provided against 
is the easterly, south-easterly, and south south-easterly weather.

2467.
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Captain 2467. Do you think that tho proposed eastern breakw ater would afford protection to the port in a 
. ■. mora. p I do ; and I believe that any easterly sea that might strike the breakwater would run aw ay

9 <Dec'"'"'l896 ^1C ]"l0ri-t-west instead of entering the harbour.
’ 2468. If the head of the proposed breakwater, which is three-quarters of a mile from shore, were turned 
to within half a mile of the beach, would that give a sufficiently wide entrance ? It might give a suffi
ciently wide entrance ; but I am sure that the entrance would not be as good as if it were three-quarters 
of a mile wide. The proposed breakwater would give a larger area of protected water, aud would lessen 
the chance of there being any surge in the harbour. In South America they have found that when they 
have built the breakwaters too close in to the shore the surge has been very groat.
2169, The wider the entrance, the loss tho “ send ” iu the enclosed water ? Yes. That is the principle 
in moderation.
2470. You think that if the entrance to the harbour were only half a mile wide, that would increase the
“ send ” ? I think so ; and by taking the breakwater iu a little, you would afford more protection from 
northerly winds. '
2471. There is a pretty good blow sometimes during a black north-easter—would the breakwater give 
shelter from that weather ? To a certain extent. Of course, you could not keep out the northeasterly 
weather unless you made a northern breakwater; but the bringing of tho end of the eastern breakwater 
a quarter of a mile nearer the shore would, I think, make things worse, because the seas wmuld come right 
in and sweep round the port.
2472. What area of sheltered water would there be during north-easterly weather ;—would all the water 
be sheltered within a line between the head of the breakwater and the northern jetty ? The northern 
jetty would barely be sheltered. We have found, however, that when the wind is north-east the sea runs 
■a little more to the east.
2473. So that the breakwater would be more affected in north-easterly weather than one might suppose 
by looking at the plan ? Yes.
2474. Not nearly so much sea gets up with a north-easter as with a southerly or a south-easter ? No.
2475. Do you think it is desirable that a harbour should be made on the south coast for the convenience 
of shipping? I think it very desirable.
2476. Besides giving facilities for loading aud unloading, would it have other advantages ? Besides giving
facilities for the shipment of coal, it would be a port of refuge, and it would afford a splendid outlet for a 
great deal of the Hlawarra produce. "
2t77. Do you know anything about Bellambi ? Yes.
2478. How does that place compare with Port Kembla as a place for the construction of a breakwater? 
I prefer Port Kembla a thousand times.
2479. Why ? Tho area of water at Bellambi is too confined. .
2480. What is the holding ground at Bellambi? It is not so firm as at Port Kembla. The sand seems to 
be looser.
2481. Arc there not reefs about there? Yes, outside, and the ground inside is rocky here and there.
2482. Do you think it is as well sheltered ns Port Kembla? No. Bed Point shelters Port Kembla to a
great extent, and the Dive Islands arc a great natural shelter. 'They are a kind of breakwater in 
themselves. *
2483. How long is it since you have had practical experience of these places ? I suppose six or seven years.
2484. Do you know the proposal to construct a harbour at Lake Hlawarra? 1 understand that it is 
proposed to open an entrance into the lake close to Windang Island, and to make docks for the recepitiou 
of vessels in the Jake.
2485. What is the least draught of water that it would bo desirable to have at a port from which coal is 
shipped by oversea vessels? Nor a loadiug berth not less than 24 or 25 feet.
2486. Would 15 feet be of any service, except for coasting vessels? Absolutely noue, and I question very 
much whether it would bo of much use to coasting vessels;. they are becoming so large.
2487. Would tho breakwater be a considerable advantage in developing the sailing ship trade? Yes ; a 
breakwater would make the port available for that trade, Sailiug ships do not go there now to my 
knowledge.
2488. The breakwater would be of more advantage to sailing ships than to steamers ? Yes; steamers 
can get away whenever they please ; but sailing vessels would have to haul out to an anchorage. While 
the anchorage there is very good, and I should have no hesitation in lying there if I had good ground 
tackle, still it would be a great advantage to have a breakwater, I question whether some people would 
care for their vessels to go there at the present time.
2489. Would you like to take a sailing vessel there to load coal at the present time ? Not a large sailing 
vessel; only a small vessel that could be easily handled.
2490. Do you know anything about the coal trade on the southern coast ? I was connected with it for
some years. ,
2491. What is your opinion of Wollongong Harbour;—is it of any use at all ? It has served its purpose, 
and to my mind it is a great pity that tho money was not spent on works like the proposed breakwater.
2492. Wollongong Harbour is only suitable for vessels up to 700 or S00 tons? Yes.
2493. As a port it could never be the means of developing the southern coal-fields ? No. That is 
impossible.
2494. You think the Port Kembla scheme is the best that you know of ? Certainly. No one with any 
local knowledge, and especially nautical knowledge, could arrive at any other opinion but that that is the 
only desirable port.
2495. Do you know anything about Jervis Bay ? Yes, it is a splendid port; but it is too far south.
2496. The coal might as well he sent to Sydney as to Jervis Bay to be loaded ? Yes.
2497. Therefore Jervis Bay is out of the question ? Yes.
2498. Mr. Glarhc.'] Would it be possible to make Bellambi a shipping port? Everything is possible; 
but even with the expenditure of a great amount of money I question if yon could ever make Bellambi 
anything like so good a harbour as Port Kembla might be made,
2499. Do you know what quantity of coal is shipped now from the two jetties at Port Kembla ? I know 
that a large quantity is shipped, but I cannot say how much.
2500. Do you think that in Ihe event of the proposed improvemenls being carried out, the shipment of
coal will be increased? 1 do ; because I have known vessels not to have been able to get coal there, and 
to have gone to Newcastle. 2501,
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2501. "What would bo the extent of the increase? I should imagine it would be 50 per cent. Captain
2502. Do you think that other collieries on the coast would continue to uso their jetties if the proposed ■imoriL 
works were carried out, or would they ship entirely from Port Kembla ? No doubt they would use their n'rT'^^TSQfl 
own jetties for a time, but after a while the safety of their property and the saving of wear and tear ec■, ' 
would probably cause them to ship wholly at Port Kembla.
2503. Independently of the intercolonial trade, they would load into large vessels at Port Kembla? 
les. A great many vessels would go to Port Kembla which now go to Newcastle. I know of three or 
four vessels that would have gone to Port Kembla but they were prevented hy the weather.
2504. If the proposed improvements were carried out, it would be possible for sailing vessels of anv size 
to load at Port Kembla? 1 think so.
2505. Can you give the Committee any information as to the quantity of coal carried in sailing ships—say, 
from Newcastle to various over-sea ports ? Not from memory.
2506. I believe that inasmuch as freights by sailiug vessels arc cheaper than freights by steamers, a great 
increase in tho coal trade would result from the employment of sailing vessels at Port Kembla? Yes; 
but I thiuk that the day is not far distant when wc shall be able to carry coal by steamers almost as 
cheaply as in sailing vessels.
2507. btcamers on long voyages consume large quantities of coal ? Y"es ; but they are making such vast 
improvements in machinery that the consumption of coal is becoming smaller and smaller, and I think 
that steamers will pay better than sailing vessels because of the time they save. The matter is exercising 
the minds of shipowners at the present time. They arc inquiring whether the export of nitrate of soda 
from the western coast of boutb America could not be better done by steamers.
2508. Have there been any wrecks at Port Kembla since they commenced to ship coal from there ? Not 
that I. am aware of.
2500. What kind of produce, other than coal, do you think would be shipped from Port Kembla ? ATuch 
of the produce that is now carried by the steamers.
2510. i suppose chiefly dairy produce ? Yes ; all that was not brought by rail.
2511. Would not that be a very small item ? J am not speaking only of what tho coal vessels would take 
away, I am speaking of vessels trading up and down the coast. Thcv could take in their coal, and 
whatever dairy produce they required at the same time.
2512. What other places are there to ship dairy produce from at the present time ? Well, they ship a 
certain quantity from Wollongong now ; because the railway cannot compete with the water carriage. I 
do not see why they should not ship from Port Kembla.
2513. Do you think it likely that large quantities of ore will come from Port Pirie to Port Kembla to be 
treated at the Dapto smelting works ? It the smelting company has its own port, no doubt its atufC 
will go there ; but, apart from that, I think that a good deal of stuff will be brought to Port Kembla. 
The fact that vessels will bo able to use Port Kembla in any weather will be a point in its favour. The 
Hlawarra steamers now cannot at times get into Wollongong or Kiama, because of tho rough weather, 
whereas they could always make Port Kembla.

j i'1 of Hake Illaw'arra scheme not being carried out, do you think the smelting company
v ould land their slnfl at Port Kembla? I should think so. If I. were the master of a vessel, and it were 
a question of freight from South Australia to Port Kembla, or to Lake Hlawarra, I would prefer to goto 
Pori; Kembla even for a little less money.
2515, Mr. Leo.] Have you had experience of oonslal poris in other parts of tho world? Yes.
2516. Do you know any similar to Port Kombla? Yes; wo havo one or two similar places in South 
America J oine, in Chili, and T alcalmano are splendid open places in fine weather, but in winter time 
vessels ride badly there owing to the prevalence of northerly gales. They constructed a breakwater at the 
latter port, but J. heard, two mails ago, that it had been broken in Ihe middle through the force of the sea. 
They spent 2,500,000 dollars there.
2537. Was that breakwater built for the express purpose of protecting the bay ? Yes, and to protect 
the new docks of the Chili arsenal. There, however, they have a straight line of coast with noth in o to 
break the roll of the sea; but J?ort Kembla is protected by Bed Point, and the islands to the south” so 
that the seaa would be broken before they reached the breakwater.
2518. Do you think that there will be any danger of the proposed breakwater being carried away ? No.
.there is a lot of reefs between the iuner Tom Thumb Island and the three islands lyin0, oft" Bed Point. 
These reefs will, I. think, protect the breakwater in some measure. " ”
2519. Ihe conformation of the coast will largely assist to diminish the force of the sea when it reaches 
the breakwater ? Yes.
2520. A.nd you have no doubt as to the protection that the breakwater would give to sbipping ? None
whatever. ri &
2521. If there were, say, thirty sailing vessels inside the proposed breakwater waiting to be loaded and a 
heavy easterly gale sprang up, could they ride it out ? I think so. I think that with the proposed break
water they would be fairly well protected. The broken ground I have spoken of would lessen the force of 
the sea as it approached the breakwater, and after the sea struck the breakwater it would run north-west, so 
that the water inside the harbour -would be comparatively smooth.
2522. "Would there not be a surge round the breakwater into the bay ? There would be a small “ send,”
unless you closed m the bay altogether with two breakwaters, as shown ou tho plan. ’
2523. Is it not desirable that as large an area of water as possible should be protected ? Yes and the 
greater the area of protected water yon have, the lesser the wash.
2524. If Port Kembla becomes a place for the export of a great quantity of coal, a large number of 
ships will be anchored there? Yes.
2525. Tho port must, therefore, be made as ample as possible ? Certainly.
2o2G. If the end of the breakwater were drawn in towards the shore that would decrease tho anclioramj 
considerably? Yes. 0
2o27, It might afford more protection to the port, but it would not give so much accommodation to 
vessels waiting to load ? No ; and it would bring in more ground swell, because the waves would not 
have sulncient room m which to spread out.

°P‘ri’0^. there any danger of tho bay silting up, supposing the breakwater is con
structed . i do not think there is any danger. I think that the long open stretch of coast to the north 
will prevent any wash into the bay. ITirtlier than that, I find that underneath the sand there is a hard- 
day. that 1 account for by the siltage coming out of Tom Thumb Lagoon. 2529.
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Captain 2529, You are of opinion that it would be wise to construct the port as suggested by the Government 
J, H. Amora. nflicials. and that, if constructed, the breakwater would give all necessary protection for the present, and 

would allow shipping to be carried on there with safety? Yes. 
ec'1 '2530. I find that there is a very large coal trade between Kewxastle and Chili ? Yes; it amounts to 

nearly 300,000 tons annually.
2531. Is any coal taken from the south coast to Chili ? Some southern coal and some western coal have
gone there; but it has been chiefly Newcastle coal. _
2532. Would the construction of the proposed port have any effect upon that trade? I think so. I 
think that a great deal more southern coal, would be sent away if the port were made.
2533. Would that be at the expeuse of the Newcastle trade? I do not think so. We get a great deal 
of coal for gas-making from Newcastle, and I know that a great deal of Newcastle coal is used for

' purposes for which they would prefer southern coal. If facilities were offered for shipment numerous
cargoes of coal would be taken from the south coast to Chili.
2534. That trade would not be at the expense of the trade of Newcastle, but would increase the trade of
the Colony generally ? Yes. _
2535. Chairman.'] Can New South Wales hold the market in Chili at the present prices? No. They 
got a good deal of coal from Swansea.
2536. Do they get any from Vancouver ? I think only one or two cargoes, when vessels fail to bring timber.

. 2537. If New South Wales coal could be delivered for Is. Gd. or 2s. a ton less, would it hold its own in
the Chilian market ? lam sure of it. Our own mines could not be developed at the price. Wo have 
large coal-fields, and we supply our southern railways ; but we cannot got sufficient coal for the purpose, 
and we shall not be able to do so for years. ■
2538. What is the coal consumption of Chili? I think somewhere about 1,000,000 tons.

1 2530. What is the coal production of Chili ? According to the last statistics, about 63,000 tons.
2540. Is there a, market there for 1,000,000 tons of New South Wales coal, if it could be sent there for 
2s. a ton less ? Yes; if it could compete with the British coal.
2541. If our coal were sent there for 2s. a ton less than its preseut price, it seems probable that it -would 
boat the British coal? Yes ; J think that it would throw it out of the market altogether. _
2042. Mr. Wrirf]it.~\ What is the freight for coal from New South Wales to Chili? It has varied from 
9s. a ton to as much as 17s, a ton.
2543. What is a fair average? Brom 12s. to 13s. a ton.
2544. What would be the average freight for Welsh coal? Prom ISs. to 21s, a ton.
2545. That difference in freight should more than compensate for any difference in the cost of getting 
the coal ? Yes. They have uot been able to get Welsh coal there very often, and they have had to uso 
Newcastle coal.
2546. Is the southern coal required chiefly for steaming purposes ? Yes; besides what is required on the 
nitrate-fields.
2547. The great hulk of the coal used on the -west coast of South America is consumed for steaming 
purposes? lies.
2548. If the southern coal is nearly as good as the Welsh coal, and could be delivered for 7s. a ton less, it 
ought to beat the Welsh coal out of the market? Yes ; and years ago I wrote to my government to that 
effect. Prom my experience, the Welsh coal is similar to our southern coal. If the southern coal could 
be exported direct to Chili, it would compete very favourably with the British coal.
2549. This trade is done by sailing vessels principally ? Exclusively. ■
2556. If a port were made on the southern coast at which sailing vessels could load, you think that tho 
good quality and the cheapness of the southern coal would increase the demand for it hi South America? 
Yes. At tlie present time tliero is a great innovation taking place in connection with the shipment of 
nitrate of soda from Chili to England. This work is now being done by steamers, and if ocean tramps 
coming out here could load coal at Port Kembla they would be glad to take it to Chili, and there load 
nitrates for England. ■
2551. Thu freight would then be lower ? Yes; and the consumption of coal would be increased.
2552. Such an arrangemcnl; would mean cheap freights all round ? Bes ; it would give employment for
shipping, and mean an increased output of coal. _ _
2553. Y ou have no doubt that the proposed breakwater would make Port Kembla a good harbour? None 
whatever. On the coast of Chili wo load at places infinitely worse than Port Kembla.
2554. Valparaiso would not be so good a harbour ? Not with a westerly wind.
2555. Mr. Hasmll^] You have bad practical knowledge of this coast by navigating vessels along it ? Yes, 
I have taken a good number of vessels there, and I. have been engaged in managing collieries. I have given 
this matter some consideration, a.nd have weighed in my mind the evidence that has been given here.
2556. You said that you have not had much experience of Bellambi? No ; but I have seen it often under 
varied conditions.
2557. Port Kembla is a more suitable place for a harbour ? Yes.
2658. Do you think that if the proposed breakwater were run out in aline with the coast from lied Point, 
it would afford more shedter for shipping ? I do not think it would give as good shelter as if carried out 
as proposed.
2559. Do you think that if the breakwater were run out in the direction I suggest, it would answer the 
present requirements of the port ? It would give shelter to the port, but you have also to consider how 
vessels will lie in the harbour. If you take soundings from the outer Tom Thumb Island to the outer
most point of the islands off Bed Point, and then go across towards tlie point midway between Bed Point 
and Port Kembla Point, you will find a number of outcroppings of reef. This broken ground will prevent 
the sea from injuring the proposed breakwater. I do not see that you gain very much by carrying out the 
breakwater iu the direction you suggest, inasmuch as you will be bringing it into the deep-water of the basin.
2560. By taking the breakwater in the direction I suggest, you run out to comparatively shallow water,
at 38| feet, while inside you have from 40 feet to 50 feet. The question is whether a breakwater running 
out in line with the coast would not resist tho seas belter than tho proposed breakwater ? I do not think 
that the difference would be very great. The Five Islands arc a natural protection to any breakwater, 
and by carrying out the breakwater in the direction yon propose you lessen the area of the harbour. In 
that way you give less room for shipping, and you are likely' to have rougher water. I should like to have 
seen the breakwater carried a little further to tlie east. . 2561.
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2561. You think it would he advisable to run tho breahwater in a more easterly direction than that -£ap*am
provided for on the plan? Well, I would not bring the breakwater in at all. 1 would not reduce the ' A mora' 
harbour area under any consideration. ^ pec
2562. Bo you think it would be advisable to lake the breakwater iji a more easterly direclion for sonic ' '
distance and then give it a curve round towards the west, so as to throw tho seas awray to the north? Yes,
that would strengthen the breakwater ft great deal, and would give a larger area of protected water inside.
2563. Would it get rid of the ground swell that might arise if the proposed breakwater were constructed ?
I think it would be an advantage to carry the hreakivater out in that way. If you coniine the entrance 
you will get a continual “fetch.”
2564. You think tho head of the breakwater might remain where it is, but that it should have a curve to 
tho cast to give a larger area of protected water, and to lessen the chance of a swell in the harbour ? I 
think so.
2565. Do you think that it is necessary to carry the breakwater out more than 2,800 feet ? It would be 
better to go further out if possible; but that would mean an increased expenditure.
2566. Do you think that the output of coal would increase to such an extent that a charge of 3d. or 6d. a 
ton would pay interest upon tho sum expended in making the harbour ? I think so. I am sure that the 
southern coal would then be used a great deal more than it is now.
2567. Have you any interest in tlie southern coal trade ? Ivot to the extent of one cent.
2568. Do you think the collieries interested would be willing to pay the charges necessary to cover 
interest? I think that it would be to their own advantage to do so, because the construction of the 
proposed harbour would give tiiem a larger output.
2569. Do you think the natural advantages of Port Kembla are superior to those of other places along 
tho coast? Yes; from .Tcrvis Bay to Port Stephens. It requires no amount of nautical knowledge to 
see that. .Tcrvis Bay is too far south for the coal trade. What is required is a place handy to Sydney, 
where vessels can easily run down and load. 1 am surprised that Port Kembla was never thought of 
before.
2570. Do you think the Lake Hlawarra scheme, if carried out, would meet the requirements of the 
district ? No ; not for the purposes of an international traffic.
2571. You think the natural difficulties in the way of making a good port are too great to be overcome?
Yes; unless an enormous sum of money is spent. Money will overcome all difficulties, but tho question 
to bo asked is, would the expenditure pay,
2572. How much would have to be expended to make a fairly safo harbour at Lake Hlawarra? I could 
not go iuto figures : but a great deal of work would have to bo done. Then, too, tho entrance to Lako 
Hlawarra is not so protected as Port Kembla. Tho whole of the sea bed outside Lake Hlawarra is as Hal. 
as a fluke. There arc no reefs to break the sea there, as there are at Port Kembla.
2573. Iu your opinion the expenditure of a certain sum of money at Port Kembla would give more 
satisfactory results than the same expenditure elsewhere? Certainly. 1 have always held that it is a 
pity that the money expended at Wollongong and Kiama was not expended at Port Kembla. 1 nearly 
lost my ship at one of those ports.
2574. Have you had any trouble at these other places ? I have lost one or two anchors.
2575. Where? I lost an anchor off Broughton Island at one time.
2576. As a practical man, yon are of opinion that Port Kembla is the most suitable place for the 
construction of a harbour ? Yes.
2577. Mr. Jiolcrts.^ You staled that there was a market for 1,000,000 tons of coal a year in Chili ?
Yes, approximately; though J could give you the exact figures from my returns,
2578. From what parts of the world does Chili purchase her coal ? From New South Wales and from 
Great Britain. She has got one or two cargoes from Vancouver, and she also gets coal from her own 
mines. They have three coal shipping ports now on the south coast of Chili.
2579. Do they purchase Japanese coal there ? No ; I do not know of any Japanese coal having been 
used there yet.
25SO. If the proposed harbour were constructed and coal was sent from New South Wales at a lower 
price than the present, the demand for if would he considerable ? Yes, I think so. 1 think tho southern 
coal would cut very much into the Swansea and Cardiff coal trade.
2581. How much lower would New South Wales coal have to be sold in Chili to make sure of tho Chilian 
market? So far as Newcastle coal is concerned they do not want to go any lower. For many purposes, 
however, the Welsh coal, which is dearer, is preferred, and I have no doubt that if the proposed port were 
made the southern coal would be exported direct to Chili, and would successfully compete against tho 
Welsh coal all the way up the west coast of South America as far as Panama. Newcastle coal is at 
present being used over there for purposes for which they would prefer southern coal. They cannot get 
sufficient Welsh coal, even at a higher price, and therefore they are compelled to use Newcastle coal.
2582. Does any southern coal go to Chili at tho present time ? I do not think any has been sent there 
lately.
2583. Would that be because of the difference in price between southern coal and English coal ? I think 
nof. I think it is because there are no facilities for loading southern coal here. It has to be brought uj) 
to Sydney by colliers, and the charge for that work, say 4s. a ton, has to he added to tho price of the coal, 
which brings it up from 7s. to 11s. per ton.
2584. How low would the southern coal have to go to secure the market against all comers ? Not very 
low. There is a difference of 5s. or 6s. a ton between the freight from England and the freight from New 
South Wales.
2585. There is a large sailing-ship trade between Australia and Chili ? Yes, and I do not think it will he 
long before it is supplemented hy a steamship trade,
2586. If tho sailing vessels could load at Port Kembla, you think there would be a great market for 
southern coal abroad? Yes. Merchants in Yalparaiso will not order southern coal at the present time, 
because they have to pay J 3s. a ton for it, as against 6s. a ton for Newcastle coal. If, however, the 
southern collerics were put in the same position as 1hc northern collieries, it would bo different.
2587. For how many tons of southern coal would there he a demand in Chili ? 1 think 40 or 00 per cent, 
of the coal required would he southern coal. Industries there are making great strides at the preseut

p time, both in Chili and in Peru.
2588.
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Captain 2oSS. Wluit is the nature of those industries? Various manufactures, and they intend to go further into 
J. H. Amora, ^ business. There is a large area of country there which will be developed very shortly.

2589. The demand for coal from the southern district will, you think, continue to increase ? Acs. 
ec‘’ ' 2590. Do you think that if the proposed breakwater is constructed a largo population will settle round 

Port Kiembla, or will AYollongong continue to be the commercial centre ? Is aturallv if vessels did not 
call at AVollongong population would increase at Port Kembla. 1 Ihink that the population of all these 
colonies is going to increase largely, and no doubt the coustrucliou of the proposed harbour would mean 
the settlement of a considerable population at Port Kembla. _ _
2591. Have you formed any opinion as to the area of land likely to be required to be resumed if the
proposed harbour were construeled? No, I have not gone into that matter; but I do not think that very 
much would be required. . .
2592. On what grounds do you prefer Port Kembla to Bellambi ? At Bellambi there is a very small area
of protected water, aud only a short beach, whereas at Port Kembla you have a large area of protected 
water, and a long beach to tho north, while the configuration of Ihe coast to the south creates a natural 
breakwater, ' If I did not know the coast at all, and were approaching it as a total stranger, 1 should go 
to Port Kembla. .
2593. Is not Bellambi similarly-protected from the south-east to Port Kembla? No; Port Kembla is
much better protected. _
2594. Is not Bellambi more sheltered from blade north-easters? No; though there is no sea from the
north-east. You can thresh through a north-east sea as you cannot do against a southerly sea. _
2595. With a black north-easter blowing would there not be a great break on the shore ? No. It is 
astonishing how little sea there is at Port Kembla when a north-easter is blowing. I have lain there 
during the continuance of a heavy north-easter.
2596. "Without inconvenience ? Yes.
2597. What lights would be necessary at Port Kembla if the expected traffic were to be created? I
suppose they would require to have a light on one of the Toni Thumb Islands, and another at the end ol tlie 
breakwater. You would want a small harbour light there. The light wrould have to be so screened as to 
protect approaching vessels from all dangers. _
2598. Could the Wollongong lighthouse-keeper look after the Port Kembla lights? No; you would
require to have ft special man, _ ^ _
2599. He could not have come down by train to attend to it? No. 1 on would require to have a man 
stationed there at night to sec that nothing happened to the light.
2600. Mr. O’Connor.] How long have you resided in this Colony? About thirty-two years.
2601. You are the representative of several Governments? Yes, of seven.
2602. And yon havo been a seafaring man? A'es. _
2603. The objects of the scheme before the Committee are, not only to secure the best possible harbour
for commercia! purposes, but also to provide a harbour of refuge for shipping ;—what in your opinion is 
the best place for such a harbour ? Most certaiuly, Port Kembla. A harbour on tho south coast is a 
long-felt want. _ .
2604. Have you any interest in this place ? Absolutely none ; but I have lived in the colonics for a long
while. 1 have a love for them, and desire their advancement, and if anything 1 could do would help 
them, I would do it. '
2605. You are of opinion that the best harbour for the development of the resources of the south coast
is Port Kembla ? Certainly. _ _
260G. Do you know what the output of coal from Port Kembla is ? I cannot remember the figures at 
the present moment; but every year I send reports to the Governments which I represent, on the com
merce of the colonies, and therefore 1 take notice of these things. _
2607. It is one of tlie duties of your position to report to tho various Governments which you represent, 
the industrial conditions of this Colony, its commercial possibilities, and so on ? That is so.
2603. You have done that from time to time ? Yes. My last report to the Chilian Government covered 
275 sheets of closely-written foolscap, and 1 make similar reports to the other Governments which 1 
represent. . _ ,
2609. Do you think that New South Wales, as a coal-producing country, will be able to bold her own in
the east if proper facilities are giveii for the shipment of coal ? Certainly, _ _
2610. You think that with proper facilities for shipment we may hope to meet all competitors in the east ?
I think so. I am looking forward to a great improvement in that direction. I take it that we shall shortly 
have a better output iu the Netherlands than we have now. _ _
2611. You are aware that during the'groat coal strike here a largo development took place in connection
with the Japanese coal industry, and they have many advantages there in the way of cheap labour and so 
on which we have not. Notwithstanding this fact, do you think that we shall he able to successfully 
compete with the Japanese coal in the near future ? I think so. What we have to fear is not so much 
the cheapness of the Japanese coal, but the dearth of profitable cargo. Vessels now going out to the 
Netherlands from Europe take coal almost for nothing, rather than go empty. f could show the 
Committee figures which 1 have received from the department in Batavia which show that. The English 
coal is delivered there much more cheaply than Newcastle coal; but people will soon stop taking it so 
cheaply, because they are getting sick of it. _ _
2612. The quality of Australian coal is so good that it will be able to successfully compete with foreign 
coal ? I am told* that the Australian coal is preferred, and would be sought for, but for tlie introduction 
of other coal at so low a rate.
2613. It only remains for us to afford every facility for the shipment of coal to give our colliery proprietors 
a fair chance of successfully competing in other parts of the world? Certainly. If New South Wales 
could introduce her southern coal on the west coast of America, as I have shown she could, why should 
she not be equally successful in other places. The west coast of South America is open to Newcastle 
coal, and it would also be open to southern coal,
2614. You have seen the marvellous coal-fields at Newcastle, and also on the southern coast? Yes. I 
have been to Mount Kembla, Mount Pleasant, and Mount Keira.
2615. There are fhousands pf. tons of coal for which there is a market in the cast ? Yes ; the only thing
,is to get vessels to load it. __________________________ *

Captain
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Captain William Henry Mills, Master Mariner, sworn, and examined:—
2616. Mr. Clarice.'] How long have you been trading to the South Coast? Twenty-four years.
2617. Havo you traded to all the ports between Sydney and Jervis Bay? Tes, to the whole of them.
2018. Which do you consider the best port in its natural state ? Port Kembla; it is superior to any place 
between Sydney and Jervis Bay. I.traded for the Bulli Company for sixteen years. When I have 
dragged my anchor at Bellambi 1 hare gone to Port Kembla, and have held on there during very heavy 
south-east gales, not only with small boats, hut with vessels of G,000 and 7,000 tons. I have lain there 
quite comfortably with a single anchor out, and 60 fathoms of chain, .
2610. Mr. O'Connor.'] Was thai: during a gale ? Yes. The following is a list of the vessels which I have 
taken to Port Kembla, and which have successfully loaded there:—

1892-1893.
December..............S.S. Eaton, 4,500 tons.
February.............. „ Marie, 4,000 tons.
April...................... ,, Crown of England, 5,000 tons.
October................. ,, Obcron, 4,000 tons.

1803.
January ............S.S. Barmen, 4,500 tons.
August ................ „ „ „
September.............. ,, Guthrie, 3,000 tons,

„ „ Cattertbim, 3,000 tons.
November............. ,, Tirioa, 3,000 tons.
December................ ,, Catterthun, 3,000 tons.

1894.
January ...............S.S. Airlie, 3,000 tons.
July ...................... „ Franklin, 1,500 tons.
December.............. „ Guthrie, 3,000 tons.

,, ......  ,, Onuidale, 0,000 tons.

1805.
February.............. S.S. Kerasveera, 2,500 tons.
April ...................... . Catterthun, 3,000 tons.
June...................... ,, Keraweera, 2,000 tons.
July .......................  „ Port Philip, 4,000 tons,
August.................... „ Tiriea, 3,000 tons.

...........................  „ Catterthun, 3,000 tons.
September................... Airlie, 3,000 tons.
October ................ ,, ludrani, 7,000 tons.
November............... ,, Indra, 5,000 tons.

1896.
January ............... S.S. Guthrie, 3,000 tons.
May .......................  j, Angonia, 4,000 tons.

„ ......................... . Echnca, 4,500 tons.
„ ...........................  Sonneberg, 7,000 tons.

June.......................  „ Stassfurt, 5,000 tons.
July ........................ ,, Port Philip, 4,000 tons.

„ ...................... „ Gulf of Ancud, 4,500 tons.
August...................... . Gulf of Lions, 4,000 tons.

............................ „ Gulf of Bothnia, 5,000 tons.
September.............. ,, Kakanoa, 4,000 tons.
October .................... Port Adelaide, 5,000 tons.

Captain 
W. H. Mills.

9 Dec., 1896.

2620. Mr. Clarke.] Have you occasionally been compelled to put to sea before you bad finished loading? 
I have occasionally had to slack my breast ropes and lie about 20 feet off the jetty. Sometimes a range 
sets in with the flood, and drops again on the ebb. Then we brace in and commence loading again. On 
several occasions I have had to let go at a minute’s notice, and lie out at anchor. I have lain at anchor 
quite safely until the weather moderated. I have never had to lie out at anchor more than two days.
2621. The holding-ground was good? Yes. It is splendid blue clay, with sand over it.
2622. The danger to he feared is not so much from heavy weather ? No; it is the range that is dangerous. 
You cannot get anything to hold you when it sets in.
2623. A breakwater w'ould obviate that ? Yes,
2624. And would make it safo for both sailing vessels and steamers to load there? Yes, that is the
eastern breakwater. I do not think the northern breakwater will bo required for thirty or forty years 
yet. No danger is to be apprehended from northerly weather. I have lain alongside the jetty quite 
comfortably dozens of times while it has been blowing feather white. ■
2625. Ho you think it would be advisable to bring the end of the breakwater more in towards the west ? 
I should say that the breakwater would do as it is ; hut you want as much enclosed water as you can get. 
"With vessels 400 feet long you cannot have too much room.
2626. Do you thiuk that the present jetties will he sufficient for a long time ? I think so.
2627. Do you think that in the public interest tho (Government should resume them ? I am not in a
position to speak about that,
2028. Would it not be advisable for the Government to have control of the jetties in order to secure their 
use to the best public advantage? Well, that would prevent amonopoly; butit is aquestion whether the 
Government would ship coal as fast as it is shipped there now. The present rate of coalingis tremendous. 
The only tiling you havo to wait for is more coal. Sometimes all the mines cannot keep the works going.
2629. "Will not the Government require revenue to pay interest upon the proposed expenditure? Well, 
I think harbour and pilotage dues might be charged.
2630. Do you think the coal-owners and others should pay the same rates as are charged at Newcastle ? 
I do not see why they should not, considering the benefits which they would derive. It is evident that the 
trade of the port would be increased enormously if sailing vessels could go there. I have been asked to 
take two large sailing vessels there ; but I distinctly refused, because there might be an accident, and I 
have never had an accident yet.
2631. A great deal of the oversea coal-trade is carried on by sailing vessels ? It used to be. The Bulli
company used to have eight or nine vessels loading at once. '
2632. They can carry coal at a cheaper rate than steamers can carry it? "Well, since the strike, the San 
Francisco trade has fallen off tremendously. At one time we could not supply the demaud.
2633. Inasmuch as sailing vessels do a great deal of tho trade from Newcastle, it is probable that they 
will do a great deal of the trade from Fort Kembla? Decidedly. I brought two steamers from New
castle—the “ ludrani”* and the ” Ormidale”—which could not load a full cargo at Newcastle ; and I also 
recently took the “ Sonneberg,” a large Gorman-Australian steamer of 7,000 tons there. When sbe left 
the jetty at Port Kembla she was drawing 25 feet 6 inches; but at Newcastle you cannot get out if you 
are drawing more than 24 feet at spring-tide, and then it must be a very smooth day. The ships are 
increasing in size every year ; but at Port Kembla you can get deep enough water without dredging or 
any extra expense.
2634. Would there be any danger of the proposed harbour silting up, supposing the breakwater were 
made ? I do not think so.
2635. And there would be a large increase in tho trade if the breakwater were made ? Yes, both in the 
steamer trade and the additional sailing-ship trade. The masters of the big steamships sec dangers in 
the place that I do not see. Lying alongside the jetty with an anchor and 90 fathoms of chain out,

you

Note (oh revision):—Tho “ Indrnni ” came from New Caledonia direct to the jetty; not from Newcastle.
490—Q
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Captain 
W. H. Mills.

0 Dec., 1896.

you could swing clear, suppose anything happened, without the engines at all, and there is plenty of 
water in which to float. Of course they see the vessel close to the heack—a thing to which they arc 
unaccustomed—and they say that they will write to their owners aud tell them what sort of a place it is.
2636. You consider that in the public interest this work should be carried outP Yes; eventually it 
must be done. The trade is increasing every year, and there is a great demand for the coal. J heard a 
gentleman say yesterday that the “ Gulf of G-uinea” had gone down to Port Kembla to try the place, 
and went away in disgust; but since then I have taken four of the “ Gulf” boats there. The last vessel 
I took there was the “Port Adelaide,” a steamer of 5,000 tons.

The Hon. 
The Hon. 
The Hon. 
The Hon. 
The Hon.

THURSDAY, 10 DECEMBER, 18£56. 
JBvfsrnt;—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING-, Esq. (Chairjun).
Ehederick Thomas Humphert. 
James Hoskins.
Charles James Eobekts, C.M.Gf. 
Willtam Joseph Tbickett. 
Daniel O’Connor.

Erancis Augustus Wright, Esq.

Henry Clarke, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq. 
John Lionel Ekgan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
G-eorge Black, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Captain William Henry Mills, Master Mariner, sworn, and further examined:—
2637. Mr. Lee.'] In what capacity have you visited Port Kembla so often with the vessels you named 
yesterday? In the capacity of pilot, having full charge of the ship until she is loaded and taken out to 
sea, or to a safe anchorage, ready to proceed on her voyage.

10 Dec., 1896. 2638. Yon have only taken steamers there ? Yes.
2639. I suppose in taking a vessel there you choose your weather ? To a certain extent, but, coming 
from Melbourne at times, bound to Port Kembla direct, I have had to make the best I could of it, and I 
have put into Port Kembla and anchored there.
2640. How long have you been acting in this capacity ? Ever since the Southern Coal Company’s jetty 
was erected. I took down the first steamer that went there—the “ Gulf of Mexico.” That was eight years 
ago, and 1 have taken down every large steamer which has been there since.
264L. You have never taken a sailing vessel there? No.
2642. I understand that you were asked to take two sailing vessels there, but that you declined;—why 
was that ? They had not the needful appliances. They had hand winches but no steam winches, anil it 
is an utter impossibility to work a ship iu there by hand. With a sailing ship you have a great deal to 
heave against. The action of the wind and of the sea is very strong, and you cannot do much without 
steam power.
2643. It was for this reason, and not because you were afraid of loading in the port, that you refused to 
take those vessels down ? Yes.
2644. Have you ever had to cease loading and to proceed to sea in consequence of bad weather at Port 
Kembla ? Yes, several times.
2646. What are the conditions prevailing there at present should adverse weather arise suddenly ? The 
only obstacle is the range coming in with a sonth-east wind. That prevents vessels from lying at tho 
jetty. .
2646. If they are not lying securely at the jetty it is impossible to load ? Not only that, but they cannot
hold on to the moorings. _
2647. I presume you have a knowledge of the coast beyond Port Kembla? Yes; my knowledge extends
all along the Australian coast. _
2645. You believe that Port Kembla is the proper place for a harbour ? It is the only place that I know
of for a thoroughly safe harbour. _
2649. Supposing the Government entrusted you with the work of making a harbour on the south coast for

, the purpose of developing the Hlawarra coal trade, how would you proceed? I would run out a break
water from the point as proposed.
2650. A breakwater similar to that shown on the plan ? Yes, but if anything a longer one. I. have heard 
it suggested that the breakwater should run out more in a north-westerly direction ; but such a break
water would include less water, and. we must make our preparations to meet tbe class of vessels that we 
may expect to come there. I have taken vessels there 400 feet in length, and four or five such vessels 
lying at anchor with 60 fathoms of chain out take up a considerable amount of room. Of course the 
length of chain they have out depends upon the weather. In bad weather they would want alot of chain.
2651. Do you think that the proposed breakwater goes out far enough ? Yes, I think so. Tho only 
inconvenience I have seen has been from tho heavy range between tho point and the first island. There 
is no mischief anywhere else.
2652. Could a ship safely anchor outside the head of the proposed breakwater ? Yes, quite safely.
2653. If tho proposed harbour contained 260 acres of water, how many ships could be safely accommodated 
within it? I think that seven large ships would be all that could safely swing there at single anchor. 
Of course if they were moored it would be different. When a vessel is moored she only swings her own 
length; but riding at single anchor sbe takes three times as much room.
2654. I understand that the proposed harbour, if not dredged, will only include 153 acres, in which there 
would be a depth of 24 feet ? Well, I do not see that it would be necessary for every vessel waiting to 
be loaded to cram into the harbour. Some of them could anchor outside. Of course, if the Government 
laid down moorings the ships would not require so much room.
2655. At Newcastle it is the common practice for over-sea vessels to lie at anchor, or at moorings, waiting 
their turn to load? Yes.
2656. If a large shipping trade is developed at Port Kembla the same sort of thing will take place there ? 
Yes.
2657. The first proceeding of au over-sea vessel arriving at Port Kembla would be to go to moorings, or

' to
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to drop her anchor until her turn came to load. She would then go alongside tho jetty, take out her ^ ^ Mills, 
ballast, aud load with coal. Meanwhile she would have to wait in tlie basin. At times there might be 
more than seven vessels waiting in tho basin? Well, of course it is impossible lo say what the trade xoDee., 1S96. 
will he.
2658. The ordinary steamer trade will still go on. There must therefore be sufficient trade left to allow 
the steamers to pass in and out. Supposing ten or a dozen vessels were lying in the basin, and a heavy 
cyclonic blow suddenly arose, what would bo their position? I think they would be no worse off than if 
they were lying in the stream at Newcastle. _ _ _
2059. Newcastle harbonr is more protected than this coast would be ? Sometimes it is; but at times it is 
a difficult job to load at a dyke, with the range that comes in from an easterly gale.
2060. But the range at Newcastle is at its minimum? Yes.
2061. The range at Port Jtemhla must necessarily be very much greater ? Yes. _
2062. If the breakwater does not prove entirely effective under the circumstances such as I describe, it 
will, in bad ivcather, act as a trap, because it will be impossible for sailing vessels to get out. They must 
either hang on or go ashore ? Yes.
2603. You have no fear on that score ? I would havo no fear whatever of loading a sailing vessel there 
if the proposed breakwater be constructed ; but at present I would not take such a vessel there, unless 
she were well manned and had proper steam appliances and good gear on board. _
2001. If good loading appliances, in tho way of cranes, were provided there, would that meet the objection ?
T am referring not to loading appliances; bur to appliances for mooring the ships.
2665. Yon apprehend that there would be difficulties in moving sailing vessels from their moorings to the
jetty, and away from the jetty again ? Yes. _
2666. "Would not tlie creation of a harbour at Port Kembla necessitate the establishment of a tug service 
there ? Yes, tugs would be necessary.
2067, Not only to bring vessels in and out, but to move them from their moorings ? Yes.
2668. "Would not that overcome your objection ? It would to a great extent.
2669. In bad weather, would the sea break over the breakwater? Of course it would all depend upon the 
height of the breakwater, but I think that unless the breakwater was very high indeed the wash of a heavy 
easterly sea would come over the top of it.
2670. If the breakwater is to bo used as a side track for railway trucks it will be necessary to raise it some
height above the water ? Yes, a tremendous height. •
2671. Otherwise it would not be safe to use it for the purpose ? No.
2672. Are you of opinion that jetties could be run out from the eastern side of tlie breakwater to be 
used for unloading ? No. T would suggest that every jetty run out in Port Kembla, or anywhere along 
the coast, should lake a north-easterly or south-westerly direction, because then a vessel lying alongside 
would lie how on to whatever sea there was, and would not be so much affected hy the range as if she were 
lying broadside ou.
2678. Is that the direction of the present jetties ? Yes) and that is why we lie there so snugly in 
north-easterly weather.
2674. '. If there should be an import trade in the shape of mineral ores, how would you discharge cargo at 
Port Kembla ? I think that you could discharge at the jetties just as well as you could load.
2675. I presume that it would not be more difficult to discharge ore than to discharge ballast ? No.
2676. If a sailing vessel came in in ballast she would have to discharge the ballast when alongside the
jetty ? Yes. ■
2677. If she could discharge ballast when alongside tho jetties she could also discharge ore ? Yes.
2678. Do you think that the existing jetties will be more than sufficient for the trade if the proposed 
breakwater is made ? I think so, for some time to come. You can load an enormous quantity of coal 
from those jetties, f consider that until the trado increases very much it will not be necessary to run 
out another jetty.
2679. Has any portion of cither of the jetties ever been washed away ? Yes ; a good deal of damage was 
done to the first Mount Kembla jetty ; but no accident has happened to the Southern Coal Company’s 
jetty since it has boon erected, and neither has the new Mount Kembla jetty met with any accident.
2680. You do not endorse the opinion that the breakwater should he drawn in towards ihe shore more 
than is proposed ? No.
2GS1. Your opinion is that we should give as much space in the harbour as possible? The more water 
you can. enclose now-a-days the better. Large ocean-going steamers flying light in ballast must go in 
with way on. Otherwise, if it is blowing at all, you will have no rudder power. The same thing happens 
going out. I go out sometimes with a strong southerly wind blowing, and as soon as I let go from the 
jetty the vessel’s stern tails rouud to the wind and she heads south-east, and I havo to make a circle to 
get her out of the port. These large vessels take up a good deal of room to swing in ; generally I let go 
from tho jetty, and let the vessel swing round to the wind until tho anchor is up. Then I go ahead with 
the helm hard-a-starboard, and shehas to make nearly a circle in order to clear the islands. This takes up 
a good deal of room.
2682. Are there any shallow patches in the bay ? There is a patch with about 16 feet of water on it at 
low tide; but it does not interfere with ns. There is plenty of room to avoid it.
2683. Is it sand or rock ? Kock,
26S4. Is there much of it? Yes, it is a good-sized patch.
2685. is there any other patch like it in the hay ? No ; it is tho only patch.
2686. Have you noticed any tendency for silt to accumulate in Port Kembla? None whatever.
2687. What is the set of the current.? It sets out from all tho jetties along the coast about south-east.
2688. Therefore the breakwater would not influence the current in any way ? No,
2089. Tho conditions that prevail ]iow would prevail if the breakwater wrere constructed? I think so.
There is no river or anything like that to cause the place to silt up.
2690. M?\ Wriffht.'] You are acquainted with the shipping appliances at Newcastle? Yes.
2691. What is the difference between loading from the cranes at Newcastle and loading from the jetties 
at Port Kembla ? At Port Kembla they can load 20 tons while they are loading 10 tons at Newcastle.
2692. Do you think that the proposed harbour is large enough for all practieal purposes ? Yes, for a 
long time to come.

2693.
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Captain 2693. If the proposed breakwater were constructed, could a large sailing ship run in there without a 
W. H. Mills. tUg p yes. .ooP
lOD0e'~1896 2 694. "What sized vessel would you take iu? I would take in a vessel of 4,000 tons without a tug.

’ 2695. Could such a vessel, wishing to leave, make an offing iu a fairly stiff south-east breeze ? She could 
not.
2696. With a north-easter she could not get out at all? No.
2697. So that if sailing vessels frequent this port, a tug would have to be stationed there ? Tes.
2693. With the ordinary capstan and windlasses you would not handle a sailing vessel there now ? No.
2699. They must have steam appliances to their warps and anchors ? Yes.
2700. Do you think it would be an improvement if the proposed breakwater were carried out more to the 
east ? No; I think the breakwater is just about in the right position. The northern breakwater I look 
upon as utterly uimccessar3r. The port will be quite safe without it.
2701. Do you think there is room there in ordinary weather for twelve vessels—seven or eight lying at 
anchor, and the rest loading at the jetties ? Yes.
2702. Do you think it is likely that a larger number of vessels than that will go to tho port for some time 
to come? I do not think that the harhour will bo overcrowded for many years to come.
2703. Supposing tho output of southern coal were doubled, would there be sufficient room in tbe barbour 
for the shipping required to export that coal ? Yes.
2704. Do you think 2.000,000 tons could be shipped annually from the Port Kembla jetties ? Yes.
2705. If the proposed breakwater were constructed, practically all that would be wanted to make a harbour 
there would be done ? Yes. I think all that is wanted to make a practically safe harbour for any vessel 
that has ever come to this country is the proposed breakwater.
2706. Would you make a quay of the breakwater ? No.
2707. You would not uso it as a jetty ? No.
2708. What would be the height from a vessel’s hold to the top of an ordinary jetty, supposing she was 
loading cargo into railway trucks ? I think that at the .Southern Coal Company’s jetty, which I believe 
to be the highest jetty iu the colonies, the lift is nearly 100 feet.
2709. That is a very long hoist? Tes, but with steam appliances it would not be very much.
2710. Nearly all ships are now fitted with steam winches ? Yes.
2711. Are not most sailing vessels supplied with steam winches for discharging ? A great many of them— 
all the modern ships are.
2712. Could a ship lie safely alongside the breakwater if the breakwater were only 20 feet high ? I think 
the water that would come tumbling over, even in moderate weather, would make it very uncomfortable 
ior her, and it would be impossible to do any work. If a vessel were loading cargo at the time, I would 
not vouch for its condition.
2713. Do you think that while the breakwater will give protection to the port, it will not answer any 
other purpose ? Yes.
2714. AH the cargo to be handled should be handled away from the breakwater? Yes.
2715. Mr. Jj’egan.'l By whom are you employed? I am employed by any one requiring my services. 
Both the Southern Coal Trust and the Southern Coal Company recommend me as the only man who has 
taken ships down there.
2716. What is the draught of the vessels which you have taken down there ? Yesterday I said that I 
had taken vessels there with a draught of 25 feet; but last night when I went to the German-Australian 
Company's office I found that the draught of the i: Stassfurt” was 26 feet 6 inches when she left the jetty 
at Port Kembla, and tbe draught of the “ Sonneberg” 26 feet.
2717. Have you ever lost a vessel off any of the southern ports ? Never.
2718. Have you ever met with any mishap there ? No, I have never had an accident.
2/19. But I suppose you havo noticed that tho southern coal trade is at times crippled for the want of a 
good port? Yes ; and because of the prejudice of shipmasters against this place.
2720. Eeally there is nothing to bo afraid of ? Nothing whatever ; of course, it is only an open roadstead, 
and you require a practical man to handle a ship there. Men who have never been in the trade see their 
vessels close to the beach, and tho break along the beach, and nothing will convince them but that some
thing will give way, and that their ship will go ashore.
2721. Do not captains of foreign vessels sometimes obtain certificates of exemption ? Yes.
2722. I suppose that a great many of them do not know our coast, except the harbours of Sydney and 
Newcastle ? Yes.
2723. If they were better acquainted with the coast a great many vessels might be taken down south to 
coal instead of coaling at Port Jackson ? Yes.
2724. Therefore, a great deal of the want of trade at Port Kembla is due to the reluctance of foreign 
masters to go there ? Yes.
2725. Before a master obtains a certificate of exemption, should he not show a thorough knowledge of the 
ports along the coast, so that he will not damage our trade in this rvay? He should possess a local 
knowledge of the place for which he is exempt.
2/26. If a man receives exemption for Port Jackson or Newcastle, that exemption should only apply to 
those ports ? Foreign-going masters are-gcneraliy exempt only for Sydney and Newcastle. They are not, 
of course, exempt for Wollongong, for instance. Port Kembla, perhaps, would not be called a port.
2727. What constitutes tho examination for exemption ? A man has to show a thorough knowledge of
any particular port before tbe fact that he is exempt from that port is endorsed npon his certificate,
2728. Do you think it would be better for the trade if captains had to obtain a certificate of exemption,
not for one port, but for all the ports along the coast? I think it would be impossible to require any but 
local men trading on tbe coast to be acquainted with all tbe coastal ports.
2729. Sometimes mistakes are made and vessels and lives lost because of the want of knowledge of those 
who receive these exemptions ? Yes.
2730. You have a thorough knowledge of Bellambi ? Yes,
2731. You have been there in all kinds of weather ? Yes.
2732. What is your opinion of the port ? My opinion of the port is a very poor one.
2733. It does not compare with Port Kembla ? No. I was running to Bulli jetty for sixteen years. It
was the first open jetty along the coast. At Bellambi there is a little shelter from the reef. I have left 
, , the
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tlie Bulli jetty and steamed to Bellambi, and, dragging there, I have had to run to Sydney. On one ^ 
occasion I went from there to Port Kembla—that was before any jetty was thought of—and I lay there quite ^ ’
comfortably with a single anchor during a heavy east south-east gale. _ 10 dco-
2784. I suppose you have experienced great difficulty in discharging at Wollongong, Bellambi, and at Port ’
Kembla? Sometimes. At one time when the Bulli Company was in full swing a great deal of cargo used 
to be sent down there nearly every trip.
2735. But, speaking generally, no provision is made for the discharging of cargo ? None whatever.
2736. That goes against the port considerably ? To a certain extent, but, so long as there are jetties you 
can discharge as well as load.
2737. Mr. Roberts.'] Would you prefer the proposed breakwater to be constructed as shown on the plan 
or more in a bow shape ? The more water you enclose the better; but I do not think the shape of the 
breakwater matters very much. Perhaps if you made the breakwater bow-shaped, it would strengthen it a 
little, because tbe sea would then strike it more at an angle. All that we want is to keep the south-east 
seas off. If the breakwater were run out in a north-westerly direction, following the line of the coast as 
has been suggested, it would shut out a lot of deep water that is absolutely required. At the present 
time a large amount of room is required to swing in, and, if the breakwater were taken out in a north
westerly direction, you would have to go astern and ahead half-a-dozen times before you got round.
2738. If the breakwater were bow-shaped, would not the seas be less likely to enter the harbour ? I do 
not think so. You want to run the breakwater sufficiently far out to prevent the sea coming in.
2739. If the head of the breakwater is three quarters of a mile from the shore, that will give plenty of 
room to enter ? Yes.
2740. If the head of the breakwater were brought within balf-a-mile of the shore, would there he too 
little room ? I think that would be rather close for big steamers. Punning down with a beam sea, these 
large ocean tramps are like balloons on the water, and if you case the engines much they simply lose all 
rudder power, so that you want as much room for them as possible.
2741. I suppose that if a largo import trade sprang up at Port Kembla, it would be necessary to construct 
a northern breakwater in order to give a perfect harbour? That is looking along way ahead. The 
north-easterly weather makes very little difference to Port Kembla, "We never have anything like the sea 
there during a north-easter that there is in Hobson’s Bay during a north-wester.
2742. "Would you like to express an opinion as to the probability of a large import trade springing up at 
Port Kembla? I think that a very large coal export trade will be done there. As I have already stated,
I have taken vessels there drawing 25 and 26 feet; but tbe greatest draught at which a vessel can get out 
of Newcastle is 23 ft. 6 in.; and I do not see any possibility of permanently deepening the Newcastle 
entrance. Therefore these large vessels cannot load full cargoes at Newcastle. One vessel coming out of 
Newcastle with 800 tons short of her full cargo lay in the quarantino ground here and finished loading.
2743. I asked you about the probability of an import trade ? I do not think that will ever be much. Of 
course a large quantity of oro may come there.
2744. Would that necessitate the construction of another breakwater ? No.
2745. Is it not necessary to have much quieter water for discharging than for loading ? Well you have 
to take things as they come. At some ports vessels have to discharge when they are rolling gunwales 
under. You cannot always get a place like the Circular Quay. All that is necessary at Port Kembla is 
the proposed breakwater. When it is made, sailing vessels and vessels of any draught will be able to 
load there in perfect safety.
2746. Do you think a large number of sailing vessels will go there? Yes ; especially if the trade increases 
as it did during the early days of the Bulli Company, when we had eight ships loading for San Francisco, 
at one time. 'The present system of loading in Sydney knocks the coal to pieces, and damages its value.
2747. Have you loaded vessels of as much as 7,000 tons in Port Kembla? Yes, the “ Sonneberg,” which 
I loaded there about five months ago, was that tonnage.
2748. Did she take the full cargo of coal ? Yes.
2749. Nothing but coal ? Yes.
2750. Where did she go to ? To Bombay. The “Stassfurt” did the same.
2751. You have taken the “Gulf of Bothnia” there? Yes; the “Gulf of Ancud,” the “Gulf of 
Mexico,” tho “ Gulf of Lions,” and the “ Gulf of Bothnia.”
2752. What is the tonnage of these vessels ? From 4,000 to 5,000 tons. The “ Gulf of Bothnia” is 
about 5,000 tons.
2753. Was sbe there recently? Yes, she took her full cargo of coal to Adelaide, while waiting for wool.
2754. How much would that be? I think about 4,000 tons odd, and about 600 tons of bunker-coal in 
addition.
2755. Have you ever known these vessels to he unable to load because of the weather? Yes, several ■ • 
times, because of tbe range.
2756. Would _ they then drop anchor in the port, or would they return to Sydney ? Generally, they lie 
at anchor until the weather moderates ; but sometimes a captain says, “I am not going to lie here,” and 
wc have to return to Sydney. I have never been forced back to Sydney by stress of weather. Sometimes 
The range sets in for half an hour, and drops again suddenly.
2757. Do you refer to the south-east swell? It is the under-tow that I refer to—the water at the bottom 
seems to boil.
2758. What would be the loss if a vessel like the “ Gulf of Bothnia ” had to come back to Port Jackson ?
She would lose about eight hours steaming time—that would be 10 or 12 tons of coal.
2759. At how much a ton? Between 6s. and 7s. a ton.
2760. Would a vessel that had returned to Sydney wail; there two or three days for the weather to 
moderate ? The Eastern and Australian Company’s boats will not wait three hours—their time is so 
short. They will not lie off the place over night to wait for the morning. Generally, however, steamers
that go down there do not go away until they have loaded. The longest stay I ever had there was with . 
one of the German boats, when we were there three days, We lay there at anchor all the time.
2761. The masters of steamships do not like going to the place now ? No; they will not go there if they 
can get out of it.
2762. If the proposed breakwater were constructed the prejudice against the place would be removed?
Yes.

2763.
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■W IL Mills ^ Connor.~\ What would be tho width of entrance if the proposed breakwater were erected ?
,-J^ 'l,,.1’ ‘J? weakwatep would not much reduce the width of entrance, ,

10 Dec., 189G., ‘ h oi; a it not be a advantage to construct ,a second breakwater? I do not "think that a second 
re,nwa ci is required. Of course if you wanted to fence tho place right in you could construct it; but 

the expense would be enormous. ■ b
S/Gn. Do you think that ihe proposed breakwater should be taken out 2,800 feet, or would a lesser distance 
do f J think it should be taken out the full length.
four^'years1 ^een 011 coast for a great many years? I have been sailing out of Sydney for thirty-

could safely lie at anchor in the proposed harbour? It is difficult to say. I 
6 °u a-dozen ships could lie there if they were moored; but if they wore riding with a single
anchor out five or six would be enough. .
there' 'S ^ie ^rirfies*; vessel that would be safe there? Any ship that I have ever seen would he safe

2.tQ.h Mr.Blac],..’] The proposed opening to the harbour is about three-quarters of a mile, and it was 
loug i hat by narrowing it to half a mile that would give greater security to the port; but a nautical 

witness has told us that it would increase the surge inside ? So it would. 
ti . lie you are also of opinion that a wider entrance would'be advantageous to a vessel swinging out? 

Acs .Larger and larger vessels are coming here every year, and you do not know where the limit will he. 
a/vj you think that if any alteration is made in the plan before the Committee it should be in the 
duection of lenglhemng the breakwater, rather than of altering its contour ? Tes, that is what I think. 

Mr. llumphery you call the 16-feet patch appears on the plan to have 26 or 30 feet of
1 ? Wel >1 never sounded the place, but wo call it the 16-feet patch.

/ /.. le plan may be correct? Tes ; but in any sort of moderate weather it will break there, although 
V ns sumot l everywdiere else. I generally anchor to leeward of it, because in heavy weather the sea 
breaks there tremendously.
277f,' Stance is it from the end of the iettv? About half a cable’s length—360 feet—east-
south-east from tlie Mount Kembla jetty. '
27/0. lou were present yesterdav when Captain Amora was examined;—do you disagree
with any of the evidence given by him from a nautical point of view ? No, I do not.

, Bowan, 
Esq.

^ James it Swan, Esq., G-ovcrmnent Inspector of Collieries, Wollongong, sworn, and examined;—
2776. Mr. Lee.'] Where do you reside ? At Wollongong.
olll' 50W l0nff haTC •you b^en there ? Ab°ut thirteen years.

10 Dee., 1890. illl' Jd aT® J011 occupied tho same position all that time ? Tes.
JI/J. lias the southern coal trade been hindered in the past from the want of a proper port of shipment ? 
I could not say, because J have not given the matter sufficient attention. Jfy duties are to see that the 
regulations under the peal Mines Act are faithfully adhered to.
ovo?" vr°U kn0W a-bout the of the coal ? Nothing more than an outsider would know.
w Z m nia7,y , v®'™ a™ thef? at: work in the Hlawarra district at the present time ? There are the

ctropohtan Coalcliff South Clifton, Bulli, Bellambi, South Bellambi, Comma], Mount Pleasant, 
Osborne-Wallscnd, and Mount Kembla.
Bcllambr aDy neW minCS beil1g °PeQed? ^o. There are two mines working between Bulli and

?*?■ I/‘‘lV0 aily ™1"nef bpe!1 workcd out or closed up ? Mitchell’s North Hlawarra has been given up.
At least no work has been done there for about two years r
2784. Has the seam been worked out ? No ; I think the associated collieries have taken it over.
-/po. Have any ot the mines closed for want of coal ? No.
?ISt" HkVG aDy Cl^d bccause of .tke inferior qualify of their coal ? Part of the Bulli mine has stopped 
working because of tho burnt or cinder coal met with. 1
27fM370 thl‘"k tlief “al-ljeis are likely to last for any period of time ? Tes, between Woonona
wulkfu * Sba’ H,° “ 1 knoiv’the C011.1 is Pretty fair. There is a basalt irruption about Woonona
uriich throws oil nearly three-quarters of a mile,
fw ul0 S®Ujthiink thf 00:11 ,wi11 last for twenf.y-fivc years ? Tes, so far as T know, though of course 
to another S ^ Upheavak OTe very ^i10^ running first in one direction and then veering round

Hetim^Iw^yeLToId^1106^ coa,1'minillS before you obtained your present position? Tes, from

o-o?' ?°VV lonibave y°u been in the Colony ? Nearly eighteen years.
■i .-r0 y?u thl,lk tbal: the I]iawarra coal-beds are likely to prove lasting? For a distance of about S 

coal go back8 eVery aj)penranee of a g°od futnre for the coal trade; but the question is, how far does the

thcne iB,.nne2oitdeal of country noi yefc explored ? Tes. At the back of the range I 
suppose the dip is abou t 600 feet.

it tk°i cxeoPtlo,:L of "rbere the cinder-beds occur tbe coal is generally of good character ? Tes. 
.794, It is good coal for steaming purposes ? Yes, so far as I know.
■nrnrirr atiL^v,01110 ^ ‘^UT notice officially that the work of the mine has beon delayed for want of a 

' infJi-fr.ro 1 ^ 1J°r ' i, 7 t'aD j01 say that it has. At Coalcliff especially they are very much
the weather ifbad ^ ^ at °ther pIaCeS they cannQt load for days toSetbe" sometimes when

J/plpPA-f. V°l! areJno1t “ncerned with anything besides the enforcement of the regulations yon 
and so on ~ ’ aVe ° d° W1^k ^ ie ventilation and safety of tho mines, and report npon accidents,

n0"' “u.cb coal j,8 left iu the Hlawarra mines ? About 1,000 tons of coal to the acre. 
97QQ uu lg no account1 of the rolls 1111(1 faldt5- About 000 tons to the foot.
under tid?al watersYes argeT perCentage °f tbe coal than tbey get 111 the northern collieries working 

2/99. That will extend the life of the southern coal-mines considerably ? Tes. 2800,
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2S00. How many of tlie collieries have cinder coal ? At the Bulli “ B ” pit they drove in a mile amt got 
cinder coal more or loss all the way. At Bulli proper part of the coal is cinder coal. A wave of basalt 
seems to have passed through the coal there.
2801. There is no cinder coal in the Metropolitan Colliery ? There are only the ordinary dykes.
2802. There it comes in as a kind of hlaekstono ? No ; 1 wonld not say that it is tho same thing. I do
not think there is any real cinder coal in the Metropolitan Colliery. _ _
2803. The collieries south of Bulli have not met with the cinder coal yet? No, except that in part of
the Bellambi Colliery the coal is singed a little. _
2301. Do you know anything about the other scams besides the Bulli seam ? There is the 4-feet seam, 
which is about 24 feet under the top seam. It is not as good as tho top seam.
2805. Is it easily worked ? Yes; it can be worked very well ou tho long-wall system.
2806. Is it fairly free? Yes. _ _
2807. It is coal that will ultimately be of value ? It may be, after the top seam is finished. _
2808. What is the next scam ? It is known locally as the dirty seam, or the 21-feet seam. There is a 
series of hands in that seam.
2809. With about 7 feet of coal altogether? Altogether there might he about that.
2810. At present it is unworkable ? I think so. Three of the collieries have opened up that seam, but 
it has not been a success. I refer to the Eingwood, the Berrima, and the Moss Yale or Mittagong 
collieries. There is another seam about 80 feet below these, but I cannot speak of it.
2811. Do you know what has been done at Brownville ? They are doing some work there, but they are 
not under tho Coal Mines Act yet.
2812. Is there any coal there? I do not think the top seam is of any value there. At Mr. Biggar’s 
place the top seam is very clear.
2813. If the present output of the Hlawarra district were doubled or trebled, what would be the life of
the coal-field ? It is a very venturesome thing to give an opinion upon the subject; but, taking a length of 
8 miles and a width of about 4, we should get something over 118,000,000 tons of top-seam coal. There 
are collieries down there which have been working for a quarter of a century now. _
2814. Ckair?nan.-\ Is it reasonable lo suppose that they will haul coal 4 miles back from the present pits’ 
mouths ? I think so. Of course, shafts are not allowed to he sunk on the Sydney water catchment area, 
but shafts could he put down on the table-land with appliances for hauling the coal the last mile aud a 
half or 2 miles. Some of the mines there now are in a good way. Mount Keira is within a mile and 
three-quarters, and Mount Kembla over a milo.
2815. Mr. Jfegan.] Do you come from Scotland? Yes. _
2816. You bring coal from a loug distance there? I was managing the Kirkwood Collier)', where, I 
think', the haulage is about as much as anywhere in Scotland, and there we were in about 2 miles.
2817. Are you acquainted with any of the Durham mines ? No.
2818. I suppose that a, great part of the top seam at Bellambi is worked out ? Yes. That is tho colliery
where part of the coal is singed. ^
2819. There is not as much coal north of Bellambi as there is towards Port Kembla? Most of the coal
lies south towards Port Kembla. ..... .
2820. Mr. TrickcU.'] Two or three witnesses have given it as their opinion that the bulk of the coal lies 
due west from AYollongong ? Yes. All tho disturbance is straight out to tho west from Bulli, veering 
a little round to the north.
2821. Chairman.'] Tho great body of the coal lies between Bellambi and Port Kembla? Yes.
2322. A line running west from \Yollongong would strike pretty well through tho middle of the coal-bcd 
you have referred to ? Yes. _ _
2823. 'Will you describe the coal deposits north from Bellambi? Pirsfc there is Bulli, where you get
cinder coal to a very large extent, running west. At Austimner the coal is very poor. _
2824. Is it a narrow seam? Yes, very heavy, and full of bands. At Bulli “ B ” pit there is cinder 
coal. At South Clifton the coal is very good, and from there to Coalcliff, a distance of about a mile, 
there is good coal, with an average widih of 5 feet.
2825. Is there any coal at Stanwcll Park ? Not that I know of. I heard that they put down a bore aud
got cinder coal there. _
2826. There is a break from (here to Helensburgh? Yes; that country is unexplored.
2827. From Bellambi south to Mount Kembla there is a line coal-bed 6 feet thick? Yes ; that is good 
healthy coal all along.
2828. Mr. Kwmpltery] Is the Metropolitan coal a continuation of the Bulli seam? Yos; there is no 
mistake about that.
2829. What is tho thickness of the seam there? Eleven feet. That is altogether an exception, In tho 
other collieries tho seam is occasionally 7 or 8 feet thick.
2830. May it be assumed that between Coalcliff and the Metropolitan mine tho Bulli seam continues at a 
thiekness"of from 5 to 11 feet? That 1 could not say. They only work about 5 feet for the 
Metropolitan seam—the upper portion of it.
2831. Is it the theory that there is coal between the Metropolitan mine and Coalcliff? Well, they put 
down a boro at Stanwell Park, hut 1 believe they got cinder coal.

J. Rowan, 
Esq.

10 Dec., 1806.

miDAY,
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Erancis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Andrew Innes Liddell, Esq., Civil Engineer, sworn, and examined:—
A. I. Liddell, 2892. Mr. Wright.'] Are you engaged on any engineering work at the present time? At the present 

Escl' time I am occupied chiefly as a mining engineer, and I am also engaged in surveying and laying out a town- 
s^'l> Cake Hlawarra for the Hlawarra Land Corporation.

1 ec., . 2g^3i Have you had anything to do with the construction of the proposed harbour works there ? No,
2834. Do yon know anything about the constitution of the Corporation ? Tes; hut I am not very 
intimately acquainted with its workings.
2835. Can you give the Committee any general idea as to the Corporation’s intentions with reference to 
Lake Hlawarra ? The proposal is to construct a breakwater from the mainland to Windang Island, and to 
throw out two training-walls to the north of it, giving an entrance with a width of 450 feet and a depth 
of 254 feet at mean tide. The tide rises and falls there about 5^ feet, so that will give a depth of about 
27 feet at high tide. At present there is practically no rise and fall inside the lake, but when the channel 
is made there will probably be 2 feet range of tide.
2836. What is the rise and fall of the tide inside the lake ? About 2 feet or 2 ft. 6 in.
2837. What is the average depth of water inside tbe lake? At present, 14 or 15 feet. Tbe company 
propose to dredge a channel 100 feet wide across the lake from the entrance to Talawera Point. That 
channel will have a depth of 254 feet at mean tide, and can be widened as requirements demand. There 
are about 2,000 acres in the lake which have a depth of 15 feet, and which could be deepened by dredging.
2838. In the event of the scheme being carried out, what further accommodation could be given to 
shipping ? All around the wharfs the channel will open out into docks for the accommodation of vessels.
2839. Do you know what area it is proposed to deepen near the wharfs? No. The engineers will be 
able to tell you that.
2840. Are you an hydraulic engineer ? Tes.
2841. But you have not been entrusted with this work ? No.
2842 Have you ever sounded the lake? No; but I havo fished there often.
2843. Do you fish with a marked line ? No; but I have fished there often enough to be able to judge tho 
depth pretty well.
2844. If it has been told us that the deptli is not more than 10 feet, will you still adhere to your state
ment? 1 am certain that there are 15 feet—that is, all about the proposed channel,
2845. For an area of over 1,000 acres? Tes.
2846. Can you give us the total superficial area of the lake? I should say that the lake is about 4 miles 
long by 2 J miles broad.
2847. Who are the engineers for tho the scheme ? Messrs. Harper, Harper, and Henderson.
2818. Do you know when it is contemplated to commence the work ? I believe that they will commence 
very shortly. Some arrangements are being made in London.
2849. Have the necessary surveys been made? Tes, all tbe surveys have been completed, and I under
stand that a contrimt has been let for the whole of the works.
2850. Do you know the name of the contractor? Tea, Mr. Amos.
2851. Have you any idea of tho amount of the contract? From £130,000 to £150,000.
2852. Docs that include the railway already built? I am not sure.
2853. "What is the length of the railway that has been built? Close upon S miles, including a short piece 
of about a mile running off to the smelting company’s works.
2854. Has tho railway been completed? Yes, and they have been running over it.
2855. You know of your own knowledge that a contract has been let for deepening the entrance and for 
cutting a channel through the lake ? Tes.
2856. Have you made any examination of the entrance to the lake ? Tes, I have been over it carefully 
several times.
2857. What is it like at the present time ? It is now practically closed by a sandbank.
2858. There is hardly any deptli of water there? I suppose there wmuld be only 3 or 4 feet.
2859. IV as the entrance ever entirely closed ? 1 have been told that on one occasion it was closed, or 
almost so, and that the farmers round about opened it in order to let out tbe water.
2860. What is the deptli of water near Windang .Island? According to the soundings taken by the 
engineers, and the soundings on the Government charts, there are 40 feet just north of the island.
2861. Then the Corporation will not have to deepen the bay at all ? They will not have to do any 
dredging beyond the end of the training-walls.
2862. What is the depth further out ? According to the Admiralty chart it is all deep water further out. 
A breakwater is to bo run out from the mainland to Windang Island, to prevent the southerly' seas from 
silting up the entrance, and when once the entrance is dredged the scour of the tide will keep it perfectly 
clear.
2863. As an engineer, can you give the Committee any approximate idea of tho cost of cutting a channel 
across the lake, and giving berthing accommodation for, say, twelve big over-sea ships ? The Corporation’s 
scheme is designed to do that. Steamers will be able to lie as closely in the proposed dock as in Sydney- 
Harbour.
2864. How many berths will they provide ? I cannot say.
2865. Could they berth more than four ships, each 400 feet long ? Tes; but I would not say that four
ships of that length could He alongside the proposed wharfs. 2866.
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28GG. If you liad a vessel lying in tho channel, it would not be possible to get another large vessel past ^ 

it? If the traffic became very big the Corporation would very soon widen the channel. _
2S67. At the present time they only intend to provide for the trado that may be cxpectedin the immediate ^ pec_ 
future ? Yes, _ _ ’
28G8. But they will he ready to give further accommodation if tho trade improves ? I believe that is so.
28G9. Where will the silt to he taken from tho lake be deposited ? The Corporation havo the right to 
reclaim part of the foreshores of the bays north and south of Talawera Point.
2870. They would build training-wall a there, and deposit the silt behind them ? As accommodation was 
required, they would dredge out the necessary area, and uso the silt for reclamation.
2871. Tliey would havo an enormous quantity of silt to get rid of? T understand that the idea is to 
deposit most of the silt on these foreshores, though some of it will be taken to sea, whore that is 
cheaper.
2872. You know nothing about the Corporation’s financial position ? No.
2873. Mr. Amos’ contract for the railway has been completed ? Yes.
2874). Aud I presume that he has been paid for it ? Ho has been paid for it.
2875. He is now going on with the harbour? Yes.
2876. Ho you know anything about the coal-fields in tho neighbourhood of Lake Hlawarra? Not 
very much,
2877. What is tho name of the coal-mine from uliich the company's railway starts? It is called the 
Ocean Colliery.
2878. Has the mine been opened? Yos, and I believe that they arc now in about 200 feet. .
2870. Have they got coal? 1 have beon told that they have very good coal.
2880, Have you anything to do with the smelling company ? No,
2881, Are the works of Ihe smelting company m progress? Very large works were nearly completed 
when 1 was down there three weeks ago.
2882. What do they consist of? Three large furnaces—ihe manager told me that they were throe 
of the largest in tlie world; and there are other buildings. The works arc built on the top of the hill, 
which has been levelled off, aud as the slag accumulates it will be thrown out, and will increase the area 
of level ground. The position of the works being elevated, everything from the furnaces will naturally 
ruu down hill.
2883. The proprietors of the smelting works depend npon getting their ore by sea? Yes.
2881. Are the smelting works connected with the main Hlawarra railway? Yes; by tho Hlawarra 
Land Corporation's line.
2883. So that, failing to get their ore hy sea, they will be able to get it hy rail? Yes.
2SS6. Mr. JInssall.j Have you given any eonsirtcraiion to the proposal to construct a harbour at Port 
Kembla? Yes.
2887. Ho you think that proposal a desirable one? I do not think that tho breakwater is needed there.
In southerly and south-easterly weather vessels can be there quite comfort ably now, and north-easterly 
weather docs not affect the place. With heavy easterly weather, I do not behove the harbour would be 
of much use, even if the proposed break water were constructed. A sailing vessel could not got into the 
proposed harbour in easterly weather, or even in heavy north-easterly weather.
2888. To make a secure harbour it would he necessary, you think, to construct tlie two breakwaters shown 
on the plan? Yes; and to havo a very powerful tug service. I understand 1 hat tho distance between 
the end of the proposed eastern breakwater and tlie shore is only three quarters of a mile. A sailing 
vessel would not attempt to make an entrance like that in heavy easterly weather.
28SS). A vessel going in there in an easterly gale would have a beam wind ? Tes, and she would be so 
close to a lee shore that I do not think any master would care to take tho risk.
2880. Have you had much experience of sailing vessels? No, though 1 have travelled up and down tho 
coast a good deal in both steamers and sailing vessels.
2SDI. Ho you think Port Kembla a fair harbour at the present time ? 1 consider it a very good harhour,
except in easterly weather.
2392. Itis fairly well protected from tho south? It is almost perfectly protected from the south, I 
havo been there during heavy southerlies, and I have never noticed any swell.
2893. In tbe event of the Government proposal being carried out, do you think it would be necessary 
to make the eastern breakwater 2.800 fed. long? In southerly weather tlie breakwater would not he 
wanted, and in easterly weather I do not think it would be any protection. It would not allow a sailing 
vessel to make the harbour.
2894. That being so, would it be necessary to carry it out 2,800 feel ? Yes, to give accommodation for 
twenty or thirty ships.
2895. Ho you think it would be reasonable to run the breakwater out in a lino with the coast from Bed 
Point, taking it a distance of 2,200 feel? That would be sufficient to protect vessels lying at the jetties.
Of course the length of the breakwater must depend upon tlie area of water you wish to protect.
2S9G. Have you any knowledge of Bellambi ? No, I have not been much at Bellambi.
2897. You could not make a comparison between it and Port Kembla? No.
2S9S, Ho yon think that tho construction of a harbour at Lake Hlawarra. would meet ihe requirements 
of the southern coal trade ? I think so. In fine weather, or in southerly weather, they could still load 
steamers safely at Port Kombla, and there would he nothing to prevent a connection being made between 
the main south coast line and Lake Hlawarra to allow them to load vessels in Lake Hlawarra in rough 
weather. The company’s Act gives them power to make wharfs, dredge channels, aud do other work to 
facilitate this.
2899. Ho you think that the various collieries having their own jetties at the present time, would go to the 
expense of making lines of railway to Lake Hlawarra in order to load there ? I think tliey might do that, 
or they could uso the company’s line. They would only have to come to Lake Hlawarra in very bad 
weather.
2900. Have you any knowledge of Port Kembla? Yes ; I hare been there frequently.
2901. Is the holding ground good? Yes.
2902. Ho you look upon Port Kembla ns pretty centrally situated, having regard to the position of tho 
southern coal-mines now being worked ? It is not so centrally auuatrd as it might he.
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2003, Do you think that Wollongong would be more central ? Tes, for the coal-mines which aro now 
•Es<)- working, h

llDec^l89G 70U any idea of the cost of constructing a breakwater at Port Kembla? 1 only know the
’’ ' Government estimate.

2905. Ton have made no calculation on your own account? No. It appears to mo, however, that the 
breakwater will be a very difficult one to construct. Por one thing, it will be over 00 feet high—45 feet 
under water, and 20 feet above water. I doubt whether it is in the power of man to make a sufficiently 
stable breakwater there, considering the heavy seas that roll in after an easterly gale.
2900. Are the operations in connection with the Lake Hlawarra scheme so advanced that you can say 
that they will be carried out? I am not iu a position to speak about that matter.
2907. Mr. Il-oberts.] Have you given consideration to the various schemes for providing a deep-water 
harbour on tbe south coast? No, only to the Port Kembla and tbe Lake Hlawarra schemes.
2903. Do you regard'Wollongong and Bellambi as unworthy of consideration? I do not know much 
about Bellambi, but Wollongong seems out of it altogether.
2909. Which do you prefer—Port Kembla or Lake Hlawarra ? Having iu view tbe comparative costs, I 
think tbe Lake Hlawarra scheme is tbe better. The contract for the Lake Hlawarra scheme has been 
actually let for £150,000; while the mere estimate of the cost of the other scheme is, I understand, 
£1GS,000. I have seen this coast during easterly gales, when the waves have been coming in with amean 
height of 20 feet. Of course I should be very sorry to place my experience against that of Mr, Darloy, 
but I really do not believe that it is possible to make a breakwater there which would stand those sons. 
Even at Wollongong the breakwater has crumbled away as tbey have tried to make it.
2910. At Newcastle there is a somewhat similar breakwater? Ves; but that breakwater extends 
eastwards, and is mid on to tbe heavy easterly sea. The only seas that affect the Newcastle breakwater 
come from the south,but they do a good deal of damage to it at times, though they are never so bigas tbe 
easterly seas. An easterly gale, however, would break upon tlie proposed Port Kombla breakwater at all 
points, and it is when a sea breaks directly like that that it does damage.
2911. Do you maintain that with an expenditure of £1.50,000 you could afford better facilities for the 
loading of sailing ships and of large steamers at Lake Hlawarra than a similar expenditure at Port Kembla 
would give ? Tes. Once you get into tbe lake you are quite landlocked.
2912. Do you think that the coal trade of Hlawarra would be more advantageously developed by tbe 
expenditure of money at Lake Hlawarra- than at Port Kembla? I think so. By allowing the company 
to make a harbour at, Lake Hlawarra you bring new coal-mines into operation. If tho Lake Hlawarra 
scheme is not carried out it is certain that the coal-mines west of the lako will not go on working. 
Therefore the carrying out of the Port Kombla. scheme would restrict the trade of tbe district.
29HJ. Are you in a position to say that if it were decided to carry out the Port Kembla scheme the Lake 
Hlawarra scheme would not be proceeded with? No; but I think that the company is Jiardly prepared 
to make a port in such close proximity to Port Kembla.
2914. But if the contract has been let, will not the work have to be carried out? I cannot say.
2915. Do you know that tbe contract has been actually signed ? Tes ; I know that it has been signed.
2916. "When do they intend to commence operations ? I could not say.
2917. By what date have the works to be completed as per contract? J. believe at the end of two years.
2918. Do you know the date of tlie signing of the contract? No.
2919. Was it signed last month, or tho month before ? It was signed before that; but I could not say 
tbe exact time.
2920. Was it during the present year ? Tes.
2921. Was it signed before the 30th June last? I could not say.
2922. Mr. Slack.] Ton have spoken about the difficulties attending any attempt to enter Port Kembla 
with sailing vessels during easterly or heavy north-easterly gales;—are there any circumstances 
which would make it easier for such vessels to enter Lake Hlawarra during similar weather ? No. Such 
vessels would be under a similar disability. A strong tug service would be required in either case. The 
company’s Act obliges them to keep a tug service, and if they do not keep a good enough one the 
Government have power to take it over themselves,
2923. If a contract for the carrying out of the Lake Hlawarra scheme has already been let, tbe works must 
be carried out, that is, unless the contractors are indemnified for the non-completion of the contract? That 
is a matter I cannot speak about,
2924. If the smelting-works which arc situated on tbe shores of Lake Hlawarra are to have the con
veniences which their projectors intended, they must be provided with direct communication with the ocean ? 
Tes, I think so; but I believe that the smelting company is in a pretty safe position. They have made 
arrangements with the railway authorities which, I think, render them almost independent of harbour 
accommodation.
2925. Do you not think that, inasmuch as there is non' no entrance to Lake Hlawarra, and that to make a 
harbour there yon will have to dredge, and keep dredged, botli an entrance and a channel across the lake, 
a better harbour could he constructed more easily at Port .Kembla, supposing the proposed breakwater were 
made? I think not. There is more accommodation at Lake Hlawarra than at Port Kembla. At Port 
Kembla there would be only 260 acres of protected water, hut at Lake Hlawarra you could get 3,000 acres 
if you wanted the room.
2926. Is not dredging a very expensive process ? It is pretty cheap now, and the company would have 
no difficulty in disposing of the silt,
2927. How much would it take to dredgo an aero for the accommodation of big ocean vessels ? Taking 
the average draught at 24 feet, you could put the cost at 2d. or 2-id. per cubic yard.
2928. How much would that be an acre ? Between £170 and £200. If extra accommodation is wanted, 
the company will be willing to give it for their own profit.
2929. How much would it take at £170 an acre to deepen 200 acres. £44,000.
2930. That estimate does not include tho cost of dredging the entrance and a channel across the lake ? 
No ; that is for increasing the accommodation in the Jake.
2931. I suppose the alleged superiority of Lako Hlawarra is due to the fact that when a vessel once gets 
inside she is perfectly safe from any weather ? Tes ; the Jake is perfectly landlocked.
2932. That is why yon support the Lake Hlawarra scheme in preference to any other ? That is one of

my
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my reasons for supporting it. Another is that it will increase tlie coal trade of the district by giving an A. I. laddoll, 
outlet for the coal from mines west of the lake, which have not yet been worked, and it will not in any 
way reduce the output from the other mines.
2933. You do not think that the construction of a harbour at Fort Kembla would have the effect of11 eo,, 
opening up as yet unworked mines in the vicinity of Lake Hlawarra ? I do not think so. I think it only 
means giving a monopoly to mines already working. If the Lake Hlawarra scheme is not carried out no 
mines will be opened south of Mount Kembla.
293‘1'. You think that the construction of a harbour at Port Kombla will give an undue advantage to tbe 
mines in tho immediate vicinity P I fancy it would.
2935. Hoes not that always happen ? Yes, I suppose so. I suppose if you made a harbour at Bulli it 
would be too far north for the Kembla mines.
293G. How does Bellambi compare with Port Kembla as a place for sheltering vessels ? I cannot say ; I 
have not seen it in rough weather.
2937. Mr. ILo&kins.l What is the nature of the bottom at Lake Hlawarra? Volcanic mud and a soft 
kind of sandstone forming a stiff clay.
2938. Ho many watercourses empty into the lake ? There are two good-sized ones—Mullet Creek and 
Macquarie Rivulet.
2939. If the lake scheme is carried out it will be necessary not only to dredge tbe channel and docks but 
to keep them dredged ? Only to a slight degree. I have given that question a good deal of considera
tion. The only silt likely to be brought into the lake will find its way down the two creeks which I have 
just mentioned ; but neither of them enters into the lake near Talawera Point, and consequently silt is 
not likely to accumulate near the proposed basin. 'The bottom of the lake is very tenacious in character, 
and it is considered likely that the sides of the channels would stand up by themselves.
2940. Even though covered by water, and subject to heavy rushes consequent upon rains ? There will 
bo no movement to speak of on that account. Of course there will always be a dredge at work somewhere 
or other.
2941. If much business was done in the lake, would not tlie movement of the vessels cause the banks of the 
channels and docks to slip in ? Well, the tugs would not draw more than 8 or 10 feet, and the excavation 
does not begin until you get 15 feet under water, so I do not think that their wash would do any harm.
2942. Are you aware that some of the best authorities who have given evidence before the Committee say 
that the existence of extensive seams of coal south of Mount Kembla has not been proved? 1 have heard 
that said, but I have also heard that these gentlemen have been down to the different places and arc 
altering their minds. I know that the coal outcrops all along the cliffs there, and at present they are 200 
or 300 feet into a very good seam of coal at the Ocean Colliery.
2943. No attempt has hitherto been made to work coal south of Mount Kembla ? No, because there has 
never been an outlet for it.
2944. Have they not explored sufficiently to have ascertained that the seams south of Mount Kembla are 
very broken and faulty, and that tho coal is inferior ? That I cannot say. 1 only know one place south 
of the mine at present working where any tunnel or adit has been put into the hills. Mon who arc 
supposed to know about coal bave told me that there is plenty of coal down there, and a good many of 
them have put their money into this colliery that I speak of.
2945. Have they got much coal out ? They have a very good seam.
294G. Has tho coal been tested ? Yes, and found to be good coal. So much so that it is to be used at 
the smelting-works. .
2947. When were yon last at Lake Hlawarra ? About three weeks ago.
2948. What work had then been done by tbe Corporation? Four or 5 miles of railway bad been built, 
and a start had been made with the breakwater.
2949. Arc there many men at work down there now ? That I could not say; hut I do not think so.
2930. The railway was constructed with a view to supplying coal to the smelting-works? No; i! was 
pari of the company's original project.
2951. You cannot say whether any spirit has been shown in the carrying out of the scheme ? I do not 
know enough of the company’s doings to speak about that, I only know that the railways have been built.
2952. Ho you think that the work will be carried out in two years ? Tho contractor thinks so.
2953. Ho you ? 1 do not see why it should not.
2954. Wonld it not necessitate the employment of hundreds of men ? It will require a large number of 
men.
2955. It has been given in evidence that the best body of coal in the southern district lies at the hack of 
Wollongong? I have always heard it said that that was so, but I do not know much about the collieries 
there.
2956. How far is Port Kembla from Wollongong ? About 4£ miles.
2957. How far is Talawera Point from Wollongong ? Eight or 9 miles.
2958. So that if the Hlawarra scheme is carried out in preference to the Port Kembla scheme the colliery 
proprietors to the north will have 4 miles further to send their coal r Yes.
2959. Are not profits in the coal trade so finely cut that additional haulage will very much hamper the 
coal-mine proprietors ? I do not know enough about the coal trade to be able to say whether an additional 
haulage like that wmuld be a killing handicap or not; but I do not see what there is to prevent a branch 
line being made from Kembla Grange to tho lake. That would not make the lake much further away 
than Port Kembla.
29G0. But it would necessitate a great deal of dredging? Yes, A channel would have to bo dredged 
from the north shore of the lake to the main channel crossing the lake.
29GI. I suppose you admit that it would be unwise to take a vessel drawing 25 feet of water up a channel 
254 feot deep? Well, you wrould require a lot of very soft ooze underneath.
29G2. Should not tbe depth of the channel be nearer 30 feet? If the company wishes to provide for 
vessels drawing 25 feet it will havo to deepen the channel, but few of the over-sea vessels, except tho 
mail steamers, draw' 24 feet.
29G3. Wc have it iu evidence that vessels drawing 2G feet have loaded at Port Kembla? Yes ; I know 
that there was a 4,000-ton vessel there a few months ago.
2964. You admit that Port Kembla in its natural state is a good port ? Yes ; in all but easterly weather,
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r ’HfA'/V 2965. Mr. Humphcry.'] Have you had experience in tlie carrying out of works similar to those contem- 
^ Lake Hlawarra F I have had experience on tho Macleny.

11 Dec 1896 2966. But not outside the Colon}r ? Ko.
" ’ 2967. 'What works were you engaged on at the Haeleay ? Bredging works, and one thing and another.

290S. But have you had any experience in connection with works like thope contemplated at Lake 
Hlawarra? I was engaged in connection with the construction of the breakwater at Newcastle; and I 
was for a number of years with Mr. Mori arty dodging about from one place to another.
2969. Where is it proposed to get the material for the breakwater at Lake Hlawarra? Most of it from 
tlie top of Windang Island, but some of it will he taken from Mount Browne.
2970. Ho you think it probable that a sand-bar will form outside the entrance ? No. The water is so 
deep that I do not think that there is any danger of that, H; is about 40 feet deep there.
2971. Would you dredge to that depth at the entrance? No. It is only intended to dredge the channel
to a depth of 25^ feet there; but I understand that tho borings show that it would bo possible to make 
the channel still deeper if it were thought necessary. ,
2972. Can you say definitely from having seen soundings of the lako what its actual deptli is? Not at 
the present moment; but I know that all along, close to the proposed channel, there is an average depth of 
15 feet. At the entrance the depth is always varying.
2973. What is the bottom of tho lake like when you get beyond the mud ? A good sound stiffish clay.
2974. Would it be difficult to dredge? No ; those who understand dredging say that it would be easy 
to dredge, and it is proposed to use a sand-pump dredge, so that it cannot bo very hard.
2975. Your estimate of the cost—2 Jd. per cubic yard—is for stiff clay ? Yes. In giving that estimate X 
ran through my mind the prices which have been paid at different places as given to me by the engineers 
in charge of various dredging operations.
2976. Ho you thing you have over-estimated or under-estimated the cost of the work ? I have not made 
any estimate for the whole work.
2977. Hoes your estimate of the cost of dredging include everything ? Yes; but it does not include the
first cost of the plant. •
2978. Do you know anything about the coal now being worked to the west of Talawera Point? I have 
seen the coal.
2979. When did you last visit the mine? Pour or five months ago.
2980. "What distance had tliey then driven in ? 150 or 200 feet.
2981. What is the thickness of the seam? So far as 1 could judge about 8 feet; but T was fold that it
was thicker. ‘
2982. Without bands ? They were not far enough in to say.
2983. Hid you understand that they had a workable seam of 8 ft. ? Yes.
2984. Has not a mine recently been opened up not very far from there by a Mr. Brownley? I do not 
know of it. I have only seen tbe mine to which I refer.
2985. How long will it-be before tho completion of the smelting works ? 1 cannot say, but they are
proceeding with them very rapidly. They had a couple of hundred men on when I was down there three 
weeks ago.
2986. Ho you know if they have made arrangements to get the coal they require from the mine you 
speak of? They have laken a lease of that mine.
2987. Is it owned by the Hlawarra Harbour and Xjand Corporation? It is leased by the smelting 
company, and 1 believe that it belongs lo ihe Hlawarra Harbour and Land Corporation.
2988. Mr. Trickeit^] Would tbe channel across the lake be 100 ft. wide at Uic top or at the bottom ? I 
should think that would be the width at the top, though I am not sure.
2989. If you were constructing it, would you make it 100 ft. wide at the top or at the bottom ? At the 
top.
2990. What width would you have at tho bottom ? I would give it a batter of 1 to 1; that would make 
it SO ft. wide at the bottom.
2991. Yon think that that hatter would he sufficient to hold up tho sides ? 1 think quite sufficient.
2992. You think the bed of the lake is suitable for the cutting of a channel ? 1 do.
2993. And you think that the sides of the channel will stand up without piling or sheathing? Yes,
except that just near the entrance there is a little bit of sandy stuff which would have to be piled. 
When you get into tbe bed of the lake it is all good sound stuff.
2994. What is the flow of the tide out of the lake ? I cannot say, but I think that the matter has been
fully considered. It is intended, to keep the entrance clear by the action of the tide.
2995. Nothing of any extent has been yet done at the entrance ? No.
2996. Mr. Glarlce.^ In the event of the scheme being carried out, where would vessels lie in the lake ? 
In the basin near Talawera Point. The channel runs out into a dock at the point.
2997. If the scour of the tide did not remove the sand at the entrance I suppose you would have to he
continually dredging there ? Yes ; but it has been calculated, and 1 believe that Mr. Harley himself is 
satisfied that the scour will keep the channel open. "
2998. The breakwater from the mainland to Windang Island will prevent sand from silting up the 
entrance ? Yes ; that is the reason for making it.
2999. Is the Ocean Colliery a new mine ? Yes, entirely.
3000. Is the coal from that mine good coal for steaming or for smelting purposes ? So far as I can see it 
does not differ from other southern coal. The smelting company is quite satisfied with it.
3001. Are you aware that the Southern Coal Company opened up a mine in that locality and found that 
it would not pay to wrork it? No.
3002. Are you aware that the company is now working the Corrimal mine on tribute ? No.

Captain John Sage, Master Mariner, sworn, and examined :—
Captain 3003. Chairman.'] What are you ? A master mariner.

John Sage. 3004. Do you know the ports on the South Coast ? Some years ago I was for five years running down 
the coast continually from China, calling at all the ports from Port Darwin to Adelaide.

Ji Dec., 189G. 3005 ^re you prepared to make a statement to the Committee ? So far as I know the coast, all the ports
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arc bold on tbe northern side and stand out a little on tbe southern side. In my opinion, a breakwater at j^
Port Kembla would not aland tbe south-eust gales unless it were at least 100 feet wide at tho base. There is 0 ln^k 
nothing much in the north-cast weather to hurt; hut if the proposed northern breakwater were constructed, ^ ^cc 
no sailing vessel would ever attempt to cuter tho harbour in bad weather. I havo had twenty-five years ' '*
experience at sea, aud for eleven years I have commanded 2,000-1 ou boats. 1 think a, sailing vessel would 
also be doubtful about entering tlie port if tbe proposed eastern breakwater were constructed.
IJOOG. i)/:r. Wright'] It is proposed to have the breakwater about 130 feet wide at the base ? Ko doubt 
that would stand ; but the cost would be tremendous. Sailing ships could always enter Lake Hlawarra, 
because in bad weather they would be sheltered bv tho island ; but it is doubtful if they would attempt to 
enter Port Kembla, The breakwater at Newcastle is a good deal protected by rocks to the south-east, 
so that the seas do not break rieht on it. Their force is spent before they reach it. All the ports along 
the coast from Gabo Island to Port Darwin are deep on the northern side, hut on the southern side tbey 
nearly always silt up with sand. The proposed breakwater at Port Kembla would, however, keep that 
place clear of sand.
3007. Ghairman.] 1 suppose all ports of any importance require a tug service? Undoubtedly ; both for 
steamships and for sailing ships.
3008. I suppose sailing vessels would not attempt to enter Port Kembla without assistance, any more
than they would attempt to enter Newcastle? No, ■
3009. Arc you prepared to say anything with regard to Wollongong or Bellambi ? No; though I bave 
looked at the plans. I have just come down from Townsville, where there is a breakwater upon which 
they have spent a great deal of money. About 2 miles off there is a magnetic island ; but even with that 
protection the breakwater, which is 40 feet at the base, and cemented right along, will not stand the sea.
3010. You believe that the approach to Port Kemhla- would he difficult for a sailing vessel if only one 
breakwater were constructed;—hut it would be still worse if both breakwaters were made? Yes; 
a sailing vessel would never attempt to enter Port Kembla in bad weather if both breakwaters were made.
3011. In considering the cost of making the harbour at Port Kembla "wo must take Into our calculations 
the probable cost of a tug service ? Yes.
3012. You like tlie proposed approach to Lake Hlawarra better than that to Port Kembla ? Yes.
3013. You are doubtful if the breakwater proposed at Port Kembla would stand against tbe heavy 
easterly seas ? 1 am sure that it would not stand unless it had a tremendous base.
3014. Does that fairly well cover your case ? Yos, that is all I have to say.
3015. Mr. IVicJcett.] You have ventured the opinion that nothing less than a base of 100 feet will do I 
suppose that you think that if the base were more than 100 feet, the breakwater would stand ? Yes; it 
might stand then.

TUESDAY, 15 DECEMBER, 1896.

UPrrsrnt:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Predeiuck Thomas HuMi’HEiir. 
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The lion. Charles James EmmiiTs, C.M.G, 
The Hon. William Joseph Trick ext.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.

Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

Henry Ciarke, Eaq.
Charles Alphe]) Lee. Esq. 
John Lionel Fegan, Esq. 
Thomas Hen nr Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.

Tho Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Stephen Henderson, Esq. (Messrs. Harper, Harper, and Henderson, Engineers to the Hlawarra Harbour 
and Land Corporation, Limited), sworn, and examined •—

3016. Chairman.] What are yon ? Civil engineer.
3017. Have you got charge of tho works proposed to be carried out hy the Hlawarra Harbour and Land 
Corporation at Lake Hlawarra ? Yes.
3018. Did you do the engineering? My firm did it.
30.19. You can give any information that is necessary ? Yes. .
3020. Have you a plan with you ? Yes; 1 have brought two plans with notes. I have here a short 
statement which I had better read :—

S. Henderson, 
Esq.

15 Dec., 1896.

The Hlawarra Harhour and Land Corporation havo already constructed a railway from their coal properties in the 
mountain range to Talawera Point, on the shores of Lake Hlawarra, also a siding connecting this railway with the Govern- 
inoufc line at Dapto, and a branch line to the works of the Smelting Company of Australia.

It is now proposed to form a harhour in Lake Hlawarra by cutting an entrance channel through tho sand ridge that 
separates the lako from the ocean; protecting the entrance channel hy the construction of parallel training hanks and 
break-waters slightly curved on plan ; by dredging a channel 100 feet wide at bottom from the entrance across the Jake to 
Talawera Point; by dredging a shipping basin at Talawera Point 1,050 feet long by S50 feet wide ; by constructing two 
jetties, each 4o0 feet long, in tbe shipping basin ; and by reclaiming portions of foreshores at Talawera Point aud near the 
entrance by depositing tlie dredgings behind reclamation banks.

With regard to the entrance works, it was originally proposed to run the southern breakwater in a northerly 
direction from Windang island ; but Mr. Darley suggested the present arrangement, pointing out that a breakwater 
running north from W’indang Island would be almost broadside on to our heaviest seas, and would have to be made high 
and of heavy material to stand the seas. He considered that tho most lasting results maybe looked for when a break
water is as nearly end on to the heaviest sea as possible. His design for the plan for the entrance works was adopted.

At the sea extremities of tho breakwaters the proposed level of the top of the breakwaters is 17 feet above low 
water, tbe top width 15 feet, and both tho side slopes 1A to 1. As the breakwaters approach the shore the height and 
cross-section arc reduced.

VVlien tlie breakwaters and training banks are completed, and the entrance channel dredged, I expect that no 
dredging wiH bo required to maintain the entrance. The area of the lake is some 13 square miles, and forms an immense 
natural scouring basin. The volume of water flowing in and out with each tide will maintain the channel without 
artificial moans.

The depth to which it is proposed to dredgo tlie shipping basin and the channel is 25 feet 6 inches below mean tide 
level, and this means that in tho shipping basin the depth at low water will, in all probability, never bo less than 24 feet 
0 inches, us the range of tide in the lake is not likely to exceed 2 feet. ■

The
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S. Henderson, The areas to be excavated to this depth are as follows :—Between the breakwaters, 35 acres; in the channel across
Esq. Ihc lake, 36 acres ; in the shipping basin, 20J acres ; making a total area 25 ft. 6 in. deep at mean tide level of ill A acres. 

/-"wAj—'n A contract has been entered into between Mr. Robert Amos and the company to construct all these works already
15 Doc., 1896. described.

The amount of this contract is £177,060. Only half this amount has to be paid to him in cash, namely, £88,530 : 
the other half he has agreed to take in debentures of the companv. If the whole is paid in cash he is willing to reduce the 
prices by 20 per cent., bringing down the total cost of works to £141,MS.

In the proposed tidal basin four large steamers can berth alongside the jetties, and at least half a dozen others can 
be moored In the basin.

The company proposes to purchase a dredge, and keep enlarging the harbour to keep pace with trade development. 
This dredge will also he used to deepen the harbour if required, and to widen the channel across the lake.

I have estimated that the size of the shipping basin could he increased to 40 acres; and throe more jetties, 450 feet 
long' each, could be constructed with railway connections for the sum of £25,000, giving 4,000 feet of berthing accommo
dation, and there is no limit to the possible extension.

Lake Illawarra possesses immense natural advantages for the site of a commercial harbour. Its artificial entrance 
will he protected by Windang Island from the heaviest sea. Its great area will give sufficient tidal scour to maintain the 
entrance without dredging. Also, the silt brought dowm by the inflowing streams in flood time will be deposited near 
their mouth, and not interfere with the navigable channel, as is the case at Newcastle, where the floods of the Hunter 
require an enormous amount of dredging to ho carried on annually for maintenance alone.

The bottom of the lake consists of mud soft for a few feet down, mid then firmer, and near the entrance of sand. 
The material can he dredged at a very cheap rate by sand pumps.

3021. What is the formation at the bottom of Lake Illawarra ? It is mud ; near the entrance, sand. It 
is mud all along our channel.
3022. Bow deep is it from the.surface of the water to the mud ? It varies in different places.
3023. Have you any borings? No; I have none here. In the channel, which is 3 miles long, the 
average depth of the first 112 chains, starting with the basin at Tallawera Point, is 1.1 ft. 6 in. below mean 
tide level; then for the next 40 chains, 5 ft. 6 in,; and for the last 01 chains, 3 ft. G in,
3021, That brings you to where the lake narrows before it comes to the sea? 1 think that stops at the 
western extremities of the training banks.
3025. What depth of mud is there? Borings have been put down to a depth of 30 feet and nothing was 
found but mud or soft stuff.
302G. Were borings taken right across the lake at various distances ? Tcs, right from Tallawera Point.
3027. And at no place did you find anything but mud going to a depth of 30 feet? I do not think that
all the borings were put down 30 feet. The borings were taken before I came to Sydney. The most 
recent borings were one made by Mr. Amos to satisfy himself. *
3028. Can you give the Committee any information with regard to the depth of the mud at the bottom of 
the lake? As far down as our contract depth there is no rock.
3020. What depth is that ?. 25 ft. G in.
3030. Did you take the boring across to the beginning of the breakwater ? Tes. These borings were 
taken in 1889. I only came to Sydney in 1891,
3031. Ton believe there is nothing to be found at the bottom of the lake but mud? Mud and soft 
material. There has been no trace of rock, except, of course, near Talawera Point. ■
3032. Is the material very soft ? It is soft for the first few feet, then it gets firmer, more consolidated.
3033. Having cut that channel in your docks, is there any chance of its filling up ? Bo, I think not.
3034. Is there any ebb and flow in the lake at all ? Very little, but there will be.
3035. In your opinion it will not affect the soft material or bring it into the channel you have cut ? Hot 
1o any extent; there may he some silting towards the eastern portion of the channel. The tide will be 
suliioient to keep the entrance to a proper depth,
303G. Will Mullet Creek and Macquarie Rivulet bring down any silt? Yes, but that will not affect the 
work at all.
3037- They will furnish some current? Very little, the current from the sea will he much more than 
their current.
3038. You think that those small tributaries will not affect the current in the lake? Hot in the main 
stream ; it will add to the current going out at the entrance.
3039. But not in the main body of tho lake? Certainly not. ,
3040. \Tou limit the question therefore to a scour that will carry any silt into that portion of the cut just 
before entering the narrows as they appear on the plan ? Yes, and then it will not bo silting—there will 
bo a tendenoy to scour.
3041. You tell us that soundings having been taken by your firm, you find that you can get a channel
across the lake ? Yes. ’ ‘
3042. The second point is that except towards the eastern end of it there is no danger of it silting ? 
There is no danger towards the eastern end either.
3043. There is no danger at all ? No.
3044. Where the cut ceases, to the end of the breakwater, you propose to erect fascine banks do you not ?
Hot there. ^
3015. You reclaim behind the bank ? Yes.
3016. You propose to erect fascine work from the island near the inner entrance ? Yes.
304/. This has no material connection with your scheme ? Ho, it is only to put the dredgings in.
3048. Therefore your cutting runs clean out to the end of the breakwater? Yes.
30-49. Have you any doubt with regard to your work standing from the narrows to the end of the break
water? Ho.
3050. You have no doubt about it? Not the slightest; there will be plenty of scour there.
3051. I am speaking of the work standing up where the sand is near the entrance before you get to the 
end of your breakwater? The scour will excavate a wider channel than wo make.
3052. You believe that not only tho channel will stand but that it will have a tendenev to increase ? It
will. "
3053. You put no sides on ? Not there.
3051-G. There will be no attempt to hold it up until your breakwater is up ? That is so.
3057. What is the length of your southern training-wall ? 1,G50 feet.
3058, Docs that terminate at the small protecting breakwater that goes south-easterly to Windang
Island ? Yes. ‘

■ 3059.
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3050. Ami from there to the end of the southern breakwater, what distance is it? 1,815 feet. 8. Henderson-,
3000. And the northern breakwater ? That is the same length. The northern training-bank is much ®E<1- 
shortcr.
3061. The northern training-bank starts from whore? It terminates in the sand a little io the south-lo ®CC-' 
west of the green point shown on the map, and then the northern training-hank runs a distance ol S25 
feet, the western termination being approximately north of the western termination of the southern 
training-bank. *
3002. Will you describe the width and depth of your two training-hanks? 1 have not got the width.
The depth of the foundations for tho training-banks and breakwmtera is 27 ft. G in. below' mean tide level.
30G3. What is the width of the crown ? I have not that here.
SGGi. 'Where doos your material come from ? From Windang Island.
30G5. You have no doubt about Windang Island furnishing that material ? None whatever.
30G6. What number of enbie yards will it take? The northern training-bank will take about 35,000 
tons, the southern 72,000 tons.
30G7. That is the amount of material you estimate to require ? Yes.
30GS. Yon are to get it from Windang Island ? Yes.
30G0. How do you propose to take it across tl^e channel? That is a matl or for the contractor. If I 
wmro doing the contract wrork I would make the northern breakwater before I dredged tho channel 
through the lake. That in a matter for Mr. Amos. He can take the material across by railway, or punt 
it across.
3070. ] suppose you took steps to see if Mr. Amos’ contract seemed a reasonable one ? Yes.
3071. Therefore you must have taken into consideration the cost of the transfer of material? Yes.
3072. And you believe the training-walls can be built at a certain price ? Certainly,
3073. And yon believe you can take them right across tho entrance of the lake, make the northern 
training-wall first, then subsequently make the southern training-wall ? Decidedly; before you cut tho 
entrance through.
3074. How much a yard do you estimate the breakwater to cost ? The contract price which Mr, Amos 
has given is in tons. It is 3s. 7-g-d. a ton for the breakwater.
3075. lam speaking of the training-bank? For that it is 3s. l|d. perton. That wrould have to be
reduced by 20 per cent., because he has offered to do it for 20 per cent, less for cash. It is a schedule 
contract. ■
3076. Tho schedule virtually controls the total payments? Yes.
3077. It seems to you that banks of a certain height and width at a certain price, 3s. lid., would come
to a certain sum of money—what is the amount for the two training batiks ? The northern is £5,463, ■
aud tho southern is £11.250.
3078. .Always subject to increase or decrease as the work progressed? Certainly.
3079. Will you give us the dimensions of the northern breakwater. It increases towards the end. Yon 
seem to have 25 feet at the end ? That is the end most exposed to the sea.
3080. What is the width of your southern breakwater at tho eastern end? Fifteen feet,
3081. That is on the top ? Yes, and sido slopes of 17 to 1. The width at high water would be 51 feet, 
and at low water 6G feet.
3082. And the width at the bottom ? It would be over 140 feet at the bottom.
3083. That is in 25 feet of water ? Yes,
3081. What depth have you estimated for your breakwater right into tho beginning of the training-wall ?
At the beginning of the training-wall the dimensions of the breakwater are 10 feet wide at the top, and I 
may mention that the side slopes of the breakwater for the last 10 chains are I5- to 1; but from there to 
the shore end, they are from If to 1. That makes a difference in the quantities. Tho width at the top is 
10 feet and the slope is If to 1, and they have to go down 27ft. Gin. below mean tide level.
30So. So that it is 27 ft. Gin, at the eastern end of the northern training-bank, 10 feet on the top, then there 
is a gradual increase until you have 15 feet on tho top, and 25 feet below low-water mark at the extreme 
eastern end ? Yes.
3086. Have you soundings where you propose to put the northern and southern breakwaters? Yes.
3087. Have you any borings? That 1 cannot tell.
3088. Do you know how far it is down to the rock ? Ho, except that one boring was put in at the middle 
of the channel between the two breakwaters by a 32-fecfc rod, and when it went down it was about 3 feet 
abovo mean tide level, and there was no rock down there.
3039. You had not got rock then ? Ko.
3099. Is it reasonable to suppose that there would be 8 feet of sand at least under the northern and 
southern breakwaters ? Until you come to the end of it, I think there will.
3091. And you do not think that the scour is likely to shift that? Ho,
3092. Still you think it will shift sand, and keep your entrance clear? Yes. When you have training 
banks, you will find that although it keeps the channel deep, there is beside the breakwater and training 
bank, a slope of sand, a gradual slope from the wall. That is owing to tho action of the training bank.
3093. The basis of your calculation then was 2 feet under the sand at tho eastern end, and the dimension 
of the breakwater as shown ? Yes. I believe it was 2 feet which I allowed. I know that wo did mako 
an allowance.
3091. What amount of stone does that give you ? Wo estimate‘that in the northern breakwater it will 
be 139,000 tons. ■
3095. Subject, of course, to the schedule ? Yes. -
309G. And what will bo the cost of that ? £23,193.
3097. How much a yard ? 3s. 7-ad. a ton.
3098. As regards the southern breakwater were the dimensions taken there in the same way? The 
quantity is 153,000 tons, which comes to £27,731.
3099. Will there be any trouble at all about getting material of tho size you desire? We shall get it of 
the siv.e we desire at Windang Island.
3100. You are sure of that ? Yes.
3101. And you can make the breakwater across the entrance, and complete that before touching the 
southern? Before touching the entrance 1 would make the southern breakwater.

3102.
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S. Henderson, 3102, You would keep your breakwater going;? I would not cut the entrance.
3103, You believe that it is practicable ? It is, certainly.

15 Dec 189G is the area of the lake ? About 13 square miles.
’ 3105. "What is the rise and fall of the Illawarra Lake at present ? I have no record, but I believe it is

pretty well imperceptible.
3106. Imperceptible? Yes, quite imperceptible.
3107. Lake Illawarra is not much affected by the tide? It is not.
310S. Therefore not much water goes in and out from the ocean ? Yo.
3100. What rise and fall do you expect to have when the entrance is open ? It is very hard to say, but I 
should think about 1 foot or IS inches at the outside.
3110. Can you tell us the amount of water which a depth of 1 or 2 feet would he over 8,000 acres ? I
will make a note of it. ,
3111. Can you tell us whether that 430 feet is sufficient to give a uniformity of level between the sea aud
the lake at high water ? 1 do not think it is.
3112. At what rate do you anticipate that the water will run between the breakwater and the training- 
bank, taking the rate uniformly right through ? Do you mean uniformly over tho whole width of the lake.
3113. 1 mean approximately between the northern sjfle of the guide wall, and the eastern side of the 
breakwater? I will work it out.
3114. The water coming out of the lake to tho end of the northern and southern breakwaters spills into 
tho sea saucer, it widens out at once, and the force is lost a short distanco out ? Yes.
3115. Then the tendency would be for it io spill outside and to make a bar beyond the two breakwaters ? 
That would be the tendency as far as that is concerned,
3116. If you have not a scour sufficient Io shift it well out into deep water, will you not have a bar
outside your two breakwaters ? There is a tendency to form a bar there.
3117. I)o you depend upon the scour to maintain the channel between tho training-walls ? Yes.
3118. Yo do not know the rate at which that is expected to run ? No ; it is rather difficult to prophesy.
3116. You maintain that it will carry your silt ? Very little; it will be mostly sea water coming in aiid 
out with the tide. " "
3120. "Wliat is the tendency of the waves on the coast ? They tend to back up the sand.
3121. How are you going to keep that sand away or remove it without a scour? Wo should have to
dredge it if there were no scour. •
3122. Supposing there were no Lake 1 llawarra behind if at all and you carried out your works ? We should
have to keep a dredge there constantly. ’
3123. The result would be that tho beach would run out over the end of your breakwater, and it would 
be the same as the beach to the north ? Yes j after a long time. The sand comes principally from the 
south. It would come round Windang Island and choke up tho entrance there. It is not generally that 
we have an island in the direction in which the sand comes. That is a great feature of the harbour there. 
We connect the island with our breakwater.
3124. ITnless you have a scour, the tendency will be for tho thing to silt up ? Yes ; but it would .take a
long time. .
3125. That is tho tendency ? It is the tendency. Therefore, if there were no scour it would require 
dredging. Of course there will be an amount of sand blown in by the wind, and it -would pack up along 
tlie entrance. The island makes a very great difference. With the exception of a little distance from 
Windang Island the water deepens very rapidly in front, and that would make all the difference in the 
world.
3120. Then it comes to a question of velocity, whether the scour is sufficient to carry the silt to where 
the water deepens ? Ales.
3127. Why have yon determined that the width of the entrance should be 430 ft. ? That was done before 
I came to Sydney. It was done, I think, in consequence of a tracing which Mr. Harley sent out. AYe 
kept to that plan as far as the width of the entrance was concerned, and the direction of it.
3128. You say that Mr. Harley recommended the width of 430 ft. ? A'es.

* 3129. A.ud you see no reason to alter it? I have not discussed it, but when wo carry out the work wo
will go into tho question to see whether that is the best width. "
3130. Por Lake Macquarie, which is very much larger than Lake Illawarra, Sir John Coodo recommended 
a width of 200 ft. ? Yes, i know he did.
3131. How do you explain the reason for proposing 430 ft. in this case when he required only 200 ft. for
Lake Macquarie ? One could not possibly explain that without knowing all tho circumstances of tho 
case. I believe that the channel there is ever so much longer than ours. Mr. Harley believes that 200 ft. 
is not enough. Unless yon go into all the surroundings you cannot compare tho one with tho other. I
do not know whether it was to get a scour that Sir John Coode recommended 200 ft.
3132. Your wall, constructed in a south-easterly direction on to AVindang Island, is intended partly as a 
protection to your breakwater? It tends, for one thing, to prcicnt the soa from scouring between 
Windang Island and the shore; and it also forms a way of access near AViudang for all time: and it 
prevents sand from coming round in that direction.
3133. Are you prepared to express an opinion with regard to the accessibility of the port from the soa 
for shipping? I think it has a first-rate entrance from the sea.
3134. 'That is your opinion ? Yes.
3135. "What weight of stones are you putting in at the end of your eastern breakwater ? None less than 
10 tons above 5 feet below low water.
3136. Arou have already said that there is an ample supply at AViudang Island ? Yes.
3137. Has it been tested ? Quarries have been opened up, and one or two conlractors have looked at it 
and satisfied themselves about it.
3138. Ho you think that the stone will suit in large blocks ? Yes.
3139. You have no doubt about that? No doubt whatever.
3140. And the quantity is ample ? Yes.
3141. Of what formation is AViudang Island? If. is described by Mr. Pittman as ferruginous sandstone.
It is a good lasting stone ; it is not friable. °
3142. Sandstone that has been heated by volcanic action? It looks like if.

3143.
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No : I have not gone into S, Henderson, 
’ Esq.3143. Do you care to express an opinion with regard to this other work ?

that at all. _
3144. Can you give ns the cost per yard of cutting a canal right across the lake? That is a lump sum 
for dredging 25.“- feet deep helow mean tide water-level all along.
3145. Does mean tide level mean the surface of the lake as we know it now ? No, halfway between low 
and high water outside.
3146. IVhat is the lump sum? £81,200. >
3147. Is that for the cutting alone? That includes the shipping basin.
3148. What area is the shipping basin ? Twenty and a half acres.
3149. It includes the cutting right across—what width ? 100 feet wide at the bottom.
3150. What batter do you expect? We specify not less than two to one. ■ _
3151. Can you let us know the amount of stuff you are going to shift? I believe the quantity specified 
to be shifted will come to about 3,600,000 yards. That includes all between the breakwaters along the 
channel and in the shipping basin.
3152. That is your first 21 acres; the other that could he done at £25,000 is not included in it ? No. 
3103. What will your wharfs cost? Timber jetties about £4,000 each, altogether £8,222.
3154. How many of them will there he ? A couple are provided for in this contract.
3155. What loading space is there on them ? They are 400 feet long in deep water.
3156. Will you be able to load on both sides ? Yes.
3157. Therefore four boats could load at once? Yes. At the two jetties four boats could load or unload. 
We shall probably make one a loading and the other an unloading jetty. The loading jetty will be about 
30 feet above high water, the unloading jetty about 4 feet above high water. My estimate for enlarging 
the shipping basin to 40 acres and constructing three additional jetties, with railway sidings, is made up 
as follows -.—Dredging, £10,400; three jetties, £11,000; railway connections, £3,600. Total, £25,000. 
These prices are cash prices.
3158. Have you put anything in for loading plants ? We have in the contract.
3159. Have you a list of the items ? Yes. £1,750 is put down for shoots and loading gear.
3160. Could you furnish a list of the items ? I will do so.
3161. Can you give us any information as to the commercial aspect of the matter? I am not able to give 
evidence about that.
3162. What is the cost of maintenance? If by that you mean maintaining the channel and the entrance, 
I think it will come to £1,500 or £2,000 a year at the outside. They do not really want a dredge for that. 
They will employ the dredge elsewhere in extending their works.
3163. What length of time will it take to complete these works? I estimate that the breakwaters would 
take to complete them for the proposed depth about two years. It can easily he done in two years. That 
includes tho training-banks. Mr. Amos’ time for doing it is eighteen months.
3164. With regard to the dredging? That depends upon the amount of plant that you put on altogether. 
3163. You believe it can be done in that time? Ccrtaiuly, if they put the proper plant on.
3166. What is the depth of the entrance? Twenty-five feet G inches below mean tide level, 23 feet at
dead low water. .
3167. Twenty-seven and a half feet at higb water ? Yes.

16 Dec., 1896.

WEDNESDAY, 16 DECEMBER, 1896. 

present:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. 
The Hon. 
The Hon. 
The Hon. 
The Hon.

EitEDFjticK Thomas Huiifherv. 
James Hoskins,
Chardes James Egberts, C.M.G. 
William Joseph Tbiceeit.
Danier. O’Connor.

Erancis Augustus Weight, Esq.

Henry Clarke, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq. 
John Lionel Eegan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kombln.

Tannatt William Edgeworth David, Esq., B.A., Professor of Geology7 and Mineralogy', University of
Sydney, sworn, and further examined :—

3168. Mr. Jhyan,] Have you any statement to make? I should like to say that Mr. Pittman, Govern
ment Geologist, and 1 have made a joint examination of such areas of the Illawarra Coal-fields south of 
Mount Kembla as had not previously been explored by me, and have prepared a short report on the 
subject. That report is as follows :—
To the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,—

Deport on portion of the Bulli Coal-measures, south of Port Kembla.
Gentlemen, 14 December, 1896.

We have the honor to report that in accordance with your instructions v/e have inspected recently the chief 
areas where the Bulli Coal-measures have boon tested south of Mount Kembla-, The areas inspected by mi were the 
following :—

1. The Smelting Company of Australia’s Coal Tunnels near the head of Dapto Creek.
2. The Wongawilli Coal Tunnels (inspected by Mr. Pittman).
3. Mr. Brownlee’s Coal Tunnel, Tongarra Albion Park.
4. The Jamberoo Coal Tunnels.
5. The Brogcr’s Creek Coal Tunnels,

The following is a brief summary of the results of our investigations : —
At The Smelting Company of Australia’s tunnels five seams have been partially prospected.

490—S The

T. W. J5. 
David, Esq., 

B.A.
16100^1896.
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T. W. E. 
Darid, Esq., 

B.A.

16 Dec., 1896.

The following are sections of tije seams and the associated strata, in descending order :—
Third (?) Seam in the Bulli Coal-measures. Roof not seen,

ft. in. 
fO 2 

2 0 
0 6 
2
0 9
1 Gi 
0 2i

Coao Seam, 12 feet 41 inches ........................... ^
. 0 6

0 4 
0
1 2" 
0 2 
o o
f "

The number of bands in this seam, and tho inferior nature 
export purposes.

Tho descending section continued shows tho following :—
ft. in.
24 0 Strata, probably chiefly sandy shale.

7 Si Fourth (?) Coal Seam

ft. in,

u .1 
1 S 
0 10
0 3
1 7 
0 li 
0 4 
0 1 
0 10 
0 Oh o li 
0 1

10 10

Hard fire-clay.
Perished coal.
Band yellowish clay shale.
Inferior Coal.
Coaly shale.
Hard coal, splint, and bituminous, inferior.
Band, hard black clay shale.
Inferior splint and bituminous coal.
Band, hard black clay.
Bituminous coal.
Inferior coal, bituminous passing into splint 
Band, brown clay.
Coal, inferior splint and bituminous.
Band, brown clay.
Coal, inferior splint and bituminous.
Floor (clay shale).

of the coal would, in our opinion, render it valueless for

Perished coal. 
Brownish-grey clay. 
Perished coal. 
White clay shale. 
Band, black stone. 
Perished coal.
Clay band.
Perished coal.
Clay band.
Perished coal.
Clay band.
Perished coal.
Clay band.
Coal and bauds.

The above seam is obviously too full of bands to be workable. There follow :— 
ft. in.
6(1 0 

6 0

3 10

Strata, probably chiefly soft sandstones and shales. 
Clay Shale. - ft, in.

Coal Seam (Fifth ?)

f0 9 Perished coal.
1° 0! Clay band.

0 10 Perished coal.
1 0 31, Band white clay.
i 2" Perished coal.
0 0\ Clay- band.
0 H Perished coal.
0 0i Clay hand.lo 2 Perished coal.

ft. in, 
47 0

1 3 

24 0

8 0

3 10
Floor black shale passing downwards into whitish clay shale.

Strata, chiefly clay shales aud sandstones.
ft. in.
I 0 S Perished coal. ,

(at least) Coal Seam (Sixth ?)..................(0 1 Clay band,
( 0 C Perished coal.

Strata chiefly clay shales (?) passing downwards into sandy shale forming the roof over the seventh seam.
ft. in,
t' 1 2 Coal splint.
| Parting.
| 2 10 Coal, splint, with 3 to 5 in. of soft coal about 1 foot 

almve base of this layer.
| 0 0-3 Band, dark-grey clay shale (say 1 inch).
1,3 11 Coal, hard splint.

Coal Seam (Seventh)................................. '

8 0 Floor dark shale.
The following are analyses by Mr. J. C. H. Mingaye, Analyst and Assayer, Department of Mines, of samples of coal selected

by us from the above seam :—

Upper zone of 2 feet. Second zone of 2 feet. Third none of 2 feel* Lower zone of 2 feet.

Hygroscopic moisture................................. ■72 •69 ■70 -60
Volatile hydrocarbons ............................. 17-64 IS-69 18-40 18-80
Fixed Carbon ............................................. 61-45 65-72 61 -25 59-35
Ash................................................................ 20-19 14-90 19-65 21-25

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

Sulphur........................................................ •590 •494 ■892 •727
Specific gravity ......................................... 1-478 1-418 1-444 1-470
Calorific value ............................................. 11- 3 11- 9 11- 5 n- i

None formed ..... None formed ...... iS'Otie lormed ...... IS1 one formed.

Average composition of the whole seam.
Hygroscopic moisture .................................................................................................... '68
Volatile hydrocarbons...................................................................................................  18'38
Fixed carbon ..................................................................................................................  61’94
Ash .................................................................................................................................. 19‘00

100-00
Tho results of these analyses show that op the average this coal contains 19 per cent, of ash. It is therefore wholly' 

flnsuited for export. 2,
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2. The Wongawilli Coal Tunnel was inspected by Mr. E. P. Pittman with the following results :— 
Hard clay shale.

T. W. E. 
David, JSjfj.,

long-
4 ft. 4J in, ,

ft. in. B.A.
fO 10 Coal, bituminous.

o 25 Coal and bands. 16 Dec., IS96
11 3 Coal, bituminous.

Clay band.
0 7 friable bituminous coal.
1 4J Coni, splint and bituminous coal, with £ in. band at 9 in.

from the bottom.

4 4J
(Moisture ......................................................................... 1‘90

Analysis of lower 1 Volatile............................................................................  23-00
2 ft. 1 fixed.................................................................................  54-35

( Ash.................................................................................... 20-75

100-00

I
 Moisture ........................................................................  3'45
Volatile..... ......................................................................  24 "30

Fixed................................................................................  53'90
Ash....................................................................................  18-35100-00

In this scam also the high percentage of ash renders the coal valueless for export.
At Jamberoo we measured the following section of a coal seam in a tunnel on the property of Sir Saul Samuel -.— 

6 ft. Coa l splint and bituminous. This is said to bo part of a 30-ft. seam of coal.
The following is an analysis of the sample of coal taken by us from the upper and lower portions of this seam :—

Hygroscopic moisture........................................................................  4-58
Volatile hydrocarbons .......................   O'Sfi
Fixed carbon ..................................................................................... 59"71
Ash........................................................................................................  25-85
Sulphur, not determined. --------
Sp. gr. „ 100-00
Calorific value ,,
Coke, none.

Tliis coal is obviously unworkable, as is the coal in the second tunnel on the same property and on tho same seam 
about half a mile further- north. At the latter locality a thickness of 4| ft. of coal is exposed in the tunuel, and about 7ft. 
in thickness is seen at the mouth of the tunnel There is a thin clay band at 15 in, from tho bottom of the seam seen in the 
tunnel.

Tho following is an analysis of the sample of coal taken by us :— '
Hygroscopic moisture........................................................................  2'92
Volatile hydrocarbons ....................................................................  16'97
Fixed carbon ................................................................................... 5(i"0G
Ash........................................................................................................ 24-05

Coke, none. 100 "0
At Broger’s Creek we examined the coal tunnels, and measured the following sections 

ft. in. Jloqf Clay Shah.
1 0 Inferior splint.
0 1 Clay band.
0 41. Inferior splint coal.
0 1 Clay band.
0 6 Splint coal.
0 U Band, clay shale.
0 10 Inferior splinty coal.
0 4£ Hard black clay shale.
0 7 Inferior splint coal.
0 0)^ Black clayey parting,
0 3i Inferior coal, splint and bituminous.
0 4 Band, hard black shale passing into stony coal.
0 4^ Very hard inferior splint coal.
0 I Band, dark clay.
0 10 Inferior splint coal,
0 01 Band, dark shale.
0 8 Inferior splint coal.
0 I Black clay band.
0 9 Stony splint coal 
0 0£ Clay band,
0 8 Stony splint coal

4 6 Hard brownish and bluish sandy shale, alternating with bamls’of stony coal

2
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

9 Hard splinty coal (sample taken), 
OJ Black shale band.
2 Hard splinty coal 

0-1 Band, black shale 
5 Splint coal 
0'1 Black shale band 
11 Splint coal 
I Black band 
(i Splint coal 
7 Strong coal

- Sample taken.

_ i
Floor, hard grey shale.

The following are analyses by Mr. J. C. H. Mirigaye of the two samples selected by us

(A.) From upper 2 ft. 9 in. of thickness exposed in tunnel. (B.) From lower 4 ft. o In of same seam m tunnel.

Hyg. Moisture......... ....  -so •90
Vol. Hyd................... ..........  17-05 23-65
Fixed carbon............. 53-65
Ash............................ ..........  43-30 21-80
Coke ......................... .......... none Very poor,

100-00 100-00

The abovo analyses show that these coals are valueless. Fifteen
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T. W. E. 
David, Esq., 

B.A.

16 Dec. ,1866.

Fifteen feet lower is a 4 ft. seam; roof, sandstone, 
ft. in.
1 5 Heavy splint coal.
0 OJ Band—brown shale.
1 1 Splint and bituminous coal,
0 2 Stony splint coal.
1 Splint and bituminous coal.

On tho property of Mr. \V, Brownlee we measured the following section of tho Coal Measures :—

Coakse Pebbly Sandstone (Tp.iassic ?}.
ft. in.
62 0 Chiefly dark grey carbonaceous shales.

ft. in.

2 10 Coal Sham (2nd? in Bulli Coal Mea
sures).

2 3 (about). Fine hard sandstone. 
0 2 Sandy shale.

6 14 Coal Seam (3rd!) .

(0 0 Splint coal, showing evidence of contemporaneous erosion 
at top.

0 2 Inferior coal and shale.
0 2 Coaly shale.
0 10 Splint coal.
0 01 Clay baud.
0 111 Coal.
0 0 j Clay parting.

.0 0 Splint coal.

f 0 3£ Coal.
0 01 Band clay.
1 1 Coal, clayey.
0 2 Clay hand.
0 3 Coal, splint.
0 2 Band clay.
0 7i Dirty splint coal,
0 4 Coal, soft bituminous; dirty.

* 1 2 Band, black shale.
0 10 Coal, splint.
0 fli Band.
O 51 Coal, splint,
0 Clay band.
0 li Coal, splint.
0 It Band clay.

10 10 Stony coal.

fi m
2
0

4

4

13

C (about). Hard finc-gramed sandstone, laminated.
1 Black shale.

44 Coal Seam

G (about). Black clay shale.

0 (about). Coal Seam ,

ft. in.
f« C Coal, very stony.
!0 11 Coal, splint.
1 0 6 Coal and bands.
i'0 1-3 Band, clay shale

1 4 Coal, splint.
0 04 Band.lo 11 Coal.

4 4*

ft. in.ro 5 Coal, perished from weathering
0 Oi Band, day shale.
1 3 Coal, perished.
0 3 Band, clay shale.
0 04 Coal and bands.
0 3 Black shale.
0 nO Coal.
0 OrV Band, day.
0 li Coal.
0 Oi

34
Band.

0 Coal.
0 0* Band.
0 2 Coal.
0 o-,v Band.
0 8 Coal.
0 04 Band. 4
0 4" Coal,
0 04 Band.
0 3 Coal.
0 1 Band.
0 4 Coal, dirty.
0 04 Band.1 7 Coal.
0 14 Band.
0 7 Coal, splint.
0 04 Band
1 3 Coal.
0 1 Band.
2 6 Coal.
0 2 Band, day shale.u 0 Coal, splint. ft. in.

65 0
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IL in . ■ r c J
05 0 (about). Strata, probably chiefly fine’graincil sandstones and shales, passing downwards into a roof of dar 

gray clay shale.

21 9 (about). Coal Seam

was measured by us:—
Hoof.—Blue clay shale—fireclay.

Coal Sham ,

ft. in.
.V Coal, splint and bituminous

0 0J. Clay band.
0 3” Solt coal.
0 2 Clay band.
0 o Splint coni.
0 Of, Band.
0 ■fii Splint coal.
0 i Clay band.
0 7 Splint coal.
0 24 Band, clay shale.
0 9 Splint coal.
0 2 Clay band.
1 6 Coal, splint.
0 r» Clay band.
0 2 Stony coal.
0 8 Band clay shale.
0 8 Splint coal.
0 01 Band.
] Si Coal, splint.
0 li Band.
0 di Coal.
1 7 Coal, splint.
0 Gt Clay band.
0 11 Coal, splint.
0 1 Band, clay.
0 44 Coal.
0 24-4- Clay hand.
0 3 Dirty coal.
0 1 Clay band.

u 0 (about). Base of seam ; not

in where Mr. Brownlee is working th

ft
(0

in.
a Bituminous coal.

1 1 3 Splint and bituminous coal.
1 S Splint coal.
0 4 Bituminous coal.

(0 3 Splint and bituminous coal.
0 01 Intermittent band.
0 7 Hai’d clean splint coal.
0 0-2 Black band-

LO 4 Splint coal.

T. W. B.
■k David, Esq., 

B.A.

16 Dec., 1696.

not visible in detail.

5
Average samples of tliia coal taken by us for analysis have yielded the following results :—

L'ppcr half of soam. Lower half of scam.

Hygroscopic moisture.............................................................................................. ■90 •So
Vol. hyd...................................................................................................................... 23 '50 20 85
Fixed carbon......... ............. ...................................................................................... 60-50 59') 0

IS'lO 19'20

lOO’OO lOO'OO
Sulphur ...................................................................................................................... •659 •563
Sp. gravity................................................................................................................... I '398 1-422
Coke—fairly good, except for ash ......................  *...............................................
Calorific value .......................................................................................................... 11 7 11-6

These analyses prove that, this coal is not suitable for export purposes.
It is, nevertheless, of sufficiently good quality to admit of its being need locally for supplying fuel for the dairy 

factories of Albion Park. This coal is now in use for this purpose at tht Tongarra Eactory,
Tiro results of our examination, and the analyses of the samples of coal selected by up, show that, in our opinion, 

the coal opened on all the seams in tho Bulli Coal Measures south of Mount Kembla, is quite unsuitable for export purposes, 
though in places portions of the seams may he used for local manufactures.

3169. Mr. Moshins!] Is the boalyou have referred to good enough-for smelting purposes ? It is inferior 
to the coal that is used further uorth. 1 would rather leave that question to the Government Geologist, 
as 1 have no technical knowledge of smelting. 1 should pronounce even the best of that coal inferior to 
tho typical Bulli coal for any purposes, on account of the high percentage of ash which it contains.
3170. Chairman.'] What were the first coal seams to which you refer?' Those on the Smelting Com
pany of Australia’s properly on Dapto Crook.
3171. Lying how far west of Tallawera Point? About 6 miles measured along tho railway lino. The 
tunnels are about half a mile further in than that,
3172. The next is Wongawilli;—how far is that due west from Dapto railway station ? A trifle over 5% 
miles.
3173. And is Mr. Brownlee’s pit about 8 miles up the valley of the Macquarie Bivulet, on the southern 
side of the rivulet from the Albion Park railway station ? Yes.
3174. Then the next is Jamberoo ? Yes ;—that is 8 miles due west of Kiama.
3175. And whore is Broger’s Creek ? That is very close to Jamberoo. It will be about 1£ mile south-west 
of Jamberoo tunnel previously described.
3176. Mr. My an.] In refereneo to the Smelting Company of Australia’s coal, the analyses that you have 
made have proved that the seams mentioned there are inferior to the Bulli seam? Yes.

3177.
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3177. The amount of carbon contained in that coal is much less—something like 79'40 per cent, according 
David^Esq., toCogMim? yes.

- 3178. Ton say that you would not like to give an opinion as to its value for smelting purposes ? 1. should
16 Dec. 1896. certainly, that the bulk of that coal contains too much ash to make it valuable for smelting purposes. 

I would not express an opinion as to that 2-fcet layer, which contains the lowest percentage of ash.
3179. But you are aware that, in working tho coal seam, you could not divide it so closely as to send up 
the 2 feet of coal by itself ? .No, I should think not.
31S0. After your examination of various portions of the South Coast district, are your ideas pretty much 
the same as they were upon your last examination in reference to the quantity and quality of the coal ? 
I have seen nothing since the date of my last examination to alter any of my previously expressed 
opinions.
3181. So that we can take your evidence as being very little different indeed after your investigations 
with Mr. Pittman as to the accessibility, the quality, aud quantity of the coal in the southern district ? Tcs.
3182. Did you find anything else whilst you were down there which would make the district of great 
importance ? There is a deposit which we have not yet 1ruly explored.
3183. Therefore, you would not like to give an opinion upon it at present? No ; it is not a coal deposit.
3184. The seams to which yon have referred are, commercially speaking, of very little value at present ? 
That is my opinion.
3185. Therefore, as regards these schemes having to do with the progress of this inquiry in reference to 
tho Port Kembla Harbour, you cannot take them into account? That is my opinion—certainly for 
export purposes. I have stated that the best coal might he used on a small scale locally.
318G. Tou have stated that the coal could not be used for smelting purposes? Tho bulk of it would be 
unsuitable. ’Whether it would be possible to use economically coal containing 15 per cent, of ash, 1 
would not give an opinion.
31S7. Do you think it possible to use it whilst a far superior coal is close at hand ? I should not think so. 
31SS. Considering the bands that you have to deal with in the scams, do you consider it possible to work 
them at a profit, even for local purposes, whilst such good coal is near at hand ? It would only be possible 
to do so on a very small scale. It is being worked at Albion Park, and the coal, although it is rather 
ashy, is being used at the butter factory.
3189. The Smelting Company of Australia have an 8-foet seam, in which there is only about 2 feet which 
is nearly as good as the Bulli seam ? Yes.
3190. Would you be surprised if a witness said that the seam was as good as any found in the southern 
district for all purposes? 1 should be surprised.
3191. In taking the position of the Lake Illawarra smelting works, which have been erected with the 
prospect of smelting 500,000 tons a year, do you think it would be impossible to utilise the coal for that 
purpose ? That coal exclusively.
3192. Yes ? I do not think iny opinion is worth very much on that matter, but I should give it as being 
wholly opposed to the idea.
3193. Mr. Humph cry.~\ Am I conect in coming to the conclusion that you look upon the coal south of 
Port Kembla as practically valueless ? I do.
3194. Is there any possibility in your mind of any coal being discovered there of a quality suitable for 
export? I think the chances now are so remote as to bo practically negligible.
3195. There is no sign of the Bulli seam south of that point? There is a very thin seam on Mr. Biggar’s 
land, which was taken to ho an equivalent to the Bulli seam, but it is only 2^ feet thick. It is between 
Wongawilli and the Smelting Company of Australia’s ground land.
3196. Can yon give any idea whether the scams of which you have given a description here to-day, cor
respond with lower seams further north underlying tho Bulli seam? iTes, they do. 'The present ones can 
be correlated with the same seams further north. Further south the seams come together very much, so 
as to make the process of differentiation a very difficult one.
3197. Mr. Roberts,'] How far south did you make your explorations ; did you go as far as Jervis Bay ? 
Yes, 1 went as far as the head of the Clyde 1 liver a few years ago. aud also examined further north the 
Cambewarra Banges, ] was reporting then on the question of putting down a bore on the Wandra 
"Wandian Creek.
3198. I refer more particularly to your recent visit. How far south did you go ? Broger’s Creek was 
the farthest point south.
3199. What is the furthest point south that workable coa) has been found at ? As far as I am aware no 
workable coal has been found south of Mount Kembla. Even under Mount Kembla itself the coal is 
inferior. The inferiority has already set in there.
3200. Are tho Committee to understand that the further you go south it gradually dies out ? Yes.
3201. When you say that the coal is not suitable for export, are you speaking from a commercial point of
view ? Yes. .
3202. That it would not be used by any shipping company ? It would not he used by any shipping
company because the percentage of asli is so far in excess of that of the coal which is now being used 
for economic purposes. ,
3203. Would it not be suitable for any purpose whatever? 1 have already stated that portions of it in 
one or two individual seams may he used locally for such purposes as driving engines in dairy factories.
3204. Would it not be suitable for household purposes ? I do not think householders would take coal 
which contains from 15 to over 20 per cent, of ash, when they can get coal with 12 or 13 per cent, of ash 
close by,
,3205. Mr. O'Connor^] Mr. Hassall asked you whether, in your opinion, there was any good coal south of 
Port Kembla. Can you answer that with any degree of safety ? In view of my examination of these 
coal-fields, T think it is extremely improbable that there would be any coal of commercial value south of 
Port Kembla within a reasonable depth.
3206. Have you had sufficient time at your disposal to be able to answer that question decidedly ? I
consider that I have. -
3207. Mr. Hnmplwry.] What extent of coal do you think there is south of Mount Kembla, taking as 
your starting point, the Smelting Company of Australia’s seam ? I think it stops at Broger’s Creek.
3208. Practically it stops at Broger’s Creek ? Yes.

3209.
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3200. That is not necessariiy tho particular seam that tho. Smelting Company of_ Australia are working?
I think that probably the same seam continues as far south as that, but the probability is that it deteriorates ^ ■’
more and more. ^
3210. I want to know if in your opinion it deteriorates as you go to Broger’s Creek ? K does. The coal joDec., 1895. 
■which we have had analysed from Broger’s Creek is very inferior.
3211. And at damberoo it is inferior ? Yes. ^
3212. Bid you examine any properties there other than that of Sir Saul Samuel ? No,
3213. Are there any old works at .Tamberoo to which attention is drawn ? 1 tliink there are some tunnels
near Sir Saul Samuel’s to the north which I have uot seen. _ _
3214. I presume the quality of the coal would be somewhat inferior ? Having seen the coal at Albion 
Park on the north, and Broger’s Creek on the south, I hardly thought it necessary to make any further 
examination,
3215. You had seen sufficient to form an opinion ? Yen. _ _
3216. Therefore you are not disposed to modify tho evidence you have already given with regard to the 
value of these coal-measures ? No.
3217. Mr. ice.] Wo. must uot expeetthe estimate which you previously gave to hesupplomented by these 
mines further south ? I do not think it is likely to be supplemented to any material extent.
321R. Mr. Clarke.'] Have you heard of any coal being found so far south as Pigeon House Mountain, 
south of Ijlladulla? Yes; 1 have heard some report of coal in that direction. _ _ _
3219. But you cannot give any opinion about it? No, except that it would probably be a continuation of 
the Clyde coal measures, which I have examined already. 1 have already stated that that coal would he 
at a great depth under Lake Illawarra.
3220. Would the coal near Pigeon House Mountain he also at a great depth? That would almost
certainly be a continuation of the Clyde coal measures, and it would dip under Lake Illawarra. If it 
wore not it would bo part of an outlying patch of the Bulli coal measures. _
3221. Mr. Wright.] What is the average amount of ash which it is considered should ho the maximum in 
a fairly marketable coal ? I could not say off-hand ; somewhere about 13 per cent. Most marketable coal 
contains less.
3222. What is the minimum amount of fixed carbon in good marketable coal? It would depend upon 
what the coal is to be used for. As long as the percentage of ash is under 13, and the sulphur does not 
exceed about one pier cent,, the coal could he used for most purposes, no matter what relative proportions 
the fixed and the volatile carbon might be. If the fixed carbon is high, and the volatile proportion is low, 
it will be a good steam coal. If the volatile carbon is high, and the fixed carbon is low in quantity, it will 
he a good gas coal,
3223. You mentioned that you made some examination of the coal-field further south ? Yes ; at tho 
Clyde Kivfcr.
3224. Boos that extend further south ? Not further south than the head of the Clyde. Tho seams ruu 
out to the surface, so far as I know from personal observation.
3225. Is there any possible connection between those coal seams and the coal in Gippsland ? No ; they
arc quite distinct. _ _ _
3226. There is no geological formation which would justify you in the belief that good coal will be found
near the surface further south than Mount Uembla? That is my opinion. ^
3227. Chairman^ The Illawarra coal-field lies virtually between Clifton and Mount Kembla ? Yes.
3228. The most valuable deposit lies between tho cinder belt and Mount Kembla? I think so. I think 
it exceedingly probable that there are 'patches of good coal north of the cinder belt. There are certain 
volcanic dykes, nevertheless, I think there are patches of good coal of importance.
3229. Will you look at the evidence already given, and. state your opinion with regard to the answers to
questions 2101 to 2110? Speaking generally I consider them correct, hut 1 would sum up in my own 
words as follows :—That the good coal of the Bulli coal measures, west of a line running from Conleliff 
southwards, is limited on the south by Mount Kembla; that from Kembla to Corrhnal the coal is good, 
and very little disturbed ; that from between Bellambi and Corrimal, northward to Coalcliff, the coal is 
deteriorated in places, through faults and volcanic dykes, but that, nevertheless, there are probably 
considerable areas of good coal in that northern belt between Coalcliff and a point between Bellambi and 
Corrimal. ■

Edward Fisher Pittman, Esq., A.K.S.M., Government Geologist, Bepartment of Mines, sworn, and
examined:— E. F.

3230. Chairman^ You have heard the evidence given hy Professor Bavid;—do yon agree with it ? Yes.
3231. Mr. Hassall.] Have you a statement to make ? 1 have not any statement prepared, but I can
answer generally any questions. The question was asked whether the coal south of Mount Kembla ^ ^ -^g^. 
would be suitable for smelting purposes. 1 should say that it could boused for smelting purposes, hut no ’’ '
company would continue to use it if they could get better coal close at hand, as they undoubtedly can.
For commercial reasons they would not continue to use that coal when they could get better coal close by 
at a fair rate. _
3232. Which is the nearest point at which they could obtain coal for smelting purposes ? I think they 
could obtain it from any of those mines north of Mount. Kembla.
3233. Would the kind of coal obtainable at the head of Dapto Creek be as suitable as that obtainable at 
Mount Kembla for such an enterprise as we have at Lake Hlawarra ? No, it would not be so suitable.
3234. Which would they use ? They would use that at Mount Kembla. ... .
3235. Chairman!] Is that beyond doubt ? I tliink unquestionably it is. The first consideration is that if 
yon have coal or coke containing 20 per cent, of ash, which you have to carry, say, only a mile, you carry 
1 ion of -worthless material for every five tons that is of any value to you. Jf you have coke containing 
a large quantity of ash it is more liable to form clinkers when used for raising steam. Some years ago J 
had to report on the coke of the Colony in reference to smelting at Broken Hill, and the statement which 
led up to my report was that the Broken Hill company could not use Australian coke because it contained 
10 per cent, of ash. They said it was absurd to expect them to use that, because it meant carrying 1 ton 
of useless material for every 10 toug of coal. 1 made investigation concerning the coke of the Colony,
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, F' and I found that we were producing sufficient cote in Now South Wales which contained under 10 per 
Cent' as^’ some containing only between (> and 7 per cent, of ash—some of the northern coke, whereas 
some of the imported coke, actually used by the Broken Ilill Company—German and Welsh coke—con- 

IGDgc,, 189G. ta’ne^ as 11111 ch as 0 per cent, of ash.
‘3236. Mr. Hassall.'] Showing that the Australian coke compared favourably with that which was being 
used hy the company ? Tes.
3237. Did they know that ? I think the managers must have known it; it is doubtful whether the secretary 
knew.
323S. Then you practically agree with the opinion expressed by Professor David that there would be no 
coal suitable for export purposes obtainable south of Mount Kembla ? Tes ; that is my opinion,
3230. That the whole of that coal -which has been described is actually valueless? Undoubtedly valueless 
for export.
3240. Do you think it might be used for local purposes ? It might be used in a small way.
3241. Chairman.'] Is it your opinion that coal such as has been found at the head of Dapto Creek, cannot 
stand in competition with the Bulli seam ? That is my opinion.
3242. And is it your opinion that in any smelting operations to be successful they must use Bulli seam 
coal ? Tes ; I am of that opinion.
3243. In making that reply yon take into consideration the cost of hewing and the question of price? 
Tes. I consider that the coal north of Mount Kembla is not so very much more distant from the 
locality that you arc considering than the coal at tho head of Dapto Creek; but that the better coal 
should win the day by reason of its superiority.
3211. Mr. Hassall,] Tou think that the coal of better quality will be used, although it may be higher in 
price ? Yes ; but I do not see why it should be higher in price, though it may cost a little more in carriage.
3245. Chairman.] Tou mention as one objection to coal having a large quantity of ash, that the ash 
increases the cost of the carriage? Yes.
3246. Can you make a statement with regard to the effectiveness of the coal for smelting purposes ? 
Tou can only compare the ashy substance which adulterates the coal. It diminishes hy so much per 
cent, its useful character, and is just so much dead weight.
3247. Can you tell us how it would affect the cost ? It would affect the smelting, and there would he more 
probability of its forming clinkers, and it would give more trouble and expense in cleaning the furnaces 
and handling the material generally, and there would be more cost in the carriage of useless material.
3218. Tou say definitely that it is an inferior coal ? I have no doubt about that.

THUKSDAT, 17 DECEMBER, 1896.
present:—

THOMAS THOMSON' EWING, Esq. (Chairman.) 
Tho Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphert.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
Tho Hon. Charles .Iames Korerts, C.M.G.
The Hon. William Joseph Trtcott.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.

Henry Clabee, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee. Esq. 
John Lionel Feoan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.

Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Tort Kembla.

Stephen Henderson, Esq. (Messrs. Harper, Harper, and Henderson, Engineers to the Illawarra 
Harbour and Land Corporation, Limited), sworn, and further examined:—

S. Henderson, 3249. Chairman!] There were various things which you were to look into ? Tes. Tou asked for a copy 
cn of the quantities of Mr. Amos’ contract, which I produce. They are as follows:—

Illawarra Harbour Worls—Quantiliw and Cost.

Esq.

17 Dec., 1896, ___  Rate. £ s. d.
Northern Breakwater ............................................................. 139,000 ...... 3(7 V ....... 25,193 15 0
Southern „   153,000   .1(74   27,731 0 0
Northern Training Bank............................................................... 35,000   Ij/l-ji   5,4G8 15 0
Southern „  ............................................................... 72,000 ....... 3,1 H ....... 11,250 0 0
Tie Bank.................................................................................... 16,000 ....... 2(9" ...... 2,200 0 0
Bubble Kcclamation Bank ..................................................... 5U.OOO ...... 2|11 ....... 7,291 13 4
Fascine Banks............................................................................   1,050 0 0
Excavation ................................................................................   81,200 0 0
Drift Fences ........................................................................... 1G0 chains......  931- ...... 744 0 0
Two Jetties, 450 ft. long each, including shoots and loading gear, sidings, jetties, and connections

with present railway line................................................................................................................... 13,830 0 3
BuildingE—2 cottages, 1 house ....................................................................................................   1,100 0 0

The above are prices and quantities of Air. Amos’ contract.
£177,059 8 7

3250. Have you anything else to lay before the Committee? Tou asked for an estimate of tho cost of 
maintenance. I think that after tho channel has taken its permanent dimensions £2,000 per annum 
ought to cover the dredging. This allows for the sinkage over 100 acres of 3 inches, aud the removal 
of 50,000 yards of bar-forming material. There will not be any other maintenance except for the first few 
years. There may be some expenditure in connection with the breakwater. 1 think it ought to be covered 
by a couple of thousand pounds a year for three years, because the position is a very sheltered one. I do 
not think that the breakwaters ought to cost more, and after that they should cost nothing at all. It may 
or may not he required.
3251. Then the next point is with regard to the scour ? Yes. Tou asked me to take out the area of the 
lake, and the quantity of water in every inch or so. There are about 32,000,000 cubic feet in every inch of 
the lake. I took the lake at 13'S square miles—that is much more than 8,000 acres.
3252. That is within one-fifth of 14 square miles ? Yes, it is practically 14 square miles.
3253. Within 40 acres of 9,000 acres ? Yes. I reckon that a fall of 3 inches an hour over the whole lake 
is, approximately, equal to a velocity of 2 feet per second through the breakwaters.

3254
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3254. How many miles is that per hour ? About Ly mile per hour.
3255. That is the velocity? Yes. A fall of 6 inches an hour would be 4 feet per second.
3256. Two and two-thirds miles per hour ? Tes.
3257. If there was a fall of 6 inches it would be running at the rate of 2% miles per hour ? Tea.
3258. Then that would just about move sand? It would more than move sand. It would heep the 
channel clear. Tine inches an hour will give a velocity between the breakwaters of about 4 miles an hour.
3259. Do you think that would bo the extreme velocity? I believe it would. I have got it 4 knots, 
but there is not much difference for practical purposes. I assume the whole channel from tho island to the 
breakwater to have been scoured out to have a section fairly uniform with the channel betw'eenthe break
waters, thus giving a much freer How between the lake and the sea than the contract will leave tho channel. 
I first assume a surface fall between those two points of 2 feet G inches between the island and the end of 
the breakwater is a fall much greater than can actually occur, because that corresponds with no riso and 
fall in the lake at nil. Then, calculating the velocity by Kutter’s formula, which is the most accurate 
known to engineers, the result is 5'2 knots.
3260. Mr. Wright!] T/hat is the distance ? 7,920 feet up to the island. _
3261. And the fall is 3 feet ? I assume the fall to be 30 inches, which, of course, it will never be.
%2li2. Chairman'.] Tour result is what? 5'2 knots. _
3263. Dependent upon a problematical state of things? That will give a higher velocity than will ever 
exist. I. get a velocity of 5'2 knots, at which velocity I consider that no undermining action can take 
place at the breakwater and training bank. But what tho actual velocity will be is a much more difficult 
problem—I. think it will be about 4 knots. About mean-tide level in "the lake the velocity will be the 
greatest.
3204. And as the time runs on, it will conic lo nothing ? Tes.
3265. Do you know the exact length of time during which the tide runs in ? Tot exactly ; it is about
6 hours. Tho riso and fall occupy 12ii hours. I do not think you will get the maximum velocity during 
a longer period than 3 hours. _
3266. That is all you can tell us with regard to the tide between the walls ;—you estimate the
maximum by one calculation at 5 miles an hour, and by another at 4 miles ? To ; the 4 knots is not a 
calculation, it is an assumption. Dive knots I reckon we cannot exceed. That is a maximum, but it will 
not come up to it. _
3267. The tendency, as soon as the scour passes the ends of the breakwaters, will be to spread and deposit
silt? Tes. . _
3268. Although it might keep the channel clear, it cannot have the same effect when it runs into the
ocean at the end of the channel? To. _
3269. Tou said that you believed that there would be no silt in suspension ? Practically none after tho
channel is once formed to the stable equilibrium of things. _
3270. Then the only question is as to the piling-up power of the waves ;—will the velocity furnished by 
the contraction of the water between these walls he sufficient to counteract the piling-up power of tho 
waves? Our harbour being protected by Windang Island, and the mam weather and all the worst 
weather coming from there, there would be almost; none of that piling action. After a heavy storm at 
home on a sandy coast, there is often a very big deposit; but in ordinary weather there is little or none. 
In this case the heavy weather comes over Windang Island, and it would not form a bar at all. It is 
very seldom that wo get any weather that would form a bar there.
3271. Tou believe that the velocity will be sufficient? Ido. ^
3272. Will the carrying out of this work have any effect upon the surface level of the lake ? Not very 
much ; it will tend to keep it lower on the average. At present it is often banked up by floods. The 
rivers fill the lake. And if the entrance is not open it rises often about a foot or more.
3273. Tou think it will not affect it materially? I do not think it will make any material difference. It
will tend to lower the level a little. _ _
3274. In your opinion, would it be sufficient to interfere with the amount of water for scouring? Tot 
materially.
3275. The Act under which you are working provides that you shall construct sand-traps along the beaches
at such distance, and in such positions, as shall be found necessary ? 1 do not know what that; refers to.
Wc are going to erect drift-fences for keeping out the sand that blows. I presume that it refers to that.
3276. Tou have no knowledge of that? To ; the Bill was passed before 1 came to Sydney.
3277. Was your design the same? To ; the design which was before Parliament was diflerent. _ _
3278. Is there anything further which you have to state ? Tou are thinking of getting the quantities 
taken out, and I have brought the section as I thought that it might assist you.
3279. Mr. Lea.] Tou said that eighteen months was the time which would be required to carry out the 
work? Eighteen months is the time in which Mr. Amos reckons he can do it.
32SO. I am speaking of the work being completed so as to admit of large steamers and large sailing vessels 
going in there to carry coal;—how long would it take ? I believe it can be done in that time. They 
want to hurry on with their dredging, that is all. Tbo breakwaters can be built in eighteen months. 
Tho dredging depends upon the amount of plant that they put on.
3281. When your works, as at present designed, are carried out, how many vessels could be accommodated 
at.the proposed jetties, and bow many could lie at their moorings waiting to be loaded in the area which 
yon propose to provide? There are four berths, two at each jetty for the ships to discharge and load at; 
and in the area I am sure that eight or ten others could be accommodated.
3282. Could lie at their moorings ? Tes; and if they pack them as close as they do in London, a lot more.
3283. But they are in docks there ? Tes ; and they will practically be in dock at Illawarra.
3284. But still exposed to the influence of any gale, though not to the influence of the water ? Exactly. 
But I have seen ships in the docks at home exposed to gales too. I have seen a punt smashed between a 
ship and a wall, owing to the wind.
3285. Could Lake Illawarra be made capable of carrying on the coal shipping business of the south ? 
Tes, with an expenditure of £25,000, increasing the area of the basin to 40 acres, and providing in all five 
jetties, all equipped.
3286. With what accommodation each? Accommodation for two ships at each. There would be 400 
feet of space for vessels to lie in at each jettv.

490—T ' ‘ 3287.
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S. Henderson, 3287. Would it be possible to handle ships of that size within the port, to move them between their 
Esq. moorings and the jetties ? Certainly.

1?"d~^1S96 ^ there were a large number at their moorings, would you be able to handle them ? Tes, there is
ec'' b' a great deal of space in 40 acres.

3289. Then your reply is this: you think Lake Illawarra could be made a port suitable to the south ? Tes.

Andrew Armstrong, Esq., Managing Director, Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation, Limited, sworn,
and examined:—

A.Armstrong, 3290. Mr. Roberts^] Do you wish to make any statement ? Tcs, I want to make a few remarks. I 
Esq. should like to remark that at the opening of the inquiry I asked the Committee lo allow me, as repre- 

_/ senting very important interests, to he heard by counsel. I feel that in talcing it upon myself to appear
17 Dec,, 1896. \ am rimllmg a, great risk in regard to very large interests. Consequently, I wish it to be noted

that I give my evidence entirely without prejudice to any existing interests of the Illawarra Harbour and 
Land Corporation. If I make a mistake in behalf of very important interests here and in London, the 
fact that 1 made such request ought, to he taken a note of.
3291. Chairman.'] What is the end m view? It is to assert that Parliament has already practically, in 
giving us an Act, dealt with the question now being inquired into by this Committee, and as this matter 
is referred to the Committee by Parliament, I have every desire to meet the Committee in the most 
courteous manner possible, and to tell them everything that 1 know, in order to assist them in coming to 
a decision. But in giving evidence, it is possible that I may, unintentionally or unknowingly, in 
shepherding the interests it is my duty to watch over, give my people away. Consequently, I ask that 
my evidence be taken without prejudice to any interests creaiod under the existing Act of Parliament. I 
feel very strongly upon the matter, because very groat interests are affected.
3292. Mr. Roberts.] Tou are the managing director of the Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation? 
Tes. I also hold power of attorney as representing the Illawarra Harbour and Railway Corporation of 
London.
3293. Tou arc aware that this Committee have to consider the desirableness of forming a deep-water harbour 
at Port Kembla? T thought that the Commiltee had to consider as to the best part of the southeru coast 
to form a harbour, without any restriction to Mount Kembla.
3294i. Have yon prepared any statement which you would like to place before the Committee ? To state
ment, hut I have a few heads which I am prepared to give evidence upon. I have to point out that one 
main object of my company was, first of all. to connect the very important cheap coal of the eastern sea
board of New South Wales with the vast refractory ores of New South Wales. I may say that in doing 
that my promoters, jointly with myself, have taken, I think, one of the largest steps, and made one of the 
greatest advances ever made in Australia. To do that, it became absolutely necessary that we should have 
under our control a still-water harbour, not a harbour on tho open coast, which would never meet their 
views, but which would be a failure. We spent some two or three years in making the most absolute 
calculations with regard to the importance of the great bulk of refractory ores. Tho only statistics that 
were obtainable of a reliable character, had reference to Broken Hill; but our knowledge of the country 
showed that good as Broken Hill is, it is a very small thing compared to what exists in the richer deposits 
of refractory, but more scattered ores of tho country, not immense deposits in one place. We ascertained 
that to treat these things economically, and to carry out a schemeof this kind, it is absolutely necessary lo 
have the strictest economy—it would have to be done by the admixture of ores, aud a combination of 
the refractory ores of tho interior with the cheap coal on thesca-board. In connection with this matter i 
lodge a set of figures prepared for tho purpose, and this paper has been considered in London of sufficient 
importance to lead to the formation of the company we promoted, and also of another company which, 
prior to our going on to the London market, had made all its arrangements for tho carrying of refractory 
ores from Broken Hill to London to he dealt with in England. All arrangements of the Sulphide 
Corporation were made before we lodged our figures on the London market with that object in view. 
The promoters placed the figures before the London market, and two large companies have been 
formed. I cannot remember the capital of the Ashcroft Patent Company, but the capital of my 
company is £300,000 of working capital upon a total of £500,000. That £300,000 is now in course 
of expenditure. The promoters placed figures on the Pond on market which have already caused 
capital to be raised for the development of the object entirely in connection with a still-water harbour. 
Capital for the different companies has already been raised in England to the extent of £1,500,000— 
that is to say, a certain combination has been promoted by my company, the interests of which 
particular company are kept entirely separate. They are different companies promoted for one 
object. I need not tell you that a few gentlemen starting a scheme such as the Illawarra Harbour 
and Land Corporation scheme, if they had enough capital to carry out that object, would not bother 
about the object,—they would be wealthy enough not to take so many years' risk and its concomitants ; 
they would simply retire. It is such an enormous object, that it will take at least £250,000 to carry out 
the work provided for by Act of Parliament, on the top of an expenditure which my company have already 
made. My company have already expended £50,000, and to carry out the object in view they will have 
■to find another £250,000. It is necessary for them to sec their way to make an immense trade first. 
Then, naturally, to finance by debentures upon the security of the trade created. All that is in progress, 
aud has progressed so far, that a capital of £1,500,000 has already been raised, and that is being devoted 
principally towards carrying out;—to put it very shortly, the combination of the refractory ores with the 
cheap coal on the eastern seaboard. In doing that we chose Illawarra, and in choosing Illawarra the 
greatest possible care and caution were given to the question as to the most suitable site, and Port Kembla 
was very carefully considered by my promoters, wbo found that their scheme would fail if they had to 
depend upon an open roadstead harbour. On that point I have said enough. I lodge the paper with my 
evidence as an exhibit. It shows the importance of the connection between the refractory ores of Tew 
South Wales and tho coal of a low prico of the eastern seaboard.
3295. Chairman.] Dealing with general principles ? Dealing with the general principle. It is a very big 
question. I may say that that document has been through the mill of the severest metallurgical critics

that
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world dealt ■
£500,000,
and determined Lu noi. —....... ......... ...................... ■ . - „
that were put before the Parliament of New South Wales following our Act, led to the formation of a 
smelting trade, as far as it has gone at present. I have no hesitation in predicting that in the next ten 
years it will load to ten times as much. T .
32!)C>. Mr. Moberts.] How long have you held the position of managing director of the llJawarra .baud 
Corporation ? About two years. I was a director, but not the managing director, until about two years ago.
3297. Had you been connected in any other way with the corporation before that period. xes, as a 
promoter—a shareholder in the first syndicate formed and in the company following.
3298. When ivas the company floated ? About 1889 we applied for our Act of Parliament; that was
immediately after the formation of the company. _ i t +
3299. May I ask you how many shares there are in the company, the price of each share, and the amount 
paid up ? I would rather give that in the form of a return. There are 10,000 shares of £100 each.
3300. How much was paid upon application ? I will make out a return. X could not speak on the
subject from memory. It was a large syndicate first of all. That was formed into a company, but what 
was paid in cash I could not tell. . • • i a
3301. I think the Committee would like to know how much was paid upon application, how much upon
allotment, and the total amount paid in cash up to the present date? The shares stand 16,000 paid to 
£60. It was a syndicate which went through a great crisis following the formation^ of the company. 
I have no hesitation in putting in the reports of, and the evidence given before, three beleet Committees 
of Parliament by whom the question was very elaborately gone into. _ . ..
3302. If you aro unable to afford the information at present, you can give it at another time? 1 will
make out a return. In the mean time I will lay before you the reports of the three Select Committees 
of tho Legislative Assembly. .
3303. Would you have any objection to tell the Committee the amount of money that you have invested 
in this corporation yourself;—I understood you to say that you have been a shareholder from the com
mencement ? I have.
3301. Have you invested in it? Yes, I have invested largely.
3305. What amount? I am quite safe in saying at least £18,000. _
3306. Are the Committee to understand that you have actually paid £18,000 in cash into this Illawarra 
Land Corporation ?. I have.
3307. 1 suppose you have not bad any return for that money ? None whatever.
3308. How many years’ interest have you lost on it ? The larger proportion of my payments was made 
in 18SB—£7,000 to start with. I have lost between seven and eight years’ interest.
3309. Before you took office as managing director, who occupied that position P There never had been 
a managing director, 1 was the first to accept the position of managing director in order to save a great 
inanv meetings.
3310. Who was responsible to the Board? The Board sat regularly. There was a very full Board. 
Until Mr. Be Wolfe went to London, ho was leading director.
3311. Who was manager or secretary ? Tor some years the secretary was Mr. P. W. Orr.
3312. Who is secretary at tho present time ? Mr. Prank Jarvis.
3313. Bo you appear here at the request of your co-directors? Ido.
3314. Bid you express a desire to give evidence, or have you been requested by the Committee to attend.
I have been requested by my Board to attend. ,
3315. Upon wbat question particularly do you wish to give evidence before the Committee ? Nothing
more particularly than I have embodied in the statement which I have just made. . _
3316. Bo you wish to make any statement as to the desirableness or otherwise of constructing the 
proposed harbour at Port Kembla" ? I do not wish to interfere with Tort Kembla. I only wish to point 
out the advantages of the position which my company took after the most elaborate inquiry as to which 
was the best place to show the Committee that we knew what we were doing. I could putin certain 
evidence of experts, which led us to accept the Illawarra Lake as the best position on the southern coast, aud 
I th'ink I can give you evidence with regard to the fact that without a still-water harbour all the industries 
started would be very severely handicapped, I will not say ruined, but handicapped so much so that they 
would all be bound to reckon Barling harbour as the only suitable place to which to direct their shipping.
3317. If the proposed work were carried out at Port Kembla, would you feel that your scheme would bo
damaged in the way of probable trade ? Yes, it trenches upon rights which have already been conferred 
by Parliament upon my company. _ . .
3318. Yon are fairly familiar with the South Coast ? Yes, I am a native of it. I have had a very
intimate connection with it for the last 35 years. , ,
3319. Bo you admit the necessity for the construction of a harbour on that coast to facilitate the ship
ment of coal? Not to facilitate the existing trade. A still-water harbour will lead to further develop
ment of trade. As a matter of fact, the shipping is able to do all the present trade with the present 
natural harbours. In other words, some of the notes in the later portions of the memorandum which 1 
sent to tho Committee mean that up to the present moment the whole trade of the Colony is done by 
ships which come here with a lighter set of cargoes than the cargoes which they take away that is to 
say, there is no encouragement for the development of tho coal trade unless ships come in ballast, and 
ballasting a vessel adds so much to the cost of the coal that it would be cheaper in many,parts of the 
world to carry coal from Kngland. We had very strong evidence on that point from the Consul for 
Chili, who said that if they went to England for coal they had a trade each way. but if they come here 
thev must come in ballast. They must buy ballast and throw it away. A portion of the Illawarra 
Harbour and Land Corporation scheme is to encourage the shipment of profitable ballast, principally 
on the South American coast, of cheap ores, and by carrying out an arrangement of that kind to make 
it pay to bring the ore here as ballast, and by that means an impetus will be given to tho coal trade. And 
no ship will come to Kembla in ballast, and then have to go to the expense of discharging the ballast in 
order to take coal. No place in the -world could stand such a handicap. At present a large trade is done 
by vessels coming from the west coast of America with timber. They come to Sydney, then return to

“ Newcastle,
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* Esq. 1 p'e^rca9^c fcy ^ie bringing down baJf their cargo of coal. Our scheme would encourage vessels 
to become purchasers of iron-ore and the low-grade copper-ores and lime of South America, and provide 
a natural want of the Colony Iiy the increase of freightage inwards. Wc are bidding for au immense 
development of the coal trade, in conjunction with the treatment of ores.
3320. Is it not a fact that at the present time steamships of from 5,000 to 7,000 Lons load at Port Eeinhla ? 
Xes.
3l2k ^5Ki 1S ]t n0t :i fact tliat il,ero are numerous instances of these large steamers not being able to 
get there tor want of protection, such as the proposed breakwaters would afford? Jt is partly so, but not 
entirely Any breakwaters at Port Kembla will not keep out a rough rea. The Pacific has many 
thousands ot miles of cyclone catchment area, perhaps the greatest area for wind collection in any part of 

he world. Although L have not had an opportunity of absolutely measuring the waves at Kembla, I 
should think I was safe in saying that in an easterly gale tho height of the wave to be withstood by a 
breakwater would be at least 40 feet. ^
3322. ] suppose you aro familiar with breakwater construction at Newcastle :—do you wish to make the
Committee believe that the gales arc more severe at Kembla than at Newcastle ? I do not. At Newcastle 
you have ISobbys, which acts as a breakwater lo some extent. Nothing could move it. It is tbo same 
r'r •\rr^£ar^ ^and ; but Windang Island is larger than Nobbys, aud affords greater protection,
Jt Nobbys were built artificially, and rested on a base of 120 feet of stone, J would not mind predicting 
that it would not stand one easterly gale. That is the difference between a natural barrier like Windang 
Island or Nobbys and an artificial one.
3323. Do you not think that a large sailing ship trade wdth Singapore, Bombay, San Prnncisco, and Chili,
would spring up it breakwaters wTere constructed at Port Kembla ? No, I do not, because at the present 
moment in certain seas, the harbour is as good as ever it could be made ; but vessels in the London trade 
will not he out to take in that port uuless powerful interest is used to make them do so. Over and over 
again, during the last ten years, strong interests have been used in London to make Kembla a port of call. 
Wealthy people have put a great deal of money in the coal trade, and it is paying very well, but they 
would like to makeit pay better, and they have attempted to induce the underwriters to" make Kembla a 
P®r“ °r' , 1 ^ considered too risky. If breakwaters were made it wmitld not alter the position a
bit. I have taken the liberty of listening to the evidence given before the Committee, and I noticed that 
one pilot gave evidence so thoroughly confirmatory of my own knowledge of the coast, that I take the 
liberty of repeating it. Mr. Mills was asked whether the eastern breakwater could be used as a wharf, 
lie laughed, and said that the average sens would be breaking over it. The breakwater is lo be 13 feet 
nigh, and it would have to withstand wines of more than that height in ordinary weather. It is a very 
important point, showing that in an average caslerlv gale a 13-feet breakwater will have the breakers 
going right over it. "
3324. Do you wish the Committee to believe that it would bo impossible lo put a breakwater there at a 
cost of £158.000 that would keep out an easterly gale ? I have no hesitation m diving my opinion—an 
unprofessional opinion, but by no means without good ground—that New South Vales could not borrow 
enough money to build there a breakwater that would stand.
332o. Have you seen any breakivnters indifferent parts of the world? No. Mv solo knowledge of this world 
is imiiled to New South Wales, but I. have a very intimate knowledge of Ihni, coast. The first important 

i ■ °n ^ Po;’sk wat!. hy money found by my father for the coni motor, thirtv-fivc years ago. 
I think it cost £30,000, and it was built end on. That jetty has been renewed live times since although it 
is perfectly open, and the sea has no united action against it as it would have against a breakwater. Live 
years after it w as built the contractor was running out a lot of trucks for top hamper when the whole mass 
was thrown down, and several men were drowned. Even an open jetty there cannot withstand the ocean. 
3326 Do you not regard that as strong evidence in favour of the construction of a breakwater ? No. 
I he kmd of trade that is done at Kembla is a class of trade which will not increase.
3327. Assuming that you have nothing to do with Lake Illawarra, which of the three ports—Volloimoug, 
Belinmbi, or Port Kembla, would you regard as most suitable for a harbour ? Most decidedly Kcmbia. ’
3328. On wbat grounds would you prefer Kcmbia? Because the action of the north-easterly is partially
broken—very partially but more than in the other cases, and the southerly sand drift is completely checkeil 
by Kcd Point, 1 J
332!). Do you know anything of Port Kembla ns to its being good holding ground ? No.
3330. You have never heard that it enjoyed that reputation ? Not more than ollu 
known any fault to be found with any of those places.
3331. I think that in the memorandum which yon placed before the Committee you speak of the complete 
iailure of the southern coal companies through want of individual enterprise to compete with Newcastle, 
notwithstanding the advantages of the natural position of the coal;—is it not a fact that the southern coal 
diners m its quality in a marked degree from the Newcastle coal? It does differ materially, but as far as 
the world’s requirements are concerned, it is tho most marketable coal. It confabs more caloric than 
the Newcastle coal. Although tho preponderance of ash is against the Illawarra coal it has more caloric 
power. There is more fixed carbon, aud less volatile carbon in the South Coast coal than there is in the 
Newcastle coal. A certain amount of Newcastle coal will pass away as,gas and flare.
3332. "Will you not admit that there are markets in the world for the southern coal without interfering 
with the Newcastle coal ? Yes, Newcastle coal is used for lighting many foreign towns. Each coal lias 
its own destiny. The destiny of the South Coast coal is a wider one, and it commands a larger 
market.than the Newcastle coal, that is to say that tho requirements of the world will be better met with 
a plentiful supply of Illawarra coal than by Newcastle coal.
3333. Do you regard a still water harbour then as absolutely necessary for the shipment of this coal to 
foreign ports ? Yes, because London being the great seat of trade, trade is directed from there, and a 
large firm will deal with a ship broker. They will say, Let me have a ship to do so-and-so, and wait 
orders.’ A ship may come out and lie for a month or two, and then take a cargo of coal knowing that they 
have a sale for it at a certain port at a certain price. They will not come out for coal, and then go back— 
that would make it too dear. If, therefore, wc could get a still waterharbour there would be an immense 
development of trade, but such “ await orders ” could not be adapted to Kcmbia.
3334. Do not large steamers at present go to the jetties at Port Kembla, and is it not a fair thing to 
assume that if a harbour were constructed, a larger number of ships would come there? Ships come

there,

flier places I have not
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of trade, winch are limited. It is confining the trade within A.Armstrong, ° ibsq.there, hut they come in certain channels 
certain limits.
3335. That is your opinion ? That is my opinion most emphatically. 1? 18;)e_
333(>. Bo you think that if the works at Lake Illawarra were carried out a larger number of vessels would ’
go there to load coal than would go to Port Kemhlar1 hVe should never in still weather interfere in any 
way with the general traffic. If all our ideas were carried out, wc should naturally, in order to pay 
interest on the immense cost of the harbour, have to impose a harbour tariff. If that could not be reduced 
thev would go somewhere else In sfill weather, and we should only got the stormy weather portion of the 
trade. But we have calculated the matter thoroughly with a full knowledge of what can he done, and 
we consider that that increased traffic, not interfering with the fair weather traffic would pay a fair interest 
mi tlie cost of creating the harbour. _
3337. Would vou regard tho two harbours as necessary if the improvements are carried out at Lake 
Illawarra and breakwaters are made at Port Kembla? We do not think that they are both necessary, 
hut we think that a still-water harbour will cause further traffic without interfering with what has been 
done in other places. We also think that the trade iu time would drift into a still-water harbour. We think 
that because, when our Bill was before Parliament, certain parties took action thinking that they might 
he deprived of certain rights, and they asked an amendment of the Bill, which wc readily agreed to.
Supposing that the Brownlee Colliery or the Kembla Colliery wished to make a canal into the harbour, it 
was thought desirable that they should he able to do so, and the Bill was amended according^.
3333. Bo you not think that if the. Lake Illawarra scheme were carried out. and the Port Kcmbia break
waters were made, that the coal trade would so largely develop that both undertakings would prove 
remunerative? The opening of a still-water harbour, with an inlet for fluxes and the cheap ores of the 
world—and there are millions of tons in South America that might be ballasted over here if they would 
pay the cost of ballasting—would, we think, create a trade to the extent of an extra 1,000,000 tons of 
coal, without a hit of trouble, letting the old channels of traffic run on. _ _
3339. Are you prepared to admit that there would bo a large trade in connection with Port Kembla it 
breakwaters were constructed that Lake Illawarra would not get? Port Kembla would get the class of 
trade that it now gets. The present steam traffic would still go to Kcmbia for some years, but eventually 
come to us in preference to maintaining jetties.
3340. What I asked you was, whether you were prepared to admit that if tho proposed Port Kembla
breakwater were constructed, a largely increased trade would spring up in Port Kcmbia, which would never 
go to Illawarra ? JVo. 'The present channel through which Kembla supplies coal has been worked to the 
utmost for many years, and it is not at all likely that that trade will increase. •
3341. If a harbour were made at Lake Illawarra, would you expect to get the foreign sailing-ship trade?
Tes, the wholo of it; that is to say, the whole of it outside of what naturally goes to Newcastle. Some 
want gas-coal, and some want steam-coal. If Illawarra had a still-water harbour the trade would increase 
by leaps and bounds. It would become a 3,000,000-ton traffic, instead of at present 750,000 tons. Tho 
present traffic could only be increased by giving immense facilities at Darling Harbour, and carrying very 
cheaply from distant mines ; but the grades on the railway practically kill that, so that the only thing is 
to have a still-water harbour in the centre of the south coast.
331-2. Bo J understand you to say that a large foreign sailing-ship and steamship trade would be 
developed if a harbour were made at Lake Illawarra, but not if breakwaters were constructed at Port 
Kcmbia ? Most emphatically, that is my opinion. _
3343. And your reason for the statement is that whatever harbour is made on the South !,least it must of 
necessity be a still-wafer harbour ? A still-water harbour in connection with business that can buy ballast 
will have a greater effect in developing the coal trade than nnyindustry that has been started in the Colony.
3341. You'have been present at this inquiry on several occasions? I have beard nearly all the evidence.
3345. Have you beard the evidence of several nautical men, wbo have bad experience of various harbours 
in different parts of the world ? Yes.
3319, Have you not heard them say that the construe! ion of that eastern breakwater is all that would bo 
necessarv in order to facilitate the shipment of coal in large steamships and sailing vessels ? Yes, 1 have 
heard them say so, and I admit their evidence to a certain extent; hut that would not create a trade of 
the character which I have been trying to describe. It would not attract vessels. Sailing vessels will not 
come from Brazil if they have to buy ballast to come over here, then pay the cost of discharging it, after
wards to take in coal. They would raider go to England, _
3347. Notwithstanding all the evidence you have heard on the point, am I to understand that notwith
standing tho opinions expressed by these various commanders of vessels, you take an altogether opposite 
view. J do, entirely, i do not wish to dispute the evidence of nautical men. as to whether a ship could ' 
get in or not. I am speaking of the matter commercially, and I say that there would be no inducement 
for ships to come here.
3348. But you tliink that they would come to Lake Illawarra? Yes, because owing to the ramifications
of business, the cost of their ballasting would be paid. They would be able to sell their ballast; conse
quently the ships would come across in ballast. That would cause an immense addition to the trade of 
the Colony, and it is one of the principal aims of my company. - _
3349. Was it in 1890 that your company obtained au Act of Parliament giving them certain powers ?
Yes; our Act is dated 20th December, 1S90.
3350. 1 think that in the year 1805, you applied for an extension of time? "We applied for two-years’ 
extension, and Parliament granted one year.
3351. What has been the cause of tbo delay in regard to the operations of tho company ? The reasons 
were very fully explained to the Select Committee of Parliament on that occasion.
3352. After the passing of the Act what period of time elapsed before any of your proposed works were 
commenced? There were certain preliminary works in compliance with the Act, which meant that 
something must be done at the entrance within twro years, and enough was done lo maintain the integrity 
of the Act. It was done at the time of the terrific crisis of the Colony. One of the very largest financial 
institutions in the colonies—the Mercantile Financial Company of Melbourne—had taken np the scheme, 
and agreed to place tho debentures, but that company failed at a time when nearly every Bank in tho 
colonies was breaking. That throw out the calculations of the shareholders, who were relying upon a 
company that seemed financially strong enough to carry tliem through. What had occurred was submitted

to
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A.ATO£trong, to Parliament, the result, being that the time was extended. It was, perhaps, one of the most fearful
_____ _ crises that the colonies ever saw, but my company maintained tho whole ot its possessions, aud the integrity

17 Dec., 1896. °7 1*'S position, and lias complied with the Legislature’s conditions to date.
' 3d53. Have all the conditions laid down in the Act been fulfilled hy your company ? They have been

strictly adhered to. ’We hold a certificate from the Treasurer to that effect. Private Acts of Parliament 
are administered under the Constitution oi New South Wales by the Treasurer, and a certificate from the 
.1 reasurer is proof that Lho Minister administering the Act is satisfied that the preliminary conditions 
have been fulfilled.

man ay is decembjsr, isqg. 
present: —

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq., (Chaieacan).
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humehery. 
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Charles James Boherts, C.M.G. 
The Hon. William Joseph Trickktt.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

Charles Alered Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Eeoan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wricht, Esq. 
Frank Farnell, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Mi. William Beach, farmer, Dapto, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. 3354. Chairman.'] Wbat are you? A farmer, residing at Dapto.

W.Beach. 3355. Close to Lake]fiawarra? Tes.
18Dce~i89G ^ave you a g00^ knowledge of Lake IllawarraP Tes, an intimate knowledge of it, having resided

^ there forty years. '
u357. Mr. Black.'] Have you an intimate knowledge of the shores of the southern coast and Lake Illawarra? 
Tes.
3358. In what direction do you prefer to give evidence ? I propose to give evidence in regard to Lake 
Illawarra.
3359. With regard to the lake, what depth of water is there in it? The average depth, I suppose, would 
be about 15 feet; but you can get a depth of 25 feet in some parts.
33G0. Do you know Tallawera Point, where it is proposed to erect a jetty ? I do.
3361. "What is the depth of the water there? About 50 yards from the shore there is a depth of about 
12 leet, then it gets deeper ; at 150 yards distance 1 suppose there is a depth of 20 foot of water.
3362. What is the character of the bottom of the lake? Very soft mud.
.1363. lor bow many feet ? I took Mr. Higgins on the lake, when he came up from Victoria in reference 
to tho dredging, and we put a paddle down tied to a sprit, and the paddle and the sprit went down out of 
sight. I should think the depth was 25 feet.
3364. Ton mean to say that the mud and water was sounded to a depth of 25 feet ? Tes. That is about 
100 yards from where they propose to erect the wharf at Tallawera Point.
33(j5. Is the character of the lake similar to that? It. is quite similar right across.
3366. It is not rocky ? No ; you cannot find a rock in the middle of the lake. ’
3367. Is the mud fairly solid ? It is quite soft soaky stuff.
3368. Then if a channel were constructed the operation of dredging would be easy ? I think so.
3369. But if a channel were dredged out, would there not he a danger of the hanks falling in from time 
to time ? Probably they would if the channel were not pretty wide. It is very soft mud.
3370. Tou think it is a matter of width ? Tes.
3371. Tou think then that the sole thing likely to affect the hank would be the wash of the vessels going 
inland out? I suppose if it was 100 yards wide there would be no fear of the mud shifting.
33/2. Do you not think that the natural action of the water would have a tendency to eat away the 
sides ? I do not think so ; it is never very rough.
3373. There is no under current? 1 do not think so.
3374. Aro there many streams running into the lake that arc likely to carry in silt ? None near Talla- 
wera Point.
33/5. There are only Mullet Creek and Macquarie Kivulet ? Mullet Creek would be about 2 miles 
from the proposed site of the wharf, and Macquarie Bivulet about the same distance on tho other sido.
3376. Of course once the entrance was gained, it would bo a safe harbour? Tes, quite safe. There 
are no rocks, so that if a vessel bumped on the bottom it would uot hurt her.
3377. Do you know the proposed entrance ? Tes.
3378. Is there any entrance now ? The water is running in and out.
3379. What depth is it ? About 6 or 7 feet.
3380. How wide is it ? It is wider some days than it is on other days. It is 50 yards wnde at present at
high tide. '
3331. What is the width between the lake and the sea ? There is about 200 yards.
3382. And that is only broken hy a passage-way of about 50 yards wide, and 6 or 7 feet deep ? Tes.
3383. If that bar of sand were removed, do yon think it possible to keep tho entrance open ? I think it 
would be.
3384. Do you not think that the action of the ocean would have a tendency to pile up sand there as it lias 
done beiore? It might, uuless a wall were built to prevent tho sand from coming in.
■■1335. Do you think the construction of two breakwaters would be sufficient protection ? I think it would. 
3386. Do you think if those two breakwaters were constructed, as shown on the map, that sailing 
vessels could make the entrance in an easterly gale ? I believe they could. They could come straight in.
3337. How about a north-easterly gale ? It is protected by the Bed Point from the north-east wind.
3338, How about a southerly ? It is protected from that hy Windang Island,
3389. Tou think that it would he an easy harbour to make in rough weather? I believe it would be.
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I think so. Mr.
W. Beach.

3390. 1 suppose that sailing vessels -would have to be towed out in the case of au east wind ?
The water gets deep as soon as you get into the sea. _ • • j
3391. Have you any knowledge of the coal products of the district ? I know there is coal right round lg ^ ^
the face of the mountains, as far as the south-western cud of the Lake. ’
3292. Are there any coal mines working now in the neighbourhood of Lake Illawarra? Hot further 
south than Mount Kcmbia. ■
3393. Then Port Kembla would he more easily accessible to them than Lake Illawarra? I do not think
that it is any nearer to Port Kembla from the coal mines.
3391. Then there are the mines north of Mount Kembla? The mines north of Mount Kembla would bo 
nearer to Port Kembla than they would be to the lake.
3395. It would only be in ease of new mines being discovered further south that Illawarra Lake would be
more central than Port Kembla ? Exactly so. ... .
3396. Ho you know anything of Port Kembla as a port ? I think it is a fairly good harbour, except in
case of an easterly or north-easterly wind. It is exposed to both these winds. _
3397. Do you think that if breakwaters were constructed as shown on the map they would sufficiently
protect the port from cast winds ? The Southern Coal Company’s jetty would not be so well protected . 
as the Kembla Coal Company’s jetty. _
3398. To what height do the waves rim there in rough easterly weather ? There is a very big break
there. ,
3399. If a breakwater were constructed 16 feet over high-water, and 20 feet over low-water, do you thmk 
that in a gale it would make tho harbour sufficiently smooth for vessels to load and unload ? . I tliink that 
in a rough galo the waves would go over a 20-foot breakwater. It is exposed to the full force of tbe 
ocean.
3100. Do you know the port of Newcastle ? Tes ; Kembla is very similar to that.
3401. Is there no protection on the outer sido of the proposed breakwater ? There are tho Pive Islands
further south. ,
3402. How about a north-easterly gale ? Wollongong Point runs out to the north-east. I do not think
they would get the full force of that as they would of a gale from tho south-east. It would be very much 
exposed to the south-east. i
3403. Do you not think the Pive Islands would break the force of a south-easterly gale? Ho ; it would 
come straight ou to tlie wharf—tbe Pive Islands are further south.
3404. Tou think that when there is a south-easterly gale, unless the breakwater were of great magnitude 
and strength, it would be washedaway? I do. fti Wollongong harbour there is a breakwater of concrete 
blocks, and it washes that about, and "Wollongong is fairly well protected from south-east gales.
3405. Then you have not a very high opinion of Port Kembla as a harbour ? It is all right for calm 
weather, hut not for rough weather.
3400. And you are not very much impressed with the advantages of Wollongong? Ho. _ _
3407. Do you think the money expended there has been thrown away ? I think so, I do not think it can 
ever be made a good harbour. The entranco is too shallow'.
340S, "What about Bellambi ? 1 think that a better harbour could be made ^thero_ than at "Wollongong.
3409. How docs it compare with Port Kembla ? 11 is about equal. There is a big reef at Bellambi.
3410. Do you know anything about the depth of water inside the reef ? No, I do not know much 
about it.
3411. Do you not know that it is much shallower than Kembla ? No. _
3412. Do you think that if such works were carried out, as were proposed at Lake Illawarra, it would
afford a harbour of refuge which would be easily accessible to vessels ? I do. _ _ _
3413. Tou tliink also that it could be made a good harbour for tho shipping and unshipping of minerals?
J do not sec what is to prevent it once they make the entrance.
3414. Do you know what it is proposed to do ? To make an entranco so that large vessels can como in 
and ship coal.
3415. Asa man of practical common sense, how long do you think that it will take to carry out a work of 
that kind ? Two or three years I should think.
3416. Do you think it could be done in throe years ? They would have to put on a good few hands to do
it in that time. ■
3417. How many ? I am not much of an engineer. _ _
3418. Tou think it would require a great number of men to carry out this proposed work within three 
years? Ido.
3419. What is the difference between high and low water in the Lake? At the present time on the 
western side you cannot see any difference. At the entrance to the Lake there is a difference of about 
18 inches.
3420. Hot sufficient water runs iu whilst the tide is running to make any appreciable difference over the
large body of water contained in the Lake ? No. ■
3421. Mr. O'Connor.1 Do you know the different schemes now under consideration? I know the Lake 
harbour scheme pretty well.
3422. Do you know Port Kcmbia and "Wollongong ? Tes.
3423. If ow long have you boon there ? Forty years. .
3424,. And you have considered this matter ? Tcs ; I take an interest in this scheme.
3425. Which do you think is the better? I think the Lake harbour scliemo is preferable to the Port 
Kembla scheme, because when a vessel gets inside tlie Lake it would be sheltered—no storm can 
damage it.
34'2G. Have you any idea what it would cost to make a scour ? No, I could not say what it would cost; it 
would cost a good lot of money.
3427. Do yon think that if there was a reasonable sum of money spent at Lake Illawarra it would he 
thoroughly safe ? I believe it would he.
3428. Have you ever considered the tonnage of ships that could come into Lake Illawarra with safety?
That would depend upon how deep they made the entrance.
3429. There are many natural advantages at Port Kembla, vessels of considerable tonnage being able to 
come in there without the expenditure of a shilling on harbour works ? Quite so.

3430.
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W Beach "What is the largest sailing vessel or steamer that could come into Lake Illawarra? No vessel
' A t_ * could go in now—it would have to be dredged.

IS Dec 189G 9431. 3Tou could not tell how much it would cost to dredge it? No. When the Lake has been full, and
’ the water has been backing over the low land, I have seen tbo entrance cut and the sand washed away to 

a depth of 12 or 13 feet, hut it would close up again in time.
3-432, Mr. Hassall.'] What was the width of tho opening ? About 100 feet.
3433. Mr. O’Connor.] Is there a good entrance at present? I'hero is only 6 or 7 feet of water.
3434. The result of your experience is that if a sufficient sum of money were spent in making a harbour
to receive the biggest vessels afloat, Lake Illawarra would he the preferable port? _Ncs._
3435. You do not deny tbe many natural advantages of Port Kembla? It is alright in calm weather, 
but iu rough weather it is dangerous to go in there.
3436. You have been to Port Kcmbia many times? Yes.
3437. Will you give the Committee your opinion of Port Kembla? I think it is as good as any other 
place on tbe coast for loading coal.
3438. Would it be necessary to extend the proposed breakwater to its full length as shown on the plan ? 
I do not tliink it would be at all too long. It should bo mado tho full length, as shown, then it would 
not give too much protection to one of the wharfs.
3439. Supposing that Lake Illawarra were improved to the fullest extent, how many ships would he able to 
load there? 1 suppose 500 or GOO if tbo Lake were all dredged out. It is about 9 miles long.
3440. I mean with an expenditure of about £250,000? 1 should think at the very least it would 
accommodate 40 or 50 vessels.
3441. Mr. llrickaU.] Since you have been down at the Lake I suppose you have watched the proceedings 
of the Illawarra Company for the last 6 years? "I have.
3442. Could you tel! us what they have done in regard to improving tho Lake since the 20th December, 
1890 ? Tho only tiling that I know of that they have done has-been to make the railway to Tallawera 
Point.
3443. Put that has nothing to do with tlie Lake ? There was some work done over at Windang Island.
3444. As far as improving the Lake is concerned, and making it available for a port, X suppose it is in the 
same condition that it was in in 1890? Just about tho same.
3445. Have you taken up any shares in the company ? No.
3446. Would you like to take any ? I have no money to spare.
3447. You have not been asked, 1 suppose ? No.
3448. Would you like to take up the job of making a harbour ? I am uot an engineer.
3449. You say there is only a fall of IS inches in tho tide at the month of tho Lake ? Yes. The entrance

’ is shallow.
3450. We heard a little while ago that there were some hundreds of men employed on the Lake? There 
were some employed at Windang Island for some time—I do not know how many.
3451. When was that? About 12 months ago.
3452. Wbat were they doing? They started to make a breakwater to connect the mainland with

, Windang Island.
3453. How long were they there ? A couple of months.
3454. Have there recently been any men at work there? Not that I know of.
3455. Do you see pretty well all that is going on there ? Yes ; I should be sure to know if any men 
were employed there.
3456. When was the railway extended down to Tallawera Point? That has been finished about 6 months.
3457. Is it being used? At times it is used. Tho smelting company ruu out on part of it, and there is 
a branch lino on to their works.
3458. You have not seen any men employed mn the railway works, or on tlie Lake works ? Only when 
the railway was being constructed.
3459. But there are men employed in connection with the smelting works ? Yes. a great number.
3400. But that is distinct from the Lake improvements? Yes ; it has nothing to do with it.
3461. So that, beyond constructing this railway, and making a sham of constructing a breakwater to
Windang Island, nothing has been done in regard to the improvement of Lake Illawarra for the last six 
years ? No. .
3462. Mr. Clarice.] I suppose you are aware that all these coast lakes and lagoons are often blocked np 
with sand? Yes.
3463. Axe not the easterly gales generally tho cause of it? No ■ the easterly gales generally open them.
The north-east wind is the worst. "
3464. As a rule is it not tho floods from inland which open the lakes ? They may have some tendency to 
do it.
3465. Is it not a faet that when the lakes are blocked up with sand sometimes people have to go and open 
them ? Yes ; we had to do that last year at Lake Illawarra. It blocks up every two or three years.
3466. What is your opinion about the opening of Lake illawarra—if a harbour were formed would it not 
involve a great expense in dredging ? As far as the inside is concerned, I think that once it wras dredged 
there would be no more bother with it.
3467. Would it not cause a great expense ? The stuff is easily shifted ; it is quite soft mud.
3468. Do you think it would not fill up with sand or some other material ? There is no sand in the Lake, 
except round the shore.
3469. You tliink that if a channel were dredged there would be no difficulty in keeping it open for a 
width of about 25 feet ? I do not think there would bo the least trouble in tho world. Mr. Higgins 
told me that he could fix his apparatus iu tlie middle of the Lake, and send all the stuff by means of pipes 
to either shore, a distance of about a mile and a half.

■ 3470. What did he say about keeping the entrauce open ? He thought that would he more trouble than
the inside of the Lake.
3471. "Would it be more difficult for vessels to enter Lake Illawarra than to enter Port Kembla? I 
cannot see how it would he more difficult. They could go safely in.
3472. Is tho entrance to Port Kcmbia uot protected by the Pive Islands ? it is a bit.
3473. And if a breakwater wero formed would not that make it better? It would make it a good deal 
better.
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3i74. "Would there be any more difficulty in getting into Port Kembla than in getting into Lake Illawarra ? Mr,
.1 do not think there would. "W- ®eMh.
3475. They would be about on a par ? Tes.
3476. Tou are aware that a large quantity of coal has been shipped from Port Kembla ? A great deal of 1 cc'1 856' 
coal goes away from there, I believe.
3477. If a harbour in Lake Illawarra were constructed, do you think that any of that coal would go to 
Lake Illawarra ?. They would be able to get in there, and lie "there in rough weather.
3478. Can you give any idea of the quality of the coal south of Mount Kembla ? Different seams have 
been tested, and I have never found any fault found with it. I see that Mr. David found coal the other 
day at the head of the Macquarie Rivulet, and he said that it is very good. That is much further south.
3473. We have information to show that south of Mount Kembla there is no coal suitable for export 
purposes ? I do not know the quality of the coal, but I know that there is coal there.
3480. Mr I'egm.'] Have you been in the employ of that company at any time? Never.
3481. Tou have had every means of becoming thoroughly acquainted with the lake ? Tes.
34S2. Tou have been there in all weathers ? Tes.
3483. And you think that if money is spent there Lake Illawarra will make as good a harbour as Port 
Kcmbia? \es; 1 think Lake Illawarra is preferable.
3484. Do you not think it costs a largo sum of money in dredging ? I do not think it would oneo it was
made. '
3483. Tou think there would be a sufficient scour to keep it. clear? Tcs.
3486. Taking the coal trade as it stands now, the coal south of Mount Kcmbia being of very little value, 
and that the bulk of the trade comes from north of Mount Kembla, would you not thmk Mount Kembla 
a central position for the harbour ? It is all on one side.
3487. Thou you think that the advocates of Port Kembla have a very strong case as against the advocates 
of the harbour at Lake Illawarra? Teg, if there is no coal further south.
3488. Tou thiuk that Port .Kcmbia has a prior claim ? It may have at the present time, but if a harbour 
wore made in Lake Illawarra you could load there when you could not load at Mount Kembla.
3483. Ship-owners and colliery-owners consider the distance which they have to carry their coal, because 
every mile that the coal is taken depreciates Us value ? The distance would be about 5 miles by water.
34!)0. I am speaking of carriage by rail. Take the Bellambi, the Kembla, aud the Metropolitan collieries, 
which arc to the nortli of Kembla, aud tbo fact that there is very little coal of any value south of Mount 
Kembla, would not Port Kembla be the proper harbour for that coal? Tinder those circumstances, yes.
3491. Chairman^] Tou said that by tying a spit on to a paddle you wero able to put it down 23 feet?
} os ; there is 25 feet of mud and water altogether about 150 yards from Tallawera Point. Mr. Higgins 
sounded it all the way aeiws. "
34i)2. Is it your belief that all tbe distance from Tallawera Point to the entrance of the lake is soft 
mud? Itia.
3493. Tou have no doubt whatever about it ? Not the slightest.

Andrew Armstrong, Esq., Managing Director, Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation, Limited, sworn,
and further examined : —

3491, Mr. Boberis^] Can you remember what sum had been expended on works by the Illawarra Harbour A. Armstrong,
and Land Corporation u}) to tbe 30th September, 1894 ? Not more than ,£2,090 or £3,000 on harbour, 
not including expenditure under the railway conditions of the company's Act. It was principally in 
preliminary surveys and preliminary work in tie-bank.
3495. It was strictly in compliance with the Act of Parliament? Tes ; in nreparation for larger works. 
3196. Who were the contractors np to that period ? A firm called Brand and Dryborough.
3497. Can you tell the Committee the nature of tbe works that were carried out by the firm up to 
September, 1891 ? Carrying out the bank connecting "Windang Island wilh the main land, known as the 
tic-bank. At that time the company had placed its affairs in the hands of the Mercantile Pinaneial Com
pany of Melbourne. A great crisis came, and the company thought it was not wise to go on with tbo 
contract, and the contract was terminated under a clause in tlie agreement.
3498. "What was the amount of the contract, and what was the amount of cash paid for the works carried 
out? 1 cannot remember the lotal amount of the contraci, but tho cash paid on that particular item was 
about £1,200. The contract was a schedule one.
3499. I understood you to say that about £3,000 has been expended ? Tes ; but this included preliminary 
work. There was a costly and extensive survey. There had never been any Government borings of the 
bottom of tbe lake, and we had to do that. Our expenditure up to that date was £2,000 or £3,000.
3500. I do not think yon quite answered my question as lo what was the amount of the contract onlered
into hy Messrs. Brand and Dryborough. Ton led me to believe that the whole of tbe contract money had 
not been expended ? It had not. ’
3501. What was the amount? J think that the tie-bank cost about £3,000 or £4,000. I am not clear; 
but I can ascertain for you from tbe engineers.
3502. Can you more clearly describe the nature of the work' ? The opening up of large stono quarries 
around "Windang Island, and the formation of a connection between Windang Island and the mainland 
where one of the training walls was to be built,
3503. Was that with a view of constructing tbe breakwaters? Tcs, using the top of that for breakwaters 
and a line to convey stones to form side walls for the main channel.
3504. Do you remember the date of the acceptance of the contract and the dale when the work was
discontinued ? 1 could not give you that from memory.
3505. Tou said that the work was suddenly terminated owing to the financial crisis throughout Australia? 
Yes.
3506. How many men were employed on the works at any time, and how long were they employed? I 
will put in a return giving you all that.
3507. Aro you not in a position to give the information ? No. "Wo bad power to break the contract when 
wo pleased. I cannot tell you how many men the contractor had. The number of men was limited, 
because until this main track from the quarry and the tic-banks were completed tbe number of men 
engaged could not have been very large.

490— 0"

Esq.

18 Dec., 189(1.

3508.
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A.Armstfong, ggQS. Had the company the power to cancel this contract at any moment? Yes.
®e<l' 3509. Did not the company enter into a contract to complete certain worts? Yes ; but wc had tho power

of cancellation. It was at schedule rates. 
c-' ‘ 3510. Your company had power to cancel it at any moment? Yes.

3511. Are you quite" sure about that ? Yes.
3512. You toot advantage of that clause in the contract, and owing to the financial crisis the work was 
stopped ? We terminated the contract.
3513. Gan you recollect the date when this contract was terminated ? Ho ; 1. will give you a return.
3514. Was it prior or subsequent to the receipt of the letter from the Under Secretary for Finance and 
Trade in 1894 ? I think it was prior ; but on that point I could not speak definitely.
3515. I understood you to say that you spent £d,200 on tho island up to September, 1894, and in
incidental expenses another £1,800, makiug a total of £3,000 spent in connection with this work ? 
Yes, approximately, ■
351G. How much money has been expended since then? I can give it in tho form of a return in detail 
The company’s expenditure in harbour and railway construction up to date has been £41,516 ; in con
nection with coal-mines about £600; in connection with certain quarries about £10; in connection with 
water supply and conservation about £32 ; giving a total of about £43,000.
3517. Hoes'this £43,000 include the construction of the railway from Dapto Creek to Tallawera Point? 
Yes.
3518. How much of this £43,000 was expended in railway construction ? About £40,000.
3519. What is the total length of the lino? Houghly, "-3- miles—about 41 miles from Dapto station to 
the coal-mine ; 11- to Tallawera Point; and 1-J, to tbo smelting works.
3520. The other £3,000,1 presume, were spent in the manner yon have previously stated ? I am giving 
you approximate figures.
3521. Do not the books of the company show the exact expenditure up to date? They do; hut I have
taken a double balance in one. 1 can give you accurate details on these points. .
3522. You say that £40,000 has been expended on the railway, and £1,200 on Windang Island ? To 
speak more correctly, it is £39,000 for tlie railway, and £3,000 on the harbour.
3523. So that the total expenditure up to date has been on the railway and tlie harbour? £42,000.
3524. Does this £39,000 include rolling-stock? Ho ; wchave no rolling-stock.

■ 3525. Do you contemplate procuring any, or are you making arrangements with the Government? We
shall require to have our own locomotives ; but we do not intend to have much capital locked up in trucks. 
The coal for shipping will come to Dapto station in trucks, and they can be run on to our line under an. 
arrangement with the Government. On all these points negotiations are pending between us and tho 
Hallway Commissioners.
3520. Have your directors approached the Hallway Commissioners with a view of making arrangements 
for the supply of rolling-stock ? Hot for the supply of rolling-stock, hut mutual arrangements are in 
course of discussion between us.
3527. Ho definite arrangement has yet been arrived at? Matters aro pending.
3528. When you gave evidence yesterday J did not understand whether the Illawarra Harbour and 
Land Corporation and the company that is to deal with sulphide ores are one joint-stock company, or 
two companies ? There are two distinct companies. In the first place, the Illawarra Harbour and Land 
Corporation, having their rights, sent one of their leading directors, Mr. De Wolf, to London, and his 
first action was to form a company called the Camden Syndicate, with a capital of £300,000. That syndi
cate was formed with sufficient capital to invest money, and take advantage of the rise in values which 
would result from the carrying out of our undertaking. That company, having acquired immense interests 
in mines at Broken Hill, formed a smelting company, aud the smelting company are shareholders in the 
Camden Syndicate and in our company.
3529. Is that smelting company the company of which Mr. Howell is the manager ? Yes. That was 
the first operation of Mr. De Wolf in carrying out large financial operations necessary to bring the wholo 
thing to a success. He formed the Camden Syndicate, out of that sprang the Smelting Company of 
Australia, and out of that several other large companies, A company is now projected for supplying coa] 
and water for Dapto Smelting Works, and 1 shall probably hear of the successful floatation of that during 
the next week or two. To give complete effect to the powers given us hy Act of Parliament we have had 
to extend our field of operations very largely., Merely to form a harbour for the export of coal would, in 
view of the decreased value of coal a year or two after wc got that concession, have resulted in failure.
3530. With regard to this £42,000 that you say your company has spent, has that been paid in cash hy
tho company? Hot entirely. We have had to carry out some financial operations. I can put it iu this 
way. In the first place, my company purchased coal and land estates, to the value of £100,000. 
Up to the time of Mr. De Wolf’s going to London we owed a balance of about £35,000, secured upon 
our debenture issue. But we had a call upon our 40,000 shares of £10 each—we have a alling-up power 
of £400,000. '
3531. How much money has been raised by debentures or guarantees or otherwise hy your money ? 
Hothing more. We have one combined debt of £34,000.
3532. Were the Camden syndicate guarantors for the Illawarra Corporation? There are London 
arrangements hy which a company formed by the syndicate are going to guarantee a loan whenever the 
time seems ripe for launching debentures to meet harbour expenses. The Camden Syndicate are prepared 
to see that loan through.
3533. When asked a question yesterday you said that you had invested £18,000 cash in this company. 
Are we to understand that that is cash actually put in, or is it a liability for cash ? Ho, I have paid 
that much in absolute cash as investments of money in tho early stages in the purchase of estate. My 
investments cost me £18,000 cash.
3534. Then although the company within a period of six years expended £42.000, £18,000 of your money
has been lying idle all that time ? 1 have never had any return. There has been nothing to get a return
from. The mere grazing returns would not come to more than £1,000 a year, and it only paid office 
expenses and management.
3535. Were you one of the original promoters ? I was.
3536. How many shares are you entitled to by virtue of your position as one of the promoters ? I think 
I had about one-sixth interest. A large syndicate was formed, and that syndicate registered itself into a

company.
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company. The Lake Illawarra syndicate is dead, and has been wound up so long that without going back A. Armstrong, 
upon the past I cannot give you the information. _ .
3537. Can you recollect in what year the syndicate was formed ? About 1SS8. That syndicate registered ^ iffle,
a large company with a capital of 1(5,000 shares of £100 each. ’
3538. Was any cash put down ? The estates were put in, having been paid for, or nearly paid for. They
cost a total of £90,000. There were probably debts amounting to £30,000 at the time when the syndicate 
was formed into a company. _ _
3539. Of course a company cannot do anything unless they have cash in hand or a way of obtaining cash.
Will you inform the Committee what their financial prospects were at tlie time of the formation of this 
syndicate—whether there was so much money put down, or whether it was to be guaranteed hy a bank 
or overdraft, or how money was to he obtained to carry out the work contemplated by tlie syndicate ? The 
syndicate having been registered into a company with a capital of 10,000 shares paid-up to £50, they had 
a calling power of £50 per share.
3540. What was the name of the syndicate ? I think it was called the Lake Land Syndicate. That call 
was never exercised beyond one £10 call. There were practically no shareholders except the same 
syndicate.
3541. How many men were there in the syndicate who paid £10 ? I can make out a return of that. It 
is going back to almost a forgotten past.
3542. Did yon pay then? Yes.
3543. Did you pay more than one £10 ? I made two different payments of £2,000 each—about £4,000 
altogether.
3544. Afr. The first call wras £100,000? I think so. _
3545. Mr, Roberts.] Did you say that each individual paid £10 ? In the first place the syndicate merged
its rights in a company, and afterwards made a call of £10 a share. _ _
3546. Did not the .Illawarra Land Syndicate put down any money at all ? They furnished their own 
cash and put the estate in. They- purchased an estate and a coal-mine which came to £90,000.
3547. Chairman] There was a call made of £10 a head;—how many shareholders were there in the 
company ? The number who had shares then I could not say.
3548. You invested £90,000 in mineral and landed property ;—how much of that represented land ? We
gave £65,000 for land, and £25,000 for coal property. _
3549. Mr. Roberts,] This Illawarra Laud Syndicate commanded capital to the amount of £100,000;—is
that a fair statement? Yes, 1 think so. _ _
3550. Are you not able to say so as a fact? No. I have satisfied myself to-day as to tlie position of the 
company as it stands, and to go back into circumstances connected with tlie formation of the company is 
a thing that I cannot see the advantage of,
3551. We want all the information possible ? J can get the list compiled from the hooks of the company,
3552. We want to trace the efforts which your company have made to carry out the powers granted to 
you by Act of Parliament;—it seems to me fair to ask you to give all the information possible, and to 
show what expenditure has taken place from the inception of your syndicate up to the present day ? I 
came to-day prepared to give a summary of what we had done up to date, but not to give a history, But 
the secretary of the company can compile a complete return which can be put in as evidence. _
3553. If vou have no objections to put in the details, I am at a loss to understand what objection you 
can have to my asking you these questions ? I have no objection ; but it is going into the thoroughly 
forgotten past. 1 do not feel that my memory is fresh upon all these important points. I can tell yon 
how much money I put in, and how much one or two of my friends put in.

TUESDAY, 22 DECEMBER, 1896. 
■Present:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Eredertck Thomas Humrhert. 
'The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Charles James Huberts, C.M.G. 
The Hon. William Joseph Trick ett.
The Hon. Daniel O'Connor.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Ena an, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq, 
Georue Black, Esq,
Erancis Ahohstus Wriomt, Esq. 
Erank Earnell, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Andrew Armstrong, Esq., Managing Director, Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation (Limited),
sworn, and further examined:—

3554. Mr. Roberts,] When the Committee rose on Eriday last, I was asking you for some information A.Armatrong, 
regarding the financial operations of the Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation, and you were good Esq. 
enough to say that you would supply information by way of a return? Not exactly. You were asking .
for information regarding the early past of the syndicate, prior to its formation into a company. The 22 i,ec-> 8 
company’s financial operations, of course, are only obtainable from the hooks of the company. The 
particulars of the operations of the syndicate are not so readily obtainable.
3555. Have you prepared a return as promised? I have not. I find that tbe papers leading up to the 
formation of the company are not in my possession. I know nothing of them, except that I was a share
holder, and occasionally met others to advise. The difficulty of putting in the documents of tho syndicate 
is, that they were merged into two contracts, which formed the registered basis of the company. One 
was a document by which myself and Mr. Thomson were appointed trustees of the existing syndicate, 
dated 28 September, 18SS; also the contract from them lo the company dated 1 October, 1888. Those 
were the two documents which formed the basis of my compaify. Behind those documents I find it 
absoltdely impossible for me to go.
3550. C7o«r»ian.] When does the information you have commence? The registered document is dated 
1 October, 1888. ' 3557.
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^ A'E^qtl'011g’ 35{7\ 1 SJt' complete since tlion P I can give you i,ho returns from my company, which have been registered 
each hair year in the Kegistrar-Greneral’s OEEce. I can give copies of the balance nheet from that date.

22 Dec., 1890. ?*-'an 3r°u g>Te us the information fromlSSS? Yes; lean lay before the Committee each of my 
half-yearly balance sheets of the registered company, all of which are filedin the Registrar-Grencral’s Office.
3559. ̂ i ou have not got them with you? That is not the information which I have been asked for. J 
have been asked for information which led up to the company, and not about the company itself.
3560. Mr. Jiofierfs.] I want to get the history of the company from the very beginning ? If you subpoena 
our solicitor all documents can be produced.
3561. You have not got the documents with you now ? IsTo : they arc with the solicitor for the company.
3562. If you think they bear on the questions I was putting to you, [ shall be glad if you will produce
them P I have no doubt that I can easily arrange for the solicitor to the company to bring those docu
ments. I will make a note of it. I would recommend the Committee to take tho evidence of Mr. 'William 
Andrews, solicitor, of the firm of W. W. Eillyard, Andrews, and Mosely, who is the keeper of the legal 
documents of the companv. *
3563. Will yon state what company or companies have been formed since 1888, with the view of carrying 
out the scheme at Lake Illawarra, and how much capital has been expended ? You have already got that 
very fully in my previous evidence. The company has spent, in estates and improvements, approximately 
£150,000, and our total debt at present is £35,000, secured upon advanced mortgage. The position is 
entirely summed up in that.
3561.^ How many acres of land does your corporation own in the vicinity of Lake Illawarra ? 2,410 acres 
fronting the Lake, 265 acres of farm land as the key to a lease within the water reserve behind it, and 
1,280 acres of leased land, eollierv property, marked on the official map before the Committee as the 
Ocean Colliery. ‘
3565. Is the Smelting Company of Australia a distinct company from the Illawarra Harbour and Land 
Corporation ? Entirely ; it was formed by us in London.
3566. It was formed by your company ? "By the Camden Exploration Company,

Chairman.'] .Does that 265 acres form part of the property of the original syndicate ? Yes ; they 
held a lease of 1,280 acres from the Crown, in addition to that 265 acres of freehold, and is now the 
property of the company.
3568. Does the 265 acres adjoin the coal land that you lease from the State? It does.
3569. Mr. Roberts.) How many companies altogether are there interested in this scheme ? Eirst, there 
is the Camden Syndicate, since registered as the Camden Exploration Company; then the Illawarra 
Harbour and Hallway Companv, and the Australian Smelting Company.
3o70. Were all the preceding three companies merged into the Smelting Company? Certainly not.

Are they four totally distinct companies ? Yes. Then the fifth company registered was a company 
with different capital for dealing with mines which merged into the Smelting Company—for instance, the 
White Hock Company. ‘
3572. That makes five ? Yes.
3573. Can you tell the Committee what the capital of each of these companies is ? Not exactly. The 
Camden Syndicate is entirely paid up with a capital of £3Q0,0t)0.
3574. Was that subscribed in cash ? In cash in London.
3575. Or is it only nominal ? The absolute capital of the syndicate which started a 
sin_eo been registered as a company is £300,000 absolutely paid up.
3576. Was that absolutely paid down in cash ? As far as 1 know. It is entirely a London company, 
intended to take advanlage of the enormous increase in the value that would be given to shares through 
dealing with refractory ores. That is its principal object; but to carry out that object wo bad to form 
first a smelting company in connection with tbe cheap coal of the Illawarra district. That has a capital of 
£500,000, with £300.000 paid up,

^^’000 of the smelting company considered paid up, or was it cash actually put down ? 
The £300,000 was cash actually subscribed, as I understand from my London correspondence, and the 
greater portion has been expended at the Lake.
3578. Does that make £600,000 ? cs ; subscribed under tbe operations of my company.
3579, You have given the capital of two companies ;—what about the remaining three ? I do not know 
that I can give much information about the White Hock Company. It was formed, just as a mine, with 
a paid-up capital of £100,000. That mine is actually at work at present, a large number of men being 
employed, with the object of furnishing refractory ores to be dealt with at Illawarra.

Where are the works of the White Hock Company ? At Tenterfield.
3581. AV hat other capital have you got invested in connection with Lake Illawarra? The old Illawarra 
Harbour and Land Corporation have a nominal capital of £600,000, in 10,000 shares paid np to £60.
3582. How much of this £600,000 has been paid in cash? That could he more accurately answered
by the production of the documents. Various syndicate matters wero merged into these accounts. It 
was done by putting certain property in the syndicate into the form of paid-up shares in the company, 
Tlie absolute sum expeuded by that company I gave you in my former evidence. The company, pur
chased £90,000 worth of property. They have expended a certain sum on the railway, on legal matters, 
and in stamp duty, making a total of £150,000. “
3583. You have spent £150,000 ? We have spent £150,000 approximately.
3584. Assuming your statements to be correct, as you of course believe them to be, you must have a great
deal of capital lying dormant; I understand you to say that there was £600,000 paid down in London, 
then came another company with another £600,000that makes £1,200,000 which you say was paid 
down in cash? These are operations for securing expenditure contingent upon the harbour, and are by 
different companies. The smelting company are spending about £300,000 in carrving out works which 
were to be contingent upon our works being carried out. "
3585. Did the Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation sell land to the Smelting Company? They did. 
They sold 500 acres to the Camden Syndicate in London, and the syndicate sold 300 acres to the Smelting 
Company.
3586. At what price ? £25,000.
358/. How many miles of railway is the Harbour and Land Corporation Company constructing? Since 
1 last gave evidence ] have checked the figures. I said that the length of the line was 71- miles ; I find 
that it is 7 miles 75 chains. 3588.

year ago, and lu
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358S. What was the cost of construction ? .About £30,000. 1 showed that £39,000 had been spent in A.ArmBtron&
railway construction, about £3,000 on the harbour, aud £3,000 or £4,000 in engineering commission on 
all these works and other incidental expenses, bringing the total up to £150,000.
3589. How much money has the Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation in hand at present? I could 
not tell you exactly. By last balance-sheets our London balance is about £S,000 or £0,000, aud our 
Colonial balance, approximately, £2,000.
3590. Is there any money lo be called up in connection with the shares in the Illawarra Harhour and 
Land Corporation? Tcs ; something like £40 each on 10,000 shares—about £400,000. I may say that 
that is tho principal basis of finance that my company intends to operate upon. They have formed a 
London company to take over those shares.
3591. How many shareholders are there in the Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation? I should 
think about forty. J cannot speak accurately from memory. On tbe first register there were thirty, but 
there have been some subdivisions since.
3592. Is one object of the company to export coal? No; to furnish means for the better exportation 
of coal is our object, but not to enter into the shipping trade itself. It may have power to do it, but I 
do not think that it has ever been contemplated up to the present.
3593. How docs your company expect to get a return on the capital which they have invested? Tlie 
capital invested so far will pay very well. The intercolonial trade would probably give a big return on 
the capital, because the company has power to collect harbour rates to a greater extent than the state 
has. It has a maximum of Is. per ton for harbour dues besides certain wharfage rates.
3591. Can you tell me the object of constructing that railway which runs up towards Dapto Creek ? It 
was for the development of the colliery properties owned by various holders including the company.
There is a large district extending from Mount Kembla and going down by Jamberoo containing coal, 
workable by adit, and giving a great variety of coal. The Act of Parliament gives the right to furnish 
a line extending about 12 miles along the face of the mountain,
3595. Do you know for what purposes the coal wmuld be suitable ? "We consider, notwithstanding some 
very strong evidence given here the other day, that the quality of the coal is superior for local manufac
turing purposes, and we consider that it is beyond all doubt that when we have gone further the character 
of the coal will be established as suitable for all uses.
3596. Do you contemplate using that coal for smelting purposes ? I can sum np what has been done in 
regard to it in this way: "Wc gave the smelting company the option of testing the coal and to elect 
whether they would lease it, and they made several tests. They have driven into the coal a distanco of 
something like 400 feet, and they have elected to lease it. The lease is no great profit to ns. Where 
wc pay the Crown 6d. we get Od. We look upon it as a lease worth £5,000 a year to my company.
3597. Were you present a few days ago when the Government Geologist gave evidence as to tho quality
of the coal in tho Illawarra district after a recent visit to the neighbourhood ? I was. _
3598. Have you heard Mr, Pittman say that the coal of Dapto Creek would not be used for smelting 
purposes when Mount Kcmbia coal was available ? I beard his evidence, and it seems to me so very 
extraordinary that I will take the trouble to have his remarks fully inquired into. I can. only point out 
that some of the’most practical men of the Colony have tested tho coal, and have advised the smelting 
company to take a lease. Ft may be that the evidence of Professor David is correct; but Mr. Howell is 
such an exceedingly cautious man that he would not take any coal which he was not perfectly satisfied 
wilh. 1 isould also draw intention to the fact tliat tliose assays given by Professor David are contra
dictory of tbe assays given in lho report of the Department of Mines for tbe year 1890 (p. 297), in which 
the coal is shown to have 61. per cent, of fixed carbon and only 7 per cent, ot ash.
3399. Can you tell the Committee what contracts ha\e been entered into by the Smelting Company of 
Australia ? I am afraid I cannot. The main contract is tho one I have alluded to.
3500. Is tlie scene of operations of the smelting company connected with the railway which is the pro
perty of the Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation ? Smelling works are being constructed on land 
purchased from my company, aud connected with the coal-fields and the Slate line by our railway.
3601. Is it connected by the railway ? Tes.
3602. la tliat a branch line? It is a branch line leading to a Government line.
3603. Who constructed that branch line? Tho Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation. ,
3G0L The idea is to carry it to Tallawera Point ? It is complete, connecting Tallawera Point with the 
general State line and the coal-fields. Tlie intention of tho company first was to make a branch line to 
connect Tallawera Point with the present site of the smelting works at a lower level.
3605. One of these smelting works is nearly finished ? The smelting works are almost finished now'. A 
couple of smelters could start to-morrow; hut a certain difficulty lias arisen under the new Act, dealing 
with riparian rights. This has necessitated an application to the Government, pending which the works 
are at a standstill. They hope to make a start by next March.
3606. I understand that ores will come from Broken Hill to be treated at the smelting works ? Broken 
Hill oro, pending the construction of the harbour, will be landed at Darling Harbour, conveyed by railway 
to Dapto, and then along our branch line.
3607. I want you lo give me all information respecting any contracts you may have entered into for 
improving the entrance to Lake Illawarra, forming a channel across to Tallawera Point, the deepening of 
tlie harbour, and so on, stating the amount that the works are to cost, and when they are to be completed ?
The company at present lias a contract with Mr. Robert Amos.
3608. When was that contract signed ? In August or September last year.
3609. Have you a copy of the contract ? Tes. ^
3610. Have you brought it with you? I have not.
3611. Would you kindly bring it with you when you come to give evidence again? 1 have no objection to 
have it, copied, but would not like it placed on the Parliamentary records. It is a very voluminous document.
3612. Tou say that it was signed in September last year ? Tes.
3613. What is tlie amount of the contract ? It is entirely at schedule rates—that is to say, our engineers 
estimate for both tlie railway line and the dredging at a lump sum of £90,000. The total will como 
altogether to about £200,000, work to the value of £34,000, completed, to be deducted.
3614. Will you explain to the Committee how you are going to make money out of this scheme ? I have 
done so already.
3615. How do you expect to pay interest on the capital invested? Wc look upon it as certain tliat

within
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A.Armsi™^ within five years we shall create trade to the amount of 2,000,000 tons of ore and fluxes, with probably 
one-tiff i nt flifif-mifwiv/lu _____ i • , , . , .

22 Dec., 189G.
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one-nrtn or that outwards in bullion-load, copper, and nickel-ores, including coal shipped outwards. We
look upon it as certain that ships will never come there, bringing 2,000,000 tons of oro aud go away 
empty. We are not bidding for flic coal trade of to-day. We believe that by tbe carrying out of this 
nei ‘ an™™enso impetus will be given to the coal trade that it will naturally flow there.
JPib. Chairman.} Do you expect to make money by the sale of vour land ? Ey that we hope to recoup 
the harbour debt within tbe next twenty years. • 1 *-

the amount of the harbour dues be ? They would amount to between 
< .id tt an<1 ;E70>000 a year when the whole scheme came into full operation.

®sPeef a revenue of £70,000 a year from the harbour dues that you are entitled bv Act of 
J ariiament to collect. These calculations are made on a maximum charge, which would not be'imposed 
to the full if it interfered with trade.
3019 T'rom how far north do you expect coal to be brought down to this still-water harbour do you 
expect any coal from north of Bulli ? Not north of Bulli.

J?V,S;PeCtJanj'1from ? Bulli is the limit of what might proper!v be considered the
Cmuth Coast field, and it has a good gradient to Sydney, but tbe coal from the whole of the district must 
find its best market m a still-water harbour.
3G21. Do you think that a large quantity of coal will come down from Bellambi to Tallawera Point, 
seeing that there are already two jetties at Bellambi ? Yes ; I think it would well pay the colliers going 

ti 16 the harbour. It costs a great deal of money every year to renew the ietties.
30-2. Does it not appear to you that Lake Illawarra is too far south to develop a large coal traffic ? ]t 
is no further south than Kembla from the coal-field.
3G23. Would you expect to get a largo portion of the coal that is now shipped at Port Kembla ? Most 
certainty But what we are now doing is not interfering with that trade. Wo are working hard to get 
a better loading-place which would attract trade without injuring existing arrangements. We hope to 
have a still-water harbour which will attract a trade of 3,000,000 tons on its own merits, including the 
existing trade inwards and outwards. b
3624. Would not shipping coal from Tallawera Point cost more than the present system ? Not 

mv1e,!':lf, 6lven under the Bill to colliery owners to connect with our harbour.
3 .-j. Urn you tell the Committee what has caused the delay in regard to the proposed works at Lake 
Jflawarra seeing that the contract was signed some fifteen months ago ? I think it is easily explained.

bc done untl1 tile company see their way to make things pay. The raising of capital is a very 
aimcult matter. They have done a great deal in that direction during the last twelve months, so that my 
as a vices lead me to hope that the final landing of a debenture loan will certainly be effected early in 

the new year. J.t is merely a question of the price of debentures. If wc were content to let John Bull 
have all the profit, we could have obtained long ago £70 on our debentures. At present we can get £S5 : 
by delaying it we shall probably get £9o. It is a mere question of working things properly. We have 
carried out enormous ramification of interests backed by a sound capital, and each made with tbe object of 
forwarding the mam scheme, which is the harbour. The harbour is the key to the whole thinm I think 
from latest advices that we have now advanced sufficiently to make a trade for the harbour, that that will 
make the.clebentures of such value that we shall put them on the market.
3626. Is it a fair thing, then, to come to the conclusion that the cause of the delay in going on with this 
"'°r_ 7-■U1ke 1 ts the want of ready money ? It is a very natural conclusion.
•moQ v1 y0L1 u,* dcbei,l:ure8 m t]io London market you will be unable to proceed with the work P Yes.

, , , ,Lt f1'6 u^blo at present to say when those debentures will bo put on the market ? To give an
absolute date, yes. b
3629. Ion have power to go on wilh the work, but when you are likely to start you are not in a position 
a f-V-n ily ov,'t‘ co™pany have no doubt whatever of being able to do it within the term fixed by the 
Act of Parliament. I think. I can say that. If we felt that wo were not able to do it, we should discon
tinue our arrangements, and give up the scheme altogether.
3630. If the contract is signed, there must be a time named when the work is to be carried out —does 
Mr. Amos decline to proceed with the work ? Not at all. Mr. Amos is only too anxious to proceed with 
it. I he first portion was the construction of the railway, which had to be done in time to comply with 
our Act of Parliament. That portion of the contract has been carried out
3631. Has Mr Amos been paid for that work P .1 think I answered that question iu my former evidence.
L summed up the whole position by showing you that tlie only debt due by ns was a temporary mortgage 
qpoo TjPmp0Se °f Sett ”1| ,Mr' A 1,103 m adva,lce of certain pending financial operations in London, 
ments in ImndonP^W^ha^' Am°S t0 pr0Ceed with the'vorkPe,ldiug satisfactory financialarrange-

3633. And he has consented to stay his hand until you are able to raise the necessary capital to carry out
the work? That is exactly how it stands. a uuu
3634. Mr Jlostens.] Are'you acquainted with the terms of the resolution of the Legislative Assembly 
requiring tins Committee to make an inquiry into this matter. The resolution says that the Committee 
is to inquire into and report upon the construction of a deep-water harbour at Port Kembla. On what 
grounds docs your company object to the Commiltee carrving out this resolution ?« Simply because 
practically I consider that the question of a harbour for the South Coast was set at rest by the pa sing of 
my company s Act of Parliament, and, secondly, that this proposal is one set up in opposition to the other. 
It was first interfered with by Wollongong, and then Kembla. ] t materially affects the chances of raisin-

0J.CaTry 0Ut our.ha,:bo;lr 10 ]lave » cban“ of a State harbour in theimmediate vicinity. °
3b3o. But there is nothing in the Act. of Parliament empowering the Illawarra Harbour and Land 
Corporation to prevent any other harbour from being mado on tbe South Coast between Sydney and Lake 
iliawfirrar 1 admit there not. ■' ‘
3636 Then your company might be open to the charge of desiring to prevent improvements from being 
carried out ? If pnvaie enterprise undertakes to form a harbour, and efforts are made to promote a 
trade, and tno Slate then threatens to form another harbour adjacent to it, that would interfere very 
scriouslj with private enterprise. 1 am convinced that in passing the Act Parliament intended to give 
m1mV"tCTiCntCri)I1Se il e.lianc?.t0 do the worki and 110i' during its infancy to check its life by Slate opposition.

ai p0t g|ven 00P1Pan/ a11 opportunity to carry out the work, seeing that the Act has been
parsed now for six years . During those six years the Colony has gone through one of the most terrible

■ financial
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financial and commercial crises wliieh we have ever had in Australia. \Y e are entitled to some considera- ■ ro£l@t 
lion, hut we do not get it when we are threatened with a competing harbour, so adjacent to us that it ^ ^
is practically killing our financial powers. . , 22 ]3oc., 1896.
3(iS8. Have you not had consideration extended to you, seeing that you have had an Act in existence tor 
six years, and that your time has been extended ? 1 do not think that inthehistorvof companies through
out Australia you can find a company that has done as much as we here, and our extension powers are not 
yet in use. _ .
rjfjSO. Can you say that your company has not been treated fairly ? Tes. 1 think that Parliament is not 
giving us sufficient consideration, so long as it is interfering with our operations by bringing forward a con- 
llicting scheme. Before our time is up, I have little hesitalion m saying all our operations will be carried out.
3610. Has it not been stated by your engineer that it will take two years to carry out the work ? Our 
operations are nearly treble those described in the Act of Parliament, We could carry out the terms of 
the Act by an expenditure of £40,000, and do so within six months. _
3641. Why do you not expend that money, and show that you intend to do something more . . Because 
our arrangements are made so as to secure a source of profit to us as well as to meet public requirements.
3642. What has been done to make it a useful harbour i Our time is not up. _
3643. Have you done anything to make it a useful harbour ? We have expended £40,600 in the creation 
of trade for the coming harbour.
3614. You have made a railway 7s miles long to a coal-mine ? A cs ; and spent money on the harbour,
3645. What have you done to the harbour ? We have practically nearly finished one of the tie-banks.
The expenditure on the harbour has amounted to about £3,000.
3646. Do you Ibiuk it fair, having delayed the work for six years, that the matter should he delayed for 
two years longer? The coal-owners have not suffered in any way. They have the same harbour 
accommodation that they always had.
3647. Do you think it fair that any harbour improvements which ought to he carried out ought to he 
delayed still longer until this company can see whether or not they can raise funds ? It remains for the 
Committee to decide whether other harbours should be given the chance of securing trade created by us.
3618. The Committee only report ? The Committee have pretty well all the facts before them.
364!). Your company objects to the construction of a port at Kembla, because ir assumes that if a deep
water harbour is constructed it will interfere wirh its project ? That is the stand it takes. _
3650. You said that your company would not be able to carry out the work until it could raise the 
money to do it;—can you give us auy reason to believe that it will be able to raise the money ?
Certainly no guarantee.
3651. You have been present during the whole of this inquiry ? Yes. _
3652. You have heard from colliery managers, and Professor David, and the Government Geologist that 
there is no good workable scam of steam coal to the southward of Mount Kembla? Hie whole thing 
does not hinge upon steam coal.
3653. Does not Professor David say that they have tested the coal and found it unsuitable for export ? \ es.
3651. Is it not a fact that southern coal is in demand for steam purposes only ? Yes.
3055. Did you listen to the evidence given by Mr. MacCabe, Dr. Kobertson, and others, endorsed by 
Government officers, that nearly the whole of the valuable seam of Bulli coal was between Coalcliff on 
1he north, and Mount Kembla on the south ? Ybs; I know all that before 1 heard them.
3656. Then how can you make lllawarra the place for the shipment of the coal ? T’or the reason, that 
assuming that wc had canned out the whole system, vessels bringing ore would arrive in Lake lllawarra at 
1he rate of at least 1,000 Ions a day, probably a great deal more. If vessels can load at all limes, and in 
all seasons as thev can in a land-locked harbour, they would never go to Mount Kembla to get their coal, 
and Kembla could be easily connected by canal with the northern cud of the Lake.
3657. Do ytm know that steamers which come from Port Piric with silver and lead ore Imvo other cargoes 
besides, and they must unload iu Sydney ? AMs; but 1 know there is at present no ore trade between 
the places named.
3658. Do you think that after unloading in Sydney they would go to Lake lllawarra for coal. I know
exactly what tenders we have got in connection with the enterprise. We put it on the London market 
with absolute figures, showing that we could carry stuff from Port Piric to the Lake at 4s. 6d. a ton, 
creating trade entirely outside existing currents. _ • o -v
365!). Do you know also that many steamers trading to South A ustralia take other cargoes besides coal? A es.
3060. Do you know also that the manager of the proposed smelting works at Lake lllawarra has been in 
communication with the Railway Commissioners who have undertaken to carry the ore from Sydney by
railway ? Yes. __
3661. Are you a shareholder in this smelting company ? Yea. ^ _
3662. Have you not heard the evidence of engineers and others to the effect that if the eastern or southern
breakwater was erected at Port Kembla there would be comparatively still water there? Yes, and 1 
heard it flatly contradicted by Pilot Mills, who pointed out that a breakwater of the height proposed by 
Mr. Darlcy would have the water constantly washing over it in average weather. ^
3663. Have you seen breakwaters in other parts of the world? I was never out of Now South AYales,
3664. Have you heard of the breakwater at Colombo ? I have read about it.
3605. There is also the breakwater at Plymouth ;—the sea frequently breaks over these breakwaters, and 
yet they exist ? I think that 1 am correct in saying that within two years of its construction, the break
water at Colombo cost £900,000, including repairs ; and the rise and fall of the tide there is only 2 feet, 
and the highest wave measures only 10 feet. I would not mind venturing the opinion that you would see 
waves 40 feet in height at Kembla. ,
3666. I have heard that the Five Islands affords an excellent breakwater ? If you saw the place iu a 
south-easterly gale you would not say so. ....
361)7. Do you think that the Government or Parliament would be justified in withholding the power to 
make a harbour at Port Kembla until your company are able to carry out Ihe work at Lake lllawarra? 
My opinion is, that no harbour to develop the coal trade of the south coast would equal the one at Lake 
lllawarra, where you can have so many miles of still water made available for ships by simply dredging. 
3668. A'ou do not propose to give many miles of still water;—are you aware that it is proposed to employ 
260 acres m Port Kembla, while you propose to make 25 acres in Lake lllawarra available for ships, tun 
area, if necessary, to be extended to 40 acres;—do you flunk that uonkl suffice for a largely extended 
trade The first proposal is one that provides for Ihc "trade, as far as can be seen, of the immediale future.
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A, Armstrong, 3669, Did you Lear Dr. Robertson and others say that they would not send their'coal to Lake lllawarra 
because it is too far awray ? Yes.

22^060^1896 rUlcrof°re> if they wrould not use the harbour made by your company, would you prevent them from
' being provided with a harbour more convenient for shipping their coal? If they have a trade of 750,000 
tons, and by the construction of our harbour we can create a trade of 2,000,000 tons, no harm can be done 
by allowing us to carry it out.
3071. What would you ship? Coal outwards and ores inwards.
3672. Where would you get it from ? If we create a still-water harbour it will come to us,
3673. You stated that your company had already expended £250,000 ? No ; I said one of the companies 
formed under the operation ot'my company had spent that amount.
3674. Do you mean the smelting company ? Yes,
3673. Seeing that no harbour works can he carried out at Lake lllawarra under two years, and the smelting 
company are about to commence operations, in what way can they get the ore ? The smelting company 
was formed with the distinct understanding that it would take at least two years before the harbour 
improvements were completed. . v
2676. How far is Jfort Kembla from Hake lllawarra? Notfar; the distance of the entrance is approximately 
5 miles ; but the lake itself is nearer the coal-llcid than Kembla,
3677. Do you think it would not be feasible, it a good harbour is made at Port Kembla. to unload oro 
there, and take it down to the smelting works by a railway 5 or 6 miles in length? Xo. I am sure that 
tbo smelting company would prefer to rely upon a still-water ha.rhour, instead of unshipping perhaps
1,000 to 2,000 tons a day in rough weather. It would interfere with the regular flow of trade. It would 
also mean the construction of a railway extending from Mullet Creek to Kembla, where it would he very 
difficult to make a railway, and that to reach a port that never could he relied on. This would entail the 
purchase of our line, which wTe do not want to sell.
3(i78. You are aware that your view is opposed to the engineering and other evidence which has been 
given in this room ? I put my evidence against the evidence of certain persons who arc giving evidence 
for a certain purpose. They recommend the construction of a harbour where vessels will not go in bad 
weather, 1 have fully discussed the matter with Mr. Howell, and ho says that If ho had to rely upon 
Kembla, he would cut out all his trallic for Darling Harbour. Ho never authorised many of the state
ments which have boon made here with regard to his ores going there.
3679. The smelting company cannot take the ore to their works, exceptby means of a railway, can they ? Xo. 
36S0. Then your company Lave a monopoly of the approach to the smelting works ? Exactly ; and the 
company was formed with full knoftledgc of this fact.
30S1. Mr. llumphcrtj.] Do you assert that the works proposed by the Jllawr.rra Harbour and Land Cor
poration arc a bona, f do enterprise, and that they will be completed in terms of your Act of Parliament ? 
I see no doubt of it whatever. '
36S2. I want you to answer straight out? I assert that they are in every way bona fide.
3683. And the works will be carried out? Yes. " ’
3084. Under the Extension Act, a certain railway bad to be completed before “the 20th of December 
last”? Yes.
3685. Has that railway been completed ? Yes, and has been running ever since.
3656. Under another provision of the Act you have to lodge £10,000 with the Government before the 
20th December, 1S97, as a guarantee for the completion of the harbour works proposed ? That is so. If 
the works are not completed before December 23, 1897, my company has to lodge £10.000 with the 
Treasurer, in order to gain one year more time.
3657. "What provision have you made for that deposit;—is the company prepared to lodge the money? 
Most certainly.
3658. A.nd you say that the work can be completed, as proposed by the Bill, within two years,’if you give 
a depth of 251- feet in the Lake ? Yes.
3689. Have you let contracts to cover the provisions of the Bill ? Wchave, inclusive of work enormously
in excess. "
3690. Bona fide contracts ? \ cs ; and if wo do not proceed with them, wo shall have to pay a tine of £5,000.
3691. How do you propose to find the means for paying Mr, A.mos ? Out of the debenture loan, by an 
increased mortgage of our property. We have only a liability of £34.000, secured by mortgage to Mr. A mos.
3692. Is that in connection with the railway ? Yes. " "
3693. Is that the only debt owing by your company? It is.
3G9-4. And you intend to raise money to carry out the harbour works by issuing debentures upon the 
company's property ? That would be increasing the mortgage from £31,000 to £200,000.
3695. To whom ? It would he a debenture mortgage.
3696. That is the way you propose to raise the necessary funds? Yes.
3697. Have you taken any steps, up to the present time, to issue these debentures? We arc trving to 
make the harbour a success by creating a trade for it before we place the debentures on the market,
3698. I want to know whether you have taken the preliminary steps to raise the necessary funds to pay 
the contractor? Yes, they are very complete, "When there is a favourable market wc shall take 
advantage of the trade, of which wc have already laid the foundations in connection with our company, 
3099, Is the contractor aware of the means by which you intend to pay him ? Yes.
3700. And is he prepared to go on with the contract, relying upon the ability of your corporation to find 
the necessary funds ? lie is most undoubtedly prepared to go on when called upon.
3701. IVhat property is owned at the present time by the lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation?
The whole of the Lakeland estate—2,410 acres ; 263 acres of coal land ; 1,280 acres of leased land ; tho 
railway siding ; and the land purchased for the railway, somewhere about 4a- miles in length, and about 
7| miles of completed railway. '
3702. Those are the properties owned by the land corporation? Yes.
3703. What is tho cost to the company of the property you have described as being owned by them 9
£150,000 altogether. ‘ or
3701’, Has that amount been paid ? With the exception of the debt of £34,000.
3705. A our company has paid the differencehetween £35,000 and £150,000—thecostof thia property? Yes.
3706. That is your position ? That is our position.
3707. Upon that basis, and having regard to the present value of the properties that you possess, and the 
valuable concession obtained under the Act of Parliament, you propose to operate in London with the view 
of paying for these works ? That is the position exactly.
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dreamt:—
THOMAS THOMSON 

The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphert. 
The Hon. James Hoskins.
Tho Hon. Charles James Forerts, C.M.G. 
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
The Hon. Daniel O'Connor.
Benrt Clarke, Esq.

EWING-, Esq. (Chairman).
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Eegan, Esq.

. Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Weight, Esq. 
Frank Farnell, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Fort Kembla.

Andrew Armstrong, Esq., Managing Director, lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation (Limited),
sworn, and further examined :—

3708. Mr. Trickcti.~\ In answer to Mr. Ilumphcry, you stated that the lllawarra Harbour and Land 
Corporation had expended £150,009 ? Tes.
3709. And that of that £150,000, £35,000 is still owing to Mr, Amos ? Due on mortgage to them.
3710. Will you tell us how the £150,000 is made up ? The first great item is for estates, £90,000.
3711. Is that one of the properties adjoining the Lake? Tes, 2,400 acres, with 41 miles frontage to 
Lake lllawarra.
3712. Did you pay that in cash ? We owe nothing.
3713. Ton say you have paid £115,000, and you owe £35,000 on mortgage j—have you paid that £115,000
in cash ? We have. _
3714. That was absolutely paid in cash? Tes. The cash transactions of the company to this date. I 
put the answer as entirely separating the company from its inflated values.
3715. Tou paid £90,000 for the two estates ? Tes, £65,000 for the Lakeland Estate, and £25,000 for 
the colliery estate.
3716. Then the other money was expended on what ? About £39,000 on arailway, and £3,000 in harbour
works, surveys, and incidental expenses. ■
3717. Tou have actually paid away in cash £115,000, and you owe £35,000 ? Tes; our total expenditure 
is £150,000 on the management of this great company. Its legal costs, outlay in stamp duties, and so on, 
bring the total up to that amount.
3718. How was that £150,000 raised ? I think that would be best answered by the answer I gave 
yesterday with regard to the two agreements which merged the old syndicate arrangements into a company.
3719. That answer will not suit me;—I want to know where that £150,000 came from? It has been 
subscribed by the present shareholders of the lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation.
3720. Voluntarily or by calls, or liow ? By merging the syndicate arrangements into the company, and
taking their shares in the company as paid to £60. _ _
3721. Then it was not cash ? It is absolute cash. As I said before, I strip the whole thing of its inflated 
values, and give absolute cash payments.
3722. Can you say that £150,000 in cash has been paid by the shareholders of tho lllawarra Harbour and 
Land Corporation ? Tes.
3723. I suppose it is paid pro rata according to their share? Exactly.
3724. That being so, how do you account for it that in your summary of capital and shares filed on the 13th 
November, 1896, you only put down that £100,000 as having been paid in cash, that a call of £10 per 
share has been made, and £100,000 has been paid ? I think that is quite correct.
3725. Tou say in the statement which you filed, “We made on the 13th November, 1893, a call of £10 a 
share, and that £100,000 has been paid, and all the rest is made up by shares issued as made up in cash — 
how do you account for that? Tho last1 call made adjusted accounts between the promoters’ syndicate 
and company.
3726. That is absurd. TItoro are 10,000 shares, and' the document states that a call of £ 10 per share has 
been made. If your shareholders have paid claims to the amount of £150,000,1 want to know how it is that 
in the form, which you are required by the Companies Act to file, you have only put down that £100,000 
as having been paid ? I think I have given you a summary of the actual position, with the total amount 
paid by my company without any liabilities to any person outside the company, except for the £35,000 
mortgage.
3727. Here is the simple statement from information obtained by the Secretary at the company’s offico 
that a call of £10 per share has been made, amounting to £100,000, and the total amount of calls unpaid 
is nil? They have spent £100,000. The difference between the promoters and the syndicate who formed 
that company amounts to a paid-up value of 10,000 shares holding the estate. A later expenditure has 
been created by the issue of preference shares entirely outside that altogether.
3728. Then the return which you file is not a correct one? No, because these prefeienco shares are two 
years after that return. Tou take the 1893 date. The great bulk of the expenditure was commenced iu 
1896.

A. Armstrong, 
Esq.

23 Dec., 1896.

3729. Was it uot down in the statement ? No, because it was commenced in 1896.
3730. But this was filed on the 13th November, 1896. How many shares have you in the company ? 1,000.
3731. In tho list of shareholders filed in November, 1896, you are put down as the holder of one share ? I 
think that can be explained by carrying out the suggestion which I made yesterday—that the company's 
solicitor should give full information in the matter.
3732. The company’s solicitor will not put you down for ono share if you have 1,000 ? A company has 
been formed in London to purchase and guarantee our debentures into which my shares are merged.
3733. Tou never had more than one share according to the return ? I beg your pardon.
3734. On the 20th January, 1896, there were 9,970 shares in the name of Mr. Do Wolf, out of the 
10,000, and is it not a fact that he transferred the whole of that lot to some company in London? Tes.
3735. Tou are put down in the statutory return, filed under the Companies Act, as the holder of one 
share. I want you to explain that; I do not want the soheitor to the company to do it? I do not think

490—X there
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%ere *s anything anomalous in it. It is simply transferring under a power of attorney, to one leading 
, _ i_. J, ' director, to give him power to deal with them in London.

23 Dec. 1896.3736. But you have always been the holder of only one share ? All others were transferred to him,
‘ Probably in the return prior to that my interest is not altered.

3737. Is it a correct or a false return ? It is a correct return for that year.
3738. What is the good of saying that when the year before the same state of things prevailed,—Mr. 
X>e Wolf had 9,970 shares ? It is a matter that can be explained. Tlie shareholders, both individually 
and as a company, gave full power of attorney to Mr, Be Wolf. Those shares are absolutely mine, and 
were transferred to him to deal with in London.
3739. Who is tho chairman of the company in Sydney? Mr, Edmund Barton.
3740. When did you have a meeting last ? I think about four or live weeks ago.
3741. Who are the other members of the hoard? Mr. Arthur .Friend and myself. The hoard, at present, 
has been reduced from the larger number, in antieipatiou of certain nominations from London, which are 
expected daily.
3742. Tou are down on the return as the holder of one share;—have you one, or more than one ? I have 
one, the rest being transferred to Mr. Be Wolf for bis operations in London.
3743. How many of the 9,970 shares remain with Mr. Be Wolf ? I can tile a return.
3744. Canyon tell me how many shares you have in the company? The number is 1,010 or 1,019, or 
somewhere thereabouts, subject to action under power of attorney in London.
3745. That you yourself have? Tes, which arc with all other shares for financial purposes in London 
transferred to Mr. Bo Wolf. Wo are hound by that transfer. It is a matter of business arrangement.
3746. There is another question which I should like to ask you;—when was the money paid for this land 
which you spoke of—this £90,000? In various payments between 1888 and 1896.
3747. And that you say has absolutely been paid? Absolutely paid in cash.
3748. Was it paid for any particular estate or vendors ? At the time we purchased tho estate it had 
been sold by hlr. Osborne to the Lakeland syndicate, and we bought from that syndicate. We carried 
out our contract till that syndicate released itself from Mr. Osborne. We bought it and other properties 
for £90,000, and the estate is now dear from the morteages.
3749. I understand that all the land you bought at lllawarra iu connection with this company has cost 
£90,000 ;—is that tho total ? That is the total purchase money.
3750. And by your agreement between yourself and Mr. J. A, Thompson you agreed to sell to tho
lllawarra Company the same land for £000,000 ? Yes. *
3751. ^So that you are making a profit, if it comes ofi', of £510,000,—in the first instance, did not 
Mr. Newton and Mr. Frederick AC. Orr agree to pay £250,000 cash towards the payment for this 
land? Yes.
3752. Was that ever paid? It was not.
3753. By subsequent agreement, was not that deposit of £250,000 reduced to £100,000? Yes; by 
reducing the shares down as so much paid.
3754. Was that ever paid? No; except by reducing down the shares in value.
3755. Then, as regards these agreements, which are filed in the Bcgistrar-General’s Office, neither was the 
£250,000 agreed to in the first instance paid, nor 1he £100,000 the reduced amount? Not in cash.
3756. Then how have they been paid? By taking the estate at the nominal value of the purchase made 
by the company, and reducing down the shares to an amount equal.
3757. It has been paid on paper? Yes. The whole estate and concessions paid for are held bv the
company represented by shares paid to £60 each. "
3758. I understood you to say that the land had been paid for iu cash? So it has been. The company
have paid the amount of the original purchase money. I have been very careful to let my evidence 
consist of existing facts, wiping out all the kind of business, which wras very common in those days, of 
adding inflated values. '
3759. That is the state of things ;—you bought this land for £90,000, and this lllawarra Harbour and
Land Corporation agreed to sell it for £600,000 ? Yes. .
3760. So, if it comes off, it will be a very nice thing for vou ? No ; these things have been merged into
a settlement. '
3/61. What is the use of talking about merging, when you know as well as I do that auy contract of that 
kind has to he filed iu the office, and any alteration of that has to be filed under a heavy penalty, and 
there is no such alteration ? The settlement has been that the company bought it at that price.
3762. I understood you in answer to questions to state that the reasons you applied for your extended 
Act in Bocember, 1895, wasbecause of certain financial difficulties arising owing to some Melbourne com
pany having failed ? Yes.
3763, That being so, you having stated in answer to several questions ihaf that was the reason of your 
applying the money difficulty, will you listen to this question, and your answer, given before a Select 
Committee on the 10th October, 1895. The Chairman of that Committee was Mr. Neild:—

Ckainmri.] The object of the Bill is not to palter witli financial responsibilities, but to provide against possible con
tingencies, such as storms or any other casualty ? Anything that cannot possibly be predicted. Our arrangements are as 
complete as auy company could make them, and they are within the terms specified in the Bill. Onr whole and sole object 
m asking for an extension of time is that we fear that towards the completion of tho work heavy easterly gales might so 
injure our breakwaters as to prevent a ship drawing IS foot from coming into the harbour, and, if that happened, our 
powers under the Bill would be jeopardised, and would be doubtful in law.
I want you to tell the Committee which is the riqht answer, what you swore yesterday, or what you swore 
on the 10th October, 1895 ? "What I swore at that particular time was simply with a full knowledge of 
the facts that a large and important firm of underwriters had agreed to underwrite our debentures. That 
agreement is still in existence, and there is nothing whatever contradictory in the two statements, that is 
to say, we consider that wo have plenty of time to carry it out, and wo are anxious to place our debentures 
on the market in a complete and satisfactory manner, not at a price contingent upon some conflicting 
harbour, or difficulty hanging over our heads. As long as the Kembla inquiry has been pending, our 
harbour debentures would only be underwritten at a very big price below pat. They are practically 
guaranteed at their market value. Their market value has not reached, and will not till this conflicting 
difficulty is settled, anything like par, and placing them on the market would have been attended by a 
terrible discount, sometlting like 20 per cent. Cleat away these difficulties, and they would be worth 
£95, or par £100. J 3754
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3764;. Why did you not tell ustlmt yesterday. In answer to questions you said that there were no financial A. Armstrong, 
difficulties at all? I do not think there arc any. We can put our debentures on the market now, if we 
liked to do it at a price which would handicap us severely. We shall do it in time, but we do not want to ^ 
handicap ourselves with a debt for which we should get nothing. _ * *
3765. I am going to look at these works which you have done at the lllawarra Lake. Will you describe 
them, so that I can find out what you have done ? The only work done to the harbour is a portion of 
the tie-bank connecting Windang Island with the main land, and the necessary soundings, which come 
to about £3,000, and 7 miles 75 chains of railway,
3766. Tou wish the Committee to believe that, although you have had plenty of money, and although you 
had an Act of Parliament since 1800, you have only put up a tie-bank between Windang Island and the 
mainland? I do not think that is a fair way of putting it, for this reason; that under our Act of Par
liament a new class of trade entirely has been created throughout the district. Nothing that we have 
done has tended to check the steam coal trade. What we are doing is making provision for a trade four 
or five times the size of the steam coal trade for which all our preparations are certain, as far as it is 
possible for me to judge, to be complete. The trade that we are doing will not be ready for ships till 
about the time that we are ready for them, pending which wo have made satisfactory arrangements with 
the Government to cany our ores from Darling Harbour, and by our railway erected in terms of our Act.
3767. But your own Act of Parliament does not say anything about a new trade;—yOuobtained your 
Act for coal trade purposes ? There was no occasion for an Act of Parliament to define that. This is 
the idea which sprang out of the kind of calculations which we made for developing entirely new trade.
The crisis, immediately after our Act of Parliament was passed, completely hilled the coal trade, and the 
promoters of the company turned their attention to the carrying out of a much larger idea, in view of 
the fact that, apparently, useless coal hero could be applied to that purpose.
3768. Do you ivant the Committee to believe that you and the 'smelting company arc working together ?
Most decidedly. .
3769. Tou are certain ? Tes.
3770. Tou know Mr. Howell ? I do.
3771. What is he in connection with the smelting company? He is managing director in Sydney.
3772. Will you listen to this question which was asked him when giving evidence with reference to the 
proposed railway from Condobolin to Broken Hill:—

Have you any fixed period within which the work will probably be commenced ? Wc have nothing to do with the 
harbour business.

Tho opeuing of the harbour is not one of the objects of your company ? No.
Tou said that the two companies were working together? So wo are; hut there are separate interests in 
tho same company. Pfis company have taken up interests in my company in Loudon. The interests are 
the same, although the registered companies arc different.
3773. Mr, Henderson, your engineer, gave detailed items, and he estimated that the cost of the lilawarfa 
Harbour works, not the railway, will he £177,059, and you come to this Committee, having had an Enabling 
Bill since 1890, and tell us that you have spent £2,000;—is not that so ? Tes, exclusive of expenditure 
under the railway provisions of our A ct.
3774. Mr. Clarke.\ This lllawarra company is entirely a ptrivate company ? Tes.
3775. And any profits will go to the shareholders ? Tes. ,
3776. Then what objection have you to Port Kembla being made a shipping port for the shipment of 
coal and other produce ? Two harbours adjacent to each other would not pay.
3777. Why has not your company been more expeditious in carrying out the work at Lake lllawarra?
We consider that any company that has done as much as we have has done wonders.
3778. Do you not consider that the people at the lllawarra district are as much entitled to have Govern
ment money spent there as the Newcastle people wore ? I would rather not give an opinion on that 
point.
3779. If this harbour were constructed at Lake lllawarra, would it he as suitable for the shipment of coal 
from Mount Kembla and Bellambi as Port Kembla? I think it would he far more suitable. I have 
heard a great deal 'of evidence adverse to it, hut it has not shaken my opinion.
3780. Eor what reason? That a still-water harbour will attract a kind of trade which an open-sea wharf 
will never attract. I certainly think that Lake lllawarra is capable of being turned into a harbour very 
superior to that of Newcastle, because it is similar to Newcastle without having the immense amount 
of alluvium that is brought down the river at flood-time. At Newcastle they have to dredge out of the 
harbour 1,400,000 tons of mud per annum, so as to maintain the present area for vessels. We have the 
opinion of experts that any dredging done at Lake lllawarra would not silt up more than 1 inch in ten years.
3781. Are you of opinion that it would he better for private individuals to have the work canned out at 
Lake lllawarra by the company, instead of a harbour being made by the Government at Port Kembla ?
Most certainly I am.
8782. Tou maintain that you did not depend upon the coal to be shipped at Lake lllawarra? We 
depend upon creating a trade which we are certain will take away coal. Vessels which bring ores would 
never go away empty, and a development of the coal trade will follow the erection of a safe, still-wale1)', 
insurable port,
3783. What do you rely upon? I have given my evidence in consideration of the fact that various firms 
interested in the coal trade have stated that they would not ship there.
3784. Is not Lake lllawarra a much greater distance from where the great hulk of the coal is raised thin
Port Kembla? As a matter of fact it is rather nearer, and easier to connect with the State railway. *
3785. Prom the map it appears to he further off ? A railway could be made to reach the northern end 
of the Lake. But it would necessitate a certain amount of dredging, which has not been provided for in 
our calculations,
3786. Mr. Zee.] Do you appear here to oppose the construction of a harbour at Port Kembla in the
interests of the State, or because you are of opinion that if a harbour is constructed there it will infringe •
upon the rights granted to the Dlawarra Harbour and Land Corporation? I believe it would, he more 
advantageous to the State to have the harbour at Lake lllawarra.
3787. Do you think yon have a right to oppose this proposal on the part of your company, becauseit will 
infringe the rights granted to you in 1890 ? I appear here to offer tho fullest information, so fls to enable

the
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A,Armstrong, Committee to judge whether the ideas, which I believe are fully expressed in our Act of Parliament 
of 1S88, should be maintained in their integrity. '

23Dee.I ISOS. you 'te^ ihe Committee what right your company has under its Act? I suppose it is a matter
” °f opinion. "We consider that those rights give us practically the key to the south coast trade.

3789. What does the preamble of your Act say ? That we have a right to make a harbour at Lake 
lllawarra.
3790. Does it confer upon you any rights outside of that ? It does not.
3791. Therefore the rights which you spoke of a couple of days ago, iu reply to Mr, Roberts, really do 
not exist? They are rights which are given to us which would be severely damaged by the State doing 
something else in the immediate vicinity of the Lake. I take it that Parliament never intended to give 
with one hand something that it would take away with the other,
3792. Did not Parliament give you what you asked for? Yes.
3793. But it gave you no rights outside of that ? What rights we have, Parliament gave us, and our 
object is very similar to that which the Committee are inquiring into.
3794. When Parliament does a certain thiog it expresses it in an Act;—Parliament has given you power 
to make a harbour at Lake lllawarra, but it might also have given the power to someone else to carry out 
a similar work at the Tom Thumb Lagoon? In giving that right, Parliament practically gave the right 
to everybody concerned to take advantage of it. It gave the right to persons in the neighbourhood to 
connect by a canal with the harbour.,
3795. Those are the surrounding colliery owners ? Yes.
3796. They did not oppose your going for an Act of Parliament ? Yo; They united in seeing that Parlia
ment gave them the right to utilise the scheme.
3797. Your rights were confined exclusively to Lake lllawarra? Yes.
3798. Therefore if the State should think proper to construct a harbour at Port Kembla for the better
development of the coal trade, how can you say that your rights would bo infringed ? It is a right which 
will encroach upon our rights, the proposed work being so adjacent, and I feel sure that it is beyond the 
intention of Parliament to do such a thing. "
3799. You infer that when the right was granted to make a harbour at Lake lllawarra it covered the right 
to shipping facilities to the whole of the southern coast ? Yes, seeing that the shipping interest united 
in giving evidence in favour of the Bill, and secured rights for themselves.
3800. You know that the majority of the colliery owners are not in favour of Lake lllawarra at all, there
fore how will their rights be jeopardised ? The question raises a lot of very conflicting ideas, seeing that 
every one of those interests supported the Bill. Mr. MacCabe’s brother was secretary of the company, and 
he gave evidence in favour of the Bill directly representing the very same interests that Mr. MacCabe does. 
Seeing the terrible conflict between the evidence of parties now and that which they gave then, I admit 
that I do not understand how to deal with it.
3801. You can only bo presumed to appear here to defend certain rights. I want to give yon an oppor
tunity of showing the Committee that if the Port Kembla works are carried out you will ho deprived of 
the benefits conferred under your Act ? I say that Kembla would do a large proportion of the trade, and 
thus interfere with our scheme.
3802. Your scheme will not work out as profitably as it otherwise would ? It will be materially lessened 
in value.
3803. Keeping iu view the fact that moat of the large colliery owners have come before the Committee 
and said that they are not in favour of Lake lllawarra, that it would not answer their purposes, and that 
the harbour should be at Port Kembla, would you tell the Committee that the estimated profits of the 
Lake lllawarra scheme arc likely to he interfered with ? Every one of those interests according to their 
sworn evidence four years ago would have been only too glad to use a harbour at Lake lllawarra.
3804. It is only right that you can produce evidence that they are in favour of it, that you should do so. 
All the evidence that we have shows that they are against it ? I would refer to the evidence of Mr. 
MacCabe, brother of the man who gave evidence here the other day. It will be found in the report of the 
Select Committee dated 5th June, 1889.
3805. That gentleman has not been before us as a witness can you pick out anyone who has ? Yo ; 
but it is the same interest.
3806. If your scheme at Lake lllawarra were carried out, the depth of water would he increased from 15 
to 25 feet? Yes.
3807. Have you made any calculation as to the amount of tonnage which you expect to receive, the quantity 
of coal you will ship, and the charges that you will make, and what annual revenue you expect to

‘ receive ? Yes, we have; hut that embraces so many important calculations that if you have no objection
to let it stand over until after the holidays, I will put the information in the form of a return.
3808. "Wo can hardly accept it in that form;—1 suppose the works would have to produce 6 per cent, 
to cover interest and maintenance charges ? Maintenance for increased trade that would grow, would 
come to considerably more than G per cent.
3809. Could you tell us what charge you contemplated making for shipping coal ? I think that any 
calculations before the harbour is constructed would be premature; but pending the consideration of 
reductions, we should charge the maximum provided by the Act.
3810. Then that would bo for tonnage rates, Is. per ton ? Yes.
3811. Then the next rates would be under your schedule, ballast, Is. per ton ; coal, lOd, ; coke, Is. Sd.; 
limestone, 2s. a. ton ; and so on. If you charge Is. per ton on the tonnage of the ship, and lOd. on the

• coal, do you think it possible that ships could go into that harbour to take cargo ? Ko ; our calculation
is that the maximum tonnage rates alone will pay a good return and relieve us of tho other charges.
3812. That would be Is, a ton ? Yes.
3813. If the same trade could bo carried on effectually from Port Kembla, tbo hauling and shipping of 
coal for a total charge of 8d. per ton,—do you not think that your charges would be excessive ? Yo. I 
do not think it possible to rely upon Port Kembla meeting a regular flow of steamer trade unless you 
have a still-water harbour, which you could not get there.
3814. The evidence is very strong that if Port Kembla were made a good harbour, shipping could be done 
there, including the haulage of coal, for 8d. a ton, as against Is. at Lake lllawarra;—do you not think 
that business would not be likely to come to your port P Yo, I do not, because I cannot see that any

other
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other port can do tho kind of trade that we contemplate. I feci that the whole importance of what we A.Annstrong, 
are undertaking depends upon the fact that we require a still-water harbour insurable by the general
marine offices. „ , , . 23Dec.1189C.
3815. Your port would be so much better than can be made at Port Kembla that it will attract snipping 
in spite of the extra charge ? Yes.
381(5. Will you point out on the map the South Coast Colliery mentioned in your Act ? Its name on the 
map is the Southern Coal-mining Company, Mount Kembla, and it lies immediately behind Port Kembla.
3817. Your Act gives you power to make a railway between that point and the Macquarie Rivulet, but
no further ? I think the expression in our Act is “ The Ocean Colliery,” _
3818. By the Act you are restricted between those two points ? Yes, as to the making of railways.
3319. Then you are practically on the southern limit of tho coal-field ? According to the evidence wc 
are beyond the southern limit.
3820. That being the case, how could you expect the coal-mines north of the South Coast Colliery to send 
their coal for shipment to Lake lllawarra, when you would have no advantage or control over any line 
except those which you have power to makoP It is no further away from tho mines than Newcastle is.
3821. You arc aware that at Newcastle the whole of the haulage and shipping arc done by the Railway 
Commissioners ? Yes.
3822. Your case is not analagous. You have private rights, aud expect to make profit;—how are you
going to attract the coal to Lake lllawarra for shipment? We think that what has been done already 
will not attract tlie coal, but will create a local use for coal—for more coal than is sent away ; that is to 
say that wo have created a local use and prospective sale for 2,000,000 tons of coal annually. _
3823. What do you mean by local use ? Smelting operations that will he carried out locally. A still
water harbour will naturally bo more suitable at all times for people to adapt themselves to.
3824. The coal required for the smelting works will be brought from the mines at the back of Lake
lllawarra ? Yes; I take it that the smelting works will want immense quantities of the present class of 
coal that is used, and other varieties of coal. The industry now starting at Dapto will consume as much 
coal as the present field now ships. _ '
3825. There is coal enough for any industry that can ho established? Yes, and there will be a natural 
market created for it.
3820. The question of any coal coming by water is very remote ? Most certainly coal would never come 
by water. The State line of railway is immediately nnder the level of all the coal-mines. They are 
all workable by adit to the existing State line, and all our connections arc made with the State line, in 
order to be prepared for tbe trade whether it comes by sea or by railway.
3827. You know that there is a largo steamer trade with Fort Kembla ? Yes.
3828. If they can load under present conditions, do you think it is at all probable that that traffic will go 
to Lake lllawarra ? Most certainly. I have discussed the matter with leading insurance agents, and 
they are of that opinion.
3829. Notwithstanding that your charges will be more than double ? The charges will be made to catch 
the business. A maximum is placed in the Act to give certain powers.
3830. If they took one of those big steamers into your harbour, it would cost £200 at Is. a ton ? Yes.
3831. Bo you think that wrould be done when they can run into Port Kembla freo of that charge? I 
have no doubt that as soon as a fair interest has been earned on the cost of the work the rates would be 
reduced to catch more and more traffic.
3S32. 1 want to know what gross charge you arc relying upon;—you say that Is. will cover everything?
The whole thing, we anticipate, can be covered by the tonnage charge only. _
3833. That will bo Is. a ton, and it will cost £200 to take a large ship into that port? By-laws are in 
course of preparation dealing with these things, and they will have to be submitted to the Attorney- 
General.
3834. Mr. Fegan.'] Tlie first Bill that you had passed allowed a certain time within which to provide for 
a harbour and the cutting of a channel;—hut that Act which was passed in 1800, did not compel tho 
company to make a deposit with the Treasurer? No.
3835. But the Act passed in 1895 stipulated that a certain sum of money should he placed in the hands 
of the Colonial Treasurer ? It did.
3836. "What sum was that ? £10,000.
3837. What are the conditions under which that money was to be forfeited? I do not remember. _
3838. Bid it not provide that the money should be forfeited unless the work were carried out within a 
specified time ? That is it.
3839. Is the money in the Treasurer's bands yet ? Certainly not.
3840. What is there to compel the company, in the event of work not being completed to pay that money ?
Nothing at all.
3841. Then what is the use of this provision in the Act that a sum of £10,000 should be deposited by the 
company with the Colonial Treasurer ? 1 take it that if on the 23rd Becember, 1897. we have not satisfied 
tho Colonial Treasurer that the conditions prescribed in Schedules 1 and 2 have been complied with, our 
Act is dead, unless we lodge £10,000.
3842. The two Acts giving you these rights cease to be of any effect ? They cease and become void, if 
we cannot show by Becember, 1897, that there is a channel capable of taking in ships of 15 feet draught.
If it is not completed by that date twelve months we absolutely forfeit the £10,000 which we shall have 
deposited. If we do not deposit £10,000 on a certain date, m lien of certain work having been done, the 
Act lapses. If we do deposit £10,000 we get another year in which to carry out the work. If after the 
lapse of that year, the work is not carried out, we lose both the Act and the £10,000.
3843. In the interest of the company, yon often attended in the House when the Bill was under con
sideration? I did.
3844. Was not Mr. Howell with you ? Yes.
3845. And Mr. Howell took a very great interest in the passing of tbe Act of 1895 ? Yes.
3840. What interest had he in that company that he should take such an interest in the passing of the 
measure? None whatever, except that the shareholders of his company in London are shareholders in 
mine, their interests arc identical, although they are separate companies.
3847. Is not Mr. Howell’s time too valuable for him to give a great deal of his time to a matter in which 
he has no interest P I should think so. 3848.
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A. Ai-nttUrcng, 3848. Is it not a fact that those who were supporting the Bill in the House consulted Mr. Howell time 
aa^rer Yes> they did; both in London and here.

23Dbc16&G no^ ^r' consult him more than ouce? Tes.
' .3850. A\ras not Mr. Howell the person to be consulted as to the precisions of the Bill when it was being 
passed ? That is putting it rather strong. He had only just come from England; and he was interested 
in seeing that mjr company were to get a little more time to carry out its works.
3851. How do you mean he had just came out from England p He had pnly arrived a few days before.
3852. You know that Mr. Howell was consulted in the House about the Bill ? Tes.
3853. Was Mr. Howell consulted about every amendment? Yes,
SSSd. Showing that he must hare some interest in it? 1 do not think he has a direct interest in the 
company.
3855. Why should he ha consulted iu reference to the Bill? Only boeanso the interests of the two com
panies are identical. I do not know that he has not, but ho may have acquired certain interests iu thd 
company in London without my knowledge.
385G. You do not know whether Mr. Howell has any interest in this company, but you will not swear 
that he has not ? I will not. * "
3857. In answer to Mr. Clarke you said that you came to oppose tho G-overnment scheme at Port Kcmblty 
on account of the Acts referred to giving certain rights to your company? Yes,
3858. ^ on think that the time allowed by your Arts should expire before the Port Kembla scheme is 
taken in hand ? Yes, before Parliament sets up an opposition which is very damaging to our interests.
3859. You admit that there is not room for two schemes, one at Port Kembla and one at Bellambi ? The 
combination of two schemes could not pay interest on the total cost.
3860. You think that after Parliament has gone to the trouble of passing your Act, it is only right to 
give them the time prescribed in that measure? That is the bind of equity which one expects from 
Parliament.
3861. That is your chief reason for being here to-day? Yes.
3862. When, in your imagination, do you expect 2,000,000 tons of coal to come into a harbour at Lake 
lllawarra ? Wo do not expect any to come in.
3S63. You have railway communication to the Lake at present? Yes.
3864. Where are you going to export 2,000,000 tons of coal from? The first trade principally will be in 
refractory ores coming by ships from all the colonies, and those ships would not go away empty.
3865. How many tons a year ? At present we contemplate a traffic of 200,000 tons of ore per annutai 
with its fluxes.
3866. Which means how many tons for smelting one tou of ore ? 1 think 3 tons.
3367. Where are your 2,000,000 tons of coal ? There would bo a great local use of coal, and ships going 
away would take coal. The coal, ores, and other merchandise would create a traffic of about 2,000,000 tons.
3868. It will be ore, coal, and merchandise ? Yes: 30 per cent, of the ore will go hack in the form of 
bullion, and tbe shipping would create roughly a market for about 2,000,000 tons of coal.
3869. Do you know that with all the shipping facilities which they possess at Newcastle tho export of 
coal has sometimes been less than 3,000,000 tons a year ? During the last five years the total did not 
average 2,250,000 tons a year: it only reached 3,000,000 tons once or twice.
3870. Then how is it possible for you to do a trade to the extent of 2,000,000 tons of coal, seeing that 
Bellambi and Port Kembla will have their own wharfs ? Of course at those places there will always be a 
certain amount of shipping.
3871. Where will you get your trade ? Our idea is, that with facilities for the shipment of coal of the 
Upper Wollongong type it would give a great impetus to the trade, and that the trade can he encouraged 
by the means that we are endeavouring to take to become purchasers of ballast or cheap ore from South 
America. We should he prepared to buy cheap ore at ballast prices, Newcastle has done nothing to bid 
for a ballast trade. Take our lowest limit, 600,000 tons per annum. Such a trade might bo carried on 
with a still-water harbour, with the coal a trifle under Newcastle prices. Under the old union rates some 
years ago, there was a fixed price of 2s. a ton iu favour of lllawarra coal always, seeing that it was 4s. 3d. 
in Newcastle, and only 2s, 2d. m lllawarra, for hewing. The coal could always he got at a percentage 
less than the Newcastle coal, aud with a still-water harbour, and with a ballast trade the business must 
assume very considerable proportions. It would be absolutely impossible to fix our estimate until our 
preparations have further progressed.
3872. You were here when the great proportion of evidence was given by the other witnesses ? Yes.
3873. How much did you pay for the lllawarra laud estate? £65,000.
3874. When did you pay for it ? It was bought on long terms; the first payment was made in 1888,
3875. Did you fulfil the agreement ? Yes.
3876. Were you behind the time ? We have been behind several times.
3877. Did you uot hear a witness say that it took you a long time to raise £40,000 ? I think I heard 

■ some remark of that kind, but I could not understand its meaning,
3878. The meaning was that the company was so impoverished that they could not meet their payments 
according to tlie agreement ? I think it was Mr. MacCabe who made some remark of that kind. It was 
not made in answer to any question, and it seemed to me unauthorised, and exceedingly impertinent.
3879. Can you refute the statement? Yes, most emphatically.
3880. Let us hear your statement ? Wo purchased the estate in 1888 or 1889, upon certain terms which 
have all been complied with,
3881. Did you give tbe first price they asked ? Yes.
3882. That was £65.000 ? Y'ea; for the Lakeland estate.
3883. How long after the time agreed upon did you pay for it? We bought the land from some origitlal 
purchasers, from first vendors. They had some years payments to make. We kept their portion of the 
contract, and we left a portion of that £60,000 on mortgage.
3884. What was the reason that you did not pay the money at the time agreed upon ? We did.
3885. You said that you were behind at times, now you say that the whole agreement was kept ? I think 
I made that remark referring to a trifling matter which does not affect the title to tho land.

THURSDAY,
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THURSDAY, 24 DECEMBER, 189G.

JOwscnt:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Ejiederjck Thomas Humphery, 
Tlie Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Charles James Roberts, C.M.G. 
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.
Henry Clarice, Esq^.

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Eegan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Blaok, Esq.
.Francis Augustus Wright, Esq. 
Frank Farnell, Esq.

The Committee farther considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Henry Deane, Esq., Engineor-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and further examined :—

3S86. Chaiwnan.] Since being here yon have had an opportunity of looking further into tlie question of 
the connection between the southern coast line and Port Kembla ? 1 have had another connection
inquired into with tho present station at Wollongong.
3887. You might tell the Committee the position of the two lines ? I have a plan here. _
38SS. You arc going to describe the routes considered as rival routes? Yes. Tbe map shows two lines 
on which levels have been taken. The coast line is shown starting round by tho gaol, passing by the back 
of the racecourse, and out to Port Kembla; and there is another connecting line which leaves Wollongong 
station at the southern end, crossing the head of Tom Thumb Lagoon, and joining the other line at the 
back of the racecourse.
3889. Tbe lines become virtually tbe same north of tlie Tom Thumb Lagoon ? Yes. __
3890. We are going to consider tbe question of alternative lines, and therefore you will not go further
from Ihe north of tbo Tom Thumb Lagoon ? Ko. The line starting from Wollongong is practically level 
line. The lino starting from the south end of tho Wollongong station has a down grade of 1 in 75, but 
it is with the load, and that would not matter. _
3S91. As far as grades are concerned they are equal ? Yes; because the grade of 1 in 75 is not against 
the load. As regards the grade before the traffic comes on to the new line, there is a grade of 1 in 75, as 
] have already pointed out, rising towards the Wollongong elation. I find on further inquiry that there 
are grades on the Wollongong and port connection, which amount practically to a ruling grade of 1 in 80; ■ 
so it is not very much better. As regards expense, I find that this being a single line the expense will he 
about the same, whether you go along the coast round by tbe gaol or cut across from the station. But if 
you make a double line the expense will be about £1,800 less starting from the southern end of the 
station, because you save on the length of the line a certain amount of permanent way. I think those 
are the principal points. _
3892. There is an up grade on the Keira line, which balances the up grade on the main southern line? 
Very nearly.
3893. Would it be a very difficult thing to cut that out? No; it could bo easily cut out. It would bo 
easier to cut that grade out than tho one on the main line.
3884. Would there be much difference in cost ? I do not think there would he very much difference. I 
worked out the cost of altering the main line; it would come to about £1,600, and the other line would 
bo a little loss.
3895. Whatever line were constructed, the cost of haulage would be tbe same? I think it would bo 
practically tbe same. _ _
8896. How do they compare in regard to length ? Tho line via Wollongong station is shorter than the 
other.
3897. How much shorter ? Forty-five chains.
3898. Then what would tlie difference be between the cost of the two ? About £1,300 for a double line.
3899. Which is the more expensive ? The longer line is tho more expensive. The coast line is more 
expensive fora double line, but for a single line about the same.
3900. Then we may regard the cost of the two lines as being approximately the same ? For all practical
purposes. _
3901. Is there anything further from an engineering standpoint that you desire to say with reference to 
a comparison ? No ; they are both good lines. It has been pointed out to methatthe sand is likely to be 
troublesome at Wollongong; but 1 have inquired into that, and I. do not think it will. 1 think, as 
regards the question of recommending one or other of these two lines, the Committee could recommend 
either of them without any fear.
3902. Is this the stale of things: that the lino by the coast is 45 chains longer than the other, hut the 
cost of construction is practically the same—that the cost of hauling will be practicallythesame, jafos, of 
course, the ertra half mile ? Yes.
3903. That line joins the ports, but it is beset with some little danger because of the sand? No, I do 
not think there is any danger at allbut there may be some trouble as regards maintenance.
3901. Thero may be some little annoyance because of tho sand ? There may be a little annoyance.
3903. It has the advantage, however, of joining the two ports0 Yes.
3906. The other line passing through the station has the disadvantage of bringing the whole of the coal 
traffic through the station, whilst the other ono would have the disadvantage of bringing it through the 
town? Yes ; I am not sure that there is any disadvantage in bringing the traffic through the station. It 
might he convenient to have the marking of the trucks under the control of the station clerk.
3907. You say, then, that going to the station may possibly be of some advantage ? Yes ; it requires very 
careful consideration. 1 think that either of them may be looked upon as an unobjectionable scheme. 
3903. A little while ago you desired to amend your scheme ? I find that the estimate ought to he 
increased, in consequence of the greater amount of traffic anticipated. It ought to be a strong permanent
way, stronger than that of the present Mount Keira line.

H. Deane, 
Esq.

21 Dec., 1896.
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H. Deane, 3909. How much do you propose to increase your estimate iu providing for extra stability ? I think it 
s<1' was put down roughly at about £22,000. I propose to add some junction sidings and extra sidings at

oj T»n~ iftoe the port, as suggested by the Committee; that should go into the estimate. 1 put the whole estimate
’ down at £30,000 for a double lino.

3910. Mr. Lee!\ That includes everything? Tes, which tho previous estimate did not—it was only for
a connecting line. ’’
3911. Ghairm<m.~\ Tou are speaking now of a single line with loops ? No ; a double line.
3912. Hoes that deal pretty well with the case from AYollongong ? The length of the new Hue is 4 miles
73 chains along the coast. The length of the other is 3 miles 68 chains. The difference 1 gave you was
tho difference in the total length running over the old lines. The difference in construction on the new
lines is 35 chains, the difference in the total running being 45 chains.
3913. Have you a tabulated form showing the length from the intersection of the approaches to the coal
mines from the various ports ? Tes, I have had that got out. I have a table here showing the distance 
to the ports from the intersection to the colliery tramway with the main south coast railway {vide Appendix), 
1 have also a table here showing the distances from the pit’s mouth to the ports {vide Appendix).
3914. Mr. Hoskins.'] What would he the gain or loss to the proprietors of the Bellambi or Blount Keira 
coal mines in talcing their coal to Pori, Kembla by your deviation, as against the distance they would have 
to travel under the present state of things? The difference is given in the table. Tho difference from 
the Bellambi mine to the port is 1 mile ; the distance to AYollongong is 5 miles 16 chains ; the distance 
to Port Kembla via AA7ollongong, 8 miles 62 chains.
3915. My reason for asking you the question is to see whether the proprietors of the coal-mines would be 
likely to object to having their coal taken so far by the deviations, instead of by the existing route? 
They would, of course, have the advantage of a safe port—a port which they could always use.
3916. The distance by your deviation would bo less ? It would be less than going round by tbe southern 
colliery.
3917. How much ? About l^ mile.
3918. Mr. Wright.] Will it be less than by the present Mount Kembla line? Yes, about 1| mile less.
3919. Chairman.) The reason why yon propose to construct another line via tho Tom Thumb Lagoon is 
that the lino going to Unauderra, then turning south-easterly, is considerably longer ? Tes,
3920. How much? It is over a mile and a half by tbe longest route.
3921. AVill you put that in your statement? Tes.
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The Committee further considered tho proposed Constructiou of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

AYilliam Andrews, Esq. (Messrs. AY. W. Billyard, Andrews, and Bloseley. Solicitors), sworn, and
examined:—

A uflpcw^ i
' Esq. ’ 3922. Chairman.) Tou represent the firm of AY. W. Billyard, Andrews, and Moseley, solicitors ? Tes.

3923. AYe wore informed by Mr. Armstrong that you could give some definite information with regard to 
12 Jan., 1897. enterprise on the south coast with which he is intimately connected,—have you any information with

regard to the formation of the lllawarra Harbour and Land Company ? I have no information in connec
tion with the formation of the company except some agreements.
3924. Do you know the history of the company ? I do not.
3925. AVhafc is the nature of the agreements ? The first agreement is an agreement for tho sale from 
Btr. T. A. De AYolf to Mr, Armstrong and BIr. Thompson.
3926. Nothing prior to that? No.
3927. Have you tlie agreement here ? I have. The title deeds of tho company are not in my possession ; 
they are in the possession of Mr, Amos, the mortgagee. The document which I have here is a sale from 
Blr. De AVolf to Messrs. Thompson and Armstrong tor £240,000 of what is called Lakeland estate, and 
then some land, 265 acres, known as the ocean collieries.
3928. And the history of it prior to that you kuow nothing about? I know that the Lakeland estate 
was originally sold to a syndicate for £40,000. Prom that syndicate Bfr. Simpson, solicitor, of tlie firm 
of Johnson, Minter, and Simpson, was purchaser. They subsequently sold the estate to Bfr. De AVolf for 
£65,000. As to the land on the hills, that I have been informed cost about £25,000.
3929. Did that comprise the whole asset in the sale eventually by Mr. Do AYolf to Mr. Armstrong ? That
and the concessions under the Bill. ‘
3930. Have you any history of tlie case subsequent to that ? I have a copy of an agreement by which
Mr. Armstrong and Btr. Thompson sold to Btr. Newton and Btr. Orr as trustees of the proposed company. 
Tlie consideration of that sale was £700,000. '
3931. The same asset there again ? The same asset again. Then there is a copy of a subsequent agree
ment between Blr. Thompson and Mr. Armstrong and BIr. Newton, Blr. Orr, and the company, whereby 
the consideration money was reduced to £600,000.
3932. Is that the position now ? Tes, that is the position now.
3933. And the legal documents sustain those three steps ? Tes.

Cecil.
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Cecil West Darlcy, Esq., Engineer-in-ChicE for Public Works, sworn, and further examined;
3931'. Chairman.'] You have had an opportunity of seeing the evidence given by the engineer of the C. W. Darley, 
Jllawarra Lake scheme ? I have. . _ _ , ■E8lh
3935. You have had also an opportunily of further investigating ihe question of a deposit of suitable
stone at Port Kembla? Yes. _ aai' '
3936. jlfr. Hoskins.] A witness who was examined before the Committee, and who was opposed to the 
proposal to construct a harbour at Port Kembla, stated that the seas at Port Kembla during north
easterly gales are so heavy that the breakwater, if erected there, would be carried away. That witness 
mentioned the breakwater at Colombo, which, ho said, had cost £900,000 to repair. Do you believe 
anything approaching £900,000 has had to be expended in repairing the breakwater at Colombo 1 No ; 
nothing like it.
3937. Did it originally cost so much as that? I could not say exactly what tho cost was. I should
think it was something approaching that. ■
3938. Tlie witness said that the seas at Port Kembla would wash away any breakwater,—arc not tbe 
seas at Colombo as big as any seas on the coast of Australia? When the monsoon breaks they will get 
a heavier sea at Colombo than we get here ; but the two works cannot he compared. Perhaps I might 
explain the main difference between them. The proposal at Port Kembla is to make a breakwater of blocks 
of stone. Tho sea in approaching a breakwater of that class is torn up. It is disintegrated. It goes 
into the interstices of the stone and it has not the power to rise over the breakwater to any destructive 
extent. At Colombo the breakwater is built like a wall. The sea cannot get into it and it must go 
over, and the whole wave goes over. I have stood at the end of the Newcastle breakwater, which is, 
undoubtedly, in a no less exposed position than Port Kembla, when there was a heavy gale, and nothing 
but spray came over. Occasionally a big sea would give one u sousing; but no such thing as a very 
heavy body of water ever goes over tbe Newcastle breakwater.
3939. Still there were stones displaced ? They were drawn down. They arc tipped to a steep slope and 
they are drawn down and the head is drawn out. I have seen a large sea approaching the breakwater, 
apparently higher than my head, and if I had not known what was going to happen I should have run 
several hundred feet in from tbe point, but the sea did not go over the breakwater.
3910. Then the end of tho southern breakwater at Newcastle during a heavy gale would be more exposed
to a heavy sea than the proposed breakwater at Port Kembla ? Port FCeinbia will be no more exposed 
than Newcastle, though 1 do uot say it will be any less. .It will have a considerable amount of shelter 
from the Islands. _
3911. There is a considerable amount of shelter from the Live Islands at Port Kembla which does not 
exist at Newcastle ? Yes. And we have another case of a breakwater in a still more exposed position— 
the breakwater at Trial Bay, which is right out in the ocean, where there is no shelter whatever.
3942. How far has that been carried out ? About 590 feet.
3913. Is that composed of blocks of stone? Blocks of granite.
3941, What is the width of that breakwater at its base ? It varies according to depth. We work from 
tho top. The top is 17 feet wide, and it is IS feet above high water.
3915. I understand that the proposed eastern breakwater at Port Kembla is to bo 170 feet wide at tlie ,
base? It will be at some parts. The width is greater where you have to go deeper. Where the water
is GO feet deep, the width will be considerably more than that. _
3916. Has any serious injury resulted to the breakwater at Trial Bay during heavy gales ? Not since we 
have raised it up to its present height. Originally it was only 12 feet above high water. Then the seas 
used to come over, and they did a considerable amount of harm. I had the works raised to a hdight of 
18 feet above high water, and we have never had a sea over it since. It is a great saving iu time, because 
men can work on a high breakwater when they could not possibly work on a, low breakwater.
3917. In the event of the Committee reporting in favour of the construction of the breakwaters at Port 
Kembla, and Parliament sanctioning the scheme, how soon would the Department be able to commence 
tlie work ? If it was an ordinary case we could commence very soon. But there arc a great many diffi
culties to be overcome in this particular case. Kesumptions have to be made, and there have to be 
negotiations for the purchase of railways. Wc should have to extinguish existing rights, and do other 
things which would cause delay.
3913. How soon could the Department commence the work if those difficulties were removed? They 
could start at once with the opening up of tho quarry.
3949. Mr. "Vickery says that every 20 yards of breakwater that is constructed would make a great '
improvement in the harbour? There is nothing to prevent the work from being commenced within a 
fortnight of our getting authority to commence.
3950. It has been suggested that there should be only one breakwater;—do you think that ono would be 
sufficient to make tolerably secure anchorage for vessels in rough weather? It would be quite sufficient 
shelter for ships receiving coal; but if sailing ships arc to go there, they must carry ballast, aud it will 
not be an easy'matter to land ballast alongside a wharf with the shelter afforded by only one breakwater.
There must be a certain amount of scud into tho harbour from the north beach. Eor landing ballast or 
cargo you must have cranes on the wharf, and if a crane is lifting 4 or 5 tons whilst the ship is jumping 
a great deal of damage may7 be done. If that harbour is to bo used for lauding cargo the northern 
breakwater must be constructed, and it will be used for discharging, because sailing vessels must come in 
ballast. _
3951. If only one breakwater was constructed steamships could take coal at any time? Yes.
3952. Do you think that the breakwater would sufficiently protect the port from north-easterly gales to 
enable vessels to lie there ? I think that vessels could safely lie there with ono breakwater by hauling off 
to an anchorage. There is not so great weight in a north-easterly gale as there is in a southerly.
3953. The norrh-easterly gales arc the worst they have to contend with? Yes. The port isopen directly
to the north-east. _
3954. On a former occasion you were understood to say that you did not think that two important works 
for the improvement of harbour accommodation on the southern coast should bo going on at the same 
time, meaning the Lake lllawarra work and the proposed improvements at Port Kembla. Did I interpret 
your meaning aright? You did. I think there is nothing to justify the construction of two harbours so 
close together.

490—Y 3955.
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0. W. Darky, 3fi55. Have you seen tho place where they propose to make the harbour at Lake lllawarra? I have been 
^ there two or three times.

12 Jan. 1897- ^aTe they made much progress with the work ? They have only just started a connecting wall.
' 3957. liow long do you think it would take to carry out tho proposed works at Lake lllawarra? 1 do

uot think they could possibly be done under two years. That would be very smart work, I should say 
three vears under ordinary circumstances.
3958. The works which the so-called companv propose to carry out at Lake lllawarra would probably
take three years, and certainly two. They would have to be pushed forward with very great energy to carry 
it out in two years. Three years is a fair estimate. *
3959. That is judging by the amount of work they have carried out at present ? No. Judging hy that 
it would take them twenty years. You would have to work with considerable energy to complete the 
underfaking in three years.
39(10. How long do you think it would take you if you commenced without delay to carry out the proposed 
works at Port Kembla. To complete tbe eastern breakwater I think it would take about six years,
39GI. Is that for the completion of the whole of your scheme ? No, that is only the eastern breakwater.
3962. Could you in two or three years make such an improvement in the harbour at Port Kembla as In 
enable vessels to enter the port with greater safety than at present? in two years a considerable amount 
of shelter would be afforded; very nearly half the work would be done. The first half would be done 
much more quickly than the other half, because the first half would he in shallow water,
3963. Then in two years you would expect to give largely increased accommodation for shipping at Port 
Kembla? Certainly.
3964. Mr. Hitmpl/ery.] In reply to a question on the 29th October last you said that if the Lake 
lllawarra scheme were carried out it would be impossible for any other scheme to pay expenses, and that 
there would be nothing to justify the Government in opening another harbour. Do you think that this 
scheme should he started before the time has expired within which the Lake lllawarra scheme might bo 
proceeded with ? The lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation have only two years within which 1o 
complete their works.
3965. They stale that they have let a contract, and that contract will he proceeded with shortly. With 
that evidence before the Committee, do you desire to express any opinion as :o the time when this proposal 
to construct a breakwater at Port Kembla should be proceeded with? Hy own opinion is that it is 
impossible to carry out the works at Lake lllawarra in two years. I know the rate at which such work 
can be done, aud I say that it is impossible to finish it within two years. '
3966. Tou said that in your opinion a fair time to allow for the completion of the works would be three 
years ? That would require a great amount of energy.
3967. AYe have been lold that tbe contract has been let, and that the work will bo proceeded with verv
speedily. TJuless it is proceeded with, a deposit of £10,000 must be mado atl.he Treasury on the 20111 
December next. Assuming that the projectors have a Iona fide intention to go on with the work, aud in 
view of tho evidence which you have already given, would it be desirable to proceed with tho proposed 
work at Port Kembla before the time has expired within which the lllawarra works must, be carried out ? 
I do not think that it will be necessary to wait much longer. It will bo six months before this project 
can come before Parliament, and we know that if Ihe work is nob started by then it cannot be done. 
According to the Act the work must be completed by the 20th December, 1898. It was originally 1.897, 
hut they got an extension of one year. On the 20th December, 1897, if the works are not completed they 
must deposit £10,000, and they get one year's grace. *
3968. Until the expiration of that time would it be wise to proceed with the proposed works at Port 
Kembla? They must complete tho work or forfeit their £10,000. In another six months wc should 
know definitely what they are going to do. They will then have only eighteen months within which to 
finish the work, and wo know that it would he impossible for them to do it in that time.
3969. In view of that, do you advise that it should be made a condition iu connection with any recommenda
tion which this Committee should make that the works should be delayed until a certain date so as to 
ascertain whether there is any probability of the lllawarra scheme being carried out? I would advise 
the Committee to make it a condition that unless the works at the lllawarra Harbour arc being very 
vigorously proceeded with on the 1st July next and have been for some time before, that the Act should 
be looked upon as lost and that Parliament is free to lake any action it may think proper.
3970. AVhy do you fix the 1st July ? Because that would only leavo eighteen months.

. 3971. Until the time has expired within which the deposit must be made it would he impossible to know
whefbe-r the company intends to proceed with its works ? I think it is a legal question. The question is 
perhaps whether the deposit of the £10,000 will allow them to complete the works when they like. AVhafc 
[ say is that the works must be completed hy December. 1898, and that if they arc not tlie Act is null 
and void and that the company lose everything that they had done. I. say ifc is impossible to complete the 
work in two years and, so lar as the Government is concerned, it could safety commence tho works at Port 
Kembla to-morrow. .
3972. Except in view of the dilemma created by your evidence of the 29lh October, in which you say that 
it is undesirable to have Iwo harbours so close together ? I have repeated that this afternoon. "
3973. You are still of opinion that if the lllawarra scheme is carried ont it will be undesirable to proceed 
with the proposed harbour at Port Kembla? It certainty could not he made a, financial success.
3974. Have you read the figures of the engineer of the company as to the probable cost of carrying out 
the works at Lake lllawarra ? Yes.
3975. Aro you prepared to express any opinion as to the possibility of the works being completed so as 
to allow tho entrance of vessels with a draught of 25 feet at the cost mentioued ? I do not think so.
3976. AVhat period would he necessary to carry out a scheme to make a harbour which would admit
vessels of 25 feet draught assuming the work to he vigorously proceeded with ? 1 said the work could
be done in three years, but I know that the Government would not do it in three years. I wish to give 
the company the fnll benefit of the doubt but the work could not be done in three years.
3977. Begarding this as a Government work what period would you allow for completion ? Six or seven
years. ' ''
3978. And from the same point of view what provision in your opinion would he necessary to cover the 
cost ? My estimate is £288,570.

3979.
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1)970, Vor tlial expenditure you are of opinion that you could provide a good harbour with a safe entrance Darlcy, 
at Labe lllawarra? That would upon u 25-ft. entmneo,
!)9f)D, Your estimate for fori Kembla, including the northern breakwater, would amount to about lagy,
same sum ? £280,001), ’
:)9S1. But tbo total cost of tbe work at Port Kembla would bo about £di0,000? That is for wharfs, 
crimes, lighthouse, pilot station, £c.
:)S)S2. Would the £283,000 for Lake lllawarra cover worlis of a description similar to those contemplated 
n1 Port Kembla ? J have put down nothing for a lighthouse at L:ike lllawarra, and I have taken the 
eompauy’s estimates fur jetties, drift fences, shoots, gear, cranes, aud so on. 1 have simply altered the 
(jimntity according to what my own experience shows me the quantities should be, aud 1 have put in my 
on n price.
liOSD. Would tlie £283,000 be by way of comparison witli £140,000 or with £270,000. the cost of two 
breakwaters ? I could knock off £14,000 to make a comparison between the breakwaters of the two 
schemes.
39S-1. That is, that the expenditure at Port Kembla would be £430,000 as against £280,000 at Lake 
lllawarra ? 'Taking similar works at the two places, the cost at Lake lllawarra, would be about £273,000 
as against £280,000 at Port Kembla.
3980. If j'ou compare the two porls as affording facilities for loading and discharging, would tho com
parison he favourable 1o Port Kembla? Undoubtedly.
3930. Will you state in what respect the harbour at Port Kembla would present advantages over Lake 
lllawarra? There would be no dredging at Port Kembla, and there would bo very little cost of maintcii- 
anre. To maintain a proper depth in Lake Ulaivarratliey will have to be dredging for many years to come.
8987. Therefore the cost of maintenance would be very much greater at Lake lllawarra than at Port 
Kembla ? Very much greater. ■
3938. Would that mean a heavier charge upon the shipping at Lake lllawarra than at Port Kembla?
J think so.
3989. Would the cost be heavier io the colliery proprietors and to the shipowners to transact their 
business at Port Kembla thanto transact it at Lake Jllawarra? I think Lake JUawarra would necessarily 
involve the heaviest charges upon the shipping.
3990. 'That would be to cover tbe interest and the cost of annual maintenance ? Yes. _
3991. Therefore, assuming that the two ports afford equal facilities, the more economical for shipowners 
would be Port Kembla ? Undoubtedly.
3992. Is that your opinion ? That is my opinion.
3993. Jlfr. y^ee.] If this lllawarra J-J arbour scheme were carried out according to tho terms of. the Act, 
do you think it would afford proper facilities for carrying on the coal trade of the southern coast? It 
could be made suitable with sufficient expenditure. It would want a, large amount of dredging to deopen 
tho channel. It is possible to make it a good harbour.
3994. But there would have to be a large expenditure ? In my opinion it would involve a larger expen
diture than Port Kembla.
3995. A much larger expenditure to provide accommodation for the class of ships that are required to
conduct the trade for the south coast: but tho Act only requires them to make a channel a depth of 16 _
feet? The Act only requires a depth of 1G feet, but that would be of very little use.
399G. Bo you think it reasonable to expect that the harbour of Lake lllawarra will ever be so improved 
as to permit the free ingress of the large ships that will be used in the trade ? T do not think it will. It is 
quite possible with a large expenditure to make Lake lllawarra a suitable harbour for ships of 25 feet 
draught. '
3997. Would not, that expenditure be largely in excess of tbe amount stated by the company’s engineer?
It would undoubtedly bo largely in excess of the estimate.
3998. Would it not be more than double? I think so. So as to be fair I have taken tho estimates out 
in five different ways. 1 do not think: that Lake lllawarra could ever be called as good a harbour as Port 
Kembla. I do not think that shipmasters would like taking it so well. There will be a distance of some
thing like 2 miles to go across Lake lllawarra from the entrance to the shipping wharf, and when a ship 
is towing during a southerly or northerly wind she would very likely he rubbing on the sand all the way; 
she would be blown to one side of the channel. That is certainly an objectionable feature unless the 
channel is mado_very much wider than they contemplate. To tow a ship 2 miles along a channel of 100 
Let in width with a strong wind broadside on would be a serious thing.
3999. If the breakwaters were made, would there not be a difficulty in keeping the entrance free? The 
breakwaters must be maintained.
4000. Would there be a sufficient scour lo keep tbe outer portion free from sand ? There might be some
trouble outside through a bar of sand forming from tho concentrated current into tho ocean. There will 
be a considerable rush with each tide, and where the water discharges into tbe ocean tbe current is lost, 
silt is precipitated and it forms a bar which causes considerable trouble. '
4601. I think, when you were asked (Question 48) on a former occasion, you said it would not he 
justifiable to make two harbours so close together on the south coast. Bid you not intend to convey 
the idea that if tho lllawarra Company were to construct a harbour of sufficient size for tbe coal trade 
llicre would bo no occasion for tbe Government to make a harbour at Port Kembla? That is what I 
have always stated. 'There would be no justification for tbe Government to make a harbour if the company 
would make one,
4002. It was in October when you made that statement. Are you of opinion that the company is taking 
steps to carry out the proposed works in such a way as to allow shipping to be carried on there ? The 
company has done nothing since.
4003. Are you of opinion that, so far as the coal trade is concerned, if they want to secure it they will 
have to deepen the harbour to at least 25 feet? They will want to dredge to a depth of 27 or 28 feet.
8hips will not enter a harbour where they will bo rubbing on tbo bottom.
4004. Are you prepared to assure the Committee that, unless the lllawarra Company construct a harbour 
with a mean depth of 27 feet, they will not be able to carry on tbe coal trade of the southern coast as it 
ought lo be carried out ? Tfot as it ought to be carried on.
40lk>. You are perfectly satisfied that tbe conditions for carrying on shipping iu large bottoms exist about 
Port Kembla ? Yes. ^ 4006.
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C. W. DarleT, 400G. A question as to the site lias arisen since you gave evidence on a former occasion. We have been 
told bv one witness that Bellambi would bo a more suitable position fora harbour than Port Ivembla. 
Bo you think it possible that with the same expenditure Bellambi Bay could bo converted into as safe a 

12 Jan.. 1897- ]lar^our aa porti KemMa? iSTo ; 1 have already given evidence that in my opinion Port Kembla would be 
the safest harbour. _
4007. You have no reason to alter your opinion on that point? Ivone whatever.
4008. Mr. Wright'] We have had a good deal of evidence from shipmasters in reference to the breakwater, 
and we have been told that if ihe end was bent more towards the coast it would afford more shelter? I 
studied that verv much in preparing the designs, and you must consider that breakwater as a portion of 
the whole. It will not do to construct tlie harbour in such a way as to render it impossible to make the 
northern breakwater in the future. The northern breakwater must be constructed. It will not do to 
push the entrance further down towards the beach than I have put it. Shipmasters do not like to take 
their vessels close to the beach to get into tbe harbour. They prefer to keep oft the land.
4009. Bo you’think it is in tlie best position now ? Yes. •
4010. What is tho distance from the point of the breakwater to the beach ? 3,000 feet.
4011. That is close enough to put it ? If you are near the shore and the ship became unmanageable she 
ivould be on shore in no time.
4012. There is another aspect of the question that is mentioned, and it was that by making the break
water with a bigger bow it would give greater resistance to the sea ? That would not aftect it at all.
4013. There is nothing to be gained by it? On the contrary, it will increase the rislr by pushing tho
vessels down near the beach. _ ; _
4014. What is the sine of the breakwater at its base in the deepest part? You have to calculate from 
the top. It is 20 feet wide at tlie top and the batter is about 11- to 1 on the three faces at the sea end. 
At that point it would be about 214 feet wide at the base.
4015. Eoughly speaking, it will be from 110 to 200 feet at the extreme length ? Yes.
4016. You think that is sufficient to resist the impact of the sea ? Quite sufficient.
4017. The great force of the blow is 10 feet below the surface ? Wo, just below the water mark.
4018. You think that from l(i to 20 feet is wide enough at the top? Yes; at the outer end wc always 
widen it.
4019. Yon know Mr. Amos? T do. ^ ^
4020. Have you noticed the evidence of Mr. Henderson, the engineer? Yes. _
4021. Have yon looked over the quantities which lie gives for the work ? I think tho quantities are 
under-estimated.
4022. I suppose there is no question about tho prices being correct ? We must accept them.
4023. They are considerably loss than your own prices for Port Kembla ? Seeing that the stone is on 
the spot the work could be done for those prices ; but I can see a difficulty in construction. Unless you 
can get the stone across from the southern side, before you open the entrance, it will have to be punted 
across, or a bridge will have to be made to take it across. Thore is nothing in the estimate for that,
4024. A witness has sworn that Amos has entered into this contract ? Yes ; but 1 know that tho work
could not he done for those quantities. He would simply go on at schedule prices. ^
-1025. Your estimate for material for Port Kembla breakwater is 5s. per cubic yard, is it not? I put 
down 5s., but subsequently reduced it on account of finding the stone close at hand. ^
4020. So that instead of understating you have slightly overstated the charge? There are contingencies 
to he allowed for. It can be done for the price I named.
4027. It might be done for less ? It might be.
4028. Can you tell us liow much you think these quantities are under-estimated for tbo northern and
southern breakwaters at Lake lllawarra? In the case of the northern breakwater the company estimate 
for 139,000 tous of stone. To construct that in a substantial manner 1 think it would require 201,000 
tons of stone. The company’s estimate for the southern breakwater is 153,000 tons of stone. I make it
248,000 Ions of stone. _
4029. Have you taken into consideration the fact that they get a large measure of protection from
Windang Island ? Yres. ,
'4030. And that therefore their works need not be so strong as they would have to be if they were not 
protected from the ocean ? It is not protected from the east.
4031. Bo not the two points afford considerable protection from the south-east and north-cast gales ? 
There is no protection from the easterly gales.
4032. Easter!v gales aro not very common? They are very destructive when they do come.
4013, You do not think that those points give very much protection? A certain protection in light 
weather.
4034. Looking at it from a marine engineer’s standpoint would anyone propose to construct a breakwater 
at Lake lllawarra of lighter and less bulky material than would have to be used at Port Kembla ? No.
4035. Yon think that material of equal stability would be required in both cases ? Yes.
4036. Therefore, you think that tho works proposed at lllawarra will not be strong enough for the purpose 
intended ? They may bo strong enough, 1 do not know bow the quantities are taken out. You must 
allow for the scour, and you must get to the bottom of that scour.

WEDNESDAY,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

John Evans, Esq., Mining Engineer, Bulli, sworn, and examined :—
4037. ChairmanWhat are you? A mining engineer. J.Brans,Esq.
4)038. Mr. Mimphcrj/.l Arc yon at present connected with any colliery on the south coast? Only as 
mining engineer. ’
4039. In connection with what colliery ? The Bulli mine.
4040. Is that mine owned by Mr. Adams ? Yes. _
4041. You have expressed a desire to give evidence in connection with the proposal now before the
Committee ? Yes. _ _
4042. Have you prepared a statement ? I. have some evidence which I desire to give. In the first place,
I do not think it is necessary for me to bring under your notice tbe necessity for a harbour on the 
south coast. In my capacity as a mining manager, and having a full knowledge of the coal measures in 
the district, I think it incumbent upon me to offer evidence that might help you to come to a conclusion 
as to where to put that harbour to the best advantage of all concerned. I should like to say a few 
words wiih reference to the existing collieries. Yon are aware that a seam of coal already being 
worked in the lllawarra district is No. 1 top seam of the coal measures which lie between Mount Kembla 
on tho south and Clifton on the north. At Mount Kembla tbe coal is about GOO feet above tbe sea; 
at Clifton it is at the sea level. There is no other seam which has been proved to be of marketable 
quality but the one that 1 have mentioned. Several attempts have been made to develop tbe lower 
measures, but they have not been found to be of much value. That territory now- comprises some eight 
or nine collieries, some of which have been in existence for periods of something like thirty years, aud 
working as they do upon tbe outcrop of the coal seams their workings have extended very considerably 
into tbe mountains, some of them about 2 miles. Some of them have exhausted the coal over large 
areas, hundreds of acres. Some of the mines are in a chronic state of consumption ; others are actually 
in the throes of death; and some are already dead. Therefore, a harbour anywhere between Fort Kembla 
on tbe south and Clifton on the north, would, in my opinion, not he required. It would not be a 
desirable thing to place a harbour at ihe northern end of that particular coal-seam. Between "West 
Bellambi and South Clifton there is a distance of about 7 miles, and the whole of the coal there is of a 
very questionable character as regards quality : it is inferior coal.
4043. I suppose you mean from South Clifton to the north ? No, from South Clifton to Bulli. That 
is a distance of about 7 miles. It has cost about £250,000 to prove it, and it is of no use with the 
exception of the Bulli Colliery. There is very little hope of any development in that quarter.
4014. Chairman.'] Is that from the Woonona mine to South Clifton ? Yes. 1
4015. Mr. Humph srjj.] You omitted Clifton from your statement? Clifton is north of South Clifton.
The 'Woonona mine is due west of Bellainbf Bay, and south of tlie Bulli railway station, midway between 
tbe railway station and Eellambi Point. The whole of that territory from South Clifton down to Woonona, 
exclusive of South Clifton hut inclusive of AVoonona, is useless.
4040. What is it north of South Clifton ? You get there a seam of coal about 6 feet thick. That extends 
as far as Stamvell Park. Bores which have been put down at Stanwell Park prove the existence of burnt 
coal there.
4047. Who are the owners of the property ? I think the North lllawarra Coal Company.
4048. How many miles of good coal are north of Coalcliff? Three miles north of Clifton. I think the 
first bore got us into coal. I suppose about miles north of Clifton is where the coal was burnt.
4049. Aro you satisfied from your knowledge that marketabio coal can be obtained north of Coalcliff ?
Yes, fo within 3 or 4 miles.
4050. Chairman.] Do you mean that immediately north of Clifton there are 4 miles of coal running 
parallel with the coast ? Yea.
405L. Mr. Rumphcry.] Between Coalcliff and Stanwell Park? Yes, there is a good coal-field there. A 
bore put down at Otford, further north, was a failure; abouf Helensburgh I do not want to say anything.
4052. That mine ia worked by a shaft, and nearly all tlie collieries south of Stanwell Park are worked by 
adits? Yes, Taking into consideration that this vast, ferritory of coal land has been proved a failure, 
and that the mines there are dismantled and broken up, a very large deduction has to be made from the 
quantity of coal available from tbe southern coal-field.
4053. You are not prepared to say that tbe country south of the Metropolitan coal mine has been explored 
and proved unfavourable ? One bore has been put down, and that was unfavourable.
4054. How does it occur that tbe Metropolitan mine is now being worked towards Stanwell Park ? It 
does not come to Otford.
4055. What is the distance of Otford from the Metropolitan Company’s shaft? I suppose from H to 2 
miles.
4050. Arc you prepared to say that the Metropolitan Company’s seam docs not extend any distance?
The seam is there.
4057. Your evidence seems to show that the seam is not a marketable coal ? There was a bore put down 
at Otford and it was a failure.
4058. What depth was it? About 1,100 feet.

4059.
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J.Evans,Esq. 4059. Was it supposed to Imvo reached the Metropolitan Company’s seam? Yes. At least the first 
seam they got to they stopped,

13 Jan., 1897.4060. Then you infer that the Metropolitan Company’s seam does not extend 1? mile southward ? It is 
not good in the direction of the Otford boro.
4061. But it may extend towards the west? Yes.
4062. Your evidence would show that the coal ceases at the Metropolitan Company’s mine ? 1 do not mean
to say that. All I would say is that the bore at Otford found the seam in a burnt state. What kind of 
coal there is to the right or the left; of the bore it is impossible for anybody to say. The coal does extend 
to it, but it sutfers at that point from the intrusion of volcanic roek into it. The Otford boro was I7 
mile due south of Helensburgh.
4063. You do not wish it to be inferred that the Metropolitan Company's seam does not extend either 
south-west or west ? Yo. I do not express an opinion as to what: maybe to the left of that bore. From 
my practical observation of those mines I think it would be a fair thing to assume that they cannot 
continue to work the outcrop of coal in the present way for any very considerable length of time.
4064. Will you say what collieries you refer to ? 1 mean the existing mines at Mount Kembla, Mount
Keira, and Mount Pleasant. Two of them are very old mines. Corrimal is a comparatively new one, and

, Wouth Bulli is a comparatively new one.
4065. You might distinguish those which, in your opinion, will not -work for a considerable period from 
the others? The mines which 1 do not think will work lor a very considerable period, judging from the 
evidence which we have at present, are the South Clifton, and the mines between South Clifton and Bulli. 
The longevity of tho Bulli mine is questionable, and L put it amongst tho doubtful ones. The Woonona 
mine is practically exhausted. The South Bulli mine will maintain its vitality for a long time to come. 
Mount Pleasant, Mount Keira, and Mount Kembla have large areas of coal to the west, but they arc old 
mines and they have gone in a considerable distance. If you give these mines about 3 miles to work 
lhat is as much as_ever they can do. I mean the mines which I have mentioned as good mines, Mount 
Kembla, Mount Keira, Mount Pleasant, Corrimal, South Bnlli, South Clifton, and Yorlh Clifton.
4066. Perhaps you had bettor fix the probable period ? That depends upon the output. With reference 
to the extent of the workings by shaft at present the summit of all that mountain is part of tho Sydney 
water reserve, and no works are allowed to be carried out on fho surface ; so if tho development of the 
field is to extend westerly some arrangement will have to be made to allow the sinking of shafts and the 
making of railways on that water reserve. Those mines will come to an end, and the lapse of another 
quarter of a century will make them very costly mines indeed to work, unless some provision is made to 
sink shafts on the west, towards Appin. Experience shows that you cannot long continue to work those 
mines on the present system. The same thing has occurred in England and everywhere else where coal 
outcrops have been worked; flourishing townships have sprung up, but the workings have afterwards been 
abandoned.
4067. Do you mean the sinking of shafts for ventilating on the water reserve or to win the coal? To 
win the coal.
4068. Therefore, the south coast jetties at present in use would be useless in connection with the shafts 
which you say would have to be sunk on tbe water reserve ? Tho cost of keeping the mines in repair 
when you have got 3 miles in would be too great. The selling price of coal would have to be greater

■ than it is now to enable you to do it.
4066. You think that the mines would cease to contribute a return for the proposed works when a 
distance of 3 miles has been reached ? That is if you have to draw the coal in the present way through 
the tunnels. I do not say that tlie supply of coal would be exhausted ; perhaps arrangements could be 
made to get certain haulage lo bring the coal over the mountain. It would be too expensive to work it 
3 miles in, and compete in the markets of the world.
4070. "i on do not contemplate the coal being brought from the surface down io Kembla or Bellambi? 
No ; but it could be done.
4071. "What is the altitude ? At Bulli, 1,100 feet to the top of the mountain, and further south it is
2,000 feet. I bring tins before you to prove that there is a very considerable amount of coal between 
these respective properties that I have told you of, South Bulli and Clifton, but no development can be 
expected from South Kembla. Kembla is tlie scene of great trouble. There is no top seam or any other 
that is of very much good. The mine has been abandoned by the Southern Coal Company. "
4072. "You leave that out of consideration? Yes, As yon go down south the land is all Crown land. It 
is Crown land for miles.
40/3. The coal lands south and west from Mount Kembla arc Crown lands? Yes, as far as Jamberoo at 
any rate.
4074. How long will it take to exhaust those particular mines to which you have referred, ai their present 
rate of working ? That depends upon the quantity of coal 1hat is worked. If you and I possessed a 
million of money and wanted to get a seam in the lllawarra district we could not get it. There is no 
room thore for new developments. All the properties are held between Clifton and Kembla except one 
gap between Kembla aud Keira, a property lately bought by the Mount Kembla Company, and formerly 
belonging to the Great AYollongong Company, Any estimate that may be made as to the probable 
quantity of coal must be very problematical. Eoughly speaking, T should sav (here are available iu tlie 
collieries within 3 miles about ]00,000,006 tons of coal. South of Mount Kembla, very little has been 
done by the Government or by private individuals to prove the existence of anv workable coal. In fact, 
up to within the last six months J do not think that one place was driven more than 20 yards from the 
outcrop. That vast coal-field south of Kembla has been lying unexplored. No serious attempt has 
been made to do anything. ^ A few capitalists and one or two farmers have put in a hole here and there, 
and some Government official would come and see the outcrop and probably condemn the whole Held as 
being no good. Since then people have seriously taken into consideration, that there does really exist coal 
of commercial value south ot Kembla. I have studied the matter for many years, and I am convinced that 
there is. T know it has been, said by Government officials that there is not good coal south of Kembla, 
but from my observations and from reports which I have read on those coal-measures I have come to the 
conclusion that there is something there which will warrant us in building our hopes upon that coal-field, 
and that we may rely upon its resources. The top seam, that already worked in tho existing collieries,
does not exist to any considerable distance beyond Afount Kembla. A few miles south of Kembla tlie
seam rapidly thins out and ceases to exist. 4075
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4075. So far you oouem'in the view expressed by Professor David aud other witnesses? As far as tho 
top seam is concerned.
407(i. Would you say upon what you base the opinion as io workable coal being found there ? Some 
years ago when I was manager of ihe Mount Kembla mine before J ever dreamt of tbe construction of a 
harbour, I made an examination of the southern coal measures and at that time ] sent for analysis a fair 
sample of a seam known as the fifth scam, in Ihe Macquarie Valley.
4077. At tbe head of the Macquarie dtivulet? Yes. _
4078. How many miles distant is it from the coast ? I suppose not more than 10 miles as the crow flies.
4079. Would it be south-west of Hake Hlawarru ? Yes. In tho year 1889,1 sent some of this coal to 
the Government for analysis, and they furnished me with a return, in which they stated that the fourth 
seam was a coal containing 10'85 per coni,, of ash; 59 5 of fixed carbon: 2G'08 of volatile hydrocarbons; 
3'82 of hygroscopic moisture. That analysis was made in the Department of Mines.
4080. Who was the owner at the time you made the test? T do not know.
4031. Were you employed by anyone to examine the seam? I was asked to go and visit tbo place,
4082. By whom ? 1 went by myself.
4083. You were not employed to make tbe inspection ? Kb.
4084'. Who was the owner of the land upon which you found the coal which you say gave these excellent 
results ? I think a man named Brownlee.
4085. Will you describe the seam to which you refer ? 1 can only say that ihe coal was taken from the 
oulcrop of a very thick seam. I sent samples of Ko. 5 seam to the Department and I got the following 
analysis:— .

Hygroscopic moisture ... 
Yolatilo hydrocarbons...
Pixed carbon ...............
Ash ... ... ...

I(i0

21-75
63-98
12-66

J. Evans, Eeq. 
13JkmTl897.

In the year 1895, that was six years after, I was asked by the parties who visited the property and who 
intended to go in for a coal-mining scheme, to make a further report upon that property and in conse
quence of what I advised, the owner developed this seam. 1 procured samples of the coal in 1895.
4086. Did you examine the seam in 1895 ? Yes.
4087. What was tho thickness of it ? The whole thickness at the time of my examination was not proved, 
but what .1 advised as being the workable portion was the upper portion of the seam which was 5 ft. 10 in. 
in thickness with 2 in. of band, then 4 in. of coal, then $ in. of band and then coal the thickness of which 
was never proved.
4088. You say that that is workable coal ? Yes. The analysis of that sample gave somewhat better 
results than the analysis made in 1889. It gave these results:—Ash 11"45 as against 12'G7 in 1889, about 
1 per cen!. less in ash and 1 per cent, better in fixed carbon. On the 23rd November last I obtained 
samples of cnal from tlie opening into the third seam due west of Lake lllawarra.
4089. Chairman.'] Ik that at tlie head of Dapto Creek ? Yes; exactly due west of Dapto and about 3 
miles distant. Iu November last samples of this coal were sent up to the Department of Mines for analysis 
by myself and also samples of coke made from coal obtained from that seam. On the 23rd November J 
got the result, of tbo analysis from Mr. Pittman, which showed that the coal contained 9'25 of ash. 
Another sample of the upper portion of the seam contained S'10 of ash.
4090. 3fr. Hiimpltery.] What was the thickness of the seam from which you took the sample ? 6 ft. 2 in.
4091. Workable coal ? There were two bands in it. '
4092. Of what thickness? One is li inch and the other is 4 an inch. The coke manufactured from 
that coal gave by analysis 14r55 of ash. The coal was got from the outcrop of the seam. What I should 
like to point out is this. That, according to the analysis, that coal is equal to the best lllawarra coal, aud 
the coke is equal to the best coke manufactured there at the present time. True, the seam is not so clean. 
I admit that. It contains two bands, whereas the coal in the existing collieries has no bands. But it is an 
exceptional thing for coal to be without hands. In England, if they were to disregard coal which contained 
bands, the coal t cade of England would be reduced by 50 per cent. There is hardly a colliery at Newcastle 
that works coal without hands. Some of them have a number of different qualities coming out of the 
same mine, and they have to separate those different qualities before they can get a market. It does not 
matter about tho hands if the quality of the coal is good. 1 should he very glad to show anyone where 
the coal was taken from. To my knowledge there exists south of Kembla for a distance of about 16 miles 
workable coal not less than 10 feet thick in two seams, that is at least from 5 to 6 feet of this third seam 
and an equal thickness of the fifth seam or Brownlee’s seam. These measures rather improve in quality 
as you go down^outh. It has been said that there is no workable coal there, but I find on reference to a 
book which I have here on the mineral products of New South Wales, dated 1887, by Mr. Mackenzie, tho 
late Examiner of Coal-Yields, a very exhaustive report upon the coal lands of Jamberoo, a few miles south 
of the Macquarie liivulct. In his report Mr. Mackenzie enumerates the number of seams of first-class 
coal, and estimates the quantity at some millions of tons. I should like to bring it under the notice of the 
Committee that Mr. Mackenzie has expressed the opinion in an official report that there is good coal down 
there. These tilings are really to he seen, and 1 have seen some of them. 1 can vouch for the truth of 
the report, and I am of the same opinion as Mr. Mackenzie that there are workable fields of coal iu that 
district. If Mr. Mackenzie's statements are not true his report is about the most wicked tissue of false
hoods ever published by a Government. South of Kembla, and down to Jamberoo, there arc 16 miles of 
undeveloped coal territory taking that as only possessing 10 feet of workable coal, which can be seen by 
anyone who desires to see it (that is 10 feet of workable coal lying south of Kembla for 16 miles) on the 
same basis of calculation as I used in regard to tho northern collieries that would yield some 250,000,000 
tons at the very least.
4093. Within a distance of 3 miles of the outcrop ? Yes. I do not want to clash with anybody’s opinion. 
I want to show that we are perfectly safe, as far as the capabilities of the district are concerned, in 
granting a harbour for the south coast. It would, in my opinion, be an advantage to have the harbour 
centrally situated, both as regards existing collieries and the future development of the resources of that 
district.
4094. Will you look at the plan showing the site of tlie proposed south coast harbour, and then express 
your opinion on the Government proposal ? I have no interest in any scheme ; but I think that Lake

lllawarra
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J. Evans, Eaq, lllawarra is about the most central position for a harbour. It is central for existing mines, and central 
^°r ^cvcl0Pmfillt of future mines further south. 1 am aware that there is some sort of a scheme to 

an-> ■ • make a harbour atthe Lake, and that certain persons have got power under an Act of Parliament to make 
a harbour there. I presume that owing to the non-accomplishment of that work an agitation has arisen 
to get a harbour at Bellambi. I dismiss that idea from my mind, because Bellambi is too far north, and 
in the district surrounding it there is no room for development. Therefore. I coniine my attention to 
the question as to whether the harbour should be at Port ivembla or at Bake lllawarra. I am satisfied in 
my own mind, and I have had considerable experience in the loading of vessels in rough weather, and I 
have seen the heavy seas on that coast for the last ten years when 1 was manager of the Kembla mine’; 
and I honestly say that if the money could be obtained to make a harbour, I believe that Lake lllawarra 
would be the best harbour and tbe most economical in the long run.
T0D5. Ton had better consider the proposal before the Committee, aud express your opinion upon that, 
assuming that the Lake lllawarra enterprise should fail? "Well, I do not say it is not possible to make a 
harbour at Port Kembla. I believe it is possible to make a good harbour there; but it is ont of the 
question to talk about making a harbour there with a single breakwater. It is very questionable whether 
anybody can estimate what it will cost to make that breakwater. You will observe that that breakwater, 
unlike breakwaters generally, is to be side on to the heavy seas. 1 have no data to show exactly the wave 
force at that particular point; but we know that in other countries instances have been known of masses 
of stone of 130 tons weight being shifted 20 yards and lifted to a height of 10 feet by wave force. "What 
tbe wave force is there 1 am not able to say. All 1 know is that the waves there are very great at times, 
and this breakwater is to be side on to the seas. At the Lake a breakwater would also have to be made 
before the entrance could be effective; but it would have the advantage of being end on to the sea, which 
makes a lot of difference. I am quite convinced that money will make a harbour, and a good one, at Port 
Kembla, and I kuow of no place on tbe coast which has better physical features such as those islands, 
widely protect Kembla more or less. Ko other place possesses better features for tbe construction of an 
artificial harbour. I think it is superior to Wollongong; but it remains for other authorities to say 
whether ifc is possible to construct an artificial harbour side on to the sea that will stand the force of the 
waves. It may stand the force of the waves, but it is very questionable. I have observed that at 
Wollongong 20 ton blocks of concrete were very small things indeed to the sea, which in an easterly 
gale threw them about as if they were pebbles. Whether a stone breakwater will stand at Port Ivembla 
is doubtful. My own opinion is that it will not.
4096. Assuming the proposed work to be carried out by tiie Government will Port Kembla, in your 
opinion, afford all the facilities which would be afforded by the Lake lllawarra scheme ? Yes, that is to 
say if tbe scheme is carried out in its entirety. But to put up one breakwater only would offer no induce
ments to shipping. It has been said that it would offer great inducements, but from my experience of 
loading vessels there 1 do not think so. T should say that there are thirty days in any year during which 
you cannot load under ordinary circumstances. The weather for thirty days is such as to prevent you 
from loading a big vessel.
4097. Tho object of these works is to afford facilities for sailing vessels—not steamers? Yes. You could 
put np one breakwater to break the force of the gale so that yon will only lose ten days in the year instead 
of thirty, because one breakwater would not stop the easterly galea. You would be constructing a break
water to enable them to utilise twenty more days in the year than you could without it. But I do not 
think it is possible to construct a single breakwater there that will render it safe for sailing vessels to lie 
at anchor.
4098. In your opinion in order to have a safe harbour for sailing vessels as well as for steamers it is 
necessary that tbo whole scheme should be completed, and that the northern as well as the eastern break
water should be carried out mimedialely ? Absolutely necessary. Suppose that a maritime strike came 
upon you I When the last strike, took place we had vessels in Sydney harbour waiting three or four 
months for coal. Supposing that those vessels were at Port Kembla, would you allow the sailing vessels to 
lie there in that open roadstead. I do not think there is any place in the world offering such an extensive 
area of sea where vessels could lie for months with impunity protected by a single breakwater.
4099. Thou your view is that ihe harbour is absolutely necessary for the developement of the southern 
coal trade ? Yes.
4100. And the proposed harbour at Port Kembla would be in every way suitable if both breakwaters were
made? Yes. ’
4101. And m your opinion Lake lllawarra would be equally suitable if tlie scheme were carried out to 
accommodate vessels of equal tonnage to those going into Port Kembla? Yes. I wish you to bear in 
mind that iu my opinion a harbour at Lake lllawarra would, be a better harbour in every' sense of the 
word than the artificial harbour proposed to be made at Port Kembla. Supposing that the breakwaters 
were washed away at Lake lllawarra, no damage could be done, assuming that there was the requisite 
depth of water in the Lake; but if by chance a terrific storm, such as we saw at Bulli and Bellambi when 
the jetties there were washed away, should knock down the breakwater at Port Kembla, everyone knows 
what the result would be to the shipping. I say, from an engineering point of view, that the lake could bo 
made into a good harbour. It is only a question of money, and 1 believe that that scheme would be a 
more economical one aud a safer one in the long run than the Port Kembla scheme. A nd I say this, that 
if there is any possible show of the work being done by private enterprise I believe iu giving encourage
ment to private enterprise. If you believe that the lllawarra Ifarbour Company are sincere, and that 
there is a probability of their carrying out this work, it will be really cruel for the Government to carry 
out this opposition scheme. We do not want two harbours. We want ono only, and ihe best that can be 
constructed. I think that tbe Lake lllawarra would be the most suitable place for a harbour. At the 
same time I do not wish to say anything against the Port Kembla scheme. T believe that at Port Kembla 
a magnificent harbour can be formed, if it can be made strong enough to resist the waves.
4102. Mr. Clarke^] Fou have stated that if only the eastern breakwater is made at Port Kembla it would 
not be a safe port for a large number of ships ? I did not put it exactly in that way. I say that a large 
number of ships can enter, but it would not be a harbour such as the owners of sailing vessels would care, 
in case of a strike, to allow their vessels to lie in.
4103. Would it be better to have the two breakwaters? Most decidedly ; that would make an enclosed
harbour. "
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4104!. If that were carried out, would it make a harbour equal to the proposed harbour at Lake lllawarra ? J. Eyana, Beg. 
Certainly, aa long aa the breakwaters do not give way. There is no chance of the banks of the lake ^ ^ 1897
giving way. . . '
4105. Might not the breakwaters at Lake llbwarra be carried away ? Most decidedly, but the result m one
case would be quite different from tho result in tho other. If the breakwater were carried away at Port 
Kembla, your vessels would be in the open sea. At Lake lllawarra, if the breakwaters were carried away, 
the vessels would still be in smooth water. " , . . . ,
4106. Tou say that in case of a breakwater giving way at Port Kembla it will be dangerous for tbo 
shipping;—would it be any more dangerous than it is now to the largo vessels that go there ? We want a 
harbour where sailing vessels can come in and lie. Most of the export trad6 is done by sailing vessels.
4107. Then the danger iu case of tho breakwater giving way at Port Kembla would only apply to sailing
vessels ? Tes. ,
4108. Would steamers he in a much worse position than they are at present? They would be m a better 
position.
4109. Steamers go in and out thore ? They do. _
4110. I suppose’ not at all times ? They can go in at all times, except in very rough weather indeed.
4111. Do you think that Lake lllawarra or Port Kembla would be tho more central place for tho various 
mines ? As far as position goes and as regards haulage when you have the coal in the railway trucks a 
mile or two is of no importance. One place is about as near as the other to the collieries.
4L12. What is your opinion as regards the construction of a breakwater at Bellambi? Bor the same 
reasons that I have stated with regard to Port Kembla—a single breakwater would bo of no use at 
Bellambi. There would be no inducement to foreign shipping if you made a single breakwater. I look 
upon it as a State aid to existing collieries immediately connected with tho place. _
41L3, Then you leave Bellambi out of the question? Tes. A good harbour could be made at Bellambi, 
but it would necessitate two breakwaters, _ _
4114. Is it probable that coal from tbe north of Clifton—say, from the Metropolitan Mine—would be
shipped at Bellambi ? No ; I think the coal from the Metropolitan Mine would go to Sydney. _
4115. Is tlie Metropolitan Mino in a central position between Lake lllawarra and Sydney r Tes; being 
only 27 miles from Sydney, tlie coal of the Metropolitan Mine would most probably go to Sydney.
4116. I suppose that Wollongong is out of tbe question ? Tes. I think that a tar better harbour could
be made at Port Kembla than at Wollongong. _
4117. Are you of opinion that any of the coal now shipped from various ports south of Clifton would
still be sent to Sydney ? Tes, no doubt of it. _
4118. Could you form any opinion as to the probable quantity ? The collieries could not produce more
than about 1,500,000 tons to-morrow if they did their best, and 1 daresay that one-half ot that would be 
sent to Sydney unless It can he shown that the Orient liners, the German liners, and tho other big mail 
steamers could be better supplied down there than at Sydney. No doubt the bulk of the coal used for 
steaming purposes would have to he sent to Sydney, because the vessels at Sydney can take in cargo and 
take in coal at the same time. . _
4119. if there was a good harbour, would they not come to Port Kembla and take their buukercoal from
there ? I do not think it at all likely. _
4120. Tou think it better for these large boats to be supplied by the present means ? I think so. I
think that the supply of tho mail steamers would be carried on the same way as it is now if wo had ten 
harbours on tho coast. _
4121. Would a quarter of the coal now being raised come to Sydney? I think that half of the coal 
would come to Sydney.
4122. 1 think we have it in evidence that a quarter of the coal raised would still come to Sydney ? Of 
course it is a matter of opinion. I think that if vessels can take cargo on board at Sydney and can take 
in coal at the same time it is more economical for them to do that.
4123. Then a great deal of coal would still be shipped to Sydney, and the balance would he taken away by
vessels going to different parts of the world ? Tes. . _
4124. Tou have stated, and it is contrary to the opinions given hy others, that thore are payable coal-fields
in existence south of Port Kembla ? Tes. i
4125. Is it good coal? I gave you tho analysis which shows that it is equal to any other coal got m that 
district. I am satisfied that the future developments of the coal trade in the lllawarra district will take 
place in the south.
4126. Mr. LseJ] Have you had much experience in shipping coal? Bor the last ten years I have been 
manager of the Bulli and Mount Kembla mines.
4127. And you have had experience of the loading of sailing vessels and steamers ? Tes. Invariably 
when a sailing vessel is loading there is a tug alongside.
4128. I suppose you know something about the development of the coal trade of Newcastle ? Tes.
4129. Are you of opinion that it would he wise on the part of the State to construct a harbour, no matter 
where on the southern coast, for the probable development of the coal trade? I think so, because 
although Newcastle and the south coast districts do clash, still, generally speaking, there is a difference 
in the quality of the two kinds of coal. Oue is essentially a steam coal aud the other a house aud 
gas coal.
4130. Therefore you are of opinion that there is a demand in other countries for both classes of coal ? Tes.
4131. Is not a largo quantity of the Newcastle coal carried in sailing vessels? A very largo quantity.
4132. Is it necessary to make such provision on the southern coast as to enable these collieries to compete 
on the same lines as Newcastle ? I think so.
4133. Ton are aware that the tendency is to carry coal in very large bottoms ? Tes. The Bulli Company 
used to send about 60,000 tons of coal a year to San Francisco. Nearly all of it went in sailing vessels.
4134. Tou have no doubt that if the southern coal trade is to be properly developed it must ho placed in 
communication with every part of tbe world by sailing vessels ? That is my opinion.
4135. Tou have already stated that there was no justification for the construction of a harbour between 
Kembla on the south and Bulli on the north ;—where would you construct tho harbour ? If I wero a 
private capitalist and had the money I would construct one at Lake lllawarra.
4136. But not south of it? No.
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J. Erane^Esq. 418?. Then if it becomes a question of the G-overnment constructing a harbour you think Port Kembla 
13 Jan. 1897. lB ^ ^ ^ ^le *wo schemes, Bellambi and Port Kembla, I think Port Kemblais decidedly the better.

’ Government undertook to construct a harbour, you think that Port Kembla is decidedly the
best place for it ? Tes, of those two sites ; but Lake lllawarra is preferable to either.
4139. Tou are very strong in your opinion that sailing vessels would not be able to lie safely at Kembla 
m the event of only the eastern brealewater being constructed ? Tes.
4140. Are you aware that your opinion is at variance with the opinion of a number of shipping masters 
who have traded there for very many years ? That may be.
4141. Have you seen tho shipping of coal at Port Kembla ? I have; and I have seen vessels there 
dragging their anchors in great danger.
4142. Steamers ? Tes.
4143. In the event of a breakwater being constructed, do you not think there will be room for sailing 
vessels to lie there in security H No ; I do not think so. Thero would not be sufficient protection.
4144. Notwithstanding the fact that shipmasters who have traded there for years—one of whom has 
traded there for twenty years—and have taken vessels in in all siates of the weather, and have gone in 
there for anchorage when they could not lie at Bellambi. you still hold that if the breakwater were made 
vessels could not lie there ? I do. Tou can get men to say anything that pleases them or that pleases 
somebody else, "What T. have stated is based upon my own experience and observation. I say that I do 
not know of any place existing under similar conditions in any part of the world where vessels are allowed 
to lie. If any shipmaster can tell me where there is such a place upon a coast exposed to the fury of such 
gales as we have there 1 shall he glad to hear of it.
4145. Are you aware that your evidence is at variance with that of the engineers? Quite possibly. I 
have known engineers to say funny things in my time.
4146. Can you give us any reason why we should accept your evidence in preference to that of all these 
men who have had so much more experience than you ? These men have not laid experience at this place. 
They arc all speaking from theory. The seas are heavy. ”We have fearful easterly gales and there is a 
strong current, I know that for nine months of the year a current sets from the north to the south 
sweeping with great velocity round those points.
4147. j\re you aware that that current does not set into Port Kembla at nil? No, I am not aware of 
that. I think it does. There is another feature in connection with tho harbour scheme. Both the 
engineers and everybody else will find that somebody has blundered somewhere. I know from my 
experience of Port Kembla that the current shifts immense bodies of sand there and steamers have to 
dodge those shifting sand banks,
4148. Nave you known these to occur at Port Kembla ? Tes; and at Bulli aud Bellambi. Tou can see 
tbe seas breaking on the sand banks.
4149. Tou are not confusing tbe reef of rock at Port Kembla ? No.
4150. Are you aware that soundings have been taken at Port Kembla for several years in succession and 
these occurrences have never been noticed? I am giving you my own observations.
4151. Could you fix the date when any of these things have occurred ? I think that if Mr. Artis were to 
give evidence he could tell you something about it. He has been thirty years in charge of jetties and his 
duties bring him in contact with the sea.
4152. M ith reference to the loading of sailing vessels, do you not think the practice likely to be that out
ward bound ships would discharge at Sydney then go to Port Kembla to tales in coal ? That would be 
the practice of sailing vessels cargoed from foreign ports to Sydney.
4153. There must always be a large amount of traffic conducted in coastal collieries for transhipment to 
ocean-going steamers ? Tes ; and no doubt big sailing vessels would take in a stiffening of coal at Sydney 
before going down the coast, supplied by the tug boat from the harbour of destination.
4154. It may be that vessels coming with ore from New Caledonia would run in aud fill up with coal? Tes.
4155. All they want is protection to enable them to coal witli safety ? Tes.
4156. Tou think the eastern breakwater by itself will not afford that protection ? I think it would not.
4157. ilo you think that in tbe interest of the country it will be wise for tho Government to refrain from 
constructing a harbour until it is clearly determined whether the lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation 
will construct their proposed harbour? If there is any chance of private enterprise making the harbour 
by all means let them do it.
4158. Ho you know what class of harbour they would have to make to carry on the trade ? They would 
have to make a class of harbour on the lines of that which has been agitated for. It will have to he a deep
water safe harbour with all modern appliances for loading vessels.
4159. What depth of water do you expect they will have to dredge in Lake lllawarra ? Thirty feet at the 
very least.
4160. Would not that involve an enormous expenditure? Not when once the channel was made. It 
would uot be necessary to dredge the whole of tbe lake. A portion of the area might be dredged and 
the rest done afterwards.
4161. It must be a process of a great many years ? No doubt it will occupy some time.
4162. Having iu view the construction of a harbour to conduct the coal trade in big bottoms, which
everybody says is necessary, if we are to compete in the open markets successfully ? 1 think from an
engineering point of view it is quite easy to make a harbour at Lake lllawarra. Jt is simply a question
of money, and if the harbour was made in a piecemeal way, making room at first for a small number of 
vessels, ultimately a harbour could be constructed which would provide accommodation for the whole of 
tbe British fleet. 1 think it would be a remunerative undertaking. If money could be got to do the 
work I have not the slightest doubt that the Lake lllawarra scheme would prove a very acceptable one.
4163. It is an undertaking involving a very large expenditure, one considerably in excess of the con
templated expenditure at Port Kembla ? If the Lake lllawarra syndicate cannot make a harbour then 
you will have to consider whether it will be better to make a harbour at Lake lllawarra or at Port Kembla.
4164. Do you think the Corporation could make a harbour by the end of 1898 ? No,
4165. Mr. Ton said that your company exported 60,000 tons to San Francisco last year by
sailing vessels? No, they formerly did.
4166. How was it shipped ? It was taken to Sydney in small steamers.
4167. Therefore no sailing vessels came to the jetty? No.
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41G8. Another point in your evidence wna that in thirty days during the year vessels could not load at J-Evans,Esq. 
Port Kembla ? I should say about that.
41G9. Then where arc the terrific storms and the great waves ? When you build a brealewater you have 'l3 
to build it on the chance of its having to combat the biggest storm ever known there. Twenty-five years 
ago the Bulli jetty was washed away witli forty waggons. About four years ago it was again washed 
away. We have these violent visitations only occasionally.
4170. Itas any damage been done down there which would make you believe that the breakwater would 
not stand? At Wollongong the blocks are tossed about in every shape and form.
4171. But still they are there ? They are still there.
4172. Will you tell us what company you reported for iu reference to the coal measures down there?
I have only reported once upon a property there, and it was one in which I understood Mr. Robert 
Sands to be interested.
4173. ITou were employed as an expert—could we have a copy of that report? Tes; I will forward 
a copy.
4174. Have you had much agitation for a harbour for the southern coal trade? Bor some years it has 
been evident that a harbour was required. Hence, the inaugurating of the Wollongong Harbour Trust, 
which proved a failure.
4175. iluring the time that you were manager of the Mount Kembla aud Bulli Colliery you have not 
seen very much necessity for greater facilities than you have now for shipping? I have felt, from a 
business point of view, the terrible drawback to the development and working of mines of having to pay 
3s. (id. a ton for carriage, and then to ship and tranship coal hy means of baskets. I have felt the 
necessity for some accommodation to enable vessels to take the coal direct from the mines to different 
parts of the world. The cost of transhipping coal alone is a very serious item,
4176. The cost, you say, is 3s. (id. a ton ? At that time it was.
4177. What is it now ? I suppose the freights are 2s. 6d, or 3s. a ton.
4178. So the freight has not gone down quite so much as the workman’s wages ? I do not think it has.
4179. The great contention has been that tho southern coal could not compete with the foreign market 
because the wages were too high ; but was it not the freights which had not gone down in comparison 
with the wages? 1 do uot think they have gone down as low, but still if coal were carried for nothing 
it is detrimental to have the transhipment.
41S0. Every mile ot carriage on the railway means greater depreciation ? It does ; but it is the worst 
on vessels. Tho men drop the coal in; then it gets trampled on.
4181. There is a great depreciation in the value of tho coal even when it is carried on the railways ? Tes.
4182. Therefore, the construction of a harbour at Bake lllawarra means a greater distance for the 
conveyance of the coal than if the harbour wero constructed at Port Kembla ? It is 3 or 4 miles 
further, but that is nothing.
4183. Tou say that in the southern portion of the district there are 250,000,000 tons of coal, and that 
in the other part of the district there are 100,000,000 tons of coal, but they arc only working the
100,000,000 tons at present ? That is so.
4184. Therefore, under these conditions, Port Kembla would bo the most central position ? Port Kembla 
and the lake arc equally central.
4185. I am speaking about the existing collieries ;—Port Kembla is the centre ? Tes; it is rathernearer.
4186. If a harbour were constructed iu Lake lllawarra would not the owners of the jetties at Port 
Kembla and Bellambi still use their jetties for the shipment of coal ? To some extent no doubt they 
would.
4187. Do you think the Mount Kembla Company would not keep on shipping ? If you make a harbour 
at Mount Kembla I presume that you have to take over the jetties.
4183. I am not speaking of that, j n the event of the lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation completing 
the proposed works ivould that make the Mount Kembla Company and the Southern Coal Company go 
to the lake to ship their coal? Any colliery that would ship coal at the Kembla harbour would ship 
coal at the lake most decidedly, if facilities were provided. People are not going to refuse to ship at the 
lake because it is a lake. They will ship the coal wherever the harbour is.
4189. The Mount Kembla Company has a jetty at Port Kembla ? Tes.
4190, In the event of the construction ot a harbour, do you think it would give greater facilities to this 
company than they have at the present time to ship at the lake ? Tes.
419L. "What would be the facilities? At present, if a 5,000-ton ship wanted coal for San Prancisco that 
coal would have to bo brought to Sydney, and put in the vessel here, but if there was a harbour at the
lake the vessel would go there, and any southern coal company would load her there.
4192. "What is the distance from tiie 'Southern Coal Company’s mine to the lake ? The Southern Coal 
Company’s colliery is about tho smallest on the coast. It is at Corrimal, near Bulli.
4193. "What is the distance from the colliery to the lake ? I suppose it would be 10 or 12 miles.
4194. "What would be the difference in the carriage and the transhipment as compared with taking it to
their own jetty ? I presume it would be slightly more unless there was a zone system introduced, as 
they have at ^Newcastle. ‘
4195. Then it would bo about the same costas shipping from their own jetty? The economy is in the
saving of transhipping and the transit to Sydney. ’ ”
4196. It would only he in tho case of sailing vessels that there would bo the extra saving ? Steamers
can go and load with comparative safety at Port Kembla now'. ■
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Ncmhia.

John Evans, Esq., Mining Engineer, Bulli, sworn, and further examined :—
J. Evans, Esq. 4197. Mr. Fegan!] Do you know anything about the formation of the lllawarra Harbour and Land 

-n Corporation ? I do not.
14 Jan., 1897. 4198. You are not a shareholder in it ? No.

4199. You only reported for this gentleman in reference to the coal measures south of Mount Kembla ? 
Not for that gentleman.
4200. For Mr. Sands ? Yes, but he is not interested in that company.
4201. Where did you get that specimen of coal that you produced yesterday,—how far from Mount 
Kembla? It was taken from a measure duo west of Dapto from tho outcrop of the coal.
4202. Is there any bore down there ? No. That coal was taken from the outcrop of the third seam.
4208. Are there any hands there ? Yes, two bands in 6 feet of coal. ■
4204. What is the thickness of the bands ? The aggregate thickness is 2 inches.
4205. Have you ever been connected with any collieries in the Newcastle district? Yes, I have managed 
the Stockton mine.
420G. Are there any bands there ? No. There was a band I think in tho lower seam, hut the upper 
seam was free from bands.
4207. _ Have you ever worked in the old country? Yes, in South Wales. I was assistant manager of 
Harris’ Navigation, and I have been employed in the Khondda Valley.
4208. Under what Act did you receive a certificate as a mining engineer ? The Act of 1872.
4209. You have held that certificate for how many years ? Fifteen years.
4210. When you were examined you had to have a certain knowledge of geology and metallurgy ? Yes. 
I was two years at the Bristol School of Mines, and I am a Fellow of the Geological Society of London.
4211. Have you had any conversation with Mr. Armstrong in reference to tho port? None whatever.
4212. You do not know anything about the lllawarra Lake scheme ? No.
4213. The proposal is to have a channel 15 feet deep,—do you think that will be sufficient ? I do not.
4214. You know that in 1890 an Act was passed empowering the Corporation to do certain things ? Yes.
4215. Do you know how much money has been spent on those works at Lake lllawarra ? No. From 
what I hear I cannot say that there has been any money spent.
421G. If there was. a prospect of the corporation taking advantage of their Act, do you think they would 
have been so long in making alterations there? I do not know what impediments may have been put in 
the way. . Through somebody’s instrumentality very large sums of money had been spent on smelting 
works which were part of the original scheme.
4217. No; the original scheme was to construct wharfs and to dredge a channel, but not to construct
any buildings ? 1 do not mean to say that the smelting works were included in the Act, but it was a
scheme essential to the development of the harbour.
4218. You have not read the Bill ? No.
4219. If you were told that a certain corporation was formed in 1890 to construct wharfs and dredge a 
channel, and all this time having elapsed without anything having been done, would you think the 
corporation was in earnest ? No doulu; something tangible ought to have boon done. 1 suppose thero 
has been some difficulty in obtaining capital.
4220. Without obtaining the money they cannot go on? No.
4221. Do you think ifc is right that the people of the lllawarra district should have to wait still longer for 
tho contraction of a harbour? No doubt as long as this second harbour is spoken of as likely to be 
constructed by no less an authority than tho Government it is not likely that capitalists will be inclined 
to find the money.
4222. Do you not think then that something should be done to give tlie south coast a safe harbour ? A 
harbour is absolutely necessary.
4223. You think it is not fair to the coal trade of the southern district that the public should have to wait 
until wo see whether the lake scheme is a failure or not ? If you are satisfied that the lake scheme is a 
failure, I should recommend you to provide any other harbour which you may think proper.
4224. You say that 15 feet in depth will not be sufficient for the channel ? I do not think it will.
4225. Yesterday you said it ivould be necessary to have a channel 30 feet deep ? To enable vessels with 
absolute safety to go in and out the channel ought to be from 28 to 30 feet deep.
422(5. Do you know that small boats in the trade are becoming things of the past ? Yes,
4227. Would it not mean the expenditure of a much larger sum of money to construct a channel 30 feet 
deep than to make one 15 feet deep ? No doubt.
4228. And if they cannot get money enough to construct aehanuel 15 feet deep woulditnotbe impossible 
for them to raise money enough to make a channel 30 feet deep ? That is logical.
4229. Is it uot almost an impossibility for that harbour to be constructed under the circumstances? I
believe that if the money can be obtained it will be a success. "
4230. Do you not think that if it is likely that they can get the money it would have been got before this 
agitation arose for a harbour at Port Kembla ? That J. do not know.
4231. Would they not be more likely to get it before there was any talk of a second harbour being made 
by the Government ? I should think so. The fact of a large sum of money being spent there by the
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Smelting Company of Australia would be an inducement to capitalists to advance money to construct a J g™"8’
harbour in tbo Lake. That company has been instrumental in bringing a very large amount of capital
into tbo district. I think that is a consideration which should weigh. _ 14 jan- iggi^
4232. Bo you think it is possible for them to construct a harbour with a channel 30 feet deep in the next ’
two years ? 1 do not think it is. They would have to get an extension of time. _ _
4233. Bo you think it is possible for them to get an extension after appealing to Parliament twice ? If
you are satisfied that there is a strong syndicate with a million of money who are going to spend their 
money I should think it desirable to let them do it. _
4234. How much of the coal do you think will find its way to lllawarra Lake in the event of that scheme 
being carried out? .At present there is a somewhat hitter feeling existing as to the rival harbours, but 
the same coal that would go to Port Kembla, if there were a good harbour there, wouldgo to Lake lllawarra, 
if there were an equally good harbour at the Lake,
4235. The extra distance would be no consideration? Really no consideration.
4236. Is it not a fact that from the brittle nature of your coal an extra 4 or 5 miles carriage would moan
considerable depreciation ? Ko. The depreciation in a mile or two is inappreciable. _ _
4237. Rut colliery managers kick up a row about an extra half-mile in shunting? Tes, when using skips, 
but with proper railway wagons on springs there is a difference.
4238. Then how far would a train have to go before that depreciation could bo considered? A very large 
quantity of coal is sent from South "Wales to London to he shipped a distance of 177 miles.
4239. Is there not a great difference between the coal of the south coast and the coal of South Wales?
Some of the coal hero is much harder than the Welsh coal. _
4240. And some much softer? 1 do not know of any that would excel tbe Mount Keira coal for
hardness. _ _
4241. Is it not a fact that the Welsh coal is exceedingly hard? No; except the Anthracite coal which is
exceedingly hard. _
4242. Is it not a fact that at the greater portion of the mines in South Wales the system of working forces 
the men to get very large coal ? Yes. They arc working long wall at a great depth.
4243. I am talking of the filling; there being no sides to the skips it forces the men to fill much larger
coal? Yes. _
4244. That being so tho conditions existing in the collieries of the South Coast are entirely different?
They are.
4245. Therefore, the comparison between South Wales and the coal mines of this Colony is of no account P 
The skips in the old country are not all of the kind you mention. At Harris’ Navigation they use closed 
skips.
4246. Thore arc about three mines that use them in the whole principality ? As a rule they use open 
skips.
4247. Bo you not think that if tlie coal has to he carried an extra 5 or 6 miles it will mean considerable 
loss to the coal owners ? I do not think so, I admit that there is a theoretical loss. But it is so trivial 
that it ought not to be considered. The bulk of the Soul.h Wales coal is shipped at Cardiff, and so 
dissatisfied wero the companies there, because the facilities for loading were not such that they would like 
t.o keep up the trade, that the colliery owners themselves (they did not ask the G-overnment to do it) went 
down to Barry and made a very large harbour. They did not mind carrying their coal a little further.
4248. If they did not get greater convenience do you think thev would have constructed that harbour?
No. ’ _ , .
4249. Would you tell the Committee what distance you consider coal should be carried before it
depreciates? No doubt it. depreciates every mile that it is carried ; but it has been proved by experience 
that coal docs not depreciate in the same proportion all the time. Supposing it breaks up to the amount of 
1 per cent, in 10 miles, it will not break up to the amount of 10 per cent, in 100 miles. Once it is broken 
the small coal acts as a bed, and it saves the round coal from being broken. _
4250. Bo you think any harm will be done by waiting until 1898 to ascertain the success or failure of tbe
lllawarra scheme? ] do not see that you need wait. Taking into consideration that Parliament has 
granted these powers if you are satisfied that the company cannot carry out tlie work then proceed with 
yours. _
4251. Would there bo any harm in waiting until 1S9S to see whether or not this scheme will be carried 
out? You would lose twro years of valuable time.
4252. Then what would you suggest? I would suggest that before this work was undertaken at Port 
Kembla you should obtain some positive guarantee that the proposed works at Lake lllawarra will be 
proceeded witli at once.
4253. If you cannot get it? Then go on with your own works. There ought to be some means of
discovering the position of tlie company. ■
4254. You think that two years would be too great a loss of time ? Yes. _
4255. And that something better ought to be provided at Port Kembla for the trade and to give a harbour 
of refuge? Yes.
4256. And under these conditions you would support that proposal? I would.
4257. Mr. 2Iasmll^\ Have you any idea what sized vessels they propose to bring into tho Jllawarra 
harbour if it is constructed ? They could not have any idea of bringing very large vessels into a harbour 
with a depth of only 14 feet. ] suppose that that would be tbe the minimum not the maximum depth.
4258. Ilavo you any idea of the proposed width of the channel? No.
4259. With a narrow channel would not the vessels be bumping against the side every few yards ? You
can get a very large vessel through a narrow channel, in the Suez Canal for instance. _
4260. You are aware that it is desired to have a harbour constructed into which large ocean-going vessels 
could go to load coal ? That is the desire.
4261. It would bo impossible to bring large ocean-going vessels through a channel of the size of that 
which the lllawarra Company propose to make ? Yes, I think so; hut I am not sure that 1 know the 
intended width.
4262. And if they attempt to make provision for the larger vessels it will probably cost a couple of 
hundred per cent, more than they propose to spend ? It will cost more than twice as much to make a 
channel 30 feet deep instead of 15 feet.
4263. So that the estimate which they have submitted is ridiculously wrong ? Everything must be on a
larger scale than was originally designed. 4264,
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J. Erans, 4264'. I suppose you are aware that they would have to leave a certain amount of water on each side of 
the vessel, and that the channel ivould have to he a good depth ? Tes.

14 Jan 1897 ■^° you know whether any arrangement has been entered into between tlie Smelting company and
' the lllawarra company with regard to using that port if it is completed p 1 do not.
4266. They arc two separate companies ? I believe they are.
4267. The probability is that if a harbour were constructed at Tort Kembla, the Smelting company would 
use that ? Undoubtedly ; if a harbour is not made at the Lake, they will have to use it.
4263. Do you think there is any possibility of the collieries using Lake lllawarra for the shipment of coal 
if a harbour is made there P Most certainly.
4269. With the appliances which they have on the coast, do you think they would use tho harbour at 
Lake lllawarra? If that argument holds good with regard to Lake lllawarra, it holds good with regard 
to Port Kembla. la it likely that the South Bulli Colliery will send coal to Port Kembla when they have 
their own jetty,—and the North Belli and the Clifton companies have jetties.
4270. "When tbe wind is favourable they would use them P Tes.
4271. The probability is that if a harbour wero constructed at Port Kembla, to save harbour dues and 
shipping charges, the collieries would continue to use their own jetties P No doubt they would. They 
can ship coal for consumption in Sydney for Hid. or 4d. a ton at their own jetties. Why should they pay 
lOd. a ton to take the coal down to Port Kembla. There would he that in railway charges to begin with ; 
then 6d. a ton wharfage and port dues ; making Is. 4d. a ton, altogether, as against 4d. if they ship the 
coal at their own jetties.
4272. It resolves itself into this, that they would only use the harbour at Port Kembla when they were 
prevented from using ilieir own jetties? That is it.
4273. The only increase in the shipments which could he safely relied upon at Port Kembla would be the 
shipment over sea in large vessels? Tes ; aud that is why I think that more than one-half of the output 
of the collieries would he shipped from the harbour.
4274. Is it not probable that if the harbour is constructed at the expense of the State, tho people at 
Bellambi and Bulli might say they also have a right to a harbour ? The general feeling is lhat each ought 
to have a harbour at his own colliery ; but that does not do. They might bring the zone system into 
operation, and a colliery being an extra 2 or 3 miles distant would not make any difference.
4275. Does it not seem reasonable to expect that if a harbour is constructed the rates will be so arranged 
as to make no difference ? It will bo necessary to do that.
4276. Do you think that a harbour on the south coast is necessary ? I think so.
4277. -And you are in. favour of which ? I believe in giving every encouragement to private enterprise,
and I am convinced that in the main a better harbour could be made at Lake lllawarra than at Port 
Kembla. I gave my reasons for saying that yesterday. Port Kembla is essentially an artificial one from 
beginning to end. '
4278. And so the other will be? Not so much so. At Port Kembla the breakwaters will be side on to 
the sea. They will bo very costly and tho range of big vessels is something terrific on wharfs. We 
have experienced that even in AVbllongong Harbour. The range is so bad there that some time ago 
they had to sink a vessel to prevent her from becoming a complete wreck in the harbour.
4279. How arc you to make vessels fast in this single breakwater harbour? If you have short jetties 
on to rubble breakwaters, I do not see anything very permanent in that. It is not going to be an easy 
job to lay down plant lo hold big vessels.
4280. Tour evidence practically resolves itself into this,—that if the Iliawarra Company can carry out 
their proposed work that will bo the most suitable harbour ? f think so.
4281. Bailing that, you are quite willing for the Government to step in and make a harbour at Port 
Kembla P Tes.
4282. Mr. Boberts.'] Are you, directly or indirectly, interested iu auy way in the lllawarra Harbour and 
Land Corporation ? In no way whatever.
4233. Have you ever been employed professionally by that company ? No.
4284. I understand you to prefer Ihe Lake lllawarra scheme to the one that has been submitted for 
providing a harbour at Port Kembla? Tes.
4285. When you formed that opinion did you contemplate that the depth of tlie water in Lake lllawarra 
would be 30 feet? Tes. The first day that I set eyes upon Lake lllawarra, a little over, ten years ago, 
whilst taking a survey of the country from tho top of Mount Kembla, I made the remark that if that 
sheet of water was in any other part of the world it would have been made into a harbour. I have 
always thought that thero would be no difficulty in making that a good harbour.
4286. Would you consider it a good harbour if tho depth of the water was anything less than 30 feet ? 
Not for the requiremenls of the present trade,
4237. Have you ever heard that there is any likelihood of 30 feet of water being obtained there? Some 
borings, I believe, have been put down, and I am told Lhat tlie bottom of the lake is mud, and that there 
will be no difficulty in dredging.
4288. When you say there will be no difficulty in dredging it, what depth have you got in your mind? 
Even suppose it was stone, it could he deepened.
4289. Are you not aware that, according to the Act of Parliament, the minimum depth is to be 15 feet ? 
Tes.
4290. Would that he of any use for the requirements of the south coast? Only for small vessels, and 
we can load them at tho present jetties.
4291. Tou are of opinion that nothing less than 30 feet would suffice ? " We want a harbour to put us on 
an.equality with Newcastle. We want a harbour into which we can take any vessel that comes to 
Australia for coal. I suppose that the biggest vessels lhat come here would draw about 27 feet.
4292. Have you made any calculations as to the cost of such a work as you think should be carried out at 
Lake lllawarra? I have not,
4293. Do you regard the construction of the proposed eastern breakwater as altogether inadequate or
almost useless for providing a safe harbour for sailing vessels and large steamers ? 3 am quite sure that
there is not a gentleman who has given evidence in reference to the eastern breakwater who does not 
know that it will be absolutely necessary to Imvo the other breakwater. I do not think we should ever 
see the accommodation which is necessary to give us an insurable port where you can have large sailing 
vessels—and the tendency is now to build large sailing vessels—unless we have a double breakwater.

4294.
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4291'. Are you referring to tho outward traffic, or have you in contemplation the import trade ? Both J,®av“us* 
the import and the export trade. ' _ •
4295. Do you not think that the eastern breakwater would give sufficient protection for the export trade ? 14 jftn 189?i 
I do not think so. A large vessel could not lie at anchor without a tug alongside of it. There is no 
doubt that the eastern breakwater will afford a measure of protection, but we have not loaded big sailing 
vessels down there yet. _ ,
4295. Would not sailing vessels be able to come under the lee of that breakwater and remain in perfect 
safety? They could not lie there. _
4297. Are you aware that Fort Kemblais regarded as having remarkably good holding ground? Yes.
4298. Seeing the shelter that will be given, will not vessels be attracted there? No doubt they would, 
but it will uot be a harbour in the fullest sense of the word. I should like to sec a harbour in which 
vessels could lie and await their turn. During the strike wc have had vessels waiting in Sydney for 
months. .1 do not know of any similar port in the world with' a single breakwater in an open sea.
4299. It will protect the port from the east and the south-east winds, but the north-east wind is not
considered tempestuous? No ; as a rule it docs not bring up a very heavy sea. _
4300. Nxeept as regards the north-east wind, would not that breakwater afford every protection from
stormy weather P 1 do not think it would afford enough. With a single breakwater there would be a 
frightful range there. There will be an everlasting whirlpool in that place. It is my opinion that the 
very construction of the breakwater will make a current in that place. _
4301. Do you say that Lake lllawarra, taking Tallaivera Foiut, occupies a more central position for tho
shipment of coal tbam Port Kembla ? Not for the existing collieries. For tlie existing collieries Port 
Kembla is somewhat nearer, but you do not make a harbour for any particular collieries. _ If you make a 
harbour it will have to do for the next century, an'd taking the extent of the coal-field with the immense 
quantity of Crown lands down to the south, and the fact that tho northern portion of the field is in a 
rapid state of consumption, with only four good collieries near to Port Kembla. I think that the lake 
will be more central as regards the coal-field as a whole. _ _
4302. Do you disagree with the opinion given by Professor David that the good coal of the Bulli coal 
mine, west of a line running from Coal Cliff southwards, is limited on the south by Mount Kembla ?
That is the top scam. Does he refer only to the top seam. _ _
4303. No, to them all ? Then I most decidedly do not agree with him.
4301. Do you regard the coal south of Mount Kembla as suitable for smelting purposes ? There aro 
seams there very suitable for manufacturing coke. They do not smelt with coal. There are seams south 
of Mount Kembla quite as good for manufacturing coke as any to the north. Some of the coal to the 
north of Mount Kembla is no good for coke at all. Mount Kembla coal will not coke.
4305. AVhat is the quality of tlie coal at Dapto Creek ? The lower scams thore improve down towards 
.Tamheroo. _ _
4305. Mr. I?7acl’.] I understood from your evidence yesterday that owing to the way in which the coal 
has been got in the Jllawarra district a harbour on tho south coast would not be of such great benefit to 
the colliery owners as we anticipate ? I did not intend to convey that idea. .
4307. It was my impression that you thought underground haulage was so expensive that it will he better 
to sink shafts and bring the coal to the surface at a greater distance from the coast than they now do ?
Some of those mines have been in operation for a quarter of a century, and they are getting a long way 
into tho mountain, consequently tho longevity of these mines is limited. Thero is a day coming when it 
will he too costly to produce that coal, and then they will not be able to compete with new collieries.
Then these collieries will have to stand idle.
4308. You conveyed the impression that underground haulage was much more expensive than overground
haulage? Certainly. _
4309. And that if they continue to work they would have to sink shafts instead of bringing the coal 
through tho tunnels? Ales. If the seams north of Kembla aro to be worked when it becomes too expensive 
to rvork the mines through the adits, the working must be done hy sinking shafts on the top of the mountains, 
and the coal will have to be brought down hy some means to the harbour.
4309^. In some cases it will he almost as expensive to convey the coal from the shafts to the seaboard as 
to convey it to Sydney ? Yes ; it would involve the expense of a railway over the mountains.
4310. Under such circumstances as these the construction of a harbour would not he of very great 
assistance ? If you constructed a harbour at Bellambi or north of the existing field, you would be dealing 
with an exhausted coal field. But by making a barbour to the southward you are affording convenience 
for existing collieries, and offering facilities for the development of Crown property which is at present 
lying idle.
4311. Tlie presumption is that that property contains coal ? ATes. If that magnificent coal territory was
in Melbourne or West Australia they would ascertain before they spent any money on a harbour 
whether there is payable coal in it. It ivould be very easy to prove tlie existence of coal south of Mount 
Kembla by putting down a series of diamond drill boros on tiie top of the mountain. That would 
demonstrate tlie whole matter, and put it beyond a shadow of a doubt. I do not think it right that the ‘
impression should get abroad that that immense coal field belonging to the Crown is of no value.
4312. Do you not think it would be inadvisable for the State to spend large sums of money in tho 
construction of a harbour until it is proved that on the Crown lands there exist large quantities of 
unexploited coal ? If we have nothing to depend upon for a return upon the capital invested but the coal 
in the existing mines you had better not make a harbour at all.
4313. Then I may conclude from your evidence that the expenditure of a sum variously estimated at from 
£250.000 to £500,000 in making a harbour on the south coast may be looked upon as nothing but a State 
bonus to half a dozen collieries, most of which are now worked out? Ales, that is if you are satisfied that 
there is no coal except in the existing collieries, but I think there is. I do not think yon would be, 
warranted in making a harbour for half a dozen collieries.
4314. You said in reply to Mr. Hassall that in the event of tbe failure of tbe company to construct a 
harbour at Lake lllawarra, you see no objection to the construction by tlie Government of a harbour at 
Port Kembla? Yes; but I am satisfied that we have 250,000,000 tons of coal south of Kembla. I am 
satisfied that the bulk of tbe coal for the next century is to come from the south of Kembla.
4315. AVould it not be better for the G-overnment to have some better assurance than your mere state
ment ? Certainly. 4315.
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J.Evans,. 4,316, j understood you to say that a harbour at Port Kembla would be incomplete with ouly one broak- 
B<1‘ water ? Yes. *

Id Jan. 1897. J^n(i that even with two breakwaters it could never'offer the security of a land-locked harbour ? 
’ Well, it would not be absolutely secure, because there is always a danger in very heavy seas of a break

water carrying away.
4318. I suppose you are aware that Sir John Coode said years ago that the position of the southern coal 
trade did not justify the expenditure of a large amount of money in making a harbour? Yes.
4319. Do you think there has been any improvement in the trade since then ? Yes; there is an increased 
demand for the coal, and the output last year was greater than ever before.
4320. Was not that due to the fact that the Newcastle mines were not working? Not altogether.
4321. Is it not true that there has been a decrease in tbo quantity of coal to be worked through its being 
continually extracted ? Certainly. Every ton you take away makes a ton less to come.
4322. If before that harbour at Port Kembla can be made it will necessitate the construction of two 
breakwaters, and as you think it necessary that the Government should purchase the jetties already in 
existence, entailing the resumption of some portions of water frontage—if all that expenditure be gone 
through, which according to the estimate will mean a cost of about half a million of money, what annual 
return on that expenditure do you think will be a fair one to the State ? I do not suppose you could 
borrow the money under 3£ per cent., and it would be fair to get something over and above that, say, 5 
per cent.
4323. We will assume that the total output of the southern district is about GUO,000 tons, and 500.000 
tons of that goes by vessel—a gentleman who gave evidence here told us that he would be willing to pay 
Gd. per ton harbour dues ;—that would mean a return to the State of £G,250 a year ;—do you think that 
that would bo a fair return 011 an expenditure of half a’million ? No, certainly not.
4324. Mr. "Vickery said he thought the State was not entitled to more than 3d. a ton—that would give a
return of £3,125;—do you think the country would be justified in spending such a large sum to get such 
a paltry return ? I do not, . ' ' '
4325. If a million tons of coal were shipped from Port Kembla, which is very improbable, that would mean 
a return at 6d. a ton of £25,000? That would be 5 per cent, on half a million.
4326. Even then that would only recoup the Government for the expenditure ;—there would still he a loss 
entailed from tlie cost of annual maintenance and supervision? You could add another £10,000 or 
£15,000, to that which you would obtain from royalties for coal from land which is now' lying idle. Even 
from the existing collieries you would derive royalties, because they will soon have to work in Crown lauds.
4327. But the more you work those mines the sooner they will be worked out ? Yes.
4328. Then that would mean a diminution of the return in a few years unless new mines were discovered ?
Yes. “
4329. Do you not think, unless it be proved to the satisfaction of the Committee that there is a great area
of coal laud existing in the southern district which has not yet been worked, the construction of a harbour 
at Port Kembla, Belhimbi, or any other place at the public cost which would mean the expenditure of 
half a million of public money in tbo interest of one or more collieries, would be such a gross misuse 
of public money as could only be characterised as a job ? 1 am perfectly clear upon that. If you have
not. sufficient evidence to convince you that there is coal in the district other than that in the existing 
collieries, 1 do not think that you will he warranted in constructing a harbour of that magnitude. It is 
evident that it would cost half a million of money to make the proposed harbour; perhaps a great deal 
more. There was not much show at Wollongong of an expenditure of half a million. You would require 
a million tons of coal at Gd. a ton to be shipped from the existing collieries to make that harbour pay 
interest on the cost of construction. If you are satisfied that there is no other coal than that in the existing 
collieries I do not see how it is going to be a remunerative undertaking. Jf you are not satisfied that 
there is coal to the south of Mount Kembla you would not be justified in spending this large amount of 
money. The Government should take steps to prove the Crown land in that district, and this could be 
done by putting down three or four bores. Eour bores put down to a depth of 1,000 feet each would 
demonstrate beyond a doubt as to the continuity of the coal seams southward. They could be put down 
away back, where there is not the intrusion of volcanic rock which we have bordering the sea.
4330. If you were a Member of the Committee your recommendation to the Government would bo that 
they should do nothing in regard to harbour construction until the existence of unexplored coal-fields on 
the southern coast is clearly proved ? Yes.
4331. Chairman.'] Professor David and Mr. Pittman informed the Committee that without taking into 
consideration the country to the south of Kembla it was reasonable to estimate that 350,000,000 tons of 
coal would be won north of Kembla :—what do von thiuk of that statement? I tlnuk they are entirely 
wrong.
4332. Do you believe that is is an over-estimate ? It is an over-estimate.
4333. How do you come to the conclusion that their calculation is wrong? I stated yesterday that 
between South Clifton and Woonona a quarter of a million has been spent to prove the existence of coal, 
and the quantity contained in the remaining area is dependent upon the distance that they go back 
westward. Perhaps Professor David calculates that it is possible for the mines to be worked for a distance 
of 5 or G miles back.
4334. He says 5 miles ? It cannot be done properly. Three miles is the outside limit.
4335. Mr. Hoskins.] fire they not working more than 3 miles under the sea in Cumberland and Durham ? 
No.
4336. Chairman.] Jf they have worked 5 miles in other parts of the world could they not do it here ? It
is different here. These seams are dipping. What I wish to point out is that a colliery which is working 
5 miles into the mountains cannot produce coal at the same price as a freshly opened colliery, and must 
become unremunerative. "
4337. Can collieries in other parts of the world win coal at a distance of 5 miles underground? It is 
done in one or two exceptional cases.
4338. It is a question or cost? Yes.
4339. Do you believe that 5 miles west is too far to go ? I believe it is too far to go, and no doubt the 
difference between Professor David’s estimate and mine is as to the distance to be worked.
4340. You informed the Committee that you cakulate that south of Kembla there will bo 250,000,000 tons
of coal available ? Yes. ‘ 4341.
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4341. "What is the basis of that calculation ? There are two seams of coal there of an aggregate thickness Esq*”8’ 
of something over 10 feet, and it has been proved by analysis to be of a marketable quality, and. it will
make good coke. _ . * , j o v ™ Jan., 1897.
4342. Since the mines commenced further exploration has exposed faults that were not expected r lea.
We had to abandon the llulli colliery in consequence of the discoveries that wore made. _
4343. Supposing your estimate as to the quantity of coal south of Kembla is correct, and Professor David 
and Mr. Pittman are wrong, what evidence have you as to the continuity of the coal to the south? The 
only evidence that T have is from examinations which I have made extending over many years. I and 
others who are fully acquainted with that field have made investigations. There has been absolutely 
nothing done either by Government or by private enterprise to prove the existence of anything down 
south. X think it is a most unwise policy to condemn hundreds of square miles of territory because coal 
taken from a particular outcrop which has been exposed to the action of the weather was found to be 
inferior.
4344. Ton regard it as theoretical, and to some extent as problematical ? Yes, and to a large extent 
practical, because it can be demonstrated. J will give you the basis of my calculation. The country that 
I traversed contained about 10 feet of workable coal in two seams. I have examined the outcrop in 
various places for a distance of about 1C miles, and I find that the coal is fairly continuous. In some 
places the seam shows bands, but I estimate that there is from 10 to 12 feet of workable coal, the ash in 
which will not exceed on the average from D-i- to 12 per cent, for a distance of 1G miles. That will yield 
about 10,000 tons per acre.
4345. Is that the Bulli seam ? No. _
434G. Then how are you justified in comparing a seam to the soutli of which yon have had no experience 
with the Bulli scam to the north of which we have had experience? If you are satisfied as to the 
continuity of the seam, then by specific gravity you can always tell the quantity per acre.
4347. You have investigated the outcrop ? Yes.
4348. Is the lake centrally situated for the cxistmg mines? Not so centrally situated for the existing 
collieries as Port Kembla.
4349. Any coal coming from Austinmer, Bulli, Coalcliff, and Corrimal would have to pass Bellambl ?
Yes.
4350. Therefore any coal north of Bellambl will be handicapped the distance from Bellambi to Lake 
lllawarra? Yes.
4351. And the same applies to Wollongong and Kembla ? Yes.
4352. Therefore the lake is not centrally situated for the present trade? No, unless further canal 
construction wore effected from the northern end of the lake.
4353. As regards the future trade, it depends upon the outcrops turning out as you anticipate ? Yes.
4354. Where was your analysis made ? At the Department of Mines on the 23rd November, 1S9G.
4355. Mr. Black.I suppose you attach some importance to the statements of Professor David ? Most 
decidedly, but I have evidence of the continuity of the coal south of Kembla,
4356. Professor David was asked several questions, which 1 will read with his answers.—
3193. J/r, 7/«wpAcn/.] Am I correct in coming to the conclusion that you look upon the coal south of Port Kembla aa 
practically valueless ? I do.
3194. Is there any possibility in your mind of any coal being discovered there of a quality suitable for export? I think the 
chances now arc so remote as to he practically negligible.
3195. There is no sign of the Bulli seam south of that point? There is a very thin scam on Mr. Biggar’s land, which was 
taken to ho an equivalent to the Bulli seam, bun it is ouly 21r feet thick. It is between WongawiIJi and the Lake 
lllawarra company's ground laud.
3196. Can you give any idea whether the seams of which you have given a description here to-day correspond with lower 
seams further north to scams underlying the Bulli seams ? Yes. they do. The present ones can be correlated with the 
same seams further north. Further soutli the seams come together very much, so as to make the process of differentiation 
a very difficult one.
3197. Mr. Tfoiertx.] How far south did yon make your explorations ; did you go as far as Jervis Bay ? Yes, I went as far
as the head of Clyde Liver a few years ago, and also examined further north the Cambewarra Ranges. I was reporting 
then on the question of putting down a bme on the Wnndra-Wandian Creek. _
319S. I refer more particularly to your recent visit;—hoiv far south did you go ? Broger's Creek was the farthest point 
soutli.
3199, What is the furthest point south that workable coal has been found at ? As far as I am aware no workable coal has 
been found south of Mount Kembla. liven under Mount Kembla itself the coal is inferior. The inferiority has already 
set in there.
3200, Are the Committee to understand that the further you go south it gradually dies out? Yes.
3201, When you say that the coal is not suitable for export, are you speaking from a commercial point of view ? Yes.
3202, That it would not he used by any shipping company? ft would not be used by any shipping company because the 
percentage of ash is so far in excess of that of the coal which is now being used for economic purposes.

If that evidenco is borne out by fact, aud I do not say that it is, do you consider that there would be any 
justification for the Government to construct a harbour at, Port Kembla? No.
4357. Mr. Wright.] I think you said that the coal which you first had analysed was taken from the 
outcrop ? Yes. Brownlee’s coal iu 18SS1.
4358. Subsequently there was some work done there,"was there not? Yes; there has been a tunnel 
opened on the place.
4359. Where was the second sample taken from? From the face of the coal.
4360. How far was it in ? Not more than 100 feet. That was in 1895.
4361. Did it continue the same ? It showed 1 per cent, better in ash.

Mr. Thomas Downic, Wharfinger at Port Kembla for the Southern Coal Company, sworn, and examined:—■
43G2. Chairman.'] What are you P Wharfinger for the Southern Coal Company at Port Kembla, Mr.
4363. How long have yon been there ? About six years. I have been at Port Kembla since 1882 as T- Downie. 
wharfinger for the Port Kembla Company and the Southern Coal Company. '
4361;. Mr. Clarke.] Can you tell the Committee how many vessels loaded at Port Kembla in the year ^ J"1'* 
1896 ? I cannot supply that information.
4365. Can you supply information as to the companies you represent? Yes. For 1893 there were 173 
foreign vessels loaded at the Southern Coal Company’s wharf : 1894, 113 ; in 1895 there were 110 ; for 
1896 1 have not got the complete returns. The ships would be larger for 1896 than in previous years.

490—2 A 4366.
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T Downic Is, the trade increasing or decreasing ? Smce the construction of the Southern Company’s wharf
and getting deeper water the tendency has been to increase the tonnage of the vessels loading there. Jn 

14 Jan, 1897. ^act we t,a'ie anlr carg° vessels afloat.
4307. Has your trade been foreign or intercolonial? Most of our trade would be intercolonial. We 
have loaded ships from Singapore, Bombay, Madras, Fiji, and other places.
436S. Can you give the number of tons shipped from the Southern Coal Company’s wharf? In 1896 the 
number of tons was 131,377.
4369. Ho you consider it a safe port? In its present condition it is not anything like a safe port.
4379, Ho vessels when loading have to leave and go to sea without their loading being completed ? Yes ; 
on several occasions vessels have had to go from the wharf and lie to an anchor. In some instances they 
have had to go to Sydney for shelter. ,
4371, Can you give the number of days in a year when vessels cannot load there? We might say from 
25 to 30 days in a year. ' . e .

■ What is the greatest depth of water at your jetty ? Thirty-three feet at low water.
4373. Then I presume it is possible to load almost any vessel there ? We can load larger vessels than 
can enter any other port except Sydney. We can load vessels that cannot enter the harbour at Newcastle.
4374. Yesscls up to 5,000 or 6,000 tons ? The largest ship we have had there is the Indrani. She had 
I!j600 tons of cargo, and we hunkered her with 1,200 tons of coal.
4375. TV ould it improve the port if the proposed eastern breakwater was made ? That would be a great 
improvement; but my own idea is that the breakwater as proposed would be a little too much towards 
the sea. It would be far better to keep it a little further in shore. It would then cover the 21-fathom 
patch.
4376. If the breakwater was constructed as shown on the plan would the harbour be safer for vessels? 
Yes ; but it will cause a hidden danger in the harbour. The breakwater should be brought over the 
crown of the patch. It would be a good protection against south-easterly weather.

, 43//. Ho sailing vessels load at Port Kembla at the present time? Only small coasting vessels. The 
only foreign vessel loaded at the company’s wharf was the Olga. '
4378. la it sale for sailing vessels there? Not unless there is a steamer in attendance.
4379. If the breakwater were constructed do you think it would he safe for vessels to load there ? A 
vessel could lie there with perfect safety with 1he eastern breakwater,
4380. Ho you ever unload sailing vessels there? No ; the port is not adapted for an import trade.
4381. Ho the vessels come in ballast ? The steamers have water ballast, which they pump out as we load,
4382. At present it is not possible for sailing vessels to land ballast ? No ; if a sailing vessel was coming 
from Sydney they would put stiffening into her at Sydney.
4383. Huring your time at Port Kembla. have any vessels been lost there in going iu or coming out ? No 
accident of any description has occured at Kembla.
4384. Ho you consider that jf a breakwater was constructed it would be much safer not only for steamers
but also for sailing vessels ? Yes. If we had the eastern breakwater sailing vessels could come and load 
with safety, and it would be of great assistance to steamers. ’
4385. Are you aware that a great deal of sea-borne coal goes by sailing vessels? Yes. That is the 
reason why we are agitating to get a harbour on the south coast. TYe want to get those large sailing 
vessels there.
4386. Ho you thiuk in the public interest the breakwater ought to be constructed ? Certainly.
4387. You want to have all the facilities for loading vessels that they have at Newcastle ? Yes. That is 
the idea. The district and the whole country would be gainers by the breakwater being constructed.
4388. You seo a second breakwater provided for on the plan; would that be really necessary? No. 
The northern breakwater will not be necessary. TVitli the eastern breakwater, a vessel could make the 
harbour and bring up in good holding ground. The harbour is protected from the north-west by the 
mountains.
4389. Are you acquainted with Lake lllawarra? T.es. I am fairly well acquainted with it.
4390. In the event of a harbour being made by the lllawarra company for vessels drawing from 25 to 30 
feet would it be as good a harbour as Port Kembla ? I say that the Lake lllawarra scheme is impracticable. 
It is impossible to carry it through. The channel they propose to make is to he either 100 or 150 feet 
wide. That is not a sufficient width to allow vessels of the larger class to enter, When, entering light the 
wind would catch them and they would sway to one side because Ihey would not have sufficient speed to 
steer by.
4391. "Would it be liable to silt up during an easterly gale ? In 1879 one of the Spier’s vessels was lost 
there. She was a schooner of 90 tons burden, I have stood on the beach and touched the top when the 
whole of the hull and the mast has been covered with sand.
4392. It would take a large amount of money to form a harbour there ? It will f ake far more money to
make a harbour there to dredge the Lake and construct retaining walls than it would take to construct one 
breakwater at Port Kembla. ■
4393. You are of opinion that the entrance would be too narrow to enable ships to get in with safety? 
Yes; and if tbo depth is to ho 15 feet it will be quite useless.
4394. They propose to deepen it to 23 feet? At the Southern Coal Company’s wharf we have loaded
vessels drawing 26 ft. 6 in. To get a vessel of that size up the channel in Lake lllawarra vou would 
require from 3 to 4 feet under her. '
4395. Mr. _Hbm7Z.] Would not a westerly trend be more satisfactory in the eastern breakwater than ifa 
present direction, as shown on the map ? Jn my opinion it ought to he brought more in shore.
4396. Mr. lloberi$7\ Hoes it not appear to you that if a breakwater was constructed as suggested, by Mr. 
Hassall the harbour would he somewhat contracted? It would he reduced somewhat in size, but wo 
should have plenty of room,
4397. But the space for ships coming in would he limited ? There would be plenty of room for entering.
Vessels could get under weigh comfortably there. °
4398. The breakwater is tbrec-quartors of a mile from the shore. Ho you think that that distance would
bear contraction? Yes. It should be contracted sufficiently to bring the breakwater in over the patch. 
By building on that patch you remove all danger. '
4399. In your opinion, the northern breakwater Will not be nccessarv ? At present, the eastern break
water will be sufficient. " 4,4.nn
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'I'iCO. Do you not thiuk it would be wiser to construct tbs eastern breakwater in such a wav that if a ^ jj0^.nje_ 
northern breakwater would be necessary hereafter it can be constructed without having the harbour space 
limited y Vou can build the eastern breakwater, and afterwards come in with your northern breakwater. ^ ja[l^ igijy. 
The eastern breakwater could be brought in, say, by one point of the compass—that would mean a 
reduction in the area of the harbour by from 5 to 7 acres. ,
4401. Would it lead to the existence of calmer water? If would. There would be no tear or seas 
beadin'’ round into the harbour. They would go past the breakwater, and shoot right into the bav.
4102. I think you will admit that the making of the port by sailing ships would be rendered more dii mult 
if a north-westerly trend were given to the eastern breakwater ? INot necessarily. A vessel would be
able to sail three or four limes her own length in the bay.
4403. Is it not a fact that most shipmasters have a great; objection to getting too near the shore. Ihere 
is plenty of water there for them lo come in.
4404. Would there not be a largo break of. the sea some distance from the shore. Ao. J he water
carries its depth well in shore. [(
'4105. How far from the shore do the rollers sos in? That depends upon the strength of the sentt.
4400. How near the shore could a ship of 2,000 tons safely ’venture iu sailing in? AVithin a quarter of 
a mite with safety. _ , , , ,
4107. Are you of opinion that if a clear space of half a mile were left within the breakwater and the 
shore that would be sufficient? It would be ample. Three-quarters of a mile is shown on the plan, and 
that is ample room for vessels to work in. _
dlOS. Are the Committee to understand that that three-quarters of a mile can be contracted to half a 
mile ? Ho ; one width of the breakwater, as shown there, will land it on the shallow patch.
4109. Do you think that if the point of the breakwater were brought in 220 yards, there would still he 
sufficient room to manipulate sailing vessels ? Certainly.

Mr. George Sinclair, AVharfinger at Port Kembla for the Mount Kembla Coal Company, sworn, and
examined:—

4410. Chairman.'] What are you ? AVharfinger for the Mount Kembla Coal Company at Port Kembla.
4411. How long have you been there ? Hearly ten years.
4112. Ton have a full knowledge of the bay ? Yes.
4413. You have beard Mr. Downie's evidence r Yes. _ .
4414. Do you agree with him ? Yes. I agree with everything he said, more especially as to bringing
the breakwater more towards the shore, so as to carry it over the top of the patch and to make the seas 
strike it at right angles. _ _
4415. Is there any part of Mr. Downie’s evidence that you desire to emphasise or to correct. Ho ; 1
do not think he said anything that I could correct. _
4410. Is there anything that you think it necessary to say ? I believe that everything lie said was right. 
4417. Do you believe that if the proposed eastern breakwater were erected vessels would lie m com
paratively smooth water ? Ates.
4148. Do manv storms come from the nortb-caat? The wind from the north-east makes a choppy sea, 
but it does not interfere with loading operations. _
4419, If the eastern breakwater were constructed would Port Kembla ho a suitable port? It would be
a suitable port for loading coal, _ ,
4420. But you thiuk that if the point of the breakwater were brought in 220 yards that would give you 
ample room lo manipulate sailing vessels ? There would be ample room for sailing vessels to come in
and bring up. _ • • i
442f. And the curve on the breakwater, as suggested, would be partial protection against north-east 
gales? Yes. ^
4422. And, therefore, more advantageous to the shipping lying in the port ? Yes.

Mr.
(4. Sinclair.

14 Jan., 1897.

FRIDAY, 15 JANUARY, 1897. 
flrr&cnt:—

THOMAS THOMSON EAYING, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Pueherici; Thomas Humtii iort. 
Tbo Hon. James Hoskins.
The, Hon. Charles .Tames Koherts, C.M.G. 
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.
Hen ax Clarke, Esq.

Prank Parnell, Esq.

Crraules Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Pe&an, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus VVright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Contruction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Eobert Amos, Esq., Contractor, sworn, and examined:—■
4423. Chairman.'] AVhat arc you ? A public works contractor. _
4424. Jlfr. Lee.~\ Have you contracted with the lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation for the 
construction of harbour works at lllawarra? I have.
4425. Would you tell the Comm it too what is the nature of the work you have to do under that contract? 
Jn fhe first instance, the construction of certain sections of railway which have been partly constructed 
and are complete ; thereafter the excavation of a channel, the construction of breakwaters and training- 
walls, the construction of jetties, and other general work for harbour purposes.
4420. AVhat is the length of the proposed channel ? About a mile and a quarter.
4427. And the depth ? Twenty-five feet 0 inch is below mean water. That is my contract.
442S. AVhat is to bo the widtl of the ehnniiv’'- 100 feet at the base, with a slope of 2 to 1.

K. Aitioe, Esq. 
16JaCl897.

4429.
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R. Amos, Esq. 4-i29. Chairman.'] "What is tho depth of wafer P The water in tho Lake averages about 12 feet,
4430. Mr. Zee,] In addition to the channel have you contracted to excavate the basin inside ? Yes.

15 Jan., 1897. 4431. What area P Approximately from 25 to 30 acres.
' 4132. To what depth? The same depth.

4433. Have you any objection to state the amount of your contract ? The gross amount of the contract 
is £200,000. I am being paid by schedule rates, tho total amount of the work being estimated at £200,000.
4434. Within what time have you to complete the work ? Up to the 23rd December, 1398. The time 
originally fixed was the 23rd December. 1897, but there was a year’s oxtension.
4435. You are aware that the privileges granted to the company expire in 189S? Yes.
4430. And tho object is to have the work completed before those privileges expire? Yes. It will he well 
to understand that the Act only provides for a depth of water of 15 feet, and not 28 feet, as now proposed 
to be provided.
4437. Do you contemplate that you will have all this work completed within the contract time ? I question
very much if I can with a depth of water of 28 feet. ’
4438. When did you enter into the contract? I began negotiations in June, 1893, and the contract was 
signed on the IGth August, 1895.
4439. Have you done any work under tho contract ? Yes, to the amount of £25,000 or £30,000.
4440. What portion? The railway portion.
4441. You have not started the harbour yet ? No ; except a small portion of the tie-bank, to the amount
of about £800. ,
4442. Do 1 understand that you do not see your way clear to have the whole of the work completed by 
December, 1898? So far as the specification under the Act goes I could—that is, providing for a depth 
of water of 15 feet.
4443. But you June entered into a contract far in excess of that? I have entered into a contract for a 
depth of 25 ft. G in. mean tide.
4444. Do you contemplate being able to finish that contract by the end of December, 1898 ? It depends 
altogether upon when 1 get instructions to proceed. Give me instructions to-morrow, and assure me of 
my money, and I think 1 can.
4415. At the present moment you do not know when you are going to start ? I do not.
4446. If you have entered into a contract with the corporation is it not obligatory on your part to proceed 
with the work ? If they find me the money or security.
4447. Then the work will depend entirely upon whether the money is available ? Yes, that is about it.
4448. If the money is not forthcoming the work will not he done—that is the long and short of it ? Yes.
4449. If yon had the whole of the money available to-morrow w'ould you be able to complete the contract 
and provide a depth of water of 25 ft. 6 in by the end of 1898 ? Yes. certainly.
4450. Do yon think you would be able to dredge it alone within that time, to say nothing of other works ? 
The other works would go on simultaneously with tho dredging.
415 L. Would you be able to pick out the mud from that area you have described within tho period 
mentioned? Yes. If you give me more money I will do it in half the time. ]t is all a question of money.
4452. It is not always a question of money in works of the kind,—it is a question of the number of men 
you can put on ? It is not a question of men at all—it is a question of machinery; I do not suppose you 
would want thirty men altogether on each shift of the dredge which I propose to work continuously by 
two or more shifts, with the electric light. I may tell you that I have made every arrangement in San 
Tranrisco for the shipment of the necessary machinery. All the appliances are in readiness, provided I 
am satisfied that the money is forthcoming.
4433, In other words, you are ready to carry out your portion of the contract when the corporation are 
ready to carry out theirs ? If they find the money I will do the work, and do it within tho time.
4454. Do you contemplate that you will have to proceed with your contract ? I hope 1 will have to
proceed with the contract. ’
4455. Do you think you will have to carry it out? I hope I shall. I have already told you it is 
entirely a question of money—the floaling of debentures, or something of that sort, 1 suppose. These are 
matters outside of my scope. I am a contractor.
445(». You have nothing to do with raising money ? Nothing whatever.
4437. Supposing it were found that, the channel and the basin would have lobe excavated to a depth of 27 
feet, how much longer would it take you to do the work ? Not very much longer.
4458. Supposing the depth had to be extended to 30 feet ? Give me six months more and it would all he 
done. If you wanted a depth of 30 feet you would have to give a greater base. Very likely you would 
have to make the base ]20 or 130 feet.
4459. But that would very largely increase the cost ? It would involve a certain amount of increased 
cost unquestionably,
44G0. i suppose the railway portion of your contract has been carried out and provided for satisfactorily? 
I have not got the money, but .1 have the security, which is satisfactory to me.
44(11. At all events, ihat portion of the work has'been carried out? Yes.
4402. I suppose you would not care to express an opinion as to whether, if the work were carried out, the 
harbour would meet all requirement,s ? If 1 expressed an opinion at all it would certainly be in the 
affirmative. 1 think it is a splendid scheme. It only wants to be carried out.
4453. Aon think if it were carried out it would meet the requirements of the southern coast ? It would. 
446k The object of our enquiry is to ascertain : first, whether a port is necessary on the southern coast;

. and secondly, whore is the best place for such a port to enable the coal trade to be carried out satisfactorily ?
I think in the first place that a port is very necessary; and in the second place, I do not think there is a 
better or more sheltered place than Lake lllawarra.
4465. I understand there is a question about Port Hembla,—do you know of any ocean breakwater that 
has yet been constructed that has boon any good ? There are four or five in New Zealand; they are all in 
financial difficulties, and none of them are much good as a harbour.
4466. Arc you prepared to give any instance of a coastal breakwater that has not stood the action of the
sea? Take the breakwaters at Oamaru, Timaru, New Plymouth, and Napier—is either of these a success 
as a harbour. “
4467. Yon say that neither of these has been a success? I do not think so. They are all in financial
difficulties, notwithstanding large grants from the Government, 4468.
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4468. Leaving tlie fiiiancia-1 aspect out altogether, have they not stood tte practical test? The breakwater ■ mos> !<1'
at Timaru has carried away; they wrecked a ship. . '
4469. But of wdiat was that constructed ? Blocks of artificial stone made of gravel and cement. '* ■ *
4470. What was the depth of water ? I could not tell you.
4471. Do you know of any other ease ? No. The breakwater at fort Lyttlcton has stood very well, but 
that was a natural harbour simply improved by the breakwater, the same as Newcastle.
4472. If the proposed breakwater at Port Kembla were carried oat you have no reason to suppose it
could not stand ? No. I nmuld be very pleased to be the contractor to carry it out. '
4473. You think that it is quite possible that if properly constructed it would stand, the ordinary seas ?
Properly constructed. With plenty of money to back you up you can make a good harbour.
4474. To admit otherwise would be to admit that the proposed breakwater at the entrance to Lake 
lllawarra would not stand ? It does not follow at all. In the case of Port Kembla the sea will come 
sideways on to the breakwater, but at Lake lllawarra it will come end on.
4475. A southerly wind would act upon the proposed direction of the lllawarra breakwater? Jn a 
southerly wind Windnng Island is a natural breakwater of itself.
4476. You have said that about £30,000 worth of work has been done out of your contract of £200,000; 
by what is that £30,000 represented ? By the railway which has been constructed.
4477. You have already sworn that you have not done any portion of the harbour works under your 
contract ? No ; I explained that I had done work iu connection with the tie bank to the amount of 
£700 or £800,
4478. Mr. ILumphery^ With the appliances yon intend using how much longer will it take you to dredge 
to a depth of 28 feet than to a depth of 15 feet, as provided by the company’s Act ? Approximately I 
should say eight or ten months.
4479. Do yon think within the terms of your contract you would be able to dredge a depth of 15 feet by 
December, 1898 ? Easily. I have only to send a telegram to ijnn Erancisco to get the machinery.
4480. And within eight months of that date you would he able to complete the dredging to a depth of
28 feet ? Eight months from December, 1898. , _ _
4481. To admit of the entrance of vessels drawing 25 feet of water? Yes. Dealing with marine matters 
you cannot estimate with the same correctness as you can in dealing with land matters.
4482. Does your contract include the widening of the lake to admit of the navigation of vessels of 25 feet 
draught? Yes ; in fact of 28 feet draught.
4483. What would be the width of the opening ? 450 feet.
4484. And for the whole of that width you will have a depth of 28 feet? Yes; 25 feet 6 Inches at mean
tide, and 28 feet at high tide. _
4485. Mr. Wright.'] How long is it since you were prepared to go on with your dredging operations ? I 

1 suppose I have had tho plans and particulars from San Erancisco for twelve months. I am not prepared
to go on with the work now. It would take at least eight months to get the machinery here.
44SG. The cause of the delay, I suppose, is the want of money? You have struck it.
4487. How long has that caused the delay ? I have been negotiating since 1893, and in LS95 we entered
into tho contract. ,
4488. So that for nearly two years yon have been waiting for the wherewithal? Yes.
4489. Have you any idea when it is likely to come forward? I am not up in financial matters, I am a
contractor. _
4490. You do not care about giving an opinion on the question? No. X do not think the present 
inquiry is doing any good in the direction of helping to raise the money. It is delaying operations at the 
present time.
4491. I suppose the company at the present time have not the money ? They have not. At least I 
should say so—they did not give me any.
4492. Do you think it is likely you will over get authority to go on with the work with tho money at the
hack of it? I have got tho money at the hack of what I have done, so I am not going to decry the 
company who have so far stood by me. _
4493. So far the company has met its obligations? Yes. I have security over the whole of their
property for the work I have done and £5,000 which I advanced to the company. It is solvent at the 
present time, so far as 1 know. _ ’
4494. Is there any likelihood of their being able to find the additional money required to enable yon to 
complete your work ? If this Committee repoit in favour of a harbour being constructed by the Gfovcrn- 
ment I do not think there is. If the Tort Kembla scheme is to be carried out by the Government I should 
fancy that the man would be mad who would put his money into the lllawarra scheme.
4495. You think that the Port Kembla proposal then is seriously damaging the other one? Very 
seriously damaging tho prospects of the other one.
4496. If the Port Kembla scheme is approved by tho Committee there is no chance of tho other scheme 
being carried out ? No. I should not like to put money into it.
4497. If on the other hand the Port Kembla scheme is rejected by the Committee you think that there is 
a reasonable chance of the other scheme being a success ? I should think so. If I had money I should 
put it into the scheme.
4498. I suppose you are going to do the dredging work by means of sand-pumps ? Yes.
4-499, Mr. Mnssall.] Have you taken soundings at the entrance? I have.
4500. At the depth of 28 feet below mean water mark did you find sand or mud? We forced the rods 
down to a depth of 21 feet through sand without meeting any rock.
4501. "When did you commence operations in connection with this work ? In September or October,
1895. I completed the work so as to comply with the Act which provided that the railway should he 
completed by the 20th December, 1895.
4502. The railway is completed from a point inside lllawarra Harbour to the smelting works, or to the 
coal mines ? The Government railway. The branch to the smelting works is a separate contract altogether.
4503. With regard to the operations commenced by you at the entrance to Lake lllawarra, did you do 
much "work there ? Very little, Dnder a previous contract work was done to the amount of £1,500 or 
£2,000. _
4504. Did yon take over the work the previous contractor left uncompleted ? Yes, and carried it out
until I was stopped, I did some £850 wTorth of work. 4505,
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E.Amos,Esq. 4505. 1 presume you have inspected 'Windaug Island? Tes.
^^06. Of what docs the material there, which has been put into the breakwater, consist ? Tt is rerv good 16 Jftn.,180/. stouei ’ 1 ’ “b
4507. There is a good deal of waste material on TVindang Island? Yes.
4508. Material that is soft, and which when exposed to the water breaks up? Some of it is of that 
description, but as you get into it the material is much stronger. It is more affected by the wind than by 
the water. Under water it is strong and hard, but the stone which is exposed to the air scorn friable lo 
some extent.
4509. Breaks up and crumbles away ? I do not think it crumbles away, but it is much more friable than tho 
stone which is under the water. It is voiy hard and solid under the water.
4510. Do you think there is sullicient material on Wmdang Island to carry out tho whole of the work in 
connection with the entrance to the harbour?. According to my estimate "there is.
4511. You arc depending upon Windaug Island to supply that material ? To some extent. I have made 
provision for other supplies in the event of that not being sufficient.
4512. j\o work is being carried on at present? Ko.
4518. ‘Whether or not the work goes on any further depends upon the i|uestion of raising funds? Exactly.
4514. Mr. Wright^] Erom your knowledge of largo works and your experience as a contractor, do you
seriously believe it is possible to make Lake lllawarra a perfectly good harbour at a moderate expenditure ? 
I do. '
4515. That is viewing all the circumstances of the case? Yes. My late firm have spent about three 
millions of Government money on public works, and 1 ought to know something about these matters. 
451(5. Do yon thiuk it could be made a perfectly good harbour at a cost of (say) half a million ? Certainly. 
Of course it depends upon the accommodation you require tor your shipping.
4517. \ou would put your money into such a scheme if the Port Kembla proposal were not sanctioned? 
Yes. If the Port Kembla scheme is to go on, vuth fhe Government at its back, of course I would not.
4518. Mr. Humphrry.] How did you aseeriain that there would bo a difference of 5 feet between high
and low water ? I took the figures given by the Department. Personally 1 do not think there is a rise 
and fall of 5 feet in tho Luke. *

Cecil West Darley, Esq., Enginecr-in-Chief for Public Works, sworn, and further examined:—
W Parley, 4519. Mr. HobertsPj Would you mind mentioning to fhe Committee the breakwaters in Australia that 

i_B^, You have constructed, or with which you have been connected professionally ? Those at Newcastle, 
15 Jan. 1897 Macquarie, Moruya, Trial Bay, and the Clarence and Iticbmond Bivers.

’ 4520. Have you been concerned in the construction of any breakwaters in any other part of tho world ? .
Not directly, except at Swansea, in Soutli Wales.
4521. In all the cases mentioned have the works been a success ? So far they have been a success. A 
great many of them, of course, are not yet completed.
4522. Do you know anything of the breakwaters in New Zealand—those for instance at Oamaru and 
TimaYu ? I have seen them.
4523. The Committee have been informed that they were carried away in heavy weather ;—are you aware 
ot the fact, and if so could you tell tho Commitfee the reason ? The breakwaters at Oamaru and Timaru 
suflered some minor injury, but were not seriously damaged. At Napier the breakwater has been very 
seriously injured. But these breakwaters in New Zealand are constructed on an entirely different- 
principle from that proposed iu this case. They are formed of great blocks of concrete which present a 
straight side to the sea. "W hen a heavy sea approaches a breakwater constructed in that form there is no 
alternative but for the sea to roll over. .11 is not broken in any way, but rolls cn masse over the straight wall 
with verv destructive effect. It is also well known that "the sea lias great power in lifting largo flat 
blocks of concrete. The flat surface is acted upon by the approaching wave with a hydraulic force which 
causes fhe block to slide. In this way blocks of concrete weighing as much as 450 tons have been floated—

■ that is the only term by which 1 can express it, because it is distinctly a floating action by hydraulic
force. This occurred in the harbour of Wick in the North of Scotland. The same wave that moved 
that block of concrete would not, perhaps, move a 20-ton block if it were angular and irregular. 
Experience shows that where you make a breakwater of rough work the wave becomes, as it were, torn up, 
and heavy seas are not so damaging in their effect. Then again, the breakwaters at Oamaru. Timaru, 
Napier, and other places in New Zealand are very low. They are only made about 8 feet above high- 
water mark. There is certainly a parapet to the sea face, but most of"them are very loiv, and the water 
strikes them with terrific force. '
4524. Prom your long experience I suppose you have no hesitation in saying that the breakwater you
contemplate constructing, if this scheme be recommended by the Committee and sanctioned by Parliament, 
will he a success ? I have no hesitation in laying so. Where good stone is obtainable I always prefer 
the random blocks to square concrete. ' “
4525. Kcferringto the plan of the eastern breakwater, a witness examined yesterday, and I think others who 
gave evidence before, stated that if the breakwater trended somewhat in a north-westerly direction, it 
would not only take in some shallow water, but would also afford better protection from the easterly gales. 
On the other hand, it was stated that if the breakwater was constructed as shown on the plan, there would 
be some very shallow water immediately inside the breakwater? It is all deep water inside there now.
4526. 1 think that a witness stated yesterday that the water was very' shallow' towards the end ? It depends 
upon what you call shallow. If you call 46 feet shallow it is shallow. There is no shallow water whatever 
about the entrance. It is all over 48 feet. Just close under the eastern breakwater there is a depth of 43 feet.
4527. Yon do not think you could improve that? No ; I do not think it would be safe to take the break
water further to the west,
4528. It would contract the area of the harbour ? Yes ; it would send ships closer down to the beach.
4529. The witness alluded to referred to a ridge of rocks just inside tho proposed breakwater which he
thought it would be as welt to put the breakwater upon are vou aware of the existence of anv such 
rocks? No. ' ■'
4530. 'Would any saving of money be effected if both breakwaters were tendered for at once—tho northern 
breakwater aud the eastern breakwater? It -would be very slight.
4531. Not worth consideration? Hardly worth consideration. There would he a little saving of course.

A
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A. confcrae1.or who was cutting his work fine would distribute his plant over a larger quantity of stone. 'But C- W. Darley.
I do not think the saving would be sufficient to justify your committing yourself to the two work* at or.ee,
4532. JJ/j\ /7bi’h')i.y.] Do jrou know tho width of the Suez Canal? 1 think it is about 250 odd feet; but 
they are continually dredging, and 1 could not say what is now the exact width,
4533. Is there much batter in the banks there ? Yes.
4534. Ho sailing vessels are taken through the Suez Canal? I have never beard of it, except perhaps 
yachts.
4535. Is it your opinion that if a channel were cut through Lake lllawarra 100 feet wide, that would he 
sufficient width for the class of sailing vessels that now go to Hewcastlo to get coal, averaging about 300 
feet in length and 4 5 feet beam; do you think that would ho sufficient width in the case of such vessels 
which would have to be towed in by Lug hoals ? 1 do not think it would. The width wrould have to he 
very largely increased to make it safe for large ships. Before the master of a large ship would allow his 
boat to he taken through he would want a wider channel.
4530. And in the case of sailing vessels taken through the channel by means of tugs, the channel would 
have to he wider than in the case of the Suez Canal, where the vessels arc propelled by steam ? In the 
Suez Canal the circumstances are more favourable than at Lake lllawarra, because the canal for nearly 
the whole of its length is through a prettv deep cutting. Pirst of all there is little wind there, and when 
it docs blow it does not strike the hull of the ship, but only the rigging, and the steamers passing through the 
canal have very little rigging. But on Lake lllawarra there would be nothing above water level, so that 
tho whole of the ship’s hull would he exposed to tho strong north-north-east and southerly winds, and I am 
afraid they would find it very difficult indeed to keep a ship under control during its course along the 21 
miles of nater. *

15 Jan., 1897.

4537. l)o you really think that the trade could be carried on by sailing vessels being towed to and fro iu 
a chamml only 100 feet ? I feel sure if the work is carried out the company will find it necessary to 
widen the channel a great deal over 100 feet.
4538. I suppose you are acquainted with tho nature of the bottom of Lake lllawarra which has boon 
described os consisting not or sand hut of mud ;—if sailing vessels were taken up a channel ICO feet wide, 
even with a good batter, the bottom consisting of mud, would not the action of the tug in towing the 
vessel, cause an erosion of the hanks, continually lessoning the depth in the middle of the channel? There 
is no doubt that the motion of fhe tug-hoat would cause the flattening of the slopes, and therefore the 
shallowing of the channel, b’or that reason the channel would need to he very much wider in the ffrst 
instance. AVhen there is motion in the water there is always a tendency to flatten the slopes.
453!). I suppose you are aware that in the Suez Canal they clredgo very frequently along the whole length 
of the channel iu order to maintain tho depth of the water ;—would there not he a greater necessity for 
keeping dredges on this proposed channel, only 100 feet wide, the bottom consisting of mud, partly liquid, 
looking at tho action of a steamer in towing vessels up the channel ? I think the continual dredging 
would he a very costly item. The amount of dredging to be done and the maintenance would be very costly. 
4510. h ou are of opinion that the channel, to make ir practicable for tho traffic of sailing vessels, should 
be more than 100 feet wide ? That is my opinion.
4541. And do you think tho hanks of the proposed channel would stand unless a retaining wall were 
built alongside them to keep them in position—looking at the fact of their being composed of mud and 
of the action of the water on the mud ? Not necessarily a retaining wall, hut good flat slopes.
4542. It has been stated here to day, and by a contractor, that to carry out the works proposed at Lake 
lllawarra—to make a channeb25 ft. Gin. deep for vessels drawing 23 feet of water—would necessitate 
having a channel 27 feet deep ;—do you think that amount of dredging and the dredging also of the basin 
with an area of 25 acres—do you think that the work could ho completed by the end of 1808 ? Jt would 
be impossible.
4543. Now loug do you think it would take to complete such a work so that the harbour could be
continually used without the necessity of dredging, and the consequent stoppage of trade so as to make 
it useful, and lo your satisfaction, and to the satisfaction of every 1‘casonable man? In answering that 
question I should like to explain that when I last gave my evidence I had not gone very closely into the 
question of the time it would fake to do the work looking at all tho surroundings. I said that if carried 
on with great energy the breakwaler and tho entrance at Lake lllawarra might possibly be constructed in 
three years. 1 have since looked into the question in the light of 1 he different surrounding circumstances. 
If you had an unlimited quarry, an unlimited quantity of stone coming forward, no doubt my estimate 
would ho borne out. But there are other things beside the mere force of men which have to he considered. 
There is the possibility of getting rid of a certain quantity of stone, with certain tips in a certain time 
and there arc conditions in this respect which I find would make it impossible to carry out the work in 
the time mentioned. These breakwaters, as the company’s engineer pointed out, arc kept very narrow, 
so that it is not possible to get two tips over the head at the same time, and it would not he possible to 
get the quantity of material over the tip heads in two years. My experience is that the roads could not 
be extended and made up quickly enough. I think any contractor will admit that 400 tons of stone a day, 
in large blocks, is a good output from any quarry. It is not a good quarry at Windaug Island, and I 
doubt whether the contractor could put down 400 tons of stone a day. That would he equal to 10,000 
tons a month, and a total of 008,000 tons would mean five years work. Thai, is allowing nothing for 
loss of time and for bad weather, but assuming that the men work from day to day right through the year 
of 300 working clays. The quantity of 008,000 tons just mentioned, is according to the amended 
Departmental design which provides for a breakwater a little higher and a little wider. But taking the 
company’s own design of a low ami narrow breakwater the quantity of stone is 465,000 tons. At the 
rate of 10,000 tons a month, that would represent three years and ten and a half months’ work. That is 
not allowing for any loss of time or accident or stoppage of any kind. I believe that is the very quickest 
time in which the work could be done. Mr, Amos, who is in the room, 1 think, can bear me out iu saying 
that when he had the contract at Lake Macquarie lie had a very fine quarry to work, a much higher and 
wider quarry than that to he obtained at Windaug Island, and tbo largest output ever made on that work 
was 400 tons a day, that was his record output; and 1 am assuming that all through this work he will 
maintain his record of 400 tons a day, with an inferior quarry, and at that rate the work would take 
four years. 1
4544. Do 1 understand you to say that the face of the rock which could he got at Windang Island would
not be a large one or a very satisfactory one ? No, because it is not a high quarry. It will not he very 
high, it will be a long and somewhat straggling face, 4545.
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C. W. Darley, 45‘i5. Do you know whether there is good stone there ? The stone, I thought, looked very well when X 
saw it, or a lot of it, hut I did not get a geologist’s opinion about its durability. 

i5^an*^1897 ^ou wou^ not undertake to say that it would be a stone that would be inclined to crumble by the
^ ' action of the water and the weather ? I would not like to say that on my own authority. I have heard

that stated on good authority,
^547. From your knowledge of the cost of public works, would you give me your opinion as to the 
estimated cost to carry out to full completion and in a satisfactory manner a channel as well as a dock 
for the use of vessels drawing (say) 25 feet of water? I should say, allowing for the increased dredging 
and all, it would cost about £280,000.
1548. The whole work ? Tes. That estimate is based on Mr. Amos’ contract prices, as supplied to me 
by the engineer of the company.
4549. Mr. Humphert/.] Where did you get the figures for the calculation you have just made as to the 
period which would bo required lo complete the work according to Mi-. Amos’ contract—the 450,000 
yards ? I took out the quantities from the company’s description and design.
4550. The quantities were not supplied by Mr. Amos? Ko.
4551. Looking at the figures given in Mr. Amos’ contract, a copy of which is before you, will you say 
whether those figures would induce you to modify the evidence you have given as to the period necessary 
for the completion of the contract ? No ; I have taken out the quantities carefully.
4552. Tou are satisfied that not less than four years will be necessary to complete the breakwater ? 
Tes. I may mention that tho quantity, according to the contract, will largely exceed the quantity I have 
stateg. According to the contract the estimated quantity would be 718,000 tons.
4553. So that accepting the quantity as appearing in the contract, instead of four years, about seven 
years would be necessary to complete the work, allowing an output of 400 tons of stone per day ? Six 
years.
4554. On the same basis, what in your opinion, is the shortest period within which the northern and the 
eastern breakwaters at Fort Kembla could be completed ? The eastern breakwater could be constructed 
in five years.
4555. And the northern breakwater? That could be going on at the same time. The two could be 
worked together.
4550. Then both breakwaters could be completed within five years ? Tes.
4557. Tou have no reason to modify the opinion you have already expressed that Port Kembla would not 
be altogether a suitable harbour for sailers until both breakwaters were completed ? It would not be 
altogether a suitable harbour for sailing ships without the two breakwaters; but with the construction of 
the eastern breakwater it would be a sheltered harbour for shipping coal.
455S. Tou are speaking now of steamers? Tes. But for sailing ships it would not be a desirable harbour 
until the northern breakwater was also constructed.
4559. Until tbo completion of the northern breakwater, or until a large portion of the work is done ? A 
large portion of the work, at any rate.
45(10. How many years do you think may be fairly allowed for the completion of such portion of tho 
work as would be absolutely necessary to render Port Kembla a safe harbour for sailers as well as 
steamers ? I think after three years sailing ships could go there in fine weather.
4501. And you are of opinion, in regard to Lake lllawarra, that at least five years would be necessary to 
make the Lake suitable for similar purposes ? Before ships could get in itjwould take five years. It dons 
not depend merely on the length of time required to construct the breakwaters, but also upon the amount 
of dredging to be done. According to my own estimate aud that of the engineer, the quantity of dredging 
required would be 5,570,000 tons.
4502. If we have been told that the whole of the work could be done wuhin two years, you do not agree 
with the witness who lias expressed his ability to complete it within that time ? .No ; I do not.
4563. Mr. Wright.'] Do 1 understand you to say that 50 tons per hour is tho maximum quantity of stone 
you can get over the tip head ? Tes.
4504. 'That seems a very small quantity ? It is not like tipping muck. Sometimes a big stone will block 
you for an hour. Then you have to carry out ballast, and pack up the rails.
4505. 1' ou arc satisfied that is about tho average maximum ? You could not get 400 tons a day over one 
tip. It would he impossible.
4566. Chairman.] I ou believe it may be possible in construct tbo breakwaters within five years. After 
the completion of those breakwaters, what time is it reasonable to suppose will elapse before the scour 
has made the water at the entrance 28 feet deep ? When once you had dredged the inside close to the 
entrance, so as to lei the tide ebb and flow-, the scour would be going on concurrently with the construction 
of the work, \ou could not wait until the breakwater was finished to get the entrance through.
4567, Tou believe that al the end of five years, immediately on the completion of the works, there would
be a depth of 28 feet of water between the breakwaters ? 1 should think there would be between the
breakwaters. I do not say there would be that depth on the bar outside ; but there would be, I think, 
between the breakwaters.
4563. "What will become of the sand that is scoured out from between the breakwaters ? It will ho 
thrown out to sea. A. certain amount of it would form a bar outside, no doubt. There is always that risk.
4569. Can you explain to the Committee how great rivers such as the Hunter, the Clarence, and the
Richmond,—take the Hunter, for instance,—how is it that when that river cannot clear itself, but 
becomes blocked with sand before it gets beyond Nobbys,—Lake ] llawarra, which is like a saucer, depending 
only on the ebb and flow of the tide, is going to carry tbo sand sufficiently far out to prevent the 
formation of a bar which will block the entrance ? The velocity necessary to carry a sufficient quantity 
of water to get a tidal range of only about 10 inches in the Lake would be sufficient to maintain a depth 
of at least 28 feet between the breakwaters, and possibly deeper in places. The sand will be thrown 
out, and no doubt at times there will be a great tendency for a bar to form round the entrance outside. 
That has been the experience at the entrance to the Gippsland Lakes. While at times there is a depth 
of 50 feet between the breakwaters, at the same time there may be only a depth of 17 feet a short 
distance outside. "
4570. Is there anything special in the surroundings at Lake lllawarra to cause you to believe that (he 
same state of things would not wait upon works at the entrance to that lake as we have in existence in

> the
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the Gippsland Lakes? I think there is a very great risk of the same thing happening. It is very likely. C.W. Darley,
4571. So that if they carry out the work there will be a great probability of a bar forming eastward 
from the entrance ? A very great rislr. That could only be kept down by putting a dredge upon
the bar, _ 1 *
4572. Which is a difficult matter, is it not? It would not be very difficult with a suction dredge.
4573. Do you think a bar would form there ? I do. _
4574. And tho question of removing it might be a greater or lesser annual espouse ? It might flatten
down at times, hut at other times it would gather up again. _
4575. How wide is tho entrance to bo at Lake lllawarra under the company’s scheme? 450 feet, I think.
4570. How wide has Sir John Coode suggested that tho entrance to the northern rivers should be,—the 
Hichmond and the Clarence, for instance ? The Eichmond about a thousand feet; for Lake Macquarie 
lie only proposed 230 feet.
4577. And how wide is the entrance to the Clarence ? About 1,200 feet.
4578. And Newcastle approximately between 1,000 aud 1,200 feet? At Newcastle you cannot call tho 
entrance effective at much less than 800 feet,
4579. And here we have an entrance of 450 feet ? Yes.
4580. About half the width of the entrance of the ports just mentioned ? Yes.
4581. And therefore inferior to that extent? It is not for the sake of the port that they have such a 
large entrance to the Clarence and the Hichmond but simply to let out the floods.
4582. You think then that 400 feet is a big enough entrance to a port ? No, I do not say so.
4583. You said that the entrance to Lake Macquarie was 250 feet wide ? I think it is 240 feet.
4584. Why did Sir John Coodo make it so narrow ? I could not say.
4585. Is the basin in Lake Macquarie larger than that in Lake lllawarra? Yes, rather larger.
45SG. .Is the body of water in Lake Macquarie larger than that in Lake lllawarra ? Yes.
4587. Have you any exact calculation as to the water that would go into Lake lllawarra in an ordinary 
tide? 1 think I communicated to the Committee the result of some enquiries 1 made,
4588. You were doubtful about it? You cannot fix anything definite. There arc so many unknown 
quantities that it is difficult to give a definile answer to a question of the kind.
4589. If there is not enough water flowing in and out of tho Lake between the retaining walls or the 
breakwater, tbe result will be what we know—a sand flat across the month;—it is only the scour that 
keeps tho passage open ? The scour keeps it open and the breakwaters will prevent the sea from abutting 
up the sand mouth again. That is the object of the breakwaters ; they will prevent the action of the sea’ 
from shutting up the entrance.
4590. There were some works carried out at Lake Macquarie, were they not ? They were commenced to 
some extent, and then stopped.
4591. You regard the opening of Lake THawcm, as a simple engineering feat ? It is simple; tho thing 
can bo done.
4592. It can ho done for £300,000 ? I think so.
4593. It can be done for £300,000, and within from four to seven years ? "From five to seven years.
4594. Would there bo a possibility or a probability of a bar forming in front of tbe entrance to Lake 
lllawarra when tho work was completed? A probability.
4595. How is it proposed to get across the entrance lo Lake lllawarra while the process of scouring is 
going on, in order to get the material from Windang Island on to the northern breakwater? If I were 
tbe contractor I would construct a viaduct or a bridge across.
4596. A viaduct would not be affected by the scour ? No. You could drive the pules down pretty well
aud carry the bridge across. _
4597. If you were advising the Government in regard to carrying out a scheme, would you advise them to 
carry out the Lake lllawarra scheme or the Port Jvembla scheme? The Port Kembla scheme.
4598. Will you give your reasons, briefly, comparing tho two places? I think Port Kembla is a harbour 
that would require very little maintenance. It is a harbour that can always be safely taken in all weathers 
by Bailing ships or steamers, if it is made a close harbour. There will be very little cost of maintenance 
after the first construction. In the case of lllawarra there would bo a constant expense for dredging 
and maintenance.
4599. Brushing aside tho question of where the money comes from for the development of fhe south 
coast, are you of opinion that the place at which to spend the money most wisely is Port Kembla? That 
is my opinion.
4600. If the eastern breakwater alone were constructed at Port Kembla would it be sufficient for the 
coal trade in steamers? Yes ; it would give shelter for the coal trade carried on by steamers.
4601. Could sailing vessels, with a tug in attendance, safely load coal behind the eastern breakwater?
If sailing vessels go there you must give them accommodation to discharge their ballasi..
4602. Leaving the question of discharging ballast out of consideration, would it tben be safe? I am 
quite satisfied that no master of a ship would like to take his vessel in there.
4603. Not a large sailing ship) ? No ; without more shelter than one breakwater.
4604. Is there anything else you think the Committee ought to know ? When I came into tbe room I
heard Mr. Amos, speaking of the proposed lllawarra channel, mentioning a depth of 25 ft. 6 in. below 
mean tide level. I would point out that a depth of 25 ft. G m. below mean tide level would only repiresent 
a depth of water on the bar of 22 ft. 6 in. at low tide. ”
4G05. Mr. Lee.’] It is provided that the depth should be 25 ff. G in. below the mean tide level ? That is 
a line that is common to all states of the tide—halfway between high and low water ; and that is really 
the normal level at present of Lake lllawarra or any lake that has ouly a limited amount of communication 
with the sea. It practically stands at moan tide level. When you get 25 ft. 6 in. below mean tide level 
that is all tho contractor is asked to do. That really means that the company should only have 22 ft. 6 in. 
through the entrance at low water. If the contractor gave that depth ho would be complying with the 
contract. I tvifl explain to the Committee {hj diagram) that if the rise and fall caused by the opening 
of the Lake were 1 ft., that would bo G in. above and G in. below the present mean tide level. It would 
bo joined with the high tide outside by a tidal slope which would leave the entrance at the bar at 22 ft.
G in., the water having fallen at that point 3 ft. below mean tide level at low water.
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The Hon. Hrfdkrtck Thomas Humphert'. 
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Charles James Eoberts, C.M.G. 
The Hon. William Joseph Thickett,
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

EWING, Esq. (Chairman).
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Teg an, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.
Erancis Augustus Weight, Esq. 
Frank Parnell, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Henry Chamberkine Bussell, Esq., C.M.G., Government Astronomer, sworn, and examined:—
H. C. 4606. Chairman.'] It has been suggested that the Committee should avail themselves of any information 

Russell, Esq., you can furnish with regard to the force of waves on the eastern coast of New South Wales;— 
C.M.G. have you a statement with regard to that 7 Tes. I have no measures of my own ; I have not had the 

‘>7T'"A~r^7 opportunity of making them. But Mr. R. Price Williams, the eminent engineer, called at the 
„ an., , observatory some few years ago specially to give me the result of his observations between here and 

New Zealand, stating at the time that he thought the information might be useful. The result of his 
measures was that in a heavy storm between New Zealand and Sydney his aneroid indicated a rise and 
fall of the steamer of from 5U to 51 feet. Of course the steamer would not rise quite so high as the waves, 
because on the top of tbe wave it would sink deeper into the water than it would in the hollow of the 
wave. Another statement that comes to me, not so directly, but which I believe is reliable, is that 
Captain Parker, of the ship “Hennionc,” off the coast of Queensland, gives the height of waves from 
his observation as from 60 to Go feet. The late Sir John Robertson told mo when lie was living at 
Watson’s Bay that in a heavy storm a great quantity of water had been thrown over the Gap, coming 
in at the back of his property there. With the assistance of Pilot Clear, 1 had the rocks measured the 
other day, and the perpendicular rocks at the Gap measured 72 feet high. Thcso are the only facts I 
have in regard to tho coast,
4607. J/r. Wright.] Would the water Sir John spoke of be a body of water or only tho spray ? He
said that large quantities of water came into the yard and washed away his back fence, and I saw 
myself that a great quantity of" water had gone in ihere, when 1 aflorwards visited the spot. But the 
pilot there seems to think that nothing but the spray and the tops of tho waves come over. Of course, if 
it wore blowing very hard tho wind might cany large quantities of water over. There are some definite 
measures of ivaves on the coast of Spain. Jn a very heavy gale on the coast of Spain a competent 
observer wont on shore and was able to determine exactly tbe height of the waves looking at them across 
the bay as they passed a perpendicular wall of rock running along the coast, and he found that tbe waves 
rose 21 feet above mean sea-level. Assuming that the trough of tbe waves is about the same, it would 
make its height something like 42 feet. Another fact was that there was a lighthouse at the entrance to 
the bay rising 133 feet above the mean level of the sea, and that the waves were running up to the very 
top of it, and over it, and throwing the spray 20 feet higher. It is recorded of tho Eddystone Lighthouse 
that in a heavy storm the solid part of a wave has gone right over the top of it, and that on one occasion 
during a heavy storm a large fog bell hanging up outside the lantern was torn away and carried off by a 
wave, showing that at that height—100 feet above mean sea-level—the waves were possessed of very great 
force. ■
4608. Chairman.] Do you regard the waves on the northern coast of Queensland and the waves between 
the eastern seaboard of New South "Wales and New Zealand as giving a fair indication of the waves to be 
expected at such a port as Kembla? Tes. in very heavy gales.
4609. Have you any information with regard to the height of the waves at Colombo ? No; I have not.
4610. Are the waves on the eastern coast of New Soutli Wales heavier than in other parts of tho world 
where breakwaters are erected? That 1 could not say. 1 know that shipmasters consider the seas in a 
gale here as heavy ns they get them anywhere else.
4611. Are they heavier ? I have never heard that statement made.
4612. In your opinion the gales would be as heavy on the cast coast of Australia us elsewhere? Tes.
4613. But you have no information that causes you to believe they would be heavier? No.
4614. Mr. Wright.] Can yon give the Committee any information about the force of the impact of a big 
wave ? I am afraid I caunot remember the figures exactly. I read a statement about some experiments 
made by Stevenson, and the pressure to the square foot was somewhat startling.
4615. Could you obtain tbe information for us ? Tes. _

■ Mr, "William Smith Thompson, Dapto, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. W. S. 4616. Chairman^] You-are a resident of Dapto ? Tes.
Thompson. 4617. How long have you resided there ? Over forty years.

You have a good knowledge of Lake lllawarra ? Yes.
27 Jan., 1897. 4519 You desire to inform the Committee with regard to the natural protection at tho mouth of Lake 

lllawarra? Tes. In order to substantiate my statement, that I believe that tho entrance of Lake 
lllawarra is well protected, I would direct attention to the map, which shows that any sea coining from 
the south will be broken in the first instance by Bass Point, and in the next place that Red Point and 
the islands give protection on the north. I would also point out that on Windang Island there is a large 
quantity of good soil. If heavy seas broke on Windang Island that soil would not bo present. I desire 
further to make a comparison between Windang Island and Shollharbour with regard lo the force of tho 
seas, aud to state that in Shellharbour there are fig-trees and fir-trees growing close down to the beach, 
whereas in Wollongong, right up in Market-square, the effect of the wind can be seen upon the trees, 
which show a bend from the south-east. In my opinion the mouth of Lake Macquarie, if the breakwaters 
were constructed, would never /ill up. The reason that it fills up at present is that so small a quantity 
of water conies down Mullet Creek and Macquarie Rivulet that sufiiciont water does not come into the 

• Lake
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Lake to keep the entrance open. Near Bevil Island) which is just west from where the breakwaters 
would be, there is even now 17 feet or IS feet of water. 1 desire to direct the attention of tho Committee _,_i—^
to the fact that any coal lying south of Kembla is not on private property, as has been stated. Most of ^ jani] 
the farms are bounded by the face of the mountain ; they do not go over the mountain, and^therefore in 
most cases a few chains would bring the workings out of private land on to Crown lands. 'With reference 
to the coal lying west of Lake lllawarra, I am not sufficiently expert to express a definite opinion; but 
T know that Mr. Biggar sunk several drives in three various scams, and I know the workings carried out 
by him, and also some work done by Mr. Larkin some thirty years ago. I have seen this coal tested 
locally by residents, who were of opinion that it was a useful commercial article.

Mr. Evan Eobert Evans, farmer, Dapto, sworn, and examined:—
4G20. Chairman.] What are yon ? A farmer, resident at Dapto. Mr.
4C21. You have a good knowledge of the Dapto district and of Lake lllawarra? I resided there over B. R. Evans,
fifty-five years. I desire to state to the Committee that I believe Lake lllawarra is the most suitable
place to make a port anywhere in the Dlawarra district. 1 have spent a considerable amount of time on 2' an•, '■
the lake, and I know that any alterations in deepening or cutting a channel would not be interfered with
by rock. I have no objection to Port Kembla, but I think that a very strong breakwater would be required
lo make it safe. The lake is quite different; it has the point of Shellharbour and then Windang Island,
and a breakwater from Windang Island lo the shore—that is where the rough weather comes in—would
make the lake safe. When once it was dredged out there would he a safe harbour where vessels could lie
with safety. On the other hand. Port Kembla is more open and more exposed to the weather. Then we
know that there is a large quantity of coal in the vicinity of the mountains. The top of the mountains
consists of stone, timber, and coal. Some person gave evidence to the effect that there was no good coal
south of Port Kembla, but I saw the report of a test made in Sydney of coal in reference to which Mr. John
Evans gave evidence; and other coal has been tested though no mine has been opened of any magnitude
to carry on operations. I would like to point out that Lake lllawarra as a harbour would suit Kiama,
Shellharbour, and those other places as well as tbe northern end of the district. There is any amount of
coal at the Macquarie, west of Albion Park. In fact a mine has been working for years supplying the
factories at .Albion Park. Coal has been taken out, but it has not been sent to Sydney because there
are no means of transit. This coal could be shifted to Lake lllawarra. Then, again, there is any amount
of coal on tbe Jambcroo Mountains, and that also could be shipped at Lake lllawarra.
4622. Mr. Wright] Have you anything to say against Port Kembla? It would take a great deal more 
money to make a safe harbour at Port Kembla than it would at Lake lllawarra.
4023. Chairman.] In regard to Port Kembla, you believe tbat the seas would be too heavy to permit of a 
breakwater standing, and that when the eastern breakwater was erected the water would not be still but 
there would bo a range in it ? Yes. I have some knowledge of Shellharbour, and have had business 
relations in connection with the steamer trading there and been a director of the company. It has been 
no unusual thing for boats to be able to lie at Shellharbour when they could not approach the Port of 
"Wollongong or Kiama. I mention this to sustain the position I took up in tho earlier part of my 
evidence as to the protection afforded to Lake lllawarra by Bass Point.

Mr. John Heed, Dapto, sworn, and examined
4624. Chairman] 1 believe you are a resident of Dapto ? 1 have resided there for the last twenty-two Mr.
vears. Jolm Rfled,
4625. Have you a full knowledge of Lake lllawarra ? I have a very good knowledge of it; I have been
many times on the lake. ^ "an'’ls®''
462(1. You have heard the evidence given by Mr. Evans and Mr. Thompson? Yes.
4627. Do you agree with that evidence? I do.
4028. You believe it to be correct? Yes.
4629. Do you desire to add anything to it? No. We are not like dogs in the manger. We do not 
want to interfere with the Kembla harbour scheme, but we want to try to push on Lake lllawarra, 
because wo believe that ihe gentlemen who are promoting the harbour works there will carry them out; 
and 1 believe we shall have a harbour there many years before they get one at Port Kembla. Witli 
regard to tho coal, 1 have burnt coal from most of the collieries there. Coal which I have obtained 
merely from the outcrop I have proved to be as good as tho coal I would buy from South Clifton. I know 
of many mines south of Kembla where the coal is quite as good as any in the district.

Mr, "William John Wiseman, Wollongong, sworn, and examined :—
4630, Chairman] You are a resident of Wollongong? I have lived there for thirty-five years.
4631. What is the evidence you desire to place before the Committee ? I notice from the reports in the 
papers that a great deal of objection has been raised to the construction of a harbour at Port Kembla, 
on the ground that it would interfere with vested interests at Wollongong. Having a large interest in 
that place, both personally and as trustee for others, I wish to say that, as far as I am concerned, it will 
not at all interfere with the interests of Wollongong to have a'hnrbour at Port Kembla. 1 have also 
had an intimation from about fifty residents of Wollongong, principally storekeepers and owners of land, 
that they do not object to the construction of a harbour at Port Kembla. Port Kembla is no further 
from Wollongong than about 3 miles, and a harbour at Port Kembla would no more interfere with the 
interests of Wollongong than docs the railway terminus or Circular Quay interfere with the business 
part of Sydney. Port Kembla will be connected with the railway system and with the defence 
works, and tho port of Wollongong, being connected with tho Port of Kembla, there will he almost, as it 
were, one harbour, and I cannot see how the interests of Wollongong would bo interfered with. 1 know 
that several wrecks took place at Bellambi. I was at Bulli when the jetty was put up, and shortly after
wards several wrecks occurred there. At Wollongong also there have been many wrecks. At Shellharbour 
there have been wrecks and also at Kiama. T suppose there has been as much coal shipped at Port 
Kembla as cither at Wollongong, Bellambi, or Bulli, ami vet there has never been a wreck or any loss of

" life

Mr. W. J. 
Wiseman.

1 Jan., 1897.
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Wiseman" at ^0r1t'’ Before a jetty was erected at Port Kembla, and before it was made a port, I have
^ seen vossols lying at anchor there in rough sea when they could not get into Wollongong. When the ball 

27 Jan. 1897. ^LS ra’je<J keeping vessels out of Wollongong and other ports, they have been riding safely in Port 
’ Kembla, and there have been no wrecks there during the whole of the time. 1 have noticed from reading

in the papers reports of fhe evidence taken by the Committee, that several gentlemen have been raising 
objections to Kembla. 1 cannot understand this at all, seeing that if those interested in Lake lllawarra 
really meant anything at all they ought to have commenced their harbour six years ago. That is the time, 
f think, when they had their Bill passed. I think that the efforts of the Lake lllawarra company arc not 
likely to be crowned with success, looking at their proceedings iu the past. I notice that Mr. Atkinson, 
an alderman of Central lllawarra, stated in his evidence that he was employed by a surveyor when an iron 
rod or borer was put down to a depth of something like 30 feet from the surface of the water, or f o a depth 
of about 20 feet into the silt, the average depth of water being about 10 feet. He said that this rod was 
placed down near the entrance and inside the lake. I do not see that he said anything about its being 
placed half a mile inwards from the entrance.
4632. Can you make a definite statement as regards the bottom of the lake ? My belief is that 0 feet 
from the surface you will find the bed-rock—that is just inside the sandbank, half a mile inwards to the 
lake. I have been, there several times getting oysters, and I feel positive there is rock there.
4G33, Can you give us the reasons for believing that rock is to be found some half dozen feet under tho 
surface within half a mile from the sandbank hwards? I have been told it several times, and I think it 
could be proved. I do not think that Lake lllawarra would be a better and safer harbour than Port 
Kembla. In order to make it clear to the Committee how heavy the seas are that run at Wollongong, 1 
may state that 1 witnessed the wreck of a vessel "whose anchors failed to hold, aud she was thrown on tho 
rocks ; loss of life occurred on that occasion. A port of refuge should bo made at once. Since the wreck 
of sailing vessels at Bellambi and Bulli sailing ships have not been able to load at the jetties because 
it is so unsafe. ^ The coal trade is now done principally by steamers aud they have to keep up 
steam while loading, in case of a storm, I remember the Bulli jetty being carried away witli forty 
waggons on it. The waggons alone represented a loss of something like £2,000, and in addition to 
that the whole of the jetty was swept away. Tho same thing has occurred at Bellambi several times, 
but in Port Kemblathe jetty has very seldom been swept away. At Bulli on one occasion there were 
two steamers half-loaded when a storm came up and they had to go out to sea. One of them was 
never heard of again, and the other was found at Broken Bay. I make these statements to show that 
we require a port of refuge at once. We have nothing of tho kind on tho coast right away from Jervis 

• Bay to Sydney. The Members of the Committee who have been down there must have seen that
it is highly dangerous to load coal at these jetties without proper protection. Then with regard to 
the financial aspect of tho question, I am of the opinion that n harbour ought to pay well. During the 
short time that the Wollongong Harbour Trust was in existence wc received between £2,000 and 
£3,000 in harbour dues, h or two years we received £3,000 a year, aud then the revenue dwindled down 
to £2,500. At present the Corrimal Company pays £3,000 a year to the Bailway Commissioners for the 
carriage of coal to Port Kembla and Wollongong. I am certain that if a harbour were made at Port 
Kembla for tho shipment of coal the revenue would be quadrupled in a very short time. Vessels anchored 
there would be quite safe, and this would be recognised by the insurance companies. J do not say that 1 
do not believe in the Jjake lllawarra scheme. I believe the lake people ought to go on with their scheme. 
I believe they will have plenty of trade, and they have the smelting-works there, 1 do not think we should 
throiv any obstacle in the way of the lake scheme. I took objection to if. in the first instance, on the 
ground that the Government were.going absolutely to hand the vdiole thing over to the company. That 
was the only opposition that was given to the lake scheme at any time, 1 do not think anvone is opposed 
to the lake scheme or to the company at the lake, but let them go on and do their work, if thev really 
mean to do it. • j

4634. Mr. Wright.] Tou said just now that the Government were drawing £3,000 a year from harbour 
dues for conveying coat to Kembla and Wollongong;—are you positive of that? I was a member of the 
Wollongong Harbour Trust for five years, and heard the balance-sheets read.
4635. Does that sum represent harbour duos or railway freight aud harbour dues combined ? It comprises 
revenue from harbour dues and the pilot service and railway freight from Corrimal, total £6,000.
4636. Tou spoke just now- of severe storms having wrecked the jetties at Bellambi and Bulli:—do you think 
these storms would have any serious effect on a strong breakwaler at Kembla? I do not think they would
4637. What effect did they have on the Wollongong work? 1 think if tho Wollongong Harbour Trust 
Commissioners had had sufficient means to purchase proper plant, and had been able to call for a good 
contract, they could have put a breakwater there that would have stood any gale,
4G3S, If it has been stated to the Committee that at Wollongong blocks of concrete 20 tons weight have 
been rolled about the beach like pebbles, do you think that is a fact? Hot a single one has rolled 
10 yards away from the mound it was put on. Unless it has been placed there by the engineer, you will 
not find a single block 10 yards away from where it was first laid down.
4639. I understand you to say that the concrete blocks placed on the proposed breakwater at Wollongong 
have stood all the seas that have dashed against them? Ou one occasion just the end moved out, that 
was all; but the blocks were placed there in an unfinished state. Tho part that was finished did not 
move, and the repairs that have been done only recently were eonnected witli a part of the work that was 
unfinished. The blocks are thrown in, and there is a sea-wall without any protection—no apron, or 
whatever it is called.
4640. Is not that wall protected somewhat by a reef of rocks ? Ko; it is right in the open sea.
4641. And very strong gales have produced no detrimental effect on that work ? Ko ; not that I can see.
4642. And you pdge from that that a stone breakwater at Port Kembla would stand? Port Kembla

Pr0^6c^e^! arl^ a stone breakwater there would be bound to stand very much better than at 
Wollongong. There is another thing I should like to say. The engineer for the lake harbour scheme took 
the contract to erect jetties at Kembla and Bellambi. He was an Associate Member of the Institute of 
lingmeers, and in his evidence before a Parliamentary Committee he stated that after watching the loading 

WU11 was satisfied that during the year only five days were lost from north-easterly weather.
4043. Mr. Iiassall,~\ With regard to the Lake lllawarra scheme, I understand you to say you have no 
desire to aee any obstacles thrown in the way of the work being carried on ? jNTo desire at all.

4644.
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4641. Do you not think that the construction of a harbour at Port Kembla would ho the biggest obstacle WK W. J. 
you could throw in tho way of the lllawarra scheme ? 1 do not think so. Wiseman.
4643. In the face of another harbour being constructed immediately alongside of it. do you think that 1807
people in England will be likely to invest their money m such an enterprise at lllawarra ? If I remember ^m,’ ' *
correctly, about twelve or eighteen months ago a cablegram came from England saying they had got all 
their money, and they were prepared to spend their money then. Well, where is the money, and why do 
they not go on with the work F *
464G, Do you think there is room for two harbours so close together? It would take about 12 miles to 
get round.
4647. But how far are the two places apart? That does not make any difference—you would have to go
right round to where they ship the coal, ’
4648. I suppose you are aware that there is no agreement entered into between the smelling company at 
Lake Dlawarra., who have built their works on the shores of the lake, and the lllawarra Harbour and 
Land Corporation in regard to thoir using that place as a port? J do not know.
4649. Does it not stand to reason that if a port were constructed at Port .Kembla and the smelting 
company desired to got their stuff to tho smelting works, they would make arrangements with the 
Government to run a lino of railway to their works ? Mo. They would bo very poor business people to 
do so seeing that within about 2 milos or about a mile and a half there is a shipping place, and surely 
they would never go right round to Kembla, a distance of something like 12 miles. X do not think that 
is going to block them, because we heard to-day from the Dapto people about the coal lying in the 
•Tamberoo Mountains and in that direction. "We have sufficient there to keep two or three harbours going.
Look at the large quantity of coal that is shipped at Newcastle? As far as 1 can see, tho lake company 
are not going on with the harbour; otherwise, why have they not gone on with it before. It is only 
humbug; anyone can sec it.
4650. You say you have no desire to throw obstacles in the way if there is any possibility of tho work at 
lllawarra being carried out;—would not the very fact of the construction of a harbour at Port Kembla 
knock the Hlaivarra scheme on tho head? I do not seo why it ought to do so. They ha\e any amount 
of land there, and they have the whole tiling free to their hands, and according to their account the work 
is not going to cost them a great deal.
4651. Practically, from your own knowledge, do you not know that a scheme has been entered into for the 
purpose of providing a harbour on the coast? Yes.
4652. In the event of another harbour being formed in the immediate vicinity, do you not think that 
would have a detrimental effect upon the scheme ? 1 do not see why it should.
4653. Would you invest any money in the scheme under those conditions ? I am thankful to say I have 
just made Sufficient to keep me comfortable, and I am not going to speculate.
4654. -Mb, Phrnt'/Z.] You say that on one memorable occasion there was a boat that could not ridein tho 
harbour at Wollongong, while at the same time there were vessels safely lying in Port Kembla? Yes.
When vessels could not enter "Wollongong 1 have seen them anchored in Port Kembla. That is before 
there was a jetty there.
4655. For how many days in the year would you say that the harbour at Port Kembla as at present 
existing was safely available for shipping ? I could not sav.
4050. if a statement were made that for the whole of the 3roar, with the exception of thirtv days, the 
harbour was available and safe, would that be correct? I think so, because wc do not have thirty storms 
during the year.
4657. What would ho the most dangerous or inconvenient wind that could affect the harbour of Port 
Kejnbla under exiting circumstances? I think the south-enst winds.
4658. Do they get any easterly winds there? They get north-easterly.
4659. Mo easterly ? Very seldom. Perhaps once in the whole of the twelve mouths wc get a good 
easterly gale, and then it hatlles the masters of vessels to lie in shore, and thev must get out to sea.
4660. If it were decided to establish the proposed harbour at Port Kembla, do you think it would be the 
means of diverting any of tho traffic at present going to Wollongong ? I do not think so.
4661. You think that the companies at present taking advantage of the facilities afforded at "Wollongong 
Harbour would still continue to do so ? I think so; and 1 think they would load also at Port Kembla, 
because you cannot take a vessel into Wollongong of more than 800 tons burden, while you can take a 
vessel into Port Kembla of 8,000 tons. The owners of Mount Pleasant and Mount Keira who use 
Wollongong also load vessels at Kembla. Coal from Wollongong and Mount Pleasant goes to Kembla 
now, so that they would still use Wollongong as well as Kembla—that is for smaller vessels.
4GG2. You think then that tho trade of the port of Wollongong would not be interfered with ? Mot very 
much; probably it would a little, but not very much. At Mount Pleasant they have a narrow-gauge * 
line, and it would not pay them to run it down to Port Kembla, Yon could not run the railway- 
waggons, or even the Mount Keira waggons, on it.
4663. Mr. Peynm] Has there been much agitation in tho southern district for some port of refuge or
some better facilities there ? There has been for many years. "
4664. I suppose that was one of the reasons why the trust was formed at Wollongong ? Yes.
4665. In answer to Mr. Hassall you said that as far as you were personally concerned you were not 
opposed to the Lake lllawarra scheme ? Mo, I am not. X should like to see it carried out myself.
4666. You have not come here to speak against the scheme as laid before this Committee in reference 
to the Corporation’s scheme ? Mo.
4667. But you say there is a doubt as to whether the company intends to carry out the work ? There is 
a doubt.
4668. In what way ? Simply because they have not gone on with their work.
4669. Have you been on the lake very often ? Yes.
4670. You know the locality well? Tes.
4671. Have you any property about there yourself? None whatever.
4672. Therefore, as far as that scheme is concerned, personallv you arc disinterested? Yes.
4673. Do yon think that £200,000 or £300,000 will complete that scheme ? They reckon that £300,000 
would do it, hut of course 1 could not say.
4674. You have been a member of the Wollongong Harbour Trust ? Yes, for five years.

4675.
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Mr. W. J. 4G75. Iii view of the work done in connection with the Wollongong Harbour Trust, is it your opinion 
tbat £300,000 will cover the cost of tbe necessary work at lllawarra? I tbink myself it would take 

27 Jnn 1897. ^90,000 to open the entrance—to cut away the rock I was speaking about tins afternoon.
■’ ' 4676. Tbe amended proposal is, as you are iiware. not only to dredge a 15-foet channel but to dredge to a

depth of 27| feetdo you think that £300,000 would cover that expense ? lam afraid it never would.
4677. Do you think that the people of the south coast district, not only the colliery-owners, but other 
men with other interests, should wmit until 1898 to sec whether or not the company will carry out this 
scheme ? I think we have already had proof enough that they do not mean to go on with the work.
4678. Do you think the coal trade and. other interests should wait until they see whether or not this 
wrork will be carried out ? i do not think they should wait.
4679. Are you of opinion that the interests of the southern coast districts are of such value that 
something should be done to facilitate shipping and make a harbour of refuge there ? I think so ; I 
think we ought to have a harbour made there immediately; I think we have waited quite long enough.
4680. Do you think there is room for two harbours down there ? I tbink there would be room. I think 
it would pay the Lake company, and I think it would pay the Government too, simply because ihe 
southern coal supercedes the northern coal—that is for steam purposes. Therefore I believe that if we 
had proper facilities for loading coal the trade would increase. As far as 1 understand, the smelting 
company would almost keep a coal company going,
4681. Then there would be no necessity for a shipping place ? But wc have no ore to smelt down there. 
They would have to bring the ore into the harbour. They cannot smelt it without coal.
4682. If the trade is to consist of ore sent from Broken Hill to Lake lllawarra, what are you going to 
send away? Wo will send away coal. Our coal is required now for steam purposes, for which it is 
considered to he the very best in the Colony.
4683. If two harbours were constructed, how would you find trade for them : seeing that Newcastle with 
all its appliances only ships about 3,000,000 tons per year, where is this district going to get the trade for 
two harbours ? The only answer I can give you is that I do not believe we arc going to have two 
harbours ; I believe we shall get only one.
4684. Do you think it possible for trade to develop to that extent that it will pay to construct two harbours 
in the southern district? I think it ought to ; seeing that we in Wollongong, with our small harbour, are 
able to collect a revenue of £3,000 a year, having a port like a little basin only about 13 ft. or 14 ft. deep. 
4GS5. Do you know the output of the southern mines ? I think that in a good time it is about 900,000 
tons a year.
4686. At Bellambi would it pay the company to ship at their own jetty? If we had a safe harbour with 
proper facilities for loading, I feel satisfied it would not pay any of the companies to have jetties on the 
coast to load there.
4687. Do you think it would pay the owners of the Bulli Colliery who ship at Port Bellambi, to run their 
coal down to Lake lllawarra should the lake scheme be carried out, or would it pay them better to send 
their coal to Port Kembla, being so many miles nearer? They would go to Port Kembla.
4688. Wc are told by the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works that there is no room for two harbours on 
this part of the south coast—that it must be either Port Kembla or lllawarra. Is it fair that the south 
coast people should wait for tho construction of the harbour at lllawarra. or should the Government go 
on with the proposal before this Committee and construct a harbour at Port Kembla ? My opinion is 
that they should go on with the Port Kembla scheme.
4689. But if the Port Kembla scheme goes on. and the Lake lllawarra is also carried out? I do not 
believe that the Lake lllawarra scheme will be carried out.
4690. Por what reason ? Simply because they have had six years to go on with the work, and they have 
not attempted to do anj-thing. They spent about £2,000 over Windang Island, and then they stopped.
4691. Have they not constructed a railway ? Yes.
4692. Is not that spending money towards the completion of the scheme ? It looks to me like a blind. 
Why did they not go on with 1 lie harbour first,
4693. For what reason may they be adopting this blind? Well, I do not know; they have a large 
quantity of land to sell there for one thing.
4694. Do you think the chief reason then for holding back is in order to sell building allotments there, 
or something of that kind ? It might be, for what I know.
4695. You cannot say? Ko, not particularly.
4696. You would not like to give an opinion? I think the Government, under the terms of the Act, 
ought to appoint somebody to look through their accounts and see really what, they are doing, and what 
moiiey they have spent on the harbour, 'fhe Government have power to appoint a consulting engineer.

, 4697. You really cannot say why this company is not carrying out this scheme ? I cannot say. I suppose
if they had the money they would he able to go on with it; but they have not,
4698. You say you have been on the lake often and know the property well;—how far would you have 
to sink down before you got rock ? J think the depth inside the lake is right enough, hut at the entrance 
for about half a mile inward, at a depth of 6 feet, it is nothing but rock, and it will take hundreds of 
thousands to make an entrance to a depth of 27 feet, and it would take, I suppose, ten years to do it.
4699. Do 1 understand you to say that from the entrance, for a distance of half a mile inside, there is 
only about 6 feet of sand before you como to the rock ? I think so.
4709. Do you know the thickness of the rock ? I suppose that to get a depth of 27 ft. you would have 
to go 21 ft. into the rock I know that in the lake there is an average depth of 10 ft, of water and that 
outside there is something like 30 ft. of water. If the rock was at a depth of 27 ft., a channel cut in the 
sand would be worn down to the full depth of the bed-rock and the whole of tbe sand to that depth'would 
be carried away ; but as a matter of fact it is not carried away to a greater depth than 6 ft.
4701. You are sure then that there is only about a depth of 6 ft. of sand before you come to the rock ? 
That is my firm belief.
4702. Jf that be the case dredging operations will not be so easily carried on? They could not get their 
dredge in there at all. They would have to get their dredge in by the railway and put it on the lake.
4701-!. Have you any property at Port Kembla? No ; not within 6 miles.
4704. You came here as a resident of the district to a Ivocate what you believe to be in its best interests ? 
Yes ; I have been there for many years and have always taken an active interest in the place, having been 
an alderman there for about thirty years.

Andrew
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Andrew Love, Esq., Civil Engineer, sworn, and examined:—
4705. Chairman.'] What are yon? A civil engineer. A. Love, Esq.
470G. Mr. Hoskins.'} Have you been engineer lor Mr. Amos, the contractor for the lllawarra Harbour
works, since the scheme started ? Tes. ttn‘’ ’
4707. How long have you been engaged with Mr, Amos as an engineer ? Oft and on for about 11 years.
While Messrs. R and A. Amos were constructing heavy railways throughout the colony. I was then iu 
their employ as engineer and manager of works. _
4708. Where? The first contract was between Tamworth aud Uralla, the next was between Newcastle 
and G-osford. I was engineer and manager for them there, and have been on other works. _
4709. Have you ever been employed by Messrs. Amos or any other contractors in connection with marine 
work or harbour work ? No.
4710. Tou have never had anything to do with harbour works before? No.
4711. Have you any statement you would like to make to the Committee? I should like to say mm or
two words with regard lo the quantities in connection with the lllawarra Harbour contract, and the time 
it will take to do tho work. 1 have checked the quantities of tho engineers for the Lake lllawarra com
pany, and I find that in the breakwaters 215,177 cubic yards, or about 404,000 tons of stone will be 
required. This includes both tho northern and southern breakwaters, and also tbe training-banks. Tho 
length of each breakwater is about half a mile, speaking roughly. _
4712. What will be the width at the base and at the top ? The width at the base will depend entirely ou 
the depth, but the width on the top will run from 10 feet, increasing towards the end of the breakwater.
4713. How far will tho training-wall be carried inside Ihe lake beyond tbe breakwal ers ? It is a continua
tion of tbe breakwater. It is really one bank, except that it is lighter stone. _
4714. How far beyond tbe breakwater and into the lake will it be taken? I think about 13 chains.
4715. AVhere is it proposed to get the 404,000 tons of stone from ? Erom Windang Island if the stone
proves suitable. 'There are different quarries around containing suitable stone ; some within H mile and 
others within 3 mites. _ _
471G. How far would Windang Island bo from where you will croct tbe breakwaters and training-wall ?
20 chains to tho nearest point. _
4717. That would bo the nearest quarry where yon would get stone ? Tos. Wc are not confined to Unit.
4718. Hut you aro not sure whether the stone from Windaug Island would be suitable lor your work ?
1 cannot form an opinion as to that; that rests with the engineers for the company.
4/19. If the stone at W’indang Island is accepted how do you propose to convey it to the breakwaters 
and the training-wall ? By a training-bank of which part has been made. It is an embankment made to 
Ihe nearest point on tho breakwaters and about 10 chains of it have already been made.
4720, How arc you going to get the stone across the water from the island ? At present there is a sand
bank there.
4/21. Do yon think you can depend upon the sandbank to be used as a roadway to convey tho stone from 
the island to the breakwaters and training-wall? Tes, undoubtedly.
4722. During the whole time that the works are under construction ? Tes. There is a part there now 
made in quite a rough unfinished state and it has stood all weather, though there has been a heavy storm 
since it was made.
4723. H this place is already made will not the sand yon aro going to nso to convoy the stone from the 
island to the breakwater be an obstacle in tho way of the entrance to the channel? Not after tho break
waters are made. The sand over which we shall convey the stone will be outside the breakwaters altogether.
4724. Would the sandbank over which you arc going to take the stone limit the width of the entrance ?
No; it has no connection with it at all.
4725. How many tons of stone a day do yon think could be quarried from Windang Island and taken 
over to the breakwaters and training-wall? Jt depends on tho length of face you have in the quarry aud 
also the height. If the stone is taken from Windang Island you can have a face about 1,000 ft. in length 
to 33 ft. in height. It just depends upon tho number of men you put on or the capital you could employ.
It is the quantity of stone you can tip over the ends of the breakwaters—that I can give you.
4726. Have you inspected Windang Island? Tes.
4727. Have you ascertained the length of face you can have in the quarry and tho depth of the quarry ?
Tes. By cutting through the island in the first place you could get, three working faces.
4728. But you cannot say whether Windang Island will be accepted as the place from where the stone 
will be taken ? No.
4729. Where are the other places ? There is one place within 2 miles of it; that is on the southern side
of the entraneo—what they call Wild Dog Hill. Tbat is within 2 miles of tho breakwaters. Another 
one is to the north again, within about 3 miles. _
4730. Have these other quarries been properly explored to ascertain what kind of stone can bo obtained 
and what length of face you can get ? On either of them you could have any length of face : they are 
long hills and high as well.
4731. How many tons a day on an average could be taken from Windang Island, or from either of these 
two other quarries, to tho breakwaters and training-wall ? Mr. Darley said 400 tons a day, but that is 
over one tip ; that is doing good work I should say. But there would be four tips. There would be two 
tips over the training-banks where you strike them, and two tips over tbe breakwaters. They will be all 
worked simultaneously, so that there will be four tips, and taking Mr. Darley’s figures that would he 
1,600 tons a day. T do not say that would be done.
4732. If Mr. Darley estimates* that only one road can he used from the breakwaters to Windang Island, 
how can you put in four or Jive roads ? There will bo one leading road—tbat is to connect on to the 
breakwaters. Then from where you strike that point there will bo one tip back on the southern 
breakwater, and one forward into the ocean, and tho same on the northern breakwater.
4733. If the stono on 'Windang Island is found unsuitable how much longer would it take to get the
requisite quantity of stone (404,000 tons) from the two other quarries ? It would not take any longer ; 
it would lake more plant—extra waggons. _ _
4734. How far are these other two quarries from the quarries the Government propose lo use in their 
scheme for making a harbour at J’ort Kembla ? The one on llic northern side ot tho harbour would be 
wiJhin about one mile or a mile and a quarter.
4735. A mile away from Port Ivembla? T'rom where the Government propose taking the stone. We 
inspecled that at the same lime. It would be within 4 miles of the lllawarra Harbour.

4736.
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A. Love, Esq. 4730. Having suggested so many roads to be brought into use in this work are you quite sure there 
wouid he sufficient face of quarry either on Windang Island or the other places—sufficient room to lay 

7 Jan., 1897. a]] these roads as well as sufficient room to find employment for all the men you could utilise ?
' Undoubtedly.

4737. What work has the contractor done towards opening out these quarries ? He has not done 
anything except at Windang Island.
4738, What has he done there ? lie has tipped about 10,003 yards on the road to the breakwaters. 
That has opened a face.
4733. Supposing that the company and the contractor intend to proceed with the work before you had 
got through a quarter or more than a quarter of the 404.000 tons, would you not find the difficulties 
greatly increased as compared with the difficulties you had to contend with in dealing with that small 
quantity of 10,000 yards ? Ho. Jn dealing with that 10,000 yards of stono no proper facilities were 
used. Had the contractor boon authorised to go on and construct a harbour right off, he would have 
had proper ajipliances to do so. What has already been done has hecn merely a makeshift.
4740. The contractor you say has not yet been authorised to proceed with the work ? I cannot say; 
that I do not know.
4741. Tou said just now that if the contractor had hecn authorised the work would have been proceeded 
with, and the quarrying work would have been carried on more vigorously ? Tes,
4742. Taking the most sanguine estimate of the time it would take to carry and deposit on the proposed 
breakwaters and training-walls 404,000 tons of stone, how long do you calculate it would take to complete 
that work ? I consider that it could be done well within two years—that is if the matter were pushed.
4743. How long did it take the contractor to deposit the 10,000 yards of stono ? He was working about 
a month at it.
4744. Are we to understand that if the contractor had received instructions to go on vigorously with the 
work at the entraneo to Lake lllawarra the breakwaters and the training-wall could have been constructed 
in two years ? I have no doubt they could.
4745. What plant has the contractor got on that work at the present time with which to commence 
operations ? There is very little on it.
4740. What is there on it ? A few tip-waggons and rails.
4747. Hot a hundred ? Ho, nothing like it.
4748. What plant would he require to have to get all that work completed in two years from the present 
time? He would require about sixty or eighty tip-waggons and two engines.
4743. Would he not have to lay down a pretty permanent road on which to carry the engine and the 
trucks of stone across from the Island to the breakwater? Ho ; not any more so than would be the case 
on a temporary road on a railway.
4750. If tbe contractor got instructions to proceed vigorously with the work so as to complete it: in two 
years, how long do you think it would take him to collect sufficient material including trucks, engines, 
derricks, cranes, and everything required for the work ? I have no doubt that Mr. Amos could have tho 
greater part of thcso things on the ground within two or three weeks. The bulk of them coaid be picked 
up in this colony almost at any moment.
4751. What object had you in coming here to give evidence ? I am not interested either in one harbour 
or ihe other. 1 have no interest to serve.
4752. Did you come here with tho view by your testimony of disproving a statement that lias been made, 
and to throw some new light on the subject ? I desired to give evidence more with regard to the time 
that it would take to complete the work as referred to by Mi'. Darley, and also as to the quantities in 
the breakwaters.
4753. Have you read Mr. Darley’s evidence ? It was read to me.
4754. Tou assume that Mr. Darley gave evidence as to the time that should he occupied in this work on 
the basis of having only one road from the quarry? Hot one road from the quarry but one tip—that is 
one place of deposit. I understand that Mr. Darley said there would be only one tip, whereas for the 
great bulk of the time there would he four tips.
4755. Mr. Clarke^] Tou said that it would take two years to complete ihe breakwaters and retaining wall 
from Windang Island to the entrance to the lake? Tes.
4756. How long would it take to complete the proposed dock in which, after they got in, vessels could lie 
with safety? That would he another matter. Of course that would be done at tbe same time. That 
would be done by dredges—cither ordinary dredges or sand dredges. The work would be carried on 
simultaneously.
4757. Would the construction of the channel, about 100 feet wide from the lake to tho main land, he also 
carried on simultaneously with the breakwaters ? Tes. That would bo quite apart;—another work 
altogether you might say.
4758. Jt would he part of the same contract ? Tes; but it would be carried on under other men, though 
under tho one firm.
4753. The contract is taken, I understand, by Mr. Amos ? Tes.
47G0. And do yon give the Committee to understand that tho whole work could be completed and ready
for vessels to enter tbe lake within two years ? That is my opinion.
4761. And are you of opinion that tho work proposed to be carried out by the lllawarra company would
bo satisfactory ? Tes ; I am certain of tbat.
4762. Have you formed any idea as to the probability, when the work was completed, of the sand, during 
an easterly gale, or one from any other quarter, blocking up the channel to a certain extent? I do 
not think it would.
4763. The previous witness has stated his belief that there are only 6 or 7 feet of sand before you come 
to the rock;—do you believe that to be a fact? I sounded right throughout the lake and bored it, and 
I found that there was 25 ft. 6 in.—the depth required. We did not try any further. It was mostly 
composed of loose mud.
4764. How was it near the entrance ? We tried the depth at the entrance, adopting the method of 
driving right down through the sand, which offers great resistance owing to the suction. Three men, 
after driving for about three hours, went down 21 ft. 6 in. below medium water level.
4705. Tou heard the statement of the previous witness with regard to rock—do you agree or disagree 
with that ? I disagree with him entirely,
4766. Aro you aware of the nature of the bottom of the lake where the canal would have to be excavated ? 
Tes. 4707.
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4767. Of what does it consist ? Throughout the lake it is of very soft mud, almost in a liquid state. If E!T
you allow tho rod to go down, it will go down 23 feet almost without any pressure at all.
4768. You arc aware that it is intended to excavate that canal lo a depth of about 27 feet, and that 10 feet *' 
or 15 feet of that would be underneath the bed of the present lake ? Yes.
4769, 1 s that practicable F Undoubtedly. It is the very place for such a work.
4770. "When the canal was excavated underneath the lake, would the sides remain firm or have a tendency to 
fall in ? I have had no experience with regard to that, and ■would not like to offer an opinion.
4771, Mr. Lee.~\ Tou told the Committee that you proposed to carry out the breakwater and dredging
simultaneously ? Yes. ”
4772, How do you propose to get your dredges into tbe lake? If they were imported of course they 
■would have to come out in pieces, and be built on the shores of the lake; they would have to be put 
together on the lake and floated out.
4776. Has that matter not been decided ? That is a matter that is always left to tbe contractor.
4774. But inasmuch as the contract has been signed for doing this work, has that question not been 
decided ? By the contractor, of course—he is the responsible man.
4775. You do not depend upon tho entrance opening itself in the early stages of tho construction of the 
breakwater sufficiently to admit the dredge ? JSTo.
4776. .And if the dredging were to go on simultaneously, you are of opinion that the dredges would have to 
be imported in pieces and constructed on tbe lake ? Yes; no doubt tbat is the way it will have to be done.
4777. Mr. Hoskins.] Do you know whether Mr. Amos has given orders for the dredges? I have not 
seen Mr. Amos for some days.
4778. Mr. Wright.] Could you tell the Committee how the silt dredged out of the lake will be disposed 
of while the training-walls arc being constructed? It will have to bo conveyed iu pipes or pontoons.
4770. You would have a sand-pump dredge ? Yes.
4780. Where would you convey the silt to ? It is supposed to be conveyed a thousand feet away from
the channel. '
4781. Aud there deposited ? Yes.
4782. If it were all liquid mud would it not be carried back into tbe channel again ? J do not think so.
4788. An enormous amount of silt will be taken from a channel 2 or 3 mdes long, 100 feet wide, and 
25 feet deep, and I want to know what provision has been made for the dispos'd of this silt ? There are 
places where a large portion is supposed lo go,—parts to be reclaimed: around these there are to be 
fascine banks built to enclose tbe silt.
4784. The fascine banks would have to be built simultaneously with the progress of the work ? Yes.
4785. Do you not see very great difficulty m that ? Not, at all,
4786. Tor instance, if you started two sand dredges dredging 8,00!) or 10,009 yards of silt por hour 
every day, you must have some place in which to retain the silt, unless you throw it on the dry land ?
There wilt be places for the purpose, .Fascine banks will be construuterl.
4787. Before the dredging is proceeded with ? Bv tho time the dredges wore at work I expect these 
banks would be constructed.
4788. Then your contention is. that while tbo dredges a,re being put together, tbe contractors would 
construct the necessary fascine banks lo bold the dredged material ? Exactly.
4789. In reference to the entrance of the harbour and the depth of water, did you do the boring yourself?
I did not actually handle the rods, but I was ou tbe steam liuinch ; it was under my supervision.
4790. And you can vouch that there is a deptli of 25 feet in the lake itself, aud you say that your rods 
got down to a depth of 21 tt. 6 in. in tho sand at the entrance,—a witness has sworn distinctly that he 
has boon told there is only 6 feet of sand on top of the rock ? That is a mistake
4791. Mr. Fagan.] Is it your intention to use the stone on Windang Island ? If suitable.
4792. But is it suitable ? It certainly is suitable, under water.
4793. You have already used some stone from that source ? Yes.
4794. You do not find it suitable to deal with? Suitable under water,
4795. You would not like to build a breakwater witli it? As J say, up to watcr-liue it seems perfectly 
suitable.
4796. But it is more perishable above tbe wator-lmo ? If certainly docs not stand so well when exposed 
to the weather.
4797. Is the stone different iu the other two quarries you mentioned ? Yes : entirely different. With 
regard to Port Kembla, I was one of the contractors who built the jetty for the Mount Kembla Coal 
Company, and at onetime we had very rough weather there. The top of the jetty was about 26 feet above 
high-water, and on one occasion part of it was swept away—I think about two spans. During this storm a 
blue wave rose to a height of about 17 feet upon the piles. That would be 17 feet above high-water, and 
the waves themselves broke over tbe jetty and deposited seaweed on top.
4798. You prefer not to express an opinion with regard to the quality of material on Windang Island?
1 did not say that: .1 said the stone was suitable below waiter.
4799. Could large blocks be got out of that quarry ? Yes.
4800. Would you depend on that quarry to complete the work ? No : Mr. A mos is not tied to that quarry.
4801. Do you believe the stone from that quarry is sufficiently good ? As 1 say, it is sufficiently good 
for all work under water-marie.
4802. Is it sufficiently good to complete the breakwater ? I do noc say with regard to tbe si,one above 
the water line; that could ho conveved from elsewhere if tbe stone on Windang Island were not suitable.
4803. You have seen the tie-bank at Windang Island? Yes.
4804. How wide is that tie-bank? It was made roughly about 10 feet on top.
4805. If you are going to work four tips, bow many sets of rails would you require ? Only one set of rails.
4806. One set of rails would work four tips ? Yes.
4807. And carry 1,600 tons of stoue a day ? I take Mr. Barley's figures for the 400 Ions over one tip.
I do not say 1,600 tons would bo put over in a dayr.
4808. Still you believe that the one connecting hue from Windang Island along the tie-bauk would be 
sufficient to feed the four tips ? There is no doubt o£ that.
4809. Arc you aware whether tbe estimates for this work were prepared on the belief tbat the stone could
be got from Windang Island ? 1 fancy so, but I would not be sure about it.

490—2 C ' ' ’ 4310.
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A. Loire, Esq. 4810. Supposing tie quarries are 2 or 3 miles away, instead of 16 or 20 chains away, would that make a 
r'"'”*"""' difference in the calculations ? ]STo; it would mean extra plant and extra waggons.

ST Jan., 1897. 45^], ft, would mean extra haulage? Yes.
4S12. It would mean the construction of a road either on the northern or southern side of the lake ? Yes.
4813. Mr. Hoskins.] Do you believe that a channel 3| miles long and 100 feet wide ar the bottom,
and a basin of about 35 or 40 acres, can be completed and the harbour ready for work in two years ?
Yes ; the breakwaters would take the longest time. _
4814. Mr. Wright] "Were yon present when the stone was taken out of the quarry at Windang Island 
for the present retaining wall or breakwater P Ho. I was not actually present; but 1 went across on two 
or three occasions and sawr them at work.
4815. Would it he possible to get out of the quarry one stone weighing 20 tons without a fracture in it? 
I have no doubt you could get some, although you might nob get many. It would be very easy to get 
blocks of 10 tons aud a little over that.
4816. Did you ever see a stone taken out of the quarry 20 tons in weight ? Yes. I have never seen it 
carried away.
4817. It would not stand being moved? Ho, I do not say that at all. _
4818. Is not that stone fractured into comparatively small blocks ; is it not of the ordinary basaltic for
mation ? It depends very much upon the explosives you use.
4810. You think that blocks of stone could bo obtained from that quarry sufficiently large lo be put into 
au ocean breakwater ? Yes, I do.
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William Lovegrove, Esq., late Clerk of Petty Sessions and District Officer, Howra, sworn, and examined:—
4820. Chairman] What are yon? 1 have no occupation at present; but for thirly years 1 was Clerk of 
Petty Sessions and District Officer for the Shonlhaven District, resident near Howra.
4821. What is the nature of the evidence you desire to tender to the Committee? It is similar to the
evidence given by Mr. M'Lean and Mr. Morton, M.L. 4. 1 gave evidence before a Parliamentary Com-

‘ mittee. and it will be found in their report, which is called 24 of 91. The Committee, iu their report, 
stated they were unanimous in recommending the extension of the railway to Jervis Bay. That was in 1891. 
If the railway had been carried out it would have made a great difference by this time. For instance, Mr, 
Howell, who has established his smelting works where lie has no port and is not likely to get one, would 
have established them at Jervis Bay had there been a railway there,
4822. Do you desire to place tho extension of the railway to Jervis Bay in antagonism to the question of 
expending money on the coast? It is not altogether in antagonism. Port Kembla is very useful; but 1 
do not tbink the proposed plan for a harbour there would add very much to its value.
4823. Mr. Clarke] You have been a resident of Bhoalhaven for a great number of years? For thirty- 
four years.
4824. Are you thoroughly acquainted with the resources of the district ? Yes ; I think no one more so.
4825. You seem to imply from what you have stated that you are against the construction of a break
water from Port Kembla ? Not against the construction of a breakwater or the construction of some 
work at Port Kembla, but I think the proposed work will not be a very good one.
4826. Are you virtually against the proposed breakwater at Port Kembla ? No; I would rather say that 
Jervis Bay is a more suitable place for the expenditure of any money, and that it will require very little 
in comparison with Port Kembla.
4827. Can you give any reasons for your rejecting tbe proposed breakwater at Port Kembla and also 
reasons for the extension of tho railway to Jervis Bay ? 'Well, the first reason for the extension of the 
railway to Jervis Bay is that the railway was promised to the district as long ago as fifteen or sixteen 
years, and the money was borrowed in England to construct it, a very much larger sum being borrowed 
than was required. Of the sum. borrowed £804,000, only about £250,000 has hecn expended on the 
extension of tho line from Kiama to Nowra. Therefore, there remains a balance of about £550,000 for 
the remainder of the line of which sum not more than £150,000 will he required.
4828. The money having been voted for the extension of tho railway to Jervis Bay, can you give any 
reason why the work is not carried out? There was no reason except some political undercurrent.
4829. I suppose the Government of Ihe day declined to carry it out? Not only so, hut they prevented 
a Melbourne company from constructing a railway from Jervis Bay up to the coal seams.
4830. What are the capabilities of Jervis Bay for shipping purposes ? Well, it is supposed to be one of 
the finest harbours iu the world.
4831. What part of the bay would be the most suitable for the erection of jetties which I suppose is all 
that would be required at Jervis Bay ? You may say that from the Currambenc Creek the whole of the 
southern shore and the whole of the eastern shore to Bowen Island would be available for that purpose. 
At the present moment vessels could go alongside at any point along that part of the shore without any
thing but an insignificant jetty. In some places there are 30 feet of water right up to the land.
4832. I suppose what is known as South Huskisson would be one place ? South Iluskisson would be the 
best plac-e pretty nearly on the western shore.
4833. And the place known as the Hole in the Wall ? That would bo better still, but it would require 
4 miles more railway.
4834. That is nearer the heads? Yes ; it is in fact only a mile from the lighthouse.

4835.
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4835. In the event of a railway being constructed to Jervis Bay. nhat produce or what freight would he w- 
likely to be sent in order to produce a revenue ? Jn the first place .1 think all the coal-mines south of 
Kiama would bo opened and that there would be j unci ions with the railway in order to ship the coal at .
Jervis Bay. I think the coal from the Jnmberoo scam would also go to Jervis Bay, and there are about 2g jaa ie97, 
50 miles of coal seams south of Jervis Bay.
4iS36. But have these coal-fields been proved to be of good quality for commercial purposes and for 
export? Y es; not many of them have been proved hut reports concerning them have been furnished from 
Ihe Department of Mines from time to time, principally by Mr. Wilkinson, late G-overnment Geologist.
Mr, Norman Taylor, of Melbourne, also reported on those seams and i think Mr. Pittman; but ot course 
until a coal-seam is opened you cannot see very much of it.
4837. W'ould you be surprised to learn that we have it in evidence, both from Professor David and Mr.
Pittman, that there are no coal-fields of proved commercial value south of Mount Kembla ? I do not think 
you can have such evidence as that. 1 think the misunderstanding arises from the word “ proved.1’ _ As 
I said before they have not been proved in the sense in which coal-seams are generally proved, but it is 
known they extend as far up as Moss Yale.
4838. At all events they are not developed ? That is true.
4839. And it is uncertain whether coal would be found suitable for export? There is no question that 
coal could be found.
4840. Not suitable for export? Well, Mr. Wilkinson said so at all events. _
4841. Leaving coal out of the question altogether, what other goods would be sent by a railway to Jervis 
Bay ? There are minerals in the Shoalhaven district, both copper and gold. The Kev. Mr. Clarke said 
that tin also existed there, but that has not been proved yet, except that he found a stray specimen in the 
bed of the Shoalhaven.
4842. Where are the mines to which you refer situated? The gold-mines are at Yahval, and the whole 
bed of the Shoalhaven is worked for gold.
4843. But gold as an article of export would not give much freight to the railway? Not the gold itself;
but the miners would. ■
4844. Would the miners get their supplies from Jervis Bay;—would they not get their supplies from Nowra 
or the nearest place in the district ? If they did, Nowra would be a station on the railway.
4845. Is there any other source of revenue likely to induce tho Q-overnment to carry the railway to Jervis 
Bay ? I do not think there is anything to induce the Government to do it, because the G-overnment seem 
to nave made up their minds that Sydney should be the only port in the Colony. 1 have seen statements 
one after another that there is no good land at the back of Jervis Bay, and tbat that is the reason why 
.1 ends Bay is not used as a harbour. The whole of the Shoalhaven district lies at ihe back of Jervis Bay— 
one of tbe finest districts in the whole Colony.
4840. But would not people on both banks of the Shoalhaven continue to send their goods by rail to 
Sydney or by steamer to Sydney ? My own idea of the course of trade is that the coal-mines would he 
opened, that the produce of the Shoalhaven would go to feed the coal-mines, and the coal-mines would go 
to feed Jervis Bay.
4847. The land along the line of railway which the Committee passed through the other day from Nowra 
to Jervis Bay by tho new lino of road does not seem to be very good ? No ; but that is not the proper 
line of road—that is a line which takes 10 miles, whereas tho distance is only 11 miles,
4848. Is there belter laud along tbe ll-milc route? It touches Mr. Berry’s estate very nearly, and 
without very much deviation it might ho made to touch his estate altogether.
4849. Can you give any further reasons why the railway should he carried to Jervis Bay? I think it 
should go there as a mere act of honesty to begin with.
4850. Do you think it would be advisable to carry a railway across the Shoalhaven Kiver from Bomaderry 
into tho town of Nowra independently of the extension of the line to Jervis Bay ? No. I have already 
given evidence in a former inquiry to the effect that if Nowra was the only consideration there is nothing 
to show why the railway should go across tho river though the people of Nowra offered to pay Gd. carriage 
for the one mile.
4851. But do you not think that if tho railway wrero carried into Nowra a large quantity of goods which 
now go by steamer to Sydney would be sent by rail to Sydney? I cannot say. I look upon the traffic of 
the Shoalhaven at the present moment as being crippled altogether for want of a railway.
4852. A railway going into Nowra? To Jervis Bay. "Without the railway it is impossible for the district 
to develop.
4853. If the railway were carried into Nowra would it not he a step towards the line, at some time or 
other, being carried to Jervis Bay ? I do not think so. I do not look at it in tbat light at all. 1 look at 
it as a national question.
4851. Mr. Lee.] What is the distance from Jambcroo to the nearest point on Ihe South Coast railway ?
The Jambcroo seam, at its southern end. is about 3 miles westward of a station named Toolijooa, and from 
that station the distance to Jervis Bay would be about 26 or 27 miles.
4855. Has the southern end of the seam been tested ? It has not been tested, I have seen it. There 
are two seams of about 6 ft, 6 in. divided by a sandstone band of a foot.
4830. Then from the most southern end of the Jamberoo seam to Jervis Bav tbe distance is 29 or 30 miles ?
Yes. ‘
4857. Consequently from the middle of the seam the distance would be about 39 miles? I do not tbink 
so. I take it that all these things would he worked from tho most available point on the railway., and not 
from the furthest point.
4858. What distance would it be from that point to Kembla ? It would have to be a private railway 
from tbe northern end.
4859. In any case you would have to make a private railway from the pit mouth to the existing railway?
Just so.
4860. If the coal were carried to Toolijooa, how far would it be from there to Port Kembla? About
38 miles, ■
4861. If the northern portion of the Jamberoo seam were worked it would practically be as close to 
Kembla as the southern portion of the seam is to Jervis Bay? Tborc would not he very much difference.
4862. So that if it became a choice as to shipping coal, there would be very little inducement to send the
coal on to Jervis Bay? The inducement would be this ;—tbat you have only :i problematical harbour at 
Kembla. You have a fine weal her harbour—au open roadstead. Whereas at Jervis Bay you have a 
harbour that is undeniable;—one ot the known harbours of the world. 4863,
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LoYOBroYe 4^63. But that hardly enters into the question o£ the cost of getting there ? The cost of getting there is 
Esq. * 8fmply ^'e cf)ak of the railway, which is about one-fourth of the estimated cost of the harbour.

48C4. But would not expensive jetties have to be erected at Jervis Bay ? It would be absurd to talk of a 
28 Jan,, 1897. c°sf a iettj there, because the deep water is so close up to the land. It is not like these other plaees where 

they have to semi out long jetties for a quarter of a mile. I was in charge of the “ Chimborazo ” at the time 
she got on to the north head at Jervis Bay. She was lying close to the land, and she could swung in her 
own length. There was no difficulty in her having over 2(5 feet of water with a deptli then of 8 feet or 
10 feet between her bottom and tbe ground.
48(55. Where was the “ Chimborazo ” stranded ? She was not stranded, she ran on to a cliff.
48(5G. Was that outside or inside the bay? I should cal! it outside. Then she backed into tho bay to 
tbe Hole in tbe Wall.
4807. But yon ivould not suggest having jetties for tbe shipment of coal at tbat point ? It would not be 
necessary so far as lean seo that the railway should lie carried right round there,
48(58, Then if you put the jetties on the more southern or south-western side you would have shallower 
water near the shore ? Not always. At Captain’s Point for instance there is a depth of upwards of 80 
feet at the shore.
48G9. But you have to get out to that point first of all? There is not much getting out wanted there. 
4870. Have you examined the soundings at Jervis Bay, because it seems’difficult to understand your 
statement that only short jetties would be required ? If you talk of the western side, which is known as 
Sir Henry Parkes’frontage, that is all a sand beach, but I am talking of soutli of that towards the Mooua 
Moona, and from the Mooua Moona south again.
48/1. The more you w'ork round towards the Hole in tlie Wall tho greater length of railway you will 
have to make? Yes; of course.

Can you give the Committee any idea how it is that Jervis Bay, being such a splendid port as it is 
held to be, no trade bns yet sprung up between tbat place and Sydney ? When a (Government is ccntra- 

^.can it likes. The Government make all the railways in this colony to come to Sydney.
When it thought tbat Newcastle was going to be an independent port it made a railway from Newcastle 
to Sydney in order to try and get the trade of Newcastle.
4873. But the trade was at Newcastle all tbe same—it differs from Jervis Bay in tbat respect—tbat there 
appears to be no trade at all at Jervis Bay ? Well, there is none except ship-building,
4874. What is there going to bo in the future ? There is nothing to bring the trade there ; there are no 
means of conveyance. The very road over which the Committee travelled the other day was not intended 
to convenience Jervis Bay at all. It is a mere offshoot from the tHladulla Hoad.
4875. Ghen your contention is that unless the railway is taken down to Jervis Bav wc cannot expect that
there will be any trade from that ]ilacc ? Yes. "
487(5. And if the line were taken there you think that the coal in the vicinity of Port Kembla would be 
shipped from there? I think it is likely that a groat deal of it Mould go there. But I have said nothin^ 
against Port Ivembla as an open roadstead. a
48/7. But your contention is that if the railway were extended to Jervis Bay the collieries in the vicinity 
of I qrt Kembla could ship (heir coal therer They come from Cliffon and thev probably would in 
certain cases if they had contracts. (Supposing, for instance,that the Bulli Colhervgot a contract to send 
l.OOG tons of coal to Adelaide, and there was a railway to Jervis Bay, it would probably ship that coal at 
Jervis Bay, unless it was fine weather, and then it might ship it at its own jetty. ^
4878. Ho you think it at all probable that collieries would send their coal from there to Jervis Bay, such 
a long distance, when they lie so much closer to Sydney ? That all depends. "We will suppose that the 
railway bad been constructed to Jervis Bay, as it honestly should have been, and suppose that Mr. Howell’s 
smelting works had been established at Jervis Bay, Mr, Howell s ships would have brought bis ore to Jervis 
Bay and would have received a cargo of coal from Jervis Bay and gone away to i*"risco or wherever they 
were going. Jt is because Jervis Bay has not got its facilities that the thing docs not happen.
4879. Does not that go to prove that what you and other resideds of the Nowra district require is an 
extension of the railway from Bomaderry to Jervis Bay, is not that really tlie gist of your case ? That is true.
4880. If that were done then the question of the trade that might spring up in the future would depend 
entirely upon circumstances? Yes. It does depend on the fact of the railway being made.
4881. But you do not wish this Committee to understand that if a railway were taken to Jervis Bay the 
coal-fields that would be served by a port at Kembla Bay would be served by Jervis Bay? Unless there 
was a contract,
4882. What is the use of talking about contracts; it is a question of haulage and the distance? And it is 
a question also of safety for tbe ships.
4883. But is Jervis Bay safer than Port Jackson ? Well, it is easier to enter. Vessels can enter in south
easterly weather when they have to stand off the land at Port Jackson.
4884. Is Jervis Bay a safer port than Port Jackson ? You have had the proof of that. Vessels in a south
easterly gale have had to run to Jervis Bay for shelter.
4885. You are aware that any trade, if carried on to a large extent, must be conducted in ships carrying
cargo both ways ? That is quite true. '
4886. Is it not extremely probable that vessels coming to Port Jackson loaded with cargo would prefer to 
take in their cargo of coal there rather than ship ballast and go down to Jervis Bay to take in a cargo of 
coal there? Such a thing they would not do.
4887. Therefore, is it not extremely probable tbat although the railway might be carried to Jervis Bay those 
intermediate collieries being closer to Port Jackson would send thoir coal to Port Jackson for shipment ? 
It all depends. I have already mentioned one class of trade which, would go there. Vessels carrying ore to 
be smelted if there were smelting works at Jervis Bay would get their coal at Jervis Bay.
4888. I notice tbat yon have a great objection to the proposed harbour at Kembla as being made iu an 
open roadstead ? Well, it is this way; I consider tbat Wollongong was spoilt by tbe harbour works 
carried out there ; it wras diminished ; it was cut to pieces in order to make a small harbour inside what 
was really a very much better harbour. The same thing happened at Kiama. Nature as I thought had 
pointed out tbe way there for a larger harbour at very much less expense. But a small harbour is made 
in the middle of tbe larger harbour, and that small harbour would be an obstacle to the making of a larger 
harbour. If the same thing is to be done at Kembla it would have been far better to have left the 
company to use its own jetty and to have helped them by contributing to the maintenance of a jetty. 
4SS9. You are aware tbat there is a proposal to make a deep water harbour at Lake lllawarra ? Yes.

4890.
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4S00. If that were carried out, do you not thiuk it would meet most of tho objections you have raised t 

I do not think there is tlie slightest likelihood of its being earned out. _ _
4801. "Why ? I have ridden across tho mouth of the lake and 1 noticed that when the tide was going out 
it was pretty firm and when the tide was coming in if was a quicksand.
48914. Does not that go toprovc lhatif proper breakwaters were erected there would ben. scour that would 
create a deep channel there ? When the company was formed 1 expressed my opinion about it pretty 
strongly—that they would never do it. .
4892. Supposing it could be done and carried out, do you think that would be a harbour sufficient to meet
the requirements of the coal trade of the south coast ? 1 do not know, because it would depend on the 
depth of water at the entrance and the width of the channel, and also upon how they would dredge the 
whole of the shores on the western side where there is not C inches of water. Dor instance, where 
Mr. Howell has put Ins works there are not 6 inches of water. _
4893. If these works were carried out in their entirety with a mean depth of water of 27 ft, G in. do you
think there would he a harbour sufficient to meet the requirements of the south coast? I think by the
time that was done £9,000,000 or £7,000,000 would have been spent. _
48934-. Therefore, you think the scheme is impracticable ? I do not look upon it as a serious project.
4894. Do you think it would be wise in the interests of the company to refrain from making a harbour at
Kembla until such time had elapsed as would enable the lllawarra people to see whether or not they 
could carry out their harbour ? 1 do not think the lllawarra scheme ought to he considered at all. .1.1
has boon on foot for ten years, and it has not been carried out yet in the slightest degree.
4895. In other words, you would dismiss that scheme from consideration altogether ? -lust so. ^
489G. Therefore, you limit the question to one as between Kembla and Jervis Bay? Tes ; and it must 
be understood that I have no objection whatever to Port Kembla. _
4897. But you think Jervis Bay is better? I would let Kembla take its chance. It has a railway there, 
and there are mines close to it, and I think Mr. Howell’s smelting works will have to use Port Kembla.
4898. Have you considered the matter from this point of view,—what objection could tbe Howra people 
raise if the Kembla harbour were constructed and the railway were extended from Bomaderry to Jervis 
Bay ? They cquld raise no objection, and they would not.
4899. Do you not think that both will be required in the future ? First of all, I think that as the money 
was voted about thirteen years ago the railway to Jervis Bay ought to bo completed as a more act ot 
honesty.
4900. But if both those works were carried out could one interfere with the other? Ko.
4901. Is there not a possibility of work for both in the future? Quite, _
4902. Therefore, you do not urge anything against Kembla at present, but you think that the extension
of the railway to Jervis Bay is a more urgent matter? Ho ; not more urgent. I have looked upon it, as 
I have said, as a mere act of honesty thai it should be done. And as for Port Kembla, it gets along very 
well with its jetty in anything but extreme weather; and I think if the Government were to confine their 
assistance to the jetty and to other jetties at Bulli and Clifton that aro established,—if the Government 
wished to help those jetties a little and the owners of them, it would be far less expensive than attempting 
to confine Port Kembla to a small place. ■
4903. But you understand that the maintenance of these jetties will not meet, the case, inasmuch as the
contention is that the colliery owners require to have large sailing vessels to enable them to carry on their 
business satisfactorily, and to do that they must have a protected harbour? Even so, more jetties at Port 
Kembla might meet the case. _
4904. Ho matter how many jetties you made there you would not give any stiller water than there is at 
present? Well; J have thought myself that a jetty further out even than the jetty that is there now 
would give quite as still water. There are three islands. I have passed between the nearest island and 
the mainland on at least three occasions and I have been up aud down the coast a great, many times, and 
it seemed to me that the water was as still within those islands as it was further in shore.
4905. Mr. Wright.'] Can you tell me what is the population of the country between Berry and Jervis 
Bay? I suppose about 10,000.
4900, Is it an increasing population ? Yes.
4907. It is principally engaged in the dairying induslry ? They have confined themselves principally to 
dairying of late, but 1 think they will again turn their attention to crops a good deal.
4908. Has not the agricultural industry at Shoalhaven almost died out? Well, young men arc not very 
fond of using the plough nowadays.
4909. Ton say that to keep faith with the people there should he a railway to Jervis Bay? Tes.
4910. What means would there be of giving profitable employment to that railway ? Where there is a 
railway industries spring up all round it, and as the railway will go dose to the coal-fields the coal will be 
opened up for one thing.
4911. It is said by very good authorities that the coal there is no good ? My answer to that is that they 
have not tried it.
4912. Supposing the experts to be correct and there is no marketable coal in that district, is there any 
earthly prospedt of a railway paying between Howra and Jervis Bay, putting coal out of the question 
altogether ? 1 thiuk the railway ought not merely to go to Jervis Bay, but 1 think it ought also to go 
up lo Conjola towards ITIIadulla.
4913. You think it ought to go right down the south coast? Well, between UUadulla aud Bateman's 
Bay there is a stretch of disconnected sort of country without much agricultural land. But UUadulla itself 
has a great deal of agricultural land, and coal at the back of it which has never been tapped because there

. are no means of conveyance.
4914. You thinkthat to make the railway pay it would have to goto Jervis Bay? Ido not say to make it pay.
4915. The people of Howra cannot ask the Government to construct a railway unless there is some 
reasonable hope of its paying either now or in the distant future ? We do not ask the Government for 
that now, because the Government thirteen years ago decided that it was desirable to make the railway. 
The money was voted for it, aud tlie Government got the money for it.
4916. They took authority to borrow the money ? They borrowed the money. ■
4917. Can you give the Committee any forecast of what the traffic is likely to be, presuming that the coal 
is not marketable ? The traffic would pour in from all sides. For instance, you do not convey sandstone 
from Sydney by railway, and yet because of the railway, the sandstone is used. Tho same tiling would

happen

W.
Lovegrove,

Esq.

28 Jan., 1897.
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Loveeilove ]V1PPe,Vn ea^e this railway. We have immense limestone beds at the back of Jems Bay, and 
Esq. ’ bmestone beds would all come into use. Tho same thing would happen with regard to other

products. The moment you construct a railway in the country, that country begins to develop its 
28 Jan., 1897. resources, because everything is wanted for different purposes. There are large iron deposits which might 

possibly be worked.
4918. If the Kembla harbour scheme is not proceeded with, and the railway is constructed to Jervis Bay, 
do you think it probable that coal would be taken there for shipment? Yes.
4919. been though the distance from the mines to Jervis Bay is greater than from the mines to Sydney?
1 oil cannot say what will spring up in tho future. When you have a railway terminus at the hay, it will 
be time enough to touch that question. ‘
4920. It is all in the distant future then ? It appears to me to be very distant.
4921. Mr. O’Oonnor.'] You know tlie district, well ? Yes.
4922. How far does the agricultural wealth of the south extend in a southerly direction from Wollongong ?
About 40 miles. ‘ '

^ name ^le place? Part of Mr. Berry’s estate. Tbat is all rich agricultural laud.
4924. If the railway were extended not only to Jervis Bay, but right along the coast, do you think there
would be any chance of a favourable return from the expenditure? Yes. ’
tv i."^' '^er'r'8 Bay did not realise the expectations as to the richness of tbo coal-fields, is it your opinion 
that the ^agricultural land beyond is sufficiently productive to provide freight for the railway to Sydney? 
My opinion is that that district, acre for acre, is the richest in the Colony. ”
4926. Do you think the produce of that wealthy land would be sufficient to yield a considerable annual
revenue to tbe Hallway Commissioners ? Yes, I think so. ’ ,
4927. With regard to the coal-fields of Jervis Bay, what prospecting has been done there to enable anyone 
to say that the coal-fields are rich, or on the other hand that the district is stricken with poverty ? All I 
can say is this : I was mining warden in that district for several years, and it was my business to visit any 
locality that was reported to mo as mineral bearing, and to report to the Department. In the course of 
my duty I visited and inspected the Jamberoo seam, and I saw tlie outcrops in various plaees. I visited 
an outcrop in Cambewarra, about 12 miles further west, aud I visited an outcrop at the hack of Broughton 
Creek. 1 have also been iu communication with Mr. Soever, formerly member for Gloucester, who 
examined and reported on a seam of coal near the head waters of the Clyde, at tho buck of Jervis Bay, 
18 mites distant in a straight line. Mr. Scaver found the coat there a bituminous shale, and he found 
that the seam was very large, but a good deal broken by bands.
4925. Are you a professional man ? 1 have not any professional title; but I have studied geologv, and
know a good deal about minerals, . '
4929. You have had a good deal of experience with regard to minerals ? Yes.
4930. How long have you been in the Colony ? A bout 44 years.
4931. Is it not a fact in your experience that some places that have been declared sterile and poor after a 
row years have been discovered to be wealthy in minerals ? The most glaring instance of that kind which 
I recollect was in connection with a piece of land of some 8,000 or 9,000 acres, which Dr. Alcorn first tried 
to get surveyed, and which I also tried to get surveyed, but which surveyor after surveyor declared to be

> impenetrable scrub, and tho whole of which is now cleared and is carrying about a cow to the acre.
4932. It is not outside tbe region of probability that Jervis Bay and the country surrounding it, as far as 
investigations have gone up to the present firae, mav be one of the richest coal-fields in Australia? Yes ; 
1 he presumption is that the coal seams extend 50 miles south.
4933. Apart .altogether from its very fine geographical surroundings, if that district should prove to he 
coal-bearing it must of necessity, in your opiuion, become very wealthy ? Yes.

1 tulip Mackell, !,sq., late Post and Telegraph Master, AYollongong, sworn, and examined :—
P.Mackell, 403k C/wrnwra.] What are you? I was a resident of Wollongong for over twenty-five years. 1 

occupied fhe position of post and telegraph master.
information do you desire to give to the Committee? I wish to state that I was post and 

’ telegraph master at AV ollongong for over 25 years. It was part of my duty to report the movements 
of the snipping, and also to report the wind and weather three times a day for the information of the 
Government Astronomer. I thus became conversant with the shipping interests. My position also gave 
me ample opportunity ot knowing the general opinion of tho residents of AArollongong and the district 
on all subjects of general interest, I consider Port Kembla the most suitable place for a harbour to 
seive the developed iutetests of tho south coast because it would, when tho breakwaters were constructed, 
be not only amply capacious, but give a sufficient depth of water for the largest vessels afloat. It would 
be easy of access in all weathers, and would, therefore, be of great advantage as a harbour of refuge in 
that locahty. I do not. think fhe making of a harbour at Port Kembla would bo at all injurious to 
AV ollongong, becauso Wollongong would then have all the advantages of a coal port with the minimum 
of disadvantages. Dp to the time I left the residents and property owners of Wollongong, seeing that 
experience had proved the impracticability of constructing a suitable harbour at Wollongong, were in 
favour of the port at Kembla. I have good reasons to believe that they still hold that opinion. 1 may 
add that masters of vessels trading to AVollongong, with whom I had constant intercourse, always 
discouraged any attempts to make a suitable harbour at AV ollongong, and said that Port Kembla was the 
proper place. Ihcy would say, “AVhy does not the Government, instead of throwing money into the 
sea at AV ollongong, make a proper harbour at Kembla/1 I do not think the harbour at Port Kembla 
would suffer to any serious extent from tbo south-easterly gales. The islands to the cast would, in my 
opinion, break tho sea before it reached the breakwater. There vvould, therefore, he very little range 
inside ; 1 think there would be comparatively si ill water at the loading jetties. "
4936. Have you seen many easterly gales on the coast ? A great number.
4937. There is a considerable amount of easterly sea on the coast? Yes.

Prank Jarvis Esq., Secretary, lllawarra Harbour and Baud Corporation (Dimited), sworn, and examined :—
F. Jarvis, 493S. Chairman.] AVhat are you? Secretary to the iilawarra Harbour and Land Corporation (Limited). 

Fsq. 4939 Mr. Zee.] Have yon been secretary to the company since its registration ? Xo,
n 4940. P’or how long ? The last eighteen months. '28 Jan., 189., " 4941.
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49-11. Arc you acquainted with all the details in connection with the contract ? Fairly so, F. .Tarris,
4912. Could you give the Committee any explanation as to the cablegram which appeared recently in the Esq., 
Sydney papers as to the despatch of dredges from the old country? Officially I have had no intimation ^
from London—that is to the company; but Mr. Armstrong lias had advices from Mr. lie Wolf as lar back •nu>,,
as November last, and Mr. I)e "Wolf was then in treaty with a firm—Messrs, G-wynn & Co.—for two 
dredges of large power with steel barges, and a subsequent letter informed us that those negotiations 
wore still going on. We heard nothing further, although we expected to hear, until we saw the cablegram 
in the paper.
4913. You really do not know then officially whether any contract has been entered into with tbo makers 
for these dredges and hoppers ? No. Not officially.
4914. Have you sufficient preliminary information to be able to say how they are to be sent to the Colony, 
whether they are to be sailed out to the Colony or otherwise ? I know nothing of that.
4915. For what purpose were they coming? For dredging Lake lllawarra—the channel.
491G. In its formation? The formation of the channel.
4947. I suppose these dredges would have to be of a powerful character and of high pressure? I under
stand they would be capable of throwing out 800 tons an hour each.
4918. You do not know how they were to be brought lo the Colony? No, i
4949. Could you tell us how they were to bo got into the lake after they were brought here ? Either by 
cutting their way through the sand—
4950. From where? From the outside.
4951. Did you ever hear of a dredge working in a heavy surf ? There is not always a heavy surf there.
4952. Do you think they would last there ten minutes ? I do.
4953. Then your idea is that they would come out and attack tlie channel from the ocean side, and cut 
their way through into the lake? Of course there are two wdys,—it could either be done tbat way or by 
the dredges being sent out in parts and being put together on the lake. I do not know which method 
was intended.
1954. You do not seem to know really anything about the dredge matter? "Well, I. have had very little 
information with regard to it.
4955. If the dredges were to be built on the lake it would take considerable time? Not very long; it 
appears to me to ho a matter of rivetting.
4956. How long do yon estimate it would take to put an ordinary dredge together and fit it with machinery, 
even if all the appliances were at hand ? That is a question.! cannot answer ; it is more for an engineer.
4957. Taking all these things into consideration, are you prepared to endorse the evidence that has been 
given that the work of cutting tlie channel, making the breakwaters, and dredging the basin can be 
carried out in twm years ? I am informed it can be done, and I believe it can,
1958. You believe it ou the statement made by the engineers ? By the engineers and tlie contractor.
4959. And from what they have said you are of opinion it can be done? Certainly.
19G0. Being secretary to tho company, you know that unless the work is done by the end ot next year 
they will forfeit £.10,000 ? I do.
4961. Do you think there is the remotest possibility of your being able to do the work within the time?
I do indeed.
4962. Do you swear that in face of the evidence of tho contractor, who says he has no money to go on 
with, that he is waiting for money, and ho does not know when the money will be ready ? I say provided 
always that the contractor is told to go on with the work.
4963. The contractor swears that he cannot go on until begets tho money ;—what the Committee want to 
know is tliis—what possibility is there of the company being able to carry out tbe terms of thoir Act by 
the end of December, 1898? 1 have had no official information regarding financial matters in London.
19G!. But you must remember that your representatives have been here and have contended that the 
Port Kembla works should not bo proceeded with, on tho ground that they have certain rights under their 
Act in connection with Lake lllawarrra, and those rights expire at the end of 1898 ? I feel very confident 
myself that the financial, part of it will he carried out satisfactorily. I am not in a position to say how 
far it has gone or what has been done.
49G5. Are you in a position to assure the Committee approximately that the amount of money required by 
tho contract entered into between Mr. Amos and the company will bo raised in sufficient time to admit of 
Mr. Amos proceeding with his work, and having it accomplished by the time the Act expires at the end of 
1898 ? No ; hut I feel confident that successful financing will eventuate.
496G. Hr. O’Connor.'] Your position is that of secretary to tho company ? Yes.
49G7. Is it any portion of your business to know exactly what may be tho most delicate and important 
relations between your company and the outside world ? I only know what comes before me.
49GS, For instance, if the company were borrowing £50,000 or £5,000, would you know that ? If they 
borrowed it I should know it.
1969, But you do not know it up to the present time ? I have had no official intimation.
4970. Is it possible that they could do it without your knowing it ? They might do it and not advise rao 
until by letter per incoming mail.
4971. Mr. Lee asked you if there was any probability of the contract being completed within the specified 
time, in view of the fact that there appeared to bo no motley in the treasury;—is it within the region of 
commercial probability that at the present time a loan or grant of money for £50,000, or £15,000, or 
£1,000, may be coming out without your knowing it ? Not without my knowing it,
1972. Then it is a positive fact that there is no money and no probability of the company getting any?
No ; I do not say that at, all. T have every reason to believe that tho money will be forthcoming.
4973. I asked you if it were possible that tlie company might be negotiating a. loan ? They are negotiating 
a loan. 1
4971. And that a sum of money might he coming along without your knowing it, and that although to-day 
there might not be Is. in the treasury to-morrow you might have a considerable sum—is it a fact that that 
could happen without your knowledge? I know that negotiations are pending and I believe they will be 
satisfactory.
4975. Then it is possible that they may he satisfactory ? Quite possible.

Stephen
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Slepheu Henderson, Esq. (Messrs. Harper, Harper, & Henderson), sworn, and further examined:—
S. Henderaon, 4076. Chairman.'] You have had an opportunity of reading Mr. Harley’s evidence with regard to the time 

required to carry out certain works at Lake lllawarra? Yes.
28 Jan 1897 you ^efi^re make a statement to the Committee with regard to that matter ? Yes; and with

1 ' regard to one or two other points. I would first refer to the question as to the depth of the harbour at
Lake lllawarra. Mr. Darley pointed out by diagram that while the depth was 25 feet (1 inches at mean 
tide level, it would only be 22 feet 6 inches at low water spring tide. In that calculation he took a range 
and fall of tide of 6 feet. How he has only got 5 feet G inches at Ivembla, so I think he ought to have given 
us a depth of 3 inches more, which would be 22 feet 9 inches. And I want to point out that if thatis the 
depth at low water the depth at high water six hours afterwards will bo 28 feet 3 inches, taking that range 
and fall of tide. Then at neap tide with about 3 feet 6 inches range the depth at low water would be 23 feet 
9 inches, and at high water 27 feet 3 inches. As far as fhe depth of the lllawarra harbour is concerned, 
I have made enquiries in shipping circles, and 1 find that 23 feet is the maximum draught allowed by the 
harbour master at Newcastle. If vessels draw more they must proceed with great risk. Mr. Harley made 
the remark that our scheme would not be adequate for the south coast trade for some time to come; hut in 
view of the fact just slated, I think it would be adequate. Of course, we are not prevented from dredging 
further; but still, it is a very well thought out scheme and takes a fairly good mean draught of vessel. 
Eor instance, take sailers from ^Newcastle, very few of them ever load more than 22 feet 6 in. A draught 

. of from 21 feet to 22 feet is about the maximum of sailers in ^Newcastle.
4978. Mr. Jlosi'ins.] They want 3 feet of water under the keel then ? They want 1 or 2 feet under them. 
Our harbour at high water neap tide will have a depth of 27 feet 3 inches, so that vessels would have a 
good lot of water under them. As far as the width of tho channel is concerned, I should like lo put on 
record figures with regard to the width of some of the most important canals in the world. The Suez 
Canal, winch was originally 72 feet wide at the bottom, has now been enlarged to a width of 113 feet; the 
Manchester Ship Canal has a width of 120 feet; the North Sea and Baltic Canal 85 feet, and the Amsterdam 
Ship Canal 88^ feet.
4979. Mr. Wriqht.] May I ask you where you got these measurements from ? Erom a book on tbe 
Nicaragua Ship Canal, by Mr. Colqulioun, the first administrator of Mashonaland. I checked the 
measurements by figures from another source. In giving his evidence about the time it would take to 
construct the lllawarra Harbour, Mr. Darley said that 10,000 tons a month was about the maximum that a 
contractor could put over the tip. Ho had in his mind a working day of eight hours, because he was 
asked whether 400 tons would not; be 50 tons an hour. I believe lO.OuO ions a month is a very good 
record, but if yon worked overtime and were pushed, you could average that easily, and probably do more. 
Tbo time taken to construct the lllawarra Harbour will depend, not ou tbe total number of tons you have 
to pul in, because there is more than oue tip—there arc four tips,—but on the number of tons yon put in 
the biggest breakwater, added to the number of tons you put in tbe tie-bank, which is the connection 
between Windang Island and the works. According to our estimate, the tonnage is 103,000 in the biggest 
breakwater,added to the tonnage in the tie-bank. At. 10.000 tons a month, according to Mr. Darley’s estimate, 
and taking our estimate of tonnage, it would take one year anil four months and a half to construct the 
lllawarra Harbour. Therefore, to say that wc can complete it in two years is, 1 think, a very fair thing. 
Then let us compare it with the proposed eastern breakwater at 'fort Kembla—Mr. Harley said there 
were 033,000 tons in that work. At 10,000 tons a month, that would be five years and three months and 
a half, and the work would be done at tremendous speed. The Government estimate for the completion 
of tbe Ivembla work is six years. Taking it altogether, I think the lllawarra work would have as 
great a chance of being completed in two years as the eastern breakwater at Kembla would have of being 
completed in six years. That is all I have to say about the lime. I have had fhe quantities of our 
breakwaters taken out again, and the now estimate practically cheeks the old. Eor tbe northern break
water tho old estimate was 139,000 tons and the new estimate is 139,748. Eor tho southern breakwater 
the old estimate was 153,000 tons and the new estimate is 152,071 tons.
4980. Ko that in efieet you have verified your previous estimate ? 'That is so. I should like also to say 
a word about the strength of tbe breakwaters. Mr. Harley said our breakwaters wore very low anil 
narrow, but that ho estimated for more substantial designs. In view of tbat statement 1 bad a few 
sections made of our breakwaters, which I desire to show to the Committee. It will be seen that for the 
outer 13 chains of tho breakwaters our section is larger for the same depth of water than the Government 
section of the northern breakwater at Port Kembla. At the present high-water mark on the beach the 
sections of our breakwaters are slightly smaller; but I am confident they are sufliciently large to with
stand any seas that can possibly strike fhem. Our breakwaters get larger as they approach the end; 
the end section of our breakwaters is considerably stronger xhau the G-overnment section of the northern 
breakwater at Kembla in the same depth of water. The following table is compiled from the sections 
now before the Committee, and shows in detail the comparative strength of the lllawarra breakwaters and 
the Kembla northern breakwater:—

| Distance from present 1 Width at nman 1 Width at Height fthfirc moan-
1 hiLfh-water mart. 1 tide. '1 1 tap. tide level.

Chains. ft. in. ft. in- ft. in.
Lake lllawarra—North breakwater ................. ....... , o-oo 31 1 11 i 7 a

1 G'40 37 0 12 5 10 0
20'00 5S 0 1.1 0 14 6

South breakwater...................... ........1 0-00 30 2 n 2 7 7
1 2-o0 32 s it u 8 6

.11-20 46 .1 13 3 12 O
1 20'90 m 0 15 0 14 0

Kembla—North breakwater...................................... 34 0 14 0 10 3

4981. Ho you wish to make auy further statement ? 'No.
4982. These works were designed by your firm ? They were designed by Messrs. Harper and Harper, 
with whom I have since been associated.
4983. Arc you quite clear about tbe possibility of these works being carried out in a couple of years’
time ? Undoubtedly, ’ 4984.
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4984. If Mr. Harley says they will take at the very least five years, do you doubt the correctness of his s- Henderson, 
belief? Certainly. J J E*.
49S5. It is a matter of opinion, and you think that his opinion is wrong ? Exactly, 28Jan^l897
49SG. "What method are you going to adopt for dredging—are you going io dredge the entrance to the ’’
channel? That is a matter for the contractor. Mr. Amos proposes, if his contract is gone on with, to 
get suction dredgers—sand-pump dredges,
4087. _ Supposing Mr. Amos undertook to do this work in about eighteen months—because by the time he 
got his plant he would not have any more time than that—where would ho deposit his silt ? lie has to 
fill up a lot of ground marked on our plans—he has to reclaim it.
4088. Iteclamation inside the lake ? On the shores of the lake—at Coonawarra Bay, and also at the 
entrance.
4989. Would not that necessitate training-banks of some kind? Yes; fascine banks, winch are provided 
for in the contract.
4990. And you think that the construction of these fascine hanks to hold the silt—tho dredging out of 
the enormous amount of silt that would be taken from a channel 3i miles long and 100 feet wide, with a 
depth of over 20_ feet, and also the dredging of the basin—you think that all this could he done inside of 
two years, especially considering that within that time tho contractor would have to place his plant on the 
ground ? Yes.
4991. You still contend that it is quite possible to do the work ? Yes.
4992. That it is only a question of money and machinery ? Just so.
4993. That witli the supply of the necessary funds and with judicious management the work could be done 
in the time specified ? Yes.
4994. Under tho Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation’s Act they are compelled to have a channel 
only 15 feet deep within the time specified ? I think the Act says, “ ships with a draught of 15 feet.”
4995. So that if they could manage within the time to get two or three vessels in drawing 15 feet of water 
they would in effect comply with their charter? I believe so, but that would be a lawyer’s question.
4990. The question of constructing the breakwaters is one you know something about;—have you 
inspected the quarries in the district ? I have seen Windang Island.
4997. _ Do you think there is any stone to be got on Windang Island suitable for a breakwater ? Yes,
certainly. "
4998. Where would you get it from? It was my opinion that the whole of Windang Island contained 
stone suitable for a breakwater. But a portion they have used for the tie-hank has weathered a little, 
and this makes it a bit doubtful. I certainly think, however, that the stone at the other end of the island 
is perfectly suitable. It is very hard stone.
4999. What do you call it ? It is a sort of sandstone—a ferruginous sandstone.
5000. Is there any basalt? I think there is a little voiu of basalt through the centre.
5001. Is not the stone on the western end of the island, where the quarries are now situated, very much 
broken up? I have not seen that myself. I hear that it has weathered a little.
5002. Did you supervise the construction of the wall that is there now ? Yea.
5003. Is the stone used there sufficiently good, in your opinion, for a breakwater? The stone in the 
bank down below the water has stood very well, and the edges are still sharp. Above the water where 
smaller stuff was used the stones have been rolled about and have become slightly rounded, but there is 
not much trace of weathering,
5004. You are aware as an engineer that in constructing a breakwater exposed to the ocean the stones 
must bo of a pretty good size ? Yes.
5005. And they must be free from natural joints which will eventually open ? Yes. I believe that you 
will get very large blocks of stone from the end of Windang Island.
5006. The outer end? Yos.
5007. But how are you going to get it from the outer end ? By a tramway,
5008. A wire tramway ? Ko ; a tramway along tho base of the island. This will bo done as they open 
out the quarry.
5009. It has been stated in evidence that in the event of the stone on Windang Island not being suitable 
there were two other quarries from which stone could be obtained—one about a mile and a half, and tho 
other three miles from the entrance to the lake;—have you visited these ? No; I have not visited them 
myself.
5010. And you can say nothing as to tho suitability or otherwise of the stone? No. In our contract we 
say that the contractor has undertaken to get sufficiently good stone should stone not bo procurable at 
Windang Island, and when the time comes of course wo shall investigate.
5011. But you have yourself personally examined Windang Island ? Yes.
5012. And you consider that the stone to be obtained there is good enough for the breakwater? I do.
I believe we shall got most if not all of our stone from Windang Island.
5013. Supposing that two breakwaters are constructed and the channel is cut through, have you any doubt 
about the channel remaining permanent ? I have no doubt whatever; the scour will maintain it.
5014. There is a very small outflow from the lake, is there not? At present, yes.
5015. What would increase it ? If you have a small pipe you have a small outlet, and if you have a big
pipe you have a larger outlet. When we construct the channel wo shall liave a tremendous scour. °
5010. You will liave a scour caused by the tide flowing in and out of the lake, except in times of flood, 
when it would be greater ? We do not want a flood; the tidal water is quite sufficient.
5017. Do you think that the tidal water passing through a channel 100 feet wide will be sufficient to 
maintain a scour which would keep the channel free? Yes.
5018. Would not floods and heavy rains assist in the scour ? No, not materially,
5019. Is it not likely that while the lake may gradually deepen by the scour the silt will block tho
entrance ? No ; because through the lake there will practically be no current at all.
5020. There will be the tide in and out ? Yes; but the lake has a large area.
5021. The channel is simply the neck of the bottle ? Exactly.
5022. But if you are going to have a scour there will he a certain amount of current? There would not 
ho much velocity a quarter of a mile from tho neck of the bottle. At the neck of the bottle there would 
he some scour but as regards the whole of the lake there would not he much disturbance

490—2 D 5023.
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S. Henderson, 5023. Chairman.'] Could you state how far from the entrance into the narrows on the western side the 
velocity would cease to have any practical effect ? Speaking as a guess I should say about 1,000 feet. .
5024, You say ydu have no fear of tho channel silting up from the inside is there any danger of it 

an‘’ '' silting up from the outside—from storms ? 1 think that heavy gales from the north-east might tend to
make a liar there but that gales from the south-east would not, and heavy north-easterly weather is so 
rarely met with that it may be discounted, _
5025. The wall you have already built there from the island has silted up and the sand is going over the
top ? Yes ; that is coming from the south. _
5020. Do you think Windang Island would afford suEEcient protection to prevent a similar thing happening 
to the extremity of the breakwater ? Certainly. _
5027. Mr. Moshins.] On what date was the information prepared which you furnished to the Committee 
with regard to the width of various canals ? It was taken from a book published last year or the year before.
5028. Because the Suez Canal has been considerably widened ? As far as that is concerned the information 
published in the book was to this effect. It was in the report of an engineer describing the result of a 
Commission to widen and deepen the Suez Canal. It stated that in 1889 they had started this work of 
widening the canal.
5029. They started to widen the canal in 1889 ? I think it was in 1SS9, but I am not sure.
5030. Do you mean to say that since the Suez Canal has been widened the width is only 113 ft.? Exactly, 
that is what I mean to say.
5031. That it is only 113 ft. now? Yes—at the bottom.
5032. You know that only steamships pass through the canal ? Yes,
5033. Do you think that a sailing vessel with a long tow-rope from a tug and with scarcely any ballast
could go through a canal, where there is a great expanse of water and where violent gales of wind 
occasionally occur, as readily as a steam vessel could go through the Suez Canal propelled by steam ? 
Steam vessels have some difficulty in going through the Suez Canal; they very often knock up against 
the sides and often run right across. _
5034. Would not a sailing vessel being towed in a narrow channel under the conditions I have described
not be liable to be driven against the banks and against other vessels ? If she had no cargo she might not
strike tho bank at all, she might drift over the top of it. At any rate if the vessels did strike the bank and
rubbed along the whole wray they would only have to put on a little more paint when they got into a dry 
dock.
5035. Chairman.] You say that at a distance of 1,000 feet to the west of the entrance to the lake the
current would be such as not to be of any vital importance ? Yes.
503G. If that is the case, it would not have any velocity 1,000 feet from the entrance to the lake in an 
easterly direction ? That is so.
5037. That being so, the sand which the wrater carries through the entrance of the lake will be deposited 
at the point where the velocity ceases ? It will go further out into the sea than into the lake.
5038. The water would not go much further than 1,000 feet outside before it commenced to deposit the 
silt. Yery likely it would lose its power or velocity immediately it passed outside the training wall ? 
The silt will be carried away by the ocean current. There is a steady current there.
5039. What evidence have you got of a current off Lake Illawarra ? There always is a current along a 
coast.
5040. There would be a current off tho Eive Islands, but it would probably pass just east of tho Five 
Islands. That would not prove that there would he a current in the bay near Windang Island. If you 
had any evidenco with regard to a current there it would be important ? I do not think we have any 
data as to tho strength of the current.

FRIDAY, 29 JANUARY, 1897.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Ketnbla,

Frank Jarvis, Esq., Secretary, Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation (Limited), sworn, and further
examined:—

F. Jarvis, 5041. Chairman.] Do you desire to make a statement to the Committee ? I wish to add something to 
Esq. the evidence I gave yesterday which I had not then an opportunity of stating. In referenco to the 

z-apparent discrepancy between Mr. Amos’ evidence and the recent cable from London in regard to the 
29 Jan., 1897. dmlges, I would state that Mr. De Wolf in London, not knowing what arrangements Mr. Amos had made 

in the event of bis being instructed to proceed with his contract, to save time, took the matter of the 
dredges into his own hand ; and Mr. Amos has expressed to my managing director, Mr. Armstrong, his 
willingness to accept such dredges, provided they are up to date, as a cash payment on account in his 
contract. The Committee will remember that Mr. Amos in his evidence said he had made arrangements 
in San Francisco. .
5042. You desire to say something in regard to tho working of the tug at Illawarra? Mr. Hoskins, when 
asking some questions of Mr. Henderson yesterday, seemed to imply that a sailing vessel could not go up 
our channel, that she would be sagging all the time alongside the channel at the end of a long tow-rope. 
Such a thing would never occur. Under our Act wo have to provide an efficient tug service and make 
by-laws for that service, subject of course to the approval of the Marine Board. When, a vessel approached 
the entrance to the harbour the tug would either range alongside under the lee of Windang Island or else

shorten
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shorten rope ; so that a sailing vessel could he brought in under perfect command of steam—for tho time -TCsrVI8’
being tho vessel would be a steam vessel to all intents and purposes. Mr. Amess, the Government conirraetor 
for the tug service at ’Wollongong, is uowin attendance with tho view of aho\ying the practicability of what ^
1 have just stated, and he will bo wilting to give evidence to that effect if desired. A sailing vessel would ’
never go up the channel behind a long tow-rope; she would have the tug alongside or a short tow-rope.
50i3. Jtfr. Hoskins.'] She would have to be taken along a channel 100 ft. wide ? 'ihero would be plenty 
of room. 100 ft. is the width at the bottom wliich should give about 250 Jt. at the top. __
5041'. Mr. Wright.] When did you receive the communication, referred to Irotn Mr, lie Wolf? In 
November ; I forget the exact date, hut 1 think it was about the 10Lh or 12th. _
50-45. You were aware then that ho had purchased dredges? No. X knew ho was in negotiation for tho 
purchase of dredges and he mentioned the name of the firm, Messrs. Gwynne & Go.—very eminent men 
m that branch of business.

E. F. 
Fittman, 

Esq.,
A.R.S.M.

Edward Fisher Pittman, Esq., A.K.S.M., Government Geologist, sworn, and further examined:—
5046. Chairman.] The evidence the Committee desire from you is in reference to the stone at Windang
Island, as to whether it is suitable for breakwater purposes—have you seen the place ? Yes. I have been 
on Windang Island and inspected the stone. _
5047. Can you describe it ? It is a volcanic tuff. It is composed in fact of volcanic asbes and fragments _ 
of rock wliich have been formed into a sedimentary rock. It is not at all, in my opinion, a suitable rock 29 Jan., 1897. 
for making breakwaters or retaining walls which will be exposed to the atmosphere. It crumbles very 
readily on exposure. In fact, an inspection of Windang Island will show at onco that disintegration is 
going on very rapidly there, where the stone has been quarried, and also in the retaining wall, or founda
tion for a retaining wall, which has been made between Windang Island and the mouth of Lake Illawarra.
The rock there is crumbling very rapidly, I do not think it at all a suitable rock for such a purpose.
5048. Would it come out in largo rocks ? I do not think so. ... .
5049. Could you say definitely whether it would or not? In my opinion it would not. Of course it
altogether depends on what you call large rocks. _
5050. Twenty tons weight? Certainly not. It is in beds, the maximum thickness of which I should say
from memory docs not exceed 3 feet. _ _ _
5051. Therefore, it would not do for breakwater purposes exposed lo the sea? That is my opinion.
5052. The same objection would not apply to so great an extent to its use in training-ivalls, where the sea 
would not affect it? I think the ordinary effect of the atmosphere is largely responsible for tho 
disintegration.
5053. First of all, if the rocks were not of 20 tons weight, they would not bo suitable for breakwater
purposes? No. _
5054. Still, the stone on Windang Island might do for training-wall purposes, where it would not be 
affected by the force of the sea—do you consider it would be unsuitable for such a purpose as that, ? I 
think it would be unsuitable, very much less suitable than oilier rock in the same district. I think it is 
rock that would always have a tendency to disintegrate under atmospheric influences.
5055. It would he impossible, or most likely impossible, to build a breakwater with it that was exposed to
tho force of tho sea, and it would not be a good material to use for the training-walls inside? It would 
not be impossible to build a breakwater, but ] think it would not last any time. _ _
5056. What other stone is there in the vicinity ? There is a rock which geologically is called augife
andesite which occurs all through that district. It is a volcanic rock occurring iu what arc called con
temporaneous sheets. It is to be found right through these coal measures in the south. The bed is of 
varying thickness, but in places it goes up to several hundred feet, and it outcrops very near the volcanic 
tuff to which I have referred, and could be easily obtained. In my opinion that would form an excellent 
stone for breakwaters, and it could be got in large blocks. _
5057. Can you state where it is to be found? Yes; it occurs in the locality where it is proposed to con
struct a harbour at Port Ketnbla—alongside the jetties. Tho Illawarra smelting works aro really built on 
the same rock, only there it is a bit decomposed, but if you sank down a few feet I bavo no doubt you 
would get on to the solid stone there also.
5058. Is that the stone that is lying southward that shows on tho rise south of Port Kerabla ? Yes.
5059. It would come out in largo blocks beyond doubt ? Yes. _
50C0. Have you seen the two shafts that have been put down? I have not. ‘
5061. You have only inspected the outcrop ? That is all. _ _
5062. Is that the nearest stone to the lake that you know of, of that class ? Yes ; it occurs right on tho 
bank of the lake where the smelting company’s works arc.
5063. Put on the sea-board side of the lake ? Yes; that is the nearest stone.
5064. Might there not be some nearer which might be found on further inspection ? No ; I think not.
The only other stone in the district that I know of which would answer the same purpose is the basalt 
known as the Blow Hole basalt which occurs at Kiama.
5065. In your opinion could no other stone be found within three miles of the entrance of the lake? I 
can certainly say that no other stone can be found within that distance suitable for tbo purpose. _
5066. You know that long sand-tongue dividing the ocean from Lake Illawarra? Yes; I have ridden 
all down that,
5067. And you are sure there is none there ? Yes.
5068. That really brings you almost abreast of Five Islands Point ? The same rock of which I spoke, the 
andesite, comes through between the lake and Five Islands Point.
5069. That brings you down a little closer ? Yes.
5070. Mr. Wright.] Is the same rock on Five Islands Point ? I have not been on Five Islands Point, but 
I think it very likely. I have no moral doubt that Five Islands are composed of the same rock; but I 
have not been on the islands, and I cannot say. From the shore it looked as if they were.
5071. Chairman.] Then we can interpret your reply in this way, that in a northerly direction suitnblo 
stone for breakwater purposes is not likely to bo found nearer than the north-east point of the lake ?
Quito so.
5072. To the west, the same formation is found where the smelting works are being erected ? Yes.

5073.
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E. F. 5073. Then as to the south ? I have been along tho road from Shcllharbour Railway Station to Shell- 
Pittman, harbour township, and right on to Windang Island, and the nearest point along that road at which I saw 
A ifl M ^ie an^eH^e- was at the junction of the ShellharbourRoad wil.h the railway line. In my opinion, no suliable 

stone will be found nearer to the mouth of the lake on the south than at Shellharbour Railway Station, 
29 Jan., 1897. unless it may be on the coast south of Shellharbour. The basalt which occurs at Shellharbour station 

would he equally suitable.
5074. That would appear to be a distance of about 5 miles ? I should think it is about 5 miles, ,
5075. Are you fairly sure of this information ? I am quite sure of it. I have been over all the ground 
you mention quite recently.
.j07G. And yon have no doubt whatever about it ? Ko.
5077. Are you aware that Mr.'Evans, a mine manager of some repute on tho south coast, has given evi
dence contradictory to that given by Professor David and yourself with reference to the coal deposits 
south of Kembla ? I have not had an opportunity of seeing Mr. Evans’ evidence, but before visiting the 
Wongawilli site Professor David and myself were informed at Dapto that Mr. Evans was working the 
coal there, and that he and several others had stated that it was magnificent coal; in fact, we heard one 
statement to the effect that it was better than Newcastle coal. I can only say that the analysis of the 
samples, which I took very carefully and wliich represented the entire thickness of the seam where visible, 
showed a very inferior coal indeed to that of Newcastle.
5078. Mr. Hoskins.] What was the percentage of ash? 20'75 and 18'35. The coal was full of bands.
5079. Chairman^] Do you say that the evidence given before the Committee, as reported on page 139, is a 
correct statement in regard to the Wongawilli coal deposits ? Tes,
5080. Where were the samples taken from ? From the end of the tunnel; as far in as we could get. 
508L. And in regard to the Jamhcroo coal, you still maintain your position ? Yes ; I have not seen any 
reason to alter my opinion.
5082. Can you tell us anything in regard to the coal contiguous to Jervis Bay ? No; I cannot. We 
did not make any examination of that recently, and, as far as I know, Professor David is the only one 
who has really examined it at any time.
5083. How far south did you investigate recently with Professor David? Down to Jamberoo and 
Broger’s Creek.
5084. You have no desire to alter your evidence previously given, in which you told us definitely that 
there was no coal fit for export south of Mount Kembla ? No.
5085. Mr, Hwnphcry.'] Have you any recollection of the analyses of coal submitted to your Department
by Mr. Evans, in 1889 and in 1895,—the former of wliich gave a result of of ash, and the latter
11'45 of ash, as against tho analysis of 15'10 mentioned by Professor David in his evidence on the Kith 
December last? The return given in 1895, no doubt, passed through my hands, and 1 have no doubt 1 
signed the letter conveying the information, but I have no distinct recollection of it, and it is quite 
possible that these analyses are quite correct. But I should like to point out that the value of a coal 
analysis depends entirely upon the manner in which the sample is taken. It is quite possible that you 
might get small samples ot coal, taken from some of these southern seams, which would contain even 
less than 11 per cent, of ash. But the analyses furnished in Professor David’s evidence and my own, 
were from samples taken by ourselves and representative of certain thicknesses of the seam. That is 
the only way in which an analysis of coal can be regarded as of any consequence at all. Then, again, 
although I have no doubt whatever that the evidence referred to is right, and that an analysis was made 
showing 11 per cent, of ash, still the locality of these samples is always taken for granted by us when 
people send them in, and I cannot really say they actually came from that country at all, although I 
think it is quite possible they did. ”
5086. It is not impossible that the coal could have been got from elsewhere ? It is quite possible.
5087. As the result of your personal examination of the seam of coal referred to the percentage of ash from 
a fair representative sample was, as stated by Professor David, 15T0 ? Quite so. I do not think that 
coal could be worked commercially containing as kigh a percentage as that. The sample taken by us 
was a representative sample of a certain thickness of a scam that could be commercially worked. It was 
not an analysis of a small picked sample nhich might have been taken out from tho most promising part 
of the seam,'which perhaps might not have been more than 2 or 3 inches thick.
5088. You are not now referring to coal at Dapto Creek belonging lo the Illawarra Harbour and Land 
Corporation, but you arc referring to what is known as Brownlee's coal? Yes.
5089. Mr. Wright,] In regard to tho stone on TYindang Island, if it has been described as ferruginous 
sandstone, would that be correct ? No ; that is not a strictly correct term. It is really a sedimentary 
rock formed of volcanic ashes and small fragments of shale and sand.
5090. Not a sandstone at all ? No : a geologist would not call it a sandstone. It is really a volcanic tuff, 
hut passes into a tuffaceous sandstone in places.
5091. Did you examine the stone on the outer part of the island over which tho sea washes—tho lower 
layer? No; my examination was chiefly confined to the quarry. I thought I should have a hotter 
chance of seeing the stone in the solid there, and therefore confined ray attention to that. I walked 
round tlie top of tho island. The sides there were so precipitous that I did not care to go down, especially 
as I was pressed for time and the tide was coming in.
5092. On the sea face there is apparently a bed of solid stone ;—you do not know what that is ? I am 
certain the whole of the island is composed of volcanic tuff; because I examined the same beds right 
along the coast beyond Shellharbour.
5093. IrVhat do you call the stone found close to Port Kembla? Augite andesite.
5094. There is a shaft there 30 feet deep—have you examined that ? No.
5095. Can you tell the Committee what is the usual character of. the stone ? The character of it can be 
best ascertained at the quarries on the top of the hill at Kiama where it occurs in pentagonal prisms, 
as it were. You can sec it iu the quarries there looking like five-sided pillars.
5096. Chairman?] Is it what wo are accustomed to call columnar basalt ? It is a kind of basalt, but it is 
not true basalt. It occurs in the columnar form,
5097. Mr. Wright?] Does it usually occur in beds of sufficient size to enable you to get largo blocks of 
stone? Yes.
5098. In the 30-feet shaft just mentioned there is only a depth of 5 feet near the bottom showing solid 
stone, all the rest being considerably fractured? Yes.
5099. You think that stone is of a quality which will enable large blocks to be quarried out? I think so. 
The size of the blocks would only he limited by the columnar structure I have mentioned.

5100.
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5100. "Would that columnar structure enable you to get out blocks of from 20 to 25 tons? I think so.
The width of the columns is about the width of this table (about 3 feet), as a rule, and they aro five-sided.
5101. There is no evidence of that in the shaft ? Possibly not. ... ,
5102. You are satisfied the stone is of a quality suitable for a breakwater ? I think it is essentially so. ^__ __

■ 5103. Mr. Fefjan.'] Is it not possible that you may receive samples of coal stated to come from places 29 Jan., 1897.
where you would bo surprised to find coal of such quality? "We have received samples of ores—I 
cannot call to mind any samples of coal—from localities which I am perfectly certain were incorrectly given.
5101. And there might be that possibility in regard to the various coal lands south of Kembla? There 
is quite that possibility. I do not say for a moment it is done.
5105. Put it could be done ? Yes. _ ■
5106. If people wished to make their property appear more valuable than it really was, they could do
that? Yes. _ _ _
5107. You never make any question as to tho place from which the coal comes—all you do is to give an 
analysis of the sample ? Yes; except that in publishing the analysis in the annual report wherever I 
am doubtful I1 always put in the words “said ” to come, &c.

213

E. F. 
Pittman, 

Esq., 
A.R.S.M.

Mr. John James Amess, lighterman and tug-owner, sworn, and examined:—
5103, Chairman^ "What are you? A lighterman and tug-owner.
5109. Mr. Wright^] You are familiar with the handling of vessels ? Yes.
5110. The proposed channel at Lake Illawarra is 100 feet wide at the bottom and 3 miles long, and about
4'50 feet wide between the breakwaters, where there would be a considerable sea;—are you quite positive g jan jggj 
in your own mind that you could take a ship of (say) 4,000 tons burden in and out of the lake in an ’’ '
ordinary stiff breeze of wind ? Yes.
5111. There would he no danger of her fouling the hank ? I do not think so with a powerful tug.
5112. And no danger of her fouling the breakwaters? Ko ; as soon as you pass the breakwaters you 
get your tug close on to the ship’s bow and shorten your line.
5113. Supposing it was blowing a stiff breeze? You get on the lee side and keep her up.
5114. You think that an ordinary tug could keep her up ? Yes; an efficient tug—a tug of 100 horse
power.
5115. Such a tug would ho sufficiently powerful to take a ship of 4,000 tons through the breakwaters and
tbrouffh the channel just described ? Yes, iu my opinion it would. '
5116. There would he no danger of a ship fouling? No.
5117. Would there not he a danger of a strong breeze striking tho ship’s side, forcing her on to the bank 
of the channel ? I do not think so with a powerful tug ahead of her, because it would give her steerage way.
5118. You are satisfied in your mind that a big ship could he taken in and out with perfect safety ? Yes. -
5119. Mr. O'Connor.'] You have been engaged in this business for years, aud have had considerable 
experience? Yes.
5120. And you are now in the same business? Yes.

Stanley Alexander, Esq., Acting Inspecting Engineer, llailway Construction Branch, Department of
Public Works, sworn, and examined:—

5121. Chairman.] What are you? Acting Inspecting Engineer in the Railway Construction Branch of S. Alexander, 
the Department of Public Works.
5122. Mr. FeganC] Have you informatiou with regard to the cost of resumption at Port Kembla in 
connection with the Mount Pleasant- line and the Mount Keira line ? I have a paper sent to me by the 29 j3T1,1 
Committee which mentions only the cost of tho linos at Port Kembla within the resumed land—two lines,
the Kembla line and the Great Southern line within the land proposed to bo resumed.
5123. Including the Mount Pleasant line? No.
5124. Chairman.] Assuming that a port was to he made at Kembla, and it was determined to resume the
private railways, how much per mile would it cost going west? The cost that would be incurred to 
reproduce a line similar to that portion of the Mount Kembla line, exclusive of land resumption, would 
be £3,800 altogether. ■
5125. Mr. Fcgan^] What is the distance? The length of the line is 105 chains, and there are 40 chains 
of sidings. To reconstruct the line would cost £3,800. I do not know what the resumption would cost.
5126. There is the resumption of tho jetty ? Yes. That estimate is really for a railway line up to the 
beginning of tho jetty.
5127. Have you tho figures with regard to the Mount Pleasant lino ? No. Tho Mount Pleasant line is
not at Port Kembla. '
5128. If a harbour is constructed at Kembla, aud if you resume one line, it would he better to resume 
all; therefore tlie Mount Pleasant line would come in also, would it not;—tho Mount Pleasant collieries 
ship at Kembla, do they not? They do ship at Kemhla. But they tranship their coal at their own junction, 
wliich is several miles away from Port Kembla. They liave to tranship into other waggons. The Mount 
Pleasant line is a separate affair altogether. Mount Pleasant communicates directly with Wollongong 
Harbour. It is not within miles of Port Kombla.
5129. But ii a breakwater were constructed at Kembla which would give security to shipping, is it not
probable that the Mount Pleasant Company would ship there also ? They would then have to go by tho 
new railway which tho Government would construct, transhipping their coal into Government trucks at 
the port of Wollongong. ■
5130. But there ■would bo some resumption in connection with their railway also, would there not ? No.
5131. Now with regard to the Great Southern line ? The length of that line is 77 chains and there are 54 
chains of sidings. The cost would he £3,308.
5132. That is to construct a similar line to-day ? Yes.
5133. With the resumption of land ? No, exclusive of land resumption.
5134. Have you any idea what the resumption of land there would he? It would he very little. The 
land is not worth much. The resumption, I suppose, would amount to about 10 or 15 acres, at £5 an acre.
5135. Do you think you could get it for that? I do not suppose they ever gave more than that for it;
hut I am not sure that there is not a right-of-way. I think there was s’ome right-of-way given. I do not 
think the land was ever purchased. 5136-
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S. Akraander, 513G. ^ Imt would bo the easier grade or the nearer way to get from the collieries to Port Kombla—that 
is on to the Guvemment line ? I think the best route would be to go from ‘Wollongong, from the gaol.

29 Jan. 1697. ^ ^ on^ a :matte1, personal opinion.
‘ 5137. Eight through the town? Along tlie beach and across the Tom Thumb Tagoon.

5138. Is that a good place to construct a Hue P The only difficulty is the crossing at the mouth of tho 
Tom Thumb Lagoon,
5139. What would it cost to put a bridge over ? I think Mr. Deane has given you that information in 
his estimate. I merely made an exploration.
5140. Could you trace on the map the route by which you propose tho Hue should be constructed ? There 
were two lines surveyed. After passing round the gaol and going along the sand the line would cross over 
to tho shore of Tom Thumb Lagoon. Then it would follow a straight course past the Agricultural Ground 
and Eacecourse, and then across the mouth of Tom Thumb Lagoon to Port Kembla. That is what has 
been talked of as the beach line.
5141. Have you any doubt that the Mount Pleasant collieries would ultimately ship at Kembla if a break
water were constructed there;—could they safely ship at Wollongong at all times P The Mount Pleasant 
Colliery has been shipping at Wollongong for the last twenty-five years.
5142. But they want to employ large steamers, and only comparatively small vessels go into Wollongong ? 
Any evidenco I could give you about the shipping of coal would not be of any value. I will tell you all 
about the railways. The 'Mount Pleasant line traverses the borders of Wollongong. It passes right 
along the foreshore to the port.
5143. What is the grade there ? It is practically level.
5144. The grade on the Government line—the South Coast Hue—is rather steep there, is it not, and

■ that is why you suggest that the Hne should be brought round along the beach ? That is one of tlie
advantages to he gained by adopting the route of the Mount Keira line.
5145. But is not that one of the reasons—that you would miss tho steep grade there ? Tes.
514(J. What is tlie grade there on the main south coast ? Between the crossing of the Keira line and the 
railway station the grade is 1 in 75.
5147. On the proposed beach line you would have practically level country? From where tho Mount 
Keira line crosses the South Coast railway line there is a rising grade of 1 in SO on the Keira line.
5148. That is not a heavy grade, is it? It is nearly the same as on the main Hne. It is a comparatively 
simple matter to cut it down.
5149. Would it be cheaper to cut down the grade on the main line than to construct tlie beach railway ? 
I would cut down the grade on tho Keira line. It is the line already resumed by the Eailway Com
missioners.
6150. The Kembla line P Ko, the Keira line.

. 5151. There would liave to be a larger resumptiou, would there not ? I believe that no further resumption
would be necessary,
5152. Do you think that in the construction of a line to Port Kembla tbo junction should be made -with
the Mount Pleasant Hne instead of with the Mount Keira line? Ko; I do not think so. That is my 
personal opinion. ■
5153. Do you not think it would be more expensive to cut the grade down on the main lino than to resume 
the Mount Pleasant lino ? Ko. To make the Mount Pleasant line available for a portion of the new lino 
would bo very expensive.
5154. More so than cutting down the grade? Much more so. It is only a narrow gauge now, and near 
the port of Wollongong there is a quantity of rock, more or less hard, and tlie work would be very 
expensive. It would practically mean the construction of a new line.
5155. Therefore, you suggest that the connection should be with the Mount Keira line ? Tes.
5156. Mr. Hassall.'] Would the extension along from the Tcm Thumb Lagoon be an expensive one to 
construct? The Mount Pleasant portion has not been estimated. Mr. Deane in his evidence in regard 
to tho other portion estimated tho cost of a double line at £30.000.
5157. In your opinion which would be the more suitable route—to run the line along the sea-coast or to 
follow the main line and go round the Tom Thumb Lagoon ? I think it ought to go along the coast.
5158. Mr, Roberts.] Would any difficulty be experienced with tlie sand-drift which occurs close to where 
the proposed line would run? Ko.
5159. How far would tho line be west of the beach? It is only just in passing the gaol that the sand 
would interfere with the line, and there has been no motion of the sand there for a great many years. 
Some little expense would have to bo incurred to protect the line from the sand, but there would be no 
practical difficulty in dealing with it.
5160. Ko difficulty that you are quite sure could not be grappled with ? Kono whatever. The position 
of the sand has not changed ever since I have known the locaHty. I knew it first in 1883.
5161. Would the line pass to the east of tho agricultural buildings ? It will pass between the Agricultural 
Ground and the lagoon—that is, to the west.
5162. If it goes to the west, will it not go right through the centre of the agricultural ground ? No ; it
will avoid the agricultural ground and also the racecourse. It will go along the eastern shores of the 
Tom Thumb Lagoon. _
5163. Was there a route suggested by a bridge over the Tom Thumb Lagoon, and round the western shore 
of the lagoon instead of the eastern shore ? 1 think such a route has been explored. There is no difficulty 
about it. The only objection to it is that it is altogether through private property—grazing land, wliich 
is of some value. '
5164. The cost of the resumption would be considerably greater along that route ? Tos. Along the 
other route there is practically no resumption, or at all events very little.
5165. On the ground of expense, yon recommend the more eastern route ? Tes. There are other points 
in favour of the eastern line. One of them is that it connects the port of Wollongong with the proposed 
port at Komhla. Then, again, a railway constructed between the two ports would have a platform at the 
foot of Crown-street, which would be useful for ordinary communication between Wollongong and Fort 
Kembla. In addition to that there would be the traffic occurring two or three times a year in connection 
with the racecourse aud agricultural ground, wliich all means revenue. The people of Wollongong all 
prefer this line.
5166. Where would the new line start from—from the Mount Keira line ? Tes; just outside the Custom
House at Wollongong. 5167.
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5107. "Would tlie traffic on tbo Mount Keira line and the Mount Pleasant line have to be transhipped P'S- Aleiander, 
No. The Mount Keira line is of the same gauge as the G overmnont line. It is connected with the main •’£®<h 
line by a loop, and is actually in use by the Kailway Commissioners, and under their control. The Mount 29^^139^ 
Pleasant lino has a narrow gauge, and the colliery proprietors would have to make some transhipping *
arrangement if they intended to unload at Port ICemhln.
51G8. Either that or alter their gauge ? Tes.
51G9. Any alteration of gauge nould have to be doue at the expense of the Mount Pleasant Colliery ?
Yes.
5170. Mr, Moski’tis.] Did you make a survey of the shortest distance and tho most practicable route for 
a branch line of railway from Port Kembla to the smelting works? It was explored.
5171. By you ? No ; by Mr. Wickham, one of our engineers.
5172. What would he the shortest distance? Six and a half miles.
5179. And would it bo an easy matter to make the line ? No. It is not an easy line but it is a perfectly 
practicable one.
6174. No estimate has been made of the probable cost? No; it was only explored. Auy estimate of 
cost would be merely a guess. It would cost about £5.000 or £6,000 a mile,
5175. Mr. Lee!] Kindly look at this little sketch showing the Mount Pleasant line. There has been a 
suggestion to start tlie line from the Government line at the 47-mile post, with a slight loop on to tho 
existing Mount Pleasant line, the object being to avoid the heavy grade on tlie main lino ;—do you not 
think that would be better than making the connection with the Mount Kiera line ? It would produce a 
better result but it would be more expensive.
5176. In what would the cost consist ? In making practically a new railway along the Mount Pleasant line.
5177. Why ? Tlie Mount Pleasant line has a gauge of 3 ft, 6 in. and tho bridges are very poor con
structions indeed—very old.
6178. Practically that would mean an entirely now line ? Yes.
5179. Is the gauge of the Mount Keira line 4 ft. 81 in. ? Yes. It is now Government property and 
therefore there will be no further expenditure upon it as a single line. On the Mount Pleasant line near 
the port of Wollongong it is doubtful whether there is sufficient land to make the cuttings. Tho slopes 
aro now nearly vertical and if we increase the width of the line and flatten down the curves, the slopes of 
the cuttings would run back for some little distance and it is doubtful whether there would be sufficient 
land. The locality I refer to is right along Smith’s Hill, after you pass Stuart Parle and right into the park.
5180. You look upon that as an important matter ? The line would certainly have to bo increased in 
width, and you must either take the extra width, and I doubt whether there is sufficient land, or else you 
must go out to the sea side and build a wall. '
5181. At all events you have tho Mount Keira line with a workable grade which will admit of a maximum
load being carried, and which belongs to the Government? Yes. .
5182. And it could be used to-morrow, I suppose, for any amount of traffic? It could be used at once.
5183. Mr. Wright.] I suppose the lino along the beach is really, all things considered, the most economical 
one to construct ? Yes, I think it is.
6184. And the chances of traffic are greater than in the case of any other route that could he adopted ?
I think so.
5185. Has the country from Wollongong station along the western side of tho Tom Thumb lagoon been 
closely examined ? Yes.
518G. And you say unhesitatingly that you are in favour of the eastern or sea-beach line ? Yes; I think 
that will prove to be the cheapest.
0187. Do you think a double line would he required there? As a matter of personal opinion I do not 
think it would—not yet; but in this proposal to adopt the Mount Pleasant line you must always bear in 
mind that a double line may be required some dav. '
5188. In the event of the coal shipment at Port Kembla reaching 2,000,000 tons per annum, as we have 
been told might bo possible, would not a double line be necessary then ? Yes; it would probably.
5189. You think that at present a single line would carry the traffic ? Yes.
6190. Chairman.] Beverting to the Mount Pleasant line, what would be the length from Stuart Park towards 
the port of Wollongong where the hill drops enough to render it no longer necessary to have a heavy 
cutting ;—what would be the length between the bridge close to Brighton and the bluff on the Wollongong 
side of Stuart Park—that is where your trouble is ? I should think the length is under £ of a mile.
0191. And you regard that as involving heavy expenditure ? Yes.
5192. Can you give us any idea of the cost ? It would be only a guess. As I mentioned just now, there 
are several conditions we have to find out,—whether there is room enough on the land side for tho 
cuttings. If there is room, it is a matter of cutting only; but if there is not, then we must go on to the 
sea side and build tho wall. It is a heavy piece of line in any case. That piece might cost (say) £5,000.
5193. Do you regard that as the extreme for a single line ? Yes; it would not cost more than that in 
any case.
5194. Then going west you have the main part of the embankment done up to the south coast line ? Yes.
5195. It is very narrow, you say ? Yes.
5196. And the bridges are had ? The bridges will require to be renewed altogether.
5197. What would be the total expense right through, approximately;—you have another £ of a mile, 
have you not? Yes. The earthwork from the cuttings could go to make the banks,
5198. Would you make the whole job for £10,000 right through? You see, you want ballast; and you 
would have to re-rail the whole thing and re-sleeper it. The rails and ballast and sleepers would be worth 
£2,000.
5199. You have a 1^-mile to make? Yes.
6200. £10,000 seems a very reasonable thing, considering a good deal of the work is done? Yes; perhaps 
£10,000 might do it.
5201. That is from the Mount Pleasant line to Wollongong? Yes.
5202. Prom tlie intersection of the Mount Pleasant line with the main south coast line, what is tho grade 
along the latter to tho intersection of the Kembla lino ? There is a grade of 1 in 75 running up to the 
Wollongong Station.
5203. Between Mount Pleasant and tho Mount Keira line what is the grade ? One in 150.

5204.
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S, Akiander, S20i. Is there nothing worse than that ? Iso. I have before me the working plan of tho Sydney to 
Wollongong and^Kiama line, and I find that immediately south of the intersection of the Mount Pleasant 

29 Jan. 1897 ^*ne 1^1 '*'?ie ma’n,line the grade is 1 in 4-00 for 37 chains ; then it is 1 in 150 for 10 chains ; then there 
’ ' are 15 chains of 1 in 75—up to the crossing of the Mount Kiera Hail way.

5205. Therefore, the grade of 1 in 75 running up into the town of "Wollongong extends 15 chains north
ward beyond the Mount Kiera line ? Tes.
5206. How are yon to get rid of that 15 chains of 1 in 75 ? The loop-liuc turns off about 4 chains south 
from the beginning of the 1 in 75 grade, and, therefore, we have only 4 chains of the 1 in 75 grade to deal 
with. The loop I believe to have a grade of 1 in b’O, and the length is 31 chains to tho top of it.
5207. Then when you join the Mount Keira line what grade have you got? The 31 chains extend right 
up to the top of the grade along the Keira line.
5208. That includes the loop line and that portion of the Mount Keira line that is 1 in 80 ? Tes.
5209. The rest is a down grade ? Tes.
5210. Then what we have to deal with is 4 chains of 1 in 75, and 31 chains of 1 in SO—the question is 
how to get rid of that ? Tes. Mr. Deane estimated the cost of reducing the grade on the loop lino to 
1 in 100 at £1,600, That will leave no grade worse than 1 in 100 between Belmore basin and Mount 
Pleasant crossing.
5211. The cost of the Mount Kemhla line and the Great Southern line loading to a point west of the 
jetties you have given at £7,108—is that the value of new lines similar to these, or the present value of 
the lines ? New lines similar to these.
5212. What ought to he allowed by the Department for depreciation in resuming them? All sorts of 
things come in when considering tho cost of resumption.
5213. However, you could build new lines for that money as good as the present ones were when new ? Tea.
5214. What, in your opinion, would he the cost of a single line between Belmore basin and Kembla ? 
About £18,000.
5215. In the first statement given in answer to question 1854 the amount for a single line of railway is 
stated at £14,613;—what reason have you for adding on 25 per cent ? Eor additional sidings and better 
ballast and heavier rails. Tho lower estimate was made in June, and there is now an expectation of

• greater traffic.
5216. The Department now intends to make the line very much more stable than they did in the first 
instance ? Tes.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla.

Fitzwilliam Wentworth, Esq., Trustee of the Wentworth Estate, Port Kembla, sworn, and examined:—
w ,, 3217. Chairman] Are you acquainted with an area of 2,400 odd acres of land King adjacent to Port 
Wentworth, Kembla p Yes. '

5218. Are you the owner of that property ? I am not the owner. I am merelv trustee forit. The owner 
2 Feb., 1897.brother. , . . . .

5419* Are you empowered to deal with it in any way that appears to be in the interests of tho property ? 
Tes, subject to my brother’s consent.
5220. Tour brother would take your advice with regard to it ? Most probably.
6221. Are you aware of the proposal to construct a port at Kembla ? Tes.
5222. You are at present, I believe, in receipt of a sum of money for way-leave from the two coal 
companies ? Tes.
5223. The^ way-leave is represented by a -|d. a ton upon all coal going over those lines ? A ^d. a ton at 
present, with power to raise it at a certain time to Id. a ton.
5224. If those lines were resumed the way-leave would go with them ? Certainly.
5225. And then your estate would be injured ? Certainly.
5226. If those lines were resumed, and the rights under the Bill not impaired, the way-leave, therefore, 
not being interfered with, your estate would not be injured, so far as the lines are concerned ? That is so.
5227. Supposing tho Government resumed a piece of land adjacent to the loading-places, running back, say, 
by way of illustration, a quarter of a mile, aud they took the delivery of the coat a quarter of a mile from 
the jetty, as if it were on the jetty, and conveyed it free of cost from that boundary on to the jetty;— 
under those circumstances, would your way-leave be unimpaired? Certainly not, as far as I can see.
5228. The more coal that goes along the Port Kembla lino to Port Kemhla the more advantageous it is 
to you as the owner of the way-leave? Yes.
5229. If there were a good port at Kemhla more coal would come from the Port Kembla mine in all 
probability over your land ? Tes.
5230. And to that extent your land would appear to be benefited ? Yes.
523L Supposing the Government relieved the coal companies, at a distance say of a quarter of a mile from 
the jetties, of the cost of haulage, leaving you still the right to charge way-leave, deliver}' being taken at 
the end of the resumed land instead of at the jetty, would you consider your right then impaired? I 
would, for this reason: [ gave them this low rate of way-leave simply with the additional prospect of 
getting the benefit which I saw would ultimately accrue from settlement at the end of tho lines, and I 
made it a distinct condition in the terms that they were not to erect any buildings, or anything of that 
sort—that the estate was to get tho prospective benefit. 5232.
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5232. Your way-leave is under certain stated conditions for a term approximately of fifty years. If tlie
Government saved the companies using the railway lines the last quarter of a mile haulage, your agree
ment with the companies still being allowed to stand, how could it affect you with regard to the way- 
leave ? It would affect me in this way : if the Government took a quarter of a mile-----  _
5233. "We will come to that presently—we are now only talking of the way-leave ? iNo, I do not think 
it would affect me materially.
5234. Take the question of tho land resumption. You are aware that an expenditure such as the
Government propose at Port Kembla, if carried out, would have some effect upon any estate adjacent 
thereto. Your rights are limited by the foreshore. It is within the right of tho Government to refuse 
any private owner permission to erect a wharf ? Yes. _
5235. Supposing they spent a large sum of money at Kembla, so that it became possible to have a large 
extent of wharfage, would you recognise it as being of some benefit to your estate, provided there was.no 
resumption. Supposing the Government constructed large works at Port Kembla and made no resumption 
at all, would it be beneficial to an estate adjacent to those works? I should think it would.
523C. And to all parts of that estate ? Well, no, 1 do not think it would to all parts, because a great 
deal of tho estate is only fit for tlie use to which it is put at present. I think it would within a certain 
distance of the terminus of tho railway.
5237. You recoguise that tho fact fhat vessels from all parts of the world would come to that port would 
produce some benefit to the estate ? ] do not know that it would. It has not up to date, it has not
brought any considerable value to the estate, though there has been an extensive shipment of coal.
523S. You recognise what a very different state of things there would be with a largo port there? There 
is a considerable shipment of coal there now.
5239. Bo you recognise that it would be of auy benefit to your estate ? Yes.
5240. Ey the increase iu the quantity of coal for shipment it would receive some benefit, but you cannot 
say how much ? Ko.
5241. Would you be prepared to give the Government any land for the erection of wharfs, jetties, 
breakwaters, and other works pertaining to the port ? I am prepared to recommend my brother to give 
it to them, provided I see that his rights aro maintained, and that he gets his way-leave on the coal and 
stuff hauled.

F.
Wentworth,

Esq.

3 Feb., 1897.

5242. Would yon be prepared to give the Government free of cost a sufficient quantity of land as an 
approach to such wharfs as they might erect at a port in Kembla Bay ? 1 should like to know how
much land they required first; they might take the whole lot unless I had a limitation.
5213. A little south from Kembla headland is a rise in which it lias been ascertained with reasonable
certainty that there is a large deposit of stone suitable for the construction of a breakwater ; would you 
be prepared to give a quarry site to the Government ? I cannot sny on tlie spur of flic moment. It is a 
matter wliich requires consideration. This is the first lime 1 liave beard of such a thing.
5241'. What area would you be prepared to recommend to your brother as a reasonable area lo give for 
all purposes? I should like in tbo first instance to see how much the Government required. Let the 
proposition come from them. I cannot off-hand say anything definite about it.
5245. What do you think the land adjacent to Kembla is worth ? I could not say' just now.
5246. Have you any idea of the value of it? Ko, I cannot say. At tlie present moment it only has llic 
value of dairy laud. But it has a prospective value. I gave these people the land for their railways and 
gave them a right to haul their coal on very liberal terms so as to increase tbo value of the land.
5247. Mr. Wright.~\ Have these concessions given an increased value to the land? Not a bit, up to date.
5248. Chairman^] The value of the land is primarily dependent upon its position? Yes.
5249. As dairy land do you regard it as of a high class ? It is of the ordinary Illawarra class; it is very
good land. ■
5250. Have you no idea what the value of the laud is ? As to the value of land a buyer and a seller have 
different ideas. I consider the value of the land is greatly increased by the fact that it is situated in one 
of the choicest places for a natural harbour on that part of the coast.
5251. But you cannot make use of those natural opportunities furnished by Kembla Bay without the
permission of the Government? Yes; but the Government never interfere with the development of 
private estates. That would be altogether an arbitrary thing to do—to interfere with legitimate develop
ment such as I have been giving to this estate. I have been giving the people there facilities ior shipping 
coal on the most favourable terms. We have got very little out of it. 1 should like to know if the 
Government would let them ship coal for a -fd. a ton ? 1 think tho Government would charge 6d.
5252. Could you not state approximately the value of the Kombla land ? Ko, 1 could not. The Govern
ment have the right to resume any land they want for a public work. You see I am a trustee, and 1 have 
to act very cautiously, ily position is this : if I see that my brother’s income from the estate is going to 
be increased in value, or that tho estate is going to be increased in value, 1 shall be prepared to de,al 
liberally with the Government or anybody else, as 1 have dealt liberally with the coal companies. The 
price of the land would depend upon the price offered by the Government.
5253. And you arc prepared to take into consideration (be fact that tbo construction of a harbour 
adjacent to your land will have some benefit ? Certainly.
5254. But what that benefit is you are not prepared to say ? Ko, not offhand.
5255. H you were still left in a position to charge way-leave over the lines running to Kemhla as hereto
fore, you would not regard the way-leave as impaired ? Certainly not.
5256. You would be prepared to recognise in the construction of a port some betterment given to the 
property ? It ought to be the caso, certainly.
5257. How much the betterment you do not know ? Ko.
5258. If the Committee make a definite proposal to you after considering the main question whether or 
not it is well to make a port at Kembla, you will let us have as speedy a reply as you can ? Certainly.
5259. Mr. JIoskins.~\ You will be prepared to recommend your brother to deal liberally with the Govern
ment ? Certainly; provided his way-leave is not interfered with.
5260. Chairman^ Can you inform the Committee what is tho present return from the properly, outside 
tho way-leave? The present return from the property is the same as it was thirty or forty years ago. 
We have had people there who have been bom and bred qn the land, and wo have never increased their 
rent; they pay the same rent now as they did thirty or forty years ago.
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E1- 5261. Can you tell us what it amounts to? 1 think it is £500 a year for 2.400 acres.
Wentworth, renfc were ^orn on ^ . their fathers and mothers lived there before them. _

'B<1' 5262, Hr. Zee.] How much land actually is under way-leave by the two companies?

The people who 

I cannot say from
2 Feb. 1807. Irie!',10l,y- >

’ 5263. They have a strip 2 chains wide for the whole length of your property ? Yes ; and they have a
certain amount of land at the terminus for any railway works, such as sidings. _
5264. Chairman.'] Could yon let us know exactly these three points—first of all the return from farming
pursuits, the return in the shape of way-leave, and the extent of land under way-leave ? Yes ; I shall be 
glad to do so. _
5265. 3Zr. Lee.] I think you said that you would prefer that the Government should leave this matter of
a harbour at Kemhla alone altogether ? Yes. _ _ _
5266. At the present time you get what you call a way-leave from the existing collieries of Id. per ton ? 
Yes ; to be increased after a certain number of years to Id. per ton.
5267. Your land is occupied by tbe length of the railway for 2i miles and about 2 chains wide ? Yes.
526S. The estimated shipment from Kembla of coal brought along that railway will be 750,000 tons a 
year? Yes. -
5269. What would that bring to your estate at Id. per ton ? £1,552 per year. t
5270. ]u the face of such figures, can yon say that you would rather that the Government should not 
interfere in the matter at all ? Yes ; because only a year or two ago tho shipment of coal amounted to 
only 50,000 tons, whereas it is now 250,000 tons. It is a growing trade, and there is room for three or 
four more lines of railways.
5271. Aud room for more jetties ? Certainly. _
5272. Hut you would not' be giving up a source of income such as you arc now getting in the shape of 
way-leave unless tho Government actually resumed the land on which tho railways stand ? No.
5273. You have already said that you would have no objection to the Government taking over the 
railways so long as the way-leave was not interfered with ? I say if tlie estate would be benefited by the 
increased haulage of coal.
5274. The more the Government develop that port, and the more coal that is shipped there, the larger would 
be the income to your estate ? Certainly.
5275. In point of fact, instead of tbo income being £1,500 a year as at present, if the way-leave were 
raised to Id. a ton, and if the quantity of coal shipped was 750,000 tons, the income would be increased 
to £3.000? Certainly. If the Government will show me what they want I shall be prepared to deal 
most liberally with them.
5276. Mr. Wright.] If the Government should decide to construct a harbour at Port Kembla, would that
fact cause you to put an enhanced value on tbe land beyond what you think it is worth now? It all 
depends. Of course if 1 am to lose the shipping facilities altogether, and tho Government arc to step 
into my shoes, I shall want fair compensation. '
5277. But provided that the Government did not interfere with your way-leave, you would not require 
much extra money then ? I do not think so. I want to deal fairly and liberally with tbo Government, 
while at the same time protecting my brother’s rights.

Henry Kichard Carleton, Esq., M.P., M.Inst.C.E., Principal Assistant Engineer, Harbours and Bivers 
Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn, and examined :—

II. E. 5278. Chairman.] What are you ? Principal Assistant Engineer, Harbours and Bivers Branch, Depart- 
Cnrloton, ment of Public Works.

Bstty - 5279. Mr. .TIassall.] Arc you in a position to furnish tbe Committee with the estimated cost of purchasing 
.the two jetties at Port Kembla? Yes. Mr. Barley's estimate is—for the Mount Kembla Company’s 

2,Febl897. iettjr! £5j450; and for the Southern Coal Company’s jetty, £8,100, making a total of £13,550. That is 
the present value.
5280. Could you give us the estimated cost of a wharf providing two unloading berlhs ? Eor two berths, 
each 100 feet long, the cost would bo £1,725 ; for ballast and retaining-wall along the back of the wharfs 
and jetties, £1,400; cost of dredging, 21 feet at low water, in front of the wharf, and reclaiming the land 
at the back, £6,700. That is the whole cost in connection with the two berths.
5281. Can you state tho cost of constructing a low-level jetty for unloading purposes, running out 
parallel with the existing jetty ? One has been designed 500 feet long, of which the estimated cost is 
£6,250; shipping appliances on the wharf embracing six whips, £1,500 ; railway lines, four sets of lines, 
£1,000, with sundries. £925. Total estimate for the two berths, each 100 feet long, and the jetty 500 feet 
long, £19,500.
5282. That amount, added to the previous sum of £13,550, would make a total cost for the works
mentioned of £33,050 ? Yes. _
5283. So that you estimate that the two existing jetties can he resumed, and every convenience provided 

' for loading and unloading at Port Kemhla, at a total cost of about £33,000 ? That would be sufficient
at present. _ ,
5284. What area of land do you think would have to be resumed to enable operations to be carried on ?
I think it would be necessary to resume about 660 acres, as shown on a plan 1 have had prepared. _ 
0285. Where is that land situated ? It would embrace all tlie land to tbe east of a north-west line 
■running from near the south-east corner of David Allen’s grant of 2,200 acres. i
5286. Would that include tbo point at Port Kembla? Yes, it would include Bed Point, which would
probably be required as a signal station. _
5287. Would it also include the land upon wliich the quarry is situated ? Yes ; a sufficient area to give 
us stone for the whole of the works. 1 think it would be very necessary to take in Bed Point, as it 
would be required for a sign a]-station.
52SS. Does the existing railway stand upon any portion of the land yon propose to resume ? Yes ; the 
railway passes through it.
5289. The resumption you propose extends from Bed Point, right up to Tom Thumb Lagoon? Yes, to 
tlie entrance to Tom Thumb Lagoon. It has an average width of about 35 chains.

5290.
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5200. Do you tMnk it will be necessary to resume the whole of that ? 1 think we cannot do with any 
less, in order to provide for an approach, to obtain sufficient land in the proper position to give what 
stone we require, and to take in Ded Point as a signal station.
5291. Would you require died Point for signalling purposes ? Tes. _
6292, And in the event of the whole of the other land not being required for shipping purposes, you 2 Jet., 1897. 
think it would, perhaps, he feasible for the Government to sell a portion of it, so as to^ recoup themselves
for some of the outlay f ] think we ought, at least, to have a width of about 30 chains at a point near 
the jetties for approach and sidings.
6293. In thb event of the railway being carried on from Del more basin, you think it would be necessary 
to have that width of land to enable the railway to be brought along without any trouble? Tes.
5294!. Would you state concisely the reasons why you think it advisable to resume this area of land?
I think we should have the portion at Ked Point as a signal station. The adjoining piece between that 
and the wharfs, or the greater portion of it, will he required for quarry purposes ; and the remaining 
part will be required for approaches to the harbour—for road and railway purposes, for shunting and 
sidings. .
5295- Ton think it advisable to resume a sufficient area in view of the further development of trade which 
might ensue if these harbour works were carried out ? Tes. Wc thought we ought also at this time to 
take all the land fronting the harbour even as far as the northern breakwater.
5296. You think the whole of that land surrounding the work should he in the hands of the Government
to be dealt with as they think fit ? 1 do. _
5297. Mr. Roberts?] I think you said just now, in answer to Mr. Hassall, that if this breakwater were
carried out you would recommend the construction of another jetty at Port Kemhla? Yes, a low level 
jetty for unloading purposes, the existing jetties being merely for the loading of coal, _
'6298. Ton think there should be a jetty for the inward traffic? Tes. The deck would be 4 feet 6 inches 
above high water.
5299. If only the eastern breakwater were constructed, do you think the water in the harbour would be
sufficiently calm to enable ships to unload with safety? Tot in all weather, I think there would be 
days when they would have to haul off from tho jetties. _
5300. That being so, do you not think it would he desirable to leave the question of an extra jetty for 
future consideration? 1 think yon will require something to unload at. Ko doubt there must be some 
inward traffic.’ There may he days in the year when you would not he able to work there.
5301. Am I to understand that it would only he in the very severe weather indeed that there would he a 
difficulty about unloading? Yes; in easterly weather, when there would be a range at the wharf,
5302. Would those wharfs he for the accommodation of the inward Traffic? Yes, and for the discharge 
of ballast.
5303. What is the estimated cost of the wharfs ? "We only propose at present to construct two lengths 
100 feet each, which will he quite sufficient for the discharge of ballast.
5304. What is the new jetty to cost for the inward traffic? £6,250. It will be 500 feet long.
5305. Have you had large experience in the selection of stone suitable for the construction of break
waters ? Yes, I thiuk 1 have. I have been at that work for some eighteen years now in the Department.
5306. And you have made recommendations, I presume, with regard to nearly all the works on the coast ?
Yos, from the Tweed southwards.
5307. Would you mention a few of them ? The Eichmond, the Clarence, the Bellinger, the Nambucca, 
the Macleay, Trial Bay, and Lake Macquarie.
5308. And in every instance Ihe opinion you formed as to the quality of the stone has been realised ?
Y^es ; I think so. ,
5309. Are you of opinion that the stone from the quarry close to Port Kembla is well adapted for the 
construction of the proposed breakwater ? Yes. I think we could get verjr good stone there.
5310. Do you think tlie deposit of stone in the quarry is sufficiently extensive for all purposes ? Yes, 
quite sufficient, for ihe complete scheme.
5311. Have you visited Lake Illawarra? I was there with the Committee.
5312. Did you inspect tho stone on Windang Island ? I did. _ _
5313. Would it be suitable for the construction of a breakwater at Lake Illawarra? Well, it is not a 
stone 1 should advise the Government to use, I do not like it myself.
5314. If the stone on Windang Island were on the shores of Port Kembla would you recommend its 
being used ? No, I would not.
5315. Have you gone into the commercial aspect of the question as to the probability or otherwise ol the 
proposed harbour works proving remunerative? 1 did, to a slight extent, in my preliminary report, 
which I think was handed in to tlie Committee with Mr. Hickson’s statement.
5310. Mr. Black.~\ Do you knowhow many days during the year on an average it is possible for vessels 
to load at Port Kembla now ? .,No, I do not.
5317. If it wore stated that they could load on an average 335 days in the year, would you think that 
would be a fair statement? I hardly think the harbour would he available so many days in the year 
under present conditions.
5318. if that statement were a correct one, do you think the Government would be justified in constructing 
works for the improvement of the harbour ? 1 do. It would induce another class of vessels to go there— 
sailing vessels.
5319. Have you formed any opinion with regard to the use of sailing vessels for the conveyance of coal— 
do you think they are likely to increase or decrease in number ? 1 do not think there will be any diminu
tion.
5320. Do you not think that their slowness, and the difficulty of handling them puts them out of court, 
as compared with vessels driven by steam ? I think the same number are still going to Newcastle—rather 
increasing I think.
5321. Then you believe that if the eastern breakwater were constructed at Port Kembla it would make that 
harbour suitable for sailing vessels ? Yes, far more convenient.
5322. Do you think they could get in as easily as they do now in rough weather ? ] think a sailing vessel
would only go iu and out with a tug at any time, as is the case at Sydney and Newcastle,

5323.
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Cwieton particular way would a sailing vessel lie benefited by the construction of the eastern break-
Eeq., M.B., wa^er r- Ik would dimiuish tlie roll in the harbour very much indeed.
M.J.C.E. ’ 5324. And how is that a point that tells against a sailing vessel more than agaiust one driven by steam ?

Well, there would be a certain amount of shelter provided as well. I daresay a vessel, if the breakwater 
2 Peb., 1897. were constructed, could ride through any gale, but she could -not hang on there under present 

circumstances.
5325. Why should the roll in the harbour militate more against a sailing vessel than a steamer? I do 
not say that it would, but a certain amount of protection would be afforded to the vessel by the break
water. She -would know that she could ride out against almost any gale that occurred while she was 
loading. At present she would have to be on the watch to get away at once on the slightest sign of a sea 
getting up.
532G. Would not that bo true of any vessel, whether driven by steam or sail ? Yes: except that a sailing 
vessel is far more helpless than a steamer. ^
5327. Where does-the special inducement for sailiug vessels come in then, as contrasted -with steamers ? 
I do not know that there is any inducement. It is cheaper freight, of course.
5328. I mean special inducement for them to use the harbour. I asked you in the first instance whether, 
if it were true that the harbour could be used 335 days in tbe year under present circumstances without 
tlie breakwater, tbe Government would be justified in constructing a breakwater in order to make the 
harbour safe during the other thirty days, and yon said ;i Yes, because of tbo advantage it would give to 
sailing vessels.” Now, I want to know from you what special advantage it gives to sailing vessels over 
vessels driven by steam ? Well, a sailing vesssel would not go there at all now—not tbe large class.
5329. Go you think they would go there if the eastern breakwater were constructed ? I think they would.
5330. And the reason they do not go there, you think, is because of the danger that might arise from
sudden storms ? Yes; a vessel might be caught in a trap at present. „
5331. And you think that the eastern breakwater would be sufficient protection ? Por loading purposes,
but not for discharging. Sufficient protection fora vessel: she could lie behind it in any weather—she 
would not have to go to sea. ”
5332. If she could not load she could lie there ? Yes; she could haul off from the wharf and lie behind 
tbe breakwater.
5333. Then we are to understand that the construction of tho eastern breakwater will not so much increase 
the facilities for loading as to furnish tbe sailing vessels with a safe harbour ? Yes. Of course tbo break
water would not increase the facilities for loading.
5334. I mean facile loading in rough weather. I suppose it is difficult to load vessels there when there
is any kind of a jumble? Yes. *
5335. And even with the eastern breakwater, when there was rough weather outside, there wo'uld still bo 
a slight range which would make it dangerous to vessels and to tbe jetties if they were alongside ?, Yes.
5336. Then it lessens down to this—that tho construction of the eastern breakwater would make tbe
harbour safe—vessels could always lie there at anchor without danger ? I believe they could : it would 
be a harbour of refuge. ”
5337. AV ould it make any difference what quarter the wind came from ? The worst would be an easterly 
gale.
5338. Do you think that is worse than a north-easter ? The norlh-easters are never very bad. You 
never get the long sea from the north-easters that you do from the others.
5339. You beard some of the evidence given with regard to Jervis Bay? Yes.
5340. If that port were protected by tbe junction of an island situated at the entrance with the mainland 
by means of a breakwater, do you think it would be a safe port in all weathers ? Yes. I believe there 
would be shelter down at the southern eud of Jervis Bay in any weather.
5341. Do you think the water is sufficiently deep? No ; you will have to go a greater distance from the 
shore to get the same depth of water at Jervis Bay than you will have to do at Port Kembla. We get 
into deep water more quickly at Bort Kombla.
5342. At what distance from the shore do you get into deep water at Jervis Bay? I think I am right 
in saying that it is over a quarter of a mile.
5343. At that distance, do yon not lose a great deal of the shelter ? No; there would still be considerable 
shelter if you connected Bowen Island with the mainland.
5344. You think the connection of Bowen Island with the mainland a necessity? Yes; if yon want to 
make a shipping port there, I think it would be.
5345. Mr. Moslems.] In the event of this Committee recommending, and Parliament sanctioning, tbe
construction of a port at Kembla, how soon afterwards do you think the works could be commenced, so 
that some benefit would result from them ? Tbe resumption of tlie land would be the chief thing. As 
soon as that was completed we could start work, as far as getting plant on the around is concerned, in a 
month. ~
5346. How long would it take you to open up the quarry to make it fit for work, and ready to turn out 
large blocks of stone for the breakwater? "We should not want the very large blocks at the root of tho 
breakwater; tbe smaller blocks would come in there at tbe start. It would be three or four months 
before we could get out the 30-ton blocks.
5347. Still, you could get to work and get stone suitable for the breakwater within how long a time after 
receiving orders and after tho land had been resumed ? "We could be running stone down in three 
months’ time,
534S. Is it intended to proceed with the eastern and northern breakwaters at the same time ? Yes; wo 
could,do both at the same time.
5349. Do yon intend to do so ? It would be more economical in that way, because the smaller class of
stone would go to the northern breakwater. ’
5350. Evidence lias been given that by tbe construction of tbe eastern breakwater a very great improve
ment would be effected, and vessels could lie in Port Kembla in comparative safety ; and some witnesses 
have even gone so far as to say that for every 20 yards of the breakwater that was constructed an 
improvement would be observable in the water in the harbour;—do you think that is correct? I do.
5351. Then would it not be desirable, if possible, to go on with tbe eastern breakwater first? Certainly; 
I think the eastern breakwater should be first built, but there might be material that we would get from
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the quarry which would not be suitable for tho eastern breakwater, and would have to be rim for spoil,
but which could be used in the northern breakwater. _ Esqr
5332. liave you any doubt that you would be able to get plenty of stone of sufficient size and durability, ULLcjs.''
and suitable in other respects for the purposes of the breakwater from tbo quarry you propose to open at
Kembla Bay? From wbat I have seen of it, it looks as well as any quarry ue are working for harbour 2 Feb., 1897-
purposes on the coast.
5353. Mr. Jlumphery.I Arc you of opinion that it would be unnecessary to construct the northern 
breakwater ? I think it will have to be constructed eventually.
5351. Why ? To make a complete harbour.
5355. Are you of opinion that when tbe eastern breakwater is completed all the necessary facilities for 
shipping inwards and outwards will then exist in Port Kembla? 1 do not think it would be a perfect 
harbour with only one breakwater.
5356. You have expressed tho opinion that there would, perhaps, be some interruption from tbo prevalence 
of easterly gales ? Yes ; that would simply mean that any vessel unloading would probably have to 
haul off from the wharf and ride out the gale.
5357. Would there he any danger to the shipping? Ko, 1 do not think ships would ever have to leave
the port. ‘
5358. The worst that would happen without tbo construction of the northern breakwater is that a slight 
interruption might for a time take place in the unloading of sailing vessels at tho wharf? Yes, and until 
the northern breakwater is constructed tbe unloading will not be carried on as easily or as well as if wo 
bad the second breakwater; there will always be a slight range,
5353. When the wind is from a certain quarter, or at all times ? With an easterly sea.
5360. Do you think it desirable to proceed at all at the present time with the northern breakwater? I 
think it would be sufficient to build tbo eastern one first.
5361. Wrill any saving in your estimate be effected by reason of tbe discovery of the present quarry site?
Yes. Mr. Barley thinks be can save 9d. per ton on all stone used in the eastern breakwater, since bo 
submitted his original estimate—that is, that the price can be reduced from 5s. a ton to 4s. 3d.
5362. I suppose there will be no saving in quantity ? No. 1 think the quantity has been estimated
liberally. •
5363. You are speaking now, I suppose, of a saving of 9d. per ton in connection with the eastern break
water ? The saving would be similar in both cases.
53G4. What would bo the total ? On the eastern breakwater there would be a saving of £23,'745, and on 
the northern breakwater £22,710. The cost of the eastern breakwater would be reduced by £23,745, 
leaving it at £135,390.
5365. Do you say that that sum would be ample to construct tho eastern breakwater as designed, and -
shown on the plan now before tbe Committee? Yes. '
5366. Mr. Trickclt.] During tho earlier stages of this inquiry several witnesses went into tbo question of 
tbo proposed height of the breakwater above ocean level—has that been decided upon yet ? It is proposed 
to construct the eastern breakwater 20 feet above low water.
5367. Is it proposed to use the top of that breakwater for the conveyance of goods to tho ships or any
thing of that kind ? No, not for wharfage purposes at all,
5368. I ask the question because some discredit was sought to be thrown upon tbo scheme on the ground 
that if the top of the breakwater was to be utilised for the conveyance of goods it would have to be a 
great width That objection, 1 understand, will not apply, because it is not proposed to use the break
water for tbe purpose mentioned ? Ko ; J do not think it uould be a suitable silo for a wharf.
5369. And it is not intended ? It was never contemplated by the Department.
5370. It was also urged by some witnesses that even with a breakwater of the height proposed the waves 
would occasionally break over into ihe basin,—supposing that did happen, would it, in your opinion, cause 
such a disturbance as to effect tho safety of the ships ? In the first place, 1 do not admit that the 
waves would break over. The breakwater at Trial Bay is tlie same height above low-water, and it is in 
a far more exposed position, being situated on the most easterly point on the coast. The waves do not 
break over tbe breakwater there. At first the 'Trial Hay breakwater was only 16 feet above low-water, 
and the wa\ es then went over it. We have since raised it 4 feet.
5371. Now that its height is 20 feet, does the water go over it, even in easterly gales ? Ko ; no green 
wafer. Of course, there is a splashing over it.
5372. No water that would have the effect of disturbing the basin as a port for vessels to lie in ? Ko.
5373. You referred just now to a proposal to resume 660 acres of land for the purposes of this scheme ?
Yes.
5374. If that area, or anything approaching it, is resumed, is it intended by tbe Government that a 
portion of it should be re-sold for tlie purpose of recouping some of' the expenditure ? Y"es ; I think a 
portion of it might be disposed of hereafter.
5375. Mr. Darley in bis evidence, in answer to question Ko. 165, said, i: I think it is only right that the 
Government should resume a liberal area, and get a profit on tbe improved value,”—as far as you know, 
there has been no alteration of that policy? Kone whatever.
5376. Mr. Clarke.'] You said just now, that when the eastern breakwater was completed there would 
still be some danger to sailing vessels, either loading or discharging? 1 do not think I said there would 
be any danger in loading when tbo eastern breakwater was completed.
5377. In discharging ? Yes.
5378. If a tug was at hand to assist sailing-vessels in the ease of rough weather setting in, would not 
that be something in favour of sailing vessels loading there ? Yes.
5379. There would bo less danger? Yos. Still wo want to get the port as good a name as we possibly 
can, to induce vessels to go there.
5380. Mr. Lee.] L want to be quite certain as to tbe approximate cost of this proposed scheme,—at wbat
do you estimate the total cost of the eastern breakwater ? £134,555.
5381. And the cost of the purchase of the existing jetties, and the construction of additional jetties wiih 
loading appliances ? £33,050.
5382. And then there isasumof £42,530 for lighthouse, signal station and quarters, engineer, supervision, 
and cranes ? Y"es.
5383. At what do you value the 660 acres which you think will have to be resumed? I could not give
an opinion upon that. 6384.
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H. R. 5384. How many acres of land a,re included in tbe area over which the railways run at present P Prom 
EntT ME cros^nS colliery companies’ lines with the main south coast line, down to the harbour, I think
M.'i.C.E.1 ^ere arc 66 acres—33 acres in each line.

5385. Then in addition to the figures you have given as to tho cost of the breakwater and incidental work, 
2 Feb., 1897. there will have to be added the value of the 6G0 acres to be resumed, and also the GO acres upon which 

the railways run at present P Ho; I do not see any necessity for resuming the land upon which the 
railways run up to our proposed boundary.
53SG. Why not ? T do not sec why it should not still remain the property of the company.
5387. But' you are aware that the owners of that estate have a permanent charge upon all coal that goes 
over their land of from id. to a maximum of Id. per ton ? I did not know what the terms were.
5388. Therefore, if it is going to he a Government port with Government charges, does it not necessarily 
follow that the Government must resume the railway lines and the land ? Jt is a matter that requires 
further consideration. I did not know the terms under which the ground was held.
5380. If the facts are as just stated, tbe cost of tbo 66 acres will have to he added, and also the cost of 
resuming the railway lines themselves ? Yes. ,
5390. And the cost of constructing the line from Wollongong along the beach to Port Kembla would 
have to he added also ? Yes.
5301. Are there any other charges ? I think that covers tbo whole ground-
5392. You know a little about dredging, do you not ? 1 think so.
5393. Do you think it is possible—I mean within practicable limits—to work a dredge in tbe surf outside 
tbe proposed entrance to Lake Illawarra ? It would have to be a dredge specially constructed. We 
have no dredge here with which it could be done.
5394. Is it the practice to use dredges in the open surf ? It is not a common practice But we are about
to design a dredge at present for bar work. Such dredges, however, do a very small amount of work. 
5305. Whent.be Newcastle work was under consideration either yourself or some other officer of your 
Department said it would be impossible to use a dredge on tbe bar. That being the case, how would it 
he possible to use a dredge in a heavy surf like that at the entrance of Lake Illawarra? We have not a 
dredge with which wc could do that work ; hut wc are about to design one for that kind of work on the 
northern bars, ■
5396, As a matter of fact, if you put a dredge in a heavy surf, either at Lake Illawarra or anywhere else,
would it not be in imminent danger of being stranded on tbe first blow that came up ? There would be 
very few days on which she could work at all, and then you would perhaps only get an occasional hopper 
full at a time. '
5397. You do not look upon that as a practicable idea at all ? I think if any of these bars have to he
deepened it must be done by scour. You can do the interior portion by dredging, but I do not thiuk we 
shall be able to deepen the bars themselves by dredging to any great extent. Ion might afford temporary 
relief on some of the smaller bars. ■
5308. Supposing you wanted to construct a dredge on the shores of Lake Illawarra for tbo purpose of 
dredging out that lake, how long would it take you to have the material made, to convey it there, and to 
fit it together? .If we fitted the dredge together before sending it down there, I should say it would not 
take more than two or three months,
5399. Have you any idea how long it takes a contractor to build one of tbo ordinary dredges ? Six months.
5400. And equip her ready for service? Yes. I am speaking of a dredge of the larger class. It all 
depends on the size and style of dredge.
5401. Mr. Wriglit^\ Of the laud proposed to be resumed, a portion of it is to be reclaimed, is it not? 
No; we shall reclaim some land in addition to that proposed to be resumed.
5402. Is there not some low-lying land a couple of hundred jmrds behind the beach ? There is, but that 
is not included iu tbe area proposed to be resumed.
5403. So that no portion of the land to be resumed will have to be raised artificially ? Some of the land 
just above high-water mark wc should want to raise from 3 to 4 feet.
5404. In reference to the resumption of Ked Point, is there any stone on Ked Point or anywhere near it? 
Yes, our quarry is at the root of it. I think we should get the same stone at Bed Point.
5405. Can you explain to the Committee why you want a signal station on Ked Point? You cannot see 
to the southward from the harbour itself on account of the intervening high land.
5406. "Would not the proper place for a signal station be on Kembla Point ? That would be the proper
place for a harbour light.
5407. Wbat other light do you want along that coast;—you have Kiama on the one side and Wollongong 
on the other? They aro only harbour lights ; they arc not looked upon as coast lights.
5408. Prom your experience, do you consider you want a lighthouse on Red Point to indicato the harbour ? 
I do not know that wc should want a lighthouse, but we should want a look-out station and a signal 
station.
5409. To report vessels ? Yes.
5410. That would not be a very expensive thing ? No ; but we ought to resume that land.
5411. What hav.e you put down in your estimate as tlie cost of the signal station ? Mr. Darley in his
evidence (Question 166) said— ' «

Will there be p.nv necessity to erect a lighthouse on the breakwater ? There will be a leading light on the breakwater, 
and a lighthouse on the headland. That, is included in the item ot £75,000 in the estimate submitted to the Committee. 
The whole thing will only amount to £2,000 or £3,000.

Docs the headland there mentioned refer to Kembla Point ? Ho; I think Mr. Darlcv was referring to 
Ked Point. '
54.12. Would ho speak of Ked Point as the headland in connection with Kembla Bay? Yes.
5413. Will vou kindly find out what are Mr. Barley’s ideas in regard to a signal-station and lighthouse 
and the cosf of each, and where they are to be situated ? Yes.*
5414'. You think there is almost a certainty of finding suitable stone at the site you selected for the 
quarry—all along that ridgo ? Yes.
5415. Supposing on further testingit should be found not suitable, where would you obtain tbe stone then ? 
I searched the whole of that country, and there are two or three other sites I could fall back upon.

5416.
* Note (oh reridon) Mr. Darky ha<; since supplied tho Committee with this information.
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5416. At any distance ? The nest nearest one would be about 3$ miles away. . Carleton
5417. Would that increase the cost very much ? We should have to build a railway at not less than m,>1,
£2,000 a, mile, and probably resume some land. M.I.C.E.
541S. Then that would involve an additional £15,000 or £20,000 ? Yes; probably the £23,000 we have
saved as represented by the Od. per ton on the stone. _ 2 Tcb., 1897.
5410. lint you yourself have no doubt that the stone found will he suitable ? I feel very confident about it.
5420. I suppose you recognise the fact that there is only one bed of stone there at present which is 
suitable? We have another 40 feet to go below that still, to take us down to high water.
5421. Butin the event of that stone not being found suitable, you have other suitable stone at a distance 
of 3 miles ? Yes; I believe so.
5422. Has that other stone been tested? It has been opened up slightly, and it shows very well; it is
just as hard as the other. '
5423. It is on private property ? Yes.
5424. In what direction—further inland ? Yes, it is near tho main south coast road, about half way 
between Wollongong and Unanderra.
5425. That is immediately west of Port Kembla ? Yes,
5426. In bringing the railway along the coast as proposed from Wollongong, would it be of sufficient 
elevation to enable the existing jetties to be used ? We should have to raise the latter portion.
5427. You proposo to build up tlie railway so'as to utilise the existing jetties ? Yes. _
5128. There is no intention on the part of the Department to depart from tho old system of loading, aud 
to adopt the ^Newcastle system of loading by cranes ? 1 think the existing jetlies will be utilised for the
shipping of coal. There will have to be some slight alteration, so as to suit the waggons of the dillcront 
companies.
5420. But you will continue the shipment of coal by gravitation without lifting? I thiuk so.
5430. It is proposed to construct tho low-level jetties to a height of 4 feet (j inches above high-wafer 
mark ? Yes.
5431. Is that necessary ? It is more convenient, and, of course, cheaper.
5432. In the first place if you construct that jetty on which to discharge cargo, you will have to climb up
a steep ascent m order to get on a level with the railway line, on which you bring in the coal? There 
would he quite a different approach to tlie low-levol jetty. _
5433. Then there must he a different railway ? Jt would he the same line until you commenced to rise 
on to the jotties.
5434. But the high-level jetty is 50 feet above high-water mark, and the low-level jetty only 5 feet? I 
do not think the high-level jetty is 50 feet above high water.
5135. Take it at 40 feet. The low-level jetty is only 5 feet. There is a rise of 35 feet to get on to the 
main line of railway? Exactly.
5136. Is not that an excessive rise in a short distance? It is done under exiting circumstances. The
railway approaching there at present has portions that are quite as low as the line from Wollongong 
w ould be. _
5437. But you liave to make a junction with the line almost immediately after you leave the jetty or 
construct a separate line ? I thiuk wc have quite sufficient length to rise in.
043S. If you are going to construct a low-level jetty, and run a railway on that jetty, you will have to 
construct a long length of railway before you can got on to the line by which you approach the high-level 
jetty ? Yon would, certainly.
5439. Is there any provision made for that in tho estimate? I do not think we have made out any 
estimate for the lines at all.
5440. You have left the railways out altogether? Yes.
5441. But that would involve extra expense in the railway station? Yes.
5442. Has that been brought under the notice of tho railway authorities in preparing their estimate is 
Mr, Deane cognisant of the fact? 1. think he is. I think Mr. Darley told him.
5443. Will you kindly ascertain from Mr. Dcano whether he has made provision for meeting that expen
diture? Yes.
5444. Is there any necessity lo resume such a large area of land as you have stated ? We tried to cut it 
down as much as possible.
5445. You do not propose to build summer residences on Bed Point, do you ? We must have that point, 
and we must have some 40 acres of land for quarry purposes. Wc could not see our way to cut down the 
area any more.
5446. Could you not cut off a small portiomat the northern end of the proposed resumption by taking 
the boundary line further to the east? We might cutoff a small portion there, hut it is the least valuable 
portion of tbe land.
5447. Mr. M'rgan.'] Is it not better to resume at once the full area of land that is necessary, than to make 
a further resumption after the breakwaters and the harbour have been constructed? I think every aero 
that is required should be taken in the first instance.
5448. It is much cheaper to take it in the first instance? Yes.
5449. After the construction of the breakwaters and the jetties, the land would be of greater value, and 
more costly to resume ? Yes.
5450. On those grounds you propose now to make provision for resuming G60 acres ? Yes,
5451. Chainnan.'] Can you give mo the soundings across from the point to Bive Islands ? Wo have not 
got the soundings there. I was able to got one Bounding that I saw on tho Admiralty chart, and that was 
quite sufficient to give an indication.
5452. If tlie mainland were connected with the island the southern seas would not go round on to 
Kembla ? The effect would he to diminish their forces very much.
5453. It would be a groat help to tho harbour ? I believe it would.

WEDNESDAY,
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Jirfscnt:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, 
Tlie Hon. Fjusdeuick Thomas Humimieet.
The Hon. .T.vmes Hoskins.
The Hon. Ghaeles James Koiiekts, C.M.G.
The H'ou. ‘William Joseph Trickett.
The Hon. Daniel O'Connoii.
Henry Clarke, Es^.

Esq.. (Cirairman).
Charles Alfred Dee, Esq.
John Lionel Pkgan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Klack, Esq.
Francis Augustus 'Wright, Esq. 
Frank Farnell, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Fort Kembla,

Louis Kichard Gundlach, Esq., sworn, and examined:—
L. R. 5151'. Chairman^ Do you know Windang Island ? Yes.

G-undUch, 5455. Arc you competent to express an opinion with regard to the material to be obtained therefrom? 
I think so.

3^Fcb^l897 h^s been your experience ? I liave been connected with engineering works for a good many
' years, and I have had a good deal of stone going through- my hands. I have made it a special study to 

some extent, and I think I am competent to speak about it.
5457. Witli what works, for instance, have you been connected ? Since I have been in tlie colony I have 
been connected with the construction of a jetty at Kembla; I was engaged in the construction of the 
Manly Waterworks; and prior to that I was engaged in the Department of Kailways. I have since been 
engaged as resident engineer in the Dapto district in connection with the works going on Hiere.
5458. You have a statement you desire to lay before the Committee ? Yes. I wish to make a statement 
concerning some matters that came under my notice during this inquiry. I heard tlie evidence given by 
Mr. Pittman regarding the stone at Windang Island ; but before I refer to that evidence, I bog to state 
that the quarry from which the stone for the tic-bank is taken, and which, I presume, the Committee 
has inspected, displays probably the worst portion of the stone on the island. But as the tie-bank is a 
minor portion of the works which, when the southern break-water is once constructed, will bo of very little 
importance beyond forming a sort of backbone for the sand deposit to the south of the entrance works,

' and a roadway on to the island, it would have been unwise to use the stronger material from tlie northern 
and eastern portions of the island, and which will be far better employed in tbe more exposed works. Mr. 
Pittman gave evidence that he visited the quarry and saw the tie-bank; but be also stated tlmi he did not 
inspect the northern and eastern portion of the island. He further said that there is no stone on the 
island fit for the proposed works, and that no large blocks could be quarried owing to the thickness of the 
beds being nowhere greater than 3 feet. I have repeatedly and carefully examined the large faces on the 
northern and eastern sides of the island, and I regret that Mr. Pittman omitted to inspect these freely 
accessible places that show (lie whole rock formation. I believe that at least 75 per cent, of tho rock 
showing there is of a durable nature, andean be readily quarried iu largo blocks up to 20 tons and more in 
weight. At the eastern end this is exemplified by several huge blocks, probably up to hundreds of tons 
in weight, which liave been exposed for many years to the fiercest attacks of the Pacific, and yet show 

■ hardly any wear. I understood Mr. Pittman to say that the rock was a sort of volcanic tuff. Mr. Card,
to whom I submitted a sample, taken from the tic-bank, thinks that the stone is a sandstone; and tho 
late Mr. "Wilkinson, to whom I submitted a sample, stated it was a ferruginous sandstone. In any case, 
should it be found ill opening up the main quarry that sufficient sound material is not to be got at tbe 
island the contractor, under the terms of his contract, is hound to procure suitable stone elsewhere at 
the schedule price of the contract. One other matter T wish to refer to, is the height of waves. As 
resident engineer in charge of the construction of the Kembla Coal Company’s jetty at Port Ketnbla, I. 
had an opportunity, on or about the 2Sth Mav, JSS9, to personally observe several waves to rise to a 
height of 17 feet above high water, at a distance of about 850 feet from tbe shore, where soundings 
showed about 21 feet depth below low water. The height of the waves was observed on a pile of the jetty, 
above which I stood at the time. Tho waves wore solid and without any sign of break, and measured 
probably' over 30 feet in height, from trough to crest, and were tbo result of a heavy southerly gale.
5-159. In your opinion tbe information furnished lo the Committee with regard to tbe stone on Windang 
Island appears to have been based on tbe stone that was exposed on tho southern side of the island, aud 
which did not clearly convey your view with regard to the matter? Yes.
5460. You believe that the stone to the north and the cast will be found satisfactory ? Yes; I am sure 
of that. I have been several times with the contractor examining the stone, and I am sure it is of an 
excellent quality, and that as good stone as is to be got in the district is to bo found there.
5461. You heard the evidenco given by Mr. Pittman, Mr. Carleton, and others withregard to the question ? 
Yes.
5162. And you still maintain your position ? Yes : I have observed the same quality of stone in that 
district in various places. I have found the stone weathered in portions the same as it is weathered in 
that quarry; but other portions of the stone wo have used for metal on our railways, and although tho 
test is severe under those conditions it has stood very well indeed, and shows no sign of weathering.
5463. Mr. Wright..'] You say that large blocks may be got from tbe island ? Yes.
5161. Ko bi" blocks have yet been quarried ? Ko ; the specification for the tie-bnnk only requires blocks: 
up to a ton in weight.
5165. Practically rubble ? Yes; and for that very reason, not wanting to waste the better material, we 
use that particular spot to get the stone from.
5166. Have you seen the tie-bank lately ? Yes.
5467. What lias been the effect of tlie weather upon it ? I find that only that portion of the stone that 
is exposed to the air is weathering, while tbe portion that is under water is showing hardly any sign of 
weathering, although that stone is not good.
5468. You spoke of the large blocks of stone on the extreme eastern point of the island;—can you get any 
large bed of stone similar to that on tbe island itself? I think we could quarry stone up to 50 tons in 
weight on the eastern end of the island.
5169. If you could get those big stones you are under the impression that they ^p.uldbe suitable ? That is so.

PARLIAMENTARY
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APPENDIX.

A.
[To Evidenco taken iefore the Committee^]

Keturs showing tlie quantity of Coko shipped from Port Kembla from 30th June, 1391, to 30th June, 1896, inclusive : —

Year. Tons.
1891 .................................... ................ 3,189 To Port Pirie.
1892* .................................
1893...................................... ................ 3,209 To Port Pirie.
1894...................................... .............. 10,790 Do
1895...................................... ................ 7,120 Do
1896...................................... ................ 511 Do

’24,819

This was shipped from the Southern Coal Co. 's Jetty at Port Kembla. The coke works have been closed now for 
some time.

• NoiE.^Thcrc were only 80 tons of coke shipped during the year 1802, and that was shipped at Belmore Basin, Wollongong, for Strahan, 
Tasmania, ‘

K POTTS,
Customs Officer, Wollongong.

B.
[To Evidence of lion. E. Vickery, M.L.O.[

Return showing Names of Steamship Companies and others using Southern Coal.

Orient S. N, Co.............................
P. and 0. S. N. Co....................
Moeaageries Mantimes Co.
North German Lloyds .......
Japan Mail Line ........................
British India S. N. Co.............
Gulf Lino of Steamers..............
1J. and A. Ss. Company.........
Port Line of Steamers..............
Aberdeen Line of Steamers
China Navigation Co.................
Shire Line of Steamers . ...
H.M. Navy ..................................
Canadian Australian Ss. Co.
A. U. S, N. Co............................
Melbourne Ss. Co.......................
Huddart, Parker, & Co...........
J. Patterson k Co......................
Adelaide Ss. Co............................
M'lhvraith M'Eaehran .........
Intercolonial Ss. Co..................

Own consumption.

91
’’ *y>

and Shanghai and Singapore, 

and Shanghai.

Intereokmial trade.

j
Sailing vessels trade to American ports, Shanghai. Singapore, Colombo, Bombay.

c.
[To Evidence of H. Deane, Eeq.']

The Southern Collieries.

Distances to Ports from intersections of Colliery Railways with Main South Coast Railway.

Oollicry. 'To
Port BeUambi,

TO
Port Wollongong.

To Port Kemhla 
t>fti Wollongong 

Railway Station and 
across the lagoon.

To Port Kembla via 
Osborne-Wallsend 

Railway and 
across Uic lagoon

To Port Kembla 
vut

Great Southern 
Railway.

To
Lake Illawarra.

ill. c. HI. c. 111. e. m. C. til. e. m. c.
Clifton .............................. 10 40 14 r,G 18 22 IS 77 20 44 24 50
.South Clifton ............ 8 50 12 66 16 32 17 7 IS 54 22 60
Built ................................... 3 36 7 52 11 18 11 73 13 40 17 46
South Uulli ................... 1 44 5 60 9 26 10 1 11 48 15 54
Beliambi ........................ 1 0 5 10 s 62 9 37 11 4 15 10
Great Southern ......... 1 75 4 21 7 67 8 42 10 9 14 15
Mount Pleasant......... ‘ 4 34 1 62 5 28 6 3 7 50 11 sHS
Oslionie-Wnllsend.... 5 16 1 0 4 46 5 21 6 68 10 74
M mint K embla ......... 8 33 4 17 (i 15 S 38 3 51 7 57
Lake Illawarra ......... 13 60 9 44 11 42 13 65 S 78 2 30

December ‘J2|!)6. S.H.A,

490—2 E Cl,
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Cl.
Heturx showing distance from pit’s mouth to Ports from Collieries in Illawarra.

Name of Collier/r
From pit’s mouth to Fort 

Kembla wrr Mount Keira Hall
way and Tom Thumb's J->a£Oon.

From pit's mouth to Port 
Kemhla via Mount Kemhla 

Company's Hailway.
From pit's mouth to

Lake Illawarra,

m. e. tru c, m. c.
Coal Cliff or Clifton.................................................. 19 6 21 13 24 50
South Clifton ............................................................. 17 16 19 23 22 60
Bulli ................................................................................. 13 42 15 49 19 6
South Bulli .................................................................. 11 30 13 27 16 74
BeUambi ....................................................................... 11 46 13 53 17 10
Great Southern............................................................ 9 51 11 58 15 15
Mount Pleasant ....................................................... 7 32 9 39 12 76
Osborne-Wallsend .................................................. 7 30 9 37 12 74
Lake Illawarra....................................................... Will not use this route. 13 7 5 70
Mount Kembla............................................................ Will not use this route. 7 00 11 17

D.
[To Evidence of H. C. JiunseU, Esq., C.M.G.'}

Force of Sea-waves on exposed Structures.
■ Extract from Nature, page 87, Vnl. XL.

“ It is extremely difficult to estimate, with a fair degree of accuracy, the maximum force of the waves with which some of 
the most exposed of these sea structures may occasionally have to contend.

_ “The late eminent lighthouse engineer Hr. Thomas Stevenson, F.R.S.F,., carried out a long series of experiments 
with a self-registering instrument he devised for determining tho force of sea waves on exposed structures. He found at 
the Skerryvore Rock Lighthouse the Atlantic waves there gave an average force for the fine summer months in 1S43-44 of 
Gil pounds per square foot. The average result for the six winter months for the same year was 2.08G pounds per square 
foot, or three times as great ns the summer months.

“The preniesi yores registered was on 2fith March, during a westerly gale, when a pressure of 0,083 pounds, or 
2J tons nearly, per square foot was recorded.”

-//V9?- H.C.R.

[To Evidence of A. Campbell, Esq., M.P.}

Return showing the Expentiiture on Hardours of the Coast north and south of Sydney, from 1855 to
1895, inclusive. ,

Tweed River ...........................
Brunswick River.....................
Richmond River.................
Clarence River ......................
Bellinger River ......................
Goff’s Harbour..........................
IV oolgoolga Bay......................
Nambucca River ....................
Macleay River (Trial Bay)
Port Macquarie .......................
Manning River ......................
Camden Haven ......................
Cape Hawke ............................
Byron Bay .................................
Port Stephens............................
Newcastle......................................
Lake Macquarie.................

Shellharbour ___
Port Hacking.......
Wollongong............
Kiama .......................
Shoalhavcn River
Jervis Bay ............
Ulladulla.................
Bateman’s Bay .,
Moruya............ .........
Bcga ..........................
Gerringong ............
Wagonga River .. 
Eden............................

North of Sydney.
£ s. d.

38,670 16 0
1,147 12 3

206,832 5 6
347,088 16 10
24,857 6 7
13,521 17 2
13,848 10 8
8,273 1 6

143,257 4*11
3,367 13 8

15,710 11 4
3,061 5 1
4,226 2 1]

17,573 13 10
1,116 10 7

1,101,310 13 8
137,149 3 4

------------------------------- £2,081,013 0 0

iSoirf/i of Sydney.

15,682 11 0
1,455 14 5

116,090 9 a
92,588 6 11

981 6 0
3,757 IS 3

18,588 0 10
1,559 12 5

73,833 8 1
5,557 7 7
1,380 12 6

583 18 6
8,815 12 11

340,874 17 10

£2,421,888 3 10

Note “*Thcsw fiimrcs iJo not include the port of Sydney, or the cost of dredjfmtr svorkn other than those connected with the immediate entrances 
to the rivers, except In the case of Newcastle, where the cost of harbour dredfjnntf is incluiled.

F.
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F.
[To Evidence of J. li. M. lidberlson. Est],\

Statehkxt op Coal SiitppEn at Port Kembla, Bellajibi, and Belmore Basin dciuno '.nils Year 1805.

Sir> ■ 40, Pitt-street, Sydney, 5 February, 1807.
In reply to your letter of yesterday’s date, I now beg to give you the shipments of coal at the under-mentioned 

porta during the year 1895 :—

Kembla ..................................................................................................................................................... 233,438 tons
Belmore Basin ...................................................................................................................................... 103,220 „
Beliambi...................................................................   178,317 ,,

I can give you no information regarding Bulli, but believe that no coal was shipped during 1S05, the colliery being 
stopped. 1 have, &e.,

. E. G. WEYLAND,
The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works. for J, B. M. Robertson.

G.
[To Evidence of 8. Alexander, Esq,']

Railway Connection with Port Kembla.

The cost of constructing a single line between Belmore Basin and Port Kembla lias been estimated at £18,000, and tlie 
value of portion of the coal lines on laud tn be resumed at Port Kembla lias been estimated at £7,10S.

Whether these lines are resumed or not, they, or some substitute for them, will he required for carriage of the coal 
from tho collieries by which they are now owned.

Certainly, considerable rearrangement of lines will be made, but it would not be safe to say now that any saving can 
be made on the estimated cost of construction by reason of these resumptions.

-----------  S.H.A., 2/2/97.
I concur.—H.D., 2/2(97.

[To Evidence of G. W. Earley, Esq.]

Tidal Range at Lake Illawarra.
Sir, Department of Public Works, Engineer-in-Chief's Office, Sydney, 24 November, 1890.

In reply to your letter of tlie 21 Bt instant, with reference to Luke Illawarra, I beg to inform you that there is no 
tidal range inside the lake at presout. It stands ot about mean tide level except during wet weather, when it rises and 
breaks out again.

The water at Tallawera Point deepens out from 0 at water-edge to 10 feet at about 100 feet out.
I have, &c.,

. C. W. DARLEY,
Enginccr-in-Chicf for Public Works.

The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, '

H 1.
Equipment ok Port Kembla as a Harbour.

Sir, Public Works Department, Sydney, 4 February, 1897.
In reply to your letter of this date, I submit the following estimate for cost of tho works mentioned.

I must explain that from date of starting the works it would probably bo quite seven years before a light could 
safely be placed on the end of tho breakwater. In tbe meantime, seeing that the port would bo growing into importance, 
and probably a large amount of shipping would he resorting there for coal long before the breakwater is complete, it will 
be necessary to establish a port light on tlie headland or island at a site to be selected. It is my opinion that the main 
port light should not at any time he located on end of breakwater, but a small leading light only placed there. I therefore 
think that a fourth order port light should be provided for in conjunction with the signal station, and on this I have bused 
my estimate.

I estimate tho cost as follows :—

1. Cost of a 20-ton steam derrick crane, complete ................................................................................. £4,000
2. Cost of leading light in the harbour and a small light on breakwater hereafter............  1,500
3. 4th order light, complete ................................................................................................................................... 3,000

- 4. Signal station and quarters ................................................................................................................................ 1,500

£10,000
Besides the above, of course, provision must be made for pilots and boatmen’s quarters, boat-sheds and slips, buoys 

and moorings in harbour, and, in fact, an allowance for general harbour equipment, which must inevitably be required if 
a large harbour is to be established.

I consider a sum of £25,000 in all will be required for expenditure within a few years of the harbour starting, to 
cover tlie items I have mentioned, as well as equipment generally. I have, &c,,

C. W. DARLEY,
Acting Under Secretary and Commissioner for Roads. 

The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,

H2.
Points in the Inquiry respecting the Construction ok a Harbour at Lake Illawarra.

Department of Public Works, Engineer-in-Chief’s Office, Sydney, 9 December, 1S9G.
Siv,

In answering the following questions put to me by tlie Chairman of tbe Public Works Committee, I should 
point out that they deal with some very abstruse subjects in hydraulic engineering, so involved indeed, on account of the 
number of points that must be assumed, that the merest prediction only can be given of what is likely to result from so 
large an interference of the natural regime of the lake entrance.

The
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Lake - 
fjwarra

The questions asked are :—
1. The width to be estimated as the narrowest permissible, or ns proposed by the Lake Illawarra Corporation.
2. Taking into consideration rise and fall of tide, what rate and for what periods would the current run daily from A 

to B and from B to A.
1st. The width proposed by the Lake Illawarra Corporation is 430 feet between bases of the breakwaters, or say 500 

feet clear at low water-mark. This should form a safe eutrance, bearing in mind that vessels must always be under control 
of a tug boat when entering or leaving.

2nd. Tidal action alone must be relied upon to scour the entrance. Waves have no scouring effect whatever in an 
entrance such as this. The rise and fall of tide on the coast is from 3 ft. 6 in. to 5 ft. 6 in. neaps and springs. In the 
hike there is no tidal range ; wc must assume that its normal level coincides with mean sea level. Should such an opening 

, as that proposed he constructed, the tide would run ebb, say 5J hours, and flood 5J hours, and slack water about one hour
• out of every 12; or daily during 24 hours, there would be about 11 hours flood-tide, 11 hours ebb-tide, and 2 hours slack
• water.
, . Assume that an average rise and fall of one foot was brought about iu the lake, this would necessitate the tide
■ running in and out at an average rate of 2J miles per hour during tho 5J hours allowed for each tide, but as the velocity 

would start at nil and end at nil, and only gradually reacli its maximum, it is probable that its maximum rate would 
exceed 7 ruilea per hour. This would cause a very severe scour through the entrance ; but in all probability this velocity 
would not bo reached, and the average tidal range in the lake would not exceed say 8 inches, being somewhat greater near 
the inlet, and less at the furthest extremities. I have, &c.,

C. W. BARLEY,
. Engiuecr-in-Chief for Public Works,

Ihe Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.

H3.
pAKTtCUT.AKS RESPECTING WHARFAGE ACCOMMODATION AT PORT KeIIJILA.

®’ri Public Works Department, Sydney, 28 January, 1897.
\\ ith reference to your letter of tbo 27th instant, in which you ask for certain particulars in regard to tho 

wharfage accommodation at Port Kembla, I have the honour to forward herewith a statement containing the information 
asked for. Ihuve.&c.,

C. W. BARLEY.
Acting Under Secretary and Commissioner for Ronds. 

Tho Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.

Proposed Harbour at Port Kanbta.
Replies to questions asked by tlie Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 27th January, 1S97 

1. The estimated cost of purchasing the two jetties at Port Kembla?

Answer—Mount Kembla Company’s Jetty................................................................................................................................. ............ Do,450
Southern Ceal Company's Jetty .............................................................................................................................................. 8J00

2. The estimated cost of constructing a wharf providing two unloading berths ?
3. The position and estimated cost of constructing a low-level jetty for unloading purposes, run out

parallel with the existing jetties ?
A nsvxr—

STwo berths, each 100 feet long............ . ..............................................................................................................................................
Ballast-retaining wall along back of wharfs and jetty ....................................................................................................

Dredging to 24 feet at low-water iu front of wharf, and reclaiming land at back.............................................

! Jetty 500 feet long............................................................................................................................................................................................
Shipping appliances, cranes, Ac................................................................................................................................................................

Railway-linos, &c,, on jetty ............................................................................................................................................................
Sundries..................................................................................................................................................................................................................

£1,725
1,400
6,700
6,250
1,500
1,000

925

£13,550

10,500

£33,050

PARLIAMENTARY
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SECTIONAL COMMITTEE.

CONSTRUCriGN OF A BEEP-WATER HARBOUR AT PORT KEMBLA.

REPORT.

The Sectional Committee appointed to inspect, take evidence, and report with 
reference to the proposed construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla, 
left Sydney for "Wollongong on Friday, ihe 15th instant.

" On the following day they visited Beliambi for the purpose of inspecting a 
proposed site for a breakwater "at that port, and hearing the views of the local
residents thereon. _

At tho Beliambi Eailway Station they were met by the managers and engineers 
of the local collieries who accompanied them during their inspection. '

A careful examination was made of the bay and the existing jetties, and a 
full explanation was given the Sectional Committee by Hr. Charles Morton, C.E., 
of the Harbour Works suggested by him. _ _ ,

On Monday, the 18th instant, the Sectional Committee took evidence at the 
Wollongong Council Chambers. Amongst the witnesses there were several from. 
Beliambi who strongly recommended tbe construction of a harbour at Beliambi 
instead of at Port Kembla.

Mr. Morton furnished elaborate details of his project, and contended that a 
harbour at Beliambi would be more convenient than any other to the greater part of 
the coal measures of North Illawarra, and would be both safe and commodious.

The great majority of tbe inhabitants of Wollongong are in favour of tbe 
construction of a harbour at Port Kembla. ■ _

Evidenco given by persons engaged in the shipping business supported the 
testimony already famished as to the superiority of the bay at Port Kembla over 
that at BeUambi with regard to depth of water and good anchorage, and as a place 
of safety in stormy weather. 4

An opinion was expressed that if a secure harbour were provided at Port 
Kembla tbe colliery owners would no longer burden themselves with the expense of 
maintaining their private jetties. _

The visit of the Sectional Committee confirmed the evidence given before the 
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works as to tbe superiority of the 
site at Port Kembla over all others. _

A deposit of stone situated about a mile south of Port Kembla appears to be 
suitable for tlie construction of a breakwater, and should much lessen the original 
estimated cost of the proposed work. _ _

The Port of Wollongong has already been fully described by witnesses before 
the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, and after careful inspection 
the Sectional Committee has not been able to discover any new facts in connection
therewith. 4

Tbe Departmental statements furnished regarding Lake Illawarra have 
already made clear the general features of that place.

"At the time of the Sectional Committee’s inspection a sandy beach stretched 
from the western side of Windang Island to the point to the north of the entrance; 
a narrow stream of water not more than a foot and a half deep which traversed this 
joined tho waters of the lake with the ocean.

490 («)— Westwards
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"Westwards towards the lake the entrance was shoal water,
. The stone on Windang Island, although it might he used for the erection of 
inner training u alls, does not appear suitable for breakwater purposes.
. Committee regard the construction of a port at Cake Illawarra as bein0,
impossible within the specified time, and, at best, surrounded by difficulties. °
c mam"cr of tlie Smelting Company of Australia, 'of wliich works tbe
Sectional Committee made a thorough inspection, stated that tbe expenditure of that 
company up to the present time had been £70,000, that tlie total outlay by tbe time 
the works are completed will be £120,000, and they are capable of large extension. 
It is anticipated the works will be finished in about four months from the present 
time, and when in full operation they will be capable of treating 05,000 tons of ore 
per annum, so that in the near future, it was stated, the freight" to the works in ore 
and coal will amount to something like 120,000 tons per annum. The manager 
estimates that about one-half of the ore brought to the works will be carried by sea 
and the other half by rail. The company has not fully developed tlie coal-mine at 
Dapto Creek, the coal not promising well for smelting purposes.

The main contention of the “inhabitants of Nowra is that before undertaking 
any other expensive public works on tho south coast the Government are under an 
obligation to complete the South Coast .Railway by extending it from Romaderry to 
Jcivts Ray, and they strongly advocate the claims of Jervis Ray as a port.

Although Jervis Ray could be safely used for shipping, its value for this 
purpose depends rather on developments in its vicinity than on coal measures so far 
removed as is the Bulli seam. The cost of not less than GO miles of haulage would 
be too great to permit ot owners of the coal deposits at present beina worlTed usin,r- 
Jervis Ray as a port of shipment in preference to Sydney. ~ " 0
. During tbo visit of tbe Sectional Committee neither evidence nor personal 
inspection disclosed any fact materially at variance witli the Departmental state
ments made before the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.

I be Report has therefore been limited to a brief statement.

THOS. EWING,
Chairman.

28 January, 1897.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

CONSTRUCTION OF A DEEP-WATER HARBOUR AT PORT KEMBLA.

[T-ALKEIT BEFORE THE - SECTlOEAL COMMITTEE.]

MONDAY, IS JANUARY, 1897. '

[T/ft! Sectional Committee mot at the Council Chambers, Wollongong, at 10'30

^risent:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWIxVG, Esq. (Cjiatp.man).

The Hon. EitEiiKiticK Thomas Humpheht. 
I.'hc Hon. Chaples Jamks Roberts, C.M.G. 
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.
Henry Clarke, Esq,
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.

John Lionel Eeoan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
G-eokoe Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus 'Wright, Esq. 
Frank Farnell, Esq.

The Sectional Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Construction of a, Deep-water Harbour at
Fort Kembla.

Mr. John Archibald Beatson, Mayor of Wollongong, sworn, and examined:—
1. CAnii'man.J Are you acquainted with tho harbour scheme under consideration ? I am.
2. Have yon a knowledge of this district ? Yes ; I was horn in the district, and have residedherc all my life. Mjr-
3. Do you desire to make any statement with regard to the provision of harbour accommodation for tho 
Illawarra district? I might say that the need for improved harbour accommodation for Hlawarra has
been felt for some years. During the month of April a requisition was presented to me from a ‘ ‘ ‘
number of citizens, asking me to call a public meeting to consider the best means of securing harbour 
accommodation for the district. I did so. A meeting was hold in the Council Chambers, at which there 
were present representatives of Wollongong, Beliambi, and Bulli. The necessity for increased harbour 
accommodation was pointed out, and a motion was proposed by Mr. MacCabe to tbe effect that the 
Government should take the necessary steps, as speedily as possible, to provide harbour accommodation.
This motion was duly carried, after having been supported by the representatives of Beliambi, 
Wollongong, and Fort Kembla. The main principle which actuated tbe meeting was that tbe whole 
matter should be loft to the Government, and whatever scheme the Government considered the best 
should receive the support of the whole district—that local preferences should be sunk in favour of that 
scheme. The meeting decided that the Government ollieials would be able to find out which was the 
best scheme, and, as far as the meeting was concerned, it was quite willing to leave the matter in their 
hands. Following on that, a deputation was appointed to wait upon the Minister for Works. That 
deputation waited upon the Minister some time in May following, and he promised that the matter 
should receive tbo attention of tho Fublie Works Committee at as early a date as possible,
4. The district was unanimously of opinion that the best port should be chosen to give an outlet for the 
coal of Illawarra, and that the choice of that site should be left to the engineers of the Department ? Yes.
The meeting was a thoroughly representative one, and embraced interests representing the whole district.
•j. The-meeting was held prior to the Government deciding on Fort .Kembla? Yes.
G. Fort Kembla having been decided upon, in your opinion is the district fairly satisfied with that selection?
1 may say that following on that meeting alluded to above, the south coast harbour league was formed, ■
the object of which was to induce the Government to construct a harbour for the south coast where they
might think it best to have one. The people of Wollongong have adhered to the resolution to leave the
matter to the Government, and they are quite content that the Government should construct the harbour
at Fort Kembla or wherever else they deem best. The people of Fort Kembla are also agreeable to allow
the Government to have a free band in the matter. I can state from my own knowledge, however, that
meetings liave been held at Bulli and 1 think at Beliambi for the purpose of opposing the construction of
a harbour at Fort Kembla, and in favour of the construction of one at Beliambi. According to tbe
papers, another movement has been made at Dapto, but I should say that the lake scheme ought to be
treated as a separate matter altogether. Wollongong has many claims, but we have allowed the matter
to rest with tho Government. Fersonaily, Wollongong would suit me best, as my interests are centered
hero, but I am perfectly willing to suit private interests to the public good.
7. Are the people of Wollongong by a large majority favourable to tbe construction of a harbour at Port 
Kembla? Yes.
8. Is it their opinion that it is not a wise thing to agitate for a harbour at "Wollongong? Yes.
9. What is tbe reason of that? They consider from expert evidence that the cost of construction at 
this port debars \\Tollongong from being made the principal harbour for the Illawarra trade. At Fort 
Kembla, for a comparatively small outlay, such a harbour could be provided.
10. Y’ou speak as tho representative of the people in your official position ? Yes.
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11. Mr. Lee^\ "When that meeting of residents was held was the Illawarra lake scheme made known to the 
public? Yes.
12. The public knew that that was a project which if carried out would at all events afford a port there?
Yes. ■
1;1. The meeting at that time had full knowledge of the existence of that company ? Yes.
14. And notwithstanding that they determined that the most suitable place for a port fur the southern 
coast was Kembla ? The meeting did not decide that; they left the whole matter to the Government.
15. Do you intend lo convey the idea that the meeting wished the Government to consider the Lake 
liiawarra scheme alongside ot any other scheme? "We looked upon it that the Government should 
make a port at Kembla, .and that if' a private company wished they could make one at: Lake Illawarra.
10. I presume that all that is required by the people here is to have a suitable port to carry on the coal 
trade of the district ? Yes, coal is the principal export.
17. .If the promoters of the Illawarra scheme were to make such a port would you be satisfied with it? 
I do not think it would answer the requirements of the district.
IS. If the Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation were to carry out their scheme in its entirety and 
provide a port that would accommodate vessels of as deep draught as could be accommodated at Tort 
Kembla, would that scheme suit the requirements of the district ? I should say that it would not, because 
the coal measures are to the north of Lake Illawarra. To my mind Kembla would be the best port of tbo 
whole lot.
19. Although at the date of that meeting there was a possibility of tbe Illawarra Harbour and Land
Corporation carrying out their scheme, the people did not pronounce in favour of ithut they left it an 
open matter for tho Government i.o decide? Yes, The Government to decide as to the most suitable 
place for a harbour for the coal trade of the district. .
20. Are we right in assuming that that meeting looked upon the Lake Illawarra project with a certain 
amount of doubt or disfavour? The fact was well known to them that the Hlawarra scheme had been a 
long time dangling before the public, and as nothing had been done, it waa then thought it would he far 
better for tbe Government to srep in and make a harbour.
21. If the Illawarra harbour were carried out 1 presume it would be detrimental to the best interests of
tlie town of Wollongong. It would not improve Wollongong, and 1 do not think it would be as convenient 
as Port Kembla for tho dislrict generally. . ■
22. As far as the trade of Wollongong is concerned, would it not interfere materially with the prospects 
of this town ? lres.
23. I understand that yon personally advocate the construction of a harbour at Kemhla? I consider it
the best place of all the sites submitted. .
24. Ho you think that if that is carried out it will interfere with vested interests in Wollongong? I 
think not, because 1 understand that communication will be established between YYollongong and Kembla.
25. What sort of communication? By railway from the Port of Wollongong to that of Kembla.
23. If that were carried out, then the people of Wollongong, suppose that the interest of their town will 
not bo interfered with ? I think not; vre have all tbe public buildings established here; Kembla would 
bo the shipping port and YVollongong would be the commercial centre.
27. So that after all, in advocating tho establishment of a port at Kembla the people of Wollongong have 
an eye to their own interests ? Yes.
2S. Mr. Black.'] When the people decided to accept the decision of the Government with regard to the 
construction of a harbour on the south coast, bad they any idea that Port Kembla would be the place 
chosen? Ko; I think not, because all the plans were to be submitted to the Government for them to 
choose. I do not think tho Wollongong people know then which place would be selected.
29. YYhat sort of a harbour have you at Wollongong—is it a good rough weather harbour ? Ko ; I cannot 
say that it is.
30. Is it difficult to enter and to get out of in rough weather? It is. In rough weather vessels cannot 
enter or leave the port.
31. Do the inhabitants of Wollongong and district desire a port solely for tho shipment of coal ? That is 
the principal industry of the district. We send milk and other produce by rail to Sydney.
32. Do you desire a port solely for the shipment of coal, or have you any desire to have such a port as 
would enable you to ship and receive other produce? It is thought desirable to hare a port in which the

■ large ocean-going steamers can take in coal.
33. You -would require a still-water harbour ? That would be best, of course.
34. Then unless two break-waters are built, Port Kembla will not be suitable for your requirements ? I 
can only speak from a rough knowledge. I do not pretend to know anything about breakwaters, but I 
should say that the eastern breakwater would be sufficient for some time to come.
35. Do you think tho water in the harbour would be sufficiently still for steamers to lie alongside the 
wharf and tako in produce that requires delicate handling? Hardly. But even now largo vessels can 
load there. I have seen them there in rather rough weather.
36. They load coal, but not butter and eggs ? Ko, at present they only load coal.
37. Are you sanguine that Kembla will make a good harbour in all weathers ? Yes. With two break
waters I believe it would make a splendid harbour.
38. YVrere you not equally sanguine about Wollongong? Ale anticipated that, with the Harbour Trust 
operations, it would make a good harbour.
39. Have you no suspicion that your judgment may again he at fault? I do not speak as an engineer, 
but from what I have heard and seen I think that Kembla would be the best place for a harbour on the 
south coast for coal exportation.
40. Do you thick that the shipping trade of the southern district would warrant tho expenditure of half
a million of money from the public revenue ? That is another question upon which 1 could not speak 
with authority. The Committee, I presume, know as much as I do about the mines in the Illawarra 
district and their output. _
41. Am I to understand that the people of Wollongong simply desire a port, and give no consideration to 
the question of expenditure ? At the meeting it was pointed out by several speakers that the amount of 
coal shipped would bring in a sufficient revenue to defray tbe interest on tbe expenditure for a harbour.
42. Mr. Clarice.] You are aware that a large amount of money has been spent on the port at Wollongong?
A’es. ‘ ' 43.
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43, From your experience, do you consider that the port is sufficient for the trade of the district ? I do not. ^
44. Although it may be injurious to tlie trade of Wollongong in some respects, you thiuk that tho people __
would prefer to have a better harbour al Port Kembla or Lake Illawarra ? The people Wollongong jg jn!! ^
do not care much where the harbour is as long as a harbour is made to meet the requirements of the 
south coast. At present the trade is hampered by the non-existence of a suitable port.
4o. Wollongong is about the centre of the coul-liekls in this district • 1 es.
4(1. Do you consider that chicllv for the output of coal a harbour should be made at citaer Beliambi, Fort 
Kemhla, or Lake Illawarra ? Tes. _ i
47. Is it likely there would he any other produce shipped at Fort Kemhla ? Xo ; J think that most of our
other produce ivould go by rail. _ .
48. Tou consider that cm the whole the interests of the people of the Illawarra district, and the interests 
of the coal owners will be best screed hv the construction of a harbour at Fort Kembla r 1. do ; because 
it has been liken up as a Government scheme, and even thing points to tho conclusion that Fort Kembla 
will be the best place for the harbour, and the work willi soon be undertaken.
49. Mr. Ifoberts.] What is the size of the vessels at present engaged in the coal trade at Wollongong.
They are small schooners and sailiug craft from 80 to 500 tons.
50. Do not many steamers come to Wollongong ;—what would be the tonnage of the largest steamer that 
is iu the habit of visiting Wollongong to obtain coal !J 51)0 or GOO tons.
51. What is ihe depth of the water in the basin r1 That 1 could not say exactly, but I think from 12 to 16 feet.
52. Have you a number of sailing vessels plying to Wollongong for coal ? Yes.
53. Do tbe largest steamers at present go to Kembla ? Yes, and to Beliambi. i _
54. Do you think that if these breakwaters wore conslructed at Port Kembla a large sailing vessel traffic 
would spring up with foreign countries? I do; because even now sailing vessels go to Kembla and are - 
loaded there.
55. Of what size ? Small sailing vessels from 1G0 to 300 tons they are towed in and towed out. _
5G. Since the meeting to which you referred, and since the G-overnment has referred the construction 
of a harbour at Fort Kembla to the Committee, have vou heard ot any expressions ol dissatisfaction 
from the people in the surrounding districts? I have;—at Bulli and Beliambi there have been one or 
two meet mgs. I did not attend those meetings, as 1 was President of the South Coast Harbour League.
57. Is (he feeling amongst the Bulli and Beliambi people in favour of the harbour at Beliambi ? Yes.
58. Do you know upon what grounds they advocate the Beliambi scheme? I hey say that a good harbour
could be constructed at BeUambi, that it is the most suitable place, and that the cost would compare 
favourably witli that of Kembla. . _ .
59. Do they regard Beliambi as occupying a more central position than Kembla ? I believe that that is 
one of (he grounds on which their claim is based.
GO. Can you give us the opinions of the people south of BeUambi with regard to the Port Kembla and 
Lake Illawarra schemes ? The opinion of tlie people here is that a harbour should he made at Kembla.
At Dapto a meeting was called to take steps to support tho Lake Illawarra scheme. _
Gl. All things being equal, do you think that Wollongong would be a central position for the construction 
of a harbour, and that it would be as good a position for the harbour as Fort Kembla? Wollongong 
would bo ; but there are engineering difficulties in the way of the construction of a harbour at W ollongong.
62. Engineering difficulties which would prevent the construction of a harbour as suitable as one at Port
Kembla? Yes. __ _
63. Afir. FtirxcU.'] What collieries at present use the Wollongong harbour? Mount Keira, Mount
Pleasant, and Corrimal. _
64. You stated that it was possible to afford facilities in Wollongong harbour for vessels of only 500 or
GOO tons to bo loaded there ? Only email vessels of the tonnage mentioned can load at Wollongong. *
65. Can you tell me what collieries aro likely to use the proposed new harbour at Fort Kembla? 1
should say that nearly all the collieries in tlie district would use it, ...
66. Would the collieries which at present use Wollongong harbour use Port Kemhla? I am ol opinion 
that they would; but vessels would always be loaded iu Wollongong harbour.
67. The trade carried on by small vessels in Wollongong harbour would be retained? Yes.
GS. Wollongong harbour would still be used to the same extent as at present? Yes,I believe so. ‘
69. Then that means that if the collieries aro going to use the new harbour there would be a greater 
output of coal, aud a great increase of business if coal is to be shipped at Fort Kembla ? Yes ; a larger 
class of vessels will come to Fort Kembla, and they will be more numerous.

Mr, Walter Evans, shipping manager, Southern Coal Company, sworn, and examined ;—
70. Chairman.'} You deal with the coal after it has come from the pit? Yes.
71. You are aware that officers in connection with your mine have already given evidence in reference to 
the proposed harbour at Fort Kembla? Yes.
72. Is there anything that you could add to their evidence? There is a suggestion which I should like to 
make in reference to tho route of the railway,
73. The Department proposes to go down to the Wollongong basin and turn lo the south behind the gaol 
and the convent ? Bow do they propose to get the coal to Wollongong.
74. They propose to go down the Kiera line and then turn round by the gaol ? The suggestion T would, 
make is in reference to the route of the railway from any mines north of Mount Pleasant. I would 
suggest that a similar loop-line be made at Mount Pleasant to that at Keira, in order to avoid the heavy 
grade on tho Government railway, between Mount Pleasant and Wollongong, wliich is 1 in 75.
744. Could tliey come down the present line ? They could comedown rhe Mount Pleasant line, which 
is a narrow-gauge line, by laying down an extra rail.
75. Mr. .HassdU.] From your knowledge of the shipping of the coal, would you expect any considerable 
increase in the trade at Port Kembla if the harbour were constructed? I should. '
76. To what extent ? Eully 50 per cent.
77. Do you know whether any inquiries were over made here as to whether you could load large vessels 
for the over-sea trade ? Wo do it now at Port Kemble when the weather is favourable. The 
vessel wc ever had here 'took away a total cargo of 7,600 tons.

largesi

air.
W. Evans. 

18 Jan., 1897.

Mr.
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Mr. Jacob Carlos Jones, mining engineer and colliery manager, Smith Bulli Coal Company, sworn, and
examined:—

T _ 78. Mr. Glar]ce,.~\ "WHiat colliery do you manage? The South Hulli Coal Company's mine.
79. To whom does thui colliery belong? To Mr. Ebenezer Vtchery.

IS Jan ISO" you give us a statement as to the coal measures from Clifton to Blount Kembla. and also further
'' ^ 'south? I have here a statement drawn up by myself, and I produce a plan showing the areas of the 

properties at present alienated and occupied by colliery owneis. It includes the property ot the 
Metropolitan Company.
81. The Metropolitan Company is not much interested in the proposed harbour? I am referring more 
particularly to Bellambi Harbour than to Port Kembla, and the Metropolitan Company becomes very 
important in connection with that, as it brings the port within nearly half the distance. The following is 
a return of the shipment at South Bulli Jetty, Bellambi, including coal from South Bulli and Bellambi 
collieries:— "

ton*. Ions.
For the year 1802—South Bulli Company ... ... 130,500

Bellambi Company ... ... ... 112,091
243,254

?> 3893—South Bulli Company ... ... 141,381
Bellambi Company ... ... ... 42,716

— 184,097
)> 1894—South Bulli Company ... ... 119,478

Bellambi Company ... ... ... 37,000
150,478

1895—South Bulli Company ... ... 164,377
Bellambi Company ... ... ... 9,800

174,177
JT 1S96—South Bulli Company ... ... 174,909

Bellambi Company about ... ... 20,000
— 200,909

llJ-AWARIH CoAL-riEl.n.

A]t]>vo\iniatt!

bailie of Colliurj*.
Area of coal 

worked.
Area of coal Total area.

Muuttt Kemlilu and Grent Wollongong....................................................
Mount Keira................................................................................................................

...........................................

acres.
1,000
1,000
J ,000

200
200

acres.
7,700
1,100
1,100

acres.
S,700
2,100
2,100

CorrimaL* .................................................................................................................... 1 aO
1 2,330

300
2,-580

200 1 200 400
2,000 | 400 2,400

Xortli Tllavarra and South Clifton............................................................ 3(10
230

3,000 
! 3,000

3,5(10
0.230

Lauds frbout Otfotnl (about) ............................................................................
Metropolitan Company ....................................................................................
SUmvell Park ...........................................................................................................

........................................... 1 1,000
l 2,000
i 17,000
j 1,200

2,000
JS,000

1,200

Totals..................................................... 1 7,440

1
j ‘11,1 .so
1

48,020

2SOTF. The sui cral nrcasi heru arc ouiy approximate, liaNiiis- been obtained by scaling oft the district plans.—J,

Assuming that there are 6,000 tons to the acre, we have 2J7 millions of tons of coal unworked in the 
present mineral holdings. In addition to the area of unworked coal in the lands already alienated, which 
comprises almost entirely the mountain ranges, wc have the unalienated coal lands to the west of the 
ranges. 1 eslimate this latter to be in round numbers 50,000 acres, all of which will contain the top or 
Bulli seam of superior quality. There may be much more land with coal in than 1 have estimated, as 1 
have included only the land immediately west of the present collieries—from Kembla. to Coalcliff—and 
the greatest distance from Bellambi port is 9 miles west. Evidence has been given before the Committee 
with a view to show that most of the available coal is centred around Mount Kembla. A glance at the 
map which T produce will bo sufficient to show that this viewr is quite erroneous. It may be true that 
parts of Bellambi and Bulli mines have been destroyed by the intrusion of basalt burning large areas ot 
coal; but it is not right to assume that North lllawarra. South Clifton, and Coalclitf, and the vast area 
of Crown lands to the west of these places arc so affected. 1 produce a return of outputs from all the 
southern district for the next 109 years on the basis of an annual increase of 100,000 tons. These will 
show vuu that there is ample coal available by present holders of coal-kinds to last 130 years. It is 
possible, and indeed probable, that the annual output of coal from this district will increase at a moie 
rapid rate than I have assumed, everything depending on the shipping facilities afforded; but if wc 
reckon on the most liberal basis, wo have coal now available in alienated lands to last about 100 years. 
Then sufficient coal remains in the unalienated lands to last a further period of about 100 years. It muM 
not bo forgotten that considerably more than half of the alienated land, and practically the whole of the 
unalienated lands referred to herein belong to the Crowm, and a royalty of (id. per ton will be paid to 
the Government for all coal extracted from the Crown lands.

Illawahua
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Tleawarra Coa L-FIEIYI).
Output from ISO/ to 1997, in decadal periods

1897 ...........................
1907 ...........................
1017 ...........................

. 1927 ...........................
1937 ...........................
1947 ...........................
1957 ...........................
1907 ...........................
1977 ...........................
1987 ...........................
1997 ...........................

commencing with 1.000.000 tons the first year :
1.000. 000 tons annual output.
2.000. 000 „
3,000.000 ,.
4.000. 000 ,. „
5.000. 000 „ „
0,000,000 „
7.000. 000 „ „
9.(100,000 ,,
9.000. 000 „

] (',000,000 „
.. 11,000,000 „

Mr.
J. C. J ones.

00,000,000 tons in 100 years.
From Return A (1) there are 247 millions of tons unworked coal in lauds already alienated, or occupied 
hv present coal-owners. Assuming, then, that half the above quantity is destroyed by basaltic disturbances 
and other faults, wo have = 123,300,000 tons, which can be considered as available coal. This
quantity will last at the above rate of increase about 130 years. As to the respective ports, 1 should like 
to state that if the Government thinks fit to spend sufficient money I am willing to admit that Kembla 
can he made a hotter harbour than Bellambi; but being one of tbose who were very much interested 
in the first movement 1 may sav that the initiators of the movement did not expect a very largo 
expenditure. They thought that for an outlay of £200,000 11 el Iambi could be made a very good port for 
the district. As to the cost of tho harbour 1 do not want to say very much, but I cannot see why a 
breakwater at Bellambi should cost so much more than a similar breakwater would cost at Port Kembla. 
The average depth of the water is not greater and there is ample stone within 2 miles of Bellambi on the 
Russel Vale Estate. There is a very large quantity of very good blue metal immediately^ fronting the 
South Bulli Colliery. 1. have heard it said that the coal south of Kembla is very good coal. I had 
occasion some few years ago to report upon that coal-field for a few gentlemen who were interested in it, 
but I could not get. hold of my report or I would have produced it here. Ihere is only one seam of coal 
south of Kembla that vou could say was of any value, that is the lower seam, and for steaming purposes 
it is practically useless. It is on the AFongavvilli property.
82. You think that south of Mount Kembla the coal is not a good quality r The coal-field is extensive
enough hut the coal has not been proved to be of a marketable quality. ^
83. Do you think that if the Government constructed a harbour at Bellambi, Port Kembla, or Lake 
lllawarra, it would increase tho trade of the district? Undoubtedly. Our coal is coming into favour all 
over the wrorld. There is no other coal hut this which can be compared to the best steam coal of South 
"Wales. It has had a lot of fighting to do to obtain recognition and it is only during the last few years it 
has come to be known by the general public as a good steam coal—tho owners of every steamer would 
like to use it. Some gentlemen from America recently visited this district, one of whom is interested in 
tho lake scheme and represents large shipping interests in America, That gentleman toM me distinctly 
that if we had a good port here that would accommodate large sailing ships he could see his way to give 
us nearly half a million tons of trade annually. He said he knew of a hundred sailing ships which could 
be put into the trade, if they could get a connecting link, so as to make a round trip from Europe.
8L Do you think that in the event of a good port being made on tho south coast, the .jetties at present 
existing would still take a large portion of the trade ? 1 do not think they would.
85. How much of the trade would continue to be done upon the present jetties ? At Bulli, Coalcliff, and 
Korth lllawarra they would not use their jetties. Those jetties are so very old that they would be very 
glad 1o get rid of them
SO. Would 23 per cent, of the trade continue to be done at the existing jetties? We should do 
25 per cent, at Bellambi with small steamers, hut in a short time it would not pay; it is very expensive 
to maintain the jetties. It would he more expensive than sending to the port established by the 
Government. _ ^
87. If you had facilities provided bv the Government for the loading of large vessels wiihsafc1y,voiifhmk 
that the trade would go to the new harbour ? Yes; and the existing jetties would be left unrepaired, and 
in a year or two they would bo washed away.
98. What port do you consider would bo the best for the district? I am bound 1o say that Bellambi will 
be the central spot for the next fifty years,
89. Are you aware of the estimated cost of the proposed breakwater at "Bellamhi ? Ves ; about £208,000,
90. Are you aware of the cost of the proposed breakwater at Port Kembla ? Yes ; it is about £50,000 
less. J really cannot see why it should cost so much more to erect a breakwater at Bellambi.
91. It is proposed to construct an eastern breakwater and a northern breakwater ; but according to the 
evidence of some witnesses tbe eastern breakwater will be sufficient for the present? Yes; Km a shelter 
it would be, I have no doubt.
92. What is your opinion of the proposed harbour at Lake lllawarra? They have spout a lot ol money 
at, Lake Macquarie, which is a better lake than Lake lllawarra, and they have never made a harbour of it. 
I am afraid that they will never make a harbour ni Lake lllawarra.
93. For what reason ? The tdltiug up would necessitate constant dredging, and that would make it too 
costly, and making a breakwater to protect an entrance often has the effect of closing the entrance by 
causing it to silt up.
94. Your opinion is that Bellambi would be the best port? Yos : to suit our requirements.
95. I think that tho owner of vour mines said it would be more to bis interest to have a port at Bellambi. 
but bo was in favour of Port Kembla because it was more m rhe public interest? You can make a more 
commodious liarbour at Pori Kembla than at Bellambi, but 1 think it could be constructed at Bellambi 
more cheaply.
96. Mr. Fi'tjftn.'] T see that you delivered a speech on the 4th of Kovember on the proposed harbour
schemes, Was not that after the proposal to bring this scheme before the Public Works Committee ? ]
think so. I had been requested to deliver a speech on the subject. 97-
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Hr. 97. How is it that you did not give that speech before ? The progress committee requested me to deliver
Jone?. an address on the subject when the matter was before Parliament. After I heard that the matter had 

been placed before the Public Works Committee, I asked the progress committee if they still wished me 
■’ to deliver this speech and they said yes.

98, And how long have you been managing the South Bulli Colliery ? Sis years.
99. Have you managed any other collieries in this district? Tea ; the North lllawarra Colliery.
.100. As a mining engineer? Yes.
101. "When did you obtain your certificate? I am a member of the Mining Institute of the North of 
England. I have held a certificate of competency for the last twenty years.
102. Therefore you can speak with a certain amount of confidence as to the necessity to make provision 
for the shipping trade of this district? Yes.
103. Have you heard any complaint in regard to the holding-ground at Bellamhi ? I cannot say that 1 have. 
101. Have you heard of many vessels losing their anchors there in consequence of the bad holding-ground ? 
I have heard of chains breaking, and the anchors being dropped.
103. Tou have heard of anchors being lost on account of the bad holding-ground ? No ; on account; of 
the bad chains.
10G. Is it not a fact that tbe holding-ground at Port Kembla is fur superior to that at Bellambi ? YVo 
have clay and sand at Bellambi, and also rock.
10/. You say that you reported for some ecmpnny upon the coal south of Mount Kembla—what company 
was it ? Messrs. Biggar and Bertram.
10S. YV""e have bad evidence that the coal measures down there arc very valuable. You differ entirely 
from that? T do. It may have been proved since .1 was there. It is eight or nine years since i. reported 
on the coal.
109 I suppose your knowledge of geology wilt give you an idea as to whether coal—a marketable 
quality—is to be found south of Kembla? Geology will not tell you that; you have to prove it.
110. Can you tell the Committee the reason why your output for the southern district for the last year 
or two has been less than it used ti be P 1 am not aware that it was less.
11L. One year it reached 900.030 tons, did it not? In LS9-3 it was 910,000 tons. Probably it will be 
more for the following year.
112. During the strike of 1390 tbe coal trade in the district increased considerably; then after that if 
diminished. Was it for want of shipping facilities? 1 suppose it was to a great extent. The coal trade 
is always fluctuating.
113. If the coal trade is on the decline here what is tho use of constructing a harbour ? 1 should look
at it in another way. If tho coal trade is declining it may be for the want of a harbour, but it is not 
declining it is increasing.
111. But was not that owing to the strike at Newcastle ? No.
1L5 Yon think that Newcastle docs not interfere with tbe southern trade, seeing that the kinds of coal 
from each district are entirely different ? They arc different kinds of coal and they do not compete much 
with one another. The coal of this district is essentially a steam and smelting coal. The Newcastle coal 
is a household coal,
116. Would you tell us the difference in cost between the constructing breakwaters and tbe resumptions 
necessary at Bellambi and Port Kembla ? I cannot do that except from the Government estimate.
.117. Yet in your speech you refute the statement of the Engineer-in-Chief iu favour of Mount Kembla ? 
I do not refute the whole statement; wo do not know upon what basis they work out their estimates.
118. "What about the resumptions ? They will have to resume four times as much land at Kembla as- 
they would at Bellambi.
119. Did you say that tbe jetties at Port Kembla were old ? No; but the3r are at Bellambi.
120. Therefore, it would nof cost much to resume the jetties at Bellambi ? No.
121. What sum would yon put down for tbe resumption of jetties at Bellambi ? The amount for one 
would be about £5,000. and tbe amount for the other about £9,000.
122. And what would be tho amount for the resumption of the jetties at Port Kembla? They are of 
more recent construction, and the amount would bo from £15,000 to £20,000 each.
123. If Parliament sanctioned the construction of a harbour at Port Kembla would you resume the jetlies 
there ? Ido not see how you could make it a Government harbour without doing so.
124. Ami you would resume the railways going down to the jetties ? Yes; or make new ones ; probably 
both. That is one reason why it would be expensive. You will have to make railways for the northern 
coal then resume jetties for the southern eoal.
125. Do you know anything about the Lake lllawarra scheme? No.
126. Do you know the coal at Dapto ? No; I have not seen that being worked. I have seen all the 
seams as far as tho Macquarie Pass.
127. Then you would not sav- that it is equal to the coal yon are getting here at present? No.
128. Neither arc the lower scams equal to the top seams which you arc working now? No.
129. Y'ou think there are about 220,000,000 tons of coal yet to bo got out of the top seam? The top 
seam contains about 217,000,000 tons. Beckon about half of that waste, assuming that a quantity would 
be destroyed by basaltic disturbance still Ihere would be 123,000,000 tons of coal available.
130. Can you tell us the percentage of coal left in tbe mine ? As a mine has to exist for a number of 
years we, leave probably about two-thirds of the coal iu order to keep everything in order for ventilating 
for years to come, i suppose that about 10 per cent, of that would be wasted.
131. What, is the area, of alienated coal lands from Kembla to Helensburgh ? 48,600 acres.
132. Ami according to your estimate that coal-field will last 200 years ? The coal on the alienated land 
will last 100 years and that on the unalienated laud another 100 years.
133 I suppose you have been taking a prominent part in the agitation for the Bellambi harbour? I did 
originally.
134. And you wore one of those who decided to leave tho selection of the site of tho harbour to the 
Government? I was at the meeting.
135. Were you one of those who came to that couclusion ? I think so.
130. What is your idea for altering your attitude after the site has been chosen ? Tho real reason is this ; 
that when the Departmental estimates were published the cost of the Kembla breakwater was put down

at
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at £lo8,000, and the cost of the Bellambi breakwater at £208.000 and so on. Everybody was satisfied ^ Jonus 
that that was correct, but as soon as the Public Works Committee £°t hold of it we found that the cost 
of the Kembla harbour would amount to £440.000. There is nothing in the published statements 1° 1397.
show what Bellambi would cost under the same rireumsrances. We thought', there was something wrong. ’
"We said it was very unfair. Why did they not publish similar estimates in both cases. It had been 
■decided that Kembla should be the site it being tho cheapest; but the resolution passed at the meeting ‘ 
said that tho site decided upon by the Government should be the most economical. The cost of construc
tion is the thing that upset the Bulli people.

* 137. Bid you tell those gentlemen whom you met that you could not contain yourselves, and that you 
wanted the harbour at Bulli P Xo. 1 say that they could not contain thenmelves : they went beiore the 
Public Works Committee long before we did, and they have strenuously advocated one scheme. _
138. Seeing that the cost of a harbour at Kembla would be greater than you anticipated at the time 
of the meeting, you thought it was not to the interest of the district to hate the harbour there, when 
you could get one cheaper at Bellambi ? That is really what we thought.
130. Chairman.] What is the greatest distance that coal is worked underground in any part of the 
world? Three and a half to 4 miles. _
140. How far from the pit’s mouth can it he hauled under ground ? Easily from 34 to 4 miles with onr 
present machinery.
141. If there is coal beyond a distance of 5 miles, can it be brought out? It can be brought by relays, 
for which they have to sink shafts aud put, down relays of machinery.
142. Would it pay to haul it a distance of 5 miles ? It would. ■
143. Would you undertake to do it ? Yes.

ilr, Kobert Dodd, stevedore, Wollongong, sworn, and examined:—
14-1. Chairman?^ What arc you ? A stevedore, Mr. E. Dodd
145. What evidence have you got for the Committee? I have had eighteen years experience in f be district, 
trimming coal at all the ports. dan-, 1S9i.
14G. Mr. Black.] Do you mean all the ports on the southern coast ? The ports from Bellambi to Port 
Kembla.
117, And which port do you favour? Port Kembla.
118. Kor what reason? On account of the depth of the water and the good anchorage.
14S}. It has a better holding-ground than Bellambi ? Yes.
150. Do you think, in other respects, it is as well situated with regard to the collieries ? Yes,
151. Do you think that with the construction of one breakwater it would bo suitable for the unloading 
■of ships in rough weather ? Acs. I think Port Kembla will be far superior to Bellambi.
152. Putting Bellambi on one side, do you think that with one breakwater only it would be possible to 
load vessels with coal at Port Kembla in rough weather? That would depend upon which way the wind 
was blowiug. If (he wind was blowing from the north, I would not say that one breakwater would be 
.sufficient. Tu the majority of instances they could load with one breakwater. In tbe summer tbe wind 
generally' blows from the north-east aud it does not cause such a heavy sea as tho south and east winds.
L53. "When the wind is blowing strong from tbe north, would it be possible to load vessels at the jetty ?
In five eases out of six, they could load with a northerly wind.
151. If they could only do it m five cases out of six the harbour would not be an absolutely safe one in all 
weathers ? My contention is that if you were at the jetties and it was blowing from the north and raising 
a heavy sea, the ship could go out to its anchorage.
155. But it could not load? Hot if there is a very heavy sea. ■
15f>. Is Port Kembla an easy harbour to make in rough weather? It is. 1 have seen boats lying there 
in heavy gales.
157. Do you known the harbour at Newcastle? No, _
158. Do you think tbat if Kembla were made a comparatively safe harbour for loading vessels with coal 
•tberc would be any great increase in the coal trade ? Yes.
13D. Would it be a new trade or only a trade attracted from other ports less suitable ? 1 think it would
be a new trade carried on with foreign vessels.

Mr. William Weeks, butcher, Wollongong, sworn, and examined:—
160. Chairman.] "What are you? A butcher at Wollongong. Mr,
16 L. What evidence have you to offer? 1 wish to state that I supply the steamers at the two ports with W. Wcrts, 
■stores, and I have frequently heard the captains say that Kembla is a superior harbour to Bellambi. Once / 
when T was at Bellambi tho Easby ” bumped terribly. She went to Port Kembla where she had 4 feet18 
-of pure water at her stern. The “Glaucus ” bumped at Bellambi several times, and she is a vessel of 
only 18 feet draft.
1611. Mr. O’Connor.] In your opinion Port Kembla is tbe superior harbour? Yes.
102. How long have you been in the district? About ten years.

Mr. William Henry Eces, commission agent and secretary to ihe Wollongong Hasligtil Companv,
Wollongong, sworn, and examined ;—

163. Chairman.] What are yon? A commission agent and secretary to the Wollongong Gaslight 
■Company, and secretary of the South Coast Harbour league.
164. Mr. £re.] You hold an official position in some local organisation? Yes. After a deputation had 
waited on Ihe Minister for Works it was considered advisable to form a league to agitate for the construc
tion of a harbour in the district, and I was appointed secretary.
165. MTiat action has that league taken? It has taken but little action. As tho Minister promised to 
■enquire into the matter, and to submit the harbour scheme to the Public Works Committee, it was thought 
useless to do anything further for the present.
166. The result was practically to leave the matter in tho hands of the Government? Yes.

. 167.

Mr.
W. H. Bee-
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t 167. Of whom was your league composed ? Of representatives from Bulli, Bellambi, Woououn. "\\Tolloi!-
"W 11. Kees. g0ng( Uuandcrra, and the surrounding district.

^ou aD^ rcPre8ei,tatlves from Dapto ? Mo : we invited them but they did not seem inclined to 
" ’' ’ ' come. 1 think it was on account of the lllawarra Lake scheme.

169. Did your league look upon the construction of a harbour at Lake lllawarra as opposed to their 
interests ? Mo ; but the Dapto people said they would oppose anything being done on the south coast 
except at Lake lllawarra. The opinion of all I have consulted is that it will be too costly a matter to 
make a harbour at Lake lllawarra in winch large ships can load.
170. To put the matter shortly 1 suppose that your league did not believe in the lllawarra, Lake scheme ? ‘ 
Certainly; the company have been a long time about it, aud we see no result. Tbe opinion is that they are 
only putting forward the harbour scheme to enable them to sell their land.
171. If your league had been of opinion tbat the Lake lllawarra company was going to make a harbour 
to admit deep ships, would they have used their influence io induce tbe Government to construct a harbour 
at Port Kembla? Thogemeral opinion is that it would not bo convenient for the bulk of tbe eoal trade to 
go to Lake lllawarra. All that the people want is aharbour for tbe south coast. They do not care whether 
it is at Bellambi, Wollongong, or Kembla.
172. Your league were fully acquainted with the proposal of the Lake lllawarra company ? Yes.
173 If they liad been satisfied that the company was going to give them a substantial harbour there 
would have been little necessity for them to take action to indnee the Government to construct a haibour ? 
Just so.
174. Do you consider that if a harbour were made at Lake lllawarra it would be detrimental to the 
interests of Wollongong? No ; that was not taken into consideration at all.
175. Can you assure tbe Committee that the only reason that influenced your league in their advocacy of 
a suitable harbour for the south coast trade was purely the public interest? It was.
176. And that you were not influenced by the fact that if a harbour were constructed at Lake lllawarra 
vested interests would suffer? No. But the lake was not considered a suitable place.
177. Yon are aware that if a harbour is made at Port Kembla there will be a railway connection between 
Kembla and Wollongong ? Yes.
178. Do yon consider tbat is all that is required as far as Wollongong "is concerned ? Yes,
179. The railway will start from the Keira line, in the vicinity of the Bolmore basin, and proceed along 
the coast between the culvert and the sea to Kembla? Yes ; f believe it is all a dead level.
180. Do you think the Mount Kembla Colliery could use that line? The Kembla mine could use the 
main liue; all the other collieries could use the new line to their own advantage.
181. You maintain that a maximum load could be carried that way ? Yes.
182. Where only about two-thirds of the load could he carried over tbe main line ? Yes.
183. Have you ever beard any expression of opinion from colliery managers or owners as to the 
suitableness, or otherwise, of this route? 1 understood it was the unanimous opinion, until 1. saw that 
evidence had been given to the contrary, that that would be tho best route.
181. If the harbour is made at Kembla, it will follow as a necessity that this line must be made? Yes ; 
it will be about miles in length.
185. If the alternative wore adopted of running over the existing line? Then the trade would be 
hampered by the increased cost of carrying half-loads.
186. Supposing that that difficult bank on i he main line could be cut out at a reasonable cost, and as good 
a grade formed on that line as can bo got by way of the Tom Tnumb Lagoon, do you not think it will be 
equally advantageous to use the main line ? No. The lino by way of the fom Thumb Lagoon would be as 
cheap a line as could be made. It would cost a great deal of money to alter the grade on the main line.
187. How much ? I am only telling you what I have heard.
188. If the steep grade could be cut out of the main line for less than it would cost to make the new 
line, would it not be advisable to cut it out and to use that line? Yes; but it; would take the traffic 
through the railway station, and that would be inconvenient.
189. Would it make any difference to those nho want to ship their coal whether the eoal was sent by 
the main line or by the proposed new liue ? I do not suppose it would.
190. All the information at onr command shows that if this new line were made it would be possible to 
haul just double the loads to Port Kembla which they can now carry over the existing lines? Yes. Tho 
opinion of the people at Wollongong is that it would be an advantage to have the proposed new line 
made as people could get out at the bottom of Crowu-streot where there would be a platform.
191. That would be a matter of small consideration would it not, as regards the earnings on tbe line? 
There would he a lot of business between Port Kembla and Wollongong. There would be the supplies 
for the shipping. At present Wollongong is cut off from Port Kembla and the trades-people cannot 
supply onlers sent from the ships. There will also bo a passenger traffic on tbe line as (he majority of 
those working at Port Kembla would live in Wollongong. I believe the lino would pay for itself from 
that traffic alone.
192. Did your league ascertain from the colliery proprietors whether they were prepared to pay any sum 
by way of shipping charges (or tho convenience of using that port? When it was mentioned at our 
meeting that the Gwemment might spend half a million iu making a harbour, it was calculated that a 
charge of 3d. per ton on an output of 1,600,000 tons—ihe output being 750,000 tons at present—3 per 
cent, on the outlay.
193. Not including the cost of maintenance, lighting, and other charges? It was said that it would pay 
3 per cent, reckoning the increase of traffic that would lake place on an outlay of half a million. 
According to the present estimate the cost will not be anything like half a million, especially if you only 
make one breakwater.
194. Did the league base their opinion upon the assumption (hat it would be necessary to construct only 
one breakwater? It was thought that for several years one breakwater would be sufficient; (hat is the 
opinion of the captains who visited that port
195. Are they of the opinion that the erection of one breakwater would offer sufficient protection to 
attract large sailing vessels from other parts of the world ? Yes. They reckon upon tbe great ocean-going 
ships coming here.
196. Steamers can load there at present ? Yes.

8

Mr.

197.
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197. It is said that the coal trade of the southern coast is considerably handicapped because they are 
unable to ship coal in large sailing vessels? Tes. Ono breakwater would not be suflicient for sailing 
ships ; but if tbe full scheme were carried out sailing ships could load there at any time. ^ j
JOS. Do you know whether if the eastern breakwater were constructed large sailing vessels could load safely ’’ 
at Port Kembla? Tea.
199, Mr. Slack.'] I understand you to say that one breakwater would be sufficient—but that the increase 
of trade would malic two breakwaters necessary;—how do you work that out? At present we want ono 
breakwater for the trade for a couple of years, but when the trade increases no doubt wo shall require 
another for the extra shipping.
200. If one ship is protected by one breakwater why should a dozen ships require two breakwaters ? So 
as to make it still-water. .Another wharf or jetty would be required and should be protected.

Mr. Charles Morton, civil and mining engineer, Bulli, sworn, and examined:—
201-3. Chairman.] "What are you ? Civil and mining engineer.
204. Have you a knowledge of the south coast? I have boon here eleven or twelve years. I came here 
to lay out works for the North lllawarra Company, and then laid out works for Bellambi.
20d. Have you a written statement ? I have.
200. 'Will you read it and hand it iu ? Tes. .It is as follows;—

Mr.
C. Morton,

18 Jan,, ISO?1

I appear here to advocate the just claims of Bellambi as the most suitable anil proper site, under all existing cirenm- 
tanees, for the deep-water harbour for the lllawarra district, and more especially its coal trade. The Committee have a 

perfect right, in investigating a question of this sort, whether there should be n certain work carried out at Port Kembla, 
to take evidence and consider whether it would not bo better to put that work somewhere else. I hope, first, to satisfy 
this Committee by evidence, by plans, and by figures, tbat such a work as a deep-water harbour for the lllawarra district, 
of the southern coast, is absolutely necessary, secondly, that Fort Kembla is not the best place for it, and thirdly, that 
some other place is the best place for the deep-water harbour, and tbat under all existing circumstances I hope to 
prove to the Committee tbat such plaee is Bellambi. I do not appear before them with the slightest intention of deriding 
the claims and facilities that Port Kembla offers as a harbour, but J will admit at once that a good deep-water harbour can 
he constructed there, and excellent accommodation can be made for the shipment of coal and the binding of goods. To 
accomplish all this in an effectual manner is a mere matte:-of-C s. d. No one can doubt, that if this Committee recom
mend it, and Parliament elects to spend the money in suflicient quantity a grand harbour can be made at Port Kembla. 
the necessary area of land can be resumed, railways can be purchased and built, roads of access constructed, and the 
owners of jetties compensated. But when all this is provided for. 1 am convinced that yom Committee will agree with 
mi', that the cost of the work, if carried out in the substantial manner proposed and necessary, will prove to be fully three 
tiiHos the amount which tho maximum estimated revenue of the complete port is capable of paying interest upon. Tbe 
Minister for Works in speaking of the grant of TIO.UCIO which was voted for the improvement of Bellambi harbour, and 
allowed to lapse many years ago, runiinked that if the district members at that time had displayed any active interest in 
their work, that Bellambi to-day would ba\c been a good harbour.

llcvcnve from JOUirkt.

The people of this district have always been a large revenue-paying class, and have contributed large sums to the 
exchequer of the Colony. Only small sums of this money have been disbursed in useful works throughout the district. 
Therefore justice should now he done in carrying out the all-important work of a deep-sea harbour. It is a national work 
u.s well as a local one.

Mr. Copeland .tells us that “we spent a lot of money on the lllawarra railway, and wo were told that they were 
going to use that to carry tho coal.” 1 reply, that this is another engineering difficulty, which the people of this district 
are not to be held responsible for. The lllawarra railway, owing to the heavy grades on the line, can only carry coal from 
the Metropolitan Mine, at Helensburgh, at a payable rate. Air. Kddy has advocated the establishment of a central harbour 
for lllawarra. and the adoption of a zone system around such harbour. This equitable system could be put iu force from 
Bellambi, whore an K-mile zone would embrace all mines from North Clifton to South Kembla.

Large sums have been spent all over the Colony, even in the inland rivers for the shipping of wool and other produce 
so as to enable it to be taken to a market, yet in this district, and for ono trade alone, private enterprise has been compelled 
to spend upwards of C100.000 upon the construction of jetties at open roadsteads, which costly property is constantly 
more or less at the mercy of wind and wave. ‘

Kiuly in the year 1SD2, Air. Cecil W. Barley, Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, was called upon to furnish 
a report upon Sir John Goode's monumental scheme for a deep-water harbour at Wollongong, the total cost of which, as 
estimated by Sir John Coodo, was a fraction over £1,1)53,000. It will be found that Mr. Barley apologised for the elaborate 
amount of Sir John’s total, by stating that it was never intended that the whole of this large scheme for internal 
works should be proceeded with at once. He then proceeds to deal with Dir John's scheme in a business manner, mid asks 
will the probable future trade of the port pay the interest on this debt. To do so would require a net annual revenue of 
£70,000, to collect which would require un output of 4,200,000 tons per annum. ,

Alter carefully reviewing the coal trade of the district, Mr. Darloy reports,—I, therefore, think that the utmost 
trade likely to he drawn to Wollongong for many years to come will not exceed 750,000 tons, the port charges on which 
would amount to £9,375, which would represent 4 per cent, interest on £534,375. Therefore, this is the greatest amount 
of capital which could be expended with any prospect of a return of inteiest.” Mr. Barley also considered in what way 
can tho proposed works (Sir John’s) at Wollongong be constructed so as to keep down tbe first expenditure, to enable 
the revenue of the port to pay 4 per cent, interest on the outlay? Air. Barley finally brought ilonn the estimated 
expenditure at Wollongong to £447,200. This, he said, was the lowest sum to vhicli the cost of the work, if cairied out 
in a substantial manner, could be reduced, and even this capital charge remains nearly double what the maximum 
estimated revenue is capable of paying interest upon. Basing bis reasons upon these calculations, he concludes by saying,— 
'■ I regret, therefore, to have to conclude with the opinion that there is no prospect whatever of the trade of the poll, 
of Wollongong ever beinn able to pay interest on snob an expenditure, viz. £447,500." Then what do wo learn from 
llieso ileductloiih? That nny scheme to meet with the approbation of the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers 
mutt involve an expenditure of not more than £'250.000.

It is pointed out that if a really safe harbour were made on the south coast, that it would not draw all the 
Miutbcm trade. Some would go direct to Sydney by rail, and some would continue to be shipped from the priinte jetties. 
Therefore, tho monoy expended on the port would bo wasted, Following this reasoning out logically, we must conclude 
that a great deal of money has been wasted in Newcastle, as in that port hundreds of thousands of tons are shipped 
annually fiom private wharfs. 'The A. A. Company, Waratah Company, and Alex. Brown & Company,—three of the largest 
companies in the north,—ship almost their entire output on their own wharfs. These companies have their wharfs 
protected by Government work. In lllawarra it will be only the port chosen which will be protected by Government 
work. AII other jetties will be just as they are now, Jetties, moorings, chains, and ropes arc very costly' things to maintain. 
They entail a heavy animal outlay, especially in unprotected shipping-places. 'The cost of shipping, for labour only, 
is great for an individual colliery, as compared with the charges at a Government port, where a number of collieries would 
bo sending their collective shipments. Furthermore, each colliery owner must, send and ship his coal where the ships are 
berthed, and it is absurd^ to say that they will ship at their own jetties, when the ships will not go to them if there is a 
protected port in the vicinity. Sending coal by rail, will, for the reasons already stated, be out of all question when a 
.sheltered port is constructed. Th<,

£90 O)—B ' '
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Mr* The Lake Scheme.
C. Morion. The lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation obtained an Act under power of which they proposed to open the

lllawarra Lake as a harbour. The Act provided for (be construction of breakwaters and training-walls at the entrance, 
18 Jan., 1897. the dredging of along deepwater channel across the lake, and forming a large dock and shipping place on the western 

shore of the lake. But what is tho use of all this elaborate work when the Act only provides for a depth of In feet of 
water at the entrance. This company by scooping out a bit of a ditch can now bold the hike against all comers. Mr. 
Andrew Armstrong, managing director of the company tells us that the contract for these harbour works was lot to Mr. 
Amos fifteen months ago. The contractor had been asked to suspend operations until the company had made satisfactory 
financial arrangements in London. The managing director of this company is of opinion that the people of the south coast 
district had no right to move in the direction of obtaining a harbour, because by doing so they materially interfered with 
his company’s chances of raising capital in London, Mr. Darlcy, 1 am sorry to notice, writes m his report of 16th May, 
1896, and states : —“I have had several interviews with the engineer for the lllawarra Lake company and the managing 
director, and I have been informed from time to time that they are daily expecting word from London that the required 
capital has been provided, and to receive instructions to proceed with the works."’

This puts me in mind of a man who once took a ticket in Adams’ Melbourne Cup Sweep. He lias been expecting a 
fortune ever since. The completion of this lake harbour will he of no benefit to the trade of the existing coal-mines. And 
if it is constructed it must stand upon its own merits. We are told by some enthusiastic adventurers that they have grand 
marketable coal south of Kembla. If so, so much the better for them. Let them work it aud supply the smelting works 
with it if they can, or let them ship it at the lake harbour. This lake harbour must be completed it the smelting company 
arc to have a cheap and useful shipping place. No other district harbour can be of much service to them. A harbour to 
be of much real advantage to the smelting company should he so situated that the cargoes could he discharged from the 

' ships direct into the works, and thus save two handlings. Mr. Darley bus something to say in his report upon this matter.
He states that he interviewed Mr. John Howell, the manager, on the subject, and he gave him to understand that while a 

" good harbour would unquestionably be of great benefit to bis company, he has made such terms with the Railway Com
missioners for the carriage of his ore, ftc., that he could profitably carry on without access to a local harbour. From a 
statement made in a public meeting by a Ml. \V, R, Atkinson, who is an authority on the lake harbour and land corporation 
affitirs, there would seem to be some doubt us to the power of the smelting company obtaining access to any local harbour 
but the lake. Mr. Atkinson states,—“ Evidence has been given before the Public Works Committee to the effect that 
Kembla was connected with the smelting works by railway, Tbat was absolutely false. The Smelting Company of 
Australia had no possible means of getting on to their works without permission of the lllawarra Harbour and Land 
Corporation,’" Under these circumstances we can dismiss the idea of making harbour provision for the smelting company 
from our minds, leaving them to the tender mercies of the lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation, y*ho, no doubt, arc 
liound to make » harbour for the smelting company ; and if for them why not accommodate the new coal-fields of tho 
south? Then having the lake liarbour, could not Dr. Robertson be persuaded to use tbat harbour for shipping Kembla 
eoal; it is only a few mdes farther south, so be could not object, seeing that he wants all other coal-owners to travel out 
of their way to ship at Fort Kembla, Then since the Kugineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers has such a high opinion 
of the lake as a harbour there can be no reason why, if when tile present company forfeit their right, it cannot then be 
carried out by tbe Government or the smelting company.

Pori Kembla.
1 shall content myself with a very few remarks in dealing with this place. 1 have already stated that 1 agree with 

Mr. Darley that a fine useful harbour can be made at Kembla, but it will cost too much money to complete it; more than 
that, it is not centrally situated. Therefore, if completed regardless of cost, it will then not be so serviceable or beneficial 
as Bellambi Harbour, which is central. A design and estimate for the Port Kembla Harbour has been submitted by the 
Harbours and Rivers Department which 1 accept, because I cannot see bow to better it, when aH tilings are carefully 
reviewed. It stands as follows ;—

Eastern breakwater .... 
Northern do .... 
Ridings and coal-linos . 
Coal shipping jetty ... 
Cranes, lighthouse, &o. 
Timber wharf, 1 mile . 
Ballast wall at back ... 
Dredging ...........................

£158,300 
121,120

4.000
35.000 
42,580
44.000
10.000 
25,000

. Total......................................................................................................................................................... £440,000

Let us now analyse this schedule and retain that which is absolutely necessary and expunge all that is not of immediate 
use. I have not scon the detail plan and specification of the proposed Kembla, Harbour, therefore, until I obtain a little 
more information on this point some of theitems seem tome inconsistent one with another. Jfor instance, the northern break
water which is 3,530 feet long, is estimated to cost £121,120. The eastern breakwater is to be 2,800 feet, anti its cost is to 
amount to £158,300. Thus showing that although the northern breakwater is 730 feet longer and in deeper water it is to 
cost £37,180 less than the eastern breakwater. Then again, in a newspaper report of Mr. Hieksoirs evidence I lead, 
“This harbour, if constructed, would contain an area of 200 acres, with 24 feet depth at low water. ’ Then in the 
following day's paper I find in the report of Mr. Darley’s evidence that “the enclosed area at low-water would be 
223 acres.” This area agrees with that published m the schedules relating to all the harbour schemes, but is absolutely 
37 acres less than that named by Mr. Hickson as having a depth of 24 feet at low-water. No doubt all this may bear 
explanation ; but if it does, I anticipate that it will mean placing the sea end of the northern breakwater greatly m 
advance, or to the north, of the eastern breakwater, which would leave the northern breakwater exposed to the violence of 
the south-easterly gales, and to a great extent would caneet the utility of the eastern breakwater. Instead of being so 
placed the eastern breakwater should overlap the sea end of tho northern breakwater—this would increase the length 
and cost of that structure,—or the northern breakwater would have to be brought bock within bounds, and thus curtail tho 
area of the harbour, which would then have an area of 8SJ acres, with a depth of 24 feet and over, instead of 126, as 
returned in the schedule, and would be 171 acres less than the area stated by Mr, Hickson as affording a depth of 24 feet 
and more at low spring tides, , . . -

The first item on tho schedule for the Kembla Harbour is the eastern breakwater, £158,300. This item is 
undisputed, therefore unless, for reasons which I have given, the advocates for Kembla wish to lengthen it—a most 
costly proceeding,—wc will let it stand. Item No. 2, northern breakwater: Some evidence has been given in which 
the opinion was ventured that the eastern breakwater would suffice for all purposes ; but I think your Committee 
will not only require most emphatic evidence upon that point, but you will also require and call for statistics proving 
that at no time have vessels been unable to load owing to the north-east gales. Then, if this cannot be proved, and 
I know it cannot, we may be assured that after tbe eastern breakwater is constructed it will confine the force of 
the north-east sea, which will in consequence gain power, and liecoine more destructive then than it is now. There
fore the item must stand. Ridings and coal-lines, £4,000, is too little for a place like Kembla, and will have to be 
increased. Coal shipping jetty, £35,000, must stand ; not knowing the site proposed I cannot comment upon it. Crane, 
lighthouse, signal station and quarters, engineering and supervision, is a big order and seems to be a very big price. This 
is perhaps excusable when the last item is thought over. Sometimes people like to be liberal to others, others like to be 
liberal to themselves. Ro let it pass. Timber wharf 1 mile long, ballast wall aud dredging. These items can be struck 
out for some time to come, but should bo included in calculating tho cost of a complete harbour. These items, as given by 
Mr. Darley for a complete harbour, amount to £440,000, to ivhieh sum must be added the construction of a new line from 
Wollongong by way of Tom Thumb Lagoon, resumption of lands and railways, extinction of harbour rights and compen
sation for same, purchase of jetties, making roads, &c., which will bring the total up to £600,000. Strike out the items 
which are not immediately necessary, viz., £79,000. leaving a capital expenditure of £361,000. To this sum must be added 
the cost of construetiou of 4J miles of railway including a bridge over Tom Thumb Lagoon for connecting Tort Kemblu 
with the main South Coast Railway from the North. The cost of this line has been set down at £14,613, exclusive of land. 
This, I venture to say, is a most ridiculous estimate, and must be the result of some misunderstanding. A suitable iailway

could
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could not Ijc imnle over this line of country for less than double that amount. The Keira line from the (.lovcvnment railw ay ■
to Wollongong Harbour would also have to bo relaid with new rails, which would bring the total cost of that connection ■ or ■
to at least .f30,0(10. This, added to the £301,0(10, gives a total of (say) £300,000, which shows a cost of £4,383 per acre,
having 2+ feet of water, without resumptions, instead of £1.2nC per acre as per Government schedule of prices. IBjJan., 1807,

This shows a necessary expenditure of £390,000, exclusive of purchase of land and private rights to existing jetties 
and lines. Upon tins point Mr. Darley has something to say. In his report of 10th May, 1890, he states : “ I quite 
concur with all that has been said in favour of selecting Port Kembla as a harbour site, but the fact that Port Kembla site 
is situated wholly on private property does not appear to have been brought forward prominently. There is not, as far as 
I can ascertain, even a public road approaching, ,or near to it. The largo resumption of land that will be required, not 
only in connection with the harbour, but to gain access thereto, and the purchase of existing rights to railways and J™16®' 
to abolish any monopoly, will be a- very costly matter, and must bo taken into consideration when estimating the probable
cost." ... i. IV

Seeing that the two jetties at Kembla. are the most costly of any nn the coast, and. considering that the colliery 
owners have a right to the foreshore and to maintain these jetties for all time, they are not likely to part with such rights 

for a trifle.
But why waste time speculating iipon the cost of these resumptions, which must bring the total cost of Port Kembla 

Harbour, as a coaling port for the south coast, to at least £500,000, which is more than double the amount without the 
costly resumptions—which the Engineer-in-Chief states is the greatest amount of capital which could be expended with 

any prospect of a return of interest. Then why docs he recommend this scheme! And in a former report, when he 
brought down the cost of Sir John Goode's scheme, for Wollongong, to £447,200, he said even this capital charge 
remains nearly double what the maximum estimated revenue is capable of paying interest u]>on. Therefore he declined 

to recommend that scheme.
Wollonyonu JJartimtr.

Yet of the two places Wollongong would be far and away ahead of Kembla as a revenue-earning port. It is ^ore 
central, and the vested and mercantile interests of the town and district would be a guarantee of a certain revenue which 
Kembla could not, and never would, command. A complete harbour, with all its necessary adjuncts, can he constructed at 
Wollongong far more cheaply than it can at Kembla. There the railways and lands belong to the Government, and there is 
a certain amount of accommodation in the port which now suits trading steamers and a class of small boats which carry 
cargoes of coal to the northern rivers and other places. This can be greatly improved by judicious management and proper 
'dealing with the port. ^

On the 18th March, IS92, I offered to place a rough sketch plan of n harbour scheme for the port of Wollongong for 
the consideration of the Trust, which in my opinion would have answered all tho requirements of the district and would 
have cost about £150,000 without approaches, which would not have been an extravagant item. This plan could liave been 
added to, and in course of years to come the port would have become a large, useful, and creditable harbour to the Colony, 
At any rate by this time facilities would have been given for the shipment of about 5,000 tons per day. Even now I see 
by the estimates prepared by the Government engineers that the cost given for the two breakwaters at Wollongong 
amounts to £221,215 aa against £279.420 for Kembla, showing a balance in favour of "Wollongong of £55,000. Take 
from this the same amount as charged against Kembla for a coal-shipping jetty, £35,000, there will then remain £20,000to 
the credit of the port for the construetiou of siding accommodation, &c., &c. The recent structure dignified with the name of 

a breakwater might with some additions Iks utilised as a jetty whereat two vessels could load at one time, iu 24 feet of water. 
Coal sidings would have to be constructed at a cost of about £5,000. A railway line from off the main South Coast line to 
come into the port south of the town about 2i miles, £0,000, W7o may, therefore, conclude tlmt, taking tho Government 
estimates for the breakwaters at "Wollongong as being correct, the total cost of "Wollongong Harlxuir would not greatly 
exceed the £280,000 sot down for Kembla breakwaters alone. _ ...

Now comes the feasibility of the scheme, and the question must be asked, and caution must he used in giving an 
answer—Can a breakwater he constructed from off this point—Pulpit Rock? To be successful, must the work be 
favoured with exceptional weather?—nr, will some extra costly principles have to be adopted, so as to enable such work to 
l>e carried out from the foreshore to deep water? I am of opinion that it will, because this is, undoubtedly, for reasons 
which I cannot give, tho roughest spot on the coast between Clifton and Kembla. Therefore, I now leave the recom
mendation or the condemnation of this scheme to those who should have a better and closer knowledge of the place 
than I possess.

JieUamhi Ilarbovr,
The only official documents having any bearing upon Bellambi Harbour in connection with this inquiry re the 

proposed harbour for the south co;ist, are the reports of Mr. H. It. Carleton, Principal Assistant Engineer for Harbours 
aud Rivers, dated 2Gth November, 1S95, and that of Mr. Robert R. P, Hickson, Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, 
dated 29tb November, 1895. I will now review these reports, so far as they go. They are most meagre, and utterly 
destitute of much necessary and reliable information, whicli I would certainly expect to find in high official reports. The 
second paragraph in Mr. Carleton’s report speaks about the facilities for obtaining suitable stone for the breakwaters. 
In this particular point nature and private enterprise have given Bellambi a great advantage, as an unlimited supply of 
the best quality of blue metal or basaltic rook at the foot of South Bulli incline, within a few yards of the booth 
Built Company's railway. Therefore, the cost of obtaining and delivering the rock is, in the ease of Bellambi, reduced 

to a minimum.
The next paragraph professes to deal with the cost of each harbour (7) per acre, having a depth of 24 feet and over at 

low water. This is a most incomplete statement, and ono which should not have been put forward, based as it is upon one 
item of cost only. 1 am glad that the author states in brackets that it is only comparative at this stage. Bellambi scheme, 
paragraph 4, states that tiro surveys show that the anchorage at Port Kembla is the best. That T admit. At the same 
time, I state that the anchorage at Bellambi haa never, to my knowledge, been found wanting. It states that Port Kembla 
is also sheltered from the south and south-east by the live Islands. This is a very moot question.^ Personally, I am of 
opinion that the site chosen for the harbour would be better off", as regards steady water, without the rive Islands. I believe 
that it is the concentration of the sea-force through tho island channels that causes the tremendous roll in the port, and 
prevents shipping for so long a time. It then stales that Bellambi is also sheltered by the outer reef, but not to the 
same extent as Port Kembla. This statement I emphatically deny, aud upon investigation I find tiiat the opening at Port 
Kembla, between Red Point and Big Island, measures 1,500 feet. That tbe opening between Red Point and the Big 
Rock, which is awash at high water, is GOO feet, and from Big Rock to the Big Island, is S00 feet, and that these openings 
are distant l-^ mile from the root of the proposed breakwater. While at Bellambi the opening in the big reef is 600 feet 
only, and distant 1,200 feet from the breakwater. Por those reasons I contend, and properly so to, that Bellambi is better 
sheltered, naturally, as a harbour than Kembla. This is borne out by the fact that vessels can load oftener in a southerly 
gale at Bellambi than they do at Kembla. It is also patent to everyone who will look at the plan that Big Island is too 
tar away from its work to be of any immediate shelter to the present shipping-place at Port Kembla. So, also, will the 
plan convince any impartial judge that the big reef at Bellambi is close up to its work, and when dealt with, as I propose, 
will form the principal feature in the construction of a safe, useful, and commodious coal-shipping harbour at Bellambi.

Clause 6 of Mr. Carleton's report alludes to perhaps the most important features of the whole inquiry. It is one 
whicli presents a most gigantic stumbling block for your Committee to overcome in dealing with Port Kembla as tho 
harbour for the south coast. It is a vast question. It is one in which the rights of tho Colony have been alienated to 
private individuals without any value received. To abolish this private monopoly and to regain the public rights, a large 
amount will have to be paid. The clause states that. “ Two jetties have been erected at Bellambi, and two at Kembla. The 
jetties at Port Kembla have been constructed under special Acts of Parliament, and are the properties of the Southern 
Coal Mining Co. and the Mount Kembla Coa! and Oil Co. respectively, and the Acts of Parliamont give the companies 
power to construct such other piers or jetties as they may think necessary, so that before anything is done at Port Kembla 
some arrangement should be come to with these companies whereby they would be placed upon the same plane as all other 
shippers at the port, and pay the same shipping rates, harbour dues, &c.. Ac." This much of clause G virtually tells us in plain 
English that wc, Che people, by our Government, have no right to land in Port Kembla. That wo cannot improve tho port 
because we arc trespassers. Then it seeks to deprive these individuals of their rights to use and to monopolise the port, 
and to compel these people to pay shipping rates, harbour dues, taxes, Ac,, for what they now hold free. Do not we wish 
we may get it V So much for Kembla. Let us now see how this point affects Bellamhi. Mr. Carlcton's report states that

“ Those
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, 'Z1"' .! lio.se (llio tw o jetties), at iJellaml.i aic constnictcil muler a lease for the Crown. tunninaMc in Oetabei1,1SH0. Tlieiefore
L. .Mnrton. Jjellamlu is free ami the Government can enter upon its work of improvement theie with a free hand, unfettered by 

monopoly, and with any liability to costly actions at law or to expensive never terminating arbitration. This is a moat 
IS Jan., 1897. a“ important point in favour of Bellambi. and had all other points Ireen enua! this one and this only would cause you to 

accept Bellambi as tbe site for the deep water harbour of the South Coast.'’
. Clause 7 states, ‘‘From an engineering point of view'Wollongong does not "work out economically, us no shallow' 

site can be selected to place a breakwater on. I fully agree with this, and I with the people of Wollongong lament over 
tins melancholy fact. If the want of a shallow" site lor a breakwater at Wollongong prevented its economical construction, 
why should the shallow site at Bellamhi be ignored. What became of the engineering eyes wbicb could perceive the want 
of the shallow site at Wollongong and could overlook the shallow site at Bellambi. It must have beenn shallow site of the 
eye, not only has the simllow site at Bellambi been overlooked, but the most useful wrater iu the whole harbour has been 
monopolised by tbe site of the proposed breakwater as planned by the Government officials. Thus a grievous mistake lias 
occurred and one which should not have happened, had inquiries been made of local people whose daily calling keeps them 
in constant knowledge of all these important facts regarding the requirements of the harbour at Bellamhi.

I will now compare the depth of water os shown by the soundings given at the site of the Government breakwater, 
and that at the site which I propose. '

]t shows thus, the Government breakwaters would for—

400 feet in 15 feet of water and under 
then 400 ,, 20 ,, ,,

„ 200 „ 3.1 „ .,
. , . „ 1,600 „ 48 „ „

Against this llio site chosen by me gives—
for 1,000 feet 20 feet and under 
then 600 .,25 .,

., 400 ;, 33 „
_ .. 200 „ 42 „

Showing nearly 60 per cent, in favour of the latter. So much for an oversight.
ClanseS propounds n question which to my taste seems rather unsavoury. It reads thus, “Whicli of the three 

ports is situated nearest to the centre of the whole of the remaining marketable coal in the southern district’ ? 1 am verv 
glad to see that Air, Carleton places this question within inverted commas, showing that someone lias lent it to him. f 
Uiought this question was too deep for an engineer ulio generally simplifies matters so that they can be understood by all. 
this cute and designing question has emulated from a deep and plodding mind, mid is characteristic of the man who lent 
it out. Mr. Carlelon fairly admits that this is one of those questions upon which he is unable to express an opinion. 
Then why place it in the report? Bet me revise this question, so that it may have a practical bearing upon this inquiry. 
It will then read thus,—which of the three ports is situated nearest to the centre of the whole of the collieries that have 
been opened and are non7 working in the lllawarra district '1 The answer to this would have been quite easv to arrive at, 
and would have been one upon which Air. Carleton would have been an authority. It would read thus—taking the distance 
along the main South Coast Hallway, and thence either by existing line or proposed new line to each port. Thus, Mount 
Keira and all northern mines would go by new line over Tom Thumb to Port Kembla. Showing that:—

J'rom To Belbuilij Jetty. To Kembla Jetty. To Labe lllawarm.

Kembla ................................................
Keira-..................................
Pleasant ....................................
Corrimal..................................................
South Bulli ...................................

S miles, ■ 44 miles. ■ 134- miles.
■> » ' 5 „ '14 „

' « j -% „ 1*4
21 „ ! Ti ,, JO-i „
1 „ 94 ., ; IS-1, ,
1 „ 10 „ | 10 „

3 12 „ 21 „
it la ■■’a

Bellambi........................................
Bulli .............................................
North lllawarra ....................................................
.South Clifton ...................................... ;;

10 „
IS „

17 „ 1 2G „
1S4 „ 27i
20 „ | 33

Coalcliff ..........................
Helensburgh.............................

07 miles. 129 miles. j 228 miles.

Leaving out Helensburgh, the average mileage to Bellambi new jetty would be i'll miles,—to Kemblu, by way of 
Tom Thumb, 10'3 miles, and to Lake lllawarra shipping place, ]9'3 miles. This table of railway distances to the ports 
demonstrates that to Bellambi seven collieries autuld come within the 5 nnlo zone system and the ten within the 10 mile 
zone. Applied to Kembla port two colleries come within the S mile zone, three within the 10 mile zone, four are excluded, 
hut woultl come uithin a 29 mile zone. To the lake three are within 13 miles, three within 20 mites, and four within 30 
miles. Helensburgh would save 10 miles by shipping at Bellamhi, with grades in its favour, 43 feet to the mile for 4 miles, 
as against S3 to the mile for 3 miles, and 53 feet to the mile also for 3 miles. Therefore eoal from Helensburgh could be 
more economically  ̂shipped at Belliinibi than at Darling Harbour. Helenshurgh could ship more cheaply at Darling 
Harbour than at Kembla, because, although it would save one mile its headquarters are in Sydney and the difference 
would not pay supervision at Kembla.

Clause 9 of Air. Carleton’s report informs us that Dr. Robertson is a recognised authority on the southern coalfield, 
but for all that Mr. Carleton doubts the doctor's statement and says it will require fuller consideration. I agree w ith Mr. 
Carleton.

Clause 10 instructs us that the total cost of any scheme for the South Coast Harbour must not exceed £234,375 or 
say in round figures £235,000.

Clause H I will allude to when I explain my scheme for improvements at Bellambi harbour.
Clause 12 gives a comparative statement of cost but, “as the details have not been carefully considered”, it should 

not have been written. _
Clause 13 mentions the question of land resumption for harbour purposes which are necessary at either Bellambi or 

Kembla.
At Bellambi I recommend the resumption of about 370 acres for whicli I allow £7 10s. per acre. This I believe to 

he full value. Your Committee will see that this land or rather a great portion of it was at one time laid out us a village, 
three allotments were sold or given away; this sale hinds the survey and the several roads, therefore in all probability £5 
per .acre might buy the land at Bellambi.

Of the land at Kembla I cannot speak. But I am informed that on this item also the icsumption will favour 
Bellambi.

I will now in the simplest manner possible explain what I think is necessary by way of improvements to make 
Bellamhi a harbour in every way suitable to the eoal trade of the south coast. At the same time I will give my reasons for 
what 1 advocate. I can assure yon that T have spent much time and thought over the matter, every item has been carefully 
considered, aud I place this my statement before you with all integrity of purpose and I can now assure you that my state’ 
ments are the result of full conviction arrived at after careful thought and full investigation. They arc not the result of 
prejudice, nor are they promoted with any idea of ulterior gain. This work has been a laborious one, which has entailed a 
great loss of time to me, and more than that I know full well that to a certain extent my professional reputation is at 
stake, therefore I have all to lose and nothing to gain. In the first place I wish to point out to your Committee that for a 
coaling station Bellamhi requires no artificial shelter from the north-east; this has been the experience of all those who have 
watched the effect of the wind and sea and who have day by day been at their post of work shipping coal at the jetties. 
Such being the case no attempt has been made by me in designing work which my own experience and my honest convictions 
tell me would be a useless and wasteful expenditure, I
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^ _ 1 advise uiul provide fu)'. in the first place, the filling in of the channel that divides the main or Bella-mid reef. Mi'- ,
This channel is 700 feet wide about 100 feet of which is about 10 feet deep. It has been contended by some people who C. Morton, 
have examined this place that the completion of this work alone will have a very beneficial effect on the shipping at the 
present jetties. 1 am of that opinion, but that is not the work which I expect it to do. The object of constructing this IS Jan,, 1897 
breakwater, which wo will now call breakwater No. 1, is to complete this big reef, which will then form a solid break to the 
sea, extending 2,500 feet dne east. Jiy means of this breakwater which will bo constructed with heavy rugged masses of 
blue metal or basalt to a height of S feet above low water, the great destructive force of the heavy southerly seas will be 
broken and the wave force, which is greatest at low water, will be nearly exhausted when it reaches the deep water on 
the northern side of this breakwater and reef. The estimated cost of this structure is £16,000.

Breakwater JVb. 2.
To the north of the main reef and distant about 1,300 feet J propose to construct what may he termed the harbour 

breakwater which can be called breakwater jS'o. 2. It will start from a hole in the rock on the cast of Bellamhi Point, and 
will follow thence along the shallow water, for a distance of 2,200 feet, iu a semi-circular form, what is generally known as 
part of the inner reef. This structure will be constructed as specified by tho Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, 
and will cost at Government schedule prices £116,880. This brwikwater will not be called upon to resist the heavy sea 
that the proposed Government breakwater would have to contend with. It will, as it were, meet the broken sea from No.
1 breakwater and guide it harmlessly well to the cast ami north of Bellambi Point, leaving the water within tho harbour 
comparatively free from range or swell. 'This desired effect would and cnnld not be accomplished by one breakwater alone.
This can be easily understood by anyone who lias studied the action and movements of tho storm waves on this coast.
They rush up, as it were, in successive threes, or ono, two, and throe, the third being the heaviest and most destructive of 
the three, this is always followed by an extended period of time before the next series, and these waves, unless their form, 
order', or force is broken before they reach a point on the coast or a breakwater, they, as it were, expend their violence 
against the point or breakwater; but the bodies of accumulated water run still separated inside of the breakwater or point 
and take the form of long rollers or a deep heavy swell, whicli would cause great trouble at times. Hence, the great service 
expected from breakwater No. 1. It would be the means of ensuring comparatively smooth water inside and to tho north
west of breakwater No. 2. The next work would be the erection of No. 1 jetty, 1,050 feet long, and fitted up so as 
to load a vessel on each side in from 28 to 32 feet of water at low spring tides. It would be a low level top structure from 
which the coal would be shipped by means of steam or hydraulic cranes two on each side. Waggons on jetty to be worked 
by endless rope. Estimated cost of jetty has been fixed by that given by the Government for coal shipping jetty at Kembla, 
would be £24,465; cost of cranes, &,e,, £4,000; fixing same, £2,000; with roads on jetty, £1,000.

_ I would advise that 2 miles of siding accommodation he provided at £2,500 per mile. One mile would do for the 
one jetty at first. A wharfinger's house and light, £1,000 ; resumption of 370 acres of land, £2,775 ; resuming South Bulli 
railway lines, £5,000. I propose the construction of a railway line from the north end of Corrimal railway station to 
Bellambi Point, and the resumption of land for same. Also the construction of a loop line from off the main south coast 
line north of the South Bulli line to join that line, and land for sumo. These, with due allowance for engineer and 
supervision, conclude the whole expenditure that would be required for some years. When necessary the No. 2 or outer 
jetty could he constructed with all appliances. Tins jetty would be 1.400 feet long and would be able to accommodate four 
vessels at one time. It would cost £32,620 ; this, with the second mile of siding, would complete the coal harbour.

The Dock.
Should it at any time he found necessary, and the trade of the district required it, a splendid inner dock could be 

constructed at Bellamhi Creek. I would recommend that a 10-acro dock should be constructed, there is room for one 
20 acres, the length of channel from high-water mark would be 1,000 feet. This dock would provide wharf accommodation 
to tho extent of 2,400 feet at its sides, whicli would have to bo timbered, with ballast wall at back.

I will now lay before the Sectionnl Committee the following estimates of tbe proposed works ;—
Bella Jim IlAnnoun—Nrcofifnlcr iYo. 1.

Construction—1st class blue metal or basalt rubble blocks, placed at a batter of LV to 1 on the outer slope, and If 
to 1 on the inner slope ; width on lop, 30 feet; height of top, 8 feet above low-water mark.

Calculation—2 tons to cubic yard, less J- for voids ; price, 5s. per ton.

•Section. Length. Depth water low spriu" title. Contents in cubic fret.
.1 600 feet 2 fuuC 270,000
2 500 ,, 6 „ 502,500
3 100 ,, JG .. 171,000
4 I0O ,, 10 „ 129,000

1,072,500
1,0"2,500 cubic feet - 40,000 cubic yards (S' 2 tons per cubic yard --= 80,000 tons - 4 voids = 64,000 © Js. £16,000.

CHARLES MORTON, C. ft M.E.

Bki.i.ajibi Haiidouu—AVeoI'iwr/er A7o. 2.

Construction—1st class rubble sandstone, placed at a batter of H to I on the outer slope, and 14 to 1 on the inner 
slope ; width on top, 16 feet; height of top, 20 feet above low-water mark.

Calculation—1‘75 tons to cubic yard, less £ voids.

Section. Length. Depth water low BpriHfr tide. Contents in cubic feet
1 200 feet 7 feat 286,200
2 700 „ 18 „ 1,808,800
3 400 „ 15 „ 896,000
4 300 „ 21 „ 825,600
5 200 „ 00.1.'--n It 638,400
6 200 „ 27 760,400
7 200 „ 33 „ 943,400
8 100 „ 42 682,000
9 100 „ *2 „ 731,600

[10 Slope at end 42 „ 410,710

7,889,100
- ■eot = cubiu yards @ 1'75 tons per cubic yard = 511,350 tons - "-voids = 408,675 tons

@ as. = £102,169. ■■
If calculated ® 2 tons per cubic yard would equal 407,520 tons @ 5s. = £116,880.

Note.—Section S average; Si feet on top, section 0 averages 32 feet on top.
New Zealand prices from 2s, 2d, to 4s. Sd.

■CHARLES MORTON, C. ft M.E.

Bellahm
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Mi.
C. Morton.

18 Jan., 1897.

lliSLLAMBI JiARBOUK.
Eatimatcil cost o£ complete liarbour affording loading accommodation for four of the largest cargo vessels in from 28 to 

43 feet of water at low-water spring tides, and also for vessels of smaller draught at the same time.

First expenditure.
Breakwater Ko. 1 .....................................................................

,, Jio. 2 ...........................................
Jetty No. 1, 1,050 feet..........................................................
Four 20-ton steam cranes.....................................................
F™g ,, .....................................................
Ttoads on jetty...........................................................................
Wharfinger’s house and light ......................................
1 mile sidmg ...................................... *...........................
Resuming 370 acres .........................................................

fiouth Bn Hi railway lines ..........................
,, land for loop north side of South Bulli 
,, land for line, Corrimal to Bellamhi ...

Construction of loop-line ... . ................. .
,, Corrimal line.........................................

Engineer and supervision....................................................

£
ICi.OOO

116,880
24,465

4.000
2.000 
1,000 
1,000 
2,500 
2,775 
5,000

ICO
100
750

2,600
2,00i>

To which must be added—

Jetty No. 2, 1,400 feet ... 
Four 20-ton steam cranes
Fixing steam cranes ........
Roads on jetty........................

. I mile siding .....................

Second expenditure.
32,620

4.000
2.000 
1.000 
2,500

£223,190
Construction of Inner Dock, to be formed 30 feet deep at low-water spring tides; 

area, 10 acres ; channel, from high-water mark, 1,000 feet by 200 feet:—

Cost of excavation.
10 acres, at £1,452 per acre........................................................................................... 14,520
Channel......................................................................................................................................... 726
2,400-feet timber wharf...................................................................................................... 20,016
Entrance, from 30 feet soundings to high water............................................. 14,738
Ballast wall............................................................................................................................... 5,000

Total cost of dock ....................................................................... 55,000
,, coal harbour .................................................. 223,190

Total cost of complete harbour and dock ................. £278,190

207. Your plan shows that you intend to connect the outlying reef at Bellamhi with the mainland by means 
of breakwater No. 1 ? Yes.
208. You believe that that is necessary for the protection of the Bellambi jetty which lies north-west of 
it ? I believe it will be beneficial to the shipping.
209. “Would it be beneficial in easterly weather? There is no easterly weather of any importance. We 
have north-easterly winds and south-easterly winds; but we have no easterly weather that interferes with 
our shipping.
210. You say that the northern end of your proposed main breakwater lies approximately east of the seaward 
end of the Bellamhi jetty ? Yes.
211. Do you consider that sufficient protection from easterly weather? Yes, for the’whole bay.
212. Although the entrauee of your proposed dock is north-west of the end of your breakwater, you 
consider that the breakwater is sufficient protection for easterly weather ? I do.
213. In the event of the construction of the breakwater in a position different from that shown by the 
Department, will there be sufficient shelter for large vessels coming there to load coal ? It would not he 
safe for a great number; it would be for a few such as we expect the trade of the district to bring.
214. How many? Half a dozen sailing vessels could lie safely within tbe breakwater as proposed by ns.
215. But no sailing vessel could lie safely behind an eastern breakwater at Port Kembla? I do not say 
that at all. I believe Kembla to liave a better holding ground, and it will no doubt be a good port; but 
it will cost a great deal, and one breakwater will not make still water, ]t will not be perfectly still water 
even with both breakwaters, but it will be bettor than it would be with only one breakwater.
216. “Would Bellambi be a better port than Kembla ? Yes; my reason for saying so is that the water 
will be broken up by the southern breakwater.
217. What experience have you had in coal-mining? None until I came into this district.
218. What experience have you had since ? I have had experience in several mines.
219. Have you been in charge of the mines ? No ; I have been visiting engineer and surveyor.
220. What evidence have you about coal-minos ? There is a prospect of the Kiera, the Mount Pleasant, 
and the Kembla Companies amalgamating to work their properties as one mine, coming out near the 
mouth of the Mount Pleasant pit.
221. Where did you hear that ? I have had papers through iny hands in connection with it. If it is 
carried out that will bring them nearer to Bellambi.

Mr. Michael O’Brien, Wollongong, sworn, and examined:—
Mr, 222. Chairman.'] Are you a resident of Wollongong? Tes; I have been here about nineteen years.

M. O’Brien. 223, Mr. IlassaU.] Have you any knowledge of this proposal now under consideration ? Yes. My 
^nferesf l'e3 i'1 Wollongong, but 1 cannot get away from tbe fact that Kembla is the place for a harbour. 

an'’ It is well prelected. It is protected from tbe northerly winds, and it is equally protected from the south- 
westerlv winds. It is protecied from the southerly winds. The south-easterly wind interferes with it, 
but if a harbour were formed it would be broken water. Outside there is a reef which runs from the big 
island—it is called the Bomborah. It runs north to the little island, and is between 700 and 800 yards 
long. Then there is another island outside that—one is north and the other north-cast from Port Kembla, 
A little island runs about north and south-east, and all the north-east wind is broken by it.

224.
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221. That is what you call the little island ? Tes ; the hig reef runs from the south-east point of that o’tiVitn.

which is under water. , ■ i j 4. - j u.
225. Does that run across to the hig island ? It runs to the outer island, then from that island outside there jg igfly. 
is another reef which runs west-north-west. But the sea that comes down from the north-east expends
itself pretty well upon Tom Thumb Creek, and that is a mile away irom Kcmhla. The actual sea which 
they have to put up with at Kembla from the south-east is not a heavy sea at the jetties ; it is broken when 
it comes in. 1 suppose there is no better anchorage than they have at Port Kembla: the bottom is 
composed of clay, black sand, and gravel. Of course it is a very good place for ships which go there now 
for protection. Some years ago a steamer called the “Hunter caino to the islands for refuge, and she lay 
there until the gale was over. Jt is a great drawback to the lllawarra district not having a good harbour, 
because under the existing state of things the insurance companies will not allow shipowners to send their 
vessels here.
226. Have any of the residents in this district taken shares in the lllawarra company s venture ? I
could not say. _
227. Do you think there is any prospect of that work being carried out y It is doubtful. .
228. Do you think it will necessitate a very large expenditure f Tes ; _ no^ doubt it would. I thmk it 
would be’a great mistake to lease an inch of water frontage at Kemblait will be very valuable by-and-bye.
A breakwater could be carried from the Klat Hock to the reef, and from the reef to the island in an 
average of about 4 fathoms of water. _
220. \Vhat is the distance from the shore to the reef ? To the Klat Rock it is about halt a mile.
230. Then from the Tint Rock, when you get on to the reef, how far is it from the island ? A bout a mile, 
with 4> fathoms of water.
231. Have you any knowledge of Bellambi Harbour ? Hot much.
232. Do vou know how many days in twelve months it would he impossible to load coal at Port Kembla 
jetties under present conditions ? Very few days. I have seen them loading there in very heavy weather.
233. Practically, they can load them all tho year round ? Tes; except -when the weatherjs very bad.
231. .1 suppose on the average they would be able to load there 350 days out of the 365 7 They load 
pretty regularly. It is very seldom lhat they arc unable to load there.
235. 80 that a little additional protection would he sufficient to enable them to load there in any weather.

230. Judging from your remarks you think there is no necessity for the northern breakwater ? It is not
required. - . 1 j
237. Is the land about there private or G-overmncnt land? There is smne Government land.
238. If the Government propose to spend money there to make a harbour, will it not he advisable to
resume the land before commencing operations ? I think they should. It will become very valuable 
there, because us soon as the breakwater is built foreign companies will come in and bring smelting works 
there. ^
239. Alongside of Port Kembla? Ves; they have the coa! there.
240. Do you think, in view of the smelting works already erected at Lake lllawarra, that others will be
erected at Port Kembla ? Decidedly. _
241. Supposing that the supply of ore ran out? There are millions of tons at Koumea.
212. In the event of land being resumed at Port Kembla, do you think the Government could recoup 
themselves by the sale of that land for any large portion of the outlay incurred in constructing a harbour ‘.
It would bo a good investment no doubt. _ , on 4
243. Do you think the Government would be justified under present circumstances in spending £300,000
or £400,000 in this work? Ido. .
244. Do you think that the trade of the district warrants it? I do, because there is a great demand here
for coal for coking and smelting works. _ .
245. But in the event of the colliery proprietors using their own jetties to save shipping charges or
hat-hour dues, do you think that the monoy expended in constructing a harbour at Port Kembla would 
return interest on the amount? I think so. _ .
246. Ton think that the colliery proprietors would use the harbour instead of their present jetty ? les.
247. .1 n any weather ? In all weathers. It is very expensive to keep those jetties going. _
248. Do you expect an increase in the over-sea. trade if the harbour is constructed? Tes. "Vessels would 
come here if there were sufficient protection for them.
21.9. Chairman."] Did you ever sec any easterly seas here? Tes ; the easterly seas are our heavy seas.
250. "Will an easterly sea go into Bellambi Bay? It must go in there : there is nothing to keep it out.
251. 31r. Lee"] Do you know Kembla Point and Bellambi Point? Yes. _
252. Docs Kembla Point lie east or west of Bellambi Point, or which projects furthest towards the east ?
I think Bellambi Point does, but there is very little difference.
253. Then if an easterly sea would run in and come round the proposed Kembla breakwater, would 
it not do exactly the same with a breakwater made at Bellambi? Decidedly it would.

■ Mr. Samuel Kemish, "Wollongong, sworn, and examined :—
254. Chairman.'] What are you ? A retired teacher, resident at "Wollongong. q vMr"-1
253. What information have you to give the Committee ? What 1 have seen fromBerkely Heights during ^ • enus 1.
thirteen years’residence there. 18 Jan 1897
256. Mr. FarneJl.] Will you explain what you refer to ? Hived there from Hovembcr, 1878, to April, *
1892, as a teacher. The position of Berkely Public School is about the most favourable for viewing Port
Kembla Harbour of any point in the whole district of lllawarra. It is within 2 miles of the coast and 
affords a full view of tbe bay. _ , T
257. You liave had an opportunity of judging of the effects of the weather on tho coaatp Yos. I was
there in some severe storms. I saw six steamers come to Port Kembla through stress of weather. They 
dropped anchor aud were therefor many hours. .
258. Prom what weather does that point afford protection? Prom south-east weather chiefly, but also
from easterly weather. It is only exposed to the north-east wind, but 1 have never seen the north-east 
winds really dangerous. .
259. Tou have bad an opportunity of investigating the proposal to construct a harbour at Port Kembla
as well as the rival proposals ? Tes. 260.
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t?11'-, 260. "WliRtis tho conclusion you have come to P That the Port Eembla scheme is by far the best. I
■ enus '• think it would be best to confine the expenditure to the eastern breakwater and not to resume any more

18 Jan, 1897 ^an<^ ^an ''v011^ he absolutely necessary for the railway.
1 ‘ 261. Do you think that by the establishment of a new harbour at Port Kembla the trade of the Port of

Wollongong would be interfered with P Tes. In my opinion Wollongong could not be a port for large 
steamers.
262. Do you think that the trade which is done at Wollongong will be diverted ? Eot the present trade.
263. Do you think it is likely that the output of eoal will be increased and that some of the collieries that 
are at present using Wollongong harbour will use Port Kembla? I do. When going to England on 
the “ Ormuz” I asked the officers why they did not come to Port Kembla and load there where there is 
46 feet of water at the end of the jetty. The answer was that they would be only too glad to do so 
but that there were no appliances there to do the work. They said that by loading there they would save 
ton days. I became acquainted with the Japanese Commissioners to the Exhibition of 1878, and they said, 
“Tou come from Wollongong; we are told that there are two sorts of coal in New South Wales—the 
Newcastle coal aud the Wollongong eoal; which is tho best”? I said for household purposes Newcastle 
coal is the best, but for steam purposes Wollongong coal is tbe best. They said, “That is what we want. 
We want to bring out a cargo of our goods, and take back your eoal.” That was before the Japanese had 
learnt to work their own mines scientifically.
264. Supposing that the harbour was constructed at Lake lllawarra, by private enterprise which would afford 
the same facilities as could be afforded at Port Kembla, would you be prepared to support a scheme like 
that instead of tbe expenditure of £-100,000 at Port Kembla ? Certainly not, I do not think that that 
scheme can be carried out. What is wanted is a harbour for large steamers, one which they could come 
into in any weather. Such a harbour could be made at Port Kembla, but not at Lake lllawarra. I have 
been all over the district many times, and I do not see bow they could make an entrance to that lake 
which would admit large steamers.
265. Do you think there is any probability of tbe lllawarra company proceeding with the work at an early 
date ? 1 do not:
266. Is that the general impression of tbe district? It is. When I first heard of that scheme I put it 
down to a desire to sell a certain amount of land. If that land had been sold they would not have cared 
for anything else.
267. Tou think their idea was a speculative one ? I do.
26S. Considering the whole question from a national standpoint, do you think that the country would be 
justified in constructing a harbour at Port Kembla? 1 do.

Hr. William Osborne, auctioneer, Wollougoug, sworn, and examined :—
.Y , Z&d. M>‘. Roberts?A How long have you resided at Wollongong? All my life. ,

.' K otiic. Have you any interest in the coal trade ? None.
IS Jan 1897 271, Are you familiar with the different schemes that have been put forward for providing harbour 

” ’ accommodation ? No.
272. Do you feel qualified to give an opinion upon the scheme now under consideration ? I believe Port 
Kembla to be the best site for a harbour on this coast. Over forty years ago an English sailing vessel 
lay for over a week in Port Kembla in a south-east storm, and I have seen other vessels lie under the 
lee at one of the islands for days in bad weather. I think there is no other place between Sydney and 
Jervis Bay where a vessel could lie during a south-easterly storm.
273. Even in its present state you regard it as a safe harbour of refugo wbicb could bo greatly improved 
by tbe construction of lhat eastern breakwater? Ves.
274. Have you ever visited Kembla? Tes.
275. Are you acquainted with Bellambi Bay? Tes.
276. Having a knowledge of those places you think that Port Kembla would be tbe best for a harbour? 
] do.

Mr. David John Stewart, journalist, Wollongong, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. D. J. 277. 3Xr. Regan.] What do you wish to tell the Committee? Only that while following my vocation I have 
Stewart, frequently visited Port Kembla on the occasions of the visits of unusually large vessels, such as tho 

“ Indrani,” the “Onnidale,” and the “ Sonnosbergh,” vessels of from 5,000 to 8,000 tons burden. I have 
IS Jan,, 1897. interviewed the captains and officers of those vessels, and in every instance I have been assured of their 

entire satisfaction with Port Kembla as far as tbe depth of tbe water and tbe anchorage are concerned. 
They stated tbat tbe natural features of Port Kembla were excellent, and they believe that by tbe 
construction of breakwaters the harbour could be made into a first-class port of refuge.
278. Easy of access? Yes. It is believed tbat the consrructiou of a suitable harbour there would lead 
to a great increase in the export trade, and in support of tlmt statement I may mention tbat about two 
years ago I received from Egypt a letter, which came addressed to the Mm'mmj Office from a firm of 
shipping merchants named Souter & Co., who stated that; they had seen some reference to lllawarra 
coal in an extract from the Jlfawarru Mercury, and that they believed there was a. splendid market for 
eoal of that quality in Egypt if it could be landed at Suez.
279. Did they know anything about the port ? They asked if we would lay that letter before some of the

' coal-shipping authorities here. I handeditto the Southern Coal-owners’ Association. Two of the members
of that association thought that the freight would be too great a handicap to allow them to take advantage 
of that market. The construction of a harbour at Port Kembla, however, will enable them to place the 
coal in the markets of the world at a substantial reduction.
280. It is believed that tbe cost of shipping and transhipping amounts to something like 3s. 6d. a ton at 
present, besides heavy insurance ? Tes.
281. Do you think that the construciion of tbe northern breakwater would be an impediment to vessels 
leaving the port ? I would rather not express an opinion on that.
282. Do you know anything about Bellambi ? Yes.
283. Have you heard any remarks made by captains of ships in reference to that harbour ? Tes ; I have 
heard some of tbe captains say that Port Kembla was infinitely superior to Bellambi.

284.
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284. I understand that you have taken notes of the expressions of those officers ? 1 went to Port Kembla ^Stewart.* 
W'hcn vessels arrived of unusually large size, X never went to Bellambi to interview captains.
285. But if there were vessels there you would have a chat with the officers ? Kot at Bellambi, but I is Jnn.,-189,7.
Lave met some of them at Kembla. ’
2SG. You would bear tbeir opinion of tbe place whether favourable or otherwise ? I bave never
heard any of the captains express the opinion that Bellambi vTas as good a harbour as Port Kembla.
287. But you bave beard them say that Port Kembla was a superior harbour to Bellambi? Yes.

WEDNESDAY, 20 JANUARY, 1807.
[The Sectional Committee met at Lake lUawarra!] 

^rrsrni:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Es<*. (Ckairman).

The Hon. ITuiBEiticic Thomas Humpiieey. 
Tbe Hon. Charles James Bobebts, C.M.G-. 
Tbe Hon. Daniel O’Connor.
Henry Clarke, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.

John Lionel Pecan, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.
Prancis Augustus Weight, Esq. 
Prank Parnell, Esq.

Tbe Sectional Committee further considered tho proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at
Port Kembla.

Mr. Austin doseph O’Grady, commission agent and auctioneer, Dapto, sworn, and examined:—
288. Chairman.'] You have a statement to make? Yes. North of Dapto certain people held a meeting, 
aud those people professed to represent tbe whole of the lllawarra district. I desire, as representing 
Dapto, to emphasise the fact tbat tbe people at tbat meeting did not represent the whole of tbe lllawarra 
district. I am informed tbat there is not the name of one person who resides south of Unandcrva on tbe 
committee which was formed. The names of certain persons at Unanderra were placed on the list by 
accident because they happened to be at Wollongong when the deputation was going to Sydney. Further
more, it was thought by a majority of those present at the meeting that Lake lllawarra was the natural 
and the best site for a harbour for the southern coast. Eesolutions w ere carried confirming that a number of 
witnesses were appointed to give evidence before the Public Works Committee in favour of the construction 
of r liarbour at Lake lllawarra instead of at Port Kembla, and claiming that this is tbe most central port 
on the south coast. 1 will not detain the Committee by trying to describe the advantages which the lake 
possesses. You have seen them all to-day. Anybody who bus ever seen the lake will consider that 
nature has intended it for a harbour. "

Mr. A. J. 
O’Grady.

20 Jan,, ]8D7.

Mr. William E, Atkinson, Dapto, sworn, and examined: —
289. Chairman.] What are you ? I am a resident of Dapto.
290. Have you been long a resident of Dapto ? Yes ; ever since 1 was a boy.
291. What information do you desire to lay before the Committee ? I desire to 
as it really is, not as it is represented by some of the witnesses. I happened to be employed by the first an,; ‘ 
surveyor that took sections of Lake lllawarra seven or eight yeai's ago. X was employed with Mr. Baber
who, I think, wras working for Harper and Harper. "We took soundings from Tallawera Point down to the 
entrance to the channel, aud we found the average depth of the water to be from 10 feet (5 inches to 11 
feel; G inches. Xtor about 3 miles in the cenire it hardly varied at all. We also took soundings from 
Tallawera Point to Kanahooka Itoint and found the soundings to be tbe same. Prom Kanahooka Point, 
to the eastern entrance it was the same. Afterwards, wc sounded the mud, and immediately oft'the point,
1 suppose half a dozen boat lengths, we sounded with a pole, but we could not find the bottom of the mud.
1 cannot say exactly the depth wbicb we went on that side. W'e crossed to the western entrance to the 
elumncl, near Codgerie Island, and we found the depth there to be 30 feet and wo put a bar down 30 feet 
iu the mud.
292. There are a few feet of water and then mud ? Yes. The depth that we went down through water 
and mud opposite Tallawera Point was certainly not less than 20 feet. I desire also to emphasise the 
evidence given by the previous witness to the effect tbat tbe agitation in favour of Port Kembla was not 
an agitation from the whole of the lllawarra district. The people to the south of Unanderra still believe 
that Lake lllawarra is the proper plaee at which to make a harbour. iSpeaking as a nou-professional 
man, I do not feel qualified to give an opinion in reference to the coal south of Kembla; but it is quite 
clear that if eoal is discovered south of Kembla, Lake lllawarra will be the most central situation for a 
harbour for the eoal trade.
293. Is there any other point to which you wish to refer? 1 desire to inform the Committee that I have 
seen the coal got south oi: Kembla burning satisfactorily in various places. It is used in local factories for 
generating steam. They use it at tho creameries.

Mr. \Y. R. 
Atkinson.

TO TiCllra lllA-itra-n-itri

Mu George Henry Biakemore, Manager, Smelting Company of Australia (Limited), sworn, and examined:— '
2931, Chairman.'] "What has boon your expenditure here up to date? About £70,000. -Mr. G. B. ~
291. What do you anticipate expending before completing your plant? About £120,000. Blakemoic.
295. How long will it be before tbe scheme is completed? About four months longer. ■ *~~*~—*.
296. We will say from four to six months ? Yes. 20 Jan., 1897.
297. What amount of coal is it reasonable to suppose you would use when the works are in full swing?
Between 50,000 and 60,000 tons a year. With our present smelting plant about 65,000 tons of ore.
29S. Then it appears probable that these works, in the near future, will bring 120,000 tons of freight in • 
ore and coal per annum ? Yes, . ..

490 {«}-C 299.
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Mr. 0. H. 299. Tou say tbat you have expended £70,000 up to the present time ;—within what period has that 
Biakemore, ainount; been expended P We commenced in November, 1895. '

300. Then your expenditure has been within the last twelve months? Yes. 
an., t. Your railway freight from here to Sydney will be how much ? 2s. 4^d. per ton on ore.

302. Approximately, from the estimate, the cost of all—coal and ore—is at id. per ton per mile ? Tes, 
for ore.
303. Well, what is it for eoal? The eoal costs Is. 4|d. per ton to Dapto station from Corrimal. We 
deal with the Southern Coal-owners’ Association ; but I believe it is from Corrimal that tho coal comes.
304. What is the distance? About 10 miles. If we carry up to 200,000 ions of coal a year the 
Bailway Commissioners will give us a reduction of 25 per cent. Our present rate is ltd. per ton per mile 
for coal.
305. If it is possible to have your ore delivered in ono instance from vessels close to your works, and
in another instance at a distance more remote, it would cost you £d. a ton for every extra mile of 
haulage? Tes. _
30G. What portion of that ore will come by sea, and what portion will come by rail ? About 50 per cent, of 
it will come by sea.
307. And 30,000 tons would come by land ? Tes.
30S. Therefore any error in the location of your work means 30,000 half-pennies per ton per mile on the 
ore? Tes.
309. Mr. 'Let:.-] Do you intend to treat ore for the public ? Tes ; ours are public smelting works.
310. It is a question for tbe producer as to bow he will send the ore. He can send it by any route he 
thinks proper? Tes, if he pays the rates.
311. Mr. (Fright^ I suppose that ore coming from the north or from the west the journey would not be
broken? No ; 1 do not think it would pay us to load it into ships at Sydney. It would be quicker for 
us to get it by rail. _
312. Mr. Roberts] Do you get your coal from Dapto Creek? I think it comes from Corrimal. We deal 
with the Southern Coalowners’ Association.
313. Mr. Wright] Have you any contract with them ? Only a verbal agreement with Mr, Evans.
314. Chairman] You get your coal where it pays yon the best ? Tes. _
315. Mr. Lee] Then you have no coal mines of your own ? We hold a lease of tbe Ocean colliery which 
belongs to the lllawarra Harbour and Land Corporation.
316. Mr. Wright] How far is that from your works ? By rail it is G miles from here.
317. Mr. Roberts] Would not the Dapto Creek coal be nearer for you? The Ocean colliery is closest 
to us.
318. Have vou formed any opinion of the quality of the Ocean colliery coal for smelting purposes ? We 
have not opened up the colliery in the way iu which a colliery ought to be opened up. Eroin what we have 
seen of the coal up to the present it is not satisfactory. We want to get further into the coal before wo 
open it up to any great extent.
319. Do you consider that the coal north of the Ocean colliery is better adapted for smelting purposes ? The
coal of this district resolves itself into a question of ash. If we had a coal here which carried as low a 
percentage of ash as the coal in tbe northern part of the district it would be satisfactory. It depends 
upon the amount of fixed carbon as against the quantity of ash. This coal averages about 16 per cent, 
of ash. . T . .
320. Chairman] Unless the quality of the coal improves you will not use it? Not if it cost tho same as 
the northern coal.
321. Mr. Wright] It must have 50 per cent, of fixed carbon, and not more than 12 per cent, of ash to be 
suitable ? It is a matter of price against ash.
322. But the prices being equal, would you use coal having more than 12 per cent, of ash and less than a 
certain percentage of fixed carbon to save a shilling a ton ? No.

THURSDAY, 21 JAMUARY, 1897.
\_The Sectional Committee met at the Council Chambers, Noicra, at 1 p.m]

fjustttt: —
THOMAS THOMSON EWING-, Esq (Chairman).

The Hon. Charles James Bobebts, C.M.G-. 
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.
Henbt Clarke, Esq.
Charles Ale red Lee, Esq.

John Lionel Began, Esq. ■
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
G-eobge Black, Esq.
Erancis Augustus Weight, Esq,

Drank Darnell, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at
Port Kembla.

Mr. dames Wilson, storekeeper and grazier, Bellawangarah, sworn, and examined:—
jj 323. Chairman] What are you ? Storekeeper and grazier.

J. Wilson. 324. “Where do you live ? At Bellawansarah.
325. Tou are virtually a Berry man? Tes.

21 Jan., 1897, 320. What have you to tell us that you believe vould induce the Committee to come to the conclusion 
’ tbat we ought to make a port at Jervis Bay ? Dirst, there is a quantity of coal up Broger’s Creek. _

327. There is a quantity of coal that lies on the other side of the mountain from Berry ? Tes ; there is a 
seam 8 feet thick. Then there is a band of ironstone or sandstone, and another seam about 7 feet thick. 
The place is called “ Madman’s G-ully.” I went to view this coal. Unfortunately heavy rain came on, 
and it got dark, and we were unable to get from the gully that night. On the occasion to which I refer there 
were out about 7 tons of coal. We put 2 or 3 tons of it on the fire, and in the morning we found that the 
coal had burnt to a beautiful white ash, which made it clear to me that the coal was suitable for commercial

purposes.
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purposes. Professor Taylor, and Mr, Scott, an expert, were with me. I am of opinion that probably Mr,
shale will be found in. that vicinity. On one occasion I visited the site in company with an expert, and ' 1 0I1*
found a seam some 6 feet thick, which unfortunately, on being tested, did not prove quite good enough
for commercial purposes. I also visited Brough I on Yale and Wood Hill with Mr. Wilkinson, G-eological *
Surveyor, and Mr. Martin, and we found seams of coal 7 feet or 8 feet thick, which appeared to have
bands in them. The experts expressed the opinion that a couple of hundred feet back the seams to which
I have referred would probably contain good coal. There is also in that vicinity a kind of clay suitable
for making pottery. A sample of tin's clay has obtained Departmental approval. I am also of opinion tbat
lime would be found in quantities at Wood Hill, Iu Broker's Greek there are large quantities of ironstone
which must have come from the higher level. But I have not been able to locate the place of their origin.
Professor Taylor told mo tbat the seams to which I have referred in Broger’s Creek cropped up also in 
Kangaroo Valley, from which I infer that the seam is continuous. There is in existence some igneous 
rock and also some intrusion of porphyry. Tho coal shows again on the south side of Kangaroo Valley, 
right under the sandstone cap ; then it shows again in the Camhewarra Mountains and west from Jervis 
Bay towards Braidwood.
328. Mr. Wright.'] How far away is Madman’s Gully ? I suppose it will he about 18 miles.
329. That is where the coal outcrop is ? Yes.
330. Due west ? North-west.
331. Chairman.] In general terms west from the bay and approximately between there and Braidwood?
Yes. Some of this last information is to some extent hearsay. Some of the outcrops I have never seen 
myself hut I have seen some coal which I have no reason to doubt comes from them.
332. You desire to inform the Committee there that the presence of coal, shale, clay, limestone, and iron,
contiguous to Berry and westward of the bay gives it importance, and it would he a valuable thing to have 
these deposits worked, and you think that if a port were made up the hay there is a probability of this 
being done ? Yes. "
333. Have you anything further to say ? I think further that with opportunities of access the attractions 
of Jervis Bay and St. George’s Basin would bring many tourists to those places.
334', You say that you regard St. George’s Basin and Jervis Bay as being unrivalled as pleasure resorts ?
Yes. If I had £20,000 and a railway was made to Jervis Bay I would speculate at St. George’s Basin.
335. Mr. Lee.] How long have you been residing in tho district P Porty years.
336. On which side of the river is Broger’s Creek ? On the northern side.
337. And Madman’s Gully ? On the northern side.
338. Is Madman’s Gully any distance from the creek ? It is one and the same,
339. Have you any assays of the coal that you obtained ? I think that Mr. Wilkinson gives them in his 
report.
340. Are you aware that within the last month samples of coal have been obtained in these localities and 
analysed, and that the coal has been found quite unfit for commercial purposes ? I am not.
341. Are you aware that the coal out of the 2-ft. 9-in, scam in Broger’s Creek contains nearly 43t per 
cent, of ash ? I am not aware of it.
342. You know only of the existence of coal there? And professional men have reported to that effect.
343. You have no technical information to give to the Committee as to the quality of the coal? Nothing 
but the white ash.
344. Supposing that tho coal beds did continue so far south, and there was a large quantity for 
exportation, why are you so desirous of having it exported from Jervis Bay? I have no interests 
whatever in Jervis Hay.
345. I want to know why you are so anxious to have Jervis Bay improved to make it a port of exportation ?
It is closer to the Melbourne market for one thing.
346. Is not Jervis Bay a good harbour at present ? Yes, a good natural harbour.
347. Does it not admit the men-o-war? Yes.
348. And would it not admit steam and sailing vessels ? Yes.
348.7. What would support it unless something were done to make it a commercial port ? The general 
trade of the district.
349. Is there not sufficient water and a good entrance in all weathers ? Yes ; it is a harbour of refuge.
350. And the only one on the southern coast after leaving Sydney ? Yes.
351. Could Jervis Bay in its natural state be used as a port for the export of eoal ? Yes.
352. What improvements are required there ? The railway should be extended to Jervis Bay.
353. You do not suggest that anything should be done to the entrance ? I think not. What you would 
require would be a jetty to ship coal from.
354. If there were jetties at Jervis Bay vessels of ordinary size could lie there ju any weather? Yes.
355. What you wish to impress upon the Committee is that no improvement is required at the port of 
Jervis Bay ? Nothing more than jetties.
356. If the coal were conveyed to Jervis Bay it could be shipped from there ? Yes.
357. Before you could get the coal there a railway would have to be made from those alleged coalfields
to the hay ? If tho main line were continued to the bay then the eoal companies would make feeders to 
join the main line. ’
358. Is not the bay south of Bomaderry ? Yes.
359. Would it not require a railway then ? We should want a bridge across tbe river first.
360. You mean tbat it would require a connection between any coalfields with the main line, and tbat 
that must be extended to Jervis Bay ? Yes.
361. The line must of necessity cross the Shoalhaven Biver. I believe that money has been granted to 
make a line to Jervis Bay.
362. When you say that money was voted for the construction of a line to the bay you mean that it was 
included in a general scheme passed by Parliament some years ago ? Yes.
3G3. Are you of opinion tbat the coal-beds in the localities you have alluded to are of sufficient importance 
to justify the country in going to the great cost of extending the railway to Jervis Bay? I should 
think so, but I am not an expert. ’■ ’
364. But not one of those coal-beds has been worked? No; it would be impossible to work them 
without a line of railways. There is no road to get the stuff away.
365. How far is Brogor’s Creek from the main line ? About 3£ miles, 366.
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366. If tliese coal-beds were of any commercial value, do you not think that they would be of suflicient 
■j. i son. local demand to keep one pit going? "We have too much firewood at present 

31Jkn^897 no^ steamers come here ? They get their coal in Sydney.
■ 36S. Would they not get the bulk of the coal for steaming purposes from a pit near the line ? It would

take a lot of money to get it. No doubt if a line were made to Jervis Bay mails would be landed there, 
and ships would get coal there.
369. Do you think it would be wise on the part of the State to make a railway to Jervis Bay before those 
coal beds had been proved ? I should not like to see the State lose by it.
370. Would you do it ? I would to a certain extent.
371. Would you make a railway to Jervis Bay? ] should say the State should make all these railways.
372. Do you think it would be wise on tbe part of the State to construct a railway to Jervis Bay and carry 
out improvements there before those coal measures have been proved? They will not be worked until 
there is a line to tbe bay. ,
373. But it must be proved? Professor Taylor believes iu tbe coal.
374. Tou think that a railway should be made to Jervis Bay, and tbat certain improvements should be 
carried out there to facilitate shipping; but you are not prepared to say that there would he anything to 
carry if the line was made? Nothing except from the development of the mines.
375. Would it not bo wiser to see whether the coal really exists there? The thing is quite feasible.
376. Would you be surprised to hear that the Government Geologist differs entirely from you ? I should
not wonder. 1
377. Are you of the opinion that coal of a commercial value does not exist south of Kembla? There are 
some fine seams between Kembla and Jamheroo.
378. But it is of such inferior quality that it would not find a market? I do not think that the Kangaroo 
Yalley coal has been submitted to analysis.
379. If a railway were made to Jervis Bay, and coal of commercial value were proved not to exist there, 
what would be the position of that extension? There is a good deal of splendid timber-ironbark, which 
would he useful for piles, &c.
380. Is there anything else that would tend to make it a paying line ? There is a kind of sandstone. Tou 
can cut pillars out of it 10 or 15 feet long, Tou can get as much out of a round boulder as would build 
a house.
381. Do you thirik that the whole of the local trade would go by Jervis Bay ? I think it would.
382. What does the local trade consist of? At present butter is the principal thing.
383. How many tons a week would he exported from this district ? About 35 tons from ono of the 
creameries, and from some of the others, 10 or 15 tons.
354. How many tons of butter a week do you think would be sent from the creamery ? I do not know
which way they would send it, -
335. Would there he 100 tons? No, there would be 50 or 60 tons.
386. What else would go? If improvements were carried out, there is no doubt many people from 
Sydney would visit St. George’s Basin.
3S7. You are not prepared to say what would he the traffic from the district to the bay ? No.
355. Tou do not know whether a railway would pay anything on the outlay? No.
389. The question is whether there should he a port on the southern coast, principally for the transport 
of eoal? Yes.
390. If Jervis Bay were adopted, do you think it would he practicable for the coal-owncrs, between Kembla 
and Clifton, to send their coni to Jervis Bay to he shipped? That would depend upon the cost of haulage.
391. Tour view is purely a local one ? Yes.
392. Ton think that if the work were carried out, it would he a good thing to look for the coal afterwards ? 
Tes.
393. Mr. Roberts.] What Is the distance from Sydney to Nowra? I think it would be about 92 miles by
railway. ' ’
394. What is the distance from tho present terminus to Jervis B.m,- ? I think about 12 miles.
395. The distance from Wollongong to Sydney is 48 miles by railway, and the distance from Wollongong 
to Jervis Bay would therefore he 56 miles, would it not ? Y:'os. "
396. Do you think it likely that the coal-owners at Wollongong will send their coal to Jervis Bay for 
shipment to Sydney when they are within 48 miles of the metropolis ? If the coal was going to Melbourne 
it would save a considerable distance;—it would save seamen’s wages aud the time of the ship.
397. What advantage would accrue to the general community by the construction of a railway to Jervis 
Bay to make that a port of shipment for coal? We have timber, fishing, oyster-gathering, and a great 
many other things. It is a splendid harbour for fish and oysters.
398. You know the country well between here and Sydney ? Tes.
399. What are the wants of the coal-trading community ? They want a better harbour.
400. Do you approve of a harbour being made at Port Kembla? Tes.

1 401. You do not appear here as an opponent to that scheme ? No; I am not opposed to it.
402. You do not appear here to prove to the Committee that instead of spending money at Port Kembla, 
it would he better to spend money in making a railway from the present terminus to Jervis Bav ? That 
is a necessity, and as the money has been voted the Government are breaking their word with the public 
in not carrying out the work; they ought to extend the line to Jervis Bay.
403. Mr. Made.] Tou do not think that if the radway were extended to Jervis Bay and coal staiths
were erected there, the coal-owners north of Wollongong would bring their coal to Jervis Bay for ship
ment? I think they would it they were sending it to Melbourne. Thev would probably send their coal to 
Sydney. *
404. If Jervis Bay is to bave any coal trade it must be from the development of coal as yet unworked in 
its^vicinity ? Tes. And the coal from Mount Kembla now going to Melbourne would go to Jervis Bay,
405. Do not you think that knowing of the existence of such a splendid natural port as Jervis Bay, men 
who have developed the coal in the north, where the harbours are dangerous iu rough weather would lay 
out their capital iu the vicinity of Jervis Bay if the coal there was as good as the coal further north ? 
Yes; but these seams further south have been found out lately.
406. Tou still adhere to the idea that the coal recently discovered here is equal to that further north ?
Tes; hut I am not an expert. , 407.
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407. The question one as to providing a port which will be easy o£ access for minerals which will not
bear long land carriage? "Well, how is it in Canada; there they ship coal thousands of miles and across ’
lakes for 10s. a ton. 21^Janl89r
40S. A charge of 10s. a ton would be prohibitory ;—I gather from your answers to Mr. Roberts that " '' '
there is no desire to prevent the improvement of other harbours elsewhere? Not as far as I am
concerned.
401). But you desire to bring .Tervis Bay into notice ? Decidedly. _
410. It would be essential, before tbe Committee could report favourably on Jervis Bay, to be in
possession of eucb definite evidence that we should he sure that the money spent at Jervis Bay would not 
be thrown away ? I do not think it would be. "
411. Mr. Fe/jan.^ T think your great object in giving evidence here is to get a railway to Jervis Bay ?
Tes.
412. If you got the railway you would not trouble about wharfs or jetties ? No.
413. Therefore the great point in your evidence to-day is that if you were to make a harbour at Jervis
Bay you must get a railway there ? Tes. * *
414. How many years is it since you and Professor Taylor went to examine that coalfield? Ten or twelve
years. ’
415. At that time some of the mines had been opened up, had they not ? Tes.
416. What is the thickness of the seams at Broger’s Creek ? 8 feet and 7 feet. There is a hand between 
them. One is steam coal and the other is household coal,
417. What is the thickness of the band ? About 15 inches.
418. Is there only one band dividing those two seams ? There are some very small bands.
418. Who owrns that property ? It is Crown land.
420. Have you heard of anyone trying to get hold of that property? No ; hut I heard that Sir Henry 
Parkes intended to secure it. I believe he had some explorers out."
421. Have you any property there ? No.
422. Therefore you came here as a witness, believing that certain facilities can he given at Jervis Bay at 
a small cost? Tes.
423. The chief object of your evidence is to get a railway made from tho terminus to Jervis Bay? Tes.
424. Mr. Clarice.] Independent of any probability of coal being shipped, do you consider that any other 
produce in the district would go to Jervis Bay? Tes ; if mai?,e was a good price in Melbourne it would 
go there, and Ulladulla people would come aud ship there. There is a district north of Milton which 
would send live stock and other perishable goods for shipment.
42->. 1 ou think that some 60 tons of butter a week would be exported ? 1 said that about that quantity 
was manufactured in that district, but I do not know where it would be sent to.
426. Do you think it probable that produce would go from the Shoalhaven district to Jervis Bay when 
you have a railway at your door and two steamers on the river ? I do not think it would.
427. Is it not a fact ilnit all the heavy goods going to Sydney go by steamer ? A great deal of heavy
stuff goes by train. There is very little maize grown in the district; it is a dairying district.
428. Do goods from Sydney come by rail or bv steamer ? A good deal comes bv rail as well as by
steamer. ‘ ‘
429. Tou state that about half of the heavy goods come by steamer ? Tes.
430. Then what inducement is there to extend the railway to Jervis Bay ? Only the Melbourne market.
431- W hat kind of country is it between Nowra and the bay ? Timber country and grazing country.
432, Ton have stated that there is not likely to be much freight besides the dairy produce, and that it 
is not likely to increase much ? The district grows good fruit, and the production of fruit will increase.

Mr. Louis MTntyre, farmer, Nowra, sworn, and examined
433. Chairman.'] IVhat are you ? A farmer. jj,..
434. Mr. Lee.] How long have you been living in the district ? Forty-two years. L, M'lntyrc.
435. How far from Nowra do you reside ? About 8 miles. *
436. Have you got a general knowledge of the whole country round ? I have seen a very large portion 21
of it, 1
43/. "What reasons would you like to give in support of the adoption of Jervis Bay as a port for the
southern district? The reasons which I would give have been well stated by Mr. Wilson, We want a
shipping-port for coal and other produce.
438. For wbat coal? The coal from the mountains; there are large deposits of coal here, which I 
believe are a continuation of the Bulli seam.
439. But if scientific men say that it is not so ? They have a better knowledge of it than I have.
440. It is generally known that coal does exist ? We can sec it.
441. In the event of payable coal being found in this locality it could be shipped from Jervis Bay if a 
short railway were made to the bay ? That would hardly be complete unless it was connected with the 
present main line at Bomaderry.
442.. Supposing that coal were found on the southern side of the river, what necessity would there be tc 
continue the main line? TSo coal is found on the southern side of the river. .A seam has been found at 
Jervis Bay.
443. If coal is found here, and it has to he shipped, that can be done by extending the main line to JervL 
Bay? I could not favour anything but the extension of the present line; nothing else would be satis
factory. The laud between here and .Terris Bay is well suited for growing fruit.
444. Does Jervis Bay require any improvement upon it? I am not prepared to say what improvement 
Jervis Bay would require. It does require improvement, but it is one of the best harbours in the Colony.
445. Would it require a breakwater ? I believe it would.
446. For what purpose ? I could not go into that.
447. Cannot the shipping enter at any time ? Tes,
448. Then why would it require a breakwater ? It might require one to improve it. I have seen
vessels come in there during a great storm in perfect safety and anchor there. My reason for advocating 
Jervis Bay is that it is one of the host natural harbours you could find, and it w ould open up a large 
trade with the other colonies. “ qq/y
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,t5$r‘ ^49. Tour evidence is tiiat if a rail wav were made to .Tervis Bay. and wharfs and jetties wore erected, it
MIntyrc. would be used as a harbour? Tes.' " '
Jan 1897 ^<nl n0*1 me;in to say that coa,I from lllawarra would bo taken to Jervis Bay ? i. do not Ttnow 

■’ ' whether it would be. j believe that some coal from lllawarra. would be taken to Jervis Bay.
451. Do not you see that the distance from lllawarra. to Sydney is shorter by rail ? ] n sending the coal
to Sydney they have to deal with a much steeper grade than they would have from lllawarra to Jervis 
Bay. "
452. Do you think it probable that they would send the coal a longer distance by rail to Jervis Bay, 
tranship it to steamers, and then send it round to Sydney ? Sydney does not consume tho whole of the

■ coal. Jervis Bay would be nearer to Sydney than Melbourne.
453. The greater portion of the southern coal trade appears to be done by colliers, tbe eoal being transhipped 
at Sydney, where there are conveniences which we could not bave at Jervis Bay ;—under those circum
stances do you consider that the coal would be brought to Jervis Bay to be sent to Sydney ? I do not.
454. You are aware tbat the great ocean-going steamers make Sydney tbeir port of destination, and whilst 
they are taking in cargo they are being coaled by colliers alongside ? Tes,
455. I suppose tbat the extension of the railway across the river would be a very expensive matter ? Of 
course getting across tbe river would be an expensive item, but it would not be a very expensive line to 
make between the river and Jervis Bay.
456. If the railway were extended to Jervis Bay I suppose the residents of this district would feel pretty 
well satisfied? Tes. I am well aware that they are very dissatisfied with the present state of things.
457. Under these conditions they have no objection to offer to Port Kembla being made their harbour ? 
I do not think they have.
458. Uave yon any thing else to say ? I believe that if a harbour were made at Jervis Bay, and the
railway extended to it, it would open up a large trade with the other colonies, and it would become a very 
important port. If tbe seams of coal in the vicinity of Jervis Bay prove as valuable as we hope they are 
we may make it a second Newcastle. ’
459. Do you not think it would be as well to test those coal-seams first of all ? Yes : I was not aware 
that the coal was of an inferior quality.
460. I suppose it is the general wish here to see the railway extended to the bay ? Tes; I think that all 
the people in tbe district believe tbat we ought to open, a harbour at the bay.

Mr. John Maclean, newspaper proprietor, Nowra, sworn, and examined:—

Mr, 461. Chairman.] 'What arc you? Newspaper proprietor.
Maclean. 402. How long have you been resident in the district ? Eighteen years. -

468. Tou are conversant with the resources of the district ? Yes.
‘5 ' 464. Have you any knowledge of the proposal to construct a deep-water harbour at Port Kembla ?

Only from wbat I have seen in the newspapers.
465. Are you of opinion that Jervis Bay would be a more suitable place for aharbour than Port Kembla? 
I am of opinion tbat Jervis Bay would be the most economical for us as taxpayers.
466. Will you give the reasons for your opinion? 1 have read that the complete scheme for a deep
water harbour at Port Kembla will cost £440,000. I am under tbe impression however that a complete 
scheme would exceed a cost of £1,000,000.
467. The scheme under tho consideration at present is not to cost more than £440,000 ? I put it in this 
way. The distance from the present terminus of the railway at Bomaderry, as sworn to by engineers of 
Departments before your Committee, is 1 mile and 70 chains, and that it would cost to make the line, includ
ing the bridge across the Shoalhaven Eiver, £75,000. Then there is a distance of 14 miles from Nowra to 
Jervis Bay at £3,000 per mile ; that makes £117,000, not speaking of the piers or anything of that kind 
which would possibly be the work of the company that would get the foreshore from the Government. I 
put that against the £400,000, and I say that, in round numbers, there is a saving to the taxpayers of 
£200,(;00. Then I look at this fact—that the line from Sydney to Nowra is already £52,000 a year in 
debit, as regards interest. I disavow any personal interest whatever in the matter. I bave no land at 
Jervis Bay. Looking at the relative cost of the two schemes, and especially at the loss of £52,000 
a year on the existing railways, I ask whether tbe construction of parallel competing lines of traffic, 
by making ports in the lllawarra district, will not involve tbe taxpayers in further loss, instead 
of helping to reduce the deficit. Will not creating greater facilities for shipping between Jervis 
Bay and Sydney decrease the traffic on the railway between here and Sydney, and increase that 
debit instead of reducing it;—is it the business of the State to spend money to increase the value 
of private property while decreasing the value of the State property. I say, although I am not 
an expert, that the increase of harbour accommodation between here and Sydney must decrease the traffic 
upon the railway. Ships come down here loaded below their Plimsoll mark now owing to our having the 
river. If it was not for the river the railway would have the whole of the traffic, 1 am told that the 
same thing occurs at Wollongong. The railway gets only the up freight. I see that there would be an 
area of about 260 acres in the harbour of Port Kembla for an expenditure of £400,000, but in Jervis Bay, 
the natural inberitauce not only of this district but of tbe State, there is an area of 26,000 acres. At 
Jervis Bay there is that area of absolutely safe harbour, which has been testified to by Admiralty officers. 
I say further it is a statutory obligation on the part of the Crown both to the taxpayers here and to our 
bond-holders in London to complete the railway to Jervis Bay. The very first petition for this came from 
Wollongong, at the very inception of the movement in favour of the south coast railway in 1876. There 
was a great deal of contention about the matter in the Assembly when the first Bill was brought in by the 
late S. W. Gray to provide for the connection of the “ deep waters of Port Jackson with the deep waters of 
Jervis Bay1'. The proposed line as first submitted to tbe Assembly in Sydney and to the stockholders was 
to be a line from Sydrmy to Jervis Bay. When a few of us from here asked for some deviation which it 
was thought necessary, when tho people of Wollongong asked that the lino might; be deviated into 
Wollongong, they were informed that this was not a line of railway for Wollongong, Kiama, or Nowra, 
but a line from Sydney to Jervis Bay. 1 baye 110 doubt that if the Appropriation Act was looked into it

would ■
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would be found that the line provided for was a line from Kiama to Jervis Bay, and there is a further , j'Jf.' . 
instalment of £800,000 put on the estimates of 1891 for this line. I believe that on that occasion the 
phraseology used in the Appropriation Act was Sydney tn Jervis Bay. Tho Sydney to Kiama liue was 2I j#IL jggy 
passed in March, 1879, and it was in 1891 that the suhsoi[uont portion was agreed to. I pointed out that ’ ' 
there is an obligation on the part of the Grovenuncnt to complete the line to Jervis Bay. Not long ago 
the proposed extension across the river was submitted to tho I’uMic Works Committee, who recommended 
the extension of the line into Nowra. Jt is the bogie ot the bridge that has scared the Commissioners 
into leaving the line 2 miles out of town and putting an additional charge of .'* per cent, on freights from 
Bomaderry to the township. The construction of this extension has been submitted to four Committees 
and approved, and when money was borrowed it was contemplated that a connection would bo made 
between Port Jackson and Jervis Bay. That is tho scheme as originally submitted. Some of the 
coal-owners have stated that if the line were extended to Jervis Bay the coal-owners about Wollongong 
would decline to ship their coal at Jervis Bay. 1 take it. that the objection to Jervis Bay Js a freight 
objection, the Commissioners charges being 2d. per ton per mile for loads of not less than 150 tons. 
d’CS. Tho charge for minerals is ^d. perton per mile? J liave here a copy of the Sydney Morning ITerald, 
dated 4th June, 1894, which gives several particulars of an interview with Sir Thomas MTlwraith after his 
visit to America. According to 8ir Thomas M'llwraith Ihere has been a revolution in railway management 
in America, and if his statement is correct they manage to make mineral traffic pay at very much lower 
rates than are charged in this country. Under the heading of “ Canadian Railway Management,” Sir ^ 
Thomas MSlwraith says :—

On l.eiug informed tbat .1 recent cable message bad conveyed tbe news that be had been able to do nothing with 
respect to land-grant railways, and also that there was sonic divergence of opinion in the Ministerial pat iy, aud even among 
Ministers themselves, as to the railway policy of the future, Sir Thomas said Hint it was true that he had declined to 
give his London interviewers information on the subject, bat he bad nevertheless been actively engaged in prosecuting 
inquiries in both America and London. His conferences with the leading Canadian railway men had been a revelation even 
to him. He found that on ono lino goods were profitably carried long distances at the rate of a farthing, and a proft of 
one-eighth of a penny per ton per mile ; while on another the accounts showed a profit of 25 per cent, with a nrtc of a 
farthing per ton per mile. The secret he found to be the avoidance of stoop gradients. On the Oreat 'Trunk line the ruling 
gradient even across the Kooky Mountains was 1 in 120, while the curves were not by any means sharp. Level roads 
meant big loads with a minimum expenditure of power, while low rates meant a big business. In one ease mineral ore was 
moved m large quantities over 1,000 miles of railway, then transhipped into steamers and carried across the lake, and 
finally sold at its destination for 10s. fid. per ton.

Sir Thomas M'lhvraitli makes this significant remark
The railway mannger.i never doubt the possibility of so developing the traffic as to make a line pay, for every district 

or section of the country possesses the potentialities 0! profitable traffic, and only needs development by skilful management, 
influenced by enlightened self-interest

Thero is a probability of Jervis Bay being a more suitable coal harbour in the end than Wollongong. Then 
they have Oremome, Moorfield, and other planes where eoa! exists. Moorbank, whitth is the property of 
the Church of England, has a fi-ft. seam. These properties are going to be developed, so that the northern 
districts will fairly supply the metropolis, aud Wollongong will have to look southwards fora market. In 
the race for the Melbourne market by the utilisation of Jervis Bay there would be a saving of 080 miles 
at sea, comparing the distances between Newcastle and Wollongong. I say that there is a probability that 
Sydney will cease to bo a market for .lllawarra coal, considering the possibilities of the metropolitan 
district. The gradient on the railway from Wollongong to Sydney is 1 in. 40, and on that grade the 
hauling power of a locomotive would be from 360 to 80 tons. A number of people who have discussed 
the matter in tbe Sydney Morning Herald have shown that freights similar to those mentioned by Sir 
Thomas MTlwraith are common in the Dnited States, and that the lines are paying.
469. Do you think it probable that ocean-going ships would come and load eoal at Jervis Bay when, they 
can bring out a cargo to this country and take in eoal at Newcastle? I have given that slight con
sideration. The distance from Point Perpendicular to Sydney Heads is 60 miles, and I think it is the 
same distance from Sydney to Nobbys. Jt would therefore become a question of the quality of the coal.
If a ship came from Brisco with wheat or flour she would discharge at Sydney, and in returning to Brisco 
she would be on her way back on going to Jervis Bay, and she could be sailed into tbe bay, where she 
could take her coal if there is not a preference to Newcastle eoal. 3f I were a skipper and could get my 
cargo 60 miles nearer my destination in a safe liarbour, I should give that harbour the preference.
470. You are aware that the colliers load at the various jetties aud take their coal south r Yes.
47L The question arises whether the colliery proprietors of the lllawarra district would make use of a 
railway and port so far distant from their present scene of operations, when they possess facilities for 
shipping which can always be availed of in fairly good weather? That involves the question whether any 
expenditure at all is necessary in providing further harbour accommodation, J admit that if there is not 
the contemplation of a large extra traffic there would be no necessity for further accommodation. T 
would not say that a profit would result immediately from the construction of a harbour at Jervis Bay. I 
only take it as the lesser of two evils—the spending of £4-10,000 at Port Kembla or the spending of a 
certain sum in railway extension—which has become a statutory obligation. So'me years ago I went to 
Melbourne, entrusted by certain trustees with the sale of the Coalcliff property. I met leading 
Victorian coal-owners and 1 found that there was a very serious objection to purchasing a coal 
property at Wollongong, owing to the want of a harbour. Owing to that I did not succeed in 
disposing of the Coalcliff property at the time. Prom what 1 understand from the boring which has 
taken place and the prospectuses which have gone out, developments of the eoal supply must take place 
which will shut out the southern coal trade from the Sydney market. T say that they must go south
ward. It is to a great extent a question of grades. To-morrow there will be ii gentleman here who will 
show that between here and Jervis Bay tho gradients will be such tbat they will not be so expensive in 
haulage as the grades on other portions of the railway. Therefore the question of cost of traction to the 
Wollongong coal-owners ought not to be so serious a matter after all.
472, With regard to the collieries in the southern district, do you think that the distance from those 
collieries will prevent a very large trade from being done ? I do not think that the Wollongong coal- 
owners could send their coat at the existing rates. The existing trade is an intermittent one, and I 
would not contend that it would be transferred to Jorvis Bay.

473.
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J Mac! -^e Bellambi people want a harbour, and they say tbat if the harbour is constructed at Kembla they
will not use it. The Port Kembla people might say that they would not use a harbour at Jervis Bay; 

2i jall igg^ therefore, any attempt to concentrate the coal trade to Jervis Bay might not be a very profitable under
’ ’ taking? I do not think tbat the present trade can be got away from where it is. The steamers suit tho

trade, and they are 'Wollongong people who are carrying on the business. If large vessels are coming in, 
the answer of the taxpayer ought to be that we have a harbour ready, and tbat we can freight tbe coal at 
a rate that will pay, and that instead of spending £440,000 in making a harbour in the lllawarra district 
we will spend £150,000 in making a line to Jervis Bay.
474. Then your opinion is that if the Government intend to spend a large sum of money in the con
struction of a harbour on tbe south coast, tbe requirements of the trade can be met by the extension of 
the railway to Jervis Bay ? Tbat is it.
475. At a less cost to tbe taxpayer, and at a reasonable profit ? Tes: and with a reasonable probability 
of decreasing the enormous loss upon the existing south coast railway. 1 should like to emphasise the 
fact that the more harbours we make parallel with the railway, tbe more we shall increase the debit iu 
connection with the existing lines. We ought to look to that, especially in tho face of the fact that it is 
said that private enterprise will open up Lake lllawarra.
476. Would your knowledge of Jervis Bay enable you to say that it will not be necessary to spend money 
on it to make a harbour ? There is an avprage depth of 10 fathoms of water. I bave been there in all

_ weathers, and 1 think you can get the officers in charge of the naval station to give their opinion upon it. 
I believe tbat they will report favourably with regard to Jervis Bay as a harbour. It is looked upon 
as a harbour of refuge, and vessels are constantly going there in bad weather,
477. Is there any difficulty in getting out? There is an opening of 2 miles in width. There is no fear 
of missing stays.
478. The only expenditure necessary to make it a valuable harbour would be in the construction of the 
proposed railway ? Tes.
479. Mr. Blf/ck.] One of your arguments was that all tbe coal-owncrs north of Kembla might scud tbeir 
coal as cheaply by rail or by small steamers to Jervis Bay as to Sydney to coal ocean-going steamers? J 
said that if tbe line was extended to Jervis Bay, vessels could come in light ballast to tho bay and take in 
coal tberc instead of going to Newcastle. I referred to tho grain boats which aro now carrying corn to 
Sydney from San hVaueisco and elsewhere.
480. Tou say that if these ocean-going steamers go to Jervis Bay for coal, they would have the advantage
ofbeing further on their way; but would they not have the expenses of double pilotage and double 
harbour dues? It costs 3s. (id. a tou to lighter coal to Sydney. 1 have not said I would lighter it, but 
it wrould be preferable to carry it by rail if we could get the freights which Sir Thomas MTlwraith 
spoke of. '
481. Do you think they could carry the coal cheaper to Jervis Bay than to Sydney ? Tn the ease to which 1 
have inferred they have to go into decimal fractions to find out the freight. If w'c have got to an 
irreducible minimum in freight there is no more to be said.
482. The southern coal trade is not now done with large ocean steamers, and the desire of the coal-owners is 
to provide a harbour which would not bo objected to by tbe insurance companies ? I undertake to say 
tbat not one of those vessels would leave their berths in Sydney if you bad any number of harbours.
483. Do you think that those boats would come and coal at Jervis Bay or tbat the coal-owncrs north of 
Port Kembla would send their coal to Jervis Bay to load tbe vessels? At one hatch they are discharging 
and at another they are taking in eoal at the same time. Time is money, and they cannot go to two 
harbours.
484. Do you not see that if the improvement of Port Kembla or Jervis Bay will not attract those boats 
any expenditure by G overnment would be thrown away ? If those boats did the whole of the coal-carrying 
that theory would be correct, but there is a large number of ships carrying merchandise from all parts of 
the world which do not go back in ballast, but, in jirefcrcnce, go back in eoal. There is plenty of coal on 
the south coast, and we often sec that the collieries are only working half-time, or even less.
485. If the colliery proprietors declared that they could not use Port Kembla as a harbour, and preferred 
to continue to use their present jetties, is it not obvious that such a harbour as you desire at Jervis Bay 
would not supply the wants of the coal-ownors ? I have only contended for Jervis Bay hue as part of a 
contemplated scheme. Wc could not expect 120 miles of railway to carry more cheaply to Sydney than a 
harbour alongside of it.
■186. We are considering whether Jervis Bay would be a better harbour than Port Kembla? I have 
never contended that the Orient boats should not go to Port Kembla.
487. Tour argument is that the grades being better between Port Kembla aud Jervis Bay the coal-owners 
would prefer to send their eoal to Jervis Bay than to lighter it to Sydney ? The Orient boats and all tho 
large ships cannot afford, on account of tho great cost, to go anywhere for coal except where they are 
discharging and receiving cargo.
488. Tou say that the grades on the railway between Sydney and Kembla being very steep coal-owners
would prefer to send their coal to Jervis Bay rather than send it to Sydney? I did not saythat. Wollongong 
people say we want a deep-water liarbour for the shipping. I say that as taxpayers we cannot 
entertain that. I say that if we are going to bave a traffic wbicb is not at present in existence 
we ought to complete the 17 miles of railway to Jervis Bay at a cost of £117,000 instead of spending 
£440,000 to make a fresh harbour at Port Kembla. "
489. I want you to show tbat those people will use tbe harbour at Jervis Bay ? 1. do not say that they
will use it;. we have their evidence that they will not because their harbours already are sufficient for 
their present shipping. ' *
490. If they will not use it, why should ihe Government spend money in connection with Jervis Bay ? 
We do not desire that the Government should spend money at Jervis Bay. Wollongong says we cannot 
let our coal trade expand for want of a deep-water harbour, and the Government say it will cost £410,000 
to make such a harbour. Then tbe Public Works Committee is asked to say wliether it is desirable to 
spend that amount of money, and whether a harbour could be provided at a less cost, and we are here to 
say that if it is true that a deep-water harbour is required such a harbour can be provided at Jervis Bay 
for half the proposed cost of Port Kembla.
491. Mr. Farnetl.'] Tou think that the Government would be as much justified iu spending money at
Jervis Bay as at Wollongong ? Yes. ”

V 492.
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492. Until that development which they speak about takes place, you say that there is do justification for 
the expenditure of the great amount of money which the proposed new harbour will cost ? That is it in. 
a nutshell.
493. As regards Jervis Bay, can you tell us during what portion of the year Jervis Bay would be available 
for shipping eoal ? It is available at all seasons and in all weathers. There is no sea there tbat would 
cause inconvenience to a ship of large tonnage, but there might be sufficient to give you a wetting in a 
small boat.
494. During three-quarters of the year you think that Jervis Bay would be available for shipping ? Oh, 
yes; right through tbe year. There is a distance of 9 miles from tbe offing, whicli is sheltered by Bowen 
Island, to tho west side of the bay. It contains from 8 to 10 fathoms of water, and has good holding-ground.

Mr.
J. Maclean.

21 Jan., 1897.

Mr. 0. J. Beckett, orchardist, Balls Creek, sworn, and examined:—
495. Chairman^] What are you P Fruitgrower. I live at Falls Creek, 7 miles from here, on the road to 
Jervis Bay.
496. How long have yon been there ? Ten years,
497. Mr. Clarke^] Can you give any statement as to how the public would benefit by the construction of 
a railway from Bomaderry to Jervis Bay ? I wish to corroborate what has been said by Mr. Maclean ; 
and I wish to add that there are thousands of acres of land in the Jervis Bay district suitable for growing 
fruit and for vineyards. It is sonic of the best land in tho Colony for tbat purpose. The Government 
in 1882 sent Mr. Bernard to tho Bordeaux Wine Exhibition, and bis advice was that no large vineyards 
should be planted in the Colony outside tbe sea air. Tberc are thousands of acres of land there that 
will produce as fine a fruit as I now produce here. That fruit lias been grown on land which ten 
years ago was standing forests. The Minister for Agriculture is trying to develop an export trade. 
Why should not the Government encourage the occupation of all these thousands of acres of land. 
You can grow very fine fruit out there, but it is impossible to send it to market. According to 
Mr. Bernard, large vineyards should not bo planted outside the inlluence of tbe sea air, and to give 
a, light wine the vinos should be planted in a soil containing 60 percent, of sand, and you need never 
fear the phylloxera. There are thousands of acres of Crown lands of that kind in the Jervis Bay 
district for anybody to occupy. They ought to make a railway down there, reserve tbe Crown lands, and 
then gradually sell them out, taking care not to let syndicates get the best of it. It would not take a 
great amount of money to clear the laud, and in a few years’ time wc should have hundreds and hundreds 
of people employed there. Tbat would make Jervis Bay go ahead as a shipping-port.
498. Is the land between here and Jorvis Bay suitable for any other purpose than fruit-growing? 
Principally for fruit-growing and vineyards.
499. Wbat sort of a grazing country is it P It is a fair grazing country, but 1 look forward to seeing it 
an immense fruit and wine-growing district.
500. You saythat you are only about 7 miles from Yowi'a? Yes; 7 miles from Nowra, aud 5 miles 
from Jervis Bay.
501. Could you not avail yourself of the present modes of communication with Sydney? If fruit is 
carried 7 or 8 miles over a rough road it would be destroyed.

Mr.
0. J. Beckett.

21 Jon., 1897.

Mr. George Underwood Alley, farmer and grazier, Sassafras, sworn, and examined: —
502. Chairman.'] Wbat arc you? Farmer and grazier. Mr.
503. Where do you live ? Thirty miles south-west of Nowra. G. U. Alley.
504. Mr. Farncll.] Have yon considered the proposal placed before the Committee to construct a harbour
on tho south coast? Yes, I bave given it some consideration. “ '^an',
505. flare you a knowledge of Jervis Bay ? Fes.
506. How bave you gained that knowledge ? I have been at the hay several times, and I can sec it from
my own door. From my own place I can see war-vessels there at practice. ■
507. Did you hear the evidence of Mr. Maclean ? Yes. -
508. Do yon agree with that in the main? Yes; I quite agree that Jervis Bay is a good harbour, and 
could bo made a great help to the district.
509. Is there any additional information which you would care to give the Committee in reference to 
the construction of a harbour on the south coast? ] cannot give any evidence as to the necessity for a 
harbour on the south coast, hut ] can say that if Jervis Bay was a harbour for ocean-going vessels it is 
very likely tbat the coal-measures in our district would bo developed. There are large coal-seams about 
3 miles from my house.
510. Do you not think that tho best course would be to ascertain the permanence of those deposits before 
constructing a railway and forming a harbour ? They have been tested. Shafts bave been put down, 
and the coal lias been analysed, and I understand tbat it is a very good coal. There is a largo deposit of 
shale as well. I have not tested it all tbe way down, but I have tested it over half-a-milo.
511. Your contention is then that a natural harbour exists at Jervis Bay, and that there is no necessity
to spend a large amount of money in making a harbour at Port Kembla ? Yes. •
512. Mr. Lee.] How far would that coal be from Jervis Bay in a direct line? About 20 miles.
513. Will you explain bow the expense of the railway from Nowra to Jervis Bay would develop the coal 
properties you have spoken of? H there was wharfage accommodation, and vessels came into Jorvis Bay, 
there is no doubt that the parties owning the coal-land w ould make a railway from the coal-field to tho 
bay, so as to ship the coal there.
514. Could it not be done at present? There is no wharfage accommodation where vessels could be 
loaded. You have Jervis Bay, the finest harbour on tho coast.
515. Is it not the custom for all colliery proprietors, when they have payable scams of coal, to construct
their own railways and erect their own jetties ? Possibly. "
510. Have they not done so in many cases ? I dare say they have where the mines were very close to 
the water’s edge, but these coal-seams were some distance away,
517. If there was a payable scam of coal at Jervis Bay, do you not think that private enterprise would 
make a railway for shipping purposes ? 1 can hardly say whether it would or not,

490 O)—D Mr.
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Mr. Jacob Bltnooae, fisherman, Sussex Inlet, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. 518. Chairman^ What are you ? I am a fisherman, residing at Sussex Inlet, about 25 miles from here,

J. Elmooss. and south of Jervis Bay about 10 miles.
21j"""A'l897 ^r' Can you point out any benefits that would result from the construction of a railway

an'’ '• to Jervis Bay ? It would benefit the fishing industry, which it is impossible to carry on in the summer
time. That would go a long way towards paying the interest on the outlay.
520. How many tons of fish would you send to Sydney in a day ? J could not send many; but tbe 
railway coming there would develop the industry. Jervis Bay has the best fishing-grounds about there.
521. Co you think that if a railway was made more fish would be caught ? Yes ; they cannot get their 
fish to market in the summer time.
522. Can you give us any idea how many tons of fish would bo sent away in a year ? During the last six 
months I have sent away 700 boxes.
523. What is the weight of a box P Three-quarters of a hundredweight.
524. Where do you catch them ? I catch them in St. George’s Basin.
525. Can you tell us of any other benefit that is likely to accrue from the construction of a railway to 
Jervis Bay? No.
526. Do you think the country would be taken up by settlers P Yes, it would. It is all Government land 
at the back of where I live.
527. You think that a railway would induce a large population to settle there P Yes.

Mr. James Thomas Jones, cattle-dealer, Nowra, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. 528. Chairman.’] What are you ? A cattle-dealer.

. T. Jones. 599. Where do you live ? At Nowra. I desire to inform the Committee why Nowra people ask them to 
9lJanA~1897 come ^ere’ Their motive is a patriotic one. It was thought that if a large sum of money was to be 
“ ■’ ' spent iu the construction o£ a harbour we ought to advocate the making of a railway between Bomaderry

and Jervis Bay, That would be a better thing than to malic a harbour at Port Kembla.
530. Mr. Roberts.] Bave you aoy further statement to make? Yes; I consider tbat if a south-coast 
harbour is required, nature haa provided one at Jervis Bay already. The cost of makiug a harbour at 
Port Kembla would be very great, and the thing might ultimately prove to bo a white elephant. 'Ihe 
harbour at Port Kembla will be constructed for the coal proprietors—one class of tbe community. I 
consider tbat it is wrong to spend money on a class. We want a harbour ot Jervis Bay for the export 
of coal aud for many other purposes as well. We want it to open up the country for miles around Jervis 
Bay. A gentleman has stated in his evidence that the district in the vicinity of Jervis Bay is a fruit
growing district. I have been living in the Jervis Bay district for nine years. I took up land there on 
tbe understanding that the Government were going to construct a railway right through to J ervis Bay ; but 
they deceived me. I tried fruit-growing, and I proved that the land is very suitable, especially for grapes. 
There is a large tract of country south of Jervis Bay—between there and Berrwberrie Bivcr. Jt is ou a short 
neck between the lake and the sea. That country would more than pay tho Government for all the cost of 
constructing a railway from Bomaderry to Jervis Bay. I think there are over 40,000 acres there of the 
best land to be found in Australia for growing fruit, especially grapes. If a railway was constructed I do 
not mean to say that the trade would go by the railway; there is no doubt that the produce would be shipped 
away, hut the railway would have the effect of settling people ou the land, and the Government would gain 
by that. The Crown would be able to sell the laud at a good price aud it would bring in more money than it 
would cost to construct the railway from the present terminus to Jervis Bay. As you have already been told 
we have coal-measures in the district all the way from Jamheroo to the Sassafras Mountain. The Jamberoo 
coal has been tested and according to reports it is one of tho best seams iu the Colony. J beard a gentle
man remark that there was no coal of any commercial value south of Port Kembla. 1 spent nearly eighteen 
years of my life in coal-mines. I bave prospected a good deal in New South Wales, and I was proprietor 
of the Singleton coal-mine at one time. I prospected that coal, and I sent a truck to the Government to 
try, the result being that it was 5 per cent, better than any other coal iu Now South Wales. I got a 
contract to supply the railways, and since then I have come aud settled in this district. 1 find that there 
is an exactly corresponding seam of coal, ns regards quality, close to Jorvis Bav. A seam of coal, the like 
of which they have not got at Wollongong and Kembla. They have nothing that could stand alongside of 
it. I have a knowledge of coal, and I say that that coal is better than the Wollongong coal. I do not 
want you to make the railway line because we have got coal, if you have not the money to spend ; but you 
should not go and build an artificial harbour on the coast when we have such a magnificent natural 
harbour at Jervis Bay, close at hand. We have in the neighbourhood of Jervis Bay a tract of land 
which has been crying out for a railway from Neriiga to Braidwood, The people of that district have 
long been wanting a railway for the carriage of their produce. Jt is 132 miles from Sydney to Goulburn. 
It is 5L miles from Goulburn iuto the town of Braidwood. That makes 183 miles. By taking a railway 
from Jervis Bay to Braidwood, you reach Braidwood by going a distance of 67 miles, therefore you save 
116 miles in reaching a shipping port. You save 116 miles of a haulage by railway, whicli should be a 
great consideration for both the Government and the people of this country. That country is offering 
the Government a very fair thing for making a line. The principal part of that country, right through 
from Nerriga to Braidwood, is Crown lands. That land would all be taken up by settlers if they had. 
a railway connecting Jervis Bay with tho deep-waters of Port Jackson.
531. Chairman.] Are you aware that the coal-owners will have to pay so much a ton at Port Kembla in 
shipping coal ? They can ship the coal at their own jetties, and if you make a harbour at Port Kembla, 
I do not know that there is any guarantee that they would give you the whole of the coal trade. Prom a 
national point of view we want a railway connection with Jems Bay. It is required for defence purposes. 
It is important to New South Wales, and to Australia at large, to have Jervis Bay conuected with Sydney 
by railway. Another reason is this, that we know that Jervis Bay will be a permanent liarbour. Science 
is going ahead by leaps and bounds, and at present there are ships building that would not be able, with 
safety, to enter Sydney Harbour. A railway to Jervis Bay would improve the fishing business. We 
would urge you, whether you build a railway to Jervis Bay or not, not to make a harbour at Port Kembla.

SATURDAY.,
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SATURDAY, 23 JANUARY, 1397.
. {The Sectional Committee met at the Council Chambers, Nowra, at 10 a.m.~\

present:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING-, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Charles James Egberts, C.M.G. John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connok. Thomas Henrt Hassall, Esq.
Henrt Clarke, Esq. George Black, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq. j Frank Parnell, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at
Port Kembla.

Mr. Christopher Graham, Mayor of Nowra, sworn, and examined :— 
f)32. Chairman.'] What are you ? Mayor of Nowra. M>'.
533. Do you desire to make a statement? Tes. Having heard that the Government had been requested 
to construct a deep-water liarbour at Port Kembla, and that the matter had been referred to this Committee
for report, it occurred to certain taxpayers of this town, myself amongst the number, that it would be UQ’
well to direct your attention to the fact tbat we have a good harbour at Jervis Bay, and that the Govern
ment had already constructed a railway for the purpose of promoting the coal trade at an enormous cost 
to the taxpayers of the Colony, and T believe at a loss, too. Such being the ease, it is my opinion that 
the better way to promote the coal trade, and the safest way for the taxpayers, would be to complete the 
railway from the deep-water at Port Jackson to Jervis Bay ; that it would bo better in the interests of all 
concerned for the Government to carry the coal at a low freight to Jervis Bay or Port Jackson than to 
go to the great cost of constructing a harbour at Port Kembla, with the off-chance of being able to collect' 
sufficient harbour dues to pay the interest on the outlay. It is my opinion that coal delivered at Port Jackson .
would command a much higher price than at Port Kembla,—that in point of fact coal delivered either at 
Jervis Bay or Port Jackson would command a higher price and would pay the producer and the Govern
ment better than it would be likely to do at Port Kembla. The Government would have no guarantee 
from the mine-owners at Port Kembla that they would receive sufficient in harbour dues to pay the 
interest on the expenditure. Although you may tell mo that the harbour will cost, to start with, £200,000 
or £300,000, my opinion is that if you spend that amount you will end by spending half a million, or 
perhaps more, before the scheme is complete. I cannot see that you have any guarantee that that scheme 
will pay better than the ono already started, that is the railway scheme which was commenced at the 
instigation of those coalmiuc-owners on the understanding that they would support it and that it would 
pay. ISow they want to drop the railway, and they want tho Government to construct a harbour at 
Port Kembla to promote the eoal trade. I do not know what they will wantnext; but] saythat I think 
it will be an injury to the country to undertake the construction of that harbour. I do not think it will 
ever be a safe harbour, even if you go to an expenditure upon it of £140,000. I do not think it will 
ever be equal to Port Jackson or Jervis Bay. If the railway is extended to Jervis Bay there is a prospect 
of increased freight from the line. At the present time the people of this town aro bringing metal from 
Kiama, but we have to pay moro for carting it from Bomaderry than we liave to pay for getting it from 
Kiama to Bomaderry. If the railway were constructed the whole of the distance there would be a better 
chance for the line to pay than there is at present.
534. Mr. Roberts^] Have you an intimate knowledge of the coal trade? Not beyond this, that large
steamers, such as the mail steamers, would not be likely to put into Port Kembla for coal if they could 
get it at Port Jackson. J
535. Are you not aware that large steamers up to 7,000 tons burden occasionally call in at Port Kembla?
I am not aware of that. I think it would have to he very calm weather.
53(5. "You will admit that if a breakwater were constructed to protect Port Kembla visits of large ships 
from foreign ports would be more frequent ? ijuch a thing might be ; but 1 cannot see why those large 
seagoing vessels which bring cargo to iSydney should not prefer to eoal in Sydney harbour even if thev 
had to pay a higher price for the coal. L ‘
537. Would it not be a great advantage for these steamers to be able to get the coal almost at the pit’s 
mouth instead of having it put into colliers aud taken to Sydney to be transhipped? The better way 
would he to have it delivered from the railway on to the vessel—to have it carried to Sydney in a- collier 
and then transhipped is an expensive process.
538. Will not the construction, of a harbour at Port Kembla facilitate the shipment of coal and tend to 
still further develop the resources of the district? I have very great doubt about it. I have no great 
confidence in the progress of the coal-mines in that direction. The coal-owners aro divided amongst 
themselves as to where they will ship the coal. Some advocate Bellambi, and others Port Kembla.
539. Do you think the best place to bring the eoal to would he to Jervis Bay? I think it would be as 
good for the company to deliver the coal at either Jervis Bay or Port Jackson. If the Port Kembla scheme 
is carried out it will cost the Government about £17,000 a year, and that money would be better spent 
In conveying the coal by railway to Sydney. I am not an interested person except as a taxpayer,
540. You will admit that it would be better to take the coal to Port Jackson than to Jervis Bay? Yes ;
and I thmk it could be taken by railway, and that that would be better than incurring this large outlay 
at Port Kembla. h J
541. Have you ever been to Newcastle? No.
542. Do you not think that similar assistance ought to be given to the eoal-owners in the south to that
whicli has been given to the coal-owners in the north ? I think that when they have got the railways 
they havo got a very large item in the way of assistance ; they have not been neglected. ‘
543. You havo heard of the great improvements which have been made at Newcastle ? I am aware that 
a great deal has been spent there, and 1 would not mind if the Government spent a little here too, to 
promote trade ; but I do not want them to do anything that will not pay.
544. Are you aware that the coal that is obtained from the southern collieries is different from that got 
from the Newcastle collieries;—the southern coal being steam coal, and the northern coal household coal?
I have heard so. 54,k
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545. And there will be a considerable demand for southern coal if it can bo delivered at a lower price, 
which the Committee are told can be done if a breakwater is constructed at Port Kembla. In view of

23 Jan 1897 Jou ^i11^ it would be a wise thing to provide a harbour there? I will admit that there should
an'1 ' be a harbour on the south coast if the harbour dues would not make the coal almost aa dear as it would 

be at Port Jackson. I think I am safe in saying that the coal commands a higher price at Port Jackson 
than it would at Port Kembla and it could be delivered there more cheaply. _
546. If you are shown that the probable revenue from the shipping at Port Kembla would pay the interest 
on the expenditure would you take a more favourable view of the proposal ? If it would pay the interest 
on the outlay and at the same time the coal could be delivered as cheaply as it can bo delivered now there 
would be something in your contention. In an undertaking of this kind I think everyone must see 
that the coal-mines depend a great deal upon the whims of the men employed in working them. The men 
may strike at any time and leave the mines idle for six months; how would your harbour pay then.
547. T\re expect that there would be an increase in the trade, but as a taxpayer you seem to regard tho 
proposed expenditure as a waste of public money? 1 look upon it as a very risky undertaking. Tho 
Government have been constructing harbour works at "Wollongong and other places on the coast during 
the last thirty years and the whole of the outlay has beeu to a great extent a failure.
548. Do you urge upon the Committee the desirableness of constructing a railway to Jervis Pay ? I do.
549. Upon what grounds ? Because it will give the proprietors of tho coal-mines along the coast further 
south than Kembla a chance to ship their coal. I believe that there is good coal to be found south of 
Kembla.
550. In view of the possibility of the discovery of coal in this district, do you think the railway should he 
extended to Jervis Bay ? The Government should complete tbeir railway scheme before they enter on 
any new undertaking.
551. Would it be a great advantage if the railway came into the town of Nowra ? It would give a better 

■ return.
552. Do you think that the Government lose a large amount of revenue through the terminus remaining 
where it is ? I do think so; it costs a great deal to carry goods by water, which, if the railway came into 
the town, would probably be carried by rail.
558. Can you send your goods to Sydney at a lower rate by steamer than you can by rail ? I am not sure 
that I can. I am paying in many cases on goods coming from Sydney 5 per cent, on the ainount of the 
invoice. That is very high, and I think the railway should be able to carry the goods for that figure.
554. Tou would, of course, send your goods by the cheaper route? If we had a railway into the town, I 
do not think that the steamers would continue to come here.
555. Would they not lower their freight? I do not think so.
556. Do you think that no time ought to be lost in bringing the railway iuto the centre of the town? 
Tes, if the railway is to pay.
557. Mr. Black.'] Tou said the Government have no guarantee that sufficient harbour dues will be received 
at Port Kembla to pay interest on the outlay in the construction of tbe harbour ? That is my opinion.
558. What guarantee would the Government have, if they went to the expense of constructing a harbour 
at Jervis Bay and connecting it with the railway, tbat the returns would compensate for that expenditure ? 
The extension of the railway to Jervis Bay would involve a cost to the Government of £3.000 or £8,500 
a year.
559. Interest on the money ex])cnded ? Tes. I think I am sale in saying that the Government would 
probably receive half that amount from the business people of tins town, and that they would get still 
more revenue from Tomerong and other places further south.
560. Do you think that the construction of a harbour at -Tervis Bay would meet tbe requirements of the 
coal owners north of Nowra ? I think that coal would be opened up in the vicinity of Berry.
561. Do you think that the work we desire to have done at Jervis Bay would meet the alleged necessities 
of the coal owners north of Nowra who arc asking for a harbour on the south coast ? I think it is what 
they are justly entitled to.
562. Would they use it? I think they would. •
563. Do you tell me that anyone who could send coal from Wollongong to Sydney, 42 miles, having it 
then alongside of the vessel, would prefer to send it to Jervis Bay where it would have to be transhipped 
to go to Sydney ? I do not think that.
564. Then you cannot contend that the mine owners on the southern coast would use Jervis Bay as a 
harbour at all ? No, except in some cases. There would be no certainty that they would,
565. If they wanted to get coal sent to Sydney they would not send it to Jervis Bay to be transhipped
to Sydney and have the cost of double handling ? I cannot say that mine-owners at Port Kembla would 
send coal to Jervis Bay. It is my opinion that vessels coming from Melbourne would be likely to get 
their coal at Jervis Bay at the same price as in Sydney. ’
566. Are there any such vessels? 1 should say there would be, if the Government wished to increase 
the coal trade with the colony of Victoria.
567. To what vessels do you refer ? I refer to vessels that come specially from Victoria.
568. Are they colliers ? Tes.
569. Then your claim is, that if there should he a coal trade between Melbourne and the southern coast,— 
Jervis Bay being nearer than Kembla to Melbourne,—that port would be more advantageous to tbe coal 
trade than Port Kembla? Tes.

Mr.
C. Graham.

Phillip Henry Morton, Esq., M,P,, sworn, and examined:—
PAL Morton, 570. Chairman^] Tou represent the Electorate of Shoalhaven in Parliament? Tes.

sq., . . gyj _ And you havo an intimate knowledge of the district ? Tes. *
23/Jan*'*18{r Krr: you acquainted with the schemes which have been submitted to the Committee? Tes; it is 

’’ ’ proposed to make a deep-water harbour at Port Kembla at a considerable cost.
573. The eastern breakwater is to cost £160,000 P Is that the complete scheme.
574. That is for the eastern breakwater? But there is a proposal to spend £450,000.
575. It is proposed to expend £270,000 in the construction of two breakwaters? The proposal is to 
spend £270,000 in making a port.
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576. Yes. I_s it reasonable to suppose that the eastern breakwater could bo made for about £133,000 P P-H.Moi-Um, 
That expenditure would be to give accommodation to tbe people wlio take coal from that port.
577. Yes: That alters the thing very considerably ns compared with the first idea that I bad. Speaking jai| 18fl»
generally the first objection that I have ia not confined to Port Kcmbla, but applies generally to harbours ” ’
that are made in the open sea. From my experience, and 1 have had to go closely into such matters in
Kew Zealand, such harbours have cost an enormous amount of money beyond what, the engineers thought 
they would cost, and they have not been a. success, owing to the great difficulties with which the engineers 
have to contend in the open sea. That is why 1 have objected lo a harbour being constructed in an open 
roadstead. Having for business purposes to investigate the cost, the returns, and the prospects of most 
of the Xcw Zealand open harbours, such as those of Omaru. New Plymouth, and Napier, I find that the 
amount of money that has been expended in excess of the engineer’s estimate u as very large, and when 
the works were partially complete they were broken down by the sea. At Napier when tho harbour 
was completed a big sea washed through the breakwater, and the same thing will have to be contended 
with in this case. If it were a question of getting some accommodation at tho port already made at 
•Terris Ear ns against the other, I would favour connecting the coal-fields with the port already made if 
the people will use it. The other question whether the lilawnrra people will use it is for the Committee 
to go into. If a, harbour is made at Port Kembla, and the Government charge reasonable harbour dues 
to get some return, will tho people who already have privaic jetties use the harbour at Port Kembla 
except when there is some urgent necessity for them to do so. Except during heavy seas when they 
cannot use the private jetties, or when they have a greater demand for coal and have shipping which they 
have not accommodation for. Will they not use their own jetties when they can, and only go to the 
Government jetties (where they will have to pay heavy dues) when they are forced to go there. Unless 
there is some guarantee from the coal-mine owners that they will use Port Kembla harbour I cannot see 
that there will he any reasonable return on the outlay. These are tho only two objections that i have to 
the Government spending money at Port Kembla. There is great danger in constructing breakwaters in 
an open sea. ] t is difficult 1 o find out what will be their cost and also the cost of keeping them up after they 
have been made. "
578. What do you say to justify the proposed extension of the railway to dervis Pay? The Illawarra 
coal-fields can ho connected with dervis Pay at a cost of £120,000; but the question is, would tbe coal- 
owners use that line. I am not prepared to say that they would. The distance J believe from Wollongong 
to Jervis Bay is not very much different from the distance to Sydney. Another question is, is there coal 
to be opened up north of Jervis Bay, and is there any likelihood of its being opened up.
579. Those are your main points ?" Yes, "
580. Do you express an opinion with regard to tho coal-fields? I can give no certain information as to 
where the coal is; there are rumours that it is everywhere, and 1 know that there is coat within a 
reasonable distance north of Shoalhaven Itiver, in the damberoo Kanges.
581. 'Whether it has any commercial value you do not know ? No; I am not an expert.
582. You desire to advertise the superiority of Jervis Bay over Port Kembla? Yes; over Port Kembla 
or any other port south of Port Jackson. Coal could bo carried more cheaply to the southern ports of 
Australia from dervis Bay than from any other port. 1 believe that wharfs could he provided much more 
cheaply in a smooth water port than in the open sea. The cost of wharfs at Jem is Bay would be as 
nothing compared with tlie cost of wharfs at Kembla or any other open sea port.
583. Another thing in favour of Port Kembla is that to reach dervis Bay you have 50 miles of land 
carriage? 1 cs, from the mines that arc now opened ; but there may be coal much nearer.
581'. rJ hcreforc it is in one instance interest upon the cost of construction and maintenance as against the 
charge for Ireight ? Exactly. The line which one would advocate to be built at Jervis Bay to cany coal 
could be used from Bomadorry and there would be an increased traffic. There would be a small increased 
passenger traffic and a largo increased goods traffic into Nowra.
585. Would there he any traffic in timber ? ISo ; if any timber G sent from Jervis Bay it will go to other 
parts of the world. There is a proposal to construct a light line of railway to Jervis Bay from the ranges 
far back, where there is magnificent timber. The timber is lo be shipped to Loudon. That is to he an 
accomplished iact—the shipping of hardwood timber. That would not do anything for the railway line ; 
it would only assist to repay the Government any expense in constructing wharfs there. The extension of 
the railway would not benefit by the timber trade, because limber from Jervis Bay would not come this way.
580. Is there no timber between here and Jervis Bay? Yes, and that would go down by the extension 
of the lino, which would only be a matter of 10 miles.
587. Mr. BJack^] You base your assumption that Jervis Bay would be a cheaper harbour than Pori 
Kembla on your opinion that it is more secure in rough weather? It is more secure in rough weather 
than the proposed, harbour in Port Kembla will be after this expenditure.
688. Do yon consider that all that would he required for the shipping trade in Jervis Bay' will be wharfs?
I think so.
589. You do not think it will be necessary lo construct a harbour within the harbour? 1 do not think so,
590. Have you been there in rough weather ? 1 have been there in all sorts of weathers and I have 
never been kept on shore.
591. Have you been there when a south-easterly was blowing? Fes. Tho bay is so large that you 
can^gct safe anchorage in some part of tho bay in any gale. Behind the Hole in the Wall it is as safe 
as bydney Harbour and there are portions of the hay that are always smooth.
592. And are there portions where it would be possible to construct a wharf alongside of which vessels 
of large tonnage could lie ? Certainly.
593. And you think they could lie there in the roughest weather? Yes; Hi ore are places where in anv
weather at all the largest vessels in the world could lie. *
591'. Supposing there was a number of vessels waiting their turn at tho wharf, would there be good 
anchorage for them ? Acs, on both sides. The worst place is in the open mouth.
593. There would he no danger of their anchors dragging? 1 do not think there is the slightest danger.
596. What is tho bottom composed of ? i cannot say.
597. Then you only assume that there is good anchorage ? 1 know from warships going there continuallv'
and making no complaints, and other ships going in for shelter. “
o98. Your argument is that coal could be earned more cheaply from Jervis Bay to any southern port than 
from any other port ? T believe so. Cheaper because the distance is shorter, and cheaiier because the 
vessels could wait there with more safety. 599,
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599. Mr. Mass fill'. Do you think that if there were shipping facilities at Jervis Bay there would he any 
.hsq., -I.r. prospect of wool coming there from Braidwood P J would not like to say that—wool used to come there

for many years. It is as good a route and shorter than that from the New England district to Grafton 
’’ ' ' and the Clarence where wool does go. ■

600. ' There is a possibility of wool going to Jervis Bay ? 1 do not think there is. I am of opinion that
less wool every year will go to other places than Sydney. The tendency is to get the whole of the wool 
to Sydney. There is a desire to have the sale of w-ool in Sydney instead of sending it home. New South 
Wales people want to keep Sydney a market for wool, and try to stop the wool from being sent anywhere 
else. I believe that if once wool was carried down to Jervis Bay the Itailway Commissioners would reduce 
freights and equalise cost to get it to Sydney. ^
601. Mr. ]?arnell.~\ Do you know the depth of the water in and near the Hole in the Wall ? No.
602. "Would it be shallow water as far as a jetty would extend (say) 200 or 300 feet ? No ; I do not think 
it is very shallow.
603. Would it be any shallower than the water in the proposed harbour at Port Kembla P I should say 
that Port Kembla ivould be the deepest.
GO-li. Mr. Lee.'] Tour contention is that to admit of the southern coal trade being carried on by large 
sailing vessels it would be cheaper to continue the railway to Jervis Bay than to construct costly break
waters at Port Kembla? Tee ; it depends on the cost. *
605. Ton have already said that the coal trade would go on at Port Kembla and Bellambi even if a 
harbour was made at Port Kembla or Jervis Bay ? I believe so.
606. Therefore your remarks are confined more to tbe sailing trade ? Tes ; the coal that goes out to the
world. "
607. What the colliery owners say it is necessary to compete for? Tes.
608. If the railway were extended to Jervis Bay do you think tho coal business would go up there ? I am 
positive that mines would be opened up. Melbourne is the chief place at present to look to. If coal can 
be got within a reasonable distance of Jervis Bay, say 20 miles, they would open up mines.
609. Tou are assuming that the mines would he on the northern side of the Shoalhaven Jiiver? Tes ; I 
do not know enough about any other place to say whether coal could be got elsewhere.
610. To get to the bay a bridge would have to be constructed over the Shoalhaven Biver ? Tes ; and 
the cost of that would certainly bo over £60,000.
611. If those mines were on the southern side of tho river it would be easier? The coal would be more 
expensive to get at because it must be at a lower level. It is a different seam. I believe what is on the 
northern side is the Bulli seam, and on the southern side it is the Greta seam at a lower level altogether.
612. During your term of the representation of this district have the Public Works Committee reported in 
favour of the extension of the line from Bonmderry into Nowra ? Tes.
613. If that recommendation were carried out, do you not think it would very largely meet the difficulty 
of getting to Jervis Bay ? Certainly it would, because the extension to Jervis Bay would be a very small 
matter. The distance is only It miles, and it is easy country to get over. There are not many hills, and 
there is no low land. Therefore the cost of the expense of the line from Nowra once the railway was 
across the river would bo comparatively small.
611. Ns a matter of fact it would then be within the reach of companies to construct coal lines to the 
bay if they had the advantage of a Government line into Nowra ? Certainly. When yon consider that 
the Government has an enormous area of Crown lauds around .Jervis bay which is now useless because it 
cannot be used to any advantage, it will be seen that the increased value given to that land by the 
extension of the line would afford the Government large returns,
615. Do you think those lands would be settled upon? I believe that a large area of them would be 

' used to advantage, and there would be a good deal of settlement around the bay.
616. \ou are of opinion that it is advisable to extend the railway to Nowrra, with the ultimate idea of
taking it to Jervis Bay ? Tes. ’
617. Mr. Jfegan,] Have the owners of the land power to construct a line from their coal-measures? If 
it ia private land they have.
618. Is the land fronting the shores of tho bay private land ? Much of the frontage is Crown land, and 
the matter of getting wharfs would have to be arranged with the Government.
619. Will legislation be needed? No ; the matter will have 1o be dealt with by the Land Board.
620. Will there have to bo legislation before they can construct a railway ? Not unless they propose to 
cross land which does not belong to them. The Government would be asked for their consent to the 
erection of the wharf.
621. What about the passenger traffic ? They cannot carry passengers.
622. So that if they are to utilise that line for passenger traffic, or if they have to ask the Government
for land, legislation will be necessary ? Tes ; but 1 have never heard of any private proposal to construct 
a line from Nowra to Jervis Bay. '
623. Was it not once intended to construct the railway from Bomaderry to Nowra ? I do not know 
whether it was ever intended. 1 know that the Government submitted the matter to the Public Works 
Committee, but I am always doubtful of what a Government intend to do in such a ease.
624. Do you remember when the present line was before Parliament and a certain sum of money was
voted ? Tes. ‘
625. Was there any talk then of bringing the railway into the town of Nowra? Some people objected 
to it leaving Kiama unless it came into Nowra, My idea was to take as much as we could get if we could 
not get the whole.
626. 1. suppose you thought that if you asked for a line to Nowra you would get nothing ? I believed so, 
because the Commissioners did not favour it.
627. Have many petitions been presented to Parliament in reference to the extension of the railway to
Nowra or Jervis Bay ? A great many petitions have been presented asking that the line should be 
extended to Nowra. ^
628. Have you made any representations on the subject? Tes; J have made representations to every 
Minister for Works.
629. What was the answer? The answer—that the matter would be considered and sent on to the Public
Works Committee. ■

Mr.
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Mr. T. B. Beak, Secretary. Jervis Bay Baihvay Extension Committee, sworn, and examined:—
6-30. Chairman.'] "What are you? [ am Secretary to the .Tervis Bay Bailway Extension Committee. ri Mr.
031. Mr. JPegan.’} Have you any statement to make to the Committee that has not already been given ? ^ ft- Peak.
I will state my view of the Port Kembla scheme, but I would say that if wo here arc asked to provide a 
deepwater harbour to suit the colliery proprietors at Port Kembla our case is knocked on the head, The ’’ '
Glovernment is asked to commit itself to the expenditure of £443,000 on the construction of an artificial
harbour at Port Kembla for tbe convenience of eleven colliery proprietors, practically creating a monopoly 

i for these people. There is no guarantee that the estimated amount will not be largely exceeded—indeed,
the history of this class of artificial work shows that it nearly alwavs is, that it is costly to maintain, 
and that it is liable at any time to be damaged or destroyed by coastal hurricanes or tidal waves. There 

, is no evidence that tbe colliery proprietors interested will guarantee interest on capital expended; tbe
strongest statement in this direction having been made to this Committee within the past week, to the 
effect that although Ihe owners of private jetties would continue to use those jetties as long as practicable, 
they would eventually become too costly to maintain, and thereafter the port of Kembla only would be 
used. There are no unalienated Crown lands that this costly work would bring into the market, and 
instead of bringing extra freights to the G-overumont railway, it would detract from that already non
paying line the very freights it was constructed to catch and cater for. The development of Jervis Bay, 
by continuing the line from Bomaderry to tho deep waters of the Bay, would give the country an all 
time valuable national asset; would develop fishing, shipbuilding, timber, mining and other industries ; 
would rapidly bring into the market over 400,000 acres of Crown lands that have hitherto gone begging 
at nominal prices, nearly the whole being offered at .£1 per acre; would develop tbe good coal-seams 
known to exist at Jamberoo, Broger’s Creek, Oambewarra, Sassafras, and Conjola; would rapidly sell 

j thousands of acres of land between "Nowra and Jervis Bay for fruit-growing purposes, for which it is
eminently suitable, provided there was a quick get-away to market. The fact of tho line crossing tho 
river into the town of Nowra would immediately increase the returns, as tbe fact of the present terminus 
being over a milo and a half from tbe town, and the river wharfs being three quarters of a mile nearer, 
loses to tho railway many hundred tons of freight annually, which it would otherwise carry. Tho fact 
that iron ore, limestone and coal are all to be found in ekwe proximity to the Bay. makes it pre-eminently 
the natural home for iron and smelting works, and the fact that it is tho most southern suitable port 
gives it an advantage over all other ports for ores coming from Adelaide, Port J’irie, Ac. These briefly 
arc our views in support of the Jervis "Bay scheme. I have left a good many matters out because they 
have already been spoken of by other witnesses. There are 423 0 to acres of unalienated Crown lauds in 
the Jervis Bay district, exclusive of 21,000 acres reserved for timber, and bn,000 acres for other purposes.
There ax*e half a million acres of land which would rapidly come into the market if the railway were made.
That would more than recoup the G-overnmeut for any expenditure on the railway.
032, Would you mind telling the Committee why you make the assertion that the proposed harbour at 
Port Kembla is simply to suit tbe coal trade. On Tnursduy, Mr. .Maclean was urging that tho railway to

i Jervis Bay would develop the coal-fields when Mr Black said, “ Do you think that in the event of Jervis Bay
being opened up the people of Kemhla will send their coal there ” ? We do not know, and we do not care.
633. On what do you found the assertion that the harbour at Port Kembla is to suit the convenience of 
all colliery proprietors down there? 1 said, if you have come to the conclusion that a deep-sea harbour 
is to be provided fur those colliery owners, my case is done.
631'. Mr. Black ] Do you thir.k the Committee would be justified iu disregarding existing interests because 
of some prospective interest which might afterwards pay Y Certainly not. Mr. Maclean spoke of the very 
low freights on easy grades in Canada, and so on, and in working tho question out as to what it would 
cost the Port Kembla people to ship at Jervis Bay. 1 find that a freignt of one sixth of a penny per tou 
per mile might induce people even at Port Kembla to ship at Jervis Bay.
635. Bo you not know that the Kadway Commissioners will not carry coal at less than -Jd. per ton per 
mile? I do not know why they should not; it is done in other places.
630. Do you know that the Commissioners were offered a million tons if they carried at a lower rate, and 
they refused? I do not know anything about that. That might be on a line where tbe grades were too 
heavy. ■

' 637, Mr. Maclean forgot to tell us that they have a larger population in Canada than we have here ; a
great deal depends upon that? Where there is a greater population there mu.-t be a greater traffic. But 
we should bo shipping coal for the trade of tho world, and there would be a great increase in smelting, 
and it is very likely that Jervis Bay will be a natural home for these works and that there will be a great 
demand there.
C3S, You say that there are extensive coal-fields at Jamberoo and other places? Yes.
639. And you quote Professor Taylor and others, coupling with those men the name of Mr. Jones?
Yes ; he is a practical man and has seen the coal.
6J0. Will you give us any idea of the seams of coal there ? T cannot from my own knowledge.
61-1. As far as the coal measures arc concerned, we must look upon your evidence as second-hand ? Yes.
61-2. In reference to the price of land in this district, will you give us the ruling qirice per acre about 
Jervis Bay? The price varies very little. Borne of the land on tbe banks of the creek is arable land, 
and fetches £14 or £15 an acre. The Covernmcufc land which has been taken up brings from £1 to £4 

■ per acre. People want £4 an acre for it.
643. Have there been auy recent sales? About 100 acres have been taken up during the last two years at 
£1 an acre.
644. Has there been notice of auction sales, but no buyers? Yes: I have seen advertisemeuts of 
sales which did not come off.
645. Have you been on the bay iu all kinds of weather ? I have been on it in fairly rough weather.
616. You have taken care when a storm was brewing to get away? 1 cannot say there is auy danger in 
that bay.
647. The first question of importance to you is tbe extension of fbe railway from Bomadcirv to Nowra9

. No; I cannot say that it is. The objection to the proposed harbour that struck ns was this wanton waste
of £410.000 in the construction of an artificial harbour when we know that there is a perfect harbour at 
Jervis Bay. We should not have agitated for this railway but for that,
648, The terminus is of very little importance as against the great object in pointing out Jervis Bav ?
Very little. ’ 649.
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Mr. 649. SIt. .Lcc.~\ AVhal Tcturn would there be to the Commissioners to pay interest outlie capital expended 
T. E. Peak. jL1 extending the lino to Jervis Bay ? Nothing much but the coal until the bay develops a general trade.

■j'T~V"Csmw Then there will bo the whole produce of the district, ,
““ Jan->18J7, 650. Do you think the Government Geologist should know whether tho coal to be found here is a market

able commodity ? Certainly. _ n i - u- n
G51. If be told you that the coal south of Port Kembla was much inferior to the coal at Bulli or Kemhla, 
what Mould you think of that ? I should believe if if I knew nothing about it; but knowing what I do 
1 doubt if. . i ■
652. Perhaps you will give us what knowledge you possess on the subject ? Other experts have given a
contrary opinion. I have lived amongst coal for many years. I have seen the coal here, and I agree with 
Professor Taylor and others in saying that it is a good commercial coal. _
653. "What is the thickness of the seam? At Conjola and Sassafras there are seams about 4 feet thick, 
and those referred to by Mr. Mackenzie, late Examiner of Coal-fields, range from 39 feet downwards.
63-1'. "Would you take his opinion before that of Professor David and Mr. Pittman ? 1 should take the
opinion of an expert, and J suppose that Mr. Mackenzie is one.
655. "What would ii, cost to make a railway to Jervis Bay'? £120,000. _ _ ...
656. Would you expend that on the authority of Mr Mackenzie when Mr. Pittman is against his opinion?
! nould take Mr. Mackenzie’s opinion. There is a prospectus before the country of a scheme to raise 
£250,000 to proceed mPIi u-orks including the building of a railway.
657. Have you ever been in any company for buying or selling minerals ? I have not.
638. Have you read tbe prospectus? Yes. _
659. Have you found that to be correct? They give a glowing account of things. _
660. What are you referring to? .1 am referring to the prospectus of the Proprietary Land and Smelting 
Company for whom a report was written by Mr. John Mackenzie, late Examiner of Coal-fields.
661. And yon produce it here ? Yes ; J also quote from Mr. Norman Taylor’s report.
062 I suppose you are acquainted M'ith the coal-fields at Kembla? Ybs. _
663. On account of the quality of tbe coal, a number of companies have opened up collieries there ? Yes.
664. You say that Jervis Bay is a first-class harbour ? Yes.
665. Without any improvements ? Yes. _ _ __ _ _ ^
666. If the coal that goes to Jervis Bay is of such a. good quality, and shipping facilities will be so
favourable there, do you not think that companies umuld open up those properties ? J do no think it is 
difficult to understand ndiy they have not. They have to get over 20 miles of rough country with a 
railway. ,
667. I understand that the construction of a line to denis Bay u-ould not cost much ;—where is tho rough
country ? Prom Brogor’s Creek, Sassafras, and Jamberoo. _
60S. 1t Mould not cost much to open a main-trunk railway from Jamberoo ? No.
669. Have you any idea how much coal has been got from there? No. _
670. Do you not think that if there are such valuable scams of coal there a greater development would
have taken place before now ? No ; I consider that ihe 10 miles carriage on the railway and the 5 or 6 
miles from the mouth of the pit kills it. _
671. At Kembla they had a number of obstacles to contend with, yet they built their own piers and
railway lines, and could not the same thing be done at these other places? in tho other cases it is the
freight. The position nt present without facilities for shipping lias prevented tho development of those 
seams, _ .
672. Or in other words those seams will never be developed until there is a railway to Jervis Bay ?^ No.
673. How far is it from Jervis Bay to those seams ? I should say from 2b to 2S miles to Jamberoo and 
Broger’s Creek.
674. And to the next? The next to Nowra is in the Oambewarra Ranges.
675. And it is equal to any coal that you can get in the southern district? Yes, as far as I can find
from the reports. _ _
676. What about the timber? 1 am told that there is an immense field for timber : lingo contracts have
been let and arrangements have been made M'ith the Government for the shipment of vast quantities of 
timber from Jervis Baj7 This is all going to the European markets. . . , .
677. This is by a private company and the Government is going to give them facilities ? Yes, at Jervis 
Bay. Wo are told that thev intend to ship 1,000,000 feet per month.
67S. They are constructing their own jetties and railway to carry out ihe m oik ? Yes.
679. Have the people made any representations to the Government? No ; they have no objection to it.
680. If it is decided io construct a harbour at Port Kembla, do you think it would be of any benefit to 
the people at Jervis .Bay ? Not ihe slightesi.
681. Do you not think it would he a harbour for discharging cargo ? 1 do not think so. _
682. A vessel will not come empty and it will decrease the distance of carriage for the people here if 
cargo is landed at Port Kembla? 1 do not sec what class of goods they would bring in.

' 6S3. You take stores hero, and if goods were landed at Port Kemhla you would have only half the
distance to Sydney to carry them ? We should still have to go io Sydney for all that we want here.
681. Do von not think that if goods are landed at Port Kemhla it null induce people io open up a trade 
which they have not been able to open up yet? 1 do not think that these goods will ever be landed at 
Port Kembla ; it is not a suitable place for a harbour.
CS5. Your patriotism will not let you go to Sydney if you can get goods cheaper from there? Port 
Kembla can never compete with Sydney, and merchants will not go to Kembla and establish warehouses.
686. But it divides the distance between hero and Sydney? Yes.
687. Therefore, that null make it much better for the people here ? I cannot see hour if would benefit
people here at all. •
688. Should a railway he made from here to Jervis Bay, what shipping would you expect there;—would
you expect goods to be landed there ? Not in the first place ; but uu should afterwards, because I think 
it would compete with Newcastle, and to some extent with Sydney. The trade will he initiated by 
vessels from Adelaide bringing vast quantities of ore. >
689. You expect a goods trade to develop ultimately ? Yes : and merchants would erect warehouses here.
690. But they would not at Port Kembla? No,

691.
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001. Tou tliink the cost of constructing a, line to Jorvis Bay small compared with the amount of money Mr- 
that would be required to make a harbour at Port Kembla P Yos. Then there is the other «reat fact • T‘ R' :Pca!t- 
thal whereas Port Kembla would bring in no more revenue than would be required to pay the interest 
on the outlay, a railway to Jervis Pay would cause the sale of 400,000 acres of Crown land. It would ^ Jan->1S9'- 
pay the G-overnmeut to make the railway for that, if for nothing else.

< 601. Mr. Mack.] Do you think that the land at Jervis Bay is ot any value at all ? Kot on the foreshore 
except for smelting works, and so on. ’
603, What can the bulk of the land between here and Jervis Bay be used for ? Fruit-growing • it will 
grow excellent oranges and grapes. " ’
60i. Do you anticipate that if a harbour were constructed there there would he a sufficient quantity of 
fruit-growing to provide any large amount of freight? I think that within the next fifteen or twenty 
years there will be 100,000 acres under fruit.
61)5. Do you not think that there is land equally good for, fruit-growing nearer to the market? Hot of 
the same quality ; that laud is specially adapted for fruit-growing1,
696. Do you think it is good for fruit-growing because it is bad for other purposes? Ko. It contains 
ingredients which enables us to raise good oranges and grapes.

Mr. John Maclean, newspaper proprietor, Nowra, sworn, and further examined:—
697. Chairman ] Have you anything further to say? I produce two exhibits of coal taken from a coal- 
seam west of Jervis Bay in some 20,000 acres of Government land. I also produce a photograph of tho 
porsonal extract of the coal, and showing the depth of the seam. The coal comes from the vicinity of 
Wandandian Creek. This, on the evidence of Professor David and Mr. C. S. Wilkinson, is one of'the 
lower beds of tho coal systems of New South Wales-the Greta coal. If necessary, I can lay before the 
Committee an analysis of that coal by Professor Taylor, late Government Geologist in Melbourne, in 
which he remarked that it is better than Newcastle coal for general purposes. A bore was made in 1891 
by the Government, 7 miles north-west of Jervis Bay and 13 miles south of Nowra, at a spot called 
Tianjera Creek. Ih.s coal was struck at a'depth of 1,300 feet. There are 10 feet of coal in bands, the 
thickest seam being 2 ft 8 in Mr. David, who examined the core, said the drill had not struck upon the 
true thickness of the coal. We had the misfortune of cutting the coal at a place which did not represent 
the true section of the seam, 1

Mr.
J. Maclean. 

23 Jun., 1S97.

Mr. James Thomas Jones, cattle dealer, Nowra, sworn, and further examined:—
Bav W1\STTe1thinS!llrtI,e,r,tv BAy ? AlreSarda tllc extension of the railway to Jervis
AW Wh 1 beheve lt1wouId be °ne ot the finest undertakings that the Government of

m ? C°U[d enterc m ^e,wa? of h^S^S ^ value for the work done. If the Govern-
wnnl lV ^ ^ a S'heme o£,leaame tlie land near Jervis Bay for a term of years, there is no doubt it 
would be a grand paying speculation.
699 Mr. Farnell.] What would you consider a reasonable rate at which to lease these lands P From Is. 
to os. fin aero.
few't£usfudt:'resW0Uld 7011 ^ t0 16086 ^ ** ^ ? “ y°U make a tboush it, I will lease a

701 Chairman.] The utilisation of the Crown lands is your first point? Yes. And to show that it is
the quantity of fresh water about Jervis Bay sur

f ytblng 1that, we have in Australia. Lake Windermere, which is a fresh water lake has an area 
of 640 acres, and a depth of from 80 to 90 feet in the centre. ’
702 Your second point is that there is abundance of fresh water naturally stored ? Yes ■ and it could
03brutdd^rt lhe USe A be^use it st£lnd® about 80 feet above the level’of the bay.

703 !t would come m by gravitation ? Yes. There are four or five creeks of good water emptying into
A Mh/l7=rrrirC rT A tas Hen asked as t0 wbat tbe Cro™ lands had been sold at
At the Jast sale Crown land was sold at the rate of £40 an acre ’

wr' ^rndh\ TVaS wate,r ? No; it was back from the Public School.
tt ‘ the *1'0 b™8ht il ""li le“ f” « ' N- Ao would

706. Mr. Farnell] Was it bought for grazing purposes ? No, for a building site. The best nart tho 
Government have cut up m lots of half an acre each at £10 an acre. ^
W0D0I8edt!!nwiii1l^ptIieAlimti8 °f a 7i;;>ved t0WnSihiP''. Tes> cIose on ^ road to the terminus of the 

-rail"y ]’ne- AlW^ gre,it to m.y !r,1Ild 18 tbat federation is fast approaching, and if there 
the fede^7t™ t7)Ultabfle fo^a £ederal c,tT 18 Jervis It would be ridiculous to expect that

JflS, .“fro^ ^ -pot for it. I l».o brought

1 CaTV-i0U tel1 tJle Commiftee where these pieces of coal came from ? I have an idea •
1 no110" the loca%;. 1 b»ve no doubt that Mr. Maclean told you the truth about it '
onKixsGVeel^Lain. C°a bee" analysed ? Tos 5 y011 wi31 find » report iu some of the Government offices

110. Then that is Six’s Creek coal ? Bix’s Creek seam,
7J1. What seam is Kix’s Creek coal ? It is the bottom seam.
712. Similar to the Greta seam ? Yes, it is similar.
713. Is it not the Greta seam then ? I believe it is.

p/ooTIfoililus»!ike 1 bsthe ““c<,al-Eis'“n«.»»ii«i»
IIS S'iiiV.”,oo,l,“d’11? °! h“»'bond, Bre found thers ? I could not from memorj.
717 AVW - dtj-w1 S00dfa the G^eta coal? Yos; I think it is a little better.
718 wJf 1dlffei!?c® “ tbe Pri?c ? dbe7 n^'er met in the market in my days.
5s8? ^I do not kn°W h ^ C°al Wa0 fr°m 7Sl t0 108- a t0n Whil8t B“,b wai was selling at 4s. or 

490 0)—E

Mr.
J. T, Jones.

23 Jin., 1897.

719.
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[>'• 719. "Was it not always looked upon as inferior to the G-reta coal ? The tests of my coal showed it to be
Jones, g0 superior t0 the Greta coal that I took the contract from them.

720. At the same charge ? No; I think we were a few pence under. _
■’ '' 721. You took the contract on account of making the lowest tender? No ; wo took it on account of the

quality.
722. When was that tender ? About 1S7G. i _
723. Do you know any other coal seams about here? There are outcrops of seams. There is one 
cropping out near Berrewherri Biver.
72‘i. What seam is that ? It is the lowest seam. It has never been examined. _
725. Do you know of any iron ore in the district ? I got the sample which I have here about 8 miles 
from Jervis Bay.
726. How far from the coal ? Clope 1o it.
727. Do you know of any deposits of limestone ? No.

Mr. Thomas Charles Kennedy, newspaper proprietor, Nowra, sworn, and examined:—
T. C. 72S. Chairman] What are you? Newspaper proprietor, residing in Nowra. _ ....
iedy. ygf). Do you desire to make a statement ? I am aware that the Public Works Committee are inquiring into 

the question of the establishment of a deep-water harbour at Port Kembla. I am satisfied that to meet the 
■'requirements of the Illawarra district it is necessary to have a harbour in the vicinity.^ The amount 

which it is proposed to expend in the construction of the harbour is large, and I do not think in the face 
of what has already occurred in harbour experiments in Illawarra the expenditure of such a large sum of 
monev is just now warranted for a harbour at Port Kembla. Jervis Bay is a harbour requiring practically 
no works to make it a port of refuge, and the money spent on the construction of a line of railway would 
give advantages to Jervis Bay that would meet the requirements of tbe coal deposits that arc admitted, 
according to expert opinions, to exist further south. I say nothing of the commercial value of the coal, 
as 1 am not an expert in the matter. The danger of expending such a large sum of money at Port 
Kembla at present ia that in the event of the discovery and working cf good commercial coal in the 
vicinity of Jervis Bay it must detract from the usefulness of Illawarra, because the principal coal-trade 
with the southern provinces of Australia will be carried on at Jervis Bay. According to the information 
supplied bv the Kadway Commissioners 2s. 3d. a ton would he the cost of hauling coal from Woodhill in 
the event of the coal there proring commercial coal ; then the less amount that it would be necessary to 
charge for harbour dues at Jervis Bay would compensate for the exfra charge of haulage from Woodhill 
to Jervis Bay I have not any more to say, except that as a taxpayer I consider that it would not he wise to 
spend such a large sum of money at Port Kembla, because ot tbe probability of competition opening up 
further south, and of shipping being done on more advantageous terms at Jems Bay. _
730. Jlr, Fetfan.] What is the land being leased for about there? Prhatc land is as high as 20s. per 
acre per annum.
731. Is some as high as £2 ? Not that I am aware of.
732. Do you think that Crown land should be leased at from Is. to 5s. an acre? I do not.
733. What do you think the Crown should get for the leasing of land here? Crown land lias been leased 
between here and Pillara north of Jervis Bay—some 2.000 acres—at £2 yearly for the lot.
734. Is it very inferior land? Yes. _
735. Is there any Crown land equal to that which is being leased by private owners at 30s, an acre ? Not 
that I am aware of.
730. You would not like t.o lease from the Crown 1,000 acres of land at 5s. an acre between here and 
Jen is Bay ? Not for grazing,
737. Would you for fruit-growing? No, not for fruit-growing. _
73S. Under what circumstances would you lease it at os. an acre ? T might give that for land that would 
carry stock, but if Jervis Bay were opened up and an export trade were carried on from there, and coal- 
measures were developed within the vicinity 1 would buy or lease the land. _
739. You would rather buy it to sell again under those circumstances? Those arc the circumstances 
which make the value of land.
740. Under present circumstances you would not lease the laud at Is. an acre? I would not say that. 
There are certain portions of the land which you might rent at Is. 6d. or 2s. an acre, but they would be 
small pieces.

FAULT AMENT ARY
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A.
\_To Evidence of Mr. W. Evans.1

PivOrosKi) Loi'h'-i.l'vE to Mount Pleasant Pailvi av.

Rmilhcm CoaI Coiupntiy of Xe'H" South AVules (Limited),
Pear Sir, Colliery 0dice, Unanderra, 21 Jumiury, 1S97-

As stated verbally, my proposal for a loop-line coining on to the Mount Pleasant railway, instead of the present one 
at Mount Keira, ia to avoid tho heavy grade now existing between Mount Pleasant, Mount Kona, and Wollongong, whereby 
a locomotive could deliver 100 per cent, heavier a load at Wollongong wharf than by the present route. In my opinion ir is 
impossible to attain satisfactory results by attempting to alter the present grade, and it would be far more costly than 
the proposed new loop, including cost of resumption, A-.c.

Sly expericncR in working coal traflic is that tho less mileage over the Government railway, contending with 
passenger and other traffic, the more satisfactory are the results.

If Port Kemhla should lie decided upon I think the above suggestion would be worthy of consideration, and, if 
adopted, I am confident wrou!d facilitate the traffic to a very large extent.

Yours, Ye.,
To the Secretary of tho Public Works Committee. WALTEll KVANS.

[Pour Plans.]

Sydney : William Applegate Guliick, Gin eminent Printer.—1S!>7
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1897.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CONSTRUCTION OF DEEP-WATER HARBOUR AT PORT KEMBLA.
(PETITION FHOM THE ILLAWARRA HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION (LIMITED), PRAYING TO 

BE HEARD BY COUNSEL AT THE BAR OF THE HOUSE, IN REFERENCE TO.)

Received hj the Legislative Assembly, 7 July, 1897.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of Hew South "Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation (Limited),—
SnOWKTU, AS FOLLOWS: —

. , f- Among the business to be brought before your Honorable House on Wednesday 7th
instant, is the following ^

Government Business.—Orders of the Hay.
1. Mr. Young to move,—That it is expedient that the construction of a Deep-water Harbour for 

^ referred by the Legislative Assembly to a Parliamentary Standing Committee 
on Public Works, be carried out by constructing the eastern breakwater only, as recommended 
by the said Committee,

2. By a, Private Act assented to on December 20th, 1890, the Illawarra Harbour and Land 
Corporation (Limited) were empowered to form and maintain an entrance and passage between the South 
lacinc Uceaii and the waters of Lake Illawarra, in the county of Camden, and to construct, use, maintain 
and, m certain respects, control and regulate, a Harbour within the waters of the said Lake and of
\indang Bay in the county of Camden; and to make, establish, maintain, and control wharfage and 

shipping accommodation in connection therewith-, and to construct, work, uso, and maintain a line or 
lines of railway to connect with the said Harbour, all or any coal-bearing lands situate between the South 
Coast Colliery on the north and the Macquarie Bivcr on tbo south; and to reclaim, purchase, take, 
occupy, and otherwise acquire land on certain terms. Provided that the said Harbour and entrance 
thereto ami channel should be commenced within two years, and be made and completed in accordance 
with the provisions of the Act, and opened throughout for the admission of vessels of a draught of 1& 
feet, within the term of seven years from the passing of the Act, failing which all rights and privileges 
acquired under the Act should be null and void, and all reclaimed lands should revert to the Crown 
excepting certain lands in tbo said Act mentioned. ’

3. By the Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation Act Amendment Act of 1895 the time 
mentioned in the Principal Act for the completion of the Harbour and entrance thereto and channel was 
extended ior a further period of one year from the 20th day of December, 1897.

4. Your Petitioners have already expended a sum of £42,032 Cs. under the provisions of the
statute upon surveys, plans, and works at the entrance to the said Lake Illawarra, and in constructing a 
line of railway connecting the said Lake with the South Coast Colliery, and also connecting same with 
the smelting works and the State line of railways. * °

5. That, in view of the construction of the said Harbour, a large commercial undertaking for the 
smelting and reduction of ores has been established on the shores of Lake Illawarra.

«. That, upon the question of the construction by the State of a Harbour at Port Kembla being 
submitted to the consideration and report of the Parliamentary Standing Commitlee on Public Works, 
your I'etiriotiers applied to the said Committee for leave to appear by counsel, with the object of explain
ing the effect which the construction of a rival Harbour by the State would have upon 'the scheme of 
works then in progress by your Petitioners.

7. That this request was refused by the Committee on Public Works, and the whole question of 
constructing a Harbour which could not fail to bo a rival of’ that of Lake Illawarra was dealt with, 
entirely ignoring the then existing statutory rights and powers of your Petitioners. ’
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S. That the Committee on Public Work? having recommended the construction of a Harbour at 
Port Kembla, the authority of your Honorable House for the commencement of such Harbour is now 
about to be asked.

9. That your Petitioners fear that the Bill for the introduction of which authority is sought, if 
passed, will greatly increase the difficulty which they have hitherto experienced in the completion of the 
work of Harbour construction which they have in view.

Tour Petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray that, in order that your Honorable House may be 
fully informed of the details of the objects which they have in view, previous to the adoption of any 
resolution affirming the desirability of commencing the construction of a Harbour at Port Kembla, your 
Petitioners may be beard by counsel at the Bar of your Honorable House in explanation of the objects 
and position of your Petitioners.

In witness whereof the common seal of the Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation (Limited) 
has been affixed hereto this 7th day of July, 1S97.

The common seal of the Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation (Limited) was affixed hereto by 
the authority of the Directors, previously given in the presence of the undersigned, two of the 
Directors, and countersigned by the undersigned,

J. ARMSTRONG,->Di t 
A. G. PR1END, j ■L'iri;ctors

Feaitk Jauyjs, Secretary of the said Corporation.

K,

DW.]
Sidney: William Anile;:ato Gullicii, Government I’rinter.—1S97.



Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

FLOOD-PREVENTION IN THE HUNTER RIVER.
(DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS RESPECTING).

Printed under Pfo. 7 Report from Printing Committee, 10 June, 1897,

Copies of Reports by the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, and Mr. Price, 
Assistant Engineer, Public Works, in regard to flood-prevention in the 
Hunter River, presented in fulfilment of a promise made on the 27th 
ultimo by the Secretary for Public Works in answer to a question by ' 
the Honorable Member for West Maitland. ,

The Enmneer-in-Chief for Public Works to The Under Secretary.O ij

HUNTER RIVER ELOOD-PREVENTION.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 29th April, 1897.

I ronwARD herewith Mr. E. B, Price’s report on prevention of floods in the Hunter River.
I have perused it carefully, and am of the opinion that it is worthy of serious consideration.
There is no doubt that the height of floods in the lower river can be reduced and, to a consider

able extent, regulated, by impounding water in tbo upper part of the valley, but, at the same time, as 
pointed out by Mr. Gordon in his report, great care must be exercised in releasing ianpounded water not 
to do more harm by maintaining the water for a much longer time at a harmful level, for if the flood 
water should be kept up to a level exceeding a banker for a considerable time, it may do much more 
injury to property than by letting a big wave pass quickly down the valley.

For instance, in 1870 there were five big floods during the months of February, March, aud April, 
following in such quick succession that the impounding reservoir, which will really only hold about half 
a large flood, would have been practically useless unless one long continual flood-level, higher than a 
banker, had been maintained, and it is possible that this continuous high water might do more harm than 
the five waves did in passing down the valley.

Mr. Price has, I think, taken too sanguine a view as to the probable cost of the dam. The prices 
are cut altogether too fine, and 1 doubt if any competent contractor would be ready to tender at the figures 
quoted, seeing that none but contractors with a large command of capital could undertake this vast work, 
for a very large amount of money must be sunk first in providing sufficient suitable plant for carrying on 
with expedition, Also, taking into account the great risk a contractor must run from floods during the 
progress of tbe work, it is necessary to make a liberal allowance over tfie bare cost of excavating material 
in a dry cutting. It must further be borne in mind that the excavation for the foundation goes to a depth 
of from 50 to 00 feet below the surface, and a great portion is some 25 to 30 feet below river-level in 
water-bearing strata, lor which contractors will certaioly require a very high price. Should a flood occur 
at any time while this excavation i,s being taken out, many months work may be wholly lost.

Taking this aud the probable cost of tbe masonry into consideration, I am of the opinion that the 
very lowest coat at which this undertaking could be completed for would be £900,000, instead of £550,000 
as estimated.

I have also some doubts as to whether such a groat dam could be safely built on a shale and coal 
bed formatiou. This would require most careful investigation before entering upon the work. As a rule 
tfie shales and pipe-clays found adjacent to coal seams are most unreliable, and not calculated to form a 
safe foundation.

I quite agree with Mr. Price as to the in judiciousness of expending large sums of money in making 
flood-cuttings in the lower river to reduce the flood-height at certain places. This might be beneficial to 
certain places, but would mean destruction to other places lower down.

With these few remarks, I submit Mr. Price’s report for the Minister’s consideration.
C. W. DARLEY,

Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.
The150-A
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The Engineer-in-Chief for Public "Works.
gjr ’ Sydney, 24 March, 1S97.

Having received instructions from the Minister to investigate and, if possible, devise some 
means for the prevention of floods in the Hunter, I Have, during the past eighteen months, devoted all the 
time it was possible for me to spare from my other duties to the study of the question.

I regret the delay which has occurred in the furnishing of my report, hut for a long time I found it 
impossible to give the time necessary to complete my personal examination of the river and its tributaries, 
and afterwards to work, out a scheme for the information thereby acquired.

The question of floods in the Hunter has been so oftep reported upon that I have had at my 
disposal a number of documents, amongst which are tbe following complete reports, viz.;

1. % tbe late Mr. Moriarty, Engineer-iu-Chief for Harbours and Hivers, dated 1S6S,
2. Bv tbe Blood Commissioners, dated 1870,
3. By Mr. W. Clark, dated 1877,
4. By. Mr. G-. Gordon, dated 1890, _ _

all of which contain valuable information for the guidance of. anyone who maybe investigating the subject 
anew. Indeed the information collected in the first report must always form the ground-work on which
calculations of discharges are based. T

Tt is not mv intention to discuss these reports which have been public property tor many years ; i 
must, however, point out that the circumstances of the country have altered very much since the first two 
were written, but since the last was composed the highest flood since 1820 has occurred.^ It is impossible, 
therefore, to sav what conclusions would be arrived at by the authors if they were reporting at the present 
date. Ncitlier have I the time available to give a full description of the Hunter River and its floods, all 
information of this character will be found in the above-mentioned reports.

The flood with which I have more especially to deal is that of 1893, of which, unfortunately, wo 
have not very complete data. It is, however, acknowledged to have been the highest ever known, with the 
exception of that of 1820, of which we have little information.

I must, however, point out that the floods vary greatly in character and m the amounts of rainfall 
which produced them. Also that the rainfall on the lower river cannot be taken as a guide to what has 
fallen on the mountains at the source; for which reason the rainfall returns m connection with the early
floods'are oflittle use. , , i-n tt tt i

Early in my investigation I came to the conclusion that so little was known of the Upper Jlunter 
and its great tributary, the Goulburn, as well as of the minor tributaries, Williams, Paterson, Wollombi 
(or Cock filter), and Pal Brook, Page’s River, &e., that it was imperative that 1 should examine them all, 
as without the personal knowledge gained tberebv it would be impossible for me to select the best.

I tlierefore commenced at the sea and worked upwards, examining the mam river eadi 
important tributary far into the mountains. I afterwards came down the river, from Henman to Mart- 
land, in a light boat, to satisfy myself that no possible site for a dam had escaped my notice on tins 
important section of the river.

This examination has convinced me,—
1st. That the increasing importance of Maitland and its surrounding district warrants the expenditure 

of a largo snim to minimise tbe loss of property aud the danger to life much arises with each 
recurring flood.

2nd Of the practical impossibility of conferring any real protection on the whole flooded area by 
' embanking, deepening, widening, or altering the channel of the lower river, or by cutting a new 
outlet to the ocean.

3rd. That the only practical manner in which the floods can be dealt with is by the creation of a large 
lake or “ regulating reservoir” below the junction of the Goulburn with the Hunter.

"With regard to the first, it will be sufficient to point out that West Maitland alone has a popula
tion of between six and seven thousand, and a capital value of over a million sterling. That the town is 
built on the worst possible site there is no gainsaying, yet there it is and will remain till some day a 
disaster occurs resulting in great loss of life. The fact of the town being embanked, though affording 
protection against small floods, adds considerably to tbe danger during great floods If, during the 1893 
flood the dam. above the town, and the embankments on the far side of the river, had not burst and so 
afforded an escape for the pent up waters, there is no doubt the high embankment round the town would 
have been cut through, and many houses swept away, with great loss of life. As these flood-oscapcs have 
since been closed and made more secure the danger to the town is now greater than ever. I have never 
seen a- flood in the Hunter, hut have in several of our other large rivers, so call realise what such a flood 
as that of 1893 means, and am surprised that the loss of life was so small. I he protection of life and 
property is considered the first duty of a Government, and for this reason alone I think the regulation 
of the flood on the Hunter should he looked upon as a State work.

With regard to possible remedies. Increasing the strength and height of the embankments round 
West Maitland?though affording protection to that town, would, by closing tbe natural regulator of 
Wallis Creek, tend to augment the height of the flood at other places. To counteract this, the embank
ment on tbe far side of the river would probably be raised, with the result of still further confining, and, 
consequently, increasing the height of. the flood to the danger of West Maitland. It would also be 
possible to reduce the level of ordinary floods at Maitland, by carrying out one of the proposed schemes 
for shortening the river between there and Morpeth. The result would, however be disastrous to the 
lower river, unless other more expensive cuttings were earned out lower down. These remedies hare 
been so fullv discussed in previous reports that it would only be a waste of time to further consider them 
here ; moreover, channels which would have been large enough to carry the floods on which these reports 
were based, would have proved quite inadequate for such a wave of water as came down in Ih-O or 13J3- 
A'careful study of the matter has convinced me that no system of channels could save Maitland u ben 
such extraordiuarv rainfalls occur, and when conditions are favourable for the quick discharge ot the



■watersTied, In this connection, I may mention that if the rain which fell in the 1893 flood on the 
G-oulburn lliver had also fallen on the Upper Hunter, the result would have been a more appalling flood 
than fhat of 1820, which was many feet higher than that of 1893. 1 cannot, therefore, agree with those 
who think the extreme height of the 1820 flood was owing to the banks of the river not having been cleared. 
Tills would have retarded the flood-wave in the upper river, and thus tended to lower it to just as great 
an extent as the obstructions in the lower river would have raised it. The experience of other rivers is, 
that the more the rivers are settled upon and cleared the greater will be the height of the floods, conse
quently, at any time we may expect even higher floods than those recorded.

Any scheme for straightening and deepening the lo.-.cr river must start from the ocean. The 
works now in progress at Newcastle will he mosc beneficial, aud when the entire scheme for training the 
lower river through the flats is carried out a much better flood-discharge will be obtained, to the benefit 
of Hexham, Raymond Terrace, and the lower Williams. The effect, however, will hardly be felt at 
Morpeth except during small floods. _

In this connection must he considered the proposed canal from Raymond Terrace to Port Stephens, 
which has been brought prominently under my notice, and to which 1 have given rather more than its 
share of attention. This canal, in length about 12 miles, would join one tidal water with another. There 
could, therefore, be no flow through it except the level at Raymond Terrace was raised by a flood. The 
rise during the 1893 flood was 15 feet, while au ordinary flood will rise from 5 to 10 feet. All, therefore, 
this caual could be expected to do would be to prevent a flood rising above a certain arranged maximum, 
say 8 feet at Raymond Terrace, with a corresponding decrease in the flood-level for some miles up the 
Williams aud Hunter and down the river to Newcastle. To have this effect the canal would have to be 
very large. Tor instance, a cutting 300 feet wide, with slopes of 3 to 1, excavated to a depth of 12 feet 
below low water, would discharge only about 35,000 cubic feet per second, which would not have reduced 
the 1893 flood by 7 feet. When it ^considered that such a canal would average 13 feet for 7 miles and 
about 20 feet for the remaining 5, and would consequently cost over a million, it must at once he rejected. 
Tins money, or portion of it, spent on the lower river in training walls would have a much better effect, 
and would improve navigation, whereas the suggested canal would ruin it unless carefully maintained and 
regulated. I cannot help thinking that the promoters of this scheme brought it forward under tho belief 
that the swamps between Raymond Terrace and Port Stephens were very little above high walcr-lcvel, 
whereas our surveys show them to be for miles from 10 to 28 feet higher. 1 need not refer to the other 
suggested cuttings from the lower river to the ocean farther than to say I have given them all due con
sideration, but cannot recommend any of them,

A flood outlet from some point on the upper river would be a complete remedy for all great floods, 
hut from an examination of the intervening mountains I am convinced of the practical impossibility of 
carrying out such a scheme. _ _

Iliivin", therefore, been convinced from my examination of the lower river that it would he a costly 
if not an impossible task to so reduce the level of great floods by any series of cuttings as to remove all 
danger, f. turned my attention to the upper river and tributaries in the hope that some suitable sites for- 
regulating reservoirs could be found either large enough to control a whole flood or half a one as 
suggested by Mr. Gordon. . _ ....

It appears strange that this examination was not made previously, as it might have influenced the 
finding of tho Royal Commission and the recommendations of different engineers. For all that was 
known to the contrary, a most economical site for a regulating reservoir might have been available. I 
should here mention that I received every assistance and valuable information from the residents in each 
locality, and thereby was saved much loss of time. It was Mr. E. E. "White, of Merton, who directed me 
to the site at Woodlands. It was rather a difficult matter to follow the Hunter and Goulburn Rivers, as 
in few districts do tracks follow near the river hanks, while the country along the upper tributaries is 
wild and inaccessible. _

During my examination I found many possible sites for reservoirs, but none so favourable as that 
at Woodlands, on the Hunter, about 10 miles below the Goulburn Junction. In order to regulate a flood 
it was necessary either to find a suitable site on the main river above Singleton and below the Goulburn 
Junction, or to obtain a number of sites for smaller reservoirs on the tributaries. All things being equal, 
one large reservoir was to be desired, as giving more complete control, since, with a number of small 
reservoirs, oven with the most complete telephonic communicalion, it would he a difficult matter to regu
late (he discharge of a flood; though, of course, if very economical sites were available on the tributaries, 
this disadvantage would he counterbalanced.

In selecting a site for a dam it was necessary to find—
1st. A place where high land approaches the river on both sides, with a rocky foundation at a reason

able depth.
2nd. That tho site should occur not far below a large extent of plain which could be submerged.
3rd. That good building stone and sand should be available close at band.

Amongst tbe various sites discovered or examined by me the following are worth mentioning:— 
On the Hunter (1) above Hudson’s Bridge, about 8 miles from West Maitland. This complies with the 
first and third condition above specified, but, unfortunately, not with the second, as otherwise the site is 
favourable in many ways. Should it be thought desirable at any future time to hold back tbe flood-wave 
from the Cock fighter and the lower tributaries, this position might be selected for an additional regulator. 
(2) Below Jerry’s Plains. This site is inferior in nearly all points to that at Woodlands. (3) The 
Woodlands site," though complying with all the above conditions, is not so economical with regard to the 
first as some others. This is," however, compensated for by the enormous holding capacity of the reservoir 
and the magnificent quarry of freestone (locally known as “ the Battery ’) which overhangs the right 
bank of the river. These three sites being below the junction of tho Goulburn—which is in reality the 
main river, as it carries far more water than the Upper Hunter—arc geographically suitable for the con
struction of single regulaling reservoirs. The first is, however, too low down, as if would not benefit, but 
rather injure, Singleton and a large number of cultivated farms, while tbe others would preferably be 
below the junction of the important Wollombi Brook or “ Cockfigbtcr.” With regard to the tributaries, 
1 found sites for reservoirs on the Williams, above Clarence Town ; on the Paterson, and its tributary tbe 
Allyn, near Gresford; on Wollombi Brook, about 5 miles above Broke township, and again above the 

' town
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tomi of Wollombi; on Fal Brook, about 5 miles above tbe railway <tossing; on tbe Goulbi-rn, near 
Baerami Creek, and again above Kerrabee and at Bylong Creek, the last being the best I saw on the 
Goulburn, but too high up to be of service, except in conjunction with other reservoirs. On the Hunter, 
above Aberdeen; and on its branches, Page and Isis, near Gundy, I found several sites suitable for small 
auxiliary reservoirs. ... .

Hot one of tbe aforementioned sites are free from some objection; in fact, tbe Hunter is a very 
difficult river on which to form storage reservoirs. _ _ _

After thoroughly examining the upper tributaries. I formed the opinion that it would be far more 
economical to create one great lake, by constructing a high masonry dam at Woodlands, below' Henman, 
than to form a great number of smaller reservoirs on the tributaries. I therefore obtained permission to 
have a preliminary survey made, and sent Mr. Surveyor Fleming with boring-gear to thoroughly prospect 
the site and run contour levels. The result of his work will be seen in tbe plans which accompany this 
report, and on which my estimate is based, The borings revealed the fact that the foundation of the dam 
would be on hard blue shale, with certainly two coal-seams. _

This shale, which crops out in many places on the Hunter, is of a bard dry nature, and appears to 
resist the action of water and weather in a wonderful way. Though some of our bores were carried to a 
depth of 40 feet into the shale, they were always free from water. Overlying the hard shale on the south 
bank are softer shales and sandstone. On the north hank the hard shale has, at one time, been washed 
bare, and is now covered with gravel, boulders, and clay to a depth of from 30 to 50 feet. This extends 
back for nearly 1,000 feet, till the hill at Woodlands House is met. This hill, from our trial shafts, 
appears to consist of a kind of cemented basalt, overlying sandstone, while further back a freestone 
escarpment appears. Booking at the site from the plains higher up the river, one would form the opinion 
that this escarpment was at one time continuous across the valley, and that the whole of the plains at the 
junction of the Goulburn were at one time under water. To reconstruct this lake, though on a smaller 
scale, is, to mv mind, the only feasible solution of the problem of the Hunter "River floods.

liaising the water level at Woodlands 130 feet above summer level would submerge over 33 square 
miles of plain, and would back up the Hunter and Goulburn Fivers for 10 and 8 miles respectively above 
their junction near "Denman. It would, unfortunately, flood tbe township of Henman, which would have 
to be removed to higher ground on the adjoining village reserve. _ This, however,-except for the expense 
entailed, would be rather an advantage, as rhe township, which is situated on a rich alluvial flat, intercepted 
with depressions and waterways, is now completely submerged during high floods, which at times sweep 
houses away with loss of life. ... r n ^ j.

The "village itself is of little importance, consisting of two hotels, a couple of small stores, a Court 
House, Police Station, Post Office, two or three places of v.orship, a few fair sized residences, and a 
number of small cottages and huts. Many of the buildings could be taken down and rebuilt, ^

After tbe town is removed to the adjoining high ground, the rich flat would be available for 
agricultural purposes, aud would benefit from tbe fact of the high floods being held long enough to 
deposit silt instead of as at present sweeping rapidly over the surface and doing more harm than good. 
This applies also to tho whole of tho plain which it is intended to submerge during great floods. At 
present, with tbe exception of one small farm near the dam which would require resumption, the land is 
held in large estates, and utilised for cattle-grazing alone. The principal owners are the Messrs. White, 
of Martindale aud Merton, and E. Vickery, of Woodlands. A bout 2 square miles is reserved, some being 
leased under the “Pricklv Pear” Act. The best land lies about Merton, where rich black soil occurs. 
Much of the land is covered with “ wiry ” grass, which must take considerably from its value for grazing, 
and which a good deposit of silt might kill. At present, when a flood is expected, the cattle are removed from 
the plains. °Prior to the 1893 flood this was not always done, but in that year the river rose with such 
rapidity that it overflowed its banks and swept across the plains before tbo cattle could be removed, and 
consequently mnnv were drowned. It can never be foretold to what height the flood will rise, or what 
course the overflow will take, as both depend on the times of the arrival of the flood-waves from the 
Hunter and Goulburn. The river also frequently alters its channel, as can he seen from the old flood- 
ways and anabranches; oven within the past few years large areas have changed hands through this 
cause. It will therefore he seen that though much of tho land is very valuable for grazing, the liability 
to flooding considerably depreciates it for agricultural purposes, for which, as previously pointed out, it 
is used to a very small extent. .

So far n.8 grazing is concerned, the value of the land will ho enliancod rather than depreciated hy 
the proposed work. At present the flood rushes across the land with great velocity, and does not deposit 
much silt; whereas, in future, it would be retained long enough to thoroughly soak the ground, and 
deposit almost the whole of the silt, which is of the greatest value in renewing pastures. The loss, 
therefore, of the grazing for a few weeks longer than usual would ho more than compensated for by the 
enrichment of the land. , . . ,

It is not proposed to resume any large area of land, except in the immediate vicinity of the dam, 
together with the alienated portions of the township of Henman, The laud at the dam will be neqessary 
in order to form a permanent shallow lake, in which all flood debris would be checked bei ore reaching the 
dam, where it might ehoko the sluice-guards. By lowering the level of this lake in dry seasons, when it 
was desirable to flush out the lower river, tbe fringe of drift could be dried and burnt. ^

A s tbe land surrounding tho lake would be covered more frequently and for longer periods than 
that higher up towards Henman, where tho existing state of things would not be altered^except by very 
high floods, it would be more advantageous to resume than to compensate the owners. This would also 
allow of water being stored for irrigation and the production of power, if so desired. It must here, 
however, be clearly pointed out that it would not do to retain a very large quantity, as, by so doing, the 
flood-bolding capacity of the reservoir would be proportionally reduced. Kor would it, ra my opinion, 
be worth while doing so, as irrigation on the east coast can never be carried out to a large extent. For 
irrigation to he successful there must be either very little rain or it must fall at regular periods, whereas 
on the Hunter Yalloy heavy soaking rain may fall at any time of the year.

"With regard to power, the proposed dam, if kept at about the 40-foot level, will create one of the 
greatest water powers in the colonies ; by using the lake as a compensating reservoir, anything from 1,000 
horse-power to 100 horse-power would be available, according to the dryness of the season. There are many 
ways in which this cheap power could be turned to advantage, such as the electric production of aluminum.

The
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The maximum capacity oE the reservoir formed by the proposed dam will be, as_ near as can be 
estimated, 40,000,000,000 cubic feet. The following table gives approximately the capacity for different 
depths. The bottom, 40 feet, though covering nearly a square mile, does not contain much, as the river 
banks are high, and will he retained as a permanent lake, and utilised as previously pointed out

Table showing holding capacity of reservoir.

Depth at dam in feet.

40
00
70
00

100
120
130

Area covered in square miles. Cubic feet.

0-97 200,000.000
2,200,000,000

7-22 3,100,000,000
10,000.000,000

21-07 | 15*500,000,000
.............. 31,000,000,000
35'02 40,000,000,000

It is hard to realise such an immense body of water as 40,000 million cubic feet. Ivo artificial 
reservoir in tbe world at all approaches it. The Bear Valiev reservoir, which I believe is the largest in 
America, contained 4,101 million cubic feet, while the new Cretan reservoir in course of construction for 
!New York Water Supply is estimated to hold nearly 5,000 million cubic feck In the United Kingdom 
tho largest is the Vyrnwy lieservoir for Liverpool Wafer Supply, which contains 2,080 million cubic feet. 
India at present has the'largest reservoirs in the world. Tho Mutba reservoir—called Lake Bife after its 
originator—in the Bombay residency, contains 5,000 million cubic feet—but this is being surpassed bj 
the°Periyar reservoir in Madras, now being constructed, which will contain 13,300 million cubic feet. Our 
own Prospect reservoir holds about 1,730 million cubic feet, aud it will give some idea of the proposed 
reservoir on the Hunter to consider it as equal to 23-1 Prospects. _ T n <• -l

In the proposed dam there will be a series of sluices sufficiently large to control tho flow of the 
river. Tho larger sluices, which would he situated about 40 feet over tbe bed of the river, would be on the 
“ stoneyprinciple moving on live rollers and actuated by “turbine ’ wheels as well as hand power. ^ I 
can speak from personal experience of the excellence of these sluices. In the works for the regulation 
of floods on Lough Erne in Ireland, carried out by my father, four of these sluices, each 30 feet wide by
14 deep, wore erected across the Erne Kiver, and have during the last fourteen years given complete
satisfaction. Since then they have been adopted on the Thames above London. A few smaller sluices
sufficient to carry the ordinary flow of the river would bo placed nearer the bottom. _

A spill-way will also be provided sufficiently wide to pass, with assistance from the sluices, the
heaviest known flood without injury to the dam. In the design of the dam, -which accompanies this report, 
the spill-way is shown on top ; it would, however, be preferable to have an additional spill-way cut through 
the solid rock at one end, as thereby the depth of water falling over the dam would he reduced.

I am in hopes that when the quarry on the south end is opened up hard freestone will be found at 
a level low enough for a by-wash. It will then only be necessary to work the quarry in the form of a wide 
channel to obtain a by-wash in the natural rock. Tho dam is, however, designed to allow a flood 10 feet 
deep to pass over the'top. Owing to tbe depth of the “ water cushion ” on tho lower side—varying from
20 to 60 feet according to the volume of the flood being passed—there would be no danger of erosion 
from the falling mass of water. It is obvious that when a large body of water is passing through the 
sluices or over the dam, there must he a current down the reservoir, especially at tbo narrow place, about 
3 miles above the dam. To produce this current the water surface at the upper end of the reservoir will 
have to be considerably higher than what the contour levels show, and consequently the quantity held 
back by the dam when a flood is being passed will be greater than that shown for each level. During the 
1893 flood the fall in the surface from Denman to the dam as near as can he estimated was 4’G feet per 
mile; this of course was exceptional, and was caused by tho great flood-wave which came down the 
Goulburn. IVhen tho reservoir is full and discharging 100,000 cubic feet per second, the fall on the 
surface would average about 3 inches per mile. The water level at the upper end of 1ho reservoir would 
consequently be raised about 5 feet, aud the capacity increasing about 3,000 million cubic feet. The reservoir 
would, therefore, to a certain extent act as an automatic regulator,as no sudden overflow could take place. 
In fact, if it were not for the lower tributaries, it would uot be necessary to have many sluices in the 
dam, but simply an open arch, which would check back the flood to the fixed maximum. As, however, the 
lower tributaries arc of themselves capable of causing a considerable flood, it becomes necessary to provide 
sluices whereby the flow of the upper river can be stopped completely, if desired, in order lo give tbe
lower river time to empty. _ . .

During my investigation I found, as was to be expected, that the residents of each particular 
locality considered that the tributary next above them was the immediate cause of the flood. For instance, 
at Kaymond Terrace the Williams and Paterson are blamed, at Maitland tho Cockfighter, and so on. 
They overlook the fact, however, that although their tributary may add considerably to a flood, after all 
its contribution bears a very small ratio to the discharge of the whole river. Take the Cockfighter, for 
instance; one has only to compare its narrow, tortuous channel below Wollombi with the channel of the 
Goulburn to be convinced that the Cockfighter alone could never produce a flood of any consequence in
the Lower Hunter. , .

If it were not for the obstructions caused by bends, narrows, and debris, not only m the tributaries 
but in tbe main river, especially above Singleton, the effects of a flood would be much more serious. These 
obstructions check the velocity aud cause the water, as it were, to remain in the river a much lonpr 
period, and to overflow the banks, thereby forming a storage reservoir. Eor instance, I calculate that 
during the 1893 flood the maximum discharge at the site selected for the regulating dam amounted lo
234,000 cubic feet per second, while at Singleton, after receiving Doyle’s Creek, Eoy Brook. Eai Brook, 
and the Cockfighter, it amounted only to about 150,000 cubic feet per second. If this quantity, which 
passed Singleton in one second, produced the disaster of 1893 at Maitland, what would have been the 
result of 234,000 cubic feet per second passing down P ^*U3
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. instance will show the objection to cutting a large channel between Maitland and Morpeth,
■ which has already been pointed out in various reports. ’

J.hc effect which could be produced by the proposed regulating reservoir must now be considered, 
and here I must state that it is utterly impossible to determine this with any degree of accuracy. All 
formulas for the flow of large rivers are at any time difficult things to apply correctly, but still more%o 

there Eire few mid faulty data to go upon. In the case of a steadily flowing canal or river, fairly 
accurate results can be arrived at after careful observations, but in a river like the Hunter, when dis
charging a flood, the surface inclination must alter from hour to hour as the flood-waves arrive from the 
different tributaries, or as the lower river overflows its hanks. Again, it is impossible to foretell -what 
rise will be produced in a river from a given rainfall. Too much depends on the condition of the ground, 
nature of watershed, comparative size of tributaries to main river, and character and distribution of 
rainfall, to allow of anything more than a guess being made.

li we take the 1857 and 18/0 floods, of which wc have more reliable information with regard to 
levels and discharges than of any others, we are met by the difficulty of want of rain-gauge returns to 
show the quantity and distribution of the rainfall. It is, however, clear to me from a sfudv of tho tables 
of discharges and such information as to rainfall as we possess, that the rainfall which caused these floods, 
though more prolonged, was much loss violent in character than that which caused the flood of 1893. ’

With regard to the 1893 flood, which was tho highest on record, if we exclude that of 1820, though 
>\e linve little reliable data from which to calculate the discharge, yet the Government Astronomer’s 
admirable rain-gauge records supply fairly full information as to the rainfall, I find that although there 
had been heavy rain in different parts of the watershed during the previous days, sufficient, indeed, to 

. soak the ground and start the river, yet the flood was caused almost entirely by'rtm rain which fell in 
the twenty-four hours ending 9 a.m. on the 9th March. This was heaviest over the Lower Hunter, 
Cockfighter, and Goulburn rivers. .Some of tbe rain-gauge returns are extraordinary; for instance, 
IScwcnstle 11 14, Maitland 14’/9. while Morpeth, only three miles away and between the two, had 21'52. 
I can hardly believe that the Morpeth record is correct, and that three miles would make a difference of 
v inches in two gauges both nearly at sea level, especially when Newcastle, on tho coast, had less than 
either. If the Morpclh return is correct, it must have been very local; nevertheless, I have taken it 
when calculating the mean fall for the lower river. If we divide the whole watershed of the Hunter 
into three parts: “ Upper,” or that above the proposed dam; 11 Central.” between the dam and East 
Maitland; “ Lower,” between East Maitland and the sea, and distribute the rainfall of the 9th March, 
1893, the following results are obtained. ’

Tulle showing Distribution of Eainfall which caused the 1893 Fiood.

Watershed. Area. in. 
square miles.

Average Rainfall 
for 24 hours 

ending on 9th 
March, 1893.

Amount produced i

Per 24 hours.

n cubic feet.

Per second.

Upper ... ... ... 5,230 4 inches. 48,601,344,000 562,511

Central ... ... ... 1,944 9 „ 36,130,406,400 418,176.

Lower ....................................... 1,095 13 „ 33,070.752,000 382,763

Totals ... ... 8.269 117,802.502,400 1,363,450

It must not be imagined that tho whole of this water, though falling in one day, could flow off the land 
in one day, or, in fact, ever flow off. In small rocky watersheds, under favourable conditions, 99 per 
cent, of the total rainfall will at times flow off, but the larger the watershed the less will be the 
percentage.

Various formulas have been devised to determine the total flow off a watershed and the proportion 
which the maximum flood discharge can bear to the rainfall in a given period. All of these, however, 
depend on a knowledge of local conditions, and must be taken as verv approximate. ’

. I have no reliable data as to the total amount which flowed off'during'tho 1S93 flood. If the river 
had not hurst its hanks at Maitland, the record of the heights at Belmore Bridge would be an approximate- 
guide ; as it is, however, they are of very little use. In the flood of 1857, which occurred at the end of 
winter, when all conditions are favourable to a large discharge, the total flow off the watershed is 
estimated at 88,000,000,000 cubic feet, equal to about 5 inches spread over the whole watershed. Me 
have, unfortunately, no rain-gauge returns of any use for this period from which a percentage could be 
calculated. The flood seems to_have been caused by continuous rains, and took a month to flow off. I 
have made a careful study of this question, and, from a comparison of the Hunter with other watersheds 
from which the flow off has been observed, I have come to the conclusion that under the most favourable 
circumstances 70 per cent, of the toral rainfall is tbe maximum amount which could flow off the Hunter 
watershed Rather more might floiv off the Gonlhurn and upper tributaries, but much less off tho loivcr 
river. This maximum would only he reached when tropical rain fell as in 1893. Even in India on smaller 
watersheds it is very seldom that more than 60 per cent, of the monsoon rain flows off.

If we allow even 70 per cent:, of 1893 rainfall to have flowed off, the proposed reservoir would 
nave been capable of stopping the entire discharge of the upper river for a month if desired.

Referring to the previous table, it will be seen that the average fall per second on the watershed 
above the dam amounted to 562,511 cubic feet. Tbe maximum flood, however, which passed the dam site- 
was only 234,000 cubic feet per^ second, or about 42 per cent., and, as far as I can learn, this maximum 
was not maintained for twenty-four hours. As the rainfall was exceptionally heavy wc may safely take 
42 per cent, of the daily rainlall as the maximum quantity which could reach the regulating reservoir in 
one day. °

If
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If we tialre the mem mum flood at Maitland as equal to that which passed Singleton, and compare 
it with the rain falling on the combined upper and central watersheds, we will find it amounted to about 
15 per cent, showing how much faster the drainage reaches the upper than the central river, and how the 
long river-channel and decreased fall of the country tends to reduce the height of the flood-wave.

Granting that the proposed reservoir will be large enough to completely stop the flow of the upper 
river, we must now see, if possible, what effect that would have produced on such a flood as the 1893. 
During that flood the maximum quantity of water which reached Maitland in one second was about
150,000 cubic feot. This was produced by about 85,000,000,000 cubic feet of rain falling in one day 
above Maitland. If, therefore, we deduct the 49,000,000,000, approximated, which will be cut off hy the 
dam, the remaining 30,000,00(1,000 cubic feet should have produced a maximum flood-wave less in the 
ratio of 85 1o 30, or 61,000 cubic feet per second, corresponding to a rise of from 20 to 24 feet at 
Maitland Bridge, according to the state of the Paterson and Williams Bivers. Or, if we take the future 
maximum fiood ot Maitland, which could he produced hy the central river, as bearing the same ratio to 
the rainfall on its watershed as the present maximum flood at Maitland bears to its rainfall, viz., 15 per 
cent., the result would be a flood of 03,000 cubic feet per second.

These modes of reasoning are, of course, open to objection ; but they are the only means whereby 
an approximate result can be arrived at.

Reducing the volume of a flood would also reduce the velocity with which the flood-wave would 
pace down the river, thus allowing the Paterson and Williams to discharge before tho water from the 
■central watershed reached Morpeth. In this connection I must quote from the late Mr. Moriarity’s 
valuable report as bearing out the conclusions I have arrived at:—On reading over the accounts * *

* * * of the great floods of 1857, 1861, 1804, and 1807 it will be seen that in every instance
the flood consisted of two distinct waves, the first being due to the lower tributaries—the Wollombi 
Creek, Black Creek, Cockfightcr’s Creek, etc.—which, rising nearer the coast, get the rains sooner than the 
upper heads, and having shorter sources to run send down their water with greater rapidity. They 
produce tho first flood-waves which, though rising sometimes very quickly, rarely attain a dangerous 
height, and soon commence to subside, but before they have had time lo flow away through the contracted 
and tortuous channel below Maitland they are overtaken hy the second waves coming down from tho 
main heads of the river—the Goulburn, the Hunter, and the Dart. The result is that the already gorged 
channel is utterly inadequate to carry off their united waters, and hence the second rapid and great rise 
which is observed, by which the banks are everywhere overflowed and the river channel rendered less 
capable of performing its duty.”

Tho above is the opinion of one who was better acquainted with the Hunter floods than probably 
any one else. So far, therefore, as Maitland is concerned it must be conceded that the proposed reservoir 
will be capable of reducing a flood of even the magnitude of 1893 to harmless limits, I find it, however, 
quite impossible to estimate the effect that would be produced on the flood-level at Morpeth and lower 
down, llore so much depends on tho state of the Paterson and Williams and on whether a strong 
easterly gale is blowing, that it would be useless to attempt any calculation.

As a rule the Williams and Paterson discharge their floods with great velocity and before the 
flood-wave comes down the Hunter. By retaining the greater portion of the Hunter flood-wave tho 
velocity of the remainder will be decreased, giving more time for the lower river to clear its channel. 
With the lower river fallen, a much better discharge will be obtained at Morpeth for the flood-wave from 
the Cockfighter aud the central tributaries which consequently should not rise so high. !No doubt the 
farms about Morpeth would be flooded for a short time should wc have another flood such as 1893. This 
would occur so seldom that it is doubtful whether it would do more harm thau good.

In order to save the lower farms from all flood it would he necessary to increase the carrying 
capacity of the lower river to a minimum of, say, 00,000 cubic feet per second either by making new cuts 
and hy embanking or by enlarging the existing channel. I am, however, inclined to believe with the 
regulator once constructed the land would not be flooded oftener than is necessary to keep it enriched. 
Certainly these cuttings should wait till the regulating reservoir is constructed and experiments con
ducted as to the discharging capacity of narrow portions of the lower river.

In this connection it should be pointed out that if at any time it is desired to submerge the farms 
on the lower river it can be done by opening the sluices in the dam.

With regard to the low land on Wallis Creek, this will be protected from all future floods by tho 
existing sluice-gates.

The creek is now sufficiently embanked to allow the local drainage to discharge without overflowing 
the adjoining low laud except when a high flood occurs in the river. The outside floods will now be 
reduced low enough for the creek to discharge almost at all times. Should, however, the Cockfighter 
produce a flood so high as to prevent the gates opening, it will last for such a short time that "Wallis 
Creek will not have time to rise high enough to do any damage. Then by keeping the regulator closed 
for even twenty-four hours the river would fall so rapidly that Wallis Creek would completely empty 
itself before it was necessary to cause a fresh in the river hy commencing to empty the regulating 
reservoir.

A regulating reservoir, therefore, will have a beneficial effect on the whole river, whereas any other 
scheme will benefit one locality at the expense of another. There will also be no interference with the 
natural channel of the river which it is dangerous at any time to touch; as the fact of cutting off one 
bend will cause the river to encroach somewhere else unless expensive protective works are undertaken.

It must now be considered how the vast body of water retained in the reservoir is to be got rid of 
without doing any injury. Taking the case of the 1893 flood, I have pointed out that tho reservoir would 
not have been filled even if the sluices had been kept closed for a month, while long ere that the lower 
river would have emptied itself. Not having the upper water to sustain it tho fall should be nearly as 
rapid as the rise. Once, therefore, the lower river has fallen sufficiently for Wallis Creek to empty itself, 
there is no reason why the sluices at Woodlands should not be allowed to discharge at tbe rate of from, 
say, 30,000 to 50.000 cubic feet per second, according to tbe state of tbe weather and the probability as 
to another flood coming, which would empty the reservoir in from ten to fourteen days. I his discharge 
would first have to fill the channel of the river from the dam to Maitland—approximately, 100 miles long, 
and containing fora 15-foot rise about 3,000,000, DO cubic feet, and therefore the fresh caused would rise 
very gradually at Maitland and be less in volume than the discharge of the sluices. The safe rate of

. discharge
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discharge would, however, have to he determined experimentally, as tho faster the stored-up water1 can be 
got rid of the better. Different floods would have to be treated in different ways. The rainfall returns 
will always, in conjunction with a knowledge of the state of the ground, allow of the character of a flood 
being foretold. With a sudden fall as in 1893, a great wave of water is to be expected and the sluieea 
closed entirely until the lower river clears its channel. With long continuous rain as in 1857 and 1870, 
it would be advisable to keep the sluices partly open so as to maintain the flood at Maitland up to a safe 
limit. In the case of these floods the amount to be retained in tho reservoir would not be nearly so great 
as in 1893. A really intelligent man who was willing to make a study of the question should, after the 
experience of a year or so, be able to foretell the character of a flood and work the sluices accordingly.
It would also be possible without waiting for a great flood to test the discharging capacity of the river; 
this could be done by storing up the ordinary flow of the river for a short time aud then letting it out at 
different rates. By this means it caa be accurately determined whether it is necessary to interfere with 
the narrower parts of the channel below Maitland. _

There is one other point yet to be considered, namely, the effect of tho reservoir on navigation.
Reducing the height of a flood will cause it to remain within its banks, and form fewer cross 

currents, therefore less silt should be deposited. A large quantity of silt and debris will also be deposited 
above the dam on the submerged plains, where the timber wilt be burnt off, aud the silt go to enrich the 
grass. Again letting out a strong stream from the dam when the lower river has fallen should tend to 
scour out the bed, especially where training walls ha\e been constructed, while with the reduced flood it 
should be possible for vessels to enter Newcastle Harbour at all times. In no way, therefore, would 
navigation suffer, but rather the reverse.

The mode of construction aud cost of the proposed dam must now be considered. Owing to tbe 
magnificent and easily worked stone at the site, I would propose to build the dam of massive squared 
rubble masonry, set in three to one cement mortar, and the interstices filled with concrete, formed by 
ramming broken stone into the mortar. Where good easily squared freestone is available very large '
blocks can be used, and fairly close joints made without much trouble or expense. Specially large blocks 
would be selected for the frout and back faces. Those on the water face would be dressed on the beds 
and joints, the joints being afterwards raked out and calked with stiff mortar for a depth of a few inches, 
so as to form a water-tight wall. The face stones should also be left as rough as possible under the spill
way, so as to break into spray the descending mass of water. All face stones would he bedded at right 
angles to the batter of the faces of the dam. I would also leave weep-holes in tbe back, with drains 
leading into the centre to allow any water which may find its way through the front face to escape without 
producing internal pressure. In designing the profile ot the dam, 1 have followed the now well established 
rule of keeping the lines of pressure inside the middle third, and have taken the mass as weighing 150 lb. 
per cubic foot, which, with stone weighing 1G5 lb. per foot, as that in the Battery Hill averages, should be 
easily attained. If care is taken to drive small stones into the mortar-filling of all internal joints the 
mass weight should reach 155 lb. per cubic foot.

To regulate the discharge a series of arches would be formed through the dam. The larger ones 
would be about 40 feet above the bed of the river, and fitted with “ Stoney’s ” patent sluices, already 
described. These would be about 10 feet wide and 15 high, while to give complete control about 
twelve would be required. In addition there would be smaller sluices at a lower level. Since the 
discharge of such an enormous body of water through sluices might give rise to vibration, ] would propose 
to build into the dam over and around tbo arches about 1,000 tons of old rails and tram cables, which can 
bo purchased cheaply from the Railway Commissioners. _

A fender of old rails would also be constructed in front of the sluices to stop any debris which 
might drift across tho permanent hike above the dam. Tho plans and sections of the proposed dam 
which accompany this report are, of course, tentative, as more complete information should be obtained 
by sinking numerous shafts or boros before the design is finally adopted. 1 have curved tbe dam slightly 
iu plan as this form allows of a certain amount of expansion and contraction to take place without vertical 
cracks appearing. Not that such cracks arc any real defect iu a gravity dam, as each section will stand 
by itself ; they are, however, unsightly, and cause slight leakage which, however, in this case would be of 
no consequence. The curved form also offers additional resistance to the over-turning pressure, and as it 
adds little to the cost should, I think, be adopted. I may mention that the huge Quaker Bridge dam now 
being built in connection with the Croton water supply scheme for New York is curved in places on the 
recommendation of the Committee of Experts who were appointed to examine tho preliminary design.

Tho depths to which the foundations are shown are of course only approximate : when the shale is 
laid bare it may appear that certain portions are softer than others, and, consequently, it will be necessary 
to sink deeper, or widen out the base at these places. My intention is that the foundations should be set 
5 feet into solid rock. The coal seams will also have to be followed until bard compact coal is found and 
a tvater-tight joint made. These coal seams, though not any improvement to the foundations, will be 
valuable as providing an unlimited supply of cheap fuel to drive the machinery during construction; a 
short distance below the dam the coal can bo struck about 30 feet below tbe surface.

It is doubtful how far the south end of the dam will have to be extended into tho “ Battery Hill” 
before sound sbalc or sandstone is found. At the north end I propose to construct an embankment with 
the best of tbe material excavated from the foundation. _

As tho embankment would be subject to pressure for very short periods, aud only during high 
floods, it will not be necessary to obtain such good material as would be required for a dam for ivater 
supply purposes. If, how'ever, sufficient good material is not obtainable from the foundations it might be 
necessary to construct a masonry core. 3 am, however, of opinion that from the enormous amount to bo 
excavated all that is required will be obtained, though possibly tbe puddle wall would have to be brought 
from clseu'here. _

It is impossible, without going to much greater expense than is desirable at this stage, to give more 
than au approximate estimate of cost. Tho quantities to be dealt with are so enormous that it may bo 
assumed that the best labour-saving appliances and plant will be used. Eor the purchase of this I have 
allowed a lump sum of £20,000. The cement would, of course, be specially imported into Newcastle, 
unless indeed it could be manufactured on the ground. As, however, the nearest line is 35 miles away, it 
is doubtful, even with coal on the spot, whether this could be done cheaply enough to compete with cement 
imported iu large quantities, and I have no doubt the Railway Commissioners would grant the usual 
reduction in freight on large quantities carried by rail to Muswellbrook. Carting
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Carting out will be a considerable item, as the distance is about 17 miles; this, however, might be 
shortened by opening a road through private land for a few miles. I have taken the cement as costing 
Ss. Gd. per cask on trucks at Newcastle, and adding railway freight and cartage, the cost per cask at the 
work would be about 13s., so that, as excellent sand in inexhaustible quantities is obtainable from the river 
on the site, the cost of 3 to 1 mortar would be about 30s. per cubic yard.

All stone would be obtained from the “ Battery Hill ” which overhangs the site and rises to several 
hundred feet above it. The stone is very similar to the best Pyrmont stone, and should be quarried by 
machinery into square blocks, and delivered on the dam at 5s. or less per cubic yard, the waste stone being 
used to ram into the mortar so as to form concrete. If we allow ^ of the whole mass to consist of mortar 
and £ stone the raw material would cost 11s. 3d. per cubic yard; adding 3s. 9d. per yard for placing in 
position and ramming it will bring the mass work out at 15s. per cubic yard.

This sounds low, and could only be attained where large quantities have to be dealt with and modern 
appliances are used; yet, talcing into consideration the fact of all materials, except cement, being on the 
ground it is in my opinion, if anything, rather high.

Since designing and working out the estimates for this dam, details of the construction of the 
Yrynwy dam have been published. I find that the method adopted there, after trials of other methods, 
was very similar to that adopted by me; and although the builders had a much more diiCcult stone to deal 
with they succeeded in getting tbe average mass to weigh 90 per cent, of the weight of the stone used. 
Although the profile of the Yrynwy dam is a most extravagant one and lias been greatly criticised, no 
fault can be found with the way in which it was built.

The excavation for the foundations will bo through black soil, yellow' clay, basalt, boulder, clay, 
gravel, sand boulders, sandstone, yellow' and blue shales. As the quantity will be very large and all in 
one place it should be done very cheaply. I have added considerably to the quantities to allow for sloping 
or timbering and for the expense of coffer damswdien constructing the dam in sections across the river, and 
have put the w'hole down at Is. Gd. per cubic yard, which is to cover the cost of forming portion of the 
excavated material into an embankment at the north end. As I have already provided a lump sum for 
plant, this amount should be sufficient. If advantage is taken of a dry season there should be very little 
trouble about getting in the foundations. ,

For sluices, gearing, old rails, cables, and grids I allow a lump sum, which should be more than 
sufficient, while for engineering and contingencies I allow the usual 10 per cent.

In estimating the quantities of masonry I have made no deduction for the space left by the arches, 
but have allowed that to go against the extra expense of dressing and selecting stones and other contingent
works.

The following is the estimated cost of the dam :— £
Excavation and embankment, 410,000 cubic yards at Is, Gd.... ... ... 30,750
Bubble masonry, 510,000 cubic yards at 15s. ... ... ... ... 382,500
Sluices and ironwork ... ... ............ . ... ... ... ... 18,760
Plant ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 20,000

. ■ £452,000
Engineering and contingencies, 10 per cent....................................................... 45,200

Total £497,200
It is hardly my province to give an estimate of the cost of land and compensation, nor would it be 

wise to give details, so the estimate which follows must he taken as very approximate.
It will be necessary to resume in all about 2,000 acres, and to remove the buildings iu Denman to 

the new town, to be laid out on the adjoining reserve, or else to supply new ones in place of old. A 
certain number of new roads must also be opened up to give access during high floods, or when the 
reservoir is full.

Telegraph lines -would also have to be altered and new ones established. Then there is the difficult 
question of compensation to owners of grass lands for occasional flooding to be considered, taking into 
account the increased value owing to the deposit of silt.

Taking all these matters into consideration, I would allow £52,800, bringing the total cost of the 
Regulating Reservoir up to £550,000.

This is, no doubt, a large sum, but yet not so great as the estimated cost of some previous proposals, 
which would not have been so effective. If hereafter it should be found necessary, in order to save the 
farms below Maitland from all flooding, to shorten the channel to Morpeth, this could be done, via Howes’ 
Lagoon, for under £20,000. A small cutting at Green Rocks would be a useful work in any case, and 
could be done for about £6,000.

Since before anything could bo done the whole question will have to be considered by the Minister, 
and submitted by Parliament to the Public Works Committee to be thoroughly thrashed out, it is hardly 
necessary for me to go further into the matter. For the same reason I refrain from bringing forward any 
scheme for the payment of the whole or part of the interest by tho levy of a tax on the betterment 
principle, besides the information necessary to frame an equitable scheme of taxation could only be 

_ obtained by some such body as the Public Works Committee.
I must, however, express it as my opinion that since thcwholecouutry will benefit by the protection 

afforded to our railways, and by tbe saving which I am confident will result in the cost of maintenance of 
Newcastle Harbour, a large proportion of the cost of the work should be borne by the country at large.

I have, Ac.,
EDWD. PRICE,

Assistant Engineer, Public Works Department,

Sydney : VfUllam Applegate Oulliclr, Government Printer.—1897.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CLOSING OF WHALING-ROAD, NORTH SYDNEY.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Printed under No. 20 Report from Printing Committee, 2IsS October, 1S97.

11ETUE.N to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 1st July, 1897, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,—■

“ A precis of papers in connection with the closing of Whaling-road, 
“ North Sydney.”

{Mr. E. M. Clark.)

Part of the Whaling-road, Borough of East St. Leonards.
Precis.

In March, 1868, application wan made hy the Borough Council of East St. Leonards for proclamation of 
alignment of iwuls and streets in their Municipality.

Iu compliance with this request, the late Licensed Surveyor Armstrong was instructed to make the 
necessary survey for tho purpose. To carry out the work he was compelled to resurvey certain land known 
as the Whaling allotments, situate between Careening Cove aud Neutral Bay, in order to determine tin; 
position of the Central road, now called the Whaling-road.

Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Armstrong reported, when transmitting his plan, that his survey on the 
south-west of the Whaling-road agreed very well throughout with the original survey, which proved that, 
the road was correctly placed by him. He further stated that to give Mr. Loxton (who owns part of 
Mitchell and How’s grant) his boundaries as conveyed to him by deed it would be necessary to extend tbe 
measurements across the road laid out by him ; and the opposite allotment (No. 2, Barker’s, now' Parbury’s) 
would be deprived of its road frontage—in other words, the giant would overlap the road.

Further on in his report he speaks of the buildings erected by Messrs. Loxton and Younger as 
intrusions on the road,

Mr. Surveyor Deering, who was instructed to report on Air. Armstrong’s survey, iu consequence of 
the protests of Mr. Loxton, takes exception to the term “ intrusion,” n& applied by Mr. Licensed-Surveyor 
Armstrong, and states that the buildings are within the boundaries granted by the Crowm, and that the 
facts are :—That the Government,, on one hand, reserved tho Whaling-road on the designs for subdivision 
in the descriptions of all surrounding grants, and in the survey of the allotments on the south-western side 
of the road ; but, on the other hand, the Government included the road in the survey and measurements 
of the north-eastern allotments • and further, that the dimensions of these allotments, as furnished by Mr. 
Assistant-Surveyor Larmer (the original survey), embraced the road beyond all doubt.

Proclamation of the streets, as surveyed by Air. Armstrong, was made in August, 1870, and con
firmation in May, 1873, with the exception of that part of the Whaling-road between the western boundary 
of the Whaling lots and the wavers of Port Jackson (the part in question), and this omission was in 
consequence of protests made by Mr. Loxton, on the grounds that the road, as marked by Mr. Armstrong, 
ran within a few feet of his residence (which was erected at great cost), and cut off about 2 acres of his 
land. "Whereas he alleged the road ought to lie without his boundaries, as granted by deed (wide accom
panying plan).

When authoritv was obtained of the Executive Council for alignment of the streets under 2nd 
Victoria No. 2, the part of the Whaling-mul referred to, viz., from the western boundary of the Whaling 
allotments to the waters of Port Jackson, was carefully excluded, as it had been from tbe confirmation 
notice, and consequently did not receive Executive authority for alignment, yet, by a mistake, it was 
included in the alignment notice with the other streets. On
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On ft memo, from Uie Clerk of the Executive Council asking how tins error can be cured, the 
question wnjj referred to the Crown Solicitor, who returned the papers at the request of this Department, 
with « statemenl to the effect that the Attorney-Ccneral had not advised in the case yet.

Mr. Lamb, on behalf of Mr. Parbury, applied for the Government to take immediate steps for the 
removal of serious obstructions that have been placed on the Wialing-road by private persons (meaning 
Mr. Loxton and Mr. Younger), and for the opening such road for the use of surrounding residents.

Investigation showed that a design for the subdivision of the point of land on which the Whaling 
allotments arc situate was approved by Governor Darling in duly, Pi30. ^ ^

A survey in accordance with this design was made of portions iS'os. 3, 4-, n, 6, and 7 in May, 1831. 
These portions lie on both sides of the Whaling-road'.

It was stated by Mr. Lamb that the grants of the allotments on the northern side of the road arc 
many years subsequent to the date of those under which his client (Mr. Parbury) claimed, ibis is not 
the case, for the respective dates of some of these grants are as follows :—

Barker’s, lots 1 and 2, south side ; date, duly, 1834.
Donnison’s, lot 3, south side; date, February, 1837.
Brown’s, lot 6, north side; date, May, 1840. '
J. Lamb, lot 4, south side; date, June, 1841.
Mitchell and How, lot 7, north side : date, September, 1846.

There is no doubt that Barker and Donnison’s grants, all on the south-west of road, were the first 
issued, and it is in right of these (hat Mr. Lamb claimed to have the road opened. _

It was submitted to the Honorable the Minister for Lands that the Crown Law Ofliccrs opinion 
bo obtained, not only on the subject of the letter from the Clerk of the Executive Council, but also, as to 
the legality of carrying the "Whaling-road, as surveyed, to the waters of Port Jackson, having in view all 
the circumstances of the case, and also section 15 of 4 "William IV. Ho. 11.

On 25th May, 1876, the Minister for Lands (Mr. Garrett) approved of ihe papers being forwarded 
for tlie Crown Law Officer's opinion on the subjects mentioned in the foregoing paragraph, and, m accord
ance with that approval, the papers wore so forwarded.

On the 4th June, 1877, the Crown Solicitor returned the case, with a statement that the Attorney- 
General was unable to advise thereon until furnished with further information respecting it. Such 
further information was supplied to the Attorney-General (Mr. Windeyer) by an officer of the Surveyor- 
General’s Department, in the course of a pei'sonal interview, but the Attorney-General does not appear to 
have advised on the case at that stage, and on the 7th January, 1878, the papers were obtained from the 
Crown Solicitor, for the information of the Minister for Lands (Mr. Parnell), who had consented to receive 
a deputation of property-holders interested in the opening of the road.

No notes of what transpired at the interview granted by the Minister to the deputation can bo 
found with the case, but on the 15th January, 1878, the Minister wrote :—“ This road may now go on to
completion.''’ _ .

Several communications were next received from persons interested, urging the opening of the 
road, and on the 17th April, 1878, in the Legislative Assembly, Mr. Greenwood, M.P., asked the Secretary 
for Lands, pursuant to notice,—

(1.) Have any steps been taken towards removing the obstructions which prevent the public from 
using the Government Hoad at St. Leonards, called the Whaling-road 1 
(2.) Do the Government intend to open the said road : and, if so, when 1
Miv Parnell answered,—
(1.) No steps have been taken, for though it was the intention of the Government to reserve a road, 
no allowance was made for it in the measurement of adjoining grants. . .
(2.) No decision has been arrived at, and the case will probably require the introduction of a special 
Bill before Parliament.
On a communication from Mr. R. P. Abbott, who, on behalf of Mr. P. Hayes, urged that in (he 

settlement of anv question as to the opening or closing of the road, the latter’s claim to have such road as 
the eastern boundary of his land should not be overlooked. The Mini-sicr (Mr. larnell), on 10th May, 
1878, wrote, “ A Bill will be required to deal with the matter of the "Whaling-road. All claims will be 
considered.”

Mr. Surveyor Maitland was then, on the 23rd May, 1878, requested “ to make himself acquainted 
with the requirements of the persons interested in the road herein referred t.o as the Whaling-road, and 
to suggest a way in which a road may be taken through the peninsula to the waters of the harbour, that 
will meet the requirements of a majority of the people interested, and that will not entail the necessity of 
paying an excessive amount of compensation.'’

“ In reply, Mr. Surveyor Maitland, on 29th June, 1878. transmitted a plan and field-notes of a survey 
of proposed road through the "Whaling allotments from Alfred-street to the waters of Port Jackson, and 
reported in connection therewith that after a close inspection of ihe locality he had laid out a- road that he 
would suggest as the most suitable to meet the views of a very large majority of those interested in the 
matter, and which would entail the necessity of the Crown paying a smaller amount of compensation than 
any other line that could be adopted.

In his report, Mr. Maitland stated that it appeared to him that there were but throe possible lines, 
one of which would have to be adopted—

1. A continuation of the Whaling-road, as surveyed by Mr. Armstrong, passing through land claimed
by Thomas Loxton, Watt ail’d Fell, Wood and Younger, Edward Lord and Sirs. Younger.

2. A road passing through lands owned by G. von Meyer, J. If. Loxton, H. Simpson, W. Cope,
J. J. Slade, W, Henderson, and Edward Lord,

3. A continuation of High-street (already dedicated to the public as far as the west boundary of
E. Lord’s 1 acre 1 rood by Mr. Lamb’s private subdivision) through Edward Lord's land to the
water's edge.

To the first-mentioned line—that proposed by Mr. Armstrong—Mr. .Maitland took very strong 
objection, sharing the opinion expressed by Mr, Surveyor Deermg that the fact of Thomas Loxton s land
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embracing the road is an error wholly attributable to the surveyor (Mr. I/armer) who originally surveyed 
the land, and apprehending consequently that the G-overnment would be called upon to pay a very serious 
amount as compensation to Loxton, as the damage done to the latter’s property would be very material.

In the ease of line Ho. 2, Mr, Maitland reported that compensation would have to be paid to each 
of the proprietors, not only for the area taken from their properties for the road, but also for damage 
effected by the fact of the road passing in close proximity to buildings, &e, _ _

The exceedingly rough, precipitous nature of the country formed a further objection, in Mr, 
Maitland’s opinion, to the adoption of cither of lines 1 or 2. _

With regard to line Ho. 3, Mr. Maitland reported that though some compensation would be 
demanded, that line would cost the Government less than either of the other lines mentioned, met with 
the approval of a large majority of the persons interested, presented no engineering difficulties, and was, 
in consequence, the one which he could confidently recommend for adoption, suggesting, for economic 

i reasons, that nigh-street should be retained at it original width (33 feet) as far as Edward Lord’s 1 acre 
1 rood, through which it should be widened to 50 feet,

In a further communication, dated 23rd July, 1878, Mr. Maitland, at the request of the Surveyor- 
General, reported having shown upon the plan transmitted with his previous letter (of 29th June, 1878) 
“ a means of access to every proprietor of land having frontage to the Whaling-road”; that the roads 
shown thereon by dotted lines through Watt and Pell’s portion were, he was informed by Mr. Fell, 
secured by deed and afforded access to the portion owned by Messrs. Wood and Younger; and that the 
road proposed by l)im afforded “good means of access to Edward Lord, Mrs. Younger and P. Hayes’ 
portions.”

The papers were then (on 25th September, 1878) forwarded by the Surveyor-General to “ Lands ’ 
for the purpose of the preparation of the special Act, _ _

It the meantime, the Minister was again approached by a deputation in the matter, and on the 
22nd October, 1878, in the Legislative Assembly,Mr, Greenwood, M.P., asked the Secretary for Lands,—

(1.) Is it the intention of the Government to open the Whaling-road at North Shore ? _
. (2.) Is it deemed necessary to deal with the matter by Bill; and, if so, when will such Bill be

brought in? . , ,
(3.) Failing the opening of the said road, what other provision do the Government intend making 
to remedy the great inconvenience now suffered by property-owners in its vicinity ?
Mr. Parnell answered,—
(1.) Yes.
(2.) By Bill, which will shortly be placed in the hands of the Parliamentary Draftsman.
(3.) Answered by previous answers.
Note,—In October, 1878, the business of dealing with road matters was transferred from the 

authority of the Minister for Lands to that of the Minister for Mines.
The papers were then, on the 11th November, 1878, forwarded to the Parliamentary Draftsman to 

prepare a Bill. _ ,
In response to a request of the Parliamentary Draftsman certain further particulars were supplied 

to him, and on 19th March, 1879, he forwarded for the perusal of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines 
a proof copy of a “ Bill to authorise the prolongation of High-street, in the Borough of East St. Leonards, 
in the county of Cumberland, to the waters of Port Jackson.” _ _

Further communications from interested parties were received, and deputations waited upon the 
Minister for Mines in the matter. _ _ ,

In a lengthy letter, dated 23rd April, 1879, Mr. Donnelly Fisher, a petitioner for the opening of 
the Whaling-road, advanced arguments, such as the fact of the Government having granted land with a 
frontage to Whaling-road, thereby practically dedicating that road to the public, and also on the score of 
economy to the Government to support the contention that the Whaling-road should be opened instead 
of the propose prolongation of High-street, but upon that letter the Minister for Mines (Mr. Baker) 
wrote:—“It is thought that High-street should be proclaimed and opened to the water’s edge. 
Approved.—E.A.B., 7/6/79.” ,

On a further communication being received from Mr. Donnelly Fisher, that gentleman was 
informed that “ the Minister for Mines has directed the extension of High-street to tho waters of Port 
Jackson, through Mr. Lord’s property. Proclamation of the same is now about to be made.”

On 15th July, 1879, the authority of His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor (Sir Alfred Stephen) 
and tho Executive Council was obtained for tho “ preliminary notificationof High-street from Alfred- 
street to the waters of Port Jackson, parish of Willoughby, county of Cumberland, and notice was duly 
published in the Government Gazette of 8th August, 1879, folio 3513. _

After waiting the customary time for the receipt of objections to the proposed road the Clerk, of 
of the Executive Council returned the case, with a statement that no objections had been lodged with him.

On 20th November, 1879, the Deputy Surveyor-General wrote the following minute :—“ I am of 
opinion that the case of the Whaling-road, and claims in connection with it, can be dealt v.-illi. only by a 
special Bill, as previously determined (see Ministerial 78-5502 herein) ; but should it be considered that 
this part of Miph-sireet can bo established tinder 4>th William I V Ho. 11, which I believe cannot legally be 
done, and that its establishment meets the necessities of the case, confirmation is the action remaining to be 
taken,”

Further public demand for the opening of the prolongation of High-street was made, and on the 
11th May, 1880, in the Legislative Assembly, Mr. Greenwood, M.P., asked the Secretary for Lands,— 

(1.) Is the Government aware that Whaling-road, St. Leonards East, has been stopped at one 
end by a land-owner, who claims that lie has purchased it ? ... .
(2.) Will the Government inquire into his right; and, if such exists, give him compensation, so 
that the street or road will be opened as promised ?
Mr. Baker answered,—
(1.) Yes; it is understood that a portion of the road in question has been obstructed.
(2.) The matter is now under the consideration of the Government.

The
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The Minister for Mines, after going into tho matter, and according an interview to Mr. Lord 
(through whose land it was proposed to take the road—the extension of High-street) intimated through 
the Under Secretary for Mines that he wished the extension to High-street to be “shown in such a 
position as to take as little as possible of Mr. Lord's land between Mrs. Younger’s land and tho water 
frontage even though it involved a bend in the street.’’ The case was then, on the 21st July, 1880, 
referred to Mr. District-Surveyor Woolrych, who was requested to report upon the proposed alteration 
of High-street in accordance with the direction of the Minister for Mines, and who was informed that 
it was understood that the street should be 38 feet wide and not 50 feet, as laid out by Mr. Maitland. 
Mr. "Woolrych transferred the instruction to Mr. Surveyor Bullock, who, on the 2nd September, 1880, 
reported that after carefully examining into the relative merits (as regarded gradients, cost of formation, 
and convenience to the public) of the road as laid out by Mr. Maitland, and the suggested alteration 
thereof, he was of opinion that the road as laid out by Mr. Maitland was by far the better one, and 
added that he failed to see a single reason why the deviation should have been thought of. Mr. Bullock 
further stated, “It would appear, on inspecting tracing, that Mrs. Younger would have no access to the 
road-should the road as laid out by Mr. Surveyor Maitland be adopted. This, however, would not ho 
the case, for Mr. Lord informs me that she is entitled to a right-of-way through his land to the present 
street.”

The Deputy Surveyor-General then wrote the following minute : “ Under this report the suggested 
deviation is inferior to the road laid out by Mr. Surveyor Maitland, and cannot be recommended as 
affording any solution to the difficulties of the case.”

Further communications from the public urging the speedy settlement of the road question were 
received.

On 15th December, 1880, a tracing illustrative of the course of the proposed road through his 
land was forwarded to Mr. TIdward Lord, and that gentleman was requested to say what sum he would 
claim as compensation in the event of the road being earned through bis land in the position shown 
thereon.

On 21st December, 1880, Mr. Lord replied that he would require compensation to the amount 
of £500. .

The Surveyor-General then minuted, “ The acceptance of Mr. Lord’s offer cannot be recommended, 
as the. amount of compensation ashed for by Mr. Lord is so great, and even though it be granted and Sigh- 
street carried out, it icould still leave the question of the Whaling-road unseUled. Attention is drawn to 
the course proposed in my minute of 20th November, 1879, upon Roads 79-3,291.”

The Minister for Mines then directed that a valuation should be obtained of the land proposed to 
be taken from Mr. Lord, and Mr. District-Surveyor Woolrych was instructed to cause such valuation to 
be made. Mr. Woolrych transferred the instructions to Mr. Surveyor Bullock, who, on the 10th July, 1881, 
reported that the proposed extension of High-street would take from M.r. Lord’s property an area of
1. rood and 2 perches, which he (Mr. Bullock) valued at £250, and from an adjoining property, an area 
29 perches, valued at £190. Total value of land taken, £dd0.

The Minister for Mines (Mr. Suttor) then asked whether the reservation of 100 feet from high- 
water mark, which existed in the deeds of grant of the land that would he effected should High-street be 
carried to the water’s edge, had been alienated ; and upon being informed that, although application for ' 
permission to purchase the rescission of that reserve had been lodged, it had not,been alienated, directed 
that all applications for permission to purchase the rescission of the reserve referred to should bo refused 
ponding the settlement of the question of compensation for land required for road. .

Meanwhile, on the 7th July, 1SS1, in the Legislative Assembly, Mr. Parnell had asked the Secre
tary for Mines,—

Has any action been taken ; and, if so, what action, relative to the opening of Whaling-road, at 
North Shore, to the waters of Port Jackson, or has any action been taken for the opening of a road 
or street in lien of the said Whaling-road ?—and Mr. Baker had answered,—No action has recently 
been taken in relation to the opening of the Whaling-road, at North Shore, to the waters of Port 
Jackson. An extension of High-street, at North Shore, to the waters of Port Jackson has been 
proclaimed, but such extension lias not yet been confirmed ponding receipt of a report by ttie 
District Surveyor upon claim for compensation for land required for such extension.
Further communications urging the opening of High-street to the water’s edge were received, and 

on the 27th September, 1SSI, in the Legislative Assembly, Mr. Farnell asked the Secretary for Mines,— 
“What progress has been made towards opening High-street at St. Leonards, and when is it probable 
that the said street will be opened ” ? to which Mr. Sntfor answered,—“ The question of compensation for 
land required for the extension of ITigh-street to the waters of Port Jackson is at present under con
sideration. As soon as that lias been decided, High-street to the water’e edge, will be confirmed.”

“ On 22nd November, 1831, the Minister for Mines (Mr. Renwick) wrote:—“ With reference to the 
opening of High-street, St. Leonards, to deep water, and Mr. Lord’s claim for compensation in connection 
therewith,'! am of opinion, considering that Mr. Lord is now an applicant for certain reserved Crown 
land (100 feet above high-water mark in front of his property), which it has been recommended by the 
proper officers, he should have at a nominal price ; and, further, that in original tracings tho quantity of 
land to be taken for this street from Mr. Lord was represented as being about half an acre (as it was 
supposed to include land contained in the reserve already referred to), and the valuation fixed by Mr. Lord 
for such quantity was £500, hut as it is now known that the land to be taken from Mr. Lorffis property 
is only quarter of an acre, Mr. Lord should be content to take £300 compensation, and that he be 
informed accordingly.” Mr. Loi’d was informed in terms of Mr. Secretary Renwick's minute, and on 
30th November, 1881, he nave a written 'agreement to accept £300 in satisfaction of Ins claim. The 
Minister then directed that steps should at once be taken to establish the road by confirmation, and upon 
the Surveyor-General pointing out that the road as proposed included another strip of land 29 perches in 
area, and which Surveyor Bullock had valued at £190, and for which, although no application for com
pensation had at that time been received, compensation would ultimately have to he paid, said that any 
claim, if made in respect of that piece of land could bo dealt with at the proper time ; and, further, drew 
attention to the fact that 27 perches out.of the area quoted came within the 100-foot reservation, and 
that, consequently, the landowner could claim only in respect of the remainder, viz,, 2 perches.

The road, “High-street from Alfred-street to the waters of Port Jackson,” was then confirmed by 
notice in Government Gazette of 20th January, 1882, folio 330; claims for compensation in respect of

land
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laud taken for the confirmed road were received from Mr. ,J. J. SSado (£100), and from Mrs. Tbomasine 
Fisher (per Donnelly Fisher). These claims were referred to Mr. District-Surveyor 'Woolrych—and by 
him transferred to Mr. Surveyor Maitland—for report. ‘

Mr. Maitland reported that Mir. J. J. Slade’s claim was excessive, and that a sum of £55 would be 
fair compensation. Mr. Slade was informed of the surveyor's report, and on 20th July, 1882, wroto 
expressiug his willingness to accept the amount mentioned, £55, as full compensation, and Treasury was 
authorised to pay him that sum.

In the case of Mrs. Fisher, Mr. Maitland recommended that a slight deviation in fhe road should 
be made to avoid encroachment upon the properties of Mrs. Fisher and others. This recommendation 
was given effect to. An objection on the score of encroachment to High-street, as originally surveyed, 
was at a later date received from Mr. J. F. Loxton, but the encroachment complained of was avoided in tho 
deviation recommended by Surveyor Maitland and approved by the Minister.

Tho agitation for the opening of the Whaling-road was renewed by property-holders interested 
therein, and deputations waited upon the Minister for Mines with the object of urging the adoption by 
the (Government of one of turn courses, namely—to open the road and compensate owners of land on 
northern side of such road for loss of land and improvements, and deterioration in value of property, or 
to closo the road and compensate laud-owners on both sides of it for tho loss of such road.

On 31st March, 18S2, Mr. Stopps (for the Surveyor-General) wroto the following explanatory 
minute:—“Could any definite position be assigned to, or agreed upon, for Whaling-road valuable property 
and improvements would be interfered with, and if is doubtful that the Borough Council of East 
St. Leonards would ever make the road, as the land is described to be remarkably broken and precipitous; 
these facts, together with other circumstances of the case, fully dealt with in previous papers, led to the 
determination which was arrived at in 1S7S, namely, that Whaling-road should be annulled by Act of 
Parliament, and any claims arising out of such action should be dealt with under the Bill, which was also 
to provide for the resumption of land to extend High-street (a private street) to the waters of Port 
Jackson, and such extension of High.street was to he in lieu of Whaling-road, which road virtually never 
had any existence. The Bill referred to was prepared, and a survey was made of tho proposed extension 
of High-street, which was to bo established under the Bill in connection with the settlement of claims for 
loss or deprivation of frontage to Whaling-road through its cancellation. The Bill, however, never 
became law, but High-street was carried down to the water’s edge under 4th 'William 4th, No. XL, thus 
leaving undone the intended abolition of Whaling-road and settlement of claims consequent thereon, 
which were the objects for which the survey of the extension of High-street was made.’’

In response to a verbal request made by the Minister for Mines that those land-owners who, in tho 
event of the Whaling-road being closed, would consider that they had claims against the Government for 
compensation for loss of frontage, &c., would furnish estimates of the amount of compensation they 
would require, the following forwarded claims:—!1. J. Loxton, £5,000; Mr. Q-. von Meyer, £3,000; 
Mr. J.J. Slade (for self and Mrs. Thomasinc Fisher), £2,708; T. H. Simpson, £450. J. F. Loxton 
also wrote in on the subject, complaining that his property was very injuriously affected by the non
opening of Whaling-road, but without specifying tho amount of compensation he would claim in the 
event of the road being closed. Mr. Henry Levien, solicitor for Mr. George von Moyor, wrote in, stating 
that ho had been instructed by his client to demand £4,000 as compensation for damage to property by 
the closing of the road.

In connection with his application for permission to purchase the rescission of the 100-foot reserva
tion in front of his property, Mr. E. Lord relinquished auy claim ho might have in respect of the 
Whaling-road.

On the 9th January, 1883, tho Principal tinder Secretary (Mr. Critchclt Walker) addressed a 
communication to tho Under Secretary for Lands, stating that, by notification in the Government Gazette 
of that day’s date, the Honorable Sir John Bobcrfcson, K.C.M.G., Secretary for Lands, had been appointed 
nominal defendant in “the matter of the petition presented by Mr. It. H. Levien, solicitor, to His Excel- 
Icncy, on behalf of Mr. Q-corge von Meyer, as to a certain claim or demand which he deems himself to 
have against tho Government.”

On the 7th February, 1883, Mr. It. H. Levien wrote to the Minister for Lands asking for an inter
view, with the object of seeing if a settlement could be arrived at with regard to the claim of G. von. 
Meyer. The matter was referred to tho Under Secretary for Mines, and the Minister for Mines was supplied 
with cojiies of the deeds of grant of the land through which the Whaling-road is supjjosed to pass.

On tho 15th March, 1883, tho Minister for Mines (Mr. J. P. Abbott) wrote: “ The question at 
issue in reference to this matter is really not one of roads, but, as I take it, rather a claim for an error 
made in the Department o£ Lands by issuing a- grant which included a road. If the claimant is entitled 
to any compensation it is for the loss he has suffered through this mistake, and the late Government 
named Sir John Ifoberlson (as tho head of the Department which is charged with making the mistake) as 
the nominal defendant. If the plaintiff is entitled to compensation, a jury alone, it appears to me, can 
safely assess that compensation.”

Several of the land-owners interested renewed tho agitation for a speedy settlement of tho road 
question, and the Minister for Mines (Mr. J. P. Abbott), in referring the matter to the Crown Solicitor 
for Attorney-General’s opinion thereon, wrote the following minute :—“ In February, 1837, tho Crown 
made a grant to Henry Dennison of 8 acres 2 roods 5 perches. 'This land is described as starting at a 
rock in Careening Cove, and bounded by a road {sec copy of the grant at page 5 hereto annexed, and 
also copy of a plan herewith). In 1840 tho Crown made another grant to William Brown of 3 acres 
2 roods 3fi perches. This land is described as starting from tho waters of Neutral Bay (see copy of grant 
at page 17, and also the plans). This grant is described as extending from the water to a road, but tho 
length of tho lines given has the effect of including within the description of that: grant whatever road 
was referred to in the grant of 1837 (see plan). I shall be glad to be advised whether by tho first grant 
there was not an actual dedication of a road ?

“ (2.) Whether the second grant was not inoperative, so far as it had the effect of granting that
road ?

“ (3.) What rights have the present owners of the second grant for a deficient area within their 
boundaries, assuming that the Crown had no power to include the road ?

“ I shall be glad if the Attorney-General will favour me with his opinion upon the points sub-, 
miffed as soon as possible. “ Mr.
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‘‘ Mr. Attorney-General Dailey inquired whether, at the time of grant being made to Dennison 
(February, 1837), there was any road in user on the boundary-line of this piece of land between Neutral 
Bay and Careening Cove, or whether any such road is shown on the old maps p Also whether, if no road 
were either actually m user or marked on any plan at the time of Donnison’s grant, it was in existence at 
the time of Brown's, three years afterwards and was informed by Mr. Stopps, for Surveyor-General, 
that there was nothing whatever to show that a road or track was in use along the boundary in question 
of Donnison’s grant, that, on the contrary, there appeared to he presumptive proof that a road could not 
have been in use, inasmuch that the land along that boundary formed tho crest of a steep, rocky, and
broken hill, which had been described as almost impracticable in its natural condition, as at present_
that, probably, tho only access to the Whaling allotments that was required or used at the time washy tho 
waters of the harbour, and that a sketch (which was forwarded to the Attorney-General with this minute) 
showed “ that the design for tho subdivision of the promontory proposed to provide land for a road 
which should run along the middle of the promontory, and separate the allotments on one side from those 
on the other side ; but the lengths of lines and areas given under the deeds of the allotments embraced 
the land proposed to be set apart as a road.”

Mr. Attorney-General Dailey then advised as follows “ 1 have now seen the Surveyor-General’s 
report, confirmed by an explanatory plan. It appears clear from the papers that there was no road in 
use along the boundary of Denison's (this should be 'Donnison’s ’) grant. Tho design for the subdivision 
of the promontory proposed to provide land for a road running along the middle of the promontory, but 
the lines and areas of tho allotments given in the deeds.embrace the proposed road, and, therefore, show 
that this design for the road was never carried out. I think-, therefore, it must be assumed that there was 
no road either by dedication or user.”

In the meantime, in the Legislative Assembly, Mr. Holterman moved, pursuant to Notice, “ That 
there bo laid upon the Table of this House copies of all papers, correspondence, minutes, reports, plans, 
and any and all other documents in connection with the dedication, resumption, closing, or sale of 
Whaling-road, Milson’s Point, North Shore, or the resumption, closing, or sale of any portion of 
Biich road.”

The question was put and passed. In obedience to the order of the Legislative Assemhly, a return 
was prepared, and laid upon the Table of the Legislative Assemhly on fith February, 1884, with tracings.

On /th February, 1884, tho Honorable John McIntosh, M.L.C.. forwarded a letter received by him 
from Mr. Georgo von Meyer, in which the latter urged his claim for compensation in respect of tho 
closing of the Whaling-road. No action was taken upon the letter, pending the settlement of the 
question.

On 6th May, 1884, the Legislative Assembly appointed a Select Committee, consisting of Messrs. 
Abigail. Withers, Chapman, Sydney Smith, George" Campbell, Levien, A. G. Taylor, Abbott, Harris, and 
Holtermann (Chairman), “ to inquire into and report upon the opening of Whaling-road, at North Shore, 
from Alfred-street to the waters of Port Jackson.” On 1st November, 1884, that Committee issued the 
following report:— 1 2 3

1. Tour Committee, having examined the witnesses named in the list (whose names will he found 
appended hereto) find as follows:— .

1. That, in about the year 1830, Mr, James Lamer, licensed surveyor, acting under instructions from
Mr. Surveyor-General Mitchell, surveyed and marked out at North Shore a roadl chain wide, 
which road divided two sets of allotments granted for the purpose of encouraging the whaling 
industry, and was known as the Whaling-road. °

2. That the allotments referred to have since been sold by the original grantees to various purchasers,
and have been subdivided by different surveyors and resold. In some of these measurements 
the road has been absorbed, and is now held by the purchasers of the allotments under the 
subdivisions.

3. That the original allotments are now shown to exceed in area the quantity of land granted by more
than would suffice to restore the road.

2- Tour Committee, in view of the foregoing facts, are of opinion that the road known as the 
Whahug-road should be at once dedicated and proclaimed by the Government as a public thoroun-hfare.

0d 20tl1 January, 1886, Sir Henry Parkes, K.C.M.G., on behalf of G. von Meyer, wrote re the 
Whaling-road, and the Minister for Mines (Mr, R. M. Vaughn) replied Sir Henry Parkes maybe 
informed that nothing more can he done in the matter.”

B ote.—In May, 1887, the business of dealing with road matters was retransferred from the 
authority of the Minister for Mines to that of the Minister for Lands.
i i j ^-u£ust’ 1SS7, Ike Borough Council of East St. Leonards requested that alignment posts

should he fixed m position on the Whaling-road, and stated “the Whaling-road has already been aligned.”
^ On the 31et August, 1887, the Borough Council was informed that there is no alignment of the 

road in question to mark with posts, consequently their request could not he complied with. 0 The Borough 
Council then applied to have the Whaling-road aligned, and on 23rd September, 1887, wrote requesting 
an interview with the Minister for Lands in connection with the matter. The Minister (Mr. Garrett) 
appointed a day to see the deputation, and wrote, “ Tho position of the Crown can only be satisfactorilv 
ascertained by referring tho case to the Crown Law officers for their opinion, which is set out on papers

The papers were accordingly forwarded to the Crown Solicitor on 4th October, 1887.
, °,u September. 1887, a Mr, Henry Deane, on behalf of land and property owners in the neigh
bourhood of an alleged road called the Whaling-road, wrote to the Minister for Lands requesting him 
to fij a day to receive a deputation in opposition to the opening of the said road.
O on ^ Wonetr nVaS Mr. Secretary Garrett had already decided to grant an interview at
2-30 p.m. on 30th September, 1887, to a deputation from the Borough Council (presumably in advocacy 
ot the opening of the \\ haling-road), and would receive the deputation in opposition to the opening of 
that road at the same hour. Mr. Deane then wrote expressing regret at tho inabilitv of his deputation 
to attend at the hour named, and asked the Minister to defer arriving at any definite determination with 
regard to the road in question until his deputation expressed their views in writing,

,, ^ l888’ a;von M(vver wrote to Mr. Burns (Acting Minister for Lands), urging the
matter of the Whalmg-road, and on 25th February, 1888, Mr. Secretary Garrett, referring to delay by

Crown
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Crown’Solicitor in furnishing tho opinion of the Attorney-Genera.] on the matter, wrote: “It is of 
the greatest importance that the opinion sought for should be given without delay, as there are cases 
before the lower Courts and a Committee of the Legislative Assembly sitting on tho matter at present.” 
Tho Crown Solicitor was accordingly requested to expedite action on tho matter.

On Gth March, 1888, the Crown Solicitor returned the paper with a request preferred by Mr. 
Attorney-General Simpson for further information in the case. In malting the request, the Attorney- 
General remarked : ” These papers appear to have been before the late Attorney-General since October, 
1887, and he has evidently not advised on the case for some reason which he considered a good one. I 
believe it was because proceedings are going on in a Court of Equity, and he did not think the Crown 
should interfere pending such proceedings. I find in a letter written by tho late Attorney-General .on 
23rd January last to Mr. von Meyer, Whaling-road, the following:—‘The Attorney-General desires me 
(the Secretary to^Attorney-General) to inform you that as tho matter is pending in the Supreme Court 
be has deferred giving his opinion upon the point of law involved. You are under a misapprehension in 
thinking that any opinion of the Attorney-General would settle the matter in dispute. The point is a 
legal one, and seeing that legal proceedings have been taken it can only be settled in a Court of law.

“ I have had a conversation with the late Attorney-General, and I am very much incliued to agree 
with him. '

“ As, however, my bon. colleague the Minister for Lands wishes for the opinion of the Crown 
Law 0 file era—meaning thereby, I assume, the Attorney-General—I will be very happy to give an opinion, 
without any delay, upon a proper precis of the case being prepared and submitted.”

Mr. Stopps, of the Surveyor-General’s Department, waited upon the Attorney-General with 
required information, and explained the case to him. The question submitted for opinion was as 
follows:—“Assuming that there is no land, or insufficient land to afford a roadway in the position 
described in the deeds of the allotments of land alienated by the Crown, is the Crown legally 
responsible ; and, if so, what steps would the Attorney-General advise to be taken in the matter?”

On the £Hh April, 1888, Mr. Attorney-General Simpson advised as follows :—“ I am of opinion 
that the Crown is not legally responsible, at all events to the present owners of the lands in question. X 
advise that no steps be taken by the Crown, and that the parties interested be left to have their rights 
determined by the legal tribunals of the Colony. I understand that equity proceedings are now pending.”

Tho Minister for Lands (Mr. Garrett), on 23rd April, 1838, wroto : “Seen. Attorney-General’s 
advice to be acted upon.”

On 22nd August, 1888, the Cumberland Eanger (Mr. J. McKeown) forwarded a letter which lie 
had received from Mr. G. von Meyer, in which the latter complained that tho Great Northern Coal 
Company had fenced in a piece of Crown land which formed part of the Whaling-road. Mr. von Meyer 
was informed that if any Crown laud existed at the point in question forming part of a road, and was 
illegally enclosed and occupied, it came within the scope of tho authority of the Municipal Council to 
protect the rights of the ratepayers from infringement.

On 23rd October, 1888, Mr. G. von Meyer interviewed the Minister for Lands (Mr. Drunker), 
and left a letter (setting forth at length the injury which ho claimed had been done him by the non
opening of the Whaling-road), together with some other documents and newspaper.clippings.

In the meantime the case of the Whaling-road had come before the Police Court at St. Leonards, 
Mr, von Meyer and five other persons having pulled down a wall that had been erected by J. E. Loxton, 
across what was claimed to be part of the Whaling-road, wore proceeded against on an information laid 
by the latter on a charge of “forcible entry.” Mr. Stopps attended on behalf of the Department of 
Lauds, and produced certain evidence that had been called for. Tho defendants were discharged.

On 22nd November, 1889, Mr. G. von Meyer wroto asking for an interview with the Minister for 
Lands. The Minister (Mr. Drunker) appointed Thursday, 19th December, 1889. On that day a depu
tation consisting of Mr. Cullen, M.P., Mr. von Meyer, Alderman Clark, and others attended. Mr. von 
Moyer reiterated the statements set forth in his letter of 23rd October, 1888, to tho Minister of Lands, as 
to the in jury done him by the non-opening of the Whaling-road. Alderman Clark said tho Municipal 
Council of which he was a member, were being continually pestered by people to do something in the 
matter of the Whaling-road, and ho contended that the road having been gazetted, and also recommended 
J or establishment by the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, should be opened up by the 
Department.

The Minister (Mr. Drunker) said “ lie could do nothing in regard to the case. The Crown has a 
legal adviser—the Attorney-General—who has advised that the Crown was not responsible, and that the 
parties interested should be left to have their right determined by the legal tribunals of the Colony. The 
survey of these Whaling grants appeared to have been first made on paper, and when they came to bo made 
on the land, it was found that there was not sufficient ground available for both grants and road.” With 
regard to the statement that tho road had been confirmed by Gazette notification, the Minister said that 
“ the road had not been confirmed, but, through an error, it had been included in the alignment notice. 
It was only a notice, and not one binding on the Government. In any case he could not go against the 
‘ Attorney-Generars opinion.’ ”

On 28th July, 1890, the Municipal Council of East St. Leonards requested the Minister for Lands 
to “ proceed against Mr. Loxton for an intrusion upon Crown lands, and to cause such lands to be 
properly laid out and dedicated as a road the lands referred to being described as the Whaling-road.

The Council was informed as follows :—“ The Department is not satisfied that there has been 
encroachment upon Crown land by Mr. Loxton, or that there are grounds sufficient to take action against 
him for intrusion, and declines to comply with the request of the Dorough Council of East St. Leonards.

On 26th and 27th October, 1890, Mr. D. M. Maitland attended, on behalf of the Department of 
Lands, at the Supreme Court (in Equity), with evidence in the case of Loxton vergus von Meyer.

_ On 8th November, 1890, the Dorough Council of North Sydney solicited an interview with the 
Minister for Lands, with the object of urging upon him that the Government lodge a caveat against the 
application of Lucinda Jane Loxton (No, 8,189) to bring certain lands (including part of the alleged 
W haling-road), and which lands were described in Government Gazette of 17th October, 1890, folio 8070, 
under tho provisions of the Real Property Act.

On the 14th November, 1890, the Minister (Mr. Drunker) received the deputation, which consisted 
of Mr. Cullen, M.P., the Mayor, Aldermen Clark and Mosely, &c,, &c.

The
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The deputation said that the Borough Council, in the interests of the ratepayers, had decided, to 

lodge a caveat against the application of Mrs. Loxton, and asked tho Minister to strengthen their hands 
by lodging another. Mrs. Loxton would get 4 acres 3 perches if her application wore granted, whereas 
she was only entitled under her grant to 3 acres 22 perches.

The Minister said that he could not do what they desired. He had the opinion of the Attorney- 
General that he was not justified in so doing. He thought that if the Council lodged a caveat the better 
course would be to have the matter threshed out in fhe Supreme Court. The Department would look 
very foolish going into Court when they had documentary evidence to show that tho Whaling-road had 
been carefully omitted from the alignment. In regard to the area, not one of these old grants but had 
more than its proper area. Their surveyors did not say there was Government land there—quite the 
opposite, and they would soon have this pointed out to them if they went into Court.

On 17th Xovember, 1890, the Borough Council of North Sydney addressed a communication to 
Sir Henry Parkes, K.C.M.G., further urging that the Government should lodge a caveat against 
Mrs. Loxton’s application. The letter was referred to the Minister for Lands (Mr. Brunker), 
who decided that, in view of the answer given t-o the deputation on 11th November, 1890, no further 
action was necessary thereon.

On 20th July, 1891, in answer to a request made by Messrs. Ellis, Mnkinson, and Plunkett to be 
allowed to file an information and statement ot claim in the name of the Attorney-General, and of their 
clients (Tierney and others, trustees of St. Joseph's Investment and Building Society) to assert a right to 
the Whaliug-road as a highway, Mr. Attorney-General Simpson wrote, “ Inform Messrs. Ellis, Makinson, 
and Plunkett that, after due consideration, I have come to the conclusion that it. is my duty to refuse 
compliance with the request contained in their letter of the 20th instant.”

On 21st December, 1891, the Legislative Assembly appointed a Select Committee, consisting of 
Messrs. Copeland, McGowen, Haynes, Cook, Want, Crick, Levien, Hutchinson, llassal], and E, M. Clark 
(which Committee was subsequently altered to include Messrs Bose, Donald, and Dr, Hollis in lieu of 
Messrs. Want, Crick, and Hassall), to inquire into and report upon the opening of the Whaling-road, 
North Shore. On the 17th March, 1892, the Special Committee reported that they were of opinion that 
the road as shown on plans referred to and known as tho Whaling Road, was a public thoroughfare, and 
recommended that the road “as gazetted on ISt.h July, 1893,should be at once opened by the Govern
ment for public use.

On the 29th November, 1891, judgment was delivered in the case of Tierney versus Loxton. Tierney 
had lodged a caveat against Mrs. Loxton’s Real Property application, and an order of Court had been made 
settling the issue at highway or no highway. The judgment of 29th November, 1891, rescinded the order 
of Court directing trial of issues, and the Registrar-General wan directed to take the caveat off the file.

On 3rd December, 1891, in the Legislative Assembly, Mr. E. M. Clark drew attention to the 
question of the Whaling-road. He understood that from the decision of the Court in Tierney versus 
Loxton the caveators would have to withdraw their caveat on the following Saturday. He wished to 
know whether the Attorney-General would join issue with the caveators in the case. Mr, Barton 
(Attorney-General) said that ho could not see that there was any question that could not be as well 
fought out without the intervention of the Attorney-General.

On 13th December, 1892, in the Legislative Assembly, Mr. E. M. Clark asked the Secretary for 
Lands,—

(1.) Has he yet considered the advisability of giving effect to the resolution of this House, adopted 
as a formal motion, and therefore unanimously, “ That the Report of the Select Committee on the 
Whaling-road ho adopted ” ?
(2.) Is it a fact that the North Shore Gas Company has erected a gasometer on the said road, and 
that one J. E. Loxton has also lately erected a stone wall across same P
(3.) As the recommendation of the Select Committee ivas that the road should he at once opened, 
has ho any objection to state why he declines to give effect to the unanimously expressed resolution 
of this House which adopted such recommendation P 
Mr. Copeland answered,—
(1 and 3.) Tho resolution of the House was a formal motion, which slipped through inadvertently, 
and should not have been dealt with without full consideration, seeing that a iSolect Committee 
cannot be appointed on a formal motion. The recommendation embodied in tho Committee’s 
Report is the reverse of that recommended by the ex-Attorney-General (Mr. Simpson). I will, 
however, endeavour to obtain tho opinion of the present Attorney-General on the vexed question, 
and in the meantime no action will bo taken.
(2 ) It is understood that a gasometer and other buildings arc on the land, which might be locally 
spoken of as the Whaling Road.
On 19th December, 1S92, the case was forwarded to the Attorney-General, the Minister 

(Mr. Copeland), having written ■ forwarded to Attorney-General. I should be obliged if my honorable 
colleague would favor me with his opinion as to whether the Crown should be held responsible for opening 
this road.”

On 5th April, 1893, Mr. Clark. M.P., wrote drawing attention to the fact that the North Shore 
Gas Company had made a Real Property application in respect ot land known as the Whaling-road, and 
urging that the Department of Lands should lodge a caveat against such application.

At various times during April, 1893, in the Legislative Assembly, Mr. Clark asked questions of 
the Secretary for Lands relative to the Whaling-road, and was informed that the ease had been referred 
to the Crown Law Officers for the opinion of the Attorney-General thereon, and that this Department 
will take such action as might be recommended by fhe legal adviser of the Crown.

On IGth May, 1S93, Dir. Clark wrote to the Minister for Lands, pointing out that the period within 
which caveats might be lodged in the matter referred to expired on the 2Gth May, 1893, and that in the 
ease of Tierney versus Loxton, it was held in the Supreme Court that no property owner could ea\eat in 
respect to a right of road. The letter was referred to the Crown Solicitor for tho information of the 
Attorney-General.

On 22nd May, 1893, the Crown Solicitor forwarded Mr. Attorney-General Barton’s opinion on the 
matter, referred to him on the 19th December, LS92. It was as follows :—“ This matter gives rise to a 
number of complex and difficult questions, but the subject more immediately demanding an opinion from 
mo is whether the Crown ought to lodge a caveat against (he application of the North Shore Gas 
Company. ; 111
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“ J have come to the conclusion that this course is not advisable. The evidence as to what has 
been called the 1 Whaling-road,’ whether in respect of its location or in respect of the question of dedi
cation and user, is, in my opinion, so vague and unsatisfactory that I am unable to say that the caveat 
could be supported with reasonable hope of success, assuming that there still eiistod the means of proving 
everything which seems to favour the claim of a road. But the great lapse of time makes even this most 
doubtful, and on the whole 1 am of opinion that it would he a waste of money on the part of tho Crown 
to litigate the matter. _ .

“ The Municipal Council of North Sydney are, I understand, anxious to contest the claim of road 
if they could acquire any footing to enable them to do so. If they are willing, in view of the limited 
prospects of success, to take the risks attaching to litigation, it may he a question for my honorable 
colleague whether he will contest the matter on the Municipal Council giving a satisfactory indemnity to 
the Crown against all the costs. But it must, be remembered, as pointed out by the Court in its judgment 
in Tierney n. Loxton, 1 that there is nothing to be found in any section of the Act (i.e., the Real Property 
Act of 1862) which points to the conclusion that the Legislature ever intended that questions as, to the 
existence of a highway or right of public user of land should be contested under its provisions.’ In a 
later part of the judgment it is hinted that the Minister might think it right to take the necessary steps 
to enter a caveat,’ but the Court does not clearly intimate its opinion that a caveat is any more open to 
the Minister than to anyone else for the purpose of contesting questions as to the existence of a highway.

11 On the other hand, it may be that a writ of intrusion would be the best means of settling the 
question if the Municipal Council will take the risk by giving an indemnity. But unless or until they 
intimate a desire to do so it is not necessary to inquire minutely into this branch of the subject. It is 
enough for me to say now that I do not think there is sufficient evidence to warrant the Crown in con
testing the question as asked. _ , .

“ The Under Secretary for Lands (Mr. Houston) then submitted that,1 in view of the advising of 
the Attorney-General, no steps he taken to lodge a caveat against the application of the Gas Company.’ 
This is the matter requiring immediate settlement. The Minister (Mr. Copeland), on the 23rd. May, 
1893, wrote .‘In view of tho Attorney-General’s opinion, I should not feel justified in taking any action 
in tho matter. Inform.’

" Mr. Stopps then queried, ‘The question of whether a caveat shall or shall not bo lodged having 
been settled in the negative, it is now submitted whether it is considered that the subject of the Minister's 
reference to the Attorney-General of 19th December, 1892, on paper 86 herein, has been dealt with in 
Mr, Barton’s opinion, and whether in view of the tenor of it no further action bo taken to survey or to 
attempt to locate and open the so-called road.’ ” _ ...

The Under Secretary (Mr. Houston) submitted that the question really was whether litigation 
was to be entered upon with a view to opening the supposed road; if so, ho ventured to think, it should 
only be undertaken on the conditions indicated in the concluding paragraph of the Honorable the 
Attorney-General’s advising.

The Minister (Mr. Copeland), on 6th June, 1893, wrote; “Approved.” On 13th June, 1893, 
Mr. E. M. Clark, M.P., was informed in terms of the foregoing. .

On 3rd August, 1893, Mr. G. von Meyer submitted a lengthy letter relative to the Whaling-road 
to the President of the Executive Council, and staled that in 1882 “ Dr. Renwick, M.P., the then Minister 
for Mines, was requested to assess tbe damage done to my wife’s estate {i.e., by the closing of the Whaling- 
road), and the said Minister assessed the damage at £3,000, but my said wife has not received one 
single penny on the said assessment.”

Mr. von Meyer’s letter was referred to this Department, and in answer the Principal Under 
Secretary was, on 9th October, 1893, informed that the Honorable the Attorney-General having expressed 
his opinion that the evidence as to what has been called the Whaling-road is so vague and unsatisfactory 
that it lias been decided not to take any action towards opening the said road unless the Borough Council 
of North Sydney will take the risks of litigation which might issue thereon by giving the Crown an 
indemnity.

In answer to a communication from Mr, G. von Meyer, that gentleman was, on 16th October, 
1893, informed that his letter to His Excellency the Governor and tho Executive Council, having been 
referred to tins Department, was reported upon on 11th October, 1893. ^ _

On 18th November, 1893, Mr. G. von Meyer addressed a communication to the Principal Under 
Secretary, stating that he relied mainly upon “ the authority of tho Crown given to Dr. Renwick (late 
Minister for Mines) to assess the value of the property,” the subject of his claim for damages in respect 
of the Whaling-road, and further stating that he awaited the return of Dr. Renwick to Sydney for the 
purpose of prosecuting his claim.

On 25th September, 1894, in the Legislative Assembly, Mr. William Morgan asked the Secretary 
for Lands,—

(l.) Has any sum been awarded to George von Meyer as compensation for losses sustained in 
consequence of the closing of the Whaling-road, North Sydney?
(2.) If so, what amount ?
(3.) Did Dr. Renwick, whon Minister for Mines, assess the damage sustained at £3,000 ?
(4.) Has this sum been paid ; if not, why not ?
Mr. Young answered,—
(1 and 2.) No.
(3.) The papers do not disclose that Dr. Renwick, as Minister for Mines, assessed the damage 
alleged to have been sustained by Mr. von Meyer, who, however, made a claim for the sum of £3,000 
for compensation for such alleged damage, which was refused, on the opinion of tho Attorney- 
General that tho Crown was not legally responsible.

Sydney. William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer.—1897*
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CLOSING OF BRANCH ROAD, DOUBLE BAY.
(RETURN' RESPECTING.)

Printed under hfo. 20 Report from Printing Committee, 21 October, 1897.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 1st July, 1897, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,— .

“ A precis of papers in connection with the closing of Branch Road. 
" Double Bay.” 1

(Mr. B. M. Clark.)

Precis in re Branch Road, Double Bay.
In 1833 grants were issued of 13a. 3r. to William McDonald, and 11a. 2r, to Elizabeth Pike the land 
therein granted being described as follows ;—

William McDonald, 13a. 3r. County of Cumberland, parish of Alexandria, allotment No 10 
ru"dc\0TJ the ™rth by a line dividing it from No. 9 allotment, bearing east 13£ chains; on the east 
by the shore ot Double Bay and a stream to a marked tree thereon 3 chains north of the bridge on 
the old road to Point Piper ; on the south by a branch road from the marked tree to the upper road; and 
on the west by the upper road, being the allotment sold as lot 18 in pursuance of the advertisement of 
11th September, 1833, and therein stated as 13 acres.

iLhzaleth Pilce 11a. 2r. County of Cumberland, parish of Alexandria, allotment No. 11 
Bounded on the west by the upper road ; on the north by the branch road leading to the bridge: on 
the east by the old road leading to Point Piper ; and on the south by a line dividing it from No. 12 
allotment, bearing west 15 chains,—being the allotment sold as lot 9 in pursuance of tbe advertisement of 
11th September, 1833, and therein stated as 13 acres.
i r T1'6 bo™daries ,of br£mch r°a<b which divided these two allotments, do not seem to have been 
detmitely marked on the ground. The plan shows it as being of variable width, vide copy herewith 
marked r X.

In 1867 Mr. Licensed Surveyor John Armstrong made a survey of this road and transmitted a 
ra^a whlcb (,narked P 2) is attached. He reported that there was then a slight encroachment
by Mr. W. Smart in the position indicated by green edging. '

On 28th November, 1867, Mr. Armstrong reported that, in accordance with instructions given to 
Inm, he had pointed out to an officer of the Municipal Council the position of the road.

On the 5th August, 1886, R. Hellings applied to be allowed to purchase, under section 66 of the 
Crown Lands Act or 1884, an area of perches of land, described as being the land between Spring- 
road and his freehold land. This land is shown by red tint on tracing marked P 3 (attached).

On the 27th September, 1886, the application was refused, as the land was reported to form part 
ot a road, the alignment of which had been asked for by the Woollahra Municipal Council.

On the 5th August, 1886, Elizabeth Hunt made an application under the same clause for the land 
shown by red tint on the attached tracing marked P 4, which was refused for the same reason.

On the 29th June, 1886, William Bell drew the attention of the Department to an alleged 
encroachment upon this road which, he alleged, obstructed approach to his land, and he asked that the 
Cumberland Ranger be requested to cause such alleged encroachment to be removed ; be was however 
advised to apply to the Borough Council. 1 ’
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On the 28th August, 1886, the Borough Council of Woollahra asked that this road might be 
aligned, aud instructions were issued to Mr. Surveyor Woolrych for the alignment accordingly.

On the 16th December, 1886, Messrs. Want, Johnson, & Co. advised the Department that certain 
fences erected upon Mies Hunt’s land had been removed by officers of the Crown, and they requested that 
such fences be replaced. Further particulars were asked for regarding the matter.

On the 4th January, 1887, Surveyor Mills transmitted a tracing showing the position of branch 
road from Darling Point Koad to Ocean-street, aud suggested, before finally marking the alignment, that 
the matter of encroachments (shown by him on the tracing accompanying his report, vile attached tracing 
P 5) be referred to the Woollahra Council as to whether it was probable that the road would be constructed 
for vehicular traffic, and, if not, whether the road as fenced with a lane between the properties of Hunt 
and Morgan, giving access to the properties claiming frontage to tho road, would sufficiently meet tbe 
public requirements.

On the 11th February, 1887, the Council was referred to as to what would be the best course to 
adopt iu connection with the public and ratepayers’ mterests in view of the report of Surveyor Mills.

On the 17th February, 1887, the Council replied that the best course to adopt would be alignment 
in accordance with the original application ; instructions were issued to the surveyor accordingly, and 
Messrs. Want, Johnson, & Co. were informed of the intended action.

Several letters were then received from solicitors acting for Miss Hunt and Mr. Morgan, objecting 
to the alignment of the street in such a way as to deprive them of any land occupied by them.

On the 2nd May, 1887, Mr, Hellings lodged another application under section 66 of the Crown 
lands Act of 1SS4, for the land previously applied for, which was refused on the same grounds as his 
first one.

On the 29th June, 1887, a number of the residents of Double Bay and Darling Point petitioned 
against the alleged creation of a proposed new road; in reply to which they wore informed that no attempt 
at creating a new road was being made in the position referred to by them, that action was being taken 
to define the position of a road left in the subdivision of tho Crown Estate in compliance with a request 
of the Woollahra Council, and that in doing so it was found that a number of encroachments on the road 
■existed.

■ On the 29th January, 1888, Surveyor Mills transmitted the plan of survey for alignment (see 
attached tracing, marked P 6). '

As however the road, as thus aligned, embraced a considerable portion of land included in 
Mr. Morgan’s certificate of title, No. 4,296, which he had improved ia good faith and at considerable 
expense, the llegislrar-General was asked to say if the error in the certificate could, and would, be dealt 
with under section 40, or any other section, of the Peal Property Act. The preliminary notification of the 
road appeared in the Government Qazette of the 20th April, 1888.

On the 4th May, 1888, J. F. Morgan lodged an objection to the opening of the road, and similar 
objections were lodged on the 7th May, 1888, by J. W. Johnston ; on 12th May, 1888, by Elizabeth Hunt; 
on 14th May, 1888, by W. S. Coulter; and on the 15th May, 1888, by P. Hellings,—all of whom stated 
that the road was not required.

The Eegistrar-General (after some correspondence) made an attempt to recall Morgan’s certificate 
with a view to amendment, but Mrs. Morgan refused to deliver up the document.

The Crown Solicitor, having been instructed to take proceedings with a view to causing surrender 
of the certificate for amendment, on the 14th January, 1891, advised that the Department had a serious 
task before it in undertaking to prove before the Supreme Court that the certificate issued on the 
application of Mr. Morgan was so issued partly in error, and contained by misdescription certain Crown 
land, and that success seemed doubtful, aud even if the action were successful the expense would 
be very heavy; he therefore suggested that the Council should ho asked to say if they were still 
prepared to take over and form the road if aligned, having regard to the costs of such formation, and, if 
not, they might approve of a proposal to permit the adjoining owners to purchase the land encroached on 
by them up to the new alignment.

It was approved on 2nd March, 1891, that the Pegistrar-General and Crown Solicitor be 
advised to abandon the intended proceedings in the matter of recalling the certificate, and on the 
24th March, 1891, in reply to a letter from the Woollahra Council, they were informed of the above 
decision.

On the 17th September, 1892, the Council advised tho Department that they had received a 
petition, signed by over 100 residents, requesting immediate removal of all encroachments on this 
road, and the Council was informed in reply thereto that, in view of the advice of the Crown 
Solicitor, the Department declined to proceed further with the alignment as surveyed by Mr. Mills.

Ou the 20th October, 1892, W. Bell—per T. H. Hassall, M’.P.—complained of certain encroachments 
on the road, as a result of which the value of his property was depreciated, and he requested alignment of 
the road, or that the ranger be instructed to cause removal of the encroachments (fences). .

On the 3rd November, 1892, the matters mentioned by Mr. Bell were referred to tho Borough 
Council, and an illustrative tracing was at the same time sent.

On the 13th December, 1892, the Council asked that the branch road be proclaimed and dedicated, 
and in reply were referred to previous correspondence, in which it was stated that the Department refused 
to proceed further with the matter. .

On the 29th May, 1893, Bell again requested that the portion of the road alleged to be accurately 
defined by the descriptions in the deeds, and not covered by Morgan's deed, be dedicated to the Council, 
nr that the ranger bo instructed to cause removal of the encroaching fences.

On the 8th June, 1893, Mr. Hassall, M.P., asked that something be done either to cause alignment 
to be completed or removal of the encroachments.

After careful reconsideration of the circumstances surrounding the matter, it was decided, on the 
2nd July, 1893, that in view of the advice of the Crown Solicitor the circumstances of the case did not 
warrant the Department undertaking expensive legal proceedings in which success was very doubtful, and 
that no modification of the decision previously given could therefore be made.

On the 6th October 1893, W. S. Coulter advised the Department that Mr. Bell had cut down a 
portion of the fence around his property in assertion of an alleged claim to a road.

In reply to a request by the Council for an interview, Mr. Secretary Copeland, on the 4th December,
1893. declined to reopen the question.

In
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In consequence of Bell cutting down a fence belonging to Hellings, in order to assert a riglit to 
use tbe land as part of this road, an action for trespass was brought by G. Hellings against "\V. Bell, and 
he obtained a verdict with £100 damages.

On the case coining before the Bull Court, on a motion for a now trial, a settlement was arrived at 
between tbe parties, Hellings agreeing to move his fence back so as to give Bell access to his land, and 
Bell agreeing not to oppose an application by Hellings to purchase the remainder of the land in dispute ; 
the verdict for Hellings to be set aside and each party to pay his own costs.

On the Gth December, 1894, Hellings again applied to be allowed to purchase the area referred to 
in this agreement, being the area shown by pink tint ou attached traciug marked P 7.

On the 22nd February, 1S95, the case was referred to the Crowu Solicitor to obtain copies of the 
notes taken at the hearing of the case “ Hellings *, Bell,” and for advice as to whether this Department 
would be warranted in proceeding to act in the way desired by Hellings, by providing a road of less width 
than that aligned by Mr. Mills, and entertaining applications for pre-emption of land between such road 
and the watercourse.

On the 3rd January, 1896, tho Crown Solicitor advised that in his opinion the best course of 
procedure would be to formally revoke the dedication of branch road by action under section 105 of the 
Crown Lands Act of 1884, then to rededicate the land desired to bo appropriated as a road, and the balance 
could then be sold to Mr. Hellings and others. _

On the 2nd June, 1896, the District Surveyor reported that he had caused to be defined tbe limits 
of branch road as proposed to be laid out (vide helio. r 8 attached), and advised that the dedication of 
this road be formally revoked in the manner suggested by the Crown Solicitor, with a view to dedication of 
the road as now defined, and also alienation of certain portions of land not now required by tbe public.

On the 19th June, 1896, Mr. Hassall, M.P., requested that certain encroachments on this road be 
removed, and he stated that neither the residents nor the Council would consent to auy alteration being 
made in the original road.

On the 8th August, 1896, Mr. E. M. Clark, M.P., requested that this matter be further looked 
into, in order that no individual rights might be interfered with, _

On tbe loth August, 1896, it was approved that the course suggested by tbe District Surveyor, 
under the report of the Crown Solicitor, should be followed.

On tho 2nd September, 1896, Messrs. Clark and Hassall were informed that due consideration had 
been given the case, and the course proposed seemed tho only method of settling a long disputed matter, 
except by embarking in expensive litigation. _

The papers where then sent to the Crown Sobcitor for preparation of the Executive minute in 
connection with the proposed action under section 105 of tho Crown Lands Act of 1884, and on the 3rd 
December, 1896, he returned the case with the necessary draft of tho Executive minute.

On the 14th May, 1897, Mr. Clark, M.P., wrote asking for a careful reconsideration of the whole 
matter, with a view io protection of the rights of the property-owners and the public.

On the 3rd June, 1897, Mr. Clark, M.P., was informed that the action being taken by tbe Depart
ment was decided upon after a very full consideration of tbe case, and after seeking legal advice, and, as it 
seemed the only solution of a very difficult case, it must be proceeded with, and that the decision must be 
considered as final.

On the 7th June, 1897, Mr, Clark advised the Department that he intended moving an adjournment 
of tbe House ; he was asked, on the 11th of same month, to see the Minister.

On the 8th June, 1897, the Governor and Executive Council approved of the publication of a 
preliminary notice of the revocation of the dedication of branch road and rededication, m lieu tbreof, of 
certain other roads forming portion of such road.

On the 30th June, 1897, Mr. Clark, M.'P., advised the Department that he had given notice of 
motion with regard to the papers in the case, as suggested in a conversation with the Minister, and he 
requested suspension of further action in tho case for the time being. He was informed that pending the 
preparation of t\m pr&cis asked for action had been suspended.

The attached tracing, marked P 9, is a copy of the original plan of allotments 27, 28, and 30.

[Nine plans.]

[2s, OdJ]

Sydney: William Applegate GulUck, Government Printer.—IS&T.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

NEW BRIDGE AT GLEBE ISLAND.

REPOET.

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 
1888, 61 Vic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 62 Vic. 
No. 26, and the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 63 
Vic. No. 11, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon 
“ the expediency of constructing a New Bridge at Glebe Island, to replace the 
existing structure,” have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient 
the proposed bridge should be constructed; but they recommend that there be 
substituted for the present bridge a stone causeway, having a steel swing-span ■ 
in the centre, as proposed by the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works; and, in 
accordance with the provision of sub-section (iv), of clause 13, of the Public 
Works Act, report their recommendation to the Legislative Assembly:—

Question of Erecting a New Bridge.

1. The question of erecting a new bridge at Glebe Island was before this 
Committee in 189-1. On 25th January of that year it was referred to the Committee 
for inquiry, and on 21st June, 1891, they decided u That when the renewal of 
Glebe Island Bridge becomes necessary it should he replaced by a timber structure 
of improved design, having openings by a swing-span of 60 feet, and a clear 
headway of not less than 20 feet ”; but, in consequence of a sudden dissolution 
of Parliament, time did not permit of the resolution being embodied in a report and 
presented to the' Legislative Assembly. It thus became necessary to again refer 
the question to the Committee, and this was done by the Legislative Assembly 
on 27th September, 1891, with the result, after further inquiry, that the Committee 
resolved it was “ not expedient that the Glebe Island Bridge he replaced at present 
by a new structure.” The bridge had recently been strengthened, and it was 
considered to he in a condition sufficiently satisfactory to serve the traffic passing 
over it for a considerable length of time.

Nothing further was done until April, 1896, when a report upon the state of 
the bridge being called for by the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, it was 
found that, though the condition of the structure was not very satisfactory, the matter 
might be allowed to stand over for another year. In May, 1897, a further report 
was obtained, and on that occasion it was stated that the bridge was rapidly becoming 
more insecure, and at that date “ had barely a sufficient factor of safety to justify 
the traffic over it.” Upon this the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works recommended 
that a sum of money be placed on the Estimates at the earliest date for the reconstruc
tion of the bridge, and £110,000 was noted for the Loan Estimates, that amount 
being the estimated cost of a new iron bridge as submitted to the Committee in
1891. At the same time arrangements were made for again referring the proposed 
work to the Committee, and on the 9th June, 1897, the present Committee were 
authorised by the Legislative Assembly to consider and report upon the expediency 
of erecting a new bridge, to replace the existing structure. .

i
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The Present Inquiry.

2. In carrying out their inquiry it was necessary for the Committee to 
ascertain clearly the condition of the present bridge as compared with what it was 
in 1894, and whether the period contemplated in the decision of that year, as 
that during which the structure might be expected to accommodate its traffic 
without risk, had now expired. "With this object they made personal inspections 
of the bridge, as well as examined witnesses. Considerable delay occurred on 
the part of the Department of Public Works in placing before the Committee 
the design for the structure it was proposed should take the place of the bridge; 
but, to some extent, this was due to the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works being 
out of the Colony, and it was remedied immediately lie returned. The witnesses 
examined consisted of Government officers and persons interested in the question 
of the bridge, most of the latter having specially requested to be heard in the inquiry.

Description op the Proposed Structure.

3. The design submitted to the Committee, in the present inquiry, is not • 
one of a bridge, but of a causeway constructed in the form of a solid bank of 
rubble from the shore at either end, hand-pitched on the slopes from low-water 
upwards, with a steel swing-span in the middle covering two openings of 60 feet in 
the clear, and two side spans each 80 feet long, the side spans being1 provided to 
keep the toe of the banks clear of tbe fairway through the swing-span. The 
mechanism of the swing will be similar to what it would be in a steel bridge ; but 
instead of having a timber deck, trough plates filled with concrete carrying wood
blocking will be used, thus ensuring a practically permanent roadway.

. The proposal to construct a new bridge, it is explained by the Engineer-in
Chief for Public Works, was abandoned by the Department, and a design for a 
causeway adopted, because fuller consideration showed the latter to be preferable.

_ The situation of the new structure Avill be about 90 feet from the southern 
side of, and parallel to, tbe present bridge, and it will carry a -roadway of 40 feet 
and two 5-feet pathways. Part of the existing curve on the road from the present 
bridge across Glebe Island will be done away with, and a better gradient and wider 
roadway will be obtained from the causeway to the Abattoirs. On the Pyrmont side 
also the approach to the causeway will be widened considerably. *

. The material required for the ca useway will he easily obtainable, a circumstance 
that will probably cheapen the work. Sufficient stone can be excavated on Glebe 
Island, but it may be obtained elsewlieue and at a much reduced cost. There will, 
for instance, be a considerable amount of excavation in connection avith tbe construc
tion of the large power-house near Harris-strcet for the George-street electric 
tramway, and the site of the causeway will he very convenient as a j>laee where the 
earth and stone so excavated can be deposited. The site will be equally convenient 
for the reception of the material excavated from Hyde Park, should the proposed 
railway extension into the city be carried out, or obtained from other excavations 
in or around the city. Ey using the material from such sources in this manner, it 
is the opinion of the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works that the cost of the 
causeway will be reduced, probably to the extent of £25,750.

_ Eoth the causeway and/the swing-span are to be so constructed as to admit of 
their carrying a tramway.

The time likely to be occupied in completing the work will be about three
years.

Estimated Cost.

^ d. The estimated total cost of the causeway and swing is £84,500, but, 
with the widening and regrading of the Abattoir-road (an improvement necessary 

. in any scheme for replacing the present bridge), £89,100, the total amount beina* 
made up as follows :— ^

Causeway _ _ ... ................................................................ £32,130
Swing-span, including pivot piers and two rest piers ... ... 35,050
Side-spans, with piers, abutments, and superstructure ... ... 10,740
Approaches ....................................................................................... 3 250
Tram-track and protecting platform ... ... ... ... 3,330

"Widening and regrading the Abattoir-road (including land resumption)
£84,500

4,000

_ Total ................................................... £80,100
Of this amount, as previously indicated, possibly £25,750, and certainly a very con
siderable portion of that sum, may be saved by much of the material for the causeway 
being obtained either free of cost or at a very low price. Cost
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Cost of a Causeway axe of a Bridge compared.

5. In an appendix to the evidence of the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works 
will be found a comparison of the estimated cost, annual charge, and capital value 
of the annual charge of the proposed causeway, with those of a timber bridge and 
of a steel bridge, which gives the following results:—

Causeway with steel swing-span :— 
Bridge and causeway ... ..
Protecting platforms ..............

Prime cost.

. £81,500 

. 3,000

Annual charge.
Capital value of annual 

charge at
4 per cent, interest.

Timber bridge:—
Bridge and approaches ...
Protecting platforms ... ...

£84,000

. £50,000

. 3,000

£5,040 £126,000

Steel bridge—Tarred metal deck :— 
Bridge and approaches ... . .
Protecting platforms ... ...

£59,500

£39,400
3,000

£0,2/0 £131,750

£92,400 £5,840 £146,000
If £25,750 be saved, as previously explained, the prime cost of the causeway 

and swing will be less than £00,000, and the annual charge and its capital value 
proportionately reduced.

Condition of the Present Bridge.

6. The condition of the present bridge which is thirty-five years old, appears to 
be sucli as to justify the erection of a new structure. The piles, as a whole, are fairly 
sound, though some of them are hollow and show indications of decay or of the ravages 
of the white ant, as do the girders. The piers are very light, and the superstructure 
is not strong enough for the traffic which the bridge carries ; the vibration is much 
in excess of what it ought to he. The bridge is defective also in its swing, which 
is small and obsolete, inconveniently worked, and badly situated. Only constant 
supervision and repair since the inquiry by the Committee in 1894 have kept 
the structure in a condition fit to accommodate the traffic passing over it 
without undue risk of accident, and it has now reached the stage when it is con
sidered to be no longer economical to expend money upon the bridge in repairs 
beyond what may he necessary to keep it open for traffic until a new bridge or 
causeway can be provided. 'Up to the present £21,800, in addition to its original cost, 
has been expended upon it.

The Bridge Traffic.
7. The bridge was designed to provide for only light traffic, and consequently 

cannot satisfactorily meet the requirements of the present traffic, which is largely 
in excess of what was the case at the time the bridge was erected, a great increase 
having taken place in recent years. In 1889, for instance, the daily average 
number of vehicles crossing the bridge was 196 ; in 1894 it was 1,792; and now, 
according to a count made in the week 19th to 29th June last, omitting Sundays, it 
is over 2,000, in addition to which there is a daily average traffic of 51 horsemen, 
215 driven animals, and 1,296 pedestrians.

One-fifth of the present vehicular traffic is connected with the Abbatoirs; 
the remainder consists of vehicles passing to and from districts to the north and 
west of the bridge.

Necessity for a Bridge or Causeway.

8. A bridge, or causeway, from Pyrmont to Glebe Island is absolutely 
necessary for the traffic between those places. While the Abattoirs remain on the 
island there must be some means of communication with them such as the present 
bridge affords, and they may remain there permanently, for there is plenty of room 
to permit of their enlargement and of their being connected with the railway at 
Homebush. But, if sooner or later, they should be removed, there is sufficient 
traffic across the bridge unconnected with the Abattoirs to justify its existence, 
as most of that which comes over the Lane Cove, Parramatta, and Iron Cove 
bridges uses the Glebe Island Bridge.

Reasons
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Reasons Ravoueaele to a Causeway.

D. If it is proved that the present bridge—or something to take its place—is 
necessary to preserve the means of communication with the Abattoirs and the 
districts to which the bridge affords access, and that the one now in existence is 
in such a state of decay that a new structure is required, the only question 
that arises is the kind of new structure it is advisable to adopt. A comparison 
between the cost of a bridge and of a causeway shows that the latter is cheaper in 
annual cost and is the more permanent. One other point for consideration is whether 
the causeway will prove to be, in any way, an obstruction to water traffic to and from 
Blackwattle and Roselle Bays, or lead to the silting up of any portion of those bays. 
A statement published with the evidence describes the businesses carried on in the 
bays, and from this it will be seen that, though most of what is done there is in 
connection with the timber trade, there are one or two firms engaged in other 
business undertakings which, with due facilities, may grow to considerable 
dimensions. *

The average depth of water to be found in Blackwattle and Roselle Bays is 
about 13 feet, the depth at the head of the bays being about 9 feet. In Johnstone’s 
Bay there is alongside Glebe Island a depth of 12 feet, which increases to 18 feet at 
Glebe Point, Dredging might increase the depth above the bridge at low water to 
18 feet over an area of 160 acres, 22 feet over 120 acres, and 26 feet over 100 acres ; 
or a channel 300 or 400 feet wide and of sufficient depth could be dredged around 
the shore, the cost of dredging by adopting this plan being considerably lessened.

This possible improvement of these bays indicates an important future to the 
area of water above the bridge in connection with the shipping trade of the port, 
and, in view of this, it is necessary that the approach to this part of the harbour 
should not be unduly obstructed. The swing in the centre of the proposed causeway 
will afford ample facilities for the movements of shipping to and from the hays, and 
the passage through the swing will he of so considerable a size in proportion "to the 
area of water above the causeway that there can he no danger of any diminution of 
■water within the hays by an interception of its flow or an accumulation of silt.

The only source from which deposits of silt reach that part of the harbour 
are, the Engineer-in-Chief points out, storm-water drains and local sewers which 
discharge into the heads of the bays, and there is no current in the locality which 
would have the effect of causing this silt to be precipitated near the causeway. 
After the construction of the causeway the silt would he, as now, a deposit near the 
drain or sewer openings, and would be removed by dredging.

Bascule, oe Swing.

10. During the inquiry the question of having the opening in the centre of
the causeway fitted with a bascule instead of a swing was considered. Each method 
has its advantages, hut the swing appears to bo the more desirable. With the 
bascule a central pier is not necessary, but the side piers upon which it would rest 
would have to he proportionately strengthened. The matter was referred to the 
Enginecr-in-Chief, and he adheres to the swing in preference to a bascule, on the 
grounds that there could he no economy in adopting the latter, and that with the 
swing there could be provided a more permanent and satisfactory roadway. •

A New Road across Glebe Island.

11. Some complaint has been made of the road across Glebe Island leading 
from the bridge, and which will lead from the causeway, passing through the 
Abattoirs. There is ground for this complaint; but the Engineer-in-Chief, to whose 
attention the matter was drawn, explains that in view of the uncertainty as to the 
use to which Glebe Island may be put in the future, it is not wise, at present, to 
construct a new road. If, for instance, the island should be used for shipping 
purposes, which is possible, a new road might interfere with the usefulness of the 
place for railway traffic. It is, however, easy to make, in connection with the 
causeway, a new road across the island, if such a step should be found necessary, and 
that road could be used for general traffic, the present one being devoted exclusively 
to the traffic connected with the Abattoirs.

Decision
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Decision oe the Committee.

12. Taking everything into consideration—the age of the bridge, the unsuit
ableness of it for the traffic passing over it, the large expenditure upon it in repairs, 
and its increasing weakness through natural decay—the Committee have no difficulty 
in deciding to recommend that the bridge he replaced, as soon as possible, by 
another structure. This recommendation is justified by what the Committee have 
personally seen of the bridge, and by what the evidence discloses; and it is not 
inconsistent, it may be pointed out, with the decision of the Committee who 
considered the proposal for the construction of a new bridge in 1894. At that 
date, as already mentioned, the bridge had recently been strengthened, and from 
personal inspection and from the evidence of witnesses examined it was regarded 
as in a condition to sufficiently serve the traffic over it for a considerable length 
of time. The swing opening, it was stated, is badly situated, can sin g inconvenience 
to vessels passing through it, and exposing the bridge itself to risk of in jury ; but 
the extensive repairs, carried out by the Department of Public Works, had made the 
bridge sufficiently strong to meet requirements until a new structure should become 
an absolute necessity. That time, in the opinion of the present Committee, has now 
arrived.

The Hesolution Passed.

13. The following extract from 'the Committee’s Minutes of Proceedings of 
10th September, 1897, will show the resolution passed :—

“ Mr. Black moved— _
1 That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is not expedient that a new hridge should he 
constructed at Globe Isluud to replace the existing structure, as referred to the Committee 
by the Legislative Assembly; but they recommend that there be substituted for the present 
bridge a stone causeway, having a steel swing-span in the centre, as proposed by the 
Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.’ ' #

“ Mr. Purnell seconded the motion.
“ Mr. Wright moved—

‘ That the motion be amended by the omission of the word 1 not ’ and of all the words after 
the word ‘ Assembly.' ’

“ The amendment was negatived, and the motion was then passed.”

THOS. EWING,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 
Sydney, 15th September, 1897.

\
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC 
• WORKS.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.

NEW BRIDGE AT GLEBE ISLAND.

WEDNE8DAT, Hi JURE, 1S!)7.

JSnsent:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Ckairma

The lion. Eiiedehtck Thomas Humpilurt.
The lion. James Hosicess.
The Fon. Charles James Eoiserts, C.M.Ct.
The Hon. William Joseph Tkickett.
The Hon. Dasiel O’Consou.
Hjcshy Clarke, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider tlio expediency of consfrncfiDg a New Bridge at Glebe Island, to
replace the existing structure.

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John- Lionel Eeoan, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.
Francis Auccstus Wright, 3isq. 
Frank Farsei.l, Esq,

Eoberfc E. P, Hickson, Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn, and examined :—
1. Chairman."] I understand that, in Mr. Farley’s temporary absence from town, you do not propose to Ti.. R, p. 
deal with the design of the proposed bridge, but merely with the necessity for the substitution, of a bridge Hickson, 
for the existing structure ? Yes.
2. You Iirto prepared a statement for the Committee ? Yes. It is as follows:— 10 June,1897.

Glede Island BrnnoE.
On the 25th January, 1S9-1', on the motion of Hr. Secretary Lyne, the following resolution was passeil by the Legislative 
Assembly :— ...

That it he referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, to consider and report nil the 
expediency of removing the present Pyrmont and Glehe Island Bridges ; the construction in lieu thereof of certain 
other means of communication between Sydney, Pyrmont, Balmain, and the northern suburbs ; and the carrying 
out of incidental works in connection therewith.

The work was a subject of inquiry by that Committee from the 11th April to the 21st June, 1S94-, when the 
following decision, as far as Glebe Island Bridge is concerned, was arrived at

That when the renewal of Glebe Island Bridge becomes necessary it should be replaced by a timber structure of 
improved design, having openings by a saving span of (SO feet, and a eicar headway of not less than 20 feet.

The dissolution of Parliament occurring somewhat suddenly, time did not permit of the resolution being embodied 
in a report and presented to the Legislative Assembly ; it was consequently necessary to refer the proposed work to the 
next Committee, ami this was done by the Assembly on the 27th Scptembci, IS'JI, with, the result that the Committee 
reported, “ It is not expedient that the Glebe Island Bridge be replaced at present by a new structure.”

As the evidence given before the Committee was to the efl'ect that tbe bridge had only a very short life, by direction 
of the Minister, 1 wrote a memorandum on the 1st April, 1SWG, as follows :—

The Minister would like a report on the present state of the Pyrmont and Glebe Island Bridges as soon as possible, to 
enable him to decide if it be necessary to take any action tins Session with regard to the erection of new structures.
He would like the examination made by the same officers as inspected last year, as they would be in a better 
position to judge of tbe changes (if any) which may have taken place.

In reply Mr. Do Burgh furnished tbe following report:—
In accordance with instructions on 9GI40-5I herewith, I have made an examination of the Pyrmont and Glehe Island 

Bridges, witls a view to ascertaining what changes (if any) have taken place in the structures since 1S91, when the 
question of replacing them was before tbe Public Works Committee, In IS!)!, extensive repairs were in band 
with a view to strengthening the most decayed portion of the structures, and rendering them comparatively safe 
for traffic. Since then the bridges have been carefully watched, attention being paid to stopping the destructive 
work of the white ants, and also to keeping the decks in such order as to enable them to distribute the loads to 
the best effect over the girders. The precautions, however, could not and do not ali'cct the general condition of 
the structures, tiie repairs being carried out “ to make the stiucturc safe till a new one can be erected.”

It is not possible to define ihe alteration which has taken place in the briilgps in the two years that have elapsed since 
those repairs were earned out. They have passed the life which could lie expected from them, and the heavy 
traffic causing the old timbers to work upon each other makes them more and inure shaky with cadi year.
There is one point which I must draw special attention to. and that is the conddion of the opening span of the 
Pyrmont Bridge. 1 pointed nut in JdiH that, owing to the extensive decay in tim pier carrying the swing, it was 
unsafe, mid special attention was paid to strengthening it; but both pier and swing are so light that the trallio 
across the bridge is in danger of being stopped every time a vessel of any size passes through the opening. As an 
example of this, the '1 Fifoshire ” in passing through touched the pier (2|'l'2/9,)), and tlirew tiie span over about 
2 indies, so that it could not be closed. This was at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, a time when an enormous stream
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of traffic ia crossing the bridge to the railway yards, and the whole of this traffic was stopped for an hour and a 
half while the span was closed. Fortunately, 1 had a gang of men with gear working at Glebe, and so was able 
to start repairs a few minutes after the accident, or the stoppage of traffic would have been for a much longer period. 

Such an accident may occur at any moment, and may be of .such a diameter os to suspend traffic altogether for weeks. 
In a word, the bridges are not onty unsuitable, but they are quite worn out. If it is not intended to timid new ones, 

the present structures should be gradually rebuilt and strengthened, to do which would, in mv opinion, be to throw 
money away. '

Although the report as to the state of the bridge was not yeiy satisfactory, the Minister thought the matter might 
stand over for another year, and in May of this year, in accoidanee with his instructions, I wrote as follows to Mr. Darley:— 

The Minister would like a report on the state of the Pyrmont and Glehe Island Bridges, with a view of deciding what 
steps should-he taken, either as regards repair or re-erection, or, if safe, postponing any action for a time.

In reply, Mr. De Burgh, on the 21st May, again reported :—
In accordance with the instructions herewith, I have to report that, as we are constantly working at the Pyrmont and 

Glebe Island Bridges, no special examination is required to enable me to report on the necessity for renewal, but it 
is perhaps better to touch briefly upon the recent history of the hridges before expressing an opinion ou their 
present state.

In September, 1393, Pyrmont Bridge was reported to be in an absolutely dangerous state. In 1391, upwards of £7,000 
was spent in patching it up. In January, IS91, Globe Island Bridge was reported dangerous, and £4,000 was 
spent in patching it. I wrote then re Pyrmont Bridge, and it applies to Glebe Island Bridge also, “That there 
may be no misunderstanding as to the '■tate of the bridge, I may state that these repairs, and some minor repairs 
from time to time, should enable the bridge to carry traffic safely ior (snyj two and a half or three years, when 
the portion not now renewed will be unsafe.”

When I completed the repahs I stated that the close inspection which was possible during the repairs confirmed my 
opinion of the had condition of the bridges.

1 made a further examination of the bridges m 1S9G, which showed that the decay in the old timbers was advancing 
rapidly through perishing, as well as fiom white ants and rot. "

Now as to present state. The bridges arc becoming more shaky as month after month passes. The timbers, 
weakened by age, work upon each other, and the piers are so weak that they cannot afford the support required 
to stop the vibration. At the time the bridges were built they wore not up to the strength necessary for the 
traffic they now carry, and they now have barely a sufficient factor of safety to justify us in allowing the traffic 
over them. The size and number of vessels passing through the swing openings is increasing daily, and interrup
tions to the road traffic, which occur through the bridge being damaged by the slightest touch of a vessel, are 
numerous. If the work of replacing the bridges is put in hand at once, I shall consider that we have been 
extremely fortunate if we are able to carry the Iraffiu on the old bridges until the new ones are built, and I may 
state that, had I thought the work would have been postponed so long in 1S93, I should have recommended a very 
much larger expenditure than £11,000 on repairs; but, considering the unanimous opinion of all the officers who 
have had to do with the hridges that they should be replaced at once, I never doubted that steps would bo taken 
not later than lS9t. I cannot, of course, ask to bo released of responsibility in connection with these bridges, 
but I must point out that I occupy a very difficult position with regard to them, as I cannot possibly recommend 
sufficient repairs to make them sjfeon account of the Mini required being largo enough to go a long way towards 
building new bridges. If, however, it is not intended to take such steps as will relieve the present bridges of the 
traffic in (say) three years (which is the shortest time in which the new structures would be likely to be ready)
I shall have to ask for a heavy vote to strengthen the present bridges.

Upon this report, Mr. Darley minutes :—
I recommend that sums of money be placed on the Estimates at the earliest date to enable these hridges to lie recon

structed. It is alike unwise anti unsafe to attempt to keep them much longer in use. It is for the Minister to 
decide which class of the numerous designs estimated for should be adopted.

In submitting the matter for the Minister’s information, I drew his attention to the fact that the Public Works 
Committee recommended the construction of a bridge at Darling Harbour, at a coat not exceeding £82,500, and that an iron 
bridge at Glebe Island, estimated to cost £110,000, was rejected, and on this tbe Minister minuted that—

The two sums of money named may be noted for Loan Estimates, a resolution prepared for submitting the Glebe Island 
Bridge for the consideration of the Public Works Committee, and one for the carrying out of the renewal of the 
Pyrmont Bridge in accordance with the recommendation of that body.

So far as Glebe Island Bridge is concerned, the result of this was that, on the motion of Mr. Secretary Young, the 
Legislative Assembly passed the following resolution on the 9th instant

That it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works to consider and report upon the expe
diency of constructing a new bridge at Glebe Island,

It would appear from the various reports that the present bridge, which is 35 years old, was constructed by the 
Government at a oust of £20,186 15s. lid., and lias cost fur alterations and repairs since it was erected the sum of £21,800. 
In 1891, £4,000 was spent, and it was reported that further expensive repairs will have to be undertaken.

The bridge (irrespective of its probable life) is much below present requirements.
According to a return tabled in 1894, the average daily traffic for twelve hours, from 6 a.m. to C p.m. was as follows ;—

Vehicular traffic (cabs, omnibuses, carts, vans, &c.)................................................. 1,792
Horsemen ..................................................................................................... 60
Animals ......................................................................................................................... 357
Pedestrians.................................................................................   1,406

The average number of vessels passing through per day. according to a return recently made, is 17'5.
As the whole of the traffic has to filler through two tracks 8 ft. 6 in. wide at the centre of the bridge, and one track 

over the swing span, it is not surprising that the traffic becomes congested in tbe busy portions of the day.
The swing span with Ps 34 feet opening is ioonarrow, and being awkwardly placed at the Pyrmont end of the bridge 

.accidents to vessels frequently occur.
The piers of this bridge are in a very weak state. They were never designed to carry the immense traffic, which 

now uses the structure, and, notwithstanding tint they \\ ore patched up in 1894, the vibration is so great as to be dangerous, 
The corbels and girders have perished through age, and the ravages of white ant, and are no longer to be relied upon. 
The decking has to bo totally renewed every two years, so need not be taken into consideration—its present state is 

fairly good, having only been down about twelve months.
The swing span of the bridge is totally inadequate for tbe traffic using the bridge—both road and water. It is so 

narrow that only one vehicle can cross at a time, often causing serious delays, and at the same time the water is so shallow 
that many vessels have a difficulty in getting through the hridge at all.
Mr, De Burgh is in attendance to give you particulars as to the Mate of the hridge from his own personal 
examination, and I would suggest that you should examine him upon that point.
d. Approximately sis years hare elapsed since the report made by a previous Public 'Works Committee, 
with reference to this bridge ? Very nearly six years. *
4. You made reference just now to a paragraph m the report of a former Committee, in which it was 
suggested that a new bridge was not at that time necessary ? Yes.
5. Mr. Kashins,'] If the repairs executed in the bridge at the request of the Committee in 18!M are 
about worn out, and if the hridge as it stands is no longer serviceable, does it not serve to show that the 
timber put in was not good ? No ; the timber put in is as good as on the day on which it was put in, but 
it has been the old timber and the new timber working together which has caused the defect. That will 
be explained to you minutely by Mr. De Burgh. ] have not examined the hridge personally.

R. E. P. 
Hickson.

16 June, 1897.

Ernest
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E. M. de 
Burgl), 

M.I.C.E.

Ernest Macartney de Burgh, M.Inst.C.E., Assistant Engineer for Bridges, Department of Public Works,
■ sworn, and examined :—

6. Mr. Himphcry,'] You are in a position to give the CotnmiHee information as to the state of the bridge
at Glebe Island ? Yes. .
7. Dave von prepared a written statement? iNo ; but ] can make a brief statement as to the condition
of the bridge. . . 1G June,1897.
8. Will you in the first place refer to the condition of the bridge in 1801, at a time when a considerable
expenditure took place upoii it for the purpose of strengthening it, and will you briefly tell us the condition 
of the bridge after that expenditure ? At the time the previous inquiry was held by the Committee in 
reference to this bridge I was expending about £4,000 upon what were considered absolutely necessary . 
repairs, to prevent an accident occurring. There was no attempt made at that time to strengthen the 
bridge throughout. The repairs were simply made with a view to make the roadway good enough to 
caary the trallic, and to replace any of the timbers which were so completely decayed as to be likely to 
collapse. When these repairs were completed, which was early in 1895, the bridge looked very much 
better than it bad looked before : but as'regards the unsuitable character of the piers, and the vibration 
when traffic passed over it, it was very little better. Since then we have had to re-deck it once, but that 
was simply due to the ordinary wear and tear resulting from the traffic. We have done nothing of an 
important character to stiffen up, or improve the bridge, because we were under the impression that a 
new structure would be built there. i '
9. What is the present condition of the bridge ? In my opinion it is worn out. The piles, as I have
previously stated, are fairly sound, but the piers are very light, and the traffic which goes over the hridge ,
now is so much heavier than that for which the bridge was built that the vibration is much in excess ^ of 
what it ought to be in such a structure. The superstructure wras never strong enough for the traffic whieli
the bridge carries now. . .
10. You have not a design of the bridge which you propose shall bo substituted for the existing bridge .
No. ' . . , ,
11. The resolution passed by the Public Works Committee iu 1894 was to this effect:—That when the 
renewal of Glebe Island Bridge becomes necessary it should be replaced by a timber structure of improved 
design, having openings by a swing-span of 90 feet, and a clear headway of not less than 20 feet. In 
your opinion, will that meet all requirements ? I hardly care to express an opinion as to any new structure 
until the Department has submitted its design to tbe Committee. I am merely a constructing officer.
12. When you wore before the Committee in 1894, you expressed the opinion that when the improvements 
which you were making had been effected the bridge would last from three to live years ;—have you any 
reason to‘doubt that the bridge will last long enough to enable you to erect a new structure ? I think it 
will last long enough to enable us to do that.
13. What do you consider is now tbe probable life of the bridge ? Wc cannot let the bridge fall down.
If wc were to let it fall down there would be trouble. Wo are bound to keep it up. _ _
14. Do you say that the bridge has collapsed, or that it will collapse if you do not repair it frequently ?
It has not collapsed, and I do not propose to let it. But il would he a serious thing if wc were to wait 
until we found out that a bridge was so worn out that it would be likely to fall down before substituting 
another structure. The bridge, in my opiniou, has got into such a state that it is no longer economical to 
repair it. I should regard any expenditure in strengthening it as waste of money.
15. I gather from what yon say that the principal expenditure ceased in 1895 ? Yes, about two years 
ago. I have re-decked the bridge once since then.
16. Last year? Yes. • .... .
17. When you re-decked the bridge did you make an examination of its stater 1 made no further 
examination. 1 am familiar with hall through
18. You found it necessary io re-deck the bridge, although you arc of opinion that a new bridge should be 
placed there? It was absolutely necessary to re deck it. It is a matter of wear and tear. The horses’ 
feet would wear out the decking in about two years.
19. Would the re-decking be an unimportant expenditure ? I daresay it would run to about £400,
20. Is it your opiniou that you would be able, without much difficulty, to maintain the bridge a few years
longer, allowing time for the erection of a new structure ? Yes ; we can keep it iu order until a new 
structure is erected. ■ '
21. Where is the principal defect in the present bridge ? The girders carrying the superstructure when *
the bridge was originally built were very much too light. They are now about thirty-five years old, and
in regard to the bulk of them, the timber is not, of course, nearly as strong as when they were put in.
Even although they may not be actually decayed in the centre, the life has gone out of the timber. They 
were weak enough when they were put in for light traffic, and now that they arc not so good as when they 
were put in, they have io carry very much heavier traffic,
22. What is the difference in the traffic as between 1S94 and the present time ? I have no record, 
except as regards the shipping. The vehicular and pedestrian traffic has not been counted.
23. Will you give the Committee the figures you have in reference to the shipping ? In March, 1894,
we opened the swing-span an average of eleven times daily to allow vessels to go through. Taking the 
average of the whole of 1890, and up to May, 1897, wc have opened the bridge on an average twelve and '
a halt times a day.
24. Over what period did you spread ihe average in March, 1894? I took the average of a week.
25. Did you take the average In the corresponding weeks in 1890 and 1897 ? No ; I have given you the 
average from March, 1894, up to last month. A record has been made of tbe number of openings every 
day during the intervening period.
26. When did the increase m traffic become apparent ? It has been pretty uniform right through.
27. Mr. JIosMns^} Is the class of vessels which go through now larger than it Used io be? They
always take as large ones through as they can, but the water is limited. Even Small vessels can only go 
through at high tide. ■ _ .
28. Mr. Jhimphtinj.'] Prior to March, 1894, what was the average number of vessels passing through
daily ? I have no record of that. _ i
29. According to the figures you have given there has been an increase of something like 9 per cent,
between March, 1894, and the present time ? Yes. 30.
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do'Biftgb o?‘ ■?r0U 3,1,6 DOt PrePare(i io speak as to the tonnage? No ; we keep no record as to the tonnage. 
M.I.C.E.’ ^ ^°u any reeent figures showing the number of vehicles and of pedestrians who have crossed the

bridge f ] have no record since 1S04.
16 June, 1897. What was the state of the traffic in March, ISOf ? The dailv average was 1,702 vehicles, GO horse

men, 3o7 driven animals, and 1,40f> pedestrians. "
33. Have you no statistics showing the "traffic since the time when the expenditure of £4,000 for the 
strengthening of the bridge took place ? We have no statistics as to the traffic since the period I have

'ht!611 ^°U' wou^ involve putting on a special man to count the traffic.
34. What has led you to the conclusion, then, that the bridge is used to a larger extent now than it was
previously to 1S01? I do not think I made that statement. '
35. Ihcn in speaking of the traffic being greater now than in 1394, you referred to the opening of the 
swing only . Yes ; I am not in a position to speak as to the other traffic. I should think it would he 
considerably greater, but I have no figures to go upon.
36; Do you think the mcrease of traffic has tended to weaken the bridge? It would not weaken the 
bridge, there would be more wear and tear of the decking : but as regards the strength of the bridge, 
that would depend upon the question of how many persons and vehicles were on it at tbe one time.

it likely that the opening of the swing has tended to weaken the hridge ? The opening 
or the swing has not weakened the bridge; but if a vessel in passing through touched either the hridge 
or the swing itself ever so lightly, it would cause damage.
33. TiVhy have you arrived at the conclusion that the increased traffic has to a large extent caused an 
earlier necessity for a bridge than you anticipated after the expenditure of £4.000 in 1894 ? I think there 

' y s,om® rcusapprehension. The statement I made was that the superstructure of the bridge was built for 
light traffic originally, and that the traffic in recent years bad so greatly increased, and that the loads 
r-g over the bridge were so much heavier, that it was not, in my opinion, strong enough to carry them

39. Arc you referring to the traffic prior to or since 1894 ? There has been a gradual increase of traffic 
from the time the bridge was put up until the present day. The bridge is unsuitable for the traffic it is 
now called upon to carry,
40. Then, I presume, it was equally unsuitable in 1894 ? Yes,

k‘as ^oen ■rJP c\ian,?ei 80 far as you are aware, between the conditions that then existed and 
hose that now exist. So far as I am aware there has been no change. It might be of interest to the 

Lomrmtteo if I gave you the number of vehicles which passed over the bridge in 1889. That will show 
you what an enormously increased traffic the bridge is called upon to carry. In 18S9 there was a daily 
average or only 19G vehicles, 102 horsemen, 456 driven animals, and 1,011 passengers. That would be 
( urmg a day of twelve hours. The number of vehicles, which, of course, constitutes the heaviest of the 
traffic, has increased from 19G in 1839 to 1,792 in 1894.
42. Chairmen.'] ’I suppose there would be no difficulty in getting the present traffic counted ? No : I 
can obtain it. -or ,

arf SUre rccIu“’e ^ before the Committee report ? Yes ; but it would be scarcely well to take 
it this week, on account of the holidays coming on, I will see, however, that it is taken. It is only a 
question ot putting a man on the bridge to count the traffic. '
44 itfr. Humpheri/.] Can you explain the large increase of traffic as between 1889 and 1894 was the 
brnlge improved m the meantime ? No, the bridge was not improved. I take the increase to be due to 
the increase in the suburbs and the larger volume of traffic to Balmain.

P^aces business have come into existence which have led to this increased vehicular
traffic? Yes.
4G Can you so divide the traffic so as to show what portion might fairly be attributed to the Abattoirs 
and what might fairly be attributed to the suburbs ? No attempt has yet been made to divide it, but I 
daresay it could be done.

subufb, in your opinion, has caused the greatest increase in the traffic? It wmuld be very 
difficult to sav, '
48. Of course a large quantity of the traffic would be in connection with the Abattoirs? At certain 
periods of the day.
49. What is the annual cost of maintenance at the present time ? It costs about £30 a month in ordi
nary wages apart from repairs, such as the putting down of a new deck. But the wages of the men would 
cover the cost of keeping the bridge clean and the opening of it.
50. It would come to about £360 a year ? Yes.
Tf a,j^^ona^ expcndifure do you contemplate in connection with the maintenance of the bridge ?
11 it be decided not to construct a new bridge, ] should advise that the superstructure be renewed and 
the piers strengthened ; but that would ruu into a large sum of money.
o2, Dave you made any examination to ascertain how many of the piers require removal ? The piles of 
the piers are fairly sound, but tbe piers are too light. There is too much vibration.

auu obJec'fon was mentioned when the matter was last before the Committee ? Yes 
54. Although the piers are sound you think that they are too light ? Yes; the whole structure is too light, 
oo. But, notwithstanding, it has earned the traffic safely up to the present time ? Yes; there has been 
no accident, no collapse. ’
56. It is rather difficult to understand, if the piers are quite sound, audit the traffic has not increased, 
why it has become suddenly necessary to proceed with anew bridge? It has not become suddenly 
necessary. It became necessary some time ago, in my opinion. When I took charge of the bridge, in 
1893, 1 expressed the opinion that steps should bo taken to replace it. I repeated that opinion in 1894, 
and I still hold the same view. r r r
+v,; ^?at ^ le couc^’nn- 1894 and those of the present time remain unaltered, but vou
« i ■ j ■ 6 ms nPw a.mved 'vhei1 a new bridge should be started ? That is the case. "
58. ihe bridge is as good as in 1894, because you then expended £4,000 upon it, but in your opinion 
be fore long tho bf oof the structure will practically hare ceased, and you therefore think that wc ought 
now-to commence the erection of a new bridge? In one respect you are in error ; the bridge is not as 
good as it was m 1894. When girders are over 30 years old they get a certain amount of decay into 

em, an icy get worse every year. Ihe bridge will be in a worse condition next year than it ia in now.
59.
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59. You ^ay tiie girders are not as sound as they were ? They are not. Every year' tells Upon girdcTs M. 
which arc thirty years old. ■ JI i'c E
(10. JIavo you made an examination, with a view to ascertain Ihe number of girders which arc at present 
unsound? I have examined the structure from cud to end many times. 16 June 1897.
(il. When did you make the last examination ? I think iu 18% I last went over the bridge in detail. ‘
C2. Have you the result before you? There is no detailed result. The whole of the timber, in my 
opinion, was perishing to such an extent as to lose a great portion of its strength. If we found any 
girder with a considerable defect iu it we should have taken it out and put in a new one. 
tbl. Will you be prepared, when the Committee make their visit of inspection to the bridge, to point out 
to them howr many girders there arc which, in your opinion, are wholly unsound. I hope there are none 
which are wholly unsound. If there are auy which are wholly unsound they have escaped my attention ■ 
and tho attention of my officers. Under those circumstances, we should take out the girder and put in a 
new one. I hope you do not misapprehend 1he position. I shall not be able to show the Committee 
girders with great holes in them, and point to the probability of their breaking down the next day. If 
I could have done that the traffic would be in the harbour at the present time.
(>4. But you will he able to point out to the Committee "girders which, in your opinion, have perished ?
Yes.
G5. You are not prepared to say at this moment how many are perished ? I am prepared to say that with 
the'exception of new ones, which have been put in from time to time, they are all sufficiently perished to 
render their renewal very desirable.
G6. Are they in a much worse condition than they were in in 1894 ? I should not like to say exactly 
what would be the effect of the three years upon old timber, but from a large experience among other 
bridges in the Colony—i am constantly reconstructing old ones, and so forth—1 can say that when I pull 
down a bridge of that age I can seldom get any timber out of it which will be of any use for culverts or 
anything of that kind. '
G7. Are the girders now in the hridge the original girders ? A great number of them are.
08, Can you say how many have been replaced within the last ten years ? JS'o ; I could not say exactly 
how many have been replaced.
G9. Over how long a period has your experience of this bridge extended ? I have bad personal charge of 
it only since 1893.
70. Therefore you can only speak of the expenditure upon tho bridge since 1893 ? Yes.
71. Did you make an examination of tbe bridge when you took over its charge ? Yes.
72. Did you then make a report upon it? Yes.
73. Can you produce your report ? I think the first report I made was just before the matter was
brought under the notice of the Committee in 1894. It would he at the latter end of 1893, or at the 
beginning of 1894. Tho date of the report is not given, but you will find it on the first page of the 
evidence appended to the Committee's previous report. ■

- 74. In that report you called attention to what you thought absolutely essential for the traffic at that 
time? Acs. You will find upon page 2 a paragraph dealing specially with the C-lebe Island Bridge.
The first portion of the report is more general, dealing with both the Glebe Island and Pyrmont Bridges.
But further on you will find this paragraph :—

As tlic result of a very careful inspection of this brnlge, extensive repairs wore found to be ncucsfl.try. To place 
this stiucturc m the same condition as the Pynnnnt Bridge—th.il, is to say. safe for three to four years—uiil cost ,64,060, 
which will 1)0 the cost of renewing ualings, defective girdnHuoring, liaml-nul, Ac , and also strengthening tho cross 
girders of the iron suing spun. If aulhorisrd, work can bo stalled immediately the limber is obtained.

75. That is preceded by a minute by 31 r. Hickson io the effect that with repairs, at a cost of £-1.500, the 
bridge will practically be in a safe condition for the three years which would be occupied in the eon- 
struction of a netv bridge ? Quite so.
7(i. Arc we to understand that the bridge would take traffic eijual to that of the present time for'a period 
of three years during the construction of a new hridge? Yes. I think that unless an unforeseen 
accident happens, such as a ship touching the bridge, it would carry the traffic for that period,
77. You think wc may safely estimate the life of the bridge at three years ? Yes. ■
78. You would not care to express an opinion as to anything beyond that ? Xo. But I particularly wisli 
it to bo understood that the bridge, even during those three years, will be loo weak and too light for the 
traffic it carries. Ido not anticipate 1 hat it will fall down, but it is too light and too old for any engineer 
to care to carry upon it the present heavy volume of traffic for any longer period than he can help.0
79. You do not say that the traffic is greater now' than it was a few years ago ? Ho.
80. But you think that during past years tho traffic has been too heavy for the bridge, although it has 
carried it safely ? That is my opinion.
81. Have you any statement as to the class of vessels which have passed through the bridge? No, we
do not keep any particulars as to the vessels. IVc keep the number of openings more as a check on the ’
men doing the wrork than anything else.
82. Are you prepared to express an opinion as to what should bo the maximum size of the openings in 
any now structure that may be erected ? I certainly think the openings should not he less than GO 
feet.
83. How do_you arrive at that opinion? J arrive at that opinion chiefly from my experience at the 
Pyrmont Bridge, which is also under my control, and through which large vessels pass.
84. Do you think that vessels of the same class would pass through the Glebe Island Bridge ? I do not 
think such large ones are likely to pass through it. It is used noiv chiefly for timber vessels.
85. What depth of water have you under the Glehe Island Bridge at ;the deepest part? In about the 
middle of the bridge there is approximately 22 feet of water at low water.
8G. Do you think that vessels of a larger tonnage than those now passing through the bridge would pass 
through it if tho depth of water were greater than it is where the swing is at the present time ? I think 
so. I think that if improved facilities were afforded a great many more, as well as larger, vessels wrould 
use the bridge.
87. What depth of water have you near the swing ? At the swing there are only 9 feet at low water.
There is more water directly under the swing, but a vessel to get to it has to pass over some rocks with a 
depth of 9 feet at low water. At the present time wo have to let a number of vessels fhrough at night 
to catch the high tide. °
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E. M. SS. What is the depth of water at the Blackwattle Bay wharf ? I cannot say.
M-llcJi'.' width of the present opening of the hridge ? 3d feet.

ddo you think that the opening should he 2G feet wider than the present opening, assuming a new 
,16 Jane, 1807.bridge to be necessary ? Tes ; T think it ought to he about GO feet.

hi. Do you arrive at that eonelusion upon the character of the traffic passing through the Pyrmont 
Bridge, or from what you think will be the character of the future traffic passing through the Glebe 
Island Bridge P There is one thing which guides me to some extent in the formation of that opinion. 
"VVe recently had occasion, even as tho bridge is at present, to bring through somo of the large dredges, 
and in order to get them through we had to widen the opening in the hridge to 58 feel.
92. Have you had dredges of the same class passing through the Pyrmont Bridge ? ZSio,
93. I suppose you could not get oue through ? Iso. TPe should have to do as we did at the Glebe Island 
Bridge—that is, remove a portion of the structure.
94. That is your reason for fixing GO feet as the necessary width of the opening? 1 merely mention that
as an instance; but I am of opinion that any opening of less than 60 feet is inadequate even for small 
vessels. They cannot always hit the opening exactlv, and accidents are very likely to arise if you have a 
narrow opening. "
95. 3Ir. Wright.'] Would the difference in the cost as between a 40-foot and a 60-foot opening be very 
great ? It would depend entirely on the width of the decking, and what kind of bridge you had, ,
96. Mr. JIvmphcri/.] Have you formed any opinion as to where the new structure should start from? 
There is a line shown on the plan placing the bridge alongside the existing one—to the south of it. That 
appears to me to be a very suitable position.
97. Is that the same design as the one which was placed before the Committee in 1894? That was the 
scheme I think which was placed before the Committee at that time.
98. Has it been altered in any way ? 1 do not think the plan has been touched since. The site to which 

' I refer is that which was proposed at tho time you mention.
99. The place where the swing is shown under that scheme would be the deepest part of Johnstone's 
Bay ? Yes. There would be as good water there as iu any paft of the bridge.
100. Do you know how far up above the bridge that depth is continued? I am not aware.
101. Have you the soundings of Blackwattle Bay? I fancy soundings were taken at the time designs 
were prepared for a bridge over the harbour, hut £ do not remember what they were.
102. There would be no difficulty in getting them ? Ho. H they have been taken they can be easily
obtained. .
103. What would be the area, of available water to a depth of over 20 feet in Kozelle Bay and Black
wattle Bay ? I do not know the borings sufficiently to say,
104. Who could furnish the Committee with information upon that point ? I should think the Public 
Works Department would be able to do so. Hr. Halligan, the marine survevor, would probably have the 
information.
105. As far as you know, there would ho, with good dredging, a considerable area of deep water? That 
is my impression.
10G. Mr. Zee.] Supposing the question arose as to the advisableness of prolonging the life of this hridge 
by repairing it:—what would it be necessary to expend upon it to extend its life for a further period of 
ten years ? 1 should recommend a practically new structure throughout. I should recommend bracing
the piers below the present water-level, so as to stiffen them, and I should think that if you were going to 
extend the life of the hridge for so long a time as ten years, it would be very necessary to widen the road
way of the existing swing span—practically to put a new swing span in.
107. I named len years, as I thought that would he a fairly proportionate period, having regard to the 
life of a new bridge, which 1 take :t would be thirty years. If you expend £4,000 every two or three 
years in repairs, that would amount in ten years’ time to £) 3,000 or £14,000. It might become a question 
whether it would he better to put the hridge in substantial repair for ten years, or to build a new bridge. 
1 should, therefore, like to know the probable cost of giving tbe bridge a further life of ten years? 
Besides the condition of the bridge, you must take into cousidcration its limited capacity, the congestion 
of traffic at the swing, and the consequent delay.
108. Jn the first place, the swing is in the wrong place ? Yes.
109. Tho condition of the present structure is sucli that in order to obviate danger, you have to put gates 
at a certain distance from each side of the swing ? Yes.
110. To prevent traffic from getting too close to the swing when it is open ? Yes ; I am sometimes afraid 
of one of the little vessels touching the bridge, while persons are standing on it near tho swing.
111. The bridge is shaky, not so much on account of the decay of the woodwork as from the slender 
nature and great length of the piles ? That is it.
112. Looking at the question from the two points of yiew I have laid before you, you think it would he 

. cheaper to erect a new and more commodious structure than to patch up the present structure, with a
view to giving it a further life of ten years ? Yes ; 1 am very strongly of that opinion.
113. If the .piles were long, strong, and sound enough to last for another twenty years, there would he 
some reason in recommending a new superstructure, would there not ? Yes ; there might he some reason 
in such a recommendation then.
114. But you could not recommend the putting of a new superstructure on piles which you have already
condemned on account of their unfitness—not from their rottenness, but from their being too light? It 
would he of no use to put in a now superstructure without going to great expense in atrengLhenino- the 
piers. ' °
J15. Would you, as an engineer, recommend that that should be done? Ho ; I would not recommend 
that anything more should be dune to the old bridge.
116. If the piles had to be braced below water, and strengthened in other respects, and if a new super
structure had to be put upon them, that would go a long way towards the cost of a new' bridge? Yes.
117. After having incurred ail ikat expense, you would have a structure which would last for ten Years; 
whereas, if you put up a new structure it would last for at least thirty years ? Yes ; providing a timber 
structure were contemplated.
118. You contemplate that, with a new timber structure, you will be able to give the necessary accommo
dation for the increasing traffic, placing the swing in a position in which it would afford greater

convenience
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convenieucc to vessels plying to the upper portions of the harbour? Yes; but I do not express any 
opinion as to a timber structure. I am in favour of a new structure, but I express no opinion as to what 
land of structure it should be.
119. It may be better to put in an iron one, but as between putting iu a new wooden structure and 
repairing the existing structure, the difference in life would be represented by tbe difference between 
thirty years aud ten years ? Yes.
120. Have you any reason to suppose that the largo volume of traffic passing over Pyrmont aud Glebe
Island Bridges is likely to be diverted by railway or 1 ramway construction? ] should not think so. I 
think there would always be a certain amount of traffic from the city to Balmain along that route. 
Ttiiowiug the district as I do, I should say that tho traffic would be more likely to increase than to 
decrease. ’ '
121. Yo matter what action may be taken in the future in railway or tramway construction, you think
that it would always be necessary to keep open bridge communication between these two points ? 1
think so.
122. Mr, Clarke.~\ .Are the piles in the present structure coppered below high-water mark? Yes.
123. In that case-no injury would he done to the piling by the cobra? 1 do not think much injury would 
be done by the cobra. But even piles covered with copper aro likely to get tire copper rubbed off at 
places ; and at those places the teredo may get in.
124. The danger of injury from tho teredo lies chiefly between wind and water, or, in other words, between 
high and low water mark, does it not? So some persons say, but in my opinion they will work at any 
depth. I know that, some persons say that they will only work between wind and water; but there is 
ample proof that they will do damage lower than that.
125. You think they will work anywhere where the timber is not covered with copper ? Yes.
126. Although, in this case, the piles are slight, I suppose they aro strong enough for the ordinary traffic 
which existed when the bridge was first erected ? Yes. It was supposed to be a light-traffic bridge.
127. il/r. Wrighti] Both the Glebe Island and Pyrmont Bridges have been in existence for some years? 
Yes. Tbe Glebe Island Bridge is now 35 years old.
128. 1 suppose that, with ordinary care and good piles, a wooden bridge will last from twenty-five to 
thirty years? Yes; longer than that.
129. Therefore, tbe superstructure without tho decking would last for a considerable time ? No ; because 
tho girders which carry the decking arc more exposed to influences which would cause them to decay than 
arc tho piles.
130 Will not tho trusses last for a great number of years if they aro built of hardwood ? Wo estimate 
the life of these wooden bridges at from twenty-five to thirty years. That is a long life. '
13L. Bor a wooden structure ? Yes. •
132. But with proper care and occasional repair, and a coat of paint or tar, how long would such a bridge 
last ? From twenty-five to thirty years.

. 133- How long have you had charge of tbe Construction Branch? I have been connected with it 
since 1887. ■ ■
134. And during that time you have had occasion to superintend the repair of a great number of wooden 
bridges ? A great number. There are about 2,800 bridges in the Colony which are under my care.
135. And your experience points to tho fact that well-constructed wooden bridges will last from twenty- 
five to thirty years ? Yes ; not any more.
13G. Mr. IIassail.A good deal of delay at present takes place in getting tbe traffic across the bridge, 
docs it not ? The average daily delay would bo one hour forty-five minutes—that would be from 6 o’clock 
in the morning until 6 o’clock in the evening,
137. Is not that principally caused by the narrow entrance to the bridge on the city side ? The time I 
have given you is merely the time between the opening and shutting of the swing. Of course, when tbe 
swing is shut again, there is a long string of vehicles waiting to come over from Balmain, and another 
long string of vehicles waiting to cross over from the city. They are a long time battling through. The 
delay I have given you would not include the time thus occupied,
138. Then there would be considerable delay in addition to that which you have already mentioned? Y os.
139. In consequence of the narrowness of the bridge only one line of vehicles cau pass over at a time ? 
Yes; only one line can cross tbe swung at a time. Tbe city-bound traffic crosses first, and tho Balmain- 
bound traffic must wait until the city-bound traffic is over before it can get across.
140. That necessitates considerable delay ? Yes; there is no room on the bridge for two lines of vehicles 
to pass over at one and the same time.
141. Is it not a fact that tho traffic is largely increasing? As I have already said. I have no record of tho 
increase in the vehicular 1 raffle since 1894, but between 1889 and 1894 it increased to an enormous extent.
142. Prom your knowledge of tbe traffic, the bridge being under your supervision, do you not think it is
necessary to make better provision for tbe traffic than exists at tbe present time ? I am strongly of opinion 
that that should be done. ”
143. You think that any plan which is submitted should provide better facilities for traffic than those 
which now exist? Yes.
144. Air. Roberts.] When did tbe expenditure of the £4.000, with whieli you were entrusted for tbe repair 
of the bridge, cease ? It would be near the end of 1895 before the expenditure was quite completed.
145. About eighteen months ago ? Yes.
146. Was it not contemplated that tbe expenditure of that £4,000 would preserve tbe bridge for another 
three or four years ? It was expeeled that it would keep it safe, that there would be no accident
147. lias tbe bridge become w-orn out sooner than was anticipated, or would it be safe for another two 
and a half years with the £4,000 of expenditure to whieli I have referred ? In my opinion, it is not safe 
now from an engineering point of view. An engineer is not simply satisfied with the fact that a structure 
will hold up. Ho wauls a. certain margin of safety, especially in timber bridges, because there may be 
defects in the timber of which we know nothing, We have not that margin in the case of this particular 
bridge. Therefore, I say it should be entirely rebuilt. I have no reason to suppose that there will 
be an accident within the next three years with reasonable care.
148. You think that with reasonable care the bridge might last another three years ? Yes ; but it would 
not be right to carry traffic over it for a longer time than is absolutely necessary.

149.
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E. M. 140. Will you give Hie Committee the details of the expenditure of the £4,000? _ I took all the walings— 
de Burgh, that is, the cross-pieces on the piers—off, and put on new ones of a kind which were not very good, 
M.I.C.E. because j (jpp think they would he long required. I took tho whole deck off, and patched the skm 

Tfi/T''>~TR07 underneath. Here and there T took pieces out of it. T also put in a few new girders, and endeavoured 
une' 7’ to destroy some while ants in the bridge. 1 put a new hand-rail on it, and I also put new iron girders in 

the swing-span to strengthen it up a little. It was in dreadful condition. I also did some painting, 
which might lead persons to suppose that the bridge was stronger than it really is.
150. Do you regard the bridge as being safer now than it was at ihe time you commenced tho expenditure 
of that money ? Yes; it is in a hotter condition now than it was in at the commenement of 1S94.
151.. It is stronger ? Yes, the deck is stronger. . . , . ,
152. Is the deck very much cut about by the large traffic how passing over the bridge; it lias now had 
about eighteen months’ wear ? '.I'he present deck will last for about nine months or a year. I shall then 
have to put in a new deck.
153. What would he the cost of the new deck ? It would vary from £200 to £400,
154. Would the life of a deck he about three years ? It generally runs from two to two and a-half
years. There are a number of considerations affecting the life of a deck. _ _
153. Mr. U’nrnelK] Do you think that in the construction of the new hridge it would he-possible to ease 
the approach to the bridge on tho Ihilmain side ? Yes, quite possible. _
1515. Do you know it to he a fact that vessels are sometimes moored to the bridge ? ^ T have occasionally 
allowed a vessel to make a line fast to it; hut it is not done without special permission and my know
ledge of the vessel to he moored. _ ^
157. There is at the present time a considerable congestion of traffic on the bridge ? "Vcs.
158. Have you ever noticed the bridge swaving backwards and forwards with the congested traffic ?
Yes. ‘ ^ , .
150. .Asa matter of fact, when the bridge was constructed years ago, it was intended to meet tho require
ments of traffic between only two points—Balmain and Sydney—whereas since its construction the traffic 
from Hyde, Pennant Hills, Dural, and the districts to the north of the Parramatta Diver has como over 
the bridge? Yes ; that is the case.
1(50. Mr. Hoskins.] You said just now, in reply to Mr. Parnell, that vessels arc sometimes moored to the 
hridge;—is that a fact? I recollect two occasions within the last three or four years in which 1, have 
allowed a vessel to make a line fast to the hridge.
1(51. It is not the general practice is it? Ho ; it is not done without permission.
1G2. Is permission frequently given ? I can recollect giving it only twice.
163. "Would not the making fast to the bridge of a laden vessel injure it if there were a heavy gale of 
wind blowing? In such a case the men in charge of the hridge would cut the line. They would not 
allow the liue to remain if there were any wind or sea In the cases to which I have referred the vessels 
were running out two or three mooring lines, aud they wanted to make a light Hue fast to the hridge.
164. Is there not a regulation against such a practice ? Yes. It is never done without permission.
103. Was the whole of the timber used in the repair of the bridge in 1S94 seasoned timber ? It was not 
what you would call seasoned timber. Wo seldom get seasoned limber for bridge repair. In this ease 
the repair had to be done in a hurry, and we had to take the timber as wc got it, .
166. I understood you to say just now, in reply to Mr. Boberts, that you made certain repairs to the
bridge which you did not consider were very good ? It was not expected that the repairs of which I 
spoke were to last very long. I referred to the walings, _
167. Why were those repairs not made good ? If .1 had intended them to last for a long time, I would 
have coppered them, because the water comes over them at high tide; but, under the circumstances, I did 
not go to that expense.
168. Then I am entitled to infer that the repairs you made were intended to bo only of a temporary
character—they were to last only a short lime? Yes. I should have regarded any more serious repairs 
as a waste of money. _
169. Has any of the timber used iu the repair of the bridge at the time tho £4.000 was expended rotted 
away or decayed ? Ho ; none of it.
170. It is all in good condition? Yes. The anls may have got into particular pieces, but I do not think
it likely. .
171. .Are we to infer that the portion of the bridge which has become so deteriorated as to make tho 
structure almost unsafe is tho old timber, and not the new timber which was put in in 1894 ? That is so.
172. You could not give ns an estimate of what it would cost to replace the timber which is not in good 
order, so as to make the whole of it equal in condition to the timber which was last put in ? Ho ; I could 
not give you such an estimate, but I have already endeavoured to point out that if 1 were to renew the 
hridge by replacing each piece of timber now laid the structure would not be sufficiently strong to carry 
the traffic which passes over it.
173. You say that the piles are in good order, hut that they are ’not sufficiently strong for the traffic ? 
The girders in the superstructure aro not strong enough to carry the traffic over such long spans as there 
are in this bridge.
174. I suppose the replacement of the girders would not be a very formidable matter ? It would run into 
a good deal of money. If tim bridge were all in new timber now, just as it stands, it would bo about ono- 
quarfccr as strong as one of our ordinary up-country bridges—one of tho standard bridges of tho Colony— 
that is, if you were to make every stick in it brand new.
173. You have had great experience in bridge-building, I take it, aud you say that the vibration of tho 
hridge is excessive ;—is it not a fact that timber bridges generally vibrate when loads aro passing over 
them ? Yes.
176. Is the vibration of tho Glebe Island Bridge greater than is usually the case in such bridges ? Yes.

FRIDAY,
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The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a New Bridge at Glehe Island.

Ernest Macartney de Burgh, M.Inst. C.E., Assistant Engineer for Bridges, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and further examined:—

177. Mr. Zee.] Since you were last here you have made a further inspection of the Glehe Island Bridge ? M. 
Yes. 1 went over yesterday morning before the Committee visited tho hridge, to see what portions of M.I.C.V 
the work showing its defective condition, 1 could point out to you, 1 found that, in addition to the very
rotten piece of timber I showed to tho Committee, the white ants had extended their operations from the jg j„no 1897. 
Glebe Island end of the bridge to a point past the centre. I found them to be a good deal worse in the 
bridge than I anticipated they would be, because I have been at some pains in endeavouring to keep them 
out of it. Apart from that, however, I found nothing but what I quite expected to find—that is, decayed 
girders, and some of the piles hollow.
178. You are prepared now to reiterate your recommendation that no new superstructure should he 
placed upon the present under-structure ? Certainly.
179. Tho reasons you have formerly given hold good to-day, first, from tho lightness of the piles, and the 
partially-decomposed state of some of them? Exactly.
180. Apart from that feature in the structure, is there not one which should receive consideration at the 
hands of the CommitteeI refer to tho circumstance that the bridge as it now stands is far too narrow 
to carry the increasing traflie ? Yes. In my opinion, the swung portion of the hridge, especially, having 
only one roadway in it, is utterly unsuitable for tho traffic, quite apart from the narrowness of the main 
structure.
181. Your under-structure, being of a certain width, you could not very well increase the width of the 
superstructure ? No ; not without making things w'orse than they are now.
181!. As a matter of fact, the bridge is so narrow' as to ho altogether insufficient to carry the traffic ? In 
my opinion that is the tho case.
183. Your recommendation, therefore, is that the bridge be built ou a larger scale ? Yes.
184. You think that all idea of patching up the old bridge should he abandoned? Yes; I think that 
wrould he useless.
1S5. How do you propose to conduct the traffic while the new hridge is in course of erection? If the 
Engineer-in-Chief proposes a new hridge on the site shown on the plan before yon, no matter what kind 
of a hridge it may be, the traffic will he carried on over the old bridge during the construction of the 
new one.
186. Would the width of the approaches on either side of the hridge detenuino the amount of traffic 
that would pass over it ? Unless the road were so narrow' that twro vehicles could uot pass on it, I do not 
think the width wrould have any effect on the amount of traffic.
187. The road at present will admit of two or three vehicles passing one another? Yes.
188. On the other hand there are portions near the rock excavation which arc very narrow ? Yes; as 
you go up hill towards the Abattoirs there is a narrow' portion.
189. If you provide for a double traffic hridge, you must also provide for double traffic approaches ?
.In that case, you will have to increase the width of the roadway. No doubt in building such a large 
bridge as wrould he required at this place, they would increase the width of the road. That would be 
done as a matter of economy to get the material for the necessary filling.
190. AVould there he much additional cost involved iu that? No ; the cost would he very trifling.
191. The erection of the larger bridge will not lead tho country into a still heavier expenditure in connec
tion with the widening of the roadway ? The widening of the road on the far side wrould be a trifling 
matter.
192. ;If it became necessary to widen it the wrork could be done at a small cost? Yes.
193. You are quite clear about that? Yes; it wrould he a mere bagatelle compared with the cost of the 
hridge,
194. Is there auy other point you desire to mention to the Committee ? I might mention that yesterday 
morning while I was at the hridge, I counted sixty-four vehicles waiting to get across, the swing being at 
the time open to let a vessel through.
195. How long were the vehicles detained ? I did not time the detention. Some wrould he detained a 
long time, others a minute or two. I do not know wdiat the maximum time wrould be, as I was not there 
when the swing was opened,
196. Mr. Moherts.'] Do you think that if you were to remove the swing to the centre of the hridge, the 
structure could be so strengthened as to last for another three or four years? Some time ago the ship
owners and persons who trade at the wharfs in Blackwattle Bay wrote to the Public Works Department 
and pointed out the great inconvenience to which they were subjected from the present position of the 
swing. They asked the Secretary for Public Works to cause the swing to be put in the centre of the 
bridge pending the erection of a new structure. We then looked, into the matter very carefully to see if 
the matter were practicable ; but the old iron swing which is there at present is such a poor affair, it is 
such an old-fashioned, ramshackle thing, and the cost of getting foundations for it in the deeper water in 
the centre wrould be so great as compared with the advantages to be gained for only a few years—you 
might say for only three years—that we thought the proposal out of the question. We went very care
fully into the matter at the time, because we were anxious to improve the shipping facilities,
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E. M, 197, The Minister came to the conclusion that the present bridge was. in such, disrepair that ho would 
not be warranted in expending the large sum required to put a new swing span in ? ilhat is so.
108. Mr. Trickelt.] Wiiat regulations are there with regard to the traffic oyer the Glebe Island Bridge 

IS June 1S07 the present time? There is no limit to load, if that is what you are referring to.
’ ' ' 199. But is there any limit to the pace at which the loads can he conveyed across ? JSo.

200. If the bridge is in such a shahy condition, would not some regulations seem to he advisable , Our 
experience is that it is very difficult to enforce such a regulation ; in fact you might almost say that it is 
impossible to do so. The advantage gained, therefore, would he inconsiderable.
201. I ask you this question, because when you were examined before tho Committee in 1S94, yon said 
you thought it inadvisable to allow swift traffic over the hridge ? I recollect that at that time I limited 
the traffic for a certain period. Some portion of the bridge was being altered, and 1 was particuhirly 
concerned at that time as to the speed of the trallic. "We were altering the portion in the middle, which 
vou may have noticed yesterday. We cut some piers out of the arched portions, and put in two new 
iron girders at each end. This work having been done, and finding, as we did, that the police were not 
very successful in their efforts to keep vehicles at a walk, we allowed the traffic to proceed as before.
202. Bo you think that in the interests of the safety of the structure you should still allow the drivers
of vehicles to go as they please over the hridge ? 1 think we could get through safoly. it wo had not to 
keep the hridge open for more than another three years. n i j j.
203. In reply to Question 120 in 1894 you said that you had limited the pace but that you had not
limited the load. Does it not strike you that if it was necessary in 1894 to limit the pace it would be 
quite as necessary to do so in 1897. If it be necessary, surely the Government can enforce the rcguJation 
as to pace, in the interests of the safety of the bridge aud of the public who use it ? 1 did limit the
traffic for a time, but since the beginning of 1890 we have so strengthened the centre spans, where there 
is the greatest vibration, as to alter the circumstances to a certain extent. .1 presume wc could, insist 
upon the pace being lessened, but it would be very difficult to do so, and it would at tho same tune he
very inconvenient to the public. . , j.i. ^ a: i a u
204. If I am rightly informed there are a good many swing bridges in use where the traffic has to be
limited in pace. In many of the American hridges that is found to be very necessary? In America 
they regulate the pace on many railway bridges also. Traffic is made to go very slowly over bridges there, 
the bridges being of light construction, and their life very short. , Q v
205. This bridge has always been looked upon, as designed weak, to use your own words ? Aes.
206. In the interests of safety, do you think the traffic should be allowed to go over the bridge without
any regulation ? I think it might be allowed now until we put up a new bridge. I say so on account of 
the alterations which have been made to tbe centre of the structure since I gave my evidence in 1894.
207. 'I'he alterations cause the bridge to vibrate less than it did before ? Yes. .
20S. Yesterday we saw the effect of the ravages of white ant at one end of the hridge; can you tell us 
whether the piers of the bridge are suffering to any great extent from cobra ? As far as 1 can ascertain 
from the examination made by the divers the last time I had them examined there is not much cobra in 
the piers. But I might sav that cobra is very difficult to detect. "VVe have frequently drawn the piles or 
an old bridge which have been coppered, and upon which we have thought there was sufficient protection 
and have found them very badly eaten. TVe had bored the piles in two or three places, but we bad missed 
the worse places by accident.
209. The cobra do not go in any regular line ? No; and they leave no mark on the outside worth
speaking of. , . .
210. In the ease of a bridge built over salt-water, is it not a very necessary part of the examination to 
ascertain whether the structure is affected by cobra? Yes ; but the examination is not altogether satis
factory. It is rather difficult to be quite certain about cobra.
211. What steps do you take to ascertain the existence of cobra? Sometimes when they are very bad in 
the piles we discover them with the auger, in other eases we get a broken pile from a snag, coming across 
it and smashing it. A glance at the place at which it has been broken will sometimes disclose the fact 
that the pile is full of cobra.

bridge.
of timber to stiffen them. ,
213. Yon have not examined them below water-level ? I had them bored by the divers.
214. The diver’s e^Rmination did not disclose any danger ? No, they were not in peril of collapsing.
215. You are sure of that? Quite sure. . , „ ,,
216. Have the white ant run along the bridge to auy great extent? They went, right throught the par
ticular girder I showed you from end to end. They have followed along in a straight line from the point 
at which you were standing to a point past the centre opening, I got large quantities of them alive 
yesterday. . _
217. You were using a chisel, and were actually sweeping them out? Yes. .
218. Underneath the bridge there is a lot of iron tie-rods.1 suppose their eflicaey would be much 
impaired if the white ant were to get into the wood into which they arc screwed ? I hoy would ho 
weakened very much. They -were not put into the hridge originally.
219. They were put in to stiffen it up ? Yes. I presume that, as traffic increased, tho Department began
to be anxious about the bridge. .
220. But as long as the timber remained solid, I suppose these tie-rods would be a great tactor m the
stability of the bridge ? Not much so. They are very light; they are quite small rods. From time to 
time I "have had the tie-rods collapse with the girders. _
221. Would that he with the weight of the girder? The traffic would come altogether on to the tie- 
rods, and they would break.
222. They are of wrought-iron ? Yes.
223. During the last three years the bridge has been under your watchful care ? It lias been under con
stant observation. ' .
224. You have patched up the weak points and made the best job you could of it Y Yes. .
225. You now consider that tho bridge has arrived at such a stage that it is absolutely necessary, in the 
interests of the safety of the public, that a new structure should be put up ? T am of that opinion,

226.
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226. Chairman!] The effect of your evidence is this;—first of all, you say that the bridge, by reason of its ),
construction, is not suitable to carry the traflie which it has fo carry ; secondly, that if you were building
a new bridge to carry such traffic, it would be two or three times as strong as the existing bridge ;—then, ____
as to (he steamer traffic, you say that the swing is so situated that it presents a serious difficulty both to is June, 1897. 
the road traffic, on account of its construction, and to vessels, which find it difficult to approach its 
entrance ;—you further say that the bridge is defective, not only on. account of its weak construction, but 
on account of the idles and girders having seen their day;—that is the effect of your evidence ? Yes. ■

Stephen Edward Perdriau, Surveyor, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined:—
227. Chairman^} You are a surveyor in the Lands Department? Yes.
228. Mr. Fct/an! Do you produce plans? Yes. I have two sheets of the map of Sydney and its 
environs, covering the district under consideration.
229. Yon arc well acquainted with the approaches of the proposed bridge ? Yes. _
230. Are they both through G overnment land ? There is Government land on the Glebe Island side but 
not on the other side.
231. Then resumption would be necessary ? A portion on this side would have to bo resumed.
232. I understand that you have prepared a statement for the Committee? Yes. I have a description 
of Blackwattle Cove and Bozelle Bay, comprising part of Port Jackson lying southward of Glebe Island 
Bridge. It is as follows:—

S. E. 
Perdriau.

IS June,1897.

This sheet of water is in shape an irregular oblong, longest in an east and west direction, the hridge being aboutjn the 
middle on the northern side. I’he water is about 11 mile in length with an average width of about 15 chains. The area 
is about one-third of a square miie, aud the shore-line about 3 miles, measured along the limit for reclamations where the 
same has !>een determined, and without following the sinuosities of high-water line.

Tho eastern portion is called Blackwattle Cove, and the western portion Kozelle Bay, Glebe Point, located about 
midway on the southern shore forming the division.

The various municipalities delimited by tins waterway are, on tbe north side Sydney (Pyrmont) and Balmain 
(including Glebe Island), and on the south The Glebe and Annandale. Within about a mile are Sydney proper-, Bedfern, 
Cainpevdown, Petersham, aud Leichhardt. The interests of all these municipalities are of course considerably affected by 
the iacilities for trade afforded by water-carriage to this part of the harbour.

The above-mentioned municipalities, already populous, are still rapidly increasing, and they comprise immense 
areas at present unused, which, owing to their proximity to the city, must in the near future he required for business and 
residential occupation. In view of these facts, I conclude that, with the exception of Circular Quay and Darling Harbour, 
there is no more important inlet in Port Jackson than that now under description.

This opinion is strengthened by my intimate knowledge of the development here. During the last fifteen years this 
foreshore has been continuously under my observation. In that period T have surveyed nearly the whole of it in connection 
with reclamations made by the Crown and by private individuals. With the exception of the frontage of Glebe Island 
reclamations, extend mg as far out as Government would allow here, have been effected on nearly the whole of the foreshore. 
The principal business can-led on is in timber and road metal. The exceptionally large areas of flat land reclaimed from 
the harbour render it superior even to Darling Harbour for the timber trade, and the trend of that business has been in 
this direction for some time, and now timber-yards arc located at intervals all along the foreshore. My work for the 
Department of Lands is largely in connection with water frontages, and I am constantly visiting all parts of the harbour, 
aud during recent years on no other equal length of foreshore, except in the city proper, has there been as much money 
expended for reclamation and wharf building, nor as many new and important businesses established, and the conditions 
indicate inevitable further development if duo facilities are afforded for access from the main harbour.

Blalkwattle Cove,

Blackwattle Cove lies l>etwcen Pyrmont and the Glebe ; it is within 14 mile of Bedfern Bailway Station, and jj mile 
of the nearest point on the railway at Darling Harbour.

Tho water-frontage land'on the northern shore of tiie uovc is nearly level, being reclaimed land. It forma part of 
the Harris estate, and access to the water is very' convenient from Bank-street and Cipps Crescent, which hound the water- 
frontage allotments. About half the total length of the foreshore, which is about 2,500 feet long, is leased to various 
persons, aud used principally as timber yards. The freehold value of these allotments varies with their position and depth 
from about £30 per foot near the bridge to about £70 per foot at Pyrmont Bridge Bead.

The southern foreshore of the cove is about the same length as the northern, but is much steeper, tho gradients of 
the roads leading to the water being very severe. The southern shore is inferior to the northern shore for business, and 
the design of subdivision of the locality is inconvenient for access to the water, consequently land values are much lower 
than on the northern side. There is one largo timber yard on this side of the hay at tho Pyrmont Bridge Road, and about 
half the remainder of the water-frontage is occupied for businesses of less importance, and the rest for residential purposes.

The Government wharf at the head of the hay lies between the Pyrmont Bridge Road and the cove. It is 1,075 feet 
long, all in one straight line, and forms the head of the cove. The wharf is used for discharging road motat from vessels 
carrying up to about 320 tons, aud was built when the natural head of the cove was reclaimed from tbe harbour and 
formed into the recreation reserve called Wentworth Park,

Direct access from Blackwattle Cove to the city is provided through Pyrmont, aud thence by the bridge to Market- 
street ; but the gradients of the roads traversed and which cross the backbone of the Pyrmont Peninsula are somewhat 
steep.

The gradient is easy from Blackwattle Cove, ria Wattle-street, tn Bedfern Railway Station.
The Glehe Island bridge connects that Island with Pyrmont, and obstructs the natural access to the cove. The 

bridge opening is situated at the Pyrmont end, and is sufficient to allow of vessels up to 34 feet beam passing through. 
In the opening there is a depth of 12 ft. 6 in. of water at low tide. T was informed that a new pile recently driven at the 
western side of the opening required to be 50 feet long to roach the rock.

On the 21st November, 1894, the Public Works Committee, after inquiry, reported against the replacement of the 
bridge by a new structure.

DEri'ii op Water and Borises to Rock.

The depth of water in the cove is from 7 feet to 13 feet at low tide ; in a few places it reaches 20 feet. This is 
sufficient for the present requirements, viz., for vessels up to about 400 tons burden, laden with the timber and road metal 
referred to above.

The dredge is now at work in the cove lifting mud which is taken to the large reclamation work in progress about 
half a mile away, at J ohnstone’s Creek, Rozelle Bay.

Soundings north of tho bridge show a deptli of from 18 to 19 feet. Seventeen borings upon two longitudinal sections 
extending across the bay show a depth varying from 21 feet to 86} foot in the middle of the hay. At oue place there were 
only 84 feet to rock. These sections were located respectively north and south of the bridge and distant therefrom about 
100 feet. Borings have lieen taken to test the depth to rock throughout tho bay.

Glebe Point.

Glebe Point is so well known as a first-class residential locality that little need bo said of it here, except that the 
building of expensive residences has continued even during the depression. Communication with the city by tram and ‘bus 
is so frequent that for this purpose water access is not of great importance, but the wharf at the end of Glehe Point Road 
is a place of call for ferry steamers.

Rozelle
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Kozelle Bay,
Between Glebe Point and Annandale, and between Annandale and Balmain, the fiat foi'eabores of Rozelle Bay at the 

months of Johnstone and White Creeks have recently been reclaimed from the harbour.
These areas, whieli were formerly objectionable and foul-smelling mud flats, are to be formed into public parks, but 

the water frontage portions for a width of about 200 feet from the sea-wall will be retained by the Crown for wharfage ; 
the lengtlis of same are about 1,700 feet and 500 feet respectively.

No doubt these places will soon be used, and consequently the Government possessing these two large wharf 
frontages, as well as that at the head of Blackwattle Cove above referred to, will be studying its own interest by providing 
uninterrupted water access thereto.

The remainder of the foreshore of this bay, except that of Glebe Island, has now all been reclaimed by the owners of 
the various freeholds adjoining.

With one or two exceptions they are in actual use for business purposes, mostly in connection with the timber trade, 
as before described.

I have not been able to procure a plan showing soundings and borings in Rozelle Bay, but judging by tho size of tho 
vessels I liavc seen there, I should say that the deptli is equal to that in Blackwattle Cove.
The following is a description of G-lebe Island:—

Glebe Island comprises an area of about 34i acres, being about .‘Hi chains long and about 10 chains wide. It extends 
into the harbour north-easterly from Balmain at a point near the south-western end of the borough, aud was, as the name 
implies, an island. It is now a promontory, the greatest height being towards the north-east. Many years ago a eausevyay 
about 1 ehain wide was built, connecting it with the mainland. Within the last few years an area of about 12 acres, lying 
to the north-west of the island, and joining it with Balmain for a length of about 12 chains, was reclaimed from the harbour 
by the Crown. The reclamation was effected to abate the nuisance caused by the stench from the mud flat. The land is 
not used, except a small piece railed off for a cricket ground. The two areas combined are about 46| acres. The island is 
hounded on the north by White Bay, dividing it from Balmain ; east by Johnstone's Bay and Blackwattle Cove, dividing 
it from Pyrmont; and south by Rozelle Bay, dividing it from the G lebc and Annandale.

The total length of the water frontage of the island, including that of the reclamation, is about a mile. The 
reclamation is, of course, level; but the whole of the island has a bold, rocky foreshore—in fact, the solid rock shows 
freely all over the surface, and at a few yards back from the shore line a height of 15 feet above high-water level is reached, 
the height rapidly increasing by rugged, rocky slopes until the highest point is reached, which is 90 feet above high-water 
level.

The central portion is a plateau from 70 feet to 90 feet above high-water level. Stone for Government works else
where is now being quarried at the northern end near the water.

'The island occupies a peculiarly central position. It is within comparatively easy reach of tiie city and nearly all 
the populous suburbs.

From the city it is approached via. Market-street, Pyrmont Bridge, Pyrmont, and Glebe Island Bridge, and is 
distant about li mile by road from the General Post Office. _ ...

The nearest point on the Barling Harbour railway is within seven-eighths of a mile of the island, in a direct line, 
and Petersham railway station is within 2i miles by road. The main Sydney road from the Hyde and Hunter’s Hill 
districts, via the four bridges called Five Hock, Long Cove, Glebe Island, and Pyrmont Hridges, crosses the southern 
portion of the island, and forms the frontage road of the Abattoirs.

The Ahatioir/t.
The Abattoirs for the Sydney and Metropolitan District occupy the area of about 7 acres lying southward of the 

road, and the small space on which the mutton houses are erected, northward of the same.
The desiccating works situated at ttie southern extremity of the island are now disused, the blood and offal being 

conveyed to sea in punts. _
There ai'e six dwellings of various sizes and material scattered over the more northern section of the island, all 

occupied by officials connected with the Abattoirs.
The small Post and Telegraph Office located hero was closed a few months ago owing to the insufficiency of business.
Upon the high land northward of the road, and immediately' opposite the Abattoirs, there is a large tank or reservoir 

hewn out of the solid rock. It is about 240 feet x 35 feet, and 20 feet deep. Water for flushing the slaughter-houses is 
pumped from the harbour into this tank. The pumps are said to be capable of lifting 40,000 to 50,000 gallons per hour. ^

There is no permanent occupation of any part of the island excepting in connection with the Abattoirs. The Abattoirs 
are said to be thirty-six years old and antiquated, and it is held that nothing short of entirely now aud much larger and 
higher buildings could bring them up to present requirements.

There is no railway to the island, and the cattle and sheep, &c., are driven here from the sale-yards at Homebush, a 
distance of from 7 to 8 miles; and as the total for the year is between 900,009 and 1,000,000, it is evident that the objections 
raised in tbe populous suburbs e» route, against tbe cattle-driving nuisance are not without foundation. It is considered by 
those competent to judge that no other site iu the metropolitan district presents such advantages for abattoirs as Glebe 
Island. Its central position lias already been referred to.

It is all high land, and being almost isolated by the surrounding broad stretches of salt water, objectionable odours 
are dissipated before they reach the surrounding residential districts. (Complaints have, however, been made from time to 
time with regard to the unpleasant smells, particularly at Glebe Point; but there does not appear to have been any 
sustained effort by the public for the removal of the Abattoirs.) ■

Such extensive deep-water frontage affords unequalled facilities for the shipment of meat for foreign countries.
An advantage of a very peculiar nature is that the island is entirely free from blow-flies. It is said that none have 

ever been seen there.
Cattle are sometimes brought by sea to the island, whence they have to he driven to the sale-yards at Homebush to 

be sold. They are then driven back and slaughtered.
' A light line of railway leaving the main line at Stan more station, via White Creek—a distance of a little more than 

2 miles—has been suggested to overcome the nuisance arising from cattle-driving, and the reeimmed land might be used for 
sale-yards ; but those engaged in the trade state that if the Abattoirs were removed any considerable distance from the 
city the result would be an increase in the price of meat.

For many years no blood nor offal have been allowed to go into the harbour, but no doubt pollution occurs to some 
extent from the surface drainage.

Soundings and Bwinge.
Commencing at the bridge on the east side and thence northerly and round the eastern end of the island, the depth 

of water at HX> feet out from high-water mark is from 7 to 15 feet at low tide, deepening to 19 feet in the middle of the 
bay between the island and Pyrmont; but that depth is not reached within (100 feet from the northern portion of the island 
towards Balmain. Along the north-western foreshore the water is shallow. At 200 feet out from high-water mark it 
varies from 5 feet to 12 feet in depth at low tide.

Borings to rock were taken in 18SI on the foreshore extending from the hridge north-easterly and round the eastern 
end of the island. These show that at 200 feet out from high-water mark rock is reached at a depth of 20 feet, and less 
from low-water level.

The officer in charge of such work is, however, doubtful whether the plan affording the information re borings stated 
above is correct.

From about tbe middle of the sea-wall of the reclamation above referred to, a pile jetty about 240 feet long and 30 
feet wide has been thrown out into the harbour.

The locality of the jetty had previously been dredged, as well as a channel to the same from the harbour, so that 
now vessels drawing up to 20 feet of water can be accommodated.

Apparently no soundings nor borings have been taken on the south side of the island from the bridge.
233. You have not seen a plan showing the deptli to which various bores have heen put down in Black- 
wattle Cove and Kozelle Bay ? No ; I understand that the borings are not yet complete in either Black
wattle Cove or Rozelle Bay. ' 234.
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2S4, And that is the reason the plans are not in hand ? Tes. S. B.
235. Can you give us any information of the inconvenience resulting from the driving of cattle to the Perdriau. 
Abattoirs r1 I nave ascertained that at the present time there are not so many coming down the Bullock
Bead on the southern side of Balmain as used to come down that, way. There is only one paddock there ’ ‘
now—the other paddocks are out towards Five Dock, and it is from that direction that the cattle come 
mostly.
236. Do you not think that some steps should be taken to minimise this nuisance to the public ? I 
certainly think something should be done.
237. Ton do not think the reasons adduced by those interested in the Abattoirs are enough to justify any 
delay in protecting the public from this great inconvenience ? I made some inquiries when 1 was over 
there. One man, an old resident of the locality, told me that if ho saw a mob of bullocks coming he 
never remained in the road, or near it. The bullocks are made so wild by being harassed by men and 
horses, and by being driven, that they are really dangerous.
238. And you think the time has arrived when this danger should he lessened? Tes.
239. Canyon give us a description of the stock route ? Tes ; I have not yet had ti:ne to go into that matter.
240. The resumption necessary in connection with the proposed bridge has not come under your notice ?
No,
241. Mr. Humphry.] Have you any means of ascertaining the area of available water to a depth of 20 
feet which could be obtained by dredging in Blackwattle Cove and Eo/.elle Bay ? That can only be 
ascertained by boring ; but judging from such information as we have at hand, it appears highly probable 
that a great portion of Blackwattle Cove and Bozellc Bay can be dredged to a considerable depth, and be 
made available for shipping.

Gerald Harnett Halligan, Chief Surveyor, Department of Public Works, sworn, and examined:—
242. Chairman.'] Ton are Chief Surveyor in the Department of Public Works ? Tes.
243. Mr. Hassall.] Tou produce some plans showing the depth of water round about Glebe Island, and
in the neighbourhood of tiie proposed bridge? Tes. _
244. Will you explain it to the Committee? Tes. The plans submitted show the soundings in Black- 18^lule>1897 
wattle Cove, Kozelle Bay, and Johnstone’s Bay. The depth varies from 24 to 3 fathoms. If you take
the average all over Blackwattle Cove and Kozelle Bay above the hridge you will get about 13 feet.
I'he depth at the head of Kozelle Bay would be about 11 fathom; at tho head of Blackwattle Bay it runs 
to If or 11 fathom. In Johnstone’s Bay there is a depth of 2 fathoms alongside Glehe Island That 
runs to 3 fathoms at Glebe Island Point. There is an average in the bay of about 3 fathoms.
245. Those soundings are to the mud ? Tes.
246. Have any_ borings been taken ? Only here and there. We have not gone over the whole area. We 
have taken borings at the head of Kozelle Bay, off Ihe Abattoirs, over at Glebe Point, opposite Harris’ 
property at Pyrmont, and at the head of Blackwattle Cove. If these places were dredged wre could 
obtain 18 feet at low water on a hard clay bottom. Tou could excavate so as to give a depth of 
18 feet at low water over an area of about 160 acres. That would include Kozelle Bay and Blackwattle 
Cove.. Eighteen feet would be the average, hut in regard to 100 acres, you could have a depth of 30 feet.
That is only an approximate estimate, of course.
247. As to the clay, is it very stiff? It is Hawkesbury sandstone clay. It would be very difficult to 
remove, but it is a splendid holding bottom.
248. I suppose that below tho bridge you would have a greater depth of water ? Tes ; and the further 
you get out towards the harbour the easier the excavation would be. The same tiling applies to the whole 
harbour. At the heads of the various hays there is a stiff clay bottom, but as you get out further into 
the waters of the harbour there is more ooze and mud, which of course is not so difficult to remove.
249. Chairman.] What sort of approach is there to Johnstone’s Bay ? Tliere is a depth of about 18 feet—
it is a mud bottom. ■
250. Mr. Hassall.] There would be uo difficulty in making a deep channel below the bridge ? Ho; 
there is ample room, and it could be easily excavated.
251. Tou think that if a now bridge were constructed to Glebe Island it would be advisable to leave sufficient 
space to enable vessels of 600 or 700 tons to get through ? I should think it would bo wise to do so.
252. If such vessels could get through the swing of the bridge they could traverse the waters of Black
wattle Cove and Kozelle Bay, the depth being improved bv excavation and dredging? Tes.
253. Tou think it is a very valuable sheet of water, considering the position it occupies ? I think it is 
highly valuable.
204.. There is a good deal of business in the timber trade carried on in that locality? A. good deal is 
earned on at the head of Kozelle Bay, at the southern side of Pyrmont, fronting Blackwattle Cove, and 
also at the head of Blackwattle Cove.
255. Have you any knowledge of the extent of the traffic to Glebe Island ? Only from casual observation.
256. The traffic is pretty extensive, is it not ? Very extensive.
257. Tou think it is necessary to make better provision for it than now exists ? lam sure it is.
258. .The present mode of transit lias outgrown its usefulness—it no longer meets growing wants and 
requirements ? It is quite inadequate.
259. Tou think that a new structure is required to meet both present and future requirements ? Tes.
260. What is the area of reclamation in White Bay? About 40 acres. All the western end of the bay 
has been reclaimed. There is a reclamation wall in front of the reclaimed area, and the bay has beeii 
excavated to an average deptli of 18 feet at low water over the whole area. That was done with tho 
object of giving access to the wharf at the head of the bay. There is a wharf running into the bay from 
the reclaimed portion, and it is largely used in connection with the wants and requirements of Balmain.
261. In view of the increasing population of Balmain, you think the wharf is very useful ? Tes ; we
have only had it up for about six months, and it has scarcely ever been idle. 5
262. Leaving White Bay, the water gradually deepens as you get to Johnstone’s Bay, Darling Harbour, 
and the Pair Way ? Tes. I may mention that at the entrance to Johnstone’s Bay and opposite the 
Sugar Company’s works there is a depth at low-water of 18 feet, and in mid-channel you carry the same 
depth up to Glebe Island Bridge,

G. H. 
Halligan.

THURSDAY,
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The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a Nowr Bridge at Glebe Island.

t , Captain John Jackson, Manager of Public Wharfs, made an affirmation, and was examined :—
J, Jackson. Chairman.'] What position do you hold ? I am Manager of Public Wharfs.

2G4. Have you seen a plan of the proposal to replace the bridge to Glebe Island ? I bare.
•24June, 1897. 2(^- And you fairly well understand the nature of the proposal? I do.

_ 2G(J. Mr. Zee.] You are familiar with Glebe Island Bridge? Yes.
2G7. In 1894 you gave evidence before the Public Works Committee on the same question ? Yes.
2G8. Have there been any developments in that part of the harbour since that year to cause you to change 
your opinions ? bone whatever. ”
269. What is your opinion to day—first, as to whether a necessity exists for constructing a new hridge ; 
and, secondly, if a new bridge is to be constructed, bowr it should be constructed so that the water traffic 
could bo carried on ? I can only speak from tbe standpoint of tbe wharfs I am in charge of up there.

' 270. What is your knowledge of the working of the bridge ? There has heen always a very great diffi
culty for vessels to get through the bridge, owing to the opening being on one side of it. Vessels have 
to my knowledge frequently sustained considerable damage in going through itthey object to go 
through it.
271. tn any case I presume the class of vessels trading there would be of small tonnage? At present 
they are, because no large vessel could get through it.
272. If sufficient provision were made for the passing of large vessels, would there be sufficient water to 
enable them to get through ? ft could always be deepened,
278. It would have to he deepened ? Yes.
274. To what extent? To 24 feet, to allow large vessels to go up there.
275. But would there be a fairway from (say) the centre of the bridge with sufficient wuter to enable 
large vessels to go tliere ? Do you mean where the bridge stands.
27G. Suppose that a proper entrance were given about tho centre of the present bridge, is tliere sufficient 
water now at that point to enable large vessels to go through? No.
277. In any case the passage would have Io be dredged ? Yes.
278. The inner portion of that part of Darling Harbour would have to bo dredged ? Yes.
279. In fact tho whole of it would have to be dredged to enable vessels to get in and out, and to go fo
the various wharfs? The whole of the bay would require to he dredged. .
280. Would that ho a costly matter? I do not think so. I think they are dredging a great portion of it
now for reclamation purposes. ' 3 ‘
281. Which is also answering a double purpose—reclaiming the land and giving deeper water ? Yes.
282. Are you of opinion that a newr structure is required for the convenience of passengers tliere ? T do 
not know about a new structure, but I am strongly of opinion that the swing should be in the centre of 
the bridge. Whether they could put the swing in the centre of the present hridge or not, I am not 
prepared to say.
283. Has it been reported to you, or do you know7 of your own knowledge, that there is a certain danger 
to the present bridge if a vessel strikes tho piers at the swing ? T do not know it from my own know
ledge, but 1 know that the bridge has on several occasions been slightly damaged there, and that vessels 
have been damaged in going through it.
284. In consequence of that difficulty being likely to arise has not the Department placed gates on either 
side of the swing, so as to regulate the traffic? I do not know.
285. Were the gates put tliere simply to cut off the traffic while the span is open ? I do not know.
28G. Tou cannot tell us very much about the bridge itself, or tho traffic over the bridge ? No.
287. All you wish to tell us is what will be required to admit of proper navigation in that part of Ihe 
harbour ? Yes.
288. You were suggesting that if a new bridge is to be erected the swing should be putin the centre ? Yes.
289. What would you consider a fair opening for that swing ? Eor many years, perhaps, 40 feet nould
be sufficient; but I would suggest that it should be made GO feet '
290. Inasmuch as the life of a wooden bridge will practicallv be 50 years, and the traffic is likely to 
increase very largely, what would you consider a fair width to adopt in the new bridge ? I think GO feet.
291. That will be GO feet from tho centre ? From side to side.
292. That is 30 feet on either side of the central point ? Sixty feet for the swing.
293. Suppose it is swung from the centre, the opening on either side would be 30 feet, less Ihe space
taken up by the pier ? Yes. '
294. What would be the width of the passage required ? Sixty feet in the cle.ar.
295. No matter how the opening is provided for ? No. I strongly recommend that it should be GO feet, 
borne vessels are about 54 feet beam, and they could not go through Pyrmont Bridge.
296. What class of vessels and trade passes through the bridge to Blackwattle Bay? Stone vessels and 
timber. That is all that go through at present.
297. For what purpose are these vessels taken into that inner portion of the harbour—what trade is it to 
supply ? The trade of different boroughs. There are, I think, five municipalities nearer to Blackwattle 
Bay than to the city.
298. And consequently it is made their depot for metal, timber, &c, ? Yes. 299.
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299. ^ re there any limber merchants there who receive large consignments of timber ? Tes, Captwn
300. But a good deal of it is foreign timber? I do not think that much foreign timber goes up there,
because a large vessel laden with foreign timber could not go through the bridge. ‘>4 June 1897
301. The class of timber which would come m from foreign countries would be sawn timber? Yes; aud “ ’ '
it would come through there by lighters.
302. Owing to the insufficiency of water and the pier of the hridge, only lighter vessels can go through, 
and which are chiefly employed in the colonial trade bringing long timber? Tes.
303. But if this opening wore given, and Blackwattle Bay were dredged, you arc of opinion that the 
vessels which discharge timber at "WooHootnooloo Bay would discharge at the other bay ? Vessels discharge 
timber at the wharfs at Pyrmont; no timber is discharged at Woolloomooloo Bay at present,
301, It used to be? Yes.
30.1 That could be taken into Blackwattle Bay? bio doubt it could.
306. Is all the foreshore of Blackwattle Bay in the hands of the G-overnment ? No.
307. How is it held ? It is held by private people, Only the head of the bay is held by the Government— 
about 1,400 feet.
30S. IVhat scope is there for the erection of Government wharfs and the receipt of an income from 
them if the proposed improvements are made ? The income from Blackwattle "Wharf itself would be very 
much greater if larger vessels could go up there. I have always had an idea, and I think I am right, 
that if vessels could go up there it would become a large produce depot, 
dull What is the frontage to the present Government wharf there? 1,400 feet.
310. The annual revenue from that wharf is how much? Last year it was over £600.
311. Do yon remember the cost of that wharf? I think it was £7,000.
312. What is the cost for maintenance and supervision? £135.
313. It is rather a profitable expenditure ? Yes.
314. Will you state exactly where that wharf is situated ? It runs right across the mouth of the old bay.
315. Does it abut on to Wentworth Park ? It is separated from that park by Pyrmont lioad.
316. Do the Government own any other portion of that foreshore? Not that I am aware of.
31.7. Ls it all let to private owners under reclamation schemes ? I could not say that.
318. Tliere is nothing, or very little, to reclaim there ? It is bold water up to the rocks on each side.
310. If there are only 1,460 feet of Government wharfage there, and that cannot be extended, how are you 
going to provide accommodation fora large increase of shipping? It is not only for an increase of 
shipping at the Government wharf, but there are private wharfs there too.
320. If all this work is done by the Government, how are they going to obtain a revenue ? They would 
not get very much revenue from the present Government wharf there; but there is also Kozelle Bay to 
be considered.
32!. You draw a distinction between Kozelle Bay and Blackwattle Bay ? There is no wharf in Kozelle 
Bay at present.
322. Is there auy Governmont land there? They are reclaiming a large portion.
323. Jt is all Government land in that bay ? Yes, a large portion is.
321. And a portion of it is now being reclaimed ? Yes. ,
325. Would it be possible to dredge Kozelle Bay, and make it suitable ? I have no doubt of that.
326. Of course tbe reclamation would have to be dredged out a longer distance into the stream ? Yes.
327. Still it is possible to reclaim that, deepen it, and make it available ? Yes ; they have reclaimed a 
large portion of it now.
32S. If a new bridge is erected with a proper span-opening in it, and the traffic is allowed to pass free of 
coat, and Blackwattle Bay and Kozelle Bay are deepened, to admit of ships going to the wharis, aro there 
any means by which the Government could impose a toll, in order to recoup themselves ? Only the 
wharfage. Of course they could charge so much for going through the bridge.
329. But they could uot impose a wharfage rate on private wharfs ? No ; private owners would have to 
do that.
330. Nor could they impose a tonnage rate without its being inconsistent with the practice of the port
generally ? They could only charge that at their own wharf, ‘
331. Do you know of any reason why a rate should not be charged for the passage of ships through the 
bridge ? If you were to charge for the passage of ships through the hridge they certainly would never go 
up tliere. They would go and land their cargo where they would be free of that charge.
332. It would appear that if some provision is made for the admission of shipping to Blackwattle Bay, in
the course of time considerable trade would spring up there, and it would be a very great convenience to 
the people in those five boroughs, aud would bo of very great advantage to tho boroughs themselves? I 
have no doubt of it. .
333. But towards the expense of which they would not contribute auy thing? Nothing directly.
331. Do you thinkit would be to the interests of the community generally that these facilities should bo 
given ? I do think that there should be a new bridge or that some improvement should be made to the 
present structure.
335, Do you think it is wiser for the country to deepen that water and increase the wharfage accommo
dation than to fill up that extreme portion of the hay ? 1 do.
336, Which is the wiser course to pursue ? I think it would be sacrilege to fill up these beautiful bays.
337, If you hold the opinion that the water should be held for wharfage purposes, it follows, as a matter 
of course, that there must be sufficient accommodation given there for the shipping? Yes.
3SS. Are there auy other reasons which might debar ships from going there, or which might prevent that 
locality from becoming thickly populated—such as the discharge of sewage into the water ? Of course 
that is very objectionable at the present time, but I think it will be remedied shortly when the sewerage 
scheme is complete.
339. At present the discharge of sewage into that part of the harbour is very offensive to people ? Yes.
349. Is it not a fact that when the western suburbs sewerage scheme is completed this practice of 
discharging sewage into tho harbour will be discontinued ? 1 think so.
3 It. Is not that tho system which has been worked out ? I am uot in a position to say.
342. Now, in view of the possible removal of the Abattoirs from Glebe Island, and the possible reclama
tion of Blackwattle Bay and Kozelle Bay all round to the island, aud not only a good road, but possibly a

railroad,—
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railroad,—.under conditions of tliat character do you not think it is possible that a time may come when 
tho Globe Island Bridge can be dispensed with altogether ? That would put things iu a different light. 
I believe a time will come when Glebe Island will be used for shipping coal. Of course a railway will he 
rnnnino there then, and if the Abattoirs were removed it is possible that Glebe Island Bridge could be
dispensed with. , „ , , , „ ,
34*3. Do the Abattoirs contribute much towards the pollution of the harbour r 1 do not know.
344. Have you any Government wharfs in that direction? No. _ _ ,
345. Is it all held privately ? I have a Government wharf up in "White Bay, which is on the other side
of Glebe Island. . .
346. lias your experience among timber wharfs in Port .Jackson euaoled you to lorm an opinion as to 
what vill be the best class of bridge to put there ? 1 would rather not say.
347. What is the effect of the cobra on the timber which you use in the piles ? The timber which is used
in Government wharfs is all coppered, t
348. But how long does the copper last ? Down at Circular Quay I have seen piles pulled up which had 
been down for about forty years, and the copper was still on them.
349. Were tbe piles sound"? The piles were sound, but the copper was worn off.
350. Even with a thin layer of copper the piles were perfectly sound? Yes.
351. That portion of a pile which is between high-water mark and low-water mark is the worst place for
the ravages of the cobra ;—is not that the vulnerable point ? Yes. _
352. Do"not the borers enter the pile at that point? Not at Government wharfs, because the piles are
coppered. . .
353. Take auy timber which is wholly or partially exposed to sea-water in Sydney Harbour, does it not,
iu course of time, become infested with the borer ? Yes. _ _
354. Therefore, if the piles are coppered only partially, it is only a matter of time when the cobra will get
into tho wood? Yes. _ i ,
355. At what age do you estimate the life of a pile under these conditions, not being coppered ? It
would not last long.
356. If timber piles are used iu the new bridge they must be securely coppered for a considerable distance
above bigli water ? Yes. . ,
357. I presume that that copper must be carefully watched aud kept intact, and that wherever it is 
bruised or broken it must be instantly repaired? It must be repaired within a mouth or so. _
358. It is a fact that nearly every colonial timber we have is more or less infested by some kind of sea-
borer ? Yes. _ _ ^
359. No amount of tarring or preserving by other means will keep the borers out of the wood ? IN o.
360. A covering of copper or munt?, metal is the only thing which will keep them out? Eos. _
361. Therefore, if a bridge is to be erected on wooden piles, to last a period of fifty years, extra precautions
would have to be taken to ensure that it should last for that time ? Yes. .
362. Mr. Fegan.] What water frontage have the Government to Kozelle Bay ? I could not say. _
363. Could you not say approximately ? No; 1 know there is a largo frontage which they have reclaimed
lately, and which they aro still reclaiming, ' ...
364. And which they will continue for some time to reclaim ? I think so.
365. A large frontage to Kozelle Bay will belong ultimately to the Crown ? Yes. _
366. By dredging Blackwattle Bay and Kozelle Bay, and erecting a strong bridge there, it will induce trade 
to go in that direction? I have no doubt about that.
367. Tho Government wharf in Blackwattle Bay has a frontage of 1,400 feet;—how many vessels will it 
accommodate ? It will accommodate seven vessels of 200 feet each.
368. I suppose one may say that it will accommodate six or seven vessels ? About six.
369. What rent do you get for berthing a ship ? We charge a schedule rate. In tho case of metal we
charge 6d. a ton. _
370. Jt is not according to the length of the ship or her earning capacity ? Wc do not charge the ship 
anything ; we charge it on the cargo.
371. The larger the vessel is tho bigger the payment is ? It depends on what cargo she has.
372. Will you furnish tho Committee with a copy of your scale of rates ? Yes.
373. And also give the approximate frontage to Kozelle Bay belonging to tho Crown? The Works
Department will be able to give that information. 1 am not in a position to give it to the Committee ; 1 
am only in charge of completed wharfs. _ _
374. Do you find a great inconvenience from the swing being at one end of the bridge ? Yery great
inconvenience. _
375. Did you hold your present position when the bridge was constructed with the swing at one end?
No. * _
376. Several piers have been carried out recently ? Yes.
377. Have you at any time previous to being examined by a Parliamentary Committee recommended that 
the swing should he placed in the centre of the bridge? Yes.
378. And your recommendations have not been given effect to ? I have not made a special report on the 
matter, but on several occasions I have recommended that the swing should be iu the centre,
379. You think that no bridge should be constructed without making provision for the swing to be in the 
centre ? Yes.
380. Aud that it would be useless to have less than 60 feet, seeing that a large number of the vessels are 
only 50 feet wide ? Yes; I am looking ahead thirty or forty years,
3S1. You are looking to the life of the bridge ? Yes.
382. As traffic has increased, and as the size of vessels has increased within the last twenty years, you 
arc looking forward to even greater progress being made iu the next twenty years? Yes.
383. Therefore, to give facilities to shipping in the future, the swing in this bridge should not be less than 
60 feet ? 1 think that is the right size for the swing.
384. Mr, jRobsrts.'] Can you state the tonnage of the vessels which passed through tho opening'in the 
bridge during 1806 ? No ; but I could furnish a return of all the vessels which have been berthed at the 
Government wharf. The Auckland Timber Company berthed more vessels than were berthed at the 
Government wharf.
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385. Aro you able to say whether the number of vessels passing through the bridge in Blackwattie Bay ^P. 
has increased or rot;—has the trade there increased or not? The trade as far as tho Government wharf 
is concerned has increased during the last two years, _ 24June,1897.
3SG, As compared with previous years ? 1 know that from the revenue I have received. _
387. Has it increased to a marked extent ? I think the revenue last year was about £200 more than it 
was two years previously.
388. Do you look upon that as a substantial increase ? Tes. _ _ ,
380. Can you recollect what tho annual revenue is? Two years ago it was about £450, and last year it 
was £012, - ■ ■ • j
300. 1 suppose from observation you can say that there has been a substantial increase m the trade to
the private wharfs ? Tes ; I have no doubt about that. _ ...
301. And that as the trade has increased so much you experience great inconvenience in getting so
many vessels through the present opening? No. They object to go through the bridge because they 
sustain so much damage to themselves. _
302. Notwithstanding that objection on their part the trade is going there more than ever it has done ?
Tes; hut it is all done by small vessels. I do not believe that a vessel over 400 tons register goes up there.
303. They are principally timber vessels? Tos. _ _ t
394. Have you of late examined the bridge at all;—would you like to oiler any opinion on the bridge ?
No; because that is no part of my duty. _
395. Prom your experience in your vocation, X should think that your opinion would be of value to the 
Committee? I do not know much about bridges, but I do know a little about ships.
390. Mr. JTork/.nx.] Are vessels allowed to be tied up or moored to Pyrmont Bridge or to Glebe Islaud 
Bridge ? I do not know. _
397. Mr. Clarke.'] Is tliere any charge made at present for passengers or goods going over Glebe Island 
Bridge, or is it entirely free?" I am not sure, but I think it is free to the public. I do not charge 
anything.
398. Tou do know what traffic goes over the bridge? No. _
399. Are you aware whether the approaches on each side arc Government property or private property ?
I could uot say. _
400. Chairman.] Can you tell the Committee the different kinds of private enterprise located, on the 
foreshores of Blackwattle Bay and Rozelle Bay ? I cannot.
401. And you have no record of the trade ? No. 1 _
402. Mr. Wright.] At what height should the bridge to Glebe Island be erected? I think it should bo ■
between 20 feet and 30 feet, _
403. Do you think that a height'of 2G feet would give sufficient headway for ordinary purposes? I think
a height of 30 feet would be better, because it would admit of the passage of lighters with a derrick 
without opening the swing in the hridge. _
404. In the case of tiie bulk of the lighters, I suppose the derrick head is not more than 30 feet high? It
is about that height. _ _ _
405. Do you think that any large trade would spring up there if there were a better or wider opening iu
tbe bridge? 1 think so. _ _
406. What class of vessels other than tbe present vessels are likely to go up there? Grain ships, I think.
407. Grain ships from other colonics and ifom America? I think so.
408. What is your reason for fancying that grain ships would go up there ? I think that .grain aud 
produce would go there; I think tho produce whieli would be consumed in four Or five municipalities 
would be landed there, because it is tbe centre of five municipalities. My reason for thinking that is that 
cartage is a large item, and that they would pay about 3d. less for cartage from Blackwattle Bay than 
from Susscx-strcct.
409. Tou think that Newtown, the Glebe, and all those places would be likely to laud their produce there ?
Forest Lodge, Leichhardt, and all those places. _
440. All the suburbs lying nearer to the waters of Blackwattle Bay than to the waters of Darling 
Harbour? Tes.
411. Do you think tliat any other trade would he,likely to ho developed ? I have no doubt the timber 
trade would go up tliere.
412. Tho timber trade to a large extent is there now ? Tos; but it is not foreign timber; it is Colonial 
timber.
413. Do not tbe Kauri Company deal in Oregon? They do; but it is brought there by lighters from 
large vessels discharging at other wharfs.
414. Ships from Puget Sound go up there? They could not get up there ; nor could they get through 
the bridge.
415. I think you said that even if the opening in tbe bridge were made 60 feet, no larger vessels could go 
up there than those which now go up there unless the bay was dredged ? Exactly.
416. Do you know anything about the mud soundings in the bay? No; but it is very shallow—it is 
caused principally by the sewers.
417. But there is a considerable amount of mud overlying tbe bottom ? Tes.
418. From your knowledge of the harbour, do you think that that bay could be dredged out sufficiently 
deep to accommodate ships drawing 24 or 25 feet of water? Tes.
4d9. Therefore it might become eventually a very important shipping centre ? Tes.
420. Do you know what the water frontage of Glebe Island is? I do not knovy how much it is; but it is 
all deep water at the island.
421. A considerable amount of wharfage room could be provided round that island? Tes; a very large 
amount.
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The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a New Bridge at Glebe Island.

Gilbert Curtis Murdoch, Mayor of Balmain, sworn, and examined
G-. C. 422. Ghairman.l Tou are Mayor of Balmain ? Tes. _ .

Murdoch* 423. Have you had an opportunity to S6e the plan of the proposed hridgfi to Glebe Island * I nave just 
' seen the plan.

25 June, 1897. 4,24,. You have a fair idea of what it is? Tes. _
425. Mr. Hassall.-] Have yon any statement to make with reference to the bridge? I have known the 
bridge for thirty-one years. I have resided in Balmain for that period, and as a youth I used to go there 
to fish sometimes. The traffic in those times was comparatively small compared to what it is now. 
Taking the figures which were arrived at in 18S9, there was a decided increase.in the traffic from 1889 to 
1894, and there has been a decided increase since that year. The reason I assign for there being so much 
increase in the traffic lately is the establishment of new industries at Balmain, Eor instance, Lever Brothers 
oil works is one of them. Phippard Bros, have been making there the whole of the iron and wood work in 
connection with the George-street markets. Of late years a box factory has been establisbed. A bottle 
factory and a paint factory bave also been established there. Large timber merchants, who do a lot of 
business with the town, have established themselves there. The traffic has largely increased as far as 
Balmain is concerned for those reasons, but the traffic has also increased largely from the western suburbs. 
Drummovne, for instance, has gone verv much ahead of late years, and from live Dock, Oladesville, Hyde, 
the Field' of Mars, and right on to North Sydney, the traffic' has increased greatly from those districts. 
The people go across Balmain with their fruit and produce to the markets, and that has added to the 
traffic. It is a natural outlet by road for the whole of the western suburbs, and the traffic seems to con
gest at that particular spot.
426. The whole of the traffic from Balmain, and of all the suburbs to the westward of it, which are 
increasing in population, has to go across the bridge? It congests there, because that is the shortest road 
to the city. A good many of the Leichhardt people go by that wmy as well. _
427. Jn addition to the Balmain traffic, you have a considerable portion of the Leichhardt traffic ? Tes.
428. And Forest Lodge ? No ; that goes through the other way, When the draw-bridge—which is the 
great bone of contention—is open I have known sonic people, sooner than wait on the bridge that is, 
those who could get off—to turn round and go through Forest Lodge to do their business in town.
429. Has the traffic by the present bridge to and from Glebe Island Abattoirs increased very largely ?
It has. _ , .
430. Has it increased almost in the same ratio as the other traffic ? I think even more so. Comparing 
the traffic in the early days to what it is now there is no comparison at all..
431. Do you think tho bridge is suitable for present requirements ? Certainly not,
432. What strong objections can you name against the bridge ? _ In the fireplace, it is too narrow'. The 
draw-bridge is antediluvian. It is a great nuisance there, considering that in olden times perhaps only 
two vessels would go up the harbour in a week, whereas now sometimes as many as twelve or thirteen 
vessels a day go up there. The bridge is open sometimes twelve or thirteen times in a day. I know' that 
timber merchants—the Kauri Timber Company, on the Glebe side, and Swan Brothers, one on our side, 
and the box factory—send some of their wares away by water. Tho Federal Timber Company are 
established at the head of Rozelle Bay, and that is where wo get all our blue-metal landed by our
contractor. . . .
433. The whole of that shipping has to go through the present narrow opening in the bridge f Tes.
434. The opening might be placed in a more convenient position? In order to do any good it should bo 
in the centre of the bridge, I think.
435. What is the width of the bridge ? I cannot say. The carriage-ways are divided in the middle. 
There is barely sufficient room to allow a horse and cart to go along on each side of the bridge,
436. Is it not a fact that after the hridge has been opened to allow' the traffic to go through, the traffic for 
Sydney takes precedence of the traffic going the other way ? I cannot say that; but I know' that if ever 
an accident happens on the bridge through a restive horse, it will be very serious with that congested 
traffic, especially in the early hours of the morning. _
437. Do you know of your own knowledge that considerable delays to the traffic do take place ? Tes;
and so much so that some people have had to go, via Gordon-street, to Annandale, and through Forest 
Lodge to Sydney, to get their business done. ... . .
438. Tou think'it w'ould be advisable to erect a wider and more convenient bridge, with a swing in the
centre, rather than at one end ? Tes. _ _
439. And that the bridge should be of such width that the traffic could proceed to and fro without having
to wait until one line of traffic had got over before the opposite stream of traffic could get started? 
Tes; tbe approach on the Glehe Island side is very much too narrow. The roadway to the Abattoirs 
ought to he widened. The hridge itself, I think, is much too low ; there is not sufficient headway for the 
punts and small steamers to go through, _
440. The new bridge should be provided with a greater headway ? Tes; there is a good deal of traffic up 
there with timber barges.
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441, 'What is the largest one that you have seen there ? I have no idea of tonnage, but perhaps Mr.
Alderman Chidgey, who will follow me, will be able to give you the tonnage of the vessels that go up 
there. The 11 Eesolute ” that brings out metal is 500 or 600 tons. ~
442, Do you look upon Eozelle Bay and Blaekwattle Bay as pretty valuable adjuncts to the trade of that 
locality ? There is no doubt about that.
443, Do you think it will be desirable to deepen the water in these bays in course of time, in the 
event of a more convenient bridge being built so as to allow larger vessels to go up ? Yes.

Yon think that larger vessels would take advantage of it? Yes. A good many vessels lie below 
the bridge, and discharge their cargo into punts which are towed up to the bay.
445. Do you think there is any prospect of businesses' similar to those you mentioned increasing in the 
locality ? I am certain that the businesses will increase up there. .
446. The population is increasing there, and as it increases you think that the business is bound to 
increase also ? Certainly.
447. Therefore, it will be only reasonable to provide better facilities to discharge cargo in this large area 
of water r Yes; so as to let the vessels go up.
448. Is there any objection on the part of the Balmain people to the presence of the Abattoirs at GHebe 
Island r None whatever.
449. "Where does the objection to their presence come from ? The objection has come mainly from, not 
the whole, but a small section of the people at Glebe Point, and from some of the Annandale people.
f r?" l,?°P^e ort opposite side of the water, and not from the residents of Balmain proper ? Yes'.
4i>l. The residents of Balmain do not look on the Abattoirs as a nuisance? No. ■
452. In fact, they think it is rather advantageous to have them there than otherwise? Certainly.
453. Is there any great objection to the cattle-driving nuisance on the part of the Balmain people? That 
is the only objection.
454. They would like better provision to be made for conveying cattle to Glebe Island ? Yes. There 
was an accident to a child there only two mornings ago.
Aj5. Do you know if the Abattoirs are equal to requirements ;—have you any knowledge of them at all ? 
Yes. I have been over the Abattoirs which, I think, could be much improved, although at present there 
is no onensive smell from them, I have passed the Abattoirs at night when it was most likely if there 
were any odours at all that they would arise, but I could never smell offal, blood, decayed meat, or any
thing of that description. The only smell you ever got was the smell of the animals, more particularly 
the sheep.
456. They are not unhealthy ? No.
457. The offal and everything of that kind are discharged into punts, and taken away in order that no 
nuisance shall be created ? Yes.
458. Your idea, I presume, is that, in any scheme to improve the Abattoirs, provision should be made to 
convey the cattle by rail ? Yes.
459. Do you know if there is a fair depth of water in Johnstone’s Bay, Roselle Bay, and Blaekwattle 

’ r ie,re ’8 PlentJ water round the island and near the bridge, and it is only when you get close
to the foreshore of Balmain that you get natural flats, *
460. Is it pretty shallow ? Only‘in patches.
461. I suppose you have practically to represent the borough of Balmain ? Yes.
462. The evidence which you give to-day will be corroborated, I presume, by every alderman in the
borough? Yes. > i > J a
463. And by most of the residents of Balmain ? Yes.
464. Do you think that steps, should be taken to erect a new bridge in place of the old structure, and
thus provide better accommodation for the traffic? Certainly ; 1 do not look at it only from a Balmain
pomt of view'; I look upon it as an adjunct to all the western suburbs.
465. In fact, the business between the city and Balmain and the'western suburbs has assumed such propor
tions that it is absolutely necessary that better provision should be made for its transaction? Certainly.
466. Mr. lio&cr/s.] Are you of opinion that the time has arrived for the existing bridge to he replaced 
with a new one ? Certainly.

Jt on account of the decayed nature of the timbers in the bridge that you have formed that 
opinion . That is one reason why I think a new bridge should bo erected. Another reason is the incon
venience of the present bridge to carry on the traffic.
468. In what way is it inconvenient ? For one thing it is too narrow', and for another thing the drawl 
bridge is a drawback. The new bridge should he built with more headway', so as to allow small steamers 
and barges to pass underneath.
469. Is not the bridge sufficiently wide to allow two vehicles to pass each other ? The fairway is so 
narrow that there is barely room for them to pass now, and the foot-passengers have a very small space 
at their command.
470. Do you frequently travel over the bridge ? Not of late years; but in the old days I used, as a boy, 

g° there a good deal. I have been over the bridge a good many times, and seen the state of the traffic.
4/1, Your great objection appears to be that the opening of the bridge is too near the eastern shore ? It 
is not nearly wide enough for another thing. Only very small boats can get through the opening.
^ a ^re ™cre ^ar8er cl,£lft going through now than used to go through in former years ? Certainly; 
and many more of them, too. In old times perhaps two vessels would not go up there in a week.
473. Has the trade considerably increased ? Yes.
474. What is the nature of the traffic ? It is mostly timber ships. .
475. I understand you to say that the traffic has increased to a very large extent during the last few 
years. Yes; the Kauri Timber Company, Swan Brothers, the box factory, and tho Federal Timber 
Company all require vessels to bring their timber up there ; in fact, some of the larger vessels have to 
stop below the bridge and discharge their cargoes into punts.
476. Is the vehicular and pedestrian traffic largely inconvenienced by the opening of the bridge ;—does it
take a longer period than you think it might take if more modern appliances were used to open the bridge ? 
Much longer. r t
tra" V1Cre a TelY 'ar8e vehicular traffic from Balmain to Sydney over tho bridge ? Most of it are tbe 
butchers carts, but of late years tho traffic has got very great from the western suburbs, from Drummoyne,

. . . Five

G. C, 
Murdoch.
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G. 0. Kve Dock, and right out to the Field of Mare. The fruit carters and even Leichhardt people use the 
Murdoch, bridge as a short cut into the city.

478. Is any toll collected on the bridge ? No ; but there used to be. 
une> • 479_ How long has it been a free bridge ? Fully ten years,

480. You think that a bridge which gave greater facilities to the traffic, and was fitted with more modern 
appliances in regard to an opening in the centre, would prove a, very great convenience to the people of 
Balmain? Not only to them, but also to the people of the various adjacent suburbs. A line of buses 
runs from Sydney through Balmain up to G-ladesville ; they go over tbe bridge.
481. The road leading from tbe bridge past tbe Abattoirs towards Balmain is very steep ? Yes. _
482. Is that considered objectionable by the people in any way ? I have never board any complaint made 
that it was objectionable in any way. The only objection that I can see is that you just smell the animals, 
not tbe blood, offal, or hides, but only tbe natural smell of the animals, more particularly of the sheep.

V 483. Has any suggestion been made by your Council that a new road should be made closer to White 
Bay, with a view to avoid the Abattoirs '? There was some talk at one time of asking the Government to 
cut down the island and to take the road round it so as to avoid the Abattoirs, hut I have never hoard it 
said that it was suggested through any objection to the smell of tho Abattoirs. ^ I have been over tho 
Abattoirs at night, when you would naturally suppose that if there was anything objectionable about them 
it would be smelt, but I did not smell anything which was objectionable. .
484, Would you get a better grade for a road to Balmain by way of "White Bay ? There is no doubt 
that you could make a winding road of it.
485. Would it be any nearer for people to travel by ? No;
48G. Would you, as Mayor, recommend any improvement in the approach from the Glebe Island end 
into Balmain ? IVTiafc 1 should recommend is, if a new bridge is to bo built, that tbe approach on the Glebe 
Island side should be widened.
487. Do you suggest tbe altering of tbe grade of the road ? If the bridge were built with, a higher
headway for the boats you would not have such objectionable grades. The grade of tbe road would be 
lessened materially. _ _
488. You recollect tbe site where it was proposed to erect a new bridge some years ago. Yes; on the
Bozelle side of the existing bridge. _ . _ ,
489. Assuming that that site should be selected, do you regard it as one of tbe best? I do not think you 
could have a better site than that.
490. You strongly approve of the opening being placed in the centre of the bridge ? Yes. _
491. Is not the grade of the present bridge objectionable ? There is a rise in the centre to admit of the
passage of small ferry steamers, but even now, from what I have seen, it seems to be a bit of a squeeze 
sometimes for the steamers at high water. ,
492. Mr. Trickett.'] When the former Mayor of Balmain was examined before a previous Committee he
suggested that the road should be lowered 12 feet in front of the Abattoirs, so as to separate the traffic 
to the Abattoirs from the ordinary traffic to Balmain, and also to avoid that steep grade there do you 
think that would be a good thing to do ? I do not think that if wc were to take 12 feet off the road 
there It would do. *
493. The evidence I refer to is as follows: “ You favour the Departmental proposal to put a good bridge
across there with two swings ? Yes; and to ease tbe grade of tbe road. We think it might be lowered 
about 12 feet in front of the Abattoirs. The bridge could then be put over the roadway, giving an 
independent road to the Abattoirs traffic. If that were done the traffic to Balmain would not encounter 
that traffic at all" ? I cannot see that it would be practicable, for this reason : that the cattle are driven 
from Mr. Swan’s place, just at the foot of the bill, and driven in at the side of the Abattoirs. The cattle 
are never driven in by the front gate. _
494. How far is that place from the bridge ? It is on the western side of the island. The meat tralhc 
is taken out through the main gate of the Abattoirs, and that is where, I take it, thecx-Mayor thought of 
lowering the road.
495. That, I suppose, is not objectionable at all—tbe meat is all taken out in covered carts? Yes.
496. You do not see anything advantageous in that proposal? I cannot see the advantage of it.
497. If you took 12 feet off the road it would not make a very great reduction in the grade ? I do not 
think it would, but it would interfere with traffic into the Abattoirs.
498. It would necessitate a separate entrance into tho Abattoirs ? Yes.
499. You, as Mayor, would not advocate that that should be carried out ? I cannot say that I would.
500. AYould it not be a great improvement to the through traffic if tbe grade of tho road were lowered ?
There is no doubt that it would. _ .
501. But if the bridge is going to be raised, and it can be carried a little further inland, that will be n 
means of reducing tbe grade of the road ? Yus.
502. I suppose this road over the bridge is the only road to your borough unless you make a very long 
detour? Yes; there is no other access to tbe borough.
503. There arc no transit boats to carry vehicles to Balmain ? No.
504. So that carts, carriages, and waggons that go to Balmain have to go over the bridge? Yes.
505. And that is likely to continue to be done for a very long time ? Yes; lam told that the Water 
and Sewerage Board would not allow the heavy pipes for tbe low-level service—pipes weighing 0 tons 
each—to be taken across the bridge to Balmain, and that they insisted upon the pipes being carted all 
round by the Parramatta Itoad.
506. They were frightened of this bridge? Yes. _
507. Have you thought out tbe question whether, in constructing the new bridge, provision should be
made for currying a tramway ? I bad that idea in my mind when I said that the present bridge was very 
much too small for the traffic ; I thought that some day we might get either a cable tram or an electric 
tram across that road, because the present tram service goes by such a roundabout way that it takes a 
very long time for a person to get there. '
508. How many miles is it to Balmaiu by tram ? A tram is supposed to take forty minutes.
509. I suppose it is 6 or 7 miles ? Yes. _
510. If it were taken via Glebe Island, the distance would bo very much shorter ? Yes ; especially when 

. yon consider that tbe Government are about to construct an electric tramway to Harris-street.
511. Could that be extended to Balmain ? Yes. 512.
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512. Tbe shortest way would be to cross Pyrmont and G-lebe Island Bridges? Esactly, _
513. Of course you prefer that the bridge should have a swing in the centre, and that it should be worked
by hydraulic power? Yes; it would not take up so much time then. 25 June 1897.
514. Do the ferry boats run to Balmain all night now ? There is not a night service; but they run up 1 
to 12 o’clock.
515. After midnight, tbo only means of getting to Balmain is by a vehicle ? Yes ; the trams run up to 
11'30 p.m., I think.
516. There was a proposal made some time ago to connect the bridge with Glebe Point;—how do you 
favour that idea? I do not favour it at all.
517. It would he a very roundabout means of communication with tlm city? Yes; it would be almost 
as had as having to go along Gordon-street and up through Annandale, as some people do now. It would 
he very inconvenient indeed.
518. Mr. Lee.] In the event of the Abattoirs being removed in the future, do you think that the traffic 
would then be sufficiently large to justify the maintenance of a superior bridge ? Independent of the 
Abattoirs, the traffic is very large ; but you can form no estimate of it.
519. Even if the Abattoirs were removed at any time, the traffic would he very large between Balmain 
and Sydney, and the suburbs west of Balmain ? Yes.
520. Certain industries have been established about the foreshores of Balmain, and I presume they have 
to make use of tho railways for the distribution of their articles ? Yes.
521. Is it not a fact that all goods sent to the railway by dray from Balmain have to go by the Glebe 
Island Bridge to get to the railway station at Darling Harbour ? Yes.
522. Suppose there was no bridge to Glebe Island, how would the people in your borough, and to the 
westward of Balmain, he able to get their goods to and from the railway station at Darling Harbour?
They would have to go along Gordon-street and np through Annandale.
523. That would he a considerable detour ? Yes.
524. It would be a very serious inconvenience to the people ? Yes,
525. Eor the purpose of commerce alone, you appear to think that it is a necessity to keep up a direct 
line of communication with an important suburb like Balmain ? Certainly.
526. Has your experience enabled you to say whether, in any new bridgej side-paths should he provided 
for pedestrian traffic ? Certainly, The present ones are very narrow, and when the vehicular traffic is 
great, any vehicle more than a butcher’s cart, or a little hit wider, interferes with pedestrian traffic, 
because it is too close to the people.
527. There must be side-paths to keep the pedestrian traffic clear from the vehicular traffic ? That is a 
necessity,
528. Is Glebe Island in your municipality ? No.
629. Do you think there will be any strong objection on the part of your borough, and of the adjoining 
borough, to undertake tho maintenance of the new bridge if it is built? That I cannot say. "Wo have 
no power under the Municipalities Act to spend any money outside the borough, aud, as Glebe Island is 
not within the borough, we could not legally spend a penny there as you suggest. ,
530. I suppose all these boroughs have power to issue licenses? Yes. They have the power to make
by-laws to do so. ■
531. Are the earriers licensed by the suburban boroughs or the city ? By the city.
532. You derive no revenue from the carriers ? No. .
533. And inasmuch as no tolls arc collected on any bridge now, yon think it would bo unwise to ask the 
municipalities to contribute towards the maintenance of the new bridge, because they have no source 
from which they could derive revenue other than the ordinary rates? I do.
534. Arc you of opinion that a direct and important thoroughfare of that character should be kept open 
and maintained by the Government in the same way as they maintain other bridges in other parts of tho 
Colony ? I certainly do.
535. And you protest against anything in the shape of a toll or direct charge for the maintenance of the 
bridge ? Yes.
536. You say that the interests of the people, and the increasing interests of the people, demand that 
superior accommodation should be given ? Certainly,
537. And that it should be given in the same way as the Government gives it to other places ? Certainly.
538. Mr. Jsttrnell,] Have you ever thought of the question whether it would he desirable to have a wooden 
or an iron structure? No ; that is a matter I would leave entirely to the Government. I would not ask 
them to do either one thing or the other, so long as they.gave us the accommodation we want.
539. You do not care as long as yon get something to relieve what you may term the disgraceful state of 
affairs which exists there ? No.
540. Have you over looked to the probability of a railway being constructed to Glebe Island? Certainly.
541. If it were constructed, would the necessity to erect a bridge still exist ? Yes.
542. Chairman^] Have you any way in which you can divide the traffic over the bridge into the ordinary 
road traffic, and the traffic which is dependent on the Abattoirs alone? I have no figures.
543. Can you venture an opinion in regard to tho proportions ? I think it is about equally proportioned 
as far as I can gauge it. We have to take into consideration, not only the Balmain traffic, but also the 
traffic from the western suburbs, and this traffic I think equals what I call the butchers’ traffic. This 
opinion is based upon my own observation of the traffic.
544. Do you know tho number of cattle, or sheep, or pigs which go to Glebe Island? No.
545. Do you know the road by which they go? Yes; most of them go down the Western Bead.
543. But there are three roads ? I believe the majority of them go through Eive Dock, aud across the 
Iron Cove Bridge.
547. "What are the other two roads by whicli some of them come ? Some come by the CallanPark Bead, 
and some come by the Bullock Boad, which runs through Lillyfield.
548. Mr. Wright.'] The balance come through Leichhardt ? Yes.
549. Chairman!] Have you any idea of the proportion which comes by the Iron Cove Bridge ;—does it 
represent three-fourths of the traffic ? I would not go quite as far as that.
550. Does it represent between a half and three-fourths ? Yes.
551. Do not the pigs come by the coastal boats ? Yes; they go through Pyrmont,

552.
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Murdoch -^^on ti^re is a fourth way by which some of the traffic goes ? I was only taking the sheep and
cattle.

25June 1897. ’55^‘ ®ocs only the pig traffic go through Pyrmont? Pigs and calves principally.
• ’ 554. Mr. Feffcm.] Have any representations been made to the. Minister for "Works or to the Railway

Commissioners in reference to a shorter tram route to Balmain ? Rot that I am aware of.
555. So that it is first suggested to-day by Mr. Trickett’s question to you ? No, it has been talked about.
556. No suggestion has been made to the G-overnment ? It has been talked about.
557. It has been talked about, but no move has been made by your Council or other municipalities, and, 
therefore, nothing really has yet been done ? No, not as far as Balmain is concerned.
558. "What distance would it save ? By taking the tram across the two bridges it would save 3 or 4 miles, 
half the distance.
556. That would be a great consideration to business people in a great centre like Balmain ? Tes.
560. You have large iron-works there, and naturally you nave heavy traffic, both pedestrian and vehicular? 
Yes.
561. Do you find on holidays any inconvenience to the traffic? I had an experience of that kind on 
Tuesday night. I got into a tram at Bent-street at 9’5 p.m., and I was landed at my place, which is close 
to the Town Hall, at lO^O p.m., so that you can imagine what kind of delays we had in going across there. 
A cab, if it is taken here at Bridge-street, will land you at tho Balmain Town. Hall in twenty-five minutes 
at the outside. I have done it myself,
562. That is by the nearer route ? Yes.
563. But a tram travels faster than a cab ? The usual time for a tram from Bent-street to Gladstone 
Park is forty minutes.
564. That will really be a point for consideration in determining the width and strength of the new 
bridge ? Yes.
565. What is the population of your borough ? 30,000.
566. What was the population ten years ago ? I suppose it was 23,000 or 24,000.
567. Have you had any new works put up there lately ? Yes; Lever Brothers’ oil works is a big industry 
there.
563. Which means an increase in the population as well as in the traffic? Yes. The coal-mine which is 
being sunk now means another increase in the traffic.
569. The opening of new works, the deepening of the frontage to the harbour, and the dredging of the 
harbour there, means tho giving of great facilities to the people of Balmain ? Certainly.
570. And you want a more permanent and a better bridge in order that greater facilities may be given to 
the shipping ? Yes.
571. And a much nearer route to Balmain than you have ? Yes.
572. Seeing that you have not such a very good tram service ? Yes. Another thing is that on one grade 
if we have three carriages on we arc almost bound to be stuck up, and have to go back.
573. Al^hat is the grade? It is the grade from Gordon-street to the Western Road. At one time I was 
run back to Mr. John Young’s place in Annandale, where they detached one car, and took the other two 
up the curved grade.
574. What profession do you follow ? I am a solicitor.
575. Prom your long residence in the borough you can speak with some confidence as to the requirements 
of the people of Balmain ? Yes.
57G, You state that the facilities which now exist are not ample enough for the convenience of the people 
of Bal main ? I do.
577. You think that in considering the question of erecting a new bridge to Glebe Island the possibility 
of adopting a shorter route by tram ought to be considered ? Yes.

Osborne Hickey Chidgey, Alderman of Balmain, sworn, and examined :—
O; 578. Chairman.] You are an Alderman of the Borough of Balmain ? Yes.

Are you^engaged in business there ? I carry on the business of a timber merchant alongside the 
25 Tunel897 ^ron Cove Bridge.

’ 580. Mr. Roberts.] Do you travel over the Glebe Island Bridge frequently ? On almost every business
day, I do.
5S1. Does your business take you into its vicinity frequently ? The main part of our business is over the 
bridge—it is vehicular traffic, and therefore I can speak very feelingly of the bridge.
582. In what way are you affected as a timber merchant ? Our business lies across the bridge principally— 
to the railway station, to the city, and to the suburbs out in this direction. Our carters and vehicles are 
delayed very much indeed through the insufficiency of the accommodation of the bridge, and the difficulty 
of the swing, and the long delay when it is opened. We have eight drays in use.
583. Whore do they come from ? Prom our business place in Balmain over the bridge, and from the 
various business places in the city to our business place.
584. You are put to great inconvenience through the delay in the opening of the bridge ? Yes; I reckon 
that every dray of ours in crossing tbe bridge loses on an average half an hour a day.
585. How many of your drays go over tho bridge on an average during the day? I should think our 
drays would cross there on an average eight times a day.
086. So that there is a direct loss to you of four hours a day ? Yes.
587. Is that owing to the swing being of such an ancient description ? Principally owing to the swing. 
It is only a few years since a notice was posted prohibiting any loads over 2 tons from crossing the bridge. 
I do not know whether the notice is withdrawn. I know that when we have a load heavier than 2 tons 
.1 instruct the carter not to cross the bridge, but to go round by the Parramatta Road.
5SS. What difference in time does it represent to go by that way ? With a heavy vehicle it represents 
one hour. With a lighter vehicle it would be very much less than an hour.
589. Prom the nature of your business you are probably a good judge as to the state in which the timber 
of the bridge is ;—what is your opinion of its state ? I never inspected it. I simply took the word of 
the Department that it was unsafe a few years ago, when they posted a notice at each end that you were 
not to go over with a load of more than 2 tons, and that you were not to go at other than a walking pace. 
1 take it that a bridge which was defective five years ago could not be remedied, to that extent that it would 
he safe now it was simply patched up. 590.
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590. Was it not remedied two years ago P Within the last five years it has been remedied once or twice:
591. Does it appear to you. to be stronger than it was ? I have only had a superficial view of the bridge. 
I have never been underneath it. I have never examined any of its timbers.
592. 1 think that when you were examined on a previous occasion you suggested that the road ought to 
go nearer to White Bay ? Yes.
593. Do you still hold that opinion ? I do, unless it would perhaps be more expedient and cheaper to widen 
the present roadway to almost double its present width.
594. You think the traffic is such as to necessitate the road being considerably widened? I do ; and in 
spite of what our Mayor lias said, there is an objection to the traffic passing the Abattoirs. My idea 
always was to get a road away from the Abattoirs.
595. Have you heard people complain bitterly of any offensive smell when passing tho Abattoirs? 
Certainly, and I make the same complaint myself.
596. That is the reason why you suggest that a new road might be opened nearer to the shores of White 
Bay? Yes.
597. Would the road you suggest go through Crown lands? Yes, all the way.
598. Have you ever taken any steps, as an alderman, to have that idea carried out ? Yes : a deputation 
from the Balmain Council, of which I was a member, waited on the Minister for Lands about three 
years ago.
699. Was the reply satisfactory from your point of view? The deputation wandered away from thfc 
subject. It wandered away to the question of constructing new bridges and of filling up bays, and 
consequently the Minister, as is usual in such cases, put it on one side. The little matter we went about 
was lost sight of in discussing works which wrould run into an expenditure of £200,000 or £300,000.
600, Have you, as an alderman, moved in the matter since that time ? On every occasion I had a chance 
I suggested that it be done. '
601. Do the majority of your fellow aldermen agree with you as to the desirability of altering the road?
Either that or having the present road very much wider. I suppose the roadway is 30 feet wide at the 
Abattoirs, and there is no pathway; therefore, you can quite understand that the traffic is very much 
congested there. “
602. Do you regard a footway as being absolutely necessary for tho comfort and safety of pedestrians? 
Certainly, on the bridge.
603. Is there not any footway alongside the road leading from tho bridge towards Balmain? There has 
been one cut out by Government day labour within the last three or four years. I should think it is 
about 3 feet wide.

O. H. 
Chidgey,

25 Jane, 1807:

604. In going towards Glebe Island, where is the boundary of your municipality? The “White Bay
Hotel.” , • -
605. How far is it from the island ? We run on to what was at one time the shores of the island. 
The island is not within the municipality; it is within tho Balmain electorate.
606. By which way, as a rule, are the cattle which arrive by train taken to the Abattoirs ? Prom the 
sale-yards at Homcbush they are driven into paddocks as convenient to the Abattoirs as they can begot— 
at Eive Dock in one case, and at Leichhardt in the other—and they are brought in the early morning 
through Balmain. One lot comes by what is called the Abattoir Boad, and the other comes over the Iron 
Cove Bridge and by the Western Boad, both being Government roads.
607. Is a mob of cattle ever driven during the busy portion of the day so that the safety of people 
travelling is in danger ? It is hard to define what is the busy portion of the day. A busy time to some 
people would be a quiet one to others. I take it that any time in daylight is a busy time in Balmain, aud 
the cattle are driven to the Abattoirs np to 8 a.m., which is the regulation hour.
608. Is that onepf the reasons why you advocate a much wider road? The proposal for anew bridge does 
not affect the driving of the cattle. It will not have the slightest effect, because the cattle driving is 
actually done before yon get near that point. The road which I reckon would come under the head of 
the bridge proposal is the road from the Glebe Island approach to the end of the gates, and from that to 
Balmain we have a very fair road.
609. Do you think that that road ought to be widened? Yes. ■
610. Is it as wide as George-street ? There would be about 30 feet of driving room in it at' the most.
611. How wide do you think it ought to be made ? Sixty-six feet, at least.
612. If the proposed bridge were erected, have you any suggestions to make which would add to the • 
comfort of vehicular or pedestrian traffic over the bridge ? No; I did not study out tho details of the 
proposal—I thought the Department would do that. It has been very often before the public in 
Balmain ;—I suppose I have attended at least twelve public meetings, and four or five deputations on the 
subject. It has been before the people of Balmain for the last ten or twelve years.
613. You are prepared to leave the details of its construction to the Department ? Yes.
614. You strongly favour the providing of a footpath, for pedestrian traffic over the bridge, and for its 
continuation right up to the Abattoirs gates ? Yes.
615. You think that there ought to he more head-way left for the shipping traffic to pass under the 
bridge ? Yes ; tbe shipping traffic has grown very materially during the last ten or twelve years.
616. Can you furnish any figures showing the increase of the shipping traffic through the bridge ? No.
I cannot give you the tonnage, hut in round figures I may say there is a business done round Blaekwattle 
Bay of half a million a year, and the whole of it is interested in shipping. In fact, the whole of their 
products must bo fetched in the first instance in vessels. At present, they have to discharge their 
cargoes outside the bridge, and the punts are towed through to tho hay. ■
617. Is that owing to the great delay which takes place? It is not sufficiently wide to allow the vessels 
to go through. There is not the depth of water for the vessels. There is a ledge of rock which 
bigger vessels have to cross, and captains will not take their vessels through there,
618. Do larger tonnage vessels go through now than did a few years ago ? Much larger vessels have 
occasion to go through, but cannot. There are businesses up there which have oversea vessels fetching 
cargoes of 1,000 tons, and these cannot go through the openings. They have to lie in Johnstone’s Bay! 
They lie out in the centre of the stream, and discharge their cargoes in lighters, which are then towed 
through the bridge.
619. Have you any figures showing the increase of trade there ? No. I may mention that when the 
bridge was first constructed there was no bridge at Gladesville, Iron Cove, or Lane Cove, and consequently

1 ■ when
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O. H. when those three bridges were constructed the whole of the traffic to and from those districts which used 
Cbidgcy. go by the Parramatta Itoad was diverted through Balmain over G-lebe Island Bridge to and from tho

25 June, 1897. Thaf. is one of the rea80ns wl]y thg trafEc 0Ter Glebe Island Bridge is very much larger now than it
was some years ago ? Tes. i ^
621. A large number of omnibuses go over the bridge ? Ito i only the omnibuses to Hyde. When the 
bridge ivas first constructed the population of Balmain, I should think, was about <5,000 or 6,000 whereas 
now it is 80,000.
622. How far back are you going ? About thirty-five years. _ ...
623. Is that the population of the Municipality or of the electorate of Balmain? Of the Municipality, 
which is divided into two electorates, namely, Balmain North and Balmain South. I take it that there 
are 50,000 people who are directly interested in the vehicular traffic across the bridge, and who have hardly 
any other means to go by land than over the bridge to and from the city.
G2i. Arc a large number of people obliged to drive round by the Parramatta Boad owing to the delay in 
getting across the bridge ? It is a long drive round by that road. I have driven round by the road rather 
than wait when a vessel has been jammed at the bridge; but I cannot say that there are a great many 
who do. People will rather wait twenty or thirty minutes than drive round.
625. Are they called upon to wait that time frequently ? Prequently. _ _
626. You are perfectly clear that the time has arrived when a more modern and suitable bridge should
be erected there? I am; and it is a wonder to me that tbe Government has let the present bridge 
remain there so long. ,
627. Tou think that the increased traffic undoubtedly warrants the erection of a new bridge? Tes.
628. And the convenience of 30,000 people, a large number of whom are constantly going to the metro
polis? That is only taking Balmain; but you must also consider that the people of Byde, Hunter’s Hill, 
Gladesville, and all the other suburbs must go by that way. _ ^ _
629. Is there a very large traffic from Byde and Gladesville through Balmain ? A cry large indeed. It 
all comes through Balmain. j\11 the fruit-growers must use that direct road to tho markets.
630. Do nearly all tbe fruit-growers como by that way ? Tes. _
631. There is a large, buggy traffic, I suppose, from Byde and Gladesville ? It is the only way they can
come, unless they go round by the Parramatta Boad. It is now recognised to be tbe route. _
632. Do you think that the traffic is of such a nature that the residents would he likely to ask for the
erection of an electric tram to connect them more directly witii the metropolis? That was talked of 
years ago in Balmain. At the time the present tram was constructed, our Members wanted a more direct 
route, which they reckoned would go across the bridge. _ . .

• 633. Do you think that, in the public interest, this Committee ought to consider the question that if a 
bridge should be constructed it should be built of such a size and such a strength as to carry an electric 
tram if it should be thought necessary in tho future to construct oue to Balmain? I do certainly. It has 
been agitated for for a long time, and as wo have waited for Belong a time, I think we might wait a little 
longer to have it constructed by that way.
634. Has the question been before your Council ? On several occasions. . _ _
635. Has your Council ever approached the Government with a view to get it to connect Balmain with
Sydney by a tramway over this bridge ? Not since 1 have been in the Council. i
636. 3s it a question which is likely to come up for discussion in your Council;—have you heard it
seriously talked of there ? Our Council is in this position as representing Balmain and the views of 
Balmain: we want a bridge badlv. The main thing with us is a bridge. We want increased accommoda
tion, We reckon that Balmain is kept hack through tbe present bridge. _
637. Do you look upon the tram question as being somewhat out of your consideration ? Tes ; I would 
leave the tram question out of it. What we have asked for is increased accommodation in the bridge. 
We reckon that the present bridge is obsolete, and that it is time it was done away with.
638. Do you think if an electric tram were taken over the new bridge the traffic would be sufficiently 
great to cause the work to be remunerative to the Government ? I do not, unless it did away with the 
other line. It is quite impossible for two trams to pay running to Balmain.
639. Mr. Bhu:h~] I understand you to say that the population of Balmain has grown from 5,000 to about
30,000 in the last thirty years—that is, at tbe rate of 1,000 people a year ? V’es.

. 640. Then you said that Balmain has been kept back from the want of a bridge ;—I presume you mean a
proper bridge? I mean through this bridge, which I reckon is a great obstruction to the advancement 
of Balmain in a lot of ways, _
641. In what way has it been kept back when it has grown so tremendously? In the way of factories. 
Now, if Mort’s Dock have a casting or other piece of work which is over 2 tons weight they have to take 
it round 3 or 4 miles further than they could go by a direct route in consequence of this bridge.
642. I understand that it has not interfered with the growth of population so much as with the spread of 
industry ? You can take it that way.
643. Tou do not know' what the tram to Balmain cost ? No.
044. I presume that if a more direct route were made the existing tram would be a loss to the Govern
ment ? It is not possible to keep two tramways.
645. The present tram would have to be abandoned? That is my idea.
646. There would be no means of utilising it? I do not think so. _ _
647. Mr. Clarke^] Do you think that if a better structure were erected than the present bridge it would
be the means of increasing t.hc trade and business in Bozelle Bay and Blaekwattle Bay ? 1 certainly do.
648. I suppose the present bridge is utterly unlit for the traffic? It is quite unfit. Everyone who uses 
tho bridge or goes over in vehicles, particularly in my trade, is always grumbling about the state of it.
649. 'Would it he advantageous in the new bridge to have a wider opening for the passage of vessels ? 
Certainly ; that is one of the main points for which the new bridge is wanted.
650. And a much wider bridge ? Yes.
651. Is it advisable if possible that the bridge should be higher than tbo present one, to permit of tho 
passage of small vessels and punts without necessitating the opening of the swing in the centre ? It 
would he very much better if it could be built sufficiently high to allow ordinary coasting vessels to pass 
underneath. It would save a lot to the Department, and it would be a great convenience.
652. The live stock go chiefly from Homcbush to the Abattoirs ? Yes; it is only the pigs which go
through Pyrmont. Ton should have some other way of fetching the pigs to thq Abattoirs. 653.
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G53. I notice from the reports in the Press that there is an agitation to have a railway from Homebush 0. H, 
to Glebo Island ? There is, and has been for some time past. Chidgey.
654, Will that be a benefit to the public ? It will be a vast benefit, as far as the cattle-driving nuisance 
is concerned. 26June,1897
G55. I suppose it would also prevent accidents happening from the driving of cattle through the streets ?
Tes. Only yesterday morning an accident was caused by the cattle rushing a child.
G5G. You have been aslced whether you think it advisable that tho new bridge should be made strong 
enough to carry a railway or a tramway ? Perhaps it would be advisable; but I did not go into that 
aspect of the question. What Balmain is asking lor is increased accommodation at the bridge.
G57. You have very fair accommodation now to various parts of Balmain by tram and steamer? We 
have very fair accommodation. We do not grumble, only we would like a more direct route. As a 
business man, I would not say that the Government should put down two lines of tram to Balmain.
658. Mr. Humphery.'} Are you aware that the width of the present bridge, exclusive of the footway, is 
19 feet, aud, I think, 14 feot on the swing, and that the proposal before the Committee is to have a 
roadway 40 feet wide with footways 5 feet wide;—in your opinion, would that provide for all ordinary 
traffic ? I think it would.
659. The original proposal was to increase the height of the headway under the bridge from 12 feet to 
15^ feet, and the recommendation by a former Committee was that it should be increased to 20 feet;—do 
you think that a clear headway of 20 feet under a fixed span would be sufficient for small crafts ? No ; 
it would make it much more convenient if it were possible to arrange it so that a small coaster could go 
underneath by lowering her topmast. It would be very much more convenient if it was possible to get 
sufficient elevation by keeping the approaches up a bit.
GGO. Can you say at the present moment what headway would be sufficient? Notoff-hand. It would 
have to be much higher than that. .
661. How many times daily is the present draw-bridge used? I cannot say; but, unfortunately, every 
time I want to go across it is opeu.
G62. Do you think that with a clear headway of 20 feet it will considerably reduce the number of openings ?
It would reduce them, but not very considerably.
6G3. Do yon think the majority of vessels require more headway ? Yes. It would be very small craft 
that would go under a bridge 20 feet high,
604. You are not prepared to make any suggestion as to the necessary height to be adopted ? No, I 
know that it should he considerably more than 20 feet.
G65. You think the interests you represent will bo fairly met by tbe construction of a bridge, as proposed 
by the Department now ? Ccrfainlv. ‘
660. You are familiar with the details ? Not with the details. I have just looked at the rough sketch on 
the easel.
667. With regard to the deviation of road you proposed by way of White Bay, are you prepared to mako 
any suggestion by means of which that road, without increasing its length, could he substituted for the 
present road? it would not be substituted for it. We should take it that even that road would be out
side this bridge proposal altogether. I would not think that tho two proposals would meet, because that 
is a little departmental matter which might ho carried out at a small cost to the Minister without touch
ing this bridge proposal.
668. In connection with the bridge, you do not suggest it as practicable ? No. I would have the existing 
road very much wider than it is ; it is not half wide enough for tho traffic. The whole of the traffic is 
congested in an ugly little turning there.
G69. A sufficient widening of the road in your opinion would meet all requirements ? Yes.
67(X Mr. Uassall.~\ You stated that you have been in communication wnth the Minister in reference to 
getting a road nearer to White Bay ? We wished him to cut down a portion of Glebe Island and round 
tho shores of White Bay to give us another road, so that U'e should not have all the traffic congested on 
the Glebe Island Itoad,
671. Would the construction of that road necessitate the erection of another bridge over Johnstone’s Bay ?
No ; it is simply a detour, an alternative road, which we could use if we did not like to pass the Abattoirs.
672. It would bring tho whole of the traffic on to the bridge ? Yes.
073. Necessitating a much bettor bridge than you have, and giving increased facilities for the traffic?
The present bridge is obsolete.
674. Do you corroborate what the Mayor said as to the urgent necessity for making better provision for 
the traffic across the bridge ? I have said so for ten years.
675. You find that it is very inconvenient, and that the inconvenience is increasing year by year ? Day 
by day.
076. Mr. O’Connor] Has not the bridge been altogether inadequate for twenty years ? I would not go 
back so far ; but I know that it lias been for the last ten years, and within the last five years the Depart
ment evidently thought it was inadequate when it posted the notices I mentioned.
677. Apart from its strength, the width of the bridge has been altogether inadequate for many years? 
Independent of the Abattoirs traffic, which never ought to enter into the consideration of the matter at 
all, there are such a lot of other places depending on this bridge, that if tho Abattoirs were removed 
from the island to-morrow, it would not have the slightest effect upon tho traffic.
G7S. Chairman] You heard the estimate given by the Mayor of the amount of traffic which goes to the 
Abattoirs, and the amount of the ordinary road traffic;—do you agree with that estimate ? No ; I think 
that only one-fifth of the traffic at present goes to the Abattoirs. I think he said that one-half of it 
goes there, butl am in a much better position to judge than be is. I am on the bridge almost every day, 
and our traffic is all over tbe bridge.
679, Did you hear the proportion he gave with reference to tho various classes of stock which reached 
Glebe Island? Yes,
680. Do you agree with his estimate ? I should think that about half comes along the Abattoir Hoad, 
and half along the Western Boad. both being Government roads through Balmain. I think the pigs 
should he taken in a punt to the Abattoirs.
G8L You think there should be another way of taking the pigs to the Abattoirs? I do ; I think tho jugs 
are driven to tho Abattoirs two or three days a week,
6S2. Do you think.it is practicable to hake them by water? I do ; aud I think if the traffic gets thicker 
on the road that will have to be done. The pig and calf traffic goes through the heart qf the city, and on 
the Pyrmont Bridge it is an awful nuisance. '

159—D 683.
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rvs3, ^~r' 0'&(>nnor-] Tho pigs were punted to the island thirty years ago ? ------ _ _
b 681'. Chairman.] Do you know the number o£ stock which go over the bridge to the Abattoirs ? No.

SjJunc 189" ^erc a,iy other point on which you desire to inform the Committee? No. I think it must be
^ quite apparent to anyone that a bridge which was constructed thirty-five years ago is not suitable for the 

requirements of the present day.
686. Mr. O’Oonnor.] You differ somewhat from the Mayor in your estimates ;—do you think that your 
information is any better than his ? I make my estimate from personal observation, for I am on the road 
almost every day.
687. How long have you been driving over the bridge ? Twenty years.
688. Has it not struck you that the bridge wras inadequate even at that time ? 1 cannot say that I took
much notice of it then. There used to be a toll on the bridge then, and that need to strike me as an 
obstruction.
688. The bridge is rendered inadequate for the purpose for which it was intended principally by the fact ■ 
that your great hamlet has grown into such large proportions ? I would not take it from the local point of 
view. The construction of the Gladesville, Iron Cove, and Lane Cove Bridges has made that the direct 
route to all the western suburbs.
690. Suppose that to-morrow tho Abattoirs were abolished, do you not think that the communication 
between Balmain and all the surrounding suburbs would be entiiled to have a better bridge ? Yes ; I do 
not think that the Abattoirs question should be considered at all.
691. If the Government was to receive revenue from the Abattoirs elsev'here the large population of 
Balmain and surrounding districts is entitled to a better mode of communication with tho metropolis ? 
Certainly; if the old bridge is left there much longer it will fall down.

TUESDAY, 29 JUNE, 1897. 
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Tho Committee further considered the expediency of conEtructing a New Bridge at Glebo Island.

Henry Brisbane Swan, Alderman of Balmain, sworn, and examined:—
H. B, Swan 692. Chairman!] You are an Alderman of Balmain ? Yes.
/———\ 693. Jlfr. Farnell.] How long have you been a member of tho council ? Nine years,

29 June, 1897 OOL But you have been a resident of the borough for a long period ? All my life. _
695. You have had an opportunity to notice tho increase of population in Balmain and surrounding
districts? Yes. _
696. Were yon a resident of Balmain prior to the erection of the Iron Cove and Parramatta River 
bridges? Yes.
697. Do you remember which way the traffic, which naturally found iis way to Sydney, went: before those 
bridges were erected ? From Ryde and Drummoyne districts it went by the Parramatta-road.
698. Very little of it went over the Glebe Island Bridge? Yes. It did not go that way at all.
699. We may conclude that the Glebe Island Bridge was buiit to meet tbo requirements of the people of 
Balmain ? ft was originally built for the accommodation of the Abattoirs. There was not much popula
tion in Balmain when it was built. Where I resided there was only three houses round the whole place.
700. Since that time the people of Balmain have availed themselves very largely of the convenience of 
the bridge ? Certainly.
701. Added to that, since the bridges have been erected over Iron Cove and Parramatta River there 
has been an increased traffic from the districts lying to tho north and north-east of the river ? Un
doubtedly.
702. You have had an opportunity to compare the traffic at tbe time I first mentioned with the traffic of 
the present time, and to notice the great increase whicli has taken place ? No traffic can go to Sydney 
or come from Sydney without passing my door.
703. Have you noticed at any time the condition of Glebe Island bridge ? I know that it is very incon
venient for the travelling pu blic.
704. Have you noticed that it does not meet the demands of the people ? Nothing like their demands.
705. Have you had an opportunity" to examine the structure itself ? Some few years ago when it wanted 
sheathing I put in a tender for re-decking it. It was in a bad condition at that lime, which, I suppose, 
was 10 or 12 years ago.
706. Will you be good enough to describe its condition at that time ? The girders were becoming decayed. 
They have been renewed since that time; they have put girders alongside many of them. The white 
ants are into it at the present moment. If the white ants extend from the crown of the bridge to the 
Glebe Island shore I think it is pretty seriously riddled.
707. Did you, twelve years ago, consider the bridge to be in an unsafe condition for the travelling 
public ? It was unsafe then. They spent a good few hundred pounds on it then.
70S. Do you consider that the patching up has sufficiently strengthened the bridge to make it trafficable 
and safe for the travelling public ? On top of that sum they have spent £3,000 or £4,000 in taking out 
some of the timber which they renewed then. The bridge is not fit for the present traffic. There are 
only something like five piles in each bay—and these are 30 or 35 feet apart from one another—and only 
four 12 x 12 girders running from pile to pile with fie-rods, and the bolts of the tic-rods are through the 
girders. There are not even head-stocks running as there should be, 10 or 12 feet long. I understand 
that the bridge was only constructed to carry the traffic to Glebe Island. It was not constructed for the 
traffic which goes over it now. 709.
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709, If tlie girders liecame rotten, these tie-roda would be dependent on them and would be useless ? Tes. H. B. Swan. 
7X0. Do you consider that tbe bridge is really unsafe and does not meet the requirements of tbo public ? 09 fang 
Certainly, it is quite unsafe. The Government themselves realise that it is unsafe, because they willonly ’
allow you to go over in singlo file ; they will not allow double traffic to go across the bridge at the same 
time. • ,
711. Do you remember a notice being issued some time ago, allowing only loads of less than 2 tons weight
to go over the bridge ? Yes ; vye have bad to go round by tho road. (
712. That notice was issued because the bridge was considered by tbe Department to be unsafe? Tes.
713. Is there much inconvenience experienced by people travelling to and fro with carts and horses, from
the fact of their not being able to pass one another on the bridge ? As business people wc can speak 
very strongly on that point. AVe have to send a good deal of material by rail, and very often we get 
disappointed from the bloaking of the bridge and do not get the number of loads to the railway that we 
should. Very often, right through the day, two hours are lost through the opening and shutting of the 
swing. It is not a proper swing—it is opened and closed very slowly, and if a southerly wind is blowing 
it must be on an average from two hours to two and a quarter hours through tbe year that that is blocked 
daily to tbe public. Furthermore, on the Balmain side the Government prohibit any vehicle from coming 
on to the bridge until it has been lightened of the traffic which is then on it, so that that causes further delay 
to people on the Sydney side. On the average yon may say that it runs into three hours, which means a 
serious loss to us. It means that we have to pay a man for a whole day—for nine hours are lost in 
connection with the four or five drays we send to Sydney. _ _
714\ Tho bridge has to be cleared of traffic going towards Sydney before any vehicles will bo allowed to 
cross from the opposite direction ? Our men told us that when they were going to the railway yesterday 
tbe bridge was opened ten times during tbe time they were passing too and fro. _
715. Is the approach to the bridge from Glebe Island a safe one? It is not a safe approach.^ It is very 
unsafe when tho carts are racing, and they are pretty congested there on a busy day like Friday. It is 
not a straight run on to the bridge; there is a bend as you approach the bridge.
71G. Would 3rou suggest that a more direct approach should be made to any new bridge ? Certainly; 
and of course a wider one. _ .
717. How wide do you think it should bo ? It would have to be double the present width—treble if 
possible. The roadway should not be Jess than 60 ft.
718. And the footways? Tou should not have less than 10 ft., because there is a lot of foot-passengers 
now.
719. Do you think it desirable to have a footway on the bridge for tbe convenience of the passenger 
traffic like there is on the Iron Cove Bridge? No ; but it would he all the better if they continued to 
drive small stock across the bridge.
720. You do not think there would be much danger to the public if the bridge were an open place? There
is not much danger to the public. 1 have not heard of any serious accident taking place. _
721. Where do you propose that the swing should be placed in the new bridge? In the centre of it.
722. At what height should the bridge be erected so as not to interfere with shipping going into Bozelle 
Bay or Blaekwattle Bay ? To save the swing from being opened too often I should say that the bridge 
should have a clear headway of 20 ft.
723. Do you think there is a possibility, if such provision is made, of Bozelle Bay and Blaekwattle Bay 
being used for commercial purposes? Tea, very extensively. During the past two years Langdon 
and Hopkins have had 12,000,000 or 13,000,000 ft. of timber taken through that bridge. I think 
we have had about 7,000,000 ft. of timber taken through the bridge during that time, and during the past 
week we have had 200,000 ft. of timber delivered on to our wharf. The Kauri Company, I suppose, have 
had from 25,000,000 to 35,000,000 ft. of timber taken through the bridge during tbe last two years.
724. Tou think it would be a mistake to construct the bridge without giving due consideration to the 
future use of these two hays? Yes. The Government wharf at 1be head of Blaekwattle Bay cannot be 
used. It would be used by several steam-boat proprietors now if they could get their boats through the 
bridge without carrying away tbe propellers.
725. Have you considered the question whether the bridge should be made of iron or timber? Tbe
question was raised in tho Balmain Council at one time, and it was said that the bridge would cost over 
£100,000, which I thought was rather excessive. I suggested that two-thirds of the distance should be 
filled in from Globe Island to the Pyrmont side, that we should quarry the rock from Globe Island, and 
with it run out a causeway from each side. _
726. Would that be less expensive than to construct a timber bridge right across from side to side? I 
should think so. Tou would make use of the island. The timber bond will be done away with at Pyrmont, 
and they will want a timber bond somewhere else. There is some talk about asking the Government to 
allow White Bay to be made a timber bond, but that would not be nearly large enough. You could 
raise the centre of the bridge and make an incline up to the centre. It would give yon a good headway.
It is better for a horse to travel on a macadamised road than on a bridge. _ , , .
727. As regards the present bridge you have had some personal experience of being kept waiting while
the swing was open ? Yes. _
728. How long have you boon kept waiting on any occasion? On the average it is from thirteen to
fourteen minutes, but I have had to wait there for half-an-hour, and I have seen tho bridge blocked for 
three or four hours, sometimes half a day, when vessels have got stuck there. ,
729. Have you any idea of tbe number of vehicles which passes over the bridge each day ? I know the 
number of vehicles which passed my business place on a day about two aud a half years ago. When wc 
were going to have a deputation to ihe Government, I put on a man to tally the vehicles for a day, 
and I think it was 1,900 vehicles which went to and fro on that day.
730. The traffic has considerably increased since that time ? I should think it had.
731. You would not see all the traffic going over the bridge, because Glebe Island would take a good deal 
of it ? I could not say whether all these vehicles went to the Abattoirs or direct into Sydney, but .1 know 
that they passed tho place.
732. Still a good deal of traffic would go to the Abattoirs, which you would not see at all, because it 
would not go past your place ? Yes.
733. Afr. C/ari'c.] Are there many places of business in the neighbourhood of Bozelle Bay and Blaekwattle
Bay? Yes. ’ 734.
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***?• trades are carried on there? Timber businesses principally, meat-works, glase-
29 Jujac~1897. ^0rrks> and ir»n foundries.

/35. Do you think that if the present bridge were replaced with a more suitable bridge, both in width and 
strength, it would be a convenience to those who trade in that locality? It would send more business 
there, and the population would increase. All the vacant places would be taken up, in fact, there are two 
sites there which would he let now only for tbe inconvenience of getting through tho bridge.
736. Are you aware that tbe state of the present bridge, after being in use so many years, is positively
dangerous to the traffic ? Tes, it is for anything but light loads. About two months ago I happened to 
be under the bridge in my boat, and I noticed two trolley-loads of ironwork going from Phippard Brothers ’ 
nlace round to the new markets. They were bending the bridge, I daresay, to the extent of 2 inches, 
‘or J'"0 tie-rods seemed to sag down about 2 inches in the midde. It is quite dangerous for any heavy 
traffic, "We have a new industry over there, and instead of loading in Sydney tallow, hides, and wool they 
go round with it to Balmain and load it there. ”
737. Does not a portion of the trade go across in punts? We have to use punts now.
73S. If a suitable bridge were erected, you think that a greater portion of tho traffic would go over the 
new bridge ? Tes, it would be nearer to the city in every way.
739. Still a good deal of traffic will be carried on in punts and small vessels ? Largo vessels which cannot 
get through the opening have to lie outside. At this moment we have to lighten three large vessels which 
could not get through the swing. We have to lighten a vessel over 200 tons, before she can get through 
the bridge.
740. "Would it not be a considerable advantage to the public if a larger swing were provided in the new 
bridge so as to enable larger vessels to get through to the bay ? Undoubtedly. Ton want ah opening of 
not less than 60 feet. When wo have to punt we cannot put any long limber on the punts—some of the 
spars are 60 and 70 feet long—because the spans of the bridge are only 30 or 32 feet.
741. There is a considerable depth of water in the two bays ? There used to be, but it has silted up.
742. Do you know what depth of water vessels draw which go through ? Vessels drawing 14 or 15 feet
cannot get through the opening, A vessel is not allowed to go through the onenino' which is drawing 
more than 12 feet 6 inches. ° o i D b

W®*:er^n both bays could be deepenedby dredging? No; there is rock at the present site of the swing.
744. But that could be removed by blasting ? Tes; but that would not remove the inconvenience to the 
travelling public. Tou can only go in single file over the swing at all times.
745. It is in the wrong place? Yes ; it should be in the centre.
/46. On the whole, you think that for the safety and convenience of the public, and the encouragement 
of trade m Bozelle Bay and Blaekwattle Bay, a new bridge should bo erected as soon as possible ? Tes, 
and it should be constructed strong enough to carry a tramway. *
747. Mr Hassall] Touthink it is absolutely necessary that better provision should be made for the present 
traffic and the large iperease in traffic which must take place between Sydney, Balmain, aud the western 
suburbs? Yes; and if you constructed the bridge strong enough for a tramway it would give a handsome 
return.
748. Tou think it is advisable to construct a bridge to carry a tramway, in addition to the road traffic ? 
Tes ; the population of Balmain has increased very much lately.
749. Mr. O'Connor.'] How long have you lived in Balmain ? t>ver thirty years.
750. Do you recollect when the present bridge was constructed? I do" not recollect tho bridge being 
built, but I remember that as a child I used to travel in the punts backwards and forwards. 3
751. I suppose there are very few men who know better than you do the great traffic there is from 
Balmain and outlying districts and Glebe Island into Sydney ? Tes.
752. Do you not think that many years ago the traffic had increased so much that a new bridge was
requisite there ? Twelve or fifteen years ago it was requisite to have a new bridge there. “
753. _ Do you know that with the enormous business which is done on Glebe Island, which is continually 
coming into Sydney, aud with carts going back to the outlving districts—apart altogether from all 
Balmain—the traffic there is very great? Tes. "What is lost sight of is the existence of Mort’s Dock 
and several large industries m Balmain. The loads from these places are drawn on heavv trolleys, with 
sis or eight horses, and after they get on the bridge it is almost impossible for one to get ahum.1 The 
trolleys are so wide that they take up the room on the bridge, and they go along so slowly that it is 
impossible for one to get along fast.
754. They take up nearly the whole of the bridge ? Tes ; I have had to follow at a slow place after a 
four-horse trolley for the whole length of the bridge.
755. When the bridge was built it was ample for all that was requisite at that time ? Only for Glebe 
Island; Baimam was never considered when it was built. 11 was simply built for the Abattoirs, because 
the incline to the Abattoirs was very steep then. They improved the approaches to the bridge in years 
gone by. Ibcy cut all the hills down and made easy grades for heavy vehicular traffic to approach the 
bridge, but they never made the bridge itself any stronger.
706. The bridge was originally intended for Glebe Island only? Tes.
757. It was never contemplated to be of use to any other place ? No.
75S. Do you remember that about twenty-two years ago the site of what is now called West Balmain was 
absolutely uninhabited P It ivas bush.
759. The population of Balmain was located down towards Darling-street ? Tes.
760. And their only mode of communication with Sydney was by steamer5 Tes
761. It was never intended that the bridge should carry tho great traffic, which is every day increasing 
from that most populous district, besides outlying places, independently of Glebe Island ? The first steamer 
winch ran to Bald Bock averaged twelve passengers a day-that is twenty years ago-whereas now a 
steamer can take 0,000 over. At that time the fare was 3d., but it ia now reduced to Id. Wc were told 
that it would not pay at Id., but we are paying 10 per cent, on these steamers.
J.62; p™1? ^e White Bay Hotel, for a distance of about a mile, there was not a single house all round 
that district when th0 bridge was built? There were only our house, Mr. Steele’s, Mrs. Moore’s and 
Mr. Bodonck s m Balmain West at that time. Ours was the first bouse west of Glebe Island There 
™ ®n7 » I'tthj track for the cattle to get to the island. The water originally went round the Island. 
At the bottom of our land they made it high water. They built up the roadway, which has made the

approach
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approach better for the travelling public. Originally it was only meant for the cattle to go on to the 
island. They fetched no meat into Balmain in those days. There was little or no population to serve 
there with meat; it was all in the city.
703. ‘Were you an officer at Glebe Island Abattoirs ? Tes,
701. That bridge was intended wholly and solely for G-lebe Island ? Tes.
705. The traffic has been so increased by the surrounding populous districts that it must be altogether 
inadequate to meet the great wants of the present day ? Tes. When they were taking night-soil from 
the surrounding boroughs it was pointed out that the bridge was originally built for the Abattoirs alone, 
not for tbe use of the municipalities, aud we had to stop using the bridge for that purpose.
766. "When the first public school was built in West Balmain it was thought that it would be useless, 
because it was so far away from Sydney ? Some persons urged that the building of a bridge from Pyrmont 
to Glebe Island would increase traffic and encourage settlement, but it was considered even at that time 
that tho bridge was only intended to carry the traflic to Glebe Island. I recollect that the Public School 
at West Balmaiu was considered by some a white elephant in those days, because there was no population, 
but now it is tbe largest school in the Colony.
767. That very portion of Balmain is now an electorate? Tes ; it is South Balmain.
768. Have you considered the question whether the piles in the present bridge arc safe? I suppose the 
piles, as far as they are in the mud, are perfectly safe. I daresay that if yon pulled up the piles they 
would be found to be quite green where they were in the mud, but I should think that the upper portion 
is decayed. I noticed one or two of them were gone in the sap two or three years ago.
769. Ho you imply that there is some element in the mud which would preserve the piles ? There is 
something in the mud which preserves them.
770. Have they got a pretty solid foundation ? I could not say. After you take off 8 ft. or 10 ft. of silt 
in the bay you get clay, so that the piles must have a good foundation. If any engineer or officer of the 
Government were going to construct a bridge at this moment, he would never hesitate for one moment to 
put down such a structure for the traffic,
771. Twenty years ago it was a common thing for men to fish along there, particularly on Sunday ? Tes.
772. Have you noticed how the piles are holding up the bridge ? About two years ago I did. They have 
put alongside the present girders another girder 12 in. x 12 in. There are only four 12 in. x 12 in. 
girders running longitudinally with tho bridge. It is a very cheap temporary structure, which depends 
upon the iron tie-rods,
773. Tou have come to the conclusion that a new bridge is absolutely necessary ? Tes. There will he a 
serious accident some day if the Government do not do something with the bridge. The Department is 
always painting up the bridge and making it look nice. 1 remarked to them one day: “'Why don’t you 
save the money and pul it into a new bridge ?” ; and they said, “ ATe must make the bridge look nice, to 
keep the public from singing out.” '
774. Mr, Wright.] In the event of a new bridge being built, do you think that the grades to the island 
could be reduced ? Tes.
775. The approach on tho eastern side of the island is very narrow and very steep? Tes.
776. Tou think that either the approach should be raised, or that the island should be cut down so as to 
lessen the grade ? When 1 was mayor of Balmain I suggested that a roadway should be cut half the 
width right from tbe bridge, past the Abattoirs, so that tbe public would not see tho killing going on. It 
would bo a roadway for the public,
777. Ho you think that to make tho traffic easy it is very necessary that the island should be cut down ? 
Tes ; and if you cut down the road you could use the material to make a causeway out towards the centre.
778. Chairman..'] Do you think that the Abattoirs should be permanently located on Glebe Island ? Tes; 
I believe that it is the best site in the world for abattoirs.
779. What area of vacant land is there on the island? I do not know.
780. The Abattoirs take up a very small portion of Glebe Island to the north of the road ? Tes.
781. There are about 52 acres in Glebe Island, Are the desiccating works used now? No ; tho stuff is 
towed out to sea.
782. There is an ample area for wharfage round Glebe Island, provided that it did not interfere with tho 
Abattoirs ? There is plenty of room for wharfage. White Bay has been filled up, aud there will bo 
abundance of land reclaimed right round the island.
783. It will be a very large valuable water frontage ? Tes,
734. If the island can be approached, there is room for wharfage, if abundant provision be made for the 
Abattoirs? Tes.
785. Is there anything else you desire to say? I was on the deputation which waited on tho Minister 
recently in regard to constructing a railway to Glebo Island. I think tbe Abattoirs should bo done away 
with if the Government cannot remedy the cattle nuisance.
786. Mr. Wright.] The cattle have to be driven through a populous district? That is the trouble,
787. It is a constant source of danger to the public ? Tes ; but the Abattoirs themselves are no nuisance 
to anybody,
788. Chairman.'] Have you formed an opinion in regard to the'best route to take for a railway to Glebe 
Island ? Down White’s Creek, they reckon, is the cheapest route to fetch it from Summer Hill. I had an 
idea that the’railway ought to come from Darling Harbour on to Globe Island by a tunnel through Pyrmont.
789. There is no third route which you could suggest ? It must come either from Darling Harbour or 
from Summer Hill ? Prom Petersham is, I think, the most expensive route. Another route I would 
suggest is down the canal in Iron Cove Bay, and through Callan Park which is Government land, and as 
far as the Iron Cove Bridge, and then tunnel from that bridge right on to Glebe Island. They would 
not need to resume any land in Balmain if they adopted that route.
790. Where would you leave the main line? Tou could leave the main line at Summer Hill, come down 
via Iron Covo Bridge, puss round the bottom of Callan Park, and tunnel through to the island.
791. Tou believe that these are the only throe routes which are worth considering? That is a good route 
which is worth considering. Tou want io extend the electric tram across the two bridges, and it is a tram 
which would pay well too.

H. B. Swan.
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Henry Beane, Enginocr-in-Chief, Kailway Construction Branch, Department; of Public "Works,
sworn, and examined:—

792. Chairman.'] Tou are Engineer in-Chicf in tbe Kailway Construction Branch of the Department of 
Public Works ? Tes. '
79,3. You have been asked to consider certain questions bearing on the construction of a bridge to Glebe 
Island ? 1 have.
791. Have you prepared any statement for the Committee ? Ho ; T have brought a map of. Sydney, 
drawn on an 8-cbnin scale, 1o show what conned ions could be made with Globe Island. We have 
surveys and explorations on tho western side for connecting with the railway, hut nothing has been done 
on the eastern side, that is 1o connect it with Darling Harbour. It would be a very simple matter to make 
such a conneetiou, for there are no engineering difficulties to encounter. A connection could bo made 
with the Darling Harbour liuc, near the head of Darling Harbour, by tunnelling through the hill under 
Harris-street and coming out on the lower ground on the Blaekwattle Cove side, or a connection could be 
made by tunnelling from Darling Island, or from tbe lines which will be constructed over tbe newly resumed 
area in Pyrmont Bay. There are no sections taken to tost tbe practicability of it; Ihcy are not necessary, 
but a section would be required if an estimate were wanted. Before an estimate could be made, it would 
be necessary to decide how tbe connection should be made, because the cost of connection between tbo 
lines on Barling Island aud Glebe Island, would be very different from that of the connection irom the 
Darling Harbour line at the head of Darling Harbour. The distance in the latter case would be so very 
much greater, and that of course would affect the cost.
795. How many lines of railway is it proposed to extend over the resumed land in Pyrmont Bay and 
towards Darling Island? There will be two main lines of rail and there will he sidings in addition.
79G. Supposing that the two lines were extended to Glebo Island;—by taking that basis you can tell us 
approximately what tbo tunnelling for the two lines would cost? I do not think I could tell you the 
limits of the tunnel with any attempt at accuracy.
797. How far is it ? Making a connection with the line at the head of Pyrmont Bay across to Johnstone’s 
Bay, there would be, speaking approximately, about 30 chains of tunnel.
798. In all probability it would be an easily-constructed tunnel ? Yes, it is all sandstone.
799. Koughly speaking, what would two lines of railway in tunnel cost approximately? The cost of the 
tunnel—30 chains—would be about £30,000 approximately. That would bring you to the water. Tho 
bridge ought to be a separate structure from the road-bridge.
800. You have no doubt on that point? I think there is no doubt whatever about that. You could not 
mako the two hang together. It would be a very awkward bridge if you made it wide enough for both. 
The approaches would be very awkward if you made it a double tier bridge with one on top of the other. 
I doubt very much whether any saving would bo effected.
801. And it would be unsuitable for traffic purposes ? Yes. I think that a separate bridge a little to the 
north of where it is proposed to put the road bridge should be built.
802. Have you any idea of the cost of carrying, say, two lines of rails ? I can give you only a very rough 
idea of tbe cost.
803. We do not regard it as anything else? I think a bridge to carry a railway would cost about 
£130,000, with an opening in the centre. I should propose to adopt the bascule style, and have a suitable 
opening in tbe centre to allow vessels to pass through tbe bridge.
801. How long is the bridge? About 92i ft.
805. You have estimated roughly that the railway bridge would cost about £130,000 ? A little more than 
£130,000. ‘
S03. An expenditure of about £200,000, allowing £20,000 as a margin, would bring you pretty well across 
to the island ? That would do.
807. In your opinion, would a railway bridge immediately norlb of the traffic bridge seriously impair the 
approach to Blaekwattle Bay aud Rozelle Bay ? I do not think it would seriously impair tho approach to 
the bays, but the two swings should be open at the same time.
808. We have now dealt with the salient points in a connection from the east to Glebe Island ? Yes.
809. Will you now describe the route which goes pretty well due west from Glebe Island ? Surveys have 
been made to connect with the main southern line at Staumoro and Petersham, and an examination of the 
country and a compiled section have been made of a line joining the main line at Summer Hill.
810. Any other ? No, that is all.
811. Will you explain the Petersham connection first ? The construction would bo of a somewhat difficult 
character, as so many roads have to be dealt with ; otherwise, there is no difficulty in it. That remark 
applies to both. It would mean, unless you went to considerably more expense, tho adoption of stiffer 
grades than there are on the main line.
812. Would there be heavy land resumptions on the connection from Petersham? Yea.
813. Have you any idea of tbe cost of them ? No.
814. Will you state the cost of construction ? The cost of constructing the Stanmore-Petersbam 
connection would be between £90,000 and £70,000. The cost of constructing the Summer Hill connection, 
which is longer than tbe other, would be about £130,000.
815. That does not include tbe cost of land resumptions? No; in neither case. Those surveys have 
been connected with the two fast lines. The matter bus not been very much discussed—scarcely 
discussed at all—with fho Railway Commissioners, because neither of these projects has arrived at a 
sufficiently forward stage. But I think it would be found necessary if a connection were made to pass 
under or over the fast line so as to join on to the other side. That would mean a little extra cost, perhaps 
another £10,000,* which I would like to add to my estimate, making it in tbe one case from £70,000 to 
£80,000, and in the other £140,000.
819. But you can give us no idea of thecost of theland resumptions ? No ; I have not any idea of their cost, 
817. You think it will be a heavy Uem ? Yes.
SIS. What will be tbe grade on either of these lines ? It would be about 3 in 60,
819. With a fall, of course, towards the water ? In either direction, I flunk you may say.
820. Wlmt height is Petersham above Glebe Island? The rails at Petersham are about 100 feet above
high water, 821.

e No-jk (on revision) : I find on going into the matter that the sum would not be sufficient. It would probably have 
to lie doubled.
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821. In your opinion, which is ihe better connection to make—from Petersham or from Summer Hill? 1*03110- 
I should say from Summer Hill, for the reason that it ayoids a good portion of the mainline. The sooner
you get oil the main line the better. ’ ‘
822. Presuming that the cost of land resumptions between Petersham and Glebe Island will be the same 
as tho cost of the land resumptions between Summer Hill and Glebe Island, then the cost of the 
Petersham or Stanmore connection is roughly £G0,000 more than the cast of tho Summer Hill connection ?
£55,000 or £60,000 more. _
823. Notwithstanding that, you think it would be better to turn off the main line at Summer Hill? I
think so. _
824 Of the Summer Hill connection, which you regard as the better one, and tho Darling Harbour lino, 
which do you think would be tbe bettor connection to mako ? The western connection would be the 
better.
825. Why? You would avoid going through the neck, and I think eventually it would possibly be a 
better thing for the Darling Harbour goods traffic. That might all be brought round in that way, if in 
addition to the western connection the eastern connection with the island were made.
826. Does it not appear that if anything were done with it at all it would be very much bettor to connect 
from Summer Hill or Petersham—that is, from the hotter of these two starting points—and make it a 
sort of loop-line into Darling Harbour ? Yes.
827. That would be really the right scheme ? Yes: it would be a way of getting the goods traffic away 
from the entrance to Kedferu station, which has been looked upon as a desirable thing to do.
828. How long would be a direct tramway from Balmain to Sydney, taking it across Pyrmont and Glebe 
Island bridges ? Prom George-street to the point where tho present Balmain tram enters Weston-street, 
it would be, approximately, about 170 chains, which is virtually 21 miles.
829. There is another route which would be possible by using Glebe Island Bridge for tramway purposes, 
and going along by the Harris-street electric tram route, and’down by tbe George-street tram route, by 
which route you would reach the same point which you have scaled ? Yes.
830. What would that length be? It would be 110 chains, or nearly li,- mile longer than tbe other.
831. How much longer is the present tram route to Balmain than the direct route ? About 120 chains, 
or a mile and a half.
832. The approach to Balmain, via George and Harris streets, and thence via Glebe Island Bridge, will bo 
approximately the same length as the present tramway ? Ybs.
833. Therefore, it follows, unless there he some other reason as far as Balmain is concerned, a connection 
at tho termination of Harris-street in the saving of time would not ho very material ? No; it would not 
be anything.
834'. But if it he possible to bring a tram direct by tho two bridges, then there is a very material saving 
of 1-a mile ? Yes.
835. If it were constructed over the Pyrmont Bridge from the foot of Market-street, it would be a strong 
competitor with the Harris-street line ? It would depend upon bow much the Harris-street line picked 
up at this extreme end. It. does not follow that all tho traffic on that line would be between Sydney and 
Pyrmont. It might be between Redfcru and Pyrmont.
83G. The best approach to Balmain would be from Tlarket-street across Pyrmont Bridgo to Globe Island 
Bridge, and to "Wcston-strect ? Yes.
837. In your opinion, must wc consider the question from the basis of a trolley system of electric tram
ways? Yes.
838. Therefore, if an electric tramway be constructed by the route wo have particularised, it will be on 
the trolley system ? Yes.
839. Do yon regard it as difficult to carry a tram run on the trolley system over bridges with swings in •
them such as it is proposed to construct ? There will be no difficulty whatever.
840. Kxcept that the tram would have to wait while tho swing was open ? That is all.
841. But you could establish your connection at once when the bridge was shat ? You might mako it 
absolutely automatic.
812. The connection would not be on the trolley wire overhead, but on the side of the bridge, and it could 
be made automatically yon have considered that question ? Yes; and there is no difficulty at all.
843. If tho street bo wide enough to carry the traffic and the tram, any bridge as wide as the street will 
be wide enough to carry tbo traffic and the tram ? Yes; a 40-ft. roadway between the kerbs is a very 
good width for the bridge.
844. It would be a capital approach from Market-street to Balmain ? Yes; it would compete with the 
present Balmain tramway.
845. There is a very large traffic grooving on that tramway? Yes.
846. Mr. 'Hoskins There are two large lines of steamers running to Balmain? Yes.
847. If the bridge be made sufficiently strong to carry the ordinary road traffic, such as would go to the 
Abattoirs or Glebe Island, would it also be sufficiently strong to carry tho cars ? It could easily he made 
so. I think it is highly probable that it would be quite strong enough as designed,
848. Have you a copy of the joint report which was made in 1890 or 1891 in regard to a connection from 
Glebo Island via Pyrmont Bridge to Sydney ? Yes ; I will let you have a copy of the report.

WEDNESDA T,
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Jtetttt: —
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphert. I Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
The Hon. James Hoskins. | John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
The Hon. Charles James Roberts, C.M.G. j Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
The Hon. William Joseph Tricxett, i George Black, Esq.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor. Ehancis Augustus Weight, Esq.
Henry Clarke, Esq. j Frank Farnell, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a New Bridge at Glebe Island.

George Waddy Shelley, Inspector, Glebe Island Abattoirs, sworn, and examined :—
Gt. W. 849. Chairman.'] You are an inspector at the Glebe Island Abattoirs? Yes.

Shelley. 850. Mr. Elude.] Do you think the site of the Abattoirs is a suitable one for the public health and
safety ? No; it is too confined.

30Juno, 1897. 851. Your reason for holding that opinion is that there is not sufficient space ? Yes.
852. Is that a fault which cannot be got over ? Not in that position.
853. Is it not possible by resumption or other means to devote a larger space there to the purpose? In 
the first instance it was built just on the point without cutting down,* and you cannot extend it in any 
way.
854. From the nature of the ground it is impossible to increase it? Yes.
855. That docs not apply to the island generally, I suppose? No. I mean just in the position of tho
Abattoirs.
856. To one particular site? Yes.
857. Is there any objection on the ground of sanitation;—ia it likely by pollution of wTater or atmosphere 
to affect the public health ? I do not think so in its present condition.
858. Is there any interference with tho public safety by driving animals through the streets to the 
Abattoirs? Not when they are confined to small animals, as they generally are. It is only once in three 
months that we have anything which is beyond three years old, and, when it comes to them it is not safe. 
I speak of animals coming from the Corporation yards, not from Homebush at all.
859. What do you kill at the Corporation yards ? It all comes from the Corporation yards. The calves 
and pigs all go over the Glebe Island Bridge.
860. No large horned stock ? Perhaps once in six months they may get one or two from that direction.
861. Chairman!] The big stock comes straight down from the saleyards at Homcbush without crossing 
the Glebe Island Bridge, and only the pigs and calves go across the bridge ? Yes.
862. Mr. Black!] But the cattle are a source of danger to the people ? They arc a source of danger in 
coming from Homebush to Glebe Island.
863. Under certain circumstances there is some danger to tho public from the driving of horned cattle 
through confined streets ? Yes.
864. Are the Abattoirs well situated as regards cattle breeders ? That is a wide question which I cannot 
answer.
865. Speaking generally, do you think the position is a good one for them ? I think not.
866. For what reason, speaking broadly ? As regards the condition of tho meat, the driving and the 
trucking and the knocking about the cattle receive from the time they are driven from the station until 
they are finally dealt with, more especially with the trucking and driving after they leave the salcyards.
867. Do you think that if Glebe Island were in direct communication with the railway the position 
would be improved in that respect ? No; I have always maintained that the slaughtering should be done 
in the country.
868. Your objection would apply to any abattoirs, no matter where they might be situated ? Yes, for 
large animals, but not for small ones,
869. Yours is an objection in general, not in particular; you simply say that it is preferable to tbe 
growers of meat that the animals should be killed in the country, aud deported in a dead state to the city ? 
Yes.
870. That does not apply to the Glebo Island Abattoirs, but simply to the method of conveying meat to 
market? I wall give my reason for holding that opinion. From the time the cattle arrive at the trucks, 
say, at Bourke, until they are finally dealt with at Glebo Island, they are probably three weeks without 
ever getting anything to eat, and that is detrimental to the meat in every way.
871. And nothing to drink ? They only get water.
872. There is not likely to be much fat on your sirloin under those conditions ? No ; there is a continual
wasting, especially with cattle which are eight or nine months on the road before they get to the railway. 
It is not like cattle whicli may be loaded and slaughtered daily. "
873. Practically, what you would require is tho construction of country slaughter-houses in large centres
of meat-producers? Yes. •
874. And the conveyance of the meat in refrigerating ears? Yes ; the difficulty to be met is at this end,
875. Is there anything in the air or situation of Glebe Island which is prejudicial to the meat industry— 
which is especially liable to taint or to anything of that sort? No, nothing in that direction.
876. Is it a fact that you are almost free from the visitation of the blowfly there;—that it is hardly 
known over there? 1 have not noticed a blowfly there. It is only in certain places that they do.
877. How is it situated in regard to the carcase butchers? It answers them very well. It is handy for 
them.
878. But dismissing altogether the idea of country slaughtering, would it be an improvement to the 
Glebe Island Abattoirs if they were directly connected with the railway ? To sell the cattle at tho 
Flemington saleyards and then to re-truck them to Glebe Island would not do at all.
879. You mean to have saleyards at Glebe Island ? Yes; for the cattle get knocked about too much as
it is.

880.
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880. Ia there sufficient land available there for the construction of saleyards and new abattoirs ? Not in 
the one piece, unless the arrivals by train were regulated so as to have so many cattle for each sale day.
881. That is to say, if you were to construct saleyards and abattoirs in close prosiinity, the sa^eyar^S3Qj'unc 1897'
would be only capable of accommodating a limited number of animals at any one time? Tes. ’ 1
SSL’. Do you think it would be advisable to have the live animals and the dead animals brought sojiear,
with all the dust there would he ? There is not sufficient space there for the live animals, to be in close 
proximity to the abattoirs. They would have to be away in some of the reclaimed portions. There is 
not sufficient room for them together.
883. "What do you mean by saying that there is not sufficient room for them together? I mean not 
sufficient room to take the cattle out of tho saleyards into the slaughter-houses.
881. At the beginning of your evidence you said that they were not suitable for saleyards, because of the 
smallness of tho urea of the ground ? That is in the present position. If they were extended to the 
northward then I do not think it would be sufficient. There are only about 25 acres there.
SSo. How much of that area would you require for the abattoirs ? Ten acres at least.
8S6. You think that 15 acres would not be sufficient for drafting and saleyards ? No.
887. I suppose the present position of the Abattoirs in relation to the bridge is a very unsuitable one ;— 
you find some difficulty from travelling animals over there on account of the density of the traffic and tho 
fact that the bridge is closed from time to time ? Yes : it is a great drawback.
888. These delays, I suppose, at limes are very dangerous ? Yes.
8SD. Some of the disabilities under which yon labour there can be got over, I suppose, by tbe erection oE 
a wider bridge wifb a swing-span iu the middle of it? I do not know about a wider bridge—there is 
quite sufficient room for one to pass ; but a swing in the centre of tbe bridge would boa vast improvement.
800. Do you think the present bridge is wide enough ? It is quite wide enough for two vehicles.
801. Suppose that two vehicles arc going in one direction, and a, herd of pigs is coming from the other 
direction, is it wide enough then ? If the stock are regulated to arrive at certain hours, which can be 
done, instead of at all hours, it is.
892. G-ivcn a sufficient area, and the establishment of cattle-saleyards at Glebe Island, with direct 
railway communication, are you of opinion that Glebe Island, is a suitable place for the maintenance of 
abattoirs? I have always maintained that the country is the place where the cattle should be killed; but 
quitting that view on one side, then Glebe Island would be.
893. Do you know of any place moro suitable than Glebo Island? No. II: tho northern portion were 
levelled down, and extended so as to deal with AVhite Bay, I think there would be plenty of ground there.
89i. TVhnt you require, then, are a better bridge, direct railway communication, and the construction of 
saleyards and new abattoirs on a larger type ? Yes. The bridge is on this side of the island, and it is 
only small stock which would cross the bridge in any case. Last year we had 65,000 pigs and about
15,000 calves across tho bridge. ■
895. You want an improvement on tbe bridge, not only for tho bringing of stock, but for the taking of 
the meat away, for the convenience of those who carry the meat? Yes.
896. I suppose there is sometimes great delay there? They are delayed when the bridge is opened, 
because the opening and closing of tbe swing is a very slow' process.
S97. J suppose in the meat trade, in summer, time is of some value ? Yes.
898. It docs net improve the meat to stand there in the sun and dust? No. It has uot been delayed to 
the extent that it, would interfere in that way with the meat.
899. Do you think not? No; it has not been half a dozen times in tho year when they have been 
delayed for more than twenty minutes, aud that is on account of the water not being dceq> enough for a 
vessel heavily laden.
900. Mr. IJ.oshins.'] I understood you to say that the Abattoirs are too small -that there is not sufficient 
room there for ihe work ? No.
901. Would there not be plenty of land if tbe island were levelled down to extend the Abattoirs ? There 
are over 20 acres of land on the northern qmrtion of the island which have not been utilised, exceqit for 
residences. If that portion were levelled down, the Abattoirs could be extended.
902. All that land belongs to the Grown ? Yes.
903. H ave the authorises at the Abattoirs reqiortcd to the Government that that land ought to be utilised 
for extending tbe Abattoirs, making them more adapted to modern systems—that is, by qiroviding lofty, 
well-ventilated buildings ? It has been reported to the Government, but I cannot remember how long 
ago it was done.
901'. Has the Colonial Architect’s Department ever inspected Ihe place, with a view to building new 
abattoirs there, or to improve the existing Abattoirs, or to extend them ? Not at present.
995. Mr. Clarke.] You approve of the cattle being kilted in tbe country at various places, in preference 
to bringing them to the Abattoirs bore to be killed ? Yes ; on account of the knocking about they receive 
in the trucking and driving,
906. Would that be as convenient to the public of Sydney as to slaughter the cattle on Glebe Island, which 
is so close at hand, and so easily approachable by those engaged in the butchering business ? If it could 
be established it would be preferable.
907. It lias been tried at Orange, Tenterficbl, and other places in the Colony, aud discontinued ;—can you 
give any reason why it has been discontinued ? I think it was discontinued because they are not unanimous 
in dealing with it at this end. '
90S. Mr. Hoskins.] It does not qiay ? No. There are no chill-rooms or markets to receive the meat.
They are all trying to vie with one another. Instead of being unanimous, and trying to deal with it at 
this end and bring it in, each man tries to take advantage of the other.
909. Is there any danger or inconvenience to the public in small stock, such as pigs and calves, being 
taken across tbe two bridges to tbe Abattoirs ? Only in cases where there may be some stock two or three 
years old, and it may be only once in four months that any stock of that age would go across the bridge.
The larger ones go by the steamers.
910. Between what hours are the cattle from the Homebush sale-yards driven into Glebe Island? From 
0 a.m. to S a.m. in the winter, and from 5 a.m. to 8 a.m. in summer.
911. Is there any considerable danger to tbe public in driving the cattle from Homebush. even at those 
early hours? There is danger to the public, especially on the Iron Cove Bridge.

- 159—E 912.
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3^-2. Do you think it would be advisable to constiuct a railway from Homebush saleyards to Olebe 
*- e ey- Island in order to obviate that difficulty and danger to the public? iNo ; I think it would be better to

30June 1897 ^ ca^e com6 'n I0 the night. _
1 ' 013. If a direct railway were constructed, and the cattle were, trucked from Homebush, would it not be

less dangerous than to drive them at any time ? To retriiek them at Homebush would not do at all. 
The animals are knocked about sufficiently as it is.
914. The difficulty would then be that they would have to be sold as they arc now at Homebush, and then 
re-trucked to the island ‘r1 Yes.
915. And that you think it would not be advisable to do ? Xo.
916. Lithe old times, when the slaughter-house was situated in Sussex-street, the cattle used to bo 
driven down Susscx-street iu the middle of the night? I believe so.
917. Mr. Clarke.'] tYould that got over the difficulty ? If tbe cattle were driven in tbe night-time it, 
would. I remember that in Melbourne we were not allowed to go in before midnight or after 3 tun., and 
we never had any trouble.
918. Are there any offensive smells proceeding from the Abattoirs at Glebo Island? Xo.
919. Has that been obviated of late years ? Tea, by abolishing the desiccating works, which originated 
the nuisance.
920. Have you desiccating works there now? Xo.
921. How are tho blood and offal removed ? Large quantities of offal are taken out now by market-
gardeners and poultry-farmers, and tbe refine is taken out to sea twice n week. '
922. The desiccating works have not been a success, I presume ? It costs about £5 a ton io manufheturo 
the article, aud tbe last surplus sale wo bad realised 7s. Od. a ton.
923. From a financial point of view it has been a failure ? Tes.
924. Is that tbe reason why it was abolished? Tes; as well as on account of the nuisance it created. 
Since the first day of July last year we have been taking everything to sea, and there has been no complaint 
made.
925. Mr. Wright.] Did 1 understand vou to snv in answer (o a question by Mr. Black that you disapproved 
of the Abattoirs existing where they are ? Taking a broad view of tbe question, yes. 1 believe tue meat 
could be delivered in bettor condition if it were slaughtered iu the country.
926. Tou think that all meat should be slaughtered nearer to the pastures ? Tes.
927. Have you bad a long experience in connection with the slaughtering of cattle ? From my youth.
928. Consequently you have had a very large experience ? Tes.
929. Ton think that the cattle are deteriorated by the trainage and the knocking about which they receive? 
By the trucking and knocking about on tbe railway. Wc get very many cattle|from Queensland which 
have never seen a white man from the time they were branded until mustered to be sent to market. These 
cattle are in a'state of lever from the time they are handled until they are finally dealt with. When 
cattle which have never seen a yard in their lives come to be put in a truck, yon can imagine what slate 
of fever they will be in.
930. Under any circumstances tbe cattle will have to be driven for a considerable distance from the 
pastures to tbe various country slaughter-houses? Tes.
931. With careful droving the beasts are not knocked about, and they do not deteriorate ? Xotso much.
932. In an ordinary season, I suppose, they do not lose much in weight ? Not much—-just inside.
933. The serious aspect of the question to you is the present knocking about, and the half-starving which 
the beasts receive from Ihe time thev get to the railway? Tes. We have had cattle arrive m such a 
condition that the moment the knife lias been taken from the tail it lias dropped. We have had to 
condemn the carcases in consequence of the trucking and trampling.
934. Provided that a modern system is adopted, you cannot improve on Glebe Island as a site ? We have 
no better site.
935. Tou spoke about the non-desirability of providing railway communication from the saleyards to 
Glebe Island ? I referred to the re-trucking of the cattle. They would have more difficulty to get the 
cattle into the (rucks than they bad in tbe first instance.
930. Tho cattle would have to be liberated from the trucks at Homebush for tbe purpose of being 
inspected aud sold ? Tes.
937. If a railway is constructed from the main line at Homebush to Glebe Island, is there sufficient space 
on Glebe Island for saleyards ? If tho northern portion of tbe island were levelled down to White Bay. 
1 suppose there are 25 acres which have been reclaimed at White Bay.
938. Ton are aware, 1 suppose, that the island comprises an area of 34;/ acres ? About 7 acres are taken 
upby the Abattoirs, and there is the road between the Abattoirs and tho northern portion, which. I suppose, 
measures about 20 acres. It is very shallow round tbe foreshores, aud the northern portion could all he 
levelled down to meet White Bay.
939. If the island were properly prepared, do you think it would be a good plan to establish saleyards 
on the island, and let the cattle come right through to be slaughtered ? It might be done, I believe, with 
advantage.
940. Tou think it advisable that il should he done ? Tes, if all outside slaughter-houses within a certain 
area were compelled to go there.
941. If all the slaughtering within the metropolitan district were compelled to he done there? Then it 
would pay.
942. What branch slaughter-houses are there now ? I think within a radius of 8 miles there must ho 
seventeen or eighteen suburban slaughter-houses.
943. Have you any idea of the system of inspecting these outside slaughter-houses, or is there auy inspec
tion at all ? It is very crude, aud it is left to the sanitary inspectors or the police.
944. There is a danger, I suppose, of cattle infected with pleuro-pncumonia or cancer being killed in these 
outside places ? I think they are taking advantage of them ac present. I may safely say that advantage 
is taken of the opportunity to take inferior qualities of cattle to outside slaughtering-houses.
945. That may very seriously affect the health of a large number of people ? Especially in the suburbs.

■ 946. There would he considerable security to the public health if all the slaughtering were done at one
place? Tes.
947. Do you make the inspection at Glebe Island yourself? 1 have half a dozen sub-inspectors under me.
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043. Eacli of itiem, I suppose, is competent enough to distinguish pleuro-pncumonia? Nothing is cort- 
demned unless I see it.
!Hf). Do you think that the reason why so comparatively few beasts nre condemned there is that diseased
cattle are taken to other slaughtering-places? They are drafted at Homebush. You may get a draft at ’ ‘
tHehe Island which are all right, and the same quality of cattle will go on elsewhere without any inspection.
fl-IO. I gather from your evidence that you think it will be more convenient for the trade, and will better
ensure tbe health of the public, if the slaughtering business is concentrated at G-lebe Island under the
supervision of yourself and your staff? Decidedly. There are a good many leaving the Abattoirs ; they
say that they cannot put up with the inspection—that there arc outside slaughter-houses with no inspection
at all,
S).j1. They cannot put up with tho fact that you condemn diseased cattle? Yes ; especially since they 
have got nothing for them.
!)o2. What is done with the diseased cattle? Most of them are taken to the boiling-down places.
!)53. Are they allowed to be taken away ? They arc thoroughly scoured with kerosene, and then taken 
to the boiling-down places.
954'. The condemned carcase is put into such a condition that it cannot go into human consumption ?
Yes.
!)oo. As far as cattle aud sheep condemned on the island are concerned, you are satisfied that there is no 
means by which the carcase butchers can palm them off on to tbe public? Yes.
!lo0. Mr. Hassall.’] How many cattle are slaughtered at the Abattoirs in a year? Last year 75,000 
horned cattle and 1,159,000 sheep were slaughtered.
957. The whole of these carcases, or practically the whole of them, are conveyed across in vehicles from 
tho Abattoirs to the city of Sydney ? Not all would go across to tho city ; they would be distributed— 
going to Balmain, Leichhardt, and out to Marrickville by the Abattoir Koad.
958. What percentage of the carcases would go across to Sydney ? Quife 75 per cent.
S159. And tho whole of that traffic has to cross the present Glebe Island Bridge ? Yes.
950. Do you know how many vehicles leave the Abattoirs daily with meat for Sydney ? No ; I have never 
taken any record of them.
9(51. Have you any idea of tho approximate number? No ; I tried to ascertain yesterday by asking 
some questions through the telephone. I telephoned to one man and ho said, “Upon my word, I cannot 
tell you. I have two waggons. One has been over the bridge four times this morning, and it may not 
go over again, and one has been over the bridge once. Perhaps the two waggons will not go over the 
bridge half as many times to-morrow.” .
952. Is it all conveyed in waggons and carls ? In both. _
953. How many carcases will a waggon carry? Prom four and a half to five carcases of cattle, and from 
fifty to seventy carcases of sheep.
901. What will a earl; carry? A cart wid carry up to forty sheep, or about two bodies of cattle; 
sometimes more if they have only a short distance to go, or if they are in a hurry.
955. I suppose you pass over the bridge pretty constantly ? Yea.
950. What is your opinion of its capacity to meet the requirements of tho traffic? The only delay is in 
the opening and closing of the, swing, and the rise in the bridge is dangerous.
957. How long is a vehicle delayed when tho awing is open ? Twenty minutes is a long time. Occasionally 
very heavily-laden vessels may miss tho tide and get stuck in the channel, and keep tho bridge open for a 
number of hours. But since I have been there 1 do not think that has happened half a doxen times.
958. Generally tho delay is about twenty minutes ? That is a long time.
959. Does that occur often during the day ? No ; ten minutes is generally the time.
970. How many times would it happen during tho day as a rule ? I have known it to happen six or eight 
times. Twice this morning I was delayed ten minutes.
971. Is not tho swing very narrow for the requirements of the traffic? Only one vehicle can pass at a 
time.
972. If it were made a double road it would lessen the delay materially ? Yes. >
973. If a more convenient bridge were constructed with a wider roadway, and with a swing double the 
width of the present one, it would do ? If the swing were wider it would meet the requirements, I think. 
They could go backivards and. forwards without delay.
974. Has that traffic increased very much while you have been Superintendent at the island ? Yes.
975. Has it increased materially ? Yes.
97G. Does it still show signs of increasing? Yes.
977. Do you think it is necessary that another bridge should be built which will give greater facilities for 
the traffic ? I think that if the bridge were altered and widened it would be quite sufficient at present.
978. There seems to be a deal of objection to the swing being at. the end of the bridgo. It is an id that a
swing in the centre would be far more convenient ? A. swing similar to that in the Pyrmont Bridge would 
be. The rise in the bridge is very dangerous. ■
979. In (be event of the roadway over the swing being widened you think it would be necessary to move 
tbe swing to the centre of the bridge ? It would be far preferable in my opinion.
980. Do you think the Abattoirs will have to be enlarged to carry on operations as time goes on ? Yes.
951. You could not possibly carry on if they were all compelled to go there to slaughter ? No.
982. You arc getting crowded up there now ? Yes.
9S3. Is the number of stock slaughtered increasing yearly? It has up to last year. It has decreased for 
tho last eighteen months.
984. Consequent, practically, on tire bad season we had? On the very bad season we had.
985. I suppose the killing in the country has also an effect on it ? It-affects us a little. Last year there 
was a decrease of 15,000 head of cattle aud 21,000 pigs.
986. But the increase during the years you have'been Superintendent has been gradual ? Yes,
98/. It is considerably more than it was eight or ten years ago ? It was considered then a large number 
to kill—5,000 horned cattle in. a month. It has been up to 9,000 since that time. But we have not been 
up to over 8,000 head during the last twelve months.
98S. And the same increase, practically, in sheep ? The sheep are increasing.
989. In your opinion it will be necessary, if Glebe Island is retained as a killing depbfc, to make further 
provision for the stock that will have to be slaughtered ? It must be made. 990.
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990. Xou say the ground is available on the northern side of the island ? Tes.
* 991. In the event of increased accommodation being necessary, the land is there to enable larger aeeom-

modation to be given ? Tes.
' 992. Mr. Jtobert& '. \ Do large numbers of cattle arrive over sen from Queensland? There used to be, but 
there has not been for the last two or three years. The last twelve months’ return for wharf rates at 9d. 
wag £19 for the number of stock which arrived hy sea for the year.
993. Are they discharged from the steamer direct on to the island ? Tes; there is a wharf at the Island. 
991i. Docs the steamer go through tho swing in the bridge ? No ; it unloads the cattle on tho northern 
side of the island. In that very dry season we had iu 18S9 some yards were erected there for the purpose, 
nud, I think, in eighteen months 15,000 head of cattle arriving by sea were landed there.
995. To what cause do you attribute the falling off in the shipment of cattle from Queensland to Sydney? 
To the cost.
990. Docs the railway successfully compete with the steamer ? They drive the cattle.
937. Are they driven down to Homcbush or are they driven direct to the island ? Most of them arrive at 
.Bourke, whence they are trucked. Others arc trucked from Dubbo and Nyngan.
99S, Could cattle be landed more cheaply if brought in that way than they could if taken to Brisbane and 
shipped from that port, or in fact from any other port in Queensland? Tea; from Kockhampfou 1 
think it cost them £4 a head, and when the cattle came hero, they did not realise as much as £G a head.
999, "What is the cost per head of bringing cattle from Bourke to Sydney? It is so much a truck, and 
the truck is limited to so many head.
1009. Would it be less than the cost of bringing the cattle by steamer from Bockhampton ? I think so.
1001. .As a role the cattle are brought down by whichever is the cheaper way ? Tes.
1002. I'^roni which district does the greatest number of cattle come to Sydney to be slaughtered ? It must 
be from the northern district.
1003. Do you keep any record of where the cattle come from? No ; that is all done by the agents at 
Homcbush.
1001. Tou think they come from the north on account of its proximity to Queensland ? Tes. They are 
all sheej) stations in the west and north-west of this Colony.
1001-5. When you say that the cattle chiefly come from the northern district, you include the Queensland 
cattle ? Yes,
1000. You think it would be an improvement if tbe Abattoirs were not located in Sydney ? Yes.
1007. Can you make any suggestion to the Committee as to what stops should be taken to improve the 
cattle whicli arc supplied to the people of Sydney? Until they do bring the supplies from the country I 
think there is a place near Belmore (where there is plenty of land available) which could easily be 
connected with tho western sewerage system. It is quiet there. There are no buildings about.
1008. If new abattoirs at that place were connected with the sewer, would it bo au improvement upon
the existing state of things ? Yes. ■
1009. Is there not a sewer at G-lebe Island that you make use of? No; evervthing goes into the 
reservoir, from which it is run into the punt twice a week aud taken 10 miles out to sea—1 mean the 
refuse of the offal and blood.
1010. Do the waters of the bay suffer in any way from the presence of the Abattoirs ? No ; for nothing 
goes into the harbour. Por the last six months, even the drainage which used to go into the harbour, 
goes into the punt.
1011. If the Abattoirs were removed to Belmore, or to that neighbourhood, you would he able to make 
use of the sewer ? Yes ; and it would do away with the driving of the cattle through a large population. 
It is no distance across from Plemington to Belmore.
1012. Could not the difficulty as regards the driving be got over by connecting Globe Island with the 
railway system of the Colony? Not if they had to re-truck the cattle at Dlemington.
1013. Would they not have to be re-trucked if they went to Belmore ? No ; they could be driven over 
at night. It is no distance ; I do not think it is more than 3 or 4 miles from Kookwood.
1014. Have you ever made any report to the Government as to the desirability of removing the Abattoirs 
from Glebe island ? No ; but 1 believe the Board of Health has.
1015. Do you report to the Board of Health on Hie state of tho Abattoirs ;—do you communicate with the 
Board in any way ? 'The Abattoirs are under the control of the Board of Health,
1016. Have you ever reported to the Board that Belmore would be a suitable place for the 
abattoirs? Yes.
1017. How long ago ? Within tbe last few months.
1018. Have you heard anything from the Board ? T did not make au official report; I simply expressed 
an opinion to that effect in a conversation with the President.
1019. Mr. Hoskins.'] How long is it since the authorities at Glebe Island discontinued tho use of the 
desiccators ? Since the 1st 3 uly of last year.
1020. How long had they been in use before they were discontinued? They were closed in 1SS7, and 
reopened in the middle of I8S9, and continued np to last July.
1021. Why did you discontinue the use of them ? Because we could not get any sale for the article. It 
was a financial failure. The last of our surplus stock brought 7s, 9d. a ton, although it cost from £5 to 
£G a ton to manufacture it.
1022. Mr. Lee.] That ia not the desiccated blood ? Blood and offal.
1023. There is a great demand for that on the Jtichmond ? It has been falling off. We could not get
any sale for it. It was advertised for sale. ■
1024. Mr. Hoskins.] Do they not use desiccators at the Sydney Meat Preserving Company’s establishment 
at Bookwood ? I believe so, but I-have not seen them. They are on an improved plan to those wc have 
at Glebe Island.
1025. The desiccators you had at Glebo Island were of the original style, and therefore it was very 
expensive to work them ? Yes.
1020. 'The modern desiccators produce an article of commerce at a cheaper rate ? I have heard that they 
do.
1027. Is there not a graziers’ meat company at Parramatta which is going to use extensive modern 
desiccators ? I have heard so, 1 have not seen them.

1028.
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]028. Do the Sydney Meat Preserving Company dispose of the article they produce with their desiccators
from blood and offal to market-gardeners or to people in the neighbourhood, or is it exported? I could 10 °y*
not say. I suppose a great deal of it is sold locally. _ 30JuueTe97
1029. When the desiccators were in use at Glebe Island great complaints were made by tbe people in the 
neighbourhood of the smell arising from them ? Yes ; it was very offensive.
1030. Chairman^ .Notwithstanding the fact that there may be slaughtering establishments in the country, 
aud that the meat may come down to Sydney in chilled cars, still for any pigs or calves—in fact, for cattle 
coming by water—you would still require to slaughter close to Sydney or to send this stock away from 
tho metropolis to slaughter-yards? We would require a small metropolitan slaughter-house.
1031. Notwithstanding the fact that yon would have a largo chilled meat trade with the country ? Yes.
.All tho small animals, especially pigs, would liavo io be slaughtered in the metropolitan slaughter-house, 
because they nearly all arrive by steamer from tbo rivers.
1032. If cattle were landed eventually on Glebe Island, or wharfs were erected there, they would still, 
under present arrangements, have to go out to Homebush to be sold, and then come back again ? Yes ; 
they do at present.
1033. Small stock arc sold in Sydney ? Yrcs; in the Corporation yards aud at Inglis’ yards. Cattle 
which land by steamer are taken at night to Flemington, and brought back again,
lOSl. If if: is not possible to walk tbe cattle from the sale-yards to the slaughter-yards, they must be put 
again into the railway trucks ? Y’es.
103.J. That is an expensive and a troublesome operation ? Yes.
1030. Therefore, if it became necessary for the sake of tbo public health that stock were not permitted to 
walk from Homcbush to the Abattoirs, you ivould require to build a railway to bring them down. If you 
have a train to the island, and still sell at Homebush, von have the re-loading? Yes, and it is very 
detrimental to the cattle.
1037. That seems rather to point to the fact that at some future time, and at no very great distance, 
when the population does become sufficiently great along the route of travelling, the Abattoirs will be an 
unsuitable place ? They will have either to make sale-yards at tho Abattoirs or to establish abattoirs at 
Belmore.
1038. Should the sale-yards and abattoirs be together, or as close together as possible? They could r.ot 
be together, because there is not enough land available.
1039. Glebe Island comprises over 34V acres? In that case they would have to limit tho supplies by rail.
1040. Are not 34V acres sufficient for sale-yards ? Tsot for sale-yards and abattoirs. 
lOtl. Therefore sale-yards and abattoirs cannot be together at Glebe Island ? Yo.
10-12. Mr. Wrigltli] "What is tho si/e of the sale-yards at Flemington ? 1 do not know.
1013. Do you think they cover 7 acres ? 1 think they must cover more than that area. I have not been
up there for some considerable time. Unless the supplies are limited by train, what is sold to-day must 
be killed before next sale day.
lOt 4. Chairman^ In your opinion what is the best thing to-day in regard to the abattoirs and the meat supply 
of Sydney—you say “kill tbe cattle in the country, and bring down the meat in refrigerating ears”? Yes.
1045. Are you aware that at one or two places—at Orange and Tcnterfield—that operation has been tried ?
That was some time ago.
104G. Do you know why tbo operation was not continued ? I think the failure was at this end.
1017. Perhaps it was owing to heavy railway rates ? There was no place to receive the meat.
1018. Mr. Zee.] They are going on in winter ? They go on in winter, but in summer the difficulty arises.
1049. Chairman.'] In your opinion with all the horned stock, a great proportion of tbe meat supply for 
Sydney could be killed in the country and brought down in refrigerating cars ? That is my opinion. We 
will never get any good meat until it is done.
1050. In your opinion calves and pigs will still be killed at tbe Abattoirs ? Yes.
1051. Would you bring the sheep to the Abattoirs, or would you kill them in the country, too ? I would 
kill them in the country.
1052. Have you watched the meat trade of the American States ? Ho.
1053. Have you watched the comparative improvement of the dead and live meat trade, as they call it, 
there ? Ho ; I have not seer, any reports.
1051, Your opinions are formed from your own experience, not from what has happened in other places?
Ko, just from the quality.
1055. Have you any ligures iu regard of the gradual growth of the various trades ? No.
105(5. Have you brought any ligures with you ? No,
1057. Is there anything else you would like to say? I do not think there is anything more I can say.

Joseph Levy, Carcase Butcher, Glebe Island, sworn, and examined:—
1053. Chairman.] You are a carcase butcher, trading in tbe City of Sydney ? Yes. J, Levy.
1059. Mr. Hash ins.] Have you been engaged long in that business? For a great many years. Ever r——' 
since the slaughter-house has been on Glebe Island I have been butchering there, and my father was 30 June,1897. 
butchering there before me.
1060. Do you re.ceive much live stock from Sydney by way of Glebe Island Bridge? Not of late years.
Very little stock comes by that way now.
1061. Only small slock from the sale-yards in Snssex-street? Yes. We do not deal in small stock.
1062. You get all your live stock from Homebush ? Yes.
1063. 1 suppose a good deal of the meat you send to Sydney and the suburbs is taken over tbe Glebe 
Island Bridge? All of it has to go over that bridge.
1064. What is the ■weight of tbo load you generally send in each van ? In tbe waggons from 35 cwt. 
to 2 tons.
1065. Have you felt that tbe bridge has not been very secure to carry loads of that weight ? It has not 
been what it should he, but it has been secure enough to carry that weight so far.
1066. Is there much vibration in the bridge when a load is taken over? Yes.
1067. Are the approaches to the bridge on either side at all cramped, or do they make the bridge incon
venient of access ? Yes. 1068.
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J. Levy. 10G8. Are tho n.pproaches bo Bn.rrow and awkward as to make access to tlie bridge very inconvenient? 
are int:ol"'enieiit and dangerous.

. une, . /. JOG!). \V hy ? If one cart is going this way, and one is going the other way, and you want to go between, 
there is hardly room. 1 consider it is dangerous on that ground.
1070. Is there not room for oue vehicle to pass another? Ves; but if one is walking at a slow pace, and 
a person is in a hurry to get by, there is bardly room to pass.
1071. Is any inconvenience experienced from the bridge being too narrow? J think it is too narrow 
altogether. That is the great fault of it, 1 think.
1072. Have you observed whether the business at Glebe Island is increasing ? I think tbe business is 
increasing and the traffic is increasing too.
1073. Is the traffic to the Abattoirs ? Yes. There is other traffic, too, which is increasing.
1074. The greater portion of the traffic to the Abattoirs is over the briiige ? It is all over the bridgo.
1075. In addition to tbe Glebe Island traffic, there is also the traffic from Balmain, Byde, and other 
suburbs ? Yes.
107(5. That traffic goes over the bridge too ? Yes.
1077. Ho you consider that, in order to afford proper facilities for tho increasing traffic on the Glebo 
Island Bridge, a wider and more secure bridge should be erected on a modern design ? I think it is quite 
necessary. These suburbs will expand, and there will bo more traffic and more population. I think the 
present bridge is not fit for the traffic, even at the present time.
t07S. Do you know whether there is frequently or otherwise a block in fho traffic, occasioned by the 
approaches being inconvenient and the bi'idge being narrow ? Yes. I have had to wait a quarter of an 
hour aud someiimes half an hour when fho swing was being turned Perhaps a vessel will get jammed in 
the opening. The swung may have done for twenty or thirty years ago, but for the present time 1 think 
it is quite out of place. * "
1079, The block in the traffic has been occasioned by the swing being opened to let vessels go through ? 
Yes; and vessels have been jammed in the opening. I have known the swing to be jammed for three or 
four hours—half a day at one time, and we had to go right round. It stopped ihe traffic altogether.
10S0. Do you think that the traffic is stopped, not only because tbe swung is open, but also because it is 
not in the best place ? 1 think it would be much better if it were in tho ipiddle of the bridge.
1081, Can you say of your own knowledge, or as the result of your observation, whether the number of 
vessels going through the bridge has been increasing during the last five years? Most undoubtedly they 
have increased. '
1052. They are increasing now ? Yes.
1053. Are they increasing in number and in si/.e ? Yes.
1084. .Are there many places up that bay where a good manv vessels uniond and load? The timber 
vessels do the greatest trade in the top of the bay. Just lately a new timber merchant baa commenced 
business on tbe corner, and they appear to be getting a lot of timber in there.
1085, Are not vessels discharging broken stone m that bay for municipal bodies ? That has been going
on for years. 1
103(5, And it is increasing ? Yes.
1037. Are there not coal yards up there, too ? Yes.
10SS. Are there any fresh factories in tho neighbourhood at which a number of persons is employed, 
and which vessels frequent? Yes; there are meat-preserving factories up that way, mid the glass 
factory. They have to take up their coal.
1030. What meat-preserving factories do you refer to? Mr. Barnes'; and I think a new company is 
about to be started, but I cannot tell you the names of the promoters.
1000. They get meat from Glebe Island ? I'rom Glebe Island, Kiverstone, and the Government market. 
They get their meat in tho cheapest market.
1001. Considering the largo expenditure which would have to be incurred to erect a new bridge, do you 
think that iu the present circumstances of the Colony the Government would be justified in erecting a 
bridge to G lebe Island with a view to afford additional facilities to the trade in the locality ? The suburbs 
are growing, aud I think Glebe Island is sure to grow with the suburbs. My idea is that it is necessary 
to have a more modern bridge, and it should be a great deal wider than the present bridge ; it should be 
at least as wide as tho Pyrmont Bridgo.
1092. And a great deal wider in tbe opening? Yes.
1093. Are the present Abattoirs of sufficient capacity to do an enlarged trade if it should arise ? If more 
abattoirs were erected.
109-1. The existing Abattoirs are not sufficient to do any large extent of trade ? They are over-taxed at 
times in a good season. Of course, tbo present season is bad, and the stuff ia not coming in so freely as it 
does in a good season.
1U9G. The Government owns 30 acres of laud on tbe island to the north of the Abattoirs;—do you think it 
will be advisable, if tbe Abattoirs are retained on tbe island, to extend them by taking in some of that 
area? I think it would bo a very advisable plan.
1093. Arc the present slaughter-houses at Glebe Island of a sufficiently commodious and modern type— 
are the buildings sufficiently lofty and ventilated to carry on the business in n healthy and modem way? 
The beet slaughter-houses arc, but the mutton slaughter-houses are not. I am in the beef lino myself. 
I'rom what 1 can see, they arc very much cramped at the mutton slaughter-houses, and it is sure to increase 
in a good season. 1
1097. ̂ Tho evidence goes to show that the Abattoirs are not built on the most enlightened and modern 
principle, that the buildings are too low, that the ventilation is not sufficient, and that the drainage is not 
good enough ? I do not think you could improve much upon tho beef slaughter-houses, but the mutton 
slaughter-houses are not fir for any man to work in or do business in.
1098. You think that before a largely extended business could take place at tbe Abattoirs, it would bo 
necessary to make considerable improvements in the buildings used tor the slaughter of sheep ? Yes; a 
very great improvement could be made.
1099. Do you know whether tbe carcase butchers have asked the Government for improved accommoda
tion for slaughtering sheep ? I believe they have made applications to the Board of Health, but the 
Board say that they have no money—I do not know whether it is a fact or not. The answer wo always 
get is, “ We have no money but I do not think the Government is in that state. 1100.
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1100. Have you any suggestions lo offer to improve; the Abattoirs, or Io increase the facilities and J. Levy, 
advantages for oarrving on slaughtering operations, or to improve tbe road, tbo approaches to the bridge, 
and tho bridge itself ;—will you give the Committee your views on tbo subject ? I am- a butcher, not ’ '
an architect.
11.01. I should like to hear your views on the subject, because I know you have lor many rears been a 
largo carcase butcher ? We have been butchering for fifty years in this country. Since 1813 my father 
was a butcher, and I came here, a little boy, with him. I think, as regards tho mutton slaughter-houses, 
there could be a great improvement made. They ought to have been done away with years ago, and new 
ones put up. There are twelve or fourteen men working in them in the summer-lime. I do not think 
the roof is above 12 feet high. It is a terrible thing for men to work there in hot weather, without a 
breath of air, under a slate roof. These slaughter-houses arc not half big enough.
1102. And not half lofty enough ? Tfot half lofty enough. There is no room ior men to move about in 
them.
ILCKi. Hoes not the slaughtering of cattle in adequate places, where so many men are employed m hot 
weather, tend to cause the meat to become putrid more quickly than it otherwise would do ? Yes.
1104. Therefore the consumers of mutton may suffer, as well as those engaged iu killing the sheep ?
Most undoubtedly. I do not think you could improve much on tho beef slaughter-houses. If they were 
only kept in repair they would do for a long lime yet, .
.1105. Are tbe gradients on the approach io the Abattoirs favourable, and do they afford sufficient room 
for vehicles wishing to have access to the buildings ? Ko; it is very narrow, and when there is any rush 
of business you cannot stir iu the lane.
JlOfJ. Have your people never reported that to the authorities? Yes, There is one set here and another 
set there, and the only way it could bo done would be by pulling one lot down and making the buildings 
wider. The mutton slaughter-houses would have to come down. They could easily reclaim tbo land at 
tbe back and at very little expense. K is only a matter of filling in. The stuff they pulled out ot tho 
old mutton buildings could be utilised again. _
1107. Have you ever comtemphited the probability of the Globe Island Abattoirs being done away with, 
and public abattoirs being erected in some other place? Yes.
1108. What is your view? I do not think you could improve on the site. I think that if you were to
travel over every country in the world you could not improve on that site. It would make very little 
difference to me. Wherever they went 1 would have to go with Ihem. ■
1100. Goes not the presence of public Abatloirs on Glebe Island afford facilities for small butchers to go, 
without losing much time, and purchase the meat they require ? Certainly. I think it is much better for 
the whole of the community, in this way : that if you kill at G-lebe Island you always get a nice blow of air— 
no matter whether it is summer or winter, you will catch any breeze that is going. 1 think meat will keep 
longer there; but if it is killed 8 or 10 miles away in the country, it will uot keep half as long as it 
does at tho Abattoirs. Anything that is frozen never eats as well—1 do not care whether it is fish or any
thing else—as it does in a natural state.
1110. Does not the presence of the Abattoirs so near to Sydney not onlp afford great facilities to small 
butchers to purchase what they require, and io inspect it too before they purchase it, which they could 
not do if the slaughtering uern done a long distance from the city, but also greater facilities for tho Board 
of Health to see that only healthy stock arc killed? Yen; that is the only place where there is any 
inspection. At the outside places there is no inspection ; they can kill wlmt they like ami put any sort 
of diseased meat on the market, and you have no way to detect them unless you keep a man for that 
purpose. 1 cannot kill one animal unless there is an inspection, and I do not want to kill one unless 
there is.
1111. Mr. TZhssnZfi] Even in tbe country they would dodge the inspector if one were appointed ? Yes ; 
and they do it, from what I have been told.
1112. Mr. JZoskins.] Ho you know, or have you reason to believe, that there is slaughtering carried ou 
in private establishments within 10 miles of Sydney ? Yes.
1113. Ho yon know whether there is any proper inspection by au officer of tbe Board of Health, or by 
competent persons, to see whether tbe stock is in a healthy condition ? Yes; they have sent an inspector 
there, but he bus not stopped there more than an hour or two, I know a certain party, whose name 1 
cannot mention, to whose place the Board of Health sent an inspector, and he cut two or three of these 
bullocks down while they were killing, and the inspector said, “ Kill away." “ No fear,” he replied, “ we 
are not going to kill when you are hero, but when you are gone we will kill them. You would cut our 
cattle down—you would condemn them.” That is a nice state of affairs to exist.
1114. Is much dead meat sent from the country to Sydney and sold hero? Any amount of it. There 
were 120 bodies down at the markets ou Monday.
1115. Mr. Clrtrkr.] Erom Itivcrstonc ? No.
1110. Mr. Moskins.] Is the trade in country-killed meat, which is sent to Sydney, increasing in volume ?
The season is so bad that it is not increasing; but last year it increased very much. It is all according io 
tbo season. If they have a good season in the country, a lot of meat will come to the market. If it is a 
had season, we get all the best of the cattle here, for the simple reason that they get a belter price for it here.
1117. Which is better for the people—to get the chilled-meat oi-to get the Jive cattle? ’Which would 
you sooner eat yourself—an apple which was frozen, or an apple which was just plucked from the tree.
1-118. I am talking of cattle, not apples ? That is the best nay I can answer your question. I think the 
best way to get meat is to get it as fresh as you possibly can, to let it set for four or five hours, to keep 
it in your shop to-night and serve it out to-morrow.
lllff. And to have the beast killed born? Yes ; because you get all the nutriment in it. The cold kills 
ihe nutriment in tbe meat.
1120. Hoeing that Mr. Mort and others have established slaughtering-places in the country and chilling 
places too, how do you account for the f'acf that that business has not increased, but on tho contrary that 
a groat portion of the meat which is consumed in Sydney is sent down alive and killed hero? Because 
it is much better. If it is frozen, you have not got tho nutriment in the article which you will get if the 
animal is killed fresh.
1121. Ho you think that the dead-meat trade from the country to Sydney will increase, or will the present 
practice of killing the animals at Glebe Island be continued? I thiuk you will have local abattoirs in

any
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any case, no matter where they fetch the meat from. People will send their small stock to the central 
market, •

' 1122. "VVhat about the large stock ? Homebush, or any local market, rules the market.
1123. Do not the stock greatly deteriorate through being in the trucks so many hours without food and 
water? It cannot do any good, but still it is better to do that than to starve them along the road.
1124. Is it better to do that than to kill the cattle in the country r Tes. Most people do not care about 
chilled meat. It is all right in England, where meat is 9d. and Is. a pound. If they can get onr meat for 
a third of the price, they are sure to go for our moat. You get a good bullock from tho country and let 
him stand for a few days in a paddock, and yon will find that the meat is just as good as if the beef bad 
been killed in the country. It is much better to get an article without being frozen than to have it frozen.
1125. You believe there is every probability of the slaughtering of stock at Glebe Island in creasing? Yes. 
.1126. And that if tbe business increases the facilities for reaching Glebe Island shonld he improved, 
including the erection of a better bridge? I think so. As our population increases our trade must 
increase.
1127. Mr. CUrke^ You stated that the buildings at Glebe Island, where the sheep are killed, are not lit 
for the purposedoes that apply to the killing of calves, of wdiich a large number are slaughtered? 
They are killed in these slaughter-houses too. They are not fit to kill either pigs or sheep iu.
1123. A large number of pigs are killed for the purpose of bacon curing? Yes, a great, number..
1129. There arc several largo bacon-curing establishments about Balmain ? Yes ; Barnes’, M'Loau’s,
and Murphy’s. •
1130. All the pigs are killed at Glebe Island before being sent to tho bacon-curing establishments? Yes.
1131. You think that some alterations should be made so as to give greater facilities, and have abetter 
mode for killing pigs as well as sheep ? Yes.
1132. Mr.-Fegan.'] Are you inconvenienced in your business by the state of the Glebe Island Bridge ?
At times it gets blocked, and we have to wait there a long time. When the swing has been turned and a 
vessel has been going through, 1 have seen the whole of the bridge and half-way up tho hill taken up with 
vehicles, and all that traffic has to be cleared away before any vehicles can go on the bridge from the 
other side. .
1133. Is there any regulation to prevent that congestion ? I do not see how- yon can prevent it. The
trvo men employed on the swing arc very good and attentive to their duty.
1134. They work the swing as expeditiously as possible? Thev do.
1135. One of the chief complaints of tbe carcase butchers is that the bridge is too narrow ? Yes.
1136. You cannot get the quantity iu the load which yon would like to take on account of the condition 
of the bridge ? Certainly not.
1137. If tho bridge were perfectly safe you could take greater loads on the waggons ? Yes, if it were level.
1138. It must mean a great loss of Ihno to you ? Yes. .
1139. In your oppinion, is there a better site that the present one to connect the two places ? I do not 
see how you could find a better site.
1140. Do you think it is the best site which could be found ? I think it is os good os any other way. I 
do not see any other way, unless you cut right through the hill to Ilarris-strcct.
1141. Are you well acquainted with the land surrounding the small township of Belmore ? Yes.
1142. Would that be a good site for slaughter-houses ? I think it would be a very bad one, because it 
would breed typhoid fever and every other fever. There is not sullieient water there, and it is too much 
closed in with the hills.
1143. You could not consider that position a favourable one for the erection of new slaughter-houses?
I do not think so. .
1144. Do you think that, with the erection of a new bridge, the Abattoirs at Glebe Island would meet all 
the requirements of the traffic for many years to come ? I think so.
1145. You think the time has come when the present bridge should be replaced with a new and better 
one? Certainly.
1146. Mr. Hawaii.] Do you think it would be advisable to remove the mutton slaughter-houses to the 
other side of the road ? It would be advisable to shift them from where they are for the sake of tho 
business and the men. Perhaps Mr. Elliott could give you more information about them than I can. 
because he does the business, from what I can see of them, I think they are very much cramped there!
1147. On the northern side of the road, towards White Bay, there is any amount of land which might be 
utilised for that purpose? It would have to be cut away and levelled.
1143. Would anything of that kind have to he done on the present site ? Yes.
1149. It must be done to a certain extent if you want to increase the accommodation for slaughtering 
sheep? Yes. I think it would he a good thing to kill the sheep on the other side of the road. It would 
give us more room, and we could get more air for the beef.
1150. You would get all the air which is taken up with the mutton slaughtering-houses—and the air is 
to a certain extent vitiated ; and you would have more room to carry on your beef operations ? Yes.
1151. The site on the northern side would be as good as the present site, and the appliances for conveying 

. the offal by barge would be equally as good ? Yes. If they were to shift the mutton slaughter-houses to
the other side they could enlarge the beef slaughter-houses if they wished to do so. They could carry 
them further forward, at very little expense, by knocking out the front and shifting the baulks further on.
1152. You are practically jammed in between the beef-killing houses and the mutton-killing houses ? Yes.
1153. You think it is absolutely necessary that nciv slaughter-houses should be provuled'for the sheep, 
the present ones being too small, too inconvenient, and too crowded, and the air not being so pure ? Yes.
1154. You have seen that trade grow up from your boyhood ? Yes.
1155. Has the traffic along the bridge increased very materially during the last ten years ? I think it
must have been very nearly doubled during the last ten or twelve years. .
1156. You know that the western suburbs have increased very largely in population, and that the great 
bulk of that traffic has to go across Glebe Island Bridge to get to Sydney ? There is no other way to get 
to Sydney. Hone go round by Petersham now. They all go over the bridges from the northern suburbs.
1157. You think tho time has arrived when the Government would be justified in erecting a larger and 
more convenient bridge to carry on the traffic? Yes. I think they ought to build a bridge to carry a 
tramway. I believe we shall see the time when a tramway will .go down Harris-street over to Balmain.

" ' " ‘ ......... 1158,
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1158. "i.ou think it is advisable to build a bridge which will carrv a tramway if future requirements should J. Levy, 
necessitate the construction of a tramway in that direction ? Yes.
1159. You do not think that G-lebe Island can bo excelled as a killing depot? 1 do not think it can be 30June, 1897. 
excelled m any part of tbe world.
1160. Is it a tact that the flics are never troublesome at the Abattoirs ? Wc never see a fly except in 
summer-time, and no blowflies. I have worked in the Abattoirs at Melbourne, and I never saw such an 
unsightly place in my life. . Three years ago I went all through their Abattoirs at Flemington. It is a 
terrible place. It is more like a gaol than an abattoir ; everything is closed in. I do not know how they 
can keep the meat any time ; they cannot keep it any time in summer.
neL Do you think that at any time the improvement of the trade would warrant tho extension of the 
railway trom the sale-yards at Homebush to Globe Island, so as to bring tbe cuttle bv rail instead of bv 
road . J do not think they could ever improve that; the two truckings would never do. If you had to 
retruck the cattle, they would knock themselves about ton times more than thev had done in coniine to 
Homebush. ■' a
1162. You think that once you take them out of the trucks you had better leave them out? Yes - I
would sooner travel a bullock 20 miles than truck him again. * '
1163. Do you think that some better arrangement might be made to bring the cattle from Homebush to 
Glebe Island m the middle of the night ? Yes, that might be done.
1164. You think a regulation might be made that the cattle should be driven between 11 p.m. and 4 a.m., 
so as to bo out of the way of the general traflic ? Yes; between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m., because there are 
not many people out after 10 p.m., and if there are I think they ought not to be.
HGo. The traffic is pretty thin after 10 p.m. ? Yes. ‘
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The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a New Bridge at Glebe Island.

John Ashburton Thompson, M.D., President, Board of Health, sworn, and examined:—
1166 Chairman.] What official position do you hold? I am Chief Medical Officer of the Government, 
and President of the Board of Health.
1167. Mr. noshing.] You are acquainted with the nature of this inquiry ? Not exactly.
1168. The Committee has been appointed lo inquire into tho propriety of building a new bridge from 
Sydney to Glebe Island ; it is_ reported, and the evidence shows, that the bridgo is in a bad state of 
repair, anrl that it is an unsuitable structure; I presume you have como here to give evidence, notin 
respect to ihe bridge, but in respect to the Abattoirs ? Yes.
1169. Have you any statement which you would like to make? The sole thing I have to say is that if 
any alteration is made m tho road beyond tho bridge-that is, on Glebe Island—it might and should be 
earned round, either on one side or the other—either to the left or to the right round the nob, and not 
be continued as at present it is, through the abattoir buildings, dividing them aud raising dust, and 
attracting people who have no business there, and so forth,
1170. Are you of opinion that the Abattoirs at Glebe Island ought to he enlarged—or, in point of fact do 
you think that t.iey ought to be modernised; a carcase butcher has stated before the Committee that 
the mutton slaughter-houses are very defective aud very small; that the roofs of these buildings are very 
low: and that the perspiring of the men in killing sheep in a building inadequately ventilated and 
incommodious in its character, tends to the speedy putridity of the meat? It is quite true that all the 
buildings at Glebe Island are now out of repair, that they were originally ill-planned, and that thev are 
no longer large enough to do all the business that has to be done for the city. I gave evidence, in August 
last I think, before a Committee of.the Legislative Assembly on this subject, and I then went into the 
matter rather fully. My fixed opinion is that these Abattoirs must be reconstructed, and tho only question

'wf i1107 S 10 ■ - recon^rueted whore they stand at present, or whether they shall ho removed.
II/l. What is yonr optuion as to the ineligibility of that site for a slaughter-house, or do you think that 
some other place should be selected? I think that there are many objections to the present site, and 
that a fresh place should be selected. As far as I see at present, the governing condition is the situation 
ot the sale-yard. The Abattoirs and the sale-yards are concerned in one business, and should be near to 
each other.

^ Jour ob.icctions to the present site of the Abattoirs? In the first place it is in a 
neighbourhood which now is populous; and it is too small, unless one could look forward to cutting down the 
island. That is a matter which has already been reported upon for another purpose, I understand, and 
would be an exceedingly expensive business. The main objection, perhaps, is the distance of the Abattoirs 
trom the sale-yards, and from the resting-paddocks. Cattle which are brought in from the country should 
be deposited in the sale-yards, and after they are sold they should not have any distance to travel, Thev 
should go direct to the resting-paddocks or feeding-paddocks,—they need not be pasturages—and there 
stay until they can he wal ked quite a short distance to the place where they arc to be lulled as soon as they 
are cooled down and recovered. *

^ou ^iink the Abattoirs should be a longer distance from Sydney than they nre at present? I 
think it very desirable that the abattoirs should not be in the immediate neighbourhood of densely 
populated districts. I do not know, apart from everv other consideration, that Glebe Island could not be 

1!i9-T’ ‘ - adapted'

J. A,
Thompson,

Jt.D.

1 July, 1897.
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J. A. adapted to hold the enlarged abattoirs, and that it that were done there would he no particularly sanitary 
ompson, objection to it—that is, regarding it as a site for the abattoirs alone ; but, considering that the animals 

come in from the country, and are iirst sold in the sale-yards, it seems to me a round-about way and 
1 July, 1897. troublesome to have the abattoirs at a distance.

’ 1174. Have you looked at the matter in this light: that, as the present abattoirs are so near to Sydney,
small butchers can go there in the morning and purchase any quantity of meat, however small, they like, 
and that the tendency of this opportunity for small butchers to purchase from the carcase butchers at the 
slaughter-house is to allow men of moderate capital to engage in business; but that, if the abattoirs were 
fixed at a longer distance—say, 7 or 8 miles from Sydney—it would have a tendeucy to throw the whole of 
the trade into the hands of large capitalists, and the result would he that small butchers would not go out 
every day to get meat, and that might have a tendency to increase the price of meat to the consumer ? I 

. do not think there is anything at all in that.
1175, Will you tell me why ? In the first place, there is round Sydney a very large number of people 
in a small way of business. They usually havo their own slaughter-houses, and that is a very undesirable 
thing, because it renders inspection of the meat impossible. These small people, at all events, do not find 
it necessary at present to go to the Abattoirs Io do their work, but they do do it actually in what may be 
called the neighbourhood of the sale-yards. The largest portion by far of these small slaughter-houses is 
scattered about Canterbury, Enfield, and that region. If the Abattoirs were moved a little distance out 
of town, then it appears to me it -would be necessary to havo some cooling accommodation at the Abattoirs 
to whicli butchers who live on the other side from Sydney, for example—say in tbe neighbourhood of the 
Abattoirs—may resort and get their supply of meat perhaps every day if they choose; and then there must 
he another freezing depot here in Sydney, to which butchers on this side, and the butchers who belong to 
Sydney, may resort. I do not see any difficulty about that. I think the cooling of meat for our consump
tion should begin to become the custom of the trade, so that we might get our meat after it has been 
hanging for three or four days, or a week, which would be a great improvement.
117(1. Ho you know that to a certain, extent that has been tried—that the Hibbs G-overnment established 
freezing works at Pyrmont, with a view to encourage the bringing down of meat from country slaughter
houses, and selling it to the butchers, w-ho used to go over there and purchase the meat; but, nevertheless, 
that did not tend to prevent the slaughtering of stock in a large way at G-lebo Island ? Ao. Can you 
tell me why it failed.
1177. I do not know; but I am inclined to think that it is because the carcase butchers havo the command 
of such a large amount of capital that they can go into the country and buy large quantities of stock, and 
because they have so many retail butchers under their thumb ? That is almost what I thought. There 
are so many questions connected with this, one docs not quite know. There was no objection to tbe 
chilling, I apprehend. Meat can be chilled. In America, you do not have fresh meat. You always get 
yonr meat after it has boon hung a few days in a chilling room. I do not see why wre should not do that 
here. My interest in moving the Abattoirs, aud seeing abattoirs established by some municipality, > 
consists in this—that as soon as that is done, under the law the Hoard of Health will have power to pro
claim an area around that abattoir within which there shall not beany private slaughter-houses; and, 
consequently, we shall by a simple step be able to bring the whole of the meat slaughtered in the metro
politan district under inspection.
117S. 1 suppose you are aware that there is a very strict regulation in force against the slaughtering of 
meat in private establishments about Sydney and suburbs—I mean in respect to inspection and drainage? 
Yes. _ _ _ _ _
1179. One of your objections, I gather, to the present situation of the slaughter-house at Glebe Island is 
the increasing population in the neighbourhood ? Yes; it is already very big.
1180. I suppose you have seen public abattoirs in Europe? Yes.
1181. You arc aware that round tbe public abattoirs in Paris there is a large, densely populated neigh
bourhood ? Yes,
1182. And that it is pretty densely populated around Islington in London? Quite so. I said just now 
that, regarding the single question of abattoirs, I do not know that tlie Abattoirs might not be reconstructed 
and continued at Glebe Island without any inconvenience or harm happening. I think it might. But I 
always have in view the other items of the business. I was thinking very much of sale-yards, and tlie 
need for resting the cattle whicli come in by rail from a long journey which, as a rule, lasts thirty-six 
hours, and sometimes much longer.
1183. May I take it that you have no great objection to Glebe Island as a site for a slaughter-house, 
always providing that every provision is made to prevent any injury to the public health, and to ensure 
cleanliness in the buildings ? Yes.
1184. You have inspected the slaughter-houses at Glebe Island ? Yes; 1 go there once a week at least. 
]185. Ho not you think that some of the slaughter-houses, especially the mutton slaughter-houses, are 
very defective and badly ventilated, and require to be replaced with more lofty buildings built on modem 
principles, and hotter suited for the purpose? Yes. I havo, within the past three or four months, 
caused a considerable sum to be spent in improving the ventilation. Something has been done. It is 
enough for the cold weather, but when the weather gets warmer, it will he necessary to do something 
more. I may say, at once, that tbe whole of these buildings, in my opinion, are unsuited for the 
purpose. They cannot be improved ; they must be pulled down and reconstructed,
118G. You arc aware that the Government have about 30 acres of land on the island? I believe so.
3187. There would be no difficulty in the way of clearing the land with a view to extending the Abattoirs ? 
I believe not.
1188. It ivas stated by a witness yesterday that nearly all tho refuse, instead of being treated with tho 
desiccators, is towed out to sea at great expense and dropped into the water, and the inspector said 
that the reason why the use of the desiccators wras discontinued was because the public ivould not give 
a payable price for the manure ;—has it not come under your knowledge that the use of desiccators is 
very largely availed of in abattoirs and meat-chilling places, and that they are usually attended with the 
prevention of any nuisance in the neighbourhood ? Yes. I have myself insisted that some chilling 
works in the country should provide desiccating apparatus for that very reason; I considered that they 
could not keep their places free from nuisance unless they did. The reason given hy the inspector is 
good, as far as it goes; that was the outcome. It cost us £7 a ton to make the manure, for which we

could
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could get only £5 a ton in the marlcet. The reason was partly—but that is quite a subsidiary reason— J- A.
that the machinery had become worn out and was obsolete. The real reason was the bad construction cmij-fflor!,
of the abattoir buildings, which results m the impossibility of catching the blood separate from tho 
washing-down waters. The consequence was that there was delivered a diluted liquid at the desiccating j jujyj igg-_ 
works, all of which had to be evaporated. The quality of the residue was not what it would have been 
had it been pure blood, and the cost of evaporating made the difference of £2 a ton, which wo could not 
get over,
1189. Then the apparatus was old, worn out, and of bad design ? Yes ; there are better designs now.
It may have been the best design when it was bought, hut it is worn out. We decided that it was better 
to shut down tho desiccating works than to spend money in the purchase of new machinery when we 
should have still to do all the expensive evaporation; wc should never have been able to make it pay.
1190. Does not the meat preserving company at Auburn use desiccators of a modern type ? Yes.
1191. Does not their use tend to prevent any nuisance arising in the neighbourhood from the works V
Tes, of course. _
1192. Tho reason why the desiccators at Glebe Island were discontinued was because tho machines were 
old and out of date, and could not be properly utilised :—do not you think that if new slaughter-houses 
were erected, and more suitable desiccators were used—such as arc used in Yienna, Berlin, and other 
large cities on the Continent of Europe—the whole of the offal and refuse might be so utilised that there 
might be a demand for the article, if not here, in Mauritius aud other places where sugar is grown, and 
where they require good manure for their land: and profitable prices might be obtained P Certainly.
The essential difllculty at tbe Abattoirs as they stand is in the construction, uot of the desiccating works 
themselves, hut of the slaughter-house, which is such that they cannot separate tlie blood, and get the 
blood comparatively pure to the desiccator, hut you must havo it mixed with an immense quantity of 
water. These slaughter-houses must be reconstructed before we can profitably manufacture manure as 
other big works manufacture it at the present time.
1193. Looking to the fact that if any other site were selected for public abattoirs within a reasonable
distance of Sydney, the Government would have to purchase land as well as to erect the buildings, and that 
the conformation of the country would not offer such facilities for drainage as Glebe Island docs ; and 
looking further to the fact that that island belongs to the Government,—do not you think, all things 
considered, that if improved abattoir buildings of a modem stamp and better adapted to the purpose than 
Ihe present buildings were to he erected, worse places could be found near the City of Sydney than Globe 
Island f "Well, that seems to me to he mainly a business question. I do not know whether my opinion 
is worth very much on that point. All I should like to say is, I do not quite see how you are to slaughter 
your meat under the best conditions as long as the slaughter-house is at a distance from the place at 
which the railway deposits the cattle when they arrive from tho country. _ _
1194. I. presume you are of opinion, as you frequently visit Glebe Island, that if the slaughtering of
stock be continued there, the bridge road and the bridge are not what they ought to be—that a new bridge, 
or a very groat alteration of the present bridge, is required, and that the approach to the bridge should, be 
widened ? There is no doubt of that, I have here two little plans which I caused our consulting 
engineer to draw, which shows how the road might run either on the northerly side of tho island or on 
the southerly side, so that it would no longer run through the abattoir itself. _
1195. You are aware that tlie approach to tho Abattoirs is also used by vehicles and persons going to 
Balmain and Byde ? That is my objection to tho present road.
1196. C/tafrman.] Will you hand in the sketches to which you referred ? I beg to hand them in. I may
say there is a descriptive note on each plan. _
1197. JIfr. Wright.'] Did I understand you to tell Mr. Hoskins that there is no offensive smell from the 
Sydney Meat Company’s works ? I did not say so.
1198. You are aware that a very serious nuisance is caused by those works? I am. I think Mr.
Hoskins’ question was whether the desiccating plant helped to prevent a nuisance.
1199. There is a desiccating plant at those works now ? Yes.
1200. What is your experience of the effect of that on. the surrounding atmosphere? Hone. Tho 
desiccating plant affords them a way of getting rid of wastes without nuisance, which would he offensive if 
they were kept. It is good as far as it goes.
1201. But it only partially cures the evil? Partly, certainly.
1202. The treatment of the refuse at the works on the Parramatta Biver still causes a very serious 
nuisance ? Yes ; but that is the soup from the digestors.
1203. 'They are not in a position to evaporate that? They will be in some weeks,
1201. The same difficulty which occurs with their soup has caused a large amount of fluid—blood and 
water from the slaughter-house—to get mixed ? I think not. The liquid which causes tho nuisance you 
are acquainted with is tho result of boiling down the carcases, and has nothing to do with the slaughtering, 
and nothing to do with the present question as to the Abattoirs. The desiccating plant there, as 
elsewhere, is used to deal with the blood and the guts, and it enables them to make something profitable 
out of these materials. It also enables them to put them into a condition in which they will not putrefy.
1205. Is there any method known to modern science hy which fresh offal—tho blood and the contents of 
the parts, and so forth—can bo absolutely evaporated without causing any serious smell? Yes ; by tho 
desiccating plants, of which there are many different patterns.
1206. It is competent to do that without creating any nuisance ? Yes. I have insisted on certain 
country freezing works putting in such an apparatus, because I perceived that without it they could not 
dispose of that class of waste without creating a nuisance. They had no means of getting rid of it.
They might bury it, but they never would. I insisted on their manufacturing the refuse. They lose no 
money—in fact, they get some profit—and they also get rid of the nuisance.
1207. What was the value of the manure which you did produce at Glebe Island with the desiccators ?
The market price for that class of fertiliser was £5 a ton, and it was worth that price.
1208. The inspector has stated that a large quantity which was left there had to be sold for 7s. 9d. a ton?
It was a forced sale. We wanted to get rid of it.
1209. You had to got rid of accumulated stocks? It was a,n accumulated stock, and was not worth the 
same money as it was when it was turned out.
1210. I suppose the exposure to the air had deteriorated the manure? Quite so. .

1211.
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J. A 1211. Does it not strike you that £7 a ton is a very big price to pay for that material ? I am only speaking 
M.D n> fr’otn m.v general knowledge when I sav that £o a ton is the average market price for that class of stuff. 

Nobody ever did get £7 a ton for it.
I July, 1S97, 1212. I understood you to say that it cost that sum to make the article ? Yes: on account of the 

quantity of water we had to evaporate iu order to get a dry residue. You may take it that it was the 
amount of water alone. Had it been a more question of machinery we should have replaced it like other 
people do, but the question of the water was an insuperable one.
12Id. Would there be no way by which the wholo of the water might be filtered off from the rest of the 
stuff ? The proportion of water to blood is so large that it would all go through the filter together.
1214, Blood and ail ? Yes ; because the water is in very largo proportion.
121.5. 1 suppose the principal fertiliser is the blood ? Yes.
1216. And if that passed away the product would be of no value at all ? Quite so.
1217, You referred to the necessity of deviating the road over Glebe Island, and you stated that the 
works were now divided by the road;—is there any slaughtering going on on the northern side of the road? 
Some mutton slaughter-houses are located there. Wc have used the building on the northern side for 
that purpose.
1215. You think that the very largo traffic over the road causes impurities to fly about over the meat ? Yes. 
12If). You think it would be better if the whole of the slaughter-houses were concentrated, and a road 
could be made quite distinct from the Abattoirs ? It would be much better.
1220. Would you prefer, if the trallic road is taken round by the southern side, that the island should bo 
cut down so as to decrease the grade of the road? You would get a much better grade.
1221. Mr. Fngan.~\ You are well acquainted witli the township of Belmore? Bairly well. There are not 
many houses out there.
1222. It has been suggested that Belmore would make a very good site for public abattoirs ;—would you 
mind expressing your opinion on that point? I think suitable land might be found there—probably not 
very far from the end of the llarrickville-Burwood Bead railway.
]223. It has also been pointed out that it is very strange that there is an entire scarcity of blowflies on 
Glebe Island and of smaller flies ? I think there are very few.
1224. I understand that other abattoirs are infested with these flies? I think they are.
1225. That speaks very well for the present site of Glebe Island? Yes. Supposing it to be correct— 
I think, now that yon remind me, it is so. It may be because we keep the island clean.
1226. At other abattoirs which are well supervised, they cannot keep these things away, showing at once 
that Glebe Island must be a very open place, to wbich plenty of air can get ? Yes.
1227. You stated that, at some expense, Glebe Island could bo made very suitable for abattoirs;—what 
would it cost approximately to do that? I do not know what it might cost. There would be some cutting 
down. The existing buildings arc useless and would have to be pulled down. They are wrongly designed; 
they could not be converted. You would have to build new buildings from the ground.
1228. As the access to Glebe Island gets more populous, it would be a question whether cattle will be 
permitted to be driven to the Abattoirs ? That is, of course, an important point, and one I have in mind 
when I recommend, as I. have recommended, that the Abattoirs should he adjoining tho sale-yards; and 
then there would not be any more driving of the cattle through the streets.
1229. Ho you think there is a sufficient supply of water at Belmore or Plcmington for the purpose? It 
is near to the pipe-line, and therefore there is no difficulty about the water.
1230. You use a great quantity of salt water at present to do your sluicing ? TYe do, because it is handy, 
and in order to reduce the ffesh-water hill.
1231. It is a consideration to the men employed in the trade to save as much as they possibly can ? TVe 
pay the water bill.
1232. It would be impossible to get any water, except from the pipe-lino at Plemingfcon or Belmore? Yes.
1233. But taking all the circumstances into consideration, you think it would be much better to remove 
the public abattoirs from the present site ? That is my opinion ; but I am very well aware that there are 
a great many business considerations involved iu that question with which I am not very well acquainted,
1234. Ho you think the consideration which Mr. Hoskins pointed out as regards small butchers, is one 
which ought to be weighed ? No ; I. do not think there is anything in that. That is a point I know 
something about.
1235. So that if the slaughter-houses were to be removed from Glebe Island, the Committee would not 
need to consider the question of building such a huge structure, or making such conveniences as they 
otherwise would if the abattoirs were to be continued at the island? You would have to build new 
buildings from the ground, whether you moved or whether you stopped. There would be no other proper 
way of doing it.
1236. Mr. iZcMs??.] You do not disapprove of the site at Glebe Island as being prejudicial to the public 
health in any way ? No, not on that ground.
1237. The situation is pretty good for a trade of that kind to be carried on ? Yes.
1238. That is, with the least nuisance to those persons who live in the vicinity of the Abattoirs ? Yes.
1239. Ho not you think that it would be difficult to get another place with so many natural advantages as 
this site possesses for the purpose of slaughtering stock ? I do not see any difficulty on that score about 
a site, either in the neighbourhood of Belmore or in the neighbourhood of the sale-yards.
1240. As far as the trade itself is concerned, there are many things to be considered in reference to the 
removal of the Abattoirs ? I admit that. I think it cuts both ways, lieally what is wanted is a decent 
place to do the slaughtering, and then to get all the slaughtering done at the place, so that we can have 
reasonably complete inspection.
1241. Even if you had the slaughter-yards at Ilomehush ? Small butchers would buy cattle there and 
drive them to the local slaughter-house and treat them just the same as they do now? As a matter of 
fact, as things are, if the new Abattoirs, or the same Abattoirs, were built by the Government, that would 
be possible. If, on the other hand, these Abattoirs, or new Abattoirs, were handed over to the City Council, 
and they became municipal abattoirs, then at once the Board of Health would bo able to forbid slaughtering 
within such a radius as they thought the central abattoirs would serve.
1242. You think it would be advisable, in the interest of the health of the community, that the City Council 
should have control of the 4-battoirs as well as sale-yards? I would rather say I think it advisable in the

. ' interest
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iwtei'CKt of the community that the slaughtering should bo done at a central place. As the law stands, no ™ ^
doubt it would be necessary that Glebe Island should be handed over to the municipality, because the ’
law says that the Board shall have the power mentioned only when the municipality or combined munici
palities erect a slaughter-house. If, however, the Government decided that this Sydney slaughter-house j 1397, 
should still he a Government establishment, it would he very easy for them to alter that provision in the 
Noxious Trades Act. Therefore, I would rather say that the point is we want all slaughtering to he done 
at a central place, because in no other way can yon secure reasonable inspection. _
1243. A considerable number of cattle is slaughtered outside Glebe Island? I think a very great
number. _ ■ .
1244. To a great extent these outside slaughter-houses escape inspection? They largely escape in
spection, because they can slaughter at any hour of the day they like. The inspectors are the inspectors 
of nuisances and the officers of police, and these have a great many other things to do. _ _
1245. So that the inspection is only intermittent ? ]t is intermittent. It is properly done when it is
done, hut it is not systematic. .
1246. Nave you any knowledge of the traffic over Glebe Island way ? I only know that there is a great
deal. I go over there at least once a week. . _
1247. No you ever suffer any inconvenience from the delay which takes place from tho opening of the 
swing, and from the difficulty of getting over the narrow bridge? Yes. Going.there at 9'30 n.m. I am 
almost always stopped the swing is almost always in use at that time. Then I find a collection of 100 
or 150 vehicles—waggons and so on—waiting, and it takes mo a very long time to get across. I bo 
entrance to the bridge will only take one vehicle at a time,
1248. Yery great loss of time is sustained by gentlemen like yourself who have not a very great deal, of
traffic on the road;—as a rule when you do go, a deal of inconvenience is suffered from the delay which 
might be avoided it a more convenient bridge were built ? Undoubtedly. _
1249. You think it advisable, from what you have seen, that some steps should be taken to increase the 
facilities for traffic? I very often, indeed, thought the bridge was entirely inadequate to the traffic which 
3 actually saw.
1250. And tho swing is in a very inconvenient position ? It is. . .
1251. If the swing were placed in the centre it would not be so bad, and it might be made wide enough
to carry two lines of vehicles ? Yes; that would be a great improvement.. . . ,
1252. judging from the traffic you have seen crossing the bridge, you think it advisable to erect a more
convenient bridge at a reasonable cost ? 1 have long been strongly of opinion that a new bridge was
wanted.
1253. Mr. Slack.'] It has been given in evidence here that the most perfect method of slaughtering, 
because it would save the travelling of the cattle and the loss in weight, would be to kill in the country at 
central places, and to convey the meat to Sydney in refrigerating cars have you formed any opinion on 
that matter, or has it come before you at all? Yes; I think experience, as far as we have got, shows 
that for some reason or other it is not practicable. A great deal of meat is, and always will be, slaughtered , 
in the country, and sent in as you describe. But still you must always have a slaughter-house in every 
town. One might, for instance, take Newcastle and that district. They are much nearer to a place 
where a great deal of slaughtering is done. The people thought of putting up a central abattoir, .and one
of the objections raised by some people was that they had not any security ; that, though they might put 
up their central abattoirs, the Aberdeen Company would send meat down at once, and cub them out.
But people who knew most about the matter pooh-poohed that, and they asked if it was not worth tho 
while of the Aberdeen Company to send down meat now, why should they do it when an abattoir was 
put up. As a matter of fact, the Aberdeen Company does not send down any meat worth speaking of to 
Newcastle. A local slaughter-house, therefore, seems to suit the people better. . .
1254. Is there any objection to that system of country slaughtering on the score of careless inspection, 
of admitting cancerous meat, and so on, into consumption r Yes ; as things are arranged at present there 
is an objection which would be removed as soon as establishments had attached to them an inspector, so 
as to put them on a footing with public abattoirs.
1255. You spoke favourably of Belmore as a site for abattoirs. May.I ask you is it superior to Glebe 
Island in any way ? 1 do not know that it is, but as part of an organisation which has. the transit of ■ 
cattle from the country in view, and then their slaughter, and next their distribution, I think it is,
1256. There would be no gain ? There would be the gain of concentrating your business, and not carrying
it on iu two places 7 miles apart. _
1257. Could not a similar concentration takeiplace on Glebe Island? I believe that 50 acres of land
niffilit be rendered available at Glebe Island. That is my recollection of the evidence I gave in August 
last. _ , .
1258. No you think 50 acres is necessary for the erection of sale-yards? I really think that that is a ‘ 
question to be put to some one in the trade, or to the City Council, who have the sale-yards at Tlemington.
3.259. Fifty acres would be a great space merely for abattoirs ? I say 1 believe there are 50 acres on the 
island. You could put up some resting paddocks and sale-yards, but whether you could put up all that 
are wanted or not. 3 scarcely know'. _
1260. No you think no less a space than 50 acres would be sufficient? Considering the area which is
actually covered by buildings at this moment, and judging the area of the sale-yards from sight, I should 
say you want fully 50 acres. ■ _
1261. I gather from your remarks that you think one of tho drawbacks to Glebe Island is the absence of
direct railway communication ? No, I have not expressed that opinion.. .
1262. You did not say so, but I drew that inference, which may he a mistaken one? I do not think I 
convcved that opinion,
3 263.'Yon do not think it would he an advantage to have cattle conveyed hy rail there direct from, the 
main lino ? Cattle which are conveyed by rail are delivered after not less than thirty hours travelling 
during which they have been starved and had no water. Ton cannot turn them out to the slaughter
house. They ought to ho fed though they are not; but they must rest at all events, and therefore you 
must have areas on which to rest them. .
1264. If yon had those 50 acres, would there not be sufficient room for that purpose then ? I do not 
know whether there would bo room or not. I am not competent to speak on that point.

1265.
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1265. You mean that there would he no benefit unless there were sufficient paddock space available to 
turn out the cattle to rest after their journey ? That is what I mean.

____ 1266. Such space being available, and an improved bridge being constructed, do you consider that G-Iebe
I July, 1897. island would be a suitable place to maintain the abattoirs ? If there were space, accessibility, and every

thing of that kind which is required, then I believe the only objection that could be raised would ho 
cither, because of the thick population surrounding the abattoirs, which would be much inconvenienced 
by the noise of cattle and dogs in tho yards, or else on the score of position which might not be all That 
the trado would like—I do not know. But in the abstract fi’om those surrounding circumstances, if there 
were room for the necessary resting yards, and so on, and if tho buildings were suitable, I do not know 
that there is any objection, quite apart from those considerations.
1267. Mr. Began has said something in regard to blowflies, blow, if the resting yards and sale-yards were 
in close proximity to the Abattoirs, would you not be more likely to have blowflies in numbers than you do 
now ? If the dung were not regularly swept up, and kept in covered vessels until it was disposed of, then 
it would be likely that you would have more flics.
1268. In the event of precautions being taken, there would be no increased trouble on that score ? I 
should say not.
1269. Mr. Hoskins.} In the event of new slaughter-houses being built at Glebe Island on modern princi
ples, such as you would approve of, and having an arrangement by which the blood could be saved and 
treated with the most modern desiccating machinery, do yon not think that manure manufactured from 
the offal and refuse could he sold at less than £7 a ton, and at the same time leave a profit? Yes, pro
vided there was a market.
1270. All the difficulties, then, in respect to the non-use of desiccating machinery, and the throwing of the 
products into the ocean, arose from tiic defective construction of the building, and also obsolete machinery? 
Exactly.
1271. Chairman^} Have you made au estimate of the cost of removing tho Abattoirs? Ho estimate has 
been made, because it is not yet decided that the Abattoirs should be removed.
1272. Mr. Hoskins^ I supposeif it is considered highly desirable by the Grovernment to erect new buildings 
there, you, as President of the Board of Health, would like to be consulted as to the kind of building and 
the arrangements to he made for the work to be carried on there, before the plans are drawn ? Undoubtedly, 
I should expect that. I desire to add that having remarked on the large amount of traffic which I see 
once a week or oftener on the G-Iebe Island road, that that traffic does not appear to me to be to any 
important extent connected with the Abattoirs. The vehicles belonging to the Abattoirs, which I cither 
know by sight or which have names painted on them, and can be identified, are a minority—a very small 
proportion of the great traffic which I sec always going across there, and which, therefore, I suppose will 
always continue to go to Balmain.
1273. Mr. Wright.'] Have yon thought about the question of converting Glebo Island into sale-yards as 
well as a site for abattoirs ? Ifes. What I said was that I did not know whether or not there would he 
room enough for sale-yards.
1274. On Glebe Island there are 34?.- acres of land, exclusive of the reclaimed land at White Bay. If it 
were possible to cut down the island, to erect sale-yards there, and to bring tho cattle to them by rail,

• would there be any strong objection on sanitary or sentimental grounds ? Supposing there were room, 
only on this ground, that there is a very large number of people around who would be disturbed all night 
by the lowing of cattle, barking of dogs, and shouting of men. I think that would be a rather strong 
objection.
1275. There are still greater difficulties in the way hy the lowing of cattle when driven through the streets ? 
Yes. -
1276. It would minimise that danger and the deterioration of the cattle from the harassing which they get ? 
It would.
1277. If there were room for sale-yards there, do you think it would be an improvement on the existing 
state of affairs to have a railway brought straight to the island ? I think that to bring the slaughter-house 
and sale-yards together, wherever it was, would be an improvement.
1278. I have noticed that all through your evidence you have suggested that the slaughter-house and sale- 
yards should be side by side, so that the cattle could go in in a fit condition to he killed ? I am strongly 
of that opinion.

J. A,
Thompson,

M.D.

E. M. 
de Burgh, 
iM.LC.E.

1 July, 1897

Ernest Macartney de Burgh, M.Inst.C.E., Assistant Engineer for Bridges, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and further examined:—

1279. Mr. TFmnpItcry.] Since your last examination you have made further inquiry into the present traffic 
over the bridge to Glebe Island? Yes.
1280. Will you state the result of that inquiry ? I had the traffic counted from the 19th to the 29th
June, and, omitting Sundays, I endeavoured to separate the Abattoir traffic as far as it was possible to do 
so. I find that tbe daily traffic across the bridge averaged 2,032 vehicles, 51 horsemen, 215 driven animals, 
and 1,295 pedestrians, _
1281. Can you give the state of the traffic during a similar period previous to 1893 ? In 1889, which is 
the only other record I have, the figures were :—vehicles, 196 ; horsemen, 102 ; driven animals, 456; and 
pedestrians, 1,011.
1282. Eor what period in 1889 ? It was taken in December, 1889. It was not stated in the return from 
which I obtained this information how many days the average was computed from.
1283. Do you think it is a fair comparison between the traffic of 1889 and the iTafiic of ] 896 ? I think so.
1284. Have you separated the Abattoir traffic from the ordinary business traffic, apart from the Abattoirs ? 
Yes. In the first place wc may suppose, I think, that the bulk of tbe animals which crossed the bridge 
from Sydney were going to the Abattoirs, It is only an assumption, but I think it is a fair assumption, 
for this reason: that in a day we have 178 driven animals crossing the bridge towards the Abattoirs, 
whereas we only had on an average 37 driven animals coming back again. I think it is a fair assumption 
that at least 120 animals per day crossed the bridge to the Abattoirs from tho Sydney side.
1285. Have you separated the vehicular traffic in connection with the Abattoirs ? Yes. I find that, as 
nearly as possible, one-fifth of the vehicles crossing the bridge were, or might be supposed to be, going to

the
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the Abattoirs. In a great many cases we were able to stop the vehicles sufficiently to ash the man where
he was going, and in a great number of cases we got answers from the men, so that we were quite certain tvIJ.C.E.'
of it: hut there were a number of butchers’ carts which went by so rapidly that we could not interrogate
the drivers. What with watching them go over from day to day for nine days, and getting familiar with ^ iggy,
the cart*, I think it is a very fair assumption that tbe whole of this one-iifth wero going to or from tbe
Abattoirs. The actual figures are : 201 from and 212 to the Abattoirs. _
128C. Can you state tbe number of horsemen or pedestrians who ivcnt to the Abattoirs ? I made no 
inquiry as to tho horsemen or foot passengers. When I was previously before the Committee, 1 said I 
thought the traffic had increased since 1894. I wish to draw attention to the fact that there is an increase 
of 240 vehicles a day. _ _ _
1287. How do you arrive at that conclusion ? We have the figures which were taken in 1894, and which"
3 gave on a previous occasion,
1288. An increase of 240 vehicles per day would be an increase of over 13 per cent. ? Yes.
1289. Mr. Lee.'] From the plans which have been handed to you, do you observe how the road through 
Glebe Island might be deviated round tho northern side or round the southern side ? Yes,
1290. These diagrams have been submitted to the Committee hy an authority who has expressed the 
opinion that the road could, with advantage, bo deviated in either direction ;—do you know of any valid 
objection to a donation of that kind? No; 1 am aware that the matter of cutting down portion of the 
island, so as to form a frontage available for wharf purposes, has been often considered, and considered as 
likely to be a useful and profitable scheme.
1291. If it wore deviated to the south side of tho island, it could he made to serve the purpose of a road,
and an approach to the wharfs which might be built on that portion of Kozelle Bay ? Yes; but on the 
other baud, it appears to cut off the Abattoir ■water frontage where they get rid of thoir blood and offal 
into the punts. _
1292. But that would not be a very great difficulty, provided that it did not interfere with any of their
buildings ? I take it that they could make other arrangements to get rid of their refuse, but at the 
present time that is their outlet. _
1293. Suppose it is taken on to the northern side of the island, by that means you will give an approach 
to White Bay as well as a road away from the Abattoirs ? I think it would be a great advantage to avoid 
the Abattoirs for the main portion of tho traffic.
1294. The main object would be to avoid the Abattoirs ? At present the traffic has to go practically right 
past the Abattoirs.
1293. Will you be good enough to consider that matter of deviating the road in connection with the 
design for constructing a new' bridge, and give us your opinion later on ? Yes; I have no doubt that 
the Engineor-in-Chicf for Public Works when he brings down his designs for a bridge to the Committee 
will bo in a position to speak about a deviation of tbe road.

Alexander Brown Portus, Superintending Engineer for Dredges, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and examined:— .

1290, Chairman.'] You are Superintendent of Dredges in the Harbour and Rivers Branch of the A, B, Portus. 
Department of Public Works ? I am Superintending Engineer. /—
1297. Air. IVicketf.] Do you think it is desirable or necessary that a new bridge should he constructed to 1 July, ]89i. 
Glebo Island ? Much would depend upon whether it would he considered desirable to do away with the
bridge altogether, and go across the land recently reclaimed, and make the crossing at Gordon-strcet at the 
head of Ro/ello Bay. We have reclaimed about 40 acres of land between Glebo Point and Annandale.
If the road were made from the Kauri Timber Company’s place at Wentworth "ark right across to tbe 
bead of Gordon-street—of course a tunnel would have to be made or a diversion round about—that might 
obviate the necessity for a bridge. Whether it would be justified as far as expense is concerned, f do not 
know. It is a project which has been mooted.
1298. Tbe expense would be very great? The expense of the tunnel would he considerable.
1299. And the distance round would be considerable? It would’depend u]>on where you wanted to go.
If you wished to go to Glebe Island alone, the distance from Pyrmont Bridge Road would be about twice 
as much by the now road as by the present bridge. If you had in view only tho trado to Balmain, the 
distance would be about the same.
1300. What would be tbe road, say, from Sydney to Balmain ? The present route; but instead of going 
along towards the bridge at Glebe Island you would go straight across hy the wharf at Wentworth Park, 
and then straight through by a tunnel to the reclamation I have spoken of.
1301. Can you state the depth of tbe water at the site of the Glebe Island Bridge ? It is about 14 feet.
I have not taken any soundings there.
1302. Do you know whether it is soft bottom there or rock bottom ? We have not come across any rode 
there. In dredging on the Sydney side of Glebe Island, where the cattle are shipped, there is not very 
hard bottom; the hard bottom is close in to tbe island, but about the middle of tbe bridge I would not 
expect to meet any bard bottom at 30 feet,
1303. What depth of water is there inside tho bridge ? In some places it is 7 or 8 feet, in other places 
it is deeper. Perhaps 9 to 11 feet would he the average depth.
1304. So that with the present depth of water, without very extensive dredging operations, only vessels of 
comparatively small tonnage can go inside tho bridge ? Yes.
1305. Have you noticed what kind of vessels generally go inside tbe bridge with trade ? Vessels drawing 
about 12 or 13 feet of water, and up to about 300 tons register.
1300. What is tbe chief trade they carry ? Timber vessels going to the Kauri Timber Company’s works, 
and to Guy’s saw-mill, and Swan’s, and vessels with blue metal for roads.
1307. Mostly timber vessels ? It is almost wholly a timber trade.
1303. Is tho site of the swing in the present bridge a desirable one ? It ic not, Jt would he far better 
to have the swing in the middle of tho bridge.
1309. It is quite behind the times, I suppose, with regard to its construction and its position ? Yes; it 
is very slow.

1310.
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A. B. Portus. 1310. If a punt or a vessel of any size were moored alongside Brown’s iron-works, which are just outside
the swing, it would be impossible for a ship to get through the opening ? It would be very awkward indeed. 

July, 189 o 131L Tllere W01lld be a dmiger of colli(ifng f Yea. s 1 & J
1312. In the new bridge, you think tbe swing should be put in tbe centre ? Yes ; and the opening should 
be wide. TPe require nearly 00 feet to take the dredge “ Groper ” under the hridgc where the ferry 
boats pass through.
1313. What width do you suggest should be available to all vessels lilrcly to pass through the opening ?
I should say that 60 feet would do very well. *
1314. Do you mean that there should be an opening of GO feet on either side of the pivot which the swing 
works on ? I have not looked at the drawings, but I think it should be 60 feet in the clear, so that a 
vessel with 59 feet beam could get through the bridge.
1315. Mr. Moslems.-] Do you mean that there should be two openings of GO feet each, or only one ? As
I on as you have an opening of 60 feet in the clear it will do. " ‘
1316. Mr. Trickett.] H there not a tendency at the present time to widen sailing vessels ? Yes.
1317. What is the width of the dredge you mentioned just now? The “ Groper ” has a 50-foot beam; 
but there are projections on each side, and we would require about 57 feet. The span in the bridge where 
tbe ferry steamers pass was recently altered so that the “ Groper ” could get through. The width of the 
central span was about 40 feet, but about eighteen months ago the Department increased the width to 
60 feet to allow the “ Groper ” to get through.
1318. Are there likely to be continuous dredging operation's inside tbe bridge for some years to come? 
Yes; we have instructions now to deepen the whole area. It is a stand-by work. About 80 acres of 
land are being reclaimed on the shores of Bozelle Bay—that is, betnmen Glebe Point and Annandale, and 
on the other side of Annandale—and material is required for that work. The dredge has been working 
there, and material from other parts of the harbour has been sent there and pumped ashore on to 
tbe land.
1319. You are likely to be engaged in dredging there for a considerable time? Yes; we have still
about 300,000 tons to pump to complete the present reclamation. But if the whole place is to be deepened 
to a depth of 24 ft. to accommodate large vessels, the cost of the dredging will be verv considerable, 
because the material ■will have to bo sent to another reclamation, which would involve two operations, 
namely, the lifting of the material and the sending of it to a reclamation at some distance, to be pumped 
.on to the land. > J. i
1320. To dredge out 300,000 tons,-how long would it take in the ordinary course ? From about nine 
mouths to a year. It depends upon tbe size of dredge employed.
1321. To get the stuff to do that reclamation inside the bridge, would you go on a uniform system of
dredging? Yes. s > . * J
1322. What would it increase the depth to to take out that quantity? About 18 ft. over part of it. 
We usually consider 18 ft. quite sullicient for present requirements ; but, perhaps, in view of the new 
bridge. A greater depth would be left to accommodate a larger class of vessels.
1323. As tbe deepening goes on inside the bridge, will it be necessary- outside tbe bridge to go in for 
dredging operations, or is there deep water there ? Yes ; for the larger class of vessels. Quite recently 
~. ve m'a^e 31 channel from Peacock’s Point, opposite the old A.S.jV. works at Darling Island, up to 
White Bay, where reclamation has been carried out. That channel, which is 200 ft, wide with about 22 ft. 
ot water, could be availed of by vessels drawing 22 ft,, but a branch to tho opening of the Glebe Island 
Bridge would have to be made ; that would not, however, be very expensive, for it is no great distance.

.^hat is about the average depth from the channel you mentioned up to the bridge ? I should 
think it is about 18 ft., but I have not taken any soundings lately.
1325. So that, following the deepening of the water inside the bridge, you would have to dredge a channel 
to the opening in the new bridge ? Yes.
1326, With regard to this expenditure for dredging inside the bridge, do you think it is likely to be 
bencncial the wharfs around there? As far as any revenue to the Government is concerned the 
benefit would not be so. great. If yon could get a larger class of vessels to use the wharf at Wentworth 
lark it would be a distinct advantage.

jUPPose ^0V6r:nmcnt wharf opposite Wentworth Park has a frontage of 1,400 feet, how many 
ships of the size which would be likely.to use that part of the harbour could be berthed alongside that 
wharf without ajiy piers being run out into the water ? I think you might put the length of tbe vessels' 
down at from 150 to 200 feet, and that would give from six to eight vessels. The number would lessen 
as the size increased.
1328. Having in view the wharfage dues which are charged by tbe Government, I suppose the return 
iiom these vessels would be a very small item in proportion to tbe expenditure wbich is going on in tbe 
way of . reclamation and dredging ? Yes, looking at it from that point of view alone, I do not think it 
would justify the expenditure.
1329. I suppose the revenue derivable by tbe Government from wharfage would not be very large ? 
there is all that length of frontage recently resumed by tbe Government, and the reclamation areas would 
have to be added to that. It could all be converted into valuable land.
1330. Is it not contemplated to use that area of 80 acres as a recreation reserve ? I think it would be 
most unfortunate for the country if land of that kind were to be given over for recreation purposes, 
it wmuld be far better to utilise.it for.commercial purposes, or to sell alternate blocks, and thus recoup 
the Government for the expenditure incurred in dredging operations.
1331. Is it in a suitable position to be utilised for commercial purposes? Yes; it could be used for
timber depots or other purposes. ,
1332. Would it be used by people who carry on business in Sydney, or by people at the Glebe ? 
Manufacturing industries would spring up on that side, just as they have done on the opposite shore,

v°U m soe saw"m^87 glass-works, a box-factory, and a canning establishment.
1333. ion think that the establishment of, manufactories on this land, and the use of this wharf, can be 
kept m view as a factor to recoup the cost of reclaiming the bay and constructing the new bridge ?

1334. You recognise that it is impossible to carry on' much longer with the present bridge ? It is 
impossible to carry on very long with the present bridge. ■ .
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1335. It is very old and shaky and too narrow, and the opening is most unsuitable? Yes; it is quite A. B. Portus, 
inadequate to the requirements of commerce, ' n^T^T^iatr
133G. "What height do you think the bridge should be, either iu part or in whole, to enable small steamers L1 Y' J* 
or vessels to go under without having to open the swing? As high as you could possibly arrange. I 
should say that if you could manage to give 30 feet in tho clear it would he very desirable.
1337. What class of vessels would that enable to pass under the bridge ? I am speaking more for steamers 
and tugs going through.
1338. flailing vessels, even ketches I suppose, would have to go through the swing? Yes; I do not see how 
you could very well arrange for them unless it was made much higher.
1330. For the purpose of ferry boats and a larger class of tugs ? For such tugs as have no arrangement 
for lowering their funnels it will be desirable to have a height of 25 or 30 feet. _
13-10. IlaVe you given any attention to the construction of bridges ? Yo. I have not seen the design of 
this bridge.
1311. You would not care io say whether it is desirable or otherwise to have a bridge with a hum]) in the 
middle as this one has? I think it would be desirable. It would not be sightly, but it would be very 
desirable as far as the accommodation for vessels is concerned. The higher you can got it tho better. _
1342. I suppose that if the bridge were improved, and tbe swing improved in regard to its size, there is 
every possibility of the trade increasing considerably in that portion of the harbour? I think so.
1313. It is surrounded by a large population area ? Yes.
1314. 1 suppose for filling in Roselle Ray you use sand pumps ? Sand pumps, in connection with ladder 
dredges. The sand pumps are not available at any very great distance from the shore.
1345. How far can you eject the sand from the pump on to the land ? The greatest distance we have 
sent it through pipes yet has been about half a mile. The dredge is moored generally about 300 or 400 
feet from the shore; you require a number of pontoons and pipes to reach the shore and pipes only on the 
land.
]31G. J suppose, in the case of a good deal of the dredging and filling-in which yon have done, you have 
moved the dredges from where the stuff was taken out and then pumped it on to the shore ? Ivo ; most of 
it has been material which has been dredged iu other parts of the harbour—say, in Darling Harbour and 
other places—and sent alongside the suction dredges and pumped on to the land to be reclaimed.
1347. Suppose you went in for extensive dredging in this part of the harbour, could you moor your dredge 
half a mile from the shore, and by floating-pipes pump tho stuff on to the place to be reclaimed ? We 
could do that very well, but it would be a very expensive matter as far as the pontoons were concerned, 
for you would require a number of pontoons and pipes.
1318. You do not adopt that system then ? Ho. In.practice we moor at about 300 feet or 400 feet from 
the shore, and then we have pipes with flexible joints to the shore and ordinary pipes for the remaining 
distance.
1349. So that when you got some considerable distance away from where you are reclaiming, you would 
adopt the same system as you do when the silt is brought from a considerable distance? Yes, dredge, 
and then you tow your punt to tbe suction dredge, dump the contents, and pump ashore.
1350. Is there a retaining-wnll all round this place wbich you are filling in? Yes, a stone wall.
1351. Is it so constructed that it could be utilised for wharf purposes, or is it simply rubble shot iu ? It 
is a rubble wall, and probably the best arrangement would be to drive in piles beyond the wall to form a 
wharf.
1352. What is the area of flic water above the bridge? Mr. Halligan estimates it will be possible by 
dredging to deepen that part of the harbour abou’ the bridge to a depth of 22 feet at low water over au 
area of 120 acres.
1353. How many tons of stuff would have to be removed ? Mr. Halligan, the chief surveyor, in his 
minute, says :—
1 estimate that it will be possible by dredging to deepen that part of the harbour above Glebo Islmui Bridge to a depth at 
low water of—

18 feet oecr an area of 
°2--J )) »

and the amount of material 1o ho dredged will be as follows :—

160 urre*. 
120 „ 
100 „

If dredged 18 feet deep ..............................................  4,200,000 cnb. yds. (say) 5,070,000 tons.
,, 22 „ ..............................................  4,880,000 „ „ .. 0,583,000 „
„ 20 „ ..............................................  5,500,000 ,, „ „ 7,425,000 „

It would be hardly desirable to go to that expense. Tho better wmy would be to dredge a channel all 
round the shore 300 feet or 400 feet wide, and the cost of the dredging would be lessened by one-half in 
that way.
1354. You have not had recent soundings taken over that area ? There has been no survey made by our 
Department, Mr. Halligan lias taken this from an old Admiralty survey. There has been a good deal of 
filling up from sewage and deepening by dredging.
1355. If dredging operations were proposed to be carried out largely there, it would be quite sufficient to 
dredge a belt right round the wharfage area, approached by a channel from the centre of the bridge ? 
Yes ; and widen it out from time to time as circumstances rendered it necessary, making bays for very 
long vessels io tarn at special places.
1359. Have you any other figures which you would wish to give ? The dredging would cost about 7d. a ■ 
ton if the material had to be taken to Homebush, as would have to be done with that quantity. To dredge 
it by a ladder dredge, and to convey it to the reclamation above Ryde Bridge, and pump it ashore there, 
would be an expensive affair.
1307. TFhen you have shot in your 300,000 tons of silt, then, in case of any future dredging of the water 
inside the bridge, the silt will have to be taken to some other place ? Yes : perhaps 4 or 5 miles away, or 
further,
1358. Which will involve an extra cost of 7d, ? The total cost uould, be 7d., and it would be less than 
half that sum if we could get rid of all the material locally.
1359. How much a ton docs it cost to put the stuff ivliere you put it now? If the one machine were 
employed—merely a suction dredge—the cost would he about 2^1. a ton ; but if jou have to pump the silt 
half a mile, the cost is greater than for depositing at a short distance.

159—a 13G0.
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A. B. Portus. 1360. Could you put down the cost of dredging and filling in now at about 2-id. a ton ? It is a mixed up 
arrangement, because part of the original material is sent ashore, and the remainder is from dredging 

' * ‘' plant working elsewhere. We never send any material to sea if we can help it. "W e always put it on to land.
1361. Ton cannot say what it costs ? I will go into the matter. If it were desirable wo could put 2 foot 
more on to the present reclamation, which would lessen the cost necessarily.
1362. Can you tell us what the cost of the present filiing in has averaged per ton? You may say 2|d. 
per ton in one case, and about 7d. in the other; because there is the second dredge to be put to work, and 
the expense of towage from one place to the other.
1363. The cost of the present works may bo put down as the mean between 21-d. and 7d. ? Probably 
that would be a fair estimate, but I think if the reclaimed land is sold, tbe transactions, after paying for 
the dredging, will leave a largo profit balance to the G-overnment.

FRIDAY, 2 JULY, 1897. 

frrjjjmt:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humpttukt. 
Tbe Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Charles James Roberts, C.M.G. 
The Hon. William Joseph Trig kept.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.
Henry Clarke, Esq. ,

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Peg an, Esq,
Thomas Henry Hass all, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.
Brancts Augustus Wright, Esq. 
Prank Parnell, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a New Bridge at Glebe Island. 

William Henry Austin, Carcase Butcher, Glebe Island, sworn, and examined:—
W. H. 

Austin. 1364. Ohairman.~\ You are a member of tbe firm of Austin and Windred, carcase butchers ? Yes.
_______ 1365, Mr. Clarke^] Can you give any reasons why a new bridge should be erected at Glebe Island ? Tbe

2 Jul '7s97 present bridge, which has been up for a good many years, is in decay iu places, and the swing is a great 
’ ‘ annoyance, causing great delay to the public. At times, it is open for a full quarter of an hour, and

there is a string of carts reaching back to the top of Glebe Island hill and for the same distance on the 
other side. It must cause a great delay to everybody, more especially to business people. We some
times send vehicles to catch a train or a boat, but the bridge opens and upsets our calculations.
1366. It must cause considerable delay to tbe passenger and goods traffic across the bridge ? Yes. . The 
-swing is altogether too slow, and tbe bridge is out of dale. In the new bridge I think the swing should 
bo erected in tbe middle.
1367. Do you think tbe new bridge should bo considerably wider than the present bridge ? I think it 
ought to be constructed wide enough to allow two vehicles to pass on each side, with a 6-£oot pathway on 
each side, and a swing of about 80 feet in the middle, giving a 60-foot fairway for vessels and allowing 
20 feet for tbe swing to rest on.
1368. Do you think the bridge is unsuitable for the present traffic? In every sense it is. Tbe only 
better way to acctunmodate the traffic would be to put up a good bridge from Glebe Point to Balmain. It 
could be done at a much less cost than the other, and I have no doubt it could be put across without 
having to use a swing, wbich, of course, will make a lot of difference in tbe construction of a bridge.
1369. Will you indicate on tbe map tbe bridge which you would recommend in preference to a new 
bridge to Glebe Island? J. would recommend the erection cf a bridge from Glebe Point Road to 
Mullens-street, Balmain, because it would cost far less than the other. If the road were brought round 
to Pyrmont Bridge Road it-would be much nearer than to go down Glebe Island Road, and it would not 
be much furl her for us. It would give more space on the island. Glebe Island would be isolated; it 
would be nut of the sight of the public, who complain of the Abattoirs and tbe smell and unsightly 
things they see. 1 think tbe bridge could be built at much less cost, and it would answer tho same 
purpose as a bridge from Pyrmont to the island. It would serve another good purpose: In years to come 
you will have to run a railway or tramway to Drummoyne or Ryde, and by having the bridge I 
recommend you would have a straight road from here to Drummoyne and Ryde.
1370. Do you not think it would cost a great deal more to put up a bridge in that position than to erect 
one alongside the present bridge ? Not at all, I think.
1371. There seems to be a large area of water to cross ? No ; the water would not be so deep.
1372. Would it suit the business at tbe Abattoirs as well as the present bridge ? It would make a 
difference of about a minute and a half in going from there to tbe city. . .
1373. Do yon consider that Glebe Island is a suitable place to carry on the butchering business ? I do.
As far as I know and have seen, it is second to none. I have not seen a site so suitable for abattoirs as 
this is. It naturally drains itself, and if tbe road were run away from the Abattoirs it would be isolated 
and out of everyone’s way. ' -
1374. Are the facilities at the Abattoirs suitable for the killing of horned cattle, sheep, and pigs ? The 
Abattoirs are old, and no doubt it costs a lot to repair them at times. I think tbe time is not far distant 
when new ones will have to be built.
1375. In your opinion, aro tbe present buildings and tbe present facilities for tbe butchers sufficient? 
No. Just now, when stock are rather short, they are big enough. Last summer we were a bit pressed 
for room, but there is ample room to make improvements in tbe size of tbe Abattoirs and tbe structure of 
tbe buildings.
1376. It has been given in evidence that the buildings for killing sheep, calves, and pigs are not sufficient—
that they are utterly inadequate for the purpose ? The sheep-houses are very small. To my idea, 
they are badly ventilated, and tbe roofs are very low. When thev were built they were big enough 
There was not nearly the same business done then as now. At the present time there is a lot of business 
done in these mutton-houses, and a lot of men are working among the sheep. Tbe carcases all are hung 
together, and the place is not big enough at all. .
1377. The same remark would apply to other small stock ? Yes. The cattle-houses are fairly good at
present; they aro plenty big enough. 1378,
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1378. The calves and pigs are geDerally driven from the Corporation sale-yards at Market-street ? Ics-
I think those yards should be on G-lebe Island, and instead of small stool: being driven from the city over ^___,
the bridge, it should be landed on the island from the boats. The majority of this small stock comes from g 
the boats. Some small stock comes from the trains; but it should bo driven to the island and sold there 
in yards instead of at Susses-street.
137D. "Would not the same thing apply to tho largo stock ? Yes. i _
1380. To cattle sold at Homebush f To cattle and sheep ; hut whether the City Council would agree to 
that I do not know. The City Council,who have a large capital invested at Memington, would not care 
to relinquish their hold there unless they had some concession made to them at Grlebe Island,
1381. Suppose that all large stock were trained from Homebush to Glebo Island;—is the area on the 
island sufficient to provide sale-yards there? Yes; I reckon there is ample room, and will be for 100 
years for the city trade. There is another reserve at the head of Kozellc Bay, but beyond the tram-line.
That swamp which has been filled in lately would make a capital railway yard for stock. It is a large 
area, and it will not he much good for anything else.
1382. Your recommendation is to have a sale-yard at Glebe Island, not only for pigs and calves, but also
for sheep and horned cattle ? I think all stock should bo brought to Glebe Island that aro likely to bo 
wanted in the city and suburbs, and there sold and killed. There would then be no trouble about driving 
stock along the road. If a light line of railway were constructed down White's Creek from Petersham 
or Stamnore, I do not think the cost would be great. _
1383. You think it would be better, in tho interests of all concerned to provide sale-yards for all stock, 
whether large or small, at the island ? Yes.

. 1384. Would there be sufficient room for paddocks for the cattle ? We would not want paddocks ; we 
would only want flats, the same as they have in other countries—fhal is, yards with a bit of a shed, water, 
and hayracks. There would be ample room, and tho cattle would not be kept above twenty-four hours, 
or at the outside thirty-sis hours, in the flats. _
1385. If all the improvements which you and others suggest were carried out, you think that no better 
site could he obtained in the immediate vicinity of Sydney? Yo better site for an abattoir could be 
obtained anywhere. I have never come across a place like Glebe Island for abattoirs. _
138(). What moans have you to get rid of the blood and offal? If that were treated as it should he 
treated, as the Sydney Meat Company treat theirs, it could be turned into manure, and sold at a profit it 
would be a valuable asset. .
1387. Some time ago the offal was desiccated ;—was that process a success ? I think the method was a
very expensive one. I do not think the Government availed themselves of proper machinery. I believe 
tbe Meat-preserving Company have a far better and cheaper method of treating their offal. -
1388. You think that if a proper method were introduced tho manure would pay for the expense of 
desiccating the blood and offal ? It should do if it wero properly treated.
1383. Hitherto it has not paid for the expense ? No. Some time ago, all they seemed to be doing there 
was to cart coal to the boilers and put it through—it was a sort of thing for consuming coal rather than a 
desiccator. I think the manure should always pay for the cost of desiccating tho offal.
1390. What is the present process of treating the offal ? It is run into a punt and towed out to sea. It
seems a funny thing, in a country where they want manure on the ground, to throw this manure into the 
Pacific Ocean, _ _
1391. The Government has to bear the expense of taking the stuff in punts outside the Heads without
getting any return ? Yes. _ _
1392. Mr. Leei\ Ho you think the unpleasant sights and smells which tho public complain of could bo
avoided if the road were taken round to the south along the foreshores, instead of going in a straight 
direction as at present ? If it were run around on the south side, you would have to do away with the 
punt, or find some other method of treating the refuse. _
1393. Could not the refuse he run into tho punt at some other point ? You could not get the punt to lie 
close to the Abattoirs unless you put it there. By leaving the bridge on the western side and making a 
detour to the north, round by tho Inspector’s house, and thence round towards Mullens-street, you would 
avoid tho Abattoirs.
1394. If that route were adopted, the unpleasant sights at the Abattoirs would be avoided ? Yes.
1395. Would it be very expensive to make that road ? I do not think so.
1390. Would it necessitate much cutting down? I think they have been cutting down rock for a couple 
of years round that way.
1397. Suppose you had to choose between the present road and a road by the route you suggest, which
would you adopt? A road round hy the western side of the island. _ _
1398. If the northern route were adopted for the general traffic road, then the existing road from the
Abattoirs to the bridge would meet the requirements of tho Abattoirs people, aud the general public 
would he kept away from the Abattoirs ? Yes. _
1399. Jt is on account of the general public being brought in contact with unusual sights and smells that
they offer such strong objection to tho Abattoirs ? Yes. _ t
1400. And if they were kept away from the Abattoirs, they would not know anything about them ? No,
nor of the driving of tho stock. ■
1401. You think that if a new bridge is built of sufficient width, and with a wide opening in the centre,
and a detour is made in the road to Balmain, it will meet all requirements ? 1 think so.
1402. jlfr. S.auall^\ How long have you been engaged in the trado? I have been a master butcher for 
twelve years, and I have been in the trade for twenty-one years, I have been connected with Glebe
Island for twenty-one years. .
1403. Does your firm do a largo business ? We do a large business in cattle.
1404. More in cattle than in sheep? Yes.
1405. Do you supply a very large number of retail shops in various parts of Sydney and in the suburbs ?
Yes.
1400. You also do a pretty fair shipping trade ? Yes.
1407. You bring the bulk of your meat across the bridge ? Yes.
1408. Do you take any meat out from the Abattoirs by the other way ? Yes ; to Leichhardt, Drummoyne, 
Marrickville, Newtown, and all those places.

1409.
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1409. You do not cross the bridge in going to those places? Kot as a rule; but at tiuies wc may do so 
in going to Kewtown. Four-fifths of our meat should, I think, be brought over the bridge.
1410. How many trips a day do you average? Half a dozen vehicles a day.
141.1, That is, half a dozen dilferent trips ? Tea. ■
1412. Bo you suffer any great inconvenience from the delay in opening the swing, and from the narrow
ness of the swing ? Yes, we suffer great inconvenience soinetimos there, more especially on a busy day. 
Our busy day is Friday iu summer, and Thursday in winter.
1413. "Will you relate your experience as to the delays you suffer in going to and fro ? The delay there 
sometimes is very annoying. The Abattoirs gate is shut at (5 p.m. Suppose we have a waggoner going 
back at 5'30 p.m. to load aud get away before U p.m. If the bridge happens to be open, perhaps be 
misses tbe Abattoirs gate. Consequently, he cannot get bis meat, and then there is a disturbance with tho 
retail butchers as to why the meat was not delivered,
1411'. Yery often it causes great inconvenience to you and to others in the trade ? Yes, to all business 
people.
1415. In your experience of twenty-one years, have you noticed any very large increase in the traffic ? 
it lias increased considerably, especially within the last live or "six years. It is going on apace, and it will 
not be long before tbe bridge will only just do for carrying one vehicle to and fro.
141G. To what do you attribute that increase of traffic ? To the increase of population and to the 
increase of trado in tbe locality. Since Lever Brothers started business at Balmain there is a deal of 
traffic—and heavy traffic too—to their factory, over the bridge. Every day I have noticed a number of 
trollies going to their works with tallow and other products. Of late years many factories have sprung 
up in Balmain. There is a lot of traffic to and from the Globe Canning Company, whose works are close to 
the island. Again, there is a lot of traffic in timber and one thing and another to all those factories 
down, on Mr. Hutchinson’s property. The traffic there is growing apace.
1417. The bridge, which was suitable for traffic six or seven wears ago, is practically out of date now ? 
Yes. .... .
1413. I suppose that where you had one vehicle crossing the bridge in those times, you have five or six 
vehicles crossing now ? TV'e had one vehicle ten years ago, and we have thirty vehicles now.
1419. You think that a bridge should he constructed which would carry a double line of traffic, and with
a swing in the centre ? Yes ; and it should be as wide as the road. The present swing is in the wrong 
place. "
1420. On the present swing only one vehicle can go at a time? Yes.
1421. Would it be advisable to make it wide enough to carry a tramway, in view of the probable great 
development of those suburbs? Yes ; a bridge to allow two carts on each side would be wide enough for 
a tram. The swing should be built strong enough to carry a tram. I should think it would be an expen
sive affair to put up a swing to cany a tram.
1422. A tramway would be a very great convenience to all those persons who do business at the island ? 
Yes : and I think it would pay the Government.
1423. Mr. HlaclcA You prefer a bridge communication between Mullens-street and Glebe Point Road ? 
Yes.
1424. Is the ground of similar height, or nearly so, on each side? Yes ; I should think that the point 
where the bridge would abut on to tbe land would be 15 feet above high-water mark on each side.
1425. Is it an easy grade throughout on both roads ? It is easier on the Mullens-street side than on the
Glebe Point side ? There is a bit of a pinch coming up Glebe Point. .
1426. Would that road, if a bridge were constructed between those points, be as good to travel on as the
present road ? Ho ; on account of the bills. .
1427. Would not a bridge in that position interfere with an extension of the tram from Harris-street across 
the Glebe Island Bridge to Balmain? If a tram were brought from Drummoyne down the Western 
Road, and over the Glebe Island Bridge via Pyrmont, it would be a far nearer route than to go via- 
G lebe Point, and it would be far more convenient to the public who would be travelling by tram that way. 
It would he nearer to the city.
1428. In that respect the proposed bridge would be more convenient and suitable than the bridge you 
suggest? The Glebe Island Bridge would be more suitable for all intents and purposes than a Glebe 
Point Bridge—that is, to ourselves, aud no doubt to tbe public travelling to the city or the railway.
1429. You would also have to consider the matter of connection on the city side ? Yes. Of course the 
Harris-street tram could easily be carried through to the bridge I purpose on the Pyrmont side, at the 
back of tbe sugar-works.
1430. But to cany a tram from Harris-street round the Pyrmont Bridge Road, and across your suggested 
bridge, would be rather a roundabout way? It would.
1431. It would be almost as bad as the route of the present tram to Balmain ? Yes.
14*32. Mr. O'Connor7) Did you mean to imply just now that you cannot send any meat from the Abattoirs 
after 6 p.m. ? Yes; our business has to cease at 6 p.m. We are stopped from sending out meat after 
that hour every evening. 1
1433. Who made that regulation ? I suppose the Board of Health did. They have made a lot of
by-laws and regulations of late years—far different from what they used to be. '
1434. It is a very serious interference with the trade of business men? Yes.
1435. Does it prevail all the year round? I believe it does. Jn former times they used to allow us to 
send out meat up to 7 p.m. on Friday night. I am not certain, but T believe that practice is done away with.
1436. It is not done to prevent the men from being overworked ? I do not think so. Years ag(*, they 
used to close the gates, I think, at 7 p.m., and no doubt before that time they used to close the gates at 
any time they liked,
1437. How long is it since this rule was established ? I think it has existed ever since the Board of 
Health took over the A.battoirs.
1433. 'I’be object of the rule is that the meat shall be inspected ? The meat is inspected ■when it is killed, 
but we have to cease work there at 6 p.m. on ordinary days, and I think at 3 p.m. on Saturday.
1439. Who is the inspector of the meat? There are half a dozen inspectors,. Two inspectors were 
discharged, aud two fx-esh ones appointed this week-.
1440. What are their duties ? They inspect the meat as it is slaughtered.
1441. Do you know them*? I do not know them by name. 1442.
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1-142. Do you know the qualifications of the inspectors ;—are they butchers ? ISot all of them. W- H. .
1413. Have they hal any experience of the butchering trade? One of them, MacDonald, is a butcher. Austin.
1444. Do you think he is a capable man ? As he has been a butcher all his life, he must be a capable man.
1445. Are all these men under the control of the Board of Health ? Yes. ^ u )> u
1416. What is the distance from Glebe Island to the place which was formerly occupied by Mr. Tankar
as a boiling-down place ? I should think it about a mile. Jt is round on Bullock iioad.
1447. Who owns the property round there ? Tho greater part of it is owned by the Government. The 
ground which the Government lime resumed runs right back to where Mr. Tester’s place used to be.
There is another reserve alongside Glebe Island which the Government resumed six years ago.
1448. Is there a water supply available for tbe cattle and sheep ? There is tbe city water supply.
1449. The same facilities which aro afforded at Meminglou could bo afforded to tbe surroundings of 
Glebe Island if sale-yards were established there? Yes.
1450. That would obviate all the trouble as to driving of sheep, cattle, aud pigs in the busy portion of the 
day ? The stock-driving nuisance would be overcome.
1451. The present bridge is altogether inadequate to meet the great demands made upon it from Glebo 
Island and the surrounding districts ? Yes.
1452. Do you not think that in view of the importance of the locality, and the great business done there,
the Government could well afford to go to some expense to construct a bridge with a swing strong 
and wido enough to carry a tramway to be laid down in the future ? I think they could well afford to 
go to great expense, and build a good bridge wbich would carry a tram, and convenience tbe public 
generally. " '
1433. Do you uot think that it would be a great source of revenue to tbe Government ? Yes.
1454. You said that Glebe Island is one of tbe finest naturally-drained places in the world? I have visited 
a few abattoirs, but I have never visited a site to equal Glebe Island.
1455. By a fair expenditure of money it could be increased in value for present purposes, and made to 
accommodate all the business which would take place for many years to come ? Dor the next hundred 
years.
1456. Mr. Trickett.] Do 1 understand you to say that the Abattoirs arc very suitable ? I say the site
is very suitable for abattoirs. • "
1457. Did you ever see an abattoir for a large city on such an irregular and inconvenient site as Glebe 
Island ? I have never seen an abattoir which had’ the same natural drainage.
1458. Are they not generally level in their arrangements ? Yes ; at Deptford, for instance.
1459. Is not that a disadvantage ? Level abattoirs are an expense iu pumping and driving water and
refuse about in different directions, and in carting. .
1460. Do you think that Glebe Island is a suffieieiitlv large site for the abattoirs of a large growing city 
like Sydney? I do. Glebe Island, if a proper sea-wall were built all round it, could be made much 
larger than it is.
1461. In its present state, you do not think it is large enough ? I do ; but 1 point out how it could be 
made larger. 1’actorics and stores could be built ou the northern and western sides of tho island, ware
houses, and all that sort of thing, with a deepwater frontage.
1462. You look upon it as a suitable site as regards its accessibility for the purpose of sending cattle,
pigs, and sheep there to be slaughtered? Yes ; I look upon it as second to none for anything connected 
with the butchering trade. "
1463. Do you think it is desirable that the cattle should he driven over that length of road from the rail
way ? I think a light lino of railway should be taken to the island.
1464. You do not think the present system of taking the cattle to tho island is suitable? I am sure it 
is not. It is a great inconvenience to the public, besides being a nuisance and-a terror in some cases.
1465. How should that be remedied ? Tbe only remedy you could have would be to construct a railway 
from Stamnore or Darling Harbour or Darling Island.
1466. lou think it desirable that the stock should be trained into tbe Abattoirs? I think they should 
be brought direct to sale-yards at the Abattoirs. To re-truck tbe cattle at Tlemington would never do.
It would mean expense, cruelty to the animals, and all sorts of things.
1467. Docs not that .point to the fact that it would be better to have the abattoirs ad joining the sale-
yards at Tlemington ? 1 should say it would be better to have salc-vards adjoining tbe Abattoirs at 
Glebe Island. , J b
1468. Is there space lo make large sale-yards? Yes; (.bo same number of cattle would, not como to
•Sydney as come to I Jemington, because a lot of stock sold at Tlemnigton go back to tbe country. Country 
buyers—for insiance, from Wollongong, Parramatta, and different places—come to Tlemington and buy 
stock. There was a buyer there trom Goulburn yesterday. •
1469. There could not very well be two sale-yards, because the stock are all sent to oue place for sale.
There may be some stock to send back to the country, and some to send to Glebe Island. It would not 
do to have two sets of sale-yards, because you could not separate tbe stock ? If there were sale-yards 
erected near or at Glebo Island, you would find that that would be the market, and not Tlemington, 
whicli would be only a sort of side show.
14/0. The bulk of the animals como to Sydney for the purpose of being slaughtered? Yes.
1471. Do you regard the buildings on Glebe Island ns being up to date? No; the mutton houses are
uot large enough nor ventilated as they should be. In hot weather they are not lit for men to work in,
The beef-houses are certainly better, but great improvements could be made in them.
1472. If Glebe Island is kept going as a great slaughtering centre for Sydney, it will have to be improved
as regards its arrangements and the buildings? Certainly. ’
14/3. 1 understood you to say in answer to Mr. Clarke that Glebe Island is suitable for slaughtering 
purposes, because the cattle and other stock which are taken there do not have to go without water for 
thirty-six hours? The animals do not have to go without water. There is water for them as soon as 
they aro driven there. A.t ihe present time in our bullock paddocks at Five Dock we have water laid on, 
and we have holes so constructed that they get filled, and if they go dry the city water is available. The 
stock when taken out of the train aro well supplied with water up to the time they are slaughtered.
14/4. How do they get on with regard to food? If the auctioneers hold them any time they feed them 
with lucerne hay, and if we hold them any time we do the same. ’ ■

1475.
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1475. What do you call “ any time” ? I should say a week. I generally hold cattle a fortnight before I 
handle them.

. . 1476. And you feed them all the time? Yes. _
u ‘ 1477. Is there any foundation for tho rumour which we hear sometimes that between the arrival of the 

cattle by rail and their despatch to tbe slaughter-honses a considerable time elapses without their having 
any food ? I have heard that rumour ever since X was connected with the trade, hut I have never seen 
it done.
1478. You do not believe there is any truth in the rumour ? I am sure it is not true. All sorts of
rumours get circulated about these things. If a person is not actually there when you feed a bullock, of 
course he never sees it fed, and it cannot be fed. _
1479. As a carcase butcher, with a very large business, you deny the statement that the animals are left in
a starving condition for a considerable time before they are slaughtered ? I do. 1
1480. You'think that Glebe Island will continue, or ought to continue, to be the central slaughtering-
place for the meat supply of Sydney ? I think so, because it is in the centre of the whole of Sydney. 
From Sydney we send to Manly, North Sydney, Willoughby, and all the suburbs ; and. likewise meat is 
sent away in the train. It is central for all purposes. The climate of Sydney is not like the climate of 
other cities, where they can kill meat in the country and let it hang for a time—perhaps two or three days 
or a week—as they do in parts ofAmerica and England. We have to kill the cattle, and the beef lias to 
go into consumption very quickly, or else it goes bad. _
1481. You still maintain the opinion that Glebe Island is abetter site for slaughter-houses than a portion
of what is known as the Wentworth Estate, which is close to the Flemington saleyards? I do. There is 
no other site to compare with Giebe Island in position or anything else, and no site more suitable for 
abattoirs than it is. As for myself, I do not care a fig if it wore shut up to-morrow as far as the business 
goes ; but if it were closed things would drift into a channel The butchers would have a far better way 
to do business than they do now. They would have things more iu their own hands. They would very 
soon form some rings, and do all that sort of thing ; and the price of meat would go up considerably in 
the town. _
1482. Mr. TTosl'i'ns.] They would have a better chance to kill cattle which might be diseased ? Yes.

■ 1483. Mr. Trickeit That is another reason why you think it would be better to have slaughter-yards at
some little distance from the sale-yards ? Yes ; 1 think the inspection at Glebe Island is perfect. In 

■ the interests of public health I think all meat should be inspected before it is put on the market. Tho 
same thing should be done here as is done in the United States. If a carcase butcher or a company it 
does not matter whether it is in the city or in the country—puts up a lot of meat for sale, or sends it to 
a market, before that meat is allowed to be sold in the market a Government inspector gives him a certi
ficate to the effect that the meat is fit to eat; and when he wants to sell the meat he can produce tbe 
certificate, which will clear him, and satisfy the public at the same time that the meat liad been inspected. 
We know very well that there is a lot of meat sold in Sydney in different places which is not inspected. 
It is hard to inspect meat once it is slaughtered and dressed. It wants to be inspected when it is 
slaughtered. Tbe inspector wants to be there, and to see the inside of the pig, beast, or sheep brought 
out. He can see then whether it is diseased. Sometimes the inside of a beast is diseased, but the carcase 
does not appear to he diseased ; and if it is not inspected at that time it drifts along into the market and 
is sold, and nobody sees it or detects it. In a country like this, where we have an ample stock at most 
times—at present it is a bit short—that sort of thing should be carried out in its entirety. At Glebo 
Island, as the meat is slaughtered, there stands the inspector over it, and anything which is wrong with 
tho inside he can detect. ' _
1484. I think you said that the desiccating of the blood and offal at Glebe Island was a farce ? There is 
no desiccating there now. It is all run into a punt, and carted away to sea.
1485. You have visited many slaughter-houses in other parts of tho world ? I have visited some.
1486. Have you ever been to Chicago ? I was never in America.
1487. You have visited Melbourne ? No; but I visited Marseilles, Depford, and Copenhagen Fields.
1488. As a general rule, when the blood and offal are converted into manure, it meets with a largo
sale ? Yes. ... . .
1489. In Melbourne, I understand, it is a source of profit? Yes; I believe it is when it is properly handled.
1490. Would it not be advisable to do the same thing at Glebe Island? I believe it would. I think tho 
manure ought to pay for the working of the desiccator.
1491. Have you seen any desiccating works? Only at Glebe Island, Two or three years ago tho Sydney 
Meat Preserving Company imported a new desiccator from England, and an overseer there tells me that 
it works well.
1492. Is the process of desiccating offensive to the surrounding country to any extent ? Not that I am 
aware of. I know that at times the smell from the desiccator at Glebe Island used to bo offensive, but I 
think it could be overcome as is done in other abattoirs and in boiling-down places. You could make 
them condense, the vapours.
1493. Mr. O’donnor.^ As regards the smell at Glebe Island, is it not nowio a very large extent destroyed 
compared to what it used to be years ago ? A stranger may detect a smell there, but I cannot,

. 1494. Every precaution is taken to keep the place thoroughly clean, and the disinfecting process has been 
successful ? Yes. ■ _ _
1495. Do you think that Glebe Island, as a great slaughtering establishment, is in any way deleterious to 
the health of the permanent residents in the locality ? I do not. A number of people reside on the island, 

. but I have never known of them to have any sickness which would arise from bad smells. For a number
of year’s the gate-keeper has lived iu a little place alongside the desiccating-house, right down among tho 
drains, from which the Government derive some rent, but in which I would not like to keep pigs for a 
number of years, but I have never known him to have a day’s sickness.
1.496. Where do you reside ? In Ealmain, about a mile from tbe Abattoirs.
1497. Have you ever suffered in health from going to the Abattoirs ? No. 1
1498. Have the members of your family ever suffered in health from going past the Abattoirs to and from 
Sydney ? I have never known sickness to arise from bad smells or anything connected with the island.
1499. Have you ever heard of an epidemic breaking out among the large jjopulation immediately sur
rounding the island, or' of people being very ill there ? No. Taking Balmain as a whole, the people are 
the most healthy people about Sydney. 1500.
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1500. j\re tlie men who work at Glebe Island a healthy body of men ? They are very healthy. The, 
butchers, I suppose, are tho healthiest body of men you could find.
3501. At what time do tiicee men go to work ? They start at 6 a.m. and leave off at G p.m. The advap- 
tage which Glebe Island possesses ever any other place is that yon can telephone from any suburb, no 
matter how hot.the day is, for a body of beef, and the men stand np, down it comes, and out it goes, 
delivered in the shop within an hour. You could not do that if the Abattoirs were situated in the country. 
Although the men are at the Abattoirs from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., often they do not work above three or four 
hours a day,
1502. In your opinion, the place is healthy for the men to work in, and the people surrounding the island 
have no ground to complain that they are inconvenienced by any smells? That is so, The only draw
back to the men is, that the mutton-houses are not big enough to work in in very hot weather; but I 
never knew one of the men to become sick from working there.
1603. Is it not a fact that they pay a rent at Glebe Island for unhealthy places ? That is so,
1501. The rents of the houses there are enormous? Very large.
1505. And the facilities for the working men, and even tho employers, are very poor ? Yes. We have 
not the accommodation for the working men we should have. There ought to be a good dining-room for 
the men. There is a very small place, but tbe men do not care to go into it. I think there is only one 
bath-room to accommodate all the men. There ought to be a bigger place for the men to undress iu and 
hang up their clothes.
1506. The slaughter-houses are vory narrow and poor ? Very narrow.
1507. And the rents are very high? Yes.

Daniel Sheehy, Shipwright and Contractor, Glebe, sworn, and examined:—
1508. Chairman.'] You are a member of the firm of D. Sheehy and Sons, shipwrights and contractors ? Yes.
1509. Mr. Lee.'] Where do you carry on your business ? At the Glebe, just above the bridge.
1510. In your opinion, is there a necessity to erect a new bridge to Glebe Island ? I think you could do 2 
better without a bridge.
1511. What would you substitute for the bridge ? One proposal is to make a road starting at tho 
intersection, of Pyrmont Bridge Bead and Blackwattle Cove, tunnelling under Glebe Road, coming out at 
tho junction of the Allen Estate with Rozelle Bay reclamation picking up the tram line at Johnstone- 
street, and following it to the junction of Abattoir Road and Gordon-street.
1512. That would practically bring you on to the tram-line ? You can leave the tramway at Gordon-street 
and go along Abattoir Road.
1513. That would be a long way round for the people who use Glebe Island to get into the city from tbe 
Abattoirs ? Only for tbe Miller's Point portion. It would be a short road, I think, to Paddington, 
Kedfern, and all those suburbs.
1514. If they wanted to go into tho heart of the city, it would be a long way round coming from Glebe 
Island? Yes; but you would do away with the bridge. You have a lot of valuable property there. I 
beljcvc that if the bridge was open, you could go round by that way more quickly than you could if you 
waited till the bridge was shut. It would be a nearer route to Paddington aud all the suburbs, and tbe 
city is growing out that uray. It is only to Market-street and such places that the present bridge is any 
advantage.
1515. The construclion of a tunnel from Pyrmont Bridge Road to the reclaimed land at Annandale would
be a very costly undertaking ? 3 went into the matter, but not minutely. I reckon that for the excava
tions, brick, and everything, it would cost about £50,000.
1516. Prom Glebe Point across tho reclaimed land would be an ordinary road ? Yes.
3517. Have you any idea how long the tunnel would be? Half-a-mile was the most I could make it.
151S, To carry the ordinary vehicular and pedestrian traffic, it would have to be of a considerable widtli ? 
Yes ; you could make the tunnel as big as you liked.
1519. Did you take that matter uilo consideration ? No ; T allowed for a width of 66 feet and a height 
of 20 feet.
1520. Admitting that that would bo sufficient to carry the traffic, do you not think that there will bo some 
very grave objections to taking a large traffic of that kind underground? I cannot see it. It would be a 
straight lino right across to Balmain.
1521. I presume your main object is to keep the whole of Blackwattle Cove and Rozelle Bay intact for 
shipping purposes ? Yes, without a bridge.
1522. And when it is dredged out, to enable vessels to come in and out at all times, and to allow ordinary 
traffic to go by the route you have described ? Yes.
1523. Have you ever formulated this idea to people there, or is it a private scheme of your own ? I have 
spoken about it to several, but they seem to object to the tunnel; they would sooner have a road. You 
could get a road cheaper than a tunnel. You could get a road by nearly the same way as the tunnel with 
about the same grade as there is in Charlotte-place for about £40,000, including the land resumption and 
everything.
1524. That would bo io got a straight road ? Yes.
1525. If it were necessary to liave a road on your lines, could it not bo done bv picking up your lino of
route at Glebe Road, and following that up to Perry-street, and thence across to Pyrmont over a bridge ? 
Yon want to get off from the Pyrmont Bridge. Prom ihe end of Blackwattle Wharf, near the Glebe, you 
want io get off, and the best way to get off from there, I reckon, is with a tunnel, and then you could 
have a road as level as ibis floor; but if you got off that open road you would have to go a different direc
tion, but nyt much. It would not make much difference. '
1526. There would be only the angle of Cross-street, which, in point of time, would not increase the 
length much ? It would not increase it by two minutes. Then you could go across the Glebe Point Road.
At the tram terminus it would not interfere with the tram—and down on to the reclaimed laud and across 
the head of the bay. If you were to visit the locality you would see the advantage of the proposal quite 
plainly, or you might get the route surveyed, and ask a practical man to give you his opinion on tho 
proposal. ‘

1527.
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JA Sheehy. 1527.^ If tlie tunnel were made it would pass very largely under buildings? It would be well under the
<> r i toot bu'ldragSj as the Glebe is very high land. I reehon that it would go somewhere under Toxteth House, or 
2 July, 1897- a lower down.

1528. How do you arrive at your estimate that it would cost £50,€00 ? Excavation of a tunnel, half a
mile long, GO feet wide, by 20 feet high, 129,360 yards, at 2s., £12,'J3G ; and brickwork, 16,000,000 bricks 
at 40s. per 1,000 laid, £32,000. ■ > > >
1529. Suppose the tunnel portiou of your scheme could not be carried out satisfactorily, could a road be
obtained, say, from the Glebe Eoisit Hoad to Pyrmont? You must start from the end of Blackwattle 
"Wharf, which will come in for everybody and everywhere—you start from that point, and go across vacant 
land, and come up on an angle, and you get a good road, which I reckon, speaking roughlv, could be made 
for about £40,000. '
1530. Have you lived in that locality for any time ? I have been there about three years, but I have
ouly lived there about fourteen months. "
1531. What do you think of a proposal to make a bridge from Globe Point to Mullens-street on the 
other side ?. That would not be a bad idea. You could get a good high bridge there—about 40 feet high 
I should think; but it would increase tbe traffic along Glebe Bead a lot. That road is none too big now 
for the traffic. It is a very narrow road, and with a double line of tram a good wide cart cannot pass the 
tram, and if it pulls np against the kerb tho tram has to squeeze hy.
1532. Your objection would bo not so much to the site as to the bridge? If the road could be widened 
the traffic of all the suburbs would go that way,
1533. The street as it stands would not be able to carry the traffic ? Ko; it would bo blocked all tbe time.
1534. If that idea were adopted, that road of necessity would have to be widened ? Yes; it would not

, *)0 ril11c^1 °£ a j°b to widen that road, because, iu accordance with a condition in Allen’s plan of subdivision,
nearly every house along the road has been kept back 14 or 15 feet from the street. If you took that 
frontage it would make the road wide enough for the traffic.
1535. .It would have to be resumed ? Yes ; I do not think it would be very costly to resume it.
1536. bupposing it could be carried out, do you think it would be a good route ? It would be a very 
good route, and you would not block much water above that point.
1537. I suppose the vessels which will be accommodated in future at the top of Eozello Bay, will, only be 
small vessels ? Small schooners and ketches.
1538. I suppose a bridge with a fairway of 40 feet would be sufficiently high to suit those vessels ? Yes.
1539. You would want no swing in tbe bridge ? A swing would not be necessary there. You would 
want the piers to be about 70 or 8u feet apart so that vessels could pass under the bridge.
1540. Are there any special reasons why the traffic should he kept away from Glebe Island, and brought 
in hy a more direct route? Most of tho traffic which comes from Glebo Island comes from Balmain. I 
suppose for one person who uses this bridge ten persons would nso the other.
1541. "Why would it increase the travelling public ten times ? Because it would he a shorter route for 
the majority of them, for they nearly all go to the south. It is a short-cut only for the people about 
Miller’s Point, but for Eedfern, and all the big suburbs to the south, the other route would be shorter.
1542. But the fact remains that Balmain is a large centre of population P Yes.
1543. And it is also getting to bo a manufacturing centre ? Yes.
1544. The people who now come by that route to the city and to the railway at Balding Harbour and
Eedfern are compelled to use that road ? Yes. ‘ 0
loin. Where would you iind ten times more people go over the road you suggest ? You have to come 
to the intersection of Jones-streot and Pyrmont Bridge Eoad to get to the Glebe Island Bridge, and if you 
measure the distance by each route from that point, you will find that the route I advocate is shorter 
than the other. .
lo4G. But the people of Balmaiu would not be in such direct communication with Pyrmont Bridge as 
^l<P, jLrc by the present route? I beg your pardon, sir, they would: and if you measure the distance you 
will find that they will be just as close.
154/. Suppose they were equally close, what advantage would there he? Tho advantage of doing away 
with the bridge, and giving you just as good a communication. A bridge is an everlasting expense from 
the time it is erected until it tumbles down; and when it is open it is always a nuisance.
1548. Your opinion is that the.day for a bridge to Globe Island disappears, aud in consequence of the 
reclamations and the opening of the road on the southern side of Bozelle Bay, the road should be made 
direct from Pyrmont Bridge Eoad, via EozePe Bay, to Balmain ? Yes.
1549. Which road would give communication to Balmain and other suburbs on that side, and also afford 
the necessary accommodation to the Abattoirs, and for the stock going to the Abattoirs? Yes. ■

TUESDAY, G JULY. 1S97.
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The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a New Bridge at Glebe Island.

Henry Macnamara, Junior, Carcase Butcher, Glebe Island, sworn, and examined:—
It. 1550. CSimVhmr.] You are a carcase butcher, managing a carcase butchering business? Yes.

Macnamara, 1551. Mr. Roberts.] Does your busiuess frequently take you over tbe bridge to Glebe Island ? On an 
Junr. average about twice a day.

6lJuly'l897 ^avG l'ou ^ccn journeying that way for many years? About fifteen years. 1553.
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1553. Can you give, from experience, any reason wliy a new bridge should be erected ? I do not think a If- 
new bridge should be erected there. Siacnamara,
1554.. Do you never experience any difficulty or great delay in getting across the bridge ? Tea ; delay is •|U!:'r~ 
occasioned by vessels passing through the opening, and the delay is increased by the fact that only one g jujy jggy 
string of vehicles can pass over the swing at one time. ’ . ’ ■
1555. But notwithstanding an inconvenience of that kind, you do not think the time has arrived when a 
new bridge should ho erected? 1 think if the swing were widened, so as to allow two lines of vehicles to 
pass at one time, tho bridge is capable of carrying the whole of the traffic. I suppose we have thirty 
waggons and butchers’ carts running to and from the island daily.
155b. Are you aware that the timbers of the bridge are said to be in a state of decay? I have noticed 
them repairing it for many years; but 1 do not see that it is getting any worse. I have not taken par
ticular notice of its state.
1557. You did not form jour opinion from any knowledge as to the state of the structure? No.
1558. Did you ever notice that it was at all ricketty ? Not lately ; I did about two years ago, hut since 
then it has been built up with iron girders in the centre. At one time they prohibited our trollies going 
to the wool-washing, tanning, and boiling places from carrying a weight over 4 or 5 tons.
1559. Has that restriction been removed ? Yes. "
1560. Vehicles can travel at any rate if they think fit? I travel over the bridge pretty fast,’and I have
never been stopped. ' ‘
1561. You are not aware of any restriction as to tbe pace to be travelled? No.
1562. Would you recommend an alteration in the position of the opening ;—would it be better to have 
the swing placed in the centre ? As far as the vehicular traffic goes, 1 do not think there is any objection 
to the opening being where it is. I do not see any benefit from putting it in the centre.
1563. What work would have to he carried out to allow two vehicles to pass on the swing? I have seen 
two vehicles pass one another on the swing as it is, but with difficulty. I think it could be made suffi
ciently wide as the bridge is. If the footpaths on either side were taken in, it would widen the swing 
considerably, and on the outside of the bridge a footpath might be built similar to that on the Pive Dock 
Bridge.
15G1. Assuming that tho bridge is sufficiently strong to carry the traffic, you do not see any necessity to '
alter the existing state of things? With the exception of the widening of the swing, I do not; and if 
that alteration is made, 1 would suggest that a certain time be fixed for vessels to pass through the 
opening during the day. I have seen thirty or forty vehicles stopped on each side of the bridge allowing 
one little schooner to pass through the opening.
1565. How much wider do you think the swung ought to be made? Wide enough to give sufficient space 
for two vehicles to pass. 1 should think it ought to be 0 feet wider in the cart-track.
1566. Is there any footpath for pedestrians on the bridge ? Yes ; on both sides.
1567. Arc they exposed to any danger when the traffic is very great? They have need to be careful.
1568. Is there a guard to protect the pedestrians ? Only in the shape of a piece of timber about 12 or 
18 inches high, aud any person walking near to that guard"is, perhaps, in a little danger.
1569. Would you recommend the taking in of the footpath right across tho bridge ? No ; only on the 
swing. There is plenty of room on the other part of the bridge for vehicles to pass one another at any 
pace they choose, if they exercise ordinary care.
1570. Has the shipping traffic through the swing increased of late ? I should think it has. It has been 
increasing for a number of years. I can remember the time when I do not suppose above one vessel a 
week would pass through, with the exception of the tug-boats ; but they have increased the height of the 
central span, so that the tug-boat taking out the offal to sea can go right under the bridge without 
opening the swing.
1571. Ho you know whether the public suffer any inconvenience in passing the Abattoirs ? I have not 
heard of any complaints. Of course, there has been an uprising against the Abattoirs for a great number 
of years.
1572. Is there any offensive odour which could be objectionable to passers-by? I do not think so ; but 
I may be more used to it than others, being there so many times.
1573. Would you think it necessary to make another road for the public nearer to the shores of White
Bay ? No ; there is a big wail right round the Abattoirs, and it is only at the sheep-yard down towards 
White Bay, or the main gates, when carts are going iu or out, that the public can see anything. I have 
seen hundreds ot people pass there, and they do not seem to take any objection. "
1574. Do you regard with favour Glebe Island as a site for abattoirs ? 1 do not think there could be a 
better site.
1575. What are its chief recommendations? The Abattoir is built on a hill, and the drainage runs straight 
down to a punt. The island is near to the city for the butchers to drive across, and buy their supplies of 
meat. It is also handy for the carting away of the skins aud by-products out to the different works.
Then^ there is the advantage of the island being surrounded by the harbour. A large number of sheep 
are killed on the island, and a barge is brought to the foot of the hill to take tho carcasses round to the 
freezing-chamber at Kirribilli Point,
1576. Have you visited any abattoirs elsewhere ? At Biverstone, Melbourne, and Adelaide.
1577. Are there any improvements m those abattoirs which you think ought to be made in ours? In 
Melbourne, I. think, tbo sheep-killing is done upstairs. That is an improvement, because it allows the 
offal and skins to bo thrown away off the floor, so that if there is any disagreeable matter it does not rise, 
and interfere with tbe carcases hanging there.
1578. Do you think there is sufficient space now for the work done at the Abattoirs ? I think there is 
more than sufficient space at the present time. There is a shortage of stock coming in, but at any time 
the inspector has been able to cope with the increased supply of stock. I have never heard of any stock 
being brought there where he could not provide accommodation to have them killed. We do the largest 
business on GTebc Island. IV e pay a rent of from £45 to £50 a week for three mutton-houses, a beef- 
bousc, a calf-house, and a pork-house.
1079, Does any other firm lease as large a space as you do ? No. I think the greatest number of houses 
any other firm occupies aro two.
loSO. How are the stock broughtto tbe Abattoirs ? The sheep are driven in along the Parramatta-road, and 
from that point along Bullock-road, *
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15S1, Do the stock approachthe Abattoirs from Balmain r The pigs and calves from the city yards, and 
,Ma“ra’ the cattle and bullocks como from Balmain. '

1582. Do you know that tho driving of tbe stock through the streets is a source of great inconvenience 
6 July, 1897,fln^ a danger to the people ? I have heard so.
* 15S3. Have you heard many complaints ? Only what I read in the newspapers. Generally, I have not

heard many complaints. I think it all could be remedied,
1554. In what way? I would suggest that the cattle should be driven from Homebush or the paddocks
between midnight and 3 or 4 a.m.—say, 3 a.m.—and that the electric light should bo installed on Glebe 
Island, so that the inspectors could count them in ami inspect them just the same as they do in day
time. There is no traffic on the roads between those hours. The whole of the sheep could be brought in
before S a.m. It would do away with the nuisance of bringing in the stock during the day. The piga
and calves from tho city yards could be brought to Glebe Island before 8 a.m.
1555. Could this regulation be faithfully adhered to without greatly inconveniencing the persons engaged 
in your line of busiuess ? We are in the largest way of business at the island as regards pigs, calves, 
sheep, lambs, and cattle. I feel certain that if that rule were brought about it would not be any great 
inconvenience to us, and I take it, therefore, that it would not inconvenience anyone else. It would stop 
all these complaints about the driving in of cattle in the morning.
1583. At present there are no regulations as to the driving of cattle ? Yes, there are. The cattle must all 
come in between G a.m. and 8 a.m., and if not in before S a.m. they are liable to a fine of so much a head.
1587. lion think it should be fixed much earlier ? They can drive the cattle easily during the night— 
from midnight to 3 a.m. Hundreds of times we have had our cattle brought in during tho night.
1588. At what hour are the sales generally held at Flcmington ? The sheep sales start at about 9'30 a.m. 
At present they are getting the sheep sales over before lunch on Monday, and at about 3 p.m. on Thurs
day : but when there is any surplus of stock it takes them all day to sell t he sheep. The cattle wales start at 
T30 p.m. on Monday and Thursday, and they are often not over until 5 p.m. or G p.m. They can bring 
cattle straight in from Homebush in about three hours nicely.
158H. Would it add maierialiy to the expense ? Hot at all. There is only the one droving to be done.
1590. In what time have the stock to be removed from the sale-yards ? They give the buyers up to next

• day—twenty-four hours.
1591. Do you think fhere will be any necessity to connect Glebo Island with tho railway system of the 
Colony ? Hot the slightest necessity, I am sure it would never be workable.
1592. For what reason ? Suppose that wc were getting from 350 to 400 head of cattle for Glebe Island. 
On the journey down from the borders of Queensland the cattle very often are untrucked and trucked 
again. We have to suffer enough from the bruises which the cattle receive in the train on the journey 
down ; and we would not re-truck them for such a short distance to Glebe Island. We pay a rent of £40 or 
£50 a week at the Abattoirs, and if we bad to pay for 1 lie trucking of the cattle to tho Abattoirs, it would 
simply he a monstrous act, and the result would be tt.at we would have to go out into the suburbs to 
kill.
1593. The tjuality of the cattle would be seriously deteriorated? Yes.
1594. And you would be put to a large amount of unnecessary expense ? Yos; it would mean that all 
the stock would need to be trucked from Homebush as soon as it was bought, and there would not be 
yardage accommodation on Giebe Island for it.
1‘95. Would you regard with favour tbe proposal which lias been spoken favourably of hereto have 
sale-yards at Glebe Island ? There is not room enough. The space occupied at Homebush in tbe selling 
of cattle and sheep is very large. Suppose that stock arrives on Friday or Saturday for Monday’s sale, 
it means that the auctioneers have to hold the sheep and cattle for that day. Take, for instance, the 
number of sheep we have yarded—between 70,000 and 80,000, and 75,000, I think, was the largest 
yarding—there would nor Be nearly sufficient room at Glebe Island for anything like that number of 
sneep, let alone the cattle. Again, all the stock which is sold at Homebush does not go to Glebe Island. 
1598. Does 75 per cent, of it go there, or more ? Barely 75 per cent.
1597. Where does the remainder go ? To suburban slaughter-houses, as they call them, and up country
a few miles outside Parramatta, Penrith, and Liverpool, and across to Hunter’s Hill, '
1598. To different suburbs through which trains pass? Yes ; cattle are often bought at Homebush and 
trucked back to Maitland. Buyers from Liverpool and Campbelltown come down to Homebush to buy. 
If the whole of the stock were brought to Glebe Island these men would have to go there to buy, and 
truck the stuff back.
1599. You regard the sale-yards at Tlemington as being in a position fairly convenient to tbe majority of 
the people engaged in the trado ? It suits country people, and it suits metropolitan people.
1G00. Mr, ]ilaak^\ I understood you to say that the swing in the present bridge to Glebo Island does not 
interfere with the road traffic;—does it not interfere with the water traffic ? In what respect.
1601. Is it not difficult for boats to get in and out there ? There has been a difficulty with the larger 
boats,
1602. Even with the smaller boats, is it not in such a position that a boat requires very careful handling, 
and some time is wasted in getting her into the necessary position ? Yes ; I have seen lime lost in doing 
that kind of thing.

. 1603. Does not anything which interferes with the water traffic interfere with the road traffic ? Yes : I
suppose it would cause the road traffic to be delayed. ,
1604. We may infer from your evidence that a central swing would be more convenient for the road

■ traffic as well as the water traffic ? It might not be worked with any more efficiency than the present
swing at the end. 1 am not experienced in the navigation of vessels.
1605. You were asked this question: “Do you think that a new bridge is required there” ;—am I right in 
inferring from your answer that you think a new bridge in some other position would be better ? Ho; 
with the alterations that I suggested the bridge as it is would meet all requirements.
1606. What area do you think is in use at Homebush for sale-yards ? I could not say, as I am a bad

1 judge of areas.
1607. You are sure that there is not a sufficient or a similar area available on Glebe Island ? Ho ; nothing 
like it.

1G08.
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1G0S. Have you taken the hill at Glebe Island into consideration in answering the questions ? Tes : I
am speaking not only of the yards at Homebush, but also of the paddocks, where they ha\c to be
drafted before they can be brought in for sale. '
1G09. These paddocks would require to be very roomy ? Tes.
1610. \\ hat evtent do you think would be necessary P I think I have heard them say that they have
paddock accommodation, at Homebush, ;just round about the yards, to the extent of about 1,-300 acres. 
The Wentworth estate is, I think, 1,000 acres in itself. "
1611, Can you suggest anything which would improve the efficiency of the Abattoirs at Glebe Island ? I 
tbink tlie place is quite capable of doing tbo whole of the slaughtering which is required there at the 
present time,_ Of course the slaughter-houses arc not of the most improved style. 1 think the whole of 
the slaughtering—both cattle and sheep—ought to be done overhead, and the offal and one thing and 
another thrown down to be treated underneath in a separate room.
1012. That is the practice followed in the Meat Preserving Company’s works? That is the practice 
followed in America, too, I believe. ^
1613. jlfr. O Connor.] On many occasions you have seen vessels jammed for a considerable time in the 
Hwinjj of the bridge ? Tes. 1 have known the traffic to go right round by White Bay and through 
Leichhardt, but that does uot occur very often. It has occurred only three times to my knowledge.
1614. If the swing were improved all the other conditions would he fair ■* I think so.
1615. Mr. Tnckctt.] As affecting the suitability of the Abattoirs at Glebe Island, may I ask how long are 
animals kept there before they arc slaughtered ? Wo bring in our sheep this afternoon for next day’s 
slaughter, and the cattle como in in tlie same way, but, of course, m the morning. "We do not kill cattle 
straightaway, unless we happen to be out of cal lie, and then I bring them in from Homebush through 
the night, and they are allowed to rest three or four hours before thev aro slaughtered.
1616. Suppose they come from outlying places, such as Bourke, how many hours' rest do you give them
before they are driven from the sale-yards nt. Tlomobush to Glebe Island ? Prom twenty-four to ninety- 
six hours. It is very seldom that they are billed straightaway. ‘
1617. 1 s not twenty-four hours a very short period to elapse before they are killed ? I do not know. 
They seem to be in a settled condition as far as tlie meat is concerned—not what they term “ veiny.”
1G1S. Hr. Ashburton Thompson, in his evidence before another Committee, said it is necessary for the 
good state of the flesh that an interval of three days should elapse before the animals are killed? It is 
a matter of opinion. Hr, Thompson may have that opinion; I have not.
1019. What do you think should be the shortest time ? I think that if a beast gets twentv-four hours’ 
rest, and a drink of water, that is sufficient '
1620. To compose it for the purpose of animal food ? I think so.
1621. There is no desiccating plant in use at the island now ? Ho.
1622. Do you not think a desiccator would be a great improvement on the present mode of wasting the 
material ? _ .No. I think the present mode is hy far the best. Tbe stuff is taken away fresh, and there is 
no smod arising from the Abattoirs now as there used to be when the desiccating plant was at work.
JtL’l. \Wjre not the desiccators of a very inferior and primitive construction ? I believe they were.
162i. If the offal and blood could be convened into a marketable commodity without being offensive to 
resident-i of the neighbourhood, do you not Ihink it would be desirable to adopt that plan instead of 
sending the stuff out to sea and wasting it? It is hardly a question of waste. Perhaps it might cost as 
much fo work np the blood and offal as you would get for the manufactured article.
1625. As you have visited the Melbourne Abattoirs, vou know that they go in for desiccating there ? It 
is some time since 1 was there. I think they did. biit 1 was uot there very long.
1026 Perhaps you arc noc aware that the'work is amended there with a profit? Ho. If wo had a 
slaughter-house away from Glebe Island 1 do not think we should bother to work up the blood as they

S.
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have done at Glebe Island.
1627. Have you gone into the commercial aspect of the question? 
men who have done so. Ho ; but I have spoken to plenty of

I T0131, 0Pitlion 011 thia Point ? It is just as well to ruu it away as to work it up.
1629. J ou think there is nothing much in it ? Ko.
1630. Do you think frcezing-houscs in conjunction with the Abattoirs aro necessary ? I think it would be 
a very good idea. There is room enough there for a freezing-house, and to my mind it could not be put 
in a belter spot, for vessels could go up to the foreshore of the hill and be loaded from there.

i>o you think that a cool storage department on the island would be a very good adjunct to the 
Abattoirs ? V cs, for the purpose of export.
1632. H would be put right on board the ship,instead of being punted away? Exactly.
, r^t - Jjce-\ -Are you satisfied that tbe bridge to Glebe Island is in a proper position P Tes and J 

think it meets requirements. 1
1631. Are you quite satisfied with it ? Tes.
1635. Would you offer any objection if the new bridge were built from Glebe-road fo Mullens-street ?
I do not think that is necessary. Moat of the traffic which passes over there to Glebe Island is in connec
tion with the Abattoirs, and if people wanted to go from tbe citv to the Abattoirs thev would need to drive 
round by a circuitous route. ’ "
1636. Could the road be deviated from the site of the present bridge round tbe island, either to the north 
or to the south, with advantage to tho public as well as those who use tho Abattoirs ? Possibly it could

- ^ not he!U’,i any grcat outcrJr 011 thc Part of the public who pass tho Abattoirs.
1636a. Would it be any advantage to thc occupiers of the Abattoirs to have the public traffic taken away 
from the Abattoirs-road? 1 do not think so.

unU 0fEor.no objection to it? I have no objection to tho traffic past the Abattoirs
^ past.tlie Ab“t!oir8, or is taken round on either side ? It is quite immaterial to us. 

163d. Mr. iFrty/rf.] Would it not be better if a new road were formed across the island with a better 
grade and a better approach ? I do not suppose Glebe Island is the nicest place in thc world for people to 
pass and it it were decided that a new road should be put there it would bo an acquisition to the public who 
travel to these suburbs.
1640. The road on the eastern side of the island is very narrow and steep for heavy traffic ? Tes. ‘
7, V-iii "r U^l • M1*'’ if the road were widened "and the grade flattened by cutting out some of
j 'ffi 1 i,thlnk lt 13 onlT occasionally that any vehicles get stuck there with loads. We have no 
dilnculty with our teams. Ifiao
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Macnamara ^"ou uo^! there is some traffic very much heavier than yours, and that steep grade is incon-
junr. ’ Teuiellt to them ? Our traffic would be coming down the hill.

1643. Do you not think that if a new bridge is built the whole of the approaches should be very much 
6 July, 1897. widened and improved ? If a new bridge is built no doubt it would be better if the approaches were 

widened,
1G44. Is there water on the island for the cattle when they come in? In every pen.
1645. They do not suffer for want of water ? No.
1646. I suppose there is no such thing as feeding the cattle ? There is no occasion to feed them, because 
they are killed within twenty-four hours. If they are left from Saturday to Monday tlie regulations of 
the Abattoirs demand that they shall be fed, and of course we feed them.
1647. If the island were levelled down, and proper yards were made, aud proper facilities provided for the 
beasts to be watered and fed, would it not be of very great advantage to yourselves if the cattle were 
brought in there for sale? ,1 daresay it would be on advantage to have them handy to the slaughter
house, but if that is required to be done, why not have the slaughter-houses up near the sale-yards.
1648. Trom what you have said J gather that you consider the island is the beat site which could possibly
be obtained for an abattoir, being isolated, with perfect drainage, and removed to a large extent from any 
population ? Tes. *
1649. Now, if the island were flattened down, and proper yards built, do you not think that it would be
an improvement to have sale-yards for all stock likely to be required at the island? There would not be 
room enough for that. .
1650. You are quite positive about that? Yes.
1651. Tho island contains an area of 34^ acres, and at White Bay there is a reclamation of 12 or 14 
acres? I am sure there would not he room enough there,
1652. The disadvantage to that site, you think, is that you could not possibly get resting-paddocks for the 
cattle ? No.
1653. I suppose the resting-paddocks at Homebush arc perfectly denuded of feed ? There is no feed on 
them, with the great number of stock passing through the yards.
1654. All they get is the privilege to lie down and a drink of water? Yes.
1655. Is there not room enough for that at the island? I suppose there is, hut I do not approve of it.
1656. If it is determined to do away with thc present bridge, you think tlie new bridge should be made 
direct from Pyrmont, and not from Grlebe Point, to tlie island ? Prom Pyrmont, most certainly.
1657. Mr. Jlassall.] It is a great advantage when you take stock out of trucks after a long journey to 
be able to put them into a roomy paddock —to walk about and cool off after the journey, which naturally 
creates a state of fever in horned cattle? Yes ; and in sheep as well.
1658. For that reason you think it would be very injudicious to attempt to remove the sale-yards from 
Flcmington, where every convenience except grass is available ? Yes.
1659. There is any amount of water, and roomy paddocks are available for the stock to lie down and 
rest ? Y es.
1660. Did you state that it would not be advisable to re-truck the stock from Homebush ? I did.
1661. Are not the cattle knocked about very much in the sale-yards ? Yes ; from the trucking. Cattle 
coming in by road are free from bruises. Bullocks, when they have been driven about, trucked and 
re-trucked, get wild and sulky, and it would be a terrible thing to re-truck them.
1662. That operation at Homebush would not ouly be attended with a great deal of danger, hut would 
deteriorate the value of the beast most considerably ? Most certainly.
1663. Therefore the road-driving to Grlebe Island is beneficial to tbe cattle rather than otherwise ? 
Exactly. They are driven in quietly.
1664. As a practical man, I presume you would say that the location of the sale-yards at some little 
distance from the slaughter-yards is au advantage to the cattle rather than otherwise ? Certainly.
1665. If the slaughter-yards wero in the immediate vicinity of Homebush, the chances are that cattle 
would be run in and killed there straight away without waiting twenty-four hours to cool? Yes.
1666. So that your beef would not bo of as good quality when distributed to tbe public as it is now ? It 
would not.
1667. You have a good deal of traffic over thc bridge in connection with your business ? "We have upwards 
of thirty waggons, carts, and trollies passing to and fro, and as they average about four trips a day to the 
island, they would pass backwards and forwards 240 times.
1668. Any stoppage of thc traffic at the bridge means a considerable loss of time, and in some cases, I
presume, considerable inconvenience ? Certainly. '
1669. Can you get into the Abattoirs after 6 p.m. ? No. The gates are closed at 6 o’clock sometimes, 
and at 7 o’clock at other times.
1670. The regulation is that you cannot take any meat out after 6 p.m. ? Yes; in an urgent case you 
have to get special permission.
1671. Suppose a cart is expected to return to the Abattoirs before tbo gate is closed, but owing to a block 
of the traffic on the bridge it does not arrive at the Abattoir gate until G'o p.m., it Inis to go back to the 
city empty? Yes. It is very desirable to have the bridge erected in such a manner that it will he as 
free as possible from blocks, because it injures our business. I have seen three or four of our vehicles on 
either side of tho bridge when a block has happened, and that is why I suggest that a certain time should 
be fixed for the vessels to pass through the swing, no matter what bridge is built.
1672. Do you sufler any great inconvenience from the swing? Suppose there are forty or fifty vehicles 
on either side of the swing, the vehicles on the bridge arc allowed to pass over before any vehicles are 
allowed to come in off the road. That regulation is the outcome of a suggestion I made to thc man in 
charge of the swing three or four years ago, when they complained that the bridge was in a bad condition 
and there was so much traffic. I asked “ Why let the traffic come off the road and pass over the bridge at 
the same time as the traffic on it which was blocked.” There would possibly be from eighty to 100 
vehicles on the bridge, wbich would mean a great strain on it. Now, if you are on the roadside, you have 
to wait for the traffic to come off the bridge.
1673. Has the traffic increased very largely of late years ? Yes. Drummoyne, Birkenhead, and all those 
places out there have been built upon largely, aud consequently there is a great deal more traffic.
1074. The great bulk of that traffic comes over the bridge? It all comes into Sydney by that way.

' 1675.
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]6?5. The bridge which was suitable to carry the traffic of fifteen years ago is now practically out of date ? li
lt is as far as the swing is concerned. Macnamara,
1676. It would be a great advantage, not only to Glebe Island, but to the western suburbs, if a larger and
more convenient bridge, with a wider swing, were erected ? I think the bridge'is all right if the swing g -r , 1Rq^ 
were widened.
1677. The great inconvenience in connection with thc bridge is the narrowness of the swing ? Tes.
1078. Do you think it would be justifiable to erect a more convenient bridge, in view of the evidence we 
have had that the structure is-comparatively unsafe ? If the structure is unsafe it will he just as well to 
have the bridge made a little wider, with a swing which will enable two vehicles to pass in opposite 
directions,
1670. You have no doubt that the Abattoirs will be retained at Glebe Island for some years to come ? I 
think so. "We are going to leave Glebe Island this year, and we are now making arrangements to kill iu 
the country, in order to reduce the heavy expenses we are under—not that we are dissatisfied with Glebe 
Island as a killing centre. "We intend to go to some place along the line within a radius of 15 miles of 
Sydney, and bring in the meat by rail to Darling Harbour, where we have a meal-room. Most of our " 
meat is carted there from the Abattoirs for the Sydnev trade. .
1680. A considerable quantity of meat conies from Biverstone to Darling Harbour? Tes.
1681. A ou propose to carry on your business exactly as the Biverstone Company does? Yes.
1682. I presume, in the event of your leaving the island, somebody else will try to get the accommoda
tion you occupy ? They may. There is plenty of room there now if anyone wants to get it.
1683. I presume the consumption of meat is increasing year by year? Tes, our business has increased.
A few years back there was only one slaughter-house, but as the population of the suburbs bas increased 
I suppose between Sydney and Parramatta, there are on either side of the suburban line twenty or twenty 
five suburban slaughter-houses, which stop the local butchers from coming in to Glebe Island to make 
their purchases. Glebe Island does very little business further out than Petersham.
1684. Have you any idea of the system of inspection at the country slaughter-houses ? I do not think 
there is any inspection at all. A man can kill at these places at any hour he chooses, and on Sunday as 
well. On Glebe Island no killing is done on Sundays, and you have to kill within certain hours, and iu 
thc presence of inspectors ; but in the suburbs there is perhaps one inspector for six or eight slaughter
houses, and, of course, it is utterly impossible for him to inspect all the meat.
1685. I suppose, as a rule, they kill when he is not there ? I know I should if I were out there. I 
suppose they do the same.
1686. Huder these conditions, 1 presume it is exceedingly probable that a lot of meat which would not 
pass inspection at Glebe Island goes into consumption ? There is not the slightest doubt about it. I 
have been buying stock at the city yards for a good many years, especially pigs. If n man’s pig is con
demned at Glebe Island the auctioneer has to refund to him the purchase money. Therefore, if an 
auctioneer is selling a pig, or a pen of pigs, which he thinks are diseased, it is to kis benefit to see that 
somebody gets them with a chance of their being killed without being condemned by an inspector, and 
very oflen the auctioneers arrange with outside buyers aud sell to them privately. The remark is often 
made, “ At suburban slaughter-houses no inspection, and no chance of any refund,” There is not the 
slightest doubt ihat stock is killed in suburban slaughter-houses which is diseased.
1687. And whicli would not pass muster at Glebe Island ? Tes. There is no stock killed at Glebe Island 
without its being properly inspected. There is a whole army of inspectors at the island.
1688. It is utterly impossible for a country inspector, in charge of eight or ten slaughter-houses, to inspect 
tho stock slaughtered at those places ? Tes.
1689. If they had any diseased beast on the premises they would keep it out of sight until the inspector 
had gone, and then put the knife into it and dress it up and send ont the meat p There is no doubt 
about that. An inspector under the Board of Health told me that he weut out to a certain suburban 
slaughter-house where they had a fall of two head of cattle on the ground slaughtering. He inspected 
two beasts and condemned tbera. The man knocked off killing, and the inspector said, “ Are you not 
going to kill any more ?’’ and the man replied, “ ATot until you have gone.” The inspector presumed that 
after ho had gone the killing went on.
1690. There is a proper system of inspection at Biverstone ? Thev have an inspector there.
1691. If you started operations in the country you would want an inspector at your establishment ? Tes;
1 would offer no objection to an inspector.
1692. You get a refund for any beast which is condemned? • Not for any cattle; only for the pigs.
1693. Mr. OConjfor.] Do you not get a proportion io respect of cattle? No, Some time ago if you 
had any cattle condemned you would get two-thirds o£ the cost price refunded, Now that is done away 
you do not get anything. That is where it benefits suburban slaughter-houses, who get rid of any cattle 
which are diseased.
1694. Mr. JTassalL] In that case it is possible that some steps may he taken to more properly supervise 
country slaughter-houses, or compel them to slaughter at places where they may he supervised ? There 
is any amouut of room to kill the wholo of the cattle at Glebe Island. It is only a distance of S or 10 
miles to carry the carcases. They carry the carcases now from Glebe Island right out to "Waveriey, 
which is no further from Glebe Island than is Ashfield or Burwood. If the Waverley Council would 
license a slaughter-house in that borough, there is no doubt that there would bo a slaughter-house out 
there. If the whole of the stock within a radius of 15 miles were lulled at Glebe Island, there is plenty 
of room, and thc public would be well satisfied that no diseased moat would go into consumption.
1695. They, would know that the meat was sound as far as human judgment could prove that it was? Tes.
1696. If this evil is growing, some steps should be taken to protect the public? Tes. "We send meat 
from Glebe Island as far as the Eookwood Asylum, a distance of 14 miles, I think, and if we can do so 
in that caso it can be done in every case.
1697. There is every possibility of Glebe Island being fully occupied for some years for the slaughter 
of cattle for consumption in tho city and suburbs P Yes : but if they keep on erecting many suburban 
slaughter-houses there is not the slightest doubt that most of the trade will be taken to those places 
where there is no inspection,
1698. Mr. O Connor.] Have you hoard that the bridge was built specially for Glebe Island, and for the 
convenience of the business done at the Abattoirs ? 1 have heard that.

1699.
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H. • 1699. Since its erection, Balmain, from a very sparsely.populated place, has become a great city ? Tes.
Ma^uw8ra> Bo not all the people who use vehicles to come to Sydney cross by that bridge? Yes; all the-

traffic from Balmain, Birkenhead, Drummoyne, G-ladesville, and Byde comes by that way to Sydney.
6 July, 1897.1^01, One thing which surprised me during your examination was how can that bridge, which was built 

twenty-five years ago. only to carry the traffic between Sydney and Glebe Island, be suitable now tocarrv 
the traffic between Sydney and all those suburbs, as well as the traffic to and from the Abattoirs ? If it 
was built too large in the first instance for the requirements of the island, of course it will' bear out my 
argument that it will do non’ to carry the traffic; but if the bridge is in an unsafe condition it does away 
with my contention.
1702. Ifow long has the rule that you may not enter the Abattoirs after a certain hour been in force ? 
The gate is open until 6 p.m. iu winter and 8 p.m. in summer.
1703. Twenty years ago you could go to the Abattoirs up to 11 p.m., and sometimes up to 1 a.m., and then 
they had as much as they could do to get over the bridge;—how can that bridge to-day, with so many 
people travelling from Drummoyne and Balmain to Sydney, be capable of carrying all the traffic? My 
opinion is that it is capable of carrying the traffic if the swing were widened ; hue I may be wrong in 
that respect.

'Walter Cummin Macdougall, Proprietor, Hahnain O&.wtw, sworn, and examined:—
1701. Chairman^] You arc the proprietor of foe Balmain Observer? Yes.

.* 1^05. Afr. Barnell,'] How long have you resided at Balmain ? Thirteen years.
6 July, 1397. 1”06. Have you had a good opportunity to notice the traffic over the bridge? Yes, especially for the

’ ‘ last eight years, when I have been travelling between Newtown and Balmain in connection with my
business.
1707. Your business brings you to town pretty often, and I suppose you drive ? I drive, I travel on a 
bicycle, and I ride a horse over the bridge. ■
170S. Have you ever suffered any inconvenience from the present structure not being suitable for the 
requirements ? Yes ; 1 have repeatedly suffered inconvenience from the opening of the swing for half an
hour. I have missed trains going to the country, and on two occasions I have had to drive round by
Annandale, and through Camperdown to the city.
1709. What is the longest time you have had to wait for the swing to be closed ? Thirty-five minutes ; 
generally it is less than fifteen minutes.
1710. How many* vehicles have you seen on the bridge when the swing has been open? I have seen 
vehicles stretching right up thc hill on Glebe Island, and I suppose beyond that point out of sight.
1711. There would be a considerable tonnage on the bridge then? The bridge was completely blocked 
np with vehicles, and almost two deep in some places.
1712. Do you remember a notice being posted on the bridge to tho effect that no vehicle was to he 
allowed to pass over the bridge if loaded with more than 2 tons in weight? I know that a notice was 
posted np, but I think the load was restricted to 5 or 7 tons. Some time ago a notice was posted up that 
nobody could drive quickly over the bridge.
1713. Do you not think the latter notice was more significant as to the state of the bridge than the other ? 
It was significant when you could not drive a buggy over the bridge at a trot. They even stopped a buggy 
driving over at a trot.
1714. Did you ever notice any vibration on the bridge ? I have often noticed a vibration when two 
vehicles were passing.
1715. Have you ever looked at the girders in the structure ? No ; I have not minutely examined them, 
but I have seen plenty of rotten wood taken from thc bridge when repairs were being made.
1716. The dangerous condition of the bridge has been a subject of common talk in the district of Balmain ? 
Yes.
1717. Suppose the Committee should decide to recommend the erection of a new bridge, do you think the 
approaches should be widened at the Glebe Island end ? I think a great deal of expense could be spared 
by making a causeway for a third of the distance on each side with the material taken from Glebe Island,' 
shortening the length of the bridge, and putting tho opening in the centre as high as possible for small 
craft to go under without auy possible interference with the traffic from the suburbs of Drummoyne,

. Marsfieid, Byde, and Balmain, and even a portion of Leichhardt, The present swing is located at a part
of the bridge where it is dangerous to vessels.
1718. And only vessels of small tonnage can get through the opening ? Yes.
1719. You think due provision should he made for the development of the industries which have been 
established in. Blackwattle Bay and Rozelle Bay? Yes, and the bridge should be sufficiently strong to 
carry a tramway.
1720. Would you prefer an iron or a wooden bridge ? I should think an iron or steel bridge would ho 
more profitable in the end.
1721. If a causeway wore made as you suggest, it would be more economical to have a steel bridge, because 
the bridge would be shorter? Yes.
1722. Do you anticipate that eventually the tramway it is proposed to construct in Harris-street will be 
extended to Balmain ? I do, and it was promised by Mr. Bruce Smith when he was Minister for Works.
1723. Do you remember a proposal, being made some years ago to run a tramway down Harris-street, 
through Balmain, across Drummoyne, across the Parramatta River, and on to the Keld of Mars ? 
Yes.
1724. Is there not a permanent survey or staked line for such a tramway? It has been surveyed by 
that route, in answer to repeated deputations which I have been on.
1725. It seems to be thc natural route to take to give the easiest and quickest access to the city ? Cer
tainly ; and it would be very much better than the present tramway, which takes forty minutes to get 
to Circular Quay from Balmain.
1726. Do you think a bridge would still be necessary if the Abattoirs were removed from Glebe Island ?
Certainly; because the traffic from the suburbs has been increasing year by year, especially from Balmain 
in heavy traffic. '
1727. Mr. Lee.'\ Do the residents of Balmain'offer any objection to the position of the present bridge ?
No; they are quite content with the position of the bridge, as being the only communication they can 
get( «xccpt by a tram. ’ 1728..
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1728. Is it a cause of complaint amongst tlie citizens that they have to pass thc gates of the Abattoirs ? C.
It is a cause of complaint on the part of aristocratic people who drive in from Drummoyne in their ^'“dougalL 
■carriages. They have to go past a place which is unenticing, and often smells pretty- high. There are a g,7>rA~im'7 
lot of dirty men hanging around there whom they would naturally complain about.
1720. That would affect all persons who use that road? It would to an extent, but others do not 
complain.
1730. If thc offensive sights are there it would apply to all who use the road? Tes.
1/31. Have you ever heard of complaints made in the newspapers in respect of these things ? Yes.
1732. Are you prepared to suggest how that difficulty could ho got over ? Tho road difficulty could he 
got over hy taking a sweep round the southern shore, and meeting tbe bridge without passing the 
Abattoirs.
1733. By making a deviation on the western side of thc bridge and running right round the southern side 
of the island, and meeting the road at Mullens-street? At Mullens-street or at Crescent-street, as the 
Drummoyne traffic would naturally go by that way to get to the ’Western-road.
1734'. It could also bo taken round on tbe northern side of the island ? The Abattoirs occupy tho land 
on that side right to the water’s edge, and there would have to be more cutting down.
1735. Inasmuch as it is possible that a bridge may be erected on that site, do you recommend that a 
deviation should be made in the road across the island? The bridge, of course, is considered to be a 
necessity, but whether the expense of that road, would be justifiable is a matter for consideration.
1/36. You must remember that the bridge would be there for all fime, and the question is, does such a 
nuisance exist at the Abattoirs as to render it necessary in the public interest that Ihe road across the 
island should be deviated ? It has in the past; hut there is no necessity for that nuisance, because the 
Abattoirs could he so conducted that you could avoid the nuisance.
1737. Yonr reply is, that the present road across the island will do very well ? Yes; if the Abattoirs 
are well conducted.
1738. Mr. Fcgan.] How long does it take you to go by tram from Sydney to Balmain ? Prom terminus 
to terminus, 40 minutes.
1739. At times there is great inconvenience from the overcrowding of the trams, on account of the large 
number of people who travel as far as the hsewtown-road ? Yes.
1740. In the course of this inquiry, is it uot an important point to consider whether a better route should 
he taken over the Pyrmont Bridge, in order to shorten thc time and the distance by tram ? Certainly,
174d, If this bridge must be erected, and if the people of Balmain want better communication than they 
have, the bridge must be made strong enough to carry a tram ? Thc uew bridge ought to be made to 
carry a tram.
17-12. Has Here been any agitation for its construction ? Yes.
1713. How long does it take you to drive from Balmain ? Twenty minutes.
1741. How long would it take'you to come by tram over this bridge ? Hot as long as it would take you 
to drive.
1715. That would mean a material saving in time and wear and tear ? Ho doubt it would.
1746. TV bat is the fare to Balmain by tram? Pourponce. Pew business men use the tram, except to go 
homo in the evening. It takes too long. I have started from my office 1 minutes after the tram has 
passed it, aud got to the railway station via the ferry and omnibus at the same time as the tram. They go by 
the ferry. I am a director of the ferry company, and they average nearly 10,000 passengers a day.
1747. You think that if a tram were taken over this bridge it would materiallv increase the traffic?
Certainly.
1748. And very soon pay for the extra cost of the bridge ? Certainly.
1749. "What is the population of Balmain ? Hearly 30,000.
1750. How many newspapers are there at Balmain ? Two.
1751. It is a go-ahead suburb ? Yes ; all the foreshores of Balmain are being occupied with works.
1752. Eecently some new works have been started at Balmain ? TVe have Lever Brothers’ works and a 
coal-mine on the other side.
1753. How many men are employed there ? I cannot tell you.
3 754. Before tlie works are complete there will be a large number of men employed there ? Yes.
1755. You have a coal-mine on the opposite side? Yes.
1756. Therefore it is really necessary that some better system of communication should he provided than 
the present one ? Certainly.
1757. Do you not think jt is a great inconvenience to the public to have to wait as long as thirty-five 
minutes until the swing is closed? Certainly; but the average delay is fifteen minutes, and with the 
openings averaging twelve and a half a day it means a loss of three hours every day.
1758. Y'ou are aware that a large number of people are agitating for a city railway in order to get in two 
or.three minutes sooner ? Yes.
1759. It has caused the people of Balmain to ask for improved means of communication? Certainly-
everyone doubts thc strength of the present bridge. ’
1.760. Have the people of Balmain taken any steps to ask the Minister, as regards the traffic on the bridge, to 
provide better communication ? Yes ; repeated deputations have waited on the Ministers since 1889. I 
took thc traffic on the bridge for the deputation in 1889. It was 2,229 vehicles,’100 horsemen, and YoO 
foot passengers. We did not count any pigs. To-day, at dinner time, I counted tbe traffic for ten 
minutes, and I saw thirty-three vehicles pass, in that time.
1761. Did you count the passengers ? Ho,
1762. Was there a large number of passengers waiting there ? People were travelling to and fro, but 
I did not take any notice of them.
1763. Thc swing was not open ? Ho.
1761. Is that the busiest portion qf the day ? Ho ; it is the slackest portion of the day, because the men 
are having their dinner.
1765, What is the busiest portion of the day ? Between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m., and at about 4 p.m.
17GG. Mr. Trickeit.'] In 1894 you were examined before a previous Committee, and you furnished some 
figures as to the traffic on this bridge ? Yes.
1767. There is a considerable increase on those you quoted for previous years ? Yes ; they were both 
taken hy my own direction, and hy responsible men 1768.
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’vr^s’ ii OTidence you gave on the 11th June, 1894, you said, “The traffic on the 11th of last month
ac ougn was in twelve hours:—Foot passengers, 1,553 to and fro; 2,715 vehicles, and 1,417 horsemen, besides 

fi July 1S97 ^ll^oc^si pigs, and cattle ”? I saw a proof of my evidence, and the figures were correct.
’ ‘ 1769. You are confident that thc traffic in each case is not decreasing? It has greatly increased.

1770, Chairman.'] Is there anything else you desire to say? I suggested to Mr. Farnell that a causeway 
should be constructed from each side for a third of the distance, as a way to cheapen the cost of the 
bridge, and to save the cost of maintenance and repairs. I think: that if the Government thought fit to 
use some of the sand-shifters for the labour portion of the work it could be done more economically—that 
is, to use practical men to do the practical work, aud to let the stuff bo shifted by anybody. It would be 
a groat relief to the traffic to expedite the opening of the swing in the bridge.

S. E. 
Pcrdriau.

Stephen Edward Perdriau, Surveyor, Department of Lands, sworn, and further examined :—
________, 1771. Mr. Black.] Have you prepared a statement for the information of the Committee? I have.

fi July, 1897.1772. Will you he good enough to read tho statement ? It is as follows:—

Schedule of Water-frontage Lands used for business purposes upon that part of Port Jackson lying southward of Glebe Island Bridge, 
with'the names of the occupiers thereof, description of the business carried on, statements by the occupiers relative to same, aud 
relative to the present bridge-opening, and that required in tlie new bridge, if erected.

Natne of occupier 
or owner.

Description of 
business carried on.

Statements by Lhe occupiers as to extent of business done and relative to the 
facilities for shipping1 afforded by the opening in tbo present bridfi’O, and 

tbe requirements in this respect in a new bridge, if erected.

Commencing at Pyrmont, at the eastern cut! of the bridge. The whole of the frontages of tlie sheet of water indicated above 
used for busiuessea are described in succession, making a complete circuit to the opposite end of the bridge.

North side of Bl&cfcwattlz Cove.
John Harris (of Shane’s 

Park).
Mathew Harris.........

138 feet..

1,070 feet.

00 feet..

110 feet,, 
average.

Vacant.............

Vacant.

j Suggested to bo resumed for new bridge.

Attwood and Overai 50 feet.. 130 feet.. Sydney Iron ant 
Steel Works.

Do very little ship-work now, but could do it if large-size vessels cam© 
through the bridge. Present value of machinery and plant about 
£2.000.

Saxton and Binns......

(Here Miller-street.)

76 feet., 
(area 3

220 feet... 
roods.)

Timber dep6t 
this firm have 
steam sawmills 
close by.

Principal business done is in Oregon and Kauri pine, of which they 
import about 5,000,000 feet per annum. This has all to be discharged 
in Johnstone’s Bay (because tlie ship cannot come through the bridge) 
and rafted or lightered through the bridge, which greatly increases 
the cost. About half a million feet is now being received. About 
one-third of the 5,000,000 feet is cut up by them. They also receive 
about 100 hardwood logs per mouth from the northern rivers brought 
by the North Coast Co.’s aud other steamers; this also has to be 
rafted. Such logs are discharged on the wharf when brought by 
ketches of not more than 150 tons. Sixty men are employed by this 
firm on an average.

Allen Taylor, late 
Mazes’ wharf.

80 feet... 270 feet... Timber merchant Has vessels of 300 tons coming to this wharf; one of these vessels of 
2S-feet beam cannot come through during windy weather except by 
using long ropes ; they have to wait for calm weather. Ten men arc 
employed by Mr. Taylor.

HoldshiprfcCo. (Ltd.). 
Bowra Wharf.

250 feet... 300 feet... Sawn-timber 
merchants.

The ivatcr frontage is thc great attraction at this place, wbich will be 
the centre of the timber trade. Has attended many deputations to 
tlie Government requesting the widening and deepening of the bridge 
opening, the present opening being insufficient in these respects is a 
serious obstruction to business. The vessels consigned to them are 
from 300 to 1,000 tons register. 1,000,000 feet of timber is now being 
received by this firm from the “ Speke,” a vessel of about 2,500 tons 
register. This is brought through the bridge by lighters because the 
vessel is too large to come through.

H. Doze...................... 120 feet... 3S0 feet... Steam sawmills 
and cooperage.

Attended deputation last year re improvement of the bridge opening. 
Receives his timber by lighters from foreign vessels anchored in 
Johnstone’s Bay. Vessels of about 100 tons come to his wharf. 
About thirty men engaged usually.

■R. Guy ......................

(Here Gipps-strcet.)

300 feet... 430 feet... Unoccupied—re
cently pur
chased by the 
E. S. £ A. Bank.

100 feet frontage of this land is rented by Holdship & Co.

Saxton and Binns......

(HerePyrmont Bridge-

340 feet... 
(about 3 

road.)

400 feet... 
acres.)

Timber mer
chants.

Saxton and Binns have only lately taken a. lease of this land ; it is to be 
used in conjunction with their other business described above.

Government of New 
South Wales.

1,075 feet Blne-metal 
wharf, Elijah 
Waite in 
charge.

About 2,400 tons of blue metal, broken and ready for the roads, arc 
landed here per month. The trade is increasing. The largest vessel 
brings 330 tons on a draught, of 11 feet loaded; she cannot come 
through thc bridge except at full or nearly full tide. .

The manager for Mr. Salmond, whose steamers discharge metal hero, 
stated to me that the present bridge opening ia so awkwardly situated 
that their vessels of about 270 tons register have several times lost 
blades of their propellers when going through.
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Aiiprorirnatc dimensions 
>’«ne nf occupier | of Description of 

business carried on.
Statements by the occupiers ns to extent of business done cunS relative to the 

facilities for shipping1 afTorticd bv the opening in the present bridge, and

- Water- 
| frontage. Width.

the requirements in this respect in a new bridge, if erected.

South side of Blacbeattle Cove.

Kauri Timber Co. 
(Robert Walker, 
Manager).

3!)0 feet... 
Area about

430 feet... Steam Sawmills. 
4 acres.

They receive 10,000,000 feet per annum in sawn timber and logs, varying 
in size from 3 in. x 1 in. to 60 in. x 60 in. Of Oregon and other 
American timber they received 3,000,000 feet during 1896, varying 
from 3 in. x 1 in. to 20 in. x 20 in. They are now expecting a 
vessel, called the “ Star of France,"’ with 1,300,000 feet, all dressed 
timber. It must all be lightered, ns the vessel cannot come through 
the bridge. The lightering will increase the cost from 4id. to 6d. 
per 100 feet. They are now lightering a vessel in Johnstone’s Bay, of 
1,100 tons register. With great difficulty vessels of 350 tons can 
come through the bridge. They employ about 120 men.

Tlie timber merchants cannot pay tlie rents required for city water- 
frontage, and so they come to Blackwattle Cove ; in the city would 
suit them bettor. Balmain side would not suit, being too far away ; 
and wharfage is too high at Woolloomooloo Bay to do tho business 
profitably.

One large unimproved property, and Ferry-road, Glebe, intervene, and then is reached tbe Kauri Fine Co.’s wharf.

The Sydney Kaurij 95 feet 
Pine Agency Co.,
Limited
(J. H. Smith, Man
ager), now Green
away and Hender
son.

200 feet.. At present vessels of only 150 tons come to this wharf, and for them 
the bridge-opening is sufficient. Occasionally they receive timber 
from large vessels, wbich have to be lightered in Johnstone’s Bay.

(Here Forsyt-h-strect.)

Borough Council 
the Glebe.

of

Daniel Sheehy 
Sons.

and

140 feet..

230 feet...

Blue-metal depot 
and public 
wharf.

400 feet..’ Ship-builders, 
I pile-drivers,
! and marine 
I contractors.

The blue metal for the roads of the borough is landed here; the state
ments relative to the requirements of blue-metal vessels ranning to 
the Government wharf at the head of the Cove apply to those 
berthing here also.

Have taken borings and find that they can get 30 feet of water at their 
frontage befbre rock is reached. Find the bridge a great impedi
ment to business. The archway in the centre of the present bridge 
is of no use for anything with a mast in it; at high water there is not 
more than 12 feet from the water to tile bridge. The opening should 
be 60 feet wide. Has seen a vessel, thc “Rio,” 317 tons, stuck in 
the opening, on thc 25fh May last, for half an hour, About six 
months ago another vessel was stuck there for two hours. The rock 
near the opening is a great nuisance. Their punt, 30 feet wide, 
loaded, draws 6 feet of water, aud cannot got through at low tide. 
Mr, Sheehy thinks the bridge ought to be removed altogether, and 
has a scheme whereby be thinks that could be achieved, substituting 
a tunnel from Pyrmont Bridge Road under Glebe Point to the 
Government reclamation at Johnstone’s Creek,

From this ]>oint tho water-frontage is used for private residences; there arc no large business premises (excepting Whetton’s pile-driving 
depdt at Glebe-road) until Johnstono-street, Annandale, is readied, but the frontage of the Government reclamation extending 
from Glebe-road to Johnstone-street, about 1,760 feci, will be required for wharfage purposes.

(Here Rozelle Buy commences.)

Annandale
Council.

Borough 100 feet...

Union Box Factory 
(A. Guthrey, Man
ager).

150 feet... 146 feet...

Langdon, Hopkins, 
and Langdon (tiiey 
claim that they do 
the largest timber 
business of any firm 
in the metropolitan 
district).

200 foot..| 100 feet... 

i

Public wharf 
and blue-metal 
depflt.

Timber depOt. 
The sawmills 
are on the 
opposite side 
of the bay.

Depot for all 
sorts of timber 
from 2 in. x 1 
in. to 12 in. x 
12 iu.

) Tho information above relative to thc Glebe Council's blue-metal depflt 
also applies to this.

Tlie manager stated that they receive 2,500,000 feet of timber per annum 
in planks from 1 inch to 3 inches thick. On an average they have 
fifty men employed. Their vessels are from 200 to 300 tons register. 
Even a 300-ton vessel, if of deep draught, cannot get through the 
bridge, and portion of the cargo has to be lightered. One of our vessels 
—the “M. A. Doran”—ofless than 300 tons, had to wait for a spring 
tide to go through. He is of the opinion that the present facilities 
for getting through are not equal to the requirements. A strong 
wind from north or south makes the passage dangerous, and although 
the captain of a vessel might be willing to venture, the bridgeman 

j will not open because the vessel might get jammed in tlie opening.
' Mr, Guthrey says that he saw two or three vessels so jammed during

the year 1896, it took from half an hour to one hour to get them 
clear. He does not remember seeing any jammed this year.

Their vessels carrying 30,000 feet of hardwood can get through tlie 
bridge, but their American timber lias all to be lightered from 
Johnstone's Bay. At present the “Speke,” with 1,250,000 feet of 
Oregon for them, is being so discharged. She has also 1,000,000 feet 
for Holdship, &c. Complain that the bridge-opening is not wide 
enough, nor deep enough. The “Speke” draws 27 feet of water 
loaded. The manager thinks it would pay the firm to make a 
large contribution towards the cost of a new bridge with a more 
convenient opening, because to discharge the timber at the wharf 
costs Is. 3d, per 1,000, whereas by lightering it costs 3s. per 
thousand.

159—1
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Name of onenpior 
or omer.

Approximate dimensions 
of land. Description of 

IrasineEs carried on.

Statements by thc occupiers as fco cvtenfc of business done and relative to the 
facilities for shipping afforded by the opening in thc present bridge* and 

the requirements in this respect in a new bridge* if erected.Water-
frontag-c. Width.

Souih side of Blachcaltle Cone—continued.

Goodin, Hitchcock, &, 
'Co.

100 feet . 100 feet , Timber mer
chant’s depot.

i Beceiving-yard for foreign and colonial timber ; have vessels coming 
j from the northern rivers carrying 00.000 feet. Foreign timber

received by them has to bo lightered from Johnstone’s Bay, 
increasing the cost of discharging from Is. 3d. to 3s. per thousand. 
They get on an aveiage 000,000 feet of foreign timber in the year 
from about six vessels. The manager thinks the water-frontage of 
thc Government reclamation close by would be valuable for timber 
depflls, and uould let readily for that purpose.

Langdon, Hopkins, 
and Langdon.

132 feet,.. 100 feet... Depot for 
Oregon and red
wood timber.

See description for this firm’s business above.

(Here Gordon-street on embankment, fronting Government reclamation at month of White Creek, aliout dOO feet water-frontaoe 
belonging to the Government, not used at present except where a ferry wharf has been erected.)

]Srortk >.idL of lioidit Bay.

Justin McSwcency ... 200 feet .. 400 feet .. Federal Timljer 
Co, Wharf.

Have vessels with blue-metal of 9 feet draught discharging here; the 
largest vessel is 2S0 tons register. Also four timber schooners 
from 50 to 120 tons register. If tho required opening in the bridge 
were made, say 60 feet wide and 20 feet of water to accommodate 
vessels of 1,500 tons, they could load hardwood for export, 
especially wood-blocks. The land is large enough to give quick 
despatch to such vessels.

Hutchinson’s Wharf.. 530 feet... 260 feet . Co-operative 
Flint Glass 
Company: J. 
West, wood and 
coal depflt.

West complains of the length of time it takes to get a vessel through 
the bridge in windy weather, the opening being so awkwardly 
situated. Vessels of 150 tons come to his wharf. In order to get 
through tho bridge after sundown application must be sent to the 
bridgeman in writing, and if you are not there to time the bridge 
is nut again opened, and you must wait until tho morning. In 
winter the bridge will open between 7 a.m. and' sundown. In 
summer from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Union Box 
Factory; Globe 
Meat Factory.

Union Box Factory, steam sawmills. Vessels up to 300 tons discharge 
here. Once in twelve months they have a large vessel, and she has 
to he lightered.

Alston Soap and 
Candle Com
pany.

Alston Soap-works. Managing Director complains that the bridge 
takes so long to open that they often miss tho train at Darling 
Harbour through the delay, and that tlie archway in the middle 
is not high enough; in going under recently they lost the funnel, 
and the new one cost £8 10s.

Mrs. Symons.............. 390 feet... 130 feet, . Wharf formed, and land reclaimed. It is to ho let.

J. Ba-racs (Manager),. GO feet, „ 190 feet... Globe Meat-pre
serving Works.

New stone building 100 feet x GO feet, 3 storeys. Do not use the water- 
frontuge except for lighters. Their goods are sent by road mostly.

J. Henderson .......... GO feet,. 190 feet.. Ship-builders ; 
also, Young and 
Sons, ferry- 
steamor- 
builders.

If the bridge-opening were improved it would be a great advantage, 
for latger vessels could be dealt with.

Swan Bros.................... 300 feet.. 170 feet. . Steam sawmills, 
timber mer
chants.

State that they have to pay l^d. extra jier hundred to vessels to come 
through the bridge. They want to bring vessels of 700 tons along
side, but cannot pet larger than 250-ton vessels through the bridge. 
The swing should he 60 feet wide. The depth of watci at their 
wharf is 18 feet, but the increased depth is of little use, because it 
is only 12 feet 6 inches on the sill of the bridge. It should be 20 
feet deep at low tide on the sill.

*
{Here Abattoir-road frontage ; thence Globe Island frontage extends to the western end of the bridge.)

Koti! :—Boat-builders’ sheds have not been described; there arc several of them.

WELNJlSDA y,
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WEDNESDAY, 7 JULY, 1897.

prfsent:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).
Thc Hon. Ekedeiuce Thomas Kumphery. 
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon, Charles James Egberts, C.M.G. 
The Hon. William Joseph Irickett.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Erg an, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.
Erancis Augustus Weight, Esq. 
Frank Farnell, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a New Bridge at Glebe Island.

I reside at Glebe
7 July, 1897,

Henry Daly, sworn, and examined:—
1773. Chairman.'] What is your occupation? I am not in any occupation at present.
Point. '
1774. Mr. So/slcins^] Do you wish to make a statement to the Committee as to the propriety of erecting 
a new bridge near to the existing bridge to Glebe Island ? The existing bridge, or any bridge which 
would be constructed, would bo more for the purpose of serving the Abattoirs than perhaps of serving 
Balmain; and I take it that if the Abattoirs are removed, there will be not so much necessity for a bridge 
there. At present, pretty well two-thirds of the traffic over the bridge is to and from the A.battoirs, which 
is a meat-market as well as an Abattoir; and the traffic is iu connection with the carriage of meat, or people 
going to make their purchases of meat. Furthermore, if a bridge is constructed there it will always be a 
matter of expense more or less, to say nothing of the bar it will be to shipping entering Blackwattle Cove 
and Eozelle Bay. Blackwattle Cove, from its position, and from tho easy access to it that there is at 
Blackwattle wharf, must become a very important place for discharging and loading ships, and a bridge 
will be more or less of a harrier to thc class of business there.
1775. But a bridge will not necessarily be a barrier to the trade, provided that it is sufficiently high to 
allow vessels of a good size to go under it, even if they have to strike their topmasts, as they have to do in 
other ports, and provided also that a swing not less than CO feet wido is placed in the centre of tho 
bridge ? But you cannot have a bridge at any great elevation. Ton could not have any bridge there in 
the nature of the bridge, for instance, which could be constructed to North Shore, because the approaches 
on Glebe Island would not admit of a very great deal of height.
1770. Still we have had evidence that if a better structure with a wider roadway and stronger piers, and 
with an opening in the centre to allow vessels up to 1,000 tons to go through, is built.it will not interfere 
with tlie traffic or with thc shipping ? Yes; but that would all be in view of the Abattoirs being continued in 
their present site. .
1777. Do you wish to see the Abattoirs removed from Glebe Island ? Undoubtedly; because it is a 
totally unsuitable place for them.
1778. All the evidence we have had here has been as to the suitability of the island for that purpose? 
Well, I can give evidence to the contrary.
1779. Will you kindly give the evidence ? In the first place, the Government is losing a very large annual 
sum hy the treatment of the waste from tho Abattoirs. At present between 15,000 and 20,000 tons of 
blood and offal are discharged outside tho Heads every year, and allowing for the cost of treatment it is 
worth at least £7,000 a year when it is converted into a manure, and even not to sell it in this market. 
Of course it should bo properly treated. The methods which have been employed to treat these waste 
products at Glebe Island up to the present have been little hotter than worthless. Furthermore, the 
Abattoirs should be, and are in all well-ordered instances, beside the sale-yards. In this instance tho 
cattle slaughtered are of such a nature that it is positively dangerous to the inhabitants of the surrounding 
places to bring them to Glebe Island. To treat tlie number of animals that are slaughtered at Glebe 
Island satisfactorily and economically, and to associate kindred trades with them, it would be necessary 
to have an area of at least from 1,009 to 1,500 acres of land. It is necessary that the cattle should be 
rested before slaughter, but they aro net rested at all on Glebe Island ; in fact, tho animals are hunted 
from their resting-places to Glebe Island, where they arrive in a condition absolutely unfit to he slaughtered, 
especially cattle. Thc cattle or animals should ho slaughtered somewhere contiguous to thc railway line, 
and brought down to a central meat-market, or to a meat-market in Sydney ; for, as I observed. Glebe 
Island is both a meat market and a slaughter-house, J, as a resident of Glebe Point, personally have no 
objection to the Abattoirs remaining where they are. It does mo no personal injury, provided that they 
aro carried on from tho point of view of tlie smell arising from them. In summer-time I have written 
several letters to the Treasury, complaining of the terrible smell arising from the Abattoirs. Up to about 
six months ago it was not an infrequent thing to have the blood discharged straight into thc bay. I have 
frequently seen it at noon ; but latterly there was a receptacle provided, in order that the blood and offal 
which they could not run into the punt should be stored there. After it had remained there some time, 
pending the arrival of the punt from outside the Heads, it was generally discharged into the punt. It 
was in a putrid condition by this time, and the smell, of a most disgusting character, could be noticed for 
miles around.
1780. That state of things is discontinued ? No ;■ it is continued.
1781. I thought you said until the last six mouths it was done? Until within tho last six months they 
vised to run thc blood into thc harbour occasionally, but now that practice is absolutely stopped, and it is 
run into a vat on tho island. There is only one punt, and if through stress of weather or other circum
stance that punt cannot proceed to sea, this material is stored on the island, and it may remain there for 
one and a half or two days until it is run into the punt, and the smell from it is abominable. In summer 
time the punt gets filled more frequently, and the material is carried to sea more often than is done in 
winter time, because not so mech slaughtering is done there in winter as in nummer.

• 1782. Wo have had evidence here that there used to be a disagreeable smell from the Abattoirs at tbo 
time they desiccated the blood and offal, but since that practice has been discontinued, and tho blood and 
offal has been taken out to sea, the bad smell has not been so noticeable? They did not desiccate tho

blood
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H. Daly, blood and offal.—they burnt it. It was not carried on in sealed vessels. Tbe vapours arising from the 
‘'"''"'“frj. drying material were not properly condensed. In order to treat the material properly, it must bo treated 

7 July, 189/. from jpat ^ last in sealed vessels, so that none of the fertilising elements can escape. These elements 
are preserved in the finished article ; whereas at Glebe Island, the men did not understand the methods 
of working the apparatus, which was of a very inefficient character.
1783. We have had evidence here to the effect that the drains were not properly constructed to carry 
down the offal into the desiccating pans, and the desiccator was one of the original type, being old and 
almost worthless ? That is not the case. They had a fair grasp of thc principle, but it was badly 
constructed.
1784. The President of tho Board of Health said that one of the reasons why the desiccating was 
discontinued was not only in consequence of the defective nature of tbe desiccator itself, but also because 
tbe drains were not made in the slaughter-houses to take the blood to the desiccating plant in the most 
expeditious way? What 1 would say in answer to that statement is, that it involves the treatment of this 
material at the Abattoirs. I understand very clearly how it should be done ; but there is nothing at all 
attempted there. For instance, the blood and the washings of the establishment are all run down 
together, and that is absolutely improper. It is difficult even to treat it in that way, because you have to 
eliminate all the water out of the material before you can get the finished article.
1785. Have you never made a complaint to the Superintendent of the Abattoirs about running the blood 
and water down together? I have gone to a telephone at Glebe Point and asked the Board of Health to 
be good enough to telephone to the island, telling them to stop the people from running the blood out 
in day-time—not to let us see them doing it. We do not mind so much if it is done at night; we do not 
care to see it done in the day.
1786. Ton object to the erection of the new bridge because you think the Abattoirs ought to be removed 
from the island? I do not object to a new bridge ; but jl do not see that there is any necessity for so 
expensive or so substantial a structure if one is erected. I really do not think that a bridge should be 
erected at all.
1787. We have had evidence to the effect that a great deal of the traffic over the bridge goes to Balmain, 
Ryde, and other suburbs ? There is no doubt about that,
1788. And that the traffic to the Abattoirs is by no means the largest proportion? I disagree entirely 
with that.
1789. Suppose that the present bridge is considered to be unsafe; if a new bridge is not erected, bow are 
the people who use that road to get to Balmain, Byde, and other suburbs? They can get thereby a road 
from about where the Kauri Timber Company is located at Blackwattle Bay. if there was a road con
structed to join with tbe reclamation in Johnstone’s Bay, and to go around tlie head of Rozelle Bay, it 
would not be such a very great distance longer than the present road.
1790. If these people were compelled to go round by the route you have described, would there not be 
great complaints made of their having to travel so much out of their way ? I do not think so, because it 
is not such a very great distance further than the present road.
1791. Tour suggestion to have the sale-yards, resting-paddocks, and abattoirs in one locality would involve 
the purchase of a very large area of land, and also the expenditure of a very large sum for works ; but 
this proposal to construct a bridge to an existing road, which is used by the residents of Balmain and 
Ryde, as well as the people who go to the Abattoirs, only involves the necessity for erecting a new bridge ; 
and, therefore, we have to consider how much less that would cost than your proposal? That is always 
remembering that the Abattoirs are to remain where they are. I cannot believe that the Government will 
allow the Abattoirs to remain much longer whore they are. I cannot believe that they will, from what I 
have seen elsewhere.
1792. To what places do you refer ? I have seen the greater number of the Abattoirs on the Continent of 
Europe. Take, for instance, the Paris Abattoir.
1793. Is it not surrounded with a dense population ? It is, but the circumstances as between Paris and 
Sydney, are altogether different. First or all there is the vast difference iu the climate of the two cities ; 
and secondly, there is a vast difference in the nature of the cattle to be slaughtered. The cattle to be

, slaughtered here are wild, or semi-wild ; whereas in Paris you can take the cattle by the horns, and lead
them into the slaughtering-place. Here there is a continuous danger to life and limb in driving the cattle 
to the Abattoirs. Scarcely a week passes but some person is maimed for life. I guarantee that I could 
point out many instances of that kind. Only last week, for instance, a female child was taken up on a 
bullock’s horns and badly mangled.
1794. But Mr. (Macnamara, a carcase butcher, has told the Committee that the cure for that would be 
to drive the cattle in in the night, as used to bo done in this very city years ago, say from midnight until 
3 or 4 a.m., and to drive the sheep in in the early morning ? No doubt the sheep may be driven. All 
these regulations are in force, but it is not done, and frequently cattle break away in a state of fury, and 
it takes the men until the middle of the following day to catch them, although they were being driven in 
at night. Very frequently it is the cattle which are being driven in at night whicli do this damage.
1795. Children are not running about in. the middle of the night ? No; it is the cattle which escape 
while being driven at night that commit the damage I speak of.
1796. Ho you not know that at Home, Scotch and "Welsh cattle frequently horn people while being 
driven from the railways to Islington ? The greater portion of the Scotch cattle which come to London 
come dead.
1797. Lately ? Thc greater portion of it is killed meat.- I have seen trains full of it; very little of it
comes alive. I wish to show you the contrast between the method in Paris and the method in Sydney, I 
have already pointed out to you the quietness of the cattle in Paris. You say that the Paris Abattoir is 
surrounded with a dense population. It is surrounded with a dense population, but it is a poor popula
tion ; it is a very poor quarter, and tlie value of property surrounding tbe Abattoirs is all depressed from 
the very presence of the Abattoirs, notwithstanding the fact that the utmost cleanliness is observed there, 
and that really no person would know that an Abattoir was being conducted thereat all. The sale-yards 
are beside the Abattoirs, and the cattle are just taken across a canal to the Abattoir and slaughtered there. 
In Paris every scrap of material, every scrap of the animal, is turned to account, and nothing whatever 
remains on the premises whicli would create any unpleasant smell or be unpleasant to the people in the 
neighbourhood. '

1798.
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1708. I agree with you that it is waste to take our blood and offal out to sea : but we have evidence to H. Daly, 
the effect that when the blood and offal wei'e desiccated the manure was only saleable at such a price __ 
that it left no profit, but a loss ? I took the trouble to consult a lirm of engineers in England on this' u y> ‘ 
subject some time ago. The wholesale price in England of manure manufactured from blood is £S a ton, 
and the wholesale price of manure manufactured from offal is £(J a ton. In England it is properly 
manufactured in the way I have indicated. It is not burnt up. as was done at Globe Island. I saw the 
men treat the stuff at Glebe Island. I made inquiries, and 1 listened to what they had to say. All the 
fertilising elements were completely eliminated, and it was only an innocuous powder which remained.
1799. Wo have had evidence to the effect that it used to cost nearly £7 a ton to produce the manure at 
our Abattoirs, but that it was not of the \alue it should have been, in consequence of so much water being 
mixed with the blood? That is one of the points 1 want to convey to you. They mix the blood and the 
swillings of the establishment, and all the water has to be eliminated ; whereas the blood should be 
caught immediately the animal is slaughtered, and treated then. It takes 18 tons of that blood to make 
1 ton of manure. Ton have to eliminate 17 tons of water before you can get a ton of the linished 
article; therefore, how much more difficult it is to treat the stuff when it ie surcharged with water in 
the way I have indicated.
1800. We have had it in evidence here from the Inspector, Mr, Shelley, that it costs £u a ton to manu
facture the manure, and that the last surplus sale they had realised 7s. 9d. a ton ; there was a great loss 
then ? If I had 1,000 tons of blood manure I could get £5,000 instantly for it—that is, properly 
manufactured.
1801. I judge from what you say that the persons who had charge of tins work did not seem to under
stand how to treat the stuff properly? No. ‘
1802. In tho second place, the desiccating machine was of an antiquated type, and very little use, com
paratively speaking ; and thirdly, as Dr. Thompson has pointed out, so much water flowed down with the 
blood into the receptacles that the quality of the article was deteriorated, and hence it cost more to pro
duce it than it realised ? I will describe the method f saw at the island. The blood find the swillings oi 
the establishment were run down into a tank. Jtwas there boiled : the blood became somewhat coagu
lated, but meanwhile all the fertilising elements were escaping. As it was boiled in an open vessel, the 
fumes escaped into the air. The pure blood should have been conveyed into the desiccators, and the 
operations from start to finish carried on in a sealed vessel. _
1803. Did you ever hear who was responsible for the working of the desiccating machine? It could not
be Mr. Shelley. He has so much to do, and has such a cramped space, that I do not see how be could 
devote any attention to the desiccating work. It was never done on proper lines ; it was never worked 
on business lines at all. _ _
1801. It has been suggested by several witnesses, that the rooms appropriated for the slaughtering-abattoirs 
are too small, that the sheep slaughter-houses are not very well adapted to the work, and that the area of 
the slaughtering establishments should be enlarged ; Glebe I sland comprises an area of 34 acres ; I gather 
from what you say, that you would disapprove of the area of the slaughter-houses being extended, or of 
the slaughter-houses being improved, because you object in tolo to the abattoirs being on the island ? I 
say it is not the proper place for them, and that the slaughtering will continue to increase at the island, 
and that all the inquiries w-hich have been held into the matter, witii the exception of the last inquiry, 
have all pointed in the direction of the removal of the Abattoirs.
1805. Where would you suggest that they should be removed ? To Black town,
180G. Do you know that one advantage of having the Abattoirs at Glebe Island is "that butchers in a small 
way of business can go there and buy their meat at first-hand at a cheaper rate than they could do if they 
had to buy it at second-hand from large carcase butchers, which would be the case if the Abattoirs were 
removed to Blacktown ? I do not know it, and I do not believe it 
1807. I am speaking from personal knowledge that that is the case ? I do not believe it.
1803. I know respectable men in a small way of business who could not go to Blacktown to purchase 
their supplies ? There is no necessity for them to go to Blacktown to purchase their stuff. Nine-tenths 
of the meat which is consumed in New York is slaughtered 900 miles away from that city, and you 
might as well say that the butchers in New York should go to where it is slaughtered to buy their 
meat.
1809. At all events, it has not been the practice here ; we know very well that in New York the business 
is done by rings of wealthy capitalists or men with large credit, whereas here people with smaller capital 
have been able to go into the butchering business ; I have said that Glebe Island is a meat market as well 
as an Abattoir ;—why not have a meat market somewhere else and the Abattoirs somewhere else ? If your 
contention was that the small butchers could go over to Glebe Island and slaughter their cattle for them
selves, there would be something in it.
1810 I believe they can ? They can, but very few do it, because they find it is unprofitable. They find it 
more profitable and satisfactory to buy their meat from the large slaughterers. There is plenty of com
petition between tho large slaughtermen now.
1811. You are not in favour of having a new bridge erected in lieu of the jiresont bridge, because you 
think the Abattoirs are in the wrong place, and because the people who do not travel to the Abattoirs, but 
go to Balmain, Hyde, and other suburbs, could go by another road, which would be very little longer 
for them? Precisely : and the whole of these bays would bo open to shipping and traffic.
1812. A new bridge, such as I have described, would not prevent that? It would be always a source of 
expense and inconvenience, because more shipping must come to Blaekwattle Bay. It is coming there 
every year. 1 have lived at Glebe Point for fifteen years, and I see the improvements which are taking 
place, and the way shipping is crowding gradually in that direction. A great deal of shipping must go 
there. The Government itself has a very large and most valuable property there which must be 
thrown open for large ships sooner or lafer. A bridge is always an inconvenience, especially to shipping.
1813. But if provision is made in a suitable bridge for vessels to go through to Blaekwattle Bay and 
Ho/.elle Bay, a very trifling impediment will be placed in the wav of any vessel wishing to go there? I 
would not say a verv trifling impediment. A bridge is always au impediment, because there is always the 
opening and closing of the swing, and the stoppage of the traffic, as you can see at the Pyrmont Bridge.
1814. That bridge has been built nearly forty years, and the bridge, as well as the swing, is of a very anti
quated type ; but modern bridges are provided wilh a swing for a vessel which can be opened in a few 
minutes? Quite so. 1815.
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H. Daly. 1815. Sucli a bridge would not be a great obstacle to traffic ? I do not suppose it would; but I do not see 
?eeess^.v ^',1' putting a very heavy, substantial, expensive structure there, because nearly all the heavy 

’ ' traffic of Balmain is carried by water. The most convenient thing which a bridge at tliat point would
afford to Balmain would be access to the railway-yard at Pyrmont, but the distance would not be much 
further if a road were carried iu the direction I have indicated.
1816. The route which you have just pointed out on the map would be much further than the present
route P It would not be a very great deal further. It is a longer distance to the Abattoirs, but it is not 
much longer to Balmain. ■ '
1817. Would it not go through private property? It would,
1818. It would involve the expense of resuming that property ? There is the expense of constructing the
bridge. *
1819. But there is a much longer road to travel ? Ton would get a free waterway instead of having a 
bridge, and you could bring vessels of any size to the G-overnment wharf in Blaekwattle Bay.
1820. Mr, Hump}iery.~\ With regard to the existing bridge, what is your idea? The longer it is maintained 
the more expensive it will become, aud it is pretty well worn out now.
1821. Do you suggest that it should be removed, and should not be replaced by a new bridge ? Not
replaced. '
1822. Ton think no bridge is necessary ? Yes.
1823. Assuming that the Abattoirs should remain at Glebe Island, do yon think you would meet the 
convenience of the people using that island by the road you suggest ? Well, the population of the city 
who use meat largely are more or less going into the suburbs, and the greater quantity of the meat that

' is slaughtered at the island is carried to the southward, and not in the direction of the city. The only
portion of the suburbs which would be inconvenienced by perhaps half a mile extra haulage would be the 
eastern suburbs, but all the western suburbs and southern suburbs would be as well served by a road such 
as I have indicated as by a bridge in the present place,
1824. Assuming, as you said, two-thirds of the traffic across the bridge to be in connection with the 
Abattoirs, does it not occur to you that some means should be provided to enable people on the Pyrmont 
side to reach Glebe Island and Balmain without traversing a road which would probably be double tho 
distance ? There is practically no road at the present time in the direction I have indicated ; you would 
have to go up Johnstonc-street, in Atmandalc, to get on to the Darramatta-road, whereas you could go in 
a southerly direction if a road were made across the reclamation in Kozelle Bay.
1825. Your contention is that that road would be as convenient to’two-thirds of the present traffic as is 
the existing bridge ? It might not be quite as convenient for the full two-thirds, but it would be as 
convenient for half of it, always remembering that the Abattoirs remained at Glebe Island.
1826. As to the remaining third, we are told that the traffic is very considerable; that between 2,500 and
3,000 vehicles daily cross the bridge; that would mean that you would have to provide for 700 or 800, 
perhaps 1,000 vehicles, which would he traffic altogether apart from the Abattoirs;—do you think the 
convenience of that remaining third would be mot in any way by your suggestion ? If you speak of the 
traffic of Balmain alone, I suppose it would be a quarter of a mile longer by my route ; but if you speak 
of the traffic of Five Dock and the west end of Balmain, it would be as well served by my route as by the 
bridge.
1827. I will put it in this way, that as far as Balmain is concerned the route you indicate would be longer 
and less convenient, but places beyond Balmain and the west end of Balmain -would be equally well 
served ? Yes.
.1828. Is not the population of Balmain very large and increasing? It is a large population.
1829. Has not the reduction of the fare on the Balmain ferry to Id. been the means of largely increasing
tho population there? 1 daresay it has ; I have no actual knowledge of it. Cheap fares always do induce 
population to come to a place. "
1830. For Id. you can go to almost any part of Balmain ? Passengers can, but not vehicles.
1831. IV ith regard to the passenger traffic, would it not be much more inconvenient if that bridge were 
dispensed with ? No ; because it would be cheaper for them to go by steamer.
1832. I am talking of the foot-passenger traffic across the bridge? It is infinitesimal. Nobody walks to 
Balmain now ; they take the ferry.
1833. In the event of it being desirable to connect Balmain with Sydney by means of a tramway, would 
it not he much more convenient to relain the bridge at the present site? If you speak of a tramway, 
undoubtedly.
1834. I wish you to give your evidence on the assumption that it may be desirable'at no distant time to 
connect by means of a tramway ? Of course, it would be very much shorter ; vou would get over the 
Pyrmont Bridge which is to be built, but you would have the inconvenience of having an opening in the 
bridge, which is always inconvenient where you have steamer or tram traffic.
1835. As to the inconvenience of vessels passing the bridge, have you made yourself familiar with the 
details of the proposed bridge—that it is to have an opening 60 feet wide, and is to be of such a height in 
the centre as to allow small craft to pass under it ? I believe it is to be 25 feet above high water. I 
have seen several similar bridges.
1830. Do you think the rapid opening and closing of the swing in tho bridge by the most modern 
appliances would bo a serious inconvenience to vessels which pass, or are likely to pass, to Blaekwattle 
Bay and Bozelle Bay from Johnstone’s Bay ? I cannot say that it ivonld be a serious inconvenience ; 
but it is some inconvenience, and there is always some risk, more or less.
1837. "With regard to the removal of the Abattoirs, I suppose you have in view eventually the adoption of 
a scheme you have propounded yourself;—you have made some suggestions ? Only here.
1838. 1 thought you said you had been in correspondence with the Government for a long time? Not 
with the Government, but with sanitary engineers iu England.
1839. What recommendations have been made through you or to you in connection with your complaint
of the Abattoirs being at Glebe Island? All I have done was to write and complain of the intolerable 
smell, and to hope that they would soon remove the Abattoirs, aud that Mr. lleid would keep his promise 
that they should go. ,
1840. Have you made any suggestions ? No ; a suggestion would uot be listened to from me, perhaps.
1841. Do you not think the strongest argument to use in favour of your view is to suggest some scheme? 
To make a suggestion to such a body as this Committee is one thing, but to write a letter to the Minister

is
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is another thing. I have written repeatedly to the Treasury about the condition o£ the Abattoirs, and the 
abominable smells arising from them, hut 1 have never suggested any remedy. _ ^July ^897
184'2. It is much more difSeult to suggest a remedy than to make complaint ? 1 can suggest an ideal ' 1 '
scheme.
1843. Will you give tho Committee the benefit of your views ? I suggest that the Abattoirs should be 
removed to Blacktown. There is an alternative place to put the Abattoirs, and that is quite close to the 
existing sale-yards at b'letnington. But when we consider the class of settlement there, in the first place, 
it would be doing a great injustice to the people who have settled round there ; and, in the second place, 
it would altogether lower the character of the settlement there. In this climate—and it is a very warm 
climate—it will be necessary also that the kindred trades for the treatment of the various matters in con
nection with slaughtering should be associated with, or very close to, the slaughtering establishments.
At present all these things, such as the heads and entrails of cattle, are carted through the streets of Sydney 
to Botany. To any person who is not accustomed to such a thing it is a disgusting sight to see portions 
of animals carried through the streets in open carts in this way.
ISAl. May I put it in this way: That, as a site for abattoirs, TTemington would bo equally as objectionable 
as Glebe Island ? ]STo. 1 do not say that Tlemington would be equally objectionable: but I say that 
Blacktown would he a very much better site. _ _
1845. Your idea is that Blacktown is the one site which would be suitable by reason of existing conditions 
for abattoirs and sale-yards P It is one site—not the site. There may be other sites on the Southern line 
I know not of. I have seen Blaclitown, and looked at the place from various poinis of view, and 1 consider 
that it would be very suitable for the purpose. Tou can got excellent water accommodation, which is _a 
very great consideration in abattoirs, because you are quite close to the Prospect dam ; and then there is 
tho matter of drainage, which could bo very excellently arranged there.
1840. Have you made yourself familiar with the process adopted by tho Sydney meat-works for the treat
ment of blood and offal ? I do not know what it is ; 1 have not been to their place. _
1847. You have no information with regard to the process in operation at their works? Ko.
]8iS. What information do you possess with regard to the process of desiccation by which the results are 
found to be profitable ? Do you wish me to describe the method.
1849. No ;—I want to know on what knowledge you base your evidence? I have seen the treatment of 
blood and offal in Nottingham, in England. 1 have also seen the treatment of fish-guts at the great 
Grimsby fish-markeis. iu the west of England, by tho very same machinery—the very same method as that 
which is used for the treatment of blood and offal on profitable lines.
1850. Are you familiar with the method adopted iu Melbourne ? It is that method I speak of.
1851. Can you say from inquiry you have made whether iu Melbourne there is any profit attached to the 
treatment of blood and offal there? I believe there is not. They use a very expensive machine there for 
the purpose. They use Parmer’s machine, and I know what it is.
1852. You can understand that commercial people, unless they can see a profit, very rarely engage in an 
enterprise such as you apeak of ? They are very glad to get blood and offal manures in England at the 
prices I hare mentioned.
1853. There are people here who would be very glad also to purchase the manures: but if the cost of 
treatment were greater than the price obtained for the manure, there would be no advantage to those 
engaged in the enterprise? No.
1854. I suppose that is the reason why at present these are waste products ? I beg your pardon, sir, it is 
not the reason. The reason why they waste the products is that it is a more rough and ready method of 
getting rid of it, and they do not know, or have not been familiarised with, the proper method of treating it.
1855. You think that they are blind to their own interests ? Yes. The blood and offal are there, and it 
is easier to take them outside tho Heads to tho sharks.
185G. Can you relate any other instance, besides the one you mentioned to Mr, Hoskins, as to the treat
ment of cattlo in the yards at the Abattoirs ? Yes. ’
1857, Will you state, for instance, the distance which would influence the condition of the cattle before 
they arc slaughtered? Ton cannot form any estimate of the cattle in the older countries as compared 
with the cattle here. The cattle here arc always in a wild, or more or less semi-wild, condition, and they 
are as frightened as a deer; whereas in all the countries on the Continent of Europe and in Canada, where 
they are all stali-fcd, they arc quite quiet, aud may be taken from the pastures at any time to be slaughtered.
AU catfle require to be. rested more or less before being slaughtered. Wild cattle like ours undoubtedly 
require very much longer time to become thoroughly quiet and rid of any fever which may have been 
induced by travelling.
1858. Chairman.] Taking it for granted that the routes are common to Pyrmont Bridge, I find, on scaling
the plan, that the route you suggest to Western-road is three-quarters of a mile longer than the present 
route ? No doubt it is further ro the city of Sydney, but if you take such suburbs as Petersham, Cam- 
perdown, and Glebe it is quite as near. _
1850. Mr. Clarice.'] In the event of the Abattoirs not being removed from Glebe Island, do you consider 
that a new bridge is necessary ? ] do, indeed.
18G0. Abridge about 60 feet wide, and with a 60-foot opening? It would have to be a substantial 
structure, because there would be a largo amount of traffic, and it would require to have a wide opening.
1861. Wo have had evidence here by practical men—carcase butchers—that Glebe Island as a site,
although rather small, cannot he improved upon as far as slaughtering is concerned ? As regards tho 
mere cutting of their throats, there is no doubt that you could not get a better place, but tho getting of 
the cattle to the place is the point. '
1862. Could they not be brought down in tho night ? It lias never been satisfactory. They have been 
doing it for fifteen years, and occasionally some of the cattle escape, roam about the streets, and attack 
tho first person they see. There is no more infuriated animal you can meet with than a knocked-up 
bullock. If you come across one in the bush he will warm you.
IS63. I suppose it would not be practicable to re-truck the cattle if a railway were made from the sale- 
yards to Glebe Island ? It would bo like humpty-dumpty. You might get the cattle out of the trucks, 
hut to get Ibom in again would bo a job. 1 have seen plenty of cattlo de-trained, but I have never seen 
the same cattle put back in the same truck by anybody.
1864. You think it would bo impracticable to re-truck them? It would be highly impracticable with the 
class of cattle you have here. 1865.
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71. Duly. 1805. Wo have had it in evidence that it might he practicable, if a railway were made from Glebe Island 
to Flemington, not to take them out of the trucks, but to take them to markets erected at Glebe Island? 

" Ji 7. ^ proportion of the cattle winch would go there would not be sold—they would be held waiting for a 
future market, and they would have to be driven away 1o some paddocks pending a future market. You 
would have the same driving business all over again. You could not re-truck them and bring them back 
to that place for a market. There is by no moans a sufficient area of ground winch could possibly be got 
at Balmain for the purpose of slaughter-yards and sale-yards. _
18G6. You think it could not be done ? It is impracticable here altogether. It would be a futile 
experiment.
18(57. Several witnesses have said that a healthier place could not exist than Glehe Island ? I have seen 
it in evidence from these gentlemen that it is the tiuest place in the world; but they had never seen any 
other.
1868. We have had evidence by several carcase butchers that a better place than Glebe Island could not 
possibly be found in the Colony? 1 have seen that statement in evidence. I have also seen in evidence 
that they have travelled over all the Colonies, and that that is the finest spot in the world.
1860. Mr. Austin, a carcase butcher, said he had been in Europe and America, and he thought that if the 
accommodation were improved, particularly for sheep and pigs, the Abattoirs would be suitable to the public, 
and w ould last for a number of years ? I do not pretend to combat that at all. What I say is, that you can 
erect slaughter-houses on Glebe Island of a most perfect character; but the point is, how are you to 
bring the cattle there to be slaughtered. !f you cut their throats at Flemington, and brought them 
down dead in the trucks, it might be all right; but to get the cattle to the island is the point. Even the 
sheep are a terrible nuisance. They are driven in in the day-time, aud in the streets through which they 
travel they raise dust and ruin everything. If the slaughter-yards were erected, as I suggest, at some 
distance from the metropolis, surely with our present railway accommodation we could run them down 
easily in an hour to the meat-markets, and no harm could come to any meat in that time. In America 
they have verv great advantages over what we have here. In America they can conserve large quantities 
of ice and chill their meat. It is a very easy matter in the hottest part of summer there to chill their 
meat and convey it a long distance; whereas here all our cold must bo produced artificially. If you 
slaughter your cattle, and have your abattoirs within an hour's railway run of the city, surely to goodness 
it is an easy matter to run the meat down to tho meat-markets. It would be far more convenient for 
small purchasers to go to a meat-market at Darling Harbour than to the Abattoirs at Glebe Island.
1870. I suppose you know that there is a considerable number of private slaughter-houses iu the suburbs?
1 know that well. _
1871. Do you approve of that ? By no means. The method which should be employed is that which is 
employed in .France. Every person who has slaughtering going on must have a Government official on 
the spot, and he stamps ever3r portion of the animal, men the entrails. The finest abattoir I have ever 
seen is the Abattoir at Hamburg, which was built at a cost of £700,000, in the most elaborate manner. 
They take the verv greatest possible precautions as to the character of every animal slaughtered there.
1872. Mow are the cattle brought there ? The Abattoirs are close to the sale-yards. '
1873. Do the cattle come from the interior of the country, or are they landed from ships? A good 
number are landed from ships ; but they are pretty well tamed when they arc taken off the boats.
187‘1. Do they come from Germany, Sweden, and Denmark ? The largest projiortion of them are home
grown cattle.
1875. A good many, I suppose, come from Holland ? Yes ; Danish cattle and Swedish cattle,
1876. "Would the drainage at Flemington and Blacktown be complete? The drainage is a matter I have 
given a great deal of attention to. There is an amount of difficulty in connection with it. The method 
which would be employed for the drainage there would be something like the method which is employed 
in inland towns in England. There, the sewage is run into reservoirs, the solid matter is precipitated 
with a cheap chemical of a ferruginous character, the limpid matter is allowed to flow off, and the sludge 
is pumped up in filter presses, and it comes out in tho shape of dry cakes, which are sold to the farmers 
as fertilisers. It is not an expensive process by any means.
1877. Does the sale of the stuff result in a profit or a loss ? It is profitable in England. 'They make a 
profit in many English towns out of their sewage which is treated as I have described.
1878. You think that at our suburban slaughter-houses there is not sufficient supervision, and that a 
good deal of inferior and diseased meat is sold to the public ? Undoubtedly. Glebe Island is very well 
looked after indeed, as far as inspection is concerned. Bigid inspection seems to be the prime point in 
the management of the Abattoirs there.
1879. Would not the road you propose to make involve a considerable amount for land resumption, or 
would it go through any Government land ? 1 have not attempted to make an estimate ; but I have gone 
over the route, and seen the surrounding ground and properties, and observed what the levels would be 
likely to be.
1880. I suppose you are aware that in tbe case of all land resumptions the Government have to pay high
prices? No doubt; but there is a limit. . ’
1881. Would the cost of the land resumptions be as much as the cost of building a new bridge, speaking 
approximately? I daresay the cost of construe! iug the road and resuming the land would pretty well 
amount to as much as the cost of constructing the bridge. I do not say it would be a cheap way of 
doing it by any means.
1882. Mr. Zee.] Suppose the Abattoirs, were removed from Glebe Island, do you not think the necessity 
would still exist for bridge communication between the island and the mainland ? Hardly.
1883. Have you any accurate knowledge of the amount of traffic which passes over the bridge? Not an 
accurate knowledge, but I see the traffic. There is a continuous steady traffic from 4 a.m, to night-time, 
principally to tho Abattoirs.
188-1. Would you be surprised to find that the daily traffic across the bridge amounts to 2,032 vehicles, 
51 horsemen, 215 driven animals, and 1,293 pedestrians? It does not surprise me.
1885. The traffic amounts to at least 3,378 persons, and includes 2,032 vehicles do you not think that 
a traffic of (hat magnitude would warrant the continuation of the bridge thoroughfare ? But there would 
not be (hat traffic if the Abattoirs were removed.

‘1886. You do not pretend to say that the bulk of this traffic passes to and from the Abattoirs ? I do.
1887.
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1887. Tbe vehicular portion of the traffic I have described passing to and from the Abattoirs on the same H- My* 
day amounled to 413 vehicles. The traffic was taken by a man stationed on the bridge for ten days, and 
although the traffic to the Abattoirs by vehicle is large, yet in proportion to the general traffic over the ' Ju ^ 189', 
bridge it is rather small ? Yes.
1888. Now that you are placed in possession of these facts do you not think that the necessity for a 
bridge would continue to exist whether the Abattoirs are removed or not? Yes; but all that traffic does 
not come to tho city. There is much of that traffic which would he served by the route I have indicated.
Jfor instance, all the brewers1 drays going over to Balmain would not of choice go by the bridge. If 
they had tho other road all the brewers’ drays going to the western portion of Balmain would not of 
choice go by tbe bridge.
1889. Of necessity, it would be a fair assumption that the bulk of that traffic would he between the city 
and Balmain, over Pyrmont Bridge ? Perhaps it might; I am not prepared to say that.
1899. You will understand that the bridge is a very imperfect structure, and that when the swing is open 
the delay is great ? I do not think it is inordinately great. ■
1891. As much as fifteen or twenty-five minutes ? I daresay it is.
1892. If this large traffic proceeds under the disadvantages of a bad swing, is it not reasonable to assume 
that witii a proper bridge, provided with a wide swing, that traffic will increase very largely ? I do not 
think so.
1893. Jf you were mayor of Balmain, would you advocate the abolition of the bridge in favour of a road 
to be given in the direction you have indicated ? If I were mayor of Balmain and did that I would be 
stoned.
1894. Does that not arise from the fact that the large population of Balmain desire to be served in as 
direct a manner as possible, and require as direct communication with Pyrmont railway station and the 
city as possible ? I take it that the railway-station is the point which is the necessity for this.
1895. It is a great feature in the inquiry? Yes.
1896. For the simple reason that factories are springing up around the foreshores of Balmain, and are 
wanting to get access to the railway-station ? They are springing up around Rozelle Bay and Blaekwattle 
Bay more than at any other part of Balmain.
1897. Chiefly timber-yards ? There are little factories springing up in those hays, but the only large
business, in tbe nature of a manufacturing business, which is carried on in Balmain is at Mort’s Dock, 
and that is principally with shipping. There is a large amount of traffic to Balmain done by water. For 
instance, the coal is brought alongside Balmain. They will be digging it out of the ground there 
directly. ■
1898. It is a great feature that there should be direct road communication between Balmain and the rail
way-station ? No doubt.
1899. As a business man, you admit that? No doubt.
1900. I take it that your chief objection to the whole thing is the retention of the Abattoirs at Glebe 
Island ? That is from a public ]>oint of view',
1901. If tbe Abattoirs were removed you would offer no serious ob jection to the continuation of the bridge 
thoroughfare across to the island? No; lam speaking of the benefit which would accrue to the two 
bays by having an open waterway, not hampered by a bridge in any way,
1902. As a matter of public convenience, would it not appear to you that a large section of the public 
who have been accustomed to use this thoroughfare for so many years would hardly tolerate the closing of 
it? It would be a case of nolens volens—if it was not there they would have to go by the other road.
1903. If the State could not give these people equally as good communication as they have now, do you 
not think that they would be discontented ? If it would be three quarters of a mile further to get to 
the city, as tho Chairman has pointed out, no doubt it would be a ground for complaint on their part.
1904. Admitting your contention, as far as Blaekwattle Bay and Bozelle Bay are concerned, but providing
that ample accommodation is made to admit ordinary vessels under tho bridge, and by an open swing to 
allow large vessels to pass through the bridge, do you not think that that will give all the necessary access 
required to those bays ? Yes ; but there is always an objection, more or less, to a bridge barring a water
way. The manufacturing places in these bays, as well as the travelling public, would be inconvenienced 
while tho swing was opened. ■
1905. But if the bridge is made sufficiently high to allow small craft to pass underneath without opening 
the swing, in the future, when these bays have been dredged out, do you not think there will be equally 
as much accommodation for anyone to settle in those hays as is likely to be given to shipping and others 
above Pyrmont Bridge ? Yes.
1906. Well, if they are put on the same footing as the people above Pyrmont Bridge, what possible objec
tion can there be to this proposal? People above Pyrmont Bridge are complaining now.
1907. But they are to get a very good bridge, with a fine swing in the centre. If they are all put on tho 
same footing, your objections will, to a largo extent, disappear? I daresay.
1908. If it is found that it is not possible to remove the bridge, the next best thing is to provide for very 
large accommodation in the future. Would not that very largely remove the objection you have to the 
bridge being there at all ? I daresay it would.
1909. There is a proposal to carry a tramway to Balmain by that, way ? No doubt it would considerably 
shorten the distance to Balmain, hut a tramway on a bridge with an open swing would certainly bo very 
objectionable. An electric tramway would ho a serious bar.
1910. The chief objection you oiler is that it would be more in (bo interests of the community not to 
have a bridge there at all ? Notwithstanding what you suggest, and notwithstanding what is promised,
I consider a bridge is not a desirable thing to cross a waterway of this description, where a large amount 
of shipping is hound to come m the near future.
1911. But when it has been shown to you that so large a number of people will he put to serious incon
venience without a bridge, would you not, under conditions of that kind, waive the objection which you 
raise ; would you urge the adoption of your plan in preference to the adoption of this proposal? 1 do 
not think that the people of Balmain would bo so very seriously inconvenienced by it. They have a very 
fine water communication ; they get across the harbour for Id, and the trains run right up into Balmain.
1912. The road would lead to other places than Balmain? Certainly. It would bring Leichhardt very 
much nearer to Sydney.

159—K 1913.
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H. Duly. 1913, It would lead to Drummoyne and Byde ? It would be almost as abort by the ^oute I suggest. It 
is Balmain proper—the part represented by the mayor—which would suffer most if tbe bridge were taken 

7Jnly,lSU7. 1 1 P ^ ;
1914. Mr. Juyan.] I think you said that the Hamburg Abattoirs are the best situated aud the best super
vised of any abattoirs you know ? The most expensively constructed.
1915. Have you visited other abattoirs ? Yes.
1910. Under what supervision are they ? Municipal, not Governmental. Everywhere 1 have seen 
abattoirs they have been under municipal control. .
1917. How far are they from the centre of the town ? You might say that they are m the town.
1918. Do vou not think that the nearness of the Abattoirs to the harbour, and to the waters there, has
something’'to do with the visitation of cholera now and again? >no; tho Abattoirs m Hamburg are 
scrupulously clean. .
1919. "Where does the water from tho Abattoirs go ? Into tho drainage of the city. ,
1920. Is it not a fact that the drainage empties itself into the river, and that the people use the river
water for drinking purposes at times ? ifot in Hamburg. '
1921. Just before the epidemic of cholera visited Hamburg they did? Ho. The sanitary arrangements 
in Hamburg are rapidly becoming very excellent indeed; in lact, all tbe garbage of the city is burnt. 
They have spent £90,000 in less than four years. _
192J. Wlien did vou visit Hamburg? I was there in 1892. , .
1923. That was before the cholera visited the place ? Yes. IWe has been nothing serious m the way 
of cholera there. There were only a comparatively few isolated cases. _ Y^ou must recollect that until 
within the last eight or ten years Hamburg was an insanitary city, and it is only lately that they have
taken up extreme sanitary measures, as they have done also in Berlin. , . or
1924. But still, is it not a fact that hundreds, nay thousands died during that epidemic in Hamburg? 1
am not sure ; I would not say so. .
1925. Thousands a day died there during tho epidemic ? I am sorry to hear it. Tbe cholera must haie 
been introduced there; it did not grow there as a natural product. _
1920. It went from there to other centres ? f do not know; perhaps you know about it.
1927. It was mooted at the time that the cholera broke out in'Hamburg on account of the insanitary
condition of tho city, which the authorities had to take immediate steps to improve and tliat that was 
owing to the nearness of tho Abattoirs to the centre of the town ? 1 assure you that no epidemic no case 
of illness—has ever been traced to properly-constructed abattoirs ; in fact, it is one of the boasts of the 
people of Balmain that no disease or affeciion of any sort ever commences from the Abattoirs on Glebe

1928. That points out at once that the position of tbe Abattoirs and their condition are such as to
guarantee their retention at Glebe Island until a better site than lias been suggested so far is found? It
is to be hoped so. . . , , 0
1929. At the island they use, not only the eify water supply, but also salt-water from the harbour. 
Yes ; the blood runs down in the morning, and they pump it up in the evening. It is the blood pumped 
out of the bay that they wash down the doors with.
1930. Mr. itoskins.'] They have a large fresh water tank ? They do not use that at all.
1931. M}-. Fegan.] Do vou thiuk that Blacktown is in a very good position for abattoirs ? I do.
1932. 1 f there were a railway to the island, or a possibility of conveying the animals by water, then a great 
deal of your objection to the present site would be removed ? Yes; but you cannot get away from tho
sale-yards question. , , ,, , „■ £ ^ i i
1933. Your great objection is the inconvenience and danger caused by the travelling ot the stock along 
the road? Yes; and the condition of tbe stock when they are slaughtered, as much as anything else, 
because meat slaughtered in the country brings Id. more in Sydney than does meat from the Abattoirs.
1934. The objection you raise to the retention of the Abattoirs at Glebe Island is on account of the 
danger and inconvenience to the people r Yes; and the deterioration of the meat.
1935. Will you raise that as an objection to their retention? I do, undoubtedly; aud a strong
objection, too. , ., . ,
1936. If the cattle were run by a branch line from Flemington or Ilomebush into the Abattoirs, that 
would materially alter the position ? Ido not think it would help it at all. It is one of those things you
could not do.
1937. Why? How will you re-truck the cattle again ? , . ,
1938. If there is a railway to the island you can re-truck them ? That is where I differ with you. 1 ou 
cannot re-truck cattle. You can hammer them into the trucks, no doubt, but when you get them to 
Glebe Island you will have them condemned for being in a bruised and unfit condition for sale after slaughter. 
Out of 77,000 bullocks slaughtered in 1895,1,500 were bruised, and the proportion would be much larger if 
they were re-trucked. You will find till the slaughtermen concurring in tbe opinion that it is next to 
impossible to re-truck cattle. Tbe sheep can be handled all right, but the cattle cannot be re-handled. 
Once wild or semi-wild cattle are put into trucks and untrucked, you cannot re-truck them.
1939. What are the principal features of Blacktown to recommend it as a suitable site for abattoirs . A 
lart'emrea of land can be secured there in one block. The water for the purpose of manufacturing the 
various products and of dressing the meat is close at hand in the Prospect reservoir.^ the district is a 
fairly good agricultural district, and the waste products can bo disposed of, or there is a fair prospect of 
getting a market for the material among the settlers. It is within an hour s run of the city, and the 
meat can he sent down here for the purpose of disposal at a central market.
1940. Where would yon remove your sale-yards to ? I would take the sale-yards from Flemington to

1941. It has been suggested here by a witness that Bclmore is a good site for sale-yards and abattoirs ? 
That may he. I know nothing about Belmore : I have not seen it.
1942. Did you go to Blacktown with the express intention of seeing this good site ? Yes. I saw some
evidence by a gentleman concerning this site, and I went to Blacktown and had a look at it myself. 1 
have no interest in the place. _ ,
1943. There would be no danger, I suppose, of the water filtering from the abattoirs hack to the 1 rospecl 
dam ? None whatever ; because the fall is in the opposite direction. It would not go into the watershed.
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1944. Mr. llassctU.I I think you said that Glebe Islaud is totally unBuiliible for abattoirs? Yes; that is, -H. Daly,
under existing conditions. -s
1945. I’ho trend of Ihe evidence before the Committee has been that it is tho most suitable site for the ^ J’^y> 
purpose ?. Yes ; but I have already pointed out that you cannot get the material to be operated .upon 
there satisfactorily. You must have your sale-yards at tho abattoirs, especially in this country, on 
account of the nature of tho cattle themselves. You must have your sale-yards at the abattoirs in order
to have an ideal scheme, as wo ought to have here. You cannot have that at Glcbo Island.
1946. You think the cattle ought to rest after being through the sale-yards ? Undoubtedly: and that is
acknowledged on all hands. “ "
1947. A. large carcase butcher has stated hero that iu all probability, if the sale-yards were alongside the 
abattoirs, or »*ee versa, tbe cattle would be run almost directly from the sale-yards into tbe abattoirs, 
and killed while in a state of fever; but the location of the slaughter-yards at some little distance from 
the sale-yards is beneficial in this respect, that it allows the cattle time to cool down ? That is so.
1948. lou have seen tho cattle come from the sale-yards at IlomehushP Yes ; it is a regular hunting 
expedition from Homebush. They are not driven; they are hunted.
1949. It is a case of hunting the cattle from tho time they leave the railway trucks until they go through 
the sale-yards ? Their tongues are hanging out when they get to the Abattoirs, and they are dead meat 
in an hour.
1950. Would not the same thing occur anywhere else ? No; it is all a matter for consideration by tho 
owners of. the cattle. If I owned cattle, aud was a slaughterman, I would slaughter them in the best 
condition, iu order to have my meat in the best condition. You can always tell meat that is properly 
bled. If you kill a jieast, and it is properly rested, it will be properiy hied, and the meat will have a 
healthy, sound, and inviting appearance ; whereas, if you kill a beast which has been bunted and driven, 
it will not bleed properly ; it will be suffused with blood. Tbe meat which is not properly bled, and the 
meat which is killed in a fevered condition, ■will not keep as well as the other meat.
1951. You seem to think that it will be advisable for the meat to be slaughtered in the country ? There 
are many difficulties in connection wilh that being done. The climate is against it. Wo have very little 
natural cold here; all the cold would have to he produced artificially. In America, where they carry 
meat 000 miles, all the ice is saved from tlie lakes. Their ice costs them practically nothing; whereas 
here, for every pound of ice you make, you have to pay dearly.
1952. We cannot alter the climate ? The next best thing you can do is to bring the animals’ meat within 
a reasonable distance of Sydney, and slaughter them there under pi’opcr conditions,
1953. ' Even when they slaughter cattle at liiverstone they have to send the meat down in chilled cars, 
especially in summer ? I believe so. It is very good meat; if comes in very good condition ; it brings 
the highest price.*
1954. The question arises, then, whether any more suitable spot than Glebe Island can he found for the
A hattoirs;—in the event of proper machinery being provided it may be possible to turn these products into a 
commercial article with very little nuisance to theresidents? The blood and offal could be treated so perfectlv, 
easily and satisfactorily, that any person entering the establishment would not he able to tell what 
process was being employed. If the material is treated from start to finish in scaled vessels all the 
manurial qualities are preserved, and it is sold at per unit of ammonia, or of whatever constituent it 
contains. There was no such thing as an analysis of tho manure produced at Glebe Island. The men 
there could not tell you what constituents it contained any more than the man in the moon. All they did 
was to burn it up, and put it into bags; if was burnt dry dust. "From Glebe Island a very large quantity 
ol the offal is taken awav for pig-food, and the driving of that stuff through tho streets is a horrible 
nuisance. 3 have seen it filled into the hags and carried along the streets. Tho guts hang out of holes 
in the hags. It leaves a trail of stench behind it. All these things are disgusting, offensive smbts in a 
large population. b a n> e
1955. The municipal authorities or the Board of Health might make those who convev this ofi'enpive
matter through the streets provide proper receptacles for it? It is very difficult to do that, because in 
this country tlicso waste matters will decay and go into a putrid state in about six hours, especially in 
summer. Unless they are taken away very quickly there will always be a smell, and even in afresh state, 
to people not accustomed to slaughtering, an offensive odour arises from the stuff. That is mv experi
ence of it. '
1956. Do you think the present bridge is equal to requirements ? No. Every day it is there it is expensive, 
and costs a large sum for maintenance, and you have to support a staff to open and shut tho bridge. It 
is a continual cause of expense even as it is. I have suggested an alternative scheme—whether it would 
meet with the views of people I do not know.
1957. Do you not think that if the bridge were removed from thart position it would result in great 
difficulties to the people who have been using it so long? No doubt. The people at the west end of 
Balmain want to keep the Abattoirs at Glebe Island.
1958. The agitation for a new bridge is justifiable in many ways ? No doubt.
1959. As the present bridge has practically outlived its usefulness, do you not think a more substantial 
bridge should he erected in its place? If a bridge has to be provided there a good one should be 
erected.
1960. Mr. Jloheris.'] You said that in England manure manufactured from blood brought £S a ton, and 
manure manufactured from offal £6 a ton;—do you know what that manure costs per ton to manufacture 
it ? The blood manure costs in England about £5 per ton, and the offal manure about £3 15s.: but 
the raw material has a money value there, whereas here'it is treated as waste and punted out to sea and 
discharged.
1961. Mr. Black.'] You spoke of tho injustice which would arise io the people of Flemington if the 
Abattoirs were removed to that place do you Ihink that tho Abattoirs could be established anvwhere with
out an injustice arising to someone who was settled there? The verv presence of un abattoir—no 
matter how well supervised and conducted it is—always has a lowering influence on the character of the 
neighbourhood My experience is that an abattoir always depreciates the character of tho neighbour
hood where it is established.
1962. Then you think it is wise to remove the Abattoirs from a place where that depreciating effect has 
already been gone through to some other place where a similar effect will have to be undergone ? A 
similar effect could uot bo undergone at Blacktown, because there is no settlement there.

1963.
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H. Daly, 1063. Is there not a village there? It is a comparatively small place. I am speaking now of some 
distance from the railway. You are not taking the abattoirs into any settled population which is already 

7 July, 1897. there.
1964. But if there is a population there you are? There is no population of the nature you indicate 
there.
19G5. What do you mean by saying of the nature I indicate ? You indicate the population which is 
round Balmain. The population at Flemington is totally different. The class of settlement at Strathfield 
and Flemington is totally different from that at Balmain.
1966. Do you think that" what is offensive to people of a certain class will not be offensive to people of
a lower class—that the people of a lower class have no sensibilities to he considered? Yo; that does 
not outer into the thing at all. Practically, the Abattoirs where they are do not touch the houses of the 
people, whereas if they are established at Flemington or Strathfield. settlement will go on until it 
comes close up to the abattoirs. The men, for instance, who are employed in the abattoirs, and the people 
who make their living round them, will keep spreading out and out until they touch the fringe of the 
better class of settlement. _
1967. Why should settlement ever come up so as to touch or fringe on the area occupied by the abattoirs ? 
It is bound to como. You are bound to have a lot of associated trades there.
1968. I do not see it;—you have set apart at Flemington a certain area for the sale of cattle, and you 
have also a certain area (which they say is about ],0L5 acres) for the resting of cattle;—suppose you put 
your Abattoirs in the centre of that block of 1,015 acres, which is permanently reserved for this purpose, 
however is settlement to so nearly approach the Abattoirs as to feel its injurious effects ? I am not pre
pared to indicate how it is to approach it. The residents of that locality, or the better class of people who 
are employed in the city, have moved out in that direction in order to escape the crowding of the city, aud if 
you put an abattoir down close to them it certainly will have a depreciating effect on the neighbourhood.
1969. Yet you say that you can so conduct the desiccating of the blood and offal that it will be possible 
for anyone to enter the abattoirs without knowing what process is going on? Quite so.
1970. You also say that the killing of cattle in Paris and Hamburg is not prejudicial to the health or 
objectionable to the inhabitants of those cities ? I do not say it is not objectionable; hut 1 say the class of 
settlement around those abattoirs is a poor class.
1971. Who are not supposed to be sensitive ? I have nothing to do with their senses.
1972. Why should they not have as much consideration as others ? That has nothing to do with it.
1973. It has this much to do with it, that if you consider one class you should consider all ? It is merely 
a matter of peoples’ tastes. Take me, for instance ; I would not, out of choice, buy an allotment of laud 
and reside in the neighbourhood of an abattoir let it be ever so well conducted.
1974. J/j\ Rohcrfs,] The nearer the abattoir the lower the rent ? Bather. It is the Case everywhere I 
have seen. The men who are employed in abattoirs like to be near their work.
1975. Mr. Slack.] Do jou think the people of Balmain object, as a rule, to the present site of tho
Abattoirs ? I am quite sure they do. I was at a meeting in Balmain which was called to bolster up the 
Abattoirs, and all the men who were there were simply the employees of the Abattoirs. i
1976. How far is the site at Blacktown from the Prospect reservoir? I suppose it is half or three- 
quarters of a mile.
1977. Do you think it would bo wise to place the abattoirs so near to the public water supply? I do no 
see what injury could result from it,
1978. Do you not think that some of these sensitive people you think about might object to drink the 
water from the reservoir ? They could please themselves about that.
1979. The people of Sydney might object to the prosimity of the abattoirs to their water supply ? It 
could not injure their water supply.
1980. Whether it could or could not, do you not think that there would be an objection on sentimental 
grounds to the presence of the abattoirs so near to the water supply? An abattoir cannot he a pesti
lential place if it is properly conducted. Kothing arises from it which could be detrimental to health. 
Our food supply comes from the abattoirs, and, therefore, it must be in good condition in all circum
stances. Kothing can arise from it, except matter is allowed to putrify, and allowed to contaminate and 
pollute the water supply, which could be any danger to the people.
19.81. Do yon not think that substances which are prejudicial to health—which contain the germs of 
disease and contamination—can be carried a great distance by birds or insects ? I have heard so.
1982. Is it not just possible that the seeds of contamination might be carried from the proposed abattoirs 
at Blacktown to the Prospect reservoir and dropped into the water there ? 1 do not think so. If you 
allow an open sewer to be there, and putrid matter to flow from the abattoirs, and.create an abominable 
stench—if you allow that sort of thing to obtain there, and birds and animals pick it up and drop it into 
the water—that may come about; but I think it is absolutely impossible in a well-regulated establishment 
that it could happen.
1983. Do you consider the establishment at Glebe Island well regulated ? If you view the inconvenience 
of the place, and the conditions under which the men have to slaughter, and the bad accommodation there, 
I really think it is marvellously well looked after. The means for conveying the blood and offal away are 
inadequate.
1984. Do you know any reason why, with certain improvements which you have suggested, and which 
others have suggested, the Abattoirs at Glehe Island could not be made just as unobjectionable to the 
public as any Abattoirs which may be situated elsewhere? Ido, undoubtedly; but the getting of the 
material to be operated upon there is the trouble.
1985. To refined persons, especially? You can kill a beast in this room, and clear up the debris, and come 
in here to-morrow, and you will not know that there has been a slaughter here. You can erect a slaughter
house in the middle of a city, and keep it scrupulously clean and remove all the material.
1986. Then it would be possible to greatly minimise the nuisance supposed to exist at Glehe Island ? 
Undoubtedly it would be possible. You could erect substantial abattoirs there ; but notwithstanding that 
you would not be able to have an ideal scheme, or such a scheme as there should be in this country.

THURSDAY,
l
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The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a Hew Bridge at Glebe Island.

Cecil West Darley, Engincer-in-Chief for Public Works, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
examined:—

1987. Mr. UumplcryS\ Is the design of the proposed bridge similar in every respect to the design which C' W, Darlcy. 
was placed before a former committee ? No; the design I am prepared to recommend to the Committee
is what is known as the causeway design. , • ’ ‘
1988. Will you briefly explain your design to tbe Committee? The centre line of ihe causeway will be
about 90 feet, on the southern side, from the centre of the existing bridge. It will be constructed of a 
.solid bant of stone, extending out towards the centre from each side, with a steel swing-span in the 
middle, covering two openings of GO feet in the clear, and two side spans, each 80 feet long. The swing 
portion will be 194: feet overall, which covers two openings of GO feet each, two rest-piers of concrete 
and masonry, and two side spans of 80 feet long, so as to reach on to the stone causeway. The clear 
headway under the bridge will be 20 feet, and tbe roadway will be 40 feet wide, with two footpaths of 
fl feet each, .
1989. Mr. Hoskins.] Why do you require to have two side spans? Because otherwise the stone from 
the causeway would run out and block the waterway.
1990. Even though you have two openings iu the centre P The object is to span tbe slope of the stone, 
otherwise you would have to put up very heavy masonry rest-piers to act as an abutment. It is 
cheaper to put a span on to the causeway than to make a heavy abutment there. In my estimate I have 
allowed for the cost, which will be ample, of excavating the stone on Glebe Island, and bringing it into 
position. I have taken a very full estimate, but I have reason to believe that it will be very much 
cheapened by a large quantity of material being brought from the city out of foundations. For instance, 
the Kail way Department are about to construct a large power-house, near Harris-street, in connection witii 
the electric tramway system. There will be a large amount of excavation on that work; I do not yet 
know how much, but there will be a considerable amount, I understand from the Engineer-in-Chief.
The contractor must have a place to tip the stuff, and this place is immediately available as a site. By 
putting the material hero we will actually cheapen their operations. Again, if the city railway extension 
should be authorised—a thing I cannot count on—there will be very great difficulty in readily getting rid 
of the material. Here would be a dumping ground for tbe material excavated from the city railway 
extension. Tliat would practically enable this causeway to be made free of cost. The estimate of £25,750, 
which ) have put down for the causeway, might be written off. It is the most convenient dumping 
ground which could be found for city material. I'liere is no other place within that radius which could 
be found for dumping a large quantity of excavation from the city. From my experience of the filling
done at Circular Quay you have but to offer such a site for sound filling, and you can obtain it readily ' 
poured in. I have not counted on getting any material. I have simply put down what is a good price 
for excavating the material on Glebe Island. That all goes to the gooii if we can get the material or any 
portion of it from the sources I have indicated. I estimate the cost of the whole structure at £84,500.
1991. Is that for the causeway alone ? It is ihe cost of the causeway and the bridge, including the 
swing. £25,750 of that sum is for stone j it is possible that the whole of it may be saved, but certainly 
a large proportion will be saved.
1992. Mr. ILumphcryS] Have you ever estimated how much of the £25,750 would be required to remove
the stone from Glebe Island? That is the full value of excavating the stone at Glebe Island. It is 
an outside estimate. _
1993. Have you made any allowance for the cost of the causeway on the Pyrmont side? No; I have
treated the two causeways as one work. _
1994. Have you made any estimate of the value of the material which you will obtain from the 
excavations for the power-house near Harris-street, and possibly in connection with the city railway 
extension ? At this stage I do not know how much is likely to come from the power-house. I do not 
think the plan has sufficiently developed yet to get that information. In my estimate 1 have not calculated 
ou getting any portion of this material free. I have put down an estimate of its cost as if we had io 
excavate the material at Glebe Island.
1995. The total cost of the bridge and causeway will be £84.500 on the assumption that you will have to 
pay for all the material you use ? Yes.
1996. It is possible that tliat estimate may be very greatly reduced if you obtain, as you hope to do, a 
large portion of the material free of cost ? Yes.
1997. Can you say approximately what the saving in that direction may be ? It may be as high as
£25,750. _ _
1998. Practically that would reduce the cost of the bridge to below £60,000? A little below that sum.
1999. How do these figures compare with the estimated cost of the wooden bridge with a steel swing-span, 
which was placed before a previous committee? The first cost estimate of the wooden bridge was 
£59,500, Of course, a wooden bridge is more costly to maintain than a steel bridge. The estimated 
cost of a steel bridge througbout, with stone piers, is £92,400, as is illustrated on the drawing to my right.
2000. Would you regard a bridge, as now designed, with two causeways as being superior to either a 
wooden or steel structure? In my opinion it is.
2001. Will you be good enough to explain wherein ihe superiority of the structure lies? Over three- 
fourths of the length of the structure will be absolutely permanent, and will require no maintenance

other
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C. W. Darley. other than the surface-maintenance of the road, Jt will be dealt with as an ordinary street or road; but 
S,Jhlv^JlS97 beyond its maintenance, there is nothing to deteriorate or depreciate iti the permanent structure.

' 2002. What is the estimated difference in the cost of maintenance between the proposed causeway and 
a wooden bridge with a steel-swing span ? I have the maintenance and working expenses put together. 
Tho working expenses are so large in proportion that it docs not leave much difference between the two. 
There is the labour of attending to, and opening and shutting the swing-span.
2003. Can you separate these items, because I suppose the estimate for opening and closing the swing- 
span will be common to all schemes ? Yes. In tho ca^e of tbe roadways, as regards maintenance and 
working expenses, there is no very great' difference. A steel bridge altogether will cost £4-0 more to 
maintain than a causeway. The renewals como to £672 a year in the steel bridge as against only £234 
in tho causeway. In the wooden structure it would come to £1,578 18s. 4-d., compared with £234 in the 
case of the causeway.
2004. So that there would he an annual saving of about £1,300? Ho ; because you have to include the 
interest. The interest on a wooden bridge is so much less than the interest on the causeway,
2005. Suppose you answer my question on the assumption that you will he able to effect the saving you 
anticipate, and reduce the actual cost of the bridge and causeway to £60,000, which is about the same as 
the estimate submitted for a wooden bridge ? Then the interest would stand tho same. I have worked 
everything out on tho maximum basis, assuming that we get no material from outside at all.
200G. On the maximum basis what will the saving be ? The interest, renewals, and working expenses in 
the case of the causeway will be £5,040 a year. The difference in the total annual cost to the country is 
£230 in favour of the causeway. Capitalising the total cost to the country, and allowing for renewals, 
interest, and maintenance, in the case of the causeway it is £126,000, as against, in the case of the timber 
bridge, £137,750, so that actually in the long run, the causeway is the cheaper of the two, calculating it 
on the most costly basis.
2007. That is to say, on your maximum estimate, there would be that saving ? Yes.
2008. And upon the reduced estimate, in the event of a portion of the material being obtained free of 
cost, how much will the saving he, calculated in the same way ? . It will come down to £11.1,000. The 
capital value of the whole structure aud its upholding will be £111,000 as against £137,000 in the case of 
the timber bridge.
2000. Have you taken into consideration the cost of renewals? Yes; I am putting down the same for 
renewals, giving the different portions of the bridge a different life, 1
2010. On the calculations you have made as to the matter of cost, would the construction of the cause
way result in a very large saving ultimately ? It would.
2011. Are there any objections to the construction of a causeway that would not apply to the erection of 
an open structure ? I do not know of any.
2012. Have you considered the question of dredging? Yes.
2013. Would more dredging be necessary with a causeway than with an open bridge? No more.
2014. Would their be any possibility of greater pollution at Blaekwattle Bay by reason of a causeway 
than -by reason of a timber or steel bridge ? None whatever; there is nothing to cause pollution. 
Tho entrance here is of an immense size in proportion to the area of the water in the hay inside.
2015. Chairman.'] There will be no diminution in tlie amount of water entering the two bays? None. 
The proportion that the width of the entrance bears to the area inside the bay is exactly four times what 
the width of the Sydney Heads hears to the area of water inside the Heads. As the Committee have 
fresh in their minds the entrance at Lake Illawarra, let me make a comparison with that place. The 
width of the entrance into Kozelle Bay through this opening is exactly forty times as large as the 
proposed entrance to .Lake Illawarra.' In the case of tlie Sydney Heads it is four times the size. In 
other words to pass tlie same quantity of water through per hour, in proportion, as Sydney Heads do, 
you can reduce it to a fourth of the present width.
2016. Mr. llumphcr:/.] The proposal is to have the road on the causeway of the same width as tho road
way on the bridge witii two G-foot pathways? Yes. -
2017. Have you a design of the causeway showing the width of the base ? I had not time to prepare a 
cross-section. It is a 40-foot roadway with two 5-foot footpaths.
2018. Ho you propose to pitch the face of the causeway? The slopes I propose to hand-pitch from low- 
water mark upwards, so as to give it a trim and tidy appearance.
2019. Chairman.] Is the causeway likely to cause tlie bay to silt up, or is there any force to take out the 
silt? There is nothing to cause the hay to silt up. There is no run there. It is not like a river’s 
entrance.
2020. Have you any idea what the velocity of the water passing between the causeways would be ? It 
would he almost imperceptible.
2021. Mr. Wright.] Is it 3 miles an hour? It is not a mile. Brae Ideally, the current is not worth
considering, as the area of water in the bay is so small. There is only a water area of 170 acres inside tho
bridge.
2022. Chairman!] What is the width of the water between the causeways? The net waterway is 235 feet 
—that is, after deducting tho width of the central pier and the two resting piers. The area of tlie water 
inside the bridge is so small tliat the current would he inappreciable,
2023. "What is the rise of the tide in the bay ? Brom 3 ft. G in. to 5 ft. 6 in.
2024. "Would you average it at 4 feet for all practical purposes ? At 4 ft. 6 in,
2025. Mr. JTwmpherp.] Where do you propose that the causeway shall start from on the Globe Island 
side ? At about 90 feet from the southern side of the present bridge. It will be parallel with tbe present 
bridge at both ends,
2026. To. some extent it will straighten the present road on Glebe Island ? It will take away a portion
of the existing curve on that road. “
2027. Your oau seway will be much higher than the present roadway ? Yes.
2028. How do you propose to deal with the road on the Q-lebe Island side? I propose to 1)11 up, so as to 
get; a better gradient up to the Abattoirs. There is a rather steep gradient rising up from the Abattoirs—• 
1 in 15. I propose to alter the gradient so as to get not less than I in 20.
2029. Do you propose to widen the roadway ? 1 propose to widen and improve the roadway.
2030. Now, on the Pyrmont side, do you propose to make any alteration in the approach to tlie causeway?
I propose to widen it considerably. 2031.
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20^1. Do you think it neecssary on the Glehe Island side to make any deviation in the roadway ? Ho. C- parley.
2032. You think it is better not to do so ? 1 think it is better to keep it for the present on the same
line. _ '
2033. Tho previous proposal was to take it straight across the island ? At this stage I would not like 
to recommend that that should be done, because the future use of Glebe Island is not determined on.
I am afraid that if a road were now taken across tlie island, it would interfere ivith the usefulness of the 
island for railway traffic. It will ho bettor to keep the road, for the present at any rate, where it is.
203d. Mr. WriffJif.'] "Would not a straight road across the island take up very much less space ? Ho ;
it would mean having two roads instead of one. You must keep the present road. _ '
2035. Mr. JIumphertf.'} The present road is almost direct; the only reason for a suggestion of the kind
which has been made to the Committee is that, at present, the road divides the Abattoirs ;—is not that
so ? I rather think that that is of small moment at the present stage.
2030. How long will it take to construct the causeway and complete the bridge? I think it will be very 
nearly three years’ work.
2037. Will the bridge bo ready for use within three years from the time of commencing the work ? I 
think there is no difficulty in doing the work in three years, ■ _
2033. Have you considered tho present condition of the Glebe Island Bridge, and are you of opinion 
that it may he maintained during tlie erection of the causeway ? We would have to maintain it until 
the other was finished. It may be more or less costly, but it must be done. _
2033. Have you any doubt about your ability to maintain tho present bridge during that period? I 
think we can do it. .
2010. Can you make any suggestion as to providing a better approach to the bridge from the Pyrmont ■
side;—you see from the plan on the easel that the present road is certainly not a direct road, hut has 
very sharp angles? Of course, it is possible to provide a better approach, but I do not think it would 
warrant the cost. It would be done at very great cost, because it would interfere with too many vested 
interests. There are so many largo businesses established facing the road that I thiuk it would bo very 
hard to make a deviation.
2041. The present road is about as direct as yon can make it without incurring very great cost? Without 
incurring unreasonable cost.
2042. Could a shorter route through Glebe Point and round the head of Bozelle Bay be obtained ? I ' 
could obtain a route,' but not a shorter route.
2043. What would be the length of the shortest route, starting from the letter B on the plan, tha1:' you
could obtain ? I have made a calculation of tho distance from a common point at the junction of 
Pyrmont Bridge road with Union-street to a common point at the junction of Weston-streot with the 
Abattoir-road. The present distance via Glebe Island Bridge, starling at the intersection of Union- 
street and Pyrmont Bridge road, t'/aUnion, Miller, and Bank streets, tlie Abattoir-road and Weston- 
street to Gordon-street, is 1 mile 46 chains; but going from the same point, tuA Pyrmont Bridge road, 
Brougham-street, Lyndhurst-slrcet, Glebe-road, over the‘embankment at Bozelle Bay to Wes ton-street, 
it is 2 miles 54 chains; or 1 milo 6 chains longer than the direct route. *
2044. Could tliat be shortened without considering the coat ? It could be shortened, hut it would be very
costly indeed, instead of following the Pyrmont Bridge road into Glebe-road, to go across either by tunnel, 
or through private property. _
2045. What distance could be saved in that way ? 1 do not think you would save more than 30 chains.
2046. That would bring you to the point on Weston-street which you just mentioned. Y'es, to tho 
common point of junction for the traffic going to Hunter’s Hill and the western district, Glebe Island; 
but to go round to Glehe Island Abattoirs, it makes a difference of 1 mile 72 chains.
2047. Will you now state tho distance from that point on Weston-street to the Abattoirs ? It is 40 
chains from that common point to tho Abattoirs.
2048. Making what difference between tlie road you have described and the present road to the Abattoirs 
from Sydney ? To the Abattoirs it will be 1 mile 72 chains longer than the present road.
2040. So that assuming the present bridge to Glebe Island to bo removed, and no new bridge to be built 
in its place, for all tho traffic between Glebe Island and Pyrmont there would be a difference of nearly 2 
miles?- Yes.
2050. Do you think these figures are guite correct ? The difference to a common point for all traffic 
going Io the west and north—to the Hunter’s Hill district—would he 1 milo 6 chains longer.
2051. That would be for all traffic going beyond the point on Weston-street which you have mentioned?
Yes. ' ^ ’
2052. Therefore tho residents to the west of Balmain would have to travel an additional mile if the present 
bridge were removed ? Y'es.
2053. As a matter of convenience it would be out of the question to adopt the suggestion which has been 
made to the Committee to take a road round by the head of Bozelle Bay? Uot without putting the 
people to extra trouble.
2054. Have you considered the cost of connecting tho end of Glebe-road with Glehe Island—that is,
across Bozelle Bay ? 1 have not made an estimate .of that.
2055. I suppose any suggestion in that direction would not commend itself to you? Ho; it would be 
very nearly as costly, because it would still require an opening-span in the bridge.
2056. And there would he no advantage ? I do not nee any advantage to bo gained. You would require 
an open span to go through that bridge, and practically it would he as costly a bridge as the other. ,
2057. Do you sec any objection on tlie score of delay to vessels passing through a large swing (say) 60 
feet wide, to get into Blaekwattle Bay and Bozelle Bay ? None whatever.
2058. Have you considered the time which will he required to open and close the swing? The swing can 
be easily opened in half-a-ninute, and closed in the same time.
2050. The only delay will be while the vessel is passing through the opening ? Yes ; the question of 
opening and closing tlie swing hardly enters into consideration.
2060. Do you consider that an opening Ou feet wide would he more than ample for all the traffic in 
connection with the two bays ? Quite sufficient.
2061. Can that causeway aud the swing-span be so constructed as to admit of tramway communication
between Pyrmont and G lebe Maud ? Yes. ‘

2062.
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C. W. Barley. 2062. Is it your intention to eo construct the bridge ? It is not contemplated that a tramway shall be laid 
'' on the bridge, but it is strong enough to carry a tramway. _ _

8 July, 1897.2063. Would there be any difficulty in passing a tramway orcr a swing-span ? No difficulty. _
20G-±. Would there be any danger? Not ivith proper precautious. There is danger, of course, with 
every swing-span.
2065. Would there be any special danger? No.
2066. Therefore, for tramway purposes a bridge or a causeway with a swing-span may be regarded as au
ordinary road ? It may. , _
2067. Mr, Zee.] Have vou considered the question whether the road on Glebe Island could be deviated
with advantage to the public of Balmain ? I do not think it would be to the advantage of Balmain to 
deviate the road. It is nearly as direct a road as you can have. _
2068. Instead of going directly past the gates of the Abattoirs, where at times there are unpleasant sights 
and smells, could you, with advantage, deviate the road to the north without incurring any large additional 
expense ? It would mean considerable expense, because you would have to cut a good depth through the 
island. Of course, it could he done, but I think at this juncture it would be unwise to determine on it, 
because wc cannot just yet lay out the possible future of the island. If it is to be utilised for railway 
purposes—for shipping purposes—it would be a pity to fix levels ou the island which would bo 
inconvenient for its utilisation hereafter.
2066. It is possible that in the future the Abattoirs maybe removed, and tho island turned to much better 
account? Yes.
2070. Bor shipping either coal or merchandise ? Yes.
2071. You hold that if we were to make a large cutting through the island, it would seriously interfere 
with its future utilisation in that respect ? With the future development of the island.
2072. You know of no reason why the road should not continue to run past the Abattoirs ? I do not see
any objection at all. 1
2073. I presume your objection would bold equally strong against a deviation of the road on the eastern 
side of the island ? It would. Tho road if deviated in that direction would block off the access to very 
valuable water frontage, which is part of the scheme for developing the island.
2074. If a day should come when Blaekwattle Bay and Ito/.elle Bay are dredged out to accommodate a 
vessel of moderate size, all that frontage will be required for wharfage purposes ? 1 thiuk so. I think 
the day is not far distant when we will Sand it desirable, to commence utilising the various frontages around 
Glebe Island. It would be a pity at this stage to go to the expense of constructing a road there which 
you may have to do away with then.
2075. A large amount of sewage is discharged into Blaekwattle Bay ? Yes. '
2076. If that practice is continued, and you build a causeway, will it not largely impede the discharge of 
that sewage from the bay ? No. The amount of sewage discharged into the bay is decreasing every 
year, and as the sewerage system becomes completed the amount going into the bay will be lessened. But 
any sewage which goes into the bay is deposited near the mouth ot the sewer. It is not as if it were 
deposited in a river. It is not water-borne, and in the absence of any current it is precipitated and 
arrested near the mouth of the sewer. "We dredge it up time after time. It is not carried away into the 
hay. At a little distance from the mouth of the sewer you would find the water comparatively pure. 
There is no current from the bay out as compared with a river. If there were a river running down there 
and passing through that opening, it would be a matter for consideration, but in the absence of any 
disturbing influence of that kind there is nothing to create a deposit behind the piers, any more than in 
other portions of the bay.
2077. And therefore it is not likely to become more offensive than it is ? No.
2078. Is it the intention of the Sewerage Department to discontinue discharging the sewage into this 
bay when their scheme is completed ? Practically so.
2079. Is that likely to be very long ? No. The western suburbs scheme is well advanced, so that in two
or three years really the sewage of that portion of the suburbs will be diverted and taken through tho 
sewers. _
2080. That being the case, there can be no possible danger of a nuisance springing up there from that 
cause? None whatever.
2081. Practically then, the sewerage si'stem may be completed almost as soon as the bridge is built ? The 
great bulk of the sewage will be diverted from that bay before the bridge can possibly be constructed.
2082. When the reclamations are complete and the sewage is removed, and the bays are dredged for the 
purpose of admitting ordinary shipping, then you think the bridge you propose to construct will be 
sufficient to give ample accommodation for any vessel which can possibly trade to that water? Ample.
2083. Are you very clear on that point ? Quite clear.
2084. That will cover tho objection that such an opening in the bridge might interfere with the navigation ?
There is no ship entering the harbour which would not go there easily. ■
2085. The class of ships likely to go there will be fully accommodated by that swing ? Bully, There is 
no ship which has ever entered Sydney harbour which could not go through there.
2086. Mr. Wright.'] Do you know the beam of the “ Orlando ” ? 1 am not quite sure, but I think it is 
under 60 feet.
2087. I believe it is 62 feet, and the " Nelson !> is 60 feet iu tbe beam; but of course you are speaking of 
merchant ships? Even tho “ Nelson ” would go through.

'2088. What depth of water have you at the swung and the two spans ? There is only from about 17 to 
IS feet now, but it is proposed to dredge it.
2089. I suppose the construction of your piers and causeway would allow that to be dredged to a depth 
of 27 or 28 feet if necessary ? In my estimate I propose to dredge to a depth of 25 feet right away.
2090. That will not be deep enough for a large class of ships ? There is no reason to dredge to a depth 
of 28 feet. I am going to dredge it to a depth of 25 feet before constructing the bridge.
2091. It has been pointed out that there is a possibility of a very large type of ships frequenting that bay,
and therefore you would require to have a depth of 28 feet;—would it interfere with your estimated cost of 
the work if it wore dredged to that depth ? Not in the least. '
2092. What is the idea of that extreme batter at the end of the causeway ;—-would it not be better if it
were built up plumb? You would have to build a retaining wall to hold it, and that would be a costly 
work. I let the stone take its natural slope. I propose to let it rest well, and after it is consolidated to 
face it with hand-pitched slope, so us to give it a tidy appearance. 2093.
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2093. 1'liai is principally on the score of economy ? Yes. ®ar'er'
2094. It seems Io me that you lose a good deal of waterway by that big batter, which you might get if
the wall were plumb ? The waterway is of very little object. If wc want it. wc will simply increase the ay* *
span and set it further back. Two (JO-foot openings are ample for the place. The other two openings can be 
used by small vessels.
2095. Will a boat, drawing 7 or S feet of water, bo able to run through the outside openings ? Yes.
When tho bridge is finished there will bo a depth of 20 feet on that side span, with a clear width of 24 feet.
2096. Would it be possible to use the sides of the causeway eventually as a timber wharf? Certainly;
you could construct a wharf for the island on each side of the causeway. 1
2097. You could get a sufficient depth of water there for all practical purposes? Yes.
2098. .1 think Mr. Humphery asked you a question about the grade of the road over the island, and the 
increased height of the causeway as compared with the present road? From the bridge is hilly all the 
way, but a good portion of the road is about 1 in 15, where it is principally in side cutting, I propose to 
continue the level of the causeway until it meets a gradient of 1 in 20 from the top of the island.
2099. That will be an advantage to the traffic ? Yes; it will improve the road, and at the same time give 
a wider road.
2100. You propose then to widen the road over the island? I propose to widen the portion of the road, 
through the cutting. It is a sort of side cutting which we propose to widen.
2101. You disapprove of the idea of cutting down the island, so as to make a straight road through ?
Yes; at this juncture.
2102. Because it will interfere with purposes for which the island may in the future be found suitable?
Yes.
2103. Is the total opening which you propose to leave proportionate to the original opening, before the 
reclamations in Blaekwattle Bay and Bozelle Bay were made ? Not quite.
2104. A. large area of the water in those bays has been filled up, and you think your proposed opening 
will not be proportionate to the opening before tha reclamation was made ? No: I thiuk it will be a litte 
less in proportion.
2105. Still you think it is ample for all purposes ? 1 tuple.
2106. 'There is no danger of the tide not getting in there at its full flow? I am quite sure about that. 1 
Tlie area is so very small in proportion to that opening.
2107. A road taken round the head of Blaekwattle Cove, along the foreshore of Glebe Point, and across 
the head of Bozelle Bay, would be a mile and a half longer than the present road ? It would be 1 mile 6 
chains longer from a common point to a common point.
2108. The only advantage which would bo gained from a deviation of that kind would be the abolition of 
the bridge? Yes.
2109. That would give the people a very much longer route, and though a gain to the State it would be a 
loss to tbe people? It would be a loss of time, which is money.
2110. Your causeway is to be 50 feet wide on top ;—I suppose it will be 100 feet wide at its base ? 210 
feet. I bare taken tlie stone until it goes right down to the clay. It will not take as much stone as I 
have estimated. 1 estimate that the stone will displace from 12 to 14 feet of silt, and instead of the silt, 
which is overlying the clay, we will have a bank of stone. Asa matter of practice, I know I hat that will 
not occur, but if it did occur the width would be 210 feet. If T were carrying out the work, 1 should dredge 
a gullet right across on the line of embankment and remove about 12 feet of soft mud. If that were not 
done, with the stone going in on top of the mud, there would be a very great risk of its forcing the mud 
away and knocking down the old bridge too soon.
2111. There would also be the possibility of future sinkages ? I think the stone would go down pretty 
quickly. It would come to a state of rest before it was all completed. In ray estimate I have allowed for 
dredging a gullet right through the main part of the embankment to good firm ground.
2112. Inside your causeway you can tip not only stone but sand aud clay iaken out of excavations? I
should use all good sound filling and cover it over with stone. .Assuming that the city railway extension 
is authorised, that causeway will be constructed practically at no cost to tlie bridge, because tho contractor 
for tho railway-station must find a dumping ground, and he could not get a more convenient dumping 
ground for tho excavated material than that place. One of the difficulties in connection with the railway 
extension will be to find a place to dump the material, and they could not find a place nearer or more 
convenient to the city to convey it to than this place. . .
2113. Do you know anything of the quality of the stone at Glebe Island ? There are some very good
beds on tbe island. There is some inferior stone there also. Some beds on Glebe Island come very 
closely up to some of the Pyrmont beds. .
2114. There is more stone to be obtained from Glebe Island than you are likely to require ? It would 
only make a small indent into the island to take that quantity.
2115. Before or after the construction o£ the bridge would you recommend the makiug of a good wide 
channel up .Tohnstoue’s Bay and the dredging out of Blaekwattle Bay and Bozelle Bay to a fair depth ?
Only as trade demands it. It would be too big an undertaking to dredge out the whole bay. "We would 
have to dredge a channel and run out wharfs as trade demanded it.
2116. One witness has stated that eventually a large produce trade will be done in the two bays, that they 
will be frequented by timber and wheat-laden ships which cannot go up there at present; and your reply 
is that as trade develops you are prepared to provide sufficient water there ? Yes.
2117. Mr. Jloslcins^] Two witnesses before the Committee have objected to there being a bridge to Glebe 
Island at all, and evidence has been given to show that noi. more than a third of the traffic over the bridge 
goes to the Abattoirs ; that tbe major portion of tbe traffic is to Balmain, Drummoyne, Byde. and other 
suburbs ; and these two witnesses say that by having another road—a road such as yon have pointed out 
—the people at Balmain would not be greatly inconvenienced;—what is your opinion on that point ?
Every person travelling would have to go more than a mile further than he would bv the present road.
The cost of all that road construction must be considered. There is a long length of road to be made.
2118. They admit that: but would the residents of these suburbs have to travel much further by the 
route than they have to travel by the present route? One mile G chains longer.
2119. Suppose that Parliament sanctions your scheme, how soon can you commence the work after you .
get that sanction ;—would the commencement of the work depend on the probabilitv of the extension of
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0. W. Darley. tlie railway into the city being authorised ? I would commence with the dredging and the foundations 
for the piers, I would get a contract out for that work as soon as possible.

8 July, 1897, 2120. Suppose the commencement of the city railway extension were delayed for a couple of years, would 
you delay the commencement of this work after it was authorised, or would you commence the work 
without delay ? We would have to commence it at once. _ _ ,
2121. A great deal of the material to be excavated by the contractors for the city railway extension would 
not be stone, and you want nothing but stone for your causeway ? Not necessarily all stone. _
2122. How do you propose to fill in the interior of the causeway? It can be any clean material sand
would do very well. Mostly all material excavated in the city is of a sound nature—clay, sand, and stone 
mixed. _
2123. If the tide is pretty strong, would not the water drive the sand through openings iu the causeway ?

. There is no tide there to speak of.
2124. Not sufficient to cause any sand or loose material in the interior of the causeway to flow out? 
There is a rise and fall of the tide, but no run.
2125. If the extension of the city railway is not commenced for some time, your estimate of the probable
cost of the causeway will be increased, because you cannot get the material for nothing? My estimate 
does not contemplate getting 1 tou of the material for nothing. A case in point is furnished by the 
Centennial Park reservoir, where the contractor had to take out a largo rock excavation. He had to cart 
nearly the whole of tho material for a considerable distance. The bulk of it was carted away, and all he ^ 
had was 2s. 2d. for excavating, dressing tbe bottom, and dressing the sides carefully. In my estimate I 
put down 2s. fid. a cubic yard for the whole of this material. I know that it is a very ample estimate. 
212G. Tho stone you will require for the outer walls of the causeway would have to be large stones ? Not 
necessarily large stones ; good stones which you can roll into place by hand. _
2127. Suppose you could not get good stone for the outer walls of the causeway, would you have to get it
from Glebe Island ? Yes. I have put down a special price for the hand-pitching. _
2128. Has your .Department ever erected a long causeway which has answered tho purpose intended when 

■ it was constructed and which has not sustained any damage from rushes ol water ? Blaekwattle Bay was
dealt with exactly in the same way. It was a causeway which had been constructed in the old days across 
the bay with a little opening span near the Pyrmont end. That opening span is now used at Lake 
Macquarie. . ,
2129. Would there not be a greater rush of water here than there? In proportion the opening here will
be very much larger than the opening which was left in Blaekwattle Bay, and wkich at the outside was 
only 35 feet, _ . _
2130. Mr. Hassall.'] Would it not be similar to the causeway across Cook’s Biver ? That is simply stone
tipped in, but not hand-pitched. I propose to finish the slopes of this causeway in a somewhat better 
style. I have allowed the price at 5s. per yard. _ _ _
2131. Mr. Fcr/an.] Your causeway bridge will carry a tramway if necessary ? Yes; it will carry any
railway. _ , '
2132. Chairman.] Why has your Department decided to recommend a causeway in preference to an iron
bridge as it previously proposed ;—why has it abandoned its previous attitude with regard to the best means 
of communication between Pyrmont and Glebe Island? I never went very fully into the matter 
before. .
2133. The reasons vou give at present are permanence of work, cheapness of construction, and cheapness 
of maintenance ? Cheapness of maintenance, and permanence of construction. I may point out that 
this causeway scheme, as contemplated in the estimate I have laid before the Committee, is altogether a 
superior class of work—not only in the solidity and permanence of the causeway—but in the construction 
of the swing portion. It is a more permanent, more costly class of work than I contemplated for or 
estimated for in the case of tbe steel bridge.
2134. We understand that for the road traffic it would bo more satisfactory, and as regards tbe water
traffic that tbe swing being a superior one will work more satisfactorily ? The mechanism of the swing 
will be practically the same in each ease ; but instead of having a timber top on the swing, I have esti
mated for using trough girders filled with concrete and wood-blocking. '
2135. It is virtually a roadway over the swing? Yes. _ _
2136. Of the amount of material which you will want for the causeway, the material to be obtained from
the excavation from the power-station will certainly be available ? Yes. _
2137. What proportion would it bear to the amount you would require? Mr. Deane has not got his 
plans fully developed to take out the quantities.
2138. That much is a certainty ? I think we may count upon getting the surplus from the power-house, 
and I know that I can get a very large quantity of material from town foundations. At Circular 
Quay we had a large area to fill up, and in a very short time we got an enormous quantity of stone and 
good sound material tipped in. In fact we had a difficulty to stop the people bringing the stuff there. 
It poured in faster than we anticipated. We got thousands and thousands of tons. The people were 
only too glad to get a place to tip the stuff. Again, I know that I can get a very large quantity of 
material from Sanders’ and other quarries at Is. a ton. Although I put down 2s. fid. in. my estimate, I 
know if we say, “ Here is a tipping place, and we will give you Is. a ton for all you put in,” we will get 
thousands of tons in that way. It would pay them well to cart it in. I have not taken any account for 
that in my estimate. I have estimated all through that we will pay 2s. fid. a cubic yard for tbe material.
I. know that we can effect a very large saving in that item. _
2139. This item means 30 per cent, of the cost;—these are three certain sources from which you can obtain
material either for nothing, or very cheaply ? No doubt we will get a large portion for nothing, and we 
will get a considerable portion very cheaply, much more cheaply than I estimate. _
2140. If the city railway be constructed you will have a very largo quantity of material? If it was 
authorised and started within a reasonable time, I think the Committee might count on our getting the 
whole of that material put in practically for nothing.
2141. And therefore save £25,000 ? I believe the contractors would take some of the work more 
cheaply, knowing that this tip ivould be available. There is no other place so near the city where they

, could dispose of the material.
2142. Mr. Lee.] Do you think the contractors would be prepared to deposit the material on the same
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terms on the Glebe Island side ? I think so ; it is only a matter of going across the bridge and tipping C. W. Barley, 
it. We could commence tipping from the middle of the present bridge.
2143. Tlie remarks you make as to the cheapness of the material apply to both causeways ? Yes. ® *^7*
2141. Chairman^) Will you now state the depth of clay and depth of rock? The under part of tho 
bridge is 20 feet over high-water mark, and then allowing 0 feet for the tide, 20 feet of water below low- 
water mark.
2145. Does that bring you to the mud ? A depth of 18 feet will bring you to tbe present mud. We 
propose to dredge out to a depth of 25 feet during tlie construction of the bridge.
2146. What do you get at that depth ? It is still mud at that depth. The linn clay is practically about
31 feet below low-water mark. ■
2147. At what depth do you get rock ? It goes down to 90 feet,
2148. The rock is the foundation of your piers ? No, we do not propose to get to the rock. We pro
pose to put in groups of piles aud carry block concrete. In this case, it is too deep to go down to the 
rock with cylinders, aud it would not be safe to stop short with tho cylinders, so that it is better to put in 
groups of piles.
2149. Will you just state tlie estimated cost of the swing-span, the side-spans, and the causeway ? The 
swing-span including pivot-piers, aud two rest-piers is estimated to cost £35,050; the side-spans, with the 
piers, abutments and superstructure, £10,740; the rubble causeway, £32,139 ; the approaches on both 
sides, £3,250 ; and the tram track and protecting platform, £3.330 ; making a total of £84,500.
2150. Less, perhaps £25,000? Possibly less £25,000. ' .
2151. What is the cost of land resumption ? The improvement of the Abattoir-road, and the resumption 
of land arc common to all the schemes, and the two together are estimated to cost £4,600, which would 
have to be added to all the estimates. It is not usual in preparing estimates, to include the cost of land 
resumption.
2152. Will you be good enough to state definitely to the Committee why you have decided to submit this 
scheme, consisting of two causeways and a swing-bridge? With regard to tbe scheme at present before 
tbe Committee, although the matter had received some thought, it had never been fully considered; but 
after fully considering the matter, and getting out the quantities, it appeared to me that because of the 
cost and tlie stability of the work, it would be a wiser thing for the country to carry out this scheme.
2153. Mr. Humpherj/Your former answer was that a stone causeway would cost £126,000 as against 
£131,000 for a timber bridge, and £146,000 for a steel bridge? The matter was not fully gone into 
originally^ Then I took up the matter, and on looking into it, I very soon came to the conclusion that 
it was desirable to submit a stone causeway to the Committee. I wish the Committee to understand that 
1 had nothing to do with this matter, directly, before. It was only last week that I knew the matter was 
before the Committee. 1 have been out of the Colony, but since I have returned I have been going into 
the matter fully, looking into all the estimates, and getting the different estimates taken out. The more 
I went into the matter, the more convinced I became that a causeway was the proper thing to recommend, 
and I determined to submit it to the Committee.
2154. Chairman^] Is there anything you desire to add which has not been brought out ? Not at 
this stage.

MUD AT, 0 JULY, 1897.

Jkrsrnt:—
. THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Ciiaiuman).
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Tho Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a New Bridge at Glebe Island.

_ Alexander Martin Milne, Alderman of Balmain, sworn, and examined :—
2155. Chairman^] You were at one time mayor of Balmain ? I am the ex-mayor. I was mayor for two A. M. Milne,
years. ■
2156. Mr. Trickett.] How long have you resided in Balmain ? Nearly thirty years. 9 ^uI7> 1S97-
2157. Do you favour the proposal to construct a better bridge with a finer swing than the present bridge 
to Glebe Island ? 1 tbink there is another proposal which should be considered bv tbe Committee.
2158. Do you think the bridge scheme is tbe best, or have you another scheme to propose ? I propose to 
erect a bridge higher than the bridge which is shown on the drawing. I propose to take a. road through 
the vacant land on the Harris Estate, Pyrmont, which is now subdivided and offered for sale, and to build 
a bridge from the top of the hill, to which a road runs on the plan of subdivision, to the high land on 
Glebe Island. 1 think it would give a headway of 80 or 90 feet. If the bridge were carried higher you 
could do away with your swing and let a lot of intercolonial steamers jiass under the bridge without an 
opening at alt. An opening, no matter whether it is in a causeway or in an iron bridge, will be a great 
nuisance to the traffic.
2159. Will you describe your route? The highest point on Glebe Island is 80 or 90 fret above high- 
water mark, and on the Pyrmont side it is a little higher. The water in the hay above the bridge is not 
suitable for very large steamers to use; it is shallow water, comparatively speaking.
2160. Your proposal is for the traffic to go across Pyrmont Bridge, along Union-slreet, over tbe ridge of
tbe bill on tbe Harris Estate and thence by a bridge to a point above the site of the bridge on Glebe 
Island ? Yes. You may align tbe bridge with the Pyrmont Bridge if you take that route. '

2161.
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A. M. Milne. 2161. You propose to construct a high-levci bridge ? Yes, at a height of about 80 feet, or higher, if 
-'v possible. ’

9 July, 1897. 2162. You state that the water above the bridge is shallow, aud that therefore large vessels would not go 
up there ; but it is contemplated by the G-overnment to dredge out that basin, so that it will be beep 
enough for almost any vessel which comes into Sydney Harbour ? I do not think that large vessels n ould 
go up there. I think they would prefer to berth on the outer side of the bridge. It would bo waste ot 
public money to dredge out this bay when there is so much cheap land to be got in Balmain and 1 yrmont 
outside the bridge. The cost of dredging would nearly build the bridge.
2163. Are not the sites above the bridge used as very large timber yards now? Yes. The bridged 
prooose would allow most of the timber vessels to go underneath.
2164. What tonnage do they average ? .1 should say some of them are 2,000 tons measurement.
2165. Would your bridge land on Glebe Island past the Abattoirs? It would make the bridge between 
200 and 300 feet longer. It would land on Glebe Island where tbe cottage residence is situated. The 
reason why I make this proposal is that there is not the slightest doubt that all these water-frontages 
will be taken up for manufacturing purposes, particularly as timber yards and city iron works. The 
timber merchants import very long timber, and if they are allowed to use this road, and you have a tram 
or alight railway, the chances are that you will have to widen the present road, lly my proposal you 
would shorten the present road considerably between Pyrmont and Glebe Island Bridges. _
2166. By your route the only laud to be resumed would be the land between the corner of Union-street 
and the approach to the bridge ? The Harris Estate can he purchased at a price now from Hi chard sou 
and Wrench, betiveen Union-street and the bridge. If you are going to cut down the island for export 
trade, it will he a great advantage to he up high so that exports could gravitate down to the writer. T0'' 
abattoir purposes it is better to keep it up. If you level down the island, and put the Abattoirs on level 
ground you will have to pump up the material, whereas if it is not levelled down it will gravitate down to 
the desiccating yards, or to the punt, or it can be run round to the Bondi sewer in Mullens-street, Balmain.
2167. Have you ascertained the tonnage of the ships whose masts would be 80 feet high? I only judge
by the vessels I see floating in Johnstone’s Bay. _
2168. You have not measured their spars ? I should say that some of the vessels were as large as 2,000
tons, and that some of the spars are as high as 120 and 130 feet. .
2169. A vessel with a mast of that height would not go under your bridge ? It would by striking its
topgallant mast. _
2170. A witness stated yesterday that a vessel of 1,000 tons would have a mast 125 feet high r 1 hey vary 
in height. Some ships "have three long masts, and others will have four short masts.
2171. What would be the good of your bridge with a headway of 80 feet when vessels of 1,000 tons which
have to go up there have masts 125 feet high ? 1 think, by striking their topgallant masts, they could get
under the bridge. ,
2172-3. A good many vessels do not strike their topgallant masts;—many of these three or four masted 
schooners which carry timber have their masts in one piece ? Then I think they could do as they do at 
present. They could unload their cargo into a punt on the outer side of tho bridge, and take it under the 
bridge into the bay. - _
2171. You advocate this elevated bridge on the ground that it would be a more direct route than the 
Pyrmont Bridge,—that it would preserve au uninterrupted route for foot and vehicular trallic at all times, 
and that it might be so constructed as to carry a tramway or a railway without any interruption oy tho 
opening of a swing ? Yes.
2175. These arc the advantages which you claim for your proposal? Yes.
2176. And that a great many ships could go under your bridge, but that the others would have to unload
in Johnstone’s Bay, and punt the stuff up into Blaekwattle Bay ? Yes; I believe that all the coastal 
steamers could go under tlie.bridge. . _ .
2177. But large vessels would have to unload their cargo on the outer side of the bridge and punt it up . 
Yes. It would be quite possible to keep the bridge higher by building up to the to]) of the hill, but I do 
not think it worth while to do that. If you provide for intercolonial steamers and vessels going under the 
bridge I think it will be quite sufficient, and the others can do as they do now.
2178. They go through the swing in the present bridge and take their cargo up to the wharf ? Yes, but
all the vessels which go there now, and even larger vessels, would be able to go through without using a 
swing. • .... j
2179. Have you thought whether it should be a suspension or a pier bridge? _ As far as I am concerned, 
it does not matter materially which sort of bridge is constructed, so long as it is kept high. 1 have not 
gone into the matter of cost, or the qualities of different bridges. Looking at it from tho Balmain point 
of view, aud as one who knows a lot about the district, I consider that any break in the bridge will be a

■ nuisance. _ r
2180. You advocate a high-level bridge as a matter of convenience to your borough ? Yes. ■
2181. And you have not gone into the question of expense ? No. _
2182. Is there any very great outcry now about the inconvenience of the present bridge ? A very great
outcry. _ _ ...
2183. But tliat is admitted to be a very old-fashioned bridge with a swing of a primitive description m a
very inconvenient position? Yes. _
2184. With a good wide bridge, such as the Government propose to erect with two GO-foot swings of the 
most modern style, which could be opened and closed quickly, and with a headway of 20 feet so that all 
the ferry steamers and small craft could go under, do you not think tliat the people of Balmain would be 
very much better convenieneed than they are now ? They would he more convenienccd but still a swing 
would he a nuisance. 1 do not think the amount of trade which is done up the bay warrants the Govern
ment in putting up another swing, if they put a high-level bridge across that water.
2185. How would your bridge work in with the present road to tho Abattoirs;—would it he higher than 
the Abattoir-road ? No, it would he about level with the top of the hill.
2186. That is level with the gates of the Abattoirs ? Somewhere about that. _
2187. May I ask if this is your own individual opinion, or do many others agree with you that it should
he a high-level bridge ? I was the first to speak about it in Balmain, and-a great number of the aldermen 
were of opinion that it would be better to keep the bridge high and have no swing. It is backed up^ by 
the opinion of the other aldermen and residents. 2188.
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2188. ‘Would the cost of purchasing tho necessary land from Union-street to the beginning of your bridge ^ M, Milne, 
be very great? No. The cost is stated on the subdivision plan here. The subdivision shows that there
is a street called Hill-street running almost iu a line with Union-street and the Pyrmont Bridge. Tins u ' 
street if widened could be utilised, which would minimise the resumption.
2189. Have you worked out what it would cost? About £2,000 an acre. _ Ido not suppose you would
want to take more than a quarter of an acre for the road. Hill-street, iu the Harris estate, would only 
require widening. _ _
2190. As an engineer, I suppose you can state whether a high-level bridge of this kind would cost more 
or less than £84,000? It would cost a trifle more than that sum. I do uot profess to be a bridge 
engineer. I do not think any engineer could jump at a price without going into the matter, If I had 
plans, and went carefully into tbe matter, I daresay I could make an estimate, but .1 would not like to say, 
off-hand, what it would cost.
2191. The bridge it is proposed to build is to have a headway of 20 feet, and is to cost about £84,000— 
your bridge is to have a headway of 80 feet, or four times as much as tbe other, and therefore I. suppose 
you can realise that your bridge will cost very much more than the other? As regards the platform of 
the bridge there will be no extra cost. The only difference will bo in increasing the height of the piers.
Ton would save the cost of the swing ; but you would have extra work in regard to tbe increased height 
of the piers ; and the bridge would be a little longer than the other. 1 think the Committee would bo 
warranted, even if it should cost more than the other, in recommending a bridge of that sort on account 
of the facilities which would be afforded in keeping the bridge high. It would be a mistake to level 
down Globe Island if you are going to use the island for export purposes. Great inconvenience is 
experienced thro ugh the Iron Cove Bridge being kept so low.
2192. Tou are looking at your project as one of great convenience to tlie people of Balmain, and tbe 
people who go between Balmain and Sydney, irrespective of cost? Tes ; and to the people beyond 
Balmain too. The extra cost would be very small when you consider the benefits which would be derived 
by the districts interested. Tho extra cost is hardly worth considering when you consider the great 
benefits which would be derived from shortening the distance and serving the people. If a tramway were 
going by that route to Balmain it would be almost unworkable, unless you widened the road on Glebe 
Island, if they are going to carry on the same business there as they are doing now.
2193. As a resident of Balmain, do you find the Abattoirs objectionable? No; but rather a beuefit to the 
borough,
2194. In what way ? They give a lot of employment to the people, and the men who work there have 
bought land and built their little homes, on which they have to pay’rates aud taxes like other people.
Looking at it, from a municipal point of view, I say they are a benefit to the borough. _
2195. As regards any offensive smell or any objectionable traffic, you have nothing to say against the 
Abattoirs? I do not see any objection to them. Of course there is room for great improvement at the 
Abattoirs, and tbe engineer, who seems to be up to date, is making improvements there very fast. ^
2190, What arc your views as to driving tbe stock from Homebush by a suburban road to the Abattoirs?
I think a railway connection from tbe Darling Harbour station to the Abattoirs would get over that 
trouble. The distance is under a mile I should think. ... . .
2197. I suppose you recognise that the driving of stock and sheep is objectionable? It is a terrible 
nuisance, especially with sheep. Tou cannot drive sheep along the road without raising great clouds of dust 
and impeding tho traffic.
2198. It stops the traffic, and is somewhat dangerous ? Tes. _
2199. If the Abattoirs are to remain at Glehe Island, do you recommend that there should be a railway 
connection made between the sale-yards aud the Abattoirs ? Tes.
2200. We have heard sometimes that the Abattoirs as regards tbe traffic to and fro, independent of tbe 
driving of the cattle, is a nuisance ;—do you, as a representative of Balmain, bear that out. Have you 
ever heard of any objection to the traffic across the bridge? Tes ; I have been delayed there nearly half 
an hour sometimes. On the swing there is room for only one vehicle to go over at a time. Whichever 
vehicle gels on the swing first, after it is closed, is followed up by all the other vehicles coming from that 
direction. It is generally a scramble to see which vehicle gets on the swing first, then it is like a procession 
for a quarter of an hour ; but if you happen to be at the end of the vehicles on the other side of tbe swing, 
it takes another quarter of an hour to get over. This occurs frequently through tbe day.
220.1. The wide swing in the proposed new bridge would very much, if not altogether, remove that 
objection ? It would to a certain extent. On the Pyrmont Bridge two vehicles can pass abreast, but still 
it is a great nuisance ; it means a big stoppage of the traffic, therefore a great loss to the public. _
2202. A little while ago you said that a swing was also a great objection ;—have you been impeded in 
crossing tbe bridge by vessels going through tlie swing ? Tes : they try to get vessels too largo for the 
opening to go through. The vessels pass through very slowly, and they stop the traffic considerably. I 
used to drive round.
2203. That is all an objection to the present swing; hut if, in the new bridge the swing was made
wide enough to allow the largest vessel which comes here to go through, and it could be worked *
quickly, would not that objection be very much minimised ? The only way to remove that objection would 
be lo open tbe bridge at stated hours in the day, say three or four times a day, and let the shipping wait 
until it is open. People would then know the hours when the bridge would lie opeu, and they would take 
care not to be there at that time. Under regulations, it might work very well, but not on tbo go-as-you- ’
please style they have now. .
2204. If the Government officials or the Committee do not see their way to adopt your recommendation, 
you think that ihe present provision for the accommodation of tho traffic could be very much improved 
by a. wider bridge being built, with a swing in the middle, which could bo opened quickly ? Tes.
2205. Tou are aware, 1 suppose, that tbe Government proposal is to build a bridge which will carry a 
tramway or a railway ? I think I heard Mr. Toung say that.
220(i. That would meet your views in some respects ? Tes.
2207. An alternative proposal has been made to get'to Balmain, namely, to take a road through Glebe 
Point and across the reclamation in Bozelle Bay, and to come out at Balmain, the distance being more 
than a mile longer than tbe present route via Glebe Island;—how do you favour that suggestion ? I was 
here when tho evidence was given, and I thought that it was a bit of nonsense to talk in that way.
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A.M, Milne. 2208. Ilow^do you view that proposal? It -would never answer. Where you have a bay you have 
corresponding ridges to go over, which Mr. Duly forgot to point out to the Committee. JC know Mr. 

9 July, 1897. Daly well. He has boon in the habit of attending public meetings and trying to upset our proposals for 
a bridge. His idea—ami it is the idea of some people—is to dispense with a bridge. I am speaking from 
a Balmain point of view. If tbe bridge is done away with, (he nest best plan will be to make a road 
from somewhere about the junction of .Newtown-road with Parramatta-street.
2209. That would also be a very circuitous route ? Tes.
2210. As regards the distance, you regard these proposals as being highly unsuitable to Balmain and the 
western suburbs ? Yes. "

■ 2211. I suppose you recognise that it is absolutely necessary to do something with the present bridge ? 
Tes; it is keeping Balmain back. A lot of industries are starting there, and trade is increasing 
wonderfully. There is an immense traffic across the bridge, and I consider that its condition may be the 
means of preventing other industries from starting in our midst.
2212. Jfr. C7«rl'e.] Have you taken into consideration tho probability of the Abattoirs being removed
from Glebe Island to another suburb ? IJiave been on various deputations in reference to that matter, 
but I have never heard any argument from those who arc against the retention of tlie Abattoirs at Glebe 
Island which convinced me that they had found a more suitable place for them. If the Abattoirs are 
removed to Blacktown the sewage is bound to be a groat trouble ; but at Glebe Island the water, which 
seems to give the most trouble, can be connected at a very small cost with the Bondi sewer which runs 
along Mullens-street. '
2213. Is there not a great objection to the present mode of driving the cattle to the Abattoirs as being 
dangerous to passengers ? It is objectionable. It would be objectionable anywhere, but you have a 
better chance to get over the difficulty when you have the Abattoirs at only that distance from the railway. 
2214-. How do you propose to remove that objection ? I am not well up in the slaughtering business, 
but I think that if under a regulation, so many cattle a day were brought to the Abattoirs from the resting- 
paddocks, there would not be any trouble. They must carry the cattle by rail in other countries as far 
as I can hear. I think the training of the cattle would be the most feasible way to get over tbe difficulty,
2215. Tou mean by a direct railway from Homebush to Glebe Island via Darling Harbour ? Tes, but 
iu special trucks.
2216. Are yon aware that after the cattle are uutrucked and sold, it is objectionable to re-truck them as 
they get knocked about so much ? I heard that evidence given, and I daresay there is a goed deal of 
truth in it. If they brought them down from a long way inland under regulation, I daresay they could 
be brought to the Abattoirs, TheJ- know how many beasts are slaughtered every day, and therefore they 
would know1 the number required to be slaughtered for daily consumption.
2217. "What traffic, apart from the Abattoirs, comes over the present bridge from Glebe Island ? There 
is traffic going all night long. The fruit carts start very early in the morning from Castle Hill and other 
districts. I should thiuk tliat most of the traffic comes from districts beyond the Abattoirs.
2218. Do you think the causeway which is depicted on the plan here would be better than a steel bridge ? 
I do not think there is much to choose between the two. You would have to find material to fillin. The 
cost of that would depend on the amount of settlement in tlie stonework when they are filling in. I 
should think it is proposed with a view of levelling down the island, and if they have to experience the 
settlement they had to contend with in othor places tho work would be costly.
2219. But if it were found that it would give as good a communication and be cheaper in construction, 
have you any objection to offer to it ? I do not see that anybody could object to that. The objection I 
have is to tlie levelling down of the island. If they are going to make any sort of an export depdt on G lebe 
Island, you want to keep high up with the bridge. You could level it down a bit on the cap of tbe hill.
2220. We have it in evidence that a causeway would cost less to construct and maintain than would a new 
bridge r It would cost a long way less to maintain a causeway than an iron bridge.
2221. Do yon think it would be as good as or better than a new bridge? In the event of your not 
adopting a high-level bridge, it is immaterial to the Balmain public whether yon go across with one or the 
other; but I favour a high-level bridge without a swing for the reasons stated,
2222. Would it not require to be of a great height? You have high laud on each side to give you that 
height. A still greater height could bo obtained by raising the abutment on the Glebe Island side.
2223. The masts of some vessels are 220 feet high ;—you would not expect to keep the bridge as high as 
that ? It would allow any ordinary coastal boat to go under, and the others could discharge into punts 
outside the bridge as they do now.
2224. Mr. Zee.] It is proposed to make a causeway on either side for a certain distance, aud to connect 
tho two causeways with a steel bridge with two swings of 60 feet each;—suppose it becomes a question 
of an ordinary low-level bridge, leaving your own scheme out of question, have you any particular objec
tion to offer to that proposal ? Hone. The only objection I have is that it looks as if it were designed 
with the intention of levelling down Glebe Island, which would be a mistake.
2225. It is designed, we understand, to give better facilities to the island and not to interfere with any of

* the approaches;—are you of opinion that the residents of the localities indicated by the figures on this
population map are served directly and indirectly hy a thoroughfare across the bridge ? Tes ; a lot of the 
people of Balmain are served by the bridge, and* there is a great future before the district, which should 
be considered when erecting a bridge.
2226. The areas shown on that population map behind you embrace a population of over 42,000 people,—
do you think that that is an over-estimate ? 3 do not. ■
2227. Are the whole of these people served directly and indirectly by having a passage over the bridge
from Glebe Island ? Tes. ‘ J
2228. Any scheme to do away witii the bridge and to divert that road is not likely to be entertained with
favour 'by the residents of those western districts ? Ho. .
2229. The population of those districts being so large, tho accommodation necessarily must be great ? Yes.
2230. Therefore, whatever may be determined upon, you must confine your attention to tbe maintenance
of the thoroughfare across that water ? Yes. ” "
2231. You stated that a quantity of fruit from the Field of Mars goes across Pyrmont Bridge;—would its 
destination be the fruit markets and the railway station ? Some would go along Harris-street to the 
Haymarket and some to Bussell’s Wharf.

2232
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2232. Would any portion go direct to the railway station at Darling Harbour for shipment to the country ? A- M- Milne. 
Yes. If a tramway wore constructed to Drummovno, and round that way, the chances are that it would 
take all tho trailic from tho Parramatta. Ityde, and Castle Hill districts.
2233. You think 1 hat the population resident m those localities will require a thoroughfare iu the shape 
of a bridge from Glebe Island, no matter whether the Abattoirs arc removed or retained? Yes.
2234. Gdiere can bo no doubt in your mind that there must always he a main thoroughfare there ? Yes.
These districts arc developing very rapidly. Tho people arc huilding very quickly in these districts. A 
great number of houses were rim up in Balmain last year, and a lot are going up now. Drummoyne is 
going ahead very fast; the houses are going up there at a considerable rate. They go to the top of the 
Western Hoad by the Balmain train. The route reduces the distance from Parramatta considerably.
2233. As the population increases, the tendency to get to the city in a more direct and quicker way is 
increasing ? Yes.P , . __
223(i. It must necessarily keep pace with business arrangements ? Yes.
2237. You think it would be a mistake to adopt any other route for a passenger thoroughfare than the 
one which has been used for so many years ? Yes.
2238. Suppose that no tramway is made, are you still of opinion that a bridge ought to be built? Yes.
2233. Mr. iZoierts.] Have you any knowledge of the shipping traffic through the present bridge? Yes.
2210. .Is it not a fact that it has been on the increase during tho last few years? Yes. Holdslip’s 
timber company has started business there. Two or three other firms, whose names I forget, have also 
started there. Swan Brothers have extended their works. Daniel Shechy has bought a property up 
there; but J, fancy all his boats can go under the bridge.
2241. Is it not likely that the traffic will so increase that the size of the vessels going there will increase ?
'That is quite possible. It is a question in my mind whether we should consider the ships before the 
people. At Hie Pyrmont Bridge you will wee a line of vehicles from the bridge away up the hill on the 
island side, and the same on the Sydney aide. If you compare llio value of the time which all these 
people lose in waiting there with the cost of the inconvenience to the ships in not being able to go through 
there, you will find that the people suffer considerably more than tho ships do. If the ships do not like 
to make their top-gallant masts so that they will slide down they should ho inconvenienced, and made to 
do their business on tbe outer side of the bridge. I do not think the through traffic should play second 
fiddle to the shipping.
2242. Is it not true that at the present time a number of vessels are unable to get through the swing of 
the Glebe Island Bridge ? Yes; vessels loaded with imported timber,
2243. And the timber merchants are put to very great inconvenience and expense in getting the timber 
up to their wharfs P They are put to a certain amount of expense. They have to punt the timber, hut 
there are no wharfage dues to pay when the vessel lies out iu the bay. I think the people lose a great 
deal more by these delays than do the ships or those who do business with tbe ships.
2244. Had you in view the possible development of the traffic when you formed the opinion that a high-
level bridge without a swing should bo built ? 1 propose a high-level bridge without an opening because
it would be cheaper than a bridge with a swing and it would be better adapted for the requirements oi 
the people, and the tram service over the bridge would not be interrupted,
2245. The swing in the proposed bridge would be of the most modern type; very little time would bo 
lost in opening and closing it, and therefore there would not be tbo same delay to the traffic as now takes 
place ? Hot with modern appliances.
224G. Xotwithstanding all that, you think it should be a high-level bridge ? Yes.
2247. Is tho vehicular traffic from the districts to the west of Balmain increasing every month ? Every 
month you see a great increase.
2248. What is the nature of tho traffic—omnibuses and buggies ? Omnibuses to Hyde, and fruit-carts 
from the districts in Central Cumberland. There is a big timber business with all the various timber 
merchants. A largo business is done with Elliott Brothers’chemical works. All the heavy girders and 
joinery work for the new Markets were made by Phippard Brothers in Balmain aud taken over the bridge.
'Morris Dock Company sends a lot of its manufactures round- that way; they make baths and various 
things for Hordern. Goodletl and Smith do a good business there. I think the coal-mine alone will 
take 10,000 casks of cement, which very likely will all go over the bridge. A meat canuery has been 
started lately, which will cause a lot of traffic across the bridge.
2249. It will be an ever-increasing traffic ? Yes.
2250. Are you favourable to the Abattoirs remaining whore they are? Yes; I think if modern Abattoirs 
were built there, you could not find a better site.
2251. You are not aware of their being a nuisance in any way ? Hot a bit. J was here when Mr. Daly 
gave evidence as to the putrid matter going into the punt. I saw the engineer, Mr. Houghton, about that 
evidence, and he says it is not true ; that the punt is never away for more than six hours at a time, and 
that the stuff which goes into the punt is never more than sis hours old, so that it could scarcely get 
putrid in that time. Mr. Houghton could come here and contradict all these statements by Mr. Daly if 
he is called.
2252. Arc you in favour of any alteration in the road from the Globe Island end of the bridge towards 
Balmain ? The road would bo all right if you kept the bridge about level with the top of the island.
2253. Have you heard many complaints from the public as to the proximity of the road to the Abattoirs ?
Yes, tho place where the sheep are killed is near the road;—there is no objectionable smell, but 
from a ’bus you can see tho heads and skins and entrails lying ou the ground. It is more an eye nuisance 
than anything else. I think they ought to improve that portion of the Abattoirs.,
2254. Are the public loud in their complaints ? Ho ; they make passing remarks when travelling on tho
’buses '
2255. In view of these facts would you recommend a deviation of that road or make another road for the 
public ? I reckon that if we are entitled to the construction of a bridge, the better way would be to con
tinue Union-street right on to the bridge, and align Glebe Island Bridge with Pyrmont Bridge. _ You 
would not only give ns a short road by going up Mullens-street. but you would make a great saving at 
Pyrmont. If the Government purchased the Harris estate and made a good road, the chances aro that 
it would sell out the balance of land at a big profit, and cover tbe expense of a lot of the work.
22515. Do you think it will he necessary for the comfort of the travelling public to take tbe road going 
past the Abattoirs to Balmain nearer to the shores of "White Bay? It would be better if you were going

to
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A. M. Milne, to alloiv the Abattoirs to remain there; but T heiieve, it is intended to shift the Abattoirs, or to make new 
'■'"-''“'""n ones. If 3'ou were going to make new abattoirs I shoiiid think you would want to put them where you 

9 July* 1837. suggest the road should go. The present road would do splendidly if you were going to make new 
abattoirs. If you were going to build now abattoirs you could not btuld on the present site; you would 
have to build the now abattoirs towards the point, and then pull down the old ones. _
2257. A road by that route would be au improvement as regards avoiding any unpleasant nuisance at tbe
Abattoirs ? Tbe ’ buses would naturally take the shortest route. It is only a 1 ew people who are fond of 
talking that propose to have a road right round tbe point. _
2258. Did not your council at various periods ask the Government to make the road? I think they did,
but they do a lot of foolish things at times. _
2259. Mr. Black] Do you not think that much of the delay on the Pyrmont Bridge arises from the 
inferior character of the appliances for turning the swing? tes. The swing is not wide enough, and it 
is turned with a handle like a grind-stoue.
2260. Do you not think that most of the time is lost in moving the swing ? It is a very slow process. It 
is too close into the side, and there are shelving rocks going out into the water.
2261. What time is occupied in opening or shutting the swing ? 1 should say five minutes to open and
five minutes to close the swing.
2262. The swing which it is intended to put in the new bridge will take Iwo minutes to open and two 
minutes to shutI suppose it will affect a considerable saving of time during the day ? Acs.
2263. It will obviate much of tlie objection to the swing ? Yes.

Ernest Macartney de Burgh, Assistant Engineer for Bridges, Department of Public "Works, sworn, and
further examined :—

E. M. de 22Gb. Mr. Clarke] 1 believe you have a statement to make to the Committee ? I have brought a state-
Burgh. ment as to the height of the masts of vessels passing through the opening in the Glebe Island Bridge. I

-—“■—■—> had the masts of thirty-seven vessels which passed through the opening measured from water-line to 
9 July, 1897. truck. The average was 68 feet, the maximum was 105 feet, and the minimum was IS feet.

2265. I presume you mean vessels which have been going through the opening lately ? These are the 
actual measurements of the masts of the vessels for which we had to open the swing during tho past week.. I 
know of vessels which go through there with higher masts, but they did not happen to go through during 
the week we were taking the measurements.
2266. If the water is deepened larger vessels will be able to go through the opening ? Certainly.
2267. Do you know the population in the neighbourhood or the traffic which goes backwards and forwards ?
1 have prepared a small population plan for tbe information of tbe Committee, and tbe figures on it I 
obtained from the Electoral Office, in order that they might be reliable. A very great portion oi the 
traffic which comes over the bridge, apart from the Abattoirs traffic, comes from (he Municipality of Kyde, 
the Municipilitv of Hunter's Hill, a portion of tbe Municipality of Marsfield, aud a small portion from 
tbe Chatswood district. The old road from Ryde to Hunter's Hill was across (he Gladesville ferry and 
down the Great Eortlicrn road to about Asbfield, That road is now abandoned, because there is no 
ferry, and it was in connection with this traffic largely ihat the bridge over the Parramutla Biver (the 
Drummoyne bridge), and the Iron Cove bridge, ivere built. _
2268. Mr. Lee] They all form a part of a general line of communication over Glebe Island bridge and 
Pyrmont bridge to the city ? Yes. The line was extended in a northerly direction by the construction 
of a bridge over Lane Cove river. That bridge to a certain extent brings traffic in to feed this main line, 
and it in turn passes on over tbe Glebe Island Bridge. "While there can be no doubt about tbe traffic from 
tbe Hyde district and from the Hunter’s Hill district using this line of bridges to reach tho city, there is 
a doubt when we come up towards Chatswood, because there is an alternative road open to travellers. A 
man who is on Chatswood corner, where the Lane Cove Eoad comes into the village of Chatswood, would 
have a shorter road to go to Sydney than by the bridges ; be could go down (bo Lane Cove Boad and by 
paying a toll could cross in the ferry. But directly you go from Chatswood towards Hunter’s Hill the 
distance to the ferry increases, and that by tbe bridge road lessens, so that from about half-way between 
Hunter’s Hill and Chatswood the traffic by choice would go over tbe bridges.
2269. In the aggregate the figures given on the population map represent 42,000 persons? Yes.
2270. Mr. Clarke] I suppose, independently of the Abattoir traffic, a large traffic goes over the present 
bridge, and would continue to go over the new bridge ? In my previous evidence 1 pointed out that only 
a fifth of the present traffic could be traced to the Abattoirs.
2271. Yon are satisfied from your mode of cheeking the traflic that your estimate is perfectly correct ? 
I am quite satisfied that it is correct.
2272. Mr. Lee] Any removal of the bridge from its present site to any other part of that bay would 
destroy the purpose for which the Drummoyne, Lane Cove, and Parramatta Biver bridges were constructed, 
namely, to give a perfect chain of direct communication to the city ? It is difficult to see a position in 
which it could be placed which would give more direct communication to tbo city.
2273. Suppose the bridge were abandoned, and the road deviated round tho bead of Boselle Bay, if would 
utterly destroy the original idea for which the other bridges were built? It would increase the distance.
2274. All these connecting links—all these expensive bridges—were provided for the purpose of giving a 
chain of direct traffic fo one point? That is the purpose for which they were constructed.
2275. Tho time has gone by to entertain a proposal to remove that bridge to any other place? I should 
think it would be a mistake to interrupt the line of traffic.
2276. "What would you think of a high-level bridge with a headway of SO feet being taken across to 
Glebe Island from Pyrmont? I do.not think it would be high enough if yon wanted to have a high one.
2277. Where would the bridge bring you out? I suppose you would be right up on top of Globe Island, 
and on the Sydney side you would have to climb up a long bill.
2278. I suppose any proposal of that kind is quite out of consideration ? I should consider it quite out 
of the question. The mere fact that the island will probably be cut down for wharf accommodation will 
put that bridge out of question, because you would have to go over on a high bridge and then get 
down oji to the island.
2279. Although the headway of the bridge now submitted by the Department is a little less than tho 
headway of the proposed Pyrmont Bridge, it is the same as the headway of the Iron Cove Bridge and tlie 
Gladesville Bridge? Yes.

THURSDAY,
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present:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).

Charles Alfred Lee. Esq.
.Iohn Lionel Feci an, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq. 
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq. 
Frank Farnell, Esq.

The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery, 
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Charles James Koberts, C.M.G 
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of comuructing a Hew Bridge at Glebe Island, to
replace the existing structure.

"William Henry Wilks, Esq., M.F., sworn, and esamined :—
22S0. Chatman.] You represent the Electorate of Balmain North in tbe Legislative Assembly ? Yes. W. H. Wilts,
2281. Mr. Xcc.] J. might explain to you that it was originally proposed to erect a new bridge to replace EsT i M'P- 
the present Glebe Island bridge; but it has since been proposed that a causeway should bo constructed,
wilh a central swing-span? I am' acquainted wilh both proposals. I consider that it is absolutely 
essential that the existing bridge should bo replaced by a new structure, because of its apparent; uncertainty, 
and because it is inadequate to the immense traffic which goes along that road. A. journey over the bridge 
will show at once how much a new bridge is required. Near the swing-span the whole of the traffic is 
congested iuto a single llio of vehicles, ami this causes a delay of sometimes of half an hour, and even of 
three quarters of an hour. Thousands of people pass over the bridge in the course of twenty-four hours, 
some of them in pursuit of pleasure, others pursuing their business avocations, either in connection with 
the Glebe Island Abattoirs, or in conveying goods to tho western suburbs, such as Drummoyne, and to 
Kyde, and to Balmain. It will therefore be apparent to the Committee how great the convenience is. The 
vibration of a bridge when a vehicle—even au ordinary four-wheeled vehicle—passes over it is very 
noticeable. 1 very seldom go that way, but I have noticed that the panes of glass in all the lamps aro 
broken because of it. The general appearance of the bridge would indicate that its life cannot bo a 
very long one, and I understand that that is the opinion of experts. With regard to the proposal to 
make a causeway, it has much to recommend it to the Committee, because material could readily be 
obtained close at hand. Glebe Island could be put to much better uses if it were razed, and the stone 
thus obtained would go a long way towards making the causeway. '
2282. In the middle of the causeway there would be a steel swing-span to allow of the ingress and egress 
of vessels'? Yes ; I am nettled to any scheme. I think it is for the Committee to decide what is tho 
best scheme to adopt, and no doubt the causeway proposal will meet with a great deal of approval. The 
general opinion of the people who use the present bridge is that what is wanted is a new and up-to-date 
structure, giving a betlcr headway for vessels wishing to proceed up Koselle and Blaekwattle Bays.
228‘h They want a wider bridge for the vehicular traffic, and for the foot-passenger traffic as well ? Yes.
2284. That is a necessity? Fes; with the swing-span situated where it is at preeent,.vessels have to 
make a difficult detour to get into and out of the bays. If the swing-span were in the middle, it would 
he much easier to navigate vessels passing through the bridge, and 1. believe that the natural scour 
would bo retained. I would favour the construction of a timber bridge on the score of economy; but 
whatever bridge you consiruct you must anticipate the probable future construction of a tramway, aud 
even of a railway in this direction. The present Balmain tram takes a very round-about course, and no 
doubt the railway authorities would favour a more direct connection via Pyrmont, and across this bridge.
Any bridge constructed, and be sufficiently strong to carry a tramway, or even, perhaps, a railway.
2285. I understand that public opinion is strongly in favour of having the new bridge constructed close 
to the site of the present bridge ? Fes ; if you arc going to construct a causeway, you have the necessary 
material close at hand, and while you were making tlie causeway, it would be possible to provide a second 
roadway around Glebe Island. Tbe existing road runs right across the island, and you could make an 
alternative road where you took out the material for a causeway.
228(J. "Would that be on the northern side of the island ? Yes ; running in again to meet the present 
road on the other side.
2287. Have you ever heard the residents of these suburbs express au opinion as to the undesirability of 
being taken past the doors of the Abattoirs;—do you think that the Abattoirs are an offence to the 
people round about'? There is no doubt that it would be a great advantage to have a second road. A 
second road would be of advantage to the people passing across the island, and also to the Abattoirs 
traffic.

.2288. Have you any special reason to urge against the construction of the causeway ? None at all. Of 
course the construction of a timber bridge would give employment to a large number of shipwrights, 
carpenters, and timber-getters. I do not know which is the cheaper—a causeway or a bridge, but I think 
it would be wise.to adopt the cheaper construction. I believe that iu a fe«r years another route of 
communication to Balmain will have to be opened up.
2288. The swing of the present bridge is old-fashioned, and a positive obstruction to traffic? Yes ; that 
is self-evident. Any honorable Member can sec that for himself by paying a visit to the place.
2200. You prefer this site for a bridge to any other? Yen, because of tho immense amount of traffic 
going along the road.
2201. It has been pointed out that it would be of advantage to take a bridge from Globe Point across to 
Mullens-street? Hu far as the distinct trade of Balmain is concerned, I think that that would be a better 
road ; but the present bridge serves the traffic not only from Balmain, but from Drummoyne, Kyde, and 
other places. If that traffic were taken round to Mullens-street, it would be considerably diverted from 
its direct route.
2202. You look upon the road which passes over tho Glebe Bland Bridge as part o!' oae of the main roads
into (Sydney? Yes. '' . ■ -1 -
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W. H. Wilks, 2203. That would be a strong reason for improving the bridge ? Tes. If the bridge were one for serving 
Esq., M.P. local traffic only, it might perhaps be an advantage to take it over to Hal main from about where the sugar 

r*—" ^ works arc
26 Aug., 1897. 22j)4i_ Bot J0U ar0 j,. favour 0f putting a new bridge close to the site of the existing Glebe Island Bridge ? 

Most decidedly.
2295. I presume that the fruitgrowers of Drummoyne and Hyde and other places, and the manufacturers
about Balmain, have often to do business at the goods station at Darling Harbour ? There is a large t ract 
of country out in the direction of the Field of Mars and Kyde, from which many peopm are compelled to 
come into Sydney by this road ; while on the eastern side of Balmain and thereabouts wc have places such 
as Lever Brothers1 manufactory, and .John Booth & Co.’s place. T his proves the advisability of making a 
new bridge, and the possibility of ultimate railway extension. _ . .
2296. The main northern line from Hornsby io Strathfield, aud ihe Milsou s Point linc,^ ha\e been
sufficiently long in existence to prove that they cannot take the whole of the through traffic from the 
districts to which you refer? I think so. .
2297. This road is also necessary to enable the people in those districts to get to the city. Jhere are 
many people who prefer to come into Sydney by vehicle instead of by the train,
229S. The inference is, that they take the cheapest route ? That is my opinion.
2299. There appears to be a great tendency for manufacturers to establish themselves round the foreshores
of Balmain? Yes : it is very marked. 1
2300. To give them the easiest access to Sydney and to the railway system, you can do nothing better 
than improve this bridge ? Tot at the present time.
2301. Of course, in the future it would be an advantage to give them more direct tram accommodation ; 
but at the present time, if the bridge were taken away, what would their position be? To doubt the 
people would not stand such a thing very long, and the agitation would be so powerful that you would be 
compelled to provide a now bridge. To show that it is probable that the foreshores of Balmain will be 
used even more extensively for manufactories in the future, 1 say that 1 know of several people^ who arc 
willing to construct a private railway through Glebe Island and round the shores of Johnstone s Bay, it 
they can get power to do so. The Australasian representative of one of the firms established there told 
me that he could obtain money for the work, if he could get power to construct it.
2302. Chairman.'} Such a lincVould, of course, connect with iho main system? Yes; but no definite
plan has been formulated. Still, people are so taken with this neighbourhood as affording good sites for 
manufactories that thev would be willing to spend the money in making this line. _
2303. If the necessities of the people demand that Pyrmont Bridge should be perpetuated, it follows, as a 
matter of course, that the Glebe Island Bridge must also be perpetuated ? Yes ; and a more opportune 
time than the present could not be obtained for couslruding a new bridge, especially a timber structure. 
It is well known to people iu the trade that at the present time there is a splendid opportunity for 
constructing a timber bridge.
230-1. Do you tbink it would be wise to fill in the upper portions of Blaekwattle and Koscllo Bays, and to 
make a causeway across to the south-western side of the island ? I have not sufficient knowledge to give 
au opinion upon that scheme. _ ,
2303. Do you think if would be desirable to fill in any portion of the water-way ? Tot any of it that is 
usable at the present time. There might be small reclamations which could be recommended, but nothing 
more. The mpre open water spaces we have the betlcr. I think it would be suicidal to destroy any 
possible water-way iu these estuaries.
2.306. There are several wharfs in Blaekwattle Bay now, and several business places established there ? 
Yes, Some two vears ago it was strongly represented by tbe timber-merchants and others around Black- 
wattle Bay that the present swing-span in Glebe Island Bridge interfered with the passing of vessels.
2307. Do you feel disposed to corroborate tlie opinion that if proper facilities were given for tho entrance 
and exit of larger vessels the business in these bays would increase ? 1 think it is reasonable lo assume 
that that would be so, especially taking iuto consideration the possible intention of tbe Government to 
ercate cold storage works at Glebe Island. I essels would then have to lie elope up to Glebe Island to 
load the mea.t, and if you did not allow them to go through the bridge a lot of the foreshore would bo lost.
2308. Do you desire to offer any opinion in regard to the proposed alteration of the approach on the
eastern side of the bridge? Tou might have to widen the road there. There is the face of the quarry on 
one side, and some reclaimed ground upon tlie other. _ _
2309. Do you know if there has been any expression of opinion against the proposed renewal of the
bridge ? No, but there has been continual agitation for a new bridge. _ _
2310. That agitation has been going on for years ? Yes. The tradespeople throughout Balmain complain 
of the present, arrangements.
2311. You arc of opinion that the re-building of the bridge cannot he safely delayed any longer ? I am 
strongly of that opinion.
2312. Mr. Mosldna.} Have you any doubt as to whether, if the causeway were made, sand-banks would 
be formed in tbe corners at each end ? I am not in a position to say whether that would happen.
2313. Mr. JPegm.} You have heard complaints about the position of the present swing-span? Yes;
numerous complaints. _ •
2314. This is the most important bridge you have ? ]l is the only bridge. _
2315. You want, no other bridge ? In time we shall he compelled to ask for another bridge going across 
from about where the sugar-works are.
2310. Have you heard any complaint in regard to the circuitous route now followed by the tram ? Yes. 
It is an “all-round-thc-hat” business to get to Sydney now, and no doubt if a strong bridge were built it 
would not be long before the railway authorities would suggest a direct line.
2317. You think that a bridge widd enough and strong enough to carry a tramway should he constructed ? 
Yes. I take it that that is a matter of the utmost concern.
2318. Mr. Clarke.} Do you think that a bridge is preferable to a causeway ? I do not know tlie relative 
costs, but, as 1 have already said, it is a very opportune time for the construction of a timber bridge.
2319. If a causeway could be constructed as cheaply as a wooden bridge, you would have no objection to 
its construction ? No. An improvement' of tho present conditions would be a great gain to the public 
at large.
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2320. A causeway would noi require continual repairs as a bridge would ? Tliat is evident,
2321. 1 understand tliat at the present time punts and small vessels can get under the bridge? 
would be vessels of perhaps only 5 tons burden.
2322. If a causeway were made all vessels would have to go through tbe swing? Yes.
2323. ] suppose that the construction of a new bridge would mean a large increase of trade in Rozelio 
Bay and that part of the harbour ? A new bridge would give better facilities for traffic, aud I take it 
tliat that porlion of the harbour would be more used.
232Ji. Have you givcu any thought to the advisability of removing tbe Abattoirs to some other place ? I 
was a member of a Select Committee which inquired iuto the matter.
232o. If the Abattoirs were removed there would be so much less traffic over the bridge? Even if the 
Abattoirs were removed, it is not reasonable to think that the State would allow Glehe Island to continue 
unused. Indeed, the establishment of cold storage ivorks there is contemplated. That would give a 
considerable traffic; but even apart from that traffic, there is now a large and rapidly increasing traffic 
from Balmain, and from Drummoyne, Rive Dock, the Rield of Mars, Hyde, and all that portion of the 
western suburbs.
2320. Mr. TriekrM.'] Do you hear many complaints about the location of the Abattoirs ? I do not bear 
many local complaints, but 1 have heard of complaints. Of course, while the Select Committee, to which 
I have referred, was making its inquiry, we had evidence both for and against the removal of tho Abattoirs ; 
bet tlie general opinion was decidedly in favour of tbe retention of the Abattoirs.
2327. Are the complaints about tho offensive character of the business carried on there, or about tho 
danger and trouble caused by the driving of tbe animals through tho streets ? Tbe complaints arise in 
regard to both matters. The offensive character of the business could be mitigated by the adoption of 
scientific appliances.
2328. I understand that it is almost the general opinion that it is highly undesirable to drive cattlo from 
the sale-yards at Homebush to the Abattoirs? It is not only highly undesirable, but it is dangerous.
You should have cither a special road or a special means of conveyance,
232!). A branch line of railway ? Yes.
2330. Do you thiuk that if the Abattoirs arc permanently established at Glebe Island something of that 
kind must be done? Yes ; it cannot be avoided.
2331. Even if the Abattoirs ivere removed, would tbe construction of a now bridge still be necessary?
Absolutely. There is no other way of communication between the southern end ot Balmain and Sydney, 
unless you go right round through Leichhardt and Petersham.
2332. If there were a tramway across the bridge, would it be used in place of the tramway that now goes 
rm Annandale? Ko ; that tramway would still be used. The new tramway would be of advantage to 
the people in Balmain. North, and to some of tho people in Balmain South.
2333. Is tbe present tramway largely used except by the people in Balmain South ? Yes ; a large section 
of tbe people in Balmain North use it.
233t. But 1 suppose most of the Balmain people come to Sydney by steamer ? Yes ; the people in the 
north-eastern portion of Balmain use the ferries. They cannot get round to Sydney in vehicles unless 
they drive right through Balmain and round by tHs bridge.
2335. There is no night ferry service to Balmain at the present time ? No.
233(5. Do yon think that a tramway across the Glebe Island Bridge would be a paying concern? I am 
satisfied that it would. It would create fresh traffic for itself. Tlie saving of time which it would bring 
about would encourage people to patronise it.
2337. Mr. liobcrts.~\ When you say that there is a probability of another bridge being asked for, where 
would you suggest that that bridge should be placed? I was speaking wholly of the future requirements 
of Balmain. I think that a bridge might be taken across from Byrmont, near the sugar-works, to what is 
known as Rord's properly, close by where the late Sir Henry Parkes used to live. "When you view that 
suggestion io connection with a scheme of extending the line to North Shore, you will see the probability 
of this being pushed forward a few years lienee.
2338. You tbink it probable that the connection will be made ? I think it a feasible proposal.
233!). Has the population of Balmain increased during the last few years? Yes, decidedly. During tho 
last fifteen months, ICO new tenements have been put up there, and several manufactories have been 
started. Balmain will soon be the most thickly populated place near Sydney.
23-1.0. Tho establishment of manufactories there will probably lead to an increase of population? Yes; 
and tlie suburb having quick communication with Sydney and possessing water frontages, it offers 
strong inducements to people belonging to the middle and working classes to reside there.
2341. What is your estimate of the present population of Balmain ? I should think it is somewhere 
about 30,000 ; it may be a little more or a little less.
2312. Do you tbink that tho construction of a direct tramway there would increase the population of 
Balmain ? Yes ; it would materially assist tho place.
2313. If the train were 1 aken over the Glebe Island Bridge, and then over the Parramatta Bridge, it 
would be a still greater improvement? Yes; i hold to tbe opinion that the railway authorities would 
ffivour such an extension of our tramway system.

W. H. Wilks, 
They :E^->

26 Aug., 1897.

Sydney James Law, Esq., M.P., sworn, and examined:— ■
2344. Chairman.] You represent the Eledorate of Balmain South in the Legislative Assembly ? Yes. 8. J. Law, 
2343. Are tbo Abattoirs situated within your electorate ? Yes. Eatl->
234C. Mr. Wright.] Have yon any statement to make in regard to the proposal now under the eonsi- 
deration of the Committee ? I think that any bridge that is constructed should not have less headway M'S-’ 
than the proposed Pyrmont Bridge, which I understand will have a headway of 23 feet. Of course the 
higher the bridge and tbe wider tbe span the better it would be. I suppose there are more than 100,000 
people living westward of the Glebe Island Bridge. In Leichhardt, aud Balmain alone, the population 
amounts to 30,000 people, and the bridge is used also by the traffic coming from Ryde, Drummoyne, 
Gladesville, Ermington, Hunter’s Hill, Bourkctown, and many other places which are fairly well populated.
Most of ihe traffic coming over the Lane Cove, the Parramatta, and the Iron Cove bridges, comes across 
tlie Glebe island Bridge. I believe that the greater part of tho vehicles travelling between Sydney and

Parramatta
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■jj" 'r' i^TamaUa cross the Glebe Island Bridge. Most of the fruit-growers come in this way. I think that 
*»nyllew bridge should be at least 40 feet wide aud have side-walks in addition, and it should have a swing 

20 Au" 18U7 sl,an wbiuh would be right up to date. i. see that it is proposed to make a causeway, which 1. believe 
“ ' would considerably lessen the expense, though 1 do not pretend to have a particular knowledge about these

matters. I take it that what the people want is a stable structure which will be worthy of the splendid 
position which this bridge holds, situated as it is on one of the main outlets of the greatest city in the 

■ southern hemisphere. Whatever bridge is put there, it should be a first-class bridge, capable of lasting
for nil time, and commensurate with the import unco of the future destinies of the city.
2347. The opening of the present bridge is 34 feet, and it is proposed to make it 50 feet? Well, I think 
we want as wide an opening as possible.
2.r14S. An opening of GO feet would admit the largest vessel that has ever come here P In that case the 
opening would be large enough.
2340. The proposed bridge is to be 20 feet above high-water mark ? I should like to see it higher. I 
would point out that any bridge which is made should be of sufficient stability to carry a railway or tram
way at some future time.
2350. Bo you thiuk that the present bridge is in the right position ? I do not think it could be in a better 
position. In my opinion, however, it would be possible to carry the bridge over the top of Brown’s works. 
There is a lot of high ground there on both sides, and I think it would be possible to have a bridge 70 feet 
high, though I have not gone into the details of the cost,
2351. Ton do not think that a headway of 20 feet is enough ? "Wc want as much headway as possible. 
We must have a bridge, however, whatever tlie headway.
2352. A new bridge is absolutely required ? Tes.
2353. The proposed new bridge will allow vessels of the largest size to enter Blaekwattle Bay? Tes. 
That will become a very important place in the near future.
2354. There is a very large traffic from the suburbs on the Parramatta River across this bridge ? Tes.
2355. There is also a large amount of traffic in Leichhardt, Rive Bock, and around about Iron Cove P 
Tes. There is no other site for a bridge which umuld be so convenient. I believe it has been proposed 
that a bridge should be taken from Globe Point to the other side of the Abattoirs ; but that would make 
it necessary to go a long way round to get to Balmain, and it would not suit the convenience of tlie 
people there.
235G. The population of Balmain is rapidly increasing? It is increasing at a fairly rapid rate, and more 
so than most of the suburbs. Tew industries have been started there lately, and there is more employ
ment for the people. Mort’s Bock has employed more hands during the last eighteen months than ever 
before. Balmain has 7,000 people more than any other suburb near Sydney, and it contains tho largest 
industries in Australia. ■
2357. The tendency of those industries is to grow ? Certainly, They are extending Mort’s Bock at the 
present time, and there is every indication of tho recent great increase of business continuing,
2353, I suppose the ferry service is only for the use of pedestrians ? Tes. The tram also takes a largo 
number of people. It is doubtful whether more people travel by ferry than by tram. I might point out, 
however, that the ferry company, which has not been in existence for more than three or four years, 
charges Id. fares, and is always declaring 10 per cent, dividends besides putting large sums to the reserve 
fund, so the traffic must be very large. "We have a 10-minule ferry service and a 20-minute tram 
service. "
2359, But neither the ferries nor the trains enable you lo transport goods ? To.
23G0, It is necessary to have some means of transporting heavy goods ? Certainly. It was said in 1894 
that the present Pyrmont Bridge had a life of only three years. Tlie three years are now up, so that the 
sooner the new bridge is built the better.
23G1. The present bridge is inconvenient and unsafe? Tes; it is altogether unsuitable and behind the 
times. '
23G2. Tou are opposed to the construction of a bridge from Pyrmont to Balmain? I think‘that it 
would be three times as expensive as the proposed bridge, and that it would obstruct a far greater portion 
of tho harbour.
23G3. If you put the bridge at a much higher level, how would you get an approach to it from the Sydney 
side? I think Union-street could be taken right through. That would give almost a direct line from the 
Pyrmont Bridge. A tramway crossing both bridges would enable people to travel from Balmain to the 
(tenoral Post Office in 15 minutes, whereas the tram journey through Forest Lodge takes 35 minutes. 
The proposed extension to Union-street I speak of would go through vacant land. There is a quarry 
there which is now lying idle.
23GL Mr. F.'/jan.J lias there been any agitation for a tramway such as you suggest ? No large amount 
of agitation.
23G5. Has the matter ever been brought before the Secretary for Public "Works? I believe so. Of 
course the extension of a tramway across the bridges has always been advocated; but in the past the 
people of Balmain have asked too much, and up to the present they have not got anything.
23GG. How long is it since any representation was made to the Minister? It is a long time ago.
23G7. Since then no move has been made? No; the people complain that the present train follows a 
round-about route, and, no doubt, when tho new bridges are constructed, they will advocate a direct 
tramway connection.
23G3, The saving of time you speak of would be of great importance to the business people living nut 

. towards Balmain ? Tes.
23G9. That would tend to an even larger settlement than you have there now ? 1 do not think there is
anything better calculated to accelerate the progress of Balmain and the adjacent suburbs.
2370. Tou were a member of a Select Committee winch inquired into the condition of the Abattoirs? 
Tes.
2371. Will you givo us the benefit of your views upon the propriety of removing the Abattoirs to another 
situation ? My opinion is that they should not be removed, and most of the members of the Select 
Committee were of opinion that a better site could not be obtained in any part of the world. Of course, 
it is universally conceded that everything there is much behind the times, and that new machinery is 
required. There has been no agitation for the removal of the Abattoirs, except by a handful of people

living
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living over at Drummoyne, and at (rlebe Point a small public meeting was called io consider tbe subject, 
but I think only twenty people attended, and it was a funk. There is hardly anybody in favour of the 
removal of the Abattoirs. '
2d72. How long have you been living in Balmain ? Sixteen years.
2373. Tou have not found the Abattoirs a nuisance? No; but the practice of. driving cattle and sheep 
through the streets is a nuisance. ’What is required is a railway from somewhere near Petersham. There 
are 40 acres at Glebe Island, and the late Mr. Eddy, in giving evidence upon the proposed extension of 
the railway iuto the city, said that eventually there must be a lino to Balmain, and that it would be a 
profitable concern.
2374. If the Abattoirs are remodelled and improved the necessity for a better bridge will increase ? Tes.
2375. Mr. Hassall.'] During your residence in Balmainthe population has very largely increased? Tes; 
I suppose it has nearly doubled in the time.
2370. Audi suppose the population of tbe adjoining suburbs has also increased? The population of 
Leichhardt has increased to an even greater extent.
2377. And there has been a considerable increase of population at Ermington, 3tydo, and other places on 
the Parramatta River ? Tes.

S. J. Lnw,

20 Aug., 1897:

2378. The traffic along the road from Gdebe Island has, therefore, become so great that it is absolutely 
necessary to improve the Glebe Island Bridge ? Tes.
2370. Tho cost of an iron bridge is stated to be £92,400 ; of a wooden bridge, £50,500 ; of a causeway, 
with a steel swing-span, £84,500, from which last amount £24,500 must bo deducted as the amount 
saved by allowing stuff excavated in the construction of buildings and so on to be thrown in to fill up, 
making the cost of the causeway and swing-span £00,000;—under those circumstances, do you not think 
that the causeway would be better than the timber bridge ? Certainly. I would advocate, however, the 
construction of an iron bridge. 1 do not thinls: that £90,000 is too much to spend there, considering the 
importance of the roadway.
2380. There would be no great difficulty in increasing the headway under the swing-span if the approaching 
causeway were sloped up a few feet ? That is so. Whether the Abattoirs remain or not, Glehe Island 
is the property of the Crown, and will always be used. I Saresay the 40 acres there are worth £500,000.
2381. At the present time the Government get a large amount of revenue from the Abattoirs ? I believe 
thev do.
2382. And Ihe only cause of complaint is the cattle-driving? Tes. Several people have been gored by
wild bullocks, and only recently a young girl was very severely hurt. ' "
2383. Would it not be possible lo do away with the nuisance by fixing certain hours for the driving of 
cattle through the streets ? That is done now ; but there arc always a few people about. People have 
had to get info the lattice wqrk of the Iron Cove Bridge in order to avoid cal tie crossing over that bridge.
2384. Rut, with ordinary precautions, the nuisance need not be sufficient to warrant the removal of f lie
Abattoirs? Ko; the difficulty would be obviated altogether if the Government were to construct a 
railway to Glebe Island. The late Mr. Eddy, the greatest authority upon railway matters who has visited 
the Southern Hemisphere, stated that such a railway would pay. This line will have to bo constructed 
in any case somo day. .

Stephen Edward Perdriau, Surveyor, Department of Lands, sworn, and further examined :—
2383. Mr. JUack.] I heiieve you have some additional evidence to lay before the Gominitt.ee ? Tes; I 
have here a description of the roads and district travelled by stock from the metropolitan cattle sale-yards 
at b’lemington to the Abattoirs at Glebe Island :—

Tub Sale-yauds.

S.E.
Perdrimi.

2GAugTl837.

The metropolitan sheep and cuttle sale-yards at Flemington railway platform are the property of the Sydney Municipal 
Council.

An aim of about 30 acres is occupied by the snle-yards. They adjoin the railway, and extend to the ParramaUa- 
roatl, the length being about 2it chains, and the width about 11 chains,

The laud was purchased for this purpose by the Sydney Municipal Council in the year 1881, and the yards were 
opened in November, 1SS2. The cost is stated to have been about £80,000. A large one-story building of brick, in n con
venient position to the various yards, provides oiliccs for the caretaker and 13 sheep and cattle salesmen and agents.

Sales aro held twice a week, viz., upon Mondays and Thursdays. Sheep and cattle arc sold on both days. Monday 
being the more important day for cattle, and Thursday tliat for sheep. The charges made by the Municipal Council for 
use of the yards for the sale of sheep is |d. per head, and 5fd. per head for cattle. 'The number of sheep sold in 1390 was 
over 2,050,000, and Over 110,000 cattle. The revenue, therefore, is about £12,000 per annum, and the expenses of manage
ment are said to he about £1,000 per annum.

The stock arc brought to the sale-yards hy railway as well as by road. Those brought hy railway arrive generally 
in sufficient time to allow of their icating before being sold, but sometimes there is no time lo spare for that purpose, and 
they are taken straight from the railway trucks into the sale-yards.

Tho resting paddocks comprise many hundreds of acres lying to the north, south, and west of the sale-yards. 
These paddocks arc held by various agents, Jlill, Clark, k Co.; Pitt, Hon, mid liadgery ; and others.

The sales commence at half past 9 a.m., and purchasers are allowed until 8 o’clock ou the following morning to 
remove the animals.

Routes Thaveu.eh by the Stock,
Upon leaving the sale-yards, the whole of the stock going to Glebe Island travel along the Parramatta-road for about 

miles—tliat is, until the borough of Five Dock is reached. There a considerable number turn iu a northerly aud north
easterly direction into the borough of Five Dock, and on to Drummoyne, eventually reaching Glehe Island via the Long 
Cove llridge, Weston-road, and West Balmain. This route is about half a mile shorter than that travelled by the 
remainder, which continue along the Parramatta-road, through the boroughs of Ashfield and Leichhardt, to the Abattoir- 
road, which meets the Parramatta-road at a point northerly from, and distant about half a mile from, Petersham railway 
station. Thence they travel along the Abattoir-road (which was made for the purpose), through tho boroughs of Leichhardt 
and Balmain, and skirting the north-western side of Rozelle Bay to Glebe Island.

^ At various places along the above-described routes there are resting-paddoeks, viz., on the Great North read at 
Five Dock ; ni, Lyons-road, Drummoyne, near the western side of the borough ; at Ramsay’s Bush, Dohroyde, extending 
from the Iron Cove Bridge on the Parramatta-road north-easterly to, aud on the other side of, tile tram-line. There is one 
paddock in Leichhardt within about J of a mile of tbe island.

Time duhixo which Sheep and Cattle Travel along the Roads mentioned.
Sheep may be driven at any time during the day or night, as they are almost harmless to human life ; but cattle aro 

restricted to the hours between 0 p.m, and 8 a-m.
From tlie sale-yards tho section of the Parramatta-road and contiguous land thence to Powell’s Bridge, about 

tbroe-quarters of a mile, is nut included in any municipality, and consequently there is no restriction as to the time that 
cattle may roam over it. rp]le
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■ S*E. The PawnmatU-road U maintained by the Government. .
Perdriau. At Powell’s llmlge, the horoughs of Uuiwood and Five Dock arc reached (the Parramatta-road divides them), and

wo--^ cattle are nut allowed to pass this point until U p.m.
2G Aug., 1S97- , The actual block across the road is the railway-gate on the Strathfield-Kcwcastle railway, close to Powell's Bridge,

which is not opened until that hour, and the drovers leave the sale-yards at such a time us to airirc thete about that time. 
After 6 o’clock the cattle are on the roads, generally in about half a dozen mobs, varying in number from about 20 to 200, 
ami perhaps more. ’

They are taken part of the way to the Abattoirs at night, vD., to the various resting paddocks above mentioned.
1 liey are not allowed to pass through the boiuugh of Leichhardt before 10 p.m.
Thence, between 0 and 8 o’clock in the morning, they complete the journey, and are driven to the Abattoirs.

^ Cattle going to Parramatta and intervening suburbs are, of-course, driven along the road, westward ; those for 
Enfield, Canterbury. jHurstville, &.e., cross the railway at a point close to Fiemington, either by the subway or by the over
bridge ; while those intended for Moss Vale and such places, 50 miles or more away, are re-trucked,

_ Note.—I am informed by the officer of the Works Department hi charge of the roads that the Parrainatta-road—that
is, the Great V estern road—ami the Abattoir-road are maintained by the Government, but that the Weston-road, Balmain, 
is not.

I beg to hand in a statement by Mr. C. A. Simms, Secretary to the Board of Health, of the number of sheep, cattle, 
calves, and pigs slaughtered at (flebe Island. The calves and pigs arc brought coastwise and driven to the island r fa 
Pyrmonl ami Glebe Island Bridges after having been sold at the Corporation Yards near the Market Wharf, Sydney.

Sir, Office of the Board of Health, Sydney, 25 June, 1897.
In answer to your letter of the 19th instant to Mr. G. W. Shelley, the inspector of the Abattoirs at Glebe 

Island, I am directed by the President to inform you that the return subjoined shows the number of animals driven from 
Flemington to the Abattoirs for slaughter during the year 1896. I have, &e.,

C. A. SfMiMS,

Sheep , 
Cattle . 
Calves. 
Pigs.. .

Secretarv.
1,159.000

70,000
9,528

G4.C90

' Total ................................................................................. 1,303,218
S. E. Perdriau, Esq,, Lands Department,

Cattle Driving Daxoehocs to Human Life.
The boroughs or suburbs above mentioned, through which the cattle are driven, are all more or less populated. All 

along the Parramatta-road there are shops and'other business premises, and a large township at Leichhardt.1 On the 
Weston-road, Balmain, there is also a large township.

Generally, there are two drovers on horseback and several dogs with each mol) of cattle. One drover rules a short 
distance in front of the cattle to warn people on the road, the other drover with the dogs bringing up the rear. There is 
one drover who takes charge of a mob, and has no assistance except from dogs. On dark nights the cattle cannot be dis
tinguished further than 20 paces oil, except when there are lights. There are public gas lamps on the southern side of 
Parramatta-road, in the boroughs of Burwood and Ash field, but there are no public lights on the northern side in the 
boroughs of Concord and Five Dock, which means that for 3 miles on one side of the road it is very difficult indeed to see 
the cattle before one gels right up to them. Much circumstances need only be mentioned to show the danger existing. 
Evidence nf this also is afforded by the shopkeepers, who state that on cattle nights they do scarcely any business, buoau'c 
people are afraid to venture on the road, for, of course, the cattle are wild, and they travel faster than they otherwise 
would, because dogs on the roadside dart out at them unexpectedly, ami make them more furious. They may he driven on 
any other nights besides Mondays and Thursdays, and arc sometimes a nuisance to church-goers.

If a beast knocks up it is roped to the fence or the nearest suitable post on the road-side, and left there till the 
morning, when it is shot, its throat cut, and then carted to the Abattoirs. Tims it remains on or near the footpath all 
night, and becomes a dangerous nuisance.

The cattle cannot be kept in the roadway, but run all over the footways as well, and the drovers must go on to the 
footpaths—especially at cross roads and lanes—to prevent the cattle turning into them. If any break away into such plnces 
they are brought back to the mob as quickly as possible ; the diover, urging his horse at full speed, makes the cattle almost 
gallop on to the road again. Sometimes the molis,aie driven considerable distances np the cross roads to endeavour to 
attract the strayed ones to it again. The Parramatta-road is 1 chain wide, but several of the streets en route through Five 
Dock and Dnunmoyne mo only half a chain wide, hence the danger is increased. If any beasts happen to get clean away, 
the drover cannot leave the inoh, but must complete the journey with them, and afterwards return for the strayed one', 
which in the meantime have roamed at will, a scourge to the neighbourhood. This is not mi uncommon occurrence, and 
these separate ones often become very fierce, and refusing to be driven, have 1o ho shot when found, It is not necessary 
to burden this report with every detail of danger, resulting from the cattle-driving; but I should add that during iny 
two days’ inspection of the loutcs particulars of three deaths, occasioned recently through vehicles being overturned by 
bullocks, were narrated to me, besides numerous serious accidents and escapades. Moores of the latter could lie obtained in a 
few hours if required. In fact every person resident for any considerable length of time in the district uflected knows of 
several, and they arc unanimous and vehement in their denunciation of the present practice, and point to the agitation— 
intermittently extending over along period of years—for its abolition. Many deputations on the subject have waited 
upon Ministers of the Crown, and these have frequently been composed of aldermen from several of the boroughs affected.

The danger would he decreased by restricting the driving of cattle to the horn's between 12 p.m. and G a,m. (that is 
twice as long a time as is required for the whole journey), but this would not secure complete immunity from danger, for 
occasionally some would break away. -

Cattle-muying Detrimental, to Propeet? and Hoads.
Owners of property in the distiict affected complain bitterly of the detriment caused by cattle and sheep driving, 

and state that houses fronting the Parramatta-road ate difficult to let, and rents decreased on that account (people with 
children dislike the positmn), consequently the value of laud for building purposes is depreciated; also that the bullocks 
destroy the fences. The council clerks of the various boroughs en route, state that in assessing land values they decreased 
them for land fronting and within a certain range of the cattle road, and that this is warranted by their experience of this 
nuisance. Another serious nuisance is the dust raised, especially by Hocks of sheep (sometimes 5,000 in one flock); this, of 
course, depreciates the value of goods exposed foi inspection.

The roads are much cut up by this traffic, especially in wet weather, and metal newly laid is displaced and scattered 
all over the road. New asphalt footpaths arc said to have been destroyed in a fortnight. The whole width of the road is 
affected, and even when the cattle are kept off the footpaths the drovers must go on them to head the cattle ; this they do 
at a great speed, which in itself is dangerous, but when summoned for the offence by the local borough council, the case 
was dismissed for the Magistrate stated that as cattle-driving was legal the drover must not be restricted to any one 
portion of the road, and that as the object in view in going on the footpath was to prevent accident it was unavoidable.

The nuisance is keenly felt in Five Dock which suffers more than other boroughs, both because the bullocks traverse 
it throughout its whole length, and that its streets are narrow. For a length of 2J miles in Five Dock and Drnininoyno 
the roads travelled by the cattle are only half a chain wide. I was informed that a movement is now afoot in Five Dock 
Borough Council to establish a toll bar to raise funds to repair the damage to the roads caused by the cattle.

The tramway authorities find it necessary to exercise special supervision over the lines travelled by cattle on account 
of their treading stones into the grooves.

Glebe Island as a site eor Cattle Sale Yards and Abattoirs combined.
The total area of Glebe Island and the reclaimed land lying lietwecn it and Balmain is about 46 acres. A proposal 

was made some time ago to reclaim a further area of 15 acres, extending from the north-eastern end and round both sides, 
to be used for wharfage purposes, ■ The
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The stone and material required would be obtained upon the island close to the water. S. 35.
'i’llns tbo total area available at this place could perhaps not be increased beyond CO acres without expensive Perdriau. 

resumption.1*.
Tins area would not be sufficient for abattoirs, sale-yards, and resting paddocks if the present custom of selling only 26 Aug., 1817. 

twice a week bo adhered to, because buy era having to purchase sufficient for their requirements between those day's 
apparently require a larger area for resting paddocks than would he available.

At Flemington there are hundreds of acres (perhaps thousands) used as resting paddocks.
It might be worthwhile inquiring of the wholesale butchers and others whether the holding of soles every day would 

he practicalde, for, if so, possibly sufficient area could be obtained at Olebo Island to meet all requirements.
If when the proposed railway to the island had been constructed the cattle had still to he taken to resting paddocks 

through Balmain the nuisance would have been only partially overcome.
The pens on the island hold 1,000 cattle and 10,000 sheep, and this accommodation could he largely increased.

It is some time ngo since I prepared this information, but three accidents happened just about then to 
which I would like to draw the attention of the Committee. The paragraphs in which two of them are ■ 
mentioned arc taken from the columns of the local newspapers :—

Thursday, 21 J'km, 1S07.

_ (1.) yl yirl tjortd by u. bidlor.k.—Yesterday morning a girl named Ethel Best, .aged 11 yours, residing with her parents 
at Nelson-street, Kozello, was in Weston-street when a number of bullocks were being driven to the Abattoirs. The girl 
run to the colonnade of the Kor.cllc post office for safety, when one of the bullocks charged her in a sensational manner, 
goring her three times. Her screams attracted attention,‘and when the girl was rescued it was found she had received 
serious injuries to her legs and body, and one nf the bones in one of her hands was broken. The bullock was shortly 
afterwards destroyed. ' •

Western Suburbs WecMy lludr/t./, IZJmie, 1S07.

(2.) JJlocked. by xheep.—Quite a commotion occurred on Thursday afternoon, in close proximity to Cathcriuc-strcct, 
consequent upon Barrainatta-road vehicular and tram traffic being completely blocked by shoe)). A very large mob was 
being driven to the tllebe Island, and at the corner of Catherine-strect. a strike occurred amongst them. For some 
time neither force nor entreaty could induce them to give up possession of the street, they being complete masters of the 
situation—tram and vehicular traffic being completely blocked. The nuisance is becoming unbearable, and apart from the 
cruelty' meted out to the poor brutes in a vain endeavour to force them along, in the interest of the business people, also 
the train passengers, the Government should take immediate steps to minimise the nuisance.

Note—Catherine-strect is the Abattoir-road.
(3.) The Catholic priest at Leichhardt stated to me on the 2."tli June, that that morning in the church ground he had 

to shoot a wild bullock, it having broken away from the mob which had passed along the Abattoir-road near the church at 
about 7 o'clock. Another man shot the bullock twice, hut the shot used being too small he had to obtain larger shot. The 
bullock was lired at three times, Mass was being conducted when the bullock got into the church ground, and the thirty 
people attending had to wait until the bullock was killed before they could leave the church.

2:)S(i. Chairman.'] Do you know wliat the rise and fall of the tide of Black wattle Bay is ? I believe that 
ihey have lately been mnking obscTvnlions in regard to the rise and fall of the tide. It averages 42 
inches, I believe. The extreme difference between high spring tides and low tides is G feet. * 
iWSri Is there any current under the existing Glebe Island Bridge ? I do not think there is any noticc- 
ab!e current.
‘JdbS. If the waterway were narrowed to one-third it would increase the current ? That would be the 
tendency ; but I do not know if even then the current would be perceptible.
2dbf). Do you care to express an opinion as to the likelihood of there being any silting up alongside the 
proposed causeway ? No doubt there would be a certain amount of silting up at the ends of the cause
way near the land, but hoiv much it would be I cannot say. The mud there is very soft, and is easily 
moved by the tide. •
2990. Have you had any experience of similar obstructions to the tide in other parts of the harbour? I 
have seen all the stone wharfs and piers erected in the harbour, and I. have noticed that in corresponding 
positions there is a tendency for silt to be deposited round them to some extent. °
2:501. Mr. Mimphcry,] The silt that now goes down into Johnstone’s Bay would he obstructed by the 
proposed causeway, and would lodge against its inner side ? Yos ;. but it would bo cheaper to dredge it 
up if it were always in one spot. When the hay is dredged to a depth of 20 feet, nearly all the silt ihcre 
will ho removed. 1 .
2:502. Mr. Hoskins.] Has Blackivaltle Bay shoaled very much in the last ten years? I think so. They 
are always dredging it to increase the depth. By scale’on the city map I make the area of Blaekwattlo 
and I.W.ellc Bays 1 SO acres.
2003. Chairman.] The process of silting up is going on gradually all over the harbour ? Yes.
2:j04. Jlfr. Trickctt.] In what conneclinn did you quote tiiose instances about cattle getting into people’s 
gardens, and injuring people? Only to show the danger of driving cattle from Homebush sale-vards to 
the Abattoirs. '
2:10Y I.t is necessary that something should he done to get rid of tfiis danger? Yes, it is a very serious 
matter indeed. I went over there two or three nights to ivatcli the cattle being driven along the streets, 
and there is no doubt that on dark nights it is very dangerous to be iu tho streets where they are being 
driven, because you cannot see them until they are right on top of you. Tho sheep, too, are a serious 
nuisance in the daytime.
2:59(5. Does this practice of driving cattle through the streets absolutely prejudice the properties along the 
line of route ? There is no doubt it does, especially where the roads are narrow. In the borough of Five 
Dock some of the roads are only half a chain wide. I think it would bo a wise thing for tho Committee 
to get evidence upon this subject from some of the council clerks of the boroughs traversed by tho cattle.

FRIDAY,
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mil)AY, 27 AVGUST, 1S07. 
i3rr.9fni:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).
Charles Ai.i-red Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Eegan, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq, 
George Black, Esq.
Fran'cis Aegustcs Wright, Esq. 
E hank Earn ell, Esq. .

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a New Bridge at Glebe Island, to
replace the existing structure.

The Hon. Frederick Thomas IIuml’iieet. 
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Charles James Horerts, C.M.G. 
The Hon. William Joseph Tuickett.
The Hon. Daniel O'Connoii.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

, Edward James Howes Ifnapp, C.E., made an affirmation, and was examined :—
E. J. H. 2307. Mr. Vegan)] You have seen the plans of the proposed Glebe Island Bridge and causeway ? I have 

Knapp, C.E. au opportunity of looliimj at them since I have been here this afternoon.
^ou ilrL! we^ acquainted with the road which loads over the present bridge P Yes.

U3> ''2390. Have you any statement to malte with regard to the question under the consideration of the
Committee? Yes, I have come here to-day because I have a strong opposition to the damming up of 
any of our water-ways or parts of tho harbour if it can be prevented. The disadvantages of the proposal 
may not bo patent to everybody, but in years to come any bridge will be a positive bindrunce to the 
commerce of this groat city, which I need not tell you will shortly have to enter into very been competition 
with the neighbouring Colonies. If Federation be accomplished as 1 hope it will, on right lines, the 
proposal 1 have to make is, that instead of building a new bridge to Glebe Island, the tratlie should be 
taken round through Glebe Point. I have a good knowledge of Glebe Island, having been appointed by 
the Surveyor-General in 1800 to subdivide it for residential sites. I then pointed out to him privately the 
danger of building bridges across the harbour. My objection to a bridge is that it largely interferes with 
water frontages which will in the future be required for commercial purposes. It shuts in about 3 miles 
of water frontage, about 1 mile of which now belongs to the Government. I object to it too, because of 
the annual expeuse which it involves in repairs of wear and tear, and in keeping men to open and shut the 
swing span.* The removal of the bridge would give free access to the water frontage of which 1 have 
spoken, and would therefore, of course, increase its value, and the betterment system might bo applied to 
the properties that were benefited. In place of the present bridge, I would suggest that the traffic he 
taken round through the Pyrmont Bridge road, and then at the back of the Kauri Timber Co.’s yard, 
crossing Ferry-road and Forsyth-road into Leichhardt-strcet; then round into tbo Globe Point-road just 
below where the tram stops, down the Glebe Point road westward, and across reclaimed land to the 
intersection of Burt and Gordon streets. The distance to that point by my proposed route would 
he only a little over 30 chains more than by the route crossing the Glebe Island Bridge, from the 
Pyrmont Bridge, Darling Harbour. Such an arrangement would divert a lot of traffic from George-strect 

. West, and from the Parramatta-road, and would give quicker access to the city from Balmain South. 
The new road which T suggest should bo made, would be about 70 chains in length. Forty chains of 
this could be utilised for connecting tbcGlebe tram with tho Balmain tram. This would save the journey 
round through Forest Lodge. I estimate the cost of the new road at £2S,0o(> for resumptions, and 
£L0,r>0!) for formation and work necessary to inukc it convenient for vehicular traffic, or £32,43(> 
altogether.f The gradient would be a very easy one, and 1 think the road would open up a good deal of 
property. When we recollect that Glebe Island is only 2 miles, as the crow flies, from the General Post 
Office, it must bo apparent that at some future date it will be a very busy place. You know how Balmain 
is going ahead now, and the new water frontage that I speak of will give much greater accommodation ior 
shipping. I would respectfully impress upon the Committee the desirability of preventing the erection 
of permanent works which have the effect of shutting up tho foreshores of the harbour from commercial 
use. In my opinion, it would be a mistake to perpetuate the evil created by the present bridge.
24CO. Do you consider that the water frontage which you speak of would be closed against shipping if we 
replaced the present Glebe Island Bridge by a causeway, having a central swing span giving an opening 
wide enough to allow the largest ships to pass through ? 1 think it must bo apparent that where you
have free waterway, to which you can get access at any time without hindrance, the value of the foreshores 
is greatly increased. "We know what a. hindrance to trade and what a congestion to traffic tho Pyrmont 
Bridge now causes, and, no doubt, as time goes on the same thing will occur at Glebe Island.
2401. Are, yon in favour of keeping the Abattoirs at Balmain ? I am very hopeful that the Abattoirs will 
ho removed before very long,
2402. Suppose Ihey arc not removed? Then the traffic will have to come round the road I speak of.
2403. Do von think that that would be convenient? No doubt tbo arrangement would cause some incon
venience, but in view of its advantages, I do nob think that that inconvcuionce should be taken into 
consideration.
2404. But if you knew that the A.battoirs were to be remodelled and improved and established at Glebe 
Island permanently would you recommend the abolition of the Glebe Island Bridge? I would, for the 
reasons I have stated.
2405. Mr. Hoskins)] If your proposal were carried into effect persons coming to Sydney from Hyde and 
places on the north side of the Parramatta liiver would have a much longer journey to make? They 
would have to travel 30 chains further than they travel now. I should like to pet rid of all the bridges— 
the Iron Cove Bridge, the Giadesvillc Bridge, and the Hawkesbnry Bridge. I think that they should 
never have been ennatructed.
240G. Do you think people would like to travel a longer distance? No doubt they would grumble at 
having to do so, but the individual interest must bo sunk in the public good.

2407.

Noth (os rtasion) * There would be no such expense with the new road I propose. 
Moti: (ok m-iaion)f I am prepared to carry out formation for the sum named.
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2±07. How do you consider that the welfare of the community would be served by making this traffic *L4
travel half a mile further than it has to travel now? I admit the the people you speak of would be in
convenienced; but X want to have our harbour frontages thrown open for free access, so that we shall be 27 Aug., 1897. 
able to meet the keen competition that will take place within the course of a few years.
2d08. There are a large number of people residing at Xiyde, Dobroyde, and other places in the western 
suburbs who use this bridge ;—are not they part of the body politic whose interests you say should be 
considered? I admit that. Of course they would be inconvenienced slightly.
2409. If an opening is left in the proposed bridge which will be wide enough to admit the largest vessels
coming to the harbour, do you think the proposed structure would be a serious hindrance to the commerce 
of the port? 'Well, I would object to the proposed causeway, because it would have the effect of silting 
up that part of the harbour. ,
2410. We have had it stated in evidence that there is scarcely any flow of the tide there, and that the
construction of a causeway, while it might necessitate a little more dredging, would have very little other 
effect upon the harbour? So much the worse. ‘If there were a good flow of the tide the scour that 
would be created by the narrow opening under the swing span would deepen the channel, hut if there is 
hardly any flow, in my opinion tho place would silt up rapidly* _
2411. Mr. Wright^ Possibly you are not aware that it has been stated in evidence before the Committee 
that our present wharfage accommodation is nearly four times as groat as the existing trade requires ?
Admitting that, it is, in my opinion, no reason why we should not look ahead, so that we may construct 
only such public works as will be of convenience to tbc coming generation. _
2412. Is your only objection to the bridge your belief that it will close up this waterway? Yes ; in my 
opinion, if the existing bridge had not been built that water frontage would now he in use for commercial 
purposes. The effect of the construction of that bridge has been to preclude the construction of large 
wharfs in the locality, although it is one which is admirably adapted for a commercial centre, being within 
easy range of the city and of the railway.
2413. 11 as not the water frontage been closed to shipping because of the narrowness of the bridge opening 
and the small depth of water there ? The difllculties would bo reduced if the proposal, before the 
Committee were carried out; but you would not have the same free access to that water-way that you 
would have if there were no bridge.
2414. In the event of its being determined to put either a bridge or causeway there, which would you 
prefer? I should prefer to have a bridge right across.
2415. Mr. O'Connor.'] In the event of your proposal being carried out, would not the people of Balmain
be greatly inconvenienced? Some of them would have 30 chains further to go; hut the greater part of •
Balmain is so well served by the ferries that the people have no occasion to use this road.

Cecil West Barley, Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, Bepartment of Public Works, sworn, and
further examined:—

2416. Mr. Hoskins.] In the event of its being decided to replace the existing Cflebe Island Bridge by a C. W. Parley,
new structure, which would you recommend—a bridge, or a causeway with a steel swing-span ? A 
causeway with a steel swing span. 27 Aug,, 1897.
2417. It has been stated by several witnesses that in their opinion the construction of a causeway would 
bring about the silting up of that part of the harbour ;—is that your opinion ? I think that there is no 
foundation for such a belief. The proposed causeway could not possibly have that effect. It is not as if 
it wero placed across a river. The only source from which deposits of silt reach that part of the harbour 
is the various stormwater drains and some local sewers which open into the heads of the hays. The 
matter brought down in the sewers is, however, deposited within a very limited area, and we can pick it 
up at the place of deposit with tho dredges. The stormwater sower delivering into llushcntters’ Bay 
deposits material within a comparatively limited area in the bay. The material forms a bank near the 
outfall of the sewer, n.nd we can easily dredge it up. There is no current from the sewers towards the 
proposed causeway which would have the effect of causing the silt to he precipitated near tho causeway.
I have explained that we would remove the greater part of the mud and soft material from this part of 
the harbour, and there would be nothing to cause it 1o accumulate again.
2418. If you had a causeway, would more dredging he required in that part of the harbour which would 
be shut in by it than is required there now ? No.
2419. Chairman.] When you last gave evidence before the Committee, you spoke of a problematic saving 
of £25,000 in connection with the making of the causeway are the Committee justified in believing that 
that amount could be saved? Yes, under tho conditions I stated. My ideals that the whole amount 
asked for should be voted, and that we should save the amount you mentioned, if possible, by getting as 
much material as we could from outside sources.
2420. I understand that you would take material for the causeway from Glebe Island;—would the
improvement thus effected make Glebe Island a more valuable asset;—could the value given tothe island 
by the improvement he taken into consideration as a set-off against the cost of the proposed work? I 
think not. The improvement is too remote to value, 242.1,

* Notjc {on revision) :—In Bulistantiatinn of my answer tn this question, T desire to draw attention to the fact that, 
in I860, when ] subdividud Olohe Island for ihe Surveyor-General, hoth White's Creek and Johnstone's Creek were 
navigable for small boats. In 1887, when 1 made a survey, in tho Supreme Court case Onan v. 1'aync, the former creek 
was silted up to the old post-hole in the rock near the junction of Abattoir-road and Cecilly-street, and hoth high-water 
mark and low-water mark a good distance from this old post-hole, which was formerly just above high-water mark. The 
same applies to Johnstone's Creek, and it has necessitated the reclamation of the south arm of Roselle Ray, Then, again,
Blackwattle Bay, by reason of silting up, and giving out an offensive rmell at low tide, has also had to he reclaimed. In 
my opinion, even a bridge is contributory, to rome extent, in hastening silting. As proof of this I point to the fact that, in 
1SC4, when I made a survey of tho Sawyer listate, Balmain, I fixed the position of high and low-water of its frontage 
to Watavviow Bay, There was their no Corporation pier at tho foot of Cooper-street. The Council subsequently built 
their pier from the low-water of 1SG4, extending 80 feet into deep water. In 1S8G, when I made a subdivision of this land, 
the pier was high and dry, as low' water extended a few feet away out from it. There is much about the same current 
here as at Rozelle Bay. I could multiply instances from old surveys and field books to support my evidence, but that I 
think the above sufficient proof.

159—N
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C, W. D&rlay, 2421. "Will you tell us, briefly, why you think a, swing span preferable to a bascule ? That is a matter of 
detail which it is my intention to investigate before finally working out the plans. So long as an opening 

27 Aug., 189/. js provide^ j <j0 not think it matters whether we have a swing span or a bascule. _ _
2422. Does not the question of cost come in ? Yes ; the relative costs will have to be investigated. It 
would take me some considerable time to ascertain which would be the better form of construction in
this position. There are many points to be taken into consideration.
2423. Mr. Black,] Can you conceive of any set of conditions under which the proposed causeway would
prove an impediment to the commerce of the city ? No, _
2424. Y’ou think that very large vessels are not likely, at all events in the immediate future, to seek this
portion of the harbour as a place for discharging or taking in cargo ? Well, they will not be prevented 
from going there, because they will be able to go through the opening. _ _ _
2425. It may bo that wo shall have vessels coming here too wide for the opening? "Well, if it were
necessary, you could make the opening larger. That would be as easy to do with a causeway as with a 
bridge. ■ _
242G. Mr. Wright.'] It has been suggested that it would be an advantage to continue Union-street right 
through to the Pyrmont Bridge, and raise the height of the bridge? That would add to the expense of 
the work very largely. You would have to abandon tbc causeway, and use tall piers.
2427. Would a headway of 20 feet allow the ordinary small boats trading in the harbour to pass 
under the bridge ? Most of them could pass under.
2428. Mr. Wassail.] The causeway, as planned, would give them a comparatively level approach to the
swing span. Would it he possible to create a slope so as to raise the swing span 3 or 4 feet? 
Thai, could he done; but if you made the causeway very high it would be difScult to give access to Brown’s 
works, which are close to the bridge. Of course, for every foot that you raised tbc causeway you would 
largely increase the cost. _
2429. Do you think the advantage gained would justify the increased expenditure? No; small boats 
trading frequently to that part of the harbour will have masts low enough to go under the bridge.
2430. But if it were necessary the approach could be raised 3 or 4 feet? You could put a gradient on the
approach, . _
2431. You do not know what the additional cost would be ? I could not tell you off-hand what it would be.

THURSDAY, 9 SEPTEMBER, 1897.

Srrsfni:—
THOMAS THOMSON 

The Hon, FitEoiiiticK Thomas Humtitery. 
The Hon. Tames Hoskins.
The Hon. Charles James Eoberts, C.M.G. 
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
The Hon. Daniel O'Connor.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

EWING, Esq. (Chairman).
Charles Ale red Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Lucian, Esq. 
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq, 
George Black. Esq.
I*'rang is Augustus Weight, Esq. 
Frank Parnell, Esq.

The Committee further considered the expediency of constructing a New Bridge at Glebe Island.

Cecil West Darley, Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
further examined:—

C. W, Darley. 2432. Chairman.] The question is whether we should construct a bascule or a swing-bridge ; you were to 
^ consider the matter and give a definite opinion ? I have gone into the matter as far as l could since, and 

9 Sept., 1897.1 do not feel inclined to recommend the bascule, but to adhere to the swing-bridge.
2433. Is your opinion based upon a general consideration of the question ? Yes ; to make the bascule
system economical it would be necessary to make the superstructure as light as possible. We should have 
to sacrifice to some extent permanency of construction as compared with a swing-bridge. We could not 
make any saving with a concrete and wood-blocked deck on a bascule bridge; we should have to put on 
the ordinary timber decking, to make it light. _
2434. Would a bascule bridge be more expensive? No ; they would both be about the same price.
2435. Then a bascule bridge would not be such a good roadway ? Ybu can have no economy. The object 
in departing from the swing-bridge is to bring about economy. You would have to go in for a cheaper 
roadway instead of such as would he designed for a swing-bridge. Eor the swing-bridge we have designed 
a roadway of trough plates with concrete filling and wood blocks—a good permanent roadway. A bascule 
bridge vvitb the same class of roadway would cost about the same amount, but there would be really 
nothing gained by making the change. The bascule bridge is used where there is not sufficient room to 
work an ordinary swing-bridge, but that reason does not obtain with regard to Glebe Island. 1 prefer to 
recommend a suing-bridge.
243G. The mole is vour present proposal? 1 said I strongly recommended the proposal to have em
banked approaches with a bridge in the centre. 1 still adhere to that. _
2437. Mr. Lee.] Y’ou have seen no reason to alter your opinion ? No.
2438. Mr. WrighL] Have you seen the advisability of raising that bridge, and continuing straight from 
Pyrmont Bridge ? It would be very costly to raise it.
2439. You have not considered that aspect of the question ? I think it would be too costly to entertain.
2449. In your estimate you contemplate purchasing the material for making the embankments ? No, to 
excavate at Glebe Island. _
2441. Mr. Lee.] Supposing you found it unnecessary to cut down Glebe Island, in consequence of getting 
the material from other places, would you advise the cutting of a new road through the island so as to 
avoid jiassing near the Abattoirs ? No; 1 am opposed to that scheme. 1 think that a new road there 
would interfere with Ihe laying out and utilisation of the island hereafter. I think it would be a pity to do 
anything that would limit the usefulness of the island for railway and general shipping purposes. It is 
hard to say yet how it will develop. 2442.
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2442. Beyond improving the present road you would not touch it ? I do not propose to touch it at0i w-
present. ‘
2443. Mr. Wright,] Would it not be possible to bring the bridge a little further south ? In lengthening 0 ei> ■’ 7‘
tho bridge you would come further south. At present wo are on rock on both banks; as you como south
you get off the rocks.
2444. 31r. Hassall.] Did you make any estimate of the cost of raising tho embankment 3 or 4 feet ? I
did not. ,
2445. Do you think the height sufficient for all purposes P I think so; there is 20 feet clear headway.
2446. Mr. Wright.] Could there he any regulation made by the Marine Board to compel all boats up to 
a certain tonnage to have low funnels and to be without high sticks, so that they could pass under a 
bridge like that, or that all boats in the harbour should have telescope funnels ? I do not think that the 
Marine Board has power to pass such a by-law. It is recognised by the Board of Trade that vessels of 
all kinds have a right of way on the water. To make a by-law of that kind, you would require a 
legislative enactment. Where you have a bridge 20 feet high, the owners will adapt their boats to it so as 
to save delay. Most of our steamers about the harbour are adapted for running under the Iron Cove 
Bridge, which has the same headway.
2447. Would it not be advisable, where there is such a traffic as that on Pyrmont Bridge, to compel the 
owners of these small boats, where they have no necessity for high sticks, to have low masts and funnels ?
That is a matter requiring consideration. If I had a steam yacht which would require to go up there for 
repairs, it would be very hard to have to cut her masts down so as to go under the bridge.

Charles Ulick Carruthers, L.EC.S., Irel., sworn, and examined:—
2448. Chairman.] Ton arc a resident of Balmain? Yes ; I have been there about seventeen years.
2440. 31r. Hassall.] During that period, have you been in tbe habit of coming over into the city ? Yes ; 
about three times a week.
2450. It is proposed to erect a now bridge at G-Iebo Island;—are you here to give evidence in favour
of that proposal ? Yos. , ■
2451. Will you state the reasons why you think the bridge should be erected ? It is almost a necessity ; 
it is almost as necessary to have a bridge there as to have the ferries going across to North Shore—the 
traffic is so heavy.
2452. You have a bridge at present ? The jiresent bridge is not suitable. In driving over to Sydney
this morning I was blocked on tho bridge because a small boat wras passing through. A new bridge is 
absolutely necessary to accommodate the large district of Balmain, Hyde, Drummoyne, and Pennant 
Hills—one of the most beautiful districts around Sydney. You could not get a nicer drive than the road 
across Pyrmont Bridge, through Drummoyne, on to Kyde, and through the orchard district of Pennant 
Hills. J

O.TT.
Carruthera. 
L.B.O.S., I.

9^iCl897.

2453. During your residence in Balmain, has the population increased to any great extent out to the 
west? Considerably. I remember when at Leichhardt there was hardly any population. When 1 first 
went to Balmain there was no bridge at Drummoyne.
2454. Does the traffic for Leichhardt and those districts to tho ivest come over Glebe Island Bridge ? 
Yes ; all the traffic from the west end of Balmain, from Leichhardt and Lillvfield, and all the traffic from 
the other side of the water—from Drummoyne, Hyde, Birkenhead, and the Pi eld of Mars—comes across 
there; then there is tho Abattoirs, which has a large traffic itself.
2455. Consequently there is a considerable amount of traffic on the bridge every day, and all the day? 
Yes ; and even at night.
2456. The inconvenience, I presume, is caused by the narrow entrance to the bridge where the swing is, 
and the traffic is also occasionally stopped during the passing of a boat ? Yes ; it is in the opening of the 
bridge, and the uncertainty as to whether you will not be blocked upon it.
2457. Can two vehicles pass together on the opening ? No ; not on the opening.
2458. So that the traffic in ono direction has to remain stationary until the traffic from the opposite direc
tion has got through ? That is so. Formerly they let the city traffic through first; now the traffic from 
Balmain gets through first, because there is only room for ono trap to pass on the swing.
2459. Then they do not keep the traffic standing on the bridge ? No—only whilst the bridge is open ; 
but the minute the bridge is shut, they are so frightened of the weight of the double traffic on the bridge, 
that now they let the far side traffic through first.
2460. So that practically they reduce the weight on the bridge by 50 por cent. ? Yes.
2461. They had to do that? They were frightened of the weight of the second traffic coming on whilst 
tho other traffic is standing on tho bridge.
2462. How long have you had to wait there at any time ? I think from about twenty-five minutes to half 
au hour.
2463. I presume, then, that there are occasions when the traffic is delayed for half-an-hour at a time ? I 
should say from twenty minutes to half-an-hour.
2464. What lias been the increase in the traffic during the last ten years ? I should say that it has 
increased three times.
2465. There is three times as much traffic now as there was ten years ago ? Quite that.
2466. Are there any signs of an increase of business round Balmain to necessitate the building of a larger 
bridge ? Yes; there is a considerable amount of building going on in Balmain and that district at present. 
Drummoyne is growing very much, and so is Hunter’s Hill.
2467. It is prineipally a fruit-growing district? Yes; and people are going to live there.
2468. The produce has to be brought to market? Yes; at 3 and 4 o’clock'in the morning you will see 
fruit-carts coming through from Pennant Hills.
2469. Have you seen tho plans submitted to the Committee ? Yes. I did not go particularly into them.
2470. There is an idea of making a causeway with a swing span, with a centre height from the water 
to tho under deck of 20 feet, and providing a sufficient opening for two vessels fo pass in opposite direc
tions ;—do you think that will be sufficient for all requirements ? Yes. T do not know whether it is intended 
to alter the approaches, but no bridge will be satisfactory tho approach to which goes past the Abattoirs.
2471. Why? When I went to Balmain first the Abattoirs were on one side of the road. Tho 
Government then erected a large refrigerating chamber that turned out a failure. Now they have1 made it

into
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C. TJ. into a sheep-killing place, and as that is on the opposite side of the road from the other portion of the 
LB^S61*! -A-kattoirs, in going along that road you have to go through the centre of the Abattoirs,

2472. What would yon do to avoid that? You will have to go round on the northern side. Instead of 
9 Sept., 1897. (he road from the present bridge and going across the Abattoirs, you would turn off after passing

’ Johnstone’s Ha}' and take the northerly direction towards White Bay,and then bear in a westerly direction. 
2173. Where would you come out ? You might come out on Robert-stroet.
2474. That would make a detour, wmuld it not ? Xot a very large one. There is a very bad hill near the
Abattoirs. There is a lot of traffic near the Abattoirs, and in passing there you see men with their 
clothes covered with blood carrying lights and liver, which is most objectionable. I do not think anv 
bridge will be satisfactory the approach to which goes through the Abattoirs. "
2475. I suppose it ivould not be necessary to alter the position of the bridge ? Yes; there is a nasty turn
on the city side, just at the entrance to the swing. ‘
2476. But with a wider approach, and with a wider bridge, would not that be to a great extent 
remedied ? Yes,
2477. Would the position of that bridge be suitable for the formation of another road leading towards 
White Bay, and then joining the main Balmain Road at the point beyond Glebe Island ? Yes.
2478. In the event of a new road being made, it could be made from that site quite as well as from any 
other, could it not ? I do not think so.
2479. Then it would be a question of shifting the bridge lower down Jobnstone’s Bay ? Xo.
2480. There would be no difficulty in taking a road from the site of the proposed bridge in the direction 
you point out ? No.
2481. It would not necessitate the shifting of the site of the bridge? No. I think it would be better if 
the bridge, instead of running across, as shown on the plan, to the end of Glebe Island, were shifted further 
north and a new road made round the island.
2482. Would not that be inconvenient for the Abattoirs? No; there would be no traffic except to the
Abattoirs along that road. Speaking on behalf of the residents of Balmain, I am of opinion that a road 
should be laid out so as to avoid passing the Glebe Island Abattoirs, carrying tbe traffic to Balmain and 
the district to the west. -
2483. I presume your opinion is that' the present structure has practically outlived its usefulness ? 
Certainly.
2484. It does not answer the requirements of the district, and it causes a very great feelin^ of 
inconvcuionce and loss in consequence of the difficulty of approach aud the delays occasioned by the water 
traffic? Yes. Then, as to the new bridge, 1 do not think it would be satisfactory unless it is strong 
enough to carry a light railway or tramway. It is absolutely essential that it should be strong 
enough to carry either a light railway or a tramway. My reasons for saying that arc these: There is an 
enormous traffic from the Abattoirs, and there is a great nuisance there caused by the cartage of skins, 
bullocks’ heads, &c. The Abattoirs must remain there. 1 look upon that as essential, because a boiler 
place could not be found. I do not think any city in the world has a better place for abattoirs than 
Globe Island. The bridge should carry a tramway, so that all those skins and offal could be removed 
in the morning before the ordinary traffic starts. It is a very disgusting thing when driving in summer to 
be blocked ou that bridge behind a vehicle loaded with skins, bullocks’ heads, and other offal covered with 
flies. This sort of traffic ought to be regulated. The offal ought to be removed early in the morning ; 
aud if there is a light railway or tram way, pud it would not cost much to bring it down there, that could 
be done. That would relieve the bridge of a very obnoxious traffic in the daytime. Those heavv trollies, 
covered over with sacks saturated with blood, are most objectionable. If you get behind one of them on a 
hot day and you are blocked, you wish you were Somewhere else. If the new bridge is strong enough to 
carry a tramline or a light line of railway, it would not cost very much to make the line from there to 
Harris-street.
2485. Then the engineers ought to consider whether they could erect a bridge strong enough to carry the 
additional traffic of a tramline ? Yes ; and I see that Mr. Raw has been advocating that route as tho 
shortest for a tramway to Balmain.
248G. But you have a tramway to Balmain? Yes; audit is forty minutes’journey to Sydney by that 
tramway. If J am not blocked on the bridge I can go from the General Post Office to my house in twenty 
minutes. '
2487. The Abattoirs are not looked upon as any great annoyance to the residents of Balmain ? There is a little 
annoyance as they are conducted at present; but there ought not to be any if they are rebuilt and reorganised.
2488. You think there should be no annoyance to anyone ? No; why should the meat we are going to eat ho 
an annoyance to anyone ? It is not very nice to think that you are going to cat meat which is considered to 
be a nuisance. I do not want to go into the question of the Abattoirs, but the bridge is so mixed up with 
it that it becomes unavoidable. If the traffic were diverted there would be no necessity to go by Ihe 
Abattoirs. People do not care to go by (he Abattoirs, where they see butchers going about with leafher 
leggings up to their knees covered with blood.
2489. It is a question of getting a different route for the traffic that will not necessitate noiim by the
Abattoirs ? Yes. °

2490. Speaking on behalf of the people interesled, you say that it would be advisable, or rather that it is 
almost imperative, that some fresh roads should be made to enable people to avoid passing the Abattoirs ? 
Yes ; it is imperative in building a new bridge to make a new road round the island.
2491. Do you think it would be advisable to build a bridge and agitate for the road afterwards ? It is of 
no use building a bridge if you have not the approaches.
2492. Mr. Roberts.'] You spoke of (he Abattoir traffic as being a traffic by itself ? Yes.
2493. Suppose that the Abattoirs should in the near future be removed, would the necessity for a new 
bridge still exist? Most decidedly. You cannot do without a bridge there for the people of Balmain, 
Drummoyne, Pennant Hills, Hunter’s Hill, and other places.
2494. That is altogether outside the Abattoirs’ traffic ? Yes ; you must have a bridge.
2495. Is it on account of the delay that takes place in reaching (he city from Balmain that you advocate
the erection of a new bridge ? Yes; that is one reason, and the congestion of the traffic on it. There are 
always a great many meat-carts passing to and fro. I suppose, as a medical man, I am entitled to go first; 
but you dare not go near them, because if your buggy came into collision with a meat-cart it would not 
come off best. 2496.
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2496. Do you know that the present bridge is in a state of decay ? It is hardly fit for the traffic. C. TT.
2497. If even the present bridge were not worn out, you think it is altogether inadequate for the present g 
traffic? It is quite inadequate for the present traffic of the district and the Abattoirs. There is a very
large district out there, and it is becoming a very popular drive on a Sunday. A great many carts and 9 gept, 18g^ 
traps go out that way. I look upon it as the most charming district in the vicinity of Sydney in the 
direction of Hunter's Hill, Lane Cove Kiver, and Pennant Hills. But the road has got a bad name 
because people do not like to go past tbe Abattoirs; everyone complains of it.
2498. Do you regard the present site of the bridge as being the most convenient for the people of 
Balmain and the population to the west of Balmain ? Yes; I do not mind a little, one way or the other.
2499. Do you prefer that a road should go from Grlebe Point to Mullens-street ? That would be absurd.
Do you mean to go across Itozelle Bay to G-lebe Point.
2500. Yes? It is absurd. You might as well say, do away with the bridge, and let us go by Leichhardt 
and Parramatta-road, and past the University. 1 should almost prefer to go that way.
2501. Mr. FarnelL] You were speaking about a bridge to carry a tramway;—what sort of one would 
you recommend ? The rails could be put across tbe bridge.
2502. Do you know there was a proposal to get an electric tram ? It does not matter what the motive 
power is as long as they get the stuff away; a light branch railway would do.

John Musson, Civil Engineer, sworn, and examined:—
2503. Mr. Roberts.Are you acquainted with the proposed scheme to erect a bridge connecting Glebe Island J. Masson, 
with Pyrmont? Yes, I am thoroughly acquainted with it. I lived for some years at Glebe Point, close
to it. 9 Sept., 1897.
2504. Have yon looked into the plans ? I have.
2505. Perhaps you have prepared a statement? I have a short statement, which I will read:—

The Glebe Island and Balmain Bridge.
The question under consideration ot your Committee is that of rebuilding the bridge to Glebe Island, on whicli are situated the 
slaughter-houses from which tbe city and suburbs on this side of the island are supplied with fresh meat. The said bridge 
would also carry all the large and increasing trailic to Balmain and the suburbs beyond, over the iron bridges at Iron Cove 
and the Parramatta River, to Ryde, &c. One great objection to the present route is having to pass close to andpn front of 
the slaughter-houses, which is certainly objectionable, but cannot be avoided with tho existing bridge or one to replace it 
on the same site. The carriage of meat to the city cannot, however, he dispensed with, and provision for that purpose 
must be provided, and that 1 propose doing by constructing a bridge at the Glebe Point, and reaching Glebe Island oeyond 
the slaughter-houses. A bridge in that position, suitable for all purposes required of it, would cost very much less than a 
bridge on the present site, and the maintenance thereof, for reason that it would he much shorter and the foundations less 
costly, and would not require to be a swing Or drawbridge, and involve the constant daily expenses attending thereto. It 
would also be a great advantage to Blackwattle Bay in not having a drawbridge to pass through.

The interruption to road traffic and possible tram traffic of such a bridge would not only be very great, but dangerous.
By building the bridge on the site I propose all these difficulties are removed, as there is practically no water traffic 

beyond such site but what could be met by a bridge some 30 feet above water-level; the land at Glebe Point is even higher 
than that.

I would propose that a causeway of stone be constructed as approaches to the bridge. Such approach to be 3 feet 
above water, on which piers would be built to support the floor of the bridge ; the approach to serve as a wharf. The 
causeway of the Departmental bridge is 35 feet high.

I propose that a new street or road be constructed from the Glebe Point to the Pyrmont Bridge Road near the 
Wentworth Park. The distance is about 40 chains. On such road could bo constructed a tramline or railway that would 
connect Balmain and Glebe Island with tbe Darling Harbour station, passing under Ultimo by tunnel.

The distance of my proposed route at a point opposite G lebe Point to the Pyrmont Bridge is nearly 400 yards longer 
than the present route, but from nearly all the suburbs the distance would be about t mile shorter than the existing route; 
and, considering that those suburbs get nearly all their supply of meat from Glebe Island, the saving of § mile is important.
2506. What is the estimated cost of your scheme ? I did not go very particularly into it, but the bridge 
would cost loss than what you propose, for the reasons that it would be shorter and the foundations would 
be easier.
2507. There would be no swing ? I do not propose a swing, although there might be a small bascule.
The bridge being 30 feet high it would not be required.
2508. You have not gone into the cost of tbo bridge ? The bridge and the approaches to it, roughly 
speaking, would cost about £35,000. Iron Cove Bridge cost £40,000, On the Blackwattle Bay side of the 
Glebe Point road there is no parallel road. A proper street is wanted very much from the end of Glebe 
Point road through to "Wentworth Park. I think that a very favourable arrangement could ho made there.
2509. Do you think that a connection with Glebe Point would be as convenient for the Balmain people 
as the present route ? I consider that it would be much more so in every respect. By the route I propose 
they would avoid the Abattoirs; it is very objectionable going that way; the flies attach themselves to 
your clothes, and you bring away an odour that is not pleasant. Theu you cannot very well have a tramway 
on a bridge that is frequently open to allow vessels to pass, as would be the case by tho present route.
At Glebe Point there is already a tramway, A tramway or railway could be constructed direct from 
there to Darling Harbour. On a previous occasion I submitted plans for a railway from Darling Harbour, 
and that route would carry any locomotive, aud cattle could be carried to Glebe Island, and the offal 
from the island could be removed at night. The route would cross the park and go under Ultimo by a 
tunnel at a cost of £8,000 or £9,000. I think the scheme would cost altogether to Darling Harbour 
about £50,000. I have not gone much into details.
2510. In order to form the new street you speak of in your scheme, would it not be necessary to resume 
certain portions of laud ? Yes, less than 4 acres.
2511. Is the land to be resumed all built upon ? Ho; the land, according to the opinion of a competent 
valuator, is worth about £1,500 an acre.
2512. Mr. JPegan.] Have you allowed space in the width of the bridge for a tramway ? The bridge I 
propose would be quite sufficient, I would suggest that the bridge be built strong enough for both a 
railway and tho ordinary traffic.
2513. Would £50,000 coyer the whole expense ? It would go pretty well over itall. The Iron Cove Bridge 
cost £40,000, and there is the Parramatta River Bridge; I think that the two cost £90,000. A tram 
could go right up there. It is an easy road throughout, and it would be an immense advantage to Balmain.

PARLIAMENTARY
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New Bridge at Glebe Island.

APPENDIX.

A.
\_To Evidence ofC. TV. Earley, Engineer-in-Okief for Public Worksi]

Comparative Statement of Cost.

Sir, Department of Public Works, Engineer-in-ChicFs Office, Sydney, 30 August, 1S97.
I have now the honour to forward herewith three tabulated statements, showing in detail the calculations on 

which Was based the diagram giving the annual charge and capital values of the three schemes submitted to the Public 
Works Committee.

I would also add that in the scheme recommended by me at a cost of £81,500 it is possible, when carrying out the 
work, a saving may be effected in the item of £25,750 allowed for stone in causeway; hut no notice has been taken of this 
in tho attached statements,

I have, &c.,
The Chairman, Public Works Committee. C- W- DARLEY.

Glebe Island Bkidce. 
Causeway with Steel Swing Span.

Estimated Cost.
Bridge and Causeway ............................................................................................................... £81,500
Protecting Platforms ................................................................................................................ 3,000

Total ...i................................................ £84,500

Total Annual Charge. ■

Total ...i................................................ £84,500

Total Annual Charge. ■

Item. Prime cost.
InbcrcsL.

Renewals.

Sinlc ing Fund to provide 
lor removal and 

renewal of materials. Maintenance. Total.

Rate. Amount. Life. Amount.

£ % £ s. d. £ Years. £ s, d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

350 4 13 4 0 350 ]‘2i 22 2 6 35 6 6

1,350 4 54 0 0 25 61 4 7 115 4 7

W. I., steel, Ac., in bridge... 27,620 4 1,104 16 0 27,020 150 3 1 8 1,107 17 8

Piers, dyke, and approaches 52,200 4 2,088 0 0 Infinity. 2,088 0 0

Maintenance of approaches 241 13 0 241 13 0

i, dyke ...... 240 0 0 240 0 0

Painting bridge .................. 125 0 0 125 0 0

Water required for turning 234 0 0 234 0 0

600 0 0 500 0 0

Stores, depreciation, Ac...... 84 11 9 84 U 9

Total....... £81,500 £3,260 0 0 £S6 8 9 £1,425 4 9 £4,771 13 6

Protecting Platforms.

Years.
Timber................................. £3,000 4% £120 0 0 £3,000 15 £148 6 G 268 6 6

Total annual charge for bridge, dyke, approaches, and protecting platforms .......................... £5,040 0 0

Capital value of annual charge, at 4 per cent.......................................  £120,000.

Glebe
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Glf-bb Islash Eiucob,
Timber Design.
Estimated Cost.

Bridge and Approaches ............................................................................................................  £56,600
Protecting Platforms.................................................................................................................... 3,000

Total ................................................................................................ £59,500
Total Annual Charge.

item.

Tram track ..........................
Sawn timber in planking ... 
Timber in piles, girders, &c. 
Wrot. and cast iron, steel, 

&c., in bridge. 
Masonry, piers, and ap 

proaches.
Maintenance of roadway .. 
Painting bridge ............. .

in machinery, &c. 

Total.....

Timber ,

Prime cost.

Interest,
Renewals.

Sinking Fund to provide 
for removal and renewal 

of materials. Maintenance. Total-
Rate. |

Amount, Life. Amount,

£ % £ s. d. £ Years. £ s. d. £ B. d. £ 8. d.
1,050 4 42 0 0 1,100 8 119 7 7 161 7 7
2,950 4 118 0 0 5,650 S 013 3 8 731 3 8

18,150 4 726 0 0 29,000 25 696 6 11 1,422 6 11
15,050 4 602 0 0 15,050 150 1 13 8 603 13 8

19,300 4 772 0 0 Infinity 772 0 0

241 13 0 241 13 0
250 0 0 250 0 0

4 234 0 0 234 0 0
500 0 0 500 0 0

...... S5 8 8 85 8 S

£56,500 £2,260 0 0 £1,430 11 10 £1,311 1 8 £5,001 13 6

■ Protecting Platforms.

'v
1 Years.

. £3,000 £120 0 0 £3,000 I 15 £148 6 6 268 6 6

Total annual charge for bridge, approaches, and protecting platforms . £5,270 0 0

Capital value of annual charge at d per cent..........................................  £131,750.

Glebe Island Bridge.

Steel Bridge—Tarred Metal Deck.
Estimated Cost,

Bridge and approaches .......................   £89,400
Protecting platforms.............................................................................................   3,000

Total.........................................................................  £92,400
Total Annual Charge.

Item. Prime cost
Interest.

Renewals.

Sinking Fund to provide 
for removal atid 

renewal of materials.

1

Maintenance. Total

Rate. Amount. Life. Amount.

£ % £ s. d. £ Years. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1,050 4 42 0 0 1,100 124 69 10 9 Ill 10 9

Planking, tarred metal, fic-c. 6^00 4 248 0 0 9,920 25 238 4 0 486 4 0
Timber in cross girders, &c. 4,470 4 178 16 0 8,850 25 212 10 1 91 6 1
Steel and wro’t. iron in 35,900 4 1,436 0 U 35,900 150 4 0 3 1,440 0 3

girders, &c.
Stone piers and approaches 41,780 4 1,671 4 0 nil. Infinity 1,671 4 0
Maintenance of approaches 241 13 0 241 13 0

tarred metal ... 154 19 4 154 19 4
roadway.

,, of asphalt...... 3 19 6 3 19 6
250 0 0 250 0 0
234 0 0 234 0 0
500 0 0 500 0 0

Stores, depreciation, ftc. ... 87 10 4 87 10 4

Total .............. | £89,400 £3,576 0 0 £55,770 £524 5 1 £1,471 8 5 £5,571 13 6

Protecting Platforms.

j f Years.
Timber................................ £3,000 4% £120 0 0 £3,000 15 £148 6 6 268 6 0

Total annual charge for bridge approaches, and protecting platforms......... £5,840 0 0

Capital value of annual charge, at 4 per cent................................................ £140,000.

[Two plans.]

Sydney: William Applegate Giillick, Government Printer.—1S97.
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N E W SOU T It WALES.

VACCINATION.
(KEPOET POR 1896.)

iJrrscntcii to flndiiimcnt bit CEominuuti,

Printed under No. 17 Report from Printing Oommittcc, 20 August, 1897.

The Chief Medical Officer of and Medical Adviser to the Government to The
Principal Under Secretary.

Sydney, 14i August, L897.
I have the honor tQ forward herewith, for the information of the Chief Secretary, the Annual 

Returns of Vaccinations performed during the year 1896 by the Government Vaccinators of New South 
Wales.

The returns show that 951 vaccinations were performed during the year, of which 945 wore 
successful. Of the total number, 78 were performed in Sydney and its suburbs and 867 in country 
districts. It will be seen that public vaccination was performed in only 18 country districts. In about 
100 districts in winch there are Government Vaccinators no vaccinations have been reported, and it is 
presumed that none have been performed.

< Of tbe successful cases, the patients in 60 were under 1 year ; in 166 between 1 and 5 years ; in 
486 between 5 and 10 years ; and in 283 upwards of 10 years of age. The unsuccessful cases were 6, or 
‘63 per cent, of the whole number. '

Ihe number of births registered in the Colony during 1896 was 36,613, and the vaccinations give a 
percentage of 2‘58 on this number. In addition to vaccinations performed by Government vaccinators, a 
number are performed by private practitioners; but of these no returns are made. There is reason to 
believe, however, that these cases would not add very materially to tho percentage above given.

The Department continues to supply pure calf-lymph to legally qualified medical practitioners on 
application to the office. This calf-lymph has up to the present time been procured fortnightly from an 
establishment in New Zealand, and has been of satisfactory quality.

I have, &c.,
J. ASHBURTON THOMPSON.

RETURN (No. 1) showing the number of Births during the past thirty-sis years, and the number 
of Vaccinations performed by Government Vaccinators during the same period.

Proportion of Proportion of
rear. Eirths, \ aeciliatioifs. Vaccination* to 

every 100 Kirtha 
registered.

Year J .With 5. Vaccinations. Vacciimtioiib to 
every IDO births 

rogistercil.

1861 14,681 2,349 16-00 1880 28,162 5,029 17-85
1862 15,434!

15,070
3,155 20-44 1881 28,993 61,239 211-21

1863 12,970 82-73 1882 29,702 2,188 7-36
1864 16,881 10,696 63-36 1883 31,281 882 2-81
18fc>5 17,283 8,367 48-41 1884 33,946 7,055 20 78
1866 16,960 7,606 44-87 1886 35,043 2,230 6-36
1867 18,317 6,931 37-83 1886 36,284 1,763 4-85
18GS 18,485 11,237 60-79 1887 37,236 3,230 8-67
1869 19,243 21,507 111-76 1SSS 38,525 2,186
1870 19,648 7,084 36-64 1839 37,295 2,404 6-45
1871 20,143 6,482 32-16 1890 38,960 2,197
1872 20,250 17,665 8674 ■ 1891 39,458 1,567 3*U7
187S 21,444 3,152 14-69 1892 40,041 4,014 10u2
1874 22,178 4,832 21-78 1893 40,342 2,547 6 31
1876 22,528 3,111 13-80 , 1894 38,952 1,957 5-02
1876 23,298 4,361 18'7l 1895 38,715 2,437 629
1877
1878

23,861
25,328

16,881
3,512
5,669

7077 ,
13*86

1896 36,613 945 2-69

1879 26,933 20-67 ' Total ... .. 988,102 258,821 26-19

274—
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2

11ETUKN (No. 2) showing the number of Persons Vaccinated by the G-overnment Vaccinators in the Colony of New
South Wales during the year 1S96.

Under 1 year of age. ; From 1 to 5 your*. ■ From 5 to 10 years. From 10 years upwards , Total

Districts. 1

£ H
i

3 ■5 3 3

'S
£

I
o
f-i

tnoa<v . Vo3
[Ao

CJ
"5
£
rM

R
O
V

O']

4!
"3

o

5
&H

£o
H

EVoo £7s

V
rt
O
H

i
'H

|

Em

a
£

i

V
3VI

Sydnov and Sulmrbs
0 20 26fevdney .............................. 5 5 5 1 5 0 11 11 4 2 c 6 3 1 4 4 17

i? 7 20 a 23 2B 12 5 17 17 34 18 52 62

5 5 5 7 11 IS IS | 34 10 34 34 15 SI 21 51 27 7b 78

Country Distriete i— |
311 2 3 3 4 s a 0 4 5 9 9 1 6 4 10 10 15 16 31

27 20 47 47 ft 5 14 14 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 40 25 05 06
5 10 10 7 7 14 14 7 If. 22 22 19 37 4G 40

1 a 2 5 5 i 6 4 a 8 1 5 0 5 9 n 20 18
1 1 2 1 4 3 7 c 0 2 S 0 U c 17 13

Duliljo.............................. i i 1 26 27 53 53 100 71 171 171 43 «i 109 109 n4 ICO 334 384
Kmuiaullo .................... 1 1 1 3 4 7 7 3 o 6 5 1 1 1 7 14 14

1 i 1 2 1 3 3 1 5 0 0 1 ■* 7 10 10
Konijiscy, West ........
Nairaimne......................

8 4 IS 12 «> 4 4 . 10 0 16 10
1 1 1 7 13 20 20 16 17 33 33 7 14 21 21 1 31 44 75 76

Orange...................... f, y 5 14 14 14 15 29 29 7 7 14 14 30 27 57 67
2 S 10 10 64 44 PS 98 33 29 02 S9 81 170 170

1 1 2 2 2 2 4 4 o 6 11 11 1 1 1 8 10 IS 18

31 24 55 65 71 78 141) us 225 379 404 402 119 140 2C5 20^ 440 427 873 807

Summary
S)dney and Suburbs 5 5 6 7 11 IS IS 24 10 31 34 15 10 21 21 51 27 78 73
Country Districts . ■n 24 Fi5 55 71

t
7S 145) 14* 225 179 404 402 ■ 119 140 205 202 j 446 427 8(17

36 24 m ! 00 
i

I 7S
1 89 107 165

’
240

J
1S9 438 436 134 152 ■280 2S3 197 454 951 916

EETUPN (No. 3) showing the number of Persons Vaccinated by tho Government Vaccinators in the Colony of New 
South Wales during the year 1S95, which was received too "late to be included in tbo iieturn for that year.

Difitric’*.

Under 1 year of ayru.

■a ri

From 1 to 5 years* From 5 to 1C years. From 10 years upwards. Total.

li^eroli . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J ,, | 1 3 , 3 i 3 | 3 1 1 | 4 4
- i j ■ .. j o

llylbtoiic...................... j , ! , ' 1 1 | 1 1 . 1 ‘ ’
.. i| i

, - 1 " i - ■ ,i 41 i 41 4 1 3 1 1 1 4 1 4
.. j .. 1 7 

il

[jrf.]
Sidney : William Apple^tc Cullick, Government Printui —181>7.

t
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. NEW SOUTH WALES.

TYPHOID FEVER IN SYDNEY AND SUBURBS.
(FROM 1876 TO 1895, INCLUSIVE.)

AlfD CERTAIN PARTICULARS RESPECTING OTHER INFECTIOUS DISEASES, VIZ,: MEASLES, SCARLET FEVER, AND DIPHTHERIA.

Printed under No. 20 Report from Printing Committee, 2$th October, 1897.

Tiie President of the Board of Health to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir, Board of Health Office, Sydney, 1 October, 1897.

I have the honor to forward to you, for the information of the Chief Secretary, the enclosed 
tables on the occurrence of Typhoid Fever and the mortality therefrom in the City of Sydney and 
Suburbs during the last twenty years, and certain particulars respecting other infectious diseases, prepared 
from tho records in this office.

I have, &c.,
J. ASHBtTBTON THOMPSON.

RETURN I.

Typhoid Fever—1876 to 1885.
RETURN showing the number of Deaths from Typhoid Fever in the City of Sydney and its Suburbs for 

each month of the years 1870 to 1885—giving the death-rate per 100,000 for each month.

Vcar.,

February 

March.....

April

Mar

July...,.

August

Scptcrabcr 

October . . 

November 

December

Total ...

illation on tho 30th Juno of each

1S76. 1877- 1S7S. 1870. 18SG, 1881, 1882. 1833. 1834. 1SS5.

1 (>7,141 174,249 1S2.S39 102,820 2l0t3TG 227,053 237,903 250,SOS 207,194 232,545

C No. of deaths .......... 4 6 14 5 ii 9 10 10 22 22
( Rate per 100,000 ....... 239 3-44 7-65 2-69 515 3'95 4-20 3 99 8-23 7-78
f No. of deaths ......... 5 8 11 15 7 15 19 17 19 31

“ " ^ Rate per JOOjOOO ..... 2-99 d'59 6-01 7-7S 328 6-59 7-98 6 78 7-11 10-95
("No. of deaths ........... 16 12 19 16 5 14 13 10 33 34
(Rate per 100,000 ..... 9*57 C'88 10-33 8-30 2-34 615 5-46 3-99 12-35 12-02
f No. of deaths .......... 12 16 20 18 10 8 19 18 33 33
( Rato per 100,000 ..... 7-18 9TS 10 93 9-33 4 63 3-51 7 93 7-18 12-35 11-66
\ JNo. ot deaths ........ 9 14 20 14 3 11 32 34 22 34
^ Kate per 100,000 ....... 5-38 S-03 14 21 7-26 3'75 4-83 13-46 13-55 8-23 12-02
f No. of deaths ........... 11 20 12 13 B 9 23 21 18 31
1 Kate per 100,000 ....... 6-59 11-47 6-50 6-74 3'75 3-95 9-67 8-37 6-74 10-95
(No. of deaths ........... 3 6 18 9 6 2 17 11 8 20
( Kate per 100,000 ...... 180 3-44 9-34 4-67 2-11 o-ss 7-15 4-38 3'00 7-07
f No. of deaths ......... 4 2 13 3 8 10 10 3 ' 4 14
(. Kate per 100,000...... 2 39 1'15 7-10 1-56 3-75 4-39 4-20 1-19 1-50 4-95
f No, of deaths............... 1 i 9 6 S 5 8 5 12 12

" " 1.Kate per 100,000 ...... 0'60 0-57 4-92 3-11 3-75 2-19 3-36 2 00 4’50 424
( No. of deaths .......... 3 4 7 2 4 7 9 10 10 17
t Rate uer 100,000 ...... 1‘80 2 29 3-S3 1-03 1-87 3 07 3-78 3-99 3-74 6-01
f No. oi'deaths ......... 4 3 6 5 11 1 5 11 12 15
(Kate per 100,000 ... . 2-39 1-72 3 28 2'o9 5*15 0-44 2-10 4-38 4-50 6-30
(No. of deaths .......... 5 11 11 9 7 4 10 16 21 26
( Bate per 100,000 ...... 2-99 6-31 601 4-67 3-28 1-76 4-20 6-38 7-85 9-19

f No. of deaths ............ 77 103 1GS 115 93 95 175 166 214 289
( Bute per 100,000 ...... 46'07 50-11 0070 59-63 43-60 41-74 73-55 66'18 80‘09 10217

371—
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EETUEK IL

Typhoid Fever—1886 to 1895.
EETUTljST showing the number of Deaths from Typhoid Dover in the City of Sydney and its Suburbs for 

each month of the years 18SG to 1895—giving the death-rate per 100,000 for each month.

Year ...........................................................

Estimated population on tiie 30th .tune of each 
year........................................................

1SS0. 1SS7. 1SSS. 18S9. 1890. JS91. 1S92. 1808. ISiM. 1895.

323,130 340,702 357,850 374,755 390,000 336,859* 400,480 410,370 422,315 406,000

January ...... f No. of deaths ........... 33 24 14 21 23 20 10 9 21 13
\ Kate per 100,000 ..... 10'21 7-05 3-91 5-60 5 90 517 2-46 2-16 4-97 3 20

February...... ("No. of deaths .......... 44 24 24 21 30 13 9 6 18 11
per 100,000 ...... 13'61 7-05 6 71 5 60 7-69 3-36 2-21 1-44 4 26 2-70

March........... / No. of deaths ......... 41 39 21 31 23 15 15 8 11 8
' b Rate per 100,000 ....... 12-68 1T44 6-87 8-27 5-90 3 88 3-69 1-92 2-G0 1-97

April .......... ( No. of deaths ........... 41 17 28 38 21 14 12 31 13 8
b Rate per 100,000 .... 12-08 4-99 7S2 9 61 5-38 3 62 2 95 -2 64 3-07 1-97

May.............. f No. of deaths ........... 42 2ft 21 20 1 10 8 11 2 5
b Rate per 100,000 ....... 12 99 7-63 5-87 6-34 0-2C 2 58 1-97 2-64 0-47 1-23

f No. of deaths ........... 23 12 15 23 7 6 1 6 11 6
b Rato per 100,000 ....... 7-n 3-02 419 0-14 1-79 1-55 0-25 1-44 2 60 1-47

July............... ("No. of deaths .......... 19 7 9 10 3 4 0 2 3 2
b Rate per 100,000 ...... 5'87 2-05 2-51 4-27 0-77 1-03 T47 048 0-71 0 49

August ....... No. of deaths ......... s 6 9 2 10 3 2 2
b Rate per 100,000 ..... 2 47 1-76 2 51 0-54 2-56 0-78 0-47 0-40

f No. of deaths ........... 5 8 7 8 1 4 1 4 9 2
September ,,, b Rate per 100,000 ... . 1-54 2-35 1-96 1-33 0-26 1-03 0-25 0 96 2T3 0-49

f No. of deaths .......... fi 10 3 7 4 2 3 4 5 4
October ....... " bRate per 100,000 .... 1-85 2-94 0-34 T87 1-03 0-52 0-74 0-96 1-18 0 98

( No. of deaths .......... 7 11 7 6 10 6 6 r> 7 4
November ... " 1 Rate per 100,000 ...... 2-16 3-23 1-9G 1-G0 2-56 155 1-47 J-20 1-65 0-98

( No. of deaths ........... 25 14 26 21 10 12 8 10 21 16
December ... b Rato per 100,000 ...... 7-73 410 7-2G 6-80 2-50 3-10 1-97 2-40 4-97 3 94

f No. of deaths .......... 294 198 184 209 143 109 79 76 123 81
Total... ■ b Rate per 100,000 ..... 9090 58-11 51-42 55-77 36-66 28-17 19-43 18-01 29-12 19-95

* Census population taken 6 April, 1891.

retuejst in.
Typhoid Fever—1886 to 1895. -

EETUEJT of Patients suffering from Typhoid Dover admitted to the Metropolitan Hospitals of Sydney 
during the years 1886 to 1895. showing the Deaths occurring in, and the number of cases admitted 
to, each Institution during each month.

1886.

January 
ebntary ...

Harcli .....
April ......
May......... .
June..........
J uly..........
August..... .
September 
October . 
November 
December

Total for (.lie year

Deatli-rato on cases admitted ..........

I
1
1

Coast. Pnncc Alfred Sydney. St. Vincent’s. Children’s

“-1
C |
.2

4 1
< 1 Q

Total.

1
1

'

rt

a)
Co
w
£
.>

rt
&

nsi0

1
tn,c
3
a

aGO'5>
E

•♦.IIJTO
CL

£o
u
s
<

ftSS
rt■V
G

1
. 48 6 20 9 1C 2 9 4 9 95 21
. j 60 9 16 2 10 6 8 3 97 17
• 1 47 ? 31 3 9 3 12 [j 1 104 14
.. 80 10 23 3 13 2 15 4 7 138 19
J 61 8 22 3 13 2 7 3 5 ■108 10

1 31 5 19 3 13 1 3 1 67 9
J 14 5 30 2 2 2 3 2 ■ 31 9

1 7 2 1 2 ... 1 12 2
10 9 2 7 2 3 1 30 4

6 2 6 7 1 2 ... 2 23 3
13 1 12 1 10 2 H 1 ■47 4
29 3 22 4 7 1 4 2 ' '

62 10

400 5G 197 34 108 24 79 13 30 1 814 128

14-00% J 17'26% 22-22% 16-45% 3-33% 15- 72%
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s
EBTUEX 1U—continued.

1887.

Months.

Coast. Prince Alfred. Sydney, St. Vincent’s Children's. Total.

5

•5<

A
Uft

5

< 1

(/•
0
1

< D
ea

th
s.

J

•5 "3CJI'-l

si
.2

*5
<

"rtCJft

J=o
S
£
< D

ea
th

s.

January ................................................ . 50 6 25 1 3 2 8 4 91 13
February..................................................... 42 S 22 6 5 1 16 2 87 15
March................................................. 48 6 17 5 18 2 8 4 6 ... 97 17
April ................................................. 54 6 17 1 18 2 8 7 104 9
May...................................................... 37 2 9 1 3 O 6 2 i 67 6
June.............................................................. 11 7 1 3 2 23 1
J ul y.................................................. ........... 0 1 9 1 15 2

3 8 0 1 1 18 1
September .......................................... 5 1 6 2 4 15 3
October .............................................. 11 3 17 2 3 1 d 37 6
November .......................................... 7 2 9 3 1 1 3 1 ... 20 7
December .............................................. 12 1 15 3 3 1 34 1

Total for the year .............. 286 36 161 23 73 12 59 9 20 i 60S 81

Death-rate on eases admitted 12'5f>% X4'28% 10-CG% 15-25% 5-00% 13-54%

1888.

Months.

Coast. Prince Alfred

5

■- £
— 1?
< | ft

Sydney St. Vincent's. Children's. Total.

5

•3
<

"duft

§̂2
n
•3
<

eri
i
ft

n
5
1 j=

IV
: ft

o
3 T>

£<1

A
dm

iss
io

ns
.

£cs4>ft

January ...... ................ ...................... 32 l 22 3 7 i 7 i 68 6
February .............................................. 30 i 20 5 16 5 17 2 i 84 13
March ...................... ................. 44 2 23 2 12 12 5 96 4?
April .................................................. 34 1 22 3 18 6 22 1 4 100 ii
Mav.............................................................. 21 2 30 6 U 3 9 3 5 1 79 15
.1 une............................................................ 18 2 15 G C 1 7 46 9
July...................................................... 5 8 2 3 ... 4 20 2
August.................................................. 2 4 2 ______^ 3 2 13 ...
September ........................................ 5 1 i 2 i 7 3
October ............................................. 6 i 2 3 11 1
November ......................................... 14 16 1 6 5 1 2 43 2
December............................................. 27 3 32 12 12 1 7 3 81 16

Total for tbe year ......... 241 13 195 40 97 19 93 8 22 2 648 82

Death-rale on cases admitted.......... 5-39% 20-51% 19 5 8% 8-60% 9-09% 12-63%

1889. * 31 * 33

Coast I Prince Alfred. tiv dney. £t. ViUCtiUb'b. Children’n. Total

January . 
Vebruary. 
March 
April 
Maj-...

31 
43
41 i 
65
33

22 2
AngussL............. .................................... 7
September ............................ ........ . 4
October .............................................. 4
November ......................................... S
December ........................................... 44 3

s

6 1
ft

Vj

.1
£!
rt
ft

5
I

"rtaft

c

■3
<

1
3 1ft

»
5
1
■3<

COJZ
1ft

30 3 10 2 22 i 5 1 98 8

21 3 12 a 17 2 6 1 ] 99 10
49 8 14 2 17 2 4 1 116 15
37 3 17 5 18 1 2 ... 139 13
20 3 19 3 4 2 . ... ' 78 10
19 5 9 1 13 5 39 11

5 1 5 2 4 36 r>O 1 5 1 3 i 13 2
2 3 2 2 i ... | 12 2
8 3 5 ... | 20

12 4 2 10 i 35 2
36 4 10 2 19 i 2

... 111 10

232 31 111 24 136 7 29 2 j 851 88

13-36% 21-62% 5-16% 6 90% 10 34%

Total for the year ...............| 343 24s _
Death-rate ou oases admitted ...........j 7'00%
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KETUKN III—continued.

1890.

Monthe.

Coast. Prince Alfred, Sydney. St. Vincent's. Children's. Total.

tn
5
s
*5
<

m
rfVA

2
o*«
■3'S<

1
©a

w
c
1c
<

rf41a

cr
5

<

«Jm
©Cl

tn£©
1
3

0?rg
rf©Ci

* oj £ o
"55,22
%

£
ia

January ....................................... 37 7 31 4. 4 2 17 5 4 103 IS
February.... ...................... .......... 24 7 24 2 14 1 7 1 1 70 11
March................................ ........ 3C 6 20 2 14 3 25 2 6 101 12
April ........................................... 23 2 10 2 8 2 13 5 4 58 11
May............................................. C 6 3 6 1 22
June......................... ............................ 2 5 1 6 1 2 15 2
Ju]y........................... ............... 3 3 2 6 2
August.................................................. 1 1 2 4
September .................................... 3 2 5
October ............................................. 2 2 5 1 i 10 1
November .......................................... 3 6 3 11 2 1 23 3
December....................................... e 15 2 13 4 4 38 e

Total for the year ............. 140 21 126 16 05 16 77 12 17 1 455 66

Death-rate ou cases admitted ......... 15-00% 12-70% 10-84% 15-58% 5-S8% 14-50%

1891.

Coast, Prince Alfred, Sydney. St. Vincent's. Children's,
Glebe,

Children’s, 
Lev. isham. Total.

Months. £O

2
<

ff5&
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n
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ns

.

rc
5rt©
P
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X
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aS£©
"Scn

■3
c

rt©
c

January...................... 15 2 8 3 9 3 5 2 6 45 8
February ............ ..... 15 1 7 2 9 2 4 4 6 3 45 8
March ....................... 17 2 20 5 7 2 10 5 3 62 9
-A-Pri1.................................. 6 15 2 4 2 6 1 2 34 4
May .......................... 10 13 1 6 4 3 2 34 4
June ..... .................... 3 2 1 2 2 10
July ............ .............. 3 3 i i 3 10 1
August ....................... 2 3 2 i 7 1
September.................. 2 1 3 i 6 1
October ............... 1 i 2
November.................. 4 3 i 1 i 9 2
December ................... 11 2 5 i 6 i 4 2 26 6

Total for the year,.. 88 7 81 16 44 ii 42 14 21 3 290 44

Denth-mte on cases 
admitted 7-95% 19-75% 25-00% 16-66% 14-28% 15-17%

1892.

Months.

Coast, Prince Alfred. Sydney. St. Vincent’s. Children's Glebe, Total.
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January .............................................. 5 n 2 4 3 5 25 5
February .......................................... 9 2 9 3 2 6 2 28 5
March................................................... 13 3 16 3 6 4 i 2 i 41 8
April .................................................. 9 1 8 2 3 3 i 23 4
May...................................................... 4 1 9 3 6 5 1 23 4
June.............................. '....................... 8 8 6 2 19
July...................................................... 4 1 2 1 7 2 i 1 16 3
August ...... *...................................... 3 2 5
September ............................. ............ ... 1 i
October .................. ........................... 5 3 1 9
F-ovombor .......................................... 5 5 2 3 2 15 2
December .......................................... 4 1 9 4 7 24 1

Total for year..................... 61 9 S3 16 43 3 36 2 6 2 229 32

Death-rate on cases admitted ........... 14-75% 19-27% 6-97% 6-55% f3'33% 13-97%
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RETURN III—continued.

1893.

Months.

Coast. Prince Alfred, Sydney. St. Vincent's. Children's. Total.

wAo
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Q A
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January ..................................................... 12 12 i 3 i i 29 i
Ifebruary..................................................... 9 3 11 2 i 23 3
March .......................................................... 14 3 13 i 2 — 4 i 34 4
April ........................................................ 12 1 13 4 3 6 2 i 35 7
May................................ ............................. 7 10 2 4 i 5 26 3
June.............................................................. nt 1 4 i 11 2
•July............................................................. 4 2 1 4 ... i 11 1
August.............................. .......................... 6 1 2 1 9 1
September ......................................... i 1
October .................................... ........ 2 i i 3 1
iN'oveinber .......................................... 3 1 4 3 2 12 1
December ........................................... 10 2 14 3 4 5 3 i 42 G

Total for the year ......... . 83 11 88 13 27 2 30 3 8 i 23G 30

Death-rate on eases admitted ........... 13-25 % 14-77 % 7-40% 10-00 %
j 12'50 %

12-71 %

1894.

Months.

Coast. Prince Alfred. Sydney. St. Vincent’s. Children's. Total

to
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Q A
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TO£
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TO£
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1
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TO£
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Jnmiary ............................ ........... ........... 22 3 29 5 8 1 0 1 2 70 10

February............................................ 30 4 35 7 2 8 l 8 2 88 9
Mnrch ................................. ............ . 15 1 21 i S i 5 7 £6 3
April .................................................. 22 1 15 1 5 2 6 3 2 50 7

M ay...................................................... 13 17 7 5 1 3 45 1
Juno.............................................................. 4 i 10 4 3 1 2 2 2 21 8
July...................................................... 1 «.• 5 1 ... 2 ... 8 1
August........................................................... 1 2 2 ... 3 2
September .......................................... 5 .44 2 i 4 2 2 2 15 3
October .............................................. 3 3 1 4 1 11 1
November ................ .. ................................................. 8 1 15 1 7 i 2 2 34 3
December.............................................. 20 41 5 10 4 5 3 ■ 4 80 12

Total for the year .............. 143 11 189 10 70 17 45 11 34 2 481 60

Death-rate on cases admitted ........... 7-69 % 10-05 % 24-28 % 24-44 % 6-S8 % 12-47 %

1895.

Months.

Coast* Prince Alfred. Sydney. St. Vincent’s. Children’s. Total

i
0TO
1 
<

|
rtVO

0
1
3■u<

TO£
rtVQ

TO
“ .I

2'C<

£
1341p

s0"S
fl
-Sc

m£
?
P

TOc0
$
5
5

£
1
P

1
0

2
3

TO£
i
Q

January .............................................. 19 1 32 3 6 2 6 l 7 1 70 8
February.............................................. 15 2 23 2 7 1 1 G 1 62 G
March .......................... ....................... 16 1 13 1 G 1 3 37 3
April .................................................. 7 1 21 3 5 4 6 43 4
May ................... ................................... 1 11 1 4 2 2 20 1
June...................................................... 4 6 1 3 2 2 17 1
Julv...................................................... 1 2 1 4
August................ ................................. 6 2 2 1 1 11 1
September ................................. ........ 3 4.4 4 G 4.4 2 15
October ............................................... 6 3 1 5 2' ... 16 i
November ..................................... 9 i 13 4 2 4*. ... 26 3
December ............ ............................... 11 ... 18 2 12 4 3 ... i 45 6

Total for the year .............. 90 G 147 14 62 11 20 1 31 2 356 34

Death-rate on caaee admitted ........... 6-2S % 9-52% 1774 % 5-00% 6-45% 9-55%
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ifBTUEN IY.

EBTUflN showing the number of Persons suffering from Typhoid Fever who were removed to the- 
Metropolitan Hospitals for treatment, from each district of the Metropolis, during the year 1895.

Districts.
EstimatedMean

Population,
1895.

Coast.

1
Prince
Alfred. Sydney.

F '
| Saint 
* Vincent's,

i

Children’s
Glebe. Total.

22 7 34 9 7 79

8 5 3 1 17
5 18 1 2 20

6 1 7
i 5 2 8
7 27 3 37
2 7 3 12
2 8 1 11
0 10 1 1 21
5 8 2 15

1 1
2 1 1 4
3 3 11
2 1 3
5 1 G

2 1 3
1 1 2
2 1 1 4
1 3 4

7 1 1 9
2 2
1 1

2 3 5
9 1 1 4 15

3 5 2 10
1 1

1 1
1 1

1 1
1 1

2 i 4 7
1 2 3

1 2 3

2 2 4
i 1
i 7 4 12

1 1

93 145 G1 19 31 349

Total
of

District.

Coses per 
10,000 

of popula
tion.

STOTfET ............................................... 100,000

Sububbs-

North-
Western.

(. Glebe ..............................

West.
Central,

J3t. Peter’s .....................

CErsktnevillo .............

Central. ] Alexandria.....................

Eastern

[_Botany............................
/'Paddington .................
i Bnndwick ..................... |

( Woollahra .....................
f'Ashfield .. 

Burwood 
Enfield .

-m , j Eivc Dock .....
08 eri1 o Marrickfillc .. 

Petersham 
Parramatta .. 

^Strath field.....
c fCanterburv „Southern { Rockdftla

/iNortli Sydney 
Jlordi ) Hunter’s Hdl
Shore J Hyde .............

(.^\hlloughby .
CoVTItACLTD AT HOSPITAL ,

Biloela Gaol....................
Surpriuo .......................
Unkkows .....................

Totals

(12,550

38,000

43,320

48,200

58,300

400,000

79

53

81

40

13

44

14

4
1

12
1

319

7-90

9'2T

21-31

3 27

2-G9

7-48.

1-21

4-16

8-59

Of the rcinainiriL,‘ 7 eases aduiittcil, 1 came £rotu a district outside the Alctropoiitin

EETUSN V.
EETtTHX showing tbe number of Persons suffering from Typhoid Fever who were removed to the 

Metropolitan Hospitals from each district of the Metropolis, and whose cases terminated fatally, 
during the year 1895.

Districts- Coast Princo
Alfred. Sydney. yamt

Vincent's. Children’s. Total,
Tola!

of
District.

SvmsEY ..................... '....................................... ] 3 8 1 13 13

SfBUHBS—
1 14

T£°Tfb- i Leichhardt.............................
...........

1 1 x 3> 5
Western. ^&lcbe .............................. 1 ij

i ........... i 24
clki. test"......... : ■- 1 if 4

1 i5
1 n

1 1 2/ 5

1 i 1
1 14 3Western (Fjrepocl: .................................. 9 21

:........ i 14
Shore. \ Hyde ............................................ i

ij,

i
............

1 1

Totals....................................... 6 13 10 i 2 32 32
'

Of the remaining’ 2 deaths, 1 vas a patient from the country, and 1 had no fixed abode.
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RETURN VI.
RETURN? respecting prevalence of Scarlet Eever, Diphtheria, and Measles in Sydney and Suburbs

during 180i>.

Se.irlot I'Lvfir. ni])ht!iena. Meaiilcs.
Districts.

Hospital Hospital 
Admissions.! Deaths.

r

Deaths HosPM 1 nMl,ital 1 Bathe
Registered jAlimissi,:ms | JX»th.. '

Hospital [ Hospital 

Ad m i hsi ons- j Dca ths.
Other 

Deaths 
le^i stored

Sl'DJ’EY .................................................1 U |
4

35 ! 11 13 , 1 1 ., .

■ JiUDU 11113—
/'Bull i lain .
) Iji'inhlinnH ....
J Amumdala ........
(.Glebe ...............
/'Newtown............
1 St. Peter's ........
j Oimiperdown .. . 
(. Erskinenlle. ..
"Kedfern ..........
Darlington . , ..
Waterloo ...........

[ Alexandria . 
j NJorl.li Botany, ..
(JJotany.............
( Paddington........
1 Bandwiek ....
J W nvcrley...........
(, Woollalint .
f Ash field ........
I Bnrwood ............
| Coneord .......

Drummoyne .. 
Plnfield . ,
Granville............
Marnckvillo ..

^Peterilumi .......
^ Canterbury.......

Hurstvillo .......
(.Kognrali .........
f M osnian .. .
< Xorth Sydney...
(.Willoughby.......

■CminKnx’a ITospitai, ..........
iVoilTH SltOAE IIOSTITAL 

■CorsTKY ...............................

North
western.

West
■Central.

Kntl.
Central.

iKnitcrn

Western

Southern

North
Shore.

Totals

Id

Hi

7
is
20

7
11

3
17

2

n
4

JO

i a 2 4
1 1 ■■ 11 1

......................... 3 .. . 1

10 ' I i 1 '"i !
1 .... i i

..... i.......
3
1 i

. i....... 3 2
0

i
1 9 ......

1 1
4 _____ ^
J | :: 'V

hi i 15 215 4f> 43

S.vdriei . William Applegate Cnlhrk, Goiermucni Printer - ISO7.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BOAED OF HEALTH.
(MEMORANDUM BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE, ON PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS IN MAN

AND IN CATTLE.)

Printed under No, 22 Report from Printing Committee,

Memorandum by The President of the Board of Health on Prevention of
-Tuberculosis in Man and in Cattle.

" <m.nmplion i. . <I,W common IfL,

means of milk 1 eSpeeial,y chlMren amonB thein> «-* P™Bcnt of catching consumption by

purposes When'tho insuecto^Tr0 0I1eilt1to iu.st,fy any inspector in condemning her for dairy

ir^sr* “to ^ >* «• zzaa#

llial; tllk «imaf woTobri™!"'?* SiT'f c*0 ‘hC in.Mch ho,™ info,mod

ooy“S “wS ’ “’“t “ 1“ became oo.blc lo .oil tbo milk of hi. ho,d to oay poc.on i„

^afs^HSKsessaESi
r^“PiSr^SSS!=«==a

til r,<ir "{•«• *»«•* ,“<i »«. sfiS»,,d it i. « ly S‘c..ar, 0 S fLro Annl, in 1885 fami.be. tho ,M„ec to thi. ,]Uc.ti„n ;
+llov roov yi eee8, arJ f0 aci'-1 Biat the conclusions drawn are at bottom matters of fact that is to ssv 'r de,Homtra4tl?nB finished by a. largo nnmbcr of trustworthy e^perinienters nL lmvc wSd
consideration of^a8largo JxVS^Uu^Cf t^rthS^ ^

*300—A " ’ _
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7. The folio wing is a very brief statement of some of the more important points mentioned in the 

evidence just referred to:—Consumption or tuberculosis is one and the same disease in man and in the 
food-animals. Every person who takes tuberculous matter into his body as food incurs somo risk of 
acquiring consumption. Of the several forms of tho one disease (tuberculosis) from which mankind 
suffer—consumption of the lungs, of the brain, of the bowels, and of glands or of joints—some aro 
almost peculiar to children ; and probably the proportion of persons who acquire consumption through 
food is larger among children than among their seniors (an opinion iu accordance with the experience 
which shows that the young of all susceptible animals are especially easily infected by feeding them on 
the meat and milk of consumptive animals). Milch cows are especially liable to acquire tuberculosis ;
and to all the tuberculous among bovine animals, cows contribute the largest proportion. Thus there aro ■
two reasons why milch cows should be watched with great care; they are more likely to be tuberculous ; 
children are easily infected by tbe milk of tuberculous cows. The conditions requisite to render the milk 
of consumptive cows infective to those who driuk it is that the udder shall be affected. Affection of the 
udder is not peculiar to advanced stages of tbe disease, and occurs in mild cases. Nor can it always be 
easily detected ; for “ if reliance be placed on the general condition of the cow, and on physical examina
tion of the udder, an accurate diagnosis of tubercular disease of the udder is not possible ; in other 
words, given a tuberculous cow (and, as will appear later, whether a bovine is tuberculous or not often 
cannot be determined by ordinary examination) tbe healthiness of its udder cannot be vouched for, 
although on physical examination it appears to be healthy. Besides that, disease of the udder sets in 
suddenly, and progresses with alarming rapidity ; so that an udder thought to be healthy after a physical 
examination, may be seen to be obviously diseased at a second examination made only a fortnight later.
Consequently “no tuberculous animal of any kind should be allowed to remain in a dairy. The niilk of
cows affected with tuberculosis of tbo udder possesses a virulence which can only be described as
extraordinarv ” ; that is to sav, the infection is much more likely to take, and causes a form of the disease
which runs a much more rapid course when animals are inoculated or fed with tuberculous _milk than ^
when they are inoculated or fed with tuberculous meat or tuberculous matter of other descriptions. Prgs
are especially easily infected by feeding on tuberculous milk or meat. It is important to note tins for
two reasons : one has reference to the feeding of pigs on separated milk which is so common in this
country, and to their being fed on the flesh of condemned, and consequently often tuberculous animals,
which still is common though in course of prevention under the Noxious Trades and Cattle-slaughtering '
Act, which has lately been extended to apply to pig-keepers ; the other is that it is possible by this means
to produce in pigs, whose throats have specialities of construction in which they closely resemble the
human throat, some of those slower forms of consumption which affect the throat of man; for thus is
suggested “ the possibility of widely different forms of human tuberculosis owning an origin in milk.”
Lastly, “ as to tbe proportion of tuberculosis acquired by man through his food, or through other means,
we can form no definite opinion, but we think it probable that an appreciable part of the tuberculosis
which affects man is obtained through his food,” To this it may be added that while it is generally
considered that practically all the consumption of the bowels among children is. due to tuberculous milk,
it is also considered that consumption of parts of the body remote from those with which food comes iuto
immediate contact are also often due to infection received through tho bowels. These are the main facts now »
known concerning causation of this prevalent and fatal disease ; they reveal a removable risk which all
persons alike run at present. But all persons exposed to this risk do not succumb, because the natural
defences of tbe healthy body against infection are potent. Hence consumption is not so prevalent among
raw-milk drinking children (for instance) as from the above facts might at first sight be expected. Tot
those natural defences are weakened or lost during ill-health, or do not avail against large doses of tho
infection ; and therefore, notwithstanding their usual efficiency, consumption is still very common among
children. Adults, it must be repeated, have their share in this risk, though the lesser share ; they are
more liable to contract the disease from eating meat infected with tuberculous matter. The points of
most importance in connection with tho case of X’s dairy are that consumption is common among
children ; that the young, both of man and of the lower animals, are especially liable to acquire it from
feeding on the milk of consumpiivc cows; aud that consumption is entirely preventable, both among man
and among animals.

8. All risk of infection by milk might be avoided by the simple expedient of never drinking 
uncooked milk; but iu order to deprive it of its infective power it must be cooked with knowledge, care,
and unfailing regularity. Eor this purpose Pasteurisation (though valuable with milk in other relations) k
is useless; raising the temperature of the milk to between 1(30° H. and 1/0° 1. for a moment, in 
which the process of Pasteurisation consists, does not suffice to kill this infection. It can be killed 
with certainty if tho milk be raised to 183° E., and kept at that temperature for five minutes. The 
simplest instruction is to raise it to boiling-point, and to keep it briskly bubbling for one minute; then it 
is quite safe. Easy to apply ns this safeguard is iu itself, however, it is likely that no considerable pro
portion of any population could be depended upon to boil all milk with scrupulous care and unfailing 
regularity before taking it; but there is no need in this matter to speculate on probabilities. The Board 
has accumulated a very considerable body of actual experience iu connection with outbreaks of typhoid 
fever in earlier years, winch, also, might have been prevented had all the milk been boiled ; and the fact 
revealed by its inquiries seems to be that while scarcely ono family in fifty even professes to boil its milk, 
still fewer boil it with a semblance of regularity. Tho meat of consumptive beasts may be spoken of in 
similar terms ; if it were always thoroughly cooked—if it ivere always raised throughout its thickness to 
the temperature attained by the exterior in tho course of roasting, for example—there would be no 
danger of contracting consumption from that source. But the necessary temperature is seldom attained 
towards the centre, either by roasting or boiling. Suppose, however, that meat and milk werealways and ^
regularly exposed to the temperature known to be necessary to kill this infection if it happened to be 
present in them, still the source of danger—presence of the disease among food-animals—would be left 
untouched ; other precautions, therefore, must be taken, which shall have prevention of the disease at its 
origin for their object, that is to say, among tho cattle at breeding stations.

9. Steady and determined attempts to prevent consumption amojig cattle have begun to be made 
but recently ; and the reasons are two. First, the minute organism which is the actual or essential cause 
of the disease was discovered only in 1882. Until then, therefore, it was little more than an opinion that 
consumption was maintained and diffused by communication of one or other sort—direct or roundabout

- between

i
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between diseased animals and those which were still well; but as soon as the essential cause was discovered 
it became a matter, not of opinion and of strong probability, but of demonstration or of fact appreciable 
to the senses that the disease was spread by direct or by roundabout communication between the sick and 
the healthy. Merely to know that the disease spread by contagion, however, was not enough to permit 
effectual efforts to be made to prevent it, because of that peeularity of consumption in cattle which has 
been alluded to above ; namely, that the disease can take hold of a beast and progress to a serious extent 
before betraying its presence by obvious external signs. Consequently, as long as only ordinary means of 
detecting tuberculosis wore at command, efforts to prevent its spread by separating the diseased from the 
healthy could not succeed; for although the obviously sick animals were separated from the rest, there 
would still remain a number really affected, and capable of communicating there disease, which perforce 
would not he detected. And, therefore, t}ie second reason why systematic attempts to eliminate tuber
culosis from herds have hut lately become possible, is that the means of detecting the disease in its early 
stages have only been discovered recently, namely in 1891. In that year the injection of tuberculin 
as a test of freedom from consumption first began to be tried with cattle, and during three or_ four 
subsequent years its usefulness and trustworthiness for this purpose were thoroughly established. 
To-day tuberculin, used with certain precautions, is relied upon by breeders in all countries for this 
purpose; although, it should bo added, it is not absolutely infallible.

10, At the present date, then, two things are known with certainty; first, that if an animal
(whether man or other species) has consumption, it is because it has taken into its body the essential 
cause of that disease, and taken it from some other animal already suffering; secondly, that the fact of 
freedom from disease or (notwithstanding external appearances) of infection with it can be ascertained 
by injecting tuberculin, a proceeding which produces no important effect on healthy beasts. From 
these two items of knowledge, the breeder can draw all the procedure required to eliminate consumption 
from his herd. First, he must ascertain with tuberculin which of his herd are affected ; then he must 
remove the affected from the healthy; lastly, he must never add fresh animals to his herd until they 
have been tested, and thus proved to be free from disease. These are the chief steps, Stated very briefly ; 
but there are others of importance. Consumption cannot appear unless the essential cause is taken into^ 
the body from some previously affected animal. That is invariably true ; but it was remarked above of 
children that not all who drank infected raw milk contracted the disease, because a healthy body has 
certain natural powers of defence, a statement which applies also to lower animals. Consequently, the 
essential cause alone, though taken in, is not always nufhcient to give the disease ; and usually there must 
be present also some secondary causes. These are such as lower the general health ; they are comprised 
under darkness, dampness, filth, want of ventilation, and improper or insufficient food. It is therefore 
necessary that both breeder and dairyman should take care that none of these foul conditions exist on 
their premises; and the first essential is that cow-sheds, bails, dairies, and other buildings used either for 
cows or to handle milk in shall he suitably designed, and constructed of materials, which, from their non
absorbent nature and comparatively smooth surface, can he kept clean with little trouble. This is one 
reason why the Board strongly objects to the use of wood for floors in dairies, bails, aud cow-sheds, But 
there is still another qualifying circumstance which must be mentioned, and which has special importance 
in relation to cattle. It isf that if tbe essential cause be introduced by inoculation, even a healthy animal 
will succumb. If a healthy animal, unaffected by the secondary causes just mentioned, breathe in or 
swallow the essential cause, it still has many chances of conquering it, and of escaping; but if that cause 
bo injected under the skin, for instance, then good health will stand in little stead, and it^ will almost 
certainly become ill. And therefore, when inoculating to protect against pleuro-pneumonia, care must 
be taken that the matter to he inoculated has been taken from a beast which was not suffering from 
tuberculosis, otherwise that disease may be communicated as well as the mild attack of plcuro it was 
intended to cause. ■

11. The ways ia which consumption spreads which are of greatest practical importance may be 
summarised as follows, namely, as from man to man, from man to the lower animals, from lower animals 
to lower animals, and from lower animals to man.

(1.) From man to man,—For all practical purposes the sole danger lies in careless scattering about 
by consumptives of their expectoration, which contains the essential cause of the disease; from 
drying of this, so that it can break up into dust, and float on the air ; and from breathing into 
the lungs of this infective dust by people who are in such a state of health that the essential 
cause when thus breathed in can take root in their lungs, live, and grow there, and thus cause 
them to become consumptive.

(2.) From man to animals.—Here again the danger of spreading lies in the expectoration of the con
sumptive man ; but animals may either breathe it as dust or swallow it, and infection may 
consequently take place either by the lungs or by some part of tbe digestive tract. Dogs, cats, 
and fowls have been observed to become consumptive from swallowing the expectoration of 
consumptive man rather often ; cows, on one or two occasions (their risks from this source being 
manifestly likely to be fewer than those of the other animals named),

(3.) From lower animals to lower animals.—The ways are more varied, and should he more carefully 
considered. It is unnecessary to mention all of them ; they include every, chance by which the 
essential cause, thrown off from the body of a consumptive animal, can gain access to tbe body 
of a healthy animal, aud the more obvious are the following:—In the first place the expectora
tion, saliva, &c.. of consumptive animals is as infective as that of man; tuberculous, bovines 
which are stalled, therefore, or fed out of the same manger or box, or which lick their calves, 
may communicate the disease either directly (by coughing, licking, Ac,), or by depositing thoir 
expectoration on mangers, walls, &c., whence it can be either breathed in after drying, or swal
lowed by the healthy. Secondly, the infection can be communicated by means of milk to the 
calves ; to pigs fed either on whole or separated milk derived in whole or in part from consump
tive cows ; and to others of the lower animals wrho get such milk. Here it ia to be noted once 
more that young animals of all species are especially liable to acquire consumption from infec
tive milk. Thirdly, communication can occur when healthy animals feed on the flesh of con
sumptive animals; consequently, pigs, dogs, cats, and fowls are likely to contract the disease in

this
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(4.) Irom lower animals io man. H^re tho danger of infection is nrafHo'illiT ,.nr.nT.d c s. 
•and milk produced by consumptive animals. Infection takes pface by way of the dLStS 
but, as has already been remarked, tbe disease does not always develon at the noint w ^ i 
infection entered. Without having done any damage at thTnlaee ,> ™ P a ^ wh,ch thf' 
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different. Under the Diseased Animals and Meat Act, 1892, the Noxious Trades and Cattle-slaughtering 
Act, 1894, and the several older Cattle-slaughtering Acts, the Board has legal powers which are sufficient 
to prevent diseased meat from entering into consumption ; and hero the labour of testing is not necessary, 
because tbe animals are to be hilled, and disease can be easily detected by inspection of their carcases. 
But, as matters stand at present, just as the cow-keepers losses from condemnation for tuberculosis would 
bo continuous as long as diseased beasts were bred aud sold to him, so tbe butcher’s losses actually are 
continuous for that very reason. Probably all butchers would agree that the flesh of diseased animals is 
not suitable for the food of man, and that the flesh of tuberculous animals cannot be consumed by him 
without an appreciable direct risk to life; but, on the other hand, the loss caused by condemnations of 
diseased carcases under the provisions of the laws mentioned fall upon them alone, and that they feel to 
he a hardship. It is thc interest of every person concerned, of the public, the dairyman, butchers, agents, 
aud all other middlemen, back to the breeder, to take steps to eliminate tuberculosis from herds, to 
prevent the disease itself. How can breeders in general be brought to take the necessary precautions ?

15. Consideration of X’s case furnishes a valuable hint. Six of his cows, it will be remembered, 
were apparently in average health; even a veterinary surgeon could not have told, or at all events could 
not have made sure, by ordinary methods of examination, that they wore suffering from tuberculosis ; and 
yet, as soon as they wore suitably tested, it turned out that they were tuberculous—a conclusion which 
was amply supported as soon as their carcases were examined after slaughter Having lost six cows, X 
desired to supply their places, to do which he must go into the open market. There he would handle the 
stock for sale, and with every care would select six which were in apparent good health. But his recent 
experience had taught him that freedom from tuberculosis cannot be ascertained by inspection; and, 
consequently, he felt that, notwithstanding all bis care, ho might nevertheless buy beasts winch were not 
sound. This being the case, what guarantee bad he that officers of tbe Board might not visit him again 
after he had spent his money, and having used the tuberculin test condemn his new purchases ? And, 
if that happened, what end could he forscc to his losses? This dilemma is unfair. Choice must he made 
between relinquishing attempts to protect the public health by withdrawing tuberculous beasts from the 
dairy, and making such systematic efforts to prevent tho disease itself, as would not merely protect the 
public, but would largely benefit every branch of this business. There can be no doubt that the latter 
course will, and indeed, must be taken. X, and all dairymen, alt butchers, and all breeders must be able 
to buy udder a guarantee of freedom from tuberculosis. There seems to be only one way of effecting this: 
the sale of every bovine animal,and of every pig,though ostensibly “with allfaults,” must,nevertheless, be 
conducted legally, subject to an implied agreement tbat every such animal shall withstand tbe tuberculin 
test applied under conditions to be fixed. Gnulually, under the necessity which would thus be imposed 
upon them, breeders would weed their herds, and in four or five years might and should be in a position to 
regard this legal condition with indifference, for it would by that time cease to operate against them. At 
the same date they would find that their prosperity had been materially enhanced and had become assured.

1G. If this condition were imposed it would still be necessary to continue supervision over 
slaughter-housos and dairies; but the present methods require improvement. As regards slaughter
houses, the legal powers already conferred on local authorities and on the Board as the supervising
authority are sufficient; but tbe circumstances under which much slaughtering is at present done are such 
as sometimes hinder efficient inspection. Bor the sake of the home trade—that is to say, for pro
tection of the public health of the people of New South 'Wales, slaughtering for export being done
already under convenient conditions—it is necessary that private slaughtering should be abolished as 
much as possible, and without cxceptiou at every considerable centre of population. IXitb this object 
in view, and amendment of tbe Noxious Trades and Cattle-slaughtering Act, 189(1, by which local 
authorities, alone or in combination, might erect a public slaughter-house at any convenient point within 
or outside thoir district, and by which tho Board should have power as soon as such a public slaughter
house had been established to declare private slaughtering illegal thence forward within such radius as 
might he deemed by it to lie within reasonably easy reach of the public slaughter-house. No advantage 
has as yet been taken of this provision, which, it should be noted, is merely an improvement on powers 
granted by tbe principal Act so far back as 1894; and it has now become a question whether local 
authorities should not be obliged to establish public slaughter-houses on being required to do so by the 
Board. The investment (under a monopoly of slaughtering within thc radius) would be safe and even 
remunerative unless it should be thought desirable to apply profits to reduce slaughtering fees ; and it 
might be advisable to allow local authorities to borrow the required capital from the Government at a 
low rate of interest.

17. “With tho Dairies Supervision Act tho case is a little different. Power to systematically test 
dairy herds with tuberculin should be explicitly given ; and in case it should be thought at first sight that 
this (and the consequent destruction of some animals) might involve hardship, it is well to mention here 
that one of the large milk companies, which has its own circle of suppliers in country districts under 
contract with it, has made it a condition of contract already that every beast found by its inspector to be 
tuberculous shall forthwith be slaughtered, no compensation being paid to owners unless it is found after 
death that a mistake has been made, and that the animal was not diseased. This condition has so far been 
cheerfully accepted, aud there is no reasonable doubt that it will continue to be accepted without demur, 
provided tho dairymen find that they can supply the places of the slaughtered animals with sound stock, 
and thus in return for thoir losses find that they are gradually acquiring a herd entirely free from con
sumption ; but very many of such dairymen are themselves breeders. It is therefore important that they 
should be made aware of thc steps necessary to eliminate tuberculosis; and for that purpose it is 
essential that they should be systematically instructed. This is not practicable with the veterinary staff 
at present under control of the Board, and with those methods of inspection which, efficient as they are, 
were designed without special reference to the prevention of tuberculosis. Inspection, weeding out, and 
instruction in management and breeding so as to prevent consumption can only be given (a) by qualified 
veterinary surgeons who (b) shall be resident in thc district of which they have charge. It should be 
made illegal to return to suppliers any separated milk from creameries, butter factories, &c., except after 
boiling it. It should be made illegal to inoculate for pleuro-pneumonia except with virus taken from 
animals ascertained to be free from tuberculosis. Lastly, tbe distribution of tuberculin should be in the 
hands of the Board, which alone can give the necessary guarantees of purity and efficiency ; and it should 
be mado illegal to use any that has not been approved bv it. ■

' J. ASHBURTON THOMPSON.

[6rf.] *390—B
Sydney : William Applegate Gullidi, Government Printer,—1897.
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VICTORIA, by the G-race of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of tho Taith, and bo forth,—

To Our Trusty and 'Well-beloved:—

Joseph Babmitg, Esquire, one of Our Justices of tbe Peace of Our Colony 6f New South 
'Wales, Associate of the Institution of Civil Engineers, and Chairman of the Public Service 
Board;

Timothy Augustine Coghlan, Esquire, one of Our Justices of tho Peace of Our said Colony 
and

Geoege Axexandee Wilson, Esquire, one of Our Justices of tbe Peace of Our said Colony,— 

Greeting:—

Know ye, Tbat We, reposing great trust and confidence in your ability, zeal, industry, 
discretion, and integrity, do, by these presents, authorise and appoint you, or any two of you, as herein
after mentioned, to make a diligent and full inquiry into tho management of the Marine Board of New 
South Wales, incorporated under the provisions of the Navigation Act of 1871, 35 Victoria No. 7, and 
to report whether, and if so by what means, that Department can be placed upon a more efficient and 
economical basis: And We do, by these presents, grant to you, or any two of you, at any meeting or 
meetings to which all of you shall have been duly summoned, full power and authority to call before 
you all such persons as you may judge necessary, by whom you may be better informed of the truth in 
tho premises, and to require the production of all such books, papers, writings, and all other documents 
as you may deem expedient, and to visit and inspect the same at the offices or places where the same or 
any of them may be deposited, and to inquire of the premises by all lawful ways and means: And We 
do give you power, at your discretion, to procure such clerical and other assistance as you may deem 
necessary for enabling you duly to execute this Our Commission: And Our further will and pleasure 
is that you do, within three months after the date of this Our Commission, certify to Us, in the office of 
Our Chief Secretary, under your or any two of your hands and seals, what you shall find touching the 
premises : And We hereby command the said Marine Board and all persons employed by them, and all 
Government Officers and other persons whomsoever within Our said Colony, that they be assistant to you 
and each of you in the execution of these presents: And We appoint you, the said Joseth Babling, 
Esquire, to be President of this Our Commission, which said Commission We declare to he a Commission 
for all purposes of tbe Act 44 Victoria No. 1, intituled “ An A (it to regulate the talcing of Evidence hj 
Commissioners under the Great Seal.’'
. In testimony whereof. We have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent, and the Great Seal 

’ of Our said Colony of New South Wales to he hereunto affixed.

Witness Our Bight Trusty and Well-beloved Cousin, Henut Bobeet, Viscount Hampden, 
Our Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Our Colony of New South Wales and 
its Dependencies, at Government House, Sydney, in New South Wales aforesaid, 
this fourth day of February, in tbe year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and ninety-seven, and in the sixtieth year of Our Eeign.

, By Deputation from His Excellency,

(l.s.) FEED. A. DAELEY,
Lieutenant-G overnor.

By His Excellency’s Command,
' JAMES N. BEUNKEE.

Entered on Eecord by me, in Eegisteh op Patents No. 18, page 309, this sixth day of February, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven.

. For the Colonial Secretary and Eegistrar of Eccords,

CKITCHETT WALKEE,
Principal Under Secreiary.

197—A VICTOEIA,
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VICTOEIA, by tbe Grace of God, of the United Kiogdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, and so forth,—■

To our Trusty and "Well-beloved—
James Powell, Esquire, one of Our Justices of the Peace of Our Colony of New South 

Wales,—

Greeting:—
Whereas by an instrument under the Great Seal of Our Colony of New South Wales, bearing 

date of the fourth day of February, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, We did appoint 
certain gentlemen therein named to be Commissioners, to make adiligent and full inquiry into the manage
ment of the Marine Board of New South Wales, incorporated under the provisions of the Navigation Act 
of 1871, 35 Victoria No. 7, and to report whether, and if so by what means, that Department can be placed 
upon a more efficient and economical basis: And whereas it bath appeared to Us to be expedient to- 
appoint an additional Commissioner: Now therefore know yon, tbat We, of Our special grace, have 
thought fit to appoint, and do hereby appoint, you to be such additional Commissioner accordingly.

In testimony whereof, We have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent, and tbe Great Seal 
of Our said Colony of New South Wales to be hereunto affixed.

Witness Our EigbtTrusty and Well-beloved Cousin, Hex aV Robert, Viscotjhx Hampdex, 
Our Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Our Colony of New South Wales and 
its Dependencies, at Government House, Sydney, in New South Wales aforesaid, 
this twenty-second day of March, in tbe year of Our Lord One thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-seven, and in the sixtieth year of Our reign,

(L.S.) HAMPDEN.

By His Excellency’s Command,
JAMES N. BEUNKEE.

Entered on record by me, in register of patents No, 18, page 369, this twenty-fourth day of March,
one thousand eight hundred aud ninety-seven. ,

Eor the Colonial Secretary and Eegistrar of Eecords,

CEITCHETT WALKEE,
Principal Under Secretary.

ROYAL COMMISSION TO INQUIRE INTO THE MANAGEMENT OF THE MARINE
BOARD OF NEW SOUTH WALES.

Whereas it is necessary to extend the time within which the Commissioners are to make theu1 return in 
the above matter : Now therefore, I do hereby, with the advice of the Executive Council, extend the time 
within which the said Commissioners are to make such report for a period of three months,—to take effect 
from the 4th proximo.

Given under my hand, at Government House, Sydney, this twenty-sixth day of April, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-seven.

HAMPDEN.

By His Excellency’s Command,

JAMES N. BEUNKEE.

ROYAL
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BOYAI COMMISSION ON MARINE BOARD.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

The first meeting of the Royal Commission on Marine Board, was field attfie offices of tfie Public Service 22 Mur., 1897. 
Board, 50 Young-street. Sydney, at 12 o’clock noon, on Monday, 22nd Marcfi, 1897.

Present .— Mr. Joseph Barling, J.P., President, Messrs. George Alexander 'Wilson, j.P., and 
James Powell, J.P.

Captain Prancis Hixson, Rtfs’., President of tfie Marine Board of New Soutfi "Wales, attended. '
. The President announced that this was a Commission appointed to make diligent and full inquiry 
into the management of the Marine Board of New Soutfi Wales, incorporated under the provisions of the 
Navigation Act of 1871, 35 Victoria, No. 7, and to report whether, and if so by what means, that 
Department can he placed upon a more efficient and economical basis; Mr. A. P. Basset Hull, would act 
as Secretary, and he would call upon him to read the Commission.

Tho Commission, dated the 4th ’February, and a letter from the Principal Under Secretary, 
accompanying the Commission, and dated the 9th February, 1897, were read by the Secretary.

The President announced that since the Commission had been issued, James Powell, Esq., J.P., 
had been added to the Commission.

Captain Prancis Hixson, R.N., President of the Marine Board of New South Wales, was sworn, 
and examined. ‘

The Commission, at 12'25 p.m., adjourned until Wednesday, the 7th April.

The second meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board, Sydney, 7 April, 1897. 
at 2T5 p.m,, on Wednesday, 7th April, 1897.

Present:—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, Messrs. T. A. Coghlan aud James Powell.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
The Secretary read the Commission appointing James Powell Esq., J.P., as an additional 

Commissioner.
The Secretary read an opinion given by the Crown Solicitor, upon the effect of the repeal of the • •

Imperial Act 17 and 18 Vic., c. 104, upon the Navigation Act of 1871. ’
Certain correspondence was also read. '
The examination of Captain Francis Hixson, RN,, President of the Marine Board, was continued.
The Commission, at 4'45 p.m., adjourned until 10 a.m, on Thursday, 8th April.

The third meeting of the Commission was held at the Offices of the Public Service Board, Sydnev, s April, 1897. 
at 10'15 a.m. on Thursday, 8 April, 1897.

Present .-—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Mr. James Powell.
The examination of Captain Prancis Hixson, President of the Marine Board, was continued.

■ Captain Hixson produced certain returns.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
The Commission, at 12'30 p.m., adjourned until Wednesday, 21 April, at 10 a.m.

®ie fourth meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board, Sydney, 21 Anrii 1897 
at 10 a.m. on Wednesday, 21 April, 1897. JuiApru.ma/.

iWr-lfr. Joseph Barling, President, Messrs. G. A. Wilson, T. A. Coghlan, and James ' '

Tho minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Thc Pres‘dent stated that the period granted for execution of the Commission would expire on the 

**'“ P,r?slmo’ an“ in consequence of the Commissioners being engaged on other urgent matters, it 
would be necessary to ask for an extension of time, which, he suggested, should he for three months.

• suggestion meeting with the approval of the Commissioners, the Secretary was instructed to
wnte to the Principal Under Secretary, requesting that the necessary steps he taken to secure such 
extension. .

The Commission, at 10T5 a.m., adjourned until 10 a.m. on Friday, the 23rd April, 1897.

The fifth meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board, Sydney, 23April, 1897. 
at 10 a.m. on Friday, 23rd April, 1897.

Present .—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
1 he examination of Captain Prancis Hixson, R.N., President of the Marino Board, was continued.
Lommander George Sidney Lindeman, R.N., Secretary to the Marine Board of New South Wales, 

was sworn, and examined.
. M,r- Erancis Rule, Accountant of the Marine Board of New South Wales, was sworn, and 

examined. ’
The minutes of the previous meeting were rend and confirmed.
The Commission, at 12 o5 p.m., adjourned until 10 a.m. on Tuesday, the 27th April, 1897.

The
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27April, 1897, The sixth meeting of the Commission was heli at the offices of the Public Service Board, Sydney,

at 10'25 a.m. on Tuesday, 27th April, 1897.
Present:—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, Messrs. Gf. A. Wilson, and James Powell.
The following witnesses were sworn, and examined:—

Captain James Edie, G-overnment Shipping Master, Sydney. _
Mr. William Douglas Cruickshank, Chief Engineer Surveyor, Marine Board.
Captain John Henderson Bedford, Examiner in Seamanship, Marine Board.
Mr. Lion Henry Walford, Tide Surveyor, Customs Department; and
Mr. William Hare, Clerk in the Kegistration of Shipping Branch, Customs Department,

Mr. Hare produced certain papers in connection with shipping registered at Sydney and Newcastle. 
The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and confirmed, the Commission, at 1 p.m., 

adjourned until Wednesday, the 28th April, at 10 a.m.

ESApril 1897. Seventh meeting. The Commission met at Circular Quay, at 10 a.m., on Wednesday, the 28th
’ April, 1897, and proceeded by the Marine Board’s steam launch, “Nea,” to the lightship " Bramble, at 

Port Jackson Heads. _
Present:—Messrs. Q. A. Wilson and James Powell. ,
Captain Joseph Leddra, Superintendent of the lightship “ Bramble," was sworn, and examined.^ 
After inspecting the lightship, the Commission proceeded to the pilot steamer “ Captain Cook. 
The following officers and members of the crew of the “ Captain Cook were sworn, and 

examined:—■ ,
Captain Joseph Creer, Master-in-charge of the Pilot Service;
Mr. Herbert Orton, cook and providore;
Captain James Fotheringham, chief officer ;
Captain Andrew William Jack, senior pilot;
Mr. Edward Brodrick, chief engineer; -
Mr. James Nuth, leading fireman;
Mr. George Avelar, seaman;
Mr. John MoncriefE, seaman; and 
Mr. E. Stratton, seaman.

Statements were made by two representatives of the firemen.
The Commission, at 1’20 p.m., adjourned sine die.

80April, 1897. The eighth meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Local Marine Board, New
castle, at 10 a.m. on Friday, the 30th April, 1897.

Present .—Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
The following witnesses were sworn, and examined :— , nr

Captain Herbert Bobert Cross, President of the Local Marine Board, Newcastle; Messrs. 
Duncan John McLean and Frank Gardner, members of the local Marine Board, Newcastle ; 
and Captain Henry Newton, Harbour Master at Newcastle.

1 ' At 1 p.m. the Commission adjourned until 2.30 the same afternoon. _
At 2'30 p.m. the Commission received a deputation from representatives of the commercial and 

shipping interests of Newcastle, who urged that a steam-pilot-boat be at once sent to Newcastle.
At 3T5 p.m. tbe members of tbe deputation withdrew. _
The Commissioners then granted an interview to pilots Sweet and Morris, of the Newcastle Pilot 

Station, who asked that the anomalies in the salaries at present paid to the pilots be removed, by increasing 
the salaries paid to the junior pilots.

The Commission, at 3A5 p.m., adjourned until Saturday, 1st May.

1 May, 1897. Ninth .Meeting. The Commission met at 10'30 a.m. on Saturday, 1st May, 1897.
Present:—Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell. . .
Captain Henry Newton, Harbour-master at Newcastle, conducted the members of tbe Commission 

round the harbour in his launch, to view the general aspect of the harbour; and pointed out what might 
be done in the way of dredging and the construction of ballast jetties, &c., to provide increased accommo
dation for shipping. .

3 May 1897. The tenth meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Local Marine Board, New
' castle, at 10 a.m. on Monday, 3rd May, 1897.

Present:—Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
. The following witnesses were sworn, and examined. ■

' ' Mr. Thomas Brooks, Lloyd’s Surveyor, Newcastle; _ .
Mr. William B. Sharp, Shipping Agent and Colliery Shipping Manager, Newcastle;
Mr. Henry William Finch, Shipping Clerk to li. B. Wallace, Newcastle; and 
Mr. George Melville, Assistant Harbour-master, Newcastle.

At 12 o’clock noon the Commissioners received a deputation representing the Chamber of 
Commerce, Newcastle, upon general matters appertaining to the Port of Newcastle, mainly as to the 
urgent necessity for a steam-pilot-boat.

The Commission, at 1 p.m., adjourned until 7'30 p.m. the same day.

The
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' The eleventh meeting of the Commission was held at-the (f Great Northern Hotel.” Newcastle, at 3 May, 1897.
7 30 p.m. on Monday, 3rd May, 1897. . 1

Present:—Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell. '
The Commissioners granted an interview to Messrs. William G. Adams, — M'Kinnon, and 

Roderick M‘Leod upon the question of hours of duty, uniforms, and wages paid to the boatmen at 
Newcastle.

The Commission, at 8 p.m., adjourned sine die.

The twelfth meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board, Sydney 19 Mav 1897 
at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, the 19th May, X897. '

Present .—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:—

Mr. Joseph Henry Storey, J.P., merchant, and Chairman of the Underwriters’ Association ;
Captain James Fotheringham, Chief Officer of the Pilot steamer “Captain Cook” (second 

examination); and
Mr. John Lawrence, clerk to Harbour-master, Marine Board.

Letters from Mr. J. "Vine Hall, Mr, T. K. Allt, and the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade 
were read and dealt with.

The minutes of the six previous meetings were read and confirmed,
. The Commission, at 3'45 p.m., adjourned until Friday, 21st May, at 12 noon.

The thirteenth meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board, 21 May, 1897. 
Sydney, at 12-10 p.m. on Friday, 21st May, 1897.

Present .—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:—

Mr. Thomas^flobert Allt, J.P., Chairman of the North Coast Steam Navigation Company.

Mr. Francis John Thomas, Manager of the Newcastle and Hunter River Steamship Company 
(Limited) ; and * J

^r' *^n See, M.L.A., merchant, and Director of the North Coast Steam Navigation Company 
(Limited). r ^

A letter from Mr. B. B. Nicoll, with reference to his giving evidence before the Commission, was 
read, and the Secretary was instructed to arrange with Mr, Nicoll for a time that would he mutually 
convenient. J

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
The Commission, at 3'fi5 p.m., adjourned’die.

3'30 p m^011 "sunday^aOtlflVIay° 1 So'? Coinmi8sion was at tlie ^ghthouse, Tamba, Clarence River, at 30 May, 1897,

Present .-—Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
Mr. Henry M'Auley, pilot at Tamba, was sworn, and examined.
The Commission, at 4 p.m., adjourned sine die. .

m .1 fifteenth meeting of the Commission was held at the Court-house, Ballina at 12 
Tuesday, 1st June, 1897.

Present .—Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
Mr. Robert Adie Fraser, pilot at Ballina, was sworn, and examined.
The Commission, at 12-30 p.m., adjourned until 2-30 p.m. the same day.

noon on 1 June, 1897.

j T,.®16 8li1steen^ rn.ce4in1?.of Commission was held at the office of the District Engineer, Harbours l June 1897. 
and Rivers Department, Ballina, at 2"30 p.m. on Tuesday, 1st June, 1897. *

Present: Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
sworn and exaiSned^llliam K:eele, ■District Engineer, Harbours and Rivers Department, Ballina, was

The Commission, at 2‘45 p.m., adjourned sine die. . " '

Theseventeenth meeting of the Commission was held at the “Freemason's 
8 p.m. on Wednesday, 2nd June, 1897.

Present:—Messrs. G, A. Wilson and James Powell.
Mr. J. F. O’Flynn, Mayor of Lismore, was sworn, and examined.
The Commission, at 9 p.m., adjourned sine die.

Hotel,” Lismore, at3 june,]897.

The eighteenth meeting of the Commission was held at the 
7 45 p.m. on Saturday, 5th June, 1897. ■

-Present .—Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
Mr. William MacGregor, pilot at Tweed Heads Station, was sworn, and examined. 
Ihe Commission, at £"45 p.m., adjourned sine die.

Australian Hotel,” Tweed Heads, at 5 junCj i897.

The
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18 June, 1897. The nineteeiitTi meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board,
Sydney, at 2 p.m. on Priday, 18th June, 1897.

_ Present:—^Mr. .Joseph Barling, President, and Mr. Powell.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined.-— . _ T r. i j

Mr. Frederick William Jackson, Manager of the Union Steamship Company of New Zealand; 
Captain Francis Hixson, E.N., President of the Marine Board (second examination) ;
Captain Henry Pettit, Harbour-master, Marine Board ; _
Captain Frederick Bracegirdle, Assistant Harbour-master, Marine Board;

_ * Captain Thomas Bobertson Thompson, Assistant Harbour-master, Marine Board ; and 
1 ' 1 Captain Alexander Sangster, Water Bailiff and Inspector of Shipping, Marine Board.

The Secretary was instructed to summon several owners of sailing vessels trading to the northern 
rivers for the next meeting. . .

The minutes of the six previous meetings were read and confirmed, and the Commission, at o p.m., 
adjourned until Monday, 28th June. '

28 June, 1897. The twentieth meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board, 
Sydney, at 10'30 a.m. on Monday, 28th June, 1807. _

Present:—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined :— ,

Mr. Bruce Baird Nicoll, merchant, and formerly owner of steamers trading to the northern rivers ; 
Mr. Alfred William Meeks, of Messrs. Gibbs,'Bright, and Co., & Chairman of the Chamber of 

. . . Commerce; 1 ,
Mr. Alfred Settree, merchant, and owner of sailing vessels trading to tbe northern rivers.
Mr. Alfred Bangley, merchant, and owner of sailing vessels trading to the northern rivers; and 
Mr. George de Frame, owner of the subsidised steam-tug at Camden Haven. _

A letter from ',Mr. Henry Selfe, Engineer Surveyor, Marine Board, relating to an economical 
method of lighting the entrance to Sydney Heads, was read, and tho Secretary was instructed to summon 
Mr. Selfe for the next meeting of the Commission. _

A letter from the Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce, Newcastle, with reference to a system 
of signalling vessels entering and leaving the Port of Newcastle, was read, and the Secretary was instructed 
to prepare copies of evidence, correspondence, and papers relating to the matter, and. already in the hands 
of the Commission, for consideration at the next meeting, and to summon Captain Hixson to give evidence 
on the question. ' ■

Tho minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. _
Arrangements were made for a visit to the Macquarie light at South Head on Friday, 2nd July, 

and to the pilot station at Wollongong on Saturday, 3rd idem.
The Commission, at 12‘4'5 p.m., adjourned until Thursday, 1st July, at 2 p.m.

1 July, 1897. The twenty-first meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board,
Sydney, at 2T5 p.m. on Thursday, 1st July, 1897.

Present:—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
■ The following witnesses were sworn and examined:—

Mr. Cecil West Harley, J.P., Engineer-in-Chief, Public Works Department;
Mr. Henry Selfe, Engineer Surveyor, Marine Board; _ . .
Captain Francis Hixson, B.N., President of the Marino Board (third examination) ; and ■

. Captain William Newton, Inspector of Shipping, Marine Board. '
The Secretary reported that, acting under instructions from the President, lie had written to Captain 

Hixson, President of the Marine Board, requesting him to intimate to the Wardens of the Marine Board 
that this Commission would be glad to take any evidence they might desire to tender. A reply had been 
received from the Secretary of the Marine Board stating that the Wardens had no wish to see the 
Commissioners,

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
■ ’ The Commission', at 416 p.m., adjourned until the following day. .

2 July, 1897. July,

light,

The twenty-second meeting of the Commission was held at Sydney at 10'30 a.m. on Friday, 2nd’ 
1897.
Present:—Messrs. G. A, Wilson and James Powell. , .
The Commission proceeded to South Head, and there inspected the Macquarie light, the llornoy 

and the signal station. t
The Commission, at 3 p.m., adjourned until the following day. ’

3 July, 1897. The twenty-third meeting of the Commission was held at the Custom House, Wollongong, at 
a.m. on Saturday, 3rd July, 1897,

Present:—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Mr. James Powell. . . .
■ The following witnesses were sworn and examined:—

Mr. Andrew Thompson, Pilot and Harbour master, Wollongong ; and 
Mr, Edmund Potts, Customs Officer, Wollongong.

Port Kembla Was visited, .
The Commission, at 12'30 a.m,, adjourned sine die.

11

Tho
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The twenty-fourth meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of tho Public Service Board, 6 July, 1897. 
Sydney, at 12 noon, on Monday, 5th July, 1897.

Present;—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs. Gr. A. Wilson and James Powell.
Mr. Thomas Martin Davis, M.L.A., was sworn, and examined. *
The Commission, at T30 p.m., adjourned sine die.

The twenty-fifth meeting of tho Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board, 9 July* 1897. 
Sydney, at 10T5 a.m., on Priday, 9th July, 1897.

Present:—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs. Gr. A. Wilson and James Powell. .
The minutes of the four previous meetings were read and confirmed.
A letter from Mr. Prancis Buckle, intimating that he would be glad to give evidence, was read, 

and the Secretary was instructed to summon Mr. Buckle for Monday, 12th July, at 10 a.m. t
Mr. Bobert Bowan Pardon Hickson, Under Secretary for Public Works, was sworn, and examined.
The Commissioners then proceeded to consider their Beport.
Arrangements were made for inspection of tho hulks “ Xinonee” and “ Argo” the same afternoon.
The Commission, at 12 noon, adjourned until 2'30 p.m. the same day.

The twenty-sixth meeting of the Commission was held at Sydney, at 2‘30 p.m, ®
Present:—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs. Gr. A. Wilson and James Powell.
The Commissioners proceeded by launch to Kerosene Bay and Johnstone’s Bay, and viewed the 

hulks “ Tinonee ” and “ Argo,” both of which were found to be in a totally unseaworthy condition.
The Commission, at 4 p.m., adjourned until Monday, 12th July, at 10 am.

The twenty-seventh meeting of the Commission was held at tho offices of the Public Service 13 July, 1897. 
Board, Sydney, at 10 a.m. on Monday, 12th July, 1897.

Present:—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs. Gr. A. Wilson and James Powell.
Mr. Francis Buckle, owner of the subsidised steam-tugs at the Bellinger, Nambucca, and Macleay 

Bivers, and at Port Macquarie, was sworn, and examined.
Mr. Buckle was asked to prepare certain estimates in regard to the tug service, and his examina

tion was adjourned until the Itth July.
The Commissioners then further considered their Beport.
The minutes of the two previous meetings were read and confirmed.
The Commission, at 11'20 a.m., adjourned until Wednesday, 14th July, at 10 a.m.

Tho twenty-eighth meeting of tho Commission was hold at the offices of the Public Service ],j, jgpy. 
Board, Sydney, at 10 a.m. on Wednesday, Tlth July, 1897.

Present .'—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
The examination of Mr. Prancis Buckle was concluded.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
A letter from Captain Hixson, E.K. President of tho Marine Board, with reference to the 

suggested fixed light at the Sow and Pigs, was read aud received. _
The Commissioners then proceeded to further consider their Beport.

' The Commission, at 12 noon, adjourned until Priday, 16th July, at 10 a.m.

The twenty-ninth meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board, xg July, 1897. 
Sydney, at 11-30 a.m., on Friday, 16th July, 1897.

Present:—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs. G. A. Wilson and James Powell.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
The Commissioners further considered their Beport.
Tho Commission, at 12-30 p,m., adjourned until Tuesday, 20th July, at 10 a.m.

The thirtieth meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board, 20 jul 18gy_ 
Sydney, at 10'5 a.m., on Tuesday, 20th July, 1897.

* Present:—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs, G. A.. Wilson and James Powell.
Captain Angel Cooper Turner, Managing Director of the lllawarra Steam Navigation Company, 

was sworn, and examined.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
A letter from Mr. Alfred Settree, asking that certain portions of his evidence be omitted, was read.

Agreed to. _
Mr. Alfred Langley having added some remarks in revising the copy of his evidence, it was decided 

to treat such remarks ns a letter.
The Commissioners then proceeded to further consider their Beport.
The Commission, at ll'lO a.m., adjourned until Priday, 23rd July, at 10 a.m.

The thirty-first meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board, 23 July, 1897, 
Sydney, at 10T5 a.m. on Priday, 23rd July, 1897. _ ’

Present:—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs. G. A, Wilson and James Powell,
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
The Commissioners considered and adopted their Beport.
The Commission, at 1T45 a.m., adjourned until Monday, 26th July.

The
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C July, IS97. The thirty-second meeting of the' Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board,
Sydney, at 10 a.m. on Monday, 26th July, 1897.

Present:—Mb. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs, G-. A. Wilson and James Powell.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Certain portions of the Beport were reconsidered and amended.
The Commission, at 11'50 a.m., adjourned until the following day, at 10 a.m.

27 July, 1897 The thirty-third meeting of the Commission was held at the offices of the Public Service Board,
Sydney, at 10 am. on Tuesday, 27th July, 1897.

. Present:—Mr. Joseph Barling, President, and Messrs. Gr. A. Wilson and James Powell.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

- The Beport was finally adopted.
The proceedings of the Commission terminated at 10'40 am.
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON MARINE BOARD.

REPOET.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable Henry Robert, Viscount Hampden,

Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales 

and its Dependencies. *

May it Please your Excellency,—

We, the Commissioners appointed by your Excellency on the fourth day 
of February, and the twenty-fourth day of March, 1897, to make a diligent and 
full inquiry into the management of the Marine Board of New South Wales, 
incorporated under the provisions of the Navigation Act of 1871, 35 Vic. No. 7, and 
to report Avliether, and, if so, by what means, that Department can he placed upon 
a more efficient and economical basis, have the honor to submit the following 
Report'

. the important and extensive nature of the inquiry, the necessity Extension of time for
for visiting aud inspecting distant branches of the Marine Board Department within rcP°rt' 
the Colony, and also to your Commissioners being engaged upon other urgent- 
matters, it became necessary to request an extension of the time granted within 
which to make a report, and 1 our Excellency was pleased, on the 26th day of April, 
to grant an extension to the 4th day of August, 1897.

_ 2. Our investigation w-as commenced as early as practicable. Thirty-three Extent of investiga- 
meetings wrere held, 20 in Sydney, and 13 at Newcastle and the more important ^ 
pilot stations on the coast. Fifty-four witnesses have been examined, and consider- witnesses examined, 
able time has also been spent by us, together or separately, in visiting the offices 
and branches of the Marine Board in the country as wrell as in Sydney, in order to 
gain a clear insight into the system and working of thc Department, and matters 
appertaining thereto. '

3. We have to acknowledge the willing testimony given by a number willing evidence
of gentlemen of extensive shipping and commercial experience, whose valuable and BhippiL^^T' 
evidence has enabled us to frame many of the recommendations embodied in this eentotives; and 
Report. In response to a letter intimating to the Wardens of the Marine Board that oflhc MaLYw! 
your Commissioners would be glad to take any evidence they might desire to tender 
in the matter of this inquiry, the following reply was received :—4‘ That they have 
administered their Department according to lawT; and they have no wish to see the 
Commissioners in respect thereto, unless it is necessary to meet any charges that 
have been made against them.5)

4. Under authority of the Navigation Act of 1871, the Marine Board of New Constitution and 
South Wales is incorporated by the Governor by Letters Patent under the Seal 0f Powe{80Uho*|a^10 - 
the Colony. The Board consists of seven members, viz., a President and six Wardens. Na7.im °r - 1C* i 
The President and three Wardens are appointed by the Governor, and the other Sco E
three IV ardens are elected for a term of three years, and are eligible for re-election. ' ; j
The election of Wardens is directed to take place on the first Monday in April in Sec. 
every third year. The qualification of an elector is thc registered ownership of Sec. 9.. 
foreign-going or coasritra.de ships employed in trading without or within the 

_ 197—B ■ ■ ' jurisdiction,.
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jurisdiction, registered at the port of Sydney, or at any other port in the Colony. 
For not less than—

100 tons, such elector has 1 vote for each Warden.
250 „ 
450 „ 
750 „ 

1,100 „ 
1,500 „

5? 2 votes 35
5? 3 J J 33
J3 4 53
J* 5 33
JJ 6 J? 53

and one vote for every 500 tons over 1,500, but the number of votes may not exceed 
ten for any one Warden.

An elective Warden must be a qualified elector, and also the registered owner 
of not less than 250 tons of foreign-going or coast-trade shipping registered in New 
South Wales.

In cases of alleged incompetency or misconduct of any master, mate, or 
engineer, or of shipwreck, collision, or other casualty the Marine Board may institute 
an investigation or direct a local Marine Board to institute the same. The local 
Marine Board must have the assistance of a local Stipendiary Magistrate, or, if 
none, a competent legal assistant. Where there is no local Marine Board, or where 
the local Marine Board is unwilling to investigate, power is given to the Marine 
Board to direct an investigation to he instituted before two Justices of the Peace or 
a Stipendiary Magistrate. This power, we are informed, has never been exercised, 
all investigations having been conducted either by the Marine Board at Sydney, or 
the local Marine Board at Newcastle.

5. In support of our principal recommendation hereinafter contained, we 
venture to give a brief outline of the present constitution and powers of Marine 
Boards and Courts of Marine Inquiry in Great Britain and the Australasian 
Colonies.

(a) In the United Kingdom, under the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, in cases
■ of marine casualty involving loss or abandonment of or damage to ships, 

or loss of life, a preliminary inquiry may be held by the inspecting officer 
of the coastguard or chief officer of customs residing at or near the place 
where the casualty occurs, or by any person appointed for the purpose by 
the Board of Trade.
Where it appears necessary to sfich authorised person, he may apply 
to a Court of summary jurisdiction to hold a formal investigation. A 
Wreck Commissioner, appointed under the Act, may hold such investi
gation with the assistance of one or more assessors of nautical engineering 
or other special skill or knowledge, to be appointed out of a list of 
persons approved for the purpose by a Secretary of State, such list of 
assessors to be in force for three years only. Where the investigation 
involves cancelling or suspension of certificate, the Court shall have the 
assistance of not less than two assessors. The Court shall, after hearing, 
report to the Board of Trade.
For inquiries into the alleged mcompetency or misconduct of the holder of 
a certificate, the Board of Trade may appoint a person or direct a local 
Marine Board to hold the inquiry. The local Board shall hold the inquiry 
with the assistance of a Stipendiary Magistrate or competent legal assistant 
appointed by the Board of Trade, to which body report must he made. The 
Lord Chancellor may appoint a wreck commissioner or commissioners, so 
that there shall not be more than three at any one time. A Court of 
Survey, consisting of a Judge, sitting with two skilled assessors, may 
survey any ship, inspect and report upon the machinery, equipment, 
cargo, &c., release or detain the ship, and report to the Board of Trade.

(5) In Queensland, under the Navigation Act of 1876, the Marine Board is 
appointed by the Governor, and consists of a Chairman and four other 
members, such Chairman being the Portmaster of the Colony for the time 
being. The Board may themselves investigate, or may cause an investiga
tion to he held by Justices, in any case of wreck or casualty to vessels, and 
incompetency of master, mate, or engineer.
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(c) In South Australia, under the Marine Board and Navigation Act, 1881, the44 and 4E Vic >
Governor is empowered to appoint eight persons to be President and first3*0, m' .
Wardens, the latter to hold office for three years, and, at the expiration of sec. s.
that time, to appoint seven persons to he Wardens, to hold office for threesec. 9. 
years. Of these seven Wardens, one is nominated hy the South Australian 
Chamber of Commerce, one hy the Adelaide Underwriters’ Association, and 
two by the owners of ships registered at any port of registry in the province, see. n. 
who have votes at the nomination of a Warden as follows:—

50 tons, 1 vote; '
_ 250 tons, 2 votes; and for additional tonnage in the same propor

tion as in New South Wales. An elective Warden must be a qualified 
elector and the registered owner of 100 tons of shipping.
A Court of Marine Inquiry is constituted, consisting of the Judges of the Sec. isi. ■
Supreme Court of the Province, all Special Magistrates of the Province, and 
nautical or engineering assessors appointed hy the Governor from a list of 
persons approved of as eligible, and furnished from time to time hy the 
Marine Board.
The Court of Marine Inquiry is authorised to make inquiry into charges of see. ise. ' 
incompetency or misconduct, and also as to shipwrecks and other casualties 
affecting ships; and for such purposes a quorum of the Court shall consist of sec. 137. 
a Judge of the Supreme Court with two assessors, or a Special Magistrate 
with two assessors, according to the nature of the Inquiry.

(d) In Victoria, the Marine Act, 1890, constitutes a Board consisting of twelve 54 vie., No. uses, 
persons, three to he appointed hy the Governor, two to he elected hy 
merchants and traders, one hy underwriters, two by owners of ships Sec. 26. 
registered in Victoria, one hy Port Phillip pilots, one hy masters, one hy 1 
certificated engineers, and one by seamen. The Governor has the power geo. 31.

of appointment of President and Vice-President from among the members.
The registered owner of ships registered in Victoria of not less than 30 tons sec. 34. 
has one vote in respect of every 30 tons owned, hut thc number of votes is 
not to exceed three. The Board makes preliminary inquiries into wrecks, sec. 170. 
casualties, &c., and reports to the Court of Marine Inquiry, which consists s™. ibl 
of the Police Magistrates of Victoria and any number of persons, not 
exceeding ten, possessed of nautical, engineering, or other special skill, 
appointed by thc Governor. The Court of Marine Inquiry is authorised to sec. xss. 
hold investigations into all cases so reported; and a quorum of such Court Sec. 184. 
shall consist of one or more Police Magistrates and two skilled members, 
such members to he nautical or engineering or other specially skilled 
members, according as the investigation is into a charge against a master 
or engineer, or into some matter requiring special skill or experience, 
respectively.

(e) In Tasmania, under the Marine Boards Act, 1857, the Governor in Council21 Tic., No. is. 
is empowered to establish Marine Boards in Hobart and Launceston,
having control of ports, wharves, &c., and all other executive matters 
within their respective jurisdiction. Local Boards may also he established 
at out-ports.
By two separate Acts passed in 1885 and 1886 the number of Wardens of the 43 vio., No. 19., and 
Hobart and Launceston Marine Boards was increased to nine in each case. 49Vlc'’No11- 
Two Wardens are appointed by the Governor, two are nominated hy the .
Municipal Councils, and two hy the Chambers of Commerce, in each city 
respectively, while the Mayor, the Collector of Customs, and the Chairman 
of the Chamber of Commerce are officio Wardens.
The Enquiry into Wrecks Act, 1874, provides that in all cases of marine as Vic., n0. 2. 
casualty involving loss of or damage to ships, or loss of life, the principal 
officer of Customs, or an officer appointed hy him, may make an inquiry, 
and, either with or without such inquiry, may apply to any two Justices 
of the Peace or to a Police Magistrate to hear the case. Such Justices or 
Magistrate may cancel or suspend any certificate.

(/)
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{f) In New Zealand the executive functions are carried out by local governing 
' bodies, styled ,c Harbour Boards,” and under tbe Shipping and Seamen's 

Act, 1877, in cases of shipping casualties, &c., the Collector of Customs, 
or any other person appointed by the Minister for the purpose, may make 
a preliminary inquiry into such casualty, and, with or without such 
preliminary inquiry, may apply to any two Justices or to a Resident 
Magistrate to hold a formal investigation. Such Justices or Magistrate 
shall have the assistance of an assessor or assessors of nautical, engineer
ing, or other special skill or knowledge, to be appointed by them for tbe 
purpose. Tbe said Justices or Magistrate, subject to confirmation by the 
Governor, may cancel or suspend the certificate of any master, mate, or 
engineer. Where such investigation is likely to involve cancellation of a 
certificate, one of the assessors to be appointed shall lie a person having 
experience in the merchant service. In 1896 the Shipping and Seamen’s 
Act Amendment Act provided that where any investigation relates to 
a steamship casualty, and a question may arise affecting the engine 
department or a person employed therein, at least one of the assessors must 
hold a first-class engineer’s certificate.

6. From tins resume of the practice at the present day obtaining in Great 
Britain, and in the Australasian Colonies other than New South Wales, it will be 
seen that in all cases, with a partial exception in the case of Queensland, tbe judicial 
functions now exorcised by the Marine Board of New South Wales arc entirely 
separated from the executive or administrative functions properly devolving upon a 
Marine Board, and are carried out by a legally qualified Court, duly constituted by 
Statute, provided over by a Judge, Commissioner, Magistrate, or Justices, assisted by 
assessors of nautical, engineering, or other special skill.

7. We cannot too strongly express our opinion as to tbe desirability of 
adopting tbe system so universally in vogue, and we are moved in no small measure 
to make this recommendation by our sense of the inadvisability of placing thc 
judicial control in the hands of gentlemen whose ordinary avocations may bring 
them into business relations with persons upon whose conduct, they are called upon 
to pass judgment.

We do not desire in any way to reflect upon or impugn the perfect impar
tiality of the members of the Marine Board, but as a question of principle, we 
feel that there should be no possible ground upon which ■ complaint of supposed 
bias could be founded. We are of opinion that if the private interests of any 
member of a Board exercising judicial functions might in any way conflict with 
his public duties, such interests form an insurmountable bar to bis proper quali
fication for the performance of such duties.

8. One of the qualifications required by section 14 of tbe Navigation Act for an 
elective Warden is tbe ownership of 250 tons of coast-trade or foreign-going shipping 
registered in tins Colony. We have ascertained that two of the present elective 
Wardens based their claim to such qualification upon the ownership of the ships 
“Tinonee” and “Argo.” Both of these vessels are, and have been for upwards of 
two years, mere hulks, that under no imaginable circumstances could be considered 
as seaworthy, or even capable of being put into that condition, short of entire 
reconstruction. We understand tbat the Wardens referred to have, since this 
inquiry was commenced, obtained the necessary qualification by purchase.

9. With regard to the present elective system, there is still another point to 
c be taken into consideration, viz., the very small maritime interests represented

directly by tbe elective Wardens. They are elected by the owners of locally 
registered shipping, of which the aggregate annual tonnage entering the 
ports of the Colony does not exceed 100,000 tons; while intercolonial and 
foreign shipping, amounting to over one and half million tons annually, is 
absolutely without direct representation on the Board, although the officers 
in charge of the vessels are all subject to its judicial control. In cases of 
collision between locally registered and foreign ships, the question of conflicting 
interests at once arises, and a most undesirable state of affairs is brought about.

If
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If the present system of vesting the judicial control in an elective Board were to be 
continued, it is clear that every interest should be represented; but, as already 
pointed out, your Commissioners hold that the whole principle is entirely wrong, and 
the judicial functions should be carried out by a Bench which would be far above all 
conflicting interests. This view is supported by the general consensus of opinion 
expressed by the witnesses examined in this Inquiry, who, in fact, arc almost 
unanimous upon the point, although they represent widely differing interests.

10. In view of the evidently obsolete and undesirable constitution of the Judicial function* 
present Marine Board, we unhesitatingly recommend that the whole of the judicial b^CourtoTM^n^ 
functions now carried out by that Board should be vested in a Court of Marine inquiry.
Inquiry, presided over by a District Court Judge, assisted by two or more
assessors of nautical, engineering, or other special skill or knowledge, who shall be 
nominated by tbe Government and paid by fees. This Court should be invested 
with power to inquire into and adjudicate upon all marine casualties, misconduct, &c., 
under sections, 87, 88, 89, and 90 of the Navigation Act, involving collision, loss or 
abandonment of ships, or loss of life. A duly authorised registered list of such 
assessors should be prepared annually, from which a panel could he selected by thc 
Judge for each inquiry. Thc list should be published or exhibited, in order that the 
parties interested may have an opportunity of exercising the right of challenge.

Your Commissioners do not think that the additional work thus thrown upon 
the District Court Judges would necessitate the appointment of another Judge. The 
number of inquiries into marine casualties and charges of misconduct held by thc 
Marine Board at Sydney, during the period of five years from 1892 to 1896 inclusive, 
was 92, or an average of a little over 18 per annum. These inquiries occupied the 
Marine Board at 220 sittings, or an average of 44 per annum. Of these sittings, 
however, a considerable proportion were merely formal meetings for tbe purpose of 
delivering reserved judgments. During tbe past ten years 65 inquiries have also 
been held at Newcastle.

The system recommended would be of very great advantage from the facilities 
which would be afforded for conducting an Inquiry in any part of the Colony where 
it might be required, and where witnesses could be at once obtained, thus effecting 
a saving both of time and expense.

11. The executive or administrative functions of the Marine Board, consisting Advisory Board to bo 
of the collection and disbursement of moneys, issue of certificates and licenses, ex^^ffunettan™ 
inspection of ships and machinery, control of the Pilot Service, management of light-eMCU 1T° unc Ions' 
houses and lightships, care of harbours, beacons, buoys, and signals, and all other 
administrative details, should be placed under the control of an Advisory Board,
consisting of three members—a Superintendent of Harbours, Lights, and Pilots, as 
Chairman, who shall perform the Departmental duties now devolving upon the 
President of the Marine Board; the Shipping Master, and the Engineer Surveyor 
to be ex officio members. This Board should meet as often as occasion may require 
for the issue of certificates and the performance of other matters of executive detail 
now performed by the Marine Board.

12. In connection with tbe foregoing recommendations we quote tbe following s»Umt points of
salient points of evidence :— evidence.

, ^ Meeks, Esq., Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce, said:—“ The present Constitution
is wrong in principle. 1 doubt whether a Marine Board is wanted. The administration is really in 
thc hands of tho President and Secretary ; the other gentlemen on the Board are only for inquiries 
about disaster, &c , which would be better dealt with by a Judge or Magistrate as Chairman, and such 
assessors as the case might require. I would advise the nomination of a formal panel, and take them 
in rotation as the Judge might require their services.” •

E. W. Jackson, Esq., Manager of the U.S S. Co. of N.Z.:—“A Board presided over by a 
competent legal authority, say, a District Court Judge, with selected assessors, would be a much more 
satisfactory tribunal than the present.”

John See, Esq., M.L.A.:—“ The most important point is to get these inquiries conducted by 
impartial people. The Court should be esactly like the Courts of law—judicial. I think that the 
Board should he a nominee Board entirely. Three men would be ample, a first-class nautical man, a 
first-class engineer, and a man something like one of our District Court Judges as Chairman. You 
would get rid of all that trouble about shipowners, sailors, engineers, and merchants electing men 
to the Board.

Bruce E. Nicoll, Esq,, late Shipowner “ I do not think a Board is wanted. Instead of a 
Board, I think it would be quite sufficient to have a harbour-master as head of the branch to supervise 
pilots, lights, and harbours. I do not think the elective principle is tbe right one. I think the

. judicial
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j udicial functions of the Board should be separated from the executive. They inquire first, hear 
the case, summon a man to answer a charge which they prefer, and sentence him themselves. I 
approve of a Court presided over and directed hy a Judge or Stipendiary Magistrate, with nautical 
or other assessors. I think the Board should be nominated, and an Appeal Court constituted.”

Captain Brooks, Lloyd’s Surveyor, ^Newcastle:—“ I do not think the elective principle has 
been a success as representing the fgeneral interests of the Colony. Outside of Sydney is not 
represented at all.”

W. B. Sharp, .Esq., Newcastle:—“Judical inquiries should he free from political influence. 
Inquiries should be conducted by a District Court Judge, with two nautical assessors. In New 
Zealand the Courts are under judicial jurisdiction, and assessors are appointed. In England similar 
provision is made. I think this plan would be equitable for all concerned.”

The President, Chamber of Commerce, Newcastle:—“ I am decidedly of opinion that the 
Marine Board is not the proper tribunal for trying cases. I am in favour of a Marine Court pre
sided over by a District Court Judge with assessors. Such a court would deal with all marine 
disasters. The local hoard can act as a board of inquiry, but it cannot issue a license certificate. 
Things were very much better done before we had a Marine Board,”

T. M. Davis, Esq., M.L.A.:—“I recommend the complete severance of the judicial from the 
executive functions. The executive functions should be entrusted to an officer subject to the 
Treasurer. I would not continue tbe Board. I would have an executive officer. I would take away 
the elective principle altogether. If a Board is considered necessary, it should he an Advisory 
Board. Have two nautical assessors who will give to the Judge a proper nautical outline of what is 
right and wliat is wrong, to cross-examine witnesses and bring out the truth, and let both of them 
sum up, and let the Judge decide on points of law. The assessors can do the technical work between 
them and let the Judge do the legal. I think this proposal would be an immense improvement, a 
benefit to all classes. I unhesitatingly say it would be much better than the present Board. It will 
be less expensive, and it certainly cannot give less satisfaction.”

Mr. Cruickshank, Engineer-Surveyor,Marine Board:—“I think two nautical assessors would 
under a Judge, be better than the present arrangement. In many cases our wardens cannot sit 
because they are interested personally, and it is the opinion of those who are capable of judging 
that representatives ought not to be shipowners, because they arc personally interested.”

Captain A. C. Turner, Managing Director of the lllawarra Steam Navigation Company :—
“ The Marine Board is a body that is nearly obsolete now......................... We should have a Board
constituted somewhat after the lines they have in the Old Country and in many other countries. 
Where the certificate of a master or a mate is to be dealt with, it should be dealt with by two 
nautical assessors, men experienced in marine matters, presided over by a Stipendiary Magistrate to 
assist them on any legal point upon which they might require his assistance. The Marine Board is 
composed of persons who are all more or less interested in business—some ship chandlers, some 
marine surveyors, others on Boards of steam companies, and such like, which must clash with the 
proper working of the Board.”

Mr. Rare, Registry Clerk, Customs Department:—“ The hulk of the votes for Wardens are 
held by the owners of small vessels. Two of the elected Wardens hold qualifications given hy vessels 
not sea-going. The Revision Court sits annually, and is conducted by two justices. Appeals are 
not frequent; I have never known of one during the six years I have been in charge. N o interest 
is taken in the courts.”

Mr. Walford, Tide Surveyor, Customs Department:—“ Both vessels (the “ Tinonee ” and the 
“ Argo ”) are quite unfit for sea. The decks are blown out of the “Argo ” from end to end, and I 
think nearly every deck beam is broken. She has been laid up for about four years. Thev are using 
the “ Tinonee ” as a hulk for any spare gear at the dock. She is not in a sea-going condition. She 
has been laid up for about four years.”

Captain Hixson, R.N., President of the Marine Board:—“The tonnage not registered in Sydney 
is not represented at the Board. The large mail steamers have no representation. The British and 
foreign shipping visiting our ports is about 1,500,000 tons, and the Colonial registered about 90,000 
tons. Our own shipping is our first care; but I admit that the money spent in the port by British 
ships is very much greater than that spent by Colonial ships.”

II. The Officers and Employees of the Marine Board; their salaries, emoluments, 
. a/nd duties.

Salaries and wages 
excessive. 
Unsatisfactory 
effects of the 
increment system.

13. Tom' Commissioners have to report that in their opinion the present 
salaries and wages paid to officers and employees of the Marine Board are in some 
cases excessive, when the nature of the duties performed is taken into consideration. 
They are much higher than those paid to officers in other Departments, and these 
salaries, not being controlled by the Public Service Board, present a contrast when 
compared with the salaries paid throughout the Service generally, which is undesirable

and
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and unfair. The Marine Board, under the powers conferred by the Navigation 
Act, recommend for appointment their Secretary, Surveyors, Inspectors, and other 
officers at such remuneration as the Governor may think adequate.

The Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council (13 August, 1885), 
approved of certain Regulations concerning the officers of the Marine Board, not 
classified under the 7th section of the Civil Service Act of 1884 ; fixed the salaries 
—-minimum and maximum; the value of quarters, fuel, and light, and the annual 
increments payable to each officer. The increment system is, in the opinion of 
Captain Hixson, still in abeyance, and he wishes to continue the increments as a 
contract with all concerned. It is unnecessary for us to dilate here upon this 
contention, and the demands which would be made upon the Government if it were 
upheld. The increment system is answerable for much confusion and dissatisfaction 
throughout the Marine Board Department. There are twelve pilots employed at 
Sydney and Newcastle with salaries varying from £200 to £398 per annum. At the 
present time four pilots receive £398 per annum each, three receive £353 each; 
there are one each at £250, £218, and £209 respectively, aud twro at £200 per annum 
each. Several of these officers entered the Service under the Regulations of 1885, 
expecting to receive the annual increments of £10 until the maximum pay fixed 
by the Regulations vTas reached. The duties performed by the pilots are of the 
same kind, and the same responsibilities attach to all. The pilots at £200 and those 
under the maximum complain that their salaries are not only inadequate, but that 
the Regulations under which they accepted their positions have not been complied 
with. The salaries of thc second-class pilots employed at the out-ports vary from 
£240 to £150. These salaries are very unsatisfactory to the pilots, whose contention 
is that they expected the salaries to be increased according to the Regulations.

Thc salaries now paid by the Marine Board are far in excess of the salaries 
in the year 1883 for services of the same kind. This is partly due to the increment 
system authorised by the Treasurer in 1885.

It may be pointed out that the Regulations above referred to provided for 
comparatively high maximum rates of pay; and in the case of boatmen, an unneces
sarily brief period elapsed between entering the Service and qualifying for maximum 
pay, the period in this ease being only five years, while pilots could only attain the 
maximum salary after twenty years’ service.

14. We are informed by Captain Hixson that many of his officers entered the Advanced age of 
Service late in life, and that the larger number of the men employed hy the BoardoQiccr8'
had passed the prime of life before they entered the Service. There are 32 men 
over the age of 60 now in the Department, of 'whom 13 are over the age of 65. Of 
this number, the Marine Board has recommended the retirement of 7, ranging from 
65 to 76 years of age, but the Public Service Board thought it undesirable to move 
in the matter pending the report of this Commission. The majority of the other 25 
who arc over 60 should also retire, but there are two or three exceptions, active men 
who are still well fitted to perform their duties. ,

15. We would call attention to the absence of any systematic check upon the Want of a Depart-
Departmental accounts, other than the annual check by the Treasury Inspector and ^c”^1t“heck up<m 
the Audit Department. ftCCOun *'

The frauds carried on for a considerable period by a former Accountant of the 
Marine Board conclusively pointed to the necessity for some effective system of 
control over the accounts. No effort appears to have been made in this direction, 
and we have the evidence of the Secretary (Commander Lindeman) showing that he - 
has no control over, or responsibility in connection with, the accounts; and that of the 
Accountant himself, who states that beyond the initialling of his pass-book by the 
President, his accounts are not in any way controlled or checked, except by the 
Treasury and Audit Department officers at long intervals. We consider that in the 
light of previous experience such a state of affairs should not he allowed to continue.

16. We have merely touched upon the lines where reforms are needed in MArino Board should
regard to the offiqe management and the salaries paid to officers, and advise that, in f0B0^'“e^ othw16 
order to secure a proper and effective reorganisation of the Department, it should he branches of the 
placed upon the same footing as other branches of the Public Service. Pubiio Service.

17.
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Salient points of 
evidence,

Efficiency of service.

Excessive cost.

Pilot steamer should 
be in charge of a 
pilot.

8

17. The following are the salient points of evidence in connection with the 
foregoing recommendation :—■

Captain Sisson, R,iSr., President of the Marine Board“ A great many officers are over the age 
of 60, having entered the Service late in life. The larger.number of the men employed by the Board 
have passed tho prime of their lives in the Mercantile Marine Sendee before they entered the service 
of the Board. ... ....

“ The system of increments was stopped in my Department by Ministerial authority; it is still 
in abeyance ; the men have what they consider to he a claim. _

“The increment system is necessarily continued by the Marine Board, although increments 
under the Civil Service Act were abolished in October, 1886. ■

“ The Secretary has no control over the officers, save in my absence, X do not find any incon
venience in checking tho expenditure {£50,000}. I am sure the Secretary has less time to do it, _

“ Our maximum wages would be considerably higher than the maximum of tho wages paid in 
the merchant service.”

Commander Lindeman, Secretary to the Marine Board:—“ I never had any supervision over 
the accounts. If I had been responsible to the President the frauds mentioned would never, I think, 
have gone on. Por a whole year the late Accountant was not checked, except hy tho President. I 
did draw the President’s attention to the unsatisfactory state of the Accountant’s work. I have no 
control.1’

Mr. Mule, Accountant:—“There is no inspection except that of the Treasury Inspector who 
visits the office about every twelve months. There is no other check. Captain Hixson initials the 
pass-book at the end of the month. He does not check at all, he merely looks at it and initials it. 
He does not compare it with any documents. The collections in my office are about £1,600 per 
annum. Captain Hixson signs the salary abstracts which I prepare. He does not demand anybody's 
signature as a guarantee of correctness. There is practically no cheek upon me, except tho Treasury 
and the Audit Office checking. Captain Lindeman has no control whatever over the accounts.’’

III. The Pilot Service.

18. The Pilot Service appears to he in a satisfactory state of efficiency^both 
at Port Jackson and at the out-stations. The necessity for a steam pilot service at 
Newcastle was very strongly urged upon us, and is very apparent, but as the “ Ajax ” 
has been recently selected for service at that port, it is unnecessary to refer any 
further to the matter in this Report.

19. While recognising the general efficiency of thc service, we are compelled 
to point out that it has been established and is being maintained at a cost altogether 
disproportionate to actual requirements and the benefits accruing from its operations. 
The pilot steamer “Captain Cook” is a most expensive vessel, having cost £22,500. 
Her general appearance, fittings, and appointments are those of a private steam- 
yacht, rather than a serviceable pilot boat. The total annual cost for salaries and 
wages amounts to about £3,300, inclusive of the wages of four boatmen employed 
on a steam-launch used for taking pilots from outward-bound vessels. The salary of 
the master, £416 per annum, is much higher than thc pay of masters in first-class 
vessels on the coast. The master, mate, engineers, and pilots are paid a liberal, 
victualling allowance of 18s. per week each, and a cook and providore is also paid 
£143 per annum to make all necessary purchases and arrangements. The sailors are 
paid on a less liberal scale, and rations are not found for them. We are of opinion 
that the victualling could be carried out much more economically by contract. 
Although maintained at such a heavy cost, the “Captain Cook” is idle for thc 
greater part of her time. During the month of March last she was away from he]' 
moorings for thirty-eight hours only. That the men arc idle fully two-thirds of 
their time is admitted by Captain Hixson.

It has been suggested that a considerable saving could be effected by placing 
the pilot steamer in charge of a pilot instead of a master; and that the pilot last on 
board should he in command of the vessel until his turn comes for a ship, and he 
replaced in due order, the first officer, who is also a qualified pilot, being in return 
command when the two pilots have been placed in charge of vessels.

W'hcn the Navigation Acts Amendment Bill was before thc Legislative 
Council in 1894, a comparison was instituted between tho system of a Government 
Pilot Service as adopted in this Colony and the New York system of licensing pilots, 
who compete for employment.

We carefully considered this aspect of the question, and came to the conclusion 
that, althougli the licensing system may be admirably adapted to a country where 
the population is large, and the shipping trade correspondingly so, wc think it would

not
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not bo wise to wholly depend upon such a system; but, by reference to the following 
paragraph, it will be seen that we recommend the grafting on to the present system 
of a modification of the licensing system.

_ 20■ Wc ere informed that the cost, of the Port dackson Pilot Service is equal Work performed by
to 57 per cent, of the whole; that of Newcastle, 27 per cent.; and that of the J’iloK staff 
out-stations is represented by the remaining 16 per cent. In 1896, 629 vessels werebc reduccd' 
attended by pilots at Sydney, and 837 at Newcastle. There arc twelve pilots 
employed—five at Sydney and seven at Newcastle. It will thus be seen that the 
number of vessels to each pilot for the year was 126 at Sydney and 119 at 
Newcastle, or about one vessel per pilot every third day; but at Newcastle the 
pilots are also engaged in the harbour removals of vessels, which are much more 
frequent than at Sydney. We consider that the number of staff pilots might bc 
reduced, and those not retained on the staff might be employed for occasional 
services as licensed pilots, and paid at per ship or otherwise.

21. There appears to be a considerable loss of revenue owing to the irregular Lo>; of revenue, 
and unauthorised removal of vessels in and from thc harbour. It will be the duty
ol. the Superintendent of Harbours, if such an officer be appointed, as suggested in 
paragraph 11 of this Report, to stop this leakage of revenue.

22. In connection with thc foregoing recommendations, we quote the following Saiiont pDilltt of
salient points of evidence :— evidence.

i < n ®aP*am R N.“3f you take the intermediate wage o£ the captain and officers of
the Captain Cook/ I do not think they are high, but if you take the maximum they are. X have no 
doubt that you could get men to fill these oflices at the salaries named, via.:—mate, £15; second 
mate, £12 ; fireman, £10 ; seamen and boatmen, £9, per month. The men are idle much longer than 
they are engaged—perhaps two-thirds of their time idle. (Captain Cook’s crew.) There are times 
when all hands are more or less unemployed.”

^ Thomas, Esq. I think £416 a year, and 18s. a week, is too much for the master of 
the Captain Cook,’ considering that men of equal qualifications can be obtained for less in other '
services.”

J. If. Storey. Esq.“ 1 was a member of the Civil Service Commission. IVe thought the 
oiliccrs on board the ‘ Captain Cook’ grossly overpaid.”

Captain Creer, Master of the “Captain Cook :—“I cannot see that in any single case my 
officers are overpaid. 1 would not reduce the number, nor advise the reduction of wages.”

Captain Cross, Newcastle :—“ I think the duties of the Newcastle are very much more onerous 
than those of the Sydney pilots. I think the master of the 1 Captain Cook ’ is very well paid. 1 
consider the master oi the 1 -Ajax ’ well paid at £250 per annum, and 18s. per week allowance.”

Captain JLxson, R.X.i—“The amount paid for victualling the ‘Captain Cook’ (£470 per 
annum) does seem large for seven people. It would, perhaps, be more economical to put all hands 
on sca-going wages, and feed them hy contract. The Pilot Service outside the Port of Sydnev is 
carried on at a considerable loss.” '

IV. Lighthouses, Lightships, and Beacons.

, r^lc salaries of lightkeepors arc not paid in accordance with tbe relative Necessity for
importance of tbe lights. There should, in onr opinion, bo a classification of theb'ing lights, 
lights, taking into consideration their relative value to shipping, isolated or dangerous 
position, &c., and the salaries should be fixed in accordance with the nature of 
the duties.

ciasEs-

24. A large proportion of the lightkeepers are men of advanced years. It Advanced age 0f 
would be well to fix a limit of age for all lightkeepers in accordance with thelielltkoe-ei's- 
provisions of the Public Service Act.

-'r’* The Members of the Marine Board make an annual tour of inspection of insufficient, inspcc- 
the lighthouses and pilot stations. \\re are informed that it not infrequently happ 0„g tioti of lighthouses 
that some of the lighthouses cannot bc visited owing to bad weather, and, conse-and p’Iot stotl0ns' 
qucntly, they sometimes remain for two years without any inspection, being visited 
only by the si cam-tugs which are under contract to carry supplies to them. Such 
a condition of affairs should not be allowed to continue, and we recommend that it 
should he the duty of one of the responsible officers of the Department to visit all 
lighthouses and pilot stations at irregular intervals at least once in every year, thus 
ensuring a far more efficient supervision. This could be accomplished without an 
addition to the staff*.

197—C 26.
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Excessive cost of 26. The lightship ” BiTtiTiblc,” oil the Sow find Pigs, is maintained at what
lightship “Bramble." y0Uj, Commissioners consider the excessive cost of £800 per annum hi salaries and 

quarters. A suggestion has been made to us that it would he possible to connect 
the Macquarie and Hornby Lights, and a fixed light on the Sow and Pigs by cable, 
and light all three by electricity generated at the one station. Whether this scheme 
will be found practicable or not, there is no doubt that the present cost of main
tenance of the lightship might be considerably reduced without in any way impairing 
its efficiency. Gas is supplied within a few yards of the Hornby Light, and it 
appears desirable that it should he laid on for lighting purposes.

Evidence. 27. We quote thc following evidence in connection with thc foregoing
recommendations:—

Captain, Hixson, S.N.“ Tt haa been the practice of the Marine Board to visit tho light
houses and stations annually with our secretary. We used to pay £400 for tho steamer, and tho 
unofficial members of the Board were paid 15s. per day as travelling allowance The hghthouse- 
keepers and their assistants look forward to the visit of the Board,and have everything slnpsb^ape. T 
think men might bc employed up to 05 years of age at lighthouse work, except at places like bohtary
and Montagu Islands.” . . . .

Captain A. C. Turner“ Touching the lighthouses, the inspection is almost a farce, llic 
people at all the lighthouses know a month before that there is going to lie a picnic, and, of course, 
everything is got in order for the inspection. It should be done as it is in the other colonies. The 
Superintending Engineer goes round occasionally when he is not expected, and he sees things as they 
are, and not as they are got ready for inspection hy the Marine Board.

UruceB. Hieolt, Es#.:—'! think there should he an Inspector of Lighthouses and lilot 
Stations, to go right along the coast. They want looking to occasionally. I think these places 
should be visited more than once a year.’-

K—The Tug Service.

Tug Service should 28. The tug service at the Northern Rivers has received our earnest atten-
witirpiiotSe^te. tion, and we are of opinion that it could he rendered very much more useful,

■ both to thc settlers and shipowners trading to those rivers, by combining it
with the pilot service in sncli a manner that thc whole would be directly under 
Government control. It lias been suggested to us that it was an unnecessary 
step on the part of the Government to take up such an expensive work in the 
first instance, as it was carried on for many years without any assistance, and 
wherever trade appeared vessels were found ready to undertake the necessary 
towage work without subsidy; hut your Commissioners think that, taking into 
account thc great importance of the trade of the flourishing districts drained by 
these Rivers, and the comparative absence of railway facilities which other parts of 
the Colony enjoy, a wise policy lias been pursued in establishing a tug service. 
They, however, consider that each tug should he entirely under the control of the 
Government pilot and his crew.

Advantages to be 29. The advantages to he anticipated from a combined pilot and tug service
8aincd- are very great, both on the grounds of economy and efficiency. As at present

maintained, the two services are carried on at a very heavy cost to the Government, 
and, in the case of the tugs, to shipowners also. Both services are maintained for 
tho same object, vir/., to afford facilities to navigation; hut being under separate 
control, the one of the Government and the other of private enterprise, there is a 
frequent clashing of interests, resulting in friction between the pilots and the tug- 
masters. Tho object of the latter is to earn what they can for their principals 
in addition to the subsidy, and to avoid risk of damage to their vessels as far as 
possible. It can therefore ho easily understood that, in attempting to do the best 
for their employers, the tug-masters come into conflict with the Government pilot, 
and thus the public interests suffer. The evidence taken hy your Commissioners 
conclusively shows that it is very desirable in tho best interests of the public that 
the two services should be combined and placed under control of the pilots.

Greater usefulness of 80. It has been proved to your Commissioners that tho northern river pilots
combined services. are jn mogt histances unemployed for a largo proportion of their time, and they arc 

not only willing, but anxious to do more work. If they had a steam tug at their 
disposal they could, in the intervals of towing work, perform tho duties of sounding 
and buoying the river bars, attending to leading lights, and other necessary details, 
with far greater expedition than is possible at present. When not required for the 
work of the Marine Board, the tug would also be available for occasional service in 
connection with thc Public Works Department. 31.
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31. Tho following evidence is quoted in connection with the foregoing Evidence, 
recommendations:—

John See, JZsq., M.L.A.: —“ The pilot men have not got enough to Jo. The G-overnment should 
provide the tugs, using the present pilots’ crows to man the tug boats. There would he a considerable 
saving, and a much better service for the shipowners and steamers. The North Coast Company paid 
tho tugs £1,025 in 1S96. _ The present charges are excessive. I give my cordial support to having 
the tugs (Government) on the rivers. The life of a tug on the Richmond would he nboutfifteen years.
I do not think the tug service as capable and efficient as it might he, unless the boats are absolutely 
under the control of the pilots. At present it ia a money-making business, and it ought not to be.
X am sure that with what they would save, and with the towages earned, the Government would 
make an enormous saving on the whole service. I would propose that the tug boat he the pilot boat."

J. IT. Sloraj, Esq.:—“ The tugs are absolutely necessary. I have been long of opinion that 
tugs should be thc property of the Government, manned by the pilot and a proper crew. Whenever 
vessels get into difficulties, the tug owners make special charges for any services they render, over 
aud above the tonnage charge.” ,

T. It. Allt, Esq.:—“ The tug service and the pilots do not work well together. The pilot 
should have full charge of the tug. Whilst the pilot and the tug services are separate, there will 
always be trouble on the rivers. During the last five years we have paid the tug services £3,220.
Most of the tugs draw six feet. The service at present is very unsatisfactory. I am strongly of that 
opinion.”

Bruce B. Nicoll, Esq. .'—“The pilots are generally at loggerheads with the tug-masters. The 
pilot has not the slightest control. He may want to go out and sound the bar, and because it is rough 
the tug-master may refuse to go. I used to pay the tug at the Richmond £1,500 a year for towages.
I have known ten or twelve vessels waiting at the heads to go out, and the tug has gone to Lismore to 
tow a vessel (55 miles. The pilot could do nothing. I have known the same kind of thing to happen 
at the Tweed, The Government should own, the tugs, and have them under tho control of their 
officers. I do not think it would he more expensive than the present system. A boat suitable for 

■ the Richmond could be built for £8,000; the boats for the other rivers need not be so costly. The 
cost of the crew would not come to the cost of the subsidy; if you put the pilot’s crew on it would be 
much cheaper. There always will he friction between the pilots and the tug-masters. The boiler of 
such a tug as you describe would last ten years, and the hull twenty years. The machinery, with ' 
care, would last all the time.”

Captain A. C. Turner —“ Thc principle of subsidising tugs for the pilot service is a very good 
thing for the owner of the boats. We used to pay in the olden days, and now the Government are 
good enough to step in and pay the subsidy, and so reduce the towing expenses.”

T. M. Davis, Esq., M.L.A.:—“ Tbe Government might take up the tugs. I think it would he 
more economical to subsidise boats. If the Government had the tug the pilot would be the master.
At present the pilot and thc tdg"captain get at loggerheads. The captain^of the tug-boat is the 
real captain.

It. 21. B. Jlickson, Esq., Under Secretary for Public "Works:—“ I have always held that therb 
was a very large unnecessary expense in connection with the pilotage and the tug service of those 
ports. "With regard' to the northern rivers, it is, of course, necessary to have a steamer, but I think 
the steamer and tho pilot service ought to he amalgamated. "Where the tug-boats are required 
they should he placed under the charge of the pilot, and have only the one service. I think it would 
be better for tho Government to supply the tugs themselves. I am quite satisfied that the service 
could be kept up at the present cost of tho pilot service alone, if the pilots had the tugs.”

T. W. Keele, Esq., District Engineer, Ballina, Richmond River:—“ It would be more reliable if 
thc Government owned the tugs and utilised the services of the pilot as master and the boatmen as crew.
I think tho sole control should be in the hands of tho pilot. I have always been of that opinion; it 
would save all this friction and would give a better and, I think, a cheaper service. They have a 
very good man on tho tug, hut he is not a trained seaman; he is a landsman. The pilot might think 
it right to go out and sound tho bar, and the master of the tug, representing the owner’s interest, 
might think it wrong. If the pilot had full control he would have all the power and all the responsi
bility.”

Bilot Thompson, Wollongong:—“ I have not had occasion to take tliehug out once this year 
to dato for our own purposes. Tug subsidy, £28 per month.”

Captain McAulcy, Pilot, Tamba:—“ I do not see why we could not work a tug of our own 
with tho station crew. I think it would work. The muster of the tug and myself have had little 
differences—a little friction—that would all ho removed if we had our owu tug. I think there is no 
question that wc might work a tug of our own—it can bc done all right by my crew.”

Captain Fraser, Pilot, Richmond River:—“ I. think the tug must have got £1,500 beyond 
the subsidy in 1896, outside what she received from the Dredging Department. There is always a 
certain amount of friction with the master of the tug. The insurance is a heavy item; it is against 
the boat going out in bad weather when she is most wanted.”

C. W. Barley, Esq..-—“ There are some most active and efficient pilots, and men, who, if they 
had charge of tho tugs, would get good work out’of them.”

Captain Hixson, li.N.:—“ I am adverse to any changes in the present system. If you give 
£10,000 to tho Richmond you would have to give it to every other river in the country. I think it 
would be a very great mistake to introduce such a plan as that you suggest. Private enterprise 
does the work as effectually as the Government could do it. I have seen many of these schemes— 
they look well on paper—but they do not turn out well. I am very adverse to it. There is really 
no necessity for a tug at the Clarence River.”

FI.
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VI.—Miscellan eons.

Present limited 32. Very great stress was laid by the members of the Local Marine Board
LocitTM°arine PoanLan(^ members of the Cliamber of Commerce, at Newcastle, njion the limited

powers of the Local Marine Board as at present constituted. Complaints were made 
that for such a simple matter as the issue of a waterman’s license, it was necessary 
to remit the fee to Sydney and obtain the signatures of the principal Board’to the 
license before it could be issued. Such restricted powers appear to be altogether 

* inadequate, wdien the importance of the port of Newcastle is tab on into consideration.
Should the recommendation of your Commissioners with regard to the establishing 
of a Court of Inquiry be acted upon, such Court will of course be opened at 
Newcastle for the purpose of conducting local inquiries.

"We quote the following evidence in regard to the Local Marine Board at 
Newcastle ;— "

Captain Cross, Chairman of the Local Marine Board:—“ We have no powers. Wcare subordinate 
to the Board in Sydney. We cannot issue certificates of any kind. We cannot issue a waterman’s 
license. We send the fee to Sydney, and when the license is signed by the President and members of 
tbe Board it is returned. It is very irksome to be in such a subordinate position, having to refer every
thing to the Sydney Board.”

Duncan J. McLean, Esq., member of the Local Marine Board:—“The merest trifle has to be 
referred to Sydney. The Board, as now constituted, is not satisfactory to the public at Newcastle. With 
the experience I have gained, I do not consider it desirable to continue the Local Board as it is.”

Siast'acro0mmo-ater The urgent necessity for greater ballast accommodation was prominently
elation at Newcastle. put before us at Newcastle. Great dissatisfaction has been expressed by the shipping 

community with regard to the limited berthing space now available for vessels dis
charging ballast, there being frequently three or four ships abreast, either waiting 
their turn or discharging over the intermediate vessels.

Life-boat Services. 34. The Life-boat Service is apparently in a most unsatisfactory and inefficient
condition both at Port Jackson and Newcastle. When your Commissioners were 
visiting the latter place, evidence was given that the life-boat had for some time 
been considered absolutely dangerous; hut since that visit we arc informed that a 
new life-boat has been placed on the station. We are of opinion, however, that 
there is far too little practice on the part of the crew, and that in proportion to the 
work done the present cost is excessive. Twenty-two boatmen are paid £12 per 
annum each, and a coxswain £50 per annum, for manning the life-boat, which appears 
to have been taken out “ about once a month ” or “ about twice a quarter,” 
according to two different accounts,

The Port Jackson arrangements are of a surprisingly haphazard nature. A 
signal is hoisted on the flagstaff at irregular intervals to notify to casual fishermen 
and others that a crew is required to take the life-boat out for exercise. As 10s. is 
paid to each of the crew it is not difficult to secure a complement, hub whether the 
same spirit of competition for a place in the boat would he shown in a case of ship
wreck in heavy weather is altogether a matter for conjecture. Captain Crcer as 
“ organiser ” receives £1 each time the boat goes out.

# In pleasing contrast to the foregoing we found that the pilot at the Clarence 
had improvised a life-boat by fitting a whale-boat with air-tight tanks. This boat is 
manned by the pilot and his boatmen, and they neither ask nor receive any special 
pay for this duty.

Obetruetion^i° 35, The Mayor of Lismore called our attention to the difficulty of keeping
XoHhernKivera. ^ie waters of the north arm of the Richmond River in a clear state for navigation,

and of preventing the blocking of the fairway by timber rafts and fallen timber. 
He pointed out that, in order to procure the prosecution of offenders, it was 
necessary to refer each case to the Marine Board at Sydney, and obtain authority to 
take proceedings. Valuable time was thus lost and the difficulty of securing a 
conviction increased, while the obstructions remained as a menace to navigation. 
He suggested that some officer residing in the district should he appointed as 
representing the Government, with power to remove obstructions and take proceedings

against
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against offenders. We consider tliat it is necessary to provide for either executive 
or legislative action to empower local officers to take immediate steps in such, cases.
The IS'avigahlc Waters Protection Act of 1862 contains provisions regulating the dis
charge of ballast and preventing any obstruction being placed in navigable waters. Tli e 
administration of this Act was entrusted to the Public Works Department, which pro
vided a wholesome cheek; but after the Navigation Act came into force it was decided 
that tlic Marine Board alone had jurisdiction in respect of the navigable waters.
Since that decision no further action appears to have been taken by the Public 
Works Department. The Engincer-in-Chief for Public Works informs us that his 
Department maintains an expensive staff to take snags out of the Northern Elvers ; 
that residents fell trees into or across the rivers, and men have to be sent to remove 
them. Reports have been made to the Marine Board, but “their system is so 
cumbersome and troublesome as to be practically unworkable.5’

The powers conferred by the Navigable Waters Act of 1862 might be revived, 
and the administration carried out, as before, by the Public Works Department.

36. Dissatisfaction has been expressed to us by seamen and boatmen that a uniforms for boat- 
certain preference is shown towards some of the boatmen (18 at Sydney and 2 atmen- 
Newcastle) who are each supplied with two suits of uniform every year. These boat
men, we are informed by Captain Hixson, are employed in conveying distinguished
visitors about, and it is considered necessary that their appearance should be 
presentable. Your Commissioners are of opinion that, as the uniform is supplied to 
such a large proportion of the men, it should he supplied to all, which would, at a 
small expense, remove a cause of complaint.

37. Steamship owners are of opinion that the law requiring that all passenger
carrying steamships shall be surveyed twice at least in every year, at such con
venient times as tlie Marine Board may direct, is harsh and oppressive. It is urged 
that the opening up of machinery every six months is not necessary, and that the 
delay caused by such examinations inflicts serious loss upon owners. ' It is pointed 
out that the present active competition compels them, in their own interests, to 
maintain their vessels in a high state of efficiency, and that consequently the half- 
yearly inspection is both harassing and unnecessary. The Navigation Act gives the 
fullest power to the Marine Board to suspend certificates at any time, and in other 
ways to protect the travelling public. The additional fees imposed by the Act GO 
Vic. No. 36 have largely increased the cost of these frequent examinations, and con
sequently with the added delay caused by the half-yearly overhaul, and the loss of 
the earnings of the vessels, the charges against passenger steamships have become 
greatly increased in this Colony.

38. The following evidence is quoted as bearing upon the subject of periodical Evidence, 
surveys:—

F. W. Jackson, Fuq., Manager, Union Steamship Company of New Zealand:—The delay is 
anything from three days to a week. "We, as well aa other companies, feel it very much, because, 
for own sakes, we keep our steamers in good order. We do not want to court a break down. The 
engineers on board arc supposed to, and they do, keep the vessels in good order; but, according to 
the laws here, we have to stop our ships every six months, in order that the authorities may examine 
them. The Government engineers at ports of call, and other authorities, can go on board tbe 
steamers, and satisfy themselves whether or not the vessels are being kept up; and, if they have 
reason to find fault, they can call upon the owners at any time to put the steamers into seagoing 
order. The fees arc increased also—an additional £1 is charged for every 300 tons or part thereof ; 
that is somewhat a tax upon us. One steamer the other day cost us £10 or guineas, instead of £4— 
the maximum charge before November, 1890, for certificate fees.

Captain A. C. Turner, Managing Director of Illawarra Steam Navigation Company:—In New*
South Wales certificates (steam) are granted for six months. That was necessary with the old 
boats ; hut now, owing to competition, an owner cannot allow his boats to get into disrepair. It is 
the owners interest to keep the boats in good running. We finditrather irksome opening everything 
up every six months, and we think it is unnecessary.

Mr. I). Cruickshank, Chief Engineer Surveyor:—“We are compelled to have examinations 
every six months. Of course, we have the power to make an examination as often as we like. It is 
necessary to have frequent examinations of small steamers because there is no skilled labour in them, 
but in the large ships there is always skilled labour. The shipping people have complained several 
times. I regard that as a defect in the Act. I think, with provision to meet special cases, an annual 
examination would be sufficient.”

SUMMARY
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS.
To sum up we recommend :—

1. That the judicial functions of the Marine Board be separated from the
administrative functions; that a Court of Marine Inquiry be constituted, 
to be presided over by a District Court Judge, assisted by two or more 
assessors of nautical, engineering, or other special skill or knowledge, 
nominated by the Government, and paid by fees; and that the judicial 
functions of the Marine Board be vested in such Court of Marine Inquiry.

2. That a Marine Board be nominated, consisting of a Superintendent of
Harbours, Lights, and Pilots as Chairman; the Shipping Master, and the 
Engineer-Surveyor, who shall carry out the administrative functions of the 

‘ Department.
3. That the Officers of the Marine Board Department be graded at salaries

upon a scale uniform, as far as possible, with tliat current in other 
Branches of the Public Service.

4. That several officers of advanced age be retired.
5. That a systematic check upon the Departmental Accounts be instituted.
6. That the lighthouses and pilot stations be inspected at irregular intervals by

a responsible officer of the Department.
7. That the Public Works Department be re-invested with the necessary

authority to deal with obstructions in Harbours, Rivers, and Creeks in 
manner provided by the Navigable Waters Act of 18G2.

8. That the Tug and Pilot services be amalgamated and placed under control
of the pilots—the service to be carried out by steamers cither owned 
or chartered by the Government.

9. That the Life-boat service be reorganised. ■
10. That the Navigation Act, 35 Vic. No. 7, sec. 29, be amended and made 

to accord with the Merchant Shipping Act of the United Kingdom, and 
the Acts of other of the Australian Colonics, which require tliat steam
ships intended to cany passengers shall be surveyed once at, least in each 
year.

In closing our Report we desire to state that our colleague, Mr. T. A. Coghlan, 
left the Colony shortly after the work of the Commission began, and consequently 
he has not had an opportunity of acting, except during two of the earlier sittings. 
We also desire to acknowledge our obligation to Mr. A. R Basset Hull, the 
Secretary of the Commission, for the zealous and efficient service rendered to us in 
carrying out the details of the Commission.

We have the honor to be,
Your Excellency’s most obedient Servants,

J. BARLING, President.
G. A. WILSON,
JAMES POWELL.

A. R Basset Hull, Secretary.
Sydney, Tuesday, 27th July, 1897.
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WITNESSES EXAMINED.

1. Captain Francis Hixson, H.N’., President of the Marine Board.
2. Commander George Sidney E. Lindeman, R.N., Secretary of the Marine Board.
3. Francis Rule, Accountant, Marino Board.
4. James Edic, Government Shipping Master.
5. William Douglas Cruickshank, Chief Engineer and Surveyor, Marine Board.
6. John Henderson Bedford, Examiner in Seamanship, Marine Board.
7. Lion Henry Walford, Tide Surveyor, Customs Department.
8. William Hare, Clerk in the Registration of Shipping Branch, Customs Department.
9. Joseph Leddra, Superintendent of tho lightship “Bramble,”

10. Joseph Creer, Mastor-in-charge of the Pilot Service.
11. Herbert Orton, Cook and Provodore, “ Captain Cook.''
12. James Fothoringham, Chief Officer, “ Captain Cook.”
13. Andrew William Jack, Senior Pilot, “Captain Cook,”
14. Edward Brodrick, Chief Engineer, “ Captain Cook.” 

r>. James Nuth, Fireman, “Captain Cook.”
16. George Avelar, Seaman, “ Captain Cook.”
17. John Moncrieff, Seaman, “ Captain Cook.”
18. E Stratton, Seaman, “Captain Cook.”
19. Herbert Robert Cross, President of the Local Marine Board, Newcastle.
20. Duncan John McLean, Member of the Local Marine Board, Newcastle.
21. Frank Gardner, Member of the Local Marine Board, Newcastle,
22. Henry Newton, Harbour-master, Newcastle.
23. Thomas Brooks, Lloyd’s Surveyor, Newcastle.
24. William B Sharp, Shipping Agent and Colliery Shipping Manager, Newcastle.
25. Henry ’William Finch, Shipping Clerk to R. B. Wallace, Neweastle.
26. George Melville, Assistant Harbour-master, Newcastle.
27. Joseph Henry Storey, J.P., Merchant, and Chairman of the Underwriters’ Association.
2S. James Fotheringham, Chief Olficer, 11 Captain Cook ” (second examination).
29. John Lawrence, Harbour-master's Clerk, Marine Board,
30. Thomas Robert Allt, J.P., Chairman of the North Coast Steam Navigation Company, Limited.
31. Francis John Thomas, Manager of the Newcastle and Hunter River Steamship Company, Limited.
32. John Sec, M.L. A., J.P., Merchant, and Director of the North Coast Steam Navigation Company, Limited.
33. Henry McAuley, Pilot at Vamba, Clarence River.
34. Robert Adie Fraser, Pilot at Ballina.
35. Thomas William Keele, District Engineer, Harbours and Rivers Department, Ballina,
36. J F O’Flynn, J.P., Mayor of Lismore.
37. William Macgregor, Pilot at Tweed Heads.
38. Frederick ’William Jackson, Manager of the Union Steamship Company of New Zealand, Sydney.
39. Captain Francis Hixson, R.N., President of the Marine Board (second examination).
40. Henry Pettit, Harbour-master, Marine Board.
41. Frederick Bracegirdle, Assistant Harbour-master, Marine Board.
42. Thomas Robertson Thompson, Assistant Harbour Master, Marine Board.
43. Alexander Sangstcr, Water Bailiff and Inspector of Shipping, Marine Board.
44. Bruce Baird Nicoll, Merchant, and formerly Owner of Steamers trading to Northern Rivers.
45. Alfred William Meehs, J.P., of Messrs. Gibbs, Bright, & Co., Merchant, and Chairman of the Chamber

of Commerce.
46. Alfred Settrcc, Merchant, and Owner of Sailing Vessels trading to the Northern Rivers.
47. Alfred Langley, Merchant, and Owner of Sailing Vessels trading to the Northern Rivers.
43. George do Fraino, Owner of Subsidised Steam Tug at Camden Haven.
49. Cecil West Darley, J, P., Engineer-in-Chief, Public Wnrks Department.
50. Captain Francis Hixson, B.N., President of the Marino Board (third examination).
51. William Newton, Inspector of Shipping, Marino Board.
52. Andrew Thompson, Pilot and Harbour M aster, W ollongong.
53. Edmund Potts, Customs Officer, Wollongong.
54. Thomas Martin Davis, M.L. A.
55. Roheit Rowan Put don Hickson, Under Secretary for Puhlio Works.
56. Francis Buckle, Lighterman and Steam-tug Proprietor.
57. Angel Cooper Turner, Managing Director of the Hlawaria Steam Navigation Company.

Sydney: ‘William Anitlegatc OuUick, tiovornmeut Priutcr.-lSO".
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON MARINE BOARD.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.

MONDAY, 22 MARCE., 1S97.

PRESENT:—
JOSEPH BABXJNG-, Esq., J.P., Pbehidext.
GrEOKGrE ALEXANDER -WILSON, Esq, J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq, J.P. .

Captain Erancis Hixson, R.N, sworn and examined:—
1. President,'] You hold the position of President of the Marino Hoard? I have held the office of XJ.^'riP^a:jP,_ 
President of the Marine Board of New South Wales for the last twenty-six years—since the Act of ^lXBOn’ 1 
Incorporation was passed by Parliament.
2. Ihen you have continuously occupied the office and discharged its duties for twenty-six years ? Yes ; ar'' ' 
I have discharged the duties of the office since the Act of Incorporation was passed in the year 1871.
•J, Prior to that you occupied another position ? Yes ; I was Superintendent of Pilots, Lighthouses, 
and Harbours.
4. And you carried out all the duties of the Board ? Yes, in connection with the members of the Marino 
Board.
5. This is merely a formal sitting ; it is not intended to go on at onee, but we should like you to be good 
enough to produce some documents, of which I will give you a list, and then wo shall ask you a few 
questions ? I shall be very glad to produce what you require.
0. IVe would ask you to supply us with the following documents:—

(a) Return of the number of inquiries held by the Marine Board at Sydney concerning wrecks and 
other marine casualties, from 1887 to 1890 (both inclusive), showing the number of vessels and total 
tonnage for each year.
(1} Return of the number of inquiries hold by the Marine Board at Newcastle, concerning wrecks 
of vessels and other marine casualties, from 1887 to 1890 (both inclusive), showing the number of 
vessels and total tonnage for each year. .
(e) Return of the number of inquiries held by the Marine Board concerning wrecks of vessels and 
other casualties, from 1887 to 1890 (both inclusive), at ports or on rivers other than at Sydney or 
Newcastle, showing the number of vessels and total tonnage for each year.
(i/) Return showing tho total revenue of the Marino Board Department for the year 1883, under 
the several headings, viz., pilotage, harbour, light, and removal dues; fees, licenses, charges, &c.
(tf) Return of the total expenditure of the Marine Board Department for the year 1883, showing 

■ tlie amount paid for contingent exjjenses, the amount of salaries and fees paid to members of the 
Board, and the amount of salaries and allowances paid to each officer, together with his full name 
age, and position held for each station during that year. ’
(/) Return of steamers subsidised by Marine Board, showing where located, amount of annual 
subsidy, periods of existing contracts, dates when contracts expire.
(.?) Return showing names of present members of Marino Board at Sydney and Newcastle, dis
tinguishing those appointed by the Governor from those elected by shipowners and merchants- 
dates when their respective tenures of office close ; stated times of meeting ; individual attendances 
of members during year ended 31st December, 1896; rates of remuneration granted to members (a) 
by salary, (1>) by foes; amount of salaries, fees, or allowances received by each member durinsr year 
ended 31st December, 1896. J
(h) Return of officers and employees, classified under the various branches, such as office staff, 
engineers, surveyors and inspectors, pilot boats and boatmen, lighthouse keepers. The particulars 
to be furnished respecting each officer and employee are Surname ; Christian name in full; ac-e 
last birthday ; dale of appointment—Co) by examination, (b) by nomination, (c) by whom recom- 
meiidcd ; length oi service up 1o 2Sth Eehruary, 1S97; break in service (from to )■
position held; amount of annual salary; amount of allowances, fees, or other emoluments: total 
amount of salary and emoluments ; description, in detail, of duties performed.
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Captain Two copies of regulations under whiuli officers and employees of the Marine Board were granted
Hixsou, RN. annual increments of their salaries from the year 1884.
22Mar.,i807. O’) l''vo copies each of “Navigation Act of 1871,” 35 Vic. No. 7_ and 3G Vic. No. 30; also, any

subsequent Acts on the same subject, and CO Vie. No. 3C. Hegulations issued by the Marine Board 
to pilots, light-keepers, &c. Laws and regulations (abstract) issued by the Marine Board, 1897.

7. Can you tell us, Captain Hixson, how many steamers and launches you have ? There are seven or 
eight, I think. 1. The pilot steamer “ Captain Cook,” employed at the Heads ; 2. The “ Carrington” ;
3. The “Premier”; 4. The “ Nea”; 5. The “Gladys"; <». The “Sol”; 7. The small pinnace, and a 
steamer employed at Newcastle, the name of which is the “ Barrossa.”
8. All these, with the exception of the one at Newcastle, are employed at Sydney ? Yes. _ _
9. Can you supply us with the primary cost of these vessels, and the cost of maintaining tho service in 
which they are employed ? Do you require it at once ?
10. No. You can prepare it ? Yes, I will prepare a return.
11. How long will it take, do you think, to prepare that information ? I think it will take a week or two.
12. If we adjourn until this day fortnight, do you think that will give you sufficient time ? Yes ; 1 think 
it could be prepared in that time. I might say that we have realiy no staff in the office, and are not able 
to prepare important returns at once. We have a secretary and an accountant, but very little else.
13. Several of the returns are merely formal ? T think the returns can be prepared in the time, but I 
should be glad if you could make it any other day but Monday ; this is my Board day.
14. Bay Wednesday afternoon? Yes ; that would do better.
15. If ne gave you temporary assistance eould you not do it in a week ? I do not think so. You see 
it is work of a character that can only be done by the men in the oftice. If you give me until Wednesday 
fortnight I think it can he done.
1G. In the meantime we might inspect the Marine Board Offices, and, although it has not been settled, 
we might find it necessary to visit some of the lighthouses at Newcastle, ’Wollongong, and on the Clarence 
and Bichmond Bivers;—eould yon give us a typical lighthouse? Yes; the Macquarie Light, or Smoky 
Cape, or Solitary Island ; but Solitary' Island would be difficult to get at. You would have to go by sea, 
and would then have to be hoisted up by a rope, which would be rather inconvenient to the members of 
the Commission. It would incommode the Commission to go there, perhaps; but Smoky Cape would not 
be cither so inconvenient or so difficult.. _
17. Mr. Powell (to the President) : When you referred to the cost of the steam and launch service, did
you mean the cost aud working of each launch ? The President: 1 mean first to get the primary cost of 
the vessels, aud then the cost of keeping up the service. Witness: We have only twelve men for all the 
reliefs, and some go to work at G o’clock in the morning and some at 7. It is arranged so as to bring it 
as nearly as possible to the eight-hour system. Wo cannot keep tbe men always on duty. _
18. We shall be glad, Captain Hixson, of your assistance in this matter? I shall be glad to help you in 
every way possible.

WEDNESDAY, 7 APRIL, 1897.

PltESES'i’ : —

JOSEPH HAULING, Esq., J.P., Puesidhst.
TIMOTHY AUGUSTINE COGHLAN, Esq., J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Captain Hixson, K.N., further examined:—
Captain 19. President.'] Captain Hixson, we asked you to kindly furnish us with returns, aud that you have 

Hixson, RN. done ;—are those the returns? Yes. {Vide Appendices 3, 4, 5, G, 7, md 9.)
—n 20. Jffr, jPoufcf?.] It appears from one of these returns that 227 persons are at present employed in the 

7 April, 1897, Department ? Yes.
21. I see that there are ninety-nine who are under 41 years of age, ninety-nine who are under 61, and 
twenty-nine who are over GO? Are these the numbers given in one of the returns ?
22. Yes;—do you accept them as correct ? Yes.
23. Is it a fact that tbe Board has recommended the retirement of seven officers ? Yes.
24. The Board has recommended the retirement of G. Whitnall, 76; J. R. Lawrence, 73 ; S. Williams, 
71; W. May, G9 ; J. Skelton, 69 ; W. Gambol!, 68 ; aud J. Pain, Go ; and are continuing six others over 
the age of 65, and nineteen over the age of 69 ? We are scarcely retaining these others, but we arc 
making a commencement with the seven.
25. Does it not appear to you that the master of the “ Captain Cook,” a man 70 years of ago, should give 
place to a more active man? He would have followed if the first hatch had been retired. According to 
the Act he should retire.
26. Are there not charges made against him ? Yes, partially.
27. What was the nature of such charges ? The second officer, a man named Hay, was strongly recom
mended to me. He was officially recommended to me. Eventually he was appointed second mate of the 
pilot steamer. He gave a lot of trouble. He was once summoned before the Marine Board, and was 
very rude to the Board. Ho suggested that Captain Creer, master of the “ Captain Cook,” was never 
wholly sober. The Board held an investigation, but the charge was not proved,
28. Will you lay the papers on the table? Complete papers are not available, but the Board were 
satisfied that the charges were groundless.
29. President.] You did not take the evidence on oath ? I am not sure whether this man was sworn or
not. It was a departmental matter, and I am not sure whether we have the power to take evidence on 
oath in such cases. 30.
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30. You are not sure whether you have the power to take evidence ou oath when it is only a depart- Captain ^
mental matter ? I am not, I am sure we do not consider we have. Hiison, E.X
31. M.r.PomrM^ Have the salaries paid to the officers of the “ Captain Cook-’been reduced since this
report of ISiH ? Iso; except in accordance with the regulations. But I have never seen an official ? 1
report rolating to the “ Captain Cook.'’ Was there one ?
32. Yes; there was one. \_Gopj report handed, io witnes^ Oh, yes! But this document never appeared 
before the Marine Board.
33. Since that time have they been reduced ? Those who have been taken on since have been taken on 
at a lower rate of pay.
34. There have been taken on two at £173, two at £118, and one at £L01, aud that show's a saving of £8 
a month? Yes.
So. And as to the other employees all along the coast? These men have also been taken on at a lower 
rate of pay.
36. President.] As new men came on, they were put on at a low'er rate of pay; while those who wero on 
were left at the rate they were getting in 1883? Yes. TIver since then the Board—just like the Public 
Service Board have been doing—have been grading the men.
37. And, as the old men fell out, the new men came in under the revised scale? Yes.
33. Mr. Powell.] There are two look-out men—one paid £163 per annum, and tho other £150 per 
annum ;—what are tho duties of these look-out men ? They keep a look-out at night. They look out 
from South Head, I may mention that the look-out at South Head is one of the most important of the 
stations around Sydney. We have a system of signals there, the night signals being coloured lights.
One of these men attends to the leading lights—apart from his duty as look-out man—for which he gets 
£1 per month ; the other also attends to the leading lights in his turn, and in addition is second coxswain 
of the life-heat, for which he receives some remuneration.
30. ] should like to understand exactly how these men’s duties are arranged? There are two men, and 
tho watch is divided; one being on watch the first part of tho night, aud the other the latter part. They 
are not both on the look-out duty at the same time. The man who is not on look-out duty attends to the 
leading lights. This is an economical way of providing for this duty.
40. I see that the man who acts as coxswain of the life-boat also receives £12 per annum for that duly ?
Yes.
41. 'The duties of the second coxswain are purely nominal, I think? He has to keep the life-boat in 
order, and be available in tho event of the boat being wanted.
42. The man who receives £165 per annum, I understand, is 50years of age; and tho other, who receives 
£150 per annum, is 06 years of age ? Yes. The Board drew the attention of the Government some time 
ago to the fact that there were many over the age, and recommended that they should be gradually 
retired. It was then proposed that this man, Francis, who is 00 years of age, should he one of those to go.
43. Are rations supplied to all the officers on board the “ Captain Cook ? ” Yes. ,
44. The pilots as well ? Yes, to the officers and pilots.
45. Are rations supplied to tho seamen ? No. '
40. To the boatmen ? No.
47. To the look-out men ? No. The pilots are sometimes on the steamer and sometimes on shore ; they 
are thus taken away from their homes, aud allowance is made to them and to the officers who mess with 
them on the steamer.
48. Is the “ Captain Cook ” continually outside the heads? No; only occasionally.
49. Does she only go out when vesssels arc signalled? No. 1 send her away on occasions, and she is 
used in case of fire breaking out in the harbour.
50. She only goes out for pilot duty when vessels are signalled ? Yes ; except that she lies between the 
Heads in thick weather when signals cannot be seen.
51. How many pilots go out with the vessel ? There are two put on board and left there until they are 
shipped, and then others take their places.
52. Do the pilots live on hoard the ship ? They are obliged to remain on board when once signalled for, 
and are only released by being shipped.
53. Is it a fact, as stated in your evidence before the Civil Service Commission, that the 11 Captain Cook ” 
cost over £23,000 ? £22,500. This question was put to me unexpectedly, and I did not attempt to make 
up an exact estimate,
54. Is the reduced wages account for the vessel, as it stands now, £3,300 per annum ? Yes.
55. Without including the salaries of pilots ? Exclusive of the salaries of pilots.
50. There are four sea-pilots at £398, and one at £250 per annum; I suppose that difference is explained 
by the regulations? Yes.
57. President.] Due to seniority? Yes. We found that it has established quite an esprit de corps by 
taking young men at small salaries and increasing them gradually.
58. Mr. Powell.] Are the pilots all engaged on the same kind of duty ? Yes.
59. Is the salary paid to the pilots a net salary, or are there any deductions or payments ? The only 
deduction is the percentage to the Superannuation Fund.
60. An allowance of 18s. per week is made to the master,engineer, and two pilots for rations;—to whom 
is that allowance paid? It is forthe men on board the vessel,and is actually paid to the master, the same 
as the other payments.
61. There is a cook and providorc shown on the list;—I suppose he caters and cooks for the seven officers ?
Yes, and for the crow' as well.
62. The provisions for the crew are not supplied by the Government ? No.
63. Is there anything to show that the providore actually expends this £6 Os. per week allowed by the 
Government P In early days there was an inquiry into this matter by a Select Committee of the House, 
and the report advised that the money should be given to tho master in place of tho providore, and this 
practice is still followed.
04. How does he deal with the money? I do not know exactly.
05. Is it possible that the ISs. per week is paid to the persons for whom it is intended, and they allowed 
to expend it in purchasing their provisions? No, I do not think so.
00. President.] All you know is that the money is paid to the master, and you make no inquiry as to

how
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Captain how it is spent, and you have heard no complaints ? None. The money is expended for those on board 
Hixson, H.N. vessel, and I am pretty sure the master can show how it is expended. ■
''^"'ril 1sq. 67. Mr, Fowdl,] The cook receives a high salary ? Yes. ^
/ pn, i. gg this ISs. per week paid from a Parliamentary Vote or from Contingent Expenses ? From 

Contingent Expenses.
69. Can you explain why the seamen are paid sea-going wages, which includes hoard, of £3 per month, 
and the boatmen £128 per annum, an average of £10 13s. 4d. per month ? They are taken ou according 
to the regulations at £8 per month, and their salaries gradually increased.
70. I see that there are six seamen and four boatmen employed ? You are row referring to another 
class of boatmen. These men are engaged on the “ Carrington,” and arc called the “ up harbour boatmen,” 
Attached to the crew of the pilot steamer there are the four boatmen aud two look-out men.
71. TVhat is the “ Carrington ” P She is a small screw steamer that takes the pilot off the vessel after he 
has brought his ship into port.
72. Speaking generally, all seamen are boatmen ? Yes.
73. And most boatmen are seamen ? Yes. _
7di. There is no reason why there should be such a discrepancy in the salaries except that you explained ? 
No. ‘
75. Pr/jsitlent.] The regulations are passed by the Marine Board ? Yes. _ _
76. This 11 Carrington” was a steam launch P She has always been in the service upon which she is at 
present engaged.
77. Mr. Potcell.] Are not the wages paid to the officers and crew of the “ Captain Cook ” high in 
comparison with those paid on first-class passenger steamers? If yon take the intermediate wage, I do 
not think they are; but if yon take the maximum, they are,
78. With regard to the salaries of Captain Creer and the mates, arc they not high compared with those 
paid on first-class passenger steamers ? They are if you only consider the maximum salary ; but if you 
take the average, 1 do not think so.
79. The money actually paid ? It is, perhaps, high now.
80. Prcisidcnt.-\ What you mean is that by the working of the regulations the amount fluctuates, and that 
at the present time it is abnormally high, but will come down? That is so.
81. Mr. Powell.'] Are not the wages paid by the Marine Board very much in excess of the wages paid in 
tho other colonies to all concerned? Perhaps they are in some cases, in others not so. Wo have papers 
where pilots at Neweastle compare the lowness of their wages with those of pilots in tho other colonies.
82. In some cases the wages paid appear to be double? Yes.
83. Is not the pay of £2o per month higher than that received by the masters of vessels of about 1.500 
tons ? Yes, I think it is ; but if you refer to the master of the pilot steamer, I must point out that he is 
the Chief Officer of the Department in Watson’s Bay. Everything is under his control there.
84. He appears as master of the “ Captain Cook ” ? Yes; but he has control ever everything in Watson’s 
Bay.
85. Tho firemen are paid, one at £123, one at £145, one at £123, and one at £120 per annum;—that seems 
rather high in comparison with the pay of leading firemen on the steamers ? The men on these steamers 
are found. Our maximum wages are, no doubt, liberal,
86. Looking at it from an economical point of view, do you think there would be any difficulty in getting 
a master for the “ Captain Cook ” at £25 per month, mate at £15, second mate at £12, firemen at £10, 
seamen, boatmen, and look-out men at £9, without allowances, or any of the other officers at their respec
tive salaries ? I have no doubt you could obtain men to fill these offices at those salaries without allowances.
87. You have a Chief Engineer on the “ Captain Cook” at £272 per annum, and a second engineer at 
£200, with an allowance for rations of 18s. per week? Yes ; the regulations are responsible for that.
88. Are not the engineers’ salaries regulated by their Association ? We have never lieard anything about 
the Engineering Association, but you will find by the regulations that they come in at a minimum wage 
and arrive at this stage by servitude.
89. President.] How long does it take a man to rise to the top of his grade? It takes a pilot twenty 
years ; a boatmen several years.
90. Mr. Powell.] Comparing the number of hands engaged in unskilled labour on the “ Captain Cook” with 
the number on intercolonial ships, does not the number seem excessive ; there are fifteen men on board 
the “ Captain Cook " in addition to the officers ? I must point out that the service in that ship is different 
to any other service on the coast, as these men arc always on duty, Sundays, holidays, &c., and we must 
have a strong crew. We have excessive numbers on account of the constantduty the men have to perform. 
Leave must be given to some of them.
91. They have nothing to do but stand there all the time ? They have to keep their ship and engines in 
proper order.
92. President.] I suppose they keep a correct log of their work ? Yes.
93. Could you tell ns, roughly, for about what period during the twenty-four hours they are actually 
employed? They are lying idle much longer than they are engaged—perhaps two-thirds of their time 
they are idle.
94. Mr. Powell.] Is it a fact that it is proposed to alter the “ Ajax ” at a cost of £4,000 for the Pilot 
Service at Newcastle? Yes.
95. Will that amount bo sufficient for the purpose ? I have reason to believe it will not.
96. Parliament has voted £1,573 for the salaries of a crew for that vessel ? Yes.
97. No one is yet employed for that particular service? No,
98. What is the reason for paying the master of the “ Captain Cook ” a salary of £416 and rations, 
while it is only proposed to pay the master of the “Ajax ” £250 per annum ? This is a special case, and 
these men will he taken on for their first service in the Government.
99. President.] I understood that you had recommended Captain Creep’s retirement; in that event, what 
salary would you give for the position ? We would probably recommend oue of the pilots ; whether he 
would receive anything in addition I do not know. '
100. What would you consider the commercial value of thatposition? I should say about £350 per annum.
101. And that you would think a fair proportional value in comparison -with the 11 Ajax ” ? Yes.
102. Mr Powell.] Are there fewer difficulties to contend with at Newcastle than at Sydney? In Sydney,
the captain has independent charge; at Newcastle there is a harbour master on the spot. 103.
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103. If the proposed arrangement is carried out and the " Ajax ” goes to iVgtreastJe. the masfe'r's sind tlie Captaiif
oflicere will bo treaied in the same way as the master aud officers of the “Captain Cook” ? Yes ; probably. Hxison> tt-Ni
10‘1. why .are the crow not supplied with rations? There would be no trouble as far aa tho boat at 
JSewcastJe is concerned ; but, it we were to pay the crews of these two vessels for rations, we should be ' "■Pr“> 
caljed upon to pay all the lighthouse men, boatmen, &c. on the coast, as well.
rnu^' ^r' ] s there any difference between paying this allowance to the officers and to the crew ?
the omeers are taken from their homes ; the men are supposed to live on board their vessel.
106, 2Jrf,&ident.J Would the men be more active at Newcastle? Yes.
too' ^0u1^ -v0!1, 11 Ajax ” would be employed for two-thirds of her time ? Perhaps she would.
10t>, Mr. 1 owcll^] In that ease the “Ajax ” would be doing more work than the “ Captain Cook ” ? Yes.
I0S). Ihe engineers’ salaries seem to be much lower than on the “ Captain Cook ” ? They are put down 
according to regulations.
110. In the ‘ Captain Cook” you have four firemen and six seamen, and you only propose for the “Ajax”
three firemen and two seamen ? 'There are four men on shore at Newcastle who would be transferred to 
the Ajax.
111. Then the Estimates do not show the whole cost of this vessel? No.
112. These four men do not appear on the books of the “ Ajax ” ? No.
113. In the return of the Collector of Customs, it appears that the pilots in Sydney attended in all 1)29 
vessels in the year 189d, and that 847 vessels were attended by tho pilots at Newcastle? That is so.
114. twelve pilots seems a very large stall' for that work ? If we knew when the vessels were coming a 
smaller staff would suffice ; but as it is, I do not think we eould reduce the pilots at Sydney or Newcastle.
These men are kept constantly on board the vessel waiting for a job.
115. President.} Have you ever compared the relative shipping with tho expenses in Newcastle and 
Sydney ? No I have not, but this could be easily done.
116. Mr. Powell.} Is it a fact that there are times when all hands, more or less, are unemployed ? Yes.

Yl y0U nes!1.mnte/or ij-®06-7’tl10 cosli of the Newcastle pilot system is shown at £5,158 per annum,
while the collections for 1896 were £18,650; so that it cost 27 per cent, at Newcastle to maintain the 
servicer Yes.
118. At Sydney the system cost £7,33-4, and the collections for the year totalled £12,886—that is, 57 per 
cent, a difference of 30 per cent, between the two ports; do not these figures show that the Newcastle 
pilot system earns more and costs less than Sydney? Yes.
119. Can yon explain that ? Only by the fact that there arc more vessels at Newcastle in a smaller space 
requiring pilot e services than at (Sydney. The Sydney staff is often idle, but still I do not think wo could 
reduce the figures you have brought forward. Sometimes I have known twelve pilots required in Sydney
in the day. I would like to point out, however, that in both cases the collection is considerably in 
oxc65S of tne cosua

aS ]t,not.llkAL]y t!mt the cl)argG for pilotage will be reduced ? The shipping authorities 
considerably1, a redlictl0n ^ they knew ’n'c kad sucl1 a larSe return, but the pilot fees are being reduced

121. Mr. Powell.} You stated m your evidence before the Civil Service Commission that the pilots and 
boatmen go out in bad weather and that they also go outside Nobby’s; that being so, and the service at 
Newcastle being well performed at a much lower cost than the Sydney service, do you still recommend 
tlie Ajax ror pilot work at Newcastle? Yes; there have been numerous appeals from there for a steam 
pilot service. The boat system is very dangerous.
122. Tho pilots’ pay at Sydney, I see, averages £368 per annum ; at Newcastle, £269—a difference of £100
t’oq a t1)8 * i ;my reason for fchla difference except the regulations ? No. '
1-3. Mr. Coghlan.} Are there any special difficulties in regard to the pilot service of Sydney ? No • tlie 
ships are sometimes very large, and of course more difficult to handle. ’
124. How do they compare with Newcastle? There are more difficulties to contend with in Newcastle 
thaii in oydney. In bad weather both places are difficult.
125. Mr. Taking the other ports, excepting Newcastle, the highest salary is £240 per annum;—is
there any reason why the pilots at Sydney should be paid the larger salary ? I think that tlie first-class pilots,
foe * ml n 7 and Neweastle, have a higher marketable value for their services than the bar-harbour pilots.
126. Ihe bar-harbour man is m the second grade? Yes. 1
127-,/?T^Jhe Srhlpp,ns frequents the bar-harbours is very much smaller than in Sydney; but
coato W 11 gra““r “"P t''°J mi8,lt 'M; en0r‘,,0u, difliculti“ b“~ t0 be

0,0 ,a!i)1D"vIie Eiver for instance, would not a great deal of skill be required to take a vessel
Vio w n ,1 a A10,**1 knowMSe overcomes difficulties of that kind to a great extent.

4* sateen out stations at which pilots are employed there are in all 52 men, 
costing £3,421 for pilots, and £6,Ho for boatmen ; what work can be shown for this £10,000;—have you 
any record of the number of vessels that enter tbe ports? Yes ; we have a return from the pilot at '
everj bar.harbour giving such information. 1

fcTs!l AVyjth a:,;ekirl\of a11 entering the various ports of the Colony other than
10 a™ Sydney, distinguishing the regular coasting steamers from ordinary vessels ? Yes.
“ :lro eml)loTe'd teu 'jf these ports, aud there are also tugs shown in some places are

these tmgs in constant employment ? It is difficult to say; they work under special arrangements.
loo * je?,Te??el8 are in> do they pay the pilot ? No ; they pay the tim

And the Government pay the tug subsidy in addition ? Yes.
134. Are these tugs regulated as to the charge they make? Yes.

d0 y°,U.kr7 thaj tk°“V dct not ’diarge more than they are entitled to? I take it that we 
would have complaints from their cmplovers.

^ arrnj1&'%eilt ? I think it is a logical and well devised system. Tho
SfinSr nndCf^'tna y “ -f0r ,teilder® for caHVlng out the service, and everything is left betweeu tho 
y.-,LP r„, • d the tuG.: Par the tug the subsidy agreed upon.
k Ls iTlonti1™1 °l £90,V.Oted+fOira tUfrfoy.the Ciareace Elver, and £500 for one at Wollongong ;— 

q"re^addlv0V0-the subs,diea Paid t0 tbe tuGs? Aes; but this money is3not all 
iota? k J? iVSt?rfVKlS 0,1 ^he1Eatl"lates- we only pay according to the tender for the service. Tho 
total is ±7,387; that is the actual cost for the tug service for the year. 13?
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CapUiii 138. Tailing tlie Richmond. River as an example o£ these ont-sfcations generally, there is a total outlay for
Hiison, R.N. ^ p|j0j. gf;at;jon there of £2,(;5G ; as there is a tug, why are the boatmen needed? They are required to
1 man the pilot to attend to buoys and beacons, and many other things in connection with

Pri ’ '' tho service. The tug is sometimes at sea. or some distance up the river, and jiot always on the station.
The reason there are six boatmen at the Richmond River is that one is in charge ot the lighthouse and 
another is the look-out man on a hill close by, ' _
139. Take the Tweed River; the cost there is £9(:5, and the tug subsidy £849—a total of £1,814;—is
there anything to warrant the expenditure of that sum ? It is a difficultjriver to navigate. _
140. This tug is supposed to he for1 the benefit of the Tweed aud the Brunswick Rivers; there is no 
station at the Brunswick now? No ; but it was a busy place when the railway was being constructed.
141. Is it possible to obtain any information with regard to the amount of work done by these subsidised 
tugs? Scarcely ; I. do not think the trade of the rivers could he managed nearly as well without the tugs.
142. Could we get any information of the number of vessels they give service to ? _ I do not think so.
148. Tho Bellinger River costs £1,400 per annum ;—that is a large sum ? Yes ; it does seem large. _
144. Altogether, subsidising the tugs has cost in ten years the sum of £85,824, Row, looking at this
outlay of money, and without knowing what work is done, do you consider it an economical system? No, 
I do not; but I think tho ships are charged for this convenience, and as the Marine Board Department 
has always been a revenue-producing one, 1 do not think that the shipowners would ho satisfied unless 
they got all these conveniences. Every ship that visits our ports pays 4d. per ton for harbour and light 
rates twice a year. In consideration, ihe Shipping Companies expect the Government to give them such 
a service as they now have. _
145. Was not tbe port of Newcastle at one time subsidised ? Yes ; but It now pays for itself.
146. I see the subsidy at the Manning River is down to £400 ; it was previously £600 ? Yes; these
subsidies gradually vanish as the trade increases. _ _ _
147. At Kiama there is a pilot without any boatmen, and he is returned as pitot-in-charge of lighthouse 
and moorings—salary £236, quarters £30;—what does he do ? He is there to look out for the warps on 
the wharf, and has charge of tbe lighthouse.
148. £266 is a large salary for the duty ? It is not an illiberal one. _
140. Is it known that some of the pilots, from lack of work, follow other occupations? I. have heard of 
one man who owns some cattle, but he is the only one.
150. At one of the stations the pilot has his son as a boatman ;—is that desirable ? I do not know. I have 
never heard any complaints. Perhaps it would bo better if he were employed at another station. 1 do 
not think the father is engaged in farming and gruxmg.
151. These men arc not fully employed ? No. _
152. Do yon think it is advisable to "maintain pilot stations where there is no commerce? Yes ; I think
so, as the ships are taxed. _
153. Do you not think the rates generally might be fixed at a much lower scale ? Yes; they might.
154. Do you think some of these stations might he done away with ? If we attempted to withdraw these
stations, the people interested would make very strenuous objections. _ . _
155. With regard to lieRtkeepers—the highest paid is stationed at the light-ship in Sydney—their salaries 
range from £120 to £319 per annum ; is that caused by the regulations Y ITes.
]50. Supposing there was a vacancy at Montague Island, or the Solitaries, would a man be sent there at 
£120 per annum ? He might he sent there at £96 per annum.
157. Then the importance of the light does not count? There arc harbour and ocean lights ; the ocean 
lights are paid the most for. When we take a man on first we send him to one of the outside places at 
£8 per month. '
15S. The highest salary is £319, and the lowest £120 per annum ? Yes; if yon count quarters.
159. Does the £96 per annum carry quarters ? The £96 I mentioned is not including quarters.
160. The highest paid lightkeeper is stationed at the light-ship ? Yes. _
161. "Why is such a large staff required for tho light-ship ? They have two pile lights in addition. Wo pay 
the master £2, and the boatmen £1 per month for looking after those lights.
102. £816 per annum seems rather a large sum to pay for this light ? Yes.
163. At Newcastle you have three lighthouse-keepers whose respective ages are 60, 59, and 63 years of 
age ;—is it desirable to keep three men of such an advanced age at the same station ? The first man is 
Johnston, the man saved from the “Dunbar.” He is quite fit for his duties.
164. These men come under the Local Board at Newcastle ? Yes. _
165. Do you accept their recommendation ? The men aro actually under tho control of the Marine
Board, but we accept in almost every case their recommendation, _
ICG. It appears from your return that tho majority of your people attained the maximum salary on tho 
13th August, 1885 ? I may say that about thirteen of those have been recommended for retirement,
167, I suppose the increments granted subsequent to that date are for good conduct ? Yes.

' 168. The-pilot at the minimum salary, £200 per annum, has all the qualifications of the pilot at £400 ?
Yes, except experience. _
169. Has not tho increment system had the effect of forcing wages above the market value ? Eerhaps it 
has; hut I think that the midway wage is about the right wage for the Service.
170. Is it a fact that the wages paid by the Marine Board have regulated the wages paid to boatmen in* 
every Department of the Service ? I do not know.
171. Do you think it would be possible to got any nnmbcr of active boatmen at £100 per annum ? We
fake them on at £96 per annum. . .
172. According to the regulations of 1885. pilots received £200 per annum and an allowance of £50 per
annum for quarters; if you take a pilot on and have not a house to put him into you give him £250 
per annum ? The regulations are that if a man is found a house he gets £200, and otherwise, £250 
per annum. _
173. This increment system is continued by the Marine Board although it has been abolished by Parlia
ment? Necessarily so,
174'. Was that system stopped by Ministerial authority ? It was, aud is still in abeyance.
175. Is it an understood rule that at isolated lighthouses three men should he stationed ? Yes; I may 
mention that not long ago at one of our isolated lighthouses one of ihe men, was killed, and a short time 
afterwards another blew his hand off. ' 176.
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17G. Three men ere only required in the isolated places ? Yes. Captain
177. You are still proposing to retain these old lightkeepers? We were going to follow up our previous Hixson, R.N. 
recommendation, hut the matter was delayed by the Public Service'Hoard. —%
17S. Jlo you think it is desirable to keep men over the age of (50 years at lighthouse work P Yes ; except 7 April, 1897. 
at places like Solitary and Montague Islands. 1 thiuk they might be employed up to do years of age.
379. You make different arrangements on the rivers for the maintenance of lights? Wo make an 
arrangement with the people in the locality to maintain these lights for a certain amount of money.
ISO. llow are they paid? Out of the incidental Vole of the Department.
381. How much each ? Some £9, and others £7 per quarter; we make the best arrangements we can 
with them. We provide the lamps and shades ami they supply tho oil and wicks. There are eight of 
these lights on the liiehmond, four on the Clarence, and five on the Macleay liiver.
182, You have recommended the assistant at the flagstaff for retirement—he is 71 years of age; also tho 
signalman at South Head ? Yes ; and 1'raocis is also over age, ’
188. You have a junior operator at the Heads who receives £100 per annum and £30 for quarters;—what 
does ho do ? Ho assists the signal master in hoisting signals and keeping a look-out, and works the 
telegraph instrument.
181. Who does he telegraph to? To tho head office.
185. He does not telegraph to the other man at Port Phillip? Yes; through the Exchange and head 
office.
180. Salaries of £50 aud £25 per annum arc paid to persons in charge of moorings at various places;— 
what benelil is gained? A little coaster goes in occasionally, and these men are pilots in charge of' 
the moorings. They have to assist the vessels coming in. Some years ago these amounts were the same, but 
ten or fifteen years ago one of them was doubled without rol'ereneo to the Marine Hoard.
187. The list of boatmen is very formidable ; tbero are 102 men, costing £14,079 per annum ; tbe salaries 
range from £229 to £96—there are twenty-three different rates of pay; I suppose that cau be explained ?
Yes; in 1883, before any increments were granted, the boatmen were receiving £L0S all round aud the 
seamen £108 per annum.
188. There arc two boatmen, 7(5 and 65 years of age respectively;—have you recommended them for 
retirement? Yes.
189. Home of these boatmen are really not boatmen ? That is so ; they are on the staff as boatmen, hut 
are actually not boatmen ; they arc light keepers.
3 90. With regard to quarters generally, are we to understand that when an allowance is shown it means 
the occupation of a building owned or hired by the Government ? Yes; and in tho Marino Hoard 
Department the people are obliged to live at those particular places.
191. Do you think that all men employed by the Government should be required to reside within a 
reasonable distance from the place ot Iheir employment ? Yes.

THURSO A F, 8 APRIL, 1897*

PltlisEST -
JOSEPH BAHLING, Esq , J.P., Puksidest.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Captain Prancis Hixson, H.N., further examined:—
192. Witness] With regard to the return of the cost of the tug service, a far greater saving is effected Captain 
in the present service than this list shows. It gives tbe figures for 1886 and .1896, but towards the end Hixson, R.N. 
of the latter year the tenders received wero considerably reduced, so that the actual rates are less than '
would appear from tho return furnished, {Vide 141.) * April, 1897.
193. Mr. Powell] I think you told us that you had been President of the Hoard from its inception until 
now ? Yes.
194. You have had ample opportunities of forming an opinion of the working of the elective principle of 
that Hoard? Yes.
195. How do you think that principle has worked ? Very well.
196. Is the voting strictly confined to tho owners of vessels registered within the colonies ? Yes.
197. No other interest of any kind is represented under the present Act? Only ships registered in the 
Colony arc represented.
198. Do you know how many persons aro entitled to vote ? Something like 150. The list is published 
annually.
199. I find there are actually 159 ? Yes.
200. If you analysed the voting power you would find that the control rested with owners of shipping of 
an aggregate tonnage of from 100 to 250? I have not studied the system very much. These men are 
elected apart altogether from tho Marine Board. I have a general knowledge of tbe affair.
201. You take tbe names from the return furnished by the Collector of Customs? Yes. I think it 
would be very improper on my part to interfere in such matters.
202. Aro tho owners of vessels registered outside this Colony wholly unrepresented at the Marine Board ?
The vessels registered outside the Colony have no representation on tho Marine Board.
203. So far as you can judge, you think the elective principle assures the return of tho fittest persons as 
Wardens at tho Board? It should do so.
204. Do you think it does? There has been considerable competition in early days, and the shipping 
community have taken much interest in the matter. There was no contest last year.
205. Is not tbe tonnage registered within tbe Colony infinitesimal compared with the tonnage trading 
with tho port ? Yes.
206. b’or what period are the Wardens elected ? Three years.
207. Are their seats vacant at the end of that period ? Yes, for a day or two.
208. There must be an election, or a form of an election, every three years ? Yes.
209. Have elections been contested of late years ? Yes.
210. Could you form an idea of the number of votes recorded at tbe last election? Somewhere between 
200 and 300 for the successful man, and for his opponent about thirty or forty votes.
211. The old members were returned by a large majority ? Yes. 212,
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Captain 212. 
Hixson, K.N. 2^3
' ' 214

7 April, 1897. gjg
216!
217.
Yes;

The number of votes for each could not have been more than the total appearing on the list ? No. 
Are these elections conducted by personal voting? Yes; unless there is no opposition.
Proxies are not taken ? No.
How do the companies vote? They usually vote by their secretary or manager,
Is tlie voting by ballot? Y~es.
The members of the Board at Sydney and Newcastle divide fees to the extent of £800 per annum ? 

_ that is correct.
2L8. Has there been any chanue in the Wardens elected of late years ? ISo ; not for many years.
219. Have Captain Broomfield and Captain Maclean held their seats for twenty-two years ? Yes; 
Captain Broomfield from the inception of the Act, I think, in 1871.
220. Captain Jenkins has held his seat for many years? Yes.
221. In the qualification for these gentlemen, it is necessary that they should be owners of not less than
250 tons of shipping? That is so. _ _
222. Section 9 of the Act restricts the voting to owners of foreign-going and coast-trade ships Yes.
223. Ho you think the owners of ships laid up and not sea-going should be entitled to vote ? No.
224. You know nothing about their being on the list ? I have no control over that. _
225. During the year 1896,1 see by your books, the Board had fifty-six meetings;—was the business 
generally of a formal nature, such as the issue of certificates and dealing with ordinary correspondence— 
practically what might be considered the duties of a Chief Clerk or Under Secretary of a Department ? Yes.
226. A great deal of the business is made up of that kind of correspondence and confirmation of certi
ficates ? Yes; according to the Act. If there are no inquiries, the business is exactly of the nature you 
describe.
227. It appears that the average number of inquiries for ten years was about twenty per annum at
Sydney and about 6'4 at Newcastle ? Yes. _ _
228. In cases of collision, involving loss of life, on the Darling or Murray Elvers, is any action taken by
the Board ? We have scarcely ever taken any action in such cases. ■
229. If vessels get snagged or cargoes damaged ? We have not gone that distance from head-quarters.
230. The owners of those vessels are registered with the Board ? Yes,
231. In cases of accident the matter is not referred to you, aud you do not institute inquiry ? There have
been several attempts to establish local Boards, hut the Marine Board have always set their faces 
against it. ...
232. In dealing with the cancellation and suspension of certificates, are the investigations conducted,
under the provisions contained in the eighth part of the Act 17 and IS Yictoria ? They are dealt with as 
provided for by our Act, which embraces the Act that you refer to. _ _
233. You conduct your inquiries under the eighth part of the Imperial Act? Yes ; that is, if the certi
ficates of the person being dealt with are Imperial. _ _
234. Has the local Marine Board at Newcastle ever made any investigations into cases of misconduct ?
Yes. . ....
235. Does the local Newcastle Board hold inquiries without reference to you? The local Board has to
apply to the Marine Board for authority to hold these inquiries. ■
236. You think the local Board are under the control of the Sydney Board ? Yes. ^
237. Has the Marine Board at Sydney ever set aside the finding of the local Board? Eo; but we have 
modified them.
238. With or without the evidence before you ? With the evidence before us.
239. You review the action of the local Board ? We do.
240. You do not have the advantage of hearing the evidence ? No.
241. In connection with the inquiries instituted by the Marine Board, do you find the members of the 
legal profession attend as advocates? frequently.
242. Docs the Board have any legal assistance ? Very seldom.
243. In that case, does the legal assistant sit ns a member of the Board ? No ; be merely has the advantage 
of suggesting questions to meet any point raised by the other side.
244. 1 suppose you are aware that in the English practice, according to the Act relating to unsafe ships 
and the sending of unscaworthy ships to sea, the powers are exercised by Courts of Survey? The Court 
you refer to has the benefit of a surveyor’s report for its guidance.
215. Tho Courts of Survey contemplated by the Imperial Act refer all such cases as these to a Judge and 
one of the Courts—the District Court, or such Court as the Board may arrange with the Lord Chancellor, 
aud two assistants of nautical skill sit with the Judge ;—you have no such conditions ? No. _
246. Do you report any of your findings to the Board of Trade? All of them; and if we are dealing with 
the certificates of the neighbouring colonies we send full reports of the matter u> them also.
247. Do you send the reports to the Board of Trade as a matter of courtesy ? No ; as required by the 
Imperial regulations.
248. Ybu act for the Board of Trade ? Yes ; and they have tlie power of revising our findings.
249. The second subsection of section 88 recognises that you conduct your inquiries under the Imperial 
Act? Yes ; but for that subsection we could not deal with Imperial certificates.
250. And you advise the Marino Boards of tlie other colonies of the suspension and cancellation of 
certificates ? Yes ; if we are dealing with a certificate issued by them.
251. When you suspend or cancel a certificate do you take such action before the report has been 
confirmed by the Governor ? The Act necessitates our having the findim.'s on a case relating to an 
Imperial certificate approved by the Governor, but the local certificates aro different.
252. Is there any appeal against the decision of the Board relating to the suspension or cancellation of 
certificates ? Not in the Act, but the Common Law provides an appeal to the Supreme Court.
253. With regard to the fixing of the load line, is that a voluntary act on the part of the owners ? Not 
by the lale legislation.
254. The fact remains that tho fixing of the load line is, in tho first place, a voluntary act on the part of 
the owner? Not now; it was.
255. Have you the power to fix the load line, and do you fix it? Yes.
256. Do you charge a fee for this purpose? Yes.
257. In every case? If the vessel is under survey for a passenger’s certificate, we do not make a special
charge ; but if a special request is made we charge a fee for the surveyor’s work, 258.
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258. About those Llewellyn frauds; the secretary reported that when the Board made their annual Captain '
visitation to the lighthouse they found that the salaries were in arrears, and the discovery led to a report Hixson, K.N. 
being made to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade P That is correct. '
259. Tho Treasury Inspector reported that the secretary should have exercised control over the ® 
accountant, but was not allowed to do so ; in your memo, you stated that the contrary was the ease ?
That case was dealt with by the papers being put on the Table of the House, and the Premier stated that 
I had made an explanation which was considered sufficient.
2G0. Hoes the secretary, by virtue of his office, have control over every officer in the Department? Only 
in my absence. *
261. Does he supervise the accountant’s work? Scarcely; hut there would be no objection to his 
looking into the books.
262. Should he not do it as his duty ? I think it coines within the’province of my duties.
263. That makes tho secretary responsible to you for his own work only ? Perhaps. The same would 
ftPply to the pilots and every officer who is responsible to mo. The secretary has ample work fo fill up his 
time.
264^ In answer to questions before the Civil Service Commission, you said that the accountant has to 
receive certificate fees and pay them to the Treasury;—are they paid to the Treasury ? Yes ; certain of . 
them.
265. You have a hanking account? Yes.
266. And pay them to that account ? ISo ; we pay them direct to the Treasury in tho end.
267. What becomes of the money during the time you hold it ? It is paid into our hanking account.
268. Is the hanking account in your own name ? Yes.
269. "Where do you hank ? ■ At tbe City and Commercial Banks.
2/0, A ou have an account at tho City Bauk in your own name, and you draw' cheques occasionally and 
pay them to tho Treasury ? Yes.
271. You examine and check the pass book ? Yes.
272. You initial the pass book ? Yes.
273. And you say that all the entries are properly made? Yes.
274. Do you think tliat you can give sufficient of your time to check the expenditure of £50,000 per 
annum in such a manner as to satisfy yourself that everything is correct? I do not find any inconveni
ence in doing it; I am quite sure the secretary has less time to do so.
2/o. It has been the practice of your Board to visit the lighthouses annuallv in company7 with your 
secretary ? Yes. “
276. Can you give us an idea of what amount these trips cost when you charter a special steamer? We 
used to pay £400 for the steamer.
277. What other expenses are there ? The unofficial members of the Board were paid 15s. per day 
travelling allowance,
278. A our latest trip was made in the Government steamer—that onlycostyou the Wardens’ fees? The 
Wardens did not draw fees.
279. Then there was no expense attending the latest trip ? Ho expense.
280. 1. suppose the lighthouse-keepers and their assistants, isolated as they are, look forward to the visit 
of the Board, and have everything in nice order? \rerv much so ; hut there are frequently little troubles 
to settle.
281. They have everything shtp-shape in anticipation of your visit ? Certainly.
282. President.'] With regard to the £400 paid for the charter of the steamer, does that include provi
sions? Yes; but not wines.
283. Do the members of the Marine Board draw their 15s. per day as well ? These members were put to 
expense for wine, &c; and it is their time which is Jaken up, not the Government’s.
284. Mr. Powell] Have you any guarantiee that the condition of efficiency you find on your annual visits 
is maintained during tho whole year? I think our lights aud stations hear an excellent character; and if 
there was anything wrong we should soon find complaints.
285. But you do not know anything about it apart from that? No.
286. Would it not be more effective if an officer were to visit, examine, and report? No; I do not think 
an inspector would be at all an advantage.
287. How many days do these trips last? Ten or twelve.
288. A good number of stations are visited ? Yes.
289. President.] Do the non-official members of the Marine Board get their fees while they are travelling?
They can scarcely be called fees, It is a payment of £2 2s. per week. Tfiis is all thev get, no matter 
what they do, ' - D ’.
290. Mr. Powell,] In 1896 there were fifty-six meetings held, and the wardens were paid £2 2s. per
week each, without reference to the number of sittings? Yes. ■

uo*; possible fo classify tbe lighthouses in the first, second, aud third classes? They are 
classified at the present time. J
292. Is Montague Bland first-class? Yes. ■
293. Hornsby? Second-class.
294. The light-ship ? Second-class.
295. Fort Denison ? Third-class.
29(5. Newcastle? Second-class.
297. Green Cape ? First-class.
298. Broken Bay? Second-class.
299. Port Stephens? Second-class.
300. Capo St. George? Second-class.
301. Ulladulla? Third-class.
302. Nelson’s Bay ? Third-class.
303 A ou told me that there were first and second class lighthouses;—are the salaries fixed by the
regulations? Yes. J
304 Out of the Vote for Miscellaneous Services I notice that the sum of £60 is paid for a leading-lffibt
m tho eastern channel;—is that light attended to by the lightship people ? No. °
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Oaptain gQ5_ There is a sum of £1,000 for beacon lights at several places P We have eight pairs of lights on the 

Uiison, R.N. Richmond River, five on the Macleay liiver, and four on the Clarence llivor. Besides that, there are a 
lot of leading-lights at Newcastle. ^ _

prj, ''306. Do you regard the electric light at South Head as a success? Tes, quite a success. _ _
1107.’is it more economical than oil-lighting? No it costs about 16s. 6d. per night to maintain, irrespec
tive of salaries. _
308. The engineers’ pay amounts to £ 173 for two men;—how docs this compare with men at the same 
class of work outside the Service ? I do not think there is anyone with whom you can compare them. 
300. The point we are upon is whether these men are paid more or less than they should be? The 
principal engineer is the man in charge of tho whole establishment. He gets a salary of close upon £300 
per annum. The £473 pays the salaries of the two men and provides them with quarters.
310. Can you compare these men with anybody else? This place is peculiar. The men work all hours ■
Sundays, holidays, &c. _ .
311. In the return furnished by you it appears that the salaries have increased from £30.434, m 1883, to
£51,187, in 1896;—is that correct? No; 1 think there is some mistake. That £51,187 is the gross 
expenditure of the Department. .
312. I see now that this includes some tug subsidies and contingencies? You will find that there is not
a. marked increase in the salaries. _
313. There is a difference of £10,000? Mo ; I think the difference is about £7,000.
314. The pilot, harbour, and light rates are collected by the Customs ? Yes.
315. The amount for 1895 was £59,000 ? Yes.
316. jtnd the fees and licenses, amounting to £1,600, were collected by your own officers ? Yes.
317. Would it uot be better to have the whole lot collectod by the Customs ? No. The two things are 
very different. There is no trouble whatever in collecting the pilotage, harbour rates, Ac., at the Customs, 
as the vessel dears there ; but in the matter of the rates for certificates it is different Jt is better for 
the man to come to the Secretary of the Board, pay his fee, aud receive his certificate right away.
318. What check have you ? We have the Treasury check. _
319. Prom the return it appears that you have seven steam launches, at an annual cost of £3,000:-— 
what service is rendered by these vessels? Tho “Carrington” is the up-harbour pilot boat; the 
“Premier” is the yacht used by the Government and distinguished visitors to the port; tho Nca is 
the Governor’s boat, and used by Ministers and other celebrities as required. Ihe other three launches 
are all closely engaged in the business of the Marine Board—harbour pilots, inspectors, and various other 
works.
320. With reference to the boatmen, you said you tried as far as possible to keep them within the eight 
hours’ work ;—what hours constitute a day’s work in the launches ? There are two sets of crews. One 
comes on at 6 a.m. and remains till 2 p.m.; tlie other comes on after breakfast and remains till 6 p.m.
321. Under the changed conditions of the pilotage rates, do you think your estimate for tho financial year 
will reach the sum named—£24,000? I went carefully into the matter. I think there will be a good 
deal less pilotage within the next few months, but we have absolutely given up the issue of exemption 
certificates except to the coast trade and South Sea Islands. This will eventually increase the rates 
largely.
322. ilave you legal power to do 1 hat ? Yes. ... . . j i ■
323. President.] You say that some of the launches are used for distinguished visitors and others -is 
your authority alone sufficient to grant the use of a launch? As a rule the request comes from the 
G-overnment, but I have the power to grant tho use of the launch when I think necessary.
324. Mr. PowellYou have made alterations with regard to exemptions lately ? Yes. __
325. I notice in a return from the Collector of Customs that the pilotage collections at Newcastle are 
much larger than at Svdncy ? That is so.
326. Taking the years'1894 and 1895, the Sydney collections for pilotage were £27,000; for Newcastle,
£35,000;—is that due to strange ships visiting Newcastle ? Yes. ^ .
327. The removal dues for Sydney for these years totalled £2,700, and for Newcastle £7,100; how is 
that accounted for ? In Newcastle there arc more ships to move and more moves to be done.
328. You say that you know it is a fact there is a difference in the two ports ? Yes. _ _
329. Is it a fact that the shifting of a ship without.a pilot is not a breach of the Navigation Act ? It is
not a breach. _ .
330. Did not the Marine Board, prompted by a letter from Mr. Dick, M.P., take some action with regard
to the breaches of the 01st clause of the Navigation Act? Tho Marine Board made regulations to deal 
with the matter and sent them to the Treasury, from where they were forwarded to the Crown Law Office, 
but in the meantime the Government had ymssed a Bill making illegal tho very thing the Board were 
trying to stop, and the matter is now in abeyance. _
331. Did you receive a report from the Newcastle Board that forty-two ships had been moved without
pilots ? Yes. _ '
332. Does not that seem to show that there are an insufficient number of harbour-masters there . No ; 
it shows that the tugs and private people take the work out of the hands of the harbour-master.
333. Then the harbour dues at Newcastle are immensely beyond Sydney, and they do more work there ?
Yes; I think so. .
334. Do you know that charges are made for removals, although that work is not done by the harbour
master? It is not so now. _

- 335. Has it been reported to yon that the harbour pilots have been in the habit of taking ships from the
wharf direct to sea ? No ; but it might be done in case of a trial trip.
336. When a harbour pilot is paid for removing a ship into pilot water, would he take her to sea ? Not
to sea ; lie takes her into the stream, and the master, being exempt, takes her on. _
337. Has it been brought under your notice that harbour pilots have taken ships to sea ? No. _
338. It is alleged that the harbour pilots do this ? I do not think it is a fact; I have never heard of it.
839. Is there any special reason for employing elderly men as harbour-masters ? No ; except that elderly 
men as a rule, as long as they arc not too old, are the best pilots. ^ _
340. There is a harbour-master who is GG years of age and the assistant 64 years? Yes; Pettitt, the 
harbour-master referred to, is the best man in the port at handling a ship.

341.
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341. The harbour-master at Newcastle is also Chairman of the local Marine Board ? No; not at present. TT.5'*I)t®p N
342. "Who is President now ? Captain Cross. _
343. As harbour-master, does he take his part of the work in moving ships ? No ; as harbour-master ^ A .j jgg^
of that port he direcls removals bp tlie pilots. r
344. He does not do any active work himself P No : he is the head of tho Department in Newcastle.
345. Can you tell us how it is that at Neweastle, where they are collecting a larger sum for harbour dues, 
that the whole of tbe work is done there with one harbour-master, while in Sydney there are three 
employed P The harbour-master and his two assistants in Sydney do all the work of moving the ships ; 
the harbour-master at Newcastle directs the pilots to do tho work.
346. If one man can do work that returns £7,000 per annum, how is it that it requires three men to do 
less than one-half of the work ? One man has seven assistants to do the work, while the other has only 
two assistants. The system at Newcastle differs from that of Sydney. At Newcastle there is a harbour
master, an assistant harbour-master, and sis pilots ; they do all the in-work, out-work, and removals.
In Sydney there are five pilots at the Heads, who only do the sea work and bring the vessels into port.
The harbour-master and his two assistants move them from where the pilots leave them to the wharfs.
347. In 1800 you collected for harbour dues £1,865, and it cost £1,789 to do the work ; so that the whole’ .

’ of the earnings were absorbed by the salaries paid ? Very nearly. _
348. In addition to that there is the salary of the harbour-master's clerk, £288 per annum ? There is
an actual loss on that part of the service. ' _
349. I gather from the papers that the larger number of the men employed by tho Marine Board have
passed tho prime of their lives in the mercantile marine service before they entered your service? I hat 
is so. •
350. It can hardly he expected that men who have passed a certain age can do the work expected of
them? During the last ten years we have made regulations to deal with this, and we now do not take 
men on over 35 years of age. .
351. Is it a fact that removals are always effected with the assistance of steam-tugs at Sydney and 
Newcastle ? Yes.
352. I see that the salaries of the harbour-masters arc rather high ;—are they dependent on the regula
tions ? No. _
353. The assistant harbour-master at Newcastle receives a very large salary ? This man is really paid 
as a pilot; he is an inspector under the Marine Board, for which he receives £50 ; ho has a Government 
house valued at £50, and his pay as assistant harbour-master is, therefore, only £321 per annum.
354. The harbour-master receives £516 per annum, £100 of which is an allowance for quarters? Yes.
355. What is meant by a water bailiff? An inspecting water bailiff is a man that has to look round tlie
foreshores and see that no improprieties are being carried on with regard to reclamations; he is also ,
inspector for other Marine Board purposes. _
356. President.'] Is it not a fact that the Cumberland Hanger looks after the harbour reclamations ?
Yes ; but the bailiff assists in the work.
357. Mr. Poioelld] Tbe town water bailiff is practically an inspector? Yes.
358. There is an inspector shown at £263 per annum ;—what are his hours ? He has no special hours.
359. Does this man look after the deck cargo, load-line, Ac., of vessels ? Yes. _
360. What is the scale of foes charged for certificates issued under the provisions of the 35th section of 
your Act ? By tho new Act tho charges are slightly increased. The maximum charge was £4 ; it is now 
an additional £1 for every 300 tons in excess of tbe old rate.
361. President] The qualifications for voting powers for the Wardens is based on the registration of 
tonnage in the colonies ? Yes.
362. The tonnage which comes to tlie port which is not registered in the Colony has no representation on 
the Board ? No.
363. The large mail steamers ? They have no representation in the Colony.
364. How does the aggregate tonnage of vessels registered in Sydney compare with that of vessels visiting 
the port which are not registered here ? I should say tbe foreign tonnage was three or four times larger 
than the local tonnage.
365. As a matter of fact, tlie comparison is 3,000,000 tons foreign to 90,000 tons local ? Many of tlie 
foreign-registered vessels are shown three times ; I think it would be 1,500,000 tons against the 90,000.
366. I understand, then, that the British and foreign shipping winch visits ihe ports of New South Wales 
amounts to about 1,500,000 tons, and the Colonial 90,000 ? That is about it.
367. This large amount of shipping has no representation on the Marine Board? They are not repre
sented in any way, unless you can say that the G-overnment nominee represents them. There are four 
nominees of the Government against three of the local shipowners. _ ■
368. Is there any reason why Colonial shipping should have greater representation than the Brilish and 
foreign shipping ? Of course, our own shipping is our first care.
369. Would not the money spent in the port by the British and foreign-going ships be very much greater
than that spent by the Colonial ships ? Certainly it would. _
370. Therefore, the interests of the Colony in this respect should he very much more in favour of British 
and foreign-going ships than in the Colonial ships? Quite so.
371. Mr. Powell] Is it not a fact that the great proportion of the intercolonial trade has no represen
tation on tho Board because the vessels are not registered here ? Yes.
372. President] Do you think that is a wise state of affairs? I do not know how it could he remedied.
373. What particular interest has tho most representation on the Board? The members arc the owners 
of sailing ships, but tbe votes which put them in power are derived from all the shipping communities in 
the port.
374. Are there any other interests connected with the port which are not represented at all? Certainly; 
there is the insurance and the mercantile interest.
375. The interest which is represented is simply that of the owners of the ships registered here? Yes.
376. There are other important interests which have no representation whatever on the Board? Yes.
377. What would lltosc interests be ? All the interests connected with the vessels that visit the port, 
and aro registered elsewhere.
378. Arc there not a larger number of other interests, such as, for instance, the cargo—(hatis to say, the
merchants—which have no representation ? Yes. 379,
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Captain 3/t), Although they are vitally interested in the safety and efficiency of the vessels, thev have no renre-
Hlxeou, R.N. seTltation p No. J J j ’ ' 1

8 April^lSQ?. ■^’en f^ere is another interest—the seamen who navigate these vessels ; their lives are at stake, and 
’ it seems to me that they should bo represented f Yes,

381, Is there not another interest which outweighs in number all these—the travelling public ? Yes.
382, Are they represented in any way? Except by the Government nominees, no.
383, The interests that are represented are simply the owners of the vessel? Yes.
384, The other interests, which arc more vital, have no representation whatever P None, '
3Sp, "Would it not be quite possible for a case of this kind to arise : that it would be to the interest of 
shipowners to send unscaworthy vessels to sea ? It might be so.
3S(i. It would be to the interests of the owners that the ships should founder, in order to enable them to 
recover the insurance ? Yes.
387. The Act contemplates that the only interest worth looking after by direct representation is that of
the owner, whose interest might be directly antagonistic to the interests of the merchant, the seaman, and 
tho general public ? Yes. "
388. Is there not a radical error in the matter? I think that, as represented by you, there is a radical 
error, but there is a preponderance of representation in favour of the general public. There is a Bill ' 
going through the House now, providing representation for the seamen, engineers, masters, mates, etc.
383. Are the general public represented directly in this new Bill? Yes ; by the Government nominee.
390. Coming to the members of the Board themselves—what qualifications entitle them to sit? The 
possession of 250 tons of shipping.
391. Does that mean 250 tons of shipping actually employed in sailing between port and port? Yes,
392. It "would not represent the ownership of punts and hulks in the harbour ? The interpretation is 
that, unless vessels are in active service, the qualification does not hold.
393. It is not your province to inquire into the matter of qualification ? No.
394. Can you tell me whether the intercolonial steam fleet is represented on the Board? Not otherwise 
than by votes.
395. As far as the Wardens are concerned? There is one—Captain Maclean.
399. You do not know what tonnage Captain Maclean represents? No ; but I can tell you the vessels. 
He owns, in conjunction with his partner, the “Tamar,” the “ Western,” and some others.
397. A member is qualified for election to the Board by reason of these qualifications? Yes.
398. feupposing after election ho should cease to be qualified in that way, would behave to give up his 
seat ? According to law, yes.
399. Mr. Powell^] I would like to know what is the exact connection of tho Newcastle Board with your 
Board ? The Newcastle Board have local powers to deal with all Marine Board matters in iheir port, 
under the superintendence of the Marine Board of New South Wales,
400. Supposing a shipping disaster occurred at Newcastle, what course would he followed? The local 
Board would, if they thought fit, appeal to us to direct an inquiry into a catastrophe they were going to

401. The report would be made to them ? Yes.
402. Supposing a vessel be stranded at Neweastle, are they not compelled by law to report the matter to
the Marine Board at Sydney ? It would be reported to the Board at Newcastle, and they would report 
it to Sydney. > v r
403 Your Board would have to meet to give the necessary consent? It depends. The Marine Board 
should meet to direct an inquiry.
404. Is it a fact that the Marine Board meets in Sydney to deal with such cases and direct an inquiry ?
^ S1Ten- discretionary power in the matter, and afterwards report to the Board,
405, Ihey cannot institute an inquiry until you have given them the necessary authority ? They must 
get our direction, ,

Do they report their finding to you ? Yes, and we confirm or otherwise deal with their finding.
407. J hey can do nothing without the authority of your Board ? That is so.
408. Have the Newcastle Board any executive powers—have they the supervision of the pilots? Yes; 
there is power under the Act to do so. There is an inferential power.
409. With regard to the pay-sheets and all expenditure that is incurred there,—does it come before tlie 
Board for approval ? Yes.
410. Everything at Newcastle is done by the local Marine Board, acting under the sanction of the Marine 
Board in Sydney? That is so.
^ T,1* reSar'l to to® Marine Board inquiries, Mr. Powell just now gave us the number
which had been held during the last ten years ;—howT long do these inquiries last ? Sometimes several

412. Can you give us a return for the last five years, showing the inquiries which have been held and the 
length of time taken ? It will be furnished.

&at!ier -to0111 toe statements you have made to Mr. Powell that you limit the duties of the secretary. 
Tor the suite of comparison, the Board, or yourself, may be looked upon in the light of the Ministerial 
Head ot a Department; in that view, does Captain Lindeman take the position of an Under Secretary ? 
Much the same.
414. The Dnder Secretary would be responsible for everything in the Department? It is somewhat the
same. 1
415. I gather from the papers in tho Llewellyn case that he made representations to you that he should 
be given authority to supervise the work 'of the accountant P The accountant in the office is more
irectiy connected with me than with any other officer, and I could not tell exactly what occurred in this 

’•Vr,U* ^ uever prevented Captain Lindeman from going to the accountant, 
aiv vu ,w,0}1^llotohink it necessary for him to look over the accountant's work ? No.
417. Would it be an additional safeguard for you if a secretary were entirely responsible for the efficient
carrying on ot the whole office ? I would not object to it; 'it might bo desirable ; it would he a very 
good system. J
418. Who signs the cheques ? I do.
419. Countersigned by the accountant ? Yes.

429.
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420. When you see tlie accountant’s signature on the cheque, you do not look upon that as any check Captain
outside of the accountant; therefore, if he were a dishonest accountant, there would be no object jn t11*6011. .
having the cheque countersigned P That is so. sTprU^lSQ?
421. Supposing the cheques were countersigned by the secretary, would not that be an effective check? p ’ *
Tcs. The system at present is ; when a hill is sent in to the office, the secretary signs it it' it is correct.
422. If he were to sign the cheques and the pass-books would not that be an additional security to your
self? It would; but I think the amount of estra work which would devolve upon him would qot be 
justifiable.
423. Would it not have prevented these defalcations ? iXo; I do not think it would, as the robbery was 
perpetrated after the cheque had been signed.
424. Would it not be the duty of a secretary to see that for every cheque signed there was a receipt ? .
That is attended to by the Audit Office. We only pay cheques for wages ; the cheques for services are 
drawn by the Treasury.
425. If necessary, would it not be better to give the secretary additional assistance to enable him to carry 
out what appears to me to be an important duty? I do nut see any objection.
420. Would you not feel perfectly secure then ? I feel so now.
427. Do you ask him to show you the receipted voucher? Tes.
428. Does not the secretary sign all the vouchers ? If it is a voucher for service rendered, and the 
secretary knows it is correct, he initials it and sends it on to the accountant; the accountant brings it to 
me and I deal with it.
420. Is it a fixed rule that he has to sign every expenditure voucher ? Except salary vouchers.
430. Supposing an officer were away from duty, would the secretary know of it ? Tes.
431. Would it not be desirable that the secretary should sign the vouchers? If there is anything not 
out of the ordinary, tho matter goes on to the accountant, but if there is any change, the secretary 
initials to show that it is right.
432. When the pay-sheets are submitted to the secretary, does he initial them ? No.
433. Do you think it would be more desirable to make the secretary do more responsible work than he 
does at present? Tes, perhaps it would.
434. Has he ever represented that to you ? No.
435. Do you think it would be desirable to make the secretary responsible for everything that goes on in 
the office ? Perhaps it would.
436. Would you offer any objection if some such regulation were proposed? No.
437. Are you satisfied with tho manner in which the secretary conducts his duties? They are most 
satisfactory. ■
433. With regard to the other officers of the Department ? I am proud to say that tlie officers of the 
Marine Board are a splendid body of men.
439. With regard to appointments : supposing a vacancy occurred among the pilots, what plan do you 
adopt? If we can, we promote in the Department; if we do not consider there are suitable men in the 
Department, we advertise for applicants,
440. Is that invariably done ? Invariably.
441. How do you decide the matter? We go through the applications and ballot for them in the ordinary
way. "
442. With regard to the boatmen, how do you select them ? As we think fit.
413. Have you the jmwer of appointment ? No.
444. It must be approved by the Treasury ? We recommend, and the G-overnor approves. .
445. Ton must recommend in the first place, and your recommendations are usually carried out? In
variably. .
446. Ton said no one should be taken into the service who is over 35 years of age is that invariably
adhered to? If not to the strict letter, to the spirit of the law. '
447. Ton would not go over 40, say ? No.
448. Ton said tho regulations provided for increments;—are those increments put before Barliamcnt?
They are shown year by year on the Estimates.
449'. Every year Parliament sees the effect of tho regulations ? Tes.
450. Mr. Powell,'} With regard to the qualification of the elective Wardens—if a man has 250 tons of 
registered shipping, that is sufficient qualification ? Tes,
451. With regard to the electors, every Warden must be an elector ? Tes.

i --------------------- -—---------------------------------------- -----

Fit IB AY,, 23 APRIL, 1897.
PnKSEsr:— ,■

.T0SEPH BAHLING!, Esq., J.P., Phebitoskt.
■ GEORGE ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq,, J.P.

JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Captain Erancis Hixson, R.N., further examined:—
452. President.} I should like to ask first about the powers of the Board of Trade with regard to iheir Captain 
revision of your findings ;—that only relates to English-registered ships ? To all certificates recognised by Hixson, R.N. 
them. Wo are a sort of branch of the Board of Trade, and we take hints from them in very many / 
matters—in the qualifications for the holders of tho different certificates, for instance. The fact is, that 23April, 1897. 
the English and the Colonial Acts arc synonymous in matters of lhat sort.
453. _ That is, they work together ? They work together. For instance, we issue in Sydney a master’s 
certificate, foreign-going, which the Board of Trade at Home recognise—that is to say, if we pass a man 
here and he goes to England, they recognise our certificate and allow him to commaod a ship just tho 
same as if they had examined him themselves. Matters of this sort really are identical between all the 
colonics and the Board of Trade.
454. Is that founded on a specific English Act ? Tes.
455. That is recognised by Act of Parliament? Tes; in fact, the Imperial authorities have passed
legislation inviting us to take the subject up, and, of course, we have done it. 456.
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Captain 45G, Of course, there would be no need of legislative action as far as this Colony is concerned in regard 

• to matters which come within the jurisdiction of tho Home authorities? We must legislate here and 
23A£ril 1897 acceP^ ^)c same authority in our Hoard that the Hoard of Trade have.

' 457. Would there be any need of legislative authority here for you to deal with British ships, or would
you take your authority from the Imperial Act? That is rather an open question. Some people saytbat 
all Imperial Acts relating to ships have jurisdiction here, whcl her they are 1 aken up by the local Legislature 
or not; other people say that inasmuch as there is a local Legislature here, anything that is to be binding 
in law must pass through our Legislature.
45S. That, of course, must necessarily be so with regard to our own shipping ? Yes.
459. But British shipping is under the Imperial Act, by wLieh they recognise your authoriiy? The 

. Imperial Act gives us authority.
4GO. And they recognise the certificates you issue here ? Yes; certain of them. Eor instance, our coast- 
trade certificate would not necessarily he recognised by the Board of Trade—in fact, the Board of Trade 
at Home do not go so far in protecting life and property as we do here. They only issue foreign-going 
certificates, but we issue coaat-frndo certificates as well.
461. You pay a sliding scale of wages ? Yes.
462. Can you tell what would be the difference in the annual cost if the minimum were reverted to in 
every case ? _ I could not tell you off-hand, but it would be considerable.
463. Ton might give it to us later on ; how do the rates of wages paid compare with the outside service? 
They are not excessive.
464. Take the minimum rate : is the minimum rate lower than the average rate ruling in the merchant 
service ? Yo ; 1 do not think it is in ships, but it is for seafaring men on shore.
465. ̂ So that our minimum rate would be something equal to the average ruling rate in the merchant
service ? 1 es, perhaps it would ; but in the merchant service the men are supplied with food.
466. But taking that into account? Yes.
467. Our maximum wages would he considerably' higher than those paid in the merchant service ? When 
it comes to the maximum it would be considerably higher.
468. Is the principle of the sliding scale recognised in the merchant service, or have they a fixed current 
rate ? They have a fixed current rate.
469. The principle of maximum and minimum rate docs not obtain ? Xo. I may point out that, as far 
as the seamen of this coast are concerned, they earn considerably more than their wages by overtime. 
When I say that our wages are higher, I refer to the actual wage ; if overtime is considered, the men along 
the coast earn more than our men do.
470. Under what conditions do they get overtime ? If they work beyond the eight-hours system. I think 
the hours are S and 6 ; if they work before 8 in fho morning or after 6 at night.
471. Would that refer to men on shore only ? No; to tho men in the vessels when they arc working 
cargo, or when they are working in port.
472. Of course, the eight-hour system does not obtain during sea service ? Not for only shipping work. 
They only get overtime when they are doing something in connection with cargo.
473. They are practically doing lumpers’ work ? Yes.
4/4. And for that work they get overtime ? They get overtime.
475. Thev may have to go on at 1 or 2 in the morning to clear the hold, and in that case they get over
time? Yes.
4(6. Do you give your men overtime ? Only in Sydney ; not at different parts of the const.
477. I suppose you would at Newcastle? No. "
478. Then, as far as Sydney men are concerned, the payment of overtime in the merchant service need not 
be taken into account in comparing their wages with those paid in the merchant service, because there is 
an equation applicable to both cases ? Yes ; they both get overtime.
479. You were saying that the private tugs at Newcastle look the work out of the hands of the pilots ? 
To a certain extent. The people who own the private tugs are so familiar with the peculiarities of the 
harbour, that they induce tlie masters of vessels that they arc going to move about to do away with the 
employment of a pilot, because they can do it themselves.
4S0.. The masters of the tugs are practically pilots themselves, and therefore able to do the work of 
moving the ships about in the harbour ? Yes.
481. It is necessary for every ship that has not an exemption certificate to take a pilot ? Yes, it should be.
482. Would the majority of ships coming there bo without exemption certificates? Yes. I have 
explained before that we have been in the habit of issuing exemption certificates wholesale, owing to the 
excessive charges, but now the conditions are in a state of transit.
483. Do the pilots have the moving of the ships in Sydney ? Yes ; the harbour pilots.
484. Dor which a definite charge is made ? Yes.
485. And are they compelled to take the harbour pilots ? They are supposed to do bo, but there is a 
loophole in the law, and in some cases they evade it; but all tho big ships without question are very glad 
to take the harbour pilot.
486. The practice, then, is somewhat different in Newcastle to what it is in Sydney ? No, sir ; the two 
cases are precisely the same. They do the same thing. If not against tho actual letter it is against the

. spirit of the law. They do away with the services of a pilot to save the cost in both ports.
487. The practice is more rife in Newcastle fhan it is in Sydney ? Perhaps it is—yes. Until lately the 
charges on ships were so excessive that they did everything they could to evade expense.
488. The pilotage fees have been reduced from 4d. to 2d. ? Yes. Now thero is a maximum of £20. 
Very large ships have previously had to pay over £100 pilotage.
489. You have practically abolished exemption certificates for those ships ? Yes.
490. Therefore you hope to make more in one way than you have lost in another? Yes.
491. 1 ou think it would be best to have the “ Ajax ” stationed at Neweastle ? Yes. In rough weather the 
pilotage work is attended v, irh very great risk. More so in Newcastle than here.
492. You quite approve of the “Ajax'1 being commissioned for service there? I could not, as an 
experienced man, say that the old whaleboat system should continue,
493. lhat will, I presume, increase the cost of the pilot service there? Yes.
491*. Will it considerably increase the cost ? Yes, it w:.!.

’ 495.
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195. "Will it increase the cost by the cost of comtnissiomne: the “ .lias ” and keepins it in repair ? Yes: -T.^'aPtai!1TlT 
and the wear and tear, coals, and so on, Hm R.N,
490. That will come to £3,000 a year? Something like that. ‘iSApriflSOT
407. So that something like a sum of £3,000 lias been added to the cost of the Newcastle pilot service 1
by the introduction of the “ Ajax ” ? Yes. ’
408. And the reduction of the pilotage dues will still further increase the cost ? Kor a short time.
490. Do you think that tho abolition of the exemption certificates will have as marked an effect on the 
revenue in Newcastle as it will in Sydney P More so.
500. You expect the equalising process tiierc will be as groat as hero? lam sure the Marine Board
Department in the future will be more sell-sustaining than it is at present, and it always has been self- 
sustaining. ■
501, Itegarding the G-overmucnt representation on the Board;—you said the Government representative
represented all interests P Tes. ’ y
503. Then, of course, tho Government represent the owners of ships as well as any other interest? Yes.
003. Therefore the owners of our Colonial boats have not only Government representation, but they have 
also a special representative of their own ? Yes; but you can hardly say that. On the one hand there 
are representatives specially to protect the interests of the shipowner, and on the other hand there is a 
preponderance of members representing the general public.
501. The Government representative is just as much bound to represent the shipping interest as any other 
interest ? Perhaps so.
505. Then the owners of ships have got a common interest in tho Government representation, and a 
special representation of their own ? Yes quite right, if there is no division of opinion on the Board.
50G. I think the tounage was rather incorrectly stated last time? Mr. Powell said between 9,000 and
10,000 tons.
507. Mr. Powell.'j It was 90,000 tons.
508. President] The Colonial registered shipping is 90,000 tons? Yes. What Mr. Powell gave was the 
aggregate amount of British shipping. Some of these ships come in two or three times a year.
509. 1 see Mr. Powell has made it out that the Colonial tonnage is 90,099 and tho foreign vessels 2,900,000 
tons? Those 2,900,000 tons represent some ships which aro here two or three times.
51.0. Perhaps you would kindly let us have an exact comparison ? I think it would be very difficult.. Tho 
only way would be to get the foreign shipping entered only once.
511. Mr. Powell,] This includes all our coastwise trade ? Yes.
512. Then our coastwise trade is the largest part of it? Yes, for oue entry,
513. As a matter of fact, the greater part of that shipping is made up of our intercolonial boats;—tho
north coast boats are in and out every day? Yes, ’
514. They are registered here, and form part of that? Yds.
515. But they do not in any way compare with this foreign tonnage? No.
510. When 1 speak of foreign, 1 mean everything foreign to ours? Everything foreign to New South
Wales. ” ' '
517. President.] Yon think it would be a fairer comparison to take the 90,000 tons and the 1,500,000 
tons of shipping ? Yes ; that would be a.fairer comparison. But as the English, or rather foreign, ships 
are entered every time they come into port, the Colonial ships should be treated in tho same way.
518. And that interest has no more representation on the Board than the .Government representation?
That is so.
519. Can you tell me whether in any other part of the world there is a pilot system carried on as we carry 
on here ? In some parts of the world—in Queensland and in South Australia, and in many other colo
nies—the pilots are bona-jide Government officers. In other places they merely receive the rates they 
get from the ships they bring in,
520. Do you know what the system is in America? 1 am quite sure that it is not a Government system
there. .
521. Is it done by private contract? Yes. There is a certain pilotage levied on every ship entering the 
place. A dozen pilots would purchase a stoamcr’or a schooner, and they would use this schooner between 
them; and they sometimes go to sea for miles and miles for tho sake of being the first to get a ship.
522. .!. understand ships sometimes pick up the pilot 400 miles from port in American waters? Yes.
523. Is it a fact that these pilots arc licensed by tho Board of Commerce in America? Yes; I believe so.
524. And when licensed they are allowed to compete? Ycs.
525. Is there an Act which gives them a maximum amount for the tonnage rates ? Yes,
020. Something like our wharfage dues ? Yes.
527. Then they are left to compete amongst themselves for tho business they can pick up ? Yes.
528. Was not some system of that sort adopted here years ago ? Yes. ■
529. How was it found to work ? It was found to be a failure. In place of competing the pilots used 
to combine.
530. They formed a ring ? Yes.
531. Supposing it were thought desirable, from American experience, to adopt some such plan here, would
there be the same danger again ? Yes. Where there is an excessively large shipping trade some such 
system might answer ; but when tho trade is limited there is a difficulty in creating competition. Since I 
have been in office we have had the competing system, aud they have made out that they were competing 
with each other ; whereas they let the man on turn take tho ship, and the others enjoyed themselves at 
home. .
532. In America they have a much larger population than here; that explains the difficulty? Yes. Our 
Act provides for the system, and, in fact, it has been in vogue here ; but from the nature of the service it 
is difficult to make people compete hero.
533. Are you aware that the competing system is adopted in England? Yes.
534. Does it work well there ? No other system 1ms been adopted there for ages,
035. And it works well ? It works well, I "believe.
536. Then our system stands out singular as regards other parts of the world? Ours aud all other 
sparsely-populated countries. I may mention here that there is nothing approaching complaint ever 
made against our system since wo have had tho pilot steamer. I have no doubt that there are complaints 
about Newcastle, but the employment of tho “ Ajax " will correct that. 537.
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Captain 537. Have you given a return showing the revenue received from each of the pilot stations and the 
Hixson, R.N. expenses of each ? Yes ; it is among the papers. 1 may almost say that the revenue of tno out-stations

23April, 1897. 'rf9g| g0 tIiat t}ie expcnse 0f the out-stations must he put against the revenues received in Sydney and

Newcastle? Yes. , . ,
539. You think that is a fair thing? Well, the shipping are specially taxed for harbour and light rates, 
and they expect all the conveniences that we can give them. Although the pilot is not actually on board 
the vessels at these bar-harbours, as a matter of fact he does pilot the vessels, because the) do not
of entering until he hoists a flag for them. He makes tbe system as easy as possible, and buoys the 
channel, and is always ready to help in ease of accident or trouble. _
540. Then the charges they pay in Sydney arc supposed to cover the conveniences they get on the out-
stations ? I think that is a fair thing to assume. _
541. On the Iliclimond liiver they have a number of lights ? Yes, up the river.
542. Ho they pay anything for that? No. _ _ j rru •
543. That is considered to he part of the general conveniences? The shipping are taxed. There is a
pilotage system and a light system provided for them for the tax that they pay. _
544. Therefore wc must not go into the details of the harbours along the coast? l^think not. _
545. The payment in Sydney is supposed to cover conveniences along the coast ? Yes. I think it is fair

■ , to say so. The Navigation Act was established in order to provide benefits for life and property all along
the coast, and this tax was to meet the expenses that the ilct brought into existence. _
546. That is to say, we must take the thing as a whole? I do not think you should deal with it piece
meal. . . .
647. Do the colonies combine in the expenses of any of our lights ? That is a moot question yust now. 
We do contribute towards the cost of the lights in the Bass Straits. Previously we used to pay a portion 
Of the cost of the lights in Victorian territory, but we have latterly discontinued to do that, and now wo 
only pay for the lights on our own coast and for those in Bass Straits. . .
548. What proportion do wo pay for these ? In accordance with the tonnage of vessels arriving here
passing those lights. _ . , m .
549. Then the Victorian authorities pay the expenses of those lights ? Not the Victorian—the lasmanian.
They are recouped by the Victorian and New South Wales authorities in accordance with the use made 
of the light. t

550. That cost is taken into account in arriving at your financial statement ? Yes.
551. I should like to know what is the exact legal value of your decisions with regard to cases that come 
before you ? Well, they are of considerable value. They frequently prevent further litigation that is 
to say, people sometimes agree before they go into the dispute that they will be guided by tbo Marine
Board verdict. . , ,
552. Your decision is not final, I presume? It is, so far as the conduct of the master is concerned, but
not in a money sense.
553. I suppose it has no legal status ? It. lias no money value whatever.
554. Therefore the Vice-Admiralty Court is open to them ? And it is frequently taken advantage of; but 
in many cases there is so much respect for the Marine Board decision that they agree to settle on that.
555. Can you tell the proportion of appeals that have taken place from your decisions in the last few
years ? You mean that litigation has followed up ? .
55C. Litigation has followed up your decisions ? Perhaps half—not quite half. Then there is another 
aspect where the Board's decision is sometimes objected to ; if a master thinks we have dealt wrongly 
■with him, he has an appeal to the Supreme Court. . ,
557. Do you think it would be advisable to strengthen the position of the Marine Board in that respect. 
I do not. The tendency of tho Englishman is to fight; and if he is prevented from fighting further, instead 
of taking the thing agreeably it would have tbe opposite effect. ^ _
55S. But would it not do this way : give a legal effect to your decisions, leaving it open to appeal just as 
in all other cases—the same as the appeal from the decision of one Judge to the Full Court in connection 
with cases where money was at stake? Perhaps you might go as far as they do in Queensland. Ihcy 
have a provision in their Act that if the parties agree before the inquiry has commenced to abide by the 
decision of tho Board they cannot go further. It is final then. __
559. But still there might be a modification of that by giving the decisions of the Board a legal value, with
the right of appeal to the Full Court? I think that would be adifisable. _ _
560. Do you think it would assist in bringing that about if a lawyer were on the Board—say, a District
Court Judge? Perhaps; I have not thought the matter out. _ _
561. You said there was an appeal from your decision as to certificates? Yes; in the first instance it 
goes to a single Judge, and then there is a further appeal to the Full Court. It is the same as in Common
TjjiiW
5G2. Do the Home authorities accept your verdict on certificates issued by them ? Yes; but they have 
the right of re-issuing if they think fit,
563. At Home it is the Court of Survey ? Yes.
564. There is no body exactly like yours at Home? Scarcely; but there are certain local Boards like ours 
under the Imperial Act.
565. But tbe Court of Survey is composed of two nautical assessors and a Judge ? Yes.
566. What is the value of their decision ? I think, on the whole, the seafaring men approve more of our
decision, on tlie principle that they are tried by their peers; but I do not think that there has ever been any 
great objection to the system at Dome. One advantage of our system is that there is no loss of time. A 
ship is wrecked to-day, and here we eould hold a Court to-morrow ; hut at Home (he proceedings are 
much more leuglhv. There is considerable inconvenience in waiting in cases of that sort; because when a 
vessel is wrecked the crews lose their homes; they aro in a very awkward position in a strange city, and 
they want matters settled quickly so that they may go elsewhere. _ _ _
567. In such a case the Court of Survey would have a distinctly judicial authority and the after proceed
ings might he shortened by reason of this? Yes. _
568. Your engineers examine the boilers and machinery of passenger steamers every six months ? Yes.

. 569.
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569. I suppose you have the power at intervening periods to hold a survey if you think fit? Yes,
570. Does that hold good with cargo steamers r1 iNot in Sydney. "We only give certificates as to the 
sound and good condition of the whole ship in cases where the vessels carry passengers, the others aro 
only open to ordinary inspection. We do not neglect them altogether, but we do not take the same pains 
with those vessels as wo do with vessels that hold our certificates.
571. According to the Act it is strictly confined to passenger-ships? That is what I mean.
572. But you have no jurisdiction ? There are other parts of the Act which say that the Marine Board
inspector may go aboard all ships aud do what they think fit. The same supervision is not extended to 
them that is extended to vessels which hold our certificates, which say that this vessel is thoroughly sound 
in hull and machinery and fittings for tlie purpose for which she is engaged. Although we do not go to 
the same extent, we do supervise all other ships, though thoy do not carry passengers. _
573. Do you think it is advisable to have a more strict supervision over non-passenger vessels ? The Bill 
that has passed the Assembly will carry out that suggestion—that is to say, all steamers, whether they 
carry passengers or not, are to be surveyed in future by the Marine Board. The English system is only 
to insist on passenger-vessels carrying over twelve being subject to special survey; and in Melbourne, on 
the other hand, they make every vessel that goes to sea take a certificate, and here we make every vessel which 
carries passengers; so we are midway between the old country and Yictoria in this respect.
574. Mr. Wilson.] I think you said you allowed the Sydney people overtime and did not allow the 
Newcastle men ? Yes.
575. Why is that? The work at Newcastle is pilots’ work. The only men who are allowed overtime 
in Sydney are the men up the harbour here who man the launches during regular hours. The men who 
aro at Newcastle for pilot work, work day and night, Sundays, and holidays in rotation, and they are not 
allowed special overtime pay. '
576. Why specially Sydney ? Because wo have only a limited number in Sydney, and if they are wanted 
after hours it is harder on them than on the Newcastle people, who are not kept from their homes when 
they are on turn even.
577. I think you said the Neweastle people work constantly ? Yes, as a body ; but there are so many of 
them that there can be a boat’s crew on watch constantly there.
578. What number of men have you in Sydney and in Newcastle? Wc have twelve in Sydney and in 
Newcastle twenty-two.
579. And that is the reason why you allow overtime in Sydney ? That is ihe reason. Often in Sydney 
men are sent to Broken Bay or to Botany Bay for two or three days, and an allowance has to be made to 
provide for them.
580. An allowance is not overtime ? But the men would not be away from their homes as well as during
overtime. ’
581. How is that. I can quite understand your giving a man an allowance when he is away from home,
but that is not overtime ? If a mail steamer is expected hero we do not know what time she may come, 
so the men have to wait at the boat-shed for her, and some of the men may bo sent to Botany Bay, and 
they are allowed this overtime in both cases. '
582. And nothing of the kind arises in Newcastle ? No ; tins state of things only prevails at the boat- 
shed in Sydney.
583. With reference to your allowance of £225, that is apparently for quarters and gas ? Yes; I am 
provided with a house with gas laid onto it.
584. No other allowances ? No. I may say that I am subject to calls day and night. I live there for 
the purpose of being available for any emergency.
585. Are the pilotage rates in Sydney and Newcastle tbe same ? Yes.
586. Mr. Barling asked you if you thought it would strengthen the judicial side of the Board to appoint 
a lawyer to it;—is the judicial function any necessary part of the Marine Board at all ? Only so far as 
it deals with the holders of their certificates.
587. Arising, say, from a collision or a wreck ? Yes ; but tho Marine Board functions are confined to the 
conduct of the masters of the vessels. Of course the master carries with him the responsibility of the 
owner, and in many cases, as tlie Murine Board have to give a decision as to the master, the owners are 
content to let tho matter rest as they decide it, but there is no necessity.
588. There was a Bill introduced into Parliament last year providing for the representation of engineers 
and seamen on the Board? Yes.
589. Suppose tbe judicial part of tlie Marine Board duties were performed by a Judge and two assessors, 
as in England, would there be any need for such representation ? No.
590. Would not seamen and engineers, captains and owners, and everybody else, have the same confidence
in such a court as the general public have in the Supreme Court, say ? I do not think they would. 
There arc constant complaints on the part of sailors that they are tried by people who do not know 
anything about the case. ' .
591. But there are two men who will advise the Judge on technical points ? I am confident that the 
seafaring people in Sydney prefer our court to such a court as you suggest.
592. Then why is there such an agitation for representation on the Board? That is to give the different 
classes of people who have to do with vessels representation. The seamen and the engineers want repre
sentatives, but they do not object at all to tbe judicial functions of tho Board.
593. Would a court constituted in that way be likely to approach these things in a judicial spirit? I 
can scarcely express an opinion on that. Jt depends largely on whom the difi'erent parties send to repre
sent them.
594. They represent divergent interests, and it is not to be expected that they would look on things in a
judicial way ? 1 am not in a position to speak with authority, but 1 do know that there is no objection
to the present judicial powers of the Board.
595. Thero aro two steam launches, one used by tbo Governor and distinguished visitors to tbe port,and 
another used by the Governmentare both these launches in pretty regular use? Thoy are not in 
constant use, but they are frequently used,
596. Would one of them perform all tho work ? No : we often have demands for more than we can
supply. The Government often order both when the Governor dogs not want one, and the Governor 
occasionally asks for both. ‘ - ■

253—C 597,

Captain 
Hixson, R.N.
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. Captain 597. Are you aware of any other Government Department that has a launch? Tes; the Public "Works 

Hixson, R.N, Department.
59S. Then these are both required? • They arc both required—not by the Marine Board. They do not 

Pn ’ h want them at all; the Government want them.
599. They are frequently required at the same time ? frequently.
GOO. ilf?\ PoweW.] Do you remember your answer to questions about the “ Carrington " ;—you told us that 
four boatmen returned as part of the crew of the “ Captain Cook ” are employed on the “ Carriugton ” ? 
Tes. _ _ j
601. And they are employed only to bring back the pilots from inward ships to the station at Watson’s 
Bay? Oh, no ; they have to take pilots up to Sydney to take ships to sea as well.
602. And they bring back the pilots from the inward ships? Tes; and to take a pilot, for instance, to 
Darling Harbour to take a ship to sea.
603. But we were told the other day that your pilots did not take the vessels from Darling Harbour ? 
If I said so, I said so in a qualified manner. It is a common thing.
604. I understood that the harbour pilots took the vessel to the harbour border ? That is the proper 
thing, hut it is a common thing for a sea pilot to be ordered in the middle ot the night to take a vessel, 
say, to Newcastle.
605. That is, from Darling Harbour ? Prom any part. _
606. lu tliat case the Government lose tbe removal dues ? Yes. Of late the ships have been excessively
taxed, and they do everything they can to evade the port charges in this particular respect. _
607. It seems to me that you have been assisting them, because you bare allowed tbe sea pilot to go into
the harbour pilot’s water and take vessels direct from the wharf to the sea, thereby taking away from tbe 
revenue the harbour pilot’s fee ? We do not think of the revenue; what we think of is tlie facility for 
commerce and trade of the port in every way. s
608. That is very good and very right, but at the same time as we are losing the harbour pilot’s fee we
are incurring the expense of £515 a year to provide a boat to take the pilot to the vessel ? It is scarcely 
fair to put it that way. The <! Carrington ” occasionally does as you say, but she is not kept for that 
purpose. _
609. The sea pilot's water commences at Port Denison ? It does, but there is no law to that eftect.
610. When a vessel is removed she is supposed to be put alongside the wharf by the harbour pilot and 
the charge made; when a sea pilot brings a vessel in, one would suppose that she would be put alongside 
the wharf by the harbour pilot and the charge made also ? This system has grown up in consequence of 
vessels not only wanting to remove from the wharf to the stream, but wanting to go straight from the 
wharf to sea. In some cases, such as the 11 Barbarossa,” the harbour pilot would do a portion of this 
work and the sea pilot take her on, but if an ordinary small vessel wants to go to sea we let tho sea pilot 
take her away.
611. There is a loss of revenue ? Yes, there is.
612. And there is a great increase of expense .in working the Department, because the sea pilot really 
ought not to go beyond Port Denison ? Tes ; but there is no law to prevent it.
613. The work of the pilot would commence at Port Denison, and a charge ought to be made ? You know 
very well a charge used to be made, and whether tlie ship wanted to go to the wharf or not the charge 
was made, aud there was so much agitation about it the Government very wisely gave it up.
614. The concession was “ no work, no pay ” ? Tes.
615. This is double work, no pay—yon do the work and you have to send for tho man? Thero is no 
doubt that the system which prevails is precisely as you say, and there is a certain loss of revenue if we 
could legally claim it; but, as I tell you, there is no legal authority saying tliat a harbour pilot must do a 
certain amount of work and a sea pilot other work.
616. But the pilot waters are defined ? No ; except in our regulations. They are not dedned in the A et.
617. President.] They are defined in your regulations, aud that has the effect of law ? No, sir; this is a 
regulation in our own Department, for the pilots.
618. But is not it a regulation which you are empowered to make by the Act ? Tes; but we cannot 
charge the ships under it.
619. Is it approved by the Govomor-in-Council? Tes. _
620. In that case it has the force of law ? Oh, yes, it has; but thero is nothing in the regulation about 
charges.
621. Mr. Powell.] Tou know that a sea pilot’s line is defined ? There is a rcgulatiou issued merely for 
the guidance of the employees of the Department, but it is not a general regulation. There is no strict 
law defining what tho duties of a harbour pilot are, and what are the duties of a sea pilot. There is a 
schedule in the Act saying that a harbour pilot shall be paid so much, but that is all wo have on tho 
subject.
622. "Well then there is a loss of revenue ? Certainly.
623. What is the practice at Newcastle,—do the sea pilots take the vessel therethey act in the double 
capacity? They often do,
624. And in that ease they charge for the removal as well as the pilotage ? I do not think so.
625. The harbour removal amount is much larger in Newcastle than in Sydney ? Yes.
626. And having no harbour-masters tiierc, you tell us that the pilots do the removals ? Tes. You asked 
mo whether, in the case of a vessel being taken direct from the wharf to the sen, they charge for harbour 
removal as well as pilotage.
627. It is not so in Sydney ? We supply the wants of the trade. In many cases the vessels are moved
from the wharf to the stream to complete their crew, or half a doaen things they require to do before they 
go to sea. But if a vessel wants to go straight to sea we do all we can to facilitate commerce, aud let her 
go. ....
628. The sea pilot goes straight to the ship, and that is the reason why the “ Carrington ” is partly required? 
That is it, sir.
629. Tou told ns tliat the 4d. per ton was paid every half-year; tliat is paid for tho right to use all the 
lights on the coast and all the harbours ? Tes, it is a harbour and light rate for general purposes.
630. Every ship pays 8d. per ton annually for the use of the lights on tho whole of the coast ? That is so.
631. And for any advantages that they may have in connection with harbours ? Yes.
632. But that has nothing to do with the pilotage service or with removals? No. In this instance the
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line has never been definitely drawn. The master of a ship, if he pays for a harbour and light rate, may Csptain 
you mnst do so and so for me, I expect it; but another man may not want anything. Hixson, E-K,

633. It is not what he expects, it is what is the law ? Yes.
634. These vessels which trade to the bar harbours, such as the ftichmond, pay a very small sum as ’ *
harbour and light dues ? It is not a heavy tax.
635. It is not worth talking about as a tax, is it ? No.
636. Was the system of increments stopped in your Department by Ministerial authority? Yes.
637. And is it still in abeyance ? Yes.
638. What do we understand by that;—do you mean to say that the men have what they consider to be a 
claim ? Yes.
639. You said that the pilots rose to the top of their grade in twenty-five years? That should be twenty 
years.
640. And boatmen seven years ? Yes. ■
641. The men at the Government boat-sheds appear to have had annual increments of £7, rising to the 
top of their grade in seven years? £5 I think, sir. There is some mistake there.
642. The coxswain rises to the top of his grade in seven years ? (Looking at list,) Yes, you are quite
right, if you mean the boatswain. '
643. And the ordinary boatmen reach their maximum in----- ? Six years. The minimum rate is £96,
and the maximum £141'—that is, with quarters. This would be about ten years.
644. The maximum is £126,1 think? Yes, with quarters.
645. Their reaching the maximum in six years accounts for your having so many boatmen at the high rate 
otpay? Yes.
646. Does it not seem extraordinary that the boatmen should reach their maximum in seven years and the 
pilots in twenty ? Yes.
647.. I suppose you are aware that the' boatmen in Victoria have to serve twenty-five years to reach their 
maximum ? I do not know it, sir; but it is very likely.
648. The victualling of the “ Captain Cook ” including the wages of the cook and providore amounts to 
£470 per annum; does it not appear to you that that is rather a heavy sum for victualling seven people 
on board ? It is.
649, Does it not appear extraordinary ? It is heavy. The fact is, when we established this system We put 
the pilots on board the vessel and put them down at a salary of £350 a year, and previous to that they 
had been drawing between £800 to £1.000. They thought it very hard to be reduced to such a low salary, 
and we gave what was perhaps a liberal allowance for food. '
650 Do you not think it would be better to pay all hands on the « Captain Cook” sea-going wages and 
feed them by contract ? It would perhaps he more economical.

You have told us that the pilot service outside the port of Sydney is really carried on at a consider- ’ 
able loss; have you any idea what that loss is ? It is almost the extent of their wages, but then those 
pilots arc put there for very many purposes. They have not only to pilot in ships as they are wanted, 
but they are there for the protection ol life and property, They have charge of the life-saving apparatus, 
they have to buoy and beacon the rivers, they bavo to put up leading marks, and to make tide signals—in 
fact, to guide every ship that enters the port, and do it at a considerable amount of risk at limes. They 
do a lot of work, really, in the protection of the trade and shipping of their ports.
652. Do you not think that, at some of these places where there is very little to do, the Queensland system 
ot appointing pilot boatmen and making the coxswain the pilot would be better ? It might. You know 
inere are rivers and rivers. If you compare the stations on the Eichmond, for instance, with those in 
Queensland, I think you will find it necessary to have different men there. All the Queensland stations 
are behind the Great Barrier lleef, and the sea is nothing in comparison to that at our bar harbours. The 
settlors along the coast insist on having efficient pilots.
653. I think jou have told us that the removal duos are a source of loss in'Sydney, that they do not pay 
the expenses of the harbour-masters ? You gave me the figures and they showed a pound or two on tho 
wrong side. Since that return was made out we have had an increase in the harbour removal dues. The 
maximum charge previously was £3, now we hare made the maximum charge £5, so that the service will 
be more self-supporting in the future.
654. There has been no reduction in the harbour and light dues under the new Act ? No.

Vlave ? re^rn here of the pilotage collected for the month of March, and the whole amount seems 
to be £744 for Sydney; that being the case, will there not be a great loss on the pilotage for the next 
imancml year. I would point out tliat March is our dullest month, and no doubt, in consequence of the 
reductions that have been made, the returns for the next few months will "be less than latterly; but now 
the issue of exemption certificates is stopped there will he many more vessels that will have to take pilots 
and eventually there will be an increase.
656. And for the next financial year there will be a loss ? Possibly, but although there is a reduction in 
the pilotage rates there will he no material reduction in the light rate, and as there are a lot of very large 
steamers coming in it will be gradually made up. *

3-0U with the Imjierial certificates under the second subsection of section 88 of our Act? Xcs.
i ■ i '* 011 sai • ■®u*: ^or section wc could not deal with the Imperial certificates” ? That is so, I

think.
659. That being the case, how do you propose to deal with the Imperial certificates now' that the Act is 
repealed ? A clause in the new Ant keeps that going.
GSO.H you conduct your inquiries under the new Act, do you conduct them in the manner provided by 
the Act. What I say is, that the new Act keeps alive the local Act and our procedure, and therefore X 
think we snail make no alteration at present.
661. But do you conduct your inquiries according to the plan laid down under the Imperial Act, or do 
you adapt your own circumstances and the conditions of your Board to that Act? Our Act in that 
particular matter is really a transcript of the Imperial Act.
602. ] t is not I think, to tho extent of tho manner ? I do not mean as to the composition of the Board, 
but our legal boding is governed by exactly the same condition as that of the Imperial Act.
663., But then you are confined almost entirely under this Act to the cancellation and suspension of 
certificates? Yes, quite ; we are confined to that.
604. And there are no questions of law in connection with the cancellation and suspension of certificates ? 

moro than what might crop up with the two or three lawyers we often have at the table* 6G5.
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Captain 665. But in collisions and matters o£ that kind questions of law crop up? Either law or common sense, 
Hixson, R.N. supposed to be law.
23A*Wr6*1897 66G. The English Act provides for legal assistance? I think the English system is most cumbersome and 

' ' expensive, and wo are more economical here in our proceedings than in any other place.
667. Eon spoke of the satisfaction given to nautical people generally by being tried by their peers. That 
may have its advantages, but do you not think it also has disadvantages, inasmuch as there can be a leaning 
on the part of their peers to them in dealing with matters connected with the profession ? There might 
be, but I do not know that there is. I do not think they get off so easily before us ; in fact, .1 have heard 
a large English ship-owner say, “ I hope you will try the caso out Imre, because you deal strictly and justly 
with the people ; but if they get into an English Court it is not nearly so satisfactory.” The man who said 
that to me was Mr. Green, one of the managers of the Orient Company.
668. Still that system seems to have been engrafted on your Act to some extent, because local Marine
Boards are required to have a local Stipendiary; the Act directs you? No, not absolutely. It is if 
wanted. 1 ... ,
669. [Bead clause 87 of the Navigaiion Act.~\ In point of fact, when an inquiry is held at Newcastle the 
local Stipendiary Magistrate does adjudicate ? Tes, if a certificate is to be suspended.
670. Does he sit with the Board ? Yes. The fact is there are multitudinous functions performed under
the Act. ^ ■
671. Well, now, about those inquiries that you bold into collisions, <fcc. Take the year 1896, and, for 
example, the first case in the year,—the “ Leveret-Gamecock ’■ collision. There seem to have been seven 
sittings. Is the evidence taken ? Yes; and not only that, all these depositions have to be copied to be 
sent to the Board of Trade. I will explain why there were seven sittings on tliat particular case. _ The 
Marine Board commence an inquiry of that sort without prejudice. Two ships are in collision. It is not 
for them or anybody else to say who is to blame in the matter. After what we call the preliminary 
inqniry the Marine Board make a report, and they say, for instance, that they believe this collision 
occurred because the master of the “Leveret” committed certain breaches of the steering and sailing 
rules. This report is then furnished to the man, and he is cited to appear before the Board to show 
cause why his certificate should not be cancelled or suspended for committing this breach of the Act, and 
then he has every opportunity of defending himself and getting out of the difficulty if he can. _
672. Kindly turn up the Minute Book of the 7th January, 1896 ;—did the Board do any other business 
on that day ? No.
673. Was it a special meeting for that purpose? Just exactly as I tell you.
674. Will you read the minutes, please ? [Reading.'] '‘Marine Board, 7th January, 1896. Present:— 
The President, Captains M'Lean, Jenkins, O’Sullivan, Moodie, and Broomfield. Commander Lindcmau, 
Secretary. Captain Broomfield took his seat at 2 p.m. 1 Leveret-Gamecock,’ This case was proceeded

• with and again adjourned till 10 a.m. to-morrow,” That means that we were through this “Leveret-
Gamecock ” matter all that afternoon; but besides this we have a full sot of proceedings on another set 
of papers.
675. Then again on the 8th ? Yes. ■
676. That was also devoted to that case? Yes.
677. Then on the 13th January? Ybs.
678. You had a meeting of informal business, and tho collision case was reft-rred to? ^'es.
679. How was it referred to? The Board reported that this case was caused by (he wrongful act or 

' default of the person in charge of each vessel, and they were called upon to say why their certificates
, should not be dealt with.

680. But there were only two sittings really on the case? Two sittings previously to that. ^
681. That is merely the finding of the Board ? No, sir ; that is the report of the Board. This case was 
resumed the next Monday.
682. That would be the 20th? Yes. [Reading^] “Marine Board, 20th January, 1896. Present:— 
The President, Captains Broomfield, M'Lean, Jenkins, O’Sullivan, Moodie, and Mr. Wildridge. Com
mander Lindeman, Secretary, ‘ Gamecock-Leveret.’ The Board adjudicated in this case and suspended 
the person in charge of the 1 Leveret,’ J. II. Maiden’s certificate, Harbours and Rivers, for three months; 
and that of Charles Larsen, the master of the ‘ Gamecock,’ for one month.”
683. That is part of the formal business of the day’s meeting ? Certainly.
684. So that there were only two sittings really to go into the inquiry ? Two special sittings, and the 
others were part of the ordinary business.
685. Then take the 7th April meeting,—the “ Petrel” ? The master and crew of this vessel having been 
examined regarding the loss, the Board decided to give their decision next Monday. Wo went into the 
inquiry then, and we did not give our decision until the following Monday.
686. You gave your dccison on the 13th ? Yes. [Reading.] “ ‘ Petrel.’ The Board adjudicated on this
case, and decided that the wreck of the ‘Petrel’ was caused by the vessel attempting the bar and
becoming stranded at the entrance of the Bellinger River, at a questionable time of the tide, when the 
wind failed her. Although the Board do not feel justified in depriving J. P. Smith, the master, of his 
certificate, they nevertheless reprimand him, and caution him against crossing a dangerous bar otherwise 
than at unmistakable flood tide.”
687. That is part of the formal business of the day ? That is all.
688. How long would the meeting last ? It all depends upon circumstances. I might say that both
these cases appear to be cases in which we have no lawyers, and we get through our cases much more
rapidly when there are no lawyers than when there are. , -
689. But these cases, collisions and certificates, are the only cases you deal with—the others are only 
formal business ? Yes.
690. The Members of the Board know nothing about them, aud take them as they find them ? Oh, no. 
They have the papers placed before them, and, of course, in issuing all these certificates there arc certain 
necessary qualifications. Eor instance, a man has to show that he has served four years at sea before he 
can get a second mate’s certificate, and those papers are put before the Board, and they initial them after 
examining them.
691. That is to say, you initial them for the Board? No, sir; a quorum of the Board initial them.

Commander
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Commander George Sidney Lindeman, li.N., Secretary to the Marine Board of New South iVales,
sworn and examined :—

G92. President.'] How long have you been secretary ? Twenty-two years.
693. What are your duties there ? To carryout the provisions of the Navigation Act, under the direction 23April,1897. 
of the Marine Board.
694. Now what does that involve on your part ? I gave in a written list. It is rather a long one.
695. [Handing list to tvifness.] That is the list ? Yes. [Fide Appendix 9a.]
696. This is a list of the books kept? [List handed to witness.] Yes. [Vide Appendix 18.]
697. Referring to the papers which were laid on the table of the House with regard to the Llewellyn 
frauds, I see it is stated on page 4, “The secretary, who should have exercised the necessary supervision 
over the accountant, has not been allowed to do so" ;—is that correct? I have never been told to do so.
I have pointed out that I have no supervision, and 1 have never been told to have any supervision, and I 
did.not think it was my place to do so. I pointed out to the President on several occasions the very un
satisfactory way in which the accountant did his work. It was nothing to do with his accounts, but his 
general carelessness, and so on. Ho sent for him and reprimanded him. Then the Treasury Inspector 
came down and reported that everything was all right, and then the idea of fraud passed away.
698. This fraud occurred, I understand, in cheques being drawn and not actually paid to the parties in *
whose favour they were drawn ? There were complaints from the stations that they did not receive their
pay for certain months.
699. What did you do P I immediately informed the President, as I had no authority over the accountant 
myself.
700. You took no steps yourself to inquire ? It is some time ago, but I have no doubt that I sent for the 
accountant and said, “ Why is this?”
701. When you called for vouchers would you know that these amounts had not been paid ? No, because 
the vouchers are already receipted before they are paid.
702. How is that done ? The vouchers come down receipted, and then the money is paid according to the 
way in which the pilots or lightkeepers wish it paid.
703. How is it paid? Sometimes it is paid into the bank, and sometimes it is sent to them.
704. Would not you have detected it at once if the bank receipts had been checked ? I imagine so.
705. There was no complication about it whatever if that had been done? I suppose that that would be 
the way to find out.
706. It would be a very simple way. If it bad been in your bands would you have considered it necessary 
to examine tho receipts for all cheques that were signed by you or the President? If I had been 
responsible for the accountant to the President I am perfectly sure that I should havfe taken every care.
707. If that system had been carried out you are satisfied that these frauds would not have gone on ? I 
do not think so.
708. I suppose that you are aware that in other departments that really is done ? I am not aware of
what is done in other departments. .
709. How long did that go on ? Two or three years,' I think, off and on.
710. And you felt you had not the necessary authority to inquire into that? Quite so. I felt it my
duty to report to the President.
711. I see by the statement here that these frauds extended over a period of three and a half to four 
years, owing to lax supervision and the non-existcnce of the most ordinary system of departmental check ; 
and your explanation is that you had not the power to examine the accounts, and if you had it would have 
been found at once? So far as I know, I should certainly have detected it before long.
712. Do you think that you have a sufficient staff to carry out those duties of supervision, supposing that
they were laid upon you ? I am pretty hard at it now. We certainly have not more than we want.
713. Would it occupy very much more of your time? I do not know exactly how long it would take,
but I would undertake to do it.
714. Without further assistance? I fancy so. I would do my best.
715. Is it a fact that the office relies on the Treasury inspection to discover any discrepancies which may 
occur of this kind ? I believe the President thought that the Treasury inspection was quite sufficient, 
with his own supervision. He was quite satisfied that there was no fraud going on.
71G. How often did that inspection take place ? Once a year.
717. Do you mean that practically for a whole year the accountant was not checked? Except by the 
President.
718. It is shown by these Parliamentary papers that this was not done, and hence the frauds; you are 
quite satisfied that you have again and again drawn the attention of Captain Hixson to the general 
unsatisfactory state of the accountant’s work ? Yes.
719. Does that same state of affairs exist now ? I have no more control over the accounting than I have 
ever had.
720. Are you aware whethcr'the receipts are now checked with the cheques drawn? I have no means of 
knowing.
721. You do not know, and you still think it is desirable that you should ? It is not my business.
722. Have you ever seen the bank book? No.
723. Do you countersign the cheques ? No.
724. Then you have no more check over that part of the business than you had before ? No more.
725. And you are still of the opinion that it would be desirable that this check should exist ? I am of 
opinion, as I said before, that everything that goes on in the Marine Board should go through the 
secretary, and he should be responsible to the President and Board.
726. In other words, that you should occupy the same position to the Marine Board as an Under 
Secretary does to his Minister? Just so.
727. That view has not been taken by Captain Hixson ? Not quite, inasmuch as I have no control over 
the accountant.
72'8. I see you have given ns in your duties, “Supervise the vouchers of expenses” ;—does that mean you 
initial the pay abstracts ? No. .
729. That should be read with the correction, “ Not salary abstracts ” ? Yes.
730. Suppose a man is away from his duties, who is responsible to see that his pay is stopped ? It would
be reported to me. ‘ 731.

Commander
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Coimnaiider 731. "Would you then call far the voucher and see whether any deduction had been made? No; I 
*E K^1*’ should simply report it to the President, who would take the necessary action.

732, Ton would not follow that up, and see how it is provided for in the abstract ? No.
23April, 1897. ■ Then it would be quite possible for a person to be away from his duty altogether, and by an over*

’ sight or collusion on the part of tho head of the station, wherever it may be, to be paid, although he may 
not be doing any work ? I suppose it would be possible for a man to be away, and get bis pay if it is 
not reported by his immediate superior. _
734. If it is reported ? I should report it to the President and carry out his instructions.
735. And then you do nothing moro ? Unless he directs me.
736. Ton do not consider you have any further responsibility ? As regards his payment. _
737. In fact, your position with the Board is a rather restricted one;—have you got authority to supervise 
the working of the Department ? I have nothing to do with salaries.
738. Is not that rather an important part of the expenditure of the office? Tes.
739. And you have no supervision over that whatever? No. _
740. And a man might bo away without your knowing that his absence is provided for by the excision of 
an amount from the salary abstract ? I never knew a case in point.

* 741. Still such a thing may exist without your knowledge ? It' a man was away from the station, and it
was reported to the President, no doubt he would take stops to deal with his pay if necessary.
742. But, so far as you are concerned, you would have no power to deal with it? I should probably 
have to write a letter asking for explanation.
743. But you do not follow that up ? I should know what was done, but I should not follow it up with 
the accountant.
744. Ton do not initial the salary abstract ? No.
745. Do you not think it is advisable for you to do that ? It might be au additional check.
746. And this unsatisfactory state of affairs still exists ? So far as I am concerned, I have no more 
control over the accountant now than I had then; but we have a most satisfactory accountant now.
747. You depend, then, on the character of the accountant ? Of course the President has his check; but, 
so far as I am concerned, I have no chock. Tho work goes on ver_y well.
748. Now, how do you obtain your stores ? Prom the Stores Department, and some from the Public 
“Works Department.
749. You take advantage of tho expansive clause in the Public Works Department’s contract for light
houses ; but are there not cases where you have to get stores outside the ordinary contractors ? 
Sometimes.
750. Now, I notice in this report, page 21, “ I have drawn attention to the fact that Messrs. Weisel & Co. 
have for a considerable time supplied hay, corn, and chaff to the lighthouses at what I consider to be 
exorbitant rates” ;—have you any control over tliat ? Only so far as giving the orders.
751. To whom do you give the order? The requisitions come at a certain time of the year, and it is 
always the duly of an officer in the Department to see that the forage is supplied. It is a peculiar 
service. It is not like an ordinary service, where a local contractor would supply it. lie won’t. It is 
not big enough. The hay, &c., is cut up in small bales, and shipped in little schooners hero and there. 
We can never get it done by open tender. They won’t tender for.it.
752. Who are Weisel & Co. ? They are Sydney people.
753. So that if you have to supply hay, corn, or chaff to the lighthouse at Seal Docks you purchase it in 
Sydney and ship it there? Yes; and there is a lot of bother about it. A man has to see it shipped.
754. Do you concur in this report of Mr. Brodie’s, that excessive rates were charged ? I think the rates 
were slightly high on that occasion.
755. Before you order things do you make arrangements as to price? It has been the peculiar business 
of an officer, Mr. Lawrence, to go round and try to get it done as cheaply as possible.
756. Who is Mr. Lawrence? He is the harbour-master’s clerk.
757. It is left to him to fix the prices ? It is left to him to get it done at the most reasonable price. 
Since that report we were ordered by the Treasury to get it done by tender in the usual way. They were 
called, I believe, with no response, and in the end Mr. Kirkpatrick submitted a recommendation that the 
Marino Board should purchase their forage in the open market, and that is going on now.
758. It is still left to Mr. Lawrence to purchase in the open market at the most reasonable rate? Yes ; 
he has always been a trustworthy officer.
759. You have no reason to suppose that he is not ? He has been doing this work ever sinco and before
I came to the Department, '
760. If excessive rates have been paid it is just a mistake—want of judgment on his part ? I do not know 
that we could have got any other firm to do it ; but Weisel has reduced the prices,
761. And in every case now you exercise close supervision on the prices ? I exercise more supervision 
over this particular thing than I did before. I do not trust to Mr. Lawrence so much as I did. Wo 
take good care that we have it as cheap as possible.
762. What would be about the value of the material and forage obtained outside contract conditions? I 
could not say,
763. Would it bo £1,000 ? I should not think so. We only supply forage and material when it is wanted
at stations. ■
764. Would it come to £500, do you think? It might. It fluctuates. Of course the pilots build their 
own houses. We supply the timber and material and they put up their own houses. After the lapse of 
time the places require repairing, and we supply the timber and other material.
765. In what places would that be ? All the out-stations except the pilot at the Eichmond. Ho had his 
house erected because that erected by himself was taken down by harbour improvements.
766. In such cases as that, do you always send the material from Sydney? When they can purchase 
timber in the district cheaply, we let them do it.
767. If it can be purchased cheaper in the local market you would not send it from Sydney, like sending
coals to Newcastle ? Certainly not. *
768. Mr. Powell.] This amount of £2,194, fees collected in 189G,—I suppose those are for fees for certi
ficates and such like ? Yes.
769. Does that pass through your hands ? All foes are received by me.

770.
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770. You would receive that £2,194 ? Practically, yes; it all passes through my office.
771. Has the accountant anything to do with this money ? It simply passes through me to the accountant.
772. lu the Llewellyn frauds he appropriated some of this money? 1 am not prepared to say that he did.
779. I think it is shown in tlie report? Very likely. J. do not know'. _
774. President*] JJo you trace the fees to their destination at the Treasury or the hank, or do you simply 
hand them over to the accountant ? A man comes in to pass his examination, and before X deal with his 
papers I make him pay Ins fee down, and if they are correct I hand the fee over to the accountant.
775. And you do not follow it up? My responsibility ends there. I do not follow it up'at all. It is
taken to Mr. Lawrence,' who gives the receipt, and he pays it all daily to tho accountant. The accountant 
may be out, and we >vant somebody on the spot to give a receipt. '
77(i. You do not follow it up and see that it is properly banked or sent to tho Treasury ? Oh, no.
777. Docs anybody do that ? The*accountant does.
778. But the'accountant gets the money ? No doubt the President chocks the accountant; I do not.
779. You cannot say for certain whether he does or does not ? No.
780. You are perfectly satisfied with the accountant now ? Yes; very much so. He was my clerk in the 
office for several years, and is a thoroughly reliable officer.
781. He has got your confidence ? Yes.
782. But you have no oversight over his business ? No; except that I see he is never out of the office 
except on business.
783. You speak of him as you knew him when he was with you? AVhen ho was under me. Although I 
have no control over his books, I have a very good idea of whether he is doing his work or not.

Commwider
Lindeman,

R.N.

23 April, 1897.

Francis Jtnle, Accountant to tho Marine Board, sworn and examined:—
784. President.] How long have you held your present position ? Since the 11th July, 1895. Bute.
785. Have jmu given us a statement of your duties ? I think you will find it there in the return supplied. 9^T'"Vion7
786. You might give us a brief account of your duties ? 1 receive the revenue every day, and it is1 pn ’ 7'
hanked the next day. It consists of fees for steam certificates, watermen’s licenses, ballast licenses, and 
parchment certificates, ifcc., &e. . .
787. You do not actually receive the money;—it is received by Mr. Lawrence, and then, at 4 o’clock----- - ?
Handed over to me.
788. And ivhat do you do then ? I bank it the following day.
789. You have a secure safe ? Yes.
790. Yon bank it the next day;—does anybody check that? Only the Treasury Inspector, when he comes ’
down. ■
791. There is no inspection other than that by the Treasury Inspector ? No.
792. "When does he come ? About every twelve months, but unexpectedly.
793. So that for twelve months at a time you are not checked at all ? No ; but Captain Hixson visits 
me oecasonally to see that the work is up to date.
794. No one checks you to see that you actually do pay into the bank tho collections that Mr. Lawrence 
gives you? Other than Captain Hixson initialling the pass-book at the end of the month.
795. In addition to that, does ho cheek ? No.
79G, He does not check it at all ? No.
797. Then he merely looks at the pass-book ? Yes, and initials it.
798. He docs not compare it with any documents to see that those are tho right amounts to be paid in ?
No, sir. Of course at the end of the month there is a statement sent to the Auditor-General.
799. That is called tho attested statement, which is sent in every month ? Yes. ’
800. But there is no other check than the Treasury cheek ? That is a fact,
801. Can you tell me what the collections average per day ? They fluctuate; they are about £1,600 per
annum. "
802. "What about pilot fees, and so on ? That goes through the Custom House. I have nothiug to do 
with the pilotage,
803. That really represents the actual cash collections you have to deal with ? Yes.
804. Every week there is a cheque paid into the Treasury, bat there is no ono to check that that is the 
right amount? Only every twelve months.
805. Captain Hixson never looks into that himself ? No; he is satisfied with my explanation, and signs
tho cheque. ■
806. What responsibilities have you with regard to expenditure? I pay all salaries and wages and a 
certain amount of the incidentals. I pay everything that is not paid over the counter at the Treasury.
807. Who prepares the vouchers ? I do—that is, the salary vouchers ; the contingency vouchers are 
prepared by the people outside.
808. Do the out-stations return to you each month a statement of those who have been employed? Yes.
809. That is to say, although John Smith may bo on your register as a pilot at the Manning, you would 
not enter his name on your salary-sheet until a return had been sent to you by the head pilot at the 
Manning that John Smith had been employed at the Manning for the whole month? That is correct.
810. And you make out your salary abstract from the salary register and the returns sent from the (
station ? Yes.
811. You never think of entering a man’s name on the sheet until you have had a certificate from the 
superintendent or the head man, as the case might be, that these people were actually employed during 
the time? No.
812. After that is done, docs anybody cheek you ? No ; no one cheeks the salaries. Captain Hixson and 
Captain Lindeman would know of any change that took place in tho meantime, and I would be notified.
813. Suppose tliat John Smith was away, does Captain Lindeman find out that his name is omitted from 
the pay-sheet P He does not look at the salary vouchers at all, so far as I know ; he sends the vouchers 
on to me.
814. He merely hands you tho paper, saying that John Smith is away ; but he does not see that John 
Smith’s name is not put on the voucher ? No ; not that I am aware of.
815. He does not check it in any way ? It is entirely left to me, 816.
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F. Rule. 8^6, "When the vouchers are submitted to Captain Hixson he just cheeks your certificate ? Tes. 
''“'"'■fj'T’lT 817, Ho you certify to the vouchers ? I do not initial the vouchers in any way ; I just make them out,

23April, 1897. y01; present t0 Captain Hixson for signature, and they are not initialled by anybody ?■ No.
819. And there is nothing on those salary abstracts but Captain Hixson’s signature ? No. ^
820. He does not demand anybody’s signature as a guarantee to him that they are right ? No.
821. Does he examine and check them ? No.
822. He leaves the whole thing to you ? Entirely to me. , ,
823. Ton prepare the salary abstract and submit it to Captain Hixson, and he sigus it, and you do what? 
Pass it on to the Treasury.
824. Under a proper abstract ? Tes. ,
825. What occurs then ? They are checked at the Examining Branch. If there is any change they know
of it. ...
826. What is done then ? The money is lodged in the bank to the credit of Captain Hixson. ^
827. What is next done ? The cheques are drawn by me. Captain Hixson signs; I countersign.
828. How are thev made out? Sometimes in the name of the pilot, when he has an account in the bank.
829. And then you pay into bis credit ? Tes, and advise him of the lodgment of the salary.
830. And those that are not dealt with in that manner? I pay those by registered letter aud cheque.
831. And is it a fact that they sign the receipts before the money is paid to them ? They do, sir.
832. Do yon consider that the correct way ? It is convenient for adjustment. There is only monthly 
communication at some out-stations.
833. Does not that plan completely do away with its value as a receipt ? It does.
834. Does not it do away with its value as a receipt ? Tes. , ,
835. Do not you think it can be done in this way : that you can get all the people to authorise a certain 
bank to receive the money, and then, when you pay that in, the bank could sign on their behalf? The 
banks do sign my deposit receipt-book.
836. Could not they sign the vouchers ? Tes. I get a receipt as it is if I lodge it in the bank.
837. It does not give a receipt for the person ? Tes, for those that I lodge in the bank.
838. The receipt before hand is a mere delusion ? It is. , , ,
839. When you have done that, docs anybody check over these receipts ? No; it is left entirely to 
myself, except that I produce them to Captain Hixson when I am adjusting.
840. When do you adjust—once a month ? I adjust every advance in ten days.
841. And then Captain Hixson goes through the vouchers to see that the receipts are attached ? He signs 
the adjustments.

1 842. Does he cheek them over ? He might not look at every voucher. He casually looks over.
843. It is not done at every payment—only when the adjustment comes? That is all.
844. Does he then check your bank-book ;—say there is a voucher for £100 for salaries, does he cheek 
your bank-book to see that that £100 is actually paid in, or does he merely see that the vouchers are 
signed? He merely sees that the vouchers arc signed.
845. Is there any value in that as a cheek? Well, of course he can see that tho vouchers are receipted, 
and that is what the Audit Office require.
846. Is that auy value as a check, seeing that every man signs the receipt before the money is paid ? 
There is really no value at all; the man signs before he receives the money.
847. There is practically no check on you except the Treasury Inspector’s check ? That is all.
848. And the Auditor-Generars check ? Tes.
849. Does the Auditor-General see that the pass-book is signed ? No.
850. Nobody checks you ? Only the Treasury Inspector when he comes round.

• 851. Does he inspect your expenditure account? He does now.
852. Does he go through the bank-book and see that every voucher has got its proper receipt? Tes.
853. Ho is a check on you both on expenditure and revenue, but only once a year? Tes; but at the end
of each month I prepare a statement showing the total advances, the balance in the bank, the dates of 
adjustment, and the total expenditure under various votes, and present them to Captain Hixson, who signs 
them. _ _
854. Suppose you were to put the money in your pocket instead of sending it to the persons concerned, 
he would not know that ? No; but if a man did not get his salary he would soon complain.
855. There is no check to prevent that, except the Treasury Inspector’s check once in twelve months ? 
Tes; but if the adjustment was not completed, the Audit Office would find it out.
856. But the A udit Office only get these fictitious receipts that are worth nothing at all; the only effective 
cheek on you is the Treasury Inspector’s, once a year? Tes.
857. Otherwise you are left to your own devices? I carry out the President’s instructions.
858. Ton pay contingencies ;—how is that managed? The leading-light men at tho rivers are paid from 
contingencies.
859. But they are salaries ? They are salaries, but they are paid quarterly from tho contingencies. They 
have contracts from the Board to maintain these lights.
860. Do they supply the materials ? They maintain the light; they supply tho oil.
861. Does tho payment include tho oil, and so on ? Tes; I believe it does.
862. Ton do not supply oil ? No.
863. Tou do not know for certain ? Some vouchers arc made out for maintaining the light, and some for 
supplying oil and maintaining the light. We do not supply tho oil.
864. Do you carefully see that no oil is sent to tho men who are paid for their services and oil ? That 
has nothing to do with me. Mr. Lawrence looks after all requisitions ; I have nothing to do with that.
865. Who is he responsible to ? To Captain Lindeman, who checks all requisitions.
866. How do you deal with contingencies outside the salaries ? If we want a buoy, or a rope, or anything 
out of contract, the firm send their account in and I send them to the Treasury for payment. 1 check it 
carefully before it is passed on.
867. So that, practically, the only thing you pay yourself is salary ? Tes.
868. Tou say you check the vouchers ? I carefully check the vouchers.
869. By what system do you check them;—suppose an account is sent in for a buoy—what is the value
of your check on that ? I go through the order-book, aud if the order is there, I know the account is all 
right. f 870,
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870. Is the price put in the order-book? Yes, sometimes. P. Rule,
871. Where it is out of contract is there a price put in the order-book showing the arrangement ? It
might not be in all cases. 23April,1897.
872. How do you check in that case ? The price submitted is generally accepted.
873. Without any question ? Yes.
874. Who initials those vouchers ? Captain Lindeman.
875. Then you do not consider that you have any responsibility as to checking the prices in those con
tingency vouchers ? Captain Lindeman initials them.
876. Then your check is little else than just the mere computation ? That is all.
877. There is no other check than that? No.
878. Now, what other duties have you ? There are clerical duties. Nearly all the returns that deal with
figures are prepared by me.
879. Are you fully employed ? Yes.
880. Have you auy assistance at all ? No assistance whatever.
881. You do the whole of tho work yourself ? All the work in connection with accounts.
882. Captain Lindeman does not check the accounts at all ? He does not interfere at all.
883. He has no control whatever? No control whatever. I am responsible to Captain Hixson alone.
884. J/K Powell.'] These salary cheques—you send them out to the people or put them into the banks ?
Yes.
885. Do you ever break cheques for them ? No. If they are small amounts I draw the cash myself, and
then pay it myself, and that is shown. *
886. But you do not pay accounts for them in Sydney, or anything of that kind ? If they request me to 
do it. of course. I would do it.
887. Suppose a man is owing money in the town, do you pay the money for him ? No.
888. You do not act as agent ? No.
889. Do you go to the bank and pay tins in yourself ? I pay the cheques and the revenue every morning.
I take them to the bank myself. ‘ °
890. This Expenditure Account has only been checked lately by the Treasury Inspector? On the 2nd
November Mr, Green went through my accounts. ‘
891. Prior to that, was there any inspection p No, sir: only Captain Hixson’s occasional visits to see that 
the books were up to date.

TUESDAY, 27 APRIL, 1897.
PbESENT:—

JOSEPH BARLING, Esq., J.P., Puesident.
GEORGE ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq J P 
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P. '

James Edie, Government Shipping Master, Sydney, sworn and examined:_
892. M, Powell] Yen have been m command of ocean-going steamers between Sydney and Melbourne James Edie. 
and Now Zealand for a considerable time? Yes.
893. Are you acquainted generally with the rates of wages paid on hoard ship? ' Yes. 27 April,1897.
894. The Commission is not desirous of knowing the highest or the lowest, but what would be a fair thimr 
at the present time on board steamships trading between this aud the other Colonies or on the coast- 
take the master for a commencement? The masters vary considerably; for instance I think such 
companies as Howard Smith & Co, the Union Company, or the A.H.S.N. Company start beginners at 
±.20 a month, and they go up to £30, which is about the maximum now. In the Union Company there 
are a number ot older masters who have very much higher pay, and there may be one or two in Howard 
tenijfcn and the A.U.o.^, Companies, fboac are exceptional cases,
895. I’rcnJent.] Commanding such vessels as------? “pMonowai," “ Mararoa,” and the new boat coming
out—the “ Moana. b
896. Mr. Powell] Pirst-class passenger steamers ? Yos.
897. Mr. WihonT] Old hands like Captain Carer, for instance?
from £20 to £30. '
898. Mr. Powell] What would tho masters of the vessels trading 
Clarence, the Macleay—he paid? I think about £25 a month.
899. Now, take a class of .vessels somewhat numerous along the coast;—how are they paid on steam-
collicrs ? I think tho masters of those vessels get about £20 ; but then they have the providorin* of tho 
vessels, and that means something for them. 6
900. The masters would range from £20 to £30, and that £30 would represent the command of a first- 
class passenger boat ? Yes.
found^™'^1^ The rates mentioned by you would mean that they were found ? Yes; they are all

902. Mr. Wilson.] Have they any allowances besides this ? In a passenger ship they allow them £3 to 
£5 a month for entertaining. * ° i j ^ ^
i03’*What w0"ld be tbe rate8 Paid t0 tbe first officers ? For first officers of cargo boats 

g've £1 a month more than the others. Take a number of boats-the first ofEcer 
£1 rl +y,^ 'the ^ “ TimanC one of the colliers running to Newcastle,
ru” ru x c,oUVcr’ £Ul; and there 18 a coIIiei‘ that ruIls 011 the coast-the “Captain
Cook’’—the chief officer of which gets £10, 11
904. In the passenger steamers ? The “ Elingamite,’’ £15 ; “ South Australia,” £15; “ Leura,” £15 •

Randagh, £L> j ■ lekapo, £15; “Tynan,” £15; “ Wollowra,” an Adelaide Company’s boat £16; 
the Barcoo, £15; Burrawong, £15; “ Coraki,” £15 Arawatta, £15 ; the Sydney to Newcastle 
trading boats, £15. £15, with the exception of the Adelaide Company, who pay £16. *

yrcndent.J Do they ever get overtime ? It would not do for officers to get oyertime, as thev have to 
keep the men s overtime. That matter has often been discussed, *

253—D

Yes. But the ruling rate would he 

to the bar rivers—the Richmond, tho

906.
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James Edie. qqq pomu^ 'What is the pay of a second officer? The Adelaide Company pay £12; the cargo 
boats—tho “ Colac” £12. and tho “Era’; £11; the “ Timaru’’ has none. The “ Wendonrce,'’ £11; “ Bees- 

27April, 18a/. w- j. £n the “ Captain Cook” has none. In the first-class passenger steamers—“ Elingamite,” £12;
“ Eeura£12 ; “ South Australia,” £12; “ Eanelagh,” £12 ; “ Tekapo,” £12_; 11 Tyrian,” £12 : “ Wol
lowra,” an Adelaide boat, £13; “Barcoo,”£12; “Burrawong," £12; “Coraki,” £12; Arawatta, £12; 
“ Allowrio,” £12 (an Illawarra boat) ; and the “ Sydney,” £12.
907. Have the wages hcen reduced at all lately ? Ko. That is about a standard rate of wage I think.
90S. How long would it cover—two or three years ? Tes.
909. Take the engineers;—I suppose they difler very much? Lately they have come back on the horse
power arrangement. They have au understanding with the Ship-owners' Association.
910. Their wages do not come under your notice? Oh yes, they appear on tho articles; hut the figures I
have may not be the standard, because some of the articles were possibly drawn up before this alteration 
was made. They have it on a horse-power rate. £25 is the maximum. ^ ^ _
911. What is your experience of the rate paid to engineers—give us the minimum and the maximum ;■ are 
they paid pretty level all through—is there any difference as to iho kind of boat ? It is a horse-power

912. It does not matter whether it is a first-class steamer or a cargo boat; it is the horse-power that 
regulates the pay; 
show “ Colac,” £21 
£19; “ Captain
lowrit1,1* ; £<......... ................_l __ 7 ,, , , , . _ ^
“Wollowra ”’£25; “Barcoo,” £23; “ Burrawong,” £20; “ Coraki,”‘£20; “Arawatta,” an A.U.S.2T- 
boat, £25 ; “ Allowrio,” £20; aud the ” Sydney.” £21 10s—that is a Newcastle steamer.
913. I think we may say from £20 to £25. £25 is the maximum ? Tes. ^ , n
914. Well, uow. what are the wages of tho second engineers? “ Colac,” £10 ; “Era/7 £17 ; “Timaru/
£11; “ Wendouree,” £17; “Beeswing,” £15 (but 1 fancy the “Beeswing’s” articles were before the agree
ment with the Ship-owners’ Association); “ Elingamite,” £1S; “ Allowrie,” £13 ; “South Australian,’ 
£15 10s.; “ Eanelagh,” £16: “Tekapo.” £16: “Tyrian” £17; “Wollowra,” £18; “Barcoo,” £18; 
“Burrawong,” £10 (a North Coast boat): “Coraki,” £16; “Arawatta,” £18; “Allowrio,” £15; and 
the “ Sydney," a Newcastle boat, £16, ,
915. Well, then, it ranged from £15 to £22 ? I do not know that any of them go as high as £22.
916. £18 is the maximum ? Tes ; and the maximum for a third engineer is £15; and the maximum for 
all other engineers is £12.
917. About firemen ? Donkcymen, as a rule, have £9 a month.
91S. He is a kind of leading Sreman? He is a responsible man, wbo has to get up steam on the donkey 
to work the cargo. , .
919, What are they paid as a rule ? £9 a month. There is only one under that' the 1 Beeswing, £8.
I think that is the old rate, and it is £9 now.
920. And the other firemen ? £8 a month.

In the coastal steamers, with the exception of the Hew Zealand steamers. 
In the New Zealand steamers there is an understanding making it £6 10s.

£8 10s. for firemen. The wages ruling in New Zealand boats are 10s.

921. What about the sailors ?
sailors’ wages are £6 a month, 
for trimmers and sailors, and 
higher than hi Australia. ,
922. We can take £6 for the wages of sailors on the Australian coast generally ? Tes, for sailors and. 
trimmers ; but they make considerable overtime.
923. Of course all these men are found in everything ? Tes. .
924. Can you give ns an idea of the cost of victualling—say such a ship as the “ Captain Cook”—with the
master, mate, second mate, engineer, and second engineer, and two pilots—seven men in all? That makes 
it more expensive than if they were all hands. Those seven men would require a cook. He ought to be 
able to do it all without an assistant. He ought to be cook and steward as well for seven. _
925. What do you think would be a fair sum to allow for the victualling of seven men in tho positions 
mentioned? The cook would require at least £8 or £9 a month. Tliat is about the lowest rate in the
cargo steamers. . .
926. There are six seamen, four firemen, and the seven men mentioned, with a cook and providore in 
ono—that is, eighteen in all;—suppose all were found, what would be a fair sum? lake them right 
through, about 2s. 6d. per head per day, and that would he for the providore to pay the cook himself. _
927. Suppose the cook was on hoard and outside the contractor s expense? The way it is usually done is 
that a tender is asked for a man to providore the boat per head—so many in the crew, so many officers 
and he finds cook, stewards, and attendance, and whatever may he required. He will tender per head per 
dav.
928. President.] Would not 2s. 6d. a day be high ? He finds the labour. _ _
929. But would not that be rather high, year in aud year out? That is a top rate. You might get it 
done for 2s. or 2s. 2d. I know some boats that are provided for as low as Is. 8d.; hut I think that is on 
the low side.
930. So you think that 2s. would be about an average? Tes. If tenders were called it would be some
thing like that. When meat was very much dearer than it is now it used to bo 2s. for the seamen and 
2s. 6d. for officers.
931. Mr. Wilson.] Does that mean a fixed ration? No; there is no fixed ration. It has got to be
victualled in a proper manner. . _ . ,T_
932. Mr. Powell] This 2s. and 2s. 6d. contemplates the finding of the cook and providore? That is the 
entire cost, and they are not included in the victualling. Say you have fifteen men, you call for tenders 
to victual fifteen men and to provide cook and providore, steward, and whatever may be required.
933. That would include all charges for labour and such like ? Ye§. _
931. Would he provide material, such as crockery, and such like ? No; but there would be an inventory 
taken of u hat he took over, and there would he an understanding that he would make good all breakages 
and losses.
935. Now, referring to the “ Captain Cook";—do you think it would he a fair thing to pay all the people 
on hoard a rate of wage something like those paid on sea-going vessels, and find them in provisions on

board
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"board the stop by contract;—would that answer with a vessel like the “ Captain Cook ” ? For such'a James Edie. 
vessel I think it would bo better to have a little higher than the ordinary shipping rate, because there is 
no chance of the men being anything more than they are there, and you want reliable men. Many of tho 27April,1897. 
coastal seamen here are as good a class of men as you will find anywhere. Go anywhere and you cannot 
beat them ; but they would not lake the likes of that, because they make more money owing to overtime.
93C. Tou think the rate of wage should be higher because of the perquisites the other men are likely to 
get P Tea. '
937. Do you think the principle is a sound one of paying sea-going wages—perhaps the maximum—and 
victualling the ship, and not making any allowance for victualling to the men ? I think it is very much 
better.
938. And wages should be on the principle of sea-going wages at, at any rate, Ihe higher rates ruling?
Tes. I do not know how they manage otherwise; they must go ashore for their meals. If the vessel is 
sent away for a week or so, who is to provide for the men ?
939. Of course, we assume that she is at the Heads all the time; if she went away it would ho a special 
matter.
940. President!] I should like to know on what basis the arrangement for overtime is made ? They 
usually stipulate in the articles that the working hours in port shall be any eight hours from 6 a.m. to 
6 p.m., with hours for meals, and they usually work overtime, when they are required, at tho rate of Is. 
per hour.
911. That would apply to the seamen only, the engineers would not be required ? The firemen are not
paid overtime for anything during the watch, but if required to work overtime during their watch off 
they get Is. per hour. •
912. They arc hardly likely to he called P There are times when they are all hound to assist in the 
general duties of the ship.
913. When they are at sea the oidinary sea watches are kept and the overtime would simply apply to 
when they are in port ? To when they are working cargo as a rule.
911. Are you aware of the wages that are ruling in tho Captain Cook” at the present time? No; wo 
have nothing to do with that. Wc do not know anything of their working.
94o. But your opinion is that tho sailors of the 11 Captain Cook ” should be paid the maximum rate of 
wages because they have not the same opportunities of working overtime ? Tes ; you want an inducement 
to get reliable men. For such a vessel you want men wbo mean to stay; men who are satisfied with the 
ship. • ’
916. Would not the loss of overtime be compensated for by the certainty of the employment? The other
service is just as certain. ^
917. Would not the seamen of the “ Captain Cook” have an additional incentive through being in the way 
of becoming pilots? The other men have the prospect of becoming officers.
918. Is there anything in the pilot service which strikes you as desirable to make alterations in ? I. know 
very little about it. In Melbourne the pilots have their own vessel, and they are on their own hook, as it 
were, with everything. Tho Government regulate the charges, but they take it in turns. They own three 
vessels at the Hoads. These are their own property; they belong to the Association of Pilots, and they 
work the whole affair themselves. There is a Pilot Board there, and they subscribe to a Retiring Fund, 
which is somewhat similar to the Superannuation Fund here. The Government has nothing to do with 
them except licensing them.
919. Are yon aware whether it is open;—can as many as like go in and compete? No; the Pilot Board 
regulates that, according to requirements.
950. Supposing they wanted to keep a dozen pilots at tho Heads, how would they select them;—how would 
they arrange for the persons who were eligible for the work ? By advertisement in tho paper they would 
call for applications, which would then be considered by the Pilot Board.
951. The pilots have to provide their own vessel? Tes.
952. Do you think that system works as well as ours? I have never heard anything against it. 1 think 
it works very well. They have two or three schooners, and one has to be always cruising about outside.
They cruise about between Barwon Heads, Split Point, and Cape Sehanck, and when ono has been out 
for tho term of her cruise, or sooner, if her supply of pilots is exhausted, she is relieved by another.
Those vessels aro valued at a certain sum, and anyone joining tho pilot service has to subscribe his share 
of that money to the Pilot Fund.
953. It is managed amongst themselves? Tes.
951. Do you think that that system is an improvement on ours, or ours an improvement on that? I can 
hardly say, the difference of the ports is so very great. Pretty well every ship that goes in to Melbourne, 
with the exception of intercolonial traders, must employ a pilot.
955. There is no competition here practically;—there is so little work to bo done, that for tbo pilot service 
to bo kept up at all, it must be carried on in this way in Sydney ? I do not think tho pilots could afford 
to work it as it is worked in Melbourne.
956. Tou are aware that tho exemption certificates are about to be done away with, with the exception of 
intercolonial steamers ? That is the granting of more; but does that affect tho existing ones?
957. But supposing that were done away with, then the same conditions would obtain here as in 
Melbourne ? It would take a long time to work existing certificates out.
958. So under the present conditions you think that our present system is the only one that could be 
adopted? Tea, to keep an efficient staff. Tou may get a long spell of northerly wind, and there may be 
a number of ships down the coast, and a southerly wind-comes and you may get a number of ships up 
which would expect pilots. If you worked as at Melbourne the system would only support a small staff, 
and you would not have enough for such an emergency as above.
959. Would that apply to Newcastle? Newcastle is a place where a man should get a pilot. It is a
dangerous lee shore as a rule. .
960. The Melbourne system would be more likely to be successful in Newcastle than in Sydney ? Oh, 
yes, the Melbourne system would apply better to Newcastle than to Sydney, because there are very few 
of them, with the exception of the intercolonial ships, that care to take Newcastle without a pilot.
961. Do you know whether there is any complaint amongst sailors that their interests are not properly 
represented on the Marine Board? It is a growing complaint throughout the colonies. The sailors
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James Edie. maintain that they have a right to he represented. They say they are not represented. An argument 
used against them is: “ What representation can a sailor require: he holds no certificate, he cannot be 

7 pn , 8 i with if he does wrong.” But still his life is at stake all the same. The engineers are now repre
sented, Mr. Wildridge being one. I see also that they hare made it so in Kew Zealand now by Act of 
Parliament when steamship inquiries are held, and I think it is a very proper thing. The steam-boat 
trade predominates now, and a Jot of old sailing-ship masters would be just about as far adrift as anybody 
could he in an inquiry into steam matters, and I think it is only right that there should be an engineer on 
the Board. I cannot see why a sailor should not hare a say as well; he goes to sea in the ship, and he 
ought to have a say about the condition of the ship he is to risk his life in.
962. Might it not be contended that the Government representative represented the sailors? It might 
be. But they are usually retired ship-masters. The sailors could appoint one of their own men. There 
are many men before the mast who hold certificates, and many who do not who are well qualified to sit 
upon a Board of Inquiry. I see no harm at ail in ihe seamen being represented. I think all classes 
who go to the sea in ships should be represented. Of course stewards would not be qualified to sit on a 
Board, as they have no practical knowledge of seamanship.
963. Mr. Poieell.] Do you not think that a Court composed of a District Court Judge, a legally-trained 
man, assisted by two nautical assessors chosen for the particular case, would give greater satisfaction than 
a Board of elected men representing different interests. To put it in a familiar manner, suppose the 
inquiry is to be presided over by a District Court Judge, and it is a question of engineering, he would 
associate with him such men as Mr. Wildridge or Mr. Cruickshank, or if itwas a matter of collision, they 
might perhaps call yourself to assist the Judge. The Judge would deal with the law and be assisted by 
competent persons on technical points. Would not such a Court as that give more satisfaction than a 
court of masters, seamen, engineers, persons who have direct interests which they would each endeavour to 
forward? The system in Great Britain, I think, is a Stipendiary Magistrate and two nautical assessors ; 
but I think in England they have paid assessors. They go from place to place inquiring into accidents 
which take place. They have Marine Boards as well. In Melbourne T think they occasionally appoint a 
magistrate and a couple of assessors. Say it is a case of collision of steamboats, it is very little use 
getting a couple of men whose experience lias been entirely in sailing-ships to sit on that case, because 
they would be foreign to it altogether. And take it the other way about. There are men, now-a-days, 
with certificates for steamboats only. There are some young officers growing up on steamboats who 
know little about sailing-ships.
964. If experts were called to deal with eases in which (bey had experience it would give more satisfaction 
to all concerned? Tes; and again, sir, you take a man on an ocean-going steamboat, he brings her 
within pilot waters, and then the pilot steps aboard and docs the whole of the manoeuvring of the ship). 
If it was a case that happened in the working of ships, in and out about wharfs, you should have men who 
are used to doiug that work and capable of judging. If it was a case on the ocean it would he provided 
for by the rule of the road, and if it is a sailing-ship by all means appoint sailing-ship men.
965. Would you select the men who were most likely to give valuable assistance to the Judge? Tes; and 
if possible let them be men who knew neither party.
966. Mr. Wilson.'] You would have to assume, in fact, that the assessors would be properly selected ? 
Tes. That has been the mode of working in Tew Zealand for many years. In case of collision or ship
wreck a couple of assessors are selected, usually from the ships in the port at the time.
967. Frequently the harbour-master used to be appointed ? Yes; he would sit on it as Government 
representative.
968. In England the Marine Boards in no case try eases of collisions and such like? No ; the Board of 
Trade regulates them.
969. They hand them over to a Stipendiary Magistrate ? Tes.
970. Assisted by nautical assessors ? Yes.
971. The Marine Board do not interfere in the matter except to hand it over ? No. I think there is ono 
Captain llaffles, who goes from place to place with the Board of Assessors.
972. If we had a man of the stamp of Captain Baffles, do you think it would be more satisfactory to leave 
these matters to him rather than to a Board, where there are so many conflicting interests represented ? 
But then they have the Marine Board all the same.
973. If we had a man of the type of Captain Baffles in this Colony to deal with these cases, assisted by 
nautical assessors, do you not think that such a court would gain more confidence than one composed of 
persons representing a number of interests, such as underwriters, sailors, engineers, whose interests 
might be conflicting? There is just a possibility of their all working for their own party where interests 
are represented ; but in the other eases the other system has worked well in other places.
974. President.] Do you think if a District Court Judge were appointed, who from his very position 
would be a highly competent man, and then let him select his assessors, that that would gain the confidence 
of the community? It appears to do so in the ITmted Kingdom.
975. And yon think it would do so here? It appears to work very well in other parts where inquiries are
held. Yon would have the Judge there to hold the inquiry in a legal form, and the others to advise on 
technicalities. ■
976. And you think such a Court would secure the confidence of the seamen and the public ? I think so. 
But still the Marine Board would have the controlling of vessels, and the saying what condition they are 
in when they go to sea. There should be a class representation ; I think it is only right.
977. Do you not think if the Government were to appoint a highly competent officer in charge of the 
Marine Board, that his decisions, he being strictly responsible to the Government, and the Government to 
Parliament, would also secure the confidence of the people ? What I. have in my mind is to separate the 
judicial from the administrative functions of the Board. Let the judicial functions be carried out by such 
a Court as we have suggested, and the administrative by the appointment of a highly qualified officer, wbo 
would be responsible directly to the Government for the management of the Department, and for the 
granting of certificates, and so on. In Melbourne there is Mr. Wilson, who is the engineer. lie reports 
on harbours and lighthouses, and is under the Government, net under the Marine Board. Mr. M’Lean 
is the engineer surveyor for Marine Board. Then the Marine Board have their regulations, and the 
Secretary to the Marine Board does the work of instructing for inquiries, and the granting of certificates 
after examinations have been held. In New Zealand the whole of that Department is under the
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Customs. The G-ovemment have an officer, a seaman. Captain Johnson was for many years 
position, Now it is held by Captain AUmnnn. He is Government adviser to the Department in 
of buoys, lighthouses, harbours, &c. They have no Marine Boards in New Zealand.
378. Does tliat work well ? As far as I know.
970. That is direct responsibility to the Government? Tes. The Customs Department has the 
of tfiat, It used to be a separate Department, but it was done away with, aud put in there.
980. The Secretary of Customs is the principal officer who directs all the operations under the Act? Tes.
981. Aud do you think that some such system would be satisfactory here ? It is hard to say. The 
country is so different. 1 am only pointing out the different ways in which it is worked. In Melbourne 
there is a Harbour Trust. Pretty well every port in New Zealand of any size has a i [arbour Trust, and 
the Government hand over lo tho Harbour Trust all the pilot dues, aud the entire control of their own 
pilot staff in each port. For instance, Newcastle might be formed into a Harbour Trust.
9S2, That has been proposed ? The entire control of each particular harbour would be under its Trust. 
The lighthouses are outside that. They are under the general Government control. ■
983. Still you would see no objection to such a system as that here, having cither the Customs or a 
separate Department dealing with the administration of those functions which now come under the 
Marine Board apart from their judicial functions ? In Melbourne it is separate. Mr. Wilson is not 
under the Customs. The Melbourne Harbour Trust only extends to Hobson’s Bay. The lightships and 
buoys come under Mr. \V ilson, who is the Ports and Harbours officer. The Government, I understand, 
retain the control of any port whose revenues are so smalt as not to support a Trust,
984. Mr. Wilson.] Is the Melbourne system better or worse than the Sydney system ;—the pilot vessels 
in Melbourne are sailing vessels ? Tes.
9So. Tou have had a lot of experience in Melbourne? Tes.
986. Are you aware that there has been an agitation in Melbourne to have steam-vessels ? Tes.
987. Are you aware that the vested interests of the pilots have to some extent stopped that ? Tes, I 
have heard so. Their schooners represent a lot of money, aud if put on the market would entail a serious 
loss to them.
988. (So that while the public are agitating for steam-vessels, the pilots are against it, because they would 
have to find those vessels? Tes, I believe that to be the case.
989. So that those vested interests arc obstructive ? Tes, no doubt, to the introduction of steamers. I 
have heard that occasionally the pilots’ boats have been caught inside.
990. From your experience in Melbourne, has it not happened within the last fifteen years that in rough
weather the schooners have not been able to go out, and if they have gone out they have not been able to 
give assistance ? They have got away to leeward. * "
991. They could not put a man on board au in-coming vessel ? No.
992. And if they had had steam-vessels they would have been able to do it ? Full-powered vessels, yes.
993. The pilots in Melbourne have really to pay to join, it is a close proprietary ? The money they have
to pay in is for the purchase of their share in the schooners, and for, say, ten pounds they pay in, the 
market value of the share would be considerably less. *
994. A man coming in has to pay the value of his share to a man going out ? Tes ; I believe so. Just
about 1888 there was considerable agitation in Melbourne about the pilot service, and the merchants in 
Melbourne insisted on their being more efficient, and they got a third vessel so that thev could have two 
outside. i *
995. Do you not think that these facts that you have now admitted condemn the Melbourne system ? As 
far as the vessels are concerned.
996. Steamers are preferable to sailers—and the same applies to Newcastle ? Newcastle requires a steam- 
vessel—and a good one at that, one that can go out in all weathers.
997. These facts really condemn the Melbourne system ? I prefer the steam vessels : yes.
998. Tou were contrasting the New Zealand system with the Sydney system. The New Zealand trade
is split up among four considerable ports it is very much cut up '? Tes; there are five, The Bluff, 
Lyttelton, Wellington, Auckland, Dunedin. "
999. Therefore it does not follow that the New Zealand system, which is designed for a trade that is split 
up, would be suitable for a highly concentrated trade such as that in Sydney ? Oh, no. In Lyttelton 
they have a tug to tow the pilot boat out. The pilot can go out in the tug and tranship outside. The 
Bluff has a tug, and at Auckland they can get out at any time. Newcastle is a place that necessitates 
very careful handling. Vessels should be able to get a‘pilot well to windward, as the wind they rim in 
with forms a lee shore.

in that James Edie. 
matters 27 April,1897.

control

William Douglas Cruickshank, Chief Engineer Surveyor to the Marine Board and Examiner in
Engineering, sworn and examined :—

1000. How long have you held your position ? Twenty-three years next month. jj(
1001. Mr, J’oipell.J Tou have two assistants ? Tes. Cruickshank.
1002. As assistant engineer surveyors ? Tes.
1003. Will you be good enough to describe what the duties of yourself and assistants are? I have 27April, 1897. 
here a short statement which I will hand in [Firfe Appendix 203- According to law all steamers
have to be surveyed twice in twelve months at least, sometimes three times, and sometimes four times.
Those are passenger steamers, and the numbers I give here refer to passenger steamers.
1004. President.] Tou examine all specifications for steamers ;—does everything come before you when
ever a new steamer is being built? That is so.
1005. Tou have to examine before the engines can he built at Mort’s, and calculate the strains ? I have 
to pass it and initial the drawings, so that there will be no trouble afterwards.
1006. Supposing a new boiler is required, is that submitted to you ? Tes, all the plans.
1007. And you calculate everything in connection with it? The drawings have to be submitted to the 
office, aud tracings of the drawings of all new boilers and machinery are kept there, recorded, and filed,
1008. As the work proceeds do you attend the different ship-yards and see that it is carried out in 
accordance with specification ? Tes, and certificates are issued.
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w. D. 1009. Then you examine at every stage from the initiation to the completion ? Tes, and that applies to 
Cruickshank. imported machinery. We have arrangements made with the Board of Trade, and imported machinery 

must produce certificates from the Board that it is constructed in accordance with their regulations, 
^ri ’ ' otherwise we do the same with it as we do with machinery manufactured in the Colony. The machinery

has to he tested and supervised when put in the vessels, and certificates issued. "When they produce 
certificates from the Board of Trade it sares us a lot of work,
1010. Is the machinery marked .in any way? It is stamped. It is cut in, and the Board of Trade 
surveyor’s initials and the date, but they have to produce a certificate from the Board of Trade as welt.
1011. .Ton do nothing in connection with the G-overnment steamers, I presume ? Oh, yes ; we have all 
the small steamers under our control, with the exception of the Public "Works llepartment’s.
1012. Tou have nothing whatever to do with that ? Nothing whatever. _ _
1018. I suppose you can give us the number of vessels you have to deal with ? "We survey oOO or 600 
vessels every year, and we have the supervision of the buoys and moorings in the harbour, besides the 
machinery in ti.e Public Instruction Department at the Technical College, and the Government ferries. 
1014'. You have a rather big order in your work ? "Wc have plenty to do. _
1015. Mr. TVilson.] What is Jlr. Marshall's salary ? £300 a year, and the salaries of the chief engineers 
in large vessels go up to £30 a month, and they are found.
1016. Tou are referring to such steamers as those of the P. & O. Co. ? Tes ; they are largo steamers. 
We have to survey a number of those steamers, and lately I have had five of them. The chief engineers 
of those vessels are very highly paid—much higher than the engineer who has often to examine them. 
In the old days we had only the main engines to survey ; now we have the auxiliaries, and there is more 
trouble about them than there is about the largo engines. I may state that in New South "Wales no one 
is allowed to survey machinery, under a penalty of £100, unless he has passed the high-class examination, 
and has the necessary certificates. I would like to say that I have earned the confidence of the shipping 
people, and no decision of mine has ever been questioned. In Victoria, there was the Sangster Board 
Inquiry into the manner of surveying vessels there, and it cost many thousands of pounds, lasting four or 
five months. 1 am pleased to be able to say that I have never had the slightest trouble with anybody 
during the time I have held the position. [The witness then read an extract from a letter from Mr. 
Major, Board of Trade Surveyor at Cardiff, ILnyland, giving the programme of the Board of Trade,

. showing the treatment of their engineers, and their division into classes, with ihe pay attached to each class.
Vide Appendix 21].
1017. Mr. Powell.'] Do you conduct the examination for certificates ? Tes ; I conduct them all.
1018. What is their nature? There are five grades of examination.
1019. Jire they named in the Act ? In the Shipping Act. But wo have grades which meet our local 
requirements ao far as the harbour and river service is concerned. The Board of Trade regulations have 
three grades.
1020. You conduct the w'hole of the examinations, and upon your recommendation the Marine Board
issue the competency certificates ? They issue the certificates. _ _
1021. The Board, as a Board, have nothing whatever to do with the examination of candidates, and know 
nothing about it ? Nothing.
1022. Do you report in auy way to the Board about these matters ? Tes ; I conduct a largo correspon
dence, technical and otherwise, but the reporting is generally giving a description of any breakdown, 
collision, or any mishap to machinery.
1023. I suppose Mr. Wildridge is a competent man to deal with anything of that kind ? As a member of
the Board, yes. ’ _
1024. Prior to his appointment, there was no person skilled in steam as a representative on the Board ?
No. _
1025. How many candidates present themselves in a year, as a rule ? It varies—70,80, or 90; sometimes- 
more, sometimes less.
1026. Out of that number, how many would pass? There are generally from 20 to 25 per cent. fail.
1027. Do they come up again ? Tes, sometimes. According to the law, if they have failed in arithmetic 
they are entitled to come up any time, hur if they have failed in the vocal examination they muse be put 
hack three or six months, according to the opinion of the examiner.
1028. Have your assistants anything to do with the examinations ? No.
1029. There must be some clerical work? Yes. _
1030. Wtio attends to that? I do. We have to attend to it ourselves. We have a messenger upstairs 
whom we utilise as much as possible. We keep a complete set of books showing all work done every 
day, and we send, in each month a condensed report of the work done, initialled by each surveyor.

' 1031. Is this a report made out by yourself ? Tes,
1032. The average per month would be about fifty ? Tes; about fifty steamers. There is a lot of work 
that caunot be put in that report.

■ 1033. This report is made np from your diaries ? No ; it is made out from notebooks which each man
keeps. We have a complete sot of boobs which each man keeps.
1031. President..] What proportion of your time would the clerical work occupy about? There is as 
considerable amount of my time taken up in calculations.
1035. That cannot be deputed. It would seem, at the first blush of the thing, that it would he much 
cheaper to have someone to do your clerical work at a small salary, rather than occupy your time in 
purely clerical labours ? I have always been anxious to get, not an expensive man, but a clerk who 
would do the clerical work, write letters, Ac. As for the figuring, I do most of that at home.
1036. Mr. Wilson.] Have you ever asked for a clerk ? Oh, yes. Our people are very economical in that 
line. When any examinations are taking place and I have to go anywhere, I have to lock them in until I 
come back.
1037. Mr, Powell.]] Lock the candidates in? Tes, I have to lock them in; of course,! am not very long away.
1038. Mr. Wilson.] Do you not think that to have to conduct these examinations is a very serious 
responsibility—should you not have a small Board ? No, I do not think so. I want someone there so 
that if I am called out there may he some one left in the office. There is no one in tho office to-day. I 
have put the candidates off to-day.
1039. Mr. Powell.] I suppose that steamers are becoming more and more numerous among the vessels

visiting
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•visiting the port, and the sailers are gradually taking second place ? The steamers arc not only increasing Cruickshank 
in numbers, but also in size and compiication of parts. ’
104-0. And do we understand that in this work you off coat and go in for it, or do other people do the 27April,1897. 
dirty work—how is it managed P Whoever has to do any particular ship has always plenty of dirty 
work.

> 1041. Do you do tliat dirty work ? Certainly; you have to go into all sorts of dirty holes. If you wish
any evidence on that, any of the steam-hoat people or the engineers would be able to give proof that we 
go into the dirty holes.
1042. President^] "Wh only want to understand exactly what your work is P We have a largo amount of 
work from Melbourne now on account of the Sangster Inquiry ; a large number of the ships aro coming 
here to be surveyed.
1043. Do you know anything about the working of any of the other branches of the Marine Board 
business ? I do not think I do.
1044. Mr. Powell.'] The different branches do not interfere with each other at all ? Wo.
1045. You simply report, aud the Board issues certiorates on your reports, hut they do not interfere with 
the working of your branch ? Wo ; a notice comes to me, and after the work is dene an official 
declaration is sent to the secretary that it is done, and on that declaration the certificate is issued. In 
this Colony wc issue six months’ certificates. All the other colonics and the Board of Trade at Home issue 
twelve months’ certificates, hut there is no power in our Act which enables it to be done by us. Me are 
very much behind in this respect.
1046. You are compelled to have examinations every six months, and sometimes three months P Yes ; 
of course we have the power to make an examination as often as we like.
1047. Is it necessary to have twelve months’ certificates ? It is necessary for large steamers. It is 
necessary to have frequent examinations of small steamers, because there is no skilled labour in them; but 
in the large ships there is always skilled labour.

• 1048. Have you heard any complaints? The shipping people have complained several times.
1040. You regard that as a defect in the Act ? 1 think so.
1000. With some provisions to meet special cases, you think an annual examination would he sufficient, 
generally' speaking? Yes; it is considered sufficient by the Board of Trade, and in Victoria and 
Queensland and the other colonics. AVo are the only colony that issues six months’ certificates.
1051. President?] With regard to the examinations, you sot all the questions ? I set every question 
myself.
1052. Do you compute the results yourself, not checked by anybody ? Yes.
1053. Do you compute the results yourself—and the whole thing is in your hands ? Yes.
1054. Do you not think it would conduce to your own comfort if you had some assistance ? I think so.
1055. That is to say, someone who would set questions with you, compare notes, and compare results?
If I had some young fellow who could read formula and understood figures, it would be a great assistance 
to me. .
1056. How many candidates are there? Seventy or eighty a year.
1057. Is it all left to you? Yes.
1058. Are your certificates ever questioned, ? Wo.
1059. Does anybody ever interfere with you ? Wo.
1060. Do the Marine Board interfere with you in any way ? Wo, sir ; they trust me implicitly.
1061. Wo one ever tries to influence you in connection with your work? Wot in the slightest,"never.
1062. You are left absolutely free ? Absolutely free.
1063. Is there any suggestion that you can make to the Commission which would, in your opinion, 
improve the working of your Department ? My opinion is not tliat, of course, of an expert in navigation; 
but all along I have thought that two nautical assessors and a Judge would be much more satisfactory.
1064. You come in contact, of course, with a great many engineers and nautical men of all grades." and
■what you say in that respect is borne out by the conversations you have had with nautical people 
generally ? Yes. <
1065. Do yon think they would be more satisfied with such an arrangement as that than with representation 
on the Board? I think it would he more satisfactory.
1006. You think they would be perfectly satisfied ? The logic of the thing is that, according to the Act, 
a man must be a shipowner in order to be a representative, and in many cases a number of our wardens 
cannot sit because they are personally interested; and it is the opinion of those who are capable of 
judging, that representatives ought not to be ship-owners, because they are personally interested.
1067. Aro you aware that agitations have been got up to obtain representation on the" Board for engineers 
and seamen—and do you think they would be satisfied if, instead of representation, they had an 
independent Court such as you described? Wo; tho sailors would not be satisfied, but all the others 
would. The firemen and seamen want to be represented on the Marine Board as a body that deals with 
certificated men ; but they have no certificates, and they would, therefore, be sitting in judgment on 
officers of ships who have qualified in the service; but any arrangement made that would leave them out 
would not satisfy them.
1008. In the case of the arrangement proposed, no one ivould be represented except the general public 
directly? So far as the engineers are concerned, the nautical assessors would have power to call expert 
evidence if they wanted it.

John Henderson Bedford, Examiner in Navigation, Seamanship, and Pilotage to the Marine Board, sworn
and examined:—

1069. Mr. Powell.] What duties do you perform ? I have to examine all tho candidates for colour-blind- J. H.
ness, for navigation, seamanship, and pilotage for all harbours on the coast. I examine masters of foreign- Bedford, 
going vessels in lights, coast-trade masters in light; also examine for exemptions from pilotage. —\
1070. How many examinations do you think you had last year? Two hundred and seventy-seven alto- 27APr>lJ1897. 
gether of all grades.
1071. That is the whole number of examinations conducted for the whole year ? Yes. Some of the
candidates may come up two or three times, but they pass every time, and have to go through the same 
examination as if they had not been np before. ' 1072.
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•J- 1072. Out of that number bow many passed? I could not tell exactly. Last year eighteen failed, but
Bed ore. no^ passed ; thirty-two failed, but since passed; eighteen failed altogether ; but thirty-two, after failing, 

came UP agaiQ and passed. This is in the different grades.
Pn j i-1073. When the men pass do you or the Murine Board issue the certificates? The man applies to the 

Secretary, and he is sent np to be examined in colours before any money is accepted from him. Then his 
money is taken, and the secretary sigus his application form, and he comes up to me, and if he passes I 
fill up a form and the secretary gives him his certificate.
1074. The certificate is issued on your report ? Yes.
1075. Do you sign the certificates yourself ? No ; I sign the form authorising the secretary to give the 
certificate.
1076. Do you find the applications for certificates are falling off ? No ; there are forty exemption certifi
cates issued up to to-day. That is more than for the same period last year. During the period in which 
thirty-six were issued this year, thirty-four were issued last year. They are increasing,
1077. You have served in different offices, and have been harbour-master and inspector ? Yes.
1078. Joint offices? Yes. 1 got £50 a year extra for being Inspector, and then I got my present
position. *
1079. When you say “joint offices,’* what do you mean—the harbour-master has to move ships, doesn’t
he ? J-Ie moves tho ships, and tli on at the same time, if there is any inspection to be done onboard, 
inspecting ships coming from sea or going to sea, or any other duties that are performed by inspectors 
now, I had to do this. '
1080. Yoiynean to inspect dock cargo? Yes, and to see that vessels going on excursions did not carry 
more than their proper number, that they did not take too much cargo, or carry too much to interfere 
with the comfort of passengers on deck.
1081. Dow long have you held the office of examiner ? Since 1886.
1082. Mr. Wihon.'] You say the exemptions are increasing? Not at a great rate.
1083. It is only for a short time, so of course you cannot say? No.
1084. Dave you any new instructions regarding exemptions ? No.
1085. Does the Marine Board direct you in matters of that kind ? No. If a man comes up to be 
examined for Sydney I test his qualifications for bringing the ship into the harbour. The “unlimited ” 
certificate is for mail-boats, and certificates are issued from 50 to 100 or 300 tons, and after that the 
candidate must get one for unlimited tons.
1086. There is nothing to show that they will not go on increasing? No.
1087. Aro you the sole examiner? Yes ; 1 do the whole of it.
1088. Do you think it is desirable for you to do the whole of it from the public point of view aud the 
point of view of the examinees ? I can see no objection to it.
1089. Except that an examiner is like any other mortal and may make a mistake ? I know that, sir.
1090. There is nobody to check you ? No ; it is the same in England.
1091. You do not know that they are. not cheeked? I know exactly what they do in the outports in 
England. Eor instance, at Plymouth there are candidates to be examined. They send to London for 
tho Plymouth papers, and a sheet is sent with all the answers to the different problems. After the papers 
are examined and passed they go up to London and are checked there.
1092. But no one checks yours ? No. Anyone can inquire for the papers ; I keep them all.
1093. You examine two or three hundred men a year ;—is it not quite possible for you to make a mistake ?
Oh, yes. ■
1094. You have no second examination? No; but, according to the regulations, any member of the 
Marine Board may come and sit.
1095. Do they do it? No. At any time the papers can be produced, and it can be shown where the 
candidate lias done them improperly.
1096. A man may fail through a mistake you have made—even if he does not raise the question ho may 
still suffer an injustice? 1 am very careful that he shall not suffer from a mistake 1 have made. I 
compute all my own problems. It is almost impossible to make a mistake in that, I work back from 
the result to what I began with, and it must come out the same if it is right.
1097. What portion of your time is occupied ? The candidates come in at 10 and remain until 4. They
do not leave. The regulations are that officers commence at 9 and leave at P30, with an interval of 
three-quarters of an hour. 1 found it did not suit, and I spoke to the Board, who allowed me to begin 
at 9'30 and leave at 4, with no interval at all. '
1098. Do you observe those hours every working day ? No ; the men getting exemption certificates can 
come up at any time, and I find it a very great convenience to be there between 1 and 2, because there 
are many men who come to me between those hours.
1099. Every working day you are on duty from 9'30 to 4 without an interval ? Yes.
1100. And you are not checked? If I commence with a certain latitude, longitude, and time, and 
compute all the elements for that, and then work that back again, if it does not come out as I commenced 
it must be wrong; so that 1 would not give it to candidates unless I was quite sure it was correct; and 
these problems are computed weeks and weeks before the candidates get them, and I am certain that they 
are correct. About three weeks ago the G-overnment Printer made a mistake in printing S.E.E. for 
S.S.E., so that it meant nothing. On looking through one of the candidate’s papers 1 found him wrong, 
and gave it to him to correct, and he came and asked me what this S.E.E. meant, and I found they were 
all like that. The candidate takes the papers, works them, and brings them back to me, and if there is a 
mistake he is allowed to get the paper to correct it.
1101. Presidenf] I suppose you hold all the higher certificates yourself? I hold all the highest a master 
in the merchant service can hold. The examinations commence on Tuesday. They are examined for 
colour-blindness on Monday, There are a master and a mate being examined now. If they go on and 
do not fail before, it will take them till Eriday to finish. If a man comes np in the meantime for 
exemption I can attend to him, or to a coast trader or harbours and rivers man.
1102. Could it not be so arranged as to have a recognised time? Only for foreign-going men. There is 
a certain time arranged for that.

■ 1103. How often do you have those examinations? Every week; and in fact every day in tho week a
person may come up for examination for a coast-trade certificate or for a harbours and rivers certificate, 
and on Tuesdays for foreign-going.

1104,
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J. B. 
Bedford.

1104. Does anybody assist you ? No.
1105. Do you set your own questions ? Yes.

t'16 results yourself? Yes; I see from my own worked examples whether the 
i ino xve ng ' ; or 1'rr0I1g- 1 }iave a book with all the examples worked. 2,April, 1897.
1107. \V hat is the nature of an examination for an exemption certificate ? If a man comes up for Svdner 
differlhim’Tigllt llP to Cockatoo Island, as to the depths of water in the 
nnt In W111! 5 ^ T tho d,lffere3lt P;ir^ of the harbour, the leading marks for coming in and going 
ortakelier ml oftbeVoit SU°1 * Seneral knowledge of the harbour as will enable him to bring a ship in

S Cd m° llll1f°r cortifi"atcs ? A man has to be three times iu and out as a mate of a
+!i 1 d ]°i'r tl1ere 18 a"ew regulation that a man must bring a register to prove that he is

f i ooS -n- 'ake1C0I“l a slnP> aud until this I have known a third mate to come up.
f beeu rePr®8®cted to. T18 that the exemptions will very largely decrease, and will be confined 

practically to our own intercolonial boats in consequence of the altered rules ? That will be the effect of
meent heT£,rT ^ get\™Ptl0Ils ^ p can get the certificate.now, but it is of no use to him, 
except he is actually engaged m the coastal trade.

^r- just now that the exemptions were increasing? There have been more
f P j dat? t]na year than up to the same date last year—that is, three or four more: not a very
RT ‘ a *i0Te Ca ]dates ,ave come UP- A mftn may eome five or six times ; ho will get exemiit 
tor byduey, and then go away and come back and get exempt for Newcastle and for the Tweed River, and 
ins Dame will be down three times,
1111. He has to get exempt for every port ? Yes.
m 1 o' S0Wil0I1.g do t*iese ese“Pti°n certificates last ? A man’s lifetime, unless cancelled.
rf m-il'jifpln p re!jP1'S011J^ certificates that have been issued in the past bold good now under the new
St he may be^Jaster of ” ^ t iem ^ n°Wfid to 11 se tllom now .because the certificate is “ for any vessel

iiiit3env 'Vlll,ibe B°me time beforo tlTie new regulations will have any great effect on the amount of *
Tend Rtenmn'r ere T S° Pe0Plr; wbo aTe esemPt in Orient and P. and 0., and German and 
.bund steamers; the masters and the mates are exempt,
viS 0n the rren^ I’1! be Tery small? 1 do not tlunk it will make any difference for
Kng Government say that those certificates shall not be used except when engaged in coastal

1116. Would they have tho power under the Act to say that now ? I do not know. When the eertifi-
trade so^haHfl I mentioned particularly that they were only to be used when engaged in coastal 
trade so that tf I went to IScw Caledonia or China I had to take a pilot,but if I went to Newcastle in the 
coastal trade 1 was allowed to use a coastal certificate.
1117, You have nothing else to do but examine ? No.

^suPPose y°u have great experience in sea-going matters ? Yes.
1119. Many years a captain yourself ? Yes.
il’imoved ?t!l\Jora7,iH8ion any ™y hy which the conduct of the Marine Board can be
«i VtirHei 7(1“ Depart™" "e 0"r »is“ interfere ,,-ith to, bee.

o^the Marine Bonvd 'ir ;ndividua15^-^ ™nt to know if you can see any way in wliich the operations '
JL1;* i f B Can b? 1Tpr°-’1ed ? In aU Parts Hf the world Pilot vessels are engaged there ■
£ ■°ffU1C Pl0t TSe U ; tbe Iast pilot goinS °u hoard takes charge of tfiAhip. It .
W kIi . u°18 thf opptain for the time, and if he is put on board a ship the mate brings the
1122bWhb! wmd U- ?i,e neXtK o^Sl®8, Tbat is d0TIC 011 Bailcrs and uiightbc tried on steamers,
im There T f ^ ft “T tbat ? TheT^ W0Juld bc one pers°u saved-the saving of his salary.
119a u yS brft ,or fTr P®™118 on board a Pi,0l; ship ? Half tho pilots are aboard.
1124. So you would suggest that the whole staff be made effective captains ? Yes
fTlrnTT T1 SI 0,1 b0,arf l y°Uld tnke Cbar^ of th0 *hip, take her out and bring her in, and do 
Kke ! small one. 1 ^ ^ P' “ ja’'Se SteflmC1'in and oufcof tbc port, surely he ought to be competent

l}?7 Dn'vnTi,-b wiin “r hfi V °f tlle,.rjrld wbcre 8teamcrs have been employed ? No -, all sailers.
1127. Do you think there would be any difference in the case of steamers ? I cannot see it You don’t
kTre T ' 8Cama08biP i0 bandl0 a steamer, but you require a lot of seamanship to handle even a small 
ketch, borne masters could not take charge of a ketch. There arc certificates issued now for steamships

AH8heTtefTtetteiTo1SCi’ / ^ Tc 1,1 a11 lb° P°rts °n t!'e c:oaBt’both in ™ling-8hiPa and steamers, 
no tugbiatethmf ' pilot TCr|1Hred jour nien to S0 out on the bar and take soundings. There were

Inmh ?°hT; Ilf0 aro, ^Sboata: a,,d tbe P’iu^^^u use them, does he require the same number of 
a ids . He has the use of the tug to go out and take soundings, or for any other purpose He does not 

use Ins whaleboat now, and would be foolish if he did J
1130. How many tugs aro there ? At nearly all the harbours on the coast.
;tf±. Th0U T'k 14 3S a g0°d tbing t0 have tllgs at 11uarllr ail tbc bar Wbours on the coast? 
thing tor tho ship-owners.
11<’32, But a large expense to the Government P Yes
e£pHsfat Plan ad0pl'ed :m-vwll0,'e clso ‘ Ti,e Government docs not find them; it is left to

1 nCfTy ,r0!lf,0n 'vky jt 8houbl bc do],p hrrc ? 1 <io uot sec any reason whv it should.
J too. bo lhat the b upping community have facilities here which they haVe in no other part of the world ?
Ihe Government imd tugboats nowhere, neither in America or India, nor in nnv other placo The
Government find a t ughoat at the Mauritius, which you have to nay for. ' P
pHwde^neonl^ 1 i7 JhJ M ? Pay’ bilt ^ d° not pay 80 mllcb as tbe.v would have to pav
■ s t s f The ha,. 1 t1l0y 1JU,St tak° 1,10 tu« 10 bpr(b t,lpb' ships, 80 that it is not optional.
. it is at the bat harbours, these coastal vessels will never take the tug nor a pilot, if thev can help it

J 1137.

A good
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J. H. 1137. Suppose the subsidy was withdrawn from these steamtugs, do you think there would he sufficient 
Bedford, private enterprise to keep them up ? I do not.

Government tug is used is the Mauritius, hut there every ship must use it, and it pays for itse t
1142 Suppose l regulation were made that every boat going into the harbour must use tho tug ? iben

Only nrlun »=ta»Hy compeHcd to do „, who.otor they cannot ho.p it. 
1144 The Government pays a subsidy on the off-chance of the tug being wanted . i
S«. Don't yon think it 4o»ld b, . fair thing, if tbe aovernmen. pay. a ™b.,d, f» ^

IM^afey'had to pay the same pilot rates before tbe tugs were granted V Yes. If
they should pay to keep them there. It is a tax on the general public to keep up tugs tor tbe benefit ot

1147° Mr. PoicelL'] You said tbe ship-owners got the benefit of this ? 'Yes- ,, , .
1 ihq TTyo j+ not had the effect of reducing tho rates of insurance? I do not know. 1 could not tell.to. “ ylhins elan /»« to *7? 0»r Sydney ™
to none in the world. We have men out of the Orient boats, from large sailing ships, ,™!^0m ait tlie 
vessels coming to the port to get their certificates from here, and there are more candidates coming up 

f here for examination than in all the other colonies put together. Both the ®®d Measurer 
Melbourne passed the examination in Sydney, and I have read
in whinh he told a candidate for the position of examiner m Wellington that wituout ne uaa nau a ^rcer ificate he would not get tl position, and the h^bour^tor «d
m Launceston came up here to get their certificates, as they were recommended by their own Board to get

S.^they pay any fee for examination ? Yes; a master pays £2 10s, and a mate £110s.
1151. Are the expenses of your Department covered by the fees . Yes, 1 tbm .
1162. So that your salary is not an expense to the Government at all ?„ J^do "■ £ the 10 rer
11Mr Wilson 1 What is your salary ? £380, and I was getting £400, and at the time ot the tu per
cent, deduction £20 was taken off. In'Wellington the man who holds the same position as 1 do here

getting £400. ______________

Lyon Henry Walford, tide surveyor, Customs Department, sworn and examined:
L.II.Wftlford, 1154. Mr. Powell.} You visited and reported upon the condition of the “ Argo ? blown oui;

1155. Will you tell the Commission m what condition you found that vessel, ihe 
27April, 1897.0f iier frora end to end, and I think nearly every deck beam is broken.

11*1(1 Th fthe strinnedp The lower masts and top-masts are in her. , ,, . .1 ■ i m
1157. So far as you can judge at present, is sbe fit for sea-going? No, and I shou no m 1 wo
ever pay to put her into sea-going order again. _
1158. Do you think she will ever go to sea again ? No.
1150, How long has she been laid up there ? About four years.
lm. wLrc^dTtio^ifyVufinTthaUoat iS?? Thcy^re using her as a hulk for any spare gear at the 

dock. ,, . . ,
nS u !he users'a kiSnrikiatiuTj’etty ? Yes,iheti they aro cleaning vessels they lay them along

side her.
IS Ew ? ‘ I coin not ..y bow long; tbo ho, boon tb.M for ,»»o yoon,-

about four years, I think. ______________

William Hare, clerk in the Registration of Shipping Department of the Customs Office, sworn and
examined:—

W Hare 1166. Mr. Powell] Take that list, please [handing list to witness]. Does that list ropre sen tthonames of 
persons entitled to vote at the election of wardens for the present year ? Yes. [Y^e Appendix 22.]

27Anril 1897. 1167 Do you urepare a similar list annually, as directed by the Navigation Act . J-cs.27April, 1897. 1167. repreaont the registerei owners of vessels on the registers kept at Sydney and Now-

castle? Yes. , r, . , 3 -.T
1169. Are there any other registry ports m New South M ales. No ^ January
1170. Take the list. How many sailing vessels were registered m New South \V ales on tlie -7th January,
1897 ? 4721171. ’ What is the tonnage of the whole number ? Tbe registered tonnage, 51,493 tons.

1173' Howmany^team-vessels were registered for the same period ? 493 s^a“®rs’ Wltl1 a tontiaSe of
fil 175 the average heine 124 tons. Tho total of them all is 965 vessels and 112,668 tons.1174. How many5of the8sailing and steam vessels are registered under 80 tons? 303 sailing, and 300

1175. 'How many lighters have yon registered ? Thirty-six; that is, at Sydney and Newcastle.
1176. How many pleasure yachts ? Thirty-nine, all registered m Sydney.

1177.
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1177. Personft are granted votes for those small vessels if there are a sufficient quantity of tons to make w> ■Barc' 
how much? 100 tons one vote, and 250 tons to entitle a person to become a warden on the Board. 97X^*^1897
1178. Have you a return there showing the tonnage of vessels and the votes under each tonnage? I 27 pn * ‘
have a return here showing—72 entitled to 1 vote; 20, 2 votes; 22, 3 votes; 14. 4 votes; 11, 5 votes; 5,
6 votes ; 1, 7 votes ; 1, 8 votes ; 1, 9 votes : 3, 10 votes. [Vide Appendix 23.]
1179. So lhat the bulk of the votes are with the small vessels ? Yes.
1180. Are there several vessels registered which have not been trading to and from Hew South "Wales for 
several years ? I have no means of knowing. I cannot say.
1181. When you prepare the annual list do you keep in view the qualification of the electors in any way ?
I have the qualifications in front of me at the time.
1182. Vessels called “ hulks” are vessels out of condition and vessels laid up;—do you knowingly return 
those ? If I know of a vessel that has become unseaworthy I generally represent it to the owners and 
ask them to give a return, and if they have sufficient tonnage they are included in the list.
1183. Do you know there aro a number of vessels in the harbour at the present time that are no longer 
seaworthy? Jt has not been brought under my notice. I can only deal with the registers, because they 
have to he produced at the llevision Court.
1184. The Collector of Customs has the power to reject any vessel? Yes.
1185. And the owners have the right to appeal to the Jlevision Court? Yes.
1180. I suppose you are aware tliat there are three elective members on the Board? Yes.
1187. What qualifications do the present elective wardens hold as voters;—for example, what qualifications 
does Captain Broomfield hold ? The qualification there [inrticatiny Zisf] is 792 tons.
1188. How is that made up ? He is joint owner in a pearling fleet of 200 tons, of which he is credited 
with 100 tons.
1189. Howt many vessels? I have not got it here.
1190. They aro all small boats ? All about 14 tons, I think. Then he owns half a vessel—492 tons. He 
is owner of a vessel registered as the steamer “ Tinoncc.”
1191. Do you know that those vessels are out of condition and laid up ? lam told that the “ Argo ” is 
laid up and the “ Tinonee ” also,
1192. Is the “Argo” owned in conjunction with Captain Jenkins? It is owned in conjunction, but not _ 
jointly; there are two shareholders.
1193. They eacli own half tlie vessel ? Yes.
1194. And that half vessel owned hy Captain Jenkins has been his sole qualification? Yes.
1195. And what aro Captain McLean’s qualifications? 22/64ths in the “Tamar,” 21/64ths in the 
“ Timaru,” and 22/G4ths in the “Western,"’ making a total of 283 tons.
1196. And those vessels aro running? Those three vessels are now running as colliers on the coast of 
New South Wales.
1197. Is it a fact that no owner can have more than ten votes ? Yes.
1198. However large his interest may be ? Yes,
1199. And that ten votes would represent what ? 3,500 tons.
1200. The Revision Court sits once in every year? Yes, in tlie month of February.
1201. What time do the sittings occupy? J'rom 12 to 1.
1202. And two Justices of the Peace arc appointed ? Yes.
1203. To conduct the Court? Yes.
1204. Are appeals frequent in your experience ? I have never known of one during the time I have been 
in charge.
1205. How long is that? For six years, I think. I have never had one inquiry in regard to the Revision 
Court, and only one inquiry with regard to the voting list.
1206. And there seems to bo no very great interest taken in the proceedings of the Court? No interest 
whatever taken in it.

WEDNESDAY, 28 APRIL, 1897.
[At Sydney Heads, on hoard the Lightship “ Rramhle.”]

Present :—

G-EORGE ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq., J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P. .

Joseph Leddra, Superintendent of the Light-ship “Bramble,” sworn and examined:—
1207. Mr, JPowetl.] How long have you held your position ? Going on for twelve years.
1208. And you have an assistant light-keeper ? Yes ; first and second, and three others. J- Leddra.
1209. Will you give their names? Joseph Leddra, James Hursey, and Watt.
1210. What is Leddra ? He is mate, Hursey is an assistant. Watt is an assistant, and the other man 28Aprit, i897. 
attends the cook and galley and keeps watch ; that is Temple. There are five altogetlier, including myself.
1211. What arc the salaries? The mate gets £9 12s., and ] do not know the salaries of the others. '
1212. What are their duties ? I have to attend to everything concerning the ship and look after the two 
pile lights, and in case of accident we have to render assistance to boats on the harbour ; I have to keep 
account of the stores and everything that comes on board the ship, and likewise apply for them. Here is 
a requisition tliat we have to make out.
1213. That is your annual requisition ? No ; for six months. There is plenty of work here, J can assure 
you, sir. We have to overhaul the moorings of the ship every twelve months, keep the ship clean and 
painted, and the boats painted, and keep watch day and night.
1214. You use seal oil? Mixed with kerosene.
1215. You furnish this return to the Marine Board? Yes ; that goes in to the Marine Board every six 
months, showing the time of lighting and the time of extinguishing, and here is a return showing the 
watches kept and the oil consumed.
1216. Tho three men divide tho watches? Three hours each. A man is three hours off and three hours ■ 
on, and they go away every morning at 5 to put out the lights, and return about 8.

1217.
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SSApril, 1897

1217. Where are the pile lights ? There is one up in Rose Ray and one in Watson’s Ray.
1218. Do they go from here? Every morning and evening, to light them and put them out, whether it 
is rough or fine. If the wind is foul in rough weather, the “ Carrington ” comes across and tows the boat 
np. The men are on shore now painting a boat.
1219. What shore leave do they get? Forty-eight hours a month.
1220. Bo they get any additional pay for attending to the pile lights ? £1 a month.
1221. Who gets it? £1 each to the men, three of them, and I get £2 a month.
1222. And beyond attending to the light and the pile lights, there are no other duties except keeping the 
ship clean ? ffo other duties except keeping the ship clean and attending to everything.
1223. What is your salary ? £21 7s. altogether, including the money for the pile light.
1224. Are there any allowances besides ? No.
122'r>. Your quarters are rated at £50 ? Yes; salary £225, quarters £50, and allowance for attending to 
the light £24. °
122S And the mate has £127, and £12 for attending to the lights ? Tes.
1227. And the next man, the assistant Watt, has £118 and £12 for attending to the pile lights ? Yob ; 
he came here off the “ Captain Cook.”
1228. Hursey has £96, and £12 for attending to the lights ? Yes.
1229. Do they all live on hoard? Yes; they keep watch night and day.
1230. Are rations allowed you ? No.
1231. Not to yourself ? No. '
1232. What age are you ? I am 69.
1233. Is the mate your son ? Yes; he has been here for nearly twelve years now. He was down at the
Solitary Islands. ”
1234. Do you think you could work this vessel at a cheaper rate than it is now costing? I could not do 
with anyone less, because we must have a boat’s crew, We get as little as possible. What we get here 
arc only trifiiug things.
1235. Do you consider this more important than the Solitary Island light ? It is more important, having 
regard to tho vessels running in. There is a reef there pointing]. and there have been several vessels 
run on it since I have been here, and yachts are always running on it. When boats are capsized or sink 
we have to go aud assist them.
1236. The pile lights are the only two lights that you have in charge that are away from the ship ? Yes,
1237. Who looks after the leading lights ? The men on the signal station. '
1238. You are on duty here at all times, Sundays and holidays ? The whole time, day and night. I have 
not been ashore once this month.
1239. Are the stores kept on the ship ? Yes.
1240. Does anyone come down at any time to check them? No ; they are all checked up at the store. 
I receive them from the “ Carrington,” and check them myself when 1 receive them.
1241. Mr. Wilson.'] Are these men’s services often called for in cases of accident or ’anything cf that 
kind ? Whenever a gale of wind is blowing we are on the lookout. We often have to go out in a gale 
of wind. There are generally accidents when they are racing.
1242. And are these men always ready ? Yes ; there are two boats. Four hands are only a boat’s crew, 
and we could not do with less; and it is very heavy work overhauling these moorings—they are li in. 
chain.
1243. I suppose yon are aware that the expense of working this ship in 1883 was very much less than it
is now ? The wages were only £96. I do not know what the difference can be, unless it is the alterations 
in the salaries made in Mr. Bibbs’ time. '
1244. What class do these men belong to ? Seamen. Hursey is not a seaman, but he pulls the boat 
well. The ship has been here seventeen years, and is beginning to want. We have had new tanks and 
new boats, and that is running into expense. The ship was built in Newcastle for this service. The 
vessel that was here before was the old “ Bramble,” but this is much larger. The ship wants coppering 
now. The “ Carrington ” supplies us with water, but we catch a lot ourselves.

WEDNESDAY, 28 APRIL, 1897.

[On board the Pilot Steamer, “ Captain CooTc."]
Peksent :—

GEORGE ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq., J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Joseph Creer, Master-in-chargc of the Pilot Service, sworn and examined :—
J. Creer. 1245. Mr. Powell.] Will you tell us something about your duties on board this vessel ? We have always 

011 koard, ready at a moment’s notice. The ship is always ready for any service. Wo have a 
2SApril,1897. first and second officer on hoard, first and second engineers, and always two pilots, four firemen, and six 

seamen. One fireman at £143, 1 at £125, 1 at £123, and 1 at £120.
1246. One of the seamen is paid £123? Yes; that is for long service.
1247. Are the five at £96 recently taken on ? Tes. ,
1248. Will they get increases ? No; that is stopped.
1249. It was understood when they were appointed? Yes.
1250. The boatmen who appear on your list here are not employed on board this vessel? They aro on 
board the “ Carrington.”
1251. What service does she do? She conveys pilots backwards and forwards. If a ship arrives with a 
pilot she attends and brings the pilot back, and if a ship is going to sea she takes the pilot to the ship, 
and if there is any hitch with the “ Captain Cook” we do the work with her outside. Two of the men on 
board her are for day-work, and two for night-work.
1252. The highest wage is £155 and the lowest £96 ; I suppose that is explained in the same wav ? Yes.
1253. I have a return here showing that there are about 600 vessels inward and outward during the year ?
IS es; about tbat. 1254.
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125i. How many pilots are there? Five. J. Creer.
1255. The highest in one month is seventy-three ships, taking the services of pilots, and the lowest ---- -
thirty-two ? If you compare January, 1896, with January, 1897, there is a slight increase and it will1' Apn'.lSW 
increase. ‘ ’
1256. How do you account for that? They have stopped the exemption certificates, and they are not 
granted now except to coastal steamers. *
1257. Would that make a difference? It must make a difference.

6Urely time ha8 not arrived jet when the pinch is felt ? You eau see there is a difference 
IJoJ. Ihere are 572 vessels for five pilots. It does not represent a ship a day for each man ? It is not 
the time for each man that is taken up. It is the attendance that is required. The pilot may bo required 
several times tor any ono of those vessels. Last Thursday night we had not a pilot on hoard tho ship 
here. were all engaged except one, "who was on leave of absence.
1260. Do you take pilots off at sea? Tf it is a sailing ship it is out at sea; if it is a steamer, they 
generally like to get the pilot clear as soon as they are in the fairway.
tho log book l0SS y°U furnisl1 y°U d° n0t 8ive tl10 timc tIiat is occuPic<1 111 ^king pilots off ? I have it in

employed6™ 3 ®rea^ dea^ t'mc "'hen all hands are unoccupied ? Oh ! no ; they are always

3.263 How? Various jobs about the ship, keeping it in order. There must be always a watch day and 
night. The most important thing on the ship is the lookout.
IJCl. How do you manage about the victualling ? The officers and engineers are allowed 18s. per week 
There are seven—£6 6s. in all.
1265. And then you have a cook and providore? Yes; the cook acts as providore, and he has to find the 
steward^ as there is no steward allowed for the vessel.

m°itnne ,’8 SJ10W11 in lhe log that you furnish to the Marine Board ? No ; not in that.
1-67. laking the log for the moiith of March, and taking your own time for the inward vessels, it 
represents a service, between leaving the moorings and the return, of about thirty-eight hours a month ? *

w,aiT .t about the work; it does not take long to do it. This is a fast vessel,
i t i ^ a average month’s work ? There are times when we are several hours out.
12W). Is this return a fair representation ? It must be. ■
\2-70' -1-he cook and providore is paid £143 per annum? Yes; he cooks for all hands throughout the 
snip. The men find themselves, and he cooks for them.
1271. What docs he do as providore ? Deceives tho money and finds the stores for the cabin. We pay
him every month at the rate of £6 Gs. a week, and he spends the whole of that. Sometimes ho is a little 
m debt, and other times he may have a little surplus, but it takes about that to keen the ship going. He 
keeps account of the money in a book, and it is checked. roe
1272. If there is a balance, what happens ? I do not suppose he has got any balance. The first time I 
1 ovo n a baa,ncc was f6 ti,1B ]a8t month, but then he was in debt £d the month before.
1273. Can we see the bills or the accounts, see how they are made up, and what they are ? fBooh 
produced mth accounts jrom storekeepers.']
1274. Have you any idea of the cost of maintaining this vessel outside the cost of salaries and wa<*es ? I 
have forgotten Hrnre are no expenses further than docking. She is docked every- six months, and is 
there ior about ten days. When she is in dock 1 do the work with the launches. I get one from town 
in addition to the “ Carrington.” It used to cost £10 a day.
1275. Are those launches found fit for the work ? We are obliged to be very careful. I always go out
in hem myself. I never expect a pilot to go out without me, daytime excepted. Then we have got to 
tow tho boat behind. b

£hG eiP.ensc.of salaries in the “ Captain Cook ” is about £2,700 a year ? About that. .
1-/7. Comparing that with vessels in the merchant service, of which you have had considerable experience, 
do you not think that expense is very high ? 1 cannot say that.
1278. The rate of wages you arc paying now is very much in excess of those paid on the coast ? I cannot
say what tho-wugos are at present on board sailing vessels, but I fancy it is £7 a month, and then they 
are found. J
1279. What is the average pay of a master? Some £25 to £30.
loo?' ^tld mat,es? 1'vould 11 ot be positive about that. I have been twenty-three years in this service.
IZbl, Do you Know what they pay now p No.
1282. Do you think that this vessel can bc worked at a lower cost without impairing its efficiency? As
not ifke tVsay ^ ^ Pe°3> 0 ^ ^ COneeme{J’ 1 should uo' I^garding anything else, I would

1-83. lou would not like to say that the wages are too high? No; our men have very risky work 
indeed. There are many times that I feel very uncomfortable on dirtv nights at sea, when our boat is 
away with the pilot. We have been very fortunate. We have never met with au accident yet,
1234. Are there any other duties that you aro called upon to perform, with the exception of those 
i oo'mi ° PlcdaS° • “ 11 "cssel is in distress anywhere we are despatched immediately.
1280. lhat is, anywhere within reasonable distance outside the Heads? I have been sent as far as
uhibo—halt way to Melbourne. '
1286. Anywhere else ? To Lord Howe Island, on special service.
ioqo' Caa° alltddler ve5Bel hook your place ? Yes ; it was managed in our absence
1283. Mr. Wthon.] You say the wages are not too high? I should think not, sir. It creates a bad 
ieeling among the men forward, although I have not heard any complaint yet, for one man to have so 
much more than the others, hut he has very long service.
1289. The fireman at £143, do you consider that a high wage? Well, it is the wage that was allowed. I 
really cannot say whether it is too much or not.
loo?' I'11?™ is ono,at £ 'j20 and 0110 at £143 5—i® the man at £120 a satisfactory man ? A very good man.
3291. Is he as good as the man at £143 ? Quite as good. J
looo ?eU haV?11y°U no ?Pin!on about tlie maa at £143 now ? I really could not sav.
1293. beam an, £143 ;—what is your opinion of that wage ? He has long service. It"!ias been allowed.
I2J4. 3s it a fair wage for a seaman? 1 really cannot say that it is too high. I wish they were all
getting it. j ■ a j

9
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J. Creer. 1295. Tou think those at £96 are paid too little ? They are glad to get into the service.
1296. Do vou think those at £96 are paid sufficient ? They lire satisfied to come for that rate of wages. 

2SApril, ]897.: 2297. Then why do you wish they were all getting £143 F It would he more satisfactory to the men, I
suppose. ,
1298. There are boatmen getting £155is that a proper wage for a boatman ? £143 is the highest wc
have got for a boatman. . .
1299. The return I have is wrong then;—have any of these boatmen any allowances ? No. . _ .
1300. Have they anything to do with the lifeboat? One of the look-out men, Harry de Prisier, is cox
swain. Ho gets £143, and then ho comes in for tlie allowance as lifeboat coxswain. .
1301. In answering this question you have to consider the general wages outside, and the circumstances
of the taxpayers of the country. I express no opinion myself. Do you think it is a fair thing to the 
country to pay a boatman £143 a year ? I do not think it is out of the way. ....
1302. There is a boatman here at £96;—is he a good man ? Tes, he is a good man; he has just joined the
service. .
1303. There is a difference of £47 between him and the other. If he is a good man why does he not 
get £143 ? He has just joined, and was perfectly ignorant of the work, and has been taught by the other men.
1304. He is capable now ? Tes.
1305. How long has he been here ? Not many months. • ....
1306. Tou think that £143 in these days is not an unfair wage for a boatman ? I do not say it is a fair
wage for a boatman. _ ‘
1307. There is a look-out man at £161. Is that a fair wage;—do you consider that these wages arc fair ?
I do. _
1308. Tou consider a fireman at £143 is not too high ? I do not think it is.
1309. What is your opinion of the salary of the first mate at £175 ? It is very fair wages.
1310. And the second mate at £150 ? Yes, that is also fair.
1311. The first engineer, at £272 ? That is fair.

' 1312. And the second engineer, £200? That is fair. _
1313. In fact, you see nothing in this salary list to lead you to think that any of these rates are excessive? 
I do not think so.
1314. Tou said that the salaries of masters outside were £25 to £30 per month ;—what vessels would
those be? Vessels trading to Melbourne and on tbe coast here. _ i
1315. Would you consider that the duties of your post here are more arduous than tlie duties of a master 
trading to Melbourne, Queensland, and New Zealand? A great deal more responsible at times, as we get 
into such critical positions with this vessel in case of vessels in difficulties that it has been very responsible 
work in getting her out of it.
1316. In what way ? The ship lias been in a very dangerous position. _ 4
1317. The master of a ship trading to Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane is constantly getting bis ship 
in dangerous places through constantly taking her in aud out of port? That is not going up against 
ships at night time. Vessels run close to shore, and we have to run great risk to get them out and 
ourselves.
1318. You think your post is more responsible even than the post of a master trading between the ports 
of Queensland, New South Wales, and Victoria? I certainly do. Many of them would not have been 
so fortunate as I have been.
13.19. These men would he in charge of passenger steamers ? Yes.
1320. What are the wages of the cook ? £143.
1321. Do you consider that a fair wage ? Well, he has got to find a steward.
1322. But he docs not? Repays a steward out of that money.
1323. He is the steward ? He has a good able boy.
1324. And the cook makes his own arrangement with this boy and pays him out of that £143 ? Tes.
1325. He is found ? He is found out of the providore’s money, and the cook too. _ _
1326. Do I understand that, in addition to salary, the Government provide the seven officers of this ship 
with 18s. per week, and then you make arrangements with the providore to find the ship? Yes.
1327. The men are not found ? No.
1328. The firemen, seamen, boatmen, and look-out men are not found ? No.
1329. Tou have no suggestion whatever to offer to reduce the expenditure ? I cannot see it.
1330. Tou cannot see that in any single case any of your officers or men is overpaid ? I cannot.
1331. And you cannot see your way to reduce the numbers without impairing tbe efficiency of the 
service ? No.
1332. Tou would neither reduce the numbers nor advise the reduction of the wages? No.
1333. Is there any difficulty iu getting boatmen at £96 a year ? Of course we can them at £96.
1334. And you have got them at £96 ? I daresay there are plenty more to be got too.
1335. In the face of that, do you still contend that £143 is a fair wage ? Well, he has been on so long,

. do you see.
1336. That is not the point. It is not your own money, nor our money. Ton admit that you can get 
as many boatmen as you want at £96, and do you still contend that yon should pay another man £47 
more than you can get them for;—it is practically half as much again ? I would not like to part with 
one of the sailors we nave got here.
1337. Tou admit that yon can get as many as you want at £96, and yet you state that £143 is a fair 
wage ? Yes ; I do not think it is a bit too much.
1338. Tou were talking about the risky nature of your work;—is it more risky than the work of others 
who are at sea? Very much. Tou ought to have been here the other day when wo wore boarding that 
mail-steamer. There is great danger of the boat getting capsized. We have been very fortunate that 
we have never had an accident, but still I never know what may happen.
1339. But men have all sorts of contingencies to meet at sea ? Not boating, the same as we have.
1340. But they have other risks which you have not got; they are at sea in all weathers ? We have to 
face all weathers.
1341. You contend that these men’s occupation is more risky than that of the ordinary seaman going to 
sea? I do consider it a great deal more risky, and it takes the men a long time to get used to it.
1342. An ordinary qualified seaman ? Yes, into the management of the boat. 1343.
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1343. Mr. Powell.] Just a word about the leading lights;—take this man de Erisier: his salary is £143, 
and he has £12 a year in addition for attending to tho leading lights ? Yes.
1344. And he has another £(? as second coxswain of the lifeboat? Yes,

That is a kind of retaining fee for him ? Yes.
Do they practise at all? Every three months.
Eour times a year ? Yes.
"What do the crew get? 10s. for each practice,
Can you say when the lifeboat went out last ?

J. Creer. 

28ApriU897.

About a month ago.
Is she frequently called upon to go out ? Only ouco in three mouths. _
I mean for necessity? It is very rare indeed. "We have always done the work with the pilot 

We have been fortunate enough to do it with the pilot steamer when the lifeboat could not get

Yes.

He is allowed so

They have never 

Yes; I get £1

134G.
134G.
1347.
1348.
1349.
1350.
1351. 
steamer.
near it, _ _
1352. The boat is not required? She would be called upon to do it if the steamer got into difficulty, but 
we have been fortunate enough to keep out of it.
1353. They practise every three months ? Yes.
1354. What is the cost ? 10s. each man for thirteen men.
1355. Where do yon get them all from ? Pick up whoever we can get hold of—fishermen.
1356. Hen at Watson’s Bay, I suppose? Yes. _ _
1357. Has your crew any interest in it ? We have to follow them out with the pilot steamer every time 
they go out.
1358. And thirteen men every quarter are paid 10s. each to man this boat and take her out ?
1359. Who goes in charge of her? Harry de Prisier.
1360. That is the coxswain? Yos. He gets 10s., the same as the rest of the men. 
much a year.
1361. If he only goes out four times in the year, it would be 30s. a time ? Yes.
1362. The men get 10s. and the coxswain 30s. ? Yes.
1363. But you have not known them go out for any requirement—to assist a wreck ?
been the means of saving life. _
1364. Are there any other payments made to any persons on account of the lifeboat? 
every time tho lifeboat goes out.
1365. You do not go out in her ? I am in charge of her, I follow' in the steamer.
1366. Does anybody else get anything? No.
1367. The lifeboat is always stationed down here ? Yes. _ _
1368. Have you, in your experience, known that boat to go out in any matter of exigency^requiring her 
services other than to exercise;—have you ever known her to go to a ship in distress ? Yes.
1369. How long ago ? It was the time the “ Centurion” was wrecked.
1370. When was that? In 1887.
1371. Then she has not been out for nine years for any purpose except for exercise ? We saved the 
people from the wreck on that occasion. There was a ship betu'cen the Heads in a critical position, and I 
gave the coxswain of the lifeboat instructions to remain by that vessel until she was out of danger. Tlie 
men were so exposed that they wore quite paralysed when the other ship got into danger, and wo had to 
go to the assistance of the other vessel and save the lives of those on board.
1372. Do you think it necessary to keep the life boat stationed hero and incur this expense ? It is quite
necessary to have a lifeboat on tlie station, and we never know tho moment she might be wanted. Tho 
pilot steamer might be away. _
1378. If the steamer were not away, you would be better pleased to have the services of the steamer ? 
Oh, no; I would like to have them" both. The boat might be successful when we might fail or get into 
some mess tbat we could not get out of.
1374. Mr. Wilson.] Yon are in charge of the lifeboat;—what does that mean ? I am responsible for the 
life-boat being in proper order. I saw her last a few days ago. If the boat were not in proper order I 
should be hauled over the coals about it,
1375. If it is for keeping the boat in order, why should you be paid at per trip when the boat goes out? 
1 believe that is paid at all lifeboat stations.
1376. Where is the lifeboat ? Down at tbe cove in a shed.
1377. Mr. Powell.] These men attending to tho leading lights appear to be paid for work done in Govern
ment time? Their duty is from sunset to sunrise, and one of them takes it in turn night after night to 
attend to those lights. It is a long distance. They have to start early in the morning to put the light 
out and early at night to light it.
1378. Why this extra pay ? It is extra work. They have only had to do the extra work since tho lights 
have been erected.
1379. How long would they bo on duty ? Ono has to watch from sunset to midnight, and the other from 
midnight to daylight—until sunrise.
1380. Had not they that time of duty before these lights were established? Yes; but they did not have 
this extra pay for attending to the lights.
1381. They had the same hours of duty then as now, and they are attending to these lights in the ordinary 
routine of duty, and are not working more hours now than they were working then ? Tho man that 
would come on at 12 at night would have to go over there the first thing in the evening to attend to the 
light.
1382. They work from daylight to dark and from dark to daylight ? Yes.
1383. Those wore the hours established before the lights were erected? Yes.
1384. They do not work any longer hours now than they did then ? It makes longer hours, because tbo 
man who has got to turn out at 12 would not have had to go over there.
1385. How docs it make longer hours? The man who might be resting until midnight has to go and 
attend to the light. One man will start away at sundown to attend to a light. He has a long walk over 
there on a very ngly road, and has to come back and get to his duty at 12 o’clock.
1386. Does it make longer hours or not? 1 do not know that it makes longer hours,
1387. Why pay extra then ? They have to keep that light in order.
1388. But they are paid a salary for certain hours. It is not for them to say whether they will take a
short walk during that time ? -----

Herbert
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■ Herbert Orton, cook and providore, “ Captain Cook," sworn and examined
H. Orton. 1339, Mr. Powell.'] Tour salary is £143 a year? Tbat is what I sign for, but I do not receive that, 

■^rom I l'ave t0 an assistant to help me, because the job is too much for one man.
pn , 897 ig9Q_ ppavg y0u represented that to the master ? I have seen Captain Creer about it,

1391. There is more work than you can do? Tes.
1392. And therefore you hire some person to help you? Tes.
1393. Do you get the money? Tes.
1394. What are your duties? To cook for the sailors and firemen ; there are ten in all, but there are 
only three on board at a time. Also to cook for two engineers, two officers, captain, and two pilots. 
There are seventeen persons to cook for in all.
1395. Do the firemen and seamen provide their own food ? Tes.
1396. They provide tho whole of it—-condiments and things of that kind? They find everything,
1397. Do they bring them to you, or do you buy for them ? They buy their own, and bring it to me, and 
give to me whatever they require,
1398. Have they a mess of their own? Tes.
1399. Aud that is kept entirely separate from the other ? Tes.
1400. Do you purchase the provisions for the seven officers ? Tes. I go ashore for the purpose some
times. I generally give an order to the lauuchmen, and they bring it to me. ■
1401. Tou deal with tho people here ? Tes.
1402. Do you pay as you go ? No ; I have monthly accounts.
1403. Does Captain Creer pay you the money? Tes; he gets it from the office and pays it to me as 
soon as he gets it.
1401. What was the last sum he paid you;—how much did you receive in March ? £31 2s. 8d., 1 think 
it was.
1405. And you expended £24 odd, leaving a balance of £0 10s;—what has become of tbat ? That is in 
my cabin.
1406. Who examines your accounts ? Tho chief officer. He is responsible, and anyone else who chooses 
may inspect them. The chief officer has charge of them for a week after they are paid.
1407. Do these accounts represent the whole of the supplies ? Tes, for each month.
1408. What docs this item, in November, 1896, mean : “ Captain and second officer. £2 ” ? That was 
the time when we were in dock. When we go in dock they expect the money allowed them to live 
on board, and they want the money returned to them.
1409. That allowance is only made to the captain and second officer? No, sir. See the following month.
1410. I do. There is “ Steward, £2 10s.” What docs that mean ? The providoring was handed over to 
me in August, 1896, and it was arranged that I was to pay the steward out of the providoring. So the 
first two months they agreed to the £4 being taken out of it; but next month tlie bills were higher, so 
there was only a small amount left, and the next month I was told I. was to pay it myself.
1411. In September, 1896, there was £3 14s.. surplus brought on from the previous month ? Tes.
1412. Was that to pay the shortage in the September month ? There was £3 14s. Sd. over from August. 
During September I spent tbat money on odds and ends, I think the items are down there.
1413. Does Captain Creer always claim that money when tho ship is in dock? When the vessel goes to 
dock.
1414. How long have you been doing this work ? Since August.

' 1415. The engineers are fed on board, at the dock ? Tes, and the chief officer.
1416. What about the pilots ? They get the refund too.
1417. I do not see anything for wines and spirits or beer? Nothing like that on board, sir; it is against 
rules.
1418. There is nothing in the accounts for that ? No. .
1419. Mr. Wilson.] This £2 was returned because they were not victualled? Tes.
1420. Mr. Powell.] The pilots did not get it then ? Tes, the next month.
1421. How many of them ? Dive of them got 10s. each.
1422. Is this a matter regulated by the Marine Board, or is it arranged on hoard the ship ? Arranged by 
Captain Creer.
1423. Do you consider that tbe amount tbat is allowed is a fair thing ? It is a fair charge. One month 
makes up for another. There is really no surplus.
1424. What do you pay your assistant ? £3 a month.
1425. That leaves you £107 net for your own labour ? Tes.
1426. And what you can make out of the providoring, if you can make anything? I have to return any 
surplus; that must be divided amongst those who find the money.
1427. It is distributed amongst the officers ? It is to be when there is, but there has not been one yet,
1428. But suppose you go on having a small surplus, the money would he distributed amongst the 
officers ? Tes.
1429. Have you ever done so ? Only for the time when wc were in dock,
1430. Tou have never had any real surplus except this month ? No.
1431. Have you any experience in providoring ? Tes.
1432. Have you ever providored any ship ? No. I have hcen with the shore providore of Howard Smith.
1433. Do you know tlie contract rates ? Tes.
1434. What would be a fair contract rate, taking tbo seven officers on board the ship, to find the food, 
cook, steward, and service? £30 a month.
1435. Tou are doing it at a cheaper rale here ? Tbe steward is not paid out of it,
1436. £30 a month would include all expenses ? Tes.

James Fothcringham, chief officer of the “ Captain Cook,” sworn and examined:—
J. Fothering-1437. Mr. Powell.] How long have you been chief officer? Since the January before last—sixteen months.

1438. Had j'ou any position on hoard the ship prior to that ? Second officer.
SSApril 1897 How long did you hold that position ? . I have been eight years if} tlfe service.

’ 1 1440. What is the salary you receive ? £175 per annum. 1441. ■
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1441. Are there any allowances ? None except the food.
1442. What are your duties as chief officer ? To superintend the work of the ship under the captain’s 
orders when he is here; and when he is not here I take charge, and take the vessel out and in the same as 
he does, night and day,
1443. Is there anything in the ship’s hooks to show when he is not here ? Nothing.
1444. There is nothing to show when you are in charge and he is not? No.
1445. What are your hours ? All the time, with the exception of twenty-four hours’ leave every week. 
There is a naan in charge all night on the bridge, and I am liable to be called any minute.
1446. Do you not take turns with the second officer ? Wc do not keep watch that way.
1447. What does the second officer do, then ? He carries out auy orders given him. He is also liable 
to ho called at any hour; in fact, all hands are called when we proceed to sea.
1448. There is only one man on watch all night ? Yes, on the bridge.
1440. If nothing comes in, then, you are uot disturbed ? Until it is morning. Sometimes we arc not 
disturbed all night, and other times we are out all night; hut that would he exceptional.
1450. Your log for March shows verv little ? There has been very little come in lately, owing to the 
exemptions.
1451. But we understood from Captain Creer that there was an increase ? Lately there has been an 
increase. They have stopped the exemptions being issued, and new masters have been put in some of 
the vessels.
1452. The look-out man calls you when you are required ? At night-time ; I am oil deck all day.
1453. Does the captain remain on board ship all night, then ? Sometimes.
1454. What does sometimes mean ;—was he on board last night ? No.
1455. Or the night before? No.
1456. About tbc providore’s accounls: I see here £2 paid to the second officer;—what is that for? 
When the “ Captain Cook ” is in dock the second officer stops on the station, and has to find himself. 
He is on duty all the time on the launch, and the chief officer is on duty at the dock, and is fed there by 
the cook.
1457. Jfr. Wi'hon.] Have you had any experience at sea ? Yes, all my life.
1458. You said the captain was not on hoard last night, nor tbe previous night;~ can you give any 
idea, if you have no actual record of his absences from the ship—how often ? I could not remember. 
1409. Is he on board four nights in the week, on an average? He may be ; 1 cannot remember.
1460. Are his absences frequent from the ship at night ? Yes. 1 would sooner that you asked somebody
else. _
1461. We call on you to tell us anything about the ship lhat you think the Government ought to know, 
and the Board rvill protect you. As a rule, does Captain Creer remain on board at night ? No ; the 
night that I am on leave he is on board.
1462. That is an arrangement by which you relieve each other? Yes. There used to be a captain and a
mate on board before my time, and they used to relieve each other, for a man cannot be on board all the 
time. Then Ihe captain prior to Captain Creer thought there ought to be three officers, so as to get more 
relief—that is what it generally is on steamboats ; aud the captain worked then so that the officers should 
have so much leave, and he could go on leave whenever he chose. Now we have twenty-four lioursT 
leave every week, and of course the captain suits himself and comes on board when he wishes. I do not 
say that he is away from the station, hut he is not on hoard the ship. '
1463. We do not expect officers to be constantly on duty ; but is it your opinion that in a service like- 
this the master should he on duty at night and take his leave in the day;—is it not at night that casual
ties and troubles are more likely to arise in a service like this? Yes ; that is the most dangerous time.
1464. I want your opinion as to whether the man who is in supreme authority here, and draws the big 
salary, ought to he here at night, and if he requires leave, should he not. take it in the day ;—is it not 
important that he should he on duty at night ? Yes. I think, myself, that there ought to be two; that 
is my opinion, as a responsible officer.
1465. There are three of you P Yes.
1466. Your opinion is that there should be always on board at night either the captain and the first officer,, 
or the captain and the second officer? I consider one responsible man sufficient for a small ship like this, 
supposing he has got a leading man forward amongst the men. At night time I am always on the bridge 
by myself, and I find no difficulty in managing tbe ship.
1467. If the Marine Board were to mate an arrangement that tbe master and first officer were to take 
this night duty alternately, you think that would be a proper arrangement to make? I do.
1468. You do not think it necessary that the master should remain on board at night? Not every night.
1469. Is there anything else to say to the Commission that they ought, to know ? Of course I am talking 
now for myself. I do not consider that I get sufficient leave, seeing that 1 am on duty night and day. I 
get twenty-four hours a week. I never get a Saturday afternoon, nor a Sunday, nor any holidays. I 
have been eight years in the service, and have been twice to church with my family, and then I have had 
each time to ask for special permission.
1470. With three officers is there any difficulty in arranging it ? There ought not to be.
1471. Either the master or you should be on board at night? One is always.
1472. Is there anything else? I do not consider that I get sufficient pay, considering the responsibility
I have. There are several mates on this coast who are better paid than I am, and none of them have the 
same responsibility, as they are never in charge of the ship themselves. I have a master’s certificate and 
a first-class pilot’s license, and am liable to be put on board a ship to pilot her in, but would get nothing 
extra for it, •
1473. Mr. Pojoe/Z.] You were employed on board a Hunter Biver boat? I came out on the “ Newcastle”' 
when she was new.
1474. I hope you are not keeping anything back from the Commission that we ought to know ? No.
1475. Does it not strike you as extraordinary that you have three highly-paid officers iu charge of six 
seamen ? Yes.
1476. Do you think such a thing as that would be allowed to exist in any private employ? No; but of
course things are a little different. '

253—1’
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2ving-i477. Do you think that this vessel is worked expensively compared with privately-owned vessels? Tes, 
’■ in some ways, because under the Marine Board Hogulations increases were paid. But at the present time 

there is only one hand in tho forecastle who gets the high rate. The mate before'me got £200. I really 
1' only got a rise of 8s. a month from second olEcer to first. _ _

1478. As it stands now the Government aro paying £741 in salaries to three men to look after six men
with salaries of £603, and there is the addition of the 18s. a week each to the officers do yon overhaul 
these accounts of the providore's ? I go over them and see that the figures are correct. I. have nothing 
to do with supplying the food. .
1479. Arc these articles usually supplied to vessels on the coast ? Every vessel that I have been m has
always been found. _
1450. And found as liberally as you are found here? Just about the same as far as the food is concerned.
1481. "Would it not be better to have this work done by contract ? Perhaps it would. I do not know
anything about it. , _
1482. Are vou supposed to hold yourself responsible for these accounts? To; I have nothing to do
with that. .
14S3. Who is responsible ? Every month we each sign for our 18s. a week. I only feel responsible for 
my ISs. That is handed to the cook, who orders the food and pays the hills. Ho lets me see the bills 
every month for the satisfaction of any one.
1451, Ton never use the money ? I never handle the money. ^
1485. And I suppose yon would find fault if the supplies were not np to the rnarji ? Yes, we would growl.

Andrew "William Jack, Senior Pilot, “ Captain Cook,” sworn and examined 
Jack. 11SG. Jtfr. Potrcl/.] How long have you been in the service as a pilot? Twenty-six years and eight 

months. _ _ _ .
,189/. Llg7\ At what rate of pay did you enter the service? T'hen I entered the service wc were m com

petition, hut we were allowed £350 a year.
1488. How many pilots were there at that time ? Six.
1489. But then each pilot paid for his own boat? Yes ; we had our own boat and boat’s crew.
1490. Did you pay for that out of the £350 ? Tes. „ .
1491. And vou received £350 a year ? Sometimes more. T7e were allowed 2d. per ton. Sometimes it
exceeded that, and then we had a vote for the remainder of tho money. ,
1492. Tou came in after the new arrangement of 4d. per ton in and 4d. per ton out? Tes.
1493. And the pilots took half the receipts ? Tes. _ _
1494. Do you think that £350 was a fair average ? I think wc made a little more in the second year.
1495. How much more do you think ? ] suppose we got about £600 for one year.
1496. Each pilot ? I think so; I am not certain.
1497. How long did that continue ? One or two years.
1498. Tour salary now is £398? Tes.
1499. And you get ISs. a week? That is for the two pilots on hoard the steamer.
1500. Tou have no charges against that now ? The 4 per cent, superannuation. ^
1501. I notice one of the pilots gets £250;—how is that? He is the last made pilot.
1502. Tou are at the maximum rate? There are four of us who receive tho same,
1503. All at the maximum allowed by the Marine Board ? Tes. .
1504. Is there work enough at the Heads for five pilots ? Tes. I think so. _
1505. Tou know how many vessels enter? "We aro always supposed to be here night and day prepared
for work. _ ,
150G. But if there are only about COO arrivals and departures in the year and five pilots to do the work,
your being here does not alter the question in the least,;—how many of yon are required to do the
work that has to he done? "He have managed to do it. It is not for me to say how many are required. 
"We are always at work, always ready to be called upon. We cannot leave the station.
1507. Look at it from the commercial point "of view ? My flag is put up here. I am supposed to he on 
shore waiting, and as soon as the flag goes up I come here. _ .
150S. Divide 600 by 5, and the result is 120, and 120 vessels in 365 days per pilot would suggest that 
there are more pilots than there is work for ? It sometimes happens that there are perhaps three or four 
ships going out and two coming in. It happens sometimes with a southerly wind that there arc three or 
four ships coming in and at the same time there may he a couple going out. I do not mean to say that 
we are over-worlsed. _ *
1509. Do you think that the service can be performed with a less number of pilots than you have now .
1 reallv do not think it could, efficiently. Wo arc someiimes sent for to a ship to come out at 6 o clock at 
night, and stay till next morning, and perhaps she does not go out at all. _ _ • -n j a j.
1510, llut you arc entitled to the charge for detention ? We do not get it. Since the Marine Board Act
we do not ask for it. .
loll. The regulations provide for it ? Ton might ask for it, hut you would not get it. I have gone to a 
vessel at 8 o’clock at night and left it at G in the morning, aud got a telegram at 10 to return at once to 
take her to sea. _ <
1512. Do you ever go above Eort Denison to take charge of vessels to bring them to sea ? Tes.
1513. Do yon go to the wharf ? Tery often. _ _ i a a- v
1514. Why do you do that;—the harbour pilot should bring the ship to the sea pilot’s waters ? Since the 
Marine Board came into existence that has hcen done away with. Wc bring all the .Newcastle ships away 
from the wharf—vessels going iu tow to Newcastle.
1515. And for a great number of other ships ? We go right up to the wharf. _ _ .
1516. The delay that vou mentioned before is caused simply by the Act not being compbed with, for it 
seems to provide that the harbour pilot shall take the vessel from the anchorage to the sea pilot ? It is 
tbe tug-boat that causes the delay.
1517. They have no right to summon you until the tug is there; the Act assumes that tho harbour pilot 
will take the vessel into the sea pilot’s waters at Eort Denison, and the sea pilot will then take her to sea;

‘ you
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you are engaged in doing additional duties, weakening the staff at this end ? These masters have the A. W. Jauk. 
privilege of either taking or leaving the harbour pilot. x

U“£oab1i“j1r bavoi more reason why you should not supply the place of the harbour 2SApriI,18!)7.
pilot. If we did not attend, then there would be a complaint at the Marine Board the next day. We 
nave written to the Marine Board about it, because,it gives ns a greater amount of risk, and we have to 
work with a drunken crew.
1519. The regulations provide that when the master of an outward hound ship finds that he docs not
reqmrc the services of a pilot on the day appointed lie shall notify tlie same to the pilot, and no payment 
n i iv ^ . ™r sucb *’rst attendance; but if, after renewed application for a pilot, tho master shall 
nnd that ho is not prepared to go to sea, ho shall pay 10s. for each day, and no pilot shall he bound to 
take such ship to sea until such payment shall have been made; so tho thing is entirely in your own
hands les; but wbo is going to collect it ? o j j
1520. You are going to collect it or not take the ship to sea ? Wc used to work more in tliat way when
we were working m our own boats; but that is a long time ago. You nut that before the ship-master, he 
won t give it you, o D r r i
152L Do you go up and take out such a vessel as the “.Barbarossa” ? Yes, we always take them from 
tbe wharf. All steamers going to sea we take frora the wharf direct.

Suppose you have a certain wind aud certain vessels coming from a certain direction,
n’roop Tes , SS1'11!! five P^ots are engaged at one time;—does that happen ? Tes, sometimes.
lm.3. hrequcnlly? 1 will not say frequently. Occasionally you g3t three ships coming in and others 
going out. It has happened often in my experience as a pilot, even with this steamer.

Edward Brodrick, Chief Engineer, “ Captain Cook,'’ sworn and examined :—
1524. Mr. Powell.'] You have a second engineer ? Yos. i!. lirodnefe
1525. _ Will you please describe what are your duties P I am responsible for everything relatiim to the n’

° -28ApriU897.
f. i!- y°u llV0 011 ’>oar(i ? Yes, and ashore too. I have a residence on shore.
1d2/. What leave do you have ? I get away twenty-four hours a week. The actual duty is divided into 
two, 1 have twelve hours on and twelve hours off,
1528. How do you take it; is it night duty and day duty ? Yes; but when T am away for twenty-four 
hours the second engineer has to do the twenty-four hours, and 1 do the same for him. 
i-oo’ T^” ™Semcnt between yourselves you can have twenty-fours hours off whenever you like P Yes.
Iu30. You have one day in the week positively ; in addition to that you may so divide the work that vou 
only have three days work a week each ? No ; we are on duty twelve hours out of the twenty-four all 

rou, ^ -[ am 011 duty twelve hours in the day I have twelve hours oft' at night, and vice versa.
<b t ^0U “° no*; ^1C ai1^ ^ie second engineer all the days off? No; we change

1532. You have four firemen tho rates of pay seem rather high—£143, £125, £.123, and £120 —do
these men get rations or keep? No; they find themselves. ’
1533. And you? We arc found.
1534. One of these men gets £143 ? That is the maximum arranged by tho Marine Board. He has 
been the longest in tho service. He was a sailor, and was made a fireman,
1535. Have you compared these wages with those paid on steamers outside;—are they not high? Some 
of them outside get £9 a month, and on the Manly Beach steamers they get £10 a month, and they have 
been promised another £1 a month when the company has got over its difficulties.
1536. UTr. Wilson.] But is not that explained by the fact that they work very long hours, constantly at 
it, under very high pressure ? Yes, that is true.
1537. Mr. Poioell.] This boat is in harbour the greatest part of her time ? Yes.
1538. The time that you are engaged at sen is very small ? Yes; but of course you understand that we 
have to be in readiness at any moment; for instance, if tho signal went now I should have to rush in on 
top ot the boiler. Me have to bo ready every minute of every day.
^9. You Lave control of everything relating to the machinery and tbe control of the firemen ? Yes.
1540. Outside firemen get £9 a month and are found? Yes.
1541. This man gets £143 and is not found ? Yes.
1542. So he gels £9 a month, or £108 a year, and the £35 represents his keep ? Yea.
1543. In a steamer outside would there be two engineers on a ship this size ? Yes ; at sea machinery is
being constantly watched. It livery hard at sea even for two engineers, because they have to do two 
hours on and two hours ofi. With regard to my own salary, the maximum was set down at £280,-hut 
with the reductions it is brought down to £2{51. There was the 10 per cent, reduction and the 4 ner 
cent, superannuation. *
lo44. That is an investment? That is true. In the old boat I had the same salary, aud here, with ail 
this large amount of more modern machinery, I am getting only the same salary.

James Nuth, Leading Fireman, “ Captain Cook,” sworn and examined:—
1545. Mr. PoivelL] What pay do you receive ? £125 a year. J. Nuth.
154G. Do you get any allowances ? No.
1547. Any rations ? No. 28April, 1897.
lo48. What leave do you get ? Two days of£ and six days on. We are on continuous duty sixteen hours 
tVY?"’ it ™e we are 011 koArfi we are on twenty hours right off, so as to change the watches.
1549. How many are engaged on board now? There axe three on board and ono on leave.
1550. Why is there such a difference between your pay and that of the lowest, £120 P We start here at 
±120, and receive increments of £5 a year, I have had one increment. The last fireman who came has 
bad no increment. They commence at £120, but Alick Morgan and John Harrington receive the same as 
they had on dock.
1551. How long is it since you received your increase ? 1893.

1552.
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1552. If ere the increases stopped in 1893 ? That was the last we had. They were never stopped; I
believe they were held in abeyance. .
1553. I suppose the firemen almost always keep the fires going? Day and night. We must keep one 
man on the fires all the time, and then we have the electric light to drive at night.
1554. Who attends to the electric light? The engineer is always on, but the fireman attends to it. One
of us is always in the engine room. , ,
1555. There is one engineer always on board at night? Day and night, twelve hours each.
1556. Mr. Wilson.'] Are your wages the highest paid to a fireman here ? At present, sir.
1557. Have you anything to say about your position on board, either on behalf of yourself, or on behalf 
of the firemen ? We all consider we have a right to an allowance for providoriug as well as those who are
drawing £400 a year. „ • ii „
1553. Of course that would have to bo considered in your wages ? The others get their wages the same
and this extra. ' . i 11 t.
1559. Do you contend that you should be found the same as they arc? IS'ot so much, but wc should have
an allowance.
1560. In addition to the present salary ? Yes. ,T w
1561. Is that on the ground that if one class of men are found the other should be as well. INo. \V e
are only drawing coastal wages.
1562. What are the wages of firemen outside? £3 a month. , , .
1563. You get £125, and they get £t)6 : that leaves £29 a year that you are allowed already beyond what
firemen outside get, and they are constantly working up their fires? Yes. .
1561. Yon are not constantly working up your fires ? Their wages have been brought down, borne time 
ago they were £9 a month.
1565. Even at £9 a mouth you would be receiving £17 a year more than they, so that yon are really 
receiving in vour wages a consideration for your keep ? Bub not a full consideration.
1566. Supposing the wages were all reduced to the' sea-going wages, and you were all pa,id £9 a month
and providored on board the ship, would you be satisfied with that ? We would be satisfied, but as a rule
the G-overnment give a little more than they do in the commercial service. T
1567. Do you think if you were paid sea-going wages on board the vessel, at £9 a month, or whatever they
may be, would you be content if you were found;—would the men bo content ? I think so. i should be 
getting more then, because it costs me £2 per month. . , ,
1568. Would it not ivork disadvautageously in the case of married men ? Yes; but we are kept aboard 
here for six days.
1569. You could not land ? No. _ _ d -vw t
1570. There is no opportunity of a man’s wife sending provisions on board for him. VV e are away tor
hours at a time, day and night.
1571. Mr. Powell.] You live in messes now? Yes ; the sailors and the firemen make one mess.
1572. So you live more economically in that way ? Yes. ,
1573. Mr. Wilson.] Another objection is that now you can buy what you like, but if yon are round you
have got to take seamen’s tucker, I suppose ? It is not extra good. Some of it is better than others. 
1574-. If you get a good contractor it is very good, I think ? Under the present circumstances, it we go 
the wages and the money allowed in addition to wages, we would sooner keep ourselves. It we got w a 
we considered a sufficient allowance we would rather get the money. lr - i 4.
1575. Do you think that you have been expressing the wishes of the others as well as youraeli m what 
you have said ? Yes, as regards the allowances.

G. Avelar.

George Avelar, Seaman, “ Captain Cook,” sworn, and examined
1576. Mr. Powell.] What wages are you getting? £11 18s. 4d. a month.
1577. As leading seaman ? Yes. , ,

28April,lS07. 157s. What is there in your duties that makes the discrepancy between the money you receive and the
salaries of the others ? I have been here longer than the others.
1579. But do you do the same work ? Yes. _ , 0 xr
1580. There is no difference between your work and their work ? No. .
1581. Only you have been longer at it? Yes.
1582. And von receive £143 a year ? Yes. , o w n r j u 1 •
1583. Is not that rather high, considering what the wages are on the coast, Well, 1 don t know, sir.
You must go by the work we do here. We are always on duty here, night and day, holidays and
iS^ou are always here when there is work to do ? Yes. There are many times we go here without

sleep for sixteen or twenty hours. . , , -
1585. Why is that'f We are working outside. We have to be here all the time tor vessels coming m

1586^ You are about the decks and not below? We are about the decks all the time. When the ship 
moves from the buoy we have always got to be up. _
1587. I suppdsc you are satisfied with your position ? Oh, yes, sir.
1588. Do you get rations? No. We have .to pay for rations.
1589. You form a mess amongst yourselves ? Y<res.

John Moncrieff, Seaman, “ Captain Cook,” sworn, and examined:—
j. Moncrieff. 1590. Mr Powell.] What is your pay ? £8 a month.

1501. And your duties are those generally of able seaman ? Yes.
28April, 1897.1592. Are you satisfied with your position ? There is a vast difference in the wages. There are some 

. getting more than I do,
1593, Your irages are the same as those on vessels on the coast? Just now they are. ■
1594 Where is the difference between your position and theirs ? We find ourselves and they are found ■

1595.
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1593.- Mr. Wilson.'] The wages are not £8 and found? Not now, they are £G and found now outside. Moucncff. 
159G. Mr. Powell.] Do you still think you ought to get more than you are getting? We are on ogT^jn'gg-'
here all the year round, Saturday and Sunday and every other time. We are always on duty here while p 1 ’ *'
we are on board. ■
1597. So are sailors generally;—what leave do you get ? Two days in twelve.
1598. Compared with the wages on board intercolonial vessels you do not seem to be badly paid; they are
getting £6 and found and you are getting £ti;—what do you reckon 3 our keep worth ? £2 a month.
1599. There is the difference: is there any other matter that you would like to speak of? We have to 
find our own clothes here. They expect to see us wear good clothes here, not rags like we would on a 
vessel working cargo.
1600. You want to be put in the same position as boatmen; they get uniform? Yes.
1601. Do the boatmen in the employ of the Marine Board get uniform ? Yes.
1602. Is that found for them? Yes. .
1603. The uniform you refer to is the usual serge that' seamen wear? Yes.
1601. What would a private company do on a passenger steamer ? I have never been in any where we 
have been compelled to wear uniform. The boat duty here wears out our clothes quickly and we are 
expected to wear good clothes.
1605. Does the Government compel you to wear uniform ? No.

E. Stratton, Seaman, Captain Cook,” sworn, and examined :—
1606. Mr. Wilson.] What have you got to say about your position ? When I first joined the “ Captain E, Siratton. 
Gook ” it was at Cockatoo Dock, and I thought the wages were £9 a month. The chief officer told me
if I joined her I would get the £9 increase the same as the others. I have been expecting arise. I 28Apnl,18S7. 
cannot work for £8 a month and find myself. I have lost 10s. by coming here.
1607. You knew the wages before you joined? Yes.
1608. You were told you would get an increase? I thought so, sir. He told me I would very likely get
an increase like anybody else. I joined in March last year. _
1609. The rises were stopped before then? I did not know it. Wc are on duty here day and night,
with the exception of our leave. ' .
1610. Is it not the case that if a seaman is needed he is called at any time, day or night? On the coast 
you can go where you like at night; there is watch and watch, but we have not got watch and watch. •
There is another thing: on the coast a suit of working clothes would last me twelve months, but I wear 
out in one six months here as much as I would in eighteen months in one of those boats.
1611. How is that? Sitting in boats rowing, the seat of your pants is always going. We have to go 
and fetch milk and food and papers and telegrams. Sometimes I have got wet through to the skin 
getting telegrams in wet weather; the clothes get full of salt water, and get rotten.
1612. You had £7 a month and were found? In the Illawarra boat—the “Bega.”
1613. Now you receive £8 a month and are not found;—what do you reckon it would cost to keep you '
going on board the ship ? £2 a month. Of course we cannot afi'ord to keep ourselves here properly,
1 am married, and it is like keeping two homes. If I were in a coastal boat I would have only one home 
to keep. We only want a fair thing.

[ Vide also Appendix 26.]

FRIDAY, 30'APRIL, 1897.
At the Board Boom, of the Bocal Marine Board Office, Newcastle.

Present :—

GEORGE ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq., J.?.
JAMES POWELL, Esq, J.P.

Herbert Robert Cross, Chairman of the Local Marine Board, Newcastle, sworn, and examined:—
1614. Mr. Wilson.] How long have you been a member of the Board ? I have been a member of the B. U. Cross. 
Board since its inception in 1873, and have been chairman from 1888.
1615. Mr. Powell.] Have you been continuously a member of the Board since 1873 ? Yes. 30Apnl,18fl7.
1616. How many members comprise the Board? Pour besides myself—Mr. McLean, Mr. Logan, Mr,
Reid, and Mr. Gardner. _ _
1617. Do you know if the Act directs how many members are required to constitute a Local Board ?
The Act does not say.
1618. Then there may be two, three, four, or more ? Yes.
1619. Are the members of the Board nominated by the Government? Yes.
1620. The chairman as one of the Board is also nominated by the Government ? Yes.
1621. It is purely a nominee Board ? Yes.
1622. No special interest of any kind is represented by the Newcastle Board? No. '
1623. In the choosing of the persons to sit on the Board, is regard taken to the interests they represent?
When I was made a member of the Board, being a seafaring man, I considered myself a representative of 
that interest—that is to say, of the marine interest.
1624. You think the marine interests should he prominently represented ? Yes, very prominently; and 
the public think so too.
1625. As a matter of fact, Mr. McLean, Mr. Logan, Mr. Bcid, and Mr. Gardner do not represent the 
shipping interest? Mr. McLean can be called a representative of the shipping interest, since he has 
a commercial business at this port and ships are consigned to him. Mr. Gardner can be called a repre
sentative of the marine interest, as be has been to sea and is a bit of a sailor; but he cannot manage ships 
and has never handled them, having left the sea when very young.
1626. Shipowners at Newcastle can vote at Sydney at the election of members for the Sydney Board?
Yes. ■ . ■

1627.
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H. R. Cross. 1627. The shipowners of Newcastle hare no voice in the appointment; of the local Board? No; thev may 
recommend, propose, or express an opinion, hut no voting power is given to them under the Act. " 

30April,]897. 162S. They cannot record their votes to elect members at Sydney without going to Sydney—they cannot 
vote here ? I cannot say how they record (heir votes.
1629. You cannot say practically that the shipowning and general interests of Newcastle are not 
represented by the local Board, except so far as you yourselves endeavour to represent them? Yes.
1630. Can you tell us generally what are the powers of the local Board ? The Board has no power, 
being subordinate to the Marine Board of Sydney. Anything we may do is subject to the control of ther 
Sydney Board.
1631. Then any of the acts of the local Board are subject to be vetoed by the Marine Board of 
Sydney ? Yes ; according to the Act.
1632. Is it not a fact that the local Board is not permitted to issue certificates of any hind, such as water
men’s licenses ? Yes, the granting of certificates, from boatmen up, must be confirmed by the Marine 
Board of New South Males in Sydney. ■
1633. That is to say, watermen cannot get a license until the papers have been referred from you with’
a recommendation 7 Yes. ■
1631. You send a recommendation and you send afee of 10s. ? Yes, the fee is sent down by the secretary,, 
giving the man's name and stating that the Board here think him' a fit and proper person to have a- 
certificate.
1635. And the license is signed by the President and members of the Board in Sydney ? Yes.
1636. Canyon tell us anything of the-working of the service, here ? In the first place, if there is a 
vacancy for a pilot, the candidates are required to pass an examination and to show themselves in other- 
ways to be fit and proper persons for the position. The applications are submitted to the local Board,, 
who consider them, and make a recommendation to the Sydney Board. The Newcastle Board practically

' make all appointments, because in every case where wo have chosen a man, the Sydney Board have con
firmed our action. This they ought to do. seeing that we, being residents here, know the people and are 
personally acquainted with their abilities.
1637. "What control have you over the men engaged in the pilot service ? The whole control and working;

■ of the pilot system here is in the hands of the harbour-master, and he is answerable for it. Should there
he any wrongdoing or dereliction of duty on their part, he reports the matter to the Board, who then 
take action. . -
1633. What fees are paid to the members of the Board? One guinea each, per week, is paid to the 

* members, and they set apart one day in the week for ordinary business.
1639. What fee do you receive as chairman ? The chairman is allowed two guineas for each week in the 
year. Our formal meetings are held every Wednesday, but in the case of an investigation we have to- 
sit so long as the investigation lasts, for which the Board receives no extra fee. The last investigation 
we held was into the Collision of the steamers “ Pederal ” and 11 Alice.” This was a very important inquiry 
and occupied seven days, and it was 10 o’clock every night, except the last day, before we rose. No extra 
fees were allowed to the Board for that investigation. We have had several cases where the Board have- 
sat day after day. On an average there are about six, or more, inquiries of this nature in the year.
1640. I. find there are seven pilots employed in Newcastle, three at £353, one at £218, one at £209, and’
two at £200 a year;—arc the duties of these men of the same nature and character? Yes; aud the same- 
responsibility in every case. ■
1641. Bo you know any reason for this great difference in the salaries ? Formerly the pilots received a- 
yearly increment. At a certain date, however, the increments for some reason were stopped. Just before 
this additional pilots were appointed, who gave up very good positions fully believing that they would obtain 
an increment erery year and thus their salaries would go on increasing until they reached favourable 
proportions. But, as I have said, the increments were stopped, with the result that those who have more- 
recently joined the service arc receiving lower salaries than the older hands who received several yearly 
increments. The junior pilots made several appeals to the Newcastle Board, which were forwarded on. 
It is certainly' an anomaly and certainly an injustice. They are exceedingly good men, and they do the- 
same work and have the same responsibilities as the older pilots.
1642. Comparing the position of the pilots at Newcastle with those in Sydney do you think the duties- 
more onerous in Newcastle than in Sydney ? Yes, very much more so. I should say doubly or more. 
We have a bar here that is very dangerous to cross ; besides, in the harbour there is a continual shifting 
of vessels backwards and forwards, from morning till night. Some of the intercolonial boats, of course,, 
do not require the services of pilots, hut all sea-going vessels do. In Sydney Harbour pilots are appointed 
to remove vessels, and sea pilots do not go out of pilot water—say, to Fort Denison, where the harbour

Silots take them up. At Newcastle, when a ship comes in, the sea pilot takes charge of her outside, 
rings her in, and moors her under the direction of the harbour-master. The same pilot attends to the 

ship in all her movements about the harbour, and takes her to sea again. The same man generally does- 
the work all through. Kemoval fees are charged for that work.
1643. Bomoval fees at Newcastle are very much, and in fact double those in Sydney ;—you cannot give- 
any idea why that is ? No.
1644. Twenty-five boatmen are employed at Newcastle in the pilot service, and the salaries vary from 

' - £136 to £194 per annum;—do you not think these larger salaries appear very high ? No, not tor the-
work they do.

■ 1645. From a statement I have before me, it appears that besides his ordinary salary the coxswain of the
! life boat receives £50 a year for that duty, and £12 besides, I presume, for quarters;—is that not high ?’

He has great responsibility on the lifeboat.
, 1646. Out of the twenty-five boatmen I notice twenty-two receive £12 per annum for life boat service;—
\ does it require twenty-two to man the life boat? It requires thirteen or fourteen.
; 1647. How is it these extra men are retained ? Some years ago, when it was very difficult to get the boat

■ properly maimed, and those who were willing to man it lived at a distance from the shore, we recom
mended that boatmen belonging to the service should live together, and they should not be appointed, 
unless willing to form the lifeboat crew. Every one of the boatmen is bound to go on the life boat 
when required, and they all live handy on the hill.

, 1648. Are they trained ? Yes; they go out periodically—about twice a quarter. I cannot say positively
L . how
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how often ; the harbour-master could say. [The regulations i/nrler which the lifeboat is managed were H- It. Cross. 
referred to. They direct that the men shall go out in the lifeboat for practice once a quarter J]
1649. You think it is necessary they should go out once a quarter ? Yes. ■ 30April,lS97.
1650. So that the whole of the boatmen get £3 each every time the boat goes out ? Yes. I would here 
like to refer to a matter which I wish to bring before the notice of the Commission. A good many years 
ago—I think it was after the wreck of the “ Cawarra ”—the Government appointed certain persons to form 
a Lifeboat Committee. I was one of those. Our duties were altogether apart from those appertaining 
to the local Marine Hoard. Time went on; some of them dropped out, some of them died, and I am 
now the only one left. Our appointment was gazetted. Some years ago the duties merged into those 
of the local Marino Board, and the Board have taken over the management of the boat and placed it 
under the charge of Captain Yewton, the harbour-master. This was done some years ago; but as three 
now members have been appointed to the Board, I thought it my duty to explain the matter to the Board 
at the last, meeting, and to ascertain who really is responsible for the management of the boat and the 
expenditure of the funds voted for its maintenance.
1651. The taking over of the management of the boat was a voluntary act on the part of the Marine 
Board ? Yes ; somehow the charge of the boat' silently merged into that body. I do not know how it 
was done. I thought it was necessary to tell the newly-appointed members bow wo have boon managing— 
that we have been looking after the lifeboat hero, and whether they were willing that we should continue 
to do so. They are quite willing to continue the charge of the boat; but they would like to have some 
authority for carrying out the duly, it being a business—so to speak—apart from the Marine Board.
The secretary was, 1 think, instructed to write to that purpose to the Marine Board in Sydney,
16511 The boatmen have been receiving £12 a year for some years for lifeboat duty ? Yes.
1653. When did the boat go out last ? On Sunday or Monday—the day of the wreck.
1654. "What condition was she iu then ? JCot in perfect condition.
1655. She was unable to render any assistance ? The best lifeboat in the world could not have rendered 
.any assistance on that occasion, as the wreck was high on the beach ; in fact, Ihe crew walked on shore.
1650. Can you say yourself, as an old sailor, that the boat in her present condition is one you would like 
to trust your life in P Certainly not; I would not ask a man to go out in her.
1657. Yot even for practice ? Yo ; unless in smooth water.
1658. Are the Government buying the new boat? Yes ; the Government arc finding the monev. She is
•expected here every day. ”
1659. "Where is the boat kept? In a shed near by.

> 1660. In addition to the £12 a year paid to the boatmen, are fees of any kind paid to any person or 
persona in connection with the lifeboat ? Yot that I am aware of.
1661. Does the harbour-master get anything ? Yot that I am aware of.
1662. Only the coxswain and boatmen ? Yea.
1663. Have you anything to do with- the regulating of the salaries paid to the officers at this port? Yo ;
I have nothing to do with the pay of the officers, nor with the regulating of it. The salaries are fixed in 
Bydney. We have no control over them. We might recommend; in fact, we forwarded on a complaint 
•of those lesser paid pilots with a recommendation that it be considered, but nothing came of it. Wo can 
go as far as recommending, but the fixing of the salaries is done by the Act.
1664. The harbour-master at Sydney receives £371 a year without any allowance, and the harbour-master 
at Newcastle receives £416 a year as salary, and lie has an allowance of £100 a year—1 presume for 
house-rent? Yes.
1665. Comparing the two, does it not appear to you that the harbour-master at Newcastle is paid a very 
high sum in comparison with the Sydney harbour-master? His duties are considerably more onerous 
"than those of the harbour-master in Sydney. The harbour-master in Sydney is simply subordinate to the 
Marine Board there, while the harbour-master at Newcastle has a very weighty amount of work to do,
.and is under a very great rcsponsibilit}^. This harbour is not to be compared to the Sydney Harbour in 
any way. The work of the pilots, boatmen, and everyone connected with the port is considerably more 
onerous than the work carried out by the same people in Sydney. Here they work night and day, and 
they all live on the hill close handy, aud ready to turn out at a- moment’s notice. The harbour-master 
lives as closely as possible to the water’s edge, and is liable to be called night and day—in fact, he is up 
regularly at daylight, and it is always very late before he retires lo bed, and not until he has visited the 
hill, Captain Newton certainly does not spare himself.
1666. Do you require to obtain the authority of the Marine Board in Sydney before you can hold an
inquiry ? Yes. .
1667. And you conduct investigations as a local Board under sections 87 to SO of the Act—Cancellation •
of certificates, &c. ? Yea, *
1668. In investigating matters referred to in sections 87 to 90, arc you assisted by a magistrate'? We 
hold first a preliminary inquiry; out of that inquiry may come a charge of (say) incapacity against an officer.
Then only is it necessary to have the presence of a Stipendiary Magistrate or Police Magistrate. The 
presence of a magistrate is not required until a charge has been made. Take, for instance, the last wreck.
Next week we will hold an inquiry simply into the causes of the wreck. If at that inquiry it is shown 
(say) that the negligence of the captain was the cause of the disaster, he shall bo called upon to show 

•cause why his certificate should not be cancelled, and then will it be necessary for a magistrate to be 
present. We never have a Stipendiary Magistrate until we have called upon a person to show cause why 
his certificate should not be cancelled.
1669. Jfrom your long experience at Newcastle—and yon have seen the port in all weathers—are you an 
advocate for the introduction of a steam pilot-boat for service at Newcastle ? Yes ; we have been strongly 
advocating that for some time, A steam pilot-boat is more necessary at; Newcastle than in Sydney. If 
The bar be bad, and a ship cannot come in, the pilot can be of no use with only a miserable whaleboat.
1670. In the last wreck could a steam pilot-boat have rendered any assistance? Yes ; in this way : We 
will assume the pilot steamer happened to be out, which in all probability would have been the ease. She 
■would have put a pilot on hoard at a safe distance from shore, and there is not the slightest doubt that 
the pilot, knowing the state of the bar, would have told the captain to stand off. There is not a doubt 
■that if a steam pilot-boat had been well out, the “ Adderley" would have been saved. As it was, it was 
too late to tell the captain to stand off after be had taken a tug.

1671.
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H. li. Cross. 1671. Mr. i¥ihon.~\ Even if tlio pilot could not have gone ou board he could have spoken the vessel to 
standoff? Yes; the chances are she would have escaped under those circumstances. _

30Apri1,lS97. PQ72, Powell.'] Has there been any difficulty here lately about signals ? There has been no hitch at 
all; but Mr. Logan thought, perhaps wisely, that we might make some little alteration and assimilate it 
more closely to the method of signalling in Sydney. At any rate, it is such an alteration that will not 
involve much expense, and it is not of much consequence whether it is adopted or not. I do not think it 
necessary myself, and every one seems to he satisfied with the present arrangement.
1673. I notice that the sum of £6,678 is provided on the Estimates for the “ .Ajax.” ^.OOO of this is for
alterations, and the balance is for salaries, Ac. The sum voted for the master is £250 a year as against 
£'116 for the master of the “ Captain Cook,” the pilot boat at Sydney;—is there auy reason for this 
difference ? That salarv of £250 was made up by our Board and recommended to the Sydney Board; hut 
1 do not think that we had any information at the time of the rates at which the corresponding people in 
Sydney are paid. _
1674. From your commercial knowledge in connection with ships and shipping, does that salary of £416 
for the master of the “ Captain Cook,” with 18s. a week allowance, seem high? I think he is very well 
paid.
1675. "Would you consider the master of the “ Ajax” at £250 a year and ISs. a week allowance well paid?
Yes; we could get very good men for that. _ _
1676. Mr. Wihon.] You told Mr. Powell that the local ship-owners wore not directly represented in the
constitution of the local Marine Board do you think that ia a right thing ? 1 do not see why there
should he a difference between here aud Sydney. It is a matter of opinion. The public are inclined to 
believe that the constitution of the Board here should be on the same line as the Syduey Board—that ie 
to say, the several interests should be represented. _
1677. In your opinion, it would be very proper that ship-owners should he represented ? Yes, decidedly so.
1678. You say that in your opinion the local Board has little or no power;—is that, in view of the 
importance of this port, a proper state of affairs? Ho ; 1 think we should have self-government. It is 
rather irksome sometimes to be in such a subordinate position, aud having to refer everything to the 
Sydney If card.
1679. Is it, in your opinion, considering the importance of this port,necessary that you should have more
self-government ? 1 think so. I think it would give greater satisfaction if the Board were independent.
1680. Bo you think there is very much feeling on the subject here ? My opinion is expressed by the
commercial people here. _
1681. You say you have to refer the smallest matters, even the signing of a certificate, to Sydney ? Yes, 
we are subordinate to Syduey in every way ; but I must say that everything we have recommended has 
been confirmed.
1082. You have not even the power to sign a waterman’s license? No.
1683. Boes this arrangement, by which the pilots work under the direction of the harbour-master, ^ work
well for the port? Yes; 1 do not see how it could be improved upon. The harbour-master is the 
responsible head, and he has to direct everyone. The work is altogether different here to Syduey. It is 
more onerous—more risky. _
1684. Bo you, as Chairman, take a more active part in the management than the ordinary members ? 
Yes. I attend at the office every day, and, if necessary, call meetings. I put in a little time at the office 
every day.
1685. You say that the dulies of the pilots at Newcastle are more dangerous than in Sydney ? Yes.
1686. You consider these lower salaries are quite inadequate ? Yes ; I do not see why there should be
any difference. The duties are the same, the risks arc the same, and the time is the same. Certainly 
those men who expected an increment when they joined are very much disappointed. I do not say that 
you should take off the larger salaries to increase the lower salaries, but that the lower salaries should be- 
raised to the amounts now paid to the older pilots.
1687. You think there is too much disparity altogether ? Yes; the lower-wages men have been too badly
treated. They are good men, and no port could show better. _ _
1688. The boatmen come in at £96 and go up to £194;—you do not think these larger salaries excessive? 
No, not for the work done.
1689. Then does it not follow that the £96 at which the boatmen enter is very low ? If you would see
the harbour-master, he would explain that better than 1. ...
1690. If the man at £194 is only fairly paid, the man at £96 is very much under-paid ? I think he ia 
under-paid; but the harbour-master will explain that better than I can.

. 1691. As regards the steam pilot-vessel, is there any very strong feeling on the matter hero—are the
public agreed upon the point ? Yes ; there is a very strong feeling on the part of tho public with regard 
to tho necessity of a steam service. They held an indignation meeting the other day, after the “ Adderley ” 
wreck. The Chamber of Commerce has also taken the matter up.
1692. I suppose you know the work of tho “Captain Cook” ? Yes.
1693. Would the steam pilot-vessel here have more to do ? Yes,
1694. The “Captain Cook” has a master receiving £464 16s. a year with allowances ; a first officer, £175- 
and £43 16s. for rations ; and a second officer;—what officers would you propose for the “ Ajax ” ? A 
master, first mate, second mate, an engineer, second engineer, and deck hands, <fce.
1695. It has been stated to the Board that in some parts an arrangement like this obtains : Instead of 
having a master, the last pilot to come on hoard takes command of the ship;—do you think that is a- 
workable arrangement ? No, not here. Several vessels might require pilots at the one time. They come 
down here sometimes all of a heap, and exhaust the pilots.
1696. Who would then take charge ? I think the ship should be under the charge of a proper staff of 
officers apart from the pilots, who have quite enough to do. I do not think it would be a practicable- 
arrangement.
1697. Yet it works well at other ports? That may he, hut I do not think it would work here.
1698. The mate must be a qualified man ? Yes ; all the men in the service here, even those in the lower 
grades in some cases, have masters’ certificates,
1699. The mate, having a master's certificate, must be competent to take charge of a ship ? Yes; but he 
must have local knowledge before he can handle a pilot-boat at this port.
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1700. Have you anything you would like to say with reference to the claims of the port ? There is an ■ ross* 
urgent necessity for further dredging, and a very urgent necessity for greater ballast accommodation.
Several vessels have lately arrived, and have been waiting some time to get rid of their ballast, and are ’ *
possibly running the chance of losing their turn to load.
170L. Who besides yourself wjuld be able to give us information on that matter? Mr. "Walsh, the 
district engineer, has the control of the dredging ; but the harbour-master is continually sounding the 
varying depths of the harbour, aud knows exactly where the dredges ought to be and what accommodation 
is required for ihe ships.
1702, Mr. Walsh has really the placing of the dredges in the harbour? Yes; they come under the 
jurisdiction of the Harbours and Kivers Department. It is the strong opinion of the public who have to 
do with shipping that further dredging should be done, and increased ballast accommodation provided.
The necessity for increasing the accommodation for the discharge of ballast is very urgent.
1708. Mr. PotvellJ] It is more ballast-berths you want? Yes. ,
1704, Who regulates that ? The harbour-master.
1705. What course should be taken to improve matters in the way you suggest ? To create more berths 
you would, in the first place, have to dredge to make sufficient water along the dyke. The dredging and 
the increasing of the ballast accommodation should go hand in hand. It is no use making ballast-berths 
if there is not sufficient water for the ships to lie in. This is an urgent matter, and the delay in unloading 
ballast gives rise to much inconvenience.
170G. Mr. Wilson,\ Despatch is reasonably quick here as a rule? Yes. _
1707. The loading facilities are very good ? Yes ; about 50,000 or 60,000 tons a week is loaded. I should 
like again to particularly point out the anomalies in the pilots’ salaries.

Duncan John McLean sworn and examined:—
1708. Mr. Wilson,] "What business are you engaged in at this port? I am manager of the firm of D- J.McLe&m 
J. Ireland & Co.
1709. Mr. Powell.] You arc a member of the local Marino Board ? Yes. " ’ '
1710. How long have you been a member? Two months. _
1711. Yon have been a member long enough to form some opinion as to the nature of the business of the 
Board? Yes.
1712. Is it a fact that the powers of the Board are of a very limited character ? Yes.
1713. Would it be going too far to say that, as a Board, you have no power whatever? I am perfectly 
safe in saying that, so far as my knowledge is concerned, the merest trifle has to be referred to Sydney.
Ifll. You cannot issue certificates of any kind ? Ho. _
1715. You refer the matter to the Sydney Board and forward them the fees, and they furnish the
certificate? Yes, .
1716. Do you think that the local Board as it is now constituted is satisfactory to the public of Newcastle ?
I do not.
1717. You arc aware that you have power to vote for the election of members to the Marine Board in 
Sydney—that, as ship-owners in Newcastle, you have that power to vote for three elective members on 
the Board? The new members have not yet been acquainted as to their powers. We gradually find
these things out ourselves. _
1718. As a ship-owner you would have the right to vote for three elective men in Sydney? Yes; I 
understand that.
1719. That would involve your going to Sydney? Yes. i _
1720. Mr. Wilson.] The business and shipping people at Newcastle have no direct representation on the 
local Board ? No.
1721. The local Board are nominated by the G-overnment? Yes. ■
1722. So that the shipping and commercial interests have no direct represent ation on the local Board ? No.
1723. Do yon think that is a proper state of things for a port like Newcastle? Personally, I think
there should ho a representation not only of the shipping, hut of the commercial interests. The seafaring 
interest should also he represented. _
1724. Do you think it desirable that this Board, for a port like Newcastle, should practically have no 
power? I feel that I do not care to belong to a Board that has not power to deal with matters in 
connection with the port.
1725. You are of opinion that the Board should have power to deal with matters without referring them
to Sydney? Undoubtedly so. '
1726. You arc connected with the largest business house in Newcastle? Yes.
1727. Do yon consider, as a business man, as a citizen, that the time has come for some more local 
government in the matter of the Marine Board? I do, undoubtedly.
1728. Is that opinion general ? Yes ; it is very strongly held by the business people here. I have heard 
(before I was appointed a member) that the outside public know nothing of what the Board are doing. 
I consider that they should know what is transacted by the Board.
1729. I understand then, that, considering the importance of the port, you are of opinion that the local 
Board has not sufficient power, and that there should he some more local control ? If we had sufficient 
local control we could do a great deal of good.
1730. You think local control would be bettor for the Board, and, therefore, bettor for the community? Yes.
1731. You have sittings once a week ? Yes.
1732. And special sittings when required ? Yes. '
1733. Have you looked into the question of pilots’ salaries here? Only casually.
] 734. Asa new member of the Board you do not know very much; but you have noticed a great discrepancy ? 
Yes ; from inquiries 1 have made, 1 learn that the junior pilots are doiug exactly tho same work as the 
senior pilots,
1735. You know the port well;—do you consider there is any particular risk about it as compared with 
Sydney ? I consider tho risk is fourfold as compared with Sydney.
1736, Do you consider the duties of the pilots at Newcastle more arduous than at Syduey ? Yes.
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D.J.McLean. 1737. Why? Here they are out on the open sea at once, and the weather is so treacherous, even right 
close to Nobby's; and then again there are the currents. There is no shelter, and no facilities for getting 

30April, 1897. into the port as at Sydney.
1738. I understand that at the present time the piloting is done by means of whale-boats ? Tes.
1739. Do you think that method is up to date? No; it is a most primitive method.
1740. Do you think the time has come for a steam pilot-vessel ? Tes; undoubtedly.
1741. Is opinion very strong on that point hero? Yes, very strong. I was President of the Chamber 
of Commerce three years ago, and was one to urge upon the G-overnment the necessity for a steamboat,
1742. Have you looked into the question of boatmen’s salaries here? I do not know a great deal about 
that; but I would like to say that I consider the salaries paid both at Newcastle and in Sydney are not at 
all commensurate with the risk incurred.
1743. Ton consider that the salaries paid both in Sydney and at Newcastle are too low ? Yes,
1744. Are you aware that the boatmen's salaries go up to £194 a year? No; I thought the highest 
salary was about £145 a year.

‘ 1745. The salaries range from £96 a year to £194 a year if £96 a year is a fair salary, £194 must be
too high, and if £194 is fair, £96 must be too low ? £96 a year is too low.
1746. What do you say would be a fair salary for work such as these men have to do, and who are liable 
to be called out night and day ? I think they should receive at the least £130 a year.
1747. Have you any matter relating to the good of the port that you would like to bring forward ? I 
would like to say that I consider it absolutely necessary we should have the very best men available as 
pilots, and it is currently reported that some of these junior pilots left better positions to join the pilot 
service here in consequence of a promise made that their salaries would bo increased by an increment.
1748. Is there any question as to the competency of the present pilots ? No. 1. have always heard the 
shipping-masters who come here speak of the pilots in the very highest terms.
1749. These men state, then, that they were promised a yearly increment ? Yes ; they joined the service 
clearly on that understanding. I recollect that about eighteen months or two years ago they were allowed 
to interview the Premier personally. I think, so far as the boatmen are concerned, that there should be 
some more modem system of getting up to the far end of the Dyke. At present they have to pull up in 
boats. With a small steamer they would get through much more work. It is extremely hard work at 
times beating up against the current. My impression is that when it is necessary for tho boatmen to 
up to the Dyke any Government launch available should tow them up. With reference to the harbour
master, I merely wish to state that I am about very early in the morning, and i frequently see Captain 
Newton on the wharf before 6 o’clock, and I know it is very late at night before he returns—in fact, he 
practically lives on the wharf,
1750. Mr. Powell.'] As to the boatmen,—you say £130 a year would be a fair salary ? Yes.
1751. Would you deduct value of quarters from that ? Yes.
1752. They should pay for their quarters out of that ? Yes.
1753. Do you know anything about the life-boat? Only as a citizen, J have hoard that Ihe life-boat for 
some considerable time has been considered absolutely dangerous.
1754. With the experience you have gained at this port, do you think it desirable to continue the local 
Board as it is? No, I do not think so. I consider that the importance of Newcastle demands that we 
should have a local Board with full powrcrs.
1755. If you had not to refer matters to Sydney, the work that would bo entailed here could be done by 
the harbour-master and his clerk ? Yes; the Board would only require a secretary.

Trank Gardner sworn and examined:—
Mr. Wilson.] What business are you engaged in at this port ? I am a shipping and general agent. 
Mr. Powell.] You are a member of the local Marino Board ? Yes.
How long have you been a member? Only a few months, A short time ago there were three 

vacancies on the Board, and J was appointed to one of them,
1759. You have formed some opinion as to the working of the Board since you have had a seat? Yes,
1760. Is it a fact that you find yourselves without any powers ? Yes,
1761. All you can do as a Board is to recommend to the Sydney Board ? Yes.
1762. Is it a fact that you are even unable to issue certificates, such as watermen’s certificates and matters 
of that kind? Yes; we can only recommend.
1763. You collect, the fees here, and they arc sent to Sydney by the secretary, and the Sydney Board 
sign and return the form to the local Board ? Yes.
1764. Do you think the local Board as now constituted gives satisfaction to tho public of Newcastle? 
I think so.
1765. Can such a Board that has no powers give satisfaction? I do not think that the general public 
are aware that our power is so limited.
1766. Mr. Wilson.] The public, you mean, do not know that|tho Board is almost powerless ? Yes ; that 
is what I mean.
1767. Mr. Powell.] If they were so aware would they be satisfied ? I do not think they would.
1768. Mr. Wilson.] Do you think it is a satisfactory state of things that this Board should be powerless ? 
Certainly not.
1769. You have had considerable experience at this port? Yes ; I hare been here thirty-four vears, and
I know a great deal of the place and its requirements. "
1770. Is it your opinion that if yon had a little more local government here in tho matter of the Board 
you could further the interests of the port, and give more satisfaction to the public ? I think so.
1771. Does the Sydney Board frequently veto your recommendations ? To my knowledge everything 
has been approved of.
1772. So it is pretty well a formula? Yes.
1773. You recommend and they approve? Yes. In small matters it seems to me unnecessary delay 
that we should have to refer them to Sydney. 1 think this Board should deal with such matters at once, 
and thus obviate delay.

F. Gardner, 1756.
x 1757. 

30 April, 1897. 1758.
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1774. Have you given any attention to the salaries of the pilots and boatmen? Tes. _ F.Oardner,
1775. You are aware that some of the pilots are receiving a salary as high as £353 a year, while others
are getting but £200 a year? Yes. This is a matter that should be rectified. The salaries ought to be •WApribis '■ 
to some extent equalised—the lower salaries should be raised. This also applies to the boatmen. I 
cannot see any justification for this difference in salaries.
1776. Is it your opinion that the present system should be superseded by a steam pilot system? Yes.
I think if a steam pilot service had been in vogue, that vessel (the “ Adderley”) now lying on the beach 
would not have heen lost. The vessel got too near, and then was doomed. I consider the substitution 
of a steam pilot service a very urgent matter.
1777. Have you any suggestions to make? When the steam service is adopted we might, I think, do 
away with some of the boatmen; so many boatmen would not he required. A small steam launch, if 
used instead of the boats, would utilise a lot of the labour now expended, and would be an economical 
arrangement. A small steam lannch with two men on it could act as a tender to the pilot vessel, and 
could put men on board, &c.
177S. What constitutes a boat’s crew ? Pour men, as a rule. * ‘
1779. Do you think that under the present system twenty-five men are wanted? Yes; the constant 
removals require fully that number.
1780. Mr. Poicell.} Three men could work a small launch? Yes; I think two could. I have a suggestion 
to make regarding the signal station, but the advent of a steam pilot-vessel would do away with it to a 
certain extent. If a signal station were erected on Shepherd’s Hill it would he of very great advantage 
to the port. At present the signal station is on Hobby’s. By placing the signal station on Shepherd’s 
Hill ships could be signalled half an hour earlier. As it is now, in easterly weather a ship is in danger 
before she can read the signals. This proposal, of course, would not require to be carried out if we are 
going to have a steam pilot se'rvice, as then the vessels would he warned to stand off by the pilot boat.
1781. What is your opinion regarding the life-boat? It is not fit for use, aud it has been so for twelve 
months.
1782. Is she taken out for practice ? Yes, quarterly.
1783. Are all the boatmen exercised upon her? Yes.
I78d>. And they are Liable to bo called upon at any time to man her? Yes.
1785. Do you consider it desirable to continue the local Board in its present condition, with its limited 
powers ? No, not under the circumstances.

Henry Newton, Harbour-master of the Port of Newcastle, sworn and examined:—
1786. Mr. Wilson.] How long have you held your present position ? I was appointed in December, H. Newton,
1894. _ , ^—>
1787. Mr. Towell.] Por a certain time you held the position of chairman .of the local Marine Board ? 130April,1897. 
was not chairman. I was a member of the Board.
1788. You had a good opportunity of seeing the working and the business of the Board ? Yes.
1789. Is it a fact that tho Board’s powers are very limited? Yes; from my experience as a member of 
the Board I consider our powers were very7 limited.
1790. You were not allowed to issue certificates of any kind? No ; we could only recommend them.
1791. Whatever powers you might have exercised were really subordinate to the Marine Board of 
Sydney? Yes.
1792. Are the pilots under your supervision ? Yes.
1793. You have seven pilots employed at Newcastle—three at £353, one at £218, one' at £209, and two 
at £200 a year ;—are the duties all of the same nature ? Yes,
1794. What reason is there for the great dift'ereno.e in the amount of pay? Under the Marine Board 
Regulations the employees were classified. The pilots came in on £200 a year, with a £10 increment, 
until a maximum salary of £400 had been reached. The boatmen came in at £90 a year, and received 
increments until the maximum salary of £126 was reached. And why some of the pilots are on the lower 
salary is because the increments have been stopped. They ceased some five years ago.
1795. Then these men on £200 entered at that salary, and have received no increment? Only one or
two of the junior pilots have received an increment, ■
1796. As to the boatmen, you have altogether, I see, twenty-five men employed as boatmen at Newcastle,
with salaries varying from £136 to £194 per annum;—does it not appear to you that these salaries are 
rather high ? There are two men who receive £15-1 each, They are my crew on the launch. One is 
master of the launch, and the other is engineer. They both hold certificates. According to the Marine 
Board Regulations they must hold certificates. •
1797. They are boatmen and something more ? Yes. ■
1798. I notice that MOCinnon bas a salary of £126 a year as boatman, besides which he is allowed £50 ns 
coxswain of the life-boat, and an additional £12 also lor the life-boat? Of' course, the coxswain of the 
life-boat is responsible really for the working of the boat. All the men are under his charge. During 
bad weather he is told off to keep a look-out, and he is authorised to fire the guns whenever the life-boat 
is required. It is for these duties he receives the extra £50 a year. He does not receive an additional 
£12 for the life-boat.
1799. How often is the life-boat taken out for practice ? About once a month.
1800. Do you know that from yonr own knowledge ? Yes; the boat is practically under iny supervision,
1801. Are fees paid to any other person or persons for the life-boat service? None whatever.
.1802. I notice that the pay of the assistant harbour-master at Newcastle is £421 per annum, while the 
pay of the assistant harbour-masters at Sydney is £231 for one aud £326 for the other ;—is there 
anything to account for this difference in salaries ? Here the assistant harbour-master has a great deal 
more responsibility than the assistant masters in Sydney. The assistant harbour-master in Sydney is 
simply a mud pilot—a harbour pilot—which is separate altogether from a sea pilot. My assistant, if 
)t bo necessary, will jump into a boat and go outside. He lias had to do this ou several occasions when 
we have been short of pilots. He can act as a harbour pilot or as a sea pilot. All the pilots act in that 
manner, I go out myself.

1803.
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JL Newton, 1803. We have been told that tho pilot who brings a ship in attends to all the removals of that particular 
30A~rin397 reaBon is there for that ? It is better for the one man to attend to all the removals of the
v Prl > • ship he brings in if possible for him to do so. Of course he may bo outside when tho ship he brought in

requires attending to. But we try to let the one pilot shift all the ships he brings in.
ISUi, He derives no advantage from it? This method gives rise to a healthy rivalry as to who gets 
throngh the most work.
1805. The present secretary is not an inspector of the Murine Board ? No.
1806. Taking his duties simply as secretary to the local Board (if that be the only duty he performs) 
does not the salary allotted to him seem rather high ? Yes, if not an inspector; but he assists in the

_ clerical work of _my Bepartment, such as making out requisitions and pilots’ returns. It is necessary to
' have an officer in the office at all times. I cannot be in the office continually. From 9 o’clock until 4

o’clock 1 am afloat, talcing soundings, &c., and it is necessary for an officer to be in the office to issue the 
harbour-master's certificate to ships clearing out.
1807. As to your messenger ? Fie is iu receipt of £184 a year, and his quarters are valued at £30 a 
year. He has also £24 a year allowed him for attending to the lights on tho hill. He lights them and 
extinguishes them, and takes care of them—cleans them, and he takes a casual look at them from his 
house during the night. They are lighted with gas.
1808. What do you want a carpenter for? He attends to our boats, of which there are about twenty. 
He also builds boats. He is a practical boat-bmider. He built two boats last year, besides repairing 
others.
1809. Taking into consideration the number of boatmen yon have, do you not think that the service 
would be far better and more economically served if you had plain launches ? No ; when we move a ship 
here we usually have strong tides to contend with, and the work to be done in getting a ship ready for 
removal could not be done with a steam launch; it must ho done by boat. Tn 1886 we had a large influx 
of shipping, and I applied for an extra pilot. I refrained from applying for a boat’s crew for him, 
because I thought the influx would perhaps not be permanent, and there would be a difficulty in getting 
rid of them. I have endeavoured ever since to do without that boat’s crew. I have ^one so far as to 
have boats constructed by the carpenter, first of all to man with three men instead of four, and now I 
have him building boats to be manned with two men. I could not carry out the work by having four 
men in each boat.
1810. What do the boats cost ? The usual rate is £1 a foot, and our boats are from 23 to 30 feet in 
length.
1811. Comparing the salaries paid to pilots in Sydney, viz., £250 to £398 per annum, with those paid at 
Newcastle, viz., £200 to £353 per annum, do you know any reason why there should be so great a 
difference in the pay ? I could not say. I think if 1 had my choice I should go to Sydney for less pay. 
The Newcastle pilot has got his work cut out, and he should receive just as much pay as a Sydney pilot. 
His work is far more onerous.

’ 1812. Do you consider £200 a fair pay for a pilot at Newcastle ? No.
1813. But you have two on that salary ? Yes ; we have them because they joined with the understanding
that they were going to get an increment of £10 a year. We have men here who left £280 a year to 
come into this service, and they would hardly have done that if they thought £200 was going to be a 
permanent salary. *
1814. It is reported that the vessels are delayed here in getting rid of their ballast? That is for want of 
accommodation for putting the ballast on shore. In some ports the discharge of tho ballast is done by 
lighter, and no doubt if the Government bad no ground to reclaim it would have to be done with lighters 
here ; but, having ground to reclaim, it would pay the Government to erect ballast jetties, which would at 
the same time facilitate the despatch of ships that come to the port. [Vide Appendix 32.]
1815. Mr. Wilson.'] Do you wear a uniform ? No.
1816. Do you think it desirable that you should ? I think a uniform is very necessary. I may tell you 
that frequently I have gone to a ship and received a very strong sort of reply. I think the uniform would 
have a tendency to command more respect.
1817. A. smart cap and smart coat, with brass buttons and braid ? Yes.
1818. As to the dredging,—Mr. Walsh, 1 understand, places the dredges, but you give the instructions to 
the men? No, I have nothing to do with the dredges. I take soundings, aud 1 watch very closely the 
changes that are continually taking place. If I consider that a dredge is required to be placed in a certain 
position to remove some sandbank or some silting up that has taken place, X confer with Mr. Walsh, and, 
if possible, he places a dredge there.
1819. Is there any great want of more dredging in the harbour? There is. We want more accom
modation for the shipping that comes into the port. There ia not sufficient dredging -work being done. 
The strides that modern shipping has taken in length and in draught make it absolutely necessary that we 
should have more accommodation.
1820. Is it a very pressing matter, this want of accommodation ? Yes, immediate attention is required.
1821. You take tho soundings ? Yes, I give them to Mr. Walsh. There is an urgent want of more 
accommodation—ships have so increased in length and in draught.
1822. As to the pilot arrangements,—are you entirely in favour of this proposed introduction of a steam 
pilot-vessel? Yes, I consider it very necessary. With the present state of the trade of the port the 
existing arrangements are not up to date, and they are attended with very great danger. There is 75 per 
cent, more danger crossing the bar here in an open boat than in a steamer.
1823. Do you contend that with a steam vessel there would be less probability of the occurrence of 
wrecks? Yes, to an extent there would. But I would not suggest that the boat should go out and meet 
every vessel, such as small craft.
1824. The steam pilot-vessel could run out and warn any vessel coming down to stand off ? Yes.
1825. Under those circumstances, the steam pilot-vessel might save lives and property? Yes.
1826. If a steam vessel were introduced, would it entail a rearrangement as regards the boatmen, <Scc, ? 
I have worked that out, and suggested to the Board that if we had a steam pilot service inaugurated, I 
would, if possible, do away with one boat’s crew (four men) ; bnt, at the same time, I would not do any 
injustice. Instead of dismissing them, let them take turn about on the steamer until such time as there 
may be an appointment.
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1827. The introduction of the steam-vessel will, then, entail certain alterations and rearrangements? H. Newton,
Yes. - v
1828. You give instructions to pilots ? Yes, instructions where to place the ships. 3 April, 1897*
1829. You stated that you thought the lifeboat was taken out for practice once a month, was it not once 
a quarter ? No, once a month. Lately, however, she got damaged, and since then we have launched her 
as little as we possibly could help.
1830. It was suggested to us in Sydney, in reference to the “ Captain Cook,” that the same course should
be followed in Sydney as is followed at certain ports in the old country,- that, instead of having a master 
on the “ Captain Cook,” the last pilot to come on board should take charge of her—he would be the 
commander for the time being;—would you approve of such an arrangement ? That is a good arrangement 
in some instances. Take Melbourne for instance, where they take on board sis or seven pilots, and go out 
to the Heads. But we have here an enormous number of entries, and supposing we were to have only two 
pilots on board, the pilot boat would, perhaps, go out and it would meet two ships, then both pilots would 
have to leave the steamer. It would be cutting it too fine to adopt snob an arrangement here. We would 
have to increase the staff to do it. ■
1831. Would it not be economical if one of the G-overnment launches, several of which, I understand, 
are in this harbour, could bo used for towing the pilot-boats when they have long distances to go ? Yes.
I could not get through my work if I did not use my launch in running the men from one ship to another.
Last Briday wc had six ships to shift, and the lifeboat was out with sixteen men, leaving me only eight.
The shipping that has loaded at the cranes must not be neglected, as delay only means loss of revenue to 
the Government. Everything must bo prompt. ”
1832. The salary for the master of the “ Ajax ” is set down at £250 a year;—would that be £250 and 
found? Yes ; I think he would be round, or else get an allowance.
1833. The master of the “ Captain Cook” gets 18s. a week allowance^—supposing they both got 18s. a 
week allowance, and the “ Ajax ” man a salary of £250 and the 11 Captain Cook ” man a salary of £416, 
would you consider them fair salaries;—is the “ Captain Cook ” billet worth £160 more ? The man here 
will have more work to do. The man who takes the “ Ajax ” will have his work cut out. He must have 
good officers—-officers with masters’ certificates. All our pilots must have masters’ certificates.
1834. The “Ajax” billet will be a harder one than the “Captain Cook” ? Decidedly.
1835. I gather that there is no excessive staff here ? No.
1836. Is it sufficient ? We have had two pilots in quarantine in Sydney. We have had another two, at 
the same time, off the coast and unable to got back. Another one was placed in quarantine here in a ship 
from London. I had, therefore, to stand by myself in case the second pilot should be required. My 
assistant was sick, and if two ships had signalled for pilots through the night, I only had one pilot to 
send, and would have had to go myself. I have also been in this predicament: when 1 steamed down on 
one occasion, all the pilots were up tho harbour getting eight or ten ships away. There was a slight mist, 
and after it had cleared up, a ship was seen close to and in want of a pilot. Not having a man, 1 jumped 
into the dingy, pulled outside, and boarded the ship as a pilot.
1837. But these difficulties are only occasional ? Yes.
1838. Under ordinary circumstances, a staff of seven is sufficient? Yes.
1839. How- about this arrangement, and supposing there is sufficient local talent? You hold an 
examination for pilots, not for any immediate vacancy, but those who pass to be put on a list for 
employment in time of emergency, payment to be made by feo; understanding, of course, that they would 
have first claim to a vacancy, should one occur. Generally, the men that we appoint are in employment.
We have no talent about here looking for work. Only lately I wrote to Sydney with reference to 
emplojing someone. At the time, several of our pilots were subpoenaed to appear at the Supreme Court, 
aud X asked if we could employ an exempt master ; but it could not be fallen in with.
1840. Is there no retired master here, not too well off, who is capable and who could pass an examination 
aud be put on the list, and be retained by a small fee to work when required? I know of one. Your 
BUffgeation would be well worth a trial. An emergency man could do the harbour work, which would 
relievo the pilots considerably. I would welcome anything like that with delight.
1841. Have you any suggestions to make ? 1 think accommodation and facilities for mooring ships, 
which really means dredging, as the one entails the other, should be pushed on with as soon as possible.
18t2. Mr. Sowett.] Will increasing the accommodation mean increasing the cranes? Yes. We have a 
90-acre basin. The idea was to dredge it out, and duplicate the cranes by running a wharf up inside. If 
that were carried out it would be a great boon ; but the dredging is going on very slowly. The time has 
come to push the thing along. The want of accommodation gives me a great deal of worry and anxiety.
We have vessels lying three abreast, and you can understand, when it is blowing, the trouble there is in 
getting the inside ship out, especially if a strong tide be running. Increased accommodation would 
minimise this.
1843. Do you think tho difficulty in getting this accommodation would be so great if you had a local 
Board with full power ? I think the matter only wants bringing before the Minister for Works and it 
will be pushed along.

MOMDAY, 3 MAY, 1897.
[At the Offices of the Local Marine Board, Neiccastle.-]

Present:—
GEORGE ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq., J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Thomas Brooks, Member of the Chamber of Commerce, Newcastle, sworn and examined
1844. Mr. Wilson.'] You are engaged in business in this port? Yes; I am a Lloyd’s surveyor, 
been thirty years at this port.
1845. You know a good deal about the business of the port? Yes; I know the port from its 
I was working for Mr. Moriarty when he laid out the harbour.
1846. What is your opinion of the present pilot system ? My opinion is that it is not up to date. I 
think a steam pilot-vessel is an absolute necessity for the service. I thought so ten vears ago.

and I have t. Brooks, 

inception. 3 May, 1897.
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T, Brooks. 1847. Ship-owners, underwriters, and commercial people have no direct representation on the local 
^arine Board ? No, none. '

ayj • 1848. Do you think it is desirable that that should continue? I think the Marine Board should be 
swept away altogether. It is an abortion.
1849. Then how would you manage the harbour ? The harbour-master aud his staff could do that. -
1850. Would you not require a trust of some kind—Harbour Trust, or some machinery of that kind ? No ; 
let it be worked on the same lines as the English Merchant Shipping Amendment Act of 1894, with such 
amendments as would be suitable to the Colony,
1851. Would it not be desirable to have trusts to have superintendence of all the dredging and berthing 
arrangements, &c. ? No ; that is already provided for by tho Public Works Department.
1852. You think that even a local Board is not necessary? It is of little or no use except in an. inquiry 
as to casualties at sea or collisions, and then you require nautical men for that.
1853. At present the Marine Board always inquire into such matters ? Yes.
1854. That is to say, they exercise judicial functions as well as the functions of administering the work
of the harbour ? Yes. ' ■
1855. We will assume the Marine Board is to remain;—do you thin]; it would be advisable to take away 
those judicial functions from the Board ? If they remain, aud you take that away, they will have nothing 
to do.
1856. Suppose you have a local Marine Board with full power, would it still be advisable that that Board 
should retain its judicial powers ? No.
1857. Suppose you have a local Marine Board with full powers, even then you would recommend that 
the judicial inquiries should be provided for by a Judge, or a man of legal training, supported by two 
assessors with nautical or engineering experience, according to the matter to be inquired into, and such 
Court to sit apart from the present Marine Board altogether? Yes.
1858. Whether the Marine Board were swept away, as you advise, it would still hold good that such a 
court should be established ? Yes; if we simply transcribe the English Act of 1894, with such modifica
tions as would be suitable for the Colony, we will have all that is required.
1859. Then you are not in favour of a local trust for the management of the harbour? Individually, I 
think that our dredging is managed well and efficiently by men who have grown up in the business.
1860. Of course we know Captain Newton is a very etlicieut officer, but it is quite conceivable that you 
might have inefficient officers;—who should then be responsible for these officials if they were not efficient ? 
The dredging operations come under the Works Department; but to control the pilot service you might 
have an advisory board of about three, as it would not be well to leave too much power or responsibility 
in any one man's hand. There must, however, be some alteration soon made in the present system, as 
now the Board are only agents to carry out the instructions of the Sydney Board.
1861. You are granting now that there must be a body of some kind to advise and instruct the harbour
master? Yes.
1862. Is it your opinion that it should be a local Board, independent of any other Board, and that they 
should have the management of the affairs of the port ? Unquestionably. In one or two cases the Marine 
Board here have been questioned, because of taking action without first consulting the Sydney Board, 
There should be a local body, and the judicial functions of the Board should he taken away and vested in

- a Judge and two nautical assessors, who should be selected according to the nature of the matter to be
inquired into. I think a court of that kind would have the confidence of the public.
1863. You are aware, 1 suppose, that in a Bill brought before a previous Parliament it was proposed to 
give representation to seamen and other interests j—supposing this court of a Judge with two assessors 
were established, do you think it would still be advisable that seamen should be represented on the 
Marine Board? If the judicial functions are taken away from the Board a great deal of the objection to 
having seamen represented on it would be removed. The way the Board is now constituted, should sea
men be^ represented, the captain would run the risk of being tried by bis cook.
1864. So far as this Marine Board is concerned there should be no representation at all, in your opinion ? 
Ao; on the Marine Board we want good sound business men to administer affairs, and, on the whole, I 
believe the appointments would, be safer in tho hands of the Government,
1865. That is to say, that the Government might still have the nomination? Yes.
1866. You want a local Board and do not care very much whether it is nominated by the Government or 
elected by the shipping and commercial interests of Newcastle ? Yes.
1867. Are you aware of any anomalies in the salaries paid to pilots and to the boatmen ? Yes ; I think 
the salaries ought to be equalised to some extent.
1868. Have you any suggestions to make ? The berthing accommodation here is very deficient. They
should commence immediately and construct a wharf inside the dyke, which would give relief. The same 
power that works the present set of cranes would be available for the extra set of cranes that would bo 
placed on this wharf. .
1869. Have you sufficient cranes ? I think so, if worked to their utmost. - The great detention is owing to 
the ships not being able to get rid of their ballast in time. We want additional facilities for discharging 
ballast.
1870. Mr. Powell.] Under Ihe present system, the sea pilots are really harbour pilots as well ? Yes.
18/1. If you have an outside pilot-boat, the service will have to be reorganised somewhat: two sea pilots 
would be away in the vessel, and you would lose their services in the harbour ;—do you therefore think it 
would he necessary to have harbour-masters for harbour movements, and keep sea pilots for going out? 
1 wo pilots would be required on the boat. They need not be outside altogether, as in fine weather they 
can sec the ships a long way off. But if the matter was loft to the harbour-master I feel sure he would 
make satisfactory arrangements.
1872. You state that you think local Boards might consist of Advisory Boards ? Yes.
1873. Do you notithink that the same system would apply equally well in Sydney ? Most certainly.
18/4. Supposing the judicial functions are confined to a Judge or a Stipendiary Magistrate with assessors, 
would that not give this advantage, that they could travel from port to port and constitute a court 
wherever they happened to be, or wherever their services were required ? Yes; the best available men 
could be brought up here from Sydney in a very little time.
18/5, lake the case of an accident on the Darling, it would carry justice to their door ? Yes; it would 
be a very great convenience, ' 1876.
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1876. Speaking of Harbour Trusts, I suppose you are aware that the experiment of a Harbour Trust has
not been a great success in Wollongong? Tea. I think wo ought to be thankful that wo have our 
harbour under the care of tho G-overnment. ■
1877. Mr, Wilson.'] The Wellington Harbour Trust has been a success? But they did not require much 
money there,
1878. Mr. Powell.] There are three elective members on tbe Board in Sydney;—in wbat way are the 
Newcastle interests represented by the elective portion of the Sydney Board ? They are not represented 
at all, but I do not think that matters much. The shipowners of Newcastle goto Sydney to vote, and it 
is only tbe shipowners that are represented. The number of votes is very small at Newcastle. I am 
aware that two of the members of the Sydney Board have held seats from the inception of the Act, and 
that the owners of small vessels, and even punts, can outvote the owners of large trading ships. I do not 
think that the elective principle has been a success as representing tbe general interests of the Colony. 
Outside Sydney is not represented at all. The Insurance Offices should not have special representation, 
and I do not believe in a class representation on the Board.
1879. Do you not think such a Board as was proposed to be constituted b}r tbe Bill that was introduced 
would very likely be a contentious Board? Yes, I am certain it would. There could never be a 
satisfactory result from a Board so constituted.
1880. Is it your opinion that urgency is required in this business of getting a pilot vessel ? Yes; tbe 
urgency is very great, and I am surprised that this matter has been delayed so long. I certainly think that 
a temporary vessel should be engaged pending tbe completion of the fitting-up of the “Ajax.” But then 
again, tbe circumlocution that would probably have to be gone through to get a temporary boat would be 
so great that little would bo gained. This is a very urgent matter, and I would impress upon the Commis
sioners to have some provision made before tbe winter weather sets in. There is another matter 1 would 
like to refer to. Captain Wetherill, previous to his retirement, attended to the time-ball. Now it is 
attended to by the Marine Board’s messenger, an irresponsible person altogether. Masters of ships lying 
hero almost daily take the time from that ball. It may, and it may not be correct. You require someone 
more competent than a messenger to attend to a matter of that importance.
188].. Mr. Wilvon,] Before Mr. Wetherill retired, tho Public Service Board instructed the telegraph master 
to attend to the matter, but be also retired ; then we appointed another official of the telegraph office to 
do the work; but, very much to our surprise, Captain Newton informed us on last Saturday that this 
oflicial had not taken up the work, and wc have made a note of it.
1882. Mr. Brooks^] With regard to the 11 Ajax,” her coming here will save the £450 a year voted for tbe 
towing of the life-boat. This will be well, as tbe tug, at times, when she has been called upon to go to 
sea, has refused. Agaiu, when the “Ajax” arrives, you will want one less boat’s crew, but they need not be 
dismissed, they could go towards manning tbe “ Ajax.” It is not a question of dismissing them, but of 
transferring them. There is still another matter I would like to bring under your notice. There should 
be compulsory pilotage for all vessels entering this port from any other than Australasian ports, including, 
of course, New Zealand. I have calculated that the G-overnment will lose this year between £800 and 
£900 throngh removals having been made in the harbour without pilots. Tho staff is sufficient here to do 
all removals. As to the signals, I think there should be a flag-staff on Shepherd’s Hill. In thick hazy 
weather Plag-staff Hill is obscured. A, flag-staff on. Shepherd’s Hill would give alook-out 2 miles further 
south and 100 feet more height, which would give a ship an opportunity of getting out of danger. At 
present she does not see the flag until she must either come in or go adrift. The present flag-staff should 
bo left; but you would only want a man down there in thick, hazy weather.

X Brooks.
3 M^M897,

William B. Sharp, Member of the Chamber of Commerce, Newcastle, sworn, and examined :—
1883. Mr. Wilson.] You are engaged in business at this Port ? Yes; I am a shipping agent and colliery \v. u. Sharp,
shipping manager. /—
1884. You have had considerable experience in the Port of Newcastle? Yes, I have been hereabouts May, 1897. 
sixteen years.
1885. As regards the constitution of the Marine’Board here, they are simply nominees of the Government ?
Yes. '
1886. The Newcastle shipping and commercial people have no direct voice in their election ? No.
1887. Do you know what powers they exercise? They adjudicate in all cases of collisions in and adjacent 
to the port, and they have power to recommend the cancellation of certificates.
1888. Simply a power of recommendation? Yes.
1889. Do you think that a Board constituted as is the Marine Board at Newcastle, is the best conceivable 
body to hold judicial inquiries ? No ; I think all inquiries should be held by a body free from political 
influence. It ought to be purely judicial, say a District Court Judge with two nautical assessors. In 
Now Zealand when an inquiry is to be made they call a court under judicial jurisdiction, and two assessors 
are appointed. The Government there have appointed a certain number of assessors, who are paid fees 
and take turns to sit. In England, under the 1894 Act, the Government make provision for the appoint
ment of assessors by the Secretary of State.
1890. Do you think that if such a court were constituted here it would do away with the cry of 
representation for separate interests on the Marine Board? I think it would he a most equitable way 
for all parties concerned. I am not a very strong advocate for class representation on the Marino Board, 
because it is likely to lead to a clashing of interests within the Board itself. I think it would he much 
better if the Government appointed twelve nautical assessors for the Colony, who could adjudicate either 
in Sydney or at Newcastle.
1891. It has come out in evidence that the local Board have really very little power beyond that of 
holding an inquiry, and then that must he instituted by the Sydney Board, to whom must be submitted 
the recommendation;—do you think, seeing the importance to which this port has grown, that the local 
Marine Board should remain in that state ? 1 think it would be very much better to have a judicial 
inquiry with assessors.
1892. That is the judicial side of the question, but take the administrative side? I certainly think the 
Board ought to be administered locally.

1893.



W. B. Sharp. 1893. And v/lien a license ia asked for by a boatman, you think the local Board should be authorised by 
law to issue such certificate? I think so. The Marine Board could still exist to advise the harbour- 

3 May, 1807- m!lster in many little things.
1894. Bo you consider that the Marine Board a£ Kewcastle has sufficient power? I think they have 
quite sufficient power for the local interest, but inquiries should be taken out of their hands.
1895. Take, as an instance, the issue of a boatman’s license? I certainly think they should be allowed to 
issue a license.
1896. What is your opinion regarding the salaries paid to the pilots aud to the boatmen ? I do not think 
they are over paid.
1897. The point that stands out is tho great difference between the salaries, whereby one pilot gets £200 
and another £353 a year? I am not very conversant about the salaries.
1898. Do you think any more berthing accommodation is required here ? Yes ; that is demonstrated very 
nearly every day. Provisions have been made for the erection of certain cranes inside the Dyke, which 
would relieve the harbour very considerably, and would be a very good way of meeting the difficulty. 
There ought to he provision made for the shipment of cattle here, so as not to block the cranes and 
interfere with the coal trade. There is only one crane from w’hich to ship bullocks, the No. 11 crane on 
the Dyke. The cattle trade is extending very considerably, and provision should be made for it, and 
thus relieve the cranes. If the £14P,000 voted were judiciously expended on the break-water it would do 
a great deal of good. It is eighteen months since this money was voted and nothing has yet been done.
1899. Mr. Powell."] Do you think that a small advisory Board would he sufficient for all the wants of 
Newcastle—a small advisory Board responsible to the Minister, not to the Marine Board in Sydney ? 
Yes, for the details of the harbour work.
1900. All judicial matters to he dealt with by proper legal authority? Yes, by a Judge or Stipendiary
Magistrate with assessors. .
1901. Do you not think that all licenses and small things like that might well be issued by the harbour
master without the intervention of auy Board? Yes; the harbour-master might do most of the work 
himself.
1902. As representing the mercantile interests, do you think that a Board would work with shipowners, 
merchants, engineers, brokers, &c., represented ou it? If there is going to he a representative Board 
here it would be better to have it on the lines of the English Act of 1894,

Henry William Finch, Member of the Chamber of Commerce, Newcastle, sworn, aud examined:—
H. W, Pinch. 1993. Mr. Wilson.] You are engaged in business at this port ? Yes ; I am a shipping clerk at E. B. 

"'x Wallace’s.
3 May, 1897.1904. You have had long experience here ? Yes.

1905. What is your opinion with reference to this question of a steam pilot-vessel ? I think a steam 
pilot vessel is an absolute necessity. The present arrangement is not up to date, and is dangerous to 
life. This place is not like the majority of harbours. It is tbe centre of a bight, and the sea comes up iu 
a few minutes. The sea is very dangerous in this bight, and there is no shelter.
1900. Are you aware that additional berthing facilities are wanted here ? Yes; all round we want 
further berthing facilities. We very frequently have vessels waiting for a ballast berth, and at the same 
time the coal companies are ready to take them in. This want of accommodation causes much incon
venience. At present there is a vessel in the port with 300 tons of ballast, and the coal company is ready 
to take her on at once. Her master 1ms, therefore, to pay Is. 3d. per ton to lighter his ballast to accom
modate the coal people, and being sand ballast, it has to be taken outside. Another thing, if the weather 
ho bad you cannot take the ballast outside. Again, we often have three or four ships abreast. That is 
very bad. If it should be blowing yon cannot get them out, and things get altogether capsized. If 
there was plenty of high-water space we could place the vessels singly, and the drawback would be removed.
1907. Mr. Powell.] Where could you place them? There is space at Waratah, and there is any quantity 
of water space to place ships to lie idle in the new basin. There is a small bar there, hut that could 
be got over. Thirty or forty ships could he moored there if there were mooring-posts for them to lie 
against.
1908. Mr. Wilson.] Have you given any attention to the salaries paid to the pilots and boatmen at New
castle? No.
1909. Have you any suggestions to make ? We want constant dredging—constant improvement. 
Another thing, the cranes are so placed that if two ships are at (say) cranes 14 aud 15, and one wants to 
load into the aft-hatch and the other into the fore-hatch, they cannot do it. At Home they have shifting 
cranes, which enable double the number of ships to be accommodated, as each crane can be moved along 
to each batch.
1910. If these arrangements as proposed were made on the other side of the Dyke, and later on cranes 
were erected, travelling-cranes might be used ? Yes ; if ballast jetties were put down, a wharf could be 
put in, and new travelling-cranes could be placed on it. I would like to refer to the time-ball, Some 
years ago it was under the control of Captain Weatherill. It is now under no responsible control. The 
telegraph-master would be a good man to attend to it. The shipping people check their chronometers by 
the hall, which is dropped by signal from the Telegraph Office. 1 am not sure whether it does not now 
fall by electricity from Sydney. There is another matter I would like to refer to. Very frequently we 
are short of buoy-space for ships that have loaded. Only the other day a large ship, drawing 22 ft. ti iu., 
had to remain at the crane for over sixteen hours. There are only two berths in the harbour at which a 
modern ship drawing anything over 22 feet can lie, arid then very frequently she has first to be put out of 
trim by loading deeper forward than aft.

George Melville, Assistant Harbour-master of the Port of Newcastle, sworn, and examined.:—
G. Melville. 1911. Mr. Powell.] What is your ago ? 1 am G5 years of age according to the Government books, but I

hardly know my correct age. I am almost certain that I am between G5 and 66 years of age,
3 May, 1897. 1912, Have you acted as a sea pilot at any time ? Yes, but not often ; only when bpne pf the pilots were 

available. My work generally is to shift vessels at their be-ths. 1913.
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3 May, 1897

1913 In what way are you assistant harbour-master ? I carry out the Wbom-mastcr’s instructions, G- Melville, 
judgment ^ and remoTe ^’P8- In 1113 “hsence, which, however, is very seldom, I act on my own

takirifr^nn'f^H ^ou P11 “cting as assistant harbour-master? About three years. Previous to
month nlw JX 1VaS ChlT pil0t) a^d ™s TX? piIot etaff- My Present BalaV is £2» 10s- 3d- a 
Wr T aiTear; 1 reC01re t lR pay of the Pilot in port. 1 have no regular working-
toTm out.tll^ 7 ^ !rT 50'Rl°ck1ir' morning until 6 o'clock at night. lam required
the channel dear. S °f ^ n’gh keep tU-channel clear- 0ur harkour ^ so small, we must keep

WEDNESDAY, IQ MAY, 1897.
PflESENT :—

JOSEPH BAULIN'Gr, Esq., J.P., Phesidest.
GKEOHGE ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq J P 
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

_ Joseph Henry Storey, J.P., Merchant, sworn, aud examined:—
]XtXT<:<<ident?l Are l0U .WeJ1 ac<luai“ted with matters in connection with the Marine Board, more J H Storcv 
especially concerning the msurance of vessels and so on? Yes. I am engaged in underwriting
t,ds Colonyld ^ 0 S° Chairman °f tho Syd,le-V Underwriters1 Association, which controls the business in 19 May, 1897,

sS ^hdrlhSlfT70UT PP°rt a”epresentingJth1e Underwriters’ Association, and you are authorised to 
speak on their behalf? I am the Chairman, and the Association know that I am attending hero.
the Colony^OUYes ^ ^S0C,at]0n Senerally interested in steam-vessels trading to the northern rivers of

If 8LtSM0S^Hh,a^VerrtIa,,g0 SU? °f mTl ’*? pilid annually b->' Ue Government for the services 
oj, sieamtugs stationed at the entrances of several of the northern rivers ? Yes.
eainhle nf1!JnrLf PCrielieea ° J°U c.0DBider that that service, as now conducted, is efficient, or that it is 
tuS™ T11*5 ^ ^ B0’ m7<atLW‘Ly ln,p1]t that improvement he made ? I think that the
Sion that ikif p necessary on account of the treacherous nature of the bars; but I have long held the 
a !n.r?n r . th Government should have the tugs m their own possession, and manned by the pilot and 
m/tW ‘VJme yearS ag° ? brou?ht th,s under the notice of the Treasurer. It appears to
^ m?,rlhfn13 a krSe fPenaLe m up pilot stations at all these rivers; and tho pilot and crew
allthe worf^thfivT^ 0^Td .tb° channels and signalling the state of the tide, which is practically
the tota vahie i V° ?°‘ 1S Bometb]1,S lil;c ^GOOO or £7,000 that is paid in subsidies,and

“"T “th0 ™ "'•'■•"Si. I«
Jhenilor h,nfc/ UDdcr,8t1find is tbat you think the Government should have suitable vessels commanded by 
the pilot and manned by the boats’ crews now employed ? Manned by efficient men. 7
^r/.'r ;lp:ace Clf th?, bo^ts crews now employed, with an engineer and assistantwould that give a 
the towage'C6 8enera 7 ' 1 thmk lfc wouId Slve more satisfaction. The Government could then charge

Go2ve™Lnte?PrYeef tim6 Pm0n8 reqilil’inS tlie serv’ice3 of tbesc boats Pay ^e owners, and not the

iL2,i.!mSbiien 8aKVhat f:en a.vessel gets into difficulties the owners of the tugs sometimes place
make S ee-Pr k,0n 011**™* Ba.Ivor8 that 80 ? Whenever vessels got Mto difficulties tog- 

1Q94 ti ° ,! C al cbal‘ges for any services rendered, over and above the towage charge.
° c('uy|P, fbe owners of vessels are very much at the mercy of the tug people under such 

" iLG°Vemuerit .suPPlied tho ™sse]s difficulties of that kind could not arise? Ib^ tue^shouM^Sfor dne ln,nimfjd/a great .deal- U a vessel is rendered valuable assistance
1925 Then on think A l 1 ^ aS ^ 13 n0W to overcharge for services rendered.
work and o vned bftk J P 8m'dl ***?** ° m '8 and W8h Powcr> specially constructed for the
work and owned by the Government, would answer the purpose? I think so. The only river where
there is a very expensive tug is the Richmond. une omy river wnere
1926 The Government are paying £1,700 a year for a vessel there now ? I did not know I was coin!? to 
?s\bokutd£27!oba18; bUt 1 Cn<i tbat the subsidiea Paid are £t}.20°! -md the value of the boats employed

1S :mnthf’ f(:alufte o£,tbe matter of course, you know that the pilotage rates have been 
ieduced, do you not think that if there were suitable vessels, such.as we have spoken of the vessels 
um™]18 1VOy d gePerallJ take the services of the pilot, and be quite content to pay tho small sum that is

,P(Jr t0n ? Thare would be no bar on account of expense. Of course aArtwf,t°?°“ "'T,',”0 “emr‘; . S» >»S f «>« pilotage did not L-eed a.hat tkly „ 
at pic. eut for towage there would be no complaint. If they had to pay more, I am afraid thev would 
not consider whether the service was better done or not 1 J ’ y 0UM
in fny »/?" 1,la“d 0" “e il rei"“ “» °°* »' i"»«™nee

1929. And on the whole you think that vessels such as we have spoken of would give more satisfaction
1910'"r n£ fW«U Mb * u,Dd“ 1tbe contr.ol of the Government officer on tho station ? I think so
1930. Going fiom that subject to the constitution of the Marine Board are vou satisfied from vour 
experience with the elective principle under which three wardens are elected: do'you think the system is 
working wellthey appear to he elected, not by the large ship-owners, but by owners of small craft who 
have an aggregate winch makes np the necessary voting qualification? /do not think the elective 
principle is the correct one. I do not think the representative Board is the correct Board and if theftssair issr&ss rtE^rhor ^ •«- ^ *—
1931. Ho you not J'™uld he better to separate tho judicial functions of the Marine Board from

the
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.I. H. Storey, the Executive, placing the judicial in tho hands of a Judge or a Stipendiary Magistrate with legal training, 
assisted by nautical assessors? I think that the present system of inquiry before the Marine Board is 

19 May, 1897. yjjfaJj* Jo jpo person brought before them. They inquire into tho cause of the accident, collision, or 
wreck, and, after hearing the case, they summon a man before themselves to answer a charge which they 
prefer themselves, and then they sentence him themselves, so that they are practically the judge and jury 
on their own charge. I think tho plan adopted in all other judicial inquiries is best. Jake the Coroner s 
Court, for instance. The Coroner inquires into an accident, and if he charges any person, that person 
then goes on to a higher tribunal. In that respect wc might copy the \ictorian system. When a collision 
occurs there, the Marine Board hold an inquiry, and, if there is no blame attaching to anyone, the matter 
drops ; but if blame is attached to anybody, then they found a charge against him, which is heard by a 
Magistrate, with nautical assessors. The whole case is then gone into, and the man can defend himself.
I think that is very similar to the practice adopted in England. In all cases J. have seen in English 
papers I have noticed that it is before so-and-so, Stipendiary Magistrate and nautical assessors.
1932; And the nautical assessors merely sit with the Judge or (Stipendiary Magistrate and assist him with 
their skill and knowledge ? Yes, , ,
1933. President.^ You were suggesting that tugs should he obtained by the G-overnment, and put on 
these rivers, instead of subsidised tugs as at present; take the Biehmond Elver as an example; I. think 
Mr. Powell pointed out that the subsidy was now £1,700 a year ? Yes.
1934. Is it your opinion that tbe pilots who are now working the boats there could work the steamer; 
would there be sufficient men. there to man and work the steamer; there area pilot and four hands?

■ Yes ; I think so. She is the largest tug on the coast; but I do not think she would have more than five

1935. What do you think would be the value of the tug required for that river ? I doubt whether such
an expensive tug is wanted ; but still she is there, and originally cost a good deal of money. I should 
estimate her value now at between £7,000 and £8,000. _ _
1936. That tug would be about tho same power as the “ Thetis ” or “ Ajax ”? I do not know the relative 
power of those boats.
1937. It would cost between £7,000 and £10.000 ? Yes. . _ jj-.-
1938. You would have to put on (sav) £400 for interest on that capital, and working expenses in addition 
to that;—do you think, taking all that into account, it would still be to the interest of the Government 
to provide a tug of that kind ? I think so. The matter of expense, however, can be calculated, taking 
the interest on cost, working expenses, Ac., as against the subsidies now paid and towages to be charged for.
I know that we waited on tbe Colonial Treasurer once about it, and he referred it to the Marine Board, 
but they decided against it altogether.
1939. Was that on the ground of extra expense ? We never heard the ground. _ _
1940. Have you any idea about what is paid in dues to these tugs—what they receive in a year in towage ? 
That could he ascertained easily by getting statistics showing the arrivals and departures at each of tho 
rivers during the year. I think the amount of tho towage is fixed in the contract for the subsidy. Ihero 
is a maximum charge, and from the tonnage in and out you could make a fair estimate of the returns.
1941. JIfr. Powell.'] The Horth Coast Company are the principal people trading there ? Yes ; hut I do
not think their steamers take the tugs. It is the sailing vessels who use them, and tho number entering 
and leaving each year could be ascertained. .
PtiiSj. President.] Arrivals and departures ? Yes. Before I went to the Treasurer I got a question asked 
in the House, and we got the return that way.
1943. Ho you know whether every ship entering or leaving the ports takes a fug ? They uo not if they 
can help it. They will sail in and out if they can, but they very rarely can manage to sail in and out,
1944. You think tbat taking the outwards and inwards wc would get the number of times roughly ? It - 
is quite the exception for them to sail in or out. At many of the bars tho wind that will sail a vessel out
is a head wind when she gets out. ,
1945. I merely wish to get a basis of cost for the two systems may wc take it as almost certain that 
every vessel sailing to these rivers must use the tugs ? All the sailing vessels must—not the steamers.
1946. Do you think that a tug could serve more than one river ? I do not think so. _
1947. There must be a tug at each river ? At the present time there is one tug trying to serve two rivers, 
the Hambucca and Bellinger, I think it is.
1943. Mr. Powell] There is no trading to the Bellinger Eiver at all now ? Oh, yes ; last week there 
was only 5 feet of water on the bar. This week there are 9 feet; and there is plenty of timber there for 
sailing vessels.
1949. President] Then they do go to the Bellinger Eiver now? Yes. ^
1950. Would you advocate any further harbours or rivers to be served by tugs ? I think the only place 
where one tug serves two rivers is at Kambucca and Bellinger, and the trade of those two rivers warrants 
a tug each.

. 1951. You would not suggest any others that want a tug ? I think all the others that need tugs hove got
them. They have got them from Wollongong up to the Tweed.
1952. Mr. Powell.'] Then the Government should have the command of the vessels, and would be able to 
use them buoying tbe rivers and testing the depth on the bar, &c.;—there is a lot of work done now 
which could best be done by a small steamer ? Yes ; but the Marine Board sometimes clash with tho 
Harbours and Eivers Department in tbat work. The Harbours and Hirers Department look after the 
livers, I understand. .
1951. Mr. Wilson] Did you give any evidence with reference to the Marine Board before the Civil
Service Commission ? Ho ; I heard evidence, being on tbat Commission. _ _
1954. Did you give any attention to the question of salaries? Only when the Civil Service Inquiry 
was on.
1955. Take the boatmen ;—I see the boatmen vary from £229, boatswain, salary and allowances, down to
£96 a year-do you think £229 is a reasonable salary for a man in that position ? lam not competent 
to speak on that. _ ,
1956. Would you know anything about the salaries of seamen or firemen ? We went into that fully, and 
compared the rates of wages paid by the Government and paid for similar work outside, aud I think the 
Government were far and away higher. I had a scale prepared at the time comparing the rates of wages^

paid 1
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paid to masters and engineers outside with those paid by the Harbours and Eivers Department, and there J, H. Storey, 
was a wide discrepancy. .
}957. Do you know anything about the salaries of pilots ? The salary of a pilot was £300 a year. 19 May, 1897
1958. You have no special knowledge of that P Except that T know the Sydney pilots get £300 a year.
At one time it was competitive, and they got as much as they earned, but now the}’ get a settled salary.
1959. You know tho “Captain Cook” steamer, I suppose? That was a boat iu which we thought that 
the officers were grossly overpaid. In our report we put the “ Captain Cook” expenses as against one of 
the steamship company’s expenses, and they showed a marked difference.
19G0. Tho master of the “ Captain Cook” gets £416 a year, and in addition 18s. a week for allowance ?
It is a gross overpayment. The master of a colonially-owned vessel, trading to any of the bar harbours, 
would got £300 a year, and their duties are much more arduous aud risky.
1901. Mr. Poiob/7,] I think you compared the expenses of tho “Captain Cook” with those of one of the 
Hunter Eiver boats ? I took tbe Hunter Eiver as tho best paying one. If I had compared it with one 
of the others it wrould have heen very much worse.
1902. Mr. Wtlson.j Wc are advised that rather a different tug is wanted at the Eichmond ? I think a ' 
less expensive tug would now do. The Eichmond is where all the money is being spent now to make it ■ 
a good cnlranee. The trouble is that when vessels arrive off these bars the pilots cannot go out to them,
]f they commanded tho tugs they would go off and sound the bar and tell the captains the depth of water 
on the bar. 1 have always been a great supporter of the present Marine Eoard, and think they have done 
very good work. "We have got one of the finest-lighted coasts in the world, and I do not think tho 
decisions of tho Marine Board have been upset in a Court of law more than two or three times. I think 
that the Board should he nominated by tbe Grovcrnment, and not a representative Board,
19G3. President.] If we bad a District Court Judge, with power to nominate two assessors, do you think 
a verdict of such a Court would carry great weight;—two assessors would be nominated iu each case, not 
necessarily the same assessors each time, the Judge having the power of continually revising his Court, 
according to the necessities of the case ? Such a verdict would most certainly carry great weight.
1964. Much greater weight than the present Court does ? I think so. It would be fairer to the person 
charged.
1965. Mr. Wilson.] Do you not think it would hare the effect of taking away this cry for special repre
sentation on the Board ? I think it would. The only people who come before the Board for trial are 
officers and engineers, and if a seaman were on the Board he would sit on trial on a captain, while the 
seamen themselves are never put on trial.
1966. President.] It is almost inimical to the idea of calm judicial judgment to have conflicting interests 
among the judges themselves ? Certainly so. The thing lias worked so well in the old country that I 
think we should follow their example,
1907. Supposing such a tribunal as tbat were established, to what authority would you give the power to 
issue certificates ? 1 think the Marine Board, It is their office to hold the necessary examination of tho 
candidate, and I think they should issue the certificates.
I9G8. What! mean is this : If the judicial functions aro separated from the administrative, you would 
have a Court to judge the cases, and there would be someone to take the management of marine affairs as 
superintendent of pilots, lighthouses, and harbours ;—do you think it would be good to give him tho 
power to issue certificates after proper examination P ------
1959. Mr. Powell.] .11 is done virtually now;—Captain Hixson issues certificates on Captain Bedford’s 
examination of seamen and Mr, Cruickshank’s examination of engineers ;—do you think there should be 
an officer simply under the Minister, leaving on one side questions of collisions, and loss of life, aud sus
pension of certificates, and dealing simply with marine matters, pilots, lighthouses, &c. ? The only 
difference I would make in the present system would be to take Ike final dealing with a person out of the 
hands of tho Marine Board and pass them on to a Magistrate and assessors; but you must have a Marine 
Board to look after the navigation work of the Colony, and the lights, and the harbours. That body 
should issue the certificates,
1970. Wo suggest that we should put an officer in charge of pilots, harbours, and lights, &c., responsible 
to tbe Government aud appointed by the Government, and give him power to issue certificates under 
proper regulation and examination, the Judicial Court having nothing whatever to do with that, bnt 
simply to inquire into collisions and accidents at sea, and to be a Court lo deal with certificates on cause 
being shown P Would you propose that this Court should deal with cases from the initiation?
1971. \esP Then, I think, there would be the same objection as there is now, because they could not 
pass tbe culprit—if I may so speak—on to some higher tribunal.
1972. Could not that be carried out by the officer I speak of ;—should it not be his duty to bring these
cases before the Court aud prosecute P There are very many inquiries held where there is no occasion to 
prosecute. ’
J.973, Mr. Wihon.] Yon think there should be a Board under any circumstances ? I think so.
1974. And that tho Board should still issue the certificates, because it has acted well in the past and 
there is no reason to change it ? Quite so.
1975. President.] All you would recommend would he the Appeal Court? Yes; and that the elective 
principle be done away with. It should be* a nominee Board. Originally the Board was composed of 
nautical men and two merchants. Mr. J. B. Watt and Mir George Dibbs were the members, 1 think.
Now they have appointed Mr. Wildridge as a steamship expert,
1976. Mr. Powell.] He is nominated P Yes; for life. That is the worst of it; I do not think it should 
be for life, I think there are many cases in which the Marine Board do not make inquiries and which 
ought to be inquired into, such as collisions, &c., where masters have shown great carelessness, but by good 
fortune the damage has not been serious enough for the Marine Board to inquire into it.
1977. President.] How would you remedy that? I think the Marino Board should hold inquiry into all
cases brought under their notice, *
J978. Mr. Wilson.] If necessary, the Act should be altered ? Yes.
1979. President.] Altered, so as to compel them to hold an inquiry ? Yes.
1980, Is there anything else you could tell the Commissioners which you think would be of service to
them in this inquiry ? I do not think there is anything else. 1 have always been a supporter of the 
present Board. They have done good work, and, with the two exceptions 1 have pointed out, I should bo , 
very sorry to see any radical change, especially in the direction of a representative Board. 1981.
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J. H. Storty 19ul. You think that the present Board should be continued with the addition of the Appeal Court, and 
ia aT tsoV ^10 niern^ers °i' the Board should be nominated by the G-overmnent? Yes.

ay> • 1982. Mr. Poure?/.] Do you think that the Board should take something like the position of the Board of 
• Trade in England; that it should discharge all the executive functions, and that all cases of collisions,

abandonments, loss of life, damage, &c., should be reported to a superior Court ? Yes ; the same as the 
Coroner and the Police Courts.
19S3._ President.'] Would you make the decision of the Court final, or would you give an appeal to the 
Admiralty Court? I would be inclined to make it final; but I do not know how that would interfere 
with the principles of justice.
1984. Mr. Wilson.] I suppose you would be orepared to follow the English practice, and if it is final in 
England, it should be final here? Yes. ‘

J. _
Fotheiing-

ham.

James Eotheringham, Chief Officer of the “ Captain Cook,” re-examined: —
1985. President.] Have you a captain’s certificate ? Yes.
1986. Mr. Wilson.] When wo were on board the ” Captain Cook," we asked you certain questions about 
tho absences ot the master from the ship, especially at night. I asked if you had any actual record of

19 May, 1897. ““ abseuce8 Hoha the ship, and you said you could not say. I asked you, “ Is he on board fonr nights in 
the week on an average ”? You said, “ He may be ; I cannot remember.” “ Are his absences frequent 
from the ship at night ’ ? "Yes; I would sooner that you asked somebody else”? Well; about that 
remark of mine about asking somebody else; of course I am a subordinate officer.
1987. Wc carefully told you your duty, and that you were not to consider that, but vou were to tell the 
Commissioners anything you knew. When you say, “I would sooner that you asked somebody else,” 
what do you mean by that ? I am Captain Greer’s subordinate officer, and my answering those questions 
would make him thmk and other people think that I am trying to do him damage.
3988. But in this matter we told you very plainly what your duty was, and we must have an answer? 
Very good, sir.

-AH you have to do is to tell the truth; not to paint it one way or the other, but tell 
the truth just as you would before a Court of Justice.
1990. Mr. Wilson.] We told you that we would protect you in regard to anything you said. Now, did 
you keep anytmng back from tbe Commissionis there anything you ought to have told us ? There is 
nothing you asked me that I did not answer truthfully.
iono' ilskeii -Y0U if y°u were keepiug back anything that you ought to tell ? Not that I know of. 
loot ti.0-U ^ q jlt0 aUre ? TcS- quii® s.ure' How 4° J011 mean, sir ; keeping anything back?

’ jy. 13 y®ur duty to tell the Commissioners anything you know which may be not correct on board shin ;
anything within your knowledge, it does not matter what it is nor whom it involves, whether it is the 
master or anybody else—we do not say there is anything in this ? I did not mean much by what I said.
, °“r “kmg me * , about Captain Creer made it appear that 1 was trying to injure my superior officer,
1994. Is there anything that you have withheld ? No. j o j j r
1995. Nothing whatever ? No.
lorw" ^Teer perfectly steady ? Well, he docs drink sometimes.

7, Vy ill you tell us a little more about it;—have you seen him drunk ? I have seen him when he had 
been drinking, but I would not say that he was drunk,
1998. Arc you quite sure of that;—you have seen him when he had been drinking, but have not seen 
him drunk , I would not swear that 1 had not seen him drunk.
1999. Have you seen him drunk on duty; this is a question in which it is not only your duty to answer, 
Cook ”? a qUCStl0n m Whieh men’S liyes maJ be at stake ? Sinc0 7™ examined me on board the “ Captain

2000. Ido not make any limitation—within the last twelve months ? Since you were on board 1 have 
been lett in charge of the ship. Captain Creer has gone up to town on duty with the launch, and when 
onoi wT 0n board 16 1M been that waJ’ bat o£ course he wa3 not on duty.
he toko command ? ^Yes™ ^ ^ ^ be<m ^ ’ "hei1 he PUtS hi8 f°ot 0n deck does

2002. Supposing there had been rough weather, and there wrs a cal] for you to go outside, would he be in 
withhim011 i0 take COmmand 011 these oe<-'asions ? He has always gone on the bridge, and I have gone

2003 That is not the question; suppose you are not there at all, would be be in a position to command 
e ship ; suppose, for instance, he had suspended you from duty when he came on board, and there was 

rou h weather, would he be fit to go outside and bring in a ship ? I do not think he would be so bad as 
that; he would be able to do it alright.
2004. In rough weather ? Yes. *
2205. And the lives of these men would be to some extent at stake;—do not misunderstand what I mean ?
1 do not mean to say that it is right,

q.leS1tionJi1a’ w°u!d be be in a thoroughly fit state to take command of the ship when he put his 
hi-’v,™ i6 ■ m H10 y01j saJr be y^13 311; would he be*in a fit condition to take the ship out and 

1 ® ’fV11 Pl,t yoUT8olf in the position of the seamen ;—suppose you were a seaman on deck, would 
jmu care to be in that position ? I do not think I would. * J- J >
2007. Do you think that when in that state lie is quite fit to take that ship out and put a pilot on board? 
onno Tie I- ya m?TO than one on board' There are ih(- Pilots as well.

j * (luestlQ,y J ,her 1ST Pai(1 cl°se on £500 a year to do a certain duty; was he in a fit
i'n pmimn d5VTTTeVTd lf 1tbe,rc are tvyeQt-v Pilot3 on board ;-was he in a fit condition to bo 
charge d £ tbC 8 >1P ? 1 d° n0t tkmk any marl, when he is in tbat Btatp»is in a eond'tion to take

™S9t I0U 5° n0t thLnk be w?u1^ be and therefore he was not fit; and that was since Mr. Powell 
em n tt down,°? board he has been op to town and come down in that condition ? Yes.
9m 1 K 6 I™ token my mUx oi his absences from the ship since wo were down there ? No.
^ }'uAo. sP0r-ial note ? No; I know he was away, because it is usual, Wc are in dry dock now, We 
go down to the station again to-morrow. «
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John Lawrence, Clerk to the Harbour-master, Marino Board, sworn, and examined:—
^President.Will yon briefly describe your duties? My duties in the first place are in regard to 

pilots certificates barb our-pi lots and sea-pilots. In the first place they come and book in the office for 
removal certificates, and I look after it, I look after the sea-pilot's certificates, and forward one-half to 
the Custom House and the other half to the Auditor-Ceneral. The Customs collect the money.
2013. And you advise the Auditor-General so that he may check the Customs ? Yes; I receive the cash 
for all certificates issued by the Board—certificates for steamers or masters, foreign-going or coast trade, 
or for ballast licenses. I pay this cash to the accountant every night, and ho pays it into the bank.
2014. You issue numbered receipts ? Yes.
2015. Hoes the accountant check the receipt-book evefy day ? He checks on the butts.
2016. You have no more to do with the money after you pay it to the Accountant ? No.
2017. How much do you take in that way ? About £2,000 last year, which was about the largest. I also 
have the revising of the requisitions from the out-stations, and readjust them. Bor instance, the Harbours 
and Eivers Department supply all paint for lighthouses. They generally come in on one requisition. I 
strike them oil, and put them on another. We send some requisitions to the Stores and some to the 
Harbours and Eivers, ^ When things aro not in contract I have to ascertain from storekeepers what their 
charges are, and submit them to the Board, and make out the order. I have nothing more to do with it,
2018. Are there many goods ordered which are not in contract ? No.
2010. Would there be £200 or £300 per annum ? Not so much. I get the lowest prices I can and 
submit them. I can hardly tell you the work I have to do. I make out all orders for the Printing Office, 
and then I have the telegraph to attend to, sending orders or receiving messages from the out-stations. I 
have an ABC instrument which I work myself, connecting direct with the central station. 1 learnt the 
Morse system, but could not get a Morse instrument.
2020. Hoes this work occupy the whole of your time? Yes; writing letters and making specifications 
for boats, <fco, I have been so long at it I can make out a specification for any boat.
2021. How long have you heen in the Service? Thirty-two years and six months.
2022. Hoes Captain Lindeman give you orders ? Oh, yes; he takes upon himself to give me orders.
2023. Do you mean to say it is not his proper duty to give you orders ? In the first place I'was appointed 
as clerk to Captain Hixson, who was then the harbour-master, and I have always looked upon, him as my 
superior officer.
2024. You do not think it necessary to go to Captain Lindeman ? I go to him, of course, as the duties 
of the office require.
2025. You are under Captain Lindeman? Yes, I suppose so.
2026. Mr. Powell.'] Did you bring the order-book up with you ? Yes.
2027. You had better show it to the Chairman. {Order-book landed to Mr. Barling.]
2028. That represents all the goods you order outside the contracts ? Everything. .
2029. Have you any assistance in your office ? None.
2030. Who looks_ over your work, examines the books, supervises your work ? There are no books to be 
examined. All the rest of the work goes out of the office.
on™ HixS011 TIsit jour office ? He comes down and looks over the rder-book occasionally.
2062. President.] There are between thirty and forty orders this year;—are they all out of contract? 
No ; there are some in contract.
2033. Do you not keep a book like that for orders in contract? No.
2034. You send the original requisition out? The requisitions go to the Treasury or the Harbours and 
Eivers Department, and they issue tho orders.
2035. Can you tell me how many orders have been given this year under contract ? I could not tell you 
unless J. saw the requisitions.
2036. About how many do you get on an average—a requisition a day? May and October are the 
Wjup'P® requisition months for out-stations, but occasionally they run short and we get a requisition.
2037. How do you check the requisitions ? I have duplicates.
2038. Are the pilots ever checkedsuppose one of them asked for twice or three times what he usually 
ordered, could, yon detect it ? Yes ; by comparing with previous requisitions.
2039. And you know pretty well what their consumption ought to be ? Yes; and if I think it is excessive 
1 speak about it.
2040. Mr. Powell] You know how much oil is used at every lighthouse ? Yes.
2041. And you can check it? Yes ; I have a monthly return of all that is consumed.
2042. Is the removal of vessels under your charge ? Yes, ‘
2043. Are vessels allowed to remove now without a harbour pilot ? Yes.
2044. They go as they please? They are supposed to come and ask for permission from the harbour
master; but, as a matter of fact, they do not always do it, and go and shift unbeknown. I have no 
control over that whatever.

returns to the Board of Trade? Yes; casualties, wrecks, and such like, 
on ^ w0m’ t,eieSraP]' work ia connection with the signal-station at South Head ? Yes.
2047. W here do you report to ? To the central station in George-street, and they cony it on to the
other instruments. - j u
2048. 'Who telegraphs to the Elagstaff in Sydney ? I do not know.
2049. Do they get reports by telegraph or by flags when vessels come in ?
2050. Do you post the arrivals and departures at the Marine Board Office ?
2051. And you receive all the pilot-logs ? Yes.
2052. From the outports ? Yes ; the monthly reports.
2053. Have you any cheek on the accountant? The only check I 
hook.
2054. You only take his receiptyou do not know what becomes of the money after that? 
than I am informed it is paid in every day,
2055. President.] You do not look at his bank-book? No.
2056. Mr Powell.] What amount of money was represented by the transaction with Weisel ? Thii 
Y\ ctsoi had an order for many years, and on one occasion some time ago he charged rather more, and wha; 
the accountant thought was high. I was asked by the Secretary about it, and said I supposed he hac

charged

By flags. 
Yes.

have got is on the butt of tho reccipt-

No; other

J. Lawrence, 
19M^A897.
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J. Lawrence, charged current rates, and he told me to mark “ current rates” on the voucher. I did so, and they sent 
^or ^ie mait afterwar^si and he made a reduction.

) J May’18J7' 2057. How much money was represented by the transaction ? Hot much.
, 205S. £20 ? More than that.

2059. £100? I do not think so. It might be £100 or so.
20G0. You had not many transactions of the kind ? That was the only one we had. After that I went 
round to different parties and asked for tenders, and no one responded; and when wre did get prices 
IV eisel was the lowest.
2061, Mr. Wilson.'] Have you any contract for coal ? Yes.
2062. Are these orders for coal in contract ? Yes.

FRIDAY^ 21 MAY, 1897.
Pbeseht

JOSEPH BAHLINO-, Esq, J.P., Prestdekt.
GEOKG-E ALEXANDER 'WILSON, Esq., J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Thomas Robert Allt, Esq., J.P., Merchant, and Chairman of the North Coast Steam N avigation Company
(Limited), sworn, and examined :—

T. E. Allt. 2063. President.] We understand that you kindly appear here to assist us with some suggestions, which' 
—\ 3 have no doubt, will be very valuable to tbe Commissioners in framing their report:—what is vour name ?

21 May, 18971 Thomas Robert Allt.
2064. What is your occupation? Merchant, and Chairman of the North Coast Steam Navigation 
Company (Limited).
2065. Among other things we have had under consideration the subsidising of steam-tugs in connection 
with the^rivers and harbours of the Colony, and we are aware that you, as Chairman of the North Coast 
Steam Navigation Company,rare fully seized of the facts of the case; and we wish to ask your opinion 
on the present system of hiring these tugs? The tug service has been most unsatisfactory for a long 
time. The tug service and tbe pilots do not work well together; they are antagonistic. The tug-master 
has a down on the pilot if he allows a vessel to go in without the tug; and we have an idea—I do not say 
it is an actual fact, for it is hard to prove anything of tho kind—but in consequence of this antagonism 
and jealousy between the two the tug-master may say, “ The pilot had no right to lefcyou come in ; there 
is not enough water on the bar.” I think the proper way to get over the difficulty is to amalgamate the 
two—that is to say, the pilot should have full charge of the tug. This would be a boon, not only to the 
steam companies, but also to sailers. The tug could do all that is wanted, and could go out and sound 
the bar. At present there are lots of times when ihe tugs do not think it prudent to go out. The man 
to judge whether it is prudent to go out is the pilot himself. If he thinks it is unsafe to go out because 
there is too much sea on the bar, then I think the ship-owner would be satisfied. Now, to show vou what 
a rotten system it is, here wo have been at the Richmond for a considerable time absolutely without a tug— 
that is. a tug capable of assisting a steamer or a ship when it is really wanted. The “ Protector ” needed 
extensive repairs, and was sent away to Sydney ; and now' an abortion of a boat is put there for that 
service. If the thing was in the bauds ot the Government, or in the hands of a Board, or of a steamship 
company like ourselves, wre would not dare to allow such a rubbishing boat to take the place. These 
things are plastered over by the Government. I do not know how it is arranged. "Whilst tho pilot and 
tug services are separate there will always be trouble on these rivers. My idea is that the Government 
should charge tonnage dues to all vessels in and out. It should bo a small sum—10s. in and 10s. out. 
Then the tug could pilot a steamer or sailing-vessel or assist a sailing-ship. Some of our captains are so 
disgusted with the manner in which the tug service is conducted that they infinitely prefer to ruu tho risk 
of going without. At the present time there is a deal of friction between, the tugboat captains or 
owners and tbe captains of both steam and sailing vessels. The tugboat owner is jealous, because ho 
is not taken by the steamer; and the captain of the steamer thinks he can go in as well as the tug, and 
he goes in. When difficulties do arise, you arc made to pay, and pay exorbitantly. The Marine Board, 
in their wdsdoin, have settled the price to be paid. I think it is £20 or £25 per tide for assistance by the 
tug to a vessel in distress. That is a very large sum. I find that during the last five years we have paid 
the tug service £3,220. That is in addition to the enormous sums paid by the Government as subsidies. 
On the Richmond the subsidy is £1,7C0, and we paid on that river alone £2,036.
2066. Mr. PoteclL] Last year? No; in five years. Last year we paid £1,025. Here are the figures 
put before me by my secretary. [Pi'rfe Appendix 47.] If the two services were amalgamated I am quite 
certain they would work better for all parties, and it would be more remunerative to the Government to 
take them in hand themselves. There are a pilot and four men on these livers, and what on earth they 
do I do not know. Two-thirds of their time they are doing nothing. 1 look upon them as a terrible waste 
of money, 'Hie steamboat could be worked very cheaply, and would not require more than half a dozen 
hands, and you have five now.
2067. You would want an engineer ? Yes, only one, and the men who are now boatmen could do all the 
work on board. In case of an extraordinary emergency you could easily get a man if required. Tbe 
Government have been paying years and years for a most unsatisfactory service. I speak unhesitatingly. 
I have not a man in iliy employ but will speak in most condemnatory terms of the tug service.
2068. President.] Do you know how many boats are subsidised by the Government ? I could not tell you ; 
but there are supposed to be tugs at the Richmond, Clarence, aud Bellinger, and one at Nambucca sup
posed to attend to the Macleay as well, and that is a most absurd arrangement. The other day I needed 
a tug there—in fact, if it were not for the appliances tho company has got themselves they could not 
carry on. The tug-boat for the Macleay is the tug for the Nambucca, and if she is inside at Nambucca 
she often cannot get out; it is abad place. I suppose these tugs are what might be called “according to 
the terms of the contract”; but the terms of tho contract are very loose, to my mind. These boats are not 
powerful enough in many instances to assist ns.
2069. You think the contract itself is defective in its terms ? I do not think it is sufficiently stringent.
2070. You mentioned the “ Protector” being taken away, and a tug utterly deficient in power being put

in
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iu its place ;—is there no clause in the contract providing for tho substitution of an efficient tug in 
case ? I do not know. All I can tell is that the public hare had to suffer. This boat is there,
2071. Tou testify to tbe fact that while the “ Protector ” is away a most inefficient vessel has been 
her place ? Yes.
.2072. The total amount of subsidy paid for the tugs is £6,000 per annum;—do you think it is desirable 
to provide tugs belonging to tbe Government, or that the Government should hire them? It would be 
more economical for the Government to have them themselves. They would have a better guarantee that 
they are always in good order. A chartered boat is not so satisfactory as a boat of your own. Then it is 
a question in my mind whether a paddle-boat would not be more serviceable on these rivers than a tug. 
It would draw less water. I believe a little boat would do for most of the Northern rivers. She should 
not draw more than 5 feet 6 inches when deeply laden, and tho ordinary draught of water would he 4 ft. 
6 in., and with that she could generally get across tho bars; whereas most of these tugs are drawing 6 feet 
of water.
2073. Mr. Powell^] Built for the purpose ? Yes; when there is a sea on the screw is half the time out of 
water, but a paddle-boat may be on tho ground and yet go forward, as the paddles go deep down. ,
2074. She would have better steering-power ? Yes.
2075. You think the subsidy is a very large waste of money ? I do. It is a very unsatisfactory service.
I am very strongly of that opinion.
2076. Have you any idea what would ho the cost of the tugs required;—take the "Richmond, that is
where the most powerful tug is required ? I think these tugs could be built for about £5,000 a piece, 
especially if you were building half a dozen. I am not speaking with a book to guide me ; but from my 
experience I. think a heal; of 40 or 50 horse-power would be quite enough. .
2077. Mr. Wilson.] Does that mean that the machinery would be imported or made here? Imported, 
It would cost too much if made here. Sometimes, in a small contract of £8,000 or £9,000, there is a 
difference of £3,000 between one firm and another.
2078. President.'] You think a capital sum of £30,000 would provide all the steamers ? You could get 
half-a-dozen good tugs for £30,000. but machinery must bo imported to do this.
2070. Have you any idea what would be the cost of maintenance? Well, you want one fireman, one 
engineer, a pilot, and perhaps three deck-hands. I do not think the wages ought to come to more than 
£100 a month at the outside, and the consumption of coal would not be very great, because modern 
machinery is not very trying upon coal, and the Government get their coal very cheaply. I would not 
recommend them to convey their own coal to the stations uuless, of course, they have a boat going, 
'Schooners would carry it cheapest.
2080. £1,200 a year would pay the wages you say ;—what would be a fair sum for maintenance other 
than wages—coal, stores, repairs, and so on ? You would not use more than about 4 tons of coal a day. 
That would be about £90, and there would be the maintenance of tbe men. I do not think it would cost 
more than £300 a month, wages included.
2081. I should tliink you were very liberal in that? Yes; I should like to get £300 a month to do it, 
I will admit.
2082. What would be the life of these steamers ? If well maintained, they will last almost any time.
2083. Still, you must write off 10 per cent, of the value each year for depreciation ? Oh, uo ; 5 per cent, 
would be ample.
2084. And then you would allow 5 por cent, for renewal? You should write off 5 per cent, per annum,
2085. And that would provide for a new tug in twenty years’ time ? Yes.
2086. And that would provide for all the necessities of the case ? Yes ; I have steamers that have been 
running for over twenty years. That is 5 per cent, for depreciation, not for maintenance.
2087. What I mean is for the replacement of the capital ? That is quite enough.
2088. Would you not want a new boiler every seven years ? Not every seventeen years now. If you 
have capable men your boiler will last as long as you like. I have a boiler tbat has been working for over 
twenty years. Boilers to-day and boilers five and twenty years ago are different. When I was first 
introduced to steam the life of a tip-top boiler was ten years. I have seen in my experience boilers 
renewed iu five years, but the inarch of improvement has been so great that boilers practically last twenty 
or twenty-five years. I think you might fairly estimate the life of a boiler at fourteen or fifteen years.
2089. Would that come in the 5 per cent, which would be put aside for renewal ? No.
2090. Would it come in the £3,600 for maintenance? Yes.
2091. Can you think of any other use to which those tugs could be put? Yes. Looking after the river, 
seeing that the buoys are properly laid down, and looking after and buoying off shoal places. The rivers 
are always shifting in a marvellous manner. In one place there may bo 15 feet of water now, and three 
months hence there may not be enough water to float the steamer over. All the rivers have been very 
shallow indeed for the last twelve months. They are a source of continual trouble. Here is what one of 
my captains says :—“I have known the pilot wish to sound tho bar, and the tag-master to refuse him 
the use of the tug. I got my ship aground on The Manning crossing on one occasion with the tugboat 
towing me. The pilot warned me one way, and the master of the tug another, and there were no buoys.” 
[Those buoys ought to be laid down by the tugs.] “ No buoys to give me any help as to which way to steer. 
On the Macleay Eiver, when a tug is stationed there, it is just the same, and it is the same at the Bich- 
mond Eiver, and has been, for years past.” [V/dc Appendix 42.] Tonnage duos should be charged, and 
the pilot-boat should guido the steamer into the river, assuming the tug to be in charge of the pilot. It 
Is only where the corners are sharp that the steamers want assistance from the tug at all. They aro 
obliged to get the tug in order to enable them to get round quickly. The tug being shorter slews quicker.
2092. What tonnage rates would you suggest ? About 10s. in and 10s. out, whether the tug is wanted 
or not. Every vessel should be charged in order to help to pay for the maintenance of the tug.
2093. It would be pilot dues practically ? Yes. .
2094. Do you think the shipping community, the owners of these little schooners, would object to tbat? 
I would not object to it, and I do not tliink they would. I do not think the masters of the little schooners 
would object, because it is far more to their advantage than it is to mine.
2095. You think that would be a sufficient charge for such a service? I think so. You must recollect
that very frequently they are not wanted at all. I might go there for six months and’not use the tug ; but 
when I do want a tug it is right that I should pay for it, because she is there ready all those six months 
iu case I do want her. ■ 2096.

such a L. R, Allt. 

put inSiMhyjm
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T. R. Allt. 2096. Would you have any special charge when a vessel got into trouble P There might be some extra 
remuneration, but it should not be done in the bleeding manner in which it is done at present. It is by 

ay, I89f. sai-ir.(,jori 0£ £)le Jfarine Board that this £25 is charged.
2097. Would it be very easy to find out what revenue the tonnage rates you advocate would produce ? 
Yes. If that system is adopted there will be more vessels going to the river. It is the absence of a proper 
pilot service that prevents vessels going into the river.
2098. Is it the absence of a proper pilot service that prevents sailing vessels going in ? It is prohibitory 
almost for sailing vessels. 1 saw a vessel lay on and off for two days at the Macleay recently before she 
could come in. In advocating as I do the amalgamation of the services, and getting it done at a fair and 
reasonable rate, I am really arguing against the interests of my own company.
2099. Mr. Powell.'] I suppose you consider it desirable to have a stronger-powered vessel at the Rich
mond than at the other rivers? I daresay you would want a vessel with a little more power at the 
Richmond. I am basing my estimate of cost on a small vessel of about 40 horse-power, 'That is quite 
sufficient for all reasonable purposes.
2100. Boats of that class could be built here, and machinery imported ? Yes.
2101. They would be better built here ? Yes; I would sooner do tbat. Of course, you had better build 
six and have them all alike, and have a little more power. If you have six sets of engines, all on the 
same pattern, it is an enormous advantage to the builder and to the person employing the boats. All the 
duplicate parts fit each boat. They are made from a common pattern, and you would get them built 
cheaper by getting them all alike. That is rather a big order for an engineering firm here.
2102. Would they be content to take the work and import tbe parts ? Yes ; they would build the hull 
here right enough. My estimate is without elaborate fittings. Look at the elaborate fittings on board 
tbe “ Captain Cook.” You do not want to go to all that expense—common, plain, pine fittings would 
do. Pine fittings are an absolute waste. It is not the hull in our own steamers that costs tho money; it 
is the fittings.
2103. Taking the cost of the tugs, and the expenses of the pilots and boat's crew', at the present time 
the Richmond River costs the Government over £3,000 a year? Yes. I tell you I do not know what 
tho pilot does.
2104!. He would have work to do under the proposed system ? Of course he would. There would be no 
gardening done, nor would he be able to sow corn, potatoes, and so on.
2105. Would such a vessel be very useful for river work? Yes. I do not seo why tho Government 
should not do the river towing. _ The tug-boat gets it now. Why should not the Government do it, 
providing a fair rate was fixed without entering into competition with private individuals. The Govern
ment tug could do all the towing of punts.
2106. A.t the present time you are paying £1,025 in addition to the £1,600 paid by the Government. 
We may assume there is a revenue from Yeager’s boats, and from the small schooners which are con
stantly running ? There is a lot of work on the river, towing in and out.
2107. There were thirty-one vessels for January, February, and March, in and out; they take the tug as 
a matter of course, I suppose ? I have three steamers going in and out a week; four steamers in the 
Clarence; but, of course, you would have to take the good with the bad in those tonnage dues. I con
sider that if the tug were stationed at the Clarence, notwithstanding the depth of water, and although 
you never use the tug, the charge should be made.
2108. Do you think it should be a fixed charge, or a maximum or a minimum, and regulate it on tho 
tonnage? Ido not know. I think I should have a maximum and a minimum charge—about 10s. in and 
out would be a fair thing. Boats from a company like ours should be paying £3 a week, whether we use 
the tugs or not.
2109. But that would be a great let-down for you if you are now paying £1,000 a year ? I do not always 
pay that; I think that would be about a fair charge and a fair remuneration. I think the tug service, if 
amalgamated, would be a great saving to the Government.
2110. President.] Can you tell us about bow long the tugs are employed;—aro they engaged all day 
long ;—would there not be days when they are not required at all ? Yes.
2111. And such steamers would be available for the dredge service? Yes. It is only at flood-tide that 
they are of any use at all. At ebb-tide they cannot go in or out. Hone of the bar-harbours are supposed 
to be practicable except at flood-tide ; in fact, we do not attempt it.
2112. _ Mr. Powell.] Do you think the Marine Board, as at present constituted, fairly represents the 
shipping interests of the Colony;—I do not mean the shipping interests of vessels registered only in the 
Colony, but the ivhole, the great shipping interests of the port? I think it would be better if"some of 
the merchants who understand shipping were on the Board, and not all purely nautical men. In the past 
there has been, well, I will not say favouritism, but it is done by election, except the nominees of the 
Government. It does not work as satisfactorily ast it ought. There is another difficulty,—you have to 
separate a man who is even indirectly mixed up with eeamers or sailers. No doubt nautical men are the 
best men to settle matters of that kind.
2113. Mr. Wilson.] Nautical questions, no doubt ? Yes.
2114. Mr. Powell] Do you think a Court, presided over by a Judge or Stipendiary Magistrate, assisted 
by nautical men, would be more satisfactory ? I think it would. It would be far better, although Captain 
Hixson is a very able man, I admit; at the same time I do not think ho understands the legal aspect. 
They may give what is called a sensible decision, but it may not be a legal decision, and, therefore, if the 
Court were presided over by a legal functionary it might be more satisfactory.
2115. The Marine Board should deal with all the executive details ? Yes.
2116. And questions involving property and life, and cancellation of certificates, and matters of that kind, 
should be dealt with by a court presided over by a Judge or Magistrate legally trained? Yes.
2117. "With such assistance as he might require in each particular case—the assistance of men of engineerinn1 
skill or nautical men, according to circumstances? Yes. We have seen a lot of money throivn away 
lately in lawsuits, points decided one day, and overthrown the next.
2118. President.] What should you pay to the captain of a tug—£15 a month ? You would not want 
to pay the captain of a tug a very high rate. I think he would be entitled to £20, because he is captain 
of the tug and pilot.
2119. Mr. Powell] The Tweed, Clarence, and Macleay pilots arc getting £240 and £25 allowances as

well—
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veil £265 altogether ? The captain of those sailing ships going up and down the coast only gets £12 a T. R. Allt. 
month, wo pay our captains from £18 a month. -—i
2120, What is the highest you pay ? £22 10s. These men getting £20 ought to be provided for or some 21 189^
ailovvancc made. Of course, feeding men on board boats does not cost much. You can feed them very
veil tor about 2s. 6d. each per day. J
2121. President.'] We have had evidence that we could do it for 2s. ? There are not numbers enoueh.
Ihe tewer the number the higher the rate.

There ire two pilots at £403, and they range from £398, £393, and so on down to 
, 7'> ’ 'v“a*; do you think.of that ? I think £20 to £25 a month is fair. It is a responsible position, 
out at the same time 1 thmk it is a very easy one; but it does not do to kill ambition, and they are men, as 
a ru e, very capable, and if you wafat capable men, there is no doubt you must pay them. It is no use '
^rymg to cheescpare men in that position, because it would he a great loss to the Service generally. I 
would rather advocate giving them an extra £10 a month, than taking off 10s., and if a man.is pilot and 
captain, £30 a month would not be too much, although he is not always absolutely employed. There are 
times when he might have to be out at night and receive no extra pay.

123. Of course the pilot is very much tied to his station ? Yes ; he is. Ho is very much tied. At the 
same time at some ot these places it is easy. The men are obliged to employ themselves farming or some- 
timig ot the kind. 1 ou have to puta pilot in a place where there is, perhaps, very little work for him. There 
nugnt be two or three ships in a day, or perhaps not one iu a week, but he cannot be employed half
Li IHC. I h/JTfl f ll rvi i Irf nri i.^.n 141 ............. ,12___ j____ 1 j . j 1 . • . . i i . -T - ...I here should be a scale of pay adjusted to the requirements of the places. It would be hard lines

21 May, 1807.

to give a man a small pittance, and forbid him doing something else to supplement his income : lie mmht 
nave a wile and family. ' > o

Yraneis John Thomas, Esq., Manager of the Newcastle and Hunter Biver Steamship Company. Limited,
sworn, and examined:— ''

2124. Mr. PotvcU.'] Lou have had a long experience in connection with shipping? Yes; over thirty F-^ Thomas,
year s experience as a manager of steamship companies, and during that time, I have, of’course, had ’ 
opportunities ot observing the working of the Marine Board. .
2125. Do you think from what you have seen and know, that the Marine Board as at present constituted 
represents and gives satisfaction to,.the shipping interests of the Colony generally ? I do. I see nothing 
objectionable in the present mode of representation. A Bill was brought in lately, which I think rather 
objectionable, to extend the interests represented.
2126. That is more particularly with reference to the elective character of the Board ? Yes ■ in fact it 
diction of the Bo!"d*^11^ ^ exteu<led t!lc rePreseniation to persons who are not amenable to the juris-

P°J'QU l.,e satisfied will) tl)C elective principle as it is now existing under the
present Board 1 think it fairly represents the interests, so as to do justice to all concerned. Bor 
instance, it may be said that the shipowners are the only persons who have voted in the election of Iho 
representatives who are not nominated by the Government; but, on the other hand, it will he seen that tho 
shipowners have from time to time elected retired shipmasters. 1 think these retired ship-masters fairly 
investigate and represent the claims of the masters and officers of the vessels. Then again as far as the 
engineers are concerned, the Government have nominated Mr. "Wildridge, an engineer, to the Board 
acknowledging that the engineers had some right to representation on the Board, so that their cases should 
be tairiy heard and investigated. So you may say the ship-owners, masters, and engineers, arc represented • 
and, 1 thmk, about fairly represented. 1 ’
21.28. Ajid the new Bill contemplates an extension of the principle? Yes, to persons who are not 
amenable to the jurisdiction of the Board. Bor instance, the Marine Board has no jurisdiction over the 
crew ot the vessel, the seamen, firemen, trimmers, stewards, and so on.
2129. And it is proposed that the insurance interest shall he represented ? I think the insurance interest 
is pretty fairly represented by the ship-owners ; but I do not see anything objectionable in the insurance 
interest being represented if it is desired. I think that arose, however, mors out of the proposal to have 
other interests represented. It was thought that if other interests were represented the underwriters 
also ought to be represented,
2130. Did it not appear to you as something of an anomaly that the groat shipping companies, who have
interests m vessels coming constantly to this port, should be wholly unrepresented, and that a few towiim 
vessels or lighters or yachts should be represented on tho Marine Board ? That is a matter of legislation! 
i do not sec any reason why all who come under the jurisdiction of the Marine Board should not be 
represented in some way; but perhaps it is thought that the Government nominees pretty well safeguard 
the other interests. However, the principle of owners voting might be extended with advantage to vessels 
coming from abroad. I have not thought much over that matter, nor how far they are concerned. "We 
are more immediately concerned than they are, because thev come here under the Board of Trade 
eerbneates, w
2L31. But the proportion of vessels registered in tho Colony is infinitesimal as compared with the trade 
ot the port by vessels not registered in the Colony ? Yes, no doubt it is ; but then, you see, the vessels 
which are registered in the Colony are the vessels that are principally surveyed by the ofiieers of the 
-.tarme Board, and are more subject to their inspection and control.
-132. But the Board deals with al! matters of collisions and wrecks, and cancellations of certificates, with 
all vessels, irrespective of where they are registered ? Yes ; they investigate and make a report; and I 
ot!m0SmuW j r<^rd to Home vessels, they would report to the Board of Trade. " ’
-133. they deal with them here, and report to the Board of Trade afterwards? Yes.

a+i VU1>??Se ^01;v t!lat t]ie English practice is somewhat different to our own practice here
f r0; k,md re[C1Tf;d t0 a™ de[llt with by a JudSe or Stipendiary Magistrate, assisted by 

nautical assessors ? 1 believe that is peculiar to London. I believe that in the outports they have local 
Boards, which deal with matters much in the same way as we do here. J
2135. They have local Boards, but the matters are reported by them to the Board of Trade, and the
TlTti7 jo bLa 'T1U<1?C 0r StiPoi:idla[y Magistrate, assisted by nautical assessors, nominated bv
the Board of Trade . JSq floqbt you have all the information at your command ; but I understood that

2od—1 ‘ the
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F.'j". ilioirias. the practice was that in London the inquiries were conducted by a Stipendiary Magistrate and nautical 
assessors; bnt iu the outports, wherever there were local Boards, they were conducted in the same way 

d May, 1807. as here. . ...
2130. 1 think you will find that a Stipendiary Magistrate conducts the examinations at Liverpool and all 
the large ports Y I have not had personal experience of the practice in England. iSro doubt the members 
of the Commission are well informed respecting this matter. ' 4
2137. One of the most experienced magistrates in dealing with matters of the kind is Mr, dlaffles, of
Liverpool, whose name is almost a homeword in dealing with maritime difficulties ? Les. _
2138. Lo you think such a Board would bo acceptable here ;—the Marine Board to continue to deal with 
executive matters, and all questions relating to collisions, wrecks, loss_ of life, cancellation of certificates, 
abandonments, and damages should be dealt with by a competent court, presided over by a legally- 
trained man with the assistance I have spoken of? It might be accepted here if our legislators thought 
fit to make such an alteration, but 1 do isot think it is necessary.
2139. Will you tell us something about the rate of wages paid by your company on the coast for masters,
mates, firemen, and engineers ? I shall be very glad to furnish the Commission with a return if they 
would let me know what information they require. _
2140. Can you make any suggestion for the improvement of the pilot sesvice ? No ; we have not much
concern with them. Most of our masters are exempt. I would like to say this: That after all my 
experience with the Marine Board, which has been a long one. I have found that, as far as routine work is 
concerned, we have much less trouble now owing to the excellent administration of the Marine Board, 
than we had in the early days, that is to say with regard to the issue or extension, of certificates, or any
thing that a ship-owner may require. Wc find that the Marine Board now-a-days are trilling to meet us 
aud do anything that is reasonable, at the same time safeguarding the interests of the public. I think the 
administration of the present Marine Board under Captain Hixson is excellent so far as all the routine 
work is concerned. ■ _
2141. Tire routine work is simply the work of the office ? Tes; Captain Hixson, having had a long 
experience, and being disposed to meet the ship-owners in every reasonable way, has succeeded in giving

. . . general satisfaction so far as 1 can learn. _
2142. It has not Been your ill-fortune to have a case before the Board? Tes; I can speak without 
prejudice, for most of the eases recently decided by the Marine Board have been decided against us; but 
nevertheless I recognise that tbe Marine Board have always endeavoured to act impartially, and I think 
it is tbe fault of the persons who elect the retired ship-masters if they do not elect capable men.
2143. I do not think there is any desire to reflect on the members of the Hoard ;—wtc speak of the Board 
as a whole? I have no feeling that any injustice has ever been done, yet we have never received auy 
favour from tho Marine Board.
2144. Mr. Wihon.'] Have you ever given attention to the scale of salaries they pay ? No ; I have given 
some evidence before the Commission to inquire into the Civil Service with regard to the wages paid by 
our company at that time. My evidence is printed in the report. Some comparison was made at that 
time between the wages paid by our company and those paid on the “ Captain Cook.”
21415. Take the “Captain Cook’.” The master gets £416 a year, and 18s. a week for victualling;—what do 
you think of that salary? I think it is very large. Considering the services rendered, and tho services 
rendered by the masters in our trade, li think the pay is very high. ,
2146. Take the man who has tho care of the lightship down tho harbour. He gets between £300 aud 
£100 a year ;—what do you think of that ? J. think that is too much. Still you must give what you 
consider a fair salary, so as to have a vigilant man iu charge.
2117. Hetnembering that he is tied to his post there? Tes ; of course, you should give more salary than 
the man would command iu the open market.
2148. Is a salary of between £300 and £400 a year for the master of that ship high, in your opinion ? I 
think it is rather high. Is he victualled as well ?
2140. No; that includes everything ? Of course, he is tied down there. I think about £300 would be 
ample remuneration.
2150. He is not tied down much ; he has a boat’s crew there, and can get up to town in the daytime ?
A man like that receives as good pay as one of our masters who has been many years in the service, and 
the only difference is that the master of one of our vessels is victualled as well; in fact, we pay some of 
our captains much less. _ _
2151. The duties cannot be compared ? No. In fact there is not much responsibility ; it only requires 
a man to be faithful, sober, aud vigilant.
2152. It does not require any professional knowledge ? Not at all. He has only to keep his lamps aud
himself in order. Of course, it is better to be liberal to a faithful servant, but still I think the remune
ration is high. _
2153. Is it your opinion that with pilots, boatmen, the men on the lightship, and men in similar positions, 
the Marine Board should err on the side of liberality iu the matter of salaries, and that they should be 
well paid within reason ? Tes.
2154. Ho you think that £116 a year and 18s. a week is too much for the master of the “Captain 
Cook”? Tes, I think so, considering what men of equal qualifications obtain in other services.
2155. ‘Wbat do you think is fair pay for a boatman ? I have not much knowledge on that subject.
2156. If you had to employ a boatman to row about every day of the week, including Sunday, what 
would you pay ? £2 2s. or £2 10s. a week. That is putting it down at tho commercial level, you know. 
He would be considered pretty well paid at that.
2157. They are not victualled ? I mean without victualling.
2158. As a matter of fact, they begin at £96 a year, and go up to £114 ? There is no necessity to pay 
extraordinarily high wages to those men, unless they have got extremely hazardous work to perform.
2159. Do you consider the work very hazardous ? 1 do not know tlie nature of the work. 1 am speaking 
of an ordinary boatman iii the harbour.
2160. This is a boatman in connection with pilot duties, putting pilots on board ship, and taking them off
butside in the open sea? I think a man like that ought to be better paid than a man who is employed in 
smooth'waters. My idea was simply for boatmen in the harbour. .

John
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John See, Esq., M.L.A., sworn, and examined:—
2161. Prasulenl.'] We understand that you are prepared to give us information which will be very valuable 'ji'l A*’ 
to us ;—wrhat is your name ? .John See.
2102. And your position ? Member of the Legislative Assembly and merchant. 21 May, 1897.
2100. I think you are prepared to give us some information about the subsidised tugs in connection with
the Marine Hoard on the rivers ? I think the tug service ought to be under the control of the pilots, and
have always thought so. The object, uo doubt, of these tug-boats was to assist sailing vessels aud steamers,
so tbat greater facilities could be given to the settlers on the various rivers. The intention was a good
one, hut I do not think it has worked satisfactorily, for tho reason that the information which captains of
steamers desire, and which they ought to have in the freest possible manner, is sometimes difficult to get,
because the tugboats are not under tlie control of the pilots ; so that, although the pilot can ask to bo
taken out to examine the bar, and tbat sort of tiling, he has not anything like the control he would have if
tlie tug were made part of his business. I have known cases on more than one of the rivers where tho
pilot and the caplaiu of the tug were at variance, and conscrjuently the captain of a vessel trading to the
river could not get the information from the pilot or from the tugboat captain tbat he sought to get.
These bars, particularly the Bellinger, the iNVimbucca, the Biehmond, and the Manningare very treacherous, 
and they vary almost with each tide ; and it is necessary that the captains of the vessels that go to those 
rivers should have the fullest information, and very often the captain of an ocean-going boat would be 
largely benefited if he could go on board tho tug himself with the pilot lo sound the bar for himself, and a 
great many accidents would bo avoided if that were so. I am speaking with very great deliberation. I do not 
wisli to charge the captains of these tugboats with neglect of duty, but .1. think the whole system is wrong in 
that respect on all the rivers that have a pilot and crew of four men. They have not got very much to 
do, because when it is rough the pilot cannot sound the bar, and when there is a lump of a sea on he 
cannot take his boat. The tugboats are built so that they can take the bar at any time, unless it is extremely 
rough. The principal work in connection with navigation is done by the tugboats, as they arc the instru
ments used for sounding the bar, "What I think ought to bo done, and it would be a large saving, would 
be for the Government to provide an efficient tug on each of the rivers, and put the pilots now on those 
rivers in charge of the tugs, using the present pilots’ crews to man the tugboats, for which purpose they 
would be ample. I am quite sure there would be a considerable saving, and a very much better service 
rendered to tho ship-owners, and tho greater the facilities afforded to the proprietors of steamers the more 
economically they can work their business and the cheaper they can carry the produce for the people.
2161-. That would practically mean a help to the settlement of the Colony ? Tes. There has been 
an enormous loss on these bars. It is a dangerous business, but a great many of the accidents could 
or would have been avoided if these tugboats had been worked on a proper system. I gave Mr, Allt an 
idea of the kind of evidence I could give, aud he has already given you some of the information I asked 
our olfice to aftord ; hut I would like to point out that, in addition to the Government subsidy of £1,750 
at the Eichmond, the North Coast Steam Navigation Company paid the tugs £1,025 in 1806. Some of 
that would go to the Government if they had control—not the whole, for the charges are excessive. It 
very often happens that steamers get ashore whilst in tow of the tugs, and the services which are rendered 
afterwards, such as laying out hedges, and various other things necessary to get the boats off, are all 
charged for at a very high price. Tho North Coast Steam Navigation Company paid £1,025 to the tug in 
addition to the Government subsidy, and there was also an amount from other people, the whole making 
a very largo sum. Tho more wc have to pay, the more wo have to charge, and, therefore, it comes back 
to first principles, and tho persons who patronise our boats have to pay more than they would under other 
circumstances. The system I propose would give us a better and more efficient means of ascertaining tbe 
state of the bar. I gave my cordial support to having the tugs on the rivers, because, unless the Govern
ment took it in hand, there is not enough work on any of these rivers to pay the tugboat without assist
ance. And, further, the tugboat would suffer, and a very much higher rate would have to be charged by 
the tugs ; hut if the pilot at each river had charge of the tug, aud the latter were manned by the pilot's 
crew, 1 think the saving would be fully one-half. 'When 1 was Treasurer I mentioned this matter more 
than once to Captain Hixson, who seemed to thiuk that the cost of maintenance would he larger than the 
subsidy which is jiaid for the tugboats. I do not think so. The life of a tugboat like that at the Bieh
mond would be at least fifteen years, .1. think, for tho original engines, boilers, and hull; hut then, wooden 
boats would be more suitable than iron, and tho only extra expense would be to copper them once in four 
or five years. Considering the sum the Government pay in subsidies, and the extra cost of maintaining a 
crew in addition to that, 1 think the Government could effect a very largo saving, and give the public— 
tbe people interested—a very much more efficient service. I think the tugboats ought to be at the disposal 
ot the captains of the various steamers or sailing vessels at any time it is practicable to use them ; and, as 
these boats arc made suitable for bar harbours, there is no danger whatever in taking the bar with them.
They are short and have plenty of power. There is danger, however, in attempting the bar with a steamer 
like the “Tomki” or the “BurrawongJ’ Of course pilots stationed at the Heads would confer with the 
captains of tbe steamers, and they would have a very much better knowledge as to whether it was prudent 
to attempt to even try to sound the bar when it was very rough. When it is shallow they cannot attempt 
getting out over these bars, because tho wave would be from 8 to 4 feet, and the depth of water on tho 
bar about 6 feet, and the steamer would only have about 1 foot under her. The very object of giving 
fhe subsidies was to give facilities to steamers to get into tbe rivers. I do not think the tug services as 
capable and efficient as they ought to be, unless they aro absolutely under the control of the pilot, and 
f lien tho pilot would be under no compliment to anybody for the tug, because practically it will bo bis boat.
The captain of the tug gets the subsidy, but does not do the work. The pilot has no absolute power to 
say that the captain of the tug shall take him out to the bar, and when he asks, the captain may say, “ It 
is not prudent to attempt it, and 1 am not going.” In other words, this is a money-making business, and 
it ought not to be. The Government should make a charge; that is only fair. I am quite sure that, 
with what they save, and with the towages they would earn, the Government would make an enormous 
saving on the whole service. The proper way would be to provide suitable tugs for the various rivers, 
and there should be a capital account, from which so much would have to be written off every year for 
depreciation,
2165. How much would you say ? About 10 por cent. We reckon tbe life of a steamer—a coasting 
boat—at about ten years, and 1 should nbt think a boat would pay unless I could write off 10 per cent, 
every year, because at the end of ten years she would want now boilers, aud at the end of that time to put 

, her
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L A6’ ,ier.in Sood repair would cost about half her original coat. The steamboat business is not like any other 
y _ V business; every trip you make the boat is being depreciated ; she is sinking under your feet 

21 May. 1897 you Per eent;-would be ample ? Tes. If you started this tug" service with £20,000
4 * ' worth of steamers and wrote off £2,000 per annum, you would make ample provision. I question very

much if that would not even provide for the loss of a boat now and then.
2107. Mr. Allt told us 5 per cent, would be sufficient ? Sou see these boats are not very hard-worked ;
but yet they might get a bump on the bar and you might have to copper it. It would be very prudent
indeed to do that. ,
2168. Have you any idea what it would cost to maintain one of these boats ? You would need an 
engineer ; the pilot would he captain. You have four men, and one, or perhaps two, of these could be 
dispensed with, as, if you had tho tug, you would not want the pilot boat, and its crew could be used on 
the steamer when wanted. 1 think £20 a month would cover the extra wages. Then there are the coals, 
which are not a great item, and the ordinary steamboat requisites, oil and so on. I should think tlie 
extreme would be £50 a month for everything, including all the extras. If the men who are now manning 
the pilot boat are not suitable for the tug, you could easily get men who could fire the boat and pull an 
oar whenever necessary. The men would be better off if they had something to do. It is an awful life 
to live there week after week and have nothing to do.
2169. Your idea is that if we get Government tugs the wages now paid to the men on the stations, the 
subsidy, and the receipts obtained from towage would far more than counterbalance the direct expense 
the G-overnment would have to undertake in connection with the tugs? I think there would be a saving 
of 50 per cent, and a far more efficient service. Alt my captains agree that the value of the service is 
beyond doubt. These men speak from experience. They carry their lives in their hands. They know
how necessary it is that they should have the best advice. In saying this, 1 am not complaining about 
the masters of the tug-boats. They cannot very well serve two masters. If 1 were one of them, I think
1 would try to get as much subsidy as I could and do as little as J could for it; and if there was anv 
probable extra risk in sounding tbe bar, the chances aro that T should put it off until tho next day. Some
times risks are taken which are not always advisable, and very often accidents happen as the'result of 
taking that risk.
2170. What pilotage rate dp you think would be fair? I should fix it as low as possible, because tbe 
lower, in reason, you make it the, oftener the tugs will be used. Suppose I was the proprietor of a steamer. 
If you charged £10 for the use of the tug the chances are I should not take her unless I was compelled 
to do so ; whereas if you charged me £2 or so 1 would use her every time, because I would not take the 
risk. Even if you do not put a rope on a steamer the tug is there to give a pull at the stem or the stern, 
as the case may be. When a vessel gets stuck on a bar the sand immediately begins to settle round if, 
and the waves get on it, but if the tug is handy she would pull the vessel off in a few minutes. Tlie 
charge would have to he varied according to the size of the ship.
2171. You would charge a tonnage rate ? Yes ; 1 thiuk so.
2 L72. What would be a fair tonnage rate ? I really do not know, but I think about 2d. a ton, or some
thing like that.
2173. That would be much better than a uniform rale, which would be levied on every kind of vessel 
alike? I think so. The cheaper, in reason, the charge is, the more likely it would be that the tugs 
would be used. It is not so much a matter of the charge as a matter of the convenience which would 
follow. When one of our steamers gets ashore we have to pay enormous sums for services rendered by a 
boat subsidised by the Government for the purpose of assisting steamers—services which ought to be 
included in tbe subsidy which the Government pays. When a man is in the water he docs not stop to 
ask what is the charge for a lifebuoy—it is a matter of life and death—and so with the captain of a 
steamer when ho gets in danger. It is only when it is all over that you find they are going to charge a 
stiff price. The Government will not want to make money out of people's necessities. If the tug is 
there it is only reasonable to expect that if a steamer does get into distress and wants a hedge that it will 
he done without any charge.
2174. Ho you think that dissatisfaction is felt among all the sea-faring people ;—do you think you are voicing 
the general experience ? I am so far as this country is coucerned. and while I have been connected with 
this company, which is for the last twenty years. Our captains all think it would be an immense advan
tage to them if the tug were controlled by the pilot. Here is a letter from Captain W. Nelson, master of 
the “ Wyrallah —

I lie# to state that in no instance have I found the present system to work satisfactorily. There is always a certain 
amount of bad feeling between the two services. On one occasion’f arrived off a liar. Another steamer was standing otf 
and on, (lying a signal for the tug. The tng came out with the pilot ou boaid. The pilot hailed me, gave me the depth of 
water, and directions for inside channel. 1, therefore, steamed in, and the tug lost a towage. This is the sort of tlum' 
that causes enmity between the two, and it is certainly against the best interests of the shipping that it should exist. °

[Tide Appendix i2.'] I have not seen any of these letters previously. When Mr. Powell asked me 
if I would care to give evidence, I thought the matter over, and came to tlie conclusion that 1 
would be very glad to do so, and I asked the captains to give me their opinion about the present 
service. That letter is from the master of the 11 Wyralkh,’' Captain Nelson, a most capable man, who 
has been trading here for over twenty years. Here is another letter from Captain Wood, who has 
been a master on the coast for the last quarter of a century. He has been to the Richmond, Macleay, 
Clarence, Manning, and Port Macquarie. On all those rivers the pilot would not he liable to make 
a mistake if he had control of the tugboat. If a tugboat-master gets the captain of an ocean
going vessel, into difficulty there is no inquiry into the tugboat captain’s mistake, but tbe other 
poor fellow is dealt with. I would propose that there should be no tugboat. It would be the pilot- 
boat, and there would be no money-making business. One ship-owner would not have advantage over 
others. There would be no partiality at all if my rivals have the same facilities and rights as I. These 
rivers arc peculiar. In the wet season the bars get cleared, but in the dry season they always shoal, and 
we have always got some difficulty, as at the present time. At the Macleay at the present time wo have 
to get stuff in over the bar with a drogher—a shallow stern-wheel boat. There is the possibility of the 
tugs not keeping the best tackle, and if there is one thing which needs to be good more than another in 
this service it is the tow-rope, for if the tow-rope broke on a bar the boat would be in a fix,
2175. Do they ever have a spare tow-rope ? 1 think so. Here is another letier from tho captain of the 
“ Plectra.” [Vide Appendix 42.] You see they all goto prove tho same thing, Here again is a long

one
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orie from the captain of the “Coraki,” who trades to the Manning. Ho states: “ In my opinion, the 
pilots ought to have full charge of the tng-hoats on all the rivers.” [Vide Appendix 4&.~\ I want it 
to be distinctly understood that I am not opposing the owners of the existing tugs, but am speaking for 
the good of the people on the rivers—in the interests of the public.
2170, I can see that steam proprietors would rather lose by it than gain ;—in some respects it would 
enable sailing vessels to compete with them on more even terms? There is no doubt that the tug service 
is intended to compensate the people to some extent for the disability they labour under by living on these 
rivers under difficulties. There is no doubt these tugs have done good service, but I am quite sure that a 
great deal more can be done.
2177, Mr. Wilson.] Is it true that a premium is offered these tug-masters to allow vessels to get into 
difficulties ? I do not know.
2I7S. They would cam more? Tcs, they would. 1 have never come into contact with a man who would 
be bad. enough to do that. ’
2179. He would be a “ wrecker,” ivould he not ? Tes, ho would. Speaking as one of the largest pro
prietors and managing director of the North Coast Steam Navigatibn Company, I should not in the least 
object to pay for services rendered, because no price charged for towage would be anything like the penalty 
that would follow one of the vessels getting ashore. That is one of the greatest calamities that can over
take a ship-owner. They disappoint their customers and they lose their ship for a time. During the time 
I was ship-owning I think I lost £25,000 through strandings.
2180. If the pilots had control of the tugs they would be better able to attend to the sounding and 
marking of the channels ? Undoubtedly. There is a lot of work on the rivers. Take the Manning for 
instance ; they have a great deal of trouble between Taree and Wingham, and they have dredged outwhat 
they call a channel by taking out the shiuglc, and when there is a big rush of flood-water it sometimes 
spills those shingles into the channel again, ami before anything can be done at all somebody has to go out 
and examine the river and sound it. The pilot is the right man to do that, and the tug-boat ought to bo 
at his command without any conditions, whereas now he only gets it as a compliment. The captain of 
the tug may say, “ I expect a vessel in to-day, and canuot let you have the tug for the work you want to 
do.” The pilot should have the tug, and could arrange his work so as to go up the river when the tide 
was low, and come back and pull in a vessel when Ihe tide was up.
2L81. President.] Do you think a steam-tug owned by the Government could do a great deal of other 
work, such as marking the channels, fixing buoys, and helping dredges ? 1 daresay she could. In one of
the services one of these tugs is supposed to go to the Solitary Island with provisions once a month.
2182. What would be the wage of a captain of a coasting vessel ? The average wage of a cantain is about 
£20 a month and his food, but some of them get more. 1
2188, What would be the average wage of an .A .13. ? £Ga month and his food.
2181'. And an engineer ? JiYom £16 to £20 for first engineer, but they arc paid according to the size of 
the ships. That is the wage rate on the coast.
2185. Have the seamen to assist in unloading the ship? Tes. When in port they are supposed to work 
eight hours. If they start at Gthey work till 4, with two hours for meals ; and then if they work beyond 
that they are paid for overtime. At sea they work in four-hour watches.
2186. What do you think about the constitution of the Marine Board ? I think that perhaps the Board 
should be a nominee Board entirely. Three men would be ample—a first-class nautical man, a first-class 
engineer, and a man something like one of our District Court Judges—a judicial mau—as Chairman.
2187. And you would thus have every interest really represented in such'a Board? You would get rid 
of all that trouble about ship-owners, sailors, engineers, and merchants electing men to the Board. After 
all it is the wish and intention of all right-thinking men that each accident or misfortune should be judged 
upon its merits, and not by way of bias or prejudice, and it seems to me that two men are as good as two 
hundred. Ton might as well say that you require two judges on every case.
2188. Do you think there arc conflicting interests on the Board? Tes. It is the ship-owners’ interest 
to got the best men they can to command their boats to protect their own interests, because the better 
the men they have the better they will succeed. It is to their interest that accidents should be minimised 
as much as possible by having proper discipline, by properly providing the ships with the necessary 
requisites. Then if an accident happens the Board want to know who is to blame. The inquiry is not 
for the purpose of punishing the ship-owner, hut to prevent the recurrence of the accident. The inquiry 
may lead to an improvement in navigation, and thus prevent such an accident happening again. A 
nominee Board would remove the friction that has occurred from time to time about the election ol 
members to the Board, If you had a man like Captain Edie, for instance, on the Board I do not think 
anyone would question what he did. There arc others, but I mention Captain Edie as one, not for any 
special reason, but as a capable practical man. Then another representing the engineering department, 
and a judicial man, and 1 think you would have a Marine Board that would give satisfaction.
2189. Do you think that Board would obtain the confidence of the whole country ? If you had a Board 
with sailors and owners and so on represented, it would be a sort of political thing. I take it that the 
Marine Board is not intended for that sort of thing at all; there ought to be no feeling, no partiality. I 
believe these men have done the best they can in the inquiries they have conducted, but tiie agitation 
that lias been going on has created a lot of unnecessary feeling, and it would be better to remove the 
Marine Board from the possibility of any question of partisanship.
2190. Having these class representatives ou the Board would appear to be subversive of all idea of calm
judgment ? If you had these representative seamen on the Board, you would not be likely to get unpre
judiced judgment. The laws say that a ship-owner must have a certificated captain, engineer, and officers, 
and if there is neglect of duty the Marine Board have the power of punishing those in charge. The 
ship-owner is only an item after all, he is no more than the public who travel in Ins ships. If he is a 
sensible man, he knows it will pay him better to equip his ship in the best way. If the public believe 
that I am careful in the selection of the men in my steamers, and look after my steamers all I can, they 
will trust me ; but it is just as much to the interest of every individual man that everything should be 
done fairly in the investigations, as it is to mine or the underwriters. Underwriting is a business, and I. 
do not see why underwriters should not be represented, if there is to be all-round representation. Their 
interest is greater than that of the owners, if there is a loss. But I do not see why any special interest 
should bo represented. There should not be the possibility of anybody having Ins sympathies influenced 
one way or the other. * 2191,

Jahn Sue, 
M.L.A.

21 May, 1897.
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JI*L A**' ^ ^as ^oeu suggested that the judicial body should be a tribunal, apart from the Marine Board ?
1 ’ A~ * I not see why they should not constitute the Marine 'Board.

21 May, 1S97. ^a3 ^een suggested that the Marine Board should confine itself to management, and that there
’ should he a Judicial Court ? That would be too cumbersome, I think. Ifjthere is a collision, the man in 

fault brings a big liability on his owner. Suppose a case came before the Marine Board, and they had to 
refer iMo the Court, that might not settle it. It might go on again to the Supreme Court.

* 2103. Suppose the tribunal could move about and open an inquiry at any point ? That would hardly be
necessary.
2I0-C Mr. Powdl.'] The idea is to separate the judicial from the executive, and have a Board to deal with 
certificates of conipeteucy, examin.atien, and so on p You must have all your officers. You have a man 
to ]mt the various men through their facings. On the certificate of “Mr. Jones” that “Mr. Barling” 
has gone through his examination, and is fit to be appointed a captain, he gets his certificate from the 
Marine Board. You must have a man like that. You must have a man like Mr. Cruickshank. You
must not lessen the stringency of examination, rather increase it. 1 think that every steamer, passenger
or otherwise, ought to have a certificate. The law properly compels the owner to get a certificate twice a 
year that his vessel is fit to carry passengers. The anomaly is that a vessel carrying cargo need not 
undergo that examination, and can therefore go outside the Heads with bad boilers and bad engines. The 
sailorman’s life ought to be considered quite as much as a passenger’s life. There is no power to condemn 
such boats.^ They should be examined every year, and ,Mr. Cruickshank should be able to say to llio 
captain, “ Your boiler requires repairs.” The inspector should be able to come and say, “Your masts are 
all wrong," and have them put right. That ought to be incorporated in any future Bill. No Bill will be 
effective unless it makes provision for all steamers to be under the supervision of the Government. . 
21 flu. The Board of Trade refer inquiries into wrecks, abandonment of vessels, &c., to a special tribunal, 
and the ordinary work of issuing certificates and examining seamen goes on under the Board of Trade P 
I do not see that there is any necessity to separate it. The President,-or anybody appointed by the 
Government under the Act, would sign the certificates under the assurance that the examination had been 
gone through. That is a small matter. The most important thinr; is to net these inquiries conducted by 
impartial people.
219G. President.’] For the judicial business you would have a District Court Judge as President, and two 
competent assessors ; but for executive management you would have a man like Captain Edie in charge of 
the Department;—do you think that would gain the confidence of the whole community? Yes ; before 
a man can get an engineer's certificate he must first bo a mechanical engineer, and then must serve a 
certain time before getting a certificate as marine engineer, lie must have a certain amount of praeticn 
before he gets his certificate. He must go through a certain course, just as you must go through a certain 
course to get a degree at the .University, You do not want to impose unnecessary restrictions ; but you 
do want to conserve life. There is a possibility now of an owner running his boat in such a condition as 
to put life in danger. All these things ought to ho under Government control, not for the purpose of 
restricting and interfering with people, hut simply to secure safety. Then, I think the effect of consti
tuting the Marine Board in that way would be to get rid of the irritation that has existed frem time to 
time. This party has wanted something, that party has wanted something, and there are discussions in 
Parliament. If I get up and advocate my opinion, it is at once-said lam advocating the interests of 
steamship owners. If everything were done in a slipshod way, I should have no security myself. It is 
much more satisfactory to everyone if there is regularity. Then another man, representing what is called 
the Labour Party, gets up and says, “ You are representing the interests of the shipowners ; I must have 
roy say.” 1 think it would be absurd to have a Board composed of master, sailor, and engineer. It ought 
to be exactly like the courts of law—judicial. If a man commits a misdemeanour he is tried, and, if proved 
guilty, punished by the law. The Marine Board should be like that. There is a law to guide them, 
and the infringement of that law is to be followed by punishment, the purpose of which is to prevent 
others from making the same mistake. 1 have given this matter a good deal of consideration. This is a 
public matter entirely, and I have been glad to do this, not from personal motives, but for the good of all.

■ SUNDAY, 30 MAY, .1897.
\_At the Lighthouse, Yamha, Clarence Ltiveri]

Pjiesekx :—
GEOEG.E ALEXANDER -WILSON, Esq., J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Henry McAuley, Pilot at Yamba, sworn, and examined:—
H. McAuley. 2197. Mr. PoicelU] How many boatmen have you? Five—three at £120, that is McAuley, Quinn, and 

v—-x Ereeburn ; Carr at dSlOG, and Law at £90. * '
30 May, 1897. 21.98, And each of the men is allowed £18 a year for value of quarters? Yes.

2199. I presume they all do the same kind of work ? One is told of? for the lighthouse work, that is 
McAuley. lie also looks out.
2200. Is he alone in the lighthouse without assistance ? Yes.
2201. Then you really have four boatmen, and they all do the same work? Yes.
2202. What is the reason for the difference in the salaries—the lowest is £9G and the highest £12G ? 
The £96 man only came lately, and has had no increase. The other men got increases up to the maximum,
2203. They entered at £9G ? No ; one only entered at £9G, the others were at it before. •
2204. Law bad the misfortune to come on when the increases, were not allowed? Yes;
220ij. And they all do the same work ? Yes.
220G. Have you a lifeboat here ? We have a whaleboat which we made into a lifeboat with plenty of 
cork and air-tight tanks.
2207. Has she been used ? No.
2208. Has she been out for exercise? Yes,
2209. Do your boatmen man her? Yes.
2210. Do they receive anything for that service? No, 2211.
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2211. Do you receive anything for the lifeboat? No.
2212. Would you consider it your duty to go in that boat if required ? Tes.
22 L3. You have a tug hero subsidised "by the Government ? Yes.
2211. The subsidy is £750 a, year? Tes.
22 L5. Do you hud her serviceable for the work she has to do ? Yes.
22LG. What is her power ? I could not say, but she is really a good tugboat.
2217. How long has she been here ? Since the 1st of August.
22IS. What boat was here previously? The 11 Dunniskey.”
2219. How many hands are there on board that vessel? Three belonging to her.
2220. Describe them ? blaster, engineer, and deck-hand and fireman combined, the one doing both duties. 
'The captain also has his sou there most of the time, but I do not know whether he is paid.
2221. Is that the whole of them ? Tes. - .
2222. Do you know what wages they are paid? The captain and engineer get £10 a month and 5 per 
cent, on all she earns ; the deck-hand £[> a month. There are, sometimes, another mau or two, but 1 only 
know of the three men belonging to the boat.
2223. When a vessel lias the services of the tug, the “ Conqueror,” do you charge pilotage? Yes, if the 
master is not exempt.
2221. And they charge for towing ? Yes.
2225. What rates do they charge ? Pour pen so a ton iu and 4d. a ton out.
2'2G. Do they charge those rates under tlie present Act? Yes. ' ■
2227. Arc they authorised to collect tonnage rates or pilotage rates ? A tonnage rate of -Id. a ton, and 
ihe. river towage is extra on that.
2228. I thought they could charge only the pilotage, and you say they charge 4d. a tondo you charge 
4d, a ton ? No, 2d. a ton ; but they still charge 4d.
2229. In and out? Yes. *
2230. How many vessels had you in during the period since 1st January this year? Twenty-seven.
2231. How many of those employed the “ Conqueror ”? All. "
2232. What would their tonnage be? There wore thirteen inwards and fourteen outwards from the 1st 
January to date;—2,007 tons inwards and 3,157 tons outwards.
2233. Does that account for the brigantine up the river? Yes ; that includes her.
2234. That is 5.7G4 tons? Yes.
2235. _ Prom that wo can form an idea of the revenue they are getting ? Yes: but that does not include 
the river towage.
223(5. Do they tow far up ? Mostly to Martin’s Point.
2237. What do they charge as a rule? According to the si/e of the vessel—£2 or £3.
2233. £3 would bo about the highest ? Yes.
2239. Has it ever occurred to you that it would be better lor the Service if you had a suitable tug 
cntiroly under your own control, belonging to the Government, manned by your own men; Ido not 
mean a “Captain Cook,” but a suitable, handy vessel of sullLcionl power, with an engineer under vour 
command, and supersede the employment of these boatmen as boatmen, ami utilise them on such a vessel 
as I have suggested ? No ; it has not.
22 tO. W'hat do you think about it now at first sight;—of course, the vessel would earn something for 
pilotage, and such like, and would be very convenient for harbour purposes generally, for putting down 
buoys and moorings, and for sounding the bar? I do all that with this boat,
2241. Hut 1 am supposing that you had a boat under your own charge ? I do not see why we could not 
work her with the station crew.
221-2. You could work her ;—you have been an old salt? I could work her.
2213. Do you think such a proposal advisable;—would it work ? I really do not see why it should not. Of 
course, it will be throwing all the responsibility on the Government.
2211. When you act as apilot all the responsibility is thrown on the Government ? They are responsible 
for my action, but I do not know whether they would be responsible for the tug if anything happened at 
the time.
2213. But you are in charge of the tug at the time ? She is in my charge and supposed to do as X order, 
but the master of the tug always handles his own boat; I do not handle her. He is supposed to be 
under my control and do as I tell him, but he steers the boat and works it; and, of course, if I give him 
an order he obeys it.
221-G. Have you ever had any difference of opinion with this man ? As regards working the boat, no. 
27-17. In any other way connected with the business ? Yes ; wo have had a little difference.
2243. A little friction? Yes ; he has been rather peculiar at times.
2249. Do you not think that would be all removed if you had this vessel yourself ? Yes; all that would 
be removed.

H. McAuley. 

301foyJS07

2250. There is no reflection on you or your men when X say you are not fully employed now ? No, sir; I 
wish wo were. Wo would all bo far better off. Time would go away very much better.
2251. If you had this boat under your control, and these men incorporated in that service, do you not 
think it would give them more to do, and they would take more interest in what they had to do ? Yes; 
it would give them a lot more to do. Por instance, we could keep the boat in nice trim.
2252. You think it might be attempted then ? There is no question about it. Xt can be done all right
by my crew, but the responsibility would come on the Government more. X do not see anything else. 
2233. Mr. Wilson.} Would the (Jovernment have more responsibility than the present owners of the 
tug have ? ’
2254. Mr. .Powrll.] No more responsibility than Mr. McAuley would have in his own boat.
2255. Mr. Wilson.} Are your boatmen satisfactory ? Yos.
223G. Are they good men ? Yes.
2257. Mr. I’ovjbH.'] Ifow long is the lightkeeper on duty ? Well, the lamp burns pretty well all night 
when she is set and trimmed properly,
2258. Does he remain in the lighthouse ? Yes. Ifo is on duty pretty well all day, cleans the lamp iu the
morning, and keeps a look-out. ,

T UKSDA T,
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' TUESDAY, 1 JUNE, 1807.
[At the Court-house, Ballina.~\

Present:—
GEOKGffi ALEXA3STDEH WILSON, Esq., J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Robert A.die Eraser, Pilot at Ballinn, sworn, and examined :—
R. A. Fraser. 22d9, Mr. PoKdl.~\ You are the pilot at tbo Heads, and yon arc also sub-collector of Customs, I believe ? 

^ Yes, sir.
1 June, 1807. 2260. How long have you been here ? Since 1st March, 1800. ■

2261. At what salarj' were you appointed ? £150, with a stipulated increase of £10 por annum.
2262. And that increase you received up to £180? I received it up to £180. It was stopped iu 1893.
2263. Then you have quarters ? Yes,
22Gd. Valued at £25 a year? Yes, so I believe.
2265. What did you receive for your Customs work ? £52 a year up to July last year. .
2266. You have Parker;—he is down here as boatman ? They all rate as boatmen.
2267. But Parker is the lightkeeper? Yes. I moved him from the boat to the lighthouse some years ago.
2268. Does he give ihe whole of his time to the boat? Yes, he is entirely there. He has two lights,
2269. There is Graham, the signalman ;—is the whole of his time occupied as signalman? Yes.
2270. He is always on the look-out ? Yes.
2271. Then you have four other boatmen at salaries varying from £126 to £106? Yes, three at £126, 
one at £116, and two at £106.
2272. I suppose they are all doing the same kind of work? The same kind of work, and they are the 
same class of men.
2273. And their quarters are valued at £18 a year ? Yes.
2274. Do you find the trade on the river increasing ? It has been of late, with steamers; but sailing 
vessels are decreasing, not in number, but in size.
2275. What draught of water can you get over the bar now ? About 8 feet, but I think I would only get 
about 7 feet to-day. There is so much sea ; it is shifting and changing continually. I shifted tho beacons 
three times last week. VTe have had exceptionally heavy seas these last ten days. The channel is working 
north.
2276. Do you use the “ Protector” for sounding ? Yea; it is tho subsidised boat.
2277. Is she an efficient boat for this particular work? Yes.
2278. She is all that is desirable ? Yes, because you cannot get a deoper-draught boat with the same 
power.

' 2279. What is her draught? Six feet six inches.
2280. How is she manned? Pour is the uumber she generally carries, master,engineer, fireman, and 
deck-hand.
2281. Have you any idea how they are [laid? I think so,
2282. The master ? £4 a week.
2283. The engineer ? £14 a month.
2284. The fireman ? And tho sailor, 1 think, get £2 LOs. a week. I am not certain about this ; they do 
not come under me.
2285. And the deck-hand? Would be the same as tho fireman.
2286. And do they all find themselves? 1 suppose so, but am not sure of it.
2287. During the time tho 11 Protector ” was away what boat took her place ? A little boat called the
“ Emma Pyers.”
2288. When this “ Protector” is working on the service, does the muster work under your instructions ?
Only when I order, for sounding the bar. 1 have no jurisdiction over him as to towing vessels.
2289. Suppose you are in charge of the tug, bringing in a vessel as pilot? Then, of course, he follows
my instructions. •
2290. At other times he is free to do as he pleases? Yes.
2291. Do you know anything about the charges ho makes lor the service of the boat ? Eourpence a Ion.
2292. Is that the contract made with the contractor? Yes ; I have a copy here. [Vide Appendix 43.]
2293. Is that the regulation ? It is the regulation, not the contract.
2294. This regulation fixes the rate ? Yes.
2295. Eourpence per ton each way ? Yes ; that is if they tow.
2296. And if the vessel has your services as pilot, tho pilotage is in addition, I suppose ? Yes ; it was 
reduced lately.
2297. Have you any idea what the earnings of the tug are ? I. have a slight idea. In 1896 she must have
got £1,500. That is outside of what she received from the Dredging Department; I do not know what 
she received from that. .
2298. Other work ? I do not know the charges for removing dredges, and so on. At one time I know 
they charged £10 for towing to the North Creek,
2299. How many leading lights have you got on the river ? Eight pairs.
2300. By whom are those attended to ? By people living on the farms near tho lights.
2301. Aud they supply the oil ? The oil only ; we supply the wicks.
2302. Do you visit them ? Yes; about twice a year 1 pick a timelo go up and paint the beacons. I 
want to go up now.
2303. Do you ever hear any complaints about their not being properly attended to ? Occasionally from 
some of the masters. They are only small lamps, and arc apt to go out on a blowy night.
2304. 1 suppose the steamers do not require your services at all ? The masters are all exempt.
2305. They never ask for your services ? No. Some time ago, in 1891, I had a lot of piloting to do.
2306. I have a return here of three mouths’ work taken from your own log, and I see that the sailing- 
vessel work was really very small? ' Ycry small.
2307. And they are all boats of smal) tonnage ? There was only £148 last year for towing them, which
the “ Protector” did. p ' ■ ■ e

2308,
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2308. You did not get anything at all ? I got nothing last year ; only about £5 for a launch that came R. A. Fraser,
from the Clarence. \
2309. Your salaries and contingeucies, and one thing and another, go into about £3,300 a year PI* June, 1897. 
suppose so. The leading lights arc £39 a year each, and there are eight seta ; that is £312.
2310. From the experience you have got since you 'have been here, do you think there would he any
advantage in the G-overnment owning their own tugs, putting you in charge as master, and utilising tho 
services of the boatmen in connection with the vessel, which would be powerful aud of light draught, 
suitable to the business ;—did you ever have any friction with the tug-master? There is always a certain 
amount of friction. ,
2311. If all this were in the hands of the Government, do you think it would he better for the service ?
I am always there now at every tide—twice a day sometimes.
2312. 1 suppose your men are not fully employed ? We could not do with any less.
2313. But if they were employed on a tug, the property of the Govemment, for which you would be 
responsible, their services would be bettor utilised ? Yes.
2314'. Have you given any thought to this as a proposal that might he made ? Yes.
2315. lyiiat is the result of that, speaking generally ? It would cost a big sum to begin with.
2310. Tor the last ten years the Government have spent more than £70,000 in subsidies; that would go 
a long way towuirds the cost of purchasing boats ? There is no doubt about that.
2317. "What do you estimate the value of the “ Protector” at? She is an old ship. Here is the master’s 
report, ■which came from Sydney last week. She is all patched and repaired. She was built in 1885, and 
has been twice renewed since then, [Fw/e Appendix 44.]
2318. Do you think a vessel equal to her in all respects could be built for £7,000 ? Yes, I think so,
2319. If a boat cost £7,000 she would be up to date, and have modern engines ? Yes.
2320. Tho boatmen’s services could be so utilised that there would be a considerable saving ? Yes; but 
you would require a couple of men besides an engineer and a fireman.,
2321. You have four men now, and employment might be found elsewhere for any who might not be 
wanted on the tug? Yes,
2322. Has the “ Protector ” been used much by the Government Departments other than the dredge
service for towing ? No. Some two or three years back we had a lot of punts come for the Govern
ment, and she has always towed them in, and she used to be employed in moving some of the big dredges, 
but now the Government have a powerful tug and use her. "
2323. The class of vessel you want is to go outside ? Yes ; of course there is this to be thought of—the 
opposition. You would naturally make a stipulated price, and somebody else might come along and do it 
for less; though I do not think there is sufficient inducement for anything of that kind.
2324. So far, then, as you have given consideration to the matter, you think it would be an advantage to 
have boats of this description owned by the Government; it would be better for you and the trade ? Yes.
2325. Mr. Wihon.'j Mr. Powell asked you something about your relations with the tug-master;—you
have had some trouble occasionally? I have never had sufficient to make a complaint; still there is 
always a certain amount of this, “All right. I’ll be with you,” and not doing it; never sufficient to 
report on. "
2326. Has ho refused to go out ? I have frequently asked, and, of course, if there was a heavy sea ou he 
would refuse.
2327. He, of course, looks after his own vessel ? Yes.
2328. In your opinion, had you had charge of a good capable tug you would have gone out ? I would 
have a look at it anyhow. It is some distance from hero to the bar.
2329. Kegarding this tug for £7,000, a vessel with modern engines would of course be very economical so 
far as coal is concerned ;—do you happen to know what tho saving percent, would be in a modem steamer 
as compared with an old one? I do not know. The coal is a very small item. A vessel here would 
simply steam about three hours a day.
2330. A new vessel would be economical ? Yes.
2331. Who is the owner of the “ Protector ” ? A local man, Mr. Fenwick, was the owner, but be died 
last year.
2332. Have you anything to say regarding your own salary ? I have been working here for a very small
salary ever since I came here. I have lost £100 through that £10 per annum increase being stopped. I 
came in at £150 to rise to £275, but the iucrement stopped at £180. ■ -
2333. Did you come in with a special promise of increase up to £275? I did, sir.
2334. Is there any document to show that? The regulations.
2335. You contend that you had a special arrangement for these increases ? I would not have taken the 
position but for that. 1 did, sir.
2336. Mr. Powell.'] "W ere you m a steamer before ? Yes; I have been in steamers since 1870.
2337. Have you any idea of what it would cost to work a boat like the. “ Protector” ? I have never given 
that matter a thought, having no idea I would be asked about it. It would not take much to get a vessel 
of that stamp.
2338. There is insurance, and interest on the cost? The hawsers would bo a big item—a 10-inch rope 
and a wire rope 3^ inches.
2339. I suppose the insurance on that boat would be pretty heavy ? I do not think she is insured. The 
insurance would be 12 per cent., I think.
2340. That is why it goes badly with them to go out in bad weather—the boat is not insured? It is 
against her going out in bad weather.
2341. That is when she is most wanted ? Yes.
2342. Well, if a boat cannot be used when she is most wanted, it detracts from her value, does it 
not ? Yes.
2343. Mr. Wilson.] I understand that the Richmond River requires a steamer of a special class ? It is a 
shallow bar. They have always had a paddle-boat, and they think they must have a paddle-boat. 1 think 
a twin screw boat would work it. In a paddle-boat the power is on top, while with a screw it is deeper.

253—K [At
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[At the Office of the District Engineer, Harbours and Rivers Department, Ballvna.']

Thomas 'William Eecle, District Engineer, Harbours and Eirers Department, sworn, and examined :
T. W. Kede. 2344. Mr. PoweUi] The Government are paying £1,770 a year to the_tug “ Protector, audit is under

stood that the towage received by the owners in addition to that is about £1,500 a year; it is also 
1 June, 1897. understood that you employed this vessel occasionally, and paid an additional sum tor towagecould you 

give us an idea of what you paid during any period for towing to the “ Protector . les. 1 do no in ' 
wc have paid more than £200 for towing since I have been here. That is for shifting the dredge during 
seven and a half years. _
2345. "Was sho employed in any other way ? No; we have our own tug here.
234G. Mr. Wilson.] Did you always have your own tug here ? Not always. ,
2347. Mr. Powell.] The Government are paving tho pilot’ and boatmen about £886 a year, and contin
gencies amounting to about £400, aud the Commissioners seem to entertain the idea that it would be
desirable to build special Government tugs for the pilot wort, utilising the pilot as master and pilot, and 
using the boatmen, who are now not so fully employed as they might he, to man the tug; it is thongJit 
that a hetter and more reliable service could thus be got, aud at a less cost; I certainly think it would 
be more reliable. , „
2348. There is an idea thatThere is very often friction between the master of the subsidised tug and the 
pilot, and that such a state of affairs is very undesirable ;—do you think that the solo control should be
in the hands of the pilot ? I do. « r i i i f j-u
2349. A suitable vessel of light draught and proper power should he got? 1 have always been ol the 
opinion that the tug service here should be conducted by the pilot, and that he should, with his men, control 
the tug. It would save all this friction, and you -would certainly have a better service, aud, 1 believe, a 
cheaper one. These boatmen are more than half their time doing nolhing, whereas work could always be
found for them on the tug. . ,
2350. Do you think, from your own knowledge, that there has been friction . Yes ; to my own know
ledge. It is owing to Mr. Eraser being a masterful man that he has been able to hold his own. We will 
not stand my nonsense. He is a very good man. Fenwick had a good deal of influence, and used to 
threaten this man over and over again if he did not do so and so, he would shift him. Fraser often 
used to say to me that he did not know how far he might go, and asked me for advice about what he 
should do, and I told him to hold his end up, and he has generally come out on top. 1 think Mr. Fraser 
has shown a great deal of tact. '
2351. So far as safety to lives aud property is concerned, do you think the plan proposed is likely to be a 
good one ? I think so, certainly. As it is now, in a case of emergency, he is the man to get them out oi 
it. They certainly have a very good man on the tug, but he is not a trained seaman he is a landsman.
He is not a man trained all his life to the sea. _ , ,
2352. There might be a difference of opinion, perhaps, about going out to sound the bar, and the master 
of the tug, representing the owner, might think it wrong to peril his owner s interests by sending the tug 
out, and the pilot might be of opinion that the tug could safely go out, but has no power to positively
order? No; he has not. ’ , ,, ,
2353. In the other case, with the command of the vessel, he would have all the responsibility and all the
power ? I have always been of opinion that that should he done.
2354. I suppose you have no idea of the cost of building these vessels ? 
“ Protector ” cost £5,000.
2355. She is valued to-day at very much less than that ? Yes.

No; I have heard that the

W'EDAESDA T, 2 JTJPfE, 1897.
[At the ltFreemasons’ Hotel,” Lismore.] 

Peesext :—
GEOEGE ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq., J.P. 
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

J. p, O’Flynn, Esq., Mayor of Lismore, sworn, and examined
.F.OTlvim. 2356. Mr. Wilson.] We are a .Commission to inquire into the management of the Marine Board. We 
,—N understand yon have some information to give us. Will you kindly tell us in your on n way . My i eas
June, 1897; arc that, with a view to keeping the navigable waters of the North Arm. Eungawalhyn Creek, the South 

Arm, Lester Creek, and Cooper’s Creek in a clear state for navigation, and to prevent the people from 
blocking the right-of-way with rafts of timber, that some officer should be appointed for the district, 
representing the Marine Board if you like, to see, when trees or snags drop in, that they are taken out at 
once, and not allowed to settle there and cause shoaling, involving much expense in dredging atterwards. 
It would answer onr purposes if we had some officer of the Marine Board empowered to do that.
2357. Could you suggest any particular public officer? Of ail^ the public officers I know here, Mr. 
Blakcncy is the one who knows most about the duties. His duties as an officer of the Harbours and 
Eivers Department bring him here constantly. He is on this section of the river. f 
23-58. Is he intimately acquainted with that section of the river? Yes ; he has been here for about ten 
years.. Most of his time at present is spent on the South Ann, doing some fascine work there. He knows 
all those places, and has assisted in snagging them.all. ’
2359. The necessity for an appointment of that kind is that the pilot, who has to work from Ballina up
wards, really cannot attend to this? He is never up here ; I have never seen him once m fourteen years. 
His duties down there confine him to that place, and to looking after the buoys down there. No one can 
claim him. As Mayor of this town I never hear of shoal places in the river until they are sources ot 
annoyance. Then we report it, either to Air. Neele or to the Minister, and there is time lost; whereas, 
if this is looked to in its very beginning it will be much hetter, .
2360. Is it possible that trees null block the place up, and that people will he blocked altogether from 
bringing their produce down ? That has happened before now. A large tree would block any of those
6ettim- .. 2361.
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'2361. When that has happened, Mr. Blakency, as an officer of the Harbours and Rivers Department, has 
been the man to be sent to remove it in all cases? In all cases. Those snags have been allowed to 
remain sometimes, no one reporting them, until they are really an obstruction and a perfect nuisance, and 
they have to bo removed. If Mr. Blakency were to do it at once it would save a- lot of expense, as silt 
gathers round it, and they have to remove tons of stnS and drag it away with scoops, and have to get the 
dredge up here. There is a small dredge on the river. Those watercourses are well navigable now for 
the class of boats that go up there for sugarcane and other produce. "We are very jealous that they 
should be kept navigable. I think it will be a saving of money if it be done. It cannot do otherwise than 
save money eventually.
2362. Mr. Powell!] If an officer having authority were appointed for such a service, I take it that his 
authority would be respected, and the obstructions wmuld be removed promptly ? Undoubtedly, I think 
so, if he had sufficient authority. The reason I mention Mr. Blakency is his knowledge of the place, and 
his technical knowledge makes him the most suitable person I know for it.
2363. And if these obstructions were promptly removed the expenses would be small as compared with 
the present expenses ? They would be minimised very much,
2364. Tho main river is looked after by the pilot to a certain point? I think up to about Woodburn ox 
perhaps Coraki; but all the other navigable places have no one looking after them unless they become 
impassable, and then we have to report the matter to head-quarters, and it takes a long time to get it 
remedied. "Wo simply want them to confer authority upon someone to do it. I think Mr. Hickson in the 
Harbours and Rivers Department was very anxious to get it done, but he failed to get the other Branch 
to do it. It was said that it would require an Act of Parliament to do what we asked for. In our 
correspondence we have never approached Captain Hixson of the Marine Board; we have dealt entirely 
with the other Department.
2365. Mr, Wilson.] If Mr. Blakeney were made an officer of the Marine Board, for the purpose of 
keeping the river clear, without interfering with his position in the Harbours and Rivers Department, 
would that bo satisfactory ? If you could get that done it would meet all that we want.

SATURDAY, 5 JUYE, 1897.
[A t ike 11 Australian Sotel,'’ Tweed Heads?.

Punsent :—
GEORGE ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq.. J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P. '

William McGregor, Master Mariner, and Pilot at Tweed Heads Station, sworn, and examined
2366. Mr. PoicdL] How long have you been pilot? Twenty-seven years and six months.
2367. Tou have five hands employed here under you? Yes.
2368. And one of them is the lightkeeper? Yes.
2369. Does ho look after the signals as well ? No; tho signal station is not at the same place.
2370. Who attends to the signals ? The other four take it in turns.
2371. Then you have four boatmen, one of whom attends to the signals, and the fifth man attends to the 
light at Piugal Head ? Yes.
2372. There is a difference in the pay of these men; one, Shcpherdson, gets £106, and the others get
£126 ? Yes. ■
2373. Are they all doing the same kind of duty ? Yes. .
2374. And it is only the accident of the stoppage of the increments that leaves Shcpherdson at £106 ? Yes.
2375. Is there a subsidised tug here ? Yes.
2376. Per which the Government pay £850 a year? I do not know'.
2377. Lb the service you get from that boat quite satisfactory in every respect ? Yes.
2378. Is she ready at all times and in all weathers ? Yes,
2379. Is she under your charge or command? No; she is only under my command when I tell the 
master I want her.
2380. Does he respect aud act under your instructions ? Always, sir.
2381. I suppose your men are not always employed;—they necessarily cannot be? No.
2382. There is a good deal of slack time ? Yes.
2383. Looking at the cost of the tug, which I can tell you is about £850 a year, and the amount that is 
paid to your people in salaries, which is another £850.all. told, bringing it up to about £1,700 a year,— 
do you think it would be possible to improve the service advantageously for the port, and for the 
benefit of ships visiting the port, if tho Government were to have suitable tugs of their own at these bar 
rivers—vessels of good power, light draught of water, built specially for the work, placed iu command of 
the pilot at the station, and manned by the boatmen or other men in their place—that is, using the boat
men where they can be used, and getting others where they cannot ? I am afraid wc would want more 
hands to put into the tug.
2384. Hour many hands has this tug ? Three hands.
2385. She has a master ? Yes.
2386. What pay does he got ? I fancy it is £10 a month, and a percentage on all towing.
2387. What percentage ;—10 per cent, is the usual thing at all the other places ? I really could not say.
2388. And there is an engineer, I suppose ? Yes.
2389. What does he get ? I think he gets the same, but would not be sure.
2390. What other hands have they ? A fireman at £6 a month.
2391. Is that all? That is all.
2392. That is £26 a month;—well, wo are putting against that your four boatmen and yourself, so you 
see you have more men at your command than tho master of the tug has he has only himself, engineer, 
and fireman ? I may mention that I am always on hoard the tug myself, and take one man to sound.
2393. That is when you go out on sounding work ? Yes.
2394. Ten years, at the present rate of subsidy, would mean that the Government paid £8,500, and this 
would pay for a first-clas tug for your work nearly twice over. We are looking at it simply from an

economical

J. I)’. O’Flvun. 

2 June, 1897.

W.
McGregor.

5 June, 1897.
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W.McGregor, economical point of view. You would have the tug entirely under your own charge, and manned by your 
/■——■1—own men—four men and an engineer, or three men and an engineer, according to requirements . lea.

5 Juno, 1887. 2395. It would he suitable for harbour work, such as yon have to do, and for soundings and such hke.
Now, the Commission ask you to think a little over that, and to give them the benefit of your knowledge 
and experience ? If there were a little more room in the harbour I would say that would be right; but 
the harbour is so contracted that there are plenty of times when I have to man my boat and go t° the 
assistance even of the tug, In had weather it takes them all their time to look after the tug. If I were 
on board the tug I am afraid I should be in such a narrow place that by the time I got the tug in safety a 
vessel that might he in danger would be gone altogether. 1 call the man from the signal-staff when there 
is any emergency, because the three men are not enough for ihe boab By the time that I could make the 
tug fast, if I had it. and man the boat with which to get at a vessel, it would be too late to do anything. 
What has to be done lias to be done immediately. ,
2396. Mr. Wilson.'] TSien you must have your boat as a stand-by ? It must be always in readiness. _
2397. Mr. Powell] That still might be?' I will say this, that the only time Iain taken now is m an
emergency. I have got the place beaconed and buoyed in such a way that they can actually see the road ; 
and it is only when tho nights are bad that they call for the pilot. I hardly get a chance to make any
thing now. _ _ , r, m j ■ -i. TCit.
2393. That is the point—you are not wanted except when there is_a difficulty ? _ That is it. 11 there were 
a little more room, so that we could turn about anyway readily, it might be different; hut m the sugar 
season, when the place is lined with vessels and punts, there are plenty of times when there is no room 
for the tug, and she must shift away. ^
2399. You could take the boat and leave a competent man in the tug? Yes.
2100, And you would have more men than that tug has got ? ^ es. , .,
2401. Mr. Wilson.] If there were a competent man on the tug, with a fireman and a deck-hand, he could
act as is*done at present, and wait in attendance where he was wanted ? Yes. _
2402. Mr. Powell.] The main object is to put, the tug entirely under the control, of the pilot? les.
2403. In some of the ports we have visited there seems to have been a little friction? So I have here ;
but, fortunately, never much with them. I seem to have got along pretty smoothly. Occasionally there 
would be a few words ; hut, take it all through, I have got on very well. . . T
2404. When there is an emergency I can quite believe that it is of all things most desirable that you 
should work in thorough concert, or that there should be one controlling influence i It is like tins : when 
there is an accident everything is left wholly and solely to me. It is not so very long ago since a vessel 
got into trouble, and I maimed the boat to go and see if my services were, wanted ; and I found the tug 
was in a difficulty, and went on board. I said, 11 Tom, you will be in a difficulty if you arc not careiul.
I had to get both the tug and the schooner out of the difficulty, and all I got for it was 25s. In this 
narrow place it would be awkward for the pilot to have the tug.
2405. In moderately fair weather the tug goes out and earns the money, and you are not wanted at all,
but when the difficulties come you have to go out and get a mere nothing, a 25s., and the tug is ot no 
value to you ? Yes. _ _ .
2406. You know this vessel is making a good deal of money, in addition to this subsidy, m pilotage, none 
of which goes to the Consolidated Bcvemie, but to the proprietors ;—do you know how much it is . No.
2407. But you know he is entitled to charge a minimum of 4d. a ton, in and out ? Yes.
2408. And also 2s. 6d. a ton for whatever cargo he raises ? Yes.
2409. All that is in addition to the subsidy;—it seems to me it would be far more economical for the 
Government to take the whole matter over, charge the towage, give the service, and let you have control! 
Would there not be more risk on the Government ?
2410. Mr. Powell] The risk will he the same as now, whatever that risk may he.
2411. Mr. Wilson.] The risk of wilful negligence, the same as there is now.
2412. Mr. Potcell] I never heard of any action being brought against the Government for any misdeeds 
on the part of a pilot in this Colony yet; and certainly, with the improved appliances that it is contem
plated to place at your disposal, it seems to me that tho chances of claims for accidents would be very
much reduced ? Yes. ■ ,
2413. Mr. Wilson.] I think we might assure you that you would have the best boat for the purposes that
money could buy ? Yes. , , n to j
2414. Mr. Powell] Undoubtedly the best money can buy. Of course no person can be so well qualined 
to give an opinion as yourself, and those who have been occupied as you have at these bar harbours so 
nanny years.
2415. Mr. Wilson.] If you have not thought this matter out before, we might have a further conversation 
to-morrow morning about it ? I have never thought of anything ot the kind.
2416. Mr. Powell] You have had this tug about twelve or fourteen years. It seems to be an actual 
necessity. It must be had if vessels are to get out of and into these rivers ? There is one thing, the
tugs are really serviceable. ,
2417. So woidd a tug under your control be really serviceable? I mean the tugs altogether. I have 
known vessels lying here for weeks and weeks, waiting for chances, but not getting them; but now they
go away regularly. , .
2418. If you had the tug under your control, she would do a great deal of the work you are now doing
with a great deal more ease to all concerned. I suppose they very rarely go out except to bring vessels 
in and take them out? Well,-they have got to go out every day when it is possible, for the sake of 
sounding. The bar is continually changing. The leading marks are hardly ever left in the same position. 
Whenever there is any sign from the flagstaff of a change, I get away and sound at once to see if it is 
altering. Every day if there is a chance I go out, except Sunday. . .
2419. Perhaps you would like time to think it over ? The only thing I see is the awkwardness of getting 
one fast, but you say that could be got over by appointing a man to look after the tug.
2420. ilfr. Wilson.] Suppose there is a good man appointed, even getting the same wages as the man
now in control—you might assume that this very man is appointed—but under your orders; there is a case 
in Newcastle now—the master of the tug has. been appointed master of the “Ajax” there? Even the 
present master does what I tell him. .
2421. The question is, is it workable in that way; suppose the Marine Board put a man, absolutely

* competent
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■competent and absolutely under your orders, in charge; you may make up your mind it would save a lot W.McGregor.
of money; would it work;—suppose the present crew were put in charge? I cannot see but that it would,
in that way. 5 Jono, 1897.
2422. Tou want sufficient strength to man the tug and work the boat? Tes; that is required in a place 
of this kind.
2423. Suppose the Marine Board gave you sufficient strength to mau the boat, and put proper men in the
tug, it would he workable just as it is now ? Well, it is worked that way now. '
2424. Mr. Potcell.'] With the disadvantage that all tho benefit and profit goes to the tug? I do not know 
anything about that.
242o. That is all the Commission have to do, to suggest improvements in management with a view to 
economy ? I -was not looking at the figures, but at the working.
2426. Mr. Wilson.] They must be earning a good bit during the busy sugar season when there are a lot 
of vessels alongside ? .At a rough guess, I suppose they take forty odd towages a year. The steamers 
that^take the tug when the bar is bad do not take the tug when it is good. That is forty in and out.
242/. What would they average? 1 think they would be above the minimum; but there might be a 
couple of schooners just on the minimum. When the bar is good steamers go without the tug.
2428. .At any rate, the money going to the proprietor of the tng now would go to the State under this
proposal ? Tcs ; it is somewhere about forty, most of it during the sugar season. There would not be 
so many during the other half-year. '
2429. Mr. Powell] The wages on board this vessel now are very little over £300 a year ? Tes.
2430. And they are receiving a subsidy of £850, with the towage in addition ? Tes.
2431. While they are getting towage you are getting no pilotage ? No pilotage at all. I used to do pretty 
well with pilotages before ; they all took me. Until lately they were taking me, until I grumbled, and 
told them they were treating me unfairly, and only took me when it was bad.
2132. Tou are not bound to answer at all unless you like ; at the Clarence we discussed this with Capitain 
McAuley, and at the Bichmond with Captain Fraser, and they both seemed to turn it over pretty much 
in their minds; but they came to the conclusion at last that they thought it would be very desirable to 
carry on the service without a divided responsibility ? If the tug were manned in the way suggested by 
Mr. Wilson, as well as the pilot-boat, it would be the thing. I thiuk it would be too much for the pilot 
to man the tug and the boat with the same crew,
2433. The two would go together? But 1 was thinking that if the pilot and his men had really to man 
the steamboat as well they could not do it.
2434. Mr. Wilson.] How many are there ? Tour and myself.
24-35. To man the tug there would be three wanted ? Yes.
2436. Would you still want the other five;—you would want three in the tug, and how many in the boat?
Four. I would have to shift about and go between them both. ■ "
2437. Tou must also take into consideration that it is not always going to be such bad weather that you 
would want both ; the tug would do the work in ordinary weather, would it not? Tes.
2438. It would be only under extraordinary circumstances that you would require both ? Tes.
2439. So that the bulk of the time the tug would be under your command, and you would have the boat 
as a stand-by? Yes. With the exception of the work on buoys and beacons, and putting leading marks 
in order, the men would merely mau the boat and stand by to come when the signal was given that any
thing was wrong.
2040. The tug would do all the harbour and river work that you want ? Tes.
2441. And she would be ready for any emergency ? Yes.
2442. In fact, the position would be very much like what it is at present, except that the service would bo 
worked in a more economical manner? Tes. Wei), if it were to be manned the same way as it is now,
I do not see anything against it.
2443. The Grovcrnmcnt would have their own boat and get the earnings ; and as against the cost of the 
boat would go tbe yearly subsidy they are paying now, and the revenue the tug is earning now ? Tes.
2244. Suppose your tug cost £4,000, there would be interest on £4,000 and insurance and depreciation 
on £4,000, and to meet that there would be a saving of the subsidy and the earnings which this particular 
steamer would make ? Tes; her towages.
2445. Mr. Powell] lake the £4,000 at 4 per cent., the Government rate.
2246. Mr. Wilson.] That is high in these days ; that is £160 a year; then there is depreciation at 
10 per cent.—£400 a year; that is £560. Insurance—the Government never insure—still there is a risk?
There is a great deal of risk indeed.
2247. Mr. 2*010611] The subsidised tugs are not insured? I rather think they are,
2248. Mr. Wilson.] That baa to he provided for ? Yes,
2249. Mr. Powell] What would be the rates for insurance ? Somewhere about 12 per cent,
2250. "Would 12 per cent, coyer it, do you think? They will only take half the risk now, I think. I
would not be sure. I think it is 12 per cent. I have never bothered myself about that part of it,
2251. If you had your own vessel you would bother about it ? That is just it.
2252. Mr. Wilson.] Ton have never had occasion to look at the business aspect of it? No,
2253. Mr. Then, looking at the general aspect;—if the boats you now have were kept ready to
use as occasion might require, you think it would be tbe right thing for the G-overnmcnt to own their own 
tug, manned by your men, and placed under your charge ? I do not see anything against it, if it is
manned the same as these boats are, so long as the Government will take the risk.
2454. It is only like giving you a “ Captain Cook” or an “ Ajax” ? I thought you wanted to man the tug 
with the same men as are hero now.
2455. That was the idea at first ? It would require more than that. It would require four men in the 
boat on an emergency and someone on tbe tug.
2456. Mr. Wilson.] Would you want three men in the tug always? Tou see they have two men and a 
boy now. I think it would be running too much of a risk to attempt to do it myself with the boatmen, even 
allowing that they are fit for the work. There would be too few to look after the two jobs.
2457. Mr. Potoell] There might be more men wanted at one port than at another.
2458. Mr. Wilson.] We must treat it as a whole ;—there might be one or two wanted here more than at 
another place, owing to the exceptional difficulty of the bar? Tes.

2459.
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W. 2459. If you did not wnut a man or tiro more here, it would not interfere with tho general principle in 
McGregor, it would appear to me to be just carrying out the present system, only the Government would own 

the boat instead of a private man ? Tes. ■
E June, 1897. 2400. Mr. Powell] In some cases there would be one pilot instead of two ? Tes.

24G1. Mr. Wilson.] Has the tug-master ever refused to go out when called upon by you , iNever. All 
I have to say is, “ I want the boat,” aud it is all right. There is not the slightest friction.
2462. Mr. Powell] Have you had this same boat, the “ Terranora,” for long ? Hot very long. The first 
boat we had is away down in Queensland now,
24G3. Who owned her? Buckle.
2464. Tou had no difficulty with her? Hone whatever ; in fact, I think it has ]ust been about as easy a

* worked boat as any of them.
2465. This is Corrigan’s boat, is it not? Tes.
2466. Is she a screw? Tes.
2467. Ho you think the screw is suitable for the work ? Well, I never, had a paddle-boat; but my own 
opinion would be that a paddle would be better than a screw'; but as a number of others seem to think 
differently it is not for me, as one man, to say,
24GS. Tor bar work you think a paddle would be better ? I think there would be more pull than with a 
screiv. There is a continual pull with a paddle-boat, though she would not be so good a seaboat as a. 
screw.
2469. What about turning ; would not a paddle-boat turn better? She would turn, but she would not 
run on the sea so well.

FRIDAY, IS JUNE, 1897.
Pll'BSEST :—•

JOSEPH BARLING, Esq., J.P., Peesidejcf.
JAMBS POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Broderick William Jackson, Manager of the Union Steamship Company of Hew Zealand, sworn, and
examined:—

F. W. 2470. Mr. Powell.] The Commission think that from your experience in shipping matters in Hew Zealand 
Jackson. maw he able to give them some information in regard to the constitution and working of the Manne
' —* Board; the general idea we have proceeded on is, that perhaps it would be desirable to separate the 

18Jmie,1897. from the executive function of tbe Board—that is to say, let the Marine Board, somewhat differently
constituted, deal with the details of harbour and shipping business, but let all questions of law be dealt 
with by a more competent tribunal such as is that iu existence in Great Britain, and, I think, also inAew 
Zealand ; sve would also like, generally, any opinions you may have formed about the work of the present 
Board ? Well, our company does not come very much in contact with the present Marine Board, our 
only dealings with them being in connection with certificates which it necessary to get here for our 
passenger steamers. These vessels get certificates to run a certain period. I think all the Steamship 
Companies are with us in this respect. We have a grievance that, while in other Colonies a certificate is 
granted for twelve months, here it is only granted for six months, which means, of course, a stoppage or 
the running of steamers, interfering with their movements. They have to be taken out of the trade, put 
in dock and overhauled twice a year, as against once a year in nearly all the other Colonies. In Hew 
Zealand and Victoria the certificate lasts for twelve months. .In Hew South Wales and Queensland it only 
lasts six mouths. We all consider that a grievance, not so much because of the fees we have to pay, 
although thev have been increased, but because of the general stoppage of our business arrangements 
which causes considerable inconvenience. _
2471. President.] Would you kindly say what the overhaul actually means? The delay is anything from 
three days to a week. We, as well as other companies, feel it very much because wc, for our own sakes, 
keep our steamers in proper order. They are not allowed to get into a bad state. We do not want to 
court a break-down. The engineers on board are supposed to, and they do, keep the vessels iu good order, 
under the supervision of superintending engineers ; but according to the laws here we have to stop our 
ships every six months in order that the authorities may examine them, and see that they are in order. 
Wc do not think it necessary, because at any period in that six months the Government engineers at 
ports of call, and other authorities can go on board the steamers and satisfy themselves whether or not 
they are being kept up ; and if they have reason to find serious fault with anything they can call upon the 
owners at any time to put the vessel into sea-going order. ^
2472. Do they, examine the hull as well as the machinery ? Tes. _
2473. Do they need to dock the steamer ? Tcs. Then there is another matter which means an additional
tax. Take our steamer the “ donah,” trading between here and Hobart. The fees used to be £4 for tho 
work of surveying. ... j • i •
2474. Mr. Powell.] I think that was the maximum fee? Tcs. How it is^increased m this way: an 
additional £1 is charged for every 300 tons or part thereof. That alteration was made on the 16th 
November, 1S9(5. That is somewhat of a tax upon us. One steamer the other day cost us £10, or 10 
guineas, instead of £4.
2475. Twice a year ? Tes. That was the “ Monowai.” That seems to he a tax, because the money they
get cannot pay all the expenses of the Board, nor do they seek that. If £4 sufficed for so many years, 
you would think it would continue to suffice, because there have been so many more steamers, 1 do not 
think it would require any more officials. • ^ ,
2476. I wonder that those interested allow these things to go through the Legislature without examination
of the Bills ? I know this was taken up by the Steamship Owners’ Association, I think the Bill went 
through very quickly; I might say accidentally. We made representations to the Legislature, but the 
matter was not followed up. _ .

- 2477. I spoke of the constitution of the Board; there are three nominee members and three elective
members, and the voting qualification is limited to owners of vessels registered in the port;—-I take it 
you are not represented, as your vessels are not registered here? No. That I look on as an injustice.
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tliat while all companies are subject to the Board, they have no voice in the election of officials to serve on I1. W. 
it. It seems to me that it would only be $ right and proper thing that companies like ourselves should Jackson, 
have some say in the election of wardens or members to the Board. . fZ
2478. President.] There are something like 90,000 tons represented—that is, Colonial—and there is some- uuc’ '* 
thing like 1,250,000 tons unrepresented.
2479. Mr. Potoell.] Tou must not lose sight of the fact that the nominee members are supposed to 
represent you.
24S0. President.] And not only have the people who vote got elective representation, but they share in 
tho ordinary Government representation.
2481. Mr. Powell,] If you were represented, then other interests would require representation? Ido 
not say that our company should be represented, hut I say that a largo amount of tonnage coming here is 
practically unrepresented. In order to have a vote it would be necessary to register a portion of our 
vessels here. Companies do not care about that. They have a headquarters, and their vessels are always 
registered there. It seems to me that, in common with others, we should have a voice in things as they 
are now, hut if it were altered, all the company would have to do would be to bow to the alteration.
2482. If the elective principle were abolished, and a Board presided over by a competent legal authority, 
placed over the Board in that part of its action, there would be no need for representation ? None at all; 
and I should say that that would he a very much more satisfactory tribunal than the present one is or 
has been.
2483. President.] The idea is, that tins tribunal would he presided over by, say, a DistrietCourt Judge, and 
that he should have power, with the sanction of the Governor, to select assessors in every case that might 
come up for decision ? I believe that would give general satisfaction.
2484. That is to say, in one case he would wrant an eugineer as assessor, and in another case a nautical 
man, and sc on ? I understand. I think that would give general satisfaction, as (here have been so many 
changes in connection with the construction and arrangements of vessels generally, that unless a man has 
been on board as commander or oflicer during the last few years he is completely out of touch with the
new' arrangements. . ‘
2485. Ilfr. Potuell.] This contemplates having competent persons—experts in every branch—as assessors.
That appears to have answered well in Newr Zealand, where a Stipendiary Magistrate presides ? Tes ; I 
think that is the impression generally among those who have thought about it. I think what you have 
suggested covers the whole ground.
248G. Do you say that a Court presided over by a Judge or Stipendiary Magistrate, or other legally- 
trained authority, should deal with all matters of collisions, cancellations of certificates, loss of life and 
accidents, and that the functions of tbe Harbour Department should be discharged by a competent officer 
or officers, and confined to the executive details and business of the Board relating to marine matters ?
Yes ; I think so.
2487. Are you willing to say that you think generally that the present Marine Board as constituted has
not given general satisfaction to the whole of the business interests of shipping visiting and trading with 
New South Wales ? Well, you see, while I may have that personal opinion my company has had no 
reason at all to complain. My personal opinion is derived from the reports I have seen in the news
papers. .
2488. Do you think it would be hetter to alter the principle of election by making it wider and embracing
all interests, or getting rid of it altogether ? I think this proposal to have a Judge and two nautical 
assessors, or three, as the case may be, covers the ivhole ground. It removes (he necessity of representa
tion for the engineers, the firemen, and the seamen. They would get representation iu the two nautical 
assessors. .
2489. President.] Tou approve of that P Tes ; the only thing I would point out is this, that the Judge 
would have to be very careful in the selection of the men to help him, because there are men and men, 
and it is not because a man is a shipmaster that he is necessarily an expert. There are many masters whose 
opinion I would not always care to accept, I have another matter 1 should like to say something about.
Pilotage exemption certificates were formerly issued to any person holding a master’s certificate who 
passed the necessary examination, so that chief officers holding masters’ certificates who had been in and 
out of port three times as deck officers, were able to pass, but now they must be in actual command 
before the Board will allow them to go up for examination. I believe of late this rule has been made, 
more against the foreign-going vessels taking exemption certificates, but which militates against inter
colonial companies. To put the matter plainly—if we had to pay pilotage at every port wc wrent in and 
out of it would require a huge expenditure, so that our own men must become exempt from pilotage and 
be able to bring our ships in and out of port without paying dues. As it is now, if an ofiicer -wanted to 
pass for an exemption certificate, ho simply could not do so until he was in command of a ship; that 
means that we would be mulct in pilotage for tho time being, while he was learning. Before he could go 
up ho had to be in and out of the port three times as a chief officer. Now, a chief officer who has been in 
and out of the port three times, cannot go up until he is in actual command of a ship. If wc have to pay 
pilotage for a vessel to be brought in by one of those men it acts against his being appointed'to a com
mand. "We could not pay £20 for pilotage for putting him in command.
2490. Mr. Powell.] That is only a regulation of the Board—that a man must be in and out three times ?
"We do not find fault with that. 1 should say a mau could not fairly pass the examination before he had 
been in and out three times, as he would not know' the marks. Our men must pass and become pilots, as 
we must avoid pilotage. If we had to pay pilotage in and out for all our vessels it would be a terrific 
sum.
2491. Are there any other points you can think of which you would like to mention ? I have not taken
note of any other things. " ■

Captain F. Hixson, B.N., re-examined :—
2492. Mr. Powelld] The Commission, as you know, have been travelling north in connection with this Capt. F. 
inquiry, and at Lismore the Mayor called" our attention to obstructions in the river. He says that trees Hixson, H.N. 
frequently fall across the creeks in places and block the settlers from getting their cane down to Broad
water ; the punts are obstructed, and it is a source of great inconvenience and expense, as they have no fSJnne, 1897.

person
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person to whom they can refer. Now it soems to the Commission that yon have powers under the 19th 
section of the Navigation Act perhaps to give them some relief. You have “ the preservation of ports, 
harbours, havens, and navigable creeks and rivers” within your jurisdiction, and if there is any officer 
there who can act for you to meet the wishes of those people, it seems to the Board it would be desirable 
to do so ? There is a special provision in the body of the Act to meet cases of the sort, and we frequently 
do meet them, but it is a thing that is attended with a great deal of difficulty. “ If any trees be felled 
on the bank of any navigable waters----- ”
2493. That is, if they arc ‘‘ felled ” ? But let me go on. “If any tree or trees be felled on the bank of 
any navigable waters so that any part of such tree or trees shall be in or over such waters, or within 
high-water or flood mark, and the same be not removed ivithin ten days after having been so felled, the 
owner or occupier of tbe land from which such tree or trees shall have been felled shall incur a penalty 
not less than £L and not exceeding £10 for every tree so cut and not removed, in addition to the actual 
cost of removing the same, such cost to be assessed by the Justice of tbe Peace at the time of imposing 
such penalty ” (section 112, Navigation Act of 1371). That is the clause that gives us power, and, as I 
say, wo frequently act in such cases, but it gives us a good deal of trouble.
2491. But this does not refer to timber that is felled; it is timber that is washed down in the creeks? 
Onr remedy always is the pilots. IV'e generally get their assistance to advise us in matters of this sort, 
and we invariably do what wc can, but the case is surrounded with a great deal of difficulty.
2493. Would not the ease be mot if a local Marine Board wore formed, with the assistance of the pilot— 
I do not mean a paid Board ? My experience is, you no sooner get a voluntary Board fairly in order but 
they at once go for foes. They would not take any interest in it otherwise.
2f9G. The importance of these rivers seems to demand a direct and effective control ? We often do 
control and do what we can. We get the assistance of the Harbours and Havers Department, and also 
the Police. _ ...
2197, May we say that auy matter of that kind brought under the notice of the pilot and communicated 
to your Board would receive attention? Yes, certainly.
249S. President] The real difficulty is that you have not the money? Yes; that is the difficulty.
2499. Of course, you cannot trace'falling snags to anybody ? Very often people fell cedar so that it may
be washed down by the first flood. _
2500. But is it not the real difficulty that you have not the money ? Yes; and if you deal with one of 
these creeks you have to deal with the whole lot.
2501. You would have to get a crab dredge and a crane, aud it would mean an expenditure of thousands ? 
Yes; the great remedy is a big flood.
2502. The pine logs sink, and become most dangerous ? Of course, we are the conservators of the 
navigable waters, and if we had money to deal with the rivers of the Colony we could do so ; but it 
would simply cause enormous expense.
2503. Mr. Powell] Arc your boatmen supplied with clothing? Certain of them.
2501. What clothing do they get ? They get two suits a year. Those men carry the Governor about 
and do other official work about Sydney ; two men at Newcastle are also supplied. There are eighteen 
in Sydney. , .
2505. Is there any particular reason for not supplying the Newcastle men ? Yes ; I think they are paid
very well without it, and if we clothed them we would have to go all along the coast. We do not clothe 
these men in Sydney in order to relieve their purses. We do it so that they may look decent and 
shipshape. , ,
2506. Are the seamen on the “ Captain Cook ” supplied? No ; they have made a good many applications 
for it, and I have always refused it. The launch-men, eighteen in Sydney and two in Newcastle, are the 
only men employed in taking the Governor and Ministers and distinguished visitors about.
2507. Now about this increment matter,'which has received some attention since we saw you last: taking 
the list furnished by the Marine Board of tbe salaries for the year 1883, and comparing that list with the 
salaries for the year 1896, there seems to be a large advance, a very considerable advance, although I 
think there was a 10 per cent, reduction on salaries generally ? It did not reach these men that you speak 
of now. It was on people receiving over £200 a year, who do not come under the regulations.
2508. Were not those coming under the regulations reduced ? No; their cases were met by the incre
ment being stopped two or three years.
2509. 1 want to point out that the salaries of 1883 aud 1896 differ to tho extent of 30 per cent, or 35 per 
cent.—that is to say, they were 30 per cent, to 35 per cent, more in 1896 than iu 1883 ? Does that mean in 
the aggregate, or on certain individuals ? There have been increases in numbers since then.
2510. On certain individuals ? Very likely. The arrangement with the pilots is that they enter at £250, 
and rise to £450, but they have to serve twenty years for that.
2511. Take the Newcastle pilots : in 1883 three pilots received a salary of £250; now those pilots in
1896 were receiving £353 ? Yes ; I think yon will find also that in the latter year the rent of their 
houses is deducted. _
2512. I am giving you the actual amounts paid;—£250 as against £353, from 1883 to 1896—thirteen years ? 
Well, an increment of £10 a year would make a difference of £130 in that time. Those are all precisely 
in accordance with the regulations.
2513. That is all due to the regulations ? Yes, _
2514. Does it not seem somewhat unfair that the great body of the Civil Service should be in a worse
position with regard to their salaries than they were in 1883, and that this particular body of the Civil 
Service are in so much better a position ? The explanation of that is that the people to whom you refer 
come in at a minimum rate. As I explained, the pilot in Port Jackson comes in at £250 a year. No 
one would say that these men’s responsibilities were not very great, and that they were not underpaid at 
£250. .
2515. I think they come in lower than that? No ; the men at £150 are the second-class pilots at the
bar harbours. ...
2516. Take the salary paid to Captain Lindeman: it appears that he was receiving in 1883 £400, and 
he now appears to he receiving £470; that is an increase of 20 per cent. ? The Marine Board employees 
are peculiar and different from any other employees in the Government. A man once a pilot is always a 
pilot, and a man once a secretary remains in the same position. In other branches 1 know men who
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joined tlie Service when Captain Lindeman did who, by promotion, have got to twice hie salary. The 9aPt*^’' 
work of the office has largely increased since 1883. Hixson, K.N.
2517. That is more an argument why the service should be made part of the general service ; I think the 13 june jgg^
object of the Commission is to try to get information to enable the G-overnment to deal with the Marine ’ *
Hoard in relation to the Service generally ? The Government, of course, can repeal the .Act and pass a
new Act. ’
2518. It is only by repealing the Act? Yes.
2519. I sec yon have a messenger at £150 ;—does he receive any other emoluments of any kind ? No.
2520. Is he a sober, respectable man—is he all that is desirable ? He has been thirty-five years in tho 
Department, and does his work all right. 1 have never seen him otherwise than sober.
2521. It is a very high salary for a messenger ? Yon see it'is by the regulation. He came in at £75.
Wc havo another messenger at £75.
2522. Are the lifoboais in Sydney and Newcastle under the control of the Marino Board in any way?
They are under the control of tho Marine Board.
2523. I see there is a sum of £1,000 voted by Parliament for that particular service, £GOO for gratuities; 
that, I presume, is for the manning and working of the boats? Yes.
2521'. And £400 for a steam-tug at Newcastle ? Yes.
2525, And that tug is for lifeboat service ? Tes.
2520. To whom is it paid ? To J. and A. Brown. I wrote to the G-overnment some time ago, saying 
that, ns tho " Ajax ” is to be put on the pilot service at Newcastle, we should not require this tug, and 
six months’ notice should bo given to Messrs. J. and A. Brown of the discontinuance of ihe contract.
2527. Of course the money is paid as a retainer, so that a tug shall be ready at any time if required?
That is so.
2528. I notice there are twenty-two boatmen at Newcastle, aud they receive £12 each for lifeboat
service:—is that so ? Tes. ■
2529. Me were informed by the harbour-master at Newcastle, Captain Newton, that this boat goes out 
four times a year for practice? That is so.
2530. \A ell, then, practically these men receive £3 each time they go out ? Practically. In a lifeboat 
service a man almost carries his life in his bauds, and we have had a great deal of trouble at Newcastle, 
and had difficulty in manning the lifeboat, and it bas merged into what it is now, that the Gtovernment 
boatmen are paid, not for going into the lifeboat, but are given this additional money for volunteering for 
the lifeboat service.
2531. President.] If they are out on actual service, are they given anything extra? Yes; they receive 
25s. each if they save life. The money is given them as a retainer. They are constantly in practice—■ 
constantly in the boats in dud about the harbour. I do not think we could do better. If a catastrophe 
were to occur off Newcastle, and there were a want of readiness on the part of the lifeboats to go out, 
there would be such a fuss, and properly, that it is better to let things remain as they are.
2532. ATr. Powell.] Talcing the Sydney lifeboat, according to the evidence wc have got, things do not seem 
to be quite so satisfactory ;—the Sydney lifeboat goes out for practice four times a year ? There are no , 
stated times. 'Hie lifeboat is sent out, whenever we tell them to exercise her, from the office. It might 
he Jour limes a year. As a matter of fact, we send out when it is least expected.
2533. This vessel seems to cost £9 when she goes out ? Yes. The lifeboat service in Sydney is very much
less expensive than in Newcastle ; but, as I said before, there has been such loss of life at Newcastle. We 
bad very great trouble when the “ Cawarra” was lost, and the difficulty is so great, and the necessity for 
a lifeboat so much greater than in Sydney, that the cost in one place is very much heavier than in 
the other, “ "
2531. President] 1 suppose it is not very likely to be required in Sydney ? I’he fact is, tho lifeboat 
service in Sydney is not nearly so likely to be required as in Newcastle, where there is a fresh setting out 
of the harbour and the oyster-bank there. There has been a great amount of heroism displayed iu the 
lifeboat servme in Newcastle.
2535, 3Lr. Potuell.] At Watson’s Bay they have not sufficient men to man the boat ? No, We send 
them down a message to exercise the lifeboat, a signal is put up at the flagstaff, men are taken, and they 
exercise the boat. '
2530. Captain Crecr told us that he picked up the men at Watson’s Bay—fishermen or any others ho 
could get ? Yes.
2537. VVell, that does not seem to quife accord with perfect practice to pick up whomsoever he can get?
He is wrong. We hoist a lifeboat signal at the top of the flagstaff. All the people about the Bay know 
what that means, and they rush to the lifeboat and offer their services.
2538. AV ell, we can only take the evidence given us ; that is the statement:—We require thirteen men 
for the boat. I pick up whoever I can get hpld of, fishermen, and they get 10s. every time the boat
goes out” ? He makes a mistake. In place of his picking them up they run to him. „
2539. Then it appears that Captain Crcor gets £L each time the boat goes out, but he does not go out at 
all ? Yes, ho is the organiser. If you want people to take an interest in anything of this sort you must 
pay them.
2540. He says that he follows them ? Yos : in his steamer.
25tL He also told us that the lifeboat had not at any time been the means by which life had been saved 
in Sydney?^ He is quite right. Not in my time. We have rescued a good many lives, but we havo 
never done it actually with the lifeboat; in fact, since the pilot boat has been there she has to a very 
great extent taken up the work of the lifeboat. She is there with her steam up any minute night or day, 
and her little boats, with which she puts the pilots on board vessels coining in, are such excellent little 
boats that they are much more handy than the big lifeboat.
2542. Do you not think that the pilot staff in Sydney is larger than the business requires ; the whole 
number of vessels entering the port last year and learinn was 029 in all, and there are five pilots ? Well, 
under the old arrangement, when you well know the pilotage was excessive, and the vessels did all they 
possibly could to avoid taking a pilot, 1 should agree with you ; but latterly the pilotage certificates have 
been withheld, and we have had evidence already that the pilot service is becoming more active than it was.
J am quite sure that before long in place of reducing the number of pilots we shall have to increase them.
2543. But all pilots are licensed? Certainly,

2544.
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■Capt. E. 2541'. Do you not think a smaller permanent staff would be sufficient for the port, with various glut pilots 
. ‘ for emergencies ? I think, if you attempt to disturb the pilotage arrangements of this port, you will create
IS June 1397 a Srea^ deal of disaffection and had feeling in the mercantile community, because they insist upon having 

a pilot the instant they want one.
2515. That would give it to them ? X think the public are very well satisfied with the present arrange
ments, and I really do not see how you could alter them,
254G. It is only a question of expense ; the glut pilots would be additional men, who would be engaged 
when they were required ? What scheme would you propound ? _
2547. It would be like the English practice? Sydney is a very peculiar place in that respect, for the 
services of pilots are wanted most unexpectedly. In early times we had great trouble.. There was scarcely 
a paper you could pick up but had something about the inefficiency of the pilot service. Since we havo 
had the steamer and the pilots on board tberehave been no complaints.
2548. I find that five pilots during March brought in thirty-six vessels—that is, seven vessels each—and
they probably took the same number out;—does that not seem very little work to show for so large an 
outlay ? It does, certainly; but then give us a busy month. Ton know that between March and June 
is the slackest shipping time we have in the port. This is a slack time, and I really do not sec that we 
could reduce the expenses. ' _
2540. That return was given to me ? No one knows better than you that the pilot work has been 
reduced almost to a minimum in consequence of the excessive charges connected therewith; and you know 
now there has been a great change, and that this change will bring about more business iu the service.
2550. President.'] 3t has hardly had time to take effect? All the men who hold certificates will continue 
to use them, but there aro very few issued now, while a few months ago men were able to get them 
without trouble, Now there is a maximum charge of £20 for pilotage, aud the owners and everybody 
prefer that the official pilot should bring the ships in.
2551. Mr. Powell.'] AVith foreign-going ships 1 havo no doubt it will be so? Yes.
2552. It bas been suggested from more than one quarter that the pilot latest on board should take com
mand and be replaced as ships arc boarded ; of course, the master of tho ” Captain Cook ’ is a licensed 
pilot—in fact, no man could be in that position unless he is a licensed pilot: the suggestion.is.that tho 
man latest on board should bo master for the time being, he, of course, having a, competent chief oflicer ? 
This is the first time the subject has been mentioned to mo, but J am averse to it altogether. The man 
in charge of the pilot steamer now down there is the head man in charge of tho whole service; he controls 
everybody. XVe had great difficulty iu working out this present arrangement, and it answers admirably 
as it is. I know that in some cases iu the English Channel such a system prevails, and in Melbourne, but 
in these cases the pilots are not Government officers. They are all working among themselves ; they are 
amalgamated together, and the vessel they are aboard of belongs to them. 'AVhen we introduced this 
system we had a great deal of trouble to do so. The pilots aero getting in fees from £800 to £000 a 
year, and they all worked as much as they possibly could against getting this steamer. They did not 
want to be kept on board a steamer for £850 when they had been earning £800 or £000 and going home 
every night. The arrangement has answered admirably. .
2553. The chief oflicer would be competent to take command,! suppose ? Yes. The chief officer should 
not be there unless he is a competent sailor.
2554. He holds a master's certificate? Yes; but there are men and men. Many men bold master’s 
certificates, but when they come to carry out their practical work often fail.
2555. About the lightship, the “ Bramble” : it appeared to the Commission on their visit thai, while
everything appeared to be satisfactory tbe sum expended for the service seemed to be very large—£300 per 
annum ;—do you think there is any way in winch that might be reduced ? 1 do not think it could. On the 
English coast lightships they have always eight men on board. Perhaps not always, but I saw a case tbe 
other day where an English lightship foundered and her crew, composed of eight men, were all drowned. 
AVe havo five here, and apart from the actual lightship they have to take care of two other lights. _

, 2556. But there is not a very close analogy between a lightship on the Goodwill Sands and a lightship
here ? No ; hut I have known the lightship break adrift, and it has required a lot of men to take care of 
her. There is a cook, three men, and the master. The cook, of course, can go in the boat. Then you 
must consider the question of leave ; you cannot keep men constantly ou hoard tbe ship ; they require a 
certain amount of leave, and you require men capable of doing the work in their absence.
2557. There is another question : after visiting these bar harbours, we find there is a very strong opinion 
formed and expressed in favour of changing the tug system and substituting more suitable vessels owned 
by the Government for tbe purpose—vessels controlled by the pilots and manned by boatmen or other 
suitable men not necessarily their boatmen, with an engineer in each case, &c.: now, if you have given 
any thought to that, will you kindly give us your opinion on the subject generally as to whether it would 
be a hetter service, whether it would be less or more economical, and whether it would be more effective 
for the purpose intended ? I am averse to any changes in that respect. The fact is that in early days 
Mr. Stuart, afterwards Sir Alexander Stuart, told me he was going to put £10,000 on the Estimates for 
ft tug for the Biehmond Jtiver, and ] told him I thought it would be far preferable that ho should intro
duce the subsidy system, “ because,” I said, “if you give £10,000 to the Kichmond Elver you will have 
to give £10,000 to every other rivor in the country, and you will create a most expensive aud unsatis
factory Department.” AVell, he yielded to my arguments, and in place of providing the Government fug 
he agreed to subsidise one. The matter turned oqt successfully. Now, at tho llichmond, which, I might 
say, is a very dangerous place, they have lost several tugs. This system extends all over the coast, and 
there have frequently been proposals to bring about a plan something like that you are shadowing forth. 
I think it would be a great mistake to introduce it. I am sure the expense would be very much Larger 
than would appear on paper, and I think it is a matter where the Government should not further interfere. 
Private enterprise does the work quite as effectually as the Government ever could do it, and the expense 
is certainly on the decrease. I think the time is not far distant now, when, in consequence of the great 
changes which have taken place in the trade of the coast by steamers taking the place almost everywhere 
of sailing vessels, the cost will be still further reduced. It would he quite a mistake for the Government 
to own these vessels. In some places whero the trade is almost altogether in steam and the expenses of 
the subsidised tugs so great, 1 should be inclined to recommend the Govemment not to continue the expense, 
Eor instance, the Tweed and tbe Clarence receive large subsidies for tugs, and there is really very little work
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for them, because most of tbe trade of these rivers is done by steam. If you commence to make tbo tug Capt. F; 
service a G-overmnent service, I am quite sure the expenses will go on increasing until it becomes of ^■'3ta0II> 
enormous cost to the country, for every river on the coast would insist on having a tug. There are some 
places, too, where a tug does the work of two rivers, and those rivers will each insist on having a tng of 1 11116:1
its own. The tenders wo have just called have brought a reduction of something like £1,200 under what 
it was previously, and I am sure the expenses will go down as we go ou; hut if they do not go down it 
will be a question whether the tugs should not be done away with altogether in certain places.
2558. As a matter of fact, almost every rivor now has its tug with the exception of two—the iSIambucca
jnid the Bellinger ? The Bellinger has one itself. Where tugs serve two rivers are at the Tweed and 
Brunswick, and at the Xanibucca and Macleay. Those are the oulv two. We have a tug at 
Wbllongong too. “
2559, Looking at it from a commercial point of view : from vour showing, Sir Alexander Stuart proposed 
to put a tug at tbe Iticbmond at a cost of £10,000 ? Tes. ^

^cmr ^ori^ aS0 was that? Bifteen years, perhaps—when Bir Alexander Stuart was Treasurer as 
Mr. Stuart,
2561. Say ten years ; ten years' subsidy would be £17,000 ? Yes.
2562. The Government have, paid more than £17,000 in subsidies to steamers during that period ? That 
is right, sir.
26TJ3. So that we Jiave £17,000 against £10,000? Yes ; but there was a very valuable tug lost—the 

.Francis Hixson. ’ I am quite sure that if the Government had owned these tugs they would have had 
to pay much more than £10,000 additional to replace those wrecked and damaged.
2o64. But these are all insurable risks ? I believe, at the llichmond, that the contractor has to pay 12 
per cent, for all that he insures.

Take the subsidy paid to the contractor—£1,770 a year ; it is estimated, we were told, I think, by 
Mr. A lit and Mr. See, that they paid for the services of the “ Protector ” between £1,100 and £1,200 in ,
one year ? Do they ?
2566. Suppose we take an average of £800 a year? Yes.
2567. According to Mr. Cruickshank’s estimate the expenses of working that boat aro £2,460 a year for 
coal, ropes, bonus to the men, 12 per cent, insurance, 5 per cent, depreciation, and £30 lor repairs to hull 
and machinery, and docking; all these matters seem to have been very carefully gone info by Mr. 
Cruickshank that is, £2,460 against £2,570 ? Is that including the earnings ?
2568. This leaves a small balance in favour of the ship ; we will put the case the olher way round now ; 
what shall we say for the pilot—£20 a month ? Tes
2569. That is £240, is it not ? Yes. '
2570. Then what do you say for the engineer—£18Yes
2571. That is £216 ? Yes. ' ■
2572. Well, two firemen—£.1.20 each ? Yes.
2573. That is £240, is it not ? Yes.
2574. We want two deck-hands; that will he another £240 ? Yes.
2575. That would be about tlie equipment ? Yes.
2576. Then the maintenance on Mr. Cruiekshank’s estimate; take that at £150 a month—£600 a vear ?
Tes. ■'
oc^o’ U^’!in^ see ^ W0I1ld come to ; it would be about £2,700 a year, would it not? Tes.
25^8. Well, now, on tlie other side of the book, wo have to take credit for tlie subsidy—£1,770 ? Tes.
~oi9. And the earnings—say, £800? Tes. I might say, though, I know tho present tug proprietors 
have great difficulty in getting their earnings.

^ie ®overninei:|t have no difficulty in that direction ? How would the Government get it?
2o81. They would got paid ? These men have not the monev.
oroa‘ give 0rders ? 1 am to]d V Buckle He has lost a great amount of money.
2o83. WoU, this amount of money employs tlie men and employs the pilot, and you have the boat to the 
good r 1 have seen many of these schemes. It looks very well on paper ; but it does not turn out well.
This service appears to be self-supporting. I am very averse to the Government taking up a service of 
this sort, which would lead to enormous expense. Tou would require spare boats. For instance, there 
have been troubles with four dike tent boats in six weeks. The wear and tear there is perhaps five times 
what it is m Sydney Harbour.
2584. We havo heard a great deal about these tugs;—it appears to me that when they are most wanted 
they aro not available ? I never heard such a thing. I know a lot of the people in the districts have 
their own schemes, and want the Government to do |this and that; but, you know, uuder tho present 
system the men do not get their pay unless they render the service, and I must say complaints have been 
very infrequent in regard to_ want of attendance of the tug. I have been urged over and over again on 
the same points you are taking up, and several Members of Parliament advocate the system. 1 have 
talked it over with the Premier and Treasurer, and I am sure the expenses of the Government would be 
largely increased if you wore to change the system,
2585. There is one case,—we have evidence that the master of the tug is actually a landsman—he is not a
trained seaman at all ? He must have a certificate. .
2586. I assure you I got this upon very good authority ? Is he inefficient in his work ?

■. Bo is said to he inefficient; he is not considered to be the right man for an emergency, and I take 
it if there time when a tug is required it is in time of emergency ; and we find that there is a
good deal of friction between the tug-masters and the pilots ? That is at the Clarence, I suppose.
2588. I am not speaking of any place ? There may be friction.
2589. There is not only friction, but tho vessel is not under the charge of the pilot? We had a case 
reported only the other day. There had been very bad weather at the' llichmond, and the pilot thought 
the bar bad subsided, and wanted lo cross in a certain position, and the master of the tug would not go 
that channel, but went another channel. H appeared in this instance that the pilot wiTs right, and the 
following day he induced the master of the tug to go that channel.
2590. There are two masters in that case? Tes.
2o91. That is unfortunate ? 1 do not think so. The master of tho vessel is in charge of her, rind he 
controls her. In most of these places there is a most amicable arrangement between the pilots and the 
tug-masters, but there is difference of jopiuion occasionally. 2592.
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Capt. K. 2592. There is a great deal of friction, and the pilot has not that control 'which it is desirable, he should 
Hixson, R.N. have. G-oing on to another matter, which I have left until last, and which 1 go into with tho full consent 

—A—^ and desire of Mr. Wilson, who visited the outsorts with me. About the matter of the •' Captain Cook ’; 
18 June, 1897. W0 geem (;hinb from the evidence we have got that the sum of £3.900 per annum is a large sum for so 

small a service ; I think you yourself are of opinion that it seems a large sum ? Yes..
2593. The impression left ou the members of the Commission who visited the “ Captain Cook ” was that 
nothing short of a very complete and thorough reform was necessary in the conduct and management ol: 
that vessel. I do not know, but I suppose you know pretty well everything that is going on ;—do yon 
think that that vessel, from information supplied to your office, was only about thirty-eight hours away 
from her moorings during the whole month of March ? Ycry likely.
2594. That is according to the returns furnished ? Yes. _
2595. Well, then, do you know that the master seldom passes a night aboard that vessel ? Ko.
2599. You are not aware of that fact? I was not aware of that fact.
2597. Do you not think that the master.should be on board, of all other times, at night? I do not know.
I do not think that he should. I do not" think that human nature could stand a man being always on 
board ship at night. . .
2598. They all go to sleep ou board—they all turn in ? Yes ; but if a man has his family on shore in a
service of that sort lie should have some time with them. 1. quite admit that he should he ou board more 
than on shore. If it is fine weather, and he has his oflicers on board, 1 do not think he should be called 
upon to be on board ship every night. . .
2599. We do not say every night? He should live on board his vessel, as a rule ; but, if a man has his 
house and family close to, it is very hard that he should not have a night ashore occasionally.
2600. And you think that generally the ship should be his home? Yes. This vessel is called by me at 
night, and is frequently rendering service. The fact is, .that the vessel bears a high character for efficiency. 
If we ask anybody about the port if the people on hoard are asleep, I assure you, the general report would 
he in their favour.
2601. All I say, or may say, is based entirely upon tho evidence given by tlie people on board; the
evidence is, that the master is not alrvays on board the ship ? I think you had better send for the master. 
The man, I told you some time, ago is over 70 years of age, and is on the list for retrenchment, and he is 
going. .
2602. You remember giving evidence about a Mr, Hay ? Yes. .
2603. And that man said that the captain was never wholly sober—he said that ? He simply said what
was not true. I tell you that this man Hay was only on board the ship for a short time. He had been 
captain of a big ship. He was on board our ship a short time, and knowing his character 1 am not 
surprised at his saying anything, .
2601. Are you aware that Captain Croer’s habits are such as to render him an undesirable person to he 
even in nominal charge of the “ Captain Cook ” ? Ho. .
2605. I presume that, having said what 1 have, the matter will engage the attention of the Marine Board ?
If we are going to discharge the man, what is the use ? t
2606. I mean to say his habits ? The man’s age is 71. He does not look more than 50 or 55. No man
about the harbour, in or out of the Department, bears a higher character than Joseph Creer does, and 1 
deny altogether that he is a drunkard. _ _
2607. We only go by the evidence ; that evidence is of such a character that we should he wanting in our 
duty if we .had not taken notice of it ? I have known this man for over twenty years. More than ten years 
ago there was trouble between him and one of the pilots about drink : but that, until now, is the only 
rumour that ever I heard against his sobriety, and I must really again ask you to look at the man. He is 
71 years of age, and does not look a drunkard.
260S. I have seen him—it is not my opinion—it is what is sworn to in the evidence? Well, you havo 
sworn me, and I assure you that Joseph Creer is not a drunkard. He is a man who is as much respected 
in the Fort of Sydney, as any sailor man about.
2609. president.] About the “ Protector ”; there has been evidence given to us here that when the 
“Protector” has been removed for repairs a very poor substitute has been sent; of course, I have not 
seen the contract;—does it provide that a- vessel equal to the “Protector ” should be sent ? It does not 
say “equal”; it says “ substitute.” What you say is perfectly right. Not long ago she had to go to Sydney 
for repairs, and her place was taken by an inferior vessel, but you cannot always have exactly what you 
want. The rumours going about the coast are sometimes absurd. Avessel was lost at the Bellinger, and 
the public were up and expected that a vessel would drop from the clouds to take her place at once. The 
“ Emma Pyers ” is not the best boat in the wmrld, hut the owner of tbe tug had to put a boat on at once.
2610. How long wmuld that substitute last? I think the “ Protector ” was away about a month.
2611. And that, I suppose, would occur about two or three times a year? Not so often as that. The
“ Protector ” did not leave her station until this last time for several years. _
2612. Speaking about the tugs being owned by the Government: I think that you admitted the financial
aspect of the case ou paper would tell in favour of Ike Government continuing the tugs ? Yes, if tlie 
present value of the tugs were taken, hut if the Government were to supply tugs, I am certain the people 
at the Clarence would insist on having a tug as good as that at tlie llichmond, whereas the present one at 
the Clarence is very much inferior to that at the Richmond. _
2613. Your objection to it is this: that if the Government take upon themselves the responsibility of 
supplying the tugs there would be an instant demand for a larger number of tugs ? That is it.
2614. That is to say, the rivers which have now no tugs would press to have one? Yes.
2615. Mr. Rotrc/i.] They all have? I have given you three that have not, and there are others.
2616. Presidenf.] So that from your view the number of tugs that would he required would not be the 
same as are now used, hut that plus tugs for tho rivers that now have no tugs? Yes. On the other 
hand, the system that is in vogue now is on the wane. Por instance, the last time we called tenders we 
saved £1,200, The prices are going down, and the day is arriving when we need not supply tugs at all. 
"We supplied them when it was sailing-vessels which could not get in or out without them ; hut now, take 
the Tweed, there are only steamers plying there.
2617. Mr. Fazoell.] The steamers arc the best customers on the Eichmoud ? At the Richmond—yes.; at 
the Clarence they seldom take the tug. If you want to exercise economy take tho tug off the Clarence

River
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]liver, because tliere is really no necessity for it. If you put G-overnment tugs on you put them on in Capt. F. 
perpetuity. I nm only giving you my opinion. I am not attempting to dictate. Hixson^RN
201S. President.'] Suppose the Government owned the tugs, could not they be used by the Works igjune jgg, 
Department in the dredging works on the rivers P I do not know whether they could. ’ '
2619. Mr. Powell.] It is the opinion of the people on the rivers generally ? It would be, for instance, in 
a place where the traffic is regular.
2020. President.] Would you kindly look into that matter with Mr. Darlcy and have a talk with the 
Works Department about it, and, perhaps, give us a little more information ou that point? Yes,
2621. You would use the pilot to man tlie tug, and you must take into account the fees earned in cases 
of distress. You do not know the amounts the tugs are receiving p Jvo; I know that at Port Macquarie 
there is a private tug sent up to compete against tho Government tug.
2(yi2. Mr. Poivell.] There is a commercial side to that as well? IE we could do all the Government 
work in the river by tlie tug, there would be somethins: in that; but then there is another point to con
sider : these extensive works at the Clarence and the llichmond will only last a short time.
2623. President.] They will bo always dredging?-----
2621. Mr. Powell.] By the look of it, it may be some years before that is finished at the Clarence and 
the Richmond? When the tugs are at work down at the Heads the scheme might be worked in. I may 
say these tugs do not come under the Marine Board Act whatever. They havo been taken on by the 
Government without any reference to the Marine Board, and latterly they have been put on our Esti
mate, We did not father them. It was brought on by the agitation of Members aud the Press.
2625 President.] It is something like this : the people say, “ You are spending a lot of money on the 
railways, and you should do this to open up our rivers "? Yes ; the people about there are very unrea
sonable indeed in forcing claims on the Government.
2626. Mr. Powell.] Your man at the llichmond is not the man to put up asignalto come in or go out when 
it is not safe; he kept two steamers there the other day ; I pitied them? Well, if a steamer is lost ho 
is responsible, and 1. expect he had reasons for acting as he did.
2627, President.] The pilot’s only object is to relieve himself of responsibility? He is only human ; but 
if be does not let a vessel come in he will hear of it all over the district, and these men try to do their 
best for the trade and commerce of the district.

Henry Petlit, Harbour-master of Sydney, sworn, and examined :—
2C2S. President.] You are senior harbour-masler? Yes; I liave two assistants.
2629. Who are they ? Captain Bracegirdle and Captain Thompson.
2630. Mr. Powell,] What is your age ? 1 was born in 1S30.
2631. Then you aro 66 years of age? Yes.
2632. What salary do you receive ? £356 a year, and pay income tax on that.
2633. Are there any other emoluments ? Ho.
2634. The Departmental return is here at £37l ? That is, perhaps, not allowing for the deduction of the 
Superannuation Pund, to which I pay 4 per cent.
2635. That is salary also; that is an investment; you will get a quid pro quo. Then your salary is 
£371 ? That must be correct then, sir.
2636. Will you say what your duties are in connection with the harbour ? Bemoving every third ship. 
I take my turn with the other two regularly, and look after beacons and buoys, and see that tlie fairways 
and approaches to the different wharfs are kept clear.
2637. There are three officers charged with that duty ? Yes; the principal duty is removing these large 
ships.
2638. The removal fees paid during late years appear to have fallen off very much;—how do you account 
for that ? There has been an alteration. At one time the sea-pilots jn taking these ships to sea used to 
be charged for. A ship, for instance, going to Newcastle from the wharf at night to sea, there used to be 
removal charged, and it was discontinued ; and if they have not the services of tho harbour removal 
officer, they wet;e not charged for it, aud now they do it because they find it is not compulsory, and they 
avail themselves of the privilege.
2639. That is to say, they remove without, the harbour-master’s consent? Oh, no; they come in and 
apply, but they move a ship if they feel themselves competent.
2640. And you have no means of preventing that ? Not that I am aware of. If they do it legitimately— 
that is, if they have that privilege—I do not see bow we can prevent that.
2641. How many vessels do yon think you remove in the year—the three of you ? I suppose on an 
average about sixty ships a month. That is taking the busy time with the slack time,
2642. That is for throe harbour-masters ? Yes ; three of us.
2643. That would not go one a day for each of you, -would it ? There are the Saturday afternoons and 
the Sundays taken off.
2644. That would be rather less than one a day then? Yes.
2645. In accounting for the reduction of the dues—all the vessels do not go to Newcastle that go at 
night ? It is principally the Newcastle vessels that go at night.
2646. But there must be very few of these. That cannot affect the removal dues very much ? No ; hut 
as I say, they have the privilege of removal, and remove them themselves.
2617. Is it a fact that tho sea-pilots now come up to the wharf and take vessels right away to sea from 
ihe wharf? kes; even a home-hound ship. If the captain wishes to go direct to sea from the wharf, 
there is no removal given, and tho sea-pilot takes the ship from the wharf right to sea, and no removal 
charged for it. If he dropped his anchor there might possibly be a charge, hut if he is ordered to take 
the ship from the wharf to sea he frequently does it. "
264ti. Is not that trenching on your duties as harbour pilot ? It -would ho if it were compulsory for those 
ships to take a harbour pilot. The sea pilot does that dutv. I never heard it questioned.
2619. Do you not think that in tho ordinary practice of pilots the sea pilot should take the vessel in sea 
pilot waters—that is, from Fort Denison ? That was tho old rule which used to bo enforced, and if tho 
sea pilot did the harbour pilot’s work it was charged, although no certificate went into the Customs for the

removal.

FT, Pettit. 

38 June, 1897.
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H. Pcttifc. remora]. The officer who had to do with that work used to aigu the certificates for vessels handled by the 
sea pilots, and they were signed by the harbour-master, and went in to the Customs. That is how it used 

18 June, 1897. to be arr;ulged until very lately.
2050. You will admit that the sea pilots’ and harbour pilots’ water was accurately defined, and the line 
was drawn at Port Denison? 'That was understood in the early times,
2051. Now the sea-pilot, by taking the vessel from the wharf, prevents you from charging the harbour 
pilot’s removals? Quite so.
2652. That is how you account for the loss of revenue, and for your having less work to do than you other
wise would have to do? That is it; and these people have the privilege to move their ships if they can 
do so. The mail-boats, for instance, go right from the wharf to sea, and now those which are exempt from 
sea pilotage take the harbour pilot and move into the stream, and in the same way with the vessels coming 
in ; we take them from the fair-way.
2053. Have you known of the harbour pilot taking a vessel direct to sea, or taking her below Port 
Denison ? Oh, yes ; we have only got now Neutral Bay and Bradley's Head to take a ship to.
2054. Do you take them round Bradley’s? No.
2055. Have you ever heard of such a case ? I have not done so, unless I have gone on board a mail-boat
that has been docked and overhauled. .
2056. The question has been raised that the harbour pilots have sometimes taken vessels direct from tlie 
wharf, not exactly to sea, but they have taken them down the harbour beyond Bradley’s ? Well, I have 
never done that, and I think I can answer for my two assistants. They may have taken them down a 
little further if the captain has requested them to do so, but I do not think they have taken them below 
Bradley’s.
2057. An exempt master might avail'himself of that service? Yes.
2058. President^ You are satisfied with your assistants, Thompson, Bracegirdle, aud Sangster ? 
Sangster is not under me ; lie is a new man.
2059. Do you not know anything about his duties ? I know he has to supervise the cargo.
2660. He is not under your orders at all ? No.
2061. With regard to Captains Bracegirdle and Thompson, are you satisfied with them ? They are most 
efficient officers.
2662. You are perfectly at liberty to make any remarks you like if there is anything you think may be of 
help to us in our investigation ? I do not think that I can say anything.

Prederick Bracegirdle, Assistant Harbour-master in Sydney, sworn, and examined:— 
p_ 2003. President.'] How long have you held that position ? Twelve and a half years.

Bracegirdle. 2064. And you were taking vessels into the Clarence Biver before ? Yes; fifteen and a half years
in that. .

18 Juno, 1897. 2665. What is your age ? I have been giving in the wrong age. 1 am 62 years of age, and I have been
saying that I am 04'. I have a paper here to show that I am 62. I was born in 1S35.
2066. Mr. Powell.] Will you be good enough to describe your duties ? The principal duty is removing 
ships ; this is our principal work. Of course, we have to go about and sound tbe diiferent new wharfs, 
after the dredging, in places we have to take them to.
2667. Have you ever kept any account of the number of ships you remove ? Yes.
2668. How many did you remove last month? That is our slack time. I moved sixteen in April and 
sixteen in May, and the pilotage amounted to £70 in one instance and £72 in the other.
2069. It is the harbour-dues that you charge, not pilotage ? I mean tiie removal-dues.
2070. You removed sixteen in April and sixteen in May? Yes.
2671. Do you consider that as a fair average of the work? No, it is for winter-time ; but that is the 
slack time.
2672. What would be a fair average, taking the year through? Por the first five years I moved 1,372,
the next year 220, the next 200, the, next 295, the next 136, the next 150, the next 168, and last year I 
moved 191. •
2673. How do you account for the falling off? They are larger-sized vessels. The average tonnage was 
only 1,700 for the first five years, and for the last year it is 3,492.
2674. Is this 191 vessels for one year ? Yes ; for last year.
2675. President.] As ships increase in size they decrease in numbers? Yes.
2770, Have you anything to say on the subject of our inquiry ? I do not think there is anything I could 
say, except that I do not like to see these ships that are not exempt moving about the harbour themselves 
occasionally.
2077. Mr. Powell.] You want au alteration in the Act of Parliament to settle that; have yon been 
trading to the bar rivers at all ? Yes.
2078. Which rivers ? Port Macquarie, Clarence, Richmond; but principally to, the Clarence.
2679. You have been to tbe Richmond ? Yes. ’
2680. Were the tugs working in your time ? Yes.
2681. What do you think of those tugs;—do you think they were working well ? I did not like it in one
way. I think the pilot should have more control over them. ■
2682. AVe know there is some friction going on? Sometimes, wdien the pilot wants to go out and sound 
the bar, there is a doubt about the water; and, of course, tlie captain of the ship wants to look after his 
owner’s interest, and not run any risk with it, and says tliere is not enough water there, and you can 
hardly make him go. Otherwise, I do not think that there is any risk. We never had tugs at the 
Clarence ; we always went in and out at all hours. I have been over the Clarence bar 1,368 times.
2683. Prom what you have seen, and knowing that tliere is sometimes a little friction, do you not think 
it would be far better if the Government had tugs of their own, and put the pilot in command ? Yes ; I 
should think it would.
2684. Employing the boatmen on the vessel and having an engineer, and a more suitable vessel for the 
work built under proper inspection for the Government, and placed in charge of the pilot;—do you think 
the public would be better served ? I think so myself.
2685. Such a tug would be available for sounding the bar at any time, for looking after moorings, and for
looking after buoys ? Yes ; and also built to suit the particular place. ■

2080.
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2686. Each place has some speciality, and requires sorno special consideration ? Yes. If a tug draws E.
more than the vessel she is towing, although she could not get out the vessel might. Bracegirdle.
2687. I)a you think if the Government had tugs of that kind the public generally would avail themselves ic'T^isqV.
of their services? I think so. Of course there would be bound to he a lot against it. 1 think it would 1 une’ ’ 
he better for the vessels themselves, no doubt. .
2688. And better for the pilots ? Yes. They would feel that they could go and do their duty without 
being obliged by the captain of the tug.
2689. They have no power to take the ship ? No.
2690. The pilot, if he had charge, would bo the best judge of tbe safety of going out and the safety of the
vessel? Yes. , .

Thomas Robertson Thompson, Assistant Harbour-master, Sydney, sworn, and examined:—
2691, President^] You arc assistant to Captain Pettit? Yes.
2692, Ifow long have you been employed ? I have been eleven and a half years in this position; twelve 
years’ service altogether.
2693, Mr. Powell.'] 'What is your age ? I am d0.
2694, And your salary ? £2S1.
2695, That is including allowances ? Including everything. •
2096. Your salary is £250? Tlie salary now is £281—that is, including allowances.
2W1. President,'] Do you pay to the Superannuation ? Yes.
2698. Does that include what you pay? Yes.
2699. £231 is tlie gross salary ? Yos.
2700. Mr. Powell.] Will you please tell tho Commission what your duties are? To remove vessels about 
the harbour from stream to wharf or wharf to stream by the different tugs, and place them in the docks; 
and I have sometimes been called upon to go andinspect vessels in tbo absence of the inspectors.
2701. That is only occasionally? That is occasionally ; about once in six months. It is not reckoned as 
part of my duties, but I afn sometimes called upon to do it.
2702. How many vessels do you remove in the course of a year;—can you tell how many you removed 
last year ? In a rough way, 1 moved about 209 or 2 LO. “
2703. Have you been in command on the coast here? Ko ; I was chief officer iu the Bulli boats before I 
joined the service.
270-1. You have been on the coast then ? Yes.
2705. But you had nothing to do with tho Harbour Department before you joined? No; not the 
Harbour Department. J had great experience with the colliers in the present work 1 have got to do. I 
was in and out three or four times a week.
2706. Did you ever trade to the bar harbours north ? No; I have never traded there. I would like to 
say something about my salary. Our work now up the ha-bour is considered by all the shipmasters wo 
havo anything to do with as having much more work attached to id than the sca-pilots have to do. They 
say now, by the way tbe steamers come in, and also by the way the sailing-vessels tow in, that the work 
required most is tho harbour work ; and we are tbe poorer paid.
2707. President!] Your salary is less than the sea-pilots ? Yes.
2708. You have more work to do ? Yes; and our repousibilities are more. Wo have more liability to 
do damage to ships than the sea-pilots have-
2709. Mr. Powell.] I ou arc there not to do damage to ships? Wc have the liahilily. 1 think our 
record is a pretty good one. 1 would like that to bo adjusted. I havo been in the Service twelve years, 
and there are three or four servants that J am senior to'who arc getting £400 a vear.
2/10. Are not the vacancies on the sea-pilot staif filled up from the harbour stalf ? No ; I applied when 
I came here, and I* was told that [ was doing my duty, and they did not want to make any more changes.
I. was in a class under the Civil Service Act of ISHI then, and the sea-pilots were not in that, and they 
said if they sent me there, they would put me out of the Service.
2711. President.] Wo will hake a note of that matter.
2712. Mr. Powell!} You arc not killed with work ? Not at present. Our work comes during one six 
months in the year, in the wool season. Very often then wc have to get up early in tlie morning and 
stay late at night. We have to take tbe work as it comes. I have done as many ns four vessels in a day.
2713. President.] What is supposed to be your own time ? It is supposed to be from sunrise to sunset, 
but the wind gets up in summer time, and it is dangerous to move these ships in a strong wind.

T. E.
Thompson.

18 June,1897.

Alexander Sangster, Inspector of Shipping, sworn, and examined :—
2714. President!] How long have you been in the Service ? Five months. A gangster
2715. You have been appointed temporarily pending the result of this examination ? Yes.
2716. Just give us more particularly your work, and under whose instructions you act? What I have 18June, 1897.
had to do since 1 have been there has been very varied in a number of cases—that is, inspecting shipping 
generally. 1 ° 11 °
2717. For what purpose;—you do not, for instance, inspect tho engines? Principally the loading and 
equipment.
2718. Tho spars? Spars, rigging, and in fact everything iu connection with the shipping except her 
engines and hull.
2719. Before the ships go away do you inspect the load line? Yes.
2720. As a matter of fact, every ship before it leaves is inspected bv you ? No ; most of Ibetn aro, but
not all. "
2721. "ft1 hat are the exceptions ? Ships that we cannot see through so many leaving at the same time.
But we generally see them on or before sailing. “
2722. Is it in pursuance of tho requirement ot the Act of Parliament that you do that? Yes.
2723. Do you give a certificate? No.
2724. Under whoso orders do you act? Captain Lindeman, the Secretary.
2725. You receive orders direct from Captain Lindeman ? Yes.
2726. You have nothing to do with Captain Pettit ? No. 2737.
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A. gangs),er. 2727. Mr. PoieelW When you sav you receive your orders from Captain Lindeman, what hind of orders 

^ do you refer to P We go in in the morning and inquire if there is anything particular to o°. aild tlietl 
18 June, 1897. wehave a list of all the shipping that is leaving the port that day. and see them and go round the wharfs 

inspecting other ships, going on board, seeing their lamps and rigging and boats and hte huojs and life 
belts and everything. I have taken a note of all the duties I have done since 1 started. _
2728. Are those passenger ships you arc speaking of? Yes; passenger ships and ships that have no 
certificate.
2729. You are a ship-master, are you not ? Yes. , „ . . . ,
2730. How about this load-line—that is fixed by the owner;—you have nothing to do as an olncial with
fixing the load-line ? Yes. .
2731. Under what Act ? Under the Merchant Shipping Act, I think.
2732. Here is the Actit is the owner’s business to mark it ? We do not mark it. We only work out
what she is allowed. . . , , ,
2733. President!] It is the safety load-line ;—if the ship is loaded beyond a certain depth she rendeis

■ herself liable to danger and to accident? Yes. r
2734. ilfr. Powell.] You recommend the place for marking tbe line ? Yes. .,
2735. About going on board those ships, what does that mean does it mean a critical investigation mto 
their condition, or does it meau a mere cursory view ? In our instructions we havo to go on board all
ships coming to tbe port at any time, and inspect their lamps and. gear generally. , ,
2736. Are we to understand that you examine every ship that comes into Port Jackson thoroughly, and
see that she is thoroughly found ? Not all ships. fi
2737. What ships then ? Principally the intercolonial steamers and coiners.
2738. AVell, the intercolonial steamers are mostly passenger-boats? Yes.
2739. Do you examine them with reference to their pascenger fittings ? I have nothing to do with that,
but I have assisted the shipwright surveyor in that. , .
2740. Have you anything to do with the boals? In ships that do not require certificates, and m ships 
that have had their certificate for some time, I take notice if the boats are still in their places, and all 
their appliances, such as life-lines aud davits, and see that they aro not jambed up with cargo.
2741. Do you see them put iu the water occasionally ? No.
2742. Who does that? The shipwright surveyor. .
2743. He comes under the Imperial Act and the local Act ? Also the Merchant Shipping Act.
2744. Do you find yourself fully occupied with what you are doing ? Yes. ' .,
2745. Is it a work of any importance;—do you not think that a man of your position in the mercantile 
marine should have something better than that—going on board ships and seeing that boats aro all right? 
I did when I first joined ; I thought that I would have more important work to do.
2746. Do you feel yourself capable of taking the position of pilot? Yes. I was fivo years in command 
of a large sailing ship.
2747. Into this port ? Yes ; I was running to this port for seventeen years.
2748. And do you go down about all these wharfs in Sussex-street ? Yes ; I know them pretty well.
2749. About the colliers—they arc not passenger-boats ? No ; but they have to be watched pretty care
fully in lamps and boats. I find they want more ■watching than any others. The shipwright surveyor
does not go through them. . . .
2750. You are a kind of an assistant to the shipwright surveyor? Yes; I have assisted him in most ot 
his emigration measurements since I have been ou.
2751. You measure for the cubic space ? Yes. ^
2752. You are termed a water-bailiff;—do you know what that means ? No; I do not.
2753. You have an office, and you do not know what it means ? Since I have been there I have asked on
several occasions what water-bailiff means. _ , ...
2754. It is not very satisfactory to hold an appointment and not to know what it means ? No ; it is not.
2755. Then, generally tho work you do is more in the nature of assisting the shipwright surveyor? That 
and the inspection of shipping. Our principal duties are in watching the deck cargoes of ships, over
loading of ships, and loading below tbe load-line.
2756. Inspection is a very vague term ? There aro a great number of things to do. AVe arc sent out 
nearly every morning. There is always something to do. I have had things to do which 1 thought were

. not quite in keeping with my calling, such us delivering circulars.
2757. It seems a big salary to pay for a duty of that kind? ------ ^
2758. President!] Do you mean to say that you act as a messenger in. the office? Not as a messenger,
but I have been delivering circulars. _
2759. And what other work have you done that you think you ought not to do ? I could not say that
there is any other work that I thought I ought not to do. _
2760. I mean work you did not expect to do ? I thought when I joined the Board that my work would 
be principally surveying ships, and seeing their condition at the time.
2761. Did you do that? Yes.
2762. And something else ? There are lots of things. I could not tell you at the moment, but I havo 
taken a note of the principal duties 1 have done since I have been there.
2763. Are you fully employed ? Yes. AVe do lots of things. \\ hen we are not very busy we go round 
the wharfs, and see that ships have proper gangways and nets under them ; but you have got to have a 
good sea-faring knowledge fo go ou board and speak about anything to the captain.
2764. Have you anything you would like to suggest to the Commission ? Only three things. I was very
much disappointed on leaving my former employment that I only got temporary employment, and I was 
very much disappointed with my salary. I thought I was to get ,-£99 more than I did got. ■ I was six 
weeks attending the Marine Board before I got any pay. _
2765. That is to say, you were appointed and not allowed to go on ? I attended there every day for six 
weeks before I got any employment.
2766. Mr. Powell.] It is not the fault of tbe Marino Board that the appointment was temporary. _
2767. President.] It means that it was pending the finding of this inquiry ? 1 was very much disappointed 
at it being temporary after giving up a good ship, and the salary being less than 1 expected. 1 was told 
1 was to get £299, and now I only get £200.

2768.
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2/68. Mr. Powell^ Have you heard auy reason, for that? Ko. 1 asked Captain Lindeman why the wages A-Sangeter.
were so low, and 1 asked if I could get the wages for the six weeks, and he told mo he did not know. I
asked him it X should apply to tlie Board, and he said 1 had bettor not, X have not seen Captain Hixson. t®“unc> iSW,
I have met him, but I have not spoken to him since 1 have been on the Marine Board Service. I gave up
going to sea, because my wife did not care about it. i am very thankful for the position I have got, but
I expected it would be better. '
2/69. .President,'\ Ho you think you are as fully employed as you might be ? If we do all tbe work there 
is to do we will be fully employed. If wc carry out the Navigation Act thoroughly wo will have plenty 

i W0Ir ^°‘ ^ ^avc never got any instructions sinco I hare been there, only from Captain Newton, 
tho other inspector. . 1 have been sent by Captain Lindeman several times to look at a ship when auy 
complaint has come in, such as inspecting tbe ship’s forecastle when the seamen have complained.
2770, lou arc immediately uuder Captain Lindeman ? Tes.

MONDAY, 2S JUNE, 1897.
T’rESEZnX :—

,.10SEL3H BAKLINO, Esc*.. .T.P., PitEsroEXT,
CEOBCJ-l ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq., ,F.P.
•JAMES POWELL, Esq. J.P.

Bruce Baird Nicoll, Merchant and late Steamship Owner, sworn, and examined:—
You are a merchant and owner of steamers ? I am now out of tbe shipping trade. jj. B. Nicoll. 

2772. XJut you were a shipowner? Yes, for more than twenty years.
277.), 8o you are intimately acquainted with tbe requirements of the northern rivers in respect to the 28 June, 1897. 
pilots? Yes; I have had practical experience. I can give you a good deal of information as to the 
umrking of the Marine Board and the pilots, and the constitution of the Board as it affects shipowners.
2//4. 1 think we had better give you a free hand in giving us the benefit of your opinions? I have been
i'f tho opinion for years, and am sure all shipowners, and persons who have had to do with the Marine 
Board, are agreed that it is really obsolete and unsatisfactory, and quite unfit for tbe work and duties itis 
supposed to carry out. I say that emphatically, because I have bad experience to prove it. One reason 
is that some of the members have business interests connected with shipping. One particularly is engaged 
in a very large business, supplying ships and steamers with all sorts ot requisites from a needle to an 
anchor, and is also a director of a very large industry established in the port. Jt seems to me unfit that 
lie should sit in judgment upon cases in which his customers maybe interested. There is another gentle
man, a marine engineer, a very good aud estimable gentleman, but be may also be employed by shipowners 
and companies in bis professional capacity. These gentlemen are very estimable ; 1 say nothing against 
t hem, but against tlie system. Then J could name another gentleman who is interested in coal mines, and 
is a shipowner, and he really should not sit on the Board. Then, besides those three, there is another J 
who is interested in shipping, and this may possibly come into conflict with his duties on the Board.
About the other gentlemen composing the Board, of course, there is nothing to say, because they arc out 
of business, except that they aro hopelessly out of touch with the requirements of the present day. This 
is known not only to me, but to thousands of people in the Colony. This wants remedying very much.
Another thing is, that the gentlemen who compose the Board at present arc out of date, not up with tlie
times. Some of them went to sea twenty or thirty years ago in old sailing ships, and they really have
not got up to date knowledge of the improvements in steam-ships, and in navigation. They are very far
behind, and they are totally unfit to adjudicate upon cases coming before them—some of them cases
requiring a great deal of experience of a late date. There are also very numerous complaints by tbe
public about the harbour traffic, tbe harbour regulations, and the obsolete and old fashioned shipping
regulations, and there is no doubt, take it all round, that the Marine Board, is very unsatisfactory to the
shipowners, the seamen, and tbe community as a whole. Jt wants altering completely. The elective and
nominee system is a mistake altogether. X do not know that you want a Board at all. In England they
have a Judge and two nautical assessors. Of course, these men would be removed from all associations,
as they would not be shipowners, nor in tbe employ of shipowners. They would not be men going to
sea. They would be totally unbiassed and unprejudiced. They would be men of experience, and capable
of assisting tbe Judge in nautical matters. That system should be adopted here, and it would work very
well. I am sure that cases of shipwreck, certificates, and all matters dealt with by the Marine Board
would be better dealt with by a Judge and two assessors in this way than by the Board, aud with
more satisfaction to the public, tbe shipowners, and the seamen. 1 have been in Liverpool, England, 1
judge from tbo experience of ship-owners and captains in the old country the system gives satisfaction
and works harmoniously, and there is not the same friction that there is here. Go whore you will, if you
speak to a sailor or to an officer, no matter who it may be, there is nothing but complaint against tbo
Marine Board. That has been going on for tbe last fifteen years to my knowledge. X do not think the
Marine Board is necessary at all. If you had this system it would ho loss expensive, and certainly more .
satisfactory.
2775. How would you propose that the nautical assessors should be selected ? 1 am sure there are plenty 
of men who aro quite suitable for the position. You could get men who bad been to sea for a number of 
years, a commander of one of the large steamers running out of Sydney, and one who had been employed 
on tbe coast for a number of years.
27/6. Would you leave tbe selection of these assessors to tbe judge? 1 should leave that to tbe 
Government. '
2/77. Mr, Wilson.'] J think in New Zealand these assessors are registered;—if it is an engineering 
question an engineer is selected? Yes. J should recommend that the Government should have the 
appointment of these gentlemen. I do not think the J udge would be tbe proper person to appoint them.
1 do not think he would have the knowledge. I think the Government would have better knowledge.
2778. Mr. Powell.] Do you not think a panel should be selected from year to year, nominated by the 
t/overninput, from which the Judge could select the particular assessors lie wanted ? You could have a 
regular panel, like a jury. That would act Yprv yell indeed.
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2779. They could sii: with the Judge as assessors ? Tes. That system of selection would be better, as it 
would give a larger scope.
2780. President.] If done in that way it would meet the general improvements that took place in shipping ? 
I think that would be a good idea, certainly.
2781. Tlien let the Judge select them from time to time from the panel ? Tes, according to tho particular 
case which might come before him. A case involving engineering knowledge would require an engineer, 
and if it was a nautical matter a nautical man would he selected.
2782. Mr, Poicell.] It is very likely the Judge would be in agreement with both sides in the selection of 
the experts ? Tes ; I think that would be a wonderful improvement on the present system.
27S3. President.] Now could you give us any information about the subsidised tugs ? I will come to 
that presently. I am only speaking now about the general disaffection to the Marihe Board, and J could 
give cases, but I do not think it is necessary. F think it is pretty well public opinion that the Marine 
Board is unsatisfactory.
2784'. Mr, Powall.] IVill you give us your general opinion about the detail working of the Marine Board, 
whether it could not be as well performed by a chief clerk or a Harbour-master ? 1 was going to say that 
if you have the Judge and assessors, which would be an excellent thing, 1 do not think it is necessary to 
havo the cumbersome machinery of the Board. Tou could make this a branch of tho Customs. It is 
simply a matter of carrying out de!ails, and I think it would be quite sufficient, instead of having a 
Marine Board, to put it under the Customs or a Harbour-master.
2785. President.] Ho you mean a general Harbour-master for the whole of the Colony as head of tho 
Branch ? Tes ; that would act very well.
278G. Mr. Powell] Ho would supervise the pilots, aud lights, and harbours ? Tes, The work is merely 
carrying out tho Act.' The rest would bo dealt with by the Judge and the assessors. I am sure that 
would meet all requirements. There is one thing I would like to give details of. The Marine Board 
have a trip once a year to see the lighthouses, and sometimes they do not visit six of the whole lot. 
Often they cannot land at the bar harbours because the bars are bad. Sometimes the tug will take them 
over, and they stay an hour or two hours and go away again. That is the whole of the inspection for 
twelve months. I think there should be one man, an inspector of lighthouses and pilot stations, to go 
north and south, right along the coast. They want looking to occasionally. J thiuk these places should 
be visited more than once a year,
2787. They should he visited at uncertain times ? Tes. TYhen the Marine Board goes there everything 
is ready to meet them—everything polished, and the lights right. There should be an inspection through
out the year right from Cape Moreton to Cape Howe. Tliere is no Departmental action by which they 
are properly inspected. They are left to take their chance for once a year.
2788. .Are the leading lights properly attended to on the rivers ? "When I was in Parliament I managed 
to got new lights put on some of the rivers. They were inefficiently looked after.
2789. People are paid f 3G a year for looking after those lights ? 1 havo been on these rivers, and tbey 
aro very seldom lit at night, and navigation is very dangerous. I know on the north arm of the 
llichmond Itiver they are never lit. I think it would be a very good thing to light up the rivers at night, 
aud a great improvement.
2790. Then you say generally that the leading lights, are not properly attended to now? I am speaking 
of the inland navigation. I say certainly to my knowledge they are not attended to, and it would be a 
good thing if they were properly looked after.
2791. President] And you think the appointment of an inspector to periodically visit these places would 
result iu more effective management? There is no control at all at present. The thing is a farce as far 
as supervision is concerned. Jt is left to look after itself. Then about the tugboats and the pilots. I 
believe I lost thousands of pounds through want of control by the pilots. J.t is a standing evil. The 
pilots at all these rivers, north and south, where there are subsidised tugs, are generally at loggerheads 
with the masters of the tugs. The pilot 1ms not the slightest control over the tugboats, and very often 
the pilot may want to go out and see the depth of water on the bar, aud because it is rough the tugmaster 
will point blank refuse to go out. The result is that vessels may he kept two or three days through not 
knowing the depth of water on the bar. I used to pay the tugboat at tho llichmond about £1,500 a year 
for towages, and I suppose tbe North Coast Co. paid as much. That is £3,000, and the subsidy used to 
be £3,000, yet, with teu sailing vessels and two or three steamers bar-bound at that river the tugmaster 
would refuse to go and sound the bar with tlie pilot because he said it was rough. I have also seen 
ten or twelve vessels watting to go out of the llichmond, and one or two steamers, and the tugboat lias 
actually gone out and taken two sailing vessels in and taken them right up to Lismore, a distance of G5 
miles from the heads. For this they get about £25, and the other vessels would have got out while they 
were away through the bar being smooth ; but the next day a heavy sea has come up, and these vessels 
would be kept another week with live stock, produce, and passengers on board. The pilot has no control 
at all. This is a case that has come under my own knowledge.
2792. How long is that ago ? That is about four years ago. I do not think there has been any change.
2793. Do you say that similar things happen now? I believe it is the same now. Of course there are 
so many more steamers and not so many sailing vessels. The llichmond bar is a very uncertain bar. 
Sometimes a tug is required to guide the steamers out on account of tlie zigzag channel, and a strong sea 
running in. Jt is dangerous-to go without a tugboat. They require the tug's power and their own to 
keep them in the channel. I have had complaints from captains that their sieamers have been ready to 
go out, aud tho tug has actually gone out and brought vessels in and taken them up the river, and not 
assisted the steamers out. The captains have often gone to the pilot aud said they wished to be towed 
out, and asked if it was safe. He would say “ Yes,” but the tug would go out over the bar, and bring a 
vessel in and take her up tbe river, aud then a sea would come up and they could not get out for a week. 
■2794. What do you propose as a remedy? If the tugs are to be subsidised they should beunder the 
pilot’s control. The best plan would be for the Government to own the tugboats ami liave Ihem under 
the control'of their own oflicers. 1 brought the matter up in tho House once or twice, and Kir George 
Dibbssaid it would be too expensive, but I do not think it would be any more expensive than tlie present 
system ; but if Parliament objects lo that the next best thing is to call for tenders under the arrangement 
that the pilots have the control of the boats.
2795. The Government would then practically charter these vessels ? Tes; the pilot is the responsible
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person in all these bar harbours. He knows the state of the bar better than any other person there. The B. Nicoll. 
tug-boat owner could have his own captain, but the pilot should have control of the boat, and take it out ^
when he required. I am sure be would never take any risk, and he is always an experienced man. J 28 June, 18S7, 
am sure that no insurance company would object to insure tbe boats if tbe pilots had control, nor do I 
think it would increase the cost in the tenders.
279{i, Mr. Wilson.'] The companies would prefer it probably? Tes; 1 think so. The pilot knows the 
channel best. .Any gentleman who has had experience in shipping knows that this is the cause of great 
trouble throughout the North and South Coasts, and I am sure there is often loss of property through this 
want of control by the pilots.
2797. Mr. Fowell.] Can you form an idea of the cost of a tug to suit the Richmond ? Do you mean, built 
here or in Scotland or England ?
2798. I mean built here ? Jt costs fully 33 per cent, more to build hero than in Great Britain.
2799. Suppose they were built liere, and the engines and boilers imported ? Would you have wooden 
boats ?
2800. Tes? If you built the hull here, and imported tho machinery, I think you could build a tug suitable 
for all the requirements on the Richmond for £8,000. It would have cost a good deal more some time ago,
2801. That wmuld ho in all respects suitable ? Ses ; efficient and suitable. Her horse-power would not 
be less than 100 to 120 nominal,
2802. Would you require a boat of equal power for the other rivers ? No. Tlie largest tug is required 
for tho Richmond. Ton should b.uild a boat with no special ornamentation, but just suitable for towing.
The machinery for that boat could be imported for about £4,000, and tbo hull should not cost more than 
from £3,000 to £4,000. Of course she should be coppered. A steel boat would cost about £11,000,
2803. Looking at it from a commercial point of view, and with the knowledge that in eleven years the 
Government have paid in subsidies £00,000, do you think it would be a good thing for the Government 
to have their own boats, even at the expense you have named ? I think it would be cheaper all round.
The cost of the crow would not come to the cost of the subsidy. With tbe pilot’s crew in tho boat it ,
would be much cheaper.
2804. The pilot would be master ? Tes.
2805.. President.] Do you thiuk, if the Government wore to call for tenders for that service for five years, 
that it would be worth while for private persons to build tugs? It would not pay them if under ton 
years. They would have to lay their money out on vessels that might bo unsaleable at the end of the 
contract. It is a risk, and they have to write off about 5 per cent, for depreciation every year. I think 
that as an inducement to lay out their money it should be ten years.
280G. Mr. Potoell.] Do you not think that anything iu the shape of divided responsibility would he bad?
There always will bo friction between the pilot and tho master of the tug if responsibility is divided.
2807. Would it not be better that the control should be only in tho hands of the pilot ? I must say that 
it is the general opinion that it would be better for the pilot to have the control; it would be better in 
every way. I think tho Government should do it even if it were at a small extra cost.
2808. Tou must not lose sight of tho fact that there would be the earnings? Tes; they would have 
all that.
2809. A moderate sum in charges would go a long way? Tes; it would help expenses. Tou say 
£06,000 was paid in eleven years. I think that seeing the pilot and crew would bo utilised and only 
engineers and firemen required, and taking the earning power of the boat into consideration, it should 
cost no more than now, it not less.
2810. What would be the life of a tug of that kind? The boiler would last ten years, and the hull 
twenty years. With two boilers she wmuld last twenty years. The machinery wmuld last the whole time 
with care.
2811. 2Jresident.] Tou must take in tho risk of possible loss during that time ? Tou must insure the 1 
vessel, and charge insurance to the cost. The Government are spending so much money on the bars now 
that tlie risk will gradually got less and the insurance get less. The Clarence bar is an easy bar now, 
and the insurance there would be low.
2812. Have the works at tlie Clarence improved the bar ? Very much. On the Clarence and the 
Richmond they havo done a large amount of good. The Richmond is not so dangerous now. Tho 
entrance is very much hetter, aud as the breakwater progresses no doubt it will be a splendid and safo 
bar harbour.
2813. ilfr, Potoell.] I suppose, from your knowledge of tbe Northern rivers, the shipowners wmuld not 
object to pay reasonable rates for tbe service of the Government tug as they do now? Oh, no ; it has 
cost me over £1,500 a year for one river alone, and I must say that tbe shipowners would be only too 
glad to pay a reasonable sum for towage. Some of the bars are much better now, and, of course,
the steamers do not require to pay so much for towage, as they do not take the tug so often. Sailing .
vessels must take the tug in and out.
2814. What do you think would be a minimum rate ? All the captains trading to these rivers are exempt 
from pilotage. Would you make that compulsory ?
2815. They only need pay for work;—if they want the service the boat is there? In that case you 
should charge the ordinary scale.
2810. Wc know what the scale is, but we do not know what they charge for special services ? They 
charged me for towage Is. a ton each way on our registered tonnage. .
2817. That must come pretty heavy? Yes; it was very expensive. One of my boats cost me over £100
a month for towage when the bar was bad. .
2818. President.] Are they charging that now ? I do not know what the scale is. Mr. Fenwick used to 
charge as much as lie could get. The pilot had no control, and there was no remedy. They could put 
you ashore if they liked.
2819. ]\!.r. Potoell.] Do you not think a reasonable charge should he made hy the Government, and that 
almost all vessels would avail themselves of it? I am sure they would if it were a reasonable charge— 
say, Gd. a ton.
2820. "With a minimum of 40s. ? Yes, certainly. The rate is a matter of arrangement as the bar gets
better or worse. Charge what is a fair thing . ■
2821. President.] And a minimum rate for steamers ? I think a minimum of £5 would do. Of course,
it would he a Government boat, and should not make a profit. 2822.
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B. B. Nicoll. 2822. The idea is to make the charges cover every possible risk, without making a profit P Tes, certainly.
an°kher matter. Some ot the ])ilots own lands, and set the boatmen to work them. At a 

" une’ ''hiorthern river the pilot employs the boatmen to dig and hoe and pull corn. I can bring evidence to 
prove that-they have actually been kept until 12 o’clock at night, shelling corn. This has been going on 
for years. The men complained to the Marine Board.
2823. Is that same pilot still in charge? Tes. One mau who was discharged I know well. There was 
no complaint against him particularly. I took him to Captain Hiison, and there was some trifling 
complaint that he had said something to the pilot while in the boat, which he denied. He was discharged 
simply to make room for the pilot's son.
282-1. Is the pilot’s son still employed ? Tcs. Captain Hixson promised to give him future employment. 
I do not know whether he has got if yet or not. This man was employed until 12 o’clock at night, in the 
barn, sbelling corn. He is a good man. He has a captain’s certificate, is thoroughly steady, and does 
not drink. I can vouch for him as thoroughly reliable. I have seen coops of poultry on board steamers, 
addressed to the members of the Board, from the pilots. It seems to me that the whole thing is a happy 
family sort of business. As long as these men keep right with Captain Hixson and the Board it is 
all right. There seems to be no supervision ; they are not bothered about anything. Home of them have 
been there for a great many years, and are too old. That is a very bad state of affairs. The men in the 
pilot service have no place to send complaints to; hut perhaps you will recommend that these men be 

■ given a status. They havo no status now.
2825. If it were made a Government Department they wmuld be Civil Servants ? These men have no 
redress at all. They are generally hardworking men, who have been sailors.
2820. If an inspector, such as you propose, were appointed lie could look after this ? He would remedy 
this evil of working the men on the land.
2827. And if the pilot were in charge of the steamer there would be plenty of work to occupy the men’s 
time? Tes ; this man, I. am told, makes a couple of hundred a year out of tlie land.

Alfred "William Meeks, Merchant, and President of the Chamber of Commerce, sworn, and examined:—
A. \V.Meeks, 2828. President.'] I think you are one of the principals of Gibbs, Bright, & Co.? Tes; and President 

of the Chamber of Commerce.
28 June, 1S97. 2829. Wo think you can give us some valuable information with reference to this Commission, and wc 

leave you to put it in your own way ? Do you wish as to the preseut constitution of the Marine Board?
2830. Tes ? I think the present constitution is wrong in principle. As I understand it, there are seven 
members, three of whom are elected by owners of locally-registered boats. These locally-owned boats 
may bo mere lighters and small coasting boats, and need not necessarily bo vessels of any moment, white 
flic harbour contains a large number of sea-going boats.
2831. The local vessels are about 90,000 tons, and the foreign-going, 1,500,030 tons ? And that 1,500,000 
tons are practically unrepresented on the Board. The question arises iu my mind whether you want 
a M.arine Board at all to carry on the administration of the Department. The administration is really in 
the hands of the President and Secretary just as the Collector of Customs administers his Department, 
and the principal reason for having the other gentlemen on the Board is for inquiries about disasters, 
casualties, and such like. I have for some time been of tins opinion (and I must say, after very careful 
inquiry of very experienced shipping masters, that they bear out my own view of the matter) that it 
would be far better if we had an inquiry Court—that is to say, a Court with a Judge or Chief Magistrate 
as Chairman, and two nautical assessors or more as the case might require. Xow that we have a Public 
Service Board, it should be left to them to appoint the assessors, because they would be free of all political 
influence, and free of all badgering for ofliee which must necessarily occur if the Minister had the 
appointment. Now, we require to-day, owing to the alteration which has taken place in the construction 
of steamers and machinery, and the advance in navigation, that these men should be up to date, and the 
only way to get them is to take advantage of the men who come off the sea from time to time, and 
appoint them on an assessor’s roll from which tho Court might be made up. Those are my views with 
regard to the inquiries. This would overcome all the difficulties ot the present Board, which, being 
elected, must give dissatisfaction to a number of people. Tou know now the seamen, firemen, and 
stewards want to be represented on the Board. They do not want it just for the sake of representation, 
but for the sake of the inquiries. I should oppose an officer of a boat being tried by men who had not 
the necessary qualification by training, nor tbe knowledge necessary to obtain a master’s certificate. Cases 
where certificates are handed in to be dealt with, and which may end in more serious charges in case of 
loss of life by collisions, should he tried only by those who are most competent, and not by stewards, 
seamen, or firemen. The assessors should not be appointed for a number of years, and the list should be 
altered at intervals, and advantage taken of any fresh men coming off the sea, so that the roll should be 
as complete as possible.
2832. To whom would you give tlie selection of assessors to try any particular case? I liave not given
that serious thought. I am rather disposed to have a formal panel, and take them in rotation, but if tho 
Judge thought it a special case, I should be disposed to allow him to increase his advisers ; he might 
have four. ■
2833. Do you think it would be advisable to give the Judge power to nominate his assessors, subject to 
Executive approval in any particular ease ? I do not thiuk it would be necessary. The roll would be so 
good, in my opinion, that as a rule, with the men running in rotation, it would be perfectly fair, I think 
it is a little awkward to call upon a Judge to select his assessors beyond saying, “ I want four for this 
case.” I have no objection to that. Ifho had to say, “ I want Captain So-and-so and Captain So-and-so ” 
it would be putting him in an invidious position, to which he would object. In certain cases it might be 
right to give the right to challenge to this extent,—that if a captain were engaged iu anything connected 
in any shape or form with one of tho companies he could be objected to on that account.
2834. Mr. Wilson.] Would you give the parties the right to lodge objections to any particular assessor 
up to a certain time ? Tes ; it might be done beforehand. Lists might bo sent to those who had to 
appear, stating that the case would come on on a certain day, and tho assessors would be selected from a 
list enclosed. They should then have the right to write to the Judge and object to any assessor, giving

their
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their reasons. ^ 1 do not want to say a word agninsf llio present President ot the Marine Board. I have A. W, Mocks, 
a very high opinion of him. 1. do not think we need a Board at all, as the President and the Secretary 
really administer the Department. It is really administrative work. 28 June, 189".
2835. Preuidfitit.'] Do you know anything about the subsidised tugs on tho rivers? Xo; I do not.
Those are my views after residence in three colonies and very close attention to shipping and mercantile 
matters in two colonies particularly, and I have been President in the Adelaide Chamber of Commerce.

Alfred Seltree, merchant, and owner of sailing ships trading to the northern rivers, sworn, and
examined :—

2836. President.] How many years have you been connected with the shipping trade to the rivers ? A. Settree,
About twenty-five years. '
2837. We think from your long experience in connection with this trade that you may be able to give 28 June,1897. 
us valuable information ? I have always been of the opinion that the Marine Board is not constituted as
it should he. I am a ship-builder as well as a ship-owner. There should be on the Marine Board a ship
builder, or a man who has had some experience of building shipping. I also think there should be an 
engineer there in the same wav.
2838. If one interest is to be represented others will want representation ;—what interests do you think 
should be represented on the Marine Board ? I think there should be a ship-builder there, who, as soon 
as he goes on board a ship, would know her construction and weak points at once. I think also there 
should be an engineer on the Board; and a seaman should be appointed to look after bis portion, 
beeausejf 1, as a ship-builder only, went on board a ship I would not know that portion of it.-
2839. You think that all interests that come under the operation of the Board should be represented on 
it? I really do.
2840. Do you thin];: that by that arrangement you would have a good judicial Court ? I really do.
2841. Do you not think that there would be a clashing ot interests under such a system ? 1 do not know 
how you are going to avoid that in any case.
2842. Suppose you had an independent party, say a Judge of the District Court, assisted by two 
assessors, appointed as a Marine Board Court ? I know the general feeling among tbe shipping is that 
there should be a mechanic of each sort on the Board. They send men to inspect our ships, and they do 
not know anything about it.
3843. What you are referring to now is the administration of the Department, the surveying of ships, and 
so on ? Yes.
3844. But what I am referring to is tbe Court constituted to try a case of accident;—do you think such 
a. Court should be representative in the way you propose ? Most decidedly I do ; if they are in tbe right 
place in one position, it follows that they must be so in every ease.
2845. Would it not come to this ; separate the judicial functions from the executive functions, iu which 
a knowledge of ship-building might be very necessarydo you not think a Judge of the District Court, 
assisted by two nautical assessors, would compose a Court which would obtain the confidence of the whole 
of the shipping community ? In that case I really do not.
284G. Then wo come to the executive functions: if we had in the Department a qualified person who 
would be an engineer, and another a ship-builder, do you not think that would give satisfaction ? I 
believe that would give satisfaction, I really do, in conjunction with practical nautical men. Tlie thing 
has been mooted here for years and years among us ship-builders. I know we aro very dissatisfied some
times when these people come on board our vessels. I really do not think they know anything about it,
2847. Who is the shipwright now ? Air. McKitchie, but he does not touch our vessels at all.
2848. If there wore a shipwright on the panel of assessors it would give you all the satisfaction you
require ? Yes, for sailing-vessels, but not steamers. '
2849. Is ow take the matter of! the subsidised tugs—J shall be glad if you will give us vour views ;—we 
want to know whether it is working satisfactorily to the public? 1 must say iu the first instance a lot of 
dissatisfaction is caused by tbe boat being stationed at tho Bellinger Jiiver while there is nothing going in 
or out of that river. I suppose I get 75 per cent, of what comes from that river, and there is not one 
cargo a month coming out. There is a tug waiting on that one boat a month, while there is only one tug 
to do the Nambucca and the Maclcay towages.
2850. Aro you the agent of the boat'ruiming there ? TSTo ; I am the agent for the mill at the Bellinger.
2851. Mr. Powell.] A.s a matter of fact, there were seventeen sailing-vessels and eighty-four steamers 
visited the Bellinger last year ;—this is a return from the Marine Board, and the cost of the tug is £746? 
there are the Yambueca aud the Macleay with one boat to do the two rivers, which it cannot do, and is 
the cause of some dissatisfaction.
2852. What do you think is the reason? Considerable delay to vessels waiting at the Macleay sometimes 
for days lor tbe tug to come from the Nambueca, and the contractor has been threatened more than once 
for keeping the vessels behind the bar.
2853. President.] You are interested in the Bellinger Biver yourself ? Yes ; in the timber business.
2854. I suppose these vessels trading to the Bellinger bring other produce than timber ? Ko; very 
little. The North Coast Company gets nearly all of it but timber and firewood.
2855. Do their steamers go to ihe Bellinger ? Occasionally. 1 think there should be a tug at the 
Macleay, and lot the other boat do the Nambueca and the Bellinger.
2856. Tou think tbo Macleay has sufficient business to employ one boat? I do.
2857. And then the Bellinger and ihe Nambueca could well be served by one boat ? I-think that would 
give satisfaction.
2858. Do you know anything about Ihe mangement of tho tugs themselves are you aware whether the 
present mauagement gives satisfaction? Ido not know' whether you are aware of it, that I and two 
others have put a new' boat at the Hastings Biver, simply because we were not satisfied with tbe treatment 
we were getting. Wc have all the tug work there now, because we have most of the trade.
2859. You liave all the timber from the river? Yes.
2860. What other produce comes from there ? Not much. It cornea in the steamers. Wc were dissatis
fied and complained, and no notice was taken, so we built this boat.
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A. Settree. 2SG1, "What complaints did you make? Jfonc ; but my skipper used to say he wanted to go out, nud 
?sTV^~is<n W0U^ Ilot ta^e'1‘m I’hey would tell him to wait till morning, _ _ _

UIlE> • 28(j2, Are you aware whether the pilot had anything to do with that ? He had nothing to do with it.
2SG3. Do you know of any case where the pilot advised that the tug could go out and the master refused? 
I do not.
2864. Do you know of any friction between the pilots and the masters of the tugs ? Ho.
2865, You say that the tug-boats will not go out when you want to ? Our skippers complained continu
ally about it. and we got the boat, and the tug has done no work since. It is not paying ns to keep the 
vessel there, but wo have done it because wo are not satisfied with the present arrangements. We get 
quicker despatch for our vessels.
28C6. How many vessels arc you running to Port Macquarie ? All of us are now running eight.
2867. All these eight vessels are now served by your tug? Yes.
2868. Do you think that if the tug were undcr'the control of the pilot that the cause of dissatisfaction 
would be largely done away with ? I do not. I think it is better in private hands.
2869. Do you think that the subsidised tugs along the rivers might bo withdrawn altogether ? No
because there is not sufficient to pay the boats without it. '
2870. How do you propose to remedy that then ? The present state of things is all right, if there were 
better supervision and more notice taken of complaints.
2871. You think the Marine Board do not take sufficient notice of complaints ? Ho.
2872. You suggest a better administration, and not an alteration of the system? Yes; there is a great 
soreness about the Macleay and the Bellinger business.
2873. It is quite open to you to offer your boat to the G-overnment;—yon can enter into a contract with 
the Marine Board at Port Macquarie? This gentleman has it for six months in any case.
2874. It is open to you to send in a tender when it is made vacant? I sec. We are not satisfied with the 
boat, the “Thistle.” She draws too much water for the place, and she cannot take a vessel when she 
should take her, and then when they attempt to lighten her up to (say) 5 ft. 6 in., she has not sufficient 
grip of the water. When she has a good grip she tows well, but when she is lightened she has no power. 
It is not a suitable boat for the place.
2875. Mr. PowelK] As a matter of fact, it appears by this return that there are more vessels entering and 
leaving Port Macquarie than any other of the northern rivers? I think there are. I think there are no 
more vessels, but they make better trips. As far as we are concerned, we are quite willing to offer our 
boat to tbe Government for so much a year. We cannot run the boat without a subsidy. We put on 
our own boat because wc were dissatisfied with the present arrangements.
2870. President] Then the reason for dissatisfaction is that the boat is unsuitable ? Acs ; we have put a 
good boat there with good machinery.
2877. I suppose it really pays you to keep her there ? We are making no money out of it. With a small 
subsidy we could do it. " ’

Alfred Langley, Merchant and Owner of sailing-vessels trading to the northern rivers, sworn, and
' examined:— .

A. Langley. 2878. President.] We shall be glad of any information you may be able to give ns with regard to the 
' Marine Board—first about the constitution, and then about the management? So far as the constitution

8 June, 1897. of the Board is concerned I do not profess to know much about it. As far as we aro concerned wc 
have always got satisfaction. '
2279. How many' vessels have you trading to these rivers? Five altogether.
2880. And to what rivers do they trade? Two to the Manning, ono to the Hambucca, and two to the 
Tweed. They go to wherever they can get loading.
2881. Are yon connected with any of the mills on the coast? My brother has a mill on the Manning, 
and 1 am his agent.
2882. Canyon give us any information about the tugs ? Sometimes they do not take vessels out when 
the masters think they can go. The captains of the vessels sometimes say they can get out, and the pilot 
and the master of the tug say they eonnbt get out. Some people think the tugs should he under the 
charge of the pilots, but I do not think so.
2883. Why not? Very often the captain of the tug and the captain of the vessel will make up their 
minds and take her in or out against the advice of the pilot. They often risk it against the wish of the 
pilot. If the tug were solely in charge of the pilots the vessels would not, in my opinion, get out so often 
as they do now,
2SS4. Your experience is that the captains of the tugs are more willing to risk things than the pilots ? 
Yes ; the crew of the pilot station are very handyq and of great assistance when vessels get ashore. Wc 
had a vessel ashore on the Manning recently, and the tug got ashore, too ; and if the pilot’s crew had not 
rendered assistance by laying out anchors I do not think we could have got the vessel off.
2885. So far as your experience goes you do not think any improvement could he made ? I do not say
that; hut we can get along all right when the bars are good. Of course, we cannot get along'well now 
in day tides ; but that is because the bars are very bad. 1
2886. Can you suggest no improvement in the management of these subsidised tugs? I do not see that 
they can be improved on now. I think they might go out a little oftener at night. Very often we can get 
out at night with the vessel, as there is often better water at night than in the day ; but we cannot make

■ them take ns out. If it were made a part of the contract that they should take us out at night if
necessary, and if conditions were favourable, it would be an improvement. (Vide Appendix 48.)

George de Fraine, Shipowner and Timber Agent, sworn, and examined:—
G. de Frame. 2887. President.] To what rivers do you trade? I have five vessels bar-bound at Hambucca now—to the 

<, Bellinger, Camden Haven, and tbe Hambucca.
28 June, 1897. 2888. Is that the total fleet you are interested in—five vessels ? We have nine or ten vessels running 

constantly for the mills for which we are the agents.
2889.
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2SS!). Wo shall he glad of any information in your possession regarding the management of the subsidised de Frame.
tug-serviee? I do not understand exactly what you mean. Do you want it managed more cheauly,or what? . . 1 J,2SJune,lS07.
lidtlO. ]h the present system giving satisfaction? I do not see how you could improve on it.
2891, .Are you interested in any of the subsidised tugs ? I am the owner of one.
2892. Where? At the Camden Haven.
289.3. What do you get for that ? £19 10s. a month ; and I mahe what I can out of the ships.
2891. Have you any experience of the tug-service on the other rivers ? Yes.
2'9j. You do not thinft tho present system can be improved upon? I do not think so. There is ono 
great objection to the pilots taking the tugs, and that is that if an accident happened to the tug while tho 
pilot was iu charge, who is there to go to her assistance? The tug often gets into difficulties, and tho I 
pilot has to help her. p
2899. You think the pilots are required in addition to the tugs ? Yes.
2S97. And it the pilots took command of tho tugs various interests would suffer, because there would be 
no one to help the tug if she got into difficulty ? Yes ; I had charge of a tug myself for ten years on these 
bars, and l have often been in difficulty with a vessel coming in, and both vessel and tug have gone ashore, 
and the pilot has rendered assistance.
2898. You think the pilot's crew is absolutely required to render assistance both to the subsidised tugs 
and to the vessels which tho tug may be towing ? YYs.
2899. And you can think of no improvement in the management of thetug-service ? iSo ; lam interested 
m no other tug. There is one thing I would suggest,—1 think that when calling for tenders for the 
service, it should be for three or five years.
2999. Do you think throe years would be sufficient? No; 1 think five years would secure a first-class 
service, and it would be done a good deal cheaper.
290L A good deal cheaper ? Yes ; a boat suitable for a bar harbour tug is of no service to earn a living 
iu Sydney, and a man will not build one suitable for that service except he has a contract for a certain 
lime.
2992. You have been on a tug for some years ? Yes.
2903, Do you consider that you are under the orders of the pilot? I have always done what the pilot 
has suggested.
2901, If the pilot said it was safe to go out would you interfere and say, 11 No, 1 do not think it is safe ” ?
1 worked under one pilot for nine years, and we always worked together. As far as the service has been 
eonduclcd, 1 do not think there has been any complaint. '
2995. There is not likely to be complaint in your case, because you are the owner or the agent for all the 
shipping going there? Yes; nearly all.
2999. There is no reason why you should not he a happy family ;—there is no divided interest ? No.
2907, Mr. J*otvelI.~\ You said that if the time wore extended to live years, it would enable persons 
tendering to supply a more suitable boat ? In some instances it would.
2908, A more suitable boat ? Yes.
2999. And you think Sydney boats, as a rule, are not suitable ? No.
2910. Do you think tbe boats now employed, taking them all round, are suitable for the work for which 
they tender ? I think they are, because they have been over the bars.
29 M. You told.us you were receiving £19 10s. a month ? Y'es.
29 L2. Is that for 1897 ? Yes.
2913. Did you tender in 1896 ? Yes.
2311. 'What did you receive then ? £19 10s. -
2913. I do not quite understand that ? I think the tenders were called last June.

THURSDAY, 1 JULY, 1897.
Present :— ' ’

JOSEPH BAELING, Esq., J.P., President.
GrEOTUxE ALEXANDER WILSON. Esq., J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Cecil West Darlcy, Bngineer-m-Chief for Public Works, sworn and examined :—
2916. A’mvdffnt.] You are Engineor-iii-Chief for Public Works? Yes. C. W. DaHey.
2917. The Commission would be glad if you would give them the benefit of your experience in any matters '—
relating to the Marine Board, which you think may be of use in this inquiry;—in your capacity of 1 lsu"'
Engineor-in-Chicf you have a loug acquaintance with the Department, especially in regard to the harbour
works, and have made many visits to all'parts of the coast ? Under the present Marino Board Act some 
trouble has arisen in the control of the inland navigable waters. That Act makes it unworkable to 
properly control those waters. I think the protection of inland navigable waters should be vested in the 
Public Works Department.
2918. You mean the parts that are not pilot waters ? Yes, up the rivers.
2919. Mr. Wilson.] Knags get into the stream above Dismore, aud there is nobody there who is under the 
Murine Board, and yet the Marine Board has to be consulted before anything can be done ? In the year 
1862 an Act was passed, called the Navigable Waters Protection Act. The working of that Act was 
entrusted to the Public AVorks Department. It wns to regulate the discharge of ballast, and to prevent 
any obstruction being put into navigable waters. Its working was extremely simple. Any person could 
lay an information, go to the court, take out a summons, and get summary jurisdiction. Under that Act 
we frequently had men summoned and fined £10, £20, and £190, for carelessness in discharging ballast or 
wilfully throwing ballast into Newcastle Harbour, and into harbours on tho coast. We very often had 
officers out at night watching to catch men discharging ballast into places where it was illegal.
This Act worked extremely well, and kept a wholesome check upon these people. If a man felled 
a tree we could summon him at once and have him punished. Tho Marine Board Act then came 
into force, and, although the old Act was not repealed, tho Supremo Court has decided that the Marine
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C. W. Darlcy, Board, were made ilie custodians of the navi^alilo waters. Wc summoned a man for throwing 
l^JuT^lSO" harbour. Tho point that the Marine Board alone had jurisdiction was raised, it was

u taken to the Court, and decided against us on those grounds. Brom that day to this I am not
aware of any prosecution for throwing trees or ballast into navigable waters. Mr. Kecle has complained 
very much about this, that we have to maintain an expensive staff to take snags out of tho 
Kichmond, the Tweed, aud the Clarence, and their tributaries ; that the farmers tumble trees down 
across tbe rivers and we have to send men up to take them away. We have frequently reported this to 
the Marine Board, but we have found their system so cumbersome and troublesome that it wras not worth 
tho trouble, ]t is unworkable. A few words should he put in the Act giving the public or tbe police 
power to prosecute so that summary jurisdiction can be taken without appeal to tho President of the 

, Marine Board. The police frequently write down and report that a tree is across a river and say what it 
will cost to remove it. They often help ns in that way. There is also another difficulty growing up on 
the liichmoiid Itiver, and that is the rafting of timber. It is a great source of danger. In the Act there 
ought to be power to make by-laws to regulate tbe size of rafts and the manner of handling them, putting 
them together, aud conveying them down the river. Coming down the river a log frequently drops off 
and it is not worth while going back for it. Going up the Tweed River the other day I saw two or three. 
They are called “ floaters,” and are very dangerous; they would sink a steamer. They are 17 or 20 feet 
long and 2 or 3 feet in diameter. Something ought to be done to regulate that. We have to maintain 
a staff of men to clear the rivers of obstructions that ought never to be there, and tbe cost of removing 
the obstructions ought to fall upon those who cause them.
2020. AVeshfe/?/.] There is another thing—the Marine Board have not the staff at their command to take 
prompt steps f They have the pilot at the heads, but as a rule he is not a fit man to do it. It is too far, 
and he could not get up there with only a rowing boat. Regarding the tugboats I think a change could, 
advantageously to the Government, be made if the Government owned them instead of renting them. Mr. 
Tortus was approached by Captain Hixson as to whether wo could do it with our tugs. That is out of the 
question. We are not using many tugs along the coast now. At most of the rivers wc have sand-pump 
dredges which do not require tugs. The silt is pumped ashore.
292L. That* is a mistake. What we wanted to put before you was Ibis : If the Marine Board had tho 
tugs, would they be of any use to you ? On the rivers where we have boats they are working about 20 
miles up the rivers. It would be in many ways an advantage to us if the Government had their own 
boats, because wc could often make use of them for moving about on the coast and doing things which 
we are now debarred from doing because it takes too long. Por instance, if I want to send an officer to 
Coff's Harbour it takes something like five or six days to go there and hack to attend to a little matter. 
If the tugboat could be used he could get there and back the same day. Then I must call attention to 
this, that while, on some of the rivers, there are most active and efficient pilots and men who, if they had 
charge of the tugs would get good work out of them, there are other places where the pilots have got 
sun-dried, and the very nature of their occupation, sitting there on the sand waiting for vessels, makes 
them indolent and lazy. If the pilots wore in charge of tho tugboals they would have to be energetic. 
Of course the boat now attending tho Macleay, Bellinger, and the ISTambucca must be worked with a 
great amount of energy. That boat should bo under the charge of the pilot at one station, and run down 
to the others when vessels are expected. These ports are all in the one hay, practically. The eight-hour 
system could not be worked there; they would have to work long hours when necessary. At the 
Richmond it would work very well; the pilot is very energetic. But the Tweed pilot has seen his best 
days. ... .
2922. Could yon oblige us by giving us a carefully-prepared estimate of the cost of (say) two classes of 
steamers—one for the Richmond, which requires a much higher-powered steamer, and then another class 
which would do for the other rivers ; simply making them suitable for the work, without fitting them up 
elaborately. And also an estimate of uffiat it would cost 1o work these steamers, making an allowance 
for wear and tear, Ac. We have some information on that point, and we want now a carefully-prepared 
return to shoiv exactly the cost. You should let us know how many men would be required, the amount 
of fuel, and say 0 per cent, for depreciation ? I think it would he 10 per cent, or 13 per cent. {Vide 
Appendix 46.)
2923. Would you want 10 per cent., taking into account the very careful way in which you maintain 
your tugs? 'Yes, I think so.
2924. That would mean a new steamer in tejn years. You know we have had the a Thetis ” for twenty- 
five years, and it is still a good boat ? She has had new boilers and new engines in her.
2923. Is there anything else you can tell us ;—anything in connection with the lighthouses? Ho. I 
think they are managed very well. We attend to the structural repairs and maintenance. We supply 
the paint, and the light-keepers paint them themselves, and take a pride in keeping things bright. 

t 2926. Speaking about the pine-log rafts, do you think the Public Works Department should have the
‘ power to make regulations, and to see them carried out ? I think the Public Works officers could point

out the regulations that are necessary. "Wc saw three logs the other day in the Tweed. They are very 
formidable things to bit. J instructed my officer that at the first opportunity he could possibly spare he 
was to go up the river with the boat and hook on 1o them and low them to his wharf and tie them there, 
and if anybody claimed them, he was not lo let (hem go until the cost was paid.
2927. Is it not a fact fhat Iheso logs eventually sink? Yes.
2925. And then become more formidable still ? They collect sand and form a bar. A log of that kind 
is very often tie commencement of an island in the river. On the Richmond River we also met a 
considerable number of them floating about. It is really a danger to river navigation at present.
2929. You would recotnmend that power be given io the Public: Works Department and the police to 
frame regulations to control the way in which these rafts are made? Yes,
2930. And also to take immediate action in case of trees being felled across the river? Yes. I think 
you might go so far as to make farmers responsible for the trees on the banks of the river. They ought 
to be cut down and burned by the owners of the land. In Mr. Kecle’s last monthly report he said that 
in half a mile of the river they took out 540 snags.
2931. The meaning of that is that the settlers fell their timber into the river, and flic Government have 
the expense, practically, of clearing their land for them ? Ales,
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Mr. Henry Selfe, Engineer Surveyor to the Marine Board, sworn, and examined:—■
2932. President.'] Are yon a salaried officer of tine Marine Board ? Yes. ' H. Selfe,
2933. You have forwarded ns a letter in which you recommend that the Sow and Pigs should he lighted
by electric cable from the lighthouse P I did. \Yide Appendix 49.] 1 July, 1897.
2934. Will you just elaborate the scheme you proposed ? It requires very little detail. You would
merely need an armoured cable under the water. .
2935. But a tower would be required on the reef? Yes.
2935. What would that cost ? It would not cost much. '
2937. Have you gone into it at all? I have not gone into the details.
293S. Would it cost £500? About that. If it is wanted done cheaply you could just put in four 
hardwood posts.
2939. Still, at tho most extravagant estimate, it would not exceed £500 ? Not the towerj
2940. What would you do then ? Carry a cable down to the tower. I should imagine you -would require 
to cut a small channel out of the rock so that the wash would not affect it, and leave it in that until it 
got into 6 or 7 feet depth, where it would he out of the wash, and then it could go straight away. It 
would have to ho an armored cable inside a lead pipe, with iron round the outside.
2941. Would there not be danger of a failure now and then through no one being in charge? I do not
think there would be the slightest danger. Of course it would be possible for a vessel to pick up the 
cable with her anchor. The east channel is deeper than the west channel, and it is only pilots and 
exempt masters who corne up that channel. It would be easy to put a small light on the shore where the 
cable lands, so that at night vessels would know not to anchor in a line between the two lights. It is the 
same at Dawes Point and at Cockatoo, where the water-pipes run across; they have lights up, and a 
notice cautioning people not to anchor between the two lights. .
2942. Supposing tho cable were to give way ? You might have a cylinder of compressed gas there, to be 
turned on in case of failure.
2943. Would that be turned on from the shore ? No.
2944. Would you want a man ou the watch? No. You have the “Captain Cook" there. If that 
happened the lighthouse people would know at once. Suppose it were out for half an hour, what would 
it matter. The}' are all exempt people who come in without a pilot.
2945. Mr. Powell.] Would it be in view of the lighthouse where the power was derived ? Yes.
2943. _Pve«rf«77i.] What experience have you had in electrical matters? None. I am no authority ou 
electrical matters. It has been suggested by my general experience. '
2947. Do you know of any place in the world where a light in mid-harbour is managed in that way from
the shore ? T cannot say that I do. 1 have not hunted the matter up at all. You need not look for a 
precedent in these matters. It is strictly a mechanical problem. .
2948. We know it is practicable, but in case of accidental failure there might he serious consequences ;— 
you know the electric is very often an uncertain lightyou see the light on Sydney station die down 
and perhaps go out occasionally, and, although there is no inconvenience there, it would he a serious thing 
at this light in the harbour ? There is more chance of failure in the arc light than with the incandescent 
light. The are light could not he nsed there because it would dazzle the eyes of shipmasters coming up 
the harbour. You want a subdued light there, so that you could see even a miserable little coaster coming 
up with an oil light.
2949. Mr. Wihon.] The danger of interruption would not be so great where there is simply one light as 
where there is a large distribution to shops and so on ? No. The filament of an incandescent light 
would last 1,000 hours, whereas the carbon in an arc light must be renewed every day.
2^0. President.] It might be done in another way, by having a double cable? it would be better to 
have it in duplicate. I spoke to my brother. Mr. Norman Selfe, and Mr, Pitzmauricc about it, and they 
saw no difficulty.
2951. Mr. Wilson..] Would that apply to other harbour lights ? Yes ; to all the lights.
2952. Mr. Powell.] You could extend it to the Hornby light, too ? Yes.
2953. And if any accident happened, the man at tho lighthouse would know at once ? Yes.
2954. President.] And he could send assistance at once to put it right? Yes.
2955. Mr. Powell.] From the “ Captain Cook ” ? Y es. It occurred to me once when I went on board the. 
lightship, It took me back to something far beyond my boyhood’s days—the old crab-winch aud the 
three-eighths chain and block.
2953. President.] It costs £800 per annum ? Yes. , .
2957. One expense will settle the whole thing ? Yes ; it is a matter that a man wants to go into carefully 
to get the best way to go about it. I imagine the separate circuit system would be better than* the 
continuous circuit, but these are matters for the electricians to go into. *
2958. How many lights would that effect in the harbour—the Sow and Pigs, the Hornby Light, the
Pile Light, and the two leading lights on the shore ? I think there is another further down.
2959. Mr. Powell.] There is one at Shark Island? I am almost sure there is.
2930. President.] Is that quite your idea ? Yes, it is quite my own idea.
2981. I think you are deserving of great credit in bringing it forward. Is there anything else you would,
like to say ? I havo been seventeen years in the Government Service, and am really not as well
remunerated as I was in the employment I gave up to come here. I never made less than" £400 a year
ns chief engineer. Now I get £371 a year. Mr. Marshall and I were both chief engineers before we 
got the appointment, aud we got it in competition with a number of others. It takes £6 or £7 a month 
more to live on shore than on board ship, so I am not getting as good pay as a chief engineer on a mail 
steamer; and Mr. Marshall is not getting as good as a second engineer. The General Manager of the 
Union S.S, Co., who is interested in Messrs Briscoe, Drysdale, & Co., sent to me and made me a distinct 
offer some time ago of a three years’ written agreement of £400, £500, and £800 a year, to take charge 
of the machinery department at Briscoe, Drysdale, & Co. I thought the matter over and consulted with 
Mr, Cruickshank, who agreed that as the Land Boiler Bill was before the House there was every chance 
of an improved position. I refused it, as it was a new line to me. *
2982. “What are your duties ? Surveying steamers. If I go on board a steamer and say, “ The bottom, 
has got to come out of this boat," there is next to no appeal—the bottom must come out. When the 
Manly Beach Co. were running against the opposition, I compelled them to spend £8,000. They must do it.
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H. Selfe. I could not help it. The boats would not have been safe without it. That was the “Pairlight” and 
“Brighton.” These people had every confidence in me. They never appealed against it. The same with.

1 July, 1S97. the North Coast Co. I had boilers taken out of their boats last year. We have enormous power under 
the Act. I am the assistant engineer; but, when I survey a steamer I have to do it on my own account, 
there is no assistance in it, Mr, Marshall receives £24 12s. a month. He was chief engineer on the 
“ Zealandia” before, getting £25 or £26 a month, and found, and where the wear and tear of clothes was 
nothing to what it is now. We are always crawling about the boilers and ships bilges. Yesterday X was 
over the “Miowera”; I had five hours of it. I was completely played out.

Captain Francis Hixson, B.N., re-examined :—
Captain 2963. Jlfr. Wihon.'] This is a plan of tho Newcastle Harbour {putting ii Inforo Captain Hixson), and' 

Hixson, It.N, this is the south part. Vessels coming in cannot tell when vessels are going out, nor can vessels going 
v, out tell when vessels are coming in. Captain Williams has suggested having a signal, which would cost 

1 July, 1897- very litUe money, to show vessels going out whether other vessels are coming in, and vice versa. There 
is a large building on the point, which shuts off the view; uill you tell us what you think of this 
proposal ? I am against the proposal. In the first place, if a collision occurred about here they would 
try to prove that the signal was wrong, and if it could be proved that it was wrong we should be placed 
in an awkward position,
2964. Would you be more responsible for the man in charge of the signal than you are for your pilots? 
Perhaps not. If a man is entering Newcastle Harbour he eaunot look about for signals ; be has to look 
after his vessel. There is no such thing known in the British Dominions, and it would be expensive.
2965. The expense would be immaterial ? I do not know that. You would require people on the
lookout from daylight to dark, and what about thick weather, and at night-time, when litigation is most 
dangerous ? _ _
2966. They have people already there ^ My impression is that the proposal is a fad, and the generality 
of nautical men would be against It. I assure you I would guarantee to say that not one man out of 
ten who bring tbeir vessels into Port Jackson looks to see whether she is signalled in or out. The signal 
is not put there for the use of vessels ; it is put there for business people to see. The master of a vessel 
has quite enough to do to navigate his ship. Even in the “Orlando” nobody would heed signals on shore; 
tbe whole attention of the officers would be directed to the navigation of the vessel.
2967. Mr. Powell.] What are the leading lights for? To show the only channel that can be navigated. 
The master’s whole attention is taken in navigating his vessel, and begets bis leading lights inline for 
that purpose. I assure you that the members of the Marine Board in Sydney laughed at the thing, and

■ so far as I know the members of the Board in Newcastle laughed at it.
2968. They did not seem to laugh at it to us ? Captain Cross, the chairman, and Captain Newton, have 
laughed at it to me.
2969. It was advocated by Captain Brooks ? He is not a sailor; he is a carpenter.
29/0. Mr. Wilson.] Captain Williams said, “ The reason why they refused to accede to our request, was 
that in the event of a collision occurring they would be responsible ” ? The very point I take. The 
Marine Board rules for the navigation of the harbour aro most excellent, and if these rules are attended 
to no collision can occur. Wo have an additional rule in both Sydney and Newcastle reduciug the speed, 
and tbe true safety of tbe navigation of both Port Jackson and Newcastle harbours is to go easy and 
observe the rules.
2971. I do not see that there is any harm in having this signal ? No ; except that they would try to put
the responsibility of accident on tbe signal. _
2972. I am not expressing any opinion at all. It is carrying out very much what is already in 
existence on the railways ? The trains go on railway lines.
2973. This proposal is very similar in principle to the railway signals of in-coming and out-going 
trains ? It would not do a bit of good and it might lead to the G-overnment becoming responsible 
for a collision. There are already rules, most comprehensive, most excellent, to guide the ship m every 
possible way, aud when one ship sees another they both of them know what to do to keep away from 
collision. When I say it might not do any harm, I am quite sure that if men look away to seek for 
signals harm will come of it. The master of a vessel has no business to do anything else but look ahead 
and see to the navigation of his vessel.

■ 2974. President.) You are unquestionably of the opinion that this should he put aside? Certainly.
2975. Mr. Powell.] ’There were plenty of experienced people like yourself there who had ample opportunity 
to ridicule it, bat they did not? No ?
2976. 1 can assure you that it was received with acclamation ? You call half a dozen shipmasters without 
prejudice at all and ask them about it.
2977. President.) You think they would endorse your view of .the case ? I am pretty sure they would. 
I am quite sure every captain would say he had quite enough to do to navigate his ship, without looking 
about for signals. If there is any doubt whatever they have steam-whistles to call one another’s attention. 
1 would like to call your attention to the immense traffic in Sydney Harbour, and the few collisions that 
happen. Is not that all due to the rules, and to the careful navigation of the masters ?
2978. Mr. Wihon.) Is there not something to he said for this particularly narrow channel? I think, sir, 
the narrower the channel the more necessity for the captain never loolcing away from his ship’s head.
2979. He does not require to look away from the ship’s head;—as he looks down ho can see if a ship is
signalled ;“the signal is straight ahead ? If the signal is exhibited in a certain place, the man faces it in 
one instance and backs it in another. 1
29S0. If a man is going towards the signal it is before him each way ? They are compelled to whistle 
going down the harbour. The regulations also provide that the vessels must always hug the shore on 
their starboard side.
2981. Mr. Powell.) I think your evidence goes to show that all signals are useless ? To tell a man how 
to navigate his ship, most certainly. The signals of the present day are ample, and I am sure that this 
scheme would not do any good, and would very likely do a lot of harm.
2982. Mr. Wilson.) The room was full of people, some of them the captains of vessels then, in the 
harbour, and they applauded it ? With all respect, I do not care what they did.

2983.
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29S3. President.] How often are the pi'lot stations inspected in the course of the year? We only do jj-
when we go ou tho regular yearly inspection. _ ... '
2984', Are the pilots not inspected escept then ? Unless there is a disturbance, the regular inspection is j 
once a year only. _ ’
29S5. Are they left to themselves all the other time f Yes; hut if there was anything wrong wc would 
soon hear about it. . , _
298(1. Have you no inspector whose business it is to visit them periodically ? No. _
2987. A proposition has been put before us to light the Sow and Pigs by electricity from the lighthouse.
Does that commend itself to you? I have never thought the matter over, but tbe present light does 
very well. They bad an electric light ac Dungeness, but they had to do away with it because it was so 
close to the water, and sent such a glare about that all tbe masters objected to it. Electric lighthouses 
are never used except on a high elevation,
2988. Mr. Wihon.] Cannot that glare be reduced ? Yes. Por instance, we have reduced the glare of 
the electric light at the South Head by putting brown curtains round it on the land side.
29S9. President.] The lightship costs £800 a year. If you could put a small tower, or even piles there, 
with a light on top, operated from the lighthouse, would it not save a large expense? It might. We 
have quite enough to do with the power we have at tbe Macquarie light to run that light. We have no 
spare power there.
2090. If it could be done it would be worth while having fresh power? It is an idea. I suppose a tower 
could be built and a foundation found. _ _
2991. The foundation is there now. £500 would do? I do not think that. It is possible, but I do rot 
know what tbe cost would be.
2992. Mr. Powell.] Would not that do for tbe Hornby light as well? I think the best thing there
would be gas—it is pretty close by. _ -
2998. President.] You would want a man there? Yes; I do not think it would do to have a turning 
light without a man there, because whenever an accident happened there would always be an attempt to 
prove that the light was wrong.
2991. Mr. Wilson.] Supposing the light failed, there would have to be a reserve of gas there that the 
man could light ? Yes. I daresay economies could be effected in some of the lights. I think that would 
be worth considering. There is one feature in this proposed light—it would be necessary" to put it in 
about 4 fathoms of water, because tbe ships round it. You could not put it on tbe rock. It should be 
in 24 feet of water. 1 will mention it to tbe Marino Board ; and then there is tbe matter of sounding 
tbe gong in foggy weather. We have Mr. Cruickshank and Mr, Wildridgc, aud in them as good men as 
can be found.
2993. President.] Perhaps you will consult them, and give us some information ? Yes. Yon know there
is a deal of difficulty in the harbour arrangements. It is altogether different from people coming at 9 
aud going away at 4. These people of ours are on duty all night, Sundays and holidays, rough or fine, so 
even if the service appears lo be extravagant there is reason for it. If this tower is small the man would 
have to go to and from the shore, and in rough whether it would be difficult. The Sow and Pigs lightship 
has very rough times indeed in easterly gales. She broke adrift once, and the men had a bad time. I 
happened to be on the alert, and I got a steamer and towed her into safety. All these nautical matters 
are attended with more difficulty than ordinary shore matters. The light is tbe rounding-point, and you 
must have it right out in 4 fathoms of water, and the tower must be conspicuous, to be seen in thick 
weather. ‘
2999. Mr. Darley has brought under our notice the cumbersome method of summoning people who fell 
trees into the rivers, or streams falling into them. When tho Navigable Waters Protection Act was in 
force it was easy to take proceedings, but it is much more difficult now, because you have to specially 
authorise people to conduct the prosecution, and it is rather difficult to set the thing in motion, and the 
consequence is that people escape ? It is a pity that Act was repealed.
2997. It was not actually repealed? It is obsolete. Our Act answers very well for navigable waters, 
but it is faulty for that sort of thing.
2998. In fact, you have no staff? No.
2999. Your staff is just concentrated at the heads and the harbours, and so on? Quite so, sir.
3000. So you entirely agree with Mr. Dariey in that respect? Yes. 1 think the other Act was far better 
than the present ono in some respects, and it is a pity that the old one is lying dormant.
3001. You think that, although you might still be tbe conservators of the navigable waters, powers might 
he revived under tho old Act, so that the Police and tbe Public Works Department’s officers could take 
action ? Yes ; I think so.
3002. You quite believe in that? We always authorise both the Police and tbe Harbours and Eivers 
Department to prosecute; in fact, we often put them iu motion in the first instance. Still it is too 
cumbrous a plan.
3003. Supposing that it was determined that it was desirable that the Government should own these tugs, 
would any men other than tbe pilot’s crew be needed to man the steamers? No. 1 should think the 
pilot’s crow would be sufficient, but you would want an engineer and fireman.
3004. The reason I ask is this, that one of the witnesses here said that, in case of accident, you would 
want, not only the crcvr of the steamer, hut the crew of the pilot-boat as well ? It is very desirable. The 
practice is, that the tug tows the vessel in, and the pilot is in the channel to tell her to go right or left, as 
the case may be. ^1 would never advocate the pilot’s being put on board the steamer. I told you of a ease 
where the vessel and the tug were stranded, and, but for the pilot’s crew, eight lives would have perished.
3005. That would tell as an argument against the pilot manning the tug with his crew P I am very much 
against it. I have studied the system thoroughly, and I say we are getting rid of the expense as things 
go, but to attempt to establish the Government as the owners of the tugs would lead to very great cost,
$nd I am pretty sure that if a Government tug towed a vessel ashore, it would lead to the owner suing 
the Government. You asked me last time whether the Harbours and Rivers Department’s vessels would 
do, but I find they are not suitable. They are only made for harbour work. They are long and narrow, 
with open hatches, aud would not stand the sea on the bar.
3006. What we wanted to know was, if you had tho steamers, could the Harbours and Rivers Department
use them ? Mr. Darley was out of town, and Mr. Portus said, “ No, it could not be done,” and I asked 
him to put his ideas in writing. He has given me this letter. [Vide Appendix io.] 3007.
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Cfiptam 3007. "VVliat we want to know is, if you had the steamers, whether the Harbours and Bivers Department ,
Hixson, K.N- would not find them useful, and Mr. Darley has told us they would be useful, and he instanced taking an
J /Julv'"J]S9" cngineer Trial Bay to Coif’s Harbour? 'We could do that now, by arrangement.

’ 30US. Mr. Powell.'] Is ihat in the tug-owner's contract ? Ho ; but he is there, and it could bo done.
3009. President^] If Mr. Darley would communicate with you, you could arrange that for him ? Yes.
3010. In connection with the tug that is now stationed at the Bellinger, and the tug stationed at the 
Macleay and the Hambucca, we have had evidence here that the Macleay is the river that should have the

• tug to itself, and the.other tug should serve the Bellinger and the Hambucca? There is not much in 
that. I think the Bellinger is ihe place where there is the majority of the work.
3011. It has been said that tho pilot at the Macleay has been employing the men on a 200-acre farm, 
hoeing, ploughing, and shelling com ? Something of the kind has been reported, but this is news to me.
I think they should complain to the Marino Board first, and then, if they get no satisfaction, come here.
3012. Would there ho much danger if this proposal for the light at the Sow and Pigs were adopted, of
the cable being dragged by vessels ? They might let go an anchor on it. That is really a point. If the
light is there it must be there always. If it is out an instant it would mean trouble.

William Hewton, Inspector and Surveyor of Shipping to the Marine Board, sworn and examined:—

W, Newton. 3013. President?] Under whose immediate orders do you work ? Por the principal part of the work under 
r nobody, that is for tbe inspection of shipping; but I get things requiring to he attended to from the office

1 July, 1897. from Captain Lindeman, '
, 3014. Are you not under anyone other than Captain Lindeman and Captain Hixson;—are you an,

independent officer under them ? Yes. "
3015. M'hat are your duties? Principally inspecting shipping in everything with the exception of boilers

' and engines. ’
3016. Has Captain Sangsfer to do work similar to yours? Yes.
3017. Is he under j^ou ? He is not an assistant, but ho does the same work. The only difference is, that 
I have been longer in tho service. :
3018. He bolds the same relation to you as Mr. Selfe would to Mr. Cruickshank ? Yes ; with the only 
difference that he is not gazetted as an assistant.
3019. Are you a captain ? Yes, and a shipwright also.
3020. Are you fully occupied? Yes.
3021. Is there anything you would like to tell us with regard to your work, or any suggestion you wish to 

. make ? I have thought that more could be done in inspecting shipping. There are a lot of small coasting
vessels, and it is full employment to keep going round them. They are all over the harbour. If wc were 
afloat all the time we could do more of them, and do it much better. Tho launches are not always 
available; but in any particular case we can always get one.
3022. You think a launch ought to be going about continually with you ? There might he a small launch
always on the harbour for the use of the inspectors only. When we want to see a vessel at the Pyrmont 
wharf, we have to walk right over through the city. J
3023. Are there not sufficient launches to enable you to do that ? There are so many of us to use them, 
the engineer-surveyors and the shipwright-surveyor. As a rule there arc two and three engaged. The 
Post Office authorities and other people outside the Department use the launches.
3024. What people outside the Department, other than the Post Office use them ? Hot much outside the 
General Post Office. The Stock Department used to use them, hut now they have their own.
3025. The Post Office using the launches prevents you doing your work as effectually as you would like ?
In some cases. . ‘
3026. Does that occur often in the week ? Ho.
3027. The objection is not a very great one? Ho.
3028. If you had a row-boat at your disposal, would not that do ? The question would arise whether it 
would not be a cheaper arrangement to have a launch and one man.
3029. If you had a boat, could you not row yourself about? It would mean rowing all day.
3030. Would you not be engaged an hour iu each vessel? Yes. "
3031. And the vessels would be pretty close together? Hot in all cases.
3032. When you had to go a distance you could get a launch, but would not a row-boat be an advantage 
to you? It would; but it would take longer to row round to Pyrmont from tbe Quay than it would 
to walk.
3033. You could make several inspections on the way? Yes; but it would take a long time, that is all.
3034. Mr. Powell.] Tell us what you mean by inspection ? The general inspection of a ship to see 
whether she is in a seaworthy condition in every sense,
3035. Do you tell me that every vessel that comes into and leaves this port is inspected in that sense ?
Ho, sir.' _
3036. Under what conditions ;—is there any special rule or any special time ? No.
3037. Does inspection mean a mere casual looking at at any time to see that all is right, and the loadline
right? Yes, in some cases; and in other cases more than that. If wc have any suspicion that a ship is 
aged, it would mean condemning it. We have condemned some. ■
3038. Under what Act do you do it ? The Navigation Act. '
3039. That gives you permission to go on board of any ship. Are you required by the Board to do this. 
Do you receive instructions to go on board the “ Saucy Jack ” or tbe “ Lively Susan ” to see that she is 
in proper order and well found ? No ; not unless there is a complaint made about the ship.
3040. You appear to have a general roving commission;—you go on board every ship? Yes.
3041. That is not required by this Act. Do you get instructions from the Board to do this ? In sonte 
particular eases.
3042. But not generally? Ho ; we do not report to the Board in these general cases.
3043. Suppose a vessel is overloaded ;—have you to do with that ? Yes.
3044. Very well; you know when a vessel is going to Brisbane or to Melbourne? Yes,
3045. You go down and see what her deck cargo is, do you not? Yes, 3046.
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3016. How long does that take ;—you know in five minutes whether she has too much deck cargo ? Yes; ^ Kewton.
but those ships are advertised to go away at 5 in the evening, and-----
3017. They do not go away till 0. But you do not stay till that time? Ivot always. "We go back 1 July, 1S!>7. 
sometimes. If there is no cargo thero that would be deck cargo we do not go back, but if there is timber
and fruit, that would be deck cargo, we go back. '
3018. It is ordinary work ? Yes. '
3019. Well then, you do not trouble these little schooners trading coastwise, do you ? Yes,
3050. You do not go to see their cargo ? No. .
3051. Then what do you go for? To see that they are seaworthy.
3052. You are not required to do so by the Act? We always have done.
3053. Irom whom do you take your instructions ? .Any instructions we get, we get from the secretary.
30 >4. Does he instruct you to go to these small vessels ? Hot unless there is a complaint made.
3055. Have you any printed instructions ? Ho.
3056. When you took that duty, yon learned it from the man who was engaged in it? Yes.
3057. ^ Do you ever see Captain Hixson on these subjects? Ho; I have seen Captain Hixson on some
occasions,
3053. Only Captain Lindeman ? Yes.
3059. You know nothing about the Board as a Board, except through the secretary? Ho.
3060. Mr. Wilson.~\ Are any of the launches used by the Haval Brigade ? 1 do not know.
3061. Do they ever get the use of your launches when the launches are required for Marine Board 
business;—have you ever known it to be so? 1 cannot say that I have. I would not know.
3062.. Mr. I’owcll.'\ How long have you been an inspector ? I was a pilot for three years, and I have 
been inspecting for seven years. I was on ihe Kichmond Kiver before.

SATURDAY, 3 JULY, 1897.
\_At Custom-house, Wollongong^]

PllESEITl’:—

JOSEPH BAULING, Esq., J.P., Puesidest.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Andrew Thompson, Pilot and Harbour-master at Wollongong, sworn and examined :—
3063. Presidenti] AVbat position do you occupy? Pilot, harbour-master, head light-keeper, signal-A.Thompson,
master, and everything connected with the port. •
3064. Iliive you any assistance ? Two men ; one by day and ono bv night. 3 July, 1807.
3065. What is your salary ? £215. '
3066. With quarters ? Yes, sir.
3067. What do your men get ? £12 a month, • .
3068. Mr. Powell.] They arc classed as boatmen? Yes.
3069. President.] Do they get any quarters ? Ho, sir. ■
3070. AA'hat is your particular work? We have a lot of work to do about the shipping that may not be 
reckoned as work, letting go lines until sometimes up to 12 o’clock at night.
3071. You act as harbour-master ? Yes. D
3072. Mr. Powell.] There is nothing here now ? This is an exceptional dav.
3073. President.] What is the cause of the quietness? I could not say. It has been the same at the 
jetties along the coast.
3074. Arc you fully employed ? When there is shipping here we sometimes work from early mom till 
late at night.
3075. Do you require two men here? We do.
3076. You could not do^vithout them ? Ho. It would be a hard matter—because if there were no man 
in the lighthouse at night, and bad whether were to come on, and the danger signal was not put up, 
it might cause loss of property and fife.
3077. Is it an oil light ? Ho. Some twelve or thirteen years ago it was turned to gas. The gas-pipe 
is in a dangerous place, and had weather may break the connection; but the oil lamps are standing 
ready trimmed to be lighted when wanted.
3078. Then one of the assistants is up all night long ? Yes.
30/9. Do ships go out and come in at night ? Yes ; and the man is there and takes the lines or lets 
lines go just tho same as we do in tho day.
3080. Arc there any harbour dues here? Yes ; I think it is 5s. for the small vessels.
3081. Mr. Powell.] AV ho collects that money ? The Customs officer. I think the larger ships pay ^d.
per registered ton, ‘
3082. President.] Do you know what the revenue is ? I do not know,
3083. How long have you been in the service ? Hine years. .
3084. Is there any improvement in the management of the harbour, in the regulations, that you can
suggest? Ho. .
3085. How often are you inspected hero ? Once a year, hut we were for five years under the Harbour 
Trust, when we were never inspected by the Marine Hoard. Before the Harbour Trust came we had not 
to attend at night-time, but they laid down rules requiring us to attend at night, to take and let go lines 
for the vessels. It saves a lot of time for them.
3086. Is it your business to bring vessels iu and out? Yes, when they require my assistance,
3087. Do they pay anything for that? They pay the ordinary pilotage, the same as in Sydney.
3088. Is that collected by Mr. Potts ? Yes. '
3089. Mr. Powell.] Is it a large amount ? Ho; the last vessel I took was the “ Queen Adelaide,” and
as she was too large for here I took her to Kembla. '
3090. Are there harbour dues charged for Kembla? Ho.
3091. Have you a subsidised tug here ? Yes.
3092. Is she always here? Yes.
3093. What subsidy is paid ? About £28 a month. 3094.
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A. Thompson. 3094. la she at your disposal? Yes, at any time; when I require to go of£ to a vessel or to do anything 
else. X am never refused her.

3July, 1897. 3395, iB steam always up? Yes; they have always from 30 lb. to 40 lb. of steam ready.
3090. If she were required to go out now could she go? She could be ordered out in loss than seven 
minutes.
3097. Is she frequently employed ? Not very frequently lately,
3093. Is she frequently required by yourself ? No.
3099. Can you tell.us any time in the present year that jmu have had occasion to take out the tug for 
your own public purposes ? Not this year.
3100. Whenever she has gone out this year she lias gone out to he privately employed towing in or out? 
Yes.
3101. So far as the Public Service is concerned she has rendered no benefit or advantage to you except 
that of being always ready in ease of emergency ? That is it, sir. At any moment I want her I can get 
her.
3102. What is the distance to Port Kembla ? About dj miles by sea.

Edmund Potts, Customs Officer at Wollongong, sworn and examined:—
E, Potts. 3103. President.'] Can you give us the revenue that is derived here from tonnage duos, and so on ? I 

have only had the tonnage dues since the 1st of last August. It has been about £168 for seven months.
3 July, 1897. 3104. What are the total collections from all sources here ? After taking out the tonnage rates there is 

very little left. We have only had two cases of pilotage in this port for the last two months. When I 
came here, six years ago, there was a fair revenue, but the Harbour Trust drove it away with all sorts of 
charges and annoyances. They used to make all over-sca vessels shift for the steamers, to whicli there 
was great objection, but now it is first come first served, aud when a vessel gets alongside she is not shifted 
to make way for a steamer. Wc get very little harbour and light dues here, because most of the coal- 
vesscl owners have agents in Sydney, and they pay the dues there. The rate is 4d. per ton per half-year.

MONDAY, 5 JULY, 1897.

, PllESEST :—

JOSEPH BARLING-, Esq., J.P., President. .
GEOKG-E ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq., J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Thomas Martin Davis, M.L.A., sworn and examined :—
9’ M Davis BIOS. President.] We shall be glad if you will kindly give us any information whicli may have come 

" m.L A. • ’ under your notice, and which will be of use to us in our inquiry into the Marine Board ? Of course 
\ you are aware that in two separate Parliaments I have tried to bring about some reformation in the 

Si Juty, 1S97. Marine Board, or the closest approach to reformation in its construction that I could get. In the first 
place it seems to me that its mode of election is altogether faulty. Only one interest, the shipowners, ie 
represented, whereas no other body of the people interested, neither the underwriters, tho Chamber of' 
Commerce, nor firemen, nor seamen are represented. To alter that I was going on the Melbourne plan 
of a representative Marine Board. I carried my Bill in the Assembly, hut it was always objected to in 
our local House of Lords, aud the great objection raised against it was one with, no doubt, a great 
amount of force in the argument, aud that objection was that it should always he made a cardinal 
principle that no British captain should be tried for his certificate by any but his peers. That was really 
the difficulty, and seemed to be insuperable under a representative Marine Board. In England they have 
the Vice-Admiral by Courts and local Boards, and wherever a wreck takes place, or wherever a captain’s 
certificate is challenged, the case is always tried by a Judge with two nautical assessors. That meets the 
Judicial aspect completely, and I think would meet the case here. In fact it would he better—much 
better. I have had prettj- close intimacy with the coastal trade for the last twenty years, and was 
secretary to the seamen’s organisation for five years, and during those five years I had dealings with all 
tho shipowners on the coast. I was also general secretary to the whole Federation of Seamen’s Unions 
of Australasia, so that 1 had dealings with the shipowners of every colony. It has become almost 
proverbial that a case of collision in our Courts has become simply a case of hard swearing. It is a 
question of who can get the most to swear in evidence. One man gets his people to swear that ho had the 
red light on the port bow, and the other swears that it was a green, and that he did not see this and did 
not see the other, when, as a matter of fact, both of them were then asleep. Not many years ago a case 
of collision occurred in the harbour, and one vessel belonged to a company which was supplied in ship- 
chandleryby a member of the Marine Board, while the other got its ship-chandlery stores in New Zealand. 
Suppose tho whole thing hinges on a vote, and that ono vote carries it in favor of the local company ? Here 
is a man elected on the Marine Board, and engaged in a business which brings him in tow with a great many 
of those who elect him. Is it not simply a travesty on justice ? "What I am saying I have said to Captain 
Hixson, to John See, and 1 have said to others, aud there is no doubt about it. There was one case of 
ferry collision brouglst up in the House time after time, where a man sat on the Board and gave judgment 
who was a big shareholder in ono company, and then, when it was brought to the Supreme Court, the 
ruling was upset. The whole thing is simply a farce. Our Marine Board is simply a mockery, and if 
you did no other good, in my opinion you would do good if ^ou simply got rid of it. You could not 
possibly set up one worse if you tried. There is not one of the Judges that 1 would not give my cause 
to sooner than the Marino Board if I had one to give ; or if I had a certificate brought into question I 
would sooner take a Judge’s impartial dealing than have it bandied about as a question for vote by people 
interested. Have two nautical assessors who will give to the Judge a proper nautical outline of what is 
right and what is wrong ; to cross-examine witnesses and bring out the truth, and let both of them sum 
up, and let the Judge decide on the points of law. The assessors can do the technical work between 
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them, and let the Judge do the legal. Now with regard to the executive functions—at Home they have T.M. Davis,
the local Boards of Trade, with representatives of the various bodies. There is a representative of the M.L.A,
seamen on about eight or nine of these Boards throughout the United Kingdom. There is one at
Glasgow, one at London, one at Liverpool, and one at Hull. I think the local Board should be an ® July) 1897*
honorary one. Let the representatives be elected, and let the position be honorary, the same as the
position of alderman. They can have a clerk to do the correspondence and records. Considering that
the population here is not very great, I think an executive officer, appointed by the Government,
directly responsible to the Government, and not appointed for any term of seven years, to hold office
during good behaviour, might do. I do not mean that he should be under any political control from one
side or the other, but that he should just carry out his duties in an impartial manner, looking after the
interests of life as well as property. In my opinion that would be a long way better than the present
system. The present Board are simply a body of men who for various reasons are not fit. Many of them
are obsolete, and many of them have not commanded. They had to send the case of the “ Auslral ” Home ;
it was an unfathomable mystery to them. They had to say that they knew nothing about the ships.
'When the captain got into the witness-box and explained about the different bulkheads and the boats 
that passed them, they did not know anything about it. They had the divers and the carpenters up 
before them, and they had to give it up in despair and send it Home as something too big for them. It 
was within a mile of the office, and they could go and sec it. Captain Hixson gave evidence, that you 
ought to see, on a Select Committee moved for by Mr. Kelly in the I$94i Session. The evidence is pretty 
voluminous. Captain Hixson said fhere wns not the slightest doubt that the Board would have to be 
modernised and brought up to date. There are many things in it you will find very valuable. It 
would be just as well to compare that evidence with what yon have taken here. Captain Hixson said then 
that the Board was out of date. Say an engineer of fifteen years ago has been living ashore since then, 
away from his business entirely, do you think you would like to trust him, or yourself with him, on a boat 
with modern engines, with the latest patents, with a host of auxiliary engines. He would be completely 
out of touch. I think this proposal would be an immense improvement-—a benefit to all classes. I 
unhesitatingly say it would be much heller than the present Board. It will he less expensive and it 
certainly cannot give less satisfaction. I am certain that, it will give far more satisfaction to the general 
public, and when the general public come to understand that the interests of all taken in ioto are put in 
front they will be quite satisfied.
310G. Then you recommend the complete severance of the judicial functions from tbe executive? Most 
decidedly,
3107. You think it would meet with the approval of everybody if a judge, with two competent assessors, 
were made the judicial tribunal ? Yes ; aud if they wanted to they could appeal to the Supreme Court.
310S. And the executive functions should be entrusted to an officer subject to the Treasurer, and holding 
office during good behaviour ; an officer of high repute ? Yes ; and independent of any influence from one 
side or the other. I can tell you this : that when the Government were about to appoint an engineer to 
the Board, the Steamship Owners’ Association sent a deputation and passed a resolution asking the 
Government to appoint Mr. YHldridge. I say nothing against; the man’s capabilities, hut it is not tho 
right thing for the body that has all the representation, the only body that really had direct representa
tion, to go out of their way to use all their influence with Mr. McMillan, who was the Colonial Treasurer 
at the time, aud of whose sympathies they were pretty well assured, to get him to go out of his way to 
appoint this man ; and he did appoint him, there is no doubt about that. I was one of a deputation that 
brought forward Mr. Dickson, the President of the Engineers’ Association, in opposition.
3109. In other words, you havo conflicting interests represented on a Judicial Bench where there should
be the calmest consideration ? Exactly. Yon have people there with shares in ferry companies, another _
with a business that affects all the companies. The very case I have cited to you has been quoted to me 
by ship-owners, aud held up to me by thorn as something simply scandalous and a travesty on justice.
3110. Mr. Wilson.'] 'Would yon he in favour of an executive Board, entirely nominated? 1 would not
have a Board, I would have an executive officer. If there were a Board at all—that is, a number of 
persons representing interests, I should certainly go in favour of an elective Board, but make the positions 
honorary. On the other hand, it is very hard to get people to perform the duties when it is houorary, and '
the Board might fall through. The executive functions should simply be left in the bands of a trusty
officer, just the same as the interests of other great sections of tho community arc left in the hands of 
other officers. You have the travelling public completely left in tbe bands of the llailway Commissioners.
Of course we do not want Commissioners, but one trusty officer to do the executive work, and to be 
responsible to the Treasurer.
3111. President.] Which means directly responsible to Parliament, which represents public opinion ?
Exactly, that is the whole thing. That man will then be practically in direct touch with the public 
through an indirect channel.
3112. Mr. Poteell^] Then you suggest going back to tbe system that prevailed many years ago here when 
the Superintendent of Pilots and Harbour-master was the principal executive officer of the Department 
now known as the Marine Board? Yes. The chief executive officer could take up all the functions and 
he responsible, of course, having certain officers under him. He could very well do the work if the judicial 
functions were separated.
3113. That is to say, you would make it a branch of the Treasury, as it certainly is now, although the 
Marine Board intervenes ? I would make it a branch of the Treasury as you say.
3114. You propose to eliminate the elective principle altogether from the Navigation Act ? Yes, I should 
take the elective principle altogether away from it. I find the opposition is so strong, and as the Upper 
House is likely to last a considerable time longer than I care to look forward to. and as they are so strong 
in their contention (which is a strong argument), that no captain should be tried by any but his peers, I 
think it is just as well to drop tbe elective principle altogether, and let the Government take the judicial 
functions away so that they cannot cavil. They dare not open their mouths in objection, because they 
have been living in clover.
3115. You have generally advocated the elective principle, and its extension ? Yes. I did not want a 1
quasi .representation ; I wanted full representation. I wanted the sailors and engineers represented also.
1 thought the interests of the public would be looked after by the President, nominated by the Govern
ment, and also by those who bad to travel with them—the sailors, tho erew of the ships.
31U5. Presidenti] If interests are to be represented at all, all interests should be represented? Yes; I
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/■P. II- Daris, ?aid I did not want quasi-representation, but full representation. It is simply a scandal to say that the 
M.L.A. Marine Board exists, and when one comes to look at the manner in which it is elected it is simply . 

g ridiculous. They are paid £2 2s, each a meeting for doing little or nothing. Bren when they go a trip
■- u '' once a year to inspect the lighthouses and pilot stations, they cannot keep to themselves as a judicial body 

to look after tbe interests of tbe public, but they allow men who are drawing big subsidies from the 
G-overnmeut to travel in the same vessel with them. That does not look well, especially when the vessel 
is chartered and paid for by the Government. They allow men like Buckle and others to go with them. 
A person is judged by the company he keeps, and, as a matter of fact, it is the company they keep that 
causes people to talk. When they have persons travelling with them, who are drawing largo sums for 
services performed, it does not look well.
3117. Mr. Powell.] The elective principle, as it now operates, only represents a very small section of the 
community ? Yes.
3118. And the great hulk of the vessels? Are not represented at all. It is only tho small locally 
registered vessels, registered in Sydney, that are represented. When you come to consider that about 
nine-tenths of the coasting steamships—the intercolonial steamships—that come into this port aro registered 
in other ports besides Sydney, you then come to see that all the interests of these large companies are 
left without their having a voice in the election of the Marine Board, and if one of their ships happens to 
touch one of those who are represented on the Board, they have to go back. '
3119. President.] The tonnage represented is 90,000, and the tonnage unrepresented is 1,500,000? That 
is more than 1 have said. I said one-tenth, aud it is one-fifteenth.
3120. Mr. Wihon.] In recommending that the executive function should be carried out by one officer,

. have you considered the inevitable growth of the port? Well, the functions need not be carried out by
one officer. There is no doubt the port is growing at a very rapid rate. The functions that will pertain 
to that officer are different to those of a Commissioner of Bail ways. They have to consider the question 
of making the different lines pay ; they have to consider the question of differential rates, and they have to 
consider various interests that come into conflict. What would the chief executive officer of the Marine 
Department have to look after ? There are the lighthouses. I reckon he would have time to make two 
trips a year, and then look over them better, and even quicker, than they are looked over now. They have 
the lighthouses, then, and they have something that I intend to speak about—something that I think they 
should not have : they have the pilot crews and the pilot-boats ou the rivers, from the Tweed to G-abo 
Island; they have a few steam-launches in the harbour, and some of the wharfs; they have got the 
Woolloomooloo wharfs and the Circular Qua}1' wharfs. Captain Jackson has plenty of time left to himself 
to look after all the wharfage, and the other duties are practically nothing. They have surveyors and 
engineers to examine vessels for their certificates, and for many years to come the chief executive officer 
will have less to do than any one of the Bailway Commissioners.
3121. Would it not be desirable that an executive officer like that should have a small board to advise 
him, composed of such men as Captain Edie, who is a Government officer? Why should he not have a 
Board, the same as the Bailway Commissioners have a staff committee at Eveleigh. Let him have an 
executive Board for advising him—for giving advice all round. Suppose he had Captain Edie, Mr. Cruick- 
shank, and several other well-known men.
3122. An advisory Board? Yes.
3123. There would ho an advisory Board, and the president would have executive functions? Most 
decidedly. That would he better still, because it would strengthen his hands and keep him in touch with 
every Department. The duties of the chief executive officer would be neither so heavy as those of one of 
the Bailway Commissioners, nor those of one of you gentlemen.
312i. Mr. Powell.] Speaking of the division of the functions of the Board, and having a judicial Court, 
composed of a Judge and two assessors, would not such a Court travel from port to port if necessary. 
The Marine Board at present confines itself entirely to Sydney and Newcastle. It could deal with 
collisions on the rivers, for example. The Judge and his assessors could open a Court at any place in the 
Colony, and at any time? That would be a great advantage, most decidedly. Three people would simply 
go to the nearest point to the place where the disaster occurred, the best place to obtain evidence. They 
would be on the spot in no time after an accident, whereas the people now scatter before they can ho got 
to Sydney.
3125. There are collisions on the Murray, and there is no Court to deal with them ? Yes.
312G. President.] Even then that Court would not have much to do ? No; taking tho total number 

■ throughout the Colony. That last easterly wind drove four ketches ashore in Trial Bay. Of course they 
simply parted from their anchors and went ashore and were beached. The men scrambled ashore as best 
they could. They told their story, and it was over in five minutes. We have not had anything like a 
serious collision for some time.
3127. So the Judge would really not have heavy work to do ? No, he would not have heavy work to do.
It would give much greater satisfaction, because he would he able to transport his Court right there and 
then to the spot. - '
3128. Mr. Powell.] Asa matter of fact, there are not more than ten or twelve inquiries in the year? 
Not more.
3129. President.] Perhaps it might even be added on to the duties of some of the District Court Judges ? 
Yes; it should be tacked on to the Judge for the district in which the accident happened. It might be 
down the coast at Bega. or up on the Tweed, the Bichmond, or tho Clarence. If any accident occurred 
on the Murray the inquiry could be conducted by the Judge there.
3130. Are there any other matters you would like to mention? The pilots have a crew of five men, 
drawing from £9 or £10 up to £14 a month. The Government subsidise a steamer wholly and entirely 
for themselves, paying a very large sum of money. In one case they pay no less than £1,850 a year. 
That is on the Bichmond. As a matter of fact, the pilot is always on the tow-boat, for if there is any sea 
on, his own boat could not go out at all. The master of the tow-boat is the better pilot of the two, and 
he takes the steamer out. The pilot only goes on board as a matter of form, and the master of the tug 
pays no attention to him, hut takes the steamer right out, gives the vessel a tow-line and tows her in. 
Why, the pilot does not go on hoard the vessel even, he has got to be on hoard the tow-boat, because if 
she happened to take a wrong course over the bar nothing in tho world would save the vessel. I brought 
this under the notice of the Committee when 1 moved for the reduction of the subsidy, and Mr, Young,

who
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who is an old officer of the P, & 0. Co., and was at one time the owner of vessels trading to these rivers, T. M. Davis,
said there was a groat deal in the contention of Mr. Davis, and that it was a matter that would no doubt “.LA.
have to receive consideration. They are paying £7,000 a year. If the G ovemment are going to subsidise
these boats, why not specify that the captains of these boats shall be certificated pilots, and any one of them ®
could get (he certificate for the application, because they are the true pilots. Captain Fenwick went over
tbe bar when no pilotwould go, and saved the “Chingtu,” Then they say, “Who is to look after the buoys
on the bar? ” w ell, in the very fine weather the pilot goes out, and this is the only practical use the boat's
crew is put to, After a gale of wind they go out to sound the bar and see whether tbe crossing has altered.
The pilot will sound the bar and take his bearings, and perhaps alter the bearings ashore. Could not that 
work be done just as well by the master and crew of the steamer as by the pilot and his crew ? The whole 
thing is a farce. I can understand having the pilots, and boats, and crews where there are no subsidised 
steamers, hut here wc have steamers on all the rivers, and the amount of money that is paid to them is quite 
sufficient for more duty than they are doing. They simply tow in across the bar, and they drop them the 
moment they get in. Tbe pilot at the heads has simply to pilot them over the bar—bo has nothing to do 
with the river at all. The captains of these steamers should be the pilots. Either that or the G-overnment 
should own the steamers and their own crows. Either have Government tow-boats, or specify in the tenders 
that the captains shall be certificated pilots for the place approved of by tho Marine Board, and that they 
shall also look after and maintain at all times in proper position tbe buoys, and report to the Board, by 
wire, the loss of any buoy. That would save about £20,000 a year. “
3131. Mr. Wilson.] Tou would do the whole business by contract with the owners of the subsdised 
steamers—you would include the pilotage ? Esactly.
3132. President.] How about the signals ? Oh, keep tho signal-master there. Tou must have him there 
just the same as the lighthouse-keeper. The pilot has nothing to do with the signal-master. The pilot 
simply says, “There is danger,” and the signal-master puts the signal up. Well, the tug-master would be 
there—he would he the pilot, the superior officer—and would advise whether to hoist tbe danger signal or 
not, and would, iu fact, undertake the present duties of the pilots. It is well-known that the worst bar 
on the coast is the Bichmond bar. Do you know that the position of pilot there was practically vacant 
for three weeks, and that there were any amount of vessels taken in during that time, aud who was it did 
it? The captain of the tow-boat, who is the real pilot. Tbe, man who holds the position of pilot has a 
sinecure._ 1 will tell you another thing: they often get at loggerheads. What do you think the crew 
do in their spare time ? They go catching aud curing fish for the pilot. They brush his verandah; they 
work in his garden; and they go working like a lot of jimmy-ducks round bis yard. It is a fact. They 
go chopping loads of wood for the pilot, and those that will not do that will very soon get shifted out.
They are regular little self-governing colonies.
3133. Do you know they are only inspected once a year ? Some of them not at all. There is any amount 
of room for improvement^ Get evidence from people who will give you the truth without bias. The 
Members for these districts have to look after the pilots; they pilot them through at election time.
Give this further consideration, and, if you go and get evidence quietly from the master of one of those 
small craft trading up the rivers they will make it dear that no pilot goes on board of them.
3134. That is pretty clear now? You are satisfied of that. Then these tug-owners get more than a 
private company would pay for tho same class of boat,
3135. Mr. Wilson.] I think the pilots admitted that they did not go on board. They said they could be 
of more use on the tug. “ Sometimes,” they say, “ we can save both the vessel and the tug.”
3136. Mr. Powell] The pilots are not called upon to go on board the vesselsthey are mostly com
manded by exempt masters, and, therefore, the pilots are not required;—if they take the tug, they take it 
at their own cost, and they do not want the pilot;—he only gives his services when those services are 
required and paid for, and we know that they are very seldom required simply because most of the masters 
are exempt; so there it no reflection on the pilot ? I am not reflecting on the pilot, but the system.
3137. The tug does the work? The tug does the work, and tho only work done by the pilot's crews is 
done in ihe fine weather, and that work could be just as efficiently performed by the crew of tbo steamer 
which the Government subsidise.
3138. Mr. Wilson.] It would have to be under very heavy bonds or securities, because they would not ho 
under the Government? There are only three or four buoys to look after, and a couple of sticks painted 
white on a line.
3139. 'What about the beacons up tbe river;—who is going to look after them the pilot does it now, 
you know ? The steamers could do that too. Up the river they do not often change. The bar is the 
principal thing. The river lias its course set out, and it is very seldom that a change occurs. If there is 
one department more than another where there is any amount of room for drastic improvement it is this 
Marine Board. They have been living a very easy existence.
3140. President] Do you think it would be advisable for tho Government to supply the tugs themselves, 
and take up the whole of the services? Yes; they manage other services. They manage to do the 
dredge service, and to do it very effectively; and they keep other boats for towing out to sea—the 
“ Thetis” aud the “Ajax.” They could do it just as well, but 1 do not think they would do it more 
cheaply.
3141. ^ You think it would be more economical to have these subsidised boats? When tbe Government 
goes into a thing they always want to do it. a little bit. better than anyone else would do it. Of course, 
the vessels have to be made real special tilings. Tho flag of New South Wales would never do to fly over 
anything of a common kind. I think you would find it more costlv.
3142. Mr. J'oivcll.] Have you looked at tho figures ;—if tho Government had tho boat, tbe pilot would 
become the master, the bands would man the vessel, and the whole of that would bo saved, and the 
position would be exactly as you have described—the pilot boat would do all the work ? I say it can be 
done. The same thing would be obtained the other way, as the pilots and iheir boats' crews would be 
done away uith.
3143. Then you would have to malic the masters of the vessels Government officers ;—there is no hope 
for that? tVell, very good, that would absorb the pilots. It is easy to specify in the contract that the 
master of tbe vessel shall be a Government officer,
3144. President.] That has been done in tbo Public Works Department? Steamers arc chartered here 
now from Home, with Colonial crews on board, but the owner always lias bis captain aboard Now on
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the other hand, the Government say, “Wo will put the captain ; you will put the crow.” That would 
get over tho difficulty.
3145. Mr. Wilson.] How would it do for the Government to simply charter the ship and find the crews 
and tho captain too;—it would save the large capital cost of the steamers? It would. Take the 
Bichmond: 1 am in a position to know that the “ Protector,” which was specially built for that bar, cost 
£11,000. They tried iron boats—the “Brands Hixson,’’ an iron boat, was lost on the bar. Tho 
“ Protector” has been built of double strength; she is of enormous strength. If you built a boat now 
you would go to all that expense, whereas if you hired her you could get her at less than the interest on 
the oost of a new one, because she is older; but she will work for many years.
3146. President.] The Government wiould have to pay the insurance ? It is always in the contract to
charter that you are to insure the vessel. .
3147. Mr. Wilson] Tou would have to make a contract for five years ? Well, Femvick has always had 
three or five years’ contracts. I think that would be much better than paying tbe full subsidy rate for 
crews and steamers. The only thing then is the manning. It does not follow that if you make the vessel 
a Government boat that you give her a double crew. Find out what she has carried, and see that putting
a Government captain on board does not mean doubling tho pay. _ ...
3148. President.] I think you represent a constituency that is specially interested in shipping? Tes.
3149. So that yon stand especially as a representative man in the shipping interest ? 1 stand as repre
senting the shipping interest to a greater extent than any other man in the House.
3150. So that, in fact, any opinions expressed by you come with double weight? I have thought it out
well, and I have spoken of things that I know are the opinions expressed by my vast section of the sea
faring community. _ _
3151. And you arc satisfied that in speaking thus you are voicing the opinions of those who havo a right 
to express an opinion on the subject? Certainly; people who know something About it. Ibave given 
all these matters due consideration, aud I say with regard to the Marine Board and its position in Hew 
South Wales that it has been nothing but a farce and a disgrace to the Statute Book, aud the pilot 
stations have been simply self-governing colonies.

FEW AY, 9 JULY, 1897.
Present:—

JOSEPH BABLIHG, Esq., J.P., Bresidest. ,
GEOBGE ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq., J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Robert Rowan Pur don Hickson, Under Secretary for Public Works, and Commissioner for Roads,
sworn, and examined:—

3152. President.] Tou have had a long experience in connection with maririe matters as affecting New 
South Wales? Tes, on the North Coast; but I know very little of the South Coast.
3153. Tou have visited nearly every harbour in New South Wales ? Every harbour on the North Coast.
3154. In your capacity as late Engineer-in-Chief ? Tes; and as Assistant Engineer for Harbours and
Rivers. . ,
3155. For how long have you been acquainted with these harbours ? For the last sixteen years—since 1881.
3156. And they havo been almost daily under your observation in connection with the Harbours and
Rivers Department ? Tes ; with the exception of the time when I was Commissioner for Roads from 
1889 to 1895. .
3157. We shall be glad if you will now give us the beuefit of your experience m Marine Board matters ; 
we will leave you to put it in your own way ? The only matter I can speak about is in connection with 
tbe pilot and tug service of the ports. I think there is a report of mine to Mr. Moriarty in existence 
now that I made many years ago. I have always held that there was a very large unnecessary expense 
in connection with tho pilotage and the tug service of those ports. In the first place, at some of the 
ports—one especially, Lake Macquarie—I do not think there is any occasion to have a pilot service at all. 
I am very intimately acquainted with Lake Macquarie, having had to go down there about twice a week 
for many years when the works were in progress. There was a pilot station there then. I presume it is 
there still. There was a pilot and two boatmen, and the whole pilot retinue, yet the whole traffic of the 
place was confined to two ketches, the captains of which were both exempt from pilotage. _What that 
man does for the country I could never find out. With regard to the northern rivers, it is of course 
necessary to have a steamer, but I think the steamer and the pilot service ought to he amalgamated. 
What takes place with a vessel coming into these ports is this: In nine cases out of ten the pilot cannot 
get out, and he is inside in a boat waving flags to tbe vessel coming in, and it is tbe tug-master that is to 
all intents and purposes tbe pilot for tbe port. My idea is that where the tug-boats are required they 
should be placed under the charge of the pilot, and have only the one service.
3158. Would you recommend that the Government should subsidise the tugs, or that they should supply 
the tugs themselves ? I think it would better for them to supply tbe tugs themselves. I am quite 
satisfied that the service could be kept up at the present cost of the pilot service alone if the pilots had 
the tugs.
3159. Mr. Wilson.] Plus the cost of working the steamer ? No, because you would have a less number
of hands. There is now a pilot and four men, and you only want three men on the tug. _
3160. The engineer would require to be paid more than the man? I do not think you would require to 
pay him more. I think you could work nearly all those tugs with a captain, an engineer, and a young 
man on deck—that is three, whereas now you have five.
3161. Could you do that on the Richmond ? Tes; I believe you would save money there, as there is a
very large subsidy paid at the Richmond. _
3162. President.] Ton would also have to take into account the depreciation of the plant? Oh, yes ;
but that is not very heavy. . _
3163. Do yon think we could hire or charter boats, to be manned by a Government crew? That is 
practically the same thing. I. object to the present system because whenever there is likely to be a bad
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bar or any risk tbo captains of these subsidised tugs take very good care to bo out of the way, It was 
common, rumour on the Richmond that that has been the custom, and that they do not come on the scene 
until it is almost a case of salvage, so that they can practically levy blackmail on the ships. That is not 9 jggy,
an uncommon thing. I am quite sure the present system is wrong and expensive. *
•ildt. Mr. Wilson.] What you are aiming at is undivided control by the pilot? Yes, either as a Govern
ment boat or as a boat hired, but under the pilot’s control.
3165. President.] We should like to know whether you think it would be a practical arrangement to 
charter a boat, putting it under the charge of the pilot ? Yes,
3166. Have such cases come under your observation in connection with the Harbours and Rivers Depart
ment? Yes.
3167. And has it been satisfactory? Yes; so long as the boat is by hire or by ownership directly under 
the pilot all will be right.
3168. Do you think it would be a good plan to test the thing first by just chartering the boats before the 
Government undertake the responsibility of providing boats of their own ? Perhaps it might. The 
boats are there, and they might he hired on reasonable terms. It would he worth trying, at all events.
3166. You think that would be a better system than the present? Undoubtedly; I do not think you 
could have a very much worse system than the present.
3170. Evidence lias been given by one or two witnesses that in case of emergency the pilot and crew have 
been very useful in rendering assistance to the tug when it has got into difficulties ? I do not know of a 
ease.
3171. You do not think thero is much in that contention? I do not see how it could be, because, under 
those circumstances, I do not think the pilot could get outside to give assistance.
3172. When they have got on a sandh'ank the pilot has been of assistance in throwing ropes and so on ?
That might bo.
3173. You do not think the advantage of that would be sufficient to obviate the ill results that flow from 
the present system ? Ho.
3174. Have you not had considerable experience in the other colonies in these matters? Yes, in South 
Australia and at home. 1 was harbour-master as well as engineer to a harbour board for some years, and 
I had the tug and pilot service under my control for some years.
3175. What place was that? In the north of Ireland.
3176. So that you are particularly qualified to give an opinion on these matters? I think so; I have 
had a very largo experience.
3177. Is there anything else that you would like to toll us that would be of use in this matter P Ho; I 
do not know^ of anything else in connection with the working of the Marine Board except the pilot service 
and the subsidised tugs.
3178. Mr. Poiocll.] Any system by which the control of the tugs would be placed in the hands of the 
pilot would receive your recommendation and support ? Yes; that is the main thing.
3179. Mr. Wilson.] So far as that is concerned, it does not matter whether the tugs are owned by the 
Government or chartered ? Ho; it is simply a matter of which way is more economical. There is a 
difficulty in working subsidised tugs with divided control, because there is friction caused by it.
3180. President] Mr. Hickson, you have been giving us some evidence about Lake Macquarie, and I now 
hand you the official log for the period of three months ending March, 1897, for that port;—will you 
kindly state what that log discloses ? In the month of January, 1897, the arrivals were ten, and I 
suppose the departures would be the same. There were only three vessels, and between them they went 
in ten times. In February the same vessels went in twelve times, and in March the arrivals, the same 
vessels, were nine, and I think you will find that the masters of these vessels were exempt from pilotage, 
and did not retain the services of a pilot.
3181. Mr. Powell] 1 dare say you know there is an open jetty there where a large trade is done, and 
there is no pilot ? Yes; that belongs to a private company.
3182. The pilot and tug thero cost nearly £900 a year, and that has been going on for twenty years P 
The pilot has not been stationed there twenty years. I think the pilot was stationed there since I went 
to Newcastle, about 1882.
3183. That is fifteen years ? Yes.
3184. Mr. Wilson] Do you see the “ Remarks ” there, “ Two days clearing np the boat-shed ” ? Yes; I 
can tell you a little more about that, too. The Harbours and Rivers Department had to start the works 
there, and the marking of the channel had to be done by the dredgemen, the pilot’s men were too busy 
to do it, and would not attend to it.
3185. Have you any men there? Ho; thero are no men there now.
3186. The marking of the channel, and that sort of thing, ought to be done by somebody ? I do not 
think so. 1 do not think there is any change in the channel. It is always in the same place.
3187. President]' Do you think that a periodic inspection is all tbat is required? Yes; the ketch-men 
do that sort of thing themselves.
3188. Mr. Wilson] “Shifting the buoys in the river”;—that ought to bo done? I think an inspection 
now and then from Newcastle would be all that was required.
3189. Could the marking of the channel and tbe placing of the buoys he done from Newcastle ? Quite 
easily.
3190. President] Perhaps you would kindly consult with Mr. Darley as to the returns he is getting up, 
so that we might have the benefit of your help also ? Yes, certainly.
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. MONDAY, 12 JULY, 1897.

Pbesekt:—■

JOSEPH BAILING-, Esq., J.P., President,
GHOH&E ALEXANDEli, WILSON, Esq., J.P,
JAMES POWELL, Esq,, J.P.

Francis Buckle, sworn aud examined :—
F. Buckle. 3191. President.^ Tou are a member o£ the Water and Sewerage Board of Sydney, and a merchant? I 

^ am not a merchant. I am a lighterman and steam-tug proprietor,
2 July, 1897. 3192. Tou have come, at your own request, to give evidence in connection with this inquiry into the

Marine Board, and we are very much obliged to you for the trouble you have taken to come ? The reason 
why I came is this—that I have been connected with the rivers for many years, and I know you have had
evidence that has been very conflicting, and I thought I could give you a little information which would 
help you,
3193. We will give you your own course, so that you can put before us wbat you like, and then we can 
ask any questions we think necessary ? I suppose what you first want to know is a little about the 
rivers ?
3194. We are anxious to get any information we can, so we leave it to you to put it in any way you think 
best? I have had tugs at as many as five rivers at one time, hut I have only three now. Of course, you 
are aware that those rivers are not so good now as they were, as there are not so many vessels going 
there; and wo have been troubled with bad bars; and at the Nambucca the river has been closed 
altogether for some time. This is tho first time 1 have known the rivers so had since I have had anything 
to do with the tug service, and it is no criterion to go by. The rivers, as a rule, have been good for the 
last fifteen years, and the cause of the trouble of the last few months is the want of rain.
3195. Will you tell us the three rivers you are connected with ? The Bellinger, tho Nambucca, the 
Macleay, and Port Macquarie. I have also had experience with the Tweed and at Wollongong. I know, 
by hearsay outside, that you are inclined to recommend tho taking over of the steamers. It has been so 
reported by the Marine Board.
3196. I do not think anybody is justified in saying that, Mr. Buckle ; but we have evidence in support of 
that? I went into the figures, and I may tell you that yon could get the present steamers for about 
£13,200, perhaps less. That is including the Bichmond Kiver boat as well, and she is the most costly 
boat of the lot. Tbat is what I reckon the value of tbe boats.
3197. How many boats would tbat be ? Ten boats.
3193. Can you tell me tbe names without much trouble ? I cannot tell you the names of all, but I can 
tell you the rivers:—The Tweed Kiver—I do not know the name of the boat—“ Terranora”; the Rich
mond, “Protector”; the Clarence, “Conqueror”; the Bellinger, “Alert”; the Nambucca and Macleay, 
“Volunteer”; the Hastings, “ Thistle” ; Camden Haven, “Unique” ; Cape Hawke, “Marion Mayfield” ; 
Wollongong, “ Carbine” ; the Manning, the “ John G-ollan.”
3199. Tou have missed Lake Macquarie? No ; there is no boat there.
3200. And you think those boats can be bought for £18,200 ? 1 think so. Can you tell me the subsidies 
for the lot ?
3201. About £7,000 a year ? Well, I suppose those feu rivers each average £40 a month in towage 
earnings, and that is £4,800 a year, aud with the £7,000 in subsidies, is £11,800 a year altogether. That 
is the income of those boats costing £18,200. Of course, if you arc going to get new boats they will cost 
you a great deal more money. The principal expense of those boats is the docking. The cobra is very 
bad, and if there is a bit of copper knocked off, the cobra pretty soon gets in. The machinery wants 
looking at about once in three years—it stands very well. The principal thing is the cobra. If a bit of 
copper comes off she will want to go into dock at once.
3202. There is a dock at the Macleay ? Tes. I havo always found that when they have come to Sydney 
to he docked, the engineer says there is very little wants to be done to the engines; but, before they have 
finished, it costs a lot of money. Tho Marine Board engineers come on board, and they must have the 
least thing that is wrong sot right to please the Marine Board, and the engineers arc very strict. We 
have to do anything they want. I do not think they go outside their duties, or farther than they ought 
to go. I think they do just wbat they think is right, and it is better for tho owner that they do do that, 
for they cause many a thing to be done now that the boat would have to come back again in a few months 
to have done ; and, although it seems very hard, I think it is quite right to make a man put his boat in 
proper order. I know a good deal about the Marine Board. I have gone down in many trips down the 
coast. It is certainly no pleasure for them. If there was any pleasure it was I who would have it, 
because they took me to many places I ivould not have gone to otherwise. I had a free passage, of course, 
and paid for my food, and went down to see my boats—to see if the engineer found fault with any of the 
boats. I think it is very judicious for tbe engineer to go and sec those heats, and see that they are kept 
in proper order, because there may be many times there is something wrong that will run on and ruin the 
engines. At the time I went, I had five boats on tho rivers. I can give you a good deal of information 
about the Marine Board. I know them all very well, but they are no friends of mine. There was a race 
here, and. boats wore cautioned from going to the race. I went, with a few of my friends, on one of my 
boats, and so did others, but I was tbe only one summoned, and there is no friendship about that. I 
know they are all honest men, and, if their own brothers were interested, they would not give a wrong 
decision.
3203. So far as you can see, you would not suggest any alteration in the present constitution of the
Marine Board ? I do not think I could suggest any alteration, because if they were not good men I 
would say so. “
3204. Tou think the Board is well constituted now, and serves the public rightly ? It is a very hard case, 
a Marine Board case. They are not the same as a judge and jury at all. One man gets up and swears it 
is white, and another gets up and swears it is black, and the Marino Board have to use their judgment to 
see what is right and what wrong.
3205. Of course these actions are civil, not criminal ? Tes. When a captain of a ship comes before the 
Marine Board it is for an error of judgment. "VVe all err in judgment many times. They do the same,
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and have a collision, and one of them is, certainly, wrong—perhaps they are both wrong—but it is a Suckle, 
mistake when there is an accident, and there is some one to blame for it, whether it is the captain, or the 
chief officer, or the second officer, or the third officer. Someone is wrong, there is no doubt of that; they 12 July, 1897* 
should have kept clear, at least, if they had been keeping a good lookout and things had been done right.
The Marino Board have to nso their judgment, and their nautical experience, on tho evidence they have 
got. I have often heard the evidence, and it is as I say, one ship swears it is white and the other swears 
it is black. Both are right—they are never wrong—and it is a hard case to decide which is right, and . 
nobody but a nautical man should sit on that Board, tbat is my opinion. .
3206. Of course, as you are aware, in case of any appeal, a J edge really has to settle the case in the end ?
Yes, and a Judge has many times given a verdict against the Marine Board’s finding, but even then the 
Judge is not a nautical man.
3207. Still, as a matter of fact, it has now to be settled by a Judge in ease of any appeal ? They can 
appeal to the Supreme Court, but that is no reason why a Judge is right. Those appeal cases often 
happen, and very often the verdict has to be altered, but I tell you the Marine Board have got to judge 
between tbe two.^ One or the other is telling lies, and they have to judge from their experience which is 
right and which is wrong. They have a very hard job—very hard. Every man thinks he is right in a 
collision case. There is very hard swearing in those cases, and, as you say, it often goes to a Judge, and 
sometimes the Judge gives a different verdict; but my experience is, that the Marine Board have always 
done to the best of their judgment.
3208. Do you think your objection could be got over if a Judge of the District Court were appointed and 
had nautical assessors acting with him ? Even then they could appeal to a higher Court just the same, 
and these men (the Marine Board) sift out everything. They are all old men, and they have worked their 
way up ; they have not come in at the stern window.
3209. Do you not think it would do away with a good many of the objections you seem to have against a 
court constituted on legal lines if two nautical assessors were associated with such a court? 1 do not 
know. Of course, the Judge would be a very good man at taking evidence, but he would really knew . 
nothing about the case. He might be a very good man to pick out evidence from the witnesses, and might 
have a better idea of the man who was telling the truth and the man who was telling lies, but he could not 
tell anything about a ship,
3210. "Would not that difficulty be got over by having trained nautical assessors to get out the technical 
part regarding the ship, and the Judge to look after the technical points of law ? I have always found 
Captain Hixson a very straight, straightforward man. I think Captain Hixson is a man who has tried to 
do the very best ho could in every possible way.
3211. Ho one has ever impugned that; that stands out conspicuously ? X do not know that you can get 
a better man than Captain Hixson. I do not think a Judge would he better than Captain Hixson, from 
the very fact that it is a nautical man that is required for the position. A Judge might be better at 
picking out the evidence, and about wbo is telling the truth and who is telling lies, but it really wants a 
nautical man there. Of course, the Judge is better up in the law than, perhaps, some of the nautical men 
would be,
3212. Now, with regard to the tugs ; I am expressing no opinion whatever, but supposing a three years’ 
arrangement were made, the Government chartering the boats so that they would be entirely at the dis
posal of the Government;—do you think such a system could be worked ? I do not think so. I do not 
think chartering would ever do any good. I do not think the owners would care about chartering, and I 
do not think the Government would ever get satisfaction. If there were any accident on the bar the 
owner would say to tbe Government, “ I want that boat in dock,” and while the boat was in dock the bar 
would be idle.
3213. What is the case now ? I have a spare boat. If a boat had to come to Sydney, I would send a 
spare boat down. I have had a boat in the Clarence dock, and got satisfaction there.
3214. Would not the same resources that are open to you in such a case be open to the Government ?
Yes.
3215. Mr. Wilson has pointed out to me, would it not be almost easier for the Government to meet an 
emergency of that sort, because they have boats of their own ? Quite right. If the Government had all 
tbe ten rivers they could do with a spare boat. If one boat wanted an overhaul in Sydney you could send 
the sparejjoat up. You could go through all tbe ten boats ouce a year, and then the spare boat could 
come to Sydney, and be employed in tbe harbour or laid up.
3216. Would not tbat work in very well with the boats of the Public Works Department ? They have a 
very largo number of boats? Yes.
3217. Mr. JVi/son.] On the Clarence and Kichmond Rivers the Government have boats which would do 
on an emergency ? Yes.
3218. President.] Would it be an impossible thing to charter these boats ? I would charter mine.
3219. Would you for three years charter your boat at the same rates as now', you taking the possibility of
loss ? I would have to go into that before answering. ”
3220. Without trying yourself, just think about it, and say whether you would ? We could come to 
terms. Would you find everything ?
3221. Yes; crews and everything ? Some rivers you would, and some rivers you would not. There are 
some of tbe rivers that do not pav.
3222. Would not that take the di'ffieulty off your hands if the Government took your boats;—do you not 
think it could be done for the same money that is paid now ? There is ono thing to be looked at. You 
have ten boats; you do not want to insure for ten boats. The insurance on those tugs is 10 per cent., 
which would allow for the loss of one boat a year out of tbe ton. If I had ten boats, I would not insure 
one of them ; I have only three boats, and so I have to insure.
3223. Does not that show that the Government could do it on very advantageous terms ? You would 
save 10 per cent, on £18,200 every year. It would provide for a new boat every year. If I had ten 
rivers, I would not insure a boat belonging to me, but with only three it is too much of a risk, I do not 
know whether you could not do it cheaper by calling for a whole tender in one sum, but the public might 
turn round and say you were giving a monopoly.
3224. Mr. TPiisoti.] Alternative tenders for the whole or any particular rivers ? I might not tender for 
the lot and I might. If I had the ten boats I would not insure one. The boats must be built to suit the
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F, Buckie, rivers. They are of very light draught; they are not made for speed; they are made for towing, and 
they are not good for anything else.

■12 July, 1807. 3225. President."] Does not that all point to the conclusion that it would he advantageous to the Govern
ment to take the whole thing into their hands in that way, chartering the vessels? Yes ; I think it would. 
I am speaking against myself, but I will speak the truth.
3226. The G-ovemment could charter the whole ten, and do it then under very advantageous terms ? Tou 
would have to get a driver in each boat, not an engineer, a man with a third-class certificate, because an 
engineer, if he does any damage, says, “I do not care, I have a certificate; I can go somewhere else and 
get work,"
3227. Mr. Wilson.'] Would there not be some objection to the G-ovemment employing a man who had not 
a certificate? No; he would have a third-class certificate, a harbour certificate. I had a second-class 
certificate man once, and he simply ruined the boat. He allowed a small drip to fall down among the 
ashes, and that drip ate a hole away in tho boiler. I had the boat down to Sydney, and got a patch in the 
boiler, and shortly after she had to come in again, as there was another leak in the front of the boiler 
that had eaten the boiler away. I took it out, and put another new boiler in. I would not patch it again.
3228. President.] The capital cost of the tugs now would he £18,200 ? That is the estimate.
3229. What would you think would he a fair thing for a plant of that capital sum to be chartered to the 
G-overnment for ? It would be according to the time of the charter.
3230. For three years ? Well, you would never get much out of three years’ chartering? A five years’ 
charter would he best.
3231. What would you think they should he chartered for at five years’ charter ? I do not know what 
time she is wanted. There are the coals.to he found, and oils and waste.
3232. The Government to find all labour and material? What about insurance?
3233. Alternative proposals, the Government taking the risk or the owners taking the risk ? If you will 
leave it for a couple of days I will bring it up to you.
3234. We are giving no opinion at all; we are just simply waiting to see which way the weight of 
evidence goes ? I can quite understand that.
3235. Mr. Wilson] I do not know if you could express any opinion as regards the Government owning the 
steamers as against their chartering them. There are three courses. The present course of subsidising 
the steamers, you finding the crews and everthing; there is the other course of buying the steamers, and 
the third course of chartering the steamers ? I myself never believe in chartering a vessel; I either buy 
or not at all; still, if you give me time to look into it I might be able to tell you more about the ebartering. 
It never came to my mind, so that I could give no opinion at the present time as to what it would cost to 
charter. I will consider all this ease, because it matters little to the owners whether you charter their 
boats or whether they run them themselves, so long as they get fair interest on their money.
3236. You think three years too little ? Yes. You would get tho boats in good order, and, with the 
exception of the cobra, they would last well. If you have good engineers in them they will last well. 
A man who neglects his boat ought to be dismissed at once. Let him go at once; he is no good.
3237. If the boats were chartered, the Marine Board’s engineer or deputy could periodically overhaul 
them? Those men know all about it; they know just wbat the boats want.
3238. President.] If you would come again with that information we would be very glad? Yes. If I 
bad ten boats I should not insure one farthing, because you would have a new boat every twelve months; 
I would put the 10 por cent, away and have the lump sum in hand at the end of the twelve months.
3239. No doubt tbat would bo right. However, you might put it alternatively, as to the Government
taking the risk and the owners taking tho risk ? Yes. I do think that by calling for tenders for the lot 
you would get more satisfaction, because you would then have one man to look to, and that one man 
would always have a spare boat, he could not possibly do without. At the Nambucca and the Macleay 
the people who have the mills and the agents are kicking up an awful row. I have a boat at the Macleay 
and tho Nambucca got blocked. A man came to me and said, “ Send the Bellinger boat there." I sent 
her and she got blocked there, and in the meantime three boats got blocked there at the Bellinger aud 
could not get in. Then there were complaints to tho Marine Board, as of course I ought to have got 
permission from the Marine Board. I was doing what I could to satisfy the people. It cost me more 
money than I got, I only got 30 shillings for the tow, and it cost more than that for coals and wages 
and wear and tear of the machinery. I know they are agitating to get another boat there. You see if 
there is a vessel to go out of the Nambucca this morning she goes out on the top of higbwater, and 
when she gets to the Macleay the tide is down aud she cannot get in. To-morrow there comes a high 
sea, and yon cannot get the vessels in. I am going to give it up. Those people who were blocked at the 
Bellinger were poor people and it was a serious thing to them, and when they did get in they were blocked 
for a fortnight and could not get out. '
3240. Mr. Powell.] Do you think it is necessary to continue the boat at the Clarence;—do yon think she 
is wanted there ?_ "Well, I had a boat there, and I never made anything out of it.
3241. Do you think she is required there? She is sometimes.
3242. Would you recommend her removal ? I would not like to say that. It might be worked with the 
Bichmond Eiver boat; she used to do it before.
3243. They have a boat at the Clarence now—the “ Conqueror”? Yes.
3244. Is it necessary to keep that boat there, or have a boat there, or have a boat there in connection 
with any other river? I think the other river boat would do it very nicely, because they are all large 
vessels that go there.
3245. Then you think it is necessary to have the boat there? Yes; I think the Bichmond Eiver boat 
should do it.
3246. You think it is necessary for the Clarence that a boat should he there for some time? I do not 
say she should bo there all the time.
3247. You think a boat is necessary ? Yes; and I still think the Richmond Eiver boat should do it.
3248. Mr. Wilson,] Would she not be prevented from going round? If they were prevented from going 
round they could not get into the Clarence either. When they cannot get out of the Richmond they 
cannot get out of the Clarence; and the Richmond Eiver boat does not do much now, It is a very poor 
river now.
3249. Mr. Powell] That is to say, the earnings are very poor ? I know the boat has lain there for 
months, and has not done a tow.
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3250. You would not recommend tlio taking away of the boat from the Clarence ? I do not know what 
to say there. I havo had as much as two months there without a ship. I believe there have been more 
vessels going thero lately. I would not like to say you should not have a boat there, hut I do think there 12 July, 1897, 
is a far better chanco of the Bichmond Bivcr boat doing the Clarence and the Bichmond than there is of
tho Nambucca boat doing the Nambucca and tbe Macleay, as there is about tbe same distance between •
the two places, and there are far more vessels going to the Macleay than to the Bichmond. There are 
throe or four boats a-week to the Macleay, and sometimes now there is not one to tbe Bichmond. ■
3251. In answer to Mr. Barling I think you said tbat thede ten boats were worth about £18,200? Yes,
3252. And tbat you would go pretty near the same rates in renewing tbe charters ? Yes.
3253. I am speaking now of a possible three or five years’ charter;—have you taken into consideration 
the earnings of the boats, which are about £4,500 a year;—you would not be prepared to forego the 
earnings;—you would not charter them to tbe Government for this sum of £6,300 a year, not partici
pating in tbe earnings;—you would have to add the earnings to tbe present charter money? If I charter, 
that money—the Government would do what they liked with it. If you charter tbat boat you pay all the 
expenses and you take all the revenues.
3254. Mr. Wilson.'] You are relieved of tbe working expenses ? Yes. If I charter this boat the Govern
ment ought to get the towage money.
3255. Mr. 2*ouicll.] Take the “Alert,” You are receiving as charter under your tender £732 a year; and 
according to your own showing you earn about £40 a month on tho average of tho whole number ; that 

iwould add £480 to tbe amount, which would be then £1,200 a year;—would you charter to the Govern
ment on the basis of tbe £732 you are now receiving, losing that £480, or would you expect to get more 
than the £732? Nothing.; I think not.
3256. At present tbe £480 is added to the amount you receive from tbo Government ? Yes.
3257. Then you would make the Government a present of the £400, and would still ho content to 
charter your boat to them for tho £700 ? If you paid tbe wages and coals.
3258. Tbo wages do not come into this question ? I would take far less than that £700.
3259. You are satisfied with the sum of £730; are you putting the wages against the earnings?
Yes; do you mean would I take tbo balance after deducting the wages from tbe £730 ?
3260. 'Would you take a lower sum than you are taking now because of tbe wages ? Yes ; but you-see
tho balance is a bad one, and it is a bard job to get a boat to go there at all. I only went for it this
time because I bad a spare boat. The Government will have to run tbe risk and not the man who charters 
his boat. If the G overnment charters the boat it matters little to the man where you put it; he wants 
so much for the boat and you do what you like with it. If you got £1 or £120 you pay the same charter 
money. If you intend to keep all the rivers going with boats some will pay you well and some will not 
pay you well. ”
3261. In ebartering under the possible conditions of tbe Government taking your boat, would you expect 
to put somebody on board to watch your interests ? I would not want anybody on board to watch 
my interests. I would hand her over in good order, and would expect to get her back in good 
order fair wear and tear excepted,
3262. The subsidies have got very low ? Yes; there is something in it or they would not have it.
3263. I suppose it is not all loss? We cannot stand all loss.
3264. You can answer this question or not as you think fit. Is it a fact that you personally have lost a
great deal on these charters ? I never lost anything on them; I would not run them at a loss, I have 
made a lot of money with tho charters. I have always kept the boats in good order. •
3265. You have opposition at Port Macquarie ? Yes; I am getting about £31 a month there. The boat
went out after that bad weather and hit a wreck of some sort, and got the stern clean knocked out of '
her. I have made a lot of money at Port Macquarie. Those fellows who have the opposition tug now, 
one of them has an agency for a mill and another man has vessels sending up for girders, and there is 
another man who has a bit of timber, 'There is nothing in it.
3266. President,] We shall be glad if you will let us have tbat information as soon as you can? Do you 
want me to give wbat I think of other people’s vessels as well as my own ?
3267. Jtfr. Wilson.] Suppose you owned those vessels;—you toll us what you would charter them for, you 
handing the boats over and we doing tbe rest? Very well.

WEDNESDAY, 14 JULY, 1897.
PEESEHT:—

' JOSEPH BABLING, Esq,, J.P., President.
GEOBGE ALEXANDEB WILSON, Esq., J.P.
JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.

Eraneis Buckle, re-examined:—
3268. President.] "When you were here last, Mr. Buckle, you kindly promised to give us some further 
informalion as to the Government providing tugs of their own, or as to their ebartering them ? I have 
carefully considered it, and I can see there are only two courses to pursue. I am afraid that chartering 
would never suit. There are so many complications in it that you would never get a charter-party to 
suit both parties. It is different from chartering a ship to go from here to a port aud back again, and 
the only way I can see is for you to keep it as it is, or to nave boats of your own. Then, with reference 
to the question asked by Mr. Powell, I thin];; that the Clarence Biver could be worked with the Bichmond 
boat. I intended to bring with me a memo, of the amount that I made ou the Clarence, but I forgot all 
about tbe thing.
3269. You think tbe one steamer could serve tbe Richmond and tbe Clarence ? Much better than the
Nambucca and the Macleay are served by tbe one boat, although it makes no odds how well you serve 
them—there will be complaints always, Tho people are always dissatisfied. Most of the pilots on the 
stations have come out of the steamers. The Marino Board always took my good captains from me. 
They are all good hands. If you have a bad man a ship is no good to you. You must have a good man 
there to do the work. 3270.

F. Buckle. 

14 July, 1897.

F. Buckle,
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P. Buckle. 3270. Then you think you cannot recommend chartering ? I certainly could not recommend chartering.
I know it would be very complicated, and there would be a good deal of disagreement. If anything 

14 July, 1897. happened to the ship the G-ovemment might say, “ That is what you have got to do,” and the charterer 
might say, “You have got to do it,” and there would always be wrangling over it.

■ 3271. Mr, Wihon.'] Could not tbat be well defined in the contract? I am afraid not. I considered it
all yesterday and last night, and I know there would be a lot of trouble with it. Chartering those boats 
would not do. Chartering a ship is a different thing altogether. He has got his own crew, his own ship, 
and everything ; and he goes backwards and forwards at so much a month. It is very seldom you will 
find a vessel chartered without a crew, &c. "
3272. President.] Have you thought whether it was desirable for the Government to own the vessels and 
carry on the work of towing themselves ? That is for you to decide, not for me.
3273. Have you no information on that subject? I know what I would do in the matter. Mr. Powell 
asked me if I lost money on the boats. I did not keep boats that did not pay. They have always paid

■ me very well, until just now with the opposition I have got at Port Macquarie. Of course, just now the 
bars have been bad, but that only happens once in twelve years. This is tbe second time since I have 
had these rivers that the Hambucca has been had. It was closed about two years ago for a month, the 
same as it is now. . * ’
3274. Of course, it is well known that it is the want of rain that makes the rivers so bad ? If I were 
there I would do something to it. They are too lazy. It is on the crossing. Hero is a headland coming 
inhere; and a bar out here; and this is the river in here; and a sandy spit coming in here. ]. said, 
“ You get a grappler and put a bit of light chain on it, and have two ship’s boats with four men in them 
each, and let them run this grappler out as far as there [indicating], and then let the tug tow it back, and 
it will loosen the sand and the water would wash it away. It only wants the sand moving and away it 
will go. They are so lazy, they would lay there all their lifetime sooner than go to work and do this. 
The last time the bar was blocked Mr, Portus came to me about it—to see wbat I would charge for the 
boat. I said, “ Look, it is as much to my benefit as it is to the ships’, I will charge nothing. If you 
think it is worth anything you can give it to me.” They did nothing. It has never been tried.
3275. I think it has been tried on the Manning ? Yes ; it was not the crossing that was the matter with 
tho Manning, it was the bar. This is the crossing,—it is all smooth water inside of it. The tug could 
not get over that crossing, but she could get to the end of it. They should get a grapple and stir the 
sand up.
3276. You mean a sort of harrow ? Yes ; that will loosen the sand, and it will be washed away. There 
were nine boats there lying idle.
3277. Why did not the captains try such a scheme as this? None of them would do it. They have 
no push—no energy. They go there and come hack. All is well if it goes right, and if not tho boat 
lies there.

TUESDAY, 20 JULY, 1897.
' Pbesest :—

JOSEPH HAULING, Esq., J.P., President.
GEORGE ALEXANDER WILSON, Esq., J.P.

. JAMES POWELL, Esq., J.P.
Angel. Cooper Turner, Managing Director of the Illawarra Steam Navigation Co., sworn and

examined:—
Turner ^78. President.] You are anxious to give us some information which you think will aid us in carrying out 

our inquiry. We shall he glad if you will give us the views you entertain with the utmost freedom ? I will 
20 July, 1897. P^art with the Marine Board, In my opinion, backed up by the opinions of others outside, that is a body that 

’ is nearly obsolete now. They are all men whom we think a lot of personally, individually ; but collectively 
we think they are not up to the times, and that we should have a Board constituted somewhat after the 
lines they have in tbe old country and in many other countries. Where the certificate of a master or a 
mate is to be dealt with we think that should be dealt with by two nautical assessors—men experienced in 
marine matters—presided over by a Stipendiary Magistrate, to assist them on any legal point upon which 
they might require his assistance. I think, and many others think, that that should take the place of the 
present Marine Board. We feel that the Marine Board is composed of persons who are all more or less 
interested in business—some ship-chandlers, some marine surveyors, others on Boards of steamer com
panies, and such like, which we think must clash with the proper working of tho Board, and, therefore, 
we think that the Marine Board, as it exists now, should he supplanted by a Board such as I have said. 
Touching the lighthouses—the inspection is almost a farce. The people at all tho lighthouses know a 
month before that there is going to he a picnic, and, of course, everything is got in order for the inspec
tion. It should be done as it is in the other colonies,—the superintending engineer goes round occasion
ally when he is not expected, and he sees things as they are, and not as they are got ready to be for 
inspection by the Marine Board. That is a very essential thing, for the lights aro things that have to be 
kept in order, and should be looked after. We think the inspection should not be made in tbe way it has 
been made in. the past. There would have to be a secretary, of course, to tbe Pilot Board, which should 

• be a distinct Board from the Marine Board. How that is to he constituted I am not here to say.
3279. Would you see any objection to the gentlemen who form this Pilot Board being officers of the 
Government? No.
3280. You think that the shipping community would not raise any objection to that? No; certainly 
not; I think they would rather like it.
3281. If proper men w'ore appointed you think tho shipping community would show confidence in them?
They would have more confidence in men like that, independent altogether, and having nothing to do 
with any shipping interest or surveying, or business. ■
3282. In other vvords, you would have all the judicial and executive functions completely separated from 
anything like the commercial work of the Colony? Certainly,
3283. And yon think that would tend to more impartial judgments being given, and would gain the con
fidence of tbe community ? Ye,s ; but of course, we do not impute anything to the present Board—they 
are like Ca:sar’s wife, we may presume—but, on principle, we want a Board more apart from business.
3284. I understand your objection is on principle ? Yes, on principle. ■ 3285.
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3285, You have no objection, personally, to the members of the present Marine Board, but, on principle, A. C. 
to the Board itself? Yes. ■ Turner.
328C. Are you aware of how often the Marine Board inspect the pilot stations ? They have been in the ^
habit, for the last twqnty years, of going round annually. I know so well because they have always 20 J"ly’1807 
chartered one of our steamers to go iu. 1 believe this last year the Government thought they were 
rather extravagant and stopped it, sending the “ Thetis.” , "
3287. Ynu think that if this picnic, as you call it, were used for sending an inspector round there would be
better results than at present ? There is no doubt about it. The objection that I have heard to that is 
that at times there arc quarrels amongst the men, and the Marine Board go down and settle these little 
quarrels, which generally originate with their wives. I think a man like Mr. Cruickshank, for instance, 
is quite as capable of settling such a squabble on the spot as the Marine Board. 1 do not think it would 
be half the expense to take the inspector round as it is for the Board. .
3288. How many years have you been employed as manager of the Illawarra Sfeam Navigation Company ?
I have been manager twenty-two years, and I have been in the Illawarra Company since 1859.
3289. So that there is hardly any person in the Colony who would have more knowledge of the marine 
matters, the requirements of the Colony, than yourself ? I think I ought to know. I think what I have 
said is in perfect accord with the public feeling outside. Of course, some people would say you must 
have a Marine Board to issue certificates, but I say, “ Not at all.” At Homo there is the Secretary to 
the Board of Trade, and here we have the Secretary for Finance and Trade, who, I presume, would have 
the same responsibility. We have examiners against whom nothing can be said,' and if an examiner 
grants a certificate it is very easy for the Treasury to issue it.
3290. Mr. Wilson.'] The signing is a mere matter of form ? Yes.
3291. Mr. Powell.'] Capt. Bedford’s or Mr. Cruickshank’s certificate ought to be enough ? Quite enough ;
they are both very sound. There is one matter I would like to touch upon, and that is the granting of 
certificates to vessels. In New South Wales they are granted for six months, and that used to be 
necessary with the old boats that we had which were very rotten in the old days ; but now, owing to the 
competition, an owner cannot allow his boats to get into disrepair. It is to the owner’s interest to keep 
the boat up to good running. We find it rather irksome opening everything up every sis months, and we 
think it is unnecessary. They do not do it in Melbourne, or in New Zealand, or in England. That 
would ease down the surveyors’ work considerably, and therefore another man would not be required in 
the engineering branch to assist in the work of surveying ships while Mr. Cruickshank was away (say) 
inspecting the lighthouses. * '
3292. Mr. Wilson.] The surveyor should still have the power to inspect vessels, even though the certifi
cates were issued for twelve monihs? Yes; hut as I said before, the eompetitiou is so keen that we 
cannot afford to let a steamer go back a bit. The present boilers have to be looked after carefully, we 
cannot afford to let them scale a bit, they would collapse if we did. We would not mind an inch of scale 
in the old boilers, there was so little pressure.
3293. Mr. Powell.] Of course, it is very necessary and desirable, and the Act gives power to examine 
vessels when the officer thinks fit? In New Zealand, Victoria, and Queensland the Act requires 
the examination of the vessels every twelve months, I think. I know the A.TJ.S.N. ships used to go to 
Melbourne on purpose to get the certificate, because they got it for twelve months.
3291. President.] There is an idea abroad that it is so? 1 think Mr. Cruickshank had the same idea.
3295. Mr. Jackson thought so.too ;—however, your, idea is, that the interests of the owners are so 
imperative in that respect that it requires no other restriction than that which obtains in the natural 
order of things ? Just so. The ships themselves are built of steel now, and you have to look after them 
very carefully, or they will corrode and give way much quicker than the old iron vessels.
329G. Of course, having the steel yon get better flotation ? You have better flotation, but you have not 
so much thickness. .
3297. You have to make np for the loss of stability in getting better flotation by excessive care ? Yes.
3298. Have you any opinion about the pilot service ? We have one pilot at Wollongong and a boat’s '
crew, and they are required at Kiarna. There is one man looks after the lighthouse. His duties are not
very severe. •
3299. Have you any opinion as to the principle that is now adopted of subsidising tags for the pilot 
service ? It is a very good thing for the owners of the boats. We used to have to pay in the olden days, 
and now the Government are good enough to step in and pay the subsidy, and so reduce the towing 
expenses. No private individual would do that.
330!). Of course it may be desirable for the Government to do this to develop trade ? The ships will go 
wherever there is trade. Wherever the farmer can get anything out of tho soil the boats will go to getit.
I have seen vessels behind the Bichmond bar six weeks, and tbe Government never sent us any assistance 
to get out. We had to wait until there was water enough
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1.
Attorney-General's Department, Sydney, 3 July, 1S96. 

Opinion* op the Attorney-General,
Subject:—Officers of the Marine Board. f '

It seems to me that the Public Service Act does not apply, and was not intended to apply (see the debates m Hansard, 
]0th December, 1895, in tho Legislative Council), to tbe question of appointments in connection with tbe Marine Board. 
Tbe Navigation Act provides tbat 11 the Marine Board may recommend for the Governor’s approval appointments, &c." 
The Public Service Act neither expressly or impliedly rcpealR that Act, and I am therefore of opinion that any appoint
ments under it must be recommended by the Marine JJoard and submitted to tbe Governor for his approval. But with the 
exception of the question of apjtoinlm&Us, the officers of tho Marine Board do come within the scope and control of the 
Public Service Act. J- H. WANT,

Attorney General.

Copy of Minute.
Marine Board, 6 October, 1896.

Read the Attorney-General's opinion regarding, the affairs of the Board and tho Public Service Board, in which ho 
says that the power of recommending appointments still rests with the Board, but that when once appointed they do not 
come within the scope and control of the Public Service Board. .

1 P. HIXSON.

2.
Reference.—Effect of repeal of 17 and 18 Vic., c. KM, on 35 Vie. No. 7.

The Navigation Act of 1871, 33 Vic. No. 7, sec. 87, empowers the Murine Board of New South Wales to investigate cases 
of alleged incompetency and misconduct of or on the part of any master, mate, or engineer, and directs that “ such 
investigation shall be conducted and the results thereof reported in the same manner and with the same powers in and 
with which formal investigations into wrecks and casualties are directed to be conducted and the results thereof reported 
under the provisions contained in the eighth part of tho Imperial Aut seventeenth and eighteenth Victoria chapter ono 
hundred and four,”

See. 88 empowers the Marine Board to cancel or suspend the certificate of any master, mate, or engineer (sub-sec. 
Ii) "if upon any investigation conducted under the provisions contained in the eighth part of the Imperial Act seventeenth 
and eighteenth Victoria chapter one hundred and lour .... it is reported that the loss or abandonment of or serious 
damage to any ship or loss of life has been caused by his wrongful act or default.”

Sec. 88, sub-section v, declares tbe Marine Board “ to be a Court for the purposes mentioned in the two hundred and 
forty-second section of the Imperial Act seventeenth and eighteenth Victoria chapter one hundred and four.”

Sec. 89, sub-section ni, provides that "no certificate shall be cancelled or suspended . . . . in the case of
investigations conducted by Justices or a Stipendiary Magistrate unless one assessor at least appointed in manner directed 
by the four hundred and thirty-fourth section of the Imperial Act seventeenth and eighteenth Victoria chapter ono hundred 
and four expresses his concurrence,in the report.”

The Imperial “ Merchant Shipping Act, 1894,” repealed the whole of 17 and 18 Vitoria, chapter 104.
The opinion of the Crown Solicitor is desired as to whether the repeal of the Imperial Act, 17 ami 18 Vic., c. 104, 

would affect any action taken or thing done in New South Wales under the provisions of sections 87 anti S3 of The 
Navigation Act, subsequently to the date of such repeal.

Sir, Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 2 April, 1897-
I have the honor with reference to the question submitted by your communication of 29th ultimo, viz,, whether 

the repeal of the Imperial Act, )7 and 18 Vic., c 104, would affect any action taken or thing done in New South Wales 
under the provisions of sections 87 and 88 of the Navigation Act of 1871, subsequent to tlse date of such repeal, lo advise 
as follows:—

The Imperial Merchant. Shipping A'ct of 1894, which repealed the 17 and IS Vie., c. 104, does not contain any pro
vision saving or continuing any local enactments passed under the authority of the latter Act, consequently tile Navigation 
Act of 1871, so far as it incorporates the provisions of the 17 aud 18 Vic., c. 104, by reference only, is, in my opinion, inopera
tive, and has been so since the passing of tho Act of 1894.

Where, however, the provisions of tbe earlier Imperial Act have been reproduced in tho local enactment, the repeal of 
the former by tbe Act of 1894 does not, I think, affect the Navigation Act so far as those particular sections are concerned, 
nor does it touch those prolusions which do not iu any way depend on the Imperial Act. _

I am of opinion, therefore, that section 87 of the Navigation Act remains in full force and effect, with the exception 
of that portion relating to the holding of investigations before two Justices or a Stipendiary Magistrate.

It is provided that “ such investigation shall be conducted and tho results thereof reported in the same manner and 
with the same powers in and with which formal investigation into wrecks and causualties aro directed to be conducted, &c.,” 
under the provisions contained in the Stli part of the Imperial Act, 17 and 18 Vic., c. 104.

The repeal of the Act mentioned lias put an end to the machinery thus provided, and no investigation can in my 
opinion be now held under that portion of section S". _

Section 88, with the exception of sub-section n, is, in my opinion, still operative, as tbe powers of investigation 
conferred ou tho Board are contained in the Act itself independently of the Imperial Act.

If however such powers are insufficient in an investigation under section 88 (v), without the aid of those contained 
in section 242 of 17 and IS Vic., c. 104, the sub-section in question must also be treated as inoperative, but it appears to me 
that such is not tbe case.

I am therefore of opinion that any action taken by tbe Marine Board under sections 87 and 88, subsequent to the 
repeal of 17 and 18 Vic., c. 104, is not affected unless done under tbe latter portion of section 87 or under section 88 (ii).

I take the opportunity of enclosing a copy of an opinion given by me in November, 1895, as to tbe applicability of the 
Imperial Merchant Shipping Aet of 1894 to this Colony, which may possibly bo of some assistance to the members of the 
Commission. I have, &c.,

GEO. COLQIj'HOUN.
Tbe Secretary, Royal Commission on Marine Board. ' Crown Solicitor.

OriNiox of Crown Solicitor.
In the 7)iatter of the Imperial Merchant Shipjnng Act of 1894,

1, I am of opinion tbat the Imperial Merchant Shipping Act of 1894 does repeal the previous Imperial Merchant 
Shipping Act and relative Acts, so far as this Colony is concerned. The Act of 1894 consolidates all the previously existing 
Acts, and re-cnaets and takes the place of the Acts which it repeals.' Tbe repeal of the previous Acts, however, saves and 
continues any Acts or proceedings under tbo repealed Acts (sees. 735 (2), 745, 746). Tbe present law in this Colony, 
therefore, ao far ae It depends on Imperial legislation, is contained in the Act of 1894 ; but the whole of this Act is not 
applicable to New South Wales.

2, Bart 1, dealing with tbe registry of ships, is by express words applicable to and in force in this Colony. Sec. 91.
Part IT deals with " Master and Seamen,” and is in force in this Colony with regard to—

{].) All sea-going ships registered in tho United Kingdom, and to the owners, masters, and crews of such ships. Sec.
261.

■ (2.)
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(2.) All Bca-going British shi^s registered out ot the United. Kingdom, and the owners and masters and crews thereof, 
so far as regards the provisions relating to the rights of seamen in respect to wages ; to the shipping aud discharge 
of seamen in ports abroad ; to leaving seamen abroad, and to the relief of seamen in distress in ports abroad ; to 
the provisions, health, and accommodation of seamen ; to the power of seamen to make complaints; to the 
protection of seamen from imposition ; and to discipline in all cases except where the ship is within the jurisdiction 
of the Government of the British possession in which the ship is registered—sec, 2(11 (rf)—that is to say, secs. 
155-163, 117, 124, 18G-1S9, 190-194, 108-210, 211, 212-219, 220-23S. Therefore, as regards ships registered in the 
United Kingdom, the whole of Part II is in force in this Colony, and applies to such ships in the same manner as 
it does in England—that is, of course, where it can be applied in this Colony, for tho Part contains numerous 
provisions which cannot possibly apply in Now South Wales.

■With regard to British sea-going ships registered at places out of the United Kingdom, other than New South 
Wales, the sections enumerated above (2) apply to such vessels when in New South Wales ; but it will be seen that 
though declared by the Aet to be applicable, a good many of these sections cau have no practical application in this Colony. 
Ships registered in New South Whiles are governed by the provisions of the local Seamen’s Laws Consolidation Aet of 1SU4 
whilst they are in New South Wales, (See ex parte Johnson 14, N.S.W., L.R., 537).

By sec. 2C4 the Legislature of any British possession is empowered to apply or adapt to any British ships registered 
at, trading with, or being at any port in that possession, any provisions of Part II which do not otherwise apply in such 
possession. The whole of Part II applies in all British possessions to British sea-going ships registered in the United 
Kingdom ; so that this section ean have no reference to such ships, It therefore only empowers Colonial Legislatures to 
extend those provisions of Part II not made applicable by the Act to all registered British ships, whether sea-going or not, 
which are registered out of the United Kingdom.

Part III deals with passengers and emigrants, aud reproduces the Imperial Passengers’ Acts. It applies to emigrant 
ships, as defined in sec. 26S, from the British Islands to this Colony (sec, 364), and is in force in this Colony w ith respect 
to all ships carrying steerage passengers on a Colonial voyage, as defined by the Act; but the provisions of secs. 309, 310, 
320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 34S, 349, 350, 351, 352, 353, 361 do not apply to Colonial voyages ; 
and where the duration of a Colonial voyage, as defined in section 270, determined under section 366, is less than three 
weeks, the provisions of secs. 291, 303, 304, 395, and 327 do not apply to such voyages ; and tbo provisions contained in 
secs, 295, 296, 297, 29S, except those relating to the issue of water, do not apply Lo any steerage passenger who has con
tracted to furnish his own provisions. Sec. 365.

. Part IV,—This part of the Aet deals with fishing-boats, and by see. 272 docs not, there being no provision for such 
application, apply to this Colony.

Part V.—This part deals with “Safety,'’ and reproduces the provisions formerly contained in Part 4 of 17 and IS 
Vic., c. 104, but does not re-enact sec. 291 of that Act, which provided that Part IV should apply to all British ships. 
Part \ of the 1894 Act, however, applies, except whore expressly excluded, to all British ships in this Colony or elsewhere, 
and the application of each particular section to this Colony must largely depend on the circumstances of each particular 
case in which it is sought to he applied. It may, however, he said generally that Part V is in force in New South Wales, 
hut the rules made under the authority of the local Navigation Act, 35 Vic. No. 7, are not to be deprived of their effect. 
Sec. 421-(1).

Part VI deals with "Special Shipping Inquiries and Courts." It takes the place of Part VIII of the Merchant 
Shipping Act of 1854, 17 and 18 Vic., e, 104, and incorporates some of the provisions of Part 111 of that Act. This part of 
the Act contains no application clause, but from the phraseology of sec. 464 it seems that this part only applies in its 
entirety to the United Kingdom, though by sec. 478 power is given to Colonial Legislatures to legislate with respect Lo 
certain matters dealt with in this pari.. That portion of this art which relates to Naval Courts is in force in this Colony. 
(See, 486.)

Part VII deals with the * Delivery of Goods,” and only applies to goods imported into the United Kingdom—sec. 
492—and is not iu force in New South Wales.

Part VIII deals witli the "Liability of Shipowners," and is in force in New -South Wales. (Sec, 509.)
Part IX deals with “ \\ reck and Salvage." Secs. 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517 only apply to vessels wrecked, 

stranded, or in distress at any' place on or near the coasts of the United Kingdom (sec. 511), and aro not in force in New 
South Wules.

Secs. 518, 519, 520, 521, 522 relate to “ Dealing with Wreck," and only apply to vessels, &c., wrecked, A-c., within 
the United Kingdom, secs, 518, 519, 521 (2), and are not in force in New South Wales,

Secs. 523, 524, 525, 526, 527, 528, ami 529 deal with “ Unclaimed Wreck." See. 523 provides "Her Majesty and 
Her Royal Successors are entitled to all unclaimed wreck found in any part of Her Majesty’s Dominions, except to places 
where Her Majesty or any of Her Royal Predecessors has granted to any otlicr person the right to tliat wreek.” This 
section is a legislative recognition of tho prerogative right of the Crown to all unclaimed wrecks within the Crown’s 
dominions, which form part of the revenue of the Crown, (See 2 Stephen's Com., 542 et seq.)

By section 50 of the Constitution Act, 18 and 19 Vic., c. 54, all the revenues of the Crown within the Colony of New 
South Wales from whatever source arising, arc surrendered to the Government of New South Wales in return for n Civil 
List. The title of tho Government, of New South Wales to unclaimed wrecks within the Colony is dependent on the title 
of the Crown, and I therefore think this section is in force in New South Wales. Secs. 524, 525, 526, 528, 529, are 1 think 
inapplicable, and therefore not in force in this Colony.

Secs. 530, 531, 532, 533, 534 relate to the removal of wrecks, and are reproduced from 40 and 41 Vic., c. 16, and 52 
and 53 Vic., c. 5, which are confined in their application to the United. Kingdom—there being no words to extend their 
provisions to places outside such kingdom—and, therefore, I think these sections are not in force in New South ’Wales

Secs. 535, 536, 537 are not in force in New South Woles.
Secs. 538, 539, 540, 541, 542, relating to "Marine Store Dealers," must, I think, in the absence of any words 

extending their application to places beyond tho United Kingdom, be considered as applying to the United Kingdom only 
and therefore not to be in force in New South Wales. ’

See. 543, relating to “ Marking of Anchors,” is, for the above reason, not iu force in New South Wales.
Secs. 544, 545, 546 relate to “Salvage." Sec. 544 is in force in New South Wales. Sec. 546 is expressly confined 

to the United Kingdom, and is not in force in New South Wales.
Secs. 547-565 seem, from the language of see. 547, to be applicable to salvage in New South Wales ; but the 

procedure established with regard to claims for salvage appears not to be applicable to places outside the United Kingdom.
See. 566 deals with the “Appointment of Receivers of Wreck.” Secs. 567, 568 deal with " Fees of Receivers of 

Wreck." None of these sections are in force in New South Wales. The remaining sections of this part, secs. 569, 570, 
571, are not in force in New South Wales.

Part X relates to “ Pilotage,” and is not in force in New South Wales. (Sec, 572.) ,
Part XI relates to “ Lighthouses,” and is mostly confined in its application to the United Kingdom. Secs 671-675 

are, however, in force in New South Wales. *
Part XII relates to the “ Mercantile Marine Fund,” and is not in force in New South Wales.
Part XIII relates to “Legal Proceedings,” and, except where otherwise provided, is in force in New South Wales 

Sec. |I2.
Part XIV contains “Supplemental Provisions.” The only section of this part in force in New South Wales aro 

secs. 723, 727, 735, 736, 739, 741, 745, and 746.
, . ,, (J- portions of the Act require to he applied to this Colony by proclamation. By secs. 366, 367 the Governor of 

this Colony is empowered by proclamation—

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

To determine the length of a colonial voyage,
To fix dietary scales for steerage passengers.
To declare what medical stores shall be deemed necessary.
To make rules for determining the number of steerage passengers to be carried in emigrant ships proceeding from 

one colony to another. °
For determining on what decks, &c., steerage passengers may be carried.
lo declare that ships intended to pass within the tropics from any Colonial port may convey steerage passengers, 

being natives of Asia or Africa, after the rate of one for every twelve superficial foot of the passenger decks, &c.

Every



m

Every such proclamation shall take effect from the issue thereof or such other day as may be named therein, These 
provisions arc similar to those contained in the repealed Passengers Acts, under which proclamations have been issued in 
this Uilony ; hut, by an oversight, no provision has been made in the 1894 Act to continue or give validity to proclamations 
issued under the repealed Acts, and I accordingly advise that it is necessary, under the 1894 Act, to issue fresh nrocla- 
matinns. » 1

See. 478 empowers Colonial Legislatures to authorise Colonial Courts to inquire, in certain cases, into shippinc 
casualties and the conduct of officers. Similar provisions were contained in the repealed Acts, 17 and 18 Vic. c. 104 and 
4o and 46 \ ic., c. 76, and under such provisions various sections of the local Navigation Act of 1872 3o Vic ’No 7 were 
enacted. The repeal of the previous Imperial Acts referred to has not saved or continued any local enactments passed 
under the authority of the repealed Imperial Acts, and it is very doubtful whether some of the provisions of the local 
Navigation Act are not ultra vires.

It appears to me that, at all events, sec. 88 (2) of the local Navigation Act should be amended.

15th November, 1895,
GEO. COLQUHOUN,

Crown Solicitor.

3.
Return of the number of Inquiries held by the Marine Board at Sydney concerning Wrecks and other Marine Casualties, 

from 1SS7 to 18% (both inclusive), showing the number of Vessels and Total Tonnage for each Year.

Year, No. of Inquiries. Total Tonnage.

1887 ........................................................ 25
23
26
19
20
16
27
21
14

1888 ..................................................................
1889 ............................................................................ 8,669
1890 ........................................................
1891 ...............................................................
1893 .........:......................................
1893 ........................................................ 10,152 •
1894 ........................................
1895 .............................................................
1896 ............................................. 14

lU, O / U

205 67,001

4.
Return of the number of Inquiries held by the Marine Board at Newcastle concerning Wrecks of Vessels and other Marine 

Casualties, from 1887 to 1898 (both inclusive), showing the number of Vessels and Total Tonnage for each Year.

Year. No. of Inquiries. Total Tonnage.

1887 .................................................................................. 6
4

3,709
1888 ..............................................................................
1889 .............................................................................................. 8

01890 ............................................................................
1891 ................................................................................................. 7
1892 ....................................................................................... 3

9
0
5
8

1893 .............................................................
1894 ............................................................................................
1895 .....................................................................................
1896 ..................................................................................

64 70,628

5.
Return showing the Total Revenue of the Marine Board Department for the year 1883 under the several headings viz 

Pilotage, Harbour and Light Rates, Removal Hues, Rees, Licenses, Charges, &c. * 1

Pilotage........................................
Harbour and Light Ratos
Removal Dues ........................
Fees ..............................................
Licensea ...................................

£51,316 2 0

£ s. d. 
30,508 0 0 
14,599 0 0 
4,377 0 0 
1,819 2 0 

13 0 0

Return of the Total Expenditure of the Marine Board Department for the year 1883, showing the amount paid for Con
tingent Expenses the amount of Salaries and Fees paid to Members of the Board, and the amount of Salaries and 
Allowances paid to each officer (together with Ins full name, ago, and position held) for each station during that year.

Salaries....................................................
Contingencies .....................................
Salaries and Fees to Members . 
Fees to Surveyors at Outporte.

£ s. d. 
30,434 8 0 
9,038 17 10 
1,414 8 0 

342 7 6

£41,230 1 4

Rbtuen
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Retorn showing Names of present Members of Marine Boards, Sydney and Newcastle.

Name, Appointed by— Elected by- Tonure of t Stated times of 
Office closes. Meeting,

Ratos of 
Remuneration.

Salary.
A.

Foes.
B.

Amount of 
Salaries,Fees, 
or Allowances 

received 
during year 

ended 31 
Dee., 1«D(5.

Sydney.
Hixson, Francis ... 
Broomfield, John ... 
Maclean, Archibald 
Jenkins, Benjamin
Moodie, R. T.............
O’Sullivan, Terence 
Wildridge, John ...

Act of Incorporation

Act of Incorporation

Newcastle.
Cross, Herbert It.
Reid, John...................

•Logan, William R. 
•Gardner, Frank 
•McLean, Duncan John

Governor

Shipowners.
Unlimited 
April, 1893 

„ 1899
„ 1899

Unlimited.

Every Mon
day, and 

j- otherwise 
I as often as 
| required.

Unlimited, q EveryWod- 
' nesday.and 

[ otherwise 
| as often as 

J required.

56 
50 
56 

■I t'5 
55 
53 
16

(PI 
' 61 

Nil.

i :t
k „

£
740

£ s. d.

.109
109
109
109
109
109

109 4 0 
54 12 0 
54 12 0 
o+ 12 0
54 12 0

£ s. d.

109
109
109
109
109
109

109 4 o 
54 12 0 

Nil.

• Appointed 16 January, 1S97.

8,
[Supplement to the New South Wales Government Gazelle, Wednesday, IS March, 1896.]

The Treasury, New South Wales, 18 March, 1896. 
HiS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, lias been pleased to appoint Francis Buckle,
Esquire, .1.1'., "to be Returning Officer for the Election of Wardens of «ie Marine Board, to fill 
occur by the operation of the 8th clause of the “ Navigation Act of 1S71.”

the vacancies which will 

G, H. REID.

' The Treasury, New South Wales, 18 March, 1896.

* THE NAVIGATION ACT OF 1871.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, under the authority contained in the 8th clause of 
the “Navigation Act of 1871,” is hereby pleased to fix the place and inode, as per annexed Schedule, of conducting the 
Election of Wardens to the Marine Board,* to fill the vacancies which will occur, by the operation of the said clause, on the 
first Monday in the month of April now next ensuing.

Schedule. .
Place and Pay of Election to Jill up the Vacancies in the Office of Warden of the Marine Board.

1. The election of three Wardens to the Marine Board to fill up the vacancies which will occur by the operation of 
the 8th clause of the “ Navigation Act of 1871,” shall take place at the Exchange, Sydney, on Monday, the 6th day of

April, 1896. .
Beturning Officer Appointed by Governor in Council,

• 2, The Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, shall appoint a Returning Officer, who shall notify in
the Government Gazette and in one or more of the daily papers, at least ton days before the day of election, the time and 
place appointed for holding the said election.

Nomina (ion of Candidates.
3. The election of a candidate to the vacant office of Warden shall be conducted in manner following Any two 

electors duly qualified to vote under the Navigation Act of 1871 may nominate a candidate for election, by delivering to 
the Returnin'? Officer, seven clear days at least before the day appointed for the election, a document signed by such 
electors, containing the name in full of the candidate they may wisli to nominate, setting forth also the occupation and 
residence of such candidate, and also similar particulars respecting the two electors so nominating; and the Returning 
Officer, at least three clear days before the day appointed for the election, shall cause such nominations to be published for 
general information in one or more of the daily papers.

Proceedings thereupon. ■

4. At 10 o’clock in tlie forenoon of the day appointed for the election, and at the place aforesaid,_ the Returning 
Officer shall publicly read the names of candidates so nominated, together with the names of their nominators; and if 
it shall be found that the number of candidates does not exceed the number of Wardens to be elected, the Returning Officer 
shall thereupon declare such candidates to he dulv elected, and shall immediately thereafter certify the same under his 
hand to the Colonial Treasurer ; hut if the numbeb of candidates so nominated shall exceed the number to be elected, then 
a poll shall he taken as hereinafter provided : Provided also that it shall be in the power of any individual so nominated, 
by a notice in writing signed by him and addressed to the Returning Officer, and delivered to such Returning Officer at any 
time, being at least one clear day before the day appointed for the election, to withdraw from such candidature.

Election, if contested, to be by Ballot.
5. The election, if contested, shall be by ballot, and the voting at such election shall commence at 11 o’clock in the 

forenoon, and shall finally close at 4 o’clock in the afternoon of the same day.

Appointment, of Polling Clerk.

6. At such election the Returning Officer shall appoint a Polling Clerk for taking the poll.

Substitute for Returning Officer.
7. In case the Returning Officer shall be prevented from attending to any of his duties by illness or other sufficient 

cause, he may, or in case of his refusal or inability, the Colonial Treasurer shall, by writing Under his hand, appoint a 
substitute to act for such Returning Officer ; and such substitute shall thereupon for the time being have all the power and 
authority of the officer for whom lie has been so substituted.

. Scntiineers.
8. Every candidate for election, or in his absence any two of the electors by 

appoint one person at the polling-place to be a Scrutineer at the election.
whom he lias been nominated, may 

J)eclaratio»
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Dedaralion by Hdvrainy Officer, Poll Clerk, and Scrutineer*.
9. The Returning Officer, Poll Clerk, and Scrutineers shall, before acting, make, and subscribe before a Justice of 

the Peace or a Commissioner of the Supreme Court, or in the case of any Scrutineer, before the Returning Officer, a 
declaration in the Form A annexed.

Power of lieturning Officer to preserve Order, d-c.
10. The Returning Officer shall have power and authority to maintain and enforce order and keep the peace during 

the election or polling, and for that purpose to cause to be arrested and taken before any Justice of the Peace any person 
reasonably' suspected of knowingly7 and wilfully making a false answer to any7 of the questions hereinafter mentioned, or of 
personating or attempting to personate any voter, or of attempting unlawfully to vote more than once, or wilfully entering 
or remaining in a polling-room or compartment, or who shall cause a disturbance at the election ; also to cause any7 person 
to be removed wdio shall obstruct the approaghes to the polling-room or shall conduct himself in a disorderly manner. And 
all constables and peace officers shall aid and assist such Returning Officer in the performance of his duties,"

’ Balloting-room. .
11. At the polling-place there shall be provided and set apart a separate ballot-room or compartment into or in which 

no person may enter or remain except electors while preparing their ballot-papers as hereinafter provided, but no longer; 
and the Rolling Clerk shall cause pencils or pens, ink, and blotting-paper to be placed in the said room or compartment.

Ballot-papers.
12. Before, and in time for the election, the Returning Officer shall cause to he printed or written ballot-papers

according to the Form B annexed, and shall, on tho morning of the day of poil, have in his possession, and prepared ready 
for use, bo many of such ballot-papers, signed by himself on the back thereof, as shall be fully equal to the whole number 
of the votes of the electors contained in the list of persons entitled to vote. *

BaUol-box.—Mode of Voting. '
13. The Returning Officer shall provide for the polling-place a ballot-box, the front of which shall Ire of glass, and on

tlie top of which there shall be an opening sufficient to receive the ballot-papers folded as hereinafter mentioned. And such 
box, being previously locked by the Returning Officer with a key which shall be kept by himself, and of which it shall be 
unlawful for any other person to possess a counterpart, shall he placed upon a table before the Returning Officer. And 
every elector, on applying in person, if entitled to record one vote, shall receive one of the ballot-papers signed ns aforesaid ; 
and if entitled to record two or more votes, shall receive a corresponding number of the ballot-papers as aforesaid ; and shall 
in the ballot-room aforesaid, without leaving the same, strike through the names of all persons named in such ballot-paper 
or ballot-papers, as the case may be, except the name of each person for whom lie intends to vote, and shall then fold up 
tho paper or papers so as to conceal the interior and disclose only the Returning Officer’s name so signed upon the back, 
and shall then return to tho polling-table, and there openly in the presence of the Returning Officer, Roll Clerk, and 
Scrutineers present, deposit such ballot-paper or ballot-papers in the ballot-box ; Provided that in the ease of any elector 
who if blind or cannot read, the Returning Offieer shall, in the presence of such of the Scrutineers as may then be in 
attendance, strike through upon such ballot-paper the names of all persons so nominated, except such as the elector shall 
declare his intention of voting for : Provided also, that before any ballot-paper shall be deposited in the box, the Returning 
Officer or Poll Clerk .shall, upon a certified copy of the list of persons entitled to vote write his initials against the name of 
the person then voting, which initials shall be ynamil yiieie evidence of the identity7 of such voter with the person whose 
name shall he so initialed on such list, and of the fact of his having voted at such election : Provided further, that if any 
elector entitled to two or more votes fail to record all his votes on his first application, it shall not be lawful for him to 
vote a second time. ■

* What Votes Void.
14. If any elector shall suffer to remain upon his ballot-paper a greater number of names not struck cut than the ■

number of Wardens to be elected, the vote given on and by such paper shall be void and of no effect. ■

When Betumivg Officer to Vole,
Id. Except as hereinafter provided, tho Returning Officer shall not vote ; Provided that in the event of any two or 

more candidates of whom one or more is to he elected being found to have obtained an equal number of votes, the Returning 
Officer shall have a casting vote, and shall state in writing which of such candidates shall he declared to be duly elected.

Questions to Voters.
1C. No inquiry shall be permitted to be put to any person applying to vote, except by the Returning Officer at the 

request of a Scrutineer; and such inquiry shall be limited to the questions following:—
(1.) Arc you the person whose name appears as A. 13. on the list of persons entitled to vote for the election of 

Wardens of the Marine Board ?
(2.) Have you already voted at the present election?

No person who shall refuse to answer such questions, or who shall fail to answer the first of such questions in the affirmative 
and the second in the negative, shall he permitted to vote at such election. *

Asccrlainr/icnl and Declaration of the Poll.
17. The Returning Officer, immediately after the close of the poll, shall, in the presence of the Poll Clerk and such 

of the Scrutineers as may then be in attendance, open tho ballot-box and examine the voting-papers, and thereby7 ascertain, 
the result of the election ; and lie shall then publicly announce the state of the poll, and immediately thereafter shall 
officially declare in writing, under his hand, addressed to the Colonial Treasurer, the names of the candidates who have 
been duly elected : Provided if from any sufficient cause it should he found impossible to examine the ballot-papers and 
ascertain the result of the election on the same day that the poll has been taken, the Returning Officer mav adjourn such 
examination until some hour on tho next following day : And such ballot-box and ballot-papers shall remain until the time 
of such examination in the custody7 of the Returning Officer, or in such custody as he may7 appoint, but shall he further 
secured by the seals of the Returning Officer and any one of the Scrutineers then present, "

Ballot-paiKrs to be transmitted to the Colonial Treasurer.
JS. The Returning Officer shall forthwith, after the declaration of the result of the poll, seal up all the ballot-papers 

and any other documents connected with the election in one or more parcels as may7 be found convenient, and shall cause 
the same to Ire delivered to the Colonial Treasurer, to he by him safely and secretly kept for six months after such delivery, 
at the expiration of which time the said Colonial Treasurer shall cause such ballot-papers and documents to bo destroyed,"

A,
Declaration of Office for lietnming Officer, Scrutineer, Poll Clerk.

1, A.R., duly appointed Returning Officer (or Scrutineer, or Poll Clerk) at this election, do herebv solemnly declare 
that I will faithfully act and assist in such office, and will not attempt to ascertain for whom anv elector'shall vote, nor by 
any word or action directly or indirectly aid in discovering tho same, unless in answer to anyJquestion which I may be 
legally bound to answer, or in compliance with the provisions of the Navigation Act of 1871. '

B.
Ballot-paper,

Election of Wardens, on the of 1S9 .

List of Candidates for Election.
. Names in full. I Addresses.

9.
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9.
Makine Board Department, 1896-7.

Surname and Christian Name 
of Officer.

r?
<3 ^ 
& w 
■^33

%

c
11

G °B a

Manner of 
Appointment.

o
a ^> o»Lj i/I41 - r-y: ~ *,

■ssi
=p
3 £
-4 ^

© ..
•S 1 
sSO’
a 1
* 25s 3 £ = 
K-

Position lield.

i bO .rf
£ *
5 "ri

< 1

mw ,rW si

m - 2c;" -
= ®l
e t- o £ 9 z
s a 
<!

o
.-i ^

Mi

s C" 5
-Ii
,2 M =
C 4- 
H

Dcscrijition in detail of Duties 
]>crforme<f.

Hixson, Francis ..........................

Llndeman, George Sidney ....

M

52

20/D/61

1/3/75

B v N avigation Ael 
of 1871.

Recommended by

t. m. 
35 5

22 0

Nil , President ..................

Secretarv..................

i
749

470

Z
225

£
965

470

Presides at Board Meetings, and other
wise irerfoniis the multifarious 
duties in connection with the Navi
gation Laws of the Colony ; Head 
of the Department,

Seo Appendix “ A/'

Rule, Francis .............................. SO 15/1/80
Marine Board.

11 1 Accountant................ 200 200 Accountant and Pav Clerk ; Receiver

Cruickshank, William D............. 57 irs/Ti 22 9 Engineer Surveyor, 500 5G0
of Revenue for the Department. 

Examiner for Engineers’ Certificates

Bedford, John Henderson ........ 55 1/1^1 1C 2

ami Examiner.

Examiner in tmuga- 3S0 330

Chief Engineer Surveyor to the 
Department. ■

Examiner for tne issue of certificates

Lawrence, John Kees................ 73 21/10/64 32 4

tion, seainuuship, 
and pilotage.

Clerk to Harbour- 28S 2SS

to masters, mates, and pilots.

See Appendix “B."

O'Connor, Herbert........ ............. 20 i7;ft/er 9 9 „ ..

master and Tele
graph Operator 

Plerk ........................ 150 150 See Appendix “A.”
Parsonage, John..........................
Sloorc, John..................................

52
18

1/1/62
17/12/95

34 2 
1 2

Messenger ............

Assistant Engineer

150
75

150
75

Messenger,

Selfe, Henry................................... 55 1/0/81 „ ,. 15 9 371 371 First Assistant Engineer Surveyor for

Marshall, Alexander D............. 54 24/3'85 31 11

and Sunej or.

Shipwright Sim ci or
308 308

supervising the overhaul and repairs 
of steamships requiring passenger 
certificates.

Second As>ii$tant ditto.
ileRilcnie, William...................... G3 14/6/86 n ■ - 10 8 it ». 3-0 320 Shipwright Surveyor, to perform the

JTowton, William.......................... 40 1/5/87 9 10 Inspector and Sur* 263 203

duties required under the Naviga
tion Faws.

Inspector of Shipping, to prevent over-

Sangstcr, Alexander .................. 29 6/1/97 1-26 ji *

veyor.

Water Bailiff and In- 200 200

loading^ and otherwise carry out 
the duties icquired by the Naviga
tion Laws.

Water Bailiff and Inspector for detect-

Pettit, Henry ............................... 06 1/6/77

days.

19 fl tt ' ■

specter.

Harbour master, 371 371

ing breaches of the Navigation 
Laws.

Performs the duties required by the

Bracegirdle, Frederick.............. 64 8/12/34 n - ■ 12 2 M * ■

Sydney.

Assistant Harbour- 326 320

Navigation Acts, arid takes turn 
with his assistants in removing 
ships about the harbour.

Assistant to Harbour-master of Sydncv

Thompson, Thomas Robinson., 40 1/0/83 11 9

master, Sydney.

281 SSI

in carrying out the requirements of 
the-Navigatfon laws; takes turn in 
thetemoval of shi]>s.

Performs the duties required bv theNewton, Henry .......................... 54 MO/73 n .. 23 6 11 Harbour-master, New- 416 i6b* 510

Melville, George .......................... tk) l/S/73 93 7

castle.

Assistant Harbour- 371 60 V.O. 421

Navigation Act as Harbour-mas ter, 
Newcastle, and administers the 
department there.

Performs the various duties connected

Bertram, Augustus.................... 62 1/10/77 19 n I.

master and Inspec
tor, Newcastle. 

Inspector and Sur- 308 SOS

with the office of Assistant Harbour 
master, Newcastle.

Inspector of Shipping, and Surveyor

Veltch, John Hardie.................. 30 1/5 94 2 10 II '

veyor, Newcastle.

Secretary, Local Mu- 300 300

to prevent overloading and other 
breaches of the Nai igation Act 

Secretary to the Local Board at New-

Crccr* Joseph ............ -................ 70 1/11/73 23 4

’ rinc Board New
castle

Master, Pilotstcamer, 416 40,10 462/1G

castle, ami performs the clerical 
duty of the Harbour Department. 

Master of idiot steamer, and Officcr-in*

Fotheringhame, James.............. 40 1/S, 89 7 7 11 ■■
<4 Captain Cook.,? 

1st Male, pilot steamer 175 40/10 221'10
charge at the Headsof Port Jackson 

Mate of pilot-steamer ; holds license as

Anderson, John .......................... 2S L5/9G 0 10 2nd „ „ . 150 46/16 19G/16
pilot to act if required.

2mi Mate of pilot-stvamer.
Broderick, Edward..................... 56 1/^77

1/3/32

20 1 II i ■ 1st Engineer, „ .. 272 40/16 318/1G Has charge of engine-room and keeps

Irwin, Harrison Balfour .......... 47 15 0 2nd ,, ,, .. 200 40,10 240/10
his watch.

Keeps watch when the Chief Engineer

A velar, George.............................. 40 110*85 n 5 Fireman ,, . 1 143 143
is off duty.

Fimimu, pilot-st earner,“C&ptainCook."
Nuth, James ............ . 28 l/G/91 )i ■ ■ 5 9 11 • • 125 125
Morgan, Alexander.................... 34 1'3 91 ! f 1 1 C U II • • II 14 - 123 12.1 ii i
O'Connor, Ed wal'd...................... 37 1/5 93 14 ' • 3 10 ■f •

Seaman ,, ..
120 120

Seaman, pilot steamer uCaptain Cook/’Harrington, John ...................... 35 l/l.Dl ,, . , 6 2 »» • * 123 123
Cobb, George ............................ 33 li/12/W ,, . , 2 2 „ , , ii ii < * 96 90
Mouereiff, John .......................... 31 1/6/95 >J . - 1 9 71 ■ * ii ii * * 96 96
Scoltay, William .......................... 28 11/96 JJ . - 1 2 ,, fl 14 • • 90 96 »» »
Stretton, Edward....................... 29 1/4/96 »4 * * 0 11 M t> 90 90
Darlev, Charles .......................... 27 9/5/90 0 £ . . . .

Boatman „ ..
96 96

Coxswain of pilot steam tender 12Humphries, Patrick .................. 52 1511/75 „ 21 3 ,, . 143 I2x 155

Dunn, Frederick.......................... 52 16/11/76 21 3 143 143
hours out of the 24.

Dunn, Edward.............................. 25 1/1/89 II ■ 8 2 j> ii -• 121 121 Enghmcr of pilot steam tender 12

Dunn, Henry James .................. 22 1/11/96 96 90
hours out of the 24.

De Fraser, Henry ...................... 52 15/9/73 11 * • 22 5 ,, • Lookout man M .. 143 Ox, 12t 161 Lookout-man half the night at South

Francis, Joseph .......................... 66 1/12/75 21 3 143 12f 155
Head.

Orton, Herbert.............................. 26 1/S/S9 II • ■ 7 7 II - Cook „ . 143 143 Cook and proudorc, pilot steamer 
“ Captain Cook."

Sea pilot for the port of Sydney, pilotsJack, Andrew Wiliiaraf.............. 68 20/3/70 20 6 Sea pilot, Sydney___ 303 398

Chudleigh, Herbert} . .............. 49 1/7/86 10 8 30S 39S

ships to sea, brings them into‘port, 
and takes bis turn on board the 
pilot steamer as required.

Tyler, William} .......................... 43 1/5/87 9 1( 1 ! 398 39S
Morris, Frederick W.J .............. 43 1/6'SS >» • 8 £ II II * - • ' 393 398
Place, George}............................. 47 1/6ISS 8 10 11 ■■ Sea* pilot, Newcastle.

250 250 »i ji
Hacking, Alexander .................. 54 1/11/81 15 4 ,, 353 60 v.q. 403 Sea pilot for the port of Newcastle,

Cumining, Fergus ...................... 30 9/2 S3 fl 0

t

353 50 v.q. 403

pilots ships to tea, brings them into 
port, and moves them about the 
harbour and wharfs ns required.

Wood, William Dow .................. 43 1/9J8B • S 0 ii ii ■ 353 40 v.q. 393
Sweet, John Leonard.................. 36 l/Wl • 5 ( 4 11 218 50 V.q. 20s
Warner, Ernest Woodley.......... 39 M/02 »4 ■ 5 2 11 ■ II 1> ■ 209 50 v.q. 250
Stevenson, Alexander.................. m 1/5/94 »» • • 2 1( 11 • • II If * * 200 50 v.q. 250
Morris, James Edward ........ 29 1/12/96 ” • 0 3 " ** „ „ 200 42* 242

”. ”

* In lieu of quarters. v,q. Value of quarters. x Ijifo-hoat, Sydney. f Loading-lights, Tort Jackson,
f AUowod at the rate of 18s. each per week when on duty in pilot steamer.
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Description in detail of Duties 
performed.

Murray, William Scott.............. 311 1/8/02 Recommended b\
y. m, 
4 7 Nil. .. Pilot Manning River

£
160

£
25 V.Q.

£
185 Duties similar to other pilots on rivers.

Wbitnall, George.......................... 70 1/3/71
Marino Board.

26 0 Boatman, Manning m 1 18 V.Q 168 Duties simitar to other boatmen.

Adama, John.................................. 58 1/10/79 17 5
River.
JI II ’* 120

24 r.o.
13 V.Q. 144

Muir, Henrv \V............ .. 39 13/3/84 19 ■ * 12 b 126 13 V.Q. 144 ii H
Nicholaou, William...................... 42 1/8/87 99 * • ft 7 •| 11 ' 116 18 v.q. 134 31 ll
JJurless, William V............ - -.. . 29 1/8/88 • * 7 ^

Pilot, MadeavRiver..
no 18 V.Q. 184

Jamieson, John A.......................... 56 1/5,70 >• ■ • 17 1( 240/10 25 v.q. 265/16 Duties similar to other pilots on rivers.
Fischer, John .................... ....... 43 1/3/85 12 ( Boatman, Macleay 326 18 V.Q. 144 Duties similar to other boatmen.

Sandora, William G........................ 40 10/9/92 4 5
River.

106 18 v.q. 124
Jamieson, Jtobert J....................... 27 1/9/94 l» • • 2 ( .. 96 IS V.Q. 114 >> n
Ilastian, James.......................... .. 1ft 1/8/90 0 7

Pilot, Clarence River 
Boatman, „ ..

96 18 V.Q. 114
Duties similar to other pi lots.
Duties similar to other boatmen.

JiI‘AuIct, Henry ..........................
M‘Aulcy, Charles.................... .... 49

27/1/83
26/7/78

14 1
15 7

240/16
126

25 T.Q 
18 V.Q.

205 A0 
144

Quinn, John.......................... .. 40 1/12/85 11 J ii ii ■ • 126 18 V.Q. 144 ii ii
Freeburn, George ...................... 36 1*9/37 ft ( n ii - * 126 18 V.Q. 144 i» ii
Carr, James...................................
Law, James .................... ..............
Fraser, Robert Adie ...................

,17 1/9/90 6 t i» ii .. 106 13 V.Q. 124 >» n

47
2S/8/94

1/3/90
.. ■■ 2 6 

7 0
it • •
>» • • Pilot, Richmond River

96
386

18 V.Q. 
25 v.q.

114
205 Duties similar to other pilots*

Duties similar to other boatmen.Saunders, John..........................
Parker, John T....................... ... 57

l/12/Bfl
1/10/83

10 3 
13 5

it * Boatman, 1t .. 126
120

13 V.Q. 
IS V.Q.

144
144

Graham, William James .......... 41 5/1/34 13 1 126 18 V.Q. 144
Johnson, Julius Laurence.......... 81 1/8/89 7 7 116 18 V.Q. 134
Chevno, George .......................... 37 1110/00 6 5 ii i» .. 106 18 V.Q. 124 ii u
IJryant, William Thomas .......... 42 1/12/90 6 i >j i, .. 106 13 V.Q. 124 ii n
Sutherland, Angus.................... 57 28/3/84 12 11 Pilot, Moruya.............. 240/10 25 V.Q. 265/10 Duties similar to other pilota.
Constable, James...................... 51 3/3/81 15 11 Boatman, Moruya.... 126 18 V.Q. 144 Duties similar to other boatmen*
Royle, Wallace..............................
Bishop, Thomas .......................... 61

ll/8'8i
4/2/81

It • * 12 6 
16 0

jj it • •
Pilot, Shoalhavcn___

126
240/10

18 V.Q. 
25 V.Q.

144
265/10

. . n *iPilot in charge of station. Brings

Armstrong, William .................. 63 1/2/73 24 1 Boatman, „ ___ 126 IS V.Q. 144

vessels in and takes them to sea as 
required. Overlooks life-saving 
apparatus. Buoys and marks chan
nel as required.

Keeps watch, mans pilots boat, and

Leverton, Eugene ...................... 42 1/4/79 17 11 126 18 V.Q, 144

performs the multifarious duties 
required on the ri\er*

horbes, George.............................. 55 l/fl/84 II ■ ■ 12 0 126 18 V.Q, 144 ii
Mouatt, Peter .......... ....................

Whaiteg, William John.............. 52

1/1/87

18/5/74

10 2

22 9

1896.
1 Aug., 
8 Oct. 
Nil. .. Pilot, Nambucca ,...

126

240/10

18 V.Q.

25 V.Q.

144

265/10 Pilot in charge of station. Brings

Roster, Bernard ........................ 45 31/5/84 12 9 Boatman ,, .... 120 IS V.Q. 144

teasels in and takes them to sea as 
required. Overlooks buoys and 
marks channels as required.

Keeps watch, mans pilot's boat, nnd

Hielbv, George H........................... 50 1/4/SC 10 11 Pilot,' Twofold Bay ., 126 18 V.Q. 144

performs the multifarious duties 
required on the river.

New'ton, Peter Scott.................. 31 1/8/92 4 7 IflO 25 V.Q. 185 Duties similar to thoss of other pilots.
Davidson, Archibald G................ 32 2'i0/78 13 5 •i -- Boatman, ,, .. 129 18 V.Q. 144 Duties similar to those of other boat-

Thomson, Alexander.............. 42 1/7/78 18 S 126 13 V.Q. 144
men.

Fisher, John.................................. 64 1/1/79 ff - * IS 2 11 3 1 126 18 V.Q. 144 ii »iScott, John .................................. 32 13/3'89 ft - 7 11
Pilot, Lake Macquarie

116 18 v.q. 134
Duties similar to those of other pilots.Boyd, Thomas.............................. 64 26/1/82 15 1 M 240/10 25 V.Q. 265/19

Dcijman, Erland Joseph .......... 39 1/6/85 11 9 It ’ ’ Boatman ,, .. 126 IS V.Q. 144 Duties similar to those of other boatn

Pohje, Henry Thomas .............. 34 1/12/85 11 3
Pilot, Cape Hawke

120 18 v.q. 144
men.

Kendall, Amor Hicks................ 52 6/6/83 * . 13 8 240/19 25 V.Q, 265/10 Duties similar to other pilots.
Hocking John ............................... 51 18/6/83 ,1 > . 13 8 Boatman, „ ..

Pilot, Camden Haven

120 18 V.Q. 144 Duties similar to other boatmen.
Benson, Charles ........................ 32 1/2/SO »» - * S 1 J( 116 18 V.Q. 134

Duties similar to other pilots.I^eonard, John ............................ 61 10/7/78 ■ . , IS 7 240/10 25 V.Q. 265/10
Pain, Jonathan.............................. 65 20*7/78 ft * IS 7 Boatman, „ . 126 18 V.Q. 144 Duties similar to other boatmen*
Thorpe. Ole ..................................
Baird, John ..................................
JJlancv, John..............................

50 1/6'87 10 1 126 18 V.Q. 144
Duties, similar to other pilots.
Duties, similar to other boatmen.

39
4ft

1/7/96
1/4/75

0 8 
21 11

„ .. Pilot, Port Macquarie 
Boatman ,, ..

150
126

25 v.q.
18 V.Q*

175
144

Robinson, Thomas......................

Smith, Thomas ..........................

53

43

1/5/09

IHlSi

27 10

12 K

>> ' ii u * * 126

126

13 V.Q* 
24'
18 V.Q.

163

144

j* n

Dcask, M illiam............................ Ml 1/8/84 12 7 |( M JJ • ■ 126 18 V.Q. 144 n ii
Sheppard, George ........ -...........
KadclifFe, Thomas......................

39
40

1/6'8D
1/8/92

„ ■■ 11 9
4 7 Pilot, Bellinger River

120
160

18 V.Q.
25 v.q.

144
1S5 Duties* similar to other pilots.

Pettltt, James.............................. 47 1/1/02 . . 35 2 Boatman ,, .. 126 IS v.q. 144 Duties, similar to other boatmen.
Atherton, Charles .................. 26 l/S/ft2 4 7 ii • • 101 18 V.Q, 119
Lindman, Albert Charles___ 26 1/4/95 1 11 II • • ji » . 96 .Of 120 ii n
Mann, William Edu-ard........... 27 12/5/05 1 ft

Pilot, Tweed Rn er ,.
96 18 v.q* 114

Duties, similar to other pilots.McGregor, William........ .........
Arnold! William..........................

60 17/0/70 », . . 26 g 240/10 25 V.Q. 265/10
5ft 1/1/06 ir . 31 2 ( ( Boatman ,, r. 126 18 V.Q. 144 Duties, similar to other boatmen.

Powell, William H................... 54 4/5/75 M > - 21 n (| n 126 18 V.Q* 144
Thomson, Alexander B............. 35 7/8/78 13 7 jj ii * 126 IS V.Q* 144
Rlxon, Andrew............................ 46 i/ia.'sj 12 3 126 144 n j»Shepbcrdnon, Herbert .............. 30 1/9/99 n 6 C

Pilot-m-charge, Kianrn
106 13 V.Q. 124

Froaer, William ............ ............ 37 1/9/85 ■ • • ■ 11 0 „ „ 236 30 V.Q. 266 jigbtkeepcr and Pilot in charge of port

Thom son,Andrew.............. .. 4S 1/12/95 1 3 Pilot, Wollongong . 215 25 v.q. 240
and moorings.

Pilot in charge of station. Brings i cs-

Ahernealhy, Walter Alexander.. 56 1/12/95 1 3 Boatman, Wollongong 144 144

eels in and takes them to sea as 
required. Overlooks lighthouse and 
life-saving apparatus, buoys, 4c. 

Keeps watch, mans pilot's boat, and

Williams, Matts .......................... 46 1/12/95 1 3 144 144

performs the multifarious duties re
quired at the port.

Puckeridge, John ...................... 44 14/ft/72 n ‘ ■ 94 5 11 •- Boatswain, Sydney .. 199 30 V.Q, 229 Officer m charge of steam launches and

Dobson, William.......................... 56 1/10/59 37 6 Boatman, ,, ,, 144 144
boats at the Government boat-shed.

Keeps watch, to t>c ready for the per
formance of any duty required of 
him in steam-launches or boats 
belonging to the Government,

Conollv, Michael.......................... 31 25-'G(/86 10 8 144 144
Chrtstophcrson, Charles ..........
Ballev, John..................................

47
41

1/4 79 
1/9 77 ” " 17 11 

1ft U ” m n " 143
143

143
143

H 1»
Kootigh, John.............................. 47 1 8 77 19 7 148 143
Kelly, Chat lea.............................. 44 1/1/82 10 2 143 143

rt ji

Keast, William.......................... 35 1/6,87 ft 9 143 m
Robinson, Alexander.................. 55 10/9,77 „ • Jft 5 »J ■■ .1 11 *• 143 143 ji n

v,q. Value Of quarters- t o. Telephone operator at Cro\s-dy Head. * Sipnalman, Tacking1 Poink f Solitary Island tender.
253—Q
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Appendix A.

Wori carried out by Secretary and in bis office,,

Tates down depositions at inquiries, and reads correspondence to the Board.
Writes up minutes and special minutes.
Receives reports, letters, and telegrams from out-stations, and deals with same under direction.
Opens general correspondence, and has same registered for Board.
Drafts some, and writes all, letters.
Attends with President daily, and carries out instructions received.
Examines all applicants’ papers for necessary service, &c., for masters; issues mates’, engineers’, pilotage, and other 

certificates and licenses, under the Navigation Acts.
Drafts and writes reports of all inquiries into shipwrecks and other casualties, circulates same, and sends duplicate 

proceedings, including evidence, to the Board of Trade, and to other colonies interested.
Supervises, signs, and forwards to Board of Trade all wreck and other casualty returns.
Supervises and initials all vouchers of expense incurred in Department; receives declarations and reports from 

surveyors and inspectors, and instructs them, under direction, generally; also master of pilot steamer and other officers 
when necessary.

Receives all requisitions for stores, stationery, &c., &c., from home and out stations, supervises and corrects same, 
and forwards to the Treasury.

Signs and forwards all requisitions for the printing office.
Attends to people who daily visit the office on shipping business.
Receives and deals with all notices for survey of steamers for docking, passenger, emigration, and load-line certifi

cates, and for the adjustment of compasses.
Makes out all returns asked for, including alphabetical list of steam certificates half-yearly, alphabetical list cf 

masters, mates, &c., half-yearly, alphabetical list of steamers trading to New South Wales ports.
Makes out certificates to passing applicants, steam certificates, and all licenses and other certificates under the Acts.
Attends the Board on their annual tour of inspection of lighthouses, &c,; also local visits of inspection to South 

Head lighthouse, Macquarie lighthouse, lightship, k’ort Denison, South Head signal stations, and pilot steamer,
_ Attends two telephones: No, 1, for city generally; No. 2, through which the business at the boatshed and signal 

stations is regulated. •
Indexes all books!

/

10.

Ages of Marino Board Officers, 1896,

Age. j Age. Age.

20 3 41 7 61 3
2) 1 42 5 62 2
22 1 43 G 63 7
25 1 44 5 64 4
26 G 45 1 65 1
27 5 46 10 .66 4
28 7 47 7 68 2
29 4 48 2 69 2
30 3 49 4 70 1
31 3 50 2 71 1
32 4 51 9 73 1
33 4 52 7 76 1
34 8 53 4
35 9 54 8
36 12 55 5
37 4 56 5
38 2 57 4
39 12 58 1
40 11 59 4

GO 3

99 99 29

Total......................................................................... 227

OniCEES,
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Officers, aged 00 and over, employed by tho Marine Board, 1806.

Name. Position. Age. Salary. Allowance
Value.

Whitnall, G.* ............................. 76
73

£
126

£
42

Lawrence, J. R.*.......................... 288
Williams, S.* .................... ......... Assistant Siinialman, Sydney.......................................... 71 120 30
Crecr, J......................................... Master, “ Captain Cook ^................................................ 70 416 Rations.
May, W.*..................................... 09 245

69 245 50
Jack, A. W. ,, .......................... Pilot, Sydney .................................................................... CS 308 Rations.

OS IDS 30
06 371
6C 177 50

Francis, J....................................... GO 143 12
Melville, G.................................. Assistant Harbour-master, Newcastle .......................... 66 371 50

65 126 18
Boyd, T......................................... 64 240 25
Leddra, J...................................... Superintendent, Lightship, Sydney .............................. 64 245 74
Hixson, F....................................... 64 740 225

64 326
63 326

Hall, R. T...................................... 63
63

177 62
Parker, W..................................... Lightkeeper, Cape St. George......................................... 197 50

63 126 18
Hoy, j. D....................................... Charge of Port, Shellh arbour .......................................... 63 50
Barker, W.................................... 63 126 30
M‘Donald, D................................. 63 120 54
Bertram, A.................................... Inspector, Newcastle ...................................................... 62 308

62 25
Bishop, T...................................... Pilot, Shoalhaven ............................................................. 61 240 25

61 240 25
Burgess, J...................................... Lightkeepcr, Montague Island ...................................... 61 245 50

60 120 30
60 240 25

Lightkeeper, Newcastle ................................................ 60 230 74

Total ............................................. 32 £7,511 £1,099

Total Salaries and Allowances.....................  £8,010.
* Marino Board recommend to retire 31 January,

Master .........
Mate .............
2nd Mate .....
Engineer .....
2nd Engineer 
Firemen—

1 at £143 
1 at 125 
I at 123 
1 at 120 

Seamen—
1 at £123

5 at 00

Phot Steamer “ Captain Cook.”
Cost (evidence, Captain Hixson), 18th December, 1894, £23,000. 

Salaries, 1890.

1 34
( 37

29
27

Ago. £ Boatmen-
70 416 1 at £155 ..............................................
40 175 ] fit 143 ..............................................
2S 150 1 at 121 ............................................
5i> 272 1 at 96 .............................................
47 200 Look-out men—

1 at £161 .............................................
46 ) 1 at 155 .............................................
28 f 
34 I 511 Cook and Providore ..................................

37 )
Pilots—

35 ^
• 33 4 at £398 ..............................................

3! [ 
23 f 003 1 at 250 ...........................................

Age.
; 52 
) r.2 i 

25 I 
22

f 52 ' 
l 00 i

£

J. 51C

| 31B

143

£3,301

J- 1,842

£5,143
Officers and pilots allowed rations, ISs. per week each.

Name. Position. Age. Salary and 
Allow IULCC9. Name. Position. Age. Salary atid 

Allowaneea,

Office a?\d JMancbgement.

64 965 Veltch, J. H.......... Secretary and Inspector, 36 300
Lindetnan, G. S. ... Secretary ...................... 51 470 Newcastle.

30 200 ■ Williams, J........... Messenger and Office- 54 184
O’Connor, H.......... Clerk ............................. 20 150 keeper, Newcastle.
Lawrence, J. R. ... Clerk to Harbour- 73 28S ! Gibson, A. E....... Operator and Clerk, 21 130

master. l Sonth Bead.
52 150 i Challinor, M...... Office Cleaner, South 108
18 75 i ' Head.

Skilled O^i'cerj,
Cruickshank, W. D. Engineer Surveyor ....... 57 560 Anderson, J........... 2nd Mate, “ Captain 28 150
Selfe, H.................... Assistant Engineer Sur- 55 371 Cook,”

veyor. Broderick, J.......... Engineer „ ... 55 272
Marshall, A, D. ... 53 'SOS Irwin H. B............ 2nd Engineer ... 47 200
M‘Ritchie, W......... Shipwright Surveyor .. 63 326 Patterson, H. S.... Engineer, Sydney Light 43 293
Bedford, J. H......... Examiner Seamanship... 59 380 Thomas, W. H. . . Assistant Engineer, 51 180
Greer, J.................... Master, “Captain Cook” 70 416 Sydney Light.
Fotheringhnme, J... Mato ,, ... 40 175 Cow, R.................. Uarpentcr, Newcastle ... 56 209

Jlarbotir Work.
06 371 Newton, H............ Harbour-master, New- 54 516

Bracegirdle, F........ Assistant Harbour- 64 320 castle.
master. Melville, G............ Assistant Harhour-mUrS- 06 421

Thompson, T. R. ... » 11 ... 40 281 ter, Newcastle.
39 263 Inspector and Surveyor, 62 308

Songster, A............. Water Bailiff .............. 29 200 Newcastle.
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I'osition. Age. Salary and
Allowances. Name. Position. Age.

Signal-master, Sydnev.. 54
Sigr

294
aZs.
Francis, J............... Signal - master, South 

Head. '
Signal-master,Newcastle

40
Assistant Signal-master, 

Sydney.
71 150

Crapp, J................. 51

Name,

Station.

Sydney

Newcastle

Station.

Sydney Light. 

Hornby Light 

Light-ship ....

j Salary nnd 
Allonances.

Moffitt, G. J. 
Williams, S. .

Avelar, G. . ..
Nuth, J.........
Morgan, A. , 
O’Connor, E. . 
Harrington, J,
Cobb, G..........
Moncreiff, J.. 
Scolley, W. ,, 
Stretton, E.
Barley, 0........
BeFraser, H.., 
Francis, J.......

225

175
Ocher LnEiour.

Fireman, "Captain Cook” 46 143 Orton, H................ Cook and Providore, 26 143
>> J> 28 125 ‘‘Captain Cook."
t * ;: 34 123 Bradshaw, — ...... Look-out man, Signal 41 156
ji u 37 120 Station, Newcastle.

Seaman „ 35 123 Hickey, M............. Look-out man, Signal 47 131
>> J> 33 96 Station, Newcastle.
JJ 31 96 Hoy, J. B............ In charge of moorings, 63 50
) J JJ 28 96 Sheltharbour.
>J JJ 29 96 Christie, H............. In charge of moorings, 62 25
J» it 27 96 Gerringong.

Look-out man ,, 52 161
Ji 1? 66 155

Pilots,

Tweed.....
Richmond 
Clarence..

Name. Age. Salary, Allow
ance Total.

£
iiack............. 68 398
Chudleigh ... 49 398
Tyler.............. 43 398
Morris .......... 43 39S c3
Place............. 47 250
Hacking ...... 54 353 50 403
(Jtimming..... 39 353 50 403
W ood ......... 43 353 40 393
Sweet .......... 36 218 50 268
Warner......... 39 209 50 259
Stevenson.... 38 200 50 250
Morris .......... 29 200 60 260
M'Gregor...... 60 240 25 265
Frazer .......... 47 180 25 205
M'Auley ...... 51 240 25 265

Station. Name. Ago. Salary. Allow
ance, Total.

Macleay..............
£
240 25 265

Manning.............. Murray.......... 36 160 49 209
Hort Macquarie... Baird.............. 39 150 25 175
Kiama.................. ^7 23 fi 30 266
Twofold Bay..... Newton ...... 34 160 25 185
Shoalhaven ...... 61 240 25 265
Bellinger,........... Badcliffe ...... 40 160 25 185
VV oUoiigoiig ..... Thompson ... 48 215 25 240
Moruya ............. Sutherland 57 240 25 265
Camden Haven... Leonard ...... 61 240 25 265
Lake Macquarie Boyd.............. 64 240 25 265
Nambucca......... Whaites ..... 52 240 25 265
Cape Hankc...... Kendall ...... 52 240 25 265

Total, Salaries and Allowances .. ........£ 7,928

2 at £403, 
4 at 398, 
1 at 393,
1 at 208, 
1 at 260, 
D at 265, 
1 at 260, 
1 at 259,

with allowance included, 
and rations not valued, 
with allowance included.

28 Pilots.
1 at £250, and rations not valued.
1 at 250, with allowance included. 
1 at 240, „ „

ji ii1 at 209,
1 at 205,
2 at 185, 
1 at 175,

Lightkeepers.

Age. Salary and 
Allowances. Station.

Fort Bcnison ,.. 
Newcastle .......

Light-ship , 
Pile Light . 

Green Cape ........

Montague Island

Keeper ... 
Assistant

i J
Keeper ... 
Assistant 

> 1
Keeper
Assistant

) t 
}>
H

Keeper ...
ft

Assistant
_ »i

Keeper,.
a
• i ’

Assistant
ft *

Keeper ... 
Assistant

63
36 
46 
69 
33
37
64
29 
46 
28
30 
44 
60 
59 
63 
35 
28 
69 
41 
40 
61 
35 
30

£
239
199
162
295
178
150
319
139
130
120
108
163
286
211
174
120
120
293
187
126
295
150
148

Broken Bay .............

Port Stephens .........

Nelson’s Bay.............

Seal Rocks.................

Solitary Island.........

Smoky Capo .............

Cape St. George ......

Ulladulla ..................

Age. Salary an 
Allowance;

£
Keeper................ 66 227
Assistant.............. 46 164
_ JI ..........

Keeper..................
33 150
56 253

Assistant.............. 34 157
28 136

Keeper.................. 44 164

51 295
Assistant.............. 55 187

46 150
Keeper.................. 40 207
Assistant_______ 35 150

39 126
Keeper................. 40 237
Assistant.............. 36 164

41 136
Keeper..... ............ 63 237
Assistant.............. 60 150

JJ .......... 19 126
Keeper................. 63 188

26 Assistants.
2 at 120 1

£
at 286 1 at 28

Ages.
1 at 64 1 at

£
108 1 at

£
162 1 at 19

Ages.
at 391 at 163 4 at 295 1 at 35 I at 66 1 at 120 2 at 164 2 at 28 1 at 401 at 164 1 at 319 2 at 40 1 at 68 ‘ 3 at 126 1 at 174 1 at 29 2 at 411 at 18S 2 at 44 2 at 69 1 at 130 1 at 178 2 at 30 4 at 461 at 207 1 at 51 2 at 136 2 at 187 2 at 33 1 at 551 at 227 1 at 56 1 at 139 1 at 199. 1 at 34 1 at 592 at 237 1 at 60 1 at 148 1 at 211 2 at 35 1 at 601 at 239 1 at 61 6 at 150 2 at 36 1 at 631 at 253 2 at 63 1 at 157 1 at 37
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Boatmen.
Allow- Total.

£ £ £ Clarence............. Boatmen .. 3 at £144 432
Sydney ........ * .......... 199 30 229 Boatman .. 1 at 124

Boatmen , . 2 at £144 288 ... .. 1 at 114
* . 11 at £143 1,573 ... Macleay............. ... 1 at 144

Boatman . 1 at 138 ... .. 1 at 124
'.. 1 at 134 ... Boatmen .. 2 at £114 228

Boatmen . . 2 at £133 206 ... Manning ......... . Boatman .. 1 at 168
Boatman . .. 1 at 96 ... Boatmen ... 2 at £144 288

“Captain Cook,’ ,, . .. 1 at 143 12 155
Boatman

2 at £134 268
Pilot Steamer. ,, . .. 1 at 143 ... Port Macquarie. ... 1 at 168

n ■ .. 1 at 121 ... Boatmen ... 4 at £144 576
JJ • .. 1 at 96 ... Twofold Bay... ... 3 at £144 432

Salary and Allowance, Boatman ... 1 at 134
Newcastle . .. 1 at 104 ... Shoalhaven ..... . Boatmen ... 4 at £144 576

.. 1 at 184 ... Bellinger ......... . Boatman ... 1 at 144

.. 1 at 172 ... JS ... 1 at 119

.. 1 at 1G9 ... >» ... 1 at 120
Boatmen .. 15 at £150 2,340 ... J 5 ,.. 1 at 114
Boatman .. 1 at 151 ... Wollongong .... . Boatmen . . 2 at £144 288

.. 1 at 150 ... Moruya............. ■ n ... 2 at £144 288
Boatmen .. 2 at £140 292 ... Camden Haven. • M ... 2 at £144 288
Boatman .. 1 at 136 ... Lake Macquarie, ’ ... 2 at £144 283

.. 1 at 144 ... Nambucca........ * J> ... 2 at £144 2SS
Tweed ........ ......... Boatmen .. 4 at £144 576 ... Cape Hawke.... . Boatman ... 1 at 144

Boatman .. 1 at 124 ... JI ... 1 at 134
Richmond . .. 3 at £144 432 ...

Boatman .. 1 at 134 ... £14,676
Boatmen .. 2 at £124 248 ...

102 Boatmen.
£ £ £ Ages.

2 at 90 12 at 143 1 at 184 1 at 19 5 at 35 1 at 45 2 at o
4 at 114 39 at 144 1 at 194 1 at 22 6 at 36 4 at 46 1 at 5'
1 at 119 2 at 140 1 at 229 1 at 25 2 at 37 3 at 47 1 at 5
1 at 120 1 at 150 3 at 26 1 at 38 2 at 49 2 at 5
1 at ,121 1 at 151 4 at 27 7 at 39 3 at 50 2 at 6
5 at 124 1 at 155 1 at 28 4 at 40 3 at 51 i at 6
2 at 133 15 at loti 2 at 31 4 at 41 3 at 52 i at 7
Gat 134 2 at1G8 4 at 32 5 at 42 3 at 53
1 at 136 1 at 169 1 at 33 3 at 43 5 at o4
1 at 138 1 at 172 5 at 34 3 at 44 2 at 55

Salary and Allowance.

Summary.

Salaries. Noes. Contingencies, Tu£ Subsidies, Total.

£ £ £ £ £
16,188 G56 2,630 19,474
7,954 329 720 9,003

850 25 849 1,724
886 387 1,770 3,043
S20 273 750 1,843
664 160 282 1,106
770 130 400 1,300
780 84 348 1,2)2
236 52 2S8
654 23 677
744 11 755
579 51 732 1,362
503 36 336 875
492 5 497
492 6 234 732
492 492
492 18 282 792
482 20 400 902

50 50
25 25

493 83 581
483 51 534
431 43 474
436 51 487
522 72 594
373 14 387
427 45 472
413 45 45S
134 20 154

THlarinllft. .......................................... ies 32 190

11.
Marine Board.—Rules nnd Regulations. ^

The Treasury, New South Wales, 13 August, 18S5.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has approved of the following Rules and Regula
tions setting forth, in conformity with the provisions of the 7th section of the “ Civil Service Act, 1884, ’ the conditions of 
employment in the Marine Board Department (applicable to all persons except officers classified under the said Act). ^ ^

----------- ' H. E. COHEN.
Rules and Regulations sotting forth, in conformity with tho provisions of the 7th section of the “Civil Service Act of 1884,” 

the conditions of admission, examination, promotion, classification, salaries, and retiring allowances in the Marino 
Board Department.

Applicable to all Persons, except Officers classified Mtitier the said Act.
No person will hereafter be admitted to the Marine Board Department oyer thirty-five years of age, nor unless he is 

in vigorous bodily health and free from colour-blindness or other defective eyesight. The
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The candidate muat produce testimonials of sobriety and fitness for the particular office he applies for, and in tho 
case of pilots and other seafaring persons, he must submit certificates of a grade not lower than the position he seeks.

When vacancies occur in the Department, promotion will depend on length of service, good conduct, and the 
qualifications necessary to fill such vacancies. ’

Any person who shall absent himself from duty must, not later than the following day, report in writing the causa 
of his absence. If such absence be caused by sickness, and extends beyond two days, lie must apply for sick leave and 
forward a medical certificate. Sick leave can only be granted for a limited period. '

A conviction of drunkenness, negleefc of duty, or disobedience of orders by the Marine Board, will subject the 
offender to dismissal.
1884 ”'^*1C erill^r>",eE3 ,mder these Regulations shall also be subject to the provisions of Part III of the “ Civil Service Act,

Nothing hereinafter contained shall apply to those persons who are only partially employed in the service of the 
Marine Board,

. PBpts, light-keepers, inspectors, mates, boatswains, signal-masters, engineers, and electric operators shall be entitled, 
without diminution of salary, to two weeks’ leave of absence in each year, at such time as may be deemed most convenient; 
and if they shall not take such leave in any year they shall be entitled to it in any subsequent year, in addition to the 
leave for such year, but no such accumulated leave shall exceed six weeks. In cases of illness or other pressing necessity, 
leave of absence may be granted by the Governor, on the recommendation of the Marine Board, approved by the Minister, 
to any official for a period not exceeding three months, on full or any less salary as may be deemed fit, and such leave may 
be renewed on the same or any other terms ; but in all cases of illness tho request for leave, or for renewal thereof, shall 
be accompanied by a satisfactory medical certificate. In cases of pressing necessity, the circumstances must be stated in 
writing; and if such leave shall extend to one month, such officer shall forfeit his right to his next ordinary -annual leave 
or any portion thereof, as above provided.

On special application, leave of absence may be granted by the Governor, on the recommendation of the Marine 
Board, approved by the Minister, to any official above-named of twenty years’ service, for a period of twelve months on 
half salary, or six months on full salary, or to any official of ten years’ service, for a period not exceeding six months on 
half salary, or three months on full salary ; or, in case of pressing necessity, to any official whatever, hut such last- 
mentioned leave may be deducted from the leave hereinbefore provided.

Leave of absence for the period of two weeks in each year may be granted any employee other than those above- 
mentioned, at such time as may be found most convenient.

A deduction of 4 per ceut. per annum will be made from the salaries of all persons employed in the service of this 
Department, to entitle them to the allowances and gratuities provided under Parts 5 and b of the Civil Service Act,

Time served in one branch of the Department will bo allowed in cases of transfer to any other branch.
The following shall be the scale of classification and remuneration of the different grades in the service of the Marine 

Board:—Maximum salaries to bo obtained by yearly increments, as set forth under their respective heads, until the highest 
rate shall have been obtained, provided that where the full incremcut would exceed the maximum, only such proportion 
shall he added as will bring the salary up to the said maximum.

The right to receive any annual increment shall depend on the good and diligent conduct of the person concerned, 
and shall only be granted on the recommendation of the head of his Department.

Minimum
Salary.

Value of 
Maximum Quarters,

Salary. , Fuul, and

Total Amount 
of Salary and 
Allowances. Annual

Inurement.
Minimum

Salary.
MftTsiimim

Salary.
Value of 
Quarters, 
Fuel, and

Total Amount 
of SalarykiHl 
Allowances Annual

Increment,- j I-iyliC. obtainable. Ught, obtainable.

Ist-class Pilots. Boatswain, Government Boatshed.
£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

200 400 | 50* 450 10 150 j 200 30 230

2nd-class Pilots. Boatmen--Sydney and Outports, including Coxswains,
150 250 J 25 275 10 96 j

JLfnvcrs, and Lookout-men ;—
126+ 18 144 5

157
Principal Light-keepers.

250 1 50 1 300 10
Signal masters.

175 J 250 56 300 7
1st Assistant Light-keepers and Principal Light-keepers 

in Subordinate Lights. Operating Clerk. South Head.
120 157 | 30 187 7 100 [ 150 30 180 5

2nd Assistant Light-keepers. Assistant Signal-masters.
96 120 | 30 150 5 96 [ 120 30 150 5

Inspectors, M essengers.
200 350 | Nil 350 10 75 [ 150 Nil 150 5

Matos. * Carpenters, &c.
175 225 I Nil 225 10 152 f ISO Nil ISO 5

. 2nd Mates. Coxswain and Engineer, Harbour Steamer, Newcastle.
150 J 175 | Nil 175 * 5 108 | 152 IS 170 5

Chief Engineers. Engineer, Electric Light.
200 280 | Nil 280 10 220 ; 270 30 300 10

2nd Engineers. Assistant Engineer, Electric Light.
150 200 | Nil 200 | 10 110 | 150 30 ISO 5

120 144
Firemen.

Nil 144

Pilot and Lightship establishment, stationed at the Heads 
of Port Jackson, including seamen, boatmen, lookout- 
men, cook and providore, and crew of the Liglitship ;—

I 593 j 141 j Nil | 144

Mate of Lightship.
120 [ 150 | Nil [ 150

In the case of Pilots, Light-keepers, Boatmen, and others, 
whose quarters are assessed as a portion of their salaries, 
the following is the scale that has been adopted

First-class Pilots ....................................  £50 per annum.
Second-class Pilots ............................... 25 ,,
Principal Light-keepers .......................... 50 ,,
Signal-masters .........................................  50 ,,
Assistant Light-keepers, Assistant Signal- 

masters, Knginemen of Elcctno Light,
Operating Clerk, South Head, and Cox
swain, Government Boatshed ............  30 „

Boatmen ..................................................... 18 ,,

* pilot! not prm irk-.J with quarters will receive a minimum salary of £250, anil a maximum of £430 per annum.
T " i,(:re quartern are nol provided the maximum salary of this ciass will ho £144 per annum.

[Plau, full page, follow here.]
12.
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13.
List of Home and Out-stations.

Pingall Head.
Tweed.
Bnmswiek (no station now), 
Richmond (pilot and lighthouse), 
Clarence (pilot and lighthouse). 
Solitary Island.
Bollinger.
Xambucca.
Macleay.
Trial Bay.
Smoky Capo.
Fort Macquarie.
Tacking Point.
Camden Haven.
Crowdy Head,
Manning.
Cape Hawke.
Real Rocks.
Point Stephens.
Nelson's Bay.
Newcastle.
Lake Macquarie.

Barranjoey.
Macquarie Lighthouse.
Hornby Lighthouse.
Pilot steamer. ,
Lightship.
Signal station, South Head.

,, Fort Phillip.
Port Denison.
Wollongong (pilot and lighthouse).
Kiama.
Shell harbour. .
Gern ngong.
Shoalhaven (pilot and lighthouse). 
Montague Island.
Ulladulla.
Moiuya.
Twofold Bay (pilot and lighthouse).
Green Cape.
Richmond River (N leading light-keepers). 
Clarence River (4 leading light-keepers). 
Macleay River (5 loading light-keepers).

14.
The Treasury', New South Wales, IS November, 187“>. 

STB AM PILOT SRRV1CH OF PORT JACKSON.
It having been determined that the present system of performing the Sea Pilot Service of Port Jackson, in whaleboats, 
shall be discontinued on the last day of the present month, and that a Steam Pilot Service shall lie substituted therefor, 
which shall he commenced on the first proximo,—His Kxcellency the Governor, with the advice of the Kxecutivc Council, 
has been pleased to approve of the following Regulations for the conduct of the said Steam Pilot Service,--w-hich Regu
lations have been made by the Marine Board of New South Wales, under the provisions of the Navigation Act of 1871. °

JOHN ROBERTSON.

Office of the Marine Board of New South Wales, Sy'dney, 11 October, 1875, 
Regulations for the Steam Pilot Service of Port Jackson.

General.
On and after the 1st December next the present system of performing the Sea Pilot Service of Port Jackson in whale

boats will he discontinued, and a Steam Pilot Service introduced.
Under this arrangement the pilots will become salaried officers, and they will be required to perform their duties in 

conducting ships in and out of the port, &c., in rotation, or as they may be specially appointed.

Pilot#.
Two pilots will he stationed on hoard the steamer for outside seriiee, nnd the remainder will be retained in Watson's 

Bay for the up-harbour work, the look-out at South Head, and the relief of pilots shipped from the steamer.
M hen a pilot is shipped, the pilot on turn at Watson’s Bay' is to take his station on board the steamer with nil 

reasonable despatch.
A pilot having taken charge of a vessel must not leave until she is safely anchored, or given a proper offing, as the 

case may be, without the written permission of tho master, or the usual pilot’s certificate.
All vessels must, as heretofore (except those having powder, which are to he taken to Neutral Bay), be brought up 

as near to Sydney as practicable ; and they will not be considered out of Sea Filot’s waters until anchored above a line 
between “Careening Point” and “ Garden Island."

_ Pilots are bound to the strictest observance of, and will be responsible for carrying out, the Quarantine and other 
existing laws and regulations. '

Pilot Steamer.
The steam pilot vessel will be under the entire control of the master, who will use his utmost endeavours to intercept 

all vessels requiring pilots at a reasonable distance from tho Heads ; he will also be a licensed pilot, in order that he may 
act in that capacity if necessary.

In thick weather, when signals cannot be seen from the look-out station, tlie steamer is to take up a position outside 
the Heads best adapted, in the opinion of the master, for intercepting ships that may require pilots.

In clear weather, when signals can be seen, the steamer is to be kept at her buoy near the South Reef, with fires 
hanked, ready to proceed on signal from look-out station.

The responsibility of the steamer’s movements will rest with the master, who will bo expected to use Ids judgment 
for the efiicieney of the service, and always take care to lower the l>oat in a convenient position for shipping pilots.

In tho event of the weather being too bad to lower a boat outside, the pilot steamer is to lead the vessel inside, and 
ship the pilot when practicable.

In addition to shipping, the steamer and her crew will have to perform the duty of landing pilots from outward* 
hound vessels, and also of bringing reliefs off,

A constant look-out is to be kept on board the steamer ; any laxity in this respect will render the person charged 
with the duty liable to instant dismissal. 0

After having shipped a piiot the steamer will proceed in for a relief, unless there should be stilt another ship 
requiring to be served in tbc offing, when she will provide the second pilot before coming in for the relief.

In the event of one pilot only being shipped during the night, the relief can be taken on board the steamer on the 
following morning. If the second pilot is shipped the relief is to he made as soon as circumstances will admit.

. A.log containing full particulars of the movements of the vessel, the state of the weather, the hour and minute at 
which pilots are shipped, and that at which reliefs come on hoard, is to be kept by' the mate under the direction of tlie 
master, who will forward a cojiy weekly to this office.

The steamer is not to come above the hue of George’s Head and the Bottle and Glass without permission from tho 
office, unless she should be towing.

Special regulations for towing will be issued for the guidance of the master of tho steamer.
In the case of a vessel requiring a pilot coming in without being intercepted, or any other important event occurring, 

the master of the steamer is to send a written report of tho circumstance to this office.

Look-mil Station, South Head.
A constant look-out is to he kept at the Signal Station. From sunrise to sunset tile establishment will he under the 

charge of the signal-master, and from sunset to sunrise under that of the pilot on watch. These officers will be held 
responsible for the proper performance of the duties of the station.

A complete log of all important occurrences is to be kept, noting the times when signals from ships are first seen, the 
times at which the signals to proceed are made, and the times and bearings and estimated distances at which pilots are 
shipped. The times at which the steamer leaves and leturns to her buoy are also to be recorded, and the movements of 
the up-harbour steam launch or boat are to bo noted. ' (Phg

253—It .
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The usual telegram is still to be forwarded, showing tho position in which pilots are shipped ; any unusual move
ment on the part of the steamer is also to be reported. '

When a pilot is shipped, notification is immediately to be sent to his relief, in order that he may be ready to take 
his station on board the steamer. Notification by signal or otherwise is also to be made to the coxswain of the up-harbour 
boat or steam launch.

f7p-Aarboiir Boat or Steam lAiunc/t.
The coxswain of the up-harbour Ixiat or steam launch will be held responsible for the efficient performance of this 

duty. He will take care to ascertain by signal or otherwise when Ins services are retjuired. Whilst engaged conveying a 
pilot to or from a ship, he will he under his direction. When the pilot has left the boat, it will be the duty of the coxswain, 
unless he should still be required for up-harbour service, to return with all despatch to his station at Watson’s Bay.

In tho event of the pilot steamer being unable to perform her duty from absence or otherwise, the up-harbour boat or 
steam launch will temporarily perform the duty of the outside service.

No. Sea Pilot's Ckrtificatk.

Any comp/aint again.it the Pilot is required to be lodged in writing at the office of the Afarine Board id thin seven days
of the occurrence.

I certify that Mr. * piloted the
the Harbour of Port Jackson, and performed his duty to my satisfaction.

Draught
Tonnage ,

f North Head.
Bearings in the position where the Pilot boarded to be taken by the Master,., < Macquarie Lighthouse,

, ( Hornby Lighthouse,
I further certify that he has delivered a copy of the Port Regulations, and that there is no gunpowder on board. 

Date Master

15.
Return of Steamers and Launches belonging to the Marine Board, showing the primary cost of each vessel and the cost

of maintaining the service in which they are employed.

Nome. Primary Cost. Cost of 
Maintenance.

11 Captain Cook ”........................................ .
£

22,715
£

3,515
716■RSfiO

4,000
Not known.

“Premier” ...................... ............................... 477
“Nea” ............................................................ 070 Buill by Public Works Department.
“ Gladys ”......................................................... 1,100

750
303

“Sol ............................................................... 350
"Pinnace” ..................................................... Not known. 274 . Turned over from IT.ftLCaS* Wolverene,

“Batxossa,J ..................................................... 1,123 - 344
Stationed at Newcastle.

£6,639

16a.
A.

Return showing the amounts collected at Sydney for each year from 1SS7 to 1896 (both inclusive).

Ycir. Pilotage Rates, Sydney.
Pilotage Rates—Out 

Ports—
Collected at Sidney.

Removal Dues. Harbour and Light JUtes.

£ s. d. £ 6. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1SS7 ............................................. 15,218 13 3 158 1 8 2,143 10 0 9,662 11 0
1833 ............................................. 20,723 1 2 172 7 8 2,704 15 0 12,655 17 2
1889 ............................................. 21,271 9 4 124 10 0 2,772 10 0 11,937 4 0
1890 ............................................. 18,649 6 0 90 2 0 1,952 5 0 11,495 4 0
1891 ............................................. 23,382 8 2 88 3 4 2,137 5 0 14,001 IS 8
1892 ............................................. 21,067 8 8 . 192 2 0 1,571 7 0 13,119 16 4
1893 ............................................. 18,108 0 S 110 5 0 1,163 0 0 12,278 1 4
1894 ............................................. 14,193 10 4 141 17 S 1,338 15 0 13,329 6 4
1895 ............................................. 13.188 18 4 25 11 S 1,390 10 0 14,103 9 8
1896 ............................................. 12,886 0 10 90 9 0 1,865 5 0 14,835 5 4

*H.M. Customs, Sydney, 22nd March, 1897.

16b.
B.

Return showing the amounts collected at Newcastle for each year from 1887 to 1890 (both inclusive).

Year. Pilotage Ratos. . Removal Dues. Harbour and Light Ratos.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ B. d.
1887................................................................. 32,858 16 2 2,148 5 0 4,952 ii S
1888............................................................... 15,249 10 4 2,700 0 0 6,649 n 4
1839............................................................... 17,418 19 4 3,634 10 0 7,492 4 0
1890................................................................. 12,913 18 4 2,013 5 0 5,756 5 8
1891 ............................................................... 16,744 2 4 3,255 10 0 6,244 4 8
3892 ............................................................... 16,428 0 0 2,902 15 0 7,356 11 0
1893................................................................. 10,306 3 0 1,881 0 0 5,029 11 8
1894................................................................. 17,017 1 4 3,454 10 0 7,835 1 8
1895................................................................. 17,930 15 4 3,651 0 0 8,486 7 4
1896................................................................. 18,650 1 8 3,829 10 0 8,332 13 0

H.M. Customs, Sydney, 22nd March, 1897.
16c.
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16c.
c.

Rktutw showing tho amounts collected at Outports (not including Newcastle) for each year from 1887 to 1896 (both
inclusive).

Yeitr. PiloUiiffj Rates. Removal Dues, Harbour and Light Rales.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
1887................................................................. 392 3 4 Nil GO 11 4
1888................................................................. 052 9 4 110 12 4
1889................................................................. ,r>62 S 0 „ 110 2 0
1890................................................................. 005 3 fi 99 5 8
1891................................................................. 397 0 0 85 7 8
1892.........,..................................................... 138 8 4 134 0 4
1893.. ..... .................................................... 110 8 2 22 19 8
1894 ............................................................... 48 15 4 48 1 4
1S95................................................................ 110 3 S 89 10 8
1890................................................................. 95 8 4 SI 181 0 0

H.M. Customs, Sydney, 22nd March, 1897.

17.
A Retuhx showing the time occupied by each of the Inquiries held by the Marine Board during tho last five years.

Late. Casualty,

1892.
February ... 
February ...
April ...........
May..............
May.............
June .........
dime ...........
July.............
July...........
August ......
September ... 
November ... 
November I 
December ( 
December ...

1893.
January ......
February .. 
February ... 
February .., 
February .. 
February .. 
February ...
March.......... ;
M arch...........
March...........
March..........
March..........
M arch..........
May.............
June ..........
J une .........
July ...........
July ..........
August .......
September. . 
September...
October .......
October .....
November .. 
November ... 
November ... 

1S94.
January .... 
February .
March ......
April ........
April ........
April ........
May..........
May............
May ..........
May............
July..........
October .. . 
October .... 
October .... 
October .... 
October .... 
November , 
December . 
December . 
December .

“ Parnell,” wrecked...............................................................
“ Endeavour,” wrecked .......................................................
‘‘ Champion,” wrecked.........................................................
“ Queen,” missing..................................................................
“ Union,” wrecked ...............................................................
“Grace Lynn,” wrecked .......................................................
“ Millie” and “ Waratab," collision ...................................
“ Lilian” and “ Kangaroo,” collision...................................
“Mystery,” foundered...........................................................
“ William and Alexander,” wrecked...................................
“ Friendship,” wrecked ......... ..............................................
"Marvel,” foundered ............................................................
Charge of misconduct against master of “Port Glasgow” 
“ Wellingtonstranding................................................. .....

‘' Peerless, ” wrecked......................................................... ....
“Agues Rose,” missing ........................................................
“ Kclloc” and “ Ringarooma, ” collision .............................
"Shcllwurue,” foundered.......................................................
"Jessie,” wrecked....................................................................
“Daphne,” wrecked...............................................................
"Tweed,” wrecked ................................................................
“ Sandfly,” wrecked................................................................
“ Hebe,” wrecked....................................................................
“ White Cloud,” wrecked ..................................................
“ Mary Warner,” stranding ................................................
" Buster,” wrecked ................................................................
“ Just in Time,” abandonment ............................................
“ Warrembee” and " Balmain,” collision.............................
" Bunya" and "Tamar,” collision .......................................
“ Saucy Jack,” abandonment................................................
" Sydney” and “ Oakland,” collision .................................
“Hilda,” wrecked...................................................................
Charge of misconduct against master of s, “Leichhardt”..
“ Gervnn," wrecked ...............................................................
“Cairo,” wrecked...................................................................
“ Result,” wrecked ................................................................
“ Bound to Win,” capsized....................................................
" Victory,” abandonment........................................................
“Age.” striking.......................................................................
“ Samoa,” wrecked ................................................................

" Eileen Douan,” wrecked ....................................................
“Sea Foam,” wrecked............................................................
“ Mabel White,” abandonment ............................................
“Lily” and 11 Conqueror,” collision ....................................
“ Tuggcrah,1’foundered .........................................................
" Caledonia,” abandonment....................................................
“ Titania” and “ Koonawarra,” collision .............................
" Forest Queen"............................................ ............................
"Mary Warner.” foundered ......................... ......................
" Greyhound,” foundered .....................................................
“ Leipoa” and “ Eagle,” collision.........................................
Burning of the " \valdeinan” boiler.....................................
“Echo,” wrecked .....................................................................
“ Trident,” wrecked.................................................................
“Trio,” missing........................................................................
“ Rob Roy,” missing....................................... '.......................
“ Ruby,” abandonment .........................................................
“Jones Brothers” and “ Dauntless,” collision ..................
" Gwydir,” wrecked.................................................................
“ Thistle,” wrecked .................................................................

Time occupicrl. Remarks.

Sittings.
2
2
o
2
32
3
3 
2 
1 
2 
2
4 
1
2
2
3 
2 
2 
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
4 
4 
2
3 
2
4 
2 
2 
3 
1 
2 2 r
2
2
0
5
2
2

10
10
n
3
2
2
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1
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Uate. CMunlty. Timoocnupicd. Rcmarka.

1S95.
January.......
January......
January .....
February ...
March..........
May.............
June ..........
June ..........
August ......
August ......
September ... 
September ... 
September ...
October .....
December ... 

189G.
January ......

“ Emma Matilda ”.......................... '......................
“ Barrabool-’and “Vailele,” collision ..............
“ Awhina” and “ Princess,” collision ..............
“ Margaret Jane,” wrecked..................................
“ Candidate,'' stranded ......................................
“ Nineveh,” striking.............................................
" Amy Moir” and “ City of Grafton," collision
“Cammcray” and *' Sydney," collision ..........
“ Prosperity,’' coal explosion ..............................
“ Catterthun,” wrecked ......................................
“ Norman,” wrecked ...........................................
“Zeno,” abandonment.........................................
“ Gem," foundered .............................................
“ Alameda" and “ Indrani,” collision ..............
“ Ruby,” foundered .............................................

“Leveret” and “Gamecock,” collision ..........

January .......
February ...
March..........
April ..............
May..............
May..............
June ..........
June ..........
June ..........
August .....
September .. 
November 
December ... 
December ...

“ Aldinga," wrecked ...............................
“ Wollumbin,” stranding........................
“ Orara,” wrecked...................................
“ Petrel," wrecked ...............................
“ Harrington,” wrecked .........................
“ Byron,” foundered................................
“ Karoola," wrecked................................
“ Condong,” wrecked .............................
“ Amy,” striking ....................................
“Anglian,” burning of boiler.................
“ Chindera," wrecked .............................
“ Dayspring,” wrecked..........................
“ Tottie,” wrecked ...............................
“Manly” and “ Merksworth,” collision

December “ Carriek," foundered

Sittings,
1
.1
7o
2
2
2
3
2
7

3
fi
1

7 7/1/96, 8/1/90, 13/1(90
(formal), 20/11/96 
(formal).

2 28/1/96, 3/2/9G (formal).
3 10/2/96 (formal).
2 23/3/96 (formal).
2 7/4/96, 13/4/96 (formal).
2 11/5)96.

3 1/6/96, SJ6I96, 15/6/96.
3 | 15/6/96,22/0/96.

2 31)8/96, 7/9/96.
3 28/9/96,6|10|90,12110/96
2 16/11)96.
2 7/12/96, 14/12/96.

3 m nee 22, 23, 28 December.
1 in .Tan., 181)7
1 ill Dec. 29 December.
1 in .Fun., 1397

18.
15.

Royal Commission on Marine Board, 23rd April, 1897.
Books Kept.

Docking Register,
Km ignition Book,
Notice of Survey Register. _
Wreck, Collision, Prosecution Book,
Port and Harbour Regulations, Sydney, - 1 To amend 
Regulations for Examination of Candidates, > from 
Regulations for Surveyors, ) time to time.
Alphabetical List of all Certificates.

20.
Exhibit H.

Royal Commission on Marine Board, 27th April, 1S97.
Doties of Mr. D. Cruickshank, Chief Engineer, Surveyor, and Examiner, &c.

Has the general supervision of the steam marine of New South Wales.
Examiner in Engineering for five grades of certificates, which arc recognised all over British Empire as being equal 

in value to those issued by Board of Trade in London.
Have to check all drawings of new machinery—engines, boilers, ships, &o. Have to calculate all stresses and strains 

on the various parts, issue certificates for ail new work, which has also to be supervised and tested.
Survey from 506 to 600 steamers yearly, besides machinery in public institutions; also Government ferries, buoys, 

moorings, &c. A large percentage of the out-door work is done by my two assistants, Messrs. Selfe and Marshall, two 
highly-trained experienced engineers, whose work and responsibility are poorly paid, esjiecially Mr. Marshall, his salary 
liemg less than some of the chief engineers of the steamers he surveys.

Personally have a large technical correspondence, and do most of this at home. All abstract questions in general 
and marine engineering in this and tlie other Colonies are usually referred to this office, and I draw up all rules and formula 
which govern local engineering practice. Surveying modem steamers is hard, dirty work, carrying large responsibilities, 
and requiring considerable knowledge and experience, while the machinery, engines, boilers, electric-lighting, hydraulic, 
refrigerating, ventilating, and other appliances are much more complex than in former years. The Act gives surveyors 
very large powers, but this is safe-guarded by the number and character of the examinations he must pass to qualify for the 
iwsition. The examination of vessels in dock entails a lot of work, embracing hulls, screws, shafting, holds, tanks, 
bunkers, &e. In cases of break-downs, flaw's in engines, boilers, ship collisions, sen-worthiness, extent of repairs, &c., 
many calculations, sound judgment, and considerable tact is required, and during my twenty-three years of office, have 
fortunately earned the entire confidence of the shipping people, and during all that time no decision of mine has been 
questioned.

To show my position is authoritative, have been called in many times by different Ministers, the decision of most 
important engineering questions being left entirely in my hands. Also by the past and present Railway Commissioners, 
in cases where fatal accidents have occurred, and where special knowledge and experience was required. During the 
great strike of ’90 was unanimously chosen as Chairman of Conference by ship-owners and engineers ; formulated agreement 
which lasted six years, and all disputes during that time I have settled, my decision being final. Was also asked to fill 
same position during late strike, and it was my personal action and influence which practically settled the strike. Have been 
President of the Engineering Association of Now South Wales several times, and have published several works on 
engineering, which have been favourably received throughout Australia and in the Old Country.

Attached is extract from letter, which shows how Board of Trade Surveyors arc treated and paid in the Old Country.
--------------------- 21.

Minute Books,
Special Minute Books, 
Letter Copy Books, 
Daily Register, 
Resolution Book, 
Steam Register, 
Watermen's Register, 
Sailing Boat Register,
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21.
Extract from a letter received by Wm. Cruickshank from Robert Major, Enginoer Surveyor to tho Board of Trade, in 
the Port of Cardiff, England.

In answer to a letter sent to him in May, 1893, Mr. Major supplied the following, dated September, 189!):—
“ Non' about tlie information you require re staff of the English Board of Trade. The heads of our Department are 

given in Whittaker’s almanac, with salaries appended, and also tlie names of the staff are given, but not their services.
The following is the reale of pay, classes, &e :—There are three classes of surveyors. At entry a third-class engineer 

surveyor is started with £200, rising by yearly increments of £10 to £300, when it ceases to advance until he gets pro
motion into second-class, which usually takes about fourteen years A second-class surveyor gets £315 first year, and 
increases by yearly increments of £15 to £400, when he stops until promoted to first-class, which generally takes place 
about eight to ten years. A first-class surveyor’s salary rises by £20 increments to £500, which is the highest pay for a 
surveyor in this class. The Surveyor-in-Chief (Mr. Trail) has £800, and £300 per annum for testing chain cables, Ac, 
The Principal Surveyor (Mr. Moore) for tonnage, £700 ; Surveyor for iron ships (Whensard), £600; the Chief Examiner 
of Engineers (McEarlane Gray), £500. There is a principal officer at each district, of which there are nine in the United 
Kingdom, each receiving £700 or £600, according to tlie importance of their district. Eour of the principal officers are 
engineers, the other five are nautical men.

First, second, and third-class surveyors are entitled to twenty-eight days leave of absence each year, besides all 
hank holidays. Eaeh member of the Department is entitled to a pension, in accordance with tlie Civil Service scale, whicli 
allows ^th of tho salary received at the date of superannuation for each full year’s service, so that a man retiring at 60, 
which is the minimum age at which he can retire with twenty years service, will he entitled to one-third of his salary.

We have altogether seventy surveyors, and four are first-class, seventeen second-class, the remainder being third.
class.

The examinations wo have to pass are rather stiff’, and are getting worse. I think altogether I had five to pass 
before finally being made a Board of Trade Surveyor. "

Mr. Trail (Chief Engineer Surveyor) is retiring from the Service shortly, about the end of the year, also McEarlane 
Gray, the Chief Examiner, and, I believe, the Principal for tonnage. •

Tho Board have resolved quite recently to enforce the age limit for superannuation, which is sixty-five years. This 
was much wanted, because of promotion being almost stagnated.”

22.
Exhirit I.

Royal Commission on Marine Board, 27tb April, 1897.

Eist of Persons who are entitled to Vote at the Election of Wardens, in accordance with tho Navigation Acts, 35 Victoria
No. 7, 36 Victoria No, 30, and 43 Victoria No. 13. 1

Name. Residence. No. of Votes,

Adams, George............................................................................. 1
Adelaide Steamship Co. (Limited).............................................
Allan, James ................................................................................. i
Aniess, John James .....................................................................
Amess, Samuel Stuart.................................................................
A mess, William.................................................................... .. ..j
Andresen, Albert Molkin .........................................................
Austin, Henry .............................................................................
Australian Bone-dust and Fertiliser Co. (Limited) .............
Australasian United Steam Navigation Co. (Limited)..........I
Balmain Newr Ferry Co. (Limited) ..........................................
Balmain Steam Ferry Co. (Limited) ........................................
Beattie, Henry .............................................................................
Bellambi Coal Co. (Limited) .....................................................
Bland, Elliott................................................................................
Bond, Sydney Bonner .................................................................
Booth, John ..... .............................................-...........................
Bowring, William.......................................................................
Breckenridge, John .....................................................................
Broomfield, John .....................................................................

, Brown, Alexander (tho younger) .............................................
Brown, George ............................................................................
Brown, John .................................................................................
Brown, John Humphreys .........................................................
Brown, Solomon.............................................................................
Brown, William Villiers.............................................................
Buckle, Francis1...........................................................................  i
Burns, Alexander......................................................................... !
Burns, Philp, & Co. (Limited) ...................................................
Byrnes, Bernard .........................................................................
Cain, Nicholas .............................................................................
Cullen. Peter ................................................................................
Campbell, Colin Angus .............................................................
Campbell, John McKnight.......................................................... i
Chapman, Isaac............................................................................. ‘
Chester, Thomas ......................................................................... |
Clark, James ..............................................................................
Coekcrline, Walter Herbert .....................................................
Colonial Sugar Refining Co. (Limited)...................................... I
Corrigan, Bartholomew Martin..................................................
Cowlishaw, Catherine Chamber.................................................. '
Cowlishaw, Mahlon Clarke........................................................
Cowlishaw, Thomas, junior..........................................................j
Outhbertson, Herbert ...........................................................
Dalton, John ..................^......................................................... i
Dftngnr, Frederick Holklmm .....................................................
Davis, Rock ...............................................................................
De Frame, George ..................................................................... j
Dc Fraiuc, Hannah Charlotte Isabella.....................   [

Sydnev, New South Wales.............
Adelaide, South Australia .............
Balmain, New South Wales.............
Sydney, „ .............

JJ U *■
>1 . >> ..........

Balmain, ,, .............
Sydney, „ .............

>>t p n ...........
Austin Friars, London .....................
Sydney, New South Wales.............

>» p JJ ............. *
Balmain, ,, .............
Melbourne, Victoria.........................
Brisbane, Queensland .....................
Sydney, New South Wales .............
Balmain, ,, .............
Wentworth, „ .............
Cape Hawke, ,, .............
Sydney, ,, .............
Newcastle, „ .............
Randwick, ,, .............
Newcastle, ,, .............
Echuca, Victoria .............................
Newcastle, Now South Wales.........
Townsville, Queensland .................
Pyrmont, New Sonth Wales .........
Balmain, „ .........
Sydney, „ .........

» | J 1 » . , i , . . .
Port Macquarie, ,, .........
Newcastle, ,, .........
Balmain, ,, ........
Glasgow, Scotland............................
Sydney, New South Wales.............

Brisbane, Queensland .....................
Kingston, Hull ...................... ..........
Sydney, New South Wales.............

J J JJ .........* ■ ••
JJ it ..............
JJ ij ..............

ji
Newcastle, ,, .............

1* JI ..............
London, Middlesex .........................
Brisbane Water, New Sonth IVales 
Lauricton, ,,

IJ JJ

2
10

1
1 
1 
1 
1
3
4 

10
1
4
2 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4
4 
1 
3
1 
3
2 
3
3 
9
5 
I
1
2
4 
1
1
2
5 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3
5
6 
2 
1 
1
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Kamc. Residence.

“Doverlale ” Steamship Co. (Limited).............................
Dunn, John...........................................................................
Eichmann, Join:...................................................................
Eltis, James Cole ............................................... ................
Fenwick, Thomas.............................................................
Flood & Co. (Limited)........................................................
Forsyth, Henry- Skinner .....................................................
Franki, James Peter.............................................................
Freeman, Thomas Henry........i..........................................
Fry-, Thomas Angel ...........................................................
Fuller, George Lawrence.....................................................
Gainford, William Richard.................................................
Goodall, Thomas Merton.....................................................
Guy, Francis .......................................................................
Hawkesbury Steam ^Navigation Co. (Limited) ..............
Hawkins. Joseph Edward .................................................
Heush, Albert.......................................................................
Henderson, Henry William .............................................
Henderson, John .........  .....................................................
Hibbard, John, senior............... ........................................
Hocben, Henry Ralph .........................................................
Illawarra Steam Navigation Co. (Incorporated)..............
Jenkins, Benjamin............................................. ...................
Johnson, William.................................................................
Johnston, Thomas.................................................................
Joubert, N uma Augustus .................................................
Keane, Patrick ...................................................................
Kenrick, Cranmer.................................................................
King George's Sound Coal Co. (Limited)..........................
“ Kirklands ” Steamship Co. (Limited) ..........................
Kirkwood, Robert Cooper .................................................
Knox, Edward William .....................................................
Knox, Thomas Forster........................................................
LaidUy, William George.....................................................
Lamb, John de Villiers .....................................................
Lamb, Rolicrt Spence .........................................................
Lane, Edward .....................................................................
Langley, Alfred....................................................................
Langley, Robert Henry .....................................................
Little, Robert .....................................................................
Littlejohn, George Stanley.................................................
Lynch, David......................................... ............ .................
Mclllwraith, MeEaeharn, & Co. (Limited)......................
Mclnncs, James ................................................................
McKenzie, James................................................................
McLean, Archibald .............................................................
McSweeney, Justin .............................................................
Mason, George Francis .....................................................
Messell, Charles Frederick.................................................
Metcalfe, Charles Tlicophilus............................................
Metropolitan Coal Co. of Sydney (Limited)......................
Mitchell, William.................................................................
Montefiore, Octavius Levi .................................................
Moore, Frederick Henry- .................................................
Mort's Dock and Engineering Co. (Limited) .............
Mount Kembla Coal and Oil Co. (Limited)......................
Mount Pleasant Coal and Iron Mining Co. (Limited) ...
Murray, Alexander Sinclair .............................................
Newcastle Shipping Co. (Limited)....................................
Newcastle and Hunter River Steamship Co. (Limited) ..
Newcastle-Wallscnd Coal Co. (Limited)..........................
Niccol, George Turnbull.....................................................
Nicoll, George ’Wallace ......................................................
North Coast Steam Navigation Co. (Limited) ..............
North Shore Steam Ferry Co. (Limited) .........................
Osborne, Frank......................................................................
Parbury, Charles .................................................................
Parramatta River Steamers and Tramway Co. (Limited),
Paul, John..................................... .......................................
Pcnboss, John ......................................................................
Permewan, Wright, & Co. (Limited) ..............................
Port Jackaon Co-operative Steamship Co. (Limited)........
Port Jaekson Steamship Co. Limited ...............................
Power, George Scott............................................................
Price, Frederick William ..................................................
Queensland Peavlshelt Fishery Co, (Limited)...................
llae, William..........................................................................
Reddell, John Alfred ..........................................................
Rich, Edward ......................................................................
Robertson, George John......................................................
Robison, William..................................................................
Russell, James ......................................................................
Samuel, Sir Saul ...... ...........................................................
Saunders, John......................................................................
See, On .................................................................................
Settree, Alfred William Robert.........................................
Shcehy, Daniel......................................................................
Sbellharbour Steam Navigation Co. (Limited) ...............
Smith, Alexander Lindsay-..................................................
Sneddon, Andrew..................................................................
Stafford, Edwin................................................. .................
Steamship “Craiglee” (Limited) .......................................

Bristol, England...........................
. St. Peter’s, New South Wales ...

Nambucca, ,, ...
Sydney, ,, ...
Ballina, ,, .. .

. Sydney, „ ...

Balmain, ,, ....
Eelmca, Victoria ......................
Auckland, New Zealand ..........
Sbellharbour, New Soulk Wales. 
Sydney, ,, .

ti ft '

Py-rmont, ,, .
Lower Portland, „ •
Balmain, ,, .

J) >> ”
Sydney, „ ...
Newcastle, „ ..
Port Macquarie, „ ...
Sydney, ,, ..

11 J) * *
North Sydney, ,, ..
Sydney, - „ ...
Noumea, New Caledonia .>............
Hunter's Hill, New South Wales 
Sydney, „
Newcastle, , ,,
Albany, Western Australia.........
Glasgow, Scotland..........................
Macleay River, New South Wales 
Sydney, ,,

)t »7
ft it

) ) 5>
ti ’>

ft >t

n a
11 tt

Edinburgh, Scotland..........
Sydney, New South ’Wales

tt . >*.
Melbourne, Victoria..........
Glasgow, Scotland.......... -

1J tt * i ...*.* < *
Sydney, New South Wales 
Newtown, „
Sydney, ,,
Pyrmont, ,,
Sydney, „ .

f? , IJ
Stenmore, ,,
Sydney, ,, .

>1 _ M
Balmain, ,,
London, Middlesex ..........
Sydney, New South Wales

>1 >»
Newcastle, ,,
Sydney, „

*1 1‘
Devonport, New Zealand.. 
Sydney, New South Wales

it t>
it it

London, Middlesex ..........
Sydney, New South Wales

J> JJ ***
Botany, „ ...
Melbourne, Victoria..............
Sydney, New South ’Wales ...

Balmain, ,, ...
Sydney, „ ...

J1 > • ‘'-
1J >! * ”

Albany Island, Queensland ... 
Sydney, New South Wales ... 
Summer Hill, ,, ...
Syducy, ,, ..
Newcastle, ,, ...
London, Middlesex ..............
Balmain, New South Wales,.. 
Sydney, „ ...
Balmain, ,, ...
Woollooniooloo, ,, ...
Shellharbour, ,, ...
Matakohe, New Zealand .. . . 
Newcastle, New South Wales. 
Wellington, New Zealand ... 
George’s Square, London.......

Ko. of Votes.

C
)
1
fl
3 
1 
fl
4 
1 
1 
o
0
3
1
1 
J2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
fl 
3 
]
2
]

3
4 
fl 
)
4 
1 
2 
I 
1 
1
1 
] 
3 
1 
1
5 
3
3
2
0
1
1
14 
1 r>
3
1
3
1
12 
8 
3
5
1

ID
5
1
1
3 
1
2 
2
140
1 
10
1
2
4 
1 
2 
7 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2
5



Nfttnfe. Residence. No. oE Voles.

Rt.uart, Alexamlcr............................................ .................
Swanson, John Aaron ......................................................
Sydney Stevedoring and Wool Dumping Co. (Limited)
Taylor, Allen.......................................................................
Tulloeh, Lawrence ..........................................................
Union Bank of Australia (Limited) ...............................
Vickery, Ebcnczer ..........................................................
Wallace, James..................................................................
Wallarah Coal Co. (Limited)..........................................
Warburton, Charles George ...........................................
Waterhouse, Gnstavns John ...........................................
White, Robert Hoddle Driborg.....................................
William Howard Smith and Sons (Limited) ..............
Williams, David Joseph...................................................
Williams River Steam Navigation Co. (Limited) ........
Williamson, Robert .........................................................
Wright, John......................................................................
Yeager, William Tudor ...................................................

Sydney, New South Wales ...
,, jj ■■■■

J? '1
Annandale, ,, ..
Sydney, „ ...
Melbourne, Victoria...............
Sydney, New South Wales ...

SJ J» “
East India Avenue, London..., 
Pyrmont, New South Wales 
Sydney, „

Melbourne, Victoria..............
Newcastle, New South Wales 
Clarence Town, ,,
Sydney, ,,
Cape Hawke, ,,
Richmond River, ,,

4

1
2
1
1
1.
2
fi
fi
1
1
6
3
1
1
1
3

Custom House, Sydney, Now South Wales, 27th January, 1S97.
N. LOCKYER,

Collector of Customs.

23.
Exhibit J,

Royal Commission on Marine Board, 27th April, 1S97.

Return of Vessels Registered at Sydney and Newcastle on 31st December, 1S96-

No. Tonnage. erngro tong.
Steamers ............................................................. ... 493 61,175 124
Sailing vessels..................................................... 51,493 109

Total .............................. ... 965 112,668
Including— Tons.

30 lighters ................................................. ... 4,828
39 yachts..................................................... ... 637

303 sailing vessels under 80 tons.............. ... 7,461
300 steam „ ,, ............... ... 9,643

Tons.......................... 90,099

Vessels (British and Foreign) entered in New South Wales during 1895.

3,121 vessels—2,929,758 tons.

Custom House, Sydney, New South Wales, 22nd April, 1897.

Average tons, 93S'7.
N. LOCKYER,

Registrar of Shipping.

24.
Exhibit K.

Royal Commission on Marine Board, 27th April, 1897. 

Vessels Registered at Sydney and Newcastle, 31st December, 1896.

Votes, 1 rt 4 r. ' 0 7 8 (I 10 Total.

Resident in the Colony....................... ............. 65 24 IS 10 c 1 i i 1 127

Non-resident ..................................................... 7 5 4 4 5 4 i 2 32

Total..................................... 72 29 22 14 11 5 i i i 3 159

N. LOCKYER,
Custom House, Sydney, Now South Wales, 21st April, 1897. Registrar of Shipping.
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25.
EXUSBIT M,

Royal Commission on Jlarine Boartl, 2’7th April, 1S07. '
List of Vessels registered at Sydney, New Soulh Wales, in the names of John Broomfield, Benjamin Jenkins, and

Archibald M'Lean, Wardens of the Marine Board.

Name of Warden. Name of Ship. Tonnage.

John Broomfield

f “ Tinonee,” s.b........................
I “Argo” ................................
“Alice'’ ................................

| “ Annie'1 ................................

' “ Beatrice".............................
I “ Cambria’'............................
1 “Eleanor” .............................
I “Gertrude”............................

“(Henrietta” .........................
" “ Wai Weer” ..........................

“ Ida1' ...................................
“ Johnny and Annie'’ .........
“Kafoa” .................................
“ Magic” ................................
“Martha'* ............................
“ Marjorie'1..............................
“Rosa” ................................

| “ Two Brother ’ .................
L “ Xanfa’’................................

tons.
200
084

7
fi
7

11
]i
18
12
11
29
12
0

11
7 
S

n
8

Hi
II

Benjamin Jenkins

Archibald M‘Lean

“ Argo”

“ Tamar,’' s.b. .. 
“ Timara,” s.s,
“ Western,” s.s.

084

308
270
240

1

Shares. Tonnage owned.

04|04tlis.
32[04thB.

tons.
200
492

Joint owner of 1 
{ 64|04ths shares| (
' with John dc l 

V. Lamb. | )
100

Qualification 792

32|G4ths. 492
Qualification... 492

22l04thg.
21j64tha.
22JG4ths.

10C
92
S5

Qualification ... 2S3

Tho “Tinonee” is registered as a steamer, the “Argo” as a barque, bat the Tide Surveyor has now reported that 
they are hulks in Sydney Harbour. The small vessels arc pearling traders at Thursday Island, Queensland, and the 
steamers “Tamar,” “Tiniaru,” and “ Western ’’ are colliers trading on this coast.

Exhibit L.
Royal Commission on Marine Board, 27th April, 1S97.

J. Broomfield.
John Broomfield .....
John de V. Lamb ...

"'I “JO” Pearling Fleet .... 200 tons 100 tons.

John Broomfield...... i 32|64ths “ Argo” .........
( Owner, s.s. “Tinonee” .

934 „ 492 f 1
■ 200 „ = 200 J >

Total ................. 792 ft

Benjamin Jenkins ... ......  32[G4ths “ Argo” ......... . 934 tons = 492 « »

( 22(G4ths “Tamar”........ . 303 „ - 104
Archibald M/Lean ,,, ...7 21jG4ths “ Timaru” ... . 

( 21|G4tli3 “ Western” ....
. 279 „ = 03
- 24G „ 32 JI

Total ................. 279 JJ

1st April, 1897- WILLIAM HARE

26.
On board the “ Captain Cook,” Sth April, 1397.

Two representatives of firemen were called and asked if there was anything they wished to say, and replied :—
Firemen on the coast get overtime for any work they do after hours, and they only w-ork eight hours, with sixteen 

hours off—the very opposite to what we do. We get no allowance for overtime, and yet do the additional work. On the 
coast they get eight hours a day and sixteen off, and whatever other work they do they arc paid overtime for.

By Mr. Wn-SON : That is only in port? Yes.
By Mr. Powkll : Here there are no fixed hours? Yes.
You knew that when you took it ? Y*es.
By Mr. Wilson : The fireman in a sea-going vessel has, of course, to keep pretty well hard at it ? Yes.
You have pretty long spells here, in which there is not very much to do there are two or three of you here, and 

you are really not very lio rd pressed for work ? At times.
If you were at sea, yon would have times when you would be hard at it ? Four hours at a time.
There are long spells here when you are not very heavily worked ? Y~es.

[The Commission then adjourned at about I-20 p.m.j

27.
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27. .
Statements made at Newcastle by Pilot Sweet and Pilot Morris on 30th April, 1897.

PresentG. A. Wilson, Estj., J.P. ; Jan. Powell, Esq., J.P.
Mr, M ilson : You wish to make a statement? ■

. Pilot Sweet : Yes. I joined the pilot service at a salary of £200 a year, with a yearly increment of £10. I received 
meremonts for 1892 and 1893, which makes my salary at present £218 a year; 10 per cent, is deducted. We have written 
to the Marine Board as regards our salaries, and have also had an interview with the Premier. He promised that the 
matter would be rectified. 1 waa given to understand by both the Secretary and the harbour-master tljflt there would lie 
a yearly increase of £10, otherwise 1 would not have accepted the position. 1 left a much larger salary to join the service 
hcrCj but 1 did not join for the £200. It was for the increases.
, -v^r- : The arrangement when you joined was that you should receive a salary of £200 a year, and au
increment of £10 a year until the salary reached £4:OQs which the maximum ?

Pilot Sweet : Yes, that was the agreement.
^r* ^ llson : You further say that if you had known tit at your salary would not have been increased, you would 

not have taken the appointment, as you were doing better outside If
Pilot Sweet : Yes. _ Our horn's are very long on account of the tide and so much shifting of ships. This increases 

our work, and keeps us going early and late. Wc work on all Sundays and on all holidays. We have the fourteen days 
only off m the year. We mention this as an additional reason for receiving an increase of salary. I do not object to the 
work m itself, but merely wish to show that, tho work being bard and the hours long, we should be better paid. The 
salaries of the pilots at Newcastle, even the big salaries, are less than the salaries paid to pilots in other parts of the world. 
In Sydney there arc inside and outside men, while in Newcastle the pilots are both. Six of ns do the inward nnd outward 
work, and all removals in the harbour. That keeps us going pretty well all the time, Tlie whale boats make our calling a 
very dangerous one, and they are very hard on our clothing. We get wet through very often, night and day. We very 
often go out at night. Fifty per cent, of the shipping that comes to Newcastle enters during the night.

Mr. Wilson : What is your opinion as regards the present pilot service ?
Pilot^SwEET : There certainly should bo a more modem system.
Mr, rViLSON : Do you think a good steam-boat would lead to the savincr of life and pronertv ?
Pilot Sweet; Yes. r \r j

: Is there any case of a boatman or pilot losing his life in connection with the service here?
* , ^ Sweet : Not in my time. Pilots have been capsized several times during the last five years and picked up by 

butchers boats, ifcc. There is always a- lot of boats about when a ship is coming in,
Mr. Powell : Cannot your boats live as well as the butchers’ boats ?
Pilot Sweet : Our boats arc heavy and cannot live so well as the butchers’ boats, But we go out in weather as much 

as an open boat could live in. ©a
Mr, Wilson : You hold a master’s certificate ?

_ Pilot Sweet ; Y'es, a foreign-going one. A!! the pilots hold eertifiates. You cannot get tho position unless you hold 
a foreign-going certificate. © ^ ^

Mr, W jlson : The pilot at £218 does the same work as the man getting £353 ?
Pilot Sweet ; Yes, there is no difference whatever in the work. The earnings for 1804 and 1895 were over £3.000 

lor each man, m some cases nearly £4,000.
Mr. Powell: The harbour work increases your duties?

a. Swm^ : Yes; very much. Every ship has to make about five shifts. She first goes up to the ballast jetties, 
then to the cranes, then back to finish ballasting, then to the cranes again, and then to her buoy. This increases our work 
very much, -

1 Mr. Powell : The Imllast jetties arc beyond the dyke ?
Pilot Sweet : Y"es, they are a continuation of the dyke,
Pilot Mojcrir ; Last year I answered an advertisement for a position as pilot; I ivas given to understand that the 

salary after the first; year would be over £300 a year. I was getting nt the time outside £22 a month, with board and 
lodging. Captain Newton informed me that my salary would be £300 after the first of the year. I left Melbourne, was 
appointed, and went to the expense of shifting over here. When I came here I weut for four days with other pilots* 1 then 
took my own ships and have kept my turn ever since.

Mr. Wilson : Was there any salary mentioned in the advertisement ?
^ii!^ ^l°,S"UiS : sd£irT WfliS mentioned in the advertisement. I naturally thought that the pilots here would bo

j’qn?10 i Bam? 113 obtain in Melbourne and elsewhere. The salaries in Melbourne range up to £700,
£801), and £900 a year. The position of pilot is looked upon there as one of the plums of the service,. J never thought the 
hours would be so long as they are, I have kept a note in my note-book of the numherof hours worked during the last few 
weeks. One week I worked 100 hours, another 9H hours, and another 74^ hours. There lias been a rush during tlie last 
hve months, and as winter w coining on it is likely to be worse, I am quite willing to work as many hours as I can. Wo 
have a larger number of ships coming here than go to Sydney,

, ^ ilson r If the Sydney pilots do the sea. work only, and you with the same number of pilots do tho sea work
anti tlie harbour work too, yon must necessarily cither have a stafl'too small or else Sydney has a stalf too large ?

I dot MoiiKis : Y es. Six of us attend to the work here, and one attends to the ballast jetties.
Mr. Powell : Sydney has five pilots.
Mr. Wilson : So Newcastle has the larger staff.
Pilot MimuiH: Yea.
xin‘ PwVK[,1j : -’V.'0 ^ou aware ^at Sydney pilots frequently take vessels up to the wharfs ?
Pilot Moriils : No ; I was not aware of that. Here the oldest pilot is constantly engaged at the ballast jetties, 

several times since I have been here I have come down tlie harbour after being afloat all day,
: ^rhat were you doing during those eighteen hours referred to in your note-book ?

vr 0 t> ^orris : I went afloat that day at 2 or 3 o’clock in the morning, and it was late in the nigh
Mr. Powell : Does tlie assistant harbourmaster remove ships ?
Pilot Sweet : Occasionally, when there is no pilot available.
Mr. Powell : From a return I have just looked up, it appears that there are eight in the pilot service at Sydney, 

and the same number in the pilot service at Newcastle, including the harbour-master. ,
^rVnlLS0N : ;Chcre are no ™-2ails nf altering the long hours unless you have an enormous staff?
I dot Sweet : Y cs, I am ready to admit that.
1: If you go out in the pilot steain-l>oat you will not do harbour work, as that would be done by the harbour 

pnots. In Sydney there arc two pilots on the steamer and four in the harbour.
. Pilot S\ve.et ; YV e have no idea yet how things will be worked. We hope the boat will soon come. We are very 

anxious for her to come. The night before last one of the pilots was out from 12 o’clock till 6 o’clock in an open boat on 
ft heavy sea. 1

M r, Powell ; I think that is nnneccgsnry exposure.
pli®J SwitKT : Another tiling-masters very often themselves shift their vessels in this harbour in fine weather : but 

>1 the weather be a htlle rough, or if there be the slightest danger, they send for the pilots.

light when I got home.

23.
Statkhents made hy Boatmen Adams, M'Kinnon, amt M'Lcod, attached to the Pilot Service (Newcastle), on 3rd May, 1897. 

Present:—G. A. Wilson, Esq., J.P. ; James Powell, Esq., J.P.
By. Mr. YVit^on ; You wish to make a statement? .
Boatman Adams : Yes ; wc wish to speak about our salaries and other things. I, myself, am on the higher wage. 

V\ O have very long lumrs, but we arc not afraid of work. In view of our very laborious work and the long hours we have 
to put m, wc ask that we may all be placed on tlie same footing—that is, that we be given the maximum salary, £144 a year 
and our quarters free. At present £LS a year is deducted fiom pur salaries for rent qml fuel, Mr

253-8 '
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Mr. Wii-sok : You wish to be paid £144 a year and to be allowed quarters ?
Boatman Adams : Yes. ___. „, .
Mr. Wilson : Do you draw the £18 in money, or do you get quarters,
Boatman Adams : We have quarters, such as they are. ,
£ ^ "»* -

which means more expense to us. . . ___
Mr Wilson : Do private employers supply clothing m similar cases .
Mr. Adams : In some cases, and they give same wages that we get 
Mr. Wilson : Do you three represent the whole of the men m the shed .
Mr Wilson ?Thc chief matter so far is the hours, and then come the uniforms and the question of the wages ?

Mr. Adams : Yes. , , ,
Mr. Wilson : You say you get no uniform whatever?
Mr. Adams : We get nothing. .

stand that wo must catch the first tram we possibly can if we ,,
Mr \Vilsont* Sunposing you arc nick for a fortnight, what pay do you get.. ... j j -..x. __

^thi9 "
a matter which, owing to the peculiar nature of our work «“no1i ,oveTC°me'

K;- ssr»sw - tr “f0”' ri, xsticalls forVpilot. Wo leave fur it just before dinner-say at a quarter to I. J be vessel, however, does not get a tug until

about 4 or ^uhe ^t mate his own laws, nnd if a ship is not «ady for him go elsewhere ?
Mr! Adams : The ship is ready, but the pilot docs not know whether the tug will be there immedmtelj or not for

some time. CMI1()t see, in view of those circumstances, how tho matter can be remedied
Mr M'Lkoij : When I joined the Service I was promised an increase of salary as 1 went on. I am at present

rcccivinc .£106 a vsar and an allowance valued at £18. „ ,.nQ,. ■?
A1 r Wn soy * You contend that you are doing the same work as the men getting £T2G fl, >cai ■ , ,
Mr M :ltuU) ■ Yes I joined the service in 1889. 1 was promised increases of £5 a year, but after receiving Wo

■ ' ra frt,. iuni ,,nii mat. for 1S92—all increases were stopped. There have been men come into the service smee

prounsed mcrcases m hisof your ^ ^ lmvc got in othcr cases. We have uow taken note of the lightship

‘““'•a; “a. uhb»;" fzarxrs s« ”w ■/u,z*m a- «..i»««.

aHowauce us.^ wm lin)villod the servicc it would lighten your work a good deal?
‘ m‘Ktvvon • Yes ■ and there is many a time when a steamer can go out and a boat could not.Mr. Adams*: It would not alter the iusi/e work. The boats’ crews would still bo called to meet all ships, and take

them to their berths. _____

29. .
' Meeting held 1st June, 1897, at the » Australian Hotel,” Ballina, at 8-30 p.m.
Pmenf:—G. A. Wilson, Esq., J.P. (in the Chair); James Powell, Esq., J.P.

Messrs. George Cheyne, W. T. Bryant, and J. L. Johnson waited on the Commission to put their cases before them.
Air G Cheyne said he was a pilot’s boatman, and joined the service in 1890, at £95 per annum. At the time of

£101, 2d months’ his salary was lowered to £96. He said he had had four yearly increases since then,

but they^pped m 1893.^ ^ ^ Sorvice Bmrd they could do nothing in this'matter, but as a Royal Commission
on the Marine Board they might mention it in their report, but that was all.

The Commission then adjourned at 9 p.m.

30. . _
Repout of a deputation representing the Chamber of Commerce, Newcastle, received at Newcastle on 3rd May, 189 

PresentG. A. Wilson, Esq., J.P. ; James Powell, Esq., J.P.
Mr H J Brown President of the Chamber of Commerce, said that the deputation, which was the ontcniue of a 

recent public' meet fug' wished to urge upon the Commissioners the necessity or at once “ P'0 L c1uM
New<»stlo He referred to the dangerous risk incurred in going out to meet ships in the open pilot-boats, and lie could 
tie no reason whv Newcastle should not follow in tho wake of all other important ports and have a steam pilot-boat. 
This would not only be a very great benefit to the vessels coming to the port, but it is possible that an improved pilot

Newcastle running and a south-east gale is blowing it is fo^cdi^ ^
the onen boats and to get on board an incoming vessel until she has rounded Nobby's, when tho great danger and difficulty 
of entering the harbour 1ms been overcome. The people who own these ships have to pay very high pilot rates. Up 

' recently they had to pay 4d. a ton in and 4d. a ton out, nnd no services in many instances were rendered to the incoming
vessels^ He did not wish for one moment to insinuate that the people employed m the pilot service showed any neglect.
S faultwas noTthcirs, it lies with the higher powers. I Aim “Ajax” had been m the pa««»ion o hc -arbour 
authorities he had no hesitation in saying that the vessels that have ineffectually endeavoured to entei the P°rt " “J11! "?* .

■, atmim nn thp bfiflch He referred to the life-boat, which he declared to he utterly useless and not at all ht to 
e^d^itTnltoe^eelll of^a'^south-easterlj^gak. He compared Ntoivcastlc Harbour to Sydney Harbour, show.ng tbait the



former, owing to its geographical position, is much more dangerous, and that in a south-eastely gale ships have no oliance 
of keeping otf the sea-board. The Chamber of Commerce, he said, had been for over eight or ten years persistently 
knocking and begging at the doors of every Government as they came into power, with tbc view1 of getting a more efficient 
service. He expressed bis pleasure at the visit of the Commissioners who, as business men, he felt sure would at once see 
the absolute necessity for having the “Ajax” or some other efficient steamer sent on forthwith to render service to vessels 
that may otherwise find themscleves in tlie unfortunate position of those that have been lost on tho Imacb. With an 
efficient steamer, vessels, instead of lieing allowed to run on the beach, would he towed out to sea beyond the danger point, 
where they could take care of themselves. The service as it is now, he declares to be a delusion and a snare—that is to 
say, the crows of vessels in danger assume that an important port like .Newcastle would possess a life-boat or have some 
means available to take them oft, and they would cling to the ropes in the hope of rescue, which, however, would not come, 
and ultimately they would drop oft with fatigue. If they had jumped into the sea at first tlie probabilities are that they 
would have been then strong cnougli to swim to land. He-referred to the last wreck which, although it occurred at 11 
o'clock at night, did not receive the services of tlie life-boat until 7 o'clock in the morning.

Captain Williams said that when pilots go out with a ship the captain often takes them S or G miles off the 
port, and they are then two or three hours in getting hack. In the meantime ships are waiting at the buoys to go to sea, 
hut there are no pilots. If a steam boat were supplied, the pilots could do their work in one-half or one-third of the time 
it now takes. Tho eranca arc also stopped waiting for the pilots to shift tlie ships. If tlie “Ajax ” had been at the port 
on the night of tho “ Addorloy” wreck, that disaster would not have occurred. He thought it hardly a fair tiling to ask the 
owner of a tng-hoat to risk his property to save life for the public. A boat should be provided to the public for the savins! 
of life. “

Mr, Wilson : The steamer would not only lead to the saving of life and property, hut it would also loud to the 
pilots doing more work ?

Mr. Brown : Yes; a steam pilot boat could really guide five or six vessels at the same timo.
Y'*1,80*': rufJ with you in this matter. We have taken a great deal of evidence upon it, and I went

down to Sydney on Saturday afternoon and saw our colleague, who quite agrees with us. I handed him a report of tho 
deputation which waited upon us the other day, and lie will, if he can get an audience, submit to the Premier this morning 
that tlie matter he expedited. As you know, tlie Marine Board now deals with collisions, &c. Is it your opinion that the 
Marine Board is the proper tribunal for trying these eases ?

. Mr. Brown : Most decidedly not.
x!r’ )yitS0N’: .^rc J0" itl favo«r of a proper Marine Court, presided over hy a District Court Judge and Assessors ?
Mr. Brown: Yes. A similar procedure lias been adopted in Bngland. There the Admiralty Court, which, of 

course, is a Court of higher jurisdiction, consists of a single Judge with assessors, The Judges, whether they originally 
knew anything about it or not, have evidently acquired very great knowledge relative to all matters concerning collisions, 
seeing that their decisions ore so acquiesced in that there are very few appeals.
- Mr, I\ ilson : Supposing there was a collision in this district, and the Court could come up here and hold an inquiry, 
it would bo a travelling Court—it would provide for all marine disastersf

Mr. Brown : Yes, and also provide for misconduct on the part of the officers. The Marine Board here holds a very 
anomalous position. It acts as a Board of Inquiry, and it also sees, to a certain extent, to tlie working of the harbour, hut 
it is subject in all these things to the Board in Sydney. It cannot even issue a certificate. I would like to point out that 
no proceedings can be taken against anybody for a breach of the Navigation Act without first obtaining the sanction of tlie 
focal Marine Board. If, on a Friday or Saturday afternoon, the master of a vessel threw a quantity of ballast overboard 
and endangered the liarbour, no proceedings could be taken against him until the Board sat, and,‘by then, lie may have 
escaped. This applies to Sydney as well. Things were very much better done before the establishment of the Marine 
Board ; hut I do not say that the present unsatisfactory state of tilings is due to the fault of the Board. It is due more to 
the roundabout proceedings tilings have to go through.

Mr. Wli-SON : Do yon think yon should have proper local government, so far as the harbour is concerned !
Mr. Brown : ^ cs ; tho Board should not he subordinate to any othcr body, and this would save time.
Mr, Kmghtlhv : One of the most efficient men we have in Newcastle refused a scat on tlie Local Board because of 

it being so very much under the thumb of tlie Sydney Board.
Captain tt itiiams : Tho Local Board has no control at all. The hopper barges run quite as much sand into the 

harbour as they take out. Tlie Board wrote to the owner, saying that in future lie should cease from sending any of his 
hopper barges alongside vessels. A hopper barge has, however, been sent alongside in defiance of the Board, and is still 
at work. The Marine Board say they have no power to prevent it.

Mr. Brown : That is the fault of tlie Act, which is a verjr defective one. I never take a ease into Court but what 
I expect to be beaten. I hog to hand you a copy of the correspondence that has taken place between the Chamber of 
Commerce aud tho Marino Boards of Sydney and Newcastle with reference to tlie erection of signals to indicate whether 
vessels are coming in or going out of the harbour. I might point out that the distance from the entrance to the harbour 
to the wharfs is very short, and a vessel coming in has no knowledge of what is taking place within the harbour until 
she is actually inside, when, as the channel is very narrow and dangerous, she is liable to find herself unable to avert a 
collision should there he a vessel going out. To obviate this, Captain Williams has suggested that a system of signals 
should be instituted. • v e

_ Captain Williams : My reason for bringing this up is because of there being no way of knowing from outside what 
ig going on mside the harbour. I think a signal giving this information should he erected in some prominent position 
where it could he seen both from outside and from up the harbour, livery shipmaster you speak to on the matter will 
say that it is very necessary to know before coming down the harbour whether there is a vessel coining in. If there 
should lie, lie would not attempt to come down the harbour until that vessel had passed round the corner (Stony Point). 
I understand that some expert evidence on this matter bus been given hy several of the pilots, but no chance at the timo 
was given to the Ghamhqr of Commerce to give evidence on the point. An exempt shipmaster, as soon as his ship is 
loaded, receives instructions to leave the wharf. The pilots down at their station get orders that a vessel is ready to go to 
sea, but before they shift her the tide must be suitable, and before one leaves the waiting-room he ascertains from tho hill 
whether any ships are signalled, and if so, what distance they are off. So it will he seen that the pilots receive from their 
station the information that it is desired should he signalled to the shipping. They are in a different position to the ship
masters. The pilot people seem to think that there would he a lot of confusion if a means were adopted to signal this 
information to the ships; hut the majority of them, however, will tell yon that there is a great risk in rounding the corner 
should another vessel bo met there. The current comes down there at the rate of fully G miles an hour. Quite recently I 
came down the harbour in the Union Company s steamer “ Rakauoa,” when we met a ship coining round the corner. We 
passed within In feet ,o£ tho Horse-shoe Buoy, and within 10 feet of the ship, Npw, I would ask if it is a fair thing to 
bring ships together like that. If we had known that ship was coming in we would have remained in the harbour until 
she got in. The “Tckapo ” would not have been wrecked had the signals I suggest been shown, nor would the “ Alice- 
Federal ” collision have occurred.

Ml Wilson : Do I understand that this has been submitted to the Marine Board, and they have not approved of it? 
_ i M’’- Kkightley ; It was submitted first of all to the Marine Board hero to make representations to the Marine 
Board in Sydnev. Neither of the Boards have approved of it. Wc presume it is on account of the expense of having a 
signal-man up there.

Captain Williams: I believe it is the responsibility they are afraid of. The following is an extract from a letter 
received from the Under Secretory for Finance and Trade, in reply to our request for the establishment of this system of 
signalling : “ The present system of signalling was not introduced for the guidance of masters of vessels, who have quite 
enough to do in the navigation of their respective craft without looking about for 'signals, hut rather for information of the 
general public.” 1 think it monstrous that an important matter like this should have been thrust aside in tiiat manner. 
(Captain Williams handed in a model of the signal, which ho suggests should be placed on some prominent point of the 
harbour. He also submitted a plan showing how it should he worked, and a sketch showing the entrance to the harbour.)

Mr. K.kichtley : There is barely room for ships to pass in the chaunel, it is so small, and the tide rushimi across 
makes navigation very difficult, .

Captain Williams : And wc have no signals to guide us. I look upon Newcastle as the most outside port I have 
ever been in. They have no leading lights beyond those at Bull's Beacon. We have repeatedly asked for lights 
for the Dyke. I do not think the present place is the most suitable [for a permanent signal station. Tt should be 
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SUenhcrd’s Hill Another thing, tho rule whioh prohibits steamers travelling up the liarbour at a speed of more than 6 
m les an hour should he rigidly enforced. Very often they travel at 13 miles an hour. It is very important that all 
stations along the coast should he connected hy telegraph Only the other day the ‘^
in a sinking condition to the Lake Macquarie station. This station is only 12 miles distant, and, it being bumlay, it was 
/our hours before the news reached Newcastle, nod hy then the captain had run her on the beach.

Mr Browx : It is a pity that all the signal stations are not connected by telegraph, s „
Mr! Wiusos': Did you ever enter into a calculation of what it would cost to carry out Captain W illiama s suggestio

15 40 ^CapSln Williams : The signal itself would cost about £10 I do not think it would cost an ^•tra man- J have 
not brought forward this proposal without having firat consulted with nearly every one I know y5!0
harbour.' My proposal would not apply to every craft, even to a small ketch as some appear to 1 ehei e. ihey can always 
eet out of the way It would apply only to large ships. When you meet a large ship iastened to a tow-boat, w ith a, line 
m fathoms out, it is a very diflicult matter to keep clear of her I have seen ships forced to back up b^'vee.. the bi o s^ 
With regard to the No. 4 crane, we used to have 19 feet of water there ; now there is only H feet. Thej s“ 
plenty of dredging power. If so, it is time a dredge was placed there, iliese steamers travelling up the mer keep a
dredge^ons^anUy^mploied.^ ^ q„estion of dredging the harbour is h'lP^taTlt ^
harbour should first be deepened, so that all the vessels that have been loaded at the Dyke might lie there at buoys. Lne entrance to the harbour, /e Horse-shoe, should be left perfectly clear. If this had been fended to °“e.ordt^dr^ 
collisions could have been averted. The accommodation at the Dyke and at the ballast berths is veryilun,*«“-“I,d5““ 
three or four vessels may be seen lying abreast of one another, which is rather a dangerous thing m rouy.^atbe^; ..f1'®™ 
is no doubt that a great deal more accommodation is rcqmred. Only a very short time ago a vessel had to w ait for a 
fortnight before she could get a ballast berth. If she had been able to obtain a ballast berth on her a™''*1 *®“|(l J“T.®
been loaded and away now. The harbour officials are not to blame in any way, as, with tlie limited appliances, it is
impossible gteaul cvanes at the end of the Dyke are not in use, owing to tiieir being out of repair. If
repaired, although they have not the capacity for shipping so much coal within a given time as the hydraulic cranes, they
could load small vessels quite as quickly as the hydraulic cranes, because the small vessels cannot take thc c°alJ"
quickly as hydraulic cranes eoukl give it. These steam cranes ought to lie put into a state uf repair as soon as Pos •
Accommodation should be provided for the shipment of horses and stock from this port. At present vessels, ^eu 1
loaded with stock, monopolise a crane berth that is absolutely necessary for the use of coal. If the inner Dyke were
dredged out sufficiently to accommodate the stock vessels the coal cranes would be relieved. In the mattei of ba b st
berths, accommodation in this respect is very deficient. Altogether, Newcastle should have a '™re
than it has. I do not wish to deny for one moment that the Government have done a very great d«l Newcastle, but
while making that acknowledgment I wish to impress upon the Commissioners that I do not suppose 11 a,'y " °rktS
that have been carried out in the Colony which, to any appreciable extent, represent the return of money
not only in the ease uf working expenses but in the way of paying interest as has been derived from the J®™'
The money laid out on the Newcastle harbour has been more than repaid by the revenue Jer“™il3by.th®P°^f
tlie various services which they have rendered. I could produce figures, quoted before the luhhc W orks
where it was shown that the profit made by the Commissioners for Railways from coal only amounts to ^ ,000 pe
annum, and I am quite satisfied that this year thac sum will bo largely exceeded. I hope the Commissioned will ^ at
tlie report of tl^ Public Works Committee regaiding this port, and I am sura that the more the Commissioners become
acquainted with this port the more will they become satisfied that the expenditure the deputation has to-day suggested is
more thau warranted. ^ , .................. ... ... «• i u-n ?

Mr Powkll : As to the signalling, the Marine Board people get the information from bignal Hill.
Contain Williams : Yes ; they cun get information about any ship about to enter the harbour.
Mr. Wilson : I think it would be best, to appoint an outside independent committee to investigate that matter and

1,11115 l(Japtam°WiLLUMS : Tim pilots themselves and the experts whom we questioned on this matter, all agreed that it 

was dangerous to meet a vessel after going round the corner. In the face of that, 1 think it is a fair tiling to signal to tho
shipmasters and warn them of that danger.

Mr. Wilson : It cannot he a great expense, and it does not require an additional man. _ , . .
Mr Brown ■ No doubt the Marine Board are under the impression that it is intended the signal should apply to 

every small craft coming m or going out of the port, mid tlffit the shipmasters are as well-informed as the pilots
~ Captain Williams : I heard that the reason why they refused to accede to qur request was, that m the exent ot a 

collision occurring, and the signal not being up at the time, they would be responsible nf
Mr Brown • It appears very desirable that some provision should be made for interpreters. W e bai e a nnin iei 01 

seamen continually coming here from different nationalities. The Newcastle representatives of foreign nations do not as a 
rule understand the languages of the countries they act for, and there is great difficulty, say m a case of mutiny, in finding 
men who can interpret. There are, therefore, no proper means of defending them, or of convicting them if guilty ot an 
offence. 1 think there might be some person or persons, stamped as it were with the Government mark, to whom lelcrence
could beI^nay®^ov , T|ie namcs 0f qualified persons could be placed in a register, and they could be allowed a retaining fee.

Mr. Brown : Yes ; and later on it would be for the Public Service Board to consider, when they saw tlie amount ol 
fees paid, whether it would not be more economical to provide a permanent official. ,, , ,

Mr. Wilson : In the meantime, if the names of qualified persons were placed in a register, the case would be met 
Mr Keiuhti ey • Yes. I have seen the police running up and down the street looking for a man who would give 

his services for nothing! That is not a right thing for a port like this, with a volume of trade surpassing perhaps Sydney. 
The deputation withdrew.

31.
To Mr. Barling, Royal Commission. Newcastle, 29 April, 1897.

Dissatisfaction is strongly expressed at the delay m stationing a suitable steam vessel here for the pilot service. It is 
stated that a recent wteck would not have happened if a pilot steamer had been outside to render assistance ; and fears arc
expressed that changes in the weather may bring about serious mishaps as the winter approebes. ^

It appears desirable to assure the public that every exertion is being made to render the Ajax ready lor service 
at Newcastle in the shortest time possible. In the meantime it would be a much appreciated concession to public teebng 
if a strong serviceable tug-boat could be hired at once for special service by the week or month. ^ ^ WILSON

JAMES POWELL.’

A DEPUTATION consisting of the Mayor (Alderman Miller), Alderman Sharp, Messrs Jas. Clark, R. A. Wallace, T. Brookes, 
P Earn Captains Larsen, Pritchard. Jenkins, and others, representing the commercial and shipping interests of iscvycastle, 
waited on the Public Service Board at Newcastle on the 30th April, 1807, for the purpose of bringing under notice the
necessity of a steamer being provided for the pilot service of the port. , „ . „ ., r,,__.

The Mayor referred to a very representative meeting of the citizens which was held at tlie Gouncil tmamoers on 
Wednesday evening last, 2Sth instant, when the opinion was unanimously expressed that had there lieen a steam boat 
attached to the pilot service of the port the wreck of the " Addcrley ” would never have occurred. The Government, ho 
stated promised eighteen months ago that a steamer would be set apart for this service, but as yet nothing definite had been 
done At present vessels are boarded by tlie pilots only just outside Nobby's. rIhis, he contended, should not be. Ihc 
same practice should be followed here as obtains in Sydney and Melbourne, where the pilots go out great distances.

Mr. Wtijon fierc interposed that he anil Mr. Powell were not receiving the.deputation as members of the I ublic 
Service Board, but as members of a Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the management of the Marine Board. 
One of the Commission being not present, they would not be able to say anything definite, as they would have to consult
with their colleague in arriving at a recommendation.

The Mayor remarked that they had decided to wait also on the Premier. , lvlr-
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Mr. Jas. Clark referred to .a paragraph in tlie Sydney Daily Telegraph of oven date which afforded additional 
evidence for the necessity of providing a steam service:—“A Pilot-boat in danger.—If farther proof were necessary in 
support of the necessity for a steam pilot service at this port, it was foLlhcoming yesterday afternoon, when one of the 
pilot whaleboats was m imminent danger of swamping. During the afternoon a nasty sea broke across the bur, and as tho 
ship ‘lolanthe’ was being taken to sea, bound for Acapulco, she shipped several seas. Thu pilot boat, which was towing 
behind to bring the pilot back to port, received a severe buffeting hy the seas, hut it was not till she left the ship on the 
return trip that she got into serious trouble. Sea after sea came rolling along, and large bodies of water found their way 
on board, and despite the bailing of the crew, the water was gaining so fast that it was feared she would swamp. For the 
safety of the pilots the tug ‘ Young Dungaree1 was hailed, and the crew was transferred to the tug, as was also tho boat’s 
gear. Some of the pilot boat's crew stated that had they not left the boat when they did the chances are that they 
would have been drowned." Tlie present state of affairs, lie said, is very dissatisfactory for a port so important as 
Newcastle. A steam service is required here more than in Sydney.

Mr. K,. A. Wallace said that the men on this pilot station are as fine a body of men as could he found at any 
port in the world, hut they are miserably equipped for outside work. He thought that steps should he taken at once to 
provide a steam service, and thereby put an end to those sad mishaps which occur on this particular coast.

Alderman W. 11. iSnAKl' spoke of the number of ycais this question had been under discussion, which culminated 
in a definite promise being made hy the Government eighteen months ago that the “Ajax'’ would he fitted up for the 
service. But as the “ Ajax 1 is not here yet, he would request the receivers of the deputation to lay'the matter before the 
Premier and urge him to cause the promise to be at mice fulfilled. He is satisfied that there is no port in the world, of 
the importance of Newcastle, where the character of the pilot service is so primitive. He referred to the returns, which 
show that a greater number of ships visit Newcastle than Sydney.

Captain Lahrex gave his experience of coming into the port a feiv days ago. It is his first visit to this part, and it 
struck him as very strange, when he found himself in a most dangerous petition outside, that there should he no pilot 
about to take charge of his ship. He only missed the bank by about JiO feet, and thought his ship would he lost. He 
could not help himself as he was quite a stranger to tlie port, and did not know its peculiarities. He certainly thought 
that, in the interests of the shipping trade, there should be a steam pilot boat.

Captain Pritchard also spoke of the difficulty lie had in making this port an last Friday during the storm. They 
were in great danger outside, and no pilot could be found till they got inside, when, of course. Ins services were unt nearly 
so necessary. In his experience this is Hie only port where the pilot service is so primitive ; and he certainly thinks that 
a steam service should he provided.

Mr. Eaup pointed out the dangers of the port. Forty per cent, of the ships come in at night, and in thick weather 
their presence is not known until they are within 2 or 3 miles. It is impossible in rough weather to render them any 
assistance in open boats. One pilot has lost his life indirectly consequent upon the defective service. His boat was 
capsized, and illness follow'ed upon the wetting, from whicli he succumbed.

Mr. Brookes said that he thought this port, which is everyday growing in importance, should he properly equipped. 
Then the very fine body of men stationed here would he able to work effectively in safe-guarding the shipping interest, aud 
in preventing loss of life. Under present conditions, in bad weather, the pilot has to remain inside Nobby's, but fees are 
charged all the same—charged for a service never rendered. He felt sure that it was never intended a pilot should hoard 
a vessel inside the harbour, and full pilot fees he charged. He admitted that the pilot fees are very low, but that is a slip 
of the Act. Notwithstanding, they should not be levied if not earned. Speaking generally, ho thought fees sufficient to 
provide an efficient pilot service should be made, and every ship, excepting intercolonial trade!a, should he compelled to 
take a pilot. He camlot understand tho delay that has occurred m the fitting out of the “Ajax,'1 and is at a loss to 
understand why another ten weeks are required in which to do the work. He is confident that, if she were handed over 
to him, he would he able to have her ready in a mouth. He diew attention to the danger being run by ship captains who 
are strangers to this ]>ort. They, in the absence of a pilot, may be driven ashore, aud, in consequence, cancellation of 
their certificates would probably ensue ; so that their very living is, as it were, imperiled by the present deficient service.

Mr. Clark asked whethei, in view of the approaching south-east winter gales, it would not be possible to hire a 
boat pending the arrival ofJ.be “Ajax” ?

Other members of the deputation supported Mr. Clark in this proposal, and Mr. Wilson promised that they would 
consult their colleague as to whether the Commission should recommend tlie course suggested Siy the deputation.

Captain Newton, Harbour-master, drew the Board's attention to tlie number of ships which are moved in the 
harbour without pilots. In 1890 there were 191 and last quarter SI ships, so moved. Tins is a big loss to tlie revenue.

EXTRACT from Kaacastk Morning Herald, Saturday, 1 May, 1897.
The Steam Pilot Service.—A Temporary Boat Requexhtl.

Yesterday a deputation, consisting of the Mayor, Alderman W. B. Sharp, J. Clark, jun., Thomas Brooks, Alderman 
Rkead, Messrs. G. Karp, R. A. Wallace, and a large number of shipmasters, waited upon Messrs. 'Wilson and Powell, 
members of the Royal Commission to iuquirc into the working of Marine Boards, to request those gentlemen to use their 
influence in securing the speedy completion of the alterations to the steamer “Ajax,’’ so that the vessel might take up 
her duties as a pilot cruiser. The deputation was introduced hy the Harbour-muster (Captain Newton).

The Mayor (Alderman Miller) explained that a meeting had been held in relation to the non-arrival of the " Ajax,” 
nt which it was arranged that a deputation should wait upon the Premier to urge tho completion of the repairs to the 
vessel without delay.

Mr. Wilson pointed out that they did not receive tlie deputation fta the Public Sen ice Board, hut as the Royal 
Commission appointed to inquiic into the working of Marino Boards. They would nol ire able to give the deputation any 
definite reply, as their colleague was absent, but all that was put before them would receive due consideration.

• Mr. James Clark, juu., said that, acting on the advice of several representative citizens, he had written to tho Com
missioners asking them to receive a deputation, believing tlmt they could gather from shipmasters and other practical men 
a large amountof information which would he of service to them in arriving at a decision on the question, They had kindly- 
acceded to his request, and on coming before them he found his case materially strengthened by an incident which had 
occurred tlie day before. While the barque “ lolanthe ” was being taken to sea tiie pilot boat, which was towing alongside, 
came in for a rough handling with the sea and strong wind, and on leaving the barque to return to the port filled with 
water. The crew were taken out hy-the tug boat 11 Young Bungaree," and brought into port safely. He contended that 
incidents tike these more than proved the necessity for a steam service, and unless something was done soon lives would 
bo lost. It was more necessary that Newcastle should have a steam service than Bydney, as the port was far more 
dangerous.

Mr, R. A. Wallace supported Mr. Clark in his remarks as to tlie inefficiency of the service, but pointed out that 
the men employed, botli pilots and boatmen, were equal to any to he found, and only needed a modem equipment to render 
the service a thoroughly satisfactory one.

Mr. W. B. Shari’ said the matter had been under consideration for some years, and eighteen months ago the 
“ Ajax ” had been promised for service at Newcastle, hut had not yet arrived. There was no port in the world witli a 
shipping trade equal to that of Newcastle where they permitted such a primitive system to exist. There was a larger 
number of ships arriving at Newcastle than at Sydney, and still the Department was compelled to continue the system of 
using open boats. What they wanted v as that tlie Commissioners would urge the Premier to push on tho work with all 
possible speed, and send the vessel as soon as possible.

Captain Barren, of the Norwegian barque “Liv,” stated that on Friday last when his vessel entered the port she 
was not more than 30 feet from tlie oyster bank, and in great danger of being lost. The vessel was well inside the port and 
past danger before the pilot came on l>oard, but the latter could not he blamed, as it was impossible to come out m an open 
Boat. In his opinion, a steam service was a necessity.

Captain Pritchard, of the barque 11 Haddon Hall,” which also arrived on Friday, pointed out that ho experienced 
some trouble owing to tho tug’s hawser breaking, the vessel getting down close to the beach before the tug got hold nguin. 
When approaching the liar and the most dangerous part of the entrance, there was no pilot to take charge, the latter 
coming on hoard inside tlie breakwater, when tho vessel was reallypast the danger. His experience of Newcastle was that 
in fine weather yon could get a pilot well off shore, hut in had weather, when their services were required, tiieir primitive 
system of open boats prevented them from crossing tlie bar and meeting the vessel well outside.

Mr.
/
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Mr. Geo. F. Earp said tho Government, by jtroTni sing the “Ajar,” had already recognised the need of a steam 
service, and trusted the Commissioners would urge the Premier to carry out the promise. He had been informed that 
nearly 40 per cent, of the vessels arriving here made the port in the night-time. In thick weather these vessels would be 
withiu a few miles of the port before they could be seen, and consequently would be well down on the bar before the pilot 
could get out to them. No other port in the world was so inadequately equipped in respect of their pilot service than 
Newcastle, and already one life had indirectly been lost owing to the system.

Mr. Tiros. Brooks supported the previous speaker, and pointed out that not only life but property was in danger. 
Had the “Ajax” been in commission the “ Addevloy ” would not have been lost. The growing trade of the port 
demanded that a steam service should be inaugurated. There was absolutely no excuse for the delay, as any private firm 
could have completed tire necessary alterations in three months. The Government had stated in reply to a question that the 
boat would be ready in ten weeks; but, speaking as a practical man. he would guarantee to have her in commission jn a 
month.

Mr. Clark said, as tlie winter was coming on, they might expect more gales and bad weather, and possibly more 
wrecks. He would like to know if there was a chance of obtaining the services of a temporary boat while the “ Ajax ” was 
being prepared ?

Mr. Wjlkox said the whole of the evidence would be type-written and forwarded to their colleague, and if tlie 
repairs to the 1' Ajax were to occupy a long period they would recommend that a temporary boat be provided.

The Mayor then thanked the Commissioners for the reception they had accorded them, and the deputation then 
withdrew.

32.
Gentlemen, Harbonr Office, Newcastle, 3 May, 1897.

At your request I have tlie honor to submit the following report re want of accommodation for shipping visiting 
this port:—

For some considerable time past the shipping community have expressed strongly their great dissatisfaction with 
regard to the very limited accommodation which is provided for vessels arriving here, also the inadequate supply of 
ballast bertha.

Frequently every available space in the stream is occupied, and at the frontage of the ballast jetties and dolphins 
large ships are compelled to berth three and four abreast. This method of scouring vessels in a tidal harbour, whicli is 
subject to freshets, and with au insufficient depth of water to use anchors, is not consistent with safety, and is undoubtedly 
a source of much inconvenience and annoyance to the masters, who contend they pay port dues and are entitled to safe 
accommodation.

It frequently occurs that late in the evenings the inside vessel of those berthed as above stated receives an order to 
proceed to a crime berth to load during the night; then tlie other vessels have to be cast adrift so as to get the inner ship 
clear. Should any hitch occur, it interferes with the shipment of coal, and is a serious loss both to tlie Government and 
the colliery proprietors.

To expedite matters I would respectfully suggest that sections of a wharf he constructed as soon as possible on the 
east side of tho proposed basin, now being deepened, and marked red on attached plan. This would afford accommodation 
for a number of ships in ballast trim, or waiting their turn to load, and would relieve, to a great extent, the congested state 
of the ballast jetties.

In order to afford greater facilities for the discharging of ballast, I would also recommenjl that two jetties be 
constructed to the northward of Cullen's Wharf, marked blue on the plan. I need scarcely add that, with every prospect 
of increasing trade, the circumstances demand that every facility be given to the shipping that is commensurate with the 
importance of the port. I have, &c.,
The Royal Commission on Marine Board, Newcastle. HENRY NEWTON, ■

----------------- Harbour-master.
33. ,

Copies of Correspondence re Entrance Signals, Newcastle.
Chamber of Commerce, Xeiccaetle, 3 December, JS9G.

" I AM directed by my Committee to draw your attention to the fact that at the present time there arc no means by whicli 
vessels going to sea can ascertain whether there is any vessel about to enter the port, and, on the other hand, vessels 
approaching the port cannot ascertain whether any vessels are coming down the channel until they come in sight at the 
North Shore point. It is suggested that a system of signalling vessels about to enter the port, and also those proceeding 
down the channel to sea, from some prominent position would he of very groat convenience to the shipping, and give vessels 
timely notice of the approach of each other. 1 am directed to bring the matter before you for your favourable consideration,"

From the Local Marine Board, Clh January, .1397,
“By the direction of the local Marine Board, I have the honor of replying to your letter of the 3rd ultimo, re 

establishing a system of signalling vessels moving in and out of this port, and having referred the same to the Marine 
Board, now send you their minute thereon, viz. :—‘ That only useless expense and confusion would arise by any addition to 
the present excellent rules and regulations.' ” A deputation then waited upon tho Marine Board and fully explained the 
suggested systems, '

From the Chamber of Commerce, Sill February, 1S97.
“ In accordance with the request of your Board to the deputation from this Chamber, which waited on them on 

Wednesday last, I now have the honor to ask that you will again bring the matter of establishing a system of signalling 
vessels entering and leaving the port before the Sydney Marine Board. It was then conclusively shown how great frould 
be the benefit to the shipping. I enclose a diagram showing how this could he done either by the erection of a semaphore, 
at a nominal cost, as shown in sketch No. 1, or by a more elaborate system as per sketch No. 2.”

From the Marine Board, 11th February, 1S97.
“ By the direction of the local Marine Board, I have the honor of returning the attached diagram, &e., for fuller 

details of method of signalling, site, &c.::
From Chamber of Commerce, ZUnd February, 1S97,

“With further reference to my letter of Sth instant, and in addition thereto, as requested in your letter of 11th 
instant, I now give you some further particulars.

“Site.—It is suggested that a suitable position for (he erection of the signal would beat the north end of Flag-staff 
Hill, as it would stand clear of all other signals, and could be worked by the present signal staff.

“Gosh—The erect ion of a semaphore, as per sketch No. 1, of wooden material, say 15 feet in height, should not exceed 
£5 in cost, whereas the more elaborate system, as jier sketch No. 2, would probably involve an expenditure of £25.

“Owing to the erection of buildings at the Stockton point it is now impossible for a vessel going to sea to discern 
another vessel approaching the entrance until she is close to her.”

Fi-om Local Marine Board, Sih March, 1397.
“ By the direction of the local Marine Board, I have tho honor of replying to your letter of tlie 22nd ultimo, re the' 

establishing of a system of signalling vessels moving in aud out of the harbour, which lias again had the consideration of 
the Board, and who cannot recommend the adoption of sucli system.”

Fi-om Chamber of Commerce, 23rd March, 1S97.
“ I am directed by my Committee to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 5th instant, in reference to the establish

ment of a system of signalling vessels moving in and out of tlie harbour, and staling that your Board cannot recommend its 
adoption! *My Committee would be glad to learn the nature of tho objections to the proposal, as they believe that they 
will be able to satisfy tlie Board that the public interest will ho better served by the adoption of tlie proposed scheme than 
hy present arrangements.” From
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From Marine Board, 27th March, 1897*
■ ii *1^? t^c c^ref^on *OWLl Marine Hoard! have the horioij in reply to your letter of the 23rd instant, of informing 
you that after consideration the local Board regret they cannot accede to the request of your Chamber,”

■ 7The Under Secretary, Treasury, Gth April.
"I have the honor, by direction of my Committee, to hand you, for the consideration of the Honorable the Colonial 

Treasurer, copies of correspondence that lias taken place between the Newcastle Marine Board and this Chamber relative 
to the establishment of a system of signalling vessels going in and out of the harbour of the approach of each other, which 

l rny Board contend would be of great benefit to the shipping. They would ask your careful consideration of the matter,
, which would involve a nominal cost and cannot fail to relieve shipmasters of anxiety, the signal being intended to indicate 

whether the entrance channel is clear or not.” .

From The Under Secretary, Finance and Trade, BUt April, 1S97.
" reference to your letter of Gth instant, enclosing copies of correspondence that has taken place between the 

Iseweastle Marine Board and your Chamlicr, relative to the establishment of a system of signalling vessels going in and out 
of Newcastle Harbour of the approach of each other, I am directed by the Minister acting for the Colonial Treasurer to 
inform you that the Marine Board (Sydney), to whom such correspondence was referred, report as follows, viz.

^ ihe Marine Board concui’in the opinion expressed by the local Board, that only useless expense and confusion 
would arise by any addition to the present excellent rules and regulations for the guidance of vessels entering ami Icavimr 
Newcastle. o g

." Prc;se111 system of signalling was not introduced for the guidance of masters of vessels, who have quite enough 
p bTc ” navi^at*on resl)CC^ve craft without looking about for signals, but rather for information of the general

(

i

34.
^u’’ T t Chamber of Commerce, Newcastle, N.S.W., TO June, 1897.

reference to the matter of entrance signals, referred to by my Committee at an interview which took place 
when the Commissioners were in Newcastle, J am directed by my Committee to refer to the collision that recently occurred 
at the entrance to the harbour between the steamers <c Sbaftsbury” and "Pacific” as an instance showing the necessity for 
carrying out the system suggested.^ Had these vessels been made aware of the approach of each other in time to prevent 
their meeting in the channel a collision would undoubtedly have been averted. Only on Sunday last an intercolonial steamer, 
which was some distance astern of a vessel in tow of st tug entering the harbour, stopped until the ship had cleared the 
channel, thus showing that masters consider it unsafe for two vessels to be in the channel at one time. Shipmasters 
frequently say that they find it dillicult to pass another vessel at this point. It may be said that in the event of the 
Government deciding to inaugurate a system of signals they would he responsible for the mistakes of the officer in charge, 
but seeing that they arc not answerable for the actions of thoir pilots, they could hardly bo held responsible for the 
accuracy of the signals.

The sirdiing of the G-overnment steamer “Castor'* abreast of the lightship some vears ago made the navigation of the 
entrance a difficult and dangerous matter ; and should one of the vessels trading here lie sunk in the narrow channel, the 
result would-be that the whole trade of the port would be immediately stopped, entailing hardship and misen^ to the 
workers, particularly, that may be more easily imagined than described.

The Secretary, Public Service Board, Sydney.
I have. &c.,

ARTHUR BOCJvETT,
Secretary.

Acknowledge, and say the matter will receive the consideration of the Commission,—J.W. H. {per A.A.G.), 25/0197. 
oroK/Itd- '0/' 10 th? Soct'etary.t° the Royal Commission.—J.W. H., 25/0. A. T\ Basset Hull, Esq. B.C.,

Rpad- Copy evidence on signal system to be made for Commissioners, and model produced on Friday, 2nd 
July. Captain Hixson to bo summoned also for that day.—28th June, IS97. Captain Hixson.—A.E.B.H., 2S|G|97.

35. ■
Eeoji Log kept by the Pilot at the Richmond River—January, February, and March, 1897.

IsTanic of Vessel. Tonnage. Owner, Month.

S.S. “ Oakknds ”

S.S. “Wyoming”

S.S. “Augusta”.. 
S.S. “Eleetra” ..

S.S. “Tomki” ...

S.S. “Macleay”.......... .

S.S. “Coraki”...............
S.S. “ Wyralla”...........
“ Prosperity," schooner,

“ Western Star,” schooner

“ Liffey,” schooner.

“ Monarch,” schooner

“ Garfield,” schooner, 

“Elizabeth Allen”...,

228

175

122
210

376

291

198
200
125

124:

102

132

84

105

Yeager

> )

Tulloch .....................
North Coast S.N. Co,

■

It

tJ
tl

Corrigan

>)

>7

Heesch

Bills ., 

Hogan

January .........
February .........

■ March .............
January .........
February.........
March .............
February .........
January .........
February .........
March .............
January .........
February .........
March .......... .
January ...... .
February .........
March .............
February .........
March .............
January .........
February.........
March .............
January ..........
February.........
March ..............
January ..........
February ..........
March ..............
January ..........
February ..........
March ..............
February..... .
March ..............
January ..... .....
February ..........
March ..............

Arrivals. Departures.

4, 11, 18, 25 2, 5, 13,21, 27
1, 8, 15, 22 3, 10, 17, 24
1, 8, 35, 22, 29 3,10,17,24,31
14, 25 9, 17
<r, 18 I, 11, 21
13, 26 19, 30
1 2
7, 13, 21 9, 16, 23
3 6
14, 25 17, 27
4, 11, 17, 25 5, 13, 21, 27
1, 11, 18, 24 3, 14, 20, 27

8, 16, 24, 314, 13, 22, 29
4, 28 5
15, 22, 28 1, 17, 24
S, IS 10, 20
S 11
17 10
25 2

2
14 31
24 23
19 2, 25
15 23
IS 22
23 28
14 21
7
1 14
3 14
26

4
7
1, 27 7
25 8

1
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36.

Loo of Pilot-steamer " Captain Cook’! for Ilia Month of March) 1897.

1
Signalled. j Returned to 

Moorings. Inward Ship. Outw&rd,

1. 7 ‘20 a. in, ....... 8 30 a. m.......... "Cape Clear.”
r> " City Dundee ”.................. Took off pilot.

“Magie”..............................
“ Alcinous”..........................
Sliip .....................................

4. 3‘10 p.m......... 4'10 p.m.......... “ Bellambie.”
9-13 p.m......... 120 p.m.......... “C. C. Funk.”

5. 2‘0 a.m......... 3*0 a.m.......... “ Combermere.”
5-40 a. in......... 6'0 a, in.......... "Neolli.”

0. 4'40 a.m......... 6*15 a.m......... “ Australion.''
" Bellamhie”...................... ?>

7'5 p.m...... . 80 p.m......... "Pirate.”
" Meg Merrilies ” ............... 1*

No call...........*
8. 4'10 a.m........ 5-15 a.m......... " Indian Empire,”

l-52 p.m......... 4*15 p.m.......... “ Barbarossa.” ,
9. 8’56 a.m......... 11*10 a.m.......... "General Gordon.”

7 20 p.m......... 8'30 p.m.......... " River Falloch.”
No call.

Ship ..................................... Took off pilot.
"Tanais” .......................... J)

12, 7'30 a.m......... 8'2o a.m. ..... Ship.
1‘50 p.m......... 3'15 p.m.......... >J No call.

14. 1'26 a.m......... 2'20 a.m........... Ship.

16. 9'35 a.m......... 10'15 a.m........... Ship.
3A p.m......... 3'52 p.m......... “ Australien.’*

17. 7'3S p.m......... 8'55 p.m.......... Ship.
IS. P37 a.m......... 3'20 a.m..........

5'35 a.m......... 6'40 a.m........... 3 1 •
9'48 a.m......... 10'3fi a.m.......... J»
7'0 p.m......... 8'15 p.m.......... J1 » •

19. 2'40 a.m......... 3'10 a.m.......... “ Albatross.”
S'57 p.m......... 9'30 p.m......... “Cosby.”

No call.
21. 9'0 a.m......... 9'50 a.m......... 14 Stnithdon.!:

1‘57 p.m......... 2'55 p.m.......... “ Thornley,1'
AZ. .. ■.- .t.
23. 8'49 a.m........ 9'50 a.m......... Ship.

“John Williams”.............. Took off pilot.
* " Ija Perousc.”

24.............. 7..... iFire at Dawes Point—services not renuired.)
25. 7'35 a.m........ 8'12 a.m......... “ Saint Pierre.”

3 43 p.m........ 4'55 p.m......... Ship.
26. 7'50 a.m........ 8'52 a.m.........

Ship .................................... Took off pilot.

ZiO. O ■■■»*
3'20 p.m........ 4 12 p.m......... Ship.

10'40 p.m........ . 11'20 p.m. ..... ,

29. Noon ............. . 1'15 p.m......... “Alameda,53 and towed “Lilian, s.s., off bow and rigs.
30. 11‘27 p.m........ . 12'45 p.m......... , "Brand.”
31. 7'40 p.m........ . 9-40 p.m........ . Ship.

" Brand”............................ Took off pilot.

37.

A Retobn showing the mimher of Vessels reported Inward, and cleared Outward daring the Year 1896, attended by Sea 
' 3 Pilots, and charged the usual Pilotage Rates for such service.

Port, No. of Vessels. Inward, Outward,

Sydney ......................................................... 629 336 290

847 445 402
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38.

Returx of Steamers subsidised by the Marino Board, showing Tonnage, nominal Horse-power, when built, Owner,
Location, Subsidy, ami period of Contract.

Name.

Registered
Tonnage*

V
« 2 When built.^ c

Gross. Net. S w

1. “Mnrinn Mny- 
field,”

dV/tfo 23 Aug., 1883

2, '‘Volunteer” ... 6JT’Jb «tWj 30 1888.

3. “ Thisilo”........... G3T’r'u 43-iVa 24 Oct., 1892

4. ” John Collan"... fiiAV 26 Oet., 1889

0. “Terranora”...... SOA’ii 25 189 S.

G. " Protector”....... lf'8lltro 65 June, 1884

7. ” Unique”.......... 25 April, 1887

S. “Alert”.............. ^ 8tVtt 20 Jan., 1882

9. “Conqueror” ... MA’o 35 Oct., 1893

10. “Carbine" ...... 25 April, 1889

Owner’s Name, [Where located.
-a
m
'rt
c

E §
o ^ 
■86 
n to

k

!?

ll£.5 ft

£

John W right and Thomas Miles Cape Hawke...... 400

Francis Buctle, Frederick John 
Gibbins, and John Paul.

NaiubuocB and
ftlacleay Rivers,

564

PortMacquarie...

Manning River...

Tweed River......

348 .

400 03
£-

Alfred Langley and Robert 
Henry Langley,

849
a>oorH
tT4>

CJA

Xo
Richmond River 1,770 <5 C>

o a
George do Fraine, Joseph Laurie, 

William Gill, "William Mas- 
well, Alexander Thomson, 
Hannah Charlotte Isabella de 
Fraine.

Camden Haven... 231 tAlrH
aou

"in
■Bao
£
.a

Bellinger River-

Clarence River...

732

750

John James AmesejSsmuclStuart 
Amess, and William Amess.

Wollongong...... 336

£ 6,383

39.

Return of the Amount of Subsidies paid for Steam-tug Services at—

Station. 1S80. 18S7. issa 15S!>, jm 1S9J. 1332. 1393. 1394. ISM. IBW.

£ £ £ £ £ £ * £ £ £ £
Cape Hawke................................. GG0 600 510 480 4S0 4S0 480 480 480 480 460
N ambucca and Macleay.............. 827 827 702 600 660 660 600 660 660 660 636
Port Macquarie .......................... 828 82S 711 672 672 672 672 672 672 672 501
Manning River............................ 600 600 450 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400
Tweed and Brunswick .............. 1,740 1,740 1,182 996 996 990 996 906 996 996 960
Richmond River......................... 2,220 2,220 1,950 ],SC0 1,800 1,860 1,860 1,860 1,800 IjtSb’G J ,iSdfi
Camden Haven.............................. 672 672 578 546 546 546 546 546 546 546 468
Bellinger River .......................... 900 996 811 750 760 750 750 750 750 750 746
Clarence River.,........................... ... ... 680 SJ6 816 816 816 799
Wollongong .................................. 996 996 C24 500 m 000 500 500 500 500 459

Totals ..........................£ 9,479 9,479 7,518 6,864 6,804 7,544 7,680 7,680 7,680 7,680 7,357

K.K.—Total amount paid under present contract, let October, 1890, XiViSo. Sec return.

40.

Return of Vessels having entered tiro undermentioned Ports during the year 1890.

Ports- Regular Coasting 
Steamers.

Ordinary Sailing 
Vessels. Total.

Twofold Ray................................................. 182 16 198
213 213

JShoalhnven ................................................. 214 6 220
Wollongong ........ *............. *....................... 480 107 587
Lake Macquarie ............................... ......... 13 168 181
Cape Hawke.......... ..................................... . 02 188 2;>0
Manning River............................................ 74 45 119
Camden Haven .......... *............................. 37 172 209
Port Macquarie ......................................... 118 187 305
Macleav River....... ............................... . 124 50 174
Nambncea River ...................................... 69 98 167
Bellinger River .......................................... 8+ 17 101
Clarence River............................................. 109 28 197
Richmond River.......................................... 218 37 255
Tweed River .............................................. 07 41 108

2,124 1,160 3,284

253—T

<
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■ 41.
Sirj i Engineer Surveyor's Office, 19 May, 189".

In accordance with instructions, I have the honor to submit the following relating to the subsidised tug steamers 
on the New South \\ ales rivers, &c. Under the present arrangement we subsidise ten steamers, and to construct an 
entirely new plant the approiimate cost would be £7,000 for “Richmond” and £9,500 for each of the others. It will also 
be necessary to provide at least two spare boats in case of loss, repairs, or accidents. This would represent a total capital 
of £34,500. i r

At present we pay a total subsidy of £0,383, and although this represents a capital of nearly £128,000 at 5 per cent., 
still it will be seen by referring to attached sheets giving approximate cost of wages, maintenance, &c., that financially 
there is a comparatively small balance for contractors. The bgures given are correct—that is, as nearly as can be ascer
tained. Have only taken one of the small steamers, as the average expenses of the others are practically the same.

•I have, &-c.,
Captain Lindeman, Secretary. WM. CRUICKSHANK.

Approximate Monthly Expenses of the P.S. “ Protector.”
Carries five hands, as follows :—

One master, at £18 per month ........................................................................................ £1S
One engineer, at £16 per mouth ,...,.............................................................................. 16
Two firemen, at £10 per month .................................................................................... 20
One deck hand, at £10 per mouth ............................................................................... 10

£64

£24
10 

7 
2

00 
30 
18

£141
£64
l+l

£205 - Total expense per month. 
12

£2,460 = Total expense per year.

£1,770
800

£2,5/0 = Total income, 
2,460 Total expense.

£110 = Balance,

Approximate Monthly Expenses of the S.S. “Volunteer.”
Carries three hands, as follows :—

One master, at £10 per month ........................................................................
One engineer, at £10 per month .....................................................................
One fireman (boy), at £6 per month.................................................................

Total for wages..................................................................... £26

£10
10

6

Subsidy
Average towages

iotal monthly wages .........
,, maintenance

Total for wages......................

Monthly maintenance '
Coal consumed per month—about 32 tons, at 15s. per ton
Stores, packing, oil, paints, ropes, &c...................................
Tow-ropes—3 per year, at £25 each......................................
Bonus to crew, in addition to wages ..................................
Twelve per cent, insurance on £4,200..................................
Repairs to hull, machinery, docking, &c..............................
Hive per cent, depreciation on £4,200...................................

Monthly maintenance:—
- 20 tons of coal per month, at 10s........................................... .............................. ........... £10

Stores, packing, oil, paints, ropes, &c....................... ........ ............................................ 5
Tow-ropes—3 per year, at £25 ........................................................................................ 7
Ten per cent, insurance on £1,680 ................................................................................ 14
Repairs to hull and machinery, docking, &c.................................................................. 10
Five per cent, depreciation on £1,680............................................................................. 7
Five per cent, to crew on towages—£700 per annum—in addition to wages..........  3

£56
Wages, per month ................................................. £26
Maintenance, per month................................ ........ 56

£82 = Total expense per month, 
12

£984 - Total expense per year.

Subsidy ................................... ................................. £564
Average towages .. ................ ................................. 700

£1,264 i= Total income per annum. 
984 = Total expense „

£280 = Balance.

Forwarded for the information of the Royal Commission. The Marine Board is of opinion that Mr. Cruickshank 
has altogether underrated the cost of this service. If the Government provide tugs the inhabitants of the different districts 
would insist on having much better boats than those supplied by the present contractors, and the people of the Clarence 
and other large rivers would never icst content with a less powerful vessel than that at the Riehmoml. Two spare boats— 
and they would have to be supplied with crews—would not be sufficient to meet the casualties and wear and tear of so 
dangerous a service on a coast, line of over 400 miles.—Geo, S. Lixeeman, 21/5/97.
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42.To the Honorable John See, Sydney.
'DearSMr ait„ . . , „ . S.S. “ Coraki,” 14 May, 1897.

1 iwo. rn ot f ViTV0’1 rc<J1,oat? mc to report on the pilot and tng service of tlie northern rivers, ami forward report to vou.
m Lift to h^ownr n!v riy SP'"1011' h! pllof ?Usht: J0 h!;yc ful1 cllarSc of the tug-Eteamor, and that the northern river tugs 

L • ‘ t le Goveninleat..fnA ^ made self-supporting; there would then be an efficient service. At present 
the pilots on the n vers have no responsibility whatever. We can never get a direct answer from scarcely any of them with 
regard to the state or depth of water on the bars, especially on the Maiming y y
They often'do'noVspcak to each othc^foL weekf tUS'maSter al'e VariM1Ca’ ^ CaCh ^P0”8 t0 W°rk a^at «hcr.

bar in ^ei'r n^l J1116 faTE ^ fi,ldillS n ^anncl, the pilot and his boat's crew are useless. They never go over a
Si! 0 bo!lt ^ a channel, no matter how smooth the sea. (This applies to the Manuimr ) b

in or croes mir^TW ■°lmd|d ist f° rthe P-ilott to.g0Iot,t,i!1 ^ tll»T-b<mt a few milultes before a vessel either comes
lefiLe6 » ohannol l yi • 1 -m and out a few minutes before high-water. It is impossible to get true soundings or to

Smooth on the S°f ^ ""V -"{J?"®- They wont to avail themselves of every opportunity when tEe sea is
mofe t mu can he hehld "yTf ’» “f"4'® «“» t0 the pdots, they say, “ Oh ! wo do not want to trouble the tug no
S he t bum n- no 1 r C clreui,nata^ Ia mentioned to the master of the tug, he growls and makes a complaint
win ™ am sm n f T m h E hls.?1;vlior a.c]0alfi to,no or Vantage to the tug. There arc none of the tug-mLters

pcssibiy aveid it, uule^ss their tow-rope is taken by the ship, and they are sure of a tow.
^nundwfivoi pe0lany ®,lclllI1?n1f ft,ud M.atmmg tugs; and it is quite necessary that the Manning bar should be
sounded ev ei y possible chance, especially for tins past three months. 6
this ne(?0''TTCnt’ and cbargo of the pilot and his crew, and he being held responsible,
LL bSa,^ 10 S,V° C°rreCt dcpU,S' aQd bc 01lt at *n tilnca - ™thcr, finding

was down aJltlfm ‘'hf-2ud of,APril> the tng-stcamer broke the main steam-pipe, and became disabled in consequence. I 
wMef oL the baL P’ Y S° ’ lad t0 g° back tu C°Vaki discbarge seme cargo, there being the bare

word tlfe tu'L tUg Pn°SiftiVeIy inf1ormcd 1116 be would be ready the following morning. Late the same night I got
«.e Lr .t^So t fG ' m y ^' a3 tbe ^“bmery had to be sent to Sydney. I wired him to try and procure 
annea e o ha e voe“ IT ^ 1 fi®*-™ b«was not jn<tifi/d in going to that expense. The pilot
tEJEX1 t 1 * !n thne matter; After sp^d'ng a Jot of money in wires, I had eventually to wire Captain
w Lh to noffitlv?- if°fc i.C1, 0W-n’ S°Lthat 1 u0",d S° out alld sound iu ber, which am did. A¥hat I 

• ft ,tb u.: tu';?b'e’nnntbs previous the same thing happened to the tug, and I had to take advantage of a
the ti LSthP™° L* a‘U a wgih P oil', or else I should have been delayed several days. Had the pilot sole charge of
miirdff *+1 J? “0'do!VbtbVt lvhat he would have had a spare steam-pipe on board, which the tug has since got. In my 
mL tei to It fnv ogf th haYef!U1 th° tu£’ as ^eir situations now are only sinecures It is even a difficult
what Infw ‘i, ‘ l ■ h VP tho,",vera t0 replace beacons or buoys that have shifted or got out of place. I do not see 
Let the sffin it ’thfrW 'ITT Wben0YCI: a '’easel gets stranded the tug lias to bo employed to run the anchors out to 
wUn a vL^fns ‘t ,nC itUS TPS !13 )CSt hat,vost- Tilia ought not to be, especially at bar-harbours.
eL™ of fl Etranded ^bo, tu£ o“ght to render all assistance free. If the tugs were owned by the Government and in 
charge of the pilot, ho would be compelled to render all the help he could for his own credit’s sake
mo m, ,J?wyn°tt,he P,l0tS’ Cre!'l'SOn tho.no.rthcrtl riv«rs, there are some of the men in the boats that have no idea how to 
L" " J 0ut’ 0r eIven t0 Pul1 ,an oar ],i broken water when they are wanted in cases of emergency, such as stranding &crumdn/o, lWIPttn- ,othcr1s arc l“,!evs* alld aome have been firemen. These men are useless when it comes to
miming out ropes and laying out anchors; all has to bo done by the tug-boat's caw
his crewfc^n^nflf tilne tiT? mring t0 the Jlaclea-? Kivel'aad »«"e tbe new entrance, I never once saw the pilot or that ehimel gTW- f 1 f bar beac0113 e Put 1,1 FS!tl°u by Captain Terguson. The pilot was always against using
W i ly* IT1 C011ld f001111* Tr 'vas. I16 "’aB “fraid of his station being shifted from the old to the new
bar, and that would not suit him as he has a selection close to where he now lives
mt °f thv noi:thP1rn r?vors* T consider, are placed there more to prevent accidents than to pilot vessels in or
hw to (^t0rSttt;radlnS mC rlV,e,,S cxeraPJ;> and should a pilot bo wanted the tug is again calledm requisition and

ff, f-the y?*1’ ^ p,l0t being unab,e to g0 oul without he goes in the tug, * If the pilot was placed in a
ThefTlwlvl^51*1011 Wltb le£frd t0t tha,tuS tiJcre would be less nocidents, and fewer strandings than at present as it is now.
1 hey always have a saving clause for themselves.

In iny opinion there ought to be a head pilot or an inspector—one that has been used to bar-harbours—to co at times 
areo relTr t0 "V*** T™ ^ d® and ‘hat they keep the beacons and buoys ffi thdr proper plac«

LpL oftoo fnf f ‘T8! w" a chann,cI.18 7' the shift that the beacons and buoys require shifting from day today, but they
Tmtrc toVgZi t so toromo?1"11 ab°Ufc ^ 60 theni ^ eXpknati011 they gh'e ^ » - - **&* tb- - the?

Another little matter 1 beg to draw your attention to, and that is, therenre someof the tugs not insured. Sometimes 
iL not 8h'lli0W’tlle tug-boat master refuses to go out to try and find a channel; thejfsimply tell the pilot there
is not Biifficicnt water for them to go out, and the pilot does not seem to have the power to compel them to try.

lhat I consider another reason why the pilot should have sole charge, and the tugs owned by the Government.
I remain, &c.,

----------- S. BOULDEH.
Bear Sir, , „ Tb? No,'tb Coaat Stca,n Navigation Company (Limited), 12 May, 1897. .

l,cr„i i * Y'ew °£ tbe slttluS of/be Koyal Commission at the present time to inquire into the tug and pilot services, I 
hereby beg to express my opinion, from my experience of ttie working of the northern rivers for the last twenty years. 
h<Ow ^ al"i t 0p‘"10n £lla* tJle J11® alld Pllo!; service should he one and the same, as it would do away with all friction 
between pilot and tug-boat master that so often exists. I have known the pilot wish to sound the bar and the tug master 

tbetug' 1 g0t "7 shlP aSrc,and 011 the Manning crossing on one occasion, with the tug-boat 
htoa Which wL!r tol0eto"’ilV1In n« 0 m "'7’ ^ nlllStC[ ^ tbc tug wavinff mc anther, lmd uo buoys to give me any help or 
Larne L t thP li -yh 1 %• 0u th0i 1}lvor- 'vhen a ll!g "'11S stationed there, things were the same, and it is much the

ii i U*1 ElVt'i' !!nd 135 bceU for 301110 yeal's PasL At Port Macquarie things are better than I have ever
Wain ]3aildi tl:a says, “I want the tug, say, C a.m. to-merrow, to 

sound the bat and then goes out and sounds the bar and sets his beacons accordingly. This is the only instance that I
sm ml the hL° tW? 8erV!Cm 'V01'kl!'g aln’cabiy together. I have known the tug-boat master to say he refused the pilot to'
sefund the bar ns he would not risk his boat, the said boat not being insured. p
nnrl l£ ,tJ'e.s,?V',ices'Pilot aild tlla amalgamated, it would do away with all this friction, and the pilot
ennwmm "1ould carl! lbclr 1]'’,nS from tuff {e:f- I tlo not consider that the pilots and crows have half enough to do; 
consequently in such a small community, with divided authority, there is sure to be friction

i fU 1,1 ,dB0 reeomiuend that a competent man be appointed to travel on the coastal steamers to inspect all bars, 
thoroughly ” ft"d bcaC0"S’ b°th l'*ver anJ crossmg channels, to go without notice to any of the rivers, and inspect

starbeif and Hf0mmndilth;lVheibry3"r,,1 ?10 bcat!S °f a11 0ur rive!’s sho,dd of different shape, the port from 
an l' d ‘ ^ ilf" bo distinguished from each other m fog or hazy weather, and that, ns wo ire working nearly

1 1 1 i a- ’ -n Tlg^ t!lCre ”ot be!?g CI,0U?11 'vatcr h' the day, I should recommend that the buoys near the 
f Wr1 J Iuml!!0113 P-alllt' 0110 W0l'd IIlnl'c : 1 do not think it fair that when a tug is employed by the 

^7’ that! ! lU steal?lor gets stuck on a crossing and is paying the usual rates, that the tug master should charge
extra fm running out an anelior. I have been charged extra both on the Kiehmond and Manning, °
niln+R tlironrrh i'I liejf you to understand that i have not said anything hero in regard to any of the tug masters or
pito,s through personal animus, but have stated what is strictly corrccf. °

Mr. Cooke, Secretary North Coast S.N. Co,
Remaining, &c,,

KBWAHD BARBELL,
Master, s.s. “Elcctra.1

The
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Be Tug Boats on Northern Rivers.

r Ponkr Kso Secrctarv. The North Coast Steam Navigation Company (Limited), .....................
r“ Beir Sir?'’ J Head Office, 3, Sussex-street North, Sydney, 11th May, 18(37.

1 venture to offer an opinion, bused on over twenty years’ experience trading to the northern rivers, that a Govern
ment steam-tug, manned by the pilot and his crew, would be very much more satisfactory than the BCrvieo which operates 
at the present time, and would, no doubt, result in a large saving of expenditure to the Government of the Colony; 
inasmuch that the pilot would do all the towing nedessary and, to a certain extent, must undertake the responsibility ot a 
vessel going ashore whilst being towed in. The conditions which we lalwur under at present, do not place the master of a 
vessel m a good position, for should his vessel by chance loose the power of the tow-boat and drift ashore, he (the master) 
is held responsible, the owner of the tug escaping scot free There is no doubt m my mind that should the existing service 
of subsidised tugs he dispensed with, and the acknowledged good services of the pilots and crews replace them, «hot the 
change would not alone he a vast improvement on the present order of things hut the saving to the Government would be
well worth consideration. . iavCl jjoRATIO WOOL,

Master, s.s. “Australian.”

Be Tug and Pilot Service.

R. Cooke, Esq. 
Rear Sir, The North Coast Steam Navigation Company (Limited), May 14th, 1S07.

Thee to state that in no instance have I found the present system to work satisfactorily; there is always ncertain 
amount of bad Teeling between the two services. On one occasion I arrived off a bar. Another steamer was standing off, 
and on flyinga signal for the tug the tug came out with the pilot on hoard. The pilot hailed me, gave me the depth water 
and Erections for inside channolb I therefore steamed in and the tug lost a towage. Th.s is the sort of thing that causes 
enmity between the two, and it is certainly against the best interests of tlic shipping that it should exist 

*"r _x_____i.. 4«fT mirthf. t.rt Ytf» »n t.hr* hands of the mlot. and if anv fees «

would naturally try to make as mucu as ne coum ior ms mj**™ , —- ---- - o — a
her tow-line to the steamer. All that is required is for the tug to go ahead and point out the host water and leave the 
steamer to follow. At present, to do that would cost the steamer a towage; and if the pilot was allowed to charge, it is 
only to he expected that the man that gave him most towages would get most attention. ^

’ W.’ 15. NELSON,
. << W__ 11^1, !»

43.

Steam Toe Servick.
Cosditioss of Contract referred to in Treasury Notice of the 7th April, 1806, calling for tenders for the supply and 

* maintenance of a steam tug.
(L.) The tug is to he available for towing vessels in and out of the place tendered for.
(2.) The tug is not to leave its station at any time without the sanction of the Marine Board; and is to endeavour to

be in the vicinity of the station when vessels are there ready for sea. ,0 ^
(3 ) Priority of service is to he given to the vessel being then ready for sea, and first notifying to the master of the tue 

the want of such service, except in the ease of a vessel in actual danger, when assistance is to be promptly rendered.
(4.) Should the tug at any time, or for any reason, be absent from her station without authority, or he incapacitated 

from performing her duty, the subsidy for the period of such absence or incapacity shall not be paid, unless the contractor 
shall substitute an approved steamer for the service during such absence, . . . ,

(u ) The ordinary rate for towing in or out, chargeable for the use of the tug, is not to exceed 4d. per registered 
ton, with a minimum of Tl 10s. In the event of cargo being taken to and from vessels, u rate not exceeding 2s. fid. per

ton may ^ ^ event of dispute arising, by reason of special services having been rendered by the tug to stranded 
vessels^ or to vessels otherwise in distress, the matter is to bo settled by arbitration, without litigation by the tug owner 
aud the owner of the distressed vessel appointing arbitrators in the usual way, and calling in an umpire if necessary. The 
nartv decided against to pay the costs of tbc arbitration. - c . ■
P 171 The master of the tu<r will be required to take the pilot off (weather permitting) do any vessel signalling for his 
services in the offing. He will also be expected to render any assistance—such as sounding the bar, moving buoys, or 
otherwise aiding iu the safe navigation of the port, &c as may be required of him by the pilot. rwmmenl to

(S.) The service may he terminated by six mouths notice on either side, subject to the light of the Goveinment to
cancel on breach of any of the conditions, ................... , „

(9.) All conditions being observed, the subsidy will he paid monthly at ffie treasury.
The Treasury, New South Wales, 7th April, JS%.

44.

“ Richmond River Times,” 20 May, 1S97.
. The Richmond River Tug.

Tun tuv “Protector” arrived off the bar on Tuesday night, having left Sydney on Sunday. Captain J. Lewis resolved to
brine the vessel into the river instead of standing off till daylight, and in spite of the fact that the night was dark, the
moon not having arisen, succeeded in doing so, crossing in about seven o'clock. To look at the vessel aa she lays at the
wharf a superficial observer would scarcely comprehend the extent of repairs and improvements that have been made
during the recent visit to Sydney. The hull, in the hands of Mr. R. Drake, of Balmain, was stripped and newly planked
and caulked. A new kelson was also put in, new boiler beds, new stringer pieces, with diagonal stays between, 37 feet ot
new keel new combings, and finallv the hull was remetallcd all through, making the vessel far stronger than she has ever ,
been before. The machinery, in the hands of Mr. W. Grant, of Pyrmont, has received the best attention. The boilers
were lifted out, patches renewed, new smoke boxes provided, also new boiler beds and pistons, .the condensor tubes were
thoroughly cleaned, paddles rehushed, and machinery relined, consequently the whole may now he truthfully said to be in
first-class order. The management of repairs to machinery was in the hands of Mr. Andrew Fenwick, while Captain J. Lewis,
in conjunction with Captain J. Banks, supervised the repairs to the hull. Great credit is due to Captain Lewis for the
expedient way he hud the work carried out, and singular to say, his ideas of strengthening the hull were exactly the same
as those of Captain J. Banks and Mr. Drake, ho having taken the necessary timber with him to put those ideas into
execution Regardin'' the cost of repairs, which are the result of the work on the bar, Mr. A. veil wick quite agrees with
a par in a recent ifv9ue°of the Times in which it was stated that the tug service is not all “ beer and skittles.' ihe work
of renovation was completed on Saturday last and a trial spin made in the afternoon, when, beyond the usual stiffness
consequent upon so thorough an overhaul, everything proved satisfactory. The trip up the coast was a fine one, and no
hurry was made, Captain Lewis wisely opining that new hearings, Ac., would best get into order by steady work.

45.
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45.
Minute Papke.

SubjectCombining duties of Dredge Service Tugs and Pilot Tugs.
Department of Public Works, Etigmeer-m-CbiePa Office, Sydney, 23 Juno, 1S97. 

IjAPTAin’ lire son asked me if I could say, in the absence of Mr. Darley, whether it would be practicable and advantageous 
to the 1 Hbhc Service to arrange for the towing work at the bars of the different ports to be performed by the tugs attached 
to the dredges, instead of, as now, by chartered steamers. In my opinion the dual service would not be workable, and iu 
proot of tins I will briefly state how tlie dredging is carried on at the di fferent rivers.

Tweed Heads.—Dredging by sand-pump ; no tug required.
on t Ricl!mo"d Meads. Dredging by sand-pump ; no tug required. A tug is used by Mr. Keele for towing punffwith 
^l)-ton blocks from tbe quarry 20 miles away to Ballma, but tlie vessel could not be spared for an hour on account of so 
many men being dependent upon the regularity of the tug.

Clarence Heads.—The improvement to the bar and crossing by training walls has rendered dredging at thc'Heads 
unnecessary, rihe dredge is employed from 10 to JO miles away, and the tug attached is a small launch worked bv one 
man, and arrangements arc in progress for employing a pump so aa to dispense with the tug.

Bellinger Heads.—Sand-pump employed ; no tug.
Nambucca Heads.—Sand-pump employed ; no tug. „
Macleay Heads,—Sand-pump employed ; no tug. A ladder-dredge with a small tug may bo commissioned for work 

near Kempsey, 28 miles from Heads,
Port Macquarie.—Sand-pump nearly completed ; no tug required,

Camden Haven,—Sand-pump working; no tug.
Manning Kiver. -—Dredge with tug generally working many miles from Heads; tug cannot be spared.
Oape Hawke,—Band-pump ; no tug.
Port Stephens.—Sand-pump ; no tug.
Wollongong.—Kb dredge stationed here.
I should have stated that two small launches are used by Mr. Blomfiold at tbe Clarence Heads training walls but as 

they will not be required when the work is finished it would not be advisable to calculate upon them for bar work • 
besides, they arc unsuitable for sea towing. ’

----------------------- A. B. FOETUS.

46.
Minute PArEE.

Subject .'—Tugs for Bar Harbours,
Department of Public Works, Eugineerdn-Chief’s Office, Sydney, 9 July, 1897. 

The Euginccr-in-Chief for Public Works to The Chairman of the Royal Commission on the Marine Board. 
boRVv'APjiKD for the information of the Royal Commission on Marine Board.

} tllink J)1r- Portus’ minute contains the information asked for. I have prepared a schedule showing in detail the 
lTV’ rorkmS exl*™os and maintenance of each class of boat. From the experience gained with onr own 

tug boats, 1 find it costs on an average, taking one year with another, ]ust about 10 per cent, of the original cost of each 
boiit to mamtam it. 1 his, of course, includes repairs, painting, docking, and keeping everything up to a high state of 
efficiency, so that,, after a number of years, most of our boats are, for all practical purposes, as good as new S
smaller lmte,TXd Class B e °laSS ^ b°at8 be ,leccEsarir> which lnW be Class A, and nine of the 

rlhe two Class A boats to be stationed at the Richmond and Clarence Rivers, and when one of them mav be in need 
boat aXChe Richmond11'1 ^ rC leVed hy sending a Class B boat to tile Clarence, but always keeping a Class A

The Class B boats arc required as follows :—
Tweed..............
Bellinger '] 
Kambucca [- ... 
Macleay J 
Port Macquarie . 
Camden Haven

Manning..............
Cape Hawke .......
Wollongong ..... 
Spare relief boats

rhebnatstationod atClarencc River should act as tender, supplying stores to Solitary Island Lighthouse haviim 
more time to spare than the Macleay boat, aud the Clarence being a safer and more convenient port to ueinl stores to. 6 
• . iVV'V5 ®Pocml \ttcntl011 to Mr. Portus’observations about the eight-hour system. It is obvious that if this service
is established, it must be under special regulations, apart from any other branch of the Public Service

irotXil,0att-0ra'Va,may ?aVe 1?^.ll0urs continuous work occasionally to suit the tides, hut, on the other hand 
they v ill, at othei times, have days of idleness when the bar is too rough to work, or no vessels approaching. ’

C.' DARLEY.

I concur general!;' u ith Mr. Darley, except that I think tlie boats are unnecessarily heavily manned 
out that as the master of the boat would be tbe pilot, the whole cost of the existing pilot services at those
SStvetl*—Jy,!!,,

I would point 
those ports would be

ScuEDum: of probable cost and annual expenses connected with Tug-boats for Pilot Service, 
Class A.

Estimated cost ......................................................... 3 200

Crew— .
Master, at filC per month .............................. 190
Engineer, at £ 10 per month .......................... jss
Firemen, at £11 per month.............................. 132
Seaman, at £9 10s. per month ...................... )]4

foal (say 1H tons per month), at 13s. = £11 14s! 140
•Stores (say)................................................................. <^3
Maintenance, including wear and tear, at 10 per

cent, on cost of boat............................................. 320

Claw B.

Estimated cost ......................................................... 2,300

Crew—
Master, at £14 per month .............................. jgg
Engineer, at £14 per month ....................... . igg
Piremeu, at £7 10s. per month*...................... })0
Boy, at £5 10s. per month .............................. eg

Coal (say 10 tons), at 14s. = £7 ... 54
Stores (say)........................................................00
Maintenance, at 10 per cent, on cost .................. 230

Write off capital value of lioat (say, 5 per cent, per 
annum) ............................................................

1,160

ICO
M rite off capital value of boat (say 5 per cent, per 

annum) .............................................................
866

115

Interest, at 3 per cent.

£1,325

90
£9SL

Interest, at 3 per cent............................................. 59
* On some Of the fivers thr lircincn might be dispensed witli-work to bo divided bohvce.n the engineer and a smart lad.

C. DARLEY,
----------- 0/7/97.

Minute
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Minute Papeb.
Subject:—Tugs for Bar Harbours.

Department of Public Works, Kiiginmer-in-Chiefs Office, Sydney, 9 July, 1S97. _ 
Fiest-class Tugs,—A suitable tug for the Clarence and Richmond would cost, new, aliout £3,200. Dimensions, alxmfc So 
to 90 ft x 19 ft 0 in., with 7 ft. draught. Engines, 13 in. and 20 in.; steam, 120 ib. The crew to consist of Master, at 
£16 ner month ; engineer, £16 ; fireman, £11 ; seaman, £9 10s. ; but it should be clearly understood that no eight-hour 
system should apply to this service. The wages named arc higher than those paid by owners of tugs now performing thesystem
service.For the other rivers the class of tug should be a vessel SO x 174, with 6 ft- draught, or for very shallow bars, o ft. 
Entrines 11 and 22, with 120 lb. steam. Estimated cost, new, £2,300. CrewMaster and engineer, £14 per month ; 
fireman’£7 10s ■ seaman. £5 10s. Conditions of work same as stated above. Crews to find themselves with provisions. 
The cost for coal, stores, repairs, might lie put down at £500 per year for the large tugs, and £400 for tlie small ones. 

Depreciation, 9 per cent, per annum. R PORTUS

47.
Return showing amounts paid by the North Coast Steam Navigation Company (Limited) for Towage at the Northern Rivers.

Half-year—
30th December, 1891 . 

Year ending—
31st December, 1892 . 
31st December, 1893 . 
31st December, 1894 . 
31st December, 1895 . 
31st December, 1896 .

Kiehmond. Kambucca, Bellinger. Maiming.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
£riu n n ?7 n n

67 8 0 0 21 0 0 IS 0 0
417 0 0 74 0 0 31 0 0 199 0 0
111 0 0 69 0 0 47 0 0 122 0 0
296 0 0 61 0 0 58 fl O 161 0 0

1,025 0 0 128 0 0 82 0 0 86 0 0

48.
Communication from Mr. Alfred Langley in connection with his Evidence.

In my opinion it would be sufficieut if the Marine Board were to issue iustructions to the masters of all the tugs that 
thev must tow vessels of a night when there is sufficient water and favourable weather, and also instruction to all the pilots 
that thev must render all assistance possible with their crews, by putting up leading lights of a night and in any other 
way. Some of the pilots and captains of tugs do this now, but others, 1 believe, decline to do so.

J ALHivlijD JjA^i 1 ■

49.
Memorandum from Henry Sclfe, Government Engineer Surveyor, Marine Board Office, Circular Quay.

To thei Secretary, Royal Commission. Sy,iIley> 23 June, 1897.
’ As the great object of the Commission is economy, I do myself the honour to respectfully call their attention to

the antiquated method iu use for lighting Sydney Harbour at the Heads.
A small tower could be erected on Sow aud Pigs reef, and it, together with the south reef lighthouse and leading 

lights, be connected bv cables, and illuminated from the South Head lighthouse. . , . .
b The lights are all of moderate power, and incandescent lamps would be suitable, the whole installation being in

duplicate. without keepers might seem strange, but at the present stage of advancement in electric lighting I am

of opinion an up-to-date expert could only approve of it.
Trusting I am not exceeding the privileges of my position,

J iltk\ 0 f CvC. }
HENRY SELFE.

receive
sion...........—, . ., —
Commission on Friday, the 2nd July,—28/6/97. Mr. Henry Selfe.—A.F.B.H., 28/6/97.

£0.
gjr Marine Board of Now South Wales, Sydney, 12 July, 1897.

’ Referring to my late examination by the Royal Commission on the Marine Board, J beg to inform you that I 
have put myself in communication with Mr. Ehscll, and ascertained that he has no scheme, nor has he ever heard of one, for
substituting e’ectricitv'for present appliances at the hght-ship, pile-light, &e. , ,,

This arrangement could, no doubt, he carried out, but it is surrounded by many difficulties, and the expense would 
be so great as to justify the Marine Board m‘retaining the present system, which answers admirably for fogs and storms and 
all conditions of bad weather, at all events for tlie present.

I have, Sc.,
The Secretary, Royal Commission on Marine Board. FRANCIS

Read.—A.F.B.H., 14/7/97.

(Two charts.]

Sjdney; William Applegate Gullick, 00''crniiient Tmiter.—1S1I7
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1
1O
2

* 2 o
3
3
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fl
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5 
fl

No. 1.
Minute by The Honorable the Premier.

_ _ 5 November, 189G.
Infoen Mr, Brooks that in the opinion of the G-overnment his positions as Lloyd’s Surveyor and Ship
wright Surveyor to the Sydney Marine Board are inconsistent with his position as member of the local 
Marine Board, and state that he must either give up the latter position or the other positions. State also 
that I hope he will definitely act upon this suggestion at once, as otherwise it will be tbe duty of the 
Government to remove him from the local Marine Board without further delay.

--------  G.H.R.
Mr. Robberds.—E.K., 5/11/96. Informed.—C.E.F.R., G/ll/96. Records.

No. 2.
Mr. Thomas Brooks to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

Sir, Newcastle, 13 November, 1S9G.
In reply to your favour dated Gib November, I beg to state that iu deference to the wishes of 

*he Hon. the Premier and Treasurer, I tender my resignation as a member of the Newcastle local Marine 
Board, and in doing so feel, whether rightly or wrongly, that I am the victim to make a holiday for some 
one.

The latter paragraph of your letter, wherein you state if I do not take definite action it will be the 
duty of the Government to remove me from the local Marine Board, was unnecessary and uncalled for, 
and a gratuitous insult. I have, &c.,

THOMAS BROOKS.

Submitted.—E.K., 16/11/96. Approved.—G.H.E., 1G. Mr. Robberds.—F.K., 1G/H/96.
Acknowledged.—C.E.E.R., 17/11/9B. The Secretary, Marine Board,—F.K., 19/11/9G. Noted
and returned.-—G.S.L., 12/5/97. The Under Secretary, Finance and Trade.

127—A No. 3.
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. No, 3.
Mr. Stewart Keightley to The Honorable the Premier.

Dear sir * Newcastle, 1 October, 1896.
Replying to your letter of tbe 30th ultimo, Lloyd’s surveyor does quite five-sisths (stlis) of 

all the surveying at this port. Tours, Ac.,
J STEWART KEIGHTLEY.

Eor Cabinet.—G.H.R., 2.

No. 4.
Mr. Thomas Brooks to The Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade.

Sir, . Newcastle, 17 January, 1895.
In reply to your letter of 9th instant, I would have responded earlier to your previous com

munication of 22nd October, 1894, except, from tbe fact, that 1 cannot see why I should be selected to 
give effect to the opinions expressed therein as every member of the local Board, as at present constituted, 
are under the same disabilities as myself, all being connected with shipping interests. _ _

I can only give you my assurance that I will refrain from taking any part in an inquiry where I 
have been engaged professionally.

. ' ' Yonrs, &c.,
THOMAS BROOKS.

No. 5.
Mr. C. P. Stokes to The Under Secretary for Binance and Trade.

Sir, Newcastle, 21 November, 1894.
I have tbe honor to acknowledge your letters of 17th ultimo and 17th instant.

I would state for the information of the Honorable the Colonial Treasurer that I have a house of 
business (Charles E. Stokes & Co.) in Newcastle, and one in Sydney (R. Towns & Co.), so that my time 
is passed between the two cities.

I own a residence in Newcastle, and my wife one in Sydney, she was ordered by her medical 
adviser to reside out of Newcastle, the strong sea air not agreeing with her. _ _

Communication by train and steam being so frequent and speedy, I am always in either city when 
required. My travelling being at night, I have the clear day in either city, and when necessary I stay 
longer. After the first of the coming year I shall he in Newcastle even more frequently. _ 1

My attendance at the sittings ot the Board is so constant and regular that it is impossible that any 
public inconvenience has at any time been experienced through my absence. *

I have, &c.,
_____  C. E. STOKES.

I think nothing more need be done.—G.H.R, 30. Records. Mr. Ross, reminder to Mr.
Brooks.—P.K., 8/1/95. Reminder.—M.R., 9/1/95. _ . Marine Board, at Newcastle—Messrs.
Stokes and Brooks have not replied to Treasury letters. Registrar, please say.—E.K., 14/11/94. _ Not
to Treasurv letters of loth (to Mr. Stokes), and 22nd October (to Mr. Brooks). Papers herewith.
A.L., 14/11/94. The Under Secretary, Remind.—G.H.R., 16. Mr. Ross.—EX, 16/11/94.
Reminders sent.—M.R., 17/11/94.

No. 6. ^
Mr. Thomas Brooks to The Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade.

■ gir Newcastle, 17 October, 1894.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 1,122, of the 5th instant, rc 

Messrs. Thompson and Windeyer’s letter, dated 7th September, 1894, and in reply thereto beg to state
1. I did survey the s.s. 11 Ceres,” for the Harbours and Rivers Department, for the purpose ot 

ascertaining the extent of the damage, and to advise as to her seaworthiness to proceed to Sydney for 
repairs (and not for the purpose of ascertaining the cause of the damage, as implied by Messrs. Ihompson 
and "Wmdeyer). -

2. 1 informed Mr. Thompson, before he subpeenaed me, that I knew nothing about the collision,
except that it had occurred, and yet, in the face of these facts, ho subpeenaed me for the self-evident 
purpose of preventing my sitting at the inquiry. , .

3. After the usual Board business was completed on ihe 11th October, and the mquiry about to
commence, I informed the Chairman that I was subpoenaed as a witness, aud regretted I could not sit and 
assist in the inquiry. 1 accordingly left the room, and remained in attendance while two witnesses were 
examined (Dunnet and Steele), after which the Board adjourned. Mr. Thompson then informed me that 
as I could not throw any light on the cause of collision ho would not require me to attend any longer as a 
witness. ,

4. 1 must admit that I felt indignant at what I. believed to have been a trick on the part ot Mr.
Thompson to prevent me from sitting, and bringing my common sense and experience to hear on the 
inquiry ; therefore, this action on the part of Mr. Thompson was quite unnecessary, for, from my 
observation and long experience of ship-masters visiting this port, I believe Dunnet, the master of the 
l: Bungaree,” to be one of the bfcst masters in Neivcastle. _ ,

‘ 5, When discharged as a witness, I attended next morning, the 12th, and informed the Chairman
that I would sit. Mr. Thompson objected and protested, hut it being an open court I knew that so long 
as 1 did not take part in the finding, there was nothing to prevent my enjoying the same privileges as the 

■public.
6. On the Slh November, the Board met for the usual business, and when finished the Chairman 

announced that they must give their findingin the “ Ceres ’ Bungaree ” collision. I informed him that, 
although I sat during part of the inquiry in view of Mr. Thompson’s protest, and my not having heard the 

■ - °r evidence
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evidence of two witnesses I must decline to take part or join in tlie finding. Although not taking part in 
-the finding, I sat throughout, except when Dunnet and Steele’s evidence was taken, X have perused their 
evidence very carefully, and have come to the conclusion that Mr, Thompson is attempting to make a 
scapegoat of Mr. Stokes and myself to extort money from the Government. I beg to refer yon lo the 
Chairman of the local Board who will verify my statements as to my not joining in the finding.

Trusting this explanation will prove satisfactory, I am, &c.,
. . .--------- . THOMAS BEOOKS.

Inform Mr. Brooks that it is not considered desirable that a gentleman however otherwise 
competent should bo a member of the Marine Board while following the profession of a marine surveyor. 
Inform him that in my opinion he should either discontinue the practice of his profession or terminate 
his connection with the Marine Board.—G.H It., 19.

Mr. Galloway.—F.K., 20. Informed.—F.H.G., 22/10/94.

- No. 7.
Mr. 0. I1. Stokes to The Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade.

_ Newcastle, 10 October, 1894.
X have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication, M. 1,124, 0402, Miscl. of 

date 5th instant, with a copy of a letter from Messrs. Thompson and Windeyer, dated 7th September last.
In reference to the paragraph in the letter from these gentlemen respecting myself, I have the 

honor to state that as circumstances prevented me sitting on the inquiry in question on the second day, 
“ I did not sit on the inquiry on the last nor on any other day except the first.”

The local Board deliberated and arrived at their finding during my absence, and entirely 
irrespective of and without in any way referring to me.

Messrs. Thompson and "Windeyer are therefore in error in their inference that I took any part in 
the finding. j

_ , --------- C. F. STOKES.
I would suggest that Messrs. Thompson and Windeyer bo so informed.—F.K., 12. Appd.—

G.H.E. Mr. Galloway. Then write to Mr. Stokes aud ask him if it would suit his convenience to 
reside in Newcastle.—F.K., 13, Informed.—F.H.G., 15/10/94.

No. 8.
Messrs. Thompson and Windeyer to The Under. Secretary for Pinance and Trade.

^ . . Newcastle, 7 September, 1894,
For tbe information of the Honorable the Premier we do ourselves the honor to bring under 

his notice certain facts 'in connection with the method of working the Marine Board at this port, with 
the view, in the first place, of showing how absolutely necessary it appears to he that some alteration, as 
proposed by the Government with regard to the Marine Board in Sydney, should be made in its 
constitution and working, and secondly, that some redress may be afforded to our clients, Messrs. J. and 
A. Brown, of this city, for the mischief that has been caused to them in the particular matter to which 
we desire to draw attention.

In the mouth of October last a collision took place in the harbour of Newcastle between the 
Government steamer “ Ceres,” under the command of Captain Hare, and the tug “ Bungaree,” belonging 
to our clients, in consequence of which our clients applied to the local Marine Board for an inquiry, 
which was granted, and duly came on for hearing.

Mr. Thomas Brooks surveyed the " Ceres ” for the Government shortly after the collision, and 
whilst the damages to that vessel were still quite fresh and apparent.

Irani our instructions it appeared to us that Mr, Brooks could give very material and valuable 
evidence as to the way in which the collision probably occurred, and we accordingly caused him to be 
subpoenaed, and be was paid the sum of one guinea therewith.

Our Mr. Thompson, who conducted the inquiry on behalf of our clients, was unable to see Mr. 
Brooks as to the evidence he could give until the inquiry had commenced, and after hearing what Mr. 
Brooks had to say on the point as to which it was believed he could give evidence, Mr. Thompson informed 
him that he need not further attend. ~

Mr, Brogks was at this time a member of the Marine Board, but was not present at the sittings 
of the Board when the evidence of several of the witnesses for Messrs. J. and A. Brown was given.

, Just before the opening of the inquiry (which extended over many days) on one of the days of 
hearing, Mr. Thompson was informed that Mr. Brooks intended to sit that day, and accordingly Mr. 
Brooks appeared in the Board-room, and before tbe proceedings opened addressed the Chairman and said 
he intended to sit in the inquiry.

Mr. Thompson then addressed, and pointed out that it appeared to him that Mr. Brooks certainly 
could not, and his own sense of propriety should show him that he ought not, to sit on the inquiry, for, 
putting aside tho matter of the subposna, under which Mr. Thompson admitted his attendance was 
not required, Mr. Thompson pointed out that Mr. Brooks had not heard tho evidence that had already 
been adduced, and being in effect both a juryman and a judge at the Board he was bound to give his 
decision according to the evidence, which then he could not do, but independently of that fact he had 
been admittedly employed and paid by the Government for his survey and report of the damage to the 
" Geres,” in the matter of the very collision which was the subject of inquiry.

rfl,e Chairman said the Board could not prevent Mr. Brooks sitting" if he chose, and thereupon 
Mr. 1 hompson handed in a written protest, which should be with the papers in the case to which Mr. 
Ihompson craves leave to direct the Premier’s serious attention.
... ^le inquiry proceeded, and Mr. Brooks sat throughout, and the decision of the Board, in which 
Mr. Brooks joined, was that both parties were equally in fault, which, according to Mr. Thompson’s view 
o£ the matter, was dead in the teeth of the evidence and of the probabilities of the case.

It should be here mentioned that the Captain of tho “ Ceres,” shortly’before Ibis, had been one of 
the parties in another collision case in this harbour which occurred shortly before, in which case the 
decision showed that he had been utterly in fault. ‘We
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_ ~We now desire to call the Premier’s attention to another matter with regard to the same inquiry 
which, though not so startling in its aspect as that in which Mr. Brookes is concerned, yet shows what a 
cnrious view members of the Board take of their duties.

Mr. C. P. Stokes was a member of the Board at the time of inquiry. He attended and sat the first 
day, and _ never again, to our belief, until the last day, when he sat again; and he, too, joined in giving- 
tlie decision.

It appears to us that it is virtually impossible that justice can be done in any such case as that 
referred to if this practice of members of the Board, disregarding the principle of audi alteram partem, he 
allowed to obtain, and members come and sit when and as long as they please.

Consequent upon the collision, our clients have been put to considerable expense in repairing their 
vessel and in demurrage, and they have deemed it their duty to commence proceedings for tbe recovery 
of damages, as tbe late Government, guided, no doubt, by the faulty decision of the local Marine Board,, 
refused to make compensation.

_ We conceive, however, that it is not too late to bring the matter of this claim once more under 
attention; and we have, therefore, the honor to ask, that as soon as the Premier can spare time to go into 
the whole matter, the papers in the case may be submitted to him for inspection, when, we think, it will 
be seen that our clients are certainly entitled to compensation, without being compelled to go through the 
whole inquiry case once more in the Supreme Court.

Awaiting a reply, at the convenience of the Premier.
Wo have, &c .,

THOMPSON and WINDEYER.

Mr. Galloway,—Acknowledge receipt, please—EX, 10/9/91. Acknowledged.—E.H.G.,11/9/91. 
The President of the Marine Board, for inquiry aud report,—Does Mr. Stokes live in Newcastle ? Does-- 
Mr. Brooks practise as a marine surveyor f—G.H.R., 17/9/91. The Secretary, Marine Board.—EX.,

I have ascertained that Mr. Stokes does not live at Newcastle; also that Mr. Brookes does practise 
as a marine surveyor, although he is a member of the local Marine Board. Perhaps an official communi
cation should be sent from the Treasury to each of these gentlemen, asking if they can, under the circum
stances, show why they should not he removed from their positions as members of the local Marine- 
Board at Newcastle.—Faxsors Hixsox, 26/9/91. The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

_ Approved.—G.H.R., 28. Mr. Galloway.—EX., 28. Copy of Messrs. Thompson and
Windeyer’s letter sent to Messrs. Brooks and Stokes.—E.H.G., 6/10/94.

Xo. 9.
Captain H. Newton to The Under Secretary for finance and Trade.

Sir, Harbour-master’s Office, Newcastle, 6 January, 1897.
_ I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 81st ultimo, and, in 

compliance with your request, beg to tender my resignation as a member of the local Marine Board at 
this port, which position I have held for nearly nine years, and since the retirement of Captain D. T. 
Allan. ”

I would, however, respectfully state, that when promoted to the office of Harbour-master, in 
December, 1S84, I held the position of Inspector to tbc Marine Board, also Examiner for Pilotage at £50 
per annum, which was part of my salary.

_ These offices I. held until appointed a member of the local Marine Board. I could not, however, 
consistently hold both positions, consequently resigned the office of Inspector; that of Examiner for 
Pilotage I still retain without emolument.

Under these circumstances, my retirement from the local Marine Board is a reduction in my 
salary of £54 per annum, which I trust may be considered.

I have. <£c.,
. --------- H. NEWTON, H.-M.

Submitted.—EX., 7/1/97. Resignation accepted.—J.N.B., 7/1/97. Mr. Robberds.—EX.,.
7/1/97. Informed.—C.E.E.R., 8/1/97. Records.

Harbour-master’s Office, Newcastle, 6 January, 1897.
Captain II. R. Cross, Chairman, local Marine Board, Newcastle. "

Dear sir, *
I have been invited by the Government to sever my connection with tho Marine Board by

resignation. '
In compliance therewith, I beg to tender my resignation as a member of the local Marine Board,, 

after a membership of nearly nine vears. I am, Ac.,
' H. NEWTON, H.-M.

_ The Chairman and remaining member of the local Board (Mr. Reid) forward, with much regret,, 
this communication from Captain Newton, and desire to say that the Board will suffer great loss from his- 
absence from their deliberations. By order.—J. H. Veixcji, Secretary, L.M.B. Newcastle 6/1/97.

___ In forwarding this communication the Marine Board begs to point out that the local Marine Board 
at Newcastle is ineffective at the present time, from the fact that there are not sufficient members on it to- 
form a quorum. By order—Geo. S. I.iktiehan, 12/1/97. The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade- 
Seen—J.N.B., 14/1/97. Records.

Telegraphic message from Henry Newton, Harbour-master, Newcastle, to E. Kirkpatrick, Under
Secretary for Finance and Trade, Sydney.

_ 6 January, 1897.
“ My resignation posted to you this day.”

Seen.—J.N.B., 7/1/97. Records.

No. 10.
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No. 10.
J. H. Veitch to The Secretary Marine Board, Sydney.

Sir, Office of the local Marine Board at Newcastle, 30 December, 1896.
. _ I hare the honor, by direction, of forwarding the attached papers referring to the proposed

resignation, of Captain Newton from tho local Marine Board.
The said Board wish to express their regret that such a step has been thought necessary, as Captain 

Newton has been and is a most valuable member, and the local Board have always received the greatest 
assistance from his experience and services, which his position as Harbour-master iu no way interferes with. 

The Board therefore trust that the matter may be reconsidered.
I have, &c.,

J. H. VEITCH, 
Secretary, Bocal Marine Board.

This communication, which has been received from tbe local Board at Newcastle, is forwarded for 
the consideration of the G-overmnont. By order—Q. S. Lindeman, 5/1/97. The Under Secretary for 
Binance and Trade.

May be informed that tbe subject has been fully considered and tbe decision cannot be reversed. 
Captain Newton has already resigned.—J.N.B., 7/1/97. Mr, Bohberds—P.K., 7/1/97. Done—C.E.P.E.. 
S/1/97. Records.

No. 11.
The Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade to Captain H. Newton.

Sir, _ The treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 21 December, 1896.
I am directed to inform you that the Cabinet have recently had under consideration the con

stitution of tho Newcastle Marine Board—and that the conclusion was arrived at that it was inadvisable that 
the Harbour-mas ter at that port should be Chairman of the Board,—but should rather be the Board’s officer. 
In intimating that it is the wish of the Government that you should resign the position of Chairman of 
the Newcastle Marine Board, I am, however, to explain that the step is in no wise to be considered as 
in any way reflecting upon your personal competency or fitness for that or any other position in the 
Public Service. I have, &c.,

N. KIRKPATRICK,
Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade.

No. 12.
Captain H. Newton to The Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade.

k'r! Harbour Office, Newcastle, 21 December, 1896.
, I <1° myself tho honor to acknowledge tlie receipt of your letter of 21st instant re retirement 

as Chairman of the Newcastle Marine Board.
I would most respectfully point out that the Cabinet are under a misapprehension in assuming 

that X am Chairman of the local Marine Board. The previous Harbour-master was Chairman for many 
years. J

I am a member, however, and will lay the letter before the Board at their next meeting, ’
In the meantime I would be glad to be informed it it is the intention of the Government to cause 

mo to resign my connection with the Board as a member.
I have, &c.,

H. NEWTON,
--------  Harbour-master.

Submitted.—F.K., 29/12/96. Harbour-master Newton to be informed that the Government
disapprove of his association with the Marine Board, and suggest his retirement from the position. 
See Premier’s miuutj,—J.N.B., 29/12/9G. 1 '

Mr. Robberds.—P.K., 29/12/96. Done.—C.E.P.R., 31/12/96.

No. 13.
W. T. Dick, Esq., M.P., to The Honorable the Premier.

Dear sir, Newcastle, 14 December, 1896.
. , I teg once more to bring under your notice the matter of the Marine Board appointment. General

dissatisfaction will be caused among the mercantile and nautical men if a gentleman be appointed not 
qualified in tbe way of special knowledge for such a post, however unexceptionable he may be in other 
respects. Ton may have recognised in your visits to the city that this matter is, in the eyes of the citizens, 
an important one, and should another appointment be made similar to some in the past, odium will attach 
to the Government and (by reflection) to me. I recognise it is not my business (though it certainly is 
my interest) to interfere in such a matter. ’

Tours, &c.,
--------  W. T. DICK.

Bor Cabinet.—G.H.R., 16.
Cabinet decide that Harbour-master, Newcastle, should not be Chairman of tbe Newcastle Marine 

Board. The Government consider that such au officer should he the servant of the Board, rather than, its 
head. Inform Captain Newton that it is the wish of the Government he should resign the position of 
Chairman ; also that this step is not to be considered as in any way a reflection upon his Competency, or 
fitness for the position, or any other position in the Public Service.—G.H.R,, 18.

Mr. Robberds.—P.K., 18/12/95. Captain Newton.—C.E.B.R., 21/12/9G. Records.

127—B
S>dney : William Applqratc Gullick, Government Printer.—1897,
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CTommtsiSiott.

VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, 
' Defender of the Faith, and so forth,—

To Our Trusty and ’Well-beloved . '

Professor Richard Thbelfall, M.A., and
Edwahd Fisher Pittjiah, F.G.S., A.R.S.M.,— ■

Greeting:—
_ _ Know ye. That We, reposing great trust and eonfideuee in your ability, zeal, industry,

discretion, and integrity, do, by these presents, authorise and appoint you, or any one of you, as herein
after .mentioned, to make a diligent and full inquiry into the cause of the dangers to which vessels 
carrying coal are said to be peculiarly liable, and as to the best means that can be adopted for removing 
or lessening the same: And We do, by these presents, grant to yon, or one of you, at any meeting or 
meetings to which both of you shall have been duly summoned, full power and authority to call before 
you all such persons as you may judge necessary, by whom you may be better informed of tho truth in 
the premises, and to require the production of all such hooks, papers, writings, and all other documents 
as you may deem expedient, and to visit and inspect the same at the offices or places where the same or 
any of them may be deposited, and to inquire of the premises by all lawful ways and means: And Our 
further will and pleasure is that you do, within throe months after the date of this Our Commission, 
certify to Us, in the office of Our Colonial Secretary, under your hands and seals, what you shall find 
touching the premises : And We hereby command all Government Officers and other persons whomsoever 
within Our said Colony, that they be assistant to yon and each of you* in the execution of these presents : 
And We appoint you, the said Professor Richard Threlfall, to he President of this Our Commission, * 
which said Commission We declare to boa Commission for all purposes of the Act 44 Victoria No. 1, 
intituled “ An Act to regulate the taking of ^Evidence bg Commissioners under the Great Seal.'’

In testimony whereof, We have caused those Our Letters to be made Patent, and the Great Seal 
of Our said Colony of New South Wales to be hereunto affixed.

Witness our Right Trusty and Well-boloved Cousin, IlEN itv Ronkht, Viscount Hahiuxun, 
Our Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Our said Colony of New South Wales 
and its Dependencies, at Government House, Sydney, in New South Wales afore
said, this twenty-eighth day of July, in the year of Our Lord One thousand eight 
hundred and ninety-six, and in the sixtieth year .of Our Reign.

(h.s.) HAMPDEN,

By His Excellency’s Command,
JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Entered on Record by me, in Register of Patents No. IS, page 7(5, this twenty-eighth day of 
July, one thousand eight- hundred and ninety-six. .

For the Colonial Secretary and Registrar of Records,
_ CRITCHETT WALKER,

Principal Under Secretary.
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EXTENSION OF COMMISSION.

ROYAL COMMISSION Of INQUIRY INTO I'HE^AKGERS TO WHICH SHU'S CARRYING COAL CAECOLS 

‘twS ?»“f r»- -kc «>.u report i»

- re^rfL^JXortLc?Zlrt,»t
Sjd”>-’ “s »f o**-. m

■• HAMPDEN.
. By His Excellency’s Command, ■

■ JAMES N. BKUNKJER.

1 U.KTHEE EXTENSIONS.
ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO TIiE UANGER^TO WHICH SHIPS CARRYING COAL CARGOES

»aSgg|gp?3aE3SE«ss

ZSt^r”™114 H°n“' S7dner' ‘'‘i, ,l,ild ^ rf 1?eto^' «“ ^kousand eight

By Deputation from His Excellency,
PEEDE. M. DAELEY,

' Dicutenant-Governor. 
By His Excellency’s Command,

JAMES N. BEUNKBE.

StedTe8 thhftn/K11?4 f°r f Commission in the above matter was. by an instrument

fromTelstifmst^ ^ “ and ^ ^ Spo^ted for the purpose* aCeffecf

a'vZgTttnXd Zdirtj^r1 Hou!e’ ^ah ^ot m“i' ”«‘'-'“o

HAMPDEN.
By His Excellency’s Command,

JAMES N. BBUNKEE.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMISSION.

27 AUGUST, 1896.
The. Commissi on met at the University, Sydney, at 2-30 p.m., and examined Captain Francis Hixson, 

_ President of the Marine Board.

1 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
Left Sydney for Newcastle.

' 2 SEPTJEMX&'R, 1896.
Morning.—Inspected the loading of vessels at Bullock Island, Newcastle.

. Afternoon.—Met at the Custom-house, Newcastle, at 2T5 o’clock, and examined the following
witnesses:—Messrs. T. Brooks, A. Bertram, and J. Bussell. .

3 SEPTEMBER-, 1896.
Morning.—Inspected the trimming of two vessels at Bullock Island, Newcastle.
Afternoon.—Met at the Custom-house, Newcastle, at 2'15 o’clock, and examined the following 

witnesses:—Captain Parkhil], Mr. J. D. Beeston, Captain H. Porter, and Messrs. H. Pord and j! 
Callaghan.

4 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
Morning.—Visited the Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery.
Afternoon.—Met at the Custom-house, Newcastle, at 2'30 o’clock, and examined the following 

witnessesCaptain E. C. Perry, Mr. J. M. Hyde, Captain B. Williams, Messrs. W. II. Cremor and 
A. Wallace.

Visited the vessel, “ Geneva M. Tucker,” to view an enlarged hatch.

Beturned to Sydney.
5 SEPTEMBER, 1896.

9 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
Morning.—Left Sydney for Newcastle.
Afternoon. Met at the Custom-house, Newcastle, at 2"30 o’clock, and examined the following 

witnesses:—Messrs. J. May, J. Whittaker, A. Gardiner, and J. Dixon.

10 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
Morning. Visited two vessels which were preparing for coal cargoes, and interviewed the masters. 
Afternoon. Met at the Custom-house, Newcastle, at 2‘30 o’clock, and examined the following 

witnesses :—Messrs. A. Boss, II. Harper, W. Marsden, W. E. Logan, and J. O’Sullivan,

11 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
Morning,—Visited the Wallsend Colliery.
Afternoon.—Met at the Custom-house, Newcastle, at 2 o’clock, and examined the following 

witnesses .-—Captain H. B. Cross, Messrs. G. Bewick, W. M‘Neil, E. A, Buhl, G. Wycherly, and W. F. 
Ossinger. , ■

Beturned to Sydney.
12 SEPTEMBER, 1896.

. 23 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
Morning.—Left Sydney for Newcastle. '
Afternoon.—Visited the Wallsend Colliery with the object of ascertaining the extent of the 

breakage of coal in the loading of the waggons, and witnessed experiments conducted with a view to 
prevent such breakage. Inspected a “small-coal” hopper at the colliery, and from it took samples, for 
future analysis, of coal which was at and above the normal temperature.

- 24 SEPTEMBER, 1S9G.
_ Morning.—Visited the Australian Agricultural Company’s Borehole pit to examine portions of the

mine where fires had occurred.
Afternoon.—Inspected the coal shoots of the Australian Agricultural Company at Newcastle,

25 SEPTEMBER^
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25 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
Morning.—Inspected the loading of coal from the Australian Agricultural Company’s shoots ; and 

visited the W aratah Colliery to era mine the system there adopted of screening coal by means of shifting- 
screens and a continuous belt.

Alternoon.—Met at the Custom-house. .Newcastle, at 2'30 o’clock, and examined the following 
■witnesses:—Messrs. Jesse G-regson, G. Hewison, R. West, J. Price, and T. Burke.

Visited the vessel “ Les Adelphes” referred to by It. West in evidence.
Inspected the coal distributing appliance patented by Mr. H. Harper.

26 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
Returned to Sydney.
Consulted literature having reference to the subject of the Commission’s inquiry.

1 OCTOBER, 1896.
Afternoon.—Met at Sydney and inquired into the researches of authorities on the spontaneous 

combustion of coal, &c. Abstracted literature.

, 2 OCTOBER, 1896. ■
Afternoon.—Met at Sydney, at 2 30 o'clock, and examined the following witnesses:—Captain 

Baidman, Messrs. J. H. Storey, J. St. Vincent Welch, and S. Hague Smith.

7 OCTOBER, 1896,
Afternoon,—Met at Sydney, and examined and abstracted works relating to the subject of the- 

Commission’s inquiry.

9 OCTOBER, 1896.
Afternoon,—Met at the Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, at 2'30 o’clock, and examined Captain 

W. Barfield. Messrs, R. Long, J. C. Rankin, E. E. Brett, aud H. McLachlan (Secretary for Railways) 
appeared before the Commission by arrangement, the two former partly explaining methods for tlie 
manufacture and application of carbon dioxide for the prevention of fires on board coal-laden ships.

14 OCTOBER. 1896.
Afternoon.—Inspected tho Australian Gas-light Company’s coal stores at Darling Harbour and 

Mortlake.

16 OCTOBER, 1896.
Afternoon,—Met at the Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, at 2‘15 o'clock, and examined the- 

following witnesses :—Colonel C. E. Stokes, Messrs. T. J. Bush, T. Ccoudace, W. G. Dixon, T. J. Watters, 
W. A. Gibb, and C. Danvers.

Left Sydney for Newcastle.

17 OCTOBER, 1896.
Morning.—Visited the Wallsend Colliery, and arranged for the conduct of au experiment with the 

coal in the “ small-coal” hopper at that mine.

21 OCTOBER, 1896.
Afternoon.—Met at tho Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, at 2‘30 o’clock, and examined the 

following witnesses —Messrs. L. R. Mitchell, T. M. Tinley, W. H. Roivsell, A. P. Robinson, C. J. Royle, 
and E. S. Chapman.

29 OCTOBER, 1896.
Left Sydney for Wollongong. .

' 30 OCTOBER, 1896.
Morning.—Examined the coal-loading shoots at Wollongong and at Port Kembla. 
Afternoon.—Proceeded to Bulli, and inspected the loading appliances at the jetty there.

31 OCTOBER, 1896.
Morning.—Visited the Corrimal Colliery and Coke Works at Hnanderra. 
Afternoon,—Returned to Sydney.

11 NOVEMBER, 1896.
Afternoon.—Mot at the Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, at 2‘30 o’clock, and examined the 

following witnesses :—Hon, Alex. Brown, M.L.C , Messrs. N. Mcadon (Fleet Engineer). C. T. McGlew, 
F. W Binney, and J. R. M. Robertson.

- n NOVEMBER,
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17 NOVEMBER, 1896.
Left Sydney for Newcastle. Inspected Harper’s patent coal distributing appliance in use in tbe 

loading of the vessel “ Frances Fisher.” .Returned to Sydney.

18 NOVEMBER, 1896.
_ Afternoon.—Met at Sydney, at 2'30 o’clock, and esamined the following witnesses:—Messrs. S. E.

Laidley, B, Chadwick, J. S. Hutchinson, "W. A. Firth, and T. Kerr.

20 NOVEMBER, 1896,
Morning,—Left Sydney for Newcastle. ’
Afternoon.—Met at the Custom House, Newcastle, at 2-30 o’clock, and examined the following 

witnesses:—Messrs. J. Brown, J. Eeed, W. B. Sharp, and Captain T. 'Williams.
Visited Stockton, and inspected the loading shoots in active use.
Beturned to Sydney.

11 DECEMBER, 1896.
_ Afternoon.—Met at Sydney, at 2’30 o'clock, and examined Mr. H. McLachlan (Secretary for 

Kailways), and Mr. Cecil W. Harley (Engineer-in-Chiei for Public.Works).

14 DECEMBER, 1896.
Morning.—Met at Sydney, at 10'15 o’clock, for consideration of evidence, Appendices, &c.

23 DECEMBER, 1896.
_ Afternoon.—Met at Sydney, at 2‘30 o’clock, and examined Messrs. W. Thow (Chief Mechanical 

Engineer for Bailways), and T. B. Firth (Engincer-in-Chief for Existing Lines).

1 EEBIiTJAIlV, 1897.
Afternoon.—Met at Sydney for consideration of statistics regarding the coal trade of Newcastle, 

casualties, <fcc., &c.

5 EEBRVARY, 1897. '
Afternoon.—Met at Sydney for consideration of scientific investigations on tho subjects of tho 

weathering and spontaneous combustion of coal, &e. Translated and abstracted the works of E. Bichters.

23 FEBRUARY, 1897.
Afternoon.—Met at Sydney for consideration of statistics to be embodied in Appendices toBeport.

. 19 MARCS, 1897.
_ Afternoon.—Continued examination of scientific literature on the subject of the Commission’s 

nquiry. Abstracted the writings of M. Fay oh

26 MARCS, 1897.
Afternoon.—Met at Sydney, and continued the examination of the investigations of French and 

Cerman experts relating to the subject of the spontaneous combustion of coal, &o. Translated and 
abstracted literature.

1 APRIL, 1897.
_ Afternoon.—Met at Sydney, and completed the abstracts of the German works of Bichters and

Fischer. ■

14 APRIL, 1897.
Afternoon.—Met at Sydney for consideration of Draft Eeport.

23 APRIL, 1897.
Morning.—Met at Sydney for further consideration of Draft Report.
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EOYAL COMMISSION TO INQUIRE INTO THE CAUSE OF THE DANGERS TO 
WHICH VESSELS CARRYING COAL ARE SAID TO BE PECULIARLY LIABLE, 
AND AS TO THE BEST MEANS THAT CAN BE ADOPTED FOR REMOVING 
OR LESSENING THE SAME,

KEPOET.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable Henry Robert, Viscount 

Hampden, Governor and Commander-in-Chlef of the Colony of New 
South Wales and its Dependencies.

3Iay it please Your Excellency,—■

We, the Commissioners appointed on the 28th July, 1896, to make a 
diligent and full inquiry into the cause of the dangers,to which vessels carrying coal 
are said to be peculiarly liable, and as to the best means that can be adopted for 
removing or lessening the same, have the honor to submit the following Report:—

Although the Commission issued on the 28th July, 1896, a month elapsed 
before the Secretary was appointed, and, consequently, the formal inquiry did no1' 
begin until the 27th August.

We examined a large number of witnesses, whose names and occupations will WRnews 
be found on page 87. Amongst them were included representatives of all branches<:iauunc(L 
of the coal-mining and shipping industries, including underwriters.

We visited a good many mines with tiie object of familiarising ourselves with Places Tieilcd. 
the present practice of coal-mining, and also visited the Dyke at Newcastle on 
several occasions, and saw the methods of loading and trimming coal in practical 
operation. Wc went down into the holds of ships where coal was being loaded and 
generally studied the whole process until we felt that we were sufficiently acquainted 
with it. In fact, every branch, of the coal-shipping industry passed under our 
personal observation.

The statistics of the coal trade since the year 1888 were collected by the statistics of 
Secretary and tabulated by liim from the monthly shipping reports of Messrs. Charles00111 trade-
E. Stokes & Company and the firm of Robert B. Wallace, which are admittedly 
accurate. (See Appendix L, p. 46.) The data thus obtained were treated by us, and we 
arc, therefore, in a position, to report exactly as to the facts.

For reasons which will appear later, it became very desirable to examine the 'Examination 
behaviour of Newcastle coal, stored in large quantities, under the combined influence s,0,‘'',9 
of air and moisture. The Ncweastle-Wallsend Coal Company have a large hopper 
in which variable quantities of small coal are stored, and this was very courteously 
placed at our disposal for experimental, purposes. Unfortunately, however, the 
hopper has happened to be empty or nearly so (as we have been informed by the '
officials of the company) ever since the commencement of our inquiry, and, there
fore, up to the present time, Are have not had an opportunity of making the 
observations we desired to make on this subject.. t) '

The literature of the spontaneous heating of coal is fairly heavy, and will bo Li-eroLirc 
found in a condensed form in the Appendix, page 65. We wish to acknowledge ,;0lls“!U!d- 
the assistance we have obtained from the works of Richters and Eayol, particularly 
the latter.

The3—A
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The possibility of improvements in the manner of loading coal at Newcastle 
has occupied much of our attention, and a discussion of the matter will be found 
towards the end of this Report. "Wc desire to express our indebtedness to the 
Agent-General of New South Wales for the trouble he has taken in procuring 
information for us under this head.

As will appear later, there are a few cases on record of ships leaving the port 
of Newcastle, and never being hoard of again. We have devoted some attention to 
the question of the most probable cause of loss in these cases, and have been led to 
investigate the subject of the trimming of coal-laden ships, both from the mechanical 
and economical point of view, including the relation of the trimmers and stevedores 
to each other and to the officers and agents of the ships.

Before entering upon the Report in detail, we wish to say that wc consider 
that the main causes of heating of cargoes of coal have been thoroughly established 
by the authors we have quoted; and that we agree with the finding of the English 
Commission of 1876, that it is, on the whole, better not to attempt to ventilate coal 
cargoes, except from the surface.

The English Commission also found a relation between the size of coal ship
ments and their liability to spontaneous combustion. This conclusion is strongly 
supported by our data, and may he regarded as perfectly established.

Several patent schemes for extinguishing fires on board coal-laden ships have 
come before us, but we are unable to recommend any of them.

Statistics of the Coal Trade of Newcastle.
No known ease of the loss of a ship from the spontaneous combustion of coal 

derived from the Newcastle mines occurred previously to 1892. We have tabulated 
the statistics of the coal tattle since 1888 only, on account of the fact that the 
Marino Board only began in that year to make official inquiry into the cause of the 
loss of missing ships. It must not be supposed, however, that the scope of the 
inquiry generally was restricted in like manner.

A great deal of the coal shipped from Newcastle goes to Melbourne and other 
colonial ports; some shipments are also made to oversea ports by steamers. Since, 
under normal conditions, time is required for spontaneous combustion, it is evident 
that in an inquiry having for its object the elucidation of the laws to which the 
heating of coal cargoes are subject, we must begin by excluding shipments which 
are at sea for short periods only. Since climatic conditions are also of importance, 
it appears desirable that we should, in the first instance, confine ourselves to one 
class of shipping, and we have selected the oversea trade to America from Newcastle 
by sailing ships as being the most suitable for statistical treatment. It comprises by 
far the greater part of the oversea trade, as may be seen from Table III of Appendix L, 
page 47).

On pages 7, 8, and 9 of the Report will be found some tables and diagrams 
showing the history of the sailing trade to American ports, classified according to the 
tonnage of the shipments. During the epoch considered, there were 2,149 shipments ol 
coal to the west coast of America {see 'Table VI, page 10 of Report), and out of these 
there were thirteen cases where the cargo is known to have become heated or to 
have taken fire, and seventeen eases of missing vessels, some of which may also have 
been cases of heating. The total casualties amount to 1'4 per cent, of the shipments, 
and of this 0'61 per cent, is known to he due to spontaneous heating. This is shown 
in Table VI, and in detail in Appendix “A,” p. 27. ■

These figures compare favourably with those disclosed by the Report of the 
English Commission for the year 1874, where out of 490 shipments of between 1,000 
and 1,500 tons, there were 3g- per cent, of casualties, and this increased as the 
tonnage rose.

‘ During the years 1895 and 189G, however, the percentage of casualties with 
Newcastle coal was much larger, as is shown by Appendix “ A,” Synopsis of Table I 
(page 30), and by Table VII of Appendix L (page 49), and by the Table appearing 
below. In 1895, out of 294 ships sailing to America 6 -were either burned or the 
cargoes became hot, and in the first nine months of 1896 the number was 4 out of 200.

Tajilu
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Table I.

Sailing Shipments to America.
Number and percentage of Casualties in eacli year, from 1888 to 1896.

Year. Shipment. Fire or Heat
. 1

Jlissing. ]
1

Totals.

No. % No. % No. 7

ISSft 202 1 ■38 1 •38
issa 209 2 ■74 2 •74
1S90 ! 182

.............
1 -55 1 •55

1801 . 290 1 ■34 1 •34
1802 224 i •45 2 ■89 3 1-34
1803 1 105 2 1-21 2 1'21 4 242
1894 ! 257 1 ■39 1 •39
1895 ; 294 6 2-04 6 204 12 4-08
1890 ' 200 i 4t 2'00 1 •50 5 2 50

(9 mos.) 1
! |

General Explanation of the Theory of Spontaneous Heating.
It is necessary to give a short account of the elements of the subject of 

spontaneous beating, otherwise the rest of the Report will be unintelligible. We 
have also found that the principles of the matter are not in general understood even 
by those directly interested in the shipping of coal. The Appendices will, wc think, ,
justify the views we adopt.

The following theory of the spontaneous heating of coal appears to us to be General 
well established. Coal naturally absorbs oxygon from the air and undergoes a, 
process of slow combustion. As this process goes on heat is developed, and the spontaneous 
temperature of the coal tends to rise. The activity with which oxygen is absorbed ]ieatine- 
increases as the temperature rises. It appears, therefore, that the conditions 
necessary for the spontaneous heating of coal are (1) a sufficient supply of oxygen,
(2) prevention of the escape of the heat generated. These two conditions are more 
or less incompatible. Whether the coal heats or not depends on whether the heat 
can or cannot escape as fast as it is generated. Since heat passes away more rapidly 
(other things being equal) the hotter the coal, while the supply of air for promoting 
combustion is conditioned by other circumstances, it often happens that the 
temperature of a heap of coal will rise to a certain point, which it will not pass.

If a heap of coal is prevented from coming in contact with air, no action will Air supply, 
occur and no heat will be developed. On the other hand, if the air supply be so free 
as to carry away the beat generated at a sufficient rate, again, no heating will take 
place. In order that spontaneous comhustion may occur, the supply of air must he 
nicely regulated. The land of ventilation which used formerly to he employed with 
coal cargoes often supplied just the air necessary for spontaneous heating. At low 
temperatures the absorption of oxygen by coal is a comparatively slow process, 
and, at a given temperature, the rate of absorption depends on the ratio of the 
surface of the coal to its volume. Tims, other things being equal, the smaller the 
coal the more rapidly will it absorb oxygen. On the other hand, the coal cannotslze 0 0 ' 
absorb oxygen unless the oxygen is there to bo absorbed, and when the coal is in 
very fine dust the rate at which the air can penetrate the heap is only small. It, 
therefore, appears that when, the coal is in large pieces it will only absorb oxygen 
slowly, because of the comparatively restricted area of surface which it exposes; 
while, if the coal is in very fine powder, the air will not bo able to penetrate the 
mass with sufficient freedom. There must, therefore, be a certain size of coal at 
which the rate of absorption will be a maximum. Such an effect was observed by 
Rayol*, who shows that heaps of small coal mixed with coal-dust offers the most 
favourable conditions for heating. Such heaps are formed under the hatchways of B™arrigc of 
ships which are loaded by dropping the coal from hoppers, spouts, or waggons, so J^shways. 
that the coal gets broken up during the process.

The size of a heap of coal has a great influence on its liability to spontaneous “faas
combustion. Thus, Rayol* found' that the coal of Comm entry never took fire by 0f couL maa 
exposure to air when the heaps were less than 2 metres deep, no matter what the 
lateral dimensions of the heaps might he. We

* “Etudes sue 1’ Alteration ct luCombustion spontunfic do la Houille expose & 1’air” (sea Appendix DU, p. 73).
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We obtained some valuable evidence on this point from Mr. Bush, the 
engineer of the Australian Gaslight Company. It appears that the Australian Gas
light Company has two coal stores—one at Kcnt-street, the other at Mortlakc. 
These stores are kept more or less full of slack for gas making. The Kent-street 
store is filled with coal to a depth of 14 feet; the Mortlake store to a depth of 20 
feet. The Mortlake store requires great care to prevent the coal firing, whereas no 
case of firing from spontaneous combustion has occurred at Kcnt-street.^ ^ All other 
circumstances are, so far as are known, exactly the same at both stores. The opinion 
of Mr. Bush (Answer No. 2562), with which, we agree, is that the cause of the 
difference in tire behaviour of the coal in the two stores is to ho attributed to the 
difference of depth of the coal. The importance of this will appear later on.

It was formerly supposed that the oxidation of pyrites (a common impurity 
of coal) is the initial cause of spontaneous heating. This, however, has been 
disproved in many tost cases by direct experiment, and it also appears that there is 
no direct relation between the pyxites content of coal and its liability to spontaneous 
comhustion. On the other hand, if coal is wet it lias been shown that the pyrites 
tends to oxidise, and in so doing may help to break, up the coal, and so render 
it more liable to spontaneous comhustion by increasing the surface. We are of 
opinion, however, that the cases of spontaneous combustion of Newcastle coal arc 
not in any way traceable to ibis action, since wc have not been able to find that the 
cargoes which have fired have been unusually wet, or that the sulphur content was 
unusually high; in fact, the average sulphur content is only about 0‘5 per cent.

It must still be regarded as an open question, however, whether the heating 
of Newcastle coal is in any way dependent on the amount of moisture which it 
contains. On the one hand, wc have the very definite experimental result of Payol 
that moisture lias no influence whatever on the liability to spontaneous comhustion 
of the coal of Commentiy, and, on. the other, we see that the disintegrating action 
of oxidising pyrites may have an indirect effect.

Most of the witnesses we examined were of the opinion that coal was more 
likely to fire when wet; and some important evidence was given, us by Mr. A. Ross, 
Manager of the Wallsend Mine (answer 1379 at h(!([.), also by Mr. Bced, Screen 
Overseer, in charge of the hoppers in which the Ncweastle-Wallsend Coal Company 
store their small coal (answer 3407 scq.). These witnesses stated that the tem
perature of the coal in the Wallsend hopper increased within a few days after a 
shower of rain. On visiting the hopper, and digging into the coal to a depth of: 2 or 3 
feet, we obtained samples of coal, some hot and moist, others dry and cool. The 
place whence the hot sample was obtained was distant only a few feet from the place 
where the cold sample was taken. Chemical examination disclosed no appreciable 
difference between the samples. It occurred to us that possibly the hot coal had 
been heated by the distillation of steam from the coal below, which was spontaneously 
heated, and this, we arc inclined to think, was really the case, for the seat of spon
taneous combustion is never within 3 feet of the surface of a heap of coal. On 
drawing Mr. Heed’s attention, to the possibility of this explanation, lie appeared 
inclined to agree witli us (Q. 342o-B). We consider it not unlikely that the 
heating up of otherwise unheated coal by the distillation (and condensation) of. 
steam may have given rise to the idea that moisture is. favourable to spontaneous 
beating.

Of course, if coal is red hot and small quantities of water are poured upon it, 
the resulting steam is decomposed by the red-hot coal, and the carbon monoxide 
and hydrogen thus liberated burn with, flaming. This fact, also, we are inclined to 
think, may have tended to give rise to the impression that moisture assists the 
spontaneous combustion of coal.

It is to he regretted that, though we placed tubes for thermometers in the 
Wallsend hopper, the store of coal was never large enough to allow us to make 
observations which could carry any weight, nor was the weather sufficiently variable. 
We hope, however, to he enabled to carry this experiment through in course of 
time, and hence to settle the important point as .to whether the Wallsend coal, and 
hence the Newcastle coal generally, is more liable to heat when damp. At present, 
our impression is that moisture has no effect in promoting spontaneous comhustion.

It
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It is, perhaps, obvious from what has been said on the subject of the ii.ii.ini tem- 

absorption of oxygen by coal, that a very important condition is the initial tempera
ture of the coal. From two cases which came under our notice we are inclined mg. 
to think that the masters of ships are not sufficiently alive to the importance of 
keeping the coal away from hot surfaces, especially when these surfaces are them
selves far below the ignition point of coal. A donkey-engine and boiler, for 
instance, may be separated from the hold by a cement floor laid on the deck 
planking, and—so far as we could ascertain—there seemed to be an impression that 
the heat which could he transmitted through such a shield could have no ill effect 
on the coal. The fact is, however, that the rate of absorption of oxygen increases 
so greatly with rise of temperature that the moderate warming of the coal by a 
steam pipe or boiler may enormously shorten the time necessary for spontaneous 
combustion to set in, or may render spontaneous combustion possible in cases where 
it would otherwise he impossible.

These remarks apply with great force to the practice of loading coal in very 
hot weather. The coal lying in trucks on the dyke and exposed to the sun is 
loaded at a temperature which it might take months to roach if it had to generate 
the necessary heat by absorption of oxygen. This reasonable conclusion is supported 
by the fact—sad, but significant—that three very large ships loaded together during 
the hot weather of January, 1S96, and all three were the victims of spontaneous 
combustion.

The acceleration of the rise of temperature, consequent on a large initial 
temperature, is also well illustrated by the cases of the “ Knight of St. Michael,” the 
“ Morna,” and the “ Invcrmay,” all of which were loaded during extremely hot 
weather, and all of whose cargoes became dangerously heated within a short time 
of loading.

We are now' in a position to understand the main features of the phenomena 
of tlie spontaneous comhustion of coal. Coal always absorbs oxygen from the air, 
and always generates heat in consequence of the combination of the oxygen with 
the carbonaceous contents of the coal. The rise of temperature, however, which 
accomjnmics this process is dependent on the rate at which oxygen is absorbed, on 
the one hand, and on the rate at which heat escapes, on the other. Both of these 
factors may he greatly influenced by comparatively trilling variations in the con- 

■ditions. The size of the coal, the distribution of coal-dust, the initial temperature 
of the coal, the temperature of the enclosure in which the coal is placed, the size 
of the heap of coal—all have an effect on the temperature attained. To anyone 
approaching the subject for the first time, the great puzzle is to understand why 
some cargoes fire and -why others escape,—all being under conditions which are to 
the first order identical. After study of the phenomena, however, it easily appears 
that there must necessarily he a kind of critical temperature. If the coal succeeds £ritical 
in reaching this, then its thermal equilibrium becomes unstable and the temperature UHJem ure' 
rises indefinitely. A very slight difference in the conditions will determine whether 
this critical temperature, which itself depends on the special circumstances, is 
attained or not. The puzzle above referred to is, therefore, solved by the remark 
that •when some cargoes fire and others do not, the conditions are wot the same in 
reality, though, roughly speaking, they may appear to ho so. The apparently erratic 
behaviour of coal cargoes is, therefore, just what would be expected, having in view 
the fact that very slight variations in the circumstances may make all the difference 
in-determining whether the critical temperature will he passed or not.

Mining and Treatment of Coal in the .Newcastle District.
The coal is mined in the Newcastle district chiefly by undercutting, followed Mining nmi 

by blasting. The coal on coming up from the mines is partially separated £lnn<ti!u0f 
from the ■* hand,” or dirty portion, on the screens, from which it is dropped xe^euEtic 
into waggons—generally of the hopper kind, and capable of holding some seven 
to eight tons of coal. Most of the coal is friable, so that as it falls into the Agmcies of 
waggons—a distance of about seven feet—it tends to break up. A further pul-uf 
verisation occurs during the journey, averaging several miles, to the ship’s side.
On arrival at the dyke, where the cranes are situated, the hoppers are lifted from 
the under-carriages, hoisted over the hatchways of the ships, and discharged by 
opening the swing bottoms. In some cases the hoppers are now lowered to the 
bottom of the ships (this was formerly not the practice!, but this is not always

* practicable,
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practicable, either because the jibs of the cranes arc too short, or because the hoppers 
are too large to go down the hatchways. The general result is that the coal gets 
greatly broken up by falling from the top of tbc batch. Even when the hoppers are 
lowered so that breakage during this part of the operation is minimised, there still 
remains the dust and small coal which ,has accumulated at the bottom of the 
waggons, partly as a result of the method employed in loading them, and partly 
due to breakage during transit. Wc satisfied ourselves that the waggons arriving 
at the cranes do, as a matter of fact, contain a large percentage of smalls and dust. 
When the coal which has been poured through the hatchway has formed a heap 
reaching to the top of the hatch, the trimmers get to work and shovel the coal into 
the empty spaces at each side of the hold (called the “wings”). As the heap becomes 
less steep during this process, iron plates are placed upon it to assist the coal in 
gliding away, and the processes of loading and trimming thereafter go on together. 
Some contractors, it appears, fill up all the hatches of the ship with coal before tbc 
men arc put on to trim—a matter to which we shall have to return when wc 
consider the problem of the shifting of coal cargoes.

We must not forget to mention that when the ships first go under the cranes 
they still have a certain amount of ballast, on hoard. The ooal is poured into the 
hold in the first instance to a sufficient extent to enable the ballast to he discharged 
without endangering the stability of the ship. Coal loaded to replace ballast is 
generally called “ stiffening coal.” In tlie case of ships carrying cargoes to Sydney, 
which are discharged at that port, it is often necessary to introduce stiffening coal 
before the ship can proceed to Newcastle. Such coal is brought from Newcastle in 
coasting vessels, or from the southern coal-fields by train or sea, and is loaded into 
tlie ships by means of baskets. These baskets might, of course, he lowered into the 
hold, but wo understand that, in practice, tlie baskets are generally emptied from the 
coamings of the hatch—a practice which leads to the same breakage as if the coal 
were dropped from hopper waggons. The quantity of coal loaded in this way is in 
general too small to be able to heat, hut if the weather is exceptionally hot it may do 
so—witness the cases of the “ Morna” and “Invermay,” in Table I of Appendix A, 
page 27.

One of the objects of the appointment of the Commission was to ascertain 
the reason for the unfortunate increase in the number of casualties occurring during 
the years 1895-1896. The following table, together with the diagrams 1, 2, and 3, 
pages 8, 9, and 10 of Keport, will, wc think, enable this question to receive a 
satisfactory answer.

Table II.
Cargoes that Fired or Sealed.

Date of .Sailing, Name of Vessel. Tonnage of 
V es.sul.

i .Depth of 
, Hold.

Tonnage of 
Coal.

Maximum shade 
temperature 

during loading.

1802.
23 December . . King .Tames ........................... 2,200 3,489 78'5

1893.
!5 March ... Cedarbank ... ... ... 2,800 24'5 4,283 91'0
4 November .. Hawaiian Isles ... ... ... . 2,027 23 6 3,300 79-0

1895.
13 ."June ... .. Koval Forth ... ... ... 2,988 25-0 4,558 68-5

7 September ... West Glen ... ... 700 18-0 1,086 78'0
„ ... John Ena ... ... ... 2,568 25 0 4,257 80-0

10 December ... Garsdale ... ... ... 1,045 230 2,490 99-0
10 „ ... Hollins ood ... ... ... 2,606 24'2 4,060 99-0
27 ...

1896.
Alexandra ............... ... 1,297 23-9 1,798 910

22 January ... Kcpublie... ... ... ... 2,347 24-0 3,770 103-0
31 .................

2 February ..
Brablock... ... ... ... 2,000 242 3,154 1030
Knight of St. Michael.............. 2,191 24-1 3,206 900

22 April............... Elora P. Stafford ... ... 1,250 23-8 1,964 80-0 (to Manila)
25 August ... Rhuddlan Castle ... ... 2,093 24-6 3,100 63-0

It will he noted that all these ships wrcre loaded at high (some of them at very 
high) temperatures. They -were all deep ships; all -were fairly large, and some very 
large. The temperatures given in the table arc shade temperatures, and, of course,

t in
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in general less than the temperatures of the eoal at tlie times of loading. "We are 
enabled to get some idea of the probable temperature of the coal from some 
observations made for the purposes of the Commission by Mr. T. II. Palmer, the 
chemist employed by the Commission at the Wallsend hopper.

Table III.

Date. Maximum shade tempera
ture.

Maximum tomperature observed in eoal 
in Wallsend hopper at a depth of

3 in. or 4 in.

iseu.
27 December ... ... ... ... ioo-o 136G
28 „ ................. ’.............................. 107-8 - 133-4
20 „ ............................................................ 834 120-2
80 „ ............................................................ 79-2 115-7
31 „ ............................................................ 83-4 117 5

1897.
1 January ... ... ... ... ... 101-G 127-6
<> jj . . » .*+ , ... 88-0 119-8

The latter months of 1S95 and the early months of 1896 were exceptionally 
hot, and it is not too much to say that the accidents which occurred to ships loaded 
during this period are directly attributable to the loading of large ships with 
exceptionally hot and much broken coal. This conclusion wo shall now proceed to 
establish.

We have been able from the records to trace out very distinctly both the 
growth of the Newcastle sailing trade to Western American ports, and the increase 
in the she of the ships employed in the trade.

' The following Tables and Diagrams show clearly that during the year 1891 
there was an increase both in the tonnage carried and in the percentage of that ton
nage carried by ships of 2,000 tons burden and upwards. During the years between 
1891 and 1894 the size of the shipments increased pretty uniformly; during 1895 
rather smaller vessels were used, and in 1896 the size returned very nearly to its 
1894 value.

Table IV.
(Illustrated by Diagram I, j), 8.)

Epoch 1888-1896 (to 30 September).

The Table shows the total Sailing Vessel Coal Trade to America (I) in ships carrying cargoes of under 2,000 tons, and
(2) in ships carrying cargoes of 2,000 tons and over.

Year. UJ
Cargoes under 2,000 tons. CanTDcs of 2.01)0 tons and over.

tons. tons.
1883 ....................................... 254,334 180,976
1889 ...................................... 200,399 227,330
1890 ....................................... 149.934 193,800
1891 ....................................... 277,988 206,749
1892 ....................................... ■ 182,814 275,418
1893 ....................................... 99,887 277,099
1894 ...................................... 131,887 471,485 •
1895 ....................................... 208,758 430,118
1806 (to 30 September) ........... 120,147 338,015

Cause of 
increase of 
casualties in 
1895-6.

Growth of 
trade and 
increase in 
size of ships.

Diagram I.
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DlAGilAH I.

Et'OCII 1S6S-189(!.

Ordinates : Total muling shipments to Anici’icu in tons of coni. 

Absc/dscE : 'J’imo in _yr:trs.

500,000
TONS

400,000
TONS

300,000
TONS

200,000

100,000

1898 '1389 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895 1896
(9 months)

, Tlio full line ivfers to coal shipped in ‘-’.OUti-ton cargoes and o\er.
The doited lino refers to eoal shipped m cargoes of under 2,0U0 loos.

1 Table V.

(UIuElratcd by Diagram I], V>- 0 )

EPOCH 1SS8-18PG (to 30 September).

■ Sailing Cargoes from Newcastle to America.

Tjie Table sLows the total toiinnpc in p.aeh year, classified arcoi'ding to ^ize of shipments ; also in each year the percentage of 
that year’s shipments in cargoes of owr 2,000 tons end under 2,000 tons.

Cargoes under 2,000 tons. [ Cargoes of 2,000 tons and over.

Year.
Tans of fjonl. 'PetiTCnlagc of

Total Tonnage lor Year. ; Tons of Coal, Perceniago of
Total Tonnage for Year.

1888 ....................................................... 234,334 57-03 156,976 42-37
1SS0 ....................................................... 2*10, Hfi!) 53'3 4 227,830 40-66
J800 ........................................................ 149,984 43 03 193,800 56-37
ISO! ................................................... 277,938 51-03 20--,740 4S-97
] 892 ................................................... 182,814 39 90 275,418 oo-io
1893 ....................................................... 99,8S7 26-30 277,099 73-30
1894 ....................................................... 131,887 21-86 471.485 7S 14
1-95 ........................................................ 208,758 3-2 68 430,116

338,013
67-32

1SD15 (tu 30th September) ....... 120,147 20-22 • 73 78

1,036,108 38 73 2,007,481 6127
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Diagram II.
EPOCH 18S8-180G

Ordinates : I’crconlngc of total sailing trade to America in oacii year carried by slops as classified.

Abscissae : Time in years. ■

1688 1839 1890 1391 1392 1893 1894 1895 (9 m108n9ThS)

The full line represents the magnitude of the shipments in cargoes of 2,000 tons and over, 
expressed as a percentage of the total trade of the vonr.

The dotted line represents the magnitude of ihe shipments in cargoes of under 2,000 tons, 
expressed as a percentage of the total trade of the year.

Another aspect of the same phenomenon is presented by Table XIY of 
Appendix L, page 53, which shows the growth of the trade in very large ships, i.e,, 
carrying over 4,000 tons. Taking the year 1895, we sec that out of seven of these 
vessels three suffered from tlie heating of the cargo. Droni what has been said above 
as to the theory of heating, it, therefore, appears that the risk of accident must have 
increased of late.

It was the opinion of at least one witness that the increase iu the tonnage of inernisa in 
tlie ships had not been accompanied by any considerable increase in their depth—a 
view which, if correct, would make it more difficult to understand why there should 
he more danger with large ships than small ones. We consequently examined this 
question by a process of sampling, by taking ships at random and noting their ton
nage and depth. Such a list appears as Table XV of Appendix L, page 54; and 
this shows very clearly what is, we presume, really well known, that the larger ships 
are, on the whole, deeper than the smaller ones.

Prom what has already been said with respect to the experiments of Payol 
and the experience of Hr. Push, a difference of even 1 foot in the depth of tlie hold 
may he of immense importance in determining whether coal in a suitable condition 
as to size shall become unmanageably hot or not. If to this wo add (1) that the 
coal gets more broken the further it falls; (2) that the greater the cargo the greater 
the heap of smalls and dust; wc shall be prepared to consider a small increase 
in the depth of hold as a phenomenon of the first importance in relation to ■ 

3—B the
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tlie question of heating' of cargoes. There arc strong a priori reasons, therefore, for 
an anticipation that an increase in the size of the ships lias an important influence 
on the percentage of casualties, and this anticipation is verified with startling 
completeness by a reference to tire following Diagram, hfo. Ill and Table VJ.

• Table VI.
Showiso the notnber nf failing shipments to Amcnca between the years 1SSS ancl ISHfi, classified according to si.se of 

ca-goes; also showing the number of cirgoes that fired and heated, and tlie number of missing vessels.

(To accompany Diayraim II] and IT' which exhibit ihe resuUs graphically.')

Size of Candace.
N umbei 

of
Shipments.

, (1>{ Carjjoes thnt J^rcd or Heated.
(2)

Vcssnls Missing1,

j Number.!
Vcrcenlage of 

Total Shipments 
ui each elasa.

Numbei.
Porocntafl-e of 

Total Shipment* 
m each class.

Under 500 tons ................................. ............ G i
500 und under 1,000........................................ 140 i .............. 1 C8

1,000 „ ] ,500......................................... 440 , i ■22 2 ■45
1,500 „ 2,000......................................... 50“ i a

■is 7 123
2,000 „ 2,500 .................................... 441 i ■23 3 ■GS
2,500 „ 3,000 ........................................ 207 1 3 119 *
3,0U0 ,, 3,500 ....................................... 1G2 5 3'00 i ■62
3,500 and over .................. ............................ 114 ■ 5 4-39

2,149 1 13 ■61 17 ■79

Noth —Tletwcon IS^'S am! 13% there were twenlv-tuo cargoes to America of ov cr 4,0fl[i tons, amt of Uieso four eittier lirctl or heated = 18-1S 
|ior cent. (Sec TaUlo XIV, Appendix L, p. S3 j

Diagram III.
Illustrating heating of cargoes in (classified) ships which sailed io American ports.

EPOCH 1889-1896.

Ordinates : Percentage of casualties. 
Abscissa): Magnitude of cargoes.

UNDER
500
TONS

01 o o 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000
AN 'l UNCER AND UNDER AND UNDER AND UNDER AND UNDER AND UNDER

1tOOO 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500
3,500

AND OVER

The object of this diagtam is to show how greally the risk of fire increases with the size of the 
shinncnL-. The irregularities of the curve are, of course, due to the fact that the data available are 
num'1'ie.illv tro rmall for :i smooth statistical treatment.
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Biagkam IV.
Ships missing which sailed to American ports—nature of casualty unknown. 

Ordinates: Percentage of casualties.

Abscisses: Magnitude of cargoes.

UNDER 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500500 AND UNDER AND UNDER AND UNDER AND UNDER AND U^DER AND UNDER
TONS 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 AND OVER

The object of this diagram is to enable a comparison lo be; made wilh Diagram I, in order that 
a judgment may bo fonned as to the probable nature ot the causes of the loss of missing ships. The 
want of bmootlmcss noted mi Diagram l is accentuated here.

This is, of course, an old result, having been arrived at by the English 
Commission; but in view of its importance, and the fact that if was possible that 
Newcastle coal might behave differently to English coal, we have thought it best to 
reconsider it.

The effect of loading ships in hot weather is clearly shown in Diagram No. 5 Effect, of 
below, to which wc shall have to rotum presently. We will merely rejuark here ^j‘^inl‘ot 
that no ship loaded in .June or July has ever suffered from the heating of Newcastle 
coal. We consider, therefore, that wc have now justified our statement that the 
accidents in 1895-DG were due to loading large ships with hot eoal.

Table VII.
Suowisa the Months of Loading of the Soiling Vessels to whi<h Casualties occurred (all cases in Newcastle trade included),

ivom 1SSS to 18%.

{To accompany Diagram? F and VI., p. 12.)

Motith'of commencement of loading. (Ja^s erf Firing or 
Heating. Missing Vessels.

January ........................................................................................ 3 1
Fobniiirj........ ........................................................................... 2 fi
Mnrch............................... . ......................................................... 1 3

1
Mat................................................................................................. 1 2
June ......................................................................................... 1

1
.Au "ust ....................................................................................... 2
September ................. ................................................................. 1 3
Octubor ..................... .............................. ............................. 1
November .................................................................................. 2 ;i
Df’cetuber ........................................................................... a 2

10 22
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Diag-bam V.
EPOCH 18SS-1896.

Heating of cargoes.
Ordinates: Humber of casualties occurring in total sailing shipments 

from Newcastle during tlie epoch quoted.
Ahscissts : Time in months of loading.

Dec. Jan. MArtcH April June

DfAGEAJl VI.

CPOCir 1833-1890.
Vessels missing—nature of casually unknown.

'Tins icfers to the total iailing shipments from Pieiecisttc for the cjoch quotcd.l 
Ordinates: Number of casualties.

Abscissa;: rJime in months of loadin':.O

—

! Sept. March April May ;
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We liave now shown—
1. That there has been an actual as well as a proportionate increase in the size

and depth of ships carrying coal.
2. That the ships whose cargoes heated have, with trifling exceptions, been 

. particularly large and deep.
3. That they were all loaded in exceptionally hot weather; the end of 1895 and

beginning of 1890 particularly being one of the hottest periods ever known 
in the Colony.

■i. That the mode of loading ensured a cone of broken coal in the square of the 
hatchways.

The general theory shows that given these conditions an increase in the 
percentage of casualties in 1895-96 could have been foretold.

Missing Ships. '
During the years 1888 to 1896 inclusive (nine months), there have been Missing ships, 

altogether twenty-two cases of missing coal laden vessels, seventeen of which 
occurred in the American trade, and of which six cases occurred iu 1895,

We will now give an. account of the tests we have applied in the hope of 
finding out what was the cause of these accidents. The facts are collected in Table 
11 of Appendix A. In order to find out whether these vessels, as a class, were lost 
through the firing of cargo, we have made the following statistical comparisons :—

Diagram No. Ill, p. 10, shows clearly that the percentage of cases of heating 
increases very rapidly with tlie size of the shipments. We hoped that 
some light would be thrown on the cause of “ missing ” by plotting the 
percentage cases against the magnitudes of the shipments. Diagram IY, 
p. 11, indicates the result.

Comparing Diagrams 111 and IY, the inference would seem to be that the 
‘‘ missing ” have not as a class suffered from spontaneous combustion, or if 
there is any relation between the casualties and the size of the ships as 
indicated in the diagram, it is of an opposite character to that shown in 
Diagram III—the larger the .ship the less chance of its being “ missing.”

Another way in winch this inference may he checked, is to plot the casualties 
against the temperatures at the time of loading, or, what comes to the same 
thing very nearly, to plot the casualties against the times of tlie year at 
which the sliips were loaded. This was done (Diagram YI, p. 12), and a 
comparison between Diagram VI and Diagram V will show that the former 
inference is not exactly correct—for six ships ’were lost which had loaded 
in February. In this connection, Table XIII of Appendix L, p. 52, may 
be consulted. .

A circumstance which lias a great influence upon the risk of spontaneous Average 
heating, is the average temperature during the voyage. The effect of this was ^“■1neJaturc 
examined by the English Commission iu 1876. With regard to the sailing trade to voyage.] 
America, there can he no doubt but that ships sailing to tlie north of the equator go 
through much hotter weather than ships which do not cross the equator, seeing that 
the ooal ports on the west coast of South America arc considerably south of the line.
It might, therefore, be anticipated that there would be a connection between the 
percentage of ships lost by spontaneous combustion, and tbc port to which they 
sailed. The following table was, therefore, prepared, showing the nnmbcr of sliips 
whose cargoes heated, and the number of ships which, were missing, classified 
according to ’whether they sailed for ports north or south of the Equator :— ,

TAISLE VIII.

North of the SouUi of the 
Equator. Bqiuitor,

30 8

5 , 12

It appears from the table that out of thirteen ships whose cargoes were 
known to have heated, ten sailed for ports north of the Equator and three sailed for 
ports south of the Equator. With tbc missing vessels, on the other band, tve find

that

C;isos of Healing 

Missing Vessels
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Explosion.

Shifting of 
cargo.

H

that five out of seventeen sailed to the north ancl twelve to the south of the 
Equator. We have to thank the Secrdary of the Commission for su^gestin" this 
test to us.

Iso doubt some other variable, such as the relative amount of iee which 
would he met with on the voyage according to the time of the year, the prevalence 
of stormy weather in different months, &c., could he selected as the basis of further 
diagrams. The objection would be that these variables are not capable of exact 
specification. Again, it may be asked, why were not Diagrams V and YI plotted 
against the actual temperatures ? The answer is, that this would have involved the 
obtaining and reduction of the meteorological records for some thousands of ships, 
and the time which would have been required for this would have delayed our 
Deport by several months. Also, it did not appear that the establishment of a mere 
probability would have justified the expense and trouble which would have been 
involved. '

Our conjecture, based on the diagrams and general data, is that probably 
some half-dozen of the missing ships were burned, and that the rest were lost owing 
to other causes.

We have taken care in Tables I and II of Appendix A to supply all the data 
we possess ourselves, so that others may be in an equally good position to hazard 
conjectures on tins subject.

Causes of Danger, other than Spontaneous Combustion, to Ships carrying
Coal Cargoes—Explosion,

It will he observed that in the above wc bave said nothing at all on the 
subject of explosion. Wc feel it necessary, however, to add a note on the matter, 
because we have found an almost complete popular misapprehension in regard 
thereto. Nearly all of those with whom we have conversed on the dangers to which 
coal sliips are liable have placed the danger of explosion in the foremost rank; 
whereas, during the epoch considered, there bave only been two known cases of 
explosion on hoard coal-laden ships, and both of those occurred with southern and 
not with Newcastle eoal. The two ships on which the accidents took place were the 
“ Argo ” and “ Prosperity,” both of which were comparatively small vessels. The 
“ Argo,” it so happens, was examined by one of us personally immediately after the 
explosion occurred, and there can bo no doubt that the accident was duo to an 
explosion of gas. Details of these two cases may be found in Appendix A, page 35.

Now, gas may be given otf from coal in two ways : (I) The coal may itself 
he saturated with gas which has not had time to escape during the interval which 
elapses between the winning of the coal and its loading on board ship ; (2) When 
coal becomes heated, combustible gases are occasionally evolved, and it is possible for 
these to accumulate to a dangerous extent. It is for these reasons that all ships are 
provided with surface ventilation, and if this is fairly efficient there ought to be little 
or no danger from explosion of combustible gases. It must, however, be admitted 
that it is a dangerous practice to load certain descriptions of coal at too short an 
interval of time after it has been obtained from the mine.

Shifting of Cargoes,
■ Some light may be thrown on this matter by a study of Tabic III, of 
Appendix A, which details the known cases of shifted cargoes. Although it is 
admitted on all hands that iron or steel ships require to he provided with shifting- 
boards, we find that out of eight ships of this kind whose cargoes shifted two were 
unprovided with shifting-boards, a vastly unusual proportion. {See Appendix U, p. 9.) 
(A shifting-hoard is a temporary but strong longitudinal partition run down the fore 
and aft line of the ship through the coal cargo. It is generally made by lashing strong 
hoards to the stanchions of tlie ship.) In the case of wooden ships, the construc
tion is often of such a nature that the woodwork of the ship forms a sort of natural 
hut imperfect shifting-board, and the necessity for shifting-hoards will depend on 
the degree to which the constructional timbering may be considered to form a 
shifting-board. {See Appendix J, page 42, on the loss of the lf Patrician”.) There 
can be no doubt that all iron or steel and most wooden ships ought io be provided 
with shifting-boards; and this is the position taken up by nearly or quite all the 

. -witnesses
f
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witnesses examined. It is of no use, however, to adopt shifting-hoards unless the 
cargo is properly trimmed. Now proper trimming consists in filling the hold of the TrilllITnris- 
ship uniformly with coal, and in finishing off the heap of coal at certain points fore 
and aft by means of a wall of large pieces of coal. A great deal of the evidence wc 
obtained was as to whether the trimming of the cargoes was carried out properly at 
Newcastle. We do not propose to discuss tlie detail of this matter at any length, 
and shall, therefore, confine ourselves more or less to our conclusions—referring the 
reader to the evidence on which our opinions are based. We must premise that 
the operation of loading a ship is performed by three different services. In the 
first place, the loading appliances are under the control of the Railway Commis
sioners, who carry the coal, and who put the waggons as nearly as possible under 
the cranes. The working of the cranes is let to a contractor, who contracts with 
tlie Commissioners of Railways to put tlie eoal on hoard at a certain price per ton; 
this charge being, of course, added to the freightage. Handling the eoal on hoard 
ship is the duty of another contractor—a master trimmer or stevedore—who 
contracts to trim the coal at so much per ton. There is no doubt from the evidence 
we have obtained—

(i) That the master of a ship can always get the coal trimmed exactly as lie 
wishes, provided he will either personally, or by his officers, take the 
necessary trouble in superintending that operation. {See especially, on this 
point the evidence of Captain Parkliil], master of! the “Scottish Lochs,” 
question 337, et scq. to 370. We were considerably impressed by Captain 
Parkhill, and feel sure that his evidence is particularly reliable and 
judicious.)

(ir) That no opposition to the supervision of trimming on the part of the ship’s 
master has been shown by the contractors or trimmers.

(in) That, in general, if the trimming is not so superintended there is at least 
a tendency to hurry and scamp the work; see question 383, Parkhill—
“ If you did not see to the work yourself it might he done faultily ? Of 
course they will not shovel the coals more than, they can help.”

(iv) That it is unfortunately not unusual for the masters and officers of ships 
to neglect their duty by neglecting to supervise the trimming.

(v) That in consequence of this many sliips have left the Port of Newcastle
. improperly trimmed. (This view was also taken by the Newcastle Chamber

of Commerce in an inquiry held in October, 1894—See Appendix M, p. 55.)

Many witnesses were asked what course they would recommend in order to 1^B9U0^ft 
ensure proper trimming. They were almost unanimously of opinion that— stevedores;,

(1) Incenses should be issued to competent stevedores, and that only such “f trhnm^g!” 
licensed stevedores should he allowed to tender for trimming.

(2) That a system of Government inspection of trimming should be inaugurated 
and that it should be the duty of the inspector to report to the local Marine 
Board any case of imperfect trimming.

We have given much attention to these proposals and find ourselves unable 
to recommend either of them.

With regard to (1) it appears that the ship’s officers are able to secure good 1 
trimming if they will take the trouble to do so. The shipping agents arc presumably 
acquainted with the Port, and it is not the duty of Government to say who shall be 
employed by them and who not.

Comparatively few of the ocean-going sliips are owned in New South Wales; 
nor are their crews citizens of New South Wales. .

With regard to inspection, the “Navigation Acts, 1871-1881” really give 
.very limited powers to the local Marine Boards. They can only inspect “on 
complaint or otherwise,” and after the vessel lias been “provisionally detained,” even 
with regard to the load marks. . They have no power to send an agent forcibly on 
hoard to inspect anytliing {see question to Crown Solicitor and answer thereto,
Appendix A.A., page G2).

Again, if the master and officers of the ship, whose lives depend on seeing 
that the trimming is properly done, neglect to attend to it, n by should it be supposed 
lhat a Government, official, who has comparatively no interest in the matter, would 
attend to it better P Also,
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Also, as already stated, the ships for the most pitt’t are foreign-owned and 
foreign-manned. They come to Newcastle for a certain commodity ; what they do 
with it is their business, not the business of the New South Wales Government.

One witness told us that there had been complaints already from foreign 
owners of the irksomeness of tbc port regulations at Newcastle, and reminded us of 
the well-known principle that tlie less trade is hampered by regulation the better. 
With this, of course, we agree, and would point out that no inspection of the kind 
recommended could be made without passing a new Navigation Act; and this could 
hardly be done reasonably without lengthy consultation with foreign Boards of Trade. 
Moreover, if trimming is to he supervised, on what grounds could supervision be 
refused to victualling, reparation of bull or rigging, or any other of the thousand and 
one precautions necessary to secure a seaworthy ship ? Some idea as to at least one 
of the motives underlying the demand for inspection may be gathered from the 
evidence of T. Burke (Question 2199, et seq. to 2214).

In conclusion, it is with satisfaction that we record that, the officers of ships 
examined by us were unanimous in praise of the working coal trimmers of the Port 
of Newcastle. This, however, is hardly an argument for the necessity of Government 
supervision.

There is one aspect of the question of supervision, however, which we 
examined at some length. It occurred to us that if a system of inspection were 
inaugurated, the insurance companies might possibly see their way to reducing the 
rates charged for underwriting. In the event of this being actually done, it was 
thought that possibly those who benefited might agree to pay the cost of inspection. 
Nearly all the witnesses, of course, thought that the Government ought to pay, or, at 
all events, that the class' to which they happened to belong ought not to he taxed.

We examined a large number of insurance agents ami managers, and they 
were on the whole inclined to treat the proposal favourably, provided that any 
recommendations we might make, and which they might happen to endorse, with 
regard to the prevention of spontaneous heating, were also enforced by inspection.

After considerable time had been spent over the matter, wc discovered that 
the amount of insurance effected in Sydney was so trifling that even in the event of 
the local Underwriters supporting the scheme of inspection, the general position 
would not he materially affected. Insurance on hulls is effected in London, as a 
rule, under an open policy, and might not he greatly influenced by proposals which 
could only affect, perhaps, one out of the several voyages covered bv the policy. 
We are unable, therefore, to see that the proposed inspection could carry with it any 
commercial advantage. There is undoubtedly an opening, however, for underwriters 
to assess their premiums according to the temperature at which the coal is loaded ; 
and according to whether the main hatchways are or are not large enough to allow 
of the hoppers being passed down them.

PREVENTION OE ACCIDENTS.
Trimming.

of accidents With regard to trimming, we can only recommend that the owners of ships
Trimming.8’ should issue strict orders to their masters with regard to the supervision of trimming, 

and that they should provide all, or at least, all iron or steel ships with shifting-hoards.

Heating.
Heating. With regard to heating tlie case is more complex.

'Nature of the Coal,
It appears most distinctly from Eayol’s great investigation, in which lie 

divides coal into ten classes, that the kind of coal which is most liable to spontaneous 
comhustion is that kind ’which is most readily inflamed. The criterion of inflamma
bility employed by Eayol appeared to ns to he—perhaps intentionally—vague. The 
ease with which the coal can be lighted by a flame or in a grate appears in some 
way to he the criterion, and coals are classified in this respect without any detailed

account
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account of how the classes arc to he separated. - Thus we are quite unahle to say to 
which of Fayol’s classes any particular bit of coal may be considered to belong, nor 
is it clear how one would set to work to find this out.

The result, in general terms, is clear enough, however; the order of inflam
mability given by Fayol is tlie same as the order of liability to spontaneous 
comhustion, and runs thus—(1) lignite; (2) gas coal; (3) coking coal; (1) anthracite.

Now, Newcastle coal in general is suitable for gas making, and may, perhaps, 
ho classed as (2) gas coal.

Statistics relating to Collieries.
We have collected the statistics referring to the coal shipments from each statistic? 

colliery, and the accidents which have occurred, and the results appear in Tables YI,
VIII, XI, and XII, of Appendix L, pages 48, 50, and 51.

There is also a statement handed in by Mr. Finney (Appendices 0 and P).
Table VIII of Appendix L, page 50, may he regarded as containing the 

proximate results of the investigation. It appears from this table that the 
Wallsend, Duckenfield, and Greta collieries alone have done a sufficient over-sea 
sailing trade to America to allow of the proper application of a statistical method.
During the epoch 188S to 1S96, the Wallsend and Duckenfield coals appear to have
had 134 and 1-13 per cent, of total casualties respectively, while the Greta coal has Percentage
only had 0'4 per cent. A closer analysis is attempted in Table XI, Appendix
page 51, whence it appears that in ships carrying 2,000 tons and over, as regards kimia of coal.
known cases of heating, the Greta coal has met with no accident at all; Wallsend
with 1'03 per cent, and Duckenfield with -66 per cent. only. These figures referring
to large ships only, loading generally in warm weather, and performing long voyages
in warm weather, must he considered as wonderfully favourable. With regard
to the other collieries we prefer to draw no inference, the number of shipments being
too small to he treated by statistical methods.

As a general result of the data collected in this Deport and Appendix, and of 
an inspection of collieries and examination of ’witnesses, wo find as follows :—

(1.) Those coals which have been shipped in sufficient quantity to he fairly 
susceptible to treatment by statistical methods have shown themselves to 
he at least up to tlie general average of good coal with regard to freedom 
from spontaneous comhustion.

(2.) There has been no change during recent years, either in the method of 
mining, or in the character of the coal met with, which throws any light 
on the casualties of 1895-90.

(3.) The cause of spontaneous combustion does not appear to us to depend on 
or to he associated with any particular description of Newcastle coal, nor 
can we say that any particular coal is dangerous.

Wo arc, therefore, forced hack upon the considerations already advanced in 
tlie first part of this Report, in which we sought to explain the accidents of 1895 and
1896. In a word, if accidents are to he prevented we must improve our methods of 
shipping coal, and must not load very large ships in very hot weather.

Cause of
spontaneous
combustion
probably
not associated
ivith any
particular
description of
Newcastle
coal.

Loading Appliances.
The system of loading in vogue at Newcastle has two recommendations, and 

two only, it is cheap and it is expeditions. The practice of dumping 7 or 8-ton ai)PUftr,<’es' 
loads down a depth of about 30 feet is entirely antiquated, and from the point of 
view of the underwriter, about as had as can he imagined.

There is, we believe, no case on record of a ship’s cargo taking fire anywhere Lomrion of 
except in the square of one of the hatchways: out of the hundreds of known cases of he‘Ull‘S ^ 
spontaneous heating of English, Foreign, and New South Wales coal—there is 
actually not a single ease where the fire did not first appear under the square of one 
of the hatches, generally, if not always, the main hatch. We thought wc had a case, 
that of the “ Alexandra,” hut the master happening to arrive in port during our 
inquiry, we discovered that this case also was perfectly normal {see Q, 218-20; 2492.)

3—c ‘ A
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Brmfcnge in 
dropping from 
tlie screens.

Jlreotngc in 
Tvaggons in 
transit,

Breakage in 
loading the 
ship.

Lowering of 
hoppers in 
hold of ship.

Alteration of 
■waggons.

Alteration of 
ships’ hatches.

A good many witnesses would liave us believe that firing arose from accidents 
with candles, odds and ends of fuse left ill the coal, &c. These views, always vague, 
may, we think, be dismissed at once, seeing that tlie square of the hatch is just the 
place where such accidental fires would not break out. Wo have, in fact, to deal 
with a purely Richtersian phenomenon—that of the slow oxygenation of coal, as 
already explained.

The problem is, therefore, how can we prevent tlie coal from being broken 
up as it falls into the hold ? or, more generally, how can we load a ship with 
“ whole ” coal only ?

Breakage in Dropping- from, the Screens.
This might easily he greatly reduced by the adoption of some proper appliance, 

e.g., by the use of an inclined swinging plate acting as a shoot from the screens^ to 
the waggons. The plate might bo formed of steel laths mounted on flexible material, 
so as to allow of withdrawal as the coal rises in the waggons.

Breakage in Waggons in Transit.
The breakage produced during the carriage of the coal may, we think, he 

neglected at present in comparison with the greater breakage at loading and 
discharging. The remedy is to be sought in getting rid of the idea that any kind of 
a permanent-way is good enough for a colliery railway.

Breakage in Loading the Ship.
This matter has received a good deal of attention, and we will consider in 

order the things which might he done, and give our reasons for or against them :—
f’l.) The waggons might be lowered to the bottom of the hold to begin witli, 

and afterwards to the top of the coal as a heap is gradually formed. This 
is now done so far as is possible, hut in many cases the hatches are too 
small for the hoppers, and in others the jibs of the cranes are not long 
enough to lower the "waggons fairly down the hatchways. A remedy would 
be to make the jibs of the cranes, at all events, long enough to lower the 
hoppers where possible.

(2.) The waggons might he made smaller so that they would go down the hatch
ways. This is by no means an impossible cure. The objection, however, 
is that the hopper waggons are otherwise very good and economical, and most 
collieries have discarded their box-waggons to put in hoppers. To change 
hack to boxes would increase the cost of conveying the coal to the ship’s 
side; would increase the cost of discharging the coal to the ship; and 
would ruin most of the coal companies who own the waggons used in 
transporting the coal. We do not think that the slight extra cost entailed 
by the use of box-waggons would he serious and there would be a gain in 
the value of the coal as delivered. Although we believe that some of the 
collieries have been mistaken in discarding tbc box-waggon for the large 
hoppei’, we cannot ask tbe eolliery owners to ruin themselves by instantly 
replacing their hoppers ; on the other hand, we think that the substitution 
of boxes for hoppers might, perhaps,, he made as time goes on, and this 
would most undoubtedly enable the coal to be delivered in better and more 
valuable condition, and would reduce the risk of heating {See especially on 
the question of box-waggons the evidence of Mr. J. R. M. Robertson, 
Q. 3,136).

(3.) The hatches of the ships might be made larger. We were satisfied that 
this would he a very difficult reform to make, and unless extra expenditure 
were incurred in building the ship, would tend to weaken it. There arc 
certain regulations governing the insurance rates, known as Lloyd’s rules, 
which prescribe how the hatch is to he formed. These rules should be 
altered so as to allow of larger hatches being put into ships. Wc think it 
desirable that the authorities of Lloyds, as well as the ship builders and 
owners, should he conferred with on this matter. Lloyd’s rules appear to 
govern ship building to an almost incredible extent, and are, no doubt, 
very good; still, they must march with the times, like everything else.
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(1.) Appliances might he fitted in the ship so as to allow of the coal sliding— Loading 
instead of falling.—into the holds. A drawing illustrating the working of 
one of such appliances appears on page 8(1 and a report by one of us Tesseis. 
who witnessed the loading of a ship with another of them appears as 
Appendix Y., p, 61. Our opinion is that both these appliances, in the form 
in which they came before us, arc clumsy and unpractical. On the other 
hand, wc see no reason to believe that the ingenuity of inventors has been 
exhausted in this direction, and we sec no reason why a practical con
trivance should not he forthcoming; at present, however, it does not exist.

Reconstruction of the Loading Appliances at the Dyke.

The possibility of an entire change to more modern methods of loading has introduction 
been fully considered by ns. The first thing that appears is that no blame of any 
sort is to lie laid upon those who inaugurated the present system. At the time the mcihoduof 
cranes were erected there had been no case of heating of Newcastle coal, and it was loadms- 
supposed, in consequence, that this coal enjoyed an immunity from danger of 
spontaneous combustion. The question at that time was merely how to get the coal 
on hoard as quickly and economically as possible, and this question was and is very 
perfectly solved by the now existing system. Wc now know, however, that New
castle coal can heat under favourable circumstances, and the position is therefore 
somewhat changed.

In the Report of the English Commission will he found a very complete 
account of tlie coal-loading appliances in use at that date—1876, and this we do not 
propose to recapitulate. It will suffice to say that of late years engineers have 
attempted to solve the problem of loading coal without breakage by proceeding along 
two lines of thought. On the one hand, arrangements have been made for emptying 
the waggons into vessels small enough to pass down the hatchways of a ship. These 
vessels have then been lowered till their movable bottoms arrived within easy distance 
of the bottom of the ship, or of the top of the coal, and devices have then been used 
to discharge them automatically. The best example of such an appliance that has Lewis and 
come before us is Lewis and Hunter’s system, now in use at the Roath Hock, Cardiff.
On the other hand, attempts have been made to discharge the waggons into a movable loading, 
spout, reaching nearly to the bottom of the ship; this system has reached, perhaps, 
its latest development in arrangements now in use at Cleveland, Ohio, TJ.S.A.

Of these two systems we greatly prefer that of Lewis and Hunter for use at 
Newcastle, and have obtained, through the Agent-General, a report from Sir Leader 
Williams (an eminent English engineer) on the working of the system at Cardiff.
This report {Appendix Z.) is entirely favourable, and we know of no reason against 
installing the system except the enormous expense which would he involved. Not 
only would the dyke have to he faced by a concrete Avail so as to form a concrete 
wharf (as we are unofficially informed by Mr. Harley, Enginecr-in-Chief for Public 
Works), hut the general arrangement of the sidings on Eullock Island and the 
arrangements for bringing the waggons under the cranes would have to he totally 
uprooted, and new arrangements made. To this the cost of the appliances is to be 
added. It appears that the hare cost of tlie appliances (without provision of power, 
which already exists) would he £14,879, f.o.b. London, and for this would be 
obtained two 18-ton cranes capable of serving a berth 300 feet long. We imagine 
that about three such sets would be required, hut cannot say exactly without a 
personal study of the working of the system. The £50,000 or so thus required 
would he much the smaller part of the total cost. We do not consider that we are 
justified in recommending any such expenditure, at all events until the following 
simple recommendations have been acted upon.

We consider that the jibs of the hydraulic cranes should be lengthened, so Lengthening 
that the hopper or box waggons can he lowered down into the holds of such of the of.ilb3 of 
largest ships as have hatchways of sufficient dimensions. We cannot do better than cranes.'’ 
print here tlie answer we received from Mr. Harley to our question on this head.
The cost of the proposed alterations would not be very heavy.

Department*
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Department of Public Works, Engineer-in-Chiefs Office,
Sir, Sydney, 15 December, 1896.

With reference to your letter of 30th ultimo, requesting certain information in regard to tho 
coal-loading cranes at Newcastle, I have now the honor to forward you the following particulars :

1. Number of cranes—
15, viz., 12 hydraulic, 3 steam.

2. Lifting power of each—
2 of 9 and 25 tons capacity.
6 „ 9 „ 15 „ „

' 4 ,, 9 ,, ,,
3 (steam) 15 „ „

3. Length of jib of each —
See Schedule attached (overhang over wharf).

4. Tho length of jib required to ouable the eoal-hoppcrs to be lowered down the holds of the largest
vessels visiting the port—

19 ft. 6 in. reach beyond face of wharf.
5. Wlint objections, if any, arc there to the jibs being lengthened for Ihis purpose, or new jibs 

being attached to the cranes in lieu of the present ones, if necessary, to secure that object—
Tho jibs of the six hydraulic cranes, viz., Nos. 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,10 can safely be lengthened to make them

reach, say, 1ft ft. 6 in. beyond face of wharf, which will he sufficient, so long as tho load lifted
from the lengthened jib does not exceed 9 Ions ; hut if the cranes arc ever required for 15-ton 
loads, then care must be taken to reeve the chains through what will be the inner or original 
sheave, which must be retained for that purpose.

I have, &c.,
C. W. DAKLEY,

The Secretary, Coal Cargoes Commission, Enginccr-in-Chief for Public Works.
Chief Secretary’s Office.

Particulars of Cranes at Bulloch Island.

Xame.
Radius

from contra of 
Crane.

Height of 
Sheave to Deck 

of Wharf,

Overhang over 
Wharf. Lifting Power.

about about about
ft in. ft. in. ft. in.

1 28 0 31 0 15 0 15 tons ... ... ... ... Steam.
about about about

2 28 0 31 0 15 0 15 tons ...................................... Steam.
about about about

3 28 0 31 0 15 0 15 tons ... ... ... ... Steam,
4 28 0 38 4 16 9 9 tons and 15 tons ... ... 11 ydraulic.
5 2S 6 38 4 17 3 9 tons and 15 tons ............... Hydraulic.
6 33 G 51 0 19 6 9 tons and 25 tons ... ... Hydraulic.
7 28 3 38 4 16 6 9 tons and 15 tons ... ... Hydraulic.
S 27 9 38 4 14 9 9 tons and 15 tons ... ... Hydraulic.
9 28 0 38 4 15 9 9 tons and 15 tons ... ... Hydraulic.

10 27 3 38 4 16 0 9 tons and 15 tons ............... Hydraulic.
n 35 0 51 0 22 0 9 tons and 25 tons ............... Hydraulic,
12 30 0 48 0 19 9 9 tons ....................................... Hydraulic.
13 30 0 48 0 19 9 9 tons ... ... ... ... Hydraulic.
14 30 0 48 0 19 9 9 tons ... ... ... ... Hydraulic.
15 30 0 48 0 19 9 9 tons ....................................... Hydraulic.

C. W. DAELEY,
Engineer-iu-Chief for Public Works.

It will be seen that tlierc are at present six cranes whose jibs arc long’enough, 
and wc believe that in ordinary times these six cranes are sufficient to serve the 
large ships. On tho other hand, we consider that we have shown that there is a 
marked tendency for the size of the ships to increase; and, moreover, at certain 
times there is a rush of business. It seems to us, therefore, that the alteration might 
very well he made at once, and would, at all events, render the arrangements for 
berthing more simple. When we recollect that it is precisely with the largo ships 
that the danger occurs, jt is obvious that they ape the ships whoso interests ought to 
he chiefly considered.

Temperature
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Temperature at time of Loading.
Returning to the effects of the temperature at winch the coal is loaded, the Jte™Peer“t£uro 

mean of the maximum, temperatures of all the days of loading of tlie ships known to loading, 
have heated is 75° ^Fahrenheit. It is therefore clear that this is too high a mean 
maximum temperature; how much too high we can hardly say. We may note that 
the highest mean maximum shade temperature of loading of any ship that fired is 88°, 
and the highest single maximum temperature 103°. With the greatest diffidence, 
therefore, we suggest that ships of 2,000 tons burden and upwards should not he 
loaded—except special precautions to avoid breakage are taken, and unless the coal 
arrives at the wharf in an exceptionally unbroken condition—on days on which the 
maximum shade temperature rises above 80°, or the maximum sun temperature 
above 110°. Of course we know that it will be said that the ships are often loaded 
at night, when the maximum night temperature is much lower. True; but the 
coal which has been standing all day, generally in sunshine, is still more or less 
hot through tlie greater part, if not the whole, of the night. In short, it may truly 
be said that there is no finite relation between the temperature of a mixed cargo 
of coal and the mean maximum temperature of the days on which it is loaded. The 
scientific method would be to take the temperature of each waggon-load of coal as 
it came under tbe cranes; but this, we fear, is quite impracticable. Again, of course, 
wc recognise that it docs not matter how cold the greater part of the cargo is if 200 
or 300 tons, or even less, is hot. The fact is that the process of loading large ships 
with coal at Newcastle during tlie summer months, with the existing appliances, is 
necessarily fraught with considerable risk. At what temperature tho risk vanishes 
wc arc unable, with the present limited data at our command, to exactly determine.
The temperatures of 80° and 110°, which we have fixed upon, are certainly as high 
as can be allowed, and it is probable that isolated cases of heating will still occur, 
even if our suggestion is acted upon. To fix a lower limit would give rise to vast 
inconvenience.

SUMMARY OR CONCLUSIONS.
Liability to Dangers.

Ships carryingcoal cargoes arc peculiarly liable to the two following dangers:—
(1) Spontaneous heating of the coal cargo.
(2) Shifting of the coal cargo.

(1) Spontaneous heating. The cause of this is to be sought in the absorp
tion of oxygen by coal. This absorption increasing both with the initial temperature 
of the coal, tho fineness of its state of division, the depth of the cargo, and the length 
and mean temperature of the voyage.

(2) The cause of the shifting of cargo is to be sought in imperfect and 
insufficient trimming, and tho absence of shifting-boards.

Means for preventing Spontaneous Seating.
(1) We recommend that the cranes be altered so as to admit of the waggons 

being lowered down the hatchways of ships, with a view to prevent the excessive 
breakage of coal which has hitherto taken place. We are aware, however, that the 
system of loading at present in vogue at Newcastle must be regarded as antiquated, 
and that the loading of ships cannot be placed on a satisfactory footing until the 
system is entirely reorganised.

Among the systems which wc have considered, Lewis and Hunter’s appears 
to us most suitable, and we should have recommended that this system be adopted 
at Newcastle were it not for the enormous expense which would he involved in 
establishing it. Ror this reason it appeared to us to he 'desirable that every effort 
should be made to improve tbe existing system before incurring the expense of 
abolishing it.

(2) We recommend that very large ships should not be loaded with the 
existing appliances on days at which tbe maximum shade temperature rises above 
80° R,, or tbc maximum suu temperature above 110° R.

(3) We recommend that, as at present, surface ventilation only should, bo
employed in connection with cargoes of coal. Shifting
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Shifting of Coal Cargoes.
(4) With regard to the trimming of coal cargoes, we are unable to recommend 

that any form of Government inspection or licensing of trimmers should be adopted, 
as it has been abundantly shown that it is in the power of the masters of ships to secure 
adequate trimming.

W c are of opinion, however, that no iron or steel ship should engage in the 
coal trade without shifting-boards being provided.

It is right that we should here acknowledge the assistance wc have received 
from the Secretary of the Commission, who prepared, single-lianded, the laborious 
returns contained in this Report and Appendix.

RICHARD THREW?ALL, M.A., A.M.I.C.E.,
President

EDWARD F. PITTMAN, Assoc. R.S.M.

Waltee Wilson,

Secretary,
28/4/97.
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TABLE I.

Date
Of

Sailing

188b. 
July 19

1892. 
Dec. 23

Cases of

Nniiie of Vessel.

Spontaneous Combustion in the Cargoes of Coal-laden Vessels which sailed from Newcastle, New South mies, between the years 1888 (30 Sept.) 1896.
* -------------------- ------------------------ —------■ ----------------------------------------- ------ ----- ---— -------- - ' Vlnx-i. I

Eilkerrati

Wood,
Iron,

or
Steel.

Iron.

Year
built.

187L

King James ..J Steel .' 1892

Depth
of

Vessel
Ton
nage-

Port of 
Destination.

Ton
nage 

of Coal 
Cargo.

....... * i - k How loaded—Colliery from «;1 mi l cargo bv shnot
wan obtauicd. i 1 p.,,

Dates of Loading.

I

23-4

1893. 
.Mni-. 5 Ccclnvbatik

Nor. 4 Hawaiinn Tslei

1892 24'd 2,800

1895.
Juno 13 Royal Forth ... Iron

1892

1,199

2,200

V nlparaiso 1,757 Uuckoi field

San Erancisco.J 3,489

23-6

1893

2,027

Crane.

Wallsoml

4,283

3,300 Dueleufield

25'6 2,988 4,558 Pacific Co-operative..

Maxi
mum 
shade 

tempe
rature 

on dates
ijloading.i

Rainfall 
recorded at 9 a.m.

Extent of Casualty.

1888. 
("July 14

night. | " 1?
L „ 18

1892.
■v- i .a f Doc. Night* ( ^

*(500 tons.)
r»cc.

1888. I
July 14, 0-011 

' 15, -

17, 0 02 
IS, 0-17 > 
19, -

— Burnt—total loss;

Day and _ 
night.

1893.
„. , ,« (Ech. 11
Sleht I „ 15

*(500 tons).
fPeb. £5
I „ 26

Day and j „ 27
night. | „ 28

j Mar. 1
l .. 2

Dav

Day imd j 
night, j

Heforrcd to 
in Evidence.

Arrived on fire

Q. 937, 
1799 to 
1810.

Reported to haro been burnt 
after arrival at one of the 
ports on the west coast of 
South America. (Omitted in 
statistical treatment.)

Had 50 tons of dirty Welsh 
coal in bottom of ship, which 
had been on board for seven 
months previous to sailing.

Q.2059-69' Had to put back after leaving 
i Newcastle, and was six week. 
I in Sydney effecting repairs.

Cargo heated in 
No. 3 hatch.

(Sec letter from master, Appen
dix‘'B”)

1895. Mav 28, —
1 fMav 28 59 0 „ 26. —
1 i 29 65 5 ,, 30> —June 8 —
1 June 8 64-0 » 6, -

„ ......... | Hay Cdit J 685 „ 10, 0-18
„ 1C 64-0 Jj ““

j .. u 570 „ 12, —
61-5 „ 13, -

1 L 13 1 58-0 „ 14, 0-27

Arrived with cargo 
heated.

1
Q. 3237-42

* Stiffening coal* &
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1 >AtC
Of

Sailinjf.

t

Xamo of Vm^cl.
Wood,

1 Iron, 
or

1 SUsel.
Year
built.

Depth
of

Vessel,

1895. 
Sept. 7 West Glen....... Iron.. 1876 ISO

u- John Una ....... i Steel..

1
1

1392 j 250

Ton* I Port of 
JiaffO. Debtiiifttioit.

700 TortoraliHo.

Boo. 10 Garsdule ... fl Ivon.. 1SS5

10 IJollimvood ... Stefi,.

2,568

Toil’ 
nntfe of Oiftl Car£o

J,036

Colliery from wliieli corj^o 
oblaincil.

How lo£tde<l — 
Ijj (Jrano, Shoot, 

(.Ve. ■
Dates of Loading.

l

-Maxi*
mum 
shade 

tempe* 
ratuic 

on dates 
ofloading.

ItainfnU 
reeoi-dcd at 

0 a.m.
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Sau Franci;^-.! 4,237 Ipacilic Co-operative

Extent of Casualty.

J8i)5. 

Auk. 2755 tons fro ml
Ifgliter,

Crane .......... iDay and / Sept.
iii'glit. (. „

23-0 1,64 j

18S0

27 Aleiumlra......

1893. 
.Inn. 22

J von .

212

Valparaiso . . ',490

2,60G

1863

Republic ... Steel 1891

23-0

240

San Francisco 4,000

Wbllsend

West Watlsend.

1,297 ! Los Ajigeies .,| 1.798

2,347 San Francisco 3,770

‘South "Waltscnd (020 
tmi!.) and Xorthcn 
Fxtendc.t (1.17S 
tons).

Co-ojicrativc .

Uajt... | Sept.

1(1,500 Ions.) 
r'Sept. 10. 

Dayand \ „ ]1
nighl. ^ „ 12,

IS'

Xiglitf ...Nov. 27 
+(100 tons.) |

Day and f^00' 

night. £

72 0

73-0
78-0

77-0
77-0

800 
73 0 
69 0 
69 0

79 0

9;!-o 
99 0

1893. 
Aug. 27,

I », 28, 1
Sept, 2, ■ 

t> 3,
4, ■

Sept. 6,
„ 7,
it 8,

10, 
11, 
12, 
13, • 

„ H, ■

How 27,0-17
„ 28. o-oi

Dec, 3,0-20
If "ff --

Referred to 
in Evidence.

to
00

Arrived at Yul- 
puraiso on fire.

On dnrins Q.324-3-46
voyage. "

Cargo Tientcd on 
voyugc.

Part cargo jettisoned. (See Ap
pendix C.)

Daj+ .

fDcc.

^ -o ,£,L j 
i

Nigh I +
+(250 tons )

_ Dec.
Day

+ (600 tons.)
(V

Day and ) 
night. 1

Ij 82-0 j, 6,0'51

|
I Nov. 22, —

2 2 75 0 1 „ 23, O-OI Cnrgo heated......... Q. 1743-53.
23, 78'0 | „ 2i, 0-07 2086.

) Dee. 4, —
' 99-0 „ 5’, -

6, 82 0 }) 6>0 5l
6 93-0 „ 7,0 04

72-0 „ 8, —
I 76-0 „ 9, —

6j 80-0 „ 10,0-06

|
l^ec. 2, O'Oo

2 83 0 „ 3,0-20 Arrived nt San Q. 2070-90.
1 „ 19, — Francisco on tire. 2481.

19 ' 81-0 „ 20, — 2513, 2117,
20, 87-0 ,, 21.0 77 2704.
21 01*0

1
„ 22, 0 26

1896.
Jan. 2. —

2 770 „ 3. — Burnt—total lose. Q,. 47-33,
„ 13, — 2083-90.

13 930 „ 14, —
14 1030 „ 15, 0 02
15 790 „ 16,007
16 74-0 „ 17,0-01

Heat decreased and vessel 
arrived.

Put into Lyltleioo, N.Z., sukI 
discharged part cargo.

s
M

Ship seoltled. Fire originafed 
umlcr Xo. 3 hatch to mam- 
mast.

Fire originated in Xo. 2 haleh, 
(See Appendix r<D/J)

j;

ZD
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Piite
of -Vame Of ^ 

Sailing.

18£)B.
Jan, 31 Erdblock

Wood,
Iroi>,

Steel

Year
built,

loSO

Depth
of

Ycbscl.
Toil-
na-fe.

Port of 
Dost i nut i on.

Ton- 
iinjfe of 

l ’onl
Cn rjfo.

Col[Ler>' from « hieli CurtfO wa*5 obUiintil.
How loarlwl }

t»y Crajfe, Shoot.! Dates of Loading 
*o.

Maxi
mum 
shade 

tempe
rature 

on dates, 
of

loading

24'2 ,2,000 I San i^Yunciscoj 3,134

Feb. 2j Ivaight of St, 
JklichncL

... Monm

Steel - 1SS3

Iron.. JS77

•SoutliWiiUicndfJ.lttt Cjime 
tons), ^'orlheni Itx- 
tcncleci {I,7cs3 ton*) 
snd i*n<iifie Co 0| era- 
five (202 toi..-).

3 806. 
Jan. 14 

15
+ { „

t(750 tons.)

fi.S!

23
21
25
26 
27 
28,

211 2,191 Val, 3,200 ■ Wall Fund

103-0
790

800 
90 0 

102 0 
73 0 
750 
780

85'0

lOTCrmay .........Stoul 1395

23 0 1,-137

21-7 1,339

.April 3G Ellen A RendJ Wood 1 1881

„ 22 EJor.i P. Slaf- 
I ford.

1883

24 0

| *608

+490
(MilTen- 

iOn) i

Bnslets

1,750 Manila. 2,553

23 8 1,250

WcfL IV; 
tons) unit 
(SCO ton?)

Dny ... fJun. 17 
+(400 kms.)

r-Jun. 28 78'0 
Day and) „ 29 90 0
niglit. i „ 30 72-0

C „ 31

Fet. 21

„ 25
27
28

(At Sydney.)

Mar. 9
„ 10

„ 12

79 8

73 0
74 0 
74-2

78-7
75-1

78-9

Kail (full 
recorded ut

0 (Liu,

1896.
Jan. 14 —

15, 0 02
10. 0 07

#: 23, 0 0L
> i 21, —

25, —
26, 1 02

)5 27, 0-01
}) 28, —
1J 29, 0 01

luainit ot Casuaiti, ileferred to 
ui Ihidetice.

Cargo on lire ... Q, 2083-90,1 Arefscl beached and fillcil with
2117, 2704. water at destination.

end (2,053 
Waratni,!

153 tons byl 
baskets. i

(At Sydney.)

April 9 85 0

i /" April 22
Crane.............. |Day and 1 ,, 23

* , ii;sht- ; „ 24t „ 25

7J-0 
08 0 
73 0
710

1,901

A us. Rlmddhm
Cictle.

Iron 1833

Senhoni

Jan. 17, 0-01 
18, —

„ 28, - 
„ 29, O'O I 
„ 30, —
„ 31, - 

Eeb. 1, — |

Fob. 21,0-19 '
22, —

„ 23, 0 05 
„ 27,0 03 
„ 28, - 
n 29, -

Mar. 9, —
„ 10, 0-7J.
„ li, —
» 12, —
„ 13, — I

April 9, —
j, io; —

22 _77
,, 23, 0-07, 
„ 24, —
,, 25,
,, 26, 0-3(1

Cargo hentrd.

I
..Q.271-2S7. 

| £09,5-97
32-35. '

Q 93-12 3, 
i 171.2100.

Put into Si drier and disehurged 
part of cargo. (See A i-iiiencinc 
"E/’)

•Stifreningcoallondedat Sydney 
from rousting vessel, hentrd 
in Kewcustle Jfiubour in the 
b(|Liarr' of the main hatch, 
where (he coal was small and 
durty. (150 tons removed).

Q. l£9-141.|tSd(temn;r coallimrled at Sr rlricr-from 
I 172 coasting ressc.1 heated in'NewcaMir
1 ’ 1 Harbour in die wiuni'e of the innin

imteb, Hie teal being iineh |,m\rlered 
and darnj,. (40 tons lemcn cd.J

Cargo on fire on Q. 2(1-30,
surface. 686-99,

706-26,
1760-3,

1877-95,
3177-8.

216 ^2,093 8an Francisco 3.100 Waiisend

154 tons by 
baskcla.

Crauc.............. I Day

April 8 80 0

f April lo' 68 0 
j „ 10 68 0 

l „ 1?; 67-0 
L „ IS 68 0

April 8, 
;r

f Aug. 5 60-0
„ 6: 590

Xigbt J
and Day J „ £0

! „ 21
C >, 22

57-0
63-0
co-o

Ax

— | Burnt—total lO'S.
15,
Id -
17, — 
IS, —
19, —
5, - -
6, 0-01
7,0 08

20, — 
21,
22. — 
23. —

Put into Sydney. Eire near the 
main hatch (probably due to 
cause other than spontaneous 
heating. Omitted in statistical 
treat munt).

Fire originated ill mum hold 
on -Tunc G. (Sue Ajipentliv

Cargo heated in 
after hutch—10- 
tons jettisoned.

' Noiv Cardiff. f Stiffening coal.
1345 T.
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CO
SYNOPSIS OF TA IlLE I, SHOWING CARGOES THAT HEATED. ^ O

' a.)
YiiSSEiR iblastified uncording to size of Oai'goc’, also Pori, of Dcstinaliou.

Under 500 tons 500 and under 1,000 tons. 1,000 and under 1,000 tons j,r»00 and under 2,000 tons. 2,000 nml under 2,jOO tons. 2,500 and under 
3,000 tons.

3,000 and under 3,500 tons

Name
of

Vessel.
Hc^iiiatiOn.

Name
ol

Vessel.
Destination.

Name 
of 1

Vessel.
Destination.

Name
of f

\ es&el. 1
Destination.

Name
of

Vessel.
Destination.

Name
ol

Vessel.
Destina

tion. Name of Vessel. Destination

Imermay -. (Stiffening coal only, 
heated at New 
castle.)

Morna - -. (Stiffening coal only, 
heated, at New-

West Glen. Tortoralillo. Aloxamlra----,
Flnm P. Stafford

Loh Angeles..

Jlauilla.

1 GnitMalo .j Valparaiso Kunr James ..........
Hawaiian isles ,.

Ran Francisco, 
do 
do

castle.) Kt. of St. Michael . 
Rhuddlan Castle

Valparaiso.
San Francisco.

3.R00 tons and over.

Name of Vessel

Oedarban'k .. 
Koyal Forth . 
John Ena ... - 
HolHnwood 
Republic ....

Dcstumtiou.

San Francisco, 
do 
do 
do 
do

(2.)
(3.)

Yeak in Tiljieli Vessels sailed mid Colliery from ivhieli Cargo was obtained.
Extent of Casualty.

Name of Colliery.
1S02- | 1S93. isfl?. ]S00.

King James Oedarbank . . . J West Glen.
i Kt. ot St. Jtichael.
| Morna.
1 Invermav.

.................................................................................
Pacific Go-operative . ..........................

Hawaiian Isles..
f Royal Forth.

I^Rhwldlan Castle.
-. .x........................

Holltnwnod. ................................
Republic.
Flora P. Stafford.Go-opera five.......................................................

Rcaham...................................................... - - * *
South Wnllsend and Northern extended .. 
South Wnllsend, Northern Extended and 

Pacific Oo-opernlivo.

Alexatidm.
Brablock.

Burnt—Total loss.

King James.

Republic.
Flora lJ. Stafford.

On Fire.

Cedarbank. 

West Glen. 

John Ena. 

Alexandra. 

Brablock.

Cargo heated. * 1

Hawaiian Isles.
7to>al Foidh.

I Garsdnle.
I llollmwood.
1 Kt. of SL Michael. 

Morna (Stilteningr only). 
Invemiay do 
Uhuddlnn Castle.

a
ppen
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TABLE IT,

Uitc of sailing. Nome of vofwel.
Wood,
iron,

or
fctccl.

Missiso Coal-

Yar D<211’ Ton- 
hniH. ,4^,, nagc-

,ladea VeBsels whicl. Bailed from Newcastle, New South Wales, between the years 1383-(30 Sepfc) 189a

Port of 
destination.

Ton*
na^-c

coal
cargo.

I ,. . I How loaded—
Colliery fi*oni winch can?o ^ crane, shoot 1 wa« oMnined. J Datc^ of loadiujf

j Maxi* I 
imnn
bIumJc I . ,

Icinlie- Rainfall recorded at 
rature fJ a m,

.on dates
of I

loading-. I

Shifting
boards.

Keferred to 
in etidencc.

18SS. 1
])tc. 20 Sutiliim Iron-.. 1880 23'0 1,018 IVilmington... 2,532 Laiubloii (246 tons)... By basic!

I from lighter.
Dec.

Stockton .......................... 1 Shoot,

1889.

Jim. I?! JJmfiiiri. ............. Wood I860

Fob. 22 Lucknow 1, Steel..1 1883

149 ! 292 | Noumea

22-3

1SS8.

500 I Lambton

1,410 Sim Francisco

Crane............... Day and
1 | night.

1,818 | Greta, and Homevillc, 
I Greta.

Jane 1 Comity oE I Ivon. 
* Cuvutirvon. ,

1877 j 22-5 1,267 j Yalpumiso

Ciano. #J’>b

Day. 1

L

1,880 1 Wnllsend ..........................^ 208 tons by
baskets.

1890.

Titnr. 2ol Ilawarden Iron . 
Castle.

1891.
11 ny 30] Turninung Iion. 

' (steamer).

1869

18S0

Dec. 11

21-0 1,101 Valparaiso

16'5 11,281 Melbourne

Tbeophnnc ....... I Iron..| 18C8 23 7 1,519

1,321 ; Wallscnd

8.
6 ... 8L-3

Doe. 6, —
„ 7, '

7 ... 94-8 „ s; —

19 ... 76-3
19, —

„ 20, 0 22
20 ... 79-8 „ 21, -
21 ... 87 3 „ 22, O'll
22 ... 93-3 „ 23, -

0.
14 ..

1
81-8

1889. I
Jan. 14, — 1

„ 15, — 1
13 .. | 100-3 „ 16, — |

7 ..
1 83 3

Feb. 7, 0 01
„ 8, 0-09

-)15 ..
1 90-8 „ 15, —

„ 16, 0 09
16 .. 78-8 » 17, -
17 . 76-8 „ IS, 001
18 . 1 77-3 „ 19,
19 . . 7C-31

„ 20, 0-01

- 21 .
1

. 70-3
' Mm, 21, 0 01

22, 0-C3

2$ . ..' CG-3
„ 23, 2-21 
„ 29, 0-61

Crane...............I Lay and
I night.

152 tons from1 
lighter. 

Crane............... -

29 ... 67-8
30 ..I 66 8
3L .. 67 3

1890. 
Mar. 15

„ 19
20

Mollendo.

1,572

2,118

Lambton 
Newcastle C. M 
Burwood

:Vcio’.|

Duokcnfiekl

Crane.

Crane

Dar
1891. 

May 30

*Nov. 26 
*(430 tons.)

Day and' 
nigbl.

r Dee. 5
O
7
S

73-8
70'8
72-8

64'3

74 5

7oo 
88'5 
7CO 
70-5

30, 0 07 
" 31, 0 33

Judo 1, —

1890
Mar. 15, —

., 16, - 
„ 19, -
„ 20, -
„ 21, 0-22

1891.
May 30, —

„ SI, 0-16

Not. 26, — 
27, —

Dec. 5, 0-07
6, —7,
8, 0 11
9, 0 11

No.

j:
40

■v
ia

K
ad
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Date of sjiilin”-.

1S92. 
Mnr. 14

Sf'pt. 22

Wnod, IJejitli
OI

vessel.

Toil’
1

of vessel. iron,
4-1

stool.

Ytm-
ImiiIi

Ton- Paitof
nftg-e. il<‘st msdion,

I nage
1 <>f 
, coal

Collicrj* from wlii<-li eaivjo 
Wfis obtameil.

How Innrlcd—
1j> ora fie, ahool,

itc. |
Dotes of loading.

1

Osman Puslia.. Wuo«l 1673

I’riars Cnig ,,, Skvl,

I

22j Minnie Y

J)cc, .j\ Colvvvn

oung

1892

4!>7 | Mmn:fius 

1^335 1 Tqnique ..

747

2,322

1893. I
Feb. 15 Gowaiiburn

-i
I

W ond

J 1*01] .

Steel.

ilavi-
imnu i slunii‘

tuni]ic- J iecoKk*<l
latuio | 0 a in.

on (I nl os' 
nf |

lon'lnii; |

Duckcnfldd

2] Lnmorna Troii...

JS8i ' 70

I8fc7 213

JSSSl 23-7

80

1,1 GO

2,070

Townsiillfi ... 130

Vtiljuruiso .. i ],614 Wallsotid

A. A. Co.’s

S.in Fraiiciseo' 2,0/1

1867 | 22-7 1,253

Juno 14! Woollon ........

Sc]>t. 19. FrelTii ........

1833 , 2T9

Wesl WalUend

Ilonoluht. 1,905

2,101

.. 1SC3 23-0

Valparaiso ,..| 2,807

Durfcenficld

"Wallsond

1,202 LtUIc'.oh .... 1,689

Cmiio.

200 tons bj 
boskets at 
Svdnev.

Crane .

Sboot.

Crane.

Nervi-astie Coal Mining 
Co.’s.

1892. |
Unj and nigbl, Mar, 10 80'o

Sept., between Gib nni1 
!tb.

f Sf])t. 15,, 
., 1G... 

DaJ --i >. 17...
I „ 18...
L 19...

*2fov. 22.. 
*(100 Ions.)

60-0
690
Ct-5
6C-0
72-5

niubt.

ll.i

30...

1803.
r Feb. 8 . 
I „ 9 .
J „ 10..

i „ 11..
I 12.,
L „ 13...

9...*Feb.
*(20J Ions.)

Dax amlf ’3-
i : i?:::

•May 2C... 
*(150 fems.)

f June 2..
Day and J „ 3...
niglit. ) ,, 4...

<• „ 6...

Day.

Day and ( 
niglit. (

Sept. 9...

13... 
16 .

nt Ptnftinj/ [ 
board!

1892. 
Mar. 10, 

„ 11.

Sept, 15, —
„ 1G, 0 04
„ 17, — 
» 18, — 
„ 19. - 
„ £0, 0 08

llcforrul to 
in eilitencc

......... I

72 0 23
1 20 —■ i
' 70-0 30

so-o Der 1 — 1
1

1893 t

79-0
Feb. 8

9
Oj^O

j Yes.........
8 TO 10, __ 1
84'0 1 'S 11, 0 02 1
75-0 ,, 17, 0 85
76-0 13. 3-70
75 0 14, 0 02

Feb. 9,
8 TO 10, _
910 15, __
79'0 11 16, 0 01
73 0 17, __

)* IS. 0 08

May 26, c-oi
630 27, 0 Ot Xo .........

J une 2, 001
G4-0 3, 3 80
5S0 4, 001
600 5, __
63-0 6, o-oi

Sept. ft 004.
600 10, — STo .....
60-0 15, 001
710 16, __

*) 17, —

ill licrcd lo have foundni eil in a 
burrienne of)1 Maurifins.

Was sten in a cnle GO miles 
fiom Svdcer.

Supposed (o lime been in 
eollisimi; wreekuge nasbcd 
a«hore nt Enipma HeiuD. 
Few Zealand.

ISO ca-ks of fallow on board.

Wreckage found, Oelober 3; 
believed to have toundered.

COia;

-J

o

* Stiffening- ocal
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Date of GBilinir. Name of vessel-
Wood,’ Depth Ton- Port ot

Ton’
nage

of
coal

Colliery from which cargo

1

How loaded—

or built. vessel. nage. destination. was obtained. &c.
steel. cartfO.

1S94 
Mar. 16

co
L

CoUntraiTC......... Steel.

180o. 
Jan. 2C

Feb. 2:

June 2-5

Ju’y i:

Florence.

Cmi'-bruB

?.I emu

Iron...

Steel..

[ran .

1,892 , 23'0 1,74-7

1,869 1 19-5 1 809

1894 I 21-7

Doc.

Foildlcburn ...

Lady Lawrence

1,356

13S0

1883

22-0 ,1,296

20-0

1868 1 23-6

Prince James .

1836 ,
Feb. 18t Trinidad........ !

1868

1866

San Francisco

1,053

1,384

499

19-0 1 676

3,COS Wallsem!

Panama .........  1,140 i DttckcnGeld

Valparaiso ... 1,679 Co-operati

Tocopilla.........  2,029 ] Wnllsend

j 1,507

Valparaiso ... 1,500

Caldera

816

1,034

177 tons, 
from lighter

Crane.

Aust, Agricultural ' Shoot , 
Company’s. I

Dates ot loading.

1894.
Mar. 5 .. 

„ 7 ..

Day and
night.

('Mnr. 10 .. 

» 11 •• 
„ 12 .. 

» .. 
„ 14 ..

1894.
«Dcc. 31 ... 

*(300 ton'.) 1895.- 
Day and C Jan. 21 ,. 
night. I „ 22 ..

Day and 
night.

Feb. 15 .. 
„ 16 .. 
n 17 •• 
„ 18 .. 

I „ 19 ..

Maxi
mum 
shad) 

tempe
rature , 

on dates 
of

loading.

790

740

81-0
74-0
730
74-0
790

74-0

720
71-0

80 0 
76 0 
76 0 
80-0 
780

Raiafati recorded at 
9 a.m.

*Feb. 12 .. 
*(350 tons.)

Day and ( Feb. 20 
night, i „ 21 ..

•June 8 .. 
*{400 tons.)

Day ned (June 19 ., 
night. 1 „ 20 ..

•July 2 .. 
*(400 tons). 

f J uly 6 ..
Day and ) „ 7 ..

night.. J „ 8 ..
(. „ 9 .,

•IS'ov. 23 . 
*(215 tons.) 

Day and ( Hot. 27 . 
night. I „ 28 .

1896. 
Feb., 7 .

„ 13 .
14 • 

.. 15 .

Mar.
1894.

5, 0-06
6, 012
7, 3-92
8, 0 01 

10, 0 02 
11, 2 -80
12, 1-42
13, 0 05 
It, - 
15, 0 03

78-0

78-0
80-0

64-0

60-0
59"5

56 0

560
68-0
59-3
58-0

780

79-0
67-0

74-0

760
780
790

Dec. 31, 1"35 
1S95.

Jan. 1, 1-S0 
„ 21,0 23
„ 22, 3’00
„ 23, 5-70

Feb. 15,0-06 
„ 16,0 01 
„ 17,0-03
„ 13, -
„ 19,0 04
„ 20, -

Feb. 12, — 
„ 13,001
n 20, -
„ 21, 0-01

22, —

June 8, — 
9, - 

„ 19, 0 01
„ 20, -„ 21, -

Feb. 2, —

Feb.

Shifting
boards.

Yes.

Yes

Yes

Yes.

2,

3,
6,

7,
8,

9,
10,

Nov. 23, 0-01
„ 24, O 07
„ 27, 0-17
„ 28, 0 01
„ 29,0 02

1S9G.
7, -
8, 0-01

13, 0 09
14, —
15, 0-30
16, 1-42

— Y, s

No.

| No

Tteferred to 
in evidence.

Q. 1529-37 
1513-9

(Sec Appendix "O.’1)

310 casks tjiiaw (153 tous) and 
505 tons shale loaded in 
Svdnev,

Q,. 924-6, 
2,271-5.

200 tons of tallow and 400 tons 
of shale on board, (See 
Appendix: “ H.”)

Q. 415, 
429.

CO

* Stiffening coal.
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America «... 
Mauritius .... 
Honolulu ... 
Noumea ., 
Melbourne ...
Lyltlefcou___
Townsi Hie . .

SYNOPSIS OF TAliLE II, SHOWING MISSING VESSELS. 

VesseJjS classified according io Size of Cargo, nlso Port of Destination.

toie*

Under 00 tons. 500 and under 1,000 tons. 1

Name Name
Of Destination, of Destination,

Vessel. Vessel.

Minnie Yn ung. Townsville.! Niagara ... . Noumea,
Osman Pasha . Mauritius.
Prince James.. Valjraraiso.

1,000 ami under l.&OO tons.

Name |
of Destination.

Vessel. 1

1,500 and under 2,000 tons

Name
ol

Vessel.
Destination.

2,000 and under 2,500 tons.

Name
of

Vessel.

Total...............

Florence ... - 
Trinidad . ..

Panama.
CUldcra.

Lucknow .....................
County of Carnarvon. 
Hnwafden Castle . 
Tnramung (s.s.)
Colwyn ...........
Lamorna... .
Evelyn...............
Cumbrae .. .
Noddleburn .
I^ady Lawrence

San Francisco, 
Valparaiso do
Melbourne,
Valparaiso.
Honolulu.
Lyttlcfcon.
Valparaiso.
Tocopilla.
Valparaiso,

1 (a.B.) I

Theophane .. 
Friar’s Crag 
itenai ...........

Destination.

Mollendo.
Iquique.
Tocopilla.

2,500 and under 3,000 tons.

Name
Of

Vessel.
Destination,

3,000 and under 3,500 tons.

Name
of

Vessel.

Suakim___
Gowanbuni, 
Woolton ..

Wilmington. 
San Francisco 
Valparaiso.

Oolintraive .

Destination.

San Francisco.

Name of Colliery,

Wallscnd........

Duekcnfield ..........................................
Stockton ..............................................
Lambton................................................
Lambton, Newcastle, and Bunvood 
Greta ami nomcvillc, Greta ....
A, A, Company......................................
West Wallsend......................................
Newcastle..............................................
Co operative ................. ... .

Year in which Vessel sailed and Colliery from which Cargo was obtained.

1SSS. 1SS9. 1300. 1391. 1S02. 1393. 1894.

County of Carnarvon Hawardcn Castle .. Colwyn...............

f Osman Pasba ,, 
\ Ftlar’s Crag___

ColmtraSve...

Thcophatio .... Lamorna...........
Suakim , ..

XL-iijaiu .......................
S S. TaramUDg.

Lucknow ...................
Minnie Young

1

19&i.

f'Mcnni.............
J Noddlcburn .... 
j Lady rence 

Trince James i 
Florence.............*

Cumbrae .

189t\

Trinidad.

X
IG

X
aj

iT



TABLE III.

Knowk eases of Shifting of Cargo of Coal-laden Vessels which sailed from Newcastle, New South Wales, between the years 18SS and (30 September) 1890.

Date
ofSailing.

Name of Vessel.
Wool, 
Iron, or 
Stee.

Year built. Tonnage, j 
!

1893.
1,277 ...June 6....... Girvan ..... ........................ Steel ... 1835 ...

1894.
March 7 ... Parthia ............................... Iron ... 1874 ... 1,022 ...

„ 24... Cambrian Chieftain........... j, ... 1885 ... 1,456 ...

Aug. 29 ... Aucbcncairn ....................... Steel ... 1891 ... 1,925...

Sept. 24. ... Poltalloch ............................ ,j ... 1893 2,139 ...
1895.

1877 ... 1,033 ...April 19 ... County of Flint ............... Iron ...

Feb. 27 ... Cambrian Queen ............... ,, ... 1868 ... 1,300 ...

July 18 ... Indian Empire.................... ,j ... 1865 ... 1,515 ...
1896.

Ang. 22 ... Patrician ........................... Wood... 1879 ... 1,213 ...

Colliery.
Tonnage

of
Coal Carffo.

1,979 .......

1,573 .......

2,090.......

Wallscnd ............................ 3,072 .......

Seah&nt and West Wallsend 3,689........

1,603.......

Duckenfield........................... 1,400 coal, 
142 coke. 

2,060.......

1,944 .......

Port of Destination.

____________________

San Francisco ...4*....

Valparaiso........ ..........

Goquirnbo .......... .

San Francisco ...........

ii .....*'**
Valparaiso ...............

Mollendo ...................

Jj ..............

Lyttleton ...................

How
Loader!,

Shifting
Boards.

Referred to 
in

Evidence.

Crane...

JJ ***

NV* ... Vessel abandoned. (See Appendix I.)

Arrived dismantled.

Arrived at Tal Tal dismasted.

Yes......

-
Arrived at destination.

JJ *•’ No....... Q 916, 
1833-4,2394.

...............

Eeturned to Newcastle and cargo retrimmed.

JJ * ■* Yes ... Vessel nearly lost; cargo retrimmed and vessel 
arrived at destination.

JJ ,, ... Q 3500-25... Cargo retrimmed.

Jj » ... Q 676 ....... Put into Callao dismasted.

J> **■ No....... See Appendix " J.”

TABLE IV.

Cases of Casualty to Coal-laden Vessels which left Sydney between the years 1888 and (30 September) 1896.

Date of 
Sailing Ntime of Vessel.

Wood, 
Iron, ■ 

or
IStMl.

Year
buUt.

Depth
of

Vessel.
Tonnage. Port of Departure.

1888.
1878 ... 227 ... 1,626 ... Sydney ...............

1889.
Wnnd ... 1R7fi ... 167 799......... do

1893.
•Aj§>0.................... 1875 ... 22-8 ... 935......... do ................ .

1895.
Wood... 1868 ... 125......... do ...................

Port of Destimition. How
Ioade<!.

Sun Francisco ...

Shanghai ...........

Valparaiso .......

Bichniond Hirer

Colliery.

By baskets, Bulli Coal Co.’s

Mfc. Pleasant.....................

Metropolitan Coal Co.'s . 

Crane ... do do

Tonnage
of

Coal
Cargo,

Referred to 
in

evidence.

2,212 ... 

1,119 ... 

1,450 ... 

ISO ...

Q.3G-39... 

Q 40-4G...

Missing.

Explosion on board, in Sydney harbour, 
22 July, 1893. (See Appendix “ K.”J 

Explosion on board, in Sydney harbour, 
August, 1895. Co

Ol

-j
•O
CO

A
PPEN

D
IX

.
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TABLE Y.
CoAL-LAEny Vessels to whicli Casualties of other kinds than those named in the foregoing Tables have

occurred.

Date of Sailing.

1888.
2G Fehruarv
12 July ...........
0 January.......

1889. .

11 July .......... '
20 June ..........
10 August .......

1890. :

Same of Vessel. Port of Destination.

Henry James 
Bespigadcra ... 
Dallam Tower

San Francisco 
Wilmington .. 
Probolingo .,

Altmore....
Mallngate
Gnrston.....
Windhover

San Francisco 
>»
P

Batavia.........

21 July  ....... I Volga ..
1891.

1 October  j Aikshaw
G November ... Fcrndole

Hcgajmtani

Tocopilla .. 
Portland

1892. 1
3 July ........... | Golden Horn

189A j
20 January........ I Hilo ..............
15 February ,,,j Jennie Parker

San Pedro

Honolulu 
Hollo ...

17 March 
20 July ... 
25 August 

1895. 
10 January

■=■0 u ......
18 May ...........

27 July ..........
2 September.
1 November ...

38 ............
13 December .. 

1890.

Loch Fck..............
Richard Parsons ... 
Elsinore ..............

M. A. Doran .....
Surah S. Ridgeway
Curadoc..................
Arkwright............

Bolls................
Zeno......................
Tamer!;! no .........
K. A. O’Brien ......
Grasmere ..............

IS February Seminole .. .
10 March ........ Sonoma..........
13 September . ..I Scottish Lochs
9 December Garrick...........

Antofagasta ..
Manila .........
Honolulu .....

Pieton .........
Singapore.....
Manila .........
San Francisco

Wellington ..

Valparaiso....
Mollendo ... . 
Wellinglon ..

San Francisco 
Honolulu ... . 
Antofagasta 
Valparaiso ..

Nature of Cssuaity.

Ashore.

j Wrecked.
Ashore.

I Wrecked, 
i Ashore.

J1

i Wrecked.

j Struck on a reef, put into Brisbane, 
| and condemned.

Dismasted in a gale.
Wrecked.
Put inf o Suva leaky, and condemned.

I Dismasted.
Wrecked.

I Put into Sydney leaky.
I Put into Noumea leaky, and con
i domned.
I Leaky; part cargo jettisoned.
| Foundered 
I Dismasted.

Wrecked.

I Leakv.
Jn collision. 
Dismasted 

I Foundered.

B.
Letter from the Master of the “ Hawaiian Isles.”

Walter Wilson, Esq., Scerctarv, Rova! Commission on Coni Cargoes,— 
Dear Sir. ‘ "

Newcastle, 2 November, 1S9G.

Acting upon vour request to write a statement on the beating of ft coal cargo taken from this port on board the 
Ship “ Hawaiian Isles,'1 I herewith enclose the following ;—

On November 1, 1893, the ship was loaded with 2,230 tons best screened coal, 1,070 tons screenings, and 2 tons 
shale in bags. About 800 tons screenings were dumped in batch No. 3, and the balance in hatch No. 4, In hatch No. 3 
the screenings were levelled off to a depth of 14 feet, and then filled with coarse coal, making in all a depth of 22 feet 
The screenings in No. 4 hatch had no coarse coal on top. and laid to a depth of 15 feet. The shale was in the ’tween 
decks forwaid. I would mention here that the S00 tons scieemngs were taken on board in very wet weather ; tho balance 
of the cargo was taken in moderate weather, with occasional showers. .

On December 28, in latitude 22’ OF N. and longitude 167° 28' W,, and the fifty-third day of the passage, smoke was 
seen issuing from hatch No. 3. On turning the lumps of coal over near the surface the under side was found to be hot. 
An iron testing-rod was driven into the com, and after being allowed to remain a few minutes it became so hot ae to burn 
u man’s band. No coals of fire, however, were found.

The rod was driven into the coal in all the other hatches, but no signs of heated coal were discovered.
The steam-pumps were started, and water was pumped into hatch No. 3 for aliout four hours; the water, when 

poured on the coal, had the immediate effect of cooling it off. Two days after the pumps were again started, the water 
being led in trenches over tho heated parts and worked for about four hours. After this there was no further need for 
alarm during the remainder of the voyage.

From the above experience J should say there is little danger of carrying a cargo of Newcastle coal if the ship is 
properly trimmed with shifting-boards, and at least two of the hatches piped lor temperature measurements, and llicse 
should be attended to every day am! enteied in a book kept for that purpose. Then with ordinary care no captain would 
find his ship on fire as tho first intimation that something had gone wrong. I remain, Ac.,

O. KUSTFL,
Master, Ship “Hawaiian Isles,” 2,041 tons.

c.
Report of Inquiry of the Marine Surveyor, Sydney Undcnvnlera’ Association, in tiie ease of tho “John Ena.”

I, the undersigned Marine Surveyor, made enquiries to try and ascertain the cause of the fire which broke out in the 
cargo on board the four-masted barque “John Ena,” while on a passage finm this port to San Francisco, and report that 
tho four-masted barque “John Ena,” 2.568 tons, built at Glasgow in 1S92, of steel, sailed from tho port on 19th September, 
1895, loaded with 4,257 tons of Pacific Co-operative Steam Coni Go’s Ltd. (formerly the. Great Northern) coal.

_ About 1,200 tons of stiffening coal was put in Nos. 2 and 3 holds on the Oth and 7th September. She commenced 
loading on the 10th, and finished on the 13th September, 1895.

According to the Government railway records, the stiffening coal arrived at the dyke on the 2nd, 4th, fill] and Sth 
doya of August, and tho balance of the cargo arrived at the dyke on the 4th, 7th, 10th, 11th, 12th, and 13th day's of 
September, • ’

The weather reports kept at the Marine Board Office show rain to have fallen on the following dates, viz. :— 
Glh August, 2 points; 7th, 7 points : 8th, 4 points ; 9lh, 1 point; 10th, 1 point; 12th, 2points ; 14th, 20points; 17th, 13 
points ; ISlh, 1 point; 19th, 1 point; 21st, 20 points. Total rainfall during August, 72 points,

THOMAS LA1DMAN,
Marine Surveyor,

Sydney Underwriters’ Association.
— ^
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D.
“ Rcpubliu.

FisinKfl and Oddkk of a Naval Cocdt liekl ut t!ic British Consulnta-Gcnerfll at San Tfrancisco, on the SOfch hay of April, 
and 1st, 2nd, and 4th days of May, lS9fi, to investigate the circumstances attending the abandonment of the British 
sailing barque “ Republic,” of Liverpool, official number 99,314, when on a voyage from Newcastle, Australia, to San 
Braneisco, and the cause of such abandonment, and to inquire into the conduct of the Master, Certificated First and 
Second Mates, and crew of such vessel.

The “ Republic ” was a steel vessel, barque rigged, of 2,347 tons registered tonnage, official number 99,314, built at 
Sunderland in 1S91, anil belonging to the port of Liverpool. .

It appears from the evidence given before this Court that she sailed from Newcastle, Australia, on or about the 22nd 
January, 1890, bound for this port of San Francisco with the cargo consisting of 3,770 tons of Wallsend coal, mined from 
tho Co-operative Colliery at Newcastle, New South Wales, and a crew of 30 hands all told. After leaving Newcastle fair 
weather, with but unfavourable winds, was experienced, and the vessel in consequence made poor progress.

The ventilators were kept open continually, and all the hatches were removed during the daytime, the temperature 
of the hold being taken each day with great regularity by the First Mate. No indication of any heating of the cargo was 
discovered until the I Oth of April, when steam was form'd to be coming from No. 2 hatch.
This subsided during the day, but increased in volume on the 11th, The. master then ordered all the hatches to be removed, 
anil made an examination of the cargo, testing it with iron rods in several places,

He jettisoned from 20 to 30 tons of coal from hatch No. 2. A very large quantity of water was then pumped into 
the hold on this' and the following days.

The heat in the tubes was found to be normal, and this continued to be tho case until the 16th. Some of tho crow 
were set to work to dig down in order' to get at the seat of the fire, but could not continue the work on account of the 
smoke and gas, which overcame several of them. _ _

On the 16th a heavy explosion took place, blowing off several of the hatches. On the 17th a sail was sighted, which 
proved to he the British ship “ Hollinwood,” and in response to signals made by Captain Hughes, the master, Captain Kidd 
came on board and promised to stand bv tire “ Republic ” and take off the crow in case she bad to be abandoned.

Finding it impossible to subdue tire fire, which continued to spread, despite the efforts made to control it. tire vessel 
was finally abandoned on tho 19th April, and ah hands were transferred to the “Hollinwood,” the two vessels being at 
the time in latitude 34 degrees, 44 min. north longitude, 127 degrees Jo min. west.

When the crew left the “Republic’’ the foremast was settling down and the deck bml begun to sink, flames were 
bursting out of the batches, and everyone on board, as well as the master of the “ Hollinwood,” considered it highly 
dangerous to remain longer on board. All hands were safely landed at tiiis port of San Francisco by the ship “Hollin
wood ” on the 24th April.

Tho Court having carefully considered the evidence, finds the “ Republic’’was well found and seaworthy at the 
time of her departure from Newcastle, and was fully provided with all the apparatus necessary ; that the cargo was well 
and properly stowed, the ventilation was good and sufficient, and that the vessel was not overloaded; that the master, 
Seth Hughes, navigated his vessel in a proper and seamanlike maimer; that every care was observed on Iroard in attending 
to the ventilation and in noting tbe temperature; that the officers and crew behaved in an exemplary manner, and that 
perfect discipline was maintained on board ; and that everything was done that could be done to get the fire under.

In the opinion of tho Court the master deserves great praise for the manner in whicli he performed his duty.
Tho master and officers are therefore exonerated from all blame.
The Court thinks that if the “ Republic ” had been provided with facilities for discharging steum into the hold there 

would have been a possibility nf saving the ship and cargo.
The expenses of this Court, fixed at £22 18s. 6d., are approved.
Dated ot San Francisco, this 4th day of May, 1896.

J. W. WARBURTON, President of Naval Court and British Consul-General.
F. W. HARVEY, Master Mariner.
JOHN A, BROMLEY, Master of the British ship “ Conisboad,” of Workington.

The Mehchaxt Shuting Acts, 1854 to 1894.
At a Naval Court, held at the British Consulate-General, at San Francisco, on the 30th day of April, 1896, Seth Hughes, 
master of the British barque “ Republic,” of Liverpool, official number 99,314, being called, sworn, and examined, deposed 
ns follows :— ■

How long have you been on the “ Republic ” 7 Two years.
When and where was she built ? Sunderland, 1891.
She was an iron ship ? No ; steel, ■
How much coal was put on board at Newcastle ? 3,770 tons.
Were you present at the time the ship was loading? Fart of the time ; but I was sick in the hospital most of the time. 
How was tho cargo put on board ? Tipped into the hold from tho coamings of the hatch.
What condition was it hi us to size ! Mostly large ; but some small, mostly in the fore hatch.
What was the state of the weather? Fine dry weather the whole time.
Was the coal wet or dry when it came from the colliery ? As far ns I saw, quite dry.
What kind of cnal was’it ? It is called Wnllsend coal, and came from the Co-operative Colliery.
Do you know whether it came direct from the colliery or not ? Direct.
How long was the ship loading? Including the stiffening, about fourteen days.
Had you a full cargo of coal ? Yes.
Was that the first cargo of coal you have taken from Newcastle ? I have taken five cargoes ; four in other ships and 

one in this.
Were they from the same colliery ? Two from the same colliery—one of them in the “ Republic."
Had you any trouble with the two previous Ones ? • None whatever.
Did you use shifting-boards ; if so, how were they secured? Yes ; I had officiant shifting-boards, both in the lower 

hold and between decks, roved between stanchions.
Did you use rope to secure them ? Yes ; Manilla ropes in the lower hold only.
Had she a permanent between deck ? Permanent, with hatches in midships and along the sides.
Had she any bulkheads ? Only one collision bulkhead.
Will you describe the ventilation? Seven ventilators altogether—three forward and four aft.
How many hatches ? Four. .
Had you surface ventilation ? Yes, ample, and mast ventilation.
What appliances had you for taking the temperature of the coal ? Three tubes between the hatches,
How many thermometers had you ? Two.
Who took tho temperature daily ? The chief officer.
When was it taken ? At noon.
Was it entered in the log daily ? Yes. ■ .
Was it taken in all three tubes ? Yes.
Up to the 10th April, was there any unusual variation in temperature ? No.
Do you remember tho average temperature up to that date? It was high ut Newcastle and shortly after leaving, 

but rapidly decreased at sea, and was at its lowest just before the lOtb.
Was the temperature taken high up or low down ? Different places from the bottom to the top of the tube.
What passage did you make 7 The northern passage.
What sort of weather did you experience after tho 10th ? Fine weather, but unfavourable winds.
Did yon keep tbe fore and aft hatches open for ventilation ? Yes; both all day, and occasionally tho aft liatch at night.

When
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When was the first indication of increased lient? On the 10th April, when steam was detected.
What steps were taken on this discovery ? The hold was examined, but no heat was detected.
Did you personally examine the hold ? Yes.
In what part of tho ship was the steam detected V The fore hatch.
Was any increase of temperature detected anywhere ? No.
On the Ilth of April, when you found the coal much heated in No. 2 hatch, and signs of smoko oozing out, what 

stops did you take ? The coals in the square of the hatch were jettisoned.
What quantity did you jettison ? About 25 tons. '
When you had taken these 25 tons out, did you find any increase of temperature ? Yes.
How did you test it ? Wo drove iron rods down nljout 10 feet.
How long did you keep them down ? About ten minutes.
What stale did you find them in ? Much heated.
To what distance to the bottom would the rods reach ? About 9 feet,
What did you do then ? Wo put on two force-pumps.
What condition w'erc the pumps in ? Good order.
How bug were yon pumping the water in '! Until night—about twelve hours,
Why did you not use tile steam-pump ? We thought the others were sufficient.
After you had finished pumping, did you sound tho well to sec what quantity of water was in tho hold? About 

11 inches, which increased during the night to about 19.
Was all the water pumped in No. 2 batch? Yes.
Did you jettison any more coal after that ? No.
On the 12th you stopped pumping in water at night—why was that? 1 thought I had got tho fire under, .
On the 13th, when you found a considerable amount of smoke coming up, did you make any attempt to get nt tho 

seat of the fire ? The men could not work on account of the heat and smoke.
Did they attempt to do so ? Yes; and two or three were overcome, and had to he hauled up and became insensible. 
On the 14th you set the steam-pump to work to pump the water out of the ship ;—did you at tho same time pump 

water into her ? Yes ; with the three pumps, one of which was a steam-pump.
When did you cease pumping water in ? At S a.m.
Why did you stop then ? We thought the fire was under.
Did you take the temperature again at this time ? Yes.
What was it? After tube, 70°; middle, 76°; forward, 72°.
What did you do on the 15th ? IVo kept all battened down.
Why was that ? Wo thought wo could smother the fire out.
Were the ventilators closed ? Yes ; masthead and all.
Were you pumping water in ? No.
W liy not ? Because she was all closed up, and we thought we could smother it out.
Did you try the temperature that day ? Yes ; several times during the day, in all the tubes.
How did yon find the temperature ? The after tube, 70°; tbe middle tube, 75°; and the forward tube, 72°.
You say in your protest that there was a great quantity of smoke and gas, especially in the fore part of the hold ;— 

how did yon ascertain this ? Before we battened it down.
What time did yon batten it down ? About S o'clock a.m., in consequence of the temperature being slightly lower 

than the day before.
Had you any explosion that day ? No.
What did you do on the 16th ? Nothing before -2 p.m.
Where did you detect the smell of gas ? Coming out of the lazarette.
Could you have used your steam-pump to inject steam ? I thought of doing so, hut I had no connection.
On how many occasions did tbe crew work in order to get at the seat of tbe fire ? Several times. I cannot say how 

often, for they were driven back by smoke and gus.
How did the officers and men behave ? Very willingly.
You say a heavy explosion took place at 7 a.m. ;—was it possible for anyone to have gone down into tho hold with a 

light or match which could have caused the explosion? It was quite possible.
Did you take the temperature at 7 and midnight? Yes, continually.
Can you remember what the temperature was ? A hundred in tho fore tubes immediately after the explosion, and 

the same as Imfore in the other tubes.
Was the temperature continually rising ? Yea, in the fore tube ; no change in the other.
Did you see any fire after the explosion ? No ; but the flames of the explosion burnt the main hunt-line.
After the explosion, did you pump any more water in ? No ; it would have been no use to do so.
In your opinion, could anything have been done tu save tbe ship after this explosion ? No more could be done than 

was done.
What do you think was the cause of the fire ? I have no idea.
Was the ship insured ? I have no knowledge.
Had you any interest in it? None whatever,
When did you sight the “ Hollinwood V’ On the morning of the 16th.
What was your object in pumping water on the coal after midnight on the 17th ? Because we saw tho ilamcs from 

the burning coals for the first time, and I had hopes of keeping the fire down until I could get into port.
Did it appear to have any effect ? It put the flames out for a time.
Seeing the fire had got so much ahead, did you take the precaution of shutting off the sea-cock ? Yes.
Supposing yon had wanted to flood the hold through this sea-cock, would it have been possible ? No ; because I 

bad no sluice-valve in the collision bulkhead. '
Where was tbe intake for the donkey engine ? From the same source.
From the time tbe “ Hollinwood” came alongside, was any further attempt made to flood tho cargo ? No ; because 

the donkey steam-pump had broken down, and the fire had gut too much of a hold for the other pumps to have been of 
much use, and there were explosions taking place all over the ship.

Had you a steel deck under your wooden deck ? Yes.
Do you think when you first comimmieated with the “ Hollinwood ” that tho combined efforts of tho two crews 

could have saved the ship ? I do not think anything could have saved her.
If the “ Hollinwood ” bad not been in sight, would you have been compelled to leave the vessel as soon as you did ?

Yes,
How long was the “Hollinwood” in company with you? Three days from the time we signalled.
W hen you held a consultation with the crew, were they all of the same opinion that it was no longer safe to remain 

on board ? They wore all unanimous.
How was the discipline on board ? All behaved well.
Was anyone materially injured during the fire ? -There were several injuries—nothing serious.
Can you think of anything you wish to add to your protest, or to the evidence you have given the Court ? No,
How long have you been in command ? Fourteen years.
II’ hat certificate do you hold ? Extra master’s certificate.
Are you a member of tbe Naval Reserve ? Yes, with the rank of lieutenant.

SETH HUGHES.
I hereby certify that the foregoing is the evidence of Seth Hughes, taken before the Court as above described, and duly 

signed by the witness before me,—
J. W. VARBUJ iTON. President of Naval Court and British Consul-General. 

[At 4 p.m. tho Court adjourned until the 1st day of May, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon,]
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The Merciiast Shti’piko Acts. 18;>4 to ]S94.
_ At si Xflval Court held at tho British Consalatc-Genera] at San Francisco on the 2nd day of May, 189(5, W. Williams, 

first mate of the British hanjiu: “ Republic,of Liverpool, official number 99,314, being called, sworn, and examined, 
deposed as follows

What certificate do yon hold'! Ordinary master's. ,
What is tile date of your certificate ? 1SG9
Have you ever been in command of a ship ? Yes, sir.
How long have you been on hoard of the “Republic” From the time she left home—about eleven months.
Will you state what took place from the commencement of the loading up to when the ship was abandoned ? We 

were about fourteen days loading, including the stiffening the coal was chiefly large, but a good deal of small in tho fore 
hatch. The coal was quite dry, and the weather warm and dry during the whole time. I was in charge of the loading, and 
saw most of tho coal put in, Wo had a fine passage all the way, with light winds, fair weather, and nvurything went well 
until the 10th of April. On that day we first noticed steam coining up from the fore hatch. At first we didn’t think much 
of it, mid opened all the hatches and examined all the cargo. On the 11th we saw steam and smoko in greater quantities 
coming. We then jettisoned some of the cargo—about 20 to 30 tons—out of No. 2 hatch, and then pumped in water. 
We thought the measures that had been taken had been elloctual, and on the following day we found steam and smoke 
again, but the temperature was not excessive, nud then we pumped water again until night, and then battened down. On 
the 13th the smoko was coming up in considerable quantities, and we continued pumping water in all day. On the 14th we 
found much heat and smoke. Wo kept on pumping until S o'clock in the morning. On the ISth there was considerable 
heat and smoke, and the hatches were kept battened down, and on this day wo iiI’st saw the “ Hollinwood.” On the Ifith 
strong smell of gas was perceived, and we opened the ventilators to let it escape for fear of explosion. At 7 p.m. a heavy 
explosion took place, blowing oil' the hatches. We then closed the hatches with boards, and left some of the ventilators open 
for fear of explosion of gas. On the J7th wc signalled the “ Hollinwood,” and tbe captain came on board in the afternoon, 
and promised to keep company until after wo abandoned her.

B<! the Court: Have yon had any experience carrying coal ? Yes ; I have carried cargoes many times.
Have you ever carried this Newcastle coal before ? Yes ; this is the third cargo.
Have you ever had any trouble with fire before ? No ; but I had one cargo that heated.
Was that Newcastle coal ? No.
You were attending to the loading of the ship t Yes.
At any time during the loading, was there any rubbish or sweepings of the deck thrown amongst the coal ? No.
In clearing up theliold after your cargo was discharged, was there any ballast left in ? No.
Do you remember what sort of lights the trimmers used ? Gandies.
Do you think it possible some of (hose candles could hate been covered over with coal, say a hunch of them ? No.
Do you remember how your shifting-boards were secured in the lower hold 1 They wore lashed with Manilla rope.
Had you a good supply of shovels and coal-baskets ? Yes.
When tbe trimmers finished the cargo, what space had you between the deck and the coal? About 2 feet space 

amidships, and much more at the ends.
Had you thermometers ? Yes. _
Were they in good order, and how many ? Two. in good order.
Did you yourself take the temperature daily ? Yes, throughout tho passage.
Daring the passage, had you any perceptible increase in the temperature until the smoke or steam appeared ? No.
Was the temperature about usual, the same ns in other ships ? About the same.
Had you no indications of any heat ? No.
How many ventilators had you ? Seven—six large and one small. '
As the chief mate of the ship, did you particularly attend to the ventilation of the ship ? Yes.
Did you pay attention to taking tho hatches off? Yes.
In lifting any of the hatches off during the voyage, did you feel any heat? No.
At any time during the voyage, wore any of the men down with lights ? No, not to my knowledge.
Were any of the men found smoking down below ? No, never.
How many pumps had you on board of the ship? Two force-pumps, worked by hand, and one steam-pump.
Were they in good condition? Yes ; splendid pumps.
Had you long rods of iron for prohing'the ooul ? Yes.
Did you use those rods at any time before the heating ? Nn.
After tiie heating, did you probe these coals ? Yes.
Where did you probe these coals ? In each hatch.
Where did you locate the heat? In the middle of No. 2 hatch.
Is this the liatch where you had most of tho small coal ? Yes ; that and the fore hatch.
Was there no perceptible heat in the fore liatch ? Wo found no heat in tho fore hatch with the rod.

- When you were loading, do you remember any coals being tipped down the fore hatch ? Yes.
What did you do when you found an increase of heat in the cargo ? Pumped water into the hold.
Which hatch did you pump water into ? No. 2 hatch.
Do you know the greatest amount of water you had in the ship ? From 18 to 10 inches.
Did you pump any water out the niglit before ? Yes ; about five hours.
How many hours v, ere you occupied altogether pumping water out of the ship ? About eighteen hours, with double 

pumps worked with steam.
What sort of pumps had you ? Yury largo double-action pumps.
What time did you yourself give up hopes of saving the ship? After tbe second explosion on the Kith of April, as 

tho fire had got beyond our control, unless we could get into port and scuttle her.
Were you during nil this time making as much sail as possible ? Yes; all sails were set except the mainsail, which 

was over the seat of the fire.
In your opinion, was everything done that could possibly he done? Yes.
How was the disieiplinc on hoard ? First class ; everyone worked well.
It is in evidence that the donkey-engine broke down ? Yes.
From what cause ? The lower gallaway tubes burnt.
Does your exhaust steam-pipe discharge over the ship's side ? Yes.
Do you think yon could have managed to turn that steam into tiie hold ? I do not see how it could have been done.

WILLIAM WILLIAMS,
I hereby certify that the foregoing is the evidence of William Williams, taken before the Court, and duly signed by the 

said witness,—
J. W. WARBURTON,

President of Naval Court and British Consul-General.
[No™ :—Hvidcnee corroborative of the foregoing was given by other witnesses.]

> E. ‘
Kefort of the G-overnment Geologist on the Heating of the Cargo of tiie “ Knight of St. Michael.”

■ Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir, Sydney, 27 February, 1896.

I have the honor to report that I have made two inspections, on the 2fit]] and 27th instant, of the coal cargo of 
the ship “Knight of St. Michael,” and have to report as follows

Previous to my visit the cargo had been inspected several times by the Marine Surveyors, copies of whose reports 
are herewith. From these reports it will be Been that the ship left Newcastle on the 1st February with a cargo of 3,210 
tons of Wallsend coal. On the 2nd February the Master took the temperature at intervals between S a.m. and noon, and

found
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found that in No. 2 hatch it rose from !)6 deg. lo 104 deg. Ho therefore put into Sydney Harbour, and on the 4Li 
February the cargo was surveyed, and the temperature in No. 2 hatch was found to be 105 deg. The surveyors thereupon 
recommended tho discharge of 300 tons of coal from this hatch.

On tho Gth February the surveyors made a second inspection, after tho 300 tons had been nearly discharged, and, 
finding the coals still much heated on the surface, they recommended the discharge of a further quantity of about 500 tons, 
or until the ceiling was left practically clear,

Tho cargo was again inspected by the surveyors on the 11th, 12th, and 14th instant, and on the latter date they were 
of opinion that all the heated coal had l>een taken out. and that the remainder was fit to bo carried on.

On the 14th instant the captain reported that the temperature of the coal in No. 3 hatch was rising; the surveyors 
confirmed tins on the 17th, and also found a slight increase of the temperature in the coal inNo. 4 liatch. They therefore 
recommended that the coal be shifted from hatches Nos, 3 and 4 into No. 2, until the heated coal was reached, and that tho 
heated portion be then removed and sold. On the 21st they reported, after another inspection, that there were no signs of 
heating in the remainder of the cargo, and it was therefore assumed that the difficulty had been overcome.

Subsequently, however, it was ascertained that the temperature was again rising in No. 2 hatch, and I was then 
requested to report on the matter.

At about 9'30 a.m. on the 25th instant I found a temperature of S4 deg. Fah. in the centre of the coal, immediately 
underneath No. 2 hatch, while in the hold near the side of the vessel the temperature was only 77 deg. It was noticeable 
that the coal contained a large proportion of smalls and dust.

At about 9‘45 a.m. on tho 27th February I found that the temperature had risen to SS deg,. Fah. in the centre of 
the coal under No. 2 hatch, while in the hold near the side of the vessel it was 76 deg. At the same liour the temperature 
of the coal in No. 3 hatch was 79 deg., and in No. 4 hatch it was 73 deg., while the shade temperature on deck was 69 deg, 

It is clear from the foregoing remarks that the temperature of portions of the cargo is at the present abnormally 
high, aud there is reason for believing that, if left alone, it would continue to increase until spontaneous combustion 
ensued. Samples of the coal taken by me have been analysed by Mr. J. C. Mingaye, in the Departmental laboratory, with 
the following results :—

From No. 2 Hatch. 1, 2.
Hygroscopic moisture..... .
Volatile hydrocarbon.........
Fixed carbon........................
Ash........................................

......  2-65

......  35-80

....... 55-30

....... 6-25

-2-S1
35-32
54-47

7-40

100-00 100-00

Sulphur................................. 0-453

Hygroscopic moisture...... .
Volatile hydrocarbons ......
Fixed carbon..........................
Asb .....................................

Fi'Oin No. 4 Hatch.
... 2-45

... 52-30

... 7-70

100-00

Sulphur................................. ... 0-50S
It may be stated, therefore, that the cargo consists of semi-bituminous eoal of good quality, but containing a large propor
tion of dust aud smalls. The coal was, 1 am informed, screened at the pit-mouth, and its present condition is, 1 presume, 
duo to the subsequent handling.

From the investigations of eminent European authorities, such as Richters, Fayol, Lewes, and others, there can be 
little doubt (1st) that the principal cause of spontaneous combustion in coal is tho absorption of oxygen by the eoal, and 
(2nd) that the most favourable conditions for the self-heating of coal are a mixture of pieces and dust, an elevated tem- 
peraturc. a large mass or volume of coal to act as a non-conducting covering, nnd a certain volume of air.

These conditions are imecisoly those that exist in the “ Knight of St. MiehuelV’ cargo. The cargo was, I under
stand, loaded during the abnormally hot weather which prevailed at the end of January, arid it ia probable, therefor e, that 
it reached tho hold with an initial temperature of from 120 deg. to 150 deg. Fah. In loading from the trucks at Newcastle 
a considerable proportion of smalls and dust has been produced by tbe fall aud by the process of trimming : by the filling 
up of the bold the volume of coal necessary to form ft non-conducting covering has been provided, while just about sufficient 
air has access to the hold to complete the necessary conditions.

I am of opinion, therefore, that tho heating of the cargo of the ship “Knight nf St. Michael” is due, firstly, to the 
fact that the coal contains a large proportion of smalls and dust, and, secondly, to its having been loaded during the 
abnormally hot weather.

The proportion of “ smalls and '‘dust” has no doubt been increased by the shifting operations which have taken 
place since tho arrival of tho ship in Port Jackson, and I am of opinion that considerable risk would he incurred if the 
“ Knight of St. Michael" were allowed to put to soa with her cargo in its present condition,

I have, &c.,
EDWARD F. PITTMAN,

The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. Government Geologist,

VenHIaUm* shafts shown thus

The Government Geologist to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture. Further report on the cargo of the ship
“ Knight of St. Michael.”

I have the honor to report that I have this morning again inspected the cargo of the ship “ Knight of St. Michael.”
As will be seen by the report of the marine surveyors, a further quantity of coal (about 500 tons) has been removed, 

leaving only about 1,500 tons in the ship. About ten days have elapsed since the reduced cargo was trimmed, I find that 
the eoal still contains a considerable amount of dust and smalls, though the proport ion is certainly less than on my previous 
visit. The temperature in the test tube (No. 3 hatch) is 74 deg, I could detect no sensible increase of temperature in the 
iron rods, and 1 may add that the conditions which existed on the date of my previous visit have also been modified by 
the removal of a considerable amount of the muss of overlying coal.

2S/3|1)6.
E, F. PITTMAN,

Government Geologist.
F.
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F.
Kxtrnet from Daily Telegraph, 7 September, 1S0G.

The loss of the “ Flora !P. Slaflbnl.”
Ilf tiie J)ailt/ Tilet/rnph on SuttiwliLy the loss of the Uritish ship “ Flora IJ. Staffordwas aimuunced. Yesterday the 
details of tho disaster were received from Manila. The ship was loaded with 1,964 tons of Soaham coal, from Newcastle 
to Manila, for Messrs. M'Leod & Co., and caught fire in the Pacific Ocean,

The captain states that at 2 a.m. on the morning of Juno Oth one of the crew discovered a fire in the main hold. 
Immediately the mutter was reported to tho captain efforts were made to extinguish the outbreak, but after two days’ 
heavy work it was discovered that the flames were gaining on tiie vessel, and that nothing could be done. On the Sth the 
ship had to be abandoned, and the crew look to the boats, the captain and five men in one, the boatswain and six men in 
another, and four men in tho third. They all steered towards St. Augustine’s Island, but next morning encountered a 
typhoon, mid the boats parted company. After several days’ exposure the captain's bout sighted land, which proved to be 
the island of Papua, .

“(Int.TXTjum;.”
Merchant Shipping Act, 1S94.

In the matter of a Preliminary Inquiry Indore Captain John S. Castle, Inspector for the Board of Trade, into the circum
stances attending tho supposed loss of the British sailing ship “ Colintrnivo,” of Ardrossan, which has not been heard of 

’since leaving Newcastle, New South Wales, for San Francisco, on the IGth day of March, 1394.

Report,
In pursuance uf my appointment, dated the 4th day of March, ISflo, I held a preliminary inquiry as to the cause of 

tho supposed loss of the above-named vessel, on tho 3‘2th day of March, at the Waterloo Rooms, Glasgow. Mr. B. 
McNiveu appeared for tho Board nf Trade, and Mr. James Mackensde represented the owner, Mr. Hugh Hogarth. Having 
heard and carefully considered the evidence, I beg to report as follows :—

Tho "Colintraive” was a. British sailing vessel, built of steel in 1S92, by Messrs. A. Rodger, ?c Co., of Port Glasgow, 
and was registered at Ardrossan, her dimensions being as follows :—Lengi.li, ‘-hid‘d feet; breadth, 40 feet; and depth of 
hold, 2;i feet; whilst her tonnage was 1,907'44 gross and 1,747’)7 tons neb register. Her oflioiul number was 97,bGG. Shu 
was rigged as a ship, and was the property of Mr. Hugh Hogarth and several others whose names appear on the transcript 
of the register, Mr. Hugh Hogarth being the managing owner. ’

Thorn were six ventilators, viz. :—One through tho forecastle into the hold, made of wood, 2 ft. () in. by ? ft. b in. : 
one through the forward dcck-honse, of similar construction, reaching iutp the hold ; one in pump-well with cowl, and 
shipped on inalleulde iron coamings, 3 feet in height; one through fore part of after-house leading into after-hold ; and two 
leading through poop-deck into after-hold, ID inches in diameter. The wooden ventilators were fitted with skylights on 
top and canvas covers ; whilst those made of iron had wooden plugs and covers. The three iron masts were also litted e;, 
as to sei vu for ventilation when carrying grain cargoes. There being then a few boles in each mast in the bold, each hole 
being 2 or 3 inches in diameter ; aud there were caps at the masthead.

The vessel was provided with four boats, two of which were lifeboats, carried aft on beams near deck-house wifh 
davits, and two cutters canted on fore deck-house.eoeoeooo*

In October, 1892, tbe “Colintraive” eommeiiccd to take in her first cargo, which was composed of 3,000 tons of 
coal and n small quantity of general cargo for San Francisco, She sailed from Glasgow on the 14th, and arrived at San 
Francisco on the Sth of February, IS93. The coal was secured by shifting-boards which had been suplied by the builders 
of the vessel, and they extended between the fore and main hatchways from the upper deck beams to the lower beams, ami 
before the fore hatchway and abaft the after hatchway, where the coal vois sloped towards the ends of the vessel, they were 
carried much lower.

Mr, Hogarth stated in his evidence that he considered the use of shifting-boards in coal-laden sailing ships to bo 
very necessary, particularly so in modern ships. I may here stale that testing tubes were fitted in the fore and main hatch
ways, and thermometers were also supplied.

An abstract of the log of that passage has been produced, proving that the temperature of the holds had been care
fully taken and registered, showing very little difference from tiie temperature of the deck in the shade.

From San Francisco she carried a cargo of 3,0o0 tons of wheat and barley to Liverpool, and then proceeded to Bary, 
where she loaded 3,070 tons of coal for Cape Town. Captain Raymond, hi writing to his owners from Bary, 3rd October, 
1893, said :—“I think a thousand long tons might do for ballast: it is just little enough. With 1,019 tons she draws 12 
feet only. If wo get overweight, no doubt it would do. I think that little enough draught. 1 shall he careful of shifting- 
boards. ” This letter alludes to the ballast to be taken in at Cape Town, before sailing for Newcastle.

The “Colintraive” left Bary for Cape Town on the 20th of October, 1S93. and there can be no doubt but at that 
time the ship was in a good and seaworthy condition, and she was then valued by her owner at the original cost of £17,920, 
and insured for that amount, whilst the freight was insured for £2,100, the premium for the two policies amounting to 
£1,249 for twelve months. She was under the command of Mr. William Ii. Rnymund, who held a certificato of competency 
as master, No. 30,62.r>, with a crew of twenty-seven hands all told, viz. :—1 master, 2 mates, I boatswain, 1 Carpenter, I 
cook, 1 steward, 14 able seamen, and fi apprentices: two of the latter had been fifteen mouths at sea, and the four others 
were on their first voyage, two of them having had premiums paid. For a ship of her tonnage, 1.90;'44 tons gross, it 
appears to be a small crew, but taking into consideratinn that she appears to have been a bandy vessel, having double top
gallant yards, no royal masts or yards, with a short bowsprit, and labour-saving appliances on board, .1 think that she was 
properly and sufficiently manned. Very little more has been heard of the ship from those on board, but Captain Raymond 
writes on March 3rd from Newcastle, stating that “ he had experienced a fearful hurricane after leaving the Cape, but that 
he had got out of it all right, aud that the ship had behaved splendidly.”

Several affidavits which were taken at Newcastle, New South Wales, have been put in, Mr. Herbert Cross states, 
“He has been several years head manager of the Newcastle Wallsend Coal Co. ; that the ‘Oolintraive’ loaded 3,070 tons of 
that company's coal for San Francisco on the 10th to 14th of March. 1894, during part of which days it rained a good deal. 
'This coal is hard, bright, and bituminous, possessing good qualities for either gas, house, or steam, is free from moisture, 
nnd will stand considerable pressure without crumbling, and is therefore well adapted for shipment. It bus for the lust 
thirty years been largely shipped to California and West Coast of South America.”

“The seam is worked entirely with naked lights, therefore free from dangerous gases; 1 ton weight as broken up for 
stowage will measure 45 to 40 cubic feet.”

Mr. Augustus Bertram, shipping inspector, Newcastle. Now South Wales, states, “Tho Colintraivc’s draught of 
water on leaving port to have been 20 ft. 9 in. forward and 21 feet aft, with a freeboard nf 4ft. lit in. centre of disc awash,” 
and ho further states that “ she would rise 2 inches on getting into saltwater'.” Under these circumstances she cannot ho 
sard to he overladen, but had sufficient freeboard.

With reference to the stowage of tho cargo, Johannes Bertram states that “ he was the master coal-trimmer of that 
port, and had been so for marry year's, I superintended my gang in trimming this vessel; she had no between-deeks, but 
half-deck forward mid aft. She took 3,070 tons of coni. There was a space loft in the two ends of the vessel for about 
700 or S00 tons, and tbe eoal was levelled down there. The coal was taken in by three hatchways, and it was carefully 
trimmed and in amidships right up to main hatches and deck. 'There were no other spaces left, save those in the fore and 
after hold. No shifting-boards were used.” If tills cargo was stowed, as stated by tbe above-mentioned Johannes Bertram, 
with those spaces in the ends of the vessel without shifting-boards, it was not properly stowed, and in tho event of the 
vessel meeting with bad weather there would be nothing to prevent the coal from running at either end whilst the ship 
wns either pitching heavily or scending, and it would naturally go ever lo tho lee side of the vessel, which would give her 
ft list, mid thus furl he increase the cause of tho shifting, I have some doubt as to the fact of the vessel having no shifting- 

3—p Iboardi,
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boards. The declaration was made some six months after t!io ''Colintraive'' sailed, and it is quite possible the master 
coal-trimmer may have been mistaken. Mr. Hogarth, the owner, states that “he is confident that the master would not 
have neglected the precaution of having them put up, as he has known Captain Ilaymond for twenty-five years, and had 
tho greatest confidence in him.” The boards were on board, and some of’them had been used with the ballast, and it 
appears to be almost incredible that an experienced master should fail to uso those means to secure tho cargo when he had 
them at hand. The vessel was taken to sea on tho 16th of March, 1S64, by John Leonard Sweet, a Government pilot, who 
loft her the same day about 4 miles E. by X. from Nobby’s Lighthouse.

The cause of the loss of the ship I am unable to account for. It may have occurred through the shifting of the cargo, 
or by spontaneous oombnstion, caused, first, from the coal having been shipped in a wet condition; secondly, by the 
through ventilation from the downcast from the ventilator in the pump-well and up the iron masts ; but this must he a 
matter of mure conjecture.

**6***«**
■ JOHN S. CASTLE,

20th March, ISOo. Inspector.

H.
Report and Decision of the Local Marine Hoard, Newcastle, New South Wales, in the matter of the

missing ship “ Lady Lawrence,” Oflicial No. 58,906.
Ax inquiry was held by the Board into tho condition of the l: Lady Lawrence” when she last left this port, and they 
ascertained that she was an iron ship, of 1,332 tons, twenty-six years old, built in Sunderland, and owned by R. N, 
Smith A Co., Liverpool, and commanded by Richard Cook, No. certificato, Board of Trade, (33, SCO, crew twenty-seven all told.

She arrived here from Sydney with 400 tons shale, 200 tons tallow in casks, and abont fiOO tons general cargo, which 
latter was lauded here.

She took in i ,o32 tons of 'Wallsend coal and left for Valparaiso, but has not since been heard of.
Before commencing to take in her cargo of coal she was visited by the Board inspector and Captain Laidman, 

marine surveyor for the Sydney Underwriters’ Association, who all advised the master, Richard Cook, to shift tho shale 
and tallow out of the bottom of the ship and put it at tbe ends of her or in the between docks. This he declined to do on 
the plea that ho was acting under his owners’ instructions. He was also -written to by the Local Board, sending him a 
copy of surveyors’ report, and informed that if he took tho Vessel to sea under the circumstances it w'as on ins own 
responsibility.

The vessel was in good trim, the centre of disc being clear of the water ; she was well fitted with shifting-boards, 
and had three surface ventilators and a freeboard of fi feet, aud to all appearances the ship was properly equipped.

W. F. WEATHERILL,
Oilicc of the Local Marine Board, Newcastle, loth January, TSlKi. ■ Secretary.

- ■ ' I.
Report and Decision of the, Marine Board of New-Sonth Wales in the matter of the abandonment of

the “ G-irvan,'! Official No. 99,938.
Ax inquiry was held by the Marine Boat'd into the cause of the abandonment of the above-named vessel, and they ascer
tained that she was a steel barque of 1,230 tons, owned by Mr. David Hunter, aud registered in Ayr.

The “ Girvan ’’ left Newcastle on the Gth June, with 1.970 tons of eoal on board, on a voyage to San Francisco. On 
the 10th a heavy easterly gale, with heavy cross-sea, was experienced, and the ship laboured very much. At about 5'30 
a.in. the next day a very heavy sea struck the vessel, shifting the cargo, throwing her on to her beam ends, and she never 
recovered herself. Tho water was over halfway up the main hatch, and heavy seas wore washing onboard, breaking up 
to tho weather bulwarks. ■

Efforts were made to get the ship before tbe wind without avail ; the masts were then cut away. At this time 
Thomas Corigale. carpenter, was washed overboard and drowned.

At 3 p.m. the barque “George Thompson,"” bound from Sydney to Puget Sound, hove in sight, and she stood by 
her three nights aud two days, and when the weather moderated sufficiently the “ Girvan ” was abandoned, as there was 
no prospect of saving her—in fact, when last seen she appeared to be fast settling down.

The crew were landed at Norfolk Island on 22nd June, and subsequently brought to Sydney by the New South 
Wales Government steamer Thetis," which was despatched to the island for that purpose.

The Board reported that the abandonment of the “ Girvan ” was justifiable, inasmuch as the said vessel was in a 
sinking condition, her cargo having shifted during the exceptionally heavy weather she encountered the previous day.

_ The evidence at the inquiry alleges that her coal cargo was properly trimmed ami stacked at Newcastle; but 
shifting-boards were not used. ■

No evidence was adduced upon which to found a charge of default against Joseph Angus, the master, or any other 
person on board.

In connection with tins report the Board wishes to record its appreciation of the meritorious conduct of Captain 
George Monro, of the barque “George Thompson,” for standing by the sinking vessel so long; and also of the mate, 
Mr. Oscar Jonas Smith, and the boat’s crew, who, in three trips, rescued the shipwrecked people when the weather moderated 
sufficiently to enable them to do so.

' GEO. S. LINDEMAN, R.N.,
Sydney, 11th September, 1893. Secretary.

' J.
Report oh a Shipping Casualty to the “ Patrician.”

To the Honorable the Minister having charge of the Marine Department of New Zealand.
1, the uxnEnsmxED, Edgar Hall Carew, Stipendiary Magiatratc, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace in and for tiie' 
Colony of New Zealand, having been on the seventh day of September, 1S96, applied to by Charles Wilford Seymour 
Chamberlain, Esquire, Collector of Customs at the port of Dunedin, N.Z., for a formal investigation, pursuant to section 
240 of ‘ ‘The Shipping and Seamen’s Act, 1877,” aud other provisions of the said Act, respecting the loss of a certain 
American ship called the “Patrician,” of the port of New York, U.S., America, on the twenty-eighth day of Aumist last, 
in the^Tasman Sea, between Newcastle, New South Wales, and Lyttelton, New Zealand, did duly proceed with"the aaid 
investigation, to wit, on the eighth day of September instant, and had before me and examined on oath divers persons 
aud witnesses, to wit, Edward Rollout Sterling, master mariner; John Wilson, master mariner; George Russell Harris, 
ehief inate, “ Patrician Herbert Martin, second mate ; George Ross, chief mate, “ Fifeshire” ; William Shvatz, A.B. ; 
Charles Peterson, A.B. ; the original depositions of whose evidence’ arc hereunto annexed, signed by me, bein® assisted’ 
therein by William Thompson, J.P., master mariner, holding a certificate of competency from the Board of Trade, who'was 
duly appointed by me to act as assessor; and upon such investigation and examination of witnesses as aforesaid, I find 
and report as follows, that is to say,—

I. That the official number of said ship called the “ Patrician ” is 160,171, of which Edward Robert Sterling was
master, who holds a certificate of competency, and which ship belonged to Edward Robert Sterling aud others, of 
New York, U.S., America.

II. That the loss or damage herein more particularly mentioned happened on the twenty-eighth day of August, 1896, 
on a voyage from Ncwe.istle*New South Wales, bound for Lyttelton, Now Zealand, and aliout latitude 39'’8'

■ south and longitude 1 GS° 11' east,
III. That the loss or damage appears by the evidence to have been caused by tempestuous weather.
IV. That the nature of the loss or damage done was the abandonment of the said vessel, then on her beam ends in a

leaky, helpless, and sinking condition. That the insurance on the said reasel is not known here. That the 
“Patrician” was ship-rigged. Her port of registry New York, U.S., America ; her registered tonnage, ],213. 
That one person was washed overboard and drownerl. ■ = And
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And I, the said Stipendiary Magistrate, further state my opinion on the matter aforesaid to be as follows :—
That the “ Patrician,” a wooden vessel of 1,213 tons register, and laden with a cargo of 1,944 Ions coal, carrying a 

crew of fiften men all told, left Newcastle, New South Wales, on the 22nd August, 1896. According to the evidence, she 
was then in good seaworthy condition and well found. The coal cargo had buon stowed hy stevedores, bnt the vessel 
carried no shifting Itoards, On the 25th August the weather became threatening, increasing on the following day to a 
heavy gale with a high confused sea. The sea swept the decks and heavy spars, one lashed on each side of the deck, broke 
away from their lashings and washed to and fro athwart ship, striking the stanchions and splitting the covering boards, 
letting water into the ship’s hold. The vessel was on the port tack and was found to be gradually settling down with a 
list to starboard, and all the pumping which could done under great difficulties could not get the water down. The 
gale continued on Thursday, the 27th August, with heavy seas breaking on board, and the ship taking longer and longer 
to recover herself. The upper spars iverc cut away to relieve the vessel, and in coming down carried away the mainmast 
head and fouled the mizzenmast, with the result that the ship became a helpless wreck. On Friday, the 2Stb August, the 
gale still continued. The vessel was sighted by Captain Wilson of the steamer “ Fifeshire,” who bore down upon the 
“Patrician ” and rescued all hands, the ship being abandoned in a sinking condition, and from the evidence there can he 
no doubt that she would go down within a few hours after the resouo of the men. I am of opinion that the loss of the 
“ Patrician " was due to the heavy gale of wind and high sea and to whatever cause the list of the ship may he attributed. 

I recommend that the Government pay the costs of this investigation.
Given under my hand, this sixteenth day of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six, at Dunedin, 

New Zealand.
(Signed) E. H, CAREW, S.M.

I concur in the above report, and after duly considei-ing the evidence, with the advantage of having had nine years’ 
experience in the coal carrying trade, I am of opinion that Captain Sterling, in not making use of shifting boards in the 
’tween deck and lower hold, did not fully preserve the seaworthiness of his vessel to safely encounter the tempestuous 
weather in which she was wrecked. The cargo, without shifting boards, was right for ordinary weather only. Although 
it did not appear in evidence that the cargo was seen to have shifted, still it was shown that the vessel was noticed to be 
gradually listing over, accounted for hy the captain to he caused by the water in the hold ; but if that had been the cause, 
the vessel when put upon the opposite tack, as was clone, would have gone quickly over on the other side, which she did not. 
do, therefore a sure index to the coal having shifted.

It appears to me that there is as much need for a compulsory shifting hoard regulation for the safety of vessels 
carrying coal and grain cargoes as for the compulsory “Free-board rule.” I also suggest that a rocket apparatus should 
form part of the equipment of vessels, in order to project lines in cases of distress, when communication by boat is 
impossible.

' WM. THOMSON,
Nautical Assessor,

tV’e desire to express our admiration of the gallant conduct of the Chief Mate of the “ Fifeshire,” George Ross, 
Boatswain Mouatt, and Quartermaster Martin, who manned the boat that rescued the oflicers and crew of the “Patrician,” 
and of the assistance rendered to the rescue party hy the skilful management of the “Fifeshire,” and generally the courage 
displavcd on all aides.

' E. H, CAREW, S.M.

K.
Exe'losion on board the “Argo.”

■Now South Wales, 1 Proceedtxos or IsgrasT.
to Wit. I

Ay inquisition indented taken for Our Sovereign Lady the Queen, at the house of Alfred Denson, known as the “Croydon 
Hotel,” George and Argylc Streets, in the city "of Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, on the tMlh day of July, 
in the fifty-seventh year of the reign of Our Sovereign Lady Queen Victoria, hy the Grace of God of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith, amt in the year of Our Lord 1893, before John Chadwiuk 
Woore, gentleman, Coroner for the district and city of Sydney, on view of the body of Robert Arfsten, lying dead at- the 
North Sydney Morgue, in the said district of Sydney, upon the oath of Arthur Pollard. Stafford H. JJanirs, John 
Robertson, Richard McIntyre, William Keppio, William Cordinglny, William Fitzgerald, Williapt Mitchell, Peter 
McGlinchey, Rtchard B, Goit, Joseph Fox, Patrick Fahey, good and lawful men of the said Colony, duly chosen, and who, 
being then and there duly sworn, and charged to inquire for Our said .Sovereign Lady the Queen, when, Imw, and bv 
what means ttie said Robert Arfsten came by his death, dn upon our oath soy, wc find that the said Robert Aids’ton, on 
hoard the barque “Argo,” then lying at Neutral Bay, Fort Jackson, in the said Colony, on the 22nd day of July, A.D., 
1S93, died from the effects of injuries accidentally received on the same day through an explosion of coal gas on hoard the 
said barque “ Afgo ” on that day.

In witness whereof, as well as the said Coroner, the Jurors aforesaid have hereunto set their hands and seals the day 
and year first above written.

J. C. WOORE, J.P., W. C0RD1NCLEY,
City Coroner. WILLIAM MITCHELL,

K. B. GOFF, WILLIAM FITZGERALD,
Foreman, JOHN ROBERTSON.

STAFFORD II. BARNES, ARTHUR C. POLLARD,

R. MiTNTYRE,
W. KEPITE, 
JOSEPH FOX, 
PATRICK FAHEY. 
P. MrOLINCHKY.

New South Wales, I 
to wit. j

Ixkohmation of witnesses severally taken and acknowledged on behalf of Our Sovereign Lady the Queen, touching the 
death of Robert Arfsten, at the house of Alfred Denson, known as the “Croydon Hotel,” Argylo-strect, in the city of 
Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, on the 24th day of July, in the fifty-seventh year of the reign of Our 
Sovereign Lady Qneon Victoria, hy the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender 
of the Faith, and in the year of Our Lord .1893, before John Chadwick Woore, gentleman. Coroner for the district and 
city of Sydney, on an inquisition then and there taken on view of the Ijody of the said Robert Arfsten, lying dead at the 
North Sydney Morgue, in the said city of Sydney7, as follows :—

To wit,—/U/jcrt. iSr/udz, on oath, stales :—I am captain of the barque “Argo,” now lying at Neutral Bay ; she is 
coal-laden ; she was hound for Valparaiso ; the dead body I have viewed in the presence of the City Coroner and jury at 
the North Sydney Morgue is that of Robert Arfsten ; ho was 49 years of age ; he was horn on an island called 
Fohr, oil the coast of Germany, near Heligoland : lie was married, leaving a widow and three children; I don’t know 
whether he left any property; he was a man of temperate habits; he was chief officer of the barque, and held the 
position about two years ; I have been captain of the barque since 1st December, 1892 ; the Barque -was tying at Pyrmont 
Wharf when she was loaded; I put some coal on board at Dalton’s Wharf, 170 tons on last Thursday week ; hist 
Saturday week I moved to Pyrmont and started taking in coal, and on Thursday’ last the ship was full ; no dispute 
arose with the stevedores ; the coal was supplied hy the Metropolitan Coal Company ; 1 do not know bow long the 
coal had been lying at the wharf ; I had no other cargo; I had no explosives on hoard ; the ship was finished at 1 p.m., 
on Thursday, and I moved away the same flay to Neutral Bay, where the vessel now lies; tim hatches were left off for 
ventilation until Friday night; about 4 p.m., on Friday, I put on the after hatch and main hatch, leaving the forward 
hatch open; 1 also had three ventilators and gas pipes placed in the main and after hold; I intended to proceed on my 
voyage on Friday night, hut as I could not get. my papers 1 had to wait until Saturday ; on Saturday, the 22nd instant, 1 
wont ashore about 9 a.m. ; everything was well on hoard when I left, and the deceased was on board quite v eil and 
uninjured ; I spoke to him as I left; the crew, eonsisting of seventeen and a passenger, were on board when I left; I got 
the crew at Hamburg ; there was no alteration in the crow here ; I had no disagreement with anyone on board during the 
whole voyage out or here ; when I left on Saturday the fore hatch and ventilators were open ; 1 heard something after I 
had been on shore about twenty minutes; I went on hoard, and got there ubont-10'15 a.m. ; 1 found the vessel then in the

condition
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condition she ia now ; I did not see tlie deceased : lie had been removed ; I did not hear the explosion ; from the appear- 
atiBe of the vessel it appeared to bo there bad been a serious explosion ; 1 cannot aeeouut for ihc damage done ; during the 
time I’ve been master of a ship this is the second cargo of coal I’ve had ; I did everything that could be done for the safety 
of the vessel; I do not blame anyone for the explosion ; the decks were blown up fore and aft and the fittings destroyed ; 
I cannot estimate the damage done; the vessel was insured for JE,1,200 in Hamburg; 1 do not know whether the freight 
was insured. ■

By Foreman : There were no holes in the pipes put down.
By Jury: I was down when the ship was loaded, and saw everything was safe, and so was the deceased and second

officer.
By Cormier: I am sure no lights were left below. ALBERT SHULZ.

Sworn and made, at Sydney, 24th July, 1S93,1 .
before me,— J

J. 0. Woobe, J.I\, City Coroner.

* » o a * o a a «
Dcuiid Jlober/ton, on oath, states :—I am manager of the Metropolitan Coal Company’s mine at ITelensbnrg, 2S miles 

from Sydney; last Friday or Saturday week some coal was fonvarded, to be placed on board the “Argo,” and some was 
forwarded last Monday ; the coal was sent direct from the mine, direct from the pit, and sent on to Sydney ; there hat e 
been no explosions in the pit; all precautions are taken to prevent explosions ; wc use safety lamps; this coal gives off 
mupe gas than some other coal in the Colony, and it is for that reason we take all necessary precautions.

Sworn and made at Sydney, 24th July, 18911, | 
before mo,— (

DANIEL ROBERTSON.

J. C. Wooeie, J.P,, City Coroner.

T/iomas Breiiina!/, on oath, states :—I am manager of the Metropolitan Coal Mining Company, corner of Pitt and 
Bridge Streets, Sydney; I reside at Askfiekl; 1 remember some coal being sent to load the “Argo”; it was sent to 
Darling Harbour, the first of it last Monday ; previous to that she had 170 tons of stiffening; the rest of it was sent direct 
from the mine, and put on board ; none of tile coal was lying exposed for any time ; it was put on hoard as fast as she 
could take it in ; it is usual to bring the coal direct from the pit in hoppers, and put it into the ship straight away,

THOS. BREN 1'NALL.
Sworn and made at Sydney, 24th July, 1893, ) 

before me,— (
J. C. W'oor.E, J.P., City Coroner!

. B Mem Muyford TIamht, on oath, states :—1 am Government Analyst, and reside at Mossman’s Bay ; this morning, 
m company with the City Coroner and jury, 1 went on board the barque “Argo,” now lying at. Neutral Bay; I saw the decks 
had been lifted fore and aft, and great damage had been done to the vessel internally ; I am of opinion that damage was 
done by an explosion ; it may have been due to three causes : first, the combustion of the occluded gases in the coal, or it 
may have been due to the chemical changes of the brasses or sulphides in the coal, and the third cause may have Ijeen the 
ignition of coal dust by moans of a spark, which might have been spontaneous ; in my opinion it was not due to other 
causes than those 1 have mentioned ; I saw that the vessel teas coal-laden ; I looked at and examined the coal; 1 could not 
tell from its appearance what mine it came from ; 1 heard the evidence of Mr. Robertson and Mr. Brentnall; I heard them 
both say the coal was brought direct from the pit and put into the vessel as soon as possible ; I have made on examination 
of the gases from the coal of the Metropolitan Coal Company from the mine at Helensburgh ; the gas I made the analysis 
of was of a. fiery character and contained fire-damp ; I’ve analysed coal from other mines in the Coloney ; if the coal had 
been taken direct from the pit and put into the vessel without being exposed it would be more likely to explode ; coal of 
-bis nature—the coal I speak of is something similar to coal at Cardiff, South Wales, which 1 have known to explode ; it 
■vould be a great advantage to have the coal exposed before loading—for some days before loading ; the analysis 1 made of 
the coat was about two years ago. ' "

By Mr. Robertson; Tim occluded gases are lighter than air and naturally ascend; if the occluded gases bad free 
access to the air there would not be any accumulation of the gases ; the fore-hatch being open the gases would naturally 
ascend towards there; there might still have been an explosion in the hold; since I was on board I have been to the 
observatory ; 1 have inspected the barograph indicating the pressure of the atmosphere from midnight on Friday to mid
day on Saturday last, and there was np depression to account for the accumulated gas; a spark might ignite coal dust; I've 
heard of occasions when it happened sometimes from blown-out shots; 1 say the explosion may have been due to either of 
the three causes I’ve mentioned ; it generally takes considerable time for spontaneous combustions to take place; I made 
an analysis of the Metropolitan coal gas ; it was of a fiery character and contained fire damp ; in consequence of the nature 
of gases the Company adopted safety lamps ; in my report I said that the gas contained carbonic acid and carbonic oxide 
which neutralised the explosive character of the gas.

By Coroner: A lighted candle or smoking in the hold would be likely to cause the explosion.
_ A'// Jury : If there was carbonic acid in sufficient quantity it would put a lighted candle out, but fire damp would

gnite the gas.
By Mr. Bobalnon: Fire-damp may be breathed for a short time; a man could not remain for any time in it.

Sworn and made at Sydney, 24th July, ISOS, 1 
before me,— j

J. C. Woore, J.P., City Coroner.

WILLIAM M. HAMLET.

Evidence given through Mr. Mlcliet, Interpreter r—
Martin Amkrmv, on oath, states :—l am a, carpenter on board the “Argo”; that was the dead body of Robert 

Arfsten, who was chief officer of the “Argo,” that T saw this morning in the presence of the City Coroner and jury, at the 
North Sydney Morgue; I was on board the “Argo” on Saturday morning last; I saw the captain go away after breakfast; 
he went on shore; the deceased, and the remainder of the crew, remained on board ; I last saw the deceased alive on the 
fore part of the ship, aftor the captain left; deceased was not smoking; about a minute aftei-there was an explosion, 
bursting up the decks fore and aft; I did’nt see deceased at moment of the explosion ; I was in the fore part of the ship, 
forward of the fore hatch ; I was standing alongside the cook when the explosion took place; I saw the cook in the fore 
hatch ; he was there about ten minutes, and came up a very short time before the explosion ; the cook was not smoking; 
he had no light; the hatch was open; I did’nt see anyorte else down there that morning; I had not been down that 
morning ; I do not know what caused the explosion ; I saw the deceased dead on the poop just after the explosion at the 
spot where some blood was shown to the Coroner und jury this morning; I helped to get the body out; I helped to carry 
the body to the steamer ; there was no one but the crow and the passenger on board at the time the explosion took place"; 
there had not been any quarrel between the captain and any of the crew.

By Jury: There was no quarrel between the crew and the trimmers.

Sworn and made at Sydney, 24th July, 1S93, 
before me,— ' }

J. C. Woore, J.P., City Coroner.

MARTIN ANDERSON.

Evidence
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Evidence "iven tlmiugh the interpreter, Mr. Mieiicl.
Htrinin If Mai;/, on oath, states: I am a cook on hoard barque “ Argo,” now lying at Neutral Bay ; that was the 

body of Robert Arfsten I saw this morning at the North Sydney morgue in the presence of City Coroner and jury ; I was 
mi hoard on Saturday morning last with the crew when the captain wont on shore after breakfast; 1 went down the Fore
hatch after tire captain left; I was down about five minutes ; I went to get some potatoes ; they were immediately under 
the hatch ; I went up as soon as I got the potatoes ; there was one passenger ; I did not see any of the crew or the 
passenger down the hold that morning ; I was not smoking when I was down : when I came up I went forward to the 
pump to wash the potatoes ; I saw the deceased forward of the main hatch ; he was on deck, forward of the fore hatch ; 
he was not smoking ; 1 saw him go aft; while 1 was washing the potatoes the explosion took place ; I did not see deceased 
then ; I was nut knocked down hy the explosion ; Hansen was in the forecastle ; I saw deceased after the explosion on the 
mid dcok, where there is blood ; that was pointed out to the coroner and jury : he was quite dead ; I helped to remove 
him ; there had not been any quarrel between the ship's crew and the stevedores or wharf labourers, or between the ship's 
crow and the captain ; the crew came with the ship from Hamburg ; there were no strangers on hoard when the explosion 
took place ‘ 1 do not know there was any cotton waste on the vessel; I cminot account for the explosion in any way.

Jit/ Jurii: There were a few flames of fire nt the explosion : there was a fire in the galley.
HERMAN HUEN1G.

Sworn and made at Sydney, 24th July, 1S93, )
Ijefore me,— • j

J. C. IVooRfi, J.P., City Coroner.

Evidence given through the Interpreter, Mr. Michel.
Cfirirtian Ifaami, on oath, states I am a sailmaker of barrjuc 11 Argo,” now lying at Neutral Bay ; that was the 

dead body of Robert Arfsten I saw at the North Sydney morgue this morning in the presence of the City Coroner and 
j ury ; I and the crew and one passenger were on board on Saturday morning when the captain went ashore ; he went 
ashore after breakfast; I. was standing on the forecastle hatch; the fore hatch was open"; I remained there until the 
explosion took place ; the explosion took place from half-aii-hour to an hour after the captain went ashore ; I did not sec 
the deceased at the time ; I saw him forward near the fore hatch and about two minutes after the explosion took place and 
lifted tho deck ; I did not see the passenger ; I saw the passenger taken out Of the water after the explosion ; after the 
explosion I saw deceased lying dead aft near the mizzenmast; no one had been down to the hold where the coal was that 
I know of ; I can’t account for the explosion ; there had not been any quarrel with the captain and the crew or the crew 
and the wharf labourers ; I saw a quantity of smoke when the explosion took place.

CHRISTIAN HANSEN.
Sworn and made at Sydney, 24th July, 1S93, l 

before me,— J
J. C. Woohe, J.P., City Coroner. -
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L.
TABLE I. .

Number oE Sniling Vespels and Tonnage o£ Coal Shipped from Ufovvefislle to Eorcign Ports in eaeh of tho Years 1898 to (30 
September) 1896. (Compiled from Stokes & Co.’s " Monthly Circular” for 1888 and 1889, and B. B, Wallace’s 

Mon till)- Report ” for 1890 to 1896.) ‘
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TABLE II
Ntjmher and Tonnage of .Shipments by Sailing 'Vessels to Foreign Ports classified according to size of cargoes, (Prepare 

from u. F. Stokes & Co.’a '*Monthly Circular,,J 18S8 and 1SS9, and R. B, Wallace’s “Monthly Eeport.^ 1890 to 1896).
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47,093 R 1 3,646 i i ........

youth Sea Islands.
IBS'? .................. O 394 i 700 1 1,034
1889................ i 980 1 1,311
lain.................. ..
1801 .................. 3 3,303
1802 ................ .. 2 734 3 1,939 2 2,SMI
1S93 ..............
1801..................

2 S78 1,136

1805................
1890 (to tu Sept.)

6 2,000 7 4.SI4 7 3,563

L
..........

1,531
.. 1 .... ..........

3,070 ii1::"::

1 1,744 .: | ::::::

4 6,351 ’ '
i t !

-1 ..........

TABLE III.

Showing Total Sailing Shipments from Newcastle to I’oreign Boris between the years 1888 to (30 September) 1890, classified 
as in Table I. 1’rom this list New Caledonia and South Sea Island shipments are excluded as negligible.

t Division. , No. of Shipments. Percentage of 
Total Shipments. Ton*? of Coal. Percentage of 

Total Tons of Coal

West Coast of America ..................................................... 2,149 74*51 4,353,679 80-38
North of Australia .............. .............................................. 381 13-21 625,066 11,54
Sandwich Islands................................................................. 260 9-02 313,607 5-79
Mauritius, Madagascar, and South Africa ....................... 72 2-BO 70,916 1*31
India and Ceylon................................................................. 22 -76 62,820 •98

2,SSI 100-00 5,416,088 100-00

TABLE IV.

Showing Total Steamer Shipments from Newcastle to Foreign Porta between tho years 1888 to (30 September) 1896.
(Excluding New Caledonia and South Sea Island Shipments.) •

West Coast of America ..............................
North of Australia .....................................
J mlin and Ceylon.........................................
Mauritius, Madogaseat, and South Africa 
Sandwich Islands ..................................

I
No. of Shipments. I Tons of Coal.

3 8,340
281 591,532

51 114,478
10 17,026

1 ■ sin
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TABLE V,

(.4.)

SuowiyCr the relation of the Shipments to San Francisco to the Total Shipments to the West Coastof America for
the pours 1H8S to (30 September) 180(j.

1
>*o. of Shipments,

Percentage <if 
Total Shijmicnts 

to America.
Tons of Coal.

Percentage of 
Total Tons of Coal 

to America,

Son Fraocisoo ............. ........... ........... ........................ . 612
Other ports—West Coast of America .............................. 1,507

‘ 29-89
70-11

1,643,417
2,710,262

37-75
62-25

2,149
1

100-00 } 4,353,679
1

106-00

(if.)

Total
Shipments,

Shipments
over

2,000 tons.

Percentage of 
Total Shipments 

in nidi case.

Shipments
over

3,000 tons.

Pecentage of 
Total Shipments 

ni caeh ca^e.

Shipments 
os or

*1,000 tons.

Percentage of 
Total Shipments 

m each case,

San Francisco.................... ..................... 642 465 72-43 197 30-69 18 2-80
Other ports—West Coast of America 1,507 519 34-44 79 5-24 4 -27

2,149 98t 45/9 276 12-81 22 1-02

TABLE VI.

Numbeb of Shipments by Sailing Vessels (classified according to size of cargo) and Quantity of Coal Shipped by each Colliery 
to American Ports during the Years 1S88 to (30 September) 1836. (Compiled from Stokes & Co.’s " Monthly Circular ” 
for 1888 and 1889, and B-. B. Wallace’s “Monthly Report” for 1890 to 1396.)

500 i,ooo 1,500 2,600 2,500 3,000 3,501)
Under 500 and under and under and under and under and under and under Totals.

1,000. 1,500. 2 ,ooo. 2,500. 3,000. 3,500.

isame of Colliery.

Tons
IA
c Tons

tr’
Tons

Ti

Tons Tons
Vi

Tons Tons
ii 

O f, Tons
&

* g Tons
. i • P of 0 1 of of . 2 of of Of of

Coal. SS sr Coal. Coal Coa!. S3 Coal Coal. Coal. 'a.B' Coal. Coal.

M M J?tfi m M fjj to

3 1,374 63
32

siviifl 245 303,040 323 570,901 229 512,000 139 379,470 71 228,400 45 371,175 1,118 2,224,729
Puchenfield .................. 27,000 S3 100,005 SS 163,927 7e 109,689

112,301
34 01,259 25 80,36!) 17 65,754 355 003,m

21 18,068
4,269

46 60,781 40 $5,695
27,554

61 32 87,105 31 99,716 22 82,457 252 545,023
A. A. Co................................ 2 87G 0 23 29,223 16 22 43,829 11 20,052 3 9,410

38,235
1 3,643 84 153,756

Co-operative.................... 1 350 2 1,775 7 0,167 S 33,011
28,800

17 38,172 15 41,241
18,035

12 12 40,233 74 180,104
3 2,eSo 1 1.204 16 17 37,660 7 3 0.810 47

3,471
4,8nl>

11 l.{,777 12,353 V 15,430 4 11,12(5 1 3,468 35 50,025
New Lambton .................. 0 5 6,307 11 18,641 6 12,700 5 13,32.1 33 55,830
West Wallsend.............. ... 2 1,310 0 7,352 S 14,209 1 2,2S.> :t 8,504 3 0,020 6 19,821 28 63,527

4 4,538 8 14,ago 4 9,647 6 13,070 ft 15,857 1 3,5.)4 01,715
Pocificfformerh Northern) 1 SGI 5 0,031 f, 8,923 0 4,752 3 7,b-)(i 3 10,155 7 27,891 26 06,460

1 613 2 2,4flo 6 S,840 1 2,443 4 11,171 2 6,771 1 s.esfi 16 85,927
Cardiff (formerly South 2 1,934 o 2,211 4 0,091 3 0,434 1 3,154 12 20,424

Wnllscnd).
Bum ood.............................. 1 071 o 5,605 4 6,711 o 4,140 2 5,335 11 10,822
Young Wallsoud .............. 2 2,181 8 14,464 3 2,201) 11 IS,84:7

'2 2,233 3 5.431 2 4,516 1 2,920
2,671

8 15,105
Newcastle .......................... 2 3,396 1 i 3,554 4 9,021
Wickham and Pulloeh i 834 1 1,590 6,375 4 8,79!)

island.
1 2,970 .... 2 7,602 3 10,578

Northern Extended .... i 1,205 1 1,9®

0 2,eoo MG 121,812 50o,3ou 507 008,431 441 033,110 267 727,274 Ki-2 521,7 IS 114 435,373 2,140 4,353,670
----------—'
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TABLE VI [.

SnOWjf.'C tlid Number of Suilmg Shi[>ments from Ncwcnstlo t-o Foreign Ports for eaeb your from 1888 (o (30 Se)iteiiiber), 
1800, elnssified according to size of cargo; and also the Number of Casualties from beating and from shifting of 
cargo, and the Number of Vessels missing.

Amesica.
ISSb............................... 1 37 78 l. 72 . 23 1 , 202 | .. 1

1SS9............................. 1 20 72 I 1 1

IBJK)............................... 1 17 ?.s 1 j i !

1F2 j ..

9

igjjl , (.................... 2 2f»
i 1 P

"1'

1S02............................... 10 1 i.

T 1'

im............................... ... . 0 ,.j 2a L. 1 00 24 2 20
i
i.. 15 1 "1 105 | 2 2

itm...............................
|

i
1..

2 4S 1 73 .. . i 41 27
j

,, ij,. 20
J. j

257 I 4
1805 .......................... 0

. M..
52 1 1 2 70 3 3 1 70 ' 1 i 44 I’l 21

■) . .
204 0 G . 3

1800 (to 30 Sejit.) ., i 1

"I
12 IS .. 1 40

1
40 .. m .. 20 j.. 10 iL . 200 j 4 i

S |..
1

140 i 446 S 5 ,j07 ( 1 7 2 441 , 1 3 1 207 |..
X-

182 114

j.l.
2,149 i 13 17 S

Ports North of Australia.
s ss... .................. ..... .. 2 8 ’ S 15 2 T. 1 I 1 i

1SS9........ ................. 31
j

33
l

20
i

4
1 1

381)0.......................... 1
|

10 5
1

11 7 i 1
" 1"

I SOI.......................... 3 12 15 7 i 1
1 [ | '

1892 .......................... 1 1 1 7 fi
1 1

'

IS93..........................
1

12
1 o 1 J ,

ISO*.......................... 3 o
i

12

.. . I..

o
.. .. ..

1S95........................................ 3
|

13 7
1 r'

i 1 24

1890 (to 30 Sept.) .. 1 11 I !> 3 i
!"

1
!

. !
1

25 1

G
J

50 .. 87 140 1 71 14
j;.

5 i..
1 j

9. \ . 3S1 1

Sandwich Islands.
for whole period 3 1 I 70 . .1..!..! 117 l.,J,,.I 1[..|. 200 |.. I II..

India and Ceylon.
„ 1 .-’..I....) 2 r [..[..1 II..' |..t »l..|..'..| 51.| 2 ' ' 2 I I 22j..l..[..

' J9 -i-.: I M| I
^Uui'jtuis, Africa, and Ziladagasear.

I-] .-I

S—G
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TABLE Vlil.

Showisg for each colliery the total sailing sliipmonta to America^ wiili the number of casualties from heating, and the
number of missing vessels.

Colhcri. 1 Total shipments Cases of filing Number of Total,to America. | or huitm"-.
■

mi&jn^ vessels.

WaLlsend ..................................... ........ 1,118
: «

9 15
Ducteniidd .......................................... . 355 , i 3 4
drc-tsi ...................................................... • 212 .... 1 1
A. A. Co.................................................. . 84 1 1
Cooperatm* ........................*................ 74 i 1 2
Lambton ............................................... . 47
Sboekton ........................................... H5 1 1
New LmnMon ............. ....................... ' 33
West "WirtLend .............................. .' 28 1 i 1 2
Hetton ................................................. 27
Pacific (formerly Northern) ................ . 20 2 2
Seahnm................................................... 10
Cardiff (formerly South Walkciid) .... 
Northern Eiteuded... ..........................

. ‘ 12
1

(fee fool note)

Mixed ...................................................
Bunvood ............................................... i ' ‘ ii"

1 2* 2

Voung Walkcnfl.................................... ■1 u 1
Waratah .............................................. 8
Newcnsfclii............................................... 4
Wickham .............................................. ■i '1
East fTreta ................ ................ . ....... ■1 3

2,MO 13 17 30

Total rasualtieg as 
pLrcutitaao or 

total shipments.

1-34
1’13

MO
I'lO'j -g g 
2-70 1 g

■RE

7-14.

7 G!)
£8

£ O a.5 ■*-’ ti

*> feg S-S i
W H ©©’5 £

Its

1*40

f *The^e two shipments were made up as under, hut in the reports from which the figures arc compiled, they appear as fiorn the Cardiff 
Colliery, and aiu included in the UscUo rt)ipmcnti» from thatcollicrv, " 1

rardilT......................
Northern E\tendod .. 
Pacific .., . ..

i i 2-

Tons. Toils.
. 020

1,17S IJHo
202

I 1,7! 33

2cls the rtbovc list hi I'csrard to the b

TABLE IX.

Number of sailinp shipmoitLs, uiidoi* ntid ovci' 2j000 font*, which left r^tiwcn^tlf1 for Joroigti ports hef-woon flic years
1SSS and (30 .Se]jtembej'J J SOO :—

Destination. Under *2,000 tons. 2,000 tons and over. Total.

West Coubfc of America ................................................... . 1,165 981 2,140
Ports North of Australia ................................. . , .. 2S9 02 381
Sandwich Islands ........................................................................ 247 13 200
Mauritius, MinJagaseav. and South Africa.................................. G4. 8 72
India and Ceylon....................................... , , , G . 1G j °2
New Caledonia........................................................................... in 1 in

24Sontli 8c'ii Ishmds............................................................................. 24 ....... '

1,006 1,113 3,010

TABLE X.

Shipments ti> AmkkH'.s.

Avkhaci: Tomuigo of Coal pu:- Ship for each year from 1SSS to (IIO September,) IStKi.

Tonnage of Coal to America 
hj Sailing Vessel No of Ship AwTatje Tonnairc of Coal 

per Ship.

1SS8...................
1SS0...................
1SH0...................
1S!)1...................
1892 ...................
1893 ...................
1894 ..................
ISO.)................
189(5 f9 months)

441,310 | 202 1,684
438,229 209 1.S15
343.7S4 1 1S2 1,889
.144,723 290 1,840
4.18,232 | 224 2,040
370,986 i 101 2,285
003,372 , 217 2,348
633,8711 294 2,173
458,102 200 , 2,291

tear.
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TABLE XI.

Cargoes of 2,000 tons and over shipped by each Colliery between 1888 and 1896 (to 30 Sept.),
Till! Bible gives I’m1 following ditto ;—

Columns ] and A—Total shipment* to Americn—nil ships.
3 „ 4 „ „ in ships eiirrying 2,000 tons and over.
5 „ Ii' „ ,, ,, „ thnl, heated.

Colliery.

Wallsend ..........................................
Bitcltenfield ......................................
Gretn ..................................................
A. A. Co...............................................
Co-oporativc ......................................
Lambton..............................................
Stochton .............................................
New Lambton ..................................
West Wallsend..................................
Helton .............................................
Pacific (formerly Northern).............
Scalnnn .............................................
Cardiff (formerly South Wallsend).,,
Northern Extended ..........................
Mixetl.................................................
Burwood............................................
Young Wallsend ..............................
Wamtah..............................................
Newoastlc ..........................................
Wiekham ..........................................
East Oireta..........................................

o•*»
+£
V

-C.'j l/i »-

Total
tons of roal 

shipped 
to America.

-
Is 
£ * 
a.^1 

d= 5 co o
■Gw &

*

Tons
in Cargoes

of 2,000 tons 
and over.

o
* G ti

c>
0hs
*

Tons
in Caitjoes of 

2>0U0 tons 
and over that lireti 

or li cated.

S 56
'o V ^ y »
c S a — •*»coty yS « ^53-
.sSSLs
u.

Fiffurcs 
in column (C) 

expressed 
as a percental of 

those in (■*)

a) m (a) to (U) (7) (3)

1,118 2,224,729 484 1,291,105 «) 16,568 I'Olj 1-28
303 693,903

545,023
153,750

152 406,971 ‘ 1 3,300 ■60 -81
252 136 331,579
84 37 91,834

163,881
•

74 189,104 56 1 3,770 1-79 2-30
47 . 98,903 

59,625 
55,83'.*

27 66,120
30,024
26,032
40,597

12
33 11
28 63jo27 12 1 4,000

. ..
8 33 10-00

27 61,715
66.469

15 42,728
i)0JGti420 15 2 8,815 1333 17-40

16 35,927
20,424*

1,905

8 24,079
9,58S*

.......
12 4 1

1 :::::
1 3,154* 1

11 19,822
18,845
15,105

4 9,475
2,20011 i i ............

8 3 7'436 
6,225 
6,375 

10,578

4 9,621
8,7994 »>

3 10,578 3

2,149 4,353,07!) 984 2,667,481 11 39,667 M2 1-49

* See foot-note Table T.Y.

TABLE Nil.

Tuts Table is similar to No. 0, but for the period IbiM to (SO Sept.) 1890.

Colliery.

_57
£

£IC!
5OH

Total ions 
ofCoal.

Z 5
£ c "©
!i..

° oi 5 £>'*«''■ y O O

<!*>

Tonsin Caiirocs 
Of 2,00d tons and

%

S " 5 
l0- s5Cjo —

0O y'C
.= 5-1

Tons ijiCm goes Ol 
2,(X*i tons ami over that fired or heated

f*

111 tw tOf- 0 ci

SS-E^S C KG'

Kitfiucs in Nolunm (G) 
expressed as a percentage of those hi (4). tU'inarics.

o> (2) (4) (5) («> (7) 00

Wallsend ............... 328 738,550 198 338,776 3 8,796 1-52 1-63 Th 0 data, are too fewDuckenfield ............ 1(5 355,020 84 222,530
Greta...................... 32 85,077 24 72,468
Co-operativi1............ 59 161,361 51 148'241 1 3,770 i-96 2-54 being aftaehed toA.A. Coy.................. 04 104,234 26 64,648
Hettnn ................... 26 60,365 15 42,728
Lambton ............... 24 53,474 15 36,909 ]icrcentuge9.
Pacific .......................... 15 49,044 13 45,532 Z 8,815 15-38 19-36
Scnhmn .... .............. 9 21,452 f> In.399
ITest Wnl!i.e!id....... 10 31,883 S 28,233 1 4,060 12-50 14-38
Burwnod ........................ 7 12.607 2 4,703
East Greta....................... 3 10,578 3 10.57S
New Lambton .............. 2 1,662
Wickham ....... .............. 2 3,880 1 3,046

.........

Mixed...................... a *4,952 1 3,154 1 3,154 100 00 10000
Northern Extended .. 1 1,905
Xowcabfcle ............... 1 2,071 1 2,671
Stockton.............. 1 1,615

751 1,700,410 447 1,239,618 8 28,595 179 2-31

bui' foiit-nute Table J .
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TABLli XITl.

Showing Lhc muubor ol’ Sailing ShipmouU, dussiCal according to size of Cargo, which left Newcastle for America during flic 
seven cool months, April to October, and those during the five hot mouths, November to March, of veara 1893-9G; also 
the number of Casualties in each such Division. *

Tommie of Cargoes.

COOL MONTHS.

April to 
October,

April to April to 
October, October, 

1804. 18!M.

iSf

s

sii-a ^C O tl
Jl£ll'

a| « r"

April to 
October, 

3806.

3 S5

Totals.

HOT MONTHS.

November, 
1S!>2, to 

March, 1808.

November, 
1803, to 

March, 1894.

November, I 
1894, to 

March. 1895

j November,
I 1895, to 
March, 1890.

e> S XB'
*.■2 1" u,© 4l I -5 C
s® 1. f Sit?

1 2 ^

C |
ZB

Totals-

<51ZB
Vi

America
fino and under 1,000 .. 3 I.. 1 3 , 6 1 .

3,000 „ 1,500 .. 2'. If> .. 33 1 1 . .
1,600 ,, 2,000 .. 31 ..L 4S ..'2
2,000 „ 2,500 .. 29 L 1 23 48 48 ..
2,500 ,, 3,000 .. 1G .. it .. i 23 .
3,000 ,,
3,500 and over

3,500 .. 0 \ . 12 w 1 13 .. ..13 [
__ l •• 21 1 . 17 1 2 1

12S h. 1 SO .. i 171 ..1 .1 UK) 3 , 2

(all ports).

13 8 i 2 i . 7 1 18 1on 1 10 12 17 10 1 til $
1*25 2 2!) 10 in 1 36 1 99 1 214S 1 19 17 i 17 1 39 1 92 1 1

79 1 8 i 11 j IS 21 Cil 1
m 8 i (i i i 7 14 ij 35 4 1
5S 2 8 1 4 ..i s * 2 28 3 *'

575 3 4 | DC o n 71 1 1 ii 37 l.. 140 0 2 394 9 8

San Francisco alone,
tOO and under 1,000 . ..i.

1,000 „ 1,500.. 2 ’ ..
1,500 „ 2,000 .. 11 2
2,00b ,, 2,500.. 12 4
2,500 ,, 3,000.. fi 10
3,000 „ 3,5(10 G
3,500 and over .............. 11 k.. r.i .

481.. J es i I

14
I ^

.. I
4

20 M ] 
itfi | 
40 40

. 1 .. 1 • ■■i 1
1 9 2 0

ii .J .. 12 .
o | 4 22 -•I 11 2 G 1 .. 33 3 1
r. -;l_ G 2 ,, 19 3

lf| 21 "i- 79 0 2

KIKE OR HEAT. MISSING.

Cool Months, 
April to October, of 

four y caw, 1392-3895.

Hot Months,
November to March, of 
four years, 1892-1S9C.

Coal Jfonths. 
April to October, of 

four years, 1892-1895.

Hot Months, 
November to March, of 
four years, 1S92-1S0G.

■2 Casualties.
«
"ct)

Casualtio?. 4
a

Casualties. 3K Casualties.

J=VJ

o7.
67,

to - Sis c.*- i
s v

S € 
So = g

55
o

& o
t£

[c. =£i 
■“.&» s 
s®l-g

J=VI
fj
6Z

o
Z

a ^ d

" s'* ^

^ o B §

W
'o

£ ©
55

Ivi

£ o s s

San Ftfinrisco .......... 180 O 1-11 70 6 7‘59 130 79 f> 2-53

Otlicr ]xirts, West 
Coast of America 39.) 315 3 *0j

Ol.bcr ports. West 
Coast of America.. 395 4 1-01 315 G 1-90

575 3 '52 394 0 2'2S 675 4 •70 394 8 2*03

if
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TAiiLE XLV,

SiiJ.tya Vessels whitli carried Cargoes of over 4,000 tons from Xeivcnslle to Foreign Polls between 1S88 and 189C
(to 30 September).

Date of Sailing.

1891.
11 .Tunc ..................
7 December...........

1895!. ■ ,
31 May ................... I

3 June ............

1893.
23 February .......... |

5 March .............. .
20 May ............ .....|
20 June ................... |
15 November.......... |

1891..
20 April ........
4 May ...................

23 „ .................
24 October............... I
4 November...........j
4 December .......... I

1895. 1
0 May ..................

1! „ ..................
2 June ..................

16 ...........................
19 September........
18 November.........
10 December..........

1896.
28 May .................
10 August .............

Tannage I
Name of Vessel. j of Port of Destination. , Colliery.

' Cargo.

France ............ . 4,468 Caldera..................... IV allsend.
California........... . 4,160

Palgrjive .................. 4,700
Lord Brasscy .......... 4i06S

Falkland ................... 4,122
Ccdarbank ............... 4'283

4,260
Fortefiotx.................. 4,560

4,279

Forleviofc ................... 4,700
4*800

Crompton............... 4’223
John .Ena.................. 4,205

4,099
Litton ................... . "Cooperative.

4,318
4,120

MiltoJiburn .............. 4^028 San Francisco ...........
"Royal Forth.............. 4,558
John Fna.......... ........ 4,257

4,100 **
HolLiiwood .............. 4,060 **

John Ena.................. 4,200
Windermere.............. 4,257 }t -......... West Wallsend.

To America ..................................... .................................................... 22
„ India ......... ............... ........................ ........................................... 2

Remarks.

Arrived on fire.

Cargo beated.
On fire during voyage.

Cargo beated.
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tabu; xv.

Siiouixii tlie increaau in depth of vessels which hus hiLen plu.ee with increase of toimagc. (This list was eonimluil In
taking at iundoin tlie names of vessels which actually sailed from Newcastle in different years.)

Date of Sailhi#. • Name of Vessel Tons of coal efirried. Toimapfe of vus^cl. j DuptJi. Date when Imilt.

June, 1SSS John Gambles ..................... 1,540 |
1

1,066 21-0 1S74January, 1SS0 Remonstrant.................... 1,633 1 1,078 I 21'3 1878„ isno City of Athens .................. 1,746 | 1,199 . 22-8 1860„ 18S8 Loch Lomond........................ 1,054 ’ 1,249 1 21 Vi 1S70February, ISSff Rossdhu.......................... 1,905 | 1,370 21-9
December, 1895 Thetis................................. . 1,973 1,35° 1 21'G 1885„ 1S88 Harold............................... 2,076 i 1,376 21-3 1888

„ 1805 Inveresk ................... 2,323 1,415 ! 91-7 1891January, 1SS9 Loch Trool.................. 2,055 i 1,438 21-5 1884
„ 1891 Pallas ................................ 2,205 1,457 ! 21-7 1888
„ 1891 Falstaff' ............................ 2,02.1 , 1.465 23-5 1375

March, 1888 Edinburgh.................. 2,042 i 1,473 ! 21-5 1835January, 1896 Ballochmyle ...................... 2,020 | 1,511 22-7 1873December, 1895 Tinumdra ............ 2,30it 1 1,561 | •>24 1885January, 1S9L Great Admiral ..................... i:75:l | ],o7G \uhx1 | 25-3 I860
February. 1889 Pass of Balmaha ............... 2,313 1 1,571 1 22-5 1898 ■December, 1888 Caldera ................................ 2,290 | 1,917 wood , 24 T 1884January, 1888 Ventura...................... 2,605 1,700 ' 1886June, 1890 MacC&lluni More ............. 2,393 | 1,740 , 2:1-4 is::-*
February, 1888 Soudan ...................... 2, (14(1 1,751 1 24-1 1885January, 1S9G Earl of Dalhousic.............. 2,459 . 1,765 23-4 1884„ 1889 Province.............. 2.940 1,842 1 23-1 1886December, 1SSS G reystoke Castle ................. 2,757 1 1,873 23-G 18SG

JSD5 BDirmore ......................... 2,932 1,017 1 23-5 1893January, 1S9G Lucipara........................ 2,829 1,943 23-8 1385February, 1889 Dynomene .................. ....... 2,877 , 1,949 24 T 1882
July, 1888 Fa Us of Garry ..................... 3,120 2,083 23-9 ISSG

„ 1S90 Scottish Dales .............. 3,060 2,107 24-5 1383
December. 1895 Wiseombe Park................. 3.308 2,228 24'0 3892
October, 1895 Elginshire ........................ 3,350 24-7 1SS9

„ 1395 Snaigow ................................ 3.039 2,384 24-1 1890
November, 1895 Fanny Kerr ............... OjfiS,-) 2.42G 24-5 1892
June, 1SSS Drumeliff ........................... 3,983 2,525 I 24-2 1SS7November, 1895 CelLicbum ........................... 4,IO(i . 2.655 25-7 1S92
December, 1395 Holliiiwood................... : 4,000 2,973 ■M-2 1SS9October, 1395 Euloniene ........................... 3,031 , 2,725 24-5 1891March, 189.1 Cedurbank ........................... 1.280 ■ 2,895 1 24-5 1892
September, 1395 John Ena ............................ 4.200 1 2.842 25-0 ] S92
August, 1890 'Windermere ......................... 4,257 3,050 25-7 1892
June. 1895 Koyal Forth .............. .... 4,558 | 3,130 . 25‘6 ■ 1893

---------- .. _ _ „_ . — — — _ __  ■ . . .'

11 Xotk.—On the following ounipaiison hemg instituteil hotwet-n the ligurr-s of the total quantity of coal shipped from 
JsStl to llutli Sept , IljiJU, to foreign eountnes, as obtained from the shipping rqiorts of .Messrs. 11. ij. Wallace and Stokes 
tV Co. ffrotu which the tallies in this Appendix nre compiled), and as shown in the Custom-house Return (see 
“ S”) dtsciypancics were seen to ouem, and in answer to a iplcdion as to t ho explanation theicof, Mr. Walkiee replied as 
midci1. e think the suggestion made by Mr. Walhu e most piohably accounts for tlie main difiorenep.

West Coast of America ........................................

Total Ton nago of Coal bJuppjicd.

As in Shipping Reports. As in Customs Return.

4,362,019 ! 4,320,599

1,216,598 1.234,227
314,422 1 304,578

37 949 1

North of Australia ............................................. •
Sandwich Islands .........................................
Mauritius, Madagascar, and .South Africa ..
Mauritius alone........................................... Ol nAT
India and Cevlon.................................................. .
New Caledonia ....................................

167,298 314:215
78,497 1 100,566
19,156 1 20,029

...................... | 114,369
South Sea Islands .............................................
Other Countries (including a few shipments to American Ports) ......................

Dear bit', Ncivcastle, N.S,W., 7 Jamiary, 1S97.
■ J am in receipt of your note of yesterday, and really cannot understand the difleienee in the quantities of coal 

by my circular and Customs returns. Sly circular is compiled from the actual quantities of coal shipped hy each ship, as 
per hill of lading, and I am certain is cut rect. I, however, do not include in the case of steamers the quantity of coal 
taken in bunkers tor consumption ou the voyage, and if steamers clear at Customs' with both cargo and bunker coal tills 
may account to some extent for the difference m the ease of Ceylon, India, and Now Caledonia, but 1 do not remember any 
steamers taking oual to Mauritius, and the export for that place should agree with my eii'Ciilat.

I regrer I can give you no further explanation of the matter. ,

W. Wilson, Esq., Secretary, Coal Cargoes Commission, Sydney,

1 remain. .
ROB. B. WALLACE.

Oj. H. Nickissox.)
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M,
Hepout yl' Inr|uirv held at tlio Cliamlicr of Cormncvcc, Iveurcn.htlG, b_v tlie Committee on tlie 8th, Otli, 

and 10th October. 18t)l, to n^ccrtaiu the best means oi'loading and sfo«m" coal cargoes.
Ooiitlemen Cbamlier of Commerce, Newcastle, 29 October, IStH.

Owing to the reported diiftirig of the cargoes, notably uf the “ I’oltailocls,” “Cambnan Chioftam,” and 
“Parthia,” which were recently loaded with coal at this port, and the fact that during tlio last four years eight vessels 
have sailed from this port and been posted ns missing, the Committee of tins Chamber feel that prompt and effective 
measures are neccssarv to save the credit of Newcastle, and to this end have held an independent inquiry as to the best . 
means uf stowing coal cargoes loaded hero for foreign ports. It was thought that hy taking the evidence of captains, 
shipping imenK stevedores, trimmers, mid others intoicsted, sonic decision might be arrived at which would benefit all 
concerned.0 This lias been done, and after carefully reviewing tho evidence, the Committee have arrived at the following 
conclusion :— ,

1. That considerable laxity lias been shown hy captains, officers, stevedores, end trimmers.
2. That shifting boards and bulkheads, paiticularly in modern vessels, are absolutely necessary, and their adoption

should he made compulsory.
3. That the trimming of alt coal oargucs should bo under the supervision of the Oovurnment. t
■1, That in no ease (ns is quite clear from tho evidence) hiis any vessel sailing from this port, carrying Newcastle coal 

solely, been lost through spontiuieous combustion, hut by a kimcniable degree of carclessncdS in tbe supervision of 
the ti miming. _ . .

G. That tho following resolution, which was unanimously aiioptcd by the Committee, bo conveyed to the Colonial 
Treasurer, vir. :—“ That u deputation wait upon the Colonial Tirasuicr to .tsk the insertion of a clause in the 
Navigation Act of New ,South Wales (now before Parliament) making tho use of shifting boards mid, wheru 
ncucssary, bulkheads compulsory ; and also that the Covermneiit supcnisc tho stowage of coal cargoes here. '

The Committee hope to inaugurate at on early date a bettor state of things at this port, and they trust that tbeir 
action in endeavouring to investigate this matter, fully may meet with universal approval. In the meantime, they would 
urge nil shipowners to give captains strict instructions that their officers supervise the trimming of all coni cargoes at 
Newcastle. Vonrs faithfully

(For tlie Committee),
D. J. MTjKAN,

President.

N.
WoUKt.NI. llrLEfl or HIE CoVL-THIMMEES’ UNION.

Illq/ril
1. All mcinbcr.i of this union shnli be paid for their labour at the following inlet per hour ; —

Day. Night.
Trimming Coni ................................ Is .Id,, per hour. Is. fid. per hour.
Trimming Coke.................................. Is, (id . ,, 2s. (id. ,,

Working meal huurr, 2s. (id., when memliers are actually working that hour : hut mease an employer shifts into an empty 
hatch and rims it up during meal hour, then members shall be paid at tho rate ot Js, 3d.

fJhcuii'K Worl;.
2. Any " chance job” of work lasting tlnoo hours or less to he charged :—Day-work, os. ; night-work, 7s.

fjomj out ii> tin’ Stmim.
3. AU members of this union going out into tins stream shrill ha on pay until they are landed on the wharf.

iVorkintr iiudir Current Jin/cn. .
+. Under no circumstances shall any member of this umuft work for less than the current rate of wages.

Worlinif on Smitlaiftt. _
.'j. Any member of this union woiking at any Lime between the horns of T2 o’clock on Saturday night, and 12 o dork 

on Sunday night shall ho paid at. the rate of iK per hum'.
\\r‘>rl‘hii/ on JJo!ii!ttt/«.

(i. Any member of this union woiking on a holiday shiill lie paid ul the rate of .Is. pel hour from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tide iron': ami Hhift ar.rv,

7. All members of this union employed by foreman coal trimmers, captains of vessels, or other employers of labour 
at tide or shift work, shall be paid 1,0s. for iiic tanner mid Gs. for the latter. The tide and shift money to lie equally 
divided among the gang at work.

/lunrtbip iiji Hairht*. .
S. Any vessel with mi empty hold coining (in the day time) under the cranes or shoots to load a coal cargo (union 

labour being employed on board such vessel), tlie foreman coal trimmer is to be allowed the privilege of “ running up 
one hatch without employing n gang : but if tlie said vessel has coal cargo in a hatch besides the one winking, then the 
full gang is to bo set on when tlie first waggon of coal oorgn goes into the hold. The words “ coal cargo ’ shall lie under
stood In mean coal, coke, kcioscne shale, oi any allied substances.

Ft-iids loudihi; at nujlit. . i
9. In thu event of a vessel coming under to load empty at, night, the boss may run one hatch, if he can, till 12 o clock, 

or may call his gang out any hour before 12 o’clock ; but m the event of him wanting his gang before (j a.m. lie must pay 
them from 12 o'clock. In the event of him shifting to another hatch lie must pay his gang from the time of shifting to 
that hatch.

Full OttiHji to tie, En>)iloijc(!.
10. At all tunes, day or night, a full gang of men must bo employed, ‘

Jlejimlwn of the term “Gkinp.” . .
11. This union does not specify what number of men shall compose a “gang.” The tenn is to signify the full 

number of men required to do tlie job.
Mm Jlhchanieil hi) Emjiloym.

12. (i.) If any foreman coal trimmer discharges any man or men from the vessel whereon he or they' are employed,
the foreman coal trimmer may not substitute any man or men in the place of those so discharged.

(2.) But if the foreman coal trimmer should aftorwaids require more labour he must reinstate those whose 
services ho had dispensed with, and pay them from the time of being discharged. J 

(.’!,) In the event of a boss not being able to get the men discharged lie may employ others in their place, and 
pay them from I lie tunc he discharged tlie aforesaid men.

(4.) Jf the lending of a vessel is supposed to ho completed and tlio gang leaves, and the foreman coal trimmer 
afterwards iccoives onleis to take in more cargo, lie may in this ease employ another gang to do the 
additional work.

nirinoii of hnhoiir.
13 In the event of a vessel coming under lo load, and will take about 20 Uour-., tbe first gang must bo relieved as 

near half time as possible, but should the job last (say) 30 or 40 hours n day, a night gang to he employed.
ATm-.l/l inhi ,

14. (1.) No member of this union may work with a man who is nut n member.
(2.) No member of lids union may work for an employer who does not employ union labour.

]uii)>tt>yrr^ in prornri Lahnitv.
to. All union men shall, so far as lay m their ]iower, assist thru employers to procure union men if the employer 

requires them. -
Itifiiiiiionm! of Unit . .

16. Should it be proved before a general meeting tint, nny member of this union b is violated any'ol tlie foregoing 
rale:,, or commuted any' breach of tbe by-laws, he shall be lined the ^mn of 5s.

------------------------------------------------------ 0.



Sr.vTEUENT handed in by Mr. 1\ TV. Binucy, Secretary of the Newcastle-TVallsend Coal Company, of tlie Number and Tonnage of Cargoes of Coal shipped from the
various Collieries.

1$S7. 1SSS. 1SS9. 1890. 1891. 1892. 1803. tsot. 1805. ISIKi.
(to 2.i September.) Total.

■ Colliery.
.Ships. Tons, Ships, Tons. Tons. Ships. Tons. Ships. Tons. Ships. Tons. Ships. Tons. Ships. Tons. Ships. Tons. Ships Tons. Ships. Tons.

W:rtls:nd ........................................ 153 261,302 136 233,104 181 325,397 142 263,447 106 310,224 m 223,035 86 192,901 128 280,213 132 282,571 78 181,587 1,318 2,555,871

DuekenfieUt.................................... TO 127,334 62 90,133 82 123,859 43 65,334 94 152,385 92 175,990 76 140,266 102 201,201 89 172,650 63 111,718 782 1,360,923

■Greta ....................................... 39 69,236 01 103,001 82 145,954 38 79,061 51 103,451 39 80,494 21 47,064 4 8,476 26 65,319 13 28,519 374 738,605

lambton ........................................ 23 36,110 22 41,383 60 93,710 19 30,188 20 39,026 6 11,720 5 14,451 20 60,525 19 38,866 S 18,913 208 385,492

Heiv ].ftmbton................................ 2!) 30,744 20 30,022 32 42,506 20 28,390 26 30,088 20 32,432 1 1,094 U 26,415 y 10,254 5 9,431 178 250,376

Co-opfratiro .............................. 2 1.010 5 5,732 3 3,550 4 6,191 3 3,924 2 2,511 6 17,359 27 05,671 29 71,335 20 52;7G3 101 230,066

A. A. Co.......................................... 3 1,014 2 1,713 4 4,825 O 1,698 C 6,007 13 23,072 8 10,725 17 32,159 24 44,944 13 23,013 93 160,800

West'Wiillscud ................... ....... ....... 1 1,503 1 1,702 3 4,043 10 14,490 11 20,803 8 18,038 8 17,060 10 23,551 13 38,032 67 139,317

Pacific (formerly Northern) ....... ... ....... G 10,150 6 7,303 2 3,435 13 24,710 3 6,434 1 845 8 11,121 14 30,434 13 28,434 63 125,916

■Sciihaiu......................................... ... 3 4,780 11 23,844 24 49,318 8 17,346 10 20,900 36 116,188

Stoclston ........................................ 12 11,505 34 57,550 12 20,630 1 1,380 ... ....... 1 1,615 60 C5,530

Burwood .......................... ....... 2 1,030 9 11,772 7 9,551 7 9,361 2 3,555 5 9,101 3 5,434 3 5,833 8 46 73,793

Hetton............................................ ... 1 1,350 2 2,413 5 10,577 7 12,896 15 37,434 30 64,670

Cardiff (formerh South WilIIe- 11 14,015 2 3,261 0 8,751 0 12,459 3 6,183 £8 44,669
end). *

Wanitfih ...................................... 17 25,071 2 5,416 4 6,099 5 7,823 2 4,521 1 1,870 ... 31 51,400

Young Wuhsesui........................... 12 20,310 3 3,992 ,.4 15 2 4,332

B'encastle........................................ 2 2,450 2 2,360 ... 1 3,554 1 1,6CS 3 6,a52 4 4,978 13 21,569

Wickham........................................ 2 1,924 2 4,517 4 r fifn 1 SCO o 15,911

East GrHa ...................... ............. »•»•+* ... ... *•.1.4 3 10,578 1 1,180 1 634 5 12,442

Sundry collieries............................ i 1,243 ... i 1,170 ... 4 4,033 4 4,157 1 1,258 ii 11,861

367 572,328 368 604,573 478 793,723 287 510,351 418 740,240 313 606,322 235 489,518 379 800,290 377 794,630 263 583,860 3,490 6,485,811

<1
to
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P.
Asalxsis of list of ships lost, wrecked, &c., as given in “ Sydney Record,” July, 1S96. (Handed in by 

Mr. F. W. Binney, secretary, Hewcnstle-Watlsend Coal Company).
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Ships missing, no tidings............... . ................................................ 9 5 1 i i 17
3i supposed to have foundered.................................... i I

,> been lost through collision ....... 1 1
Wrecked and foundered (known) ..................................................... 3 i i i 6
Disabled—arrived at destination, or put in elsewhere.................. 3 0 i 1 11
Cargo shifted— ,, ,, .. .............. 1 ] ... 2

,, heated—put into Sydnov, half cargo discharged, balance 1 ... 1
discharged at destination.

,, on fire—arrived at destination, or put in elsewhere.......... 2 i 2 ] 2 8
,, abandoned at soa ..................................................... i i 2

20 14 2 2 3 1 1 3 i 1 i 49

Stiffening heated, taken out in Newcastle. Full cargo discharged 2 2
at destination.

Cargo heated, arrived at destination................................................ i ... 1

Statejcexi handed in by Mr. F. \v. Binney, secretary, Ncwcastle-Wallsend Coal Co., of vessels that 
loaded Wallsend coal at the same time as the “ Knight of St. Michael.” (See question No. 3090.)

Date.
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1896. tons. tons. tons. tons. tong, tons. tons. tons. tons. tons.
423 666 600 474 360 294 325

„ 28 .............................. 60S 163 471
” 29 .............................. 3,1140 404
„ 30 .............................. 1,127 501

Total cargo .............. 3,288 1,679 1,566 2,275 2,0S2 3,241 3,798 3,297 1,785 2,777

R.
Notes in connection with the coal traffic, Newcastle District.

(Bamledin by the Sctrelaryfor Railway/t.)

The avcragG earnings from coal in the Newcastle district is lOtct. per ton, this amount covering the shipment at the port.
The quantity of coal dealt with varies from year to year. For the last twelve months ending 31st October, 1S9(>, the 

quantity shipped was 2,130,244- tons, which is to be considered a fanly good year. It may be desirable to divide the 
quantity into three divisions, viz., (1) that for local (Colonial) consumption; (2) that for Intercolonial consumption; and 
(3) for shipment abroad, outside Australasia ; the totals under each class for the year ending 30th June last being us 
under:— ‘

Local ............................................................................... 178.370 tons.
Intercolonial..................................................................... 1,034,161 ,,
Foreign ............................................................................ 843,020 ,,

Total ................................................  2,077,537 „

The question having been raised as to the lowering of the hoppers to the bottom of vessels, the contractor reports 
that he has done this where practicable for some time past, but it is impossible to do so generally, owing to the construction 
of the vessels, the principal difficulty being, owing to the small hatchways, tho trucks could not always be lowered into 
the holds of the vessels. It is estimated that only about one-fourth of the total coal shipped could bo lowered into the 
hold in the trucks, and the other throe-fourths under the existing arrangements would have to he dealt with as at present.

It should be noted that under the system of working in the Newcastle distiiot, the rates arc based on the coal 
owners providing their own trucks, and practically the whole of the coal dealt with at Newcastle is carried in private 
waggons. . ,

The average distance the coal is carried is at present about eight miles, hut it is to be borne in mind that the return 
journey has to be made empty. Owing to the large amount of shunting which lias to be performed at tlie collieries and at 
Jlullock Island, ami tho standing time whicli has to bo made, the men and engines engaged do not as a rule make long rims.

The traffic in naturally of a fluctuating character, being dependent upon the requirements of the trade, the number 
of engines employed varying from two to sixteen, including shunting engines from four to nineteen engines per day ; 
pud, allowing for the engines t!|at must be under repair, at least twenty-two engine^ puist be provided.

Some
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Some icln;i of tho oost of working can hu gathcreJ from l.hc umlstmentioned items of expenditure :—
The interest on the cost of the cranes, engine-houses, and machinery, jetties, electric light plant, railway 

line, ami sidings, ito.. at liullnek Island is, pci annum ................... .. ................................
(The ipicstimi has been raised that tlie Commissioners are not charged interest upon this capita! expenditure, 

but it is necessary to point out that this expenditure has been incurred by the State and became invested in the 
Railway Commissioners under the terms of the Railways Act. It is, however, only^a small set-off against the many 
uurcnmncrative works which the Commissioners are called upon to administer, and winch are debited to the 
railway account. It is the State that receives Ihe benefits, as tile Commissioners administer a Statu property)-

Amount paid for shipment of coal, repairs to cranes, &c., per annum, about.................................................
Tho traffic expenses (without cost of controlling stafl, printing, &a). and wages of tho coal overseers,

berthing masters, shunters, stoics and supplies at Ihilloek Island, ecpial per annum..............................
The Loco, expenses, including interest on the rolling-stock employed and cost of renewals and repairs,

part interest on running-shed, cost of enginc-dnvois, firemen, &'c., amount tn per annum ..................
The interest on the proportionate cost of the main tine, together with cost of maintenance of line and

sidings, interest on cost of duplication of Ime—Hamilton and Teralha —equal to, per annum..............
Working and maintenance of electric light plant, engine-house, hydraulic plant, &c................................ .

£
13,960

11,000

10,050

20,837

10,200
3,600

Total............................................................. £81,673

The total revenue for twelve mouths past was....................................................................................................... £80,000
The total cost of working was............................................ ............................................................................  £31,073

Leaving only £7,327

towards cost of the renewal of the lines, A-c,
Complaint was made that the rates have not been reduced for thirty years past, hut as a mattci of fact considerable 

reductions have been made, as, for instance, thirty j-ears ago the rate for 1 mile was lid., to-day it is 6d. for largo or fid, 
per ton for small enal. For 4 miles the rate has boon reduced from lid. to 9d. for large and ?d. per ton for small coal; 
for 7 miles, from Is. Id. to lOd, for large and Kd. for small coal; for 13 miles, from Is. 4d. to Is. 2d. for large and lid. 
small; and for 20 miles, from 2s. lo Is. 3d. for large and to Is. per ton for Miiall coal.

The representative of the Waratah Company stated that they had two-thirds of all the traction, but did not get one 
single iota from the Commissioners, fcc.

The Waratah Company have shared in the abme general reductions, and the;'have also hud special consideration. 
Four yeais; ago the rate was reduced from Hid. tn f)d.. a 10 per cent, reduction, the condition applying that they were to 
send bO.OOU tons of onal per annum, ami under the general reiincthm made in March last year this wras again reduced tn Sd., 
equal tu a 20 per cent, reduction within four ycai s, and small coal, w Inch four years ago w ns charged ul IQd. per ton, is now 
chaiged at little moie than Gd. pur ton. '

In addition to the great concessions that have been made in the rates, the accommodation and facilities for working 
the business have been greatly extended within recent years at the expenditure of a very large sum of money.

The first hydraulic cranes were put up in 1S7S. The hydraulic plant has been added to and the electric light has 
since been installed so as to enable shipping to he carried on in a satisfactory manner at night time. As an instance of the 
facility with which ships are loaded to-day as against thirty years since, it is represented that m 1SGS the loading was about 
900 tons in tliiee days; in 1S9S 1,900 tons have been loaded in thirteen hours. It can roadify be understood what 
enormous saving this must bo to shipowners, and is of more practical benefit to the colliery owners in competing for business 
than even a great reduction in the coal-haulage rates, if it were possible to do more than has been done.

With regard to the complaint made that tlie coal receives rough treatment during traction, it may bo mentioned, as 
already pointed out, that the wagons used are supplied hy, and belong to, the collieiies ; hut in many instances they have 
numerous defects, and for some time past tho attention of a number of tlio companies has had to be very strongly drawn to 
detects that require attention.

S.
Ci'stomk House Keturji of Coal Exported from Newcastle.

3SBS. im. isflo. i;™. im. istiy. ibiM, To 30 Snjit. 
18%.

Victoria ................................
tons. tons. toilF. toils. tons. tons. tons, tons. tons.

606,917 SI 1,818 725,868 868,031 791,960 644,479 606,GSG! 639.804 405,336
South Australia...................... 74,230 181,411 130,073 232,986 135,136 127,223

154,294
167,799 127.191 157,540

JNgw Zealand........................ 138,007 156,172 154,773 160.135 154,276 160.2441 154.869 102,634
Tasmania............................... 33,514 G 1,585 51,909 67.3511 69.042 62,005 55,099 57.235 39.243
Western Australia.................. 11,814 14.780 14.902 34.4.)7 2-1 yi}7y2 10,980 31,430 37.960 80.840
Queensland.............................. 5,074 5,31 n 5,279 13.674 20.689 13,611 16,499 20,844 16,524
Fiji ........................................ 7,239 30,960 7,440 11,796 11,614 6,265 3,060 4.975 2,900

Total—Intercolonial . ... 936,865 1,242,051 1,090,250 1,409.052 1.210,419 o is Vi
1 '

-I 1 1,040,817 1,042.878 805,017

Chili......................................... ] 15,453 149,849 167.726 187.458 192,734 141.940 266,541 305.830 947.059
United States of America ... 314,593 296,357 145.935 319,869 224,095 209.269 272,352 273.693 358,594
Phillipipc Islands ................. 33,084 45,020 28.603 52.782 45,878 33.239 86,679 47,982 55,305
Sandwich islands ................. 21,418 27,081 26.509 34,;S9 35,779 32,139 46,983 44,436 35,444
India... . ........................ 34,643 63,870 16,090 29,424 2S.283 29,484 38,041 26,978
Fern ..................................... 9,186 18,432 24,272 23,976 32,055 12,711 31,573 27,225 34,327
Singapore ............................ 17,879 31),057 20,904 44,194 31,833 9,900 10,100 25,276 20,832
Java......................................... 32,288 70,404 21.531 43,689 20,966 30.533 25,414 23,364 17,91,3
Hon# Xon^.............................. 36,953 79,826 41.185 SG,0*i7 15,696 20.110 25,723 21.608 19,284
Mauritius ........................... 7.0S1 15,422 7,009 17,429 8,440 5,341 12,334 11/>o7 0,734
Hew Caledonia ...................... 9,108 10,838 6,702 17,263 20,290 10 437 6,%5 8,639 10,318
Panama .................................
Mexico.................................... 2,193 9,001 5,564 11.03! 8,191

2.340
3.C43

10,265
11,028

18,812
14.671

12,470
7.080

South Sea islands ................ 4.52G 5.070 4,101 1,160 3.113 906 900 250
Cevlon................................. 1.685 2.43S . . . 6.171 2.700 2.986 5,900
Other countries.................... 3,382 KUU 9,225 29.910 9,615 12.02S 8,516 13.680 11,838

Total—Foreign .............. 643,472 849,506 £37,738 8n*5,C>77 684,316 556,025 850,857 877,000 670,986

Total—Intercolonial and 
Foreign .................. 1,580,337 2,091,557 i ,<£8,o:w 2,2-14,729 1,59-1,735 1,51)3 882 1,891,1174 1,920,378 1,476,003
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T.
IJKTuns o£ CoaUiuicn Vessels eleaiod at Newcastle ia eaeli year since and including 188S, and from

1st January to 80lh September, 1896;—

Year-
Steam Vessels. Sailhitf Vessels.

To Foreign Forts. | To Intercolonial Forts.
To Forcijrn Ports, To Intercolonial Forts.

1888 .............................. 39 318 359 200
1S89 .............................. 34 487 484 256
1S90 .............................. 32 417 273 172
1891 .............................. 53 496 417 174
1892 .............................. 34 448 325 I6S
1893 .............................. 3+ 374 228 149
1894 ........................ 37 394 353 14S
1895 .............................. 66 3C2 365 130
1S9G (1 Jan. to 30 Sept.) 52 247 265 93

Total .................. 381 3,543 3,059 1,490

Note.—The above Return uomprises only those vessels which cleared from Newcastle direct. A csaels clearing na 
Sydney are included in the statistics of that port.

C. C. POPE,
Custom House, Newcastle, 4th November, 180G. Suit-Collector.

U.
NuMiiiiit of Sailing Vessels that used and did not use Shifting Boards at Newcastle from 1st January

to 91st December, 1896.
Iron and Steel Vessels.

Shifting Hoards pul up. Shifting Hoards not put up.

263 13
Wood Vessels.

4U 23
THOMAS LAIDMAN,

Marine Surveyor,
Sydney Underwriters’ Association, 16/1/97.

V.
Testimony of Captain W. H. Eldrcd, Consul-General for Chile, forwarded to the Royal Commission on

Coal Cargoes on tlie 20th November, 1890.
1. AavirWrm'e.—I went to sea in 1830, commanded a vessel about fourteen years, and settled in Sydney as a merchant

in 1364; I Mas soon after appointed Consul fot Chile, and in 1879 was promoted to the higher office ot Consul-General for 
Australia and New Zealand, '

I have carried about a dosen cargoes of coal wilhmtt any disaster. I never used shifting-boards or bulkheads, but 
was always easeful to see the catgo well trimmed.

Ft out 1864 to 1SSI I shipped several (say over two hundred) cargoes of coal, more or less, at Newcastle and Sydney 
for foreign ports, and lo the host of my recollection none of them became heated or slutted.

2. Xliiflin'f-bourd\.—With grain, especially linseed, 1 consider shifting-hoards indispensable, hut not with coal 
cargoes.

3. Tmnmhuj.—Coal having a low specific gravity of I •330 in the liveliest deadweight cargo that is carried; the 
main body of the ship (unless she ]« exceptionally tender) should he quite filled hy careful trimming close up tu the decks 
to prevent .shifting, and make tlie ship easy at sea; and it is the shipmaster's duty to see that his outgo is properly 
trimmed.

4. —It is certainly a safeguard to hate bulkheads at the extreme enda of the cargo, particularly m ships 
built with full round lines, but I have never used them, and cunsidei that if tlie body of tlie ship is quite tilled up to the 
decks, bulkheads are not absolutely necessary as a lulc. ‘

5. CttiMe of Htutimj. I am inclined to attribute the spontaneous combustion of some cargoes to bo more frequently 
caused by the coal going direct from the mine to the ship's hold m a wet condition, battened down, ami not properly 
ventilated than I do to the generation of gtia.

6. ExplodoTut.—'Tliis is a subject for scientists, ami in which I have not had any experience, but I venture lo express 
my strong opinion that the explosion on board the “Argo/’ in Sydney Haibour on the 22nd of .Inly, 1893, was 
caused by an explosive that expends its force upwards, with a fuse attached, having been placed in the coal a few feet 
below tlie lower deck in the after hatchway. On that occasion the chief otlieer was killed, and Mr. Chamberlain, a passenger, 
wus blown up and injured for Life.' My reasons for expressing this opinion are that the explosion occurred within tlio 
short space of time of aliout fifteen hours after the ship was loaded in Dulling Harbour, during which period the fore batch 
was left open, consequently tho air was not excluded from the hold. Some time after the explosion I went on lioard 
the ship, when I saw u large hole 7 or S feet deep in the coal beneath tho after hatchway, from which a few tons had 
liecn blown up, but the cargo was not disturbed elsewhere ; the iron beams and coamings on the lower deck immediately 
over the bole were twisted and bent considerably, and the explosion in its natural course to the fore hatchway, which 
was open, lifted the upper deck with tlio beams fore and aft, mid ruined the ship,

7- Find Oanjoft.—I produce from the records of my Consulate-General a list of fifteen coal-laden ships* that loft 
Newcastle, from the 1st of .January, 1S90, to tho 30th June, 1S96, the cargoes of which were eithei burned or became 
heated. Those casualties by fire appear to me to be very small considering the number of ships that sailed from Newcastle 
with coal during that period, aud will, I think, compare favourably with similar losses of British coal.

8. JITibviaf/ ijhipt. —I also produce a list of thirteen vessels'-' that left Newcastle with coal fioin the 1st of January, 
1890, tn February, 1S9G, inclusive, that have not been heard of since, and it is remarkable that six of these eanaltics out of 
the thirteen occulted during 1895, the same number that were missing during tlie four previous years.

9. Onrlomliny.—Shipmasters in their anxiety to earn money for their owners, sometimes overload their ships, meet 
with severe weather, and while scudding, a following heavy sen after passing the stem and lifting it considerably, the ship 
becomes immersed (say) between the main ami inm/en masts, and when it happens to break on board at that moment its 
force and volume arc so immense that tho main hutches give way, everything movable on deck is washed ovcrboaul, the 
ship broaches too, and is doomed.

10. iceberg*.—It is only reasonable to suppose that some of the ships from Newcastle for Chile that take the Great 
Circle track collide with ice and are thus lost with all hands.

* Included in Appendix A,
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w.
Letter from tlie Master of tlie sliip “ King David,” to tlie Manager, Wallsend Coal Co., Xewcastle.

H. Cross, Esq., Wallsend Coal Co., Newcastle, N.S.W,,— 
Dear Sir,

Ship “King David,” Yalpataiso, Chile, 2S October 1S9G.

We arrived here all well on the 21st instant, after a rather long passage of sixty-two days, having met with a 
persistent south, south-east, and east winds for thirty days during our passage, between 39° and 44;° south latitude, and 
168° and 118° west longtitude.
_ As I promised before leaving your port, I beg to forward you the attached sheets kept showing tests of temperature 
in a cargo of coal shipped by the Wallsend Coal Company, Newcastle, N.S.W., and carried in the ship “King David " to 
Valparaiso. On the 29th of July we received stiffening—300 tons in after hatch and 200 in fore hatch. This was shipped 
quite dry, and kept the same temperature until we commenced to load. We started to load on August loth, and took in 
alxmt 1,000 tons in main hatch. This lot had been on the line over night in very heavy rain, and was taken in very wet 
At my request the waggons containing the above 1,000 tons were lowered right down the hold, and the first waggon 
emptied within 3 feet of the keelson. This could not be done aft or forward, the hatches being too smalt.

Yours, &.c.,
ROBERT JONES.

Ship “KingDavid” of Glasgow.—Tests of temperature in a cargo of coal of 8,000 tons, carried from Newcastle, N.S.W., to
Valparaiso.

Date. Lit. Long. Forehold. Mainliold. Afberhold. Air.

South. East. i ■
O / a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.

August 21 ... 61 Cl 62 62 62 62 60 At Ncweastle.
}> 22 ... 33 29 153 50 61 64 61 64 61 64 64
JJ 28 ... 33 43 158 25 62 62 65 63 62 62 62
)) 24 ... 33 18 102 28 60 GO 60 61 60 61 61
»» 25 33 05 165 00 61 61 61 61 61 61 61

26 ... 32 49 167 34 60 61 60 62 60 61 G2
>i 27 ... 33 47 169 07 58 58 58 58 58 58 56
J) 28 ... 33 3S 170 02 58 58 58 58 60 60 60
V 29 ... 32 40 171 64 60 60 60 59 62 62 64
ti 30 ... 32 34 174 18 59 59 58 58 62 63 62

31 ... 32 43 176 51 61 60 58 58 61 62 58
September 1 ... 33 46 178 59 60 02 60 62 62 62 Cl

West.
it 1 ... 34 22 178 37 62 62 62 61 64 63 60
it 2 ... 35 28 177 22 61 59 59 58 64 62 57
jj 3 ... 35 13 173 34 59 59 58 5S 62 62 57
it 4 ... 34 25 173 48 59 59 58 58 64 62 56

5 ... 34 29 172 21 59 58 56 56 64 62 55
it 6 ... 34 38 169 30 58 59 56 56 62 62 54
ii 1 ... 35 00 1G9 00 5S 58 56 56 62 62 54
it 8 ... 36 23 167 27 55 54 54 55 61 60 54
it 9 ... 39 04 165 00 53 54 53 64 60 62 53
it 10 ... 39 20 161 50 ■ ■. Hi»arv 5,W. firalr—Coulit not oikdi nines.
j) H ... 38 10 157 51 £2 52 54 54 62 02 52
ii 12 ... 39 24 155 33 54 54 64 51 61 62 48
jj 13 ... 40 00 155 42 5*1 5:j 55 54 50 59 47

14 ... 39 25 151 00 55 54 54 51 57 57 41 i
,f 15 ... 38 27 143 07 54 54 54 54 57 57 44 .

16 ... 38 04 144 08 54 u4 54 53 56 57 4* 1
?r 17 ... 37 43 140 57 53 53 53 53 56 56 44
1! * 18 ... 37 17 139 02 53 53 53 53 56 £6 44
>! 19 ... 37 55 133 52 54 54 54 54 57 57 47
?! 20 ... 38 49 138 55 54 54 54 54 57 57 48
:> 21 ... 39 02 138 32 53 53 53 53 57 57 49
71 22 ... 39 01 137 06 52 53 53 52 57 56 53
>} 23 ... 39 21 134 26 52 52 52 52 56 56 48
pi 24 ... 38 45 ]30 65 52 51 52 52 5G 5G
JJ 25 „. 37 46 L29 00 52 62 52 52 56 . 56 16
77 26 ... 37 26 127 21 52 52 52 52 56 56 46
it 27 ... 39 11 127 21 51 51 51 51 55 55 46
:j 28 ... 39 25 127 21 50 60 50 61 55 54 45
}) 29 ... 39 04 125 00 50 50 51 51 54 54 44

30 ... 39 12 124 30 50 50 50 50 53 53 44
October 1 ... 39 25 124, 27 50 50 50 50 53 53 45

' >J 2 ... 40 28 124 20 50 50 50 50 54 64 47
11 3 ... 40 39 123 56 50 50 51 61 54 54 47
}J 4 ... 41 21 121 19 49 49 49 49 54 64 4S
}J 5 ... 42 34 118 41 47 47 49 49 54 54 45
17 6 ... 43 09 118 00 46 46 47 47 51 61 44
ii 7 ... 43 11 116 43 47 46 47 47 63 53 45
77 S ... 43 00 113 66 44 44 44 44 53 53 43
PI 9 ... 42 47 111 05 45 44 46 46 53 53 42
7> 10 ... 42 51 107 39 44 44 45 45 52 52 42
77 11 ... 42 29 103 23 44 44 46 46 52 52 39
it 12 ... 41 39 99 56 44 44 46 46 51 51 42
jt 13 ... 41 26 96 11 44 44 45 45' 52 52 42
yr 14 ... 40 54 02 46 44 44 45 45 52 52 42
» 15 ... 40 48 88 55 44 44 45 45 52 52 47
77 16 ... 40 49 85 00 44 44 45 45 62 52 46
7> 17 ... 39 42 82 49 44 44 45 45 52 52 46
>7 18 ... 37 40 79 17 45 45 46 46 52 52 47
J 7 19 ... 36 09 77 11 46 46 47 47 52 52 48

20 ... 35 08 75 00 47 47 48 48 53 53 53
* J7 21 ... 33 48 72 14 48 48 49 49 64 54 53

JJ 22 ... 49 49 51 61 55 55 57 At Valparaiso.

„ ROBERT JONES,
Valparaiso, 23rd October, 1890. _______________________ Master of ship " King David.”

X.
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X.
Letter from the Master of the “ Bracadale ” to Mr. Loddcmeacte, Co-operative Coal Company.

Mr. Doddemeade, Co-operative Coal Company,—
Dear Sir, * San lYanciseo, Cal., 27 November, 18pG. _

I enclose with this a note of changes in temperature of the coal cargo shipped hy you on the above vessel in 
August last. You will note that the temperature practically never exceeded that of the outside air, and this in spite of 
being shipped under what some regard as unfavourable conditions, tho larger part having been drenched by torrents of rain 
while in transit from the pit and during shipment. I have never been rplite able to accept the view that wet promotes 
combustion, and tins instance should strengthen me. I believe we must seek elsewhere for the cause of heating of coal 
cargoes. You will note that 1 have only given five-day intervals ; the daily readings seemed unnecessary'.

You would perhaps like to make this public.
Yours truly,

H. YOULDEN,
Master “Bracadale.'1

Dntc.
Cord Tempctutui'e. Outside 

pAir Slmde 
[Temperature.So. 2 IIoM. No. 2 Hold.

Aug. 17.......................... 57 59 59
„ 22.......................... 62 62 60
,. 27.......................... 64 64 65

Sept. 1.......................... 66 65 62
,, G ..................... . Go 64 64
„ n.......................... Cl Go 65
„ 16.......................... 66 66 68
„ 21.......................... 73 73 70
., 26.......................... 77 79 78 ,

Oct. 1.......................... 79 79 79
6.......................... 81 8 L 82 i

„ M.......................... 81 SI 82
„ 10.......................... S2 S2 82
„ 21.......................... 79 79 79
„ 26.......................... 79 77 71
„ ai.......................... So 77 09

Nov. 5.......................... 86 76 cs
„ 10.......................... 75 72 67 Arrived at 'Frisco.
„ 2+.......................... 67 69 58 At anchor in Bay.

H. YOULDEN,
“ Bracadale.”

' t.

Ox the l7tb November I inspected the operation of loading tlie sliip Frances Fisher” at Newcastle with the assistance of 
Harpers coal distributor. Tho Enmees Fisher " is a three-masted steel ship, callable of carrying a cargo of about 2,200 
tons of coal; and the coni in this instance was supplied by the Wallsend Colliery.

The distributor was suspended by hooks and chains from the coamings of the main hatch, but owing to the size of 
the machine, and the position of the fixed vertical iron ladders at the ends of the hatchway, it was found impossible to 
raise tlie saddle of the distributor level with the coamings of the hatch. Moreover, the jib of No. 7 hydraulic crauc, by 
which the loading was done, was not sufficiently long to allow' of the hopper-wagons containing the coal being lowered 
through the hatchway on to the saddle of the distributor. The coal was therefore subjected to a fall of several feet on to 
the distributor when the bottoms of the wagons were opened, and this caused the production of a considerable amount of 
small coal, in addition to wlint had already accumulated in tbe wagons.

The “Frances Fisher" is provided with open ’tween decks, but thu cross (steel) beams interfered considerably with 
the fixing of the distributor, and it was found impossible to extend tbe side-shoots of tbe latter under tbe ’tween decks. 
The coal was consequently here subjected to a further drop, equal tn the height of the lower hold, with a corresponding 
increase in the production of smalls. Owing to the jib of the ernno being too abort, tbe wagons were discharged at one 
side of the cone which projects from the saddle of the distributor, aud, under these circumstances, the cone not oidy failed 
to perform the function for which it was designed, but rather aided in the smashing of the coal.

Tho machine is rather unwieldy, and to this must be attributed the fact that two hours and twenty-five minutes 
were required to fix it in position,

The coal fell in heaps, both forward aud aft of tho main hatchway ; and as these heaps increased in dimensions and 
assumed a conical form, the large coal rolled towards the fore and after hatchways, into the wings of the ship, and also 
into the space under the main hatchway. The distributor, therefore, has an advantage in that it does not produce a cone 
containing much smalls directly under tho main hutch; but on the other hand, it is evident that it produces two such 
uones, one forward and tlie other abaft the main hatch. It may he that the coal was not quite so much broken as it would 
have been if dropped from the wagons without the assistance of tho distributor, still, I have no hesitation in saying that 
there was more smashing of coal than there should have been in view of what is claimed for the machine.

EDWARD If. PITTMAN,
Sydney, ISth November, 1890.

Z.
Sir E. Lender ‘Williams to the Agent-General.

Coal Shipping Appliances.
Dear Sir Saul Samuo!, “ Grand Hotel,” London, 1V.C., 3 March, 1897-

I have your lotter and enclosure of yesterday’s date.
In my opinion Lewis and Hunter’s coal shipping appliances at the Roath Dock, Cardiff, whicli I have know'ti for 

some time, and which ■wore again carefully inspected by me 'when working a fortuigbt ago, are a most efficient arrangement 
of coal tips, and I consider thoy give the best known results in diminishing the amount of breakage while loading.

I have only this afternoon been able to get the information required to enable me to give you tlie cost of the cranes 
and their accessories.

The
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The best and cheapest arrangement is to work th c crimes in pairs, as it saves cost of additional accessories and 
provides for a loading berth 300 feet long, On this basis, two 3S-tons movable hydraulic coaling cranes, with tbe necessary 
accessories, would cost, including packing and delivery f.o.b. English port, fourteen thousand eight hundred and seventy- 
nine pounds (f 14,870),

The above estimate is exclusive of railway approaches, weighing machines, and the necessary engines, boilers, 
accumulators, and mains requisite to supply the necessary hydraulic power to w orlc the cranes. „

I trust this information will enable you to reply to the telegram, copy of whicli you enclosed with your letter. I 
hope to send you my report ou Friday morning. 1 remain, &c.,

E. LEADER WILLIAMS.

Sir E. Leader Williams to the Agent-General.
Coal Shipping Appliances.

Dear Sir Saul Samuel. " Cfrand Hotel,'’ London, i March. 1S97.
Referring to your letter ot the 2nd instant, and my reply of yesterday’s date, 1 beg to report further on Lewis 

and Hunter’s arrangements for shipping coal as used by tlio liute Docks Company at their Roath Dock, Cardiff,
Tlio shipments of coal at the Bute Docks, Cardiff, lost year amounted to 7,690,205 tons, and in order to deal with 

such a great export efficiently, the Docks Company and their predecessors have from time to time spent large sums of 
money in putting down the then best-known means of shipping coal at their docks.

This resulted in their adopting, in the year 1SS7, the system of Lewis and Hunter, which has worked with so much 
satisfaction to the trade that they prefer that their vessels should wait to load at those tips rather than go to others, even 
though of modern date.

I have inspected these cranes several times, more particularly on the ISth Fobrnary last, when I tested their working 
with a view to this report.

To give quick dispatch to steamers necessitates loading coal at several hatchways at the same time ; and as the 
hatchways vary in their relative position to each other, only movable coal tips can comply with this requirement. On this 
system a number of cranes can be employed together, with the great advantage of loading a vessel at various points 
simultaneously, thus keeping the ship on an even keel.

The vessel under this arrangement does net require moving during tlie time of loading, and therefore no interference 
is caused to other ships that are moored adjoining at the quay. The advantage of a fixed quay berth enables import cargoes 
to be discharged from any hatchway while coal is being shipped at othei points.

The result of using several cranes together on one vessel is obviously to give rapid dispatch, enabling steamers to bo 
looded at the rate of 300 tons per hour, or even quicker if necessary.

The waggons from the collieries arc brought first to the dock stoiage sidings, and then to lines of railway at right- 
angles with the side of the quay ; they are not dependent on fixed points aud turntables as is usually the case. The cranes 
are capable of lifting 18 tons, and work on independent lines of rails of a gauge of 21 ft. 4 in., allowing two lines of railway 
of ordinary gauge to pass under the opening of the under structure of the crane.

On the upper part of this structure the crane is fixed, and works with a range of from 20 lo 40 feet. Tho crane has 
a simple but effective derrick motion, winch, m common with propelling it along the quay, hoisting, turning, and working 
the valves at the bottom uf the carrying box, is all accomplished by hydraulic power—from 700 lb. to 800 lb, pressure.

Hydraulic capstans are provided, which bring the waggons tu the tip-ups, of which there are three to each crane. 
Hydraulic power then taps the waggon, and the coal is passed with only a small average fall of 2 ft. 6 m. into the carrying 
boxes, which are of various sixes, the smaller being for hunkering purposes, and the largest (10 tons) for loading. ‘

The crane lifts the box when filled aud low eis it into the hold of the steamer until the box is close to tho last coal 
deposited, when by means of the cone valve at tlio bottom of the box the eou.1 can he deposited in any required position.

This airangcmcnt at the bottom of the carrying hex unuhles the coal to he spread over a wider area in the steamer’s 
hold, expediting and equalising tho loading, and diminishing tho amount of trimming.

The different sixes of the coal nre more uniformly mixed than when it is tipped in the ordinaty method in a central 
heap, when the largest pieces of coal gravitate down the sides of the heap to tlie bottom of the, vessel.

The advantage in the non-breakage of coal deposited hy Lewis and Hunter's nirungement, as compared with the old 
system, is obvious, fn some descriptions of coal the ga&es liberated by breakage forai a source of considerable danger to 
the vessel, and m any case breakage diminishes the value of tlie coal.

Whether judgedfinm the point nf view of vapidity of loading, convenience of working, or maintaining the full value 
of the coal hy jum-hroakage, I consider Lewis and Hunter’s coal shipping appliances the best arrangement now in use.

I bnvo, fte.,
E. LEADER WILLIAMS.

A A.
Secretary, lioyal Commissiim on Coal Cargoes, to the Principal Under Secretary.

Sir, 14 Dccemlier, ISD6,
I am directed to request that ynu will be-*) good a.\ to ask the Crown Solicitor to kindly favour this Commission 

with his oijiuion on the following point, vix, :—
Under the provisions of Act 45 Vic. No. 0 (Navigation Law' Amendment) there is a system of inspection whereby 

ships ate inspected so as to prevent overloading. Is it competent for tho Government to extend the 
inspection to the trimming of the cargoes in the ease of coal-laden vessels—

(1) In New South Wales owned ships'!
(2) In Dntish ships?
(3) In foreign ships, I have, &c..

WALTER WILSON,
Sccretaxy.

The following letter from the Crown (Solicitor was forwarded to the Commission by the Principal Under Secretary 
in reply

Sir, Crown Solicitoi’s Office, Sydney, 7 January, 1897.
1 have the honor to return herewith the papers numbered as in the margin relative to tlie question whether the 

Government can extend the inspection of ships under 43 Vic. No. fi to the trimming of cargoes in the case of coal-laden 
vessels, forwarded for my opinion.

Sections 0 and 20 nf the 11 Navigation Law Amendment Act of 1SS1 1 do not authorise the inspection of ships so as 
to prevent overloading.

A survey is authorised hy those sections to be made only where the overloading has taken place, in which case the 
ship may be provisionally detained hy order of the Marine or a local Marine Board, or, where there is no such lioard, a 
Police Magistrate, aud thereupon the Marine or a local Marine Board may appoint a person to survey the shin, and report 
thereon to the Board.

The present system of inspection to jirevent overloading not licing authorised hy statute, it follow’s that the 
inspection cannot be extended to tlie trimming of cargoes in the case of coal-laden vessels.

I have, &c.,
- GEO. COLQUHOUN,

The Principal Under Secretary. Crown Solicitor.

BB.
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CoMPAiiisoN of Shade Temperatures with Surface Temperatures uf Coal (depth 3 or 4 inches) in the
Small-coal Hopper, Wallsend Colliery.

Date. Hour. Shade
Temperature.,

Surface Tcm 
peraenre of Coal

Date Hour.
Shade

Temperature.
Surface Tem

perature ofCoa]

' Fah. ° Fah.
27112;% 10' 0 1)5 6 135 4 30112/06 0-30 74-1 95-4
Sunday. 10-30 07 0 132-4 Wednesday. io- 0 73'4 07'6

11- 0 1U-4 134-4 10-30 73-4 100-4
Cloudless. 11-30 06-S 134-0 Cloudy. 11- 0 77‘4 99-8

12- 0 100 S 130 0 11 -30 
12- 0

78-0
70-2

111-2
115-7

2SH2IDG 10- 0 ioo-o 113-4
ft] onday. 10-30 100-8 115-6 31(12(96 0-30 7S-6 95-4

11- 0 103-0 116-8 Thursday. 10- 0 77 4 103-5
Cloudless. 11-30 103-2 119-2 10-30 79-0 107-S
Hot wind. 12- 0 103-2 122-4 Generally Cloudless. 11- 0 82-0 108-4

12-30 106-4 123-S 11 -30 83-6 109-4
2- 0 107-4 131-0 12- 0 82-4 1 ci’O
2- 30
3- 0

107-S
107-0

132-6
133 0

12-30 85-t 117-5

3-30 108-2 133-2
4 0 107-4 133-2 111197 0-30 92-4 103-6
I-30 106-S 133-1 Friday. io- 0 96-2 111-4
r>- 0 101-2 133 0 10-30 67-4 1111-7
.rr30 102 Ii 132-6 Cloudless 11-0

11 -30
08-2

101-0
120-2
110-7

Just sifter ll2 u’clooft 12- 0 101-6 127-6

•itl/li'Ofi 0- 0 79-0 06'8
a southerly burster 
cninti up.

12-30 88-5 112-4

Tuesday. ft-30 77‘4 100-4
to- 0 70 4 102-S 2jl/97. 0-30 81-6 95-5

Cloudy at times. 10-30 K2-4 102-2 io- 0 81-2 90-G
11-0 S2-2 110 2 Cloudless. 10-30 87-0 104-0

1 11-30 83-4 115-S u- 0 SS'4 109-6
12- 0 S2-2 118-S 11-30 86-6 111-4

| 12-30 S0-G 120-2 12- 0 
12-30

86-8
S3-6

114-6
119-8i

t

CC.

Summary of conclusions of tho TTurlish Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the Spontaneous
Combustion of Coal in Ships, 1870. ,

1. That certain descriptions of coal are intrinsically dangerous for shipment on long voyages.
2. That tlio breakage of coal in its transport from tho pit to the ship’s hold, the sliipinont of pyrifcio coal in a wet 

condition, and, especially, ventilation through the body of coal cargoes, conduce to spontaneous combustion, even though 
the coal may not be unfit for conveyance on long voyages,

'A. That spontaneous combustion in coal cargoes would be loss frequent if regard were had by shipowmers and under
writers to these facts,

'1. That when coal is being carried On long voyages the temperature in the various portions of the cargo should he 
tested periodically by thermometer, and registered in tho log.

o. That, with n view to guard against explosion, free nnd continuous egress to the open air, independently of the 
hatchways, should bo provided for the explosives gases, by moans of a system of surface ventilation, which would be 
effective iivfdl circumstances of weather.

U. That in order to make known thu descriptions of coal liable to enmlnistion, tho Inspectors of Mines should bo 
instructed to hold inquiry into all cases of spontaneous combustion occurring in cargoes of coal taken from their respective 
districts, exjiorters lining required always to record nn their specifications the denomination of the coals forming the cargo.

7. That no additional legislation with reference to the conveyance of coal by sea is required, unless for the purpose 
of giving effect to our proposals with regard to the inquiries by Inspectors of Mines, and to the fuller specification of coal 
entered outward at Her Majesty's Customs.

INDEX
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INDKX TO ABSTRACTS AND TRANSLATIONS OP LITBEATT’RE CONSULTED ON THE SUBJECT

OP THE COMMISSION’S INQUIRY.

(Appendix DD.)

50.

Coal-Ionding Appliances—11 The Barry Dock 'Works ”; by John Robinson............................................................ ...........

,> „ Eric Railway Docks of Cleveland, Ohio; “Engineering "............................................

jj n "Wellington Wharves, Canada ; British Columbia Mining Record..............................

Contributions to our Knowledge of the Relations of Coal and Oxygen; by Dr, E, Riehtcre,.................................

Eire® in Coal Mines, by M. Durand ............................................................................................................... ..........................

n )> Means employed for their Prevention and Extinction; by M. Nesterowsky ...................

„ in Mines : their Causes, and Means of Preventing them ; by R. P. Bothwell................................................ .

„ on Coal Ships: their Causes and Prevention ■ by J. C. Pirth........................................................................................

Is it Possible that the Combustion of Coal con be Assisted by the Addition of Water ? By F. Fischer...........

Lloyd’s Rules and Regulations for the Construction and Classification of Vessels........................................................ :

Metallurgy; Fuel; by John Percy ...........................................................................................................................................................
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DD.

AliSTttAOTS AN]) TRANSLATIONS OF LITKRATURK CONSULTED ON THE SUBJECT OF THE

COMMISSION’S INQUIRY.

(1.) Trans. Inst. Naval Architects, 1800, Yol. 81, p.204: “Tho Spontaneous Ignition of Coal Cargoes;” 
and Jmiru. Socy. of Arls, 1892, Yol. 40, p, 352: “ The Spontaneous Ignition of Coal and its 
Prevention.” By Y, B. Lowes.

From 1870 to 1883, 57 coal-ladon vessels were known to l»c lost from spontaneous ignition of their cargoes, whilst 
during the sumo period 328 were missing from unknown causes, a large percentage of these losses being undoubtedly due 
to heating.

These, again, formed but a very small percentage of tho eases in winch the cargoes heated and fired, hut in which 
the vessels were saved.

InjltitMCK of carbon xh jj/Difiicinj/ hmiiwj.

The least absorbent coal will take up one and a ijuartor times its own volume of oxygen, whilst with some coals more 
than throe times their volume of the gas is absorbed. "

Tho absorption is very rapid at first, hut gradually decreases, aud is influenced by temperature.

Mentions well known ease of ignition of charcoal during grinding.

Air dry coal absorbs oxygen more quickly than wet coal.

Action of the bitimiinom conutitueni* of the coal.

'The absorbed oxygen begins to combine first with tlio carbon and hydrogen of the bituminous portions.

This activity increases with rise of temperature.

Tho effect of rise of temperatiue can be realised from the effect which it has in tlie ignition of oily waste or rag. 

t Mineral oils do not produce this effect. ■

It may be days before tho rise of temperature becomes sensible, but when a sufficient temperature is reached the 
oxidation proceeds with rcmaikahle rapidity, and in a few hours the point of ignition is readied and the mass bursts into 
flame

Cotton, greasy with boiled linseed oil, ignited in 1 hour 15 minutes when kept at 51° to 7G’C.
With olive oil the cotton ignited in 5 hours, at the same temperature; at a rather higher temperature the ignition 

was much more rapid.

Spontaneoui ignition is not due to tile exudation of heavy oils from bituminous coal.

Action of icyri/CK.
Considers that the pyrites theory is dead.

if tlie air is dry the pyrite-, undergoes but little change at ordinaly toniperutiuci, hut in moist nit it rapidly oxidises.

Sonic ooala most prone to sponlanrotis combustion contain only eight-tenths of 1 per cent of pyntes, and vaicly more 
than l^- per cent. It is clear that this cannot In- the only cause of ignition. "

I'me iton pyrites is largely used oiinimcn.iully, nnd when frto from i-Luboiuccuus matter may be kept in a state 
appmaehii.g to pomlur in heap-; containing many hundred tons, and although undergoing continual oxidation, the author 
hud burn unable to trace a single case of heating, much less of .t rise of temperature which would approach the igniting 
point of euut.

If henever pyrites b mixed with finely divided carbonaceous mutter, heating nnd ignition is of frequent occurrence.

The igniting point of various kinds of coal, as determined by the author, is as follows :—Gunnel coal, 370° C'. ; 
Hartlepool coal, 408“ C.; Lignite, 450° C.; Welds steam coal, -177° C.

Considers that Richters under-estimates the effect of pyrites, in that bo docs not take account of the fact that under 
certain circumstances sulphur may bo liberated, and the ignition point of sulphur is only 250° C ; so that tlie presence of 
free sulphur wnuld lower the ignition of the coal hy considerably over 100“; in addition to this, of course, the pyrites 
causes tho disintegration of the ooat.

In same paper, read by the author in 1802, the following ia insulted : — “ Under eert'iiu conditions the oxidation of masses 
of pyrites first gives rise to tlio formation of ferrous sulphate and sulphur dioxide, with liberations of sulphur, and my early 
experiments led me to believe that, inasmuch us sulphur has an igniting point of 250° C., this ftcc sulphur might play an 
iuqjoriant part in the action hy lowering the point of ignition. Later experiments, however, show that this could only take 
place with large musses of pyntes undergoing oxidation, and that with the amount present in enal, if the air were present in 
suihoient quantity to oxidise the pyrites, the small trace of sulphur liberated would be oxidised to sulphur dioxide at 
temperatures as low as 60° O. This oxidation of sulphur at low temperatures is not a generally known action, but iny 
experiments show that it takes place with considerable rapidity."

Notes tho disintegrating process of carriage on the railway :—

“The enal first shot into the vessel, by reason of the distance which it has to fall, is broken down into small lumps, 
and having to hear the impact of the succeeding load falling upon it from a height rapidly becomes powdered into slack, 
whilst the succeeding loads falling in on tlie cone so formed get more or less broken down, so that by {be time the cargo is 
all taken in a dense muss of small coal is to he found under the hatchway, aud it is invariably at this point that heating 
takes place, as the large surface exposed fresh to the air hy the breaking down of the coal causes rapid absorption of oxygen 
and consequent rise of temperature. This sets up chemical combination between the oxygen absoibed by the coni and the 
hydro-curbons and coal brakes.

“The combination of the brasses with oxygen causes the swelling of the oxidised mass ami splitting up of the coal, 
fresh Hurfooea arc exposed, and more absorption of oxygen takes place, and tho igniting point oi the sulphur-vapour 
and sulphur compounds distilled out of the pyrites is reached, and rapidly raises the temperature to tho ignition point of 
the coal. It is only in ea-sos where large quantities of dense coal-brasses are present that Uiis latter action can take place, 
as in the ordinary ease, where 1 or 2 per cent, only of pyrites nre present, the sulphui-vapour distilled out from the pyntes 
is oxidised lo sulphur dioxide at temperatures far below the point of ignition of sulphur-vapour, and in such cases the heat 
of absorption and oxidation of the bituminous portions of the coal is amply sufficient to raise the temperature to the 
requisite 400' to 500° C.”

Quotes
8—I
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Quotes statistical results of English Royal Commission, as to influence of size of cargo and destination. A nioat 
important cause of spontaneous combustion appears to be the exposure of ships to the heat of the tropics :—

“ A well-loaded cargo of any coal would be safer than a cargo of Welsh steam coal in which a quantity of dust had 
been produced during loading. _

“ The idea that the percentage of pyrites present is any indication of the liability to spontaneous combustion must 
be entirely discarded, as experiment shows that many coals poor in pyrites frequently ignite, whilst others rich in them are 
perfectly safe. - -

“A much surer guide is to be found in tho quantity of moisture present in an air-dried sample of coal, which is a 
sure index to the absorptive power ; the higher the amount of moisture held by the coal after exposure for some time to 
dry air, the greater will be its power of absorption for oxygen, and the greater, therefore, its liability'to spontaneous beating 
and ignition." .

The chief causes of the firing of coal cargoes are the following

1, Increase in tonnage of the cargoes.
2, Shipping through the tropics.
3. The hind of coal of which the cargo consists.
4. Size of tlie coal; small coal being more liable to spontaneous ignition than large.
13. Shipping coals rich in pyrites whilst wet. ■
0. Ventilation of tho cargo. _
7. Rise in temperature in steam colliers, due to introduction of triple-expansion engines and high-pressure boilers.

(Illustrated by some statistics).

Jlecommendations.
1. Tlie coal should be as large as possible, free from dust, and with as little “ smalls ” as can be helped. It should

contain when air-dried not more than 3 per cent, of moisture. (In Ids later paper he advances this very tentatively : 
“ My owu experience, however, leads me to thinh that if air-dry coal does not contain more than 3 per cent, of 
moisture, and when powdered and heated to about 250’ P. in an oven for three hours, does not increase more than 

about 2 per cent, in weight, it may be looked upon as a safe coal to store in bulk. ”) .
2. No coal should be shipped to distant ports until at least a month lias elapsed since it was brought to the surface a

the pit’s mouth. Every precaution should be taken to prevent breaking up of the coal whilst being taken on board 
and on no account must any huge accumulation of fine coal be allowed under the hatchways. When possible, the 
coal should bo shipped dry, as external wet, by producing oxidation of the pyrites, causes disintegration.^

3. Precautions to be taken on board coal-laden ships The coal compartments should be made gas-tight, _ When the
coal has been taken in it should be battened down, and the hatches should not be again opened until the vessel 
reaches her destination, the only ventilation allowable being a 2-incli pipe just inserted in the crown of each coal 

' compartment and led 12 feet up the nearest mast, the top being left open. This would be quite sufficient to allow 
free egress to any gases evolved by the coals, but would not allow undue access of air.

Recommends that alarm thermometers be introduced into the body of the coal, ,
Also that carbonic acid should be compressed at a pressure of 3G atmos. and condensed in steel bottles, which should 

be distributed amongst the coal. The bottles to he closed by fusible metal plugs. _
100 cubic feet of gas can be condensed in the liquid state in a steel cylinder 1 foot long and 3 inches diameter, and it 

lias been shown that a ton of coal contains air spaces equal to about 12 cubic feet; therefore, one of these cylinders would 
have to be put in for every 8 tons of coal, and these would be distributed evenly throughout the cargo.

ft is no use to pour water on the top of a fired cargo, because the fire is generally near the bottom of the mass of coal. 
The most effective way to apply water would be to have four 3-inch pipes laid along the floor of the coal compartments, about 
(j feet apart; these tubes having a J-inch hole bored in the upper side every foot or so, and each pair of pipes coining 
through the bulk-head and connecting on to two G-inch pipes passing through the side of the vessel, the sea water being 
prevented from entering by means of screw-valves. As soon as tlie alarm thermometer gave notice that heating had reached 
a dangerous point, these valves could be opened and the lower portion of the cargo drenched with salt water. This, 
evaporating rapidly, would give large volumes of water-vapour, which, passing up through the heated coal, would lower 
its temperature, but would not be nearly as affective as the carbonic acid method before advocated.

To prevent the heating and ignition of stores of coal on laud, and ready for use in bunkers, recommends the dressing 
of the coni with a little tar or tar oil.

Acknowledges indebtedness to Richters, the English Royal Commission, and Mr. Martels.

Discussion.
Prof. F, Elgar said that from 1S75 to 1SS3, more than one-third of the lives lost on over-sea voyages from ships of 

300 tons measurement and over, registered in tlie United Kingdom, were lost from coal-laden vessels. _
With regard to the missing vessels, knew the difficulty that might arise from the fine coal and dirt choking the 

pumps when there was water in tho hold of the ship, and the ship had perhaps a heavy list in consequence, so that tlio 
pumps could not he properly worked, and the vessel readily cleared and righted.

Re tween the years 1SSI and ISS3, there were twenty-three known losses of vessels from spontaneous combustion of 
coal, but only one of these was a steamer. A good many of the other vessels were built of wood. The effect of age ami 
deterioration upon theso old vessels may, therefore, in some cases, be accountablo for their loss.

Suggests that one cause of heating in old wooden ships is the impossibility of keeping bolds dry. _
With the addition of the 23 vessels referred to, SG coal-laden vessels were known as having foundered or were missing. 

Out of these SG, 33 were steamers, and out of the 33 steamers, 2f -went down with all hands, so that it is not possible to 
know with certainty how the losses occurred. ’

With regard to the nine steamers, whose loss formed the subject of inquiries, it is known that none of them were lost 
from spontaneous heating. _

Under tho American law, all ships registered in the United States are obliged to be fitted with steam pipes throughout 
their holds, for the purpose of extinguishing fire.

Mr. E. Eckerslcy, Inspector of Machinery in the Navy, said his experience was that moisture was one of tho great 
causes of loss at sea. One ol the practical rules at the Admiralty was that you must not put your coal into tho ship during 
wet weather. _ _

Another practical question was that if you buy coal from your merchants, and there is 10 per cent, of water in it, 
instead of about 4 per cent., which is the ordinary thing, you pay a very large percentage for water, and that percentage 
will increase as the price of coal goes up; ami'if there is 10 per cent.’in some of the coals which we buy abroad—say in 
China, at £5 per ton—an enormous amount of money is spent on that which is really injurious,

Profexuw Lcu-cs in reply.
As far as the absorption of oxygen goes, yon find that moisture stops it to a very great extent, but there is no doubt 

that moisture makes the pyrites ermiilde up the coal and so exposes a larger surface; and you also find that moisture, when 
the coal has already got in its oxygen, may aid the action by bringing about closer contact between tbe oxygon aud hydro
carbons of the coal, aud under those conditions there is no doubt, as Professor Elgar has stated, that the moisture, after 
the occlusion of the oxygen has taken place, would be a distinct drawback.

With regard to the use of steam-pipes, considers it better than pouring water on top of the coal,
Mr. Stromeyer raised the following point: Why does not the rise in temperature of the coal cause the occluded gas 

to escape ? ,
Lewes, in reply, admits that tlie problem is curious ; but says that when the temperature rises the oxygen combines 

with the coal, so that tho coal loses its store of oxygen, and it can then begin taking in fresh oxygen, and, therefore, though 
the tendency of a rise in temperature by itself is to cause tho gas to he ejected, still, as a secondary result of a rise of 
temperature, namely, the conversion uf oxygen into carbonic acid, tlie possibility of more absorption of oxygen is set up.

In
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In the paper of 1S92, IVofessor Lowes took advantage of the earlier one, to ittehide some of the information collected 
on the tiring of coal in hunkers, and it is noted that the temperature of tile coal varies very considerably in regant to its 
proximity to boilers and tho air channel round the funnel casing. .

As tn the liability of certain coals to heating, it is also said that “ np to the present lime the action has been so 
little understood that no such differentiation was possible ; hut with a clear conception of tire causes which lead to heating, 
it should bo iptite possible to do so.

Noth.—The general opinion expressed during the discussion of Professor Lewes’ paper in 1S!)0 was that his advice 
as to the preparation of the coal for loading was good, but that bis carbonic acid scheme was impracticable.

(2.) Metallurgy: Fuel. By John Percy (1875).
Does not consider that moisture increases the absorption of oxygen, but it does increase*the disintegration of pyiitcs.
It appears, from the experiments of Richters and Itedcr, that when there is no rise in the temperature of coal piled in 

heaps and loft exposed to tho air during nine or twelve months, it undergoes no sensible change in any respect, and that, on 
the other hand, when the coal becomes heated, it suffers precisely the same kind of change as was found by Richters to he 
oiTcotod in coal hy heating it in contact with atmospheric air to a comparatively low temperature, namely, loss of cailxm 
and hydrogen by oxidation, and incieaso in tho absolute weight ol the coal owing to the fixation of oxygen.

Richters' results quoted and discussed.
Richters found that the absorptive action of coal upon oxygen is very much greater when it is first mined.

The following table shows results of Richters’ experiments ;—

Taulk showing the Changes which take place in Coal, when it is heated to from W to SO3 C., in contact with Atmospheric
Air, and with Jloisturc.

II.

III.
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(a) Before beating.........
(&) After heating in a Mater-bath during

14 days from 70’ to SO5 C...........
(<■) After beating during 14 days in a 

water-bath, hut during the day 
kept constantly moist ........................

82-90 o"2o 11-85 5-70 45-48 1' So 7,922
... j

SI 5"0G 13*00 5-37 41 92 19-83 7,741 1-01 1-28 |

|

0T3 0T4

82-02 6-09 12-80 5-50 42-42 19-113 7,762
8,084

0-98 0 17 | 0-03 0T1
(a) Before heating............................................ 84-44 5-07 10-40 2-00 44 52 15-49 N— _____ 1
(h) After heating, as in No. 1 (i) ............
(<') After heating moist, as in No. 1 (c)...

83-49 4-So 11 GO 2-00 40-37 17-73 7,842 0-25 1-20 | 0-74 6-21
S3-S1 4-90 11-20 2-01 i 4LG3 16'7o 7,893 0-14 0-S2 | 0-52 0TS

(«) Before heating....................................... 00-73 4-25 5 02 0-S7 3!)-92 fi 92 8,508 ...
{ft) After heating, as in iVo. 1 {h) .............. 88-SO 4-07 7-13 0-31 35-82 10 02 8,201 0-20 2-12 1-70 OIG
(c) After heating moist, as iu No, 1 {<,)... ST01 3-96 7-03 9-23 34’00 0-89 8,183 0-45 2-04 1-32 0-27

Nob. I and II were caking coals, Imt No Ml was non-caking (Efunlkolilc), an it did not jield cokcj properly so called,
Tlio cnkiiiff jiower of No. I <W) foemjr estimated at i1’!, that of No. 1 lb) was L'l
The cakinjf jvower of No. It (fl) being- estimated at 2 0, that of No. It (/*) wus V(j
Nos. 1 (f/t r), II (It, a), and IN (b, c), did not sensibly dilTcr from Nos. I (a), 11 (n), ami III (n), respectively, either m the tield of coke or 

specific p:rn\ Ity.
The calorific value of Nos. T(//), II (&), and III (i»), was reduced by about 2,G,2 per cent., ,1 Gl per cent., and 3 per cent [92-28 per cent, 3 per 

cent., and JPGl per cent respectively.
The coals oiwratcd upon hy Kichters were all from the carboniferous system in Silesia, and had previously stood for a long lime in a loosely 

cot cred vessel. ’

Richters found that tlie quantity of oxygen absorbed hy different coals, under the same conditions, is pro]>ortionale 
to the quantity of water which they absorb. He states, also, that from his own oft-repeated observations, sunlight lessens 
or retards the absorption of oxygen by coal.

“ The oxidation of tho organic substance of coal by atmospheric air appears to be generally impeded rather than 
promoted by the presence of moisture, if ue admit that tho results recorded in tho last table under the head of ‘Decrease 
per cent, in Carbon and Hydrogen, suffice to justify a conclusion on the subject, for in every instance, except nno relating 
to hydrogen at the bottom of tlio last column ou tho right, less of those elements was oxidised by contact with atmospheric 
air in tlio moist than in the diy state. But, ou the other hand, the oxidation of iron pyrites in coal hy atmospheric air is 
favoured hy moisture, if, indeed, moisture be not absolutely essential to that action at ordinary temperatures. Richters 
fouml that coni poor in sulphur absorbed less oxygon in the moist than in tlie air-dried state, aud, on the contrary, that 
coal rich in sulphur absorbed less in the air-dried than in the moist state.”

Ferrous sulphate is tho fitsl ptoduet of such oxidation, and tins is gradually converted into ferric sulphate.
As shale, which consists largely of silicate of alumina, is intermixed with.eoal, the atmospheric oxidation of iron 

pyrites in the latter may give rise to the formation of feather-alum, a double sulphate of iron and alumina.
No coal in Great Britain is more liable to such ignition than tlie Ten-yard or Thick coal of South Staffordshire.
It is to ho noted that tide Ten-yard coal, which formed tbe subject of Percy's inquiries, contains only a small pro

portion of iron pyrites, usually not more than is equivalent to a half per cent, of sulphur,
“It was reserved for Richters to substitute fact for opinion, and to demonstrate by experiments, which, in my 

(Rmiy’s) judgment, are conclusive, that, generally, tho spontaneous ignition of coal is due to the heat developed by atmos
pheric oxidation of the organic substance of coal, and not to that resulting fiom the oxidation of iion pyrites.”

(3.) Dinnjor’s Poly. Jour., Vol. 239,1881. “ On the Spontaneous Combustion of Coal.” ByH. Hrcdicko, 
of Hagen. '

Quotes Richters' papers in ISGH-fi-TO, and his results.
Mentions the influence of pyrites m breaking up the coal, and traces the chemical changes which occur dining the 

oxidation of pyrites.
Refills out that the decomposing pyrites mav act as a carrier of oxygen to the coal.
Describes long series uf experiments made hy author by passing pure oxygen over coal and over pyntes at a high 

temperature. “
Notes that in pure oxygen pyrites catches fire at a temperature about 200’ C.
Prepared his material hy taking small enal ami impregnating it with ferrous sulphide.
When the enal was tested alone it caught fire at fiom 2(10° to 300° C, ■
Kxperimenl works if you use atmospheric air as well as if you use a inixtme of steam and oxygen.
Using pure sulphate of non the tempcraluic of 200°C. was suihoient to produce lively combustion.
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II (ippenrs from these experiments that sulphur plays the same part in tlie combustion of coal as it plays in the 
combustion of matches. It is satisficil with a lower temperature of ignition in the coal.

Mentions that coal in which small quantities of pyrites are finely distiibutcd is more liable to spontaneous combustion 
than other coal.

Some speculation as to the role played by moisture in conjunction with pyntes on the spontaneous combustion, but 
this speculation is not supported by any facts.

Mentions that ventilation of coal cargoes Iras been fouml to be dangerous.
Also found that oily rags and similar matters sometimes placed in coal hunkers nnd holds form a snurce of danger.

(4) Dingler's Polyteclmischcs ,Tournal, vol. 247, 1883. “On the Spontaneous Combustion of Coni.” 
(Abstract from the Comptes llendus de la Socidtii de I’lndustrio Minerals, 1SS2, p. 66.)

Quotes Fayol. The temperature of ignition of dusty material is as follows :—Lignite, ISO3 C. : gas coal, 200° C. ; 
coke, 21>03 C ; anthracite, over 300° C.

After heating pyntie coal at 200 C fm foul hours the coal had taken up 0 per cent, of oxygen, aud the pyrites only 

3J per cent. . .
Made following experiment :—900 g. of powdered cu^.1 and 3,350 g. of powdered pyrites were heated together in same 

vessel, hut in separate dishes. As tho temperature rose to 150'C. they behaved equally, but the pyrites temamed unaltered 
at this temperature while tho powdered coal rose in temperature rapidly until in a few hours it spontaneously inflamed.

When heated above 200JO. tho eoal took fire in forty minutes.
Further experiment showed that addition of pyrites in no way increased the spontaneous combustion of the coal.
Large masses of coal were apparently free from heating.

(5.) Transactions of the Fed. Inst, of Min. Eng,, vol. 3. Paper by W. F. Clark, and II. IV. Hughes, on 
“ The South Staffordshire Coal Field. &c.—Spontaneous Combustion,” p. 4.5.
Three agencies at work—oxidation of organic constituents, iron pyrites, and pressure.

Jron Pyrihi.
Influence merely nuliiect hy raising temperature through oxidation and assisting in disintegration of coal.

Ox&fa'ion <]f Oryank Govt!*Kent'-
Refers to Richters us having proved tho direct oxidation, _
Absorption of oxygen is favoured hy heating, moisture, fine division, and absence of light. (?)

Action of Crwshmtj,
Small amount of heat generated ; coal ground small and hence rendered more liable to direct oxidation.
As against the view that oxidation of iron pyrites is the primary agent in producing combustion, notices the fact 

that the “sulphur” coal of the South Staffordshire coal-field, which contains laigc quantities of non pyrites, never takes 
fire spontaneously.

States it is iu seams most free From iron pyrites that spontaneous combustion takes place.
Bituminous coal is more liable to spontaneous combustion than other varieties.

(6.) Tmns. Fed. lust. Min. Eng., 1892, vol. 3, p. 789. “ The Causes of Spontaneous Combustion of Coal, and 
Prevention of Explosions on Shipboard.” By M. T. Jones.

In order to prevent tlie disintegration and trituration of the coal into small dust, and thereby to lesson Use liberation 
of the hydro-carbon gases, and so to minimise tho danger of explosion from the ignition of the gases and tlie formation 
of material for oxidation and spontaneous combustion, the author proposes that ships should bo divided by a fore and aft 
bulkhead dividing the ship longitudinally in two halves, together with four or six transverse bulkheads. The idea is that 
in this way the rolliug of the cargo of coal will be reduced. ....

The writer expresses an opinion in favour of the absolute necessity of careful stowage of cargo in smaller divisions in 
tho hold, and consequently to prevent the formation of dust and gas hy tlie disintegration of the coal,

Professor J. H. Merivale considers that Fayol had conclusively proved that the spontaneous combustion occurred 
among the small coal and not among the large coal.

With reference to the division of the cargo, Professor Merivale thought that was a matter of importance and a step 
in the right direction, but he was inclined to think that the depth of the hulk of the coal had a good deal to do with the 
matter, and if any great advantage was to ho obtained from reducing the size of each separate compartment, tho depth 
should be leduecd as well as the breadth and width. Tho great depth produced crushing and consequent heating, and this 
would occur equally ■whether the breadth and width were small or large.

(Nothing of great importance contributed cither in the paper or discussion.)

(7.) Trans. Fed. Inst. Min. Eng., vol. v, 1892-3, p. JO, “ Spontaneous Combustion in Coal Mines.” By 
Joel Settle. .
The paper and discussion deal entirely with gobfires aud their prevention.

(8.) Trans. Fed. Inst. Min. Eng., vol. v, 1892-3, p. 392. “ The Spontaneous Combustion of Coal.” By 
Herbert W. Hughes.

Conclusions similar to those in paper by the author, in conjunction with W. F. Clarke, vol. 3.
Refers to Mr. Durand as the only writer uf recent years, known to him. who attempts to prove that pyrites plays the 

most important part in promoting spontaneous ignition.
Quotes Richters, Lewes, Percy, and Fayol.
Fayol determined order of inllammabihty as (1) lignites, (2) bituminous coals, (3) caking coals, and (4) anthracite.
“ Fayol proved by experiments that when the si/e of the particles was i centimetre, the powder of htmite, bituminous 

coal, caking coal, and anthracite ignited at 40UoC., but that when the size of the dust particles was reduced to 4 mdlinictrc, 
combustion took place in the three former classes at 200° C. hut not with anthracite, ith particles nf fhc last-mentioned 
size, bituminous coal ignited at as low aslcO'3 C., and lignites at lOO0 C. When in the state of impalpable powder, he was 
able not only to ignite lignites, but also several vaiieties nf the free-hm-ning bituminous coals at a temperature of HKP C. ’

Soft, black, sooty coal is far more liable to lire than that of a harder nature. '
Maximum effect of iron pyrites in disintegrating the coal and producing a slight rise m temperature is exerted when 

it occurs in the form of a dark nmoiplious powder finely dif-seminated through the roal.
Coals most liable to spontaneous combustion arc tho highly oxygenized semi-bituminous varieties, containing a large 

proportion of moisture.

Trans.
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(0.) Trans. Fed. Inst. Min. Eng , vol. iv, 1S92-3, p. 481. " Spontaneous Combustion in Coal Mines." By 
Arnold Lupton.
“Any largo heap of ordinary liitvnnmous coal is lialiic to spontaiiOMW combustion—say, one, 10 foot thick, ami 30

or 40 feet snuarc. The larger the heap and the smaller the coal, the greater the lialiihty tn fire. , . .
A small heap of 3 or 4 tons of slack is likely to take fire in cniiacqnencc of contact with a hot surface, swell as that

of a iluc or steam pipe. . . , it-
“ It has been found by experiment that in some eases great heaps of shale, containing a large percentage ot iron 

pyrites, have taken fire through the dccomitosition of the pyrite*.; hut tlie amount of pyiitcs m the eual-inmes is too alight 

to have any appreciable effect in heating tho coal.”
IbVWMOK.

])r. Bedson thought tho influence of iron pyntes must'he regal dud as uf an entirely secondary character, its oxidation 
and consequent disintegration aiding, inasmuch as this resulted in tlie increase of surface exposed to tlie air.

He had succeeded in igniting coal dust at 140c'to lo0° C.
Mr. Bmiia said tlie coals whicli belonged to the lignite and brown class wcle very much more liable to spontaneous 

combustion than bituminous coals m England, nnd that point was explained by i’rof. Clowes, of Nottingham, in a recent 
lecture, in which lie said the moisture m coal was a large and important factor in this relation.

Ho believed the fiist ignition wrus caused hy certain hydrocarbons in the coal, which look fire at \ciy Joiv

temperatures. . . . , ,
Mr. Smith believed the character of the roof had a great deal lo do with gobfires, and lie thought they were itirtucea

by a bind roof.

(10.) InBtu. o£ Civil Engineers. IS00, vol. 101, ji. r< 'Hie Harry Dock Works.’1 Hy John Kobinsou.
Barry Dock is situated on the north shore of the Bristol Channel, between Burry Island and tho mainland, 7 miles 

south-west of Cardiff, and 31 miles cast of Swansea
Contain* a description of the hydraulic coal tips employed at the Barry Dock for the purpose of loading amps with

coal.
FFigh-ienl

At the commencement of shipping, an auti-breakage box if- suspended at the end of the shoot from a hydraulic 
lifting and turning jib-crane, fixed near the top of the iion. framing, at one cornet next the dock. 1 he coal drops into tins 
box, which is lowered into the hold of the vessel, and emptied hy the withdrawal of a bolt from a hinged 1hp atthe bottom. 
To tlie holt releasing the flap-door is fastened a chain fixed on deck, thus making the discharge of tlie box self-acting. By 
moans of the box, a cone of eoal is formed ns high as the point of the shoot, so ns to avoid breaking tlie eoal by dropping 
from the shoot into the hold of the vessel. The anti-breakage box is then swung out tlie way, aud the coal allowed to slide 
from the shoot ou to the cone, and into the hold, where it is trimmed, 'the shoot U tapered towards the point, to check 
the sliding of the coal, and lias a single door across, near the end, for LCgidnting the same; and the butt end is pivoted 
to give the shoot a somewhat greater range with respect to the hatchway. ,

On the underside of the shoots, immediately below the screens, arc hinged doors to allow of single screening, double 
screening, or the coal to pass unscreened. As much as 400 tons have been shipped in one hour atone of the high-level tips, 
in the ordinary course of -working.

^ JsOtc-Ui'd Tip*.
When commencing to load a ship, tlie box is filled with eoal from the bhoot, and lowered into tho hold. A cone is 

thus formed, which both preserves the bottom uf the ship from damage and lessens the breakage of the coal.
In all arrangements for tipping South Wales coal, it is mont desirable to pi event rapid motion of the coal, or its 

being dropped from a height, as this description of coal is easily broken, causing considerable loss in its value.

Mr. Kobiuson in reply io discussion ou bis paper.
Some of the steam-ships frequenting the Barry Dock were called self-trimmers. They had two large hatchways with 

feathered wings, and there was not much moic to do in the way of liimming coal than levelling down. J ho carrying 

capacity of those vessels ranged from 1,200 to 1,S00 tons. (
The paper contains full drawings and explanations of the method of working the tips, and, together with the 

diseuHsion, constitutes a most valuable contribution to the engineering of coal loading

(11.) Trmis. Am. Inst. Mm. Eng.? vol. 4j 1875-0,p. 64>. il Hires in Minos : their Cuuses and Means ol lJro- 
veuting tllcm.,, By E. P. Itotlnvcll.

Refers to Richters as proving the absorption of oxygen and tho formation of c.-irbonic acid ami water, while another 
portion of oxygen enters into an unknown state of combination with the coal and proportionately increases its weight* ■

It has also been found that the quantity of oxygen absorbed by dilleient coals, under .dmilar conditions, is pro

portional to the quantity of water they absorb. 4
Numerous experiments seemed to prove that sunlight always lessens or retards the absorption of oxygen by eoal. 

Quotes following table from Richters1 work :—

Class

11

Degree of aelMiiflaminahilitv. Iron lvvritC9 /. Water %

l 3. 113 2'54
I. Hiificultly sulf-iiifinm.< 2. M0 lo 3'04 2‘75

| 3. 1-51 3'90
f 4. 1-20 4-flO

II. Of indium sulf-inflain. ,. [ 5. 1-08 4'fi5
1 6. My 4'7,-)
f 7. 1'12 4-85

1 s. i-Oti 9-01
III. Readily self-iuflam................. 1 0. U'S3 5'30

| 10. 1 '3:i 4'Sii
h 11. <)'S4 .Vd2

Character of tlio Coal.

Easily frialjlc.
Very compact.
Firm, schistose, bright.
Hard, but very brittle.
Moderately tender.
Outwardly very like (1),
Moderately tender, schistose.

,, ' soft, ,.

) ' 11 * »
Not stated. Yielded only 2'5 per cent, of ash. From 

the same pit a4? No. 10, but from a different scam, 
remarkable for its great self-infiammalnlity.

Considers that aprmfcuncous ignition of eoal is greatly facilitated by, though not altogether duo to, presence of iron 
pyrites.

Tlie oxidation of iron pyrites splits up tlie eoal and renders it more pervious to oxygen.
Refers to tlie unfavourable influence of eoal dirt, rag, Gi cotton waste saturated with vegetable or animal oils.

(12-13.) Tranx. Am. Insl. Min. Eur., vol. 8, 1879-83, p. 381. “ On the Kolalions oc Sulphur in Coal ami 
Coke." By J. 1\ Kimball. (Paper which should be read by those about lo analyse coal.) Followed 
bv a paper on iho ■* Atmospheric oxidation or wonlhcrin^ of coal,” by ‘■-nme author.
Qnolea llichtcis as Itimug shown that the absorption nf oxvipm is in proportion to tho available hydiojjcn present in 

tilt UHfll.
The uomlonsalmiL of oxygen 13 .JUjuio.ied hy liiuhl Gi s to precede I he elm mu :d oxidation of (Iu co.il, mol the 01110111)1 of 

oxygen capable of being tlma ])!u.■ueilly absorbed under thu name conditions u- to be me usiired hj tie ammint of hygro-Lopic 
watei nhidi the coal is capable of absorbing after having been dnud at 10u’ O. * Hie
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Tho ox illation of coal was proved to be accelerated by rise of temperature, anti a moderate temperature long continued 
produces the same effect as a higher tempemturo for a shorter period.

According to Richters, coala possessing the highest power of absorption arc those which oxidise most rapidly and 
evolve the greatest amount of heat.

Author considers Richtets underestimated the possible heating effect of the oxidation of pyrites, and expresses a 
strong opinion of the importance of ihe pyrites action in heating.

(II.) J rails. Am. Inst. Miu. Eng., vol. 12, ISSi-Rp. 317. “ On Uifferoufial Sampling of Bituminous Coal
Scams.” By J. P. Kimball, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, P.A.
Refers merely to maltersof nenhsis and methods of sampling coal, which is a matter, it is said, requiring great care,

(15.) Chemical IS/das, vol. 30,1874, p. 200. [! On the Evolution of Heatduring the Hydration of Clay-slate, 
Clay, and Coal ” By W. Skoy. J ’
Refers to previous paper, dealing with clay-slate alone, in Proceedings of theK.Z. Inst, vol. 4, n. 3S1.

Observed a rise of temperature from 3° to G' P. by wetting eon).

(1G.) “ Eires on Coal Whips: their Causes and Prevention.” By J. C. Pirth. (Bead before the New Zealand 
Institute, Oth July, 1890.)

U**8 paper is largely compiled from the report of the Covermnoiit Geologist of New South Wales on the “ Knight of 
St. .Michael, and from scientific papers by ether wtilers.

The use of coal distributors for the prevention of the formation of coal-dust under the hatchways of ships is recom
mended, but no information is afforded in regard to the apparatus.

(1/.) “Spontaneous Combustion and Explosions occurring iu Coal Cargoes, dtc.” By Thomas Kowan.
From a careful examination and comparison of the cases of spontaneous combustion nf coal cargoes given in the 

report of the Knghsh Hoyul Commission of 1876, the author thinks ” it is demonstrated that in the majority of cases, ignition 
has boon inaugurated by the oxidation of the iron pyrites, commencing at some particular, although capricious spot; that 
the heat bo generated has gradually accumulated and accelerated the oxidation, and that sufficient heat has been trans- 
niittod to start (it may be) carbonaceous oxidation as well: that in the confined conditions of the eoal holds, where this 
had been taking place, the heat so produced has likewise determined, in parts of the cargo, the destructive distillation of 
tlie coal, evolving thus products of a, highly iiiflaTniiiahle and exploshe nature; and these actions have often finally 
culminated m the cargo’s suddenly ‘ bursting out into flames all over.’ "

He recommends a system of “abstractors ” scattered throughout the coal holds, at different levels, to draw off any 
gases evolved by chemical action.

(LS.) Engineering, 21st August, 1S9G,
n, . Contains i description and drawings of machinery for loading eoal, in use at fhe Erie Kailway Bocks of Cleveland, 
Lihio. ihe coal passes from a special cylindrical waggon tip through shoots, which, it would appear, enter the hold of the 
vessel some distance through tlie hatchways.

Extracts from “ fecicnee and Art of Mining,"’ August, 189G, vol. G, Ko. 25. (Beceived from Mr. John 
Dixon, Government Examiner of Coal-fields.)

8ponta.nt.ous lynilion of Cool.
4 rofessor Dr. Medem traces spontaneous ignition to the oxidation of iron pyrites, and as no coal ia entirely free from 

tins sulphide of iron, the eases the doctor brings under notice become all the more interesting.
4 rnmssor Dr. Medem, in the course of a treatise on the spontaneous combustion of bay and coal, gives tho following 

account oi tnc causes of this phenomenon and methods that have been proposed for its prevention and suppression :—
ihe simplest form of spontaneous ignition is exhibited by dry, spongy platinum, and is due to the absorption and 

condensation of oxygon in the pores of the metal. When exposed to a current of hydrogen gas, chemical combination 
immediately sets in, rinsing tlie temperature sufiiciently to ignite the stream of hydrogen.
i n i, i'' i fi"® °f charcoal a pyrophoric tendency is only manifested when some of the volatile hydrocarbons have been 
lett behind m the distillation process and enter into combination with absorbed oxygon. If, however, snub charcoal be 
h-ecly exposed to air, the external portions speedily lose this property owing to (be pores becoming saturated with air, 
but'these will regain their pyrophoric characlcr if powdered so that the internal layers are enabled to absorb oxygen.
, As the process of chemical combination only goes ou in the interior of a heap, tho best way to uriest it is to spread

tlie charcoal out, since attempts at ventilation by blowing or drawing air through the mass will only result in increasing 
the combustion. Every time the charcoal is broken up the danger of ignition will recur, down to the time it is ground to 
powder, but the powdered charcoal once l£ killed” by exposure to air never icguiny its pyropbone pioperties.

flard coals, brown coals, and the like are subject to two dangers—explosion and ignition—each having a separate 
cause. Explosion is due to tbe liberation of fire-damp following on a decrease in atmospheric pressure, whereas ignition 
icsuits troin tlie oxidation of the iron pyrites contained in the coal when exposed to the action of oxygen and moisture. 
J ho danger is the greater the finer the state of division of tlie coal, and coal stacked above ground is particularly liable. 
Attempts made to reduce the danger by ventilating tho stacks have failed in this case also, on account of the increased 
amount of oxygen thereby introduced into the interior of the mass, and accordingly tho coal is stacked as tightly as 
possible m order to exclude the air. J

. ,. “Strangely enough, tiie practice of ventilatingthe coal-bunkers of ships 1ms not been altogether abandoned, notwith
standing Liebig a impressive waining given as far hack as 1SG0, and neglect in this particular lias frequently led to 

blC , S'nce 1SG5 nn less than ninety-seven coal-laden vessels have been destroyed, and the lives of some
seamen sacrificed through spontaneous ignition of the cargo." '

Afmitwre in Coal.
(-0.) In a recent paper by. It. S. Halo nf Boston, on “ Dolci mining Moisture in Coal,' tlio author recommended 
thorough experimental investigation of tile matter, and the adoption of some standard method which will be used m testing 
nolle -s, and claimed that there were many errors m previous examinations. He cited several tests in detail, and gave the 
luilowing as his conclusions°

1. J hut if we use a large sample we must dry it a long lime to dry the interior, and before the interior will begin to 
oxidise. a

2. If we allow lumps to remain in the sample, the lumps will not have lost their moisture when the fine coal has begun 
to oxidise.

C!'se t*ic coa*’’■'"s 'tso^ cause a certain loss. It has nof been thought necessary to ex’periment

4. If moisture corrections are in be allowed, a slnndard method should be adopted, giving the method of selecting the 
sample, tlie method of crushing the lumps m it, the size screen it must finally pass through, the precautions lo bo 
tn ken 11 any fune elapses between its selection and tho moisture determination, the size of the sample on which 
the determination is finally made, the method, temperature, and time of drying.1'

(21.) Lloyd s Buies and Begulations for the Construction and Classification of Vessels.
Examined in connection with the suggestion regarding tho alteration of 

to he lowered down the hold. ships’ hatchways to final do coal waggons

fi ELulca
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(22.) “ Et mles siir 1’A It oration et In Com'bustion spontanee do la Houille expo see a- rair,” U. Envoi, 
(Bulletin de la Socicte de 1’lndustrie Mine rale). Vol. VII1. (2nd Series, 1870.)

M. Favoi., as lOnginecr Idreiito!’ of tlie Collieries of (Jommcnlry ami Montvicq, lias had unusual oppoiiunities for the study 
of the behaviour of coal on a Iirge scale, and lias colleutod in this paper accounts of a vast number of experiments made on 
large quantities of material, and lienee possessing a quite unique value.

The memoir, of which the following is a very brief abstract, professes to he no less than a complete treatise on all that 
concerns the coal industry. The first part of the paper is devoted to the study of the alteration of coal when exposed to 
air at different temperatures, The second part, refers to a variety of experiments on the action of gases, water, and various 
reagents upon eoal. The third part deals with a study of the action of heat in tho absence of air.

The coal of Commentry, on which the majority of the experiments were made, is a coal used in tho manufacture of 
gas. It comes from a seam free from fire-dam]). Tlie ash content of the eoal averages about 7 per cent., but as the coal is 
not very'homogeneous, the maximum and minimum ash contents are ln% and fi/j respectively. 'fhc impurities are 
(I) clay, (2) sulphate of iime, (3) pyrites. The content of pyrites is on an average less than 1 percent., but in special 
samples it may rise to o per cent. The colour of tlio ash is white or grey. The slack produced at the mine is converted 
into coke, and the coke ovens afforded tlie desired opportunity for maintaining large quantities of coal for experimental 
purposes at various high f eniperaturcs. The slack contains in the main from 12 per cent, lo 13 per cent, of ash, which is 
reduced hy washing to about 7 per cent. The washed slack gives 02 per cent, to 03 per cent, of coke, which is sufiiciently 
hard to be employed in high furnaces.

Besides the coal of Commentry, a largo number of other coals were examined by M. Fayol, These samples were 
obtained from other collieries iu France, from Fngland, and from Germany.

Expcrimcnls on the action of air at dijferenl temperatures.
This is probably by far the most extensive series of experiments that has ever been made upon this subject, extensive 

not only in the number of samples examined, but in tlie length of time during whicli tlie samples wore under examination, 
'The examination was extended to the following points :—

(1.) Tho change of weight of the coal. ■

(2.) The coking power.

(3.) Tlie agglomerating power,

(4.) The gas-making quality.

(5.) The iHumiliating property of the gas.

Complete series of experiments were made on thirteen samples of coal.

With regard to change of weight, each sample was examined for 240 days at temperatures of ;'0°, 100°, 200°, and 400° C,
The coking power was examined over a period of 240 days and after exposure to temperature* as above, and similarly 

with regard to the other observations.
The results of this enormous work are illustrated hy a number of diagrams which make tlio history of each sample 

singularly clear and complete. It is impossible to do justice to these researches in this abstract, and we must limit ourselves 
to a consideration of tlie summary of results obtained, which appears in M. Fayol’s paper under the title of Article 3.

Under the action of air between 2-o> and 400° C. all the coals examined behaved in a similar manner as to change of 
weight—;i) They began by losing a small portion of their weight; (2) they soon recovered this and often attained a weight 
considerably exceeding tlie initial weight; and (3) finally, after a certain time, at tlie upper temperatures, the weightn 
began to diminish again and to then go on decreasing indefinitely. Tlio losses and increments of weight are not the same 
for all coals; but the nature of the coal Iuir no sensible influence on tlie time history of the variations. We find that 
anthracites, gas coal, aud lignites appear in the same class. The state of division of tho coal has a considerable influence 
on the change of weight. These changes are produced iu proportion more slowIjr as the eoal is presented in larger fragments. 
The temperature plays the chief part in these changes. Each of the three periods indicated above is in proportion shorter 
and in proportion mere strongly marked as tho temperature becomes higher. There is an extraordinary parallelism of the 
effect of air upon all the samples of coal examined, so much so that these effects may he represented by a “general 
diagram,"

These results may be illustrated by the following diagrams —

Jfean of ihe whole of the results obtained with all Iho eo.ds examined (in powder).
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Mean of the whole of the results obtained with all the eoab examined (in powder).
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llic following summary takfcmdu'ectly from Fayol s paper will give an idea of the phenomena observed : —

Toinpemtuie of iriio air.

25' G. ^0 (J. inj'C.
1

200" C 400'C.

First Period—First decrease of weight. 
Maximum loss per cent...................................... (J-nS 0 31 1-50 1 GO
Time at the end of which it took place................................... lo days. 21 hours. 12 hours. 1 hour. *!

fimnd Period.—-Increase of weight per cent, (reckoned
from the minimum to the maximum).

Total increase........................................................................................... 0-20 0'20 4-70 5
,, time of exposure to air ................. 150 days. 150 days. 240 days. S days.

Third Period.—Second decrease of weight per cent 
(after leaving the maximum weight).

Loss ....................................................................... 0 0 0 30 100
Total time of exposure to air....................................................... 2-10 days. 240 days. 240 days. 240 days. 15 to 20 days.

Hie relative intUmmiability of dilleruiit kinda of coal was CMimincd in a manner which however is not more 
pm liuiilarly explained. It appears that by innaimnabiliLy is meant tho ease with which a fragment of coal can bo sot on 
hre by being placed m the Jhimc of a candle, and tin* freedom vriih which tlic coal will continue to bvnn when withdrawn 
hum the candle, rihe sampler ar.: classified in ten cksaus hetwuen “ ilog-lifinl,” wlio^o iidlammability is denoted hy 10 
and anfchiauitc, whoso inllriUimabiUty is ileiiotcd O}7 C This piopcrty, m M. Fayol’s opinion, is of great importance in 
(icteiimmng the liability of coal to spontaneous umnlmHinn. It ap]iears that at -!t:UJ C- every l.md of coal loses in a few 
minutes ifc^ inflammable piOpeities ; at 200s tins property i.dl remain almost unimpaired during live to faeven days, after 
which it diminishes rapidly ; at a temperature of 100 C. the inlhunmabihty is not sensibly impaired, in a time less than 
one and a half to two months, and it entirely disappears only at the end of about four months. <( flogdiead ^ shows an 
exlram diruiry icaistance m this icspect. *

Thore a remarkable paralhdum between the luoiinosity of the gas obtained from various samples of coal, and the 
inflammability of pieces of these samples. In order lo set coal on fire it is not always necessary to put it in contact 
with flame or with a body in ignition. On many occasions coal which was exposed to air at 200a to 400* C, took fire 
spontaneously.

Sitmman/ oftfa' ejU^U 2W0'hicctl htj air upon ihr phyncnl btah of coal. 

i’he colour mnl appearance of the coal ucre mil changed by keeping it at any temperature up to 70’' foi a period of 
eight months. At lOO0 (J., un the other baud, the fragments appear lo be gradually converted into cinder at their edges ; 
and at 200'5 and at 400' C\ the change takes place with increased lapidity.

The hfudnepq of coal did not appear to be after.led up to n temperature erf 75° C. after u year's exposure to air. At 
100U C., after twenty to thirty days the friability of the coal incii'iises. After a year at tins temperature the eoal become^ 
fco friable that the grains may he crushed under the pressure of the fingers; nt the same time the ‘structuic changes, 
becoming gramilar. At 200aC- the same changes occur :is at 100 C., but very much more rapidly. At- the end of fifteen 
days the coal becomes conveited into dimt. At 400st1-the c^al is disintegrated and reduced to powder at the end of 
several hours, if in the meantime it has not melted.

Several observations appear to show that as llie weight of the coal increases the density diminishes. The density 
was mcasuied hyprepaiing a solution of anlphuiic acid of the same density as the samples to be examined and then 
measuring the density of this solution. I'oi a given kind of eoal theic appeals to be a relation between the density and 
the ash cjutent. W e may even utilise this relation to evaluate the relutne proportion of ash m similar coals.

'Besides coal certain other combustibles were examined, and they all appeared more or less to resemble coal in their 
behaviour under the influence of air and high tcnmeratui’j.

Chapter 3 refers to vaiious experiments made upon coal, amongst the most important of which arc those as to the 
action of various gases. It appears from these expcnmenpi that hydiogen and carbon dioxide have no action upon coal,

Samples of coal were kept for more than two years m water at oi dinary temperatures without any sensible change - 
either in the appearance of the coal or m ks propoitie?. Oxygon, on 1he other hand, is rapidly absorbed in a manner which 
does not appear to drfler sensibly from that in which the same phenomenon was observed to occur by Itichters. The notion 
of water on coal at high tempeinUnes wna also studied. Au-er 100 daj* immersion in water at from SO1 to 0O°<J.. no 
sensible change was produced. At ItiO C, the agglomerating power ami the illuminating power were not sensibly 
impaueU ; the appearance of the fraomciits was not appreciably modified. In a sealed tube at 400’'C., that is to say nt a 
pressure of 3Q0 atmospheres, the grains of coal became fused into a single piece, which was dense, compact, and had a 
metallic appearance. The gas produced from this product had no illuminating power.

The action of acids may be passed ovei,
. A hmiS series of experiments was made by calcining coal at different temperatures, but as these have no appreciable 

bearing on the present inipury, they may be omitted.

Wc
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AVu may note, however, that M, Fayol tonsideib that the power nlneh a coal poEbestes of evolving gas is a function 
of flic tcmperatm'e, anil sueli as to persist even at ordinary temperatures. '‘Having some of the Commciitry eoal in 1hu 
upper portion of <i graduated tube mveited over mcreuvy dmmg a ninntli, I only obtained half a litre of gas per 1U0 
granunes of eoal at a temperature of 100' C. At ■JOO" C. tlie rate of gas liberation was b litres in twenty-four hours. At a 
red heat it was 32 litres in fifteen minutes. The gases liberated, however, have a composition uhieh depends upon the 
temperature, and may even change completely between the beginning and end of the sumo distillation.'’

Chapter b contains a summary of the results obtained up to that point, it is noted that when eoal is exposed to air 
it is capable of absorbing a considerable quantify' of oxygen, and that this absorption is favoured by high temperature within 
certain limits ; hut, on the other hand, a rise of temperature favours the loss of liygronietric water, and also the 
decomposition and slow combustion of the coni. The increments and diminutions of weight which have been referred to 
as occurring in coal under rations circumstances are the differential result of these different phenomena. An estimation 
was made of the extent to which the different factors determining the change of weight of a sample of eoal influence the 
linal result. This is clcaily shown by tho diagram.

Coal of CDimnentry (in powder) exposed to air at 200° C, 

Components of the curve of the variations of weight.
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The (|Uesliun as to whether oxygon is chemically combined with the coal as opposed to being merely physically 
absorbed by it is left somewhat undecided. It is, of com sc, shown that a considerable quantity of oxygen enters into 
chemical combination, but whether the whole of the oxygen duos so is not made very appuient.

Tho action of pyrites, on tho behaviour of coal under the influence of oxyen, was made the subject of special 
examination, hut the previous results were obtained with coal containing only up to I per cent, of that substance.

The second pat t of the paper is devoted to a study of the spontaneous combustion of eoal. A great number of 
obaci rations appearing in this division, being in complete aecoi dance with what is known to everybody interested in colliery 
matters, may be omitted. With the Commeutry coal no spontaneous combustion has occurred with heaps less than 2 metres 
high ; on the other hand, when the height passes 4- metres, spontaneous combustion nearly always occurs. These remarks, 
of course, apply to slack—that is to say, fragments passing a sieve having holes 20 mm. wide.

In order to study the circumstances attending the spontaneous combustion of coal, experiments were made on large 
heaps of coal placed under special circumstances ; for instance, in order lo study the effect oi the height; a heap was made 
40 metres long and 6 metres high at one end, tapering away to nothing nt tlie other. The breadth at the top was in all 
cases 1 metre, while the breadth at tlie base was determined solely by the natural inclination at which tlie coal would stand,

Tho following conclusions, amongst others, may bo mentioned:—

(I.) In shallow layers the coal does not heat.
(2.) Kisc of temperature increases with the height of the heap,
(3.) To wauls a height of 3 to 4 metres the temperatiue lises continuously, mid then falls away again without 

having passed 60' or 70J C.
(J.) ’Uiien tlie lieu]) is 4 metres high, or over, the temperature am tunics io rise. During tlie third mouth steam 

is generally observed to be given olf, idler this a. cukuuluss but strongly smelling gaa makes its appearance, 
and after several days smoke breaks out fiom a point which is generally situated about hnlf-way up tlie slope 
of the heap. Sectional drawings arc given showing the isolliermals of the heap at different times. 11 appeal a 
from these observations that the point of highest temperature is situated immediately under the deepest or 
highest pai t of the heap and near the ground.

"From whatever part of tho mine it conics, whatever may he its ash content, or the nature of tho ash, coal piled 
up in the air heats in approximately the same manner and appears in its heating to follow- laws which are approximately 
constant. Atmospheric influences—cold or heal, drought or damp—have not been sufficiently marked to be sensible.'1

The inflammability of coal at different temperatures was tested in a long series of experiments, using small volumes of 
eoal ami exposing them to I lie influence of air more or loss heated. These experiments were confined to coal in tho form 
of dust, though the ruueptaclen containing the eoal were considerably vutied. It appears that at 100° C. the gas-making 
coals took fire in about five hours ; at 131)" they tired in about tw-o hours : at 200° m about forty minutes ; and at 4011° C. in 
as little ns one minute. Tho inflammability of anthracite coals was very much less than of the gas-making coals. For 
instance, the anthracite from Marines look four hours at 200“ C. hefoie it inflamed—that is to say, it is more than four 
times less inihuninahk’ than ga, coal, as judged by this critsiion. Tho urdvi of inflammability in hot nir of different kinds 
of coni may lie stated an iollmvs:—(1) lignite; (2) gas coal; (!!} coking io:il: (4) anthracite. This is flic same order of 
inflammability as had already been obtained m experiments made by placing the coil in contact with a flame.

Spontaneous combustion takes place more easily and moic rapidly the lusher the temperatiue. At 400“ 0. all 
combustibles take fire—lignites instantaneously, anthracites after thirty lo foity minutes. At 200' C. anthracites only 
catch fire in a state of powder; bituminous coal alone catches lire in large vessels. At loO' lignite, in dust is tlie only 
combustible which fired in each of the three containing vessels employed. At 100° C. iignitc alone w-illfiro in large grained 
powder. The llaming coals only catcli lire in impalpable powder. At 7,V nunc of the samples caught fire.

The state of division of the eoal has a great influence on the spontaneous combustion. Thus, in fragments of 1 
centimetre and over none of the coals took tire except at 400° O. Dust composed of fragments meastii ing half-a-millimetre 
look tire at 200' C., except in the case of anthracite. When the coal it in a, state of impalpable powder, whether it be 
lignite or gas eoal, it will catcli flic at 100° C. Pieces measuring 1 centimetre will not catch tire at 100“ C. unless there he 
several of them. A single piece will not catch fire. On the other hand, a piece mea^nriiig 10 centimetres on tlie side
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did catch fire. Tins latter broke up under the action of the heat, and it was in tho cracks, probably in the dust lying in 
them, that the fire started. At 400* C. tho coal broke into flame at the surface of tlie fragments, or at the surface of the 
dnst in the case of those vessels filled with dust. At 200° C. and below, in tho case of dust, tho fire did not break out at 
the surface, but at a depth of 1 or 2 centimetres. A crust is formed at the surface, from which smoke is given oil' after a 
certain time, and on breaking through the emit it is discovered that the coal below it is incandescent.

By placing a, thermometer in the mass of coal undergoing observation the temperature at various points could be 
exactly ascertained, and it appears, from many experiments made in this connection, that the following table will represent, 
with tolerable approximation, the temperature at which the various kinds of coal catcli fire : —

Lignite catches fire at about. IdO0 C.
Gas coal „ 200c
Coking coal ,, SCO1 *

. Anthracite ,, above 300.

Too much weight, however, must not bo attached to these numbers, because small quantities of coal are liable to undergo 
considerable variations of temperature by the operation of trivial causes. ,

Some interesting cuperiments weie made by heating coal in different states to various initial temperatures, and then 
placing the samples thus piepared in the air at ordinary temperatures. For instance, slack was heated in a stove to a tem
perature between 100° and 140" 0. This was then exposed lo air (under a roof) in aheap measuring from 1 lo 1 f metres high, 
of pyramidal form, and having a volume of about 4 cubic metres. After two days of exposure to air smoke was observed to 
be given off on the southern side. It came from a depth of 5 to 10 centimetres, and a thermometer thrust into the heap 
at this point indicated from £0.i° to 27d°. This fire was put out by removing the hot coal. Thirty days afterwards smoke 
was given off at another point without the heap actually catching fire, The temperature here was IfliV C.

The following conclusions were drawn fiom the experiments made in this manner :—If a heap is made (in free air) of 
coal previously heated to a temperature a little above 100 C. file will break out tit tlie end of a few days. When tho initial 
temperature is between GO’ and 100’ sometimes there is an inciemerit, sometimes a diminution, of temperature. Below 
60’ C. the heap always cools to the temperature of the surrounding air.

It must be remembered, of course, that these numbers only refer to heaps containing a few cubic metres.
In all eases spontaneous ignition isptcceded by the evolution of a chaiacteristio odour: then yellow smoke appears at 

a certain point on tlie surface, generally about half way up the heap, At this moment, in the neighbourhood of the point 
at which tho smoke appears, the temperature is generally from 100° to 150° C.

Perhaps the most conclusive experiment which has yet been made ns to the influence of air on the spontaneous 
combustion of coal was made in the following manner :—A conical heap containing 2 to 3 cubic metres was placed on tho 
ground and surrounded by a ditch which could be filled with water. A cover large enough to surround the heap and fit 
into the ditch was provided ic such a way that the heap could be hermetically sealed from the external air after the manner 
of a gasometer.

In one experiment tlie coal was heated to a temperature of about 100° C to commence with. The cover was maintained 
constantly in position, but certain air boles with which it was provided were alternately opened und closed, and the 
temperature variations follow ing the opening and closing of these holes w'crc carefully studied. This heap was observed for 
sixty days, and it will sulfioc to say that when the holes were opened the temperature rose and when the boles wore closed 
the temperature fell. By leaving the holes open for turn days spontaneous combustion was superinduced. The fire was put 
out by closing the boles and allowing Hie temperature to fall to 60'.
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It a])pears that this experiment may be performed on a verj bimsll quantity of material; even one hectolitre will suffice 
provided it is initially heated to between 100° and 120° C. The experiment succeeds perfectly with coal in grains from 
'which the dust has been removed. -It succeeds fairly well with large and square coal; not so easily with ordinary slack. 
In this latter ease tire dust wdiiuh fills up the interstices between the pieces opposes the penetration of the air.

Wo have seen that air is necessary for the spontaneous heating of coal. It must not, however, be eoncindcd that the 
more air tlie more rapid the spontaneous combustion. Air may influence the phenomena in two ways (1) by supplying 
oxygon it may favour oxidation and therefore houting (2) by currying away the heat which is produced it may prevent the 
temperature rising. It is this last action which prevents the heating of slack exposed to air in thin layers and which also 
prevents the heating of hcaiis composed of large fragments. This action is illustrated by several experiments which need 
not be described.

Influence of Moisture.

The influence of wet weather on coal heaped at the mouth of the mine has not been sufficiently sensible to be 
remarked.

Several experiments made with the object of estimating the action nf moisture have shown that this action cither 
does not exist or is very slight. A large number of heaps measuring from 2 to 12 cubic metres have been made under sheds 
and in dry galleries. These heaps were composed (]J of slack recently extracted ; (2) of coal previously dried in stoves 
without passing a temperature of 10“ C ; (3} of the same coal not dried, but watered in order to render it damp though not 
wet. Every day, during several months the temperature of these heaps of eoaf was observed, in no case did it pass 50° C, 
dry or wet. The heaps behaved in a practically identical manner.

It imp cars to result from these experiments that moisture does not favour the spontaneous ignition of coal.
Wedtnow, moreover, that slack winch has been washed (for coke making), heaped up in a wet state becomes loss 

altered and less heated than the unwashed slack. Although these results may be attributed to the presence of a smaller 
proportion of dust in the washed slack, it does not appear to bo on that account less evident that humidity does not cause 
a rise of temperature.

Finally, the rapidity with which coal heated to above 100“ 0. catches fire, when it must be dry, shows that the 
presence of moisture is not a necessary condition of spontaneous combustion.

_ All the facts observed at Commentry appear to indicate that dampness prevents heating rather than favours it. It 
has, in fact, an action analogous to that of water or neutral gases in protecting the coal against contact with air.

Notwithstanding, there is a strong current opinion that dampness does act as a cause of combustion. It is possible 
that damp does, m fact, aet indirectly by breaking up the coal and so facilitating its reduction to dust, and thereby 
favouring the action of the ai r.

An important remark is made as to the susceptibility to spontaneous combustion as affected by the presence or 
alraence of dust. It appears that if the coal is in sufficiently small particles to ensure the requisite relation between the 
surface and the volume, the presence nf dust hinders lather than assists spontaneous combustion. That this must 
necessarily be the case is obvious, and that it is the case has been observed at Commentry.

It appears that when coal is classified according to its susceptibility to spontaneous combustion the list ia the same 
as that previously given us representing the inflammability of the coal. Thus, lignite is the most susceptible to spontaneous 
combustion, then gas coal, then bituminous coal, and lastly, anthracite

Action of the impmiths of Cent.

' The author considers that pyiitcs lias only a very slight influence on the spontaneous eoinbiistion of coal, in support 
of which opinion he mentions the following experiments ;—

(1.) Coal containing laigc quantities of pyrites and in small fragments, W'as exposed to very damp air at a temperature 
between 35° and 45" C for twelve months. At the end of that time the pyrites began to break up.

(2.) Observations were made on heaps (containing 5 cubic metres) composed as follows One-third part of coal clast, 
one-half to one-fifth of pyiitcs, one-fifth to one-half of clay sand. In every case the temperature at the middle of 
the heap did not pass 00° C, which is the temperature which it would have attained if the heap had been foimcd of 
coal only.

The heating of heaps of slack at Commentry does not appear to have depended in any measure on the pyrites content.

I'imd deduct ion*.
(1.) That the first essential cause of spontaneous combustion of coal is the absorption of oxygen from air by the coal,
(2.) J hat the best conditions for the spontaneous heating of coal are: a mixture of fragments and of dust, a high 

temperature, a large quantity of coal, and a ecitain proportion of an.
(3.) I he conditions opposing spontaneous eoinbiistion of coal aic . storing the coal in large pieces, preserving a low 

temperature, stacking small quantities, and ensuring either complete absence of air or very effective ventilation.

Means employed to prevent tiponhineous Cmnhustwn.
The method formerly adopted to prevent the spontaneous combustion of slack was to ensuie that no heap should 

remain in existence for more than a certain time. Later on attempts were made to prevent the spontaneous combustion of 
by ventilation. Experience, however, has shown that although ventilation when excessive is 

effective, yet in practice whenever an obstruction or an interruption oeeuia m the ventilating appliances spontaneous com
bustion occurs much mote quickly than if the heap had not been ventilated at ail. For instance, m a conical heap of coal 
2 metres high, the temperature at the centre of which vaucil from 120" to 150° C> a fagot was thrust in in such a mauner 
that one end stuck out iu the air. At iirst a slight cooling wof produced, hut after a short time the temperature again 
rose and the fagot caught fire m the course of several days. On pulling out the fagot the combustion was stopped, on 
replacing it by a fresh one the combustion recommenced.

. ^ in01'e simple and more siue of avoiding spontaneous combustion of coal consists in not allowing the heaps
to be very high. During the six years that it lias been oustema-ry at Commentry to pile the coal in masses not exceeding 
2 0 metres, there has not been a single case of spontaneous combustion. The coal, it is true still heats and becomes altered 
in a certain measure, but it does not catch fire. The tempeiature at the centre of a heap 2 metres hmli does not ordinarily 
pass 40 or 50 O. 1 c J

A better method of preserving the coal would be to immerse it in Water, but any impermeable covering—clav, or 
very nnc powder, or wetted coabdust—would certainly give excellent results. '

Spontaneous co'mhtmtlon on hoavd thip.
M. bayol generally endorses the conclusions arrived at by the English and Belgian Commissions nf 1876, with the 

following notes nud exceptions.
J ho English Commission considered that ecitam coals take tire moic easily than others. Fayol considers that his 

experience shows that the most dangerous coals me those which are at once friable and rich in illuminating gas. Experiment 
has shown that these coals are the most inllammable, and the inflammability may be tested either by the laboratory method 
indicated in the account of his experiments in hot air, or by holding grains of coal in a fiatne, or by simply kindling the 
coal in an ordinary fire-place.

(I ) J he most inflammable coals arc the most dangerous, and they are the coals which generally contain the most 
oxygen. ° J

(2.) The Commissions have attributed to pyrites and to moisture n great importance (*ec.) I have proved, on the con 
trary, that pyrites has only a very secondary action, and that moisture tends to hinder spontaneous heating rathoi 
than to help it. a

(8.) The Commissions came to the conclusion that xeutil&tion was disadvantageous. Eayol points out (what is, 
course, perfectly well known) that a ventilation can be got sufficiently good to prevent spontaneous combustion. 
As to whether such a ventilation is practicable on hoard a ship, he gives no information, He appears to loan 
rather to the view that a proper treatment is a complete deprivation of air. (4,)
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(4.) It is pointed out Unit it is quite possible for n small portion of a cargo of coal to become so hot as to distil off 
mflaimnnblG gus without the coal at the siuface or the sides being appreciably high in temperature. It is clearly 
necessary, therefore, that some means should he adopted for removing explosive gases thus formed.

(5.) Fayul considers that water m the liquid or vapourous state is preferable to carbon dioxide as a means of putting 
out fire.

“I have had many opportunities of observing how difficult it is to extinguish large masses in flames. A small quantity 
of water increases the combustion instead of extinguishing it, in consequence of the property which incandescent coal has 
of decomposing water. The free hydrogen and the oxide of carbon, resulting from tiie decomposition of the water, catch 
fire, 1mm and develop much heat.1'

The rest of this long memoir is taken up in the consideration of the application of the principles above laid down to 
colliery practice.

(23.) “ Note suv les Incendies dans les Ilouillercs,” by M. Durand, Engineer of Mines, afc Doyet, Allier. 
(Bulletin de la Soeiete de ITudustrie Minerals) Yol. XIL (2nd Series, 18S3.)

The object of this paper, coming four years after M. Fayol's publication, abstracted above, is not exactly clear. 
M. Durand, however, considers that Fayol did not take into account sufficiently the action of pyrites, hut after a lengthy 
discussion on this matter, he finally admits that the chief cause of fire is the absorption of oxygen. It appears, therefore, 
hardly profitable to follow him in his reasoning in favour of the action of pyrites, especially as his conclusions, which arc 
practically unsupported by fresh experiments, are matters of opinion rather than anything else.

M. Durand undoubtedly shows that pyrites, alum schist, &c., can be caused to heat spoutuneously. This, however, 
is not the question at issue. The idea that pyrites may play an important role in the spontaneous combustion of coal by 
the inflaming of sulphur liberated during the decomposition of that substance, appears 1o have originated with M. Durand. 
That this is the case is likely enough, but M. Durand offers no experimental evidence of the catching lire of coal from this 
cause,

(24.) “ Incendies dans les Houillbres,” precedes employes pour les prevenir et les <^teiQd^e.,, Notes by M. 
Nesterowsky, Engineer in the Russian 1! Corps dcs Mines.” (Bulletin de la Societe de I’lndustrie 
Minerale) Yol. YII (2nd Series, 1S7S.)

M. Nesterowsky visited a large number of French mines in order to inquire into the method of working them, in the 
interests of the Russian Government. His conclusions are those to which any intelligent engineer would have been led, 
and he does not appear to add anything to what had been previously established.

[Translaiion^] *

(25.) “On some alterations which coal undergoes by heating”; by Dr. E. Richters, Chemist in the 
Mining School of Waldenburg. (Dingler’s Polytechnisches Journal, Yol, 190, page 398, December,
1868.)

Through the comprehensive and interesting researches of Fleck, Stein, Grnndmanti, Yarrentrapp, Sauerwcin, and 
others, the attention of chemists has been directed in modern times in an increased degree to the study of coal, and more 
particularly to the circumstances which determine its gieatcr or less suitability for different technical purposes ; I hope, 
therefore, the following account of observations on this subject may not be wi thout interest.

If we heat at a temperature of from )S0° to 200° C. coal powder which has been pieviously dried in a desiccator 
until its weight becomes constant, an increase in weight soon becomes apparent. For instance, according to the 
experiments which I have hitherto made, after heating for twelve hours the weight may increase by several per cent. ; in 
twenty hours the increase of weight has reached its maximum, and any further heating then produces a diminution in 
weight. Coal which has gained in weight resembles indicated coal hi little more than in appearance. The differences 
between heated ami indicated coal are:—(1) The heated coal has a greater specific gravity than the unheated; (2) the 
chemical constitution is different; (3) heated coal differs entirely in its behaviour when boated to a red heat from ordinary 
coal; (4) the coal which lias been heated abstracts moisture from the atmosphere much more freely than the normal variety,

With regard to (1) and (2), reference may be made to the table of analyses which accompanies this communication.
The heated coal, as 1 shall call it for convenience, gives no coke when heated in a crucible, even in the case when 

the coal wits originally of un excellent coking taiiety. The alterations which its appearance undergoes by heating to a red 
heat are so inconsiderable as to be almost unuoticeahle. If coal is quickly heated it foams up in an extraordinary manner, 
very similar to the manner in which silicic acid which lias been separated from silicates by acids will foam up w'hcn carelessly 
heated. The gases which aie given out, carrying with them p:utides of carbon, burn with a nomhuninons flame. If the 
coal is heated in a closed crucible until the evolution of gas has entirely ceased, then any further heating, if not too long 
continued, only produces a very small diminution of weight.

Under dry distillation the products at first obtained cause litmus paper to turn permanently red. The coal behaves 
in this respect like wood, or like turf or brown coal. Alkaline vapours are only given off later on during the distillation. 
The formation and separation of tar does not take place.

When two grammes of heated coal were exposed in an open watch-glass, first for fourteen and then for thirty-six 
hours, to the not very damp air of the laboratory, the increase of weight amounted, in (he first instance, to 3'3 per cent., 
and in the second to 4'S. Exposing these samples for fifteen minutes m a drying oven heated to 105° C. caused the origuuil 
weight to he recovered in both cases. The same coal, previously dried in a desiccator, experienced nn increase in weight 
amounting to 1'3 and 1’8 per cent, during fourteen and thirty-six hours respectively.

If wc compare the chemical composition of coal which has been dried in a desiccator with that of the heated coal, it 
appears that the latter has lost considerable carbon and hydrogen, but has gained considerably m oxygon (and nitrogen ?). 
It appears, therefore, to be certain that by the process of heating a portion of the carbon and hydrogen disappear, and 
oxygen is taken up. The further question then arises as to whether the two firsltiamed elements go off together as hydro
carbons, or whether they are previously oxidised to carbon dioxide and water; and, further, whether oxygen is simply 
condensed upon the coal by surface action, or whether it becomes chemically united with it. In order to answer the first 
question, 2 grammes of coal were taken and placed in a V-shaped tube, and this was brought into a drying oven in such a 
manner that the two free ends of the tube stuck out through the lid of the oven. (The coal used in this experiment was 
obtained from the 21st level of the Carl-Goorge-Victor mine in Waldenburg). One limb of the tube was connected through 
drying kibes containing sulphuric acid, soda lime, and chloride of calcium, with the gasometer ; the other end of the tube 
was connected with tubes containing chloride of calcium and soda lime. I heated this coal for 10 hours to 100'> O., and 
during tins time kept up a slow stream of air through the tubes. The result was that the weight increased by 4'21 per 
cent. The following table will show the result of tins expciimcnt:—

Coal dried in the desiccator.

SG'S2 per cent. 0.........
4‘2G „ H..........
G‘40 „ O. (& K)
2 S'* ,, Ash............

Heated coal.

82 TO per cent. C......................
3 38 „ H.....................

11'96 0. (& N) .
2'47 ,, Ash ............

104*21 parts hy weight of the heated 
coal, containing, consequently.

85'G5 parts C.
3-52 „ H.

12-47 „ 0. fit N.)
2'o7 ,, Ash,

Tec coal accordingly lost by heating ‘74 per cent, of hydrogen and 1T7 per cent, of carbon. On the other hand, it 
gained 0'07 per cent, of oxygen. The water which made its appearance in the chloride of calcium tube weighed T1S grms., 
corresponding to -6G per cent, of hydrogen. The increase in weight of the soda lime tube was 0'092 grms., corresponding 
to 1-23 per cent, of carbon. The result of this experiment is to show that by heating the coal in air there is complete 
oxidation of the hydrogen and carbon which it loses. The

* Wo desire to thank Dr Helms for assistance in preparing this translation. W'e believe that this is tile first time that Dr. liiehters' ivorii lias 
been Iranslateii as a whole, though it lias been frequentb referred to and quotations fnnn it made (especially by Percy—-1 Fuel.'’
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Tim uc.\t (jiicsLiou is as. to wlicthcr tlic oxygen in tlie coal is incelnuncally condentcil uiion it ov wliclhci1 it is 
clicmically miiteil with it. Certain circumstances appear in favour of the former, anil others of the latter, hypothesis. In 
favour of the former view, it may bo mentioned that the heated coal when dipped into water gives off a great many mure 
bubbles than unheated coal, and also in the tirst stages of heating in the crucible wo have a \ igorous evolution of gas. On 
the other hand, tho ahovementioned behaviour of coal by heating, the strong acid reaction of the product of dry distillation 
and the considerable increases of specific gravity, make it probable that oxygen becomes chemically fixed in the eoaJ. J. 
hope to make further experiments on this subject, ami in setUcmcnt nf the (juestmn as to whether the nitrogen of the 

atmosphere has anything to do with the innttei. .
With regard to the following table and data therein con tinned I must make tho following rcinmks :—Jhc samples 

of coal “ rf,” “ mid " c, ’ coming from the 4th. 20th, and 24-th levels of the Carl-ficorge-Yietoi Mmo at Waldcnbuig, 
were heated for twelve hours at the same time. The increaseH of weight were 4'24 per cent., 4 1-5 per cent., and 4 07 per 

cent, respectively. The samples of eoal “d,"1 “c,:' and “^’’coming from the 6th, 3rd, and “ B,” level of the Gustave Mine at 
Waldenburg, wore heated for twenty hours. The increases of weight of these samples wei'e4'6’2, 3'!>2, aiid3'24 per cent., 
respectively. During a further heating of five hours duration, after which analysis nas made, the samples of coal had fallen 
in weight,—“rf” by-67 per cent., “c’’by-63 per cent., and by-77 per cent. , ,

The term “ rod hot residue,” used in the table, applies to coal which had been heated until the gas evolution had 
completely ceased, and refers, of com-sc, to the substances then left behind. This residue appears to be constant since its 
oxygen content increases with that of the heated coal.

The specific graxities were determined by a pykilometer at a temperature of 16° C.

1

Coal.

Cheiuiwd conn 
tlncil

C- II.
i

iosiUoti of tho 
waK

Chemical composition o 
heatecl coal.

Weight of 
the residue

^obtained 
i on

■---------1 railing
the

, . heated
A*h‘ coal to a 

!icd heat

Composition of ieil li-'h residue.
Specific Specific 
gravity qra* it\ 
of dned 'ofheatod 

(.■4 ml. coal.
O. fcX jWl c. IT. n. h N. C. ll. 0. k x AbU.

84-69 3-97 5-33 6-01 78-44 2-62 13-50 5-44
°/fo

77 + 88-23 1 -25 3-52 7-00 1 -327 1-495

t, 84-03 7-10 5-30 78-H 2-72 13-62 5-52 77'0 88-04 1-23 3-60 7-13 1 MffG

86-99 4-20 4-97 3-78 77-98 2'35 14-28 5-19 78-1 90-07 l 15 3-64 4-54 1-280 i "4 j 1

d 81‘52 4-34 10-44 3-70 72-60 2-39 21-93 3-02 61-54 89-10 0-05 0-72 4 -53 1 "288 1 -409

82-12 4-04 10-88 2'3C 74-32 2-82 20-75 2T1 68-52 91-77 0-83 4-40 3-00 1 -275 1 -453
f 79'59 4-74 10-75 4-92 70-84 0-63 21-50 5-03 67-59 87-03 0-90 5-46 0'01 1-299 1*4 1 L

(2G.) “ Contributions to our knowledge of the relations of coal and oxygen by Br. E. Richters. 
(Eingler’a Polytechuisclios Journal, Yol. 193, page 51, July, 1SG9.)
In yol 160, nacre 39S, of this journal, Part I, December, IS6S, 1 have drawn attention to certain peculiar alterations 

which coal undergoes when kept for some tune at from 180" to 200“ C. It was shown in that article that powdered coal 
heated to the nbovenaincd temperature begins by taking up oxygen, and losing carbon dioxide and water, but the weight 
of the oxygen so taken up is greatly in excess of the carbon dioxide and hydrogen which evaporate, so that the net result 
is a very considerable increase in weight. I noted further that the increase in weight reaches its maximum after about 
twenty'hours heating. This is, however, only true for coal of that composition, which in the communication quoted _is 
denoted hv the letters “rf,” “ft,” ami ‘7,” The increase in weight appears from iny further researches to depend m 
general in an inverse proportion upon the oxygen content of the coal. A coal which contains 4'81 per cent, ot oxygen, 
which is a very small quantity, after seventy-two hours continuous heating, gained in weight by 8-4.» per cent.

The contents of my former communication is besides importantly supported by a later communication by lliiiunchs, 
which, at thu same time, and as I Ihiuk. entirely completes it. , . , i n i n

I allowed powdered coal which had increased in weight by heating to remain for forty-eight hours under the bell- 
Mass of an air-pump exhausted down to 22mm mercury pressure. This powdered coal maintained its weight including 
the increase of weight, a proof that I had to do with true oxidation, and not with mere absorption. The former 
observations made me think that oxidation processes, similar to those occurring on the heating of coal, would take place at 
ordinal y temperatures, but, of course, more slowly. Varrentrapp hasshowii(D.lJ.-l., vol. l(S,p.3,,,), that coal absorbs oxygen 
at ordinary temperatures, and that it gives off carbon dioxide at higher temperatures. Since one of the processes taking 
place when coal is heated will go on by itself at ordinary temperatures, and under normal circumstances it appealed 
probable that the other, namely, the absorption of oxjgen without the formation of carbon dioxide, would also take place 
at ordinary temperatures, most probably, however, more slowly and gradually, fins then would lead to the conclusion 
that coal by lying a long time in the nir would become altered in a manner similar to the manner in which it is rapidly

altere ^ ]^ve‘c.(v|^C(1 out 3;xteen experiments on samples of eoal of different quality which aimed at UiD detenuinatioi) of 
the absorption of oxygen at ordinary temperatures. In these experiments I made use of two forms of apparatus, the one 
consisting of a glass tube open at, one end, and capable of being closed at the other by means of a tap ; mid the other of an 
apparatus which has already been constructed and described by Dietrich for the conduct of volumetric gas analysis, and 
more particularly for the determination of carbon dioxide. In the glass tube, containing oO to ra o.c., a weighed quantity 
of coal of known' specific gravity was introduced and packed tight by means of a small asbestos stopper, j he open end of 
the tube was then dipped below mercury, and the tap at the upper end allowed equilibrium to become established between 
the external and internal pressure. After standing for one hour, during which the temperature of the room had 
remained constant, the tap was closed, and the volume, temperature, ami height of barometer were noted. YV hen using 
Dietrich's apparatus (the capacity of winch was previously ascertained, and of which the lead condensing worm was 
rcidaeed by a glass tube) the flask intended for an evolution of gas was employed ass a receptacle for the coal. I will gi\c 

detailed account of three of tho ahovementioned experiments, partially because they wore continued for the longest time, 
and partially because the eailier experiments had made mo aware of several sources nf error which nftciwinds I was aide 

to Avoid.

(1) Experiment made with the Dietrich upparatus-Using 50 gnus, of powdered coal f™m ’^el ra n
Tiieresien shaft, which had been lying in a loosely-stoppered bottle exsK'sed to the air of the hiboiatoty foi two 

months, the following results were obtained

4 May, Morning, 10 o’clock, beginning of experiment. Vol. 218-2 c.c. at IdTj5 C. and 717'3 mm. barometric 
nreSBnrc(= 194'S c.c. under normal conditions).

4Mav livening ............................... 21S'5c.c. «t ].V75“ C. and 715T mm. (= 194-4 normal c.c.)
f, ,, Morning........................................... 209-6 „ 12-30° „ 724-1 „ =190-0 „
5 ,, Evening............................................... 212-0 ,, n <24'1 >> :- 10 JO „
6 ,, Mornimr.....................................  208-6 ,, 13"00 ,, i£0"7 ,, — 188 8 ,,
0 !, Evening........................................... 212-2 „ JA25" „ 7I5'0 „ = 189-0 „
7 ,, Morning........................................... 210’4 ., 14'75 ,, 715'0 ,, — JS/8 ,,
8 Momhm............................................. 210‘S IS'000 „ 715-0 „ = - ISO'O „
8 ” Evening............................................ 212-0 „ 21-00“ „ 717-3 „ =186-2 „

10 ”, Morning........................................... 201-4 „ 16W „ 721-8 „ = S0;S „
10 ,, Evening............................................... 207-0 ,, 21-30 ,, ”
11 ,, Morning............................................ 202’0 ,, "1S-00 ,, 717'3 ,, — 1/SS .,

Tt
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i. It appears, tlierefore, that in 1GS houre—that ib, bcvon tlays—10 c.c, of gas, measured under standard conditions, were 
absorbed. In order to show that the gas wtiicli had been absorbed was only oxygen, G c.c. of a solution of pyrogallic acid 
in concentrated alkali was brought into the calibrated tube after the rubber tube which closed the upper portion had been 
opened. The rubber tube was then immediately closed, and the solution was distributed as well as possible by moving one 
tube m and out of the other. The volume, after it had remained standing for twelve hours, was read. The residue and 
the air confined in the tube, reckoned as atmospheric air, should have contained 24*0 c.c. of oxygen, but SS'l c.c. was all 
that was absorbed. The experiment can make no great pretensions to accuracy, but sufficiently serves its purpose.

(2) Experiment in the calibrated glass tube and with 20 grins, of coal powder from the Robert level of the Theresien 
shaft. I his sample had been dried in a desiccator and until its weight remained constant, and then been immediately 
removed into the slighily-wann tube through which, until it was cold, a gentle stream of dried air was passed :—

Commencement of experiment, 23 May, 12 o’clock midday. Volume of air 37 c.c. at 19° C. and 72G'S mm. pressure 
= 33'1 normal c.c.

24 May, Morning ...........................................
24 Evening ............................................. 34-8
25 ,, Morning ............................................... 34-2
25 „ Evening ............................................... 34-2
26 ,, Morning ............................................... 33-3
26 „ Evening ............................................... 34-2
27 „ Morning ............................................... 33-3
27 „ Evening .............................................. 33-3
2S ,, Morning ............................................. 32'5
28 ,, Evening ............................................... 32-6
29 „ Morning .............................................. 32’2
29 ,, Evening .............................................. 32'2
20 „ Morning .............................................. 31'6
31 ,, Morning .............................................. 30-2
31 „ Evening ............................................... 30'1

1 June, Morning .............................................. 29'S
29-3

17-00" O. and 726-8 min. — 31-5 normal c.c.
17-00'’ ) t 726'S ., = 31-3
17-00’ ;: 725-2 „ = 30-7
17-50’ >J 722-9 „ = 30-6

’’17-00’ }> 718-4 „ = 30-1
19-00’ f! 716-2 „ = 30-0
18-00’ J > 718-4 ,, — 29 -5
21 00° r j 721-8 „ = 29-4

”18-75° ) j 724-1 „ = 28-9
20-00’ ii 724-1 = 28-9
19-05“ }) 724-1 „ = 28-6
20-50° ii 721-8 „ = 28-4 ’ V

19-50’ a 724-1 „ = 28T
19-OO® 3 J 724-1 „ = 26-9
18-50° 2 J 722-9 „ =26-8 } i
17-25“ J J 725-2 „ = 26-4
16-00° 1 J 729-7 ,, = 26‘5 r j

.. , If™11 thia d“‘e the volume remained constant. The original 33a c.c. of air contained G-95 c.c. of oxvsen, from 
which 6*6 c.c., or 9o per cent., had been absorbed.

1. (30 Experiment with the calibrated glass tube and 20 gnus, rf coal powder from the Carl level of the Theresien
shatt. Ihc air was saturated with moisture during tho whole period of the experiment.

Commencement of the experiment, 22 May, 9 o’clock morning. Volume of air = OO'G c.c. at MKS'1 C and 
/22’3 mm. pressure = o2*4- normal c.c.

22 May, Evening ....................... at 19-00° C. and 722-3 mm, = 52'1 normal c.c.
23 „ Morning ...................... ..................... 58-4 „ 17-50° 726-8 ,, = 51'4
23 „ Evening ...................... ..................... 58-2 „ 17'50“ 726-8 ,, = 51-2
24 ., Morning ...................... ..................... 67-2 „ 17-00° 726'8 „ = 50'5 ”
24- ,, Evening ................... 17-00° 726-8
25 „ Morning ...................... 17-00° 725 2 „ = 49-7
25 ,, Evening ...................... 17'50° 722-9 ,, = 49-4
2b ,, Morning ................... 17-00° 718-4 „ = 48-8
20 ,, Evening ....................... ................... 50'6 „ 19 00’ 716-2 ,, = 48'S
27 ,, Morning ................... is-co° 718-4 „ = 48-1
27 ,, Evening ....................... ..................... 55-4 „ 21-00° 721-8 „ = 47'6
28 ,, Morning ................... ..................... 54-1 „ 18-75° 724-1 „ = 47-1
28 ,, Evening ...................... ..................... 54-3 „ 20-00° 724 1 ,, = 47-2
29 ,, Morning ................. ..................... 53-8 „ 19-50° 724-1 „ = 46-7
29 ,, Evening ....................... 20-50° 721-8 ,, =46-4
d0 ,, Morning .............. 19-50° 724-1 ., = 45-9
31 ,, Morning ....................... .................... 51-9 „ 19 00° 724-1 ,. =45-2
.11 ,, Evening ....................... 18-50“ 722-9 „ = 45-3

.1 June, Morning ................... ..................... 51-4 ... 17-25° 7> 720-2 „ = 45-2 J t

Of the 11 c.c. of oxygen which were contained in the original volume of air, 7-2 c.c. were absorbed. A further 
absorption followed, as the three last columns show. There was then no further absorption. (Compare Experiment 2,}

Similar results were obtained when air saturated with moisture was employed instead of dry air. However, under 
flue nee of moisture there was a- considerable evolution of carbon dioxide, which was not to be expe< ' ' *xpectcd when dry airthe influence 

was employed.+
Observations were in genera! made at a quarter-past S o'clock morning and evening—that is to say, they were 

separated from one another by twelve-hour intervals, and after the temperature of the room had remained during at least 
one hour fairly constant, or had, at most, only varied 0,

However inclined one may be, from the small differences between the readings of the morning and of the evening 
of any given day, to conclude that no absorption goes on during the day time, it appeal's to me still to be doubtful whether 
my observations allow this position to be taken up with security.

This conclusion will be evident if it be remembered that, although considerable quantities of gas were employed, the 
settlement of this question depends upon tho correct determination of fractions of a cubic centimetre in addition to which 
there were a number of other sources of error, which appear sufficient to account for the difference between the results 
obtained in the evening and morning in another manner.

I may mention (1) that during the day the temperature was continually changing; (2) the high coefficient of 
absorption of coal for radiant heat obviously affects the temperature of tho air in the apparatus, and so may cause a 
difference of temperature between the latter and the air in the room, amounting perhaps to about la C. * The influence of this 
upon the result may he considerable, as may he verified by anyone who will make the calculation.
,. . remarkable that at the beginning of an experiment, even when this occurs during the daytime, a very appreciable

alteration of volume takes place. It continues for about tho first thirty-six hours, and then, during the day at all events 
it is no longer to be observed with certainty. It must also he mentioned that, on the other hand, some absorption was 
clearly observed to take place if the apparatus was shielded from the influence of daylight by covering it with black paper 
or in any annual' manner; also, in so far as the influence of light upon the phenomena of absorption is concerned, and in 
spite of experiments extending over months, I have not succeeded in arriving at positive and, in every respect, certain 

results. 1 feel still impelled to a conscientious communication of such results as were obtained, as they possibly may 
induce others who have an opportunity of working under more favourable conditions ami with instruments better adapted 
to the ends, to take up these experiments so ns to settle this interesting question definitely. So much, however, follows 
Irom my observations with full certainty, namely, that perfectly dry coal, as well as mr-dried coal, is able to absorb oxygen 
without exhaling carbon dioxide, both from dry air and from air saturated with water vapour,

• K''ow ‘n another communication that in this behaviour of coal we have the key to the explanation of a whole
Beries of phenomena, which without this key can hardly be explained. I must not omit to draw attention, however, to an 
objection which may be raised against tho above conclusion, namely, that the oxygen is absorbed not by the coal itself, but

 br
- 111 t1lC ,0'l0win¥ the plass tulw was surrmimled liy black paper on .the day named, in order foeliminatc the action of IMit.

"'r th'S. ,lf th“ tw.vffcn cointiiiicH wiilt casUn, a given volume of oxygon gives rise to the same volume of
carhon dioxide, so that a formation of carbon dioxide at the expense of tho oxygen of the air can give rise to no change in tho volume of the latter
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by tho pyrites which is present with it. If wc calculate tho total ash content of the coal as if it were ferrous sulphide, we 
find that the coal from the Carl seam contains ’81 per cent., from the Robert seam -42 per cent., and from the Jacob seam 
'3G per cent, of pyrites. Those coals, therefore, are extraordinarily poor in pyrites. Moreover, pyrites is quite unaltered 
in dry air. In moist air, however, it does absorb a certain quantity of oxygen, but in very small proportions, so that if we 
mix an indifferent substance—for instance, quartz sand—with the pyrites, so as to make a mixture having the same pyrites 
content as the above-mentioned coals, it appeared that, in the first case, no oxygen was absorbed, and in the second only a 
very small quantity, even when the mixture was left for a very long time with a measured volume of air.

Chapter TI.

It is well known that both ordinary coal and charcoal act in a reducing manner upon compounds rich in oxygen. 
During this process a portion of the oxygen goes into combination with the eoal, so that after treatment with oxidising 
substances the coal is richer in oxygen than it formerly was.

My attention was almost solely directed to the action of ferric salts upon coal, for reasons whicli will appear from 
tho content of the next memoir. I will, however, give the following account of the exiieriinents :—

Tho oxidising action of ferric salts is, qualitatively considered, exceedingly variable. Very strongly acid solutions 
of feme snlphate were scarcely reduced at all. Ferrous sulphate, however, in contact with air acted more powerfully as 
an oxidiser, especially if to the solution of the salt there was added a small quantity of an alkali. Ferric chloride was, 
especially when warm, a fairly active and energetic oxidiser, and was itself decomposed so as to precipitate ferric hydrate 
upon the surface of the coal. Ferric hydrate can, of course, bo removed by treatment with a little dilute acid. Ferric 
acetate behaves in a similar manner. Dilute nitric acid has some action in the cold, the velocity of leaction increases as the 
temperature rises, and then tho acid behaves as a powerful oxidiser. Tho weight of the coal considerably increases, and its 
properties are proportionately altered.

After the action of the ferric salts upon the coal was completed, the latter was treated with a small excess of dilute 
sulphuric acid in order to separate any ferric hydrate which might have been formed, and the results were only accepted 
as proving anything and included in this paper if the coal on analysis gave a pure while ash.

In order to show that tlie alterations which the composition of the con! undergoes by successive LrenlinenL with 
ferric salts and dilute sulphuric acid arc not to lie ascribed to the action of the latter, I digested samples of the same coal 
for lung periods of time in the sulphuric acid alone, and then determined its elementary constitution. (See analysis 3 in 
tho following table).

In tho following collection of results, I have set down the composition of ash-free-coal in order that a better view 
may be obtained of the phenomena. The ash content of coal dried at 100° C. is added. At the bottom of the columns are 
placed with positive or negative signs the numbers giving the increase or diminution of weight which the coal undergoes by 
the action of tho different reagents :—
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84-4rt , 83FG 84*2!) 81-23 131-15 S3 73 S3 88 17 S3 MJ 8’2’03 ss-ll S373 S2 90 79-90
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The coals examined came from the mines of the Waldenburg district. Coals (I) and (2) came from the Oth seam of 
the Krb-didlcns ; (3) the same, digested for two days with dilute sulphuric acid ; (4) the same, digested eight days with a 
solution of ferrous sulphate and half an equivalent of potash ; (0) the same, treated for three days with a solution of ferric 
acetate ; (6) the same, treated for fourteen days with a solution of ferrous sulphate ; (7) the same, digested with a solution 
of ferrous sulphate to which a few drops of caustic potash had been added ; (S) the same, treated with a solution of ferric 
sulphate ; (0) the same, treated for two days with gentle wanning, with a solution of nitric acid containing 14% of N.DT 
After treatment with acid the coal was lioiled six times with a solution of carbonate of soda, until the filtrate, at first 
brown became of a clear yellow colour. The unaltered eoal gave 69% of very hard baked coke, but tho coal after 
treatment with nitric acid gave 71% of a coke which was scarcely sintered. (10) coal from the ' ‘ Besteflootz 
dea Wmiigolsehachtes Niedoibauk ” ; (11) the same coal treated- like No. 7 ; (12) the same coal treated 
with exclusion of air, by a solution of ferrous sulphate ; (1.3) eoal from the " Bcstefloetx dcs Wrungelschachtes Oberbank”; 
(1!) the same coal treated at ordinary temperatures with a dilute solution of ferric chloride ; (15) the same coal treated on 
the water bath for two days with a solution of ferric chloride ; (16 and 17) coal from the Carl seam of the Thoresicn mine ; 
(IS) the Barns, treated with ferric chloride, like No. 15 ; (19) tho same, treated with nitric acid, tike No. 9. Tho unaltered 
coal gave GS% of very much sintered coke, whilst the coal whicli had been digested with nitric acid gave tho same quantity 
of louse and pulverulent coke.

Tho numbers show-, without exception, an increase of the oxygen content of tho coal consequent upon treatment 
with oxidising reagents.

'The amounts of reduced ferrous hydrate, which wore determined by the use of ferric salts and potassium permanganate, 
are not given, since tho reaction took place in open dishes or beakers, and the results are affected by the presence of air.

CHAPTER III.

In continuation of my first communication on the behaviour of eoal at a temperature of about ISO0 C., I will here add 
several important observations uhieh refer to the behaviour of charcoal under similar circumstances.

I heated powdered charcoal from pine wood on a watch-glass in a drying-cupboard up to a temperature of 105° C. 
Tins was done after the charcoal had been previously dried until its weight'became constant at 100’0. After a short 
time I noticed an appreciable increase in weight, which, however, neither in these nor in the researches which are about 
to be described, attains to such dimensions as in the case of coal. The temperature was gradually raised to 150° C., and 
tho charcoal was weighed from time to time. After thirty-six hours heating the increase in weight was 2,4fi per cent. 
The charcoal wan then left for forty-eight hours under the receiver of an air-pump, which was exhausted down to a pressure 
of "22 mm. When I allowed the air to re-enter the receiver the charcoal absorbed moisture from it, which again increased 
its weight. After long heating at 100° C., however, the original weight, including tho increment of weight through the 
fun icr heating, namely 2'4G per cent., was exactly recovered.

The second sample of the same charcoal gave, under similar treatment, an increase of 1 '83 per cent. This sample 
was then placed in a platinum bowl, was covered with boiling water and was heated for three hours in a water bath. It 
was then collected upon a weighed filter and again dried at 100° C. It was found to have recovered its fonner weight, 
incl iding the increase of 1 'S3 per cent.

Charcoal from oak and beech, winch I prepared myself in platinum crucibles, behaved in a quite similar manner ; 
after heating for thirty-six hours between 105J and 150J C., the increase of weight was 1‘51 fur the oak charcoal, and 1331 
for 1 he beech charcoal.

When charcoal is treated either at ordinary temperatures, or after wanning, with a solution of a ferric salt, the same 
kind of phenomenon is obsci ve>l as in the case of eoal. In this ease, however, and in eonsequenue of the extraordinary 
power ol absorption possessed by charcoal, it is exceedingly easy to fall into mistakes. This remark Applies more particu
larly to the application of ferric chloride, which is reduced in the most rapid m&tiner. The ferric chloride is decomposed 
nurtully into ferric oxide, which coats the surface of the charcoal, and into hydrochloric acid. The former may, however, 
lie mnoved by tic.itment with an excess nf hydrochloric acid, but. the latter renidin-j partially absorbed and can be com
pletely driven out neither by prolonged boiling with water nor by boiling with a solution of sodium carbonate.

In order to determine the amount of hydrochloi ic acid remaining m the treated eoal I boiled the latter with a solution 
of s-idiiun carbonate in a platinum dish, tntporahd lo dryni'n, covered the contents with a layer of the same suit, and 
healed tho whole to a high temperature until the charcoal was dc&lioycd, a tiling which very easily occur-. The residual 
mass was then exhausted with water saturated with nitrio acid, liltererl and subjected to a chlorine determination by 
silver solution.

From
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1rL-oin tlio ix'Mills of thefcc cx^jutimcntd flic ciiuiv.dcnt rjiKinUty of Jilurulu of sodium \\\ib calonlaLetl, and this was 
thuii Biibtiautcd from the obsurvctl (by diftWcuoe) oxygon coutont. This ^ as necessary, since in the final analysis the 
lesidual ash only Bhowotl very small proportions of chlorine, showing that the chloride of sodium had been appreciably 
volatilised at the tolerably hij'h temperatures employed. The following tabic gives tbe results of the expciiments which 
have hithcito been made ‘
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These numbers give, with the exception of 26 (compare helow) a percentage composition of the ash free substance of 
charcoal; (20) and (21) refer to pine charcoal dried at 100° C. ; (22) I'efers to the same chavuual which increased 2'46 per cent, 
ni weight by heating, and was then kept under the air pump for forty-eight horns ; (23) the same, which mercasod by 
heating l’S3 per cent., and «as then treated with boiling water ; (24) the same, which had been digested for two days with a 
solution of ferric sulphate ; an increase in the oxygen content is not dearly visible ; (‘25) the same charcoal treated with 
nitric acid only for two days, and then boiled out with sodium carbonate. After subtracting from the difference, 'C2 per 
cent, chlmide of sodium, the remainder represents the oxygen content; (26u and b) the same charcoal which had been 
digested for two days with ferric chloride, and then further treated with nitric acid, and sodium carbonate ; (e) rcpiesents 
the mean of the measurements made upon (a and ?j) ; (27) is the ash free substance of (26). The oxygen content was 
obtained by subtracting 1 'S7 per cent, of sodium chloride from the diffeienoe.

If we admit that the circumstances attending the increase of weight which charcoal undergoes by heating are to bo 
attributed to an ox [disability similar to that which coal exhibits owing to the presence of hydrocarbons, or hydrocarbon 
oxygen compopmls, a new light will be thrown upon many peculiarities of charcoal.

So far as tbe time at my disposal permits 1 intend to return to the study of this subject, and hope to make further 
communications about it; meams bile I give here without any comment the results of my observations.

(27.) “ On the Alterations whieli Coal undergoes tvlicn exposed to Air.'1 By Dr. E. Richters (Dinglcr’s 
Polylcelmischcs Journal, vol. 195, p. 315, 1870).—Slightly abbreviated translation.

The alterations which coal undergoes by lying in air have formed the subject of many technical chemical researches. 
Those researches arc characterised by the fact that they have all been directed rattier to the elucidation of the alterations 
which coal undergoes with regard to its healing power and so forth than to the chemical changes taking place m it. It is 
known that the longer coal has been exposed to air the richer it becomes m oxygen and the pnorei in hydrogen and carbon, 
but it remains to be determined whether the increase and diminution of the elements mentioned are i dative or absolute. 
The researches of Fleck, tlrnudmaim, Reder, and Thompson are refeired to in connection with the weathering of coal at 
uonsideiable length.

11 We know that coal always absoibs oxygen ijuickly at upper temperatures, slowly at ordinary temperatures. The 
chemical and other changes which the combustible substance of coal undergoes under tbe first condition has already been 
established by mo. On the other hand, at ordinaly temperatures the absorption of oxygen is, m so far, u matter which 
in no way assists us in understanding the chemical changes which are consequent upon it. Whether and how far the 
carbon or hydiogen is the cause of the oxidising action of the oxygen; whether the action of the latter is not essentially 
confined to the fonnution of carbon dioxide, which is then absorbed by the coal; and whether, further, the absorption is 
a chemical or more or less physical process, are all questions which aw of the greatest interest for a critical examination 
of the pLeaomena of the weathering of coal.”

“ I shall offer several observations which appear to me to be of importance for throwing light upon the first of the 
questions propounded above. If we ticat coal-dust to a temperature from ISO' to 200° C., the weight at first increases 
rapidly m a very marked manner ; carbon dioxide and water arc then separated, and oxygen is taken up in greater 
proportion than is required foi the oxidation of the carbon and hydrogen. After a certain time the oxygen absorption, 
and with it the alteration in weight, comes to an end. If we continue to heat the coal, at first there is a small diminution 
in weight, but after a while the weight, as well as the chemical composition of the coal, becomes constant, or, rather, the 
variations which the coal still undergoes are so small that in an experiment which ivas continued for six days a good 
chemical balance was unable to show any further variation. If wo examine the constitution of coal which has been heated 
up to the point of maximum absorption of oxygon, we find that the oxygen and hydrogen are present approximately in 
(he same proportions as in water. This interesting behaviour of coal brings to light two important phenomena. It show's 
firstly that the carbon of the coal is endowed with a very vatiable degree of oxidisabilihy, and makes it, in the second 
place, probable that there is a perfectly definite relation betw'cen the absorption of oxygen and the content of disposable 
hydrogen in the coal, since with the vanishing of the latter the oxygen absorption comes loan end. The first uiroum- 
stanee agrees with the view which is generally taken by chemists that the carbon in coal exists in two different chemical 
furms. We may su\ tnat the con! is a mixture of pure cm bon with obscure organic compounds containing carbon, 
hydrogen, oxygon, and nitrogen. These carbon compounds are sometimes grouped together under the name of “ bitumen.” 
The rapid evolution of carbon dioxide which takes place when lbs coal is first heated may he attributed to tbe oxidatum 
of the carbon of the bituminous constituents, while the relatively much smaller evolution of carbon dioxide which succeeds 
may bo attributed to the oxidation of the mole difficultly oxidisablc carbon.''

This view may be supported by a consideration of the similar phenomena occurring during the absorption of oxygen 
by wood and the products to which it gives rise. *

Snussure, the distinguished chemist, noticed that dry oak wood absorbs oxygen and gives nut carbon dioxide without 
causing any alieration in the volume of gas in which it is contained. Similar researches mode by Liebig are also mentioned.

“ If we bring damp brown coal, cither freshly obtained or which has been exposed for u. considerable period to the 
aii. we find that carbon dioxide is formed, and at. the same lime, oxygen is taken up. The brown coal which was used by 

me in these researches was of two kinds—(1) a fibrous, lignite exhibiting the original wooden siiueliuo i cry clearly, and (2) 
a completely formed brown coal ; both of them free from pyrites :—

1 Lignite.
5.7 97 T 

o-GT> % if. 3fi'02;., a -i x.
Stiff y. ash.

2. CompJefeK formed biown coni.
73-04 % e.
.r.32 % H.

HI'S4 % 0 : X.
S'20 % ash.

“ Sample (1) contains 1 ‘12 %. and sample (2) contains 1‘22 % of disposable hydrogen.
“These samples, when moistened and exposed to atmospheric air ovor quicksilver, ahsoihcd oxygen, For instance, 

10 giamines of lignite, in six days, absorbed 4'3 c.c. of oxygen, and formed, at the same time, 3‘fi o.c. of cuibon dioxide. 
The completely formed brown coal absorbed m the pametime 4 c.c. of oxygen ami gave up 3 1 c c. of carbon dioxide. 
Th esc observations rnnfiim my anticipations. '

Wood m which hydrogen and oxygen are present in about the proportions of water, and which, therefore, does 
not contain disposable hydrogen, form, in contact with air, carbon dioxide without taking up axvgen. Urown coal, which 
contains free hydrogen, absorbs oxygen without giving up the equivalent quantity of carbon dioxide, behaving in Hus 
respect like onlinary coal, though the phenomenon is hss strongly marked.

On
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“On (he grouml of these observations we come to the following conclusions, which are of importance for our 
knowledge of the behaviour nf coal in the presence of oxygen :— _

“ (1) The peculiarity of coal, when heated to 190u C., in taking up oxygen, depends almost entirely on the fact that 
the coal contains disposable hydrogen. This is oxidised in presence nf a certain quantity of carbon. On the one hand 
water is formed, white on the other oxygen takes its place directly in the composition of the coal; (2) the carbon of coal 
when exposed to oxygen at a temperature of 190° C. behaves in a totally difl'orcut manner, in that the smaller part—5 to 
0 % per cent, only—of the whole weight combines, forming carbon dioxide. The remainder is only slightly or not at Fill 
altered by oxygen at that temperature. '

“ It is"to he noted that both those conclusions refer exclusively to the oxidation of coal at upper temperatures, since, 
however, we observed precisely the same relations existing during the oxidation of coal at ordinary temperatures, there 
is very strong evidence that the processes of oxidation at both high and low temperatures are essentially similar.

“During the heating of coal, us well as at ordinary ternperaturcs, oxygen is absorbed. That, in the latter case, 
the absorption of oxygen is related to the disposable hydrogen in the same manner ns in the first case, is made clear by the 
behaviour of wood and its decomposition products.

“ it is also clear that the content of disposable hydrogen is diminished when coal is exposed to air in a manner 
similar to that in which it is diminished when the coal is heated.

It may he shown with certainty that carbon dioxide is formed at ordinary temperatures just in the same way as it 
is formed at higher temperatures, and, in both oases, when the more easily oxidised portions of the carbon come to an end, 
the oxygen absorption reaidles its maximum.

The assumption that the more diilicultly oxklisable carbon behaves with regard to oxygen at low temperatures, 
differently to the way in which it behaves at high temperatures, would contradict all experience.

It cannot be maintained that the absorption of oxygen at ordinary temperatures is merely a physical process, still 
the surface action of the uoal is perhaps not, to he neglected.

We must distinguish between the tendency which the coal has to absorb oxygen and the intensity with which Oxygen 
is at first actually absorbed. It appears to be not improbable that in the earlier stages the absorption of oxygen is a purely 
mechanical process, and that tills precedes the chemical combination.

The quantity of hygroscopic water which coal actually takes up when exposed to air saturated with water vapour 
at 15°C. was determined for more than .100 samples by heating them to 100°C. until the weights became constant. The 
percentage of hygroscopic water thus liberated varied from 2 to 7‘S, but the power of the coal for condensing hygroscopic 
moisture did not appear to be related to its structure in any determinate manner. The condensing of hygroscopic water 
on the surface of the coal, however, shows very clearly the condensing power possessed by coal. If we examine the 
quantity of oxygen which different coals absorb from the air, under similar circumstances, we find that there is a very 
close connection oetween this quantity and the power of the coal for condensing moisture. In order, however, to obtain 
complete and decisive experimental results in tills connection it is necessary that cure should ho exercised in selecting coal 
which has been freshly obtained, and has not been lying in contact with atmospheric air.

Fresh coal, after it lias been pounded, ground, and sieved, gives an apparently dry powder, although this is 
saturated with moisture. About 20 grammes of this powder are taken and brought into contact ndth air in an 80 c.c. 
absorption tube, and a quantity of water is introduced above the quicksilver in order to saturate the air with moisture. In 
carrying out comparative experiments the following points arc to he observed :—(1) All the absorption tubes must have 

»tbc same capacity and the same diameter. (2) The subdivision of the samples of the coal imist be about equal, I employed 
coal which, by powdering and sieving, was reduced to the size of poppy-seeds, and freed from dust. (3) The experiments 
must, so far as is possible, begin at the same temperature and at the same time, and are liest nil made in the same room,

“ The absorption of oxygen by the freshly-prepared coal begins at once and goes on rapidly. The volume of the 
absorbed gases, though not proportional to the surface action of the coal as indicated by' its hygroscopicityq are, neverthe
less, very dependent upon it. I intend to make a further communication in greater detail as to the results of this experi
ment, and will, therefore, confine myself in this place to the statement of the quantity of oxygen absorbed during tlic first 
twenty-four hours by 20 grammes of different samples of coal, a quantity which varies between 2 and 9 c.c. I may, how
ever, mention certain circumstances which appear to me to strengthen my position in considering that at first the absorp
tion of oxygen is chiefly mechanical.”

(The observation on which reliance is placed appears to he that the oxygen absorption is at first very much more 
rapid than is the case later on.)

It is noted that Varrentrapp has shown that when coal is exposed, at ordinary temperatures, to a stream of air, 
carbon dioxide is formed. It is suggested that carbon dioxide may have been originally condensed upon the surface of the 
coal, and that it is gradually removed by the stream of air, its place being taken to some extent by oxygen. In order to 
clear up this point certain special experiments were made which rendered it probable that the continued absorption of 
oxygen is not to ho explained by assuming that it merely takes the place of carbon dioxide condensed upon the surfueo of 
the eoal.

‘ ‘ Coal absorbs carlxm dioxide with the greatest readiness. The volume of tins gas which is taken up in a given 
time is often greater than throe times the vhlume of oxygen which could be taken up. Samples of coal whose absorptive 
power for oxy'gon has almost vanished, so much so that 20 grammes will only take up about 1 cubic centimetre of oxygen, 
will absorb in a few hours at least their own volume of carbon dioxide. If a sample of coal saturated with carbon dioxide 
is brought into contact with atmospheric air, we find at first an increment of volume as if the carbon dioxide is given off. 
Soon, however, the volume again begins to diminish. If, at the same time, a small bulb containing caustic potash is intro
duced in the absorption tube, or if the sides of the latter are moistened with a solution of caustic potash, the absorption of 
the oxygen goes on very quickly, as does the separation of the carbon dioxide which, of course, forms a compound with the 
caustic potash. If we leave samples of eoal saturated with carbon dioxide for thirty-six hours under the receiver of an air 
pump exhausted to 2 inches of quicksilver, the greater portion, hut not all, of the absorbed carbon dioxide is given off. If 
a sample of coal which has been so treated is then saturated with moisture and again put into an absorption tube it licgiiis 
to take up oxygen with the same avidity as when it was freshly prepared, and this whether any potash is present or not. If 
potash is present, however, we soon discover that a certain quantity of carbon dioxide has l>een liberated, which shows that 
the absorption of oxygen is at first accompanied by a separation of carbon dioxide, and that this carbon dioxide will again 
be taken up by the coal in the absence of any other substance capable of absorbing it.

“If coal which has been saturated with carbon dioxide is boiled for half-aii-huiir in water and is then air-dried, so 
that it remains saturated with hygroscopic moisture, it is found to have recovered its original absorptive properties.

“ Coal which has been exposed for a long time to the air until it has lost its power of absorbing oxygen behaves in a 
completely different manner when the foregoing experiments are performed upon it. For instance, when exposed under 
the receiver of an air-pump it does not by any means recover its original power of absorption, though this power is still 
partly restored by boiling ant with water. Carbon dioxide is either not absorbed at all by such coal or in only very small 
proportions.

These observations show that the small absorptive power of coal which has been lying for a long time in the air does 
not depend ujion a condensation of carbon dioxide upon its surface, and other conclusions may also Ijc drawn. Amongst 
these may bo mentioned the following :—

“ We may now explain the experiments of Varrentrapp. The coal which has lost its power of absorbing oxygen 
may, nevertheless, absorb large quantities of carbon dioxide, and, on the other hand, when this coal which contains carbon 
dioxide begins to take up oxygen the process is accompanied by a separation of carbon dioxide. Now, this process is not 
very noticeable when the experiment is carried out in closed tubes, but it becomes noticeable when the experiment is 
performed by Varrentrapp’s methods.

Influence of heal on thn pmer-w of ox'ukdion.

I have formerly shown that a rise of temperature is the most important determining circumstance of the process of 
oxidation. It is not, however, necessary to use a temperature which lies far above 100° C., though the higher the temper
ature the greater the acceleration of the process. In pursuance of these experiments I heated coal for fourteen days on the 
water bath at from 70° to 30° C. The first sample of coal increased in weight during this process by 1’01 per cent., the 
second sample by 0'2 per cent., and tbe third by 0‘3fi per cent. Tbe constitution of these three samples of coal is given by- 
tho three tables of analyses accompanying tin's paper. The composition of the same samples after fourteen days heating is 
indicated by the analyses 1/, 2', and 3'. In all cases there was a diminution in the carbon and hydrogen content and an

' " ■ * increase

3—L
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increase in the oxygen content, exactly as in ordinary weathering. The caking power of sample (1) was diminished from 
1'4 to IT, of sample (2) from 2 to I'd ; sample (3) was a so-called “sandkohle ’’ which does not give coke. The quantity 
of the coke did not appreciably change, and the specific gravity certainly did not. The heating power of sample (1) fell by 
2'02 per cent. ; of sample (2) by 3‘61 per cent. ; and of sample (3) by 3 per cent. "

1.
locludinp; aeh.

78 T 7 per cent.
4'95 „

11T8 „
5'70 ,, ash.

Excluding ash

82-90 per cent. C.
5'25 „ H.

11'85 „ 0. + N.

dueling: ash.
SI'99 per cent.
4-92 „

10T9 „
2'90 ,, ash.

Excluding ash.

84'44 per cent. C.
5'07 ., H,

10'49 „ 0. + N.

In 1,000 parts by weight there were 45'4S of disposable 
carbon and 17'85 of combined carbon, corresponding to 
63'33 parts of hydrogen.

The heating effect of the ash free substance was 7,922 
calories per pound. (German,)

' In 1,000 parts by weight there were 44'52 of disposable 
carbon and 15'49 of combined carbon, corresponding to 
60'01 parts of hydrogen.

The heating effect of the ash free substance was 8,084 
calorics per pound. (German.)

l1.
Including; ash Excluding-a h. Including ash

Ol

Excluding ash.

77 "54 per cent. SI ‘94 per cent. C. 81*07 per cent. S3'4fl per cent.
4‘79 „ 5-06 „ H. 4-71 4'S5 „

12-30 „ 13-00 „ O. + X. n-32 ;, 11-66 „
5'37 ,, ash. 2'90 ,, ash.

In 1,000 parts by weight there were 41'92 of disposable 
carbon and 19'S3 of combined carbon, corresponding to 
61 '75 parts of hydrogen.

The heating effect of the asli free substance was 7,741 
calories per pound. (German.)

In 1,000 parts by weight there wore 40‘37 of disposable 
carbon and 17'73 of combined carbon, corresponding to 
58TO parts of hydrogen.

The heating effect of the ash free substance was 7,842 
calories per pound. (German.)

Increase in weight................... 1 '01 per cent. Increase in weight................... 0'25 per cent.
,, oxygen................... 1 '28 „ ,, oxygen .................. 1-20 ,,

Loss of carbon............................. 0T3 „ Loss of carbon............................. 0'74 ,,
,, hydrogen........................ 0T4 ,, hydrogen......................... G'21 ,,

, 3. 31.
Including n$h. Excluding ayh. Including ash. Excluding ash.

81'77 per cent. 90‘73 per cent. C. S0'51 per cent. SS'SO per oeut. C.
3 83 „ 4'25 „ H. 3(19 „ 4-07 „ H.
4'53 „ 5 02 „ O. ’ fi'46 ., 7'13 „ O. + N.
9'87 ,, ash. 9'31 ,, ash.

In 1,000 parts by weight there were 39'92 of disposable 
carbon and 6'9‘2of combined carbon, corresponding to 46'8( 
parts of hydrogen.

The heating effect of the ash free substance was 8,608 
Calories per pound. (German.)

In 1,000 parts by weight there were 35'82 of disposable 
carbon and 10'02 of combined carlion, corresponding to 
43‘84 parts of hydrogen.

The heating effect of the ash free substance was 8,201 
calorics per pound. (Gorman,)

Increase m weight................... 0'2 per cent.
» oxygen................... 2T2 „

Loss of carbon............................ 1'76
,, hydrogen........................ O'Ki ,,

“Samples of coal employed in these researches had remained for a long time in loosely stoppered bottles, so that the 
absorption of oxygen at ordinary temperatures only took place very slowly. .As a control, check analyses of the animated 
coals were made after they had suffered fourteen days longer exposure. The fact that during this time the composition of 
the samples did not undergo any variation, shows clearly that the increase in4oxygcu and loss in carbon and hydrogen is 
really to be attributed to the higher temperatures to which the coals were exposed.

“ There appears to be a certain contradiction between the observation that oxidation goes on more rapidly at upper 
temperatures, and our thesis that oxidation follows a preliminary surface condensation of oxygen. This apparent contradic
tion is, in my opinion, easily cleared up if we distinguish clearly between oxidation and mere absorption. The first goes on 
more rapidly at upper temperatures, the latter at lower temperatures. If the coal has been saturated with oxygen at lower 
temperatures, the condensed gas combines only gradually with the substance of the coal; and only in proportion as tho 
latter process advances can new quantities of gas be taken up. When, however, eoal which is saturated with oxygen is 
heated, a portion of the gas is evaporated ; but the greater part enters into chemical combination, and docs so more rapidly 
as the temperature is higher. The surface action, however, neither undergoes any appreciable change, nor produces any 
result at all comparable with the chemical action. (?)

Influence of moisture on the aftsoi'jj(to» ami on the oxhhtlianof coal.

" The greater number of technicologists arc of opinion that moisture has an important aiding action in the weathering 
of coal." (Thompson’s researches are mentioned in connection with this point.) “That moisture may, under certain 
circumstances, aid the oxidation of eoal is not to be denied ; but the action of moisture is very complicated, and is 
influenced by various circumstances, and is not so generally prejudicial as Thompson’s observations would load us to 
imagine. I will communicate the result of a few experiments made upon this subject.

“ If we take two tubes, and into one of them introduce air dried and into the other moist coal, both being freshly 
won, the first absorbs oxygen much more rapidly than the second. If, in addition, small bulbs containing fused chloride 
of calcium are introduced alongside of the dry sample of coal so that the coal gets gradually drier, the intensity of the 
absorption of oxygen becomes greater. The same is the case if the coal has been dried for a day over sulphuric acid, 
although during this process a very considerable quantity of oxygen must certainly have been taken up.

“If instead of fresh coal we take two samples of coal with different surface properties, both of which have been 
exposed to the air for a long time and which have lost their power of absorption to a great extent, and expose them to the 
drying action of sulphuric acid, both of them recover to some extent their absorptive power. That coal with the greater 
surface action recovers most completely.

“ If wc dry coal at 100° C., and cool it in a desiccator, and place it in an absorption tube, it is found to absorb gas 
with extraordinary rapidity. This gas consists in part of nitrogen (from 12 to 21 per cent., from the mean of many experi
ments'. Coal which has been dried at ordinary temperatures also takes up nitrogen, hut in smaller percentages, at the 
same time as it absorbs oxygen.

“ All these experiments indicate only a relative increment of the power of absorption by the removal of moisture, 
and establish in so far the view which has been taken in the former work as to the nature of surface action. They a Is 
show that a dry coal will take up a larger volume of gases than one which is merely air dried, before tho absorptive jmwe 
of the two samples sinks to the same level '

These researches, however, still leave unanswered the question as to how far the moisture is disadvantageous for the 
chemical action of the ox3'gen upon the coal. T had hoped to be able to give a definite answer to this question, but I have 
not succeeded in coming to a positive decision.

“Wo
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“ We have just seen that both freshly-won coal and coal which has been lying for a long time in the air can be 
caused to absorb oxygen with increased avidity by a preliminary drying over sulphuric acid. If we leave the coal in 
contact with air until 20 grammes of it can only absorb one-half a cubic centimeter in twenty-four hours, then moisten it 
with water and expose it again in the absorption tube, wc tind no increment of the volume of air in the tube, ns might be 
the case if the water took the place of a portion of the gas which was mechanically associated with the coal. In making 
these experiments, however, there is generally observed a small absorption of oxygen, and if in addition chloride of calcium 
is introduced as a drying agent the absorption goes on with renewed intensity.

“ These observations would seem to support the assumption that water assists the process of oxidation ; but on 
repeating the experiment several times—that is, first wetting and then drying the coal by means of chloride of calcium— 
we finally reach a state at which no further increment of absorptive power is to be observed.

“We may, however, approach the (juestion by inquiring whether the action of water on the decomposition of coal is 
not to Ijc attributed to the consequences of secondary action. Many coals contain pyrites which is only oxidisable in the 
presence of moisture. This process is undoubtedly of importance, even if it is regarded only as indirectly introducing 
active material for tho oxidation of the coal.”

(The well-known action of pyrites in breaking up the eoal and exposing fresh surfaces is then described. The 
question as to whether ferrous oxide can act as a carrier of oxygen to the coal is discussed, and it is considered that the 
small quantity of this substance which ie present can only account for a very small part of the action.)

“ If we take two samples of coal (one of which is rich and the other poor in pyrites), after they have been lying in 
the air for a long time, and introduce them into the absorption tube in a wet state over mercury, the first begins to 
exhibit a tolerably rapid and enduring absorptivity, which 1 must attribute to the action of the pyrites alone, since the 
power of absorption of the other sample is not in the least increased, but, on tho contraiy, diminished. Samples of coal 
containing 3'(M per cent, of sulphur, which had been exposed to the air in a state of powder for eight months, behaved as 
follows :—When air-dried they absorbed in nine days 3'fi c.e. of oxygen. A second sample, containing 1'08 per cent, of 
sulphur, absorbed in the same time 4'9 c.c. When these samples were moistened, the first in nine days absorbed 6'5 c.c., 
and the second only 3'8 c.c. of oxygen. - The coal, therefore, which was poorer in sulphur, alisorbcd less oxygen when it 
was wet than when it was air-dried, hut on the other hand the coal which was richer in sulphur absorbed oxygen more 
readily when it was wet.

“ An agreement with the assumption that tho moisture of coal exercises only a small and slightly favourable action 
on the oxidation of coal appears from tbe result of tbe following investigation.

“ Referring to the samples of coal mentioned above, which had been heated for fourteen days, three other samples 
of the same coat were taken and were treated in the same manner, except that during the day they were kept damp in a 
water oven. The altered composition, variation of weight, &c., are shown in the following table:—

1‘.
[ncluiling' fish.

77 '44 per cent.
4-81 „

1ST6 „
5 '59 ,, ash.

Exeludliq- ash.

82'02 per cent. C.
5'09 „ H.

12-89 „ 0 + N.

21.

Including ash.

81 '40 per cent.
4'76 „

10'87 „
2'91 ,, ash.

Exciudiog ash,

S3'81 per cent. C.
4'90 „ H.

11-29 „ 0 + N.

In 1,000 parts by weight there were 42'42 of disposable 
carbon and 19'63 of combined carbon, coiTesponding to 
02'05 parts of hydrogen.

The heating effect of the ash-free substance was 7,762 
calories. Loss — 2'01 per cent.

Increase in weight ...................... 0'98 per cent.
,, oxygen ...................... 1T7 „

Loss of carbon ................................ O'OS
,, hydrogen............ .............. O'll „

In 1,000 parts by weight there wore 41'63 of disposable 
carbon and 16'75 of combined carbon, corresponding to 
63'38 parts of hydrogen.

The heating effect of the ash-free substance was 7,893 
calories. Loss = 2'3o per cent.

Increase iu weight ................... 0'14 per cent.
,, oxygen ................... 0'S2 ,,

Loss of carbon............................. 0'52 ,,
,, hydrogen........................ 0T6 ,,

31.
Including Ash. Excludin'? Ash.

SO'76 per cent. 89'01 per cent. C.
3'59 „ 3'96 „ H.
(i'38 „ 7.03 „ O,
9'2S ,. ash.

In 1,000 parts by weight there were 34'60 of disposable carbon ,
iiml 9'S9 of combined carbon, corresponding to 44'19 parts of 
hydiogen.

The heating effect of the ash free substance was S,IS3 calories.
Loss = 3'81 per cent.

Increase in weight........................ 0'46 per cent.
,, oxygen .................. 2'04 „

Loss of carbon .............................. 1'32 ,,
„ hydrogen ........................ 0'27 ,,

Goal (31) alone has been altered more under the influence of moisture than in the corresponding experiments winch 
were made without addition of moisture, ami, indeed, this coal is distinguished by a larger percentage of pyrites from (l1) 
and (21), which were less altered. As, however, the conditions under which wo assume the pyrites to be effective, are for 
the greater part here excluded, owing to the special mode of the experiment, I do not feel inclined to ascribe the further 
advanced oxidation of the coal to that substance ; but I believe that in the majority of cases the often stated favourable 
influence of moisture upon the decomposition of coal must be ascribed to the oxidation of tho pyrites and the secondary 
symptoms connected therewith, so that coal containing little pyrites will be decomposed, viz., oxidised, at least as quickly, 
or even more so, when air-dry than when in a moist state, Of this, as also of the purely mechanical effect of water, which 
may he specially apparent if coal is lying in very large heaps, I shall speak in my next paper on the spontaneous ignition 
of coal.

In the former communication I referred to the fact that daylight appears to hinder the absorption of oxygen, without, 
however, venturing to consider the matter as concluded, on account of the numerous sources of error which were incidental 
to my inquiry.

In these experiments I worked almost ejrtirely with old coal, which, as the further researches show, absorbs gas verj- 
slowly. In my later researches (which wore made under more favourable circumstances, in so far that the temperature 
was subject to a variation of only from 8° to 10° O. and that the absorption tube was completely guarded against the direct 
action of the sun) I have completely confirmed my former observations upon coal of the same character. Coal which has 
been freshly mined absorbs oxygon with such intensity that the small influence of light escapes attention.

1 will confine myself here to a repetition of my former statement, namely, that since old coal absorbs oxygen only 
slowly, ae was formerly mentioned, the diminution in volume of the atmosphere surrounding the sample of that coal during 
daylight goes on very slowly, in fact vanishingly so under certain eircumatauces. This phenomenon, therefore, would 
square bettor with the hypothesis of mechanical absorption than with the theory thatjthc absorption is a process of oxidation.

Oa
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(28.) "On the alterations which coal undergoes by exposure to air”; by Dr. Eichters (continuation of 
former paper). (Dingler’s Eolytechuisches Journal, Vol. 195, page 449,1870.)

This communication consists, for the most part, of a theoretical discussion of the causes which lead to tho spontaneous 
heating of coal, and though it is believed that the modern view as to the cause of heating was developed for the first time 
in this paper, still the views herein set forth may now he regarded as almost the commonplaces of the subject. It will there
fore, lie sufficient to abstract the paper instead of translating it.

The paper begins with a consideration of the then existing theories of spontaneous heating, and it is shown that 
they are wholly vague and unsatisfactory. This remark applies alike to those theories which assume that the heating is 
due to some kind of decay of the coal similar to that which is undergone by hay during the process of fermentation, and 
also to the theories based upon the supposed action of pyrites. _

Richters’ argument against the supposed important action of pj'rites in connection with the spontaneous combustion 
of coal is based upon a calculation of the possible amount of heat which can be liberated by tho oxidation of a normal per
centage of pyrites. For this purpose a sample of eoal is considered containing 1 '01 per cent, of pyrites, and it is shown by 
a reference to Duloug’s experiments on beats of combustion, that in this case, under the most favourable circnmstances, the 
temperature of the coal could not possibly be raised above 72’ 0. In order that this may be the case, it is supposed that 
the heat of oxidation of the iron pyrites is the same as that which would be produced by tho combustion of the iron and of 
the sulphur separately. This, of course, is a vastly excessive estimate. It is also assumed, for the purpose of arriving at an 
upper limit, that the combustion takes place instantaneously and nothing is allowed for any loss of heat. It is pointed out 
that in practice tho oxidation of pyrites requires at least a year for its completion, and, secondly, it is argued that the heat 
developed by this oxidation can never lie sufficient to account for the spontaneous combustion of coal. On the other hand, 
arguments are given in favour of the view that the immediate cause of heating is to bo sought in tbe absorption of oxygen 
by tho coal, and for this purpose several very definite statements are made as to the quantity of boat rendered available 
by the oxidation of various kinds of coal.

It is a preliminary necessity to show the quantity of oxygen which is absorbed by coal under various circnmstances, 
and the result of a number of experiments made upon 20 grammes of coal roughly powdered, dried in the air, but still 
saturated with hygroscopic moisture, are appended.

Tlie following table shows the amount of oxygen which is absorbed during consecutive periods of twenty-four hours

No.

i

Coal willi
5*15 per cent, water.

2
Coal with

5"20 per cent water.

’A

Coal with
5'2ii per cent water.

4

Coal with
2'54 per cent water.

5

Coal with
S'I0 per cent water,

cub. cent. cub. cent. cub. cent. cub. cent. cub. cent.
1 .............. 9 0-1 ,7-2 3-0 5-0
2 .............. S'2 9-0 7-0 2-S 4-7
3 .............. 5-0 5-6 C'3 1*5 4'0
4 .............. 3-4 4-0 5-0 1-5 3-8
5 .............. 3-0 3 6 4-6 1-5 3-8
6 .............. 3 4 3-0 3-9 1 '4 3-5
7 .............. 2-4 3-0 3-9 1-2 3-1
8 .............. 2-7 2-S 2-S 1-2 2 9
9 .............. 2-7 2-6 2-9 1-0 2-6

10 .............. 2-0 2-6 2-4 1-2 2-5
11 .............. 2 0 2-5 2-0 1*0 2-0
12 .............. 2-0 2-3 2-0 0-9 2-0

45'8 50'1 50'0 IS-2 39-9

The argument proceeds as follows :—“Since 20 grammes of air-free coal occupy a volume of about 15 c.c., it follows 
that samples 1, 2, and 3 absorbed in twelve days more than three times their own volume of oxygen. Sample 5 absorbed 
two and a half times its volume, and sample 4 only one and a quarter times its volume.”

Since the temperature of ignition of the coal examined does not appear to have been exactly determined, Richters 
relies upon an argument drawn from the analogy between the behaviour of coal and the behaviour of charcoal, about which 
more appears to be known. (The date of the paper is .1870.)

Let us compare the power of absorption of charcoal with that of coal. In powder factories it is customary to grind 
charcoal in large drums (by means of bronze spheres) to an impalpable powder. This charcoal absorbs atmospheric air, and 
more particularly the oxygen, not indeed in larger quantities than thejUUgroimd charcoal, hut with exalted eagerness—so 
much so, that the charcoal always heats and not (infrequently takes fire. Now, according to Saussure, one volume of box
wood charcoal absorbs 9'25 volumes of oxygen. Since the weight nf a cubic centimetre of the charcoal examined by 
Saussure was 'G grammes, we see that 20 grammes would absorb 308 c.c. of oxygen, or about six times more than was 
absorbed by coal (samples 2 and 3) in twelve days.

Now it is known that this absorption of oxygen is sufficient to raise the temperature of the charcoal to its firing 
point, which, according to Violutte, lies between 400° and .600° O. for a charcoal which has been carbonised at a temperature 
between 432’ and 1,000’ C.

Let us assume that if the quantity of oxygen absorbed is diminished in the ratio of one to one-sixth, the heat which 
is liberated will also be diminished in the same ratio. Assuming that the same amount of heat is liberated by eoal as by 
charcoal when the quantity of oxygen absorbed is the same in both cases, and also that the mean firing temperature of 
charcoal is 500° C., it appears that coal (samples 2 and 3) would, during twelve days, rise in temperature to an extent
represented by —^ that is, through 83°. This, of course, is on the assumption that the specific heat of coal is tho same

as that of the charcoal, and that no heat is lost in any way.
These assumptions made by Richters appear to be rather large, and perhaps account for the fact that some people 

have failed to regard his researches as conclusive.
In practice, of course, a certain quantity of heat which is developed passes away, but in Richters’ opinion this is 

more than compensated by tho increased activity of absorption which goes on as the temperature vises,
1' In a former communication I have shown that three different kinds of coal which were exposed to a temperature of 

about 70-80° C. lost 3'6 per cent, of their heating power. The same effect takes place if the coal is heated for two or three 
days to about 105°, and in several hours if it is heated to 150° 0,

Let us calculate theoretically the quantity of heat liberated by the coal during fourteen days’ heating while it was 
losing the 3 ’0 per cent, of its heating power ;—

Oxidised to carbon dioxide ............ ...............................................
,, water ..................................................................................

Oxygen absorbed, forming water remaining in the coal

1'76 per cent. C. = 140 calories. 
0‘16 „ II. = 55 „
212 „ = 91 „

286 „

This table shows that for 1 lb. of coal 2S6 units of heat are liberated. If this heat were solely employed in 
raising the temperature of the coal, that temperature would amount to 1,100° C.; or, more correctly, tho coal would quickly 
be raised above its firing temperature, and would then burst into flame. It appears, therefore, that the heat which is 
liberated is quite sufficient to raise coal to its firing temperature. Whether this temperature will in any specific case he 
reached or not will depend (1) upon whether the coal can obtain a sufficiency of oxygen ; and (2) whether the heat developed 
tit each temperature can or cannot pass off as quickly as it is generated.”

The
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The iufluenee of the si/e of the coal, the intensity of its surface attraction for oxygen, the influence of the shape of 

the heaps of the coal, and similar matters, are fully discussed. ... . ,
Jt is perhaps a little diflicult to estimate the merit of this discussion, since it has now become almost instinctive with 

students of the behaviour of the heating of coal, but it does not appear that the discussion here referred to differs from that 
which would have been expected from any reasonable and competent observer.

(29.) “Is it possible that tbe Combustion of Coal can be assisted by tbe addition of ^Vater”; by F. 
Fischer, (Dinglcr’s Folytechnisches Journal, Vol. 210, page 233, 1873).

Fischer discusses the problem as to whether more heat can be got by the combustion of wet coal than by tbe 
combustion of dry coal, and comes to the conclusion that under all circumstances the addition of water will reduce the 

temperature of burning coal. _ .
He recommends that dust-free coal should also he burnt dry, but admits that, for obvious reasons, it may be desirable 

to damp very dusty coal. . ,
The proposition as to the relative temperatures produced by coal burnt dry and wet is substantiated by calculations 

based upon the data of tlierino-cbcmistry.

(30.) “On the Prevention of Spontaneous Combustion of Coal at Sea”; by T. "W. Banning. (Trans, 
actions of the North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, Yob xxv, part 2, 
page 107. April, 1870.)
Quotes Captain Scott, a man of great experience, to the effect that spontaneous combustion invariably occurs under 

tho hatchway. , . ,
There is a description of Captain Scott’s method of dealing with fires under the hatchway, which eonsistsm gradually 

lowering a wooden trunk, after the manner of a caisson. This is well illustrated by means of a diagram. Tho idea is to 
allow of the driving of a shaft through the heated portion of the coal, and the wooden trunk acts in such a manner as to 
prevent the coal faUing into the hole dug out. Captain Scott appears to have used this method with success, but from the 
illustration the workmen seem to he engaged in shovelling red-hot coal, amongst which they are standing. To protect 
them from getting burnt buckets of water arc lowered for them to stand In while at work. _

Captain Scott considers that it is useless to pour water over a heated cargo of coal, because the effect of water is to 
cause the coal to coke at the surface and thus prevent the water from penetrating. This is illustrated by the experience 

of the master of the “ Kivcr Boyne.” ,
Mr. Bunning notes the necessity for testing the temperature of the coal under the hatchway by means of iron rods, 

pointing out correctly' that tubes placed in position for thermometrie testing will frequently be quite cool, whilst coal right 
in the centre of the square of the hatchway has become heated.

The most important part of this communication is the discussion, from which the following is taken :—
Captain Steinson pointed out that his experience went to prove that all the ships which had been burnt had been 

ventilated, and mentioned some instances. .
Mr. John Glover, who also communicated his opinions to the English Royal Commission of 1S75-6, mentioned that 

his researches showed there was no special time for loading which ensured freedom from danger. Let the ships be loaded 
how and when they might, in wet or dryr weather, still they fired ; and ships had been known to fire when loaded byr 
baskets as well as when loaded by tip. He mentioned thirty-seven days after loading as the shortest time for ships to fire, 
and the longest period was 1 DO days; the average was sixty days. He thought that if coal could be shipped perfectly dry, 
or dried by passing hot air through it when shipped, spontaneous ignition would be considerably retarded. Mr. Glover 
also proposed a plan for extinguishing fire byr means of carbonic acid.

Mr, Steavcnson's experience went to show that the most impure coal was the most liable to ignite. When very 
clean coal was heaped there was not the slightest fear of its taking lire. _ _

Mr. Thorpe said, in confirmation of Mr. Steavcnson’s remarks, that he had had a good deal to do with accumulations 
of pure iron pyrites, containing SO per cent, and under of sulphur, and neither in large pieces nor in the form' of dust was 
it liable to spontaneous combustion. Neither in Spain, where it was usually very dry, nor in Norway, where there was a 
good deal of moisture, had the pyrites ever fired ; and, moreover, these remarks applied to many' thousands of tons then 
lying in Spain and Norway unsaleable. ,

Mr, Glover, who ha’d stored pyrites for thirty years, said that he never knew of a case of spontaneous combustion 
either of Norwegian or any other kind. He had known sulphur pyrites from the Cleveland Ironstone Mines, with no coaly 
matter in connection with it, and obtained apart from the coal measures, to ignite spontaneously in a few days, almost as 
soon as coal brasses.

Mr. Mitcalfe said he had particulars of about 150 ships which had been burnt at sea, and he believed there were 
only two amongst the number which were not ventilated.

Mr. 'Wallace said that Mr. Steavcnson’s suggestion of putting eoal in air-tight hunkers might he effectual. _
Captain Scott insisted on the importance of using iron probing-rods as well as thermometers for testing th t 

temperature of coal. _ _ ,
A pamphlet by Mr. R. Cooper Hundell is quoted, from which the following may be noted Out of 587 sailings from 

.South Whites ports during a certain period in 1873 there were 7 casualties, or about 1‘19 percent. ; whilst during tlie 
corresponding period of 1874, out of 5S!) sailings there were 10 casualties, or 1'7 per cent. _

During the period in 1S73, out of 1,133 vessels which sailed from tho United Kingdom there were 23 casualties 
from heating, or about 2 per cent. ; whilst in the period of 1874, out of 1,240 sailings there were 50 casualties, or about 
4 per cent.

Mr. Rundell attributed the increase in the number of casualties between 1873 and 1874 partially to the operation of 
tlie Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1872.

(Discussion continued in Part III, Vol. xxv.)
Captain Scott mentioned o curious case of combustion which occurred onboard a ship laden with small gas coal. 

She went out apparently safe, hut when tbe cargo was being discharged there was found under the hatchway a quantity' of 
coke from 2 feet to IS inches iu thickness, and on going through this they came to an immense cavern with a heap of ashes 
at the bottom. * ......

The President (Mr. Lindsay Wood) considered that wherever wood was in contact rrith com , ailntd very considerably 
to the danger of spontaneous combustion.

Note Tho discussion, though extremely interesting, is practically superseded by tho report of the English Royal 
Commission, the evidence before that Commission containing much of the information elicited during the discussion.

(31.) “British Columbia Miniug Record," October, 1890, Vol. n., No. 10.
A brief reference is made to a coal loading appliance erected by Messrs, Duusmuir amt Sons, at their Wellington 

Wharves, Canada. The eoal is carried from the hopper by means of an endless apron to a heavy telescopic tube, of four 
pieces, which it is said can ho contracted or extended by the man in charge. As the tube gets filled up, the bottom section 
is slightly raised, allowing the coal to fall gently out. An engine of 25 h.p. is employed to manipulate the machine, but 
the amount of power actually used rarely exceeds 10 h.p. Only one man is required to work the machine, which is 
controlled entirely by the movement of three levers, located on a bridge commanding a clear view of the operations, 
'Further tests of the machine were to be made.
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LIST OF WITNESSES EXAMINED.
Barfield, Captain William, ship-master.......................................................................................................................................... .
Bccston, John D., shipping manager.................................................................................................................................................
Bertram, Augustus, inspector, Marine Board, Newcastle.................................................................................................

Bewick, George, shipping manager, fee...........................................................................................................................................
Binncy, Frederick W., secretary, Newcastle-Wallscnd Con! Company...............................................................

Brooks, Thomas, surveyor, London Lloyds .......................... ....................................................................................................
Brown, Hon, Alexander, M.L.C., colliery proprietor ......................................................................................................

Brown, John, colliery proprietor ....................................................................................................................................................

Buhl, Robert A., stevedore....................................................................................................................................................................
Burke, Thomas, trimmer.........................................................................................................................................................................
Bush, Thomas James, gas engineer....................................................................................................................................................
Chadwick, Benjamin, secretary, Pacific Co-operative Coal Company ...................................................................

Chapman, Edward S., insurance agent..........................................................................................................................................

Cremor, William II., trimmer .........................................................................................................................................................
Cross, Captain Herbert R., chairman, Newcastle Marine Board, fee.....................................................................

Crondaco, Thomas, general manager, Scottish Australian Mining Company ...........................................

Danvers, Charles, insurance manager...............................................................................................................................................
Barley, Cecil W., Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works......................................................................................................
Dixon, John, Government Examiner of Coal Fields...........................................................................................................
Dixon, William G., insurance manager........................................................................................................................................
Firth, William A., secretary, Southern Coal Owners’ Agency......................................................................................

Ford, Henry, stevedore............................................................................................................................................... .............................
Gallnghan, James, stevedore ...............................................................................................................................................................
Gardiner, Archibald, Lecturer on Mine Surveying, Technical College, Newcastle ......................................

Gibb, William A., insurance manager ........................................................................................................................................
Gregson, Jesse, general superintendent, Australian Agricultural Company......................................................

Harper, Henry, mining ongi no ..............................................................................................................................................
Hewison, George, shipping and commission agent................................................................................................................
Hixson, Captain Francis, President of the Marine Board of New South, Wales..........................................

Hutchinson, James S-, secretary, Hetton Coal Company...............................................................................................
Hyde, John M., shipping and colliery agent ...........................................................................................................................
Kerr, Thomas, secretary, Metropolitan Coal Company....................................................................................................

Laidlcy, Shepheard E,, general manager, Co-operative Colliery................................................................................
Laidman, Captain Thomas, marine surveyor, Sydney Underwriters’ Association ......................................
Logan, William R., late Sub-collector of Customs, Newcastle ...............................................................................
M'Glew, Charles T., coal and general merchant....................................................................................................................

M'Lachlan, Hugh, Secretary for Railways ..............................................................................................................................
M'Neil, William, stevedore..................................................................................................................................................................
Marsdcn, William, stevedore ...........................................................................................................................................................

May, Jonathan, Lecturer on Coal Mining, Technical College, Newcastle................................ .........................
Mcaden, Nicholas, Fleet Engineer in the Royal Navy ....................................................................................................
Mitchell, Leslie R., insurance manager.......................................................................................................................................
Ossinger, William F., mate of tho “Ellen A. Road”.........................................................................................................
O’Sullivan, John, stevedore..................................................................................................................................................................
Pnrkhill, Captain, ship-master ........................................................................................................................................................

Perry, Captain Robert C., ship-master.......................................................................................................................................
Porter, Captain Harding, ship-master ........................................................................................................................................
Price, John, trimmer.................................................................................................................................................................................

Reed, John, screen overseer, Wallsend Colliery ................................................................................................................
Hobertsou, James R. hi,, mining engineer ..............................................................................................................................
Robinson, Augustus F., merchant and Lloyd’s Agent for Sydney ..........................................................................

Ross, Alexander, jun.. manager, Wallscnd Colliery .........................................................................................................
Rowsell, William H., insurance manager.............................................................. ..................................................................
Boyle, Charles J,, insurance agent..................................................................................................................................................
Russell, James, general contractor (contractor for cranes) ..........................................................................................
Sharp, William B., general merchant and shipping agent...........................................................................................

Smith, Samuel Hague, insurance manager ..............................................................................................................................
Stokes, Charles F., shipping agent, fee..........................................................................................................................................
Storey, James Henry, shipping and insurance agent.........................................................................................................
Thow, William, Chief Mechanical Engineer for Railways .........................................................................................

Tinloy, Thomas M., insurance manager ...................................................................................................................................
Wallace, Alan, shipping agent, fee...................................................................................................................................................
Watters, Thomas J,, insurance manager ...................................................................................................................................
Welch, J. St, Vincent, insurance manager .............................................................................................................................
West, Richard, foreman trimmer .................................................................................................................................................
Whittaker, John, trimmer .................................................................................................................................................................

Williams, Captain David, shipping manager ........................................................................................................................
Williams, Captain Thomas, ship-master ...................................................................................................................................
Wyeherly, George, trimmer.................................................................................................................................................................
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ROYAL COMMISSION TO INQUIRE INTO THE CAUSE OF THE DANGERS TO 
WHICH VESSELS CARRYING COAL ARE SAID TO BE PECULIARLY LIABLE, 
AND AS TO THE BEST MEANS THAT CAN BE ADOPTED FOR REMOVING 
OR LESSENING THE SAME. '

MINUTES OE EYIDENCE.

TJIUnSBAT, 27 AUGUST, 1S9C.

[The Commission met at 2.80 p.m., at the Ztnivcrsity.]

Uixstnt:—
PROFESSOR RICHARD THRELFALL, M.A., President;

And EDWARD FISHER. PITTMAN, Esq., A.R.S.M.

Captain Francis Hixson examined:—■
1. President.] You are the President of the Marine Board? Yes. Captain
2. How long have you held that position ? Since the inception of the Board in 1S71. E. Hixaon.
8. Were you connected with the marine service before that ? Yes ; as far hack as 1S03. /-—-a-—v
4. During that time, you have known of ships laden with coal which have left the Port of Newcastle 27 Aug., 1S9G. 
and which have never afterwards been beard of ? Yes ; between tho years 18SS and 1896, about 31 coal
laden vessels, out of 3,221. which sailed from Newcastle, were never afterwards heard of. In the year 1889, a
vessel named the “ Pacific Slopeleft Sydney for Shanghai, with 1.119 tons of coal, and was never after
wards heard of. These are tlie only ships 1 know of as missing. .
?• "^"as an3r inquiry hekHn respect to cither of those ships ? In most cases inquiries were held, hut no 
information could be elicited to account for the loss—whether from the coal cargoes or from the ordinary 
perns of the sea. All that can be reported in such cases is, as to the seaworthiness of the vessels at the port 
of departure. A vessel named the “ Grirvan ” left Newcastle within the years mentioned, and was lost in 
consequence of the shifting of her cargo. The crew were saved, and landed at Norfolk Island.
6. It was clearly proved that the coal had shifted ? Yes; the crew were saved when the vessel was on 
her broadside and gradually sinking. It was during heavy weather.
7. AV as that loss the subject of inquiry ? Yes,
5. Can the evidence be obtained from your office ? Yes.
9. Ho you know of any other cases of ships which have been known to sink through the shifting of the 
coal cargo r Tnat is the only case on record.
10. Is there any means of inspecting the trimming of the vessels as regards their coal cargoes? Yes; 
the ships are usually inspected by officers of insurance companies, and by an officer of the Marine Board, 
but the whole process of loading and trimming is not supervised.
11. It is possible, then, for a fanlf; iu trimming to escape attention ? Yes, by the means that have hitherto 
been m existence.
12. There is no complete system of inspection? No; not during the whole process of trimming. The 
custom of the service is for the captain or one of his mates to he in attendance to see that the trimming is 
properly done. It is, perhaps, more important than anything else to the ship master and all concerned 
to see to tine, not only for the safety o£ the vessel, but for her sailing qualities and iitness to encounter 
had weather.
13. Those who inspect the ships are then, first, one of the ship’s officers ; secondly, an officer belonging
to an insurance company; and thirdly, an inspector of the Marine Board? Yes; the inspectors of 
shipping are constantly about watching to seo bow the work is going on, but they do not stand by one 
ship and see tho whole of the loading. J
14. Is it necessary to use any special precaution in trimming the eoal? I think great care should be 
exercised, and where possible shifting-boards should be used. Shifting-boards are often used both here 
and m England, but there is no law necessitating their use. ~Wa have lately been in correspondence with

io J5oarci oi Irade m tngland on the subject, and they tell us there are no regulations as to the compulsory 
use oi Bimtmg-boards tor coal cargoes. a ^
15. I understand a shifting-board is one that runs fore and aft of the vessel ? Yes; for preventing the 
coal on ono side getting to the other.
10. In your opinion, would it be desirable that legislation should enforce the use of such hoards ? AYc 
have lately had complaints from English shipowners about the supervision exercised in this Colony to 
which ships are not subjected in England. They state they comply with all requirements at the port 
of departure, and think it hard they should be interfered with at a place to which the ship does not 
properly belong. i

3—M 17.
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Captain 17, They think that if the officers, whose lives depend upon the safety of the ship, sec that the work is 
F. Hixson. proper]y done, it is causing unnecessary trouble to have Government supervision ? That is practically it. 

ovT -^eJ complain of being put to inconvenience and expense at mere visiting ports. Most of the ships wc
“ ‘have referred to are Englisli owned—very few are foreign-owned, and. very few actually belong to the

Colony. ... ,
IS. ]t might not be possible to enforce regulations on foreign-owned ships? iSo ; we do not possess tho 
power to do so, except in tho case of overloading. If a foreign vessel is considered dangerous, we do 
not refer to the shipping company, but to tbe Consul for the country hr which the ship belongs-but 
there is power under the Navigation Acts to insist that a vessel shall be in a seaworthy condition before 
leaving, so far as overloading is concerned.
19. You would not be prepared to recommend that any legislative interference be brought to hear upon
the question of trimming? I should prefer, in place of our taking the lead here, to follow what is done 
in the old country, where, although our experience is great, theirs is of course much larger. _
20. Mr. Pittman.'] You were saying that there is an officer of the Marine Board who watches the loading
of ships at Newcastle; docs he take any responsibility in the matter if he saw the trimming^ being 
carried out in what he conceived was not a safe way, would lie interfere? Certainly, but his duties are 
principally concerned in seeing that the vessel is not overloaded so far ns her marks are concerned. 
Each vessel has what is called the “ Plimsoll mark,” and the main supervision is to see that she is not 
overloaded. 'Wc infer that all the interior work of the ship—the details of loading—arc better performed 
by the master and officers, than by any Government interferenee. .
21. Can you say that it has frequently happened that officers have had to draw attention to what was
considered improper trimming of coal cargoes ? 1 could not say very much on that subject, I know, as a
rule, that any suggestion or objections made by Marine Board officers to the masters of vessels are 
invariably attended to. - , .
22. Have you any knowledge or experience in connection with the work at the hydraulic cranes ? 1 have
none. .
23. Can vou tell me who is responsible for that work ? The cranes belong to tbe Bailway Depart
ment, but there is a contractor to whom the letting and working of the cranes is actually given over by 
the authorities. ,

■ 2i. You cannot say for certain whether Ihe Department exercises any supervision over them ? I do not
think there is any supervision, I think the contractor is bound to keep the plant in order. His object 
is to effect quick dispatch. _ ...
25. Tlie thirty-one vessels which you mentioned as never having been reported to arrive at their destina
tions between the years 188S and 1896, do not include any cases where the fate of the.vessels has been 
actually known ? No. ■ .
26. President.] Will you tell us what you know of fires that have occurred on coal laden ships ? The 
latest experience, perhaps, is that of the “ Ellen A. Bead.”
27. That ship, I understand, was bound for Manila? I think it likely. She was discovered to be 
on fire a day or two out from Newcastle, and made towards Sydney. We had a message from Broken 
Bay to say there was a ship on fire making her way to Sydney. We sent tlie pilot ship, “ Captain Cook,

■ which is fitted with fire appliances, and as soon as possible she got to work and put the fire out, by 
cutting up the deck in two or three places, and throwing down large quantities of water. _ _
28. Was any inquiry heid in that case? No; she, was a foreign vessel. We do not hold inquiries 
in eases of foreign vessels. The captain told me he obtained his coal from different collieries at 
Newcastle. It was just prior to the strike that lately occurred. He managed to scramble together a 
cargo, but could not tell me from what mines.
29. Did you learn whore the fire broke out first on hoard the “Ellen A. Bead”? Yes; on thc_ surface,
near the main hatchway, Tlie coal was nearly up to the deck, and the only means of getting at it was by 
breaking up the deck. The decks were a good deal injured, but otherwise the vessel was not seriously 
affected. _
30. Did it come within your knowledge how the fire broke out, or was suspected to have broken out ?

1 The captain could not tell any more than that tho fire had broken out.
31. It has been suggested to me that in some eases the coal trimmers leave their candles jn.such a 
position amongst the coal that it is very difficult for them to get at tlie candles afterwards to extinguish 
them, and they do occasionally leave them actually alight to burn out themselves ;—have you ever heard 
of that ? I have not had any actual experience of it, but I can quite understand such a tiling happening. 
There are certain portions of the vessel where it is necessary to have light, and it is very possible that 
lights may be left, negligently, burning. Officers of the ship should certainly he on the look out for that.
32. Have you had experience of any other fires in coal cargoes ? There was a vessel called tho “ Knight
of St. Michael ” that put into Sydney lately from Newcastle, with her cargo heated. It did not actually 
catch fire, hut the captain found the cargo so hot that he bore up for Sydney, and the coal was taken out 
of the ship without any great damage being done. _
33. Did you hold any inquiry in the matter? No : the ship was placed in the hands of certain surveyors
here, who advised in the case, and by their directions tho cargo was taken out, ^ _
34. You can give us no further information about the “ Knight of St. Michael ?” No ; I cannot give
you any positive information. _ .
35. tind there was no inquiry ? No ; the Marine Board does not hold inquiries unless there is serious 
damage to a ship or loss of life has been occasioned.
36. Are there any other instances you know of? There was a German barque, called the “ Argo,” on
board of which, in the year 1893, there was a very serious explosion. There was loss of life in that case, 
and a Coroner’s inquest was held. This being a German vessel, and although seriously damaged, we had no 
jurisdiction to hold an inquiry, _
37. Can the evidence of the Coroner’s inquest be obtained ? I presume the Coroner can supply it.
38. Tlie accident, I believe, occurred in Sydney Harbour ? Yes.
39. There was no evidence collected except that taken at the inquest ? No. _
40. Do you know of any other cases ? There was the case of the schooner “ Prosperity,” on which a 
serious explosion occurred, and some people were injured a good deal.
41. How long is that ago ? In 1895, The vessel was lying in Woolloomooloo Bay, and she had only
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had her cargo on board a short time. The explosion occurred, as they mostly do, unexpectedly, whilst 
the captain was being rowed towards tbe vessel, Tvbmh he was about to take to sea. "Wo held a partial 
inquiry into this ease, and we found that the vessel's hatches were on, with the exception of what is 
known as the booby hatch, a small hatch in the fore part of the vessel. The explosion occurred just 
about daylight, There had been an anchor light hoisted, and there was a tendency to believe that when 
this light was brought down on deck and taken to the galley and blown out tho explosion occurred. "We 
could not positively prove this, in consequence of the injured men not being able to give evidence for 
some weeks, and eventually they disappeared, and we could not find them. They were taken to the 
hospital, and when discharged we could not trace them. They were invited to come and give evidence. 
J believe in this case the gas must have come out of the booby hatcb, and there must have been a train 
of gas to the galley; and when tho lantern containing the light was opened 1 am inclined to think the 
train was fired. The vessel was head to wind, and the booby hatch was under the top-gallant forecastle, 
‘it!. Can you give us any idea as to the distance from tho galley to the booby hatch? About 10 to 15 
feet, 1
4:1. That would be a great distance for a train to form ? Yes ; but 1 speak without having any scientific 
knowledge on the matter. That was my common-sense view’ of tlie occurrence.
44, I)o you think the men did not wish to give evidence ? T am rather inclined to think so. ■
45. .1.jinny take it, in regard to the case of tlie “Prosperity,” there is no information to be obtained ? Yes.
dti. You can assure us that your inquiry was so unsatisfactory that it is not worth while for us to go into 
tlie evidence obtained? I think not. ' "
47. Are there any other cases within your recollection ? As far as my personal experience is concerned
.1 do not remember any more. There was a case 1 ivould like to bring to the notice of the Commission.
That was of a British barque, called the “ Republic,” which loaded from Ycwcastle some time ago. She 
carried a large quantity of coal—nearly 4,000 tons—and was a, long time on the voyage. 1 imagine tlie 
greater the cargo and tlie longer tho voyage tlie more the danger.
4S. Prom spontaneous combustion ? Yes, or heating. The cases of the “ Argo” and “ Prosperity” were, 
however, peculiar, inasmuch as the explosions took place soon after the eoal had been put into tbe vessels. 
In the ease of tbe “Republic” all went well for a considorable'time, and then the captain found the cargo 
was heated.
4!). Was there an inquiry held ? Yes, at San Francisco. There appear to he two opinions as to tlie 
treatment to prevent these explosions. The one approves smothering the cargo as much as possible; 
the other advocates very strongly extreme ventilation. In the case of the British barque “Republic” it 
almost looks, from reading the evidence, that if the smothering process had been adopted, the fire would 
liavo been kept under much longer than it; was. They actually dug into the cargo and stirred it up, and 
provided all sorts of means whereby the air could be supplied. It seems as if the stops taken to put the 
fire out made matters worse. ■
50. Bid they not begin to stir the cargo about until the fire had broken out? They began to stir tho 
cargo when heat was discovered. They jettisoned about 30 tons of coal because of tbe heat. When they 
pumped water down, the smoko became so intense the men had to abandon their work.
51. Tlie fire actually broke out then when they began to stir up the coal ? Quite so.
5-. Is the evidence very complete upon this point ? I do not know whether it is very complete. The 
report of the inquiry was sent out to us by the Board of Trade.
53. Of England ? Yes : it was held by the British Consul in San Francisco, and the Board of Trade, in 
accordance with custom, and in response to our application to be furnished with all information, sent the 
report.
54. Is it printed? It is typewritten, and I can supply you with a copy,
55. Have you recollection of any other such cases r I do not remember any more information that I can 
give you just noiv.
50. Nr. JE'ittman.'] The two vessels—the “ Argo ” and “ Prosperity ”—were, I think, loaded with different 
coal altogether to the other vessels referred to—the coal was from the soutli ? Yes.
57. Coal known to contain a great deal of occluded gas ? They were coals received in Sydney from one 
of tbe southern mines. ” "
5S, I think it is a well-known fact that the particular mine from which those two eoal cargoes came Is 
known to be a fiery mine, in which safety lamps are used? I understand that is the ease. Tho coal is 
very excellent, but very troublesome.
5!). In the ease ot the vessels which you mentioned as having disappeared, and which were never heard of 
after their departure, I understand the coal cargoes were from Newcastle? Yes.
00. "Where, so far as you know, there aro no mines in which explosive gases are so common as to 
necessitate extra precaution ? It; was thought so. It is only during the last two or three years that we 
have had a, suspicion of Newcastle eoal. The two cases—-the “ Knight of St. Michael ” and tho “ Ellen 
A. Road”- are quite recent ones from Newcastle.
(!I. Yhu would distinguish, would you not, between the two cases—one where heat is produced, and 
explosion iu tho other ? Yes, I think there is a difference.
54- J*resident.] Have you formed any idea as to why it is only within recent years that this trouble has 
arisen ? I have no scientific knowledge of oollieries, but I have a vague opinion that the further you 
penetrate into the earth, tho more the gases are found in the coal.
ti3. "Bo you consider that the trouble has arisen from a change in the quality of the coal, or n change in 
the manner of loading it into the ship, or in the treating of it while on'the ship? I could not say, but, 
of course, latterly tho trade has increased ; there is more coal handled aud more liability of explosions.
54. Perhaps it is not loaded so carefully ? I have heard it remarked that in tho loading by tbe hydraulic 
cranes all that is thought of ia speed, and tho eoal is dropped from a great height.
(15. You have soon yourself that the coal is roughly handled ? Yes, they put it in as fast as they can,
11 is a matter of expedition, as far as I can see. The eoal does, in some instances, fall from a great height, 
(if). Have you seen this yourself, or is it what you have heard? I have seen the coal dropped from a 
good height. It is lifted up high enough to get over all the impedimenta of the ship, and then swung 
round.
67. How far do you think it drops ? The larger the ship the deeper the fall. In some cases 2t5 to 30 
feet, or even more than that. Sometimes it would drop from tbe top of the crane to the bottom of the 
hold, but. of course, the drop becomes less as the vessel is filled. 6S.

Captain 
F. Hixao'j,

27 Aug, 1896.
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Captain 6S. Would it bo possible, in vour opinion, to adopt some measure which would, reduce the smashing of the 
F. Hixson. coai p,y falling from a great height, and which would not, at the same time, be commercially impossible
,---- - or MCount of expense ? I am afraid the only way to do it would be to lower the coal until it is level with

27 Aug , 1S96, tjie tut that would take up some time.
69. Would it take twice as long:1 Yes; I should think it would double the time. There would be the
time taken up in lowering, and also in raising afterwards. . „ • r
70. We mav understand from you that tbe prevention of the evils which may occur from the dropping of 
the coal—supposing evils do so occur—would ho a source of expense ? I think so.
71. It would, perhaps, double tbe expense of loading the coal? It would, certainly, increase it very

72 Is it^ever the custom to load coal by pouring it through shoots into the hold of tlie ship? That 
practice is pretty well abolished. It used to prevail at Newcastle. There were several shoots there, but 
I do not think it prevails to so great an extent at the present time. The Australasian Steam Navigation 
Company at one time had shoots. From my knowledge of Newcastle, which I only visit occasionally, I 
think the custom of shooting the coal into the vessels is now almost obsolete. _
73. Have yon any idea as to the reason why it has become obsolete ? The coal had to be taken to a high 
level for the purpose. Nowr it is run along a rail and hoisted at the ship’s side.
74. It is, iu your opinion, to save expense that tho method of shooting has been abolished? Yes; and to 
secure expedition. The present hydraulic cranes take up 7 or 8 tons, or even more than that, in a single

75. How long ago is it since the practice of loading through slioois was abandoned? It has been 
«radually broutrht about since the extension of the Bullock Island works at Newcastle.
76. from about what date? About twenty years ago, or more. The works at Bullock Island have
increased gradually, and the other places have become superseded. What now is the general cargo wharf 
at Newcastle was the place where all the coal used to be shipped. , ,
77. I wish to obtain an idea as to whether it would be possible to connect the recent calamities to coal
laden ships with some specific change in the method of loading or otherwise of handling the coalam I to 
understand that the shoots have boon abolished so long that that would not explain the difficulty ? I do 
not think the different mode of shipping the coal has had much to do with tbe explosions.
7S You do not know of auv specific change in tho method of handling tho coal during tho last two or 
three years ? Between the years 1888 aud 1896 it has all been handled tbe same way, or, if not all, tbe

79. Since when have the accidents chiefly begun to occur ? During the last eight years. _ The wharf at 
Bullock Island was commenced about twenty years ago, and that did away with much shooting of the eoal. 
The change is not complete—there is still a little loading done by shoots. .
80. 3£r. PJtimnn.'] There has been a gradual change? Yes. ■
81 President.] If we could connect the cause of the trouble with some change iu the procedure of 
handlin'1' the coal it would he of the greatest importance ? I think the change has been so gradual that I
could not attribute the explosions to it. no -w
82. The greater part of the coal is uow loaded by means ot cranes and dropped into the hold r les. 
sii That was not the case twenty years ago ? No ; but now we ship a very much larger quantity than wo

8-k Pittman.] Do you think it possible that the very large increase of late years in the number of 
ships which have suffered from spontaneous combustion in their coai cargoes may be directly connected 
with the increase in the tonnage of coal carried by the vessels ? To a great extent. _
85. Is it not supposed to be a fact that large cargoes undergo spontaneous combustion or heating more 
frequently than small cargoes ? Certainly. I think tbe larger (he cargo of the ship and the longer the
voyage the greater is the risk. ,,
86. There is a distinct increase in the average of coal cargoes as regards size during the last ten years ?

87. President? It is within your knowledge that the size of ships has increased within the last ten years?
I may say enormously. , ,
88. Is it also within your knowledge that the larger the ship tlie more frequent the accidents, or is that 
merely your impression ? I may state positively that the larger the cargo and the longer the voyage tho
greater tho liability to accident. , .
89. Have you read the report of the English Coal Cargoes Commission? 1. have not.
90. You have not that report in your office? No. ...... ,
91. Is there any further way in which you can assist the Commission ? I do not know now, but if the 
Commission require mo again I shall be glad to give any information I may be in possession of.

[Witness withdrew.]

WEDNESDAY, 2 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
[Thc Commission wet ot 2'30yM)i., nt the Custom Souse, Nciccaslle.]

PROFESSOR RICHARD THRELFALL, M.A., Phesident ;
And EDWARD FISHER PITTMAN, Esq., A.R.S.M.

Mr.
T. Brooks.

2 Sept., 180G.

Mr. Thomas Brooks sworn and examined :—
92. President.] You are the surveyor for London.Lloyds ? Les; for the Port of Newcastle.
oi! How long have you been Lloyds’ surveyor? About ten years. I have been a resident ot Newcastle
for thirty years. .
94. With experience of maritime matters all that time ? les.^
95. You are aware of the object of this inquiry, I presume? Yes. . .
96. Have you had anv particular experience of any combustion or explosion occurring m any ot the
ships which you have had uuder your notice at Newcastle ? Not of combustion, but of beating before 
combustion took place. ' ' ^
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07. Will vou please give ue any information you can as to tho cases which have come before you ? 
During this year two cases came under my notice—tho ship “Morna' and the barque “invcrmay,
both British vessels. - i -
9S. Tjet us take the “ Morna” first ? She received her stiffening coal m Sydney. ,
90. She did not come under your notice during that part of the transaction. iSo; she had already 
received her stiffening coal some three weeks previous to my examination.
100. Can you give us the date of this event? It was on the 27th March, IROfi, when my attention was 
called to her as Lloyds’ surveyor to examine the condition of the cargo while lying in the harbour at

lOl'C\Vhiit did you find? I found that she had a quantity of stiffening coal—between 700 and S00 tons 
—onboard. ]‘was informed that was the amount. The captain called upon me and told me he had 
received instructions from his owners to put tubes down the hatches, so that he could test the temperature
daily on his passage, and while doing so he found the stiffening coal heated. ,
102. Was that with regard to the stiffening coal or the cargo generally? _ The stiffening eoal only, lie 
found the heat so excessive that it caused alarm, and he consequently waited upon me to examine it and 
advise. T did so, and found tlie coal in the way of the main lialch, in the lower hold, in a conical heap,
iust as tumbled down from the baskets. ■ .i- .u
103. The coal was loaded from baskets ? 3'es ; taken in from the coastal steamers. After taking the 
top off the coal f sunk down inio the coal right in the centie of the hatch, about 8 feet, and buried a 
thermometer, and after about fifteen minutes 1 found the temperature 110 degrees.
101. What did you do then ? J tried the after batch in tlie same manner, aud found a temperature oi

laLTnwhich hatch was tbe larger heap? In the main hatch. Tho temperature on deck at the time 
was 7fi degrees Fahrenheit. I then advised the master to discharge the heap out of the main hatch.
lOti. Did he take your advice? Yes. . . . ^ „
107. Your advice was practically a command ? Not necessarily so the advice was carried on- at all 
events. The eoal was taken out right down to the coiling of tho ship.
108 Was if taken out of tho ship ? Les, right in the square of the hatch. There were 120 tons taken out ot 
tho main hatch. The coal was dug into at each end and the thermometer buried, and 1 found the
temperature there normal. . , , , , . n
109. After 120 tons had been taken out, the remainder had a normal temperature, les; J tested tlio
coal at both ends and on each side, and found the temperature was normal.
110. What do you call normal ? The same as on deck—76 degrees. This clearly indicated the heat was 
all in the square of the hatch, where it was all very small coal and dust—absolutely dust.
111. You noticed that? Yes : not only dust, but excessively moist.
112. Did you notice whether the coal ui the wings and fore and aft was smaller or larger coai f Much
larger coal. The small and dust seemed to accumulate iu tlio cone in the square of the hatch. ^ .
ll£ t]ie coni dropped irom a considerable height in loading from baskets ? Yes ; 1 should llmik it 
was coal dropped from a coastal steamer about 25 to 30 feet out of the baskets.
114. Do you know what coal it was ? ft was 3V allsend coal. ... ,i
1 ] 5. You know, as a matter of fact, that it was Wallsend coal ? Yes ; 1 invited the shippiug.managcr ot the 
Wallscnd Coai Co. to visit the ship with me, and 1 pointed out to him the small coal and dust that existed.
116. He went with you ? 3'es.
117. What is his name? Captain Cross. _
118. The Chairman of the Marine Board? Yes.
119. 3Vas the small coal caked at all where the heap was hot? There was a slight tendency to cake.
There was a smoke or vapour escaping from the fissures of the coal when wo sunk down, in several places, 
like the smoke coming from a cigar. .
120. 3Vhat about tbe after hatch ? That was somewhat similar, but the temperature was not so great.
121. AV'asfhe high temperature confined to the square of the hatch? Solely, and in the midst of tlio
small coal. ' _ o -i-
122. It is essential to take the temperature right in the middle of the cone. les, ^
1221. The spot at which the temperature was highest was tho spot where the coal was finest ? Yes : 
conclusion 1 came Io was that it was the continual dumping of one basket-full on top of the other, 
the accumulation of small coal and dust that created the heat. , ^
123. Did you move the cargo out of the after hatch ? 3Vhen I tested the temperature on deck it was /S
degrees, aud 83 degrees in the coal. „ , , . . JT
124. That was not a very serious rise ? Not very, in view of the heating m the mam hatch, but wc 
thought it best to be on the safe side, and 120 tons were moved out of the square of the after hatch.
123.'ifr. P/ttmon.] The same as out of the main batch? 3'es, about that; aud the temperature was
reduced to the same as on deck. .
126. Prcsirfen/.] That concludes tlie story of tho “ Morna ”? Yes ; so far as the coal is concerned.
127. Did she reload with coal ? Yes ; with IVallsend coal.
128. And did she arrive safely at her destination ? Yes. . t ,
129. 3VilI you kindly give us the information with regard to tlie “ Invermay’'? She also received her
stiffening in Sydney. ,
130. Of what coai ? 3\Tallscnd Company’s eoal—in two hatches, the mam and fore hatch. _
131. 3Vhat was the dato she arrived here ? The day I first visited her was the 10th April. She received
her stiffening coal of between 500 and 600 tons in Sydney, but L am not quite certain as to the quantity. 
The captain was alarmed at the heat of the coal when sinking tho tubes for taking tbe temperature. He 
thought it was too hot, and J was called upon to advise. The temperature 1 took that day was 85 degrees, 
after3sinking into the coal as quickly as possible before the heat could escape. _
132. Uow did you sink? By nien with shovels, in about a quarter of an hour, and buried the 
thermometer in the face of the coal each side of the hold, and covered it up. 1 found the temperature 
98 degrees.
333. Mr. Piltman.'] In the main hatch? 3'es ; and in the fore hatch ihe temperature was only 86 degrees. 
That was pretty well normal. 3Ve did nothing with the coal in the fore hatch, considering it was all 
right. In the main hatch about 100 tons were taken out—just this cone was removed,
134. President.] 3Vas this also finely crumbled and powdered? 3'es,

Mr.
Brooke. 

Sept., 1896.

tlie
and

135.
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T. Uro'oks. Yes; in both ships I droTe iron rods down, in addition to the sinkinp, and allowed
)—them to remain for about twelve or fourteen hours. Three feet from tbe ceiling or skin of the ship the 

2 Sept., 1896, temperature was normal. About 6 feet up the temperature was quite up to that indicated bv the iher- 
1 inoineter, as far as we could tell. "

136. Three feet from the skin means 3 feet up from the bottom of the ship? Tes.
137. "VV hen you drew out the rods, did you lower the thermometer? iS’o ; wc knew the temperature 
only by feeling the rods.

i 'V*re.e the bottom the temperature was normal ? Yes ; and about G feet up the rods were
much heated and damp. Three feet above that it was normal again. The heat was in the centre of the 
heap.
139 Mr. How much coal was taken out of the l: Invermay”? There were only 72 tons
discharged.
140. 1 resident^ Did anything further ballpen subsequent to her reloading and going away ? The 
master was quite satisfied when this was taken out. The coal was tested each side of the square of the 
hatch, ana the ship went on with her loading and arrived safely at her destination.
141. With what eoal did she load ? The Wallsend Company’s'.
142. Are there any other cases you can inform us about ? No.
143. Have you formed any idea as to the cause of the heating? I have.
144. ̂ 'Will you favour the Commission with your opinion ? 1 have a theory which to my mind should be 
carried into practice. Inthe first place, 3. think tho eoal should rot be loaded into the ship wdthm ten or 
tvielvc hours aftpr coming out of the mine. I think it should remain in the waggons for a time to allow 
the gases to escape. In the second place, I tkiuk some means can be devised, and very simply, to prevent 
the great breakage,
145. That would also have the advantage of increasing tho value of the coal ? Of course. 3t can easilv 
be done by an appliance to prevent the accumulation of smalls and dust in the square of the hatches. '
146. _ Can you suggest any appliance ? You can use coal-distributors to prevent coal-dumpint* in one 
particular spot, and let it run away.
14/, That would lead to some extra expense in loading? I do not Ihink so.
14S. Would you be prepared to propose a plan that stevedores or trimmers could carry out ? There are 
conveniences in existence now, if they will only use them.
149. Which of these appliances would bo the most suitable ? 3 have only seen one. They are all so 
simple, with a view to prevent the coal being dumped down contiuuously from 7-ton waggons in one spol. 
loO. It would cost more to trim if loaded iu that way ? 1 do not Ihink so. I do not think it would cost
the trimmer more. .The Commissioners for Hallways let a contract for the shipment of coal, and the con
tractor s object is to get rid of it as soon as he can. The trimmers have a contract, and their object also 
is to get rid of it as soon as they can. ’
151. The trimmers arc not connected with the shipping contractors in any way? No. A waggon with
7 or 8 tons of coal is hoisted, and the coal dumped down in the middle of the hatch, one waggonful after 
another. The trimmer comes along and takes the big lumps of coal away, and leaves the small coal in the 
square of the hatch. When the coal is dropped into the bottom of tho ship, if it cannot run away here, 
there, and everywhere, you will always have this accumulation of dust, and while that exists there will be 
nre. If they want to save the reputation of the coal trade they must adopt some means of distribuLinir 
the coal properly. b
152. Mr. Pittman^} If it took longer to ship the eoal when a distributor was used the contractor would
want a mgher price ? If there was a proper distributor fixed the coal contractors could ship as quickly 
as they do now. J

153. President^] You consider it is the business of tbe colliery-owners to see that tho cargo is stowed 
properly. It is theirjdace to see their commodity is landed in good order and condition.
154. Mr, Pitiman.] \ou have no doubt coal could be shipped as quickly ? It might cost a half-penuy a 
ton more, but what is that compared to the loss of a ship and of lives,
155. President.'] Would it take much longer to load? No ; it could be done just as quickly.
loG. As the Hail way Commissioners own the cranes, might they not insist on the ships being loaded with 
proper appliances. They would have to include trimming also, because trimming is the important point, 

[111,
You consider the trimming is even more important than proper loading, to avoid the dumpin''? 

Ihe whole thing is in tho trimming. The stevedore or trimmer should be compelled to have proper appli
ances to distribute the coal to prevent it being dumped in one place. The Hailway Commissioners finish 
tneir part when they deliver the coal over the ship’s hatch.
ISA Have you known of any system of ventilation being adopted iu the hulls of the ships ? Most modern 
ships have surface ventilation, which is the only useful method.
159. It is not customary to provide any other than surface ventilation? No; none of the ships 
leaving this port have other than surface ventilation. I think it would he a source of danger. Hrom wv 
experience, the tubes for taking tlie temperature do not indicate the true temperature within 5 to IU 
degrees.
160. On what do you base that opinion. Experience, inthe “Morna” the tubes gave 10 donrees less
than in the middle of the coal. b D
161. Mr. Pittman^] Do not the tubes go down the sides of the hatchway? fn the after part. The
master puts the tubes at tho end of the hatch for convenience sake. They cannot be put in the centre. 
1G2. Presuleni] Arc accidents inore frequent iu large ships than in small ones ? Decidedly so ; the 
arger the ship the greater the risk. Twenty years ago, when we had small ships, wo never heard of 

these things. 1
1G3. The increase iu tho sine of the ships is, then, in your opinion, the cause of the increase in the trouble ? 
les; tnc larger capacity of the ships. ‘
164. Do you think that is sufficient to account for it ? Yes.
165 Do you know, as a matter of fact, that the larger the ship the more likely tho cargo is to heat0 
Ikat is my confirmed opinion. j

166. Is it your experience? Yes, also.
167. Have you noticed any greater tendency to fire on the part of one coal than another ? I do not think

there
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there is any difference. If tbe coal is shipped large it will keep well. _ Some eoal when dropped wiU ^ ■Broo]{3t 
easily crnmble to pieces, and I think that coal, is most dangerous which is easily reduced to powder. I 
have a strong opinion, also, that coal should not he loaded in excessively wet weather. 3 Sept., 1896.
16h. Is that based on experience ? Yes. ' _ ,
1G9. Have you known that cargoes loaded in wet weather have been particularly liable to spontaneous 
combustion P I cannot single out one particular cargo, but, where moisture exists, fire is more easily 
created. ' ,
170. All coal contains a certain percentage of moisture? I admit that. Modern ships now have veiy
large hatches, about 12 feet wide by 15 to 20 feet long. We may havo a downpour of rain, but the coal con
tinues to be loaded and tlie hatches are kept open. It tends, to my mind, to create heat, always having 
in view the large accumulation of small coal that exists in the square of the hatch, ^ ,
171. That is your impression—you have no direct knowledge that such is the case? No ; except in the 
caso of tho “ Morna,” She loaded the stiffening eoal in Sydney in ivet weather.
172. Hid the “ Invermay” load in dry weather P I think so. .
173. Mr. Pittman.'] You said that vou thought it advisable that coal should staud for some tune before
being loaded, so that the gases might escape ;—have you any knowledge that gases do escape from New
castle coal wdien standing? There are gases, more or less, in all coals, and you find the gas oozing out m 
a mine before the coal is won. _
174. In the Newcastle mines ? Yes, in several of the mines in the district.
175. Bo they use safety lamps ? No ; it is not sufficient to require that.
17G. President.] It has been suggested to us that the hatches of ships might he made large enough to 
lower the waggons right down into the hold—in your opinion, would that ho of advantage? It would be 
to a certain extent, but the expense of converting ships’ hatches would he prohibitory, and ships’hatches 
would require fohe specially constructed for loading by the method of lowering the waggons into the 
hold. The main hatches of modern vessels are large enough to allow of this being done.
177, It would not prove a complete cure of the evil? No. _ .
178. It lias been pointed out that there is sometimes a large quantity of fine coal in the waggon before it
is emptied into the ship, so that the fine coal is not always formed from the dumping into the hold ? No ; 
it comes from passing over the shoots, and the friction of traction.
17!). Is it a custom, do you know, to intentionally load small coal iu the bottom of the trucks? No ; I 
believe it is the desire of the proprietors to load good coal. _ .
180. Mr. Pittman.] You are not familiar with Sponcer’s distributor? I have seen it once or twice. It
works wry well. It avoids the accumulation of dust in the hatch. If you get over that point you will 
solve tlie problem.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. A. Bertram sworn and examined :—
Mr.

A. Bertram.
181. President.] What is your name ? Augustus Bertram.
182. And your profession or business ? Shipping Inspector to the Local Marine Board,
183. How long have you been in that position? Nineteen years the 1st of next month. _
ISt. Hoes your duty include the watching of the loading of ships with coal ? No ; it has nothing to do- eP •> ■
with that. It is simply to inspect the ships’ equipments, and see that they are not overloaded.
185. Are there officers of your Uepartmont that do watch such loadings? No. _
18G. Ton have merely to seo that the ship is seaworthy? Yes; that her equipments are in good order, 
that she is not overloaded ; and of late years I have been in the habit of inquiring as to her ventilation.
187. Bor all you know, a ship may go to sea with a coal cargo absolutely untrimmed ? So far as I could
swear to. ■
188. It does not come within your duiy to examine into the trimming? No, _
180. Are there any officers whose duty it is to examine into tho trimming of coal ? It is all done by 
private stevedores.
190. It is absolutely left to the stevedores, the captain, and the officers of the ship ? Yes. _
191. Have you had experience of any ships whose coal cargoes have heated ? No; I have never specialty
inspected them. 1 have been aware of one or two lately. I have looked at them casually, hut not as part 
of my business. _
192. Is there any information which you could give to the Commissioners in regard to this inquiry ? _ I
am afraid not in any way. I look, as a rule, when I get aboard a ship, to see if she has any shifting 
hoards, but as far as the trimming is concerned, we have nothing to do with it. _ _
193. Can you insist on the use of shifting-boards ? No. As a rule they are put up. I just note in a
diary whether they have them or not.
191. You have no power to insist on any special appliances being used ? None at all.

[Witness withdrew.] .

Mr. J. Bussell sworn and examined
195. President.] What is your name ? James Bussell.
19G. And your business ? General contractor.
197. You have a contract occasionally for loading at the cranes ? Yes.
198. How long have you been iu that business ? Thirty-seven years. _
199. You have had contracts for loading ships with coal for thirty-seven years ? Yes ; since the cranes
started. _
200. Where does your contract begin ? The Government places the coaL and I hoist it on hoard the ship.
201. The Government delivers you the eoal at the ship’s side,' and you lift it on hoard ? Just 00.
202. You are at liberty to lift it in any way which seems good to you within the means of the cranes ? 
Yes ;■ in the usual way of shipment.
203. Is there any stipulation in the contract as to any particular method of loading? No.
204. You can do as you like? Yes. '
205. The usual method, I believe, is to provide trucks with movable bottoms. The trucks are lifted above 
the hatch, and the coal dropped into the hold ? Yes.
20G. Ho you ever lower the trucks down through the hatch ? Yes; where it is practicable, ^

Mr.
J. Russell.

2 Sept., 1896.
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J. Rua'sell. 7®'’ Tou -flvo to do with tlie trimming of the coal; vour work is done when the coni is put on
hoard? Xo; trimming is a different thing altogether. However, X contract for tlmt too.

2 Sept., 18%. IL ia •'1' nuitter for separate agreement? Tes.
201). Do you usually trim the ships which you load? Very often.
2X0. Your contract for trimming is with the owners or masters of the ships ? Yes.
213. Would it be possible for you to supply us with a list of those ships which you have loaded with 
coal ? Yes. ■ '
212. Would it be very much trouble to prepare such a list ? Xo.
213. Could it also be stated with what coal the ships were loaded ? Yes.

_ 214. It is all filed in your office? Yes ; in the books.
21G, X ou would describe yourself as a stevedore, X presume, would vou not ? Yes.
216. I suppose you arc unable, personally, to superintend each individual loading ? X am always there or
about. ’
217. So that you practically rely on yourself to see that the loading is carried out satisfactorily? Yes. 
21S. A certain amount of evidence has come before us, and an overwhelming amount collected some years 
ago in England, wInch tends to show that the source of spontaneous combustion, and nearly always of 
heat in coal cargoes, is the small coal under the hatchways—is that your experience ? Sometimes ; hut 
how do you account for it when, supposing the running of the coal is from the main hatch down to the 
fore hatch, and the coals are then taken into the fore hatch, and the two ends at the bottom meet and 
are nothing but lumps, and those cuds take fire, and not under the hatch.
219, Have you any evidence of a case iu which a fire has originated among the large coals and not among 
the small ? Yes, "
220- ^ou have definite evidence of fires which originated among the large coal as distinct from the small 
coal ? Yes.
221. In those cases was the coal wet or dry? I could not say.
222. Mr. PiUmav.~\ Is it not a fact that there are master trimmers or stevedores in charge of each 
separate ship ? Yes.
223. In giving ns the list of vessels asked for, could you give us a list of the stevedores in charge of each ? 
.Perhaps X could not do that. I could give you a list of most of them. 1 think 1 can satisfy you as far 
as sliips are concerned that have come to grief.
224. President.] iSupposing, however, we considered it was desirable io reduce the breakage of the coal 
in loading ? I am anxious to do that whenever I can got a chance.
225. Supposing some appliance were adopted to reduce the breakage by dumping, would that increase the 
expense ? Yes ; you would need to make the cranes to apply to that work. The ships that I have lowered 
the waggons into the hold of have had large hatches, both long and wide. The trucks carried 9 or 10 
tons of coal.
226. Is it possible to adopt some means of allowing the coal to slide quickly down into the hold of a ship ? 
les ; I have done it hundreds of times myself. 1 have had a platform like that formed in the centre, 
with arms for the purpose of shifting the coal away.
227. "With what result ? It saves tritnminp:.
22S. Does it save breakage ? 
hold.

_ . It spreads the coal.
There is nothing will save tlie breakage more than lowering down the ship’s

~“'1- T10*' k0 practicable, I presume, to make Ihe waggons very much smaller ? That could be done.
~o0. Would that lead to an increase of expense in the carriage ? Tremendous, not in the carriage, but 
in alterations. D
231. When the rolling-stock is increased, could not smaller trucks be obtained? There is a big difficulty
in the way. There is only one hatch where they could go down. They could not go down the fore and 
aft hatches. ^ J b

232. It would bo practicable to lower the waggons into the main hatch hut not into the fore and after 
hatches ? Yes.
233. Would it he practicable to adopt any loading appliance at the fore hatch which would have the effect
or reducing the breakage of the coal? You could get nothing into the hatch, because the stays go right 
across the hatch. j o o
234. So that yon could do nothing hut use baskets or drop the coal from the deck? Yes.
23o. it would not be practicable to give up loading from the fore hatch? That would put the ship to 
expense by trimming up from the main hatch.
•£.36. Tlie coal does not drop quite so far in falling down the fore balch ? In some cases further, because 
we can loner the waggons down the main hatch.
23/ There is, in your opinion, no way of loading eoal through the fore hatch so as to avoid breakage? 
I\ot with the present appliances that the Government have.
ooo if0 w61’6 aDy lmowu appliances that would enable this* to be done ? I do not know of any.
23.). Mr. 1 ittman.] It would be impossible to use the distributor in the fore hatch ? There is no room 
tor it.
240. President ] Would it cost more to load the coal if such appliances were used ? I believe it would, 
from what 1 have seen.
oto’ w'i/011 113 i111^ ’t'°a mucl1 more ? J believe it would cost from Id. to lid. a ton more.

us l10'v lnuch it costs now to load the eoal—the average price? You are speaking of 
the ti-jmmmg. id
243, ISo; of the contract under which you undertake to load the coal? One pennv and a sixteenth a 
ton, 1 on cannot lose much time at that price. *
_44. Mi. } dtmanT] So that it would add very considerably to the price to use the distributor? Yes; 
more tor the trimming and more for the shipment,
245, Would not the distributor assist in the trimming ? I do not think so.

(•(I The effect of the distributor would be to disperse the coal from the centre towards the sides of tho 
ship, would it not ? To a certain extent.
247. Ihe effect of the distributor is to tend to reduce tho heap in the centre of the hatch, and to cause 
toe coal which would otherwise be in the heap to fall towards the wings ? You would need to put the 
distributor m the wings.
21$. Ihe distributor would tend to cause the coal to move towards1 the wings ? It must be in the wings.

249.
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243. How do you then explain the statement that it would cost more to trim the coal if tho Mr.
distributor were used ? You could only ship a few waggons when you would need to pull this thing up, ^ ®-uaselh 
The coals would not run after half-a-dozen waggons. You would then have to shift the distributor, and o/c~Tk^so« 
take a piece out. . “ f5eP1'’
2o0. That would lead to extra expense? Yes.
251. You have already tried some of these appliances ? Yes.
252. Could you describe any? I have tried the planks and plates,
253. You have made use of such appliances as you could get together ? Yes.
254. There are patent appliances, aro there not;—are they of any service? There arc some. There has 
been one used, but never with any success.
255. Hot with any success ? Ho.
250. Prom what point of view—that of the loader who desires to get the coaling over quickly, or of the 
owners, who wish to have the coal as little broken as possible ? The captains won’t have them on board.
257. Ho you know why ? They take too much time to load.
258. Captains arc anxious to get the loading done as quickly as possible ? Yes.
259. Why is that—in order to get to sea? Yes.
260. And you are anxious to get it done as quickly as possible, because at a penny and a sixteenth per
ton you cannot afford to waste time ? Yes. - ‘
261. It is in everybody’s interest that the coal should be loaded as quickly as possible ? Yes.
262. It is nobody’s interest to see that the coal is not broken? It has been loaded the last thirty-five 
years the same as to-day.
2G3. Those who are on the spot have an interest in getting the coal on board as quickly as possible in 
spite of any other consideration ? That is so.
264. These accidents have occurred chiefly during tlie last eight or nine years ? Yes.
265. Have you formed any idea as to why it is that these accidents have been more prevalent recently?
Only that the ships are so much larger and contain a bigger body of coal. If the ships were properly 
ventilated there would be no fear of gases accumulating amongst the coal.
2GC. In your opinion has the gas that accumulates anything to do with spontaneous combustion ? If the 
coals are well ventilated 1 do not think there is any fear.
207. Is that a matter of impression or experience ? If there were a current of air through the ship I do 
not think there would be any fear of fire.
268. That is your opinion ? Yes.
269. Perhaps you have never thought about this matter very carefully ? I havo times out of number.
I have said they ought to putiyures in the main hatch to ventilate it.
270. Some of the sliips loaded by you have afterwards come to grief ? Yes.
271. Can you give us an instance ? The ship that came into Sydney with her coals on fire—the l; Ivnie'ht
of St. Michael.” r j j s
272. You loaded her ? Yes.
273. Hid you see her loaded? Yes; I was on board.
274. Was the coal loaded from the cranes in the usual way ? Yes.
275. Was there anything abnormal in the weather—was it wet or dry ? I think it was dry.
276. Was it very hot? It was warm. . ■
277. How long did you take to load the “ Knight of St. Michael ” ? I could not tell you from memorr.
It would be about 1,000 tons a day. ' ’
278. How many tots were there on board ? I think she had about 4,000.
2/9. She would have taken about four days to load? Yes, perhaps not so much, as they worked night 
and day.
280. Hid you trim the coal on board ? Yes.
281. Can you let us have the names of the men employed in the trimming ? Yes.
282. Were they under any supervision other than your own ? I have a foreman for that purpose—to 
look after nothing but the trimming.
283. Was he in attendance during the whole time she was being trimmed ? Yes.
284- Was there any inspection of the state of tho cargo by tho captain before she left ? Ho ; when the 
ship was in Sydney ] asked the question if there was any fault with the trimming, and they said no.
285. 5 ou asked specifically if there was any fault in the trimming? Yes. "
286. There was no inspection here at any time;—I suppose your foreman reported to you all was 
correct ? Yes.
287. You did not yourself see that all was correct? Only in a casual way.
288. Mr. 1 \ou said that the use of a distributor would save to some extent the breakage of the
coal would it not save it to a very large extent ? I do not think it would. It might save in one wav, 
but ivould not save when you consider the time it would take. '
289. It is not a question of time—it is a question of efficiency. I want to know, not from your point of 
view as a contractor, but from the point of view of public safety, whether it ivould not very largely save 
tho coal from smashing ? It might not to such an extent as you imagine. There are many difficulties, 
because of the waggons. The big waggons you must keep up a certain distance before you can let go the 
door. If you had a distributor the coal would fall heavily at the first.
290. Supposing you could got a distributor to act well, would it not, iu your opinion, effect a very large 
saving^in the production of smalls ? It would have to be something different to what we have here.
291. Ion do not think there is a distributor here that would? Ho; the only thing we have here is 
Spencer’s from Glasgow. It is similar to Harper’s, but not so large.
292. "What does Harper’s weigh ? Three or 4 tons,
293. And Spencer’s ? Twenty-five ewt. I do not think more. '
294. It is united in tho centre, and can be unhooked ? Yes.
295. President.] I suppose if you were paid a suitable price it would be a matter of indifference to you .
how you loaded tho coal ? It would not matter.
296. It would be a matter of indifference whether you dumped tho coal at a penny and a sixteenth or 
loaded it properly at (say) double that price? I do not think wc can make any difference. The only 
thing you can do is to lower the coal down the ship’s hold.

3—H 297.
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Mr.
J. Kussell.

2 Sept., 1896.

297. Thai seems to he a question of either altering the waggons or the ship. I take it that it would bo 
easier to alter the waggons than the ship? You could not do that very well The distance that these 
waggons have to travel would make it an Cipensive affair.
298. No doubt it would increase the cost of carnage, but apparently there is no remedy to be suggested
that would not involve increase in cost? Jt would involve great cost either way. _ _
299. "What is Newcasllc coal worth on an average per ton landed at the ship's side? Seven shillings and 
sixpence.
300. The extra expense of about Id. per ton would possibly make a considerable difference in the handling 
of tho coal ? I do not tinnk it could be handled much cheaper than it is, unless yon alter the whole 
thing and get the cranes built for the particular purpose, and have very large hatches right out to the 
wings. The A.A. Company have got shoots, and the coals suffer more breakage there than at tho 
cranes. 1 have never had any accident with them.
301. There has been a good deal of evidence to the effect that the accidents on board ships aro caused 
through having fine coal and dust together in the main hatch? The A.A. Company's coals are fine, and 
very easily broken. Their shoots are much higher than the cranes,
302. As a matter of fact, do they break the coals as much as the cranes ? Yes, and more.
303. And accidents do not occur with them ? No.
304. Idave none of their ships been on fire ? None.
305. Have'you loaded tho coal from the shoots for the A A. Company ? Yes; I take the coals there as 
well as at the cranes.
306. Mr. Pittman.'] Distributors are used here occasionally, are they not ? I think Spencer’s affair lias 
boon used about three times, and Harper’s once. It was taken out of the ship as being a failure. I was 
not there at the time.
307. Suppose the captain of a ship were to propose to use a distributor, would you raise any objection to 
it ? No ; 1 would be always ready to assist the ship.
308. But you would be losing money by loading the ship with a distributor? Yes.
309. And you would have no objection to losing it ? 1 do not object to lowering the coal down with a
distributor, but there is so much work attached to it—lifting it and putting it on board tho ship. "We 
could not go on for ever using it without coming to some arrangement with the Bailway Commissioners. 
If the Commissioners wanted it done it would be a matter for them and me to settle.
310. President.] It could be done by entering into a different form of contract? Yes; the Commis
sioners are always glad enough to further the port. I had a talk with Mr. Eddy about the same thing, 
and he was agreeable to do anything to save the coals.

311. Mr. "William Hudson, an employee of Messrs. Russell & Co,, was then called in, and informed by 
the President that the Commission required specific evidence in support of the statement made by Mr. 
Russell that he knew of certain cases in which fire had originated on hoard ships amongst the large as 
distinct from the small coal and dust, and in a position away from the hatch.
312, Mr. Hudson stated he thought Mr. Russell must have been referring to the1! Ellen A, Read,” which,' 
lie said, was not trimmed by the firm.
313. The President also required him to furnish a list of the ships which had been loaded by Russell & 
Co., giving particulars as lo the tonnage of the vessels, the date of loading, the amount of coal carried, the 
kind of coal, the name of the master, stevedore, or trimmer who trimmed the cargo, etc., as would be asked 
for by letter from the Secretary, since the year 18S8.
314, Mr. Hudson said the information would not take long to prepare, hut lie would have to find out the 
names of those ships to which accidents had occurred.

["Witness withdrew.]

THURSDAY, 3 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
{The Commission met at 2‘30 f.m. at the Custom House. Newcastle^]

Jltrscnt:—
Processor RICHARD THREW?ALL, M.A., President;

And EDWARD FISHER PITTMAN, Esq., A.R.S.M.
Captain Parkhill sworn and examined:—

Captain 315. President.] You are Captain Parkhill ? Yes.
Parkhill. 310. You are the master of a ship) now in port? Yes : tlie “ Scottish Lochs.”

317. Is she an English ship ? Yes.
3 Sept., 1896. 3JS. What kind of ship ? An iron ship.

319. What is her aivo? Her tonnage is 3,930.
320. Ton have been in the coal trade for some time ? Since I went to sea.
321. How long ago ? Twenty years,
322. Have you ever had any trouble with heating? Tho only trouble I over had was when I was a
second mate. "We had a cargo of North Country coal which heated. ■
323. Did you form any opinion as to the cause of heating ? 1 formed an opinion it was because of the
ventilation of the hold,
324. So that you do uot believe in ventilation ? I think ventilation only helps the coal to heat.

* 325. You have never had any trouble with Newcastle coal ? No ; I havo carried four cargoes.
326. Where did you carry them to ? San Eraneisco—three cargoes of Wallsend and Greta coal.
327. You have had them both wet and dry? On the last occasion I loaded Wallscnd coal it was in 
very wet weather, and tlie water was almost dripping out of tho trucks.
328. Had you any difficulties with it? It did not, 1 believe, heat uith us. The temperature was normal 
all the way.
329. You did not ventilate it in any way? Only the hatch ventilation. Our ship is very well ventilated.
Wo have about fourteen or fifteen surface ventilators, 330
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;3:jO, La your opinion, it is desirable lo have surface ventilation ? I think so.
To net rid o£ the gas? Yes. , , „ „ ^ T ,

D:J2. Will vou tell ns what procedure you adopt in loading the coal on your ship ? hvery time J Have
loaded here it was in the ordinary way.

At the cranes ? Yes. r
:«4'. Y^uu have employed one of the stevedores of tho port ? Yes. _

Who have you employed? Kussell & Company this time, Dalgety’s people last time, Sullivan the 
time before that, and I think it was Kussell loaded us the first time.

On no occasion have you had any trouble? No ; J always havo the cargo very well secured with

Captain
Tiirkliill.

3 Sept., 1SDG

that the work is done to my ownsliifi ing-boards, _ l -i j- o r
TIT. tio you give personal supervision to the loading ? I
satisfaction. „ . , , ■ , .. .i
iido. That is the business of the master of a ship? Yes, of course. And during tho progress of the 
loading I always keep one officer looking after that the whole time, and go occasionally myself to seo how
things are going on, , . , , , . , ■
tidD. Do you see that the coal is well packed in the wings ? Yes, to seo that no empiy spaces are Icit m

lidO. Iiave you or your officers over had to complain of tho loading? Not much, only just occasionally. 
Tlio special thing is to see that tlie trimming is done properly. They seem to trim fairly well. You have 
less trouble with the trimming here than in England. _ -
:m. ire they very caicless ? No ; they will do what you toll them very readily.
:M2. Have the stevedores been willing to meet you? j have never had any difficulty. 
iS-l-l. You have no complaint lo make ? No ; I havo always had the eoal as I wanted it.
.‘H4. Have you had the coal dumped down the main hatch ? _ Yes. ,
filo. You have never taken any precaution to spread it. ? No ; wc have had no appliances for that at all. 
84(). Ho you take the tcm])eratnre of the coal ? We do that every day. _
til 7. Have you ever observed anv tendency to heat? Nothing out of the ordinary. When you have a 
high temperature on deck, you will find the temperature rise slightly, but not abnormally. 
titS. Thcro appears to bo good reason to suppose it is the pounding of the coal into fine dust under the 
main hatch that gives riseto spontaneous combustion ? 1 think so.
:i JO, In spite of that you have never taken any precaution to prevent it ? I always thought the Y ewcastle 
eoal was safe. It is only this time I have heard of it taking fire spontaneously. Several kinds of eoal at 
home are very liable to go that way. , .
lidO. Have you on this occasion taken any extra precaution m consequence tu these reports? JNo; the 
only extra precaution I was going Jo take was to lower the waggons down the main hatch.
yr,L You are going to take that amount of extra precaution ? Yes.
:}.32. In regard to the fore and after hatches, that, however, cannot bo done? No: the hatches aro too 
small. 'Where we have not a largo body of coal we carry all tho cargo in two hatches nearly. The ends 
are practically empiy.

In the end hatches, you have to dump the coal ? Yes ; we cannot lower the waggons down.
Ilu-i. Is it possible for the distribulors to be run down the fore and after hatches in such away as to shoot 
the eoal through the ’tween decks ? Yes. _
3.55, jlo you think it a. feasible and reasonable thing Jo have some sort of slide passing througn the tween 
docks ? They have much ihe same sort of thing only in a different way. They run the coal along iron 
shoots. Tiier have to make a. pile and shoot it over the pile. .
Hdti. That would increase the expense of loading? 1 daresay it would. I could not say positively.
357. It has been pointed out that owing to ballast being carried fore and afr, it is difficult to get the 
spreader to work without the first lot of coa! put down tho main hatch being thrown upon the ballast? 
Tlie ballast is invariably carried amidships, unless they have some cargo already there. They must get 
the main hatch clear first. You cannot take a big ship to sea that is only ballasted in tbe ends.
358. There is no reason whatever why Ihe ballast should not be amidships? The ballast should bo
amidships. . , . , „ .
USA. Supposing for anv reason, it is not amidships ? There is no reason why the ballast should not bo
amidships.
350. There is no reason why the ballast should be fore and aft? I should say not. I invariably carry 
the ballast amidships. In t'ael, E have never seen it carried any other way. .
:j(H. 1 understand it is the practice to sweep out the lighters, where eoal is loaded from lighters, and to 
throw tho swooping down (ho main hatch ? 1 have never loaded iu that way. J have always loaded, from
the cranes, or, at home, from tubs.
:hjd. ]Jo you ihink than tubs load coal with less breakage than cranes? 1 do not think they do. _ 
HUT L< has been suggested that in eeriain cases arrangements are made by the stevedores that captains 
of ships should pass over the supervision of tho stowage for some pecuniary consideration? I do not 
know; I have never heard of it. Such a thing has never come to my knowledge. It is a thing I look 
upon as of tho most importance that the ship should bo properly stowed.
dlD. Such a thing has never come to your knowledge ? I have never known of such a case. I do not
1 hink I ever earae across a man quite so foolish. ,
libo. Mr. You mentioned that you had carried four cargoes of eoal from this port ? No,
Jlirec ; this is the f'ourlh time now. _
JIGO. Can you recollect, whether any of those were loaded in very hot weather? No; I have loaded in 
November, April, and July. They were all in medium cool weather. _
:3(}7. Do 1 understand that when you were having your ship loaded with coal, you personally supervised 
the trimming ? Decidedly so.
JHiS. You think that is the duty of the captain ? Yrcs; 1 think it is the duty of every master to see that
his ship is properly loaded. . t ......
:jGA So that you have the stevedore in charge under personal inspection? Yes; and I invariably keep 
one officer—generally tho second—looking after the stowage.
370. You do not find the trimmers make any objection ? I have never had any difficulty with them at 
all. The ship is being trimmed by Kusnell now. At other times I have taken the stevedores I thought 
best. 1 have always found they have met my wishes. 371.
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Captain 371. President,') Do you think it possible for a stevedore who wished to load badly to shun his work ? I 
Fnrklull. do noUhink ao.

3/gcnt,"^896 ^ou the cargo could not he badly loaded ? Kot with proper supervision. .
'' ' 373. It is possible to have sufficient supervision ? Yes ; in targe ships like mine, you must look after the

stowage to make the ship easy. The stevedores will sometimes run too much coal into the lower bold. I 
. have to keep my ’tween decks well filled up. If I did not, her centre of gravity would be too low.

374. Do you think the use of shifting-boards is essential ? 1 think it is. It is absolutely necessary.
375. Do you think the shifting-boards should be the whole depth of the 'tween docks ? I have them about 
(J feet in the ’tween decks. We have 3-feet shifting-boards, and I put two hoards in the lower hold close 
up to the beams.
37C. Have you formed any opinion as to the cause of the increase in casualties hero during the last few
years ? I have formed an idea that most of the ships are lost through getting hove down in bad weather
and the coal shifting. ’
377. In some cases, at all events, the coal is not as well and carefully loaded as on your own ship? I 
know of eases where masters of ships have left here without shifting-boards.
37S. Can you mention such a case f I cannot from memory. I have read of several cases here lately.
379. That would be the fault of the master of the ship? It may be his fault or not. It may be that ho 
cannot provide shifting-boards. He may not ho allowed to go to the expense.
380. Not be allowed to buy them ? I cannot say : I am only presuming that.
381. It would, however, be either his or the owner’s fault? Quito so. 1 know in my case anything that 
I said jvas wanted the owners are quite whiling to hear the expense of.
382. \ou have never had any difficulty in getting stevedores to do just as you wanted them to do?
Exactly so. " ' '
3S3. If you did not see to the work yourself, it might ho done faultily ? Of course they will not shovel 
the coals more than they can help.
381. Have you formed any opinion as to the cause of heating of the coal ? I do not know, unless it is on 
account of the small coal in the bottom of the main hatch, under the heap. I think that coal shipped 
wet, and getting much broken, is more liable to spontaneous combustion than when shipped dry.
3S5. It has been suggested that in some cases the cooks on board ship are not allowed to throw the ashes 
from the galley fire overboard, and so they put them down the main hatch ? There must be mighty 
little discipline then.
386. What does your cook do with the ashes from your ship ? Puts them into a pail and takes them 
ashore. I would not let him throw the ashes down on top of the ballast.
387. Have you anything about which you would like to inform the Commission ? I do not think so. I 
have had practically no experience with cargoes heating, except in that one case, seventeen years ago.
388. Of English cokl ? Yes; Northumberland coal.

[Witness withdrew.]

■ Mr. J. D. Beoston sworn and examined ;—
Mr J. D. gso. President.) What is your name ? .Tohu Denison Beeston.
Kecstou, your business? I am slopping manager to the Australian Agricultural Company,

3 Sent 18% ‘' l'I°w long have you been in that position P About six or seven years.
’ 392. Has your experience been limited to that time in shipping matters? I had experience as a youth in 
a wharfinger's office, berthing ships, and since that time I have a! ways taken an interest in shipping matters.
393. What is the nature of your duties in connection with your position? To arrange all matters in 
connection with the shipping of the company’s coal. We ship at private shoots.
394. You have your own shoots? Yes.
395. You ship entirely from those shoots? With very few exceptions. With coal that we do not ship 
there we have nothing to do, except the business part.
396. AVith regard to the coal that you ship at your private shoots, is it part of your business to attend to 
the trimming;—are you responsible for the trimming? We are not responsible.
397. Docs the company undertake the trimming of flic coal ? The ship employs the trimmers.
398. The ship’s master? Yes ; the same as at the dyke.
399. Ho employs the stevedores? Yes.
400. Have you ever been down in the hold of ships during the time they have been loading from the 
shoots ? Frequently.
401. You have seen the trimmers at work ? Yes.
402. Is it in your experience that they trim imperfectly;—can you give us any idea as to whether the 
trimming, as a rule, is well done ? I would not like to say, as a rule, it is done imperfectly. I have seen 
some oases that I would call rather had trimming.
403. AVere they cases where the officers of the ship allowed the trimmers to do as they liked? My 
experience is that officers as a rule seem to take very little interest in it.
404. Is it their business to see that the trimming is properly done ? It seems to me the contractor just 
gets the coal below the hatches and brings the ship down to her marks, and that is all the shipmaster and 
officers seem to cure about in the majority of eases. I have known some officers to go down and sec 
themselves to the trimming.
405. Is it possible for an officer who is anxious on the subject of the trimming to see that it is well done? Yes.

■ 406. There is nothing to prevent him from going below to ensure the proper trimming of the cargo ? Not
that I can see.
407. There is no opposition on the part of the trimmers ? No : I should not think so. There is nothing 
which would prevent me from going down if I were in a similar position. I have heard it said that 
trimmers would throw pieces of coal, hut I think it is only talk.
408. You have never known such a thing to he done ? No; I have not known it to be done, I have 
heard it talked about. I do not know whether I heard it said it had been done nr it might he done.
409. You have heard it suggested that trimmers would regard such conduct on the part of the officers super
vising the trimming as interference ? Yes; 1 have heard that said at an inquiry at the Chamber of 
Commerce here some time ago into the shifting of coal cargoes.
410. AVko said it? A. man named Bertram, a master pfpycdpie. 411.
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411. "What do you consider constitutes bad trimming ? Under the ’tween deck stringers, etc., should he ^
filled up, not scamped. _ J. Ii.Beeston.
412. They arc not filled up ? Kot always; one particular case came under my notice. The ship was t——^
loaded. I got down the fore and after hatches, and there was room for me to stand up in the wings above 3 Sept., 1806. 
the coal. That, to any practised hand, is a clear case of bad trimming, where the coal in the middle of the
ship is high up, and nothing in the wings. The fore and after walls of the main hold wore not hacked up 
by the other coal much above the ’tween decks.
418. That would be a typical case ? In my opinion it would.
414. Have you had any experience in regard to the heating of cargoes? Ho.
415. Mono of your coal cargoes have heated? JN’ot that l haie heard of. Oue vessel with our coal is 
missing ; we cannot tell what has become of her.
416. A vessel loaded with your coal? Yes.
417. What was her name ? The “ Trinidad.” Lloyds are seeking for information about her. She is 
now over 150 days out bound to Caldera.
41S. How long ought she to have been out ? Kot more than sixty days,
410. Did you superintend the trimming of her cargo ? No, 1 did not superintend it. T think 1 was 
down the vessel’s hold once, When I have been down in any case it has been out of curiosity, and to 
form an idea of the number of empty waggons I could reckon on getting; it was not with avion to 
inspect the trimming.
420. Was the trimming, as far as you remember, satisfactory ? Yes, 1 think it was.
421. Who was the stevedore who trimmed her ? liyan.
422. Was the coal shot down from the tips to the bottom of the lower hold ? Yes.
423. Did she have a cone under the mam hatch of broken, smashed-up coal ? 1 do not know that it was 
smashed up more than is usual.
424. I suppose the coal fell 25 or 30 feet ? This vessel was only a small one, carrj ing about 1,000 tons.
425. How far would the coal fall ? It would be about 17 or 18 feet.
426. Were shifting-boards employed? Yes. When she came alongside she had shifting-boards right 
across the square of the main hatch, but I instructed the mate to take these boards out from the main 
hatch, as they would have broken the coal, and they would not stand by the time the hatch was run up.
They would have been knocked down, and would have been no benefit to the ship. It would have thrown 
the coal on one side and given the ship a list, 1 told the mate we would stop tipping before the hatch 
was quite run up, and give him an opportunity to put up the top shifting-boards. One or two were put 
in, but they did not seem to take very' much time about it. They may not have been put in well. 1 do 
not think they are necessary right in the main hatch.
427. They were left elsewhere ? Yes.
428. You can think of no reason why the ship “ Trinidad ” should have come to grief more than any 
other ship? No ; she was an old ship, but her hull was strong. She took the ground for a short time in 
loading, but not to any extent to account for the loss.
420, Was she owned here or in England? In England. One tiring I remember, there was a slrong smell ,
of ammonia in tire ship. She had had a cargo of guano on hoard previously, but I do not know whether 
that would interfere with her in any way.
430. With regard to the stevedores here, can you say whether, ou the whole, they do the host they can 
under the circumstances, or is the rate paid so small that they must necessarily scamp the work where 
possible to do so ? I think the rate paid makes it necessary for them to save some of the labour. 1 do 
not know that it would make the conscientious men scamp lire work,
431. There is a temptation for them to scamp the work if not watched ? I should think so. Sonic of the 
stevedores seem to take a good deal more pains than others.
432. It has been suggested that some system of licensing the stevedores would be of advantage in such a 
way that the licenses couid he cancelled in the case of frequent mishaps occurring;—do you think such a 
system as that would have any advantage ? I think it would.
433. Do you see any reason why they should not be licensed—would it interfere with the trade of the 
port ? I do not think so, if there was a sufficient number of them licensed so ns not to cause a monopoly.
434. Is the actual trimming a matter which requires a certain amount of skill, or could any man strong * 
enough trim coal ? It requires a little skill that might he picked up in a very short time. It is like most 
other work, you want to get used to it a little.
435. An ordinary strong, willing labourer could learn, I presume, in a week to he a competent trimmer?
If he were among good men.
436. He might not learn to work as quickly, but be would learn to do the work properly ? Yes.
437. We have heard of cases of candles being left among the coal by the trimmers when the candles 
have been in a position in which they could not easily be recovered ;—have you ever heard of such a case?
1 have never heard of such a thing happening. It strikes me as a thing very likely to happen.
438. You have never lieard of a case in which it actually occurred? No. It has struck me that tho 
men might knock live ashes out of their pipes.
436. The men trimming a ship would not have much time to smoke ? They make time io smoke. They 
have regular times for knocking off for their beer, at il and 4 o’clock. ‘
410. We have also heard, incidentally, that in some cases trimmers work twenty-four hours straight on 
end ;—is that the case ? 1 suppose you would call it twenty, taking out meal-hours.
441. Do you think a human being could keep in full possession of his faculties for twenty hours? I 
would not like io keep a man employed that length of time and expect him to do his work properly.
442. What is the reason for this extraordinary length of employment—what is ihe cause at work which 
makes such a thing usual ? I think it used to be a rule of the Union that a man who started a ship 
should go righr on with her. J think that is oue of their rules; or, if she worked at night, to go on for 
the first night.
443. Ko that it was really by the trimmers’ own wish? Yes.
444. What is the motive that would lead a man to deliberately put himself in such a position? They get 
fid. an hour more for night-work than for day-work', and a man who wants to make money would rather 
work night-work than day-work.
445. It occurs to me that if a man lias done nineteen hours’ work in the hold of a ship he would not care
much whether the ship was property trimmed or not;—do you agree with that ? Ife&, 446.
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Mr. J. D. 4,40. 21ns it been tlie custom to ventilate the cargoes which have been loaded from your shoots ? Xot
Beoston. anything more than tho usual ventilation in a ship.

SSontTsSG ev01‘P'1!-vell4'hiting pipes down? Xo. ’
J ■’ ‘418. Do you put down pipes for testing the temperature by thermometers ? Xo; that is a matter for

the ship. I have noticed it frequently in the ships of late years—tho last year or two,
449. It is a matter entirely for the master ? Yes.
450. You have been singularly free from casualties yourselves ? Yes.
451. 11 ou have never hail a case of spontaneous combustion ? Never one reported to us.
452. Nor of heating ? Not reported to us. There is one caso that I thought was favourable to heating,
judging by the theories held as to the shipping of wet coal and coal freshly hewn. A ship in port at the 
present time loaded Iasi February twelve months during boisterous and wet weather. We were short of 
coal at the time, and some of the coal was brought straight from the pit and tipped lute tho ship. On
the other hand some of it was standing in heavy rain, and was saturated with water. On the captain's 
return here I asked him whether ho had had any signs of heating, and he said none whatever.
45;1, Where did he take tho cargo to? Valparaiso. Most of our foreign coal goes to youth America.
454. Have you known of a case of your coal heating which has not been officially reported to yon ? No.
455. You have absolutely heard of no case of the kind ? No ; I have not. Of course, some of the ships 
have never come back, hut .1 have asked a good many of the captains.
456. Do you think the loading from tho tips enables the coal to he loaded with less breakage than from 
the cranes? No ; it has its advantages in some ways and its disadvantages in others. I think it would 
he subject to the same amount of breakage. Some people hold that it would cause more breakage at 
the shoots than at the cranes, it is a matter of opinion.
457. What is the advantage of loading from the shoots ? When you have a higher level it is much 
quicker. We can ship it quickerthere than at the dyke. Our company have had shoots ever since they 
started.
458. It does not require the same expenditure of time? No.
459. What are the drawbacks connected with loading from the shoots ? Sometimes we have not sufficient 
height with the big vessels ; sometimes the shoot will he a few feet higher than the hatch, and the coal is 
dropped a little more.
460. What is your idea as to the cause of the increase in casualties during the last few- years ? I could 
not come properly to a conclusion as to the cause of it. It seems veiled in mystery.
461. Is there any other matter about which I have not asked you in regard to this subject which you 
could lay before the Commission ? Nothing I can think of just now.
462. jtf?’. Pittmau^] Is tho shoot adjustable in any way ? It is adjustable, but we like to have the shoot 
fixed so that the coal will run gently down it. Sometimes it is higher than the coamings of tho hatch, 
and when the ship gets lower on being filled we use a lower shoot. We have two levels.
463. Would It not be possible to use some sort of telescopic arrangement ou the shoot? I hardly see 
how it could be done with our shoots. I have heard of it in some of the tips at home.
464. On somethin!; after the same principle as the travelling cash system used in the shops in Sydney, 
where the ball holding the money falls down an inclined plane and drops into a stocking:—something like 
that might be adopted to prevent the coals falling any great distance ? I do not know whether we could 
make anything that would stand the weight. There is a good deal of wear and tear.
465. What are your shoots mado of? Iron.
466. Could not a telescopic arrangement bo made of iron ? That would only increase tho breakage; the 
coals going down in a smaller compass would be liable to more breakage.

[Witness withdrew.]

Captain H. Porter sworn and examined ;—
Captain 467. President^ What is your name ? Harding Porter.

H. Porter. 468. You are master of a ship? Yes, the “ Avonia.”
/'""“'“‘"'v 469. Now in port ? Yes.

3 Sept., 1S96. 47(y y\re understand you have had at some piast time a case of heating of coal cargo? I had a ship burnt 
up with mo in 1875, but not from Newcastle. ’
471. You never had any heating with Newcastle coal ? I never loaded here before. This is my first visit 

■ to Newcastle.
472. What coal was it ? It was loaded in America. Cumberland coal they call il. there. It is a semi- 
bituminous coal.
473. What was the na me of the ship ? The barque “ Senator.”
474. Did the cargo heat ? Yes, it caught fire.
475. Will you kindly favour the Commission with a short account of what occurred ? In those days we 
used to ventilate. 1 had a platform in my ship, and down ventilators connected with it. We took in wot 
coal for stiffening. It was raining heavily at the time. The coal was fine. 1 think it was having wet, 
fine coal and underneath ventilation that caused it to burn.
476. How long was she in loading ? About eight days. . -
477. As far as you know, it was the fine, wet coal being esj)osed to the draft of air from the through
ventilation that did the mischief ? Yos. .
478. You have no reason to suppose anyone left a light in the hold ? No, that was impossible. The fire 
was in the main of the ship close to the ventilators. The ship had been eighty days out before we know 
of tho danger.
479. How was the fire discovered ? The first thing we discovered was smoke coming up through the 
poop, and we found fire down below. We dug down and found the whole of the middle of the cargo afire. 
Wo discharged over 200 tons overboard, and kept filling in with water. At last it burnt out just at the 
water’s edge, and we had to leave her in boats.
480. Was she a wooden ship ? Yes ; and half an hour after we came away she was all ablaze.
481. Is it your practice, in carrying coal cargoes, to use shifting-boards ? Not with the ship I am now in, 
I would if I had a tender ship,
4S2. You are in a safe ship ? Yes. Her stanchions are 21 to 3 feet wide. 483.
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d:8'3. They arc practically shifting-boards ? Tes. ^ Shorter
48J'. Have you been satisfied with the way in which the stevedores do their work in this port? So far, I 
am very well satisfied. He has only been working two days. 3 Sept., 1890,
483. Do you personally supervise the trimming of the coal? Yes, I look every day. X toll him what I 
want done.
486. lie has shown a disposition to meet you ? Yes. _
487. Is there anything about which you would like to inform the Commission ? I think the way they _ 
have here of putting the coal into the ships is very bad, in having to drop so far.
488. 'What would yon propose as an improvement? 1 would have tubs that would bold a ton or two, that 
could be lowered down into the bold.
489. A skip? Yes. in my own caso now, the coal drops about 30 feet.
490. 'that is too far ? Yes; when tho first coal drops to the bottom it must be in a fine state.
491. You think that would increase the danger from fire? Yery much so.
492. And also would diminish tho value of tho coal ? Y’es, _
493. Would you, as a man of business, be prepared to pay a little more for the loading of the coal provided 
you could get it into the ship without breaking it ? If I were buying the coal I should certainly prefer 
to have it in a largo state.
494. You would be prepared to pay a little more ? Yes.
493. Have you bad any experience with patent methods of distributing the coal ? Iso. _
496. You suggest that the coal should be lowered in small quantities and gently ? Yes ; lowered into
the bold, I should suggest as a preventive of fires that coal should not be shipped wrct.
497. From your former experience you are inclined to think the wetness of the coal bad something to do
with the fire ? It tends to heat the coal. ,
498. That is your impression ? Yes ; I have only my own impression. • _
499. There is a large amount of evidence taken before tho English Commission on that point, but the
Commissioners, J think, were not very certain of the intrinsic effect of moisture? I cannot say.
500. Mr. A/fnran.] What is tho name of the stevedore who is loading your vessel now ? Sanderson.
501. A master-trimmer? Yes; I made a contract with him.
302. Can you recollect what time of tho year you loaded the cargo of Cumberland coal in the ship 
“ Senator ” ? 1 left in the middle of Juno.
503. It was in hot weather? Yes ; very hot crossing the equator.
504. Especially at the time you were loading ? Hot so very hot then. It was in Spring weather, probably 
such as wc have here now, perhaps a little warmer.
505. What was tho tonnage of the coal ? I think I had 1,600 tons.
506. Was the fire under the main-hatch when it broke out ? Yes, and under the poop-hatch. It was in 
both of these places.

[Witness withdrew.]

H. Ford sworn and examined:—
507. President^ What is your name? Henry Ford. H. Ford.
508. What aro you ? Master stevedore and coal-trimmor. n
509. How long have you been in that business ? In the stevedoring business between twenty and 3 Sept., 1896, 
twenty-one years,
510. Have you ever been a working coal-trimmer yourself? Yes; in Victoria. I have worked right 
through, in Victoria, Sydney, and here.
511. You take contracts to load ships with coal? Yes.
512. It is the business of the master of the ship to put his ship in position at the wharf ? Yes.
513. It is tho business of the crane contractor to hoist the coal on to tho ship ? Yes,
uYt. It is your business to stow the coal? Yes.
515. It is, I understand, a matter for tho master of the ship whether he will employ shifting boards or
not—it is not a question which comes before you ? It is not left to the trimmer.
516. You arc paid so much a ton for stevedoring ? Yes ; according to tender.
517. What is about the average price per ton ? At the present time there are many prices—2!d., 21d,,
2,Id., 3d., and 31d.
518. What is, in your opinion, a fair average price? Between 3d. and 3-id.
519. And for that you can afford to trim a ship perfectly ? Yes, properly ; as it should he trimmed.
520. What, in your opinion, is Ihe chief cause of faulty trimming? Taking the ship too cheap. When 
a man secs he cannot make anything out of tho trimming he puts the ship under the crane and runs up 
every hatch. In so doing, ho only has to employ about two men. When he gets the coal run into every 
batch the ship is pretty well down to her mark.
521. Ho runs the coal into each hatch as full as it will go ? As full as he can run it.
322, Before he begins to trim at all ? Yes. .
523. He only employs two men during that part of tho process ? Yes ; when he comes to the main
hatch of the vessel, where he should trim the body of tho ship full, she does not take enough coal to fill 
her body up properly. They slum the ship by doing this. They cannot turn to and fill the body of her, 
else she would be below her mark. _
524. You mean (0 say they put too much coal in the fore and after hatches? Yes; they run the ship 
up too much in those hatches by taking this cheap work.
525. They do not put enough coal into the main hatch to fill tho ship properly amidships? No. _
526. Is it not usual to fill the ship fore and aft ? No ; it is usual to fill tho body of the vessel, and if 
you have any space left the coal should come from fore and aft.
527. It makes the ship sail better? It makes her safe.
528. What do you consider to he the proper way of setting about trimming ? I consider to load a vessel 
properly you should put her under the crane at the main hatch ; run up that hatch, and get it high enough 
to put your plates in ; put on all the men you want to trim the ship and fill her body first.
529. Keep on filling iu the main hatch ? Yes, until you get tho body of the ship practically full; then
shift inio the after hatch and put the ship down to her draught there ; then go into the fore hatch and 
finish the vessel off. 530.
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H. Ford. 530. Is the process of building: the wall in trimming a comparatively expensive one? It is expensive, 
•i'sTT'^nicir ^ecauae wh'le you are building the wall you could be filling up ; but the ship would not bo so safe. 

eP •> -531. Is the building of the wall a matter requiring skilled labour ? Tes.
532. Nobody but a competent person is to be entrusted with that work ? No. They should build walls 
in all ships. When you have built the-wall you put the other coal up against it, and it is solid ; whereas, 
if you have no wall, you throw the coal anywhere about the ship.
533. There are, 1 presume, plenty of competent trimmers available in the port? Yes,
534. There is no difficulty in getting them ? No ; not if you pay the wages.
535. What are the wages ? One shilling and threepence day-work ; Is. f)d. night-work.
536. Wc have heard, and it has been corroborated, that sometimes the trimmers desire to work Tor twenty 
hours continuously ? That lies with the employer.
037. Do you ever employ men trimming for twenty hours continuously? I have done it occasionally, 
such as at the time of the big strike before this, when thcro were so many ships under the cranes, and it 
was difficult to get men.
535. Is it a rule with the trimmers’ Union that the men w'ho begin the day-work trimming should have
the privilege of getting the night-work ? No. “
536. Is there anything in the rules of the Union that would lead trimmers to desire to work for twenty 
hours on end? No. They arc supposed to work ten hours, and then another shift comes on, which is 
relieved in the morning, if the ship takes thirty hours.
540 There is no doubt that some of the trimmers do work twenty hours ? In the same boat.
541. What is the cause of that? Some of the bosses get a class of men and keep those men on day and 
night, instead of taking other men and relieving them.
542. Is it by the desire of the men or the masters that they are kept on? By the desire of the men as
well as the masters. “
543. The men employed like to have the advantage of the additional Cd. an hour ? Plenty of them do.
544. You never employ the men like that yourself ? I always give the men ten hours, and then put on 
another shift. If we cannot get trimmers wc have to keep them on extra time.
545. It is not your practice to allow men to work more than ten hours if you can help it ? No.
o40. Are you of opinion that when a man lias worked at trimming for fifteen hours he is in a condition 
to work any longer ? If he docs Ion hours of trimming he is quite tired enough. He is not much good 
after that.
547. Ho is liable to be careless ? Yes.
448. It is quite competent fora master 1o give that degree of attention he desires to the loading of 
vessels ? Yes.
549. Would you be disposed to put any obstacle in the way of the master of a vessel who desired to 
superintend tiie trimming ? It is right he should do so, and to send his officers down if he cannot be there. 
SoO' Would your trimmers be disposed to resent (be intrusion of any ship’s officer? No. 
nol. TT e have beard stories of trimmers threatening to throw pieces of coal at ship's officers in the event 
of thoir interfering ? I have never heard of it.
552. Did you ever hear a whisper of such a thing? No.
553. It has never happened in your experience ? No.
554. You would give tho captain or his officers eicry facility of inspection ? Take bis instructions, and
trim accordingly, * ‘
555. You would consider tho master was responsible for seeing bis ship trimmed properly? Yes.
556. Ton know ot po particular reason why he should not have the work done exactly as he likes ? No.
557. There is nothing io prevent him getting the shiri trimmed exactly as he wishes if ho will only take
the trouble to look alter it? No. ■
55S. Is it customary for the master or officers of a ship to take Hie trouble to see that the ship is properly 
trimmed ? I have had several vessels where the mates have been sent down. I have had second mates 
sitting down below for several hours; go up and come down again and watch. At other times I have 
never seen an officer or caplain down the hold.
559. I suppose a vigilant officer should cerfainly assure himself that the trimming was done properly ? 
He should do. ° 1 1 J

SCO. There is nothing to prevent him doing so? No.
561. He would not be built out ? No.
o62, With regard to the method of loading from the cranes, evidence has been forthcoming to the effect 
that when cargoes heat they do so in consequence of the smashing of tho coal into dust under the main 
hatch, owing to the practice of dumping the coal from a great height;—in vour opinion, is it 
possible to make use ol any of the contrivances in existence to avoid breakage ? in Spencer'n, 1 think it 
is, the coal falls on a very heavy iron plate and tumbles down below; and when they take the plate out 
you have to fill up the hatch just the same. J cannot sec that this plan is any improvement.
563. Have you ever tried it? ] have seen it fried.
564. Where working ? At the island.
565. Have any of these methods of distributing been tried by you ? No.
50b. lou simply allow the coal to be dumped and then trimmed? Yes, but 1 do not believe in it.
56/. What would you consider to be an improved method? I should. propose that eac.h colliery 
proprietor should have a certain kind of waggon made to carry 5 tons, and these small waggons should be 
lowered down to the ship’s bottom. ’
568. Would waggons to cany 5 tons be small enough 1o bo lowered ? Say 4 tons. Some ships have very 
large hatches. J have a ship now where I lower the waggons.
569. How many tons are thcro in the waggons which you lower ? The Wallscnd, I think, run about 
fourteen to the 100 tons.
570. If the waggons were made to only carry 4 or 5 tons, you think that, in the majority of instances, 
they could be lowered into the fore and aft hatches ? They could if they were not so long and broad, 
and were made a little deeper.
57], There would bo the increase of cost for new waggons io be considered ? Yes.
572. Would it cost more to load from such waggons? It would not make much difference, or but very

573.
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573. Would it make much difference to the crane contractor? It would make a little difference to him. 
There are boxes used, two of which go to one waggon. They make a little difference in loading vessels.
574. More is charged for loading from boxes ? I do not know; we charge just the same.
575. It would make no difference to you ? No.
576. I understand the average price the crane contractor charges is one penny and a sixteenth per ton;— 
supposing the system you propose wrere adopted, would it increase the cost by a half-penny per ton ? No ; 
it would cost very little—it would cost about one-eighth.
577. The chief source of expenditure would be in the building of the waggons in the first instance ? 
Yes. You can put what patent you like down the hold; the coals come on to it, and it eauses^smashing.
578. Supposing you loaded the wings with the distributor, what is to prevent your trimming the coal under 
the main hatch from the wings ? If you trim the coal from the distributor into tho wings, you would 
have to trim the wings into the main hatch again.
579. "With regard to Harper’s appliance, is that a feasible one ? Not in all ships.
580. In what sort of ships could it be used ? It would be feasible in ships with open ’tween decks.
581. In iron ships ? Many iron ships have close ’tween decks.
582. Ho that that method might be adopted in some ships and not in others ? Yes.
6S3. It seems to me that it would save breakage to a considerable extent ? It would, It would cost 
more, because you would have to trim back from that under the hatch again.
584. You charge about 2\<l. a ton for trimming ? I never do a vessel under 3d. a ton.
585. Supposing you had to trim with an arrangement of that sort, what would you charge? It would 
cost, I suppose, another half-penny per ton to trim the coal back,
586. It would improve the quality of the coal somewhat? Yes.
587. Do you suppose it would improve the quality to the extent of a -J-d, a ton ? I should think it would, 
and also make more work for the trimmers. If wc had waggons that could be lowered until we came up 
to the hatch, and then put in our plates, that would save the coal.
588. Is there any reason why open hatches should not be made in the ’tween decks ? They should all be 
open, not only for the trimming, but for the men in case of accidents.
589. As a means of exit ? Yes. I have seen vessels run into while loading at the dyke. Speaking of
fires, I can give you a little light on the subject. Vessels come here with general cargo and put it out ou 
Queen’s Wharf. She is then ordered down to the cranes, and has to leave perhaps iu a hurry, so as not 
to lose her turn at the dyke. I have seen cases where the holds have not been properly swept up, and 
they have all sorts of rubbish and bits of matting swept under the keelson, and there it lies. This old 
matting, I think, is a great cause of many ships catching fire. ■
590. Does every ship have old matting in her ? Most of them, and bits of wood from the cargo of the 
ship. I always get the captain to have the lower hold properly swept up. In taking coals out coming 
from home there may be a certain amount of English coal down the fore peak, and I have asked the 
captain to have it shifted. Leaving it there so long, and putting our Newcastle coal on top, is likely to 
cause fire.
591. Why ? Because it has been lying there so long.
592. Does that make it more likely to catch tire ? The longer the coal has been lying the more likely it
is to catch (ire. '
593. That is your impression ? Yes. English coal is very gassy, and our coal is not.
591. Mr. Pittman.] Jf it has been lying there so long, would*it not have had time to get rid of its gas? 
Not if it had been covered up.
595. What is the depth of the present waggons ? Somewhere between 6 feet and 6 feet 6 inches.
596. Does it not occur to you that a great deal of the smalls that find their way into the hold of a ship 
are produced from the coals having to fall into these deep waggons ? Yes; it wnuld certainly break the 
coals up.
597. If you increased the depth of the waggons there would he a greater quantity of “ smalls ” before the 
coal got to the ship’s side ? Of course, the lower you drop it the more it would break,
598. In some collieries they make the sides of the waggon as low as possible to prevent breakage;—to 
increase the depth of the waggon would be bad, would it not ? Not for tbo fore hatch. Supposing you 
took the wings of the waggons off, and made the sides square with tho bottom, they would then hold about 
3 or 4 tons.

H. Ford.

599. To make the sides perpendicular? Yes,
600. Coal falling down an inclined plane is not so liable to breakage as when it falls perpendicularly ? No, 
001. To make the waggons higher would increase the quantity of “ smalls ” before they got to tho ship’s 
side? I do not think it would increase it much.
602. President.] Have there been any accidents to the ships which you have loaded? No, sir.
603. None of the ships loaded witli coal by you have suffered from heating of cargo or shifting of
cargo? No. *
604. How many have you loaded? A good many,
605. A suggestion has been made as to whether it would not be a good plan to license the master steve
dores such as yourself ? I believe it would.
606. Would you make it so that the license could be easily obtained by anyone having sufficient experi
ence in the business ? Quite right.
607. And do you think it would be a good plan to take the license away from anyone when the ships 
loaded by him met with more than a certain percentage of accidents ? Yes.
60S. That would give the stevedore a definite interest in loading the ships properly ? In making him 
look after his work as it should he. There are men working on the wharfs as labourers who have never 
trimmed coals in their lives. Some of them have cards printed and introduce themselves to captains as 
stevedores. The agents at this port know who the stevedores are, and should recommend them to the 
captains. The first thing you are told when you go into an office is that tho cheapest man gets her, and 
then when yon have taken a contract, you contract 2 per cent, of the ship’s cargo for nothing.
609. You contract 2 per cent, for nothing ? The ship has to carry 2 per cent, on her cargo for wear 
and tear of discharging. They reckon they lose a certain amount taking in and putting out. It used 
to be 2 j, but I believe it is 2 now, because I have had it stopped off in a contract.
610. Supposing you trim 100 tons of coal, do you mean to say that you only get paid for 97i tons ? Yes;

3-0 it
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H. Ford, it is 2 per cent. now. These stevedores, as they call themselves, are allowed to be employed by the 
3 aSen*3’ 1V^° ^1C captains take them, and they do the work cheaper. 1 consider it is the agents’ duty

™ * bo point out to the captains who are the proper stevedores. At the time ot the last inquiry, about three
years ago, when a ship was lost, Mr. Finch, of Wallace’s office, said that the boss trimmers were not paid 
sufficiently to do the work. Mr. Finch was the self-same man to ask me to cancel my agreement with 
the‘■Inveruie.” lie offered me dBD to cancel my agreement with the captain of that vessel. I was 
getting 3d. per ton for the trimming of her, and he said he could get it done for 2^., all baskets and gear 
being found.
611. !\ hat are the baskets for ? To put out the captain's ballast at the ballast wharf or into lighters. 
A set of baskets would cost £2 16s. I said “No.” I was doing'tho sister ship at the time, the 
11 Inveramsey.” I think it is nearly time the stevedores had some protection.
612. Do you consider the trimmers themselves aro paid sufficiently p I always make it a practice to pay 
the trimmers what they ask. At one time Mr. llussell proposed to take the hatch away from the men.
613. What do you mean by that ? Tho meaning of that is—an empty vessel comes under the crane and 
you run that hatch up. You only want one or two men to run it up before you put on your full gang 
of men.
614. What do you mean by talcing the hatch away ? Say you put the ship under now. Tho trimmers
would allow you to run up that hatch. As soon as it is loaded up the full body of men go on. Mr. 
Bussell wanted to take that hatch away from the men so that he could run up the three hatches before bo 
put the men on. 1
615. So that be could do what you explain as bad trimming ? Yes.
616. When did that custom introduced by Mr. llussell come into force ? About three years ago.
617. To sum up what you say, you consider the trouble has arisen from under-cutting in contracts, the 
stevedores not being able or willing to do good work at the price? Yes; they cannot do the work for 
the money. It is a matter of impossibility.

' [Witness withdrew.]

J. Gfallaghan sworn and examined :—
GalWhan. What is your name ? James G-allaghan.

616. What are you ? I have been a coal-trimmer for about thirty years.
3 Sept, 1890. As a working trimmer ? I was only a working trimmer for two years, I have been twenty-nine 

’ years as a stevedore. '
621. Arc you a stevedore now ? Yes.
622. Are you actually in work now, or have a ship loading ? I have not a job on hand to-day.
623. What price do you consider a fair thing to take a ship at. ? It all depends on the class of ships to 
begin with.
624. What do you consider a fair price ? I am well acquainted with the prices that are paid. I consider 
the men that are trimming vessels are getting a remarkably good price.
625. What is a fair price ? Threepence a ton for the English iron ships, 3Id. or Id. for American vessels.
626. Wooden vessels? Yes.
627. Have you ever known any cases of had trimming? For the last five or six years, I have been 
bothered all the time about bad trimming. It has been rung in my ears about vessels going out of this 
port with bad trimming.
628. Have you ever seen a vessel start away badly trimmed? Dozens of them,
629. What do you consider constitutes bad trimming ? In the first place, a vessel, wc w'ill say, of 2,000 tons
burden or measurement, according to her build, comes into this port. She is supposed to carry 4,000 to 
4,300 tons of coal. She takes portion of her ballast out, and is brought to the cranes. The stiffening 
coal of that vessel will be from ] ,500 to 2.000 tons, with only one man employed. '
630. Two thousand tons of stiffening coal ? Yes; one man is not sufficient for that quantity of coal.
After she receives that 2,000 tons, she goes back to the ballast wharf, and takes out the balance of her 
ballast. She is brought again to the cranes, and that vessel will have 2.900 to 3,000 tons of coal in her 
without any labour. '
631. Is that method customary in the port ? Stevedores have made it customary.
632. Do they put the coal as far as they can into each hatch ? Until it gets to the top of the hatch.
633. They do not start to trim until they get each hatch filled up? That is where they make the mistake.
634. Tho effect is to make a cheaper job for the stevedores ? Yes; most decidedly.
635. Supposing the captain of the ship was up to his work, and said ho would have it done properly, 
ivould the stevedores resist? Captains seem to take no interest in this matter, nor the officers. 1 con
sider the captain should instruct his officers to pay attention to the loading of the coal cargo.
636. What is the reason why they do not; is it on account of ignorance or carelessness ? I do not know. 
That is where the bother lies. The captain should be responsible, personally, for his own vessel,
637. You say he pays no attention? No.
638. It has been suggested that occasionally captains agree to keep out of the way for some pecuniary 
consideration ? That is quite correct.
66A Have you known of such a case ? Many of them. I have never done it myself. Captains do shake 
their hands on three or four sovereigns for that purpose.
640. The less the stevedores are interfered with by the captain the more they can make on the contract ?
Yes. '
641. "Would it be of advantage to license stevedores? The work would be done no better.
642. Can you suggest any way in which it can bo ensured that the work will be properly done? By 
having a competent man. Coal-trimming requires bone and sinew. There is no art or science in it. It 
requires a competent leader to carry that work along.
643. fi he master will naturally give a contract to the man who will do the work at the lowest price, 
provided it be done well ? Decidedly.
644. Supposing a master gives a contract to an incompetent stevedore, what can be done ? His work will 
be done far better than if he gives it to a good man as a rule.

645.
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B45. You mean to say tlic work is done better by incompetent than by competent stevedores ? I am CallaJ^an 
positive. An incompetent trimmer does bis work to gain the favour of the captain on the return voyage.
The good man, as soon as he receives the captain's cheque, does not care whether sho returns or not. 3 g ^ 1Bgg;
646. You mean to imply there is a ring of good men ? I do. J am not a man that belongs to the ’
Stevedores’ Association. 1 am one of the best men in New South Wales as far as coal cargoes are 
concerned. _
617. There is a ring formed lately among stevedores ? Yes ; it is a ring of seven among fourteen. If 
you go to any of the agents connected with vessels in this port that have gone out coal laden, and look 
over their books, you will find that James Russell has lost four ships out of six; Taylor and McNeil, two 
out of six : If an s Bertrand, three out of six ; Marsdeu, two out of six.
648. You are on oath? It can be proved by tbe books of the agents.
6ft). Your opinion is, I understand, that there is an association of stevedores who are chiefly responsible 
for the loss of ships ? Yes ; 1 mean that.
650. Can you suggest anyway in which they can he persuaded to do their work better? The only 
suggestion I can make to better Newcasfle as a coal port is that captains of vessels should instruct their 
officers to pay attention to the loading of their vessels, aud not leave it in tho hands of men that tho 
skippers employ.
651. It would be competent for any officer, if he look the trouble, to assure himself that the ship was
properly loaded ? Yes. _ , _
652. When the ship is not properly loaded, it is primarily the fault of the officers ? That is quite right.
653. Jfr. You said just now that if stevedores were licensed it would not improie matters ?
Not at all. _
654'. Supposing the license were arranged so that when more than a certain number of vessels were lost 
loaded by a certain stevedore, he should lose his license;—would that do good? That would bo a xery 
good cure. But now this agitation lias been going around Newcastle for the last six or seven weeks, you 
will find there will be no more vessels lost They are very particular now.
655. President^] They are getting very particular? Yes. I have found out they have been doing the 
right thing, which they have neglected for years past—not filling the body of the ship. ^
656. I thought tbe body of the ship ought to be filled up ? They never fill them. An iron ship can take
her cargo and go down to her water-line, with lots of space, and stevedores know that. In the main body 
of tbe ship, where they ought to he trimmed, the master-trimmer says to his men “ come out of that, you 
aro only wasting time, there is plenty of room in her." They know the ship has plenty of room and they 
need not he particular about filling up. ,
657. The cargo of coal to be put on board, will not fill the ship ? They know that, and they are not going
to waste money. _ ^
658. Do you know of any specific accident that has occurred when such a thing has happened? Tor over •
twenty years 1 have watched it, and stevedores will say “ come out’of that, we cannot waste time, there is
plenty of room in her.”
65!). And they have to come out? Yes.
660. Then that coal may not bo trimmed at all? They leave room for 25 tons on each side of her body.
They do not allow the trimmers time to trim her. i _
661. "With regard to tho question of heating of coal cargoes? Heating of coal cargoes! I will call it 
burning of coal cargoes, and 1 can prove it. Hero is a coal trimmer’s candle-stick [auYwm produced a 
trimmer's candle-holder, and described the manner in which it is fixed in the vessel during the •progress of 

trimming']. When the candle burns down, it falls and rolls over. That candle will burn and the coal 
over it will catch, I have witnessed it, and put it out. That candle will burn for twenty-five to thirty 
minutes. That hit of candle is tho cause of fire.
662. Have you seen it yourself ? I have had three ships fire. ...
663. Mention them? A. barque called the "Eversham,” twenty-five years ago, Capfain Williams; the 
next, an American barque, “Wealthy Peualton,” Captain Penalton ; the other’s namo I forget.
664*. Did you see the candle fall on board the ship whose name you forge! ? I did not sec it fall, but 
it foil.
665. How do you know? By the smoke that arose to the surface. _
666. You knew the coal was on fire ? When we noticed it we had a bucket of wafer and applied the
water to it. ,
667. You noticed the coal was on fire, and you assumed it was duo to the candle, but you did not see the 
candle in this case ? It was there I am positive. Something between January and February recently, 
the “ Dayspring,” a missionary vessel, came in about the same time as the “ Ellen A. Read,” for 260 tons 
of South Wallsend coal for her own consumption. In taking in those coals, the candle fell.
668. Were you on board ? No; I was not on hoard. Tho candle fell and no person noticed it for a 
while, but they saw the smoko rising, and when they looked they saw through tho cracks of the coal that 
they were afire and well burning. They brought a bucket of water and put it out.
66!). They got the fire under satisfactorily ? Yes. _
670. Mr. Pittman.'] Did you ever hear of a case of coal cargo heating and not bursting into flames ? Not 
Newcastle coal,
671. Did you ever hear of the case of tho “ Knight of St. Michael "? Yes, Wallsend coal; but I never
believed a word of it. ■ _
672. If 1 tell you 1 saw and tested it, would you say you did not believe that ? Practical knowledge and 
science aro two different things.
673. If I tell you I tested that cargo and found it heated ? It was not from the coals. It was from a 
lighted candle.
67d. There was no candle there;—there was no fire at all ? Something wonderful for Wallsend coal to 
he on fire. Sometimes you can smell or pick a piece up of what the miners use for blasting. You can 
smell the powder.
675. Such heating might occur, although you have never heard of it? I remember some seventeen or
eighteen years ago there was a vessel that was supposed to be on fire. I maintain that Newcastle, New 
South Wales, coala aro not those which catch fire by themselves. _
676. President-] Can you mention some ships which have come to grief from bad trimming ? I cannot

exactly
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exactly mention names. In the agents’ offices—Mr. E. B. Wallace’s and Mr. Stokes’—they would have 
all those vessels. lean give an instance. The “Indian Empire’’left here some eight or nine months 
ago. The letter said she was thrown on her beam ends, and it took twenty-one days to right her. The 
letter was a private one from a friend to a friend in Newcastle. The agents of these vessels should be the 
best persons to give the information as to vessels lost, and as to who trimmed them.
677. Are the working trimmers likely to slum the work in spite of the stevedores? They never slum the
work. They do the work fair, if the stevedores help them, "
678. So that the fault lies with the stevedores ? Xcs,
679. You said something about a ring; for what purpose is that organisation ? It is only four weeks old. 
Irobably you have heard of a deputation that waited on Mr. Itcid to ask him to license stevedores.
680. What is the object of the association—to get certain people registered ? Their object is this ; there 
are seven in. and seven out, and the seven in say, “ We will get it all and leave the others.”
681. It is an association for business purposes? Tes ; to carry on bad trimming.
682. You surely cannot mean that? It is an association to carry on bad trimming.

r [Witness ivithdrew,] ■

FRIT)A r, 4 SEPTEMBER, 1890.

[The Commission met at 2'30p.m. at the Custom-house, Newcastle.I

Jlrrseni:—
Professor RICHARD THRELRALL, M.A., President;

And EDWAED EISHEE PITTMAN, Esq., A.E.S.M.

Captain E. C. Perry sworn and examined:—
Capt.| 083. Presidents] "What is your name ? Hobert Charles Perry.

R. C. Perry, tsgi. You are master of tbe “ Ellen A. Eead” ? Yes.
G8u. How long have you been so ? About five years master of that one ship,

4 Sept., 1896. 086. Have you ever had much trouble with tbe heating of coal ? The cargo took fire.
687. How long ago ? About the 1st May I put back, I arrived at Sydney on tbe 3rd,
688. When did you load ? We finished loading about the 28th April. I have nol the dale with me; say 
the 30th April.
689. What was the first sign of the fire that you discovered ? Smoko coming out of the forward venti
lator, near the main hatch.
OOO. What steps did you take ? We put water down the ventilators. The fire was getting worse, and I 
bored holes in my deck and flooded it. and tho water ran down. That checked the fire a great deni.
691. Yon did not stir up the coal, or try to throw any overboard? Wc could not do that. We could 
not get at it.
092. You simply poured water down ? Yes, the best way we could.
093. What coal was it ? West Wallscnd.
691. Was it a good quality of coal ? That I have no way of telling.
696. Was it large coal ? Large before they put it in, but it was fine when we got it up.
696. Was the coal dropped in when being loaded ? Yes ; they dropped the coal from the top of the hatch.
697. Who was the stevedore ? Taylor and M’Neil.
698. Did you pay any attention, personally, to the stowing ? I was there all the time. I was not down 
the hold.
699. Had you any officer down in the hold ? The mate was down occasionally.
709. It is part of your duty to see the ship properly stowed ? We can hardly tell about that. We have
to leave that to the stevedores. Wc do not know how to taim coal. There are very few ship-masters who 
know how to stow coal.
701. I presume most ship-masters would know if the ship were filled ? Yery few ships can carry full 
cargoes,
702. You see whether the ship is full where she ought to he ? Bull amidships is the proper thing. My 
ship is steady if we fill amidships.
703. Your officer saw that was done ? Yes ; it was done to my satisfaction.
704. The stevedores have always been quite willing for you to see everything that was going on ? Yes.
705. Always willing to put the coal where you wanted it ? Yes ; it is my duty to see that the ship is 
trimmed properly, whether the stevedore likes it or not.
706. Where do you think the fire broke out? Somewhere a little forward of tbe main batch.
707. Not immediately under the main hatch ? Anywhere within 8 or 10 feet forward of tho main hatch, 
70S. You can say distinctly that the fire did not break out immediately under the main hatch ? Yes; I 
am quite sure it did not exactly under the main hatch.
709. What was the distance from the main hatch? About 5 feet forward of the main hatch.
710. You were not burnt aft of the main batch ? No ; nor under it.
711. You are quite sure it^was not under the main hatch ? Not exactly. At tho same time, this fine coal
runs several feet fore and aft of the main hatch.
712. You consider it broke out within 5 or 6 feet ? It is impossible to tell exactly.
713. Still, it was in such a position that small coal could have run that distance ? Oh, yes.
714. Have you ever had any previous experience of coal catching fire ? No ; not of that kind.
715. What was the weather like when the coal was taken in ? Some wet; but mostly fine.
716. Still the coal was somewhat damp ? Yes ; one or two days we had damp weather,
717. The coal was neither very large nor very small, I suppose; it was ordinary coal? Yes, the usual
size ; but we do not take particular notice about that; wc seldom do ; but large coal is better.
718. Did yon take the temperature at all before tbe coal heated? No ; I did not.
719. Do yon make provision, as a rule, for taking tbe temperature? No; I never had a ship heat
before. '

720.
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720. Did you form any idea as to the cause of the outbreak ? My opinion is that the coal was loaded too 
quickly from the mines. It was at the time of the strike, and she was loaded very quickly. The drop
of tho coal is too far. 4 g t
721. Did you ever before get a cargo direct from the mines ? Xo ; J cannot say I have. I have no way ’ *
of knowing.
722. Mr. Pittman.'] Did the fire break out in the whole coal in your ship ? Xo; it did not.
723. What evidence have you of that ? Our surveys fore and aft.
724'. It was told to us that the fire broke out in tho large coal—the whole coal ? 1 could not say that.
It was just forward of the main hatch, where there were lots of fine coal.
725. Ton think it possible the line coal produced by dumping ran along ? Yes,
72G. There was no evidence at all to show the fire was in the whole coal ? No ; the drop would amount 
to 25 to 30 feet. When you drop coal 30 feet, and there were 1,000 tons down that hatch, you can judge 
for yourself what it is like. In Cardiff they have square boxes holding about 4 or 5 tons, which are 
lowered by a crane into Ihe bottom of the ship.
727. Please describe what they do at Cardiff? They let the coal from the top of the jetty into a shoot.
They have a box bolding about 4 or 5 tons, which is lowered by a crane from tbe shoot down to tho
bottom of the ship, or nearly so, and the coal is let out at the bottom of the box. They do this until
they got a certain quantity into the ship.
728. Is the erauo by which they lower the box stationed on the wharf ? Yes.
729. President.] It is a combination of crane and shoot ? Yes. ,
730. The coal must first be taken from tho trucks and put into the shoot ? The trucks are hoisted on to 
the jetty, then run out into the shoot. At the end of the shoot is the box, which is filled and lowered 
down. They can stop the run of the coal in the shoot.
731. And when they gel the coal a certain height in tho ship ? They leave the boxes and shoot if in.
732. What is the maximum drop that they give the coal in Cardiff? do not know. 1 could not say
exactly. ”
733. Do they drop it 10 feet ? It does not drop more than 7 or 8 feet from the shoot to tbe box.
734. And when they give up the box ? It drops 10 or 15 feet.
735. Does it take very much longer to load the coal in that way? We do not use it, perhaps, more than 
a day.
736. It probably does take a little longer ? Yes; it does.
737. Can you inform us where we can obtain particulars of this method? Not unless from Cardiff.
738. Who are the shippers there ? Cory Brothers are large shippers there. I loaded with Wilson, Son,
and Company tho last time. " '
739. In your opinion, is the method you have just described a satisfactory way of loading coal ? Yes.
740. You think it entirely satisfactory ? As regards saving the coal from being broken up. I like the 
way of loading here better than at Cardiff. There is only one objection—the breaking of the coal.
741. It is rather more expeditious ? I do not know that. It is cleaner than in Cardiff. They screen 
the coal as it goes into the ship.
742. Mr. Pittman.] They screen it underneath tho shoot ? Yes. Your deck is covered with line coal, 
and you have to stop and wash it down.
743. Do the same arrangements exist at other places ? Mostly all are on the same principle. There may 
bo a little difference. They all shoot it down, both at Berry and Cardiff.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. J. M. Hyde, sworn and examined:—
744. ]’resident.] What is your name ? John Mullen Hyde.
745. And the nature of your business ? Shipping and colliery agent.
746. How long have you been in that business ? A little over twenty years.
747. In Newcastle? Yes.
74S. Have you had any experience outside of Newcastle ? No.
749. Has any case of spontaneous combustion or explosion ever occurred on any of your coal-laden ships? 
Not that I am aware of.
750. That is with ships loaded with coal from tbe Stockton, Wickham and Bullock Island, and Greta 
collieries ? No,
751. No cases of spontaneous combustion or beating ? No.
752. Nor of explosion ? XTot that wc have heard of.
753. Have you bad a case of cargo shifting, or, af, any rate, vessels loaded with fhese coals reported 
missing ? I think there is one missing, the “ Suakim.” She was posted as missing.
754. She has never turned up ? No.
755. How long ago is that? Some eight years ago.
756. Do you remember ■what stevedore loaded her ? I do not.
757. Where can I find that out? Brom the shipping agent’s office.
758. Who was the agent? I think K. B. Wallace.
759. Is there a general office where such information can be obtained ? J\o.
760. Is there no office in which information is recorded as to the names of tbe ships and tbe agents, &c. ? 
Yes ; you can find out from the Custom House.
761. "We could then discover from the agents the names of the stevedores? Yes.
762. Though you have not had any experience of casually with your own ships, I presume you have taken 
some interest in tbe matter of missing ships ? I have noticed they have been missing one way and 
another.
763. Have you formed any idea as to the heating of coal cargoes ? Yes. My opinion is that coal that 
contains a good amount of pyrites is more liable to combustion. That is where it is dumped down and 
broken up aud gets wet.
764. In regard to pyrites, is your opinion derived from something you have read or been told, or is it
from your own experience ? We notice 11ml ships which contain such co.al are the ships which meet with 
accidents. 765.

Mr. J. M. 
Hyde,

4 Sept., 1896.
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Mr. J.M. 7(35. Which collieries send out coal containing a large amount of pyrites? The West Wrallsend, 
Hyde. Wallsend, and Brown’s.
«A to those tho collieries which have led to the greatest number of accidents? I think you will find that a Sept., 18%. tbat ig g()_ *

767. Do you know of any analyses that have been published of the coals coming from the various 
collieries ? Tes.

. 768. Where are they published ? I have a list of them now.
769. So that you have a definite reason for stating that those Coals contain more pyrites than others? 
So far as we know, by looking at it.
770. Does not tbe analysis tell you ? Z^o.
771. If it is a complete analysis, it should mention the amount of pyrites? They are pretty well all the
same; there is very little difference, but in the coals themselves there is as much difference as night 
from day. 1
772. If one coal contains more pyrites than another, it must on analysis yield a greater percentage of 
sulphur than the other? I avoid analyses. Ton find companies pick out a decent piece of coal for the 
purpose.
773. So that the published analyses are incorrect from bad sampling ? I think so.
774. And that, though the analyses published do not show that the West Wallsend and Wrallsend coals 
contain an excess of sulphur, you, nevertheless, believe they do? 1 think so ; they only show a trace in 
the analyses.
775. Ton have noticed that those coals have led to trouble? Mostly those coals, with an occasional cargo 
from one or two of the other pits.
776. Do you mean that you have come to the conclusion that pyrites has something to do with the 
accidents ? I think so.
777. Ton argue from the accidents to the pyrites, not from the pyrites to the accidents? Tes.
778. Ton are aware, of course, that a large amount of investigation has been made in regard to tbe 
influence of pyrites ? In what respect ?
779. As to its tending to increase the liability to spontaneous combustion? Tes.
780. All experiments, so far as I know, which have been made, have given a negative result—showing that 
pyrites has had little to do with it? ] have never seen that.
781. Tou have no definite analytical information to set up against the experiments X refer to. It is a 
matter of impression with you ? Tes.
782. We have heard something about trimmers leaving candles among the coals—is that within your 
knowledge? I have heard, in the ease of a steamer, some years ago, that a candle, supposed tobofastoned 
to the mast, was left when trimming, and that four or five days afler the steamer got to sea, it was found 
to be on fire. There was smoke issuing out round the mast, which was a wooden ono. The coal was 
Newcastle coal.
783. What was the name of the ship ? The “Easby.”
784. They were not able, I presume, to trace the fire precisely to the candle ? They put it down to the 
candle being left there.
785. How did they know that the candle had been left? I do not know. That was the report that got 
about at the time.
786. Was any man’s name associated with the occurrence, particularly ? There was a man accused of it— 
one of the trimmers.
787. I presume he denied it ? Tes.
788. It could not be brought home to him ? It would he no use pursuing the matter. He may have left
it there by accident. ’

. 789. It is not very difficult to make a mistake of that kind ? It is easy enough ; men scamper out in a
hurry at the last moment.
790. And forget their candles ? They are very apt to.
791. Do you think, that even supposing a candle were left, it would be sufficient to set fire to a cargo of 
coal ? It seems hardly' likely, unless there was something else to assist it.
792. Did you over sec a candle set fire to a lump of coal ? It depends on what coal it is.
793. Any kind of coal. Supposing you wanted to light a heap, do you think you could do it with a 
candle ? Tes ; you can light a bit of Western Australian coal with a match.
794. Could you do so with New'castle coal ? I have never tried it.
795. Do you think you could light it with a candle ? I do not think it.
796. Even under the most favourable cireumsiances ? Not with a candle alone.
797. Afr. Fittman^l Who were tho analyses made by that you refer to ? By Messrs. Dixon, Abel, 
Watt, Livcrsidge; mostly by Mr, Dixon.
798. None of these show more than a trace of sulphur in the coal ? Nothing more than 1 per cent.
799. That is getting into big quantities ? [No answer.1
800. President.'] Have these analyses been prepared to tho order of the colliery proprietors ? By the 
various companies, and have been collected from them at different times.
SOI. Mr. Pittman.] The samples were collected by some officers of the collieries ? It would be taken by 
some of tho officers and sent down to the (xovernment Analyst.
802. President.] Can you give us any information as to the cause of the shifting of coal cargoes ? It is 
in the trimming.
803. Tell us why you think the cargoes shift ? I think a good deal is due to not having shifting-boards, 
and to bad stowing.
804. Do you think shifting-boards essential ? I think so, and tbe majority of captains I have asked 
about them have been of opinion they should be used.
805. Either in wooden or iron ships. Some ships seem to require them more than others ? It depends 
upon which way they are going to trim the ship.
806. Are shifting-boards of advantage in iron ships ? Tes ; a great benefit,
807. The use of shifting-boards depends, T understand, upon the captain of the ship ; the trimmer has 
nothing to do with it ? No.
808. How is it that trimming is done badly;—it seems so easy to trim well ? I consider you ought to

have
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have someone to supervise the trimming. A trimmer takes a contract for a ship, and there is nobody to 
look after him.
809. Why does not the master of the skip look after him ? He has to he on shore on business.
810. "What has he to do ? He has so much to look after. Some captains see the ship trimmed.
811. There is nothing in the operation of trimming to prevent a captain or mate from seeing that the 
ship is properly trimmed ? ]Vothing to prevent him. Many of the trimmers ivill scamp the work if they 
get the chance, unless they are looked after.
812. They would not prevent the officers of the ship from looking after it ? I do not think so.
813. In your opinion, then, the captains have no excuse for not doing so beyond tbat they are busy on 
shore ? Yes.
814. Is that a valid excuse ? It is in some cases.
815. Jfrom your experience, as a shipping agent, you can see that many captains are too careless, too 
reckless to trouble themselves about it S' 1 would not put it as strong as that. They may be wanted 
ashore, and have to look after other business.
81G. If you owned a ship, and you found the captain did not attend to the trimming, would you 
describe his conduct as careless? Certainly.
817. You would jiropose to remedy that by having some method of inspection? Yes; there should bo 
somebody to supervise the ship,
818. Somebody in the employ of the Government ? An independent man.
819. How many such persons -would he required for the port of Newcastle ;—you would wrant oue almost 
for each ship ? He could go backwards and forwards. It would take him all bis time to look after a 
couple. They are working night and day.
820. How many ships are loaded at once ? Sailing ships—on an average, seven or eight.
821. It would need four or five inspectors, at all events ? Yes.
822. What sort of payment do you think would be requisite to secure competent inspectors? I 
should say you would want oue head man, and he should have three or four under him.
823. Can you give us any idea for what a reliable man could be obtained for the purpose ? I could 
not say.
824. Unless an inspector were well paid, ho would be subject to continual temptation to take bribes from 
the stevedores ? lie would he open to that.
825. The inspecJors would have to he given definite powers, would they not ? Yes; you would have to 
give them full power.
S2G. W ould that supersede the captain iu the command of his own ship ? I should say they should 
consult the captain, and he would tell them how ho wanted his ship loaded.
827. They would take the captain’s work off his shoulders ? Yes.
828. In the event of the captain declining to have them on his ship, what would you propose ? It 
depends upon the law. They could only go on a British ship.
829. Who should defray the expense of these inspectors ? I do not know.
83(1 Will the coal trade bear an extra Id. per ton? I do not think it. I should think it would be for 
the insurance offices to do it.
831. In your opinion, the insurance offices should have to bear this expense? It would pay them to do it.
832. "Why do they not look after tbe loading now ; is there anything to prevent them ? I do not think 
they could have tbe power at tho present time unless an Act were passed.
833. Have they over tried to have any supervision ? Not that I am aware of.
834. It does not look as though they wanted it? No.
835. Ho you think that some stevedores intentionally slum their work? There are good trimmers 
amongst them and bad. I would not let some of them on board a ship.
836. Is the price paid for trimming so low that it is impossible for men to do a good job ? It has been 
gOod lately. A man takes a contract, he knows what he has to do, and should he made to do it, I do 
not believe if the price were raised to any extent that you would get any better trimming done. They 
would simply benefit themselves. They would slum the work just the same whatever the price.
837. Is 3d. a ton a fair wage for trimming? It entirely depends upon the ship. It ranges from 3d. to 
3Jd, unless the ship has ’tween decks right through.
838. A witness has told us something about a ring of trimmers in Newcastle—can you tell us anything 
about it? I do not know that there is any special ring. They put in a tender for a ship and get as 
many as they can. They do not divide them. It is every man for himself. If one man could get all the 
ships he would take them.
839. Hid you ever receive a tender yourself so low that it would be impossible for the work to be done 
honestly ? I have a line of steamers, and I am sure the men cannot make much out of it. The tender 
is too loiv.

Mr. J. M. 
Hyde.

4 Sept., 1896.

840. Ho you supervise the trimming thoroughly ? The captain and mates always look after it.
841. Have you had good supervision ? IVe have often had to jacket thorn for not trimming properly, hut 
officers and others can make them do what is wanted.
842. It is in the power of the officer if he is willing and anxious to get the ship properly trimmed? Yes.
843. "What would he the cftect of licensing trimmers ? You would, get ships properly trimmed and good 
trimmers to undertake to do the work.
844. is trimming a difficult thing? The trimmer puts in at a low rate, and employs a lot of men not fit 
for the wmrk—not workmen at all. There is a good deal of that going on.
845. You think licensing would have the effect of securing, at all events, competence on the part of the 
trimmers? You would get good men. Make them pay so much for it.
846. Pay a fee for the license ? Yes; they are well able to pay it.
847. What would be tbe object of a fee ? You would get reliable mon then—men fit to undertake tho 
work.
848. In the event of a shin meeting with an accident owing to the trimming, would you consider it 
expedient to withdraw the license? For bad trimming, I would cancel the license.
849. In the event of a ship being lost, you could not say positively that the cargo had been badly 
trimmed ? You cannot account for all ships lost by bad trimming,
850. You would advocate supervision and licensing of the trimmers? Yes,

851,
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851. Wo have heard that some of the men employed iu trimming work twenty hours on end? I have 
J. M. Hyde. ]£nown them work thirty. _

4 Sept7l896 's f:^e reason for such an extraordinary thing? It was the time of the strike. They- went
p ‘ right through the ship, and some men were there thirty and thirty-two hours. They started at (i o’clock 

in tho morning, and were finished by dinner-time the next day. They would get an hour or an hour and 
a half’s sleep on deck while the hatches were being run up.
858. Is it the wish of the Union that the men who commence the ship should go through with it ? I do 
not think so now. Usually they work twenty-four hours if the ship has to work at night.
854. Is it their own wish, or the wish of the employers ? It is the wish of the men.
855. The object being to get the extra pay for night work ? Yes.
850. You are of opinion there is considerable laxity in trimming? Yes.
857. That laxity is due to wrant of supervision by the captain and ship’s officers ? Yes.
858. That the master trimmers have a distinct monetary interest in slumming their work ? Naturally.
859. That a remedy can be provided by efficient inspection in the hands of Government and by the issue of 
licenses to duly qualified persons ? Yes.
800. With subsidiary regulations ? Yes.
801. Do you think the coal trade would staud any increase in the cost of loading coal ? I do not think it 
would. They want a reduction.
802. Coal, I suppose, costs to produce at the mouth of the pit some 4s. or 5s, a ton, does it not? It 
varies a good deal.
808. Tour shillings or 5s. wrould not he out of the way as the cost of coal per tou at the pit’s mouth ? 
Over 0s. in a good many pits.
861. The coal costs to win some 3s. ? 2s. lid., I think—2s. lOd. or 2s. lid.
865. Mr. 2ittman.~] So that the colliery proprietors are losing money ? Wo are losing money at 
Stockton now.
860. President.'] What do you sell the coal at? 9s., less 2V per cent.
867. You sell it at 9s., and I understaudit only costs 0s. ? In some cases. Tlic Stockton costs 9s. Ours 
comes to very nearly 9s. -when we have finished with it. We only made a few hundred pounds last year, as 
you can see by the balance-sheet.
808. It looks as if in most cases there should be a good profit, and as if an extra expense of Id. per ton 
would not make much difference ? I think the traction is too high now.
809. jlfr. Pittman.] Do you not think the coal trade could be loaded with another Id. a tondo you 
mean to say there arc no collieries to stand it? They are not making any profits now.
870. In some eases it would be possible? In some pits. You could not put it on them and not on others.
871. President,] Do you mean to say an extra Id. a ton would shut up some pits? They are making 
nothing at it now. We do not clear a penny.
872. Supposing it might he shown that by incurring an additional expense of Id. a ton, you improved the 
loading of the coal, do you think the coal trade would he able to struggle on ? The Commissioners under
take to ship the coal, and they do not ship it; they sling it in.
873. Do they enter into a contract? Yes ; to bring the coal from the colliery and ship it.
874. You think the present method of loading is not satisfactory? Well,], do not see how- vou can 
improve it, except they insist ou lowering the waggons. Lately they do it sometimes, but at night-times 
they never do it.
875. A fall of 20 feet must he injurious to the coal ? Yes.
876. Would the coal be more valuable to the steamers if it were not smashed ? Certainly.
877. Do you think the dumping smashes it? Yes.
878. Do yon think it deteriorates in value by Id. a ton by the smashing? It would if going into a yard, 
where it is screened and they can only sell the large coal, but not where it goes right into works where it 
is wanted.
879. So if it were not smashed up, the coal merchant would make more money? Yes.
880. But if you were supplying steamers, it would not make much difference? It would make no 
difference.
881. Do you think that if it became customary to treat the coal better, so as to keep it in a larger 
condition, your customers would be willing to pay another Id. a ton without thinking they were being 
hardly used ? I do not think they would pay anything further, 'They would think it would make very 
little difference. They would put the price on to others.
882. They would pass the increased cost on to someone else ? Yes.
883. It would make no difference to them? No. .
SS4. Do you know of any improved method of loading which you could recommend ? I know this, the 
companies would never go in for smaller waggons.
885. Why not ? Because they have their own rolling-stock.
886. Mr. Pittman.] Does that rolling-stock belong to the companies ? Yes.
887. President^ It would involve too great an outlay to alter the rolling-stock ? Yes.
888. What is a waggon worth? 1 suppose about £60 or £70 each, for iron waggons. You might have
400 of these. '
889. I suppose the new type of waggons proposed would cost about something the same ? Yes ; you 
would want more.
890. You are not able to recommend any improved system of loading? Not unless they had that patent 
loading machine in the hatch which breaks the fall of the coal,
891. Kpeneer’s machine ? Yes.
892. It would cost a little more to load that way ? Yes; they would have to pay more for the trimming,
893. More for the trimming? Yes ; trimmers will always demand more. “

• 894. Why is that ? They say it is humbugging work shifting the shoots about.
895. Would it increase the expense 4d. a ton ? I could not tell exactly.
896. Would you consider a Id. a ton as a fair thing to state as the probable increase in cost for trimming
and loading ? You would want fully a Id. more.
89;. Would 1 LI. a ton cover it? That would cover it. The ships would have to carry the gear, or hire it 
here, and that would have to be paid for. ' '

’24
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898. Is not the gear inexpensive ? Still they would have to get it made. Some men would have a mono- 
poty of them,
899. Do you think they would servo the purpose o£ preventing the coal being powdered under the hatch
ways ? Tes.
900. Mr, Pittman,] How would yon propose to deal with the fore and after hatches? The only way 
you could do would be to put them sideways in the fore hold. Tou could not put them lengthwise in 
some vessels.

Mr.
J. M. Hyde.

4 Sept., 1896.

901. "Would it be impossible to use Spencer’s machine in some hatches ? In some ships you could use it. 
Tou would have to have the conceru made to suit the different ships.
902. What do you think of Harper’s distributor? I have never seen it; I have only seen Spencer’s.
Spencer’s would distribute the coal better in the wings, and savo the coal from breakage, but the coal 
would have to be dumped to fill up the hatch as is done now. _
903. Is there anything you would like to bring before tho Commission? I do not think there is. To
doubt the hot weather we bad had a good deal to do with ships catching fire. In one steamer we had, we 
pulled two men out of the hold iu a state of collapse. _
90-1. Do you think the hot weather might cause the men to be careless ? The men could not do their 
work down the hatch. These two men collapsed, and had to ho brought out. It was an iron steamer. 
Tou could not put your hand on tho coal, it was so hot, through being in the sun.
905. Tou could not put your hand on it ? Tou would take it off pretty quickly.
906. Something has been said about commissions being paid to captains by stevedores to let them alone 
when trimming ? I have heard of that.
007. Did you ever hear of anything of the nature of a 5 per cent, commission as between stevedore, 
agent, or captain ? Some of the agents get their commission.
90S. What for? Dor giving the stevedore the business.
909. Does the captain of the ship ever touch any of that commission? I do not think so; he does not 
get the chance. Some agents have their own stevedore, and they always recommend him to the captains, 
and in nine cases out of ten he gets tho job, hut what their arrangement is, we do not know.

[Witness withdrew.]

Captain D^ Williams sworn and examined:—
910. Mr. Pittman.\ What is your name ? David Williams.
911. What arc you? Shipping manager to the Union Steam Navigation Company.
912. Have you been long in that position ? I have been here twenty-two years.
913. During that time you have had considerable experience, 1 presume, in tbe shipping of coal cargoes ? 4 Sept., 1896, 
Tes ; wo have shipped a good many.
914. Has anything struck you in connection with the method of shipping coal here that ivould tend to 
explain the number of accidents tbat have happened from the heating of cargoes ? T do not know any
thing about the heatiug of cargoes. It is a matter to which ], have not given much not ice.
915. Aro you acquainted with the methods adopted here in the trimming of coal cargoes? I think the 
method here of trimming the coal is all right, if the master aud oflicera of the ship would look after it.
91G. Tou think it is the duty of the captain or officers to take the responsibility ? Ob, yes , and to see 
that the ship is packed m tlie middle. These modern vessels are always liable to shift their cargoes 
unless they have a bulkhead at the end. When tbe “ Poltallocb ” came back here with her cargo 
shifted, I ivas called upon to survey her, and I made a pretty careful survey. Although tlic coal amid
ships had not been properly trimmed—not within 15 inches of the deck—it had shifted but little, but the 
coal had shifted at the two ends.
917. Tou think then, as a rule, the captains do not interfere with the stevedores? Ido. I recommend 
they should wall the ship off with bulkheads.
918. President.] With wood or iron ? Wood.
919. Mr. Pittman.] The trouble, so far as tbe shifting of coal cargoes is concerned, could be remedied by 
proper supervision ? Tes. They do not square the ends of the coal at all. Tlie cabins and forecastle 
are all on deck, so that there is so much more space below that it is almost impossible to keep the coal 
from shifting without a bulkhead under the ’tween decks in the lower hold just abaft the lower hold, and 
on the fore part of lower hold forward.
920. Do you think tho stevedores are inclined to slum their work for the sake of making more money?
That is natural. They arc sure to do that if they get a chance, We have never had any trouble with 
trimming.
921. Do you keep a special stevedore iu your employ? We tender ; hut one man has had our ships now 
for the last ten or fifteen years.

* 922. Who is that? McNeil. Jt used to be McNeil and Taylor.
923. Tou found his trimming satisfactory ? Tes.
924. Has any trouble occurred with any ship trimmed by him ? One case only, I think. It was the 
“Lady Lawrence.” The general opinion was that the ship was never going to reach her destination.
925. Was that since McNeil left, Taylor ? Before. Taylor is dead now. I think the vessel loaded partly
with shale. ”
926. What was tho nature of the accident ? I should imagine she turned over. There must be a lot of 
precaution used in these modern ships.
927. Was the “ Ellen A. Bead” trimmed by McNeil and Taylor ? She was supposed to have been fired _ 
by a donkey-engine.
928. The fire was forward of tbe main hatch ? Under tbe donkey-engine house, I believe; but I am only
speaking of what 1 have heard, * "
929. Can you suggest any remedy for inefficient trimming ? Only by the supervision of the officers.
930. Do you think the appointment of G-overnment officers would be of advantage ? I do not think so.
If I were a master I should not care about a Government man coming to see whether my ship was made 
seaworthy. I think a master should be able to do that for himself.
931. J’residenf.] Is it customary to employ bulkheads ? They do not use them.
932. Tho usual procedure is merely to taper tho coal off ? Tes.
933. That is generally considered to be sufficient ? In my opinion it is not sufficient.

Capt.
D. Williams.
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934. Have you had a definite ease iu point in which it did not appear sufficient Y 
coal stands on end 30 feet.
935. Do you consider that the configuration of the coal cargo is affected by the working of the ship ? I do.
936. How much would you consider the keelson might rise or fall in regard to a line drawn through tho 
deck? A ship lying in still water shifted her bottom 3 inches. When down to her marks forward and 
aft, the Plimsoll mark was 3" clear, showing the vessel to have come up in tho middle that 3 inches.
937. Which ship ? The “ King James.”
938. The botlom shifted 3 inches amidships ? Yes. In a head aca I should think it would move 6 inches.
939. That ivould shake the cargo down ? It would cause friction by grinding tho coal together. On 
account of tlie vibration in steamships, I do not think they will deliver coal as large as sailors.
940. You cannot carry coal in such large pieces ? We do not deliver in such large pieces.
941. You have no remedy to propose in regard to bad trimming ? No more than proper supervision—to 
see the ooal properly stowed,
942. It is impossible for ihe Government to make an unwilling captain supervise the stowing ? Quite so.
943. There is nothing to make him if he will not do so himself ? No.
944. It has been suggested that occasionally stevedores bribe the captain to leave them alone ? There is 
no doubt about that. Many captains, I daresay, are open to that sort of thing, and owners are greatly 
to blame for it. To-day there may be seventy or eighty ships in the harbour, and yon would find a good 
large percentage of them arc paying not more than £10 a mouth, and the owners expect a man to be honest.
945. Yon think captains arc underpaid ? 1 do.
946. Do you think that any form of, certificating stevedores would have a good effect—that is to say, that 
certificates should be issued to competent men under certain regulations to be determined upon ? I do 
not think it would be a good thing. 1 think it would cause too much of a monoply for those obtaining 
certificates.
947. la il not possible that regulations might be so framed as to prevent those not competent from 
obtaining certificates, but which would not raise any obstacle to those who were competent? I do not 
think yon could do it. It would he very harsh to make a man employ whoever the G-ovcmmcnt thought fit 
to do his work. There are lots of vessels running here trimmed by their own crews. Most of tbe Sydney 
vessels are trimmed by their own crews.
94S. But not deep-sea ships ? They generally employ a stevedore. I do not think the certificate would 
be any advantage; tbo stevedores would soon combine, and put the trimming up to a price that would bo 
exorbitant. I think a fair competition does no bam.
949. I undersland there are so-called stevedores who arc not competent ? But they employ a man who is
competent. .
950. So that there are no incompetent stevedores ? I do not think so. It is a matter of rushing tlie 
ships to make money out of them.
951. The stevedore has a pecuniary interest in doing the work badly ? Yes ; there are lots of ships that
run in ] ,500 or 1,600 tons of coal without a man on board. •
952. There is no remedy except for the captain and officers to take some pains with the work ? To see 
that it is properly done.
953. Do you know of any system of loading other than that in vogue here ? I have loaded coal in the 
north of England where they load coal quicker than we do here.
954. How do they load there? . Through a shoot. They lower the waggons on top the same as hero. 
These waggons can be lowered down the hold, and should he.
955. .Some of the waggons cannot go down tho hold ? Most of tho modem ships will take them down the
hold. '
95ffi Down the main hold, but not the others ? The quarter aud fore hatches are much smaller, but I 
think that is the only remedy to stop smashing.
957. To lower the waggons right down? Yes.
958. We have some reason to believe that it would he impossible for many of the collieries to afford to
buy fresh waggons of a smaller size? They would have to do it. ^
959. Is it impossible to make the hatches of a ship larger? No; they could easily specify the hatches to 
bo made larger. They would have to do that when building tbe ship.
960. Would it be a serious trouble to cut tho hatches of the ships in existence ? I should not think so. 
9GL. Do you know of any nautical reason why hatches of ships should not he made large enough to allow 
all waggons to pass down ? They approve of large hatches now. It keeps water off the deck, and a good 
high, large hatch leaves more room to work, and is more convenient. They made ship’s hatches small to 
get more accommodation on deck. They carry now all their passengers and crew on deck.
962. So that from the point of view of the sailor there is no reason why hatches should not he made 
large enough to allow waggons to go down below; that is obvious in the ease of new ships, and old ships 
might have their hatches altered? It would be expensive.
963. Would it cost some hundreds of pounds to alter the hatches for the purpose ? No, it would not. 
A hatch could be altered for from £70 to £100 if clear of the houses on deck. The “ Geneva M. 
Tucker,” now in the harbour, had a new main batch put in her. It cost £75. -It is 25 feet by 12 feet, 
which would take any waggon. It is a splendid job, and was done in New Zealand some years ago.
964. So that there is no reason why the hatches should not bo made large? Not a bit.
965. Neither on the score of expense or convenience ? No, I don’t think so. If the colliery people 
■wanted to ship their coal properly they should go to the expense of getting a few small waggons until 
the hatch was run up.
9GC. I suppose you would not be prepared to suggest the alteration of the fore hatch and the oft hatch 
sufficiently to allow the waggons to pass down ? Yes, I would, if the hatch -was clear.
967. There is no reason why they should not bo altered ? Not a bit.
963. Mr. Pittman.'] To take the large trucks ? Yes ; the trucks want tho hatch to be 12 feet by 14 feet, 
I think. That is not very large.
9G9. President.] Would the alteration be more trouble in a big iron ship ? No; it would he less. You 
have the iron beams to rivet to.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr.
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Mi'. "W. H. Cremor swcrii and examined :—
070. President?] What is your name? AViliiam Herbert Cromor.
071. And your business ? Goal-trimmer.
072. Are you a member o£ the Coal-trimmers’ Union? Yes.
070. I)o you hold any office in that Union? No.
07'k Have you ever held an office in that Union ? I have been secretary on two occasions.
07o. h'or how long were you secretary? Eighteen months on the lirst occasion.
!J7b. And on the second? 1. think about fourteen mouths ; but I could not exactly tell you.
077. Are the officers elected by the members of the Union ? Yes ; by ballot.
078. Were you a candidate on the last occasiou ? No.
070. Did you resign your office ? I resigned four years ago.
080. And have not been a candidate for office since ? No.
081. I understand you work at coal-trimming ? I am a practical coal-trimmor, working at it for my 
livelihood.
0b2. I understand it is a somewhat precarious business, in that you are not sure of getting work every 
day? It is all ebanco work.
083. How many days a week do you average? I averaged about 30s. a week last year.
98 L How many days a week ? Say three days a week ; that would be 3Gs.
OSJ). Would that be a fair average for most coal trimmers ? A very good average.
980. Are there more trimmers in tbe port of Newcastle than are required? There are upwards of fifty 
more than are required to do the work of tbo port. That is in our body, and twenty or thirty outside of us. 
9S7. It has been represented to us that in many cases the stevedores, or the men who contract for the 
trimming of a ship, have a direct pecuuiary interest in slumming the trimming ;—is that the ease ? In 
many instances.
OSS. In your experience, have you known, as a matter of fact, the work to be slummed in certain cases ? 
It has been.
OSS). That is to say, the stevedore has ordered the men out of the ship before be should have done ? If you 
will allow mo to explain in my own way it may be better, as I cannot give you a full explanation of how 
trimming is carried out in the way yon are asking me. I think ono of the causes of the shifting 
of coal cargoes from the port of IScivcastle is in putting too much stiffening in the vessels. Many 
vessels come over to the crane to take in stiffening. They may require 500 or GOO tons of coal,
which wrould be quite sufficient to keep them from losing their equilibrium when shifting from the
coal wharf to tho ballast wharf. Through tho rapacity of the boss coal-trimmer he tries to get a greater 
amount of coal than is required into the vessel, so as to get a greater profit, and he has not the labour to 
perform tho work.
990. The boss trimmer tries to put too much stiffening coal into the ship ? Yes.
991. That is to make more money ? Yes.
992. Is more money paid for putting in stiffening coal than for tbo general cargo ? No, they get the 
samo price all through. Plenty of ships are endangered by the coal not being trimmed from tlie bottom, 
by dropping the coal indiscriminately into the vessel. In some vessels there aro flanges 4 or 5 feet. If 
the coal is not trimmed from the bottom underneath theso flanges; if you heap coal up and it is not 
trimmed in these recesses at the bottom of the vessel, when she gets into tho trough of the sea the bottom 
of tbe coal shifts and there is a tendency for the coal to fall. The labour should be put on in taking in 
stiffening.
993. Too much coal is put into the ship before labouris put on to trim? Yes, when tho ship comes under 
to take tbe remaining portions of tho coal, the body of the ship is made too large—is taken too far 
forward.
994. Tbo main hatch is taken too far forward? Yes, iu many instances; they make a big main hatch. 
When the main hatch is made too big, tbe wall is made perpendicular very often.
995. The forward wall? Yes; the consequence is that when they tome to the fore-hatch—generally the 
last hatch to be trimmed—sometimes they drop the required amount of coal right underneath the 
forc-hatch.
990. There is not sufficient coal then to back up this wall ? Then the boss coal-trimmer generally pricks 
the wall or knocks it down to minimise the danger.
997. Ho makes it sloping ? Yes; therefore, my argument is, if the main hatch were smaller and tbe 
fore hatch, of a ship plugged, thus stopping the fore hatch up aud allowing the coal to run on tho plates 
from the Tween decks, the vessel would he safer and tho coal properly levelled in the cuds of the ship. 
90S. President.] In your experience have you known a caso in which tbe sides of the ship in the 
neighbourhood of tbe fore hatch have not been properly trimmed or filled with coal ? In tho neighbour
hood of the main batch 1 have known it.
999. The cause of that, I understand, is from the contractor being unwilling to spend more money iu 
wages ? That is the case.
1000. Ho therefore orders the men out before the work is completed? Yes.
1001. Is it competent for a captain of a ship to insist on having the work done properly in spite of the 
stevedores? The captain in many cases does so, but very often ho sends an officer below who lias no idea 
as to the practical part of coal-trimming.
1002. Tou think the officers of a ship are'very often unable to give proper supervision from want of 
knowledge ? Yes ; I am quite certain of it.
1003. Do you think tho difficulty could be oyercome by proper inspection ? Yes, by a practical man— 
one who thoroughly understands the work. In tho old times the vessels were filled tight, and they arrived 
safely.
1004. lias the trimmer any pecuniary interest in slumming his work? None whatever. Tho longer he 
is there tho more he gets.
1.005. Some witnesses toll us that many trimmers will work for a( least twenty hours ;—1 think ono said 
thirty hours ? I will tell you the reason of that. On fhese wharves men are employed by bosses con
stantly. They are not employed all round. Some stevedores have oigiit or nine men whom they keep 
going. Tbe mon do not get work from anyone else. A man may only get one job a week, which "would 
last twenty to twenty-five hours, at a steamship, and may amount to 30s. or 35s, He depends on that 
stevedore for a living. 100G.

Mr. W. H. 
Cremor.

i'so^t, 1S9G.
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I have had thirteen or fourteen years in100C. Tou liavfi had considerable experience of trimming ?
Newcastle.
1007. It is pretty bard work P Tes; it is very bard work. _ ■

ep . G. yoQg_ "What sort of state are jmu in physically after you have done twelve hours’ continuous work ? If I
work for twelve hours, I want to get a wash and go straight to my hunk, _
1009. Do you think a man who has worked hard for twelve hours is to he trusted to do fair and honest
work for another eight hours ? They are trusted, and they give satisfaction. _ _
1010. In your experience, do the skippers of ships, as a rule, pay proper attention to the loading of their
ships ? Of late years they do on account of the great loss of coal-laden vessels. .
1011. They have become aroused to the necessity of itp Still it is not carried out as it should be.

* 1012. Is it tho exception or not for an officer to do his best to superintend the loading? I think they do
their host, but they have no practical idea of looking after it like the man whose business it is.
1013. The remedy you propose is tbe appointment of a Government inspector? Of a practical man.
1014. How many inspectors would be required for the port ? One for tbe day and one at night.
1015. To do the whole work? Tes. Vessels do not finish at the same time. "Where he wants to he
most is in the body of the ship. _ _
1010. So that to an expert man very little superintendence would suffice ? Tes; if you have a man to 
inspect the body of a ship you can always get at the fore and aft hatches of the modem built ship.
101.7. They can be examined at any time ? Tes, at the buoys even.
1018. "Would it he necessary, in order to make the inspection of any avail, for the inspector to have 
powers placing him above the captain in regard to this particular work?. Would that make the Govern
ment responsible for the loss of the ship ?
1019. Tou admit there is a difficulty ? There is a very great difficulty, if the Government would have to 
take the responsibility for the safe arrival of the vessel, hut it would show that the Government had 
done its part.
1020. Tou think, for the safety of the ship, there should bo expert supervision ? Tes.
1021. No doubt occasions may arise when officers may be deluded or deceived, but that would he the 
exception? I consider in many instances they are deluded. Officers are never down at the finish of the 
main hatch in the lower hold.
1022. Mr. Pittman.] There is nothing to prevent their being there? No; but when in close quarters 
they should remain.
1023. If it is possible for a trimmer it is possible for an officer ? They do not go down.
1024. President.] It has been suggested that trimmers may throw coal at ships’ officers in the hold? 
That was stated at a conference of coal-trimmers, held at the Chamber of Commerce, and was uncalled for.
1025. Is it untrue? Tes.
102G. Have you ever heard of any such thing being done? No, sir; no man insults anyone who goes 
into tbe hold to do his duty.
1027. Do you refer to the members of your sociefy or to the trimmers generally ? To the trimmers 
generally along tho dyke.
102S. Do you consider the prices at present paid to stevedores sufficient to enable them to do a fair job ? 
That is left to themselves.
1029. I understand they get from 3d. to 3?jd, a ton ? That is a fair price for some of tbe vessels, but I 
know for a fact that 4id. or od. ivould not he enough for others—wooden vessels with closed ’tween decks.
1030. Is as much as that paid for trimming ? Tes.
1031. Even then it does not leave a great margin for profit ? Not a great deal.
1032. Mr. Pittman.] Is that paid in Newcastle ? Jt has been paid—4d. and4ad. for close’tween-deck 
vessels.
.1033. President.] "We have had several witnesses say that 3d. or 31d. is a good price ? That would refer 
to large modern vessels. Once they get under the crane the men continually drop coal into them.
1034. As a possible explanation of the firing of coal cargoes, it has been said tbat trimmers leave their 
candles down among the coal? I think the firing of coal cargoes is beyond my ken.
1035. Such a thing dues occasionally happen ? 1 have never brown it to happen since I have been
trimming in any vessel I have been on. "When a candle drops from a candle-stick some one extinguishes it. 
]03fi. Is it not possible you might get walled off from your candle ? No, your candle is always in front 
of you. ‘
1037. There should then be no excuse for a man leaving his candle in the hold among the coal ? No 
excuse. TVe sometimes pick up substances of this kind. [ Witness handed in piece of a fuse used iu mining,]
1038. Is that left among the coal by the miners ? It comes in the waggons. It consists of gunpowder. 
Once there was a hag of stuff found in the coals which was set on lire.
1039. A hag of powder? I do not know ; it was fusible matter.
.1040. Mr. Pittman.] Tou think that may get into the coal without tho miners knowing anything about 
it ? I do not know how it comes there—we find it there.
1041. President.] Tou have occasionally found powder ? Tes.
.1042. The powder used in compressed cartridges ? No.
1043. Tou do not mean to imply that anyone could have been wicked enough to put a bag of explosive 
matter among the coal purposely ? I do not know how it came there. A man called Davis picked it up. 
1 think it was in the “ industry.’’ The men were well nigh suffocated by the smoke from it.
1044. Have you had experience of either Harper's or Spencer's machines for distributiugjthe coal ? No ; 
1 have seen Harper's tried to he worked, but I think it was a dismal failure.
1045. What about Spencer's ? I have never seen Spencer's,
1046. Tou have had no practical experience with these appliances yourself ? No.
1047. I suppose some of the trimmers on tliedvke have had experience of them? I tbink’onJy one man—
Whittaker. " "
1048. Have you ever trimmed a cargo of coal that afterwards heated ? I do not remember one.
1049. So that you cannot give ns any information about the trimming of a cargo which has heated? 
No. J have never trimmed a vessel that has afterwards been lost.
1050. Is there any other matter you would like to bring before the Commissiou ? 1 think the stevedores
should he licensed, and ho examined by a practical man as to thoir competency to trim a ship. The 
inspectors could bo the examiners. 1051.
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1051. Is it proposed lie sliould pay for the license? By all means. It ivould pay the Government for Cremor.
the inspector’s salary. , ,
1052. what would bo the effect of a license do you think ? I think no man should put in a tender unless ^ sept,, 1896. 
he is licensed. Men come from the back blocks and start as stevedores, and inlluence may be brought to
hear upon the captain to employ them, or the captain may do so from economical ideas of his own, and ho 
is not made aware of the incompetency of the men he is employing by his agent. I have known for a fact 
where a man came from Mudgee and tendered for tho trimming of a vessel, and was successful in getting it.
1053. You have known of a man without previous experience obtaining a contract for trimming ? Yes.
1051. Although himself incompetent, 1 presume the men he employed would be competent ? They were 
in rnanv cases incompetent. An incompetent stevedore does not care so long as he gets a vessel down to 
her marks.
1055. The object of licensing them would be to secure better trimming? Tes.
1056. It would have the same effect as tho appointment of inspectors ? Yes. '

[Witness withdrew.]

1057
Mr. A. Wallace sworn and examined 

President.'] What is your name ? Alan Wallace. A. Wallace.

the coal when 4 Scl,t->189G'
1058. I understand you arc*the agent for Spencer's system for distributing coal ? Yes.
1059. You claim that the use of the Spencer distributor will prevent the pounding up of.
dropped in the hatches ? Yes. ' , , . . . . , t vi ^
1060. It has been suggested that even when this distributor is used, it will have to he removed while yet
there is a large space'unfilled in the hatchway, and that the coal would have to be dumped down into that 
space finally,lust as in the usual way? Not if the apparatuses properly used. There is no reason why 
the few waggons that will bo required to iill up the square of the hatch might not be lowered ou to it. 
It is a matter of only 3 or 4 feet. _ . ,
1061. That would necessitate trimming back from the heap ? Trimming back from tho ends ot tbo
distributor. ... , P
1062. 11 would rather, therefore, tend to increase the amount of trimming, and necessarily tue cost, ot 
trimming ? It would increase the trimming in the hatchway, but reduce it in the wings.
1063. So that it would leave the total amount of trimming about the same as now ? I have a statement 
showing the time occupied in loading ships as at present, and with the use of the distributor.
1064. Have you used the distributor in this port ? With several vessels. _ _
1065. Is there a particular line of ships for which the use of it is specified ? Yes, 1 ho Firth line.
1066. Is there ono of the Firth line in port just now ? Not at present. It could be arranged for tho
distributor to be used, if desired, in a vessel. •
1067. Could it be arranged tbat the Commission could see an exhibition of the use of one without expense
to the Commission ? Yes. _ _
1068. Mr. Pittman^] Does that particular line always use Spencer’s distributor when the vessels come
here ? Yes. _ _ _
1069. President.] How many times have you used H ? Six times since August, 1891.
1070. Has there ever been any trouble with the shifting of cargo, or of spontaneous combustion, in cargoes 
loaded by means of this distributor, either here or in England ? Not that J am aware of,
1071. Would you be aware if such had happened ? I should most probably be aware.
1072. It lias been suggested to us that the hatches of ships might be made larger, so as to admit of waggons 
being lowered; do you know of any reason against that ? None whatever.
1073. You are acquainted with ships ? ires.
1074. In your business? Yes.
1075. You are a shipping agent? Yes. _ _ _ , ,
1076. Is thcro, from a commercial point of view, any objection to the making of larger hatches. 1 don t
think so, as long as ships are built according to Floyd’s rules. i
1077. Do they specify the size of the hatches ? 1 think not, because'hatches are of all sizes.
1078. Would you be inclined to raise any objection if asked to increase the size of the hatches of your 
dhips ? With the main hatch, I should think it would not be a matter of importance. With the fore and 
after hatches il depends a great deal on the occupation of the deck space—the deck-houses and distribution 
of winches and worltiug gear of the ship. Tho fore and after hatches are invariably smaller than the
main hatch. ... . .... c
1079. Would you charge a royalty iu the event of Spencer s distributor being adopted iu this port. a cs ; 
1 presume so ; but could not say without referring to my principal in the matter. _
1080. Have you any idea as to why it is not more universally adopted? I have no idea. I have put it
before insurance companies, and they say it would be a good thing, but they do not seem inclined to insist 
upon it. It was through tho insurance companies putting up their premiums that first drew my attention 
to the distributor. _ . . ,
1081. Do the insurance companies here lower their rates for ships loaded with the distributor ? I have 
not heard anything from them to that effect.

” [Witness withdrew.]

WEDNESDAY, 9 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
[The Commission met nt 2'30p.m. at ih£ Custom House, Newcastle!]

Jlrrornt:—
I’HOFESsoit RICHARD THRELDALL, ALA., President ;

And EDWARD FISHER PITTMAN, Esq., A.E.S.M.
Mr. J. May, ALE., sworn and examined :—

1082. President.] What is your name ? Jonathan May. _
1083. And your business? Lecturer on coal-mining at the Technical College here. 1 am a mining
engineer and colliery manager. y
1084. What experience have you bad in coal-mining? As a boy, up to the age of about 17, I folknycd 0 Sept., 1890. 
the usual occupation of hoys iu mining. 1085;
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J. May. 10S5. Where was that? Iu the north of England—County of Durham. From 17 to 21 I studied the 
jjrineiples of mining under a gentleman who was mining engineer for the Duke of Cleveland. J hold the 

0 Sept., 1890. Idirhesi; diploma—first-class certificate—as a colliery manager, under the English Act; aud from that 
age up to the present I have had control of mining operations in every official capacity.
1056. With regard to spontaneous heating of coal, have you read tho work of'liichters on the subject? 
Only extracts; I have read Lewes more particularly.
1057. What work of Lowes do you refer to ? Only those papers which he laid before one or two different 
societies.
1088. Did he write a book on tlie subject ? They are only fugitive papers.
1089. Have you had any personal experience in investigating the cause of spontaneous combustion? 
Only what crops up in our institutes.
1090. You have made no laboratory experiments ? Ho, not of any consequence.
1091. As a matter of fact, your opinion is drawn from Lewes and other writers on the subject ? Yos,
principally. '
1092. And you have no practical knowledge of the matter? I have made no personal investigation to 
compare with those of Abel, Percy, and Lewes.
1093. Do you subscribe to the theory put forward by ‘Richters and Lewes that the cause of healing is 
from the absorption of oxygen by the carbonaceous matter of the coal ? Yes, 1 am perfectly satisfied 
with that theory ; it is now generally accepted,
1094. Do you consider that the presence of moisture is of any consequence as a factor in heating? 
Decidedly.
1095. Does the presence of moisture increase the liability to spontaneous combustion ? It does increase 
the liability, according to tho experiments of Richters and Lewes.
1096. Do you consider that the action of moisture in promoting spontaneous heatiug is traceable to the 
decomposition of pyrites, or do you consider it has a specific action? I would not like to say what ifs 
specific action was, except that its result has been to increase the danger of spontaneous combustion.
1097. Can you give me any fact to justify that? Hot having made any experiments, J only take the 
later conclusions arrived at by Lewes, Richters, Abel, and Percy.
109S. With respect to the conclusion arrived at by the English Commission in 1876, you are of opinion 
that later researches have shown that the influence of water is not to bo neglected in considering the 
chances of spontaneous ignition ? Yes.
1099. Can you give us any information in support of that ? 1 think researches have been made in regard
to tho different classes of coal and different degrees of moisture by Abel These will be most reliable.
1100. Yon are more particularly accustomed to the handling of coal ? Yes ; the chemical portion, I think, 
is best left to expert chemists.
1101. Do yon admit that the ‘pulverising of coal during the process of loading into ships is of 
importance in regard to the question of spontaneous combustion? It is of very considerable importance.
1102. Do you consider that the finer the coal the more likely it is to spontaneously heat ? Yes, distinctly ; 
because it is generally reckoned that if you take 100 bushels of charcoal and pulverise it, it will almost 
invariably take fire on exposure to the atmosphere. Oily waste becomes similarly oxidised.
1103. Can you suggest any means that might'be adopted to lessen the breakage of coal when put on board 
ships ? J think something might be done almost from the beginning. It is just possible that mining 
appliances will be improved. The old-fashioned tippler, or kick-up, throws the coal forward, and it gets 
very much smashed ; but the side tippler—and both can bo seen in practice in the district—causes very 
much less breakage.
3104. If the spaces between the bars of the screen are of the same size, will not the coal reach tho trucks 
in the same condition by whatever means it is loaded from the skip? The pieces may be large enough 
not to go through the screen, but they receive such an immense amount of smashing on the screen that, 
when they get to the trucks, they are pulverised. Then there is the pulverising journey to tlie wharf, and 
again when the coals arc dropped, perhaps 30 feet, into the hold. The whole process is one of making 
small coal, from the screen to the hold of the vessel.
3105. Can you make any suggestion as to the way in which coal might he more gently lowered into ihe 
hold of a ship without causing any great increase in the expense of loading ? You might adopt tlic same 
method as is used at Cardiff and Tyne Dock.
HOC. What method is adopted there ? They have a subsidiary box, which tlie coal is loaded into and then 
lowered gently into the hold of the vessel. They have a spout, and the truck lets the coal into that 
spout, and then mto the box.
1107. And that is done until the hatch is nearly full ? Yes.
1108. Though that method will no doubt reduce the breakage of the coal, it will add to the expense and 
tho time occupied in loading ? Tho additional expense should be paid for throe or four times over by the 
increased value of the coal. .
1109. For what purpose would it be of increased value? Eecause largo coal is always more valuable 
thad small.
1110. We have been informed that large coal would be of no greater value for steamboat purposes, ami a 
great deal of the trade consists in supplying steamboats ? That may bo ; but the larger the coal, I think 
its commercial value will bo greater.
1111. Lou do not agree with that opinion, that tho coal would be of no greater value for steamboats? 
It is altogether opposed to all I have been taught. We are always very anxious and careful to get tho 
best coal at the mines. The miners are paid'for large coal only.
1112. So that you think whatever extra expense may be incurred in the process of shipping which you 
propose, that expense would be more than recouped by the increased value of the coal ? Distinctly.
1113. Supposing that arrangements were made for lowering the first portion of a ship’s coal into the
hatches by means of subsidiary boxes, can you tell the Commission what additional appliances at the dyko 
would be necessary ? That is simply a matter of mechanical arrangement. _
3114. Would you be prepared to give a definite engineer’s opinion as to tbe alterations at the dyke which 
would be necessary ? Yes ; given sufficient time to examine tbe site.
1115. Are you prepared to do so now ? Yes. If you look into tho report of the English Commission von 
will probably see it. The Cardiff authorities would no doubt be able to supplv you with particulars.
1116. Which authorities ? The officers connected with the harbour there, or the Marine Board.

1117.
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1117. Mr. L‘ittir.an?\ Uo you know of any objection that would hold in regard to screening at the wharf ?
I am afraid it would not do.
1118. Can you tell me why ? Speaking as a practical mining engineer, it would not be thought of.
II If). .Arc you not aware that it is done at Cardiff ? Q1hat may be possible. Ibere are more private people 
there. Ono particular firm may bo shipping a large amount of coal, and it would probably pay them to 
screen that coal at ihe wharf if they could got accommodation, but where you have so many different 
companies it would not do. With a firm like the A, A. Company, if they had sufficient ground, I could 
understand it. To get all tho firms to work in ono groove like that would be difficult.
1120. President ] To work haimoniously, you moan ? Tes.
1121. Mr. J’ittman.'] Tou think the question of space of very groat weight? That ivould be an important 
matter, but you can see the difficulty in having twenty or thirty firms doing a thing like that. Tou could 
not get them to work together.
1122. /’resident.] Have you had any experience of distributors? Not personal experience, but I can 
quite see the idea is a possible one.
1123. Is there any matter which you would like to inform the Commission of ? I would like to point 
out the danger of allowing cotton-waste to drop into the holds of vessels, and of putting the sweepings of 
tlie wharfs into the vessels. These sweepings include tho grease dropping from waggons.
1124!. Is there anything else ? I am perfectly satisfied in my own mind that tho idea as to the danger of 
pyrites is practically exploded.
11,25. Tbat is a matter of impression with you? It is a matter of distinct conviction.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. J. May. 
9^Septfl896.

Mr. J. Whittaker sworn and examined :—
1126. President.] What is your name ? John Whittaker.
1127. Tou aro a coal-trimmer ? Tes.
1128. How long have you been a coal-trimmer ? Between England and here, a little over forty years.
1129. "Where were you born ? At Liverpool.
1130. When a ship arrives for coal, what is the first thing you do? Take out so much ballast and put in
stiffening. *
1131. How much stiffening coal, as a rule, would bo necessary for a ship going to load 4,000 tons of coal? 
1 should thing about 1,000 tons.
1132. Where should that coal be put ? If it could be done, it would be best down the main hatch.
1133. "Why can it not always be put down the main hatch ? The ballast may stop it.
1134. Cannot the ballast he moved aside ? If the captain w'ill do it. The stevedore wants to get his coal 
into tho fore and aft hatches.
1135. Why does ho prefer to put his coal into the fore and aft hatches? So that he can put more coal 
in with less labour—perhaps with one or two men.
1136. In your opinion, stiffening coal should be put down the main hatch ? Tes.
1137. It is to tho interest of the stevedore to put it down the fore hatch and the aft hatch ? Tes.
1133. Does that lead to the trimming being less perfect than if put down the main hatfch ? Tes, because 
the men are not there to trim the stringers in the fore and aft hatches. There is no labour put on to trim.
1139. Cannot that labour be put on afterwards ? No, not to get at it very well, because they run the 
main hatch up when she comes under the crane again wdfli those two men.
1140. In your opinion, the stiffening coal should be put down the main hatch, and the trimmers should be 
put in at once to trim the coal as it goes down ? To trim tbo stringers right along.
1141. That would make more work for the trimmers ? Tes, aud make tho cargo safer.
1142. Supposing the stiffening coal has been put iu, and tbo ship has come back to take her full cargo, 
will you describe what is done then ? If she has taken the stiffening in the fore and aft hatches, she 
starts in tlie main hatch, and the men should be put on from that time.
1143. How much eoal should he put dow-n the main hatch for a 4,000-ton cargo ? That depends how far 
they carry the wall between tbe forward and main hatches; some men carry the wall further than’others 
and straightcr.
1144. Is that a matter which is settled by tbe captain, or the stevedore ? By tho stevedore.
1145. Can you give us your opinion as to how much coal ought in reason, to go down the main hatch with 
a cargo of 4,000 tons ? Say 2.000 tons, or close upon it, would be quite sufficient to go down tbe main 
hatch.
114.6. Supposing the stiffening eoal has been already put down the main hatch, would you go ou filling 
up the main hatch when the ship comes under tho crane again ? Tes, sir.
1147. Tou would take nearly tlie whole cargo through the main hatch, and only put a comparatively 
small part down the fore hatch and after hatch ? Tes. It lies with the stevedore how big he makes his 
main hatch. Some men will take the w'all further forward than others. Some men have different ideas 
as to how large a main hatch should be.
1148. "Winch system would lead to tho best trimming ? The smallest main hatch with a sloping wall, so 
that there would be more coal to put down the fore batch to back tbe wall up.
1149. That would have tho effect of getting more coal into the two ends of the ship ? Yes.
1159. "Why does a small main hatch lead to the best trimming? By making a big main hatch you leave 
less coal for tho fore hatch to back up the wall between the main and fore batches. It does not matter 
about the aft part of tbe main batch, because the aft hatcli and the coal from tho main hatch will meet in 
most ships, so that the wall is always backed up. It is in the forward wall where the danger is, through 
there not being enough coal to back it up. The reason for making a big hatcli is this—when you have 
finished tho aft and main hatches, and yon come to the fore hatcli, the stevedore knocks the labour off 
and keeps perhaps four men on just to put the plates ashore. Very often there may be no work in that 
hatch except to knock the top of the heap off and level it down. They usually have twelve men for a 
ship.
1151. Independently of any question of labour, you consider a ship is safer with the wall built nearer to 
the niain hatch than stevedores are accustomed to build it ? That is the only way to trim a ship. 
["Witness, with the aid of a diagram, then explained the manner of building and the position of the wall 
between tbe main and fore hatches]. 1152.

Mr. J.
■ Whittaker.
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JJIr. J. 1152. If the wall is put too far forward, tho balance of the ship's cargo which can be put down the fore 
"Whittaker. ]Ifltch, consistent with keeping the ship trimmed, will not be sufficient to support the foot of the wall? 

o That is it.
’ eP •' °* 1153. Mr. Pittman.'] Do you build a wall between the main and after hatches ? Tes; but you see the

hatches are so much closer.
1151. PresidentSupposing that what you consider the proper method of trimming were adopted, would 
it cost the stevedore more in wages to trim ? Tes.
1155. Do you find that those stevedores who take work at a low price do worse work than other con
tractors ? That is a thing I could not say anything about, I do not know what prices they get for the 
work.
1156. Have you any opinion about the matter? 1 have an opinion that the man who takes a cheap job
at anything must slum it somewhere to make it pay. _ _
1157. Have you known a ship to bo badly trimmed in tbe port of ^Newcastle ? Tes, the American ship 
“ Jlanv. Morise.”
1158. Who was she trimmed by? Hestelow and Williams, I think it was.
1159. What was wrong with her ? She was a close deck ship, and by some means or other the captain 
found out tlie ship was not properly trimmed, and he sent for M'Neil and Taylor to get them to trim tlie 
ship right, and it took about fourteen men between nine and ten hours to do it.
.1160, Were you one of them ? No, sir, I only went on board to see her.
11GI. She was not jmoperly trimmed in the wings and lower hold? Tes.
1162. There were spaces left in the wings and lower hold ? A cs.
] 163. So that the cargo could shift ? Tes.
1164. Was that the fault of tlie stevedores or the captain ? The stevedores.
1165. How do you know ? Because he ran that ship up all over before the men came on. They ran up the 
three hatches, and when the men came on they could not get properly at the wings to iill them. It is a 
dangerous thing, if the wings of the main hatch and right along to the fore and aft hatches are not filled.
1166. Did yon see, in this particular case, that the hatches were all run up before these men were put on ? 
Tes, the three hatches.
1167. What is the longest time you ever worked ? 1 have worked sixty-five hours at one ship.
1168. Why was that ? I was working for some men who were doing the ships for themselves—what they 
would call a co-operative body. Tlie men working for the other stevedores were threatened if they came 
and worked for these mon, buL we took no notice. There was me and llobert JfcAuliffc; we did the 
work ; we were not fit to work, but wo stopped there for that length of time. There are men working 
thirty hours.
1169. Do the stevedores insist upon the men working such hours, or is it by the men’s own wishes ? A 
stevedore employs a certain body of men, and when a steamboat comes under the crane and takes thirty 
hours, the men are kept on. I have worked thirty and forty hours, and my flesh was very crumbly and 
curious after it. Ten hours is long enough.
1170. How many days a week can you expect to get work ;—do yon work three days a week ? I do not 
work three days a week. There may be reasons why 1 do not get work three days a week, Tlie average 
man gets three days a week.
1L7L 'When you get a job, you like naturally to make the most of it ? Tes, you do.
1172. Is that not the cause of your working so many hours ? The stevedore has it in his own hands. He
can relieve you if he likes.
1173. Do you not like to work as long as he will lot you, if you can get extra pay ? Not at all times.
1174. Sometimes ? Sometimes a man will work if ho has had no work for a week,
1175. So that ho might ask the stevedore to allow him to stay and work a double shift? It would be no
good his asking him.
1176. Did you over ask a stevedore to keep you on ? Never in my life, and I do not think any other man 
did it.
1177. Surely a stevedore would lose money by keeping a man on for so many hours ? I think ho would.

, I have had many an argument about not relieving us, and getting a fresh gang on.
1178. You think a stevedore will, in some instances, keep you workiug more than ten hours, because he 
believes he can get more work out of you than out of a fresh gang ? That is just so, but it is a foolish 
idea.

[Witness withdrew,]

Mr. A. Gardiner sworn and examined :—
1179. President.] What is your name ? Archibald Gardiner.

.4. Gardiner. 1180, And your business ? Civil and milling engineer.
Mfil. Where were you born ? In Scotland, 

ept,, 1 G. ppg2. You are a lecturer at the Technical College, Newcastle? Tes.
1183. What do you lecture on? Mine surveying.
1184. Tou have nothing to do with shipping ? Nothing.
1185. Have you had anything to do with eoal-winning ? Tea. I have a certificate as a colliery manager. 
I was manager at two of the mines in tlie district for some years.
1186. 1 understand you have made special experiments with the heated cargo of a ship which relumed 
here? Yes.
1187. What was the ship’s name ? I think it was the “ Morna.”
1188. What happened to ihe “ Morna ” ? 3 do not know anything about the ship. Tlie coal was sent to 
the Technical College by Dalgety and Company.
1189. It was a case iu which the stiffening coal heated ? I believe so.
1190. What did you do with the eoal ? 1 experimented with it.
1191. In what way ? I tested it to see whether we could get it up to ignition point.
1192. By heating it? Yes; and put it under conditions similar to those it would be under in f he hold of a 
ship. We heated it up to only 500° Fahrenheit, as we had not a thermometer to go higher.
1193. And what was the result? The coal was not at all altered.

1194.
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110k "VVilh what object was that experiment? To see if it was jjossible at a moderate iemperature to Wr._ 
ignite tlie coal by heating. We then diimpctl the coal and tried it again. Tlie heat rose very rapidly up A- Gardiner, 
to 210°, and remained at that until the moisture evaporated.
1105. What did you conclude from that experiment ? I concluded there were no grounds to say the cargo '* 
heated or would endanger tbe ship.
] 100. Have you made any other experiments ? Some years ago I was manager in India where the coal was 
full of pyrites, and it was a great trouble. The gob heated rapidly. When the debris was not packed up 
against the roof of the mine, leaving a cavity, it heated. The coal was of the same general character as tho 
eoal in the Newcastle mines. I also found that small heaps left in the Indian sun outside the mine 
heated in a very short time. The analysis of the coal was similar to that of the Newcastle mines.
1L97. Have you made any experiments as to the effect of pyrites in causing heating ? Yes; it was due to 
the pyrites that the India coal heated. It urns due to the decomposition of the pyrites that heated the gob.
1198. How do you know it was due to decomposition ? Pyrites there occurs in the coal in a different way 
to what it does here. Jt occurs iu little pockets, and decomposition sets in very rapidly. You could see 
the effect of these pockets on the outside of the coal.
1109. You observed the pyrites decomposing? Yes, from day to day observation.
1200, Have you any direct evidence of the dependence of the heating upon the decomposition of the
pyrites? We expected that. #
1201. You took it on trust ? Yes; we believed it was the cause,
1202, Have you any reason to suppose that the coal from some mines in this district tends to heat more 
than others ? Tlie coal in general is not coal that I should say was at all dangerous to carry by sea.
1203. Most of the fires have occurred with West Wallsend eoal, have they not ? Yes, I believe that is so.
120k Does the West Wallsend coal, to your knowledge, dift'er conspicuously in character from the other 
coals in the district ? It does not.
1205, Docs it contain more sulphur? I don’t think so.
1209. You know of no physical or chemical difference between'the West Wallsend and other coals?
No ; 1 do not. I have examined the West Wallsend coal, and its analysis is familiar to mo.
1207. Mr. Are you prepared to say it is not a more friable coal ? It is not a more friable coal.
It is very much of the same nature. It is not more friable than that from the Stockton Colliery.
1208. Some of the coals from collieries near Newcastle are more friable than those from the Minmi or 
West Wallsend seams;—is not the Greta coal harder than the West Wallsend ? Yes.
1209. Is there any other coal besides the Greta which is firmer than the West Wallscnd? The Great 
Northern is a harder eoal.
1210. If you dropped a piece of West Wallsend coal and pieces equal in size from the Great Northern 
and Greta mines from a height of 30 feet, would yon expect the West Wallsend to crumble more easily 
than the others? Yes, that is, it would break easier, but I would not say crumble.
1211. I’reitidcnf.] Is the West Wallsend coal firmer than the A.. A. Company’s coal? The West Wall- 
send is a harder and firmer coal than the A. A. Company’s,
1212. So that tho A.A. Company’s would break more easily ? Yes.
1213. And yet the A.A. Company have had no accidents ? I am not aware that they have.
1214. Have you formed any opinion as to the reason why this particular coal has apparently given rise 
to this trouble and the A.A. Company’s not? 3! have thought the matter over a good deal, but I have 
not any materials to enable me to come to any definite conclusion in the matter. I must say .1. cannot 
understand how that is so with the West Wallsend more than with the A. A. Company’s. I am not of 
opinion that any of the district coals would be dangerous cargoes to carry.
1215. Mr. Coal from Newcastle generally ? Yes, that it is not a dangerous cargo. There may
be more occluded gases contained in tbe West Wallscnd and Seaham coals than in those nearer town.
1216. /’resident.] That is only a probability ? Yes.
1217. Is the coal won in a different way in West Wallsend ? No ; the practice of winning is very much 
Ihe same. There is a slight modification during the last year or two iu the system of working.
1218. What is that ? A. tendency to leave larger pillars.
1219. itfr. I’itfman.] Nothing to cause greater crushing in the coal? No, but the workmen use more 
powder in the mining of the coal now than was done some years ago.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. J. Dixon sworn and examined:—
3220. /’resident.] What is your name? John Dixon.
1221. You are Government Examiner of Coal Fields? Yes.-
1222. How long have you been in that position? About six weeks.
1223. You have had eoasiderable experience of coal fields before then ? Yes. Fourteen years as inspector.
1224. What are your duties as Government Examiner of Coal Fields? Principally looking after Hoyaltics 
and applications for eoal lands. 1 have been doing inspections all. the time besides.
1225. During vour term of service have you had to make any inspection of ships whose cargoes of coal 
have heated ? No.
1220. Have you had any experience of the heating of heaps of coal ? I have.
1227. In this district? Yes.
1223. Will you kindly mention a typical case? I have seen on two occasions in the district whore coal 
lias heated in tho pit.
1229. Where it has been stowed as rubbish ? Left in the gob.
1230. It is very usual for eoal to beat in the gob ? It; is not usual, but 1 have known of two cases where 
It has done so.
1231. Was tlie coal finely powdered ? Yes.
1232. Was it damp? Yos, when it was put in,
3233. Do you think that was ihe cause of the heat in those cases ? My opinion is, aud I know .1 am in 
opposition to scientists, in this, that it is tho iron pyrites that causes most of the trouble.
1234. Why do you think it is the pyrites? It is on one side of the big fault in the district, and it is tbe 
most peculiar place I have ever seen for pyrites. I have seen them the size of a dinner plate come, out 
of the botlom where they have boon thrown back into the gob.
1235. * Where was the heating you refer to ? In the A. A. Company's and Ferndale pits.
1230. And in both those places pyrites was a conspicuous feature? Not a bit of doubt about it.

3~q ....... ‘ ■ ■ 1237.

Mr.
J. Dixon.
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1237. Was it conspicuous in the gob itself ? Yes
3 Sept.j 1S96. 1233. The gob contained more pyrites than the gob generally does? More than usual. •

J 1239. Was the gob net or dry ? The coal ivas thrown back wet on the first working.
1240. That first coal contained this pyrites ? It generally lay near the bottom -. in fact it was on tho
bottom. _
1241. This is in opposition to scientific theory? In opposition to some scientists. Those that I have
read do not take much account of pyrites. _ _
1242. You made no direct experiments, I suppose, to verify your theory ? I have taken particular notice 
of it during some years—that peculiar place on the side of that fault, just on account of the pyrites.
1243. And there you have noticed that heating is a matter of frequent occurrence ? Yes, I' have noticed
that small coal ns closely as possible for thirteen or fourteen years. .
1244. In tlie same pit ? In the same pit, hut not the same pyrites.
1245. Have you noticed in all cases in which heating in the gob occurred tbat pyrites was present, or only 
in some cases ? Only in those cases I referred to.
124(1. In the two heated gobs ? Yes; both on tlie same side of the fault.
1247. Hoes pvrites occur in most gobs ? It may to some extent, but not to the extent of the cases I am
speaking about.

« 124*8. How mauy gobs will there he which have pyrites to the same extent as the two gobs which heated ?
I don't say only two. There have been acres of that old working shut off, and the same feature with 
regard to pyrites obtained in every bord.
1249. Are there any other collieries in which that fault occurs ? Xot the same fault.
1250. So that it would only he in those two collieries in which t hat immense accumulation of pyrites would 
occur ? Yes,

- 1251. Aud the gobs which are formed of coal containing.this pyrites are very liable to heating? Yes.
1252. And no other gobs in the district have been known to heat? No. .
1253. And no other gobs in tbo district aro known to have the same pyrites ? Xot to that extent.
1254. Mr. Pittman.') Your opinion is based on the fact that where you noticed heating you noticed 
pyrites ? Yes.
1255. You are not prepared to say from your own experience that the heating was due to tho pyrites ? 
No ; I have never known what we may term an active flame. There was another condition brought to 
bear upon it, and that was about (j inches of clay shale, almost of Ihe consistency of putty, came down 
and carried a lot of moisture—a wet blanket I call it—and tbe moment; tbat moist stutf came down tbe 
chief bord bad to be shut off because wc would get an active flame.
125G. President.) How long after the fall of clay ? Xot many days.
1257. The clay would allow the heat to accumulate ? Yes, keep tho heat in.
1258. In what respect does the pyrites you refer to differ from what are called brasses ? You sometimes 
get them in great lumps as large as a man’s head, but this pyrites was like an ordinary dinner pflate. 
1 have seen them beautifully put together—little square blocks of eoal where this stiilF had been running 
through and cementing them together.
1250. Mr. Pittman.) You know gob fires are very common in tbe old country ? Yes.
1260. Have you sufficient experience of gob fires thereto say there is always present an excessive quantity 
of pyrites? As a matter of fact, we had no gobs in the part where I was brought up in the old country. 
It was what was called the Hutton scam in the north of England, it was too precious to leave in the pit. 
12G1. Have you formed any opinion as to the heating of coal cargoes ? I have tried to form some opinion. 
Say, for instance, a ship takes in a few hundred tons of coal in Sydney aud comes up here, and then wet 
coal tbat has been reduced to “ smalls ” is put ou top, you get the wet blanket I speak about.
1262. President.) You think the wet coal keeps the heat in beiler than tbe dry coal? I think the wet 
eoal does the business.

■ 1263. The effect of damp in the coal would be to make tlie coal more non-conducting of heat ? It would
simply cause fermentation, if you can allow tbat expression in tlie matter. Every little cell of the coal 
broken in the hold of the ship is giving off gas. Then with the coal going down there a certain amount 
of heat is created and will he retained, and by and by it will burst into flame.
12G4. Do you mean the wot coal would act as a blanket ? It would hinder the gas that has been occluded 
from escaping,
.1265. What has that to do with what you call fermentation ? If you get gas there which lias accumu
lated, a certain amount of heat is given off all the time.

■ ■ 1266. You do not know, as a matter of fact, whether ships that have first taken in dry coal and then
■ loaded wet coal arc more liable to fire than those which have loaded all dry or all wet? I do not know,

-- but that is my impression.
1267. As to the loading of coal, can you give us any opinion as to which would be the best way of pre
venting the breakage at the least expense ? In tbe first place I believe the coal should not be sent away 
out of the pits in large lumps. They had a saying in tbe North of England when I was a boy, if you 
dropped a large lump of coal into a ship’s hold you made about a thousand small ones. They'reckoned 
small sized coal was better carrying to the port and better cargo on ship board. Jt looked better coal at 
the journey's end when it went in reasonably small. The lumps were not more than 14 or 16 pounds in 
weight and I think they got good results from it.
1268. What part of England was that? North of England. Our shipping port was Sunderland.
1269. I suppose it is just as easy to send coal out of the mine moderately broken up as in large lumps ?

' Yes. I have seen them roll a lump as large as two men could move. If that goes into the ship’s hold
like that, there is a grinding process, and you break, perhaps,T;cn thousand colls with it.
1270. You think it really malces more dust and " smalls ” than if broken into fairly reasonable pieces ?
Tbat is my idea. .
1271. You do not consider, I presume, that to limit the size of the lumps of coal put out from Ihe jiits 
would be a sufficient cure ? No. I think there should be something done to put it out of the waggons 
into a shoot, instead of dropping it straight down the hatch in tho way they do.
1272. You would have a shoot down the hatch ? A shoot entering the hatchways, and then have a check 
shoot, the coal to go from one to the oilier.
12731 Do yon think that could be adopted economically ? I think so, 1 think if would be tbe most- 
economical thing you could get. It simply means two pieces of wrought iron. .1974.
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1274. A wrought-iron tube bent zigzag ? Yes ; it would make but little “ smalls.”
1275. You would only have oue turn in the shoot ? Yes.
127G. Do you think there would be any possibility of reducing the size of the waggons, or would tbat 
involve too great an expense P It would, If you reduce the length and breadth of the waggons, you y ep ^ 
would have to iucrease the height, and to do that would cause a lot of breakage at the screens. It would
then amount to the same thing.
1277. It lias also been suggested that the hatches might be made larger ; do you think that would be a 
serious matter ? I think it would in the building of some ships. It is rather an awkward thing getting a 
waggon down a hatcli; it is an ugly thing to go through. 1 think it could bo arranged by shoots or 
spouts to put the coal in with little breakage.
1278. "Would that be better than the box system, iA which the waggon is tipped into an intermediate box, 
which is then lowered ? That would entail a lot of extra work. I remember a time here when they used 
to wheel it on hoard with harrows.
1279. You think the box system would involve great expense? It would.
1280. It would mean, practically, discarding tho cranes ? It would.
1281. Mr. The objection raised to distributors is, that the main hatch would have to be filled
up in the ordinary way of dumping ; to use the zigzag spouts, would save the coal in the wings but not 
in the hatchway? It would be an easy matter to shoot the eoal and let it just fall down into the centre 
and beneath the hatch. It is-only a question of a few small waggons to put down. It does not leave the 
main hatch or any other hatch particularly empty if you have anything to distribute it around. Tlie coal 
will naturally bo falling into the lowest level ail the time.
1282. President.] Would it be possible to have waggons carrying suitable boxes for lowering down the 
hatches until the hold was somewhat full ? They have some of the box-waggons yet in two compartments.
They would go down the hatch.
1283. Why should not enough of those he provided to fill the vessel sufficiently to make a conical pile 
under the "hatch ? The difficulty would be how to manipulate the waggons at the collieries. You would 
want to know where you were filling into tho vessel. There may be three or four Collieries filling in the 
same ship, and the difficulty would he to provide the waggons accordingly. Boxes are out of date. They 
are getting rid of them as quickly as possible. The hopper is all the go now,
1284. Why, because it will carry more ? Wo used to have the wooden boxes, but they took a lot to keep 
in repair.
1285. Suppose some alteration had to he made? Then tho boxes would he the thing. I was in Wollon
gong a short time ago, and I noticed them loading a steamer. They had an immense shoot, and they used 
to keep that shoot pretty well filled. They had trimmers below trimming each box full. The coal going 
down the shoot was dependent upon what was taken away at the bottom, and it seemed to have an 
easy slide.
1280. To w ork such a system here ivould necessitate the entire recasting of the system at the dyke ? The 
A. A. Company have something like it. They load a lot at their own shoots; they send very little to 
the dyke.
1287. But the chief trade is done at the dyke? Yes.
1288. I believe the contractor for the cranes gets now l^d. per ton? Yes.
1289. Can you form any idea as to what extra expense would be incurred in loading the first few hundred 
tons from boxes instead of from the hopper, and lowering them down the hold ? I cannot. It would take 
more time.
1290. Would it cost much more? It would cost more, and they would have to be very cautious tbe boxes 
did not. catch anywhere.
1291. Would it cost half as much again ? I daresay it would.
1292. Would it cost twice as much ? 1 don't think so. I have watched them loading with the boxes, 
which have been wobbling about, and the man has enough to do to knock the bar up and get the coal to 
shoot fair over the hole. The boxes have to he tipped up at one end,
1293. Perhaps it would be better to have the boxes made with movable bottoms? Tbat would he hotter 
still.
1294. We may say it would cost from id. to Id. per ton more to adopt a. more gentle method of 
loading? Yes.
1295. Bo you think the trade of the port would suffer if it were found necessary to raise the price of eoal 
Id. a ton ? Ho, 1 do notnor with another Id. on the top of that.
129G. There is no reason, therefore, why the colliery owners should not charge Id. a ton more to pay for 
tho extra care in shipping? There is no reason, in my opinion. Every care should he taken to preserve 
the lives of tho poor sailors, I think everybody should try to make it easy for them, A Id., or even 6d,, 
should not stand in the way if it will make things better.
1297. With the additional care, the destruction of the coal would be reduced in lowering it into the holds 
of ships, and with it the risk of fire ? That is my opinion.
1298. Do you think the Commission would be justified in making such a recommendation as has been 
indicated in regard to lowering the coal by boxes ? I think you would he perfectly justified.
1299. Where would you begin to attack the trouble? I would begin at the pit.
1300. What would you do at the pit? Cct them to send small coal away. If you can put largo coal into 
tho hold there is less fear of it than with the small coal, but the trouble lies iu the way it is shipped. The 
largo coal causes the mischief. I think you would then get a better class of coal.
1301. Mr. Pittman!] The larger the coal the greater the smashing ? Yes.
1302. What means could be adopted to induce the colliery proprietors to send out smaller coal? They 
have simply to tell the men to do so. It is a great burden on the men filling large coal.
1303. President.] Should wc recommend that the proprietors bo advised or coerced in this respect?
Advise them first of all. In large blocks of coal going away from the pit there may be a good amount of 
iron pyrites. I have known large lumps break at tbe mine, and exhibit 14 or 15 pounds of iron pyrites.
1304. Do you think proprietors would be willing to be advised in the matter ? 1 do.
1303. You think moral suasion would bo sufficient ? I do.
1306. It would be quite unnecessary to pirns regulations for tho purpose ? If they see the force of it I 
think they would soon do it.

35
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MV. 1307. Mr. Pitlmnn.] "AVliat do you Lliink a fair size to stipulate the coal should come from the mine ? 
j. uuou. j think a cubic foot would be large enough for all purposes.

9<Sfipt*~1896 Thcreuo objwd'gained by having it larger for trade purposes? TsTo; it would show a better
’ result at the far end, no matter where they' carried it, if it were smaller. There is the rolling of tlie ship 

to he considered—the settling down of the coal and tlie grinding. They generally say where there is 
action there is heat.
1309. President.Would it be inflicting much hardship on the colliery proprietors to insist on (say) tlic
first 500 tons of a 3,000 tons cargo being loaded from boxes ? It would entail a great hardship. They 
have not many boxes now, ■
1310. They are discarding them ? Tes. When the companies first got them they used to be costly—£100 
for a waggon and boxes.
1311. "W hat w'ould they cost now ? They could get them for half that; hut they all go in for the hoppers, 
both in the old country and here. I think it would ho rather a difficult matter to got them to take to 
boxes kindly. At tho mine you have a wide hopper waggon, and you can have a wide screen and get more 
space to clean the coal. That is where the trouble comes in. It could he done by making more screens, 
and having a screen for each box, hut that would mean more tip-ups at the top of the pit. That would 
ho a direct expense on the colliery proprietors. Tho more spread yon can got on a screen the better and 
cleaner the eoal yon can get over. With a small screen a great deal of foreign matter would pass over.
1312. It has been suggested that there should be inspectors appointed to sec to the loading of ships,and
that they were properly trimmed ;—have you thought of that ? I think that would do good, if they were 
men np to their work. ‘
1313. It seems that owing to captains and officers having so much work, or being too anxious to get 
ashore, or from some other cause, they do not supervise the loading of their ships properly ? That is 
correct.
13131. And that it is to tho interest of the contractor to put the coal on board as quickly as possible? I 
can understand that. '
1314. And that consequently some form of inspection would he advisable ? I think it would he a wise 
thing to have.
1315. Such inspectors would he in a very responsible position, and their remuneration would have to be 
sufficient to place them beyond temptation'? They would have to he beyond suspicion.
1316. Have you any idea what they should receive? £300 a year each,
1317. Tou think honest men could be got for that ? 1 think so. Our inspectors are only getting £270,
and they have a responsible position. .
1318. Arc they exposed to the same temptation? I do not know where the temptation conies in.
1319. The temptation is very obvious the stevedores merely wish to be left alone, and will pay for that ? 
I would have the inspectors teetotallers.
1320. Are you a teetotaller P I have been a teetotaller for twenty-oigiit years.
1321. Have you any idea how many inspectors would be required ? 1 have not thought tlic matter out.
1322. Do you sdo any objection to the proposal from the point of view of Government interference ? I 
think it would he quite right. When I saw it mooted in the papers I thought it was the right thing.
1323. Do you consider colliery proprietors are benefited by your inspection ? 1 think so.
1324. They do not object to it ? They have kicked once or twice. All inspectors will get their kicks.
1325. The trade has not been hampered by it? Ho; some people look on inspectors as spies—spying
their work. As Englishmen, we do not like the name of spy. “ °
1326. With what object would they ho spying? Perhaps going about where it was thought they should 
not be. It is all right if you can get men that will act honestly—men to be looked up to. We have men 
in this port who understand coal-trimming enough to become inspectors, and good sound men too.
1327. Would yon have a head inspector, with subordinates? I would give one man a classification above 
the others, so that they could report to him, If they all reported from their own standpoint, things would 
get into chaos.
1328. There should be a head man and subordinates ? Yes; supposing you gave the head man £3C0, 
and the others £250,1 think you could get good men for that.

‘ [Witness withdrew.]

THURSDAY, 10 SEPTEMBER, 1396.

[The Commission met at 2S0p.m. at the Custom House, Eeiccastle.']
JjJrmnt:—

Professor RICHARD THRELRALL, M.A., President ;
And EDWARD MSHER PITTMAN, Esq, A.R.S.M.

Mr. A. Ross sworn and examined:—
Mr. A. Ross. 1329. President.'] What is your name ? Alexander Ross, junior.

1330. What is your business ? Colliery manager.
Sept, 1896.1331, What colliery do you manage? The Wallsend Colliery.

1332. It has been shown that several of the ships whose cargoes have heated have been loaded with your 
coal;—do yon know of any reason why your coal should he particularly liable to lead to those accidents? 
I am not aware, sir, that the loss of those vessels has been due to that fact—to over-heating or firing. I 
certaiuly have heard of ships on our coast having become over-heated, but I cannot see any reason for it.
1333. There is no question of your eoal having over-heated in the case of the “Knight of St. Michael” ? 
I have no knowledge of that, and would like to say 1 have had a very large experience in this district in 
managing coal mines, extending over nineteen years—twelve years with the Newcastle Coal-mining 
Company aud seven years with my present Company. I have also a knowledge outside of that of ten 
years, or about twenty-nine or thirty years’ experience in coal-mining in this district.
1334. Are there any particular deposits of pyrites in your mine ? There are some ; the same as in all
coal mines in this district. .

1335.
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1335. Xoitlior more nor less in jours ? I cannot say that there are more than I have observed in others. Mr- A. Boss. 
The percentage of brasses or pyrites is not at all largo with onr mine, i/^TToqn
133(!. Have you any analysis of coal from your mine ? ]STot taken by myself. eP ■’ ‘
1337. 1 presume tire company has obtained analyses at different times ? I believe they have.
1.338. ITom whom could (hose analyses be obtained? I think Mr. liiuney, the secretary, will have them.
I think there was an analysis taken at or about tbe time when the “ Knight of St. Michaelwas in 
Sydney, "Ure ship a very large quantity of eoal to foreign parts, and T do not know that we have bad an 
excessive number of heated cargoes, considering the amount wo send away. I daresay we send from 
twelve to fifteen, or more, ships away per inonih.
1333. In loading your coal, do you send out very large pieces ? Xot extra large. •
13'JO. I presume you do uot differ from other collieries in that respect ? ]. do not ash the miners to fill
excessively large eoal. 1 have always loolted upon very large coni as being a factor tending to make more 
small coal, not only in the waggons when coining over the screen, but again in tbe ship's hold.
1311. Do you find a- ready market for the small coal from the screens ? We have a very large output of 
500 to 600 tons a day of small coal.
1342. "Where does that go to ? I do not know where it goes to.
1343, Is it shipped abroad or not ? I think it is shipped principally in coastal steamers.
1314. Who can tell us where it is shipped ? Captain Cross, the shipping manager of our company.
1345. It has been suggested that the breakage of the coal might be reduced by lowering the first quantity 
down into the bold of tbe ship instead of letting it drop from the coamings of the hatch. In order to 
accomplish this it would be necessary to have small waggons for the first portion of the cargo ;—is there 
any very grave objection to that from your point of view ? There would be with ns, I am afraid,
1346. What is the objection? We have such a large quantity of rolling-stock—720 7-ton waggons.
With our largo output of fully 1,400 to 1,500 tons of large coal it would mean a very large increase of 
capital cost to have to make waggons for the first loading of ships,
1347. Could your present waggons he modified or altered in any way ? Xo.
1348. If that proposal were carried out it would mean that you would have to buy more waggons?
Make or buy more.
1340. Can you give mo any idea of tho coat of a waggon with three boxes, holding 3 to 4 tons each?
Wood or iron ?
1350. Either? With wooden boxes it would cost from £50 to £00 each.
1351. Each waggon with boxes would cost £50 to £60? Tes.
1352. Can you suggest any other way in which the breakage could be reduced in dropping into tbe ship’s 
bold? The only way,I could suggest is having distributors or shoots in the hold of a vessel to lessen the 
speed of the coal in falling—that is, for the first 400 or 500 tons.
1353. So that you would distribute the coal to the side, and then trim back under the hatch ? Tes.
1354. Does that appear to you to be the most feasible way of reducing the breakage under the hatch ?
It docs. Either that or by increasing tbe size of tbe hatch, to allow the present rolling-stock to go down 
lower. It does occur to me that the great heating power comes from immediately under the hatchway, 
and of course the small coal generates heat much more rapidly than the large.
1355. Supposing tho distributor were adopted, would that increase the cost of loading ? It would increase 
it somewhat. I have not seen a distributor, and would not have much idea as to what the cost would be.
1356. Supposing it increased it Ikl. per ton for the first 1,000 ton?, would it be a matter of impossibility 
for fbc coal frado to stand that? If it is finally relieved of the healing, I don't think Id. or 1 Jd. would he 
grumbled at by whoever the parly might be who bad to bear it.
1357. Is it a fact that at the present time you are unable to insure your ships ? That I cannot say.
1358. Supposing that by spending, say. l^d. per ton in loading part of the 6nrgo the insurance rales were 
reduced, it seems reasonable to think that the final result might be more favourable than the present 
prices? Tes, I quite agree with that.
1359. Ton have fires, of course, in the gobs in your mine occasionally? I have never bad a firo in any 
mine that I have had any connection with in my life.
1360. It is very usual to have fires in gobs? It is not very usual in this district. I only know of one 
single instance that is attributable to spontaneous combustion.
1361. TV hat colliery was that in ? The A. A. Company’s.
13G2. In which pit? The No. 2,
1363. Is that the sea pit? No; the Borehole Pit, ’
1364. Can you tell us approximately how many waggons would be required, having two boxes, to carry
out the system of lowering the first portion of the cargo into the hold of a ship ? IVc have 720 waggons 
to keep our trade going, and to load the first 500 tons of a shipment would require, approximately, one- 
fourth of that number.
1365. ISO waggons ? Tes.
1366. Tours may be regarded as the largest colliery in the district? The largest in tho Colony.
1367. Sc that number may be regarded as the maximum ? I do not say that,
1368. It is reasonable to suppose that no other colliery would require a larger number ? I do not think 
any colliery would require more than that quantity—say 200 waggons.
1369. Mraiden/.] TV hat is the capital of your company? £100,000.
1370. All paid up? I think so.
1371. Jtfr. If capitalised, the cost of the waggons would represent £450 a year at 5 per cent. ?
Tes.
1372. President.] In what position is the coal trade just now;—is it in a flourishing condition? It is 
flourishing, but that is attributable to our unfortunate three months’ strike. TVe are doing the trade that 
accumulated during that time. Up to tbe present we have had, so I am informed by our secretary, Tery 
few, if any, orders from foreign parts since wc started.
1373. So that, although there is somewhat of a boom at present, it is not really favourable trade ? No ; 
there is no doubt the strike has thrown back tbe fine trade that was beginning to grow in Newcastle.
1374. TVbere is tbe coal obtained from now? I cannot say. There was a splendid boom and increased
confidence beginning in the Newcastle district in regard to foreign trade up to the commencement of that 
strike. I could not keep pace with it. It was gaining on mo every day, although we bad such a large 
output, 1375.
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Mr. A. Boss. 1375. Mr. Pitlman.Did you notice in the newspapers last week an account of the “ Flora P. Stafford ”
10^ 1^189(1 a^an^one^ 011 flCl^D1,111^ her cargo taking re ? Yes. %

cj).., h. ]i0 y0U ]C110W \v(iether that vessel was loaded from your colliery ? I do nut; I do not think so,
however.
1377. President.^ Is there anything you would like to lay before the Commission ? ’Going hack to your 
first question as io whether I could attribute a reason why our ships tired, I do not, in the first place, 
attribute it to the presence of iron pyrites, from my long experience in the coal trade in Newcastle, and 
seeing such large quantities of iron pyrites heaped up and alongside of coal-heaps. While I have had 
several small-coal heaps fire spontaneously, I have never observed iron pyrites iu heaps lire at all.
1378. Yon are referring to iron pyrites alone? There was a certain mixture of small coal with the iron
pyrites. •
.1379. But the greater part was iron pyrites r Yes; there is a very small percentage of iron pyrites 
in our seam, as well as in all seams in our district, but all, more or less, have iron pyrites in them. The 
fires which have occurred lately have been first attributable, in my opinion, to the grinding of the coal 
into a fine state under the hatchway. I believe, but cannot speak from experience, that improper 
trimming has very often had a great deal to do with the rubbing of the coals iu the cargo when the ship ■ 
is rolling about at sea, and creating heat. It has been my experience, in observation, that most ships that 
have beeu missing or have taken fire have been loaded, in our greatest heat—during our summer months. 
Many days last summer the sun was 130°, and then at night a heavy shower of rain might come and 
moisten tho coal, thus generating heat. I know that opinion is adverse to that of many best authorities. 
kYe have at our mine a very large wooden hopper containing about 3,000 tons of smalt coal when filled.
I have, before any rain, experimented iu that hopper to ascertain the heat—not by a thermometer, but by 
a rod of iron ; and also after a shower of rain—not immediately after, but a fair time after,
1380. What do you call a fair time ? A few days ; sometimes I have gone as long as a week after and found 
much more heat generated after rain, and have also found the heat case off if the weather continued fine.
1381. Wras the heat generated at a point to which the damp could have pienetrated? It could percolate 
right through the small coal, It is about 40 to 50 feet thick in the centre. Tho rain passes right through 
the small coal.
1382. Does it ? It does.
1383. You have tested the heap of small coal after it has been sodden by rain, and bavc found that within 
a certain length of time thereafter the heating has been greater than under similar circumstances, when 
the coal was dry ? Yes; when I have found that I have eased off the coal in tho hopper. 1 have three 
roads underneath it.
1381. Would there be any chance of your being able to place that hopper of coal at the disposal of the 
Commission, or is it in daily use? It is not in daily use, and 1 have not the least objection, but 
permission must be first obtained from our secretary. Large quantities of coal are shipped in Newcastle 
by night, and there must necessarily be a deposition of dew. 1 have found the lighter the rain the greater 
the heat in my hopper. After a very heavy rain I have not taken tho trouble to test it. The lighter tho 
rain tho more probability there was of heating. -
1385. What you call.light rain was sufiiciont, 1 presume, to allow the moisture to get into the coal? Yes. 
13SG. You refer to ships having been lost chiefly when loaded in very hot weather;—is that the result of 
real experience, or is it an impression you have formed ? D is really from observation with the secretary, 
Mr. Binncy. I think the “Ifnight of St. Michael" was loaded during the greatest heat wave wo 
experienced last summer. I think the cargo of the ship following was heated: it heated coming from 
Sydney to Newcastle. She was stiffened in Sydney.
1387. Mr Pittman.} The “ Fllen A. Road"? I think that was the name. I think her first shipment was 
shipped bore during a very hof day and sent to .Sydney.
.1383. President.} In there any record kept of temperature? Not, I believe, in Newcastle. The 
Observatory in Sydney has telegrams every day from Newcastle as to rain and heat.
1389. 11 is a fact, of course, that the firing and healing of coal cargoes has become greater in recent 
years? 1 must admit that from what 1 hear.
13110 Have you any idea as to the cause? Last summer was the hottest I have experienced.

■1391. This trouble started before last summer ? I attribute it to the fact of our ships becoming much 
larger than they were. It was a very rare occurrence in years gone by for a ship to reach 2,000 tons in 
Newcastle; now it is not a rare occurrence to have them 4>,00D tons. A large number come between
3,000 to 4,000 tons. I do not know how many ships have loaded with our eoal during the last few years, 
but I bavc a list of tbe quantifies of coal shipped during the last sixteen years,
1392. Mr. Pittman,'} Have you been down the Borehole Pit? Very frequently.
1393. Did it strike you there was an incontestably larger amount of pyrites in the coal there than in 
any other pits you are acquainted with P It did not.
1391. Did you notice the pyrites occurred in largo saucer-shaped aggregations ? I noticed that.
1395. Do they occur frequently ? No, not very frequently. 1 never saw the fire really burn there. In 
conversation with the manager, he and I agreed it was owing to the increased richness of the coal going 
towards Newcastle.
139G. J'residatif] What do you mean by increased richness? The Borehole Pit is about 2 miles from 
Newcastle; and as they come towards Newcastle tho scam thickens, and also increases in richness.
1397. "What is richness? In giving more gas per ton.
1398. Mr. Pittman.'] In liaving more hydro-carbons ? Yes.
1399. It is a semi-bituminoufl coal? Yes.
1400. Were the heaps of slack in which the fires you speak of occurred on the surface? Yes.
1401. The fires were not due to the presence of an abnormal amount of pyrites? I do not think so.
1402. Have you known fires occur in the heaps of slack at the other collieries in the district? I have 
known others, but they were only really heaps of slack by itself. I do not think iron pyrites was mixed 
through them.
1403. They were similar coals to your own ? Yes.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr.
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Mr. H. Hurper sworn and oxamined:—
1404. Wliat is your name? Henry Harper.
1405. And your business ? I am a mining engineer. , , , ■
1400. Arc yon engaged practically in that profession in Newcastle ? Not now ; but 1 bavc been all my 
life. _
1407. You are, I believe, the proprietor of an appliance For spreading coal iu vessels ? Yes.
1408. Viml is it made of ? Iron entirely. _
1400. The idea is to provider channel to shoot tho coal down slowly into the hold? Yes, instead of 
dropping down the main hatch it is shipped on to the apparatus and rims where required.
1.410. Have you ever loaded a ship with this appliance? No; wo have always had nothing else but 
opposition from the stevedores and all interested in the shipment o£ coal. _
1411. IVhy are they opposed to it? 1 suppose they think it is going io reduce the labour; that it is
going to do away with lltc cost of trimming. It will, no doubt, do that when properly used.
1412. Why should stevedores be opposed to it. on those grounds? Because they would, perhaps, have to 
do the work at a reduced rate.
1413. We have heard that a difficulty lies in the time occupied in getting tho appliance in and out of the
ship ? It can be put down with four men in half-an-hour. It can bo taken out in branches between the 
intervals in the shipping of the waggons. _
1414. You have never had a fair trial of it ? No; wc have had it altered and made ready to put in the
ship at any time. * i
1415. You have already made an attempt to put it on board a ship ? Yts; but there was a misunder
standing between the captain and me about a beam that was across the ship. Tho hatch was big enough— 
Hi feet in length, but the beam reduced it to 11 feet.
1416. Can you only use it in a large hatch ? We can work it now in a 12-feet hatch.
1417. Uy what width ? 6 feet.
1418. So that you could work it in a hatch that was too small to allow a waggon to be lowered through? 
Yes.

. 1416. Could you work it, as a general rule, iu the fore and after hatches of a ship? If we make any
more we could make them a little smaller. It is only necessary to put one end in those hatches.
1420. What is the cast of your apparatus ? About £60 to £70. ■
1421. Would that include patent rights ? Yes, everything. ■
1422. Who would you regard as a possible purchaser of the apparatus? J would sooner, let it on a 
royalty. There is so much opposition to it, and shipping is a bit out of my line.
1423. Ho that yon would charge a royalty to the stevedores who made use of it? That is it, sir.
1424. It seems fairly obvious that with this apparatus the coal would have to be trimmed back to till up 
tho well of the hatch ? Its own gravity will bring it in. As we take tho sections of£ tho coal will run 
hack into the maiu hatch under the apparatus. .
1425. You consider the eoal will uot require to be trimmed iu ? Not tho slightest bit.
1426. Mr. Pittman.] What is the material point of difference between your patent and Spencer’s? I 
have never seen Spencer’s.
1427. What is tho weight of your machine ? About 35 cwt. .
1428. Vo have been told it weighed 3 or 4 tons? Nonsense ; Morrison, the maker, will tell you.
1429. Fcrlmps the first machine you made was heavier ? No, sir ; we have only made one.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr.
II. Hurper.

10 Sept.., 1896.

Mr. W. Marsden sworn and examined :—
1430. What is your name ? William Marsden.
1431. What is your business? Stevedore, '
1432. Hid you take part in a deputation to tho Premier on the 20th August last ? Yes.
1433. What was the object of that deputation ? To try to better the position of tho stevedore and the 
working classes generally.
1434. Hoes that include the trimmers ? Yes. _
1435. Are your interests and those of the trimmers identical, or in opposition to each other? They arc 
identical, I should imagine.
1436. You are paid so much per ton for trimming? Yes.
1437. You pay the trimmers so much an hour? Yes,
1438. The amount of money you make on a job depends on the difference between what you pay the
trimmers and what you receive for the work ? Yes. ■ ^
1439. It looks at first thou as if your iniercsts were exactly opposite ? Yes, it does, but wc ^proved they 
are not in the co-operation we made when we went to the Premier.
1440. You refer to tho two trimmers on the deputation ? Yes.
1441. What was it you went, to the Premier to obtain? To try to bring about the licensing of stevedores,
if possible, for stevedores to go through a proper practical examination. _
.1442. Why were you anxious to have the stevedores licensed? Because Tom, Hick and Harry come from 
the bush, go to an agent who gives them a ship and very often nobody gets any money from him and 
sometimes you never hear of the ship again. _
1443. AVe have had a list prepared of casualties from shifting cargoes, would you be surprised to learn 
that the names of well-known trimmers occupy a very conspicuous place in that list ? Quite correct, that 
man does 50 ships to anybody else's one. . _
344-4. Which man do you refer to ? Mr. Itussell. I am of opinion that no matter how some ships were 
trimmed they would shift coal.
1415. It was solely in the interest of the safety of the ships that you called on the Premier, to prevent 
them being trimmed bv incompetent people? Another thing, the stevedore does not finish Ins work as 
he should "do. 1 admit it myself. The ship may he safe but she could bo made a little safer, made 
perfeelly bale. 1 know very well there are jobs, with tho competition that exists, where you have to use 
every point imaginable to get that work done to make it pay.
1416. Pou must not pay your trimmers too much I suppose? I pay them the highest rate going. I
have knocked off sailing ships. 1147,

Mr.
W. Marsden. 

10 Sept., 1896.
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Mr. 1417, I cannot see that the issue of a certificate will prevent stevedores, slumming their worlt ? Not if 
Mnraden. y0U },avc a proper practical man to see the ships thoroughly trimmed.
■~'A—1418. Your proposal involves the appointment of an inspector as well as the issue of certificates ? Yes. 

l®®®. 144(1. Was that part of your proposal to Iho Premier? Mr. Keid said he would not protect cither the 
stevedores or the trimmers, hut he would protect the lives for the future, if our statements were tiue.
1450. Did you ask Mr. Reid to adopt the system of inspection? 1 do not think we mentioned it; but our 
ideas were that.
1451. Your proposal would have the effect of reducing the competition in stevedoring business ? I 
believe it would.
1452. There would be money in it for somebody? I do not kuow that there would bo money iu it. I 
reckon if it came to the point the Government could classify ships for trimming.
1453. So that there would he a Government rate for trimming ? Yes; tho Government at one time gave 
all the trimming to Mr. Russell.
1-154. That was sometime ago ? Yes. .
1155. The effect of licensing would be to reduce the number of tenderers? 1 believe it would; it would 
keep a lot from going into the field that were not (jualificd.
145(1. The people w'ho come in from the bush obtain work by putting in absurdly low prices ? Yes, as a 
rule, and they clear away without paying their men.
1457. The adoption of the licensing system would benefit you financially ? Certainly; better than what I
am now. .
1458. Mr. Pittman,"] Have you ever used a distributor at all? No, sir. ’
1459. Or seen one used? No; I have seen the machine, but have not seen it used.
1460. President.'] Have you any objection to using such appliances ? I have no objection so long as I 
am paid for it.
146L. Do you mean to say it costs more to use these machines ? A lot more.
1462. Can you explain how you know it would cost much more to use them ? 1 have seen i^ landed on 
hoard, hut 1 have never seen it in the hatchway.
1163. How long would it take to lift on board ? Spencer’s patent I know, I should think it would take 
an hour or two to rig it up properly.
1461. How much does it weigh ? 'The centre part of it, I suppose; about two tons.
1165. Do yon know the whole thing only weigns 35 cwt.; I do not sec how it would take an hour to lift 
that on board? It would take me an hour. Some men might do it quicker.
1466, One person might not be able to lift it ou board, but it could bo done by mechanical appliances ? 
Yes.
1467. 'Would it take an hour then ? I wmiild not like to say much about it; I have never put it on board. 
l#t>8. Suppose some similar sort of appliance had to be used in ships above a certain size it would lead to 
extra expense? Yes.
1469. You trim for about 3d. to S^d. a ton, do you not? I think, as a rule, it is a good deal less,
1470. What is the price ? I put iu tenders at 3d. per ton, and I eanuot get them for that. I think they 
average between 2d. and 3d. per ton at present.
1471. Would Id. extra a ton cover the cost of using the distributor ? The men we employ have rules 
that you have to pay them while you are running up the hatch, and wTe should have to pay the same with 
this machine.
1472. Mr. Pittman.] You have to pay for labour you arc not using? Yes.
1473. Is it not a fact that some of the stevedores do not employ the men while they are running up the 
hatch? This last three or fourj-cars the rules have been lying dormant. Since the strike they have 
brought these rules forward again. Wo discussed them at a meeting last Monday night, I think it was.
1474. Do not some of the stevedores at the present time run up the hatch without employing trimmers ? 
Yes ; the question is still at issue.
1475. President.] So that there are some stevedores who pay and others who will not ? Some do not 
pay. The trimmers are trying to force their rules on us, aud we should have to get extra money to pay 
them.
1476. In fact they arc trying to squeeze you, and you would have to squeeze the ship-owner ? Yes.
1477. You say the rules have been in abeyance for four years ? Yes. 'When we take ou labour we are 
not allowed to sack the labour.
1473. You mean to say you are uot allowed to sack a man who is incompetent or a drunkard ? Yes ; I 
have power then.
1479. Under what circumstances have you not power to sack him ? You are not allowed to sack a man 
now while the hatch is running up and then take him on again after the hatch is run up.
1480. You have to keep him standing idle while the hatch is running up ? Yes, unless you have some
thing else for him to do connected with trimming,
1481. We have had a great deal of evidence to the effect that many stevedores are in the habit of making
what the trimmers consider an unprofitable contract", and then trying to make money by not putting 
labour on until the hatches arc absolutely.run up ? The stevedores have the last three or four years been 
putting an extra quantity of stiffening into ships, mi doubt. In the matter of stiffening, they give the 
stevedores the privilege of putting up one, two, or three hatches, whichever he likes. "
I4S2. I suppose putting the coal in for stiffening is the same operation as for the other portion of the 
cargo ? Yes.
1483. Mr. Pittman.] Is there any rule of the Union whereby a stevedore employing a certain number of 
trimmers to commence the trimming of a cargo must keep all the men on to the finish of the work ? That 
is in the rules—that is the gang rule.
1454. We have bccu told that certain men have worked for as long as thirty hours trimming a ship;—is 
there any rule of tho Union to explain why that is? No ; there is a rule which says (hey should not do it.
1485. Is it their own wish to work thirty hours at a time ? 1 am almost sure it is their own wish, as a rule.
1486. Is it not against your interest as a master trimmer to employ a man who has been working over 
eight hours—is it not a fact he cannot do such good work then ? .11 is.
1487. Why do you sanction a custom that leads to the employment of a man as long as thirty hours ? 
'There are little things that crop up I don’t cave to mention to anyone. When there is a bit of a rush on

he
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he won’t come for you. and when I £jot my own men I keep them, and let them stop on as long as they like. Mr- 
1 have a steamer, the “ Argus,” * My men went there yesterday at dinner-time and only worked four hours. "• Marsden. 
I relieved them at 7 o’clock ; this morning I relieved that gang at 6; at night 1 relieve them again at 6 : 
to-morrow morning I relieve them at (!, and that gang will finish her, ^
1488. Do not the men complain about having the work taken from them ? In many instances ; but not 
since we discussed the rules.
1489. They are kept on because tho master trimmer finds a difficulty in getting other men to suit him—is 
that it? Some bosses get a gang of men, and a good gang perhaps, and get them used to their boats, and 
don’t care about taking on any, perhaps, inferior men.
1490. They would sooner employ men absolutely unfit for work by reason of exhaustion than take on fresh 
men ? That is so. The bosses are having a meeting on Saturday, I think, over the full-gang rule. Many 
ships come in from sea, and you go to a hatch that only wants eight men to trim it, but perhaps the main 
hatch wants twenty men, and you have to have the twenty from the start,
1491. Mr, Pittman.'] That is what they want to force upon you? They did it for many years, hut they 
have not been doing it for the last few years.
1492. They want you to pay twelve men while remaining idle ? Yes. 1 have been one of those Out all 
night and never struck a blow, and got paid for it.
1493. President.] You have been a working trimmer yourself ? Yes, twenty-four years ; in nothing else 
but the coal trade.
1494. You know the ins and outs of the business ? 1 was one wbo helped to make the rules. Where the 
trouble comes in is that there are two difierent classes of labour here; one class works for Is. an hour, 
the other class for Is. 3d. and Is. 9d.
1495. Mr. Pittman.] "What do they pay the first class for night-work ? Is. Gd.
1496. Are those men skilled trimmers ? Xo ; they are here to-day and gone to-morrow. I have seen 
them trimming, aud thev have shipped in the same vessel that they trimmed.
1497. President] Have you heard of any accidents fo ships in which you have been engaged ? Yes.
1498. Can you mention a case ? The 11 Ben Cruaehan.”
1499. Did you trim her as stevedore or as working trimmer ? As stevedore,
1500. Was there any abnormal smashing of coal on that ship ? No. She had coal in the forepeak, but I 
would not swear whether it was Newcastle coal or not. The fire occurred in the forepeak in the harbour.
1501. Was it duo to a lighted candle, do you think ? Wo were not down the forepeak.
1502. You do not know anything about it? 1 know something about a lighted candle, T. happen to be 
the gentleman referred to by one witness in regard to a lighted candle on the “Easby,” which it was 
thought caught the bulkhead at sea.
1503. What happened on the “ Easby” ? A lighted candle was left, and she fired in the bulkhead.
1504. Did you leave the candle alight ? I got the blame for it. I denied it. 1 don’t believe 1 did or T 
should tell you. 1 was on the “ Aristomenes”; she was on fire. I have taken notice of all the ships 
which have had tires in the harbour, and the fires have been iu the forepeak, or under the transom, or in 
where the dunnage stuff lies.
1505. Do you mean to say the majority of ships afire in tbe harbour have fired in places other than under 
the main hatch ? Yes.
1506. ,1s that from your own experience ? I have just quoted ships.
1507. And you attribute them to the rubbish thrown fore and aft? I would not like to express my 
opinion as to how some fire.
1508. You do not mean to imply that they have been purposely set on fire ? I do not know whether J 
am liable for expressing my opinion that way.
1509. Mr. Pittman.] Did the “Ben Cruachan’s” cargo beat simply, or was she afire? Afire.
1510. You do not know whether it was due to the coal? It might have been a light dropped down ; in 
fact, they did not know themselves,
1511. You could not get any satisfactory information as to whether the fire originated amongst the coal 
spontaneously? No. There is one thing 1 have noticed in the coal, and that is the fuse. I got a piece 
to-day a foot long. It was sticking out of tho comer of tho batch, and it was dry, and 1 put a match to 
it and it went off. Sometimes you see it four or five times a day—fuse left in the coal that never 
went off,

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. W. If, Logan sworn and examined:—

1512. President.] What is your name ? William Robert Logan.
1513. And your business ? X have no business. I am a retired public officer. I was Sub-Collector of "vv. it. Logan.
Customs at Newcastle, aud have just retired from tbe Service. >
1514. Mr. Pittman.] Were you for many years in the Service? Forty-nine years aud five months; 10Sept., 1896. 
twenty-seven years and five months in the Customs, and twenty-one years in the Immigration Depart
ment, and one year previously in tho Executive Council Office. I was transferred from the Immigration 
Department to the Customs iu 1869.
1515. Did you have a large knowledge of the coal trade during your term of office here ? Nothing 
except what was obtained from the facts put before me—the statistics in connection with the clearing of 
the vessel’s cargo of coal. I never left the office from one week’s end to another.
1516. Can you tell us anything about the heating of coal cargoes? Only that I had some correspondence 
with the Board of Trade some time ago in regard to the loss of tho “ G-owanburn,” “ Colintrave,” and 
others, and I could obtain the papers lor you. They sent out to ask me to make certain inquiries. They 
were holding an inquiry, or about to do so, and asked me for information, which I obtained.
1517. President.] How long ago is this ? In 1894,1 think.
1518. Did tho inquiries refer to the shifting of cargoes or to heating? They wanted to find out the
cause of the fatalities—whether they were due to the shifting of cargo or other cause. Wc went so far 
as to obtain statements on oath from various experts with whose evidence we sent a diagram showing the 
section of the vessel in each case, the way she was loaded, and how she was loaded, from information 
obtained from stevedores and others. 1519.

3—R
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W. K^Loean Can you give us any satisfactory reason why trimmers are sometimes employed for
'as long as thirty hours continuously? Perhaps it is because they want to get the trucks empty as 

10 Sopt., 1896. <]uicl:1y as possible for the colliery. J
1520. Do you not think they would get them empty more quickly if they employed men in shifts ? You 
would suppose so. I could not tell youths exact reason. The ships are obliged to take a certain quantity 
of coal every day under the regulations.
1521. They would ship a greater quantity if they worked in shifts? Yes,
1522. The men get greater pay at night ? Yes. It creates a monopoly of work to a certain number of men.
1523. You do not know why the master trimmers adopt the practice? I cannot give you any information 
on this point. It may have been to try to reduce the time of vessels loading. We used to give a ship 
perhaps an hour to got alongside, and another hour to get away, but for the rest of the time tonnage 
rates were charged.
1524. How much used you to charge a ton ? Half-penny a ton per day for a certain period, and Id, 
later on. The charges are regulated by the “ Wharfage and Tonnage Hates Act, 1880.” That Act is 
administered by the Superintendent of Public W7harfs iu Sydney, hut here, I was appointed to collect 
the rates, with the assistance of the Railway Berthing Master and a wharfinger appointed independently 
of the Railway Department over at Stock ton.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. J, O’Sullivan sworn and examined:—
i- -1-'525- President.'] Your name is John O’Snllivan ? Yes.
J, O Sullivan. yy26. And your business ? Stevedore.
loSopt~l896 ‘ ■^■ave fou an7 °lhcr business? No.

^ ■' ' 1528. Howr long have you been a master trimmer? Over thirty years as a stevedore—twenty years as a
master-stevedore. “
1529. Have you ever had a ship lost trimmed by you ? Only one. She had 650 tons of shale and tallow 
in the bottom of her.
1530. Under the coal? Yes ; the coal was on top.
1031. Mr. Pittman.'] Kerosene shale ? Yes.

President.] Is it known what became of her? She was never heard of, I told them she would 
never reach the other end.
1533. What made you think so P The last of the eoal would make her shift either way : she was cranky. 
Captain Pisher was the master of the ship.
1534. Was it a ship called the “ Cumbrae ” ? Yes, that’s the name.
1535. In your opinion, she was too tender ? Tes; there was not an ounce of room in the ship, and tho 
captain insisted upon putting the eoal in.
1536. So that it was too high up in the ship ? Yes.
1537. Was she loaded in that manner by the captain’s orders? Yes ; he made me a present of a new hat
for getting the coal in. '
1538. What is the amount of the captain’s “ new bat ” ? As much as they can get, but all masters arc not 
alike.
1539. What does it generally amount to? I cannot say. The “new lint” they get from me does not
amount to much, '
1540. What is the usual price paid ? I should say £5.
1541. What is the stevedore’s object in giving the captain a “new hat;” is it for not looking after the
job ? I could not really say what it is. ■
1542. When is it given ? At the completion of the work, I suppose, if it is given.
1543. So that it would include the captain’s good offices in leaving the master trimmer alone ? Certainly
it would, ‘
1544. You have never given the captain a “new hat ” ? I cannot say that 1 have not given a “ now hat”
on different occasions, but very seldom. "
1545. As a matter of fact, it would be necessary, or else you would lose the job ? You may have a good 
and easy ship, and you might give the captain a “ new hat.”
1546. When you might legitimately give the captain a present ? Yes.
1547. Because a stevedore gives the captain a present, it does not necessarily mean that the captain has 
sold the trimming to him or left him alone ? Not at all. Some masters of ships will never look after the 
trimming ; another will send an officer down. There are not many of this sort, you can generally do as

. you like. " ‘
. 1548. Was the captain of the “ Cumbrae ” one of that sort ? He was a very careful man.

1549. He made a mistake then ? He did. Ho was a careful man ; I have loaded ships that Captain 
lusher was master of four times.
1550. Have you loaded any cargo that heated ? 1 do not know of any.
1551. Did you ever see the “ Garsdale ” ? Yes. '
1552. She was an iron ship of 1,645 tons register, loaded with Wallsend coal in December, 1895 ;—you 
have forgotten her ? Did 1 load her?
1553. You appear as having done so—she arrived at Valparaiso with cargo heated? Oh, ves ; I loaded 
the “ Garsdale.”
1554. Was she loaded in the usual way ? Yes ; 1 was there most of the time she was loading.
1555. The cargo was dropped down the main hatch ? Yes.
1556. Is there not an excessive quantity of fine coal produced by that practice ? Yes. ,
1557. She was loaded in hot weather ? I cannot remember the month.
1558. On December tho 10th, 1895? It would be in tbe hottest weather we have.
1509. What is your opinion as to the use of the distributor ? I think no ship should be trimmed without 
it If the small coal is the cause of heating, then no ship should take her cargo m without it.
1560. Suppose small coal is not the cause of heating, what would you put it down to ? I should think it 
might possibly be from dropping a candlestick while the men are at breakfast. I have had to send men 
home for leaving a candle alight in the hold. I have found candles burning in the eoal—not the eoal, 
but the wick.
1561. Once or twice ? Not more than three times altogether. 1562.
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1562. Still, for every time you discovered it, you might have failed to discover it ? It might have
happened a good many times. _ '_
1563. J understand it is a thing that might very easily happen ? "When it comes to the last bit of candle
it may drop, but they immediately put it out. '*
1564. If they see it? They must see it, because they are working by tbe candle, and they put a fresh 
candle in.
1565. Each man has his own candle? Tes, and candlestick.
1566. l)o the men often leave the candles burning iu the bold ? They would do so unless you had proper 
supervision. I send a man home when he does it.
1567. You get rid of him ? Yes, for a time, and then put him on again. They sing out, “ Put your 
candles out,"’ when they knock off for meals.
1568. Bo you think a cargo could be set on fire by a candle ? I have never tried it, and cannot say. It 
seems to me that ninety-nine times out of a hundred a cargo would not be sot on fire by a candle. 1 have 
seen at the dyke the carbons drop from the electric lights right on top of the coal in the waggons, and 
then tipped immediately into the ship. Captain Porter, of the Avonin,” saw it happen.
1569. Was tho carbon hot? It dropped down red hot. I saw that happen the other night. If it dropped 
in with the smoke and dust you would not notice it was afire u ben it came into the ship.
1570. But if any firo did occur it would get put out by the other coal ? You would think so.
1571. Why is there so much opposition on the part of other master trimmers to the use of the distributor ?
It is harder to trim a ship with it. It costs more money to trim a ship with it.
1572. If it were1 made compulsory to trim a ship by the use of a distributor, it would have the eftect of 
increasing trimming prices ? Yes.
1573. The opposition on tho part of master trimmers would then disappear ? Of course it would. I have 
used it half a dozen times. I got -id. a ton more for the trimming.
1574. Does that $d. a ton go in wages to tho trimmers ? Yes, it costs more money.
1575. It costs more for labour ? It takes longer, and you have the expense of putting' it in aud taking it
out; you have to dig it out of your ship’s main-hatch when nearly done.
1576. Have you had any sign of an accident when using this distributor? There is no possibility of an 
accident with it if you know how to put it in and how to use it,
1577. There is no difficulty about using it at all, with the exception of the extra trouble involved ? The
captain of the ship had got instructions to put it up. They showed mo what to do with it, and afterwards 
there is no trouble, only the extra time. When the ship comes under you have it ready.
1578. Can you put Spencer’s distributor into the fore-hatch as well as the main-hatch ? The smaller
portion of it.
J57S). So that you can reduce the breakage m the fore and after hatches, as well as in the main-hatch ?
Just as well.
1580. What does Spencer’s apparatus weigh? The big sheets, I should imagine, weigh a ton.
1581. What about Harper’s apparatus? t would not like to say anything about it.
1582. You have not used it ? J am not likely to.
1583. Why not ? Hot from what I. have seen of it; but he tells mo he has altered it now. (Witness 
here described tho use of the appliance by means of a diagram.)
1584. Is there any reason other than mere prejudice why the master trimmers do not like to use the 
distributor? They do not like to be bothered with it. Some of the master trimmers never look at the 
ship getting trimmed; they never go down the hold; they don’t know the way down the ship’s hatch.
1585. What was the object of the deputation to the Premier ? I do not know. I would not go with 
them.
1586. Supposing they attained their object, in allowing only licensed stevedores to load a ship, would that 
lead to reduced competition ? Of coarse.
1587. That might reasonabl}1- be accepted as leading to contracts for trimming being obtained at higher 
prices ? Ho doubt.
1588. What, in your opinion, was the object of the deputation ? Some while before that they wanted us 
to take ship and ship about, aud ] said, “ Ho.” I do not know what their object was : I would not join 
them.
1589. Mr. Pittman^] You say you have actually trimmed several ships with this distributor? I have 
trimmed, I think, about six.
1590. You have trimmed all that have been trimmed? Yes.
1591. And the extra price you received was |d. per ton ? Yes. 1 would not trim a ship with it without 
getting Hi. above the regular price.
1592. Are you prepared to say definitely that you can properly fill a ship in the fore-hatch with one of , 
these distributors ? You can only put your shoot on one end; the fore end is always blocked np.
1593. But they are practicable? No doubt about it.
1594. Have the ships which you have trimmed with the distributor had average-sized fore-hatches ? They 
were small enough.
1595. Smaller than the average hatch ? Yes; the main hatches were a good size, but not the fore 
hatches.
1596. What size were the fore-hatches ? Hot more than 10 feet long, I suppose.
1597. Wc have seen some fore-hatches less than 10 feet? Iron ships have generally 10-foot fore-hatches ; 
some 15 feot.
1598. Prcndr.nt.' We have heard some curious stories about men working thirty hours together;—can 
you tell us how it can he to the advantage of the employer to allow men to work such long hours ? Ho 
man should be allowed to work more than twenty hours at the outside.
1599. Can a trimmer keep to his work for twenty hours ? He can.
1600. lie can keep working fairly well ? They have worked forty and forty-five hours. They have 
never worked for me like that, as a rule. If a man starts at 6 o’clock, I let him work to 12 at night,
161)1. That is eighteen hours ? I have had plenty work a day and night.
1602. And have they been able to work? Yes.
1603. That is a wonderful physical feat ? Coal trimming is not so heavy as other work, Men have a 
sit down for an hour while the hatch is running up ; or an hour and a half.

1604.
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t fys^tr 1604. 4ud during their meal times? Yes. The men are not working the twenty hours. There is 
J. OSuliiTan. Bearce]y ;my hatch of a ship that will take twenty hours to load.
10Se~t~1896 reason for allowing a man to work even as long as twenty hours;—docs it pay you to

p ' keep them at work for that time ? If men go on and don’t start in the morning at 7 o’clock they growl. 
If you send them oh" at night, they say they don’t get a night at the ship. Tho men themselves growl. 
They look for it, and demand almost to work at night.
IGOti. Are you conversant with these rules [handing witness tho rules of the Trimmers’ Union 
{Appendix N.), which he read] ? Yes; those are the Union rules—the rules the trimmers work under. 
1007. Is there anything in those rules to lead you to employ them for such long hours ? Nothing.
1608. They simply like to work? Yes; if you send them home they are annoyed, and say, “ Why don’t 
you give us a show to work at night?’’
1609. Night work being ratiier better paid for than day work, they like to get it? Yes.
1610. It has also appeared before us that trimmers do not get more than three days’ work a week ? Oh ! 
yes they do. Some of them get more work than that. Some of them do not; some of them are drunk 
as soon as they get paid. They are not fit to go to work again.
1611. Supposing a man to be reasonably sober, he can look forward to more than three days work a week ? 
I have had men receiving £4 15s. a week ever since the strike.
1612. It has been suggested that a comparatively easy way of compelling, to a certain extent, proper 
trimming, would be to put bulkheads fore and aft ? A bulkhead, iu iny opinion, is worth nothing in a ship 
if the coal is put down as it should be. English coal is much heavier than ours, aud you would have to 
keep shifting the bulkheads
1618. You do not believe in the bulkhead method ? You would have to have movable ones. If tho coal 
is trimmed properly it can't shift.
1614. Whose business is it to see the ship trimmed right ? The stevedore’s.
1615. Is it not the captain's business? Ho should send an officer down.
1616. Does he as a rule ? In many cases they don’t.
1617. Is that ou account of the ■’new hat"’? I should not say so. It is carelessness in some cases. 
They tell the officers to look after it, and iu many cases they do not. An officer may get a bottle of grog 
not to look after it. There are many shipmasters who wall go down themselves.
1618. There is nothing to prevent them going down if they desire to ? Nothing whatever.
1619. And you wTouhl always try fo meet your skipper, would you? 1 like to see him go down. Ho 
knows the work is done satisfactorily, and you are satisfied.
1620. It has been proposed that inspectors should be appointed to sec that ships are trimmed properly ? 
I think the appointment of inspectors would he a good thing.
1621. I suppose there 'would he no difficulty in finding suitable men? Not at all.
1622. What do you suppose suitable men could be obtained for ? A man would want £4 a tveek to take 
the job, that is, a good man, aud that would bo guile enough for him.
1628. How many inspectors would be required to look after the trimming? It would only take two—> 
one for day and one for night.
1624. Could they do it all? There are only ten cranes as a rule working. The coastal steamers are all 
loaded in the daytime, and have bulkheads and compartments ; you would not want to look after them. 
All you would have to attend to would be sailing sliips.and there are never more than ten working. One 
man could go down once before dinner and once after dinner to see that everything was right. A practical

■ roan who knows where they could do any dodging is all that is required.
1625. Would it not be pretty hard work for two men ? I don’t think so.
1626. It would mean twelve hours a day ? He would not be working ; he would only be going around 
looking. A practical man knows where a ship should be filled, and knows what coal she wants.
1627. Would such men have to be obtained in this port ? There arc plenty of men in Sydney that have 
the desired knowledge.
1628. Do you think stevedores would be opposed to ihe appointment of inspectors? Some of them 
would. Amy man that did his work properly would not care.
1629. Do you think captains of ships would object? I am sure they would be very pleased with it, for
the simple reason they would know there was some proper supervision. I think captains would be verv 
willing to pay portion of the expense. ' "

[Witness withdrew,]

FRIDAY, 11 SEPTEKBini, 1896.

[The Commission, met at 2 o'clock p.m. at the Custom House, Xcwcastlei]
fment:—

PitOTEssoR UICHARD THRELPALL, M.A., President;
And EDWAHD EISBEfi, PITTMAN, Esq., A.Ii.S.M.

Captain TI. K. Cross sworn and examined.
Capt. 1630. President.-] What is your name ? Herbert Robert Cross.

H. R. Cross, 1631. You are Chairman of the Marine Board? Yes,
1632. Is there any power which would enable you, by means of your position, to sec that the trimming of 

Sept., 189G. ghjpg w^s properly carried out? That would depend entirely whether it comes under tho amended
Navigation Act, which deals with uuseawortby ships. 1 doubt it. It has never been attempted.
1633, In your opinion, would an improjierly trimmed ship be unseavorthy to a certain extent? If it 
could be ascertained that she was imjiroperlv trimmed.
1634, Does not the present Act give you power to go on board a British ship ? As regards trimming it 
would be useless unless the work was watched from the first.
1635. President {after reading subsection 4 of section 2 of the Act 45 Vie,, JSFo. 0.) It will be admitted 
that this Act covers action against improper loading and ballasting ? According to tho wording of it, 
there is no question it does, but it has never been exercised.

1636.
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1G3G. How many inspectors do you suppose would be necessary to supervise tbe trimming of the port? Oa.pt.. 
There me, say, a dozen ships loading at one time, night and day, and so long as trade is brisk you would 
want an inspector for every ship almost. Tou would want a relay of inspectors so that the night men ^ ^ 
could relieve the day men, ’
1637. It does not come within your duty to inspect the loading of coal ? No. _
163S. It is really a matter of impression as to the number of inspectors that would be required ? Tes, 
but to carry the inspection out fully, I maintain that for a person to swear to proper loading of a ship he 
must be there from the commencement of tho loading to the end, and that is a duty which should devolve 
upon the captain and officers, as in the loading of any other kind of cargo. The safety of the ship is their 
care and responsibility.
1639. As a matter of fact, they do not properly supervise the trimming of a ship ? I cannot say that. I
should be very sorry to say they did not do their duty. _ _
1640. It may be taken they do not supervise the loading. I think the evidence on that point is final ? I
think it is mostly left to the trimmers, but not in all cases; there are captains and captains. _
1641. Mr. Pittman.] Are you prepared to say that one inspector could not supervise the trimming of 
three ships alongside one another? He might be able to go from one ship to the other. '.Che loading is 
continuous, and a man could not be there all day and night.
1642. President.] Do you think ten inspectors—five for tho day and five for the night—would be able to 
cope with the work ? IVe will say they would.
1643. One witness has mentioned two, is that number too small ? It is nonsense. -
1644. Mr. Pittman^ Did you notice the account of the loss of the “Flora F. Stafford” in last week’s
newspaper? No. ' _
1645. We wish to know with what coal she was loaded? The Wallsend Coal Company, of which I am 
manager here, did not load her.
1646. President.] Have you formed any opinion as to the cause of the heating of coal cargoes? I cannot 
say I have any particular theory of my own. There is a diversity of opinion as to the cause that leads 
to spontaneous combustion.
1647. There is an impression abroad that Wallsend coal has been particularly unfortunate in regard^ to 
accidents of that character;—is that borne out by your own data? No. You will find that, considering 
the large number of vessels we have sent out on long voyages, the proportion of accidents is not greater 
than witii the ships loaded with eoal from the other collieries.
1648. How many tons of coal do you load in a year for long voyages ? About 300,000 tons. _
1649. For foreign ports? Tes; our business is almost confined to foreign ports, the voyages averaging 
from forty to sixty days or more. We send to the West Coast of South America and California.
1650. Do you ship any coal to Sydney? Tes, hunker coal for local steamers, and sometimes to provide
ships with stiffening. We have a steamer of our own for that purpose. ‘
1651. Is that included in the 300,000 tons? Yes. _
1652. Then you have to subtract from the amount tbe coal used locally ? It is a very small part of it.
You could say 300,000 tons for the foreign trade for tbe last few years, at any rate.
1653. Tou are not prepared to say your coal is more likely to heat than the coal from other collieries?
Certainly not.
1654. Which do you consider to be the colliery doing tho next largest business to yours ? There are the 
A.A. Company, the Lambton Company, the Newcastle Company, and the Co-operative Company, but 
that docs not approach us so nearly as the others do. We stand at the top of the list as to quantity, _
1655. Mr, Pittman.] And the Duckenfield? Tes ; Brown’s comes up to us closer perhaps than some of
the others 1 have named. ■
1656. President7] We have observed that there seems to be unnecessary breakage of the coal at the
screen in falling into the waggons ;—would you have any objection to an experiment being made at your 
colliery with the object of preventing that ? That is a matter for the colliery manager. I would not 
interfere with that. _
1657. The maximum breakage occurs, without doubt, in dropping the coal from the coamings of the 
hatch down to the bottom of tbe hold ? Undoubtedly it docs, aud it is for that that some remedy should 
be provided. It is quite necessary to adopt some means to prevent the direct fall of tbe coal at tho 
initial part of the loading of a ship. It stands to reason that falling from so great a height smashes it.
1658. Whatever might be adopted, it seems, would lead to increase in expense;—would the coal trade,
in your opinion, stand an extra expense of Id. a ton, or would that ruin the trade? No; someone else 
would have to pay for it. _ '
1659. It would not make any difference to the coal trade? Not to the trade. It would make a little 
difference, perhaps, in the price paid to the trimmer.
1660. We have hoard that the insurance companies will not insure coal coming from some of these 
collieries; can you get your coal insured? That matter does not come within-my province. The pur
chasers of the coal are mostly in England or Scotland, and they look to the insurance.
1661. To whom should we apply for information regarding that? To Mr. Binncy, the Secretary of the 
Wallsend Coal Company, in Sydney.
1662. It has been suggested that the size of the waggons might be reduced, or that toe waggons might be 
replaced by others having three or four boxes sufficiently small to go down tbe hatches of the ship ? That 
would involve too much expense.
1663. To the colliery owners ? Yes.
1664. What method would you suggest, then, of reducing the breakage ? The main hatch of these large 
vessels are capable of admitting our present waggons to be lowered: If this is done, a very great deal of 
breakage would be avoided. The fore and after hatches—there are three generally—are not likely to be 
altered, because there is not space enough on the deck. In the trimming of coal, there should be a lot of 
coal trimmed fore and aft when tbe main batch is filled, to fall upon when the fore and aft hatches are 
filled, instead of falling upon the ship’s bottom.
1.665. So that you would actually rim the coal from the main batch to tho fore and after hatches ? That . 
would be a matter for proper trimming; they do not trim that way. .
1666. It seems a long way to run the coal ? It can be done with plates.
1667. Arc you quite right in saying the majority of ships have main hatches large enough for the trucks
to go down ? Yes, in the modern ships; not in the smaller ones. 1668i
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■pt. 1668. Ships of what tonnage ? Ships over about a thousand tons register.
080‘ 1669. Supposing the main hatch of a ship is not large enough, would it be a serious matter to make it

jgg'g large enough ? It would mean cutting away the deck and beams.
’ 3670. One captain showed us a hatch that had been enlarged at a cost of £60—would you consider that 
excessive? Sb.
1671. Is there anything you would liko to lay before the Commission? Tes. Of the known losses I
think you will find a number the result of bad trimming; their cargoes have shifted. I think there are
more losses from that cause than from burning. The question comes in, also, whether the increase in the size 
of the ships of late years has not some bearing upon the heating of the eoal cargoes. There was forty years 
immunity from anything of the kind, and it was considered there was no chance of Newcastle coal firing. 
There is a large breakage under the present system of loading which might be remedied, cither by lowering 
the coal down into the hold, or by using some mechanical means of spreading, such as Harper’s, or 
Spencer’s. 1 could not say which would be the most desirable; it would be invidious for me to do so. 
Trimmers themselves admit they cannot trim properly, or do not do so, because, they say, they are not 
paid enough. That came out in evidence before the Chamber of Commerce.
1672. Did you take evidence there as a member of the Chamber of Commerce ? I gave evidence; I did 
not take it. Perhaps the heating of the iron sides of a ship during tho time of loading or waiting in port 
for some weeks may he a contributing cause to tho heating of the coal. On very hot days, I should 
imagine, if tho hatches were not kept olf, there would he a tremendous heating in the hold. There is 
another point. Many vessels going to the West Coast of America go round the south of New Zealand, 
where there are some very dangerous outlying islands and rocks, and who can say but what they have 
run on them. Going to California, they have to thread their way through coral islands. It is not 
reasonable to attribute the loss of vessels 1o the cause of heating alone. The holds of vessels should be 
perfectly clear of rubbish and dirt, and the remains of old dunnage wood and matting.
1673. Whose business is it to see to that? The ship’s business. Ships should also have proper surface 
ventilation. There should be some space between the top of the coal and the dock above; not too much, 
because you must carry the coal pretty high up amidships to keep the ship all right.
1674. Suppose the ship was not ventilated, what would be the effect? The effect would be to possibly 
produce heating.
1675. Tou consider that want of ventilation might be the cause of heating? It is a matter that should 
be carefully attended to. Nearly all large ships are provided with ventilators on deck. Where the 
weather will permit it, captains should take off the hatches. One of your witnesses lias said that Wallsend 
coal contained a larger amount of pyrites than some of the others; it is a fact that the Wallsend coal has 
been singularly free from iron pyrites.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. G-. Bewick sworn and examined:—
, 1676. What is your name ? George Bewick. ■

wick. 1677. And your business ? 1 am the shipping manager for the Caledonian Coal Comjiany and the Seaham 
——v Colliery.
,1896.1678. And you are also Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce? Tes.

1679. How long have you been engaged in the coal trade ? Between twenty-six and twenty-seven years.
1680. Tou recently held an inquiry at the Chamber of Commerce in regard to the loading of coal ? Tes ; 
in 1894.
1681. Were you on the committee that drew up the report ? Tes. .
1682. Did you investigate the question of the heating of coal cargoes ? Wo did not.
1683. Did you investigate the question of the trimming of coal cargoes ? Tes.
1684. Did you come to the conclusion that the trimming, as a rule, was carelessly done ? We agreed to that.
1685. Who did you consider was responsible for that trimming? Wc considered that the competition 
was responsible to a great extent, and also the trimmers in not carrying out their contracts as we thought 
they should have done.
1686. There is no supervision to make them ? No proper supervision on the part of the officers of the sliip.
1687. It has been pointed out that the officers of the ship are so much engaged that it is impossible for 
them to supervise the trimming ? The captain has a great deal to do on shore, hut T do not think the 
ship’s officer has ; his position is on tbe ship.

. 1688. Do you think any system of Government supervision in the matter of trimming would be of 
advantage ? I do.
1689. Was that the conclusiou that the Chamber of Commerce came to? Tes,
1690. Tou made a recommendation to that effect ? Tes.
1691. Did your recommendation extend so far as to suggest who should pay for that supervision ? No ; 
it did not.
1692. Did you contemplate that matter at all? Wo did; and we came to the conclusion that the 
supervision should be paid for by the Government in the same way as they pay for the supervision of the 
loading of a ship as regards her marks.
1693. And they recoup themselves for that by harbour dues ? Tes ; at the present time vessels to be 
loaded pay Id. per ton register, per day, while occupying a crane,
1694. The Government receives that ? The Bailway Department.
1695. Does the money received cover the interest on the amount expended on the wharves ? I should 
think it does.
1696. Tou have no means of ascertaining that? No ; any large ship will pay from £5 to £6 a day while 

- lying at the wharf, and smaller vessels have to pay in proportion to their tonnage.
1697. There is no reason, if the harbour dues will go far enough, why they should not be used for the 
purpose of defraying the expense of the inspection of coal-trimming ? That is my opinion.
1698. Tou cannot say whether there is a credit or debit balance ? No.
1699. With regard to careless trimming, do you attribute it partially to the competition amongst the 
stevedores that you referred to? Tes.
1700. I understand the trimming prices average from 2d. to 3Id. ? 3£d. 1 think is about the highest
price paid, 1701.
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1701. We have had some trimmers say they cannot afford to load under 3^d., and others who admit they 
can trim for 2-ad, ? Tes.
1702. The trimming must necessarily be scamped at such low prices ? With modern ships, I think any
thing under 3d. a ton is too little to do the work properly.
1703. Are you acquainted with trimming ? Tes, 1 have often spent some time on the dyke.
1704 I suppose you have talked with reliable trimmers, aud have got an idea as to how much they make? 
Frequently.
1705. It is on that you base your opinion ? Tes.
1706. The trimmers themselves apparently arc anxious for some sort of inspection ; I suppose one reason 
for that is that they would really get more work to do ? I suppose the idea is that the best men would 
probably get more work.
1707. Any interference by a supervisor or inspector would operate in their benefit in the direction of 
increasing tbe amount of trimming work? I think so.
1708. Mr. Pittman.] Were the dykes made by the Railway Commissioners or the Works Department?
J. think the dykes were originally made by the Works Department, and banded over to the Railway 
Commissioners some few years ago. The Commissioners do all Ihe haulage and shipping of coal. They 
take the coal from our collieries, and put it on board at a certain mileage rate.
1709. Have you had any experience with tbe putting of coal on hoard by means of distributors, such 
as Spencer’s ? X have seen Spencer’s patent at work once, aud I was to have seen Harper’s twice, but, 
unfortunately, the thing did not get into the ship. My own idea with regard to placing the coal on 
board ship is that it should be lowered by waggons into tbe bottom of tbe hold where practicable. J 
practically demonstrated that in the case of the “ Windermere,” where I had the waggons lowered down 
two of the hatches and the coal placed at the bottom of tho hold. The two other hatches, the fore and 
aft, were not large enough to admit of the waggons going down. The captain had boards placed across 
tbe ’tween deck hatches, and let the coal drop on them instead of into the bottom of tbe hold, and then 
roll from there. If a vessel has not a sufficiently large hatch, the coal should be shipped on to some con
trivance at the top of tbe hatch, so that it will slide or roll into the bottom.
1710. Do you think the process of loading by means of a distributor entails an extra amount of trimming? 
Hot if the distributor were workable, I should think not.
1711. There is the question of filling up tbe hatchway when loading with the distributor. The hatchway 
is left empty, and the same trouble would occur when filling it up ? If the vessel has sufficiently large 
hatches, I should load the hatchway first in the way I have described.
1712. In the case where you are nor able to lower the waggons into the hatch, what would you do then ? 
I have not considered the subject very carefully, but I should not think it would increase tbe cost, It 
might a little, but not a great deal.
1713. President.] In regard to bad trimming, what remedy did you propose when you wore sitting at the 
Chamber of Commerce on the matter? We proposed that the G-overnment should be asked to appoint 
inspectors. We proved beyond a doubt that there bad been great laxity in trimming. There was no 
question about that. Our opiniou was that tho stowage of coal was a serious matter, and we thought it

* should he supervised by Government officials.
1714 Did you form any idea as to the number of officials that would be required? We did not. I 
should say half-a-dozen at the most.
1715. Have you any idea as to what they should be paid ? £250 to £300 a year, I should think, would 
be a fair salary for a man doing that work. Tou will uuderstand it would be necessary to have men at 
night.
1716. That was tbe best remedy the Committee could offer ? Tes.
1717. It has also been suggested that stevedores should be licensed. Was that matter contemplated by 
the Committee in any way ? That matter did not come before us. It was not mentioned at that time. I 
see no objection, personally, to licensing stevedores, provided it does not create a monopoly, when it would 
be bard on the ship-owners,
1718. Setting aside the question of monopoly, do you think it ivould he of advantage or otherwise? If 
they were licensed whom would they be responsible to ? The fact of their being licensed would hardly 
affect the matter, unless they were responsible to someone.
1719. If they did bad trimming their license could bo taken away ? Tes; but there would have to be
someone to say there was bad trimming. '
1720. That might be tbe loading inspector ? Yes.
1721. With regard to the expense, 3 suppose the coal trade is going to benefit by this inspection ? I do 
not know. Hot to a very great extent.
1722. Who would benefit by it ? The insurance companies, I should think. '
1723. Jloea that not mean that the coal trade would, as I uuderstand the insurance companies will not 
insure the ships ? They will, at high prices.
1724. Practically, you cannot get them insured? We can ; hut most of the insurance is done at home. 
I have nothing to do with the insurance, that is arranged by the purchaser in England, I do not know 
what rate is paid ; hut I understand the rates have been increased on Newcastle coal.
1725. That is to the disadvantage of the ship-owner ? Tes.
1726. Then it makes the expense of carrying your coal greater than it would otherwise be ? Tes.
1727. Therefore the coal is more expensive when it arrives ? Tes.
1728. - Therefore it is inimical to the interests of the Newcastle coal trade ? The advance of the insurance 
rates, unquestionably.
3 729. Does it not, then, seem fair to you, supposing that inspection is going to be successful in preventing 
accidents and reducing insurance rates, that the coal trade should bear part of the expense ? Well, tbe 
purchaser of the coal would have to bear part of the expense.
1730. That is a matter between you and your customer ? Tes.
L731. Supposing the extra expense amounts to Id. or lid. a ton ;—is that going to destroy the eoal trade ? 
It would not destroy it; it would affect it,
1732. In what way would it affect it ? The coal trade could not stand it.
1733, What is the present price of coal, on an average, delivered at the ship’s side? The present price 
varies from Gs. 6d. to 7s. 6d. a ton.

Mr.
<3*. Bewick.

11 Sept., 1896.

1734,
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Mr.
Gk Bewict, 

J1 Sept., 1806.

1734. Taking the average price at 7s.. supposing we increase the cost by Id. per toUj that is a little over
1 per cent. ? Yes. ^
1735. "Would that increased charge seriously affect the coal trade? 1 do not say seriously.
1730. You said it would affect it? The coal trade could not stand anything more. The coal trade is 
already overburdened and could not stand any more. ”
1737. Is it not more overburdened by tbe increased cost of insurance and by tbe destruction of a consider
able portion ot the value of the coal owing to its pounding, than it would be by an additional charge of Id. 
per ton ? It is overburdened by the very high charges we have to pay before we get the coal into the ship.
1738. Jlfr. PiHmm.] Do you think the cost of inspection would amount to Id. a ton ? Oh, no.
1739. President.] Would the cost of tho supervision, extra trimming, and extra expense at the cranes 
amount to a Id. or lid. per ton ? The ship pays for the trimming ; we have'nothing to do with that.
1740. Mr. Pittman.'] What is the total annual output from the port ? About two millions and a half 
tons. It might not be so much this year on account of the strike.
1741. President.] Do you think the expense of inspection and change in the method of loading could
possibly amount to £10,000 ? No, it would not. "
1742. So that a Id. per ton would fairly cover tho whole expense? Yes.
1743. Have you ever had any accident with the coal from the collieries in which you are interested ? Yes.
1744. Can you give an example? The “ Hollinwood.”
1745. Loaded in December last year ? Yes; she finished loading on the 9th December. She put into 
Lyttleton with a heated cargo.
174G. She was trimmed by Kussell and Company in the usual way ? Yes,
1747. The coal would have been dropped from the coamings of the main hatch as usual ? In that case, 
yes.
1748. Do you remember whether the coal was wet or dry when it was put on board ? I think it was wet 
weather when she started loading, and it was wet when she finished loading.
J749. Mr. Pittman.] Would the hatches have been open all the time ? The hatches would have been 
open while she was taking in the last lot of coal. I think it was taken, in during very hot weather. She 
took in stiffening on the 23rd November. " ’
1750. President?] Was it the stiffening that caught fire, or the other part of the 
representations we had, it was the centre of the coal.
1751. You do not know whether it was under the main hatch or not? No, I do not.
1752. IV1 ould the centre of the coal mean under the main hatch? Not necessarily,
between the deck and the bottom of the sliip. ”
1753. It might have been under tbe main hatch ? Yes.
1754. Have you had any other accidents? The “ Ellen A. Dead.”
1755. Was she loaded with your coal ? Yes.
1750. With West Wallsend coal;—is that one of your mines ? Yes; the West Wallsend, Warntah, and 
Seaham.
1757. Mr. Pittman.] The “Hollinwood” was loaded with West Wallsend coal? Yes.
1758. President.] What is the output of the West Wallsend Company ? About 400 tons a day.
1759. What is the average output of the Wallsend Company? About 1.500 tons a day.
1760. We have heard It suggested that the cause of the fire on the “Ellen A. Dead” was a donkey 
enginedid you hear anything about that ? I think that is not at all unlikely. I cannot believe the 
“ Ellen A. Read’s ” cargo fired through heat.
1/61. Why ? 1 think it would have blazed out before she left here, I am inclined to think the coal was
alight before she got away. I believe it likely she was set afire, accidentally of course.
1762. Ey the donkey engine? Either by that or some other cause.
1763. Do you think so because the fire occurred so soon ? Yes ; that is one olher reason.
1764. Where was the donkey engine ? It was placed just between the fore aud tho main hatch, I did 
not see the ship ; that is how it was explained to me.
1765. On the deck? On the main deck.
1766. So that the heat would have to get through the deck to get to the coal ? Yes.
1767. Through wooden boards ? Yes.
1768. I suppose those boards would be 2 inches thick ? An inch and a half, or an inch and a quarter.
1769. There would have been a little space between the deck and the coal ? There might have been a 
little ; it depends on whether she filled up or not.

The “ Knight of St. Michael ” left about the same time from Newcastle seriously 
heated. Yes. In the case of the “Senator Yersmann,” she received her stiffening coal on the 21st 
Apr]!, before the strike, and she started to take in the balance of her coal on the 12th August, nearly 
tour mouths afterwards. Ihe captain informed me be tried the temperature of the stiffeningw'hen it was 
in. He also tried it when tho vessel started to load, and he found it exactly the same. She had been 
lying in port for four months with the hatches on, and the coal had not heated. I am at a loss to undcr- 
stand the heating of this coal. The coal is perfectly and thoroughly cleaned by means of a travelling 
belt of about 100 feet in the case of tho West Wallsend coal. ‘

cargo ? From the 

I mean the centre

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. W. McNeil sworn and examined -
W. McNeil. 1771.J President.] What is your name ? William McNeil, of the firm of Tavlor and McNeil.

1772. You are a juastcr trimmer? Yes. ’
11 sept., 1896.1773. Have you had considerable experience in that business ? Yes, twenty years here.

1774. Do you consider it possible for a master trimmer to slum his work, if he wishesis there any tiling 
i 111 ^ officer of a ship does not take any interest there would be nothing to prevent him,

1/ /o. Do^ the officers usually take an interest in the work ? Not as a rule.
1/76. It is left to the stevedore ? Yes ; but there are any amount of conscientious officers who see that 
the ship is trimmed alright. < *
1777. What is this transaction which takes place between the captain and the stevedore, known as the 
captain s “ new hat ” P I have never been mixed up with anything like that. We have alwavs been a cut 
above that. ' n^Q
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1778. Tou have rover presented a captain with a “ new hat" ? I have ; but it is nothing to do with the ^ 
business. 1 have presented clerics with a “ new hat” if they do me a favour, Wit!} masters of ships that I A ‘ 
have been doing business with the contracts liave been carried out to their satisfaction as a general thing, usept.,1896. 
and we always part as good friends as u hen we started,
1770. It has’bcen suggested that the trimming of ships would be more efficiently and effectively carried 
out if there were some sort of supervision by Government inspectors? It would bo no good. We work 
night and day, and to put an inspector at each ship tho cost would be enormous.
1780. An inspector would not have to be on board a ship the uhole time she was being trimmed ? Ho 
would want to make a visit every three or four hours.
1781. He could look after three ships ? He might possibly look after six.
1782. How many cranes are there ? Fifteen.
1788. Numbered from one to fifteen? Tes.
1781. So that there could be fifteen ships loading at one time? There are the A.A. Company’s shoots 
and at Stockton.
1785. The whole of the cranes and shoots are not generally busy at once? At times they are. I cannot 
see how an inspector could interfere with the master and officers of a ship. Tou cannot legislate to take 
away the authority of those men who have passed an examination by the Board of Trade to fulfil those 
duties. There may be two ships in this port—one may take her lower hold full, with the balance in her 
’tween deck, and the other may take very little over a half, and have her ’tween decks full fore and aft;— 
bow would an inspector be there ? Overloading is a thing that any man can judge, but the sailing qualities 
are different..
1786. Mr. Fit/maii.] How docs a stevedore judge at tho present time? By experience; he does the 
work under the supervision of tbe master.
1787. What is to prevent the master making the same representations to the inspector? I do not see 
where the inspector comes in.
1788. To provide against bad work ? If the owners had the interests of the port at heart they couid do 
that without tho assistance of the Government.
1789. J,rcfiident.~\ We have been told that master-friminers do dishonest work, and to prevent that 
inspection has been suggested ? I think tbe Sydney underwriters will cover my work before any other 
man’s in New South Wales. 1 have never had any mishap.
1790. What rains are now being charged ? I am not interested in insurance.
1791. Are you aware they will not cover the ships at all? I can’t help that.
1792. Have you any objection to the use of the distributor? I use them myself when it suits me ; but 
not those abortions they have at tho Dyke, because they can never bo used.
1793. Which do you refer to ? Either Spencer’s or the other.
1791. Neither of them is any use? Neither of them has been used to finish a ship with.
1795. One witness said he had used Spencer’s to load six ships with ? He partly loaded the ship, but ho
never finished a ship with it. One lie tried and loro it to pieces in getting it out, and he never completed 
it since. The distributor must do good, because it will distribute tho big and small coal away from the 
centre of the hatch, hut the ideas that these men have arc not adapted to this port.
1796. What kind of appliance do you. use ? 1 am going to rig mine up on Monday, to get to work on 
Tuesday morning. I am going to load the “ Carnarvon Castle,” partly with coal and coke. -Mine is on 
the same principle as Spencer’s, only worked with small plates instead of big lumps of iron. I am going 
to load with coal aud coke, and that coal has to be loaded level, and covered with mats before ihe coke 
goes on top of it.
1797. Arc )'ou going to use the distributor for putting the coke in? No; I cannot. Coko does inot 
require a distributor.
1798. Mr. Pittman.] What does Spencer’s apparatus weigh ? I suppose each piece weighs about 2 cwt.
1799. What is the total weight? I could not tell you. It knocks the coal all to pieces. The rivets, 
instead of being countersunk, are left np, and tbe lumps of coal get knocked to pieces by the time they 
get to the bottom. The “King James” was the first serious firo we had here. It was entirely the fault 
of Captain Drummond.
3800. Why was it his fault? lie had about 40 or 50 tons of Cardiff coal, but I forget the exact quantity,
and 1 wanted him to discharge it, and he would not. He boarded it over, and wc stiffened tho ship at
No. 3 and No 1. She was a new iron ship. We ran No. 3 up with stiffening,
1801. With Wallsend coal ? Tes. From the time that stiffening was put iu until she came back to load 
wo had continuous ivet weather, aud during the time I was loading her it rained continuously. Nobody 
dreamed of anything like a fire in Newcastle before that.
1802. The coal was thoroughly soaked ? Tes.
1803. The Cardiff coal as well? Tes, and the fire originated in the Cardiff coal.
1804. Not in the square of the main hatch ? No, according to the evidence I read from San Francisco.
Tfie Cardiff coal reached to what you might call tho square of the main hatch.
1805. Where there would be a great deal of fine eoal from the loading of the sliip ? Tes.
1806. It might have been the fine coal, and not the Cardiff coal, that fired ? We put it down to tho
Cardiff eoal.
1807. That was because you had never had an accident with Newcastle eoal before? Fes.
1808. Was she a large ship in those days? Tes, very large. It was her first voyage. I wanted the
captain to sell the Cardiff coal, but he would not.
1809. Mr. PUtmnn.] She was burnt at sea? Tes, close to 'Frisco,
1310. President.] She was about one of the largest ships that came lo this port at that time ? TEs.

[Witness withdrew,]

Mr. R. A. Buhl sworn and examined.
1811. President.] Wiiat is your name ? Robert Albert Buhl.
1812. Aud your business? 1 have been a stevedore hero a few years.
1813. Have you ever been a trimmer yourself? Tes ; I am about the oldest one at nrosent.

3—9 ' pi-1

Mr.
R. A. Buhl.

11 Sept., 189ffi
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V, 1814. It has been brought before us in evidence that there is a great deal of careless trimming done in 
^le port ? I believe there is.

11 Sept 1896 J* ^las ^een suggested that the practice of giving tho captain a “ new hat" has something to do
" ' with that;—have you heard anything of that ? Hot in my time ; it is only a new tiling.

1816. You did not give captains “ new hats ” in the old times ? They would not be mean enough to 
take it.
1817. They are now ? So they tell me; but I never had one.
1818. You do not know how much the “new hat” costs ? There are different prices, of course.
1810. Would £5 bo a fair price for one ? I daresay. .
1820. It has been suggested that inspectors might be appointed to inspect tho trimming;—does that seem 
to you a good idea ? I think that would be a very good idea.
1821. Is there anything to prevent the inspection being efficient? Hot if the man knows how to inspect.
1822. Do you think he could inspect six ships? Two could do it iu the day and one at night, because
they would not all finish a hatch at the same time, "
1823. Do you think a man could efficiently inspect six ships ? He could.
1824. It would not be too many ? I have worked that many myself.
1825. Three inspectors for the day aud three for the night would be sufficient ? At night time you have 
only got perhaps two, three, or four ships. There would be a great urgency if there were five working at 
night.
1826. So that in general one inspector would do at night? Yes; it is mostly steamboats that load at 
night. It is very seldom you sec one or two deep-water ships loading at night.
1827. As a trimmer you would have no objection to inspection ? Ho.
1828. I suppose there is no doubt the captain and officers of a ship ought to superintend the trimming ?
I. have been for years and never saw a captain or mate in the hold, and I never bad one accident. I 
have trimmed some companies for eleven, twelve, and fourteen years. There is a company for whom I 
have trimmed over fourteen years. There are six ships in that line.
1829. What line is that? The China navigation Company. I did the A.S.H. Company from 1867 to 
the day they were sold. 0
1830. Accidents occur generally iu sailing ships ? Asa rule they go very long voyages.
1831. Mr. Pitfman.] Steamers take their coal in bunkers ? They eoal them in tho hold just the same.
1832. Is there anything in the peculiar build of ships that makes some require different styles of 
trimming to others ? There is.
1833. Could that be considered an objection to the appointment of inspectors—would an inspector be able
to know what kind of trimming was required? lres, if he understood his work. I can give you an 
instance that happened last year. The “ Poltalloch,” was trimmed here, and badly trimmed. She was a 
peculiar ship in her’tween decks. She had four big hatches and there was no ’tween deck between some, 
and in one place the ’tween deck came right up to her coamings. When they loaded the eoal into that 
ship, she was never trimmed all along. *
1834. President,'} The coal had never been trimmed in the ’tween deck ? Never. 1 went down in the 
aft hatch and came up the fore hatch. She went on her beam ends. I took 500 tons out of her lower 
hold and put it in her ’tween decks.
1835. It has been suggested that stevedores should he licensed so as to prevent incompetent stevedores 
from tendering;—do you thinlc that would he a good plan ? I. think it would.
1836. Were you one of the deputation that waited on the Premier ? No.
1837. Were you at the meeting at which the deputation was appointed ? Yes.
1838. You were one of those who voted for the appointment of the deputation ? I was asked to go there, 
and I went.
1839. With regard to the long hours which some of your trimmers work,—is that chiefly by their own 
wish or by yours ? I would never keep a man on longer than ten hours, except in eases for perhaps five 
or six hours to finish a. ship ; but it is very seldom done. I see twenty to thirty hours mentioned ; it is 
nonsense.
1840. Do you know of any reason why the distributor should not be used more than at present? 1 
watched one, and I could not see what, it was good for.
1841. Mr. Pittman.} Was that Spencer’s ? Yes. They had to dig tho coal oft' and hoist it out and it

■ was never put in any more.
1842. President.} We liave been told that Spencer’s apparatus has been used to load six ships ? It belongs 
to foreign people who sent it out. I used to do their ships, hut when they sent it out, I would not do them.
1843. Wbynot? It was a bother. 1 could have an easier distributor than tliat, by taking three spars 
and putting plates on them, and then you can run your coal where you liko. With the other you must 
have the crane to hoist it and to lower it down,
1841. It would increase the trimming ? It is a great waste of time. The crane has to be paid for for 
lifting it in aud out.
1845. So that you think the Spencer distributor wants to bo improved ? It wants a lot of improvement. 
If they could make it to go into every ship and catch the eoal at the coamings of the hatch it would he 
alright.
1846. What about Harper’s apparatus ? 1 have not seen that. It is on the dyke, but 1 have not seen it 
put together. I think it is something similar.
1847. Do you think a distributor can be made to work ? It can bo made to work.
1848. Do they load a ship safer? I don’t know'. I don’t think so.
1849. Does it take twice as long to load a ship with the distributor? Yes; you have to dig it out of the 
coal. Spencer’s patent will not go into a hatch if it is not a big hatch. I cannot understand how all these 
accidents have taken place this last four or five years,
1850. You have no idea as'to the cause? No; unless it has been the wet weather and the sun beinsr verv
hot. fa }
1851. And the bad trimming ? That is only through had management. 1 have had twenty-eight years at 
it, and 1 have not had an accident. It is a thing that ought to be remedied.
1852. IV hat is the cause of bad trimming ? .Perhaps a grocer’s clerk or man mav know an agent, who 
says to tho captain, “ This is our stevedore,” and some of the men do not know the ends of a ship.

1853.
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1853. 
Wo h 
1851 
1855.

1866.
1857.
1858.
1850.
1860.
1861.
fault of it. If they make a profit of £10 out of a vessel at one time, they want to make £11 the next. 
They make it out of the labouring man or slum the ship, and they connive in every shape and form to 
slum. They won’t put the labour where it should be nut.
1862. You mean to say they run the hatch too full before putting the men on ? Yes.
1863. Is that done by all stevedores ? Yes.
1864. Are they all alike in that respect? They all do the same.
1865. Are you a member of the Coal-trimmer’s Union ? Supposed to be. They are reorganising the 
union.
1866. Are you an officer of it ? No.
1867. Were you an officer of the old union ? No, sir.
1868. How long have you been a coal-trimmer ? About fourteen vears.
1869. What you have to say is that the greed of the stevedores leads them to put on insufficient labour to 
trim the ships ? Yes.
1870. It is the captain’s business to see that the ship is trimmed properly, is it not? I should think the 
officers of the ship ought to do that. The men do the trimming, and if there was anybody to watch the 
work the stevedores are of no consequence at all. I have known them to have as many as four vessels in 
at a time, and you never see the stevedore down the hatch. They pull down shifting boards and all 
manner of tilings to form temporary ’tween decks to keep the men working. When a vessel has close 
’tween decks, I have gone away aft, and when 1 have come back there has been a hole there which was 
not there when I went down.
1871. You mean to say they break a hole through the ’tween deck occasionally ? There was no hole when 
I went down, and there have been plates let into the hatch.
1872. Mr. Pittman.] Perhaps there were movable boards there ? There are ships that way.
1873. President,') A general statement, such as you make, does not carry much weight; can you name 
any particular ship that was not properly trimmed, so that we can investigate the matter? I never knew 
there was to he an inquiry, so I never took any notice of tho names of the ships. 1 have come out of the 
ships and have thought it my duly to tell the captain, but would not on account of being afraid to bo 
victimised by the boss trimmers.
1874. You cannot mention any particular ship ? No.

[Witness withdrew.]

Have you formed any idea as to the reason of the shifting of cargoes and the heating of cargoes ? Mi\ 
ave so many more stevedores; anybody can be a stevedore now, *■
You put it down to incompetence ? Yes.
These people put iu prices at which it, is impossible fo do a fair job ? Yes.

[Witness withdrew,]
nSept,, 1896.

Mr. Q-. Wycherly sworn and examined:—
President.) What is your name ? George Wycherly.
What is your business? Coal-trimmer.
A practical trimmer ? Yes.
You have been called as a witness at your own request ? Yes.
You have something which you wish to communicate ? Yes.
Will you kindly say what it is ? It is in regard to the slum trimming. The boss trimmers are the

Mr. Q-. 
Wycherly.

11 Sept., 1896.

Mr. W. P. Ossinger sworn and examined :—
1875. What is your name ? Williaw PI etcher Ossinger. Mr. W. F.
1876. You are the mate of the “ Ellen A. Head” ? Yes. . Ossinger.
1877. Jt has been suggested to us that the fire on the “Ellen A. Read ” was caused bv the donkey engine? fi
I don’t think so. J 11 Sept., 1896.
1878. Would you kindly tell us where the donkey engine was ? It is in the aft part of the forward house.
1879. Would that bring it about over the fire? The fire was abaft that, where it was located first. It 
would be about 15 feet forward of the hatch where the donkey engine is.
1880. And the fire broke out aft of the hatch ? About 5 or 0 feet aft.
1881. So that it would have been about 20 feet from tho donkey engine ? Yes.
1882. Was there any question of anybody throwing hot ashes down ? Not possible,
1883. You had the hatch closed ? Yob.
1884. Was the donkey engine at work when the ship was being loaded? Yes; part of the time. .
1885. Ho you think anybody could, out of mischief, have put hot ashes down ? J don’t think so.
1886. You do not believe the donkey engine had anything to do with the fire ? No.
1887. How thick are the deck planks ? Five inches.
1888. The heat could not get through that very well ? No, and an inch of cement on that and then 11 
inch tiles.
1889. Under the donkey engine ? Yes. ’
1890. And the coal did not come quite up to the under side of the deck there? I suppose the coal was 
perhaps 1 foot or 15 inches clear of the deck.
1891. Mr. Pittman.) Hid you form any idea as to the cause of the fire? No sir; I was on deck when
the fire was discovered, at 1 o’clock in the morning. The fire worked forward all the time to the 
ventilator. At first the captain Suggested that somebody had set heron fire. I said it was impossible, 
because nobody could get down below. The day before, on the Friday, we stowed some fenders and 
baskets, and there was no sign of smoke or fire then. "
1892. The fire was on top of the coal ? Yes ; it was on the surface.
1393. President.) Was it htirnt down a foot from the surface ? 1 suppose about a foot. ’
1894. You can form no idea of anybody, from improper motives, putting a light down? It was impossi
ble for anyone to do so.
1895. Mr. Pittman.) Before the hatches wore put on ? 1 never thought of such a thing ; the idea never 
occurrerl to me before.
1896. President.) When your ship is being loaded do you watch the work? I go down below when they
run the hatches up. 1897.
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Mr. W. F, 1897. It has been suggested that (ho Government should appoint inspectors to inspect the trimming— 
OeBinger. would yon object to that? No; 1 would not object to it. Some stevedores in this port do not loofc after 

their business properly I uuderstand. We have never had anybody but M'Neit, and he loots after his 
business properly. ’
1898. Supposing an Inspector were to find out from the captain the way ho wished his sliip trimmed, it 
would not worry you for him to assure himself that the captain's work was carried out properly? 
Not at all, sir : to satisfy the captain is the principal part of my duties—to obey his orders implicitly. I 
have been with a good many coal cargoes, and they used to build a platform over the ship and put ventilators 
over the hatches. I think it is a good idea to have ventilators.
1899. Yon think it a good idea? If 1 had anything to do with it, I would have veniilators. I have 
known a quantity of coal io catch fire after heavy rain, ou tho dock at Alexandria, Virginia.
1900. How long after ? Six or eight weeks after.
1901. It got very wet, and then six or eight weeks after, it caught fire ? Yes.
1902. Was that bituminous coal ? call it soft coal, what they use tor making gas.
1903. Tho fire was attributed at the time to the rain ? Tes, sir. ”
1904'. Was it small or large coal ? It was mixed. There was a considerable lot of fine coal—it breaks up 
very easily.
1905. How much coal was there ? I suppose between 300 and 400 tons.
1906. Did it catch fire in the middle? It caught fire in the centre of the coal.

[Witness withdrew.]

FRIDAY, 25 SEPTEMBER, 1896.

[The Commission met at 2"30 p.m. at the Custom Mouse, Newcastle!]
present:—

Professor BICHARD THRELFALL, M.A., President;
And EDWARD FISHER, PITTMAN, Esq., A.R.S.M.

Mr. J. Gregson examined:—
T Zf' 1907. President,] You arc Mr. .Tesso Gregson ? Yes ; Manager of the A ustralian Agricultural Company, 
J. Urcgson. yj)08. How long h ave you been iu that position ? Twenty-one years.

25Seut"l896 l^*^' during that time tbe management of the collieries has come under your control? Tes ; under 
^ ■’ ' my supervision. “

1910. Do you know of any cargoes of coal which have come from any of your collieries having heated ? 
f cannot say I do.
1911. We have a good deal of evidence to the effect that one of the causes of the heating of coal cargoes
is the breaking up of the coal which takes place in loading, I understand the coal is broken up just as 
much in loading from your shoots as from the cranes ? 1 imagine that is so. '
1912. Have you given any attention to (he matter of loading eoal ? Well, I liave, but uot with any result. 
It lias never forced itself upon my attention as being a necessary thing to attend to.
1913. You cannot suggest any improvement that could be adopted whereby tho coal might be loaded with 
less breakage ? No means occur to me. I baie beard of patents that have been proposed for tbe 
purpose of breaking the fall in some way, but wc have never introduced them, and I have never heard of 
their coming into general use.
1914. Who are the chief purchasers of your coal? Wo send a proportion to the west coast of South 
America, but the greater portion goes to intercolonial ports—in fact, a large part goes to Sydney.
1915. What is the eoal used for that is taken to the west coast of South America ? Generally for gas,
1916. It does not matter, then, whether the coal is broken up or not, ? T presume uot.
1917. You v ould have no reason to anticipate obtaining a higher price for it in the event of it being 
landed in better condition ? No; we have had no complaint on account of it having been broken.
1918. Any expense incurred to avoid breakage would be a dead loss ? Yes; so far as we are concerned.
1919. If the price of coal were raised Id. or 2d. a ton to the consumer, would there be a likelihood of the 
trade being driven away ? 1 doubt it very much. I could uot see that a Id. or 2d. would have the effect 
of driving the trade away, but any material rise would not be possible. I think it is generally admitted 
that any rise in price would be injudicious, aud uould probably have the effect of discouraging trade. 
.1920. It has been suggested tliat inspectors should be appointed to see to the trimming of simps”—have you 
heard that proposal spoken of ? I have heard it mentioned. Personally, I have not very much to do 
with the loading of vessels, and it is only within the last few months that these questions have cropped up.
1921. "Would there be any objection, from your point of view as a colliery proprietor, to the appointment 
of inspectors to see to ships being properly loaded ? I should say not.
1922. There would be the question, of who should pay for the expense. It would, I suppose, in the first 
place, be a charge upon the shipping interest? Upon the ship, no doubt.

. 1923. And that might react in a desire to reduce slightly the price of loading ? Or in discouraging trade,
which would be equivalent. 0 0 ’
1924. Have you any idea of the margin of profit shipowners work upon ? None whatever.
1925. It is safe to take it as being pretty narrow ? They tell us so, not only in regard to the foreimi-
going vessels, but in the intercolonial trade. ' D
1926. It has been said that in order to avoid breakage a remedy would lie in tbe lowering of tho waggons 
of coal down the hatchways of the ships, but at present either the hatches are too small for that purpose 
or the waggons too large, and it has been suggested that there might be a return to the old form of box 
waggons to overcome the difficulty;—would there be any objection to that from your point of view ? I 
think that would be very objectionable.
1927. Why do you think so ? The hopper seems to be the most convenient instrument for dealing with 
coal, and there would be a loss of labour and time in shipping the same quantity of coal from two recep
tacles than from one. It would tend to add to the expense, but if it were clearly necessary for the

purpose
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purpose of safeguardinp; life or property the expense should not he taken into account. Unless it can 
be shown that it would be advantageous, it would be objectionable.
1928. It would put the colliery proprietors to some expense ? A little ; I do not think very much.
1929. Would you not have to provide new waggons P Wc would have to do that.
1930. Tliat would be a source ot expense ? iS'o doubt, if the old hopper waggons were to be condemned;
but that, J take it, would scarcely be proposed. , _
1931. I only wished to hear vour views as to what would be the effect, from your point of view, of 
insisting upon a partial change to the box form, so that the first portion of tho cargo could be lowered P 
That would he objectionable if it were only a partial adoption of that form, because you would have the 
different classes of waggons to provide for in the sidings and at the pit.
1932. Would it be so inconvenient to load that way as to cause a considerable increase in the expense ? 1 
do not think it would—it would be more the hampering of the trade that would he objectionable. The 
efforts of a manager are to facilitate shipping aud other work rather than to hamper it.
1933. There appears to be a necessity for some remedy, and whatever remedy is proposed, it would seem, 
must cost something? It does not matter about the cost, to my mind, if it can bo shown that it is 
requisite to save life.
.1934. Would it increase the expense very much if some portion of the coal was loaded from the waggons 
into hoppers, and the hoppers then lowered into the hold? It would double the handling, aud have the 
effect of breaking tbe coal ns well as being expensive.
1935. You have been a good deal troubled by fires in your Borehole mine ? Yes.
1936. Mr. Pittmnn.l You do not seem to have any difficulty in keeping them in cheek ? Ho.
1937. President.] Have you had any trouble with fires in your sea-pit? Ho; it is comparatively new. 
There have been waste heaps of small coal and rubbish about the district, and there have been cases 
where they have lain for years without taking fire, and then have subsequently taken firo without any 
apparent reason. The fires in the Borehole pit have occurred, I understand, in the gob, but we have 
never been able to make an examination to see how or why.

, [Witness withdrew.]

Mr.
,T. Gregson.

25 Sept., 189G.

Mr. (}. Hewison sworn and examined:—
1938. President.] What is your name ? George Hewison.
1939. And what is your business ? Shipping and general commission agent.
1940. Have you had any connection with the Berndale Colliery ? Yes. I was the secretary of the last, 
hut I represented one of tbe four proprietors by power of attorney.
1941. Your chief business is as shipping agent ? Yes.
1942. And as such you have something to do with the insurance of cargoes? Yes; I am an insurance 
agent also.
1943. Can you tell us what premiums you charge for the insurance of cargoes of coal between here, say, 
and San Francisco ? I have had very little to do with that.
1944. Can you tell us whether you charge more now than you used to charge four years ago ? There is 
very little insurance done in that line now. I have had very little insurance on cargoes to do with.
BM5, Are the premiums ihe same now or less than they were four years ago ? I cannot say.
1940. I understood you fo say you were an insurance agent? I was an insurance agent, but it was 
generally for hull risks. The business ] was connected with more particularly had a floating policy, 
under which all cargoes were insured. .
1947. Do you insure ships now ? I have had no business in that line for five or six years.
1948. So that you have neither insured ships nor cargoes for five or six years? Ho; I know nothing 
about the rates.
1949. Have you had anything to do with the loading of ships? I came here for that purpose about 
thirty years ago. I had a large fleet of vessels that I used to load regularly. I was one of the principal 
shippers of coals in Heweastle.
1959. Did you do your own trimming, or did you have it done by a stevedore? In both ways—both by 
the stevedore and by the crews.
1951. "Which was the most satisfactory way? I could not find fault with cither.
1952. Did you have a case of shifting or heating of cargo in any of the vessels yon loaded ? I was hero 
as agent for the Black Diamond Line, principally—a line that used to carry coals to Wallaroo, South 
Australia. There were about twenty vessels engaged in the trade, aud I had to load those vessels, aud I 
had to purchase the coal and do all the shipping business. There were eighteen vessels belonging to the 
Black Diamond Line, aud over those I had full control in every way. The coals that I preferred shipping

’ were generally small coals, and I have been told there was heating in the small-coal cargoes.
1953. That is between here and South Australia? Between here and Wallaroo, South Australia.
1954. Was there any case of heating sufficient to be serious ? Ho, never. On one occasion, I am told, 
there was a vessel that I remember had a cargo of small coal, which made a long voyage of between 
thirty and forty days. When her cargo was being discharged it was found to bo unpleasantly hot in 
the hold,
1955. What ship was that ? I think it was the “ Bosphorus.”
1956. On what date was the occurrence ? It is twelve to fourteen years ago.
1957. Where did the coal come from ? I cannot tell you now. 1 used to buy small eoal and mixed 
cargoes. 1 would have four or five different coals in one vessel.
1958. Was there any explanation or suggestion as to why this particular cargo heated? It was supposed 
to be on account of the long passage. The vessel was slightly leaky, and the sea-water tended to heat 
the cargo more than anything else.
1959. The vessel was leaky? She was leaky on that occasion.
1960. Can you recollect whether the eoal was hottest whore it was most moist? I cannot say.
1961. Have you had any other cases of heating? Only slightly. The cargoes would get hot, but not 
very hot. That was the hottest cargo I hoard of.
]9G2. Did you have any experience of cargoes shifting? Ho, never. I never hoard a complaint from 
one of our masters of any cargo shifting. 1963.

Mr.
G. Howison.

25 Sept., 1890.
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& H&wisnn Joar masters always attend to the trimming themselves, or did they leave it entirely to the
stevedores ? They attended to it, to see their vessels trimmed; it was their "duty to do so. My own 

25 Sept. 1896. 'S sma^ c?a' 's more liable to heal than large coal, .At one time vc had a heap of 15,000 to
1 ' 20,000 ions lying at Wallaroo, and it look fire in tho heart of the stack.

lOOd. The eoal caught fire ? Yes, the eoal caught fire, and it was found necessary to cut a trench
through tho heap and lay a line of pipes—15-inch, 1 think—from the mine pumps to convey water to
extinguish it.
1965. What was the theory of the cause of the fire in that case ? That a cargo of coals saturated with 
salt-water had been put in that very spot where the small coal had nearly ignited.
1966. How long ago is that ? About thirteen or fourteen years ago.
1967. On whose authority was it said that the firo broke out at the spot where the cargo of coal saturated 
by salt-water wasr1 Tho party receiving the coal at 'Wallaroo. It was said that the fire broke out just 
where the cargo of this vessel—I do not know the name of the vessel now—had been put, and that the 
cargo was landed in a very wet condition.
1968. "Was that the heated cargo you referred to, or another case ? Another case.
1969. There is no reasonable doubt in your mind that the fire originated among that particular cargo of
coal ? Not the slightest. & f b
1970 It has been suggested to us that very often the captains of ships have so much to do ashore that 
they have no time to attend to the trimming;—is that true r I do not suppose the captains will attend to 
the trimming personally, but they have officers, and, speaking from an owner’s point of view, it is the 
duty of the captain and officers to see that everything is done in connection with the trimming and every
thing else in connection with the vessel to ensure her safety, and it is certainly the captain’s and officers’ 
duty to see the cargo properly trimmed. I always thought so, and I had a very large power over it.
1971. A largo power to do what ? Everything in regard to the vessels under my charge.
1972. "What has the mate to do when the ship is in harbour that would prevent him looking after tho 
trimming ? Ho has to see generally to the stowing. I consider it is the second mate’s duty to see the 
cargo properly stowed the officers generally, both chief and second; the captain can hardly be expected 
to be in the hold himself.
19/3. As a matter of fact, it has appeared before us that, as a custom, the officers leave it entirely to the 
stevedore ? Yes ; and the stevedore leaves it to the men. Tbe stevedore ought to be responsible that 
the vessel is properly trimmed,
1974. _ A suggestion has been offered that inspectors might be'appointed to, in reality, do the duty of tho 
captain and officers;—do you think there would be any objection to that ? 1 think there would be a great 
objection on the part of the owners; they already pay the captain and officers for the work,
1975. "What is the pay of captains of sailing ships? In our' employ the lowest was £17 a month. "Wo 
had steamers as well, and we used to pay the captains £25 a month.
1976. What is iho usual rale of wages now to captains of sailing ships ? I cannot say. I have been lold £10.
1977. Ho you kuow what the wages are that are paid to the mate and second officer ? We used to nuv
our chief officers £9 and £10, and the second officers about £S, on an average. *
1978. Do they get those wages now, do you think ? I do not think so ; but with coasting vessels, it is not 
much under that.
1979. Do yon know anything of the custom for a stevedore to make a present to the captain of a ship iu
order that he might be left alone in the trimming ? to my knowledge.
19S0. Have you ever heard of it before this minute ? 1 have heard talk of it. 1 think a captain would
be very foolish to go to sea with a vessel not properly trimmed.
1981. Would tho stevedore or trimmer be likely to place any obstacle in the way of the captain’s attending 
i noo ,trm“r‘mS ^ \ d0 Tlofc s0e .^ow fhey possibly can ; tho captain is master in his own ship.
198- there any profit made in the shipping trade;—do sailing ships pav a handsome dividend ? 1 do
not think they pay much now. "
1983. They have paid well ? They have paid well, there is no doubt. Freights are not one-third of what 
they used to be. 1 have paid as high as 22s. Od. and 23s. for a cargo from here to South Australia, whore 
now you can send coals for 6o. or 7s. With regard to inspectors, speaking from an owner’s point of view, 
the charges made m tins port are considered sufficiently high already. The captain, with his officers, arc 
the proper parties to see after the loading and trimming of their vessel. The captain knows exactly what 
nis vessel will carry; how she ought to be trimmed—so much by the stem and so much by the head If 
he engages a stevedore he may trust to him to carry out the work properly, still his officers ought to see 
that the work is properly done. If inspectors were appointed, I do not see how they could carry out tho 
Avork, Inere may be fourteen or fifteen \ easels Joarling at the cranes at one time.
1984. They would not all be deep-sea ships—some would be intercolonial ? Perhaps a fow of them mHit 
be intercolonial. There might be a dozen others. The inspector could not possibly be with them all, and - 
the question is, who is to pay the inspector. I am pretty sure the coal proprietors would object, and the 
owners say they pay their masters and officers already to see to all that.
1985. Mr. Pittman.'] What does that argument amount to when we have evidence to show that tho 
captains do not do their work ? They are amenable to tbe owners in that case.
1986. But when the work is not done, what satisfaction is that to the public-----
1987. President.] Or to the people who risk being drowned through it? The captain runs the risk of 
being drowned himself.
1988 Mr. Pittman.] Your argument is that captains are paid to do the work, but when they do not do 
it, what remedy is there P I cannot say.
1989. If the Government think that, although captains may be paid to look after the work, they do not 
do so you cannot blame them for appointing inspectors of their own to see that the work is properly 
carried out i If the Government intend to take the loading of ships, that is a different tiling. If a man
V onoUTr !i° 1 ■WOrk’ al1'1 Govei'n,neni ia going to take his place, the Government will have bear it.
199U. It the ship-owners do not get the work dono under present circumstances, would it not be a fair 
thing, in the public interest, to take steps to ensure it being properly done ? I think the inspection will 
?o(vi0 t ? i -e vrc ^1!1Te got inspectors to see that the inspectors do their work.
1991. It the Government undertook to provide inspectors they would obtain men who would see that the 
work was done ? I consider the captain .and officers ought to know the trim of a vessel better than any 
other person—better than an inspector. 1992
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1092. Is it your opinion that captains do see that trimming is properly done? If the captain, shirks his 
work, or does not perform his duties properly, I have nothing more to say. _
1993. Do you thiuk ho does or does not do so ? I have never had occasion to find fault with it, and I 
have had u largo experience,
1994. You do not know of any ease where a captain has left the supervision of the work of trimming to 
the stevedore ? I really do not;. I have often had captains come to me and speak of the stevedore, and 
I have never known a case where a captain neglected his duty.
1995. President^] You already have inspection to see to the loading of a ship as regards her marks ? 
Yes.
1996. As an owner, would you object to an inspector seeing that a ship was not loaded below her load
line ? No, decidedly not; it costs nothing.
1997. I take it your position is that, as an ownor, you would not agree to anything that would increase 
the expenditure ? Certainly.
1998. Would you rather anything than that? Decidedly not. 1 do not believe in sending a vessel to 
sea to he lost for the sake of the insurance money. That would be a dishonest arrangement. I should 
think tho captain and officers have sufficient regard for their own lives not to go to sea in a vessel they 
knew was going to be lost.
1999. Mr. Pittman.'] Do I understand, Mr. Hewison, that you contend the supervision of trimming is 
properly done at the present time, and that there is nothing wrong? I do not say that nothing happens. 
A trimmer may perform his work badly, but I consider it is the captain's duty to see that ho docs do his 
work right,
2000. Have you ever known or heard of a case of faulty trimming? Not in my own experience, and I have 
sent away hundreds—I may say thousands—of vessels from here, and I have never had a vessel lost.
2001. And you have never known a captain who failed to supervise the triminiug ? 1 have never known 
a captain to do so. Oh, yes ; I had two vessels lost. One was driven ashore and another went down in 
a fearful storm.
2002. It might have boon possible for one of your ships to go to sea without your knowing whether a 
captain had personally supervised the trimming? It might.
2003. As a matter of fact, you arc not in a position to say, from your own knowledge, that captains have 
in every case supervised the loading of their own cargoes ? I am not.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr.
G. Hewison. 

25SepM896.

Mr. Hi, West sworn and examined :—
2004. President.] What is your name ? Bichard West.
2005. Aud your business ? h'oroman coal-trimmer for .Tames Bussell and Company.
2000. How long have you been in that business ? About six years.
2007. You were a practical trimmer before that ? Yes, previous to that.
2008. Your business now is to superintend the trimming? Yes. ,
2009. Do the captain and officers of a ship interfere with you in the trimming at all ? Sometimes ; not 
in every ship.
2010. In the majority of ships do they or do they not ? They generally tell me how they want the ship 
trimmed, and we have to trim the ship to their ideas.
2011. Do they ever go down to seo the work, or do they leave it to you ? Generally one of the officers or 
mates is down below.
2012. That is the usual practice ? Yes.
2013. Do you consider the supervision of the ships perfectly satisfactory—is it complete? Yes.
2014. It is your business to trim to tho captain's orders ? Yes.
2015. Mr. Pittman.] Have you ever seen a caso where an officer of a ship has not been down ? Yes. 
2010. In many eases? A great many.
2017. Where there was no supervision by the officers at all? Neither by the officers or crew.
2018. President.] So tliat you could trim exactly as you had a mind to? When we go aboard a ship the 
captain generally tells us how he wants the coal shot. In many cases nobody comes to see that it is done.
2019. It is your object to get the ship loaded as fast as ever yon can ? Yes.
2020. I suppose a cheap way of doing that is to run as much coal into the ship as you can before you start 
to trim ? it all depends on what kind of ship it is ; if it is an open ship you have to do that.
2021. If it is not an open ship? You want to trim the lower hold as soon as ever it is blocked.
2022. You generally tip the coal from tho coamings of the hatch—you are not often able to lower the 
waggons ? No.
2023. You have lowered them on occasion ? Yes,
2024. Can you give the Commission any idea as to what extra cost would be entailed to lower the waggons 
down the hold ? A ship running 120 waggons would do that in from eight to ten hours ; to lower the 
waggons down the hold would take something like twelve to fourteen hours.
2025. Prom that we can assume the increased cost ? Yes.
2026. It would take about two hours longer? Prom two to four.
2027. How many men would you have employed during that time ? At present, working under the Union
rules, there would be six men. '
2028. How much would they be paid? .One shilling and threepence an hour; provided jmu have no 
coal in any of’ the other hatches ; if there is, you have to liave the full gang—that may be twelve to 
fourteen men. We are working under the Union rules at tho present time.
2029. So that it would be fourteen men at Is. 3d. an hour ? Is. 3d. in tho day and Is. 9d. at night.
2030. The maximum possible extra cost would be ;£2 1.2s. Gd. in the ease of a ship running 120 waggons ?
Yes. '

Mr. E. West, 

25 Sept., 1S96.

2031. How many tons would that be ? It all depends upon wiiat coal it is. If it were Duckenfield eoal 
it would be about 1,000 tons, and Wallsend coal about 800 tons.
2032. I n about 1.(100 tons there would bo an outside extra cost of .-02 ]2s. (id. to lower the waggons j
down the hold? Ves. ■

2033.
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Mr. K. West. 2033. What are the wharfage dues ? Half-penny per ton per day or. the ship’s registered tonnage; but 
there are some now rules spoken of—X do not know what they arc. At one time, if a ship went twenty 

25Sept., 1806. minutes into the second day sho had to pay a full day’s wharfage; a ship carrying 1,030 tons would bo 
about 000 tons tonnage.
203-1. She would pay 000 half-pence a day P Yes. ^
2035. The total e.rtra cost would he under £3 P Yes. _ _
2030. On the basis of a ship running 120 waggons P That would be a large ship going about 2,500 tons 
register. The 120 waggons are only to run the hatch up before you actually start shovelling the coal.
2037. About £3 12s. would he the extra cost for labour and wharfage dues, in that case, in lowering 
120 waggons into the hold of the ship instead of dumping the coal from the coamings of the hatch ? Yes.
2038. Would it pay the crane contractor to lower the waggons into the hold if he were asked to do so ?
I do not know it it would pay him ; he does do so.
2039. He always does so whenever he is asked ? If ho can get the waggons down the hatch.
2010. Have you had any experience with any of tho patent loading apparatus? Ho; I have seen a 
couple of them.
2011.. Are they any good? I do not think so.
2012. i)o you know that-apparatus \]ian<Ung vcitness photograph of Harper s patent distributor]? Yes,

■ sir; but it was not like that when it was tried ; it has been altered since.
2013. Docs it look a likely thing to use ? You can use it in some ships with very large hatches.
201.1. You could use it iu those ships in which you could lower tho waggons—is that what it amounts 
to? Yres. * . .
2015. In that case there would he no advantage in using it ? Ho. _
2010. How is it hung up P To the ring-bolts under the deck, or in the coamings,- wherever they may bo 
situated. .
2017. Are there always convenient places to hang it to ? Ho ; some ships have no rings, and you would
have to take a turn round the stanchions. _
2018. Have you seen ships loaded with Spencer’s apparatus ? I have not worked it, though I have seen 
it put in.
2019. Did it appear to go in alright ? I have seen tho hatch run up first, and the patent put on top of
the coal. _
2050. Whore ? Two ships at the Dyke—two of the Firth line ; I cannot thiuk of their names.
2051. Who loaded them ? Sullivan loaded one. .
2052. The coal was actually dumped into the hatch first, and then Spencer’s distributor put on top ? Yes, 
in the aft hatch; in the main hatch it was there before the coal was put in. In the aft hatch the coal 
was run up, and the patent put on top.
2053. What was the object of that? They used it as plates to slide the coal down.
2051, Would it he nny better than ordinary plates? Hot so good, it would be more trouble. We mostly 
use a spar across the hatch. The most troublesome are tbe box waggons. You have to let them go high, 
and the whole lot of coal comes out at once.
2055. They would he easier to lower down the hatch ? Much the same. They take tho same room as the 
hop per-waggons—they have tho tip chains.
2056. Although you may let the coal out of the hopper slowly, it must still fall the depth of the vessel ?
Yes. i
2057. And that fall breaks it up ? Yes ; it breaks a good deal of it up.
2058. Do you recollect the details of the loading of any of the cargoes you have loaded which have heated
afterwards ? Several.
2059. Tho “ Cedarbank” loaded in 1S93, did you load her ? Ybs.
2060. Was she loaded with Wallsend coal ? Yes.
2061. And at the cranes in the usual wrav? Yes. ,
2062. Was there anything special about the weather at the time of loading ? I hardly remember that.
2063. You do not remember any particular circumstance? I remember how she was loaded. Tho coals 
were loaded up to about 18 inches or 2 feet from tho deck. There was surface ventilation fore and aft of 
the ship. That coal was on the ship a considerable time.
2064. How long before she sailed ? Over six months. Slie got dismasted.
2065. Three months for the time of loading and on her voyage, and three months in Sydney ? Something 
like that,
2066. Did you know the cargo of that ship fired ? I did hear she arrived at ’Frisco on fire,
2067. Do you remember any other circumstance ? Ho.
2068. She was dismasted ? She got outside, aud the masts buckled and bent.
2009. Why was that ? Bad weather and had spars. ,'
2070. Do you remember the ship “ Alexandra ” ? Yes, T loaded her. _
2071. Do yon remember anything about hor particularly ? It was raining very heavily while she was
loading. A heavy squall blew her adrift from the Dyke, and did a lot of damage.
2072. Did it damage the ship ? Yes, some of her gear. Sho got foul of another ship, and part carried 
away.
2073. Do you remember where the fire broke out on that ship ? Between the two hatches.
2074. Would that be too far away from the main hatch to be in the dust-heap that accumulates under the
main hatch ? I have not seen a dust-heap accumulate under the maiu hatch.
2075. There must ho an accumulation of small coal there ? It all goes together.
2076. Does not the big coal roll away ? A certain portion -
2077. On the whole, the “ smalls” stay under the hatch ? Yes.
2078. Did this fire occur sufficiently near the main hatch for it to have been in the “ smalls” generally 
loft in the neighbourhood of the main hatch? Bight clear of it, I understand the ship caught fire 
where tho coal was trimmed.
2079. That ought to have been good-sized coal ? Yes ; you shovel the big aud the small away together.
2030. They would not have shovelled dust probably ? Ho. _
2931. Do you remember anything more about that ship ? Ho ; only that it rained very heavily.
2082. W^ the wpjilher hoi, do you remember ? It had been hot a little previous to that, hut not after.

• ‘ ' • ■ ■■ 2083,
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2083. Thai vaa last year? "ires; three of them loaded at the same time. It rained when the three^r- R' tVeat, 
loaded, and the three caught fire. ^o^^ona
20Si. Which were the other two ships? The “ Brahloct” and “Hepublic.’1 6. ept.,1 . .
2085. Mr, Pittman-^ You, perhaps, remember having to go away from your work with wet clothes ?
Yes; I was sick at the time. I was sent home, and it was raining all the time.
2086. President.l The three ships were the “ Alexandra,” the “ Brablock, and the Kcpublic” ? Yes ; and 
it rained when the “ Hollinwood” was taking her stillening in.
2087. That was the end of last year, or the beginning of this? Yes.
2088. The general tendency of the weather was to be hot? Yes.
2089. Otherwise they were all loaded exactly in the same way ? Yes.
2090. Do you know where the fire broke out in any of them, except the “ Alexandra” ? No, sir.
2091. In the “Hepublic” it broke out in the No. 2 batch ;—do you know anything about that? No.
2092. You cannot tell us anything about the “Hollinwood”'? No; only that sho was loaded in wet 
weather.
2093. Could we find out where the fire broke out in the “ Hollinwood” ? I am not certain whether she 
did fire or only heat.
2094. Did you load the “Knight of St. Michael” ? Yes. .
2095. "What was the weather like when she was loaded ? It was fine when she started—when she took 
her stiffening in it was fine and very hot. She went over to Stockton at the ballast wharf, and laid with 
her batches off—tho same hatches that the stiffening was in, and there came a thunderstorm.
2096. That was during that very hot week '? Yes.
2097. That storm came on the Tuesday night ? The day she took her stiffening in, at 11 o’clock at night.
It was 112 degrees in the shade that day. *
2098. Did you load the “ Morna” ? Yes; I think so.
2099. Do you recollect definitely whether you loaded her or not;—she caught fire iu the harbour? That • 
was only lately. She came up from Sydney with stiffening.
2100. Do you know anything about her ? "We loaded her. The trouble was over before I went to 
load her.
2101. It was in the stiffening coal only ? Yes ; the stiffening coal heated,
2102. She was loaded by Russell & Co. ? Yes.
2103. Do you know anything of the “ Invormny ”? I did not do her.
2104. Did von load the “ Ben Cruaehan ”? No.
2105. Or the “Easby”? No.
2106. Do yon know anything about the “ Dayspnng”? I know nothing about it.
2107. Have you noticed, before this inquiry commenced, that the ships which heated were those which
had been loaded while wet? Yes. *
2108. Hot and wet, shall we say ? There was one ship, the “ Drumcraig.” She was left in our charge, 
because tho crew had to go to Sydney on account of liaving fever. They got orders to put stiffening in, 
and there was nobody to look after the ship. They put too much stiffening in the No. 1 hatch. "When 
we were finishing loading her, they cut through that hatch, and it was quite hot.
2109. How many days after the stiffening was put in ? Something like three weeks. The men could not 
stand ou it to work the coal back.
2110. What kind of weather was it? Very wet, while she was loading—when she took the stiffening in.
2111. "Was it hot too? I could not say.
2112. Was that in the summer or winter? It was in the summer time.
2113. Have you any other experience of heated cargoes ? Several; with nearly every sliip, if it is wet 
weather, when she takes her stiffening in, and if we have to shift that coai, we find it very hot—if it has 
been taken in in the rain, or rain has got to it.
2114. Is it decidedly your opinion that wet has something to do with the heating ? It has a good deal 
to do with it. We have plain facts ; all those ships loaded in the rain have fired.
2115. Do you think sulphur has anything fo do with it ? I do not know. I do not believe very often
there is sufficient surface ventilation in the ships. "
2116. That does not alter the heating? It does not give the air a chance of getting up and down.
Everyone of the “ bank ’* line has been trimmed to 18 inches or 2 feet up from the deck, and nothing 
ever happened to them, except the “ Cedarbank,” neither the shifting of cargo or anything else.
2117. Do you notice any difference in the coal;—:s it the coal from any particular colliery that generally
heats, or does the heating occur indifferently ? The worse trouble seems to be in the small pits—the- '
South Wallsend and the Cardiff coal. The'“ Alexandra ” and “ Brablock ” loaded with that.
2118. You have not noticed yourself, before this inquiry began, any special relation between the pits and .
the healing of the coal ? Oh, yes, '
2119. Which pit do you consider gives tho coal most liable to heating ? It seems to he the Cardiff coal 
and the West Wallsend. We very seldom have any trouble with the Wallsend eoal.
2120. Is the Cardiff a hard or soft coal ? Very hard.
2121. And the West Wallsend? Something similar.
2122. Have you noticed any relationship between the heating and the smallness of the coal;—does it occur 
under the main hatch where the coal is, in general, broken up ? Asa rule, we never have any trouble in 
the main hatch after it is once blocked. It is only in the ends where we have to cut down. The main 
hatch is filled right up, and the ends have to be levelled off.
2123. You have no means of knowing, as a rule, whether the stiffening has heated or not ? No,.
2124. You are speaking almost entirely of stiffening coal now ? Yes. With the other coal we are not at 
the ship long enough to know whether it heats or not.
2125. Is there anything you would like to bring before our notice in regard to heating ? I do not think 
so, only it has been in most cases through rain.
212b. Or anything about trimming ? The master trimmers, I see in the papers, are crying out about the 
price. It is not a matter of price. _ They get what they .ask for tho work, and it is the captain’s and 
officers’ place to see that the work is done properly.
212/. You think it is the fault of tho captains that the work is not done properly? Yes; if our people 
were getting Is, or 2s. per ton the work would be done no better. Inspection would he no one man’s job,

3—T or
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Mr. H. Weat. or three or four; it moans about twenty men. It is no use any inspector going to a ship after she is 
9S»T~f'-TRqfi 'to see_if ahe ia properly trimmed; he must be there the whole time the ship is loading and down

eP ’> • the hold, and if the ship is working at night there must be a man to relieve him.
2128. Several witnesses tell us a man who knows his business could look in now and again? It is no use 
whatever.
2129. Mr, Pittman^] Do you not think they could supervise three ships alongside one another ? jS"o, 
sir ; you must be there the whole time. I am foreman for Russell, and it takes mo all my time to watch 
them.
2180. President.^ How many have you to watch at a time ? Sometimes I have three or four.
2131. If you can watch them, I suppose another could? [ cannot; I have to trust to the men.
2132. In your opinion, there would have to be some twenty inspectors ? If the ships work night and day, 
you would want two for each ship.
2133. Mr. Pittmand] Under those circumstances, are you not drawing your wages unjustly, while pre
tending to do the work ? I do the best to my ability. We always have one man on each ship to carry on 
the work if ] am not there. 1 cannot watch the lot. I could not swear each ship was trimmed as it 
ought to he. We got it done as well as we can,
2134. President!] It is to the interest of tho stevedore to do as little trimming as possible? Yes.
2135. He has a pecuniary interest in not doing it well? The way things have been going lately, we have 
tried to do onr best.
2136. That is on account of tbe trouble that has arisen? Yes ; on account of the missing ships.
2137. Do you think the trimming has improved in the port within the last few years? Greatly, since 1
have been here. *
2138. It is the object, of course, of the men engaged in trimming to be employed as long as they can at 
Is. 3d. an hour ? You would think so, but as a rule, it is not.
2139. Why ? They seem to try to get away as soon as they can.
2140. Do they not want to put in as much time as possible ? They want to put in time, but, at the same
time, if wc are not there to watch them-----
2141. They will not shovel the coals unless they have got to ? Thatis it.
2142. Have you ever known a case in which the captain has been, bribed to stand aside and allow the ship 
to be trimmed without supervision? Ho, sir. I have known captains, if they give the work, to accept 
something out of the trimming.
2143. That comes to the same thing ? I cannot see how it comes to the same thing
2144. It is in the nature of a commission ? Yes. I would like to say that there is lots of rubbish thrown 
down many of the hatches when they finish off. Sometimes ihere will be lumps of tar and oakum, and 
kerosene, that have come off the rigging and rigging screws shovelled up and put down the hatches.
2145. Who does that? The crew, and they sweep all the rubbish up aud throw it among the coals.
2146. Should not the officers and captain prevent that? Sometimes you load a ship and do not see the 
captain at all.
2147. What about the mate? He tells them to sweep it up, and does not seem to take any notice. A 
lot of shifting-boards are not sufficiently strong—1-incb beams put right across the hatch—and as soon as 
you let go tho waggons of coal it breaks them up into matchwood.
2148. And this gets carried down with the coals ? Yes.
2149. Mr. Pittm.an.] As a kind of tinder-wood ? Yes, it would help a fire on.
2150. President.] It has been said that some of the stevedores would like to he licensed, in order to 
prevent incompetent men from tendering for the loading of vessels;—do you think that would be a good 
plan ? I think it would save a great deal of this competition, and they would not have to cut a man down, 
and they would not beiu such a hurry to get the men away.
2151. Tho effect would be to decrease the competition, and raise the price for trimming, and you think 
that would enable the work to be done better? I think so. If you got more for your work you would 
not be in such a hurry to get out of the ship, but Ihe masters get what they ask for the work, and the

^ officers should see that they do it. A good many of these ships have donkey-boilers standing over the
deck where the coals are. We are loading at present a little .Trench vessel, and the deck is so hot we 
could not put our hands on it. The coal is right up against that. We have had cases where a ship has 
been on fire while loading, on account of the donkey-boiler. '
2152. Were the decks of wood? Yea; the coals out of the donkev-boiler set tbe shin afire in the ’tween
deck. ' *
2153. Mr. Pittman.] Sou say the deck is hot yet in the vessel vou are loading ? Yes ; she is loading at 
JNo. 7 crane.
2154. What is the thickness of the deck ? About 3 inches. There is an iron deck underneath.
2155. Phc “ lillen A. Read s ” deck is 5 inches thick ? The donkey-boiler Is in the same position as in tbe 
“ Ellen A. Read.” In the vessel that fired the first thing we knew was that she was ali ablaze. The 
coals bad burnt through the wooden deck and dropped down.
2156. President.] How long ago is this ? Some three or four years ago.
2157. The coals from the donkey-boiler burnt through the deck ? Yes, and she fired. ‘
2158. Do they ever work the donkey-engine at sea ? Yes.
2159. To work the ropes ? Yes.

[Witness withdrew,]

Mr. John Price sworn and examined :—
Mr. J. Price. 2160. President.] What is your name ? John Price,

2161. And your business ? Coal-trimmer.
25Sept., 1896. 2162. Are you a member of tho Coal Trimmers’ Union ? Yes.

2103. Are you an officer of that Union ? Yes.
2164. What position do you hold ? J am the treasurer.
2165. How long have you held that position ? Since we have started again, and J held the same position
previously. ‘ ‘
2166. It is by your own wish you appear before the Commission? Yes. '

2167.
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21G7. TFill you kindly tell the Commission what you want to lay before them F I understood the 
Commission would ask me questions, and that I only had to answer them. SSSeut. 1896.
2168. In the case of a witness who volunteers his information, we wish to leave it to him to state what ho ' 
considers of sufficient importance to lay before us ? What I consider of so much importance is the 
shifting of coal cargoes, and the only way that can be got over is by our colliery owners doing their own 
trimming iu deep-water ships. My reason for that is that, in the first place, you will have no master,
only the colliery proprietor to please. It is not whether the ship does or does not pay then. If you are 
a foreman you will not have to trust to what you make for your employer to keep your position. If you 
aro a stevedore, it will not interfere with the gains that the companies make out of that sliip or not. 1 
consider the coal ought to he trimmed, and the trimmers paid as they are in England and "Wales.
2169. How are they paid in England? By tho ton.
2170. Would you rather he paid by the ton than by the hour P I should prefer it.
2171. How would it make a difference to you ? Wc should got what we earn then. At present we do 
not. The middleman receives the benefit, not the labourer.
2172. "Who is the middleman ? The stevedore.
2178. He receives the benefit ? Tes. . , .
2174. Tour proposal is that tho colliery owners should add the business of stevedoring to the business
they have at present? Have au inspector of their own. _ '
2175. I understood you to say that the colliery proprietors ought to load tho ships—that is to say,^ they
should become stevedores ? No; the trimmers would be the stevedores, and the colliery proprietors 
would have their own inspectors. _ _ . .
2176. Mr. Pittman.'] They would he in the position of stevedores? Tes, with this exception—that it 
would not matter to them whether the ship paid or not. They would not be forfeiting their position in 
any way. They would be there to see the work done thoroughly well, and by so doing their company 
would have the chance of insuring their cargoes, which, I am told, at present they cannot do. They 
would file a plan of every ship they finished and leave it at the office, showing how that ship was trimmed.
2177. President.] Is there anything else you would like to mention to us? There is nothing else I wish
to speak about. The firing of coal cargoes is a bit above my knowledge. ...
2178. Tour evidence is to the effect that you think the trimming would be better accomplished if itjsvere 
done under the supervision of the eoal proprietors than that of the ship-owners or ship-masters ? Tes.
2179. That is precisely what you want to say to us ? Tes. _
2180. Are you quite sure you have said what you wanted to say ? Quite sure, sir.

. [Witness withdrew.]

2181.
2182.
2183.
2184.
2185.
2186.
Tos.
2187. .... ... .,
power, as far as my practical knowledge will enable me. 1 have both discharged coal and trimmed coal 
in vessels. I think by getting a 20 to 26 feet fall in the main body of a ship, there is a certain amount 
of breakage in the coal, and it leaves the small coal in a heap, and all the big coal rolls away to the side, 
and there is no chance for the air to get to the small coal. The air travels through the big coal, but not 
through the small. . ■ - n • r
2188. Bo you consider the presence of air tends to help combustion, or to hinder it? To hinder it. I 
think if the air did not get to it, it would fire. I think there is neglect at the mines in allowing miners 
to put a certain amount of combustible in tho coal that comes to the ship. In regard to one instance, the 
“ Industry,” there was a bag of powder, and about 5 to 6 feet of fuse. The men did not know what it 
was, 'and cut a bit of the fuse and put it upon the bag and off it went. _
2189. The fuse? No, the powder. There is neglect, both of the coal-trimmers a.nd stevedores about 
candles. Sometimes when meal hour comes, we have a candle stuck on the beam, with the candle half 
through the candle-stick, and as soon as we hear it is dinner, we run away and neglect our candles.
2190. Have you ever done that yourself ? I have, sir. I have neglected my candle, but nothing ever
occurred from it. On one occasion, when I ivas putting up a wall, my candle dropped out, and when I 
came back, the coal was a little heated. _
2191. Have you ever been walled off from where a candle was left ? No, sir.
2192. Is it possible for a coal-trimmer to drop his candle in such a place that he could not get back to it 
afterwards ? He might fill up the place where it dropped, and not notice it,
2.193. Has that ever been done, do you think ? It might have been; it is quite likely to occur. I have 
only one point to say about the shifting of coal cargoes. We are trying to get over the difficulty as well 
as you gentlemen. •
2194. Who are we ? The coal-trimmers of Newcastle.
2195. Tbe Coal-trimmers' Union? Tes.
2196. Are you an officer of the union ? Tes ; a committeeman. _ _
2197. And what is your union going to do ? We are trying to get over the difficulty by putting on the 
labour when the coal first goes into the ship in order to trim it. Before, there used to be 1,500 to 2,000 
tons of coal put into a ship, without any labour being put on, bar one man, and one man cannot trim 
that amount of coal down below. Certain spaces in the sliip want filling up, and these spaces were 
neglected. Captain Cross, at the Chamber of Commerce, asked one of the stevedores what he meant by 
making a ship pay, aud he said, “ To run up the fore hatch, and knock the top of it off.”
2198. Mr. Pittman.] Tou mean to say the stevedores are in the habit of running np the hatches before 
they put on the men to trim ? Tes, sir.

Mr. T. Burke sworn and examined ;~
What is your name ? Thomas Burke. T
A.nd what is your business ? Coal-trimmer.
How long have you been a coal-trimmer ? Eight years. 2.3Sept., 1896.
How old are you ? Thirty-two years.
Tou have come here recommended by Mr. Dick? Tes. , . .
I’understand you have some information, which you think might be of service to the Commission.

Will vou kindlv lav what vou want to say before us ? I will give all the information in my

2199.
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2199, President.'] Tho Union want to mate the master trimmers put on more men P The Union are 
trying to get Newcastle back the good name it once had. It has got a had name, and it is put on the 
trimmers.

' 2200. On the contrary, witnesses all agree that it is not the fault of the trimmers ? We get the blame.
2201. It has not appeared so before us ? I am not saying it is our fault, but wo are blamed for it.
2202. Tou are quite wrong in that. The men have been universally exonerated. Tou had a strike in 
connection with this matter the other day, which lasted a few hours ? Tes.
2203. Was that an attempt to improve the trimming ? To improve the port.
2204. Tou actually struck to improve the port ? Yes; by gaining a name for the port we gain a point 
for ourselves. The ships have not been properly trimmed at the present rate the stevedores get for their 
vessels.
2205. What you want to say is, that the Union are taking steps to endeavour to obtain tho 'employment 
of more labour on trimming for the good of the port ? Yes. ■
220G. That is precisely tho object of the Union ? Yes.
2207. For the good of the port ? For the good of the port, the good of ourselves, and the community 
at large.
2208. Is there anything else you wish to say on that point ? No ; only that when we were working under 
the Union rules before there were less casualties than since this system of cheap work started.
2209. When did this system of cheap work start? As near as I can say, three or four years ago.
2210. Tou were better paid before this ?' Tes; and tho work was better done.
2211. Tou get Is. 3d. an hour for day work ; what did you get four years ago ? We got the same, but 
we were put on before the hatches were run up.
2212. Tou worked more hours ? Tes.
2213. Owing to the competition amongst the stevedores, the labour employed is reduced to a minimum? 
Tes.
2214. It is the object of tho Union to force employers to use more labour—that ia about what you want
to say ? Exactly. *
2215. Have you anything else to say with regard to that? I have nothing else to say with regard to
shifting. I was a seaman on hoard the “ Kivorsido,” and her cargo heated,
2216. Where did she come from ? She left Newcastle bound for Wilmington.
2217. Where did her cargo heat ? In the main hatch. I was one of the crew, and we had to discharge
at San Pedro.
221S. The heating was not noticed at sea; it was while you were discharging ? Tes.
2219. Was it on fire, or merely very hot? It was so hot you could not hold it in your hand.
2220. Did you notice whether that coal was much broken up or not ? It was small coal stuck together 
in the wake of the main hatch.
2221. That might be caused through the heating ? I think it would be.
2222. Do you remember whether it was damp or not? It was not damp when I got hold of it. It might 
have been damp when it went into the sliip.
2223. It was not steaming ? It was hot.
2224. Was it hot and damp ? No. ’
2225. So that it sweated and steamed when you took it out? It smoked a hit.
2226. Did it steam ? I could not exactly tell you. I know it smoked when you we were breaking 
through it.
2227. How long ago is that ? I could not really tell you. As near as 1 can say it is about ten years ago.
2228. How long had the ship been at sea—about sixty days ? About sixty days, 1 think—between fifty 
and sixty,
2229. Were you in port when she took the cargo on hoard ? I shipped here in her.
2230. Was it in hot weather or wet weather? It was summer time; hot weather.
2231. Tou cannot remember whether it was showery or not ? No.
2232. Are there any other circumstances in connection with heating which you would like to lay before 
us ? No, sir.
2233. Is there anything else you would like to tell us ? No. What made me come here was I thought 
the case of the “ Industry” was neglected. I never saw it in print.
2234. Tou are quite sure you have said all you wanted to say ? Tes. sir.

[Witness withdrew.]

FRIDAY, 2 OCTOBER, 1896.

[.77m Commission met at 2,30y?.m. at the Qhief Sccrciartfs Office, ;S'y7/i«/.]

flixsmt:—
Pjrofessoe RICHARD THREW?ALL, M.A., President;

And EDWARD FISHER PITTMAN, Esq., A.R.S.M.

Captain T. Laidman sworn and examined :—
T L^idm 2235. President.'] What is your name ? Thomas Laidman.

2236. And what is your business ? Marine surveyor to the Sydney Underwriters’Association.
2 Oct 1896 2237. How long have you been in that position ? Five years.

’ 2238. And before that ? I was a shipmaster. I was at sea from 12 years of age.
_ 2239. It ia your business now to inspect ships for the purpose of insurance ? Fes.

2240. Do you inspect ships loaded with coal ? I inspect them to see tliat they have shifting-boards, aud 
that they are insurable risks.
2241. Tou do not take any particular notice in regard to the cargo of coal ? No ; but I do of the shifting- 
boards in every sailing vessel that goes out.
2242. Do you insist on shifting-boards ? We do not insist upon them. If tlittV will not pht them up we
do nbt make them, but there is then some difficulty in insuring the coal. 8243.
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2243. Would you charge different ratea if stifting-boards are not in? I cannot say. The underwriters Capt.
do that, but they are nearly always put in. _ . j jnan.
2244. Do you survey ships both in Newcastle and Sydney? 1 am supposed to be in Newcastle, but at ^ ^
present Captain Hall is away, and I am relieving him. i shall he in Newcastle to-morrow. ^ *
2245. Do you know anything as to the rates charged on ships carrying coal? No; that is out of my
province. I merely see whether the ship is good, bad, or indifferent, and report to my employers, tho 
underwriters. _ ,
2246. Mr. Pittman^ Will you tell us on what lines you base your report ? If I think a vessel is in a
very bad. state in regard to tbe bull, equipment, &c., I advise the underwriters to have nothing to do with 
it. It rests with them whether they choose to accept the risk or not. _
2247. Do you report also on the question of her being properly trimmed? _ No ; I do not do that. I 
cannot say whether she is properly trimmed or not. I was called npon to inspect the trimming in one 
case about two years ago, and I condemned it, and it was trimmed over again.
2248. Do you mean to say insurance offices take no notice of the fact of a vessel being badly trimmed, or 
not ? I cannot say whether they do or not. We never heard of any of this bad trimming or the shifting 
of cargoes until the last four or five years—until so much competition sot in. They only get half the 
money they used to.
2249. The insurance offices have no other survey to go upon than yours ? No.
2250. And cannot know whether a vessel is badly trimmed or not ? No. If I knew' a vessel was badly
trimmed I would make an inspection.
2251. Otherwise you would not inspect the cargo at all ? Not the cargo of coals; in fact, I have so much
other work to do in Newcastle and Sydney. We have got instructions to report on every sailing ship, 
whether shifting-boards are up or not. The majority of them are putting them up. We have a record 
of them at the underwriters’ office. _
2252. The tendency now is for alt vessels to put them up ? There are only ten that did not out of 209.
Iron and steel vessels require them much more than wooden ones, _ _
2253. President^] Do you think tho chance of a coal cargo shifting through being badly trimmed increases
the risk? Yes. ...
2254. How do you account for it that your employers do not take a survey of the condition of tho coal
cargo ? You would have to he down the vessel's hold pretty well all the time. _
2255. It is so important a matter tliat I should have thought steps would have been taken by underwriters
to see that the cargo was properly stowed ;—can you explain why they do not take such steps ? I cannot 
explain that; you will have to ask them. _
2256. They do, I presume, insure cargoes of coals, do they not ? They are getting very chary about it
lately on account of so many missing ships. There have been six ships missing lately—vessels above 
suspicion—all with shifting-boards up. _
2257. You do not survey the condition of the coal cargo in any way? No. When I go to-morrow, I 
shall go below to inspect the shifting-boards, and to see whether they are up to my satisfaction or not; if 
they are not, I remind them of it. With reference to the “ John Ena,’’ which took fire between Newcastle 
and" ’Frisco, I got official reports from the railway office, Newcastle, and from the Marine Board, as to the 
weather, and 1 found it was raining while she was loading.
2258. Is it your opinion that the wetting of the coal had a had effect upon it? It would not have a very 
good effect. I have taken coals from Liverpool, hut never had any trouble.
2259. Did you take them wet or dry? I toolc my chance with it. I think the cheap trimming has got
something to do with the loss. I used to go to sea from Newcastle, and wc used to pay 3id, aud 4d., and 
now they are doing the work for 2d. a ton. _
2260. You think it cannot be done properly for 2d, ? It cannot be done. We never had any of this
trouble when we paid a fair rate, but now there are so many amateur trimmers—men who know nothing 
about it, and I know most of the men personally. >
2261. Mr. Pittman.] Why is it, with information like that’ the insurance offices do not take steps to see
that tho cargoes are trimmed? I know the underwriters do not care about touching tho coal risks on 
account of the losses. _
2262. President.] How long is it since they began to avoid coal cargoes? During tbe last four or five
years. _
2263. Not since the Commission was appointed? Oh, no. I would like you to see the underwriters about
that; they will give you better information. _
2264. In your opinion, shifting-boards are necessary ? Decidedly ; more especially in modem vessels ; 
they cannot be filled. They arc nothing but large tanks. Wooden vessels do not require them so much, 
because of the heavy timbers, keelson, &c.; there is so much displacement, An iron vessel’s hold is simply 
a huge tank. The trimmers are getting a little frightened now, because when a vessel is lost, they say 
so-and-so trimmed her, and it is a sort of discredit to tho men, and they are more particular aoout it.
2265. How long is it since they began to he more careful? Since the loss of vessels. Last year wc had 
six lost, and the year before that, four. That is home ships ; and the singular thing is they arc nearly all 
iron and steel vessels.
2266. That may be simply because they are the largest ones ? Ves; during the last five years, I am
quite safe in saying that from Newcastle there are only two wooden vessels missingthat we cannot account 
for; all the others are steel or iron ships, new and old. _ _
2267. Do you believe the majority of ships that have been missing have been lost through shifting of 
cargo or through general unseaworthiness? They were seaworthy when they left Newcastle. The 
“ Cumbrae ” was a new vessel, and she went out of Newcastle, and we have never seen her since.
2268. Was sho an iron ship? No, steel; there are no iron ships built now.
2269. Was the “ Cumbrae ” a large ship ? No ; a barque of about 1,200 tons. She had some tallow and 
shale iu her as well as the coal. Age seems to make no difference, whether 30 years or 12 months old, 
they go away, and wc know nothing more about them,
2270. It has been suggested to ns tliat it would be of advantage to have C overnment inspectors appointed 
to inspect the trimming ? I think it ought to be so, and a professional man—a man who knows his work.
2271. You approve of the suggestion ? Yes, 1 do. There was the “ Lady Lawrence,'’ she had a lot of 
shale on board; I looked at it, and asked the captain to shift it.
2272. She was too tender, was she not ? Yes; 2273*
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2273. 2fr. Pittman.] There is a case where you did inspect the cargo did I not understand you to say 
you did not inspect cargoes ? That was only in regard to the shale; it was in the wrong place.
2274. How did you come to know about the shale? T went on hoard and saw it, I reported the matter 
to the Marine Board in Newcastle.
2275. You found it out by going below ? By going aboard. I was not satisfied with my own opinion, 
and I instructed the Marine Board, and their inspector, and the Harbour-master and I went together. I 
thought you alluded to inspecting coal trimming,
2276. We wish to know how the insurance offices can judge by your report whether they can insure a 
cargo or not ? Perhaps you had better ask them,
2277. President.] Have you a form, on which you write your report, with you? No; when I go to New
castle I make a report on so many vessels, about ten or a dozen, as to their age and qualification. We 
have a classification or code.
2278. You fill up a form ? We fill up a form.
2279. Can you procure one of those forms ? Yes; if you will write to the Secretary of the Marine 
Underwriters’ Association.
2280. I must ask you to send me one of the.forms you fill up, so that the Commission may know exactly 
what questions the insurance offices consider necessary to he answered by you ? It would not he made 
public ?
2281. Certainly not, if it is not wished. Anything that is desired to he confidential will be regarded as 
such ? The information that Captain Hall and I give is confidential—for the insurance offices alone.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. J. H. Storey sworn and examined:—
J H^Stor ^82. President.] What is your name ? . James Henry Storey.
' ‘ 2283. And your business ? Shipping and insurance agent.

2 Ocl 1896 2284. With what insurance companies arc yon connected ? The South British Fire and Marine 
’ ‘ Insurance Company and the Ocean Marine Insurance Company. ■

2285. What kind of position do you hold in connection with those companies ? Agent for both.
2286. Are you the manager for either of them ? My firm are the agents.
2287. You insure ships and cargoes? Yes.
2288. What relation has the Sydney Underwriters’ Association to your companies ? The two companies 
I represent are members of that association. Briefly, the association is for the protection of under
writing interests generally in the Colony, and for communicating with underwriting institutions all over

■ the world.
2289. Captain laidman tells us he is in the habit of making reports for the Underwriters’ Association ? 
That is so.
2290. Are those reports transmitted to the special companies who are interested? Yes; his report of 
all the surveys he has made is every week sent round to every office in the association. It is a confiden
tial report.
2291. Is it on that report you base the rates you charge ? Not the rates; but it is on that the underwriter 
carries on his business, in fact, as to whether he will take a risk or not.
2292. You have, of course, varying rates for different risks? We work on a tariff of rates for all the 

' world, agreed to by the association. That is one of the objects of the association.
2293. Would the rates charged for a new steel ship bo the same as for an old wooden one ? No; there 
is a classification of ships.
2294. Is coal an insurable cargo ? It is and it is not. Up to within the last ten years coal from New
castle was looked upon as one of the best risks an underwriter could take, but the conditions have so 
seriously altered within the last ten years, and1 especially within the last year or two, that practically 
underwriters, in this Colony at all events, refuse to take them,
2295. Ou any terms ? Almost on any terms. As an instance, I was asked to insure a cargo the day 
before yesterday, and with some difficulty I placed it at 4 per cent., instead of the usual rate of per 
cent.
2296. Was that with a steel ship ? It is a good first-class iron ship.
2297. You would be more inclined to insure a cargo of coals to one port than to another? Some under
writers look upon coal, risks to what are called eastern ports—Manila and China—as better risks than 
those going to America, but two of the last ships which fired have been bound to Manila. I insured the
cargo of the “ Flora P. Stafford.” She was burnt recently, and I paid the loss yesterday.
2298. Mr. Pittman^] Can you tell us what was the rate that was charged on that vessel? It was the
ordinary rate of 2 per cent, to Manila, The rates vary, according to the ports they go to.
2299. President^] Was that rate for the ship or cargo ? Tho cargo.’
2300. What would you charge on a coal-carrying ship? Very few of tho ships which carry coals to 
foreign ports are insured in this Colony. We have no large mercantile marine; the vessels are small. 
These large ships are insured in England.
2301. Would you refuse to insure a ship engaged to carry a cargo of coal ? Undoubtedly -we would 
to foreign parts ; Newcastle coal especially.
2302. Is that a matter in which your practice has changed within the last few years ? Yes.
2303. Has it changed since this Commission has been appointed ? No.
2304. It has been alleged that the rates have gone np since the Commission was first mooted—that it had 
been the cause of a rise in rates ? I should say not.
2305. There is no truth in that statement ? I do not agree with it.
2306. Supposing the rates had gone up since the appointment of the Commission, would you have known 
about it ? Oh, yes. The rates on coal cargoes from Newcastle have risen to- the present height during 
the last six months.
2307. Mr. Pittman.] Four per cent, is almost a prohibitive rate ? Yes.
2308. President.] What is the war rate ? Underwriters here have very little experience in war rates. 
England has not been engaged in war for many years, and we are practically ruled by London. If there

is
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is any prospect of ivar our Association arranges with the London Association to advise what war rates T^stowv 
are payable, and the same would be charged in Sydney. When the Japanese and Russians came to close 
quarters after the Chinese war we charged whatever was charged in London. 2 Oct., 1896.
2309. Suppose the usual rate was 2 per cent., would the war rate amount to 4 or 5 per cent. ? I would ’
not like to say. .
2310. I suppose there is a good deal of difference in the risk a ship carrying coals runs, according to 
whether the coal is well trimmed or not ? It is the duty of our surveyor in Newcastle to sec that the 
ship is properly loaded and properly fitted with shifting-boards. That is almost a sine gua non whether 
the risk is taken or not.
2311. 'Who is your surveyor in Newcastle? Captain Laidman.
2312. He has just told ns it is not part of his duty to survey the stowing of the cargo F I must qualify 
what I said. He does so only in a general way. He is there to supervise anything that affects under
writers, and his duty is to go on hoard the ships and see, not exactly to go down the holds for the purpose, 
that the ship is a fair risk for insurance.
2313. The safety of a coal-ship depends, eminently, on the care used in stowing the cargo, and yet the
insurance companies who take those risks apparently exercise no precaution to assure themselves that the 
trimming is done properly. While that is so, I absolutely fail to understand the principle upon which 
insurance is doncF To a certain extent there is that laxity. There are no positive instructions given to 
surveyors to see that the trimming is done properly. To a certain extent, the underwriters take it for 
granted that the ship is stowed properly; that the captain will not go to sea unless he has got his ship in 
trim ; that the Marine Board inspector will see to it. _
2314. The Marine Board have nothing to do with the trimming—they have simply to see that the vessel is
loaded according to her marks. Would it not be to the interests of insurance companies if some inspec
tion of trimming was instituted ? Possibly it might, but the difficult)'- would he that no two ships trim 
alike. The master of a ship might say, “ My shjp will not he safe if she is trimmed as you want her.” T 
think in a way we should raise a hornet’s nest around ourselves. _
2315. The shipmaster tells the trimmer how he would like the ship trimmed, and the question now is 
whether some sort of inspection with a view to seeing that the captain’s orders have been carried out 
should be instituted ;—it is not a question of setting up anybody in opposition to the captain, hut 
to appoint someone to see that the trimming is really done? Against that is this, that practically the 
hulk of the insurance on coal cargoes is done in England. The business is not offered to the companies 
here. The coal is purchased in England, and the purchasers arrange tho insurance in England. There 
is not tho volume of business to offer to the Colonial offices to make them bother about the matter. Now
and again cargoes are offered. _ _
2316. Do not tho English offices have representatives here ;—if they have no means of supervising or 
surveying in the Colony they must he taking unknown risks ? I am inclined to think that most of the 
coal cargoes are insured at Lloyds underwriters,
2317. Have they an agency here P No.
2318. Do Lloyds, in London, accept these risks without any supervision of the loading whatever? I can
only account for it that they do, because the English offices represented here are like ourselves, adverse 
to taking them. • _
231.9. As a matter of fact, do most coal cargoes succeed in getting insured, or do they fail to get insured ? 
That I cannot tell, but I should imagine they do get insured, otherwise the business would not go on. 
One of the reasons why we asked for this Commission was that we saw recently in English papers that 
shipowners were experiencing difficulty in getting their underwriters to cover ships coming for coal 
cargoes. It is a very serious matter to the trade of Newcastle. _
2320. Would it affect you as an insurance agent, or as Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce, if the 
trade of Newcastle suffered in that way ? It was in my position as Chairman of the Chamber of 
Commerce that induced me to move in the matter. As far as the other is concerned, we do so little 
husiuess in that way that it would he of little importance.
2321. What would he the result of a refusal of English underwriters to cover ships coming here for coal ? 
1 can see nothing for it but that the ships would not come.
2322. Where would they go to ? They would have to seek employment somewhere else. The rates for 
freight would have to advance considerably in order to tempt shipowners to pay extra insurance. They 
would demand such a high rate for freight in order to pay the extraiusurance that the shipper or consumer 
of coal would look elsewhere for the supply instead of coming to Newcastle.
2323. Do you know where the consumers of coal would go for their supply ? They would go elsewhere.
2324. Where is elsewhere ? We have been told Japan can supply any quantity of coal; North America
can supply coal. _ _
2325. When you approached the Premier in connection with this subject, had you in your mind any idea 
what ought to he done in the matter ? My suggestion to tho Premier was that the Commission should 
consist of scientific men. I am satisfied in my mind that the cause is to be found by scientists, and that 
it is not a question of stowing or trimming—I refer, of course, to coal firing.
2326. Of course you are aware that almost any remedy means the expenditure of money ? Unfortunately, 
you cannot do anything without money.
2327. We have had several witnesses before ns who assure us the coal trade could not stand another
Id. or 2d, a ton; the shipmasters inform us the owners can hardly make both ends meet; the trimmers 
say that such a price is paid for trimming that nothing is marie out of it; the crane contractor assures us 
the minimum possible amount is paid'for his trouble ; everybody agrees that something is required to be 
done, but nobody wants to pay for it;—can you make any suggestion ? I believe it is purely a matter 
for the scientific mind. That is only my own opinion, of course; but I do not see the slightest difference in 
the condilion of tho coal or the trade of Newcastle compared to what it was ten years ago. The ships 
undoubtedly are larger,but they do not carry much more thickness in height of coal. The ships of the 
present day do not draw much more water than they did ten years ago. The height of a ship’s hold is not 
much more than it was ten years ago ; therefore a ship does not carry much more thickness of coal. The 
coal is shipped in precisely the same way—it is not broken any more. It is trimmed exactly as it was ten 
years ago. I thought the cause was that, perhaps, the coal in the mines had come from a greater depth, 
hut Mr. Grcgson assures me it is nothing of the kind. The coal is at no greater depth, and it is hewn in 
exactly the same way; therefore, I think, it is purely a matter for scientists. 2328.
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J H^StoiOT ■^ssum^11S a vemedy lias been found, upon whom should the cost fall;—should the underwriters he
X-a-—T‘ J0 Toduc.e thcir rates1 sa^eot to certain conditions that might be specified? If the underwriters

2 Oct 1896 could be satisfied that coal cargoes w ouhl he similar risks to what they were ten years ago, they would 
' uot ask for higher premiums.

2329 What would it take to satisfy underwriters that any recommendations we might make would 
be likely to render the shipping of coal more secure ;—how could wc secure their co-operation now ? I 1 
am afraid the only thing underwriters would do is to say, “ Let us have the experience,” and if they see 
the coal cargoes go all right, they will reduce their rates again. It ivas thought the shifting boards were 
tho cause of the trouble; but they were tried, and have not resulted in anr remedy at all.
2330. Meanwhile, who ought to bear the expense, in your opinion, supposing recommendations involving 
expense were made ? If, for instance, you came to the conclusion that the coal should not bo dropped 
into the ship’s hold, but should be lowered and gradually spread out, that would necessitate a greater charge 
being made by the Government for the crane. It would have to find its own level, and the expense 
would have to be borne by the parties shipping the coal, and ivould, eventually, be paid by tbe consumer.
2331. Would you consider that an increased expense in loading of LJjd. or 2d. a ton would make any serious
difference to the coal trade of the port? I would hardly like to put my opinion against those of people 
better acquainted with the trade of ^Newcastle. They know to what extent thev can go to compete with 
other parts of the world. . o r
2332. Coal now, I believe, costs to raise some 5s., and I cannot think that a difference of Id. a ton would 
seriously affect the trade ? I should not think so myself. Coal is cheaper now than it was ever before, 
which, 1 think, is a great deal due to the competition. I have held the opinion for some time that there 
is no occasion to sell coal so cheap, but, as I said, I would not like to put my opinions against those 
of men who are trying to sell their coal in other parts of the world. My own impression is that coal is 
too cheap, and that the trade can hear the trivial expense you have suggested,
2333. It has been suggested that in order to lower the coal down into the hold, the hatchways of ships 
might be altered, but we understand there are some very strict rules iu regard to hatchways, and objection 
might be raised to their enlargement ? You would immediately come into opposition with Lloyds’ rules 
in regard to tho building and construction of ships.
2331'. Are Lloyds’ rules so fixed that everything must give way before them? Lloyds’ shipping register 
and rules of ships is cue of those old London institutions which is sworn by all over the world. It is 
almost an absolute necessity for an English ship to he classed at Lloyds’ to enable her to get freight for cargo, 
2335. It would be quite out of the question to persuade Lloyds to alter their rules to allow of hatchways 
being enlarged ? 1 do not. think they would entertain it. You will get ships from other parts of the 
world with which Lloyds have nothing to do.
233fi. So that for foreign ships the objection based on Lloyds' rules would not applv? No; but foreign 
countries have all got institutions based on the same lines as London Lloyds. "
2337. Lou think the objection made to the proposal to alter tho size of tho hatchways has some founda
tion . 1 should say so, most certainly. If you make a ship with big hatchways to carry coals, you might
destroy her capability for carrying other cargoes. I should think the bigger the hatchways the weaker 
the ship.
2338. That is expressed by Lloyds’ rules;—are you interested yourself in coal-mining operations ? Only
as shareholder. .
2339. Are you on a board of management ? No; I am simply a shareholder.
23d0. I may sum up your evidence, to some extent, as follows:—There is some difficulty experienced bv 
owners of coal cargoes in getting them insured ; that difficulty has increased greatly during the last ten 
years ; it has become acute during the last six months ; and, so far as you are concerned, the only thing 
that would induce you to bring down the rates would be to find that the accidents to coal-laden vessels 
ceased to occur; until then no proposal on our part would induce you to alter your rates ? No ; I think 
we would await the.result of your recommendation, *
2341. Hr. Pittman.'] In connection with what you said just now in regard to the height of the bulk of

T ¥d nofc in(*eascd during the last ten years;—do yon know that as an absolute
lact. The depth of ships built for oversea purposes has to be guided by the ports they go to. They 
could not come out of Newcastle drawing more than 22 to 23 feet.
2342. Could yon not have a ship constructed so that you could have a greater depth of coal in her hold,
and yet hunt so as not to draw more water than a ship of lesser depth ? That is a question for 
shipbuilders and experts. As I have already said ships are now built to carry larger cargoes ; they have 
gieater length and breadth, far greater than in proportion to the depth. The depth of water at the 
various ports m the world lias to ho considered; take Newcastle, for example, a shipowner knows that 
there is only from 22 to 23 feet of water on the bar. '
2343,. PrcRid-enl] Have you had brought under your notice any of the appliances for the loading of coal 
m ships. 1 liave never seen them; one has been brought under the notice of the Underwriters’
Association withm the last month or so.

[ Witness withdrew.]

' Mr, J. St. Y. "Which sworn and examined:—
Mr. J. St. Y. 2344. President.] What is your name ? John St. Yinccnt Welch.

Welch. 2345. And what is your business ? Marine underwriter and fire underwriter.
2.34!G' 0n }T'm' 0'™ aceount. or in connection with a company? As representing the Commercial Union 

a uct., laau Assurance Company of London.
2347. Do you represent that company alone ? Yes.
2348. Do you insure cargoes as well as ships? Yes.
2349. Do you insure coal cargoes ? Not now; we have not done so for some years, 
oor^’ -vvri1611 ^ ^°U ^'ve UP ^rlsuI,'ng coal cargoes ? About six or seven years ago.
o3ri‘ * j Wa j tlle Teason for tllat ? . rt was 011 account of so many ships being unaccounted for. 
nor i ^°U 110k’ consequently, like the busness ? No ; there were so many ships missinnr
2353. Have you entirely ceased to insure coal now ? Yes, °
2354. When did you entirely cease ? T think about six years ago—fire or six years a<m.
2355. Does your company in London still insure coal coming from English ports ? Yes.

2350.
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2356. Uuli it will not insure coal sailing from Newcastle? They have insured in London some cargoes, I Mr- J' St. V.
'believe, within the last few years, since I gave up writing them here. Welch.
2357. Have they given up writing them now ? I am not aware. I know they had a risk on a coal ship 2,,OctA1896
from Newcastle about eighteen months or two years' ago. They do not advise me of the risks they take '* '
in London. They would bo full cargoes, and would not affect me. It was a ship called the “ Poltalloch,”
235S. Do you insure ships that carry coal from here ? No.
2359. Is it on account of the cargo that you do not insure the ship? Tes.
2360. Is there any difficulty in getting coal cargoes from English ports underwritten ? I should not think 
so. There arc always underwriters there who will take almost anything. There is great competition in 
London.
2361. It would not be true to say that it has become impossible to insure coal cargoes only since the 
appointment of this Commission, some two months ago ? Oh, no.
2362. Is it more impossible to do so now than it was before ? I do not think so.
23G3, It is about the same ? Yes.
2301. In fact, you would have nothing to do with coal ships before this Commission was appointed ? I 
have nottonched coal cargoes for five or six years.
2365. Speaking generally, do underwriters decline to touch coal cargoes ? Yes, I know it is extremely 
difficult to got coal cargoes insured here.
2360. Hid the oilier companies begin to hold off six years ago, do you know ? Not so entirely as they 
have lately,
2307. What does lately mean ? Say within the last two or three years. These things gradually arise.
They gradually woke up to the fact.
2363. Supposing the Commission were able to make certain recommendations which, in their opinion, 
would lead to greater security for coal cargoes, I presume you would wait to see how those recom
mendations turned out before you would make any difference in the policy which dictates your under
writing? 1 should begin at once to take coal cargoes if certain recommendations were carried out which 
are what I think necessary. I hare my own ideas as to what is the cause of these ships missing, or what 
I think is the cause.
2309. If the precautions were taken which commend themselves to you, would you be inclined to make a 
reduction in the rates at once or wait to see the results? I would make the reductions at once.
2370. Would you kindly inform us what it is you think might be done in order to induce you to under
write coal cargoes ? I think, in the first instance, that one of the main causes of the losses has been tbe 
imperfect stowing of the cargoes ; the want of use of shifting-hoards ; and the improper trimming— 
the lack of proper trimming, principally through the want of side hatches in the ’tween decks. When 
tiie coals are piled up in the middle of the ship, and the ship gets to sea and begins to roll, the coals will 
go over to one side, and the ship will go on her beam-ends and founder, I think that has been the cause 
of the loss of the hulk of the ships. I may be wrong, but I believe that is the cause. Further, I think 
there should be another alteration in the way of stowage, which may possibly be the cause of tho firing on 
board ships. That is, the coals are dropped from too great a height into the hold. There are too much 
“ smalls ” and fine dust formed, and perhaps the coals are wet at the time, and I think that possibly leads 
to spontaneous combustion. I think the greater number of vessels are lost through want of proper 
supervision in the stowing, not only from the want of shifting-boards but the want of proper trimming 
and the use of side hatches in the ’tween decks to ensure proper trimming.
2371. What steps did you take six years ago, when you used to insure coal ships, to see that they were 
trimmed? We used to have the services of a surveyor, or got a certificate from the surveyor 
that the cargoes were properly trimmed. One of the difficulties in seeing that a cargo is properly trimmed,
I understand, is that tho trimmers are in the habit, if they know that anyone is going to make an 
inspection, to throw up a wall across the ship, across the coals, and the consequence is you cannot see tho 
spaces left behind this wall of coal. I have asked officers sometimes whether they have not, for their own 
safety, inspected the trimming, and their reply was it was as good as their life was worth ; it was so easy
to drop a lump of coal down. ■
2372. The matter of trimming makes no difference to you now that you do not insure coal ? Yes.
2373. Supposing an inspector were appointed whose business it was to, practically, do the captain’s duty 
for him—to see that the trimming was properly done ; from the evidence already given there seems to he 
no doubt ho could inspect efficiently? Could they do it efficiently ?
2374. I think there is no doubt they could ? A great deal of what I am now saying is hearsay, as it 
necessarily must be in my business. I am told that one of the causes of want of good trimming is the 
reduction in the price of trimming. It used to be 4d, a ton, and within the last few years it has been 
brought down to l£d. or 2d. I think the Coal Trimmers’ Union held a meeting some few months ago at 
which they passed a resolution stating that the loss of many of these ships was due to improper trimming, 
but, of course, there was then the question of the non-unionists arising—the employment of men who 
were incompetent trimmers.
2375. In the event of the trimming being satisfactorily inspected, would it make any difference to you in 
tbe terms on which you would be willing to underwrite these ships ? Yes ; if we could know it was 
thoroughly and efficiently done.
2376. You would be prepared to make a reduction ? Yes; where the use of shifting-boards was adopted.
2377. With reference to the heating of coal cargoes, supposing tho Commission were enabled to lay 
down rules which would increase the safety of the coal cargo, would that make any differenee to you ?
Yes, I think so ; though I do not think that so many of the ships that are missing have been lost through 
firing or heating. I see that in the last twelve ‘months, from September, 1895, to this date, there have 
been only two ships actually on fire carrying Newcastle coal, and I think five have reached port with 
cargo heated. For the six years previous, I can only find cases of two ships with Newcastle coal having 
been on fire. I am speaking of oversea ships.
2378. Would you, as an underwriter, be willing to make a reduction in your rates, provided that certain 
conditions to improve the safety of the ship were carried out? Certainly.
2379. You would be willing to give a certain amount of encouragement in that direction ? Yes ; and 
only too glad to do so, because I do not want to throw away good business.

3-17 2380.
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23SO. Take the care of a ship sailing to San Francisco—what rate would you charge per cent. ? Font’ 
per cent., if 1 took it at all.
2381. That would be on the value of the coal at San Francisco ? Tes. _
2382 Would £1 a ton be a fair value for the coal there? I do not know what coals arc selling at now 
in 'Frisco, hut 1 suppose it would be los. to £L on to the price in Newcastle. .
2383. So that £1 would bo a reasonable price for a ton of coal in San Francisco ? I do not know’ what 
thev arc sc-Uin" there for now, but I should think it would be something like 20s. I would not like, 
how'erer, for that to go forth to the w’orld as my valuation. _
2381. To what would you be prepared to reduce your rate, provided the great risk were ameliorated ? 
To 30s. ‘
2383. From £4 to 30s. ? Tes.
2380. So that there would bo a saving of 2^- per cent, on insurance rates ? Tes.
2337. Two and a half per cent, is Gd. in the £, and supposing that £1 be the value of a ton of coal 
at San Francisco, there would be a saving iu underwriting expenses amounting to Gd. per ton ? Tes. 
2388. Would you wait until you saw how the proposals of tho Commission turned out before you made 
anv reduction, or would you be prepared to make a reduction at once in favour of those ships which 
adooted auv suggestion we might feci it our duty to make ? At once, if the suggestions of the Com
mission put forward were such as commended themselves to my judgment.
2380. 8o that you would act on your own judgment? Tes.
2300. Mr. Fillman,'} Who was the surveyor who used to act for you when you insured coal cargoes ; was 
he the surveyor of the Marine Underwriters’ Association? To ; we used to have our own surveyor, I 
have not been a member of the Association for many years.
2391. Did that surveyor you employed actually inspect the trimming of the coal—dud he give you a 
certificate that the coal was trimmed to his satisfaction ? He had a special surveyor, who used to give 
him an official certificate of having inspected the trimming.
2392. There really was an inspection made ? Tes.
2393. Tou did not trust to the surveyor without knowing that he actually took stops to satisfy himself
that tbe coal was trimmed ? No. ,
2394. President.] Tou were going to tell us something about the ship called the “Poltalloch t J spoke 
of her, particularly, because it was the only ship brought specially under my notice since I gave up taking 
risks on coal ships. I found the insurance had been effected in our London office that is the head 
office—and I made some inquiries about her. I was told the mate reported that when she was at sea the 
strikin11 of the coal against her sides when she rolled was like the discharge of heavy artillery, and that 
you could walk all round the coal in the wings of the ship and fore and aft, showing that the trimming
was absolutely inefficient. - . , j i o
2395. Mr. Pittman.] That would have been remedied if she had had side hatchways in the tween decks r 
Tes ; if there had been shifting boards and side hatches. The shifting boards would prevent one-half of 
the cargo going to the other side of the ship, and if there are open side hatches the coal from the ’tween 
decks will find its way down gradually and trim tho ship, thus they are bound to fill the lower hold in the 
win<ns. What 1. mean by side hatches is that there should be three or four streaks of board taken up all 
round tbe ship in the ’tween decks, and the coal would filter down into the lower hold and fill the spaces
in the wings. t . .
239G. President.] Some captains say they like a space left under tho ’tween decks—it makes their ship 
safer than if filled up ? It depends on the build of the ship. In tbe old days you could fill a wooden 
ship with coal on account of her greater buoyancy.
2397. The side hatches in the ’tween decks might not he a cure in every case. I understood you to say 
that one of the conditions that you would impose before you underwrote a ship was that there should be 
side hatches in the ’tween decks? I think it would be a cure in every case.
2398. No matter what the nature of the ship? I think so. I think the existence of these open spaces 
below is the great danger that leads to ships capsizing and foundering.
2399. Tou would have the open space right np against the ship's skin ? Tes ; a few streaks of the deck

2400. Is that your own idea, or have you heard it mooted by anybody ?_ I have talked over this frequently
with sea captains, and I have boon engaged, in this business as underwriter for -three jears, and 1
have formed my opinions from that. ,
2401. Have you heard anv objections to it in any way ? I have never beard it objected, to.
2402. Is there anything in Lloyds rules to makc'il .objectionable ? Not that I know of. i
2403. Has it ever been done to vour knowledge ? Oh, yes, in many of the home coal cargo ships.
2404. Do yon know of any ships in which that precaution was taken, and to which an accident afterwards 
occurred ? That I cannot say, because I have not been writing coal from any of the English norts for 
many years. My business has been in Australia. The ships that carry coals from here are ships that
are not specially fitted for carrying coals. ^ , . , . . , „ .
2405. AVIiafc are they ? Ships that bring out general cargo from England and cither go to ban i rancisco 
with coals, and then to take wheat home, or else load here with wool. They arc not ships specially
fitted for carrying coal. . , , , ,
2400. Is not any ship suitable for carrying coal ? She is if they make her suitable, and it she has proper
ventilation. _
2407. That is surface ventilation? Tes. t
2108. Tou do not advocate ventilation through the coal? No. n
2409. Tho variations to make an ordinary ship suitable'for coals would he very small, les ; very small. 
It is merely a question of providing these side hatches and shifting-boards, and seeing to proper rinmming 
and stowing, and preventing tho accumulation of fine dust in the hatchways. I think thau is the who o
secret of it. . . ,, 0 ■«.-
2410. As far as the provision of side hatches is concerned, that is not a serious matter. i'O.
2411. Either in a wooden, or an iron ship ? I should say not.
2412. Some ships have open’tween decks ? Tes. _ t_ n t u t .
2413. 'Would you rather insure such a ship than one with close ’tween decks. 1 think 1 would not,
weight would bo more evenly distributed iu a ship with 'tween decks. . 2414

the
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2414. Tour idea is to have ’tween decks to ensure distribution and side hatches to ensure packin'? in tho *'^r'S*- 
• o v i o Weloh,wiugH r Yes,

24lo. Have you any views about the building of the walls in the fore and aft of the ship to prevent tbe 2^001^1896 
coal shifting? I do not think they make much differenee. Ihe pitching of the ship has not much to do ’’ ’
with it. I have talked that matter over with old ship-masters, and thev do not think that has much to do 
with it.
2410. Tho chief trouble is in the rolling ? Tes.
2417. Iu your opinion, the shifting of the cargo is a more important matter to deal with than the heating?
I think so. T. have been in communication with our London underwriter, Mr. Saunders, about this 
matter, and be is regarded as ouc of the greatest authorities in England on underwriting, lie wrote on 
the 28th Deeomber to the effect that If no doubt a great change has come over tho coal business, resulting 
in the loss of several vessels. The cause has not been discovered, but I do not think it can be because 
the chief part of tho vessels are built of iron and steel, as these vessels are regularly employed iu the coal 
trade from this country (England), and carry their cargoes better than wooden ones. I believe it is some 
change m the nature of the coals, such changes occur from time to time with North of England and North 
Wales’ coals, which now and again appear to reach a seam very subject to spontaneous combustion.
There arc certain coals here which caunot now he shipped, as no one will write thorn,” Ho recommends 
“that inquiries be made to ascertain from which collieries the coals in missing and burnt ships came, to 
see if any particular mines can be 1 spotted,' and then to see if their coals are of a different nature to those 
formerly produced.” And, later on, said, 11 It was a pity tho use of shifting-boards could not be made 
compulsory.” Iu the case of two ships, particularly, when the masters returned to port, they said their 
ships had been saved from foundering by shiftiug-boards. Tho “ Parthin,” which sailed for Valparaiso iu 
1891, arrived dismasted, and on her beam ends, and the captain said that, in his opinion, she uras saved by 
the shifting-hoards. Again, the " Caradoc,” which put back in January, 1895, was saved, the captain 
said, by shifting-boards. I sec there wero nineteen vessels between January, 1389, and April, 1899, 
missing.
2418. Whore did you get tho information from ? I have been compiling this for years, and lately a list 
was prepared by a manager of an insurance company hero, Mr. Do Gyulay, and a paper was read by him 
recently hefore the institute of which I am president; it is also from that I get the information. The 
ships which have reached ports with their cargoes shifted, or have been known to have foundered from 
that cause number ten.
2119. I understand your position is this, that at present the insuring of either coal ships or coal cargoes 
is found to bo bad business to touch ? Tes.
2420. In the event of the trimming of coal cargoes being bettor carried out, and to your satisfaction, and 
proper precautions being taken against those causes which lead to heating, you would be prepared to 
resume the business of underwriting coal ships? I should be only too glad, because one likes to get all 
the sources of business one can—that is, good business. I. used to write these cargoes to San Prancisco 
freely some years ago. ■
2421. What used the rate to be then? When I came here first, in 1873, we used to get 40s. per cent., 
and that was brought down by compeiition to 30s. or 35s. until attention was drawn to the great number of 
ships missing.
2422. That was sis years ago? Tes; it gradually dawns upon one. Tou cannot possibly state the 
exact date you began to find the trade not a safe one to go on with. 1 suppose the first time I began to 
notice the trade was becoming very bad would be, probably, more than that—eight or nine years ago.
2423. If an insurer came to you now and insisted on your underwriting a coal cargo, what prico would 
you name ? If I were compelled to do it on account of other business I would accept 80s. to £5.
2424. Per cent. ? Tes. I think you might say 4 per cent. Tou must not tako that as being in
accordance with the percentage of losses on sailing ships. If you could get a full average line on every '
ship that sailed, I dare say it would be safe to do the business at that, but you may have to cover the very 
vessels that are lost. It was the number of ships lost and the loss of life that moved me to get a return 
called for in the House twelve months ago, and I suppose it was that that drew attention to this matter.
I have been trying to stir up public attention to this in the papers for the last four or five years.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. S. H. Smith sworn and examined:—
2425. President.'] What is your name ? Samuel Hague Smith. Mr.
2429, And what is your business ? Manager of the New Zealand Insurance Company. S' H. Smith,
2427. Do you insure ships and cargoes ? Tes. ‘
2428. Do you insure coal ships? Not now, unless it becomes a matter of absolute necessitv. 2 1896*
2429. If it is a matter of absolute necessity, what rate do you charge? From 4 to 5 per cent., according 
to tho destination of the ship.
2430. How long is it since you began to discontinue this business ? I suppose about twelve or eighteen 
months.
2431. Is it true you have only given up insuring coal cargoes since the appointment of this Commission?
No, previous to that; from the time fires occurred.
2432. Is it chiefly on account of fires, or on account of shifting of cargo that you do not care for the 
business ? Both.
2433. Which do you consider to he the most serious evil, the shifting of the cargo or its spontaneous 
ignition ? They are both of great importance.
2434. Tou cannot tell us which it is that has operated most unfavourably ? The fires, unquestionably.
2435. Would you now decline to insure either ship or cargo of coal? Tes.
2430. Supposing the Commission were enabled to make some recommendation, for instance, that some 
stringent inspection of the trimming of ships should be exercised, would that enable you to reduce your 
rates in any way ? Tes.
2437. Would you wait to see how it worked, or would you he ableto make a small reduction immediately?
I would make it immediately if it were carried out. ”

2438.
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Mr. 2438. Have you any system of inspection of the trimming of a ship now ? Nothing, except the report
S. H. Smith. oCcasional]y from the surveyor of tho association we have. 
oCTr^icof: 2-139. Captain Laidman? Yes. 
c‘ 2440. You go by his report ? Yes.

2141. He never mahes a report as to the trimming, I undersUud ? Ho does not_
2442. There appears to be no kind of inspection as to trimming ? I think there is some, because Captain
Hall has frequently reported in his reports to the association that shifting-boards are used in certain 
vessels, and they give a certain degree of safety. _ ,
2443. Shifting-boards may bo used, but yet the trimming may be very badly done t Quite so ; the
trimming itself is not inspected. . -l j. j. ■ a. o
2444. What is the reason of that;—you find it good to inspect in some particulars, hut not in others .
Simply because it would require more men than could be paid for by the amount of business. One man 
could not possibly do it with the inspection of the other vessels. i u a
2445. Now you do not care about it because you do not insure these vessels. 1 earc \ery much about
it, because I want to have tho business agaiu, I should be quite willing to get proper inspection or 
survey of the ship, but the cost would be too great for us to do for ourselves. _ ..jo
2443. As it is important for the ships to be trimmed properly, it ought to pay you to have them inspected .
We have no power; we have no control. I do not know7 but what the Marino Board there is the only
body that could do so. „ ^
2447. You have a power in this way, that you could refuse to underwrite? Many of the cargoes are
covered at home. ...
2448. Are they not so particular in London? You can insure almost anything in London.
2149. At a reasonable price ? At any price. It is not a matter of price whatever at Lloyd s. Ihe bulk 
of the ships are scut from home, and their cargoes are insured under open policies, and all they know is 
that a cargo of coal was shipped, and there is an end of it. As to tho terms, this one particular business 
may be a loss, but others are a profit.
2450. They have the advantage of average, and are able to reduce the rates. Yes
business is larger. It is a very important thing in the loading aud trimming that _

2451. I understand the use of shifting-boards is very usual now ? Yes; they are used very much now.
2452. It would be difficult to find a ship that would put to sea without shifting-hoards ? 1 think many ol
them use them, but very often captains are cut down in their expenses. a _ i
2453. Is the rigging of shifting-boards an expensive matter ? It is not; but every bit of rope tbej navo
to account for. ,
2454. Owing to the profits of the trade being so lowr ? Y'es; many of the ships are run very buio.
2455. What sort of inspection would satisfy you—would Government inspection satisfy you ? It would.
2456. Who ought to pay for itwould it be worth your while ? No ; it would not; we are not getting
enough premiums to do that. I think the ship ought to. In reference to fires in the harbour we send 
down an engine, put out the fire, and render every assistance we can, but wo cannot charge that to tno 
ship ; the fire brigade office cannot make any charge whatever. I suggested to Mr. Reid some time ago, 
before tins Commission was formed, that some action should bo taken m reference to that, xhe vessel 
and cargo are saved, but no charge can be made on the ship. _
2457. Who pays the G-overnment ? The insurance offices, who have an interest in the cargo, pay.
2158. If the vessel had been lost, you would have had to pay the insurance? Yes; for the cargo. Inc
ship is insured in London. .
2439. In the event of there being Government inspection, can you suggest any way m which that inspec
tion could he paid for ? That is a difficult question. There is comparatively a small amount ot insurance 

' effected in Sydney, therefore, it would not do for tbe insurance companies to pay for an inspection from 
which they derived no benefit. I do not think the volume of premiums is sufficient to justity the insur
ance companies paying for it. , , . „ ii o
2460. I understood you to say you would be glad to insure the ships if you could get the business back .
Yes; but the volume is not sufficiently large. ... , ,
2461. We understand it is somewhat difficult for a shipmaster to see that the trimming is propeliy done.
I think the stevedore who engages to load the ship wants to do it as cheaply and as quickly as possible, 
and, therefore, there is not tho proper care taken. _ . . ..
2462. So that you would have Government inspection ? I think so; and have the G-overnment pay tor it. 
2433. And have the G-overnment pay for it? I think the shipowners would save a large amount m
premiums, and should pay something for it. . ,, ,
2464. Could that be levied by means of harbour dues ? 1 should thmk there should be a special charge

2465. It is already alleged the harbour dues in Newcastle are very high ; is that the case? I do not 
know. It is always said the charges are too high.
2466. Have you ever had a cargo, which you have insured, on fire? I have not. . . .
2467. What we want to know is whether in the event of certain suggestions of the Commission being 
adopted, you would he prepared to reduce the rates of insurance ? We would make a reduction.
2468. Would yon do that at once, or prefer to wait? We would do it at once. .
2469. You would have confidence in tho Commission to that extent? There is no doubt about that, there is
au impression that the coal is taken from the mine or pit, and is not exposed to the air long enough 
before it is put on board, and often it is very wet; and that the coal falls from so great a height that it 
smashes and becomes so pulverised that it generates combustion.
2470. What sort of reduction would you make ? At least 50 per cent.
2471. You would go down from £4 to £2 ? Yes. _ i j j o n ,
2472. Would the insurance be reckoned on the value of the coal here or on its value when landed . uu
the value here with expenses and profit added ; the freight is insured separately.
2473. It comes to the same thing in tho end ? Yes ; but it goes under a separate policy.
2474. What is the freight per ton on coal from here to San Rrancisco ? It varies so much, and depends 
on tho ship. The arrangements are made at home generally. I suppose the rate would be as low as 15s., 
or it might be lower than that in emergency.

2475.
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24-75. IE we took the price of coal at not less than £L a ton, that would be on the safe side 
think so.
2476. It would not be less than that ? 170. 2 Oet., 1896.
2477. A reduction in the insurance rate on lhat£L by 2-j- per cent, would come to Gd. per ton. ^ea-
2478. So that supposing the ship-owner could get the insurance rates reduced by Gd , aud ho bad to pay 
Id. per ton more to load his coal, he would make a profit of 5d., is that so ? Yes ; but I do not think it 
would increase the expense to have a proper method of spreading the coal. It would be done almost as 
quickly.

[ W itness withdrew.]

miDAY, 9 OCTOBER, 1896.
[27<e Commission met at ihe Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, at 2‘30p.mi)

itiresfut; —
PitoiESsoR RICH AUD THBELHALL, M.A., President;

And EDWARD EISHBR PITTMAN, Esq., A.E.S.M.
Captain W. Barfield sworn and examined:—

2479. Mr. Pittman^ What is your name ? William Barfield.
2480. You are the captain of the ship “Alexandra” ? Yes.
2481. I understand she caught tiro before she arrived at San Prancisco ? Yes.
2482. What year was that in ? This present year.
2483. Were tou present in Newcastle when she was loaded? Yes.
2484. Do you remember what kind of weather it was then? We had very unsettled weather, 
were continual southerly bursters, and there uas a lot of electricity in the air.
2485. Was it in the summer time ? Yes.
2480. Can you state whether the cargo got wet at all? Not more than usual; only just when the 
southerly bursters came on.
2487. Were there heavy showers? Yes,
2488. Where abouls did the fire take place in the ship ? In the No. 3 hatch to the mainmast.
2489. Had she four hatches ? Yes.
2 490. Was she a four-masted ship ? No, she had only three masts.
2491. Did the fire occur under tho No. 3 hatch ? Yes; from the after part of the No. 3 hatch to the
mainmast. ,
2492. It is not true that the fire occurred away from the square of the hatchway, and that it wras only 
between tho two hatches? No.
2493. It actually occurred below the No. 3 hatch ? Yes; and mainmast.
2491. What is the tonnage of the vessel? 1,297 tons.
2495, What weight of coal did she carry? 1,923 tons.
249G. What is the depth of her hold? Twenty-two feet.
2497. Was tho fire extinguished? Tho ship was scuttled in ’Prisco.
2498. What colliery did the coal come from ? The Cardiff colliery, Newcastle.
2499. Tho ship was loaded by Mr. Russell? Yes. I have carried two cargoes of the same coal. The 
voyage before I went to Honolulu, and there was no heating. Both times the ship was trimmed splendidly.
2500. Do you remember whether, in the ease of tho other cargo, there was rain or not while the ship was 
being loaded? The weather was more unsettled in the case of ihe latter cargo, but the voyage before 
there were showers. There was no particular quantity of rain in this last cargo. In loading in Newcastle, 
my idea is that the coal goes so quickly from the mine that the rain has very little effect. The coal may 
be taken out of the mine in the afternoon or at noon and by midnight it is on board the ship.
2501. The cargo might become wet by the rain falling through the hatches? Yes. All the time we were 
loading the weather seemed to be very unsettled, and there was a wonderful lot of electricity in the air, 
and every twelve or forty-eight hours there was a southerly burster. I had no pipes down my cargo, 
therefore I could only take surface temperature. The temperature in the hold never exceeded 87 degrees, 
and even when I first smelt gas, I could get nothing more than 75 or 76 degrees. I smelt gas in the 
afternoon, and at 5 a.m. the following morning the ship was in flames.
2502. Did you ever have a cargo of coal heat before ? No ; 1 have only carried two. I have had coke,
but not more than two coal cargoes. .
2503. Did you personally supervise the trimming ? There was always myself or an officer. I always had 
an officer looking on to sec that it was properly trimmed.
2304. Do yon think it is the duly of tho captain, or one of the ship’s officers, to do that? Yes ; most of 
us always do so. Iu the trimming of coke I very often put on an overall and have a look at it myself, 
but with coal I trust to the officer. With Mr. Russell’s trimming of the two cargoes I have had, 1 had 
no fault to fiud whatever, _ ,
2.503. The trimmers never refused to carry out the instructions you gave them ? No ; just as I wanted 
the ship loaded, so it was doue. _ . .
2500. President^] Was much coal loaded down the No. 3 hatch? I loaded the ship principally in the 
No. 3 and main hatches, and just trimmed her by No. 1 and No. 4. She would tako ten or fifteen trucks 
down the after hatch and the same quantity down the fore hatch, .
2507. Can you give us any idea of the amount of coal that went down the No. 3 hatch ? I should think 
about 800 tons.
2308. Was there a heap of dust there ? I did not notice any particular dust. _ The Cardiff coal I loaded 
seemed to be a very large coal. There was a certain amount of dust, but nothing particular.
2309. The coal was dropped from the coamings of the hatch ? Yes. t
25LO. Out of hoppers? Yes ; most of the hoppers we loaded with were not those iu which the bottom 
came out, but wero emptied from the front. _ .
2511. Mir. Pittman 1] Was tho fire well away from the donkey-engine? There was no donkey-engine.
2512. President^ Did you put iron rods down ? No.
2513. The coal would have got wet on the surface ? Yes ; a certain quantity of water went down.

fWitness withdrew.]

Capt. W. 
Barfield.

9 0ct^~1896.

There
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_ [The Commission met at T15p,m, at the Chief Secretary's Office, Syiney^\
Prcsxut:—

Processor EICHAUD PHEiELPALL, President;

And EDWAED FISHER PITTMAN", Esq., A.R.S.BI.

Mr. C. F. Stokes sworn and examined :—
C. F. Stokes. 2jld. President,'] Wliatis your name ? Charles Frederick Stokes.

^ 2515. Toahavo some experience as a shipping agent, I believe? Tes, for a good many years.
16 Oet., 1896. 2510. d ou do no insurance business, J suppose? Tes, I da. '

2517. Has there been any difficulty lately in insuring ships loaded with coal? Tes, considerable difficulty 
I can hardly get a cargo insured at all.
2518. l)o you insure cargoes yourself ? Nro.
2519. Not at any price? No.
2520. How long is it since you gave up insurance of that kind ? Some little time,
2521. What does that mean ? I suppose about two months.
2522. Ts that about the time the Commission was appointed? Perhaps so ; I suppose about that.
2523. Was it the appointment of the Commission that influenced you in giving up insuring coal ? Nor 
I think first of all the objection commenced in England, and filtered out to the Colony.
2524 Sometimes you act as insurance agent, and at other times you endeavour to obtain insurance upon 
ships ? Tes, as agent in both instances.
2525. So that you sec both sides of the matter ? Tes. The difficulty now is to get vessels insured 
carrying cargoes of coal.
2526. Ho you act as an insurance agent for any company ? Yes.
2527. Is it the firing or the shifting of cargoes that you are chiefly afraid of? I do not know which it is. 
A number of ships are missing, and from what cause we do not know.
2528. In the event of this Commission making certain recommendations for the proper loading of the 
cargo, so as to minimise the risk from firing, would you be prepared to lake up tho business of insuring 
coal-ships again on the recommendations being adopted ? It is hard to say. One would want to know 
what would be recommended,
2529. Tou would not make any change at once simply on the adoption of the recommendation ? I do- 
not think so.
2530. Suppose an inspector were appointed to see that each individual cargo was properly trimmed ? 
That might make a difference, but I think the objection would still exist until that measure were proved 
efficient.
2531. So that you would wait until the inspection proved efficient? I am afraid we would.
2532. Have any ships been lost for wbieh you have acted as agent? There have been ships missing.
2533. With regard to the trimming of the cargo, would you consider it was the duty of the captain and 
ofiicers to see that it was carried out? Tes, certainly; every captain and officer should make sure the 
ship was properly trimmed.
2534. It has been abundantly brought before us that captains do not attend to it, and it has been recom
mended that the Government should appoint inspectors to see that tho coal is properly trimmed,—in that 
case, would the shipowners be prepared to contribute towards the expense of any inspection ? I think it 
is the captain’s duty to attend to it; or if not his, it is the duty of the officers, and they owe it to the 
owners to see their cargo is properly trimmed,
2535. The fact seems to be that they do not ? I think, as a rule, if an officer is any good he does see to it. 
253G. From the evidence we have had, I think there is no question they do not, and I ask you whether it 
would not he in the owners’ interest to make some contribution towards the cost of inspection ? It might 
be, but I hardly think it is a fair thing to ask them to do when these men are paid to do it. I have heard 
a lot about the greater fall there is for the coal now. Ships built nowadays carry a much larger cargo, 
but I do not think the fall is greater. The length of a ship now makes her carry a much larger cargo 
with less draught than with the old ships. I think the increased amount of coal may liave to do with the 
trouble. Then again there is the question as to whether there has been any alteration at all in the seam 
of coal; that has not been gone into yet.
2-537. Mr. Pittman.] With regard to your statement as to the depth of the hold, do you know that as a 
fact, or is it an assumption? I know it as a fact. Twenty-five years ago I loaded a ship called the 
“ Ellen Sluart,” and she carried 1,600 tons of coal, aud drew 23 feet of water. There is a greater fall 
there than with a ship carrying 4,000 tons now, which would draw about 22 feet.
2538. President!] What you state is really au impression, I suppose. Tou have never looked into the- 
matter in detail ? No ; hut I do not think these latterday ships draw so much in comparisoT’j

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr, T. J. Bush sworn and examined:—
President.] What is your name P Thomas James Bush.
Aud your husiuess ? Gas engineer,
Tou are engineer to the Australian Gaslight Company? Tes,
How long have you been in that position ? Nearly eighteen years.
And during that time you have had considerable experience of heaps of small coal? Yes.
How much coal do you store at your Kcut-street works ? Not much over 5,000 tons.
Do you often have 5,000 tons of coal in stock ? Tes, generally 5,000 tons.
Of small coal ? Mixed—small and large.
How deep are the heaps ? At Kent-street 14 ft. 6 in. is the deepest we ever hod.
Haro you ever had a fire in the coal at Kent-street ? Only one small one. It w^s in a bunker,, 
attributed it to tbe heating of ashes and spent lime underneath the floor.
It was not a ease of spontaneous combustion ? No.

T. J. Bush. 2539.
2540.

J60ct., 1896, 2541.
2542.
2543.
2544.
2545. 
2346. 
2547. 
254S. 
and I 
2549.

2550.
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■2550. ITow imicli coal do you keep in store at your Mortlalre vrorks?
■some put outside.
2551. Have you ever kad a fire there ? Yes, frequently.
2552. A case of spontaneous combustion ? In all cases.
2553. "What is .the depth of the coal at Mortlake ? Twenty feet.
2554. Is the coal there under cover ? All under cover; the 8,000 tons is under cover
2555. Is it under cover at Kent-street? Part is under cover, and part is in the open. 
2G5(i. How much is under cover at Kent-street P About 2,500 tons.

About 8,000 Ions ; we have had T-
1G Oct., isse.

2557. So that the coal is kept, practically, in precisely the same condition at Kent-street as at Jlortlakc, 
except that the heap at Mortlake is rather deeper ? That is the only difference.
2558. Is the coal left to lie longer at Mortlake than at Kent-strcct ? It is not left to lie so long at 
Mortlake ; we are obliged to shift it. Some coal lias been on the wharf in Kent-street for fourteen or 
fifteen months—since last June twelve months.
2559. From what colliery do you obtain your coal ? Tor tbe last throe years from the A. A. Company’s. 
25tiO. Docs the same kind of coal go to Kent-street as to Mortlake ? Yes.
2561. Precisely the same? Yes.
2562. "What, in your opinion, is the difference which would account for tho coal at Kent-street remaining 
cool, and that at Mortlake heating ? It is nothing else but tbe depth ; that is what I attribute it to—the 
difference between 14 feet and 20 feet.
2563. ’W’bcreabouts does the heating commence ? Hear the bottom, as a rule, so far as I can judge. I 
may say there is a slight difference in the unloading of the coal. In the one case it is unloaded in baskets 
which are tipped over, and the coal falls down the heap.
2561. Where is that ? At Kent-street. The coalis tipped from the baskets and kept rolling down. At 
Mortlake it is unloaded in skips holding about 11 cwt. The skips are tipped into a truck, and the truck 
is taken into tbe store and tipped on to the heap opposite to where the elevators are. If the coal is 
coining in quicker than we are using it, it is worked back from the heap.
2565. Tbe coal could not, however, be much more broken up by tbe fall than it was before it went into the 
store ? I do not think it could be. It is small coal, and in some cases nearly all dust that we get. ”
2566. Do you notice whether it docs get broken up by that extra fall ? I take extra precautions not to 
break it up.
2567. At Mortlake, I understand, tbe coal is more likely to be broken ? Yes. In tbe olden days we 
used to allow it to fall as it liked, and when it fired I thought that had something to do with it; so I 
started easing the coal down, but we still had fires.
25GS. It made no difference ? Kb,
2569. Have you any reason to suppose that wet coal is more likely to fire than dry, or vice versa1? I have 
no evidence ; I could not say whether it had.
2570. You have no experience in that direction ? Ko. It is a most difficult matter to say whether the 
■coal that took fire was wet when it was put into the store,
2571. Do you take any precaution to keep tho coal dry while you are unloading it from the ship ? No. 
We have to take the coal as it comes. It may be wet when it arrives.
2572. Is it ever wet with sea-water ? Never with sea-water; rain-water may get into the trucks.
2573. Mr. Pittman?] I understood you to say that at the Kent-street store the coal is partly uncovered? 
Yes ; part of it is uncovered and part under cover.
2574. So that if water had au effect in aiding spontaneous combustion, tbe Kent-street storage should be
more liable to spontaneous combustion than the Mortlake? It has had a thorough saturation with rain. 
■Coal has been out in the weather for twelve months, and must have had a lot of water through it, but it 
has not shown signs of heating. '
2575. President.] There are several thousand tons iu the store at Kent-street? I think there are 5,000 
■tons at tho present time.
2576. Covered over ? No ; half covered over, and half in tbe open.
2577. Have you ever bad tbe heap of coal in the open heat ? No.
2578. At neither Kent-street nor Mortlake? No. We had some coal at Mortlake outside, but that
never fired. '
2579. How long does it take for the coal to heat after it has been put in the store ? From six to nine
mouths. ■
25S9, It never heats in less time than that It may heat, hut not fire. •
2581. Have you been able to connect the heating with the temperature at which the coal arrived? No ; 
I have not noticed it; I have never tried the temperature of the coal at all.
2582. It was very hot last summer, and some thunder showers occurred, which, it lias been said, seemed 
to have a disastrous effect on coal cargoes ;—did you have any trouble about that time ? No ; our last 
firo was, I think, about March or April; the coal must have been in the store a long time before that. 
At that time I was getting coal in in very small quantities. As a rule, I like to empty the store once 
every twelve months, and I generally do that in the summer-lime, which is our slackest time of tho year, 
so that we should have had very little coal coming in.
2583. 8o that you were not in a good position to notice any extra trouble? Just so.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. T, Croudace sworn and examined:—
2584. President.] What is your name? Thomas Croudace. ■
2580. And what is your business r General Manager of the Scottish Australian Minicg Company.
25SG. What mines does your company hold ? The Lambton, Burwood, and Durham. We have also 
copper mines both here and in Queensland. ■
2587. You represent the proprietors here ? Yes.
25SS. Have you had any trouble from any of your coal catching fire? No, not any, and we have sent 
isotne millions of tons of Lambton and a great deal of Burwood coal away, and have never had a single 
complaint of any kind as regards firing, or anything in connection with heating.
25S9: Mr. Pittman?] And no vessels missing ? None at all. 2590.

T. Croudace.

IS Oct., l$93.
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T, Croudace. 2590, President.] The Xen" Lambton is a different mine ? Tes.
2591. Is that owned hero? That is owned by Sir George Dibbs and the Honorable Alexander Brown.

16 Oct., 1896. 2592. Have yon had any trouble with the firing of gobs in your mines P Xone whatever.
2593. Ox even of the heating of the gob ? ^No, ^Sometimes at Burwood you may feel some of the slack
or small coal, which is thrown back on the separation principle from what we call the round coal, slightly 
warmer under certain conditions. .
2594. How many tons do you ship every year ? The last year or two we hare not been doing so much, on 
account of the strikes, but we used to average between 200,000 and 300,000 tons a year.
2595. Have you anv idea as to why healing of coal on board ship has become more prevalent of late
years P I think so. i c i t
2596. 'Would yon kindly give us the advantage of your opinion on the matierP In the first place, 1 
would remark, that many years ago (say) twenty or thirty, the system of getting the coal by the miners 
was much more perfect than it is just now. They used to undercut and nick up each side, and wedge 
down the coal, and only in narrow places used they to shoot, At that time the coal was much larger, 
much freer from being shattered to powder by the operation of blasting. During the last few years, 
ever since the 5s. a ton time, when we got men from all quarters of the Colony to become miners, we 
practically quarry the coal. The amount of undercutting or curving is not so properly carried out, and the 
nicking is very frequently entirely ignored, and blasting powder is used in its place. Ihe consequence is 
aud I do not hesitate to say this—the coal is much more shattered and broken up. W here the coal is not 
absolutely small it is so cracked and disintegrated that it is more liable to be broken afterwards, when it 
passes from the screens into the waggons, aud then into the very large vessels that are used nowadays to 
what used to be used, comparatively, a few years ago. We bad not so many foreign ships then. A vessel 
of 1,000 tons was a large vessel, now we consider one of 2,000 or 3,000 tons quite an ordinary vessel, aud 
only look upon one of 5,000 or 6,000 tons as a large vessel. Tou can see, in the first instance, where the 
lesser quantity was carried there was a much less depth of hold, and much loss fall for the coal to be 
broken. Xow, there is such an immense depth of hold in the larger vessels. I suppose I am within 
■bounds when I say that from the top of the coamings there is a fall of 30 feet.
2597. Mr. Pittman.] What do you think it was in the old times ? From 12 to 15 feet at the outside—
the bigger ones. Vessels have undergone in themselves a difference in their construction. I maintain 
that the coal is much more broken up now, and begets a much greater quantity of very small coal than 
what it used to do, and it is only, so far as my knowledge goes, within the last few years that we hare 
heard of any spontaneous combustion taking place. _ _ ,
2598. President.] How many years ? I should say within six or eight years at the outside.
2599. It is not worth while going further back than that for the purpose of comparison? Xo, JThere 
was a sort of interval between tbe smaller vessels and tbe largo ones, but even when carrying 1,500 to 
1,800 tons we did not hear of any spontaneous combustion. With coal in large blocks, I should say it 
would be absolutely impossible, even with a 5,000 or 6,000 ton vessel, to have spontaneous combustion, 
but where you disintegrate and break np the coal aud have nothing but small, there the power, of 
oxidation is so rapid that you may have, and will have, a much more ready and simple means of obtaining 
spontaneous combustion. Then, again, it depends on tho character of the coal, and the time at which it 
is shipped. Small coal is most favourable, also damp and hot weather, to spontaneous combustion. I do 
not exaggerate when I say that if in going along the wharf in hot weather you put your hand on an iron- 
vessel you will take it off much more rapidly than you put it on. There is the heat to account for it, and 
the pressure of the immense body of coal, which, instead of being, as formerly, 10, 12, or 14 feet in depth, 
is now from 20 to 25 feet, and pressure in itself creates beat. 1 think these are elements all conducive 
to spontaneous combustion.
2600. You say the coal used to go out in larger pieces ? Much larger ; there was more large coal.
2601. Do you mean more large pieces, or that the largest pieces were larger than they are now ? 
larger pieces were much larger than now. and there was much more large coal than now.
2602. By falling down the hatchway of a ship are these large lumps not liable to be broken up and to 
pound the coal beneath them to a very great extent ? That has been put to me before, but we always 
aim at getting large coal. If you commence with moderately small pieces of coal and drop them a 
distance they will break into, comparatively, much smaller pieces; whereas, if you drop a very largo 
piece of coal it will break into two or three pieces, but still each of those pieces will be large coal.
2603. But, still, it will break the coal it falls on ? Xot so much as you may think. I am known as the
“ large and clean coal” manager in our district, . .
2004. Is not an ordinary principle of mechanics involved ? Tou would think so ; but if you will observe 
it carefully, I have no hesitation in saying there is a resistance of one large piece to another, which small 
coal will not give. As a corroboration of what I say, we have sent away some millions of tons from our 
Lambton colliery, and have never once known or beard a remark of heating or firing.
2605. Can you get the ships carrying your Lambton coal insured ? Oh, yes. ■
2606. Tou have never any trouble about getting your coal insured ? Xo; not up to tbe present time.
2607. Where does the coal chiefly go to ? We have sent it all over the Colonies, and to San Francisco,
Manila, India, China, and the west coast of South America. .
2608. Do yon know what rates you are paying for insurance to San Francisco? I could not tell you
now. Our cargoes are generally arranged for in London. _ .
2609. Tou do not know whether you are paying 30s. or 80s. ? I would not like to express an opinion
without referring to the office. ,
2610. They might be paying 80s. ? I do not see why, when we have never had any complaint. Some of
the collieries have had complaint. Some of them appear, so I am told, to produce a high demand for 
insurance. „ , .
2611. Have you ever had any trouble from faulty trimming of your coal cargoes ? So tar we nave not

- had any fault of any kind. _
2612. Tou have no control overthe trimming ? Xo ; the captain of the ship attends to that.
2613. So that your coal is, practically, trimmed by the same trimmers as other companies’coals ? Tes,

2614. Tou do not favour or influence captains to employ certain trimmers ? No; I wouldnot dosneha thing.
2615. Your coal is absolutely loaded in the same way and trimmed by the same trimmers as other people s
coals? Yes; absolutely the same. 2616^

The
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2616. The depth of vessels’ holds hns increased durins; the last twenty years ? Oh, yes.
2617. Do you think the depth has increased during the last seven or eight years P ] do. 
larger vessels within tho last two or three years than before.
2618. Do the large vessels have deeper holds than the small ones ? Tes ; as a rule. _
2619. "We have had several witnesses who say they do not? I mentioned just now' about the different con
struction of vessels. ISomc are much larger, and have not such deep holds as others of the same capacity.
2620. Is tho depth from the coamings of tho hatch as great on some of the larger ships ? The coamings 
are considerably higher in some of them. There was one in Darling Harbour, which, besides having 
about 18 feet of draught, was an immense height out of tho water, and the moment I saw her I said we 
should not get that vessel under our cranes at Newcastle, and I telegraphed up to our shipping manager 
to say the vessel would be coming up, and to see what was best 1o be done; and they had a great deal of 
measuring and gauging before they could get her well under the swing of the crane.
2621. What cranes arc they? The hydraulic cranes.
2622. The public cranes P Yes.
2623. In your opinion, the breaking up of the coal has a great deal to do with its heating? I state as an. 
absolute fact, both gained from experience in the old country and from general knowledge, that coal will 
absorb much more rapidly the oxygen from the air when in a broken condition than it will when in a solid 
condition. ]f you are going to lire a gas retort you will not fire with big lumps, because the gas is not 
produced rapidly enough. Therefore, in a gasworks you will find they crush or break the coal up, or use 
11,11 screened coal, so that the gas may be given off rapidly and the work carried on freely.
2624. You mention the breakage at the mine :—I take it, from our point of view, that is immaterial, 
because the small coal is sifted out at tbe screens? No ; the menuse much more powder, and whilst you 
imagine that (say) the 2-foot cubes are solid, they are so shattered by the force of the powder that at the 
next fall they separate into a dozen different pieces.
2625. I presume you agree that the chief smashing occurs in falling down the hold ? Yes.
2626. Supposing some means were adopted to first fill up ihe hatch carefully, so as to form a heap there, 
would the coal be so much broken up afterwards in the loading? If some pains were taken with the 
loading of the vessel, instead of rushing so many hundreds of tons in at the shortest possible time, much 
better results would he given. If any machine or slides were used liberally and properly, and the waggons 
lowered where the hatchways were big enough to allow the waggons to go down, there would be much 
less breakage.
2627. Supposing that upon the recommendation of this Commission, or from other reason, the coal first 
put in the vessel was lowered down the hold so as to form a heap. 1hut would, I presume, add to the expense 
somewhat? I do not Ihink very much.
2628. Who would pay for that expense ? 1 suppose the ship.
2629. Supposing it cost Id. a ton to lower down the hatchway tho first 500 tons of a 2,000-ton cargo, 
would you be prepared to reduce the price of coal to cover that expense ? At the present moment the price 
of coal is so low that any attempt to put even the small sum of Id. upon it would have to bo resisted, 
"We are working the coal purely for the benefit of those who are employed.
2630. Are you not paying a dividend ? No ; wo are not—not for some time past.
2631. You cannot afford to be charged another Id. a ton? "Wo could not. Competition is so keen, and 
some inferior coal is produced, and coal is obtained from abroad, that Newcastle will have trouble enough 
to hold its own.
2632. Am I io understand that the coal trade would be ruined by the imposition of Id. a ton ? I could 
not say that, hut I do say that Iho proprietors cannot afford to pay it. Wa pay already a most exorbitant 
price for haulage and the shipping of the coal. "We pay 9d. at one colliery and lOd. at another for round 
coal; small coal is subject to 20 per cent. less. "\V"e provide our own waggons, and the Government 
hauls and breaks them, and we have to repair them, and wo provide half the railway.
2633. I understood you to say that if some pains were taken with the loading the result would be better. 
Everybody will agree with that, but who is to meet the extra expense. Wo wanted to hear your views from 
the position of a proprietor, whether, supposing a cargo could be. made practically safe at an expense of 
500 pence for a 2,000-ton cargo, it would not bo worth the while of a proprietor, in view of the extra 
benefits that would accrue, fo be prepared to meet that extra expense ? The custom has been, for all the 
years I have known, for the ship to bear the expense of trimming. The Government do the haulage and 
shipment from the collieries, and we are compelled to use tho Government cranes ; and I contend, beyond 
any doubt, that the present price is exorbitant, and will not allow of anything being charged on the coal 
proprietors. 1 do not think the cause of the loss of all those ships is due to spontaneous combustion ; 1 
think that has been much exaggerated. 1 think you will find, in all probability, it will arise as much 
from indifferent or bad trimming. 1 think what you are aiming at could be met without any very great 
expense at all by the Government taking more care to have the waggons lowered on to the coamings of 
the vessels, and then the trimmers to have shoots or any other arrangements they like to adopt for taking 
away the dead fall of the coal.

r 2634. Do you sell your coal to a foreign customer carriage paid ? We sell it f.o.b.
2635. He has to pay tho freight ? Yes; and all the other expenses. If we send the vessel away on our 
own account, then, of course, we pay the freight.
2636. If you put tho price up to a foreign customer something under a half-penny a ton to meet the 
extra expense of loading, is that going to drive tho trade away from* Newcastle ? I would not say that. 
We would rather have nothing to do with the trimming of the coal.
2637. Nobody could assert that an extra half-penny a ton would drive the trade away from Newcastle ? 
No ; it would not. It is my individual opinion that it would he a great improvement if the Government 
would take over the trimming and provide proper trimmers—men accustomed to the work—and a man to 
supervise these trimmers. Tho captain of each vessel would have to control the work in regard to the 
stability of the ship. The Government foreman or boss trimmer would sec, or undertake to see, that each 
vessel was properly and thoroughly trimmed. 1 may tell you itis about as hard an employment as a labouring 
man can adopt, and is more disagreeable than coal-mining. In the summer months it requires a strong 
man to remain in the iron and steel vessels. Trimmers ought to be well paid, and, of course, justly treated. 
I think that will give much more security to vessels than what we have had.
2638. Your recommendation is that tbe Government should go into business as master trimmers ? That
the Government should simply complete a certain portion of the work, 2639,

3—X
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T. Croudace. 2639. Not do it all ? They haul and ship the coal for the proprietors, and we pay a very high rate for
ik ^ ^inh that should be extended by the Government putting trimmers into the vessels, and having
lb uct., i»yb. a foreman trimmer to see that the work "is done.

2G40. In other words, they should go into business as stevedores? Tes, practically that is so. I think 
it would give greater security, and there would bo less strikes.
26^1' I suppose the way in which strikes would be prevented would he by paying the men better wages ? 
I do not know that, because wc had as many strikes under high wages as under low wages in the coal trade.
2642. Do you imagine that if the G overnment took up the matter of trimming the cost would not be any
higher than at present ? The more middlemen you have in any business the more the cost, and you 
would do away with the middleman. Trimming is purely a work of manual labour, and I think trimmers 
should he a well-paid class of men. ^ ■
2643. Do you consider the trimming would cost more or less under the system you propose ? I certainly 
should think it would not cost more, and probably it would cost less.
2644. Tou think that out of what is now the stevedore’s profit the inspection could be kept up and tbe 
whole machinery of a Government department worked ? I do.
2645. Is it a matter of experience that work is done by the Government more cheaply than it is by private 
individuals ; can you mention any instance where Government work is done more cheaply ? No ; there 
is too much red-tapeism about Government work; but here I do not propose to have any red-tapeism in 
connection with it. I think if you consider the matter it will bear very considerable force. A captain 
now either calls for tenders or asks an agent what stevedore he would recommend for trimming his vessel, 
Supposing he calls for tenders, there is competition among the stevedores, and they may take it at too low 
a price. J have been a large employer of labour for many years now, and I have found that too low a 
contract is the worst thing you can enter into. The men will scamp the work. I maintain that a fair 
price ought to be paid for trimming to ensure it being efficient, and it will pay a shipowner to do it. All 
the Government would do is to simply have the men there to move from one vessel to another, with a 
foreman trimmer amongst them, who would get Is. or 2s. a day extra for supervision. The captain would 
not be freed from his responsibility, but he would still have to control the trimming so far as the stability 
of the ship was concerned.
2646. "What price should the Government do the trimming at ? I should think 3d. a ton. Some vessels 
are much more difficult to load than others, therefore would require more. Some would load 1,000 tons in 
half the time that another would.
2647. Aid the ships now loaded at 3d. a ton ? I think many of them.
2648. Are they ever loaded for less than that? They may be.
2649. Supposing tho Government established a general rate of 3d., those paying less now7 would then have 
to bear an additional expense ? Tes ; hut 1 believe they would get much more efficient work done.
2650. Then who is to pay this difference ? The ship.
2651. Are there large profits made in shipping now ? No.
2652. They are very small profits? Tes.
2653. Competition has run the business down so that there is hardlv any margin, as in your own business?
Tes. " ‘ '
2654. Tou cannot afford to pay any more, because your profits are so small ? Tes.
2655. How then can the shipowner ? Because he could be assured of much more efficient trimming.
2656. Would he be able to recoup it by reduced rates of insurance? I think so.
2657. Have you any idea of the rates that are charged on coal to San Brancisco ? I could not say unless
I had the office-books here. ■ '
2658. The chief trouble has been caused by the shifting of cargo, in your opinion ? Tes.
2659. \ou believe that has been due to the fact of the coal not being carefully trimmed, possibly through
the work being got over as rapidly as possible? I do. It would be unfair to assume that the vessels 
missing have been burnt, Tou nave a clear instance of some listiug over when thev came back to port 
through imperfect trimming. '
2660. Mr. Pittman.^ Can you say how long ago it is since you had a cargo to insure for foreign parts ?
Our business for foreign parts is done in London, * '
2661. Was the insurance effected in London? 3, think it would be effected in London.
2662. Do you find any difficulty in getting insurance here? We very rarely charter ships here. I may 
say we never do.
2663. Do you know that it is a matter of impossibility to insure coal here a,t the present time ? ISomc
coal I do. '
2664. Any coal from Newcastle ? 1 do not know that it applies to any coal.
2665. "Y ou^ stated that the haulage and other charges in connection with the shipment of coal wore 
exorbitant ? I did. We have been complaining to tho Railway Commissioners for months or years past.
2666. Is that merely an impression, or have you gone into a calculation, basing tho charges upon the 
interest on the capital expended in the work? I have made a calculation of the cost of a locomotive, the 
keeping her in order, the^ time of the engineer, fireman, and guard, and that of the pointsman at the 
junction of our private lines with the Government lines, the weighman and officials. ' I have taken the 
actual cost at which the contract is let by the Government to the crane contractor, and as far as possible 
tried to get what would be a fair proportion to put to terminal charges.
2667. Did you allow anything for the cost of reclamation at the Dyke? I he terminal charges include 
the formation of the Dyke, the erection of the cranes, and the sidings.
2668. What do you suppose the reclamation cost? I do not think I could say offhand.
2669. President,Did you know at tho time you made your calculation? I got some rough estimate. 3. 
think it was laid before Parliament. I know private firms are doing their shipping at a great deal less 
cost—tbe A. A. Company and .1, and A. Brown at Minini.
2670. Is^tbere anything to prevent your using your own shoots ? We bought some land for the purpose 
and the Governmeut would not allow us to have them. We were stopped by an Act.
2671. Tiie Government forced you to use their cranes ? Tes; we bought the land specially, and it has 
been lying idle ever since. It is a narrow strip, 3 or 4 chains wide and about 20 chains long, on Bullock 
Island.
2672. Tour object was to load your own coal ? Tes.
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2673. Was the object of the Act to compel you to use the Governmeut cranes ? That was practically it. 
The late Mr. Moriarty said it would never do to give up such an important interest as the coal trade; it 
was highly profitable. We asked for a reduction in Mr. Goodchap’s time.
2074. Whatever is done, I presume the espense will ultimately fall upon the customer? Mot always. 
Sometimes you have to hear an espense that the customer does not hear.
2675. The general effect of an increase in espense would be to make the coal dearer to the customer ? 
Not if there is a very strong competition moving.
2676. I understand you are making nothing out of the business now ? We are not.
2677. Suppose another Id. a ton were put on, would the customer hear that or you ? I should say, at 
the present moment, the company would bear it.
2678. Yon would then be losing more money than you do now ? Yes. _
2679. Why do you supply coal if you are losing money ? Supposing I managed the colliery as an 
independent man, I would not hesitate to stop selling the coal at an unprofitable price, but it is different 
where there are more than one or two controlling powers. Once in the trade you cannot well retire from 
it, but hold on in the hope that it will get better.

T. Croudace. 

16 Oct., 1896.

[Witness withdrew,]

Mr. W. G. Dixon sworn and examined :—
2680. What is your name ? William Gordon Dixon. yy, <j. Dixon.
2681. And what is your business ? General Manager for the Alliance Marine and General Assurance l^
Company (Limited), 16 Oct., 1896.
2682. Do you underwrite coal cargoes ? I have been doing so.
2683. Do you do so now ? No.
2684. When did you give up doing so ? Just recently.
2635. How long ago ? About two or three months ago.
2636. Before the appointment of this Commission ? Yes,
2687. Was it in consequence of the appointment of this Commission ? No, it had nothing to do with it.
2688. Do yon underwrite ships carrying coal ? Not if I can avoid it.
2689. I suppose it was a pretty good business before this trouble occurred, was it not? I cannot speak 
previous to 1892. I may tell you our loss ratio since 1892 is 170 per cent.
2690. A loss ratio of 170 per cent, would mean that you paid nearly If times your premiums in losses ?
Yes; if our premiums were £1,500, we would have paid £2,500 or £2,600.
2091. Since 1892 this has occurred ? Yes ; from 1892 up to four or five months ago.
2692, So you went out of the business simply on account of the losses? I never cared for the business, 
but insurance offices are in this position ;—if you have a client who has a lot of good business, and he 
brings along a coal-ship, you are bound to take it. I put the rate up, and was getting 4 and 5 per cent-.
They grumbled at it, and 1 said, “ I should he glad if you will place it elsewhere,” and they got it placed 
in ’Frisco at a much less rate.
2693. You were charging 4 and 5 per cent, to San Francisco ? Yes.
2094. How much does that come to per ton? I have never worked it out.
2695. Mr. Pittmav.'] When you stopped insuring cargoes, did you do so altogether, or were you prepared
to insure cargoes from some collieries aud not from others in Newcastle ? There was one colliery for 
which I was charging a higher rate than for the others. I charged all Newcastle coal 4 per cent. ; 
southern coal, except the Metropolitan, 3 per cent,; and there was one colliery in Newcastle for which 3 
charged 5 per cent. ■
2696. President.^ TheWallsend? Yes.
2697. Mr. Pittman.\ Are you prepared to insure coal cargoes from some collieries, like the Lambton, for 
instance ? No ; I still prefer to be without cargoes altogether,
2698. President.'] You would not make an exception in favour of Lambton coal ? No ; there is nothing 
I know' of to lead me to do so. Coal cargoes from an underwriter’s point of view are rather inferior to 
other cargoes, in this way ; If the vessel gets into any trouble, and there is a general average and a towage 
of £2,000, the coal cargo is of such low value that it comes very heavy on the insurance in the proportion 
we have to pay. The coal cargo may be valued at £2,000 only, and tho cargo, the ship, and the freight 
have to contribute ratably towards the expense. The value of the cargo being so low it makes the 
policy for £2,000 bear so much more than in the case of a ship witli a general cargo worth £100,000.
[Witness handed in a list of coal-laden vessels from this Oolony to which casualties had occurred since 1888, 
prepared in the office of Ids company.]
2699. Wc shall no doubt make recommendations with a view to increasing the security of both the ship 
and cargo. In the event of our doing so, would you be prepared to make any difference in the rates that 
you would charge on ships adopting the measures which we laid down, or would you wait to see how they 
turned out ? Are you speaking about the shifting or the heating ?
2700. Both of the shifting and the heating of cargoes ? Provided I were satisfied that proper steps were 
taken—that shifting-boards were put up and the cargo properly trimmed—if I had to take coal cargoes in 
connection with other business, I should be inclined to make a reduction.
2701. You would not take the risks as a general thing? No ; because our experience has been so fatal 
with these coal-ships.
2702. If wo had to recommend an expense it would strengthen our position, if we knew that that expense 
could be recouped by a reduction in insurance rates ? I should certainly be inclined to make a reduction 
on the rates I have mentioned if these proposals were carried out, hut the bulk of the cargoes are insured 
in other parts of the world. Up to 1894 I was of opinion that the shifting of cargo was the prime cause 
of all the vessels being posted missing, but immediately after that there were posted as missing three 
vessels which had shifting-hoards—the “Oumbrae,” the “Florence,” and the “ Menai,” and then came a 
long list of vessels with cargoes on fire, or which had heated. There have been twelve to date since 
September, 1895. The 11 John Ena ’’was the first;'I had her, and T had the “Alexandra” and the 
“ Brablock.” In addition to these twelve, four others were posted as missing, the cause of loss being 
unascertainable. I am now forced to the conclusion that firing has been the primary cause of the vessels 
being posted as missing, and that the shifting of cargo has been a secondary cause.
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W 2703. Mr. Pittman^ You do not regard the shifting of cargo as such au important matter? I do
■ • ,I0D- consider it a very important matter, but I think, if the facts wero known, tho bulk of the vessels missing 

would be found to have been lost by fire. ■
16 Oct., 1896. 2704. As an insurance mauager, you are inclined to regard the losses from shifting of cargo as less 

numerous than those from fire ? Yes; I do so from the experience J have had myself ; wc have known 
of so many lately being on fire. In tho recent case of the “ Patrician,” it was the want of shifting-boards 
that caused her loss. She was going to i\rcw Zealand, and the inquiry there found that that was the 
cause. ^I will show you how bad these ships are for us. The il Alexandra” and “ Brablock " were both 
bound for ’Frisco, and fires were discovered when they were near their destination. They both got into 
port all right, with a certain amount of coal burnt, but the loss was 01 per cent, on the “ Alexandra,” and 
on the “ Brablock ” it was 25 per cent.
2705, President.'] Does that mean the loss on tho percentage of the whole value ? The percentage of 
loss on the cargo. There were only about 20 tons of coal burnt, the rest was all absorbed in expenses in 
putting the fire out and scuttling the ship, and pumping the water out of her, and from selling the coal at 
damage value. With an ordinary cargo it would not have been nearly so heavy.

[Witness withdrew.] .

. Mr. T. J. AVatters sworn and examined :— ;
T J witters What is your name ? Thomas Jolly Watters.

2707. And what is your business ? Marino insurance business.
16 Oct 1890 2708. Yon are the manager of an insurance company ? Acting general managing underwriter.

’ 270!), Of what company ? The Sydney Lloyds.
2710. Thai, is an ordinary insurance company ? Yes.
2711. It is not like London Lloyds ? It is after the same principle. It is an underwriting body with a
number of members who sign for each risk they accept, and they share in equal proportions the risk and
the profits.
2712. Itis different in that respect to an ordinary insurance company in which a corporate body undertakes 
the underwriting ? Yes ; the whole of the members join in, one cannot stand out.
27.13. They are obliged to underwrite? Yes.
2714. '. And for the same price ? Yes.
2715. With London Lloyds, I think, it is optional ? Yes.
27l(i. You are half-way between a company and London Lloyds ? Yes. '
2717. Do you do any busicess in insurins coal cargoes? Mot a great deal.
2718. Do you insure coal-ships ? Very few of them.
2710, Used you to insure them ? Mo ; we never did.
2720. You do not like the business ? Mo ; we do not like it. '
2721. What is the reason of that? On account of having so many losses in the trade,aud through other 
companies finding the business was not paying them. My late principal was opposed to those risks, and I 
follow in his footsteps.
2722. For how many years have you held off coal cargoes ? We have not underwritten them except in a 
few instances.
2723. Since when ? Since Sydney Lloyds started in 18S2.
2724. From the inception of the business you disliked coal risks ? Yes.
2725. And yon do not take them unless you are obliged to for the sake of other business ? We would
not take them. '
272G. Supposing you were obliged to insure a cargo to San Francisco, what rate would you charge ? At 
the present time we would not charge less than 60s. per cent, - ,
2727. 'Would you make any difference according to the colliery from which the coal came, or would you 
charge that for all coal ? We would charge that for all. I do not think do would make any difference. 
That is a matter that would be laid before the Committee for its decision.
272S. In the event of the Commission making some recommendations to obtain greater security for the 
ships against both the shifting and firing of cargo, and steps being taken to ensure those recommendations 
being carried out, would you as an insurance manager be prepared to take coal risks at a lower rate, or 
would you wait to see how the recommendations turned out? Wc would wait.
2729. It would make no immediate difference to yon? No. ,
2730. Mr. Pittman.] Your action in this respect would be largely depend'em; on the fact that you do not 
care about this class of business ? Yes ; that is just it. We would not go on with it unless we knew 
absolutely that it was paying other companies,
2731. If yon were in the habit of taking this class of business, the competition would force you into 
reducing the rates ? Yes, it might do so in that case. In one or two cases we have to take the risks. 
Some of our shareholders or members of tbe association at times ship coal. ,We do their other business, 
and therefore have to take this. We had one case lately, the “ Patrician,” that was lost, but wo would 
rather have been without the risk.
2732. She had no shifting-boards ; did von not satisfy vourselves that she had shifting-boards ;—you have 
a surveyor ? lies.
2733. I suppose he reported that she had not shifting-hoards ? Yes ; it was a short voyage—only to New'
Zealand; the season of the year was good and everything was in her favour. In cases like that many 
vessels go away without shifting-boards. ' “
2734. Have you come into possession of any information in regard to heating of coal cargoes that might 
be of assistance to the Commission ? No : I have not.
2735. With regard to the shifting of cargo, have you had any experience beyond that of the “Patrician”?
No ; that is the only one. "
2736. Was the “Patrician ” lost through want of shifting-boards ? I do uot know. She met with very 
bad weather.
2737. That was the finding of the Neiv Zealand inquiry? Stress of weather, I think, pi'incipally.

[Witness withdrew'.]

Mr.
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Mr. "W. A. Gibb sworn and examined:—
2738. President] What is your name ? William Alexander Gibb.
2739. And your business ? Insurance mauager.
2740. Have you been in that business long ? About twenty-seven years.
2741. Ho you do marine insurance business ? Yes.
2742. Ho yon underwrite ships carrying coal or their cargoes ? Occasionally.
2743. Bo you like the business ? Ko; I do not like tbe business of a certain class.
2744. What class do yon not like ? I do not care for vessels over 1,000 tons.
2745. You think they run a greater risk ? I think so. ,
2746. Is that the result of experience in paying losses ? fortunately, I have escaped paying losses, and I
think the reason of that is through taking care in choosing my risks. I ob ject to large vessels on account 
of the loading. ,
2747. What is wrong with the loading P They tumble the coal down the hatches. I may' be wrong in my
opinion, but I think the loading of the coal from such a height causes a great deal of dust, and that 
accumulates in tbe biggest part of tbe vessel, and when it is closed up it may generate gas and cause the 
loss of the vessel. I also take fire risks, and 1 know it is the dust in a flour mill that we look upon as a 
great danger. Coal vessels are not loaded close np, and there are usually vacant spaces in her where dust 
can accumulate in considerable quantities. _ _ ,
2748. Are you more afraid of the cargo firing or shifting P Tiie shifting of cargo is the cause of a lot or
the trouble, I believe. I would not take a vessel unless she had shifting-boards. _ _ ,
2749. Do yon think the trimming is sufficiently well done? I think so. 1 have inquired into it, and 1
am satisfied that the trimming is done. It is not in the trimming. I fancy it is in the cargo itself and 
the way it is put in. If they have not shifting-board, it is a very considerable risk. I find f hat in the 
space of seven years fifty-two vessels iu the coal trade have had accidents of one sort or another. Twelve 
of those we know have been on fire. _ _
2750. During tho last seven years ? Yes. There are also nineteen of them missing, and eighteen of the
nineteen were large vessels, considerably over 1,000 tons. o t •
2751. Are the large vessels more likely to be affected from the shifting or the heating of the cargo . _ It is 
the cargo heating, in my opinion, to which they are more liable. Tliey have more vacant space for tins dust 
to collect. They are likely to have more dust, because the hold of the vessel is so much deeper, and the 
throwing down of the coal a distance of something like 30 feet causes dust.
2752. Are the ships deeper now than they were eight or ten years ago ;—have the coals further to fall, 
Oh, yes; of course. A vessel of 1,000 tons has not the depth of hold of one of 1,500 or 2,000 tons.
2753. Mr. Pittman] Ho you know that as an absolute fact? 1 know that as an absolute fact. I have 
been long enough in marine insurance to know that a vessel of 1,500 tons has a deeper hold, as a 
rule. Of course, you find exceptions when a vessel is built with a light draught, but, as a rule, a vessel 
of 1.500 or 2,000 tons has a deeper hold than a vessel of 1,000 toils. _
2754. It has been said that such is not the case ? If I had a Lloyds’ register I could point it out to you,
I have made inquiries, and find at home where they load coal they use Spencer’s distributor to avoid tbe 
breaking of tbe coal. _
2755. President] Would it make any difference if tbe coal were loaded with the use of that or any other
reasonably good distributor ? 1 would be inclined—in fact, 1 would take lines in these large vessels if
the coal were put in in that way. I believe, myself, lhat the cause of the loss is more from firing than 
the cargo shifting.
2756. Mr. Pittman] Bo tou make any difference in regard to certain coals at Newcastle. I would treat 
them all the same. There is a good deal said about one particular mine, which, I think, is rather unfair.
2757. Ho you know of anv mine in Newcastle that is so exceptionally good that you would insure the 
coal from it without hesitation? I should not make any exception for Newcastle coal; the only 
exception I should make is in favour of the South Coast coal.
2758. You prefer it to that of Newcastle? Yes. i ,
2759. President] Supposing the Commission recommended some course of treatment in the loading and 
general shipment of the coal that would, in their opinion, minimise the dangers to which these cargoes 
arc liable, would you be prepared to reduce your rates if those provisions were carried out, say, under 
inspection, or would you prefer to wait to see how the matter turned out? We have our opinions, and 
they might not bo at all altered by your recommendations. If I thought, after seeing your recommenda
tions, that they were in the right direction, I would be prepared to take lines, and I would take them at 
a reduced rate. I might not take as large a line in these big vessels as in the smaller ones, still I would, 
to the extent of assisting the trade, by giving the thing a trial. If your recommendations were carried 
out, I certainly would he prepared to do that.
2760. Mr. Pittman] Would you he prepared to extend your insurance to larger vessels ? Yes; I would, 
if your recommendations were carried out.
2761. ibwfrhmtf.] And you agreed with them, of course ? Exactly so.
2762. Providing you agreed with them, and you were assured they would he carried out, you would not 
wait to see the' result? No; I would make a start at once, and, if they took the trouble to carry 
out what was recommended, I would make a concession in the rates, because the rates now aro very high

Mr.
W. A. Gibb.

l(i Oct, 1896.

for tho insured aud very low for tbe insurance company.
2763. Supposing you bad to insure a cargo to San Francisco, what rate would you charge ? At present,
from Newcastle, we get SOs. That is double what we got before, _
2764. You do bad business even at that? I have not done any bad business. I have had the good 
fortune never to have paid losses. 1 have never gone into large vessels. As soon as they were offered 
and I saw the tonnage, I said, “ No ; shifting-boards or no shifting-boards.” I certainly would go iu for 
any of these largo vessels if they carried out the recommendations of tbe Commission, I qualify that by 
saying I would like to see the recommendations to know whether I could go the whole wav.
2765. What would a substantial reduction mean in your case? 1 should certainly go in for a reduction 
of 1 per cent. Before any trouble occurred we got 40s. from here to America, and they doubled that.
2766. Mr. Pittman] I suppose the rate would really settle itself by competition, would it not? It
would settle itself by competition if the trade was shown whether it was paying or not. _ I would bo 
prepared, on the recommendations of the Commission being carried out, to make a reduction of 1 per 
cent. If after four or five years other companies found the business was a good thing, they might force 
the rate down lower slill. ' [Witness withdrew.]

Mn
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Mr. C. Dmivers sworn and examined:—
Mr. 2767, President.] "What is your name P Charles Danvers.

C. Danvcrj. 2768. And what is your business ? Manager of the Is’orth Queensland Insurance Company.
/“•'J'—2769. Do you do a marine business ? Yes.

16 Oct., 1896.2770. Do you underwrite coal ships ? We have been doing so for the last ten years.
2771. Do you do so now? Yes, at a rate.
2772. What is your rate ? It depends on the class of ship. A vessel built in 1868 I would write at 2 or 
3 per cent, cheaper than I would a modern tank of about 2,000 or 3,000 tons. The rates range from 3 to 
9 per cent.
2773. Nine per cent., I presume, is absolutely prohibitive ? Yes.
2774. Have you ever had an insurance at 9 per cent. ? In two cases I have got 9 per cent.
2775. What for P One was in the case of a big ship, whose name I cannot remember now, and there was 
a small line in the case of another large one.
2776. It was not a big matter ? No, it was not. She was a big ship with an enormous cargo.
2777. Of coal? Yes
2778. Mr. Pittman.] Did she get into port ? 1 do not think she has arrived yet. ■
2779. President,] Where was she going to ? The west coast of South America.
2780. Is that considered a better or worse risk than with a ship going to Manilla ? I consider it a far 
worse risk.
2781. Why ? It is a rough voyage; to Manila would be a smooth voyage.
2782. It is not so hot—do you mean that? I have no objection to the heat at all.
2783. Are you chiefly afraid of the heating or the shifting ? The shifting.
2784. You do not trouble about the heating very much ? The heating never troubles me. I have never 
holieved that missing vessels have fired.
2785. For a good ship of 2,000 tons going to San Francisco laden with coal, what would yon bo prepared 
to charge ? Five per cent.
2786. Supposing the Commission were able to make some recommendations for the better security of the 
cargo and better provision against fire, and there was a system of inspection to see that those recommenda
tions were carried out by ships loading at the port of Newcastle, would you be prepared then and there 
to make a reduction in the rates, or would you prefer to wait to see the result of the recommendations ? 
If it was proposed to insure a coal cargo, and tho client could produce to me a Government certificate that 
the coal was loaded and trimmed in a proper manner, and that proper shifting-boards were used, I would 
take it at half rates.
2787. That is, you would reduce your rate of .100s. to 50s. ? Yes.
2788. Mr. Pittman,] 100s. is high, according to the evidence we have had? I have stuck out for my 
own rates, and if I could not get them I would allow the business to go. I have been able to get my rates 
on coal risks,
2789. President.] Is there anything you would like to lay before us ? I do not think so. My opinion is
that one of the main causes of the loss is from the way in which tho coal is put into the ship. The height 
the coal falls is too great. '
2790. The height affects the heating? We have to take that also into consideration.
2791. That is not the stowage ? The stowage is tbe chief thing. Some firms in Newcastle, I know, put 
on men to trim who know nothing about it.
2792. Did the appointment of the Commission have any influence on you as regards the rates you charge? 
No; I have charged these rates for the last twelve or eighteen months.
2793. It made no difference ? It made absolutely no difference at all.
2794. Arc you a member of the Underwriters’ Association ? Yes.
2795. You have a surveyor at Newcastle? Yes.
2796. He gives you information about shifting-boards, but nothing else ? He simply advises whether
shifting-boards are pat into the ship or not, '
2797. Mr. P/ttman.] And generally as to the state of the hull? Whether she is a first or second class risk.
2798. President.] He does not report on the trimming at all ? I do not know that he is competent to
report on the trimming.
2799. Would it not pay insurance people to have someone to report on the trimming ? The rates all
round are too low, and we should have to get an expert to report on the trimming.
2800. Trimming seems to be a simple matter? No, because vessels are built so differently, and require 
to be trimmed differently.
2801. Yonr object is to nave a good risk, and yet you only examine it on one side—why do you not 
examine it from all sides ? I think it is simply because our man is not competent to give a report upon 
the trimming.
2802. In your opinion, are big ships worse risks than small ones ? Yes ; especially the vessels built the 
last four or five years—big flat-bottomed ships.
2803. Why ? Some of thorn are so very stiff that they have to carr3r their coal higher up in the vessel, 
and not having so deep a keel they are more liable to capsize when the cargo shifts. They have perfectly 
Hat bottoms, while the old-fashioned ships have deep keels, and, therefore, a greater hold on the water.

[Witness withdrew.]

WEDJMSSDAT, 21 OCTOBER, 1896.
[The Commission met at 2’30 p.m. at the Chief Secretary's Office, Sydney I]

Utesent:—
Peot’essor BICHARD THRELPALL, M.A., President;

And EDWARD FISHER PITTMAN, Esq., A.R.S.M.
Mr. L. R. Mitchell sworn and examined:—

Mitchell President.] What is your name? Leslie Ronald Mitchell.
, 2805. And what is your business ? I am the manager of the China Traders Insurance Company.

21 Oct., 1896. -D° you insure ships ? No, not sailing ships ; wc insure the hulls of steamers.
’ 2807. Do you insure tho cargoes of sailing vessels ? Les. 2808.
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2808. Do you insure coal cargoes ? Yes. Mitchell.
2809. At a price ? Yes. t
2810. Do you make a distinction according to tho port to which the vessel is sailing? Not so much now ^
as we used to do when the rates were lower. Previous to the casualties which occurred early this year 
the rates were lower than now, and with the increased rates we do not mind so much where they go to as 
wc do in regard to the coal they load. _
2811. Do yon make a distinction according to the coal ? Yes, as regards the colliery from which it comes.
2812. What is the lowest insurance rate you charge on any coal? The lowest rate we charge is 3 per 
cent, on sailing vessels
2813. Por what coal do you charge that ? Southern—not Newcastle.
2814. You do not charge as low as 3 per cent, on Newcastle coal at all ? No; the rate we would charge 
on Newcastle coal would he more than that. Three per cent, is the rate for Southern coal only.
2815. What is the rate for Newcastle coal? The current rate here is 4- per cent, for the best Newcastle 
coal.
2816. Would you make any exception in favour of the Lambton Colliery? Yes, I would.
2817. What rate would you charge on Lambton coal? That is what I call the best coal; the rate would 
bo 4 per cent.
2818. What would you charge on Wallsend coal ? I prefer not to write Wallsend coal at all. The 
ordinary rate is 5 per cent, for that coal.
2819. The many more accidents that have resulted lo ships carrying that coal may, probably, bo 
attributable to the larger trade, and not to any differenee in the coal itself ? If we could get an insurance 
on the whole of the cargoes it would not be so serious a matter for us.
2820. If they do not lose a greater percentage of cargoes than other collieries yon ought not to charge
different rates;—is that not so ? We look at the fact that the greater number of cargoes that have burnt 
spontaneously, as we think, have come from the Wallsend Colliery; that being the case, we naturally 
charge them higher rates than we would those collieries whose coals have been free from spontaneous 
heating. _
2821. Do you attribute the accidents chiefly to firing or to shifting of cargoes ? You will understand 
that we are guided greatly by the London rates, and, for instance, if I can get a premium paid me 
cheerfully at 4 per cent. I would not do the business for 3 per cent. If they fix a certain rate in London 
we follow that as far as we possibly can. Of course, you must not take tbe factof my charging what I can
get as altogether my o'pinion. 1 am simply trying to get as much income for my company as possible. ,
If other companies combine and say 5 per cent, is a fair rate for Wallsend coal, and do not take it at less, 
and 4 per cent, for other Newcastle coals, and 3 per cent, for Southern coals, that may not express my 
opinion, although I follow others who get those rates. I would he foolish if I did not do so.
2822. Do either you or your principals attribute the losses mainly to healing or to shifting of cargoes ?
Losses have occurred from both causes; we know that.
2823. Are you, or the people whose views you represent, more afraid of the shifting than the firing ?
We are more afraid of the shifting than the firing; I admit that.
2824. Tins Commission may make some recommendations both in regard to providing against the shifting
of cargoes and against spontaneous combustion, and in the event of a guarantee being given you that 
those recommendations were carried out (say) under inspection, would you be prepared to reduce the 
rates at once, or would you wait to see what resulted ? The rates would come down at once, provided the 
G-overnment were to take that step. . ‘
2825. What would yon consider a fair reduction— from 4 per cent, to 2-1 per cent. ? Yes ; I consider 2-i- 
per cent, a fair thing. I have written risks to the extent, perhaps, of 100 within the last three years.
The rates got for the majority of those risks wero considerably lower than the present high rates; they 
were more like 2 or 2+ per cent., principally to America, where most of the coal is exported. I, perhaps, 
have been more fortunate than my neighbours. My results show a profit of 66 per cent, on that business 
within the last three years over an average on 100 ships.
2826. I can take it that you or your company would be inclined to make a reduction in the rates in that 
event ? Quite so.
2827. And it might amount to as much as a reduction to 2 per cent ? Yes.
2828. Mr. Pittman.] You said the rate on Southern coal was now 3 per cent,what was the normal 
rate of insurance on Southern coal ? As low as 30s. per cent.
2829. Das the rise in the insurance rate on Southern coal simply occurred on account of the firing of 
Newcastle coal? Absolutely; and also through the fear that people entertained when the explosions 
occurred witli the Metropolitan coal. When I spoke of Southern coal you will clearly understand I did 
not include Metropolitan coal; that is practically uninsurahle at the present time.
2830. So that Southern coals have had to pay a higher rate lately simply from the fact of Newcastle coal 
firing ? Yes. Many companies have had instructions from head office to decline coal risks altogether.
2831. President.'] How long ago is that? Within the last six months.
2832. Not on account of the appointment of this Commission? Oh, dear, no. I might say I have always 
made it a sine gua non in insuring coal that shifting-boards are placed in vessels of more than 1,000 tons.
1 had one experience—tho “ Caradoc.” She had to put back in distress ; she met with bad weather, and 
was leaky. When the captain came into port he said that if it had not been for the shifting-boards he 
was satisfied the vessel would have been lost, sho heeled over so much. The rates that I have given you 
are the rates 1 charge. 1 have had to write risks at lower rates, but that was in consequence of having 
given a cover before the strike took place in Newcastle. I made a fixed arrangement at certain rates and 
the assured held me to the terms of my cover. If it had been new business I would have charged the 
rates I have said.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. T. M, Tinley sworn and examined
2833. President.] What is yonr name ? Thomas Matthew Tinley. T. M. Tinley.
2834. And your business ? Manager of the United Insurance Company.
2835 Do you insure coal cargoes ? We have done very little with coal cargoes within the last twenty 21 Oct,, 1896. 
years. ’
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T. M. linley. 2S3G. Do you insure linjls ? Tes.
2887. Do you insure the hulls oi! coal-ladcii shins ? "We have, occasionalhr. There are so few in the 

21 0ct-’l®90. trade which are owned here.
2838. So that you really have somewhat little business with coal cargoes? Comparatively little. "We
gave it up twenty years ago ; hut that was not due to the same causes as are operating now. "We have 
taken lines occasionally, but very few. \
2839. It is rather out of your general line of business ? It has been of late.
2840. You do not feel inclined to continue it again? I do not mind, if it will pay at a price, nncLsfter
we gain by the experience of others. [
2841. What price would you charge now if you had to insure a coal cargo ? We have taken one or two 
lines at what is supposed to he the current price—4 per cent.
2842. Why do you say “ supposed, to be ” ? Because they can get it if they ask for it. So few are inclined 
to take the business.
2843. Tou mean there are so few olfiees prepared to do it at any price ? Yes.
2844. In business, you have, occasionally, to take such risks in connection with other matters, whether
you like it or not ? Sometimes we have; hut it so rarely happens that I can hardly call it a practice or 
a rule. . *
2845. How many hulls do you insure in the course of a year carrying coal ? Not more than, perhaps, 
three or four. They are locally owned, and, strange to say, they are never lost carrying coal.
2846. Those are only tbe local boats ? Yes.
2847. Not deep-sea boats ? They are owned at this port.
2848. Where do they carry the coal to ? They may go to America or to Mauritius.
2849. Suppose the Commission made recommendations for the better stowage of coal cargoes, and for 
providing against spontaneous combustion, and supposing some guarantee wore given that those recom
mendations would be carried out under inspection, would you be prepared to reduce the rates at once, or

■ would you wait to see what happened ? I could hardly say. It is just what my Board would determine. 
It is more than probable that we should be inclined, if we thought there was a greater prospect of cargoes 
going better, to take lines. We would not take them indiscriminately,
2850. You discriminate somewhat between the coals now, do you not ? We do now, as a rule. 1 do not 
mind taking wooden vessels carrying coal; I think they are better for coal carrying than the iron ones.
2851. Are the locally owned vessels wooden ones? Yes. There are very few in the trade. Nearly all

■ the locally owned vessels have passed awav.
2852. Mr. Pittman.^ Do you discriminate between the coals from different collieries? We should 
probably do so only from the experience of others. We should he guided by them.

■ [Witness withdrew.]

Mr. W. H. Bowsell sworn and examined :■—
W. H. 

Rcwsell.

21 Oct., 1S90.

2853. President.] What is your name ? William Henry Kowsell.
2854. And what is your business ? I am the manager of the Globe and Mannheim Insurance Companies.
2855. Do you insure coal cargoes ? Not at present.
2856. Used you to do so ? I used to do so very largely. I have not done any extensive business for over 
ten years.
2857. What was the reason of your giving it up? One reason was that the principal business was with 
the East, and export business with the East has diminished very considerably of late years, and the export 
to ’Frisco and Mauritius is very irregular.
2858. You say the export is irregular ? So far as our business is concerned. I have only had small 
cargoes.
2859. Do you insure the hulls of ships ? No; I do not take sailing hulls.
2860. You take the hulls of steamships ? Yes.
2861. Whether they carry coal or not? Yes.
2862. Do you make an extra charge in the event of their carrying coal ? No ; we do not ask them on a
time policy ; and then, of course, the vessel is free to trade and run in any trade. Wo do not go into the 
question of cargoes, as a rule. '
2863. How many coal cargoes do you insure in the course of a year ? I have only taken one cargo 
recently, to Mauritius—just a few hundred pounds, I decline them now.
2864. On what grounds ? Both my head offices have instructed me they prefer not to take them, unless 
in connection witli some special business.
2865. Mr. Pittman,] That is the London office ? One is the London office; the other is a leading Con
tinental office.
2860. President.] What has been the cause of the increase iu the rates—the heating or the shifting of 
the coal ? The losses that liave occurred, and tbe heavy claims in connection with average too.
2S6>. Has it been on account of the foundering of ships through the cargoes shifting or through the 
heating of the coal—have your people formed any opinion on that point? They have not expressed it to 
me, but I have my own opinion.
2868. What is that? I think tho shifting of cargo has been the cause in some eases, but that the firing 
has been the more frequent cause.
2869. Supposiug tho Commission wero to make some recommendation for the better stowing of cargoes, 
and for the better prevention of spontaneous combustion, and you were to receive some guarantee that 
these recommendations were to be carried out under inspection of some kind, would you be prepared to 
at once reduce your rates, or would you wait to seo the result? I am simply an agent for the companies, 
and should have to get instructions from my head offices. At present my instructions aro not to take coal 
cargoes. With the increased rates now charged, I am of opinion we should venture to take small lines. 
I liave been an underwriter for the last twenty-five years in Sydney. Twenty years ago I would take 
coal cargoes to Hongkong and Shanghai at 30s. per cent., to ’Frisco at tho same rate, and to Mauritius 
at 22s. 0d, Now*the rates are more than double that, I do not touch the business at all.
-870. Mr. Pittman.] What do you call the rates now ? About 5 per cent, to ’Frisco. I have not had 
occasion to go into the eastern rates, but I should think about 3 or 4 per cent. 2871.
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2871. President.~\ Tou cannot answer my ([uestion as to wliat you would be prepared to do in the event j^,s^ 
of ihe recommendations of the Commission being carried out ? I do not think my head offices would 
immediately resume the business; they would wait to sec the result. They might authorise me to 1^° 2i Qct. 1S9G 
some small lines if they thought your recommendations were such as they approved.
28/2. They would he inclined to wait and seo what was the result ? Yes; I think so. They are con
servative offices, and are not always in the front to take up new business.
2873. Have yon any matters which you would like to bring before tbe notice of the Commission? I 
wanted to make a suggestion in reference to the loading of cargoes. 1 think that the skips are not 
lowered enough into the holds, so far as T have seen. A great deal of dust and small coal are made, and 
sometimes these skips are loaded after a good deal of rain, and there is -water in the skips. At all events, 
the coal is very wet, and if that is all broken up into small coal and stowed into the hold of a ship, 1 think 
it would be worth while making inquiries as to the result—whether heating would not arise, and even 
combustion. That is one cause that I imagine might originate lire. I have been in Newcastle in 
exceedingly hot weather, when you could hardly touch the skips because they were so hot; and with small 
coal heated to such an extent and dropped into the hold, there might be some chemical result from that.
I fancy it would be worth inquiring into ; but your experience may be able to decide that. Shifting-boards 
aro of service in large ships. In a ship with ’tween decks, if two or three streaks of the ’tween decks 
wore taken up, sufficient to allow the coal from the 'tween decks to work into the lower hold, the vessel 
would work in so solid that I do not think there would be any shifting of cargo.
2874. Some ships would not stand that, it would make them too stiff ? Tes.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. A. P. Eobinaon sworn and examined :—
2875. President^ What is your name? Augustus Frederick Bobinson.
2870. And what is your business ? Merchant and Lloyd’s agent for Sydney.
2877. You are agent for London Lloyd’s ? Yes.
287S. You insure cargoes of all kinds, do you not ? Wc do not do any insurance here at ail, We simply 
act as agents for London Lloyd’s in the matter of settlements of claims or surveys, and arrange for the 
survey of damaged goods.
2879. Would you advise your principals about the coal cargo business, for instance ? 1 have not advised
them specially about it.
2880. Do London Lloyd’s insure coal cargoes ? Oh, yes.
2881. And also ships carrying coal ? Yes.
2882. Do you know what rates they are charging now? I do not know at all; we are not advised of 
the rates.

A. F. 
Robinson,

21 Oct., 1896.

2883. So ihat you arc not able to give us any information as to the transactions of Lloyd’s? No, J 
cannot. They do not come before me, except in the case of claims payable hero, and that would not, he 
the case in coal cargoes. If they are insured in London, they u onld be payable in London or at destination, 
hut principally in London. As regards Sydney, we have little or nothing to do with coal ships or their 
insurance, because anything of that sort would come before the Newcastle agent for Lloyd’s.
2884. Who is that? Mr. Stokes.
2SS5. Have any instructions been sent to you with regard to coal cargoes ? No ; I have had no instructions. 
2880. You are agent, I see, for certain other companies? Yes; in the same way as we are agents for 
Lloyd’s—for tbe settlement of claims, not for taking risks.
2887. Have you had any experience with regard to coal cargoes in connection with those other companies ? 
Tbe only time I was called in at all was in the case of the “ Knight of Saint Michael,” which put in here 
iu distress. I was called in by the captain, as Lloyd’s agent, to appoint surveyors to have the cargo 
surveyed, which 1 had done, in conjunction with his agents.
2888. Are you able to give us any opinion as to the attitude of your insurance companies iu regard fo 
coal insurance? No, 1 could not do that, because they have not written to mo in any way about it.
2889. Mr. Pittman,'] You are not in a position to say whether there is any truth in tbe siatement in 
yesterday's ])aper about the insurance companies having'decided to decline all risks? No; I have not 
heard of anything beyond what I saw in the paper yesterday.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. C. J. Eoyle sworn and examined :—
2890. President.] What is your name ? Charles John Eoyle,
2891. And what is your business ? Insurance agent.
2892. Do you write ships ? Yes.
2893. Do you write cargoes ? Yes.
2894. Coal cargoes ? No ; we used to.
2895. When did you give up doing so ? Some years ago.
289G. You have not made any difference in your determination in that respect because of Ihe appoint
ment of this Commission ? No.
2897. 11: you had to take a coal risk, what rate would you charge ;—I underslaiul, although you may not 
wish to take them, business occasionally makes it necessary for you to do so ? We will take a ship if she 
only has one-third of the cargo coal as ballast or trimming.
2898. You would not take a whole coal cargo ? No.
2899. Supposing it wore necessary for you to take a cargo of coal going to San Francisco, what rate 
would you charge ? 1 would not take it; 3 would rather lose the business.
2900. And the same as regards the hull ? Yes.
2901. Either with a sailing vessel or a steamer ? Yes.
2902. Have you had ill-luck with coal cargoes? We did years ago.
2903. ^ So that you have been drawing off this business for some years ? Yes. I have underwritten for 
five Companies—the Standard Insurance, the Mariue Insurance of London, Queensland Lloyd’s, Southern

3-T Lloyd’s

C. J. Royle. 

21 Oct., 1896.
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'/ J s> a'1^ Melbourne Lloyd’s. T iim no longer agent for tbe Marine Company. Queensland Lloyd’s and
21 Opt ifiOB s ^aTe ^oei;i incorporated with other companies; but neither Melbourne Lloyd’s nor tbe

'' ' ocha t J''eW ^eaiail(i! iy1" irbicb I write at the present time, will take these cargoes.
2904. Is your optnio?i on this point liuat;—are vour companies guided by vou in this matter or have you 
instructions not to take them t Both. " ’
none" 3°Ul' an<^ .1,’our inclination go together ? Yes, and my profit; I get a commission on proGts. 
n ri ’>UPP0S1TIS Commission were enabled to make recommendations which, in their opinion, would 
be likely to lead to iucreased security, both as against shifting of cargo and as against heating, and that 
some sort of inspection were arranged whereby yon could obtain a reasonable guarantee that tbe recom
mendations would be carried out,—would you thereupon be inclined to resume this business, or would you 
wait to see what happened ? I should feel inclined to resume tho business ; I should recommend that the 
business be resumed. -

tyt-l resume the business at a reasonable rate, possibly ? I think so.
2908. vvhat would you consider a fair rate—50s. to 60s.? I could not tell you. Tbe rates at present 
oooq1 'n*r'^1 TlP ^tlti 1'kc to charge, and no doubt a certain rate would pay.
2909. If you could get enough business ? Yes; there is so much insured in London, it is no use taking 
a single cargo.
2910. Most of tbe insurance business is done in London in connection with this matter? Yes: because, 
J believe, it is utterly impossible to write it here.
2911. I suppose, if you would consent to write, you would get business hero ? I presume so, provided dur 
rates wero not higher than London.
2912. Mr.Pittman.l At what rate do you take a steamer with onc-third cargo of coal? "We had an 
instance the other day. TYe had a cargp of general goods to tho Capo. The tariff rate is 25s., and the 
insurer said he had 700 tons of coal, which was about onc-third of tho cargo. We charged 35s., or 10s. 
extra for the small proportion of coal. Wo did not really look upon it as an extra risk ; but other 
companies tell in with ns, and we took the risk at 05s.
2913. President.'} What was the size of tbe ship ? About 2,000 tons.
2914. And she took how much coal ? Between 600 and 700 tons.
2915. Not enough to constitute a source of danger ? No,

[Witness withdrew.]

e. a.
Chapman.

210ctY1896.

Mr. E. S. Chapman sworn and examined :—
2916. What is your name ? Edward Shirley Chapman.
2917. What is your business ? I am an insurance manager.
2918. Do you underwu-ite ships ? Yes.
2919. And cargoes ? Yea,
2920. Do you underwrite coal cargoes ? Yes, occasionally.
onno' prices (l° jrou underwrite them? At various prices—from 20s. up to 60s. and 70s.
292w. What cargoes do you underwrite at 20s. ? Intercolonial aud coastal.
2923. And with regard to deep-sea cargoes ? I have been writing cargoes to Singapore. I have not been 
writing to Frisco and South American ports for some years,
2924. Why ? Because they resulted in such terrible losses.
oooc' c°ufu^cr that there is less danger in the voyage to Singapore ? It has treated me better. 
oqo'?’ t ^ u °ecan^e ^ ‘s a shorter voyage ? It is a short voyage, but not such a good voyage, 
oorjo t? ^ way ? I mean to say that to American ports there is more open sea.
2928. But as far as spontaneous combustion and shifting go ? As far as the results to me were, I think 

mgapore cargoes have been better. That is why 1 occasionally do them, but 1 do verv little in them

2929. Am I to understand you do not do more than you can avoid? 1 do not do any if I can avoid it.
• J. do not suppose in the last twelve months 1. have had two cargoes.
2930. Do your principals accept your advice as to what is to be done in this matter, or do you receive 
instructions from them? Sometimes we receive instructions and sometimes it is left to us. One 
company will tell us, “ Do uot touch coal under any pretence whatever”; another company will leave it 
absolutely to me. My idea is that the whole trouble is due to bad stowing.
2931. Aa opposed to heating P Yea.
2932; The Commission have it in mind to possibly make some recommendations regulating the better 
stowung, and to provide against spontaneous combustion; and it has been suggested that some sort of 
inspection should be adopted iu order that tbe advice of the Commission should be carried out;—in the 
event of that being done, would you be prepared to reduce your rates, or would you wait to see what 
resulted. 1 think, probably, most of us would make a reduction on those cargoes that wero loaded under
special inspection.
2933 Subject to our special regulations ? I think if the rate to a certain port were CDs. wc should 
rebate os, per cent, for those ships loaded under inspection.
2934. Who would get that rebate ? The people who ship the coal.
k935h,Tie shl.powne1, or the mercbant ? The merchant—tho buyer of Ihe coal—and to that extent it would 
benent the mineowner and the trade. I am on the Committee of the Svdncy Underwriters’ Association, 
and-j. think there is no doubt we would make that recommendation. I can only speak for myself, but I 
think there is no doubt about it. j l j >
2936. You already have an inspector? We have our Marine Surveyor in Newcastle, and he is instructed 
to see that slntting-boards are put up ; but many ships go away without shifting-boards.

J-n spite of his inspection ? Yes. If the coal is insured with me, I could sav, “ I consider your 
po icy niiiJ and void if you go to sea without shiftiug-boards"; and 1 could stop it that wav, or tliey could 
go to some one else. We can only bring moral suasion to act; and if the coal is insured in London or 
elsewhere, tho surveyor can only recommend shifting-boards being put up, and if the captain will not do 
so, there is an end of it. j. -i i
2938. Is it not very unusual with large iron ships to put to sea without shifting-boards ? It is occasionally

one. We get our surveyors reports every week, and here and there you see that shiftingdioards are not
put up. J 5
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2039. JT.oav do you Recount for shifting-boards ever being omitted; I am not referring to the old. style 
wooden ships, which practically have natural shifting-boards in their stanchions;—is it a matter of expense ? 
1 do not think so.
2940. Or of great trouble? 2so,
2941. There seems to be an absolute unanimity of opinion as to the necessity of- using them,, and I can
not understand how it is they are omitted? 1 think it is occasionally on account of the obstinacy oi the 
captain. Some owners look at every penny, and the captain might say, “ I am uot instructed to put thorn 
up, and I will not go to the expense of £2 or £3 to do so.”
2912, Is there anything you would like to bring before the Commission? My opinion is that if an 
inspector were appointed it would be a great thing indeed.
29J3. An inspector for the trimming ? Yes, specially for the trimming, and to seo that proper shiftiug- 
boards arc put up If shifting-boards are put up improperly they aro useless.

[Witness withdrew.}

E. S. 
Chapman.

s/opClSM-

WEDNESDAY, 11 NOVEMBER, 189G.

[The Commission met at 2'30p.m. at the Chief Secretarf s Office, Sydney.]

present:—
PiiOEESSOit EJCHAllD THPlBLPALL, M.A., President ; 

And EDWARD FISHER PITTMAN, Esq., A.R.S.M.

lion. Alex. Brown, M.L.C., sworn and examined :—
2944. President?] Wliat is your name ? Alexander Brown.
2940. And what is your business? I am Managing Director of Dalgety and Company.
29-1G. Have you any interest in collieries ? lam interested iu collieries.
2917. Are you a colliery owner? I am.
294?. Has any coal from any of your collieries heated in transit? No.
2949. What are your collieries ? G’he New Lambton. We also represent the Dudley colliery.
2950. Do you superintend the trimming of coal? No.
2951. Is the South Lambton colliery the same as the Now' Lambton ? The South New Lambton is 
the same.
2952. Is that yonr colliery ? Yes ; it is the new name the Commissioners have given to it.
2953. Do you insure your coal yourselves, or is it insured by the purchaser? It depends upon the 
transaction ; if the coals arc purchased at home the purchaser insures, but if the transaction is completed 
at Newcastle, we would probably be the insurers.
2954. Wliero does most of your coal go to? It finds its way'to foreign ports, some to lava and Honolulu, 
but tho export from the South New Lambton mine has fallen off very considerably.
2955. You do a considerable oversea trade ? Yes.
295G. Have you noticed any increase in rates since the appointment of this Royal Commission? There 
has been an increase in rates of insurance, but I cannot say it is due to the appointment of the Royal 
Commission.
2957. I may be misinformed, but, I think I heard it said that you made a statement in the Legislative 
Council that tho rates of insurance had risen since the appointment of the Commission? I said the 
appointment of the Commission would probably lead to an increase in tbe rates of insurance,
2958. I understood you were reported as saying it had already led to an increase ? I do not think I said 
so. All I. complained of was that it was giving an unnecessary notoriety to an incident that, iu my 
judgment, was not of grave consequence.
2959. AYhat was not of grave consequence? The firing of coal cargoes.
29G0, How many coal cargoes do you suppose have been known to have fired during the last three or four 
years ? It is difficult to say, but taking an average on five years shipping, the result, so far as I have 
been able to ascertain, was about one-half per cent., and that represented every kind of disaster—ihe 
act of trod, errors of navigation, firing, and every!hing else.
29GI. We have a list here showing wliat ships have been lost, and, I think, if you would care to look at 
it, you will see the matter is one of considerable importance ? 1 understand that recently there have been 
moro cases of firing of coal cargoes than in the past, but taking an experience of over twenty-five years, 
and an average of losses of all kinds for the last Jive years, oi coal ships to foreign ports, the matter is not 
of grave consequence compared to the risks that arc-run.
2952. Perhaps some judgment on that point may be formed by considering the insurance rales ? Not 
necessarily.
29G3. Do the insurance companies object tu insure coal for any reason other than that it is a bad risk ? 
They are ready to seize any opportunity to put up the rates,
29G4. Does not competition tend to keep the rates down? Not necessarily, because there is a union of 
interests with the underwriters.
29G5. I am to understand yon consider the rates have been put up unnecessarily? I do ; I think tbe 
increase in rates by 100 per cent, is absolutely unwarranted.
29G6. You have either to pay those rates or you cannot get the coal insured ? No doubt.
29G7. So that it would be to your benefit if the rates were reduced? Undoubtedly.
29GS. Supposing tho rates were reduced from SOs. per cent., which is about the rate we understand that is 
charged now, down to, say, 40s. ? That used to be the figure.
2969. And I suppose we may consider the value of a ton of coal when landed at Manila or San Francisco 
would be about £1 ? Yes.
2970. And 2 per cent, on that would amount to about 5d. ? Yes.
2971. Then there would really be a saving of about 5d, on a tou of coal in insurance ? There would bo.
2972. It has been demonstrated to us that by making an alteration in the mode of loading the coal, the 
chance of spontaneous ignition could be very much reduced, and representatives of a number of insurance 
companies have informed us that in the event of certain recommendations that might be made by us being

carried

Hon.
A. Urown, 

M.L.C.

11 Nov., 1896.
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Hon. carried out, tliey would be prepared to reduce tbeir insurance rates. Any proposal we might make would 
AI Lo'1’ undoubtedly increase the expense of loading, and we want to hear from you, from the point of view of an 
V ,^.1' insurer and owner, whether you consider you would be recouped to some extent by a reduction in the 

11 Nov 1806. i’isnrauce rates ? I should take it that any expense of that kind would be very haridly borne just now, 
considering tbe low price’of coal.
2973. Any recommendation we might make would not, I should think, increase tho cost of loading moro 
than M. a ton, and I want yon to tell me ■whether I am right in supposing that, in the event of tho 
insurance on a ton of coal being reduced by 5d., and the cost of loading increased by id., there would bo 
a profit of did. a ton ? Undoubtedly.
2974. Mr. Pittman^ "We have evidence of at least twelve vessels having had their cargoes fired within
the last twelve months ;—do you not think that is an important thing, setting aside the question of the 
percentage on the total losses ? 1 think it is all theorising in a matter of this kind. My conception of
the circumstance is this : That the coals are loaded now in very much larger ships than they used to be, 
and the accidents have occurred principally to those ships loaded in the summer-time, and tho coal so 
loaded, after being exposed to a great bear, has had much to do in developing this difficulty during the 
past twelve or eighteen months.
2975. Do you not think that if the losses of ships from the heating of coal cargoes were put before you 
in actual uuwbers of, say, twelve in a year, you would not regard it as really a serious matter ? It is no 
doubt a question that wants consideration,
2976. It sounds much more serious when you say that twelve vessels were actually lost than when you
say the losses amount to only one-half per cent, of the total number of vessels that sailed ? No doubt, 
hut I do not think, when compared to Cardiff coals, the number is so great. I quite agree that the 
subject is one that demands attention. ,
2977. 'President.'] Ycu use the word “ theorising ”-.—in what connection do you do so? In regard to 
finding out what is the best thing to do in connection with this firing of coal cargoes.
2978. You consider any conclusion wc come to will be based on theory ? Necessarily.
2979. Are not all conclusions in human life based on theory of some kind ? No.
2980. Supposing we find that a cargo is fired from a certain cause, and it is absolutely demonstrated to 
us what that cause is, you may say it still remaius a theory whether that cause will act or not, in the same 
way as a navigator theorises when taking an observation of the stars ? Ho is not in the same position. 
Take, for instance, the “ Nautical Almanac”; there it is demonstrated beyond doubt, five years hence, as 
to what will absolutely occur.
2981. There is the theory that things will go ou as at present? No.
2982. It is an absolute theory. I say this because you seemed to use the word “ theorising” in a dis
paraging way ? No, 1 did not. I did so rather from tho facts adduced by tbe previous Commission that 
sat about twenty years ago, where, after careful evidence was taken, the conclusions they came to were all 
theories.
2983. Have you Te:id the report? Yes. ' '
2984. You remember an important recommendation that coal should not be ventilated ? I do.
2986, It was shown that those cargoes which had been ventilated had fired;—what theory was there iu 
that? That was an absolute theory that possibly the firing in coal cargoes might he avoided by not 
ventilating them. Subsequent conclusions go to show that ventilation is satisfactory.
2986. "We have no evidence to show that ventilation is satisfactory under any circumstances, except 
surface ventilation? Have you the papers in regard to the “Morna,” which went to Valparaiso, and 
whose cargo heated whilst in port. The cargo was ventilated, and I fancy the facts adduced by tbe 
master goes to show that the results of bis voyage across tbe Pacific showed the advantage of having 
ventilating appliances in the hold of a ship.
2987. Mr. Pittman.] Wo have certainly had no evidence to prove that? I will supply you with a copy 
of the data. The circumstances were these : The ship, when in Newcastle, no doubt had heated coal on 
board, and the temperature of the hold ran up to 130°, and representations of mine were made to the 
Wallsend Company to remove the coal, which was done, and fresh coal was substituted. The master said he 
had ventilating appliances ou board at tho instance of the owners. He took the daily temperature on the 
voyage across, aud in no case did it exceed between 70° aud 80° ; it kept very even right through. I

■ understood from my correspondence that the owners, as far as my memory serves me, attributed this fact 
to tho ventilating appliances in the hold of the ship.
2988. President.] I think you can take it as established, both before the English Commission and before 
ourselves, that imperfect ventilation is au evil to ho avoided. A. certain amount of ventilation above the 
coal is necessary in order to carry olf the gases to avoid explosion, which is a totally different thing to 
spontaneous heatiug, and subject to totally different laws. It has been suggested to us that good, perhaps, 
would result from having some inspection of the trimming at Newcastle. The member’s of this 
Commission are very much opposed, personally, to any Government interference of any sort; but tho 
witnesses have been almost unanimous on that point, aud we should like to hear what you think of it? 
I do not think it would be of any advantage whatever; it would be a source of unnecessary expense.
2989. It is one of the points that I think I may say the insurance companies aro absolutely unanimous
npou, and the adoption of inspection would be ouc of the causes that would induce them to lower their 
rates-----
2990. Mr. Pittman.] To lower their rates without waiting to see the result? What would the inspector’s 
duties be—to seo the coal trimmed on every ship, or to see that shifting-boards were put up ?
2991. President.] To see that the whole stowing was properly done. It has appeared to us, incontestably, 
tiiat the captains, who ought to see to this, do not do so ? Some of them do.
2992. Some do, but many do not ? I cannot sec that any service of that kind would be satisfactory.
2993. We are loth to make a recommendation of lhat kind, but when everybody speaks so very distinctly 
upon the advantages of it, I may say, personally, I have been almost converted ;—what is yonr objection 
to it? I cannot see that good could possibly come of any inspection of lhat kind ; it is relieving the 
master of tho responsibility that devolves upon him.

, 2994. Mr. Pittman?- But wliat if the master does not carry out his duties? I suppose it is the same in
regard to the navigation of his ship ; but wliat can bo done ?
2995. It is not quite tho same thing ;—we have asked the question what can be done if the captain does

not
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not. perform his duties, and the reply has heen, “ Appoint an inspector to seo that it is done ’ ? You can ^ i 3™'v,rn> 
only do it by legislation. . . M.L.C.
2996. President^ Ve arc not quite clear about that? I do not see how you could do it otherwise. It ^,
would be diflicult for foreign ships. _ ]1 Nov., 1896.
2997. 1 think the ^Navigation Act gives power in the case of British vessels; it gives power to see that
ships are not overloaded, and I think the provisions of the Act are sufficiently wide to cover tins 
inspection;—what reason have you, other than the sentimental one, to make against the inspection ? 1
think it would he an unnecessarv charge to place upon somebody, whether^he Government or otherwise ; 
aud then, again, 1 think you would want more than one inspector. '
2998. "We should want about three, I think, so far as we can ascertain? I doubt very much whether 
they could give efficient serviee in connection with trimming, for instance, as to how a ship sails. The 
master knows this exactly, and better than an inspector.
2999. Mr. Pittman!] He could tell the inspector ? Yes. _
TOGO. The inspector’s duties would he simply to see that the captain's instructions were carried out ? 1
ihink it would be absolving the captain of an obligation that devolves upon him. _ i
8001. The inspector would merely be held responsible for the work being done according to the captain s
wishes ? I can onlv go back to the original point. I think you are unnecessarily relieving the master of 
the ship from an obligation that devolves upon him. _ _
8002. How can you say unnecessarily if the evidence shows he does not do his duty in that respect. I 
confess myself surprised at the evidence,
3003. President.] J. think there is no doubt about it that in many instances masters do not My 
experience is that in 90 per cent, of the cases they arc always particularly anxious about the trimming of 
their ships ; some even go down the holds.
SOOT. You say “even’’; they cannot inspect without going down the holds? ‘‘Even'1 is perhaps 
superfluous ; they do go down the holds to see to the trimming.
3005. Such very positive opinions have been expressed, both by the insurance companies and by the
master and working trimmers, as to the advantages of inspection, that I cannot see myself that any harm 
could be done by trviug it for a year. Wo understand it would cost about £330 for each man, or, roughly, 
about £1,000 a year. 1 think the Kavigalion Act already gives the necessary powers, but it not, no doubt 
the Government will be prepared to give what powers are required? There is no doubt this trimming has 
been a matter of misfortune in connection with the port generally. The rates now paid by owners are 
very small to what they were. _ _
3006. Mr. Pittman.] The inspection would be a check at once on cheap trimming ? Yes. 1 know we 
pay very much in excess in one case to what others pay,
3007. President.] I take it you have no real objection to inspection other than the objection we have and 
everyone else has. that the Government should not do what might be considered other people’s business ?
That is my objection.
300S. Still, after all, that is a theoretical objection? Yes.
3009. You have no absolute objection you can advance over and above that ? iVothing, except the loss wo 
interfere by legislation in connection with the British mercantile marine the better. 1 think the rate wo 
are going on with this kind of thing tends to drive the trade into foreign hands. Practically, British ships 
are built, manned, provisioned, and sailed by Act of Parliament.
3010. Has the inspection of the loading marks had a hampering effect on shipping, or the reverse ? I do
not think it has affected it very much. ^
3011. Would you propose that inspection against overloading should be abolished? Ho, 1 do not think 
I should.
3012. Bo you think the inspection of trimming is likely to create more interference than that? Jt only
adds to it. i
3013. 1 think, as far as we can learn, that the inspection against overloading has been satisfactory ; that
it has not interfered with the rights and liberties of shipowners ? 1 think they have frequently ignored
it. _ _ _
301-1. Have you anything you would like to lay before the Commission? Ho, I have not. *

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. H. Meadon sworn and examined:— .
3015. President.] What is your name ? Hicholas Meadon. Mr.
3016. And what is your business ? My rank is TTeet Engineer in the Boyal Havy. H. Meadon.
3017. How long have you held that rank ? Over three years. 1 have a total service of twenty-eight and ''77“*"'"'''
a half years in the Havy. _ 11 j. ov., 1896.
3018. We understand you have had considerable experience of heating of coal in bunkers ? I have, of 
course, naturally had experience of the stowage of coal in. bunkers sn Her Majesty’s ships, and I am 
familiar with the appliances for ventilation.
3019. Have you ever had any case of heating of coal in bunkers under your notice ? 1 have had a case
of explosion of coal gas, but not of beating ; that is to say, of excessive healing—dangerous heating. _
3020. A rise of temperature is frequent ? A rise of temperature is not of necessity dangerous. .
3021. Bo you think wet coal is more likely to heat than dry coal ? 1 do, undoubtedly. 1 think moisture
is a contributory.
3022. Is that based on your experience, or is it merely an impression ? To be strictly accurate, 1 cannot 
say it is practically based on actual experience; it is an opinion.-
3023. It appears likely that the self-heating of coal is very much facilitated if loaded in a hot .state or
placed near a hot surface, such as a steam-pipe ;—has your experience borne that out ? I should think 
that was beyond doubt. _
3024!. Have you bad an actual experience of loading bunker coal in hot weather? ] have loaded it in the 
tropics—at Singapore—in an air temperature of over 90° in the shade, without ill effects. _
3025. You have not noticed it to heat more readily after that ? Ho. My experience is with coal which 
is ventilated. Jt is stowed in coal-boxes which are ventilated by two systems of tubes, one of which 
supplies fresh air and the other to remove the gases or impure air. 3026.
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302G. Am T to understand that the tubes are actually led through the mass of coal, or is it simply surface 
i. ca on. ventilation ? In the case of an ordinary coal box, according to the regulations, it is filled np to the lower 

llKov~I89G e<^e ^ie ^eilms> and !l clear space is left in that way between the surface of the coal and the deck above, 
, ’’ ' and it is intended this shall give a means of admitting the air to the upper portion of the coal boxes.

One or more pipes are fitted, and these act as up-takes, and convey the gases or impure air to the funnel 
casings. The other system is usually connected with the ventilators or to,the bulwarks of the ship, 
where louvres are fitted, and that system brings fresh air into the coal.
3027. On to the coal or into the coal ? The orifices arc not quite at the top, but some few feet down. 
There is no distribution attempted.
3028, It is below the surface of the coal ? It may be a few feet.

' 3020. Not more? No; of course it depends upon the height of the box itself; it may be one-third of
the distance.
3030. It practically is only surface ventilation? Yes; the down-take ventilation, I believe, is usually 
takon somewhat lower.
3031. Two or three feet only ? A few feet only.
3032. "What is the depth of the boxes with a ship such as the “ Orlando ” ? The “ Orlando ” would be a
ship with a protective dock. She would have boxes above that deck and others below, the deck makes a 
division between the boxes. The depth of the upper boxes may bo, perhaps, 0 feet, and the lowmr ones 
would, probably, be 15 feet. •
3033. So that there is no great depth? No.
3034. How much coal will a box hold ? They would vary very considerably. You may have a box hold
ing 100 tons or running down to 30 or 25 tons.
3035. So that one of 100 tons would be rather a large box ? It would be a fair sized box. I. do not say 
they would not be even larger.
3030. You do not load the great masses of coal such as are loaded on coal ships? No. "We have 
temperature tubes fitted for the insertion of thermometers, which go down to the bottom of the box, the 
end being iu a deck socket.
3037. "W hat sort of tubes are used ? 'VVTought-irou tubes with an internal diameter of about 3 inches,
just big enough to allow' the ordinary thermometer to pass down freely without risk of injury. They are 
about an eighth of an inch thick, galvanized. .
3038. Have you had experience of a considerable rise in temperature as tested by thermometers in these 
tubes ? I have, but I have always been able to find a sufficient cause for it in the surroundings of the 
coal box—the fact of its being close to a boiler.
3039. In using tubes of that size and thickness, there is a danger that although heat may bo generated at

■ one particular point of the tube, from the conduction of the tube a larger portion of it may be heated, so
that there would be a difficulty in localising the heat; in your experience, do you have any difficulty of 
that kind ? I should not attach very much importance to it because, after all, it would be only a question 
of so many feet in a vertical direction. What I should consider of importance wrould he the localisation 
of heat in a horizontal direction.

' 3040. How do you do that ? By having a certain number of tubes. In the case of a box of 30 tons
yon would only havo one tube in the centre, and the bigger the box the greater the necessity, for increas
ing the number of tubes.
3041. Have you ever tried pouring water into a box of heated coal ? No, I never had such a high 
temperature as that.
3042. Or steam ? No ; the objection to steam wTould be it would of necessity raise the temperature of 
the coal.
3043. The English Commission of twenty years ago expressed an opinion to the effect that steam was 
apparently, next to water, the most efficient means of putting out fires? In the case of an ordinary 
cargo, it would displace the air and shut off the supply of oxygon.
3044. Have you had any experience of the heating of coal from Newcastle or heard of dangerous heating 
either in Her Majesty's ships or otherwise? I have not.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. C. T. McGflcvr sworn aud examined:— 
jj-j, 3045. PresidentWhat is your name ? Charles T. MeGrlew.

C.T. McQ-lcw. 3046. And what is your business ? Coal merchant, and general merchant, and shipping agent.
3047. Have you anything to do with Newcastle collieries? We are agents for the Northumberland

11 Nov., 1896. Colliery. " •
3048. Have you any connection with any of the southern collieries ? Not at present. We had with fho 
South Clifton ; we gave it up last June.
3049. You were in the position of agent for the proprietors? Yes. .
3050. Where is the Northumberland Colliery situated ? Eassifem.
3051. Do you do any over-sea shipping, or is it merely local trade ? It is mostly local and intercolonial.

. We have done a little Honolulu trade, but only about one shipment in three months.
3052. I take it you eau speak for the proprietors—you are here as agent for the proprietors ? Yes.
3053. Have you had any difficulty with any of the coal from your collieries catching fire or heating ? 

. Not any.
. 3054. Have you lost any ships through shifting of cargo ? No, we never did, because we attend to the

trimming. •
3055. Always ? Y es, in each instance.
3056. In what way? Through our foreman trimmer. We pay a little extra for the trimming, and he 
secs that it is done properly.
3057. Do you keep the foreman trimmer permanently engaged ? No, he is the man who had our contract.
3058. Who is that? I think a man named Stewart.
3059. You pay him something extra to see that the work is well done ? Yes.
3060. But does he not contract to do it? Yes ; hut we always gave him a gratuity to see that it was
properly done. 3061.
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3061. It is not a competitive contract ? Xo. C.T. MdGIow.
3062. Do you always get satisfactory trimming in that way ? Tes.
3063. Do you insure the coal you ship to Honolulu ? Yes. ^ hov., 1806.
306-1. What rates are you paying for insurance now ? I do not know now—I think 3 per cent. If we
had an inspector to see to the trimming, the insurance people say they would do it at 50s.
3065. When did they tell yon that? They have always told us so.
30G6. Insurance agents have informed you that if there was an inspector they would reduce the rates ?
Yes.
3067. As representing the coal proprietors, do you sec any objection to a system of inspection? Ho; it 
would not come on. the coal at all. It would come on the shipowner. He might object, because he would 
probably say, My officers are good enough to sec the ship is properly trimmed.”
306S. The expense of shipping the coal would be increased ? But very little.
3009. The shipowners would probably try to get it out of somebody else ? If they got less rates of 
insurance they could afford it.
3070. Do you pay the insurance? Yes; they might say to us, “You are paying less insurance and can 
give us the coal at a little less price.”
3071. So that ultimately you would pay for the inspection ? Ultimately we would.
3072. Do you insure the coal only without the freight ? Ho ; we insure the freight as well.
3073. The coal and freight together would come to about £l a ton ? Yes.
30/4. If you pay a rate of 5 per cent, on that, your insurance comes to Is. a ton; and if the rate were
brought down to 40s. instead of 50s., you would save about 7d. ? Yes.
3075. Sunposiug it cost Id. a ton more to load under inspection, you would come out of the transaction 
with a balance of 6d. a ton ? Yes ; on those figures.
3076. What is wrong with those figures ? The insurance offices may say they will do it now, but when it 
comes to actually dealing with the matter they may alter their minds. It is very well for them to say 
they will do such and such a thiug if we take such and such an action; hut if we are made to do it we 
may be left in the same position as now.
3077. Will not competition have the effect of making them reduce their rates? Hot so much with
insurance offices. They bind together, and if they take an insurance they always lay it out; they keep
very little themselves. If they cake a thousand pounds, they would perhaps write £200 themselves and
give £300 away, and owing to that system they are able to keep rates at pretty well what they like.
3078. In the long run, surely they must he subject to competition the same as everyone else;—we have 
had men before us who say they would snatch at the business, but they are afraid of it just now ? So 
they are. I think myself that if a system of inspection were adopted, and a certificate given to the 
Customs that the vessel was properly trimmed, and that no vessel should clear without that certificate, 
vessels would not he lost the way they are at present.
30/9. You are aware there is not only the question of trimming but of heating, and wo may have to 
make some recommendations to vary the mode of loading at Hewcastlo;—supposing we were able to 
make such a recommendation as to increase the price of loading Id, a ton—you now pay .l^d.—that 
would be well within the Gd. saved on insurance ? Quite so ; I should he very pleased if such a thing 
could be done in our intercolonial business. When they drop the coal down a distance of 30 or 40 feel, 
it stands to reason it makes a lot of fine dust.
3080. If your intercolonial cargoes do not fire, why should you be glad to have the breakage reduced ?
I would rather give auother 6d. a ton and not have it broken.
3031. Could you get it? 1 could get it this way—there would not be so much small in it.
30S2. Many people toll us the coal is used for steam purposes and they cannot get more for it? In a 
great many eases you can. There is a great deal of coal sold for yard purposes.
3083. In the intercolonial trade ? Yes; in Melbourne and Adelaide many of the intercolonial shipping 
companies have yards ; and I am perfectly sure if they can turn out their coal free from “ smalls ” it 
would he worth more money to them.
3034. Wo have so many witnesses who say it would not? My experience in Sydney is this : I have found 
the Mountain coal, which had less small coal than Hewcastle, was driving us out of the market. We 
devised a scheme of erecting screens on the wharf in Sydney. We got them erected and took out a 
patent for them, and we screen the coal because of the excessive quantity of “ smalls ” caused by the 
breakage at Hewcastle in falling into the vessel’s hold. We sell that small coal at 4s, and we pay 7s. 
a ton for it.
3085. Can you say what percentage of coal is converted info small coal by this process of loading ? That 
all depends upon the class of coal, but I should say about 10 per cent, would cover it.
3036. Mr. Pittman.'] Could you give us the exact figures from your books? Yes. Your witnesses are 
right in this way : where coal is not used for yard purposes—say for steamers—it goes into bunkers. At 
tho same time large coal gives better results in bunkers than small.
3087. If you are supplying a ship, can yon get a better price for large than for small coal ? Yes, of 
course.
3083. Do you suppiy ships with coal? We have done so; we are not doing so at present, except at 
Hewcastle. The steamship companies, such as the Adelaide Steamship Company, Cowlishaw Brothers, 
and the Union Company ask us for prices for screened, unscreened, and small. If unscreened will do 
them as well as screened, why do they take the screened ?
3089. President.’] They do take the screened ? Yes.
3090. I lake it that your evidence is to the effect that you see no objection to a process of inspection 
from your point of view either as a coal merchant or coal owner? Hot at all,
3091. A.nd that you consider any small increase in the cost of loading would, probably, be recouped in tho 
event of coal being less broken up ? I am sure of it, especially for foreign shipment.
3092. Especially for foreign shipment ? I think so; I am not speaking of steamers and bunkers, but 
that going away in sailing ships.
3093. As to tho intercolonial trade, yon know of your own knowledge that you would be able to get more 
money for coal, less broken ? Yes. Steamship companies send a great deal of their coal to yards. They 
can only do it in the other colonies on account of it requiring large tonnage to carry the coal. All the 
steamship companies in Melbourne, Adelaide, and Western Australia have coal yards and sell to private

consumers,
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C. T.MfiGlfiw. consumers, wlio will not take small coal. They cannot burn small coal, and therefore that coal has to be 
screened anti it 1ms already been paid for as large coal. ' , . . ■

11 Nov., 1890. Uavc you anything you wish to bring before us ? No ; I think the cause of the ships being lost is
through the competition between the trimmers causing inferior work, and that could he done away with 
by a system of Government inspection.
30D5. That, of course, would have to be paid for by someone ; you do not suppose it should be done by 
the Government gratuitously ? I cannot see why the Government should pay for it; I do not think the 
Government ought to do so. It is for the benefit of the insurance companies, or, in other words, for the 
benefit of the ship-owner, because he would pay less premium on the insurance of his vessel.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. F. TV. Binney, Secretary of the Newcastle Wallsend Coal Company, made tho following statement:— 
F.W. Binney, ]n regard to coal firing my opinion is that coal that is at all subject to firing would alwa_ys fire ;

that you would not find that one cargo fired out of 100, and that others escaped. I think that which 
1 j. ow, . goufcrjijufcQj, ^ j1Cat:ng, or danger of firing is partly the breakage of the coal in shipping, or through 

its being shipped in wet weather. I think there has been an impression that the losses have been very 
much greater in proportion than what they have been. I have had a statement ( Appendix 0) made .of 
the quantities of cargoes shipped from Newcastle beginning in 1887 up to September, 1800.^ The 
Wallsend Company have loaded 1,308 ships, with cargoes of 2,355,371 tons. I give the like particulars 
with regard to other companies. I have had an analysis (Appendix P) prepared from the statement of 
ships to which easualities have occurred, which appeared in tho Insurance Record, and it appears the total 
number of mishaps to Wallsend cargoes was 20 vessels, and the number fired out of that number was 
only three. I have had a statement (Appendix Q) prepared of vessels that loaded coal at the same 
time as the “ Knight of Saint Michael.” Every cargo of our coal that goes from Newcastle takes 
coal from every part of the mine. My object in mentioning that is that the statement shows vessels 
loaded on the same day as the “ Knight of St. Michael ” was loaded. These vessels had coal taken 
at identically the same time, and all arrived at their destination safely without any complaint. The 
coal came from the mine under the same conditions. As to the liability of small coal to firing—28 
years ago we used to make 11 nut” coal—that is, we used to screen the coal over again after it 
bad passed over the screens the first time. The refuse was put into a heap, and that heap fired on the 
very first wet weather we had after we made the heap. "We gave over doing this, because it did not pay 
at the time. In making our “ C” pit railway—the pit is disused now—we made it of refuse coal, 20 years 
ago, and it has fired so recently as 12 months ago after very wet weather. rJ'!ie small coal hopper at 
Wallsend has been in use since 1880, The coal has heated at times, but it has never been on- fire. _ Mr. 
.lloss told me he had to empty it, not on account of the heating, but to do some repairs to the uprights 
which were giving way. The hopper has never been empty but once since it was erected. With regard lo 
insurance, I am not able to give you any information first hand, because the company does not ship, and, 
therefore, we have no occasion to insure. The buyer pays for the insurance. Even in cases where we 
draw from the purchaser against bank credits, we arc generally notified that the insurances are effected by 
the bank.

In answer to questions put to Mr. Binney by the Commission in writing, he stated the Wallsend 
Company would have no objection to the appointment of inspectors to see that the trimming was carried 
out, but the company had no power, as they sold the coal delivered at the cranes, and after that had no further 

. responsibility. The company did not ship unscreened coal, and he did not know of any case where unscreened 
coal was shipped, certainly not to foreign parts. He did not think a higher price could be obtained for coal less 
.broken than at present. It reached the consumer quite large enough. The company had never had any 
request for unscreened coal except for the use of steamers in-the intercolonial trade. The coal, he had 
heard, was much broken in unloading at San Francisco, and when the rough treatment at the port of 
discharge was considered, any good gained in saving the breakage would be done away with. Some 
method of distributing the coal when being loaded was desirable, and he thought the only way that could 
be brought about was by the Kailway Commissioners enforcing a regulation for that purpose, but as 
against that the Commissioners insisted upon a very large quantity of coal being shipped every 24 hours.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. J. K. M. Kobertson sworn and examined :—
.1. E. M.| 3097. President.'] What is your name? James Kohert Miller Kobertson.

Robertson 30OS. And what is your business ? Mining engineer.
3099. Are you interested in any coal properties ? Yes.

HNoy.j 189G .jpoo y011 represent the owners, or are you in the position of inspector or viewer P Both.
3101. For what collieries do you represent the owners P The Waratah, West Wallsend, and
Killingworth, in Newcastle; and in the south the Mount Kembla, South Bulli, and Coalcliff, and 
Bellambi as viewer. t
3102. You have some evidence which you think may he of use to the Commission ? T have come to give 
you what evidence 1 can that may enable yon to form some conclusion in the inquiry yon are holding.
3103. What evidence is there you wish to bring before us ? 1 think if you let me know what you want;,
I daresay I could give you some information. I was much irritated at seeing the evidence of Mr. Hyde 
at Newcastle in connection with one colliery I represent; it was entirely malicious and spiteful, and 
without foundation or truth. _
310k You refer to the newspaper report? Yes. 1 preface the statement by saying 1 do not know 
whether the report is correct or not.
3103. You wish to contradict some reported statement of Mr. Hyde? It is reported that he had 
frequently had cause to complain about the pyrites in the West Wallsend coal. In the first place, Mr. 
Hyde never was at West Wallsend, and had nothing to do with West Wallsend, and knows nothing about 
it. I question very much if he would know pyrites if he saw it in the street. He never had any cause to 
make complaint. The paper said he coupled Wallsend, West Wallsend, and Minmi together.

(Question and answer No. 765 read by the Secretary. 3100.
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3100. Is tliafc what you object to? Yes, in tolo. In fact, no analysis would give you any information as
to the amount of pyrites that coal contains. The pyrites is aggregated in the form of nodules. Hotertson.
3107. You mean the analysis would give yon the sulphur and iron, but not the pyrites ? Certainly ; if it “s
were an ultimate analysis. I apprehend chat pyrites is not distributed through the coal at all; it igHNov,, 1896.
segregated in lenticular nodules. There is very little pyrites in Newcastle coal, The greater portion of the
pyrites that I have seen in Newcastle coal does not decompose on exposure to tho weather. It contains 
nothing like the quantity of pyrites, even in the nodular form, that l have been accustomed to in the coals 
of Britain. I do not consider that Newcastle coal is a coal that is liable to spontaneous combustion.
3108. Is that not rather a question of opinion ? I think it is a matter of fact.
3109. We have a record of a number of ships whose cargoes have fired ? It does not follow because a
ship’s cargo fires that it is a coal liable to spontaneous combustion. I say again, and most emphatically, 
that Newcastle coal is not a coal liable to spontaneous combustion, such as 1 have known in Britain. I 
have never yet known of Newcastle coal firing in gobs.
3110. Mr, Pittman.'] Yon mean to say on fire, but is it not liable to fire ? Any coal will fire if given the 
opportunities.
3111. If a certain number of ships’ cargoes of Newcastle coal have developed spontaneous combustion,
how can you say they are not liable to do so ? I think it is not peculiarly liable to spontaneous 
combustion. .
3112. Peculiarly ? I think it is not coal at all liable to spontaneous combustion. I think the causes of 
spontaneous combustion, applying to Newcastle coal, are mechanical or remedial causes. I have never 
yet seen Newcastle coal fire in gobs as I have seen it at home.
3113. Not at the Borehole mine ? I have never seen it fire in bords. I have never seen it fire in heaps.
3114. Have you ever heard of it firing in gobs ? Never in a mine, except in one case, where it was due 
to crushing at a fault at the A. A. Company’s pit. It was due entirely to mechanical causes. It was 
at a fault where there had been evidently pressure and the coal crushed in a crevice, and the moment 
it got access to air it absorbed oxygen and fired, but that was not in a gob.
3115. It is at what is called a gob ? It is quite a peculiar circumstance. It is not a gob. It was in a 
fissure near a fault.
311G. Do not run away with the impression that we do not want to get information, but when a statement 
is made, we, as ordinarily intelligent men, are not prepared to accept that statement unless it is backed 
up. I want to get at whether what you say is merely an opinion or not. You said you had not heard of 
spontaneous combustion in gobs in any ease, and then you remember a case where the firing was not duo 
to ordinary spontaneous combustion? I said I never hoard of any case of spontaneous combustion in gobs.
3117. With regard to the crushing, for that statement to be of any use, we must know why you say the 
firing was due to crushing ?. It was in a crevice near the large fault that crosses the Borehole field, and 
ilr. Turnbull, the manager, explained that it was in a crevice, and this crevice was filled with dust and 
small coal, very much like a crevice you occasionally get at the Metropolitan mino from which large 
quantities of dust are ejected. It was altogether a peculiar case.
3118. We have seen that place, and Mr. Turnbull gave us quite a different account of it ? It is a matter 
that occurred several years before our visit to tho colliery.
3119. The same thing is going on at the present moment, and he explained it in a totally different way ?
I am not the author of the statement. It was not, however, a gob fire.
3120. It is not knowledge of your own ? It is not knowledge of my own. Outside of that I do not 
know of any gob fires in Newcastle. I do not know of any actual field where there are such large 
quantities of coal stowed away in tho gob. In the old country there are very few' cases where, if there 
■was the provocation that exists in Newcastle, you would not have gob fires. If it was a coal liable lo 
spontaneous combustion it would fire in the colliery workings. It does not fire in the colliery but it fires 
in the ship, therefore, I think the causes are probably more due to the treatment the coal gets after it leaves 
the colliery. Any coal will fire if you give it proper provocation. Southern coal is coal that no one can 
say is liable to spontaneous combustion, but if you get very large heaps of it, as in the old days when they 
filled up the gullies with small coal, exposed to the weather, it will fire, beginning near the bottom.*
3121. President.] Have you any theory or opinion as to the firing on board ship? I do not think there 
need be any theory as to the causes of spontaneous combustion—those arc well enough known. 1 blame 
the treatment that the coal gets after leaving the colliery,
3122. You mean the loading ? The treatment in the waggons. There is unnecessarily rough treatment 
during the traction; the shunting at the dyke and in the loading; also, of course,'in the trimming, 
probably that may bo included in the loading.
3123. Do yon consider the breakage in transit is important ? I do, 1 think it is very great—unnecessarily so.
3,124. In what wray ? In the conveyance and facilities of loading at Newcastle, We have a wedge
shaped waggon which I load carefully at the colliery, and no unnecessary breakage takes place. It is 
delivered into the railway people’s hands, and it is subjected to an unnecessary amount of violence and 
rough treatment. The waggons are very roughly shunted, and every shunt of course shakos the coal, 
and it subsides dowrn in the waggon like a wedge. The way it is loaded is not altogether creditable, in 
fact. I think it is most discreditable.
3125. The loading at the crane? Yes; I think it is almost rouglier than it used to he, and probably 
there is a reason.
3126. What is the reason? Some seven to nine years ago the contractor for the cranes had about 2£d.
a ton for loading ; nowr it has been gradually reduced until it is only l^cl. Wages are not lower, and tho 
consequence is the mau has not time to give proper care to the loading. Ho would lose money if he 
loaded in the way I think it ought to be loaded. "3127.

* AmtKD (o« revision):—A circumstance that forcibly appeals to me as evidence that New castle coal is not of itself 
liable or prone to ignite spontaneously is that the same coal mast possess the same properties and diameter under similar 
circumstances. If it ignites at one time spontaneously, it will always do so under similar conditions. As Newcastle coal 
is not one that ignites in the gob when the conditions favourable for ignition are present, or a coal which in bulk or under 
normal conditions heats or ignites when stored in bulk, 1 maintain that it is not coal that is per sc liable to ignite spon
taneously. 1 know of coal from seams in Britain which under similar conditions never fails to ignite, and the coal referred 
to does not contain any iron pyrites. When l see a colliery loading say six hundred ships with the same coal, none of 
which ignite, I maintain that that coal is not of itself liable to spontaneous combustion, and when I hear that the (JOlst 
ship from that colliery ignites, I would lio disposed to look for the cause of this outside of the coal itself—to some circum
stance or combination of circa instances connected with the hauling or disposal of it after it had left the colliery, and whoa 
it was beyond the care or conticl o the collicry-owncis, or probably to some cause inherent in the ship’

3—Z
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J> E. SI. 3127. How do you think it ought to he loaded? Iteaunot always he accomplished, but where ships 
Robertson. ]jave pr0pei. hatches the waggons ought to be lowered down into the hold, that is if distributors are not 

1i"not~I896 use^- ’n ^ie matter of loading that distributors would bo of great service.
" ■' ‘ 3128. Do you know of any good form of distributor? I have heard of two, but I would not like you to

go away with tho opinion that I pinned my faith to either; but any distributor must take that form 
{poiitfing io photograph of Harper’s paienf) or that of a travelling band. Any form that would distribute 
the coal evenly over Iho hold would be of importimee. 1 wish to advocate no one patent. 1 have heard 
of two forms of cone distributors that I certainly think would be of great advantage.
3129. Have you seen them at work ? No, I have not; I have seen an account of them, but I have not 
seen them at work.
3130. "We do not see how the distributor is going to save the coal from being broken under the hatch ? 
It would prevent a great deal of the destruction of the coal; it would prevent the enormous drop that I 
have seen from the waggons. 1 am quite sure it must have dropped 40 feet. .
3131. What is wanted is to build up the heap of coal under the main hatch carefully? You have to 
lower down the waggons to do that.
3132. In some cases the hatch is too small for that, and you must have seme other method ? In that
case you must have a distributor. ■ .
3133. But that leaves the space under the hatch unfilled? You can reverse the distributor. Very few 
of the large ships have small hatches.
3134. We have seen a number where the big waggons could not go down ? There are a large number of 
box waggons. I have 200 of them.
3135. In what colliery is that? The Waratah has about 2C0 box waggons, and at the other collieries I 
have another 100, and I am rather partial to them.
3130. Why do you prefer them? They are easier in loading. A smaller quantity falls at a time. I 
think the coal is discharged in a better condition. The coal will stand rougher usage in the box waggons, 
because the hopper waggons are wedge-shaped, and when they get a smashing the coal subsides.
3.137, "ty hy do the other collieries go in for the hopper waggons ;—many witnesses have told ns they are 
discarding their box waggons? *In replacing the waggons we get them from home, and they do not 
know anything about box waggons at home. In taking over the Waratah Colliery we took over the 
waggons ; we did not build the waggons ; but I rather like them, "
3138. 1 do not quite gather why you consider other collieries are getting rid of them? Because nearly 
all the waggons arc imported from home.
3139. I suppose they could make one as well as the other? The box waggons arc all of wood. They would 
never think of importing box waggons.
3140. Is there no reason of expense or durability? I have both kinds, and the hopper waggons arc 
certainly not cheaper, and I am quite sure they are not more durable. 1 prefer the box waggons. All 
the new collieries have got their waggons imported from home.
3141. The hopper waggons ? Yes.
3142. Supposing an extreme case—that the Commission recommended that tho hatch should be run up 
from these box waggons,—would that inflict very great hardship on the collieries ? It would, because a 
number of collieries have not got box waggons. The A. A. Company, Wallsend. and others, never had 
any box waggons.
3143. Do you suggest that disiributors should be used as an alternative? I think that would be a pre
ventive. We cannot shut our eyes to the fact of the very large class of ships now, having enormous coal 
space. That is an important factor favouring spontaneous combustion. Another thing I have thought 
of that might assist, and that is to cease loading coal and to cover up the hatches during heavy rain.
3144. Have you any definite fact that you could give us that wet coal is more liable to fire than the same 
coal dry, but otherwise under the same conditions? The “Hollinwood” that we loaded, was loaded 
during very heavy rain, and I remonstrated with our men in Newcastle for doing so, and strange to say, 
the very hatch that loaded during the heavy rain heated.
3145. Mr, Pittman.'] We have evidence of three or four such cases of ships loaded in wet weather ? I 
can see a chemical reason for it.
314(i. President.] What is that? The water would supply the oxygen for the carbon that would be 
evolved from tbc coal in fine division.
3147. Do you mean to say the water would bo decomposed by Ibe carbon ? I do. ■
3148. That is your scientific reason, that water would be actually decomposed by the carbon? I think it 
is feasible, that water might suiter decomposition under certain conditions of heat and pressure and, at all 
events, it might be the medium of conveying oxygen to the coal and so begin tbc process of heating.
3149. That carbon would decompose water ? Forming water and carbonic acid bv heat and pressure.
3150. It is a question of carbon decomposing water not of forming water. 1 understand you to mean 
that the presence of water would provide oxygen for combination with the carbon ? ■ I have no doubt it 
would under circumstances of heat and pressure. 1 have no doubt that a decomposition could take 
place by supplying oxygen to coal.
3LSI. That is to say, the carbon would decompose the water? Yes. There would be a process of decom
position and a process of synthesis taking place, and other compounds are formed. I am absolutely certain - 
that with two heaps of coal of the same size and from the same mine—the one wet and the other dry,—the 
one wet would show a tendency towards heating that the other would not. "Water seems to be a potent factor.
3152. That is merely au impression, not borne out by actual observation? Not further than the fact of 
these several ships in this state heating.
3153. Mr. Pittmani] Yon know from your own experience on commissions, that wo must discriminate 
between evidence based on fact and that on opinion ? I can only tell you the fact of the “ Hollinwood,” 
The No. 2 hatch loaded during very heavy rain, and she went in a fortnight or three weeks afterwards to 
Dunedin, and that batch was reported lo have heated. I do not know really whether the coal heated or 
not. It was simply reported, and I presume we must take that as evidence,
3154. President,] I understand you lo say that you have an impression, based on chemical knowledge and 
observation as tar as possible, that wet favours heating? Yes. I think a very essential thing is the trimming. 
For several years past there have been complaints of improper trimming. In other cases the ships have not 
been sufficiently provided with shifting-boards or side-hatches, where the coal could be perfectly trimmed,
3155. It has been suggested by many witnesses tbat trimming would bo more satisfactorily carried out
under some form of inspection ;—are you in favour of that ? Yes; I think that very likely the trimming 
would be better done if it were subject to neutral inspection. ‘ ' 315G.
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315G. That means Grovermncnt inspection ? I think the Government would ho the proper parlies. J- E- M-
3157. ’Who would have to pay for it? Certainly not the coal owners. They have nothing to do with the . hobertson. 
coal after it arrives at the dyke. I should say the shipowners ought to do that. It is their duty to trim,
and they pay for the trimming. 1 have no doubt the owners at home would willingly pay a trifle towards-1 ov'’ ' 
inspection when they knew the trimming would be done properly.
3158. Do you insure the coal that you sell ? Always, if we ship it ourselves. '
3159. And you now have to pay very high rates ? When I say that, it is only in some eiremnslances.
The great bulk of our coal is sold, and tbc parlies who buy send the ship, and wc have nothing to do with 
the insurance. Probably nineteen out of twenty cargoes would bo done in that 'way. Frequently we get 
a cable telling us if we can charter a ship and deliver C.I.F. at a certain foreign port, to do so. In that 
case, if a ship were available within the limits, we would charter, and then we would insure.
31G0. 8o that under some circumstances you have to insure ? Occasionally,
3161. If the insurance rates were reduced, you would in tbat case reap some benefit ? Very little.
3162. Somebody would ? I do not know. Those that insure certainly would, but it makes very little 
difference to us, because if the insurance rates are 60s., 40s., 35s , or 80s., we would add it on lo the price.
3163. You make the customer pay ? Yes. With the great bulk of the trade we know nothing of the 
insurance. The buyers charter the ship, and we simply charge for the coal, f.o.b.. nt hteweaslle,
3161'. In the case of any further expense in the loading, would you put that on fo the customer too— 
supposing it cost another Id, a ton, say, to be done properly ? That should he paid by the Commissioners.
They have already reduced it to l^d., and they gave ihe coal-owners no credit whatever for it. They 
charge the same now for hauling and loading that they used to do at the time when it was 2Id. or 2-Jd.
3165. They have not reduced their charges ? Not ono single friction. It is lOd. a ton within the limits.
They have made a few alterations for collieries that have been established subsequently that arc 
notoriously within tho limits ; but for fhis limit of 7 miles the same price is charged.
3166. Can yon give us any idea as to whether the Kailway Commissioners arc making a big profit or not 
from the coal business ? I know perfectly well what the coal costs to draw, and, unfortunately, 1 am ono 
of those that have suffered most by it. I. "do two-thirds of all the traction in one case, and I did not get ono 
single iota from the Commissioners. They managed to get the owners of the Warafah Colliery, some years 
ago, to purchase locomotives, and take down their coal io the main line, an 1 formed large sidings tlierc.
We continue this, and just pay tho same as others in the same radius. Wo get nothing for the J1 miles.
3167. Why is that? Simply because they are autocrats.
3168. Mr. J^iffman,] You are of opinion they arc making large profits? 1 am. I should be glad to take
the contract for tbc traction of Newcastle coal and make large concessions. 1 know perfectly well what. '
if costs to draw coal and to pay for the expenses of shipping and shunting.
3169. President.] There is tho first cost of the cranes at the Dyke to be taken info consideration ? The 
Commissioners did not pay for that, tho country paid for it. Tho Harbours and Fivers Department put 
them up and handed them over to the Commissioners free.
3170. Mr. PiV/mon.] You are of opinion that the charges made by the Commissioners for shipping coal
gives them a considerable profit, taking info consideration the expense they are at and the interest on tho 
capital expended at the Dyke and other places ? If you tell me that tho Commissioners pay interest on 
the capital expended you havo been misled. ’
3171. You are of opinion they are making large profits ? .[ am. I know the traction is far too much. I 
know places where the same work would bo done for just about ouc-half. 1 am drawing several hundreds 
of^ thousands of tons a year in the south, and ship that under 3d, a ton, including all the shunting and 
shipping, I do not object to the Commissioners making a profit. They arc working the railways on 
commercial lines, but they are charging the same now as they charged for the same radius over twenty-five 
or thirty years ago, and large reductions have been effected in their outlay during the last five or six years.
3172. Pmu/fiji/.] During that time havo the Commissioners put down any extra plant or has any expense 
been incurred on additional plant? 1 do not think tho Commissioners have put down any extra planf.
3173. Has anybody during the last five or six years ? I do not think so. I think you will find from inquiries 
that all the cranes were put down some four or more years ago. I understand "the railway account is not 
debited with interest on the expense in Newcastle Harbour, 1 do not object to the Commissioners making 
money over the coal, but I think the coal-owners who pay rates that ought to give a large profit should 
have had some concessions made to them when the Commissioners were effecting Ihoir savings. H we had 
reductions equivalent to the savings, then I would at once have said we could alford to pay Id. a ton extra 
to ensure thorough stowing and loading.
3174. I do not say that it would be Id. I suppose you agree that there is undue carelessness in loading 
and trimming ? Certainly.
3 L75. And that both these can be removed at a certain expense ? Yes.
3170. You say the Commissioners should bear the expense of loading. Ought the Government to bear 
Iho expense of superintending the trimming? 1 do not know that 1 should go so far ns lo say that. 1 
do not know that I could say the Commissioners should pay the extra expense of trimming. I think the 
ship-owners should pay for tire extra expense of getting their ships well trimmed; but the ship-owners 
might become perfectly careless and might throw over tiie whole onus and responsibility in thus having 
the power taken out of their hands,
3177. I do not think any recommendation made would lead to such a result ? I only made the observation 
on the premises. There is a little matter with regard to the “ Ellen A. Read ” J should like to mention, 
tjho is one of the ships registered as baling taken fire. Undoubtedly there was a fire, but I do not think 
it was at all caused by spontaneous combustion.
3178. What reason harm you for that ? The coal first of all fired contiguous lo a ha fell under a venfilator.
The crew was in a mutinous state up to the date of sailing, The coal had not heated a few feet or inches 
below that fire. 1 inspected it, and 1 do not think tliafc one of the surveyors will say it was caused by 
spontaneous combustion. iSho was afire,I believe, before she left Newcastle. It was just on the surface. 
Spontaneous combustion would never occur at the top of the coal; it would be hot below. I inferred it 
was a case of accidental firing. ] do not ray how, because it was never imrestigatcd. I think, outside 
the coal altogether, the trouble is pretty much in the traction, shunting, loading, and trimming, probably

. a little due to the construction of some of'the ships, Some are rather weak, and work in a sea-way. In 
these, I think, the cause of spontaneous combustion may be found. It is in the treatment of the coals 
after they leave the colliery and out of colliery control. 3179,
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3179. Mr. Pitlman.~\ Do you know anything of Harper's distributor? Kothingmore than from a photo
graph. I think it could he improved.

XOUrlSQG ^”ou ^a've I10l BceiL it at work ? hfo.
’3181. We were led to expect you would recommend it to us? Mr. Harper wrote to me and sent a 
photograph of it. He ashed me if I could get any ships to use it: but, as a matter of fact, I have no 
power to do so. I spoke to two of the captains, but they seemed to ho indifferent about it. I should 
have been very glad to give it a trial, and should be glad to give any likely distributor a trial.
3182. There was no reason for assuming you would recommend it to us ? I could not. do so. I do not
think it would be altogether proper for me to he specially pledged in favour of any distributor. I can 
see at once it could be improved. _
3183. President.] You never expressed yourself as’being inclined to recommend it ? Hover at all.
3184. Did you undertake to recommend it to tbe Commission ? I never heard of it until this moment. _
3185. We have been very much misinformed ? I never heard of it until this moment. I never saw it,
and would not recommend anything I had not seen. _ _ _
318G. It is absolutely untrue that yon undertook to recommend this to the Commission in any way ? 
Perfectly untrue. I am glad you mention it. because I could not advocate any particular form of 
distributor. I would take the best. I am rather inclined to the travelling hand' for ease and facility. 
They are very easily moved about; made cither of gutta-percha, india-rubber, or other material, and the 
coal would he carried away at a rapid rate, and there would be no fall. \_Wi1ness mentioned that he had 
taken the temperature in the hold of a vessel loading at the same time as the “ Hepuhltcf in Fcbruarg last, 
and found it to be 120°.]

[Witness withdrew.]

WEDNFSDA7, 18 NOVEMBER, 1896.
\_The Commission met at 2'30 p.m. at the Chief Secretary's Office, Sydney!]

—■
PnorEssOR RICHARD TH.RELEALL, M.A., President.

- And EDWAED FISHER PITTMAN, Esq, A.RJS.M.
Mr. S. E. Laidloy sworn and examined:—

S. E. Laidley. 3187. President!] What is your name ? Shepheard Edgceliff Laidley.
^—------- 3188. And what is your business P General. Manager of the Co-operative Colliery.

18 Nov, 1896. 3189, Have you had any of your coal heat in transit? Yes, at the beginning of the year—for tho first 
time in thirty years.
3190. Tu what ship was that ? The “Republic.” She was loaded between the 13th and 17th January, 
and the 13lh was the hottest day known in New South Wales so far as recorded at the Observatory. Our 
shipping manager wrote down and said that tbc trimmers on the side facing the.sun could not -work, tho 
vessel was almost red hot.
3191. Was the temperature of tho hold taken? No. ....
3192. That was the only ease of heating? Yes. There is another vessel, the “ Cumbrae,” which is missing.
We know nothing about her. She loaded in February, 1895, and took in here, before going to Newcastle, 
some 505 tons of shale and 150 tons of fallow'. ’ ...
3193. Can you tell us whether there has been any change in the manner of working in your colliery 
during the last few years ? There has not been, except that the bords are a little different in width.
3194. Will you explain it to us ? I am not competent to tell you.
3195. Have the pillars been diminished ? They have been strengthened.
3196. Mr. Pittman.] Tho bords have been widened and the pillars strengthened ? I could not say, hut 
everything has been done to prevent creeps and dangers of that kind.
3197. President.] Have you got into a different kind of coal ? No, wc have not. We have been working 
the same coal for thirty years. I have brought here two analyses, made in 1879 and 1891, and they vary 
but very little.
3198. How were those samples taken ? Some of our customers wanted to know' what the coal was like. _
3199. They were samples taken by the company? Yes. We have a 3-inch splint in our hand, and it 
was taken out of that in the latter case, but in the former one we do not know.
3200. Yon do not know whether they are particular samples or represent a general average? I could not 
tell you. Mr. Pittman made a report about our coal, and bespoke very highly of its purity for coke making.
3201. Do you, as a rule, insure the coal ? No, the bulk of our coal is sold direct, we have nothing lo do 
with the insurance.
3202. The purchasers insure ? Yes.
3203. They give you rather lessfor the coal than they would if they had not to pay insurance? Not at all.

' 3204. Supposing they pay now 5 per cent, insurance ;—that increases the cost of coal to that extent? Acs.
3205. Supposing they had not to pay o per cent, they would be able to afford to give you a, little more 
for the coal ? Probably they would. Before this trouble of the heating of coal cargoss, wo always had 
the same price proportionately with the hewing rate.
3206. Supposing the insurance rate were reduced 2b per cent, there would he a profit of 21 per cent, 
saved on the insurance ? We would not get a pennyworth more for our coal.
3207. It would he in favour of the trade generally ? Yes.
3208. If you did not get it in one way you would in another? It would have the effect of increasing the
consumption on better terms. ■
3209. It is not unlikely we may make some recommendations which, presumably, will have the effect of 
reducing the rates of insurance, and we wanted to know whether you would participate, cither directly or 
indirectly, in that reduction ? No; we would not.
3210. But the trade will participate ? I think so.
3211. The coal is very much broken up now in loading ? Yes,
3212. Supposing the coal were less broken, would you get a better price for it ? Probably wc would ; 
we would not have so many' complaints.
3213. I am speaking now of the deep-sea trade P Yes; foreign coal, ^Vp have had a great many com
plaints about the smallness of the coal in the cargoes.
8214, Where do those complaints come from ? San Francisco, 3215,
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3215. It has been reported that they unload badly at San Francisco? Yes; it gets as much rough^ 
handling as it does here in the loading.
3216. That is a matter wliich concerns the purchaser? Yes. 18 Nor., 1898.
3217. The important point is whether you would he likely to get a better price for your coal if rather less, 
broken ? I think we would, because the small coal is absolutely useless to the retail coal merchant.
Where they get over 20 per cent, of small coal, they complain about it; they expect 20 per cent.
3218. That is an enormous percentage, considering the coal is screened? Yes; even going from New
castle to Sydney, tho percentage is very high.
3219. It is not unlikely we may lind it desirable to recommend some system of inspection of the 
trimming;—is there any objection to that, from your point of view? No ; so long as we are not held 
liable for the payment of tbe inspector. I think the ship-owner is the man who ought to pay that. The 
shipping managers are always making complaints about the way the ships are being scamped.
3220. There is no actual objection to inspection, from your point of view as a coal owner? Not at all.
Wo would advocate some independent inspection.
3221. Have you any objection to it being Government inspection? None whatever.
3222. What sort of inspection would you propose yourself ? I would propose Government inspection.
I think it is a far more satisfactory way to let tho Government take these matters up. I think it would 
be done very much better if they had a baud in it. This coal of ours, I may say, adjoins the Wallsend, 
and they have had more cargoes fire than any other. We have the identical scam ; there is only a fence 
between us. The only difference is that we work the rise of tbe coal, and theirs is the dip.
3223. Is your coal similar in analysis to the Wallsend? Yes, exactly. You could not have a coal more 
similar. We are the only two that compare. The other coals are not like ours at all. We hare a small 
lease of the Wallsend. That is why I cannot understand why they should have such a preponderance of 
tires in their cargoes compared to ours.
3224. Perhaps the larger output may account for that ? We have put out 5,COO,000 tous iu the last 
thirty years, and that is the only case that over happened to us.
3225. Is there any different way of getting the coal? None whatever. The Miners’ Association would 
never allow it—that is, any radical difference.
3220. Is there anything you would like to lay before us ? I think the waggons should be lowered. There 
is breakage when tbe coal goes into the vessel 25 feet deep. It would break blue metal. I think there 
is a great necessity for shifting-boards if a vessel is over a certain capacity.
3227. I think that is the universal opinion ? I think a great many of the cases put down to spontaneous 
combustion have been due to shifting of cargoes. I believe iu the coal distributor to get rid of the accu
mulation of small under the hatch,
3228. Have you any objeeliou to loading with the distributor? None whatever.
3229. liuve j on ever seen one ? 1 have never !■ ecu one, but I quite understand it would distribute the
coal all llirougb tbe ship eveii’y. If there is any leak it is always through the hatchways, and the wet 
will get on tho small roal.
3230. Have yon bad any experience of the effect of wet on tho healing of coal ? No ; we have never bad 
a fire in our mine in tho gob coal or any coal during its existence. There has not been the slightest sign 
of firing.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. B. Chadwick sworn and examined :—■
3231. President.1 What is your name? Benjamin Chadwick. 33. Chadwick.
3232. What is your business? 1 am secretary to tho Pacific Co-operative Coal Company.
3233. What are your duties in connection with that position ? I have the general management of tho 18 Nov., 18^6, 
company.
3234. Ho you manage in Sydney ? Tes.
3235. Not at the mine ? No.
3236. Has any of your coal given trouble by heating? Only in two cargoes, and they are tbe two 
largest cargoes we ever shipped.
3237. Will you kindly tell us about them ? Tho "Eoyal Forth” sailed about the 13th June, 1895, for 
San Francisco. It was one of the largest cargoes that ever left Newcastle. She had 4,558 tons of coal, 
and we were informed the cargo was heated on her arrival in San Francisco.
3238. Was there much damage ? Wc do not know. Wo sold it f.o.b. at Newcastle, and had no further 
interest in it.
3239. You did not hear any detail? No.
3240. Do you remember what sort of weather it was when she loaded ? I made inquiries—it was fine.
3211. Was the cargo ordinary-sized coal or small coal ? It was the ordinary best coal.
3242. Had it been obtained in any way differently from your general practice? Not the slightest—in 
fact, the coal is sometimes on Use dyke, and wc do not know in what vessel it is going into.
3243. Is there anything more to say about that ship? No; the next tasc was tbe “John Ena.” She 
left about tbe 14lh September, 1895, for San Francisco, and she bad 4,257 tons. That vessel, I was told, 
bad to jettison 60 tons of the cargo.
3244. Was that coal loaded in fine weather? I could not say. It would not bo very warm. I do not 
know whether it was dry or not.
3215. Do you know of any special reason why that coal should have heated ? No ; except the size of tho 
vessel. TVc have loaded that ship since, and she was all right. We loaded it a few mouths ago. '
3246. Is there any other information about that ship? Not that I know of. •
3247. Have you had any of your coal giro rise to gases which havo exploded under any circumstances ?
It is not a gas coal at all; it is a steam coal. _
32-13. But it might hfivc given rise to explosive gases all the same? We have never had any trouble ip 
tbe mine at all.
3249. Do you load your coal into box waggons or into hoppers? Into hopper waggons,
3250. Have you any box waggons at your colliery ? Not one ; they are all hoppers.
3251. What is the reason for your preference for hopper waggons ? I think they go under the screens
better. " ' • ' ' “ 8252.
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• B. Chadwick. 3252. How man}' waggons do you own ? 164.
3253. What is the value of them ? These waggons are ten years old—most of them.

■18Nov., 1890, 3254. Would it be a very serious drawback to you to go back partially to the box-waggons ? It would be 
a very expensive matter, no doubt.
3235. 3f the waggons are ten years old you will have to replace them before long? Wo repair them 
when they get old; we put in new sides and bearings.
3256. But there will come a time when you will require now waggons ? In fact, they become new waggons 
without your noticing it, especially the wooden ones ; they are easily repaired.
3257. All your hoppers are not of iron? I think thero are only about sixty of iron; the others-have 
wooden sides.
3258. Are they made iu the Colony or imported? The iron ones are made in Manchester, and some here.
3259. And the wooden ones ? They are made here.
32G0. Is there very much difference in the price of the two kinds of waggons ? Not a great amount; the 
wheels and axles are all imported. .
3261. The boxes can go down the hatches of a ship better than the hoppers ? No doubt, and there would 

■ not be such a big fall of the coal.
3262. The advantage of using the hoppers, as compared with the boxes, is not so great as to make it 
imperative to use hoppers ? No.
3263. It would only make a small difference in the expense? If you were building waggons now, the 
difference between the cost of the boxes and the hoppers, 1 do not think, would be very great.
3264. Tbe carrying capacity is not quite so much iu the case of the box-waggons?• I do not think so.
3265. Mr. I’iftmrn’,] What are about tbe dimensions of them ? They hold 7 tons 15 cwt. to S tons. 
32G6. You canuot tell me tbe dimensions in feet? No.
3267. Prcsidenf.] It lias been suggested, in regard io the trimming, that some sort of Government 
inspection might be adopted at Newcastle;—would that effect you, as an owner, in auy way ? It would 
increase the cost of the coal, and competition is so keen that Id. means the loss of an order, especially in 

-the East.
3208. One penny a ton does ? We have two vessels on the way on our own account. The biggest limit 
was Ss. a ton. If we had offered 8s. 3d. it would have been refused. Every penny is of groat moment,
3269. Do yon see to the insurance ? When on our own account wc do.
3270. You are paying now about 5 per cent. ? Tho last shipments we made we bad insured by the con
signees in Hongkong, but we have never paid 5 per cent.
3271. Have you paid 4 per cent. ? I daresay we may have paid d per cent.
3272. I suppose the average price of a ton of coal when it arrives at its destination may bo estimated at 
£1? No.
3273. How much is it worth when it gets to Hongkong ? It costs us 5s. 9d. f.o.b., and tho freight is 
8s.; that is 13s. 9d., and 6d. will cover exchange and everything else.
3274. Tbat is 14s. 3d.? Yes.
3275. The value of a ton of coal at Hongkong ? Yes.
3276. It must be cheaper to send to Hongkong than to San Prancisco? Yes; because Hongkong is a 
free port, and there is a duty of 40 cents, at San Eranscisco. You cannot get an 8s. ship to San Erau- 
cisco; it is about 10s. freight.
3277. You pay, in a case where you effect the insurance, about 4 per cent. ? About that; we only insure
the coal. •

. 3278. Somebody insures the freight? That is a matter for the shipowner.
■ 3279. It is added to the price of the coal, and it is a matter of indifference to us whether you pay for it or

' the buyers ;—so that there would be about 7d. a ton for insurance ? Yes.
3280. Supposing the insurance was dropped to 40s. per cent., that would mean a saving in insurance of 
half 7d. ? Yes.
3281. About 3Jd., say ? Yes.
3282. Supposing the cost of the loading was increased Id. a ton, there would be a profit on tho total 
transaction of about 2£d ? Yes; there would be a profit there.
3283. As the trade is in such a condition that every penny makes a difference, that saving would boa 
great advantage to you ? If you could guarantee that the insurance rates would go down. There would 
bo a certain extra cost, but a doubt about the insurance.

_ 3284. Several insurance representatives say they are anxious for ibe business if it proves good ? There
are many who will not take a coal ship at all.
3285. Many of them have undertaken to reduce the insurance from about 5 per cent, to about 50s., in 
the event of our recommendations being adoptedin that case, who would be hurl, supposing it cost an 
extra penny? Yro would gain ; nobody would be hurt.
3286. Supposing it were done, have you any other objection to inspection ? No ; but none of us like too 
many Government men about the place; they always interfere one way or another.
3287. Those are exactly our sentiments ; at the same time we have had a great deal of e\idcnco lo show 
ttie importance of having some kind of inspection, and wc want to hear what the colliery-owners have to 
say about it? There is no particular objection because these men are very troublesome at times.
3288. Have you anything you wish to lay before us ? Simply this, tbat it was an extraordinary tiling 
that the two largest ships we ever loaded wore tbe only ones that heated. We have loaded ships of all 
sizes, and they never were on fire, with those two exceptions.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. J. S, Hutchinson sworn and examined :—
J. S. 3289. J}rcs‘irfe/!/.] What is your name ? James Steel Hutchinson.

Hutchinson. 3290. What is your business? 1 am Secretary to the Helton Coal Company,
' 3291. Your work in connection with that company is in Sydney ? Yes,

18Nov.. 1896. 321)2. Not at tho mine? No.
3293. Who is your mine manager? Alexander Malhieson. Our shipping manager is Thomas Brown.
3294. Do you do a large over-sea trade ? Just lately wo have done a fair quantity—this last twelve
months about 20,000 tons. 3295,
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Kot tliat I am aware of—not that

One returned to Sydney after 
a total wreck going over to Kew

3205, Have you had any trouble with your coal heating in any way ? 
we have been made acquainted with.
329G, Have any ships loaded with your coal been lost from any cause ? 
being three days out—tho " Tamerlane and the “ Patrician ” was 
Zealand.
3207. What happened to the “ Tamerlane "? It was'owing to rough weather.
3208. Did the cargo shift ? I believe it did. .
3299. Do you know whether she had shifting-boards ? I do not kuowT if she had; 1 would not he certain 
on that point.
3300. And the “ Patrician "? She had no shifting-boards, as far as I know.
3301. Havo you had any heating of the coal at your mine, or any gob fires ? Hot that I know of.
3302. Is your practice of getting coal the same as it has been in past years, or lias there been any change ?
It is just tbe same. '
3303. We should like to hear whether there is any objection from your point of view to a system of 
inspection of the trimming of coal? As far as we are concerned we have no objection. All we do is 
to put the coal on board, and the ship pays for the trimming.
3304. So that from your point of view, there is no objection to trimming? No.
3305. Where is your trade chiefly to ? Intercolonial ports; and we have sent a good quantity to Valparaiso
and San Francisco. ,
3306. What do you reckon to be the value of a ton of coal after it gets to San Francisco, including 
freight and insurance ? Freights vary sometimes, it might be, 15s. a ton, and sometimes 11s. We ship 
it at Hewcastle at a price. We get the orders, and the ships are chartered in England.
3307. What is the average price of coal in Hewcastle for over-sea purposes ? 7s. _
3308. So that about £1 a ton would be a fair average value for it at San Francisco ? Yes ; I believe
that would be about the value of it. ■ .
3309. Do you ever pay insurance yourself? On intercolonial cargoes.
3310. What rates do you pay to intercolonial ports ? I cannot say from memory, hut I fancy about 20s. 
per cent, to Hew Zealand, It depends upon the port in Hew Zealand it goes to.
3311. You never insure to San Francisco yourselves ? Ho ; the charterers effect their own insurances, 
so far as our colliery is concerned.
3312. Have you your own loading appliances, or do you load from the cranes ? We load from the cranes.
3313. You are aware the coal gets very much broken up by this mode of ship men! adopted at Hewcastle?
Yes. " - .
3314. We would like to hear from you whether, in the event of the coal not being so much broken, you 
would get a better price for it ? I do not know. You see, we sell it as screened coal, and wc charge the 
one price for it—7s.
3315. You send a certain amount of coal to Melbourne? Yes.
3316. Do you sell it to coal merchants there ? We sell it principally to Cowlishaw Brothers here, and 
they arrange to take it over,
3317. I suppose they have a yard there? Ho; they supply Howard Smith and Company, Huddart 
Parker and Company, and the Adelaide Company.
3318. They do not sell coal to private consumers at all ? I do not think so.
3319. We have evidence to the effect that a number of the large purchasers of coal sell a certain proportion 
for domestic purposes, which coal has to he screened ;—the original purchaser pays some 7s, a ton for it 
all round, and perhaps only realises 3s. or 4s. on a portion of it; so that ibe coal would be more valuable 
if it were less broken up, and the influence of competition would bo to enable them to pay you better 
prices, would it not ? I do not know whether wo would get a better price. I admit that they would 
reap a benefit if it were not broken up.
3320. How tbe benefit would be distributed is merely a matter of time ? . There would be a benefit, I 
admit that.
3321. What kind of waggon have you ? Steel hopper waggons.
3322. Have you any box-wnggons ? Ho. ■ .
3323. Have you any objection to the use of box-waggons ? We havo no objection, but we think the steel 
ones would last longer.
3324. They cost somewhat more ? Yes.
3325. You think it is rather more economical on the whole to use steel-waggons than box waggons ? I am 
not competent to say that, hut from my knowledge I would think it was.
3326. As the secretary, you would know the business reasons why the steel waggons were purchased ? It 
is principally left to tho colliery manager. What he advises, the Board of Directors consider, and they 
generally act upon what he says, if they, in their own minds, think bo is right.
3327. Have you ever had box-waggons? Ho.
3328. So that you have no idea as to what is the expense of shipping hy box-waggons as compared with 
the hopper ? Ho.
3329. Have you anything you would like to lay before us ? Ho, unless it is with regard to the appoint
ment of an inspector to see that the coal is nroperlv trimmed. I do not think that would do any harm to 
the port.
3330. You are in favour of it ? Yes.
3331. Is that a personal feeling, or do you speak for the owners? It is my own feeling.
3332. Do you know any reason why it would injure the owners ? 1 do not think it would. I think it 
would benefit them.
3333. Would you he prepared to pay a share of the expense ? That is another matter altogether.
3334. J/j\ You do not think one inspector would bo enough for the port of Hewcastle ? You
sec a number of vessels arc loading there at the same time. I think if tbe waggons were lowered down 
almost to tbe floor of the ship there would he much less coal broken, and much less dust than there is 
when the coal is dropped down 30 feet,
3335. It would cost something more to do that? I do not think it would. The cranes arc there, and am 
hauled up to the level of the deck; but I. do not know whether they could lower them down to the 
bottom of the hold.

[Witness withdrew.]

J. S.
Hutchinson.
1SNov^1896.

Mr.
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Mr, W. A, Firth sworn and examined:— -
W. A. Fiiih, 3333, President,] What is your name ? William Arthur Firth.

3337. What is your business ? I am the Manager of the Southern Coal-owners’ Agency—that is, the 
0'■, Associated Collieries of the Southern District.

3338. What is the nature of your duties ? ■ I am the commercial salesman for the whole of the collieries.
3339. Have you had any trouble through aoy of the coal heating from any of your collieries;—has the 
cargo of any ship been reported to you as having heated ? Ho.
BStiO. Most of your business is done with intercolonial ports? Moat of the trade in the south is for 
steamers’ bunkers. Wc. however, esport to China, Shanghai, Singapore, and America, but nothing like 
what we used to do. When I was Secretary to the Mount Kembla Company (in the old days) we used 
to have an esport trade of 60,000 to 70,000 tons a year in sailing ships alone. We never had any experience 
of coal-heating at all. "
3341. What has caused the trade to fall off? Strikes ; that is my opinion about it.
3342. Tour loading facilities are not good for sailing ships ? We never load sailing ships down south. 
We have to bring the coal to Sydney by colliers and load them here.
3343. That is an expensive business? It is the thing that is killing us at the low prices. We have to 
maintain these steam colliers.
3344. Have you had any trouble down south through the ships being improperly trimmed at the jetties? 
We have never had auy trouble at all in regard to the trimming.
3345. Do you load many large ships as compared with Hewcastle? In loading from the jetties direct 
lately we have sent away about 20,000 tons to Bombay in big steamers.
3340. How many tons do these steamers take ? The “ Sonueberg ” took over 4,000 tons, the “ Fchuca”
2,800, the *' Gulf of Aneud” over 3,000. The “ Port Phillip” has beeu there twice for 2,600 each time, and 
the “ Port Adelaide” over 3,000. ■
33 47. There has never been any accident from insufficient trimming? Hever in the slightest.
3348. There has been no case of a vessel shifting her cargo ? Not reported to us.
3349. ̂ Are there master trimmers who contract for the work ? I fancy it is done on the co-operative
principle, but I could not say for certain. One man arranges it, but I think they all go shares in the 
business.
3350. There are no boss trimmers? T do not think si. One man tenders for tbe work, but, as far as I 
know, they are all on equal shares. I have never gone into the matter.
3351. What price do they get for trimming, as a rule ? 1 have had to pay as much as 4}d. a ton.
3352. For steamers ? Yes.
3353. Is more paid ior steamers than for sailing ships? I should say less, but that is the price we havo 
paid down there, For the last cargo we sent away we paid that price. It goes from 3Jd. to 4)d.
<3354. Are you aware that at Newcastle thsy trim for 2 1. sometuuas ? Port Kembla is an out-of-the-way 
place. Tbe men have to com; from Wollongong and the surrounding district, and have to come round 
the beach about -4 miles. I suppose we could get it done cheaper if wo were in close connection with the 
town.
3335. The coal must be very much broken up by dropping the great height from tho spouts into the hold 
outlie ship? We load by morns of shoots, and the big coal flies away in the wings of the collier as it is 
shipped, leaving the smaller coal in the centre of the hatch. I do not think we could got a much better 
way of loading than we have at tbe present time. ’
3356. Could you get a better price for the coal if less broken ? The coal trade is very funny at the 
present time, it appearing to me to be a matter of price not quality.
3357. Ton send some coal to Melbourne, for instance ? A lot of Mount Kembla coal goes to Melbourne.
3358. Is itused exclusively for shipi, or for domestic purposes, or is it too dirty for domestic purposes?
There is a great mistake in thinking southern coal not suitable for house purposes. T use it in my own 
house, and people that I have given it to, when the domestic servants get used to tbc coal, prefer it to 
Newcastle coal. It is a cleaner coal thin Newcastle coal for household purposes, if thev know how to 
work it. ",
3339. It is not much used for domestic purposes? It is not; 93 per cent.. I suppose, of the whole of 
the coal is used for steam purposes.
3360. Some is used for domestic purposes? Perhaps about 10 per cent. We send a lot of coal to the 
retail yards on the railway, and it must be used for household purposes. '
3301. But only to about the extent of 10 per cent. ? I do not think it is more—if it is that.
3302. I suppose the dmnestic consumer will have his coal fairly whole ? Yes.
3363. So that the coal-merchants have to screen it before they sell it? 1 suppose they have to. A lot of 
customers simply take a truck at a time as it comes away Irom the mine. Pretty well all the coal that 
goes to Melbourne is used for the railway or for bunkering steamers.

[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. T. Kerr sworn and examined —
T. Kerr. 3364. President.] What is your name ? Thomas Kerr.

33G5- An(i w,iat is y0U1' business ? Secretary to the Metropolitan Coal Company at the present time.
IS Nov., 1896. 33GG. Tou ship your coal to Sydney chiefly, do yon not? We do.

3367. And what is it used for when il gets to Sydney ? L have nothing to do with the selling part of the
business; that has been transferred to the southern agency ; my work is simply the secretarial work,
3368. Yon do not know who buys it? No ; the Southern Agency pay us a certain price for our coal, and
they attend to the selling themselves. All I have to do is to see to the matter of the charge between tho
mine and the agency.
3369. Mr. Pit/mmi.] Is that Mr, Firth’s company? Yes. Most of the southern collieries are
amalgamated. -
3370. President.] Yon have no experience of the management of the mine? None whatever.
3371. Or shipping experience ? Not at all.
3372. You represent the proprietors to some extent? I am in the employ of Messrs. McArthur <fc Co.
We act as a sort of managing agents. We represent the London office in Sydney. 3973.
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3373. Is there anyone in Messrs. McArthur & Company’s who more directly represents the owners than T- ^en 
you do ? The manager at the mine -would he the man to give information in regard to the coal. It is ^
only within the last two or three weeks that I have taken over the work. ’’

[Witness withdrew.] '

FRIDAY, 20 NOVEMBER, 1S9G.
[The Commission met at 2‘30 p.m. at the Custom House, Hewcastle.]

greaent:—
Professor RICHARD THRELPALL, M.A., President; 

And EDWAED PIS HER PITTMAR, Esq., A.RS.M.
Mr. .1. Brown, sworn and examined: —

3374*. Prr.n(lcnt,.~\ What is your name ? John Brown.
3375. And what is your business ? Merchant.
3376. Are you a colliery proprietor? Yes.
3377. Of what colliery? Brown’s Duekonfield Colliery.
3378. Have you any other colliery ? Ho. _
3379. I understand you wish to give us some evidence, Air. Brown ? I. do not know that I want to give 
you any evidence in particular. I may say I have read a good deal of the evidence that has been given 
before this Commission, and many statements have been made, and I certainly should have been dis
appointed if I had not been called.
3380. Do you insure your coal yourself ? Ho.
3381. Do you do a considerable over-sea business? Yes.
3382. Where does your coal go to ? To all parts of the world.
3383. You never do any insurance yourself ? We insure at home, but also in tbe colony.
3384. When you soil coal, do you always sell it f.o.b. at Hewcastle? Wc sell it c. f, and i.
3385. That is when you insure? Yes.
3386. You insure wherever you can get the best terms ? Yes.
3387. What rates are you paying now ? It varies. 1 think we pay the lowest of any colliery in the 
colony at the present time.
3388. Do you send coal to San Francisco ? Yes,
3389. What rates do you pay then ? I hardly think that is a fair question to ask me, as I do not see 
what it has to do with the losses of coal cargoes.
3390. You must leave us to decide that, i think;—do you object to answer that question ? I shall 
decline to answer the question, as it is a matter that concerns our business,
3391. I do not think it is any use our asking you anything else ;—if you do not care to answer our 
questions it is no use asking you about things we do not want to know ? 1 think tbat is an unfair question 
to ask me, because it is a matter of business. I do not think it is a matter affecting this Commission.
3392. I think you must permit us to judge of that:—if you object to answer, there tbe matter ends, and 
wo have nothing more to ask you ? I always understood if a person came to give evidence, be had a right 
to object to give answers to questions.
3393. And you havo objected. As you will not answer our question it is no use our proceeding further.

Mr. J,Brown. 

20NowA89G.

[Witness withdrew.]

Air. J. Reed sworn and examined :—
3394*. What is your name ? John Reed.
3395. And your business? Screen overseer of the AVallsend Collierv.
3396. You nave a considerable quantity of coal stored in a hopper? Yes; wc have at different periods.
3397. You have two hoppers? Yes.
3398. How much do the hoppers hold when full ? 3.000 tons—the large one.
3399. What kind of coal do you store in the hopper? What we call small coal.
3400. That is eoal that has passed through the screens ? Yes.
3101. And that coal is always sold to gas companies, or for similar purposes ? Yes.
3402. Does the coal ever heat in that hopper ? Yes.
3403. Has it ever got dangerously hot? Hot to my knowledge ; not what we would call dangerously hot.
3404. Howhere near firing? I do not know exactly how many degrees it would have to run up to to
catch fire.
3405. Did it ever get so hot that you could not bear your hand on an iron bar that had been put down? 
You could catch hold of it, hut not for any considerable time. It was what you would call very hot.
3406. Hot so that it actually frizzled your skin ? Ho. ■
3407. Have you noticed any connection between tbe heating of the coal and the state of the weather ? I 
have noticed that after rain, and then several hot days, it had a tendency to become warmer.
3408. Had it a tendency to become warmer after rain, even if the days were not hot ? I think so, if it
stayed long enough. .
3409. How long after rain do you consider would be requisite before the moisture would take effect? I 
think you would notice the difference in a week, in the whole body of it,
34*10. It is important to know whether wet alone will cause the coal to heat, or whether wet and hot 
weather are required ;—have you noticed that rain by itself has a tendency to cause coal to get hot? 
Speaking from experience, I think with that quantity of coal standing—small coal—you could see the 
effect of heat in the winter-time after rain.

Mr. J. Reed. 

20NowJ«lc.

3411. The effect Of rain in producing heat? Yes.
3412. If you had hot -weather at the same time as rain you would naturally expect the effect to he 
greater? I think it would get hot quicker in the summer-time.
3413. You have yourself, from your experience, formed an opinion that wet does tend to heat coal ? Yes.

3—2 A ‘ 3414*,
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Mr. J. Reed. 3414. You have a very strong opinion to that effect? Yes; in fact, nearly all the lads reared about the 
SOfT'^'^lsiSe co^er'r Eeem to have the same opinion—those that have had anything to do with small coal.

ov‘> ■ 3415. How deep is the coal in the hopper when the hopper is full? The deepest coal would he about 
30 feet.
341G. What is the depth of the shallowest part? Eleven to 12 feet.
3417. Does the coal get hot in the shallow end as well as in the deep end? Yot nearly so hot in
proportion. »
3418. Whereabouts does the heating generally occur ? In the deepest part, a reasonable distance away 
from the end. I have noticed that a few feet from the planking all round does not get hot. I should 
think that would he the effect of the air, and the same from the floor. You cannot get any hot coal 
until you get a little way in the bulk of it, when it comes through, or if you try it with an iron bar, it is 
not hot at the bottom.
3419. What is tbe shallowest coal that has ever got hot? The shallowest coal that I ever noticed was 
the very day you were there.
3420. Where we were standing ? Yes; that was nearly on the surface.
3421. W hat do you consider the shallowest heap that would be likely to heat ? I have never given any 
consideration to that point—I have not taken any notice.
3422. You have noticed coal 12 feet thick warm, but not hot ? Yot to say hot in comparison with the 
high portion further back in the hopper.
3423. I suppose where it is 20 feet thick it becomes fairly hot ? Yes ; a certain distance up from the floor.
3424. With regard to the hot and wet eoal we felt the day we were at the colliery, do you think that coal 
was hot before it was put into tho hopper ? Yo.
3425. It was cool eoal ? Yes.
3426. It came straight from the mine ? Yes. I would take it that was the result of heat from below for 
that to be hot there so near the surface.
3427. So that the coal that was wettest, and was also the hottest, might have been simply wet from the 
steam having been distilled up from below ? Yes.
3428. It had come from the coal below and been condensed on the surface ? Yes; it is quite possible.

[Witness withdrew.]

, Mr. W. B. Sharp sworn and examined:—
Presideni.'] What is your name ? William Bethell Sharp.
And what is your business ? General merchant and shipping agent.
Have you anything to do with collieries ? I am shipping manager for the Pacific Coal Company. 
Are you connected with any other collieries ? No.
Do you insure the cargoes of eoal from the Pacific Colliery ? No ; that is all done in Sydney. I 

have just been appointed shipping manager—this week.
3484. You represented some company before ? Yes, Dalgcty & Company, Limited, 1 started their 
business here. ' "
3435. You have been accustomed to shipping cargoes ? Yes ; for the last twelve or fifteen years.
3436. Where does the coal mostly go to ? San Prancisco, Manila, the west coast of America, Colombo, &c.
3437. What kind of insurance rates used you to pay for ships going to San Prancisco ? Thirty-five 
shillings to 40s. per cent.
3438. What rates have you to pay now ? I believe they are as high as £5 or £7 per cent. In fact, I 
saw a policy the other day on a ship to Honolulu. They bad to pay £7 to the London underwriters, and 
the same risk was taken by continental companies at 40s. The most extraordinary thing is that if a 
certain coal was shipped there was a reduction of 20 per cent,
3439. Which coal was that ? Duckenfield.
3440. They undertook to insure Duckenfield coal at lower rates ? They undertook to make a reduction
of 20 per cent, on Duckenfield coal, ^
3441. Insurance is a very considerable item on the cost of cargoes? Yes; it is a ridiculous charge. 
There is uo more risk now than there ever was.
3442. The underwriters think there is a risk? The underwriters are a good deal like other people—like 
a flock of sheep. It will go down to its level before long.
3443. You think that if nothing is done rates will come down ? I think so ; but I have been very stronglv 
of opinion all tho time we ought to have some supervision of tbe trimming.
3444. I suppose the average value of a cargo of coal to San Francisco is over £1, including all charges ? 
Landed there it would be about 20s. or 21s.
3445. Five per cent, insurance on tbat would be about la. ? You do not insure the whole risk. You 
do not insure the freight.
3446. Somebody must ? Yc.s; it is insured on the round. The owner would insure his ship for the 
twelve months at so much per cent., and she could trade where she liked; and he would insure the freight 
likewise.
3447. Would he not have to say where he was going to sail? He probably would have to give an
indication. '
3448. Where would that insurance probably be effected ? In London.
3449. I understand tbe London underwriters are looking very shyly at coal risks ? Thev are at the
present time. 1
3450. And if they knew the shi}>. was going to take this coal the owner probably would have to pay a
proportionately higher rate ? It is quite probable bo would have to. *
3451. Perhaps we may say about Is. a ton would be the cost of insurance, taking everything into eon

, sideration, on a cargo of coal ? I do not think it would be a fair thing to take the freight in.
3452. What would you think a fair thing? The value of the eoal—7s.
3453. It would bo 5 per cent, on 7s.—about 4d. as tbe cost of insurance ? Yes, *

, 3154. So that in any case 4d. goes for the insurance of coal? Yes.
3455. Many witnesses have been of opinion that some form of supervision is desirable in the matter of 
trimming;—have you any opinion on that point? I think there ought to be Government supervision of 
trimming here. 3406.

Mr. 3429. 
W. B. Sharp. 3430.

3431.
20Nov.,lS96. 34.32.

3433.
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3456. Wliy sliould O-overnment money be spent on supervising tbe trimming;—why should not some part ^ j,Mgllnrpi
of the trade bear it ? The Government get enough out of itthey get royalties on most or the coal; ^ ^ ^
they get other advantages ; they get dues for shipping and loading the coal. , 20Nov., 1896*
3457. But they spend money on the harbour? That is a reproductive work ; it pays them tor all they
spend on it handsomely. . . 9
34oS. Supposing it did not pay them, would you recommend that they should still payfor the inspection.
Certainly ; it would be better than forest-thinning, or sand shifting. _ . ,
3459. I do not aslc your opinion as to tho Government policy, but as to whether it is desirable that the 
Government should pay for the inspection ? I think it is desirable.
3460. X presume you ivould not consider it fair that the coal-owners, or the shippers, or the purchasers, .
should he asked to contribute ? I think the Government get quite enough out of them. They not only
get charges for shipping and loading the coal, but they get the cost of traction through the Bauway 
Commissioners. ,
3461. Do you consider the Railway Commissioners work at a profit ? Certainly.
3462. Have you any means of estimating that ? Take their last quarter’s report (during the strike), and
you will see the excuse given for the falling-oif was on account of the Newcastle trade, t
3463. You think a comparison might be made in that respect by comparing tbe last quarter s with the
previous quarter’s report? Yes. . , ,
3464. That is, you could make an estimate of the profit derived hy the Railway Commissioners from the
coal trade by comparing the last report with others? Yes ; you could do so. ^ t o r v i j
3405. fi/r. Pit{man.~\ Have you any idea what the profit is that the Commissioners make . J should 
estimate it at about 4d. a ton.
3166. They make a clear profit of 4d. on every ton shipped? Yes. _ • i ■ i
3467. President.^ "VV^hat do they charge ? From Od. up to Is. 4(1., which, I think, is the highest they
charge. It is a mileage scale. _ , , . .
3468. Mr. Pittman.^ Have you any direct means of arriving at that, or is it merely an opinion you have 
formed ? It has been worked out; it can be calculated from the railway returns.
3469. President.^ Have you calculated it ? No.
3470. Do you know anybody who has ? Yes. _ ,
3471. How do you arrive at 4d.;—is that an opinion, or the result of calculation ? It is the result of 
seeing what the Railway Commissioners charge for engines.
3472. It is the result of calculation? Yes ; I think Mr. K.eightley, ot the Newcastle Coal Company, has
mado a calculation, , ■
3473. That is Mr. Eeightlcy’s estimate? Yes. It is easy enough calculated. An engine takes so many 
trucks, and there is a regulation charge for that engine; what they charge over and above that for 
traction of the coal is profit.
3474. The traction must be taken into consideration ? Make a fair allowance for tbat.
3475. Mr. Pittman.'] And interest and depreciation ? That would not be very much.
3476. On what? AVhile the train was running. _ _ * i. ■jq tu.
3177. President.] There was a large expenditure at the Dyke, on which interest has to be paid . They 
got all those works for nothing; the Railway Commissioners never paid for them.
3478. Somebody paid for them ? The Harbours and Rivers Department. _
3479. They are handed over to the Commissioners to work on business lines? Yes.
3480. The fact is, the country has spent so much mouoy, and the Commissioners are entrusted with the 
works in tho public interest ? That land is valuable land, and it could be sold for ten times more than 
what it cost to he made, and the Railway'Commissi oners have got the land as a gift.
3481. The Railway Commissioners hold that land as public property for a certain purpose ? I fancy they
have never paid any interest at all on it. _
3482. I am surprised, Mr. Sharp, that people should have the audacity to suggest that because the
Railway Commissioners were not charged for the capital cost of those works, therefore the works should 
not be expected to pay interest ? The Railway Commissioners are making a very good interest. You 
can take the export of eoal at 2,000,000 tons and reckon what the traction is ; it is only a matter of 
calculation. , .
3483. Mr. Pittman] That is the gross profit, not the net profit ? You have got the other particulars in
the Blue Book—what it costs for working, and all that—and you will find it comes out as near as possible 
at 4d. . ,
3484. President.] I quite understand that if the Government can be got to pay for the inspection
everybody would be only too willing to allow them to do so ? The Government pay for inspection for 
overloading of ships, why not for loading. I think the Government should supervise the trimming; it 
would be much more satisfactory to everybody, especially for saving lives at sea, and to see that the 
product was sent away in proper order. There is no doubt about it, in my opinion, that there is a good 
deal of laxity in the trimming, on account of the cheap rates that are paid. They do not put the men on 
until they have run up hundreds of tons of coal, and then there are large spaces very often left under 
the stringers. .
3485. Mr. Pittman.] What do you think a fair rate for trimming ? About 3d. It all depends upon tbc 
ship. Some ships have ’tween decks laid, and you could not get a ship like that done without putting in 
4Id. or 5d. to make a proper job of it. With the modern ships that are all open you can put 900 or 1,000 
tons of coal in without stopping—without putting a man on.

. 3486. Would you have inspection combined with licensing of stevedores? Yes.
3187. That would reduce competition ? No; there would be about twelve or fourteeu trimmers. In any 
case the inspector could regulate it so that every man had a fair share of the work. _
3488. You do not think it is the duty of the Government to see that each, man gets a fair share
of the work? I think it is the duty of the Government to try to make everybody as comfortable 
possible. 1 • ,
3489. You would not advocate the Government paying for inspection to see that each man got a fair share
of the work ? 1 think the Government should inspect simply for the benefit of the whole of the sailing ■' ■ ■
population visiting here ; for the good of the port and the product of the country. If the trimmers were -
licensed I suppose they would pay something for the license. They would have to pass certain 
examinations. 3490.
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W ^Sha Pi'tsid-ent.'} Is there anything else you would like to lay before us ? No. I think most of the ships
• • ■ an?' have been lost by bad trimming not by spontaneous combustion. They arc very careless in sending a vessel

20Nov''"l896 away from here. “ .
’ 3491. That is a mere impression ? Tes; it is impossible to say why the ships are missing.

[Witness withdrew.]

Captain T. 'Williams sworn and examined:—
Captain 3492. President.'] What is your name ? Williams.

T. Williams. 3493. And your Christian name ? Thomas.
/—o'w—n 3494. Tou are the master of the “ Cambrian Chieftain ”? Tes; on the present voyage.

20Nov,, 1896. 3495. Were yon the master of that ship in 1894? No, sir.
3496. What ship were you master of ? The “ Cambrian Queen.”
3497. Have you bad a ease of shifting of cargo? The “Cambrian Chieftain” shifted her cargo last 
voyage ; I was not master then.
3498. Were you on board? No.
3499. Have you ever been in charge of a vessel on which tbe cargo shifted ? Tes.
3500. What ship was that? The “Cambrian Queen ” shifted a cargo taken from here.
3501. A coal cargo? Coal and coke.
3502. Where did she shift the cargo ? Off New Zealand.
3503. Had you shifting-boards up ? Tes.
3504. It shifted in spite of the boards ? Not very severely.
3505. Did it shift sufficiently for you to put into port? No.
3506. Where were you going to ? Mollendo, on the coast of Peru.
3507. Tou wore able io get through all right ? Yes.
3508. Was tho cargo badly trimmed ? It was not exactly badly trimmed. I think it could havo been 
better done.
3509. Did you superintend the trimming yourself? Tes ; as much as I could.
3510. Were you down below when it was done ? Several times ; not always.
3511. Had you any of your officers down below ? Yes ; the mate.
3512. What sort of ship was it? 1,200 tons.
3513. An iron or steel ship ? Iron.
3514. Had she open 'tween decks? Partlv ; mostly covered.
3515. Where did you have shifting-boards ? Some 4 feet above tbe keelson, right up to the bottom of 
the deck.
3516. All the way fore and aft? From abaft the foremast lo the mizenmast.
3517. What part of the cargo .was it that shifted ? It is hard to say.
3518. Did you retrim it? We trimmed the coke and coal. The cargo generally shifts bodily, and then 
you have to retrim where you can.
3519. In what direction did it shift? It shifted to starboard.
3520. Was it during a gale of wind? In a very heavy storm; but afterwards tho weather moderated,
and we retrimmed the cargo. "
3521. Was it over to starboard tbe whole length of the ship, or only at one part of it? It all more or 
less shifted; it was higher up on one side than the other.
3522. It was higher up on the starboard side both forward and aft? There was no coal in tbe fore hatch. 
She was full from abaft the foremast to the fore part of the mizenmast, and it sloped down each end. In 
a case like that you do not look as a rule to see where it shifted, but you try to trim it back again as soon 
as possible.
3523. Have you bad any experience of coal-hcating on board ship ? Never.
3524. And that was your only experience of coal-shifting ? Tes.
3525. It was during bad weather ? Yes, very exceptional bad weather.
3526. In your opinion, which is the most dangerous circumstance causing the coal to shift—is it tbe 
pitching of the ship or the rolling? It is the heavy lurching ; but tbe shifting can be avoided to a great 
extent by better trimming of the eoal, and using shifting-boards.
3527. Tou believe in shifting-boards ? Yes; but all vessels have not got them.
3528. If you bad not bad shifting-boards you would have been in a worse plight ? We should have been 
on our beam ends possibly.
3529. You think shifting-boards do constitute a good cure ? Not always, sir; sometimes your shifting-
boards give way. ” *

. [Witness withdrew.]

FRIDAY, 11 DECEMBER, 1896.
[The Commission met at 2'30 p.m., at the Chief Secretary's Office, Sydney

present:—
Professok PlICHABiD TH11ELPALL, ALA,, President;

And EDWARD FISHER PITTMAN, Esq., A.E.S.M.
Mr. II. McEachlan, Secretary for Railways, sworn, and examined:—

[Mr. McEachlan handed in a statement [Appendix R), 'at the same time making several explanatory
remarks in regard thereto.]

Mr. H. 3530. President.'] Do you know whether It is a fact or not that some of the cranes at Newcastle are so 
McEachlan, short in the jib tbat Ibe hoppers cannot be lowered into the holds of the ships ? Not of my own 

s knowledge.
iLDec,, 1896. 3531. Have you heard that it is so ? I think there are one or two tbat may be short; but Mr. Thow or 

Mr. Firth could give you that information. Mr. Russell I think, said be could lower the hoppers if the 
hatches of the vessels would admit of it] “ 3532.
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3532. Mr. Eussell is no longer tlie contractor for tbe cranes ? He is until the end of the year, when the 
crane employees are likely to nave the work.
3533. Mr. Does that mean the stevedores or the trimmers? Ho ; what are called tho crane- ^
boys. _ #
853t. Hot the trimmers ? I think they are associated; it is called the Crane Employees’ Association.
3535. ^President (referring to statement handed in')] Ho yon, as a matter of fact, provide twenty-two 
engines? Ho, we do not ; but still they are available. The engines are used for other business; hut if 
you were working that traffic and no other you would have to have that maximum number of engines. If 
the coal trade only requires six engines on any day, use could be made of tho engines for other business.
Very few engines are used purely for any particular business. _ _
3536. Mr. Pittman.] You have not ever employed twenty-two ? Nineteen is the maximum; but a certain
proportion must be allowed for engines laid up for repairs. .
3537. President!] You have' reckoned tho expenses of twenty-two ? Yes, so far as the capital is con
cerned. In the loco, charges are included the wages of engine-drivers, guards, men in charge, cleaners, 
and stores. -
3538. For the twenty-two engines, or for the number of engines actually employed? They arc tho actual
daily out-of-pocket expenses in working the coal traffic. • _ _
3539. Hoes it include interest on the cost of twenty-two engines ? That is included.
351.0. The whole of the interest? Yes. i
351.1. That seems to he rather loading the amount if the twenty-two engines are not always employed ?
You would have to have that number if you were working the business. Supposing you took half of 
that—eleven, say, at £3,000—£33,000,—it would only amount to £1,200 or £1,300 a year, which is not 
a big item.
3512. With regard to the proportionate cost of the main line, does that mean the proportionate cost of a 
single line? It means tho cost of equal to a single line.
3543. You added the line for the coal business ? Yes. ,
3544. I understand you have the two lines? There is a double line in the coal district.
3545. And you have charged interest on the cost of one of those two lines ? Yes.
3546. Havo you charged any interest on the cost of the other line ? Ho.
3547. Ho these items, put down as interest, include depreciation ? No, simply interest; the statement 
does not provide for renewals or depreciation.
3548. What interest is charged—that at which the money was raised ? Ho, it is taken at 4 per cent.;
probably some of the earlier money would have cost more than that. ■
3549. You averaged it at 4 per cent. ? Yes.
3550. I may take it from you that the Railway Commissioners are not in a position to make any reduction 
in. the rates charged for the haulage and shipment of coal ? They think not; they think the charges are 
reasonable, considering tbe services rendered.
3501. The question of rough treatment has been mentioned by several witnesses;—what sort of state is 
your permanent way iu there ? In an excellent state.
3552. The rough treatment is not then the fault of the road? I think they complain that the engine- 
drivers shake the trucks unduly, and that Russell really handled them roughly. The matter has 
been looked into more than once. Tho trucks themselves in many cases are weak and defective. The 
road is excellent, and we are assured that proper care is taken in driving. There are men to watch it, and 
they take every care.
3553. Is there any objection, from tiie point of view of the Commissioners, to tarpaulins being put over ■
the coal, supposing it were found requisite to keep the eoal dry ? Tho cost of the tarpaulins would be
an item, and then there would be tho matter of delay and labour. 1 am afraid it would be rather an 
expensive item lo attempt to cover the trucks. It has never been looked into, so far as I am aware.
3554. So that you can only give us your impression on that point? Yes ; nowhere is coal covered with 
tarpaulins.
3555. This is rather an exceptional port:—the combined heat and wet aro circumstances which do not 
occur in England ? It is a point that lias not been looked at.
3556. The colliery owners would have to provide the tarpaulins ? Yes ; that would he part of the equip
ment of the trucks. There would be a good deal of labour in it too—roping and covering up tho trucks.
3557. The tarpaulins would be small, and not like those for covering wool ? You would have to have them 
carefully fixed to give a certain pitch.
3558. Mr. Pittman!\ The loads would be all about the same height—it will not be like a mixed-goods 
train ? The Victorian people used to have a ridge on their trucks ; but I do not think it was altogether 
satisfactory—that is for loading produce. They had a girder or smalt ridge running a certain distance . 
above the trucks.
3559. President.] It would make no difference to you whether the collieries have hopper-waggons or 
box-waggons? I would not like to say. I have not been practically engaged in loading and unloading; 
it is largely a matter of the unloading. So far as the hauling is concerned it would not make much 
difference.

["Witness withdrew.]

Mr. C. W. Harley sworn, and examined:—
3560. President.] What is your name ? Cecil West Harley.
3561. And what is your office ? Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.
3562. You were associated, I believe, with tho Harbours and Rivers Hepartment at onetime ? I was the 
Engineer-in-Chief of the Harbours and Rivers before that office was abolished.
3563. Hid you not erect at Hewcastle the eranes for the loading of coal ? Yes ; I was sixteen years in 
Hewcastle in charge of the erection of all but the last lour cranes.
3564. The last four you did not erect ? Ho.
3565. What is the average lifting power of the cranes, Mr. Harley? There are two cranes that will lift
25 tons ; hut they also have the 9-ton ram. There are six of the 9 and 15 ; and four of the 9-ton, without 
the compound ram. 3566.

Mr.
Cr W. Darley,

11 Dec., 1896.
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„ ^ 3566. "We understand the length of the jib of the eranes is not the same in each case ? They all vary,
and some of the eranes are further hack from the face of the wharf than others.

11 Dec 1896 ^567. Would it be very difficult to lengthen the jibs of the cranes P No.
- * '* ’ 3568. Some of the eranes are said not to allow of the hoppers being lowered down to the bottom of the

holds of the ships ? There are five of the cranes which will reach the centre of any ship going to the 
port. Those known as the No. 6 and No. 11—the two 25-tons, and the tour 9-ton power.
3569. But the six 9 and 15 tons P They will not.
3570. Can von give us any idea what it would cost to alter those six cranes so that they would be able to 
lower the hoppers down the holds ? It would have to be done with care, because they would be no longer 
15-ton cranes, with the expanded jib ; but seeing tbat the loading is all done with the 9-ton lift it would 
be quite safe for ordinary working to extend ihe jibs.
3571. How much do the hoppers hold—about 10 tons? Tbe whole box and all very rarely exceed 9 tons.
There are a few hoppers now belonging to the Bail way Commissioners which, I believe, carry 10 tons, but 
they are not often unloaded in Newcastle. I have never known the 9-ton rams to refuse any hopper in 
Newcastle. There would be no risk in extending the jib ; tbe foundations would be strong enough with 
the increased reach for 9 tons. _ _
3572. It would not be a very expensive matter ? I do not think it would. It would only need about 7
feet on end of each jib. ,
3573. Then really the only cost would be tbat piece of blacksmithing ? £o0 a crane ought to do it.
3574*. It would not take very long to alter them ? No ; there are a large number of ships going to the 
port so constructed that the hoppers will not go down the hatches. _
3575. Those ships that have the hatches large enough will reap the benefit ? You have to take into con
sideration how it is going to increase the cost; it will very nearly double the cost of shipping the coal.
3576. The loading is only about one penny and a sixteenth, or one penny and an eighth ? That would be
very nearly doubled, for this reason, if you double the distance you move the waggons, you double the 
quantity of water, and thus double the cost of pumping, because it would be moved through far more than 
double the space at present necessary. .
3577. The incidental expense is a very large item, and that would not be doubled? There is the extra
time in lowering down and hoisting up. _
3578. The contractor has been for some time in tbe habit of lowering the waggons down for anyone who
wished it without extra charge, and several witnesses have told us they do not think it possible the extra 
expense would come to more that -jd. a ton. However, it would not be necessary to lower the whole of 
the coal down, but only until the heap is built up ? You cannot wind up so quickly ; you must steady 
coming up in case the waggon catches in the hatches. _
3579. The time is not spent now in the crane going up and down, but in getting the waggons along the
sidings, and very often in waiting for the trimmers to clear the coal away, so that there would really be 
practically no delay ? It would only be in tbe first portion of the coal; once you have a cone of coal in 
the way of the hatch the necessity would cease. _ _ _ _ ,
3580. Have you taken any interest in the subject matter of the inquiry of this Commission, as to the pre
vention of spontaneous combustion of coal cargoes ? No, I have not. _ ...
3581. You havo not formed any idea as to what would be the best way of loading coal so as to minimise 
the danger of heating? I have not. I may say I have had a good deal to do with coal loading in South 
Wales, at Swansea. I was engaged there for some two years in connection with the railway works. They 
have Armstrong’s hydraulic appliances there, and they ship a great deal of patent coal, compressed blocks, 
which used to be made there, and they all had to be lowered down to the bottom of the ships very carefully. 
The hydraulic arrangements there are quite different. They have very large gantries, and the waggons 
come underneath at a high level, and are picked up and dropped forward. They have high sheerlegs which 
pick up the waggons—all square boxes. As soon as tbe waggons are picked up the sheerlegs go forward 
and plumb the hold, and the boxes go right down, and the load is landed on the bottom.
3582. Do you know what is the ob ject inducing all the collieries to use hoppers in place of boxes ? Because 
they could not make the boxes the size of the hoppers. In the old days the cranes were smaller, and it 
took two lifts to discharge the waggons. The boxes I speak of at Swansea are much larger, because they 
are on the broad gauge. They are nearly as large as our hoppers. They are straight-side boxes, and are 
easy to put down the hold of a ship. -They could not tip in the patent coal, which is shipped to the West 
Indies for the Naval station. The seam eoal is brittle, and they were careful not to break it. It was with 
the object of preventing the breakage of the eoal, not with any idea of gas.
3583. Mr. FiUmctn.] They have superseded those loading arrangements at Cardiff by the Barry Docks; 
they have the hydraulic lift, and they load the first portion of the eoal with small boxes ?_ Yes; there are 
one or two of those lifts, but they are not generally adopted. They are adopted in Cardiff, but not many
of them. _ T
3584. Prcsulent.'] Did any cases of heating of coal cargoes of Cardiff coal occur while you where there:' i 
do not recollect any. My experience of Newcastle is that I cannot call to mind any case of explosion or

■ heating being reported before about ten years ago. 1. do not recollect any cases being reported. It is only, 
comparatively, of late years that we have heard of this.

■ 3585. Have you any opinion as to whether the wetting of coal is a circumstance likely to assist the spon
taneous heating of coal;—have you any facts ? I have no facts. I should think all the cranes that require 
altering could be altered for £300 or £400. There are three 15-ton steam cranes at the lower end of the 
Dyke; they are the old cranes formerly on the Newcastle wharf.
3586. I suppose they are only used when the hydraulic cranes are fully employed ? Yes ; some of the 
smaller ships are put under them. f

" 3587. They are used entirely for the smaller vessels ? Yes.
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WEDNJSSXtA T, 23 DECEMBER, 1896.
[27/e Commission met at the Chief Secretary's Office, Sydney, at 2'30 p.m.~\

fris/ent:—
Peopbssor III CHARD TH ERLF ALL, M.A., President ;

And EDWAJID FISHER PITTMAH, Esq., A.E.S.M.

Mr. "W. Thow sworn and examined:—
3588. President.'] What is your name ? William Thow. Mr.
3589. And what is your office P Chief Mechanical Engineer for Railways. ' Thow.
3590. We understand you have recently paid a visit to Hewcastle in connection with an inquiry into the 23Dec"5896
means of loading coal on board ship ;—1 suppose you will agree with us that the present system leads to '* '
very considerable breakage of the coal? Yes, through falling down small hatches; but it does not 
necessarily do so through the middle hatch if it is big enough to take the hopper wraggon bodies, and
most of them are.
3591. "Wo believe, however, that some of the cranes have jibs too short to enable the waggons to be 
lowered down the hatches;—is that the case? I think most of them will, through large hatches, let the 
waggons down to the bottom of the boat, or to within a few feet of it.
3592. You did not pay special attention to the length of jib of the cranes? No; but I made inquiry "
about it, and I understood there was no difficulty through the centre hatch in big vessels, and that the
cranes would drop the body of the hopper nearly to the bottom of the boat if there was length enough of 
chain to do it. *
3593. We have a report from Mr. Earley which says that there are only five cranes which have jibs 
longer than 19 feet 9 inches, and that wc are told is the length required? I think, perhaps, he may be 
speaking without recent information. We lengthened two of the jibs quite recently, and there is no 
difficulty in lengthening some of the others; but, I think, at least seven or eight of the jibs have been 
lengthened. I think, but I am not very clear, that it was Nos. 9 and 10 that wo lengthened quite recently.
3594. Mr. Pittman.] Mr. Darley knew that some had been lengthened ? Some we lengthened some years 
ago, and we lengthened two about six months ago.
3595. President.] Is there any difficulty in lengthening them? I do not think there is very much.
3596. What would it cost to lengthen a jib—would £50 cover it? I should think £50 a jib, but I am
rather inclined to think it is the chain that is the difficulty. On some of the cranes there is not sufficient •
length of chain to allow the hoppers to go right down to the bottom. Where the large vessels are loaded 
I believe thero is no difficulty about it.
3597. On some of the cranes the chains are long enough? Yes.
3598. And by arranging matters the large vessels could be brought under those cranes ? That is what I 
understood they do.
3599. President.-] Is there any difficulty in lengthening the chain? There might he; the cranes will only 
take up a certain amount of cliaiu. The stroke of the ram, for instance, has to be met.
3600. Would it mean lengthening the stroke of the ram to lengthen the chain ? I am afraid it would, 
in some cases.
3601. That, 1 presume, would he a serious matter ? Yes.
3602. You have no idea what it would cost ? I am afraid it would mean a new crane.
3003. Did you come to any conclusion yourself as to the best means of diminishing the breakage of the 
coal under the hatchway ? The only way I saw was to load the forward and after hatches by smaller 
boxes—boxes that would go through the hatches and deposit a cone,
3601. Would that be feasible with the present crane arrangements ? I think so, as far as the cranes are 
concerned ; but it might be a difficulty with the colliery arrangements.
3605. Q he system you propose is that the collieries should send out their coal in box waggons ? Yes; in 
boxes small enough to go through the hatches. Probably the boxes would not bold more than 4| tons 
eaffii, because they would be limited for height by the positiou of tho screens at the collieries.
3606. Of course, you are aware there is very great objection to that on the part of the collieries? 1 
should think there would be. It would mean a great deal of additional work to them.
3607. And a great deal of additional expense in rolling stock ? Yes, they would have to provide that; 
and then it would also mean extra work in sorting out those waggons and getting them to the ship before 
any other waggons were sent down. It would impose a difficulty upon the working of the trade.
3608. Is there any alternative you can see ? I do not think so.
3609. Is it, for instance, possible to erect some high level tips, from tbe spouts of which the coal might
bo dropped into small boxes, as is done at Cardiff? It mjgbt be; but that would mean a very heavy 
expense to re-arrango tho yard. "
3610. It is possible to re-arrange it ? I do not think that it would he impossible.
3611. You cannot give any idea of the probable cost ? No.
3612. Would it be tens of thousands ? It would be a very heavy matter to re-arrange the yard.
3613. Would it he a matter of £100,000? It would mean going right back towards Hamilton some 
distance to get sufficient grade to do that,
3614. It would not, I suppose, he a matter of £100,000 ? It would depend entirely upon the application 
of that principle. If it were to be applied to all the present loading places where the cranes are, I am 
afraid it would run into a very large sum. It is very difficult indeed to say how it would work out. It 
might be applied to one or two eranes, but that would scarcely meet the difficulty.
3615. Have you given any attention to the loading of coal by means of distributors placed through the 
hatchways ? I saw a suggested appliance at Newcastle, but I do not think they have sufficient slope with 
it to be of any service.
3616. It would prevent the formation of one great heap of “ smalls ” under the hatchway ? It might do 
that. It did not look to me when I saw it to be a practical thing.
3617. That was your opmion—that it is not a practical thing ? I do not think it is a practical thing. It 
means a great loss of time. One has to be careful, in adopting any plan for this purpose, to avoid 
lengthening the time of loading of the vessels; it is desirable rather to shorten than to lengthen the time.

3618-
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Mr. 3618. Almost whatever means are recommended means the expenditure of money, and it is really a choice 
W. Thow. 0£ eTj]a .—have you formed any idea yourself as to what is the best method, setting aside your position as 

o-frr^^Tcnc Chief Mechanical Engineer for Eailways ? The only means that 1 can fancy, which would be a natural 
“ ec"’ ‘ one, is to take steps to form a cone of coal underneath the hatchway so as io drop the other coal upon it. 

Of course, in the large vessels, under the larger cranes, there is no difficulty in doing that in the centre
hatchway, and once that is formed I cannot see that anything more is rerjuired. .
3619. "VVe are all agreed on that point; but bow are we going to arrange to form tbat cone under the 
smaller hatchways ? The only way would be to drop smaller boxes through the smaller hatchways.
3020. "We have practically elicited from the colliery owners that that is impracticable, and you have 
yourself said it would dislocate the whole trade ? I am afraid it would.
3621. Do you see any chance of making some loading appliance to meet the case ? 1 have not given
much thought to that, because T have regarded it as a matter that would not be used by either ship 
owners or the coal people. It means a lot of money to put such an appliance into a boat and to take it 
out again ; it has lo be built up in fact. ... .

'3622. I take it, you are in very much the same position as the Commission, vi/,., we see many ways m 
which the tiling might be done, but at an enormous sacrifice, and we are unable to decide whiebps the best; 
is that your position too ? That is exactly tho view I. take. I suppose the question is not in doubt as to 
the advisability, on firing grounds, for having some means of depositing the coal .without breakage. _ _

. 3623. I think there is no question about that P In England, of course, they have means for depositing it
as far as possible without breakage, but that is for a different reason ^ it is simply not to destroy the 

‘ commercial value of the coal. It is not on account, I think, of cargoes firing that that is done.
3624. I daresay it is on both grounds ? I have only seen it urged on account of the disadvantage or
breaking the coal. „
3625. Mr. Pittman.] The English Commissioners’ lleport showed tho coal people that a cause ot
spontaneous combustion was the smashing of the coal;—that was twenty-one years ago ; and no doubt they 
have had that in view when building new shipping arrangements ? Yes. _
3626. PresidentIs thero anything you would like to lay before ns? Eo; I have no practical suggestion 
to make.

["Witness withdrew.]

Mr. T. It. Firth sworn and examined :—
■ 3627. 2Ve.?jd«j/,] What is you name? Thomas Khodes Firth.

T r Firth 362S. And what office do von hold? Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines.
,V,' 3629. I understand you visited Newcastle recently with a view to see if anything could be done to improve

2.‘!Tiec., 1896. the manner of loading ships with coal? Yes. .
3630. How long were you there ? I was with Mr. Thow, and we were on one vessel one hour and a bait 
watching the loading,
3631. You were only a day in Newcastle altogether ? Yes.
3632. I presume you saw the difficulty of preventing the breaking up of the coal when put on board a 
slap? Yes.
3633. Did you come to any conclusion as to the best way to remedy that ? The only really practical way
I can see would be by enlarging the hatchways; and yet that is almost impossible, as the vessels arriving 
are of so many different sizes. _ _ . ■ i i
3634. We have ascertained beyond question, 1 think, that that is impracticable; setting that aside, nave 
you any alternative method to suggest ? There is the alternative means of bringing the coal in small 
boxes, or something of that kind, on trucks.
3635. That would be a matter affecting the colliery owners ? Exactly.
3636. The colliery owners would have to provide the boxes ? Yes. _ .
3637. We have reason to believe that many of the colliery owners are not, in a financial position to do 
that ? Very probably. Again, it would cause considerable delay as well in loading the vessels.
3638. So that there is an objection beyond that of the cost? Yes.
3639. In fact, it would involve each colliery, when obtaining an order, sending out so many boxes of coal
and so many hoppers of coal, which would undoubtedly be very inconvenient ? Yes; they would then 
have to marshal them in the yards just as wanted, and the waggons would have to bo shunted out of the 
road to make room for the boxes. ■
3640. That would give rise to considerable trouble in managing the yard ? Yes.
3641. And would lead to a considerable increase in expense? Yes, and in time. _
3642. In this matter the expense depends on the time taken, does it not ? When I say expense and ' 
time, I mean it would bo more expense in loading tbc coal in that form and likewise would take a longer
time to do so. • -i £ o -v
3643. That method, therefore, maybe set asideis thero any other system you can think of? No
satisfactory system. _ _
3644. Did you contemplate the possibility of erecting a high-level system of tips from which tho coal
could be passed down by spouts into small boxes continuously run up and down by means of a crane ?
I know such a system could be adopted, but I did not think of it in regard to Newcastle, because it would 
involve an enormous outlay.
3645. Why would it involve such a large outlay? It would have to be the whole length of the dyke, 
and there would have to be considerable width to lay the tracks to get up there.
3646. These works would only be used to run up—to use the technical phrase—the smaller hatches; and 
perhaps in a ship carrying 3,000 tons of coal, 800 tous would bo the most carried in this manner;—are 
you taking that into consideration ? To provide for that by means of staging would block up the whole 
of the wharves to such an extent that you might as well use it for the whole of the loading. I do not see 
how you could put up the staging. The roads are so close and the sidings so numerous that you could 
scarcely erect a staging unless it were a complete one. It would be of very little use to run up a staging 
for the purpose of loading 600, 700, or 800 tons of coal; you might as well make it for all. _
3647. As soon as the hatch was run up they would simply shoot tho coal on top? Just so ; instead of 
turning the trucks round with the crane, run the whole down the shoot.

3648
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3648. Can you give us any idea as to what such a reconstruction of the loading appliances -uldc0st?T.KMW 
No; I could not. It would run into a great .many thousands. \
3610. Do you suppose it would run into £50.000 ? I think it would. , , 23 Dec., I89G.
3650. Into £100,000 P Perhaps hot; but the thing at present is so vague. It is a question ot Put™S
tbo staging the full width of the wharf. Perhaps, after some consideration, my ideas might be considerably 
modified. I have not really studied that matter. . .,
3651. Could an estimate be obtained from your Department as to what a reconstruction of tbe kind would
cost? I think so; we could get out an estimate. I was going to mention that Mr. 1'how and I were 
told that one of the companies used shoots, and. these snoots are not satisfactory. They break up the 
eoal very considerably. , a .c i • +
3652. They have the shoots only, without tho travelling boxes ; the coal simply runs out and tabs into
the hold much as from the waggons ; we are speaking now of a system which does not exist at Newcastle, 
but wliich does exist at Cardiff for instance, and I dare say at other places, and it is of importance to 
knowr what the cost of erecting such a loading system would be ? AVe could get out an estimate. 1
really do not see that something might not be done to fill tbe boxes and tip them from tbe wharf.
3653. That is what we want to do; we wish to have some arrangement whereby not necessarily more
than a email fraction of the whole cargo of coal could be lowered by small boxes ; in the mam hatches 
of large ships tho hoppers would pass down were the cranes suitable, therefore the percentage ot coal 
required to be lowered by means of those boxes is really very small ? There is the question w'hether the 
boxes w'oulrl go down. The stays come right across tho hatches fore and aft, and that is one reason w hy 
the trucks cannot be lowered exactly over these hatches. _
3654. It is not owing to the fact of tho jibs not being long enough ? No; that is not the reason.
3655. It is so with some of tbe eranes ? Perhaps with some of the cranes. In the ship we were on, the
“ Talus,” there was a stay coming from the mast right over the hatchway. In such a case I do not know 
whether it would be possible to get the boxes down. _
3656. It has been shown that many of the cranes require altering, because the jibs are not long enough to 
lower the hoppers into the holds ? The jibs could be lengthened.
3657. The jib could be lengthened, and the chain; but how about the ram ? I think you could lengthen
the chain without altering the ram. . . .
3658. That depends on whether the ram works its full stroke ; if it works its full stroke it is impossible,
though you could put in another sheave and reduce its lifting power ? Tes. _
3659. That might he done in some instances, but not in others; with the 9-ton cranes there is not much
margin ? No. _ ,
3660. Can you give us any idea what it would cost to get the information together which we want. 1 
should say, perhaps, £100; that would be the outside. It seems’to me it would be an awkard job to get 
the best scheme. No doubt a scheme could be got out in a short time ; but I am supposing we could get 
out a good scheme.
3661. It would be no use unless it were a good scheme ? It would not do to make a scheme and be 
dissatisfied with it.
3662. It would not cost more than £100 ? I certainly would not spend more. I put that as the outside
limit. It would be more likely from £30 to £50. .
3663. Is there anything you would like to lay before the Commission ? No, I do not think there is. I
really felt in a difficulty when I saw tbe matter, and I cannot satisfy myself as to what is the best way to 
get over it. . . . n
3664. It is a very difficult matter, both from an engineering and an executive point of view, I may say ?
It is very difficult, I came away very dissatisfied and have been dissatisfied ever since.
3665. Are you dissatisfied with the present system ? 1 can see there is a fault in that. It is very clear
the coal is smashed up in the loading; there is not the slightest doubt about that; and under the present 
arrangements that cannot be avoided. .

[Witness withdrew.]

[One plan.]

Sydney: William Applegate Gullick, Government i'rintor,—1897
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1897.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING LAWS.
(PETITION EJIOM CERTAIN RESIDENTS IN THE DISTRICT OF PETERSHAM IN FAVOUR OF PRESENT

' RESTRICTIONS UNDER.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 6 TLay. 1897.

To tho Honorable Sir Joseph Palmer Abbott, Speaker, and the Members of the Legislative Assembly of
New South W ales, in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned Residents of the District of Petersham, humbly desire to bring before your notice:
(1) That, according to our knowledge and experience, intemperance is a great and growing evil.
(2) That increased facilities for obtaining alcoholic beverages tend to increase drunkenness,
(3) That the true observance of the Sabbath, which forbids unnecessary trading on that day, is 

essential to national prosperity and greatness.
Therefore your Petitioners wish to place before the Members of the Legislative Assembly their 

desire in reference to the following clauses, and pray that the law may be so altered ;—
(1) Hours of closing,—That the present hours be not extended.
(2) Sunday closing.—That no traffic other than that already provided for he allowed on Sundays.
(8) Duty on Spirits.—That the present duty be not reduced.'
(4) Refreshment to Travellers.—That the restrictions now in force be retained. '

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

follow 155 signatures.]
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1897.

J jI’GJST, M'lVli Assemulv.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING LAWS.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES, MEMBERS OF THE WOMEN'S 

CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION, AGAINST ANY ALTERATION OF EXISTING.)

Received hj ihe Legislative Assemblyf 1 June. 1807.

To tho Honorable the Speaker and Mombers of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the undersigned Residents of New South Wales over the age of twenty-one,— 
Showetu :—

That your Petitioners are of opinion that the present measure of Sunday Closing has been 
very beneGcial in the reduction of tho number of arrests for intemperance, and should be made more 
effective by the inclusion of the provisions recommended by the New South Wales Drink Commission of 
18S6-1S87; and humbly pray your Honorable House not to consent to anv alteration of the law to 
provide for the opening of public-houses at certain hours on the Sunday, believing that such provision 
would tend to increase the intemperance at present altogether too prevalent in our Colony.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray,

\Here follotc 24-5 signatures."]
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1897.

867

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING LAWS.
(PETITION PROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES, AGAINST ANY ALTERATION OF

EXISTING.)

Received iy the Legislative Assembly, 8 June, 1897.

. To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales,
in Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the undersigned Residents of New South Wales, over the age of twenty-one,— 
ShOWETH:— '

That your Petitioners are of opinion that the present measure of Sunday Closing has been 
very beneficial in the reduction of the number of arrests for intemperance, and should be made more 
effective by the inclusion of the provisions recommended by the New South Wales Drink Commission of 
1886-1887, and humbly pray your Honorable House not to consent to any alteration of the law to 
provide for the opening of Public-houses at certain hours on the Sunday, believing that such provision. ' 
would tend to increase the intemperance at present altogether too prevalent in our Colony.

And your Petitioners, as in duly bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 94 signatures.']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 9th June, 1897, from certain Residents of New South Wales; 431 signatures.

„ „ from certain Residents of Mudgee; 37 signatures.
On 10th June, 1897, from certain Residents of Grafton ; 240 signatures.

13d.} 158—
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1897.

. Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING LAWS.
{PETITION FROM CERTAIN RE’SIDENTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES AGAINST ANY ALTERATION

OF EXISTING.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, G July, 1S97.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the undersigned Residents of New South Wales over the age of twenty-one,— 

Showeth :—
That your Petitioners are of opinion that the present measure of Sunday Closing has been 

very beneficial in the reduction of the number of arrests for intemperance, and should be made more 
effective by the inclusion of the provisions recommended by the New South Wales Drink Commission ot 
1S86-1887; and humbly pray yonr Honorable House not to consent to any alteration of the law to 
provide for the opening of public-houses at certain hours on the Sunday, believing that such provision 
would tend to increase the intemperance at present altogether too prevalent in our Colony.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Were follow 545 signatures.']

A similar Petition was received,—
On Gth July, 1897, from certain Residents of New South Wales ; 144 signatures

[3d.] 192—
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1897.

. Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING LAWS. •
{PETITION FEOM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES AGAINST ANY ALTERATION OF

EXISTING.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 14 October, 1897.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the undersigned Ecaidentsof New South Wales over the age of twenty-one,—• 
Showeth :—■

That your Petitioners are of opinion that the present measure of Sunday-closing has been very 
beneficial in the reduction of the number of arrests for intemperance, and should be made more effective 
by the inclusion of the provisions recommended by the New South Wales Drink Commission of 1886
1887, and humbly pray your Honorable House not to consent to any alteration of the law to provide for 
the opening of public-houses at certain hours on the Sunday, believing that such provision would tend to 
increase the intemperance at present altogether too prevalent in our Colony.

And yonr Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

/
[Sere follow 45 signatures.]
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1897.
« *™" '

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOE TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF PENRITH, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION

WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 29 July, 1897.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of. New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Penrith, New South Wales, humbly showeth,—

That in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include 
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the early 
passing of a Rill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option 
without compensation.

And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray,

[Here follow 47 signatures^]

[3d.] 230—
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1897.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOE TRAFFIC.
(PETITION PROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF PENRITH, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION

WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Jlrccivcd bif the Legislative Assembly, 10 August, 1807.

To the Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly oE New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Penrith, Xew South Wales.—

IIuMIILT SnOWflTlI: —
That in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include 

drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the early 
passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option 
without compensation.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 47 signatures.]

[3d.] 250 —
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LeCtTSLATIVK A.SSE-MIJTiY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC LOCAL OPTION BILL.
(PETITION FROM THE REV. F. IS. BOYCE, CHAIRMAN OF A PUBLIC MEETING HELD IN THE 

CENTENARY HALL, SYDNEY, IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 19 August, 1897.

To the Honorable the Lcgiij'latire Assembly of New South Wales In Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned,—

nUilMA’ SilOWKTH : —

That the Petitioner was the Clmirimn, on the 12th August, 1897. at a public meeting held in
the Centenary Hall, Sydney, at which the following resolution was unanimously carried ;----

“ That this public meeting of citizens approves of the Local Option Bill which the Honorable 
.Toseph Cook, M.L.A., has tabled in the Legislative Assembly, and respectfully prays that 
vour Honorable House will be pleased to pass tho same into law as speedily as possible.

“ And that the Chairman sign this Petition on and in behalf of citizens’ meeting.'’
The Petitioner therefore humbly prays that your Honorable House will be pleased to receive this

Petition.
And your Petitiouer, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

F. B. BOYCE,
Chairman.
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1S97.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LOCAL OPTION.
(RESULT OF VOTE TAKEN IN METROPOLITAN SUBURBAN MUNICIPALITIES IN FEBRUARY, 1897.)

Printed under No. 8 Report from Printing Committee, 17 June. 1897.

The Acting District Inspector to The Superintendent of Police.

. Central Police Ofiice, Sydney, 21 May, 1897.
I do myself the honor to forward herewith a Comparative Return showing the result of the 

Local Option Vote taken in the Suburban Municipalities within the Metropolitan District during the 
aldermanic elections in February last.

AVhen the vote was taken in February, 1891, there were on the municipal lists G2,009 voters; this 
year there were 67,G7G—showing an increase during the last three years of 5,GG7. Only 9,595 voted under 
Division “A.,1 and 9,115 under Division “ B,” which result shows about ll per cent., being a decrease of 
about 7 per cent. There are thirty-one municipalities which are divided into 108 wards, and six munici
palities undivided. Out of 114 elections, the Local Option Vote was carried—19 in the affirmative and 95 
in the negative m Division “ A," and in Division “ J3” it was carried in 32 in the affirmative and 82 in the 
negative, There are at present 429 hotels in the City of Sydney, 13 in places not yet incorporated, and 
348 in the suburbs, showing an increase of 2 in the suburbs since the vote of 1894.

I have, &c.,

H. L HUGHES, Sub-Inspector, 
Acting District Inspector, Metropolitan District.

Forwarded to the Inspector-General of Police.—G. Read, Supt., 22/5/97. Forwarded to the 
Under Secretary, Department of Justice.—Edm. Fosbert, L-G.P., 22/5/97. Submitted. A copy of 
this report, with the Return, might (as usual) he laid ou the Table of tho Legislative Assembly,—G.M. 

Approved.—A.J.G., 29/5/97. *

102— Coir PARA TFV E
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Cosn’ABATrTE Return of Result of Local Option Vote m the Metropolitan Suburban Municipalities,
taken in February, ISO?.

M iinicipnllties,

| No. of 
Voters 

on
iMnnid- 

prd 
| List.

1 Division “ j*

| New Lieen
W—
03.

1 Total

| Division 11 B"—
Removal*:.

Result—“ A •’ EcFiilt-“ TV 1 Qa&tt
0 Notification,

^ Noga- 

1 tivo.
AHirina

tivc.
N<W»- 

| tivc.Yes.
1
j No.

! Yes. | No.
Total.

Affimm
tivc. No. Date.

Al.K'TlVDRU— 1
, 1

1 1897.
East Win'd........................ 25.1 0 7 13 2 1 7 9 3 1 236 23 llarcli.
West Ward...................... fi;i2 4 14 18 7 1 12 19 .. , 1 1
South Ward ...................... 35 12 1 47 36 . u 41 1 1 , 1
liuacotisflcld Ward .., 219 2U 09 05 26 GO so .... I 1 1

1895.
AN'NAXDALK .................................. 1,195 41 130 171 53 m 171 , I 1 1 123 19 February

Ashfiet.d-^
1

North Ward ................... 917 9 53 0-2 49 <1,1 ... I 1
1 155 23 February.

South Ward ...................... 1,389 69 147 216 OS 144 212 ... 1 1 1
East Ward................. 1,20(1 , 104 237 341 m 220 J37 * 1 1 M >>

Bai.vaix-
South'Cast Ward ............ S9S 70 163 233 S3 135 2*23 . 1 1 132 1G Fehruar*.
South-west Ward .. ,, 2,020 230 323 553 22S ■250 434 .... 1 1
North-east Ward ... 704 34 97 1S1 02 7i 100 1 1
North Word ...................... 2,035 140 223 363 ISO 331 304 , 1 1 >' 1

Botany—
Cook Ward........................... S90 4 3 7 3 4 7 1 .. 1 205 23 March.
Bank’s Ward..................... m IS 17 35 10 24 34 1 1
Booralec Ward................. 144 12 22 34 1G 21 37 f ... 1 1 0

Botany, North— 1897,
North Ward ...................... 444 Gj S4 149 JO 77 i;.o .... 1 1 132&121 10 & 17 Feb.
Central Ward................. 35S 2 2 2 2 .... 1 1
South Ward . ... 'SS4 5

- 4 2 0 4 1 1 >i

Birfood—
!
i

U$ 14 44 fiS 20 :jo 56 ISO
South Ward ............ S87 17 43 GO 22 49 02 .. . 1 1
East Waid. ........................ 383 4 2S 32 4 *2$ 32 1 1

Ca U I’K ft DOWN -
1

Belmoi-o Ward ................. 294 S 4 12 9 3 12 1 , 1 132 1C Fcbnmn.
Cook Ward........................... OSS 25 50 75 32 43 75 1 . 1
Kingston Ward................. C5j 60 74 134 G4 70 134 1 1 t> „

Caxterbuiu —
North Ward ................. . 700 35 79 114 45 07 112 1 1 1 1,12 16 February.
East Ward.......................... 492 39 67 106 44 01 105 1 1
West Wait!........................... r.9S 7 10 17 8 9 17 1 1 >1

Concord ......................................... 779 3 7 10 3 7 10 ■ • 7 1 1 132 16 February

Daelington ........................ 41G 0 30 32 2 30 32 1 1 195 10 rebritnry.

IhirMiiovNii—-
Dnumuovne Wan! ... 160 3 2 5 3 1 1 322 23 A]>ni.
Bomkc Ward...................... 254 20 49 G9 26 4.i 69 1 1 1
Birkenhead Ward ____ 363 6 11 9 2 11 1 ... 1 1 M ,,

Enfield— 1
Contra! Ward ................. s,-.s IS 41 59 20 35 .’>5 1 , 1 132 10 February.
West Ward ................. 251 4 5 9 4 ;i 7 ■ 1 1
East Ward......................... 331 3 .*» 5 3 5

1 ! . .. 1
1 tt

KRFKlNEVfLLE —
1

Nortli Wan! ............ 254 30 52 SS 44 45 88 ... 1 I 1 132 10 February.
Middle Ward................... 209 20 37 63 35 02 ... 1 1 i
Soutli \\ an! ...................... m 2 5 I 0 7 ■ 1 1 ' 1 It

„

Five Dock................... .. 343 10 10 29 n ic *29 ... ! , 1 155 2S February.

01.HBK—
Outei-Glebe Waiil .. 349 !> 9 1 s 9 . , 1 1 ISO 2 Mareh.
Bishonthorpe Ward____ 042 65 120 1S6 SI 104 1S5 . 1 1
l*'oresb Lodge Wnnl. . 411 37 S7 124 Cl fiO 124 • 1 I i
Inner Clebc Ward .., S4S 3 12 15 y 10 15

. 1 '
1 M

Hl'nSTVILL>^
1

Hurstvillc Ward ............ 1,161 47 133 182 72 110 182 ... 1 1 132 16 February.
BcaJcv Ward...................... 1,133 5 135 140 7 10 17 ... 1 1 1
Peak! mrst Wan! ............ filO 25 28 63 40 39 7!> 1 1

KOOArtATI—
East Ward ........................ 902 7 7 .... 7 .... 1 1 155 23 Februar\.
Middle Ward.................... 090 i4 20 40 1C 23 39 .... 1 . 1
West Ward........................... 300 1 14 16 4 10 14 . . 1 | 1

IjAMK Covk .. ___ ■ton 7 11 21 9 19 10 .... ' 1 1 121 17 February,

Leiciihaeipt — I
Norton Wan! ................. m 4 5 9 4 9 1 t 132 16 February.
Wentworth Wan! . .. 1,143 119 300 419 15G 1C3 310 .. . 1 1
Kendall Ward ................. 069 IS 1*2 30 11 12 23 1 1 . . i 1
Coot Ward........................ 022 58 135 193 09 no 179 3 | 1 ,, M

Manly—
Stcyne Wnnl ................. 547 40 91 131 39 124 1 E 1 155 23 Fcbrunry.
Fairlight Ward............ 33S 10 63 S2 36 4'j 31 1 ! 1
Wentworth Wan!............ 304 23 97 120 34 so 129 7 , 1 „

Makrickvili-r—
,

East Ward........................... SOS 07 132 199 78 122 200 ■ ■. , 1 | 1 132 1G February’.
West Ward........................... 505 7 12 19 !> 9 IS ... I 1 3
North Ward ...................... 739 71 107 238 86 144 239 • 1 1
South ^ard ............... 759 7S ISO 267 93 173 271 ... 1 .. . 1 ,, M

Mommas — 1 |
North Ward...................... 4LS 50 112 102 32 87 119 1 i 132 10 February.
West Ward........................ 262 24 69 83 32 53 85 • 1 1
East Ward ...................... 434 2 2 2 2 ' 1 1 ,, „

NRttTOa.v—
Cauidcn Wal'd ............... l,Uil 32 * 7G 103 71 105 . 1 1 1:12 1 10 FebruMrv.
u'CoTinell Wnnl.. , 1,200 2 23 25 29 2.", L 1 ,
hnnioro \\ 11 rd ............ 1,431 1 20 21 16 21 1 1
Kingston Ward ,. .. 593 52 9.J 145

oil
S‘2 142 1 1 "

”
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1

_, 1 
MuniciiKilities.

’ |

No of 
Voien? 

on
Munici-

1^1
List.

Division " A''—
New Licenses.

DNislon **B 
Removals

- Result-

MFiima-i 
live 1

-“A ” j Result-

Nega- A Hi Dila
tive. | tim j

-"B." !

------------ !

Segu-
tise.

Gazette

No.

Notification.

Date.Yes. No, Total. Yes. No Total, 1
i

i i
1897.Noktii Svdney— j

Victoria Ward ................. ] 1,032 17 43 60 26 37 63 .. 1 .. 1 132
Kirribilli Ward................. 1,075 15 15 30 19 10 29 1 1
liclmore Ward ................. 1 1,141 120 162 272 105 151 256 .... 1 1 ,s
Tunks Ward ...................... 4S3 7 21 28 11 16 27 .. 1 1 **
Wnmnga Ward................. 640 12 21 33 12 22 34 ... | 1 1 ?> ,,

PaDimnoton—
U]»per Ward ...................... 418 • 32 34 66 35 42 67 1 1 251
Lower Ward ...................... 301 40 66 115 55 01 110 .... 1 1
OlciimorcWard................. 427 44 76 119 46 72 118

. . ! i
1 n

iliildle Ward ................. 300 24 41 65 24 41 65 1 1 ,, r,

PKTERSltAJl —
Amiandale Ward............ 728 9 23 32 13 10 32 ] 1 132 16 February,
Sydenham Ward ............ 210 3 9 12 5 7 12 1 1
South Kingston Ward 255 ■23 92 116 40 75 115 1 i 1 ” 11
Lewisham Ward . ... S5G 05 160 275 107 166 273 1 ... 1 1 ,, "

IUmmvick—
Coogee Ward ............ 441 17 IS 35 13 20 33 1 1 132
Middle Ward................. 464 4 0 10 5 5 10 .. .. ♦ 1 1
West tt'nrJ.......................... 440 9 22 31 13 18 31 1 1 ’
South Wnnl ...................... 507 23 39 02 24 so 63 i ; . . 1 >•> „

JIkupkew -
Hedlcm Ward ................. 2SJ 1 2 8 3 3 1 1 .... 1 132 16 February.
(Joideit Gro^e Wan) . 470 3 9 12 5 7 12 1 1
Surrv Hills Ward .. . 478 10 10 20 14 0 20 i 1
Pehnore Ward................. 333 34 74 108 42 (16 103 . i 1 ,, M

ItOCKDALK—
Arneliffc WTard................. 1,107 3 r"> 8 4 4 8 . .. i 1 166 23 February.
•Searhorough Ward . ,. 732 0 18 27 9 18 27 i 1
Huckdale Word................. 805 4 10 .23 4 10 23 i 1 ** ,,

Sr. i^TBU’s—
St. Veter’s Ward .. . ns 10 35 51 1G 32 48 .... , 1 1 132 16 February.
Cook’s River NVard ___ 412 21 SC 107 2S 66 94 .... 1 1
Itrompton Ward ............ 448 oi 117 174 79 80 1G3 ! .... i i

,, o

Strath KiKi.o— 1805.
Strathfield Ward ___ 427 11 7 IS 0 7 16 1 i 170 11 March.
llomebush tVard .......... M7 1 1 5 1 4 6 .... i .... 1
Flomhijfton Ward . 119 4 4 4 i ... ■ i .. 1 ,, M

1897.
Vaiiclacse.................................... 212 22 67 89 30 4S 87 .... i . . 1 121 17 February.

WATEltLOO—
North W'ard ...................... 3 82 14 23 37 12 23 3 j .. i .............. i 155 23 February.
South Ward ...................... 342 28 52 80 32 45 7? i .... i
We^t Ward........................... 302 10 42 61 22 31 f>.t i i
East Ward ................... 212 10 33 57 21 32 53 i 1 M »

Wavh.rlkv—
IjawBOii Ward...................... 871 43 116 153 41 ns 169 .... 1 1 155 23 February,
Was erlev W'ard ............ D46 61 175 226 63 151 219 .. . l 1
Ilondi W'ard........................ 627 11 21 32 13 20 33 . . i 1
Nelson W'ard .. .. ;.93 7 32 39 6 34 40 1 ... i .... 1 >T

WtLJjOtlGI ILI'i —
j

Chaleworth Ward............ 555 48 122 170 67 103 170 | . i 1 . ,. 1 155 23 February.
Middle Harbour Ward.. 411 25 42 67 26 30 nr. J i i tj
NarcniUrun W’ard............ 373 3 8 11 3 s [ 11 .... i 1 .... 1 M 4-

Wooi.lafira—
Piper Ward...................... 1,087 1 ) 3 1 2 2 4 .... i i 132 10 February.
Edged!!! W'ard................. 860 7 1 1+ 7 7 14 1 i M
Jjouble Bay Ward............ 333 IS 48 ! 60 28 38 66 i J .... 1 ,,
Belles uc Ward ___ 109 1 1 1 

i
1 1 1 1 .. M

Total ............ 07,078 3,117

i

6,478 j 9,595

i

3,030 5,485 10 05 32 82

H. J. HUGHES, Sub-Inspector,
Acting District Inspector, Metropolitan District.

Sydney i William Aptilcg-ntc Onllick, aorcritmenl Printer.—1897
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1897.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ABORIGINES.
(REPORT OP BOARD EOR 1896.)

Printed under No. 2 Report from Printing Committee, C May, 1897.

The Aborigines Protection Board to Tho Principal Under Secretary.
Board for Protection of Aborigines, 105, Phillip-street,

Sydney, 31 March, 1897.
In accordance with the established practice, we have the honor to submit, for the Chief Secretary’s 

information, the following Report respecting the work undertaken by us during the year 1896, together 
with information as to the number, location, and present condition of the aborigines throughout the 
Colony, and the means adopted by us for their relief, so far as the funds placed at our disposal would admit.

We regret to have to record the death, on the 20th August last, of Mr. Albert Maxwell Hutchinson, 
uho, during the nine years he held a seat on the Board, took a deep interest in furthering every object 
which had in view the improvement of the condition of the aborigines.

The statistics of the aboriginal population of the Colony (*ea Appendix A), compiled from 
information collected by the Police on the 15th October last, show a total of 3,503 full-bloods and 3,481 
half-castes—0,984 in' all. ’

_ These figU!'es exhibit, as compared with the previous year, a decrease of 157 full-bloods, but an 
increase of 95 half-castes—a net decre;isc of 02.

The deaths amongst the full-bloods exceeded the births by 61, the numbers being 140 and 79 
respectively. Though the deaths were only 1 less than in 1895, there were 31 less births.° The natural 
increase amongst the half-castes was 92, births (153) allowing a decrease of 5, and deaths (01) an increase 
of /, as compared with 1895. These figures would, however, account for an increase of 31 in the total 
population, instead of a decrease of 02 as shown. The difference can only be accounted for by the 
difficulty of making a correct census in the remote districts, owing to the wandering habits of the 
aborigines, and by the border tribes crossing into South Australia and Queensland.

The total number of full-bloods is now but 22 more than that of the half-castes.

_ A total sum of £17,311 17s. lOd. was expended by the Government on behalf of the aborigines 
during the year (sec Appendix C.) This includes an expenditure of £12,961 13s. lid. by the Board, 
£800 3s. 7d. by the Chief Medical Officer, £1,028 17s. (Id. by the Minister of Public Instruction’ 
£2,394 5s. lOd. by the Controller-General of Stores, and £66 17s. by the Chief Secretary. ’

The Board continue to adhere to the rule laid down by them when first appointed for the 
distribution of the funds placed at their disposal, by restricting, as far as possible, the issue of supplies of 
food and clothing to those who, from ago, sickness, or other infirmity, arc unable to support themselves or 
their children, and to those attending school whose parents are unable to provide them with food and 
suitable clothing.

In all cases brought under notice, the actual condition and circumstances of the aborigines are fullv 
ascertained, the cases of individual aborigines being investigated and dealt with the same as those of 
numbers congregating in camps. The young and able-bodied are made to support themselves and their 
families if work is at all procurable. The police render every assistance, and have succeeded in securing 
employment for a large number. 3

A statement in detail is given of the expenditure by the Board {see Appendix I)). A sum of 
£9,581 3s. 9d. was expended during the year in the purchase of supplies of food, clothing, medical 
comforts, boats and gear, fishing tackle, fencing wire, farming implements, seed, material for the erection 

(i7~-A and
[705 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £10 19s. 3d.]
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and improvement of dwellings. &c.; £616 5s. lid. for the fares of aborigines travelling on the railway 
lines ; and £2,764! 4s. 3d. in liquidating claims incurred specially in connection with the Cumeroogunga 
(Murray), "Warangesda (Mumunbidgee), and Brcwarrina (Banvon) Aboriginal Stations.

On the last day of tho year, 2,134 aborigines were being supported by tbe Board. Of this number 
1,062 wore children, and of the remainder 1 was over the age of 100 years, 2 were over 50, 10 over 80, 81 
over 70, 278 over GO, 213 over 50, and 487 between the ages of 20 and 50. Of the total, 573 were classed, 
as too old and feeble to earn a living for themselves, 11 blind, 36 sick or recently sick, and 34 crippled ; 
113 (54 men, 26 women, and 33 children) were being temporarily assisted whilst fencing and preparing 
Government reserves for cultivation, 204 were women with young children to support and whose husbands 
were seeking work, and 101 were men and women out of employment and for whom no work was at the 
time procurable. Of the children, some were young orphans, others were those of sick or destitute 
aborigines, whilst a large number were receiving rations as an inducement to attend school.

In addition to the above, 244 aborigines were being supported on tbe Cumeroogunga, Warangesda, 
and Brewarrina Aboriginal Stations.

During tbe year seven additional reserves, as under, aggregating an area of 754 acres, have been 
set apart for the use of aborigines :—

Sackville Beach (Hawkesbury Biver)
J! »

Bunnymede (Casino District) ...
Bushfield (Bundarra District) ...
Uralla...................................................
Willanthry (Hillston District) ...
Minnamurra Biver (Kiama District)

150 acres. 
30 „

100 „ 
2S0 „
100 „ 
100 „ 
34 „

A small reserve at Singleton, upon which a comfortable dwelling was erected by tbe Board for an 
aboriginal widow and her children, has been increased in extent from 1 to 31- acres.

The reserves of 164 acres at Wilberforce and 230 acres at Singleton, which are no longer required, 
have been revoked. Tbe area of the reserve at Uuka has also been reduced from 100 to 58 acres.

Every inducement is held out by the Board to the aborigines to occupy and cultivate tbe land. 
'They are supplied with seed, farming implements, building material, fencing-wire, <fcc., when tbe Board 
are satisfied that good use will be made of tbe same, and rations are issued to them whilst they are engaged 
in clearing, fencing, Imt-huikling, &c., and until their crops have been harvested. The following extracts, 
from reports received are given as a few instances of the progress made by the aborigines :—

“ The four reserves in the Gladstone district are now all securely fenced, cleared, and under 
cultivation. The aborigines now reap good crops, and are in a fair way of living.

“ At Kymboida, good three-roomed dwellings have been erected. A portion of the land has been 
fenced, cleared, and placed under cultivation : tbe remainder lias been ringbarked with a view to putting 
a larger area under crop next season.

“ The aborigines at AVak-ha Boad placed 20 acres under wheat, oats, and potatoes last season. 
They have also greatly improved their reserve by fencing, ringbarking, &c.

“ One of the reserves in the Kempsey district has been enclosed with a good two-railed fence, and 
subdivided into three paddocks. Twelve acres arc under maize. ■

:I On tbe reserve at Sherwood, about 25 acres have been cleared of scrub and heavy timber. The 
aborigines are about to enclose the land with a substantial fence.

On the reserve at Eureka Creek good progress continues to be made. One aboriginal has, in 
addition to a comfortable dwelling, erected a good straddle barn with bark roof. He keeps a lot of 
poultry, has 9 acres under maize, potatoes, and vegetables, and has enclosed 25 acres with a good dog-leg 
and superior pole fence. Another has erected a log pig-stye, stockyard, and calf-pen, has a number of 
fruit-trees growing, and 8 acres fenced and under maize and potatoes. Another has erected a skillion 
slab but with bark roof, and has 7 acres fenced and under maize.

“ Tbe aborigines at Currowan grow maize and potatoes on their reserve, and keep a cow and
fowls.

“ The reserve at Minnamurra was only set apart towards the end of the year. The aborigines 
have already erected three dwellings, have cleared and burnt off a portion of the land, and have dug up 
and planted garden plots.

“ Tbe aborigines at Busbfield have erected dwellings for themselves, have fenced in vegetable 
gardens, and intend cultivating other portions of the land.”

On the 31st December last there were 110 reserves for aborigines in different parts of the Colony, 
with a total area of 25,338 acres. Thirty-four
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Thirty-four boats in all are now in use by the aborigines at Lawrence, WardeH, Macksville, 
Gladstone, Kerapsoy, Taree, Forster, Fort Stephens, La Perouse, Siickville lieauh, Illawarra Lake, 
Minnamurra River, Greenwell Point, Ulladulla, Jervis Bay, Whllaga, Lake, Moruya, and Twofold Bay.
They are used for fishing purposes, conveying stores to and from their island reserves, and ferrying their 
children to school. Fairly good care is taken of them.

Satisfactory progress continues to be made at the schools established specially for the instruction of 
aboriginal children at Barrington, Brcwarrina., Brungle, Cumeroogunga, Forster, Grafton, Mulyan 
(Cowra), Hollands Plains, Warangesda, and Wauchope. The teachers are appointed by the Department 
of Public Instruction, and periodical visits are paid to the schools by Inspectors from that Department.

The number of children now receiving instruction throughout the Colony is Gbl—bbt at Public 
Schools and fhe schools mentioned above, and 26 privately—a total increase of oS on the previous year.
The Board continue to offer every inducement for the attendance of these children at school, and are 
pleased with the result, both as regards the increase in the number of scholars and the progress made by 
them.

The Board note with regret that a large proportion of the deaths has arisen from the effects of 
intemperance, and much difficulty is. experienced in preventing illadvised persons from supplying the 
aborigines with intoxicants. The police have been successful during the year in obtaining convictions 
against a number of persons in the Metropolitan District for breaches of the law in this direction, and 
also in the following country districts:—Broadwater, South Grafton, Moruya, Berry, Mungindi, Walgett, 
Hillston, Menindie, Balranald, Wilcannia, Tumut, and Corowa. It is difficult to obtain convictions in 
theso casus, as the aborigines themselves will but rarely divulge the source from which they obtain the 
liquor. '

The amount qE the donations to the Aborigines Protection Association during the t welve months 
reached a total of £95 11s. 3d. only, the lowest received during any period since the formation of 
that body. ■ '

On the 9th July last the Board represented to the Chief Secretary that it was most desirable that 
some amendment should be made in the regulation, by which the management of the aboriginal stations 
at Cumeroogunga, Warangesda, and Brcwarrina was placed under the control of the Association,

It was then pointed out that the duties connected with the management were practically under the 
oversight of Local Committees, constituted for the purpose by the Board ; that the gentlemen composing 
such Local Committees had repeatedly represented that their action was impeded rather than assisted by 
the Association, and had expressed their intention from time to time of relinquishing their offices unless 
they were relieved from any interference except by the Government Board. ■ ■

The fact of the Association having almost ceased to collect funds from the public to further its 
objects, and the expenditure for the maintenance of the stations having therefore to be borne by the 
Government, was also alluded to, and it was strongly urged that the whole business arrangements and 
management should be vested in the Board, assisted by Local Committees, the Association being, however, 
rendered every assistance practicable in their endeavours to ameliorate the condition of the aborigines by 
religious teaching, similar encouragement and facilities being afforded the local clergy.

On the 15th January last the Council of the Association informed the Chief Secretary that they 
declined to bo held responsible for future secular control of the three stations, and the Board now await 
the Minister's decision in the matter. ' '

Requisitions for provisions and other necessaries are in the meantime being attended to by the
Board.

Appended hereto will be found reports furnished by the Local Boards in connection with the 
Brcwarrina, Brungle, Cumeroogunga, Grafton, and Warangesda Aboriginal Stations,' as to the progress 
made at those settlements during the year, and the present condition of the inmates. ■

To the Local Boards and the police generally wo are indebted for much valuable assistance in our 
efforts to improve the condition of the aborigines, and we take this opportunity of placing bn record our 
appreciation of such services. ■

We have, &e., '
EDMUND FOSBERr, Chairman.
PHILIP GIDLET KING,')
W. H. SUTTOE, j
J. R. HILL, . . . (-Members. s-
J. M. CHANTER, j
R. H. D. WHITE, j

APPENDICES.
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APPENDICES.

APPENDIX A.
Census Retubns, 1S9G.

Full-bloods. Half-castes.

Locality.
Men. Women. Mon. Women.
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Animbo .............................. 1
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Annidale........................... "ri
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Ashford .................. ~ 3 i i IS 6
3
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Bfillina........................... 4 3 5 10

15
1
1
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1
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Barraba..................... 4 4
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1
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3
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1
Blaekville...................... 1
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1
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4
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Q
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Corowa....................................... 4 8
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Cowra ....................... i
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3
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Cudgen.............................. i
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1
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APPENDIX A—continued.

Full-bloods. Half-castes.

Locfclitj.
Men. Women. Men. Women.
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1Grong Grong ........................................ 1 9
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APPENDIX A—continued.

Locality.

Tareena .........................................
Tea Gardens .................................
Tentcrfickl .....................................
Tiibooljuira .....................................
Tingha.............................................
Tinonee .........................................
Torrowangee ...............................
Trangie.............................................
Truukey .........................................
Tuena ............................................
Tumbulgum................. . .................
Tumbimimba .................................
Ulmarra .........................................
Uralla .............................................
Uraua ............................................
Walbundri .....................................
Walcha.............................................
Walgett, Grawin, and Carinda ...
Wanaanng and Yantabulla..........
Wardoll .........................................
Wariabla..........................................
Warren.............................................
Wee Waa.........................................
Welaregaug.....................................
Wellington .....................................
Wentworth....................................
Werris Creek.................................
White Cliffs.....................................
Wilcannia .....................................
Wilson’s Downfall .......................
Windsor .........................................
Wingham.......................................
Wollar.............................................
Wollongong......................................
Wood burn .......... ..........................
Woodenbong .................................
Woogoolgu .....................................
Yamba.............................................
Yass.................................................
Yetman .........................................
Young .............................................

Total......................
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Women. Women.
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1 1 1 1 ft
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1 i 1 3 1 1 4

1 1 ft 2
8 C 8 2 22 46 10 4 io 4 38 60 112

1C 15 i 10 8 :i 22 S4 0 5 13 1 58 8G 17020 0 11 6 3 9 Cl 1 G 7 65
7 i 3 2 J 4 19 3 1 4 18 26 45

o 2
4 i 1 2 9 i 4 5 14
4 2 2 O 1 12 2G 3 i i 8 13 39
) ... 1 2 2
* 3 2 S 17 6 f) d 2 29 5! 68

... 3 ... 3 ... 3
... ... 1 1 2 G 4 i 8 4 23 51 53

6 1 3 ... 1 11 1 1 12
5 2 4 6 1 IS ii 2 ft 7 25
1 5 2 1 4 G 19 i 1 4 0 25

1 i 1 1 2 6 15 8 i 13 5 53 95 101
3 1 i 3 1 G \o 4 1 3 1 17 26 41

3 o 3 s 2 1 14 17 25
I 1 i 1 4 5 3 5 2 G 21 25
1 1 2 2
6 4 3 o 3 2 7 27 3 3 1 4 11 38
0 G 1 s 4 9 34 4 i 4 10 19 531 1 1 2 5 52 1 4 7 io 8 i ii G G4 100 107
2 2 1 1 3 9 9

1 1 ... 1

737 4S0 225 520 347 ,G1 1,033 3,503 562 200 20 531 177 21 1,964 3,481 6,984

APPENDIX B. 

CF.ysus Kexubxs, 1896.
Comparison with year 1805.

Full-bloods. Half-castes.

Grand
Total.

Adults.
Children. Total.

Adults.

Children. Total.
Males. Females. Males. Females.

By return, 1895 ......................................... 1,486 1,052 1,122 3,660 765 706 1,915 3,386 7,046

Do 1S96 ..................................... 1,442 1,02S 1,033 3,503 7SS 729 1,964 3,481 6,984

Decrease................................. 44 24 89 157 62

Increase........................ ........... 23 23 49 95

BntiHS and Deatits, 1896.

Full-bloods. Half-east eg.

Births reported ................................ 79 Births reported ...................... . 153

Deaths reported .............................. 140 Deaths reported .......................... . 61
Decrease by Deaths over Births .. 61 Increase by Births over Deaths ...... . 92
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AIPENDIX C.

Exi’K-vdituee by the Governtnent on belialf of tho Aborigines, 1896.

Department. Particulars. Amount expended.

Aborigines Protection Board..... ^

■Chief Secretary.................................
Chief Medical Officer ......................
■Government Stores .........................
Public Instruction .......................... I i

Rations, clothing, boats and gear, farming implements,| 
seed, erection of dwellings, fencing-wire, fishing 
tackle, medical comforts, (for aborigines
generally).......................................................................

Expenses m connection with the Home for Aborigines, 
Grafton—Salary of Manager, wages of aborigines, 
rations, clothing, medical comforts, building
material, stock, tools, and sundries .........................

Conveyance of aborigines on the railway lines of tbe
Colony............................................................................

Salary of Secretary to Board (six months} ..................
Claims incurred in connection with the Cumeroogunga, 

Warangesda, and Brcwarrina A boriginal Stations— 
Salaries, rations, clothing, medicine, building' 
material, fencing, stock, seed, freight, labour, &c. I

Burial expenses—aborigines .........................................
Medical attendance and medicine..................................
Blankets, clothing, stationery, etc..................................
Repairs to buildings, salaries of teachers, school-books, 

fuel and cleaning ........................................................

£

8,0+9

5S1

61G
GO

2,76+

s. d.

9 +

1+ 5

5 11 
0 0

4 3

Total.
1

£ s. d.

12,961 13 11 
66 17 0 

SCO 3 7 
2,39+ 5 10

1,028 17 6

£17,311 17 10

APPENDIX D.

Expendituiik by tho Board on Aborigines generally, 1896.

Average monthly

Locality.
number receivin'* aid.

Period. Mature of Supply or Service. Amount ex]>cnded 
during the year.

Adults. Children.

£ s. d.
Angledool .................. 18 IS 114 1 0
Annidale .................. 4 0 7 1
Ballina ...................... 2 ' ' 7 16 4
ItalranaM .................. 14 2 12 . Rations, clothing, fenci'ig-wiro, and cooking utensils 7+ 14 3
Barnngton................. 3 13 12 „ ... Rations and clothing ................................................ 76 16 7
Beil ingen and Pern- 20 3 12 „ ... 43 1 4

mount.
"Boggabilla.................. S / 12 '................................................ 74 10 1
iionahaw...................... 3 O 12 „ .. 29 13 7
Bouraville.................. 23 12 „ ... Rations, clothing, medical comforts, and fishing S6 8 10

tackle.
Breaza.......................... 3 5 12 „ ... Of* 9 9
Broadwater .............. 1 ] 2 '' ... 0 0 3
Brungle ...................... 5y 3S 12 „ - Rations, medical comforts, building material, farm- C32 12 4

ing implements, fencing-wiic, tools, harness.
allowances to Superintendent and teacher.

Brushgrovc .............. i ft ,, 2 S S
Bnnnlbo..................... i 12 . . S 3 S
Jiungatvalbyn ......... 3 is r, ... j 1 ................................... . ......... ..................... 17 1 4
Bun agorang .......... S 21 12 ........... Rations, seed, and Icncing-wirc................................ S7 19 11
Burner ...................... 1 12 „ 9 12 7
Bush field ................. Ii 10 12 ;; .. Rations and clothing ............................................. 53 9 2-
Byrun Bay.................. 1 12 „ ... Rations ................................................................... ft 7 ft
Cabbage-tree Island .. G 6 12 ,, . 27 11 9
Calimo ...................... 6 5 15 11 S
Camint ...................... + 12 ** IS 7 S
Cfirmda ...................... 6 4 n S 3 7
Casino.......................... 1 0 10 1!
■Cubar.......................... 1 o ■*1 6 12 3
Oolane.......................... 12 s 12 ,, 81 13 2
Collarendabri .......... 7 2 12 ;; ... 44 10 S
Conargo...................... S 0 0
Oondobolin.................. 1 4 months... Rations ....................................................................... 1 G 5
Conoblc ...................... 4 o 12 . 37 11 6
Coolangatta .............. 3 21 i2 ;; ... 62 13 2
Coonamble.................. 5 4 12 „ ... Rations ........................................................................ 50 10 1
Copumnhurst.............. 2 12 „ ... 11 10 10
Coraki.......................... 1 12 '' .

„ .................................................................
. 4 5 0

■Coramba.............. ....... 7 2 12 ...
1 ^

Rations and clothing ................................................. 33 12 G
C-owra.......................... S 17 12 „ . . Rations, jnedioal uomfnrts, fencing-wire, clothing, 103 12 7

and teacher’s allowance.
■Crooked and Minna- 10 13 12 ... Rations, clothing, seed, building materia.1, ond tools 74 17 5

imirra River*
■Orudinc ...................... 2 , 5 12 „ ... Rations ....................................................................... 23 12 0
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APPEXDiX D—continued.

Jiatare of Stipplj1 or Service.

Cudgen ................. . 1 12 months. , Itations ..............
Cnttabri.....................
Dandaloo ............. ..
Delegate.....................

. 13 

. 3
6
5

12 „ ■
12 „ .

. Rations and clothing ................................................

. Hations .............. 14 4 12 „ ..Dubfio .................
Dungalear..............

■ 7
. 8

7
17

' 12 „
12Drake........................

Dyraaba.....................
. 4

4
JOJ- J, .. 
12 „ ..Eden .....................

Euabalong..............
5

16
7

15
12 „
12 „ ..

Rations, clothing, paint, find oars for boats ......... {
. Rations .......... iEugowra............ 5

22
11

12
13
21

12 „
12 .,
12 „ ..

................................................................ I

Forster .................. Rations and clothing .
Rations, clothing, medical comforts, and repairs to 

boat.
Rations and clothingGilgunnia ............ 2 12 „ ..

rxlen lunes..... 0 6 12 „ . Rations .........Glennrchy.............. 5 4 12 „ .
Goodooga .............. 13 3 Rations and clothing ...... 1
Goonal ............... 3

J- ,» ..
32 )} ..

Grafton ...............

Grafton South, Orara, 
and Glenngie.

Greemvell Point ....
Gulargambone .......

56

7

5

28

7

12 „ ..

12 „ ..

12 „ ..

Rations, clothing, stock, building material, tools, 
manager's salary, aborigines’ wages. 1

Rations and medical comforts !

Rations ..................... 1
7 14 12 „ .. ,, ...............................Gnnnedab ............... 4 12 „■Harwood .............

Hillston ................
2 i2 ... | Rations .............. ~

11 16 12 „ .. i Rations and clothimr
Hunter Waterhole ...
Illawarra Lake.... .
Ingalba ...................

11
5

10

14
7

16
9

12 ...
12 ..
12 „ ..
12 ,, ...
12 „ . .19.

Rations .. __
Rations, clothing, boat-gear, and fishing taoklu 
Rations, clothing, and repairs to plough....
Rations ...........Jervis Bay.................. 3

Kauiltgah .................. 9
Keewong ................. 4
Ktmopia..................... IS 26 1£ Rations ................. i
Kyogle ...................... 3 12 „ .
La Perouac.............. 12 11 12 „ .. Rations, building material, boat-gear, laying on!

water. 1
Rations ......... 1Lawrence ................. 3 12 „ ..

Lionsville ................ 2 12 „ ...
Lismore .................. 3 1 12 „ ... ............ ,
Louth ...................... 4 2 S ......... ..........1
Macleay River........

Macksville and Kam- 
bucca Heads.

82

42

68

13

1°

12j.— j, ...
Rations, clothing, medical comforts, tools, buildingl 

material, seed, and fencing-wire.
Rations, clothing, medical comforts, boat, and tools'

Mallara ................. 2 5 10
Marfield...................... 3 4 12 .
Maryland ............... o i2 .Megalong .............. G

2
5
2

12 „ ...
3 „ ..

Rations, clothing, and medical comforts '
Rations ................................Merri Merrigal..........

Millera ...................... i 12 - „ .
Milparinka.................. 24 12 „ ... Clothing . . ............
Mogil Mogil .............. 7 10 12 „ ...
Moolah ................... 3 1 12 ., ..
Moree....................... 6 9 12 „ ...
Mungindi ................. 12 13

6
1° Rations and clothing .............. |Murrumbong.............. 6 19

Murwillmnbah.......... 5 1 12 . . Rations .......... ........... r
Harrabri ................... 3 4 121 — . . Rations, clothing, and medical comfortsKarrandera and Grong 5 6 12 Rations and seed wheat..................Grong.
R'elligen .......... . .
Nymboida..................

i
6

6
2 12 „

12 „ ...
Rations and clothing .....................

Ivyngan ...................... 4 12 ...........
Oban ...................... 19 12 12 „ ..
Obley .......................... 5 2 weeks ...
Parkes............ 5 8 12 months ,
Peak Hill ............. 19 14 12 „ ... Clothing................Penrith ...............
Piangobla .................
Pilliga..........................

1 12 „ .. Rations and rent of cottage .....
5 3 2 „ ... Rations ..........................7 .. . .

15 9 12 „ ..Poolamacca ............ 14 12 „ ..
Port Macquarie., . ... 
Port Stephens ..... .
Pretty Gullv............

16
7

2

22
8

1

12JA* j;
12 „ .
12 „ ..

Rations, clothing, medical comforts, and tools......
Rations, clothing, building material, fishing net, 

repairs to boats, boat gear, seed, and tools. 
Rations .........................

Quambone...............
Qneanbeyan ,, ..... .

lr> 12 12 .. Nations rmd clothing ..............3 7 12 „ ...
12 „ ...
12 „ .

Rations, clothing, farming implements, and seed...Kivertree ..... ..... r>
Runnymede ............ Rations ...... ......

Tools .............
Rylstone................. i 9 12 ., ... Rations ........
Singleton .................. 34 31 12 „ ...

12 „ ...

Rations, clothing, medical comforts, fencing ma
terial, tools, farmhouse, and sundries.Stuart Town............. i

Sturts Meadow.......... 4 9 „ ...

Avenge monthly 1
number rcceivinar aid.

Locality. -------- - - Pencil, |

Adults. Children. I

Aniount expended 
I during the i ear.

£ s. (1. 
5 5 31 

I/O 9 6 
9 2 5 

6S 4 0 
42 11 S 

105 7 3 
12 13 3
23 ii n
33 IS 1 
92 17 5 
49 7 6

132 11 10 
95 1 3

19 7 7 
22 11 2 
45 4 7 
SS 17 II 
15 19 4 

5SI 14 5

29 II 5

48 19 S 
100 13 3 
26 10 1
5 7 3 

57 15 9 
86 11 8 
37 3 0 
60 8 11
34 8 11 
13 14 0 
31 3 10

332 9 2 
IS 19 9 

153 19 0

15 18 7
13 0 H 
17 3 1 
17 1 11

470 9 _ 7

133 3 0

27 15 0
30 S 3
12 8 3 
48 0 7

2 10 0
6 2 4 

IS 0 0
90 5 0
14 7 9 
51 12 10

130 2 5 
69 15 5 
20 15 7 
39 11 0 
27 5 S

20 3 0 
30 0 3
13 10 4 

132 1 1
3 IS 10 

45* 14 7
14 13 1 
13 3 7
2 9 1 

79 10 8 
66 13 7

115 13 10
91 0 1

13 IS 0 
104 2 S 
57 10 2 
13 6 S
3 15 4 

26 10 4
283 6 1

7 19 2 
17 16 6
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APPENDIX D—continued.
| Average monthly

number receiving aid.
J.iX’oIitv, *

renoil.

j Adults. | Children.

Nature of Supply or Service. Amount expemied 
during the year.

Swansea......................
Tabulam..................
Taree ..........................
Total la .....................
Tareniboiie.................
Terry-hic-hie.............
Tooloon ......................
Trangie ..................
Tmnbulgum ..............
Turlingah ..................
Ulladulla ..................
Unuingar ..................
Uraila..........................
Walcha ......................
Walcha lloatl ............
Walgett ...................
^Vallaga Lake .........

1
(j

14
15 
17 
'22

4
iy
i

ir>
s
3

3
i)
7

S4

Wanaaritig..................
Wee Waa ..................
'Veilnioringle ..........
Wcmtertga.................
Wellington.................

4
1
1o

14

Wilcannia..................
Windsor ...................
Wingham ..................
Wollar ......................
Wollomombi..............
Woogoolga..................
Wyangarie.................
Wyrallah .................
Yass.............................
Young ........................
Yugilbar.....................
Incidental expenses 
Kaihvay fares (aboti- 

gines).
Salary of Secretary ...

1
46

6
7
2
0
3
9

23
2
1

IS
13 
11 
19
6
9
1

11
15

1
14

14
12
29

]'2jnontbs 
9 .

12 ■
12 „ .
12 „
12 „ .
12 .
12 „
12 „
12 „ ..
12 „ ..
12
12
12
4

12
12

>1

> J

i !

20

12
12
12
12
32

JJ 
15 
i t

2
67
12
6

2

49

12
12
12
12
12

51 
JJ 
J 1 
5!

3 „ .
12 „ •
12 „ .
12 „ .
2 -weeks 
6 months. 

12 „ .,
12 „ ..

Rations anil clothing .................................................
Rations .....................................................................
Rations, clothing, medical comforts, and sundries...
Rations and clothing ................................................
Rations ......................................................................
Rations, clothing, and building material..................
Rations ...................................................

1 > ,  ...................... ....................... ..
Rations and clothing .................................................
Rations, clothing, and medical comforts..................
Rations .................. .................................. ..................

?» • ■ ...... ............................... ................
Rations, fencing-wire, and seed..................................
Rations and clothing .................................................
Rations ........................................................................
Rations, clothing, tools, boat-gear, seed, repairs to 

boat, repairs to schoolroom, allowance to Super
intendent.

Rations .......... ........................................... .................
3) ............ ........ . .................. ...................

Rations and clothing .................................................
Rations, clothing, fenemg-wire, and building ma

terial.
Rations .................. ......................... ................
Rations and building material ..................................
Rations and tools.........................................................
Rations and clothing .................................................
Rations .......................................................................

do .........................................................................
do .................................................................
do .................................................................

Rations, clothing, seed, and tools.............................
Rations .....................................................................

do ....................................................................."

£ s. d.
12 10 1 
15 13 11 

103 19 0 
178 7 7 ■ 
187 17 10 
257 16 0 
56 8 5 
90 16 2 
5 10 3 

85 17 3 
79 13 1 
34 2 6 
45 2 11 
IS S 7 
24 19 2 
56 16 2 

405 1 2

18 10 0 
7 10 4 

10 9 5 
16 15 10 

191 14 2

9 5 6 
178 3 4 
30 3 5 
50 8 7 
13 11 7 
0 15 0 

29 14 11 
53 0 6 

173 15 1 
0 12 0 
3 4 11 

13 16 3 
610 5 H

50 0 0
Total 10,197 9 8

APPEXDIX E,

Amounts paid for Medical Attendunce, 1396.

locality.

Armidalc ..............
Ballina...................
Barrington ............
Bellingcu ..............
Bodalla....................
Bourke...................
BowraviUe ...........
Broadwater.............
Biunglc...................
Burragorang .........
Casino .....................
Cabbage-tree Island
Cobar........................
Coolangatta.............
Cowra .....................
Cumeroogunga ...
Forster.....................
Goulburu.................
Orafton.....................
Gunneduh ................
Hillgrove.................
Hillston .................
Kiama
La Perouse .. ,
Lismore ........
Macleay River.

I

Amount. Locality.

£ s. d.
3 10 0 Brought forward...................
1 2 6 Mauksville......................

50 0 0 Meealonfr ............................
1 5 0 Mungmdi ..............................
5 10 0 Nitrrabri................... .........
0 10 0 Nvmran ......................
fill 3 Parkes....................
2 0 0 Penrith ..............................

03 15 C Pert Macquarie..................
2 0 0 O.ucanbevan ...............

31 2 6 Hollands Plains..........................
7 12 6 Singleton ..........................
0 10 0 Taree ............... ,

n 16 o Turliujrah ......................
25 10 0 Ulladulla ..................
56 6 0 Uralla............................

8 4 0 Walcha .......................
5 10 0 Walgett............................

60 0 0 Wnllatra Lake ..............
0 10 0 Weltinuton......................
5 5 0 Wilcannia ..................................
2 8 6 Wmgliam ...................................

40 0 0 Yass ..................................
50 0 0 Younfl .......................

2 0 0 Torrowangen ...............
50 0 0

Carried forward £492 IS 9 Total

Amount.

£ s. d, 
492 18 9

1 19 1
6 5 0 
3 6 0

12 12 0
2 0 0
3 0 0 
0 10 0 
8 1 0

12 3 0
7 12 0 

40 0 0
40 0 0 

6 2 0
41 5 0 
37 5 0
4 10 O 
O 10 O

19 14 9 
33 8 0 
3 0 0 

25 0 0 
52 19 0 
0 10 0
5 13 0

£800 3 7

67-B
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APPENDIX r.

List of .Articles supplied Aborigines from tlie G-overnraent Stores, 180G.

Locality.
No. receiving- aid.

Nature of aid. Locality
No. receiving aid.

Nature of aid.
Ailuitg. Children, Adults. Children.

Ashford ................... 4 Clothing, LS 8
U

Broadwater ............. 2 11
Rruttglc .................. Medicine. Murwillumbah .... 6 o

Bundarra .................. 5 10 Clothing, Hymboida .............. 6 6 3 3 ¥
Bvron Bay.................. 1
Casino.......................... 10 3 Clothing.
Chatsworth .............. 1 Tnmbulguui.............. (2 3
Copmanhurst .......... 12 4
Coraki ..................... ' 4 Walcha...................... 12 on
Cudgen ...................... 1 Wardell 5 2
Drake.......................... ■22 1 ” Wilson’s Downfall.. 9 4
OJen limes................ 2 6 8 0

Grafton ...................... 24 17 Woogoolga.............. 5 2
Grafton, South.......... 15
Harwood ................. G Colony'.
Hillgrove .................. 9

K.B.—The eosl ol lliesc articles an:! tlier tnmsit (£2,301 5?. 1(1.1.) was delrayed [ram the Vote for Government Stores.

APPENDIX G.
Statement of Expenditure on account of Aborigines during the year 18D6 hy the Department of Public

Instruction.

Same of School.

Barrington ......
Brewarrina ......
Bnmgle............
CumoroGgnnga,.,
Forster..............
Grafton..............
Mulynn (Corvra) 
fiolland's Plains 
Wallaga Lake ...
IV arangesda......
tVauchopc ........

Totals .

'.'i

£

Salaries. Books and 
apparatus.

Forago, travelling 
and cleamiitf.

Buildings, reiiainf, 
rent, furniture. J Total.

£ B, d, 
44 15 0 
89 10 0 
G4 0 0 

244 5 0 
81 (i S 
89 0 ,T 
89 10 0 
41 7 5

173 10 0 
41 7 5

£ s. d. 
1 6 7

1 17 9 
5 11 0
2 10 G
0 13 2
1 0 11 
0 9 3

9 14 6 
0 9 2

£ s. d. 
5 5 0

2 12 0 
9 G 10

0 10 0
0 0 0
1 1 10
4 IS 6
5 0 0

£ s. d.

11 19 3

0 19 6

£ s. d.
51 0 7
89 10 0
08 9 9

259 2 10
95 16 5
89 13 5
91 0 11
4fi 16 8

1 1 10
189 2 6
46 16 7

958 11 9 !
I

23 12 10 33 14 12 IS 9 I 1,028 17 6 
I

APPENDIX H.

Census Eetums, Brevrarrina, Brungle, Cumeroogunga, Grafton, and AVArangcsda Aboriginal Stations, 1SS6.

Stations.

VopulatSon, lilst Beccmbor, L99G. Daily averago population throughout tl

' Half-castcs.
1

c j car.

Full-bloods. Half-castes-
Crand
Total.

Adults

Full-bloodu

Total,
Granil
Total.

Adults. Children Total. Adults Children. Total. Childrtn. Total. Adults Children,

Brewarrina ., 16 . 21 3 18 21 42 17 s 25 3 19 1 22 47
Brungle.......... 22 n 33 29 34 63 96 25 13 38 29 29 1 58 96
Cumeroogunga 27 4 31 78 97 175 206 18 5 23 69 S4 > 144 167
Graiton .......... 23 24 47 5 6 ii 58 23 21 44 5 4 9 53
W arangesda,. 21_ 9 30 28 43 71 101 31 10 41 29 43 72 113

109 53 162 143 198 341 503 114 57 171 120 179 l
1

305 476

APPENDIX I.
Eepoets op Locai, Boauds.

Sir, Local Board, lloama, 19 January, 1897.
In compliance rvith your request, we now beg to submit the following Report of the proceedings that have taken 

place at Cumeroogunga Aboriginal Station for the past year.
Improvements made during the year consist of 14 chains of six-wire fencing erected, nho 10 chains of six-wire 

fencing re-erected; 500acres cleared of suckers, and dead timber burnt off; a two-roomed weatherboard cottage erected, and 
another in course of building ; a log hut built for aged men ; a 3,000 gallon tank ciccted on stand for main water supply'; 
160 acres ploughed, 150 acics put under wheat, 2.^ acres under potatoes, also a small patch planted with pumpkins.

The



n

The fann-hlocfcs’ men ploughed an aggregate o£ 70 acres, ivhicii they put uruler wdieat. John Atkinson ploughed and 
sowed 27 acres with wheat—about 4 acres wore destroyed by rabbits ; 17 acres were cut for hay, giving a total yield of 
about 4 tons; 0 acres were stripped, giving a total yield of 72 bushels. He returned 12 hags of wheat to Station, that 
quantity having been supplied him for seed. Ho has out most of hia hay into chaff, and has sold over 1 ton. Robert 
Cooper ploughed and sowed 9 acres with wheat, which he cut for hay, getting a return of about 3^ tons. E. Joachim 
ploughed and sowed 10 acres with wheat; cut 3 acres for hay, getting about 1 ton return ; stripped the other 7 acres for 
about 3S bushels of wheat. P. and H. Walter ploughed and* sowed S acres with wheat; cut 7 acres for hay, getting about 
2i tons buy ; and stripped 1 acre for fl bushels, which they returned to Station. Ergot Morgan ploughed and sowed S acres 
with wheat, which he cut for hay, getting about a ton, which he sold for £310s. George Alien ploughed and sowed 9 acres; 
rabbits destroyed about 2 acres ; crops cut for hay, aboutdj ton.

The Station’s returns show as follows dlO acres cut for hay : yield, about 45 tons—30 tons in a stack ar,d 10 tons 
under the shed, 5 tons having been used during the harvesting. About 25 aeros have been stripped, tlie yield being 120 
bushels of wheat. There are 14 acres more to strip, but it is not quite ready.

The average attendance for the year at the school is as follows :—Boys, 34'7 ; girls, 34'3 ; total, 69. The general 
efficiency of this school compared with Inst year shows the results are higher. The following is an extract of the observations 
from the School Inspector's report:—“ The pupils ai-e bright and cheerful in demeanour, are healthy and well cared for in 
appearance. The government is genial and firm, the order is good, mid the teaching has been earnest and successful.”

The general condition of the school is very satisfactory.
The health of the people on the Station lias been good. The conduct of the residents has been good with the 

exception of a few, and the Local Board have instructed the Manager to take severe measures to eradicate tlie evil unless 
they very materially reform, The management of tlie Statiou is satisfactory.

The population averages about 170 persons. There have been twelve births {nlllialf-easles), three marriages (all 
half-castes), and two deaths (one child half-caste, and one adult full-blood), ■

We have, <fee.,
A. E. KINSEY, Chairman.

The Secretary, Aborigines Protection Board. C. L, BLAIR, Hon. Secretary.

Sir, Local Board, Darlington Point, 16 February, 1897.
We have the honor to report that during the past year the Local Board held eleven meetings, at each of which 

there was much to occupy their attention. Disputes had to be settled, differences adjusted, misconduct rebuked, and 
advice given upon many matters.

Vie regret that the moral tone of the Station has been far from satisfactory. While the majority of tlie residents 
have conducted themselves circumspectly, a large minority have not done so, some having been guilty of gross misconduct.

We also regret that more useful work has not been done. When the number of strong able-bodied men who are to 
be seen about tiie Station is taken into consideration, the amount of work done is insignificant. Less useful work was done 
during the past year than dining previous yea re,

A large spacious dormitory for girls was erected. The work was faithfully performed by a carpenter sent from 
Sydney. Authority was given for the erection of three new cottages and a lint for single men. Part of the necessary 
material was supplied and the work of erection commenced by some of the men, under the supervision of the Manager. 
Some minor improvements were effected by the erection of saph’ng fences at the Manager’s residence, and at some of the 
cottages. The land (about 50 acres) that was cleared and grabbed in iS9o, was enclosed with a substantial six-wire fence. 
The contract was let to eome of the men, and was carried out in a thoroughly satisfactory manner. A few acres of this land 
was fallowed, but on account of the hardness of the ground, due to tlie long continued dry weather, fallowing had to be 
discontinued.

(Inly a very small area was put under cultivation, and in consequence of the severity of the drought the return was 
extremely poor.

The stock are in poor condition, owing to the scarcity of feed.
Towards the close of the year the Dormitory Matron, and the girls under her charge, moved into the new dormitory, 

where they are enjoying a measure of comfort and happiness which they did nut experience in the old building.
The village has invariably presented a clean and orderly appearance.
The tidiness of the dormitory girls, and also of the women and children outside, reflects the greatest credit upon 

Mrs. ITidham and Mrs. Smith.
The school has made remarkable progress.* The enrolment has largely increased.
The health of the residents has been fairly good.
During the year there were five deaths and five marriages. ■

We have, &o.,
II. KOOK, Chairman.

The Secretary, Aborigines Protection Board. G. R. F. KOBBS, Hon. Secretary.

Sir, Local Board, Grafton, 31 January, 1S97.
Wo have the honor to report that satisfactory progress has been made at the Home for Aborigines in this 

district. Frequent visits have been made by the memliers of the Board, and we have been pleased to note the general 
contentment amongst the inmates, and the desire by the Manager and Matron to increase the usefulness of the Home.

You will note under the headings given below' that considerable land has been put unde)1 cultivation, roads and 
bridges repaired, buildings erected, &c. •

On the farm about 13 acres are now under crop, which have entailed a large amount of clearing, grubbing, and 
burning off. The crops have turned out fairly well, but dry weather is now retarding their growth. In buildings, a store 
and workshop have been erected, a cottage for the school teacher, and a large new school room, 27 x 16, is in course of 
erection. .

A very fair cash return has been taken from the land, as will be seen in tbe'Manager’s report, but when additional 
land is under cultivation a huge amount of current expenses wall be saved. The potato crop lias aasieted in this direction, 
and a great quantity has been consumed by the aborigines.

Stock :—The grass has been good on the Home, and the stock in first-class condition, and during the coming winter 
months it will not be necessary to purchase much beef.

The health of the inmates of the Home has keen satisfactory. Their conduct has been fairly' good ; but, of course, 
in dealing with aborigines wo must not expect as much as from white people.

In conclusion, we regret that Mr. Frank Nome’s residence now in Sydney prevents ns from having the benefits of 
Ids knowledge and experience.

The Board are pleased indeed to report matters are proceeding satisfactorily.
Wo have, &c.,

THOMAS PARKER, Chairman.
Tlie Secretary', Aborigines Protection Board, Sydney. JAS. C. WILCOX.

Manager’s Keport on tlie Home for Aborigines, Clarence Eivor, for the year ISOB.
On the 3]at December the ordinary popukition was considerably reduced through people and children going away' 

for school and Xmas holiday's. Tlie numbers of aborigines who ordinarily live at the Home, and receive rations there, 
are :—Full-bloods—15 men, 13 women, 7 boys, 15 girls; total, 50; half-castes—3 men, 4 wumen, 5 boys, 1 girl; total, 13 ; 
grand total, 63.

The daily' average population for the y'ear was 53.
The number of aboriginal children ordinarily attending tlie JTomc school—10 hoys, 13 girls ; total, 23.

Permanent improvements effected during the year.
Farm.—Eight acres new forest land cleared, partly stumped, ploughed, and planted with maize ; 5 acres roughly 

w'Orked last year, properly cultivated and planted ; a great number of stumps and roots burnt and grubbed out; roads and- 
bridges repaired after floods, , Buildings.
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«,vHv ai'1-1 w^'k®hoP (°nc bu'lcUue) crested, 27 feet long, 1-t feet wide, S feet wall, roofed with iron, wall
MMred wSlU e°0d ,r0'r)a S.‘a1bs’,^1Ht ?0,”e mea' CoUllglJ' for sai™1 tevshor, two rooms, board floor, and

■ ou^ x 6 feit’wi leh Kl W “Tf’ skl1Uion. ill,d yoralldn'h 1 total> flnor. 23 feet - 20 feet. New school-room, 27 feet 
Thl •16 t *l1° ! 6o Wa ’ ha!f-hlPPP<' iswiss roof, to be covered with iron, with verandah full length, 7 feet wide 

fift i* ,crecte,d’ il{i1. Pa.1,ts of lt ^ cnfc and finished, and a few days work will see it ready for nsl) One hundred 
“"n 3,000 sl}mS 69 6 q?1,t m the bush’ anfl flight to the Home for use m building ; G6 sheets of batk

were also stripped ; an underground tank to catch roof water was commenced.
richer omnn^^TiT1'116 Cr°P ^ g;lt’llered this year .fielded from very poorly on bail land to good on
rehirn from ?qo-Te PDnr alld ^ ^1- ^ ^ .<;ultlvatlon th,s >'eari and "'oi'k concentrated on the best land. Tlie cash 
\fann JTT 180 0 °£2} '>DmS Pald m uas1' tu the L°cal Board, and the balance expended bv the
planted abourisaei^ m.f10 U^’'1 fol‘ a spung-van and harness, seed potatoes, and small items. There are now
Cnntfrfrn f 3 f f ’ 14 mV® PotfDes’ i ,lcre tomatoes, H acre onions, i acre lucerne, and 3 acres are under
K ft W?t!r P®tatfB. 1 he e?idy manse is bearing a heavy ciop. Tlie potatoes yielded very well, but from

for flxt nlantfuphe'nn in nly ] PLay ^ U,e ^T ff'1’ thoil^1Ltl10™ are several tons over for the people to eat, and 
no nrnffrfrm f'ti,1 n ‘T f aklDe a '’erjr profitable crop. The tomatoes were cut back by the frost, and will give
S P th4, , ;gfh the ’iome people have greatly benefited by them, ns a akin disease which troubled them has disappeared 
very dr7 ^hoT^l" ^ 1tonmtoe?: J he,■V1fct I7m iate °“m depends entirely on the weather, which threatens to be 
ordfna^lmfr or?,,j l i, ^ f'PP led with vegetables this year. They have eaten several tons of sweet and 
oidinao potatoes, and have had plenty of cabbage, beans, pumpkins, melons, and tomatoes.
The ' i ■ '^iT m? IJ1 SOO<1 C0”d,tl0!)’ oa<s draught maie is lame and unfit for any more heavy work
weeks k wm Vi o™Sl Ve'7 T? 1 1C exPe"s“ ?01‘ becf was gremly reduced this year by killing Home cattle, and in a few 
vecks it tvjLL be cool enough to commence killing again.

Health of Abonyina,.—The general health lias been good.
v?^6 0bi nlU11’ a fufi-'dood, abom 65 years of age, died from inflammation of the lungs.

Jjivtiift.—iMiL ®
at Snfl(Ci'rrTV!’e ''V ^bs0!mtely,no se''10us quarrelling or fighting of any kind, nor was there any person at the Home 
at any time really intoxicated, ihe aborigines now make a habit ot settling their disputes away from tlie Home and
iSS °S-th? 0116043 °f !T°Ur bef01'e tbey CO'nC in if tlloy haVC to0 Tlle ' of gambhng, V prevafent amVi
ipend VoV of 1?VleOP <:; ii‘ld.occasioaally g'vas trouble. Still, under persuasion, tlie men onntiime to
tban^liey^oukl^be'anywhereVsei^' P<:0P'e a‘e W h0 and m0rC »>»f«ri»blc under the care of the Board

©ciieraf—The cash value of permanent improvements efiested. crop to hand, &c., is nearly, if not ouite £200 ami
he farm is repknted with crops for next season m addition to this sum ; and, as the Home has undoubtedly made progress 

I am emboldened to hope that the work for the year may meet with the approval of the Board. 3 P>ogrcss,

The Chairman, Local Board, Grafton. CURHE\ ^

Sir1 r . ,, . , Local Board, Brewarrina, 13 March, 1897.
of about 1 m V 1 P- i "ned d” o”2 4 1C y?'lr T0:'tlie imPravemcnt of the Station has consisted principally of the erection 
nViHoV 3 t -I q? ! ' ^la”13 ne,w cb vision fencing and the removal of aboilt 30 chains old fence to a more suitable
uhVV fitted paddocks on the Cato Creek and five paddocks on tlie Barwon Elver,
c on Jkrn off t Vl 0 11iaCrf ’ Wluuh]haa hvei. sown witli w heat for the last four years, and in only one yeai was k 
ciop taken off it. i he Board, therefore, are doubtful it it is advisable to continue cultivating this.
imorovtnVe VVVVVfr! been1la,tcl>,1 erected al! round the schoolroom, and the room has been ceiled. Tins has greatly 
sides frit V ?d 'T? hf 1 r11 out satisfactorily. It was only intended to erect this verandah on three
sides, blit, for the prelection of the building, the Board thought it advisable and necessary to put it all round.

, Sucl:ert,[!/™lMrkedco«ntr!/onlh<! Otaiiom—There are about 3,000 acres now ringbarked, which will improve the
eonVdef tTr VfrtiiV nV Cf0U1?U'y' A1‘ V? i,nJ!TOVC,llentE arc in S°nd state of repair, and are well looked after. The Board 
consider the Station now fully unproved for nil present requirements.
Tim™ IrVoVT-iV abon£1,leE slept oa the station during the last nights of the year, and the monthly average was 48'9. 
ifcreditaWe exami^tion"1'01 ed °n ^ 801001 r°U at e“d °f yUar’ and th° inouthly uverago was 19'G. The children passed

i,. ...nVVlVV ?TS .and Ktf18 be,!“d out at satisfactory wages, some of them just ending their third year, and, 
m most cases, giving satisfaction to their employers, Numbers of applications are continually being made for children 
good 11640 S13C deatb3 durm2 the ycal'. nearly all from old age. The general health and conduct of the people" are

are in ^oVcondiHon”15 °f U0ns‘sted oi 42 CJlt,t!e i!,cl”ding calves, 20 horses, and 723 sheep including lambs. All these 

The net proceeds of wool for 1896 from 619 sheep was £91 l?s Id
being JSSSStSESS*.*’ “*""*12 2*' r‘" b"“M *“1' — ««<* **• «•
The wimip fi!S w4fe,kav^ taken a great interest in everything connected with the Station during the year.
nmtVfbe;?1^™ ^oro',gl;V cleau- and .tbc aborigines are well satisfied. The children have also greatly improved
mder their care. Considering the very satisfactory way m which the place has been managed, my Board would suggest 
that a small increase might be given the .Manager if funds would allow of it. fig
The Secretary, Aborigines Protection Board. ^ 33 blAIHIL,^^

Gentlemen, Aborigines’ Statiou, Brungle, 1 February, 1897.
, bJ2!?. V bave tbe llon°ur to present the Annual Report of this Station fot the year 189G. 

nm Vi "■ 01 w "f jeei\if* 0Pera*iI0ri overy school-day throughout the year, except during the time when the altera
... were being effected. The average attendance for the whole year was Boys, 9'9 ; girls, 9-Q ; total, 19-8 The 

ViZfnVtV?™ sickness amongst the children reduced the average. The District Inspectors
tions were being

.. mdanc__, ____ __ , ,, ,J^,±ulLUl
report on the year's work is very' satisfactory.
rlisei^i?ivV™mT"Tbti fs^^ta1 heaRh of the camp during the year has been only moderate, and one special case of cardiac 
disease lias rendered a heavy expense for doctor's attendance necessarv

Births.—Full-blood—Male, 2. Half castes—Male, 2 ; female, 2. Total, 6.
Dmths.-~Snil-blood—Male, 3: female, 2. Half-castes—Male, 3. Total, 8.
Cultivation.—A new paddock, containing about 15 acres, lias been grubbed and cleared ready for the plomdi - but it 

w 1! he impossible to turn up any ground, either new or old, with the plough now on the Station, it being completely worn 
out. I vtry much regret to say that tins year n operations m wheat-growing have resulted very unfavourably 4 There was 

e°01 r1’ a™dpoking, I arranged to strip the wheat. found, &er! thatZ
w nrkP Hrn i™ T S y ba'f tlle e111111’ a,,li J. therefore, stopped it, and procured a reaper and binder to complete the 1 He whnftY at y’ atld 1 c0,11ld fi0,! a t,n'ashmg machine, very heavy ram fell, and, in common with all others,
whiM^* seno"sly dan'aSed- Ihe whole had to bo pulled to pieces and spread out to dry and restacked, in
cl •eumawls “nnlv8??’"?11111 ^ graltl "'“A05?- A*10 er0P act“Bl|y better than last year, hut, in consequence of tiiese 
oncuinstances, only thirty-one bKgc were obtained. i

^en®rol moral tone of the camp is, I think, steadily, though slowly, improving. There has been only 
one minor disturbance in the camp during the year, and less trouble is experienced m tlie neighbouring towns with regard 
to men drinking. One white man was detected bringing liquor to the camp, and brought before the Bench and heavily 

' I have, lie.,
Approved by Local Board.-A. M'Geueu, Acting Chairman. J' G Sm^rtetmdent,

£M.]
Sydney : William Applegate Gullict, Government Printcr.“lS97.



Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INSPECTOR-GENERAL OE THE INSANE.
(REPOET FOR YEAR 1S96.)

$rEsrntcb to parliament, pursuant tu JUt 42 'pic. $A. 7, sec. 73.

Printed under JVb. 5 Report from. Printing Committee, 27 Mag, 1897.

Tlie Inspector-General of the Insane to The Chief Secretary.
Sir, Lunacy Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Gladesville, 15 May, ]S97.

I do myself the honor, in accordance ■with the 73rd section of the Lunacy Act of 1878, to 
submit for your information a report on tho slate and condition of the Hospitals and other Institutions 
for tho Insane for the year ending 31st December, 1896.

I have, &c.,
E. NORTON MANNING,

------------------ Inspector-General.

Os' the 31st December, 1896, the number of insane persons under official cognisance was 3,845, and their 
distribution was as follows :—

Niuuhcr on Register. dumber on Le&vo.

Institution. i
Mule. | Female. Total. Male. Female. Total,

Hospital for tbe Insane, Gladesville.............................
l

522 346 863 i 22 23

Do 685 383 1,068 7 7 14

Do do (Criminal) ....... 44 * 14 58
Do Callan Park............ .............. 4G9 411 880 0 10 19

Do Newcastle.............................. 153 ' 153 306 . 1 1 2

Do 315 151 46C
■Ha 154 1 i

Licensed House for tlie Insane, Cook's River............ 11 23 34
Do do Ryde.......................... 5 5
Do do Pieton—Swiss Cottage .... 1 1 1
Do do Pieton — "Woodland 1 1

Cottage.
3 j 1 4

Total.............................................. 2,33G 1,430 3,345 10 40 59

The number at the close of 1895 was 3.720, so that the increase during the year 1896 wras 125 
made up of 67 males and 58 females.

114—A
[S2o copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £21 5a. Gd.]
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This increase was slightly less than that for the preceding year, but over the average for the last
twenty years, 1877 to lS9fl inclusive, which was lO-l. _ ,

lluring the twentv years, 1872 lo 1891 inclusive, the proportion of insane to population, thoueh 
varying wlightlv from year to year, remained practically stationary, but the five years, 1892 to ]S9l3 
inclusive, have added 711. or an'average of 142 annually, to the number of insane persoim under care.

The proportion of insane to population, which at the end ol 1891 was 1 in 371, or 2'(i9 per 
thousand, was at the close of 1896, 1 in 337, or 2’96 per thousand, ,

The cause of this increase is to ho found, as J have pointed out in prior reports, in the general
commercial depression of the Colony, which has brought to many altered circumstances. 1 rouble, and 
stress, which have served to break down in mind those who are neurotic and unstable, and least able to 
fight the battle of life under adverse conditions. . • i.

Of the total number of insane persons on tbe register at the close of tho year, 3,782 were in the
Hospitals and Licensed Houses in this Colony. 59 were absent on leave under the provisions of the
Lunacy Act, and 4 were in Hospitals for the' Insane in South Australia under the provisions of the
Lunacy Convention Act of 1894. ,

The 3'eturns from tlie Hospitals ftixl Licensed Houses show that there an mcien.se of ^0 at 
Gladesville. 15 at Parramatta. 44 at Callan Park, 35 at Kydalmere. 8 at Kenmore, G at tlie Hospital for 
Criminals at Parramatta, and 1 at the Licensed House at Hyde, whilst there was a decrease of 1 at the 
Hospital at Newcastle, and 3 at tbe Licensed House at Cook’s River. The number under care m South 
Australia and in the Licensed Houses for single patients at Pieton remained unaltered.

The wards at Gdadcsvillo, Callan Park, and Parramatta were at the close of the year in a dangerously 
overcrowded condition, and a more than usually anxious charge to ihe Medical Superintendents, the 
excessive number of patients interfering seriously with the management, tending to quarrels and accidents, 
and militating against tho physical health and the mental restoration of the inmates, Tho new wards at 
Kenmore, which should have‘been ready for occupation by the end of December, were then not nearly 
finished, and, though some of tbe buildings have since been taken over and occupied, it seems probable 
that it will be the end of June next, or six months beyond contract time, before all the wards are completed
and so fitted and furnished that patients can be placed in them. . .

Tlie arrangement, sanctioned by Act of Parliament and earned out under convention with trie 
Colony of South Australia, by which patients from the district of Broken Hill in this Colony ha\e Jccn 
taken charge of by the authorities of South Australia, and maintained in the Hospitals for the Insane ot 
that Colonv, has been carried out during the year without any difficulties. .

At ‘the close of 1895. 4 such patients "were in the South Australian Hospitals. During the year 
1S9G, 7 were received, making a total of 11 under care. Of these, 5 were discharged recovered, 2 died,
and 4 remained on December 31, 1890. 1 . .

The following tables show the admissions, discharges, and deaths, the proportion ot recoveries, 
the rate of mortality, tho causes of insanity in those admitted, those who recovered and those who died, 
the causes of death!! the length of residence in, those who recovered and those who died, and also the 
ages, condition as to marriage, religious profession, nationality, and previous occupation of those admitted 
and of all under care, as well as‘the form of mental disorder in those admitted, those who recovered, 
and those who died during the year:—

■ Table 1.

Siiowiira the Admissions, Keadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths in the Hospitals and Licensed Houses
for the Insane duriug the year 1896.

Hospital on 31st December, ISOo
Male.

37S
Female.

251
Totai.

629
72 39 111
S3 52 135

—

Total under caro daring tho year 1836..

Average number resident during the year .
* Persons under care during the year+ ...
* Persons admitted.......................................
* Persons recovered......................................

Discharge or removal—
185 147 332

26 19 45

Transferred ............................................................................ S3 52 135

Escaped (and not recaptured)................................................. 7 7
165 66 231

Total discharged or died during the year 1896 ......

Male.
2,2S0

033

2,819

466 
2,353 
2,29S 
2,808 

51J 
1S2

Female. Tolal.

],430

342

1,772

284
1,488
1,412
1,770

325
146

* Persons, i.e., separate persons in contradistinction to 
f Toral cases minus readmission of patients discharged

cases,” « hich may include tho same individual more than once, 
during the current year.

3,716

875

4.591

750
3,841
3,710
4,573

S36
32S

Table 2.



Table 2. ,
Showing the Admissions, Eeadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, with the Mean Annual Mortality and the Proportion of J^overies, &c., per cent., in the Hospitals for the Insane,

for the years IbTti to 189G inclusive, and including the Licensed Houses, from the year 18S2. ________

I

Aiimitted.

Admitted 
for the 

first time.
Head-
inittctl.

Traiv--
fcrrctJ
froni
oilier

Hospit-alt!,

Pischar^ed.

Ite-
covcrcd*

' Re
lieved.

Trans
ferred to 
other 

Hospitals,

Ks-
Cit] Htti

and not 
recap- 
lui'ed 

within 
2S days.

Died,

KeiiuLiinii^
hi

Hospital
3ist

Deccmher 
in each 
yc^r.

1L F. , | 1 >1- F. If nlF.'ijM.
I H I H|

f. , | ji.i I". -S.n. 
I I |3 I I Ini IF. 3 ' l'

At frags 
number 

resident

lVrpentap:c 
of recoveries on j 
admissions anil 

readnussiong

Pcreentago of Percentage of
rocos eric^ on ad- patients

■ missions and relieved on
reartiniesioiiH for Quin- admissions and 

quenmal periods. , readmiSsions.

Percentage of 
]>afctents relieved 

on admissions and 
road missions for 
Quinquennial 

periods.

Percentage 
of deaths 
on average 
numbers 
resident.

Percentage of 
1 deaths on aicrago 

numhors resident 
foi Quinquennial 

periods.

M 1 F.
i

3 M j F. M. 5
8

M.

1876

1877
1878 

1873 
1880
1551

1552

1553 
1384

1555

1556 

1887 
1SSS 

1SS9 

1393 

1891 
1832

1893
1894 

159.) 

1890

182 111 203
I ,
262 100 302 
212! 120,338

332760101 12)
I I

02 24 80133 14147

70 108 17 19 36 lOO1, 4514o
III

64 201 )7 18 oj 130 21il51

4013S‘7S112 36148 108 46 104jl7.20j3r,l 13 45 15S

24]!l2sL369 40 20lacj 93 12,110112 os'no^l 2S'43 97 1/114 
267jl45l412W30l5s| 42

284 134418 35,27 62 31

286 14242S202545, 38 
272ll6!'433 2] 22*43!
2S)ll59 440^20!3353 130

I
318 203 523 20|24 44 2S 
345 196 54111 Sj 8 261 27 
302:179I4S1 Wsi 5l] 19 

333106 523^2 27 03' 37

1 I M 1
294 186 48041,29^70 37{ 12
341 j215 Ooojso 20 55

327'212 539 3l!2G.r)7'227 
i

(50 133 63 19621jl0 10 

73 2061614 30 

84 202 22 16|3S

7S29!l07!l072l 5331605

•;!)7 20)17 1147 548

1052 536^ 1588 40 '90 00 '72

1095

44'70|1

1130 529 1659 42'28 01-01 44'80 
' 1 ; i

9!) 28 127 1174 609 1783 1175 579|1754 42-80 28-05 37'01

119'11 30

40 35 70 3.
I | I

34 19 03 5

38 14 52 3
29'l45!l74 ...

79 182 16 12 28107 42 149
I I "

83 234 15 25,40 29 83 112

.. 91

ft 96 

5i

3 93 48

20117 1232 640,1878

1276401136
I

84 20110 1 354
I

I 111

141|1430 i 877

45

0SS1964 

726 2080

106

99 2731)0 10 26 
i lioi 992ulli'l4l20 

167 108 270 20jll|31 

i 109 244 8 412 

I2H S 29

4 123 58 18) 1552

1474 929
2307
2403

972 2524

7I]8l40;i67 1599 10+12643

27, 83 115 7 
H)' 101 29 4 

37 14' 51 ^ 5
i i

37^ 12 49 8 

411 33 74 2

377.208^585 39 42 81 ^ 125 41 
35oj227 5S2|55|01 n»|104 01 

395,249 64431 37 OS' 84 104 lSS|)C-2'l34

I 129*297 1 r 1728227' 342611 0 

54 107 261,1714 31 125 41 106 4

156 130 286,21|21 42 104! 61

1:189 220 609 61 45'me 205
I i I I I L0
378‘251 629 72 39hs S3

1 I -ll

296 27,27134
I - I 1Gsj-273 175 133 308 32 20 52 205 GS 273 3 

83| 02 135

I
165

84104ISS] 1

7121

4111 
I

66187 1044 1073

74! 185 1735 1086

2717 1004

1188

1249

1314

1392

1443

1503

1550

62011808 39-86 37'66

2821 1070

005 1914 

700|2014 

854224 6 

904'23 47
I

932 2435
1

985 2535 

1035 2639 
1002I2722

fi 132 08 2001776 1122 2898 1738 1077 2815

1, 9,13S:

2 4428

209,1822 1152 

1196

29741785

3102 1827

71 

65
0 ict'cii

1 5122l691912031 12811331211946

193jl90C

2331912 1222 3134 1982 U07!314fl

45'08 36 00 
41-69[45-34 

38'56 50-29 

40'6'1 40-98 

34-2141-14

39 08 

H'70'j 

1

14-07
47-93

1104 2889
I

1133290(

1 I < i ' M52 135 185| 147,332^ 2619 45

1 ,'7i 74 240,2092 1333 3425 2054

1130 69 199219S|13S9 358712124 

3151172;223 2287'1429 3716 2209

I 165 60 231 2353 1488 3841 2298

40-29 

37'50 

40-92 

12053151 37'01

36'24 

48'52

4-97

42-2839'S6,41'42()'75

/'SOlsWlO'loJ

14-51 7'81 

12'19, S-S9|

34-63 49-50 

45 75 48-43

1258,3312

1321 [3445

13053574 
I

1412,3710

3S-04

3S-02

50-69

49-36

54-20

42-80

42-91 

42-70 

40-751 )■ 40-07 

36‘91;

41 -26

48- 14 

40-22,

40-76 

44-36 

42-06

49- 8317 
39-18

7-47 18-18 11-26

42-27 40-89

711 

5-01 

7-18, 

6 "48 

5-31

1- 43

4- 40 

3'31

41-33 49-30'44-34 5-47

2- 38

5- 58

3- 07 

14-08

I
10-S51 8-51
8- 69, 0-25 7
9- 58 8-03; 

G-01| 6-30 
6 "23 5'67

^7"4] 5‘41^ 6"73 4 

8-58^3-78 7 "05 

6-80 13'77 9-2Sj8-42 4-S3 7'24 
I7-G6J4-19 6-47 

7-68 0-01' 7-10
! I '
0 39 3-71 5 46

10-91 7-05

5-05

4-90' 4-5S 
7-00 4-09 
4-93

46-93 41 '63! 1- 39-50;4S-06 42-S7|5-12 
I

46-S5 4ro7|

38-90 50-19 43-08,
I

41-11 50-08,44 86

6-33
It-ii

5-77

8-36

7-95 4-88 6-92

6-06

'6-68 5-62

7-694-98
(

S-1S6-22 7-43

6-27

6-04

1- 4 295-27!

1-86 2-lSj 
3-40 4-74 J 

7-141 4'69'7 

5'G0i 4-63j

7'OS' 0 llH 5-24! 7-51

9-441 7-58

7-54 7'21 j 
I

6‘55 6 081

|7-61|4-97 

i7'54 6'37 
^•64 7-03 

i-SC + 'S^We-ai

7-736-43 

'7 00 5 73 
ls'42l5'65
I I 1G-26j5-72 

C-12 8'37 5-88

0-58

7-08

6- 79

7- 10 

7-23

6- 521

7- 39 

606 

7-42

7-34 5-16

7-30 6-36
I

6-52

6-94

'0-12 5-22 5-77

0-83 5-2' 6 24

7-18 4-07, C-22 
I I

7-19 5'54 6'56

J

Males. FemaloJ. Total.
Average perce])taKc of recoveries 0.1 admissions and icadmissioys for ten jeara, 1887-1896^........................................... 39-/6 48'87 43-29
Average percentage of patients relieved on admissions and readmissions for ten years, 1SS/-1S9G ....................................... + ™ “ f?
Avera^o nercentace of deaths on average numbers resident for ten years, 1887-1896 ................................................................ ^

Males. Female?. Total.
39-76 48-87 43-29
4-95 G-25 5 ‘45
7-21 5-73 6-65

OO
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Table 3.

Showing the Causes of Insanity,* apparent or assigned, in the Admissions and Readtnissioas in the 
Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane, during the year 189G.

Number of Instances in which each cause was assigned.

Causes of Insanity.

JIOBAL—
Domestic trouble (including loss of relatives and friends) 
Adverse circumstances (including business anxiety and

pecuniary dirticultios) ..............................................
IMental anxiety and “ worry ” (not included under

above two heads), and overwort..............................
Religious excitement ......................................................
Love affairs (including seduction)..................................
Fright and nervous shock ..............................................
Isolation.....................................................    ...
Nostalgia ............................................. ...........................

THYSl&irj—
Intemperance in drink......................................................

Do (sexual).....................................................
Venereal disease ...............................................................j
Self-abuse (sexual) .................................................. .
Sunstroke .........................................................................
Accident or in j uvy ...........................  j
Pregnancy..........................................................................
Parturition and the puerperal state ............................... !
Puberty..............................................................................
Change of life ..................................................................
Fevers.................................................................................
Privation and overwork ..................................................
Phthisis..............................................................................j
Epilepsy.............................................................................
Disease of skull and brain ..............................................
Old age ..............................................................................
Other bodily diseases and disorders and chronic ill health
Excess of opium ..............................................................

Pbeviocs attacks.......................................................................
Hkheditaby influence asceetained .................................
Congenital ueeuct ascertained.........................................

-Other ascertained causes ..................................................
Unknown.........................................................................................

As predisposing cause-t As exciting cause.t Total.1

Male. Female. j Total. Male.
1
Fctnalc,

i
Total. Male. Female. Total.

6 C 2 16 18 : 2 22 24

i 1 8 28 4 32 35 5 40

i 4 5 19 6 24 20 9 29
1 4 5 1 4 5
1 7 8 1 7 6

7 7 7 7
2 2 4 1 1 3 2 5
2 1 3 2 1 3

9 3 12 67 6 73 76 9 85
1 1 1 *4' 1

4 1 5 3 3 7 1 8
2 2 2 2 4 4
2 3 5 C 3 9 8 6 14

13 4 17 2 3 D 15 7 22
3 3 3 3

6 e 25 25 31 31
4 1 5 1 1 5 1 6

1 i 9 9 10 10
2 2 2 2

6 3 9 2 2 G 5 11
1 1 1 1 1 i 2

15 9 24 9 io 19 24 19 43
3 2 5 13 6 19 16 8 24

24 9 33 1 1 25 9 34
8 14 22 5 6 11 13 20 33
2 2 2 2

52 40 92 1 1 2 53 41 94
35 32 67 1 1 36 32 68
28 12 40 ' ... 28 12 40

3 3 2 2 4 2 5 7
... 125 56 181

r These “causes” arc taken from the statements m the papers received with the patients on admission, and arc verified or corrected as fnr as 
possible by the Medical Officers.

t No cause is enumerated more than once in the case of any patient.
J The aggregate of the totals exceeds the whole number of patients admitted, the excess being due to the combinations.

Table 4.

Showing the Causes of Death in the Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1890.

■ Male. Female. Total.

•Ceukbrax Disease—
7 i 8

13 4 17
46 4 50

4 5 9
19 7 26

Thoracic Disease— _
8 11 19

17 8 25
5 5 10
1 1

Abdominal Disease— _
1 8 9
2 1 3
4 ' 1 5
1 1

1 1
1 1

27 7 34
1 1

i 1
2 l 3
1 1
1 1
8 3
2 2

1C5 66 231
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Table 5.

SnowisG the Length of Residence in those discharged recovered, and in those who have died in tho 
Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1890.

Recovered. Died.

Male. Female, Total. Male. Female. Total.

Under 1 mouth ......................................................... . 9 4 13 4 11

From 1 to 3 months,,,.................................................. 54 44 98 10 5 15

„ 3 to fi months ................................................................. 57 29 8G 16 4 20

„ 0 to !) months............................................................ . 19 26 4-d 11 4 15
„ 9 to 12 months.................................................................... 19 12 31 12 4 16
„ 1 to 2 years.......................................................... 14 18 32 31 11 42
,, 2 to 3 years.......................................................... 7 7 14 18 5 23

,, 3 to 5 years......................................................... 2 5 7 25 7 32

,, 5 to 7 years .................................. ...................... 2 1 3 6 2 8
2 2 7 3 10

1 1 5 6
7 7

18 9 27

Total...................................................... 185 147 332 165 66 231

Table G.

Showing the Ages of the Admissions and Readmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, and also the Ages of all 
Patients under care, during the year 1896, in the Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane.

Admitted and. 
readmitted. Recovered. Removed, relieved, Sc. Died. Patients under care 

during' year 1396.

Male.jFemalo.
lotal.

1
Male. Female.

i
Total. Male. Female. Total. MaUi. Female.

1
Total. .Male-. Female. Total.

1 to 5 years .................. ... 1 i ... 1 1 1 7 8

5 to 10 years .................. 5 5 10 3 3 3 1 4 27 17 44

10 to 15 years .................. 6 7 13 i i 1 2 3 4 1 5 35 22 67

15 to 20 years .................. 13 14 27 4 10 14 7 5 12 4 3 7 54 57 111

20 to 30 years .................. 90 74 164 37 34 71 14 12 26 16 7 23 389 273 662

30 to 40 years .................. 130 93 228 47 44 91 33 16 49 34 10 44 671 439 1,110

40 to 50 years .................. 86 40 126 39 32 71 25 17 42 25 15 40 613 392 1,005

50 to 60 years ................ 67 29 96 38 20 58 19 12 31 34 9 43 560 338 898

60 to 70 years .................. 33 13 46 14, 5 19 S 4 12 17 8 25 319 152 471

70 to 80 years .................. 18 6 24 4 1 G 8 8 24 9 S3 124 62 1S6

80 to 90 years .................. 2 2 4 2 2 1 1 4 2 0 24 12 36

90 and tip-wards ............. 1 1 2 i 3

Total ...................... 450 290 740 185 147 332 116 71 ]87 165 66 231 2,819 1,772 4,301

Table 7. '

Showing Conditions as to Marriage in those admitted and readmitted, and those under care in the 
Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1896.

Admissions and rendmission^. Under care during the year 1300.

Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total.

Single .............................................................................. 278 1X4 392 1,918 768 2,676
Married .......................................................................... 132 147 279 575 748 1,323
Widowed.......................................................................... 13 16 29 109 189 298
Unaseortamcd.................................................................. 27 13 40 217 77 294

Total...................................................... 450 290 740 2,819 1,772 4,591
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Table 8.

Showing the Religious Professions of those admitted and readmitted, and those under care m the Hospitals 
” and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1896. _______

Admissions anti rendimssions. Under care during tile year 1890.

Seligious Profession.
Male, Vemale. Total. Male. Female. Total.

Protestant— m 13S 337 1,199 726 1,925
40 17 57 210 107 317
20 J$ 3S 106 71 1j7

7 1 S 67 11 7S
22 0 31 104 63 167

136
S

99 235
S

935
78

749 1,634
73

5 i 6 23 8 31
1 ......... 1 11 1 12

12212 7 19 86 36

450 290 740 2,819 1,772 4,591

Table 9.
Showing the Native Countries of those admitted and readmitted, and those under care in tho Hospitals 

and Licensed Houses for tlie Insane during the year 1896.

. I Neiv South Wales British Colonies | otbf,r Coloniog ...

i
 England ..............
Scotland ..............

Ireland..................
France ................................................
Germany ............................................
China ......... ......................................
Other Countries................................Total

Admitted and readmitted during 
1890.

Under earo during 1890.

Male. Female Total. Male. Female, Total.

108 150 318 020 763 1,685
41 29 70 167 100 207

110 56 166 660 300 960
2L 5 20 145 65 210
69 40 109 547 401 1,008

2 1 3 19 6 25
s O 10 SI 19 100
8 S 87 67

23 i-l1 30 193 50 243

450
1

290 740 2,819 1,772 4,591

Table 10.
Showing the Form of Mental Lisorder in the Admissions, Rcadmissions, Recoveries Jmd Deaths of the

year 1896, and of Inmates in Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane, on 31st December, 18.10.

[form of Jlontal Disorder.

Admissions 
and rcadmisaons.

Oliile.iFemale.

Recoveries. Deaths,
Remaining; m 

Hospital 
Ust Dec., im

Total Male. Female.'Tolal Male.'Fcinalc.|TolalpTaIe.|Fcinale.|Tot.U

Congevitai. on Infantile Mental Deficiency— ^
let) with Epilepsy .................................................. [ £
(li) without Epilepsy ................................................ 2i

Epileptic Insanity.................................................................   21
General Paralysis of the Insane........................................ | *6

Mania—
Acute ......
Chronic ...
Recurrent
Delusional
A Potu......
Puerperal 
Senile ......

Melancholia—
Aente .....
Chrome ... 
Recurrent 
Delusional 
Puerperal
Senile ......
A Potu __

27
2!1 

P25 | 
24 :

1o
So

Dementia— :
Primary ........................................................................
Secondary' ...................................................................
Senile ................................................. ......... .
Organic(t.e.,fromTumours, uoarseBrain Disease, &c.)

Total

20
16
Ifi

4

4o0

6 13
15 42
15 36

4 40

45 72
5 11

12 37
45 370

3 27
20 20

3 5

3 8
1

4 0
94 179

3 3

i

5
1

25
i 1 Hrr1 23

I 4

200 j740

43

ISo

|
1 10 2 12 S3 02 145

»r> * 2 13 5 IS 240 101 401
4 9 8 4 12 100 58 15S

41 ■ 1 42 60 3 69

37 55
i

3 3 G !78 05 143
1 3 4 6 10 205 214 419
4 IS 2 4 6 58 65 123

22 88 20 9 35 .603 259 862
1 22 o 2 i IS y 23

12 \2 36 30
4 4 ! s 9 17

4 8 2 2 4
! 27

21 4S
1 1 s 1 9 46 113

‘7* 1 2 1 13 13 20
52 95 7 10 17 332 277 609

3 3 1 1 6 6
1 1 i 1 1 8 7 15

2 ... 2
i

2

1 S 6 4 10
!
.110 42 161

1 7 5 12 i22G 102 32S
1 20 7 27 90 &3 123

1 3 3 10 4 14

147 332 |1G3 J 66 231 tanS
1

14SS 3841
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Taisle 11.

SnowrN'Gr the Occupations of tho^o Admitted and Beadmitted, and tliose under Care, in tlie Hospitals 
and Licensed Houses for the Insane, during the year 1890.

Occupations.

Admitted and readmitted 
dun ii" 1S96.

Under care during 1S96.

Professiomil

(Clergy, militaty and imTal officers, 'j 
\ incmbcrB of tlie medical and legal f

..........1 proJessions, architects, artistSj an-C
v. thora, eiTil engineers, surveyors, &c. J 

. . (Bankers, merchants, accouutante, 'l
Commercial ...................| clerks, shopkeepers, shopmen, See, j

. . . ^fTarmers, squatters, graziers, free")
Agncultural and pastoral; selDctor3) lc.......................................)
Mechanics, t^desmen,^cajn^ntere, engine-fit- 

&e. actively employed, f t fircin*n, sawyers, painters,
and in out-door aroea- C u &p................. ;.......... r............
tions ..........................J 1

Mechanics,tradesmen,boothinders, composi-")
employed at sedentary V tor wearers, tailors, Ac..................)
or indooroecupLttion&... j

DomesLie eervice.................. Waiters, cooks, servants, ke....................
^liners, labourers, seamen, shepherds, Ac...............................................
Educational and higher (Govornesses, teachers, housekeepers,')

domestic duties.......... \ trained nurses, &e................................J
Ordinary domestic irork...Servants, cliarwomen, laundresses, Ac...
Commerrial - actively 1 sl t &c.................

employed .................. ) 1 1 . .
Comincreiul — employed f Tailoresses, needlciromen, machinists, { 

in scdentaryoceupations \ bookbinders, factory workers, Ac.... j 
? Clergy, military, and naval officers, ^ 

, l members of the medical and legal ■' 
Wives of professional men j professions, architects, artists, au- 

(. thors, civil engineers, surveyors, Ac.
, . , (Bankers, merchants, accountants,l

Wives of commercial men | c]erks, shopkeepers, shopmen, Ac.... j 
r Blacksmiths, carpenters, engine- 

Wivcs of tradesmen, me- \ fitters, firemen, sawyers, painters,
chanies, Ac..................... 1 police, bootmakers, bookbinders,

(. compositors, weavers, tailors, Ac. ... 
Wivesof agricultural and (Farmers, squatters, graziers, free 

pastoral men ..............  i. selectors, Ac............................... .......

No occupation. 
Unknown........

I

Total

Male. Female. Total. | Male, j Female. Total.

21
|

21 74 74

41
i

........ 1 41
1

w | 197

33 33 161 i 1 162
1

50 ........
50 315 315

25 26 184 1 184

32 . 12 92 28 120
220 220 1,403 1,403

3 15 18 9 58
t
1 07

05 95 ......... 523 523

5 5 ......... 70 1 70

17 17 fiG
1

GG

5 5
\

IS , 18

1

11
i

ii ......... 45 1 45
1

21 21 97 | 97

17

! 17

89
1
; 89

30 | 30 207 207

. 39 72 111 268 456 J 724

. 6 2 S no 114 230

. 430 290 740 2,810 1,772 1 4,591

Admissions.
The number of patients admitted during the year was 740—450 males and 290 females—a larger 

number than was admitted in any previous year. Up to 1893 the number received m any one year cud 
not reach 700. In 1894 it was 712 ; in 1895, 715 : and in 1896, as above stated, /40. _ Of the total 
number 629 were admitted for the first lime, whilst 111 had been at some former time inmates or one 
or other of the Hospitals for the Insane in this Colony. The proportion of rc-admissions to original 
admissions is not larger than usual, and many of the patients were absent for very long periods ; but 
the tendency to relapse in mental disease is well illustrated by the fact that m the case ot nearly one- 
seventli of the whole number of admissions the patients had been previously under treatment.

The ratio of admissions to the general population of the Colony, or what is known as the ratio oi 
“ occurring insanity,-’ was I in 1,753. This ratio was higher than in any year since 1882. The number 
of admissions from places beyond the Colony, reported under the provisions of section 4 oi the Lunacy 
Act Further Amendment Act, was 4 only. In all these cases steps were taken by the Master in 
Lunacy to recover the charges for the maintenance of these patients from the persons liable by statute. 
The statutory provisions for this purpose, strictly enforced as they have been, have practically put a stop 
to tho deportation of insane persons to tins Colony, which had gone on unchecked for many years, and 
entailed a heavy expenditure for maintenance. .

Attention has been directed in former reports to the very careless and unsatisfactory manner in 
which the medical certificates and other legal papers on which patients are sent to hospital are prepared ; 
but this appears to have had but little effect. In uo less than 174 eases, or something like one-fourth oi 
the total number of admissious, the papers have been irregular, and it has been necessary to call tor their 
amendment under the provisions of section 9 of the Lunacy Act Further Amendment Act. in some 
cases tlie medical certificates were vague, inconclusive, or incomplete in form ; in others the order issued 
by the magistrates was irregular or defective. In not a few cases every legal document m the case 
showed evidence of want of care m its preparation and required amendment, and in occasional instances, 
the cases not being urgent or immediately dangerous, the patients were refused admission.

The provisions of the Lunacy Statute arc simple. The requirements are duly set forth on the Schedule, 
and it oufht not to he difficult for medical practitioners, Police Magistrates, and Clerks of Petty sessions 
to reaJise'teat'these papers are important legal documents, and that it is imperative that they should be 
correct in form in even minor particulars, and contain evidences of insanity at once exact and conclusive. 
Though the Lunacv Act gives power to amend defective papers within twenty-eight days ot the 
admission of the paiiem, it was surely never intended that this provision was to cover repeated sms 
of omission and commission and the general neglect of all concerned in dealing with the commitment 
of the insane.
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It is only right to add that on request being made the necessary amendments were made in all but 
four cases, in which, the patients being undoubtedly insane, fresh proceedings were taken ; and that in no 
case during the year was any patient sent to hospital who was not insane and a fit subject for hospital 
treatment,

Tranafers. .
The number of patients transferred from one hospital to another, under tbe provisions of section 

80 of the Lunacy Act, was 135. The greater number of these transfers was made from Callan Park and 
Gladesville to Eydalmere, chronic cases being sent to the latter institution, so as to relieve as far as 
possible the congested condition of the wards at the two main hospitals where acute cases are received. 
A few idiot and imbecile patients, sent in error to Callan Park and Gladesville, were sent on to Eeweastle, 
the hospital specially set apart for this class of cases. Some twenty-four cases from the southern districts 
of the Colony were sent from Gladesville and Parramatta so that they might he nearer their relatives and 
friends, and a number of patients were transferred from one hospital to another at their own request or 
on the recommendation of the medical officers, with the hope that the change might be beneficial to their 
general or mental health.

The following return gives the particulars of the transfers for the year :—

Eetujin showing Transfers for year 18915.
Transferred to-

Transferred from-

Gladesville..............................
Parramatta (Free) ..............
Parramatta (Criminal)..........
Callan Park .................... .
Newcastle ..........................
Bydalroere..............................
Kenmore ..............................
Cook’s Kiver.................. .......

Total.,

Gladesville. | Parramatta 
(Free).

VriPVt=i
‘ | E

Parramatta
(Criminal).

* S J<5 I ,3 o

Callan Park. Newnastle. Rj'dalraero. Kenmore. Cook's River.

5 3 I otv U H

1 3 4
1 1 2

9 1
4 3 7 i 2 3 1
4 *4 ...

3 3" o'
3 3

1 1

5 5 10 10 9 19 1

2 | 2 
1 '

13 4p O S

2 , 2

1 I 4 20 
1

3 I 3

22 123 
2 , 1

22 42
...11

1

6 133 33 GS 24 24

Discharges.
The number of patients discharged during the year was 377, and of these 332 were reported as 

recovered and 45 as relieved. The recoveries give a percentage of 41'8G, and the cases relieved a percen
tage of 6-08 on the admissions, so that over 50 per cent, so far recovered under care and treatment as to 
be able to again take their places in tbe world. This recovery rate is somewhat above the average for the 
last ten years, and as it includes the returns from the Hospital for the Insane at .Newcastle, where only 
idiot and imbecile patients are admitted, must be considered satisfactory. _

The recovery rate varied at the different institutions, being 53'30 at Gladesville, 43'92 at Callan 
Park, 38T6 at Parramatta Free, lO'OO at Parramatta Criminal, and 42'85 at Cook’s Elver. There were no 
recoveries at Newcastle.

Deaths.
The deaths numbered 231, and tbe perceutago on the daily average number resident^ was <J'22, 

being somewhat below the average for the last ten. years. Tho percentage at the different hospitals was as 
follows Gladesville 4'01, Parramatta Free 7'30, Parramatta Criminal l'S5, Callan Park 8'25, Eydalmere 
5*19, Kenmore 1’30, Newcastle 7'7l, and the percentage at the Licensed House, Cook’s Eiver, was S'10.

In Table 4 the causes of death are set forth in detail, and from this it will be seen that in 110 
cases, or nearly one-half of the total mortality, death was due to cerebral disease, in no leas than 55 
eases to thoracic affections, and in 20 cases to affections of the abdominal organs. In 34 cases the cause 
of death was reported as general debility and old age, in 3 as cancer, 3 as accident, and in 2 as suicide.

In reviewing this table, the high death-rate from general paralysis of the insane and from pulmonary 
consumption are perhaps the most striking features, That 50 patients by far the highest number 
heretofore registered—should in one year have died from general paralysis of tho insane, a disease which 
tliirty years ago was almost unknown in this Colony, calls for some comment. This disease, always pro
gressive, and ultimately fatal, would appear to be a product of modern civilisation.^ Eirst described in 
1839 as a distinct affection, it remained a rare disease for some years, and was practically unltnown forty 
years ago, except to a few alien physicians. Even thirty years ago, though well known in England, it was 
seldom seen in institutions for the insane in Scotland and Ireland, and more raroly still, in American 
institutions. Now it is common enough in all these places, and is very decidedly increasing in all, so- 
called, civilised communities. It is distinctly an urban disease. More tban two-thirds of all the eases 
admitted to the hospitals for the insane in this Colony are to be found at Callan Park, where patients 
from the Metropolitan district are received, and the areas within which it originates are for the most part 
those pervaded by telephones and other kindred contrivances. Its causation may be expressed in the 
words hurry, high pressure, and excess. , , .

There has always been a subtle connection between pulmonary consumption aud insanity, and tbe 
percentage of deaths from consumption in the asylums of Great Britain has always been a high one, and 
very much in excess of that in this Colony. The percentage, however, is now- increasing here, and was 
greater during the last than in any preceding year. Tho establishment of up-country hospitals for the 
insane will permit of patients threatened with pulmonary phthisis being sent away for a change to drier and 
more suitable climates ; but it will probably be advisable, now that the pathology of this affection is better 
known, to make arrangements for tho special isolation in separate buildings within tbe hospital grounds 
of all cases of this disease in its most infective form. Total
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Total number under Care, Sfc.
The total number of patients under care during tbe year 4,591. T[ie ^^f^ma’les^nd 

resident was 3 710 and the number on the registers at its close was 3,841, of whom 2,3o3 were males and
1,488 females.’ These numbers are exclusive of those patients belonging to this Colony who are under
care in the Hospital for the Insane in South Australia.

Leave of Absence.
By the provisions of section 82 of the Lunacy Act, leave of absence can be gnmlcd to patients m 

institutions for the insane, and under those provisions 59 patients were absent on leave at the end of 1895^ 
Hurinu 1890 leave was granted in 121 cases, making, with those already absent, 180 on leave. Oi this 
number, 71 were discharged recovered at or before tlie time when their leave expired, 49 were ^turned 
to hospital, 1 died, and 59 were still on leave at the close of the year Ihe death was due to accident m 
an epileptic patient, the friends to whose care and at whose request the patient was allowed to leaie the
hosnital not apparently having exercised the supervision which was necessary.

P The system of granting leave of absence has been specially useful as a preliminary to discharge , 
but it also enables more or less chronic cases to spend short periods with their relatives and friends, and
thus adds materially to their conteutment and happiness. . n

The following return gives particulars as to leave of absence during the year:

Butuen showing particulars as to Leave of Absence during the year 1896.

Institution-

Remaining1 
on leato

31st December, 
1S95.

Kumber 
granted leave 

during1 the year 
1806.

Discharged
rccovtrcd.

Returned 
to Hospital.

Died
whilst on leave.

Remaining 
on leave

81st Decemhcr, 
1890.

3J. F, Total M. r. Total M. J P. Total M. | F. | Total
M. j a!Total M. F. Total

5 20 25 14 33 47 s 16 24 9 15 24 1 i i 22 23
9 9 IS 12 11 23 11 11 22 3 2 5 V 7

10
G 8 14 15 24 39 8 12 20 4 10 14 9

2
1 1 3 2 5 1 1 3 3 1

1 i . ■* ... 1 1 ..
1 i 1 i 1 1 ..i 1 X

Coak’s River .............................................. 2 3 G 2 i 3 2 2

Total .............................. 22 37 59 48 73 121 30 41 71 20 29 49 i i 19 40 59

Accidents.
In a large population made up of patients, some of whom arc excited and aggressive, others 

demented and careless, not a few epileptic and impulsive, and all more or less irresponsible tor their 
actions, accidents, oven with careful classification and efficient supervision, are almost unavoidable, 
especially in wards much overcrowded.

The number of accidents during the last year has been fewer tban usual, but included two cases 
which resulted fatally. One of these occurred at Callan Park and one at Gladesville. In addition to 
these, there were two cases of suicide, both of which were due to hanging, and both of which occurred at 
Parramatta. In all these eases, as well as in a ease of death, inquests were held by the Coroner ot the
district^ acc;der|ts ineiU(ied 2 dislocations of the shoulder through falling in fits, 2 fractures of 
the thigh, 4 fractures of the collar-bone, 3 fractures of the leg, 3 fractures of the arm, and 1 fracture ot 
tlie bones of tbe hands. All of these were at once reported by the Medical Superintendents, and were 
made the subiccts of such inquiries as appeared necessary. The majority of these accidents occurred in 
epileptic patients, a few were due to quarrels, and others occurred in tbc course of ordinary wont m tbe 
wards or on tbe hospital gardens or farms.

Increase in ike number of “Alien ” Patients.
In Table 9 notice is called to the nationality of tbe patients under care, and it may be advisable to 

take notice of tbe increasing number of thoso who, fot want of a better name, mav be called aliens.
In 1896 there were 87 natives of China under care, and 243 patients classified under the general 

headin'* of “ other countries.” On analysing the figures under this latter heading, it appears that a 
considerable number belong to coloured races, and on 31st December, 1896, there were 106 patients under 
care, classified as followsChinese, 73; East Indians, Cingalese, &c., 14: Syrians and Levantines, 2; 
South Sea Islanders, 2 ; other coloured races (not including Australian aborigines), 14.

It has become the rule in civilised communities to treat, maintain, and care for the sick and insab°> 
whatever the nationality to which they may belong, in tbe countries where they may tall ill, and this 
reciprocal action is greatly to the advantage of the sufferers. This has always been the course pursued 
with regard to those falling insane in this Colony, and should no doubt be continued in the case or natives 
of all countries in which there is reciprocity in this respect, or where tbe persons falling sick have come 
to New South "Wales as bond fide colonists, intending to make their home m the Colony. It is open to 
question, however, if natives of China and other countries with which there is no reciprocal action what
ever, and who come here for the most part as visitors, should be permanently cared for m the hospitals 
for the insane in this Colony. In the acuter stages of their malady they must be taken care or and 
treated for the safety of themselves and others; but there appears to be no reason why, when their 
condition has become chronic and generally incurable, they should not be deported to the countries o 
which they belong. Their maintenance involves a very considerable expense to the Colony, they are a 
foreign and often offensive element in the hospitals, and it would be cheaper to deport them with all 
necessary care for their protection and welfare during tho journey.

114—B The
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The Grovernment of "Western Australia has recently taken some action in this direction, and in the 
Annual Medical Report of the csril hospitals and lunatic asylums at the Straits Settlements for the year 
1895 is the following passage:—‘‘Measures were taken to reduce the number of lunatic patients by 
discharging and sending home some of the chronic cases which were considered harmless, in fair bodily 
health, and not in need of medical treatment; and it was found possible in this way to send back 57 
Chinese patients to China and 4 Tamils to Madras.”

Changes in the Staff.
The changes among the officers of the Department haie been as followsDr. Robert U. Russell, 

the Senior Medical Officer of the Hospital at Parramatta was promoted, after sis years' service in this 
Department, to the charge of tho Coast Hospital in the Department of the Bledical Adviser to the 
Government; and consequent on this, Dr. Gavin Morton, the -Junior Medical Officer at Gladesville, 
became Senior Medical Officer at Parramatta, and Mr. Hogg, M.B. aud C.M, of the University of 
Edinburgh, succeeded Dr. Morton at Gladesville.

Miss Cooke, the Matron of the Hospital for the Insane at Parramatta, resigned her appointment 
after three years' service, and was succeeded by Miss Quinn, the Matron of the Hospital at Hew castle. 
Miss Newton, who had for a considerable period been Senior Nurse of the General Hospital at Newcastle, 
was appointed Matron to the Hospital for the Insane at Newcastle in succession to Miss Quinn.

Among the members of the general staff the changes were much more numerous than during any 
former year. No less than 68 attendants, nurses, and servants vacated their positions; a considerable 
number of these leaving the Service owing to their dissatisfaction with the rate of salary allotted to them 
under the original grading of the Public Service Board. This wholesale loss of members of the staff, 
selected for their special qualification and trained for their special duties, caused very considerable 
embarrassment to the Medical Superintendents in charge—embarrassment which was not lessened by the 
paucity of suitable applicants for the vacant positions.

Need for Additional Accommodation.
At the close of the^year there was accommodation in the hospitals for 3,409 patients, whilst the 

number of inmates was 3,798, or 3S9 more than tho buildings would properly accommodate. The 
condition was one of dangerous overcrowding, and the Department of Public Works was moved to urge 
tbe contractors for tbe additional buildings in progress at Rydalmerc and Kenmore to complete and hand 
over these as soon as possible. Early in JS96 wards to accommodate 34 patients at Rydalmerc and 215 
at Kenmore a total of 249—were ready for occupation, and steps were taken for tbe transfer of patients 
to these from the overcrowded wards of the other hospitals : but even with this addition to tho ward space 
there were still 140 patients more than could be properly boused. Tbe necessity for proceeding with the 
erection of additional wards at Kenmore is apparent, and it is hoped that no unnecessary delay will occur 
in carrying out this work. By tho end of 1897 the surplus number of 140 will have been increased by 
at least another 100. and the state of matters at the end of the current year will be but little better tban 
that at the end of 1896. "

Receipts and Expenditure,
The receipts of the Department from all sources amounted to £13,913 5s. 10d., and was made 

up as follows:—Collected by the Master in Lunacy towards the maintenance of patients in hospitals, 
£13,103 2s. 3d.; paid by tbe Imperial Treasury for tbe maintenance of convict patients, £177 19s. 3d.; 
received from sale of fat and old stores, £590 9s. Id.: and from rent of land, £41.15s. 3d. The receipts 
were somewhat less under every heading than during 1895, and fell short of the total amount received 
duriug that year by £814 Is. The details are shown in the following return:—

Tabli.; showing Total Receipts on account of Institutions for the Insane during the year 1896.

Name of Institution.
Colleutcd for 

maintenance of 
Patients.

Paid
from Imperial 
Treasury fur 

maintenance of 
Patients.

Sale oi Fat |

and Rent of Land,
old Stores.

1

Totai

Hospital for (he Insane, G-laclcsvillc.......................
Do Parramatta .......... .
To Call tin Park ...............
Do Newcasilc............................
Bo Hjclalmerc..............................
Do K eumore ..............

Licenpcd House for the Insane,' Cook’s Kiver............
Reception Houoc for ihe Tnsune, Darlinghurst 
Inspector-Q-eueral’s Office..............................

£ ' s. d. 
3.7SO 3 8 
1,753 17 0 
5,572 5 3 

853 13 2 
1162 7 8 
166 0 8

£ s. d.

148 6 1

29 13 2

£ b. d. 
181 2 1 
235 O 9 
114 9 4 
20 19 11 
38 17 0

£ s. d. £ a. d. 
3,961 5 9 
2,137 4 7 
5,686 14 7 

904 6 3 
1,001 4 8 

166 0 8

14 14 1 .................
41 15 3

14 14 1 
41 15 3

Total ................................................ £ 13,103 2 3 177 19 3 090 9 1 41 15 3 13,913 r, 10

The total expenditure amounted to £103,928 5s. 3d., and was made up as follows :—Maintenance 
of patients in Hospitals ior the Insane, £99,900 10s. lid.; maintenance of patients in the Reception 
House at Darlinghurst, £1,457 1 s.; maintenance of patients in South Australian Hospitals, £204 0s. 3d.: 
and general expenses—including cost of Inspector-General's Office, payments to official visitors, main
tenance of steam-launch,. &c.—£2,366 13s. Id. With the exception of the payment to the iSoulh 
Australian Government, the expenses were lower than during 1895 in every item, although the average 
daily number of patients under care was 136 more than during that year. '

The
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The average weekly cost per patient was 10s. 5'}d., without deducting collections, and 9s. Old. when 
these wore deducted. The cost at Kenmore, though considerably less than during last year, is still higher 
than that at other hospitals, owing to the small number of inmates and the many initial expenses 
incidental to a new institution. A
1 oe» i Th^foIllTiag rel:urns allow—(1st) the average weekly cost of the hospitals for the last ten years 
.1887 to 189b inclusive; (2nd) the weekly cost at each hospital from 1870 to 1896 inclusive • and (3rd) the 
particulars of expenditure at the hospitals during the year 1896,

RiSTuitjr showing “Weekly Cost for Maintenance in Hospitals for the Insane for ten years,' 1887 to 1896
inclusive.

Year,

1887
18S8
1889.
1890. 
1801.
1892,
1893,
1894, 
1895 
1896.

Average for ten years

Without deducting Collections. Deducting Collections.

£ B. d. £ a. 6.
O 11 111 0 10 6
0 11 8i O 10 2
0 12 9i- 0 11 3^
O 11 11J 0 10
0 12 li 0 10 5i
O 11 Hi O 10 2
0 11 2i 0 9 6i
0 10 7 0 8 11
0 10 1U 0 9 4
0 10 6$ 0 9 Oi

0 11 6J 0 9 lli

Tlie following return shows the weekly cost in all hospitals from 1870 to 1896 inclusive

Table showing Weekly Cost of Maintenance at Hospitals for the Insane during the years 1870 to 1896 
. inclusive. ’

CJadesi ills. Parramatta.

Year.

Co
lle

ct
io

ns
de

du
ct

ed
.

I i
O £ 3S 13O «O ’C

«. 
ll 
!j

Co
lle

ct
io

ns
no

t
de

du
ct

ed
, i

1S70 .....................
£ s. d. £ 8. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
0 12 e 0 12 11

1871 ..................... 0 11 11J 0 32 4 0 9 0 0 9 1}1872 .................... 0 12 S 0 13 2 0 9 3 0 0 41873 ..................... 0 12 7 0 33 0 0 11 4} 0 12 51374 ..................... 0 12 2i 0 12 10} 0 12 3 O 121S75 ..................... O 12 2 o 12 e| 0 11 10| 0 11 10}1376 ..................... 0 12 5 0 13 1 0 10 oj o n 2}IS 77 ..................... 0 12 6 0 13 1 o ii s| o n io}187S .................... 0 11 4J 0 12 3} 9 12 9* 0 12 10}1S7H ..................... 0 11 2 0 12 ij 9 11 24 0 11 718S0 ................. 0 <> 5 o n 2b 0 10 oi 0 11 1}1SS1 ................. o 10 H 0 12 2$ O 10 2} 0 10 941332 ..................... 0 10 n U 13 oj 0 12 6 0 13 Ok
1SS3 ..................... 0 10 4i 0 12 6$ 0 10 10} o n 41SS4 ..................... O 10 4 0 12 Oj 0 9 111 0 10 7"1SS5 ................. o io n 0 13 2 0 9 10j 0 10 7}13SG ..................... 0 11 8 0 13 91 0 10 2 0 10 11}1837 ..................... 0 11 3t 0 13 ij 0 9 7} 0 10 81SSS ..................... 0 9 7J 0 11 10i 0 10 0} 0 ll 1isso ........... 0 12 1 0 34 8 0 10 9} 0 11 41 tsffl) ..................... u 10 S)J 0 13 0 0 10 u o io n1891 ..................... o io of 0 12 111 0 9 10| 0 10 91692 ..................... 0 10 8 0 12 11 0 9 4 9 10 31S9S ........... 0 10 25 1 0 12 4 OSS} 9 9 731894 ..................... 0 9 0 0 11 5i 0 8 7 0 9 5}
lS9o..................... 0 0 1QJ 0 11 10J 0 8 7} o a 4
ISOO ..................... 0 9 Of 0 31 5 0 8 3} 0 9 4i

* First )cai'r and including cost of stores and outfit.

Newcastle Callan Park.

£ s

U 111 11

CTT 
O 4)

§3

£ s. d.

■*1 2 11; 
0 13 3. 0 12 lOi 
0 14 
0 16 

t0 17 
0 15 0 12 
0 10 
0 10 0 10 0 10 
0 10 
0 30 0 0 10} 
0 8 7} 
0 9 2* 
0 S IDjf

n
4

9

It

2j

£ b. d.

Eydalmere. Kenmore.

| C
ol

le
ct

io
ns

 
f de

du
ct

ed
.

Co
lle

ct
io

ns
no

t
de

du
ct

ed
. CO

S'® ES 
o a

g-s

to ,
| % 

’Bo 2

% 'E

£ a. d. £ b. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Vis’*-*} *0 15* 4}
0 12 11} 0 13 4
0 9 9} 0 10 5}

70 19 1} 10 11 0 .
0 S 10} 0 9 9 *0 19 *0 19 'll
0 8 1} 0 8 I1J 0 14 7} 0 15 0

t Opening of new Hospital. J OpeninK of new narda for women.

Table showing Annual Cost of Patients in Hospitals for the Insane during the year 1896.

_ i. Total
InBtitut2on. , nuinl>cr

I under care.

Average
number
resident.

Total cost.
Amount

of
collections.

Total annual ( i . ,
coat per Patient, cos*rwithout 1 P«r Patent,

deducting j d^uctmg 
collections. wlkotions.

Hospital for the Insane, Gladesville...
Ho PurramnUu.,,
Ho Callan Park..
Ho Newcastle ...
Ho Rydolmere...
Ho Kenmore ...

1,100
1,267
1,168

339
499
170

1 £ s. d.
821 | 24,483 1 4

1,095 | 20,899 5 9
824 1 24,741 18 7
311 | 7,000 14 6
462 10,786 14 2
153 5,988 16 7

£ s. d. 
3,961 5 9 
2,137 4 7 
fl,080 14 7 

904 0 3 
1,001 4 8 

166 0 8

£ e. d,
29 16 5
24 H 1}
30 0 6} 
22 10
23 0 11} 
39 2 10

£ s. d. 
24 19 11
22 12 3i
23 2 6
19 12 1
21 3 7* 
38 1 1£

4,538 3,666 99,900 10 11 13,856 16 6 27 5 0 23 9 5
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Ketubk showing the Average Annual Cost of Maintenance per Patient at the Hospitals for the Insane
for the year 1S9(5. 

Nauic
of

Hospital.

Dally average 
number 

of
patients
resident

Gladcs\itle ... 
Parramatta.. 
Callan Park . Newcastle .. 
Uydalsnere . 
Kenmore ..

S21
1,095

824
811
462

Salaries,
money
allow
ances,and
fees.

Provisions
extras,
medical

comforts,
and

forage.

£ s. d. 
IS 1 24 
ID 4 1+ 
12 IS 10 
9 11 5 
9 13 7}

153 15 G

£ s. d. 
10 3 3 

8 7 1U 
10 14 44 6 » 2 
7 9 f>4 12 i> 2

Stimu- 
lante— 
Wines, 
spirits, 

beer, &c

Medicines
and

surgical
instru
ments.

Stores,
including
clotning,
bedding,

and
materials

for
manu

facture.

Fuel,
light,
and

water.

£ s. d. 
0 1 5 0 1 44 
0 15

s. d. 
4 0j 
4 4) 
6 53 2 Hi 
2 9$ 
9 n

Incidental 
and mis

cellaneous 
expenses, 
including 
library, 
amuse

ments, &c

Total
expenditure.

£ 5. d. £ s.
3 10 10* 1 ft 24 
3 6 0$ 1 6 f>}
3 8 3 I 1 10 94
3 3 1 1 12 “
3 13 3| 1 G6 18 2? 0 C

£ s. d. £ 9. d.
1 5 8 24,483 I 4
0 18 941 26,899 5 9
1 C <jf| 24,741 18 7
1 11 IJ 7,000 14 0
1 1 11 10,780 14 2
3 12 10 5,938 16 7

Collec*
tions
for

mainten
ance, &c,

Annual 
cost for 
mainten

ance 
per

patient.

Annual 
coat per 
patient, 

deducting 
collections 

for
mainten
ance, Ac.

£ s. d. £ s. d. 
3,961 5 &l 29 1G 6 
2,137 4 7 24 11 U• - “ 0 45,036 14 7 

904 0 3 
1,001 4 8 

160 0 8

3022 10 2! 
23 6 Hi 
39 2 10'

£ s. d. 
24 19 11 22 12 3J 
28 2 G 
19 12 1 
21 3 71 
33 1 13

Eetubx showing the Average Weekly Cost of Maintenance per Patient at the Hospitals for the Insane
for the year 1896.

Name of Hospital,

Daily
average
number

of
patients
rosidenfc

Weekly cost calculated on average number resident.

Salaries,
money
allow
ances,
and
fees

Provisions
extras,
medical
comforts,

and
forage.

Stimu
lants— 
Wines, 
spirits, 

beer, Ac.

Medicines
and

surdcal
iortru-
meots.

Stores,
including
clothing,
bedding,

and
materials

for
manufac

ture.

Fuel,
light,
and

water.

Incidental Total 
and mis- 1 weekly 

cellanccni&i cost for 
expenses, mainten- 
including ante per 
library, patient, 
amuse- 
merits,

Ac. |

Gladesville..............................
Parramatta..............................
Callan Park ........................
Newcastle ..............................
Bydalinerc..........................
Kenmore..................................

821
1,095

824
311
462
153

£ e. d
0 5 04 
0 3 11
0 4 104 
0 8 8} 
0 3 84 
9 5 102

£ s. d,
0 3 105 
0 2 2S 
0 4 1* 
0 2
0 2 10* 
ft 4 9}

£ s. d.
0 0 01
0 0 04
0 0 0}

£ s. d.
0 0 1
0 0 1 
o o u 
o o 0£ 
oooj
0 0 21

£ s. d. 
0 14} 
0 13} 
0 1 8J 
0 1 2} 
0 15
0 2 8

£ s. d.
0 0 0} 
0 0 6
0 0 7} 
0 0 7} 
0 0 6
0 0 1}

£ s. d. £ 3. d.
0 0 6} 0 11 5
0 0 4 0 9 4}
O 0 6 0 11 6}
0 0 7} 0 8 7}
0 0 fi 0 8 11}
o i i o ia o

Average 
weekly . 

collect ions 
for

mainten
ance per 
patient.

Weekly 
cost per 
patient, 

deducting 
collection* 

for
mainten
ance, Ac.

a. d. 
1 1010 9 
2 75
1 It 0 10 
0 4*

£ «. d.
9 023 8| 8 10| 
7 04 a i!

0 14 74

Average weekly cost wittiout deducting collections, 10s. 5Jd., or deducting collections, 9s. Old.

The following return shows the number of Insane Patients under care on Slat December of each 
year, the number of Admissions for each year, and the Total Expenditure in the Lunacy Department tor 
each of the ten years from 1887 to 1891 inclusive :

Year.
No. of Patients on 

31st December.
Admissions. Total Expenditure.

1 §87 ............................................... 2,S21 532
£

89,213
ISAS .............................................. 2,898

2,974
588 89,895

......................................... 550 100,302
isqo ............ ................................. 3,102 611 96,138

100,112IftQl ..................................... 3,134 596
^SfW . ...................... 3,312 666 102,519 -
\ ftOX ......................................................... 3,423 CSS 101,077
1 §04 .................................................... 3,587 712 99,425

........................................................ 3,720 715 104,846
103,9281890 ............................................. 3,845 740

Tlie number of patients in Hospitals for the Insane has m ten years mcreasea m wmiou nut.
number annually admitted has risen from 532 to 710. During the same period the cost, which nas varied
somewhat from year to year with varying seasons and the cost of provisions and other necessaries, has
increased by £1.1,715. In other words, whilst the number of patients resident has increased m ten years 
by 36 per cent., and the admissions—an expensive class of eases—by 39 per cent., the expenditure has, 
under a iudicious system of economy, only increased by 16& per cent. _ , ^ j.

The maintenance rate in tho Hospitals for the Insane in this Colony is now so low that it cannot 
well be reduced without impairing the health, comfort, and well-being of the patients without, m tact, 
sacrificing efficiency to economy, jeopardising the recovery of the inmates by an unwise parsimony and 
running the risk of making into chronic cases and permanent inmates those who under wise and liberal 
expenditure would recover, and be no longer a burden npon the State.

Reception Souse for ihe Insane, Darlinghurst.
The statistics of this institution are not included with those for the Hospitals and Licensed Houses, 

as the patients are for the most part only admitted for temporary care and treatment on their way to the 
hospitals, or whilst awaiting the signature of tho certificates and orders necessary for their admission to

these nmt^ 0£ patients remaining on December 31, 1895, was 6, and the number admitted during
the year 587, making a total of 593 under care and treatment. This number, which was somewhat less 
tha/that for several previous years, was made up of two classes—those under certificates of insani^ (8 
in number), and those under remand under section 1 of the Lunacy Act Amendment Act of vvhom there 
were 228. Taking these classes separately; of the 365 under certificate, 10 were discharged recovered 
352 were sent to hospitals for the insane, 1 died, and 2 remained at the close of the 
228 under remand, 110 were discharged recovered, 113 were sent to the 1 ohee Conrty“^ 
and returned to the Reception House, 1 died, and 4 remained at the end of the year. It null be seen that
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110 of the number were first admitted in one, and subsequently in tbc other class. The Superintendent .of 
the Iteception House reports that 5 cases under certificate, and 10 cases under remand, were admitted 
twice during the year 1890, aud that no less than 85 of the patients admitted during tho year had in some 
one of tho thirty years during which tho institution has been in existence previously been inmates. The 
largo majority of these recurrent eases were suffering from the temporary insanity due to drink. Tho 
institution has done good and useful work. The total number of patients discharged as recovered was 
120, and the deaths were 3 only. Considering that a very large proportion of the cases was in an acute 
stage of the malady, the death-rate is a very small one, and the fact that no ease of serious accident or 
suicide has occurred is creditable to the management.

The following table gives the detailed statistics of the Iteception House for the year 1896 :
*

Betuen showing tho Admissions, Discharges, Deaths, Ac., of Patients in the Deception House for the
Insane during the Year 1896.

licrnmn- I Total
on 31st1 Admitted Numberof 

Doc* I during Patients
ember, 1 ItBNk under

3895, tiarc,

On Remand under 
Section 1, Lu
nacy Act Amend 
incut Act..........

Under Lunacy 
Certificate..........

Total

5 hso ** K K

Patients Discharged, Transferred, Died, Ac-

Dis
charged 
Reco

vered, by 
Certifi
cate.

Dia*
charged
Reco
vered,
from
Police
Court.

| Dis
charged ' Relics ed.

Sent to l
Police I 

Court and! 
Returned ■ 
to Recep
tion House! 

under \ 
Ccrfifi* 
eato. '

Trans
ferred to 
Hospitals 

or
Licensed
Houses-

Escaped, I 
and not I 
Recap
tured 
within | 

twenty- | 
eight i 
days.

Died.

Total 
Number 

Dis
charged, 
Died, Ac.

Ill O L St "3 i "l- aiB|^ f iS I ■§ I r? ' 5 I 4^ It
'S3 £ |

2 Wm 36S254 m{365 6

4171170 687 423 370,593. 6

89

10

10 89 21
T

!noi

37

70

U3

37 113

246107

245107

352

;352

c I j4! otM < ? I

Remain
ing on 

31st De- cemher^ 
1896-

i a i\» a I j I

1GG 58
I

25S111

,.i2 418 UK) 687

The Observation Wards at H.M. Gaols, Darlinghurst and Darramatta.
These wards are “ set apart for the detention of any prisoner who may be supposed to be insane, 

or who, from mental imbecility, may he supposed to be unfit for penal discipline, in order that he may be 
there placed under observation until it he certified that he is of sound mind, or is insane and a fit subject 
for detention in an hospital for the criminal insane.” Unfortunately, owing to the very overcrowded, 
condition of the existing hospital for the criminal insane and the impossibility of transferring more 
patients of the criminal class thereto without serious danger, prisoners have, during the last three or four 
years, been still detained in the Observation Ward after a conclusion as to tbeir insanity has been 
arrived at.* _

In addition to the original purpose for which the wards were established, they have been used for 
. a number of other cases in which the question of mental capacity has beeu raised, including cases 

awaiting trial at the Supreme Court or Quarter Sessions, aud under minor sentence or remand from the 
Police Court. _ _

The accumulation of cases of various kinds has served in a measure to defeat the special objects 
contemplated in setting apart these wards and given malingerers object lessons which might serve to 
assist in defeating tlie scrutiny of tho medical officers and warders in charge. _

Tlie statistics of these wards arc as follows:—There were at the ward at Darlinghurst ou 
December 31, 1895. 9 inmates, and 49 were received during the year, making 58 under care. Of these, 
36 wore discharged of sound mind, 4 were sent to hospitals for the insane, 1 was sent to Police Court 
and discharged, 2 were transferred to the Observation "Ward at Parramatta, and 15 remained at the close 
of the year, _

In addition to these inmates, for whom the ward was specially set apart, 156 other prisoners were 
for short periods inmates, the majority of these being eases suffering from temporary mental symptoms 
due to alcohol whilst serving sentences of a few days, or whilst under remand.

At the ward at Parramatta there were on December 31,1895, 10 inmates, and 43 were received 
during the year, making 53 under observation. Of these, 31 were discharged as of sound mind, 3 were 
sent to hospitals for the insane. 1 was discharged at Police Court, 1 died, and 14 remained at the close of 
the year. Into this ward, also, a number of similar cases to those received at Darlinghurst were 
admitted, the total number of these being 35.

The .Lunacy Act provides that these wards should he visited by the Inspector-General of the 
Insane, aud special visits of inspection were paid to the ward at Darlinghurst on January 14, April 15, 
July 8, and November 4, and to tbe ward at Parramatta on January 16, April 30, August 13, aud 
October 19. The wards have also been visited at other times to see individual prisoners or at tbe request 
of the visiting medical officers. At tbe visits of inspection care has been taken to sec and speak to every 
prisoner and to inquire into the circumstances of his case as well as to make a careful examination into 
the general management of the ward.

I have been satisfied with the care exercised in the general treatment and observation of the 
inmates, but I have had reason to criticise the methods adopted in individual cases, and I have called 
sueoinl attention to the necessity for providing day-rooms, provided with fires, for the accommodation of 
tlie inmates in the winter weather. 1

114—C
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• The Comptroller-G eneral of Prisons has courteously furnished the following returns, showing tlie 
general statistics of the two wards for the year 1896:—

Retubn showing the number of Persons received into the Observation Ward, H.M. G-aol, Darlinghurst, 
during the year 1896, the places whence received, and their disposal.

Wlicnee received.

Remaining
- on 31st I ftoceived 
I December, I Kccene<l- 
I 1895, i

Discharged.

Of Sound To«X,ft’S 

^ InLSlc.
To Police 
Courts.

o
■3

U
5
V
0, To

ta
l.

£

<}
£
'a* To

ta
l.

__
__

_

9
75

<S
Is
1
Ch To

ta
l. 6

£

art
5 To

ta
l. 1 V

£3

» 1
*5 1 ~
2 | 24> 1 OPk | H

1 1 21 1 22 13 1 14 1 1 1 1
3 3

2
...

2 0 2 2 2
... ...

1 1 10 10 7 7 i 1

1 1 1 1 ... ...
1 1 i 1 1 1 2 .4*
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...

1 i 2 1 1 1 1
1 2 3 1 2 3
2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1
1 1
1 i 1 1

___ __— — —— — —— — -
9 9 44 5 49 32 4 36 3 1 4 1 1

1 1 4 4 3 3 1 1

1 1

15 7 22 15 6 21 1 1

2 2 4 94 30 124 2 2 91 32 123

12 2 14 158 42 200 SO 10 60 6 2 8 92 32 '124
1

Died.

Transferred
to

Observation
Ward,

Parramatta.

Remaining 
on ^Ist 

December, 
139 G.

i

ill l o
u I I | -S 
£ 1 o ^

c 313 T-J

K.M. Gaols—
5 o fiDarliugburst ...
' ^ [ Goulburn..
?=>' | Batliurst ...

a | Mnitlaud ...
g Berrima ....
*1 | Armidale ...
« l Trial Bay Prison

Young .......
Tamwortb . 
Biloola Gnol
Dubbo .......
Bingaro ....
Grafton.......
Boga............

14

Tolal.,

. ... (Supreme Court,
Sydney,Quarter'

Acquitted on tbc ground of
Insanity, and awaiting
Governor’s pleasure ......

i- -n v C Under Sen- rrora Police S .
(OnBemand:::

Total.

I

15

I

15

1

1

3

20

JiETi.'ny showing the number of Prisoners received into the Observation Ward, H.M. Gaol, Parramatta, 
during the year 1896, the place whence received, and their disposal.

Remaini ag Discharged, Remaining

Whence received.

on 31st 
December, 

1895.
Received.

Of Sound 
Mind.

To Hospital 
for Insane.

To Police 
Courts. Died.

December,
1890.

0
'3
?=

1 Fe
m

al
e.

i
0H

6
'd
X

ti
£
3 3

0H
e>

jsiIT, Fe
m

al
e,

§
0

3

J
£
3htt 3

*

.
'rt
£V Sc

£’rt
£*i

d
rt
V•b

'rt
OE-f

cS
75

*3
0H

IT.M. Gaols- 
0 C ^ 4 4 2 2 2 2 1

...! 1

3 3
■***.£ g S ^
J $ j!

§ ^ 2 ” § 1 .

5 5 39 39 30 30 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11

1 1 1 1 *
■2-lv, § 2 c

Bonrke .............................. 1 1 1 1
S O e I

1 1 1 1
I m

Total ........................ . 10 10 43 43 34 34 3 3 1 1 1 1 !l4 14

Trial ) r
Acquitted on grounds of Insanity, and

T s 3 3

earn Police (Sentenced...................................
Collrts Uemand ...................................

Totals................................... ..........

1 1 1 1

31 31 31 31

13 13 75
—

75 35
—

35 3 3 32

...

32 1
—

T 17
—

17
-

Sydney: William Applegate Gullicfc, Goremment Printer.—IS9T.
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Tlie President of the State Children’s Relief Board to The

Chief Secretary.

Charitable Institutions of New South "Wales,
State Children’s Relief Board,

Richmond-terrace, Sydney, 5 April, 1896.

Sir, ,
In accordance with the provisions of Act 41 Vic. No. 24, 

I have the honor to submit for the information of the Honorable 
the Chief Secretary my Report upon the operations of the State 
Children’s Relief Board for the official year which closed on the 
5th April. ^

It is sixteen years since Parliament passed the measure by 
means of which the hoarding-out system was legally established in 
New South Wales, in substitution of the method of dealing with State 
children previously existing (unpopularly known as the barrack 
system), which was both cumbersome and expensive, and under which 
all family principles of training the young were systematically ignored. 
The history of the movement lias been one of uninterrupted progress, 
although at tbc outset the Board entrusted with its administration had 
to encounter many difficulties arising mainly from want of knowledge 
among those who had for many years managed and generously 
supported the larger institutions in which the poor children of this 
Colony were clothed, fed, and educated, and who naturally looked 
with suspicion upon the efforts of the few philanthropic ladies and 
gentlemen in Now South Wales who were endeavouring to effect the 
reforms already adopted in two of the younger colonies,. at a cost 
which was small when compared with the lasting good results that 
had been obtained.

It is now7 unnecessary, of course, to say anything in laudation of the 
hoarding-out system, which is at present the national policy of dealing 
with the dependent children of this country. It has long ago passed 
beyond its tentative stages, and the physical, moral, and material 
advantages that have resulted to the thousands of children who have 
been rescued from poverty and evil association and provided with the 
advantages of wholesome family life in clean healthy homes, aud useful 
trades aud occupations, are “household words,” and speak more forcibly 
than could any commendation from me, but wThen compared with the 
old-time “ barrack system,” last years computations will show that 
taking no heed whatever of any other consideration but the untenable 
one of pounds, shillings, aud pence, the boarding-out system is to he 
credited with an absolute saving of over £170,000 during that; period. 
These results have only been obtained by careful administration, 
constant watchfulness, and sustained enthusiasm on the part of the 
Board and its trusted officials.

13—B The
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Tlie following table short's the rate at which the number of 
children under the care of tlie Board has increased annually since the 
initiation of the boarding-out system :—

control on

Supported bv Govern
ment

Adopted without; 
pa) men?.

Bojy. | Girls, J Total.

A

| Boys,

PP rent! cod. Total under control.

Boys. Cirly. Total. Girls. Total. Boys. Girls. Total.

, ISSl .... 24 35 59 24 35 59
isse .. 40 60 100 3 O 40 63 103
1SS3..... 118 174 292 j 10 11 4 4 119 ISS 307
]SS4...... 221 2S9 510 6 15 21 5 16 21 232 320 552

.... 523 363 S36 15 35 50 26 64 90 564 462 1,026
18Sli.„. 014 411 1,025 28 65 93 137 111 243 779 5S7 1,366
JSS7..... 741 473 1,214 49 74 123 309 156 465 1,099 703 3,802
1SSS...... 793 4S5 1,278 52 84 136 357 189 540 1,202 758 1,960
1BS9..... S15 5-26 1,341 61 93 134 440 238 678 1,316 857 2,173
jsso...... SOI) 543 1,348 62 96 153 513 265 778 1,380 904 2,284
1891...... S07 566 1,373 67 91 158 543 295 838 1,417 952 2,369
1S92...... 776 613 1,339 69 94 163 j 299 844 1,390 1,006 2 390
1S93...... 821 643 1,464 61 97 15S 590 325 915 3,472 1,065 2,537
1S9+...... 935 786 1,741 59 306 165 592 311 ■903 1,006 1,203 2,809
1S03...... 1,167 927 2,09+ 56 91 147 599 334 933 1,822 1,352 3,174
3890...... 1,356 1,085 O .Ul* 50 76 126+ 548 341 889+ 1,954 1.502 3,456

-

* Thi6; total includes 0 children in Hospital. 100 in Cottage Homes, 10 in 13 under 2$ years paid for at 7s. per
week, 37 paid for at, Cs , 13 infants paid for at 8-5. per week, and y infants paid for at IQs. per neck. *

j t Thin total includes 12j children who are classed as “ Boarders without subsidy,'’that is, placed with guardians who, 
as iu the case of adopted children, do not receive payment for maintenance.

J This total includes 27 absconder^ whoso names still appear on the books, and 1G children classed as unofficial.

There has been a substantial falling off in tbe number of young 
children, whom it was found necessary, after careful investigation, to 
place under the control of the Board, and the figures may be accepted 
as a wholesome sign of improvement amongst the poorer classes of the 
community. At the end of the twelve months which closed on the 
5th of April, 1896, there were 282 more children under control than 
in 1895, when the numbers were 365 in excess of the previous year, 
showing a proportionate falling off of 83 as compared with the opera
tions of 1895. In 1895 there were 2,094 children supported by 
the Government, while apart from the adoption and appi’enticing 
divisions, there are now 2,441 maintained in the various registered 
homes scattered throughout the Colonv—an increase of 347 in the 
division in which payment is made to State guardians, whose homes 
are only approved by the Board after careful inspection and report by 
officers of tlie Department. When the official year closed in 1895 
there were 3,174 children under control; there are now 3,456, com
prising 1,954 hoys and 1,502 girls, all of whom are cither supported 
by the State, adopted without payment, apprenticed to useful trades 
and occupations, or detained in one or other of tlie cottage homes at 
Pennant Hills and Mittagong for observation and medical attendance. 
Taken altogether these results are satisfactory.

During the official year with which I am now dealing there 
were 1,954 hoys and 1,502 girls under control, or a total of 3,456 
children altogether, showing an increase of 282 over and above those 
dealt with in the year 1895, when the numbers were 1,822 aud 1,352 
respectively, or a total of 3,174—an excess of 365 over the previous 
twelve months. The falling off in the number of children admitted 
to State control docs not necessarily mean that the number of appli
cations for the admission of children was less either now or at any other 
time. Tii ere arc always numbers of such applications that are not 
entertained, and official investigation has from time to time frustrated 
many cases1 where efforts were made by unworthy parents and others - 
to place their offspring under official control, the real object of course 
being to release themselves from their responsibilities and shift their 
burdens to .the shoulders of the Government. Such instances are not 
unknown to the Department, hut the numbers have been growing 
smaller from year to year as the system of inspection and supervision 
improves, and the certainty of detection is more widely understood.

Speaking
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Speaking in a general way of tlie children who are now under the 
control of the Board, it is gratifying to he able to say that their 
circumstances are not only very much improved all round, hut their 
general condition is most satisfactory. In a few exceptional cases 
little difficulties and annoyances have been experienced, hut they 
have been fairly dealt with and adjusted, and beyond the ordinary 
commonplace accidents, mishaps, and shortcomings of life there has 
been very little to complain of, either as against the children or the 
great bodv of guardians throughout the country. There were -”06 
hoys and 423 girls, or a total of 929 children boarded out during the 
year, as against 601 hoys and 452 girls, or a total of 1,053 children, so 
dealt with in 1895, showing a decrease in the paying section of 121, 
which means a substantial saving under tins head. In 1895 there 
■were 353 more children paid for under this head than m 1894, and 
alone involved an increased expenditure of something like £5,000. 
A saving of about £1,700 was effected in the boarding-out section of 
189G. Of tho 4,103 children dealt with d uring the year now under 
review, 288 were discharged upon the parents or relatives satisfying 
the Board that they were in a position to properly provide for them; 
199 were released because tlie children having attained the age Vi.' 17 
years (124 boys and 75 girls), they became entitled to their release 
under the Act; 30 were removed by death, 1 child was drowned at 
the Book wood Asylum; 1 hoy was transferred to tho “Sobraon,” 4 
were removed to the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind Institution; there were 
33 at the Boys Home at Dundas ; 14 at the Benevolent Asylum, 
Sydney; 4 at the Newington Asylum; 5 at the Imbecile Asylum, 
Newcastle; 43 at the Shaftesbury Keformatory ; 10 at the Carpcn- 
terian Reformatory; 3 at St. Vincent do Raul’s ; 1 at the Macquarie- 
street Asylum; 1 at tho Convent at Manly; 1 at the Callan Park 
Asylum, and 9 absconded. These are accounted for in this way—374 
hoys and 273 girls, or a total of 647, which leaves a balance of 3,456 
now under control. Of the 2,441 children who were paid for by the 
Government, 6 are in hospital, 152 are in. the cottage homes at Parra
matta and Mittagong, 10 are at the depht at Paddington ; 8 delicate 
infants are paid for at the rate of 10s. a week, 13 at 8s. a week, 13 at 
7s. a week, and 37 at 6s. a week ; whilst the whole of the remainder, 
who are counted in the paying division, are provided for at the rate of 
5s. a week.

In the matter of expenditure, the closest economy consistent 
with the importance of the service has been observed, but the yearly 
increasing demands upon the resources of the Board have certainly 
not lessened the appeals that have had to be made to the Treasury to 
enable it to meet its engagements, and it may therefore be said that 
the high-water of expenditure has been reached this year. Deposits 
amounting to £42,026 10s. 3d. were received from the Treasury during 
1895-6, to which must he added a sum of £21410s. 9d., carried forward 
to the credit of the Board from the previous year’s transactions, 
making a total of £42,241 Is. placed at the disposal of the Board 
during the year. After making provision for the payment of accounts 
due up to the closing of the books, the gross expenditure for 1895-0 
was £42,200 14s. lid., which left a credit balance of £10 6s. Id. to be 
carried forward to 1896-7. The total cost of the hoarding-out children 
was £31,780 8s. 5d. The daily average number of children placed 
out as boarders during tlie year was 2,170, an increase of 188, and the 
gross average cost per head was £14 12s. lOd. The gross receipts from 
tliose parents who contributed something towards the maintenance 
of their offspring amounted to £969 19s. 4d,, and after deducting this 
amount from the gross expenditure, it will be seen that the actual 
capitation cost was £14 3s. lid. A more detailed account of tiie 
expenditure for the year is given in the appendices.

List
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List ot Guardians’ Occupations.
The followingis the classification of tlie guardians’ occupations:— 

Accountants, 4; agents, 9; auctioneers, 2; attendants, 12; bakers, 6; 
bootmakers, 16; bricklayers, 5 ; brickraakcrs, (j; butchers, 8; builders, 
7 ; brassfinishcr, 1; boilermaker, I; broom-makers, 2 ; blacksmiths, 
11; bank managers, 4; clergymen, 12 ; carters, fi ; coach-proprietor, 1; 
clerks, 24; cooks, 4 ; cabinet-makers, 2 ; carver, 1; carpenters, 37 ; 
contractors, 12 ; commercial travellers, 7 ; conveyancers, 2 ; coach- 
buildcrs, 2 ; civil servants, 22; confectioners, 3; currier, 1; chemists, 
'3 ; cordial makers, 4; collectors, 3; caretakers, 9 ; compositor, 1; 
cooper, 1; cabmen, 2; dairy farmers, 43; domestics, 327 ; dress
makers, 21; dealers, 3 ; doctors, 5 ; draper, 1; drovers, 3 ; draftsmen, 
2 ; engine-drivers, 4; electrician, 1; engine-smiths, 2 ; engineers, 8 ; 
farmers, 865 ; fruiterers, 0; fishermen, 4; ferryman, 1; gardeners, 22; 
graziers, 28 ; gunsmith, 1; gatekeepers, 2 ; grocers, 9 ; grooms, 2 ; 
hairdresser,!; independent, 42 ; instrument-maker, 1; inspectors, 2 ; 
ironworkers, 2 ; journalists, 2 ; labourers, 28 ; lamplighter, 1; la,un
dresses, 8; letter carriers, 4; librarian, 1; miners, 36; merchants, 4; 
milkmen, 2 ; moulder, 1; machinist, 1; mariners, 5; messengers, 3; 
mine manager, 1; maintenance men, 2 ; nurses, 14; news agents, 2 ; 
orchardists, 76 ; organist,!; plumbers, 11; painters, 9 ; plasterers, 5 ; 
printers, 4; poultry fanners, 2 ; photographer, 1; postmasters, 4 ; 
piano-tuner, 1; quarrymen, 4 ; railway employees, 29; schoolteachers, 
19; shopkeepers, 21; shipwrights, 3; solicitors, 6; soapmaker, 1; 
smelter,!; sa il maker, 1; surveyor,!; stonemasons, 8 ; stationers, 2; 
storekeepers, 24; sawyer, 1; selectors, 12 ; stokers, 2 ; saddlers, 6 ; 
stevedore, 1; tailors, 7 ; upholsterer, 1; undertaker, 1; vignerons, 2; 
vanman, 1; warehousemen, 3; warders, 5.

Tho utmost precautions are taken not only to ensure tlie selec
tion of tlie most suitable guardians under whom the children may 
ultimately acquire such trades and occupations as will enable them to 
earn their own livelihood in after life when they have been removed 
from supervision, but to confine the operations to the healthier 
districts of the Colony where climatic influences might he expected 
to assist in strengthening the weak and build up strong and robust 
constitutions amongst these helpless little dependents of the State. 
A thorough system of inspection is maintained—the homos of new 
applicants are visited, and careful inquiries made into antecedents, 
circumstances, and surroundings; and, subsequently, when appointed 
guardians the children are visited periodically, unannounced, at tbc 
schools as well as at the homes, not only by the official inspectors 
but bv ladies residing in tbe various districts who take a creditable 
interest in the children, and generously give their gratuitous services 
to the work. Frequent changes are made in the guardians for a great 
variety of reasons, the most important, of which is the always para
mount interest of the children, but no very serious grounds of com
plaint exist against tbe guardians in any of the districts. There was 
a decrease of 118 in the number of children placed out with farmers, 
the total number for 1896 being 865, and the number of girls placed 
in domestic service was 327, whilst in all the other useful trades and 
callings satisfactory selections have been made. The number of foster 
parents has increased during the year from 1,925 to 2,055 that is to 
say that there are now 130 more guardians than there were in 3.895. 
Taking all tho trades and occupations into account, it will he seen 
that there are now 3,254 children being trained in the almost certain 
prospect of their being able when they arrive at years of manhood and 
womanhood to he able to provide satisfactorily for themselves.

List ot Districts in which Children are placed.
Children are placed out in the undermentioned districts in the 

numbers stated:—Ashfield, 15; Arneliffe, 2; Annandale, 17 ; Auburn, 
29 ; Albnry, 7; Albion Park, 1; Adamstown, 7 ; Armidale, 3.6;

Balmain,
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■Bairnam, 132; Berrima, 12; Botany, 14; Blackheath, 1; Bunvood, 
27; Boggabri, 1; Bexley, 13 ; Balmoral, 3 ; Boivral, 20 ; Bonming, 
1; Braidwood, 15 ; Bulli, 50 ; Berry, 30; Bungendore, 7 ; Binalong, 
2 ; Brogo, 2 ; Bathurst, 27 ; Brewonglc, 3 ; Blacktown, 2 ; Branxton, 
39; Croydon, 14; Camperdorvn, 17; Canterbury,!; Campbelltown, 
4; Castle Hill, 4; Cowra, 2; Crookwell, 204 ; Canley Vale, 14; 
Camden, 30 ; Cootamundra, 11; Cambcwarra, 14; Cargo, 4; Cooma, 
3; Cessnock, 4; Coolae, 3 ; Cudal, 1; Clarencetoivn, 7 ; Bap to, 12 ; 
Bungog, 9; Bouglas Park, 1; Dural, 7 ; Dubbo, 0 ; Eden, 2; Porbes, 
8; (ilebc, 22; Gladesville, 15 ; Goulburn, 315 ; Grabben Gullen, 18; 
Granville, 79 ; Guildford, 12; Gunning, 14; Glenbrook, 1 ; Gerrin- 
gong, 10; Girilambonc, 1; Glen Tunes, 3; Gosford, 6; Greta, 2; 
Gulgoag, 4; Hunter’s Hill, 15 ; Hurstville, 27 ; Hexham, 2; Helens- 
burg, 2; Hinton, 3; Hartley, 1; Hawkesbury, 101; Islington, 1; 
Junee, 2; Jambcroo, 10; Kogarab, 18 ; Kellyville, 3; Kangaloon, 11 ; 
Kiama, 23; Kangaroo Valley, 30; Leichhardt, 86; Liverpool, 19 ; 
Lambton, 1G; Lismore, 5; Lawson, 1; Manly, 3 0; Maitland East, 
23; Maitland “West, 87; Marriekvillc, 76; Macdonaldtown, 20; 
Mummel, 14; Menangie, 1; Minmi, 8 ; Mittagong, 110 ; Moss Vale, 
S; Maralan, 11; Mumimburrah, 7 ; Milton, 29; Momya, 5; Mulgrave, 
7; Mudgec, 5; Molong, 6; Miller’s Forest, 17; Morpeth, 4; Muswcll- 

' brook, 6 ; Manning Kiver, 4 ; Macleay Kiver, 2; IN overtire, 1; Isew- 
bridge, 1; Newtown, 70; Nowna, 21; Newcastle, 81; Nelson’s 
Plains, 6; North Sydney, 63; Qberon, 1; Orange, 4 ; Ourimbah, 3 ; 
Pyianont, 12; Paddington, 38; Parramatta, 187 ; Petersham, 27; 
Parkesbourne, 5 ; Patterson, 24 ; Pieton, 37 ; Pitt Town, 26 ; Penrith, 
14 ; Parkes, 5 ; Prospect, 7 ; Queanbeyan, 7 ; Quirindi, 1; Kockdale, 
14 ; Kookwood, 36; Kcdfcrn, 43 ; Kydalmere, 2; Hyde, 12 ; Rand- 
wick, 9; Riverstone, 27; Richmond, 12; Rnoty Hill, 2; Raymond 
Terrace, 11; Raglan, 1; Summer Hill, 8; Sydney, 8; Singleton, 14 ; 
Surry Hills, 36; Sbellharbour, 4; St. Mary’s, 11; St. Alban’s, 6; 
Sassafras, 2; Stockton,!; Scone, 3; Taralga, 4; Tarago, 6; Tumut, 1; 
Tlmimere, 17 ; Tilba Tilba, 1; Tamwortb,4; Tirranna, 5; Waverley, 
21; Woolloomooloo, 13; "VVoollahra, 24; "Waterloo, 41; ’Wbeeo, 19; 
Windcllama, 3; Watson’s Bay, 4; Wagga Wagga, 2 ; Wollongong, 
27; Windsor, 41; Wallerawang, 1; Wentworth, 3; "Waratab, 8; 
Wilberforce, 22; Wellington, 4; Wallsend, 12; "Wickham, 2 ; Wood- 
ville, 4; "William Town, 3 ; Wombat, 1; Wilcannia, 1; Wollombi, 5; 
Wyce, 1; Yass, 8; Young, 2 ; out of Colony, 4. Total, 3,254.

A very large number of new applications were received from 
persons in almost every district in tbe Colony who desired to be 
appointed State guardians, and the most careful examination has been 
made by tbc Inspectors into the eircumslances of each appJicant, in 
order that none but tbc most suitable homes should be selected.

There were 1,520 new applications received during tbe year, and 
of tbe total 4,124 were from tbe various Protestant denominations, and 
396 from Roman Catholics. The 1,124 Protestant appHeatious sough! 
to obtain 1,807 “ boarders,” 250 apprentices, and 13 children for 
adoption, making up a total of 2,070, while tlie 396 Roman Catholic 
applications sought to obtain 585 “boarders,” 78 apprentices, and 6 
children for adoption. Of the new applications received in 1896,4,256 
were reported upon by the inspectors, who approved of 858 and 
refused 398 on a variety of grounds that were considered sufficient by 
ihe members of the S.C.R. Board. Tbe balance of these applications 
lias not yet been reported upon.

There were twelve sittings of the Board during tiie year, at 
which the members attended as follows :—The Hon. Sir Arthur 
Ren wick, Kt., M.D., M.L.C., President, 12; Mrs. Garran, 10; The 
Hon. L. F. Heydon, 10; Lady Windeyer, 10; Mrs. Goodiet, 10; 
Ladv Manning, 7; Mrs. McMillan, 6; The Hon. W. J. Trickett, 

“ M.L.C.,
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M.L.C., 6; Mrs. Slattery, 5. Mrs. McMillan was absent in Europe 
during a portion of tbe year, and Lady Manning was granted leave of 
absence since January, 1896.

Tbe following is tbe usual list of lady visitors, under whose 
supervision tiie homes are placed in various parts of tbe Colony, and 
whose voluntary services are so valuable a factor in the working of tbe 
system:—Armidale, Mrs. Albngham, Sirs. S. A. Kearney, Mrs. 
J. J. Bliss; Albnry, Mrs. Edmondson; Ashfield, Mrs. Wilson; Bowral, 
Mrs. Bagot, Mrs. D’Arcy Irvine; Sega, Mrs. Evcrshed; Balmain, Mrs. 
W. McKenzie, Mrs. Bole, Mrs. J. Eixon; Branxton, Mrs. J. A. Tulloch, 
Mrs. Bercini, Mrs. E. Smith; Bundanoon, Mrs. Osborn; Bathurst, Mrs. 
Marriott, Miss Newman, Mrs. Deighton - Berrima, Mrs. G. Shephard, 
Mrs.Wilsbire; Bethungra, Mrs. M. Sawyer; Banlkbam Hills, Mrs. 
Wm. Best; Berry, Mrs. E. Morris, Mrs. English; Boolong, Miss 
Grant; Burrowa, Mrs. C. Kobinson, Mrs. J. H. Boucher; Barraba, 
Mrs. Kidd; Bulli, Mrs. J. B. Nicholson; Braidwood, Mrs. O’Brien; 
Cootamundra, Mrs. E. Barnes, Mrs. W. H. Mathews, Mrs. E. G. 
Webster; Camden, Mrs. Chas. Earner; Cassilis, Mrs. Traill; Cooma, 
Mrs. King; Carlingford, Mrs. H. Cox; Cowra, Mrs. Johnson ; 
Cambewarra, Mrs. Brennan ; Collector, Mrs. Best; Cessnock, Mrs. 
M'Donald; Campbelltown, Mrs. J. Kidd, Mrs. J. Loncy; Crookwell, 
Miss Olivia Smith ; Croydon, Mrs. Wilson; Cobargo, Mrs. Tarlinton; 
Cobbity, Mrs. G. H. Allnutt; Heniliquin, Mrs. H. M'Cullougb, Mrs. 
A. H. Noyes, Mrs. Holt; Dungog, Mrs. M. Hay, Mrs. Waller; Ealton, 
Mrs. H. T. Beresford ; Eubbo, Mrs. Phillips; Forbes, Mrs. Bnymond, 
Goulburn, Mrs. PlOss, Mrs. Oliver, Mrs. Greig, Mrs. Arthur Chisholm, 
Mrs. Spencer, Mrs. Ee Lauret, Mrs. Handcock-Burkitt, Mrs. MTGI lop, 
Mrs. E. Gillespie, Mrs. Jessop, Mrs. Craig, Mrs. L. Barber, Mrs. 
E. Zouch ; Glebe, Mrs. Mwnro, Mrs. Graham; Gladesville, Mrs. 
Lwmsdaine; Guildford, Mrs. Gurney ; Granville, Mrs. E. B. Hoclver ; 
Gunning, Mrs. Saxby ; Gres ford, THs. Logan ; Gerringong, Mrs. 
Heigbway; Gosford, Mrs. Powell; Mrs. J. King Brown; Gordon, 
Mrs. Richardson; Hay, Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Lavender; Junee, Mrs. 
Studds; Kogarab, Mrs, M. Grosvenor; Kempsey, Mrs. Minuet; 
Katoornba, Miss E. Gittins; Liverpool, Mrs. Tillet; Leichhardt, 
Mrs. J. Eougberty; Maclean, Mrs. MHnnes; Moss Yale, Mrs. Gale; 
Maitland, Mrs. J. Prentice, Mrs. M. Smith, Miss Annie Wolfe, 
Mrs. W. G. Lipscombe, Miss Alice Hyndes; Menangie, Mrs. Onslow; 
Morpeth, Mrs. Thomas; Mumimburrah, Mrs. G. Barnes, Mrs. C. 
Cutcliffe; Mittagong, Miss Burke, Mrs. Beaumont; Mudgee, Mrs. 
E. J. Willis, Mrs. M. Crossing; Marulan, Mrs. M. E. Shaw; Moruya, 
Mrs. Archibald; Milton, Miss Kendall; Marriekvillc, Mrs. W. W. 
Clarke; Molong, Mrs. Alldis, Mrs. Br. Browne, Mrs. Panton ; 
TIuswellbrook, Miss Luke, Mrs. W. S. Wilson; Minmi, Mrs. Froome ; 
Newcastle, Mrs. Weatherill, Mrs. J. Harris, h.lrs. Ireland, Mrs. 
M!Eonnell. Mrs. Cuthbertson, Mrs, Eavidson, Mrs. Arnott, senr., Mrs. 
Froome; Nowra, Mrs. Morton; North Sydney, Mrs.T. O’Sullivan; New
town, Mrs. R. Scott, Mrs. Clegg, Mrs. J. E. Lee, Mrs. Goldsmith, Mrs. 
Hobbs ; Orange, Mrs. Jas. Ealton; Parramatta, Mrs. W. J. Gunther, 
Mrs. H. Taylor, Mrs. C.E.Lamb; Penrith, MFs. Lethbridge, Mrs. Ewans, 
Mrs. Woodriffe; Pieton, Mrs. Gibson, Mrs. Sheppard, Mrs. W. R. 
Antill; Prospect, Mrs. Remmington; Queanbeyan, Mrs. G. Campbell, 
Mrs. P. G. Smith, Mrs, Willans, Mrs. Emery; Kedfern, Mrs. Boyce; 
Raymond Terraco, Mrs. J. Richardson; Ryde, Mrs. Collingridgc; 
Richmond, Mrs. Onus, Miss Onus; Rooty Hill, Mrs.Mackay; Rouse 
Hill, Mrs. M. Pearce; Bandwick, Mrs. Hellicar; Sutton Forest, Mrs. 
A. G. Stoddart; Stroud, Mrs. Rushforth; Stockton, Mrs. S. W. 
Smith; Summer Hill, Mrs. W. E. Shaw, Mrs. Holland; St. Peters, 
Mrs. E. E. Madgwick; Stanmore, Mrs. W. W. Clarke; Tire Eurrier, 
Mrs. Thompson ; Tamwortb, Mrs. Middleton, Mrs. Wiseman; Tumut, 
Mrs. A. M. Brown; Tentcrfield, Mrs. Armstrong; Tarago, Miss 
May Roberts; Windsor, Mrs. J. B. Johnson, Mrs. Hall, Mrs. W.

Eeane,
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Deane, Miss Hall, Mrs. J. 0. Fitzpatrick, Mrs. Holland; Wollongong, 
Mrs. Elder; Woollahra, Mrs. Newton, Mrs. Gerber; Wallsend, 
Mrs. Neilson; Waver ley, Mrs. W. H. Simpson, Mrs. Best, Miss 
Walker; Wallerawang, Mrs. Abbott ; Wagga Wagga, Mrs. G. 
Coleman; Windcyer, Mrs. Mallon; Wiseman’s Ferry, Miss Langliton, 
Miss Wilson; Woodville, Mrs. Graham, Mrs. Thomas ; Wybong 
Creek, Mrs. Cox; Wentworth, Mrs. A. H. Davies, Mrs. Wilkinson; 
Windellama, Mrs. Calthorpe ; Yarrunga, Mrs. Tkrosby; Young, Mrs. 
Dr. Heeley, Mrs. M. Byrne; Yass, Mrs. Sheeliy, Mrs. H. Fanncc.

The inspection of the Homes under the control of the Board— 
both by the voluntary lady visitors and the official inspectors— 
numbered 8,614, which was 458 in excess of the previous year. The 
voluntary visitors made 2,008 inspections, whilst the official inspections 
numbered 6,606. Subjoined are the details of the visits—Honorary 
lady visitors 1889, 1,350; 1890, 1,292; 1891, 1,225; 1892, 1,383; 
1893, 1,638; 1894, 1,666; 1895, 1,305; 1896, 2,008; or an increase 
of 703 on the previous year. Official visits bv inspectors during year 
ending 5th April, 1893, 5,969; 1894, 6,323 ; 1895, 6,851; 1896, 6,606. 
The average number of children under supervision for tire year ending 
5th April, 1896, was 3,144. The total number of visits of inspection 
was 8,014, or an average of 2£ visits to each child as against 2$ in the 
previous year.

The Board has as usual endeavoured to reduce the number of 
children in every house without separating families. The statistics 
of 1896 show :—

1,271 homes with 1 child.
470 „ „ 2 children, including 265 with children of one family.
225 „ „ 3 „ „ 94 „

SI „ 4 „ 3 3 29 „
0 „ » ^ J 7 33 4 „ 51
1 home 31 O ,1 of one family.

JJ S tJ 51

2,035 homes, containing 3.254 children (exclusive of 27 absconders, 6 in hospitals, 
159 in cottage homes, and 10 in dep6t) ; total, 3,450.

In consequence of the adoption of the principle of keeping 
families of children in the same home, as far as possible, there are 
thus 39-4 such families with separate guardians; and exclusive of homes 
of this character there are—

1,271 homes with 1 child.
205 „ „ 2 children, each. -
1 Q-LUJ. ,, O „ >)
^ J) )J ^ J> JJ

^ ^ jj

1,601 homes, containing 2,292 children (a little over 1-J- average, or 1'3S); last 
year the average was 1'41, or slightly in excess of this year.

Nursing Children.

The number of children of this class under control during 
the year was less than for any similar period since 1893, when the 
capitation cost averaged as high as £25, owing in a great measure to 
the difficulty of securing the services of a superior class of creditable 
matronly persons in the initiatory stages of the experiment. It was 
difficult at the outset to obtain clean wholesome women in healthy 
localities willing to suckle these sick and delicate infants, but after a 
time the increased payments induced a good class of women to under
take the duties, and there is now no question as to the wisdom of the 
experiment. Practical experience has not only proved its wisdom, but 
to its early adoption and the care that was taken in the selection of 
the wet-nurses may now be attributed the lives of hundreds of delicate 
infants now grown strong and lusty who would otherwise have been 
sacrificed inevitably in the closer confinement and partial care of 
ordinary asylum nurses. The payments now vary from 6s. to 10s. per 
week for very young and very delicate children, while the ordinary

children
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children of the State who arc hoarded out are paid for at the rate of 
5s. per week. At the termination of the past year there were 71 
such delicate children under control as against 96 in 1895, whilst the 
daily average throughout the year was 95, and the total cost of their 
maintenance £2,112, or an average capitation cost of £22.

Adopted Children.

Good results continue to attend the practice of encouraging the 
adoption of young children hy well-to-do persons who desired to bring 
them up without remuneration as members of the family. A very 
large number of children, who would otherwise have become a charge 
upon the public revenue for many years, have been dealt with in this 
way, and there is hardly an instance in which the permanent welfare 
of the children was not assured. In all these cases the supervision 
of the Board is continued until the children reach the age of 17 
years, when the visits of the Inspectors cease as a matter of course, 
but it has been ascertained that although the names of the children 
have been removed from the registers they still continue with the 
foster-parents as if they were really their own, and are, without excep
tion, happy and well provided for. 'When the year closed there were 
101 such children under supervision, as against 121 in 1895, the 
diminution being accounted for by the number of children who were 
written off the books upon reaching the age of 17 years. Their 
religious classification was as follows :—Protestants, 38 hoys and 51 
girls; Roman Catholics, 1 hoys and 5 girls; total, 42 hoys and 59 
girls. Talcing the lowest possible estimate of the cost that would 
have been incurred had these children not been dealt with in the 
manner described, it will be seen that a saving of £1,495 was effected 
during the year, or a total of £8.060 for the five years ending on the 
5th April, 1896. It is needless to say that the greatest care is always 
taken in the selection of these foster-parents, and thorough inspection 
is made of their homes and circumstances before the children arc 
placed under their control; and in order to prevent the guardians from 
obtaining cheap servants under this section, only very young children 
are placed out for adoption.

* Apprenticed Children.

It is satisfactory to ho able to say that out of the whole number 
of 3,456 children now under the control of the Board, there arc no 
less than 847 learning useful trades and occupations, and piactically 
earning their own livelihood. It has been the practice heretofore to 
apprentice State children to selected trades when they reached the age 
of 12 years, but it was found that owing to the youth of the children 
the apprenticeship was for a considerable time only an apprenticeship 
in name, and after consideration it was decided to invite Parliament 
to extend the powers of the Board in this and other important 
directions. As these powers have now been obtained, more satis
factory results may he looked for in connection with the class of 
children who are dealt with in this way in future. There were 847 
children under indentures when the books closed for 1896. The girls 
in this class numbered 327, all of whom are at domestic service, and 
the hoys 520, ail of whom arc learning to become blacksmiths, boot
makers, butchers, builders, carpenters, chemists, coach-builders, dairy
men, dealers, drapers, farmers, gardeners, grooms, grocers, orchard!sts, 
plumbers, saddlers, and tailors. The number of apprentices discharged 
during the year was 126 hoys and 52 girls, or a total of 178 as against 
172 during 1895 and 148 during 1894. The total cost of management 
of the apprentices division was £2,195, a decrease of £75, and brought 
the average cost to £2 10s. per head, the same as the previous year, 
when the expenditure under this head was £2,270. When it is 
considered that there were such a large number of apprentices 
under control, the low cost of administration will he perceived and 
appreciated. Children
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Children Classed as Unofficial.

The children who arc brought under the operation of the Act 
for self-protection continue to increase from year to year, and with 
very good results. In these cases children who are too old to be placed 
under control in the ordinary way surrender themselves to the Board 
chiefly with the object of being provided with occupations that will 
enable them to earn their own livelihood. Last year there were 12 
children of this class under supervision—now the number has increased 
to 15. They are all doing well. The expense to the Board is small, 
being merely the small proportion of the cost of inspection, and since 
the initiation of the scheme some 50 children have been dealt with in 
this way, and they may literally be regarded as having been rescued 
from the streets.

The Central Home.

During the year some 1,332 children passed through the 
Central Home at Paddington, as against 1,703 in 1895, a substantial 
saving of time and money having been effected in a large number of 
instances by dealing with the children in some of the more suitable 
districts without first forwarding them to the Depot. The daily 
average of admissions was 17, and the average cost of maintenance 
£9 15s. Id. The total cost of maintenance of children at the Central 
Home was £165 16s. lid. The home is a mere receiving house, 
whence children are boarded out, and they seldom remain in it more 
than a few days.

Cottage Homes for Invalid Children. ,

The principle of providing cottage homes in healthy localities 
for invalid and delicate young children has been extended and 
improved, and the most gratifying results have been obtained during 
the year that has just closed. Both at Pennant Hills and at Mittagong 
large numbers of weakly children have been restored to health and 
strength under the kind matronly care of specially selected women, 
and it is not an exaggeration to say that the whole of the children 
sent to these homes during the year were most materially benefited 
hy the pure fresh air, good food, and clean wholesome surroundings. 
There were 159 in the Homes on the 5th April, 1896, namely, 38 hoys 
and 121 girls, as against 146 at the end of the previous year.

The following is the usual table of particulars
Total number of children admitted to Cottage Homes to 5th

April, 189(5 ............................................................................
Total number of children discharged from Cottage Homos to 5th 

April, 189(5 ............................................................................

Number in Homes on 5th April, 189(5 ... ... ... ...

In Homes on 5i-h April, 1895 ... ... ... ... ...
Admitted during year ended 5th April, 1896 ...........................

Discharged during last year ...............

In Homes, 5th April, 1896... ... ...

Discharged:—
To relatives ... ... ... ...
Boarded out... ... ... ...
Died... ... ... ... ...
Itydalmere ... ... ...
Newington Asylum ... ...
Deaf and Dumb and Blind Institution
Shaftesbury.......................................
Moorccliffe ... ... ... ...
Prince Alfred Hospital ... ...
Imbecile Asylum ...........................
Sydney Hospital .............. ...
Overage ... ... ... ...

13—0

Boys. Girls. Total.

5 Cl 702 1,263

523 581 1,104

38 121 159

35 111 14C
51 92 143

86 203 2S9
48 82 130

38 121 159

3 5 8
37 43 80
4 1 5
3 0 3
0 3 3
0 4 4
0 jk 5
0 1 1
1 1 2
0 2 2
0 1 1
0 16 16

- --- i - ■ 1 M» ■■■
48 82 130
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The following return indicates the aillictions from which the 
children were suffering when they were admitted :—
Abscesses ... ... ... ... 3 Hand, necrosis of ... ............... 1.
Abscesses and swollen glands ... .I Hydatids ... ... ... ... 1
Bronchitis (chronic) ... ... 3 Hip, accident to ........................... i

... ... ... ... (i Fnee-pan, injury to ............... 1
Chilled feet ... ... ... ... 1 Kleptomania ... ... ... 3
Croup ....................................... 1 Influenza ... ... ... ... 3
Contraction of leg sinews ... ... 2 Malforme d feet ... ... ... 4
Cripples ........................... ... 23 „ hands ... ... ... 1
Chinese (half) ........................... 2 Marasmus ... ... ... ... 4
Catarrh ... ... ... ... 7 Malformed mouth ... ... ... 3
Delicate ... ... ... ... 57 Necrosis of foot ... ... ... 1

,, and lame ... ... ... 5 One leg ... ... ... ... o
and ophthalmic ... 15 One eye ... ... ... ... 2

„ and partial paralysis ... 5 Ophthalmia ... ... ... ... 282
„ and running ears ... .. 10 and scrofulous... .. 7

and scrofulous ... ... 12 „ semi-idiotic ... 1
Debility (general) ... ... ... 253 ,, ulcerated foot ... 2

„ and turned eyes ... 1 „ running cars ... 13
„ and measles ... 4 ,, and scalp eruption, and

Dysentery......................................, 4 general debility ... ... ... 21
Dirty habits and sore ear............... 0 Paralysis ... ... ... ... Hi
Dropsy and rheumatism ............. 3 „ of brain ... ... ... 1
Deaf and dumb (change of air) ... 13 ,, (partial) and spinal disease 1

)j ... ... ... ... ... 1 Running cars ........................... 18
Diarrhoea ... ... ... ... 11 „ and sltin eruption ... 5
Defective palate ... .. .. 2 Rheumatism... ... ... ... 4
Dumb ... ... .. ... i Ring-worms... ... ... ... 25
Dirty habits... ... ... ... 15 Spinal disease , . ... ... 10
Deformed and paralyzed ... . . 5 Strumous ... ... ,,, ... 1
Eczema ... ... ... 1 Semi-idiotic ... ... ... ... <>
Encmia ... ... ... ... ‘> St. Fitus’ Dance ... ... ... 3
Eruptions ... ... ... ... 37 Sore leg ... ... ... ... 5

„ scalp and deformed chest 1 Syphilis ... ... ... ... 1
,, and bad habits............... 4 Sore foot ... ... ... ... n
„ and scrofulous ... ... 5 Sore car ....................................... 13
„ of scalp........................... 15 Scrofulous....................................... 40

Epilepsy ... ... ... ... 7 Scabies ... ... ... ... 12
Eruptions of scalp and body .. 8 Teething ... ... ... ... L
Pits.................................................. 3 Tvphoid ....................................... 1
Fractured limb ... ... ... 1 Ulcers ....................................... 4
ITip disease ... . . ... ... 7 "Weak legs ... ... ... 3

.. and partial paralysis ... 1 Whooping cough ... ... ... 14
Heart disease . . ... ... 5 Weak intellect ... ... ... 20
Hip disease and running ears ... 5 Water, incontinence of ............... ‘l
Half-caste ... ... ... ... 7 Children who have passed through
Hand, accident to ... ... ... 1 homes as apprentices ... L05

The total expenditure upon the Homes was £3,707, or 
£3,280 15s, 3d. for maintenance, management, medical expenses, 
salaries, &c., and £120 14s. Id., the value of clothing furnished to the 
inmates from the Central Store at Paddington, and the proportionate 
cost of inspection. The capitation cost was £21 IGs. 2d., or a reduction 
of 3s. lOd. per head upon the operations of 1895.

CONCLCDIXG PiEW.ULIvS.

I regret that 1 have not been aide to submit, the Uoport with 
my usual punctuality. In consequence of the new arrangements 
made in connection with the officials who carry out the practical 
details of the Department, various changes have resulted which have 
occasioned this delay. I do not, however, propose to refer to these 
matters in the present Report, as they will properly fall within the 
scope of next year’s Report; and I now allude to this subject merely 
to explain the unusual delay which has taken place in submitting this 
Report.

In conclusion, I have much pleasure in conveying the thanks 
of the members of the Board to Hr. Critchett iralkcr, the
Principal Under Secretary, and to Mr. Posbery, the Inspector-General 
of Police, for the valuable assistance rendered to tbe Department 
during tbe vear. I have, &c.,

' ARTHUR RPA YV'ICK,
President.

" - ' - " APPENDIX



APTEKDIX A

Children placed out on oth April, 1S03 ........................................................................................
„ from 6th to HOth April, 185)5...................................................................
„ during May, 1895 .........................................................................................
,, ,, Juno, 1893 .........................................................................................
„ July, 1895 ..........................................................................................
„ „ August, 1895 ...................................................................................
„ „ September, 1805...............................................................................
„ October, 1895 ....................................................................................
„ „ NoTember, 1895 ....................................................... ......................
,, ,, December, 1895 ...............................................................................
,, „ January, 189G...................................................................................
,, „ "February, 189G..............................................................................
„ ,, March, 1898.................. .....................................................................
,, „ April, 1S9G .........................................................................................

Withdrawn from Institutions and placed in Cottage Homes during year..............

Bovs, GM=. Total.
1,823 1,352 3,174

o 8 17
47 38 85
38 £3 61
21 14 3n
24 19 43
61 18 79
3G 19 55
31 2G 57
54 37 91
47 32 79
31 32 63
32 59 111
4 G 10

51 93 143

2,328 1,775 4,103

Discharged during year ending 5th April, 1896 :— Boys. dirlti. Total.
Died...................................................................................... .. 12 IS SOA
Roohwood Asylum ................................... ........... 1 1
To Relatives ................................................................... .. 162 126 288
,, “Sobraon” .............................................................. 1
„ Deaf and Dumb and Blind Institution... ■i 4
„ Bovs’ Home, Dundas ......................................... .. 33 33
,, Benevolent Asvlum, Svdney........................... .. 9 5 14
., Newington Asylum.......................................... 4 4
„ Imbecile Asylum, Newcastle......................... 2 5 }-
„ Shaftesbury Reformatory................................ .. i 36 4^1
„ Carpcntcrian Hcforiruxtorv..,.................. . .. 10 10
„ St.Vmeent do Paul.............................................. .. 3 3

Macquaric-strect AstIuiu .............................. .. 1 i!
„ Manlv Convent ................................................... 1 1

Absconded........................................................................ . 9 9
0\ or age.............................................................................. .. 124 75 199 j
Callan Park Asylum................................................... i V

047

1,5)54 1,502 3,456

APPENDIX B.
SnowEN'ct the Ages :it which Children have been placed out.

ruder
1 >oar. 1 to 2. 2 to 3

"

3 to 4.

~

4 to (i.

1 “ “
1

f> to fi. 1 G to 7.

i 1

7 to 8. 1 S to 0. 0 to 10.

1

10 to ll.jll to 12 0 Mr 12. Total.

206 (

t

245 ■ISO 626 641

I 1

700 745
1

727 800
...
//•>

1

1

617 i 467
i

1

r~- 7,602

APPENDIX C.

Table showing Keligion (as recorded at Institutions) of all Children hitherto placed out.

tuE
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2,840
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Vi Sj e; ci
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1 rj

2,218 i 249 | 161 23 J,9SG 32 29 12 33 7,602

APPENDIX D.

Table showing Asylums from which Children have been taken.
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APPENDIX E.
Institutions from which Children treated at Cottage Homos for Sick Children have

boon received during the year.

Benevolent I Central 
Asylum, DcpOt, 
Sydney, Pnddingtan.

42 64

Little Bay. $\dnc>
Hospital.

1
4 I C

.Sobraon.” Jloorediff
Hospital.

4

1
PwiMJumb, Shaftesbury

1 and Blind Kcccit my Total.
1 Institution.
1

House.

4 IS 143

APPENDIX P.
Distribution of Children under control of State Children's Helief Department on

the 5th April, 1896.

Boarders. " 1S 1 . 'Zto Is
KH O

iX t40
a
B

Total
at

In
fanta,

10s.

Under 1 
years, 

8s.

Under
a*

years,
7s.

Umlcr
3

> ears, 
(is.

5s. Total. 1 c
< | <

« i-JVM
’2-2 
o o 
P <

V
€o
‘3

'nO
s

o 3 present
under

control.

Boys ................. i 9 G 21 1,271 1,308 0-20 42 S 22 8 4 38 6 1,954

Girls .............. 7 4 7 16 924 958 327 59 17 5 2 121 4 1,502

Total ...... 8 13 13 37 2,195 2,266
'

1
S47 ,101 25 27 13 6 159 10 3,456

APPENDIX G.

Thk State Children’s Relief Department in account with the Colonial Treasurer during
year ending Gth April, 1896. ■

Dr.
5 April, 1803—

To Balance .........................................
,, DepositTrom Treasury—

3 June, 1895 .........£1,000
22 July, ~
19 An'

Cr.

lle*j
]2 Sept, „
24 Oot., ., 
11 Hot., „ 
7 Jan., 1896 

29 „
7 April, „
8 May,

8.000
2,000
2,000
7.000
2.000
7.000
2.000 
7,000

700
, Salaries from Treasury 3,326 10 3

£ s. d. £ b. d.
... 2H 10 9 By Maintenance .. £27,993 18 9

V Clothing ........... . 3,324, JC 9
0 0 Salaries ............ . 3,955 7 3
0 0 Medical ............ . 664 19 O
0 0 GtHS ....................... . 45 7 8
0 0 Books ................. . 13 17 5
0 0 Incidentals ....... . 430 0 1
0 0 Conveyance....... . 682 14 1
0 0 Travelling ....... . 1,293 1 0
0 0 Cottego Homos. . 3,280 15 3
0 0 » Dcp6t ................ . 165 16 11
0 0 Travelling Advance 300 0 0

10 3 42,200 14 11
— 42,026 10 3 „ Balance .............. 40 6 1

£42,241 1 0 £42,241 1 0

Dr.

1893.
30 April--To Collections
31 May J* 1}

30 June >1 J1
31 July ft II
31 Aug, »
30 Sept. » :i
31 Oct, 1!
30 Nov. >* M
31 Dec. it it

1896.
31 Jan. i*

29 Feb. 11 i»
31 March 1! ii
7 April |1 t>

APPENDIX H.
Parents’ Maintenance Accounts.

£ s. d. 1895. £ s. d.
51 5 7 1 May—-By Cash to Treasury 7
65 7 4 1 June ....... 65 7 4
70 6 7 1 July 14 11 »*» ....... 70 C 7
82 13 4 1 Aug. J> >1 ........ 82 13 4
72 5 0 1 Sept. 11 11 ••• ........ 72 5 0
60 8 5 1 Oct. frf ......... 60 8 b
87 4 7 1 Nov. i) •*' ........ 87 4 7
47 17 0 1 Dec. 11 *** ......... 47 17 0

114 15 0 1896.
1 Jan. ......... 114 15 0

4t 1 0 1 Feb. ......... 44 1 6
44 9 6 1 Mar. ......... -44 9 6
61 0 6 1 April 11 11 ......... 61 0 C

168 5 O 3 „ 11 ......... ICS 5 0

£969 19 4 £969 19 4

■ APPENDIX T.
Showing Social Antecedents of all Children hitherto placed out under the Eoarding-

out System in New South Wales.
Father dead, mother blind .....................................   ~

- - contributes to support ............................. ■................................................... 23
dead ..........................................................................................................................  6"1
deserted.................................................................................................................... D2
destitute ................................................................................................................. 1090
drunkard ............................................................................................................. 95
consumptive........................................................................................................... It
half-caste aboriginal .............................................................................. '
in asylum ......................................................................................................
in gaol ..................................................................................... . •

4
37
82
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62
72
3

Si

Father dead, mother killed by step-father ..............................................................................
simple ............................................................................................................
cannot control................................................................................... .. • •
insane.................................................................................................................
prostitute ........................................................................................................
paralysed ........................................................................................................
sickly................................................................................................................... _
unknown ................................................................................................................. 46
vagrant ...................................................................................................................... '11
in hospital................................................................................................................. 05

.. hanged ..................................................................................................................... 2
step-father deserted, mother destitute.................................................................. 16

,, „ „ unknown ............................................................. 1
„ „ in gaol .................................................................. 1
„ » cripple ................................................................... 2

hanged, mother destitute ............................................................................................................ 2
hanged himself, mother destitute............................................................................................ 4
killed in a fight, mother dissolute habits ........   5
dead, step-father contributes, mother unknown ........................................................ 1

i, ^ >i , .......................*..........-........................................... 1
deserted, mother consumptive...................................................................   12

,, „ contributes ...................................................................................   17
,, „ single, 3 children........................................................................................ 2
„ ., insane...................................................................................................   13
,, „ dead ..............................................................................................   308
,, ,, destitute ........................................................................................................ 794
,, drunkard ...................................................................................................... 43
„ ,, deserted (legitimate) .............................................................................. 187
„ ,, „ (illegitimate)............................................................................. 116
,, ,, in gaol.....................................     01
„ ,, found sleeping with children in paddock ............................... 2
,, ,, in service ........................................................................................................ 30
,, „ insane................................................................................. ................... ... 37
,, ,, in asylum ........................................................................................................ 41
”, ,, children living with Indians ................................... 2
„ „ eloped with another man .................................................................... 4
,, ,, in hospital......................................................................................................... 55
,, prostitute ........................................................................................................ 87
„ ,, paralysed (illegitimate) ......................................................................... 2
,, ,, supports illegitimate child.................................................................... 9
,, „ supports 2 illegitimate children ..................................................... 6
,, ,, unknown ..........................   65
„ » i'l........................................................................................................................... 26

in gaol, mother destitute................................................................................................................. 211
,, „ dead .................    97
„ ,, destitute (illegitimate) .......................................................................... 9
,, „ drunkard ......................................................................................................... 18
,, „ deserted..........................   25
,, „ in gaol .............................................................................................................. SS
,, „ in asylum ivith child ............................................................................... 9
,, „ insane................................................................................................................... 8
„ ,, sickly.................................................................................................................... 12
„ ,, prostitute ........................................................................................................ 39
,, ,, partially blind..........................................   8
,, ,, unknown .......................................   13
„ vagrant .............................................................................................................. 7

insane, mother insane...................................................................................................................... 6

» deafl.............................................................................. J®
,, ,, destitute.................................................................. ..............................................
„ „ deserted................................................................................................................... 13
,, ,, in asylum .............................................................................................................. 1

„ in gaol...................................................................................................................... 6
unknown, mother contributes ...........................................................................................  In

„ „ deserted.............................................   61
,, ,, destitute............................................................................................................ 1)6

» ” ‘lMd ......................................................................... £
9t j, insane..................................................................................................................
„ ,, in gaol _.............................................................................................................. 57
i} ,, in hospital.....................     39
,, ,, prostitute ..................................................  61
„ ,, „ and thief................................................................................... 5
,, ,, „ (found in brothel)............................................................... 14
„ ,, vagrant ...........   12

killed by mother, mother acquitted.........................................................   2
deserted, mother deaf and dumb............................................................................................ 1

,, mother supports 2 insane children ............................................................... 2
unknown, ,, unknown ....................................................................................................... 250

„ ,, native of Islands ............................................................. 1
„ ,, drunkard....................................................................................................... 3
,, ,, cripple, with illegitimate family of 6......................................... 1
,, ,, simple .............................................................................................................. 6

helpless, mother dead................................................................................................................. 7
,, ,, deserted ........................................................................................................ 8
,, ,, insane ............................................................................................................. 5
„ >, gnul............................................................................................................ £
,, ,, destitute     j

drunkard, ,, bedridden..................................................................................................... 1
„ ,, destitute   56
,, ,, deserted ....................................................................................................... 11
,, dead .................................................................................................................. 62
„ I. in gao! ......................................................................................................... 12
,, ,, prostitute..............................................   II
,, drunkard ...................................................................................................... 32
,, and cripple, mother drunkard .......................................................................... 6
,, mother in hospital ................................................................................................... 8

cannot work, blind, mother destitute................................................................................. 2
„ ,, cripple, mother bad character (illegitimate) ................................. 2
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Father cannot work, cripple, mother in gaol ............................................................................... 2
„ „ deserted ............................................................................ S

deformed, mother prostitute .................................................................
destitute, mother ill ...................................................................................... 11

„ „ dead................................................................................. (j
in asylum, mother deserted................................................ .................... 7
destitute, ,, ,, ....................................................................... fj
ill, mother ill.................................................................................................... 0
iu hospital, mother insane............................................................................ 2J

,, ,, destitute....................................................................... 33
invalid, mother doubtful character....................................................... 1
in hospital, mother imltnovni ........................................... ..................... f>
paralysed, mother deserted ....................................................................... (»
consumptive, mother in asylum ...................................... ..................... 7
in asylum, mother bad repute................................................................. 7
consumptive, mother dead ..................................................................... 11
consumptive, mother has other children ........................................ 1
one arm, mother drunkard ....................................................................... 1
subject to fits, mother dead . .................................................................... 5
hip disease, mother dead .......................................................................... 2
mother dead........................................................................................................... 2S

„ deserted.................................................................................................. 2
,, destitute.................................................................................................. 17
,, had character....................................................................................... S

in hospital, mother in gaol ....................................................................... 2
blind, mother deserted ................................................................................. +
in hospital, mother drunkard .................................................................. 2
consumptive, mother delicate .................................................................. 4
sickly, mother sickly...................................................................................... 5
in hospital, mother in hospital ............................................................. 12

,, contributes, mother dead ........................................................................................................... 156
,, ,, ,, deserted....................................................................................................... 23
,, „ ,, drunkard .................................................................................................. 40
„ „ ,, insane................................................................   3
j * » 3. in gaol .........   9
„ in gaol (illegitimate) ....................................................................... 1
,, ,. „ prostitute ............................................................................................... 22
,, ,, ,, unknown .................................................................................................. 14
„ „ ,, sickly............................................................................................................ 7

,, ,, illtreats child .............................................................................. 10
cannot support, out of work, mother drunkard ....................................................... 14

,, ,, unemployed, mother deserted .............................................................. 113
.. ,, ,, ,, dead ................................................................  270
,, ,, ,, in asylum ....................................................... 58
,, ,, mother insane .................................................................................................. 26
,, ,, cannot support ......... ................................................................ 12!)
,, „ of dissolute habits, mother prostitute ......................................... 7
,, „ French convict, mother dead ........................................................ ,. 2
,, ,, has 1,7 children, mother dead .............................................................. 2
, ill, mother dead ................................................................................................................................. 5
,, „ .. destitute ....................................................................................................................... 14

, ,, in hospital...................................................................................................................... 5
.. cannot support, has 7 children, mother dead ................................................ ........... 1
,. ,, has large, family ............................................................................................. 1
,, ,. an actor, mother prostitute ................................................................... 1
.. ,. keeps 2 children, mother insane......................................................... 1
.. „ unemployed, motlier in gaol................................................................... 3
.. ,, of dissolute habits, mother dead ..................  9
., ,, children uncontrollable, mother dead ......................................... (>
,, ,, an Indian, mother unknown................................................................... 2
,. at sea, mother in hospital ............................................................................................................ 10
,, ,, „ deserted ................................................................................................................ 3

Mother contributes .......................................................................................................................................... 3
., has had leg ......................................................................................................................................  1
,, in gaol ............................................................................................................   1
., m asylum.................................................................................................................................................. 5

insane ...
drunkard
half-caste

„ „ living with man at Narrabri ............................................................................. 1
,, ,, in service, another illegitimate child ........................................................ 2
., confined of another illegitimate child................................................................................. 4

Parents keep a brothel..................................................................................................................................... 4
Child from Dublin Orphan Asylum ...................................................................................................... 1
Father attempted to outrage child, mother in hospital............................................................ 1
Parents acquitted of murder, mother in gaol for sheep-stealing........................................ 1
Parents unable to control ........................................................................................................................... 88
Father bad character, mother dead ...................................................................................................... 6

,, ,, ,, bad character ................................................................................. 7
,, killed child and stablied wife ................................................................................................. 3
,, neglects child, mother insane ................................................................................................ 4
,, too old to work, mother unknown ........................................... ........................................ 2
,. in hospital, mother destitute.................................................................   27
„ ,, drunkard ................................................................................................. 7
» „ dead.............................................................................................................. 2
„ „ i, in gaol........................................................................................................... I

Foundlings .............................................................................................................................................................. 93

Total ................7,602

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX ,1.
Mrs. SI. A. A limit!, Cobbity:— _ ....

T have 51O hesitation in Eivyinct, from m\ personal observation of t)ie 8lato chiidren in this dietirict, 
tliat I can hardly conceive of anything better for the mental and bodily health of tho children who are 
thrown upon the enro of the State. Tn every case that Ima come under my notice the children have 
improved in every way bv tbe natural life they lead, with tbe fresh air and the general eareand kindness 
of their foster parents. Tbe girls especially receive a home framing which should fit them for becoming 
useful members of society.

^frs. Ifary S. Antil!, Picton■ _ ....
Tbe boarding-out svstetn is tt very good one. 1 have taken an interest in tbe State children in 

this district for some years and llicy appear very healthy and happy and nrc taught many useful things 
on tho forms, and there nve very few complaints from cither guardians or children.

Mrs. A. M. Bagot, JJowral:—
Jn the homes about Howral where I visit, the boarding-out system works very well. The homes, 

with one or two exceptions, bore are most comfortable and the foster parents very proud and fond of 
the little ones.

Mrs. L. M. Beresford, Dalton : —
I consider the institution an excellent one.

Mrs. If, Bliss, Annidale
1 think it an excellent system—a great improvement on tho old way of keeping the children in 

asylums. All the children boai'ded-out i]5 this district are happy and contented, and their guardians are 
careful of and kind to them.

Mrs. 1\ B. Boyce, Redfern:—
The children under sny supervision appear in every respect to be perfectly happy and well looked 

after. 1 do nut know one ease where I would wish the conditions of foster mother and child altered.

Mrs. Brennan, Camhcwarra :—
The boarding-out sytem is working well in my district. I have five beys and one girl under uiy 

supervisiun, and I do not hear one complaint from cither the children or guardians. The children all 
look happy a]id well cared for.

Mrs. M. J. Byrne, Young : —
As far as my experience goes 1 think the system of hoarding-out cbild]'en is an admirable one. 

especially when children are placed in good country homes.

Mrs. A. Outhbertson, Ifcwcastlc :— _
J. mn every day more convinced of 1.1 in great benefit the children dovivc from this excellent instil u- 

tion. Having acted ns lady visitor for the past eight years, j have had every opportunity of seeing how 
the eliildren fare, and with very few exceptions they all appeared very happy and well eared for, and 
the foster parents all that could be desired.

Mrs, Roderick Davidson, Newcastle :—
In my one year's experience as Indy visitor in the Newcastle district the boarding-out system is a 

great success. Q-rcnt cure is taken in tho selection of homes for tho eliildren. The frequent visits of the 
inspectors and lady visitors can only have a good effect. Those under my supervision appear happy and 
well eared for. My visits to the homes and schools arc always unexpected, and in all instances things 
have been satisfactory. Tbe children and guardians become attached to one another, and I do not think 
their parents could du better for them. I believe the system is an adniinible one, and a great blessing to 
the poor children who benefit by it.

Mr.-.. M. M. Dalton, Orange :—
Tbe system is a great boon to many poor children who would otherwise become waifs, f have 

i isited some homes in my capacity as a Benevolent Society i isitor, where it would bo well for the poor 
children there if they could bo removed from such homes, and either hoardod-out or apprenticed to 
somoone who would teach them to become virtuous and useful members of society.

Mrs. O. Deighton, Bathurst:—
I cannot speak too highly of the system. During my office as Indy visitor in Bathurst, and in 

eases 1 hove come in contact with in other towns, tho children ore wfU treated, and generally between 
tho foster parent and child there grows o wonderful affection.

Mrs. J. Dougherty, Leichhardt:—
These children are very well cared for and better looked after than the majority of the children 

that are eared for by their own parents—I mean the working classes—os T have a very good chance to 
judge of both, being alwavs amongst them.

Mrs. W. N. M, Edmondson, Albury
t am quite eure that it is very much better for the children to be in families than institutions. 

After they have lived in institutions I think they are very unfit to live in families with children.

Mrs. Marion Ewan, Penrith :- -
The boarding-out system in this district is a complete success. The State children hero are 

perfectly happy and well eared for.

Mrs. M.. A. Broome, Plattsburg :—
I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that I believe the system of boarding-out the children 

with suitable people to be far preferable than to herd them together iu large numbers in asylums. The 
homo life of the former system must operate for good on the average run of eliildren.

Mrs. J. E. Gibson, Picton :—
Tbe boarding-out system cannot be improved upon. Tbe children have had good homes and been 

well cared for, especially in Ibis district.

Miss I. 'Kendall, Milton :—
The boarding-out system in this district lias worked very well on the whole, in a few cases, 

where the ebildren have run away from their homes, it seems to have been more from a love of wandering 
or from the whim of tho moment than for any other reason. There have been very few eases of ill- 
treatment by guardians. Tbe eliildren are taught bow to work and earn their living, and they are 
healthy and strong.

Mrs. Emily Logan, Gresford :—
The boarding-out system is satisfactory. The eliildren are happy and fond of the children with 

whom they are placed.
Miss
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Mrs. Bertha Marriott, Ealh n rst:— _ _ _
1 am Tcry pleased to mpress mv opinion oC the boarding-out system in Bathurst and the -ricinity 

where T have the pririlege and responsibility of observing its working. I am convinced it.is n thorough 
success. All the children here are in comfortable homes, and arc well cared for and us kindly treated 
as they could be if they were with their own parents.

Mrs. Maria O'Brien, Braidwood :—
My experience for tho past few years I find the boarding-out system most beneficial for tho 

children's welfare. They are carefully looked alter bv their guardians, have clean comfortable homes, 
and all look well and happy. Those who attend school, the teachers speak very highly of them being 
well conducted and truthful. T think it is a great blessing for those poor children to have such an 
institution, whore they are so carefully trained and looked after.

Mrs. 3. Oliver, Cioulburo :— _
I am very favourable to the boarding-out system for children needing State protection, with the 

frequent supervision of those whose duty it is to take the oversight, 1 can find no fault at present with 
the homos f visit'.. The ebildren seem happy and well eared for, and their dress and appearance at school 
compare favourably with their schoolmates.

Mrs. D. Osborn, Bundanoon : —
Having more children boarding out in my district than formerly, have better opportunity of 

Judging of the system, which answers admirably. Tho children seem as happy and as comfortable as if 
they were with their own parents, and are treated just the same ns the children of the family.

Mrs. M. Pole, Balmain :—
It gives me great pleasure to express my continued satisfaction with the working of the hoarding- 

out svslem. Some of the eases here lately have been very trying, and involved a great amount of patient 
aelf-denial and watchful euro on the part of tho foster-parents, especially the mothers, which has been 
cheerfully given. Though little or no immediate results-are seen, I trust it will bear fruit in after life 
and reward their anxious care. •

Mrs. M. Remmiugton, Prospect:—
Forthe last five years I have taken an interest in watching the success of your system, and have 

come to the conclusion that it cannot be improved on ; it tends to the amelioration of the unhappy 
conditions which children of the class eared for are necessarily placed under. Tinder it they imbibe domestic 
affections of a healthier moral class than that from which many of thorn are reclaimed. They receive a 
fair education and their physical wants receive due attention. The children under my observation are 
healthy and happy.

Mrs. Julia Piehardson, Gordon:—
So far, my experience in this district would lead me to the conclusion that hoarding out is a 

success, hut, at the same time, the children under my supervision have been fortunate in having 
exceptionally good homes. I am not iu favour of tho children being taught at home when it is at all 
possible to send them to a public school, as such teaching is generally of an erratic and uncertain character.

Miss. Olivia Smith, Orookwoll:—
The hoarding-out system appears to mo to answer admirably iu this district. Ail tho children nrc 

well clothed and fed, and attend school regularly,

Bev. Canon Taylor, Newtown :—
I regard the boardmg-out system as infinitely superior fn 1.1ml; which it has superseded. The 

children are commonly brought up as members of the family in which they areplnoed,so that the training 
of family life—with its joys and sorrows—its little ditiicultios and perplexities, is obtained by the 
children. Such training seems to me invaluable. It is well calculated to develop tho varied powers of 
the children, and gradually to prepare them for the independent stand which they must take in after life.

Mrs. M. Willans, Qucanbeyan :—
I think very highly of the hoarding-out system, and, from my own experience, can testify to tho 

love and affection shown on both sides.

Mrs. Agnes Wilson, Ashfield :—
In the districts of Ashfield and Croydon the children have all, with one or two exceptions, 

comfortable and happy homes. ' The children are really and truly cared for, return the affection that 
seems given to them, look well and happy, and are being brought up useful members of society. Tn the 
large institutions it is simply impossible to get very near to any child, anti one corrupt child infects 
scores, whereas, in the private homes, when the guardians are respectable and well-living people, the 
children are duly looked after botii morally and physically.

Mrs. E. J. Willis, Mudgec :—
I can candidly state that the boys seemed very contented with their homes and their work, and 

those iu charge spoke encouragingly of them. I think they1- have a bettor chance of doing for themselves 
to greater advantage by being apprenticed to steady, hardworking families. They also have home life 
which cannot possibly be known in an institute.

Lettehs eeclm: School Teachers.
Teacher, Superior Fublic School, Bathurst;'

The boarding-out system simply strengthens my previously expressed opinions upon it, viz, that, 
from a school point of view, the State children arc in every sense upon an equality with the other pupils. 
They ore neat and clean in dress, present a well nourished physical appearance, and are, as a rule, beyond 
the average in regularity of attendance. Case of neglect in any of these particulars is soon remedied, 
owing to the excellent supervision given by the Departmental officers. Many children under their 
parental control arc not so fortunate and blessed.

Teauher, Fublic School, Brauxton :—
In cases where children show a due appreciation of their surroundings, they appear to be happy, 

comfortable, and well eared for.

Teacher, Fublic School, Coolac ;—
L have much pleasure in testifying to tho very favourable results of the boarding-out system. All 

the State children who have been enrolled in the school under my charge were fairly regular in their 
attendance, clean and tidy in dress, and in most eases equal to, or.d in some instances, surpassed in 
attainments the other children. The boarding-out system is proving every day that it is one of sound 
common sense.

Teacher, Public School, Cumpbclltowa :—
The State children attending this school are well behaved, punctual and regular in their 

attendance. They are comfortably clothed, and apparently well kept, and compare very favourably 
with the other children under my charge, As far as my observation goes, the hoarding-out system works 
very satisfactorily in this portion of the district.

Teacher
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Teacher, Public School, Cootamundra:—

From on experience extending over many Tears I have no hesitation in saying the boarding-out 
system is a splendid one. The children are, as o rule, well cored for, and much happier than they would 
be in their own homes, I have always found the inspecting officers thoroughly in earnest and most 
painstaking in ascertaining the actual state, moral and physical, of those children under their charge. 
The day that alters present circumstances in such a manner as to deprive those unfortunates of isolated 
country homes, where they get fresh air and plain wholesome food, and thorough inspection, will be ft 
sad one.

Teacher, Superior Public School, Granville:—
The State children attending this school compare Tory favourably with the other pupils, and their 

attendance is more regular. Their progress is fairly good.

Teacher, Public School, Gunning :—
I have a very high opinion of the hoarding-out system, and consider it a great blessing to those 

brought under its operation. The [children attending this school have good homes; they attend 
regularly, and appear well fed; their clothes are always 'clean, and they seem quite happy; in fact, iu 
these hard times they are better off than many of the children living with their own parents.

Teacher, Public School, Gerringong:—
The children placed in this district are well cared for, nourished, and clothed.

Teacher, Public School, Jamberoo :—
The boarding-out system is all that could he expected. The children arc neatly dressed, well- 

bcliaved, and attend school punctually and regularly'. They possess an intelligence somewhat above the 
average child, which is partly accounted for by the parental manner in which they are treated by their 
guardians. ' '

Teacher, Public School, Mittagong :—
The State Children attending this school compare very favourably with the other children in 

regularity, cleanliness, and intelligence.

Teacher, Superior Public School, Picton :—
The hoarding-out system worts well as far as my experience goes. The children arc almost nil 

very carefully kept, and seem contented and well treated. Their conduct is satisfactory, and is in almost 
every case up to the usual standard of behaviour. Tile State children nowin attendance here give me 
no special reason for complaint.

Teacher, Public School, Parkes:—
On the whole, the hoarding-out system is a good one. In several instances I have noticed a strong 

attachment grow between the State child and its guardians; and, in the majority of cases, the children 
have been neatly clothed and apparently well cared for.

Teacher, Publie School, Parramatta North :—
lie the boarding-ont system, the children attending my tehool appear to be well cared for, and 

yonr system is no doubt a great blessing to them.

Sydney : William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer.—1SU7.
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The President of the State Children Relief Roard to The
Chief Secretary.

Charitable Institutions of New South Wales,
State Children Relief Board,

Richmond-terracc, Sydney, 5 April, 1897.

Sir,
In accordance with tho provisions of Act 44 Vic. No. 24, 

I have the honor to submit for the information of the Honorable 
the Chief Secretary my Report upon the operations of the State 
Children Relief Board for the official vear which closed on thev
5th April.

Seventeen years have now elapsed since the State Children 
Relief Act was assented to, and the change made in the treatment of 
dependent children of the State has resulted in the most satisfactory 
exemplification of the beneficial effect of the hoarding-out system, both 
on tho ground of the development of tho family system among the 
children and that of economy to the State.

When the Act referred to was under consideration by the 
Legislature, it experienced considerable opposition, and the supposed 
dangers and defects surrounding tire system sought to be established 
were pointed out. Many of those who were interested in the various 
institutions for the housing of the dependent children of tbe State 
regarded the scheme with distrust, and, in some cases, even with 
suspicion. Having occupied the position of President from the 
initiation of the system, I have watched with great interest the gradual 
relaxation of the suspicious attitude of the opponents of the proposed 
hoarding-out Act, and have gladly observed tbe growth of a more 
sympathetic feeling, and the uninterrupted and satisfactory progress of 
the movement from year to year, until it has come to he the national 
policy of dealing with the dependent children of this country.

The defects which surrounded the initiation of the system 
unquestionably led to the submission to Parliament of the Act for 
boarding-out chiidren as a tentative measure; and, as a consequence, 
a number of powers and provisions, which practical experience in the 
working of tbe Act suggested from time to time, demanded further 
legislation. With the approval of the State Children’s Relief Board, 
I therefore introduced to Parliament the measure now known as the 
State Children Relief Act of 1896 (which is construed as one with the 
State Children Relief Act of 1831). The principal provisions of the 
Amended Act are as follow :—

Age £or apprenticeship.

1. 'The age at which children are retained under the previsions of tho Principal 
Act shall bo extended to fourteen years at the discretion of the Board.

* 350—A Regulations,
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Regulations.

2. It eliall be lawful for the ffovernor to frame regulations from time to time—
(i) exempting any boarded-out child from apprenticeship and extending the time

for a period not exceeding three years during which such child may he 
maintained ;

(n) prescribing the terms and conditions of indentures of apprenticeship of boarded- 
out children, with power to transfer such apprentices or to cancel their 
indentures in case of ill-treatment of the children, or for other sufficient cause;

(nr) authorising the Board to deduct from payments due to apprentices in the event 
of misconduct;

(iv) defining the mode of procedure for the recovery of wages due to apprentices ;
(v) and generally for the purpose of enabling the Board to carry out the objects of 

the Principal Act and of this Act in regard to apprenticed children.

Extension of period of supervision.

3. The Board shall have power to visit and inspect all children for two years 
after their official period of boarding out or apprenticeship shall have terminated.

Penalty for Tvithdrawing, harbouring, &c., apprentices.

4. If any person shall directly or indirectly withdraw' from, or counsel, or induce 
any apprentice to abscond from the person to whom such apprentice is indentured before 
the expiration of his term of apprenticeship, or knowing any apprentice to have so 
withdrawn or to have so absconded shall harbour or conceal such apprentice or prevent 
him from returning to the person to whom he was apprenticed or to the place of his 
original detention (as the case may be) such person shall be liable for any such offence 
to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, or to be imprisoned with or without hard 
labour for any term not exceeding two months.

Power of arrest of absconding apprentices, 4c.

5. It shall he lawful for any Justice of the Peace to issue a warrant for the 
arrest of any apprentice or boarded-out or adopted child who may have absconded or 
been illegally removed by parents or other persons from the control of the legal guardian 
under the provisions of this or the Principal Act.

Money tind other property of State children to bo controlled by Board.

6. All moneys and other property to which children boarded out, adopted, or 
apprenticed shall be entitled shall be placed to a separate fund, and shall be under tbe 
control of the Board for the benefit and maintenance of such children.

Payment for outfits by parents on restoration of their children,

7. At the discretion of the Board, parents, on the restoration of their eliildren, 
may be compelled to pay tbe value of their outfits.

Power to compel payment for neglect of care of outfits by guardians.

8. It shall be lawful for the Board to deduct from the payments duo to the 
guardians such amounts as may be deemed equivalent to the loss occasioned by their 
neglect to keep outfits up to regulation standard.

Parents to have no further control of children after adoption.

9. "Whenever a child is surrendered by his parents for adoption such parents shall 
have no further control over such child, except by the consent of the Board.

*
Deserving widows and deserted wives may have their eliildren boarded out to them.

10. It shall bo lawful for the Board if it shall think fit to board out to deserving 
widow and deserted wives their own children under the provisions of the Principal Act, 
but in the latter class of cases only hy an unanimous vote of a meeting of the Board aud 
with the approval of the Colonial Secretary.

Children placed in cottage homes.

11. It shall ho lawful for the Board to place invalid or sick children under its 
control in cottage homes in approved localities, and to make the necessary regulations 
for their management.

Prosecution of defaulting parents.

12. The Board shall in the name of its boarding-out officer have power to institute 
legal proceedings against all parents for moneys expended in tbe maintenance of their 
children when satisfied that they are in a position to pay for such maintenance.

The like in the case of illegitimate children.

13. The Board may in the name of the boarding-out officer institute legal 
proceedings against the parents of illegitimate children for the recovery of maintenance 
money; the father and the mother to bo liable jointly or severally.

Revision
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Revision of Regulations.

Consequent upon the passing of these new provisions, it has 
been found necessary to revise the whole of the Regulations, with a 
view to their conformity with the altered conditions of the system, and 
to the additional provisions now having the force of law. These 
Regulations have been submitted to the Crown Law Officers for 
approval, and will be published at an early date.

Annual Increase in Number of State Children since 
Initiation of Boarding-out System.

The following table shows the rate at which the number of 
children under the care of the Board has increased annually since the 
initiation of the boarding-out system :—

Under control on

Supported by Govern
ment.

Adopted without 
payment. Apprenticed. Total under control.

Hoys. Girls. Total. Ilojs. Girls. Total. Boys. Girls. Total. Hoys. Clrlg. Total.

G April, 1881......... 24 35 59 24 35 59

G J) 1882......... 40 60 100 3 rtO 40 63 103

G }J 1883........ 118 174 292 1 10 11 4 4 119 188 307

5 11 1884......... 221 2S9 510 6 15 21 5 16 21 232 320 652

5 11 1885......... G23 363 886 15 35 50 26 64 90 564 402 1,026

5 M 1886....... 614 411 1,025 28 65 93 137 111 248 779 5S7 1,366

a 11 1887......... 741 473 1,214 49 74 123 309 156 465 1,099 703 1,802

5 11 1888......... 793 485 1,278 52 84 136 357 189 640 1,202 758 1,960

G 11 1889......... 815 G26 1,341 61 93 154 440 238 678 1,316 857 2,173

5 It 1890......... 805 543 1,348 62 90 158 513 265 778 1,380 904 2,284

5 it 1891......... 807 566 1,373 67 91 158 543 295 838 1,417 952 2,369

G 11 1892......... 776 613 1,389 60 94 163 545 299 844 1,390 1,006 2,396

5 !> 1893......... 821 643 1,464 61 97 158 590 325 915 1,472 1,065 2,537

t t 1894......... 95G 786 1,741 59 106 165 592 311 903 1,606 1,203 2,809

5 ! 1 1895....... 1,167 927 2,094 56 91 ' 147 599 334 933 1,822 1,352 3,174

G 11 1896......... 1,356 1,085 2,44) 50 76 120 548 341 889 1,954 1,502 3,456

5 J) 1897 .... 1,506 1,145 2,651* 55 71 1261 524 370 8947 2,085 1,586 3,671

* This total includes 9 children in Hospital, 153 in Cottage Homos, 17 in Depot, 24 under 2J years paid for at 7s. per 
week, 39 paid for at Cs., 18 infants jstid for at 8s. per week, and 12 infants paid for at 10s. per week.

1 This total includes 24 ebildren who are clasaud as “ Boarders without subsidy," that is, placed with guardians who, 
in the case of adopted eliildren, do not receive payment for maintenance.

J This total includes 20 absconders, whose names still appear on the books, and U children classed as unofficial.

These figures speak for themselves. Brom them it will be seen 
that a still further relative decrease has taken place in the number of 
young children placed under the care of the Board throughout the year. 
This is in some measure due to the section 10 clause of State Children 
Relief Act, which came into operation in October last, and of which 
mention will ho made later on. There is now a total of 3,671 children 
under control, as against 3,45G in 1896, showing an increase of 215 
children, whilst the last year’s lists gave 282 more than the previous 
year, there thus being a decrease of 67 in comparison with last year’s 
figures. These children are all supported by the State, adopted 
without payment, apprenticed to useful trades or occupations, or 
placed for treatment in the cottage homes established by the Depart
ment.

It
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. It lias been found necessary in some cases to make changes 
in the guardianship of the children in order to ensure their 
welfare. In a few instances the guardians themselves have relin
quished their charges on account of bad behaviour. These latter 
have, however, shown signs of improvement on being transferred to 
other homes. Taking them as a whole, the relations between guardian 
and.child are most harmonious, and there can bo no doubt as to the 
reality of the affection existing between them.

Four hundred and twenty-three boys and 362 girls (or a total 
of 785 children) were placed out during the year as against 506 boys 
and 423 girls (or a total of 929 children) in 1896, a relative decrease 
in the paying section of 141, which, of course, means a proportionate 
saving in expenditure.

A large number of applications for discharge from State 
control were dealt with during the year, and out of the 4,241 children 
under supervision, the Board approved of 294 being handed over to 
parents or other relatives, who proved that they were in a position to 
satisfactorily provide for the children; 91 hoys and 61 girls (or a 
total of 152) were discharged upon their attaining the age of 17 
years; 32 deaths were recorded; 1 boy was transferred to the 
“ Sobraon ”; 4 were removed to the Deaf and Dumb and Blind 
Institution; there were 8 at the Benevolent Asylum, Sydney; 24 at 
the Boys’ Home, Newington Asylum; 2 at the Imbecile Asylum, 
Newcastle; 13 at Shaftesbury Reformatory; 2 at Carpcnterian 
Reformatory; 2 at Homo for Boys, Wcstmead; 3 to Female Refuge; 
1 to St. Joseph’s Providence ; 1 to Tempe Refuge ; 5 to friends; 3 to 
guardians; 2 to St. Martha’s Home; 5 to Industrial School for Girls, 
Parramatta; and 16 absconded. As there were 3,456 children under 
control on 5th April, 1896, and as 785 were admitted and 570 dis
charged during the year, the total number under the control of the 
Board on 6th April, 1897, was 3,67l.

Of the 2,651 children paid for by the Government, 9 arc in 
hospital; 153 are in the Cottage Homes at Mittagong and Parramatta; 
17 arc at tho Depot at Paddington ; 12 delicate children are paid 
for at the rate of 10s. per week; 18 at 8s. per week; 24 at 7s. per 
week; and 39 at 6s. per week; the remainder, who are all included 
in the paying division, are provided for at the rate of 6s. per week.

It has been found necessary during the past year to exercise 
the most rigid economy over tho expenditure, in consequence of the 
manner in which the resources of tho Board have been taxed. In 
addition to the sum of £40 6s. Id., which was carried forward to the 
credit of the Board from the previous year’s transactions, deposits and 
accounts, amounting to £51,124 7s. Id., were received from the 
Treasury during 1896-7, making a total of £51,161 13s. 2d. placed at 
the disposal of the Board during the year. After deducting the 
amount due for accounts owing at the closing of the hooks, the gross 
expenditure for 1896-7 was £48,166 5s. 4d,, there then being a credit 
balance of £2,998 7s. lOd. to bo carried forward to 1897-8.

The total cost of the maintenance of boarding-out children was 
£36,157 Is. 5d. The daily average number of children placed out as 
boarders during the year was 2,494, and the average cost per head was 
£14 9s. lid. The contributions of those parents who were able to 
help to maintain their children amounted to £839 Os. 2d,, and after 
this, sum had been deducted from the gross expenditure, the actual 
capitation cost was £14 3s. 2d. A full account of the annual expendi
ture will he found in the Appendices.

Guardians’
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Guardians’ Occupations.
Actor ... ... ' 11 Domestics ... 308 Master ma riners... 4
Accountants ... 8 Dairy farmers ... 31 Mailmen ... ... 2
Agents............... 9 Drapers ... ... 4 Nurses ... ■ ... 13
Artists ... 3 Dress-makers ... 20 Nurserymen ... 3
Attendants .,. 12 Doctors ... ... 4 News agents ... 4
Auctioneer ... 1 Dealers ... ... 3 Orchardists ... 80
Bricklayers ... 4 Drovers ... ... 4 Organist ... ... 1
Bootmakers ... 27 Engine-drivers ... 5 Painters ... ... 8
Bakers ... 8 Engineers ... 9 Plumbers... ... 11
Bankers ... ... 5 Eishermen ... 5 Printers.............. 6
Brickmakers ... 7 Parmers ... ... 830 Plasterers... ... 3
Blacksmiths .., 7 Pruiterers ... 9 Photographers ... 2
Butchers... ... 11 Piremcn ... ... 4 Postmasters ,., 5
Broom-maker ... 1 Gunsmith ... 1 Porters ... ... 4
Builders ... ... 5 Graziers ... ... 38 Poultry farmers ... 2
Bookbinder ... 1 Gardeners ... 20 Piano-tuner ,.. 1
Civil Servants ... 9 Gatekeepers ... 2 Quarrymen ... 3
Clerks ... ... 9 Grocers ... ... 13 llailway employees 22
Clergymen ... 12 Householders ... 9 Selectors ... ... 17
Contractors ... 10 Hairdressers ... 2 Slater ............... 1
Carpenters ... 42 Ironworkers 11 Saddlers ... ... 3
Cooks ... ... 2 Instrument- malt er 1 Solicitors.............. 5
Collectors ... 3 Independent ... 27 Seamen ... ... 3
Carters ... ... 12 Inspector ... 1 Salesmen... ... 2
Confectioners ... 2 Journalist ... 1 Storekeepers ... 56
Cordial manu Labourers ... 84 Soap-boiler ... 1

facturers ... 2 Laundresses ... 18 Sawyers ... ... 5
Cabmen ... ... 2 Letter-carriers ... 3 Sailmaker ... 1
Cabinet-makers ... 2 Librarian ... 1 Teachers ... ... 24
Caretakers .. 7 Lamplighter ... 1 Tailors ... ... 11
Currier ... ... 1 Miners ... ... G2 Undertaker ... 1
Chemists... ... 2 Merchants ... 7 Vignerons ... 2
Cooper ... ... 1 Moulders ,., 5 Wire-workers ... 3
Coach proprietors 2 Managers ... 3 Warders ... ... 8
Compositor ... 1 Masons ... ... 10
Coach-builders ... 2 Milk-vendors ... 5

The foregoing table shows the class of people who now seek to 
have children placed with them. "When selecting homes, the greatest 
care is taken by the inspecting staff to reject those applicants who 
are not in sufficiently comfortable circumstances to warrant their 
providing for the children in a proper manner. Preference is naturally 
given to those living in healthy localities; and, upon a reference to 
the return shown upon page 6, it will be seen that a large number 
of children arc placed out in the perfect climates of the South Coast, 
New England, and the Southern and Blue Mountain ranges. That 
the children must of necessity improve in bodily health under such 
climatic influences is a foregone conclusion, and as the homes in these 
districts are all of an excellent class, there need be no fear as to the 
future well-being of the inmates. Many of the guardians become so 
much attached to their charges, that upon the latter reaching the age 
of 12 years, they are retained as apprentices until they pass from 
under State control. In very many instances they then further elect 
to remain with their late guardians, being by that time looked upon 
quite as members of the family.

There are now as guardians 830 farmers, as against 865 in 
1896, a slight decrease of 35 having taken place during the year. A 
larger number of children have, however, been placed out amongst 
mechanics and artizans, &c. The number of guardians for tho official 
year amounts to 2,115, an increase of GO over the previous year, when 
a total of 2,055 was shown in the statistics. There are now, therefore,

no
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no less than 3,472 children boarded out with a class of people the 
greater number of whom arc iu a position to equip those entrusted 
to their care to fight the battle of life, and become valuable members 
of tbe community.

List op Districts in which Children are placed.

Children are placed out in the under-mentioned districts in the
numbers stated :—

District'. No. District. No. District. j No.

Ashfield ... .. . 12 , Glen Innes............. , 3 Orange .............. . 4
Arncliffe ... ■. 8 Gosford ............. . 1 Pyrmont ... .. . 10
Annandale ... .. 21 Greta ... .. . 2 Paddington... .. . 46
Auburn .............. 25 Gunnedah ... .. 2 Parramatta... .. . 198
Albury ... .. 11 Gundagai ... ,. . 15 Petersham ... .. . 26
Albion Park .. 1 Gulgong ... .. 3 Paterson .............. 30
Adamstown ,. 12 Geo Plains ... .. 2 Picton .............. 40
Armidale ... .. 19 Hunter’s Hill .. .19 Pitt Town ... .. 25
Balmain ... .. 121 Hurstville ... .. 24 Penrith ... .. 11
Berrima ... .. 8 Heiham .............. 5 Parkes ... .. 6
Botany ... .. 13 Helensburgh ., 2 Queanbeyan .. 12
Bunvood ... .. 12 Hinton ... .. 3 Q.uirindi ... .. 1
Boggabri ... .. 1 Hartley ... .. 1 Rockdale .............. 13
Besley ... .. 10 Hawkesbury .. 101 Rookwood.............. 48
Balmoral ... ... 3 Hillston /, .. 2 Redf era ... .. 51
Bowral ... ... 3 Hay.......................... 1 Rydo ... .. 12
Bundanoon... ... 3 Horaebush............. 28 Randwick ... .. 10
Bungonia ... ... 5 Islington ... .. 5 Riverstone ... ,. 38
Braidwood............... 14 Jugiong ............. 2 Richmond............... 4
Bulb ............... 51 Junee ... .. 4 Rooty Hill............... 8
Berry ............... 21 Jamberoo ... ... 23 Raymond Terrace .. 12
Binalong ... ... 2 Jerilderie ... ... 1 Raglan ... ... 2
Brogo ... ... 2 Kogarah ... ... 16 Rosedalo ... ... 4
Bathurst ... ... 25 Kangaloo ............... 2 Rylstone ... ... 4
Brewongle ... ... 3 Kiama ............... 13 Richmond River ... 20
Blacktown ... ... • 2 Kangaroo Valley ... 13 Summer Hill ... 14
Branxton ............... 41 Katoomba............... 1 Sydney ............... 20
Byrock ... 1 Leichhardt ... ... 77 Singleton ... ... 28
Blackheath... ... 1 Liverpool ... ... 32 Surry Hills... ... 50
Croydon ... ... 16 Lambton ... ... 15 Shellharbour ... 0
Camperdown ... 11 Lismoro ............... 2 Stockton ... ... 2
Canterbury ... 2 Lawson ............... 1 Scone ............... 4
Coogee ............... 1 Loch invar ... ... 3 Taralga ... G
Corowa ............... 1 Manly ... ... 9 Tarago ... ... 17
Cudal ............... 3 Maitland, East ... 10 Tumut ... ... 2
Campbelltown ... 3 Maitland, West ... 81 Tbirlmere ... ... 19
Castle Hill............... 4 Marrickville ... 8S Tamwortli............... 5
Canley Vale ... 13 Macdonaldtown ... 32 Tempe ............... 2
Crook well............... 18 Mummel ... ... 14 Femora ... ... 3
Camden ............... 35 Minmi ... ... 1 Uralla ............... 2
Cootamundra ... 9 Mittagong............... 108 Waverley ... ... 20
Cambewarra ... 8 Moss Vale ... ... 9 Woolloomooloo ... 26
Cargo ... ... 3 Marulan ... ... 7 Woollahra............... 10
Cooma ,,, ... 2 Murrumburrah ... 8 Waterloo ............... 57
Ceesnock ............... 4 Milton ............... 33 Wheeo ... ... 14
Clarencetown ... 11 Moruya ............... 2 Windellama ... 3
Cooranbong ... 1 Mulgrave ... ... 7 Watson’s Bay ... 7
Deniliquin ... ... 2 Mudgee ... ... 7 Wagga Wagga ... 1
Dapto ............... 7 Molong ... ... 4 Wollongong ... 38
Dungog ............... 8 Miller’s Forest ... 18 Windsor ... ... 38
Douglas Park 3 Morpeth ... ... 6 Wentworth............... 3
Dural ............... 5 Muswellbrook ... 8 Waratah ... ... 11
Dubbo ............... 19 Manning River ,,, 3 Wilberforee ... 37
Dora Creek... 4 Macleay River .. 1 Wellington... ... 4
Eastwood ... ... 8 Murrurundi ... 1 Wallsend ............... 14
Forbes ............... 13 Kewtown ... ... 74 Wickham ,,. ... 2
Gdebo ............... 22 Nowra ... 18 Woodville ... ... 3
Gladesville... ... 22 Newcastle .. ... 89 William Town ... 3
Goulburn ... ,,, 286 Nelson’s Plains ... 4 Wollombi ... ... 7
Grabben Gullen ... 18 Narrabri ............... 3 Wyee ............... 2
Granville ... ... 99 Narrandera ... 1 Tass ., ... ... ■ 28
Guildford ... ... 21 North Sydney ... 69 Young ... ... 2
Gunning ............. 25 Nyugan ... ., 2 Out of Colony ... 4
Gerringong... ... 13 North Rocks ... 7
Girilambone ... 1 Oberon ............... 4 Total... ... 3,472
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Applications por State Children.

It has been found a very difficult matter throughout the year 
to cope with the numerous applications which continue to increase in 
number. As the success of the boarding-out scheme depends in a very 
large measure upon the selection of the homes in the first instance, 
the greatest care has to be exercised by the Inspectors in making their 
decisions either for or against those who desire to become State 
guardians. Por a variety of reasons, but principally on the grounds 
of insufficient means or accommodation and unsuitable localities, no 
less than 301 applications were refused by the Board on the recom
mendation of the Inspectors, who also approved of 769 homes, making 
a total of 1,070 reported upon during the year. - There still remains a 
balance of 440 not yet dealt with. Of the 1,510 applications received, 
1,079 were from the various Protestant denominations, and 431 from 
Boman Catholi cs. Thel,079 applications f r om th e Prote stants w ere for 
1,152 boarders, 221 apprentices, and 16 children for adoption, whilst 
the 431 Homan Catholics applied for 657 boarders, 86 apprentices, 
and 7 clnldren for adoption.

Board Meetings.

There were eighteen (18) sittings of the Board during the year, 
viz., 12 general, 3 special, and 3 adjourned,.at which the members 
attended as follows:—The Hon. Sir Arthur Renwick, Kt., M.L.C., 
President, 18 ; Mrs. Garran, 18; Mrs. Goodlet, 17 ; Mr. McMillan, 14; 
Lady Windeyer, 13; the Hon. L. P. Hcydon, 9; Mrs. Slattery, 6; 
the Hon. W. J. Trickett, 5; and Lady Ben wick, 2. Lady Manning 
was on leave of absence visiting Europe during the whole of the time. 
Lady Windeyer resigned her position on the 22nd Pebruary, 1897, and 
Lady Renwick was appointed on the 26th Pebruary in her place. The 
Hon. W. J. Trickett was seriously ill during several months, and was 
consequently unable to attend.

Lady Visitors.

As is now well known, tbe State homes in various parts of the 
Colony are placed under the supervision of lady visitors, whose volun
tary services on behalf of the children cannot be too highly appreciated. 
The usual list is appended hereto, viz.:—Armidale, Mrs. Allingham, 
Mrs. J. J. Bliss; Albury, Mrs. E. Edmondson; Ashfield, Mrs. Wilson; 
Bowral, Mrs. J. C. Bagot, Mrs. D’Arcy Irvine; Bega, Mrs. Evershed; 
Balmain, Miss C. B. R. Dixon, Mrs. W. McKenzie, Mrs. G. Boulton, 
Mrs. Venables, Mrs. Pole; Branxton, Mrs. J. A. Tulloch, Mrs. Bercini, 
Mrs. E. Smith; Bundanoon, Mrs. Osborn; Bathurst, Mrs. Marriott, 
Miss Newman; Berrima, Mrs. G. Shephard, Mrs. Wilshire; Bethungra, 
Mrs. M. Sawyer; Baulkham Hills, Mrs. W. M. Best; Berry, Mrs. 
E. Morris, Mrs. English; Boolong, Miss Grant; Burrowa, Mrs. C. 
Robinson, Mrs. J. H. Boucher ; Barraba, Mrs. Kidd ; Braidwood, 
Mrs. O’Brien, Mrs. Bayley; Cootamundra, Mrs. E. Barnes, Mrs. W. 
H. Mathews, Mrs. E. G‘ Webster; Cobbitty, Mrs. G. H. Allnutt; 
Camden, Mrs. C. Purner; Cassilis, Mrs. Maria Traill; Crookwell, 
Miss Olivia Smith ; Cooma, Mrs. King ; Carlingford, Mrs. H. Cox ; 
Cambewarra, Mrs. Brennan ; Cobargo, Mrs. E. Tarlinton; Collector, 
Mrs. R. Beit; Cessnqck, Mrs. M‘Donald ; Campbelltown, Mrs. J. 
Kidd, Mrs. J. Loncy; Croydon, Mrs. Wilson; Deniliquin, Mrs. H. 
McCullough, Mrs. A. H. Noyes, Mrs. Holt; Dungog, Mrs. M. Day, 
Mrs.Waller; Dalton, Mrs.H, T. Beresford; Dubbo, Mrs. P. Phillips; 
Porbes, Mrs. Reymond ; Goulburn, Mrs. Ross, Mrs. Oliver, Mrs. 
Arthur Chisholm, Mrs. Spencer, Mrs. Handcock-Burkitt, Mrs. William 
Chisholm, Mrs. De Lauret, Mrs. M‘Killop, Mrs. E. GiRespie, Mrs. 
J ess op, Mrs. Craig, Mrs. L. Barber, Mrs. E. Zouch, Mrs. T. M‘Killop,

Mrs.
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Mrs. Emery; Gosford, Mrs. W. E. Powell, Mrs. J. K. Brown; 
Glebe, Mrs. Munro, Mrs. Graham; Gladesville, Mrs. Lumsdaine; 
Guildford, Mrs. Gurney; Granville, Mrs. E. B. Docker; Gordon, 
Mrs. Richardson; Gunning, Mrs. Saxby; Gerringong, Mrs. Heigh- 
way; Hay, Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Lavender; Junee, Mrs. Studds; 
Kogarah, Mrs. M. Grosvcnor; Kempsey, Mrs. Minuet; Kurrajong, 
Mrs. M. Gray; Katoomba, Miss E. Gittins; Liverpool, Mrs. Tillet; 
Leichhardt,Mrs. J.J.Dougherty; Lambton,Mrs, Arnott,senr,; Maclean, 
Mrs. M‘Innes; Moss Vale, Mrs. Gale; Maitland, Mrs. J. D. Prentice, 
Mrs. M. Smith, Miss Annie Wolfe, Mrs. W. G. Lipscombe; Mcnangle, 
Mrs. Onslow; Morpeth, Mrs. E. H. Thomas; Murrumburrab, Mrs. G. 
Barnes, Mrs. Cutcliffe; Mittagong, Miss Burke, Mrs. Beaumont; 
Mudgee, Mrs. E. J. Willis, Mrs. M. Crossing; Moruya, Mrs. Archibald; 
Milton, Miss Kendall; Marrickville, Mrs. W. W. Clarke; Marulan, 
Mrs. M. E. Shaw; Molong, Mrs. Alldis, Mrs. Browne, Mrs. Panton; 
Minmi, Mrs. M. A. Eroome; Mcrewether, Mrs. Berkeley; Muswell
brook, Miss Luke, Mrs. W. S. Wilson; Newcastle, Mrs. J. Harris, Mrs. 
Ireland, Mrs, M'Donnell, Mrs. Cuthbertson; Nowra, Mrs. Morton; 
North Sydney, Mrs. T. O’Sullivan; Newtown, Miss Eve, Mrs. R. 
Scott, Mrs. J. G. Clegg, Mrs. J. E. Lee, Mrs. Goldsmith, Mrs. 
Painter, Mrs. Howe ; Orange, Mrs. James Dalton; Parramatta, 
Mrs. Inglis, Mrs. Gunther, Miss Taylor, Miss Duncan; Penrith, 
Mrs. E; E. Lethbridge, Mrs. Ewans, Mrs. E. Woodriffe; Picton, 
Mrs. Gibson, Mrs. W. R. Antill, Mrs. Sheppard; Prospect, Mrs. 
Remmington; Queanbeyan, Mrs. G. P. Smith, Mrs. G. Campbell, 
Mrs. Willans; Quirindi, Mrs. Mary Patrick ; Redfern, Mrs. Boyce; 
Raymond Terrace, Mrs. J. Richardson ; Rydo, Mrs. Collingridgc; 
Richmond, Mrs. Onus, Miss Onus; Rooty Hill, Mrs. Mackay; Rouse 
Dill, Mrs. M. Pearce; Randwick, Airs. Hellicar; Sutton Eorest, Mrs. 
A. G. Stoddart; Stroud, Mrs. Rushforth ; Stockton, Mrs. S. W. 
Smith; Summer Hill, Mrs. W. E. Shaw, Mrs. Holland; St. Peters, 
Mrs. E. D. Madgwick; Stanmorc, Mrs. W. Clarke; The Burner, 
Airs. Thompson ; Tamworth, Airs. Aliddleton, Airs. Wiseman; Tumut, 
Airs. A. AI. Brown; Tenterfield, Airs. Armstrong; Windsor, Airs. 
J. B. Johnston, Airs. Holland, Airs. Hall, Aliss Hall, Airs. W. Dean, 
Mrs. Eitzpatrick; Wollongong, Airs. Elder; Woollahra, Airs. Newton, 
Mrs. Gerber; Wallsend, Mrs. Neilson; Waverley, Airs. Best, Mrs. 
W. H. Simpson, Aliss Walker; Wentworth, Airs. A. H. Davies, Airs. 
T. Wilkinson; Wallerawang, Airs. Abbott; 'Wagga Wagga, Airs. G. 
Coleman; Windeyer, Airs. Alallon; Windellama, Airs. Calthorpe; 
Wiseman’s Perry, Aliss A. Wilson, Aliss Laughton; AVoodville, Mrs. 
Graham, Airs. 0. C. Thomas; Wybong Creek, Airs. Cox; Yarrunga 
Mrs. Throsby; Young, Mrs. Byrne, Airs. Heeley; Yass, Mrs. B. 
Shcedy, Airs, H. Faunce,

Chanoes in the Oeficiae Staee.

In consequence of the investigations of tbe Public Service 
Board, certain changes were effected during the year in the official 
staff and in the arrangement of the offices of the Department.

Almost from the very initiation of the boarding-out system 
Airs. S. Alaxted has acted as matron of the Department. At first, 
this lady gave her services without remuneration, and subsequently 
was appointed as a salaried officer of the institution. In accordance 
with the provisions of the Public Service Act, tho Public Service 
Board deemed it their duty to retire Airs. Alaxted from this position, 
much to the regret of every member of the State Children’s Relief 
Board, and despite the fact that urgent representations were made by 
them, as a body, respecting the valuable nature of the services 
rendered to the Department by Mrs. Maxtcd.

Air.
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Mr. A. W. Green, tbe Secretary to tbe Board, was—by tbe 
same authority—appointed Chief Superintendent of Government 
Asylums. I bave pleasure in stating my appreciation of the services 
rendered by this officer while occupying the former position.

The arrangement made in connection with the amalgamation 
of all the various offices connected with the Public Charities Depart
ment, and their centralisation at Bichmond-terrace, Domain, in view 
of better management and greater economy, met with the approval of 
the State Children Belief Board. It is, however, matter for regret 
that the arrangements in connection with the Shaftesbury Institution 
(now under dual control) have not yet been placed on a footing 
satisfactory to the State Children Belief Board/ or in the best interests 
of the community at large.

Inspection oe Homes.

Tbe total number of visits paid by the lady visitors and official 
inspectors amounted to 8,612, practically the same as that of the 
preceding year.

Tbe lady visitors made 1,465 inspections, whilst those paid by 
the officials numbered 7,147. The details of the visits are as follows— 
Honorary visitors—1890, 1,292 ; 1891, 1,225 ; 1892, 1,383 ; 1893, 
1,638; 1894, 1,666; 1895,1,305; 1896, 2,008; 1897,1,465. Official 
inspections—1894, 6,323; 1895, 6,851; 1896, 6,606; 1897, 7,147. 
The average number of children under supervision for the year ending 
5th April, 1897) was 3,226, as against 3,14<4 of last year.

The total number of visits of inspection was 8,612, or an average 
of 2-/(7 to each child, as against 2f in the previous year.

Tho principle of maintaining, as far as possible, the feelings of 
family affection, by not separating brothers and sisters, has been 
adhered to, with the results as shown hereunder:—

1,254 homes with 1 child.
„ 2 children, including 272 with children of one family,

a 11 r:» w XAU )j j)
Ft ^ „ >,
,J ^ JF FF ^ FF F‘
„ 6 „ of the same family.

501
250

91
14

3
2

2,115 homes, containing 3,472 children (exclusive of 20 absconders, 9 in hospitals, 
153 in cottage homes, and 17 in depdt).

It will he seen, therefore, that there are 433 homes with children 
of one family.

Exclusive of homes containing children of one family, there
are:—

1,254 homes with 1 child.
229 ,, „ 2 children,
135 ,, „ 3 ,,
M F F „ 4 „
' >1 0 »

1,082 homes, containing 2,380 children, or an average of 1'41 (last year the 
■average was 1'38). "

Nursing Children. .

This very important branch of the work still continues to make 
satisfactory progress. Tbe superior class of women who are now not 
only willing, but anxious to nurse the motherless infants of tbe State, 
gives practical evidence of the wisdom of the scheme. Delicate and 
puny from their birth as these unfortunates too frequently are, they 
need every care and attention which it is possible to bestow upon 

* 356—B them,
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them, in order to save lives which may in the future become of service 
to the community. The weekly payments for these children vary 
from 6s. to 10s., according to circumstances; and it speaks volumes 
in favour of the characters of the nursing mothers, that upon the 
cessation of the special payments they do not relinquish their charges, 
invariably retaining them at the ordinary boarding-out rate of 5s. per 
week. There can bo no reasonable doubt that some hundreds of little 
ones owe their constitutions, if not their lives, to this admirable 
system of dealing with these sickly infants, of whom there are now 
93 under control, as against 71 in 1896. During the past year a daily 
average of 96 was maintained at a capitation cost of £22—the total 
cost of their maintenance being £2,090.

Adopted Children.

The number of children adopted by reputable citizens during 
the year remains practically unchanged, there being now 40 boys and 
48 girls in the Protestant, and 8 girls and 6 boys in the Roman 
Catholic, division, making a total of 102 in all, as against 101 of the 
previous year. In addition to the important saving thus effected 
(viz., an annual sum of £1,500), the children themselves are in 
better circumstances than would have been possible had they remained 
burdens upon the State. As only very young children are selected 
for adoption, these little orphans grow up without missing the 
mothers’ care and love, so essential to their well-being. Their foster
parents, almost without exception, not only rear the children as their 
own, but assiduously guard against any chance of their discovering 
their true parentage. Great care is exercised by the Inspectors, in 
making their periodical visits, not to undeceive the children in this 
respect.

Apprenticed Children.
' One of the great advantages of the boarding-out system is that 

as the children advance in years they are given a means of livelihood 
by being apprenticed to various trades and callings. Until the ex
tension of the powers of the Board granted by Parliament last year, 
it was the custom to apprentice children at the age of 12. Their 
extreme youth and the necessity for their attendance at school were a 
great drawback to obtaining satisfactory positions for them. The dis
cretionary powers obtained by the Board have, however, enabled them 
to make more suitable arrangements to the mutual advantage of child 
and guardian. There are at the present time 860 children under 
indenture, of whom the girls number 363, all being at domestic 
service—whilst there are 497 boys engaged in useful occupations and 
apprenticed to blacksmiths, bootmakers, butchers, builders, carpenters, 
chemists, coachbuilders, dairymen, dealers, drapers, farmers, gardeners, 
grooms, grocers, orchardists, plumbers, saddlers, and tailors, &c.

There were discharged during the year 109 boys and 53 girls, 
a total of 162; whilst during 1896 there were 178 discharges, 172 
during 1895, and 148 during 1894. '

In this division the total cost of management, estimated at an 
average of £2 10s. per head, was £2,150.

Children Classed as Unopeicial.
There are now under the care of the Board 14 children (8 boys 

and 6 girls), who, for various reasons, are classed as above. The 
majority of these are over 12 years of age, and are all doing well. 
They are visited at stated periods by the officials of tho Department, 
though this is the only expense incurred. Great benefit has resulted 
from the supervision, in this way, of these waifs and strays, of whom, 
in all, some 64 have thus been brought under the influence of the 
Board.

The
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The Centkal Home, Paddington.

A large saving has again been effected in the working of the 
Paddington Depdt by arranging, where practicable, for the transfer of 
the children direct from one home to another in tho same district 
without the expense of first transmitting them to the home. That a 
considerable amount of both time and money has been thus economised, 
is evidenced by the fact that, whilst the daily average of admissions 
was 19, the cost of maintenance averaged £9 2s. 9d., as against 
-£9 16s. Id; last year, the total annual cost for maintenance being 

12s. 10d.
Except in very rare cases the children do not remain long in 

this home, which is .merely for the convenience of admitting and 
drafting out to the various homes in which it is deemed advisable to 
place the children.

• ■ Cottage Homes at Mittagong and Pareamatta.

Too much cannot be said in favour of these valuable adjuncts 
to the boarding-out system. Whilst it is a comparatively easy matter 
to place but the ordinary children under the care of the State, there 
must of necessity be among so many a certain number who, by reason 
of their physical or mental infirmities, are debarred from being pro
vided for in the usual way. The Board solved this serious difficulty 
by establishing, both at Mittagong and Parramatta, cottage homes, 
where this particular section of children might be specially treated. 
Under careful and judicious management, with pure air and wholesome 
surroundings, combined with sound moral training, many hitherto 
looked upon as incurable have sufficiently recovered to permit of their 
transfer to the boarding-out division, whilst others, hopeless invalids 
for life, have found their lot largely alleviated by the constant care 
and thought bestowed upon them.

There were 163 children in the homes on the 5th April, 
1897, viz., 40 boys and 113 girls, as against 169 at the end of tbe 
previous year.

The following is the usual table of particulars
Boye, Girle. Total,

Total number of children .admitted to Cottasc Homes to 5th
April, 1897 ............................................................................ 597 803

oo-dH

r-4

Total number of children discharged from Cottage Homes to 5th
April, 1897 ............................................................................ 557 690 1,247

Number in Homes on 5th Apri], 1897 ....................................... 40 113 153

In Homes on 5th April, ,1896 ................................................... 38 121 159
Admitted during year ended 5th April, 1897 ... ... ... 36 101 137

74 222 296
Discharged during year ................................................................ 34 109 143

In Homes, 5th April, 1897............. . ....................................... 40 113 153

Discharged:—
To relatives , ... ... ... ... 7 8 15
Boarded ont... ... ... ... ,,, ... ... 19 86 105
Died...................................... . ........................................ 3 0 3
Newington Asylum ... ... ... ... 0 2 2
Deaf and Dumb and iihnd institution ... ... 0 4 4
Overage ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 7
Boys Home, Newington ... ... ... ... ... 4 0 4
Industrial School, Parramatta ........................................ 0 2 2
Benevolent Asylum ... ... ... ... 1 0 1

34 109 143

Appended
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Appended will be found a return showing the afflictions from.,
which the children were suffering when admitted :—■
Accidents .................. ... 2 Heart disease ... « 11 . «■ 5
Anaemia ... ... 2 Hydatids ... .44 1
Abscess ... ... 6 Knee-pan, injury to ..4 1
Bronchitis ... ... 13 Kleptomania ... ... 3
Burns ... 1 Influenza ... ... 3
Croup ... ... 1 Malformations ... 8
Chilblains ............... ... ... 1 Marasmus ............... 4
Catarrh ... ... 7 Necrosis .................. 2
Canker of Month ... 2 Ophthalmia ... ... 58
Chorea ... ... 3 Paralysis ... ... 17
Contraction of sinews 2 ,, of brain ... 1
Debility ... ... ... 415 Poisoned finger ... , , . 2
Dysentery ... ... .1. 4 Rheumatism... ... 5
Dentition ... ... . # 4 1 Ring-worm ... ... ..4 27
Disease of ear ... . »» 44 Scrofula ... ... 116

„ spine ... ... 14 Scabies ... ... ... 13
Dropsy ............... 4 Skin disease... ... 1
Dirty habits... ... 15 Syphilis ... ... 1
Diarrhoea ... ... 11 Tonsilitis ... ... 1
Defective palate ... 2 Typhoid ............... ... 1
Deformed ... ... 3G Hlcers ... ... ... 5
Epilepsy ... ... 15 Hrine, incontinence of ... 8
Eczema ............... 4 Ulcerated throat ... 4.* 1
Fractures ... ... . • 1 "Whooping cough ... . • ■ * 14
Hip disease ... ... 18 Weak intellect ... 34

Children who have passed through the homes as apprentices ... 128
Deaf and dumb and blind children admitted for change of air ... 25
Half-caste children ... 9
Dumb ... ... ... 1
Healthy children lodged in homes in transit to guardians,,.

The total annual expenditure upon the homes wras £3,957 8s. 2d., 
being £3,557 8s. 2d. for maintenance, management, medical expenses, 
rents, salaries, &c., and £400 for clothing furnished to the inmates 
from the dep6t. This expenditure includes the proportionate cost of 
inspection, the capitation cost being £22 14s. lOd.
Children Boarded to their own Mothers under Section X or 

the State Children Beliee Act oe 1896.
I now proceed to deal with the working of Section 10 of the 

State Children Belief Act, which became law in 1896.
The urgent necessity of administering relief to the large number 

of women left with their young families in a state of destitution, cither 
through the death or desertion of their husbands, claimed for some 
years the attention of the Board. In view of the necessities of the 
case, I submitted for the consideration of the Board the provisions 
contained in the Amended Act, and after mature deliberation and 
approval, I introduced the Bill dealing with the subject in the Legis
lative Council, and the Act was passed on 10th September, 1896.

The provisions of this Act gave to the State Children Belief 
Board power to hoard-out to deserving widows and deserted waves their 
own children, in accordance with the original Act of 1881, in all cases 
in which it was considered that the interests of the children would he 
best met by the adoption of such a course.

That some such a measure was sorely needed was evidenced by 
the numerous applications which, immediately upon the Act being 
brought into operation, wore received by the Board. Many of these 
were from mothers wTho, in their sorest need, had endured great 
privations to retain their children, and who now eagerly sought the 
assistance. The remuneration granted in such instances is at a lower 
rate than is allowed to ordinary guardians, as, in view of the circum
stances of the mother, the regulations as to accommodation and outfit 
are not as stringent as is usually insisted upon by the Board. This 
small monetary allowance also, wThilst it secures to a certain extent 
the comfort and well-being of the children of these deserving widows 
and deserted wives, precludes the possibility of the mothers and elder 
members of the family relaxing their efforts to supplement the relief 
from the State. . It

4
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It is unavoidable that, it spite of the thoroughness of the 
investigation, there should be some cases in which the Inspectors are 
at first deceived; but the strict supervision exercised ensures the early 
detection of anything approaching fraud, when the relief is immediately 
cancelled. .

To ensure the best results from the scheme, the greatest care is 
necessary in making the preliminary inquiries, and the modus operandi 
is as follows:—Upon an applicant seeking relief, a form is given, 
which must be filled in by herself, and signed hy a clergyman and one 
other approved person. Every detail which may lead to a knowledge 
of her circumstances must he stated—such as ' the reason of her 
destitution; the ages, occupations, and earnings of any of her family ; 
the addresses of all relatives, and whether they are in a position to 
assist her; what amount of rent is paid; and any other particulars 
which may hear upon the case. The form is then placed in the hands 
of an Inspector, with whom rests the responsibility of verifying or 
disproving the applicant’s statements. Should he consider the case 
one worthy of relief, the recommendation is made accordingly; and, if 
approved of by the Board at its subsequent meeting, an allowance 
per child, varying from Is. 3d. to 5s. per week according to circum
stances, is granted.

In order that the several members of the State Children 
Relief Board may have time to consider the various cases coming 
under notice, a summary of each is made, and forwarded one week 
before the date of meeting, which takes place on the last Monday in 
each month. The ordinary meetings of the Board are held once a 
month, but since the passing of the Amended Act additional special 
meetings have been held to deal with this class of oases ; and supple
mentary summaries are made of all cases so as to ensure an early 
response to the application. The adoption of this course entails a 
considerable amount of work which cannot well be avoided, as otherwise 
applicants for relief would, in many instances, bo compelled to wait 
two months, the allowances being payable at the expiration of a month 
from the date of approval.

During the period ending 5th April, 1897, the State Children 
Relief Board dealt with 479 cases, with the following results :—

Allowances granted,
378

Refused.
50

Postponed.
51

There arc now in receipt of relief the under-mentioned 
mothers:—

Deserted Wives.

Widows.
Deserted Husbands Husbands in ITusbands in

Total.

Wives. Insane, Gaol. Govt. Asylums.

293 G2 14 5 4 378

It was also deemed advisable to increase the rate per week per 
child in 13 cases, and to reduce the rate in 3 instances.

In all, 1,214 children were admitted to control, 14 of whom 
have since been discharged from the hooks. The ages of the children 
are as under :—

Under
1 year. 1 to 2. 2 to 3. 3 to 4. 4 to 5 5 to C. C to 7. 7 to 8. 8 to 9. 9 to 10. 10

to 11.
n

to 12.
Over

12.

37 60 88 90 112 131 120 123 112 136 118 94 3 1,230

Diseharges.

1 2 l ... 2 1 2 1 2 2 14
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The children now under control are being paid for at the 
following rates per week :—■

' 6s. 4s. 3s. 9d. 3s. 6d. 3s. 2s. 6d. 2s. Is. Gd. la. 3d, Total.

22 15
2 | 8

388 409 288 4
4 | 1,230

The children now on books belong to the religions set forth in 
Schedule.
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448 410 47 78 12 125 20 5 48 17 7 5 4 4 1,230

Discli arged during period to 5/4/97
8 0 1 ... 14

Grand Total ............... 1,244

Conclusion.

From the facts and statistics supplied in this Report, it will be 
perceived that the Department has become one of large and increasing 
usefulness; that its varied responsibilities are of great importance to 
the State, and that the duties of the Board—always of a responsible, 
and not infrequently of an onerous nature—-have been considerably 
added to.

I desire to tender my thanks to the members of the Board for 
their hearty support, their regular attendance, and the unflagging 
interest they have taken in all the departments of the work. To the 
lady visitors who, at very great trouble, have inspected and supervised 
the boarded-out children in their homes, the country myes a debt of 
gratitude. The various members of the official staff have, on the 
whole, given satisfaction in the performance of their duties.

And in conclusion, X have much pleasure in conveying the 
thanks of the members of the Board to Mr. Critchett Walker, C.M.G-., 
the Principal Under Secretary, and to Mr. Edmund Eosbery, the 
Inspector-General of Police, for the valuable assistance rendered to 
the Department during the year.

I have, &c.,
ARTHUR RENWICK,

President.
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APPENDIX A.

from Gfh to 30th Aprit, 180G

June, 1896 
July, 1896 .

September, 1896. 
October, 1896 ... 
November, 1896 . 
December, 1896 ,

„ February, 1897 .....................................................
„ March, 1897 ...........................................................
„ April, 1897 ............................................................

Withdrawn from iHstitutions and placed in Cottage Homes during year ,

Discharged during year ending 6th April, 1897 :—
Died ...................................................................
Accidentally hilled .......................................

“ Sobraon ” ......................................................
Deaf and Dumb and Blind Institution.......
Female Refuge..................................................

„ Imbecile Asylum, Newcastle...............
,, Shaftesbury Reformatory ...................
„ Carpenterian Reformatory...................
„ St.Vineent de Paul Home, Westmead
„ Guardians...................................................
„ St. Joseph's Providence.......................
„ Friends................................... .............
„ Industrial School, Parramatta...........
„ Female Refuge, Tempe .......................
„ St. Martha’s Home..............................

Absconded.................................................
Overage........................................................... 91

Boys. Girls. Total.
1.954- 1,502 3,456

31 12 43
37 34 71
27 28 65
43 40 83
34 18 62
21 20 41
46 46 92
12 16 28
11 14 25
47 32 79
24 20 44
70 40 110

20 42 62

2,377 1,864 4,241
Boys. Girls. Total.

19 12 ar
*«• 1 1

138 156 294
1 1

"4 4
3 3

3 5 8
20 4 24

1 1 2
13 13

2 n
2 2

. 1 2 3
1 1

i 4 5
5 5
1 1

... 2 2
13 3 16
91 61 152j

292 278 670

2,085 1,588 1,671

APPENDIX B.
Showinu the Ages at which Children have heen placed out.

Under 
\ year. 1 to 2. 2 to 3. 3 to 4. 4 to 5, 6 to 6. Oto 7. 7 to 8.

3 to 9. L to 19.
10 to 11. 11 to 12 Over 12. Total

247 282 636 681 701 763
821 | 793

870 830 681 516 666 8,387

APPENDIX C.
'PahijE showing Bcligion (as recorded at Institutions) of all Children hitherto placed out.
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APPENDIX D.
Table showing Asylums from which Children have been taken.
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APPENDIX E.

Isstituttons from which Children treated at Cottage Homes for Si eh Children have
heen received during the year.

Benevolent
Asylum,
Sydney,

Centra]
OeyiGt,

Padduiffton.
Little Bay, Sydncj

Iloapilul, " Sobmon.” Moorediff
Hospital.

Deaf, Dumb, 
find Blind 

Institution,

Shaftesbury
Receiving

House.
Total.

30 10 2 i 13 62

APPENDIX E.
Distribution of Children under the control of the State Children Eelief Department

on 5th April, 1897.

Boarders. 3V — 2 ■3 1 ©
15 ®o SO O 
c®

©
d S o

103,
Special,

8s.

Under
3 years 

old,
7h

Os. [is. Total.

c
£c,
p.< A

do
pt

ei £ d
32
a

5
£<

<3
€©c&

srH
<3
SJ0 O © o EHgS

a

t it
£ c

Boys...... 8 7 n 18 1,410 1,454 497 46 9 19 8 5 40 7 2,085
Girls...... 4 11 13 21 969 1,018 303 56 15 1 6 4 113 10 1,586

Totals .. 12 18 24 30 2,379 2,472 860 102 24 20 14 9 153 17 3,671 215

APPENDIX G.
The Slate Children’s Relief Branch, in account with the Colonial Treasurer,

April 5th, 1891.
Dr.

6 April, 1S%—
To Balance .............

„ Deposit from Treasury—

£
40

15 July, 18116.
7 Aug., „

£1 Oct., „
28 ,, ,,
8 Dee., „

13 Jan., 1897
2 April, „

18 May, „
3 June, „

5,000 
... 6,000 
... 2,000 
... 8,000 
... 2,000 
...10,000 
... 6,000 
... 1,500 

0,160

„ Salaries from Treasury......
„ Accounts paid at Treasury

45,000
4,677

786 17

£51,101 13 2

By Maintenance ...£31,830 
2,951

Cr. 
. d.

Clothing
Salaries ........... 4,723
Medical .......... 494 10 7
Gas .................. 50 3 1
Boots .............. 41 3 5
Ineidontnls ....... 520 17 11
Conveyance......  547 7 4
Travelling ...... 1,528 10 8
Cottage Homes,, 3,020 8 2
Depat ........... 173 12 10
Travelling ....... 300 0 0
Deserted Wives 

and Widows... 1,670 0 6
Registration

under O.B.A.... 169 6 4
Shaftesbury lief.

House .......... 114 16 4
-------------- 48,166

Balance ...................................... 2,998
5 4 
7 10

£51,164 13 2

APPENDIX H.
Pabests' Maintenance Accounts. Cr

1896. £ s. d.
30 April—-To Coflcctions .......... ........ 56 18 11
31 May 6 6
B0 June .......  97 6 7
31 July ........ 81 2 6
31 Aug. JJ }) ................. 55 7 6
30 Sept. ........ 68 0 6
31 Oct. ........ 65 14 3
30 Hoy. ........ 70 17 8
31 Doc. Jt ........ 70 5 4

1897.
31 Jan, ft ........ 92 12 6
28 Feb. ........ 50 2 6
31 March II ........ 79 16 1
6 April St II .................. 7 9 4

£839 0 2

1896. £ s. d.
1 May—-By Cash to Treasuir ... 18 11
1 June ....... 43 6 6
1 July If J| ...... 97 6 7
1 Aug. l* J| «'» ...... 81 2 C
1 Sept. tt f > ....... 65 7 6
1 Oct. 0 6
1 Nov. ....... 65 14 3
1 Dec. 17 8

1897.
1 Jan. ....... 70 6 4
1 Feb. ....... 92 12 6
1 Mar. ....... 60 2 G
1 Apnl 11 |l ...... 79 16 1
6 „ M 11 *“■......  7 0 4

£839 0 2

APPENDIX I.
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APPENDIX I.

Snow Jim Social Antecedents of all Children hitherto placed out under the Boarding-
out System in New South Wales.

Father dead, mother blind ................................................................................................... 2
contributes to support .................................................   24
dead ......................................................................   718
deserted............................................   117
destitute ................................................  1,183
drunkard ........................................................................................... 97
consumptive....................................................................................  11
half-caste aboriginal ...................................................................... 8
in asylum .......................................................................................... 37
in gaol ................................................................................................ 84
kilted by step-father .........   2
simple ............................................................................................... 5
cannot control ................................................................................... 2
supports one (illegitimate) child.................................................. 5
insane.................................................................................................... 70
prostitute .......................................................   76
paralysed .........................................     3
sickly....................................................................................   89
unknown .......................................................................................... 40
vagrant ...............................................................................................  42
in hospital...........................................................................................  109
hanged ................................................................................................ 2

step-father deserted, mother destitute...................   16
,, ,, „ unknown ................................................... 1
u a ,i in gaol ................................................... . 1

.. >. .. >> cripple ...................................................... 2
hanged, mother destitute ....................................................................................... 2
hanged himself, mother destitute.......................   4
killed in a fight, mother dissolute habits ......................................................... 5

„ mother destitute ............................   3
dead, step-father contributes, mother unknown ............................................. 1

11 IS IS - ............................... 1
deserted, mother consumptive............................................................................... 13

,, ,, contributes ................................................................................ 18
„ „ single, 3 children...................................................................  2
,, ,, insane..........................................    55
„ ,, dead .............................................................................................. 354
,, ,, destitute .....................................................................................  852
„ ,, drunkard ..................................................................................... 44
,, ,, deserted (legitimate) ..............................................................  200
,, ,, ,, (illegitimate).............................................................. 133
„ ,, supports one (legitimate) child ..........................................  11
,, „ living in adultery .........................................   4
,, „ committed suicide ............................   2
i, „ in gaol .......................................   102
„ „ found sleeping with children in paddock .......................... 2
,, ,, in service ..................................................................................... 40
„ ,, in asylum ..................................................................................... 56
„ „ „ children living with Indians ............................ 2
,, „ eloped with another man ........................................................ 4
,, ,, in hospital..................................................................................... 73
,, „ prostitute ..................................................................................... 97
,, „ paralysed (illegitimate) ........................................................... 2
,, „ supports illegitimate child..................................................... 13
,, „ supports 2 illegitimate children .......................................... 6
„ „ unknown .....................................     68
>» ill.,..,..,..,,,,.,.......................................................................... . 33

in gaol, mother destitute...............................................   227
,, „ dead ............................................................................. ............... 105
,, ,, destitute (illegitimate) ..........................-............................. 9
,, „ drunkard ........................................   19
,, „ deserted.......... .....................................   26
„ „ in gaol ......................................................................................... 90
,, ,, in asylum with child .............................................................. ' 9
,, ,, in hospital ................................................................................ 5
„ „ insane................................................    8
» ,, sickly............................................................................................. 12
,, „ prostitute ..........................................   40
,, ,, partially blind............................................................................ 8
„ „ unknown ..................................................................................... 14

, >> . vagrant ....................................................................................... 7
insane, mother insane............................................................................................... 6

„ ,, contributes ..................................................................................... 3
„ „ dead..................................................................................................... 20
,, ,, destitute............................................................................................. 55
,, ,, deserted............................................................................................  14
,, ,, in asylum ................   1
>> , ,, in gaol................................................................................................. 6

committed suicide, mother immoral .................................................................. 3
unknown, mother contributes .............................................................................. 15

,, deserted........................................................................................  66
,, destitute........................................................................................ 119
„ dead ............................................................................................ 57
,, insane............................................................................................ 31
,, in gaol ........................................................................................ 58
,, in hospital.................................................................................... 44
„ prostitute .................................................................................... 65
„ „ and thief................................................................... 5
„ „ (found in brothel).................................................. 14
„ vagrant...................   20

killed by mother, mother acquitted...................................................................... 3

- * 866—C
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Father deserted, mother deaf and dumb..........................................................................
„ „ • mother supports 2 insane children ................................................. 2
,, unknown, ,, unknown .............. . .................................................................. 268
.. ,, „ native of Islands ................................................. 1
„ „ ,, drunkard.................................................................................... 14
„ ,, ,, cripple, with illegitimate family of 6................................. 1
„ .» .. simple ............................    7
„ helpless, mother dead........................................................................................... 7
„ ,, „ deserted .................... .........................................................•••■ 8
„ „ .. ............................................................................ ®
>> .» .. J&ga<jl...................................................................... .7
„ ,, ,, destitute..............................-................................................... ii
,, drunkard, „ bedridden...............................................................   1

,, ,, destitute . ..........................................................   68
, deserted ................................................................................... H

” ’ dead ........................................................ 62
.. .. .. ™ sao1...........................................................  7f

.. .. prostitute.................................................................................... 11
,, „ ,, drunkard.............................................. .....................................
„ ,, and cripple, mother drunkard .......................................................... 6
„ „ mother in hospital .......................................................................   9
,, cannot work, blind, mother destitute...............     2
J( tt ,, cripple, mother bad character (illegitimate) ............................... 2

.. ». » » .............................................. o,, ,, ,, consumptive, mother destitute .................................................. o
„ blind, mother dead................................ -................................................................ 4
,, cannot work, deformed, mother prostitute ....................................................... 3

„ ,, destitute, mother ill ...................................................................... 14
” M dend
” ’’ broken ankles, mother deserted................................................. 1
,, ,, ,, in asylum, mother deserted........................................................... 7
„ „ .. »■ in asylum ...................................................... 3
^ ,j „ destitute ,, deserted ......................................................... “
„ ,, ,, mother destitute.............................................................................. 4
„ ,, „ ill, mother ill................................................................................... 8
„ ,, „ in hospital, mother insane............................................................... 27
„ „ „ .. .. destitute......................................................... 35
jj „ ,, invalid, mother doubtful character.....................   1
„ ,, „ in hospital, mother unknown ...................................................... 7
,, ,, ,, paralysed, mother deserted ..............   6
,, „ ,, consumptive, mother in asjdum.................................................. 7
,, ,, „ in asylum, mother bad repute...........................      7
„ .. .. » prostitute ....................................................... 7
,, ,, ,, consumptive, mother dead ..........................................................
jj j, j, consumptive, mother has other children ................................. 1
„ „ „ one arm, mother drunkard ........................................................... 1
„ „ „ subject to fits, mother dead........................................................... 5

hin disease, mother dead .............................................................. 2M ft H L t An
„ ,, „ mother dead...................................................... ...............................

deserted ..4* ...4.. .................................* " 3s> it t> t> u*35t.i«:u .....................................
„ „ „ destitute..............................................................................
.............................. >. character.... .............................................................. 5
,, ,, ,, m hospital, mother m gaol ........................................................... ^
,, „ ,, blind, mother deserted ................................................................... 6
„ ,, ,, in hospital, mother drunkard ....................................................... 2
j j ,, ,, consumptive, mother delicate ....................................................... 4
„ ,, ,, sickly, mother sickly....................................................................... 5
,, „ „ in hospital, mother in hospital ................................................... 16
„ contributes, mother dead ........................................................................... .......... 166

deserted..................................................................................  23
drunkard .............................................................................. 42
insane ..............................................................   3
in gaol .................................................................................. 2
in gaol (illegitimate) ......................................................... 1
prostitute ....................................................   26
unknown .............................................................................. 14
sickly ..................................................................................... 7
ill-treats child...................................................................... 16

cannot support, out of work, mother drunkard ............................................. 16
,, unemployed, mother deserted ................................................... 124
„ » .. dead .....................................................  316

,, ill ......................................................... 10
!! >, in asylum ............................................. 72

„ mother ill.........................................................................-............ 1
„ ,, , insane................................................................................ 33
,, „ cannot support ............................................................... 134
,, ,, dead.................................................................................... 4
jj of dissolute habits, mother prostitute .................................. 10
,, French convict, mother dead .................................................. 2
„ has 15 children, mother dead .................................................. 2

ill, mother dead ....................................................................................................... 13
„ „ destitute ..............................................................................................
„ „ in hospital................................................................................................ 6
,, ,, support 2 children ................................................................................
cannot support, has 7 children, mother dead ..................................-............. 1

„ has large family ........................................................................... 1
„ an actor, mother prostitute ...................................................... 1
,, keeps 2 children, mother insane ........................................... - 1
„ unemployed, mother in gaol...........................     3
j, of dissolute habits, mother dead .......................................... 9
jj children uncontrollable, mother dead .................................... 6
,, an Indian, mother unknown..................................   2

at sea, mother in hospital ....................................................................................... 10
,, „ deserted ........................................................................................... 3

,, immoral -.......................     *OMother contributes
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Mother has bad leg ............................................................. -............
„ in gaol ...................................................................................
,, in asylum................................................................................
,, insane ........................................................................... .......
,, drunkard ..............................................................................-

half-caste ................................. ........... .............................. *
„ „ lifing rvith man at Narrabri ........................... -
„ ,, in eerrioe, another illegitimate child ...........-
„ confined of another illegitimate child............. ...... -....... .
„ destitute ...............................................................................

Father-ill treats mother, mother pregnant....................................
,, „ „ >, deserted ....................................
„ cannot control, .mother dead................................................

Parents keep a brothel............ ...............................-..........................
Child from Dublin Orphan Asylum ............................... -............ .
Father attempted to outrage child, mother in hospital...............
Parents acquitted of murder, mother in gaol for sheep-stealing.,
Parents unable to control ...............................................................
Father had character, mother dead ................................................

,, ,, ,, bad character ................................
„ killed child and stabbed irife ................ -.................... ....
,, neglects child, mother insane ................... -........ ............
,, too old to work, mother unknoti'n ...................................
,, in hospital, mother destitute..............................................
„ „ ,, drunkard ...........................................
» ■ >. „ dead.....................................................
,, „ in gaol..................................................

Foundlings ...................................................................................... .

Z
3 
9 
1 
d 
1 
1 
2
4
3 
2
5 
2
4 
1 
1 
1

92
10

9
3
4 
2

25
5 
2 
l

109

Total .8,387

APPENDIX L
Mrs. T. O’Sullivan, North Sydney :— _

I have much pleasure in endorsing my former letter, in favour of the boarding-out system. The 
Department seems to have used great discretion in the selection of the homes in my district, and the 
children, in nearly every instance, seem well cared for, and quite happy and fond of their foster-parents.
Mrs. F. B, Boyce, Kedforn :—

I have continually under my notice a large number of the children boarded-out to strangers, and 
am perfectly satisfied regarding them.
Mrs. Brennan, Cambcwarra:—

I have much pleasure in stating the system works well in my district. Most of the boys aro on 
farms, and have good comfortable homes. The boys look well, and always tell me when I visit them that 
they have no complaints to make.
Mrs. A. M. Brown, Tumut:— _

I have visited the homes of State children in Tumut for years, and found it a pleasure, knowing 
how comfort able they were, and how well the children wore looked after. The children are all happy 
and contented,
Mrs. J. J. Bliss, Annidale:—

There is, in my opinion, little difference between the State children under my observation and those 
who are under the core of their own parents. Those State children under my supervision in this district 
are all well cared for, and look quite happy and contented.
Mrs. E. J. Bailey, Hunter’s Hill:— _

After many years’ experience of the system, I have great pleasure in testifying to its efficiency. 
I have almost invariably found the children well cared for and kindly treated, and have been pleased to 
see the affection existing between them and their guardians.
Mrs. M. Brown, Gosford :—

Respecting the system of neglected children, I am quite of opinion that it is a good one, 
notwithstanding some difficulties arising from the characteristics of the children themselves.
E. A. Bayley, Braidwood :— '

I can only say that I have found Ihe bonrding-out system most satisfactory in all the cases that 
have come under my supervision. The relations existing between the children and their guardians 
compare most favourably with those who are under the care of their own parents.
Mrs. J. Gr. Clegg, Newtown :—

All the children under my supervision are exceedingly well cared for, healthy and happy, both 
their spiritual and temporal wants being studiously attended to. I have very great pleasure in testifying, 
as for as tny experience extends, to the great success of this beneficent plon of succouring children, and 
enabling them to become in after years worthy citizens.
Mrs. E. Coltborpe, Windelhvma :—

The system is very good, as far as my district is concerned, as the children are ail in good hands, 
even better than a great cumber of the children who have their own parents to care for them.
Mrs. J. Dalton, Orange :— _

I have much pleasure in saying that, as fur as my experience goes, I find that the boarding out 
system is very satisfactory.
Mrs. D'Arcy Irvine, Bowral ;—

There is great cause for thankfulness that the State provide* for these poor children in placing 
them in happy, comfortable homes.
Mrs. TV. M. N. Edmondson, Albury :— ...

I think, from my experience, that there can be no comparison between putting the children into 
families, under proper supervision, and herding them in institutions to the detriment of their minds and 
hodio*.
Mrs. M. Ewan, Penrith :—

I have pleasure in saying that the State children under my supervision have the beet of homes, 
and are well treated in every respect. I think the boarding-out system, as far as this district is con
cerned, an unqualified success.

Mias
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Miss E. Eve, Newtown:— ■ ■
The children under my euperrision seem happy, and I believe their guardians do the best they 

eau for them, as I always find them clean and well cared for.
Mrs. H. Goldsmith, Newtown;— ■

Re the boarding-out system and its results, I am of opinion- that the dependent children of the 
State will compare most favourably in every respect with children of the same class who aro not under 
State supervision, end hundreds who would otherwise be mined ere growing up into respectable men 
and women. Tbo relations existing between the children and their guardians appear respectful, happy, 
and free.

Mrs, Gibson, Picton :—
I have great pleasure in expressing my opinion in regard to the well-being of the State children. 

In the homes which I visit several are better cared for than they would be in the homo of their own 
parents, both as to their personal comfort and outward appearance.
Mrs. and Miss Hall, "Lavalettc,” Windsor:—

Wc can only repeat what we have formerly said, that the majority are well cared for, and compare 
favourably with children whose parents are in a similar position to their guardians.
Mrs. M. Jlmotb, Newcastle :— • ■ ■

I think the system a splendid one, and it seems to mo that the majority of children aro quite as 
happy as those who live with their own parents. *
Mrs. E. J. Willie, Mudgeo : —

I may say that in Mudgee district those children whom I visited I found healthy, well clothed, 
and with kindly feelings towards their guardians.
Mrs. T. H. Wilkinson, Wentworth

I am pleased to state that, so far a-s the children under my supervision' are concerned, the system 
of boarding them out has proved very successful. They are well and kindly cared for, aro healthy and 
happy looking, both guardians and children being mutually attached.
Miss Millie Wilson, Wiseman’s Ferry : —

All the children who come under my supervision arc well kept and very kindly treated, better in 
some eases than the guardians’ own children, I am much pleased with the boarding-out system.
Mrs. D. Wilhms, Queanbcyan:—

I am pleased to soy bow very highly I think of the boarding-out system. It is quite a pleasure 
to see the love that exists between guardians and children.

Miss M. A. C. Walker and Mrs. W. H. Simpson, Wavcrley :—
We have much pleasure in stating that in our experience the boarding-out system works remark

ably well. The affection existing between children and guardians ivillbeur comparison with that between 
those with their own parents.

Mrs. E. G. Webster, Cootamundra :—
, I beg to state that, with very few exceptions. I find the children much better cared for than they 

would have been in their ou-n homes. As regards the relation existing between guardian and ward, it is 
more of a paternal nature than otherwise.
Miss Alice Taylor, Parramatta:—

It affords me much pleasure to be able to say that the homes that eomo under my notice are in 
every way well managed, and the children appear very contented and happy.
Rev. J. Shaw, Paterson, •

Mrs. Shaw- and T have watched the growth of the system, with which wo have been connected 
since its inception, and consider that its results have been most successful. There are now in this district 
those occupying respectable positions and esteemed by their neighbours who were once boarded-out 
children. I
Mrs. B. Shcehy, Yass:—

In all cases that I have visited the children bear testimony to the success of the boarding-out 
system. They are all well cared for, neatly clothed, have comfortable and suitable accommodation, and 
seem to be contented and happy. The relations existing between the children and their guardians are 
of a very cordial nature.
Mrs. R. Scott, Newtown :—■

I have much pleasure in slating from my experience that the boarded out system for State children 
works splendidly. All the children under my supervision have good homes and are well cared for, and, 
as a rule, a very good feeling prevails between guardians and children; indeed, the latter often compare 
favourably with those under the care of their own parents,
Miss Olivia Smith, Crookwell

Respecting tho operation of the boarding-out system in fores in this district, I beg to state, briefly, 
that it seems to me to answer admirably. The children appear to be as well provided for by their 
guardians as they would be if living under parental care, and are receiving a good education in their 
several stations of life.
Mrs. Pole, Balmain : —

T have much pleasure in again testifying to the beneficial effects of the boarding-out system in 
Balmain. Tire children compare very favourably with those who reside with their own parents."
Mrs, J. Richardson, Raymond Terrace

I think the boarding-out system excellent. The children are comfortable and well eared for, and 
a good feeling exists between children and guardians. The children compare most favourably with those 
who are under the care cf their own parents. -
Mrs, G. Onus, Richmond :—

The State children who are in this district appear to ho very comfortable and contented in their 
several homes, in fact as well looked after, if not more so than if they were with their own people.
Marin O'Brien, Braidwood :—

The State children whom I have visited lately look well and happy. There have been no complaints 
whatever either from the children or their guardians. They are in good health, and kindly treated by 
their foster-parents.

Mrs. D. Osborn, Buudanoon :—-
_ I have had a few of your children under my supervision the last year or two, and on each of my 

visits found them well clad, happy, and comfortable. I am still of the opinion that the boarding-out 
system is far preferable to the barrack one. ■ . ■

Mrs.
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Mrs. J. T. Marriott, Bathurst:— ' ' .
1 believe the boarding-out system is a thoroughly humane and sound one, and I am often astonished 

at the amount of self-denial and attachment shown by the guardians for their charges. The children, 
I am snre, could not be more tenderly loved and cared for if they were their own.
Hiss C. M. Laughton, "Wiseman’s Ferry :—

1 can honestly tell you that the children that come under my supervision are as well cared for by 
their guardians as their own children, and 1 believe are better off than ever they were.
Mrs. J. Kidd, Oampbelltown :—

I think the boarding-out system works well, as under it the children are well cared for.
Mrs. F. C. Irving, Hunter's Hill:— ■

I have only a favourable report to give with regard to the system of hoarding out the State 
children ; for, when kindly treated, it gives them the advantage of a home life, which is very essential in 
tho bringing up of children.
Mrs. L. Heigh way, Gferringong :—

I am pleased to be able to say that the State children placed in homes in and around Gcrringong 
are well eared for, enjoy good health, and, while learning to help on farms, are not kept from school. 
They appear to be happy and contented.
Mrs. Hciley, Young:— ■

I have much pleasure in saying that I think the boarding-out system a very good one, and the 
five children under my supervision arc very happy in their homes.
Public School, Leichhardt West:—

Judging from an experience of sixteen years, during ten of which 117 State children have attended 
the various schools under my charge, I have no hesitation in staling that the State Children Belief 
Board does excellent work in training the “ waifs and strays ” to become useful and honourable citizens.
Public School, Murrumburrnh :—

I have much pleasure in testifying to the success of the boavding-ont system of State children, as 
fnr as evinced by my own observation; and 1 believe that, morally and socially, it is far preferable to the 
aggregation of such children in homes or asylums.
Public School, Mumrael:—

From my experience the hoarding-out system is an admirable one affording to the children of 
the State good homes, where in the majority of cases they are treated in the same consideration as 
members of the family circle. The State children under my own supervision are quite the equal of the 
other children in the school. ■
Bublic School, Muswellbrook :—

My experience of State school children is that, as a rule, f hey compare favourably noth other children. 
Public School, Mittagong:—

Tho State children enrolled in this school are regular in attendance, clean and tidy in dress, and 
compare favourably with the others in their general appearance.
Superior Public School, Petersham :—

In reply to your circular of 30th instant, I have the honor to report, that from my experience of 
State children in this school, the system of boarding-out is excellent iu every way.
Superior Public (Girls') School, Penrith:— -

One child boarded out by the State Children Belief Department 'attends this school. She 
appears healthy and happy ; is always cleanly and very comfortably clothed.
Public School, Nowra Hill:—

I beg to certify that the boarding-out State children who attended this school were well clothed 
and eared. They were punctual, intelligent^ and obedient.
Superior Public School, Pictou :—

My experience of the boarding-out system extends over about three years. During that time I 
have had to do with about thirty State children, and I am opinion that the results of the system are on 
(he whole satisfactory.
Superior Public School, Parramatta Xorth:—

In reply to your circular, re the working of the boarding-out system, I beg to state that the 
children come to school very regularly, and arc tidily dressed.
Public School, Pitt Town :—

I consider the boarding-out system, as far as the children attending this school are concerned, to 
be a decided benefit to the children. The children are welt cared for as far as I can ascertain, and seem 
to be quite contented with their lot.
Public School, Bobertson ;—

From personal observation, extending over a period of ten years, I am of opinion that the board
ing-out system in this Colony is an admirable one, and the results extremely satisfactory. Tho State 
children I have known have, without exception, compared favourably with the other children brought 
under my supervision. They have been well tod, well clad, and well cared for.
Public School, Bouse Hill:—

1 have had under inv observation for n period of about twenty-two months a number of State 
children as pupils in attendance at my school. The result of my experience is that I find they compare 
verv favourably with the other children in appearance and conduct, and seem contented and well cared 
for. 1
PublicJ School, Shaw’s Crock :—

I consider the boarding-out system an excellent one, and all the children I have had under my 
supervision have been well cared for—in most cases more so than the majority of children living with 
their parents.
Public School, St. Peters :— _ _

From personal observation and from inquiries made amongst the other teachers hero I am" of 
opinion that the boarding-out system has proved very satisfactory. The children compare very favour
ably with the other pupils of the school.
Public School, Thirlmere : —

Tho S'ate children attending this school are, apparently, os well eared for as are the majority of 
children of the poorer class.
Public School, Forth St. Leonards:— _
J|-----jMy experience of the boarding-out system is that it is a wise and beneficent scheme for orphan
children, and is fulfilling its object for them—the care and comforts of a well-ordered home. The State 
children attending this school are punctual and regular in their attendance, neat and tidy in appearance, 
and in all respects compare favourably with the other children attending the school.

■Public
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Public School, Woononab t j* j "
For the past seven or eight years many State children have attended this school. I find them 

'Well attended, -cheerful, and happy, and know from personal knowledge that their homes are as comfort
able as respectable parents could provide for them. In all respects they compare favourably with other 
children, and in no way are they ever caused to feel any reflection upon their position,
^Public School, Woollahra_

The State children in this school appear to be well cared for, and compare favourably with other 
children.
Public School, Wilberforce ...

I have much pleasure in testifying to the good results of the boarding-out system in this place. 
The children under my notice compare very favourably with the other children of the place, and arc 
clean and respectful.
Superior Public School, ^Waterloo :— ^ ,

The children attending this school under the name of ** State children/’ seem well cared for in 
every respect. They compare favourably with the other children of the school.
Public School, Wattamolla:— t

I have been in different parts of the Colony, and from my own observations I have found the 
results of the boarding-out system very satisfactory.
Public School, Ulladulla ^

As far as the State children under my charge are concerned, the boarding-out system lies shown 
veiy satisfactory results. The guardians appear to treat them as their own children, and, being regular 
attendees at school, their progress and general conduct is quite equal to that of other children.
Public School, Xcrara

Oniy two Si ate children Imvc attended the schools under my charge, and they compared favorably 
with others under iny supervision.
Public School, Tirranna:— .... .

As far as it has come under my notice the boarding-out system in this district bears encouraging 
results. The State children enrolled at this school compare quite favourably with any attending in dress, 
cleanliness, manners, and looks, and they certainly attend with more punctuality and regularity, as the 
records show.
Public School, South Stmthficld :—

There are now six State children attending this school. They are very regular in their attendance, 
arc making satisfactory progress, are well clothed, and compare favourably with the other children under 
my supervision.
Superior Public School, Lisraore:— i

From personal observations, I am able to speak highly of the boarding-out system. The two little 
girls who are boarded out in Liamore conic to school regularly ; they are always clean, tidy, and well 
clothed, and appear to be comfortable and happy in their respective homes.
Public School, Lower Mittagong^ • i_ t_

Judging from what I have seen in Mittagong, I have not the slightest hcEitation in Baying that the 
boarding-out system is an unqualified success.
Public School, Liverpool:—

I have the honor to inform you that the State children attending this school appear to be well 
cared for, and are olean and tidy in dress. At school they are well behaved, and make fair progress in 
their studies. Judging from what I see of their conduct, I consider that they compare favourably with 
the other pupils of this school.
Public School, Kelso:— , .

I have the honor to inform you, that the State children attending this school compare favourably 
with the other pupils in this school; they are always tidy and clean, and from appearances they are well
cared for.
Public School, Kiugsdale. .

I have the honor to inform yon that one State child attends this school, and that lie is well’ 
conducted and intelligent j further, that he always appears well cared for and happy.
Superior Public School, Kogarah :—

I have the honor to report that, almost without exception, the State children who come under my 
notice, appear to be well cared for 5 they are tidy and fairly regular in attendance at school. I think I 
may safely state that they compare favourably with other children of the school.
Public School, Kialla :—

Luring my eight years charge of this school I have had the opportunity of observing nine cases of 
children under the boarding-out system of your Hoard. With the exception of two, all these have been 
favourable to the system. In the exceptional eases, the boys wore accustomed to city life and frequently 
evidenced their longing to return, and though kindly treated nero always discontented with their lot, and 
on one or two orca'dons ran from home Both these boys arc out of this locality now. My opinion is 
that the “ Sobraon ” would have boon a better home for them in tho first instance. The other cases 
compared in every respect very favourably with the children under my supervision.
Public School, Tngleburn :— '

There arc at present about a dozen State children in regular attendance at this school, iney all 
appear happy, well ted, and comfortably clothed.
Public School, Grlenbaven j r j

All the State children who are attending the school under my chajgc, arc well eared for and 
appear perfectly contented, and compare very favourably indeed with Ihe other children under my 
supervision.
Public School, Granville North,— * • ■ 11

As far as I am able to judge, ihe boardiug-ont system from every point of view' ia thoroughly suc
cessful The children attending this school are all decently clad and healthy looking, and have every 
appearance of being properly treated and well cared for. In these respects, and in their general conduct, 
thoy compare favourably with other pupils of the school.
Public School, Guildford f— _ _

With reference £0 the Jesuits of the boarding-out system, I have the honor to report—1 My 
experience with the system dates back some eleven years 3 2. I haveat present four state children attend
ing this school; 3. the children have always appeared contented and well nourished* and are kept excep
tionally clean and tidy, and attend school regularly; and 4. they compare very favourably with the other 
scholars.
Superior Public School, Goulbum South :— ^

In reply to yours respecting the results of the boarding-ont system, I beg to state that I consider 
the system llic most humane that could possibly have been adopted. I have carefully watched its 
adminielration in this city, as I take an interest in the children, and from my personal observations, I 

' feel
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feel satisfied that the little ones, in the great majority of cases, are in comfortable homes; I can find no 
fault'with those that attend my school- They arc punctual and regular m attendance, bodies and clothing 
clean, all apparently well nourished and happy, and in every respect compare very favourably with my 
other pupil?.
Public School G-unning \— . t

There are at present seven State children at this achool; they all attend with very fair regularity 
unci punotnilily (mderd, three of them seldom miss n daj); they are well and cleanly clothed, and 
appear well fert and happy. They all acorn to have a genuine affection for their guardians, and, I am 
happy to soy, the affection is mutual. They all compare very favonrably mdeed with the other children, 
there’b-ing nothing either in appearance or conduct to distinguishthem. Taking tho cases that have come 
under my notice s\$ a guide, X liavo come to the conclusion that the boarding-out system is a *ciy groa 
blessing to these poor children.
Public School, Granville ,

With reference to the condition of tho children boarded out by your Department, I can only 
what I have stated on previous occasions: That the “ State” children under my charge are well fed and 
clothed, and that anv person, nut acquainted with thesr history, would pick them out from among tho 
pupils as cluldren of fairly well-to-do parents.
Public School, Gordon:— ■ 4 .u * •*

So far as mv knowledge of the boarding*out system goes, I have much pleasure in stating that it 
is productive o£ much good- The children under my supervision last year were woll clothed add nurtured, 
and seemed quite satisfied with their guardians.
Public School, Forrester— ... . .

The State children under my charge are progressing satisfactorily and compare favourably with 
the other children attending my school.
Public School, Eastwood ■— .

The boarded-out children in tho school under my charge are always neatly and decently dressed 
and clean. Thoy appear -well nourished, contented, happy, and compare very favourably with the other 
children in the school.
Public School. Fairy Meadow:— . . . .

I consider that the present bourding-out system is working very satisfactorily, and is of immense 
advantage to the children, who seem far happier and healthier than they could possibly be when crowded 
together Without proper supervision. The children under my charge arc well eared for, and will compare 
favourably with the other* under my supervision. -
Public School, Ebenezer:— . , .

‘ In answer to your letter of the 8th inst.t I desire to slate that in most cases tho boarding-out 
svefcem hns been a benefit to the children sent out. lu a great many instances they find good homes. 
There have been times where the children have turned out badly, and have been a source of danger to 
other children. X have seen very little of it in my own school. I have had no trouble with the five now 
attending.
Public School, Wollombi:— .

With regard to your inquiries re the boarding-out system, I beg to slate that as ter as my 
experience goes tho children, in most cases, compare very favourably with the other children under my 
supervision.
Public School, Tamlga  ̂ .

I beg to state that my experience of the system is ihe greater conviction of tho bonclits bestowed 
upon many of tho youthful population of our Colony. Being provided with comfortable homes and a 
proper training in various branches, fits them with the meaus of carrying out these callings, and of con
ducting themselves advantageously, with credit to those in whose bunds they have been placed, and with 
a usefulness to society i whereas, had they not been taken up by the State, and cared for, they inov have 
become inmates of some of our prisons, thereby bringing disgrace and anxiety upon all connected with 
them.
Public School, Bowan :— ,

The boarding-out system works well in this district, and the children are kept clean, and appear 
1« he well cared for. They attend school very regularly.
Public School, Shellharbour — , ,

Re the boarding-out system, (.hose eases that have come under my notice have firmly iniprcs'',rt 
me with its infinite superiority over tho “ Bairacfcs system” of boosing the children without any profit
able occupation, and witli ample chance !o communicate evil habits one to another, llic children who 
attended my school at different times wore, without exception, tidy and clean, and quite as well conducted 
as other children under the control of their own parents. It is a natural system, and gives hoys m many 
instances the benefit of a good home.
Public School, Yass :—

T have much pleasure in stating that from my experience of the State children attending my 
school. I consider the resnlls of the system to'bc eminently satishotorj. In nearly every case the large 
number of these children attended with marked regularity, and in this respect thoy compare most 
favourably with the other pupils As a rule they are decently clad and cleanly in habits, and m general 
demeanour and intelligence are not inferior to the other pupils of the school.
Public School, Rookwood;— . ...

As in former years, it may still be said that the condition of the State Relief children m this 
district compares favourably with any of the rest, and is superior to several. One guardian does not like 
her charge to be called by any but the family name. Another is parting with her ward for the child a 
benefit, both being grieved at the separation.
Public School, Erskineville:— ,,

The conduct of the State children attending this school ia in all cases good ; their dress is usually 
neat and tidy, and with regard to attendance at school, all are very regular, giving no cause tor com
plaint.
Public School, Dural:— ... , . t i ~

I beg to iufornx you tbit T have had very little experience of the boardmg-out system, ns I haye 
only had throe State children enrolled during the lest few weeks, but bo far I can n»y that they compare 
very favourably with the other children under my charge.
Public School, Coolac: — , , r t i

In reply to your letter of the 8th April, 189“, I have the honor to state that, so far ns I have 
obierved the working of the boardmg-out system in this Colony, the results have been strongly in favour 
of the system. The children attending tho school under my charge have been clean and tidy in their 
dress, and compare favourably with the other children of the school.
Public School, Corrironl:— . , ■

In reply to your request with reference to the boarding-out system, I beg to state that there are six 
children attending school, and they seem to be wrll eared for; tbeir attendance is very good, and they 
compare favourably with t-he other children. The sytteru seems to work well at Hub place.
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Public School, CVanelirook : — '
In this neighbourhood, at least, the boarding-out system seems to work admirably. The children 

attend school regularly, are neatly dressed,' seem well nourished, and, in general appearance and 
demeanour, compare favourably with the other pupils attending this school.
Superior Public School, Cootamundra:—

Although I hare not had any State children under my supervision for some time, yet I am able 
from past experience to say that 1 am satisfied that your Institution is rescuing children from beggary 
and immorality, and giving them an idea of home and comfort.
Public School, Croydon :—

_ The State children attending this school are well cared for and compare favourably with the other 
children, '
Public School, Oampbelltown :—

In reply to your communication of the 8th instant, re State children in this district. I know of 
only one. He attends this school regularly, and is always neatly and comfortably dressed, and has the 
appearance of being well kept and well nourished by his guardian.
Public School, Bexley:—

In reply to your circular letter of April 8th, I beg to state that the boarded-out children who have 
come under my notice since my arrival in Sydney appear to be well cared for and treated as well as the 
members of the family in wliich they live.
Public School, Cullinga:—•

During 1896 I had only one child under the boarding-out system on tho rolls of this school. 
This child is on all occasions very clean and neat, and has the appearance of being well fed and cared 
for, and compares favourably with other children attending school.
Public School, Brookfield:—

I beg to state I have at present only two State children under my charge. Both are under the 
same guardianship and present every appearance of being well fed. They attend school in good clothes 
regularly and punctually. These children are treated by their guardians ns their own.
Public School, Albury

My experience, SO far as it goes, proves that the hoarding-out system works very satisfactorily. 
Amongst the limited number who attend my school, the children are apparently welt eared for, and com
pare favourably with others.
Public School, Annan Grove •.—

In reply to your memo, dated 10th inst., I beg to acquaint you that, os far as I know, the boarding- 
out system is advantageous to the children concerned. With regard to the children under my charge, I 
must say that they are well oared for, and compare favourably with the other pupils of my school.
Public School, Adamstown :—

I beg to state, in reply to your memorandum, that the State children in attendance at this sehoo 
are as welt dressed and as well behaved as other pupils, and in other respects compare favourably, with 
them.
Public School, Arncliffe :—

Three State children have attended this school recently. They all appear to bo fairly treated, well 
clothed and fed, and, in fact, to be on a footing with the bulk of the pupils of the school in all important 
respects.
Superior Public School, Annandale :—

I have to state that the children hoarded out by your Department iu this locality have every 
appearance of being well looked after. They seem to be well fed, well clothed, and happy. There is 
nothing to distinguish them from the bulk of the children attending school.
Public School, Baulkham Hills:—

I have the honor to state that I have observed that the boarding-out system appears to work well, 
and the children compare very favourably with others attending this school, both with regard to clean
liness and general appearance of clothing. At present there is but one attending, who is a well-behaved, 
modest, little girl.

[Is. 3d.]
Sydney: William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer.--13117.
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CARPENTERIAN REFORMATORY.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING.) '

Printed under No. 11 Report from Printing Cmnmittee., 15 Juft, 1S!)7.

[Rend upon the Tulle of the JTouae in response to a Question mked hj Mr. Lyne, on the lG/7> -Tune, 189/.]

Question.

Mit. Lvxf. asked Tjif Misisteti op Puiu.tc Ixstiiijction—

(1.)' Ib it a fact tliat tlie lute Superinteudcnt of the Carpenterian Reformatory reported that the
V Reformatory was orcrcrowdcd, and suggested that more room should he given at Brush harm or 

elsewhere ?
(2.) Was this course approved ; or, if not, was the recommendation ignored?
(3.) As a consequence, did the Superintendent tender his resignation?
(4.) Did the Minister, or any other person connected with the Department of Public Instruction, order 

the discharge of twenty-eight of the lads referred to, and had these twenty-eight tho worse record .
(5.) Was an instruction afterwards given, and hy whom, on which these lads were rcarrested and 

placed on the “ Sobraon ” ?
(G.) By what authority was this action taken ?
(7.) Will he lay upon the Table all instructions and papers connected with the matter and the resigna

tion of the Superintendent ? _

Mb. G.wtHAiU) answered,—
Answer.

(1.) Yes.
(2.) These premises are leased for ten years, at a rental of £500 per annum ; the lease has yet seven 

years to run. To make tho place suitable for the requirements of the Colony would need an expendi
ture on this private property of about £10,000, and the additional cost of resumption, if resumed. 
The Government, under these circumstances, has not yet decided what action to take.

(3.) Captain Murray resigned because the Government did not sanction the increased expenditure that 
he desired on this leasehold property.

(4.) Eleven boys were discharged on the recommendation of the late Superintendent, and twenty- 
eight others, which it was desired to send on hoard the “ Sobraon,” were also discharged, as it was 
found that, legally, the action contemplated could not he carried out. The records were, as in the 
case of most Reformatory boys, not good.

(5.) No. ■
(G.) Answered hy No, 5.
(7.) Yes.

203—A CARPENTERIAN
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CARPENTEKIAN 

RETUny asked for by Mr. Creed,

Name of Boy. Age. Datii of 
ComniittaL

Place of 
Committal.

Offence fihoigeil with and 
committed on.

Time
in Institution.

Conduct 
in Institution.

ycara.
]o£ 2S Jan., 1S9G

152 2 J une, 1896 Sydney.......... Bad ......................

M2 3 Dec., 1896 Stealing ornaments, value 10s... 4 months 3 days Fair only.............
n 9 Feb., 1897 Glebe .......... Stfi.ilmg Ha. fid................ ..

14J 10 „ 1897 Paddington ... Stealing tools, value 4s.............
14 e; 18 Mar,, 1S97 1 month 19 days

value 5s. ■
15,V 27 Nov., 1896 • ........ Stealing brass-fittings, value £10 4 months 9 days... Very bad indeed...
Idi 19 Mar., 1S97

£12” '
124 27 Jan., 1897

15 20 „ 1S97
” ..........

Goulbum..... Larceny, andillegally using horse 2 months 12 days Fair, but unsafe ,..

13£ 7 Dec., 1S96

loi 17 „ 1890 Temora.......... Illegally ufcing a horse, and steal* 3 months IS days
mg saddle and bridle. ■

104 21 Jan., 1897 Sydney.......... Stealing serviette rings, 2 knives, 2 months 15 days
and buckle, value 15s.

19 Feb., 1897 Fiarrabri ...... Stealing whip-cord and spurs, 3 months............ Unsafe (absconded)
value 6s. 5d.

14tV 25 Jan., 1897 Junes .......... Stealing fruit, value 6s. Gd........ 2 months 33 days Indifferent ..........
' 10 24 Dec., 1890 Water Poliec Having 45 lb. fead in his pos- 3 months 13 days Good......................

Court, session, supposed to be stolen. -
152 29 Jan., 1897 Central Police Stealing whip, value 2s. 6d..... . 2 months 8 day's

Court.
MS IS Mar.. 1897 Central Police Stealing 4 pillows and 2 bolsters, 2 months 8 days

Court. value os.
HJ 3 May, 1595 Bombala . ... Breaking aud entering, stealing 1 year 10 months G ood f or IS mouths.

goods, value £1. then absconded
find sent to gaol.

152 IS Mar,, 1S97 Central Police
Court. value fte.

151 2-1 Dec., 1890 Water Police Having lead in possession, sup- 3 months 13 days Very bad, ab-
Court. posed to lie stolen. nconded 3 times.

154 15 Feb., 1S97 Goulbum...... Stealing purse, containing £1 1 month 29 days Dangerous ..........
)9s. 3d.

1411 10 Mar., 1SS7 Central Police Stealing purse, £1 12s. Gd........ 27 days................. Uncertain.............
Court.

Mi IS „ 1897 Ceutial Police Stealing 4 pillows and 2 bolsters, 19 days.................
Court. value Gs:

184 10 Nov., 1895 Water Police Stealing lead, value 10s.............. 1 year 4 months Troublesome, con-
Court. 20 days. tinual absconder.

lOjtr 1 Sept., 1890 Orange.......... Stealing a rug, trousers, scissors, 7 months 1 day... Bad (absconded)...
fee., value £3.

15 1 Fob., 1897 Central Police Attempt to steal from person of 2 months G days Fair ..................
Court. a woman unknown.

14A 17 April, 1896 Hyde... Bad (absconded)...
value £1.

John Butler ....

George Cooling,

Thomas Cooper. 
Douglas Cook .

TVilliam B. Cassidy, 
Sydney Davis ........

Alfred George .................
Charles W. H. Hyland ..

Edward Harper .............

Victor E. Lilley .............

■William F. Meehan.,......

James Middleton ,

Jos. Manders or McNally.. 

Edward Maher..................

Thomas McGuire. 

William O'Brien .

Leslie Owens........

George Parker ,,,, 

Sydney Rootsey .

Bernard Redmond

Alfred Smith.........

George T. Stacy .

Robert Shaw ........

Henry Stewart.....

Geo. Thomas.........

James Thompson ...

Henry Thompson, or 
Arthur H. Wilson. 

George Harold Wilie ..

Eetuidt concerning Eleven Boys whose release
Samuel Hodge .................. m 22 Jan., 1S95 Wagga.......... Breaking and entering a place of 

Divine worship.
1 year 9 months .. Good.........

Jolm Higgins...................... 101 14 Oct., 3895 Newtown...... Stealing silk handkerchief, 
value 2a.

i year 7 months ... Very good

\ViJJia.m White...... . lo£ 19 ,, 1895 Water Police 
Court.

Stealing watch, value £4 ........... 1 year 3 months ... J1

Samuel J. West ............ .

Henry M. Taylorf ....

ic;

13

23 „ 1895 Central Police 
Court.

Stealing copper, &c., value 25s. 1 year 3 months ... M

James Brislm .................. 1544 19 Mar., 1890! "Water Police 
Court

Stealing 4s. 3d............................. 1 year 20 daVB...... Very good

Charles Dixon ............... 164
15

17 Apl., 1S9C 
20 „ 1806

Balmain ...... 1 year less 10 days
1 year ................. .*
1 year less 7 days

Charles Cox ..................... Parramatta ... Very good
Thomas McDonald .......... 14i 3 Fob., 189G Bathurst ...... Cruelty to a horse (eastrating)

William E. Lane.............. 134 22 Oct, 1896 Paddington ... Obtaining £4 by false pretences 5 months 17 days.
Percy Dear ...................... U* 18 Jan., 1897 Newtown..... Breaking, cut ering, and stealing 

with others, goods to value of 
£4 10s.

2 months 19 day's

* AhscondeS the niaht before his release was mode known. 
tThis boy was sent to this Institution from tho '' Bo.vs1 Ilenno,” Brush Pam), by the Director of Charitable Institutions, because he was
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REFORM ATORT.

concerning Boys who were released.

Person into whoso 
charge delivered.

At what
place handed over. In what manner,

i

By whom handed over,

Father ................... Put on train at

1

i In charge of

.

Officer of Institution...
Strathfield. guard.

Personally .........

it ......... ij ►. 11..
Through his aunt

>> ...........

Personally .........

Uncle ................... Redfern Railway Hunded over to Escort from Institution
Station. his sister.

Mother................... Strathfield Railway Put on train for Officer of Institution...
Station. Goulbum,

Glebo ............................. Handed to his aunt AttendantBowehcr ...
in Glebe bv Officer
Of Institution.

“ finbrnnu” ............... . By Officer..............
N.y.S. “Sobraon.1’

Institution ................... Personally ......... Superintendent ..............

Sister ............ Redforn Railway Put on train for Attendant Watson.........
Station. Nariabn.

Father ................... Pat on train for Attendant Bmvcher ...
Jnneo,

Personally ...... Superintendent ..............

Globa .......................

“

Attendant Bowcher ..,

Attendant Gidley ......
Station. for Cooma.

Persoimllv ......... Sunerintendent ..............
----------  ^ .........1 ■L ...............

Whnlan. ................ 1
Mother...................

*

rt ............ it .....

1
>] *■ •*“-

Institution ................... PorBOtiftltv .........1 Sunevintenflent ..............

1
”

Strathfield Railway Put on train for Escort from Institution
Station. Lithgow. 1

was recommended by Captain Murray.
Mr. J. J. Taylor, Mr. Taylor's house... 

ParramattaNorth
Handed to Institution ...................

Mr, Tlascbe.
Parents................. .............................

Personally Captain Murray...........

Superintendent ...........

Captain Murray............

Mr. JeukiiiB, 
Tftmworth.

of Put on the Northern 
train at Eastwood.

By Attendant 
IVatson.

Went to sea on the harque “ Unvali,” bound for Mauritius.

Mother
Father
Parents

Father
> t

Institution Personally

Strathiield Railway 
Station.

Institution ...............
»J .............. .

?l ....
Put on the train 

for Tarana.
Personally .........
His brother came 

and took charge 
of him.

Captain Murray..............
Superintendent ..............
Officer of Institution..,

Captain Murray..............

KcArcsb 
I^st Town to 

where
i each was sent.

Nearest
Post Town to 

where
each now is.

Crookwell... Crookwell...

Sydney ......... Sydney.........

11 ’• tt ......

ft ...... ft ..............

Woollahra..
Sydney......... >5 i. ■ ■

............. JJ .........
Balmain ,., Balmain ...

Jill) CD (old] dunce (old)

Goulburn ... Goulbum

Glebe ......... Glebe .........

Sydney......... Sydney.........

>> .......

Narrabri ...

1) .........

Narrabri ...

Junee ....... J unco .........

Sydney......... Sydney.........

Surry Hills JJ ■

Glebe .........

Bombala ... Bombala, ...

Sydney......... Sydney.........

...................

Goulburn ...

JJ .........

G oulbu™ ...

Sydney ....... Sydney.......

Surry Hills Surry Hills

Bathurst ... Bathurst ...

Waterloo .. Waterloo ...

Bowenfels... Bowenfels...

Parramatta

Frcdorickton1 Frcdcrickton

Surry Hills Surry Hills

Tamworth Tamworth...

Balnmin ....

t

Balmain.........
Parramatta Parramatta
Tarana ....... Tarana .......

Waverley.., Wavcrley...
Ashfichl......... Ashfieid........

Remarks.

Father wrote asking that his son 
he put on train, and saying lie 
would be met at Ooulbum.

Boy’s brother came and took 
him away.

Boy’s aunt called and took 
him in charge.

Mother wrote asking that the lioy 
he put on this trnm. ‘

A “Sobraon” ifcioo ; con-_ apprentice
\icted of Hteafing, Sentenced 
to Urush Farm. At c\phution 
of sentence to be handed over t u 
the Superintendent uf N.s.S. 
“Sobraon.”

His sister, Mrs. .lane Hirliardunu, 
wrote asking that the boy be 
put On this train.

ITis father wrote askiru,''that the 
lad be put on this train.

Father wrote asking that 
the boy be put on this 
train.

Mother wrote asking that 
this might be done. .

Found a situation on a farm, 
Macteay River, 

iiy arranffciMent with hi. mother, 
Oapt. Murra}' aUow'cd him to go 
down home without escort.

Mr. Jenkins wrote to Capt Murray. 
Asking that this Arrangement 
be made.

Now at work. Kc«ides with ills mother at 193, Goulburn-streoL
unmanageable there, b^iug an habitual absconder; he is m tho Institution still, awaiting arrangements to be made in connection with his discharge.
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Minute Paper for the Executive Council.
Jfo. 42, Department of Public Instruction, Sydney, 22 March, 1897.

Carpenterian Reformatory, Brush Parm, Eastwood.—Discharge of Boys.

T kecommesi), for the approval of His Excellency tho Governor-in-Council, that the boys whose names are 
mentioned hereafter be discharged from tho Carpenterian Reformatory, Brush Farm, Eastwood, under 
the provisions of section 4, Act 30 Victoria No. 4:—

Samuel Hodge, 
John Higgins, 
"William White, 
Samuel J. West, 
Henry M. Taylor, 
.Tames Brislin, 
Charles Dixon, 
Charles Cox, 
Thomas McDonald, 
William E. Lane, 
Percy James Dean, 
John Butler, 
G-eorge Cooling, 
Thomas Cooper,

Douglas Cook,
William B. Cassidy, 
Sydney Davies,
Alfred G-corge,
Charles W. H. Hyland, 
Edward Harper, 
Victoria E. Lilley, 
William F. Meehan,
.1 ames Middleton, 
Joseph Manders, or 

McNally,
Edward J. Maher, 
Thomas McG-uire, 
William O’Brien,

Leslie Owens,
George Parker,
Sydney Rootsej', 
Bernard Redmond, 
Alfred Smith,
Georgo X. Stacey, 
Robert Shaw,
Henry Stewart,
George Thomas,
James Thompson, 
Henry Thompson, or 

Arthur II. Wilson, 
George Harold Wilie.

J. H. YOUNG.

The Executive Council approve of the discharge of the boys referred to from the said Reformatory.— 
Alex. C. Budge, Clerk of the Council. Min, 97/13, 23/3/97. Confirmed, 30/3/97. Approved.—
Hxisi'Den, 23/3/97.

May be discharged at once or to-day .—
Samuel Hodge. James Brislin, William Lane,
John Higgins,
William White,

Charles Dixon,
Charles Cox,

Percy James Dean.

Samuel West,
Henry Taylor,

Thomas McDonald, 11 in all.

List of boys who require 
owing to the want of proper

special treatment, which cannot be given at Brush Farm at the present 
accommodation:—

Butler, Lillcv, Smith, A,
Cooling, Meehan, Stacey,
Cooper, Middleton, Shaw,
Cook, M'andcis, Stewart, H.
Cassidy, Maher, Thomas, G.
Davis, McGuire, Thompson,
Evans, O’Brien, Wilson,
George,
Hyland,

Owens,
Parker,

Willie.

Harper,
Lessells,

Rootsey,
Redmond,

30 in all.

J. S. MURRAY.

Memorandum to The Superintendent, Carpenterian Reformatory, Brush Earm,
Eastwood.

Discharge of Boys.
Tho necessary Executive authority having been obtained, the following boys should be discharged

forthwith
Samuel Hodge,
John Higgins,
William White,
Samuel J. West,
Henry M. Taylor, 
James Brislin,
Charles Dixon,
Charles Cox,
Thomas McDonald, 
William E. Lane,
Percy James Dean, 
John Butler,
George Cooling, 
Thomas Cooper,

The boys are simply to be

Douglas Cook, 
William B. Cassidy, 
Sydney Davies, 
Alfred George,
C. W. H. Hyland, 
Edward Harper, 
Victor E. Lilley, 
William F. Meehan, 
James Middleton, 
Joseph Manders, or 

McNally,
Edward J. Maher, 
Thomas McGuire, 
William O'Brien,

Leslie Owens,
George Parker, 
Sydney Rootsey, 
Bernard Redmond, 
Alfred Smith,
G eorge T. Stacey, 
•Robert Shaw,
Henry Stewart, 
George Thomas, 
James Thompson, 
Henry Thompson, or 

A. H. Wilson, 
George H. Wilie.

Department of Public Instruction, Sydney, 31st March, 1897.

discharged, and no other action is to be taken.
J. C. MAYNARD,

Under Secretary.

The
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The Superintendent, Carpenterian Reformatory, to The Under Secretary of Public
Instruction.

Brush Farm, Eastwood, 26 January, 1897,
Tn my letter of the 12th instant,* I had the honor to report that all the sleeping accommodation at 

the Keformatory was full. Since that date fire boys have been sent here. , . ,
I would now respectfully point out that the limit of safety has been passed; and that the pressure 

has obliged me to put bovs to sleep in a cottage from which they can easily abscond.
Since the 31st December, 1S06, four boys have absconded: all have been recovered with much

trouble and anxiety. ,
At present there aro live boys confined in the cells for safety. Every care is exercised with 

regard to their health—but four of these boys aro dangerous if released—and, before proceeding to put 
in-force Section 12 of the .Reformatory Schools Act, 1 would ask for an instruction in this matter.

In my Report of 1st September, 1898,1 stated that the number of boys at Brush harm this year 
would probably be 120, and pointed out the necessity for a new dormitory, as the accommodation was
thon ful1- ' J. S. MURRAY,

______ Superintendent.
Appendix io Letter ofZQth January, 1S97.

LIST or DOHMITOR1KS WITH XGMJIEH 01’ UKDS IS EACH.
Xo. ], over lavatory and cells ..................................................................................... J® beds,
No. 2, ,, workshops ...................................................................................................... 21 ,,

Xo. 3, ,, .................................................................................................................................. >>
Xo.‘t, ,, af; the house...................................................................................................... „

So lieds.

Number ot boys iu residence................................................................................... HO
Ualaiice of 11 boys to be provided for iu small unsafe rooms in cottage, ami m cells. -i, itt>o *J, o* MUl'JJkA-a ,

2Gth January, 1897. _________ _ Superintendent.

Submitted.—-T.C.M., 29/1/97. Seen by Minister.—J.C.M., 10/2/97.

The Superintendent, Carpenterian Reformatory, to The Under Secretary of Pnhlie
Instruction,

Brush Earm, Eastwood, 21 Eebruary, 180i.
I have the honor to lay before the Minister the following statement.
I have not heen allowed to make the arrangements necessary for the development ot the Reform

atory, in the direction of safe accommodation for the boys ; nor have I been permitted to build workshops 
for teaching trades—without wliich the Reformatory must fall short of its purpose—although these 
wants have been made known for many months past. . .

On account of this, the safety of the institution is, at the present tune, dependent entirely on my 
own personal effort to keep the boys together; and the impossibility of properly training, educating and 
keeping safe 112 criminal boys—with means which are wholly inadequate—is so painfully apparent that
no course noiv remains open but to offer my resignation-

On account of the crowding, and the want of a penal division here, I liave been obliged to adopt a 
course of severity which is repugnant to myself and contrary to my plan and principle lor reclaiming the

l)OYS' There are 32 boys without safe sleeping room; and llie small improvised workshops carry Id, 
instead of uO or GO. _

rJ'he rate of admissions for the last six months is 112 per annuin. .
I would place on record the undoubted fact that the success of tho Reformatory ^schemo is proved. 

For the boys requiring this asylum—and who cannot be sent on board the “ Sobraon ’ under the Act- 
are being sent in rapidly from all parts of the Colony. But there is no room here.

The Matron’s resignation necessarily goes with mine.
I would suggest 3iat the officer appointed to succeed me should reside with us for a tew days to 

become acquainted with tho present management. MURRAY

The Public Service Board,—1 have seen Captain and Mrs. Murray and explained to them that 
nothing can be done in the direction he wishes till a new Act has been passed. I tbink ho will recall this 
resignation, or at any rate not ask to bo relieved till after next June.—11/3/97.

The Supcrmtentleni, Carpenterian Reformatory, to Tito Under Secretary of Public
Instruction.

Dear Mr. Maynard, B™sh Earm, 12 March, 1897.
Perhaps you would kindly give us a date for our departure as soon as Mr. Garrard returns. 

The sooner it can be arranged the more convenient it will bo for our own plans, as our goods and 
chattels are scattered about, and must be collected. ‘

I could arrange a plan for carrying on, if you would wish to have my.help. _
, Believe me, &e.,

_____  J. S. MURRAY.
Submitted that Captain Murray’s resignation be accepted to take effect from 30th instant,—J.C.M.,

2/4/97. Approved.—J.G., 2/4/97. Informed.—W.J.D., 2/1/97. Treasury informed.—G.M.,
14/4/97. The Public Service Board.—J.G.M., 14/4/97.

*--------------- - ' The

* No such letter received by Department of Public Instruction, which only took over the Carpenterian Reformatory 
in December, ISOG.
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The Superintendent, Carpenterian Reformatory, to The Under Secretary of Public
Instruction.

T 1 April, 1897.
1 have the honor to make application for four weeks’ leave of absence from this date.

I have not been on leave for three years.
I am, &e.,

—----- J. 8. MURRAY.
Approved for Minister. Mr. Stayner of the “Sobraon” to act temporarily.—.T.C.M,, 2/4/97. 

Captain Murray and Mr. Stayner written to.—"W.J.D,, 2/4/97,

The Under Secretary of Public Instruction to The Superintendent, Cnrpcnterian
Reformatory.

Sir, Department of Public Instruction, Sydney, 2 April, 1897.
Referring to your letter of the 12th instant, I am directed to acquaint you that the Minister 

of Public Instruction has accepted your resignation as Officer-in-charge of the Carpenterian Reformatory 
at Brush Farm, to take effect from 20th instant. The Minister has also granted you one month’s leave 
of absence from the 1st instant, and has appointed Mr. F. W. Stayner, of the KS.S. “ Sobraon,” to take 
temporary charge of the institution. He has been instructed to proceed to Brush Farm early to-morrow 
morning. •

It is understood that you will remain at the Reformatory for a few days, so as to initiate Mr. 
Stayner into the working of the institution. ' '

I have, Ac.,
' J. C. MAYNARD,

_____________________________ Under Secretary,

Captain J. S. Murray, Carpenterian Reformatory, to The Minister of Public 
' Instruction.

^ir> 3Sastwood} 1 Slay, 1807.
After working for nearly two years at this Reformatory, it will he counted but rca'smiable, I 

trust, that I should be permitted to give an account of myself and my work, and of the reasons which have 
compelled me to resign my appointment as Superintendent. "

Appointed by the present Government, 1 took charge on 1st September, 1895, at a salary of 
£360 per annum, with usual allowances. There were then but few boys—8 in all—and Brush Farm was 
immediately put in order for the work.

My report for the first year speaks for itself.
There were 70 boys on the roll on 1st September, 1896. At this time I began to feel neglect on 

the part of those under whose charge we had been placed, and the strain put upon us by increasing 
numbers, with no leave to expand, became very severe. Remonstrances wore made by me personally to 
the Public Service Board, and the Shaftesbury Institution was suggested, and virtually promised, as a 
penal division for our relief—as permission to expand at Brush Farm was refused. ’

Transferred to the Department of Public Instruction early in December, 1896. Distinct orders 
were received not to expend more on this Reformatory. The work, however, progressed, and excellent 
cases for the Reformatory coming in rapidly—57 for tho half-year ending 1st March. I called attention 
to the serious position in which I was being placed with the responsibility of keeping safe some thirty or 
forty boys, for whom there was not sufficient room (the whole number at this time being 118), and 
receiving no instructions for my guidance, I was compelled to offer my resignation on 24th February, 1897.

The order to release twenty-eight of the worst characters in the Reformatory on 1st April’ 1897, 
came upon me as a shock ; and being quite unable to carry such an order out my resignation had to ho 
accepted. I have reason to regret that more confidence had not been placed in me, for it would have 
been quite easy to relieve the pressure temporarily—if there were no other way—hy handing in thirty 
names of boys who were worthy of having their periods reduced, aud such a simple and reasonable course 
would have had a powerful effect for good. -

About the treatment which Mrs, Murray and 1 have received personally—which is quile a secondary 
matter when speaking of Reformatory work—I have to complain of having been asked to take this most 
important work in hand when there was no clear intention of supporting me in the endeavour, and after 
a very considerable amount of success has heen accomplished of forcing mo to resign. My salary in the 
meantime being reduced to £10 per month (less than the carpenter’s pay on the “ Sobraim’”). Wc have 
suffered much personally, hut it is the breaking up of our twenty months’ work, so suddenly, which .causes 
intense pain.

It can safely be affirmed that the Reformatory itself has been a success, and in no small degree, 
and the work remains on record, for out of 133 boys entered on the books only one can be called a failure.'

1 am, &e.,

Seen—J.G., 6/5/97. Ackd.—W.E.B., 10/5/97.
.1. S. MURRAY.

The Under Secretary of Public Instruction to Captain J. S, Murray.
Sir, _ _ _ Department of ’Public Instruction, Sydney, 10 May, 1897.

I am directed by the Minister of Public Instruction to acknowledge the receipt of your letter 
of tho 1st instant, stating your reasons for resigning the position of Sunerintendent of the Carpenterian 
Reformatory. I have, Ac.,

J. C. MAYNARD,
____________________ ________ Under Secretary.

■ The
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, The Under Secretary of Public Instruction to The Superintendent, Carpenterian
Reformatory.

Sir, Department of Public Instruction, Sydney, 13 March, 1897.
At the instance of the Public Service Board, I beg to introduce Captain Heitenstein, the 

Comptroller of Ptisons.
Will you kindly afford him every facility in the inquiry which lie has been appointed to make.

I have, &c.,
J. Gr IBS OUT '

(ffor Under Secretary).

Minute Paper.
SuljcciCarpenterian Reformatory.—Report respecting letters from the Superintendent (Captain

Murray), also general condition of the Institution. ■
Department of Prisons, Sydney, IO March, 1897.

Ik compliance with the instructions of the Public Service Board, I visited the Carpenterian Reformatory 
yesterday for the purpose of inquiring into the various points contained in the attached letters from the 
Superintendent (Captain Murray), and also of ascertaining the general condition of the institution. I 
arrived at 9 a.m., and left shortly before S'30 p.m., after seeing the hoys turned in for the night in their 
various dormitories.

The reformatory is situated amidst pleasant surroundings, and the position is one of great beauty.. 
The principal administrative buildings are nearly 400 feet above sea-level, and the locality is among the 
healthiest in the Colony. Pew institutions of tho kind have such wholesome and cheerful natural 
surroundings.

Not much more can he said in its favour. The buildings are altogether unsuitable. They were 
never intended for the purpose to which they are being applied ; and their structural defects are of so 
grave a character as to render supervision and security out of the question. Prom time to time feeble 
attempts have been made to increase the accommodation and to alter the arrangements, but these altera
tions and additions have not materially been improvements, and they have simply added to the holes and 
corners so impossible to supervise. The heterogeneous collection of old buildings and newqadditions, many 
of them of a flimsy nature, arc scattered about in different directions—in some cases a quarter of a mile 
apart—and these serious disadvantages in themselves increase the difficulties of the management, Tho 
administrative buildings, with the dormitories, school-rooms, rccreation-halls, and other necessary portions 
of a successful instiiution, should be so constructed, and should bo so concentrated, as to he readily 
capable of access and supervision. But to thoroughly put the Brush Parm establishment in this condition 
would mean a radical alteration, involving the expenditure of much money. The place is now held upon 
a ten years’ lease, of which three years have'expired. The annual rental is £500, and the contract 
provides that the orchard shall be kept in good order, and that all trees which become useless shall be 
replaced with others hy the lessee. Provision is made for the purchase by the Government during the 
currency of the lease at the then value of the property. The principal thing, therefore, to he determined 
is whether the estate is to become the property of tho Government. Until this is settled, it would be an 
unbusirtess-like transaction to expend a large sum in alterations in connection with a lease having only 
seven years to run. This is the main difficulty, and it controls tho situation. I, therefore, at once draw 
attention to it before proceeding to lay before you the results of my inquiry into matters of detail. It 
might, further, be pointed out that tho place is not suited for agricultural work, and the ground can only ■ 
he utilised as an orchard, and, in a limited direction, for vegetable gardening and some dairy work. These 
occupations would be healthy, and afford useful training, hut they would not ha pecuniarly profitable, 
and any ideas that they would render tho institution self-supporting must bo abandoned. I am aware 
that sanguine expectations on this head were indulged in at the inception of this establishment, and that 
it was eiiicially stated : “ Jt may be taken for granted that the monetary returns from the sale of fruit, 
vegetables, and general produce will prove a large source of revenue, and the inmates’ labour can be so 
utilised as to reduce the actual cost to the State under this heading to a comparative trifle.” Unfor
tunately, these expectations have not heen realised, a return, prepared for me by the Superintendent, 
showing that the operations on the orchard account, to the 31st December last, had resulted in a debit 
balance of £82 Is. 3d. on the total transactions since the lease was entered upon. The revenue is 
principally made up of the estimated value of the jam made by the boys and consumed on the premises, 
and supplied to other institutions. And, hy taking into consideration tho estimated value of tho jam in 
stock, the debit is converted into a credit balance of £12 2s. Id,, as at the 31st December last. Taking 
the most favourable aspect of these transactions, it must be apparent that tho probable income, from a 
practical £ s. d, point of view, need not he seriously taken into consideration.

I arrived at the institution at 9 a.m., entirely without notice, and my observations are founded 
strictly on an ordinary day’s routine. The Superintendent was with mo all day, and he afforded me 
every information. It may not he out of place here to record my impressions of that officer. Captain 
Murray has a most trying situation, and he accomplishes much good under serious disabilities. He has 
the sailor’s readiness of resource, combined with a refined and benevolent disposition, and I was particularly 
struck with tho strong good fecliug that plainly existed between him and the hoys. Ho is constantly 
with them from “ turn out ” in the morning at 6 until they are all stowed away in bed at a quarter past 8 or 
so at night. His efforts are ably seconded by his wife, the Matron, and it is only the personal power of 
these two people, and the grateful regard which the inmates have for them, which prevent more boys from 
absconding. The whole place is bounded hy public roads, from wliich thoy aro mostly separated only hy 
low two-rail fences. There is little to prevent a general exodus, if the hoys felt so inclined, and that 
more do not abscond is a testimony to the qualities of the two principal officers. It is to he regretted 
that Captain Murray has tendered his resignation, which, necessarily, carries his wife’s with it. He has 
a great deal of present trouble to encounter. Of late, tho various benches havo heen committing to his 
earo youths of bad character in unusually large numbers, and tho weak resources of the institution are 
severely strained. There aro amongst the new-comers hoys of a sullen and had disposition, and the 
sudden influx of these determined fellows, and others, has not only overcrowded the institution, but has 
led to an increase of misconduct, necessitating the infliction of punishment which Captain Murray feels

repugnant
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repugnant to liis principles and theories. He plainly fears the occurrence of a riot or mutiny, with which 
he may be unable to properly deal, with his present imperfect appliances. Abscondings or attempts to 
abscond aro not infrequent, and tbe overcrowding which Lakes place in the dormitories at night is carried 
into the miserable apologies for workshops m the day, so that 1 ho occupation of those boys cannot bs 
provided for as it should be. _

T have carefully gone into tbis matter, and have inspected tiro whole of the boys, some of whom 
certainly would delight in a combined outbreak. I consider, nevertheless, that the danger of an emeute 
is not imminent, but the present circumstances may very probably lead to such taking place. Tho over
crowding of the dormitories at night is, however, the most serious thing, and no delay should arise in 
relieving Brush Farm of at least thirty-four of its inmates, so as to bring the numbers down to manageable 
proportions. They could be discharged by the Governor-in-Council, and then apprehended under tlie 
Industrial Schools Act, and placed on the ‘'Sobraon,” where there are already hundreds of youths of 
similar antecedents aud characters, and where there are proper means for humanely but fittingly dealing 
with them. This might be an evasion of tho law, but it would not be without precedent. Tt would be 
certainly better to strain legal procedure than to await tbe occurrence of a grave scandal. As an 
alternative, the few girls now at Shaftesbury might be housed elsewhere in a place to be proclaimed a 
Girls’ Keformatorv. Shaftesbury could then be designated a Male Keformatory, and the boys transferred 
there. But something must b'e done at once, and legal intricacies should not be allowed to bar the way 
to affording relief to an urgent and harassing situation. These boys removed, tho immediate tension 
would be less acute, aud there would he breathing time to consider the future. _
, It is almost impossible to deal satisfactorily with the existing jumble of buildings without entailing 
considerable outlay. A comprehensive rearrangement, or even complete reconstruction offers the real 
solution of the difficulty, but this need not be gone into at the present juncture. The Government must 
first decide tlie question of ownership. But to meet the requirements of the immediate future some 
modest expenditure is absolutely necessary in some at least, if not in all, the following directions: 
Firstly, new workshops are needed for the tailoring, bootmaking, and joinery classes. _ A long shed, 
65 feet hy 20 feet, divided into three compartments for each trade, should not be expensive. Secondly, 
a messroom should be constructed for tho attendants who now use the boys’ library room. Thirdly, a 
long dormitory should take the place of a fragile and dangerous portion of the existing sleeping apart
ments. This dormitory should be well lighted both hy night and by day, and should have modern methods 
available for ensuring supervision. Fourthly, a rearrangement, involving little outlay, should he carried 
out in connection with the hospital accommodation. Fifthly, the present defective water supply should 
be supplemented by arrangement with the Water and Sewerage Board; and sixthly, some attention should 
be paid to the quarters occupied hy the officials. Besides the foregoing, are two most important matters, 
which require carrying out at once. Tlie improvement, of the sanitary arrangements, and the establishment 
of a special quarter where new-comers might serve a probationary detention until they become amenable 
to discipline, and which might also he held in terrorem over would-be offenders. Further, a rearrange
ment of the staff is strongly urged. _ , ,

The necessity for the foregoing, as it presented itself to me, will perhaps be gathered from the 
following account of my visit to the establishment. The staff is composed of two divisions. In the first 
division is a superintendent, a matron, a clerk, 3 attendants, 1 orchardist, 1 schoolmaster. ] farm overseer, 
and 1 joiner (a new appointment, commencing next week). This gives 10 officers, besides whom there is 
a second division, comprising a number of old men and women drawn from the different asylums, who 
work with, instruct, and, in cases, supervise the hoys in various ways. These people are virtually in the 
positions of subordinate officers, and provided the greatest possible care is exercised in their selection, 
moral harm may not arise by reason of the seeming incongruity of their appearance in such a place. 
They board and lodge on the premises, and receive small rates of daily pay, ranging from 3d. to Is,, and 
in special cases to a little more. The shoemaker instructor, for example, gets £2 monthly. This 
arrangement provides for a large number of supernumerary officers at small rates of pay, and at the 
present time 18 are so employed. I do not view with favour this plan, especially as some of these persons 
are entrusted with duties involving serious responsibilities, bur the Superintendent assures me that no 
harm has arisen to the establishment up to the present. On visiting the school, 48 boys were found to he 
present under the charge of Mr. Chopin (classification 2b). The schoolmaster informed me that 93 out of 
114—the total number of inmates on the books—were on the school roll, and that these were divided into 
two parts, who attended alternately mornings and afternoons. They are graded info three classes, 
according to qualifications, and the first class is divided into an upper and a lower division. So far as 
possible,°the ordinary curriculum of the Public School system is carried out, but I much regretted to find 
that singing was not taught .11 would also appear that singing is not in vogue to any extent in any part 
of the institution, and that a drum and fife band has fallen into disuse. I strongly recommend the 
cultivation of music and singing in the reformatory, and a rearrangement of the, staff should include the 
engagement of an officer competent to teach wind instruments in addition to performing general duties. 
A lesson on dictation was proceeding, and the results showed 70 misspellings amongst IS boys. The 
order was good. The dress was not uniform, and about half had no hoots. The teacher gave a good 
account of the hoys’ conduct. He appeared to be a capable man, and he does not reside on the premises. 
A resident teacher would ho preferable, who could help to supervise the boys in their hours of recreation. 
Such a person might act as locum tenens for the Superintendent on occasions. At present there is no 
recognised second in command. A rearrangement of the staff should provide for this. _ _

The various workshops were inspected, and I was impressed by their general unsuitability, 
excepting iu tbe case of the carpenter's shop. The indoor trades, besides carpentry, are bootmaking, 
tailoring, and tinsmithing, and nearly all the needs of the establishment in the named directions are 
supplied. The three last-named trades are taught in hovels under the direction of some of the cx-asylum 
inmates, and very fair specimens of work are turned out. Some of the lads show considerable proficiency, 
and they generally exhibited interest in their work. Probably boots for the Industrial School for Girls, 
and also for the Girls’ Keformatorv, could be made here at a profit. The tailors cannot cope with the 
requirements of the Farm, and the' clothes supply is falling behind in consequence. Asa matter of fact, 
some of the boys are not clothed properly, and this matter needs attention. A fair supply should he 
purchased and issued to the Superintendent, so as to give him a fair start. Thereafter ho would, no 
doubt, be able to provide for future wants by the boys’ labour. Good order was maintained.

In
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In connection with tlie orchard, the fruit is principally made into jam, and this industry is tho 
principal productive occupation. The jam factory is small, but well up to requirements, and various jams, 
marmalades, preserves, &c., are prepared of first-rate quality and appearance. The OHicer-iu-charge, who 
is also the Orchardist (Sbirdin), shows much interest in his work, and carefully teaches the lads told off 
to him.

At my request, a parade of all available boys was held on the recreation ground. Effort was made 
to turn out" the parade dressed properly, but the clothes difficulty could not be surmounted, and the 
garments were a mixed collection. Numbers of the boys were without flannel shirts as there was none 
in stock. Some wore smart hats set off by a red band, and others simple white linen Glengarry-shaped 
caps. I suggest that cabbage-trce hats might be made and worn by the boys. They would cost almost 
nothing, and would look much better than the ugly shapeless white caps. Drill was confined to ‘! atten
tion,” “ standing at case,” aud marching two deep—all done badly. 1 suggest that a more systematic 
drill practice bo introduced. In going round tbe ranks the boys appeared to be generally healthy, although 
here and there appeared traces of past skin and eye disease. Captain Murray told me that he was much 
troubled by boys being received with ringworm aud sore eyes.

The reereation ground is a fine spacious place, well turfed, but its gymnastic appliances could be 
materially improved at little cost. There are only two horizontal bars composed of gas barrels fixed on 
wooden posts. _

The isolation hospital is situated a long distance away from the main buildings—probably a quarter 
of a mile oft’. There were six cases of bad eyes and four cases of ringworm. Dr. Yiolette visits twice 
weekly. This hospital forms part of a ramshackle collection of tumble-down shanties, which also provide 
sleeping quarters for a number of tbe aged persons engaged from the asylum. _

Across the main road a piece of ground is leased from Mr. King for some four years. It comprises 
2d acres, and is principally used for the dairy work and for the horses. Several boys were engaged at 
milking and attending to the cows under the supervision of an old woman. At night time thirty boys 
inarch from the Keformatory, over a quarter of a mile away, and sleep in an improvised dormitory, which 
offers no protection against escape. Three of the officers also live in close proximity. It must add to the 
general insecurity to have the staff of officers so split up at night and so divided from each other. The 
main buildings are left in a very unprotected condition (as 1 shall show later on) through this separation.

I inspected the kitchens, dining hall, and sculleries, which were all in fair condition. Captain 
Murray tells me he has no trouble with the food contractors. The provisions, including vegetables grown 
on the lands, were of first-class quality, and were abundant. There can be no doubt about the lads being 
well fed. Plenty of fruit, fresh vegetables, bread and jam, and good quality meat with occasional 
puddings and custards, with tea, eggs and smoked fish, make up a varied and healthy dietary scale. Tho 
kitchen arrangements are under the care of some old women, and the diuing hall is controlled by one of 
the old men employed. The mess utensils were in good order. _

The sanitary arrangements need immediate attention. There aro in tho main establishment four 
closets and one urinal, besides two closets and one urinal elsewhere. They are of a primitive condition, 
and somewhat offensive. There are three plunge baths, and the boys use them once weekly. This is 
altogether insufficient in a climate like this, and when the hoys are engaged on dirty work, but water 
cannot be spared. Tbe fact is, the water supply is dependent on rain caught on tbe roofs and stored in 
tanks. This is not enough to meet the wants of some 150 people, boys and adults, besides providing for 
animals, laundry purposes, cooking, cleaning, etc. Water has, therefore, to be purchased at much ineon- 
venieneo, and at a cost of seven shillings and sixpence per thousand gallons. Most certainly arrangements 
should be made with the Water and Sewerage Board for a constant aud ample supply of water. Should 
fire occur amongst the scattered, badly-constructed dwellings, the consequences would be disastrous. 
There is no firo engine, no fire extincteurs—only a few buckets of water available for emergencies. I 
cannot too strongly insist upon the great urgency of installing a satisfactory water supply.

I inspected the dormitories on two occasions, when the rooms were untenanted and after the 
inmates had retired to rest. The bedding was ample and fairly clean. Spring mattresses were used, and
I saw no trace of vermin. The beds arc close together, hut this cannot be avoided. Classification has 
been carried out to some extent, but the night arrangements are perhaps the most unsatisfactory features 
of the entire establialiment. At 8'30 p.m. all boys are in bed, with one exception, who remains up until
II as a sort of watchman assistant. On one landing there were a number of lads in the main dormitory. 
At right angles to this, connected with strong doors with padlocks and bolts, were smaller dormitories. 
In ono was five or six boys, in another only two. These doors were locked and belted. In several other 
dormitories somewhat similar sleeping arrangements obtained. In some cases the apartments were lighted 
by a kerosene lamp fastened to a hoop in the middle of the ceiling. In others, kerosene lamps were fixed 
to the wall. Windows, when not barred, were screwed up so as only to open a certain distance. In every 
case the outer doors are locked, and the boys are left to their own devices for the night, excepting in one 
dormitory, where an old man attendant sleeps in the same room. Supervision of the whole of the sleeping 
places is handed over to tho night watchman, Samuel Eisher, who is paid Is. per diem and rations, &c. 
He is an aged person, who is responsible all through the night.

J am told that immorality is entirely absent from the institution, and that only one case has ever 
occurred. I suggest, however, that, if tlie present dormitories have to be retained, better arrangements 
are needed for the night watch. I need not point out in what direction ; it must be sufficiently obvious. 
Mechanical checks in the form of detector clocks should also be placed about the promises. The whole 
sleeping quarters are now badly off in protection from fire. Elimsy buildings, kerosene lamps, locks aud 
bolts, mischievous boys, imperfect supervision, and insufficient water supply form a combination which 
may some day lead to a terrible disaster.

Two boys were undergoing cellular treatment for absconding, or attempting to abscond. A properly 
constructed penal division is an urgent want. Boys should uot be sent to gaol for misconduct in the 
Keformatory. At present one of the two boys referred to has just served tour weeks in Parramatta Gaol 
for absconding from Brush Earm, He is now back in the institution. Much better for ail concerned if 
be could have been dealt with at Brush Farm. I think all institutions of a reformatory kind should be 
able to deal in a punitory way with offences, other than by calling in the aid of the prison authorities. 
The present enclosed playground might easily be converted into the probationary division at little cost; 
the unenclosed playground, with a shelter-shed, would be ample for out-door recreation.

203—B After
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After work the hoys assembled in the playing fields, and thoroughly enjoyed playing in various 
games. After tea short prayers were read. Then from 6'45 to S the boys divided into four groups. 
One lot played and otherwise amused themselves about the front of tiic Superintendent’s quarters; 
another lot amused themselves, under the supervision of Mrs. Murray, with draughts, dominoes, and so 
forth ; a third quietly read in the library, which contains a fair collection of books and a large assortment 
of papers, such as tbe Graphic, Sydney Mail, London Neios, &c.; ■while a fourth party, twenty-eight in 
number, assembled in the Superintendent’s quarters, where Captain Murray, after comfortably seating 
them in chairs around him, read a book to them. 1 saw with great gratification this part of the 
daily routine. Ono intelligent young lad told me the same thing went on every night. He said that 
they all liked the Captain and his wife, and that the boys who gave them trouble ought to be ashamed of 
themselves. There can be no doubt about Captain Murray’s special fitness for dealing with boys. He 
likes them and they like him. Hew people would get so much good out of the material he has to work 
upon as he does. At present he is somewhat unstrung by tbe constant strain, but the remedial measures 
herein proposed would largely smooth away existing difficulties.

The other officers appeared quiet well-disposed men. Their hours are somewhat long, aud their 
pay (£5 monthly clear of deductions) is somewhat low. The Superintendent gave them all good 
characters, with one exception, the farm overseer (Tuck), who is stated to be averse to doing anything 
outside his special duties. In rearranging the staff every officer should be engaged on the distinct under
standing that he assists iu the general supervision of the boys outside his special duties.

1 have not thought it necessary to enter into the principles underlying the methods pursued at 
Brush Harm. There is no mark system, and there are no rules specially in operation, Nowhere did I 
see a code of regulations exhibited for the guidance of officers or boys. The Superintendent explained 
that, as the institution is of comparatively recent establishment, it has been deemed expedient to allow 
of some further experieuce being gained before framing permanent rules. I think though it would be 
advisable to draw out a workable code of rules and regulations, and to have them approved by the 
Grovernor-in-Council, as laid down iu section 3 of the Act. Complications may possibly arise in the 
future, and the absence of authorised and clearly laid down rules may prove a great source of inconvenience.

_ HREDK. NEITENSTEIN,
The Under Secretary of Public Instruction, &c. Comptroller-General of Prisons. •

Appendix A.

Ko utixe of daily duties at Brush Earm, with ihe Rules now in force.
Boys are turned out at 5'30 a.m. ia summer, and 6'30 a.m. in wmter. •
The boys muster from the several dormitories, and wash themselves thoroughly, under the eye of attendants.
Stable and cow boys, washhouse, messroom, and kitchen boys go to their work at once. About 0'4f) (in summer) a 

party of about twenty-five boys go to work in tlie orchard for an hour (weather permitting), gather fruit, &c., and the boys 
making jam begin their work for the day. {N.B.—Jam is made all through tho year.)

General cleaning up of garden and grounds, yards, closets, &c., is done at. tills time. .
. 7'CO—Bugle sounds “Pall-in,” and all boys arc mustered, inspected, and go to breakfast at S a.m.

Between 7 and 8 a.m. all sick boys are attended to by Mrs. Murray.
Superintendent examines the whole establishment about G a.m. daily.
After breakfast—Boya are sent to their various occupations, trades, jam-making, orchard work, &c., for the day.
Boys for school (thirty) at 9 a.m.
At noon, bell rings for “ Knock-uff.”
Boys muster, wash, and go into dinner at half-past 12.
1 to 1'30, boys play and amuse themselves. 1'30, afternoon school begins. Boys who have been in school in the 

morning go to work in the afternoon, and rico wsu. Some boys who are very backward, and whoso time in the 
Reformatory is short, arc ot school all day. Bell rings for “ Knock-off11 at 4'30 p.m. Bugle sounds for muster and tea at 
5 p.m. At 5'30 boys are taken to tbe playing-field.

6'4o (in summer) boys muster for prayers,
At 7 p.m. tlie whole number is divided into four squads. Ono party in the library for reading; another in messroom 

playing games, in charge of Matron ; about twenty in reading-room, with Superintendent; remainder with attendant on 
duty in exercise yard.

At 8 p.m. bugle sounds “ Last Post,” and all to bed.

■ .Uorrndorii.K.

Ko. 1. Senior boys in open room, with an inner room in their charge.
Kb. 2. Over workshops ; senior boy in charge.
No. 3. Over messroom ; in charge of a trustworthy man.
No. 4. At tho Home; one of the attendants sleeps there—with a respectable woman in chargo during the day 

(J mile from headquarters),
No. 5. Hospital; in Superintendent's house.
At 8 '30 reports arc made, and night watchman takes duty until the morning, visiting all parts from time to time 

during the night.
Clothes are changed twice a week, and more frequently when necessary.
On Saturday, boys are bathed, have hair cut, &c.
Music lessons and drilling.
Play all the afternoon. Twelve boys are sent to Newington to swim.
On Sunday, after usual cleaning up, all boys pnt on clean clothes—uniform.
Breakfast is slightly different on Sunday—smoked fish or eggs for breakfast.
At 8‘45, parade for inspection by Superintendent.
At 9 a.m., Protestant boys have Sunday School in Library by Superintendent, and elder boys take junior classes. 

Catholic boys have catechism at same time. At II a,in. service is held for Roman Catholics by Bather Power, excepting 
' on second Sunday of the month, when all boys aro marched down to chapel at Ermington.

Protestant boys arc taken for a walk on Sunday forenoon; Catholics at 2 p. m,, if convenient, in charge of an 
attendant.

There is Church Service for Protestants every Sunday afternoon at 2‘30, by Rev. H. Britten, Incumbent of Ryde 
Parish Church, on alternate Sundays, and Superintendent at other times.

Boys walk about in playing-field after tea, and write letters.
Visitors are allowed on Sunday afternoon.
Reading in the evening as usual.

Appendix
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Appendix C,

Name. Situation, Kate of pay, Name. Situation. Kate of pay.

1st Division.

Captain J. S. MutTfiy ...

Mrs. Murray .....................
Mr. Chopin ........................

Edward Bowcher
A. T. Cidloy .......
Janies Watson . .

Superintendent ..

Matron.......................
Schoolinaster .......

Attendant................

.......- •*
j j ...........

| £210, less £120 
for qua-rters.

. £100.
Paid by Public 

Instruction 
Department.

. £100, loss £45.

. £100, less £40. 
£100, leas £40.

Jinncs Slurdcn . 
Albert Tuck ....
Fred Kndall...........
Kate Critchley .

Ordiardist ............
Farm o\ erscer.........
Foreman carpenter 
Superintendont's 

servant. .
Robert Colquhoun......... Clerk............................
Frederick Poole.............. Joiner .......................

£104.
£100, less £45. 
7s. 2d. per day,

£110, less £45. 
Will join neit 

week; 7s. 2d, 
per day.

2nd Divisuw.
Men —

George Jackson1* ......... Tinsmith .................. Is. per day.
Phillip Schiller* . Scl. ,,
Samuel Fishor0 ............ Night watchmun... Is. „
William White0 ,, Wardsmau .............. 6(1. ,,

William McCarthy1... Labourer ................... 3d. ,,
Arch Campbell0 ......... Wardsmau .............. 3d. „

Women—
Annie McMullen*......... Machinist.................... Is. ,,
Rebecca Pankhurst*... Needlewoman ......... ftl. ,,

4d, ,,
Cook ..................... . ... Gd.

Eliz. Daveran* .............. (id. ,,
Frances Graham*......... Gd. ,,
Mary Quinn*................... Laundress................... 9d. „

Women (conlimtul)— 
Mary A. Giffeu* ...
Cath. Gowie0 .......
Jane Tbompson* ... 

Boys earning pay— ]
Jolm Sinnott.............. j

Sydney Deacon.........
Samuel West..............
Claude Skinner.......
Alexander Hailing,. 
Robert Johnson . 
Alfred Windon.........

Charles Dixon 
George Cooling

Wardrobe woman..I Gd. per day. 
Milkwoman.............. Gd. ,,
IV ardsw Oman 

Shoemaker ...

3d. „

I 2s. Gd. bonus. 
I (monthly).

Coachman..............
Tailor........................
Driver ...................
Laundry boy ... 
Assistant night- 

watchman and 
tinsmith.

Jam maker .........
Stoker ...................

Is. 6d. bonus. 
2s. Gd. ,,
2s. „
Gd. per day.

2s. Gd. bonus. 
Is. Gd. „

* Quarters, clothes, rations, fuel, and light.

Submitted,—Mr. Garrard contemplates introducing a Bill to abolisli the distinction between 
Keformatories and Industrial Schools. If this passes, defects in the administration of the Carpenterian 
and Shaftesbury Keformatories ean easily ho put right, but iu the meantime it is necessary to reduce the 
attendance at the Carpenterian Keformatory at once. As pointed out by Captain Neitenstein, tlie 
accommodation even for about 70 inmates is very unsuitable, but for the present number, 118, it is most 
insecure. He recommends (page 5 of Keport) that about 23 of the most troublesome be transferred to 
the “ Sobraon,” and that 11 of the good-conduct boys be discharged. In the mode of transfer 
suggested there may be a slight infringement of the spirit of the “Keformatory Schools Act,” but transfers 
have been made before in this manner, and at present there appears to be no other way of reducing the 
number at tbe Keformatory.—17/3/97,

Captain Neitenstein’s proposal may be carried out.—fT.H.Y,, 19/3/97,

Sydney: William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer, —1807.
[9(7.]
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. 1897.

Legislative Assembly.

new south; wales.

COAST HOSPITAL, LITTLE BAY.
(REPORT FOR 1895.)

Printed under No. 25 Report from Printing Committee, S December, 1897.

The Chief Medical Officer of the Government to The Principal Under Secretary.
gjr Sydney, 25tli ^November. 1897.

' I have tbe honour to submit, for the information of the Chief Secretary, the Annual Report- 
on the working of the Coast Hospital at Little Bay for the year 1895, with appendices containing the
usual returns. . . .

. The following general statement shows the number of patients under treatment during the year,
with results:—

Remaining in hospital on 31st December, 1894 
Admitted during the year ... ... ■ ■

164
2,451

Total 2,615

Discharged
!>
»

Died ..

well or convalescent... 
relieved ... ...
unrelieved ... ,

1,824
482

52
82

Total 2,440

Remaining in hospital on 31st December, 1895 175

176-3 
24-6 

3-7

Average number resident daily throughout the year...............
Mean residence of each patient in days........................................
Rato of mortality over all cases... ... ... ... _

The number of patients admitted during 1895 shows an increase of 393 over the previous year. 
The average daily number resident throughout the year was 176-3, as against 176-4 for the year 1894, and 
the residence in hospital of each patient was shortened from 27-6 days in 1894 to 2T6 in 1895. The 
average rate of mortality was 3-7—slightly lower than that in 1894.
Return Ho. 1.—Showing the channels through which the Patients admitted during the year reached

the Hospital.

Hospital Admission
Depot. |

Medical Adviser's . 
Office.

Medical
Superintendent. Total

Number of patients.........................
1,999 |

363 89 2,451

Prom the following returns relating to typhoid fever, it will be seen that 96 cases were admitted, 
being 47 less than in 1894', and that the mortality from this disease was G‘25 per cent, as against 8 3 per 
cent, in the preceding year.
Return No. 2.—Showing the number of cases of Typhoid Fever, distributed under sex and age, and the

death at each age, which were admitted during 1895.
(Average stay in Hospital, 33'2 days ; mortality, per cent., 6'2.)

0-5. 6-10. 10-15. 16-20. £0-30. 30-10. 40-50. 60-60. 60-70.

M. F. M. F. M. F. M. F. M. F. M. K M, F. M. F. M. F.

3 i 10 8 9 4 10 7 21 10 8 2 2 1 96

i 3 1 1 6

440—A
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Return No. 3.—Showing the number of persons suffering from Typhoid Fever who were removed to the 
Coast Hospital for treatment from each district during the twelve months ending 31st December, 
1895, and the deaths occurring therein during the same period.

District.

Metropolis—
Sydney.

Suburbs—
North

Western

West
Central,

East
Central.

( Balmain .............................................
1 Glebe ..................................................
(. Leichhardt........................................

(Krskineville.......................................
Newtown...........................................

St. Peter’s .......................................
Camperdown ..................................

( Alexandria........................................
| Botany..................................................

1 Botany, North .............................
Kedfem .............................................

L Waterloo.......... .................................

Admissions.

22
i

S i
1 I 
5
9
8
2
2 ' 
8 
n 
2 
5 
2

Deaths. District. Admissions.

Suburbs—continued.
i ( Kandwiek ................................. 3

Eastern j Wavcrley....................................... 2
1

i
Western j peteri)ham ...................................

Southern. fFi-D°ck ..................................
3
2

Rvde................................................ 1

i Parramatta.................................. 1

i
Manly ............................................ 1

3

Total ........................ 96

Deaths.

C

Return No. 4 deals with infections cases admitted during the year, showing the form of disease, and 
the localities from which the cases were received. 60 cases of scarlet fover were admitted, with no fatal 
cases, as against 118 cases and 9 deaths in 1894. Only 1 case of measles was admitted, as against 7 in the 
previous year. There were 45 cases of diphtheria with 1 death, and 5 cases of erysipelas, none proving 
fatal.

Return No. 4.—Showing localities, whence and how many cases of Infections Fevers, &c., were admitted
in 1895.

Locality.

Scarlet Fever. Diphtheria, Measles. Erysipelas. ’Whooping-
cough. Chickempox.

t/tso
(A£

"StoQ A
dm

iss
io

ns
.

i

1
©P

»

o
Efi
g-5<

tojC
a©Q

i=0

a-3<

03JS
3
p

toG0
1

< D
ea

th
s.

KGO
i 1
i 'Sl < D

ea
th

s.

Sydney ................................................. ii 2 i 14 19 i 6
Glebe ..................................................... 14 38 4 1
Camperdown ......... .............................. 2 9
Marnckvilla ......................................... 10 1
Paddington............................................ 3 2 ... 2
Randwick ............................................. 5 1
Waverley ............................................. 5 1
Not fixed address................................. ... 4 i i
Woollahra ............................................. 1 1 2 i
Newtown ........................................... 1 i 2
North Sydney ..................................... o i
Petersham ............................................. 1 2
Itedfern ................................................. 2 1
Balmain .............. .................................. i i
Botany ................................................ i 1 ...

Erskineville .............................. *......... i i
Darlington.......................................... •i
Leichhardt............................................. 2
Waterloo.................... .......................... i 1
Alexandria............................ /............... i
Annandale ............................................ 1
Auburn ................................................. 1
Burwood................................................. i
Granville................................................ • • i 1
North Botany ..................................... i

‘ ’ J
Total .............................. 00 45 1 i 51 25 i 10

Mortality ......... ........ 0-00% 2-2 % 0 0 i% o-oo% 4% 0 00 %

Return No. 5.—Showing the general cases, distributed under sex and age, and the deaths-at each age
during the year 1895.

(Average stay in hospital, 23‘4 days ; mortality, per cent., 3’3.)

0-&.
1

5-10 10-15. 15-20. 20-30 SO-40 40-50. 50-00. CO-71). 70-4ii>, SO-90. 90-100.
,

t j i
SL F. M. F. | M. F. M. ! F. M. 1 F. M. F. JL F. M. F. M. F. iL F. F. M. F.

Admissions.. .. 28 18 14 12 j 17 25 60 79 374 218 383 154 316 98 183 65 66 27 14 10 2 2,163

Deaths ..... .. 4
F

2 2 7 5 5 3 15 1 8 6 3 4 3 2 2 72
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Returns Nos. G and 7 show tlie expenditure of the hospital in detail. The working espouses have 
increased from £10,974 Gs. 3d. to £11,403 L3s. 7d., and the cost of maintenance and treatment, exclusive 
of ambulance service and cost of repairs, has been £51 Is. llfd. per head per annum, as against 
£50 3s. 6£d. for 1894.

Return No. G.—Working Expenses of the Coast Hospital for the year 1S95.

1895. Total. Average per head por annum.

Maintenance and Treatment of Patients. 
Salaries:—

Hospital Staff ........................................................................................
Provisions :—

Meat ................................................................................................................
Bread.................................................. ..............................................................
Butter ........................................................... ..........................
Vegetables ................................................................................................
Potatoes...........................................................................................................
Groceries ......................................................................................................
Milk and lee ...........................................................................................

Egg,3 .......................................................................
Wine, beer, and spirits......................................................................

Sundries :—
Drugs and disinfectants .................................................................
Fuel and lighting ...................................................................................
Drapery, bedding, uniforms, kc....................................................
Furniture, ironmongery, brush, glass, and crockery-

£ s. (L £ s. d. £ s. d.

2,839 10 4

606 0 2 3 S 8J
394 9 4 2 4 8|
252 8 8 + 1 8 74
201 2 G 1 2 Oj

72 5 G 0 8 2}
769 17 10 4 7 44
788 15 3 4 9 5J
478 9 11 2 14 3+

15 2 2 0 1 8*
190 3 G

3,768 14 10
1 1 6f

916 10 0 
311 19 (i 
43+ 1 5 
370 8 11

5 3 11J
1 15 4}
2 9
2 2 0i

ware,
Collins and funeral expenses.
Clearing cemetery ...................
Water rates ..................................
Stationery, printing, kc..........
Petty expenses.............................

53 o 0 
96 2 6 
60 18 2 
58 6 3 
98 17 5

2,400 9 2

0 6 0* 
0 10 io| 
0 6 10J 
0 G 7| 
0 11 2g

£ s. d. 

1C 2 H

21 7 6*

13 12 3?

Total, Maintenance and Treatment of Patients. 
Ambulance :—

Salaries and rations...............................................................................
Forage ..............................................................................
Repairs and remounts ..................................................................

Repairs :—
Salaries and rations ..........................................................................
Materials, Ac............................................................................................

Total

440 0 O 
33+ 10 G 
210 15 II

432 0 0 
977 12 10

9,008 14 4

985 6 5

1,409 12 10 

11,403 13 7

2 9 ICi 
1 17 114 
1 3 10J

2 9 04 
5 10 10|

51 1 11J

5 11 9

7 19 IIJ 

04 13 8

Return No. 7.—Statement of the Total Expenditure, Coast Hospital, 1895.

Expenditure. Amount. How paid. Amount.

To working expenses, as per table........................
,, constructing reservoir, erecting woodshed, 

bedroom, fencing, &e., by Government

£ s. d. 
11,403 13 7 By amount paid from Hospital Vote by 

Medical Adviser to the Government... 
,, amount paid from votes under the

£ *. d.
9,^8 14 0

Architect......................................................................
„ proceeds of sale of horses, bones, fat, Ac.,

GG5 2 1 control of the Works Department.........
,, amount paid from Stores Vote ...................

1,047 2 3 
1,S9G 11 5

paid to Treasury.......................................................
,, value of stores and services transferred to 

Leper Lazaret...........................................................

3 14 11

209 2 10

,, amount paid by G overnment Printer .. 49 5 9

Total ...................................... £ 12,281 13 5 . Total ........................................£ 12,281 13 5

Dr. George Henry Taylor was appointed Medical Superintendent on January 1st, vice Dr. W. 
Peirce, transferred. Mr. Shaw continued as Senior House Surgeon, and Mr. Sellar replaced Mr. Rohrsmann 
as Junior, being in turn succeeded by Mr. Studdy and Mr. Eordyce. Miss McMaster, the Matron, 
successfully managed her stall’ as usual.

Improvements in the condition of the buildings, dc., have been continued.
Indigent and deserving patients have, upon their discharge, continued to receive relief from the 

Samaritan Fund, to give them an opportunity of seeking work or of returning to their friends in the 
country.

In Appendices A and B will be found the usual classification of the diseases treated, and particulars 
relative to the patients who died in hospital.

I have, &c.,
J. ASHBURTON THOMPSON,

Chief Medical Officer of the Government.

APPENDIX A.
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APPENDIX A.
Be turn of the Number of Persons under Treatment, the Order of Disease for which they were treated, and the

Number of Deaths in each Order during the year 1895.

Coast Hospital

Discharged during 
Che Year.

2£|
|i
I|

Class 1.—Specimc FEmtiLE or Zymotic Diseases.
Order 1.—Miasmatic Diseases.

Chicken Pox .................................
Measles ................................................
Scarlet Fever .................................
Relapsing Fever.................................
Influenza................................................
Whooping Cough .................
Diphtheria .................................
Typhoid, Enteric Fever.................
Febricula................... .................
Beriberi ... ... ... ..
Leprosy ... .................................

10
1

53 7
1.

26
24 1
40 1 "4
79 6 11
12

1 5 "2 3
1 "2

Diarrhcca. ... 
Dysentery...

Order 2.—Diarrheeal Diseases.
19 1 ... 1 

1 | 1 | 
Order 3.—Malarial Diseases,

Intermittent Fever (Ague) ................... ( 17 ) ... |
Order 4. —Septie Diseases.

10
1

60
I

26
25
45
06
12
11

3

24
3

17

Erysipelas.................................................................. 41 10 51
Pyaemia, Septicaemia '............................... 3 3

Order 6, — Venereal Diseases.
Syphilis............................................................... 141 25 1 16 183
Gonorrhoea .................................................. 147 16 6 169
Stricture of Urethra .................................. 31 25 i i 2 60

Total, Class 1 ... .. 644 73 4 16 03 800

Class 2.—Parasitic Diseases

Others from vegetable parasites ... 1 1

Total, Class 2 ................... 1 ...
"

1

Class 3.—Dietetic Diseases.
(a. Chronic Alcoholism.. 17 1 2 3 23

Intemperance t 6. Delirium Tremens .. 46 1 47
( c. Opium Smoking .,, 2 2

Total, Class 3 .................. 63 4 2 3 72

Class 4.—Constitutional Diseases.
Rheumatic Fever, Rheumatism of Heart 13G 12 2 5 155
Rheumatism, Chronic.................................. 16 46 6 11 79
Gout ................................................................. U 13 24
Cancer, Malignant Disease ................... 1 4 2 4 1 12
Tubercular Meningitis (Acute Hydro- 1 1

cephalus.)
Purpura, Hffimorfhagic Diathesis ... 1 1 o

Anfemia Uhlorosis, l/Bucocythfemia ... 53 15 3 S 79
Diabetes Mellitus ................................... 6 1 7
Hysteria................................................................. 4 5 i 10
Death from Chloroform................................... 1 1

Total, Class 4 ................... 222 102 9 11 26 370

Class 5.—Develofmen I'AL Diseases. #
Neuralgia................................................................
Other Congenital Defects .................

1 1
i 1

Total Class 5 ................... 1 i 2

Coast HosrsiAk

Discharged during 
the Year.

d
_5
1

(2 £5 2°
Class 6.—Local Diseases—coniiraietf. 

Order 4.—Diseases of the Respiratory System..

Laryngitis ..................................
Croup .................................. ...
Other Diseases of Larynx and Trachea
Asthma, Emphysema...................
Bronchitia ...................................
Pneumonia ...................................
Pleurisy..................................................
Phthisis Pulmonalis ...................

Order 5.—Diseases of tht Digestive System.

i 1 1
i
5
1 io 1 "i

71 15 "2 2 6
25 6 1
16 3 3

55 12 ”9 5

Stomatitis .................................................. I
Sore Throat, Quinsy .................................. 18 1
Dyspepsia .................................................. 2
Hsmatemesis .................................................. 1
Gastritis... ................................................ 18 3
Other diseases of Stomach ................... 1
Ulceration of Intestine .................. i

Fistula ................................................................. ii 4 "i "2

Piles ................................................................. 6 1 3 2

Peritonitis ... ................................... 1
Ascites ... ... ... ... ... i

Cirrhosis of Liver ................... ... 2 ... v
Hepatitis.................................................. . 5 4 1
Jaundice... ... ... ... ... 2 1
Hydrocele .................................................. 4

3
1
5

13
06
32
22
81

1
19
2
1

21
1
1

IS
12

1
1
2

10
3
4

Order 6.—Diseases of the Lymphatic System and Ductless Glands.

Addison’s Disease ...................................] ... | ... | ... ( 1 I ... | 1

Order 7-—Disease of Urinary System.

Nephritis ..................................................... 2 8 1 4 2 17
Bright’s Disease (Nephria) ....................... 1 7 1 1 ... 10
Calculus.......................................................................... 1 ....................... . 1
Disease of Bladder ...................................... 1   1
Disease of Prostate ... ... ............ ... 1 ............... 1

Order 8.—Disease of the Organs of Generation.

Disease of Uterus and Vagina ... 23 8
Disorders of Menstruation ................... 4
Perineal Abscess .................................. 4
Diseases of Testes, Penis, Scrotum, Ac. 5 1 ... --

Order 0.—Diseases of Rarlurilk/n.

Abortion, Miscarriage.................................. I 2 I | I ... I
Other Accidents of Childbirth ...| 2 | | | |

Order 10,—Diseases of the Organs of Locomotion.

1 | 32 
... 4
... 4

1 7

Class 6.—Local Diseases.
Order 1.—Diseases of the Nervous System.

Apoplexy..................................................
Softening of Brain ...................
Hemiplegia, Brain Paralysis ...
Insanity..................................................
Chorea ..................................................
Epilepsy..................................................
Paraplegia, Diseases of Spinal Cord 
Peripheral Neuritis ...................

Diseases of the Eye ...................

Order 3.—Diseases of the Circulatory System.
Valvular Disease...................................
Hypertrophy of the Heart ...
Angina Pectoris..................................
Aneurism ... ... ... ...
Senile Gangrene..................................
Varicose Veins ... ... ...
Senile Decay ...................................

Caries, Necrosis.................................................. 16 3 1 20
Arthritis, Ostitis, Periostitis................. 10 1 11
Morbus Coxse.................................................. 1 6 i 4 12

Order 11,—Diseases of the Integumentary System.

Carbuncle ... ... ... 5 1 6
Phlegmon, Cellulitis................................. 14 2 16
Ulcer ............................................................... 89 15 5 109
Eczema................. ................................... 23 5 4 32
Scabies................................................................. 16 16
Psoriasis................................................................. 6 3 9
Zerpes Zoster................................................ 5 2 7

Total, Class 6 ................... 465 265 35 50 63 878

Class 7.—Violence.

... 3 3 Fractures ................................................. 8 1 1 10
3 3 6 Dislocations .................................................. 1 1

2 0 Cuts, .................................................. 21 i 22
3 3 Contusions ................................................ 25 i 26
2 2 Burns, Scalds.................................................. 9 9

5 i 2 8 Sprains................................................................ 19 7 2 28
16 16 Bursitis ... ... ... ... .. 9 2 11
20 2 i 2 25 Suicide................................................................. i 1

2 1 1 4 .

ns of Special Sense. Total, Class 7 ................... 92 11 1 4 108

Class 8.—Ill-defined and Not-specified Causes.

.. 38 3 6 5 52 Dcbilitv, Atrophy, Inanition................... 87 22 2 8 119
11 11 Mortification .................................................. 1 i 2

i 1 Tumour.................................................................. 7 i 8
2 i 3 Abscess ... ... ... ... ... 42 3 i 5 51

i 1 2 Not Specified ... „ . ................... 199 2 1 2 204
19 6 4 29 —— —

i 6 4 11 Total, Class 8 ................... 336 27 4 1 16 384
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SUMMARY,

Discharged during the Year 'RcIna1^i^g,
in on

!U December, Total.
Cured. Relieved. Unr&heved Died. 1S95.

Total, Class I.—Specific, Febrile, or Zymotic Diseases ................... m 73 4 10 63 800
i, 2.—Parasitic Diseases ... .. J 1
,, 3.—Dietetic Diseases .................................................................. G3 4 2 3 72
,, 4.—Constitutional Diseases ... ... ... .. 222 102 9 n 26 370
,, -3.—Developmental Diseases . . 1 1 2
,, 6.—Local Diseases ... ... ... ,,, ... 465 265 35 50 03 878
,, 7.—Violence................................................................. ... 02 11 1 4 108
„ S.—Ill-defined and not-speciiied causes.................................... 336 27 4 1 16 3S4

Grand Total.................................................................. 1,824 482 52 82 175 2,615

APPENDIX B.
Showing the names, &c., of all Patients who died at the Coast Hospital during the year 1S95.

No Name Date of 
Admission, How admitted, Age. Disease. Complications. Date of 

Death.
No. of 
dajs in 

ilo&pit&L
Cemetery No

2066 Ebzal>etli Hogan.............
IS04,

Med. Adv. .
y re- 
on

1893.
2 Jan. ... 19

6 Hanict Lord ..................
1895.

2 Jan. ... 40 Enteric fever ........... Peiitonitis .. 8 „ ... 6 661
61 Minnie Parker ............... 10 ... 14 Acute rheumatism. . Ulcerative en- 13 „ . 3 Removed.

10 Edwin Walker ............ 3 . H. Ad. Dept. 43 Membranous trachei-
docarditis. 

Asthenia ......... 13 „ ... 12 662

2144 Patrick Dunn ...................
1894.

28 Dec. ... 48
tis and laryngitis. 

Self inflicted wound IlremotThage... 16 „ .. 19 663

118 Aiicc Vickery..................
Mary Gallagher ..............

1895.
19 Jan. Med. Supt. .. 

Med. Adv. , .
4

of throat.
23 „ 4 Removed.

144 23 ,, ... 12 Acute peritonitis . . 
Abscess of liier .......

27 /. ... 4
248 Arctic Murray ............ 7 Feb. ... 38 Phthisis.............. 7 Feb. . . 4 hours 664
227 James Lacey ................. 5 „ ... H. Ad. Dept. 

Med. Adv. ...
44 9 „ ... 4

221 Robert King ................. 4 ;; ... 37 Enteric fever.............. Intestinal 9 ;; ... 5 666

115 . William M'Nulty ......... 19 Jan. ... H. Ad. Dept. 42
liEemorrhage. 

Syncope ............ 19 ,, ... 31 667
43 Thomas Preston............ 8 ... 40 Cerebral meningitis.. 

Enteric fever ............
-20 ... 43 G68

289 Thomas Young .............. 13 Feb. ... Mod. Adv. ... 29 2i . 8 Removed.
237 George Phillips .............. 6 „ ... H. Ad. Dept. 29 Suppurating inguinal Septicaunia ... 21 „ ... 15 669

174 ■Walter Thomas Wilsou 29 Jan. ...
wks,

7
and femoral glands. 

Chronic diarrhua ... Asthenia.............. 22 ,, ... 24 670
279 Thomas Blain................... 12 Feb. ... 9 ) ■ 47 Atheroma of aorta ... General anas- 23 „ .. 11 671

242 William James Cowley 6 „ ... Med. Adv. 27 Gangrene of lung ... o,'> 19 672
261 Johanna Shivell ........... 8 „ 56 Cerebral luemorrhage 8 March.. 23 Removed..
433 Catherine Payne.............. 8 March.. H. Ad. Dept. 28 Chronic alcoholism, Serous apoplexy 17 „ .. 9 673
421 Uiiroline Henderson .. 6 „ .. Med. Adv. . . 62 Fatty degeneration Syncope .............. 18 „ ... 12 Removed.

447 Sydney Kolfe .................. 9 ,, ... Med. Supt ...

H. Ad. Dept.

64

33

of heart.
20 „ 11

263 Elizabeth Richards .... 11 Feb. .. Chronic alcoholism. .

acute peri
tonitis.

Fatty disease of 24 „ ... 41 674

398 Aaron Masters.......... .... 4 March.. „ ... 57 Chronie Brights

heart and pul
monary col
lapse.

Cystitis............ 27 „ .. 23 Removed-

605

696

John Martin ...................

Herbert Filby...................

1 April...

16 ,, . .

54
mths

12

disease.
Fatty heart................... Syncope .............. 3 April ...

17

2 675

676
684 Frederick Abbott ........ 11 „ ... Med. Adv. ... 28 Enteric fever .............. Fatty disease of 2o ;; .. 9 Removed.

725 John Campbell .............. 18 „ ... H. Ad. Dept. 42 Phthisis .......................
heait.

11 May ... 23 677
911 John Smith....................... 19 May ,, 

4 April ,.
41 20 „ ..

631 Thomas Kettle .............. H. Ad. Dept. 37 General tuberculosis Asthenia............ 1 June .. 58 679
988 Mary Loosemore............ 29 May ... Meil. Adv. .. 60 Fatty disease of heart Cirrhosis of 

liver.
General anas-

1 „ ■ 3 Removed.

781 Frederick William 25 April ... it »* * 53 Cardiac hypertrophy O 38 678

947

Sassen.

George Score ................... 25 May ... H, Ad. Dept. 43 Aneurism of aorta ...

area and 
asthenia. 

Hnnnnn'hage . 2 8 680
1052 Mary MeCallum.............. Med. Adv. ...

H. Ad. Dept.

21 0
1030 Jane Morgan ................. 6 „ ... 

8 April .
70 Senile decay ............ Bronchitis....... 8 „ ... o 681

663 Antoni Quinginet ... 55 Cirrhosis of kidney... Asthenia . .. 10 „ .. 63 Removed.
984

1058
John Foster......................
Toy Hnug ......................

29 May
8 Juno . Med. Adv. .

21
35

Heart disease .................. Syncope ..................... 13 „ ...

14 ,, ...

15
6

»t
786 Nicholas Mhelford ........... 26 April... 

25 June ...
61 30 ,. . . 65 682

1157 William Kgan............................. H. Ad. Dept. 19 Lenbarraia .......................... Asthenia and 1 July .. 6 Removed.

1102 George Wilson ..................... 17 ,, ... 48

pulmonary
collapse.

.8 ..................... 16 CS3
1224 Lane Wilson ........................... 3 July ... Med. Adv. ... 76 Senile decay ..................... Anasarca ... . 7 „ ... 4 Removed.
1094 Harriet Peirson ..................... 14 June . . 43 Diabetes .................................. Asthcma .............. 12 „ .. 28 684
1218 Annie Harris ............................. 2 July ... 25 Antenna .................................. Asthenia and 12 „ ... 10 Removed.

pulmonary
collapse.

440—B
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Mo. Name, Date of 
Admission. How admitted. Age. Disease. Complications. Date of 

Death.
No. of 

days in 
Hospital.

Cemetery No.

1895. yrs. 1895,
1300 Joseph Ross........................ H. Ad. Dept. 55 Asthenia.............. 17 July ... 2 685
451 Mary Dillon........................ 11 Mar. ... 23 23 ... 134 686

1347 Mary Gardiner .............. 23 July ... Med. Adv. ... 22 Apoplexy ......... 27 „ ... 4 Removed,
1407 Mary Ann Cassidy......... Hi 4 Aug. ... 3 687
1402 Charles Oldham or 1 ... H. Ad. Dept. 71 Chronic valvular Peritonitis and 5 ... 4 Removed.

Newton. disease. pleurisy.
1220 William Simms .............. 3July ... Med. Adv. ... 1J Broncho-pneumonia Asthenia.............. 7 „ 35 688
1380 P'rancis Simpson,,,,,,.,, 30 „ ... H, Ad. Dept. 75 Syncope .............. 10 „ ... 11 689
1316 Cut Lie.................................. 18 39 19 „ .. 32 690

asphyxia.
1464 Mary Anderson .......... 10 Aug. .. 53 Syncope ............ 22 „ ... 12 Removed.
1474 Elsie Gray ........................ 13 .. H. Ad. Dept. 31 Tubercular 23 ,, ... 10

meningitis.
1548 Mary Harnett................... 23 „ ... Med. Adv. ... 54 Chronic nephritis ... Asthenia and 29 „ ... 6 691

gangrene of 
leg.

1564 JLenry J)ovitt ................... 26 „ ... H. Ad, Dept. 25 Pleurisy.............. 30 „ ... 4 692
1468 Harry Key lor............ is ;; ... 30 Thoracic aneurism... Haemorrhage,.. 2 Sept. ... 21 693
1648 Thomas Deane................... 6 Sept. ... 50 9 „ ... 3 694

of urine.
1647 Hannah Murphy.............. 6 „ 06 11 „ ... 5 Removed.

heart.
1602 H. Ad. Dept. 47 13 „ ... 13 695
1690 Charles Ford ................... 12 Sept. 65 16 ... 4 696
1726 James Lacey ................... 17 ... T7 19 ... 2 697
1734 18 !! ... 25 19 ... 1 Removed

chloroform. by Police.
1712 Louisa Pedley................... 15 ,, ... ^1 23 ,, ... 8 Removed,
1028 3 „ ... 26 " ... 23 698
1787 Dennis Kelly ............ . 26 Sept.... H. Ad. Dept. 45 20 Sept........ 9 hours 699

testines.
1747 William Butler .............. 19 ............ 46 29 ,, . . 10 700
1884 John Ramage ................... 10 Oct..... 29 15 Oct. ... 5 701

losisandserous
apoplexy.

1813 30 Sept ... 19 16 „ ... 16 702
1939 Henry Rousell................... 17 Oct......... H. Ad. Dept. 56 Acute pharyngitis Cardiac failure. 20 „ .. 3 Removed.

and Bronchitis.
1010 John Candy........................ 31 May ... 42 Tuberculosis of lungs Tuberculosis of 25 ,> ... 147 703

intestines.
1542 Margaret Long .............. 50 30 .............. 68 704
1713 Ellen Spear........................ 16 Sept....... J 1 * • ■ 60 Apoplexy........................ Coma ................... 30 „ .. 44 705

mths
1908 Gladys McMullin ......... 14 Oct......... 10 Marasmus ................... Asthenia__________ 31 „ ... 17 706
1827 Timothy O’Rourke* ... 2 ,, ............. 71 9 j\ov........... 38 707
2048 Thomas Wilkinson............. 3 Nov........... Med. Supt........... 63 Acute alcoholism .. Pneumonia............. 10 „ ... 7 Removed.
1942 17 Oct............. H. Ad. Dept. "If) 12 „ ... 26 708

mths spleen.
1985 John Brown.................................... 24 ...................... 4 15 „ ... 22 709
2117 Charles Downey..................... 13 Nov.. .. 27 16 „ .. 3 710

berculosis.
2102 Edward Ciowne.............. 18 .............. 28 25 .............. 7
2237 Henry Bainc ............ .. 28 ;; ... H. Ad. Dept. 54 Chronic nephritis .. Apoplexy ............. 29 ;; ... 12 hours 711
2224 Stanley Buckingham... 26 „ ... Med. Supt..,, 34 Tubercular meningitis 8 Dec. ... 12 Removed.
2201 Benjamin Fallon..................... 22 „ ... J> ... 47 Cerebral tumour........... Asthenia..................... 12 „ ... 20

* This patient was also suffering from tubercular leprosj.

Sydney: William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer, ~18B7
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MUDGEE HOSPITAL.
(REPORT OK THE ROYAL COMMISSION APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO CHARGES PREFERRED 

AGAINST THE MEDICAL ATTENDANT AND MATRON OF, IN CONNECTION ‘WITH THE TREAT
MENT OF MARY BEATTIE, NOW DECEASED.)

Prejuntrb io JLu'Iuuncni Im dommanb.

Printed under No. 18 Tteport from Printing Committee, 7 October, 1897.

REPORT.

To His Excellency Henry Robert, Viscount Hampden, Governor and 
Coimnnnder-in-Cbief of the Colony of Hew South Wales and its 
Dependencies.

May it please Your Excellency:—

In accordance with Yonr Excellency’s commands, convoyed to me by 
letters patent, dated the 3rd day of September, 1897,1 have made a diligent and full 
inquiry into all charges that have been preferred against Ur. Harvey Nickoll, Medical 
Attendant, and Miss Ethel McEwen, Matron of the Mudgee Hospital, in the Colony 
of New South Wales, in connection with the treatment in, and the discharge from, 
such institution of one Mary Beattie (since deceased).

The inquiry, open to the public, was commenced at the Court-house, Mudgee, 
on Tuesday, the 21st day of September instant, and concluded on Thursday, the 
23rd instant. *

Mr. Gannon, bavristcr-at-law, appeared on behalf of Miss McEwen. Mr. 
Thompson, of Bathurst, and Mr. Mearcs, of Mudgee, solicitors of the Supreme Court, 
represented the relatives of the deceased and Ur. Nickoll respectively.

Representatives of the Press were permitted to record the proceedings.
Thirty witnesses, as hereinafter detailed, were examined, viz.:—

"William Trafford ... ... ... Pipeclay
"William Eeattie ............................... do
Ada (Sparrow............................................Mudgee
Esther Kurtz ... ... ... Pipeclay
Ethel McEwen ... ... ... Mudgee
Harvey Kiekoll ... ... ... do
Kobcrt Beith... ... ... ... do
Charles Edward Lester ... ... do
Sarah .lane Salsbury ... ... do
Thos. Robt. Curnew Campbell ... do
Frederick John Bird ... ... do
George Stewart ... ............... do
Eose Lyons ... ... ... do
Joseph Milton Cox ... ... ... do
Kate Anderson ............... ... do
Flora Day ... ... . , do
John Eice ... ... ... ... Abbotsford

Labourer.
Miner.
Domestic servant.
Widow.
Matron, Mudgee Hospital. 
Duly-qualified medical practitiouer, 

do do
do do

Kurse aud midwife.
Archdeacon of the Anglican Church. 
Storekeeper,
Member of the Hospital Committee. 
Assistant at Hospital, June last. 
Secretary of the Hospital.
Nurse at the Hospital.
Married woman.
Miner.

315—A Thomas
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Thomas Sheridan ... ... Sludgec ..4 ... Maintenance man.
Henry Edw. Alex. Wells ... ... do ... Agent. .
Sarah Eowell ... ... 4., dO ... ..4 Member of the Salvation Army.
Charlea D. Mcares ... ... do Solicitor.
James Harvey ... ... .4. CIO ,4, Sergeant of Police.
Fred, Wm. Dolman... ... 4,4 dO ... 4.4 Constable of Police.
John Cotter... ... ... 4,, dO ... .,4 Gaoler.

alter Sherry ............... 4.. do ............... Member of the Hospital Committee.
Kichard Squibb ... ... 44. do ............... AVardsman of the Hospital.
Edwin Richards ............... ... do ............... Editor of the Mudgee Guardian.
AVilliam Joseph Cohen ... do ............... Proprietor of a boot factory.
Mary Ann Daly ... ... .44 df) .4. 4.4 Married woman.
George Hazeltine ... ... 4.. do ............... Blacksmith.

The following is the outline of the subject :—On the 18th June last, one
Mary Beattie, married woman, aged about 36 years, was admitted to the Mudgee 
Hospital, suffering from diarrhoea, where she remained until the 1st July, when her 
stepfather, William Traffbrd, called for and drove her (Mary Beattie) in a spring- 
cart to the residence of her husband at Pipeclay, a distance of about 5 miles from 
Mudgee. Mary Beattie suffering considerably on the road home, gradually became 
worse, and died the same evening about 9 o’clock p.m.

A Coroner’s inquest was held on the 3rd July, and the Jury found “That the 
said Mary Beattie, at Pipeclay, near Mudgee, in the said Colony, on the 1st day of 
July, 1897, died from collapse due to hemorrhage attending premature labour, which 
was brought about by getting into and journeying in a spring-cart a distance of 
about 6 miles upon the same day, and which journey was undertaken a short time 
after recovery from an attack of diarrhoea.” Rider:—“ Wc suggest that it would 
be to the interests of all concerned for patients, especially in the condition of the 
deceased, to be thoroughly examined immediately prior to their discharge from the 
Hospital.”

In view of the evidence given by witnesses William Trafford and William 
Beattie, supplemented by representations made to the Government by certain 
residents of Mudgee, it was deemed expedient to hold an inquiry; lienee the Boyal 
Commission.

Theatuext ix Hospital.

Allegations in connection with the treatment in the Hospital are confined to 
statements said by Trafford and Beattie to have been made to them by deceased. ■

William Trafford, in his evidence, states that when he saw the deceased at 
the Hospital on the 26th June, she said : “ If I got out of bed I could not stand. I 
have the same pains as when I came in. I have told the doctor; but he doesn’t 
take any notice of what I say.”

When Trafford, Beattie, and the deceased were going home to Pipeclay, on 
the 1st July, the deceased is alleged to have stated, “ I am bad, and worse than 
when I went into the Hospital. They have turned me out of the hospital to die. If 
you (Beattie) don’t get some work very soon my children will starve. I have to 
leave all my poor children behind. The doctor never sounded or examined me 
when in the Hospital. The matron called me dirty names. The matron made me 
get out of bed to go to a closet covered with zinc, and when I sat on it it made me 
shiver. The matron treated mo badly. I asked for a hot bath, and she told me I 
would have to go home and get one; that anything was good enough for me. The 
doctor ordered me medicine, but I did not get it at the proper times. I could not 
get a drink at all, except from one of the patients, Ada Sparrow. I said to the 
matron, ‘ I want to go to the closet,’ and she complained that I was a regular 
nuisance; I had to go on my hands and knees to it. The matron pulled the clothes 
off me while I was in bed. I was at the hospital a day and a half before I sawr the 
doctor.”

Ethel McEwen, the matron, deposes as to deceased coming to the Hospital in 
a very weak state on the ISth June ; that Hr. Kickoll saw her about two hours after 
admission and next day examined her with a stethoscope, and ordered her a different 
medicine to that which she had been taking; that the deceased never complained of 
pains in her back; that her temperature was taken several times, and was always 
normal. .

Neglect and inattention are denied absolutely, as also are the allegations of 
ill-treatment said to have been made by deceased.

Hr.
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Dr. Harvey Kickoll states that he knew all about the deceased from the 
Benevolent Society, Mudgee, and had prescribed for her prior to her admission to 
the Hospital on the 18th June; that he examined her very carefully on the 18th, 
also on the 19th June, finding no temperature, and subsequently found, on examin
ation, that she had a slight mitral murmur; that he saw the deceased daily, except 
on the 27th June, and visited the Hospital after she had left, on 1st July; that 
deceased suffered from ordinary and not inflammatory or acute diarrhoea, and was 
prescribed for accordingly; that the diarrhoea was cured, and she had to be treated 
for constipation; that deceased never complained of her treatment, except as to 
being refused hot tea, which he objected to; and that on the 2Sth June deceased 
appeared fit to leave the hospital.

Ada Sparrow, a patient in ward with deceased for nine days, never heard her 
complain of her treatment in Hospital, although they conversed together daily. She 
says that the Matron and nurse were always kind to deceased, who had no cause for 
complaint, as she got what she wanted. Witness spoke in grateful terms of her own 
stay at the Hospital, praising the staff generally.

Sarah Jane Salsbury, nurse and midwife, states that she had a prescription 
from Dr. Nickoll for deceased on the morning of the 18th June; that she visited 
the Hospital on the 22nd -June, but that deceased made no complaint as to her treat
ment except being refused hot tea.

Hose Lyons, assistant at the Hospital, states deceased had no necessity to get 
out of bed when suffering from diarrhoea, as pans were at the bedside. Deceased 
was suffering from constipation after diarrhoea was cured. When she commenced 
to get up she always dressed herself without assistance, and used to sit about the 
verandah, and appeared to improve daily. At no time did the deceased ever 
complain to me of her treatment in the Hospital, and I saw more of her than anyone 
else. Patients never had occasion to go out to the closets in the yard instead of 
being attended to in the wards. The diarrhoea lasted for three or four days, after 
which she suftered from constipation. She never complained to me of diarrhoea 
after the first three or four days.

Blora Day, a patient in the Hospital till the 22nd June, states:—Deceased 
was treated by Dr. Nickoll about two hours after her admission. Never saw her get 
out of bed to go to the closet; there was no necessity to do so. Deceased used to 
get out of bed against the Matron’s orders; heard the Matron scold her for doing 
so. The officials treated me and the others in the same manner, and were very kind.

Sarah Howell, a member of the Salvation Army, “saw deceased four times 
at the Hospital; our conversations were about herself and her health. She never 
complained of her treatment or pains.”

DrsCHAllGE FROM HOSPITAL.

William Trafford states:—About 1 p.m., on 1st July, I went to Hospital in 
pursuance of letter from the Matron {Exhibit “ A”); the deceased came downstairs 
and walked towards the cart; I ran towards her, as she seemed ready to drop. I 
put my hands round deceased and put her foot on the step of the cart when helping 
her to get into it. The Matron and nurse were present, but would not give me any 
assistance. I placed her on the seat of the cart, and she said, “ Bather, I believe I 
am dying.” Before getting into the cart I stooped down to tie deceased’s bootlaces, 
and something like blood and slime fell on my hand. I saw another drop fall on 
my hand. Ada Sparrow was on the balcony and a nurse on the verandah, and I 
believe I saw the Matron in the corridor. Deceased seemed to be tottering as she 
came out of the Hospital along the corridor to the steps. I looked and thought I 
saw the Matron and the nurse. I believe I saw the Matron. I cried out to the 
Matron, “ You and the doctor ought to be ashamed of yourselves for turning a 
woman out of the Hospital in her state.” I say I believe 1 saw the Matron jeering. 
(At the Coroner’s inquest Trafford stated “the Matron stood at the door jeering.”)

Later in his examination the witness says : “ I did not complain when the 
Matron brought her from upstairs. Deceased did not say anything to my know
ledge about being unfit to leave the Hospital, nor did J say anything about her 
unfitness to leave in the presence of the Matron. I was not aware that there was 
anything the matter with the deceased in regard to labour. 1 cannot say I saw the 
Matron when I was lifting deceased into the cart. The Matron was not at the door 
jeering. I don’t think the Matron rvas close enough to hear deceased say, ‘ Bather, 
I am not fit to leave the Hospital.’ ” Trafford
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Trafford left the Hospital in the cart with deceased, and almost immediately 
William Beattie (husband of deceased) joined them. They subsequently went to 
Mr. Bird, Mr. Stewart, and the Venerable Archdeacon Campbell, members of the 
Hospital Committee, who saw deceased and interviewed Trafford, who does not 
appear to have made a direct application to them for the readmission of deceased to 
the Hospital. Trafford did not mention to these gentlemen one word about blood 
falling on his hand at the Hospital, because “ he did not think it important,” and 
the appearance of deceased did not in their opinion necessitate her receiving 
immediate medical treatment.

Trafford appeared to have a very bitter animus against Hr. Nickoll, and that 
seemed to control his conduct. Two of the Committee suggested that deceased be 
conveyed to the Gfaol Hospital by Trafford as she was destitute.

Ada Sparrowr remembers the Matron coming to the deceased on 1st July, and 
saying, “ Your father is ready to take you away.” Deceased appeared unwilling to 
go, but left the ward with the Matron. Witness then went on to the balcony where 
she could see the cart and the stops, but could not see anyone or what occurred on 

• the verandah below.
Witness continues: £ Deceased, on the steps, said to her father, “ I am not able 

to go ’: she seemed in a very weak state; I could not say if Trafford helped the 
deceased into the cart or not; she appeared to got up quite easy. If Trafford had 
stooped to tie the laces of deceased’s boots I must have seen him, but I did not.” 
Again: c< I adhere to the statement that I made before, about the woman getting into 
the cart without difficulty, being coiTect; the cart wTas only within a few" yards of 
me, and I could see all that took place; I never saw7 Trafford assist her at all; she 
took hold of the iron railing of the cart with her right hand and helped herself up.”

Ethel McEwren, Matron, states :—“ I wrote letter (Exhibit ‘! A ”) to Trafford 
by direction of Dr. Nickoll. Deceased appeared reluctant to leave the Hospital on 
account of her coming confinement. I walked downstairs with deceased, but did 
not put my hand on her as she did not require assistance. I left deceased at the 
table in the corridor or hall, and did not see Trafford, whom I avoided, and never 
spoke one word to, because he had previously been rude to me. I went into the 
sitting-room off hall, and spoke to Nurse Anderson. I did not see deceased get into 
the cart. I did not see Trafford wuth deceased leave the Hospital, nor did I hear any
thing said by them. Deceased never said that she was unable to leave the Hospital 
that I heard. I told her to be sure and see Mrs. Salsbury before she left town, as I 
knew Mrs. Salsbury wras engaged for her confinement. She was absolutely fit to leave 
the Hospital.”

Dr. Harvey Nickoll states:—“I instructed the Matron to notify the intended 
discharge of the deceased from Hospital, considering her fit to leave. I knew of 
arrangements for the confinement of deceased in August, and had promised the 
Secretary of the Benevolent Society to attend deceased and gave the order with that 
knowledge. Cases of pregnancy arc not admitted at the Hospital escept wrhen 
accompanied hy other ailments, when there is sometimes no alternative hut to admit 
them. I knew7 deceased was pregnant, hut I did not know about the arrangements 
made for her being taken away by Trafford. Getting into the cart and travelling 
might have accelerated the confinement. If the Committee had sent deceased hack 
to the Hospital she wmuld have been readmitted. I wras present when Dr. Lester 
performed the post-mortem examination. In my opinion, death was caused by the 
separation of the placenta from the uterus. I think there is no connection between 
the diarrhoea and the labour.”

Dr. Robert Beith states :—“ I wras present at the post-mortem examination, 
and consider that Mrs. Beattie died from shock of premature confinement. The 
journey in the cart caused the premature confinement, owing to the acceleration of 
labour. I could not say if deceased had entirely recovered from diarrhoea at the 
post-mortem. I consider that hemorrhage was brought about by miscarriage; shock 
appeared to be the greatest cause of death.”

Dr. Charles Edward Lester states:—“I made a post-mortem examination on 
deceased on 3rd July last. I attribute the cause of death to collapse from hemorr
hage and shock.”

Sarah Jane Salsbury states :—“ I told Trafford on the 18th and 22nd June 
to bring deceased to my house wdien she came out of the Hospital, as I had made 
arrangements for her confinement; and I also told the deceased to he sure and come

to
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to mo, as I had made arrangements through the Benevolent Society for her contine- 
mentj and she replied ‘"Very well.’ (Corroborated by Minute Boole of Society, 
ExhibitW). After the death of Mrs. Beattie, Trafford complained to me about the 
Hospital, and I said, ‘ Why did yon not bring the deceased to me ? ’ Trafford 
replied, ‘ I think X must have been mad; X did not know what I was doing.’ ”

Kate Anderson, nurse, states:—“ I saw deceased, leave the Hospital on the 1st 
July. She put one foot on the step of the cart and caught hold of the railing of the 
cart to help herself up. Trafford could not have assisted deceased into tiro cart 
without my seeing him, and I did not. I did not notice Trafford do up deceased’s 
boots. I did not see deceased in the Hospital, as I was in the isolated ward.”

Mora Hay, patient in the Hospital, states:—£< I heard witness Salsbury tell 
deceased to come to her place when she (deceased) came out of the Hospital.”

1John Bice, patient in the Hospital, states :—“ I saw deceased get into the 
cart. Trafford did not assist her, except by putting his hand behind her. Deceased 
looked bad. and walked slowly. Trafford did not stoop down to do up boots of 
deceased. He could not have done so without my seeing him; neither did I see 
Trafford wipe anything off his hand.” ' ■

John Cotter, Gaoler, Mudgee, produces a record of criminal convictions of 
one John Bogers and other aliases who is identical with William Trafford.

Bichard Squibb, wardsman, states:—(C I saw deceased leave the Hospital. 
She was walking unassisted and easily. Trafford did not help her into the cart. I 
did not see Trafford bend down as if to do up deceased’s boots. I was present on 
purpose to see if I might be of any assistance.”

_ A great portion of the evidence is hearsay and irrelevant. I deemed it 
advisable, liowrever, to have recorded any statement that might assist me in coming 
to a determination in the matter.

Trafford, a most unsatisfactory witness, by reason of Ids contradictory state
ments, fencing replies to questions, and demeanour generally, proved himself un- 
wrorthy of credence in essentials, and I treat bis evidence accordingly.

. Tlie deceased, eight months pregnant, was, in my opinion, according to the 
evidence, fit to be discharged from the Hospital, after being cured of diarrahcea, the 
complaint for which she was admitted and treated.

Leaving the Hospital at 1 o’clock p.m., in a spring-cart, Trafford and Beattie 
take the unfortunate woman 6 miles on a hush road, portion of it not cleared, to her 
home at Pipeclay, arriving at 5 o’clock p.m., or later, and at 9 o’clock p.m. death 
ensues from collapse, due to hemorrhage attending premature labour. (This house, 
which is only a hovel iu the true sense of the wrord, I personally inspected, travelling 
over the road referred to in the evidence.)

_ Had Trafford gone as directed to the residence of Mrs. Salsbury, in Mudgee, 
writh deceased, or bad lie sought medical advice, as common sense would suggest to 
most persons, and as Mr. Bird did suggest, it is probable that Mrs. Beattie might 
not have died. Attributing the symptoms to her late sickness, ignorant of the com
mencement of labour,, and, doubtless, actuated by vindictive feelings towards 
Hr. Nickoll, the Hospital Medical Officer, he said, " I will take her home at the 
doctor’s risk,” and did so, wuth the fatal result.

'The suggestion of the Venerable Archdeacon Campbell and Mr. Stewart, 
members of the Hospital Committee, to take the unfortunate woman to the gaol was, 
I feel sure, made with the best intentions, and with the one object of assisting a 
destitute woman; but a moment’s consideration must convince all persons that gaols 
are for prisoners only, under remand or convicted, and cannot be utilised as 
benevolent asylums.

I am of opinion that the deceased, when a patient in the Hospital, received 
necessary attention and care from Dr. Nickoll, the Matron, and other members of 
the staff, and that the charges are accordingly not substantiated.
. The members of the Committee and others examined express every confidence 
in Dr. Nickoll, as also in the Matron, Miss McEwen, who holds credentials from 
many of the leading medical practitioners in Sydney.

Given under my hand and seal at Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, 
this 13th day of September, 1S97.

MILTON S. LOVE, .
Police Magistrate,

Commissioner,
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■ Court-house, Mudgee, 21 September, 1S97.

* Brfars Milton Sydney Love, Police Magistrate, Commissioner.
Inquiry into charges made against Dr. Harvey Kickoll and Ethel McEwen, Matron of the Mudgee 
Hospital, iu connection with the treatment in and discharge from such Institution of one Mary Beattie 
(since deceased),

Mr, Gannon (barrister-at-law) for Miss McEwen. .
Mr. Thompson (solicitor) for the relatives of the deceased.
Mr. Meares (solicitor) for Dr. Kickoll.

Tuesday, 21 September, 1897.—Court sat U o’clock a.m.
This deponent, William Trafford, on his oath, saith as follows :—I am a labourer, and reside at 

Pipeclay, near Mudgee. . .
il/V. Thompson : Marie Eeattie was my stepdaughter, and prior to her death was living at Buck- 

aroo, near Mudgee ; she was taken to the hospital on the ISth of .Tune ; I took her to the hospital from 
Mrs. Salsbury’s place ; I got an order from Mr. Willis for admission to the hospital; 1 saw Miss McEwen 
at the hospital; I assisted her upstairs as she was iu a very weak condition, and the matron would not help 
her [statement tcithdrawn] ; I explained that she was suffering from diarrhcea and violent pains in the 
back, and I told the doctor that; before we brought her to the hospital she complained of pains as 
though she were about to bo confined; I went to see her on the 20th June ; I saw the matron, and said 
I had come to see Mrs. Beattie ; she said she was ready to go out of the hospital, and that I could take 
her away as soon as I liked; I went upstairs and saw Mrs. Beattie, who was lying in a bed near the fire ; 
she was in a very weak condition; I told her the matron had said she was ready loleave the hospital, and 
she answered that if she got out of bed she could not stand; she said “ I have the same pains asw'hen 1 
came in”; I said, “ Why don’t you tell the doctor about the pains ?” she said, “ I have, but he doesn’t take 
any notice of w'hat I say I said, “1 don’t consider you are fit to leave the hospital, aud I W’on t take you 
out I went downstairs and asked the matron if she really meant Mrs. Beattie to leave the hospital; she 
said, “ Yes; she may be a little weak ; but if you take her home, she will soon be strong 1 said, “Woman 
is in a very weak state, and I don’t think she is fit to leave the hospital,” and 1 said, “I wron t take her out ; 
she said, “Then she willbeputout”; noonewus present but myself; I said, “ I will report you to tbc Com
mittee ; she said, “You can report me,” and walked away ; I then left; on tbe following Monday Itook her 
two sons in to see their mother; the ages of the boys are 10 and-12,1 think ; as Keal came away from the 
hospital the matron came running down from the hospital; I went down to see Mr. Sherry after leaving 
the hospital; he is one of the Committee ; I reported the matter to him ; I said, “The matron wants me to 
take Mrs. Beattie out of the hospital I said, “ I feel sure she is not fit to leave it I said, “ I wish you 
would go up and see her, and ask her how she is”; Pipeclay is 5 miles from Mudgee; Mrs. Beattie came down, 
and walked towards the cart; I ran towards her, as she seemed ready to drop ; she said, “I am not in a fit 
state to leave the hospital Ada Sparrow was on the balcony above where 1 and deceased were. _

Commissioner: The matron was in the corridor about 8 or 10 yards away; I stood down to tie 
deceased’s boots, and as I stooped down 1 felt something fall on my hand ; it turned out to be like blood and 
slime; I put her foot on the step of the cart, and assisted her up as I could; I then saw another drop which 
fell on my hand; the matron and nurse were present, but would not give me any assistance; I placed her on 
the seat in the cart; she said, “Father, I believe I am dying”; 1 said, “Don’t talk like that, mother will be 
home to-morrow, and she will look after you when I saw she ’was so bad, I said, “ I have made a mistake 
in taking yon out of the hospital, hut 1 will take you up to the Committee and get you readmitted ; I left 
the hospital about 1 p.m.; 1 met the husband near the railway ; he said, “ Yon look very bad, my dear,” to 
his wife ; she said, “I am had, aud worse than when 1 went into the hospital ; she said to her husband, 
“Thev have turned me out of the hospital to die; if you don’t get some work very soon my children will 
starve she said, “ I shall have to leave all my poor children behind I heard her say to her husband, 
“The doctor never examined me when in the hospital I heard her say that tbe matron called her dirty 
names ; “the matron made me get out of bed and go lo a closet covered with zinc, and when I sat on it, it 
made me shiver ” ; I said to her husband, “ Wc will gO down and sec if we cannot get her back into the 
hospital”; I said, “This letter I have got tells me to take her home from the hospital I said, “The 
doctor knows that I shall have to take her 5 miles on the road I went to see Mr. Bird, one of the Com
mittee ; I explained to him the state of the deceased ; he said, “ I cannot interfere I said, “ Come out and 
have a look at her”; he was reluctant, but came out to the cart; I said, “ Ask that woman how she feels ; 
I said, “This is one of the Committee ; tell him howf you feel her husband was present^; she said to Mr. 
Bird, “lam very bad indeed, aud am much worse than when I went into the hospital ; he said, She 
looks bad”; “ Well,” I said, “if you can’t interfere, I will see Archdeacon CampbellI drove round 
lo his place; I said to the Archdeacon, “This woman is very bad, and I have seen one of the 
Committee ”; I said, “ She was turned out of the hospital; I have a letter, and it tells me to take her home 
I said, “This woman is not fit to go home” ; I said to him, “ Dr. Kickoll is a very careless man” ; he 
said, “ How do you know?” 1 said, “ Through his wilful neglect he blinded my son” ; he went away, and 
came back with Mr. Stewart, another member of the Committee; they went away, and consulted together; 
they returned, and one of them said, “ We recommend you to give deceased, over to the care of Mrs. 
Citter, the matron of the prison ” ; I said, “ What is the hospital for r” ho said, “ She is destitute ; I 
said, “ Because she is destitute you want to put her in prison ” ; I said, “ While I have a shelter slie shall 
never go to prison, and if you cannot interfere I will do as the doctor told me to do I will take her 
home at the doctor’s risk, as his letter tells me I must take her home, or he will send her out and make 
me pay expenses ” ; I drove to Mack’s store; the Archdeacon gave me an order to get a few things for 
the children, and when 1 came out of the store I saw a woman standing near the cart; she was speaking 
to deceased ; she was Mrs. Joseph Kurtz; 1 spoke to her, and heard deceased speak to her ; I heard her 
say, “ I must go home, as they have turned me out of the hospital ” ; I heard her say, “ The doctor never 
examined or sounded me when in the hospital ” : after that I started for home, and as 1 turned Church- 
street the deceased fainted; this was about 3 o’clock ; she said, “ Oh, father, give me a drink ” ; 1 went 
into the “ Imperial Hotel,” and got some brandy and water ; 1 gave her some, and she threw the rest 
awav ; I took her husband in the cart and went ’home, and he had to hold her iu his arms all the way ; 
we arrived at Buckarro at about 5; we travelled slowly and carefully; 1 was driving; we kept on the right
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road, and it was a good one ; she complained all the way of the pains, and I heard her say lo her husband,
“ I feel as if I were Weeding to death ’’; when we got home we carried her from the cart into the hut; 1 
said, “ I hope yoii will be better to-morrow, and mother will take care of von ” ; I then went to my own 
place, about a mile away ; about 9 in the night the boys came down and said, “ Mother is dying ” ; and I 
went there and found that she was dead ; she died about 9 ; I then reported the matter to the police; 
she was in bed when I went up at 9 o'clock; deceased wras about 35; before she uent to the hospital she 
had the pains spoken of, and then the diarrhcea came on.

Gannon : I am in my 75th year ; I object to answer question re my past life ; on the 18th I 
took Mrs. Beattie to the hospital in a cart; she was suffering witli diarrhcea; Mrs. Salsbury said sho 
would keep her for a week, to see how she got on ; I know she lead two months to go before she would 
beconflued; I took her to Mrs. Salsbury because Mrs. Stacy had instructed her to come out to look 
alter deceased in case she was confined; I don’t know anything about Mrs. Salsbury; I remember when 
the foundation stone of the hospital was laid ; it was on the 22nd June; I saw Mrs. Salsbury, and she 
said sho had seen deceased; I knew on the night of the ISth June that Mrs. Salsbury was (o confine de
ceased ; T don t know when the arrangement was made that Mrs. Salsbury was to confine deceased ; I was 
angry at the time, having lo take the woman home; 1 felt that she had been badly treated; J never said 
that J wouldnt take her home because I had nothing to eat in the house; I drove home by the Buckarro- 
road ; 1 know two or three Kurtzs living near me ; I don’t know if there is a married woman living at 
Mrs, Kurtz s ; I don’t know if there are any married people about tbe place ; how do I know if the deceased 
was bleeding when I was taking her home in the cart? I didn't pass the house of any woman as I was 
going home that I know of; and I didn’t look for any woman to help her, as the doctor said she was 
all right; I don t remember saying that the matron was insolent to me; she was always respectful to me, 
aud l loher; she was indignant when I said I wouldn’t take the woman out of the hospital; I said at 
the inquest that I took hold of the deceased’s foot iu assisting her into tbe cart; the horse in the cart 
was a quiet one ; t put my hands round deceased in helping her into the cart; 1 believe it was the right 
hand on which the blood fell as I assisted her up ; I don’t think there was any blood on the other hand;
I could not tell you wtiat clothes I had on at the time ; I wiped the blood off my bands, but could not Exhibit "A.’
tell on what I wiped them; I did not tell the Archdeacon or any other gentleman that any blood had
fallen from the woman on to my hands ; I did not think it important. [Depositions taken at the Coroner's
Court handed to the redness, who is asked if he could swear to his handwriting—that is, his signature. Witness
believes signature to be /u’s.] I remember giving evidence iu the Coroner's Court: at the hospital I saw a
woman on the balcony and a nurse on the verandah, and believe I saw the matron in the corridor, but J
don t know what she was doing there. [Court adjourned till 2 o'clock. Examination continuedd\ I said
the woman seemed to be tottering as she came out of the hospital along the corridor towards the steps ; this
was the first time I took hold of her ; I assisted deceased towards the cart, but won’t swear that I did
not leave hold of her till she got to the cart; I took time in assisting her, as she was in a weak state; I
could not say whether she could stand without my aid or not, but before she got into the cart 1 bent down
to do up the laces of her boots, which were blucher boots; she did not ask me to do up her boots ; I
don’t know whether I put my hands in front of her legs or behind; I don't know- how far I put mv hands
up her clothes ; the Mood fell on my hands as ] was doing up her boots ; I wight have wiped my hands
on her dress ; I don t know what coloured stockings she had on; I don’t know whether she had stockings
on or not; I told you she had stockings on ; I withdraw my other statement; I now say she had stockings
on; when 1 had my hand on her boot a drop of blood fell on my hand, and I wiped my hands on the
woman a dress, and when I got into the cart 1 drove away; T was not interested in her being in the
hospital for her confinement; ] said she was going to Mrs, Salsbury’s for her confinement; I never
thought of her confinement when the blood fell on my hand ; 1 would have taken her to Mrs. Salsbury’s
if 1 had thought her confinement was approaching ; I looked into the hospital when she was in the cart,
and 1 thought I saw a nurse and the matron ; I believe I saw her ; 1 said to the matron, “ You and the
doctor ought to be ashamed of yourselves for turning a woman out of the hospital in her state ”; I was
in the cart at the time; J cried this out aloud while in front of the hospital; I don’t know who heard me,
but shouted it out loud enough for anybody to hear it ■ I say I believed the matron was jeerinn-;
it appeared that ber face>was jeering; I can’t explain her face, but it seemed to bo indignant;
1 should rather think I did know what indignant was; I didn’t hear her snv anvthing. [Explan
ation of indignation and sneering.] It was just after 1 o’clock that I left the hospital, and I 
got home before dark ; don t remember if it was dusk or starlight; I could not say exactly what 
hour it was I got home; if I had started from the hospital as I should have done, I should have 
been home by <J o clock, but I am not sure what time it was that I did get back; 1 don’t remember
if her husband suggested that she should go to Mrs. Kalsbury’s ; Mrs. Beattie said before she
went to the hospital her confinement would take place in August; she did not tell me what she was 
suftering, only that she had pains ; she (matron) said that they would bundle her out if I didn't come for 
her ; she said that the matron made her go to the closet on her hands and knees, and that on one occasion ’
the matron tore the bed-clothes oft her; I heard her tell her husband something similar to this ; J forgot 
tho names she told me the matron called her; but 1 believe they were dirtv names ; I couldn’t say whether T 
have any note of the names the matron called her; the Commissioner may read the notes; I don’t remember 
it I told the gentlemen of the Committee if she had diarrhoea, nor did I mention that sho was bleeding ; 1 
don’t know the date of the letter I wrote to the hospital; the notes I have are in my handwriting, Mit I 
will not let yon see them ; I have them in my pocket; they were written at my own place; I don’t know 
who was at the place at the time ; J don’t remember anyone coming to my place about this case; I am 
not aware thatl went to anyone’s place about it, but will not swear ; I don’t remember speaking to anyone 
about the ease at my house; I decline to answer the question whether I instructed Mr. Thompson to 
appear tor me in this case; J couldn't say if I knew that Mrs. Salsbury was a midwife, aud that it was in 
that capacity that Mrs. Beattie was going to her house ; I knew that Mrs. Beattie was going therefor her 
confinement; 1 knew that Mrs, Salsbury was engaged to attend on Mrs. Beattie in her confinement; I 
remember that provisions were taken out in the cart, and were brought back to Mrs. Salsbury‘a place ;
Mrs. Salsbury said to me that I would have to take the deceased to the hospital before she had been at 
her house long, and I said to her, “ You are soon tired of her ; you said you would keep her for a week” ; she
made use of an awful expression ; she said she was “----- from head to foot”; it shocked me frightfully; it
made me dislike to take her back, but that wasn’t tbe cause; I took deceased to hospital, with Mrs.
Salsbury, and we both went upstairs with the matron; I don’t remember Mrs, Salsbury saying, " Be sure
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to briug her back to my place when she comes out of the hospital'1; she said, ‘'Bring ber back when the 
time comes” ; I knew Dr. ISTickoll pretty well, but I did not go to the doctor about deceased saying that he 
would not go and see her; from the day sho went to the hospital 1 never went to Dr. Nickoll about the 
ill-treatment she complained of; 1. knew there were other doctors in the town besides Dr. Nickoll; I 
believe there are Drs. Beith and Lester; 1 know where they live ; they live not far from Mr. Marks’; I 
never thought of going to see them ; she was then under a doctor ; 1 went to nobody 1 had no occasion 
to ; there are three or four roads to my place ; the road X went by was not rough at tbe time ; there is a 
fence on both sides for some distance; I should have been going a mile farther if 1 had taken the main 
Maitland Hoad; Mrs. Smith is across the creek, and she is about half a mile from us; there is Mrs. 
Andrew Kurtz also near ; it never occurred to me to go to either of these women; deceased’s husband 
was there, and I bad nothing more to do with it; when I left her she was seated on a box, when on the 
road (down) I didn’t examine her when we got home with regard to the bleeding; she had nothing to 
eat or drink before J left; “ You’re a mean dog [in anstoer io question whether he was in gaol the last- 
thirty ycars'l; I won’t answer the question.”

Mr. Thompson: 1 have no interest in the inquiry at all; I am a very poor man, and have no 
means; the matron never said anything to me about deceased going to Mrs. Salsbury's, and never heard 
the deceased say anything about it either; Mrs. Salsbury w'as very eager to get remuneration ; the road 
X went by was the one usually used, but couldn’t say whether others went hy it.

Commissioner : 1 did not complain when the matron brought her from upstairs ; she did not say 
anything to my knowledge about being unfit to leave tho hospital in the presence of the matron, nor did 
I say anything about her unfitness to leave ; I did not ask the Archdeacon or the others to allow her to 
re-enter tho hospital; I was not aware that there was anything the matter with Mrs. Beattie in regard to 
labour ; 1 (my memory is defective a little) X can’t say 1 saw the matron when 1 was lifting Mrs. Beattie 
into the cart; the matron was not at the door when she was jeering; I have heard the deposition read as 
to the matron standing at the door jeering on the 1st July; 1 don’t think the matron was close enough to 
hear when deceased said, “ Father, X am not fit to leave the liospital” ; I can’t give any reason for not 
complaining ; I did complaiu to Mr. Sherry ; I am not a subscriber to the Mudgee Hospital; I did not 
make any demand for her readmission; when Mrs. Beattie said in the corridor, “ I am dying,” I don’t 
think the matron was near enough to hear it.
Taken and sworn at Mudgee, this 21st day of) "WILLIAM TRAFFOliD,

September, 1897, before me,— j
M. S. Lotje, P.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, William Beattie, on his oath, saith as follows:—I am a miner, and reside at 
Pipeclay.

Mr. Thompson : Deceased, Mary Beattie, was my wife, about 35 or 36, and native of Sydney ; I 
did not know that she was taken to tbe hospital; the first time I knew she had been in the hospital was 
when I met her with "Wm. Trafford in the cart; I said, “ You look bad,” and she said, “ Yes, and worse 
than when X, went into the hospital,” and that she was turned out to die; she said the matron treated her 
badly ; that she asked for a hot bath, and the matron told her she would have to go homo and get one ; 
the matron said that anything was good euough for her; she said that the doctor ordered her medicine, 
but that she did not get it at the proper time ; she said the doctor had never examined her while she was 
in the hospital; she said she couldn’t get a drink at all, except from one of patients, hy name Ada 
Sparrow; she said to the matron she wished to go to the water-closet, and that she (the matron) had 
complained that she (deceased) was a regular nuisance, and that she had to go on her hands and knees 
there ; he saw Mr. Bird, but he said the doctor would deal with it. as he had nothing to do with it; I 
then went to Archdeacon Campbell’s place: on the way home my wife complained that she was bleeding 
to death ; she did not say what was the matter uith her ; I did not see any blood; I did not know what 
was the matter with her; I arrived at Pipeclay about sundown ; Trafford drove the cart, and went by the 
best road ; when we got to the hut wo took her from the cart and placed her on a box ; great care was 
used; I remained with my wife all the time, and Trafford went to take the horse out; I did not notice 
that my wife was getting worse when we took her out of the cart; I never wontfer any assistance; there 
were women about three-quarters of a mile away; she died about 9 ; after sitting on the box my wife said 
she could not sit up any longer, so 1 put her on the bed, from which she did not rise till her death ; I 
thought the matter was diarrhoea.

21r. Gannon : As soon as 1 met my wife at the railway station she complained of her treatment; I 
did not hear Trafford speak to Mr. Bird about this alleged cruelty in the hospital; she told us of her 
treatment on the way home ; I was there when they called on Archdeacon Campbell; I received provisions 
from him ; I knew-she was in the family-way before I went away; 1 did not know when her confinement 
was expected ; 1 don’t know anything about Mrs. Salsbury ; I did not know whether any arrangements 
had been made for the confinement of my wife ; I did not know what was the matter with her when she 
was bleeding in tbe cart; Trafford said there was no good seeing another doctor when she had just come 
from a doctor; wo never wont to a doctor, nor did we go to Mrs. Salsbury’s place; the road by which we 
went was not a rough one ; there are others, hut one is as near to women as the other ; Trafford did not 
go for any female assistance ; she was about the same when we got gome as when she left the hospital; 
Trafford was helping my wife when I was away; I had nothing to support her with myself; I have seen 
nobody about this case, and nobody lias been near my place nor anywhere else about it; I am not a native 
of this country ; I am a native of Scotland; I beard her say, “ My God, 1 am dying, and am turned out 
of the hospital” ; I didn't believe it, though if I had I probably should have had her seen to in town.

Mr. Meares : I saw Mrs. Salsbury about a week after the death of my wife ; I did not hear her say 
to Trafford, “ XVhat could you have been so foolish for as to take her home, and not bring her here ns 
arranged,” nor did she ask me any questions at all; the first time I saw the blood was when she was in bed.

Commissioner : X did not hear Mr. Bird recommend Mr. Trafford to go back lo the doctor of the 
hospital.
Taken and sworn at Mudgee, this 21st day of) WILLIAM BEATTIE.

September, 1897, before me,— j
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

------------------ This
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This deponent, Ada Sparrow, on her oath, saith as follows:—I am a domestic servant, and reside 
at Mudgee.

Mr. Thompson: T was a patient in the hospital, and while there remember seeing Mrs. Beattie 
there ; she was a week there before me ; she complained of pains in her back, and was suftering from 
diarrhoea ; she did not tell me that sho w'as suffering from anything else; she said, “ I can’t get any milk” 
to mo on one occasion ; I remember Trafford coming to the hospital, and I heard her say to her father 
that she was not able to go ; 1 was only present; she was just getting strong enough to walk about then ; 
on the day she left the matron came up and said, “ Your father is waiting to take you away” ; she did not 
appear to go willingly; the matron took her by the arm, and they went downstairs ; I then went on the-, 
balcony, and saw Traftbrd’s cart below; deceased, while standing on the steps, said to her father, “I am 
not able to go ” ; 1 heard her say this distinctly ; she seemed in a very weak state when going towards 
her father; I do not know' where tho matron wras when deceased met her father; I could not say whether 
Trafford helped deceased into the cart or not; she appeared to get up quite easily ; deceased had proper 
attention at the hospital; I never heard her make any complaints to her father or anyone else that she 
had not been properly treated ; I saw the doctor visit deceased, but never saw him examine ber.

Mr. Gannon : ’When I W'ont to hospital I heard that deceased uTas getting better; I was in the same 
room with deceased, and know that doctor’s instruction wTere carried out; Miss McEwen and nurse were 
always kind to deceased, and treated her as they did me; she had no cause for complaint; she always got 
what she wanted ; she got warm milk when she wanted it; there is no truth that the matron called her 
bad names; when deceased left hospital she had recovered from diarrhoea, but complained from pains in 
the back; I remember her being ordered an opening medicine, as she was suffering from constipation; 
the doctor and matron seemed to take an interest in the welfare of the patients in the hospital one and 
all; I never saw the clothes pulled off her while I was there, and she never complained to me of the same, 
nor of having to go on her hands and knees to the closet; I never heard the matron tell Mr, Trafford 
1 hat the deceased would have to be bundled out, as the hospital was no place for her; she never complained 
to me that the doctor or matron had been unkind to her ; I never knew that the matron refused to give 
her a drink ; I remember the matron saying one day that her father was waiting for her in a kindly way ; 
at the time of the departure of the deceased if Trafford had bent down to do up the boots of deceased 1. 
must have seen him, but X did not; I have seen deceased in hospital on verandah moving an easy chair 
about without assistance; I heard deceased singing “ Jesu, lover of my soul,” on one occasion ; 1 never 
saw anyone on the verandah at the time of the departure of deceased; I could not see the wardsman or 
the nurse, hut I could not have seen them if they had been standing near the door at the time ; at 11 
o’clock on the morning of her departure a cup of cocoa was taken up to her by Miss Lyons ; she also had 
some beef-tea on the same morning; she seemed very much bettor then than when I first saw her; 
deceased used to dress herself, aud 1 was always present; she had the usual clothes of a female; she had 
every kindness from the doctor, matron, and the nurse.

Mr. Thompson : I did not hear her say in the presence of the matron that sho was unable to go, 
but she said so to me; 1 have never spoken to anyone of the ease since the inquest; I have seen Mrs. 
Salsbury twice since then.

_ Mr. Gannon : T adhere to the statement I made to-day about the woman getting into the cart 
without difficulty being correct.

Commissioner .- I saw deceased daily in the hospital; I never heard her say that she did not get 
proper attention from the matron ; I spoke to her daily, but at no time did she make any complaint either 
of the doctor or the matron; the cart in which tho deceased left was only within a few yards of me, aud 
I could see everything that took place ; 1 never saw Trafford assist her at all; she took hold of the iron
railing of the cart with her right hand and helped herself up ; Dr. INickoll used to come round aud inspect 
the patients at 12 and 1; deceased appeared to me to get into the cart without the assistance of Trafford ;
I was in tho hospital for nine days, hut never once heard a complaint against tho doctor, matron, or the 
nurse. *

Mr. Thompson : I never heard the matron say, “ We don't want the woman here, she only wants 
to be confined here ” ; she said to me she may want to have her confinement hero, and that nothing like 
that was permitted there.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 21st day of September, 1 ADA SPATtROW.

in the year 1807, before me,— j
M. S. Lovj!, P.M., Commissioner.

[Tuesday, 21st September, 1807, G p.m., Court adjourned to 8 o’clock p.m.]

21st September, Tuesday, 8 o’clock—Court sat.
This deponent, Mrs. Esther Kurtz, on her oath, saith as follows:—■

_ Mr. Thompson: 1 am a widow, and reside at Pipeclay; my place is about 2 miles from Mrs. 
Beattie’s ; I remember seeing deceased in Mudgee, at Marks’ place, "about the time of her death ; she was 
in a cart hy herself at the time I spoke to her; she seemed sick, but not sick enough to die ; 1 asked if 
she were better, that she was going home, but she said she was worse ; she said she was turned out of 
tho hospital; I asked if she had anyone to look after her, and she said only a girl of 13 ; sho said, “ The 
doctor has never sounded me since I have been in tbe hospital"; this is all I know with regard to tho matter.

Mr. Gannon: I am not a friend of deceased ; 1 don’t know what she was like before she went into 
the hospital; 1 know her stepfather; deceased complained of no other pains except those iu her back ; I 
know the road out to her place, and that it is a bad one, but I don’t think it was rough enough to cause 
her any injury; I heard that labour pains had come on on Saturday night.

Mr. Meares : Nobody else was in the cart when I saw her but she, sitting cramped up.
Mr. Thompson : I could sec by her state that she was pregnant.

Taken and sworn at Mudgee, this 21st day j ESTHER TCURTZ.
of September, before me,— j

M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner,

315—B
This
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' This deponent, Ethel McEwen, on her oath, saith as followsI am matron of the Mudgee 
Hospital, and reside at Mudgee; I have been a nurse for five years, and received my training at Prince 
Alfred’s Hospital, Sydney, and received a certificate of competency about January twelve months ago ; I 
was appointed to the Mudgee Hospital on the Gth October, last year, and should say I have had about 
100 cases under my care since that time; the medical staff was composed of Dr. Nickoll, whose custom it 
was to attend almost daily ; in any emergency he would attend at once ; before tbe ISth I never saw 
Trafford or deceased; about 3 in the afternoon of tbe 18th she was brought to the hospital by Trafford; 
I took charge of her, and gave her a bed in the women’s ward; at the time sho was suflerin^ from 
diarrhcea ; she was in a very weak state when she came, and had to be lifted out of the cart and helped 
upstairs ; Dr. Nickoll attended about two hours after her admission ; I atteuded to her till the doctor 
arrived ; she was bathed and put to bed; I treated this case as my experience dictated; I gave her no 
medicine before tbe doctor arrived ; she was properly treated by the whole staff; Dr. Nickoll came ou 
the second day, and examined her with a stethoscope, and ordered her a new medicine; it is a lie that the 
doctor never came till the next day, as also it is a lie that ho never examined; the doctor said that 
deceased must remain in bed; she remained there, and everything was given to her that was required, and 
the doctor’s orders rigidly carried out; deceased was in bed for eight days, according to doctor’s orders ; 
I had to forbid deceased on some occasions to keep in bed, but she said she thought it would do her good 
to get up ; she never made any complaint to me, and during the eight days the doctor saw her every day, 
and his orders were carried out; after eight days the doctor said deceased might get up on the couch by 
the fire; at this time she was recovering from the attack of diarrhoea; it was about four days after 
admission that tho symptoms seemed to disappear; when the doctor, on the day that she got up, he said 
she would he able to go in a week; on the 2Gth I saw Trafford, and at that time sho was completely 
recovered from the diarrhoea; Trafford came about 2 in the afternoon; he saw me at the door, and asked 
me how Mrs. Beattie was ; I said she was better, and would be able to go out in a week ; Traflord went 
up to see her, aud when he came down he said that deceased wasn’t fit to go out in a week, and that she 
(the matron) ought to he ashamed of herself to allow her to go out when there was not a crust of bread 
in the house ; it is not my duty to allow persons to remain in the hospital when the doctor says they are 
cured; it is not the, duty of the hospital to act as a benevolent society; on the 28th there was no 
symptom in deceaseci's state to warrant her remaining at the hospital; cases of pregnancy are not allowed 
io he received at the hospital; I knew that Mrs. Salsbury had been engaged for the confinement of the 
deceased ; on the day she left, in my opinion, she was absolutely fit to go out; I knew that the confine
ment of deceased would be in about a month or six weeks ; deceased in her convalescence used to move 
about without assistance, and was supplied with everything that she required aud that was allowed by the 
hospital; when Trafford came I was comiug from the kitchen through ihe hall; as matron of the hospifal, 
I did everything in my power to attend to her, hut when she had recovered from the diarrhoea it was my 
duty to see that she was removed to some other place for her confinement; when I went upstairs I said to 
Mrs. Beattie—I told her that her father was waiting for her; she then made reference to her confinement, 
and on that account she seemed to be reluctant to leave the hospital; up to the time I went up to her on 
Thursday she never complained of pains in her back, and I am not aware that any such pains existed, 
and suppose that if there had been such she would have mentioned them ; before she left 1. asked her if 
she would have any more beef tea, and she appeared to wish to avoid seeing Trafford for she went away 
into the lavatory; I did not put my hand on her when going away ; she required no assistance; I walked 
downstairs with her and left her at the hall table, and did not see Trafford at the time, and iip 
to that time she had made no complaint to me re her treatment, except in the case of the hot tea, which 
would have been highly injurious to her in her state of health ; I avoided seeing Trafford because I did 
not wish him to be rude to me again as he had been before; at this time Ada Sparrow was upstairs 
having her dinner ; X walked into the sitting-room when leaving Mrs. Beattie, and never spoke one word 
to Trafford; I spoke to Nurse Anderson in the sitting-room; Wardsman Squibb was in the hall at the 
time ; I did not see deceased getting into the cart, and there is no particle of truth in the statement that I 
was jeering at them : there is no truth that I ever pulled bedclothes off deceased, or that I said that sho 
would have to be bundled out of the hospital, nor is there any truth in the statement that I compelled 
her to go on her hands and knees to the closet; I never at any time did anything insulting either to 
Trafford or Mrs, Beattie; there is not a fragment of foundation for any of the charges; in my career I 
have never had any charge of neglect preferred against me ; I gave special orders that she should have 
warm milk, nor did I deny her anything at any time that was allowed by the hospital; Trafford did not 
pass tho steps to help the deceased, as far as I know ; had I known that the woman was bleeding, on my 
own responsibility J would have readmitted ber to tho hospital; tbe facts I swore at the inquest are 
correct, and I repeat the same now ; I never heard anything about the woman bleeding from anyone ; 
severe diarrhoea may conduce to miscarriage ; 1 deny the charges of cruelty or inattention, and I carried 
out the orders of the doctor, who at all times behaved as a gentleman should do.

■ Mr. Thompson : I knew she was iu a far advanced state of pregnancy; it was no part of my 
duty to inquire into that; there was no necessity for the doctor to make any further examination than ho 
did; she never complained to me of any pains in her hack; when Trafford came to take her away sho 
never said anything about being unable to go out, hut only made reference to her confinement; Ada 
Sparrow was not present at the time; the statement made by Ada Sparrow saying that I. said deceased 
only wished to stay at the hospital for her confinement is not true ; had Mrs. Beattie said she was not 
fit to leave tbe hospital, 1 should not have .allowed her to go, but I told hereto be sure to go and see Mrs. 
Salsbury before she went out of town ; in urgent cases patients are admitted to tbe hospital without the 
doctor’s order ; this has been the practice with me ; I should have to follow the doctor’s instructions in 
all cases, even against my own judgment; I only said iu my letter that she was to go out in the coach 
and not to go to Mrs. Salsbury because I understood that she was to be confined there ; 1 knew if Mrs. 
Beattie was to go io Mrs. Salsbury’s place she was to get £1 a week, but if she (Mrs. Salsbury) went 
out to Mrs. Beattie's she was to get 10s.; aud I understood that her confinement was to take place in 
about six weeks ; Dr, Nickoll saw deceased on the 30th June.

Commissioner : Mr. Sherry and Mr. Tuckerman were the Visiting Committee at the time ; I can’t 
say how many times they were there in June ; as a rule, they go through the female wards; 1 don’t 
remember if they went through the ward in which deceased was ; there is no register of complaints ; I did 
not see deceased and Trafford departing from the hospital, nor did 1 hear anything that was said by them ; 
Mrs. Beattie never said that she was unfit to leave the hospital; deceased was a destitute patient, and 
was admitted ou the recommendation of Mr, Willis, who is a Member. Mr.
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Mr. Gannon : T have heard her complain of shortness of breath, and the doctor examined her at 
once; it makes no difference to me if patients pay or not; there were no symptoms of shortness of 
breath when she left.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 21st day of September,) ETHEL McEWEH.

in the year 1S97, before me,— )
M. S, Love, P.M., Commissioner. .

[Tuesday, 2ist September, 10 o’clock p.m., Court adjourned till 9-30 a.m., 22nd September.]

"Wednesday, 22nd September—Court sat 930 a.m.
Tins deponent, Dr. JIarvri/ MicTcoll, on his oath, saith as follows .—I am a duly qualified medical 

practitioner, and reside at Mudgee, and am Government medical officer for the Mudgee Hospital, which 
position I have held for over eight years.

Mr. Meares: Mrs. Salsbury called on me bn the ISth, and said she had been out to see Mrs. Es..ibitc. 
Beattie, and found that she was suffering from diarrhoea, and not from labour pains ; I had been asked 
previously by tho Benevolent Society to attend to the woman in her confinement, so 1 knew all about her 
case before she came to the hospital; on the ISth I. gave Mrs. Salsbury some medicine for deceased, as 
I told ber I could not see her that morning, as I had a case to attend to in the hospital; I then gave an 
order for her admission to the hospital, where I treated her for diarrhoea; on the 10th 1 wras very careful 
to examine deceased, as 1 thought she had a temperature, but upon examination 1 found that she had none ;
1 examined her in every way that I thought her case required; on the 20th I prescribed for ber medicine 
fq be taken every three hours ; after that I saw'hcr every day, except the 27th, till the day before her Prcieriptkm, 
discharge ; deceased was iu bed for seven days ; after the diarrhcea was cured she suffered from constipation, 
for which she was treated ; I don’t remember the day on wliicb I said deceased was fit to leave the 
hospital, but I remember instructing tbe matron to write to Trafford; I always discharge patients, and 
the matron receives her instructions from me ; I saw deceased frequently when convalescent, and never 
heard her complain of anything except having warm tea, which X told her at the time was quite 
unsuitable for her in her state ; J was up in the ward every day and Ada Sparrow was there; deceased 
had every opportunity to complain, but did not do so. ’ ”

Mr. Gannon I have been in tho hospital over eight years ; I have been in the Sheffield Infirmary 
and the Loyal Infirmary, Edinburgh, after which I came out here, and practised in Victoria; and with tho 
exception of four years my experience has been in hospitals; I was at the hospital when Miss McEwen 
was appointed at the hospital as matron on account of her special requirements ; I know she is an excel
lent matron, and has always treated the patients in the hospital with unfailing kindness, even as far as 
buying clothes for them with her own money ; I have known her to work for eighteen hours at a spell 
voluntarily ; I have known her to keep a child with'Ophthalmia in her own room in order that it might 
receive special care; cases of pregnancy are not allowed at the hospital, but when accompanied by other 
ailments there is sometimes no alternative but to admit them ; twice a week visitors are allowed to come 
and sec the hospital, and relatives may come in at any time ; if the deceased had been bleeding at the 
time she left the hospital I would not have dreamt of allowing ber to go ; 1 never knew there was anything 
tho matter with her except her pregnancy when she left the liospital; I never heard that the matron had 
been unkind to deceased ; it is quite false that I did not examine ber while in the hospital; after two or 
three days when deceased wras in the liospital, I examined her heart, and found that she had a slight 
mitral murmur.

Mr. Thompson : On the first day I was very careful to examine deceased; deceased ovas suffering 
from flatulency, as women do when they are iu an advanced state of pregnancy; death of deceased was 
caused by separation of the placenta from the uterus ; it was my impression that the confinement of 
deceased would take place in August; I knew that arrangements had been made for ber lying-in, and 
was asked by tbe Secretary of the Benevolent Society to attend the woman during her confinement; I 
did not know that deceased was destitute ; deceased, while in the hospital, never suffered from inflamma
tory diarrhcea, nor was it calculated to bring ou premature labour; 1 think there is no connection between 
the diarrhcea and the labour ; my opinion is that the labour pains started after tbe deceased left tbe 
hospital; before that time there was no pain complained of suggesting her approaching confinement;
I knew that deceased was on the list of the Benevolent Society, and that she ivas supplied with provisions ;
I never discharge a patient from the hospital except I know that he has somewhere to go, and making 
due inquiries ; 1 knew that arrangements had been made for tho confinement of deceased, and gave an 
order for her discharge with that knowledge ; Mrs. Salsbury had stated that arrangements had been made 
for her to lie-in at her house ; I consider that deceased at the time she was discharged was quite in a fit 
state to go out; cases of pregnanej" have been occasionally brought to the hospital, but it has only 
been when the patient has been suffering from another illness ; urgent eases are admitted without an 
order of admission ; I think it is a matter for the Committee themselves if they say they have no power 
to order the read mission of patients without reference to me.

Mr. Gannon: I cannot account for the separation of the placenta, nor do I think that it is possible to 
tell the cause of it; it is abnormal that the placenta should he separated before expulsion of the foetus ; 
travelling in a cart undoubtedly would have been detrimental to her case; 1 think if sho had been 
attended at her confinement she would have been alive now.

Commissioner: I saw deceased every day except the 27(h ; I saw her the day before she was 
discharged ; ou tho 28th I saw her, and she appeared quite fit to leave the hospital; I saw nothing in her 
condition to make mo alter the order for her discharge ; I was at the hospital on the 1st July, but heard 
no reference made to her discharge ; I know nothing about the arrangements that had been made for her 
being taken away; I think that getting into the cart, or travelling in tbe same, might have accelerated 
deceased’s confinement; premature labour is often caused by lifting heavy weights, or other similar 
actions—walking downstairs, &c.; patients who are destitute are not prevented from entering the 
hospital; the admission of destitute sick is in accordance with Crown regulations ; Trafford never made any 
complaint to me; if the Committee had sent deceased hack to hospital she certainly would have been 
readmitted ; Committee go round the wards at various times, and the patients have every opportunity to 
make complaints.

Mr. Gannon I knew deceased came in a cart to town on the ISth instant pregnant and with 
diarrhoea, and thought when she was cured of diarrhoea slie might easily return as she came; the road by 
which deceased went home was a bad one, and not fib for a sick person to travel over.

Commissioner;
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Commissioner; I am aware of rule 6, winch states that certain diseases are not to he admitted— 
among others, infectious diseases; copy of circular, dated 1st December, 1891, from the Board of Health 
to the Hospital Committee is with the Hospital Committee, amongst other things notifying that infec
tious diseases must be admitted ; there is an isolated house, built for the reception of infectious diseased, 
in accordance with the Board of Health’s circular; and eases of this kind have been admitted.

■ Mr, Meares : I do not know that a sub-committee was appointed to consider the reconstruction of
new rules, in accordance with the said circular.

Mr. Thompson: 1 have mado a record of visits, in accord with rule 7, but I. have not mado a 
record of esamination on patients ; on the 1st of July I w'as not at the hospital till late in the afternoon, 
after the deceased had left, nor did I see her that day.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September, 7 HARVEY NICKOLL.

in the year 1897, before me,— }
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, Dr. Hubert Beith, on his oath, saith as follows:—
Commissioner.- I am a duly qualified medical practitioner, and reside at Mudgee ; I "was present at 

Coe post-mortem examination of Mary Beattie, on the 3rd July; I consider that she died from the shock 
of the premature confinement; I heard the evidence taken in the Coroner’s Court; I knewr nothing of 
deceased prior to post-mortem.

Mr. Gannon: I have been sometimes to tbe hospital professionally, and I consider that it is 
carried on properly, and it appeared to me that the matron was well qualified for her duty.

Mr. Thompson : I only go the hospital for consultations, and 1 have no right to sec the patients; 
I was at the post-mortem which was held to discover the cause of death, which was put down to shock 
with hemorrhage owing to premature confinement; we considered that the journey in the cart had 
caused the premature confinement owing to the acceleration of labour; I don’t see why deceased should 
not have been discharged from the hospital after recovering from diarrhoea, even though she were 
pregnant; I could not say if the deceased had entirely recovered from diarrhcea at tho poat-wortc/a; I 
think it is a general rule to examine patients before they leave the hospital.

Mr. Gannon ; Prescriptions given by Dr. Nickoll are, I consider, quite correct for tbe case; I 
think that it -would not have been dangerous for tbe deceased after having been cured of diarrhoea to 
return on the 1st of July.

Commissioner: I consider it possible for the labour to have been brought on by Mrs. Beattie getting 
up into tho cart.

Mr. Meares: I would not have thought it necessary to have a vagina examination before deceased 
left the hospital if she had been cured of the diarrhooa'for seven or eight days.

Mr. Thompson ; If the pains complained of had disappeared for some days there would have been 
no necessity to make any further examination.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September, 7 ROBERT BEITH.

in the year 1897, before me,— j
M. S, Love, P.M., Commissioner,

This deponent, Dr. Charles Edward Tester, on his oath, saith as follows:—1 am a duly qualified 
medical practitioner, aud reside at Mudgee ; ou the 3rd July Imadea^osZ-worton on deceased ; the result 
of it was this: the woman appeared to he about 40, no external marks of violence, and the usual post
mortem rigidity was present; there was a large clot of blood protruding from the vagina; the skin of the 
abdomen showed that the deceased had borne children, and she was at present within a few weeks of her 
confinement; I opened the chest; there was a small amount of fluid in the right pleural cavity, other wr iso the 
lungs were healthy ; there was a small clot of blood on the right side of the heart; the left was empty ; I 
opened the abdominal cavity, and found recent signs of diarrhcea; tbe mouth of tbe womb was fully 
dilated ; all tbe fluid bad escaped ; all the other organs examined were practically healthy ; I attribute the 
cause of death to collapse from hemorrhage and shock.

Mr. Thompson: I found there were no farces in the bowels of the deceased ; the serous membrane 
and subserous tissue was thickened, and showed injected zones of blood-vessels; there was a small amount 
of mucous about the sarcum and tbe rectum ; it would be possible for a person to say whether diarrhcea 
had continued up to time of death from tho post-mortem ; the signs I saw at the post-mortem showed that 
diarrhcea might have occurred within two or three days previous; the signs were of acute diarrhcea ; 
diarrhoea would have been very depressing to tbe vital powers of the patient in a state of pregnancy, and 
it would predispose to premature labour, and might have caused the labour of deceased xvithout her getting 
into a cart as she did ; it is an anxious time for a person pregnant, and with diarrhcca, and ir would make 
the doctor very careful about discharging the patient; diarrhoea and labour-pains would not have caused death 
if deceased had had proper medical attention ; I cannot say from tho post-mortem if the woman was in a 
fit state to be discharged from the hospital, but I consider that death could have been averted if she had 
been taken to a lying-in hospital, or a medical man attending her.

Mr. Gannon : Her life could have been saved if a medical man had been sent for ; I think that the 
prescription of Dr. Nickoll was correct for a simple form of diarrhoea ; I saw that the symptoms at the 
post-mortem were consistent with the enema and castor oil; I never meet witli Dr. Nickoll for consulta
tion now.

# Mr. Meares: I did examine the small intestine externally; in inflammatory diarrhcea I should expect 
a patient to have a temperature, and if the matron and doctor said there was no temperature I should 
believe that tho diarrhoea was not acute, and that Dr. Nick oil’s prescription was correct for a simple form ; 
I think that if deceased had recovered from diarrhoea for seven or eight days, and had, on the other 
hand, been treated for constipation she would have been fit to leave the hospital; if there was no diarrhoea, 
and no temperature and constipation, I think that tho woman would he able to leave tho hospifal; I have 
seen similar cases of diarrhcea ; it is possible to diagnose a ease of diarrhoea from the examination of the 
rectum that I made, but it is not possible to say how long the diarrhoea may have ceased ; there may not 
have been diarrhoea for a week before death.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September, 7 CHAS. E. LESTER,

in the year 1897, before me,— j
M. S, Love, P.M., Commissioner.

■ ------------ . This
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This deponent, Miss Ethel MeEwen, recalled, on lier oath, ealtli as follows:—I know Mrs. Beattie's 
temperature was taken in the hospital, hut 1 don’t remcmher how many times; at all times it was normal; 
in the fmces of deceased there was no signs of mucous or blood at any time; 1 asked the girl assisting me 
to report if there was, but sho never did so.

Mr. Thompson I do not know if a register is kept by the Board of Health for persons qualified to 
act as nurses, and as far as I know my name is not registered with the Board of Health ; my certificate 
was obtained from tho Prince Alfred Hospital.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September, 7 ETHEL McEWEN.

in the year 1897, before me,— j
M, S. Love, P.M., Commissioner,

[1 p.m., 22nd September, Court adjourned till 2TG.]

"Wednesday, 22nd September—Court sat 2T5.
This deponent, Mrs. Sarah Jane Salsbury, on her oath, saith as follows:—I am a nurse aud mid

wife, and reside at Mudgee, and have acted in that capacity for twenty-five years; I. know Mrs. Stacey; 
I saw her on the 17th June, and she asked me to go out and see Mrs. Beattie ; I said I would go out, but 
would not be able to stop with the woman ; I went out; Mrs. Beattio was suffering from diarrhoea, so I 
brought her into town in a cart, Trafford driving ; she stopped at my place for the night; in the morning 
of the 18th I saw doctor, and he gave me a prescription for deceased, and later on in the day I took her 
to the hospital with Trafford ; when deceased came out of the hospital I told Trafford he could bring 
deceased back to my house, and that I would look after her; I saw' Trafford on the 22nd .Tune, and he 
said lie had not seen deceased since she had been in the hospital, and I then said to him not to forget to 
bring her to my place when she came out of tho hospital, as I had made other arrangements ; I also saw 
deceased in the hospital, and I told her to be sure to come to me when she left the hospital; I told her 
that I had made all the necessary arrangements for her confinement through the Benevolent Society ; she 
said, <! Very well deceased seemed much better on that day ; 1 was at the hospital for two hours, and 
the only complaint of hers was that she would like some hot tea, hut no other complaint was made ; I 
saw her in bed, and that the proper arrangements were made for her for the diarrhcea, and that there was 
no necessity for her to get out of bed; I did not see her after that in tbe hospital; on the Thursday I 
went up to see her ; I arrived at about 2'30, and sawr the matron, and asked for Mrs. Beattie, aud she 
said, “ Oh, Mrs. Beattie has gone; hasn’t she gone to your place ”? I said, “ No, not w'hen I left the 
matron seemed surprised ; she said, “ Surely she’s gone there; I told her to be sure to go there I said 
“ It is funny; I told Trafford to do so 1 then returned home, but Mrs. Beattie was not there ; I went 
round some of the streets to see if I could see Trafford or deceased, but could not see them ; Trafford 
brought the provisions, which he obtained at Marks’ through the Benevolent Society, to my house; 
Trafford came aud made a complaint to me of the treatment of deceased, and I said to him, “ \Vhy did 
you not bring her to me?” hesaid. “I think I must have been mad I said to him that I had noticed in his 
evideuco that he had said Mrs. Beattie had to crawl on ber hands and knees to the closet, aud that he had 
noticed a drop of blood fall on his hand when he was helping deceased into the cart; I said, “ Did you 
know then that you should have brought the woman to my place then—you said you understood all about 
a woman in that condition?” he said he did not know what he was doing ; Beattie said, when he heard 
this, “ Good God, if I had known this X would have brought her to your place Beattie said he did not 
notice any pains when she was going out in the cart; and he said that the first time he had noticed blood 
was about half an hour before she died ; be said she used the chamber, and that he had remarked to her 
that there was a lot of blood there, and she said, “ I must be going to be ill I said, “ It is funny you 
did not get a woman for her"; ho said he did not know what to do ; I said, “ There was a woman with 
her the night before she had gone to the hospital—why could you not get that woman again ?”

Mr. Gannon : It is not true that I made use of filthy language to deceased, and that that was the 
reason for Trafford not taking her back to my place when ebe left the hospital; it appeared to mo that 
she was treated very well at the hospital.

Mr. Thompson: I did not know the matron had written to Trafford till after the account of the 
death appeared in the paper ; I know that the matron told Trafford to bring deceased to my place.

Commissioner : The arrangement with the Benevolent Society for deceased's confinement was, that 
I was to bo paid £1 to attend her for a fortnight, and that Dr. Nickoll would attend to her if it were 
necessary, and that she was to be taken to my house ; notwithstanding that her confinement was not to 
take place till August, I was to make arrangements for her to stay in Mudgee till her time was 
approaching.

Mr. Thompson : Deceased was suffering from acute diarrhoea when she came to my place in the 
first, and that was why I sent her to the hospital, and I thought that this might bring on premature 
confinement.

Commissioner : I saw deceased twice at hospital, and sho never complained to me of her treatment.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September, l S. J. SALSBUBY.

in the year 1897, before me,—■ j
M. S. Love, T.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, the Venerable Archdeacon Thomas Robert Curnew Campbell, on his oath, saith as 
follows:—

Mr, Gannon : I am the Archdeacon of the Anglican Church, and reside at Mudgee ; I am one of 
the Committee of tho hospital, and have been so for three and a half years, and have taken an interest in 
the proceedings of the hospital since here ; from my own observation, the present matron is an admirable 
one; she was selected from a number of candidates on account of her good credentials; she has always 
treated the patients kindly, and I have never heard any complaint against her; patients can always com
plain to tho Committee, but never have ; I have never heard to the contrary that Dr. Nickoll had performed 
his duty in an efiicient; way ; I heard that deceased had suffered from diarrhoea in the hospital; 1 saw 
deceased and Trafford on tho 1st July, and he asked me if I did not think deceased looked ill in the cart; 
I said I did so; Trafford never mentioned that he had blood on his hand from deceased ; I supplied pro
visions to deceased; Trafford said to me that deceased’s expected illness was looked for in the course of

a
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a-ffiw weeks; I knew from that that she was in an advanced state of pregnancy ; I supplied her with what 
I could, and she was taken home; I have still every confidence in the doctor and the matron, in spite of 
the allegations of Trafford.

Mr. Thompson : J heard that deceased was suffering from diarrhoea at the hospital; when I saw her 
she looked very ill, and I recommended Trafford to take her to the gaol infirmary, where she would bo 
taken care of by Mrs. Cotter, who was a very kind woman ; I did not know that I had power to send her 
back to the hospital as a simple committeeman, and 1 told Trafford this.

Commissioner: Trafford never asked to have deceased readmitted to the hospital; I thought the 
gaol infirmary would be a resting-place for deceased, and neither she or Trafford mado any objection, 
except that he said that deceased’s mother might object; Trafford appeared to have a very bitter animus 
against Mr. bfickoll, and that seemed to me to control his conduct; it did not strike me that they would 
have no right to receive deceased at the gaol infirmary (my legal knowledge is not very great); from 
deceased’s appearance she did not seem to require immediate medical assistance ; I did not suggest that 
deceased should return to hospital; if I had thought she required immediate assistance! should have had 
her sent back on iny own responsibility; deceased never made any complaint to me ; if I saw a case of 
this kind I should at once write an order for admission to the hospital, and send patient there ; I think 
Trafford wro!e a long letter to the Committee after death of deceased, hut don’t remember if any action 
was taken on it.

Mr. Gannon : Had I thought deceased required immediate medical treatment! should have ordered 
her back to the hospital myself.

Mr. Thompson : Trafford never urged that deceased should be taken back to hospital; I did not 
see how I could send hack deceased to hospital, when she had just been discharged on medical authority ; 
1 thought that, if Trafford would not do as I suggested, the best tiling that could be done was to take her 
to her own home.
Sworn at Mudgee,,this 22nd day of September,") T. R. CURNEW CAMPBELL,

in the year 1897, before me,— )
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, Frederick John Bird, on his oath, saith as follows:—I am a storekeeper and reside 
at Mudgee, and am a member of the Hospital Committee; I saw Trafford on the 1st July; he asked me 
if I were on the Committee, he asked me to come and see the woman he had outside to sec if she were 
in a fit state to leave the hospital; J said, “ It is no use me going to see her, what docs the doctor say?” 
he said the doctor says she is fit to leave ; after a little I looked at her, and he asked if she were in pain ; 
she said she was in great pain about the chest; he said, “ Boos she look fit to leave the hospital ?” I. said, 
“ She does look bad but she always looked unhealthy, and did not look any worse than before : I have 
seen deceased twice before she went lo the hospital; on the 1st, when I saw deceased, she complained of 
the pains mentioned ; Trafford never asked me as a committeeman to send her back to tho hospital, but 
I said it was no good for me to send her back when tho doctor had discharged her.

Mr. Gannon: I advised Trafford to take deceased to see a doctor. ■
Mr. Thompson : When deceased was sitting in the cart she was sitting up quite straight. 
Commissioner: When I told Trafford to take deceased back to the doctor, X meant Hr. Nickoll; he 

answered, I f I go to the doctor there will be a row 1 said, “ Should’nt there be a row if there was anything 
wrong I said, “You are the man to make the row if there is anything wrong with the womao."’
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September, ) ERFD T BIRB

in the year 1837, before me,— j ' J ' ' ' ’
M. S. Love, P.M. Commissioner.

This deponent, George Stewart, on his oath, saith as follows :—
Commissioner ; I am a member of the Committee of the Mudgee Hospital, and reside at Mudgee ; 

on the 1st July, I saw deceased and Trafford in a cart in the street in Mudgee ; Trafford spoke to me and 
abused Hr. Nickoll, and asked me if I thought she was fit to leave tho hospital, to which I made no reply; 
deceased looked ill and in a destitute condition, but she did not look ill enough to require immediate 
attention; Trafford did not say anything about her readmission to the hospital to me as far as I recollect ; 
Trafford said deceased was not fit to go homo as ho had practically nothing in tho house for her: I suggested 
that I recommend the matter to the police, and let her go to the goal, which was tho only place that 
occurred to mo; I knew of no arrangement that had been made with the Benevolent Society, and nothing 
was said about it, nor was there anything said about blood on Trafford’s hand.

Mr. Thompson .- Heceased looked very ill when I saw her, but 1 never formed an impression as to 
her returning to the hospital; I thought that the letter 1 read dealt with the matter.

Mr. Gannon: I suggested the gaol infirmary at the time because I never thought of the Benevolent 
Society. _ ...

Mr. Meares : She did not appear to require immediate attendance.
Commissioner: Trafford said that he would take deceased home at doctor's risk.
Mr. Gannon : Trafford seemed very bitter against Hr. Nickoll.
Mr. Thompson : Trafford seemed to have other causes of complaint against the doctor besides the 

discharge of deceased. ■
Commissioner: I would not suggest at the present any patient be taken to the gaol—I would 

recommend the Benevolent Society.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September, 1 

in the year 1897, before me,— j
^ M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

G. STEWART
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This deponent, Hose Lyons, on her oath, saith as follows:—
Mr. Meares: .1 was an assistant at the Mudgee Hospital in June last, and reside at Mudgeo; I 

was at hospital when deceased camo to hospital, where I assisted generally under the direction of Miss 
McKwcn; deceased was in bed for three or four days with diarrhoea, aud bed-pans and other necessaries were 
supplied her. so that there w'as no necessity for her to get out of bed; the diarrhcea lasted about three or 
four days ; after that she did not suffer from diarrhoea, but did so from constipation, for which she was 
treated ; she never complained to me after the first three or four days of diarrhoea; after she commenced 
to get up she always dressed herself and had no assistance ; m the day-time site used to sit about on tho 
verandah and elsewhere, and appeared to improve daily; on the morning she left I took deceased her 
breakfast, but I don’t know' if she had anything after that till she left; at no time did deceased e\or 
complain to me of her treatment in the hospital, and I saw more of her than anyone else.

Mr. Thompson: I did not give evidence at the inquest; 1 was not called ; deceased complained to 
me on the morning she had the injection that the oil had not worked, and 1 told the matron.

Mr. Gannon : I acted under the instructions of the matron, and deceased was always treated kindly.
Commissioner : I saw the deceased on the morning of her departure, and she seemed quite well: I 

saw her several times that morning, but sho never made any complaint; patients never had occasion to 
get out to the closets in the yard instead of being attended to in the wards.
Sworn at Mudgee. this 22nd day of September,) p TTfiVS

in the year 1897, before me,—■ j ~ ‘ "
M. S. Hove, P.M., Commissioner. ,

Exhibit G.

_ This deponent, Joseph Milton Cox, on his oath, saith as follows I am Secretary of the Mudgee 
Hospifal, and reside at Mudgee.

Commissioner : I received a letter of complaint from Trafford on the Gth July, but no action was 
taken on it at the time; a special meeting of the Committee was arranged for the 13lh July, which was 
held ; on the meeting of the Gth I was ordered to apply for copies of the depositions taken at the inquest 
for the meeting of the 13th [Action h; resolution was taken for inquiry] ; the doctor was not present at 
tho meeting, and no report was made either by him or the matron. I remember the circular from the 
Hoard ol Health. 1st December, 1891; since tho receipt of that circular a house has been built for the 
reception of infectious diseases, and the old by-law of the hospital stating that infectious diseases would 
not bo admitted has not been amended.

Mr. Gannon .- I have had long experience in connection with the hospital, and have always found 
that tho doctor and the matron have performed their duty faithfully, and no complaint has ever reached 
me against them ; tho depositions of the inquest were not obtained before the letter was sent to the Chief 
Under Kocretarv ; comimmications were made with the Justice Department and the Hoard of Health and 
the Principal Under Secretary asking for investigation into the charges against the hospital; in my duccd. 
communications I never sent any cuttings from the local papers ; the Committee have always been anxious 
to have the whole matter sifted to the bottom ; as a result of my letters to tho Board of Health I received 
a communication notifying the appointment of a Commission of Inquiry. Exhibit G.

Mr. Thompson : Committee have taken some steps to amend tho rule in accordance with model 
rules of the Board of Health.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September,} 

in the year 1897, before me,— j
■ M. S. Hove. P.M, Commissioner.

JOSEPH M. cox.

This deponent, Kate Anderson, on her oath, saith as follows:—I am a nurse at the Mudgee 
Hospital, and reside at Mudgee ; 1 remember Mrs. Beattie in the hospital, hut was never in attendance 
on her ; I saw her as she left the liospital on the 1st July ; I saw Trafford with her ; as deceased walked 
down the stairs of hospital I heard Trafford abusing the matron ; I also heard him ask deceased if sho 
were inched, and she said no ; when she got to the cart sho put one foot on the step, and took hold of 
the railing to help herself up ; when Miss McEwen left the door she came into tho sitting-room.

Mr. Meares After deceased had got into the cart Trafford got in at the other side ; I never saw 
Trafford assist deceased into cart, and he could not have done so without my seeing him ; deceased appeared 
to have no difficulty in walking ; I did not notice Trafford do up deceased’s hoots.

_ _ Jiff. Gannon : Trafford was behind deceased when she got into the cart, and the matron was in the 
sitting-room, and it is an absolute lie that she was jeering at him.

t Mr. Thompson : The first time 1 saw deceased-was when she came downstairs to go awav; I heard 
Trafford ask her if sho was in bed when the matron went up to .bring her down ; after deceased came to 
the door she did not sit down at nil; I never heard Trafford tell the matron deceased was not able to 
leave tho hospital; I did not look as tho deceased was actually getting into the cart; the last time 1 saw 
Trafford was when he was on the third step of tho hospital, aud deceased had her foot on tho iron step of 
the cart; Sifter that Jl did not see them, and could not say whether Trafford helped deceased into the cart,; 
] did not see deceased in hospital at all; I was in the isolated ward ; I heard Sergeant Harving ask me if 
1 had anything to do with the deceased while she was m the hospital.

i Commissioner: 1 was about 3 yards from Trafford and deceased when she got into the cart; 
Trafford appeared to be excited and angry; he said he would take deceased to Hr. Lester and sec if sho 
were fit to leave tho hospital; ho said, “ 1 will make it hot for you” (speaking to the matron); lie said 
Miss McEwen was not fit lo look after pigs, let alone Christians ; I think the matron could have heard 
this, as tho sitting-room windofv was open ; Trafford could not see the matron, but the words he used 1 
think were addressed to her; I did not hear deceased say. “ Bather, I am not in a fit state to leave the 
hospital” ; I have never heard any complaint of the treatment of deceased while in the hospital,

Mr. Thompson : 1 did not see Ada Sparrow, hut was closer to deceased than she could have been.
Sworn at Mudgoe, this 22nd day of September,) K. ANUEBSObJ.

in the year 1897, before me,—■ j
M. S. Love, B.M., Commissioner.
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This deponent, Flora Fay, on her oath, saith as follows:—I am a married woman and reside at 
Mudgee ; I was in the hospital at the time deceased was there, but not when she left, as I went on the 
2Jnd of June. ■

Mr. Meares: I wa.s at the hospital when deceased was first admitted ; she was treated by the doctor 
the afternoon she was admitted, about a couple of hours after her arrival; the doctor attended to deceased 
every day ; she never at any time made any complaint to me of her treatment; she never had to get out 
of bed to go to the closet—proper arrangements were made that she should not have to do so ; deceased 
used to get out of bed against the matron's orders, and 1 have heard the matron scolding her for it, and 
she promised not to get out any more; I saw Mrs. Salsbury coining to see her on the first Sunday she 
came into the hospital and on the following Tuesday, and I heard Mrs. Salsbury tell ber to go to her 
place when she came out of the hospital : Iwas at the hospital for a month, but never heard any complaints 
made; I was well treated, and the matron and nurse were very kind to me and treated the others in the 
same manner, as did also the doctor.

Mr. Thompson : I never saw the doctor examine deceased ; I did not take notice of anything that 
took place between tho matron and deceased or the doctor and the deceased, but T heard what Mrs. 
Salsbury said to her; deceased and Mrs. Salsbury were conversing for about ten minutes; I beard 
Mrs. Salsbury say, “Come to my place,and the deceased say, “Very well”; I have not seen Mrs. 
Salsbury since, except to-day and yesterday.

Mr. Gannon: ] did not see doctor examine deceased, because examinations are made privately, 
the bed being surrounded by a screen.
Sworn at Mudgee, this §2nd day of September, | FLOEA DAT.

in the year 1897, before me.— j
M. S. Love. P.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, John Mice, on his oath, saith as follows :—I am a miner and reside at Abbotsford; 
1 was at the hospital when deceased left; I was on the verandah; I was about 15 feet away and had a 
full view ol everylhing ; 1 saw Mrs. Deattie get up into the cart; Trafford was near the cart, but did not 
assist her except by putting his hand behind her as she got up into the cart; ] did not see the matron; 
1 hoard Trafford saying, “You ought to be ashamed of yourself,” looking towards the door, and said, “You’re 
all a lot of pigs,” and “ You’ro not fit to look after pigs,” and when be w'as going away he said, “ I will show 
you up, all ot you, in the papers ’’; had Mrs. Beattie said anything I could have heard it; deceased looked 
bad at the time; she walked 'slowly; when she got into cart she stood up till Trafford got in and told 
her to sit down ; I never saw Trafford stoop down to do deceased’s boots up ; he could not have done it 
without my seeing him.

Mr. Thompson : After deceased had got into cart he, Trafford, stood near horse; X have 
never been interrogated about the evidence I have to give in this matter; I never heard Trafford say 
anything to deceased ; 1 was close to them at the time ; J. saw Yurse Anderson at the same time, but she 
seemed farther away from them than, I was; deceased seemed very weak when she got into cart; 1 
never saw Trafford appear to wipe off anything from his hand after deceased had got into cart; I must 
have seen this if it had been the case; the patients at ihe hospital while 1 was there were always treated 
kindly by the matron and the doctor, as far as I know.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September, ] JOHY EICE.

in the year 1897, before me,— j
M. S. JjOVE, P.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, Thomas Sheriilan, on his oath, saith as follows :—■
Mr. Thompson: 1 am a maintenance man, and reside at Mudgeo, and am employed on the Cassilis 

road; I know the road leading to Trafford’s house which was taken by the cart driven by Trafford. The 
cart was going very slowly when I saw deceased, and Trafford and Beattie, who seemed to be supporting 
deceased at the time; the track by which they went was a bushtrack, and is what T should call a very fair 
one, and the pace at which the cart was travelling was about as slow as possibly could be.

Mr. Meares: I had been on the road at the lime for some period making repairs ; J had never been 
as far as Trafford’s place along the road, but have been within a mile or so ; I do not know the exact time 
at which I was there ; I am not prepared to say the exact track the deceased took.

_ Mr. Gannon : I don’t know for what reason Iwas brought here to give evidence ; I don’t remember 
speaking to Mr. .Richards with reference to this matter; I was here yesterday at the Court; I don’t 
remember the time at which I saw deceased and the others driving out; I don’t remember what coloured 
horse was in the cart; I don’t know where Beattio lives ; the track near Beattie’s house I do not kuow ; 
I occasionally contribute to the Mudgee Guardian, but ] have never discussed the matter with that papier, 

Mr. Thompson .- I also write for the Western Tost; 1 have no interest in this case whatever.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September, ) THOMAS SHERIDAN1,

in the year 1897, before me,— j
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, Henry Fdioard Alexander Wells, on his oath, saith as follows :—I am an agent, and 
reside at Mudgee ; I know Trafford's place and the track well; it was a good track at the time deceased 
was going out to Trafford’s house ; the road is a chain wide where it is fenced.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September, 1 . H. E. A, WELLS,

in the year 1897, before me,— j
• M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, Sarah Foicell, on her oath, saith as follows :—I am a member of the Salvation Army, 
and reside at Mudgee. I visited the Mudgee Hospital, in June, when Mrs. Beattie was there; I saw 
her for two Sundays; 1 saw her about four days before she left hospital; the second time I saw hor 
I spoke to her, but she never complained to me of her treatment in the hospital. Mr.
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Mr. Thompson : On the second time I saw deceased I sang and prayed with her, but never spoke 
about hospital matters; but our conversation was about herself and her health, and she never made any 
complaint, or said that she was suffering from any pains.

Mr. Gannon : Deceased was in a peaceful frame of mind when I saw her last; I never at any time 
said to the matron that I thought deceased was too ill to leave the hospital.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September,} SARAH KOWEIX.

in tho year 1897, before me,— j
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, Charles D. Moores, on his oath, saith as follows:—I am a solicitor, and reside at Exhibit 
Mudgee; the minutes produced are the records of the Benevolent Society of Mudgeo, in the handwriting 
of Mrs. Stacey, and are proceedings of meetings held on the 29th June and 13th July.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September,) CHAS, D. MEARES.

in the year 1897, hefore me,— j
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.' .

This deponent, James Harvey, on his oath, saith as follows:—
Mr. Thompson : I am a sergeant of police, and reside at Mudgee; I remember going to hospital on 

the 3rd July; I saw the matron and spoke to her re death of deceased; I asked her if there were any 
convalescent patients in the ward in which Mrs. Beattie had been ; she said there had been one, Ada 
Sparrow; I asked her what nurses had been in attendance on Mrs. Beattie; she said, “ I attended to 
her”; I said, “ What about Miss Anderson, was she in the ward P” she replied, “ No ; she was tending to 
the contagious ward”; I then saw Miss Anderson, matron not being present; I asked her if she had 
been attending Mrs. Beattie; she said no; 1 asked her if she saw Mrs. Beattie leaving the hospital; she 
said, “ No, I was at the contagious ward, I did not see anything of them ”; I told the matron I wanted 
these persons to attend the inquest.

Mr. Gannon That was all the conversation I had; I was with Constable Dolman at the time. 
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September, 7

in the year 1897, before me,— ) JAS. HAB.YEY.
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, Frederick William Dolman, on his oath, saith as follows:—I am a constable of 
police, and reside at Mudgee; I went with Constable Harvey to the hospital on the 2nd July, and heard 
what Harvey said to matron ; he said to matron, “ Who was attending deceased ? ” she said “ 1 was ” ; the 
sergeant then said, “ What about Miss Anderson ? ” she said, “ Sho knows nothing about it, she was at the 
contagious wards” ; the sergeant then went to see Miss Anderson ; I did not go with him.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 22nd day of September, 1 P, W. DOLMAN,

in the year 1897, before me,— j
M. S. Love, B.M., Commissioner.

[22nd September, 1897, 6'15, Court adjourned till 10 on 23rd instant.]

Thursday, 23rd September, 10 o’clock.
This deponent, John Colter, on his oath, saith as follows:—
M.r. Gannon : I am a gaoler, and reside at Mudgee ; I have been there for nearly seven years ; I Exhibit I. 

remember seeing William Trafford in the gaol under the name of John Bogers and other aliases ; the last 
sentence he had was fourteen years’ penal servitude, for receiving stolen property, and has received various 
sentences in other Colonies. -

_ Mr. Thompson : As far as I know, there has been nothing against William Trafford since his 
discharge from the gaol in 1892 ; he has been living about Mudgee since that time.

Mr. Gannon : Had it not been for tbe commutation of tbe sentence hy the Governor, he would have 
been in gaol till last year.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September, 7 JOHN COTTEB'.

in the year 1897, before me,— i
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

_ Mr. Gannon : Ethel McEwen recalled : I produce my nurse’s certificate from the Prince Alfred 
Hospital, and credentials from medical men ; and the hospital had these papers before them when X was 
appointed.

Mr. Thompson : Deceased was getting solid food from the time of her recovery from diarrhcea till 
iicr discharge.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September, 1 ETHEL McEWEN.

in the year 1897, before me,— j
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner. '

This deponent, Walter Sherry, on his oath, saith as follows :—X am a member of the hospital 
Committee, and reside at Mudgee. .

Commissioner : I was one of the visiting Committee in June last; I visited the hospital on the 16th, 
20th, 22nd, 27th, and 28th June; I was not in the female ward in that month ; I did not sec deceased 
there at all; I did not hear anything re. her treatment in the hospital; any patient could complain if they 
so desired ; when I go to tho liospital 1 tell the patients who I am, and ask if they have any complaints to 
make; 1 constantly visit the hospital; I have never heard any complaint against the doctor or matron, 
and we could not have a better matron than wc have ; I know nothing of this case.

315—C Mr.
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Mr. Gannon: On my visits I have always heard the patients speak well of their treatment in the 
hospital, and have never had any complaints. _

Mr. Thompson : About the 26th T saw Trafford, and he asked me to go fo the hospital, and see if 
deceased was fit to leave ; I went up on the following day, but did not see deceased ; 1 saw matron, and 
she gave a satisfactory reply ; X have every confidence in the matron.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September, 7 "WALTER SHERRY,

in the year 1897, before me,— j
M. S. Love, R. M., Commissioner.

This deponent, itlzc/iffri (S'ymfiS, on his oath, saith as follows :—I am a wardsman of the Mudgee 
Hospital, and reside at Mudgee. aud have been so for about eight months.

Mr. Meares : I saw deceased as she was leaving hospital; she was walking unassisted, and seemed 
quite well; I was going to the kitchen at the time : when I returned deceased was at the door; Miss 
McEwen was in tho sitting-room ; Trafford took deceased down to the cart, where she put her hands on 
the iron railings of the cart to get up, when I heard Trafford say to her, “ Be quick, quick, so that we may 
get away from this murdering shop after deceased had got into cart Trafford went round horse’s 
head and got m at the other side," and before driving away sang out, “ You are not fit to look after pigs, 
let alone Christians deceased appeared to me to be able to walk easily by herself; Trafford did not 
help her to get into the cart; I did not sec Trafford bend down to do up deceased’s shoes, and if he had 
done so I must have seen him do it; I was just inside tbe front door at the time ; I did not hear Trafford 
say anything to deceased, except as be met her at tbe doorway, when he said, “ Were you in bed twice 
she replied, “ No.” _ _

Mr. Thompson : I don’t remember any other patients leaving at the time of deceased’s departure ; 
I remember deceased’s departure, because tbe matron told me that Trafford bad abused ber on one 
occasion, and I wont on purpose lo see deceased go, to see if I might be of any assistance ; I thought it 
possible she might require assistance; it is my duty to see flic male patients leave tliq hospital,but 
I have nothing to do with the females; I am certain that Trafford did not do anything to deceased’s boots ; 
deceased did not sit down on tbe steps ; I did not see Ada Sparrow at tho time ; deceased did not say to 
Trafford, “ Oh, father, I am not able to leave,” to my knowledge; I did not give evidence at the inquest; 
Last Monday week was tbe first time that I spoke of what I bad seen at the deceased’s departure from 
the hospital.

Mr. Meares: I saw Mr. Rowell two weeks after the inquest, and I told him that what had been 
said was all a lot of lies by Trafford ; I saw deceased enter hospital, and assisted ber out of the cart.

Mr. Thompson: I understood that deceased was suffering from pregnancy when she loft the hospital.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September,") R. W. SQUIBB,

iu the year 1897, before me,— j
' M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

Sarah Jane Salsbury recalled ■—
Mr. Gannon : On the 1 7th June, I went out to deceased’s house wilh Trafford, and then I had to 

leave the cart about 100 yards from the house, and I and Mrs. Trafford had to assist Mrs. Beattie to the 
cart down a deep creek and up a good rise, and we assisted her into the cart when bedding had been 
prepared for her ; the place we left was what you would call a humpy, there was nothing m it except six 
children who had no one to look after them ; I asked Trafford why lie did not take deceased to bis home, 
he said that his wife was away ; all tho road from Ihcre to Mudgee was very bad at the time ; there had 
been rain about tho beginning of June, but tbe roads were dry at. the time. _

Mr. Thompson : I beard 'Trafford say that there was another road by Abernetby’s to this place; I 
have been out on that road, and I know it is impossible to drive to deceased’s house by that way; I never 
said it was not a wonder they wanted to get rid of Mrs. Beattie on account of her dirty condition ; the 
reason of the deceased’s dirty condition was from the fact that she was suffering from diarrhoea ; when I 
first saw her she said she had been suffering for a week ; she appeared then in a very bad way; I don’t 
think there was anything for her at her house, and she was in an exceedingly low state when I saw ber.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September, 1 S. J. SALSBURY.

before me, in tbe year 1897.— j *
' M. S. Love, RM., Commissioner.

[One o’clock—Court adjourned till 2 o'clock.]

[Two o’clock—Court sat.] .
This deponent, Edwin Eichards, on his oath, saith as follows:—I am editor of the Mudgee Guardian, 

and reside at Mudgee. _
Mr. Gannon : I have been in the employment of the paper for about eight years ; I have only 

control over the literary department; the paper belongs to Charles Knight; I produced extracts of the 
paper referring to the hospital case to the Principal Under Secretary in tho presence of Mr. Jones, M.P. ; 
I knew that the hospital had requested that the Board of Health do make an inquiry ; the reason 1 went 
to Sydney was to see tho authorities about tbe case ; I did not think that the Board of Health was tbe 
proper body to investigate this matter, and that was why I saw the authorities ; when I saw 1,he Principal 
Under Secretary, t asked him if be had received any papers from the Mudgee Hospital, and he said he 
had not; I gave him the articles in my paper to read ; 1 did nothing else beside that in Sydney to influence 
tho ease : Mr. T hompson mas retained by the Mudgee Guardian in tbe case ; I did not go out of my way 
to obtain evidence; I have no direct evidence to give on this case; I saw deceased in cart in Market- 
street on the day who left hospital, and she looked very poorly ; I saw the man with her giving her a drink; 
deceased had brown jacket ou, closely buttoned at the time ; sho was sitting in a slanting position ; I 
asked Sheridan, the maintenance man, that if he saw Traflord on the road to send him to me ; there was 
a cointmmicanon brought to me about the inquiry, but 1 had it suppressed owing to the steps taken by 
the Hospital Committee ; I wrote all tho leading arficlcs in this matter, [jir/iole m Mudgee. Guardian of 
16/A July, Exhibit '• II,” and article of 30th, Exhibit “ 1.”] I have no animus against Ur. Nickoll; I did

Exhibit J & K.
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not think it waa necessary for to come and give evidence in this matter, though I saw the state of the . 
woman when she was in Market-street; 1 have no antipathy against the matron ; I rather encouraged the September!1 
Committee in appointing her hy my articles in the paper, and I have the highest respect for all the staff 
of the hospital exhibit L.

Mr. Gannon: Mr. George Hazeltine said to me that certain impressions had been made on his 
mind since the inquest, and that he considered the inquest was too hurried.

Mr. Thompson: I have no personal feeling against Dr. iMickoll; I have always advocated the 
appointment of three doctors to tho medical staff; 1 had a conversation with one of the doctors who had 
been at tho post-mortem examination ; it was Dr. Beith.

Mr. Gannon: There is no mention in the articles produced re the appointment of three doctors 
instead of one ; I did not see the Board of Health when I was in Sydney about the caso.

Mr. Thompson : I believe Mr. Cassel wrote to Mr. Jones, asking him to urge on this inquiry.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September,) EDWIH EICHAEDS.

in the year 1897, hefore mo,— )
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

Dr. Beith recalled:—
Mr. Thompson : I consider haemorrhage was brought about by miscarriage ; I was present at the 

post-mortem, and think luemorrhage was caused hy the separation of the placenta; hut I do not knovv if 
there was any separation before death ; 1 could not tell from the surface if there was any hoemorrhage; 
shock appeared to me to be the greatest cause of death ; I think Dr. Lester said that the separation of 
the placenta took place after death ; I did not see the large intestine opened ; I. did not see any clots of 
blood ; so far as I saw, the bowels were empty ; I saw a small amount of liquid fasces; I don’t know that 
tho bowels being empty was evidence of there being diarrhoea up to the time of death; the bowel was not 
opened past the sigmoid flexia bend in my presence ; I never said to Mr. Itichards that he had to thank 
bis brother medical men that he (Dr. Nickoll) was not in a serious position over this matter ; I never 
said that the woman was not fit to leave tbe hospital; judging from the post-mortem, I said that the 
authorities, under the circumstances, should have been very careful in discharging deceased.

Mr. Meares: In my opinion the post-mortem was not an exhaustive one ; the appearance of the 
rectum might be put down to other causes than diarrhoea ; I beard the evidence of Dr. Lester yesterday, 
and I consider that the thickening of the lining membrane of the rectum spoken of by him was of trivial 
consequence.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September, ? EOBEET BEITH.

in the year 1S97, before me,— j
M. S. Lovu, P.M., Commissioner.

Dr, Tester recalled :—
Mr. Thompson : The time deceased suffered from diarrhoea would seriously weaken the system ; 

and after an attack of that kind considerable time would have to be allowed for her to get well again; I 
would not expect to find the bowels empty if deceased had recovered from diarrhoea; tho diarrhoea 
suffered hy deceased might have recurred though it had once been chocked ; atjcov^-mori'cni we saw no 
indications of very great hccmorrhnge; the luemorrhage appeared to come from the lower pole of the 
uterus ; when I made the incision into tho womb I cut part of the placenta, and either Dr. Beith or Nickoll 
said that that was where the haemorrhage came from ; I stripped the placenta off, and there wore no signs 
of hmmorrhage there ; jolting m the cart and premature labour would cause shock.

Mr. Meares : It is perfectly consistent with all I saw that diarrhcea may have ceased for seven or 
nine days; but possibly there may have been some between the time she left the hospital and her death. 
Signed and sworn, at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September, I CHAS, E. LESTEE.

in the year 1897, before me,— )
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, William Joseph Cohen, on his oath, saith as follows:— *
Mr. Thompson: I am a proprietor of a boot factory, and reside at Mudgee; I know Dr. Beith ; I 

remember him speaking to me of the inquiry ; ho said deceased was uot cured of diarrhoea when she left 
the hospital, and was not fit to leave. * ‘

Mr. Gannon : Mr. Cohen, of tho Mudgee Guardian, is my uncle; it was about the Sunday week 
after the inquiry that Dr. Beith spoke to me.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September,) "WILLIAM J. COHEN,

in the year 1897, before me,— j
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

Mr. Bichards recalled :—Dr. Beith said these words, and I repeated them to two gentlemen in town, 
“ Nickoll can thank the kindness of his brother medical men for the turn the case took,” and I said, 
“ Yes T made no other remark ; he said, 11 Did you miss anything from my evidence ?” I said, “Yes, a 
good deal ”; he said, “ Did you see I was not asked whether tho woman was cured of diarrhosa or not ?” 
1 said, " Yes.”
Sworn at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September,") - EDWIN EICHAEDS.

in the year 1897, before me,—■ j
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, Mrs. Mary Ann Daly, on ber oath, saith as follows :—
Mr. Thompson : I. am a married woman, and reside at Mudgee; I am a member of the Benevolent 

Society ; I heard that arrangements had been made for Mrs. Beattie to go to Mrs. Salsbury’s place for 
her confinement; the arrangements were £1 for ten days, and we were to pay for the provisions.

Mr.
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Mr. Means: The arrangements were left for Mrs. Stacey, the Secretary, to make; matters were 
left entirely in the discretion of the Secretary. .

Mr. Thompson: I was deputed to inquire as to whether the Beatties were proper persons to 
receive assistance ; in the meantime the woman died.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September, 1 M. DALY,

in tho year 1897, before mo,— }
M. S. Lote, P.M., Commissioner.

This deponent, George Hazeltine, on his oath, saith as follows :—
Mr. Meares: I am a blacksmith, and reside at Mudgee ; I was one of the jury on the inquest of 

deceased; I heard Mr. Bicbards giving his evidence in Court this morning ; I heard him say that if I had 
known as much before the inquest as 1 know after I should have come to a different decision on tho 
matter; the statement is quite untrue.

ilfr, Thompson: I never spoke to Mr, Richards on tho subject; I have not been to Sydney since 
the inquest specially to consult a doctor.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September,) GEO. HAZELTINE.

in the year 1897, before me,— j
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

Dr. Nickoll;—
Mr. Meares : In the first prescription given to deceased there was chalk, but in the two subsequent 

ones there was none ; 1 examined the rectum at the post-mortem ; in my opinion the congested condition 
of the rectum was due to advanced pregnancy ; the condition of the rectum was not consistent with a 
severe attack of inflammatory diarrhcea; the medicines given to deceased were not for inflammatory 
diarrhoea ; I should not have believed the evidence of Cohen if I had not heard it on oath ; I consider that 
the post-mortem was not a complete one ; the whole of the intestines should have been examined carefully, 
and not superficially; I treated Trafford’s son for bis eyes ; his son was struck in the eye with a piece of 
wood ; I pointed out to them the danger of the injured eye remaining in, and that it would have to be 
removed, and they would not listen to it.

Mr. Thompson : I never said that I was satisfied with the inquest; deceased appeared to have no 
trace of recent diarrhoea; it is possible that there might have been an evacuation of the rectum through 
tho pains of labour.
Sworn at Mudgee, this 23rd day of September, 7 HARVEY NICKOLL.

in the year 1897, before me,— j
M. S. Love, P.M., Commissioner.

[Inquiry closed 5 o’clock, Thursday, 23rd September, 1897.]

EXHIBITS—MUD GEE HOSPITAL INQUIRY.
Exhibit A.

To William Trarforrl, Mudgee Hospital, Monday, 28 June, 18(17.
I have been instructed by Dr. Nickoll to inform you that Mrs. Beattie is ready to leave the hospital now, and if 

you do not come for her she will be scut out on the coach at your expense.
E. McEWETT,

Matron.

Exhibit B.
Report of the Mudgee District Hospital for the year ending 31st December, ISO.'i, with subscribers’ names, life members, 

rules and regulations ; report of the Committee, Treasurer’s statement, and Medical Odicer’s return of sick treated for 
the year, &c., &c.

The UiS'DERMEKTIOXED ARE THE OFFICE-BEARERS FOR THE CURRENT YEAR.
Trustees:—Hon. C. H. Cox, D. Cassin, Esq., and C. D. Meaics, Esq.
Committee:—1, Von, Arch. Campbell; 2, Rev. Dean O’Donovan; 3, Rev. C. W. Willis; 4, D. Cassin; 5, 

W, Little; 6, Edward Clarke: 7, W. E. Ivellett; S, R. M. Hunter : 9, E. Deane ; 10, J. C. Gunnell ; 11, J. Loneragan ; 
12, C. D. Meares; 13, W. Sherry ; 14, W. Shaw ; 15, W. L, B. Brown ; 10, E. J, Bird; 17, C. H. Tuckerman ; 18, 
Osborne E. Norris; 19, James Parker; 20, H, 8. Thomas; 21, P. Barnett; 22, J. T. Hartigan ; 23, Alex. Low; 
24, G. A. Blumer.

Secretary :—Mr. J. M. Cox.
Hon, Treasurer :—Mr. F. J, Bird.
Medical Ofiicer :—Dr. Harvey Nickoll.
Auditors:—Messrs. T. J. Lovejoy and D. It, Macdonald.
Nurse Superintendent;—Miss Johnson,
Life Members :—Hon. L. H. Bayly ; W. R. Blackman, Esq, ; H. C. White, Esq. ; W. Kite, Esq. (Bathurst) ; 

W. Smith, Esq. (Caerleon); R. J. Black, Esq. ; Matthew Morton, Esq. ; J. L. Broun, Esq. (Caigan); John Miller, jun. ;
V. J. Dowling, Esq. ; R. Bouse, Esq. ; E. A, Nardin. Esq. : W, Kellett, Esq. : S H. Barnes, Esq. ; A. H. Cox, Esq. ; 
Geo. Fishburu, Esq. ; Hon. G. H. Cox ; Mrs. G. H. F, Cox ; Mrs. A, H. Cox; H. Crossing, Esq, ; Sir J. G. L, Innes; 
Jas. Atkinson, Esq ; J. D. Cox, Esq.; W. Wilton, Esq. ; Evan Richards, Esq. ; Mrs. Evan Richards.

Rkport of the Committee of the Mudgee Hospital for the year 1S95.

Your Committee have great pleasure in reporting that the allairs of the institution continue in a highly satisfactory 
condition. The stuff have creditably discharged their duties, and the great number of patients admitted during the twelve 
months has fully taxed their energy. Since we presented our last report several improvements have been effected on the 
premises, thereby adding cumfuit to the patients and value to the propel ty. The main building has been covered with 
galvanized iron at a cost of £83 no. fid. Tour Committee, like all governing bodies, have felt the acute depiession, whereby 
their finances have suffered, still they are grateful withal for the present position of their funds. From the Hon. 
Treasurer's balance-sheet it will be found that the credit balance in Bank is £3114s. 4d. less than at the commencement of 
last year. Your Committee desire to place on record their high appreciation of the services of those ladies and gentlemen 
who gave assutanee on Hospital Sunday, at tho annual ball, and with subscription lists, and would earnestly solicit a 
continuation of the same in the interests of the hospital. During the year your Committee have been called together 
13 meetings as follows:—D. Cassin, 12; W. Rheny, 12; Archdeacon Campbell, 11 ; W. L. B. Brown, 11 ; W. Little, 9 ;
W. F. Kellett, 9 ; It. M. Hunter, 9; G. D. Young, 9 ; E, Deane, 8 ; 0. E. Norris, 8 ; C. H. Tuckerman, 8 ; Rev. J. 
Woodbouse, 7 ; Rev. Dean O'Donovan, 7 ; E. Clarke, 7 ; Jas. Loneragan, C ; Rev. C. W. Willis, 4 ; J. C, Gunnell, 4 ; 
F. J. Bird, 4; J. H. Parker, 3; P. J. Rhcinberger, 3; F. Carpenter, 1; John Lee, 1 ; C. D. Meares, 1.

Medical
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Medical Officer’s Report.
During the last twelve months there have been 175 admissions into the hospital; 85 were cured, 40 relieved, 5 

unrelieved, and 25 died, 18 remaining in hospital. The number of admissions still very high. The death rate tins year 
far exceeds that of other years, and is to be accounted for by tho fact that there urns an exceptional influx of very aged 
men, nearly all of whom were admitted in a hopeless condition. The isolation ward has been of groat service, and has so 
far answered its purpose well.

Balance-Sheet for thf. Year 189o.
Dr. £ a- d.

To Balance .........................................................
Subscriptions.................................. 179 10 6
Donations—

Commercial Travellers cricket
match.................................. 4 16 0

Hospital Sunday...................... 22 Hi 5
,, Ball .......................... 46 6 0

A. 0. Foresters.......................... 1 1 0
Mudgee Town Band .............. 2 2 0
W.C.T.U.................................... 0 10 0
Charles Courts.......................... 4 0 0
Mrs. Barker.............................. 0 10 0
Angc Deroux.............................. 0 14 6
Miss Johnson .......................... 115 0
H. C. White.............................. 10 10 0
Treasurer, Cooyal Sports ....... 0 10 6
Hargraves Hospital box..........  0 0 0
Lodge Edinburgh .................. 2 2 0

Unclaimed pound fees ........
Patients’ fees.......................
Burial fees ..........................
Trustees, Mudgee Hospital.
Covernuient subsidy............
Outstanding cheque ..........

i, -..........
i> >> ..........

0 17 3 
12 10 0 
0 5 10

£ s. d. 
100 o 8

278 2 5 
12 12 7 

129 8 1 
0 14 0 

80 17 11 
241 4 3

19 13 1

£880 18 0

To balance.................................................  £91 7 9
FKED. J. BIRD,

Hon. Treasurer.
20th January, 1896.

Cr. £ s. d.
By outstanding cheques........................................

Stores and butter .......................... 97 6 8
Meat ............................................. 25 18 8
Milk.................................................  26 14 4
Bread ..............  18 19 V
Vegetables ..................................... 6 14 9
Wood and coal .............................. 31 10 6
Wines and spirits .......................... 1 6 0

Salaries—
Nursing staff .................................. 114 14 0
Medical officer.................................. 50 0 0
McdiCttlassistant.............................. 22 1 0
Secretary.......................................... 25 0 0
■Wages ................................................ 94 16 6

Drugs .............................................  50 0 0
Funerals .........................................  55 8 6
Gas, £17 13a. ; insurance, £5 5s... 22 18 0
Surgical instruments...................... 9 0 4
Printing and advertising.............. 23 0 0
Postage, £3 7s. 7d, ; rent,£l Is... 4 8 7
Improvements and repairs ......... 93 14 11
[stationery, £2 14s. Sd. ; trainage,

Ss.fld......................................... 2 17 2
Furniture.............................   13 14 O
Sundries .......................................... 30 3 4
Collection on cheques .................. 0 6 0
Interest .......................................... 10 9

Balance

£ s. d.
2 16 8

203 10 6

300 11 6

276 11 9 
91 7

£880 18 0
Examined and found correct,—

D. R. MACDONALD,! 
THOS. J. LOVEJOY./ Auditors.

Subscription List.

£ s. d. £ E. d.
Very Rev, Dean Jas. D. Cox ........... 3 0 0 Mrs. B. Lovejoy ...

O’Donovan ...... 1 0 0 W. Everingham ... 1 0 0 Mrs. E. Dykes......
D. Cassin .............. 1 0 0 M. R. Lowe.......... 1 0 0 A. R. H ait ..........
E. Clarke .............. 1 0 0 John Taylor........... 2 1 0 Miss Saunders......
John Lee .............. 1 0 0 James Jennings ... 1 1 0 Mrs. W. Spence ...
C. D. Meares ... 1 0 0 Frederick Leeder . 1 0 0 M iss Schnalke ......
R. M. Hunter ...... 1 0 0 John Phillips ...... 1 0 0 W. Schnalke..........
John Muller.......... 1 0 0 Lodge Edinburgh... 2 2 0 W. Heaney .........
R. Jones, M.P. ... 1 0 0 Jonathan Bones .. i 0 0 H. Hall.............. .
John Pye .............. 1 0 0 Mrs. F. .8. Cox .. 0 10 0 Mrs. M. Lovejoy ...
William Little..... 1 0 0 Hargraves Hospital Mrs. M. Heany ..
Alex. Lowe .......... 1 0 0 Box, per Thomas Mrs. J. McNamarra
P. J. Rhemberger,. 1 0 0 Luing.................. 0 9 0 D. Doylo ..............
J. M. Cox.............. 1 0 0 (Collected by the Rev. ])ean Misfi Farrar ..........
J. Bennett......... 1 0 0 O'Donovan and Mr. J. C. Mrs. J. Douglass...
W. Thomas .......... 2 0 0 Gunnell.) Tims. Clark..........
Mrs. Brown (Bowen George Cadell ....... 2 0 0 Mrs. Rowe.............

fells) .................. 2 2 0 Mrs. J. Albert...... 0 10 6 John Friend..........
Cricket match, Miss Walsh .......... 0 2 0 A Friend .............

Commercial Miss Flanagan....... 0 1 0 Mrs. Woolf ..........
Travellers v. J. Lov...................... 0 1 0 H. E. A. Wells ...

4 16 0 J. Tulk .................. 0 2 0 Ballister..................
O] o o o 0

Judge Murray ... . 8 8 6 Mrs. Rowell.......... 0 10 0 Mrs.’ll N. Carter.
Proceeds Hospital K. Rope................. 0 1 0 Mrs. C. Sheppard .,

Sunday ............ 22 10 5 A. E. Wctherell . . n 5 0 J. Hellmaun..........
1 .awrence 1’al mer... 1 0 0 D. Donovan .......... 0 2 6 Mrs. Killmrn ......
A. Forresters E. Sheppard.......... i 0 0 Ji. Loneragan .....

(per H. Kear) ... 1 1 0 JJoU (W. Dat Leo .................
Proceeds Hospital Show)................. i 0 0 F, W. Dolman . ...

Ball..................... 46 6 0 H. Buurg ............. 0 1 0 H. Scarf..................
M udgec Town Band 2 2 0 R, Cunliffe.............. 0 1 0 P. F. Meancy ....
W.C.T. Union (per A. Blackett .......... 0 1 0 Walter Mason .. ..

I. Whccn) ... . 0 10 0 A. Campbell.......... 0 1 0 Mrs. JSrodribb.......
Trustees Mudgee B. Ward ............ 0 o 0 John Rnynor .....

Hospital .......... 86 17 11 J. Randall.............. 0 I 0 Mrs. Marks .........
Cfiarles Courts .. .. 4 0 0 James Loneragan ,. 1 1 0 Tarrant and Son...
Mrs. Parker.......... 0 10 0 J. Ti'uskett .......... 0 2 0 J, C. Gunnell ......

0 14 6 T Hill ............. o r> 6 Mi^s Hcaly ..........
A Friend (per Miss J, Mevrin ............. 0 2 0 W. Bishop..............

Johnson) ........... 1 15 0 G. Randall .......... 0 2 0 Wm. Thompson ...
Dr. Dufflot .......... T 1 0 j Jas Hill.................. 0 O 6 J, T. Hartigan.......
Hunter White . . . 1 0 0 H. Searl, junr........ 0 2 G M eEwon and Cox...
Proceeds Cooyal H, Searl, sen.......... 0 i 0 R. Scifieet.............

Sports ............. 0 19 a W. Hall................. 1 0 0 A. Wilkins ..........
Hon. G. H. Cox ... 2 2 0 P. Kirby .............. 0 s 0 lIunGuu ..............
Unclaimed Pound Jimmy Ling.......... 0 1 0 Mrs. Smith (Narro-

Fees .................. 12 12 7 Mrs. W. Rodgereon 0 2 0 ■way) ..................

£ s. d. £ s. d.
0 2 6 (Collected by Messrs. w.
0 1 0 Sherry and O. K. Horris. )
0 10 0 C. D. Meares ...... i 1 0
0 o 0 F. J. Bird.............. i 1 0
0 1 0 C. Knight {Mtifli/ct
0 1 0 Guardian) ......... i I 0
0 4 0 G. H. Langley ..... i 1 0
0 5 0 W. L. B. Brown ... i 0 0
1 1 0 O, E. Norris ......... i 0 0
0 1 0 W. Sherry.............. i 0 0
0 2 0 Jas. Nellhorpe....... i 0 0
0 1 0 T. J. Lovejoy i 0 0
1 0 0 B. Stacy .............. i 0 0
rt 1 0 W. L. Nicholson ... i 0 0
0 1 0 W. Spence.............. i 0 0
0 10 01 George Stewart ... i 0 0
0 ii 0 H. S. Thomas...... i 0 0
0 1 0 W. -Wall .............. i 0 0
0 1 0 J. Douglass ........... i 0 0
0 1 0 H. Rushy .............. i 0 0
0 2 6 W. Vr. Millet ...... i 0 0
0 1 0 G. Campbell ....... i 0 0
0 1 0 E. Deane ............. i 0 0
0 2 0 ,1, B. Rooney .... i 0 0
0 1 0 Vcn. Archdeacon
1 1 0 Campbell ........... i 0 0
0 1 01 E. Clarke .............. i 0 0
0 o 6 E. Daly .................. 0 JO 0
1 T 0 J. J. Phillips ...... 0 10 0
0 5 0 1L Single .............. 1) 10 0
0 o 6 J. Sullivan .......... 0 10 0
0 5 0 M. Vale .............. 0 10 0
0 2 0 Mrs. Giles....... 0 6 6
0 2 6 E, Murphy .......... 0 5 0
0 2 0 L, Cassimir ......... 0 5 0
1 1 0 ’J’. Robinson .......... 0 5 0
1 1 0 S. II. Moffitt.......... 0 5 0
1 0 0 Ji K. Richardson 0 5 0
0 •2 0 J. Kreutzbnrg...... 0 5 0
1 0 0 Mrs. ITowatt ...... 0 5 0
1 0 0 F. A. Uucholte ... 0 5 0
1 1 0 J. Collins.............. 0 5 0
0 10 0 D. K. Reid ........... 0 5 0
0 2 0 J. Clarke .............. 0 fi 0
0 3 0 A, Caesimir .. ...... 0 2 6
0 5 0 Mrs. Iredalo ....... 0 2 6

G. A. Smith ...... 0 o fs
0 5 0 Mrs. Malone ...... 0 2 6
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£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
G. F. Antel.......... 0 2 6 Cricket Match...... 0 8 6 (Collected by Ah Coocy. J. Hill ................. 0 5 0
C. Barker .............. 0 2 6 Mr. Fletcher.......... 0 5 0 Ah Cooey.............. 1 1 0 A. Paterson......... 0 5 0
M. J. Sheppard ... 0 2 G Bax and Bray ...... 0 5 0 o 5 (1
John O’Keefe ....... 0 9 6 E. Scifieet.............. 0 s 0 o 5 o
S. A. Ferrari ...... 0 2 6 Mrs. M. A. Collins 0 10 c G. R. Clark ......... 0 1 0 Kelthorne.)
W. Stockley ...... 0 2 6 A. "V irgin.............. 0 10 6 Mr. Anderson ..... 1 1 0
Heaney ft Saunders 0 2 6 C. Smith .............. 0 10 0 (Collected by Mrs. Thos. Mr. Levan............. 1 0 0
J. O’Keefe .......... 0 2 0 o 10 o n in 0
W. Gillespie ...... 0 2 G C. Tomkins .......... 0 2 G Mrs. T. Laing ...... o' 10 0 W. Blogg ............. 0 6 0
Gordon & Pateman 0 2 G G. H. Young ...... 1 0 0 •Tames Crawford ... 0 5 0 A. Harrison ........ 0 s 0
J. Kegan .............. 0 2 G W. Imber.............. 1 0 0 Joseph Gotru ...... 0 5 0 J. Morton............. 0 5 0
J). Howard .......... 0 0 G Mrs. J. Miller...... 0 r> 0 James Faulkner ... 0 1 0 P. Hunt................. 0 5 0
G. W. Kennowell 0 2 G A. H. Cox.............. 1 0 0 Geo, Morton......... 0 5 0 T. Hooper............. 0 5 0
J. Soap.................. 0 2 G Samuel Joyce .. 0 1 0 R. K. Cox............ 0 5 0
Miss M. Mahon . 0 2 6 (Collected by W. G, Bell.) A. Hay lev............. 0 1 0 F. Campbell......... 0 5 0W. Taylor .......... 0 <2 G W. G. Bell ........... 2 0 0 John Petrie .......... 0 2 G A. Roth, junr,.... 0 5 0
tV. Campbell ...... 0 2 G W. GiUham .......... 0 2 0 Wm. Presby.......... 0 1 0 J. Langbridge ..... 0 5 0
P. Atkinson ......... 0 2 0 Geo. Tarrant.......... 0 5 0 J. Brownlow.......... 0 1 0 F. TV. Hill............. 0 5 0J. Caplin .............. 0 2 0 E. Gillham.............. 0 3 0 Jas, Hill .............. 0 2 0 W. Mahon............. 0 2 6
J. Maenamarra...... 0 1 0 Miss E. Curran ... 0 3 0 Wm. Pilly, jimr.. , 0 2 0
G. Swords .......... 0 1 0 y. I'age, junr.......... 0 2 G Win. Wakelin ...... 0 1 0 (Collected bv J. B. Malvern.
G. Marshall.......... 0 l 0 Win. Grant .......... 0 10 0 James Sullivan...... 0 0 6 Havilah).
Mrs. Goodridgc ... 0 1 0 James Grant.......... 0 2 6 C. Williams......... 0 ] 0 John Riley ......... 0 5 0J. Boy ling .......... 0 1 0 A. Dawson ....... 0 2 0 Gee Lee.................. 0 1 0 J. B, Malvern ..... 0 5 0

James Casey.......... 0 u 0 J. Carty.................. 0 O G Joseph Harrison .. 0 2 0
(Collected by Mrs. Smith, W. Grinold .......... 0 2 6 Jas. Bennett.......... 0 10 0 Ted. Gannon......... 0 2 0

Perry-street.) It. Harris .............. 0 2 G Gilbert Hickey..... . 0 G 0 Ohas. Barton .... 0 2 0
Mrs. Crawford ... 0 ■I> 0 S. Page, senr.......... 0 G 0 T. and T. Laing ,, 0 7 0 Wm. Mahon......... 0 0 GA. F. Stocks ....... 0 12 0 George Harris....... 0 2 6 Martin Carty ...... 0 2 G John Ryan ......... 0 2 6
Mr. McLaren ...... 0 2 G H. Gillham .......... 0 2 G F. A. Wilcox ....... 0 2 G Edward Bay lies ... 0 2 6
J. W inn.................. 0 2 G J. T. Page.............. 0 2 G Joseph Wilcox ..... 0 2 0 Herbert Potts ...... 0 2 0\V. Bonfield ......... 0 2 G S. J. T. Pago ....... 0 o 6 Joseph Robinson . 0 1 0 James Gaffney...... 0 2 G— Crawford ..... 0 2 G Edwin Woolley ... 0 10 0 Sergt. Travers...... 0 2 G Thomas Milton...... 0 2 6
R. Guam ............. 0 3 0 o 2 6 0 n /-I TT ” ■ 1 I , , , n
J. Smith .............. 0 1 0 Miss N. Kearns .. 6 2 G A. Warry.............. 0 3 0 Wm, Malvern...... 0 2 6
Miss S. Keech . 0 2 G H. Keech.............. 0 5 0 Mrs. McUregor ... 0 2 0 John Joyce ......... 0 o 6
P. Doulaii.............. 0 2 0 Mrs. Kusor .......... 0 i 0 Alfred Keech ..... 0 2 G
Mrs. S. J. Smith... 0 7 6 (Collected by Mr. A. A. Mrs. A. Stuart... . 0 2 0 Jas Morrison 0 2 G

Suttor.) TV, Milton.............. 0 2 0 William Clark . ... 0 2 6
(Collected by the Rev. C. W. A. A. Suttor.......... 0 10 0 D. Cleniy .............. 0 4 0, John Miskle........... 0 2 G

H. Bascbkc .......... 0 0 E. Cassidy.............. 0 1 0 William Argali....... 0 2 G
Rev. C. \V. Willis 1 0 b T. TV. Colley ...... 0 2 0 B. Stuart ............. 0 2 6 James Hum.......... 0 2 G

0 10 ft A. Lawson.............. 0 i 0 J. Pillv .................. 0 2 6 H. Schofield.......... 0 2 G
o o F. Lawrence.......... 0 2 0 E. Mitchell .......... 0 1 0 Joseph Burton ..... 0 2 G

A. E. Thomas, Boot J. Pilly ................. 0 2 0, A Friend .............. 0 1 G Frank Horner ...... 0 2 6
1 1 0 J. Lang................. 0 i 0 U. Wilson, senr. .. 0 2 fi

W. Marsh............. 0 10 0 Mrs. Lang............. 0 i 0 (Collected by A. Macdonald, P. Hullornn ........... 0 1 0
W. Lang .............. 0 i 0 Kurudgerie, C. Grady .............. 0 2 G
TV. H. Baker ....... 0 o 0 A. McDonald ...... 2 0 0 C, Lawrence.......... 0 1 0

(Collected by Rev. J. Wood- E. Bond.................. 0 2 0 Wm. Cox .............. 0 2 G Arthur Walsh....... 0 2 (i
house and A. F. Cameron.) Annie Faulkner 0 O 0 T. Cox .................. 0 2 G James Walsh ...... 0 0 G

Rev. J. Wooclhouso 1 0 0 D. Cover .............. 0 2 G Wm. Walsh.......... 0 2 fi
A. F. Cameron...... 1 0 0 (Collected by V. J. Dowling.) T. Hundy.............. 0 2 G Henry Chalmers ... 0 2 GG eorge Hazeltine ... 1 0 0 V. J. Howling .... 1 0 0 A. Raynor.............. 0 2 6 Collected by W.
J. Atkinson .......... ] 0 0 V. J. Dowling’s C. Connolly .......... 0 o 6 Little and TV.
Mrs. Wilson.......... 0 2 G employees.......... 0 4 G. Pauling .......... 0 2 6 Scholea .............. 28 1 0

Rules and Regulations.

I. That an annual meeting of the subscribers to tho Mudgee Hospital be held in the month of January in each year 
for the purpose of electing the Committee of twenty-four^ and transact business connected with the samc> and that one 
fortnight s notice of the time and place of meeting he published in the Mudgee newspapers.

IT. That the Committee shall meet on the first Tuesday in every month—five to form a quorum.
III. That during the interval between the meetings of the general Committee, tho affairs of the hospital shall be 

under the provisional management of a visiting Committee, consisting of not less than two members, who shall each hold 
office for two months consecutively, one meinocr retiring each month, and he shall not he eligible for re-election for three 
months,

- That a donation of £10, in one sum, shall constitute the donor a life member, who shall be entitled to exercise 
the privileges of an annual subscriber.

y« That subscribers shall be entitled to vote at all general meetings of the hospital, and to recommend patients for 
admission as hereafter provided.

VI, That any five subscribers he empowered to demand that a special meeting of the subscribers be called to transact 
any business connected with the institution,

VH, That the Medical Officer be required to attend the hospital daily, or oftener, if necessary, and to make a record 
of each visit.

VIII* That the Medical Officer be required to keep a book, entering the names of all persons received into the 
hospital, together with the age, occupation, religion, and ailment of every such patient, also the date of his discharge, or 
whether cured or otherwise. A special entry shall be made of all operations performed, with particulars of the same. 
Ihe book bo kept to be open at all times for the inspection of any member of the Committee. Furthermore, the Medical 
Officer shall cause a card to be placed at the head of each patient's bed, stating age, occupation, and religion.

IX. That no account or salary be paid by the Treasurer until passed by the visiting Committee, and confirmed bv 
the General Committee. ^ o j j

X- That the funda of ihc hospital be deposited in the Bank of Xcw South Wales, Mudgee; cheques to be signed bv 
tho Treasurer, Secretary, and one of the clergymen.

XI. That the Committee prepare a report of its proceedings, and submit it for adoption at each general meeting, and 
that a copy of such report, together with all the rules and regulations connected with the institution, and the subscriptions 
for the past year, be forwarded to each subscriber,

XII. In the foregoing rules i' a subscriber shall be held to be one who has paid for the current year a subscription
OI Jt!,

XIII. That animal subscribers to the Mudgee Hospital be permitted to attend the Hospital Committee Meeting.

Rules for the Admission of Patients.
1. That every subscriber shall be entitled to two “ patient’s tickets,” admitting patients into the hospital, for every 

fl annually subscribed. That the clergy of the different denominations, as welt as subscribers, have the privilege of giving 
orders for admission to the hospital, countersigned by the Medical Officer. ® 6

11.
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II. That every person applying for admission to the hospital as a patient shall procure from a subscriber or clergyman 
a “ patient’s ticket, ” which shall be signed by such subscriber or clergyman, and countersigned by the Medical Officer. In 
the case of a person who is in destitute circumstances and unable to pay, be shall be admitted as a non-paying patient, in 
which case the ticket must be further signed by a member of tho Committee.

III. Every “ patient’s ticket ” shall have printed on the back thereof an agreement to pay an amount per week to be 
fixed by the visiting Committee, but in no cose to exceed 3s. per day during his stay in the hospital; such tickets to be 
received by the matron and handed over to the custody of the Secretary.

IV. In cases of patients requiring private wards, applications should be made to the matron, and in such cases the 
visiting Committee shall fix the amount to be paid.

V. That the Medical Officer's sanction be required in all cases for admission, except those arising from accident, 
which shall be admitted immediately. Any other cases of emergency shall be taken into the reception room until seen by 
the Medical Officer.

VI. The following cases not bo admitted, viz., incurable cases ; chronic cases, such as inveterate ulcers of the legs, 
&c. ; pregnant women ; lunacy ; infectious diseases, such as small-pox, itch, <kc. ; confirmed consumptives.

Ward JteguZalioni.
I. No smoking will be allowed in the wards.
II. Patients will not be allowed to receive anything from their friends except by permission of the Nurse 

Superintendent.
III. Patients absenting themselves without leave will not be allowed to return,
IV. No gratuity of any kind is to be given by the patients or. their friends to any officers or servants of the

Institution. '
V. Persons having complaints are to communicate them to the Medical Officer,the Visiting Committee, or one of the 

clergymen.
VI. Convalescent patients will be expected to assist, as far as they are able, in the work of the Institution.
VIT. Strict obedience to the directions of the Medical Officer and Nurse Superintendent from all patients will be 

insisted upon.

Patient's Ticket.

ADMIT THE BEARER

into the Mudgee Hospital as a paying patient, subject to the Rules and Regulations of the Institution.
Subscriber (or Clergyman). 
Medical Officer.

‘N.B,—In the case of a non-paying patient this ticket must be further signed by a member of the Committee.
Date 189 . Member of Committee.

(To be printed on the back of the ticket.) _
I hereby agree, in consideration of my receiving treatment at the Mudgee Hospital, to pay to tho

Treasurer of the Mudgee Hospital, on deniaud, a sum of money, to be fixed by the Visiting Committee, at a rate not 
exceeding 3s. per day.
Date 1SD . Patient.

Memo.—Amount fixed to be naid bv the above patient is fixed at per day.

1
 Visiting 
Committee.

An Act to further amend the Law relating to the Management of Hospitals. [Assented to 31st October, 1894.]
Be it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and 
Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :—

1, The Act fifty-fourth Victoria number twenty-eight is hereby repealed, and the Act eleventh Victoria number 
fifty-nine, hereinafter termed the Principal Act, is amended as follows : —

2. At any aimunl or special general meeting for the election of trustees of any public hospital aiithin the meaning 
and under the operation of the Principal Act, and at the annual meeting for the election of the committee and auditors of 
any such hospital any contributor qualified to vote shall be eligible for election as trustee or as member of the committee, 
and any person, whether so qualified or not, shall be eligible for the position of auditor, but no person shall be elected 
to any of the ahovemcntioned unless proposed and seconded by two contributors qualified as aforesaid, and unless nominated 
in writing at such meeting, the sanction of the person nominated having first been obtained, and such meeting shall be 
advertised in tho nearest local paper at least a week before tho day on which such meeting is to be held.

3. In the event of the number of persons nominated being greater than the number to be elected either for a com
mittee, trustees, or auditors, the election shall be adjourned, mid the hospital secretary shall, by advertisement in the 
nearest local paper, call a meeting for the purpose of such election for a day being not less than seven days nor more than 
fourteen days after the adjournment aforesaid, and shall forthwith transmit by post or otherwise to every contributor 
entitled to vote, a voting-paper initialled by the secretary containing the names of all the persons duly nominated, which 
voting-papers, with the names of those persons struck out whom the persona voting do not desire to vote for shall be 
enclosed in an envelope endorsed " voting paper,” which envelope shall be enclosed in another envelope bearing the voter’s 
signature inside, and returned to the secretary not later than the day before that to which the meeting is called for tho 
purpose of tho election, and ail such envelopes endorsed "voting paper ” as aforesaid shall lie handed by the secretary to 
the scrutineers appointed at such meeting, who after counting the votes shall present a signed return to the adjourned 
meeting, showing how many votes were recorded for each person nominated, and the chairman of such meeting shall 
Jectare those persons elected who have received the majority of votes. _

4. No person shall be qualified to vote at any annual meeting of contributors to any such hospital for the election 
of trustees or any committee of the said hospital, or on any question brought before such meeting aforesaid, unless he has 
paid to the hospital a contribution of £1 sterling at the least at any time between the commencing of business at such 
mooting and the commencing of business at the preceding annual meeting, or has contributed and paid £10 in one 
sum to the said hospital; and no person shall be qualified to vote at any special general meeting of contributors to any 
such hospital for tho election of trustees or any question brought before such meeting unless he lias paid to the hospital a 
contribution of £1 sterling at the least at any time during the twelve months preceding the day for which the meeting is 
called, or has contributed and paid £10 in one sum to the said hospital. _

5. After the passing of this Act, notwithstanding anything contained in the Principal Act or any amendment of tho 
same, the treasurer shall he appointed annually.

C. The committee of any hospital as aforesaid shall appoint—
(i) The treasurer, secretary, medical officer, warden, matron, and any other officer or servant they deem 

necessary for the efficient working of such institution, anything in the Principal Act to the contrary 
notwithstanding.

(n) And make rules for tho conduct of business at meetings of the said committee and generally for tho 
management and control of any hospital for which such committee has been elected.

7. When any member of the committee of any hospital as aforesaid dies or resigns or becomes non compos mend/!, 
or refuses or becomes otherwise unable to act as a member of such committee, the committee may declare that such peison 
has couscd to be a member of such committee, and may in like manner appoint a qualified person in his place ; and the 
person so appointed siui.lt have the same rights, powers, and authorities as the person had m whoso place he has been so 
appointed. .

8
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8, Whenever by proclamation under section 11 of the Principal Act, the provisions of the said Act shall be 
extended to any hospital, then :—

The auditors and committee of such hospital, at ihe date of such proclamation, shall hold their respective 
offices, and shall to all intents and purposes be vested with the same rights, powers, and authorities 
in law, as if they had been duly elected under tho provisions of the said Act and any Act amending 
the same,

(il) At the first annual meeting of contributors to any such hospital after the date of such proclamation as 
aforesaid, every person who has, at any time within twelve months prior to the commencing of 

, business at such meeting, paid to the hospital a contribution of £1 sterling at the least, or has 
contributed and paid £10 in one sum to the said hospital, shall be qualified to vote for the election 
of trustees or any committee of the said hospital, or on any question brought before sucli meeting.

9234

18/6/97

Exhibit C.
Hospital—Mbs. Beattik,

Rhu. Crete Co., §iv. 
4h.

Exhibit D.
9249 Mrs. Beattie.

ft. Mag. Sulph., 3ii. 
M. Khei. ti., 3ii. 
Sq. Zingiton, §ss.

Aq. ad. gvj,
M. iss. 4 h. x c.

19)6/97.

Exhibit E.
9253 Mrs. Beattie.

ft. Bismuth Bent., 3>ias- 
Porsalient, 3 if.
Liq. Hyd. per. ch., §ias. 
Sprts. Alt's ch,, 3 j- 
Mist. Nayos,
Sy. O.S. ■

Aq. ad. 3 iv.
M. gss. 3 h. x c.

20(6(97.

H.N

Jl.N

II. Tf.

Exhibit E.
Sir, Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-strcct, Sydney, 1 December, 1891.

As it has recently boon found that a number of the country hospitals, which receive a subsidy of £ for £ from 
the Government, do plot clearly understand the conditions upon which such subsidy is granted, 1 have the honor, by 
direction of the Colonial Secretary, to inform you :—

1. That the Government subsidy of £ for £ is given on the condition that the hospital admits all accidents and urgent
cases brought to its doors.

2. That all destitute cases recommended by the Police Magistrate or other approved officer (among whom must he
considered the Government Medical Officer and the chief local officer of police) must be admitted without delay ; 
and

3. That eases of fever, erysipelas, and other infections diseases must he admitted, as well as ordinary cases, and
suitable provision made for their accommodation and treatment.

Should the hospital authorities refuse ornegleet to admit any suitable patient who has been properly recommended, 
the necessary arrangements will be made for the treatment of such elsewhere, and the expense thereof deducted from the 
next annual subsidy. 1 have, fee.,

F. NORTON- MANNING,
The Honorary Secretary, Hospital Committee. Medical Adviser to the Government.

[Exhibit G.]
Pipeclay, 5 July, 1S97,

Statement of William Trafford to the committee of the Mudgee Hospital, asking for a further inquiry into the case of the 
late Mrs. Beattie, who was turned out of the Mudgee Hospital in a dying state last Thursday afternoon, and who died 
the same night:— "

“I beg to state that, being a witness, I was not allowed to ask questions, nor address or speak to any of the jury, and 
that left Dr. Nickoll and the matron to have it all their own way. You will see by the evidence of Dr. Nickoll and the 
matron they say Mrs. Beattie was cured of diarrhcea. Dr. Lester, in his evidence, said that in post-mortem examination 

. he saw traces of diarrhcea, and if he is asked he must acknowledge that Mrs. Beattie was not cured of diarrhoea. I know 
all about tho arrangenients in regard to Mrs. Salsbury. The matron never said a word to Mrs. Beattie or to me about 
going to Mrs. Salsbury. The matron told Mrs. Beattie that her father had come to take her home. Before I put her foot 
on the step of the cart I saw blood. 1 stooped to do something to her boots and stockings, and the blood trickled on to my 
hand. I did not know at the time where it came from ; I thought it was a relapse of diarrhcea. The letter sent to me by 
the matron, by order of Dr. Nickoll, said I must take her home. They knew it was 5 miles to Buckaroo, and if I did not 
take her they’ would send her home by the coach at my expense. The matron said Mrs. Beattie did not complain about 
going out of the hospital. The woman patient said she heard Mrs. Beattie tell the matron before she loft the room sho 
was not fit to leave the hospital. She also states that she was looking over the balcony, down to the steps, and heard Mrs. 
Beattie say to me, ‘ Father, I am not in a fit state to leave the hospital.’ I have no hesitation in saying that turning 
Mrs, Beattie out of the hospital in that state caused her death. Before I left Mudgee I spoke to three of the committee ; 
they all said she looked very bark 1 told them I would take her home at the risk of the doctor and matron. 
She told me after I had got her in the cart that she felt that she was dying, and sho was sure she would never 
reach home, I am sure it will never be safe for anyone to go into tho Mudgee Hospital after what has taken place, 
for everyone is crying out about Dr. Nickoll. Everyone I speak to says they wdll never give another shilling to 
the hospital while Dr. Nickoll is at the head of it. Everyone f speak to says there should be a second doctor, and that is 
my way of thinking, and that would put a check on him. I have told Dr. Nickoll more than I shall tell you, for I know 
him, and if the committee will give mo a hearing, I have a lot of complaints against Dr. Nickoll. I do hope and trust the 
committee will make a searching inquiry, for it is one of the most cme! cases ever came before the public, for a poor creature 
to be sent to an untimely grave, and to leave behind all those poor children. It appears to me that Dr. Nickoll has often 
been questioned, and always escapes ; but I hope it will not be the case this time, fur it is well known that he is very 
careless. There is a great number of people say that Dr. Nickoll is not a fit man for the position he holds, and I am 
of the same opinion ; and I do hope and trust the committee will wipe him out and put some other doctor in his place, for 
I am sure we have better men than ever he was. This letter can he made use of in any way the committee think 
proper. • I am, fee.,

. WILLIAM TRAFFORD.
I
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I know there is no time on Tuesday night to give it proper consideration, I will ask the committee to call a special 
meeting and allow me to address the committee myself, I have a complaint to make against the doctor for blinding 
William Brewer,' and I am sure I can prove to the committee that lie caused Mrs. Beattie's death. I will call the attention 
of the committee to Mr, Bird, to the Rev, Archdeacon Campbell, also Mr. Steward and Mr. Sherry. They can tell you 
about the state of Mrs. Beattie. I told them I would take her home at the doctor's risk : but I was sure that Mrs. Beattie 
was in a dying state when I took her from the hospital. WILLIAM TBAFFORD,

Care of H. Barton,
Pipeclay Creek, near Mudgee.

Exhibit H.
[Extract fi-om minutes of proceedings at meeting of Mudgee Benevolent Society, June 20th, IS97.]

The case of Mrs. Beattie was discussed, and Mrs. Daly said she would make inquiry about her from people who lived in 
the neighbourhood. The secretary mentioned that Mrs. Salsbury would keep net in her house and attend her for ten 
days for £1, or go to her house and attend her at the time for 10s., food to be supplied by Society. The Secretary was 
instructed, after receiving further information, to use her own discretion in the matter as to which course to follow. The 
secretary mentioned that, hearing of Mrs. Beattie being ill, she, after consultation with treasurer and Mrs. Willis, got 
Mrs, Salsbury to go out and see her. Mrs. Salsbury brought her in, and next day Mrs. Beattie was admitted to hospital.

A. CADELL.

Exhibit I.
[Copy of List of Convictions.]

Pabticueaes of conviction and history of John Rodgers, alias Roberts, alias Jones, alias Caroline, transferred from the 
gaol at Parramatta to Mudgee gaol, under authority of transmission warrant, dated 1st September, 1S90:—

Name of prisoner—John Rodgers, crA'ns Roberts, alias Jones, alias Caroline. Convicted—Parramatta Quarter Sessions, 9th 
October, 1S86. Ofl'cnce—Having stolen property in his possession. Sentence—Fourteen years penal servitude. Judge— 
Dowling. Recommendation or remarks—This prisoner was charged on five other charges, but no sentence was passed in 
either case. Previous convictions:—Forbes Quarter Sessions, 2Gth Angnst, 1S75; burglary; twenty-one months hat'd labour. 
•Penrith Police Court, ISth June, 18S6; stealing, two charges; two months hard labour on each charge, cumulative. 
General conduct in Mudgee gaol—Good. Personal description of prisoner ;—Name, John Rodgers, &c : horn in Liverpool, 
England, 1823; arrived in Colony per ship “Great Britain "in the year 1852; religion, Church of England; trade or 
occupation previous to conviction, labourer; height, 5 feet oi inches; colour of hair, brown to grey; eyes, brown; educa
tion, read and write. .

Anthony Wrench, alias Trafford, alias Roberts, alias Caroline,
Per ship “ Architect," 1853, free; bom about 1S30; native of Lancashire ; 5 feet 6inches high ; sallow complexion, 

light brown hair, hard eyes, largo nose, sharp chin, two moles left shoulder-blade.
Tried at Pleasant Creek, 13th May, 1858, vagrancy ; two years. Tried at Bullarah, 21st June, 1858 (same year), 

burglary; sentence, four years (sentences cumulative). Received ticket-of-!eave 7 th May, 1861, for the district of Mel
bourne. (Viet. P.G., 1861, pays 190.) "

Arrested by the detective and general police, January, 1862, at Back Creek, Carisbrook, for stealing fowls ; escaped 
from the lock-up whilst in custody on this charge. When arrested, the hoots and coat stolen from tho tent of Edward 
Webster, Back Creek, were found in his possession, but he was not charged, as the owner was absent in New Zealand, 
(Vicl. P.G., 1862, payis 3 and 8. Viet. P.O., 1861, page 452.) ^

Ticket-of-leave was transferred about 1st October, 1S61, to Avoca district, to report at Redbank. [Viet. P.G., 1862, 
page 18.)

Reported illegally at large. Arrested by the Burnt Creek police, under the name of John Caroline. Remanded to 
Pentridge, with a recommendation that his ticket-of-leave be cancelled ior three months. {Viet. P.O., 1862, page 16. 
Vkt. P.G., 1862, pages 71. SO.)

Received ticket-of-leave again in May, 1862, for the district of Melbourne. (Vid. P.G., 1862, ympc 190.)
Reported illegally at large, July, 1882, (Firf. P. 0.. 1862, page 267.)
Arrested by the detective police, Sydney, 4th February, 1865, for burglary on the premises of Messrs. Dawson and 

Stewart,Brisbane, January, 1865. Escaped from the Central Police Lock-tip, Sydney, 5th February, 1865. {Vide N.S. )V. 
P.G., 1865, pages 207 arid 47.)

Arrested by the Queensland Police in May, 1865, and sentenced to ten years’ penal servitude for burglary. Dis
charged, under remission, to freedom, 28th October, 1872. {Vide Queensland P.G., 1872,pnijc 90.)

Exhibit J.
[The Mudgee Quarrlian, July 16, 1807.]

Tub Late Hospital Stir—To he further Investigated.

It is indeed gratifying to find so many in the community commending us for the determined front we have assumed 
in demanding further and more searching inquiry into the circumstances surrounding the death of the unfortunate woman, 
Mrs. Beattie. Telegrams and letters encouraging us to go on have been received from as far out as Coonamble. We are 
glad to receive such expressions, because the position we have assumed is to us singularly critical and trying. We realise 
that the burden of fastening the responsibility of that poor woman’s death on the proper shoulders involves a most serious 
task. It is gratifying also to ho able to tell well-wishers that tho Hospital Committee 1ms decided, as we suggested last 
week, not to constitute itself the tribunal for further investigation. At the meeting ou Tuesday evening a resolution was 
carried with a view to having the matter sifted by the Board of Health. We are delicate about passing an opinion one way 
or the other on that point; still we cannot help thinking there need he no necessity to go altogether from home. If the 
authorities are to he consulted, wc would suggest that no more competent- conductor of au inquiry could he had than our 
Sub-inspector of police, with the Police Magistrate presiding, to take statements. A suggestion of this kind would he more 
likely to receive attention from the Department of Justice. Then let ihe hospital authorities judge as to how far the 
institution is affected-. Both sides, we are sure, would be satisfied with such an inquiry, as the public would ho also, Going 
for members of the Board of Health will involve expense, unnecessarily. The Sub-inspector of Police is already in posses
sion of the facts so far as the Coroner's inquiry went, and thepolii'e >eovld he the most likely people 1o ferret out the dcficitveies— 
the. missing links—which ice assert emphatically were wan'.ivy to have brought about a condemnatory verdict. Even if the Board 
of Health is asked to assume the responsibility, and we doubt if they will undertake it, there must he certain conditions, 
especially that the parties, if there be parties, shall have the right to employ a solicitor. In any ease this must he demanded. 
There will be plenty of scope for cross-examination. This granted, we have no fear of the result. Any other mock inejuiry 
will not satisfy the, brief we hare undertaken on behalf of those orphan chihtren and on behalf of an indignant public. We have 
had too much experience of inquiries conducted by the layman. Very recently we sawr something like a farce under cover 
of the Public Service Board, when there was no counsel to shape and to curtail evidence. Indeed we have had the privilege 
of facing an examination before the Board of Health in Sydney, and were not impressed with the method of that august 
body’s procedure. Certainly we would place the experience of our Police Magistrate with our Sub-inspector of Police far 
before the very formal, cold procedure of the Board referred to. Wc are sure the hospital authorities would have no 
objection to substituting the names of our two highest and most responsible local Civil Servants, whose procedure would be

' Prisoner was eervinff these sentences when convicted at remtmatta Quarter Sessions.
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in accordance with the practice of a Court of Justice, This is all we ask; but we shall press the point to have the right 
to fee a solicitor to uphold our contention. We are not levelling a general charge against the hospital. There may be 
overwhelming evidence of general goodness. Hut in this case the points we want cleared up are : How long before the 
discharge of Mrs. Beattie was she seen by the medical officer ? And most important of all: Was Mrs. Beattie in a fit state 
to leave the hospital at the time she was discharged ? ,

This is the serious feature of the whole business, to our mind—not what the old man, Trafford, said to tho matron, 
or what the matron said to Trafford. As for what might have transpired between the sick woman and the nurse, wc are 
not going to take sides. The woman is silent for ever, and nothing short of a resurrection will clear up this point. 
The old man, Trafford, is dubbed from the outset a hoary-headed old fabricator ; still it is possible he has been repeating 
no more than his stepdaughter told him when no one else was present to hear. —which is quite a reasonable conclusion 
that a patient in the hospital W'ill tell a visiting relative, one’s stepfather, all his or her grievances, real and imaginary. 
In connection with our case wc do not for-one moment intend blending Trafford’s statements with the two questions set 
up above. Wo do not say for one moment that Trafford is a vile old perjurer, as some put it, because he is corroborated by 
the girl Ada Sparrow in one particular, and where he might have been supported or contradicted by the members of 
the Committee whom he saw, we have not yet had opportunity of hearing the gentlemen examined. Of course, in the 
event of a new inquiry, those gentlemen must he heard ; and wo would impress on them at this stage that they have to 
bear testimony for or against the dead, and now, whilst everything is fresh to their mind, to make note of every word 
Trafford said to them, and what they said to him, and as to the state of the woman when they saw her. This is the time 
for each of the gentlemen referred to to use pencil and paper. In a month’s time memory might fail them. Of course, 
these gentlemen arc not to blame. They could not know that the woman was likely to die. No doubt any one of them would 
have heeded the appeal of Trafford ; but the patient was out of the hospital, and she was discharged by the doctor’s order, 
and according to the rales of the institution there is but one doctor, and for the time being he must be the one controlling 
cockbird of the roost. Why, some ask, is tho (rii/rrdiaii so much concerned that it takes this stubborn stand? Simply 
because we are aiming for future reform in hospital matters, and because that unfortunate creature died a death of torture, 
and that that death might have been averted. We are not hankering after popularity, but are prompted by that feeling which 
makes us picture some other mother, some other wife, someone’s daughter m poverty, amongst strangers, thrust out of an 
institution to die within a few' hours ; and Mrs. Beattie was thrust out—no one can say to the contrary. Sho had to go,- 
when, it is said, she was not fit to go. True, she was only a pauper ; but she was a mother. She had little children at 
home in the hark humpy—little children that she probably loved as dearly as any mother who reads this loved her offspring. 
What more natural than that the unfortunate creature, six weeks before her expected confinement, would prefer to go home 
to the bark humpy to see those little children from whom sho had been separated for three week's—aye. chose to go to her 
children, to go out in a spring-cart, in the agony of what was her travail, perhaps bent on seeing her little ones. Because if 
she was fit to leave the hospital she was fit to be at home, even though the put-up cry of “Mhydidnt she go to Mrs. 
Salsbury ” ia tho weakly, miserable wail of those who would not care if tho woman did die like a dog, so long as somebody 
we are not now able to name is not made to bear the burden of woman-slaughter. Supposing, for argument sake, that 
there had been no Mrs. Salsbury’s to be a kind of reception-house, according to the hospital authorities the woman was 
cured of her complaint, and she had to go. If she was not taken away she would be sent away. This view is not CbiartTwro 
fiction either. We might say a great deal, but will not, and merely say this much now to justify ourselves in the position 
we have taken. If the woman had suicided after she left the hospital the ease would be had enough; but she died by 
inches—actually bled to death ; died sooner than had she opened a main artery. And men stand up to hush up the horror. 
Some of them look askance at us because wc, too, will not hush the thing. ‘‘ Leave it where the Coroner s jury left it, 
says one who ought to know better. No, no ; though the victim was an obscure creature of God, she had a soul as big, 
probably, as 1116*5001 of any ministering angel on earth, male or female. As we said last week, the Coroner’s jury stopped 
short, and now wo want more. We must hear new testimony ; we must have former witnesses over again, and cross- 
examined. Then, and not till then, will the proper verdict be wrung out; then, too, wilt our detractors now join with the 
thousands of others throughout tho north-west district in the praises of our humble, yet earnest, effort to expose a wrong 
done to a fellow-being gone from ail earthly aid. Let the hospital committeeman who wants to “hush it up" picture his 
own wife, the mother of his sons and daughters, dying under such circumstances, and probably he would not be as calm 
as was the husband of the deceased woman in the most trying time—whilst the poU-morfem examination was being carried 
out. Let anyone ask Constable Dolman, who was present. The constable had almost to drive off the big, weeping 
husband, who was with difficulty icstramed from bursting in upon the scene. "They're cutting up my poor wife,"’ said 
the frantic man. Hush it up, they say ! Not if we know it—not until the inquiry we must have is an accomplished fact, 
and thiiigs not yet recorded arc recorded, if we fail, then at all events we shall at least have the consolation of knowing 
that we have manfully and fearlessly done our duty to the community, and towards that poor, destitute, obscure woman.

Hospital Coaishttee Meeting.
The Ven. Archdeacon Campbell was voted to the chair at the special meeting of the Hospital Committee on Tuesday 
evening, and there were also present the Revs. 11. H. Rickard and C. W. Willis, and Messrs. K H. Beane, J. C. Gunnell, 
IV. Sherry, D. Cassin, 0. E. Norris, 0. H. Tuckerman, W. C. Carter, Geo. Stewart, F. J, Bird, W. A. Marsh, Geo. 
Cadell. H. S. Thomas, W. F. Kellett, W. Little, W. Shaw, and W. Bishop. _

The first business taken was the letter from Dr. Lester with reference to a patient named Horne, which had been 
referred to Dr. Nickoll for a reply. Dr. Lester's letter was read as follows :—
“ To Mudgee Hospital Committee. ,

Gentlemen, . Mudgee, 30 June, IS!)/.
On the 14th June I was consulted by a patient of mine named Home. An operation was necessary, and as he 

could not afford a private operation he said lie would have to go to the hospital. I explained to him that the case would 
lie taken out of my hands, but T would write to Dr, Nickoll and ask him to let me know when he intended to operate, os 
Horne wished me to be with him and administer the chloroform. Dr. Nickoll lias not j'et replied to my letter, although 
he told my’groom that "he would answer my letter in the morning,”

I wish to know, in the event of any patients of mine wishing hospital treatment, can I (or otherwise) attend them ? 
1 attache copy of my letter written to Dr. Nickoll.

I am, &c.,
CIIAS. E. LESTER.

[Copy.]
To Dr. Nickoll.

Dear Sir,
A patient of mine, named Horne, from 

Acting on the advice of one of the visiting 
intend to operate.

Havilah, intends going into the hospital. He wishes me to give chloroform, 
committee I am writing to you. Will you please let me know when you

Yours, &c.,
CHAS. E. LESTER.

Mudgee, 13 July. 1897.
nelosing a letter from Dr. Lester, aud asking me

Dr, Nickoll's letter was as follows ;—
" Gentlemen,

“ 1 beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated July 7, 
for an explanation. . ,

“ On .Tunc 14th I received a message to see a man named Horne staying at Mr. \\ . Campbell s house. On seeing him 
I found that an operation would be necessary, and when I told him so ne said that lie had no means, and would like to he 
taken into the hospital. I told him to get a ticket, and that he would be admitted.

“ The following day Dr. Lester's groom met me in Mortimcr-street amt gave me the enclosed letter. I read itatthe 
time and said that I would reply to it the next day, as I wag then going some distance out of town. Up to this time I was 
unaware that I}r. Lester had seen tho case. I saw Home shortly after this, and in the presence of Mr. , Campbell I told 
him that 1 had received a letter from T)r. Lester, and asked him if it was u fact that lie wished Lr. Lester to give him 
chloroform. He replied that he did not wish it. I then asked him i\ hether he had expressed any desire at all for Tjr, Lester 
either to give him chloroform or be present at the operation. He replied that he had not done so, hut that Hr. Lester had 
suggested it to him. it
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“As these facts put such a very different complexion on Dr. Lester’s letter, I thought it would save more unpleasantness 
by leaving it unanswered.

' 111 return Ur, Lester’s letter, also the one sent to me, and a statutory declaration made by Horne.
Accompanying this was a statutory declaration from the man Horne :—

“ I, William Home, of Bara Creek, miner, do hereby declare and solemnly affirm that—
“ 1. J am at present a patient in the Mudgee Hospital. _
" 2. On Monday, .1 une 14 last, 1 came to Mudgee and went to see L>r, Lester. He told me an operation would be 

necessary, and what his charge would he for same, and I was to think over it before deciding what I would do. On thinking 
it over I decided to go into the hospital, and I went to Dr. Nickoll to come and see me atMr. W. Campbell's. On Monday 
afternoon (before Ur. Nickoll came) Ur. Lester came to Mr. Campbell’s, and I then told him that I had decided to consult 
Ur. Nickoll, and that I had sent for him to come and see me, and that I meant to go into the hospital for treatment. Ur. 
Lester then asked me if 1 would ask Ur. Nickoll to lot him (Dr* Lester) administer the chloroform to me, and I said 
I would. _ .

“3. That same evening Ur. Nickoll came to see me at Mr. Campbell's. I did not tell Dr. Nickoll that I had previously 
been to Ur. Lester. I did not mention Ur. Lester’s name to Jinn at all, nor speak to him about the chloroform, Ur. 
Nickoll examined me, and it was arranged I should go into the hospital and he operated on.

114. On the next day Dr. Nickoll came to me at Campbell’s as to a letter he had received from Ur. Lester. He asked 
mo whether 1 had expressed any wish for Ur. Lester to administer chloroform to me. I told him I had not, but that ^Ur. 
Lester had asked me if I would ask Ur. Nickoll that he (Dr. Lester) might administer chloroform to me, and that I said I 
would ask. Ur. Nickoll then said that Ur, lieith was in the habit of administering chloroform at the hospital, and I then 
said I did not care which doctor administered it. A day or two after this Mr. Sherry spoke to me on the same subject, and 
1 told him the same as 1 had told Ur. Nickoll.

“fi. 1 did not at the time I first consulted Ur. Nickoll, nor at any time afterwards, express any desire for Dr. Lester 
to give me chloroform, as I did not consider myself a patient of Ur. Lester's, and I did not care who administered the 
chloroform to me.” , . , .

The declaration was signed by Home, before Mr. William Bishop, J.P. '
Mr. Cassin said he did not see that they could do anything beyond intimating to Dr. Lester the contents of the 

declaration. He proposed, “That a letter be written Dr. Lester, stating that a declaration had been made contradicting his 
statements,”

Mr. C. H. Tnekerman seconded.
Mr, 0. 33. Norris thought they were not going far enough. With reference to this particular matter the motion 

would answer the case ; hut Dr. Lester asked if any patient admitted desired him to give chloroform whether he would he 
permitted to administer it. There ought to he a direct answer of yes or no to this question.

Mr. Cassin thought that in view of the correspondence read, it would he very unwise to force Dr. Lester into the 
hospital. If they trusted their medical officer they should allow him to elect with whom he would practice.

Mr. Norris said Ur. Lester might write again unless they gave him a direct answer. The Committee should say that 
Ur. Nickoll was authorised to select his own medical assistant.

The Chairman thought it was usual among professional men to do this.
Mr. Cassin moved, “ That under the circumstances the Committee did not think it desirable to interfere with Ur. 

Nickoll’s desire in this matter.” It would be unwise to force his hand.
The liev. It. H. Ttickard said it would be better to deal with the first motion, and then deal with the second part of 

the matter. Ho moved as an amendment, “That a copy of the declaration be sent to Ur. Lester.”
Mr. E. Clarke seconded.
Amendment carried.
The liev. It. H. Kickard submitted the following motion :—“That if any patient in the Mudgee Hospital desire the 

attention of any medical man other than the medical officer of the institution, he shall be allowed to cdll him in, but this 
committee will not bo answerable for any financial responsibility for such attention, and such medical man shall not 
interfere in any way with other patients.” In moving this he said : Everyone knows that if a man has a doctor who under

. stands him he prefers that man to deal with him ; and every medical man will admit that he can bettei deal with a case 
known to him than with a new case. Another point was that it would he a gicat gam to the hospital tf this motion was 
carried, for patients of other doctors might wish to occupy the private wards. A patient, of Ur. Beith's had told him some 
time ago that had he been able to have his own medical man lie would have become an inmate of n piivnto waid for seven 
or eight weeks ; and, no doubt, there were other similar cases. 'Tills would ho a gain to the hospital. Smcu they could, 
by adopting this, grant a convenience to tho public, the public would justify them lather than condemn the committee.

Mr. IV. C. Cartel seconded the motion,
Mr. Caddell submitted that the motion should be ruled out of Older. This matter should come before the general 

meeting of subscribers.
Mr. Cassin said that this was a matter Mr. Rickard did not understand. Tins matter had been submitted to the largest 

meeting of subscribers ever held m Mndgeo. and was lost by two to one. The object then was to admit the three doctors 
To show' the spirit of those introducing it, immediately it wms lost they nominated Ur. Beith as medical officer, and this 
was defeated by five to one. He objected to divided responsibility. The medical officer must be responsible to the 
committee.

ilr. Clarke rose to a point of order, and asked for the Chairman’s ruling.
The Chairman said he must rule it out of order.
Mr, liiekard asked for the reason for doing so.
The Chairman said he thought it was so important that the subscribers should have notice of it, and the committee 

should not be placed in a position of such responsibility.
Mr. Rickard said it was a matter of law, not an opinion. They had mi amending Act since the meeting referred to, 

and that placed the whole responsibility ou the committee, not the subscribers. This matter was not before the meeting 
spoken of,

Mr. Cassin said if this was carried every rule would have to be altered.
The Chairman said the mle said the committee should appoint a “medical officer.”
Mr. Norris said there was an Act winch stated that wheie necessary the singular should be read to mean the plural 

number.
Mr. Rickard :--------
The Chairman : I must rule the motion out of order,
Mr. Rickard ; With all due respect, Mr. Chairman, I submit-----
Mr. Cassin : I think the chair should he supported. He objected to Mr. Rickards contradicting the Chairman.
Mr. Rickaid (in protest): We are getting an opinion, not a ruling.
Mr. Norris said Ur. Lester was due the courtesy of a reply, as be asked a plain question.
Mr. Cadell moved, “ That Dr. Lester be written to, stating that the committee could not interfere with the modiqal 

officer's arrangements.”
Mr. Cassin seconded. Carried.

> Path:xt Besson’s Case.

The following letter was read from Ur. Nickoll relative to the patient Benson :—“This case was not admitted nn 
account of his paralysis, but to try and modify, if not cure, a, terrible lesion of large area, and extending down tn the 
bones of his pelvis. His condition requires constant attention, and if he be removed from the hospital it should he to an 
institution for incurables. 1 have ou more than one occasion discussed this ease with members of the committee ”

The Chairman said the question arose whether they should not take action to send Benson to Sydney, but lie should 
have some say in it himself.

Mr. Clarke said that perhaps his friends would pay for his keep in the hospital rather than have him sent away. 
He moved that the secretary inquire.

Mr. Norris seconded. Carried. '
The Case of Mrs. Beattie.

' The secretary read the letters written and received with reference to the depositions of the recent inquest, and
stated that so far the copy asked for had not reached him, Mr,
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Mr. Cassin said that before going further lie would like to submit a resolution that he thought would meet the case. 
It was :—“That having regard to the charges made against the doctor and matron of the Mudgee Hospital with reference 
to the death of Mrs. Beattie, and with a view of au impartial inquiry into the matter, freed from any suspicion of local 
feeling or prejudice, the secretary of the hospital communicate with the Chief Under Secretary, with a request from the 
committee of the Mudgee Hospital that the Chief Under Secretary will be pleased to direct the'Hoard of Health to inquire 
fully into and report upon the subject matter of the said charges at an early date.” It was exceedingly desirable that an 
impartial aud qualified officer should be sent here to conduct an inquiry. The present state of public feeling was very 
injurious to the best interests of the hospital. If the committee would pass this resolution he was sure the trustees would 
do what they could to help in the matter.

The Chairman thought the officer should be sent at an early date. Tie was convinced they could do nothing without 
tile depositions, as the newspaper reports did not agree in one instance. There was something in the Guardian that was not 
in the other paper as evidence of Miss MoEwcn. Thr^ all had the interests of the institution at heart, and came there to 
do the best for the hospital, not as partisans. They wanted to clear the matter up. He suggested that the Committee do 
not consider tho letters of Mrs, Salsbury and Trafford.

Mr. Clarke seconded the motion. A great deal of feeling existed in the district, and as the matter was one out of 
the ordinary run of Committee work, and no matter what decision they came to, insinuations would be cast which he did 
not think should be east on men who came there to assist in the management of the hospital, an inquiry by the Committee 
might be the means of causing unpleasantness among them. The best thing would he to get a person to investigate, who 
was in no way interested.

Mr. Little, who had come prepared with a resolution, read it for the information of the meeting, and was proceeding 
to speak, when

Rev, Mr. Willis rose to a point of order. Were they going to decide in the matter, or relegate it to someone else ?
The Chairman ruled Mr. Little out of order. He would like Mr. Little, however, to bring his proposed new rule 

before the Committee later on, as it was a very admirable one.
Mr. Carter asked whether if the inquiry were held, the evidence would be published, as well as the report by the 

officer investigating. The evidence should be published as well as the result, as it would tend to do a\vay with the ill- 
feeling now existing.

The resolution submitted by Mr. Cassin was earned.
It was resolved that letters, &c., in the case be withheld from the Press.
Au anonymous letter was opened but cast aside.
It was resolved that as soon as word was received of the appointment of an official to conduct the inquiry that the 

Committee he called together to arrange for meeting him.
The meeting then adjourned.

Exhibit K.
[T/ie Mudgee Guardian, 30 /wfy, 1897.]

The Hospital Case.—Ax IirQumy to be held.
At last we are in a position to definitely indicate that our representations to the Government in connection with the 

hospital ease are likely to be adopted, as the following information by telegraph from the Press Association will show :—
“Sydney, Thursday.

" The Member for Mudgee saw the Chief Secretary, Mr. Brunker, with Dr, Ashburton Thompson, re the death of 
the woman Mrs Beattie, The depositions taken at the coroner's inquest only reached the Board of Health last evening. 
A decision will be arrived at to-rlay as to proposed further inquiry. Dr. Thompson thinks with Mr. Brunker that the 
inquiry should he l*-ld by a police magistrate, assisted by himself as Chief Medical Officer of the Government, and such 
inquiry is likely tn take place next week. Mr. Jones has urged prompt action. The authorities here look on it as a very 

s erious case, and think au inquiry, stripped of all local considerations should be held.”
It will thus he seen we have not been shirking our duty in this very painful affair. We have impeached the hospital 

administration, whether rightly or wrongly will he seen when the proposed inquiry is over. It is Co be hoped the proceedings 
will be as free and open as it is possible to have them. We ask no more than the commonest case is granted in a Court of 
Justice. Every latitude must he given for the free and fullest examination of every person sworn. Thus far have we 
carried out onr duty m this wretched afiair. With a police magistrate presiding and the Chief Government Medical 
Officer of the Colony hearing the medical testimony, no more competent tribunal could be chosen to elicit and sift the 
intricacies that we hope to sec unravelled, and set at rest for ever. It would he still better with our Sub-inspector of 
Police to assist. As we said in a previous article, wc cannot bring that poor woman back to life, but we can prevent 
similar oceniTenccs in future. Ho other poor forlorn “nobody” will be liable to similar fate ; and those who enter tho 
hospital will know that in the Gittudt'an they have a watchman who will see that the institution is run for humanity’s 
sake; who will see that the life of the poor stranger within our gates is as valuable as that of our own flesh and blood. 
Having said th s much, let us now leave it for a scrutinising, anxious public to be the judges, when they have heard all.

Exhibit L.
. [VVifl J/tidi/fe Guardian, 17 Septemher, 1897.]

The Hospital Matter.

Rome people are still to he found in our midst who say we have done the hospital harm by obtaining from the Government 
the appointment of the Commissioner to sitat the Com t-house to further investigate the case of the'mifortunate woman, Mrs. 
Beattie—d-eadOnly this week a Committee-man of the hospital, in his puerile impotenoy, told us so much. To us it is at 
leastgratifying that our task has so far succeeded, and if all Mudgee raved at us, instead of a paltry handful doing so, we would 
still stand up and assert that the Coroner’s inquiry stopped short, that there was other evidence which should have been 
forthcoming. We have never yet directly impeached anyone. We simply said there were grounds for fnrther inquiry ; 
mo said also “that we could still build up a very strong case from fragments not on the depositions taken at tho Coroner’s 
inquiry,” and next Meek we intend haring these fragments adduced. We have not been idle all the time, and have 
succeeded m finding a deal of corroborath o evidence to justify us in the stand we have taken. We arc going to have 
the doctors under cioss-evamiuation. They are to be asked questions that were unasked by the Coroner, the police, or the 
jury. Atchdeaeou Campbell, Mr. Bird, and Mr. Stewart are to asked to come forward and say what they sarv. Knowing 
all this, “we ought to he silent this creature of the Committee comes forward, and tells ns we “are doing the hospital 
an injury.” It. is tho soulless, cringing apologist for a daylight wrong wrho has been doing the hospital injury. Our object 
is for the benefit of the poor, forlorn nobody—if they like to be looked at m that way—who has no place to die, if his or 
her time has come. Then, let them die in the institutiou, once they are there. But don’t, hunt them out—don’t despise 
them because they have been unkempt and poverty-stricken and friendless. And those who know anything of the pauper 
inmate (we must use the word pauper, because the hospital adopts it) know that the majority are poor and friendless. 
Mary Beattie was one of them. And as we have said previously, the living picture of that poor creature, almost crouching 
in the cart in front of the public-house door, where she was given stimulants to sustain her, haunts us still. Her piercing’ 
glance of agony, as wc rode past, still fixes upon us as though from her grave, and which glance of agony wrung from ua since 
the day of the inquest our determination to sift and sift the case to the bottom. So far we have scored all along the lino—we 
obecked the influence that seemed to have made the Board of Health tell the Colonial Secretary there was no case for 
further inquiry. A little later on we will get this Board's report, mid show what kind of creatures are associated with that 
august body. But even there the influence did net stop. Bless you, they wanted further inquiry to be conducted by a 
medical man ; yes, indeed, even that was resorted to, but people will talk, and wc heard what was going on, and again weput 
the brake on. IVe want a fair and square inquiry, a full inquiry, and this will be the result of next week’s proceedings, 
we believe. Mr. Love, who will conduct the case, is a Police Magistrate of experience, and just as lie has disposed of big 
Police Court cases he will treat this hospital matter, only with greater latitude, and whatever the report of the Com
missioner, free from professional or personal sympathies with anyone concerned, wcM'ill be satisfied. Then our duty in the 
unpleasant matter can end—our part as citizens of the community will he discharged—and as journalists who have always 
been to the front when gross wrong required exposure, we will have done all in our power, regardless of personal expense 
and frowns and misrepresentation, concerning which we shall say nothing at present.

Exhibit
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Exhibit A1.
Sir, Office of the Chief Medical Officer, Sydney, 22 July, 1S97.

I am directed by the Chief Medical Officer to ask that you Mull have the goodness te let me have on loan the 
depositions taken at the inquest held on the body of Mary Beattie, at Mudgee, in the early part of the present month.

I have ko.,
_ C. A. SIMMS,

Tho Under Secretary for Justice, Sydney. Secretary.
The depositions above referred to are forwarded herewith as requested.—G.M., B.C., 2417/97. The Chief Medical 

Officer.

Sc Inquest, body of Mrs, Beattie, near Mudgee.
Sir, Mudgee Hospital, Mudgee, 8 July, 1897.

At a meeting of the Committee of the abovenamed institution held on the Cth instant, a resolution was passed 
directing me to apply for a copy of depositions taken at the inquest above referred to. Application has been made to the 
Coroner, Mr. W. J, K Wotton, who states that all the inquest papers have been scut to your Department. I therefore 
beg to apply for a copy thereof. The Committee of Mudgee Hospital purpose making a searching inquiry into the death of 
this woman, and to aid them in so doing a copy of the inquest papers is asked. A special meeting of the Committee is 
called for Tuesday next, 13th instant, at 7'30 p.m.; will you therefore he good enough to let me have the copy on or before 
that date, 1 am, Ac.,

' JOSEPH M. COX,
Secretary.

The Department of Justice, Sydney. 1
Submitted. As the depositions are required by the Committee of the hospital with a view to further inquiry, they 

might perhaps he supplied free of cost.—G.M., 9/7/97. Appd.—A.J.G., 9/7/97. Sec. Mudgee Hospital, 24/7/97. 
Put by, 24/7/97.

Minute.
Subjttl:—Mary Beattie—Inquest re death of.

Department of Justice, Sydney, 9 July, 1897,
Submitted. A copy of tho verdict and rider of the jury at inquest touching the death of one Mary Beattie might be 

forwarded to the hospital authorities at Mudgee.
G.M.

New South Wales, ) "Re Mary Beattie.”
to wit. (

Inquisition held at the dwelling-house of William Trafford, at Pipeclay, in the district of Mudgee, in the Colony of New 
South Wales, this 3rd day of July, 1897, before me, William J. E. Wotton, one of tho Coronets of our Soveieign Lady 
the Queen for the Colony aforesaid, on view of the body of Maty Beattie, then and near there lying dead.

Upon the oaths of George Douglas Young, William Albert Marsh, Frederick William Smith, Henry Strickland 
Thomas, William Janies McDiarinid, John Loneragan, Eugene William Daly, Thomas Hobeit Banda)!, John Oily Mulley, 
George llazoltine, William Ficdunok Kelleth, George William Kenniwell, good and lawful men of the Colony aforesaid ; 
who, having been sworn and charged to inquire (on the part of our said Dady the Queen) when, where, how, mid by what 
means tho aaid Mary Beattie came to her death, do, upon their oaths, say that:—Wo litid that the said Mary Beattie, at 
Pipeclay, near Mudgee, in the said Colony, on the, 1st day of July, 1S97, died from collapse due to'haTiiorrhage attending 
premature labour, which was brought about by getting into and journeying in a spring cart a distance of about 6 miles 
upon the same day, and which journey was undertaken a shoit time after recovering from an attack of diarrhoea.”

Rider:—“ We suggest that it would be to the interests of all concerned for patients, especially in the condition of 
the deceased, to he thoroughly examined immediately prior to their discharge from the hospital.”

In witness whereof, as well, the said Coroner as the Jurors aforesaid, have to this inquisition set their hands and 
seals, this day and year aforesaid.

William J. E. Wotton, Coroner, E. W. Daly, "1
1George D. Young, Foreman. Thomas Randall,

Wm. A. Marsh, 'j
Fred. W. Smith, i

J. 0. Mullet,
G. Hazeltine,

[■ Jurora.

H. S. Thomas, \ Jurors. W. Fiikd. Keli.et, i
IV. J. McDiarmih, |
John Loxkkagak, )

G, W. Kennimell, j

New South Wales, )
“ Re Mary Beattie.”

Information and depositions of witnesses, taken on oath, before me, William J. E. Wotton, one of the coroners of our 
Sovereign Lady the Queen, for the Colony of New South Wales, this 3rd day of July, 1897, at the dwelling-house of 
William Trafford, at Pipeclay, in the said Colony, on view of the body of Mary Beattie, then and there lying dead.

Witnesses having been sworn :—
Frederick William Dolman sworn, states : I am police constable stationed at Mudgee ; from information I received T 

reported the death of Mary Beattie to the Coroner yesterday morning, and from his instructions I proceeded to the Mudgee 
Hospital: I saw Dr. Nickoll flrst, ami afterwards saw the matron ; J asked her when Mary Beattie was discharged from 
tho hospital; she said, " She left the hospital on the 1st instant at 1 p.m., where she had been for a fortnight”; I after
wards went to Pipeclay, about 5 miles from Mudgee, to the residence of William Beattie, the husband of tho deceased, 
and there saw' tho body of Mary Beattie ; I,knew her personally ; I examined the body, and found no external marks of 
violence on it ; William Beattie, the husband, stated that she arrived home from Mudgee on the 1st instant, about 4 o’clock 
p.m,, and that he accompanied her and William Tiafford, her father, from Mudgee, and that she died about 9 o’clock p.m.; 
they came from Miulgee in a spring-cart.

ISxamhwd by Jury : I asked the matron whether she was willing to leave the hospital, and she said “ yes.”
Sworn and made at Pipeclay, on this 3rd day of j F. W. DOLMAN.

July, 1807, before me,— j .
1 William J. E, Wotton, P.M., Coroner.

William Trafford, sworn, states : I am a labourer, and reside at Pipeclay ; I have seen the dead body of Mary Beattie ; 
she was the wife of William Beattie, and my stepdaughter; 1 took the deceased to the Mudgee Hospital, on the 18th 
June last, she was suffering from diarrhcea; I saw her again on the 1st instant; I went to the hospital for her in con
sequence of receiving the letter “ marked H.” purporting to be signed by E. McEwen, matron ; when I arrived I saw tho 
matron, and told her that on account of receiving her note I had come for Mrs Beattie ; 1 waited awhile, and Mrs. Beattie 
came walking downstairs without help ; I went towards her as she seemed as if she was going to drop ; she was very weak 
and quite exhausted ; 1 had a lot of bother to get her into tho Cart; when she put her foot on the step I noticed something 
came down on to my hand, and saw it was a drop of blood ; when 1 got in tho cart she said, “Ob, father. I am dying, and 
you will not get me home she said, “ Dr. Nickoll and the matron have killed me 1 said, “Do not talk like that—my wife

will
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will be home in a few days and she will get you all right ” ; I, noticing she was very ill, took her to Mr. Bird, the store
keeper, being one of the hospital committee when I was leaving the hospital the matron stood at the door, jeering ; I said, 
“ Yon ought to be ashamed of yourself turning a woman out of the hospital in this state” ; sho said something about 
<( bundling the woman out,” hut I could not catch the whole of it; the matron did not hear the deceased say she was 
dying ; 1 did not say to the matron before I got her in the cart that she was not in a fit state to leave the hospital; eight 
days after f had taken deceased to the hospital .1 went to see her; before I went upstairs the matron said, “You will have 
to take that woman out of this as she is cured of what she came iu for” ; I went and saw the deceased and asked her how 
she was ; she said, “Oh, father, I am very had, pains all over my back and sides, and something wrong with my chest” ; I 
said, “ Why do you not tell the doctor about it” ; she said, “ I have told the doctor, but he takes no notice of what I say, he has 
never sounded me or examined me in any way” : she said, “He comes in but very seldom and just walks away whistling 
when I came downstairs 1 saw the matron ; I said, “ .Do you really think that woman would be fit to come out on Monday 
or Tuesday, she seems so weak aud cannot stand, she cannot go on Monday or Tuesday, and I will not take her out” ; she 
said to the effect that if I did not take her out she would be bundled out, aud then walked away ; I did not hear any 
conversation between deceased and the matron when she was leaving ; after leaving the hospital f took her first to _ Mr. 
Bird, as stated, and then to Archdeacon Campbell ; they said they could not interfere with thedoctor, but as she was destitute 
they said, “ I had better hand her over to tho police, and she could be put into the gaol”; I said I “ could not think of her 
going into prison Mr. Stewart was with the Archdeacon ; these two advised me to hand her over to the police; I said, 
“ Look at the woman ? what do you think of her ”? the Archdeacon and Mrs. Stewart said, “She looks very bad I said, 
" 1 will take her home at the doctor’s risk”: the Archdeacon gave us some assistance in the shape of food, and 1 started 
for home ; I picked deceased’s husband up in the town, and the throe of us came out together in the cart; nothing 
happened to the deceased on the road other than that she was complaining of great pain, and she was passing blood ; I 
took the cart at a slow pace ; there was no extra jolting; I went very carefully ; when 1 left her at her husband’s place, 
about three-quarters of a mile from here, 3 shook hands with her, and bid her good-night, and came home ; J did not see 
the deceased alive after that; I hoard of her death about 0 p.m. of the 1st instant; two of her sons came and said she was 
dying or was dead ; I went up to the place at once and found that she was dead ; the family were present, and her husband 
was closing her eyes ; I went in the same night to Mudgee, and reported the matter to the police ; deceased told me she 
could not get a drink from the matron, but that the woman that was in the ward with her used to give her drinks ; she 
said the matron pulled the clothes oif her while sho was in bed, and made her go on her hands and knees to the “ stool, 
and used to call her had names, and say the sooner sho was out of this the better ; she says she asked the matron for a 
drop of warm milk ; she said in answer, “You will get no warm milk here—cold milk is good enough for yon she says 
she told the matron she thought a warm bath would do her good ; she says that the matron said, “You will get no warm 
hath here ; go home and get a warm bath the pains she complained of in the cart were similar to the ones she complained 
of in tho hospital; I do not remember her saying anything about labour pains ; the deceased was in bed at the time she 
was complaining of pains ; when I saw her in the hospital deceased said she had these pains constantly.

Examined by Jury: When I took her to Mr. Bird he said, “I cannot interfere”; I said, “You arc one of the 
Committee, and why cannot you interfere ”; Mrs. Beattie was in a proper state of mind, so far as I could judge, when she 
made these statements ; there was no one about to help me to lift her in the cart; the matron cleared out at once ; I did not 
ask for any assistance, as there was no one to ask.
Sworn and made at Pipeclay, on this 3rd day! WILLIAM TRAFFORD.

of July, 1897, before me,— J
William J. E. Wotton, P.M., Coroner.

William Beattie, sworn, states ; I am a miner, living at Pipeclay ; the dead body in my house is that of rny late wife, 
Mary Beattie ; she was born in Sydney, and was 35 or 3fi years of age ; her maiden name was Brewer; I married her iu 
1881, and she leaves six children ; T have been away from homo the last time for six weeks ; I did not see her during that 
time ; I returned to Mudgee on 30th Juno, and ascertained my wife was in the hospital, and 1 went in to the hospital on 
the 1st instant, to see how she was getting on, and saw her in Mudgee in a spring-cart with her step-father ; I said siie 
looked very bad, and she said, “ I am bad and worse than when I went into the hospital” ; I asked her how she got on in the 
hospital; she said she was there a day and a half before she saw the doctor, and that he never examined or sounded her, 
merely gave her medicine ; she said she asked for warm milk and could not get it, nor warm tea, and that the matron 
said she was not there to be dictated to by her patients, and that she would have to take what she could get; there was another 
woman she said in the hospital who was sick, and that if she had not given her drinks, sho would have died ; she said 
that when she wanted the chamber or the close!,, the matron made her go on her hands and knees to it; she said, “ I am 
turned out of the hospital, and I am dying, and I do not know what you wili do with the youngsters, they will he starving 
for the want of food” ; she said she had had diarrlicea, and was suffering from it. and was only able to get up for one day ; 
that she was in the hospital, and that was Sunday ; she said she had pains in the stomach aud in the sides and hack ; I 
accompanied her and Trafford in the cart home ; 1 had to support her, she was so helpless; when I got to the slip-pannel 
about 30 yards from my house, she could not walk, and I had to carry her to the house and sit her down on a box ; she 
wanted some warm tea which I gave her ; and sho said she could not sit up any longer, so .1 put her in the bed ; that was 
about three quarters of an hour after I came liome ; she had another drink of ten, and wanted the chamber; she passed 
blood and she could not get up ; I had to lift her and put her back into the bed ; she was in pain all the time: she often 
asked for drink ; the last time she was on the chamber she did not get up ; I was baking some cakes for the children, and 
I did not hear her breathing ; 1 went to her and saw she was leaning forward ; I said to the hoys “ Your mother is dying, 
go and tell Trafford,” and I knew she was then dead ; she died quietly without, a struggle ; she told me a few minutes 
before she died, about five minutes, that all tho pains had left her; my family and myself are perfectly destitute ; I have 
been sick for nearly twelve months past; and if it was not for what the Archdeacon gave us wo should be starving; and I 
am not in a position to provide for the burial of my wife; 1 have not a shilling in the world ; the ages of the children 
range from 4 years to 14 years.

Examined by Jury: I think I met my-wife with Trafford in the cart about 3 o'clock; I think she died about 
9 p.m. ; I did not notice any blood coming from her in the cart.
Sworn and made on the 3rd day of July, 1S97, ( WILLIAM BEATTIE,

before me,— (
William J. E. Wotton, P.M., Coroner.

Harney Nichol!, sworn, states I am a legally qualified medical practitioner, residing at Mudgee, and medical 
attendant to tbe hospital; 1 have seen the dead body of Mary Beattie ; she was a patient at the hospital from the ISth 
June last up to the 1st July, when she ivas discharged from the hospital ; when elm was admitted she was suffering from 
diarrhcea ; she was brought in by a woman who wrns engaged to attend her during her confinement, which, upon inquiry, I 
found was not due until August; the diarrhcea left her in four days, or about that time ; it might be five, and she remained 
in bed until the seventh day from her admission ; it was on the afternoon of the eighth day that she was allowed to get up, 
and lie on a couch near the fire ; after that time she got up every morning by herself, and spent the day generally in the 
verandah ; the last day I saw her was last Wednesday ; she had just finished her mid-day meal, and was walking about 
the verandah ; she made two complaints to me about her treatment; one was that she was not allowed to have tea, and 
she was not allowed meat for her tea; that was according to my own instructions, given to tho matron personally; I 
think she had tea about the seventh or eighth day, as much as she liked, but she was not given meat; in addition to the 
diarrhoea, sho had a mitral murmur at the heart, and it was very slight and scarcely perceptible ; she was eight months 
advanced in her pregnancy, and the occasional jiains she suffered from in her abdomen and across the loins, I certainly 
considered was due to her condition ; she was treated as to medicine and diet the same as others suffering from similar 
complaints; deceased complained to me about the pains, and stated they were occasional, not constant; I examined 
the murmur at the heart by examination ; I examined her on more than one occasion ; I should think it most probable the 
first time on the day she came in, that, iu the usual practice, 1 saw her in the afternoon ; she came about 3 o’clock, or a 
little later ; I ordered her discharge a few days before she went out; I should think about the 2Sth June ; I considered 
her at that time, and at the time she did leave, in a fit state to leave the institution, more especially as I had promised the 
Benevolent Association to look after her during her confinement; the letter produced was written on my authority ; neither 
the matron or the deceased intimated to me that the deceased was not in a fit state to be discharged ; after the deceased
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had been told of her discharge she had plenty of opportunities of telling me that she was not in a fit state to leave, but she 
did not do so ; I have not examined the body since death; I cannot give any idea as to the cause of death; when I first 
heard of it, I thought it was premature confinement.

Sworn and made at Pipeclay, on this 3rd day 
of July, 1897, before me,—

William J. B. Wotton, P.M., Coroner,

I HARVEY jYICKOLL.

Etkd McEioeh, sworn, states I am the matron of the Mndgeo Hospital; I have seen the dead body of Mary Beattie, 
and that is the same Mary Beattie who was a patient under my care in the hospital; sho was admitted on the 18th June; she 
was suffering from diarrhtea ; she was seen by Hr. Nickoll in about two and a half hours after admission ; ho then provided 
her with medicines : he told me she had to he kept in bed, certain medicines and diet to be given, and these instructions were 
carried out bv me ; she remained in bed until tho eighth day, when she was allowed up to he on the couch m front oi the hre ; 
she complained of pains coming on spasmodically when she first got up; she complained for the first two days after she got up 
of occasional pains; she did not complain the day she was discharged; Ithink it was the 2!)th June she last cninplained of the 
pains ■ I told Trafford on the 26th June, that sho would be ready to go out the beginning of the ween ; irattord said lie 
would not take her out, but would go and see the doctor ; I said, “ .Do so ”; he said ho would not take her out, because tisero 
was not a crust of bread to eat out there; Trafford did not say she was ill, but began abusing me, so 1 went away and left him; 
I did not ut any time refuse to supplv her with drink ; excepting tea which the doctor prohibited ; I gave milk instead, she 
had warm milk ; I did not pull the clothes off her and compel her to go to the chamber on her hands and knees ; I often 
complained to her about her getting up when she was told not to ; the latter part of the time she was m the hospital, she 
seemed well; she was able to get up and walk ou the verandah ; she was weak ; she was better and able to carry the lounge 
from one halconv to the oilier to avoid the snn ; 1 did not treat her differently from what I treated other female patients ; I 
did not tell her at any time that “she would have to leave the hospital and that that was no place for her ” ; tho deceased 
walked down stairs by herself, and I took her to the door and left her at the time Trafford came to take her away ; that 1 
did not want to give him another opportunity of abusing mo ; us fur ns I could judge deceased was in good health when sho 
left the hospital; I know the state she was in (pregnancy); she did not tell me she was not sufficiently well to go, and did 
not make any objection to leaving.
Sworn and made at Pipeclay on this 3rd day|

William J. E. Wotton, P.M., Coroner,
of July, 1897, before me,—

ETHEL McEWEN.

Alia Sparrow, sworn, states I am a domestic sen-ant and reside at Mudgee ; I have seen the dead body of Mary 
Beattie to-day * she was in the hospital the same time that I was there ; we were both in the same ward ; I was there the 
day she was discharged ; she said she had a pain in her back ; she did not care to cat anything ; she got all she wanted ; 
hut all she would take was water ; she said the day she was leaving that she was “ not in a fit state to go, and had told 
her father so ” • I cannot say whether anybody else heard her say this but me; 1 never saw the bed-clothes pulled oil her.

constantly ami she made no complaint; Dr. Nickoll visited her in his ordinary rounds as well as the other patients ; she 
did not say the doctor was not treating her properly, nor of being neglected by him ; 1 have given the deceased water ; the 
matron never refused to give her anything; 1 did not see any examination ; she was in the hospital before 1 went m ; J
cannot say what happened before. , ,,. , , , , ,

liJamiwl by JuryWhen deceased said she was not in a fit state to leave, she did not say why she was not fit; 1 
ca* not say whether she was fit to leave, but sho used to walk about the room right enough ; I saw deceased leaving the 
hospital - there was a cart ut the door waiting for her; her father was there and helped her up ; I was on the balcony ; I 
did not hoar what deceased said in tho cart; I heard her say when ou tho door-step that sho was not able to go, and she 
said that up in the ward also in the presence of the matron ; the matron said her father was waiting for her down stairs, 
and that the doctor said she could go ; the matron caught hold of her arm, I cannot say whether she led her down stairs as 
I was not there ; she dressed herself every morning without help while 1 was there ; she was not willing to go away from 
the hospital • I do not think she was able to got into the cart without assistance ; 1 was nine days in the hospital and dis
charged yesterday ; deceased was discharged at 1 o’clock ; I have seen the deceased dragging a lounge along the balcony to 
avoid the sun • it was a cane one ; I did not hear the matron reprimand her for getting out of bed ; deceased got into the 
cart quite easily without the slightest pain with Trafford’s assistance; deoeased had just finished some heef-tea that Ihe 
matron had given her when her father came for her ; all the conversation between the matron and deceased I did not 
hoar, '
Sworn and made at Pipeclay, on this "I SPARROW.

3rd July, 1897, before me,— J „„ „ *
William J. E. Wotton, P.M., Coroner.

Ilaneil Nickoll further states :—I was present at a post-mortem examination of the deceased ; in my opinion the cause 
of death was due to luemorrhage during labour ; death took place before the labour was completed, and the rest of the 
observations I have made during the the poxt mortem bear out tho evidence I have given formerly ; I. think the removal in a 
spring-cart would accelerate labour under any conditions, but I think the haemorrhage took place when in the act of getting 

into the cart.

had been ;
not have happened h ---------------------—,■—,---------- . , , -
getting into a spring-cart could bring on labour with a woman m her condition, or at any period ot pregnancy.
Sworn and made at Pipeclay, on this 3rd day > HARVEY NICKOLL.

of July, 1SD7, before me,— f
William J. B. "Wotton, P.M., Coroner.

Ilobcrt Be.ilk, sworn, states I am a legally qualified medical practitioner residing at Mudgee ; I was present this 
morning when Dr. Lester performed a post-mortem examination on the body of Mary Beattie ; she died in labour from 
shock w-ith htemorrhago ; getting up into a spring-cart, and travelling from Mudgee to where she lies, might cause the 
labour altogether - being discharged from tho hospital after an attack of diarrhoea, and labour supervening, might bo 
dangerous to life, if taking a journey iu a spring-cart; it might'not have happened if she had remained m the hospital ; 
tho fact of her leaving would not have caused it, hut getting up into tho cart and going a journey no doubt would 

cause it.
Sworn aud made at Pipeclay, on this 3rd day ) ROBERT BEITH.

of July, 1897, before me,-- (
William J. E. Wotton, P.M., Coroner.

Charles E Lester, sworn, states :—I am a legally qualified medical practitioner, residing in Mudgee; I made a.post
mortem examination of the body of the deceased, Mary Beattie; 1 consider the deceased about 40 years of age ; no external 
marks of violence : there was a large clot of blood protruding from the vagina ; the skin of the abdomen showed the 
deceased had been delivered of children, and she was at present within about six weeks of her confinement; I opened the 
chest; there was about half a pint of fluid in the right pleural cavity, otherwise her lungs were healthy ; there was a small 
clot of blood in tiie right side of the heart, the left side was empty ; I opened tho abdominal cavity, and opened the lower 
l>art of the bowel, aud found recent signs of diarrhcea j I opened the womb, and found the mouth of the womb open, nearly 
all the Uuid had escaped, and there was signs of recent bleeding : all the other organs examined were practically healthy ; 
I attribute the cause of death to collapse from haemorrhage ; I heard Trafford say that when assisting deceased into the

spring-cart
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sprine-carfc something dropped on to his hand which lie found to be blood ; if at the time a medical man had been called he 
would have had no difficulty in diagnosing her condition, or if lie had mentioned it to the matron, she would have under
stood it, and have obtained medical assistance, and death would probably have been averted ; a woman might travel in a 
spring-cart in tbe condition of the deceased with no fatal results; deceased getting into a spring-cart in the condition she 
was in, and going a journey, might bring on labour.

Sworn and made at Pipeclay, on the ) CHAS. ED. LESTER.
3rd July, 1897, before me,— j '

William J. E. Wotton, P.M., Coroner,

Rscalled:—An examination two days before a premature confinement would probably show signs ; I would not con
sider a journey advisable for a person just after suffering from diarrhoea, as convalescence is often unduly retarded ; 
diarrhcea predisposes a person in condition of deceased to premature labour.

William J. E. Wotton. P.M., Coroner. CHAS. ED. LESTER.

Ethel McEwen, recalled, states I made the deceased aware that, just as she was leaving the hospital, that all 
arrangements had been made for attendance upon her iu her confinement, and that she had hotter see Mre. Salsbury 
before she left town, that the Benevolent Society bad made all arrangements ; I heard that Dr. Nickoll was to attend her. 

Examined by Jury ; Deceased did not say when leaving that she was not in a fit state to leave ; it was then 1 told 
her about the arrangements for hor confinement; deceased came downstairs by herself.

William J, E. Wotton, P.M., Coroner. ETHEL McEWEN.

No. 707.—New' South Wales.—District of Mudgee.—3rd July, 1897.

Inquisition on view of tho body of Mary Beattie.

Finding :—We find that the said Mary Beattie, at Pipeclay, near Mudgee, in the said Colony, on IstMuIy, 1897, died 
from collapse due to hannorrhage attending premature labour, -which -ivas brought about by getting into and journeying in a 
spring-cart a distance of about fi miles upon the same day, and which journey was undertaken a short time after recovery 
from un attack of diarrhoea.

Rider:—We suggest that it would he to the interests of all concerned for patients, especially in the condition of the 
deceased, to be thoroughly examined immediately prior to their discharge from the hospital.

WILLIAM J. E. ’WOTTON, P.M.

«

[Is. Orf.]
Sydney: William AppltyafeCulliek, Government Printer,—18!)7.
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1897.

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 42. Tuesday, 3 August, 1897.
4. Mudgee Siiow-GKOUsu Bnu ((Formal Motion):—Mr, Robert .Tones moved, pursuant to Notice,— 

(1.) That the Mudgee Show-ground Bill be referred to a Select Committee for consideration and 
report.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. J. C. L. Fitzpatrick, Mr. Haynes, Mr. Wilks, Mr. Edden, 
Mr. Hurley, Mr. Carroll, Mr. Simeon Phillips, Mr. Pyers, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 49. Wedsesday, 18 August, 1897.

4. Mudgee Show-a round Bill:—Mr. Robert Tones, as Chairman, brought up the Report from, and 
laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee 
for whose consideration and report this Bill was referred on Erd August, 1897 ; together with a 
copy of the Bill as agreed to by the Commiittee.
Ordered to be printed.
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1897.
* #

MUDGEE SHOW-GROUND BILL.

REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, for whose consideration and 

report was referred on 3rd August, 1897, the “Mudgee Show-ground Bill” 

beg to report to your Honorable House:—

That they have examined the witness named in the margin (whose The Hon. 
evidence will he found appended hereto); and tho Preamble having been satis- m.lcP°x' 
factorily proved to your Committee, they proceeded to consider the Bill, in which 
it was not deemed necessary to make any amendment.

Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House the Bill without 
amendment. ■

ROBERT JONES,
Chairman.

No. 1 Committee Boom,
Legislative Assembly,

l&th August, .1897.
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PKOCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE.
* '

WHDA^SJJAF, 18 AUGUST, 1897.

Memhers Puesekt :—

■ Mr. Carrol S, I Mr. Edden,
Mr. Hurley, | Mr. Robert Jones,

Mr. Simeon Phillips.

Mr. Robert Jones called to the Chair.
Entry from the Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Bill referred, together with original Petition to introduce same, before the 

Committee.
Tiie Hon. G-eorge Henry Cox, M.L.C. (« Trustee of the. Mudgee Agricultural Society's Show

ground') called in, sworn, and examined. '
Room cleared.
Preamble considered.
Question, “ That this Preamble stand part of the Bill,” put and passed.

Clauses 1 to 0 read and agreed to.
Title read and agreed to.
Chairman to report the Bill without amendment to the House.
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN HEKOKE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON THE

MUDGEE SHOW-GROUND BILL.

WEDNESDAY, 18 AUGUST, IS97 

# JJrmnt:—
Mr. HURLEY. I - Mb. ROBERT TONES,
Mr. EDDEN, ' | Mb. SIMEON HI ELL I PS.

Mb. CARROLL,
ROBERT JONES, Esq , in the Chair.

■ The Hon George Henry Cos, called in, sworn, and examined.
1. ChairmanYon are one of the Trustees of the Bludgce Agricultural Society’s Show.ground ? Yes.
2. Will you state to the Committee the object of this Bill ? It appears that some years ago the Government
made a grant of land to the Society, and it was supplemented by afurther grant, making together something 
like 21 acres. The Society had some small amount of subsidy given them by the Government, but it 
was quite inadequate for tho purposes for which it was required—fcncin*r, erecting buildings, clearing, and 
other works. The consequence was, that a number of gentlemen had to unite together to obtain a sum of 
money to carry out the necessary improvements. They agreed to become personally responsible to the 
Bank to the extent of some £(100. As far as my recollection serves me, the overdraft; amounts to some
thing like £050 or £600. Those gentlemen are very anxious to get rid of their liability, and have 
requested the Member for the district, Mr. Jones, to bring in a Bill enabling them to mortgage the land 
over which, at present, they have no control, to reimburse themselves for the liability under which they 
are now labouring to the Bank. It is also considered desirable to make further improvements; but con
sidering that there is a debt of more than £600 on the land and buildings, they do not see their way to 
expend money unless they have some security. '
3. Mr. Edden.'] The Preamble of the Bill says this:—“To authorise the Trustees of certain lands dedicated 
for the use of the Mudgee Agricultural Society to mortgage ami sell tho said lands for the purpose of 
enabling the said Trustees to pay off the present liabilities incurred in effecting improvements on the said 
lands ; and to effect further improvements thereon ; and to purchase other lands in the town of Mudgee";— 
that seems to me a sort of contradiction ? That is transcribed from two or three other Bills of the same 
kind which have been passed by Parliament; it was thought desirable to adopt the same words.
4. Mr. Phillips.] It is a power which they may or may not exercise? Ves. It is clear that if the 
Trustees have power to mortgage they must have power to sell, because in the event of the money being 
claimed, and the parties not being able to get it, they must raise it by the sale of the property ; therefore 
it is necessary to have power of sale—not that they intend to sell.
5. What they want is power to mortgage? Yes ; and power to raise further money for various contem
plated improvements.
6. Mr. Harley.] Do you think they can clear off this liability and raise a further sum? It is 21 
acres of land, in the town of Mudgee, and therefore of considerable value. I was stating that it is 
necessary, in order to carry out the objects of the Society, to make further improvements. One necessary 
improvement is the erection of a grandstand. A. number of people go to tbe show-ground on the days on

w inch

Hon. George 
Henry Cox,

IS Aug., 1S97.

260—B
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Hk>n. George which the Show is held, but there is not n place where they can sit down to rest; and some people do not 
8° to Show because they cannot put up with the inconvenience of having to stand all the day. Tho 

18Aue 1897 erect‘°,n a grandstand will involve the expenditure of some hundreds of pounds, which there is no means 
'' of raising unless they can give security ou the land. There are also other things to be done. It is con

sidered desirable to further utilise the land by opening a track for bicycles. It is considered that a fair 
• amount may be obtained from bicycle clubs if a proper course is prepared for them. It is the intention 

of tbe Committee to use the ground for various other purposes, as well as for the Agricultural Shows. 
The Bill has been introduced to enable the Trustees to make fupther improvements, and to make the 
ground as valuable and useful as possible for the benefit of the inhabitants of Mudgee. These are the 
reasons which commend to my mind this application to Parliament to pass this Bill.
7. OhairmanJ] There is no reserve available in Mudgee at the present time where sports, such as cricket, 
football, or cycling, could be held ? No.
8. They are held at present ou private land ? Tes. I may mention that there is a small park of 10 acres 
in the town, but that is all laid out in walks and plantations, and is not available for sports.
9. The Robertson Park is not suitable ? No.
10. Mr. HurleyIs there any land in the township of Mudgee which the Trustees think of substituting 
for this land ? No,
11. Then that will contradict the words of tbe Preamble, which says : “ and to purchase other lands in 
the town of Mudgee, or in the vicinity of the said town, for the use and general purposes of the Society *’ ? 
The only reason for those words being in the Preamble is that this is an exact copy of similar Bills which 
have been passed by Parliament. It is thought desirable, having once formed a precedent, to follow that 
precedent without variation,
12. Chairman.'] If the present liability was paid oft’ is it your opinion that for other purposes it would be 
easy to raise further money amongst the present Committee ? I think so. 1 think it is unfair to ask the 
present bondsmen to become further liable than they are already. Some of them are individually liable for 
this large amount, and it is unfair to ask them to increase it.
13. Mr. Carroll.] Has tbe money been owing long? Tes, some years.
14. Has the interest been paid np yearly ? fes.
15. Otherwise tbe institution is solvent? Wei], sometimes when tbe Society have a Sboiy they make a 
few pounds; on other occasions they only just make both ends meet.
16. What is the amount of the subscription? Ten shillings a member.
17. I suppose you have several hundred members? No ; only about 160.
18. Are the townspeople all satisfied with regard to this Bill ? Tes.
19. They are all satisfied that it is to be a general benefit ? Tes.
20. Chairman ] Ton know that this Bill was placed in my hands to bring forward in Parliament with the 
consent of the present Committee ? Tes.
21. Mr. JUdden.] Clause 1 gives the Secretary for Lands power, from time to time, to give his consent to
the raising of money on mortgage on the said lands ? Tes ; it is considered desirable, because you might 
have Trustees who might take the bit in their mouths, so to speak, and do what would be undesirable ; 
therefore the Secretary for Lands should have this right, because this is Crown properly, although it is 
vested in Trustees to exercise some little control, '
22. Mr. Phillips.] There have been similar Bills passed for other Societies? Tes; and this ’’s word for
word the same as the other Bills. •
23. Chairman.] This Bill is brought in with a view to place those men who are tbe guarantors at. the present 
time on the same footing as the rest of the Committee? Tes ; to relieve the guarantors of tbe burden 
which they have taken upon themselves, and which wc think unfairly rests upon them. It has been on 
them for some years, and we think that we could get the money at a much cheaper rate elsewhere than 
from tbe Banks.
24. And the Committee think it would be unfair to further increase their indebtedness as long as those 
gentlemen are guarantors for this amount? Tes ; we want to spend at least £400 inputting up a grand
stand, but we cannot do it with this heavy burden on these few individuals.
25. As far as you know, the present guarantors are not complaining, nor is the Bank? No; the only 
complaint was by a gentleman who is not a guarantor, but who has spoken very warmly of the way in 
which the guarantors have been allowed to remain with this heavy liability upon their shoulders for so 
many years.

Sydney: William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer—l£d7.
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1897.

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 71. Vednesiut, 17 November, 1897.

5. Nykgax To'vx Hall (Mortgage) Bill {1'ormal Motion) Mr. Waddell moved, pursuant to 
Notice,—
(1.) That the Nyngan Town Hall (Mortgage) Bill be referred to a Select Committee for 
eonsideration and report.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Brunker, Mr. Haynes, Mr. Caun, Mr, Jtobert Jones, 
Mr. Edden, Mr, Kelly, Mr. Pyers, Mr. Hogue, Mr. Chanter, aud the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 73. Tuesday, 23 November, 1897.

9. Ni'nt.an Town Hall (Mortgage) Bill :—Mr. Waddell, as Chairman, brought up the Report from, 
and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select 
Committee for whose consideration and report this Bill was referred ou 17th November, 1897; 
together with Appendis and a copy of the Bill as agreed to by the Committee.
Ordered to bo printed.
**#■**##*#*
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1897.

NYNGAN TOWN HALL (MORTGAGE) BILL.

BEPOET.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, for whose consideration and 
report was referred on 17th November, 1897, the “Nyngan Town Nall (Mortgage) 

beg to report to your Honorable House:—

That they have examined the witnesses named in the List* (whose #geeList, P(4. 
evidence will be found appended hereto), and the Preamble having been satisfactorily 
proved to your Committee, they proceeded to consider the Bill, in which it was not 
deemed necessary to make any amendment.

Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House the Bill as 
agreed to by them. ,

T. WADDELL,
Chairman.

No. 2 Committee Room,
Legislative Assembly,

23r£? November. 1897.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

THURSDAY, IS NOVEMBER, 1897.

Memheks Pjiesest :—
Mr. Edden, Mr. Haynes,
Mr. liobert Jones, Mr. Kelly,

Mr. Waddell.
Mr. Waddell called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read hy the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Bill referred, together with original Petition to introduce same before the 

Committee. _
Present:—F. W. Walker, Esq. (Solicitor representing B. E. Burns, Esq., Nyngan. Solicitor for 

the BUI). '
Frederick William Walker, sworn and examined.

[Adjourned till Tuesday next at 2 o'clock.]

TUESDAY, 23 NOVEMBER, 1897.

Members Present:—
Mr. Waddell in the Chair.

Mr. Edden, | Mr. Hogue,
' Mr. Kelly.

Present:—F. W. Walker, Esq. (Solicitor representing B. E. Burns, Esq., Ngngan—Solicitor for 
the Billi).

Joseph Knight (Mayor of Nyngan), called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness handed in opinion of Sir Julian Salomons as to the power of the Council to borrow money 

for the purpose of erecting a Town Hall. (See Appendix.]
Room cleared. '
Preamble considered. ■
Question,-—“That this Preamble stand part of tho Bill,”—put and passed.
Clauses 1 to 4 read and agreed to.
Schedule read and agreed to.
Title read and agreed to.
Chairman to report the Bill without amendment to tho House.

Knight, J.

LIST OF WITNESSES.
FACE,

<;
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Js'EW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE
' TAKEN" BEFOKE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON'

NYNGAN TOWN HALL (MORTGAGE) BILL.

THURSDAY, IS NOYEMBEJt, 1897.

■Present:—
M h. EDDEN, Mr. HAYN ES,
Mr. ROBERT JONES, Mr. KELLY,

T. WADDELL, Esq., in the Chair.

Frederick Wm. Walker, solicitor, sworn and examined:—
I. Chairman] You are a solicitor of the Supreme Court of Now South Wales? Yes. F, W,
H. You arc acting for Mr. Burns, of Nyngan, who is tho solicitor for the Nyngan Municipal Council 1 Yes. Walker.
3. You have a knowledge of the provisions of this Bill, and of the reasons which have induced the
Municipal Council to ask Parliament to pass it? Yes. 1SNov.,1S97.
4. Have the necessary notices been published in the newspapers in conformity with the Standing Order of
the House relating to private Bills ? Yes. ' '
5. Some months ago the Municipal Council at Nyngan decided to build a Town Hall? Yes,
G. They then applied to a company in Sydney to lend them the money to do so ? J believe so.
7. According to tho reading of the Act by laymen, they had reason to believe that they had full power to 
mortgage the general rates, as well as the land and the building? T was informed by Mr. Burns that they 
considered that, they had that power.
8. Irom all you know in connection with this matter, do you think that there were reasonable grounds for 
laymen to take that, view of the Act ? Yes.
9. After deciding to build a Town Hall, they applied to a company in Sydney to lend them the money on 
the security of a second mortgage over the general rates—that is, after the mortgage given in connection 
with the water supply—and also a mortgage over the land and tho building? I believe they applied to 
someone, hut ] do not know who it was.
10. A company in Sydney, you understand, were willing lo lend the Council money to build the Town 
Hall ? ]f they could 1 >e satisfied as to the security.
II. Thinking that everything was right, the Council lei, a contract for the work, aud the contractor 
proceeded with the building ? J Wieve that is correct.
12. About the same time the Council made an application to the Principal Under Secretary for the 
necessary warrant giving them the power to mortgage the general rates ? Yes.
13. They got a warrant to mortgage the land and the building ? Yes,
14. They did not get a warrant to mortgage the general rates ? No.
15. But they applied to the Principal Under' Secretary for a warrant for that purpose ? 1 believe thev
did. ’ "
IG. And the Principal Under Secretary, thinking that there might be a doubt as to whether tho law gave 
power to grant a warrant in this special case, submitted the point to the Crown Solicitor? It was referred 
to the Crown Solicitor for his advice to see whether it could be done.
17. What opinion did he give? T think his advice was against it. They then took counsel's advice them
selves. It was considered that it is not a permanent improvement within the moaning of tho Act.
IS. Owing to this warrant not being obtainable the company referred .fo would not. lend Hie money ? .1
believe so. ‘
19. In the meantime tho contractor went on with the work? Yes. 20.
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J^-n^ ^10 building is ueaHeoniplcted 5 It is nearly finished, and they want the money to p<ry the
w alter. contmcl.-or. '

]SNov''”Is97 ' ^n^ess Bill is passed, there is no way for the Council to pay the contractor? None whatever ; 
’’ ‘ they can borrow the money if the Bill is passed.

22. There is a mortgage over the general rates in connection with the water supply? There is a mortgage
over the general rates. '
23. Are you aware whether they are building any offices in connection with the Town Hall which will be 
a source of revenue? 1 am informed that they are.
24. Mr. JLdden.] What is the revenue of the municipality? I cannot say.
25. Mr. Kelly.] Bo you know the amount of the contract? I think it is about £1,300. They ask for
leave to borrow £1,500 in case the contract exceeds £1,300.
26. Mr. Ldden.] Have any public meetings been held at Nyngan to urge that this should be done, or to 
point out some necessity for it? I do not know of any public meetings being held, but I know that the 
advertisement announcing tho intention to borrow certain moneys lias been appearing in the Nyngan 
papers for some months past, so that the people must be aware of it up there.
27. I suppose that advertisement was published in accordance with the section of the Municipalities Act 
when they thought they had the authority to borrow the money ? Yes.
28. Are the aldermen all favourable to this being done? I cannot tell you.

TUESDAY. 23 NOVEMBER, 1897. 

fjrmttt:—
Mr. HOGUE, | Mr. EDDEN,

. Mr. KELLY.
T. WADDELL, Esq., in the Chair.

F. W. Walker, Esq., representing B. E. Burns, Esq., of Nyngan, appeared as Solicitor for tho Bill.

■ Joseph Knight called in, sworn, and examined :—
J. Knight. 29. Chairman.] Are you Mayor of Nyngan ? Yes.

-°' Whcn did -youl' Coulieil fr'St decide to build a new Town Hall ? In 1894.
• ■ ''col. Under what Act did you think you had power to borrow money to erect the building ? The Municipal

Loans Act of IS88. ‘
32. After deciding to build tho hail, and reading that Act, did you and the other members of the Council 
think you had full power to borrow money to build a hall ? Yes.
33. Did you then apply for the necessary warrant from the Principal Under Secretary? Yes.

P*d 'you t^en ma^e ™Y arrangements with any company in Sydney to lend you the money? Yes 
the Citizens’ Life Assurance Company’. ’ ’’ ’ ' '
35. Did you let a contract for the building before you actually got the monev in hand ? Yes, thinking
the money would ho available at any time. ' ' "
36. Why did the company refuse to lend you the money after having promised it 1 Because they said we 
hud to get the warrants under the 190th section of the Municipalities-Act, in order to mortgage the 
general rates.
37. Up to this point, did you think that you were quite sure to get the money, and had you actually
commenced the building before you knew you would not be able to get tho money ? Yea. "
3S. When the company stated that they’ would have to get a mortgage over the general rates as well as 
oyer the land and building, did you then apply to the Principal. Under Secretarv for a warrant to mortgage 
the general rates ? Yes. . ^
39. Did he grant the warrant? No ; he referred us to the Crown Solicitor.
40. Had lie doubts as. to whether the law gave power ? Yes.
41.. What was the Crown Solicitor's opinion ? H.e was also doubtful, and he advised us to get counsel’s 
opinion.
42. Lid he think that the law did not give the power, but, at the same time, that it was one of those1 
doubtful points that should be submitted to eminent counsel ? Yes.
43. Did you obtain the advice of counsel as to whether the Government had power to grant a warrant or'
vrn ^ ’ we r)ot Julian Salomons’opinion. [See Appendix.] He said that he did not think the Town
Hall was a pormanont improvement under tho Act.
I’- tv1^ co,^e<luent’1y that the Government would not have power to issue a warrant? Yes.
fy' ., ^le SB'c any opinion as to the law being difficult to understand or being rather indefinitely worded ?
Me said the law might be defective.
46. Did the Crown Solicitor wish the point to he referred to Sir Julian Salomons so as to bo absolute!v 
sure ? Yes. ■'
4/. Have you let the contract for the building, and is the work now far advanced ? It will be completed in 
about four weeks.

■ ,. den you let the contract were you and the other members of the Council fully satisfied from the 
noi mg of the Act that you had the power to give the necessary mortgages in order to get the money 
to™!#S ° w° '‘i0 sal*isfied that we applied to the company for the money.

' ■ Jou lad any doubts at all about being able to get the money, would vou have let the contract ? No. 
■M. Have you now been placer! in a very awkward position ? Yes. “
ol. When ymu found, you would soon have to pav the first instalment on the contract, did vou apply to the 
company for the money ? Yes. ' "
52. \\ hat answer did the company’s solicitor give you ? He found that the warrant did not give power to 
grant a second mortgage over the rates.
fa wd (d0111P,Niy then refuse to lend you the money unless you got a warrant giving til at power ? Yes. 
a . as it after that refusal that you applied to the Principal Under Secretary fora warrant to give a 
mortgage over the general rates and it was then, found that it could not be legally granted ? Yes.

55.
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5.i. Unless you get u I'ill through the House immediately giving you the 'iiceesSiii'y powers, will the J, Knight. 
Oouneil he m u very serious position financially? Unless we get .something done, T do not know what we r—-*—-n 
shall do. W« have no means of paying a contractor; we have paid him all we possibly could out of the 23Nov.,1897. 
general rates already. '
50. How much 1
.)7. Would (his mortgage he a .second mortgage? Yes; the genera! rates have been mortgaged for tlie 
waterworks.

’r>^' ^le company have been agreeable to take a second mortgage? Yes.
5!h What amount of interest have you to pay for the money borrowed for the waterworks? The water- 
works^cosfc .£9,000 and the interest amounts to £325 8s. 9d. per annum. '
60. Wlmt would be about the cost of the waterworks per annum for management? £240. That includes 
all costs,

}JJmt wou'c' l'ie interest and working expenses of the waterworks come to in a year ? £571 ,8s. 9d, 
i r i ^'e rotunl ^r<J111 ^le waterworks per annum ? ];Vom the rate of 12d. in the £, £323

Cm, 'Vc ^Ct fl;onl tllR ^^iiway Commissioners £300 : that gives a total revenue of £623 Is. 6d.
63. Then you derive a profit from the waterworks? Yes; they are self-supporting. There is nothing to 
pay from the general rates on their account.
64. ’For suitm years past has your financial position been good? lies, it is really good. At present we
have a debitin the bank of £185 18s. 4d., but we arc really in credit to the amount of £285 11s. fhh,
because we have paid away nearly £471 10s. for the Town Hall.
65. Have you any other loans except the waterworks loan? No.
66. Have you curried out the work of forming the streets without borrowing any money at all 2 When 
we first started we borrowed £400. That was seven years ago. Wo have paid that ofl’.
67. So that practically you have carried out alt the works in connection with the streets without borrowing
anything ? Yes b
68. Then your financial position is really a good one? Yes,
69. YTiat is about the annual revenue from the general rates ? In 1891-92 the revenue was £280 17s. 6d -

r,a' Gd ’ 1S93-H 4s. 7d.; 1894-95, £405 0s. lid.; 1895-96, £401 5s.'9dg
18JG-,U, £338 7s. 5d.; 1897-98, £322 19s. The outstanding rates at the present time are £251 4s. 6d. 
tQ. Are you likely to get most of the outstanding rates ? Yes, pretty well all of it.
71. So that tho rates have been increasing during the last few years? Yes.
72. Is the town likely to improve? Yes.
73. Consequently there is every probability of the rates increasing as the time goes on ? Yes.
1 reference to the Town Hall itself, have you to rent a building now to meet in ? Yes ; wo have
no Council Chambers, '
75. So that by erecting a Town Hull you will save rent? Yes.
76. Mr. Udden.] What amount of rent do you pay at present ? We pay £1-3 a year for a mere shell which 
is not at nil suitable.

I think it will more than pay77. Chairman.] Ho you expect to get any revenue from the Town Hall ?
tile interest. '
78. What will the interest, amount to ? £78 per annum.
79. Hid the Government give you the land ? Yes.
80. Will the only annual liability which you will have to meet in connection with the Town Hall be £789
Yen. '
81. What do you think will be about the annual return from the Town Hall ? I cannot state the exact 
amount, but 1 am certain it will pay the interest. There is no other hall in the place, and the offices 
which we will have to let will he worth £52 per year.
v9' ^ I'J10 T‘CVn HalJ wiU be 110 ^ditwiial cost to the rate-payors, as it will be self-supporting? Yes.
8o. Mr. Walker.] With regard to the income to be derived from the Tumi Hall, ha- "

It will more than cover all that. I believt
mve you allowed for 

tho revenue will pay somethingrepairs and insurance? 
towards a .sinking fund.
84 Chairman.} Of what material are you building tho Town Hall 2 Brick, with a gulvanizcd-iron roof 
and ceding. ^
85. Is it a .substantial building that will last for some vears ? Yes.
86. M,-. tfdden.] Ho you expect the income from the Town Hall to pay the interest on the loan? Yes.
8/. Have you allowed for insurance, cleaning, <fco. 1 Yes.
88. How do you propose to raise the £1,500 that you intend to borrow ? T think the hall will pay a good 
uevu. or tlie principal. There :we jl great many entertainments given in the town.
89. Ho you look upon the hall as an absolute necessity for the town ? Yes; there is no hall there at 
present. Ihere m a hall at Mr. Barrett’s, hut it is used as a store at present. '
90. Ho you look upon this hall as, practically, a necessity for the benefit of the public ? Yes.
91. Has there been unanimity amongst the aldermen on this question? Yes.
92. Has there been any protest from the people? No; and the proposal was well advertised. They all
seomecJ wilJinsf. J
93. Vhai.rman. ] Hid you say you had a warrant under one .Act to mortgage the land and buikliim?
94. Was it the refusal of the Government to grant you a warrant under the Municipalities Act to
gage the general rates os well that caused the difficulty in getting the monev ? 
95. Is the company still willing to lend the money if you can get power to" 
Yes. ‘

Municip;
Yes. 

mortgage

Yes.
mort-

the general rates 2

appendix.
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8 APl’l'.NDIX.

APPENDIX.

[ ToBL-idenvc of Mr. Jot.<ph Knight.] 

yL'iMTio.ws upon Cask for Oi-ikios of Sin J ulia:; Sau>mo>s.
t. Can the block of land promised by the Government be considered, under the circumstances stated, as land hold or 

purchased ? ■
‘2. Cun the authorities already given by the Governor and Executive Council be amended so as to carry out the wishes 

of the municipality ?
3. Cun the existing authorities be cancelled as suggested in the third paragraph of the ease ?
4. If so, must not any new borrowing be under the 190th section with all its attendunt formalities, and cau the

“promised land " be ineluded in the security to he offered? _ _ _
a. Is the creution of a Town Halla permanent improvement within tiie meaning of the Municipalities Act?
G. Assuming that the Governor and Executive Council can cancel the existing warrants and that the powers to borrow 

upon the promised site and building have thereby gone, in what way could the land and building be made a security fur 
any advance obtained ? Can an application to borrow lie successfully made, offering as security the existing rates and the 
site and building, when the deed ol grant is obtained

(Copv) Ui'i.njo-V

1. lam of opinion that the laud promised by the Crown is not land " purchased " by the numieipahty, nor is it, in my 
opinion (until it is conveyed), land held by the municipality within the meaning of the Act, 52 Vie. Ao. 9. ft is,however,
1 consider, land upon which the municipality is entitled to borrow money by virtue of the provisions of the said Act, for by 
section L —which, read by the light of the preamble, authorises the borrowing of money on land to he used as the site for a , 
Town Hall—a municipality is authorised to borrow money on such site, although the site itself may not have been at such 
time actually purchased.

2. As to the second question, I think not. The only authority given by the said Act is to borrow (for the purchase of 
a site and paying for the erection of a Town Hall) on the security ol the site and the building. There is, therefore, no power 
to give security over the rates for this purpose, nor could such security he given except for the purposes and in the manner 
prescribed by section 190 of the Municipalities Act of 1S67. (See answer to Question o.)

3. I think the existing authorities can be cancelled—that is, if no money has been borrowed under them.
4. In order to be able to give security over the rates the borrowing must be under the provisions of tho above section 

190, and of course all the formalities required by the section must be complied with. 1 am, however, of opinion that the 
land promised by the Government could not he ineluded in the security until it had been conveyed to the Council.

5. In my opinion the erection of a Town Hall is not a “ permanent improvement ” within the meaning of section 190 
of the Municipalities Act. Section 117 seems to ins to indicate what works aie meant by the expression “permanent 
improvements,"'andthey do not, I think, include the erection of a Town Hall. The fact that it was thought necessary to 
pass the Act, 52 Vic. No. 9, tends to show that the Legislature considered that borrowing money for the erection of such a 
building was not within the powers already existing under the I'JOlh section.

0. The law may be defective, hut I know of no way by which, as the law stands, the existing rates can lie made a 
valid security for money borrowed for the purpose of building a Town Hall. In my opinion, in order to enable the 
Council to borrow money on the security of the rates (for the pm pose in view'), the authority of an Act of Parliament is 
necessary.

JULIAN E. SALOMONS.
Denman Chambers. 13th September, 1897. .

Sydncj ; William Applegate Gulliclt, aovcmincjit Printer.—1597.
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1897.

EXTRACTS PROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OP THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 64. Wedkebjut, 27 October, 1897.

5. Lithgotv Co-opkrat ite Coal Compact Eajlttat Bill (Formal Motion) Mr. Hogue moved 
pursuant to Notice,— ’
(1.) That the Lithgow Co-operative Coal Company Railway Bill be referred to a Select Committee 
for consideration and report.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Mlcck, Mr. Edden, Mr. Vegan, Mr. Griffith, Mr. Gormly, 
Mr. Hawthorne, Mr. Lyne, Mr. Mackay, Mr. Young, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 78. Thursday, 2 December, 1897.
9, Lithoow Co-operative Coal Con pan y Hallway Bill :—Mr. Hogue, as Chairman, brought up the 

Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, 
the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this Bill was referred on 27th October, 
1897; together with a copy of the Bill as amended and agreed to by the Committee.
Ordered to be printed.

******##**
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1897.

LITHGOW CO-OPERATIVE COAL COMPANY RAILWAY BILL.

EEPOET.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, for whose consideration and 
report was referred on the 27th October, 1897, the “ Lithgow Co-operative Coal 
Company Railway Rill"—beg to report to your Honorable House :—

That they have examined the witnesses named in the List* (whose evidence 7Liat=-
will be found appended hereto), and the Preamble having been satisfactorily proved 
to your Committee, they proceeded to consider the several clauses and the Schedule 
to the Bill, in which it was deemed necessary to make certain amendments.

Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House the Bill as 
amended by them. ■

JAMES A. HOGUE,
Chairman.

No. 3 Committee Room,
Legislative Assembly,

2nd December, 1897.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

TUESDAY, 16 NOVEMBEE, 1897.
Memme Pbeseht :—

Hr. Hogue.
In the absence of a Quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY, 17 NOVEMBER, 1897.
MEMBEK3 PbESEST :—

Mr. Hogue, Mr. Fegan,
Mr. Affleck, Mr. Edden,
Mr. Gormly, Mr. Griffith.

Mr. Hogue called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, mw7 by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Bill referred, together with original Petition to introduce same, before the 

Committee,
Present:—"William Arnott, Esq. {Messrs. Arnott and Reynolds, Solicitors for the Bill).
William Arnott sworn and examined.
John William Wilson {one of the Promoters) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew. ■
John Haydon Cardcw {Licensed Surveyor, and A.M.Inst.C.El) called in, sworn, and examined. 
Witness withdrew,
William Wiley {one of the Promoters) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.

[Adjourned till Wednesday next at 11 o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 2d NOVEMBER, 1897.
Memeees Peesest :—
Mr. Hogue in the Chair.

. Mr. Gormly, I Mr. Fegan,
Mr. Affleck, | Mr, Hawthorne, ■

John Sydney Cargill called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew,
Henry Deane {Enqinecr-in-Chief for Railway Construction) called in, sworn, and examined. 
Witness withdrew.
Jasper Gaze Wiseman {Council Clerk of the Borough of Lithgow) called in, sworn, and examined. 
Witness withdrew.

[Adjourned till Tuesday next at ll'SO o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 30 NOVEMBER, 1897.
Mu HE IDES PbeseNT :—
Mr. Hogue in the Chair.

Mr. Fegan, | Mr. Affleck.
Present:—William Arnott, Esq. {Messrs. Arnott and Reynolds, Solicitors for the Bill), 

' [Adjourned till Thursday next at 10 o’clock.]

THURSDAY, 2 DECEMBER, 1S97.

Mem-bees Pee sent :—
. Mr. Hogue in the Chair.

Mr. Affleck, | Mr. Mackay,
Mr. Edden.

Present:—William Arnott, Esq. {Messrs. Arnott and Reynolds, Solicitors for the Bill).
William Arnott recalled and further examined.
Hugh McLachlan {Secretary to the Railway Commissioners) called in, sworn, and examined. 
Witness withdrew.
Henry Deane recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew. John
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John Haydon Cardew, recalled and further examined.
"Witnega^rorfacerf plan showing the land proposed to he taken for a tramway, 
lioom cleared.
Preamble considered.
Q.uestion,—“ Tliat this Preamble stand part of the Bill,—put and passed. 
Solicitor called in.
Clause 1 read, amended,4 and agreed to, '
Clause 2 read and omitted. '
Clause 3 read, amended,4 and agreed to.
Clause 4 read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clause 5 read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clause 6 read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clause 7 read and agreed to.
Clause 8 read and omitted.
Clause 9 read aud agreed to.
Clause 10 read aud omitted.
Clause 11 read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clauses 12, 13, 14,15 severally read and omitted.
Clause 1G read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clauses 17 to 44 inclusive severally read and agreed to.
Clause 45 read, amended,* aud agreed to.
Clause 4G read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clause 47 read aud agreed to.
Schedule read and omitted.
New clause to stand as clause 2, read and agreed to.
New clause to stand as clause 9, read and agreed to.
New clause to stand as clause 14, read and agreed to.
New clause to stand as clause 15, read and agreed to.
New clause to stand aa clause 33, read and agreed to.
New clause to stand as clause 34, read and agreed to.
New clause to stand as clause 35 read and agreed to.
New clause to stand as clause 3G read and agreed to.
New clause to stand as clause 46 read and agreed to.
New clause to stand as clause 47 read and agreed to.
New clause to stand as clause 48 read and agreed to,
New clause to stand as clause 49 read and agreed to.
New Schedule read and agreed to.
Title read and agreed to.
Chairman to report the Bill with amendments to the House.

* See Schedule 
of AiiHTulmentS'

SCHEDULE OF AMENDMENTS.

Page 2, clause 1, line 21. After “ aforesaid” insert “ and to use so much of the said roads”
Page 2, clause 1. Add at end of clause “ Provided also that the gauge of the said railway shall be the Gan^c.

same as that of the Government railways.”
Page 2, clause 2. Omit clause, insert the following new clause to stand as clause 2 :—

2. The said railway and all necessary bridges and causeways in connection therewith shall be in all Coiis-.ruui.n,

respects constructed and at all times maintained in a proper and workmanlike maimer as directed, and to 
the satisfaction of the Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction; and the Company shall at all times of ruihvai. 
make, do, and supply all such repairs, alterations, additional works, things, and materials as in the opinion ■ 
of the said Engineer-in-Chief shall he necessary for the proper and safe working of the said railway. And 
if the Company shall fail to make, do, or supply any such repairs, alterations, additional works, things, and 
materials within a reasonable time after being by notice in writing under the hand of the said Engineer-in
Chief required to make, do, or supply the same, the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, 
may declare the said railway to be closed until such repairs, alterations, additional works, things, or 
materials shall have been made, done, or supplied as aforesaid ; and if the Company cause or allow the sai<l 
railway to be worked during such closure, the Company shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £10 for 
each and every day the said railway is so worked.
Pago 3, clause 3, lines 18 to 26. Omit “ Provided that if the railway shall he damaged by parties who 

shall themselves use the railway for transit and supply locomotive power, the Company 
shall be entitled to compensation for such damage, to be recovered by action in the 
Supreme Court of New South Wales, the District Court, or the Court of Petty Sessions ; 
and in estimating such damage the Company shall be entitled to compensation not only 
for the cost of repairing and restoring the railway, but also for the consequential 
damage (if any) sustained by reason of the suspension of transit or otherwise.”

Page 3, clause 4, line 27. Omit “ And he it enacted that” insert “subject to the approval of the Governor 
and Executive Council.”

Page 3, clause 5, lines 51 and 52. Cmit “For the purposes and subject to the provisions hereinafter 
contained.”

Page
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Motive-power 
and rolling 
stock.
Power to 
Railway Coji- 
missioncra to 
object to rolling 
stock.
Penalty.

Compensation 
for resumptions, 
&c.

Service of notice 
on owners of 
lands

i*owot of 
purchaae of 
tramway by 
Government.

Runiihi" pfjwers 
over tramway 
to Railway 
ComnuHsibnm.

Power to aaslirn

Him to be paid 
ns described by 
the said 
Company.

Railway Com
missioners may 
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Page 3, clause 5, line 54. After “ empowered ” insert 11 to enter into and upon the roads and lands herein
before referred to, and any roads and lands contiguous thereto and to survey, take levels, 
and stake or set out the same for the purpose of laying out the said railway and all other 
works connected therewith and ”

Pages 3 and 4, clause 6, lines 60 and 1. Omit “ (save and except as mentioned in section two hereof).” 
Page 4, clause 8. Omit clause 8.
Page 4. Insert the following new clause to stand as clause 9 :— . ■

9. It shall be lawful for the company to use and employ steam or other motive-power, and carriages, 
waggons, and trucks to be drawn hereby on the said railway. Provided that it shall be lawful for the 
Railway Commissioners of New South Wales at all times to object to any rolling stock used or intended to 
be used on the said railway, and if the Company shall use any rolling stock, after the same shall have been so 
objected to, the Company shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £10 for each and every day the same 
shall be so used.
Pages 4 and 5, clause 10. Omit clause 10.
Page 5, clause 14; 10, line 26. Omit " Secretary for Public Works or the ” insert “said ”
Page 5, clause 11 10, line 27. Omit “of Rew South Wales”
Page o, clause 41 10, line 30. Omit “ Secretary or ”
Pages 5 and 6, clause 12. Omit clause 12.
Page 6, clauses 13, 14, and 15. Omit clauses 13, 14, aul 15,
Page 6, clause 46, 11, line 49. After “ for ” insert “ the safety of the public and ”
Page 7. Insert the following new clauses to stand as clauses 14 and 15 :—

14. Before proceeding with the construction of the said railway or any section thereof, the Company 
shall give notice of the lands (including Crown lands) proposed to be taken and used for the purposes of 
the said railway. Such notice shall be given to the owners of such lands and shall state,—

(i) The particulars of the lauds proposed to be so taken and used.
(n) That the Company are willing to treat as to tho compensation to be made to such owners for such 

lands and the damage (if any) sustained or to be sustained by them by the exercise of the powers 
conferred by this Act.

(m) That such owners are required to forthwith deliver to the Company particulars of their respective 
estates or interests in such lands, and of the claims made by them in respect thereof, and such 
other particulars, and in such form as may be prescribed by such notice, together with an abstract 
of their title to such lands. .

15. All notices required to be served by the Company upon the owners of such lands shall be served
either personally upon such owners or left at their usual place of abode in Rew South Wales : Provided
that if any such owners shall be absent from the colony, or cannot be found after reasonable inquiry, such
notices shall be left with the occupier (if any) of such lauds, or if there be no such occupier shall be affixed 
upon some conspicuous part of such lands, and a copy thereof published by and at the expense of the 
Company once a week for four consecutive weeks in the New South Wales Government Gazette and in a 
newspaper published at Lithgow, and shall also be posted and kept posted at the post office nearest to the 
lands to which such notices refer for a period of one month.
Pago 10. Insert the following new clauses to stand as clauses 33, 34, 35, and 36.

33. At any time, after two years from the commencement of this Act, the Governor, with the advice 
of the Executive Council, may, if he think fit, purchase sucli tramway upon giving to the Company six 
months notice in writing of his intention to do so. If the amount tendered for the purchase of tho property 
be considered inadequate by the Company, the amounts shall be ascertained by assessment in terms of the 
Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act: Provided that the cost of resumption shall not exceed by 
ten pei' centum the original cost of construction : Provided further that on such resumption taking place, 
the lands on which the tramway has been constructed shall be held to have reverted to the Crown.

34. The said Railway Commissioners shall have running powers over the said railway to enable 
them to obtain, supplies of any coal, wood, stone, gravel, clay, or other material that may be required by 
the Railway Department for its own use. Provided that for such privilege the said Department shall pay 
the Company at the rate of one half-penny per ton per mile on such material, and that the weight of engines 
used by the Railway .Commissioners, and their speed, be not greater than that used or approved of by the 
Company.

35. It shall be lawful for the Company at any time, by any deed or instrument in writing, to assign 
and transfer all the rights, powers, privileges, benefits, and iidvantages conferred upon them by this Act to 
any person or persons or to any duly registered company, and upon any such transfer or assignment being 
signed or executed, the person or persons or duly registered company in whose favour sucli transfer or 
assignment is made shall then stand in the place of the Company, and shall have all the rights, powers, 
benefits, privileges, and advantages conferred upon the Company by tins Act.

36. The hire and charges to be made under this Act by the Company shall be in such terms and 
amounts, and shall be paid to such persons upon or near to the tramway, or in such manner and nnder such 
regulations .'is the Company shall by notice appoint.
Page 11. Insert the following new clauses to stand as clauses 46, 47, 48, and 49 :—■ ^

46. The said Railway Commissioners may from time to time appoint any person to be inspector for 
the purpose of inspecting tho said railway, and of making any in quin' with respect to the condition of the 
works thereof, or into the cause of any accident thereon, provided that no person so appointed shall 
exercise any powers of interference in the affairs of the Company. Every inspector under this Act shall, 
for the purpose of any inspection or inquiry which he is directed by the Railway Commissioners to make 
or conduct, have the following powers—that is to say :—

(t) He may enter and inspect the said railway and all the stations, works, buildings, offices, stock, 
plant, and machinery belonging thereto or used in connection therewitli.

(n) He may, by summons under his band, require the attendance of any person who is engaged in 
the management, service, or employment of the said Company, and whom he thinks fit to call 
before him and examine for the said purpose, and may require answers or returns to sucli 
inquiries for the said purpose as lie thinks fit to make.

(m) He may require and enforce tho production of all books,- papers, and documents of the Company 
which he considers important for the said purpose, 47.
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47. Whenever in or about the said railway, or any of the works or buildings connected therewith, Accidents, 
or any building or place, whether open or enclosed, occupied by the Company for working such railway, 
any of the following accidents take place in the course of such working--that is to say,—

(i) Any accident attended noth loss of life or personal injury to any person whomsoever ;
(n) Any collision where one of the trains is a passenger train ;

(m) Any passenger train, or any part of a passenger train, accidentally leaving the rails ;
(iv) Any accident of a kind not comprised in the foregoing descriptions, but which is of such kind as 

to have caused, or to be likely to cause, loss of life or personal injury, and which may be 
specified in that behalf by any order to he made from time to time by the said Railway Com
missioners,

the Company shall send notice of such accident, and of the loss of life or personal injury {if any) occasioned 
thereby, to the Railway Commissioners. Such notice shall be in such form aud shall contain such parti
culars as the said Railway Commissioners may from time to time direct, and shall be sent by the earliest 
practicable post after any such accident takes place.

■18. The Railway Commissioners may from time to time by order direct that notice of any class of 
accidents shall be sent to them by telegraph, and may revoke any such order. While such order is in 
force notice of every accident of the class to which the order relates shall be sent to the Railway Com
missioners by telegraph immediately after the accident takes place. Failure to comply with the provisions PcnBltJ'- 
of this section shall render the Company liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding twenty 
pounds.

49. It. shall at all times bo lawful for the Crown to make any road through, over, under, or iiC1'0SH 
the said railway, or the land used therewith, without paying or being liable to pay any compensation therefor 
to the Company, provided that in making any sucli road as little interference as possible with the said 
railway or the working thereof, shall be made.
Page 11, clause 45 50, line 50. Omit “throe” inwrl “two”
Page 11, clause 45 50. Add at end of clause “ If the railway hereby authorised shall cease to be worked 

as a railway by the Company for twelve calendar months, the land, site, and permanent 
way thereof shall, on proclamation by the Governor, with the advice of the Executive 
Council, vest in and become the absolute property of the Crown without making any 
allowance or compensation or paying any consideration in respect thereof to the 
Company,’''

Page II, clause 46 51, line 54. After “Act” insert “the words 'the Company’ shall mean and inelude tho 
said William Hunter, John William Wilson, and William Wiley, their heirs, executors, 
administrators, and assigns, and ”

Page 12, Schedule. Omit Schedule insert the following new Schedule :—

Schedule.
All tliat piece or parcel of land, being parts of portions 41 and 5, parish of Marangaroo, and 

portions 45 and 53, parish of Lett, county of Cook, in the Colony of New South Wales; Commencing at 
the south-west corner of M.P. 1, parish of Marangaroo ; and bounded thence by the south boundary of 
M.P, 1, bearing 88° 36' 1,140'5 links; thence by part of the western boundaries of portions 89 and 5, 
bearing 180° 1,027 links ; thence by a line bearing 154° 19’ 1,450 links ; thence by a curve of 1,025 links 
radius for 486 links, its chord bearing 167° 53' 30" ; thence by a line bearing 181° 30' 411 links ; thence 
by a curve of 975 links radius for 341 links, its chord bearing 171° 28’; thence by a line bearing 161°
26' 648-8 links ; thence by a line bearing 71“ 26' 25 links ; thence by a curve of 1,050 links radius for 175 
links, its chord bearing 156° 39' 30" : thence by a line bearing 171° 0' 1,584 links ; thence by a line bearing 
261° 0'25 links; thence, by a curve of 2,025 links radius for 372 links, its chord bearing 155° 58' 30"; 
thence by a line bearing 181° 3P 1,670 links ; thence by a curve of 775 links radius for 566 links, its chord 
hearing 150‘ 36' 30" ; thence by a line bearing 139° 39' 30" 867 links ; thence by a curve of 775 links 
radius for 656 links, its chord bearing 115° 24' 30“; thence by the railway fence bearing 245° 57' about 
110 links; thence by a curve of 825 links radius for 585 links, its chord bearing 295° 24' 30"; thence by 
a line bearing 319° 39'30" 867 links; thence by a curve of 825 links radius for 602 links, its chord, 
bearing 330° 36' 30"; thence by a line bearing 1° 31' 1,676 links ; thence by a curve of 1,975 links radius 
for 362 links, its chord bearing 335° 58' 30"; thence by a line bearing 261° 0'25 links; thence by 
a line bearing 351° 1,584 links; thence by a curve of 950 links radius for 159 links, its chord bearing 
336° 39' 30": thence by a line bearing 71° 26' 25 links; thence by a line bearing 341° 26’ 648-8 links; 
thence by a curve of 1,025 links radius for 359 links, its chord bearing 351° 28'; thence by a line bearing 
1° 30' 411 links; thence by a curve of 975 links radius for 462 links, its chord bearing 347° 53' 30"; 
thence by a line bearing 334° 19' 1,346 links to western boundar)' of portion 5 ; thence by part of that 
boundary bearing 180° 2l5 links to a creek; and thence by that creek upwards, to point of commencement.

LIST OP WITNESSES.
PACE.

Arnott, W............................................................................................................................. 9( 17
Cardew, J. H............................................................................. . ] ] is
Cargill, J.S......................................................................................................................... ; 15
Deane, H............................................................................................................................... 15, 18
McLachlan, H....................................................................................................................... 17
Wiley, W....................................................................................................... ]........... !!."!!! 13
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

0!f THE

LITHGOW CO-OPERATIVE COAL COMPANY
RAILWAY BILL.

WEDNESDAY, 17 NOVEMBER, 1897.

33r£Sini:—
Mr. GORMLY,
Mr. APELECK,
Mr. GRIPEITH,

J. A. HOGUE,

Mr. HOGUE, 
Mb. FEGAN, 
Mr. EDDEN.

Esq., in the Chaib,.

William Arnott, Esq., of the firm of Arnott and Reynolds, solicitors, appeared for the promoters of the Bill.

William Arnott sworn and examined :—
1. G7iosma«.] I believe you are solicitor for the Bill? My firm are the solicitors for the promoters.
2 Have you advertised the Bill in conformity with the requirements of the law? IN'otice of the promoters’ _ Arnett,
intention to apply for the Bill has been duly advertised, in conformity with the Standing Orders of the CTUU’-
Leeislative Assetnblv, in the Sydney Daily Telegraph, in the Government Gazette, aud m a paper printed ■L •> 
and circulated in the Lithgow district. That notice correctly and, I think, fully specifies the general 
purposes of the proposed Bill. _
d. Have you petilioned Parliament for leave to bring in the Bill ? Yes.
4. Have vou any statement to make in connection with the Bill ? The Bill as drafted by me and presented
to tho House is, I beleive. on the same Hues as other Bills for purposes similar to that for which, this is 
intended. Possibly some few amendments may be deemed necessary ; but, as it at present stands, it gives 
the usual powers to the promoters for making and using the proposed railway, and it also has provisions 
for safeguarding vested interests and preventing the promoters from taking more than surface rights, 
and provides for compensation to be paid to owners, and for disputes as to the value of the land being 
decided by arbitration; also the manner in which the arbitration is to be conducted, aud tbe arbitrators 
appointed, and it proposes to give the promoters pow-er to make by-laws. That is a power which will 
hardly ever be used, because it is proposed that the Railway Commissioners shall work the line. It is not 
proposed to carry passengers on the Hue, but simply to use it as a means of conveying coal from the 
coal-mines to tbe Lithgow station. _ ,
5. Have you notified the Railway Commissioners of your intention ? I sent a letter to the Secretary tor 
Railways giving him notice that the Committee would sit yesterday, and enclosing a copy of the Bill and 
a tracing of the proposed connection of this line with the Great Western Railway, near Lithgow station.
The meeting having lapsed yesterday, I wrote again, giving the Secretary notice that the Committee 
■would sit this morning at 11 o'clock.
6. Have you submitted to tho Secretary for Railways a schedule of the rates that you propose to charge ?
The rates are set out in the Bill itself; these are maximum rates; hut, as 1 have said, the Hue is proposed 
to be worked by the Railway Commissioners.
. * 423—B 7-
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W. Arnott. 7. These rates are, I presume, subject to the approval of the Railway Commissioners? I do not think 
there is any provision in the Bill for that, but there is a provision that the promoters shall charge a rate 

ov., 1897. Dot exceeding a certain amount, and the only people whom we are likely to do business with in that 
respect are the Hallway Commissioners.
8. Do you anticipate any passenger traffic? No passenger traffic at all. The line is simply to be for the 
conveyance of coal from tho mine to tho Lithgow station.
9. Mr. Gormly.'] What is the distance ? About 1 mile.
10. Chairman.] This is a co-operative company which is promoting this line ? At present the promoters are 
only three individuals. I understand that they contemplate, when they get the thing going, turning it 
into a co-operative company.
11. Mr. Afflechi] Is it not a co-operative company at present? No; they are simply calling themselves 
the Lithgow Co-operative Company ; that is just a trading name.
12. Have you any information as to the extent of the coal land which is to be developed ? I understand 
that the land which tbe promoters are entitled to work comprises an area of between 680 and 690 acres, 
under tbe whole of which there are large coal deposits.
13. The Bill requires that the line shall be completed within three years ? Yes; the 45th clause provides for
that. "
14. I presume that the plans will be submitted ? Yes.
15. As far as you know, tbe law has been complied with in all respects, and care has been taken in draft
ing the Bill to conserve all public and private rights ? Yes.
16. Mr. Fegan.] Do you not think that three years is a long time to allow for tbe making of a line of
railway ? 1 should not be prepared to say that it will take three years to make the line; it could be
made in a few months.
17. If this is a bona fide company why do they want such a long period as three years? When I was
instructed to draw tbe Bill I was not aware of the length of the line, and I simply took care to give them 
plenty of time. .
18. In Bills which have been passed lately in regard to warrants of distress, certain exemptions have been 
allowed—such articles as workmen’s tools, wearing apparel, beds, and bedding being exempt;—would you 
have any objection to that being provided for in this Bill ? I do not think we have anything in the Bill 
referring to that. I assume that you meau warrants of distress issued by landlords upon tenants. That 
would apply, of course, assuming that the company erected houses that would be occupied by miners.
19. liefer to clause 35 ? That is a provision in which the company is authorised to take possession of the 
land for the purposes of the railway. If the owner refused to give possession, then by summary process 
they could invoke the aid of the sheriff.
20. Chairman] Would anything in this Bill override the law in this respect ? It does not touch the law of 
landlord and tenant in any way. Wo would have no objection to this Bill making working men’s tools 
exempt, and also wearing apparel aud bedding
21. Mr. Ajfieck] Under clause 3 a person wanting to carry goods over the line and providing their own 
trucks and engines would have to pay 2d. instead of 3d., is not that too email a reduction as compared 
with tbe amount to be paid by those who do not provide their own motive power, who have only to pay 
3d. ? The clause says not exceeding 2d,, but it is not anticipated that there will he any traffic over the 
line except what is carried by the Kailway Commissioners.
22. What will he the gauge of the line? Pour feet 8j inches.

John William Wilson sworn and examined:—
J. W. Wilson. 23. Chairman] What are you ? Colliery manager.
^, 24. Are you the John William Wilson described in the preamble of the Bill as oneof the promoters ? Yes. 

17 Nov., 1897.25. What is the extent of the coal land you propose to work? Between 600 and 700 acres.
26. What is the depth of tho seam? The depth from the surface is about 100 feet.
27. What is its thickness ? Dive feet S inches of marketable coal. The seam altogether is 11 feet in 
thickness.
28. What output of coal do you expect from it ? About 27,000 tons of large coal'and 3,000 tons of small 
coal annually, bituminous coal.
29. How has the land been acquired? Under the 28th section of the Mining Act.
30. Have you any documents with you bearing upon the acquisition of the land ? I produce the lease, 
with the plan attached, of the land which is to be worked.
31. Has the company yet been formed ? There are three of us in the company.
32. And you propose to form it into a co-operative company to work the land ? Yes.
33. Do you know of any objection to tbe construction of Ibis railway line ? I have not heard of any.
34. Have you any idea of what the cost of construction will he ? I. think it will cost about £3,500.
35. Mr. Fegan] Why do you ask for such a length of time as three years within which to construct the 
railway? To get the company formed, and other preliminaries. We want to form it into a co-operative 
company.
36. Why do you ask for such a long period as three years? It should not take three years.
37. What do you think will be a reasonable time? 1 think the work should be carried out within 
two years.
38. The land is only 1 mile from Lithgow ? Yes,
39. What distance is it from this land to tbe next colliery ? The nearest one is the Hermitage Colliery, 
which is within half a mile. That is on the west side ; on the east side is the Zigzag Colliery, that is 
within a mile, and the workings are within half a mile of this property.
40. What seam is it called ? The Lithgow Yalley seam.
41. Which has been worked by other companies ? Yes.
42. So that the coal has been thoroughly proved ? Yes.
43. Yon have a seam of 5 ft, 8 in. of good steam coal ? Yes.
44. How many men will this mine employ ? About thirty-five. _
45. I suppose you have no idea yet as to what are the terms of the articles of association ? No ; I have 
no idea of that at present.
46. You have not got the capital at present ? No. 47,
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Tea. W. Wilson.

17 Wot., 1897.

4.7. You expect that under this Bill you will be able to raise sutGcient capital to^got the work done P
48. IIave you been a working miner yourself? I have been connected with mines all my life.
49. Have you got a certificate nnder the Act recently passed ? Yes.
50. Were you managing a colliery at that time ? Yes ; the Zigzag,
51. Working the same seam ? Yes.
52. You would have no objection to a less time than three years being provided within which to make the 
line? No; two years wonld do.
53. You think it would not hamper the Company in any way? I should not think it would. _
54. You have every reason to believe that if the Bill is passed you will get the necessary capital ? Yes,
I think so.
55. Have any other colliery proprietors objected to the passing of this Bill ? Not to my knowledge.
50. Mr. Affleck.'] Have those other two mines that yon have mentioned got a railway connection ? Yes ; 
they have direct communication witli the Great Western line.
57. Then you do not expect to get any traffic from them ? No.
58. Chairman,] I presume that although you ask for three years in which to construct the line, you do
not anticipate that it will take that length of time ? No, I think two years will be quite sufficient; every
thing ought to be in good going order in that time. _
59. There might be some delay in the formation of the Company, which would render a period of three 
years necessary ? Yes ; but I think that we can get the money straight away, as soon as the Bill is passed.
60. Mr. Gormly.] What would be the chief causes of delay of two years before you could open the 
railway;—would it be m connection with the construction of the railway or in the opening of shafts ? It 
would be in connection with both ; all the work could be carried 011 together.
61. You would require to sink shafts before you could utilise the railway ? Yes; _
62. Which would cause the greatest delay, the construction of the mine or the sinking of the shafts ? I 
think it would all he carried out at the same time. It would not take long to sink a shaft—only about 
six months. It is only 100 feet, and very good sinking.
63. Chairman.] Do you propose to deal with the work of sinking the shaft and the construction of the 
railway both at the same time ? Yes; as soon as the Bill is passed we can start with the shaft, and have it 
ready almost before the railway.
64. Could it all be constructed within twelve months? Yes.
65. Mr. Arnott.] You have had a great deal of experience in coal-mining? Yes ; twenty-two years.
66. You know the whole of that district very well? Yes.
67. You are aware that the Bill proposes to give power to run the railway over certain roads ? Yes.
68. Do you produce a plan of the district ? Yes.
69. These roads that the line is to cross are not used, are they ? Yes ; they are used for day traffic.
70. There is a road from the Hermitage Colliery to M.P. 1, on the road between portions 41 and 5 ;—is 
that road used ? That road is not used. We propose to cross that road between portions 41 and 5,
71. That part of the road is not used at all ? No.
72. Are there any coal-shafte on the road ? There is a little shaft, which Hunter and Wilson put down 
40 feet.
73. Are there any shafts at the I’amers’ Creek end of the road ? There are no shafts, but there is a 
tunnel.
74. That iu itself blocks the road, does it not? Yes.
75. This line is to cross the new road, is it not? Yes. '
76. That is a road leading over to the lithgow railway bridge, is it not ? Yes.
77. Is that road used ? Yes, it is.
78. Is there much traffic over it ? A fair amount.
79. How often do yon think your trucks will have to cross that road ? Not more than twice a day.
80. The surrounding lands are all mining properties, are they not? Yes ; they are used for mining and * 
smelting.
81. Would the construction of this railway affect their operations at all ? Not in the slightest degree.
82. Do you know what amount will he payable to the Crown in royalties if this mine is opened up P
It would amount to £712 10s. per annum. '
83. How much per ton ? Sixpence a ton for shale and large coal and 3d. a ton for small coal.
84. That is set out in the lease ? Yes.
85. It would also mean a considerable outlay for miners’ wages ? Yes, miners and other workmen.
86. The promoters do intend to open this coal mine, do they not ? Yes.
87. Would it be any use for them to open this mine without having the railway ? It would not he of any
use. ‘
88. The land would be absolutely useless without the railway ? Yes.
89. Is it proposed to work this colliery with your own rolling-stock? No; the Bail way Commissioners 
will work it.
90. So that the running on the line will be entirely under the control of the Bail way Commissioners?
Yes.
91. Mr. Gormly.] That is if the Railway Commissioners will undertake to run their rolling-stock on it?
Yes.
92. There is no agreement between tbe proposed company and tbe Commissioners, or any promise ? No ; 
but tbe Commissioners work the colliery lines in that district- The trucks arc brought to the mines and 
loaded, and the Commissioners take them away.
93. Mr. Arnott.] You asked for leave to run your own waggons to provide against such a contingency as
the Eaihvay Commissioners not supplying rolling-stock ? Yes ; but the Commissioners usually provide 
the rolling-stock iu that district, .

' Jolm Haydon Cardew sworn and examined:—
94. Chairman.] You are a licensed surveyor ? Yes; and Associate Member of the Institute of Civil J. H. Cardew, 
Engineers, London.
95. Yon are aware of the object of the Bill before the Committee ? Yes.
96. Have you surveyed the line of railway which it is proposed to construct ? I have.

17 Nov., 1897.

97.
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J .H. Cardew. 97. Mr. Arnott.'] You tavo had considerable experience in railway matters, have you not? Yea, X have.
98. I believe you are consulting engineer for the Zigzag Colliery ? Yes.

If Nov., 1897. gty Qne 0f ^ ]arges^ collieries iu tbe district ? Yes.
100. Yon have also been engaged on many worhs for tbe G-overnment ? Yes. And I was employed 
quite recently by the Eaihvay Commissioners in the McSharry arbitration case against the liailway 
Commissioners. I was also employed by the Baihvay Commissioners on the quadruplieation of the 
YVestern Itailway Line, and the proposed duplication to Gkmlburn.
101. You know the country over which this railway is proposed to pass ? I do.
102. Have you carefully surveyed it ? Yes.
103. Does the description in the schedule to the Bill correctly describe the land? It does.
104. I believe the plan produced was made from your survey ? Yes
105. That shows correctly the proposed route P It does
106. Do you know as a matter of fact what roads this railway will cross over? Yes. First of all it
crosses the new road to the bridge. -
107. Is that road nsed much ? hiot a great deal.
108. The only other part where it crosses the road is near M.P. 1? Yes.
109. Is that road used? It is not used. It is not even marked ont or made—it is an impracticable 
road. It goes over a mountain. That road is also blocked by the Hermitage Colliery, near Farmer’s 
Creek.
110. "What is the total length of the proposed line ? About 1 mile.
111. Is it proposed to make the line on the same gauge as the Government railway? Yes,
112. What is the ruling grade? That question 1 have not really gone into yet; hut I can say, approx

. imately, that the steepest grade would be about 1 in 35. J think that that can be obtained with a little
cutting.
113. That would be going up to the mine ? Yes.
114. So that it will only be empties returning that will have to ascend that grade ? Yes; tho load will 
always be going down hill.
115. Do you know the nature of the surrounding country ? Yes.
116. Is it used chiefly for mining purposes ? It is used very little for anything but mining. It is very 
mountainous.
117. Would the construction of the railway interfere with the mining operations of the adjoining mines ? 
Kot in tho slightest,
118. Could the coal-mines on M.P. 1 bo worked on a commercial basis at all without the construction of 
a railway such as is proposed ? !So, they could not.
119. The land would he practically useless without the railway ? It would he valueless without a railway 
to take the minerals away.
120. What do you estimate will he the cost of making the railway ? About £3,500. I have not taken 
out a detailed estimate, but I think that that would about cover it.
121. How long do you estimate it would take, in ordinary working, to make the line ? Three or four 
months.
122. Do you know how long it would take to put down the shaft upon M.P. 1 ? I have not gone into 
that question yot.
123. We have been told by a preceding witness that the coni lies at a depth of 100 feet;—can you form 
any idea how long it would take to sink a shaft ? They will not sink a shaft, but drive in an adit. They 
will have to go 300 or 400 feet.
124. Is it not proposed that you shall be the consulting engineer for these mines ? I cannot say. I am 
consulting engineer for the railway. I do not know whether they will engage mo for the mine itself,

„ 125. The line, as proposed, presents no engineering difficulties ? None at all.
126. Chairman^] As far as you know, tho construction of the line will not in any way interfere with the 
existing rights of private individuals or of the State? No ; I cannot see that it will interfere with the 
rights of private individuals or with those of the State either.
127. Mr. G-ormhj^] Have you made an estimate of what the line could he constructed for with a grade of 
1 in 50 ? No.
128. Would it be practicable ? I have not made a detailed estimate of the cost at all.
129. Would it be possible, at a reasonable cost, to construct a line with a grade of 1 in 50? No; it
would not be possible, owing to the nature of the country. You could not do it without zigzagging all 
over the country.
130. You are of opinion that it is not possible to make the line at a lower grade than 1 in 35 ? Not at a 
reasonable cost.
131. Chairman.] Are you responsible for the drawing up of the schedule of the Bill containing the 
description of the land ? I wrote tho description of the land.
132. 3 s it not usual to give the name of the county in the schedule ? Yes.
133. You would have no objection to the schedule being amended to that extent? No; I believe the
county was mentioned in my description.
134. Mr. Fbynji.j You say that you are consulting engineer for the line ? Yes.
135. Is it not strange that you are not able to give us something definite as to tho grades ;—you have 
produced a plan which shows grades of 1 in 30 and 1 in 32 ? Those are only pencil-marks.
336. Is not that to give the Committee an idea of the grades ? No, not at all. They were put on for my 
information. I brought the plan with me as being all the information that 1 have at my disposal.
137. Do you not think that you ought to be able to give us definite information in regard to tbe grades? 
The line has not been finally staked out.
138. So that the Committee cannot go by this plan? As far as the land is concerned which will he 
required for the purposes of the line you can go absolutely by the plan, but not as to the grades. They 
have not been detailed yet. The position of our works at the pit bank will determine them to a great 
extent.
139. Is the plan produced in accordance with the schedule to the Bill? Exactly; but there is nothing 
about grades in the Bill.
140. Does not a great deal depend upon the grade ? Yes.

141.

i
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141. Do you not think that the Committee ought to have more information about them ? It is for tho 
Committee to say.
142. J am asking you ? I do not think so.
143. You are asking for three years to make the railway ;—if you were going to make it with a better 
grade would it take longer f Yes ; but it would not be practicable to make it 1 in 50.
144. Do you think that three years is too long a period ? I do not know anything at all about the time 
mentioned in the Bill, I have not scon a copy of it.
145. Mr. Ajfltch^ Ybu say that the grade will not be over 1 in 30 ? I think it quite possible to obtain a 
grade of 1 m 35.
146. ibfr. Gormhj7\ Would you be prepared to state, for the information of your principals, that the line 
could be constructed with a grade of 1 in 35? Yes,
147. Mr. Will the proposed railway he within the Lithgow municipal area? I am not acquainted
with the municipal boundaries of Lithgow ; but I think it must be within the municipal area.
148. Have tho municipal council raised any objection as to the right of way ? I have not heard of any 
objection.
149. Would not tho railway interfere with the traffic on their streets ? It crosses the road approaching
the bridge across the railway at Lithgow station ; but it is a very common thing at Lithgow to see railway 
lines crossing the streets. .
150. At what point do you connect with the Western Line ? About 300 feet to the east of the Lithgow 
station.
151. ALr. JErWem] Do you know whether tliis company has got any private land there which, after the 
opening of this line, they will be able to cut up and sell iu allotments to tbe men that work at the mines? 
I do not think they have.
152. Chairman.'] As far as you know, the lino is wanted solely for the purpose of developing the coal
mine? Yes, as far ns 1 know.
153. Mr. Gormly ] Would it be convenient for the workmen to live at Lithgow? Yes ; it would not he 
a mile away.

J. H. Cardew. 

ITXov.. 1S97.

William Wiley sworn aud examined —
154. Chairman^] You are aware of the object of the Bill into which the Committee is inquiring ? I am.
155. Are you the William Wiley mentioned in the preamble of the Bill ? I am.
156. Mr. Arnoii?\ You are one of the promoters of the Bill ? Yes.
157. And with the other two promoters you intend opening coal-mines on H.P. Ho. 1 ? I do.
158. And to do that-will necessitate an expenditure of a considerable sum of money? It will.
159. Aud that money will be thrown away if a railway such as the one proposed is not constructed ? We 
could not develop the colliery without the railway.
160. The land would be useless without the railway ? Yes
161. It would be impracticable to open coal-mines there without a railway to get the coal away ? Yes,
162. In opening this colliery, and in constructing a railway such as is proposed, I suppose, that large sums 
of money will have to be expended ? Yes ; about £9,000 altogether in making the railway and opening 
the mine.
163. If these mines are opened it will mean a further outlay of money, will it not ? There would be a 
large amount paid in wages.
164. All this money will go to people in the Colony, will it not? Yes.
165. Therefore it will benefit those people ? Decidedly.
166. Do you or your co-promoters own any other land in the district? Hot that I know of.
107. Mr. Edden.] You are not certain? I am pretty certain. 1 have never heard thorn speak of any.
168. Mr. Arnott.] You own none ? I own none.
169. This mining lease was obtained some time ago, was it not ? It was obtained this year. It is a 
mining permit.
170. Have you had some correspondence with the Mines Department in connection with mining under 
this piece of land ? Yes; and more particularly with that adjoining it. An application was made under 
the 2Sth section for power to mine under the road approaching this land, as shown on the map ; applica
tion was also made to the Lands Department for permission to occupy the surface of a portion of the 
road adjoining this land.
170^Vhat was the result of these applications? In both cases the Lands Department advised that it 
would be better, as we had to cross over private lauds, to get a Bill passed. The Mines Department 
advised the same course.
171. Do you know the country over which the line travels ? Yes. .
1/2. Do you know what it is used for ? It is a poor bit of country. There are a few cows on it. It is
rented at £30 a year for 100 acres, with about 200 acres alongside of it.
173. Are mining operations being carried on under this land i No.
174. If mining operations were carried on, would the proposed railway affeettbem in any way ? I think not.
175. Chairman^] The land is coal-bearing, is it not? It is very shallow. The coal outcrops at one comer, 
and at the extreme end it is not very deep.
176. You know that road near M.P. 1, where the line proposes to cross it? Yes.
177. Is that road used at all ? Ho, not at all It is not used from one end to the other in any portion.
It is occupied with screens iu one part.
178. M.r. Fegan.] "What is your profession ? General agent and land valuer.
179. You are one of the promoters of the company? Yes.
ISO. Do you not think that for an expenditure of £3,500 three years is too much time to ask for? I 
dare say it is. Probably two years woud be ample.
181. You have no objection to its being made two years? Ho; but it takes a little time to put things in 
train.
182. Mr. Edden.] You want only two years to construct this line of railway ? It takes some little time 
to put things into proper order. There is the arbitration business to be gone through in taking tho land. 
Time must be allowed for that; you cannot rush these things.
183. You think two years would be sufficient? Yes. 184.

W, tViPj. 
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W. Wiley. 184. X suppose it is your intention to float a company ? No, I think not.
185. You are not sure ? lam not exactly sure as tn the system, hut wo know we can carry out the work, 

7 or,. 1897.186, You are not certain hut what you will float a company ? No.
187. Ohairman.~\ You call it the Lithgow Co-operatire Coal Company’s Railway ? Yes,
188. "Whatever company is formed will be on the co-operative principle? That is the intention.
189. Mr. Eddr,n.'\ It is the intention to form a company ? Yes.
190. Suppose you fail? We shall have gone to a lot of expense for nothing.
191. You will not go on with it if you do not form a company? I do not say that; we may he able to- 
finance it ourselves, and probably should,
192. You have definitely stated your intention to form a companyhow many shares will there be for 
the public to take up ? It is impossible to say at present.
193. You say that the undertaking will entail an expenditure of about £9,000. Surely you ought to be 
able to tell us how many shares you will offer to the public. 1 suppose you have not yot decided how 
many promoters’ shares there will he? No ; a lot of expense will be incurred. We have to find ont 
w hat the expenses would be.
194. The solicitor was asking you something about benefiting the community. In the preamble of the 
Bill it says. “ And whereas the said coal-mines are likely to prove beneficial to the Colony” ; how do yon 
think they will prove beneficial even to the promoters or the shareholders seeing that coal is selling at

' 4s. lOd. per ton;—how do you expect to get a profit? It is 4s. 3d., because the colliery proprietors-
charge that. If they charged more they could get it.
195. I suppose you have no idea what wages the men make ? If they are working full time they would 
make a reasonable wage. I do not say that it should not be better, but if they were working continuously 
the wages would he satisfactory.
19G. They arc not working continuously? I think the mines arc nearly all overmanned.
197. Too many men, and consequently they do not work full time ? No.
193. If you get your mine developed will it be the means of making the men work more time ? There is 
an increase in the trade at Lithgow. There has been a large increase during the last few years. A large 
quantity of coal is used for smelting purposes. There arc some big smelting works at Lithgow.
199. I wrant to know' how this coal-mine is going to benefit the public, seeing that the coal-mines at 
Lithgow are not working full time ;—will it not be the other way about? I do not think so. There is a 
big market for coke at Lithgow which has not been utilised at all.'
200. lYould you make all your coal into coke ? I do not say all, but some of it. There is a fine 
opportunity there now which is being neglected.
201. Of course, you must have gone into the whole business ? Of course, if I thought tbe thing would he
ft failure I would not have gone into it.
202. How much do you expect to sell the coal at per ton ? That is very bard to say,
203. Suppose things remain as they are for the next four or five years, coal being 4s. 3d. per ton at 
Lithgow, do you think it is possible for you to open a mine, form a company, and benefit the public ? 
I say that there is a trade there that should be supplied. Coke is wanted for the western mines.
204. I suppose you make the coke from small coal ? Yes ; but there is no reason why they should not 
make it from large coal.
205. But you would not pay the price for large coal and then crush it into small ? There is no reason 
why you should not do it.
206. Do they do that elsewhere ? Yes ; in some parts of England.
207. "Where in England ? I could not tell the colliery, but they do it in certain cases, and there is no
reason why they should not.
208. Considering what the prices arc, do you think it is possible for you to form a company, to call upon 
the public to take up shares, and to ensure that it will ho a success ? I think there is every possibility of it.
209. You say there is a trade at Lithgow? Yes ; that is one item.
210. Who would consume the coal at Lithgow ? Nobody.
211. Where would it go to ? To the western mines, which are opening np very freely at Cobar, Nymagee, 
and in that locality. The coke trade is increasing verv fast, and coke is being sent to Broken Hill from 
Illawarra.
212. If it was not for the coke business you would not open this mine ? There is a chance of a fair 
development iu the coal trade. It has been increasing for the last two years.
213. In clause 3 of the Bill it says :—

The railway shall when constructed ho open to the public use upon payment of a toll to the company of a sum not 
exceeding three pence per ton per milo on freight for every transit.
Do you not think that that is an exorbitant charge? It is the usual formula that has to be put into Bills 
of this kind. A clause could be put in if necessary stating that under no circumstances should more than 
a certain profit be obtained. The Government will use the line solely.
214. You say that you have no other land about this line ? No.
215. And none of the other promoters have any ? No. '
216. You say definitely that it is not the intention of the company to cut up land into blocks for sale? 
Certainly not.
217. Mr. jjffleck.'] You say that you are perfectly agreeable that the three years within which the lino is- 
to be constructed shall he made two years ? Yes.
218. Chairman.] In case of arbitration proceedings occurring that would make a delay, would it not? I 
think so. There might be many things that would delay matters, but two years ought to be sufficient 
time.
219. Touching the question of the opening of this mine being beneficial to the public;—do you consider

' that any development of mineral wealth is directly or indirectly beneficial to the public ? It must be in one
way or another,
220. Have you proved the quality of the coal on this land? It has been proved on either side of it. 
This coal is below the surface.
221. Lithgow coal is very good for coke making? Yes, very good indeed.
222. Is there not a great deal of coal from Lithgow being nsed on the railways ? Yes.
223. • Is the demand increasing ? It has been increasing considerably during the last three years.

224.
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‘224. Do you think it is at all likely with the ^population increasing that things will remain as they are now W. Wiley.
at Lithgow ? Asa matter of fact, the establishment of smelting works has made things move along very
fast in the western mines. Lithgow seems to be the spot at which they do their final refinement of the D Uov., 1897.
■ores.
225. In your opinion, is there likely to be any increase in the demand for coal from the western mines? I 
feel confident that there will be. '
22(5. You think, at any rate, that there is a fair prospect of this renture proving successful ? I do indeed.

WEDNESDAY, 24 NOVEMBER, 1897.
^rrsertl:—

Mb. GOKMLY, Me. PEGAN,
Me. APELECK, Me. HAWTHORNE.

J. A. HOGrTJE, Esq., in the Chair.

John Sydney Cargill sworn and examined:—
227. Chairman.] You are an officer in the Crown Solicitor’s Department ? Yes. j, g, CsrgilU
228. Have you been furnished with a copy of the Bill ? Yes.
229. Have you seen the Crown Solicitor about it? I have spoken with him in reference to the matter, 24Nov.,1897. 
and I have read the Bill.
230. Are there any provisions of the Bill to which you think exception can be taken ;—any which in any ,
way clash with the existing law ? Ho ; 1 see nothing that clashes with the existing law.
231. Is there any respect in which you think the Bill might be amended in any point affecting the public 
interest? There is one point. Under clause 45 it is provided that, unless tho railway is completed and 
brought into use within three years, the rights aud privileges of the Company shall cease. There does not 
appear to he any provision as to whether the railway, or such portion of it as may have been coustructed, 
should be forfeited or not. Of course, it may not be considered necessary, inasmuch as the Company is, in 
the first instance, bound to purchase the land over which the railway is constructed. At the same time it 
might be desirable, in tbe interest of the community generally, that the Railway Commissioners should 
have some right with regard to the line or such portion of it as may be completed.
232. Is there any such provision in any other Act? Yes; it is in the Capertee Act, clause 49, which 
says that if the line shall be unworked for one year continuously it shall be competent for the Railway 
Commissioners to take possession of the same on paying compensation.
233. Is there anything whatever in reference to the public interest that the Bill tonebes in regard to 
which the Bill needs amendment ? Ho ; I do not see in it any unnecessary interference with public rights.

Henry Deane sworn and examined:—
234. Chairman.] You are Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch? Yes. H. Beane.
235, Have you been furnished with a copy of the Bill ? Yes, and I have gone through it carefully.
23C. Have you any suggestions to make with regard to it, or any objections to it? I object to the form 24Nov., 1897. 
■of the Bill very much. There are a great number of clauses that want alteration—in fact, the whole of 
the Bill almost, In my opinion, wants redrafting. It is a great pity that it was not drawn up iu the form 
of one of the more recent private railway or tramway Bills. During the last six years, or even more, we 
have paid a great deal of attention to the wording of the provisions of private railway Bills, and a satis
factory result has been obtained without the infliction of any hardship on the promoters, and I think that 
if this Bill had been drawn np according to the form in which more recent Bills have been drawn 
up there would have been no objection to it. As it is at present there are a great many omissions ; 
there is nothing in the Bill about gauge; there is nothing about inspection, nor the passing of 
plans for works ; there is nothing about the width of tho land required ; there is nothing about the pay
ment for or leasing of Crown lands. There is a provision for land to be acquired by the promoters without 
formal transfer or conveyance, which, as matters are at present viewed, is very objectionable. Then the 
land resumption clauses are not as complete as they should be, and there is no provision for resump
tion of the railway by the Government, as is usual in all these Bills. The Government may not want to 
take the line, but it is usual to have a provision of that kind ; and, finally, 1 have been trying to make 
out the course of the line from tho Schedule, and I find that the Schedule is not sufficiently descriptive.
I sent one of my officers to see Mr. Wiley about the matter, but he was not able to catch him. The Com
mittee will notice that in one or two places where curves arc mentioned, it does not state which way they ■ '
turn. The length and bearing of. tbe previous straight is given, but it does not say whether the curve 
hoars to the right or the left, so that it is impossible to mark the line on any plan from the description 
given in the Schedule. I should recommend that the Bill he almost entirely redrafted on the lines, say, of 
the Simpson’s Railway Act, on which a great deal of attention was bestowed, or upon the lines of one or 
two of the later Bills, which would probably meet the same object.
237. It is rather to the form of the Bill than to the substance that you object ? It is both to the substance 
and the form.
238. One objection that you take to the Bill is that there is no provision made about tbe gauge ? Yes,
239. Will you state in detail the objections that you have to some particular clauses ? The objections 
are so numerous that I find it rather difficuh to enumerate them. I have mentioned some of the particular 
points which I find are not attended to in tbe Bill; hut there are other points about which, if the Bill were 
put into proper form, one would have something—say, for instance, clause 12, about over-bridges and under
bridges, I am not at all clear that the provisions made in clause 12 are proper ones to make, for the 
reason, that I have not been able to trace tho line on any plan. Therefore, I do not know whether the 
roads are properly dealt with. It would be impossible, at a moment’s notice, to say whether the provisions 
for the width and headways are sufficient. If it were not perhaps going further than I am asked to go 
I might suggest that it would really save the time of the Committee if the Bill had a thorough overhaul by
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H. Deane, the solicitor, and I should be very happy to give any assistance in the matter if the promoters’ solicitor 
eome to me’ ^ut: ’* 80 imperfect, according to modern ideas, that it is impossible to deal with

* 0T-’1897' it, and I thiulc it can best be dealt with in tho way I have indicated. Possibly the preamble is correct, 
and some of the clauses.
24iO. Mr. Affl,eck.~] What Act do you propose that they should take as a model? Simpson’s Hail wav Act 
is one of those which has had the most attention bestowed upon it. "
24J.. Ohairman^\ Would you be prepared to go through the Bill with the solicitor, and suggest the neces
sary amendments ? Yes; I shall be very pleased to see him. The Capertee Tramway Act is more in 
accordance with what is required. This Bill is quite different from tbe Capertee Act; for instance, that 
Act gives authority to construct and inspect in clause 1; gauge, levels of lines, repairs, &c., clause 2. The 
only thing I have to add is that in addition to what has been provided in Simpson’s Act, and I think in 
the Capertee Act, there should be provision to allow the Government to open roads across the line at any 
future time without claiming compensation for interference. Of course, the promoters will not object to 
anything of that sort.

Jasper Gaze Wiseman sworn and examined :—
J. G-. 242. Chairman.'] What are you ? I am Council Clerk to the borough of Lithgow.

243. Have you seen the Bill? I have not.
24Hot. 1897.^- Are you aware of its general purport ? I helieve it is to provide for a siding from the Lithgow 

’ platform, on the north side, to portion M.P. 1.
245. Then you do know the general purport of tho Bill ? I do,
24G, You know that it is a Bill for the construction of a line from the railway to the Co-operative Com- 

1 pany’s coal-mine ? Yes.
247. Is there any objection to the line on the part of the Lithgow people ? No.
248. Mr. Gormly^} L)o you know whether the line has been surveyed? I am informed that it is, and I 
have seen the survey-pegs.*
249. Chairman] Has the matter been before the Municipal Council of Lithgow ? No.
250. Has it been spoken of there ? No.
251. Ho you know what the opinion of the people of Lithgow is as to the propriety of constructing this 
line? I do not think there is any objection to it; the only people who could object are the proprietors 
of the land over which the line is to go.
252. I suppose that you would be in a position to hear the objections if there were any? I should be 
most likely to hear them.
253. Mr. Gormly] Ho you know whether there is any objection to the proposed mode of crossing any of 
the roads ? No.
254. Can you tell the Committee what effect the line would have on existing roads? J do not think it 
would delay the traffic.
255. Ho you know how it is proposed that the line shall cross tho roads ? By level crossings, I under
stand. *
25G. Mr. Fegan] Ho you not know ? I do not know where the line will cross the roads exactly, hut 
they gave me to understand that it was to be ordinary level crossings, the same as the others.
257. 17110 gave you to understand that ? The proprietors.
258. Have you been in conversation with tho proprietors about it ? Yes,
259. But you have not seen the Bill ? No.
260. Mr. Gormly] Have you seen the plans of the proposed line? I saw one this morning,
261. You had not a plan before you when you had a conversation with the promoters as to where the line 
would cross the road? No ; they showed me on the municipal map the line approximately.
2G2. Chairman] Ho you know the road marked on the plan which the line is proposed to cross? Yes.
263. Is there much traffic ? Similar to what there is on all the other main roads of the borough. "We
have other lines crossing the roads in the borough in exactly the same way, and it has not been detri
mental. .
264. Mr. JTaiafhorne] Would there be sufficient traffic to necessitate someone being kept at the crossing to
warn people of the approach of trains ? I suppose the traffic there would be the same as the traffic on 
any other line. About twice a day is the average number of trains, and it does not incommode the street 
traffic at all. .
265. Mr. Fegan] Bo you know where the pit’s mouth would be? Outside the boundaryof the borough. 
The whole of the land is outside the municipal area, but the line is to pass through the municipality.
266. Some councils have way-leave;—have you any suggestion of that kind ? We could only deal with the 
line. The way-leave could only affect the coal-mine where the screens and the output of coal came into 
the municipality. Tho coal is obtained outside the municipality. We could not rate the mine, but we 
could rate the coal which comes out of the mine. That is the point of dispute between municipalities 
and the owners of mines. We rate the screen, the area of land, and the buildings to which tho coal is 
brought within the municipal boundaries. We assess this at an annual rental, based on the output of 
coal. "When the coal itself comes from beyond the municipal area, we argue that the value of the screen 
is so much decreased owing to the extra cost of bringing the coal there, then the way-leave is charged.
267. The Municipal Council of Lithgow has a Bill before Parliament? Yes.
268. What would the effect of that Bill be if this Bill passes :—will that Bill operate on this ? Not at all.
269. Would any provision of this Bill have any effect upon it? It could not.
270. You say that you never saw this Bill ? iso, I never saw it.
271. Are you here to give evidence on a Bill that you never saw ? I do not know what evidence is 
required from me. I was simply asked to come here. I have here a letter asking me to come. The 
letter says : “ Mr. Wiley, one of the promoters of the abovenamed Bill, requests me to write and ask you 
to bo good enough to attend before the Select Committee on such Bill, at the Legislative Assembly 
Chambers, Maequarle-street, Sydney, on Wednesday next.” That was signed by the solicitor for the Bill.
272. You are asked to give information with regard to a Bill that you never saw ? Yes.
273. You do not know whether it will he in conformity with the Bill that you have before Parliament? 
It could not interfere with it; they are so diverse. The two Bills could not clash.

274.
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274. If tie Bill gave power to the Company to take in three or four streets, do you think .that-the people 
of Lithgow would he against that ? Certainly.
275. How do you know that there is not such a provision in the Bill ? I cannot possibly knowwhea I 
have not read the Bill. I am told that it is to give power to erect a tramway, a plan of which I have 
seen. As far as I know the people have no objection to it.
27C. Mr. Affleck.'] Suppose that when a tramway has to cross certain roads or streets in the municipality 
over which there will have to be level crossings, do you think the people will object to the tramway being 
constructed on that account ? Hot on the north side. If the tramway crossed one main street the people 
would object. ‘
277. Does it cross any particular street where they would be likely to object? No.'
278. Chairman.] Are there any other tramway lines running into Lithgow? There are five other
tramway lines crossing the roads. *
279. And no objection has ever been made to them ? They were constructed before Lithgow became a
municipality. .
280. Are they in any way detrimental to the progress of Lithgow. or do they contribute to it? They
contribute to the progress of Lithgow. "
281. "Wonld such a line as this contribute to the progress of Lithgow ? I thiuk so.
282. Mr. Fegan.] Are tbe colliers at Lithgow working full time ? Pretty nearly full time. I seldom see
idlers in the streets now, and that is the best test. " ‘

J.G.
Wiseman,

24 Nov., 1897.

THURSDAY, 2 DECEMBER, 1897. 
#rmnt:—

Mn. HOGUE, Me. MACKAY,
Me. APELECK, Me. EDDEN.

J. A. HOGTJE, Esq., in the Chaik.

William Arnott, Esq., of Messrs. Arnott and Reynolds, Solicitors, appeared for the promoters of the Bill.

William Arnott further examined:—
283. Chairman.] Since the Committee last met I understand that you, in conjunction with the Engineer- w. Arnott. 
in-Chief of the Construction Branch, Public Works Department, have gone carcfnllv through the Bill?IW / b S
284. And various alterations have been made in the Bill ? Yes ; at Mr. Deane’s suggestion.
285. Those suggestions are now embodied in tbe Bill before the Committee? Yes.
285. What is the general tenor of the. amendments ? The general tenor of the amendments is to make 
the construction of tho railway and the working of it after it is constructed subject to the approval and 
■direction of the Railway Commissioners aud their officers.
287. Are you aware whether they approve of the Bill as it now stands ? I saw Mr. Deane on Monday 
morning, and he told me that he would approve of the Bill as amended. The Bill made it compulsory on 
the promoters, if they were aliened to make the railway, to make it in a certain way, the bridges to be of 
a certain height and width ; but all that is done away with now by leaving it to the direction and approval 
of the Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction. Some provisions have been taken out of the Bill, 
and others have been put in.
2S3. Mr. Afflleek.] It was understood that the clause which provided that the railway was to be made 
within three years was to be altered, throe years being thought too long a time? I understood tliat that 
was an alteration which the Committee themselves proposed to make. We have no objection to it.
289. Chairman.] There is provision made amongst the amendments for the width of gauge ? Yes ; the 
gauge is to be the same as that of the Government railways.

Hugh McLachlan sworn and examined:—
290. Chairman.] You are Secretary to the Railway Commissioners ? I am. H.
291. \ ou are familiar with the objects of the Bill before the Committee ? Yos. McLachlan,
292. You see the amendments that are suggested in the Bill before you? Yes. In going through the
Bill there wore a number of things which it seemed to me should be provided for. In tbe first place, the 2 189,7
railway7 should be made to tho satisfaction of some responsible officer, and the rolling stock should be 
subject to approval. I sec that these things are provided for in the amendments now in the Bill.
294. Will now clause 9 be all that is required with regard to the rolling stock? Yes; it is not very likely
to be required, but it is a good one to have in the Bill. 1 expect that the Company will not have any
rolling stock of its own. ‘
295. Have you seen the provision with regard to the gauge ? Yes. There is a provision in lines 20 to 25, 
page 3, which is new to me. It seems quite unnecessary to put in a provision like that, It is not usual, 
because the Company has its remedy at law. If ever anything happens, it might be imagined that there 
was something more in it than an ordinary ground of action.
296. It does not give anything beyond the ordinary common law rights ? It is unnecessary, and it would 
be wise to leave out the whole of that proviso. It is liable to lead to misunderstanding. I notice also in 
another clause there is power given to make a branch railway, and this branch railway could run anywhere 
—-it might be possible for the Company to make a branch railway that would compete with the Government 
railway. . I think it is wise to provide that oven a branch railway should have the approval of the Governor- 
in-Council. Some of the old Acts provide that a branch railway shall not be made parallel to a Government 
railway, but if you put in the Bill that it shall only be made subject to the approval of the Governor-in- 
Couneii that will make it all right. The most important clauses to the Railway Commissioners are those in 
regard to the connections, and I think that clauses 38,39, and 40 provide for all that is necessary. I see that 
power is provided for the Government to purchase. I have suggested once or twice that another provision 
should be put in Bills of this sort, that is, that if a line is not worked for a certain period it should revert to the

423—C . Crown.
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H, Crown. The clause which I am referring to is in Simpson’s Railway Act, and I think it is in the Capertee 
McLachlan. Tramway Bill. I would suggest that it be put in this way: That the line shall revert to the Crown if it is 

2 1^^1807 not worked for a period of twelve months. There is one weakness in regard to the appointment of 
ec’’ ’ inspectors. Power is given to the Railway Commissioners to appoint persons to inspect and examine 

rolling stock, buildings, and all sorts of things ; hut there is no penalty provided. We may find a line in 
a most defective condition, but there is no penalty to compel the Company to remedy it. _ There is no 
obligation on the Company to repair any defects when they are pointed out. If the Commissioners require 
certain things to he done, they cannot enforce it. _
296. In the second clause there is a penalty for neglecting to carry out repairs, &c., will that meet the case ? 
I think that perhaps the provisions of new clause No. 2, which it is proposed to add, may be sufficient.
297. ChairmanIs there anything else that you object to? No; as far as the policy of the line is con
cerned, the Commissioners see no objection to it. Our interests seem to be properly protected. The 
promoters have no powers on our line, and we have power to make whatever provision we find necessary 
with regard to junctions. . _____________ _

Henry Deane further examined :—
H. Deane. 298. Chairman.^ I understand that since you last gave evidence you have gone through the Bill with the 

\ solicitor of the promoters and suggested certain amendments ? Yes.
2 Dee., 1897. 299. Does the Bill now embody all your views with regard to this proposal ? I think they fairly meet my 

recommendations.
300. Have you any further suggestions to make in regard to the Bill ? I think it fairly meets the
objections which I pointed out. I think it will be sufficient with regard to the schedule, if you give the 
bearings of the chords. The description now produced does that. _ _
301. Mr. Affleck.'] Would you substitute the description now produced for the schedule in the Bill? Yes; 
I think it may fairly be taken as meeting the case.

John Haydon Cardew further examined :—
J. H.Cardew. 302. Chairman.] Have you prepared a new schedule for the Bill ? I have.

N 303. Is it the one now produced ? Yes.
2 Dec., 1S97. 304. There is a difference between that amended schedule and the one in the Bill ? There is no difference, 

as far as the land is concerned, but there is an addition. I have quoted in the description the bearings of 
the chords. I believe that Mr. Deane made some objection to it. From a surveyor’s point of view, they 
are not really required; hut from an engineer’s point of view they are. _
305. Do you produce a plan for the information of the Committee ? Yes; the description which I have 
just referred to is a description of tho land edged red on the plan.

Sydney: William Applegate Gulliok, Government Printer.-1307.
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Tho Supcrini.cndent, Government Labour Bureau, to The Minister for Labour and
Industry.

Sydney, 9 September, 1897.
I have tbe honor to submit the fifth annual report of the Government Labour Bureau for the 

year ending June 30th, 1897. _ _
1 am pleased to he able to report what may be considered a very marked improvement in the 

number aud condition of the unemployed generally for the year as compared with the one preceding it.

In the following table will be noticed a considerable dimunition in the numbers for tho year:—

Average daily registrationb ................. ............................................................................................
Average weekly number of unemployed working on tho different relief works 

about Sydney .....................................................................................................................................

■previous year. Year ending 
HO June, 1897. Decrease.

36-G5 21'43 15'22 per day.

1,570 106-2 1463-8 per week.

It may be mentioned in connection with the latter item that the winter of this year was not so 
severe as that experienced in the previous one. The decrease is, nevertheless, a most significant one.

From the number employed on relief works a fairly reliable estimate may he formed of the probable 
number of destitute unemployed in and around the metropolis. It should, however, he borne in mind 
that the numbers quoted for "both years do not represent so many individuals, hut the number of working 
orders issued to men for the specified periods, some receiving one, two, or three days a week, in accordance 
with tho family scale regulating the working time. Bnt there can bo no mistaking the comparison, as 
showing the improvement in condition and number of unemployed for this as compared with the previous
year. ... . . i c

The same improvement is observed in the country districts of the Colony. Last year the sunp of 
nearly £2,000 was expended by t he G overnment in £ for £ moieties to the different country municipalities, 
to assist their destitute local unemployed. This year no such special amounts were granted, nor were 
they asked for. _

The reports from the agents of our country branches all indicate a distinct improvement generally 
throughout the Colony, especially when the large increase iu the revenue of the Railways (vide the 
Commissioners’ last report) is also considered,

34.8—A When
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When it is remembered that during tho first four or five months of 1897 the whole Colony suffered 
from a severe drought, casting a gloom all over the country, and creating great loss of stock', crops, &c.; 
causing stagnation in all avenues of labour and industry, and resulting in dearth of employment, the 
foregoing facts and figures unmistakably indicate a marked improvement in trade and commerce generally 
throughout the Colony, and in the number and condition of the unemployed, both in the city and country 
at the present time.

It is safe also to anticipate a continuance of this improvement. Prom all parts of the interior 
there is evidence of the beneficial effects of the late rains, wdiich with increased cultivation justifies the 
confidence of many that the approaching season will prove the most prolific known for many years.

Prom latest reports agricultural, pastoral, and mining industries are reviving, and will absorb the 
hulk of all unemployed able and willing to ivork caused by the late drought.

Relief Works. .
No doubt the drought was the cause of creating and increasing the unemployed in the country, 

a large number of whom, induced by the reports that relief works were being started in Sydney to alleviate 
the distress of the destitute unemployed, flocked to the metropolis in the hope of securing a share ; and 
which there is every reason to believe also had a similar effect in inducing many unemployed from 
adjoining colonies to come to Sydney with the same hope; thus swelling the ranks of our own local 
unemployed to a much larger degree than would otherwise have been the case.

It is a most singular fact that the majority of these men will remain here so long as (hey can 
possibly earn a hare existence, preferring to enjoy the excitement of city life rather than return to tho 
country. This has been proved repeatedly by numbers of men refusing legitimate employmeut in the 
country, and preferring to wait their turn once in six or eight weeks on the relief works.

It is, therefore, questionable if these temporary means of assisting the destitute unemployed arc of 
much genuine benefit to them, excepting perhaps in the cases of married men with large families, whose 
circumstances w-ill hardly permit them to go to the country; others too old; and numbers of clerical 
aud professional men unfitted for hard manual labour, such as is required in country pursuits.

The Building Trade,
It is to bo regretted that the building trade, which is generally a reliable index of the condition of 

the labour market, is sf.ill and has been for some time very much depressed.
If the erection of the City Markets bo excepted, very few buildings of any note, either public or 

private, have been erected during the year which would give employment for any length of time. This 
inactivity has had the effect of a reduction in wages, and has caused many of our best mechanics to leave 
the Colony with a view of bettering their condition in "Western Australia and South Africa, in which some 
have succeeded, while others have returned poorer but wiser men.

Tho cause of the depression in the building trade is due chiefly to its having been overdone during 
tho period of the late memorable land boom, when speculation in land, and the erection of buildings in the 
city and suburbs, far exceeded the demand. To the bursting up of the land boom, and the numerous 
financial societies it brought into existence, together with a series of ill-advised industrial disputes, may 
be attributed the chief cause of the severe depression in all branches of labour and industry from which 
the Colony has suffered for years. It is not the want of capital that we are suffering from, but the want 
of confidence. There is plenty of money, but a lack of enterprise through the want of confidence.

There is, however, evidence that tho country is on the “ up grade ” again ; and if the industrial 
classes will only use their experience and common sense in their own interests, confidence between capital 
and labour may again be restored to their mutual advantage.

jS" u mb er o f Unemploy ed.
The number of men apparently unemployed daily seen in and around this city is not a fair 

criterion of the actual state of the labour market generally.
In all largo cities, and especially where the Parliament and Government sit, there can be seen at 

all times a number of men professing to belong to the unemployed. Amongst these, especially in winter 
when work is slack, are a number of genuine working men, who really desire work and anxious to secure 
it in the interests of their families. But there are also a number of those who seldom if ever work or 
desire it. How they live can only be imagined, yet they seem to fatten on idleness and mistaken charity. 
Their chief trade and calling seems to be in button-holeing Members of Parliament and appealing to the 
Government for relief works about the city. And while they can got a few days on wages at these 
works, they frequently refuse legitimate employment in the country.

The attractions of Hyde Park and city life are too much to give up by this sectiou of the unem
ployed. These are invariably the men who make the most noise and give the most trouble to the Labour 
Bureau; and who only degrade their genuine fellow working men.

So far as 1 am able to judge, there are not more than from 3,000 to 4,000 genuine unemployed iu 
Sydney and the suburbs at the present time. It is a most difficult matter fo form an accurate estimate of 
the probable number of genuine unemployed, as a great many of the men attendiug here receive occasional 
work now and then, and cannot for that reason be classified as strictly unemployed ; and in tho 3,000 to 
4,000 mentioned a great proportion of this class is included. ■

The average daily attendance of unemployed at the Bureau is from 150 to 400, excepting when a 
selection takes place of men for relief works. On such occasions, the attendance is doubled at least. 
They come and go all day in the hope of getting something to do. The conduct of the unemployed 
about the Bureau is generally good, excepting when induced and led away to mischief by agitators who 
lack the courage to “ face the music” themselves.

Possickers,
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Fossickers.
Therecenf drought interfered to a, large extent with fossicking and gold-mining all over the Colony.
The industry is of little use unless there is an abundance of water ; and owing to the dearth of 

same, fossickers, and in some cases mines, were compelled to discontinue work. "
_ Tor the year, only 1,G17 men from the city and country were sent to different parts of the Colony 

fossicking. The preceding year 5.20t) men were sent; showing a decrease this year of 3,5G2.
. -A-8 ‘i recognised industry fossicking Las been in operation for the last four years"(hmn^ which

time no less than 20,707 men have been assisted and sent all over the Colony, Several have done well 
others fairly well, and others have made just sufficient to live. ’

, 4 Iliai1 Tecen% calle<l at the Bureau to refund the cost of his railway fare, and stated he and his 
mate joined a party who were working some ground in the Parkes district, which had been abandoned 
some twenty-five years ago. After sinking only 3 feet a very rich reef was struck, for which they had 
been offered £14,000 cash and 6,000 shares by a company that wished to buy them out.

Another man called a short time ago, also to refund the cost of his pass, and stated he left here on 
23rd May last for Cooma, where he had succeeded very well at fossicking, and had come down to Sydney 
for a trip. Two old fossickers, who had made sufficient to take them over to Western Australia, recently 
sent a draft in payment of passes issued them bjr the Department. They stated they were doin" well, 
and had not forgotten the assistance given them by the Bureau when they were hard up and needed it 
most.

A large number of men have combined fossicking with other work, have sent for their families, 
and settled down in tbe country. In this way over 700 families have been sent to join them.
. ^ 18 '"'01’tb noticing that the value of gold won in tho Colony since the fossicking system was
introduced by the Bureau has on the whole steadily increased, as the following totals will show

Year. 07- Value.
£ & tl.

1S91 ....................................... ... 153,336 558,305 12 3
1S92 ....................................... ... 156,870 569,177 17 4
1S93 ....................................... ... 179,283 651,285 15 8
1891 ....................................... ... 324,787 1,156,717 7 7
1S95 ....................................... ... 360,165 1,315,929 0 0
18!)o-G (intermediate period) ... ... 111,024 402,590 0 0
1S90-7 ....................................... ... 275,285 1,014,077 2 3

Wages.
The rate of wages offered at the Bureau was about the same as last year. In some callings there 

has been a slight reduction.
J he Bureau does not, as is generally known, interfere with the terms or conditions of employment. 

Its nmin object is to bring employers and workmen together, leaving it to the parties themselves to make 
their own arrangements.

, cai5eElt however, where an employer offers what is considered a very low wage, we sometimes 
point out that he cannot expect to get a good man at lus rate of wages ; and frequently by these means an 
increase is secured for the man and better class of labour for the employer. *

-It may be of interest to quote a few of the applications for labour, and the wages offered by 
different employers, showing tbe liberal rates and class of work offered by some in contrast to the very 
small wages and the variety of qualifications (accomplishments in some cases) required bv others :—

J. B7; required a married couple The man as boundary rider; the wife to cook and wash for 
overseer. Wages £65 per annum and found—a bonus of £10 'if they gave satisfaction ; rail and coach 
zarcs paid by employer. The couple engaged have since spoken of their employer in the highest terms of 
praise; whilst the employer wrote to express his satisfaction of their services. “

J. J), wrote for a steady reliable engineer for station. Wages first month. £2 10s. per week and 
found ; and afterwards £3 10s. per week and found. Employer and employee have both expressed 
mutual satisfaction.

t ^wrote for two single men of good character, steady, and able to read and write; wages 
£()1 per annum and found, with a rise of £7 per annum to good mem

J. B. wrote for baker, good tradesman, sober and steady; wages £2 per week aud found.
J. G. wrote for gold miners ; wages £2 10s. per week.
Several mechanics have been forwarded to employers at wages 9s. aud 10s. per day of eight hours.'

, In contrast, however, the following instances may be quoted :—
J. F. from the country wrote as follows:—“I want a generally useful man for hotel-work, and 

teach the children for a few hours each day. Must be able to do garden work, milk, kill sheep ; also 
teach music and the piano, and play same for singing and dancing. Wages 20s. per week and found.” 
This gentleman failed to secure a man from the Bureau,

n°k ^ar ft0111 Sydney, wanted a thoroughly reliable, steady, sober, single man to be generally 
■useful and competent to drive his wife out; to wear livery. Wages 2s. per week and found.

J. Jj, writes for an elderly man as tutor for six children, must have good references, bear a good 
character, and be competent. Wages Gs. per week and found.

These few instances are chosen from many similar ones to illustrate the different opinions of some 
emploj'ers as to remuneration of services.

I regret to report that during the year several mechanics refused to accept places in the country 
irom 6s. to 9s per day. Aud others, many of them single men, refused work from 7s. 6d. to 20s. per 
week aud found, but were always eager to receive a turn on any of tbe relief works about Sydney.

Belief
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Relief Works Classified.
Centennial This work (for rations) of levelling the building sites-surrounding Centennial

Park ceased, in February, 1897. Tbe total number of turns of from one to three days (according to tbe 
number in family) worked was 5,027. Of course, as already explained, this does not represent as many 
individuals. The total cost of rations for this work from tho 1st July, 1896, to February, 1897, when it 
was discontinued, was £1,318 19s, lOd,

' Free ifafwns.—The issue of free rations to the families of unemployed, who were in the country 
seekiim employment, commenced in November, 1890. The total number of families were 369, with 
1,501 children. The average number of families receiving free weekly rations was 10. The total cost to 
end of June, 1897, was £80 5s. lid.

Centennial Park.—Yrom the 16th January to 13th February, 1897,106 old men erected 31S) rods 
of fencing. Each pair of fencers were allowed to put up a limited number of rods at 3s. per rod. The 
total cost came to £52 5s, Gd.

It and wick Rifle liidts.—Yiom. April to end of June, 177 old men were employed on piece-work, 
clearing on the Kandwick Itifle Butts, tho cost of which came to £153 Ss. 9d.

Kenshujton, Sfe.—In June, 1,035 received five days" work at Kensington and Centennial Park, at 5s. 
per day, at a total cost of £1,293 15s.

Church and School Lands.—Yb.c clearing and road-making on the Church and School Lands was 
completed in February last; and from the 1st of July, 1896, to that time, 1,034. unemployed, chiefly old 
men, received fortnightly turns at piece-woik ; total cost, £3.716 17s. 7d. A great deal of good work has 
been done by tho unemployed on this estate. No less than 9 miles of streets have been formed and made, 
and 737 acres of land have been cleared and partially fenced. Altogether £10,000 have been expended 
in improving the estate, with a view of letting if in blocks ou long leases, from which, no doubt, a good 
return will be obtained ; and at the same time it has been the means of finding employment for a very 
large number of destitute unemployed.

Sewage Ahm.—During tbe year 2,920 of the unemployed received fortnightly turns as they came 
round ou the .Sewage Farm, Botany, at 6s. per day. A large amount, of levelling and filling up has been 
done in preparing tho land for the 'Western Suburbs Sewerage Scheme. The total cost of this work for 
the rear was £12,913 9s. 1 Id., which has enabled a largo number of the unemployed to find work.

Sheas Creek, Cook's River, and Miuldtj Creek Reclamations—These works have been in progress 
for some years. During the year 2,442 men were employed in fortnightly turns at 7s. per day. The 
total expenditure for the year was £37,941 11s. lOd. This outlay also found employment for a large 
number of unemployed married men. Those selected for the above-mentioned relief works were limited 
to married men only, and the weekly aud fortnightly turns referred to came round about every six or 
eight weeks. ’

The following table uill give tho numbers of men employed on the different relief works and the 
total cost incurred : —

Total number of men employed oa the Centennial Park for rations from 1st July, 189(1, 

to February, 1897................................................................. ................................................................................

dumber of families receiving free relief from November, 1S9E, to Juno 30LU, 1897 ... |

Italions to .............................................................................................................................................................................

Number of old men employ oil on Centennial Park erecting fence...................................................

Number of old men employed clearing at Hand wick Ride Rults .................................................

Number of men employed at Kensington and Centennial Park in J Line ut 5s. per day ... 

'Number of men employed on Church and School Lands, 1st Jnly, 1896, to February, 1897

Men employed on Sewage Farm at Cs. per day.............................................................................................

Shea’s Creek for year at 7s. per day ................................................................................................. ................

Cost of railway fares for year, less amounts received as refunds........................................................

Forest thinning operations—approximate cost.............................................................................................

Railway deviations—approximate co^t .............................................................................................................

Sloek routes—approximate cost .......................................................... -...............................................-...............

A\CL‘^C
Weekly

Number.
Toi-al CosL

£ s. d.

5,027 J52'3 1,348 19 10

Families— 
369

Children—
1,504

^ ICO 80 5 11

* 7 JG 0

100 21-0 52 6 Ij

177 14 7 153 8 0

1,035 517-5 1,293 15 0

1,03-1 3P3 3,716 17 7

2,920 5G-0 12,913 9 11

2,142 17-0 37,944 11 10

4,647 5 8

5.000 0

8.000 0

0

0

..............
2,817 O 0

106-2

£77,793 16 0

Total weekly average number of men
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West Bosran Scmb-clearincr.o o
Tliis work being of a reproductive character cannot therefore be called a relief work, although it 

lias been the means of finding employment for a largo number of the unemployed.
The first batch of men was despatched to the work on Itth September, 1S!)0, when five gangs of 

ten men each were sent to Nyngan. The total number of men sent to this work at different periods up 
to the end of June, ISO?, was as follows :—

N umber of men.

From Sydney—Gl gangs ...........................
Do to fill vacancies ...............

Engaged by Mr. Taylor locally to fill vacancies 
Erom country branches in gangs —

Nyngan...................................................
Bathurst... ............... ... ...
Bourkc ... ... ... ... ...
Cooma ... ... ... ... ...
Goulburn ... ... ... ...
Newcastle ... ... ... ...
Lithgow,.. ... ... ... ...
Taraua...................................................
Orange ... ... ... ... ...
Moama ... ... ... ... ...
Dcniliquin ... ... ... ...
Gundagai ... ... ... ...
laralga ... ... ... ...
Young ............... ... ' ...............
Cooiabah ... ... ... ....

G10
25S
223

20
20
27
10
1!)
25

2
10
20

8
10
10
10
10
10

1,302
Loss number of men abanloncd work, completed blocks, &c. ... ... G20

Number-on the works, 30th June, 1.807 ... ... ... ... ... GS2

Much adverse criticism and unfavourable rommenls have appeared in the press from time to time, 
ami the sumo has found expression on the public platform, re the Bogan .Scrub works, and the small 
wages the men were earning, &c., which, however, has not been borne out by actual results, aa will be 
seen by reference to the paysheets and statements of several of the men who have completed their blocks 
and returned to Sydney. According to the former, a number of the gangs have earned wages varying 
from 4s. Gd. to 0s. Gd. per day each man, whilst two or three of tbe gangs went as high as 14s. and 15s. 
per day each man. It is true that; several of the gangs only made from 2s. Gd. to 3s. 9d. per day, aud in 
some cases even less; but on inquiry the cause has invariably been traced to their own fault, the chief 
reasons being quarrelling among themselves, dissension, laziness, &c., and others have found the work 
unsuitable. .

In a gang of ten men there maybe six really good workers, while the other four might be tbe 
reverse. The good men would be compelled to do the work of the gang, and, as a natural consequence, 
dissatisfaction would creep in, disorganise the gang, and the result would be low wages.

Of course at the commencement of the clearing a large number of men willing and eager to work 
went to the Bogan with the best of intentions, but through inexperience in that class of work, physical 
inability,and the extreme heat in that part of the year, were unable to give cither themselves or tho work 
a fair trial. The result was low returns, which a great many, not taking iuto account the causes mentioned, 
seemed only too eager to attribute to the low prices offered. As a matte’r of fact, the prices ou some 
blocks which at first gave a very low return have since proved sufficient to permit good men earning 
liberal wages.

Only recently, a man received a letter from a gang working on the Bogan, informing him of a 
vacancy, aud instructing him to call at the Bureiu and apply for same. Among other things the writer 
staled the following: -■ 1 have had a look very near all through the block, and by what I have seen of it 
I tiiiiik if you can bring a couple of good men such as 1 have mentioned, wc can make good wages by all 
working well together. Wo arc getting 3s. per acre, and witli a full gang last month wc made £4 JOs. 
per man clear of everything.”

It has been proved beyond doubt that all gangs that work together amicably and unitedly can earn 
good wages on tbe Bogan.

Many of the men who completed their blocks and returned have informed me that those who would 
work together could do well; and, perhaps, the best evidence of this is that almost every one of these are 
anxious to return to the Bogan,

Tho cost of living is not as high as is frequently stated aud generally supposed. One man writing 
to the Bureau from tho Bogan for men to fill vacancies in his gang went on to state that they were doing 
very well, and that their living cost 5s. 3d. per man per week ; but added that the living was plain, yet 
good, and did not inelude “ pickles, jam, cigarettes, or bottled beer.”

Others have stated tliat plain living costs from Gs. to 10s. per man per week.
Tiie men themselves formed their own gangs, and have always been told to select men who are 

suilable for the work, and who would agree and work unitedly together.
The heavy rush in the first instance to form gangs and get away was the cause no doubt of a num

ber of men getting into gangs altogether unsuitable for and unable to do-a fair share of tho work. Tiie 
character of tho country in the density of the scrub, &c., of course effected tho earnings of the block eacli 
month.

Taking the bad with the good, however, the average earnings of the men came to about Gs. per 
day. And taking an all round view of tbe work, good busbmen admit that the prices per acre and the 
wages earned are the best paid unskilled labour at present in the Colony.

Some
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_ Some of the families in Sydney of the married men have been advanced provisions, the cost of 
which has been deducted from their earnings, till they are able to send their wives money.

. 9' Taylor> Officer-in-chargc of the West Bogan Scrub Works, very kindly furnished mo
with a short review of the Bogan scrub clearing from its inception up to the end of June, which I append 
hereto :— 1L

“ In compliance with the request contained in your letter of the 21st instant, I am writing a 
somewhat .mrried summary of the work done in ringing, cutting down, and grubbing the timber and 
scrub upon the large area of public land situated on what is commonly known as the West Bogan.

‘'bo far as lam concerned the work actually commenced on the 2Sth August, ISO j, when Mr. 
Forester Condell and myself left Sydney for Nyngan, to initiate the business by inspecting a few blocks 
situated on the holdings known as W^est Bogan ^"o, 1, Budgeiy, and Hermidale.

‘ I his work nvas soon completed, and on the 15th of the following month fifty men arrived at 
Nyngan, to start operations in accordance with the specifications. Since that time the business has been 
kept going, and remunerative and reproductive work 1ms been found for upwards of 1,263 men, 
drawn from all conditions of life, but the majority of whom were strangers to work of this description, 
and some strangers to work of any description. The principal portion of the work is located on. the 
southern side of the Nyngan-Cobar railway line, for about 40 miles, the area forming a triangle, the 
apex of which is about 20 miles from the base.

“ In addition, however, the work has been conducted on more scattered areas alono- the Nyngan' 
Bourke railway, extending as far as Coolabab, a distance of 47 miles. °

“ The total area of the blocks that have been let under the terms of the West Bogan Agreement up 
to the 30th ultimo^ is 385,354 acres, and of this total 201,940 acres had, it is estimated, been dealt with 
up to that date. The actual cost of the work for the period in question may be set down at £20,000. 
To my thinking the State has started a useful, and what will eventually become a profitable, undertaking, 
and has afforded a large number of unfortunate and thriftless individuals an opportunity of keeping 
tnoniselves abo^v g the reach of want, and of those referred to, many, owing to their weaknesses, will never 
bo able to do more than this, nor, indeed, do they seek it, To the hard working and careful it has 
presented a means of acquiring money, whereby they have been enabled to drift into other avenues of 
employment, to which they are more suited. All reasonable effort has been made to assist those desiring 
work to obtain an equivalent for it. The State has come to the assistance of men in an absolutely 
penniless condition, and supplied them with the wherewithal to support themselves. Tents, tools, and all 
other implements^ necessary have been supplied on credit, the goods being purchased wholesale, and 
retailed at cost price. Under the “butty-gang” system, which is in force here, the men are in a great 
measure their own masters. In some instances the gangs which left Sydney have remained and completed 
the works undertaken, with apparently little internal dissension. In the majority of cases, however, there 
have been many changes. Men have found the work unsuitable and the conditions of life strange to them. 
Others have been unable to perform the work, and others, again, unwilling to do so. These have drifted 
back to the populous centres. The men who have stuck to the task have earned what must bo regarded 
as good wages for bush work, when compared with that paid by private employers, and it may be safely 
asserted that the average wage would equal Gs. per day. In operating upon an area of, say, 5,000 acres 
of land some time must necessarily elapse before a gang of ten could complete its contract, and in fixing 
the price to be paid per acre for the work the earnings would of course be variable. It has come to pass 
that one month men would find it hard to pay the cost of living, whilst the next would find them in 
comparative affluence. This has caused many to abandon the work as unrennmerative, with the result 
that they have gone back to absolute distress, and once more found it necessary to seek assistance from 
the Government Labour Bureau. In some cases 1 have found that the earnings of a gang for the first 
month has been as low as 2s. Gd. per day, but this is invariably due to the fact that the men are not in 
condition, and their hands are not equal to the lask of wielding an axe, or a slasher, all day. This defect 
soon disappears, and then better wages are earned. ‘The improvement in the condition of the men is soon 
apparent in more ways than one, but principally by the paysheets. I have quite lately seen instances of 
men returning to Sydney affer six months work here, with accumulated savings, after having provided for 
their families in Sydney, amounting to £20, and it is not too much to say that it would have taken a much 
longer f'me for them to have been in such a position had they been in the locality of some city.

“ So rfa1' 88 1 ain ‘iMe to ascertain, at this late date, the total number of men sent from Sydney 
amounts to 7G2, but ns there have in the past been so many changes from one gang to another, it is* hard 
to keep any accurate record, and in fact I have not tried to do so knowing that the information would he 
available elsewhere. I have set down the total number of men that have, been employed from time to 
time as 1,2G3, hut the total is also swollen by the defections from one gang to another.

“ At the expiration of the last half year the total number employed amounted to 586. 
u I*" c jn^uct any works under the same system, it appears to me that better results

would be obtained if the works were allotted in smaller areas, and by that means the number of men in a 
gang could be reduced. Some discretion should be exercised by the Government in the selection of the 
gangs, and as far as possible men of the same nationality or creed should bo placed together, and married 
and single men should form separate gangs. When the gangs arrive here I find that the men in many 
instances are absolute strangers to each other, the only tie that binds them being their common poverty. 
After the first payment this bond soon disappears and trouble commences. Men who are not kindred 
spirits .ye sent to Coventry and forced to leave the gang, and in some cases are voted out. It is no good 
for a minority to battle against this condition of affairs, and the only way out of the difficulty has been to 
find them a place in some other gang. It is a fact, and one that admits of no contradiction, that the 
greatest trouble and difficulty these men have had to contend with is the comparative absence of unity. 
Co-operation in labour is not the success that the theory of it teaches us. J*
ji • ?ne wor^ coylusion as regards these men. My experience has shown me a strong desire on 
their part to meet all their liabilities, and it can be staled that the losses sustained by the many trades
people and dealers, with whom they are brought in contact, have been trivial. The same can be said as 
regards their obligations to the Crown, and the cheerfulness and readiness with which they defray the 
cost of railway fares, tents, tools, &c,, calls for all praise.”

Bcfunds.
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Refunds,
T1,<? fiuiount received as refunds of railway passes, Ac., for the year was £2,801- 10s, 2d., or £1,3/1 

less than ror the previous year. The total amount received as refunds since the refund system was adopted 
™,r-years aud teH u,onll>H) is £14,018 8s. 4d. There is still a larKc sum owiug, viz., over 

£u0,259 Os. ivery opportunity is taken to collect arrears of payments, by the frequent issue of circulars, 
&c., and also through the country agencies. '

Registry Offices.
During the existence of the Bureau numbers of persons engaged through registry offices for 

employment m the country have applied to me for railway passes to enable them to reach their destina
tion, and in all cases which I believe to be genuine I have granted such passes, at the same time taking 
an order on the employer m each case for a refund.

My experience, however, of these registry offices during the existence of the Bureau leads me to 
the conclusion that a great many abuses exist in connection with them which might, and should be 
remedied. ° ’ ’
v J-11 e }ntc,‘est ^ unemployed themselves I would strongly recommend that these ofdces be 
lieensecL and placed under Government; supervision. Tho principal reason that prompts me to ''n-ino- this 
matter specially under notice that I am satisfied that several of those professing to have obfained 
employment through registry offices have been victimised. After spending, perhaps, all they possessed in 
registry fees, they have found themselves stranded m a strange place, without employment and without 
the means of existence whilst they looked for it. Only recently there were several such cases in Court 
when in some instances substantial damages wore awarded. " * ’

1)1 interests of all those seeking employment through these offices, I would strongly recommend 
that an Act be passed legalising all such offices, and placing them under the supervision of "the Govern
ment, so that poor people may not be victimised,

I understand such a measure is at present engaging the attention of the Victorian Legislative 
Assembly, and were such an Act passed in this Colony it would result in benefit to the unemployed and 
be a source of revenue to the State. 1 J

Country Branches.
mi i ^rrm<dles (forty-two in number) have been for the most part in operation since March 18S)G 
ihey havo been the means of furnishing the head office with the state of the labour market in the various 
districts of the Colony and the probable number of unemployed in the country. Thev have also generally 
assisted with any information required, as well ns collected refunds for railway fares, Ac.
. d'he annual reports from the different agencies are hereto attached, giving the nature of the chief 
industries, rate of wages, &c., in each district, iroin which it will bo seen that labour and industry has 
improved generally throughout the Colony, especially since the breaking up of the drought, and also that 
ihc juiinbers of the unemployed nre diminishing.

■ i 7ho/otal num!3ey registered at the branches during the year was 1,253, and the total number 
assisted and sent to work was 534. The amount of refunds of fares collected by the agents for the year 
was £159 15s. 9d. ■ j o j

^ return is also attached, showing in detail the numbers registered and sent to einplovmcnt bv the 
different branches for cadi month of the year ending 30th June, 1897. ' ^

Summary.
it ec- T1,e “HmlJer of unemployed registered at the Bureau Head Office during the year was 6,427 (or 
7 bdo Jess than the previous year), of which 2,498 were married men with 4,608 children depending on 
them, ami 3,929 were single men. 1 b

The total number assisted and sent to work for the year was 13,718, or a decrease of 6,858 to that 
oi the previous year, and /.291 more than the number registered; but this is owing to the fact that many 
registered in previous years were sent to different jobs during the year, in some cases to five or six

The number of fossickers for the year was 1,047, or 5,446 less than tho previous year due to tho 
drought referred to. *

'J’he number of arrivals from the other colonies (viz., 676) shows a decrease of 320 as compared 
with that or the previous year (viz., 99G). 1

1 may mention that no assistance is rendered to those coming from the other colonics until they 
nave resided m the Colony sis months. J

The number of those registered at the Bureau who were arrested for drunkenness and other 
offences during the year, and whose tickets were taken from them and forwarded to this office by the 
police, was 210, as against 307 for the previous year—a decrease of 97.

_ The late secretary, Mr. P. E. Bloxham, severed his connection with the Bureau in February last 
having been appointed Governor of 1I.M. Gaol, Goulburn. The office of secretary has been abolished! 
Mr Btoxbam liamagC] !l8 c”ie* cl<:rk’ 'vas Promoled to carry out tho duties previously perfonned by

Having altered the beginning and ending of the annual report to that of the Government financial 
yefir, 1 have the honor to append au intermediate detailed report from 18th February to 30th June 1896 
which brings the figures up to date. ’ ’

On behalf of the staff I have pleasure in stating that the various duties in eonneclion with the 
Bureau were never bettor or more expeditiously carried out than at present.

JOSEPH GREEK,
Superintendent.

I-NTEJlilEDlATE
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IsiKEinaii.vTJi Ketckn, from Pobraary 18th to .Tune 30th, 1S9G.

Number registered......... ..................................................................... -............................................................. .btiSS

Assisted and sent to u ork .................................................................................... . ................................. 5,3:27

Amount of collections................................................................................................................£1,227 7s. 7d.

CLiVESiricATioi'S of Trades and Occupations registered during tho year ending 30lh June
comparison of same with previous years.

1897, and a

Trades. 1303-04.

Accountants............................
Acrobats ...................................
Actor? ........................................
Agents........................................
Architects.................................
Art decorators .....................
Artesian-well borers .........
Artists ........................................
Artists’ models ...................
Aspha Iters ..........................
Assayers .................................
Auctioneers...........................
Bicon-cnrers...........................
Bakers ...................................
Ballad writer .......................
Barbers......................................
Barmen amt boots .................... |
Barrister ......................................
Basket-makers............................
Bellows-makers ......................
Billiard-markers....................... ,
Blacksmiths and strikers .. |
Boatbuildora...............................
Boatmen ......................................
Boiler-makers ............................
Bone-earvers .......................... I
Bookbinders .............................. |
Book-keepers ............................ i
Boot-finishers ami operators 
Bootmakers....................................|

Box-makers....................................'
Brassfinisbers .......................... I
Brassmonlders .................
Bi-assworkcrs ............................
Brewers and hands....................j
Bricklayers ...............................  j
Bookmakers...............................
Bridge hands ...............................I
Brnsbmakers .............................
Builders ......................................
Bushmen ......................................... |
Butchers .........................................
Butieis ..............................................'
Cabinet-makers ......................... |
Cabmen...........................................
Candle-makers .......................
Cannistcr-inaker..........................
Canvassers .................................  [
Cardbox-makers......................... I
Carders, wool ..............................
Caretakers ................................... |
Carpenters ...................................
Carpet-layers ..........................
Carriers............................................ [
Carters ...................................
Carvers ....................................
Casemakers ..........................
Cellarmen...............................
Cliaiumcn .............................
Cbairmnkers..........................
Cliareoal-buiTiei'S................
Chemists ...............................
Chimney-sweeps ..............
Cigarette-makers..............
Circus hands..........................
Civil engineers.....................
Clay-modellers..................
Old ks and accountants .
Cloth-weavers .....................
Coach-borly-makers..........
Coachmen..............................
Coach-painters ..............
Ooacbsmitlis..........................
Coal-trimmers ....................
Commercial travellers...
Compositors ........................
Condiment-makers .........
Confectioners .................
Cooks.......................................
Coopers .................................

183i-0:i. 1S95-00

I

I
3

' IdO 
2

30

1
201

4

"'74 

" "4

S6
3

0
206

SI
Hi

1
5

"ib'd

10

lf>
576

348

23

1
20+

" 41 

6 
5

15

S
314

S

3
i

100

21
' ' 2 

1
'l74

2

' 33

""g

2
77

3
4

' "c

123
SG

0
4

"iuo

190

2G

16
537

1

321

’ G

3 
1!)

]

"12
1

.....

4 
1

263
o

12
17
11
15

"20
61
’1
14

262
13

lSUG-07. Trades.

0
1
2
1

" "si
0
1 
1

120
’ 1 

21

14
33!)

472

" 5

]
20 

. ...
17

4
1

2G4
1
8

10
13

9

'”l3 
92 

.. ..

275
18

II
4 J Coppersmiths ................

... I Cordial-makeis ...........
. | Curriers...............................
3 Cuttess (tailors) ...........
3 I) Hairy bands ...................
. ji Dealers and hawkers .

j! Dentists.

2
15G

2
1

26
1
7

....

201 
S |

" ib 1

ii
1101 
'8 , 
!9 

1
'iss
212

1
11

44

2 I Divers .................
Draftsmen..............
Drainers . ...
Drapers...................
Drove: s.................

. | Djcrs . . -■
SU Blcclricians . .

1 Klectioplaters ,
2 1 Engine-drivers ..
0 Engineers............
1 Engravers .. . .
5 ' Factory hands ..

... | Faim hands ....
2 , Farriers .

68 Fellmongcrs.......................
2 V Fencers...........................................

. . Firemen and fuinacimen .
10 l' Fishermen....................................
... | Fitters ...........................................
0 Florists .........................................
3 |Foundry hands.

30 Frame-makers (picture) ..
SO ' French polishers

1 Furnaceinan,

1
1

11
1

1S1
1

S' Calvanizcrs ...............................
2 !'Gaidcnerr,......................................

. ... Cnsfitfers .......................................
2 , Genera 11 v urefnls.....................

46 'Glass-makers .............................
25 | Glnra-stainers ............................
12 rGla/.icrs .........................................

... Goldsmiths ...............................
. .. |j Graziers...........................................

140 Greengroeeis ............................
144 li Grocers...........................................

... i; Grooms...........................................
2 Gilders.............................................

.. . 1 Gunsmiths ...................................
Hun'dressers.................................
Haii-woikeiR .......... ................
TIariiess-makers ........................
Hat-finishers ..........................

... I Hatters...........................................
G jlieibulists .................................

150 HorFc-eollar makers .......
... ‘ Horse-tvaineis............................

Hydropatlusts............................
Inkmokci's .................................
Iron-diessers ..........................

. Iroufoundcrs...............................
3 I Ironmongers...............................
3 J Iron-moulders ............................
1 iron-turners...............................

... | Ironwork era ...............................
4 ,Ivory-turners ............................
I .Tammakers .................................

... j .1 spanners......................................

. Jewellers ............ .........................

.. 1 Jockeys..........................................
Journalists ...............................
Kitchomueti ...............................

... Labourers....................................
G |Laundry bands............................

10 iLawcleiks .................................
6 P Load-workers ............................
1 | Leather-dressers .......................
1 Ij Lecturers......................................
G I' Lithographers ............................

18 1 Locksmiths .................................
4 t Lumpers ......................................
2 | Machine hands...........................

15G ] Machinists ...............................
II !'Marble masons..........................

155

1
IW-CU. 1

1
1394-05.

180ii-3i}. J

4 1
n | 10 8 3
8 1 4 s 5

1 i
60 1 43 41 31)

21 04 42
1' O J 1

j 4
.. . 8 6 O

3 I 4 9
44 1 57 1 30 16

... . | 3 ,
3 1 , 3 ->

4 9 7 1

' nb Vbii so 51
158 138 100 id

‘1 6
n

473 407 222 208

JI 5 20 15
3 67 69 I 55
3 3 1 1

90 GS 69 42
.. 4 15 12

10 20 42 12
J 3
1 33

O I
3

14 15 11 4
1 ....... j

......... 3
1 1

luo 152 137 SG

7G2
• •
set] "345 £08

4
3 3

......... 1 ....

......... ......... 1

86 ~72 73 33
33S 323 572 160

1
3 3

33 21 24 b

......... .... 6
....... 1

4 1 3

" "2
4 ' .. .

1 3
1

1
13 12 20 9
03 22 39 9

3! 0 4
23 1C 25 7

: " i

1 i
5 4 5 i

O 1
12 ii S 4

'>
3,285 4,54s 0,152 : 2,274

1 2 1 1 1
1 6 1 .......
1 1 .

1 1 i

" ' 1 s
2 7 3
2

1
26 13 2 5

10
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Trades, &c, 1893-91. isor 0i ISOj-OS. ne-07.
! Trades, fee.

ISDS-fli, 1894-95. 1893-Ofi. ISO 11-97.

Marble-polighera........................ n i 3 1
Murine engineers....................... 2 5

1
1

Married couples ..................... 42 39 17 3
Masom (stone)............................ 134 133 110 00
Master mariners....................... 3 1 S 2 1

183
3

Matmakcrs......................... 1 763
3

299
2

1S3
Medical doctors ......... 1
Merchunts.................................. 1 3

9Messengers ............................. 1 1
Metal-polishers ........................ 1 "26 31 16 7Mill hands ........................ 2
Millers ........................ S 8 13 4 0
Millwrights................................... 4 1 ' 1 Stone-polishers (litho.) ......... 1Miners ............................................. 1,200 2,110

3
90 24

60
1,200

5
670 35

55Mining engineers.......................
49

Minin? survevorn .... 1 Stove makers .......... .
Modellers........................................ ~Tg
Musicians ............................ 6 5 9
Naturalists ............................. 1 i 1Navvvs..................... Surveyors........................................ 10

71
4

Oilmakers............................. " i
50

2
7

24
3
1

17

Oliver smiths ........................
Opticians ..............  . . 1 o 1 Tfdlow-makers ....... ................... i

$
1

14

a*

Orchard hands................... 14 25 24 10 15
Organ-tuners ............................. ......... i Teachers of singing.................
Ovcninakcvs........................ 4 1Overseers ........................................ 8 1 1
Tuckers......................................t IS 8 13 4 I

9Painters and papethangers.. 245 190 185 95 Tentmakers .................................. 4 11 1
Taper-makers ........................ 1 Ticket-writers ........................ i
Taper-rulers.................................. 3 1 Tile hands...................................... 9 2Pastrycooks ....................... . .. 8 Timber vardsmen .................. 3 3
I’attern-makers ........................ 2 0
Photo'GncfraveirR.............. ......... Tinsmiths ...................................... ' 4i 31 ~3i 16

IPhotographers.......................... i 12 in 5 Tobacco hands............................ 3 8Piano-tuners....................... O 1 Tobacconists...................................
Tram conductors........................Picture framers (see frame .........

makers). Tuck-pointers ............................
Pile-drivers ................................. i 2 14 19

1
3Pipe-layers ................................... 1 o 0

Plasterers ........................................ 117 81 Du 17 Typewriters...................................
Plate-layers................................. 2 I 8 i 1
Plumbers ............................ 112 SO 70 38 Undertakers................................... 2

13Porters ........................................ 6 1] 0 ii 19
Portmanteau-makers.............. 1 I 1 Valuators........................................
Potters ................................... G O G 1 Vegetable gardeners ..............
Poultry-farmers ........................ 1 Venetian-blind makers ....... o 3 3
Printers............................................. 87 59 52 2+ 1Quarry men ................................... 56 no 112 14

■r • ■ ■ ■
1Kivettcrs .................................... 3 2 1

Ropemakcrs................................. 2 3 1 Vocalists.......................................... i 1
Rubble masons............................. 1 1 31

11
3

38
9

37 16
Rulers (machine)........................ 3

9Saddle and harness makers.. 43 40 18 Warehousemen ........................ 23 3
Sailmakers ..................................... 1 fi 10 5

1Salesmen............................... 21 40 27 10
Sawmakers .................................. 1 1
Saw-sharpeners ........................ 1 27 99 20

3Saw-mill hands ....................... 3 2
Sawyers............................................. 38 32 39 10 i1 iv*kE.i*fvu rntmc-jiicikt^m 1Seamen ........................................... 20 135 "Tsii "Ho
Shearers..................................... 29 158

1
165 72 j Wire-mattress-makevs ......... 3

4Shearing-machinists .............. 6
Ship’s caulkers............................ 1 1

G
2

Ship's plumbers ........................ 2 5 10
12Shipwrights................................... 20 27 30 7

Shorthand writers ................ 16
Showmen ...................................... 1 r>2 22 14
Signwritcrs .............................. 0 3 3
Silver polishers ........................ 1 Callings not classified ......... 76 53 3
Slaters .......................................... 3 5 1
Slaughtermen ............................. 3 12,145 13,575 14,062 6,427

Dktail Summary of Registrations for tho year ending 30th June, 189".
Local registrations .. ... . . , 3,444

( From the Colonies , 667 ... 7
Arrivals , ... | ^'ot'*'b. South. West. L 2,983

( 700 885 722 .. ... 2,307 ... J
Total registrations............................... ................... ... 6,427
Married men .............................. ... 2,493
Single men............................................... ... 3,929
Children self-supporting ... , ... 2,259
Cl ildren dependent ... . ... 4,608

Wren represented ... . ... 6,867

34S—B Report
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Repoei showing the number of arrivals from tho other Colonies, the United Kingdom, and Foreign parts, 
and residents here, all within sis months during the year ending 30th .Tune, 1897; and a comparison 
of same with previous years :—

From. 1S93-1S9*. 1SSH-1S95. 1S05-1S90. 1S9C-1S9L

Queensland ............................................................................................... 332 1S8 170 204 204

Victoria........................................................................................................... 598 413 200 177 91

South Australia ...................................................................................... 67 34 37 42 17 .

Western Australia............................................................................. . 20 21 130 6G So

Tasmania..................................................................................................... no 60 51 40 12

New Zealand ........................................................................................... 190 104 2S9 30C 94

United Kingdom...................................... ............................................... 301 142 114 94 SL

foreign parts ............................................................................... ........... 147 95 110 67 S2

Totals ............................................................................ 1,771 1,057 1,101 906 676

TJetuett of Police Reports for the year ending 30th June, 1897; and a comparison with previous years:—

Offences. 1892-1S93. leos-isiM. 1804-1895 1305-1S06. 1S96-1S0V.

Artillery desertion ...................................................................................................... . 1 ,,,,,, ,,

Begging and vagrancy ........................................................................ .................... 11 9 5 4 9

Breaking, &c. (suspected) ...................................................................................... C 4 ‘ 1 3 4

Drunkenness....................................................................................................................... 290 118 114 223 136

2

False pretence.................................................................................................................. 6 2 4 1 1

6 1

Indecency.......................................................................................................... S 2 5 5

Language.............................................................................. ............................................ n 11 11 16 17

1 1

Riotous and assault...................................................................................................... 21 22 s 20 12

Theft ................................................................................................................................... 34 25 27 24

Utforin? ........................ . . . ... ...................  .............. 1

Wife desertion................................................................................................................. 4 2 1

Totals .............................................................................................. 399 195 ■153 307 2 L0

COMPAEATIYE STATEMENT.
Showing remits for the years ending Yith February, 1S93-4-5-G, and 30//; June, 1897.

Table giving the number registered for each of the above years ; number assisted and sent to work for 
the same periods ; amounts refunded for railway passes and miners’ rights ; number of fossickers 
sent out from Sydney and Country (inclusive), together with increase or decrease under each head. 
Note.—This return does not include those men who wore employed on the different lielief Works 
for rations only, and it will he noted there is a broken period accounted for owing to altering the 
date of our annual reports to suit the financial year, viz., 1st July to 30th dune.

Years. Number Increase Number 
assisted and Increase Refunded for 

railway jmsscs
Inmnsc Number

of
Increase

or Remarks.
registered. duereitsc. sent to 

work. decrease and
minein’ rights. decrease. fossickers. decrease.

1393 18,600 8,154
£ s. d. 

1,135 16 1
£ s. d.

Fossickers vrete
not sent out

1394 12,145 D, 6,45n 10,319 r. 2,195 2,676 10 0 1.1,540 13 11 4,516 the first year.

1395 13,576 I. 1,430 16,380 r. 6,031 2,477 16 8 D. 198 14 4 10,718 1.6,202

1S9G 14,062 I. 487 20,576 I. 4,196 4,235 19 6 1.1,758 3 10 7,093 D.3,625

Intermediate
18 Feb.to 30 June

J 3,283 5,327
■ ],227 7 7 1,733

1397 6,427 D. 7,635 13,718 D. 6,858 2,864 19 6 D.1,371 0 0 1,647 D. 5,446

Total................... 68,092 74,504 14,618 8 4 25,707



GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.

Tablk allowing various trades and callings to which persons have been assisted and sent to work in town and
i ^ country; summary of wages recorded; together with comparative figures for twelve months ending 17th
. February, 180(1, and twelve months ending 30th June, 1807.

Trades and Callings.

Year ending 17th Feb., 
ISM.

Year ending 30th June, 
1897.

Increase. Decrease. Wages Recorded.

Toun. C oun to Total. Town.
1

Country' Total.
i

Town. |countrvj Town. Country
1890. 1807.

Accountants ................... 1 3 4 3 3
Artists’ moili'ls ............... 2 2 .i*
Asphnlkirs ........................ i ... 1 7 2

"55
2

Itukers .............................. 2 ui EG 4 so
Barbers .......................... 8 8 4 4
Barmen ............................ 1 1 1 2
Boc-fanner......................... «»< _ | 1 1
Billiavcl-miu'kcrs ............ ... 3 3
Bird-t.ni])|)Orfi................. 2 2
Blnclteiuil.lis .................. 33 25 G8 20 31 57
Boatbuildera ..................1 1 1
Boiler-iimkers................... 10 4 14 8 3 11
Bootmakers ................... 2 22 24 2 12 14 I
Brass-Cnislirrs .............. 2 2 4 1 5
Bra^-mouldorg .............. 1 1
Brewer:’ hnnds.............. • • ■ ... 1 3 4
Bit ckla vers........................ 77 45 122 73 35 108
Brickmakers ................... 14 14 5 5
Bridge hands................... 2 11 13 4 4 8
Briuhinnkers................... 1 ... 1 ... \
Bullock-drirors .............. 1 1
Busbmeu .......................... 29 65 84 24 - 82 106
Bufclier: ............................ H 89 103 8 91 91
Cabinet-makers .......... 7 7 1 1
CanYassers ......................... 58 9 C7 17 1 18
Caretakers ......................... 2 5 7 2 2
Carpenters and joiners. 101 8k 278 117 G9 186
Carpenters (brid}'?) ... G 24 30 3 45 48
Carpenters (ship) .... 5 5 2 2
Carpet-layers ................. 1 1
Cascnrokors....................... »I4 2 2 2 2
Chemists.............................. 1 1 ...
Clerks................................... 3 1C 19

is 13
Coach trades ................ 11 2 13 4 2 G
Concrete hands .............. 5 5
Confcrlioiicrs.................... 1 1
Cooks ................................... 30 122 152 7 81 88
Coopera ■............................ 4- 4 8 2 2
Coppersmiths................... 1 , 1
Curriers and tanners,.. 5 G 11 1 1 2
Dairy hands ............ 9 7 1G
Doctors .............................. 1 1 ... ...
Draftsmen ......................... . .» 1 1
Drainers .............................. 5 5
Drapers ..................... 2 G 8 7 7
Drivers .............................. 134 10 144 El 13 44
Drovers........................... 1 1 7 7
Dyers ................................... 3 3 ...
Engine-drivers .............. 7 30 37 3

is 18
Engineers ........................ 0 8 14 3 n 14

i, electric ......... 8 8 ...
„ refrigerating 1 1 ...
,i mining ......... 3 3 ...

Fnctorv hands .............. 1 1 ... ...
Fanil and orehard hands 37 140 18G 12 no 122
Fell mongers ................... 2 G3 65 ... 34 34
Fencers .............................. 4 3 7 9 9
Firemen .............................. 5 3 8 3 3
Fishermen ......................... 1 1 4 4
Flour-mill heads ......... 5 5
Frcnch-polishcrs ......... 2 1 3 1 1
B uriiacomcn ................. 1

iz 13
CalVEuiiscd-iron workers . 5 2 7 ...
Gardeners ......................... 50 38 88 20

is 35
G-mionil usefuls .............. 228 233 461 187 112 299
GInziers .............................. i 1
Governesses & female* 

per van Is, etc.
10 227 237 1 93 94

Grocers .............................. 1 5 G 4 4
Grooms ........................ . 20 23 49 37 22 59
Gum-pickers .................... 1 1
Hawkers.............................. 2 1 8
JCorse-broakors .............. 1 1
ITorsc-elippcrs .............. 8 8
Hospital attondints . . 5 2 7 2 3 S
Iron-fitters ..................... 6 3 9 18 10 23
Ironmongers .................... 1 1
Ironmo aider:................... 1 4 5 2 2
Ironturnors ....................... 10 G 16 3 \ 3 6

2
& ... ! Contract .................... Contract.

2 1 ... 1 25s. to 60s. per week 20a. to SOs.pervteek.
4 15b. to 30s. per week 15s. to SOs. per week

1 1
1' Not staled.
3 15s. to 20j. & found.

2 Own account.
G 7 25:. (0 50s. per week 20s to 50s per week.
1 Not stated.

2 1 le, per hour.............. Is. per hour.
10 Current.

2 1 Is. per hour.............. Is. per hour.
1 . * . Is. per hour.............. Is. per hour.

1 3 . . . 25s. to 30s.
4 10 75. to 0s. per day ... 7b. to 9s. per day.

9 Contract .................... Con tract* 7s. p.dfty.
2

1
7 63, to 8s. per day ... 1b. per hour.

20s. per week, found.
27 6 10s. to 17s. Gd........... 12=. Gd. to 20s.

2 G 15s. lo 4-Os.................... 15s. to 40s.
6 ... Is. per hour.............. Is. per hour.

41 8 Salary & commission Salary & commission
G 5b. to 15s...................... 5s. to 12s. Gd.

77 15 Ga. to 8s. .......... Gs. to 9s. per day.
21 3 la. per hour.............. 6s. to Gs. per day.

. . 3 Is. per hour .............. If. per hour.
I Is. per hour.
2 2 Piecework.

... 1
3 3 15s. to 50s.
7 7s. to 9s< .............. . Is. per hour it pieco.

5
1

10d. p.hour & piece.

23 "d-l 10s. to 40s................... 12s. Gd. to 35b.
2 4 1 a. hour mid piece.. Is. hour and piece.

"4
1
6

la. hour and piece..

9 7 ...
1

Ss. to ] 5s.

1 Not stated.
5 - , 1 s. per hour.

1 2 15s., found to 40s... £1, found to 40s,
3 103 10s. to 20s.,found... 12s. Gd. to 25b. , found
G

3
15s. to 20s., found.

4 lo 25s. to 35s.
3 3

’"i

’"s

1
3

—to 70s.

25 39 Ss. to 20s...................... 8s. to 20s.
2 29 6s. to 7b.

5 8 Contract ................ Contract, & Gs. to 7s.
2 3 6s. per day.

3 On own account*
5 • £1 to 25s., found.

1 1 Is. per hour.
1 13

"‘S "2 .............. 6s. per day.

30 23 8s. to 20s. 10s. to 27b. Gd.

x
41 121 Gs. to 20s. 5:. to 20s.

~9 134 .............. 8s. to.158.

1 1 15s. to 35s.
11 1 KB. to 20a.

1
2 i

Piece.

1 Per head.
8 Per head.

1 3 £50 to £70 pr. ann.
7 7

1
... Is. per hour.

_1 2 Is. per hour.

... 7 3 le. por hour................ Is. per hoar.

* This Include: a number ot wiies, mth children, going to join their husbands, who tmd preceded them and made homes in the countiy.
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Trades and Callings.

Year ending 17th Feb , 
lb!)G.

Year cmlintr 30th June, 
1897. Increase.

Town. Country Total. Town. County} Total. Town. Country

Ironworkers ................... 2 i ■ 3 2 2 i
.Tammakers .................... 4 4
Jewellers ........................ 3 3
Journalist ......................... J 1 i
Kite!) oilmen ................... 25 25 5 5 10 5
labourers ......................... 731 699 1,430 177 ■ 247 424

„ Bogan Scrub 905 905 90S
„ Botany Sew- 2,920 2,920 2,920

age Farm.
„ Cent. Park A 2,602 2,602 1003 1,003

Kensington.
„ Forest llopt. 1,367 1,307 27 27
„ Railway lie- 40 49 49

parturient.
,, Randvickon 1,282 1,282 1,034 1,034

Church and
School Lands

,, Quarries . , 32 32 32
„ Kille Kangc 177 177 177
„ Shea’s Ck.... 2,415 2,415 2,441 2 442 27
,. Slockltoutes GO 69 GO

laundry hands ............ 2 2 2
locksmiths ..................... 2 2
Machinists (Iron)....... 4 4 4
Karri ed couples.............. G-12 DD-150 192 0-10 51-102 112
Masons, marble ............ 3 5 8 1 1

„ rubblo .............. 10 8 IS 10 8
,, atone .............. 16 19 33 29 2 31 13

Meat preservers 1 1 1
Millers................................... a— 1 1 1
Millwrights ................... 2 2 2
Miners ...................... . 184 ISt 7 143 155 kr

,, Fossickers from 3,917 3,917 1,326 1,326
City.

„ Fossickers from 2,749 2,749 208 208
Country.

„ Bights onty ... «7 427 113 113
Mina jiinnn'icib .............. 2 2 2
Oilmakers (Eucalyptus) 1 l 1
Piiinlora mid paper- 100 29 138 ris 19 87
, hangers.
Pattcm-nmkers (Iron) 8 3 11 2 1 3
Photographers .............. ] 1
Pipe-layers......................... 5 3 8 G G 1
Pise-builders .................... 2 2
Plasterers ........................ 10 5 15 15 6 21 5 1
Plate-layers .................... 15 15 5 9 14 5
Plumbers.............................. 12 6 18 12 9 21 3
Printers & compositors 2 t 9 2 3 5
Qymrrvmen ..................... 50 6 56 18 7 25 i
Biretters (Iron) ........... 16 16
Saddle and harness 1 C 7 1 8 9 2

makers.
Snndwieh-mcn .............. 22 22
Sawyers .............................. 3 17 20 3 13 1G
Seubblcra............................ • • r 5 5 6
Shearers............................... 310 310 103 103
Shipwrights .................. G 6 4 1 5 4
Signwritcrs......................... 2 2 3 3 3
Slaters ................................... 4 4 1 1
Slaughtermen .................. 3 3 5 5 2
Sleepcr-squnrcrs.............. 34 34 11 11
Smelters............................... 3 3 2 4 6 2 1
Station hands.................. 385 3So 345 345

„ overseers ....... 3 3 3
Stonobreakers................... 40 34 74 57 9 CG 17
Store bands ..................... G G 3 3
Sugar-cane hands ......... 2 2
Surreyors’ hands ....... 15 J5 9 9
Tailors................................... 2 25 27 1 7 8
Tank-sinkers .................. 3 3
Tinsmiths ........................ is 7 20 3 5 8
Tutors.................................... i 9 Kl 4 4
Upholsterers .................. 2 2 1 1
Village settlers .............. 1 1
Waiters .............................. 5 3 8 1 1
Watchmen ........................ i 1 1 1
W cavers.............................. 5 5

’WolLborcrs .................. 2 2
Wheelwrights.................. 22 11 33 11 4 15 ... |
Wood-turners................... 1 1 1
Wool-classers................... 17 17 10 10
Wool-hands .................. 33 32 55 G9 124 23 69
Wool-prcssers................... 15 15 3 3
Wool-sorters ................... 9 9 4 4 ...

, >
8,558 12,018 20,576 8,787 j 4,931 13,718 3,310 1,241

Decrcjiso.

Tov.'n.

20
554i

1,659

243

41

C

32

22

10
1
1

II

3,081

Country

IViijrcg Recorded.

1SB6.

452
8a. to los.....................
4s.p. day^s.p.bour

1,340 

... piece work ! .

I ........
. 7s. per day

3G
2,591

2,541

314

10

2
1
3
2

"g

4 

10

207
5
2

23

"40

'25
3
2
G

18
8
2
5

1
2

12
5

8,328

78 1 £40 to £75 pr. ann, 
6 1 Is per hour ..............

17 7s. to fls.

Gs. to 8s. . . 

Is. per hour.

Gs. to 8s.

10s. to 20s.

1807.

Is. per hour.

Not stated.
7s. to 15s.
5s. to7s.&ls. p.hour 
per ocre 
6s. per day.

5s. per day.

6s. per day.
6s. per day.

piece work.

piece work, 
piece work. 
7s. per day, 
Cs. per day. 
Not stated.

Is. per hour.
£40 to £80 pr, aim. 
Is. per hour.
5s. Gd. to 8s.
7s. to 8s.

7s. pr. day, £1 & fnd. 
35s. to 50s.
On o«n account.

On own account.

On onn account. 
Not, stated. 
Contract.
5s. to 8s.

le. per hour.

Gs. to 7s.

Is. per hour.
Gs. Gd. to 7s.
7s. to 83. 
piece.
6s., Ss., & piece.

25s. to 40s.

piece.
5s. Gd to Gs. Gd. 
per 100.
Is. per hour.
piece.
piece.
pieco.
piece.
Not stated.
10s., 15s., 20s. 
Not stated.
Per yard.

Piece and per day. 
15s. to20s.perwcek. 
Piece,
Piece.
Is. per liour it piece.' 
10s,lol7s.Gd.lipuveck

15s. to 20s. per week.

20s. found & 7s. day.

Per 1,000.’""

Gs. per day and 
contract.
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CjiNTENKiAL Pjuik Eelief Works, and relief granted to destitute families for Year ended 30 Juno, 1897.

Mouth.

July ......
August,. 
September 
October,. . 
November 
December. 
January , 
February . 
.March ....
April.......
May .......
June...........

Number
of

Men
em

ployed.

Number 
of Rations 

issued,

821 2,640
677 2,201
665 2,114
093 3,198
090 3,246
798 2,570

58 154
25 80

Centennial Park Relict Works. 

|

Cost |
per Cost of Rations. 

Ration. I

Tree Rations.

15,027 10,200

£ s. cl.
I/3W 175 14 2f

146 3 2-1
140 7 8
212 7 3J
215 n 0i
170 13 3J.

10 4 <11
...

...

. .

5 G 3

■ 1,076 7 6

Cost of Kxtmi!. Cost of Rations 
and Extras.

families
relieved.

Rations,
at Cost of 

.Rations.

Total Cost of 
Rations.

3
E

o

£ s. d. £ 5. d. £ S. d. £ 6. d.
44 s 7# 220 2 10 220 2 10
36 10 44 1S3 2 7 1S3 2 7
'35 ii «i 175 19 5J 175 10 &i
53 is 10 266 6 13 266 6 G
54 11 SI 270 2 9 15 74 36 3 7 0 273 10 3
43 4 *4 213 IS 1 87 370 212i 10 18 5.+ 233 16 6io 11 31 12 15 0J 40 177 99 i 9 6 fii 22 2 4.1

i i) 'll 6 12 2$ 33 15S 35!, 8 0 3i 14 12 6.+
............. 34 150 86 8 1 3 8 1 3

»)4 209 1224 11 9 H 11 0 Srt
. ............ 01 2*22 1231 11 11 fii1 11 11 <n'

.......... .■' 4-, 135 91 S 10 71 8 10

272 12 4J| 1,348 19 10’ 369 1,504 8561 SO 5 1,429 r> Of

Country lirauclies.
CuAor.u..—Lismoie, Oiafton, Begn, Nowr.i, Nourustlr, Wollongong, Kempscv.
Mj'.sii'.HX. Litbgow, Dubbo, Bathurst, Coonamble. Nyngan, Broken IliH, Mudgcc, ^folong, Wilcannin, Covin. Wulpctt, 

T _ Cobar. Forbes, Buurkc, Orange, Hillston. "
Nomtkrii.v, Maitland, Glen Inncs, Morcc, Armidalt’, Narrabri, Mnswellbroolt, Tnnnvortb. Tonlcrfiold.
SouiilKKy. Goulburn,Bmidvood, Junec, Coomn, Bay, Queanbpyan, Cootaiuundrn, Wugga Waggu, Jcrildcrie, Alhurt, Young.

Labourers on dairy tarms, from 12s. to 
15s. per week, with rations.

Hoad workmen, 5s. to 5s. Gd. per day. 
Plough men, about 20s. per week, with 

rations.

one registered capable of this work, he was

The Labour Agent, Bega, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau, Sydney.
S'ri Department of Labour and Industry, Bega, 3 July, 1897.

I have the honor to report that during the past year five applicants for work have been 
registered at this branch, comprising 1 butcher, 1 farmer, 1 saddler, and 2 labourers, their respective ages 
being 50, 31, 5*5, 48, and 33 years. Their dependents numbered G, 3, 7, nil, and 2. One came from 
Maitland, two live in Bega, one from Sydney, and onj from Goulburn. They reported themselves as 
being out of employment from three to twelve months. Only one applicant had been previously assisted 
by 1 lie Ilureuu, and he obtained a miner's right from me lor six months. 8o far J havo not received a 
refund. ,

■ The average rate of wages paid during the year is given below —
'Watchmakers, from £2 10s. to £3 per .Shop hands, 7s. per day.

veek. Labourers, Gs. per day.
Blacksmiths, 7s. per day, ~ ' ...
Carpenters, 7a. Cd. per day.
Bricklayers, Ss. per day.
Plasterers, 8s. per day.
Wheelwrights, 7s. per dav.
Storeman, 7s. to 10s. per’week.

One employer required a hand (o milk, but as no 
compelled to do the best he could himself.

Throughout the year the trades bare been slack and buildings have not been of such a class that 
would require other than an ordinary carpenter to erect them, the matt rial used being mostly wood.

Itoadmaking lias been fairly active. The differcut contractors, however, employ but few' outsiders, 
as they keep their regular hands faiily well employed. ’

Tho ordinary labourers required on the farina work for a fow days erecting fences, yards, cow-bails, 
Ac., but after a few shillings havo been earned, throw' the job up and leave. This applies particularly to 
the class called “swagmen,” as I am informed. '

In conclusion, 1 may slate that although this office is well known throughout the district as a 
labour agency, butfew people avail themselves of it, as the returns will show.

I have, <£c.,
W. 35. O’BBIEN',

The Labour Agent, Grafton, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, _ Court House, Grafton. S July, 1897.
Deferring to your telegram of yesterday’s date, I have tho honor to state that owing to the 

press of work lately, and at the present time being daily engaged in the Courts—Quarter Sessions and 
District Court—it is impossible for me to furnish the full report intended.

I may state that during the year only two applicants for employment have been registered, I 
enclose letters received from the largest employers of labour in the district, giving information respecting 
rates of wage, Ac., and upon which I purposed basing my report, had an opportunity' occurred.

The following are extracts from the letters referred to :—
“In the mining industry, the rates of wage are from Gs. dd. to Ss. per day, according to the kind 

of work performed, and, so far as 1 can judge, there arc not many about hero who are willing to work 
that have not got it to do. I do not intend this as an inducement for men to come to the district, as I 
am convinced that the supply as at present is equal to the demand.” In
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Tn the sugar growing industry, the manager of the Harwood Mill reports, “ That they are likely to 
employ about 450 hands at the mill and cane-cutfiug, preference being giyen to_ tbe old bands. _ The 
miuinmm wage is SOs. aud rations. Ho trouble, 1 think, will be experienced in getting the men required.

In the timber trade, an employer states that,11 Tor the last two or three years the supply of labour 
has been far iu excess of the demand, a large number of men being out of employment. I have numerous 
applications for work almost daily, some offering to 'work for almost any rate of wages, and if I were in 
want of 100 men at present, I believe I could get same at two days notice. The prevailing rates 
of wage are as follows, viz.Clerks, 4s. 2d. per day; firemen and engine-drivers, Gs. 8d. to 7s. per day ; 
machinists and henchmen, 7s. per day ; assistant henchmen, puntmen, yardmen, and labourers, Gs. per day. ’ 

Another employer states that, “The prospects of the timber trade are very fair, and should keep 
a goodly number of men employed for the next twelve months. The prevailing rates of wage are from 
Gs. to Os. per day. I have, yqygg

___________ _ Agent.

The Labour Agent, Kempsey, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Department of Labour and Industry, Kempsey, 30 .Tune, 1807.
In forwarding the Annual Report I. have the honor to inform yon that no miners’ rights, 

passes, or other forms of assistance have issued from this Office, and no persons have been registered.
The local labour market is well supplied with labour, in fact; tbe supply exceeds the demand.
The accompanying schedule sets forth the approximate current rate of wage.

I have, Ac.,
II. HEWMAH,

_____ _ Agent, Kempsey.

Carpenter
Brickinvcr
Plasterer
Painter
Blacksmith

Appjioxuiate Current Kate of Wage.
8s. per diem, 

10s. „
10s. „
8s. „
9s.

IVhcchrri ghts 
Sawmill Ilnnds 
Carters .,.
Labourers ...
Farm Labourers Ss. to

9s, per diem. 
Os. „
09. „

15s. per week
Gs. ,, 
and rations.

The Labour Agent, Lismore, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
. Sydney.

Ax XU AT. Hni'OTtT.

Sir, Department of Labour and .Industry, Lismore, 3 July, 1897.
In submitting my annual report for tbe year ended 30th June last, 1 have tbe honor to inform 

yon that very little use is being made of this branch of tbe Labour Bureau, there being only three persons 
registered during tbe year, viz., 2 labourers and 1 bookkeeper. Ho applications have been made for 
assistance or railway passes, and but one application from au employer for carpenters in connection with 
the building of tbe new post-ofHce at Byron Bay, _ ’ ' ,

1 have made inquiries from the Resident Engineer, the Council Clerk, and the police concerning 
the condition of the labour market, besides making numerous personal inquiries, and have ascertained 
that the supply of labour has been just about equal to the demand. A.t the present time there are a few 
men unemployed, most of the road contracts having been let in order that they would bo completed and 
paid for by the 30th June ; but as funds will be again available early in July, activity in roadwork will 
recommence. Besides this, the cane season is approaching. Some of the men are waiting for this, when 
many hands will he employed, though there is very considerable uneasiness felt in consequence of the 
influx, daring the last few months, of hundreds of Hindoos. I believe there are considerably over 1,000 
of these foreign people in the district now, and as they live upon so little, it is expected they will cut 
down the price of labour in the cane-cutting this year. Through the reduction of tbe duty on sugar, the 
millowners are this year lo pay Is. Sd. per ton less than last year, and have announced that, in consequence, 
the price for-cutting aud punting will be also reduced. Dairy-farming is being very largely taken up all 
over this district, many of the South Coast farmers coining over and settling down, and it is expected that 
this industry will entirely supersede cane-growing in tho future, especially should the sugar duties be all 
removed. There are many inquiries about farms, but little business being done by way of selecting. In 
my position of Crown Laud Agent, I can say that there is a deal of valuable agricultural land in the 
district yet to be taken up ; but, because of there being no roads, it is not suitable for occupation. The 
government have set apart a lot of country for homestead selections, but for tbe same reason there are 
no applicants. Most of the land on and close to the Richmond River has been selected, and for miles 
around there are certain evidences of progress, and a splendid future is in store for the district^ At the 
present time, £l.,100 worth of additions are being made to the court-house, a new post-office is just being 
commenced, to cost £3,349, a new residence for the Sub-Inspector of Police is to be erected, tenders^ to 
close this month. There are several new and important residences going up ; new brick premises are being 
erected in the main street; the .Bank of New Soulh 'Wales have just moved into their new budding, the 
cost of winch was over £3,000 ; new creameries are going up throughout the district; all pointing to tbe 
fact that it is a progressive place. At tbe same time, I would quote the Council Clerk’s remarks here, 
viz.: “ In my opinion this is a very unsuitable district to send surplus labour to from the metropolis, for 
the reason that ail contractors have their regular hands available and working on small farms.” _ ^

The average number of men employed during the year, according to the Resident Engineer’s 
opinion, from personal observation, iu connection with roads and bridges, has been 155. Tbe largest 
number were employed during April and May, when 228 and 245, respectively, were at work. The j'ftto 
of wages paid by the department for unskilled labour has been 7s. per day, and good men have received 
the same rate from contractors under the department, though, in some cases, the wages paid are 20s, per 
week aud provisions, or os. per day without. At certain times, when a large amount of contract work 
was out, such as during April and May, there was a scarcity of labour in the district, and contractors 
could not get a sufficient number of the right class of men. More particularly has this been the case
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vith stoneltrcakers ; there have been a limited number of these in the district, so that they have been 
able to pick and choose their work, and, consequently, some contractors had to wait several weeks to get 
metal broken to a 2^-inch gauge, at 2s. Gd. per cubic yard, the men preferring to break 3-inch gauge, at 
2s. per cubic yard, of which there was a large amount to bo done in tho district. The Council Clerk 
informs me that within the municipal district the supply of labour has been equal to the demand. The 
rate of wages paid has been Gs, to 7s. per day, metal breakers a trifle under Gs. per day. lie says there 
were only about twenty really good labourers, and they chiefly strangers, applied for work during the 
year.

The (Sergeant of Police says that (he current rate of wages for men, principally employed in road
work, has been from 5s to 7s. per day; farm labourers, 12s. to 15s. per week, with board and lodging.

The farmers themselves say that the greatest demand is for men who can milk and understand 
dairy work, that being tbe chief thing now ; and, as stated in my last monthly report, the late rains have 
improved matters wonderfully, and the prospects of the coming season are cheering.

All tradesmen iu the town say they are full handed. Mechanics seem to be fully occupied.
Trusting tbe foregoing will be deemed satisfactory.

I have, &c.,
ANDREW T. COCHRANE, 

------------------ C.R.S., Labour Agent.

Tho Labour Agent, Newcastle, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Nkwcastlic being the largest centre at which a Labour Agency is established, the work of the agency 
requires au explanation, beyond a mere statement of figures. .

During the year the registration of unemployed persons has been limited. Names have been 
principally registered in connection witli the Bogan woi’k, and applications for passes to the country. 
The Bogan work, as far as Newcastle is concerned, has been the cause, not the consequence, of such 
registration, tbe persons forwarded to tho Bogan being men who registered subsequent to the notification, 
of such work, and who, probably, but for such notification, would not have registered at all.

The majority of other names in the Annual Return attached of unemployed arc those of persons 
proceeding to the country to employment secured by their own efforts, a letter from their employer being, 
in the majority of cases, a condition precedent to the issue of a pass.

Schedule A annexed, will show the value of the passes issued, and the small amount of refunds 
paid through the local agency.

The object for which the agency has been founded, to bring the employers and the unemployed 
togefber, has not been fulfilled. The unemployed, apparently, do not register unless they want to get 
to another district, and the employers of labour never come near the Agency.

T. Gf. ADRIAN, C.P.S., Agent.

Schedule “ A.''
List of passes issued at Newcastle, from 1st July, 189G, to 30th June, 1S97, and cost of same, as per 
Railway List of Passenger Pares :—

£ B. cl. £ e. cl. £ s. cl. £ s. d.
Annickile .. ... 5 passes at 0 17 3 . . 4 G 3 Maitland ... .. < 4 pi S?C3 at 0 3 U .. O 7 8
Bathnrtt ... ... 0 1 G 3 . .. 7 17 G Mud gee................... ... 2 1 12 3 ... 3 4 G
Cockle Creek . , ... 1 0 1 0 .. 0 l 0 N vngan ... ... 2G 2 33 G ... G9 11 O
C.ipertce ... ... 2 1 3 9 .. 2 7 G Ncwlnidgc ... ... 1 f’ 1 18 \\ ... 1 18 9
Caratbool ... , 1 2 13 0 .. 2 33 0 Nnrt'dbri ... ... 13 1 13 9 ... 21 18 9
Cobar................... .. 23 3 •1 3 73 17 !) Orange... .. ... 2 >» I 12 G ... 3 5 0
Cobar ,,, ... ... 2 half fare l 12 0 ■ ■ »> 4 0 Purkes ... , ... 1 2 2 9 ... 2 2 9
Dee pu liter ... ... 1 pnss fit 2 4. 0 .. 2 4 0 Sc.ne ... ... ... 1 O 12 31 ... O 32 11
Parle v.................... ... 2 passes rd 0 2 2 .. 0 4 4 Single! on ... ... 1 1) 0 5 10 ... 0 5 10
FftSsifcrn ... ... 3 0 l 4 ,. 0 4 0 TcnttrCuld ... ... 31 2 8 0 ... 2G 8 O
Glen Inn&i ... 5 2 19 0 .. 10 8 9 Tam worth . . ... 16 1 4 9 ... 19 1G 0
GamlagHi .. ... 3 2 4 3 . . G 12 9 Tcmorn................... .*.. 3 2 5 3 ... 2 5 3
Gunn pda h ... ... 4 1 6 C .. 5 G 0 Uralla ... ... ... 1 1 32 0 ... 1 32 9
Hcrmidulo ... ... 2 1 10 9 .. 3 1 C —

To! al . 140 £275 7 G
Refunds receiv 0(1 till QUgU tbe Newcastle ilgenuy . .. 10 7 8

Schedule “ B.”
Rates of wages at Newcastle for year endin

Glass ol Emplounent.
Wharf Labourers ... ... . . ...
Curfurs .. ... ... ... ...
Shop AesistnnU ...................................................
Clerks.. ... ... ... . ...
Miners... ... ... .................... ...
Carpenters ... ... ... ....................
•Toinm ... ................................ ..
Bricklayers ... ... ... ... ...
IMuEterars ................... ... ... ...
Bricklayer's Labourers ...................................
1’rinters ... ... ... ...
Plumbers ... ... ... ... ...
Stonemasons ... ... .. ... ...

30th June, 1897.
Rates of Wajjros.

... , 1/-per hour.

... ... . . 40/- per week.

........................ 35/- „

.......................... 35/- „

... ................... 2/11 per ton (hewing rale).

... . ... 0/-per dav.

...................................... 9/- „ '
... ... ... 0/- to 11/- per dav.
... ... . 0/- to 11/- per day.
... ... )/-per hour
... . ... S/-per day.
.................................... I1/- toll/- per day.
... ... ... 10/-per dn.y.

Schedule “ C.”
(Summary for year ending 30tb June, 1897.

Number of persons registered ns unemployed ... 
Number of passes issued ... ... ... ...
Vnlno of passes ... ... .................... ...
Refunds paid through Agency ............................ ....

.................................... 215
....................................  140
... £275 7 6
... £10 7 8

£2(11 10 10

The
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The Labour Agent, Nowra, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Department of Labour and Industry, Kowra, 8 .Tuly. 1897.
I beg to report that, durine; the year ending 30th June last, fourteen men registered their 

names at this oilice for employment. These were chiefly comprised of men who passed through the town 
in search of work.

A few of the men applied to be sent to tho Bogan Scrub work, but subsequently withdrew.
As far as I can gather, from information received by me, the number of unemployed in all the 

district would not reach eighty. Numbers of men do not get constant work, but they cannot be classed 
among the unemployed.

Tho numbers of men employed at farming and mining have greatly decreased owing to the severity 
of the drought; and at Yalwal, one of the principal mining places in the district, several men have left 
for New Zealand and the other colonies. At present, at Yalwal, I believe, over thirty men are out of 
employment.

During the year numerous men have found employment in connection with tho erection of bridges 
and in connection with road contracts, but builders or carpenters find it very difficult to obtain any 

. employment. ‘
I might state that, owing to most of the farmers and their families doing the work on the farms, 

it is very difficult for labourers and others to find work in this district. The wages offered are, as as rule, 
very small.

The following is the average rate of wages: —

Carpenters and builders 
General labourers ..
Farm labourers... ..

Ss. per diem.
3s. tid. per diem. 
12s. per week.

I have, &c..
■w.'f. MARKS,

Agent.

The Labour Agent, Wollongong, to The Superintendent, Government Labour 
’ Bureau, Sydney.

■ Wollongong, 7 .Inly. 1897.
I. Haiuiy S. Bikgi.e, District Labour Agent, "Wollongong, beg to report that for the year ending 30th 
June. 1897, there were firiceu railway passes granted to persons seeking employment, but in very few 
cases lias any refund been received; in some cases the order upon tho future employer lias been returned, 
no such person being known in the district. To guard against fraud in this way, it would be safer if the 
agent wired to the address given before issuing any railway pass, and ascertain if such a person really did 
exist, There were also six passes granted to the families of applicants.

There is absolutely no demand for labour, nor is there likely to be.
No men have boon engaged here for employment during the year, and there have been but very few 

registrations.
The ruling rate of wages (current) is as follows :—Carpenters, 6s. to Ss. per day ; blacksmiths, Ss. 

per day ; strikers, 6s. per day ; coal-miners, £1 10s. to £2 p'er week ; navvies, Cs. per day ; labourers, 6s. 
per day ; bricklayers, 8s. per day ; farm labourers, 8s. to 12s. per week, and board ; bushmen and fencers, 
about 30s. per week; butchers, 30s. per week ; bakers, £2 10s. per week; barbers, IGs. per week ; grooms, 
10s. per week, and board; wharf labourers, os. per day; coal-trimmers, about 15s. to £L per day; 
compositors. J5L to £1 IGs. per week.

Those registered during tho year were:—Miners, 8; labourers, 4; shearers, 1; gangers, 1; 
clerks, 1.

■ H. S. SINGLE,
----------------- Labour Agent.

The Labour Agent. Bathurst, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney. .

Sir, Court House, Bathurst, 7 July, 1897.
I have the honor to report, for the year ended 30 dune last, in connection with the work of 

the local branch of tho Labor Bureau, as follows :—The number registered during the year was sixty-eight, to 
which should be added thirly-six, being number of passes issued to shearers and others who did not register, 
but whose names it would now appear should have been shown in my register. I regret to state that 1 
have not received any applications from the employers of labour in this district, for either skilled or 
unskilled workmen, nor has one employer requested me to submit to him the list of unemployed. I can, 
therefore, safely assume that when the employers require workmen they seem to be able to obtain them 
without seeking the assistance of this office. I desire to state, I have come to the conclusion, that the 
main object in connection with the establishment of the country branches, viz, procuring work for the 
unemployed, has, al, any rate, so far as this branch is concerned, been a failure. The branch is useful for 
the purpose of issuing passes to those who have obtained employment elsewhere and also for despatching 
various gangs lo works inaugurated by tbe Government. 1 attach hereto a list showing the rate of wages 
paid in this district, and might add that there is little or no demand for labour at present.

I have, &e.,
W. G . B. SMITH,

Labonr Agent.

Rates
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Accountants 
Clerks ,.
Bakers ..
Barmen ..
Blacksmiths.. 

■"Bootmakers.. 
Bricklayers ., 
Brickmakers 
B utchers ..
Carpenters ..
Cooks ..
Coachmen ..
Coachbuildcrs 
Bray men ..
Drivers ..
Drapers ..

Kates of wage prevailing.
Engine-drivers... 
Farm-hands ... 
Fellmongers ...
Fencers....................
G-ard oners ... 
Grooms... ... 
Grocers... ... 
Ironworkers 
.Labourers ... 
Miners ... ...
Navvies... ... 
Ploughmen ... 
Shearers ... 
Station-hands ... 
Stonemasons ... 
Wheelwrights ...

45s. to 60s. per week.
15s, to 20s. per week and keep. 
30s. to 45s. per week.
... 42s. „
15s. to 25s. „
15s. to 20s. „
35s. to 6Ss. „
50s. to GOs. „

6s. to 7s. per day.
7s, to 8s. „
7s, to 8s. ,,

,.. 20s. per week and keep.
... 20s. per 100.
15s. to 20s. per week and keep. 

Ss. to 10s. per day.
45s. to 55 s. per week.

35s. to 45s, per week,

3os. to 40s.
20s. to SOs. ,,
40s. to 60s. ,,
35s. to 45s. ,,

Ss. to 9s. per day. 
7s. to 8s.

SOs. to 40s. per week. 
8s. to 10s. per day. 

15 s. to 25s. per week. 
15e. to 20s. „
40s. to 48s. „
20s. to 30s. „
los. to 30s. „
25s. to Cos. „

The Labour Agent, Bourke, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Bourke, 2 July, 1897.
Luring the year ending 30th June last, 154 persons have registered their names at this Branch, 

forty of whom were sent to the Bogan scrub-cutting works.
This Branch has not been used by employers of labour, and no engagements have been made 

directly through me, though I have afterwards heard that numbers registered soon got employment.
I attach Sergeant Miller’s report as to the general condition of labour during last year, which, I 

think, will concur with my monthly reports.
The rates of wages have not materially altered during the past twelve months. Ordinary labour 

varies from Gs. to Ss. per day, and skilled, from 9s, to 12s. Shearers are paid 20s. per hundred. Shed 
labourers, 20s. to 25s. per week, with rations. Station-hands, from 20s. per week, with rations, according 
to their usefulness.

As the labour portion of the district is a moving one, it is impossible to work the Branch with 
satisfaction ; men register and never present themselves again. As a rule, they cannot afford to wait in 
tho town, and necessity compels them to seek work where they think they are most likely to find it, or 
where they can live most cheaply. If I had work for, say, twenty men to-day it would be some days 
before I could get suitable hands, and before that time my order might be countermanded.

If further particulars are required, I will try to furnish them.
I am, &c.,

G-EOK&E ATKIN,
■ ■ Agent.

Bourke Police Station, 30 June, 1897.
Senior-Constable Miller reports ;—During the past year the labour market in the Bourke district has been well supplied. 
During the siiearing season of last year the demand was quite up to the supply, and until near the end of the season there 
did not appear to be any surplus labour. During tho off season, i.c., between shearing, there have been as usual a number 
of men travelling in search of employment, but not so many as in former years.

The current rate of wages for ordinary labonr—including rouseabouts on stations—is about £1 per week, and board 
or rations. Of course there arc, doubtless, men in the district obtaining a higher wage, and again, probably, others are 
working for less, but taken all round £1 may be considered the current weekly wage of an ordinary lab oarer. Men 
engaged as navvies, on such works as, say, the Bourke weir, get from 7s. to Ss. per day, out of which they have to provide 
themselves with board. I am, &c.,
G, Atkin, Esq., C.P.S., J. G. MILLER,

Bourke. -------------------- Senior-Constable.

The Labour Agent, Broken Hil], to The Superintendent, Government Labour
Bureau, Sydney.

Sir, Broken Hill, 30 June, 1897.
I have the honor to submit my annual report of the transactions of this branch for the year 

ending 30th June, 1897, with particulars as required by your memorandum of the 19th of May, 1897.
Only three men were registered by me in this Bureau during the past twelve months ; of these, two 

were general labourers and one a baker. A fter registering the names of these men, I never again hoard 
from them ; but I have no doubt that, if they were sober and hard-working, they obtained employment. 
No tickets have ever been returned to me.

As each of tho large mines has a Labour Bureau of its own, the transactions of this branch do not 
in any way show the very large field of labour in this district; and I regret to say that from the very 
first the employers were not disposed to make use of this office in the direction of employing men.

Unskilled labourers here, aa elsewhere, have tho most difficulty in obtaining regular employment, 
although the mines and municipality absorb a very large number, I would not recommend that any men 
of this description be sent here.

The permanency of Broken Hill as a silver-field being now assured, buildings of a more substantial 
character than those at present existing are being erected. Carpenters and stonemasons are at present in 
demand; but these are obtainable from Adelaide, which city keeps our local labour market supplied with 
tradesmen. Good practical miners are always in demand, and high-elass men of all trades find no difficulty 
in getting employment here.

I would point out, however, that, although the general rate of wage appears high, the cost of living 
here is very much higher than in the cities and other more favoured localities. House rent is a large item, 
especially with men with large families.

Broken Hill presents no attractions as a permanent place of residence for persons in any walk of 
life, and the population is a shifting one.

I attach hereto the schedule showing the rate of wages obtaining here in the several departments 
of industry. ‘ I have, &c.,

JAMES WATT,
- ------, ■ Labour Agent.

348—C Kates
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Mines— 5, d.
Miners...............................   9 0
Magazine-keepers ........  8 4
Bracemen ........................................ 8 4
Blatmen .............................................. 8 4

Smelters— ■
■ Feeders .............................................. 9 0

Tappers .............................................. 9 0
Charge wheelers.............................. 8 4
Furnace hands .............................. 8 4
Dumpmen ......................   8 4

Ore-drt-ssinrj Mill—
Jig TTashers........................................ 9 0

Chlorotlising Mill—
Firemen .............................................. 9 0
Tappers .............................................. g 4
Crushers, feeders ......................... 8 4

Leaching—
Precipitators ................................... 8 4
Pressers ............................................. 8 4

£tal>hs—
Stablemen ........................................ 8 4
Horse-drivers.............. .................... 8 0

,, smelters.............. 8 4

Saw-mill—
Saw-sharpeners .............................  10 0
Sawyers .............................................. 8 4

Tramway—
Gangers .............................................. 9 0
Porters.........................   8 0

18

Bates per day at Broken Hill.
’Engineering— B. a.

Fitters, 1st grade ......................... 10 G
11 2nd „ ......................... 10 0
„ 3rd „ ......................... 9 0

Turners, 1st grade......................... 10 G
Machinists (other), 1st grade 30 0

il J) ,, 9 0
)> >1 3rd }j 8 4

Boilernwkers, 1st grade ......... 10 6
» 2nd „ ......... 9 0

Blacksmiths, 1st grade ......... 10 6
» 2nd .................... 10 0
.i 3rd „ ......... 9 0

Toolsmiihs, machine.................... 9 0
,, hand ....................... 8 4

Tinsmiths ......................................... 10 0
Carpenters, 1st grade .............. ]0 G

j] 2nd „ .......... 10 0
3rd „ .............. 9 0

Masons, let grade........................ 10 G
» 2nd „ ......................... 10 0

Patternmakers .............................. 10 6
Moulders.............................................. 10 0

9 o
Fettlers .............................................. 9 0
Furnaeemen, foundry .............. 9 0
Electricians, mechanical, 1st

grade.............. .......................... 10 G
Electriciane, mechanical, 2nd

grade.............................................. 9 0
Electricians, mechanical, 3rd

grade.............................................. 8 4
Electricians, mechanical, Ac... 7 6

Engine-drivers— a. d.
Winding .......................   10 0
Locomotive........................................  10 0
Stationary ..................   9 0

Winch-drivers—
Underground ...........    9 0
Surface ......................   8 0

Sailers—
Firemen .............................................. 8 4
Cleaners .............................................. 8 4
Assistant.........................   5 0

Boys—
Smelter cote screeners .............. 3 6
Ore-dressing mill ......................... 4 0
Chlorodising .................................... 4 0
Quarry—Assistant ore classers 3 6
Tramway traffic.............................. 4 0
Engine-cleaners.............................. 4 0
Engineering apprentices, "l (2 fi

to increase at the rate f to j - S
of Is. per day per year J '

Errand boys ................................... 2 6
Station Employees—

Station shepherds, rouseabouts 15 0 
per week, 

with rations.
Boundary rider .............................. 20 0

per week, 
with rations.

Overseers ......................................... 25 0
per week, 

with rations.
Manual labourers ......................... 7 6

per day.

The Labour Agent, Coonamble, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

^r> Court-houKC, Coonamble, 1G July, 1897.
In accordance with the request contained in your memo, of the 19tb May last, I have the 

honor to inform you that, during the year ended 30th June, 1897, the work done at this branch of the 
Government Labour Bureau, when summed up, amounted to almost nil.

A.bout half a dozen applications were made at this office for work bv general hands, but in no 
instance was the applicant successful in obtaining employment. Two names were added to my roll of 
persons seeking work.

The condition of the labour market in this district, since my last annual report, appears to mo to 
be, generally speaking, unaltered; but I would add within the last couple of months a large number of 
unemployed persons may be seen daily loafing around the streets of Coonamble ; a circumstance which 
would lead one to believe that the supply of labourers in this district is considerably in eiccss of the 
demand for same. This influx of unemployed may, however, be attributable to the fact that very shortly 
shearing will be iu full swing in this district, and the majority of these persons may be waiting here until 
their particular “ shed” commences work, when, no doubt, they will ho able to obtain a “ stand.”

_ Irom inquiries, I have ascertained that the rate of wage current in this district is—as nearly as 
possible- as follows: Carpenters and builders, Ss. to 10s. per day; coachbuilders, wheelwrights, and 
blacksmiths, from le. to Is. 3d. per hour; saddlers, from £2 to £2 10s. per week; bakers, £2 per week; 
■and labourers and station-hands at no fixed rate.

I have, &e.,
C. DILLON,

■----------------- C.P.S. and Local Agent.

The Labour Agent, Cowra, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Cowra Branch, Government Labour Bureau, 21 July, 1897.
I have the honor to inform you that for the year ending 30th June, 1897, only one person 

registered his name at this office, a cook and baker by trade, who obtained a pass to Culcairn, where he 
was to obtain employment at Mr. A. M'Bain’s Station, Kerndeen.

The schedule hereunder will show tho rate of wage given in the various occupations common to 
this district:—

Station-hands, from los. to 25s. per week.
Cooks, from 10s. to 20s. per week.
Wheelwrights, from SOs. to 55s. per week.
Blacksmiths, from SOs. to £3 per week.
Carpenters, from SOs. lo £3 per week.
Shearers, from 18s. to 20s. per 100.
Rouseabouts, from 15s. to 20s. per week.
Drapers, from £4 to 30s. per week.
Grocers, from £3 10s. to 25s. per week.

These occupations are invariably filled by local people, and there seems to he little or no demand 
for outside labour, casual labourers being employed in road contracts, grubbing and clearing land, and 
farm labour, in nearly every case at contract rates agreed upon. I have, &c.,

' JAMES MILLER,
—, _... Agent.
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The Labour Agent, Oobar, to The Superintendent, G-overnment Labour Bureau,
'Sydney.

S'r, Bepartiinent of Labour and Industry, (lobar, 2 July, 1897.
I hare the honor to report that during (ho past twelve months, the condition of" the local 

labour market has been much improved by the great advance of the mining industry in this locality,
Lrom careful inquiries made 1. estimate that the different mining companies alone give employ

ment to about 700 men, whilst the current daily rate of wages for the above period has averaged as 
follows:—Miners, 8s. 4d.; engine-drivers, 9s. to 10s. 0d.; carpenters, 9s. to 10s. Od: and general labourers 
7s. to 7s. 6d. ' ’

, may be seen from my’monthly returns, only one person has been registered on my books
Since the establishment of this branch I find that the unemployed are in the habit of cam pi ng near to the 
different mining companies’ works, and prefer to make personal application for employment, as vacancies 
occur.

. Altogether the past year has shown a decided improvement in the state of our labour market, 
whilst the mining industry, upon which this town is dependent, lias so rapidly advanced, that Cobar field 
is, to-day, one of tho most flourishing in New South Wales.

Trusting that this report contains all tho information that you require,
I have, &c.,

0. B. C. BURKE,
------------------ Bureau Agent.

Tbe Labour Agent, Dubbo, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

®'1'1 Dubbo, 5 July, 1S97.
r . . ,e honor to report for the year ending 30th June, as follows:—
This district has suffered from a prolonged drought, which has recently broken up During its 

continuance nearly all agricultural operations wore stopped, and men were discharged in numbers. The 
advent ot ram has caused the re-employment of ploughmen; there is, however, no demand outside, 
as the local supply is more than sufficient.

Waffes—The usual rate for farm hands (good) is £1 weekly, with rations. Inferior men receive 
less, down to nominal pay. Day labourers earn "from 5s. to 6s. per diem.

State of the Labour Markr.t.—This may be described as overstocked, and numbers of men are to be 
met with, travelling in search of employment.

Contract Work.—Scrub-cutting, ring-barking, timber-getting are mainly done by contract; the 
amount earned varies a good deal, according to the capability of the men.

Town Industries.—These comprise flour-milling, coach-building, saw-milling, brewing, &c. The 
hands employed as an average get 8s. per diem. °

Wool-washing and Boiling-down.—'Ihaw industries arc intermittent; at present they are stopped, 
wages on these are from 7s. to 8s. daily. I have issued, with approval of Head Office, passes for ten 
persons. As far as I know, two obtained work. £4 17s. have been received at this office as refunds for 
passes issued.

The majority of the men who registered did so to obtain work at scrub-cutting, but when 
instructions came to enrol gangs, the men bad dispersed in order to seek work in the country. Since the 
inception of the Labour Bureau Branches in the country, only one employer has mado an application to me 
tor labour. I am of opinion that when these men register it is with the intention of obtaining work under 
Government, to which they appear to think their registration tickets will entitle them,

I may state that I have made all possible inquiries from employers in town as to the foregoing 
details. In regard to the pastoral and agricultural rates, I am largely indebted to information supplied 
mo by Mr W. Stuart, Agent for the Equitable Life Assurance Society, who is intimately acquainted with 
the state of the district, on account of his visits to all parts of it.

I have, &c,,
R. T. JVIacNEYIN, _

----------------- Labour Ageut, Dubbo.

The Labour Agent, Borbes, to The Superintendent Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

T , Eorbes, 21 July, 1897.
. i T3™ the 1101101 to report that during the twelve months ended 30th June ultimo, 7 men 

were registered for employment, at this office, 6 being labourers and 1 a cook. No inquiries have been 
made by employers for workmen. The drought seriously interfered with the employment of workmen, 
minors more especially in this district. The usual rate of wages given is 15s. per week, and found. One 
railway pass has been issued, The receipts or refunds are nil.

There is at present more labour offering than is apparently required.
I have, &c.,

N. BLACK,
Local Agent.

Sir,

The Labour Agent, Hillston, to Tbe Superintendent Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

®ir! Ilillstoii, 6 July, 1897,
I have honor to submit my annual report for the year ended 30th June ultimo.

This Branch was opener! in the beginning of November last, and I regret to state that absolutely 
no advantage has been taken of it, either by employers or those in search of employment. This is, 
perhaps, owing to tho long distance from railway communication, and the fact that the town occupies 
such an isolated position. The industries are few, principally pastoral and farming, and the class of 
employment offered is mostly of a labouring character, and then only during the shearing and harvesting

seasons,
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seasons, and the ruling wage would average about £1 per week, the employer providing the necessary 
rations, &c. There is no labour to be had in the district, other than for general labourers, and employers 
are able to engage men who are permanently settled in tho community.

The unemployed, generally speaking, are seldom met with in this district since the Branch was 
opened.

I have not received a single application for employment of any kind, and no other business has 
been transacted at this Branch, I have, &c.,

' KOBEftT HUGHES,
----------------- Labour Agent.

The Labour Agent, Lithgow, to The Superintendent Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Lithgow, 3 July, 1S97.
In accordance with the instructions contained in your letter lf)th May last, I herewith beg to 

make an annual report of the work done at this Branch, as well as the industries in this district, and the 
current rate of wages.

There has been 37 persons names registered for employment, and 29 railway passes granted in 
order to go to and seek employment, out of which 12 fares have been refunded, representing the amount 
of £1411s. 9d. • •

With reference to the industries, there are 7 collieries at work, which give employment to about 
200 men. The Cobar Copper-smelting Company employ about SO men. The ironworks about 150 men. 
Two breweries employ about 15 men. The Coverwell Tweed Factory about 10 men, besides a number of 
women and boys. The Lithgow Pottery Company, who employed between 30 and 40 men, have stopped 
work, and the managing director attributes the cause to the fiscal policy.

All the industries in this district at work appear to he in a flourishing condition, and the men 
employed are making fair wages, and with a prospect of continuing to do so.

The ironworks are working with two shifts of men night and day. The local unemployed I should 
not' estimate at above 50, The most of the applicants for work are from men tramping through the 
town, and even these have considerably diminished of late.

The current rates of wages are—Coalminers, Is Sd. per ton hewing rate, their earnings averaging 
7s. 6d. per day; copper-smelters earn from 7s. to Ss. Gd, per day; ironworkers, from 7s. to 9s. per day; 
labourers, from Gs. to 7s. Gd. per day ; bricklayers, from Ss. to 9s. per day ; carpenters, 7s. to Ss. per day ; 
engine-drivers and engineers, from Ss. to 10s. per day; and farm hands, from 10s. to 20s. per week, and 
found. I havo, Ac.,

E. M. COHEN,
----------------- Labour Agent.

The Labour Agent, Mndgee, to The Superintendent, Government Labonr Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Court-house, Mudgec, G July, 1897.
I have the honor to state that my annual report for the year ending the 30th June last will 

be very unfavourable on account of tbe severe drought experienced in this district—stock dying and not 
a blade of grass to be seen, therefore no work for the unemployed. During thafc period no applications 
were received for registration by persons seeking employment.

The rate of wages were—miners, 8s.; labourers, 5s. to 7s.; mechanics and others, £1 to £3 10s. 
per week. .

As we have had abundance of rain of late and farmers are now ploughing, have no doubt that 
things will improve in this district, especially mining, as they now have plenty of water for washing 
purposes and for prospecting. I have, Ac,,

• F. S. OSBOENE,
, ------------ ------- Agent.

The Labour Agent, Molong, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Department of Labour and Industry, Molong, 3 July, 1897.
I have the honor to report that no applications, either by employers or persons seeking employment, 
have been made at this office during the year ending 30th of June, 1897.

The current rate of wages for class of labour usually required in this district, namely, station and 
farm hands, is from 10s. to los. per week with rations.

It is only at harvest time that extra labour is required in the farming business, which can he fully 
supplied locally. To my knowledge there are several useful and reliable men in this town who are not 
more than half the year employed, simply because graziers and farmers are compelled, owing to the 
depressed times, to employ as little labour as possible. I have, Ac.,

H. H. CHIPPENDALL,
■----------------- Labour Agent.

The Acting Labour Agent, Nyngan, to The Superintendent, Government Labour
Bureau.

Sir, Department of Labour and Industry, Nyngan, 21 July, 1897.
I have the honor to submit herewith report for year ending 30th June, 1897.

In reading over the reports furnished by this office, and from what I could ascertain from the 
police, I find that there has been little or no demand for labour in this district. The average rate of 
wages has been from Gs. to 8s. per day, the class of labour mostly required being “ station-hands ” and 
general labourers. The only industry in this district is a boiling down and meat preserving works, and 
this has only been periodically working. The number of unemployed in tbe district has varied 
considerably monthly, but the bond fide unemployed here now are less than in previous months of the 
past year. I have, Ac.,

W. IRONSIDE PERRY.
------------------ Acting Labour Agent.

' The
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The Labour Agent, Orange, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Orange, 1 July, 1897.
I do myself the honor to submit my report for the year ended 30th June, 1897.

Men Begistered.—Forty-three men were registered during the year ; of these 23 were sent to the 
"West Bogan. ’

Bailviay Basses.—Twenty-nine railway passes were issued under instructions from Head Office.
Miners' Bights.—One miner’s right was issued from Sydney.
Demand for Labour.—There has been very little demand for labour. Only two applications were 

■sent to me—one for a cook, and the other for a gardener. I sent men out to both places, hut I was 
informed the parties could not come to terms. A few men were sent here from the Head Office. Two 
■of these left after working for one day.

Bate of Wages.—Farm labourers (local and known to be good working men), from 15s. to 20s. per 
week with rations ; miners, from 30s. to 45s. per week.

Befunds.—Ho refunds for railway passes or miners' rights have been made during the year.
I have, &c.,

H. P. LEAKY,
------------------ Local Agent.

The Labour Agent, "Walgett, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Court-house, Walgett, 8 July, 1897.
I have the honor to forward you iny annual report in connection with the Government 

Labour Bureau in this district. Since my term of office as Agent no applications have been made, and, 
■on account of the multiplicity of my duties. I have been unable to ascertain tbe number of men out of 
work scattered round this vast district. Those who arc, apparently, out of work are waiting for the 
shearing season. Others can obtain the ordinary rate of wages which is to be obtained in the western 
■districts. ” I have, &c.,

W. HTTRROCK,
------------------ Government Labour Agent.

The Labour Agent, "Wilcannia, to The Superintendent, Government Labour -Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Wilcannia, 8 July, 1897.
I do myself the honor to report that- since the Government Labour Bureau Agency has been 

established here there have been no applications registered either by employers or employee. In up-country 
•districts applications are always made either to the storekeepers or local private agents.

The principal labour employed in this district is station-hands, aud tbe current rate of wages is—
Married couples, £65 to £75 per annum.
Teamsters, 25s. per week.
Cooks, 20s. to 25s. per week.
Boundary-riders, 15s. to 20s. per week.
General hands, 15s. to 20s. per week.
Shearers, 20s. per 100 sheep.
Shed-hands and rouseabouts during shearing, 20s. to 25s. per week.

The demand, generally speaking, is far less than the suppiv.
Owing to the small shearing this year the number of hands employed during tbe nest few months 

will be very much less than usual during shearing season.
I have, Ac.,

WALTERUS BROWN,
■----------------- Labour Bureau Agent.

The Labour Agent, Armidale, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
■ Sydney.

Sir, . Armidale, 7 July, 1897.
I have the honor to report as follows for the past twelve months, i.c., 1st July, 1896, to 

30th June, 1897.
There have only been 4 registrations, viz., 1 miner, 1 compositor, 1 groom, and 1 general hand. 

A few others applied for work in the district, but would not register, as they were only passing through. 
In a couple of instances labour was applied for. I posted up notice outside the office, and wrote to 
previous applicants on my books, but letters were returned unclaimed, applicants having left the district. 
Ho passes have been issued, as no applicants having any certain show of work applied. No refunds have 
been made to me during the time specified herein. There is no increased demand for labour since 1st 
July, 1896. Wages remain the same. Miners, about £2 per week; bootmakers the same; farm 
labourers, 10s. to 15s. per week and rations. '

Tbe principal industries are agricultural, mining, and bootmaking.
I have, Ac.,

B. P. P. KEMP,
■----------------- , Agent.

The Clerk of Petty Sessions, Glen Innes, to The Superintendent, Government
Labour Bureau, Sydney.

Sir, Glen Innes, 21 July, 1897.
Referring to your telegram of the 20th instant, I have the honor to inform yon that, according 

to the local agent’s records for the year ending 30th June last, no applications for employment or from 
persons requiring employees were received at tins office during the period named. Having been in the 
district only since May last, I am not in a position to speak as to the state of the labour market during 
the last twelve months. s At
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. At the present time any surplus labour that might have been is absorbed in the chaff industry,, 
which has been favoured by the protracted drought and high prices, and it may be said the district is 
devoid of unemployed. There are no industries or other avenues of employment in the district likelv to 
afford an outlet for the surplus labour of other parts. ' "

Tbe average rate of wages for farm and other labourers is about 25s. to SOs. per week.
I have, &c.,

M. J. McMAHObT, C.P.S.

The Labour Agent, Maitland, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Annual Eeport.
Court-house, Jlaitland, 7 July, 1897.

_ 1" have the honor to report for your information that there are still in my district a considerable 
number of persons unemployed, quite as many, and even more, than there were at the date of my report 
made in April of last year. The principal reason for the scarcity of employment has been that the 
district has suffered very much from the effects of drought in the first six months of the year 1897. 
However, as rain has within the past mouth fallen, and the farmers’ crops are looking very well, I have 
no doubt that the surplus labour will be employed within the next few months, but there is not likely to 
be any demand for labour beyond that which is available locally during tbe ensuing year. The rate of 
wages during the. year have been as follows :—Ordinary labourers, 5s. to Gs. per dav ; miners, Gs. to Ss. 
per day ; mechanics fother than carpenters), 6s. to Ss. per day ; carpenters, 7s. to Ss. per day; brick
layers, plasterers, and masons, 8s. to 9s. per day; farm labourers, 10s. to 12s. Gd, per week and keep.

The principal industries in the district arc mining aud farming, and these are well supplied with 
all tho labour that they are likely to require during tbe ensuing year.

T have registered 350 persons since my branch of the Bureau was opened iu March of last year, 
but much the larger proportion of those were tramps. J have, &c.;

’W. KOBERTSON, C.P.S., 
Agent,

Senior-Sergeant Pountuey, Moree, to The Superintendent, Government Labour
Bureau, Sydney.

Police Station, Moree, 8 July, 1897,
oesior-Sehoeant Poc^TTiyET begs to report no work bas been done by men from the Labour Bureau in 
this district. Moree is a pastoral district, and men from the Bureau are not required in the district.

. Nearly all old and new selectors do all improvements on the selections themselves, and at shearing 
time employ a few shearers that visit the district from other parts.

Current rates of wages arc :—

Shearers, 20s. per 100 sheep.
Shed-hands, Gs. per day,
Station-hands, los. per week.
Burr cutters, 10s. per week. ■
Clerks on stations, £25 and rations.
Boys on stations, 5s. per week.
Domestic servants, 10s. per week.
Butcher and stable man, £40 per annum.
Carpenters in town, 8s, per day.
Bricklayers, 10s. per day,
G-rooms in town, 20s. per week.
Parmer and wife, £40 per annum.
Private clerks in town, £15 per annum.
Butchers, 45s. per week.
Paper editors, 40s. per week.

' W. M. POUNTNEY,
Senior-Sergeant-

The Labour Agent, Muswellbrook, to The Superintendent, Government Labour
Bureau, Sydney.

Sir> Department of Labour and Industry, Muswellbroob, 3 July, 1897.
I have tbe honor to submit my report for tbe year ended 30th June, 1897.

During the year there were twenty-five registrations of unemployed made at my branch. Of these 
twenty were granted passes as approved by you, and five were refused.

Refunds of railway fares were made amounting to £4 2s. 2d., representing assistance rendered to 
three applicants.

The labour market in this district is on the whole quiet, and, hut for travellers passing through,, 
many of whom I know personally for a fact have no desire when work is offered them of performing it. 
No demand either one way or the other exists.

The current rate of wages for the period has beeen from £1 to £1 10s. per week all round,
I have, &c.,

O. A. S. PITZPATRICK, C.P.S.,
Agent.

Tho
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The Labour Agent, Narrabri, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Annual Report for the year ending 30th June, 1897.
, , Karrabri, 19 July, 1897.

'The following particulars show the work done at this branch during the period above mentioned.
Passes issued, three (3)
Refunds received, three (3) = £4 9s. (id.

No registrations have been made except to those persons to whom assistance has been given.
The labour market for the year has heen fully supplied locally—that is, for the classes of labour 

which tbe pursuits of tbe district generally require. ^
The district is chiefly pastoral, and the rate of wage to station hands is as follows:—

Roundary riders, 20s. per week with rations.
General hands, 15s. to 20s. per week witli rations.
Scrub cutters, 12s. 6d. to 15s. per week with rations.

A.t the meat-preserving works the rate of -wages is as follows :—
Slaughtermen,—

Carcasses for boiling-down, 10s. per 100.
,, preserving, 11s. Od.
„ chilling, 20s, ,.

Other general hands receive from 4d. lo lOd. per hour, according to the nature of the work.
Carpenters, rough wmrk, 5s. per day ; others, from 7s. to 8s, per day ; store hands or shop assistants, 

drapers assistants, from 70s. per week downwards ; grocers assistants, from 50s. per week downwards.
WALTER SCOTT, .

Labour Agent.

The Labour Agent, Tamwortb, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,

, _ _ Tamworth, 3 July, 1S97.
In compliance with instructions contained in your letter of the 19th May last, I have the 

honor to report that during the year ending 30th Juuc ultimo, thirteen persons have been registered at 
this office.

_ No applications have heen made by employers to obtain labourers. Twelve passes have been granted 
to nine men and one woman and her two children, at a cost of £12 5s. The sum of IGs. 3d. only has been 
refunded to this office.

_ There are many men—perhaps, say, 100—in this locality without work, and many have barely 
sufficient to maintain their families and keep them from starvation. ’ m

If the Municipal Council could see its way to construct a weir on the Reel River, it would he a 
vast improvement to the town and give employment to many, as also would a Government Experimental 
1’arm. I am of opinion the latter would be a great inducement to landowners here to improve their 
methods of farming, fruit-growing, and drying, &c., and much more labour would be required.'

_ The current rate of wages is for—Kaddlcrs and harness-makers, 40s. to GOs. per week (mostly 
piece-work) ; grocers, 40s. to GOs.; drapers, 50s. to 70s.; butchers, 42s. to SOs. per week ; bootmakers, 
40s. to GOs. per week (mostly piece-work) ; painters and finishers, 40s. to GOs.; blacksmiths, SOs. to SOs. 
per week; and hairdressers, 42s. to 50s. per week ; municipal labourers, Gs. per day.

I have, &c.,
L. W. BROUGHTON,

, Lsbour Agent.

Sydney
Sir,

The Labour Agent, Tenterfield, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney. .

Sir, Department of labour and Industry, Tenterfield, 3 July, 1897.
_ I have the honor herewith to submit my annual report for the"year ending 30th June, 1897,

viz, :—
IfuTtiber of persons registered.

, One man only has registered his name during the past 12 months—a bootmaker by trade. He 
bas received no assistance, nor has he obtained employment through this office.

Works undertaken in district.
The usual work under the supervision of the Superintendent of Ronds has been carried out both 

by contract and day-labour. Such work- bas only been tbe means of absorbing those resident in and 
about the district together with the men in regular employment. Between £7,000 and £7,500 has been 
■expended on roads and bridges during the past twelve months. '

The Chilled Meat Works Company have been at work intermittently for the past twelve months, 
employing only a few hands.

The Boot Eactory is also only working with .half tbe number of nien usually employed.
The
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The rates of wages ruling in the district for all kinds of labour is as follows, viz.:—■
Butchers, 25s. to 30s. per week. ■
Bakers, 25s, to 30s. per week.
Carpenters, 8s. per day.
Tinsmiths, 8s. per day.
Blacksmiths, 8s. per day.
Labourers (ordinary), 7s. per day.

,, (farm), 5s. per day to 15s. per week and rations.
Drapers, 40s. to oOs, per week.
Compositors, 40s. per week.
Bootmakers, 40s. per week, .
Domestic servants, 7s. to 10s. per week and keep.
Grocers, SOs. per week.
Carters, 15s. per week and rations.
Stockmen, 20s. per week and rations.
Grooms, 15s. to 20s. per week- and keep.

Saddlers, 40s. to SOs. per week. I have, &c.,
■ F. BURNE,

------------------ Labour Agent.

The Labour Agent, Albury, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Albury, 12 July, 1897.
I have the honor to submit tbe following report on the operations of this Branch for the year 

ended 30th June, 1897.
One registration was effected during the period stated, one pass issued, no refunds received, and 

■no inquiries made by employers or unemployed.
The police report that there are no unemployed persons in the district that they know of, excepting 

a few “loafers” and swagsmen passing through on their way to or from employment.
The principal industries of the district are the wine-making, wool-growing, agriculture, and gold

mining. The three former absorb the most labour ; the latter is .not in a flourishing condition.
During the year the following rates of wages have been paid

Miners ... ... ... ... ... ...
Agricultural and vine labourers ... ...
Ordinary labourers .......................................
Carpenters, bricklayers, plasterers, and painters 
Coachbuilders ... ... ... ... ...
Blacksmiths and wheelwrights ... ...

50/'- per week.
20/- per week and board.
(j/- per day.
7/- to 9/- per day.
7/- to 8/- per day.

50/- per week,
I have, &c.,

~W. JAMIESON,
Local Agent.

.The Labour Agent, Braid wood, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Braidwood, 2 July, 1897.
I have the honor to submit my annual report on this Branch for the year ending 30th June last.

i During the year only three names were registered at this Branch, which is accounted for by there 
being so few unemployed resident within this district.

Owing to the severe drought experienced during the year, which interfered materially with the 
agricultural and mining industries, the demand for labour was small. A fair number of men who were 
travelling from one district to another were content to work for their keep and a few shillings a week for 
temporary employment.

The following is a list of the average rates of wages ruling in this district, viz.:—Mechanics, 5s. to 
10s. per day; miners, 30s. per week; stockmen aud cooks, 20s, per week and keep; grooms, 15s.; 
shepherds, 5s.; and labourers, from 15s. to 20s. per week and keep.

ATarge number of men are employed in different parts of tbe district fossicking for gold ; some 
make good wages and others only a living. Since the break up of tbe drought both farming and mining 
operations are being pushed ahead, but there are sufficient men in the district to cope with the demand 
for labour. I have, &c.,

L. A. McDOTJG-ALL,
----------------- ■ Labour Agent.

Tbe Labour Agent, Cooma, to Tbe Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Department of Labour and Industry, Cooma, 3 July, 1897.
I have the honor to submit my report, as follows :—

Eorty-four (44) persons have registered themselves at this office during the past twelve months, 
of whom twelve proceeded to the ’West Bogan to cut scrub.

The amounts paid direct to this office as refunds of railway fares totalled £27 3s. lid.
Labour market.—At the present time there are very few unemployed in this district. One reason 

for this improvement, which may be only temporary, is that the winter here is too severe for men looking 
for work who have to camp out. I am informed that many men leave this district for Sydney and the 
warmer parts of the Colony as soon as the cold weather sets in here. "Work in connection with the ■ 
building trade and road making has been fairly brisk, which, no doubt, accounts for tbe absorption of a 
good many men; in fact there is some difficulty in obtaining suitable men for builders. Grazing
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Grazing is the principal industry; agriculture and mining give employment to comparatively 
few men.

Wages.—I am informed that the rates range from about ds. for unskilled to about 8s. for skilled 
labour per diem. Miners as a rule obtain about 6s.

The busiest time of the year on Monaro is from November to the end of February, when shearing 
aud harvesting operations are carried on. I have, &c,,

EDWAED GOMM, 
Local Agent.

The Labour Agent, Cootamunclra, to The Superintendent, G-oyernment Labour
Bureau, Sydney.

27 July, 1897.
"With regard to the working of this branch for the twelve months ending 30th Juno, 1897,1 havo the 
honor to report as follows:—Some 14 men applied for registration, and in 6 of these eases passes were 
applied for and granted to travel on the railway line to reach certain work. Twelve out of the 14 men 
mentioned above were general labourers, and 2 of the 14 shearers. The branch has not been largely used, 
as there has not been a great demand for labour, nor, on the whole, has there heen employment sought. 
There have been occasional tramps in the town, who have not sought permanent work, but have been 
content with odd jobs and then moved on. I find that a great many or these tramps do not really wish to 
work, but as long as they can beg tucker are quite content. I need hardly say there are exceptions. 
There 1ms been little demand for labour. For instance, there has been little or no building going on in 
this district; aud as to general labour, such as harvesting, ploughing, &c,, although occasional hands are 
wanted, yet the farmers aud their families manage to do this kind of work themselves. I may mention 
that within the last week very important work has been started some 6 miles from hero, viz., the deviation 
of the railway line at Frampton, and I understand some fow hundreds of men will be employed for some 
three or four months; hut the greater part of the labour required has been introduced from other parts 
of the Colony. However, I can speak more fully of this matter in my next monthly report. There are 
labourers seeking work there at the present time. The list given below will show the current rates of 
wages for various trades, &c., iu this district:— '

Labourers (with board) 
Blacksmiths ... ..

„ strikers .. 
Coach-builders... ..
Painters ... .,
Tailors ... ... ..
Drapers ... ..

„ assistants ..
Shoemakers ..............
Bricklayers ..............
Plasterers ..............
Carpenters ... ..
Grocers’ assistants .. 
Grooms (with hoard) .. 
General labourers ..

£ s. d.
0 15 0 per week.
2 10 0 „
0 15 0 „
2 10 0 „
Piecework.

... 2 10 0 per week,
from 0 5 0 „

... 2 5 0 „
... 3 0 0 „
... 3 0 0 „ ,
... 3 0 0 „
... 2 10 0 .,
... 0 15 0 „
... 0 6 0 per day.
I have, &c.,

G. ADDISON,
Labour Agent.

The Clerk of Petty Sessions, Goulburn, to The Superintendent, Government
Labour Bureau, Sydney.

Sir, Court-house, Goulburn, 7 July, 1897.
Nothing of any importance took place at tho Goulburn. Branch of the Government Labour 

Bureau during the year ended 30th June, 1897.
The usual registrations were made, and returns furnished to you monthly. From time to time 

men reported that they had no work, and were unable to obtain any.
'Three gangs of ten men each were sent to the Bogan scrub clearing works, but no men were found 

private work, with the exception of a few.
Generally speaking, this district is in a most poverty-stricken condition, owing to a great extent to 

the protracted drought.
The rates of wage did not vary very much, the following being what was usually paid :—Miners, 

30s. to 45s. per week; bootmakers, 30s. per week ; carters, 30s. to 35s.; slaughtermen, 25s. to 27s.; 
labourers, 25s. to 30s.; and cooks, 20s. to 40s. per week ; drovers, 15s. per week and keep ; millers, 50s. 
to 65s.; wheelwrights, 40s. to 50s.; and shop assistants, 30s. to 70s. per wreek.

’ I have, &c,,
TV. D. STAFFORD,

----------- —— ' Clerk of Petty Sessions,

The Labour Agent, Hay, to The Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau, Sydney.
Sir, Department of Labour and Industry, Hay, 10 July, 1897.

X have the honor to report that the operations at this branch for the past year have been of a 
very limited character. The only registration was of a man who was granted a pass to another district. 
No employers have applied to me for men. I have received £7 0s. 9d. on account of refunds for railwuy 
passes.

348—D As
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Aa far as I can ascertain there hare not heen any considerable number of men out of employment. 
An irrigation rceheme near Hay has provided wort for from thirty to forty men during the past three 
months, and, as it is not yet completed, will carry most of them on through the winter, which is usually a 
slack time. These men all appear to be residents of the town and district, and I may say that, except at 
shearing time, there is seldom any influx from other places.

Avenues of employment outside the town are confined to the pastoral and agricultural industries. 
There is no mining of any kind in the district. The general rates of wages are approximated as follows:—

Bricklayers, per day ... ... ...
Carpenters „ ... ... ...
Wheelwrights „ ...........................
Blacksmiths „ ... ... ...
Horse drivers, per week (with rations) 
Station-hands ,, „
Labourers, per day ... ... ...

s. d. s. d.
10 0
9 0

8 0 to 9 0
8 0 9 0

20 0 25 0
15 0 31 25 0

6 0 JI 7 0
I have, &c.,

J. BURNETT,
Agent.

The Labour Agent, Junee, to Tbe Superintendent, Government Labour Bureau,
Sydney.

Sir, Department of Labour and Industry, Junee, G July, 1897.
Tii reply to your circular of the 19th May last, I have the honor to submit herewith my report 

of the business transacted at this oflBce for the year ending 30th June, 1897.
During the half-year ending 81st December, 1896, I registered nine men, and for the remaining 

half-year four men were registered, but could not obtain employment for them. Three out of the last four 
were"registered to go to work for a Mr. M'Nicholls, of (rat]main, on a clearing job, but their intended 
employer wrote me to say on account of the protracted drought he was knocking off work. 1 have never 
had a satisfactory reply from him since.

All tho men, as far as I can ascertain, with the exception of the one last registered, have left the 
district, the hulk of them being ordinary tramps.

The principal industries are Cohoe and Walster’s foundry, blacksmiths, wheelwrights, &c., and 
farming, also the railway locomotive sheds. The latter, the railway authorities declined to give any 
information about, stating they were all permanent hands there, with the exception of casual labourers, 
who were paid, when required coal-heaving, &c., at Gs. per day. _

In farming, first-class ploughmen get on an average 20s. per week, inferior, 15s. per week, and 
their keep in each case. At Messrs. Cohoe and Walstcr’s foundry the wages are as follows:—Blacksmiths, 
from 85s. to 60s, per week; moulders average Is. per hour, first-class men Is. 3d. per hour; wood
workers, from 30s. per week to Is. per hour; labourers, 25s. per week; and boilermakers (when employed), 
11s. per day. Up to 31st March last thirty men were employed, but since then only twenty-two men are 
employed, this being a slack time nntil about September, when harvest machinery of every description 
comes in for repairs, &c., and the full complement of hands will be again required. General blacksmiths 
average from 30s. to 60s. per week; wheelwrights, SOs. to 60s. per week ; painters, about 22s. per week. 
The rates of wages have averaged about the same during the year. Employers appear to have no difficulty 
in obtaining men to suit them without applying to this office ; and when asked they invariably reply that 
they would sooner not have men from tho Bureau.

" I have, <&e..
K. THEO. G ARLAND,

----------------- Labour Agent.

The Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions to Tbe Superintendent Government Labour
Bureau, Sydney.

Sir, Police Office, Jerilderie, 5 July, 1897.
I have the honor to furnish a report of the work done at the Jerilderie branch of the Govern

ment Labour Bureau during the past year. During the period fifty-one persons registered, eighteen 
railway passes were issued to persons en route to the Bogan relief works, nine found employment in the 
district, and the remainder left the district without aid.

Refunds for railway passes have been received from eight persons, amounting to £16 14s. 8d.
Applications for employment have been in excess of the requirements.
The principal work carried out during the past twelve months has been scrub cutting for starving 

stock and clearing land for agriculture, for which the current rate of wages was £1 per week and rations.
I have, &c„

JOHN CURRY,
' ------------------ Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.

The Labour Agent, Queanbeyan, to The Superintendent, Government Labour
Bureau, Sydney.

Sir, Queanbeyan, 2 July, 1897.
In compliance with the request contained in yours of the 19th May last, I have the honor to 

forward herewith a summary of work transacted at this branch for the year ending 30th June ult.
The state of the labour market has heen considerably dull during the past twelve months, as is 

■evinced by the fact that in the case of the whole six persons registered as per above return, railway passes 
were issued to other districts, and in the case of four persons to private employment, and in the remaining 
two in search of employment.

The rate■ of wages prevailing in the district is somewhat.about as follows:—Erom 5s. to 6s. per 
dav and rations.

‘ The
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The labour is confined chiefly to road contracts. "With the late rains the district may now be 
■said to be on the eve of better times and a good spring is anticipated, and during the ensuing year 
the demand for labour is likely to be considerably increased.

There have been no refunds to this branch during the year.
I have, &c.,

C. W. THOMAS,
------------------C.P.S. and Labour Agent.

The Labour Agent, Wagga Wagga, to The Superintendant, Government Labour
Bureau, Sydney.

Sir, Court House, "Wagga Wagga, 1 July, 1897.
With reference to the labour market in this district, I have the honor to inform you that 

for the past twelve months tho supply of labour has been greater than the demand; the principal 
■demand for labourers is that coming from farmers who have been and are paying from. 15s. to 20s. 
per week. At shearing time, which is about August and September in each year, there is a good 
demand for shearers and rouseabouts, and good men have no difficulty in obtaining employment. 
The prevailing drought was fbe principal cause of a slackness in employment,

I have, &c.,
PHILIP E. ELDEESHAW, 

------------------C.P.S., Labour Agent, &c.

The Labour Ageut, Young, to The Superintendent, Labour Bureau, Sydney.
Sir, Labour Agency, Young, 3 July, 1897.

In forwarding my report for the year ending 30th June, I have the honor to inform you that 
the operations of this branch have been confined principally to the issue of nineteen passes to persons 
leaving the district for employment elsewhere, as follows :—

1 to Jiourke, 1 to Sydney, 7 to Cobar, and 10 to Xyngan.
The conditions of tho labour market have fluctuated but little during tbe past year. As a result of 

the good prices obiained for wheat after last harvest, a decided upward tendency was experienced, and 
matters looked most promising, Selectors and others were enabled to meet their engagements, and, in 
numerous instances, discharged their mortgages, and looked forward to a continuance of good seasons and 
a larger area under wheat.

Hut the drought which followed has been so severely felt, and has extended so far into the winter, 
that a limited area only will be under wheat, owing to the lateness of the season and the difficulty 
experienced in ploughing. Tho effect of these circumstances on the labour market are not only felt now, 
but will also be apparent next harvest. The heavy losses in stock also will seriously limit the number of 
shearers required this season.

The rates of wages ruling in this district for the past year arc the same as quoted in my report of 
the 7th June last. 1 am informed that there has been little or no fluctuation in those prices.

I have, &e.,
K. W. COLLIKS,

------------------ Labour Agent.

Annual Eeport, Country Branches, year ending dune 30th, 1897.

Principal Industries. Kates of Wage.

COASTAL DISTRICT.

Dairy-farming, Coal-mining, Cane-growing, 
Agricultural.

Larin and dairy Lands ......  10a. (o 20s. per week and keop.
Oane-euttere ......................  20s, per week and keep
Coal-miners.......................... Is. 10d. to 2s. ltd. per toa Mowing rate.
Mechanics ..........................  Vs. to 1 Os. per day,
Labourers.............................. 5s. to 7s. „

WESTERN DISTRICT.

Pastoral, Agricultural, Mining, Moat-prcserving, 
Flour and Saw Mills, and Root Manufactory.

Stat.ionOiamis ...................
Farm-bands.......................
Flour-mi 11 hands.............
Saw-mill hands ................
ileatr-work hands ...........
Shearers ...........................

. 15s, to 2os. per week and keep.
. 10b. to Eds. ,, „

45s, to 553, „
. Cs. lo Ss. 4d. per dftj.
. SOs to 40s. per week.

17b. to 20s. per 100,
,, 30s to 45s. per week.

Mechanics ........................ .. 30s. to 70s. „
tn 7s. firl. ner tltiT.

NORTHERN DISTRICT.

Pastoral, Agricultural, Mining, Meat-preserving, 
Boot Manufactory-, Ac.

Stal ion-hands ...................
Shearers ............................
Farm-hands........................
Meat-work hands ............
Bool makers.......................
Miners ..............................

.. 15s to 20s. per Tveek and keep.

.. 18'. to 20s. per 100.
5s. to 20s. per week and keep.

.. 25s. to 50s. „
. 40s. to 60s. „

40e. per week.
.. 6s to lOs. per day.

Labourers ...................... .. 5s. to 7e. „

SOUTHERN DISTRICT.

Agricultural, Pastoral, Meat-preserving, Wine
making, Dairy-farming, &c.

Farm and vine labourers
Station-hands ..................
Meat-works bands ..........
Mechanics .....................
Miners..........
Labourers.........................

15s. to 20s. per week and keep.
15s. to 2os. ,j „

.. 25b. to 40s. „

.. SOs, to GOs. „

.. 30b. to 45s. „
,. 4s. to Gs. per dar.
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Principal Industries,

Duii'y-fnritijiig nnd Houd-makiug.
Agricultural, Piistorali Mining, and Sugar-growing. 
Agricultural. B
Cane-growing and Dairj'-farming,
Coal-mimng,
A gricultural,
Coal-miinng and Agricultural.
Agricultural and Jiool. Manufactory.
Pastoral, Moat- Preserving, &c.
Pastoral and Mining.
Pastoral.
Pastoral and Mining.
Pastoral ond Mining
Pastoral, Agricultural, Plour, and Timber Mills. 
Pastoral and Mining.
Pastoral and Agricultural.
Agricultural, Mining, Pottery, and Iron Work?!. 
Pasioral, Mining, and Agricultural.
Pastoral and Agricultural.
Pastoral, Moat Preserving, &c.
Agricultural and Mining.
Pastoral.
Pastoral, Meat Prcserviugj Ac.
Mining, Agricultural, and .Boot Manufactory, 
Agricultural and Mining.
Coal-mining and Agricultural.
Past oral.
Pastoral and Agricultural.
Pastoral, &c.
Agricultural, Pastoral, Tannery, Soap, and Boot 

Factory, &c. *
Pastoral, Mining, and Agricultural.
Agricultural. Pastoral, Mining, und Winc-mating. 
Pastoral, Mining, and Agricultural,
Dairy-farming, Pastoral, and Agricultural. 
Agricultural,
Agricultural, Mining, ami Boot Manufactory, 
Pastoral and Agricultural. *
Pastoral, Mining, and Agricultural. "
Pastoral.
Agricultural and Pastoral,
Agricultural and Pastoral,
Agricultural, Fruit-growing, and Meat Preserving.

beQO
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Legislative jIssembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN ELECTORS AND CITIZENS OF THE COLONY AGAINST.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 17 November, 1897.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament
assembled.

The humble Petition of the undersigned electors and citmns of the Colony of New South Wales,— 

Respectfully Showktii ;—

That your Petitioners are firmly of the opinion that the further maintenanoe of the Government 
Labour Bureau is prejudicial to the best interests of the bond fide workers of the Colony, inasmuch that as 
an institution it pauperises labour and reduces wages.

That as an institution ib has utterly failed to ameliorate the conditions of the workers in whose 
interests it was ostensibly established.

Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House in its wisdom will see fit to 
refuse to pass the estimate granting the necessary supply to further maintain the Government Labour 
Bureau, and saving thereby a largo sum of the taxpayers money annually.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. ■

[Here follow 1,051 signatures.']

C»rfO dll—
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. Jjisg isjjA'i'ivii Assembly.

N E Vir SOUTH. \V A L E S .

THE UNEMPLOYED.
(COKKESI’OXDBXCE RESPECTING A SCHEME FOK THE TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT OF, BY MR, CHAS.

O’NEILL. M.I.C.E.. LURING 1S04-S.)

Printed under Aro, 11 Report from Printing Committee, lu July, 1S97.

C. O’Xcill, Esq., M.I.C.E., to The Eton. G. H. Ecid, M.P., Premier.
Sii’, ]G, Eli/.abnlli-slrect, Sydney, 15 November, 1805.

_ jf have 1;bo lionor to call your attention to a letter, with enclosures, wliieh 1 sent to you on the 
24th November, 180 k referring; for work for llje unemployed, by malting a wide mad or promenade from 
near tbe Man-o’-war Stairs round by Mrs. Macquarie’s Chair to the head of YVoolioomooloo Bay, and to 
respectfully request that you would give the matter your further consideration.

The road might he named “ The Ecid Promenade,” and 1 humbly tbink the work would do a large 
amount of good and be satisfactory to the people generally,

1 have. Ac..
CHARLES O’NEILL, M.I.C.E.

Acknowledge. Mr. Boss.—P.K., 20/11/95. Done.—M.B., 21/11/95.

C. O’Neill, Esq., M.I.C.E., to Tito Hon. G. H. Keid, M.P., Premier.
Sir, 1G, Elizabeth-street, Sydney, 24 November, 1894.

_ 1 have the honor to send you herewith copy of a letter written by me to tbe Honorable Sir 
George Dibba, late Premier, suggesting what seemed to me a wise means of helping the unemployed, 
humbly hut earnestly hoping that you may view the suggestion in a different light from that expressed in 
the late Premier’s reply, a copy of which is attached hereto.
_ I may mention that when Mr. E. N. Charrington, the great English philanthropist, was in Sydney 
in March last, among his impressions of Australia, as reported in the Daily Telegraph of March 3rd, 
were “ he admired our beautiful harbour, and thought on tbe whole that Sydney was the most charmingly- 
situated town in the world. But what a pity that the early architects of the place had not laid out a 
public promenade round every bay and creek. ’What a pity that the Government were not doing more 
at tho present time to preserve tbe foreshores in their native loveliness,’'

I also enclose report of the “ Surplus Labour Committee ” to the Tiadcs and Labour Council of 
New South Wales, showing various works proposed bv me. viz.:—

1. Tho filling in of Darling Harbour above Pyrmont Bridge.
2. Tunnels tor proposed City Bail way from Darling Harbour direct to Circular Quay.
3. Tunnels to North Shore.
4. Esplanade and Quay-wait from Pyrmont Bridge by Dawes and Miller's Points to Circular Quay,

with Tramwavs, Ac. ^ I have, Ac., "
' —------ CHARLES O’NEILL, M.I.C.E.

Acknowledged.—28/11.

0. O’Neill, Esq., M.I.C.E., to The Hon. Sir George Dibbs, M.P., K.C.M.G., Premier.
Sir, 1G, Elizaheil).street, Sydney, 22 February, 1894.

1 beg respectfully to make a suggestion for the public good by giving useful employment to 
the starving men now in Sydney. It is as follows :—Order tho construction of a road, say, 200 feet wide, 
with a belt of trees in the centre, and scats, Ac., from near the Man-o’-war Stairs (widening only), 
Mrs. Macquarie’s Chair, and along Woolloomooloo Bay to Bourke-stroet. (The baths would he interfered 
with, but they could be extended further into the bay.) This would be a truly useful work, and, if 
authorised, I could place a thousand men on at once, and by changing hands every fortnight the immediate 
unemployed difficulty- would be to a great extent overcome, and a ray of happiness foyepd into many 

201— : ’ desolate
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desolate homos, This is a terrible time, and the work I have suggested would, I believe, satisfy the people 
generally, whilst you, as head of the Govemmeut, by affording an honorable means for the unemployed 
mou to obtain an independent livelihood, 1 humbly think should bo brave enough to take the responsibility 
of carrying out a work which would reflect tho highest credit on you and the Government. The good 
you would accomplish would be incalculable, and perhaps one of the most meritorious works a Premier 
could undertake, and practically begin an era of prosperity in New Ho nth W ales.

The road when’complcted would form a magnificent sea-shore promenade and carriage-drive.
.1 may give you an example of my own experience when I was Engineer-in-Cliief at Auckland, 

New Zealand. There was a heavy wave of depression came over the Thames Gold-field district, and one 
day many thousands of men appeared in the streets of Shortland who met mo going to my office and 
demanded some means to prevent starvation. They were very much excited, and 1 was in the middle of 
them. I asked a few to come with me. When at the office, and after hearing of the serious state of 
affairs, I said I would put on a thousand men that afternoon at half the usual wage (five shillings per 
day) until other work would require their service.

I started the making of a wide road along the sea from yhortland to Tararu, a distance of about 
2 miles; then 1 obtained the approval of tho Provincial Government, and in a very short time the 
depression left the district, prosperity again reigned, and a grand, wide, useful road was completed, called 
“ O’Neill’s Esplanade." I have, &c.,

' CHAP LESS O’NEILL,
M. Inst. C.E.

The Private Secretary to The Premier to C. O’Neill, Esq., M.I.C.E.
Hear Sir, Chief Secretary’s Office, New South Wales, 6 March, 1S!J4.

The Hon. Sir George Hibbs desires me to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 22nd 
February, and to inform yon that ho considers your proposal to construct a road round Farm Cove, us a 
moans of employing 1,000 men who are now out of work, one that is perfectl^, impracticable and 
uniustifiable. Yours faithfully,

11. TENNENT DONALDSON,
. Private Secretary.

Sidney . MTIlnm Ai>]ilcp:ntc Gullick, Go\ ununont Printer, lEUT
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE UNEMPLOYED.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Printed under No. 18 Report from Printing Committee, 7 October, 1897.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 23rd June, 1897, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House a Return showing,—■

" (1.) The total expenditure for the months of January, Ecbruary, March, 
“ and April this year for the unemployed.
“ (2.) Tiie work done by the Unemployed during those months in incurring 
“ the expenditure.
" (3.) The expenditure incurred in employing the Unemployed outside of 
“ Sydney (if any).
“ (4.) The portion of the expenditure Avliich lias been given as charity, and 
“ that for which work has been executed.”

{Mr. Affleck.)

DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR AND INDUSTRY.

(1.) £2.474 8s. 4fd,, less £878 9s. 7d. refund of railway fares.
(2.) Expenditure was incurred in sending men to private employment (including “fossicking”), 

and to G-ovemment works at Shea’s Creek, Botany Sewage Farm, Church and School Lands, Rifle Butts, 
and Bogan Scrub. .

(3.) £281 Gs. 5-J-d., being cost of railway passes issued by country branches of the Labour Bureau.
(4.) £3G 17s. 9£d.

Note.—Those replies bear only on Ihc coat of railway passes, minera’ rights, and rations granted by this Department, 
hut have nothing to do with tho cost of the different works on which the Unemployed have been engaged.

Department of Public Works, Account Branch,
15 June, 1897.

Statement showing Amount Expended, under the Public Works Department, on Work done by the 
Unemployed during January, February, March, and April, 1897.

Locality. January. February. March. ( April.

i
Total.

Church and School Lands ...
£ s. d. 

245 7 7
£ S. d.

153 1 4
£ s. d. 

157 2 2
£ s. d. 
61 7 9

£ S. d. 
GIG 18 10

J.C., 15/G/97. THOMAS R. STEELE,
Accountant, Public Works,

[3d] 320—

[580 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £0 1 jBj7d.]
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE UNEMPLOYED.
(EMPLOYMENT OT\ SINCE Isr MAY, !S!)7.)

Printed under JVb. 8 Report from Printing Committee. 17 June, 1S!)7.

[Laid upon the Table, of the Mouse in reply to (Question by Mr. Wladdon, 15 June, 1897.]

Question.
Mit. Wkiddos asked The Moistek op Public) Ihsteuctiox,—

(1.) ’Will ho be good enough to iulorm tho House how ninny men from the unemployed have been put 
on to work since the 1st May ?

(2.) Tho nature of such work, and the districts to which they have been sent, up to date.

Answer.
. SausnuLE of Particulars.

(1.) 1,179. In that number arc included labourers selected for the Botany Sewage 1 arm; men put on 
at Shea’s Creek, also old men to clear at the Hand wick lijfle Butts; fossiekers recommended by 
the Mines Department; elearors, by the Department of Mines and Agriculture; and wives, with 
children, going to join their husbands in the country, who had preceded them, and made homes.

(2a.) Accountant, brewer, brickmakers, bricklayers, bakers, butchers, blacksmiths, carpenters (house and 
bridge), cooks (male and female), carters, clerk, concrete-workers, cabinet-makers, drivers (horse), 
drover, engineer, engine-drivers, engineer’s smith, fossiekers, farm hands, flour-mill hands, fellmongers, 
fisherman, generally usoftils, gardeners, grooms, hospital attendant, iron-planer, kitchemnen, labourers, 
miners (silver, gold, coal, and shale), married couples, milkmen, painters, plumbers, paper-hangers, 
plasterers, quarrymen, station-hands, shearers, salesman, sleeper-cutters, shoemaker, tutor, timber 
squarers and cutlers, tinsmith, wood-cuttcrs (lire), wheelwrights, wool-scourers, watchman, bushtnen

(2b.) City and Suburbs.
Northern District.

Narrabri, Tcnterfield, Boggabri, Gumiedah, Wyong, Armidale, Glen limes, East Maitland, Werris Creek, 
Tamworth, Port Stephens,

Southern District.
Albury, Mandurama, Bulli, Young, The Hock, Cootaraundra, Yass, Junee, femora, Wyalong, Brodbo, 

Goulburn, Carcoar, Cuoma. Gundagai, Tarago.
Wesler?i District.

K.utoomba, Bourke, YYanaaring, YYilcannia, Nevertii'e, Nyngan, Cobar, Ilermidale, Parkes, Duhbo, Mumbil, 
Capertec, Wellington, Byrock, Mudgee, Stuart Town, Porbes, Moloug, Bathurst, Newbridge.

Note.—The above particulars arc compiled irom 1st May to 10th June inclusive.

[3d.] 1G3—
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

FIRE BRIGADES BOARD, SYDNEY.
(REPORT FOR 180C.)

#«$£nicl> ler Jihulumunt, pursuant to ^ct 47 ‘Sir, ^to, 3, set. 7.

Printed under Jfo. 12 Report from Printing Committee, 22 July, IS'.) 7

Tlie Chairman to The Chief Secretary.
Sir* Brigades Board, Head-quarters Fire-station, Sydney, 14 April, 1807.

1 liave tho lionor, by direction of tbo Fire Brigades Board for the Metropolitan District, to 
forward herewith, in compliance with the 7th section of tho Fire Brigades Act, 1884, tho Board’s Report 
upon its administration during the year 189(5.

, I have, &c.,
CHARLES SOWN,

“ Chairman.
Ruvout of the Fiue Brigahes Boajid for the Year 1896. '

Wmr regard to the year 1890, the Fire Brigades Board for tho Metropolitan District has tho honor to 
report upon Lie matters within the scope of its administrative duties under the Fire Brigades Act 1884 
pursuant to tho direction of section 7. fa ^ ,
,, ■ TS? on1Iy ^eratjoiiB cSected in the personnel of the Board at the biennial election, which took R«rd.
place :n March, were the unopposed elections of Messrs, F. J. Jackson, J.P., and T. M. Tinlcv J P 
respectively by the Insurance Companies having their headquarters in and outside the Coionv.Vo the 
scats lormerlv occupied by Messrs, Walter Church, J.P., and J. St. Vincent Welch, J.P., the other 
elective members being re-elected. At the first meeting of the newly constituted Board, Alderman 
•i. C. Bearc, J.l was elected A ico-Chairman, in the room of Mr, Church, who had retired from tho ■
Board attcr continuously holding a seat upon it since tho passing of tho Act in 1SS4.

lo the contributing Insurance Companies, the Lancashire Insurance Company and the London rnsunmeo 
Assurance Corporation were added, while the Mutual Union Insurance Company disappeared from the Co,n!,anie8- 
list {Appendix II The sum of the risks was £59,720,282, an increase of £380,180 on that of the 
antecedent year. The contribution levied was equal to 2I-d. (2'5d.) in every £100 of risk held
liable eVnciih.rn’nf tie ’jfme?-ah“t, Uppendix IV) the year closed with an overdraft. For the pro- Expenditure 
liable expenditure of this Department during the current twelve months, £20,100 was the estimate adopted.
Lins sum. in view of the claims being urged by various districts for the establishment of firo stations and 
increased protection and of varied requirements over an enlarged area, must be very carefully husbanded

. iu f 1° fc lieP™,1: shi-inhuge was recorded in the assessed value of ratable property in the Munldpxliti
Mumcipahties [Ayiprarfnr ]] and for the year under review a further coutraotion of £269,167 is apparent, 
despite the addition of two Boroughs, whose assessments amount to £27,682. Of this reduction, no loss 
than £1-6LoS9 was m the city borty-two Municipalities were on the contributory list, the additional 
being J. onmth and Richmond. These are distant from Sydney about 35 and 39 miles, respectively, but 
being m tho county of Cumberland are in the Metropolitan District under the Firo Brigades’ Ac/ As 
remarked last year these are the first instances of the extension of the Act to districts so distant from 
Sydney, and yet within the Metropolitan area. During the year tho provisions of the Act were extended 
to Liverpool, which consequently became contributory at the beginning of the year current Tho
contribution levied upon the Municipalities amounted to half-a-erown for every £100 of assessed value of 
ratable property. ' J ua
. R may be mentioned that although the Fire Brigades’ Act, in section 22, authorises a Council to
iWmmmf r ^V^^hstandjng any statutory limit of such rate, by sufficient to recoup
the amount of the contribution paid m the previous year lor the maintenance of the Fire Brigades Depart
ment, no Council within the Metropolitan District has yet adopted that course; vet the contribution is 
drawn for the protectaon of the lives and property of the ratepayers, who, no doubt, would cheerfully pay 
the small tax of half-a-crown per £100, rather than be without such a safeguard. Councils, however^ 
liuve hitherto preferred to pay tho contribution levies out of their own funds

*49—A M
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At the same time several o£ the Borough CounciLs have complained of having to make the payments; 
and it is remarkable that frequently those which have protested most strongly have also been those which 
most strenuously urged the Board "to increase the expenditure in their own particular districts. Since the 
passing of the Act pressure has been continually brought to bear by one or another Council for an 
increase of the Fire Brigade establishment within the boundaries of its own parish, coupled with the 
installation of telephone fire alarms, and the erection of costly fire stations; yet those very Councils 
complain of an increase of contribution which must be a sequence to compliance with even a portion of 
their requests. On the other hand, Councils are dissatisfied because the Board has declined to accede to 
applications for extensions of which the advantage could not be commensurate with the cost.

In the United States of America the whole cost of the Fire Brigades establishments is borne 
municipally—not merely one-third of it as here ; while in the Melbourne Metropolitan District, where the 
revenue is drawn from three sources, on lines very similar to ours, the levies upon the municipalities are 
heavier than in Sydney, being 4s. Id. for every £100 of ratable property, against 2s. 6d. here.

The sum appropriated for the maintenance of the Fire Department of San Francisco for tlie 
twelve months ending dOth June, 1806, is set down in that Department's Beport at 718,000 dollars (about 
£147,500). Tbe appropriation on account of this department for last year was £18,900, of which the 
municipalities were called upon for £6,300. Yet tho population of San Francisco cannot much exceed 
300,000 persons, while that of Sydney, is estimated at 410,000, which number would be increased to 
upwards of 440,000, if there were included the population of the whole district of no less than 176 247 
square miles, over which tho jurisdiction of the Board extended last year.. Similarly favourable 
comparisons may be drawn with regard to the Fire Brigade Deqiartments of Chicago, Kansas City, and 
other cities.

While emulation of the American scale of expenditure is not advocated, the figures are quoted to 
show that the Borough Councils here are called upon for only about a twenty-third of the amount con
tributed by tbe San Franciscan municipal authorities, and are also much more favourably treated in this 
respect than the other cities of which we have any information.

' Taking the figures given above, the expenditure per head of tho population here is 10 3d., while
that of San Francisco approximates 9s. 10d., and of Chicago about 3s. 9d., the last-named city having a 
great population of over 1,700,000 persons.

Hurstville, Kogarah, Kockdale, and other districts, arc to receive the benefit of a much improved 
water supply under pressure from the 1,000,000 gallon reservoir which tbe Department of Water Supply 
and Sewerage has almost completed at Penshurst. On the north side of the harbour the Hornsby- 
Cbatswood water supply scheme has given the rapidly growing suburbs upon the heights a supply which 
for fire protection, purposes alone must be of yearly increasing value. The Board has pleasure in 
acknowledging the courtesy with which tho Board of Water Supply has continued to respond to requests 
from this Department, where possible, when any deficiency in the fiow or pressure of water for fire 
purposes has been brought under its notice.

During the year 451 alarms of fire were responded to, of which 91 wero false alarms. Of tbe 
others, exclusive of 69 chimney fires,. 291 turned out to he actual outbreaks of fire. figures com
pared with the returns of the previous year represent a decrease of 82 calls, and of 76 fires, other than 
those in chimneys. The Superintendent reports that the destruction of property by fire has not O56?11 
extensive, considering the area covered, and that is high testimony to the continued good work which tho 
firemen have performed. Six of the fires were upon vessels lying at wharves in the harbour.

In connection with the oft-urged desirability for special protection being provided for vessels in 
this port, which is becoming tlie great commercial entrepot of Australasia, attention is again invited 
to tlie remarks upon tlie subject on the second page of the last Beport. Among the difficulties there 
enumerated was the omission of power from the existing Act for the extension of its provisions to lorfc 
Jackson. This view has since been entirely supported by counsel’s opinion, a copy of which was for
warded to the Principal Under Secretary on 30th September last. Other communications have also 
passed, setting forth the very invidious position in which this Department is placed with regard to vessels 
afloat, hut so far nothing definite has resulted.

The Fire Brigades Act. 1884, under which the Department is worked, continues in its pristine 
imperfect state. In some of its provisions it is absolutely unworkable, and fails to carry out its admittedly 
express intention. With reference to the difficulties which arise in connection with it, communication 
has been made from time to time, and it is understood that its need for amendment is even more necessary 
as regards the country outside ihe Metropolitan District. Under counsel’s opinion, before-mentioned, the 
Board has “ neither duties nor powers upon the waters of Port Jackson,” and considerable risk is incurred 
by any attempt to extinguish fire there. The opinion concludes with a recommendation “that the sooner 
the Board obtains an Act giving them jurisdiction over the Harbour, the better for themselves and the 
shipping public.” In that respect, as in others, the continued appeals for a more satisfactory and 
workable Act have so far been profitless. In the meantime the Department has not stood by and allowed 
ships to be destroved bjr fire ; but has undertaken the risk, and vessels and cargoes of great value have 
been preserved. The unreasonable position in which the Department is placed by the imperfection of the 
Act in that respect requires immediate rectification. There are other serious difiiculties affecting the 
administration of the Act concerning which communication has frequently been made.

With further regard to the question of the amendment of the Act, it may be mentioned that in 
the sister colony of Victoria the Metropolitan District is under the jurisdiction of one Board and the 
country under that of another, both of which governing bodies sit in the capital. Under the South 
Australian Firo Brigades Act, which is of later date than either the Victorian or our own, one Board 
sitting in Adelaide controls the whole colony, and the system appears to have worked well. Three 
systems* therefore* arc iti operation with regard to town and country—in South Australia, Victoria, and 
this Colony; and in any alteration of the existing Act it would be well to consider which would be most 
advantageous for adoption. Becently, as has been said, Penrith and Bichtnond, situated upon the confines 
of the county of Cumberland, have been included in our Metropolitan District, a matter with regard to 
which the Board had no option. To supervise fire-extinguishing organisations at such distances would 
present little more difficultv than to control them still further away. The question, therefore, arises 
1 " whether
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whether enlarged powers should be piven under which the central Board would have jurisdiction over the 
whole Colony, or whether its operation should be circumscribed to a more purely metropolitan area, on 
somewhat similar lines to the district of the Metropolitan 1’ire Brigade of Victoria. As it exists at 
present, the Metropolitan District here is either too large or too small.

As yet there has hoen no legislative action to regulate tho traffic in explosives and in inflammable 
liquids, nor to introduce a proper Building Act—subjects upon which the Board has so frequently jj^nUa 
submitted its views that there cau be no necessity for further comment. 111 ng c

On tbo 1st May, in a commanding position in Darlinghurst, overlooking William-street, a detach- stations, 
ment of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, assisted by auxiliaries, was stationed in premises secured upon D!irlin . ^ 
lease for twenty-one years. A hose carriage and other suitable equipment were placed there, and 
telephone fire alarms were run from it as far as Darling Point, and also down Potts’ Point, and in other 
directions. The anticipated establishment of a firo station in Kedfern has not yet been accomplished, but 
it is believed that the Government is favourably disposed towards the desired dedication of the present 
Court-house and Police-station for that purpose when those premises are vacated for the buildings in. 
course of erection. The position is admirably situated for a permanent fire station from whence to 
radiate protection throughout the surrounding district, The provision of more suitable firo stations in Paddington. 
Paddington and Burwood has not yet been accomplished, but it is hoped that they will not be much nutwood, 
longer delayed. It has been decided to build a station in Parramatta upon a site provided by the Govern
ment, the premises hitherto in possession of the Parramatta Volunteer Fire Company, Ao. 1, being rtirramaUi. 
required for other purposes. When the building is occupied the necessity for two volunteer fire brigades 
in that town will have passed away, and the district he better protected by one powerful company with 
improved equipment. The claims of Manly have not been overlooked, and negotiations, since completed, nn J' 
wore entered into for tbo purchase of a suitable situ in Fountain-street, whereon it is proposed to place a 
station as soon as funds permit, in which to more comfortably house tbe local volunteer firemen and their 
appliances. That district, in consequence of its isolated position, must rely entirely upon the services of the 
local brigade for protection in time of fire. A station, just completed, has been built in Kockdale, and the nin'
requirements of Granville and other localities are subjects for future consideration. ^ In Drummoyne the 
local Volunteer Fire Brigade, assisted by a Government grant, has provided itself with a most creditable rll,n]UOinl!- 
station on a good site, which together cost about £500.

The building of stations and properly equipping them constitutes a seriously heavy drain upon our 
resources, and under present circumstances it would he impossible for every district requiring them to be 
immediately supplied. Those of most pressing necessity must, therefore, bo taken first, and the others 
dealt with seriatim, as can be afforded. The Superintendent of Fire Brigades has urged with frequent 
reiteration that tbe whole matter should be dealt with, without such delay, by the issue of a loan of £25,000 
for tlie purpose. The Fire Brigades Act, however, gives no authority for borrowing, and otbcr^considcra- 
tions make such a course undesirable, even if an enabling clause were added to tbe Act, In Victoria the undesirable. ' 
Metropolitan Board has borrowed largely, and consequently the contributing bodies have to pay con
siderably enlarged contributions to provide a sinking fund in addition to the interest. Many Municipal 
Councils and other elective administrative bodies, here and elsewhere, have borrowed freely hythe 
with the result that they are now overweighted with a crushing load of interest, "Where there is facility ■ 
for borrowing, it unfortunately happens that there is grave danger of extravagance ; and this is especially 
the case with organisations whose frequent changes of membership leave the ultimate burden to others.
Tso such corporation can hope to always escape from what in a higher sphere is known as “ log-rolling, Rf,fusalof 
nor from varied pressure for the expenditure of moneys, when large amounts are in hand, as various novomment to 
influences are brought to bear from time to time. To carry out the desired works, and yet to avoid the Suautfow- 
evils of which there are so many object lessons in this and other Colonies, the Board suggested that the Jj!j;e8tt£tiy™vuic 
Government should advance a special annual allowance ; but the proposal was not entertained.

The number of telephone fire-alarms has now been increased from 139 to 1G2. distributed through- Telephone firo 
out the city and suburbs at the points of greatest vantage. As the system^adopted here has proved so a,llrms- 
eminently satisfactory others will he annually added. These alarms have involved tho erection of 135 
miles of wire—an addition of 13 miles since our last year's lie port—representing an increase of potential 
protection over a large area, including portions of the city, Balmain, Newtown, North Sydney, and other 
suburbs.

At the close of the year the Metropolitan Fire Brigade numbered sixty-two of all ranks, the Motropniitnii 
authorised strength being sixty-four—in all, making an increase of four on the previous year s return rwcEnga c. 
and the standard of efficiency is most creditable to officers and men. It appears, however, to be 
increasingly difficult to obtain recruits of tbe required physique and other qualifications to fill any 
vacancies. Three hose waggons have been added to the Brigade’s plant during the year, and an order 
lias boon forwarded to London for an additional steam fire-engine, capable or delivering GOO gallons a 
minute at 200 revolutions. The renewals of hose and repair of and additions to other material have 
been exceptionally heavy.

The authorised strength of the Auxiliary Fire Corps has been raised to twenty, but the number Auxiliaries, 
on tho roll on the 31st December, 1896, was only fourteen. Tbe difficulty alluded to as being felt with 
regard to obtaining suitable candidates for the permanent force is accentuated with regard to tho 
Auxiliary Corps, a number of changes taking place in its ranks in consequence of many of its members 
having from time to time to retire from it, as their work takes them to districts whore their services are 
not readily available at stations to which they are attached. As the applications of members of the corps 
for service in the Brigade receive preference over those of others, it is necessary that their standard of 
nhysique, of attainments, and of character, should be maintained. _ _ _
* Very heavy, hut necessary, outlay has been incurred during the year in supplying the "Volunteer volunteer fire 
Fire Companies with hose ; and the Superintendent is endeavouring to regulate the branches, nowdes, Compruurs. 
Ac., so that they shall be of uniform pattern. At the close of the year tbo Standard Brewery 
Volunteer Firo Brigade retired from service in accordance with _ the resolution mentioned in 
last year’s Report—to discontinue to maintain Volunteer Fire Brigades within the city. The 
Company had been in existence some years, and had in its time performed much useful seryico. Tho 
Sandwich Volunteer Fire Company having become moribund, the appliances entrusted to its charge

have
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have been withdrawn. The subsidies, &c., shown on page 10-11, to have been paid to the ’Volunteer 
Companies, amounted to £2,567 ; but that amount does not include the expenditure on their behalf for 
hose, horses, repairs to stations and plant, and various other items. The renewals of hose, and repair of 
and additions to other material, have been exceptionally heavy.

_ In the city the Metropolitan Fire Brigade has superseded the necessity for tho Volunteer hire 
Brigade stations, to which in past years the city was greatly indebted for tbe protection afforded, 
but the suburbs and more distant towns must long look to Volunteer Companies as their first 
Hne of defence. The Superintendent of Fire Brigades, in his Beport, hereto appended, expresses 
his gratitude for the services they have rendered, and the Board has pleasure in acknowledging the value 
of their assistance, which has been the means of saving much valuable property beyond the reach of the 
permanent force.

The practice of making grants of sums of money from tho public revenue to different volunteer 
fire companies without the cognizance of the Board, and irrespective of whether the companies have been 
passed by the Superintendent of Fire Brigades as efficient, has been continued, although, as pointed out 
in the laat Report, the system can scarcely tend to tlie advantage of the Brigades, from a utilitarian point 
of view.

Attention is called to an error which crept into the concluding lines of the last Annual Report,—in 
the mention of the Mayor of Deniiiquiu as ex officio Chairman of the local Fire Brigade Board. Now, 
the Mayor of a district, other than the Metropolitan, is ex offcio a member of the local Fire Brigade 
Board, but although usually Chairman, is not so by virtue of his office. While making this correction, 
which in no way affects the conclusion then drawn, it may be added that the Act appears to be as indistinct 
as to the appointment or election of a Chairman of a country Board, as it most unfortunately is in many 
other respects, whether with regard to Metropolitan or country districts.

The usual returns, giving details of the departmental work during the twelve months, together with 
the Report of the Superintendent of Fire Brigades, are added hereto.

CHARLES SOWN,
--------  Chairman.

Adopted at a meeting of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, at Sydney, on the 14th April, 1307,
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APPENDIX l. 
MUNICIPALITIES.

Municipality. Area in 
sq. nhlus.

AssesTUicnt,
189R,

Contribution, 
ISWi ' Municipality. Area 

sq. mil r
Assessment,

1695.
Contribution,

lS9tL

Cifcv of Svrlnnv...................... 4'5
£

2,125,102
50,040
45,738

122,795
23,250

170,940
18,067
79,407

£ s. d. 
2,700 19 8 

71 19 9
3 14

£
130,206

34,833
154,205

£ b. d. 
173 2 2

l'(> 3-2 44 5 u
Annandiile .............................. 0-625 OS 2 7 0-69 196 1 3
Ashfield....^,,, ......................... 3-2 156 1 4 H'4 19,741

196,258
25 1 9

Auburn................................. . Jt'S* 20 11 0 3-23 249 8 8
Balmain...................................... 0-9 224 17 8 0-63 165,120

65,133
19,784

209 17 2
3-3S 23 14 C 3-4 82 16 7

Burwood .................................. 1-04 100 18 6 I’corith.................................. 39.6 25 2 11
Camuordown.............................. 0-6S7 41,328 52 10 C Petersham............................. 1-19 116,630 148 4 7

Il'I 30,080
26,980
24,680

45 17 1 12-5 99,312
157,210

7,898
59,771
18,497
43,143

126 4 5
Connorri.................................. 4-0 34 5 11 0 68 199 16 1

0 04 31 7 4 0 02 10 0 9
0-8 23^844

20,600
30,090
13,800

142,809

30 6 11 6-94 75 19 4
2 05 26 5 5 8-4 23 10 2
0-26 30 O 1 2-73 64 16 8

Five Dock.................................. 2-2 17 10 9 St. Peters , ............................ 1-4 30,559 38 16 9
Olebft.......................... . 0-72 181 10 1 1-26 62,693

110,275
42,991

79 11 0
-Jp-42 40,330

40,297
51 5 3 3-07 147 15 7

Hurstville.................................. 12-11 68 16 10 "Willouphby ......................... 8-26 64 12 9
5-7 30,290

92,293
47,809

46 2 5 2 97 138,176

4,05Gj905

175 12 3
Lciehhnrdt .......................... 1-755

3'55
117 6 0 
60 15 3 170-247 6,300 O 0

Cmitrilmtory (3oni|U!iy.

The Alliance Assurance Co.......................
At,las Assurance Co...........................
Australian Allinnou Assurance Co... 
Australian Mutual Fire Insurance

Society ......................................
Uatavia Sea. and Fire Insurance Co.
Caledonian Insurance Co.......... ....
City Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

(Ltd.) ......................................
Colonial Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

(Ltd.) ......................................
Commercial Union Assurance Co

(Ltd.) .....................................
Cornwall Fire and Mariuc Insurance

Co. (Ltd.)..................................
Derwent and Tamar Fire and

Marine Assurance Co............. .
Firo Underwriters’ Association of 

N.S.W. — tor ollices outside
N.S.W.......................................

Guardian Fire and Lite Assurance
Co. (Ltd.).................................

Imperial Insurance Co. (Ltd.) of
London......................................

Indemnity Fire and Marine Insu
rance Co. of Australasia (Ltd.)

Lancashire lusuraucc Co..................
Lion Fire Insurance Co. (Ltd.) .. 
Liverpool and London and Globe

Insurance Co..............................
London and Lancashire Fire Insu

rance Co.....................................
London Assurance Corporation......
Manchester Fire Assurance Co. , ,.

F

L
F

L

F

»>

tf

yy

n
>>

APPENDIX II. 
INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Amount at 
risk,

jSt ]>ce.( IS!)?
Contribution,

1S0B. Contriljutorj Company.
Li _
Z &S’o s **

Amount at 
rialc,

31 Pec., 18%.
Contribution,,

18%.

£ £ A. d. £ £ K. d.
1,683,084 177 11 0 The Mercantile Mutual Insurance Co. ... L 8,360,009 881 18 6

+50,087 47 i) 7 National Fire autl Marine Insu-
439,590 46 rri 6 ranee Co. of New Koalund ...... F 1,185,012 125 1 5

Netherlands‘India Sea and Fire
8,160,680 8G1 10 4 Iijuuranee Co. (Ltd).................. i) 120,500 12 14 3

251,033 26 9 S New Zealand Insurance Co............. 1,991,107 210 0 11
408,912 43 2 9 North British and Mercantile In-

sumnee Co................................. 1,108,084 116 17 10
3,219,675 339 13 0 North Queensland Insurance Co.

(Ltd.) ...................................... L 584,142 61 12 5
079,200 103 5 11 Northern Assurance Co.................... F 781,363 82 8 7

Noiwich Union Firo Insurance
G,05&j49G 639 4 C Society ...................................... r» 2,220,479 234 4 10

Palatine Tnsm'anco Co. (Ltd.) ..... 11 474,434 50 1 0
320,142 33 15 5 1’liainix Assurance Co. of Loudon... 1,069,728 112 16 11

Queensland Mutual Insurance Co.
258,728 27 5 10 (Ltd.) ..................................... )> 223,775 23 12 2

Itovat Insurance Co........................ 2,098,935 221 8 5
Royal Exchange Assurance Cor-

334,060 35 6 9 poration ........ . ...................... 407,835 43 O C
Scottish Union and National Insu-

548,571) 57 17 n nuice Co...................................... >y 410,702 43 19 4
South Britisli Fire and Marine In-

1,372,202 144 15 i burance Co. of New Zealand ... 11 1,489,723 157 3 1
Standard Fire and Marine Insu-

100,056 11 H 4 ranee Co. of Now Zealand ...... 912,113 96 4 5
114,558 12 i 8 Sun Insurance Office of Lenduu ... 871,442 91 18 7
280,574 29 12 0 TTnilcd Insurance Co. (Ltd.).......... L 4,211,845 444 6 4

United Australian Mutual Eire In-
2,066,454 270 14 10 suranec Co. (Ltd.) .................. F 390,059 41 4 3

Victoria Insurance Co. (Ltd.) ...... M 1,643,130 173 6 9
1,198,846 126 9 4

78,314 8 5 3 Totals ..... ................... .,...£ 59,720,282 6,300 0 0
317,750 33 10 5

APPENDIX III.
SUMMARY of Attkkdancks at Board Meetings during the year 1S9G.—(Number of Meetings,

exclusive of Committee Meetings, 2U.)
Meetings.

Hatnui Present. Alflcnt.

Chnrlos Down, J.P, (Chairman) ...................................................... ....................................... 20 0
Alderman J. C. Rcarc, J.P. (Vice-Chairman) ..................... ............................................... 26 0
Alderman IVm. Taylor .......................................................................................................... 26 0
lOd ward J. Lovn...................................... ............................................................... ................. 26 0
* Kredprick J. Jackson, J.P..................................................................................................... 19 0
* Thomas Matthew Tmlry, J.P.............................................................................................. 19 0

7 0
t J. St. Vincent Welch, J.P.................................................................................................... 6 1

* Elected in March t Retired m March.
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APPENDIX IV.
EIRE BRIGADES’ BOARD, SYDNEY.

ABSTRACT of Reckipts and Expksditijue J'op the year ending 31st December, 18DG.

Rbckiito.
X .Tamiary, 18%.

To Balance—
Ccmmercial Banking Co. of Sydney (Ltd.) .
Superintendent's I’eity Cash............................

To Insurance Companies—
Allmnuc ................................................................
Atlas.................................... *.................................
Australian Alliance............................................
Australian Mutual ............................................
Batavia ..............................................................
Caledonian ..........................................................
Citv Mutual ........................................................
Colonial Mutual ................................................
ComnieiOJiil Union ..........................................
Cornwall ..............................................................
Derwent and Tamar..........................................
Jure Underwriters' Association ....................
Guardian................................................................
Imperial ................................................................
Indemnity ........................................................
Jiaucashire............................................................
Lion........................................................................
Liverpool and London and Clobe....................
London and Lancashire....................................
London....................................................................
Manchester............................................................
Mercantile Mutual ...................... ...................
National of New Zealand ..............................
Xetlierlandsdndia .. . - ............
New Zealand........................................................
North British........................................................
North Queensland .............-............................
Northern................................................................
Norwich Union....................................................
Palatine ................................................................
Phoenix ......................................*.......................
Queensland Mutual ..........................................
Koyal ....................................................................
Koval Exchange .... ......................................
Scottish Union and National..........................
South British of New Zealand........................
Standard of New Zealand.........................
Sun ........................................................................
United....................................................................
United Australian Mutual................................
Victoria ................................................................

To Government of New South Walts—
Colonial Treasurer ..........................................

To Municipalities—
City of Sydney....................................................
Alexandria............................................ ...............
Amiandale............................................................
Ashficld ................................................................
Auburn ................................................................
Balin.un ................................................................
Botany....................................................................
Burwood..............................................................
Cnmperdown................ ......................................
Canterbury..............................................................
Concord ................................................................
Darlington..........................................................
Drummoyne ............ ........................................
Enfield.....................................................................
Erskinculle ..........-.............................................
Five Dock ........................................................
Glebe ............................................................
Granville.................................................................
Hurstville ............................................................ .
Kognmh .................................................................
Leichhardt............................................................ .
Jlauly .............................. ..................................... .
Mamckvillc .................................... ....................
Mosxmui .............................. .................................
Newtown .................................................................
North Botany..........................................................
North Sydney ......................................................
Paddington ..........................................................
Parramatta..............................................................
Penrith.................................................................... .
Petersham. .................................................... *. - .
Rond wick ........................................ ....................
Kedfern ................................................................ .
Richmond ............................................................ .
Kockdale........................ ......................................
Bookwnorl ..............................................................
Strathficid..............................................................
St. Peters.................................................................
Waterloo................................ * — *.....................
Wavcrley ............................................................ .
Willoughby-.......................................................... .
W'oollahra ..............................................................

To Mlscollaneous—
Kent of quarters ................................................ .
Watching duties ..................................................
Fines ......................................................................
Sundry services................................................
Life premiums .....................................................
SundiT credits.....................................................
Fire protection books..........................................

TO Balance—
Commercial Banking Co. of Sydney (Ltd.)... 
Superintendent’s petty cash ..........................

£ 8. d.

155 4 11
50 0 0

177 11 0
47 9 7
46 7 c

S*1 10 4
26 9 8
43 2 9

339 13 0
103 5 11
G;I9 4 6
33 15 5
27 5 10
35 6 9
67 17 r,

144 15 1
11 11 4
32 1 S
29 12 0

270 14 16
126 ft 4

3 5 3
33 10 5

881 18 6
125 1 6
12 14 3

210 0 11
116 17 10

61 12 6
82 8 7

234 4 10
50 1 0

112 Hi 11
23 12 2

221 8 5
43 0 6
43 19 4

157 3 1
96 4 5
91 18 7

444 G 4
41 4 3

173 a 9
--------------- 0,300 0

.......... 0,300 0

’2,700 10 8 
71 10 0 
55 2 7 

150 1 4 2D 11 O 
221 17 S 
23 14 (.00 12 3 
51 17 0
G0‘i^, 4 
:ll 7 4 
14 fl 7 
2ti 5 5 
20 £5 1

224 IS 2
51 B 3
f.S 10 10 •
46 3 r,

117 0 0 
GO 15 :i 

173 2 2 
44 5 5 

106 1 3 
25 1 9 

249 8 8 
200 17 2 

82 Ifi 7

143 4* 7 
120 4 G 
109 10 1 10 0 0 
75 19 4 
23 10 2
52 10 1 
3S 16 0 
70 11 0

147 15 7 
54 12 9 

175 12 3
--------------- 0,257 10

627 3 2 
27 15 0 0 10 8 

1U5 0 0 
214 5 0 
17 13 10 16 0

--------------- 1,084 2
200 7 7 

50 0 0
----------------- 15G 7

d.

11

0
0

8

1

7

ExPEN'DiTum:.
By Miscellaneous—

Hose ................................................
Plant, stores, Ac........................ ..
Clothing ......................................
Printing, postage, stationery, &c.
Rates................ ..............................
Life premiums .................................
Cab-hire ami cartage..................
Rewards for calls............................
Rewards to turncocks..................
Petty expenses................................ .
Service* rendered............................
Law costs ...............................
Miscellaneous....................................
Kent..................................................
M.FB. Benefit Club ......... -...........

By Building's—
No, 4, M. F 1J. Station, DarlinghurstFire Station, Itookdalu.......... .
No. 2, M.F.B. Station..........................
Repairs to other stations ....................

By Salaries and Fees-
Salarics....................
Board feas........  ,
Auditor's fees ... 
Medical fees -.........

By Lighting and Fuel
Lighting ..................
Fuel..........................

By Horses— 
Purchase . 
Fodder ... 
Harness

By Electrical Work-
Postal and Electric Telegraph Depart' 

moot—For erection of hnu^and maiii'
tenanee .................................................... .

Telephone, fire-alarms, Ac...................................

By Volunteer Fire Companies—Subsidies—
Alexandria......................................................
Ashficld ..................................................................
Baimain ..................................................................
Burwood ..................................................................
Drummoyne ..........................................
Glebe ......................................................................
Gram illc..................................................................
Kogarah..................................................................
Leichhardt.............. ...............................................
Manly ......................................................................
North Botany........................................................
Paddington..............................................................

tt Brewery ........................................ .
Parramatta (No. J) .................. ....

„ (No. 2) ..............................................
Rockdale.................................................................
Itookwcoil .............. .. ....................
Standaid Brow cry ................ .............................
^V'atel]oo ............................. .. ............................
Wav erley..................................................................
W'oollahnv ..............................................................

£ 8. <1.

. 023 7 0

. 1,725 S 9

. 553 13 0
. 25f> 7 8
. 354 3 4
. 3S7 9 8
. 37 10 11
„ 10 3 0
„ 5 3 0
. 19 13 10
. 14 8 3
. 39 18 4
. 123 3 11
. 180 13 0
. 8 12 0

. 163 3 10

. 4(rS 2 L

. 33S 30 7
. 157 15 3

. 0,720 12 11
, 300 0 0
. 35 0 0
. 24 3 0

. 478 18 8

. 81 7 0

. 143 IS 0

. 4<I7 1U 0
, 77 1C a

. 354 3 8
. 531 10 7

. 120 0 0

. 120 0 0

. 350 0 0

. 120 0 0

. 50 0 0
, 160 0 0
. CO 0 0
. 50 0 0
. K 0 0
. 90 0 0
. 00 1) 0
, 175 0 0
. 212 10 0
. 85 0 0
. S3 ft 0
, 70 0 0
. 00 0 0
. 175 0 0
. 120 0 0
. 140 0 0
, 200 0 0

4,334 0 8

1,107 17 9

16,C I 15 11

500

719 11 0

885 14

By Volunteers employed on watching duty

2,567 10 0 

S9 9 0

/
Total £20,303 5 3 Total £20,303 6

Z. COLLIS BARRY, Sccrctarj.

Having examined tbe booVa and vouchers of the Eire Brigades' Board for (he year endiug 31st December, 1896, I 
certify (he nbovc-oriUen Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure to be correct.
1 February, 1897. JAMES ROBERTS OK, P.S.I.A., Auditor.

APPENDIX V.
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APPENDIX V.
Mr. Superintendent Bear’s Report to the Eire Brigades Board.

The Fire Brigades Board, Sydney,— , . . _ ,
Gentlemen_ Headquarters Fire-station, Castlcreagb-street, Sydney, 13 rebruar}, lo97, _

I liave tlie honor to submit my Thirteenth Annual Keport on tbe working and general efficiency oE your brigade 
and of tho several Volunteer Fire Companies, together with the details of fires attended in the City and suburbs, for the 
year ending 31st December, 1806.

The total number of alarms for fires, or supposed fires, was 395. Of these, 91 were false alarms, 13 proved to bo 
only chimney alarms, and 291 were for actual (ires.

Of the fires, 230 were slight or trilling, 27 were serious, and 3+ resulted in total destruction.
Of the 291 fires, 164 were insured, 114 not insured, and in 13 instances tlie insurances on the buildings or contents 

could not be ascertained.
In addition to the ordinary fires, there have lieen 56 chimney fires requiring the attendance of firemen uith hand- 

pump only, making an aggregate total of 451 calls for fires, false alarms, and ehiuuiey-fires.
The fires of 1896, as compared with those, of 1S95, show a decrease of 76, the chimney-fires reported as houses on 

fire a decrease of 6, mid those attended by firemen with haml-pump only, a decrease of 8. _
In the fires which wore slight there has been a decrease of 69; in serious, an increase of 7, mid in those which 

resulted in total destruction, a decrease of 14.
Among the buildings totally destroyed arc classed sheds, weatherboard cottages, &c.

The most notable fires of the year are as follows

Under the heading of serious—
31st January,—Ship “ Thistlebank,” at Hoffnung’s Wharf,
5th April.—“ Quatrc Bras” Tannery, Alexandria.
3rd May.—Ship “ Ellen A. Read,” Double Bay.

17th June.—IVarehouse, 226 to 228, Clareuce-strcct, City.
15th August.—Roberts’ Hotel, George-strcet, City.
5th November.—“ Qimtre Bras” Tannery, Alexandria (second lire). 

16th November.—Warehouse, 234, Clarence-street, City.

Under the heading of total—
7th April,—Shops, 103 to 107, King-street, Newtown.

19th May.—Shops, 132, Liverpool-road, Ashficld.
11th September.—Private dwelling, Evc-strcot, Strathfield.
5th November.—Federal Timber Co., Balmain.

29th December.—Simps, High-street, Penrith.
Out of the 34 fires classed under the heading of total, there were only 4 buildings wliieh were not constructed of 

weatherboard, wood, &c.
Considering the large area covered by your Board, the destruction of property by fire during the year has not been 

extensive.
Appended are detailed statements of the fires attended by the Brigade and by the Volunteer Companies, as well as 

those unattended, but which have been reported to the Brigade from various sources, and a member has been sent to 
obtain the necessary particulars.

The summaries appended show the particular dates, time of call, time of outbreak, trades, localities, insurances, 
hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly. There ia also appended a summary of the supposed origin or cause of fires for the 
year.

Referring to the summary of localities it will be noticed that in tho city of Sydney there were 193 calls, 110 of 
which were for actual fires, 41 were false alarms, 7 were for chimney-fires reported as houses on firo, aud 35 were for 
chimney-fires attended by firemen with hand-pump only.

In the suburbs there were 25S calls, 1S1 of which were for actual fires, 50 were false alarms, 0 were chimney-fires 
reported as houses on fire, and 21 were for chhnuey-fircs attended by firemen with hand-pump only.

For fnll details of fires, and for the particular wards of the city, aud the municipalities in which tlie same have 
occurred, see appendices attached. A summary of trades is also appended. .

Full particulars of tlie strength of the Brigade (members and plant), together with that of tho Volunteer Companies, 
are also given.

The total amount paid by your Board in subsidies and bonuses to tho several Volunteer Fire Companies for the year 
was £2,567 10s. In addition to this four Companies received £12 each for attendance on the telephone fire-alarms 
connected with their stations.

During the year I have supplied the whole of the Volunteer Fire Companies, with the exception of Paddington, 
with your Board’s hose, in accordance with my recommendation of the 19th of January, 1896. I have also endeavoured to 
make all the branches, nozzles, and hose and nozzle spanners, of a uniform pattern throughout the whole of the Volunteer 
stations within your Board’s area, and before tho cud of the present year I hope to have this accomplished. It is most 
essential in dealing witli large fires to have every article of a uniform pattern. I may state that several of the Companies 
willingly assisted me in this work by readily handing over their hose and other appliances.

Independently of the money grants to the Volunteer Companies your Board has expended a large amount in 
supplying them with new hose and appliances, as well as in effecting the alterations just mentioned. _

The approximate value of the whole of your Board’s plant, including Die land and stations held in trust by your 
Board, I estimate at £91,951. The «aluc of the Volunteer Companies’ plant, outside of the plant they hold from your 
Board, is not included in this sum.

Twenty-four telephone fire-alarms have been erected during the year, and one has been removed owing to its 
proximity to the new station which has been opened at Darlinghurst, making the number of alarms at present in existence 
162. Orders have already been given for the erection of four in the district of Alexandria, aud I shall recommend the 
erection of others later on.

The telephone fire-alarm wires have been extended from 122 to 135 miles, or an increase of 13 miles.
Experience has shown that the system of connecting telephone fire-alarms with Volunteer Fire-stations has not 

proved to be very satisfactory. The instruments are not regularly tested by the members of the Companies, and owing to 
this neglect the permanent staff ate being constantly called upon at all bourn to travel long distances to place the instru
ments in order. This, of course, means that our men and horses are taken away from the. city stations. Another great 
objection to the system is that in many instances there is no one present at the Volunteer stations during the daytime to 
receive a call of fire transmitted through the telephones. '
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I trust your Board will continue to increase the number of the telephone fire-alarms. With their increase, and tho 
extension of the Telephone Exchanges to the suburbs rre shall Iks able to get very prompt and early calls of fire, and no 
doubt our success in the saving of life and property is duo in a great measure to our excellent system of fire-alarms.

A complete list of the alarms erected to date is appended.
During the year telephone communication was established hetwee the Drummoyne and Balmain stations, also 

between Marrickville station and the Stanmore police-station.
With the exception of the Granville, Kogarah, aud Rockdale Volunteer stations, tho whole of our fire-stations are in 

telephonic communication witli headquarters, either by direct lines, or indirectly through tlie Exchange.
Headquarters is connected to the Exchange'oy two lines, and most of the Volunteer Eire-stations are connected to 

the local Exchange and local police-stations in their res]iectLve districts.
During the year the whole of the telephone fire-alarms and some of the fire-stations had to he renumbered in con

sequence of the opening of a city station at Darlinghurst. This station was numbered 4, and was opened on the 1st of 
May. It has thirteen telephone fire-alarms in connection witii it, and two main lines to headquarters. The total cost of 
the alteration of lines, &c., was very little, as in many cases the wires existed previously in connection with headquarters, 
and they had to be merely cut and the alarms added. The extra main line to headquarters will be kept for further- 
extension hereafter.

The station at Darlinghurst lias proved a great acquisition to the city in that direction. It was obtained on a 
twenty-one year’s lease at the very low rental of 113 per week. It is supplied with a one-horse hose-carriage, and all 
necessary apparatus in proportion. There are four permanent men and three auxiliaries stationed there.

Darlinghurst being now well protected, I must again direct the attention of your Board to the necessity for a fire- 
station at Surry Hills. I have no doubt that a station could he obtained on similar terms to that at Darlinghurst to save 
your Board the expense of purchasing land and erecting a building at present.

At any rate it is surprising that after the Act has been in operation for thirteen years, this district belonging to the 
city proper, is without any protection for the saving of life and property by fire. At present there is no fire-station and no 
fire-alarms, and the water pressure in some parts is so defective as to require a steam fire-engine for ordinary fires. While 
this is so, our attention, and a great part of our revenue, is diverted to outer districts where the risks are only trifling as 
compared with Surry Hills. -

The same remarks apply to Paddington and Redfern. These districts should be supplied with suitable stations, and 
manned with a permanent staff. As I have repeatedly pointed out in my reports to your Board, Volunteer firemen cannot 
he expected to afford proper protection to these thickly-populated and rapidly-growing districts. It is absolutely necessary 
that permanent men, who are well disciplined and thoroughly trained to the use of ladders and all modern appliances, bo 
stationed in each of these very important suburbs.

_ Our plant at the Headquarters and No. 2 stations is too much cramped up, and we could well supply steam fire- 
engines and plant to two more permanent stations without any additional cost to your Board except for horses.

At the commencement of the year tho Drummoyne Volunteer Company purchased a site from a Government grant, 
and built a very good station thereon, partly from designs of my own. By your Board's instructions our own engineer 
and men made and fixed the door-opening apparatus for both engine-room and stable doors. This station, and the orderly 
and clean manner in which it is kept, reflects much credit on the Company. The land cost £99 and the building about 
£400. At present it is mortgaged to the extent of about £200, and this the Company are paying off as quickly' ae possible.

Your Board’s station at Rockdale will shortly lie completed, and I trust the Volunteer Company will he able to 
afford ample protection to the district, which is a very large and scattered one. I must, however, ray that I cannot be 
very sanguine on this subject, unless more discipline is introduced into the Company',

The station has been supplied with the door opening apparatus similar to the other stations. The expenditure, how
ever, has been very heavy for this municipality, vix., £219 for the land, and about £7fi0 for Hie building, but if it saves 
the engines at this side of Cook’s River from attending fires there it will be well spent.

At the end of the year the Standard Brewery Volunteer Company were disbanded in accordance with your Board's 
resolution that no more Volunteer Fire Companies would be subsidized in the city after the end of 189(>.

I trust your Board will see ymur way clear to erect a small station at Burwood during tho present year, something 
similar in strength to the Darlinghurst station, viz., three permanent men, and seven or eight auxiliaries recruited from 
the presented volunteers. This station is very much needed, so as to enable a fire-alarm system to be established through
out the surrounding districts, which embrace a very large area, and are at present without any protection whatever.

The next important stations requiring the attention of your Board are—Granville, Manly, Parramatta No, 1, aud 
Bookwood. In three of those districts sites have been purchased with Government money, aud now await tlie building of 
proper stations by your Board. .

The Rand wick Company have not been registered during tho year, nor have they' attended any fires. On tho 21st 
of January of this year your Board's plant was removed from the Town Hall, as it was being very much neglected. 
Eventually a telephono fire-alarm will be erected at the corner of Avoca and Allison Streets, in accordance with your 
Board’s instructions. Although the late Company received a grant of £50 from the Government, I have not been able to 
ascertain what they have done with the money.

Nothing has been done in reference to the registration of Volunteer Eire Companies at Liverpool, Penrith, or Richmond 
although these municipalities liave been for some time gazetted under the Act.

Owing to a young woman lieing burned to death at a fire which occurred on the 25th January' of this year at Botany- 
road, Waterloo, very severe strictures were passed on the Alexandria Volunteer Company. At tho inquest which followed, 
the Coroner’s jury passed an ojicn verdict, but the whole of the members of the Company resigned on the 29th of the same 
month, and handed over tho station and your Board's plant.. The station is held on a lease by yrour Board from the local 
Council, and it is now worked by four permanent men and an auxiliary. I may statq that I feel very contented since tho 
change was effected as 1 can place reliance on my' own men, while prev iously I had to depend on a class who very' readily 
donned a gaudy uniform but took no interest in the profession or work of firemen. On a former occasion I had 'to place 
permanent men in charge of this station owing to tho volunteers quarrelling between themselves.

_ As already staled, orders have been given for the erection of four telephone fire-alarms in connection with this 
station.

The Botany-road fire should prove a lesson to the other Volunteer Fire Companies who never run ladders to a first 
call although some of them carry ladders on their apparatus. Their excuse is that tho ladders make their reels too heavy.

I trust your Board may be yet able to carry out the substance of my' reports dated the 2nd of January and the 
1st of July, 1896, in reference to the raising of a loan as a capital account for the purpose of building proper stations aud 
manning those contiguous to the city with permanent men similar to what has been done in the leading cities of the other 
colonies.

_ As I have previously pointed out, the rents received from the men would more than cover the interest on the loan ; 
and, if my recommendations are adopted, your revenue could then bo used for the proper working of the Brigade instead of 
using it as at present for the purchase of plant, land, etc., and the erection of stations and telephone fire-alarms, and 
thereby having to raise more and more each year, and allowing posterity to reap tlie benefit of it.

Your Board’s area has hoen increased this year from 17G'247 to 196'447 square miles. Tins gradual increase from year 
to year in your area will in time to uom* prove a very serious matter for your Board, as, owing to the extension, the city 
and adjoining suburbs will each year have to pay an additional contribution without deriving any corresponding advantage 
for it, while m reality they are getting less as the expenditure is being spread over a much larger area. This policy leads 
to dissatisfaction among tlie municipalities and to their requiring (« know what return they me getting for their extra 
money. ' ’ ■ *
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I can only repeat what I said in my last Annual Report that a Country Towns Tire Brigades Act is very much 
needed to get over this difficulty. Provision should be made for such towns as Liverpool, Penrith, Richmond, and other 
places having their Brigades under their own representatives instead of under your Board as at present. .

Every encouragement should be given to the Volunteer Companies in tlie outer districts as long as they are amenable 
to discipline. I find, however, that owing to the little interest taken by many members, and tlie short time that some of 
them remain in the Companies, there is very much difficulty in keeping them up to a reasonable standard of efficiency, f 
am welt aware of the itinerant disposition of the population, aud this no doubt accounts in a great measure for the lack of 
interest taken in the Companies: but it is agicat draw on onr strength to be continually sending men to train the volunteers.

As evidence of this I may state that there are only 21 members left in the whole of the Volunteer Companies who 
were members when I took charge m 1SS4. Only 10 remain of those who joined in 1S85, 9 of those who joined in 1886, 
6 for 1887, 8 for 1SSS, and 9 of those who joined in 1889.

Several of these men are too old for tho work of firemen, and many of them seldom turn out to a fire. Their names 
are, however, returned on the fire reports as if they had been present,

When the Alexandria station was taken over at the end of January of this year authority was given for the strength 
of the Brigade to he increased by four men. This, with the previously authorised number (G4), will bring the strength up 
to 68, including myself.

Besides this number there are two men not on the working strength of the Brigade, viz., the engineer, who is paid 
by the day, and F. Biooks, who had been a member of the Brigade, but whose services were dispensed with by your Board 
owing to ill-health. He is now employed at headquarters as telephone operator from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m,, at £2 per week. 
When we are called to a large fire outside these hours he immediately attends the station and takes charge of the switch- 
hoard, and thereby releases another man for duty at the fire, I have found this plan to work very well up to the present.

During the year two hose-carriages of an extra size for two horses were built. One is stationed at headquarters and 
the other at Alexandria, and both are capable of currying a large quantity of hose in the event of a large fire. There was 
also a one-horse hose-carriage built for Darlinghurst. Tenders are now being called for tlie building of a hose-carriage for 
tho Marrickville station, to take the place ol the manual engine which is stationed there. One will also be required for 
Ashfield to release the 5-inch manual there, which 1 require for another district.

A new GOO-gallon steam fire-engine has been ordered to take tbe place of the old “ Firo King,” which was purchased 
by the Insurance Companies about twenty-sbven years ago.

We had a Go-foot ladder built during the year by our own men for the Circular Quay Station, but I fear we have not 
gained much by not importing it. If we could depend on the manufacturers to supply us with the exact article we require, 
owing to their experience and their acquaintance with modern appliances, I consider it would be more advantageous to us in 
the end to import our ladders than to build them here in the limited space at our disposal. Ladder work ie a special feature 
in our business, especially so the balancing for dipping under electrical and other wires, as well as having the latest improve
ments for hoisting under every difficulty. The ladder referred to took us over twelve months to build; but of course other 
work, such as tho repairing of plant and urgent work connected with our stations, claimed the attention of the men during 
that period.

Hew ladders will have to be supplied to the Ko, 2 and the No. o Stations. Large buildings are rapidly growing np 
in these districts, and ladders are required for tho saving of life and property. Other stations, both permanent and volunteer, 
will also require to be supplied with light ladders for the saving of life and property.

The officers in charge of the Newtown and Marrickville stations have applied for an additional permanent man for 
each of their stations, as fliey are very short-handed during the daytime while the auxiliaries are away at their ordinary 
work. I will report to your Board on this subject later on, and give you the figures for their attendance at fires.

I have to regret that nothing has been done by the Government towards providing a floating steam fire-engine for 
the protection of the shipping in our harbour. Although I have repeatedly referred to tho necessity for action being taken, 
the matter is still in abeyance.

During the year, the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage have greatly improved the water pressure in the North 
Sydney suburbs of Willoughby, Chatswoud, and along the line to Hornsby, thereby saving your Board the cost of having 
to import a small steam fire-engine for the protection of these districts.

The new reservoir at Penshurst, in the Illawarra district, will shortly he finished, and will be the means of largely 
increasiug the pressure in the surrounding Municipalities.

I am anxiously looking forward to the completion of the Centennial Park reservoir, so that tho water pressure will 
he increased in the warehouse portions of the city. At present tho supply varies a good deal, Paddington water being in 
one street and Crown-street water in another, and this makes a great difference at the commencement of a fire, especially 
when a warehouse runs right through from one street to another, as in the case of the Eagle Tobacco Company’s Factory, 
in Clarence and Kent Streets.

The permanent staff attend to the work in the following departments:—Blacksmithing, carpentering, engineering, 
electrical, painting, plumbing, horse-shoeing, and hose-repairing.

Considerable repairs have been efiected during the year to stations, engines, and appliances by our men. and a large 
amount of work has been done in repairing stations and plant for the Volunteer Fire Companies. This work keeps the 
men constantly employed, and saves your Board a good deal of money annually.

I have to thank the officers and members of the Volunteer Companies for their assistance during the year, and also 
the officers and members of tho police force for their valuable assistance. I liave also to return my thanks to the turncocks 
and to the public generally for their valuable co-operation.

The disciplino and general efficiency of the Brigade are in all respects satisfactory, and although the duties at times 
liave been severe, the wort has been performed cheerfully and well.

In conclusion, I desire to return my most sincere thanks to your Board for the cordial support you have accorded me.

I have, &c,,

WILLIAM D. BEAR,
Superintendent of Fire Brigades and Inspector of Kerosene.
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APPENDIX VI.
SiATiojra and Worlmig Plant of the Metropolitan Eire Brigade and of the Volunteer Eire Companion.
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Remarks.

M F. Bkigape.
No, X, Hcod-quartera ..,. 2S 10 1 1 2 1 2 1 20 X 2 2 1 0 10 1 10 450 7^130 i.noo 1U0 44 7 15 11 177 0 1 50 45 2 32 2 2 33 54 3 07 Freehold.

No. 2, Oeorj'C-streot West 10 3 3 10 1 4 4 1 4 2,830 70 13 4 3 2 3S 3 1 20 23 1 o 1 12 JS 15 Freehold,

No. 3, Ceor^o-stteet North 0 3 1 1 _1 a 1 1 4 3 1 3 IjSSO 55 10 4 4 2 31 3 1 22 20 2 0 1 G 13 1 11 Freehold.

4 3 1 0 1 <> 1 1,400 4 2 3 3 1 11 16 1 4 1 0 4 Under loose for twenty-
one years. Station 
opened 1st May, 1890,

No, f«, Newtown ...............

No. G, NorlJi Sydney ...

No, 7» Marrickville ..........

2 1 o 1 2 1 2 1,100 26 8 2 o 1 Ifi 3 1 14 15 1 4 1 8 10 0 Freehold.

% 2 1

1

o 1 2 2 1 1,020 30 r 2 2 1 4 1 13 15 1 2 1 4 3 10

4 1 2 ■■ ‘' G 2 2 1 1,120 20 3 1 1 1 ■o 2 1 10 17 1 0 i 4 5 Freehold

Total ................. 02 14 23 2 0 4 1 2 3 02 2 3 4 2 1 25 20 3 21 400 17,030 1,(100 300 87 22 31 IS 2S2 27 7 155 150 0 50 8 9 73 112 4 154

Volunteer Stations. £ s. d,
15 o 4 1 1 2 1 BSD 3 1 1 7 2 1 1 3 2 1 120 0 0 Company resigned, nml 

pci maneiit men placed
in charge 29fch Janu
ary, 1397.

10 2 o 1 I 1 S80 27 3 1 1 5 2 1 rJ 1 4 2 1 120 0 0 Station on lease Planto belongs to Board.
10 9 1 4 1 2 I 1 791 293 20 0 1 1 5 2 7 7 1 1 a 1 1 2 o 350 0 0 Land, station, and hose

i-> belong lo ihe Board;
t-i engines, in , belong 

to the Company,
33 9 1 2 1 1 1 1 840 20 4 1 1 4 2 1 1 4 2 2 120 0 0 The station Is held on

a weekly rental The 
plant belongs to tho
Board

Drummoyne....................... 12 2 2 1 CIO 4 1 4 i 1 1 2 15 50 0 n Land and station belong
to the Company, and 
the plan t tothe Board.

•Glebe ................................... 15 1 2 2 1 1 1 1JG 700 4 1 1 0 2 B i 1 1 1 G 5 15 150 0 0 The station is held on
lease. Most of the
plant belongs to the 
Company.

13 1 2 1 1 1 . t 1 130 fw 20 3 1 1 5 1 1 4 11 00 0 0 The station is held on
a weekly rental. The 
plant belongs to the 
Hoard.

11 1 i GOO 2 1 4 l 1 1 1 50 0 0 ■«,

Leichhardt ..................... 11 1 E l 1 1 1 310 44". 4 1 5 2 1 1 1 3 1 75 0 0 These stations arc held 
on lease from the local

Manly .................................... 1G 1 2 1 1 1 S30 21 K 1 , 1 4 2 1 1 2 1 00 0 0 Connells. The plants 
belong to the Board,

♦North Botany ................... 11 1 1 2
"

1 1 330 21 2 l 1 1 4 1 2 2 1 l 1 1 rj 3 Cl 0 0 }

* In addition to their subsidies, these Companies received £1*2 tach for telephone attendance.
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Volunteer Ptations— continued.
Paddington..............................

Paddington Brewery ...

raiTftTiiatta, No. 1 ,. ,

Pamtnalla, No. 2

Jlandwjclc

Rockdale .

Hook wood

Standard Rrewcrj'

Waterloo

•Waverloi' . 
^Wooliahra ...

Total ..

Stations and Working Plant of the Metropolitan Firo Brigade and o£ the Volunteer Fire Companies—COT^ntW.
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£ s, d.

175 0 0

1 450
I

300 28 5 1 2 1 S 3 1 1 0 2 3 213 10 0

1 950 24 5 3 1 3 3 1 1 4 4 ie E5 0 0

■ 915 24 6 I 1 0 2 I 1 9 4 is s: 0 0

70(J 1 3 1 1 1 3 ■ 9

1 HO 740 24 G 1 1 0 4
O)OJ
1
in«

1
■

G 15 70 0 0

1 870 21 4 1 1 0 r> 1 1 4 12 GO 0 0

1 175 0 0

1 12U 750 20 1 2 1 4 2 1 1 2 4 10 120 0 0

1 335 400 24 3 1 2 1 rj 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 4 2 3 140 0 0

1 aou 500 24 5 2 n 1 5 2 3 S 1 1 1 1

1

0

1

10 200 0 0

15
1
40(M JOjSlO 15.000.

1
527 107 44 41 33 100 GO 7 101 102 15 77 135 14 ”

124 ^ISO 1
1 1 4 ion 3,507 10 0

Remarks.

Station and land are 
held on lease, The 
plant belongs to the 
Company.

Station and land are 
held on lease. Hose 
belongs to Board ; rest 
of plant to Company.

Station is held on 
sufferance from tho 
Bank Hose belongs 
to Board; rest of plant 
to the Company.

Station belongs to Coun
cil ; hose to the Board ; 
rofct of plant to the 
Company,

Company not registered 
du ring ihe year. Plant 
removed 7th January, 
1897.

Station is held on a 
yearly lease. Hosi: 
belongs lo Board; 
rest of plant to tho 
Company,

La ml Mas bought by 
the Government. The 
shed and moat of tho 
plant belongs to the 
Company.

Company disbanded, 
and plant removed 
31 sL iJeccinbcr, lePfi.

Land is leased by the 
Board from the Coun
cil. Hose belongs to 
tpc Board, and rest 
of plant to tho Com
pany,

Land, station, and plant 
belong to the Board.

The station is held on 
lease. Engine, hose, 
and branches, to, 
belong lo the Board, 
and the rest of plant 
to the Company.

Mu addition to their subsidies, these Companies received £12 each for telephone attendance. t ever 7 miles of hose.
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APPENDIX VII.

Metropolitan Eire Brigade.

N&me. EAnk. Date of Joining.

William Douglas Bear ...........

Alfred Webb ............. ............

Superintendent and Inspector of 
Kerosene.

John J. Ford ..........................
S^doeT Watson ...................... flft ... ______ ...
John M'Knigbt ..................... Enginoer .......................................... .
Georgs Lang ............. *...........
Thomas 1\ Gordon .................
Thomas Gorman .....................
Samuel Holman..................... do ........ .........................
Thomas G. Cutts.....................
Harris S. Davis ......................
Stephen H. Evre........... do .................................
Frank Jackson ......................
John Graham.......................... do ..................................
Joseph Stunchell.....................

James Hancock ......................
Robert W, Nash..................... do ... . .
Francis Howard......................
George J. Parsons .................. do .......
George H. Dadd......................
Albert !C. Pickering ...............

Charles May ..........................
Harrie Lee........................ do ... ..
Edward Smith .....................
William T Corkill................ do ..................................
James W, ftforris .................. do ....
Harry Skelton.........................
Robert Hunter ...................... do .....
John A. Nicoll ....................
Augustus J. Gerard ............. .
Alexander Jamieson ............. do do .....................
Ephraim Stoneham .............. do do ........ ............
Edvrard J. Heberts................. .
George Alehin.......................... do do ......................
Joseph. Worria .........................
James Jones .........................
William Whitnnll................ do do ............
George W. Barry ..................
Christopher C. Digby ..........
Charles L. Birmingham.......... do do ....
George E. J. Wills.................
Arthur Houghton ..................
William Best .... .....................
Kenneth Arthurson ............... do do ...............
Thomas L. Thomas.............. .
Francis A. Tuck,........ ............
Archibald Murray .............
James Carson ..........................
James E. Pvm.........................
Thomas P. Nance ................... do ..................................
Francis E. Pickering.............. do ..... .........................
James Ecclcston......................
Jftinos Sorlie ...................... ..
William E. Bcrnie..................
John Chambers ................. . do .............. .....
John Black................ ............. do ... ... ... .
Arthur W. Yigay .................. do ...... ......
Sidncv H. Lister...................... do ......... .
Dan Momon ..... ................... do .................. .
Charles Andrews................. do ......................................

1 July, 1834

SC Juno, 1838 
1 Aug, 1884 
1 Jim., 18'i5 

18 Ju!v, 1834 
7 Jan,, 1885 
3 Jim., 18^5

18 June, 1885 
11 Fob., 188G
19 Mar., 1838
18 April, 1888 

«5 Aug., 1883
7 Feb., 1881 

15 April, 1889
1 July, JH84 
1 July, 1884 
1 Aug , 1834 
1 Jan., 1887

19 April, 1838
8 Sept.., 1889

13 Feb., 1890
18 Sept., 1890
19 Sept., 1890 
3 Oct., 1890

19 Fob., 1S91
7 May, 1891 

25 May, 1891
1 Dee, 1891 

24 Mar., 1392 
1G April, 1892
3 Aug., 1893 

21 Feb., 1890 
IS >'ov., 1892

G Jim., 1393
9 Jan., 1893 

28 April,1890 
28 July, 1891

1 June, 1893 
19 June, 1393 
21 Aug., 1893 
30 Mar, 1894 
30 Mar,, 1891 
21 May, 1894
14 Sept,., 1894 

9 Oct., 1894
8 April, 1695
9 April, 1895
4 May, 1893 
ft Sept,1895 
9 Oct, 1895

14 Oct, 1895 
6 Dec,, 1895 
1 Feb., 1896 
1 April, I89G 
1 April, 1896 
1 April, 1896 
6 Mav, 1896 

18 May, 1898 
1 July, 1896 

27 July, 1898 
14 Aug., 1896 
14 Sept., 1896

Note.^Two below the authorised strength of the Rrtgode.

Salary,

Government 
Oflicer. 
£400 
£183 
£182 
£177 
£162 
£162 
£162 
£162 
£162 
£162 
£162 
£1G2 
£162 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£150 
£140 
£140 
£140 
£140 
£140 
£140 
£130 
£130 
£130 
£120 
£120 
£120 
£120 
£112 

. £112 
£112 
£112 
£112 
£112 
£108 
£106 
£108 
£106 
£100 
£106 
£106 
£I0G 
£106 
£108 
£106 
£108

Where stationed.

Head-quarters.

do
No. 2 Station.
No, 3 Station.
Head-quarters, '
No. 7 Station.
No. 5 Station.
No. 4 Station.
No. 6 Station,
Head-quarter.-,
No. 3 Station,
No, 2 Station.
Head-quarters, 

do 
do

No. 7 Station.
No. 3 Station, 

do
No. 5 Station,
Head-quarters.
No, 2 Station.
No. 6 StatioD.
No. 3 Station.
No. 5 Station.
Head-quartors.

do
No. 2 Station, 

do
Head-quarters.
No. 2 Station.
No. 4 Station, 

do
No, 2 Station.
Head-quarters.

do
No. 7 Station.
No. 5 Station,
No. 3 Station, 

do
Head-quarters.
No. 2 station.
No. 6 Station.
Head-quarters.

do
No. 4 Station.
No. 3 Station.
No. 2 Station.
Head-quarters, 

do 
do

No. 2 Station.
No. 7 Station.
No. 3 Station.
Head-quarters.

do
do
do
do
Oo
do
do
do

AnXIHAET C0EP3.
Thomas Henry Cook.................... 4 0ft, lfi93 ,
David Anderson ............................. do .... , 9a Oft i ana
David Vandme ............................ 17 Juno lfi!>.ri
Ernest Clarke Evans ................... do .............................. R .Tilly’ 1895
John Jones.............. .........................
George Francis .............................. do . 90 Jan l«Ufi
William Francis.............................. do . 29 .Tan 1 SQ9
Arthur G Beeves ....... ................ do ......................... 1 May IflOfi
William B, Thorpe......................... do ... 0 Ant/ IflOfi
William R. Elders........................ 10 Ang IfiOfi
James D. Moyle .............................. do .. 3 Pfpr ISQfi
William Matheson....................... do . Sfpt 11 ftflfi
William Tine................................... do . .
Mark Saunders ........................... do .... f Dec., 1896

No. 5 Station, 
do

No. 6 Station, 
do 
do

No. 5 Station 
do

No. 4 Station, 
do

No. 6 Station.
No. 4 Station.
Nn. 5 Station.
No. 8 Station.
No. 7 Station.



Metropolitan Fire Brigade—continued.
The following hawo left the Brigade during the year:—

Name, Rank. Date of Leaving.

Foreman .......................................... 4 March.
5 August.

15 January.
30 June.do ..................................

do .................................. 30 April.
26 July.
30 December.

3rd-elftss "A”..................................
3rd-class '‘B”..................................
Probationer ...................................... 16 Mav.

8 August.
29 December.

do .............................. .......
do ......................................

APPENDIX Yin. 

Telephone Fire-alarms.

1
2
3
4
5
6 
7 
S 
'9 

10 
11 
12
13
14 
16 
1C
17
18 
If) 
20 
21 
22
23
24
25 
20
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34 
36
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51 
62 
53 
64

No. 1 Station, Hoiul-qunrtcre.

(G-.P.O.)

No. 2 Station, George-strcet West

No. 3 Station, George-street North

Corner George and Park Streets ........................................
„ 'King and York Streets............................................
„ King and Pitt Streets ............................................
„ King and Elnnhoth Streets....................................
,, Liverpool and College Streets................................
„ Oxford and Biley Streets ..... .................................
„ William-street and Boomerang Hoad....................
„ Crown and Stanley Streets ....................................
„ Park and Elizabeth Streets ..................................

Tn Mhcqunrio-strcet, opposite Parliament House ............
Corner George and Barrack Streets....................................

„ Pitt and Market Streets ........................................
„ Sussex and King Streets ........................................
„ Sussex and Erskine Streets ....................................
„ Bathurst ami Barker Streets ................................
„ Elizabeth and Hay Streets ....................................

A. Hordern & Sons, Georgc-street, Haymarket
Corner Sussex and Liverpool Streets ................................

„ Kent and Bathurst Streets ....................................
,, Market and Kent Streets ......................................
,, Market and York Streets .......................................
„ Market-street, opposite Wharf Street..................
,, George and Goultmrn Streets ................................
,, George-strcet and Union-lane ................................
„ Factory and Harbour Streets (J. Bridge it Sons) .
„ Erskine-atreet and York-lane .............................. .
„ Druitt-strect, opposite Weighbridge ....................
„ Bourke and Liverpool Streets ..............................
„ Goulburn-street and Macquarie-strcet South........
„ Eiley and Kcservoir Streets...................................
,, Philhp-street, near St. Stephen’s Church ............
„ Pitt and Hay Streets.......................................... .

Carl ton-street, Kensington Estate .............................. .
Opposite the “ Tower Inn,” George-street .......................
Corner Elizabeth and Devonshire Streets .......................
Elizabeth-street, opposite Hordern’s stables, Bedfern ...
Corner Bcgent ami Cleveland Streets ..............................

„ Redfern and Botany Streets..................................
„ Abercrombic-place and Cleveland-street...............
„ Abercrombie and Shepherd Streets.......................
„ Cleveland-street, Darlington Bead ........................

Opposite Council Chambers, Darlington Road ..............
Corner Gcorse-streel West and Newtown Road...............

„ Old Parramatta Hoad and Forest-street...............
,, Wattle and Mary Ann Streets..............................

" „ Wattle and Eige Streets ......................................
„ Miller-street and Abattoira Road ., ...................
„ Harris and M‘Arthur Streets ...............................
,, Harris and Eigg Streets ...................................... .
„ Harris-stroet mid Pyrmont Bridge Road ............
„ Harris and Bowman Streets...,,,...........................
„ Matthew and Engine Streets .............................. .
,, Hunter and George Streets...................................
„ Hunter and Bligh Streets ..................... ............ .

440
1,010

845
810
650
845
815

1,090
320

1,120
1,095

670
1,210
1,445

770
640
945
595
460
835
725
975
605
430
900

1,275
890

1,100
5S5

1,190
1,030

760
4,400

400
710

1,430
650
980
760

1,100
1,100
1,310

620
1,550

650
1,320
2,080

660
1,210
1,060
2,210

720
506
735
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Telephone Fire-alarms—continued.
No.

of Box.

55
56
57 
5S
59
60 
61 
63
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80 
81 
82 
S3 
84 
83 
86
87
88
89
90
91

92
93
94
95
96

97
98

93
100
101
102
103
101
105
106
107
108 
109

Fire'Station to which the Alarm ia connected. Locality of Alarm.
Approximate 

Distance 
from Station ; 

in yards.

No. 3 Station, George-strcet North

Noa 4 iStation, DOrrlin^hurst

No. C Station, IValker-strcet, North Sydney'

110
111 7? 97
112 i) 77 ” -
113 77
114 77 >s ■ ■ ■

115 ll
116
117 71 c
118 : > n , c
119 ?> .}
120 No. 7 Station, Stanmore Road, Marrickville
12 L 11 )> 77 ■■•!
122 U •7>
123 77 77 77
124 77 77 77

125
126 ** „ -1
127 JJ 77 77 * -
128 **
129 ii 77
130 it
131 77 >7
132 ll 77 77
133 77 77 JJ »«•
134 77 77 1jj

1

No. 5 Station, Australia-strect, Xewtotm...

Corner Kent and Margaret Streets ....................................
Snssex-street North, near Grafton Wharf ........................
Corner Lang-strceb aud Charlotte-place ...........................
Kont-stroet, noar Gas-lane...................................................
Essex street, near Harrington Street ................................
Corner Watson's Hoad and Upper Fort-street .................

,, ArgyLu and Play fair Streets ....................................
Foot Bettington-street, near China S. N. Co.’s Wharf.....
Corner Argyle and Kent Streets .........................................
"Vietoria Terrace, opposite Eye Hospital ......... ...................
George-street North, opposite Mariners’ Church .............
Corner Georgc-street North and tower Fort-street .........

,, Lower Fort and Windmill Streets .........................
„ Young-street and Circular Quay.............................
„ Macquario-street North and Circular Quay .........
„ Bridge and Macquarie Streets.................................
„ Bent and O’Connell Streets............. .......................
„ Bridge and Pitt Streets.............................................

Pitt-strcet, opposite Terry’s lane .........................................
Left open for proposed additions.
Corner Bourke and William Streets.....................................

„ Bourke and Junction Streets .................... ..........
„ Forbes and Bland Streets.........................................
,, Macleay-street and Jilizabeth Bay Hoad ............ .
„ Maclcay and Wilde Streets, opposite clock .........
„ Victoria and Orwell Streets .....................................
,, Victoria-street and Ghatlis Avenue ........................
„ Vietoria aud Burton Streets ........................................ '

Intersection Bayswator Koad, Barrom and Womerah Avenues
Corner Elisabeth Bay Road and Onslow Avenue..................

,, Darling Point Bond and New South Head Bead ......
,, Darling Point Hoad and Yurranahee Road..................
„ Darlipg Point Road and Goomera Crescent .............
„ King and Hordern Streets, Newtown..........................
,, Cainden-street and Cook’s River Road. Newtown......

Intersection of Wells-streel., Cook’s River Road, and Rochford-
atreet, Newtown ..................................................................

Comer Enmore Road and Wilford-street, Newtown..............
„ Enmore and Stansnorc Roads, Newtown ..................
„ Lishopsgate and Wellington Streets ..........................
„ Wilson and Barren Streets .......................................

Opposite Council Chambers, Erskuievillo Rond, Macdonald-
town ................................................ .....................................

Margaret and Ferndale Streets, Newtown .:............................
Intersection Newtown and Darlington Roads and Forbes-

street, Newtown ..................................................................
Corner Toogood and Munni Streets, Erskineville ................. .

,, Parramatta Road and Park-slrcet, Camperdown........
University-street and Missenden Road, Camperdown

rntersecthm Alfred, Junction, and U'Dougal Streets.............
Corner Alfred and Fitzroy Streets ..........................................

„ Blue’s Point Road and Blue-street..............................
„ Blue's Point Road and Crescent-street North ........

Left open for proposed additions.
„ Miller and Ridge Slreets .............................................
„ Miller and Falcon Streets.............................................
„ Miller and Ainhurst Streets.........................................
„ Wost-strcet and Lane Goto Road................................

Intersection Lane Cove Road, Willoughby Road, and Falcon
street ............................................................ . .....................

Corner Military and Ben Boyd Roads ....................................
Intersection Military Road, Glover, Spofforth, and MT’her-

son Streets, Mosman..........................................................
Corner Military and Avenue Roads, Mosman......................

Left open for proposed additions.

Corner Stanmore Road and Holt-street, Petersham ...........
,, Cambridge and Merchant Streets .............................
„ New Canterbury Road and Fraser's Rond.................
„ New Canterbury Road and Eltliam-strcct.................
,, New Canterbury Road and Marrickville Road, Mar

rickville ...................................................................
„ Pulaeeand Norwood Streets, Petersham....................
„ Norton-strect and Parramatta Road, Leichhardt......

Council Chamber', Marriekville ...............................................
Corner Marrickville and Illawarra Roads, Marrickville .......

„ Illawarra and Warren Road;, Mnrrickviilc ...............
,, Jolmstoii-slreeh and Parramatta Road, Anna-ndalc ...
„ Johnston and Booth Streets, Annandnlo ................ 1.
,, Railway premises and Lackey-street, Summer Hill ...

Council Chambers, St. Peters ..................................................
Cook’s River Road and Railway Road, St. Peters..................

1,540
1,365

385
1,275

220
8401
320

1,010
770

1,025
330
660
905
330
795
660
560
350
770

420
725
925
440
990
395
725
470
660
705

1,475
2,135
2,885

505
650

1,090
560
9SO
685
800

845
740

1,233
1,000
1,510
1,485

550
1,210

575
1,150

790
1,275
1.960

SSO

1,750
1,900

3,100
5,050

570
1,100

970
1,585

2,200
1.200
1,345
1,760
2.375
3,300
2,055
2,870
2,200
3,39;)
4,050



Telephoitk Fire-alarms—continued.

Ko.
-of Box.

136
136
137
138 
133
140
141
142
143
144
145 
14 i
147
148 
143 
150 
161 
152 
163 
154
156 
15G
157

158 
169 
1G0

161
1G2
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175 
170

Fire-station to which the Alarm is connected. Loealtta of Alarm.

I Aiip
Distance 

Ifrom Station; 
in yards.

170.7 Station, Stanmore Eoad,Marrickville"!
n ji >» 1

f Left open for proposed additions.

I
Paddington

Woollahra.

Waver ley

Balmain

Glebe.

North Botany

Corner Perk Hoad and Begcnt-street ..............  400
„ JilirabL-th and Undcrtvood Streets ............................... 500
„ Elizabeth and Hargrave Slreets ................................... SSO

G-lenmore Boad and Gumer-street.............................. 700
„ Giemnore Bond and Liverpoohstrcet.................  900
„ Glenmore Bond and Oxford-street............................... 630
,, Old South Hdad Bond and Queen-street .................. 550
„ Old South Head Bond and Nelson-street ................... 825
,, Coviper and Oxford Streets, Wavcrley ....................... 1,540
,, Ocean-street and Point Piper Bond....................   770
„ South and Bay Streets .......................   3,790
„ Borth-street and Edgeclifi Bond.................   470
,, Non South Head Bead and Victoria Bond.................. 2.7S0

Intersection Wolseley Eoad and Hill-strcct, Point Piper...... 3,400
Comer Birrell and Covpcr Streets. Wavcrley ...................... 020
Intersection Birrell and Watson Streets, Wavcrley .............. 1.250

„ Penkivillo-slrcet, Bennett-street, and Bondi
Bond. Wavcrley ....................................   1,430

Corner Bondi Bond and Bonham Street, Waverk-y ............... 2,230
Opposite Council Chambers, Bondi Bond, Wavcrley.............. 1,030
Intersection Blood and Anglcsca Streets and Old South Head

Bond ..................................................................................... 3,870
Corner MThcrson and Albion Streets, Wavcrley .................... 660
Intersection MTherson. Carlton, and Arden Streets, Wavcrley 3.190
Corner Tiavlini: and McDonald Streets, Balmain .................. 660

,, Barling and Johnston Streets, Balmain........................ 1,830
,, Barling and Wise Streels, Balmain ........................... 1,170
„ Barling and Cambridge Streets, Balmain ............   1,610
,, Mullens and Beynolds Streets, Balmain....................... G40
,, Western Bead and Hartley-street, Balmain................ 1,160
„ Bowntree and Bay Streets, Balnmin ........................... 900
„ Gk-be and Covvpcr Streets, Glebe .....................  340
„ Brougham and Lyndhurst Streets, Glebe ................... 550
„ Glebe and "Wigram Eoads, Glebe ................................ 870
,, Glebe Hoad and Leichhardt-street, Glebe.................... 1,300
„ Boss-street and Bridge Bead, Glebe ............................ 880
„ Botany Bead and Bay-street, Botany........................... 2,245
,, Botany Eoad and Stephen Boad, Botany ................... 4,550

APPENDIX



APPENDIX IX.

Details of Pircs wbicli Imvo oecurrod within tho Metropolitan District during the Tear ending December, 1890.

]>atc > c
Time

of
enll.

Locality. Name of tenant. How promises 
occupied.

Construction of 
premises.

Origin or 
supposed cause 

of firo.

Insurances.

Contents. Bulldirsy.

189R,
Kogarah Hoad, Kogarah C. Bryant .........^,

SlDecembor. |M11 rcckl. with iron roof. down. Alliance Insurance Coiunany, £70.
1890.

WcdnCHilav,I 12*0 12-7 120, King-gtrect, Citv.. W. H. Keen ...... , Confectioner ... Drick, with iron Candle................... None....................... None .....................
1 January. a.m. a.m. roof.,, 12 0 12*2 Ca m h rSdge-strccfc, Maurice Neuatftdt . .. Private dwelling- Brick, witli Boiling over, fat,, Northern Insur- Unknown ...........

noon. p.m. Petcrahain. slide roof.
Friday, 4*33 4-40 37, Regent-street, City.. L. Tllurgood................... Carpenter ...... Wood, with Iron Smoking tolxicco Imperial, £300 .. ft ...........

3 January. a.m. a.m. roof

Saturday, 10-50 10-55 High-fit, North Sydney J. D. Miller....................... Priiate dw clling., Brick, with Burning rubb'sh.. None.......................4 January. a.m. a.m. slate roof.
4 25 4*29 tlfarrls-street, City , Thos Elliott...................

& January. p m. p.m. ruof. dun n. J.omlon aud
Globe, £20.

8-2 S-fl Watcrloo-strcot, City .. James Hanney...............
0 January. p .m. p.m. and shingle

roof.
Monday, 8*15 S-19 2 r CastI c reagh -st r eo t, W. S. Lovcl]................. Boarding-house.. Brick, witli iron Gas bracket .. . Com. Union, £300 Unknown ....

C January. p.m. p.m. Citv. rnof.,, ll*S 11*10 3, King-street, Balmain Alex. Bo)d................... Private dwelling . Weal lierboard. Candle................... None . , .. None........ .
p.m. p in. v. ilh iron i-oof

Tuesdav, 12*10 12-21 45, Garden-itrcct, Alex- E. E. Mogridge .. .. Boot-maker , Brick, w ilh iron
7 January, a.m a m. andria. roof.

Thursday, 12*12 12-14 496, EliSAbeth st , Citj L Ehy ......................... Produce merohanl Weatherboard. Smoking tobacco. Imperial In?. Co , Unknown ... .
9 January. a.m. a.m. with iron roof. X40.

Friday, 8-20 8'25 Young-street, Concord.. JohnTajlar ................. Private dwelling.. ti • • Candle , . Building and contents,
10 January, p.m. p.m. Mercantile Mutual. £100
Saturday, 5*36 6-40 Rear of 64^ Fitfiroj -fit., J. Cianoj........................ Rtablcfi .......... Brick, w itb slate Light thrown None ............

11 January. a m. a.m. Citv. roof. down
Sunday, 12*0 12'8 121, Campbell-ist., Citj . Jacob Lei y ... , . J’riiate dwelling., Weatherboard, Unknown........ Aus. Mutual, £200 Unknown ............

12 January. a.m a m. with iron roof
12*50 12 51 South-fitrert, City........ Fred. Marden................... >t - ■ Brick, with Candle................. None.....................
a.m. a m. shingle roof.,, 4*0 None Forest Road, llurahille R. Hambrough........... ,, WeaUiorboaitl, Spark from fire- Building and eontenfs.
a.m. ree’d. with iron roof.

Monday, 0 30 9*31 Comer Albert^streetand None.......................
13 January. p m. p.m. Addison Road, Mar-

rickville.
Tuesday, 6-30 0*35 Botany Road, North J. Morrison & Co............. Oil and Grease Brick, with iron Tar iKdlhig over,,

14 January ami. a.m. Botany. WOlkrt. roof.
4*10 None | Corner Church-street Unoccupied ................... Shop and dwcl Brick, with Incendiarism .. Mercantile
p.m. reed amt Western Road, liny. shingle roof.

ParramaLta.,, 8*25 8-30 32, Short-titreet, Balmair. Peter McNaulty ......... Prh ate dwcHing.. Brick, with iron Candle ................. Unknown .. ,.
p.m. p. tn. roof.

Saturday, 3*68 3 50 41, Sussex-street, City . Gray anil Cray............. Ship chandlers „. Brick, with iron Light thrown
16 January p.m. p.m. roof.
Tuesday, 10*53 1056 82, Rowntree-street, J. T. Wilstrun ............... Private dwelling..

21 January. p.m. p. in. Bnlmflm. **
Wednesday, 0-20 9*24 210, Victoria-street, City W. E. Ward ................. Butcher............. Citv Mutual, £600 City Mutual,
22 January. p.m. run. £1,800.
Thuraday, 10 20 10*24 373, Pltt-sLreet, City .. E. Ji. Turner................. Boot machinery t> - Vapour of spirit Imperial IiifUT- Unknown . .

23 January. a.m. a.m. importer. coming in con- auee Co.,£3,100.
Sunday, 10*0 None Mount street, Redfern.. James Mullen ............. Private dwelling.

21) January, p.m. rcc’d.
Monday, 8-35 8-30 Little Bclmorc st., City. F. Wcaier................... i» • Matches, children

27 Januarj*. a.m a. m plajmg with. ance Oo.j, 8*15 8-17 $Off Dalcetvs^ harf, tho Ship *4Ganges,T Captain Charles Clough. Iron................... Unknown .... Insured ; oificca Insured ; ofileea
a.m. a.m. Harbour unknown. unkneV’ u

Extent of damage, &c. Extinguished by

A weatherboard bnihUng siigbtJy damagtxi by fire Police end inmates, with 
buck eta of water.

Small fire in shop on ground floor................................................

Shnting-board in kitdien on ground sllgbtlj damaged bj 
fire.

A building in rear of promises, 44 ft, x 24 ft., severely 
damaged by fire.

Bush-fire ...............................................................................................

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Inmates and with
buckets of water.

M.K.B., ossislod by seicral 
V'. F. Cos , with one 
hydrant.

il.F.B , with one hydrant.

A weatherboard building, 30 ft- x 13 ft., burned out and 
fallen down.

Bedroom fire...................................................................................

IVindow-tilitifl fire ....................................................................

Bed-curtain fire......................... . ... ...................

A fuc-rDomed cottege damaged hv fire and water........

A fodder shed damaged by fire ..........................................

Bedroom fire..................................................................................

A quantity of old bedding in stable burned ...............

A siwoomect cottage nearb burned out..........................

A bedroom fire..............................................................................

A cottage Of two rooms, with content;?, burned out,,. 

Rubbish fire...................................................................................

Inmates, with buckets of 
water. ’

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Aloxandiia V. F. Co., as- 
siatnd by M.F.13., with 
one hydrant.

W.F.i?., swth one hydrant

Inmates, with buckets of 
watur.

M.t'.B., with one hydrant.

with t« o h} drantn.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Burned itself out.

M.FB., with buckets of 
water.

A bhed, 90 ft. x fiO ft., with eontcnlR, nearly burned out .. 

A portion of shingle roof damaged by fire ..............................

A small fire In bedroom............................................................... ..

A quantity of rubbish burned m area....................................

A small fire in bedroom...................................................................

Window-curtain fire .............................................. ...........................

AI.F.B f with two steam firo 
engines.

Parramatta V. F. Co , with 
One hydrant.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Police, with buckets of 
water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

A quantity of rubber solution damaged by fire MF.B., with buckets of 
water,

FJooung in back kitchen slightly damaged by fire .... 

A small fire in bedroom...................................... ....

Saloon and store room severely damaged by fire and \ atcr

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Standard Ihcwery V. F. Co., 
with buckets Of water.

M.F.B , with one steam fire- 
engine

* This rejiort came in toe fate for lost year’s retunn. t Previous fire, SPth January, ISfIJ. An inquest was held on 'J hnrRtlay, Ititb hist , at which he follow n * icrdict was rctun cl: That Ihe ]ii etniscs were wilfully ict on fire bv some person 
or per.sous unknown." ^ Outside M.F B. area. * *
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Details o£ Fires which have occurred within the Metropolitan District—continued.

vti.
I
o

Date.
c £
Is

Time
of

call
Locality. Name of tenant. How premises 

occupied.
Construction of 

premises.
Origin or 

supposed cause 
of fire.

23 January. a. m. rcc’d. ■ bit,}-. “ 1 roof.
12-15 None 390, King-street, New- Abel & Co........................... Confectioners ... n - Overheating of
p.m. rec'd. town. furnace
fi'&l 9-40 53, King-street, New- R. Doze ........................... Furniture dealer Gas bracket ...
p.m. p m. town.

Thursday, 0-50 5'55 'Off Hoffnung’s Wharf, Ship “ Thistlcbank," Captain David Baird. Iron................... Smoking tobacco
80 Januari. p.m. p m the Harbour.

Friday, 11-65 12 2 Long Bay Road, Rand- Paddock. Light thrown
31 January, a.m, p.m. wick. down.

C-3 0-6 fOff Hoffnung’s Wharf, tShip “ Thistlebank,” Captain David Baird. Iron ................... Unknown ___
p.m. p.m. the Harbour.
ll'oO 11*55 Wcllington-street, Bondi Private dwelling
p m. p.m. with iron roof "

Sunday, 3-50 None jCrown-strcet, Sherwood Wm. Burton ................... n • >i ■ Matches, child ren
2 February. p.m.

7-35
reed.
7'40 Norton-street, Ashfield W, W. Roufclcdge...........

playing with.

" p.m. p.m. roof.
8*20 8'2fi F. S. Jolly.......................

p.m. p.m. town. roof.
Thursday, 8 45 S‘51 Evans Road, Woollahrn Paddock. Light thrown

0 February. p.m. p.m. down.
Friday, 8’53 3'55 395, Fitt-strcet, Citv .. Temperance Hall. Brink, with iron Matches, careless

7 February, a in. n.m. roof. use of.
4 *25 4 9^

9 Februarv. a.m. a.m. s fern. * with Iron roof
Wednesday, 2 29 2-31 Spring-street, Burwood Unoccupied ........... Private dwelling,. r? *. Light thrown
12 Fcbmarv. a.m. a. m. down.
Thursday, 5-30 None Auburn ........................... City Bank—M. M. Coilv, Manager. Brick, with iron Incendiarism , ..

18 February. a.m. iced. roof.
Friday, 12 55 None Corner Ashbuma-street Sarah Crosland ............. Confectioner___ Weatherboard, Fireplace, spark

14 February. A.m. rec’d. and East Stcvnc, with iron from.
Manly. roof.

Monday, 0-43 6 45 497 and 4'K), Kent-street, A, J. Sclig & Co.............. Boot Menu- Brick, with iron Matches, careless
17 February p.m. P m. City focturerg, roof- use of

7-26 7'30 Private dwelling..
p m. p.m. hardt.

a 9 45 None gCook’s lli\<*r Road, St. F. Waites ..................... Butcher ............... I! ■ ■ Gas, explosion of
p.m. rcc’d. Peters.

Wednesday, 11-28 11-31) litBimnett-stroct, Bondi. Iloldsworth McPherson Soap Works .. Wood, with iron Resin, boiling
19 Fubraarv a.m. a.m. &, Co. roof1. over.

Friday, 2*40 2 44 155, King-sL, Newtown E. L. Lee ......................... Furniture dealer.. Brick, with iron Unknown ...........
21 Februarv. a. in. a.m. roof.

" ij " 157, King-st, Newtown R. Elliott........................... Licensed ictualler „ - *......................

4-40 4*44 Asphalt yard ,.,.
p.m. p.m.

,, 7-35 7 37 Oxford-street, Waverlcy R. Bratton....................... Jeweller............... Brick, with slate Gas bracket ....
p.m p.m. roof.

Wednesday, 10*13 10*10 161, Palmer-street, City A. Stecnhohm ............... Coach-builder .. Wood, with iron nknown ...........
26 February. p m. p.m. roof.
Thursday, 12 80 None Oatlcj Parade, Oatley.. J. Pearsall ................... Private dwelling.. Brick, with iron Kerosene lamp,

27 Februarv. a.m. rec’d. roof. explosion of.
,, 12*S5 12-40 ^Himiilton-sireet, City.. J. Scott i: Co.................... Stationers........... Varnish boiling

P m. p in. over.
Friday, 815 None Harrow Road, Kogarah J. Cook ....................... ... Private dwelling. »> - - Kerosene lamp,

23 February. p.m. rec’d, upsetting of*
8’40 8*44 W. Bell ...........................

20 February. p.m. p.m. ville. * with iron roof.
Tuesday, 1*39 9B,Kii1g street,Newtown
3 March. a.m. rec’d. use of.

Thursday, C-3 6.6 •*56, York-street, City Briscoe, Drvfidalc, k CO. Ironmongers ... Brick, with iron Smoking tobacco
5 March. p.m. p.m. roof.

Insurances.

Contents.

Unknown

None...

Building.

Unknown

Insured ; offices 
unknown.None...............

Insured ; offices 
unknown,

None.......................

Insured; offices 
unknown. 

Mercantile 
Mutual, £50. 

Manchester Ins.
Co., £50.

None.......................

Insured; offices 
unknown. 

Mercantile 
. Mutual, £325. 

Manchester Ins.
Co , £150. 

Unknown ...........

City Mutual, £500

None None.

Unknown

L)\ erpiial and London nnd Globe, jCIOQ.
None.......................

JR oval Insurance 
Co., £100.

Liverpool and
London and.
Globe, £25 10s,

Imperial Insur
ance Co. ,£4,850

None ................. .

Australi’n Mutual, 
£150.

Unknown .. ..

Liverpool and 
London and 
Globe, £75 IDs. 

Imperial Insur
ance Co., £3,000 

None........................

Building and contents, Commercial 
Union Insurance Co., £500. 

None ................... j None ..................

City Mutual, £100 Commercial
Union, £700.

Col. Mutual,£200;' None...................
Aust. Mutual,!
£200—£400.

None....................... 1 n ....................

Imperial Insur 
ance Co., £350- 

Mercantile Mutual^ £200. .
Building and contents, Royal 

Insurance Co., £200,

Caledonian Insur
ance Co., £400- 

Unknown .. ..

Phtenix Insurance 
Co., £3,0<K). 

Colonial Mutual, 
£50.

None.....................

Unknown

Colonial Mutual, £100.
Aust. Mutual, 

£75.
Unknown ., .

Several offices. Several offices, 
£45,000 £10,000.

Extent of damage, &c.

A quantity of matches damaged by fire and water ...............

Flooring In back room damaged by fire..................................

Window-cur(ain burned.....................................................................

Contents of main hold slightly damaged by fire and water.. 

A quantity of grass damaged by Are............................................

Contents of main hold severely damaged by fire and « atcr ;
sides and deck damaged by’buckling1 and cutting away, 

A cottage of five rooms, with contents, damaged by Arc and 
water.

A cottage of fiie rooms damaged by fire and isatcr...............

A ematl lire in bedroom......................................................................

Bush firo...................................................................................................

Dressing-room off stage slightly damaged hy firo.................

A building of one floor, with contents, burned out and 
fallen down.

Flooring of middle room damaged by fire ..............................

Flooring in front office damaged by fire....................................

A cottage of four rooms, with contents, burnt out and fallen, 
doan. |

Stock on shelf under staircase, and staircase from ground- 
floor to first floor, damaged by fire.

Rubbish Are .........................................................................................

Rath-room on first floor slightly damaged by heat and smoke.

A shed, 4 ft by 6 ft., damaged by Arc........................................

Shop and dwelling severely damaged by fire and water . .

Front wall of building damaged by heat and fainoke...............

A quantity of tar burned .................................................................

A small Arc in bedroom ..................................................... .. . ...

Building and contents severely damaged by fire .................

A small fire in bedroom....................................................................

Printers’ materials in basement slightly damaged by fire .. 

A small fire in bedroom....................................................................

Shop window, with contents, slightly damaged by fire .... 

Empty cases in basement damaged by fire................................

Extinguished by

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Employees, w ith buckets of 
water.

Inmates, with buckets of Water
M.F.B , with one steam fire 

engine and one hydrant-
Itamlwick and Wavcrloy 

V. F, Cos., with buckets 
nf water.

M.F.R., w ith four steam fire 
engines.

Wavcrley V. F. Co., with two 
hydrants.

Inmates and neighbours, 
with buckets of water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Paddington V F. Co., with 
one hydrant.

Employees, with buckets of 
water,

with one hydrant.

Burwood V.F, Co, with 
buckets of water.

Neighbours, with buckets 
of water.

Manly V.F. Co., with one 
hjdrant.

M.F.B., with Otic hjdrant.

Inmate*, with buckets of 
water.

Inmates.

Employees, with sand.

M.F.B., with one hydrant.

Employees, with sand.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

M.F.B , with one hydrant.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Employees, with buckets of 
water.

Rockdale V. F. Co., with 
one hydrant.

Inmates and M.F.B., with 
buckets of water.

Inmates, with buckets Of 
water,

Employees, with buckets of 
water.

* Subsequent fire, 31st mst. Outside M.F B. area. f Outside M.F.B. area. Previous fire 30lh January, 1396. An inquest was held on the 3rd and 4th hist., and an open verdict wag returned. I Outside M.F B. area. § Elizabeth Waites, aged 51 
\ears, and Catherine Lane, aged 21 years, burned about the hands and face, sent to Prince Alfred Hospital for treatment, | Previous fire, 21st August, 1895. Previous fire, 22nd December, 1SSS. ** Previous fire, 28th January, ISSW 1089



Details of Fires which have occurred within the Metropolitan District—continued.

Date. v -■

^ 1
Time

of
call.

Locality.

.

Name of tenant. How premises 
occupied.

Friday, ■0-35 0*40 Darlinglmrst Hoad, City E. Cook, “B«na1 Licensed
■o March, o.lll. a.m. So^ cioign Hotel.Jl \ k-tualler.

3 4S 3 50 Darling Point Hoad, A. Dight . ... .. Private divcllitig..
p in. p ni. Woollahra.

Saturday, 4 50 None Auburn-street, Auburn. J. F. Christmas............... Grocer.................
7 March. a.m. rce’d,

14, Oxford-square, <JlLy. Grocers ...............
S March- p.m. p.m.

31*10 None Hockv Point ltd., Rock- Oliver IJcvdon............... Grocer...................
p.m. rec’d. dale.

Tuc? lav, 1 '30 Booth and Nelson R. Lang........................... Blacksmith.. .
10 March, a. m. Sheets, Anuandale
Thursday, 4 45 4 ‘47 34(J, Upper Brougham-
12 .March. p.m, p.m. btrect, City.

37 o 8 Railuaj Gag Works, 
Hedfcim

Kailuay GonmussionerA Shed.......................
17 March p.m. p.m.

iO-12 10-10 Rear of 540, Geoi*go Curoton k Co................... Importers and
p.m. P m. street, Citv. manufacturers.

Thursday, 2*10 None Mct^ir-strcet, Burwood. James Rutherford .. Contractor ... .
V) March. a,m. rcc’d.
Sutidav, 1-33 I 3i 05J, Hunter-street, Cit J. Grogan ............... Boarding-house..

22 March. a m. a.m.
Tue^dai'. 1*17 1-20 112; Mary street. City, J. Gallagher................. Grocer...............

24 March. a.m. a.m.

Saturday, 
23 March

8'40 30, Dawson-street, City
p.m p.m. ”

Sundav,. li’ii 0*25 025, King-street, New- C Pea to......................... Hairdresser ___
20 March p.m. p.in town. f
Tuesday, rss 1-S7 304. BUnalieth-street, .J. and E. Carroll........... IlaiivUessers ,.,,
31 2!arch a.m. a.m. UiU.

4 0 Private dwelling..
2 April. a m. rec'd. ville.

8*30 8 31 45, Gerrard-sireet, Alex
andria.

Carpenter ...........
p.m. p.m

Sundav, 12 25 12 27 7, Burnell-lane, Citv . W. Elliott ....................... Private dwelling .
5 April. iv. in. a.m.

1‘3G t*3S *Quatre Bias, off Bomkc 
Jtgatl, Alexandria,a, m a.m.

Monday, 127 12*12 Tllawarra-vond, Marrick- Pcinv Puekeunan .
■

Private dwelling
0 April. a.m. a.m ^ille.

Tuesday, 1*10 1 '14 Newcombe-^rcct, G. Vjnfcincr & Co............. Carriers . ...
7 Apul. p in p.m. Padding: on

5*10 5*15 105, King-street, Nev.- Mrs. A Stewait .. .. Dealer................... ]
p.m. p.m. town. ]

I

it „ 103, „ . . . W. 11. White ................. Furniture denier 1

Weduesdnv, 3-15 s-is ** Ciueimv," ^Vest-gtreot, Thomas Sinclair ...........
s? Aiirll. p. m. p.m. North Sydiiov,

Thursday, 5*0 Bridge-street, ilarrick- fEdward Gosnell . . . Private dwelling
0 April, a m \ file
FririaA, 1*0 1*10 Marsden-strect, l*ar] a Unoccupied ...................

10 April. a.m. a.m. matta.

1*35 1*40
a in. a m sUeer, Citj*. Icr.
0 an 0 35 Louisa Road, Balmain.. C. Richardson ............... Boat-shed ........
p.m. p. m.

Construction of Origin or Insurances.

premises. i
ContcntK. j Building.

Tlrick, wiLli ii'on Jlatchee, cliildi'cii
iOOf- pliiyirijf wiUi.

Brick, with elate Rubbish burning; 
roof.

Brick, with iron Unknown 
roof.

WeatherljoarU, 
svilh iron roof

Wooil, with iron 
roof.

Stone, vv ith iron 
roof.

Weatliei Iwartl, 
wltJi iron roof.

Brick, with iron 
i not.

Brick, w ithslatc 
roof.

Brick, with iron 
roof

Weatherboard, I 
n ith iron roof I

Wcathcrboaid, ! 
with Ehhi£lu 
roof.

Brick, with iron 
roof.

Brick and iron, 
with iron roof.

Weatheihoard, 
wjth iron roof. 

Wood, with 
iron roof. 

Weatherboard, 
with iron roof.

Stone, is ith 
iron roof.

Weatherboard, 
with iron roof.

Brick, with 
iron roof.

Weathei beard, 
and iron iooh

Brick, with iron 
roof.

Wood, with iron 
roof.

Lime slaking ,.,,

Lijrht thrown 
down.

Gas ]u]io, defect 
in.

Unknown

None..................... None___

AxisLAhit’lMiCSOth Unknown ...........
United, £1,000;
—£1,500.

Manchester, 0150. Mer. Mufl, £100

None............None

Gandfe .. 

Unknown

Candle ...

Smoking to 

Unknow n 

Candle ...

Smokinjr tobacco 

Unknown ..,,

Matehos, tats at..

Light thrown 
down.

Unknown .........

Light throw n 
down

Gas biacket 

Unknown ...

Candle.............

United Insurance Unknown .. .
Co., £225. \

Colonial Mutual, f Commercial 
£250. Union, £325.

City Mutual, 1‘200 Unknown .

City Mutual, £225 

None...................

United Insurance 
Co , £300. 

Unknown ..........

National Ins. Co.,
£300.

Now Zealand Tn- 
Bur&nce Co.

Building and eontentb, 
JIanehcster fnsui'ance Co., £300.

None....................... 1 Mercantile
| Mutual, £105,

Unknown

Building- and contents, Commercial 
Union Insurance Co., £0,000

None. Unknown

Manchester, £50.. 

None..................... |

Commercial 
Union, £41).

None.........

Unknown

Australian Mu
tual, £ioo.

Unknown ,..

Commercial 
Union, £50,

Extent of damage, Ac. Extinguished by

A .small lire in bedroom .............................................................

A quantity of rubbish burned ... .................................................

Eiuptv cases in yard burned............................................................

A small quantity of stoek in basement damaged by fire and 
water, J

Shop and contents slightly damaged hy fire and water ___ I

Ashed, with contents, damaged by lire.............................. !
‘ 1

A shed ticaily burned out,. ............ ............................................. j

A slicrl ^lightly damaged hy fire.............  ..............................

First floor and contents nemlv burned out; rest of budding 
damaged bv beat and smoke.

A cottage uf six tooms burned out and fallen down...............

A small fire in bedroom.................................................................... i

Shop and contents burned out.........................................................

A small ,flrc in bedroom......................................................................

”   i

A cottage burned out and fallen down...................

A small fire in bedroom............................................

A range of buildings nearly burned out ..............................

Dining-room and store-room, with contents, severely dam
aged h\ fire. j

A quantity of empty eases in shed, at rear of premises,| 
damaged by fire. j

Kjout shop and contents, also sitting-room and kitchen at| 
rear of shop, with contents, burned ou t and roof fallen in. 

Partition in front room on right of shop, also two rooms in, 
rear, damaged by fire. j

Partition of kitchen in rear of shop damaged by fire, funii-] 
turc in shop hy removal. |

Outhouse at rear of premises severely damaged by /Ire —

Back bedroom on gtound flooi and rontonts damaged by 
fire, Emoke, and water.

Floor of dining-room and ceiling of front room on ground 
floor damaged by fire. I

Small fire in bedroom..........................................................................

A hlied, with contents, burned out..................................................

Inmates, with buckets of 
watei.

Inmatex and ucighbuiim,. 
with buckets of wdter.

S 51. P. Co/t. V F. Company, 
with ono hjdiant. '

M.F 11., with buckets? r.f 
watei.

Kogarah V. F. Company, 
with one hydrant.

Inmates and neighbour-^ 
with buckets of waler

Patldington Brewery V.F, 
Company, assisted by 
51.F B., with onelij’drant.

Kedfern li.V F. Compam", 
with one dydranb.

M.F.B., with one hydrant.

Book wood V'ol. Fire Co , 
with one hvdrant.

Innutcs, with buckets of 
water.

Employee.1; of Standaid 
Brewery, vi ith two private 
hydrants.

Inmates, with buckets of water.

Burned itself out.

1 innate?, with buckets of 
water.

M.F.B., assisted bj Ncveral 
Vol. Five Co*i, with one 
steam file engine and one 
hydrant.

M.F.B., with One hydrant.

Paddington V.F. Co., with 
one hydrant.

M.F.B., with one hydiant.

Neighbours and Jf.F.li., 
with buckets of water.

Inmates and neighbours, 
with buckets of water.

Parramatta Vol. Fire Co's 
Nos. 1 and 2, with one 
hydrant.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Balmain Vol. Fire Co., vath 
one hydrant.

* Jlenrv Williams, aged 31 jears, burned to death. An inquest was held on the Gth and Tth inst., at which tile following verdict was returned : “ That the deceased met iiis death by burning, but there is no evidence to show the origin of the Arc.'1 
Subsequent fires—0th .June, 13DC ; 5tl» November, 1S9G. + Edvard Gosnell, aged about 43 years ; Anmc Cosnell, wife, 43 ; Lillie, daughter, aged 11 years ; George, son, aged 4 years ; ami Trimmer, son, aged 1 jear and 7 months, were severely burned about
face, hands, and body. They were attended to by Dr. Chcnhall. George Gosnell died sul^qucntiy in Prince Alfred Hospital,

l—100
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Details of "Fires which have occurred -within the Metropolitan District—continued.

[ 1 1
Bate. ■ 0 

5= 1

Time
of

call. |
Locality.

^ Name of tenant.

1

How premises 1 
occupied. |

155 1

Katurdai, 
11 April.

12T5 12*10 
p.m. 1 p.m.

313, Gcorge-street, Cit> Freeman & Co.................. Photographers ..

’■ 1-0 ■ 1-8 
p.m. p.m.

1, Carraheris Buildings, 
144, Cumberland-st., 
Citv.

Patrick Murphy . .. Private dwelling..

Sunday,
12 April.

12 30 12‘A4 
a m. 1 a.m.

Woolloomooloo, City Co-operative Coal Com
pany.

Stables.................

2*15 2-20
a m. ■ a,n>-

Cliurch-^trect, Parra
matta.

*T, W. Pollock ........... Draper...................

2 30 | 2-43 North Head, Sydney . The N.5.W. Govern- Quarantine
12 April, p.m, ’ p.m.

1
meut. Station.

•Saturday, 
11 April

S’10 1 .
p.in.

327 to 831, Georgc-streefc, 
City.

Boarding house.Tuesfloy,
14 April.

10-21) was
a.m. 1 a.m.

©, Kegenbstrect, City J. Taylor...........................

ll-U) n-si 
p.m, p.m.

1 »

Spring-street, Strath- 
field.

Mrs. Tregear ................. Frii ate dwelling

M „ - Mrs. Lennon................... -■

Wednesday, 
13 April.

1 M ; 1-58 
o.sn. a.m.

Sewer-road, Alexandria Water and Sewerage 
Hoard.

Yard........................

Thursdui, 
Ifi April,

y27 2*31
p.m. p in.

Mount and Alfred 
streets, North Sydney,

Street .................

Thursdai, 
MS April'.

4*25 4 30
p m. p.m

43, Grafton-street, 
Woollahra

fJlrg. Hamer ................. Private dwelling..

,, 1 4*5& , 5-2
p.m. 1 p.m.

112, Susscx-street........ IJodgcaiid ZlotkouskL. BraffiiOrtnders .

„ 1 U-12 11-15
p.m, P.m,

071, Gcorgc-strcel, 
Havmarket, Citv,

Frederick Fontanella . Restaurant...........

Friday,
17 April.

116 11 12 
p.m. p m.

37, Henderson-streLt, 
Alexandria.

Thomas Quinn ............... Private dwelling..

Sunday,
10 April.

1-30 1*34
p ni. p.m.

90, Glouceslcr-stvcot, 
Citj

Henry Johnson...............
”

Monday,
20 Apul.

2-20 2-21
P in. j p.m.

” ' "

Warren Road, Maniclc- 
ville.

Harnett Avenue*, Mar- 
riekilllo.

Alexander Morgan ... ...............................
Wednesday, 

22 April.
5*40 5'4R
p nj. p m.

“ Mariaba/7 Roslsni-st., 
City. '

Mrs, Scaular ................... Private dwelling..

Thurndav, 
23 Apul.

0*40 0-4 S
T> *n. p in.

Sydney Hoad, Manly .. Michael Kclchcr . . Produce merchant

l-'ridai,
24 April.

2 j 2-9
a.m. a in.

Botany-si , Wavprle.i .. William .I- Allen........... Private dwelling..

KunUay,
20 April,

3 35 3*55
p m. p.m

Excebfior-st., Concord.. James Ryan................... ”

3-33 1 S'SS
p.in, p.in» " ” •• Alfred Sutton ...............

6-40 6*44
p.m. ]> in.

99, L pper 1‘Ort-st,, Cit> John Grant ................... >j • •

Tuesday,
•IS April.

0-45 0*50
ji.m. p.m.

Edwrcrd-sb., Pyrmont . \V. Piper ......................... ..

1' ediiesday, 
S’) April.

4*50 .
ji.m.

19, James-strect, Leich
hardt.

W. Johnston................... Private dwelling..

Thursday, 
30 April,

-2*45 2*50
a.in. a m.1

1

454. O.xford-sLroet, Pad
dington.

Joseph S. Ellis . .... Grocer...................

Conj*trii<*t5on of 
premises.

HricKtVi ith slate 
ix-of.

Siuneftnd brick, 
with shingle 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
with iron rouf

Uriek, with iron 
roof.

Wood,* ith iron 
i oof

Brick, Mith iron 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
with iron rcoh

Brick, with iron 
roof.

Brick, with 
shingle roof. 

Brick and slato 
roof.

jlnck, with Iron 
roof.

Brick, with 
shingle roof-

W&atheihoard, 
iron roof.

JJriek and slate 
roof-

Iron .. . .

Weatherboard, 
with iron roof.

Brick, with iron 
roof,

Weathei board, 
with iron roof. 

Brick, \s ilh iron 
roof.

Origin or 
supposed cause 

of fire.

Insurances.

Contents. Building.

Light thrown 
dou n.

Foul chimney

Light thrown 
down.Unknown ..

Fire, careless use 
of.

Unknown 

None....

London and Lan
cashire, £600.

None.......................

Unknown . .. ..

None...................

Australian Mu
tual, £1,700.

None ...................

Candle ., Imperial, £2,000 Unknown

Spark from 
chimney. 

Light thrown 
down.

None

Burning mbbiah None
Explosion of gas 

Incendiarism .. I/nulon and Lan
cashire Insur
ance Co., £200.

United Insurance 
Co., £400.

Spark from chim
ney.

Smoking tobacco.

Candle...................

Spark from chim
ney.

Hot ashes

Cl as bracket 

Unknown ,.

Light thrown 
down.

Candle...........

Childicn playing 
wiih matches. 

Spark from fire
place.

None.................

Unknown.........

None ......

Commercial 
Union, £250. 

None...............

Unknown

Uni Led Insurance 
Co., jUfO. 

Unknown...............

Unknown ...........

Mercantile Mu
tual, £200.

Mercantile Mu
tual, £150. 

Unknown ...

None

None..

Aust Mutual, 
£750.

Extent of damage, &c. Extinguished by

Front room on third floor, with contents, slightly damaged] Employee?, \i Ith buckets of 
by fire and water; ceiling under slightly damaged by water.

A small portion of shingle roof damaged by fire................. ^ M with buckets of
; writer,

One stall and eml of stable damaged hy firo ....................

Shop and contents, consisting of drapery, severely damaged 
by lire and water, nmt staircase to first floor burned 
first floor and contents damaged by heat anti water. | 

Two out-houscs burned out and fallen down, and several 
acres of scrub burned. )

Furniture in front bedroom, on 1st floor, slightly damaged.
bv fire and water. I

Bed and bedding in front room, on ground floor, damaged 
bj fire. I

A small out-house at rear of premises burned out and fallen 
down.

M.F.B., with Tozcr pump-

Parja-matta Vol. Fire Co.s 
Nog. I and 2, with one 
hydrant.

Employees, Manly V F. Ca , 
AJ F B., and citizens with 
private hose and manual 
engine.

Inmates, uith buckets of 
water,

Burwood V,F. Co., with one 
hydrant.

A small portion of fencing damaged by firo

Gas main in street damaged by explosion ..

A cottage of fii e rooms ; a middle bedroom and contents 
damaged b\ fire, smoke, and water; back kitchen( 
slightly damaged by lire, smoke, and water , two dooft 
broken open. .

A small portion of shingle roof damaged by fire and cutting 
away. j

A small fire in front of building ................................................... j
Small fire on staircase......................................................................... I
Shingle roof slightly damaged by fire and cutting away, 

ceiling under slightly damaged bj water. I
A shed used as wash-house, with contents, burned out.’and 

fallen down. I
A small shed burned out and fallen down................................... |

Back bedroom on first floor, with contents, slightly damaged j 
hy fire and water. ,

Fiedroom in rear of premise?, with contents, and a quantity! 
of empty bags in shed adjoining, damaged by fire and 
water. I

Fernery, side of coach-house, and buggy, at rear of premises, 
damaged by fire. _

A weatherboard building of four rooms, with contents,! 
together with two out-houseg and contents, burned out 
and fallen down. I

Side of budding damaged by fire *1
Bed, bedding, and a portion of furniture in back room, on 

ground floor, damaged by fire and water ; ceiling of same 
ghghtlv damaged by firo and water.

Window curtain mbaek bedroom on first floor, damaged by1 
fire. I

Bed and bedding In back room, on ground floor, damaged1 
bv fire and water.

Shop and contents severely damaged bj fire and water ..

Alexandria V.F Co, with 
one hydrant.

31 F.B., with sand and one 
hydrant.

Neighhouif?, 111111 buckets 
of water.

Employees, with buckets of 
water.

Inmates, with buckets cf 
water.

M.F B., with hand-pump, 
and buckets of water. 

M.F.B.,with one hydrant.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Manly Volunteer Fire Co , 
with two hydrants.

Inmates, with garden hose

Burwood and Ash field Vol. 
J'irc (log., assisted by 
31 F.B.,with two hydrants.

North Sydney Vol FircCo,, 
assisted by M.F.B, with 
oils lij'drant.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water,

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Paddington Vol. Fire Co., 
assisted by other Vol, 
Co.s, and M.F.B., with 
two hydrants.

* An inquest was held on the IPth instant, of which an open \erdict was returned. t I'rmlons Are, 2nd July, lies. t Two sejmrate fires. An Inquest was held on the 2<Hh inst., when the Jurj returned the following verdict: "That the 
premises were wilfully set on fire hy some i>erson or persons unknown.”
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Detaii.3 of Fires which have occurred 'within the Metropolitan District—continuntl.

Date.
£ £
S o-* ej

•3

Time
of

call.
Locality. Name of tenant. How promises 

occupied.
Construction of 

premises.

Thursday, 2M5 2-50 456, Oxford-street, Pad- Mrs. Rnthford ............... Milliner ............... Brick, with iron
80 April, a.m. a.m. dington. roof.

,, 45*J,Oxford-strcct, Pad- David Davis ................... Pawnbroker ___ ii • -
dmglon.

,, 0MO 6-46 Botany Hoad, North St. Bernard's................... Convent ............... Weatherboard,
a ni. a.m. Botany. with iron roof.

4 32 4-40 Brown-street, Padding- M. Oliver............................ Private dwelling,. Brick, with slate
p.m. p.in. ton. roof.

Friday, 11*0 Portiiio u-st root. J. O. If van....................... j • a Brick, with iron
1 Mav. a m. Waterloo. roof.

( 6 30 6-35 Wood ...............
p.m p m. Board.
I'JS I'SS In cargo ...........

8 May] a.m. a.m. Grafton Wharf. tons reg. (Captain A
Baxter.)

I'O I1‘22 Wood ...............
a m. a.m. Bay. 1,760 tons reg. (Cap-
(2nd ) (3rd) tain B. C. Pcirv.)

Monday, 5*34 3-7 417 to 42 L, Gcorge-street F. Lassettcr & Co. (Wal- Hardware mer- Brick,with iron
4 May. p.m, p.m. ter Biown, manager. I chan ts. roof.

4-4
5 May.' a.m' a.m. Balmain]’ roof.

Monday, 2*18 2-22 Bay-street, Rockdale .. John Lowe ................... Refreshment- Weatherboard.
11 May. a.m. a m. rooms. with iron roof*

Tuesday, 10T5 None 24, Craigend-strcet, Mary M‘Kcv ................... Private dwelling.. Brick, with
12 May. p.m. rec’d. Darlinghurst. slate loof.

W ednesdav. 2*20 2*37 Casllereagh-strect, City “ Australia Hotel,'' Licensed
13 May. a.m. a.m (Edwin Moore, Manager) victualler*

9 24 0 25 Toagood-street, Erskine- W. Grecuell ................... Private dwelling*. Brick, with iron
p.m, p.m. villc. roof.

Thursday, 7-0 7 TO 37, Junction-street, William Howard ,,, . Undertaker...........
14 May. p m. p m, North Sydney.
Friday, 1*40 1*45 72, Walker-street, North Cook and Alexander ,. Stables.............. Wood, with iron
15 May. p.m. p.in. Sydney. roof.

Tuesday, 1-5 1*23
19 May. a.m a.m. Ashfield. with iron roof

184, Liverpool Road. Charles Luhr................. lee merchant.. .
Ashfield.

tl tl ISO, Liverpool Road, T, .1. Hcwett ................. Bootmaker...........
Ashfield.

Ashfield. ~ '
Friday, 12-0 None Middle Head................... Private dwelling..
L’2 Slay. m’n't. rec’d. with iron roof.

S‘5 S*7
23 May. p.m. p.m. Wooliahra. roof.
Sunday, 12 30 None Carrington Avenue, Samuel Scott................... Private dwelling.. Weatherboard,
24 Mav, a in. rec’d. Hunstville. with iron roof.

,, 7*0 Anion-street, Coogee .. fBasil Cooper ................... u • Wood, with iron
a.m roof.
10 35 10-42 193, Bourke-atreet, City IV. Tiftbe ....................... >1 ■ • Brick, with iron
a,m, a.m roof.

Tuesday, I2’10 12-20 Moore-strcel, Drum' John Wilson................... ,, ,. 'Weatherboard,
20 May. n,m. a.m moyne.

Thursday, 2-10 2 12
23 Mav. p.m p.m. Rcdfern,

Tuesday, 2-50 2-50 406, Parramatta Road, Unoccupied Brick, with slate
£ June. p.m* p.m. Petersham. roof.

Origin or 
supposed cause of 

fire.

Spark from fire
place.

Light thrown 
down

Burning rubbish . 

Smoking tobacco

Spontaneous igni
tion.

Gas-bracket 

Unknown ..

Gas bracket ....

Light thrown 
down.

Candle...................

Defective flue.,..

Matches, children 
playing with.

Fire, careless use 
of.

Spark from fire 
place

Fireworks ...

Candle .

Fireworks .........

Spark from fire 
place.

Boiling over of fcar 

Smoking tobacco

Insurances.

Contents. Building
Extent of damage, &c. Extinguished by

South British, £200.
Aust. Mutual, £1,000.
None...................

Unknown

Several offices 

None.................

Aust Mutual, 
£750.

City Mutual £600.

Unknown 

None.........

Unknown

Building and contents, Mercantile 
Mutual, £250.

Colonial Mutual, Unknown 
£600. |

In several offices.

None.

Imperial Insur
ance Co , £50,

Mercantile 
Mutual, £245. 

Australian 
Mutual, £50. 

None.....................

Commercial 
tJnlon, £375. 

Unknown ,...

Commercial 
Union, £000. 

Unknown . ..

None.

Mercantile 
' i Mutual, £250.
Building and contents, United 

Insurance Co., £150.
None....................... Unknown .........

Commercial 
Union, £700.

Shop and contents slightly damaged by fire and water 

Front window on giaund floor broken by heat...............

A building of eleven rooms, with contents, burned out 
and partly fallen dow n rest of building and contents 
damaged by fire, heat, smoke, and water

A quantity of grass burned in yard at roar of premises ....

A small portion of flooring damaged by fire In front room 
on ground floor.

A small portion of fencing burned........................................

A quantity of bags in 'tween decks, opposite main hatch, 
damaged by lire; cargo under damaged by water, and 
lining of ship by fire.

Ship, and cargo, consisting of eoal, severely damaged bv 
fire ; upper deck damaged by fire and cutting a wav. ‘

A portion of stock in front window of shop alightlv damaged 
by fire and water. " T

A small stable, with contents, burned out and fallen down ;
two horses ses-eroly burned, and afterwards killed.

A weatherboard budding of six rooms, with contents,' 
burned out and fallen down. !

Small fire in bedroom.....................................................

A small pantry on third floor back, burned out ; a small 
portion of landing severely damaged by lire; ceiling 
under damaged by water. *

Back bedroom on first floor, with contents, t-lightlv damaged 
by fire and water ' |

A small portion of flooring in back kitchen damaged by fire1 
and cutting away.

A quantity of straw burned .....................................................

A weatherboard building, consisting of shop and three 
rooms, burned out and partly fallen down.

Three back rooms with contents damaged by Ore, heat, and 
smoke

Shop and contents burned out..................................................

Shop and contents damaged by fire and water.

Walls, lining-boards, and ceiling in back kitchen on ground 
floor damaged by fire and cutting awayi 

A shed at rear of premises slightly damaged by fire ....

A weatherboard cottage of lour rooms, with contents, 
burned out and fallen down.

Bed and bedding in front room on ground floor damaged 
by fire.

Room, with contents on first floor, slightly damaged by fire.

A small fire in kitchen at rear of premises .........................

A sinall quantity of tar destroyed by Are..............................

A building of two floors ; shop on ground floor burned out 
three rooms over shop severely damaged by fire ; roof 
partly burned off.

Paddington Vol. Fire Co., 
assisted by other Vol. 
Cos., and M.F.B,, with 
two hydrants.

North Botany Vol. Fire Co., 
with one hydrant, anti 
M.F.li ,with’ one steam 
fire engine.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Alexandria VoL Fire Co., 
with one hydrant.

with one hydrant

Crow, and crew of pilol- 
efceamur, “CaptamCook,” 
assisted byM.F.B., with 
steam fire-pumps of the 
“ Captain Cook/1

Employees, with private 
hose.

Balmain Vol. Fire Co., with 
one hydrant.

Rockdale Vol. Fiie Co., 
assisted by 51.F.B., with 
two hydrants.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Employees, with private 
hose.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Ashficld Vol. Fire Co., as
sisted by M.F.B. and Bur- 
wood V F. Co,, with two 
hydrants.

Medical Staff Corps, with 
buckets ot water. 

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

M.F.B., with buckets of 
water,

Drummoyne Vol. F. Co., 
with one hydrant. 

Inmates, with eand.

M.F.B*, with one hydrant.

■ Chrirlcs Pattinson, asreil 19 years, severely burned about the face, anus, and neck. Taken to the Balmain Cottage Hospital lor treatment. t Isabella Kealds, a^ed 7S years, severely burnt about the body. Since dead,
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Details of Fires which hare occurred within the Metropolitan District—continued.

1

Date.

W
he

n
di

sc
ov

er
ed

.

Time
of

call.
Locality. Name of tenant.

Saturday, O-ZS 0-30 Quatrc Bras. Tannery, *11. Macnamara ..
p.m. Alexandria.

John H. Jackson...........230 3-4 Crovdon Avenue,
a.m. Enfield.

Wm. Coskeno ...........
Josiah White...................Sunday, 4‘SS 4s 57 63, Union-street,

14 June. a.m. a.m. Pyrmont.

G5, Union-street, Unoccupied ...................3

7-40 7-45
Pyrmont. _

9St Albion street, City.. R. J, Coombes...............

Monday,
p.m.
1T7

p m. 
V17 S, Selwyn-sireet, Moore Herbert A. Rice ...........

p.m. p.m. Park, City.
Edwards & Co..................Wednesday, 5 33 fi 53 226, Ciarcncc-st., City .

17 June, a ni. a in,
-20, „ Nathan Jacob ...............

!

” ;;
230, ,, ..

................................ i
Unoccupied Wa

Saturday, 3 20 3*24 l&s, Palmer-street, City George Crewar .............
20 June. 
Sunday,

p.m,
3 45

p m.
8 52 31 r Cavendish-street, 

Newtown.
W. P. Murphy ....

21 June. p.m. p.m.

Momlm, 2-20 2-30 M illcL1 and RidgoStrccts, Maw Ann Sinclair ....
2!2 June. a m. a ni. North Sidney.

lira. J. Stock...................Tuesday, 11 50 None G7, Morehead-street,
23 June. p.m. rec d. Waterloo.

Albert Wright ...............Thursday, 12 35 12 *37 259, William HcnrvLane,
^5 June. p.m. p.m. off Crow n-st., Ultimo. 

Ramsgate Road, Rock- Unoccupied ...................Frida v, 3 40 Mono
26 June. a m. rcc’d. dale.

01*111011 Wharf Co. . .Saturday, 0 7 09 Grafton Wharf, Sussex-
p.m p.m. street, Cifcv.

New South Wales Gov-Tuesday, 7'ji) 7 55 Darlinghurst Bond and
30 June, p.m. p m. Oxford-street, City. eminent.

Wednesday, 3-50 4-0 Merrvlands..................... fJohu Try...........................
1 July.

Satui'dnv,

p in

0 0

p m.

None 453, Gcorge-street, City G. R. SuITien...................
4 July. 

Monday,
l a.m.
! 9 00

rcc’d
0 32 50, Campbcll-st, Bal T. II. Brown.................

6 July. : a.m. a m. main.

,, „ 43, Campbell-strcct ,.. Barbara Simpson .........

,, ,, „ 52, Campbelbstreefc___ Isabel Murray ...............

10-22 10-25 Wvnyard-Iane, 'rear o' .lessen & Co.....................

Tuesday,

p.m.

li'34

p.m.

li-5S

331, Georgc-st., City.

"Strand,” Darling-st.,
Whitehead & (Jo, ~
Scott & Co.........................

7 Julv. a. in a.m. Balmain.
Wednesday, 1-0 1*7 339, Parramatta-road, W. G. French ..................

3 July, a.m. a.m. Leichhardt.

How premises 
oceuptyd.

Construction of 
i premises.

Origin or 
Supposed cause ] 

of fire.

Insurances.

Tannery ...............

Provision dealer..

Lodger ... 
Grocer ..

Shop ....................

Grocer...................

Private dwelling.

Tea merchants ..

Clothing manu 
facturer.

Private dwelling..

Fruiterer.............

Private cluetllng.

Wharf office . 

Court-house ...

Cement works ..

Jeweller.............

Private d\i elling.

Sign writers ... 
(Warehouse.)

French polishers. 
Drapers..............

Boot factor\r

Wood, v-ith iron 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
with irouroof.

Brick, with iron 
loof.

Weatherboard, 
with iron roof.

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Brick, and slate 
roof,

Briuk, and iron 
roof.

Brick, and shite 
roof.

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
and iron roof. 

Weatherboard.,

Wood...............

Wood, brick, 
and iron roof

Brick, and iron 
roof,

Weatherboard, 
over shingle 
roof.

Stone, and slate 
roof.

Yard

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Light thrown 
down,

Rats at matches..

Unknown

Light thrown 
down. I

Children playing 
with matches 

Unknown ....

Candle .............

Kerosene lamp, 
explosion of.

Light thrown 
down.

Candle...............

Foul chimney .

Unknown ....

Light thrown 
down.

Unknown ___

Light thrown 
down.

Spark from chim' 
ney.

Unknown

Tar boiling over. 

Unknown .........

Contents.

Unknown............ Unknown ,

Imperial, £40.. . Imperial, £300

Building.

Imperial, £800

None...............
Australian Mut. 

£150.
Xotie ...................

New Zealand,^ 
£1,500

New Zealand, £000.

None ...............

Manchester, £200

Queensland 
Mutual, £100. 

Commercial 
Union, £100. 

None.....................

Unknown ........

None.............

N. Zealand, £040, 

None.................

National of N.Z. 
£1,000.

Commercial 
Union, £650 
(two buildings).

Unknown

Extent of damage, tc. Extinguished by

On the block—L. 
L. & Globe, 
£2,000; N. Zea
land, £2,060 : 
United, £2,000 : 
North'll, £2,000 
Victoria, £2,060] 
—£10,300.

Com. Union, £300

Commercial 
Union, £600.

Unknown. . .

Commercial 
Union, £200. 

United, £1,200 fon 
seven houses). 

United, £T00 ...

Unknow n ....

None .............

Unknown

Roial, £2,000...

Unknown . . .

Alliance, £1,200.

No. 3 sweat-house, with contents, slightly damaged by fire 
and water.

A building, consisting of shop,dwelling, coach-house, and 
stable, w ith contents, burned out and partly fallen down.1

Back rooms on ground and first floors, used as store rooms, 
together with stairs, burned nut; rest of first and second 
floors, used as a dn ellin^r, severely damaged by fire and 
water; contents of front shop damaged by viator and 
front doors broken open.

Shop on ground floor and three rooms on first floor damaged 
by fire and water.

A box containing rubbish damaged by fire in front shop ..

Front bedroom on first floor and contents slightly damaged 
by fire and water.

fA building of five floors, about 25 ft. x 85 ft., with contents,
f burned out and roof off-

A building of five floors, about 25 ft x 35 ft., with content^ 
severely damaged by fil'd and nater.

A building of fhe floors ; top floor damaged by fire, floors
v under damaged by water. ■ _
Front bedroom on first floor, with contents, slightly 

damaged by fire and water.
A dwelling of two floors; rooms ou ground floor, with 

contents, severely damaged by fire and water; rooms 
over damaged by heat and smoke.

Shop and contents blightiy damaged by fire and water .

Bod and bedding in front room on first floor slightly 
damaged by fire.

A small portion of roof damaged by fire and cutting away 
chimney cracked by heat

A n catherbonrd cottage of two rooms burned out and fallen 
down.

Writing-desk in oflice slightly damaged, by fire.

Meter-box and meter damaged by fire in yard at rear of 
Court-house.

A wood and iron building, about 50 x 60 feet, with contents, 
burned out; and a brick building, about 30 x 60 feet, 
with contents, partly burned out.

A smpll portion of flooring damaged by fire in workshop on 
fii>t floor.

Attic used as a lumber room, with contents, burned out and 
roof fallen in , three rooms under, with contents, 
sevcrelv damaged by fire and water,

Attic use'! as a bedroom, and two rooms under, severely 
damaged by fire and water.

Gable end of building damaged by fire ; furniture damaged 
by removal.

Room on second floor used as a furniture store, with con
tents, sm erely damaged by fire and water, and part of 
roof olT

Content*! slightly damaged by fire and water.....................
A small quantity of tar destroyed in yard at rear of 

premises.
Front workshop on ground floor, with contents, burned out; 

back rooms severely damaged by fire, heat, and water ; 
basement and contents, consisting of machinery, leather, 
&c , several} damaged by fire and water; rooms on 
first floor, with contents, used as a dwelling, damaged by 
beat and smoke.

Employees, with buckets Of 
water,

Ashfield Vol. F, Co., and 
M.F.B., with one hydrant.

M.F.li. with two hydrants.

Inmates and neighbours, 
with buckets of water.

i t I*
M.F.B., with six steam fire- 

engines, water tower, anil 
two hydrants, assisted bv 
the several Vol. Fire Co.’s.

M.F.li. and Police, with 
buckets of w'atcr 

M.F.B., with one hydrant.

Inmates and police, with 
buckets of water

M.F.B., with hftnd-puinp 
and buckets of water.

Burned itself out.

"Watchman, with buckets of 
w ater. __

Paddington Brew’ery Vol. F. 
Co. and M.F.B., with one 
hydrant.

Granville anrt Parramatta 
Nos. 1 and 2 Vol. Cos., 
with hydrant and manual 
engine.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Balmain Vol. Co-j with one 
hvdrant, assisted by 
M.F.B,

M.F.B., with one hydrant.

M.F.B.,with One hydrant, 
assisted by Vol. F. Co.

* Presious fire, 5th April, 1396. t Outside M.F.B. area.
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Date,

Wednesday 
6 .July.

ThufS'.lay, 
0 July.

Friday,
10 Julj. 

Saturday,
11 July.

Sunday, 
32 Jxilj'. 
Monday, 
1:1 July. 

Saturday, 
IS July.

Sunday, 
10 July.

Monday, 
20 July,

Tuesday, 
21 July,

Friday, 
24 July.

Sunday, 
20 July, 

Tuesday, 
23 July. 

Thursday, 
Kl> Ju!,>.

rriday, 
31 July. 
Friday, 
31 July. 

Saturday,
1 August. 
Sunday,2 August, 

Tuesday, 
4 AU"Ubt.

Details of Fires which hare occurred within the Metropolitan District—continued.
■O j

c i* ' Time2 g of ■p 8 call..2

VO V7
, a.m. a in.

fi 40 5 4fi
a.m. a.m.

2 23 2 30
a n\ a. in.

2-C
a m.

2-'IS 2-50
p m. p m,
10 23 10*25
p.m ]> m.
12 0 None
a m rtc’d.
U 17 12-10
P m. p m.
1-2 0 12'9
a.m. a.m.

-2':o 2-rr>
a.m. a m.

p.m.
Nttnc^
rec'd.’

11-42 il*4S 
u in a.m.

10 V 
V 111
p.tn
3*10
p.m.

2-30
a.in. 1-30 
p.m. 0-0 
p.m. 10-0 
p.in. 
12 15 
a. in.

IcC 
a.m. 
7’45 
a. m,

Locality.

337, Parramatta-road, 
Leichhardt.

Name of tenant

W. O. French.

Tinfcon }*>;tato, Carling* Unoccupied ...............
ford,

4, Co-operation lituhlJ Crocker, liarfett, <tCo. 

ings, Sussex-st,, City.I
Jiay-street, Croydon ' i J F. Carson .................

53, Georgc-street t^ost,1 Unoccupied 
City. |

100, Point Piper Road,) J. Ura«liey 
Paddington, i ‘

30, Broadway, Glehe j W. J. Sands

2^, Vork-street, City ..^ S. Bradley ..

37S, Oxford-street, Pad- *James Cook 
diugtou. f

37Gf Oxford-street, Pad- John Moss ... .
dhigton.

Hercules-street,Ashfield Mrs. V. ^^1 Came

24, Hercules-fatieet ... j Ileinj Hart ..........

20, ,, — Unoccupieil l..........

312, luug-sfc., Newtown IF. Lockman & Co.

1010
p.m.
10*33
p.m.
8’10 
p.m.

None, 
rec'd. 
1-3S I 
p.m, I
c-c

p.m.
10’40
p.ni.
12*50
a.m.

Oeorge-strcct West, City fSj dney Cyclorama Co. , 
(ifanager, DavidMurray, 
Secretary,O.S.Buzacott) 
Mrs. C. KifcZSiinOiis .10, Jane-strcct, Balmain

Regent-street, Redfcrn1

Middlc-sti’CCt, Rand-
\yick.

37. Bnllanamlng-street, 
Redfern.

Blue street, North
Sydney,

ITofden-Btreet, Ashfield.

Tliompsou-strcet, 
DrUrnmoyne.

Montgomery street, 
Kogarah.

1-5S
a_m.
None
roc’d.

2 Dean’s-place, City....

Rurwood Road, Rur- 
wood.

Hudson Bros...........

Unoccupied .. .

^William Onglry.

E. J, Rodsoti........

John Harper.........

K TV. Gillies.........

Unoccupied .........

John Condon ..... 

Ernest McNaugliton 

JFuerth nnd Nall 

Rioliard Rowe .

How premises 
occupied.

Boot factory ....

Prirato duelling..

Produce 
merchants. 

Private dwelling..

Shopand dwelling

Bootmaker...........

Grocer .................

Manufacturers'
agent.

Tobacconist . . 

General store ...

Undertaker.........

PiSvatc dwelling. 

Boot shop . ..

Private dwelling 

Timber merchant 

Private dwellin'

School ..................

Private dwelling.

Blacksmith,,. 

Warehouse . . 

Private dwelling..

Constrwtion of 
premise*.

Origin or 
supposed cause 

Of fire.

Brick, and Ironi Unknown 
roof.

Biiek, and 
shingle iOOf.

Brick, and slate 
roof.

Weatherboard

Brick, ami Iron 
roof.

Brick, and slate 
roof,

Brick, ami iron 
roof.

Brick, wood and 
iiou roof.

WeatherlKiard, 
and iron roof,

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Brick, wood, 
with iron and 
glass roof.

Stone, and slate 
roof.

Paddock ,. ..

Weatherboard, 
with iron ovei 
shingle roof.

Brick, and slate 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
und iron roof, 

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
and iran roof.

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Rats at matches. 

Unknown .........

Light thrown 
down.

Candle ..... .

Defective fire
grate.

Light throw n 
down.

Unknown .

Insurances.

Candle ,

Light thrown 
down.

Chemicals, 
explosion of. .

Heating of the 
hearthstone. : 

Vagrants smoking

Unknown . ...

Candle

Defective fire 
place,

Unknown ___

Candle.. 

Unknown

Spontaneous ig
nition.

Candle................

Contents.

National or N.Z. £1,000.
None...

Commercial 
Union, £300. 

Unknown ....

South British, £200.

National of N Z. 
£

Royal, £150 ...

Unknown .
None...................

Victoria, £300

Sun, £7u0

Anstl. Alliance, 
£340.

Unknown . . .

None.

Unknown ......

None ............. ..

Cornwall, £S0 ..

Manchester, £200

London nnd Lan
cashire, £76. 

Several offices- ..

N.Z., £200 ...........

Building.

Alliance, £1,200.

National of N.Z. £2,000.
None..........

Unknown

None ........

Unknown

Mercantile Mutual

Unknown

Several offices, 
£3,500.

City Mutual, £000 

Unknown

Commercial 
Union, £150.

Australian
Mutual, £000.

Unknown .........

Mercantile 
Mutual, £2,000 
on the block.

Extent of damage, &c Extinguished by

Rooms on first floor, used as a svorkshop, with contents, 
sei erely damaged by fire and water; rooms aver, uscu 
as a dwelling, damaged by heat and smoke.

Main building of fha rooms, and adjoining building of eight 
rooms, with contents, consisting of caretaker’s furniture, 
burned out.

A small quantity of produce burned on ground floor of 
store.

Windmill, about 30 ft. x 16 ft., with three rooms under, 
used as lumber room, avalry, and. fernery, burned out 
and fallen down.

A quantity of rubbish burned in basement, and front 
window of shop slightly damaged by fire.

A small quantity of wearing apparel damaged bj flro in 
mid'lie room on ground floor.

A small portion of flooring damaged by Arc in shop on 
ground floor. ’

A small quantity of paper burned and a portion of flooring 
damaged by fire in office on first floor.

A shed building at roar of premises, used as an office, burned 
out, and hack room of main building, with contents, 
severely damaged by fire and \satcr ; side of bakery 
damaged by fire; front door broken open.

Side and roof of shed building at rear of premises damaged 
by fire.

Shop, together with tuo rooms and kitchen, with contents, 
burned out and fallen down.

Plat-e-glass window broken nnd window frame scorched___ 1

Side of building damaged by heat .............................................

Some waste paper burned, woodwork slightly damaged by 
tire, and contents by smoke, in back shop, on ground 
floor. i

Storeroom and contents under front staircase of corridor 
severely damaged by explosion.

A small portion of flooring damaged by fire in kitchen ....

A small portion of timber logs m paddock adjoining 
premises damaged by fire.

A cottage of three rooms, together with outhouse, burned 
and fallen down. *

Bed. bedding, and wearing apparel, in front room on ground 
floor, damaged by fire.

Fire place in front room and a small portion of front 
verandah damaged by fire and cutting away.

A shed, 10 ft. by 14 ft., containing a number of empty cases,
^ damaged by fire.

Uining-room nt rear of cottage and contents damaged by 
fire and water.

A cottage of 4 rooms burned out and fallen down.................

Back portion of dwelling, and roof of same, severely 
damaged by fire.

Side and roof of shop damaged by fire........................................

uifch one hydrant, 
assisted bv Vol. Fire Cos.

Balmain and Parramatta 
Nos. 1 and 2 Vol. Fire 
Cos , with manual engine.

M.F.B.

Ashfield Vo!. Fire Co., uith 
one hydrant.

M.F.B., with buckets of 
water.

Inmates.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water,

M.F.B, with buckets of 
v ater.

Paddington and Wooliahra 
Vol. Eire Gos., with two 
hydrants, assisted b\ 
other Vol. Fire Cos and 
M.F.B.

Ashfield Vol. Fire Oo., with 
three ludraiits, assisted 
by the M.F.B.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

A number of bales of paper damaged by fire and water in 
jnrd. .

Back bedroom on first floor and contents damaged by fire 
and water*

Employees.

Inmates, with 
water.

M.F.B., with 
watrer.

Wftvcrlcy and 
Vol. F. Co. 
hydrant.

Inmates and 
with buckets

M F.B., with 
water.

Inmates, with 
water.

buckets of

buckets of

Wooliahra 
with one

neighbours, 
of water, 
buckets of

buckets of

Kogarah arrd Rockdale Vol. 
F. Go., with tw 0 hydrants.

M.F.B., with one hydrant.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

* Previous fire, 13th August, 1892. t Charles Fahey Aged 2S years, and Alfred Maitland, aged 34 years, severely injured by the explosion. Roth men were taken to the Sydney Hospital, where Fahey died at 215 p m 
+ Elizabeth, wife of William Onglcy, burned about the body, admitted for treatment to the Prince Alfred Hospital. § Previous fire, 12th February, 1804,
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Details of Fires which have occurred within the Metropolitan District—continued.

Tuesday, 
4 April.

Thursday, 1 3*10
6 August. 1 p.m.

7'45 7*45
p.m. p.m.

Saturday, j •4*45
15 August. &jn. a.m. |

Tuesday, |
T«!

7*47 j

IS August. p.m. | p.m. |
■Wednesday,1 12-18 12*30 1
HI August. | a m. am. ;

I 1-30

1
a, m, 1 a.m.

I
7-30 7*51 1

1 a m. a.m.
Thursday, 1 10 10*3
20 August. 1 p.m. p.m. j

Krldav, | S’is 8-40
21 August. p.m. p.m.

■■ None
rec’d

Saturday, | 7‘25 7-20
£2 August. 1 p.m. p.m.

Sunday, 6*36 <N0
23 August. a.m a.m.

0-25 9*30
a.m. a.m.

Monday, 3-45 None
24 August p.m. i’ec'tl

Friday, 7-40 7*47
2S August, a.m. a.m.

Saturday, 1*50 1*54
23 August p.m. p.m

b’12 8*16
p m. p.m.

Monday, 6*15 0‘21
31 Aug. p.m p.m.

Wednesday, 7-20 T-23
2 September a. m. sum.

lt n-is U'19
p.m. p.m

Thursday, 11*30 I None
3 September a.m. rec’d.

Friday, <J-31 9*33
4 September a.m. 1 a.m

Shea's Creek Bridge, 
North Botany. 

IMward-stroet, North 
Sydney.

Gorner of George and 
Markets Streets, City.

Joseph ChapoItoD. 

William White ...

Hon. G. J. 
C M.G.

Rolierts.

OG Kmg-street, City .... |*IIarrinifton &• Co.............

{IS, Pitt-htrect, Kcdfern K. J, Booth ...................
Queen-street, Bnnvoodl Joseph Que.......................

M . j IMrs, Annie Bei'eridgc..

Channel-street, Peter- G. Stokes ..................... .
Bham.

C4, Darlmg-efc-eet, Bal-ifPalterson Bros................
main. |

100,Alfred-strect.North. Frederick Stack 
Sydney.

Rich-atroet, Hurstville..j V. T. Groove................. .

tMrs. J Keane ..............32, Wilhanvstrcct,
Paddington I

27, Erskine-strect, City C. W. Foley & Co,

College and Cameron^Chartes A. Howard ... 
Stroebd, Balmain.

Prince-street, Jlosmati .

120, and 12i, Queen-st., 
Woollahra.

3, Dean’s Terrace, Kent- 
bti’eet, City.

Palmer-street, Balinoin

124, Sinimonds-strcet, 
Newtown.

86, Quay-street, City 

Off Belmore-road, City..

Tentcrden-road, Botany William Dodd

045, Georgc-strcct, Hay- lire, Cullen... 
market, City. i

Steam tug pro-j Wood ................ |
prietor, 1

Private dwelling..j Weatherboard, I 
I and iron roof I 

Licensed rtctual- Brick, ami slate1 
ler, “Itobcrisl roof. J
Hotel."

Boiler, over
heating of. 

Candle...........

Photographic ma
terial importerh 

Baker .................

Private dwelling, j

! General store...

Grocer...................

I Bakers...................

| Workshop ...........

Brick, and iron Wax boiling over 
roof. I

,, . Defective oven

Weatherboard, I Hot ashes 
and iron roof, I

Brick, and iron Children, 
roof. I matches

Stone, and iron Candle 
roof.

Weatherboard, Unknown 
and iron roof.

a ith

David Cieland .., 

W. F. Latimer ..

lire. Stewart___

James Easton .. 

Mary Morgan..,, 

Patrick Lcncghen 

N.S.W. Police

Private dwelling. .

Licensed "Victual-I 
ler, “ Dry Dock 
Hotel.” |

Private dwelling,

Draper...................

Private dwelling

Harness maker ..

Police DepGt, fed 
dur Store.

Brick, and iron 
i roof

Brick, and 
slate roof.

Weatherboard, 
ami iron roof 

Wood, and iron 
roof.

Brick, and 
shingle roof.

Brick,"and iron 
roof.

Brick, and slate 
roof.

Brick j and 
shingle roof.

Brick, with iron 
over shingle 
roof

yew fleRUnil,£1,200; Norwich Union, £1,000; National, £l,fxi0; Colonial Mutual, JClJion , 
romwall, £1,000; Lnnduu Sc J.ancE- rhire. £1,000— 
£4,r.!00.

None.....................

Austraiian 
Mutual, £8,500.

Scottish Union, 
£4,000.

None.......................

Mercantile Mu 
tual, £200. 

None.......................

Defective flue.,..

Candle...................

Unknown .........

Gas explosion ..

Light thrown 
down.

Burning rubbish.

Spark from chim
ney.

Candle.........

Private dwelling..! Weatherboard, 
and iron roof. 

Restaurant.... , Brick, with iron 
I over shingle 
l roof.

Light thrown 
down.

Unknown .,.

Sparks from 
another Are. 

Foul chimney

Scottish Union. £■2,000.
None.............

Commercial 
Union, £100 

New Zealand,
£1,600 , ttovul,
£2,000—£3,000. 

None...............

Australian 
Mutun.1, £500.

None.....................

Unknown .........

Victoria, £20,000,

Unknown

Australian Mu 
tual, £125.

Unknown ...........

None

Mercantile Mu
tual, £80. 

Unknown ..........

Shop window burned utit and contents of front portion of with one hydrant,
.shop damaged by smoke, fire, and water.

United, £3,000

None.

City Mutual, £150 

Unknown ...

Decking and a portion of coal bunker damaged by fire ..

Front bedroom on first floor and contents slightly damaged 
by lire and water.

Dining-room lift, from 2nd to 4th floor, burned out; greater 
portion of roof very severely damaged by fire ; two rooms 
and contents on 4th floor burned out, and mnaimng 
rooms on same floor very severely damaged by Are and 
water ; content* of rooms on four Boors under very 
Stn erely damaged by fire.

A quantity of straw burned in basement....................................

Emplovecs, willi buckets 
water.

M.F.B., with buckets Of 
water.

with two steam fire 
engines and two hydrants.

A portion of rafters over oven, and contents of bakehouse, 
slightly damaged by fire and water.

A cottage of five rooms, with contents, burned out and 
fall on down.

Gable end of dwelling damaged by fire, and a portion of 
stock and furniture damaged by water and removal.

Back bedroom on first floor, and contents, damaged by fire 
and water.

Front bedroom on second floor, with contents, damaged by 
fire and water.

A shed, about 40 ft. x GG ft., used as a workshop, and con
taining quantity of furniture, severely damaged by 
fire anrl water. ,

Weatherboard cottage of three rooms and kitchen, with 
contents, burned out. and fallen down. _

Back bedroom on first floor and contents slightly damaged 
by fire and water.

Front shop and contents severely damaged by fire, heat, 
and smoko; contents of dwelling of two floors ovei 
severely damaged by smoke.

Front room of College street and contents very severely 
damaged by explosion ; ball adjoining anrl contents also 
severely damaged.

A cottage of two rooms, bedroom and contents, severely 
damaged by lire and water.

A shod used as a store at rear of premises, with contents, 
severely damaged by fire and water; two rooms over,i 
used as bedrooms, with contents, slightly damaged by 
lire, smoke, ami water.

A portion of shingle roof damaged by fire and cutting away,

Contents of bedroom on ground floor damaged by Arc anil 
water. _

Front bedroom on ground floor, with contents, slightly 
damaged by fire mid water.

A quantity of straw and cocoonut fibre, in gateway in front 
of premises, damaged by fi»e.

A building of one floor, about 24 ft. x 6G ft., containin; 
large quantity of fodder, burned out, and greater part 
of roof off.

A portion of flooring of verandah aud lining boards 
damaged by fire.

A small portion of shingle roof damaged by fire.

Employees and M.F.B.^wdth 
buckets of water

with buckets of
water.

Bnrvvoodand Ashfiold Vol F. 
Cos,, assisted by M.F.B , 
with two hydrants.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

M.F B., with one hvdrauL

Rockdale Voi. F. Co., with 
one hydrant.

Paddington Vol. F. Co., with 
buckets Of water.

with one hydrant.

CO

Inmates and police.

Inmates aud police, with 
buckets of water.

■Woollahra Vol. F, Co., 
assisted by several other 
Vol. F. Cos and M F.B., 
with two hydrants.

M.F.B , with hand-pump.

Balmain Vol. F, Co., vith 
buckets of water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

M.F,B., with two steam flic 
engines, assisted hj Stan. 
Bry. and Pndd. Bry Vol. 
F Cos.

, Neighbours, with buckets 
of water.

M. F.B., with hand-pump.

* Previous fire 33*2. Kent-streec, City, 15th February, 1S94. t Previous fire Tuesday, 5th May, 1S9C, same premises, t Mrs, Keane (widow) slightly burned about the face ; attended to by a doctor at her homo. 
’ § John S, Howard, aged 25 years, severely burned about the face, anas, and body; treated by Dr. Bott. 1095



Details of Fires which have occurred within the Metropolitan District—confinued.

Date.

r Whe
n

di
sc

ov
er

ed
.

Time
of

call.
Locality, Name of tenant. How premises 

occupied.
Construction of 

premises.
Origin or 

supposed cause 
of fire.

Saturday. 8.33 8’38 196, Victoria-street, 
Barlinghurst.

Private dwelling. Candle.................
6 September p.m. p.m. roof.

Sunday, 7 20 7*30 154, Underwood-street 
Paddington.

Mrs. Renner ............... Brick, and Curtain, in
U September p,m. p.m. slate roof. contact with 

fire,
Gas explosion ...9 S None 11 and 13, York-street Edward Milverton, Licensed Brick, with

p.m. rec’d. City. " Langham Hotel.” victualler. slate and iroi 
roof.

Tuesday, 0-0 9-7 W yeombe Road, Neutra Dr. W. J. Shirlow.... Private dwelling Brick, and tdc
S September p.m. p. m. Bay, North Sydney. roof.

10-27 10*30 Arden street, Coogee. Mrs. J Nicholson ... Weatherboard, Candle .. .....
p.m. p.m.

Wednesday. G*4Q None 454, CIcveland-streefc 
Citv.

Unoccupied ................. Shopand dwelling Brick, and iron Unknown...............
0 September p.m. rec'd. roof.
Thursday, 7-40 ■410, Bourke-street., Mrs. Emma Martin, Licensed Brick, and Slatci .. ...............
10 Sept. p.m. Surry Hills. ,4G rcat W estern Hotel.1 victualler. roof. i
Friday, 7'15 7'2(5 Eve-street, Strathfield ♦James Bagnell ............... Pruate dwelling. Brick, weather Kerosene lamp,
11 Sept.

Saturday,

p.m. p.m.

2-30 G!en-strcet,2rarTickvU]o
James Ramsay...............

board, and 
Iron roof

Weatherboard, 
and i i*on roof.

j explosion of.

Butcher...............
2*25 George F. Stewart . . Private dwelling.

1-2 Sept. p.m. p.m.
7*23 7*26 327, Sussex-street, City. Albert Hill ..................... Brick, and iron 

roof.p m p.m. “ i
jj 10’20 10’25

Sundaj,
p m. p.m, linghurst, roof. 1
12 40 12*40 50, John-street, Waterloo Miss Young................... >» ■ - Brick, and iron Defective flue___

13 Sept. a.m. a.m. roof.
10 24 10‘2e Corner of Little Essex Weatherboard, 

and iron roof
Light thrown 

down.a.m. a m. and Cumberland 
Streets, City.

0*30 None 1, Anderson Road, AJex- H. J. Hanneyfield... .
p.m. rec’d. andria. roof.

Wednesday, 4 14 4 Id 191 and 193, Hav-strcet, E. Horton &• Go........... Seed merchants.. Unknown ...........
10 Sept, a.m. a m. Citv.

7-25 7*23 42 and 44, Harris-strect, Charles Butlcrworth, Licensed victual- Matches, children

Thursday,
a.m. a m. Pvnnont. “ Pj'rmonD Hotel. lor. playing with.
6*0 5 5 Emily-strect, Leich- Tredk. \Vulkor............... Private dwelling., Weatherboard, Spark from fire-

17 Sept. p.m. p.m. hardt.

Win, Krcigcr ...............

and iron roof. place.

ii
Friday, 1*45 1*46 79, George-strcetjCity.. Brick and iron 

roof.18 Sept, a’tn, a m. down.
M 0-52 0*55 Rear of W, Morgarct- 

etreet, City.
“The Minerva ilanu- Warehouse........... Spontaneous ignE-

p.m. p.m. facturing Company, tion.
» 7’DO 7 69 71, Engine-street, Red- Arthur CJiromc............... Confectioner___ Brick, and Lamp, upsetting

Saturday,
p m. p.m fern. Of

4*0 453, King-street, New
town.

Private dwelling,. Brick, and iron 
roof.

Gas explosion .,
19 Sept. p.m.

80 None 196, Stanmore Road, Fred. It. Hawke ...........

Sunday,
p.m. rec'd. Petersham. 1 r
11*44 11*49 16, Upton-strcet, City.. Private dwelling,. Brick, and Spark from chim-

20 Sept. a.m. a tn.
\\ ednesday. 4’40 4*45 Itusselrs Wharf, off Alderman J. Taylor... Wharf................... Wood, brick,* Rats, with

23 Sept. p.m. p.m 1 Barker-street, City and iron roof ^ matches.
Saturday, 2*15 2*20 | 21, Darling-street, Glebe Pri vate dwelling.. Brick, and 

shingle roof.
Spark from chim

ney.26 Sept. a.m. a.m.

Sunday,
27 Sept.

1*45 1*49 Clcrgv Daughters Miss C, E. Fox (Princi
pal).

Wood, and 
shingle roof.

Over-heating of 
stove.p.m. p.m. School, Albion-street, 

Waverlcy.

Monday, 1*40 1*42 37, Botauy-st, Waterloo D. Barker ........................
2S Sept fum. a.m. and iron roof.

Insurances.

Contente,

None...............

Extent of damage, fr-c. Extinguished by
BulUling.

Unknown Back room on ground floor, and contents, slightly damaged 
by Are and water.

A Kmall quantity of hotfiling in front room on first floor 
damaged bj fire and water.

Inmates, w ith buckets of 
water.

Paddington V.F. Co., with 
buckets of water.

National of N.Z . J^PO.
New' Zealand. 

£300.

Bar fittings and contents on ground floor damaged by fire limmiea, with buckets of 
and explosion. water.

Front room and contents on grounJ floor damaged by fire „ ,,
and water.

Mercantile Mutual, £&50

None Unknown

Royal Excliange. 
£160.

Mercantile Mu
tual, £40.

None .. ..... 
Mercantile 

Mutual, £75. 
None .....................

Mercantile 
Mutual, £100. 

Unknown

Back bedroom on ground floor, and contents, damaged b\ 
fire and water. ‘

A quantify of rubbish burned in passage at mar of shop

Contents of front room on first floor .slightly damaged In 
fire and water. * ’

A cotlngo of fom rooms, with contents, burned out and 
fallen tlowp.

Gable end and roof of cottage severely (iamaircd by fire. 
Weatherboard cottage of four rooms and kitchen, «lilt con

tents, burned out and partly fallen down.
Front room, and contents, slightly damaged by fire and 

water. *
Contents of front bedroom on ground floor blightly damaged 

by fire.
Staircase to first floor, and a small quantity of furniture, 

damaged by Arc. "
A small portion of fence damaged by file, in back yard

Witvciloy and Woollahra 
V.F. Cos , with 1 hydrant.

Police ami neighbours, with 
buckets of water.

Inmate^, with buckets of 
water.

Jluruood and Ashficld V.F. 
Cos., assisted by M.F.1J , 
with two hydrants.

M.F. 11., with one hydrant.

Inmates, uilh buckets of 
water

North Citj Vol. F. Co., with 
buckets of water

Commercial 
Union, £375 

Royal Exchange, £2,000.
United, £75 .... 

None .....................

Unknown

Front shop shghtlj damaged by fire and water.

Australian 
Mutual, £1,000. 

Unknown ...........

None........................

First floor and contents slightly damaged by fire,smoke,and 
water ; contents of giound floor damaged by water.

Back bedroom on first floor, and contents, slightlv damaged 
by file. "

A cottage of three rooms, with contents, burned out and 
fallen down. „

Unknown

Gable end of dwelling damaged by fire ; furniture damaged 
by rcmosal.

A quantity of rubbish in yard at rear of premises damaged 
by fire

Box containing rubbish burned on fourth floor...................

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

M F.B,, with one hydrant.

Inmates, with buckets of 
wa ter.

M.r.Ib, with one hydrant, 
assisted b^ Leichhardt 
Vol F. Co.

with buckets of
water.

None

None...................

New Zealand, 
£2,500.

Aust Mutual, 
£150.

Unknown ....

Partition in shop slightly damaged by fire . .

London and J^an- 
cashiro, £300.

Unknown ...........

Mercantile 
Mutual, £200,

Several offices, £10,000.
Aust. Mutual, £200.
Liverpool, Lon

don, and Globe, 
£1,700.

A xiorfcion of ceiling in front room, and in hall, fallen down.

Contents of front bedroom, on first floor, slightly damaged 
by fire and water.

A small portion of shingle roof damaged by fire and cutting 
away.

Several tuns of chaff, bran, and wheat damaged by fire and 
water.

A cottage of three rooms, roof ncarlj burned off; rooms 
under, with contents, severely damaged by water j furni
ture damaged by removal.

A building of throe rooms, about 30 ft. x 30 ft., used as a hos
pital; roof burned off, and ceiling under severely 
damaged by fire.

Unknown A stable, about 14 ft. x 14 ft., with contents burned out and 
fallen down ; one horse burned to death.

Inmates with bucket* of 
water.

Workmen.

Inmates and neighbours, 
with buckets of water.

M.F.b., with buckets of 
water.

M.F.B., with one hydrant.

Glebe Vol. Fire Co,, assisted 
by M.F.B., with one 
hydrant.

Waverlcy and Woollahra 
Vol Fire Cos,, assisted by 
other Vol. Fire CDv, anil 
M.F B., withonehydrant. 

with one hydrant.

to

Mrs, Bagnell, aged SB years, slightly burned about the hands.
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Details of Fires which have occurred within the Metropolitan District—continued.

Hate.

*d
£ uV oj= >
£ ^

*6

Time
nf

CmLI.
Locality. Name of tenant. How premises 

occupied.
Construction of 

premises.
Origin or 

supposed cause of 
fire

Insurances.
Extent of damage, &c. Extinguished bj*

Contents. Building.

2'0 2*5 Private dwelling.. M.F.B., with one hydrant.
SB Sept. a.m. a.m. ton, shingle roof. down. £350. ’ ’ on ground floor, and front room on first fli-nr, severely

damaged by fire and water; rest of building slightly
damaged bv fire, heat, and smoke.

2-20 2-25 140, Olentnore Hoad, John Pericles, M.D....... *t • ■ Brick, and slate Matches, careless ,, Lherpool, Lond., A small quantify of ilothmg damaged bv fire in front room Inmates, with buckets of
p.m. p.m. Paddington. roof. use of. and Globe,£300. on ground floor. water.
11 0 Unknown ....M p.m. p.m. street, City. shingle roof.

ii i . . i floor * - * “ ' wilier.
Tuesday, 3-52 3*55 ISO, Khaabeth-street, Sargeant and King ... Printer's work- »» - ,, ..... Queensland .. •. Back room, on first floor, used as a printer’s v» orksliop, and M F.B., with one hydrant.
2ft Sept. a in. a m. City. shop. Mutual, £,175. contents scvcreH damaged by fire ami heat

■Wednesday, 8'25 8 30 129, Parramatta Road, P. H. Pope.................... Private dwelling.. Weatherboard, None.................. Australian A shed, about S ft. x 10 ft, at. rear of promises, with con- Inmates and neighbours,
30 Sept. a rn. a.m. Ashficld. and iron roof. Mutual. tents, severely damaged bv fire with buckets of water.

" " Ashfleld, ii • - >t tt

9-35 9'33 A box of rubbish in front of premises burned.......................
p.ra. p.m. street, City. water.
3'IS 3'20 9, Oxford-street, City .. Matches, rats at .

1 October. p.m. p.m. rnuf on third floor dainnged by fire and cutting an ar. water
Friday, 7‘25 7-ao 23, Short street, Ralmain John lerguson............. Private dwelling.. Weatherboard, Candle................ None .... . Palatine........... Back bedroom on ground fleor. and contents, slightlv Bnlm.iin Vol. F, Co , with

2 October. p.m. p.m. and shingle 
inuL

damaged by fire and water. buckets of water.
7-40 7-4i> Blue’s Point Road, North *Jameg Ryan ........... M.F.B , vith one hydrant.
p.m. p.m. Sydney, burned out, and roof partly off.

Saturday, 2*20 2 30 9, Krskinevflle Itoad, Warwick Wilee............. Cordial manufac Wood, and iron Hot ashes ......... South British, £790. A jtortion of flooring damaged bv lire aud cutting away in with hand-pump.
3 October. a. m. a.m. Newtow n. turcr. roof. rear portion of premises.

Friday, 11-5 11*10 3, Macq uaric Place, City, F. X* Barker & Co. .. . Offices ................ Stone, and slate Unknown ....... None.................. None.................. Offices on first floor very severely damaged bv fire and M.F.B , with one hidrant.
0 October. ]>.m. ]i.m. roof. water.

** smoko, and water.
M „ ,, ,, Cowlishaw Bros............. ts - - United, £2,000. Offices and contents on ground floor damaged bv water;

front door broken open.
tt Queensland, £100 Contents of rear ofllcts on ground floor damaged by water.,

Company.
Guardian, £700,. Contents of basement slightly damaged by water...............

sou, & Co
Saturday. 2 53 2-55 25, Greck-street, Glebe. Shed..................

10 October. p.m. p.m. roof. down £500. ‘ harness, Ac., severely damaged by fire and vatci.
10*10 10 20 King-street, North William Garland ....... Private dwelling.. Weatherboard, Spark from fire- Mercantile Mutual, £200. Back kitchen and oontenth on ground floor damaged by fire Inmates, with buckets of
p.m. p.m. Botany. and iron roof, place. and water. water.

Monday, 11*21 11*23 Victoria-street, Harhng- Charles Cammcro, Licensed \ic- Brick, and iron Caudle.............. Unknown .... Unknown ......... Small portion of furniture damaged by tiro in back bed room Inmates, with buckets of
12 October, p in. p. m. hurst. “ Austral Club Hotel" tualler. roof. on second floor. water.
Tuesday, C-40 0*48 91, Livcrpool-street, C. H. Perry ................ Rcntaurant.... Brick, and slate Fat boiling over.. Mercantile Ventilator over stove destroyed, aud contents of kitchen M F. B. and inmates, with

13 October. a m. a.m. Citv. roof. Mutual, £95 slightly* damaged bv fire. buckets of water.
Thursday, 10 20 10*25 402, Btmrke street, Surry Vivian Johnston ....... Private dwelling * * Matches, careless None.................... Contents of back bedroom on first floor damaged by fire and Padd Brv. Vol. F. Co.,

15 October, p.m, p.m. Hills. use of. water. assisted by M.F.B., with
hand-pump.

Sunday, 8-Sft S-40 97, Mitchcll-Hbrecb, Glebe
18 October. 1 p.ni. p.m roof. * ** fire and water. ~ water.
Tuesday, 3*2 3*4 Town Hall, Darling- Balmain Council ....... Yard.................... Yard................ Burning rubbish M None. ............... A portion of fencing and quantity of timber, logs, Src., Balmain Vol. F. Co., assisted

20 October. p.m. p.m. street, Balmain. scierel}* damaged bv fire m back vard of premises. bv M.F.B , with one
Wednesday, (WO 77, Quccng-strect^ Wool- Pri\atc dwelling

hydrant.
21 October. p.m. p m. lahru. roof. □own. “ ground floor. buckets of water.

9 45 9-51 C, Little Kilci-streetj off John Dickie ..............
p.m. p.m. Campbell-street, and shingle 1 Bcverel}* damaged bj fire and water. asttbted by Vol. Fire Co.'e!

Surrj Hills. roof.Thursday, 3*30 3-33 Tar boiling oi or.. Alliance, £500 . Imperial, £750 . M.F,U,» with one hjdrant.22 October. p.m p.m. Citv. roof. fire, and mantel damaged by breakage.! riday, 20 None Wooli Creek, Arnclifle.. M*Loan and Nelson__ ool sheds....... Wood, and iron Overheating oi United, £500 ___ United, £770 ___ Three sheds (30 x 40 ft., 50 x 29 ft , 60 x 18 ft.), used as woo! Burned itself out.
23 October. a.m. rec’d. roof. drying-room. sheds and pressing rooms, and containing a quantity of

wool and machinery, burned out and fallen down.Monday, L'50 1-54 49, Ccorcre-strcet, J. fj. Mooney ............... Produce store,... Brick, and iron Overheating oi Imperial, £200 .. Australian About 1 ton of chaff and a small quantity Of lucerne damaged M.F B,, with one hydrant.
£6 October. a.m a m. Camperdov.‘n roof. hay. Mutual, £200 by fire and water ; building slightly damaged by fire.

11*45 11*53 Bcach-stject, Aloollahra Lime, slaking of
a.m. a.m. roof. damaged by fire. ~ *” with buckets of water.

* James Byan, aged 5 years, slightly burned about the arms and feet, and taken to the North Sydney Hospital for treatment,
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Details of Fires which hare occurred within the Metropolitan District.—continued.

Pate.

W
hr

n
di

sc
os

'e
re

d.

Time
of
all.

Locnlily. Name of tenant. How premises 
occupied.

Monday, ft-5S 8-60 40, George street West, Walter Lawrence ....... Shopaud dwelling
26 October. p.m. p.un Uity.

Friday', 7-0 None 50, Pvrmont-slreet, Ifyburn M'Kcnjdo......... Saw-mill .............
p.m. rec'd Pvrmont.

Saturday, 1 53 2 6 ItowJey-et , Alexandria . •Annie Storey................ Prii ate dwelling .
a.m a.m

Thursday, 12-30 12-40 Quntre Bras Tannery, fll. Macnaniara ........... VVteolscourer and
Ii Nos ember. tv m. a m. Alexandria, follniOJiger.

3 52 8-66 Uordon-st. and Abattoir Federal Timber Co. Timber
p.m p.m. iioad, Balmain (Manager, John Pun* merchants.

mi'K)

Mondav, 11 None Off Fuller's Road, Wil- Jiosv Long Jc Co ......... Private dwelling ,
0 November. n,ni. rec’d. loughbv.

Friday, 2-44 OiT New South Head F. Bennett.................... M •
ISNosembr. p.m. Road, Woollalti’a,

Saturday, 1*55 1*58 New Soulli Head Road. r. Bow Cl'S and Son . Grocer................
p.m. p m. oollahra.

Monday, G-ll 0 15 234, Clarence st., Citv . Levy Bros....................... Waterproof
16 Nov. p.m. p.m. clothing nrmu-

facturers.

„ .. Agent ................

lAmson Stove Sersuce General importers
’ Co, (Manager, A. B,

Rand).
Wednrsdpy, 12-50 12-54 Wnttlo-struot, City .... G. and C. Hoskins.. . Foundry ...........

a.m a m.
12-0 12 3 Abattoir Hoad, Balmain Union Bov Co (W. Factory .............

20 Nov. noon p.m. Guthrie, manager).
Saturday, 7 52 7 50 52. Mncquarie-st South, Mrs. Butler............... Rrii nte dwelling..

21 Nov, a.m. a.m. Citv,
11‘35 11 40 179, \ ietona-strect. Mrs. P Dyson . ... ■ 1 --
p m. p m. PailinghUf-t.

Tuesday, 10*50 10 60 130, Kinghtieet, Nesv Mrs, I.miJy Cote . . Draper................
p m. I« m town
tt 10 C-18 Bourse ami Fit/rov UuiJdmg in course of erection. >*. Botuc

25 Nov. ’ a m. a in SriTi’t^, Surry HiPs. oontractor, 70, Uourl;e-street, Utxlfern.

Friday, 11.16 11 20 43, Rogiaii-strcets, A. Kaminsky- ........... Furniture menu-
27 Nos-. p.m. p 111 P.«i hriglon. fn.Gi.urer

Saturday, 10*0 10 1 Cook’s Riser Road, St Cli-irles f’ook ............. Produce merchant
28 Nov. p m p in. 1'ctvi‘H.

10 15 10 25 52 Malcolm street. Robert Bemiett ....... Pm ate dw'elling..
1 p.m. Frbkine'iHo.

Sunday', 3 50 4*1 Arden and Creuilc St?., Unocimpicd .. ...
29 Nov. a m a m. Ramlsi-iuk.

1-55 1 59 Bear of 05, Sn^ex^t., Bannister, Morm, A: Co Prodiu e iiicr*
1 Pec. p.m. 1M11 Uitv. c hnnte

Thursday, 11 '52 11 5:i 2t'k Vtetoria-hfrcet, 15 iluani Fniness . . Ironmonger ....
3 Pec. a. m a.m PaiUnghurdt I

Friday, 12*42 12-46 CO, King-street, City . ^Harrington Si Co...... Photographic
p.m. p.m. materia] imp or-

ters.

Cons-tmction of 
premises.

roof.
Woath e r boa rd, 

and Iron roof.
Wealhcrlioartl, 

ami iron roof
Urick, and iron 

roof-

Timber Yard, 
Sawmill, aud 
iion roof. 

Wood, and iron.}

Grig-in or supposed oauEO 
of fire.

Lamp, upsetting 
of.

Oi erhoating oJ 
boiler

Unknown ,.

Insurances.
Extent of damage, Ac. Extinguished by

Building.

Weatherboard, 
and iron roof 

isriric, and iron 
roof.

i,Spark from fin,- 
place.

flush lire.........
Lightning .. ..
Smoking tobaceo

Upsetting of kero- bene lump.
Ova»heating of furnace.
Children plnj lug 

with matches.'
Wnthci'boutxl, Careles.s use of 

and it on roof. matches.
Burk, and iron Unknown 

roof.
Wood, ami Irani Lime slaked b\ 

roof.
Unknown

None.......
Unknown 

lione..... .

board, and 
iron roof 

Uriel*, and slat:* 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
and iron roof

Hi !ck, and. iron 
roef

Sjiontaneous igul* 
tion.

Unknown .

Vapour of spirit 
I in contact with 

flams.
.) Overheating of 

I gas burner.

Imperial, £7000

None.

Victoria, £.2,001).
N. Otaftfriilaiid, £33$ ;| L’altPd, £2,^4^; T ivw'i-niUml M tu.il | i.$'L; San. £$*2$ 

New ZcrilHM), £W«

Palatine, £1,000.

t»U) >r, fj.eir , Nr* 
tliorlmil*, India, 11,Hit, N4t1tm.1I »l 
N Xt, 1.4.240. \ irto-

Unknown ......... [ Unknown

Se\ oral offices, £2,000.

Nunc......

Ck>l. Mutual, £1.00

United, £200 .. .. 

Victoria, £200 .. 

None ...........

Col. Mutual, £200, 

Su:i .........

1 Aust. Mutual, £1,000.

Victorii, £^00

City Mutual, £r.O 
United. £200 .

Commcrjl Union dCS.fiOO
Uitknov u .......

Scottish Union, 
£4,000. I

Commerc’l UnHn 
£2>.KJ3 0s. Sd.

Back room on fiist floor used as a workshop, with contents, 
.slightly damaged by lire ami heat.

Partition of wood 01 or boiler slightly damaged by (ire __

A weatherboard shod, about 10 ft x iOft., used as a unsh 
home, together with contents, severely damaged by fire

Two buildings aboul 70 \ 30 ft. each, containing a large 
quantitj of wool, nking, £0., bnrtiBd out and fallen down; 
other inillding.> adjoining, with contents, damaged by1 
lient and wjitor.

A quantity of timber, covering an area of 350 ft. x 130 ft., 
together mith sawmill and machinery, destroy od by fire

Sides of building damaged by fire and heat......................
A sveatherboird cottage of four rooms, with contents, 

burned and fallen down.
A portion of fence burned adjoining building- ..................
Flag pole <m roof of house and about G feet of parapet 

destroyed by light mug.
Fitting and cuutenis of work-room on first floor very 

Fevereiy dunayed by fi'-e and Mater; upper floors dmn 
figed by heat and smoke, and windows damaged by 
breakage.

Contents of front room on fii*‘»t floor, consisting of briar 
pipes,damaged by heat end •miolte.

Conteuts of gunind and basement floors damaged by water

A stiall quantity of paint and oil destroyed in store on 
ground Jluor.

A quantity of shavings burned in furnaec-room .............
Contents of Inch bed room on first floor shglitly damaged 

bv fire and u titer.
Contents of front room in cottage slightly damaged by fire
Shop and content* sa\erely damaged by fire aud water
A she.I at rear of pieuiLss containing a quantity of builders' 

matuial burned ami fallen down.
Workshop on fu-^t floor. ith contents consisting of drilling 

nuthiuo and a Mim’d quantity of bamboo furniture 
fciijrlplv damaged by f.re and Motor,

A quantity of fedder daninged by fire and water, and ILuitig 
hoards damaged by live.

Back kitchens on ground floor damaged by l.rc and water
A cottage of Gix rooms burned and fallen du$,n....................

Side of cottage adjoining- slightly damaged by fire .. .
A small quantity of bran damaged by fire and Mater, and 

door 01 basement dam-ged, In fire.
Sp.rit lamp and meth; iat=d spirits destroyed by explosion.

A qiimtdy of photographic mounts on third door damaged 
by fire and Mater.

SI.F.B , with buckets of 
v ater.

Police and neighbours, with 
buckets of water.

Inmates aud neighbours, 
with buckets of water.

SI.F.B , with one steam fire 
engine.

SI.F.B , to ith two steam fire 
engines, assisted b\r seve
ral Vol. t. Cos.

Burned itself out,
M.F.B., with buckets of 

water.
Inmates.
M.F.B., w'ith One hydrant.

NS ’ 
05 '

Employees, with ashes.
Employees, w ith buckets of 

water.
Neij-bbours, with buckets 

of watei.
M.F.B., with hand-pump.
M.F.B , willi one hydrant.
Paddington Brewery V.F. 

Co., iwistoii bv M F.B . 
wilh one hydrant.

M.F.B , with one hydrant.

Neighbours, with buckets 
of water

Waverlcy V.F.tJo., w ith one 
hvdraut. assisted by 
sc\c*al V.F. ComjKmics

M.F.B.” with buckets of 
water

Employ cos.

M F.B. and employees, 
v.ilb buckets of water,

Anute Storey (widow), aged 40 jears, burned about the face, head, and hands ; attended to at her homo. t Previous fires, 5th April, JS9S ; Cth June, 1S90.
‘ ■ § Previous fires—15th February, 1694, KoJit-eLroct; I8th August, J ........................, ISOOj King-street

J l*re% ious Gro, Cth March, 1S95.
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Details of Fires -winch have occurred within the Metropolitan District.—co«t»iKe(?.

Date.
&

3 5 
>> o

*3 i

Time
of

call.

1

Loealitv |

1
Name of tenant.

i
How- premises 

occupied.

Sunday, 2’0 2-29 Prcsi<luitA\emie, Rock- Jus. McKenzie ... . Private dwelling
C Dec. a m. a m <ialc. ^

Wednesda}', 11-20 ’ 11-27 Cario-sircet, Nortli i Michael Miles.............. ,,
0 Dec. p.m. p.m Svdnes% Milliner ...........Thursday, 7-41 C02, George-streefc, City Mrs. N. A Ward . ..

10 Doc. p m. p in.
,, ,, . C. Leanaire................ Photographer ..

11-15 11-22 318, Albion street, North John New land............. Private dwelling.
p.m. p.m. Annandaie.

Saturday, 10 0 None 30, Guorge-at rcet, Red- Janies Moss . ............ Confectioner ....
12 Due. p.m. rec’d. fern.
Sunday, 2-0 2-3 442, George-street, City MlsaU. Haidy ........... Iteatamant ...
13 Dec, a m. a.m.

Friday, 10-6 10*11 38, Chisholm-street,Gilx John M'Jnncs............... Pri\ ate dwelling..
18 Dec. p in. p.m.

Saturday, 2-0 2-15 Cli el ten h am - roa d, Fredk. Broughton jj •
19 Dee. p.m. p m. Burweod,

Monday, 1*0 1-2 102, ritt-streot, City .. Australian Edison Electric Company.
21 Dec p m. p.m. (Manager, W, J. N. Oldorbhaw).

Tuesdav',
23 Dee.

b‘4S 8 R1 303, Darling-street, J. I1 Will ams........... M dimers .. ....
p.m. ii m. Ikdmain.

■Wednesday, 6*50 ii 53 68, Margarc.t-str< et. JaS. >Ioir fi Co.............. Meruhants . ...
23 Dee. a,m. a.m. Ot,-.

11-50 11*54 35, Harrington-strect, Mrs. J. O'Oonncl .. Grocer...............
a m. a.m. Citv.

Thuredav, 735 7’55 3J.1, Oxford street, Mrs. Anmo Gee .... Confectioner . .
24 De*. p.m. p.m. Paddington.
Friday, 13-10 12 13 11, Argyie-strcct, City., Goorgo Thomas........... Nows agent ...
25 Dee. a m. n in.

M 8-3 S’G Bark-btrest, Rook wood John Robertson ......... Private dwelling .
p.m. p.m.
10-20 10'40 Water Falla TNtatc, Ah Tong.....  ............. Garden ...........
p.m. p in, North SvUncy.

Monday, 8*50 S of) Hunter’s Hilt................ C. Ludowici .. .... Tannery...........
23 Dee. p m. p.m

Tuesday, 
29 De \

3'0 None High-street, I'cnrith . Mrs. IV, Brewer .... Confectioner . .
a.m. rec'd.

]} ii >* • Noble & Co ............. Milliners...........

„ „ „ ?> ■ D. Amten ................ Bootmaker.......

H ,, .i .. ♦Mrs. M, A. Spruce .. . Newsagent. ...
9*10 0*15 Church-st., rarminatta. Mrs. Gallagher......... Draper..............
p.m. p.m.

Wednesday 
30 Dec.

3-9 3-12 S27 to 831, George-st. 
City.

J. T Ashwood .............
a,in. a.m

7-37 7 42 89, JTarkct-slrcct, Citv. Leonard Gimud........... Confectioner ...
p.m. p.m

Thursday, n‘2L) None Mary-street, Waterloo Unoccupied .............. Private dwelling.
31 Dee. p.m. rcc‘d.

premises.
. Origin orI BUJ^J^OaCti OAUSO < of ftie.

Extent of damage, kc.

Weuthcrljoarti, J Unknown 
and iron roof-i

Rriek and iton Limiting roof.

\\’‘o^tlif'iljoardl And it On roof find:, and iron loof.

Weatherboard, I and iron roof,
Tji'ick, and iron 

toof.

i3nok, and shite 
roof.

Brick, atkI iron 
roof

Weathcrboavd, 
and iron roof

Fat boiling o\ cr
ICxpInsion of kero- 

w,nc lainj). Unknov ti ......

Contents.

iiauchcstcr, £.75 .

Standard of Nc\s Zealand, £.300. Standard of New Zealand, .CilX). Unknown ...

Building.

Extinguished by

Candle , . 

Unknown

Light Thrown 
now 11.Kerosene lamp, upsetting or. 

Unknown ...

Paddock
Brick, woodanc! iron roof.

Brick, pvnd iron 
roef.

Brick, with iron over shmtflc roof. 'I Brick, and iron I roof,
1 Wcatbei board, j and iron roof.

Matches, carclet use of.
Candle........
Kerosene lamp, 

u[i«eltii»pf of, Incuntiiarifem ..
Bush fire...........

Unknown .....

None.
Colonial

£dEjf.
Mutual

Mercantile Mutual, £250
None................
Commercial Union, AI2G5, South British, JtlDO
Commercial Lnion, £100. Mercantile Mutual, £230.
Z^onc.............

Burning rubbish.

Unknown .......

Lighting gas .
Matches, children playing’ with.

None. d0'vn' a':011(iuantiiy of tenv.u-r t-j hrt. a.Hlfatod by M.F.u:
AcotLageof three rooms and contents burned and fallci^ with one hydrant.

ThCRiiix, £109 ..

Pliamix, £350 .
None.............
Phamix, £150 .
Impcn.il, £l,e^0. 

L'mt^l > usTr ilmn,
£],G o,/.PAlftnd,£1,200; 
N'irlli lirltifh, £500. C-nmnHriial 
Union,£5<JU - 
£5,*Xfl.

Imperial, £1,000.

London and ban , ---- .............. k ^ _ea&hiro £50 down , also£0 ^aixls* ci fuiu mg damaged by lire. iStandard ’of Nowl Btuik in front ? hop and sshop ill tings £<s\ crcly damaged by 
Zoahmd, £1,700 fire ami \,atcr.j} ,| Ooiiunts of siuiiiu and dwelling damaged by smoko .....

Unknown .....  ' A ^muitKycI lat destio>cd in washhouse at rear tf dwelling,
tt _ 1 A small quantify of confectionery :n s-hop window damagedM I ,l)\ tiro and \\ater.%Front room and contents on first floor severe!} damaged by fuc and water ; contents of bhop under, txmsitting of confcctioiuy, ^c., damaged by water: second flom ard 

coiitontb dwinuged by Miioke.Contents of front bedroom on first floor slightly damaged 
by fire and water.

A shed, about 12 ft x 12 ft , f»L rear of dwelling, with ern- tenth, burned out and fallen down j a portion of fi’iiung 
(Lumped by fire.

A bheilat iuai of prendbcs, and contents, severely damaged 
by lire.Contents of shop window damaged by fire and water ....

Cupboaid and contents, consisting cf book*, samples, &c. anti partition on ground floor, severely dumagod b} liio 
1 bLaiu.afae damaged l »\ heat Back bedroom on Hist floor, and contents, damaged by fire 

and water.Front window, and contents, slightly damaged by fnc and 
water.

A small quantity of bedding in yard at rear of premise damaged by firii aud water.A pmad portion of furniture in buck kitchen damaged by 
fire. t ^

A quantity of pea sticks burned in garden, and a portion o» 
fencing damaged by lire.Bush fire...............................................................

London ami Lan
cashire, £l,0U3

CommercialUnion.Austitihan Mutual, £1,500Liverpool, London, and Clubo, 
£t,500.

Unknown . ...

None..................

Unknown 
None ....

Commercial Union, £400.

UuWnown

Shop and dwelling, eon1-.sting of 3 roans, kitchen, and 
outhouses with coniunls, burned out ami partly fallen 
down. . , ,

Shop and room at rear, wilh c&ntents, consisting of mu 
liner}, io., burned out and partly falkn down.

Shop wild room at icar, v. ilh euntontfe, eCHtistiiig of boot*, 
&c.. burned and fallen down.

Window-blinds damaged by beat, windows broken, and 
contents slightly damaged bv v ater.

Shed at rrar of premises, and contents, damaged by fire am 
water.

Inmates.
Neighbours, with buckets of 

water.
M.F.B., with one hydrant.

Inmales aud Paddington Biewtiy V.F. Co., with bucket.': of water.Burwood and A’-hlield Vol. F. Cos., nssistod by ?tl F.B.,withunehydrant.M.F.B., with one hydrant.
Occupants, with buckets of water.M i\B.t with one hjdrant.

Inmates, ns<stcd by Pad dinglon Vol Fnc Co., with buckets of water.
Inmates, assisted by M F.R., 

wilh buckets of water.Inmates, with buckets of 
water.M F.B , with buckets of waterDruiumoync Vol. Fire Oo., w ith one bj draiifc.Police arul noigbeurs, with hose icel and buckets of water.

Parramatta Vol. Fire Cos., with one hydrant.

Citv Mutual ...

Second floor loft, wilheonhmis, consibtmg of a large quantity 
of grocer}, &c., nearly burned out; cot tents of first, 
ground, and ba'-ement, floors sew eidy damaged by water. 

Becoiations in tliop wiiaiow damygvil b} fire......................

| Door of hack room of cottage slightly damaged by fire----

fcST

M F.B , vitb one hydrant.

Inmates, with buckets of 
wafer.

Neighbours, with buckets 
of water.

♦ An inquest was held on the 10th January, 1307, at which an open verdict was returned.
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APPENDIX X. 

StrjiMABT of Localities for 1890.

Class of Fire, Chimney fires.

City and Suburbs.
Slight. Serious, j Total destruction. Total 

No. of False
alarms

Attfuded
»iili Alttnctod Grand

In
sured,

Not in
sured.

Insur
ance
un-

[known.

In-
\ sured,
I

Not in
sured.

Insur-
ancc
un-

1 known.

( Fn- 

| sured.

^ Not in- 

| sured.

Insur
ance
un

known.

fires. Mik-hiPt,
and

reporird 
*9 VlOUfrC 

firei.

Vi Ith
linnil-
putnp
only,

Cm-—

Bout'ke ’Ward .............................................
Brisbane „ ........................

6
9
s

1
5

1
... | ...

s 4 12
Cook ..................... 7 3 3
Denison ........................................ 6 7

10
3
0

2
1
1
1
2

i 20Fitzrov tI .
... ...

] 5
Gipps „ ........................................... 4

... | ... | ...
8

H
i

1
9
3
3

24
17Macao aria.............................

Phillip „ ..................... 4 3 i
... i . .

2
i

Total ................................... 51 38 0 7 o 3 no 41 7 35 193... j ...

SchCEIiS—
!

Alexandria ......... ........... 4 4 2 i
1

1

1
Aunandalo ..........................
Ashficld................................... i

i

o
2 1 "i

... 2 ■)

Auburn........................................ 1
7Balmain............................................. 1 i

...

16
1

1Botany ......................................... I
3

1
Burwood ............................................. 1 1

2Camperdown ............................. i 1
1*Cailingford ............................................. "l

1
1Concord............................................. 1

i
i

Darlington ...................................................... 1
3

0

Druminovne............................................... 1 "i

1Enfield ..................:......................... l ]
Erskinerille ................................................. 2

Five Dock ............................. ....................... 1
Glebe................................................................ 2 1 l 8
Hurstville............................................... 1

Kogarah .................................................. 2 1
l

3 1
Leichhardt ........ ......................................... 2

"

1
Manlv ....................................................... 2 1
Marrickvillo.................................................. i 3 . x i

i

0
8*M err viands ...................................... 1

1Mosman .................................................. 1
7

1

25Newtown ....................................................... 4 2
1 1

North Botany .......................................... 1
2

i
10

1
6North Sydney ............................. 1 i 15 9 "s 33

Paddington ................... 3 5 IS
(i
1

Parramatta ................................................ 3 i 1 "i
Penrith ..................................................... i 1Petersham..................................................... 1 l 1 ] 1 7

i 2 3 8
12Bedfcrn ........................................................... T 8

Boekdale ............................................. 1
Rooku ood................................................... x l>

5

*Sherwood ....................................................... i I 1Strathfield ........................................ l 1
St. Peters ....................................................... 2 i

i
i

Waterloo ....................................... 2 o i 5
5
1

3

0
6
1

10

Waverluy ................................................ 3 o
Wjllou^hbv .................................. 1

R 3

•The Harbour ........................... 3 2 i 0
1’Hunter s Hill ................................... l

i

Totals ................... . . 114 103 13 24 3 26 8 291 451

* Outside Metropolitan Fire brigade area*
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APPENDIX XI. 

Sujihabt of Trades for 1896.

Trades.

Class of Fire.

Total*.Slight. Serious. Total Destruction.

Insured. Not
insured.

Insurance
unknown. Insured. Not

insured.
Insurance
unknown. Insured. Not

insured.
Insurance
unknown.

2 2 i 5
1 1

1 1
Bootmakers and Factories......... 4 2 i 7
Builders and Contractors ......... 3 2 i 5

2 1 1 4
2 1 3

lioilinff-dowri AVoriis ............ i :
Buildings in course of erection i i 2

i 1
1 3

Confectioners ................................. 2 4 2 8
1 1

Churches And Convents.............. i 1
Coach and Carriage Builders... I 1

6 i 1 8

Fruiterers and Greengrocers ... 1 1 i 3
2 2 1 1 6

1 1

<?rocera................................................... 11 3 2 3 19
Government Buildings .............. i 1 6
General Merchants......................... 3 i 2 6

Halls................................................. 2 2

Ironmongers ................................... 3 1 4

1 1 2

4 3 1 1 o

Jlacliincry Importers and 1 1 2
Manufacturers.

Milliners .. ........................ .................. 2 2

Paddocks and Parks ................... 5
Paper Factories ..................*......... 1 1
Paintern and Decorators*......... 1 1
Photographers....................... 2 2
Private Dwellings ......................... 33 45 2 6 2 12 3 103
Produce Merchants...................... 3 1 4
Provision Merchants................... 1 1

Beitaurunts and Bofreshment 2 i i
1

i 5
Booms. j

Schools................................................... 1 1 2
3 1 2 t>

Stables ................................................. 3 3
Stationers and Booksellers......... i i

I
2

Sheds.......................................... ............. 4 1 i 6
Saddle and Harness Makers ... 1 i 1 2

‘Streets and Yards ......................... 7 7
1 ......... 1 ......... 1

Timber Merchants ......................... - l 1 1 3
Tobacconists................ ................... 2 2
Tanneries.............................................. 1 l 2 4

Undertakers....................................... l 1
Unoccupied premises......... ......... 3 2 1 2 | &

1 1
"Workshops ....................................... I 2 ......... 1 .........

3
Waterproof Clothing Manufac- 3 ! 2

turcr.
|

Wharfs......................... .................... . 1 1 2
Warehouses....................................... 1 1 1 3

1

Totals..,,......... .................. 114 103 13 24, 3 26
. i.........

291
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APPENDIX XII.

Hocklt and Daily Summary of Calls for 189G.

Hour. Sunday. Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday. Friday. Saturday. 1 Dials.

A At, 1........................................... 7 i 6 5 4 o 25
2........................................... 5 2 6 3 4 20
3........................................... 3 4 1 2 3 4J 3 21
4........................................... 1 2 3 2 1 9
5........................................... 4 2 1 2 i O 12
<3........................................... 2 2 i 1 G
7.......................................... 3 2 1 i i S
s.................................................. 1 3 i i 6
9........................................... 1 1 1 3 i

10......................................... 2 1 1 2 2 8
11 ......................................... 2 2 i 1 i 4 1 12
12......................................... 3 2 5 2 o 1 15

P.lt, 1........................................... i 2 1 n 2 3 11
o o :i 3 1 3 1 5 IS
3.......................................... 2 4 1 1 3 5 1G
4........................................ 3 3 4 i 3 1 3 IS
/).................................. .. 4 1 1 3 3 2 14
G ......................................... 2 4 4 3 4 3 20
7......................................... 4 5 2 3 0 5 10 35
8 ........................................ S 2 5 2 11 S G 42
<) ................................... 8 3 5 G 8 42

10......................................... 3 4 7 0 3 7 30
11......................................... 3 2 10 2 **O 5 3 2S
12........................................... 1 4 4 2 7 S 2 28

Totals ............................ GS 51
1

70 57 i 66 69 70 451

APPENDIX XIII.

IXkekxi' Summary of Calls for 1S9G.

Week,

1
False

Alarms
Chim
ney

Alarms.
Fires, i

Chim
ney 
with , 

Engine
Totals. | Week. False

Alarms.
Chim

ney
Alarms

Fires, ^

'

Chim
ney
with

Engine.
Totals

1st ending Jan. 4 ... 6 5 ii 29th ending July 18 ... i 4 i u
2nd 11 ...i 5 s 13 30th 25 .. i 2 4 i 8
3rd IS ..J 2 i 8 n 3Ut Aug. 1 . 2 3 6 i 12
4th 25 . . 1 3 4 32nd S ... I 7 ... S
Otll Feb. 1 ... 4 10 14 33rd 15 ... i 1 i i 4
6th 8 .. O 5 34th 1 s 9
7th 15 ... 2 4 G 35th 29 ... 2 2 6 i 11
Sth 22 ... 1 7 S 3Gth Sept. 5 . . 2 1 6 9
9th' 29 ... 1 5 6 37th 12 2 10 12

10th March 7 ... 5 i 0 33th 19 ... O i 12 2 17
11th u 14 .. 4 4 S 39th J t

Oct.
26 .. 1 2 i 4

12th M 21 ... 3 3 G 40th J? ... 1 i 12 14
13tli

April
28 ... 2 3 5 41st 10 . , 1 2 3 G

nth 4 ... 3 o 4 9 42nd 17 ... 1 5 3 9
15lh 11 ... 3 T

13 17 43rd 24 ... 4 0 10
IGth 18 ... 4 3 11 IS 44th 31 ... 1 1 i 5 7
17th 25 ... o r, 7 45th Nov. 7 .. 2 , i o 5
18th May. *? 2 i 0 12 40th 14 ... o i _ 3 5
J9th 9 ... 4 i 4 i 10 47 th 21 ... 4 5 9
20 th 1G ... 2 2 G 10 48th 28 .. 4 i i 5 10
21st 23 ... 1 1 3 5 49th Dee. r> i 2 4 ... (i
22n(l 30 ... 4 ) 5 10 50th 12 ... i ... 6 r>
23rd June 0 .. 1 2 3 51st 19 ... 3 3
24th 13 ... . 3 1 i 5 52nd 20 ... 1 ... 8 8
25th 20 ... 1 5 i 7 from 2G to 31 , 3 1 7 10
2Gth 27 ... 4 G 10
27th July 4 .. i 2 3 i 7 91 56 291 13 45 L
2Sth >4 !> 11 ... 1 3 7 n i
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APPENDIX X1Y.

MonthTjT Summary of Calls for 1S96,

Months.

January ..........
February.......
March...............
April ...............
May....................
Juno...................
July............
August .. . . 
September ... 
October ... . 
November ... 
December ...

MSOG
T otals

US!>5

Chimney Fires. Class of Fire.

Attended
False with Slight. Serious. Total destruction. Grand

Alarms. engines,
ami

Attended 
with hand-

Totals.

reported
tobehouse

fires.

pump only
Insured Not

insured
Insumnct*
unknown. Insured Not limunmoc 

insured, unknown,
1

Insured Not
insured.

Jnsuranre* 
unknown. 1

i

IS i 16 13 i i 4 54
4 13 i 2 25

10 i S 8 i 28
11 3 \) 20 4 1 3 i 57

. 11 i 5 0 9 i 3 37
o s G 2 i 5 1 25

. 3 4 9 6 5 4 2 i 3 2 38
. 6 3 7 3 9 3 2 ......... 2 40
. 5 2 6 id 13 2 3 1 2 49
. 7 7 9 7 1 2 i 1 35
. 12 2 6 3 1 2 ......... 2 2 30

4 3 13 9 1 ... ........ 3 33

' 91 13 ,10 114 103 13 24 3 26 8 451

. 82 18 64 114 159 26 IS 1 1 27 19 2 | 533
i

APPENDIX XY.

CoirrAitisoir of Calls for ilio period 1SS5 to 1896.

isss. 1680. 1SS7. isss. 1SSG. 1800. 1S0L 1392. 1893. 1894. 1895. 1890. Totals.

Casualties ............................................. 2 i i 2 6

False alarms ........................................ 42 32 14 35 33 44 52 47 GS 49 82 91 589

Chimney alarms............................... 64 40 60 Cl 45 52 33 75 75 90 82 69 74G

Fires, slight ........................................ 160 150 174 222 179 205 216 270 210 206 299 230 2,521

13 21 IS 10 17 12 27 21 23 23 20 27 241

,, total destruction .............. 23 34 15 25 29 IS 19 23 25 41 48 34 334

Totals ..................... 302 277 281 362 303 333 348 437 401 409 533 451 14,437

Boiling over of fat, tar( &c.

Burning rubbish...................
Boiler, overheating of .......

Candle............................................

Chemicals, explosion of.......

Doubtful or Cnhnovvn .......

Furnace, overheating of.......

Fire, careless use of .............

Fireworks....................................

Flue, defect in.......................'..

Foul chimney............................

Ous bracket or burner .......

„ explosion of.......................

„ pipe, defect in................ .

Hot ashes.....................................

Hearth, defect in ................

APPENDIX XYI.

SritHAET of Causes of Eires for 1896.
............................................ 11 Incendiarism ................... ....................................................

............................................ 10 Lamp, kerosene, explosion of ...................................

............................................ 2 ,, ,, upsetting of ...................................

............................................ A-'l Lightning ............................................................................

.......................................... J Light thrown down .........................................................

............................................ 66 Lime slaked by rain .................................................... .

............................................ 4 Matches, careless use of....................................................

............................................ 2 „ children playing with ............................ .

............................................ 2 „ rats ai.....................................................................

........................................... 3 Smoking tobacco...................................................................

............................................ 69 Spark from another fire....................................................

............................................ 14 ,, chimney ........................................................

............................................ G Spontaneous ignition .........................................................

.......................................... 1 Vspour of spirit coming in contact with flame

............................................ 3

............................................ 3 Total...............................................

* This includes CD chimney fires.

4

4

0
1

36

3
8
9

6
11

1
20

6
2

*300

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX XYI.

Sojiirinr of how Pires were reported to the Brigade for 1896.

Calls ffiven by.

Alexandria Volunteer Fire Company .............................................................

Ashfield Volunteer Fire Company ...................................................................

Balmain Volunteer Fire Company ..................................................................

Bunvood Volunteer Fire Company ..................................................................

Citizens................................................................................................................................

Drummoyno Volunteer Fire Company................... .......................................

Fire Alarm Telephones .........................................................................................

G.F.O., per telephone..................................... ............................................................

GHebo Volunteer Firo Company ......................................................................

Granville Volunteer Fire Company ..................................................................

Kogarah Volunteer Fire Company ..................................................................

Leichhardt Volunteer Fire Company .............................................................

Meat-preserving Company Volunteer Fire Company............................

Manly Volunteer Fire Company ........................................................................

Night 'Watchmen.............................................................................................................

North Botany Volunteer Fire Company .......................................................

North City Volunteer Firo Company ..................... .......................................

Newspaper reports ............ .........................................................................................

Paddington Volunteer Fire Company ..............................................................

Paddington Brewery Volunteer Fire Company ........................................

Parramatta No. 1 Volunteer Fire Company.............................................. ..

Parramatta No. 2 Volunteer Firo Company...................................................

Police Stations, per telephone .............................................................................

Railway Department ..................................................................................................

Rocidnle Volunteer Fire Company ...................................................................

Seen from Station ........................................................................................................

Standard Brewery Volunteer Fire Company ..............................................

Tower, Headquarters Station................................................................................

Waterloo Volunteer Fire Company ...................................................................

Waverley Volunteer Fire Company ...................................................................

Woollahra Volunteer Fire Company...................................................................

Totals....... ..........................................................................

Fires. False Alarms

Chiumo.

Reported os 
House Firca.

/• Alarms,

Attended
with

hand-pump.

8
7 3
4
5 1

47 6 2 20
3 1

8C 56 6 15

52 13 2 5

1 1 2
x
2
3
3

2
2

2
2 3
i

6 2 1
5 1
2
1 x

30 2 1 5
3 1
1

2 1 4
5 1

2 x
1
1 1
3

291 31 13 66

Totals,

8
10

4
r,

75
4

1G3
72
4
1
2
3
3

2
2
2
5

1
9
G
2
2

38
4
1
7
G
3
1
2
3

451

Sydney: William Applegate Culhck, Government Printer.- 18D7.
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MR. W. L. VERNON, P.R.I.B.A., GOVERNMENT
. ARCHITECT.

(REPORT SUBMITTER BY, IN CONNECTION WITH HIS RECENT VISIT TO THE UNITED KINGDOM
AND CONTINENT OE EUROPE.)

Printed under No. 22 Report from Printing Committee, IS November, 1S97.

The Government Architect to The Under Secretary for Public Works.

Department of Public Works, G-overnment Architect’s Branch,
Sydney, 12 November, 1897.

MINUTE PAPER.
I have the honor to report that during my recent visit to Europe, and owing to the consideration of the 
Minister, I was able to devote the months of duly and August to inspecting various buildings both in 
England and on the Continent, and generally to ma!;e myself acquainted with the progress in architecture 
during the last ten years, particularly with reference to technical details and improved methods of 
building.

Having tins object in view, I visited a large number of Gaols, Police Buildings, Hospitals, Asylums 
for the Insane, Post Offices, Parliament Houses, Exhibition buildings, also tbc Royal Mini, Law Courts, 
Electric light Plants, and immenTiis factories and works in connection with the production of Sanitary 
appliances.

I have to gratefully acknowledge the cordial assistance rendered me by the Agent-General and his 
Secretary (Mr. Yardlcy) in obtaining the best faetliltes for visiting all these buildings, and. so far as the 
Continent was concerned, in obtaining the necessary letters of introduction from Lord'Salisbury to the 
several Ambassadors and Ministers.

As regards the Government buildings visited, the general impressions I have gained are that in 
asylum and post-office work quite llie most modern improvements and systems have been adopted, and in 
that relating to prisons and police stations the work is of a more stereotyped character ; but while there 
arc many items of interest in the latter, I am of the opinion that the Government buildings of this Colony 
do not suffer by comparison.

J t is in works of private enterprise that one secs the immense progress in all matters relating to 
the building art, and in all classes of buildings it is everywhere apparent that in sanitary matter’s and 
fittings the arrangements aro hardly possible of improvement; while the use of English fittings and 
appliances appears to be universally adopted on the Continent, both in hotels, steam-bouls, railways, and 
public buildings. Hitherto the best of these fittings have not been used, except to a limited extent, in 
Australia, possibly owing to their cost, hut doubtless suitable opportunities for so doing will ariso.

I also visited several of the most important factories for sanitary ware, and Messrs. Bradford’s 
laundry works, and Messrs. Chubbs’ safe-works.

One of the most marked improvements in London and the largo provincial towns consists in the 
construcfion of public underground lavatories, fitted up by the best makers in a most complete manner, 
and producing in many instances, I understand, a handsome return upon their cost.

On visiting the Royal Mint, 1 made a close inspection of the whole of the extensive premises. The 
coinage of silver, just then in full operation, was produced from the same plant as that used 
for the gold coinage, and I was somewhat surprised to find that in so large an establishment no 
separate plant exists, while 1 was informed that nearly the whole of tho gold coinage of the British 
Empire is now produced by the Australian mints. The buildings are old, and consequently not well 
arranged. Extensive rebuilding of some portions is notv proceeding, aud the engineer-in-charge informed 
me that (upon precisely similar grounds as those existing in Sydney) the works were being carried out on 
the day-work basis as distinct from contract, and by men specially engaged.

As regards theatres and public places of amusement, the regulations laid down for fire-proof 
construction, and sufficiency of exits, &c., are most rigidly enforced, and in cases of recent buildings of 
this class, sites bounded by at. least two streets, and sometimes three, are invariably secured to tho great 
diminution of danger by fire to adjoining properties. This is in marked contrast to the conditions of the 
sites of some of the theatres recently erected in Sydney.

I made particular inquiries as to the policy of the Works Committee of the London County Council 
with reference to open competition amongst eonlractors, to the introduction of day-work, and to the use 
of the minimum-wage clause. I could, however, gain very little reliable information upon these points, as 
they arc all passing through an ex'perimental and critical stage, and are the subject of great controversy, 
duo probably to the action of the responsible officers of the Works Committee in so dealing with day-work 
building accounts, as that factitious total costs have been arrived at, possibly in order to obtain results 
in accordance with the principles (for or against day-work) in vogue with the majority of tho Committee 
for the time being. The administration was so much under a cloud, and party feeling was so high, that, 
as before stated, nothing of any value could be obtained.

39S—A As
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As regards open competition for contract works, from what I heard, a system of selection has 
grown up. I have further on reported in connection with Metropolitan police stations, that about thirty 
contractors aro on an approved list, and aro invited to tender for works to be put out. In post offices an 
unrecorded selection at the discretion of the Architect’s Branch has become adopted, while in the asylums, 
which are erected By private architects in private practice under direct commission, those architects take care 
that none but tried contractors, mostly personally known to themselves, have an opportunity of tendering.

I found in the specifications also no hesitation in mentioning makers’ names of special littings 
required, to the great advantage of the buildings. This is the universal practice of the profession in 
England, and has encouraged certain manufacturers to produce special articles of the highest excellence, 
and of the latest invention, the large amount of business that comes to them through this channel 
producing the capital necessary for these very extensive undertakings. The absence of this custom in the 
work here has in some instances placed the Department at a disadvantage, and it has been found impossible 
to refuse to accept articles and fittings up to a certain standard submitted by tho contractors and of 
unknown make, while those of a special maker would have been preferable.

'With regard to the carrying on of works on a day-work basis, my observation went to show that 
there is a tendency both in London and in the Municipalities to adopt the system in such eases where 
works are of a highly technical character, and where perfection of execution is of more importance than 
either time or money. I did not find any decided movement towards the minimum-wage rate, excepting, 
as I before mentioned, in connection with tho London County Council.

G-enerally speaking, the rule in building matters is to determine by public competition, and in the 
higher class of work to restrict tendering to approved contractors.

I feel that the advantage of having seen so much modern work will prove to be of groat assistance 
to me in the duties of my office, and 1 trust of equal value to the Government. I have been able to 
compare both our classes of buildings and the mode of construction with those adopted in England and on 
the Continent, and the result has convinced me, after an absence of ten years (that being the period that 
has elapsed since my last opportunity of seeing modern work), of the great value of a revisit, from a 
professional point of view. _

I was everywhere struck with the importance given to the sites for public buildings. London was, 
up till recently, an example of the neglect of this important feature, most of the public buildings and the 
sites being anything but roomy and dignified: of late years, however, the authorities have fully awakened to 
the importance of this, and enormous sums of money have been spent in redeeming 1he' mistakes of the 
past—wide, well-formed streets have been cut through the denser portions of the city—the surroundings 
of public buildings have been enlarged by demolition and otherwise—and the now completed series of 
public and palatial private buildings overlooking the Thames Embankment present an appearance, owing 
to the beauty and openness of the sites, unequalled in the world. ■

In the Continental cities I visited the importance of open sites has always been held in view, the 
consequence being that, with hardly an exception, the notable buildings are well placed. Unfortunately, 
this cannot be said of Sydney, except in a few instances ; and in the event of the erection of new 
Parliament Houses and Law Courts, I would urge that the greatest possible attention be given to, and 
tbe broadest views taken of this important matter.

The following special reports upon the classes of buildings are necessarily very much condensed, 
and contain but few details, but it may be understood that a great deal has been impressed upon my 
mind which it is not possible to state fully. I also have the advantage of having obtained plans and 
sketches, and promises of more should they be at any time required:—

Prisons.
The prison I particularly wished to see, and about which the Comptroller-G eneral of Prisons had 

specially desired me to make inquiries, is that recently established for female prisoners exclusively, at 
Aylesbury. I accordingly made the necessary arrangements, and paid this institution a visit.

Prisoners under sentences of nine months and upwards are drafted hero from all parts of the 
country, although, at the same time, those on shorter sentences, 1 understand, under certain circura- 
stances, are also confined. On my visit the total number of inmates was about 230.

The prison is under the charge of a governor, who is also medical superintendent—an arrange
ment which, I believe, is working well. He has the necessary warders and male attendants for heavy and 
guard duties, and a matron and female warders for dealing directly with the prisoners.

Having heard a great deal as to this modern institution, I anticipated finding a model structure, 
embracing all the latest improvements applicable to prison construction and administration ; but I regret 
I was doomed to disappointment. The buildings are really an old county gaol, converted and added to 
for the purpose of its present use, while the additions have been made in the most economical way 
possible. The governor, I understand, is much hampered in consequence of the defective planning, and 
finds it difficult to carry out his duties efficiently.

After a very close investigation, and obtaining all the information that I possibly could upon the 
special subject of exclusive female prisons, and having the first experiment of Aylesbury fully in view, I 
formed the opinion that should such an institution bo contemplated in this Colony, it would tend more to 
economy and efficiency to erect a building specinllvfor the purpose, rather than convert existing premises, 
even if the first cost appeared smaller.

Tho original wings at Aylesbury are occupied by the prisoners in separate cells, and as these are 
not of modern construction, they call for no special comment.

The kitchen, bathrooms, storerooms, and offices generally are very inferior, and the cooking is done 
with a plant that in this Colony would be unhesitatingly condemned.

All prisoners, being lodged in separate cells and confined there, except when in the exercise grounds 
or in the associated workrooms, have no communication with each other, aud they are practically treated 
on what is known as the “ solitary system,” the conversation when associated at work, I understand, being 
extremely limited. _

The laundry is used only for the washing in connection with tho inmates themselves, and consists 
of a central room containing a small plant, and that of a simple description, and a series of compartments 
ranging round the room, about thirty in number, as illustrated in the accompanying sketch. Those 
compartments are entered from the central room and lighted from the outside wall, and are fitted internally

with
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with tho necessary washing-troughs, batten dressers, and water supply. The object of this arrangement 
is for one prisoner to bo located in each compartment, with a fixed amount of work given her when she is 
locked-in in solitary confinement during the hours of labour. The Governor, however, informed me that 
this mode of treatment is considered too severe, and his practice was to use the system in special cases 
only, aud generally have, all the laundry work done in association.

The endeavour to make this prison an industrial institution may, I understand, be considered as 
successful. Every able-bodied prisoner is at work. Some are engaged in making and repairing under
clothing for the inmates of prisons generally ; others again are engaged in making up tbe lighter class of 
mail-bags for the postal authorities, while others are employed in making twine, also for post office use. 
This latter occupation is done in a long shed in which a rope-walk has been set up, and here the inmates 
prepare tbe material, make the twine, and with tbe aid of simple machinery, wind it into balls of given 
length, and finally form it into packages. X understand thatthe demand is so constant that full occupation 
is found for a considerable number of women in this industry. It is well adapted for female labour, being 
of a light and healthy character, and its adoption is well worthy of the consideration of tho prison 
authorities of this Colony.

All the prison cleaning, except of the heaviest character, and all the cooking, is done by prison labour.
The open areas within the prison walls lack tho careful and, to an extent, attractive garden appear

ances of some of best prisons in this Colony, but the ablest-bodied of tbe inmates are engaged in the 
cultivation of vegetables for prison nso, and 1 was shown a vegetable garden patch the whole length of 
one side of the prison premises, about 100 yards by a width of about 20 yards, which was cultivated, and 
was then bearing heavy good-looking crops, chiefly potatoes, cabbage, onions, carrots, <fcc.

There is a commodious chapel attached to the prison. Juke all English prisons where the prisoners 
are lodged in their cells, except when specially employed, there is no attempt at relieving tho gloomy 
appearance of the yards generally by cultivating shrubs, flowers, and £rass.

Owing to these buildings having been erected at various periods, it was not possible to obtain any 
idea of the cost, and I could well see that bad that information been procurable it would have been of no 
practical use.

Aylesbury is a country town, situated about 35 miles from London, and the prison is about 1 mile 
distant from the town boundary.

bfo provisions arc made for executions in this prison.
With regard to prison industries, tbe only actual and thoroughly industrial prison in England is 

that at Wakefield, in Yorkshire, and prisoners only are here confined who are able-bodied and are con
versant with some operative trade. It is the centre of the commercial dealing with prison products, and 
every opportunity is taken to produce articles which can be done with a minimum plant, and, at the same 
time, without injury to outside trades, and that are likely to produce some financial result.

As circumstances so vary in this Colony with those governing the Home prisons, I do not suppose 
it is possible to institute a similar prison; indeed, the present system seems more preferable, namely, that 
in which the inmates in every first-class prison in tho Colony, so far as is possible, are given occupation.

The two large convict establishments in which hard out-door labour is carried on arc those of .Dart
moor and Portland, the systems of which are somewhat similar to those at Trial Bay.

With a view of inspecting the miscellaneous industries carried on in a partial manner at other 
well-known prisons, I visited those at Wormwood Scrubs and Wandsworth.

The former was erected recently, partly to take tbe place of the old penitentiary at Millbank, which 
has now been demolished, while the hitter was erected to provide for tho increase of prisoners, consequent 
on the increase of the population of London generally.

The general appearance of these prisons during the day-time differs considerably from that of the 
first-class prisons of this Colony, inasmuch as with tho exception of the prisoners visible in tho workshops 
and on the exercise rings none are either seen or heard, although it may be that tbe accommodation of the 
prison is fully taxed. The prisoners are lodged in separate cells, and there they remain day and night, 
except for the purpose of exercise, and in some cases occupation. There is a large number of prisoners, 
however, whose occupation is carried on in their respective cells in a manner similar to that adopted at 
Berrima. Amongst other occupations progressing in the cells, 1 noticed that of weaving a very creditable 
class of Axminstcr rug on simple looms fitted into spare cells, in which prisoners do not sleep; also tho 
preparing for and making of every description of fibre mats, and the coarser and heavier work in connec
tion with postal mail-bags, this latter being carried on in a very systematic and regular manner, the 
demand of the Postal Department being very constant and considerable.

The special labour workshops in both these prisons arc constructed in some cases with a view- to 
the isolation of tho individual, and in others to the isolation and grouping of trades—the whole being under 
the direct oversight of the warders. In one case, namely, that of the shoemakers and tailors’ shops, each 
prisoner is confined in a compartment (see plan attached), with side partitions shutting off com
munication from those adjoining, open in the front towards the raised warders’ platform, and also opened 
to a gangway in the rear, backed on to the outside walls, against which stands a range of benches and 
tool-racks for tho larger class of work, and each compartment is furnished with a suitable bench and stool.

This arrangement for separating prisoners, however, I was given to understand, is somewhat 
objectionable, as the warder, in Ins frequent; boat up and down the whole length of the platform, becomes 
obscured by tbe partitions from all but those prisoners immediately to his right and left, and the super
vision, therefore, is not perfect. To obviate this, other workshops have been planned, notably those for 
carpenters, smiths, fitters, painters, &e., with compartments formed by dwarf walls about 4 ft. 0 in. high 
(sea also accompanying plan), down the centre of which, also, is constructed the warders’ platform. The 
supervision here is uninterrupted, and in ail cases very favourably commented upon by the officials with 
whom 1 came in contact.

In no case did I find that the warders’ gangway was closed in by wire-netting as a protection 
against attack, while, on the contrary, the flights of steps leading to the gangways opened into some of 
the compartments. This latter arrangement appears objectionable, and in the accompanying sketch I 
have shown them as outside the building, so that no facility should be given to a prisoner to mount 
the gangway.

For hard-labour and punishment drill, there is a building at XYandsworth (see accompanying plan) 
containing twelve separated cells, six on either side of the usual raised platform, butopened to the platform, 
and approached from the rear. Through each set of six cells is fitted a crank shaft for pumping purposes,

and
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and so regulated aa to require the united efforts of all six or twelve prisoners, as the case may be, to work 
the gear. This appliance takes the place of the older treadmill, and I am rather of the opinion will, 
before long, also follow it into the past.

In neither of these prisons did I see any other than the ordinary industries carried on, excepting 
those for the post-othco authorities beforemontioned ; and, as is the case in this Colony, the same diffi
culty presents itself in finding occupation.

I inspected the punishment cells generally, and found that, intentionally, they are not so severe as 
those in this Colony; in no ease, I was informed, throughout the whole country was there such a thing as a 
“dark cell " in use ; and, while the punishment cells were as much as possible isolated, and in some cases, 
in a separate basement, the punishment consisted more in the severe regimen and incarceration, than in 
the physical and mental pain of absolute darkness.

Wandsworth Prison contains a very useful set of cells for the first accommodation of incoming 
prisoners previous to their classification, and also for the final dealing with time-expired prisoners. In 
large prisons of this character, containing upwards of 1,500 to 2,000 inmates, such arrangements aro 
extremely useful and necessary.

These prisons have special buildings erected as bathrooms, that in Wormwood Scrubs containing 
fifty-four baths, each in its own partial enclosure, and partly open to the broad gangway patrolled by the 
warders. This arrangement I consider superior to the arrangements for bathing in the prisons of this 
Colony, and the plan has been noted for future use.

The kitchen and offices, though on a larger scale than those here, are in no way better fitted up— 
cooking by steam, as also in this Colony, has been found the best and generally adopted.

Special cell fittings and conveniences, such as doors, locks, provision for inspection, cell windows, 
Ac., are not, as J also noticed to jje the case in police buildings in London, nearly so perfect as in this 
Colony; apparently older types have in a conservative spirit been still adhered to.

There is no electric light in any prison in England, and I understand that the authorities do not 
expect its introduction. The lighting is chiefly by gas, each cell being lighted, but in many cases, I 
found, in a manner that we here consider as very undesirable.

Every cell, also, has its bell communication, and many have wood floors and ceilings, with tbe 
corresponding difficulty of keeping clear of vermin. They are, however, warmed by hot water in the 
winter, and appear to be well ventilated.

Each prisoner is provided with a wooden-plank bed and limited bedding, and a small table and 
stool, besides one or two shelves in winch to keep his regulation- articles and books, no doubt tho long 
incarceration making it absolutely necessary that some such personal comforts should be allowed.

On inquiry 1 ascertained that in no cases are night-tubs used in the cells, but the prisons are 
provided with water-closets and lavatories, a suite of such being generally placed on either side of the 
wings about half-way in the length of ceils, and, of course, on each floor. The closets are fitted with 
half-doors, and the lavatories ar& quite open, so that supervision is always possible.

Owing to the cell treatment of prisoners, and to the fact that they are never allowed in the yards 
excepting when exercising in the rings, which latter are of greater length and more extent than those in 
vogue in this Colony; there is no need, therefore, for walch-tower and platform provision, aud conse
quently these adjuncts are not to be found. For the same reason, I presume, the yards present a most 
gloomy and heavy appearance. No trees or shrubs have been planted, and no flowers cultivated, and the 
whole has a most depressing effect. I am certainly of opinion that the practice in this Colony of 
employing prisoners on flower and vegetable cultivation is the better of the two.

■ I was not able to obtain any definite information with regard to penitentiaries for short-sentence 
prisoners, vagrants, and petty offenders ; indeed, the matter is still under consideration, and no estab
lishments have as yet been erected for this object.

The same also applies to establishments for inebriates, and, so far as I could form an opinion, I 
should say that the authorities in this Colony are quite as well able to initiate this system successfully 
as those at Home. ‘

I should have liked to have paid a visit to the Broadmoor Criminal Lunatic Establishment, although 
I was quite certain, from all the information I obtained, that so far as the arrangements of tho buildings 
were concerned, they wore not of the latest description, aud there would not, consequently, be much 
fresh light to be gained. I was disappointed, however, by finding that it was neither under the control 
of tho Lunacy Commissioners nor under that of the Comptroller of Frisons, but directly under the Home 
Office. This being the ease, I further found difficulties in the way of obtaining an entree, which time 
alone could have got over, and this I could not afford.

The large class prisons contain a few observation cells for suspected lunatics, but the provision of 
padded cells is very rare.

Police Buildings.
For years the construction of metropolitan and country districts police buildings has had the 

closest attention of the Inspector-General of Police of this Colony and of this branch of the Public 
Works Department, resulting in the impression that this class of building here, is at least equal in most 
respects to that erected under the London County Council.

In order to be able to be in a position to form an exact opinion on this point, and also to obtain 
all information possible, I put myself in communication wilh the police authorities, and, as a result, had 
all the information I required placed at my disposal,

I closely examined the whole of the plans of such metropolitan and suburban police stations as 
had undergone alterations or had been erected during the last few years, or are now being erected. Many 
of the older buildings, although much improved, are out of date; others have undergone a modern 
rearrangement and enlargement; while others again have been altogether erected on the most modem of 
plans, though, in some eases, on very confined sites.

I was informed that should 1 at any time desire tracings of any of these plans or particulars, and 
nformation was so sent through the Agent-General, no difficulty would be placed in the way of their 

being forwarded to Sydney,
In connection with the erection of new buildings, the designs disclosed tho general tendency to 

give the exterior of the buildings a less forbidding look and cold classical appearance than formerly, and 
in the case of several of the suburban ones, they presented very similar appearances to many of the more 
recent ones erected in the country districts of this Colony. It
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It is gratifying to be able to report that, as a whole, the New South Wales modern police 
buildings compare most favourably with those in England, and, in some respects, I am of tho opinion, are 
superior.

Eor the sake of comparison, and for general information, I was advised to inspect buildings of 
three distinct typos, namely, tho rearranged existing central police station at Chelsea, a new metro
politan station at King’s Cross, and a small suburban one at Willcsden.

I found the arrangements of tho metropolitan stations, so far as the police themselves are con
cerned, who do all their parading and mustering on the premises, perhaps more complete and comfortable 
than those adopted hero. .Besides containing comfortable messroom and kitchen, each constable lias a 
portion of tho general dormitory partitioned off into a cubicle for his own separate use, and this, while 
containing a sufficiency of cubic air-space, is also fitted up with little conveniences and specially-designed, 
self-contained furniture. The accommodation for washing is by one general lavatory per floor, with 
bathrooms, &c., attached. A specially-constructed room for drying both police and prisoners' clothing is 
provided, generally in the basement, and this convenience is found to be of considerable use.

Tbe quarters also contain well-equipped billiard, reading, and smoking rooms, and a special effort 
appears to be made to complete these as comfortably and as attractively as possible. The inspectors 
informed me that it is found a great convenience to attract and retain the single constables within the 
building when not on duty.

Tbe furniture for these rooms. I understand, is all found by the deparmeut, tbe men having their 
library and newspaper funds amongst themselves.

Of course, such accommodation as llie foregoing is necessarily applicable only to large centres,and 
it is well worthy of consideration whether as opportunity occurs such provision could not be made in tbe 
establishments at the Central Police Station and Belmore Harracks, Sydney, and possibly at Newcastle 
and Broken Hill.

Making all due allowance for the differences of administration between that of the metropolitan 
area and of this Colony, the arrangement here for the retention nf prisoners compares more than favourably 
with that in the metropolitan district. J found white glazed lining bricks, from economic motives, too 
sparingly used, consequently the walls in many cases looked very grimy and lacked a sense of cleanliness 
inseparable from white glazed bricks. The lighting of the cells in many cases was indifferent, and suffi
cient care had not been exercised to isolate it from the adjoining properties. The admirable provision in 
the Sydney lock-ups for tbe continuous observation of drunken and sick prisoners by means of large 
grilled openings does not exist, while the distinctiveness of arrangement as between male and female 
prisoners docs not appear to have been considered. 1 noticed cases in which female prisoners would be 
confined in cells immediately adjoining those in which male prisoners were confined, and although 
detention is of a much shorter period than with ns, it appeared to me to be objeetiojmblc.

Some of the women's cells were lined with a new material called “ Opalesque,” which answers 
apparently the same purpose as glazed bricks ; but as it is only placed on tbe walls in very thin layers, 
and that, 1 understand, only experimentally at present, I am quite prepared to find that in course of time 
it will be much damaged and rendered useless.

The lavatory and washing accommodation generally is provided for with better fittings and in a 
more complete manner than in Sydney ; and until a complete system of sewerage is available for all police 
stations in tbe metropolitan area it will not be possible to come quite up to the standard of tho 
London ones.

Padded cells are the exception, and very rarely fitted up or required; the only one I saw was 
inferior in material and construction, for instead of being spring-fitted and faced with bides, it was 
coarsely stuffed and faced with painted canvas.

The heating of cells had received much attention, as also the ventilation, and, while the former is 
not required in Sydney, the latter offers several points for careful consideration.

The artificial lighting is, of course, by gas, and in no instance did I find that the electric light had 
been introduced. The gas fittings in all cases were within the cells.

I generally noticed that the cell-doors, locks, hinges, flaps, &c., are constructed of composite 
material, wood, and iron, aud of a type, I am of the opinion, less efficient and suitable, and not so modern 
as those adopted in New South Wales. ■

The inspectors’ offices, charge-room, &e., are very similar to those in use hero, special provision, of 
course, being made to meet any special circumstances.

The small suburban station at Willcsden, already referred to, contains very moderate quarters for 
a sergeant, with a couple of cells about which there is nothing specially to remark.

I took advantage of an opportunity also of inspecting a commodious now station just approaching 
completion under the city police, in a street near the Tower Bridge. It was apparent that a large sum 
of money had been expended upon this building, which externally presented considerable architectural 
effect, and internally was designed and fitted in a somewhat elaborate and complete maimer ; I noticed 
in the planning and conveniences very much the same characteristics as those under the London County 
Council, and already referred to. In this case an unlimited and very proper use of glazed white bricks 
bad been adopted.

I also inspected more or less modern country and municipal lockups in Bucks, Monmouthshire, 
and Sussex. In some of those the typo was quite obsolete, and in others no general and strikingly 
suitable plan seems to have been adopted, owing, no doubt, to the varied authorities under which they 
have been erected.

An opportunity was also given me of looking over the new and extensive range of buildings 
erected for metropolitan police purposes, on tbe Embankment at Whitehall, and called “ New Scotland 
Yard,” taking the place of the “ Old Scotland Yard,” about to be demolished as unsuited for modern 
purposes, and as necessitated by the recent improvements to tbc neighbourhood. The new building is a 
striking one, standing on its own land, with roads and outlooks on all four sides, and very convenient 
access both to Parliament-street on the one side and the Thames Embankment on the other. It is erected 
in stone, with striking circular turrets on tho four comers, and internally it has an open court-yard. As a 
result the building is of very simple planning, and every room is well lighted, while access is rendered 
easy by the various lifts and staircases.

The
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The huilding contains accommodation for the Chief Commissioners of Police, the Board of Adminis
trative Officers, the Surveyor (Mr. Butler), who attends to all buildings and building properties in con
nection with tbe police district, and paymaster’s branch. It also contains ample accommodation for the 
detective branch, with its strong rooms aud museum, and is, I am informed, a thoroughly useful building 
and a success.

It was here that I inspected the large number of plans, and received the assurance as to the 
intention of giving any further information, already referred to, and received from Mr. Butler and his 

■ officers every assistance. '
On making inquiries of Mr. Butler as to the practice adopted with regard to tendering for police 

buildings, ho informed me that ho was not required to run the risk inseparable from public tendering, 
but had been able to compile a list of about thirty respectable and experienced contractors, and these only 
received invitations to tender. His arrangements for clerks of works’ supervision is similar to that in 
this branch, namely, all works of £2,000 and upwards have a clerk of works, if possible, separately 
appointed for them, whilst smaller undertakings aro grouped and inspected from time to time.

Post Offices.
Owing to the courtesy of tho Postmaster-General, 1 had'a good opportunity of viewing the large 

buildings at Mt. Martin le Grand associated with the general postal business of the country.
The original building, which stands four-square, and covers a large area, now' accommodates only 

the postal and parcels postal branches, the telegraph business, and the telephone exchange. I under
stand the. constant increase in these, the most important branches, has gradually pushed out the Ministerial 
and administrative and the financial (including Savings Bank) branches into other quarters.

The Ministerial and Administrative branches are now located in their newly-erected largo building 
adjoining, while some years since, and prior to my last visit to London (ten years ago), the Savings Bank 
and Postal Order business had also been accommodated in a new building, and connected with the parent 
one by means of a subway.

A great feature of the building, devoted to postal, telegraph, and telephone business, appears 
to be the large, uninterrupted, open rooms in which the services were being performed. The postal 
business lias been so often described that it is not necessary for me in this case to enter into 
technicalities, excepting to say that as little partition work as possible seems to have been adopted, and 
one subdivision of the service adjoins another without any structural hindrance. ’

In the telegraph department, particularly in the operators’ floors, the whole of tho four long 
wings are altogether open, making a continuous circuit round the central court-yard. On this floor are 
accommodated many hundreds of telegraph operators, their instruments and fittings being arranged in the 
most perfect precision. This is one of the sights of London, and the beholder is struck with the sense 
of order and ease of supervision which this arrangement provides.

The telephone work is not of so extensive a character as I anticipated. It was explained to me 
that this building contains (and that in a transitional stale only) an exchange of exchanges, and not one 
general exchange for Loudon, tho business being still to some extent in the hands of private companies.

It may he thought idle to compare the arrangements for the huge departmental business of London 
with the more moderate business of Sydney; but on inspecting these premises, my previous convictions 
that all additions or alterations to the latter buildings should have in view the removal of the financial 
and Administrative branches, was much strengthened ; so much so, that in dealing practically with the 
question 1 propose making my recommendations quite in that dirceticn.

I believe, from the experience gained by the London authorities, the truest economy is to face the 
inevitable increase of postal and all other business in good time, so that all expenditure may be in a 
right direction and with the least dislocation of the work of the Department.

I made inquiries as to the general policy of the Government with regard to suburban and local 
post offices in provincial towns. Bor many years the policy of the British authorities has been to sub
sidise, as much as possible, tradespeople iu small country places having suitable premises and suitable 
trades to undertake postal business at a comparatively small annual remuneration. This is, to a large 
extent, still in vogue, and has no doubt saved the Government from a large capital expenditure, but I find 
that specially-designed post offices are now being erected iu greater numbers than formerly in such districts 
and towns where increase of business warrants this step. As an instance of the large expenditure, I may 
state that at the present moment the post office in Liverpool is being enlarged at a cost of upwards of 
£100,000, and a new post office is being erected in the Bloomsbury district of London at a cost of £33,000.

Mr. Tanner, the architect to the Postal authorities, informs me that his present yearly expenditure 
in the erection and improvement of buildings is about £300,000.

I took advantage of Mr. Tanner's kindness, and examined, at his offices in 'Whitehall, a large 
number of plans for suburban and country town post offices, some already erected and others in course of 
erection, and I obtained from him a number of departmental drawings of the most recent details in 
fittings for offices, which I have placed in the departmental library.

I also inspected the large building in Bloomsbury before referred to, and I found that the 
authorities were modernising Iheir post office arrangements, particularly with reference to the open counter 
accommodation for the public, on precisely similar Hues to those which 1 have recommended and adopted 
during the last few years in this Colony, both to tho advantage of the Department itself and the con
venience of the public.

With regard to telephone arrangements in the public streets, I was very much struck with the 
system adopted in Stockholm, of conveying the innumerable wires to central skeleton tower erections in 
the immediate neighbourhood of the exchanges. Without going very fully ioto the principles of the system, 
it seemed to me that there is a good deal to commend it, as the unsightliness of a great number of wires 
carried in all directions and at all angles is almost entirely avoided.

Hospitals for the Insane.
In order to compare the system adopted in tho erection of these institutions in New South Wales 

with the best types in England, I made special and interesting visits to such as I was advised should 
be seen,

‘ My
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My first visit was to Unit at Mornmgside, Edinburgh. This institution, situated a few miles out of 
Edinburgh, consists of two groups of buildings. One, the earlier and most extensive, is used for pauper 
inmates of that part of Scotland, and although a fairly modern structure, presents no very special features 
for observation, except as a means of comparison with those here.

The second portion, called the “New "West Eraneh,’’ on the contrary, consists of a group of 
buildings recently erected on the grounds of an old mansion, “ Craig-house ” tmueh like that at Callau 
Park), the latter haviug been made an integral portion of the whole. The buildings have been crebted 
for tbo_accommodation of paying patients, and I was there informed that payments are made m accord
ance with the accommodation given, at rates varying from £100 to £500 per annum. It is built to 
accommodate 200 patients, and has cost, without the purchase of the estate, upwards of £170,000, or at 
the rale of £850 per bed.

Ascertaining these particulars, I was somewhat prepared for the extreme elaboration of the design, 
both as regards its architectural appearance externally and its arrangement and decoration internally. In 
every direction expense has been lavishly incurred, the littings being of the very best class obtainable, 
and the furnishings on a scale equal to many high-class hotels, 1 could see at once that nothing of the 
kind is likely to be required in New South Wales, unless, perhaps, on a most limited scale, at some future 
day; but this establishment contained many points which were of great interest.

Owing to the nature of tho site, and the adoption of the separate pavilion system, the institution 
has the appearance of an assemblage of fine houses scattered through well-timbered grounds. 1 
found tbe whole were connected by an extensive series of underground corridors, well lighted and warmed, 
which also serve as special ways for all pipes, loads, and wires. This system I also found adopted 

• elsewhere where it was necessary, owing to climatic and other reasons, to have such means of 
communication.

The sanitary arrangements are very complete and elaborate, and include generally the best 
class of fittings, excepting in tbe matter of baths, which arc inferior to those used in this Colony. I did 
not find in this or any other institution I visited the adoption of the G-egenstrom, as at Kenmorc, although 
1 found that sanitary ware and fittings manufacturers were alive to its advantages.

J was given to understand that no institution in the world approaches the “ New West Branch ” . 
in completeness, down to the very smallest details, and although the cost appears enormous by comparison 
with that of some of the large hospitals in London, it is not excessive.

The cost of the new hospital at JCenmore, it is esiimated, will not exceed from £150 to £200 
per bed.

As the most modern and best of the metropolitan asylums, and more closely in comparison with 
those of this Colony,! was advised to visit Claybury (Dr, K. Jones, medical superintendent). This 
collection of buildings stands upon a fine elevated site near Woodford, in Essex, aud is one of the five 
large asylums used for the metropolitan area. To give an idea of its extent I may state the medical 
superintendent informed me a perambulation of the whole of tbc buildings and connecting corridors 
involved a walk of about lOtr miles.

As the building lias been recently erected the most careful consideration has been given to the 
details, and 1 was glad to make an exhaustive inspection of such parts as could bo of interest and value, 
and, as in all other instances, every facility was given me for so doing. The pavilion system chiefly is 
adopted, but not being in echelon, as at Komnore, and the several blocks being connected by intermediate 
buildings, there appears to me to be a sacrifice of the sunshine in some of the enclosures and court-yards, 
as well as a want of direct lighting to some of the rooms and wards.

The classification of patients is pretty much the same as that adopted by Dr, Manning in this 
Colony, though the wards are larger than Dr, Manning considers desirable. .

_ The enclosed exercise yards, for the more refractory patients and those requiring closer super
vision, are not so distinctive a feature at Claybury as here, and one misses tho highly-cultivated gardening 
and shrubbing wo are accustomed to. The 11 JIa ITa ” fences to these enclosures, so universal and satis
factory in New South Wales, are very little used in English asylums, and at Claybury only a light iron 
fence, about 4 feet G inches high, is erected, and which appeared to me to be both insecure and dangerous 
to the patients. Several medical officers expressed to me the wish that “ Ha Ha's ” were more generally 
adopted.

J noted that all the sanitary arrangements were good, while the lavatories and bathrooms, 
although in separate cubicles, were grouped into one central set for males and females respectively, 
instead of being distributed amongst the wards, as in our institutions.

Ample accommodation is given to tho public to visit their patient friends, as also the general 
administrative and executive officers ; and the kitchen is probably the most complete ever fitted up, the 
cooking being done by steam, fire, and gas, on the same principles generally as in vogue in this Colony, 
with more elaboration of plant, but not necessarily with more efficiency.

The padded cells are lined with vulcanite rubber facings to tbc cushions, in preference to hides, 
and I was given to understand that they are more cleanly and equally as indeslructable as leather.

Tbe proportion of single rooms to day-rooms and dormitories, regarded in the classification of 
patients, has apparently been followed very closely on tho lines adopted by Dr. Manning.

Tbe chapel is a most beautiful and dignified building of pure ecclesiastical design, and is capable 
of seating a congregation of about 1,505. A recreation hall is also part of the establishment, with similar 
accommodation.

The extensive network of corridors, touching almost all portions of the institution, is lighted, 
warmed, and paved, and apparently of endless lengths, the long winter conditions of England no doubt 
rendering such adjuncts very necessary.

Included in the institution is a complete building for pathological research, aud it contains 
mortuary, refrigerating chamber, dissecting rooms, laboratories, museum, &c.; the intention being 
at some future day to enlarge upon the work of investigation now performed there upon the dead 
from the institution, and to form a school for the study of diseases of tho brain. The accommodation 
and plant provided in the refrigerating room is, T 'understand, in daily use, every corpse as it is removed 
from the institution being at once refrigerated before post-mortem takes place.

At Claybury, as also at Morningsidc, and every other institution of modern construe!ion, electric 
lighting plants of a most extensive character are in use, and the machinery and the necessary buildings

have
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have been erected on a scale far in advance of anythin;; contemplated of attempted in the Colonies. Tho 
guiding principles appear to be ample power, the best of machinery, plenty of space, light, and ventilation. 
Tt is needless to say that under such conditions the electricians have brought the lighting, and in some 
cases the motive power, supplied to these institutions to a state of great efficiency.

In speaking of electric lighting plant generally, 1 might here remark that wherever I have seen 
its installation, both in England and on the Continent, I have been struck with the great prominence aud 
importance given to it, and found it contrasts only too favourably with the somewhat makeshift and 
experimental way in which, perhaps, we have been accustomed to treat it in New South TV ales.

Altogether, Claybury impressed me as an excellent model in many respects for future guidance.
I also visited asylum's of not so recent a date, including ITanwell and one county asylum, and 

although recent additions and improvements have been made to these somewhat obsolete buildings, they 
offered no field for notification that will be of much service.

The Lunacy Commissioners control a very large number of asylums, there being no less than fifty, 
five in tbc counties, aud fifteen in the boroughs of England aud Wales, exclusive of Scotland, white tho 
lunatic hospitals under their control number fourteen; tbe idiot asylums, five; Naval and Military 
hospitals, two; and to a limited extent the one criminal lunatic asylum at Broadmoor, .

In erecting new buildings spread over so large and densely populated a country, it has been found 
to be convenient for the several county councils and boroughs to commission architects of repute to erect 
these buildings, the plans having been first submitted to, and approved of, by the Commissioners. In no 
case could I find that public competition had of recent times been instituted, no doubt experience of 
former times having been sufficient in that direction. _ _

Luring last year the Commissioners examined and approved of the erection of the following new 
asylums, some of which have already been commenced, namely :—

Bexley Heath ...............................
Winwick, Lancashire ..........
Ohcrtilleton, Staffordshire]..,.
tVest Sussex ...............................
Borough of Middleshorough

rntients.

Hale,

600
1,000

400
300
125

Acreage.
Female.

 

1,100 139
1,000

400
206
175

300 246
125 | 084

[

The officials in London have supplied me with lithographic plans of the above-mentioned asylums, and 
making allowances for the difference iu climatic circumstances, a comparison with the institutions of New 
South Wales is not at all unfavourable to the latter. *

Consumptive Hospitals.
The onlv consumptive hospital within easy distance of London is at Brompton, and, although there 

are others scattered along the south coast of England in sheltered situations, these arc all of a smaller 
character, and not so well and favourably known as the former. _

I made it my business to obtain entree into the consumptive hospital at Brompton, particularly 
into that of the newer portion, a distinct range of buildings on the opposite side of the Brompton-road. 
but connected by subway. My inspection was a complete one. Tbe hospital embraces an extensive range 
of buildings erected some years since, and the second range, already referred to, erected within the last 
two or three years, in which latter, improvements, gained by experience in the administration of the
former, have been adopted. _ i

The newer building at the time of my visit was temporarily vacated for the purpose of painting and
cleansing. . , .

I found the wards to be of all sizes, up to and not exceeding accommodation for eight patients. 
The air-space per bed was large, and great attention was paid to the lighting, warmth, and ventilation.

The corridors adjoining the wards are in each case of ample dimensions, with large deeply-recessed 
bays, and the whole is comfortably furnished, warmed, and lighted, so that patients can have both exercise 
in the corridors aud the comfort of sitting-rooms in the recesses.

The building is of three floors in height, so far as the patients are concerned, aud the wards are 
classified as much as possible, being based to a great extent upon the several stages of the disease.

Large lifts, constructed to carry couches and bath-chairs, and easy staircases give access to tho
upper floors. .

The difficulty of obtaining anything like a pure atmosphere at Brompton, a circumstance not likely 
to occur in this country, is mot as well as possible by the provision of a large shaft raised above tbe 
highest portion of the building, down which the upper stratum of air is drawn into the basement, and then 
distributed. _

This hospital contains, I believe, the only example of an air-chamber specially constructed for 
treating patients with compressed air. It is circular in form, constructed of iron, with air-tight door and 
valves, and is capable of seating half a dozen patients. These patients, 1 understand, use it for from half 
an hour to two hours per diem, under air at various pressures, and being artificially lighted and warmed, 
it is made into a comfortable lounge. TV hat tbe result upon the patients is J am not in a position to say.

After a careful examination of both buildings in every portion,! was forcibly struck with the more 
advantageous conditions under which a hospital of this character could be conducted in New South Wales 
than in the murky and surcharged atmosphere of Brompton, although the results that I ascertained on 
my visit showed me how even under these unfavourable conditions much good can be accomplished.

No very special features are required for hospitals for patients of this character ; light, air, and 
warmth in tbc corridors aud day-rooms, the minimising of numbers in the wards, and well arranged pro
tection for outside exercise, together with good administration, appear to bo the main points to he
considered.

Infectious
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Infectious and Cancer Hospitals.
'Wishing to see the latest type of this class of building, T ivas recommended to visit that recently 

erected at Newport, in Monmouthshire, and now in working order. I found it to be built on the isolated 
pavilion principle, with accommodation for about eighty patients, and extensive and complete administrative 
buildings. The buildings contain points of interest, which X have carefully noted, but about which it is 
perhaps hardly necessary to enter into the details of in this report.

^ Parliament Houses. •
I took the opportunity of visiting the building at Westminster, although J was previously fairly 

well acquainted with it, in addition to which the office possesses plans of its several floors.
One of the points upon which 1 was recently examined before the Public Works Committee in reference 

to tbe proposed new Parliamentary buildings dealt with the question of the distribution of the Hansard and 
public Press representatives in the two Chambers, and I therefore made particular inquiries as to what the 
arrangements wore. I found that m the Commons neither the Hansard nor public Press arc accommo
dated on the floor of the House, but in their own special galleries behind the Speaker’s Chair. As regards 
tho Ijords, I found that although the same general arrangement exists as in the Commons, yet upon 
occasions the Hansard staff lias been accommodated on the floor of the House, owing to the inaudahility 
of several of the Peers, but I could not ascertain that any of the Press had been granted the same 
privilege, all my information pointing to the contrary.

The lighting of the Lords is entirely through traceried and staiued-glass horizontal windows on 
either side, and the artificial lighting is by means of pendants, &c. 'Tbe Commons is lighted in the day
time by similar window's, aud at night-time by artificial light behind a glazed ceiling. In all cases the 
lights are filled with stained glass of rich hues, depicting hisforical subjects. In neither House is 
ventilation iu any shape or form introduced through ihe windows ; but is all controlled by the plant 
erected in the clock tower and the connecting shafting, hi summer cool aud cleansed air is introduced 
in the basement chambers through coarse canvas soaked with iced water, the effect being to extract the 
dust and dirt inseparable from London atmosphere, and to reduce it some degrees in temperature. It has, 
however, been found that the air so dealt with is too highly charged wish moisture. In the winter the 
air is passed through similar screens, only dry, and then warmed before being passed into the Chamber.

At Copenhagen I was disappointed to find that the Legislative Chambers, which formed part of 
the Boyal IPalace, had been destroyed by fire, and accommodation of a temporary character was being 
used, pending dealing with a scheme for the erection of now buildings. In these buildings provision will 
have to be made for sixty-six Members of the Upper House aud 114 of the Lower House.

Again, at Stockholm the two Chambers meet in their old mid featureless Government buildings, 
from which 1 emild gain no suggestions, Tbe Diet consists of two Chambers, the Upper one numbering 
150 Members and the Lower one 2’10.

Tiio Swedish and Norwegian Government, however, has commenced the erection of new Parlia
mentary buildings in conjunction with the lioyal Hank of Sweden, the site being the whole extent of an 
island lying midway between the Old and tbe New City, and connected with each by a continuous bridge 
over one of the numerous waterways of Stockholm. The plans of this building, as about to be erected, 
hare already been placed before the Public Works Committeo for their information.

The site is a magnificent one, although it is too curtailed to carry anything more than the present 
scheme of building, the rapid tide of the river washing the foot of tho retaining-walls on all sides. A 
curious sentimental controversy has arisen between the two Parliamentary parties with regard to this 
site ; one (“ Right ”) objecting to the effec’; the new' pile will have in somewhat obscuring the view of the 
Royal Palace on the adjoining shore from the main portion of the city, as emblematic of overshadowing 
Royalty ; and tbe other party (“Left”) approving of the site for precisely the same reasons.

At Brussels, tho Chambers, which arc also founded on a similar plan to those of the Deputies 
(“ Corps Legislatif”) in Paris, may be considered as in many respects agreeing in principle with the 
design for Sydney. Both the Upper and Lower Chambers are similar in all particulars, excepting that the 
Upper (Senate) provides for sixty-nine Senators and the Lower (Chamber of Representatives) for 138.

The accompanying sketch shows the general disposition in each case. The Chambers arc semi
circular in plan, the main walls being carried up solid behind the President and colonnaded round the 
Members’ portion, supporting a frieze, cornice, aud ceiling with top lighting. Behind the columns is 
carried the gallery, the whole circuit of the circular wall, to accommodate the public, oue extreme end 
to the right of the President being partitioned off for Ambassadors and distinguished visitors, and the 
corresponding one on the left for the Press. Those three portions of tho gallery all have their separate 
exits distinct from the precincts of the House proper.

The President is placed on a raised dais similar to the Speaker; tho House officials are ranged 
immediately below him, and in the lowest portion of the floor of the House the official stenographers 
{Hansard) have their accommodation, The Members aro provided for on an ascending floor with circular- 
planned separate tables and benches for each Member; the doors of entrance and exit being on tho right 
and left of the President.

The Chambers are entirely lighted from the top, and the ventilation is conducted towards the 
same direction. The walls, where not broken by features, are panelled and hung with valuable historic 
paintings, representing scenes in the Parliamentary history of the country.

I understand that the acoustic principles of the rooms arc good, and tbe Members here speak 
from their owui seats, and not from the “ tribune,” as in Paris. ’

] may say here that in all the Continental Chambers of which I have cognisance, the stenographers 
{Hansard) are accommodated on the floor of the Jionse, but not the public Press.

The Chambers in Brussels have the appearance of great dignity, with their quiet architectural 
treatment. The accommodation for Members is provided to the right and left of the Chambers in a series 
of well-furnished and commodious salons. I endeavoured to obtain a photograph of the interior of these 
Chambers, but I regret to say without success.
, The site of the buildings faces one of the principal avenues in the park, being ris-a-vis with the 

Royal Palace, while it is recessed in front in a very similar manner aa that recommended for Sydney, but 
on a more dignified scale. Tho flanks arc continuous, Government offices occupying the street on cither 
side. Access is also obtained to the rear of tho building, and, in fact, there are two distinct fronts.
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In all the Parliamentary buildings that I have visited, both on this occasion as well as previously, 
I observed the greatest possible stress has been laid upon the necessity of giving large open spaces around 
the same, and in the majority of cases with great success.

Picture Galleries.
I lost no opportunity of critically inspecting as many of these as time would permit, and amongst 

others I visited the Melbourne Gallery, National Gallery, New Portrait Gallery, Tait’s Gallery, The New 
Gallery, Galleries at Earl’s Court Exhibition, South Kensington, and’ also several private ones in 
London. I visited, as well, tho National Gallery in Edinburgh, the newly-cleetcd one at Antwerp, 
the Exhibition Galleries at Brussels and Stockholm, and also tbe permanent National Gallery at the 
latter city.

I took rough sketches of the lighting of those most to be remarked, as well as notes regarding 
other features. ‘

In respect of planning, I found a great deal worth noting in connection with the New Gallery in 
Regent-street, London, particularly with reference to the entrance and central courts, they presenting a 
somewhat new departure, being treated with more architectural detail than usually. Tho central court 
contains a handsome fountain, admirably-placed statuary, and narrow galleries for the display of water
colours and miniatures, together, with access to the refreshment-room, cloak-rooms, &c.

I was gratified to find that, generally, the sectional dimensions of the new gallery in Svdney were 
in accordance with the best examples at home ; about the details of which I had opportunities of discus
sion with some of the leading authorities. In no one place was it possible, owing to climatic difference, 
to compare tho system of lighting closely with that adopted in Sydney. In some of tho galleries the 
lighting was by ordinary single skylights, both horizontal and sloping, with all the attendant difficulties 
of adjustment of light by a system of blinds. In others more elaborate construction was adopted, 
including the use of horizontal lantern lights, with more or less success ; and in only two cases that of 
the Sydney principle of vertical inner light aud horizontal outer lights combined, adopted, although with 
considerable difference of design and detail.

Though the New Gallery before referred to contains many good features, tho lighting I consider 
not very successful, and here as in many others of the buildings, heavy intersecting ceiling beams pre
vented the equalisation of light on the exhibited pictures.

As regards the floors of galleries, polished wood, generally in parquet patterns, appears to be 
universal. It is true T came across exceptions, as in the case of the mosaic floors at South Kensington, 
and some temporary cemented floors in the Exhibition Galleries of Brussels aud Stockholm. The reflec
tion and glow obtained from polished floors as a subsidiary assistance to the lighting up of pictures is 
considered so valuable as to warrant its adoption.

I noticed all the galleries were furnished with comfortable lounges, an acknowledgment of the 
fatiguing nature of picture-seeing ; and it is well worth tho consideration of the Trustees in Sydney the 
placing of comfortable upholstered lounges or settees, in preference to incurring expense in less comfort
able furniture.

Most of the galleries have protecting handrails round the circuit of the courts, generally fixed to 
standards.

The permanent galleries in Antwerp and Stockholm, in each case in combination with the National 
Museums, are both buildings of extremely handsome and complete a character, and have been erected 
evidently at very considerable cost. The lower floors are used as museums, and generally tbe first floor, 
with horizontal lights, for prints and etchings, and the noble suites of rooms on the top floor, with ceiling 
lights, for pictures, in which both buildings, particularly that in Antwerp, are exceedingly rich. The stair
cases have been made notable features, decorated with statues apd pictures, and a great display of marble.

The Tait Gallery, just recently erected on the site of the old Millbank Penitentiary in West
minster, and presented by Mr. Tait to tbc nation, is one of the most modern typo in Europe, tho architec
tural detail being very prominent.

The National Gallery in Edinburgh is in some respectsdhe prototype of the design for tho completed 
scheme for Sydney. It stands in an admirable position, overlooking the Princess-street Gardens, having 
four exposed facades, and is designed in symmetrical proportion in pure classic style, and being entirely 
lit from the top, there is no fenestration visible.

The National Portrait Gallery, in the rear of the National Gallery in Trafalgar Square, is a very 
notable building, both on account of tbe extremely handsome architectural detail, notwithstanding its 
irregular planning, and of the wealth of its contents, the portraits there hung giving a very vivid and 
interesting picture of English history. As only the upper floor can necessarily be lighted with a top light, 
the lower ones have to be content with horizontal ones, and consequently the lighting of these latter is 
not in all cases good. '

Exhibition Buildings. ' .
Luring the latter end of 1896 I was instructed by the Minister to submit a scheme for the con

sideration of the Hoqorable the Premier for the erection of a series of buildings to be devoted to the use 
of an Exhibition projected for 1899. I therefore prepared and submitted one applicable to the Outer 
Lomain as a site, and embracing the present Art Gallery, on the extreme east, and the shell of the pro
posed Parliamentary buildings on the west. Owing, I understand, to representations from Paris, that an 
Exhibition beld in Sydney in 1899 might clash with the great Exhibition to be held in Paris in 1900, the 
matter was subsequently left in abeyance.

Having thus far been engaged in the initiation of such an undertaking, I took the opportunity of 
seeing all the Exhibitions within a reasonable distance that I found to he open during July and August, 
1897. I therefore visited the following:—

Victorian Era Exhibition, Earl’s Court, London.
Horticultural and Eloricultural Exhibition, 11amburg. ■
Great Art and Industrial Exhibition, Stockholm.
International Exhibitions at Brussels aud Tervueren.

The
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The features of these Exhibitions may be classed as follows:—
1st. The commercial object, including display of machinery and productions, the result of the induelrv 

of the people, and of the natural resources of the countries interested. "
2nd. Official display in all the branches of the Government.
3rd. The exhibition of objects in the Arts and Sciences for the instruction of the people,
4th. The amusement and refreshment of the people.

Two of these Exhibitions, namely, Stockholm and Brussels, being under Government control, fully 
exemplify these objects, while the Exhibition at Hamburg is confined to fewer objects, and is, I under
stand, under municipal control. The Earl's Court Exhibition to all intents is a private speculation, 
although managed by a very representative committee, and is confined to an exhibition of objects, both 
of manufacture and art, showing the general advance during the sixty years’ reign of the Queen, with a 
very large proportionate amount of accommodation for amusement and refreshment.

Tho Earl’s Court Exhibition covers an irregular site in the west end of London, upon which 
has been held Exhibitions of various characters yearly for some considerable period, and is as much 
a rendezvous for the people of London for evening entertainments as perhaps for exhibition purposes. 
Although it has been erected by private enterprise, it has received this particular year a certain amount 
of official recognition, and is managed by an Honorary Committee of Advice, embracing amongst its 
members tbe leaders in all branches of arts and sciences. "With the objects as before stated, it may be 
understood that the Exhibition is a purely British one. The exhibition balls proper are ranged round two 
very extensive and beautiful courts—oue embracing an ornamental sheet of water in the centre, with 
bridges, fountains, promenades, deep verandahs, and tbc whole designed in Indian architecture, aud 
brilliantly illuminated at night with many thousands of electric and gas lights, while a band-stand has 
been erected upon the small island in the centre of the sheet of water. The buildings immediately 
adjoining this court and overlooking its prospects are devoted to refreshment.

The other court is oval in shape, the centre laid out with rich-coloured flower-beds and gardening, 
and is skirted all round by attractive stalls.

Between these courts branch off in all directions annexes containing machinery, manufactures, 
amusements, picture-galleries, aud all the exhibits connected with such objects.

The amusement portion of the Exhibition takes up tbe remaining area of the site, and includes, 
besides numerous refreshment places surrounded with ornamental gardens, numberless side shows of all 
sorts, and a huge wheel, 300 feet high, which in its revolutions takes ear-loads of passengers to the top
most height. Military band concerts and other entertainments that suggest themselves for amusing the 
public take place here daily. The Exhibition also includes a very fine reproduction of a small town of the 
last century, entitled “Picturesque England,” and comprises a'large number of shops, public buildings, 
and private houses, all faithfully reproduced in canvas, plaster, and decorations.

The Exhibition generally is notable for ibe advance made upon those of twenty years ago, and 
showed most clearly that in Exhibitions of the character not only legitimate Exhibitions, but public 
amusement must be catered for in every way to make them continually attractive and remunerative. '

The Eloricultural Exhibition in Hamburg occupies tho whole extent of the ornamental gardens of 
the city, which bad been laid out on tbc banks of a disused canal. Tbe grounds are very extensive and 
beautiful, being planted out with the utmost taste, aud the foliage is such as could not be expected in 
the uncertain climate of Sydney.

Eor exhibition purposes a gigantic floral hall has been constructed, probably 1,000 feet by S00 
feet, oval in shape, and sunk in the centre, the whole designed with paterres and terraces filled with the 
choicest flowers and shrubs. A large number of other buildings of every description were also erected in 
tbe grounds, both for exhibition and refreshment purposes, the whole being brilliantly illuminated, and 
made bright and attractive by the presence of five or six military bands.

I understand that from 35,000 to 40,000 people visit the Exhibition nightly.
I was given to understand, also, that so far as matters can be disassociated in Germany from Imperial 

control, this Exhibition is under the auspices of the Municipality.
In Stockholm the Exhibition is of an unique character, and is generally confined to the products of 

tbo three Scandinavian nations—Korway-Sweden, Denmark, and Finland (Kussia). No other countries 
have been allowed to exhibit, tbe only exception being with regard to a small number of paintings in tho 
art section, to illustrate the progress of this art generally. '

The city of Stockholm reminds one very much of Sydney. The physical features are not dissimilar. 
Each city is intersected by numerous broad and deep waterways, while the houses and shipping cluster iu 
all directions and at unexpected points. The dissimilarity consists mostly in the broad comprehensive 
style in which the city and its quays have been laid out, and in the palatial buildings erected, facing 
large open sites, tho opposite being the case in Sydney. Stockholm has rather more than half the popu
lation of Sydney, but the city gives the impression of being a much larger one.

The site determined upon for the Scandinavian Exhibition is a portion of an island laid out in its 
entirety as a public park, with one end lying so nesir one of the principal quays as to be approached 
therefrom by a bridge. The island being 2 miles in length, is also approached by ferry boats in all 
direefiops, reminding one very much of those in Sydney Harbour. The portion of the garden enclosed 
for exhibition purposes contains about.40 acres, is irregular in contour, and sparsely covered with trees, 
both these features having been made the most of. The site is also cut into two irregular portions by a 
public road from tbe quay before mentioned, so that additional access is gained to the Exhibition by the 
admirable system of horse-tramways. The Exhibition wak first projected in 1894, and since that time the 
three partners to the enterprise have devoted much energy and attention to produce the present successful 
results. I ascertained that the mode adopted for erecting tbe necessary buildings was to employ well- 
known and private architects of the three nationalities, commissioning them each to eroefc certain buildings, 
while the whole was under the control of the Chief Architect residing in Stockholm. .Asa result, Sweden 
commissioned eight architects, Norway one, Denmark one, while some of the Finnish buildings were put 
up by Hussian architects. In no cases were competitions held.

The cost of tho Exhibition was 4,275,000 kroners, equal to about £213,000 English money.
In conversation with tho British Minister of Legation in Stockholm, I ascertained that owing to 

good management and the popularity of the scheme, the whole of this expense had already been met by 
the takings (about the middle df August last). Mr, Pakcnham told me that at one time, soon after

opening,

♦
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opening, it was feared there might be a deficit, Thereupnn tho Government determined to open a “ Tom
bola,” or public lottery, but the results on other and more legitimate enterprises have been so assuring 
that the “ Tombola” has fallen almost into disuse, and it is not looked upon as necessary.

It would take too long to describe minutely in this report the general arrangements of this 
wonderful Exhibition, and it may be sufficient, perhaps, to say that it consists of one large central 
industrial building devoted to the suitable exhibits of the three nations. It is built as the main 
architectural effort and the leading feature of the whole Exhibition, being surmounted with a lofty dome 
and four engaged minarets ; it dominates the city, and emphasises the important scheme. Other national 
buildings, also for the joint exhibits, comprise a large machinery hall, consisting of a wide nave and two 
aisles, constructed of timber and glass, the main ribs of the roof being carried down to the floor, and 
supporting in an ingenious manner a series of galleries framed into the' spreading timber-work of the 
principals.

The National Museum contained exhibits of domestic handiwork, a special characteristic of Scan
dinavian nations, and the results of the education in the sciences and other schools. There are separate 
buildings also for technical industries, the fishery halls, army and navy exhibits, horticultural exhibits, and 
a pavilion erected by tbe city of Stockholm, displaying every variety of sanitary and municipal objects, 
one annexe containing the entire section of a public street, in which the spectators can see in actual size 
the arrangements for subways, pipes, drainage, &c.

The official portion of tbc Exhibition also includes extensive administration buildings, royal pavilion, 
post, telegraph, and telephone station, press pavilion, and others erected by various small provinces.

Tho special exhibits include a pavilion of tourists and sportsmen’s exhibits, another theatrical and 
musical exhibits, a further for mining, another for forestry, and also another for the application of 
electricity.

Throughout the grounds are scattered a large number of strikingly-designed pavilions of all 
dimensions erected by manufacturing firms for tbe display of their own production.

Amusement and refreshments are extremely well looked after, and in alt directions can be found 
refreshment pavilions with tariffs of every grade, the whole being very well conducted.

One very striking spectacle is tbe reproduction of the old town of Stockholm (in a similar way as 
at Earl’s Court); encampments of Laplanders and Linns, who give national entertainments; also zoological 
exhibits, and a large number of amusements of every description, and facilities for tbe sale of small articles.

The gardens have been laid out with great taste, and must evidently have been allowed at least two 
or three years to attain their present maturity. '

Altogether tbe Exhibition is one that offers a most suitable example for guidance should another 
be undertaken in New South Wales. •

I noticed that the authorities advertised the Exhibition in particularly well-executed posters spread 
over a wide area, and developed a system of private advertising without detriment to the 'general 
appearance of the Exhibition that must have added very materially to the returns.

Tbe International Exhibition at Brussels, with its auxiliary at Tervueren, is of a somewhat different 
description to that at Stockholm, inasmuch as it is open to the exhibits of all nations, and is principally 
confined under one roof.

Tbe building is of very largo dimensions, being in reality an enlargement of the Palais du Ciuquan- 
tenaire, and contains courts devoted to Belgium, Prance, United States, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, 
Great Britain, Spain, the Ottoman Empire, China, Japan, Bnssia, Austria, and Hungary. These several 
nations have classified their exhibits, and in some cases the result is almost complete exhibitions in 
themselves.

The art section has been very specially provided for in a gallery of large dimensions, containing a 
number of courts. In these are assembled a collection of pictures of the world, and this alone is a source 
of very great attraction to the public.

The gardens in front of the building contain a large number of buildings, some of an official 
character, others of a private, while tbe restaurants and cafes are so numerous as to form themselves into 
long streets. ‘

As in Stockholm and London, there is a reproduction on this occasion of old Brussels, providing a 
large number of amusements, as well as a curious representation of an old town of the middle ages.

Tbe auxiliary Exhibition at Tervueren, a public park about 8 miles distant, and which, I am of the 
opinion, suffers as an auxiliary in consequence of its isolation, contains a very fine and complete exhibition 
of the products, manufactures, aud inhabitants of the Congo States of West Africa ; and this being the 
only colony possessed by Belgium, tbe very utmost has been made of it. I did not see much advantage 
in connecting the Tervueren Exhibition with the International Exhibition in Brussels, as the former 
appears to be devoted, with the exception of the Colonial Exhibition, to the pleasure of the people of 
Brussels.

I am not iu a position to speak with any degree of authority as to the cost of the Exhibition or of 
the returns, but I am of opinion that the outlay has been in excess of that of Stockholm, and, to my mind, 
the result is not so good. The latter contains so much that is fresh, picturesque, and attractive, while that 
at Brussels is carried on on the more stereotyped lines of exhibitions with which tho public hqve to some 
extent been surfeited. .

The access to the Exhibition at Brussels is easy and convenient; it is on the outskirts of the town, 
and approached from the principal centres by horse aud electric trams, some of the latter having the 
motive power in accumulators carried in tbe cars, and others from overhead wires, and third, from under
ground wires, while I noticed in places that all three travel upon the same metals.

Summing up the impressions I gained from tbe inspection of these undertakings, I am of opinion 
that, so far as a Colonial Exhibition in New South Wales is concerned alone, there is a great deal that is 
suggestive at Earl’s Court Exhibition in London, while for an Intercolonial Exhibition, I consider Stock
holm the prototype, and in both cases much can he learned from the Horticultural Exhibition at Hamburg

[Six Diugriuns.j
W. L. VEBNON.

[2M
Sydney: William Applegate GulHek, Government Printer.—189??,
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NORFOLK ISLAND.
(CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO THE TRANSFER OF, TO THE GOVERNMENT OF NEW SOUTH WALES.)

Prinlcd under So. 15 Report from Printing Committee, 12 August, 1897.

Jkmntel) to hjj CommanJl of g)iss (ExctUmei) the (fiofctntor, 11 JUgust, 1897.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Serial
No. From at to whom. Date.

1895.
i Viscount Hampden .. Aug, 21

o To Viscount Hampden Sept. 18

3 Governor Viscount Doe. 13
Hampden. (Kec. Dec. 13.) 

Telegram,
4 To Governor Viscount Dec. 14

Hampden. Telegram.

1896.
5 Governor Viscount Jan 20

Hampden. (Rec. Feb. 25.)

G Agent - General for 
New Zealand.

March 4

7 Governor Viscount March 10
TTflmpdcn. (Rec, March 10.) 

Telegram.

S Governor the Earl of (Rec. March 11.)
Glasgow (New Zea
land).

Telegram.

3 To Governor Viscount March 14
Hampden. Telegram.

10 To Governor the Earl March 14
of Glasgow (New 
Zealand).

Telegram.

11 To the Agent-General 
for New Zealand.

March 14

12 Governor Viscount March 3
Hampden. (Rec. April 13.)

13 Ditto ................... March 5 
(Rec, April 13.)

14 Ditto March 19 
(Rec. April 27.)

Subject. rage.

Requests to be furnished with the Secretary of State’s views 
respecting the future administration of Norfolk Island.

Requests him, on his arrival in New South Wales, to consider the 
matter, and report, after consultation with his Ministers, as to 
the best course to he adopted.

States that his Ministers agiee in principle to the transfer of the 
Island ; inquires whether he may proceed with the matter and 
forward the agreement for approval.

States that there is no objection to course proposed ; but if terms 
proposed affect Her Majesty’s Government, requests him to 
telegraph them.

States that his Ministers have agreed to the suggested transfer, 
subject to certain conditions, and indicates the measures he 
proposes to take.

Encloses copy of telegraphic correspondence with his Government 
on the subject of the proposed annexation of Norfolk Island to 
New South Wales, and expresses a hope that the completion 
of the proposed arrangement may be deferred pending any 
further representations which his Government may desire to 
make.

Considers that the Island should bo placed under the administra
tion of New South Wales without incorporation, but Law 
Officers advise that an Order in Council will subject the Island 
to all laws of the Colony. Inquires whether he has authority 
to appoint Resident Magistrate.

Submits that it would be desirable to cousult the Government of 
New Zealand before cancelling existing arrangements.

States that no steps will be taken in the matter of the transfer of, 
the Island until the arrival of despatches, and that the appoint
ment of a magistrate must stand over, as the New Zealand 
Government raises objection.

States that the Secretary of State will await arrival of despatches 
before taking any steps.

States that the Governors of New South Wales and New Zealand
' have been informed by telegram that no further steps will be 

taken in the matter of the annexation of the Island pending 
the receipt of despatches from both Colonies. i

Reports the appointment of a Commission to investigate the] 
matter referred to in No. o.

Transmits copy of a letter covering a protest from the House of 
Representatives of Norfolk Island against the proposed amiexa- 
tion ; states that the Law Officers advise that the transfer 
should be deferred until the form of document effecting it is’ 
settled ; and requests authority in the meantime to appoint a 
Resident Magistrate.

Transmits copy of a letter from the Hon. J. H. Carruthcrs cover-, 
ing a copy of a report, by himself and Mr. Oliver, on the 
affairs of the Island ; observes that Imperial assistance will be 
necessary. |

*252—A
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Serial
No. From Or to whom.

15 To Governor the Earl 
of Glasgow (New 
Zealand).

16 To Governor "Viscount 
Hampden.

17 Mr. Byron Adams and 
other inhabitants of 
Norfolk Island.

IS Governor Viscount 
Hampden.

19 To Governor Viscount 
Hampden.

20 Governor the Earl of 
Glasgow (New 
Zealand).

21 To Governor Viscount 
Hampden,

22 To Governor the Earl 
of Glasgow (New 
Zealand).

23 Governor the Earl of 
Glasgow (New 
Zealand).

24 To Governor Viscount 
Hampden.

25 Governor Viscount
Hampden.

26 Ditto ....................

27 Ditto...........................

28 To Governor Viscount 
Hampden.

29 Governor Viscount 
Hampden.

30 To Governor Viscount 
Hampden,

31 Ditto ....................

32 Governor Viscount 
Hampden.

33 Ditto ....................

34 To Governor Viscount 
Hampden.

35 Governor Viscount 
Hampden.

36 . To Governor Viscount
1 Hampden.

37 j Governor Viscount 
Hampden.

38 To Governor Viscount 
ampden.

Date.

1896.
May 23 Inquires when his despatch

Telegram. be expected.

Subject. Page.

respecting the proposed transfer may

May 30

March 27 
(Bee. in Colonial 

Office June 2.)
June 15 

(Rec. June 15.) 
Telegram, 
June 18 . 

Telegram. 
May 26 

(Rec. July 7.)

July 9.

July 16 
Telegram.

July 22 
(Rec. July 22.) 

Telegram, 
July 31 

Telegram.

June 29 
(Rec. Aug. 4.) 

August 5 
(Rcc. August 5.) 

Telegram. 
August 5 

(Rec. Sept. 12.)

September 25 
Telegram.

October 14 
(Rec. Oct. 14.) 

Telegram.

October 23 
Telegram.

October 30

October 9 
(Rec. Nov. 18.)

October 16 
(Ree. Nov. 23.)

December 28 
Telegram.

1897.
November 28,

1896.
(Rec. Jan. 4,

1897. ) 
January 14

December 16,
1896.

(Rec. Jan, 25,
1897. )

January 27.

States tbe arrangements made for providing the salary of a magis
trate, and, if necessary, a clerk.

Memorial to the Queen, setting forth their views as to the position 
of affairs in the Island, and deprecating any change in the 
administration.

Considers that the administration of the Island should not be 
transferred to New Zealand without again referring to his 

Ministers.
States that Secretary of State is waiting despatch from New 

Zealand, and before taking action will communicate with him.
States the objections of his Government to the control of the 

Island by New South Wales, and suggests, on behalf of his 
Government, that, pending the settlement of the question of 
laying a new Pacific cable, no change should be made. _

Informs him that a memorial has been received from certain 
inhabitants of the Island respecting the position of affairs, and 
deprecating any changes in the administration; and requests 
him to inform the memorialists that their representations will 
receive full consideration.

Proposes to arrange transfer of the Island to New South Wales 
without waiting for the settlement of the question of the new 
Pacific cable, as the matter is urgent, unless reasons for 
further delay are sent by telegraph. _

States that Colonial Government have nothing to add to their 
representations contained in despatch of May 26th, but con
sider that Norfolk Island shows preference to New Zealand.

States that Her Majesty’s Government are willing to attach Nor
folk Island to New South Wales if Colonial Government are 
ready to undertake expenses of future administration.

Encloses copy of a further Report by the Commissioners ap
pointed to inquire into the affairs of the Island. _

States that his Government accepts offer of Norfolk Island, with a 
grant of, say, £1,000, which is considered equitable, but not 
an essential condition. ...

Encloses Minute from bis Ministers accepting tSic administration 
of the Island, and suggesting a grant of £1,000 from Imperial 
funds towards cost of repairing buildings ; also sends copy of a 
letter addressed to Colonel Spalding, C.M.G., who has accepted 
the appointment of Resident Magistrate. _

Proposes to annex the Island to New South Wales by Order in 
Council, with provisos, and inquires whether proposals meet 
view’s of his Ministers.

States that Ministers propose that administration only should be 
transferred, legislative powers remaining as before, and that 
complete annexation be deferred.; meanwhile New South 
Wales Government will bear expense of administration.

States that Treasury agrees to grant £1,006, also £100 for Colonel 
Spalding’s passage, and that Order in Council will be sent out 
as soon as possible vesting tire administration in the New South 
Wales Government. . , ,

States the financial arrangements made in connection with the 
transfer ; an Order in Council is being drafted providing for the 
change of administration, and, in the meantime, the existing 
laws require amendment before Colonel Spalding can act as 
Magistrate. j .

States that a special expenditure of £1,115 10s. ‘will l>e involved 
by the transfer, in addition to an annual charge of £1.00 a year; 
also that his Ministers are considering the method of transfer, 
and incline to the opinion that an Imperial Statute will he 

necessary. _
Transmits copy of memorandum by the Premier, stating that k 

Ministers propose that the Island should not he annexed 
formally to New South Wales, and that their services should 
be administrative only, legislation being conducted as formerly, 
it being understood that the Island is secured to New' South 
Wales, or the future Federal body, when it is found expedient 
to ask for its annexation.

Proposes to submit Order in Council conferring on Governor of 
New South Wales powers at present possessed by him as 
Governor of Norfolk Island.

Reports the steps taken by him on his visit to Norfolk Island to 
inaugurate the new system of Government.

Approves of liia proceedings on the occasion of his visit to the 
Island, and thanks him for his labour iu connection with the 
introduction of a system of better Government.

Transmits copies of two despatches from the Chief Magistrate, 
showing that the change in the laws and regulations of the 
Island had been satisfactorily effected ; that the election of the 
Council of Elders had been efficiently conducted ; and that a 
salutary effect had already been created by the conviction and 
punishment of offenders. _ _ _

Transmits Order in Council providing for the future administration 
of Norfolk Island.__________________________________
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TRANSFER OF NORFOLK ISLAND TO THE GOVERNMENT OF NEW SOUTH WALKS.

No. 1.
Viscount Hampden (Governor Designate of New South AVales) to Colonial Office.

(Received 22 August, 1895. Answered by No. 2.)
Sir, The Hoo, Welwyn, August 21, 1895.

It will be of great assistance to me if, prior to my departure for New South Wales, I can have 
the opportunity of obtaining your views respecting the affairs of Norfolk Island. _

By Royal Order in Council of the 24th June, 185G, the Governor of Norfolk Island has vested in 
himself full powers of legislation, subject only to Royal instructions, and as to these he is guided by Royal 
instructions issued to Sir William Denison in tbe same year as the Order in Council aforesaid was issued.

Acting upon these instructions, Sir William Denison, and the Governors of Norfolk Island who 
have succeeded him, appear to have preserved as far as possible the laws and usages by which the 
inhabitants of Norfolk Island bad been accustomed to govern themselves when they inhabited Pitcairn Island.

These laws and usages, which for many years were sufficient for the ■wants of the small community 
existing on the Island, have been found of recent years to be quite inapplicable to the times and to the 
condition of the existing population of some 900 persons.

In the Island there is no court of justice nor prison, no sheriff, nor paid policeman; there are 
consequently no means for the recovery of debt nor for the punishment of serious crime, and in the event 
of a direction being issued by the Governor for the trial of a person charged with serious crime, there is in 
case of conviction no power to transport such a criminal, nor is there any prison in the Island in which a 
prisoner can be detained. _

It appears that Lord Ripon, in a despatch of January 1, 1895,'*' acknowledged the receipt of a 
despatch from Sir Robert Duff of the 15th October, 1894,* enclosing a report of Commissioners who were 
appointed to inquire into matters connected with the administration of justice in Norfolk Island.

The recommendations of these Commissioners were generally approved bytLord Ripon, but His 
Lordship, while admitting that it was out of the question that the revenue of tho Island could be made 
sufficient to meet the cost involved in the appointment of a Resident Magistrate, intimated that a sufficient 
case had not been made out to justify him in asking the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury to sanction 
any expenditure from Imperial funds.

Upon the question of sufficiency of revenue, I have reason to believe that, with proper adminis
tration, sufficient funds can be obtained to meet the cost of the charges proposed by the Commissioners.

This belief is founded on a report forwarded to me by His Excellency Sir Frederick Darley of a Mr. 
McFarland, a retired District Court Judge of New South Wales, who has recently visited Norfolk Island, 
and has always taken a keen interest in its welfare.

Mr. McFarland asserts that of 9,000 acres of land in the Island, nearly every foot is very fertile ; 
that there are now not more than. 200 acres under cultivation ; that there are still unalienated at least 4,500 
acres of rural land, worth at present selling rate £3 an acre, or £13,500 ; and that, in addition, there are 
200 acres or more of a town reserve adjoining Government House well adapted for building.

I£ these statements are confirmed by competent examination, it would follow that the increased 
cost of a better administration of justice will be a cliurge only temporary in its character, and under these 
circumstances it is a question for consideration whether, pending the sale of these lands, if such a course 
be sanctioned, tho necessary funds may not be obtained by a taxation upon imports.

At the same time, I venture to express an opbiion that considerations of convenience, of local 
interests, of economical administration, and of the treatment of criminals, point to the desirability of per
suading the Government of New South Wales to assume the charge of Norfolk Island ; and it is upon this 
point specially that I desire to obtain your opinion before I leave for Sydney. I have, &c.,

HAMPDEN.

No. 2.
Colonial Office to Viscount Hampden.

(Answered by No. 5.)
My Lord, Downing-street, September 18, 1895.

I am directed by Mr. Secretary Chamberlain to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 
21st ultimof expressing your desire to be made acquainted with his views respecting the aftairs of Norfolk 
Island.

2. I am to observe, in the first instance, that Her Majesty’s Government would regard with much 
satisfaction, the taking over of the administration of Norfolk Island by the Government of New South 
Wales, and Mr. Chamberlain is glad to find that this view appears to be shared by yourself.

3. Norfolk Island, as you arc doubtless aware, was atone time a part of New South Wales, and-was 
mentioned in the Governor’s Commission; butin 1843 it was annexed to Tasmania, or Van Diemen’s Land, 
as it was then called. In 1856, however, it was separated from Tasmania, and created into a separate 
settlement, doubtless in consequence of the recommendation in Sir. W. Denison’s despatch of the 27th 
February, 1856, that the Island should be withdrawn from the jurisdiction of the adjoining Colonies, on 
grounds which do not seem to hold good at the present day. Moreover, on reference to that despatch it will 
be seen that Sir W. Denison’s original proposal had been that the Island should be re-transferred to New 
South Wales.

4. Mr. Chamberlain will be glad, therefore, if, on your arrival in New South Wales, you will take 
the whole matter into your consideration, and will favour him with your opinion, after consultation with 
your Ministers, as to the best course to be adopted.

5. The correspondence enclosed,* some part of which has been communicated to you before, is annexed
for reference, and I am to request that you will be good enough to return the original despatches before 
leaving this country. I am, <fcc.,

JOHN BRAMSTON.
. * No. 3.
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Sco 0- in C. of 
24th June, 185(1' 
r.P. of June, lesT.PftrtlL.p 
Sec P.P. 5th Feb 
1857, p. 20, para. 12.
P.P. 5th Feb. 
and June, lb57. 
lioport on Nor
folk Island, 
August, 1885,
C. 4842.

* Not printed, t No. f;
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No. 3.
Governor Viscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain.
(Received December 13, 1895. Telegram. Answered by No. 4.)

Ministers agree in principle transfer of Norfolk Island. Can I go on with and forward agreement 
for your approval 7

No. 4.
Mr. Chamberlain to Governor Viscount Hampden.

(Sent December 14, 1895, Telegram.)
No objection to course proposed. Norfolk Island. If terms proposed affect Her Majesty’s Govern
ment, you should telegraph them.

No. 5.

Sir William 
Denison to 
Colonial Office, 
September 3,
1855. *
Colonial Office 
to Sir William Denison, 
January 21, 
1S5G*
Sir William 
Denison to 
Colonial Office, 
February 27,
1856. *

Governor Viscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain.
(Received February 25, 1896.)

Sir, Government House, Sydney, January 20, 1896.
I have the honor to inform you that, acting on the instructions which I received on leaving 

London, I directed my attention to the affairs of Norfolk Island as soon as I arrived in Sydney.
I have had the advantage of discussing the position and prospects of the Islanders with my 

predecessor Sir Frederick Darley, and with several gentlemen resident here who, having visited the Island 
themselves, and being well acquainted with the people, were well qualified to give me valuable advice.

These gentlemen concur generally in their description of tbe affairs on the Island.
The administration of justice, which is now in the hands of a Magistrate elected by the community, 

has been partial and unsatisfactory. Crime is rarely punished, and debts are not recoverable.
The public buildings, including the gaol, are in a ruinous condition, and those utilised for a lock-up 

are unfitted for such use.
The land, which is extremely fertile, is, with the exception of a small area, untilled, the people 

making no effort to develop the resources of the Island,
This short but significant statement of facts clearly establishes the failure of the experiment made 

in 1856, when the immigration of other settlers was discouraged, and it was hoped that the Pitcairn 
Islanders transferred to Norfolk Island, and governing themselves under a simple code of regulations, would 
develop the resources of its fertile soil, and form a prosperous community.

This being the condition of affairs in the Island, it is evident that immediate steps should be taken 
to enforce the administration of the law, and to encourage the introduction of fresh settlers.

Acting upon the opinions I expressed to you in my letter of 2-lst August, 189of (with which you 
were pleased to concur), that the reasons against a re-transference of the Island to New South Wales, as 
stated by Sir William Denison in his despatch of February 27th, 1856, no longer existed, I requested my 
Ministers to consider a suggestion which I made to them, that Norfolk Island should be transferred to New 
South Wales. '

I am pleased to be able to inform you that my Ministers have agreed to the suggestion made to 
them, and I have the honor to forward to you their assent to the transfer, subject to the conditions that 
the rights of existing landowners shall be protected by the deed of transfer, and that the Pitcairn Fund 
shall be transferred, the proceeds to be applied to meet the expenses of administration of the Island.

It will be necessary to incur some cost in making arrangements preliminary to the transfer, with 
the view that no questions shall hereafter arise as to rights acquired by grants of land from the Crown, or 
by transfer otherwise. I am informed that the records of dealings in land have not been accurately kept, 
there being no reliable register of landowners, and I am consequently of the opinion that a Commission 
should be appointed to examine such documents as exist, to take evidence, and to prepare a register of all 
those having legal and equitable rights to the possession of the land.

I desire to confine the inquiry to the examination of rights founded upon grants made by the Crown, 
as the action taken by Her Majesty's Government in discontinuing tbe practice of making free grants of 
land, disposes of the claim that an equitable right to a free grant of land accrues to every person born on 
the Island.

Pending the transfer to New South Wales, I desire authority to alter the laws and regulations of 
the Island so as to ensure the administration of justice.

The present Chief Magistrate, Mr. Byron Adams, ignores instructions given him, and lie has been 
quite systematic in the non-performance of his duties.

For instance, my predecessor, Sir Frederick Darley, issued a decree in the spring of 1895 dis
franchising all voters who had not paid their medical and school fees, and I am informed, by trustworthy 
persons who were present in the Island at the time, that the Chief Magistrate on receiving this decree 
called a meeting, condemned the Governor’s action, and caused a roll of the inhabitants to be prepared for 
electoral purposes inclusive of these disfranchised persons. Upon a poll being held for the election of a 
Chief Magistrate for the year 1896 these persons voted, and the present Chief Magistrate, Mr. Byron 
Adams, was re-elected. ■ _

I feel assured that Mr. Byron Adams will ignore any instructions that I may send him as he has 
ignored the instructions of my predecessor, and I am confident that if he is continued in office the laws and 
regulations of the Island will, in the main, be disregarded. I

See Parliamentary Paper of 5th February, 1857. t No. 1.
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I propose, therefore, to issue a Proclamation repealing all existing laws and regulations, to apply to 
the Island the laws of New South "Wales, except the land and electoral laws, to supersede Mr, Byron 
Adams, and to appoint as Chief Magistrate, Mr, Francis Nobbs.

This gentleman is a resident on the Island, and has served as Chief Magistrate. I am in communi
cation with him, and I have every reason to believe that he will accept the nomination at a salary of .£100 
per annum.

In‘addition, it will be necessary to provide accommodation for two policemen to be employed, to 
build a small lock-up, and a store for tobacco or other goods which may have to be placed in bond.

1 suggest that authority be given me to expend a sum not exceeding .£500 in carrying out the pro
posals contained in this letter.

As to all these matters, I shall act in consultation with Ministers, and I shall proceed to Norfolk 
Island as soon as the time has arrived when I can inform the inhabitants of the decision of Her Majesty’s 
Government.

I enclose a form of Proclamation declaratory of the alteration in the laws which I have suggested, 
and an Order in Council to be issued when arrangements are complete for the transfer of the Island.

I have, ifcc.,
------------------ HAMPDEN.

[Enclosure 1 in IFo. 5.]
Minute for the Honorable the Premier.

December 2, 1895.
I desire to make a proposal to you with reference to Norfolk Island, and I shall be obliged if you will give 
me tbe opinion of your Government thereon.

Norfolk Island was at one time part of New South Wales, and was mentioned in the Governor's 
Commission ; but in 1843 it was annexed to Tasmania, or Van Diemen’s Land, as it was then called. In 
1856, however, it was separated from Tasmania, and created into a separate settlement, doubtless in 
consequence of the recommendation in Sir W. Denison’s despatch of the 27th February, 1856, that the 
Island should be withdrawn from the jurisdiction of the adjoining colonies, on grounds which do not seem to 
hold good at the present day. ,

Moreover, on reference to that despatch, it will be seen that Sir W. Denison’s original proposal had 
been that the Island should be re-transferred to New South Wales.

In 1894 Sir Robert Duff appointed commissioners to inquire into certain matters connected with 
tho administration of justice and the government of Norfolk Island. I enclose their report for your 
consideration.

I also enclose a report from Mr. McFarland to Sir Frederick Darley, dated May 4th, 1895.
The general purport of these reports is that the Island itself is fertile, but that the population, partly 

from inherited character and habits, and partly from the absence of any controlling authority, have no 
desire to cultivate the land and provide the means of defraying tho costs of a proper administration of 
justice. Mr. McFarland, as you will observe in his report, is of the opinion that a sufficient revenue could 
be found for all necessary purposes.

Assuming that this is the case, I am inclined to the opinion that considerations of convenience, local 
interests, uniformity of administration and treatment of criminals, point to the desirability of a re-transfer 
of Norfolk Island to New South Wales.

HAMPDEN,
------------------ Governor.

See Order in 
Council of 24th 
June, 1B56,
P.P. of June, 
1857, Part II., 
page 5.
See P.P. fith 
February, 1857. 
page 29, pam, 12. 
Report to Sir li. 
Duff by Judge 
Docker amt Mr. 
John Loo 
Watkins, dated 
31&t August. 
1894.

[Enclosure 2 in Eo. 5.] .

Treasury Minute for His Excellency the Governor.

Subject:—Norfolk Island.

The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, December 31, 1895, 
The Cabinet having considered the Minute of his Excellency the Governor, dated 2nd instant, on the above 
subject, desires to state that if Her Majesty’s Government is of opinion that Norfolk Island should he 
attached to this Colony, we are quite prepared to administer its affairs.

Of course the transfer would be made so that the Island would become a part of New South Wales, 
and subject to its laws ; all vested interests and all obligations incurred by Her Majesty’s Government to 
be treated justly, and as to the latter, duly honoured in our dealings with the inhabitants.

I understand that there is a fund in connection with the Pitcairn Islanders ; this, I presume, would 
be handed over to us for administration too.

------ ------------ G. H. REID.

[Enclosure 3 in No. 5.]

Laws and Regulations for Norfolk Island.

Whereas by an Order of the Queen in Council dated the 24th day of June, 1856, the Island called Norfolk 
Island was declared to be a distinct and separate settlement, and the Governor and Commauder in-Cbief 
for the time being.of the Colony of New South Wales was constituted and appointed Governor of the said 
Island, with power to make laws for the order, peace, and good government of the said Island : And 
whereas it was further ordered by Her Majesty in Council that, until annulled by competent authority, all 
laws, ordinances, and regulations, civil and ecclesiastical, which might be in force within the said Island at 
the time of the proclamation of the said Order in Council, should continue in force, subject only to such 
changes as should necessarily be consequent on tbe changes of government.

And whereas on the 14th day of October, 1857, Sir William Thomas Denison, being then Governor 
of the said Colony of New South Wales, in pursuance of the powers vested in him, did declare and enact 
that all laws, ordinances, and regulations which were then in force within the Island called Norfolk Island

. were

\
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■were thereby repealed and annulled, so far the Governor was competent to repeal them. And the said Sir 
"William Thomas Denison, in pursuance of such powers, did thereby make other laws for the order, peace, 
and good government of the said Island; and the said laws have been since altered and amended by 
subsequent Governors of the said Colony of New South Wales:

And whereas by the said Order in Council hereinbefore referred to it was ordered and declared that 
the Governor for the time being of the said Island called Norfolk Island should have full power and 
authority to constitute and appoint Judges, Justices of the Peace, and other necessary officers and 
Magistrates in the said Island for the administration of justice :

And whereas Her Majesty did, by Commission, dated the 5th day of July, 1895, duly appoint the 
Eight Honourable Henry Robert Brand Viscount Hampden to be Governor and Commander-in-Chief of 
the Colony of New South Wales : ■

And whereas, in the interests of the community inhabiting Norfolk Island, and for the 'better 
promoting the advancement and welfare of the said Island and its inhabitants, and the better and more 
certain administration of justice therein, it has been considered wise and expedient to repeal all existing 
laws and regulations respecting the said Island and now in force therein, and appoint an officer or officers- 
for the administration of justice therein, and to pass other laws and regulations for the better management 
of the afihirs of the said Island :

Now, therefore, I, Henry Robert Brand Viscount Hampden, the present Governor and Commander- 
in-Chief of the said Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Governor of Norfolk Island, 
do, in pursuance of the power vested in me, declare and enact as follows :—

1. All laws, ordinances, and regulations which have been and are now in force within the Island 
called Norfolk Island are hereby repealed and annulled.

2. The Executive Government of Norfolk Island, during the absence of the Governor, shall be 
vested in a Chief Magistrate (who must be a resident in the Island), to be appointed by the Governor of 
Norfolk Island, and who shall hold office during the pleasure of such Governor.

3. The first duty of the Chief Magistrate shall be the taking of a census of the inhabitants of the 
Island, in which shall be set forth the age of the inhabitants, the dates and places where bom, and the 
dates of marriage. All males who shall by such census be returned as having attained the age of 25 
years, and shall be residents in the Island, shall be termed “Elders,” and from this body shall he chosen a 
jury‘or juries for the trial of crimes and misdemeanours as hereinafter provided for.

4. The Chief Magistrate shall, with all convenient despatch, compile a registry of all alienated lands 
in the said Island, showing the names of the original grantees of such lands, and the names of the present 
holders thereof, and the interests held by them respectively therein, and shall continue such registry for 
the recording therein all future dealings with such lands and all future alienations of and subsequent 
dealings with the waste lands of the Island.

5. The Chief Magistrate shall keep a registry of all births, deaths, and marriages that may take 
place in the Island in the form now in use in the Colony of New South Wales, or as near thereto as 
circumstances will admit.

6. The Chief Magistrate shall have power to establish a Court of Civil and Criminal Jurisdiction, 
which court shall be a Court of Record, and shall have the like jurisdiction, and with the like powers of 
recovering debts and inflicting punishment, as the District Courts, Court of Quarter Sessions, and Courts of 
Petty Sessions now have in the Colony of New South Wales, so far as they can be applied to the circum
stances and requirements of the Island j but the Chief Magistrate shall not have any jurisdiction in the 
case of capital offences beyond taking evidence as at an information filed in a Police Court in the Colony of 
New South Wales; and in case of a committal for trial, lie shall forthwith report the same (which report 
shall be accompanied with a copy of the depositions taken) to the Governor of the Island, to abide his 
decision as to the future action to be taken in connection therewith.

7. For the purpose of carrying out the powers and duties of the said Court, the Chief Magistrate 
shall have power, and he is hereby authorised, to appoint such bailiffs and other subordinate officers as 
may appear to him to be necessary.

S. For the preservation of order in the community of the said Island, the said Chief Magistrate 
shall have the same powers as arc now vested in Justices of the Peace for the City of Sydney, in tho 
Colony of New South "Wales, so far as the same can be applied to the said Island, and shall have the like 
power of enforcing any judgment given by him in any case as the said Justices for the City of Sydney 
now possess.

9. All crimes and misdemeanours not determinable by the Cliief Magistrate when sitting as a Court 
of Petty Sessions shall be triable before the Chief Magistrate presiding as at a Court of Quarter Sessions 
in New South Wales, and a jury of twelve persons to be chosen as next hereinafter provided for; and all

, such offences shall be dealt with in accordance with the laws now in force in New South Wales, so far as 
applicable.

10. Inasmuch as the method of summoning juries in the Colony of New South Wales is inappli
cable to the circumstances of the Island, the power of summoning a jury or juries for the trial of any 
crime or misdemeanour (not punishable summarily by the Cliief Magistrate) is hereby vested in the Cliief 
Magistrate, who shall summon such jury or juries in manner following :—

(a) He shall, by his writ, direct such person as he may appoint for the purpose to summon so many of 
the Elders as lie may think sufficient, to attend at the time and place to be fixed by him for the 
trial.

(i>) The said Elders shall be chosen by lot, in such manner as the Chief Magistrate may prescribe, 
from amongst those whose names appear on the census beforementioned, and such other male 
members of the community as to tho knovdedge of the Chief Magistrate shall have attained the 
age of 25 years.

(c) The persons so named by the Chief Magistrate shall thereupon issue a summons to the Elders in 
the following form :—

“ Mr. A.B. (naming the juror), you are hereby required to appear as a juror at the Court to be 
1 ■ holden at on the day of next, and there to attend

from day to day until you be discharged by the said Court," . 
and shall serve the same by causing it to be left at the usual or last known place of abode of, or 
served personally on, the said Elders. 11.
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11. The forma of procedure at any such trial, including the impanelling of the Jury and the rules 
of evidence and practice, shall be those authorised or in force at the time of making these rules and regu
lations in tho trial of criminal issues in the Supreme Court of ISTew South Wales, so far as the same are
applicable. ^ from time to time, by writing under his hand, appoint a place or

places as a common gaol or house of correction, and may, by writing aforesaid, appoint any person to be
keeper of the same. • 1. « xu

13. The Chief Magistrate shall have power to grant probate of a will of any inhabitant of the 
community who shall be of tho full age of 21 years, and die having made a will, and to grant letters of 
administration in case of a person dying intestate. The laws of distribution of the real and personal 
estate of any inhabitant dying intestate shall be tbe same as those now in force in the Colony of New- 
South Wales, and the forms of procedure in granting probates and administration shall be the same as 
those in operation in New SoUth Wales (substituting, so far as notice in the Gazette is concerned, a like 
notice to the Chief Magistrate of intention to apply for probate or administration, who shall make the 
same publicly known as to him may seem best) so far as such forms and procedure can be made applicable 
to the necessities and circumstances of the Island.

14. The Chief Magistrate shall have no control over the waste lands of the Island other than may 
from time to time be deputed to him by the Governor of the Island ; but it shall be his duty from time to 
time, and not less than once in each year, to furnish the Governor of the Island with a report as to the 
state of such waste lands, how and by whom occupied or enjoyed, and for what purposes, and whether it is 
or may be considered desirable to alienate and dispose of such waste lands, and to what extent, and the 
value from time to time of any town, suburban, or agricultural blocks, and tbe areas that should be 
included in any such blocks respectively.

[Enclosure 4 in No. 5.] '

At the Court at Buckingham Palace the day of 189

Present :—

Whereas by an Act of Parliament made and passed in the Session of Parliament held in the 6th and 7th 
years of Her Majesty’s reign, intituled “An Act to amend so much of an Act of the last Session for the 
Government of New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land as relates to Norfolk Island,” it was amongst 
■other things enacted that it should be lawful for Her Majesty, by Letters Patent under the Great Seal of 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, to sever Norfolk Island from the Government of New 
.South Wales, and to annex it to the Government and Colony of Van Diemen’s Land : And whereas in 
exercise of the powers so vested in Her Majesty as aforesaid by the said recited Act of Parliament, Her 
Majesty did, by Her Commission under the Great Seal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland, bearing date the 24th October, 1843, declare that from and after the 29th September, 1844, the 
said Island called Norfolk Island should be severed from the Government of New South Wales and annexed 
to the Government and Colony of Van Diemen’s Land : _ i _ '

And whereas by a certain Act of Parliament passed in the Session of Parliament held in the 18th 
and 19th years of the reign of Her Majesty, intituled “ An Act to repeal tho Acts of Parliament now in 
force respecting the disposal of waste lands of the Crown in Her Majesty’s Australian Colonies, and to 
make other provisions in lieu thereof,” it is amongst other things provided that it shall be lawful for Her 
Majesty at any time, by Order in Council, to separate Norfolk Island from the Colony of Van Diemen’s 
Land, and to make such provision ’tor the Government of Norfolk Island as might seem expedient:

' And whereas by an order made by us in Council on the 24th day of June, 1856, it was ordevec 
that from and after the date of the proclamation of the said Order in New South Wales, the said Island called 
Norfolk Island should be, and the same was thereby separated from the said Colony of Van Dieman’s 
Land, then and now called Tasmania; and that from tlie date aforesaid all power, authority, and juris
diction of the Governor, Legislature, Courts of Justice, and Magistrates of Tasmania over the said Island 
should cease and determine. And it was by us in the said Order further ordered and declared, that from 
the date aforesaid the said Island called Norfolk Island should be a distinct and separate settlement, the affairs 
of which, until further order made iu that behalf by Her Majesty, should be administered by a Governor 
to be for that purpose appointed by Her Majesty, with the advice and consent of her Privy Council. And 
it was by us in the said Order further ordered and declared that the Governor and Commander-in-Chief for 
the time being in and over the Colony of New South Wales should'be constituted and appointed Governor 
of the said Island called Norfolk Island :

And whereas our said last-recited Order in Council was duly proclaimed in the Government Gazette 
of the said Colony of New South Wales on the day of 185 , whereupon the said
Island called Norfolk Island became a distinct and separate settlement, and the affairs of the said Island 
have been, and still are, subject only to our Boyal instructions, administered by the Governor of the said 
Colony of New South Wales under the powers vested in the said Governor by the said Oixier in Council.

And whereas, by a certain other Act of Parliament made and passed in the Session of Parliament 
held in the 58th and 59th years of Her Majesty’s reign, intituled “ An Act to provide in certain cases for 
the alteration of the boundaries of colonics.” it is enacted “that where the boundaries of a colony have, 
either before or after the passing of the said Act, been altered by Her Majesty the Queen by Order in 
Council or Letters Patent, the boundaries as so altered shall be and be deemed to have been from tbe date 
of the alteration of the boundaries of the Colony, jprovided that the consent of a self-governing Colony 
shall be required for the alteration of the boundaries thereof ” : i

And whereas it has been represented to us that it is highly expedient for and desirable in tbe 
interests of the community of the said Island that the future Government of the said Island should be 
placed under the control of the Government of our Colony of New South Wales, and the Government of 
such Colony has expressed its willingness to accept such Government and control:

Now, therefore, we do hereby order and direct that immediately upon and from and after the 
proclamation of this our Order in the Government Gazette of New South Wales, the Island called and

known
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known as Norfolk Island shall be transferred to, and shall thereupon become annexed to, the Colony of 
New South Wales, and the said Island and the land thereof shall be vested in the said Government, and 
the care, management, government, and control of the inhabitants thereof shall be committed to, and upon 
such proclamation as aforesaid shall be vested in, the Government of New South Wales.

And we do further order, direct, and empower the said Government of New South Wales to make 
such laws and regulations for the sale and disposal of the waste lands of the said Island, and to make 
grants thereof, as such Government may in its wisdom consider desirable, and that such sale and disposal 
of the said lauds shall not be limited to the present inhabitants of the said Island, but in the interests of 
such inhabitants, and for the promotion of the moral, economic, and commercial interests of such 
inhabitants, and for the more completely developing the resources of the said Island, the lands thereof 
may be sold and disposed of to strangers, who shall be British-born subjects, or shall have been naturalised, 
and who shall be desirous of settling in the said Island.

And we do further order, direct, and empower the said Government of New South Wales to make 
and promulgate such laws and regulations, and to constitute and appoint such Judges, Justices of the 
Peace, and other necessary officers and Magistrates as it may consider fit and expedient for the establishment 
of superior and inferior courts of justice of civil and criminal jurisdiction in the said Island for the due 
administration of justice therein, and also to make and promulgate such laws and regulations as it may 
consider desirable to promote the social, commercial, and industrial interests of the inhabitants of the said 
Island, and from time to time; to repeal, alter, and amend all or any of such laws as the said Government 
may consider necessary for all or any of the purposes aforesaid.

And we do further order, direct, and empower the said Government of Now South Wales to raise 
from time to time from the inhabitants of the said Island, or from any person or persons trading or dealing 
with them, a revenue for the purposes of the said Island, by such ways and means as the said Government 
may consider fit and expedient for so promoting the interests of the present and future inhabitants of the 
said Island. '

And we do further order and direct that our Governor of New South Wales shall, immediately 
upon such proclamation as aforesaid of this our Order, transfer to the Government of New South Wales the 
fund known os the Pitcairn Island Fund now vested in him or under his control, for the purposes of the 
jicome arising thereform being applied towards the due support of the governing and social institutions 
that may be introduced into or made applicable to the said Island,

[Enclosure 5 in No. 5.]
May it please your Excellency, Granville, January 1, 1896.

In accordance with my undertaking at our conversation upon Norfolk Island matters, I have 
consulted with Mr. J. L. Watkins, Parliamentary Draftsman, who was my co-Commissioner to Norfolk 
Island, and Mr. W. R. Beaver, Clerk of the Peace, who acted as our Secretary.

1 informed them that it was not your Excellency’s intention to ask the Imperial Government for 
any subsidy, as it is your view that the residents of the Island should defray all the costs of their Govern
ment, including the administration of justice; and that you also propose to discontinue the Chaplain’s 
stipend, and to transfer the duties of his office to the missionaries of the Melanesian Mission resident on 
the Island.

We agree that it is essential for the due administration of justice that a 'Resident Magistrate should 
■be-appointed, as recommended in our report to the late Governor, and that as the revenue is not, for some 
time to come, likely to afford the salary for a qualified person from elsewhere, as is desirable, the next best 
course would be to appoint one of the Islanders as Police Magistrate during pleasure, dissociating the 
administration of justice entirely from the municipal government of the Island. .

'We agree to recommend to your Excellency for such appointment Mr. Francis Mason Nobbs, as 
being the best, and we think the only, person in the community who unites the qualifications of ability, 
education, experience, and uprightness of character. I found that he had provided himself with some 
standard law-books, and had made himself fairly acquainted with the principles of law during his adminis
tration of the office of Chief Magistrate. We think that if he were invested with the powers of a Police 
Magistrate, and paid a salary of £100 per annum, some of the disadvantages attendant upon the appoint
ment of an Islander would he minimised. These arc set out in a letter subsequently addressed to me by 
Mr. Watkins, which he permits me to submit to your Excellency.

We also agree that it would be advantageous to transfer the ecclesiastical duties to the Bishop of 
Melanesia, within whose diocese we believe Norfolk Island now is j but we do not think that the whole of 
the Chaplain's stipend could be saved thereby, though perhaps one-half might. The clergy of the Melanesian 
Mission are supported through missionary societies by contributions from the general public for a definite 
purpose, and it is obvious that they would have no right to devote themselves to other duties without 
receiving contributions to their support in respect of those duties.

Considering the economic conditions of the community, we think that there would be no possibility 
of collecting such contributions directly from the individual members, and that a subsidy must come out 
of the funds within your Excellency’s control.

Wc discussed the question of increasing tho revenue by Customs duties, which we think desirable, 
but we do not possess sufficient technical knowledge of the subject to enable us to make any recommenda
tions with respect to it, and we would venture to suggest that as to this matter an expert, such as the 
Collector of Customs, should be consulted.

We are of opinion, however, that the imposition of duties will be distasteful to the Islanders 
generally, and any opportunities of evading them would be eagerly seized. We also feel convinced that the 
law would receive no support from the present chief authority in the Island.

We do not think it would be incompatible with his judicial duties if the person whom we recommend 
as Police Magistrate were also appointed local Collector of Customs. In some of our inland towns the 
duties of Police Magistrate and of receiver of local revenue are combined.

I have just received letters from Norfolk Island, and there are some matters reported by reliable 
correspondents which it seems to me it is my duty to bring under your Excellency’s notice, as indicating 
the urgent necessity for a change in the constitution and administration of the Island. One
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One writes in November—referring to the enactments of the Lieutenant-Governor, Sir F.. Darley, 
as to.public debtors:—“This law, or.collection of laws, came on the people like a thunder-clap, and, as you
niay imagine, caused great consternation ; but they are just what was required..................At the last public
meeting the Chief Magistrate read the new laws, and a footnote after them, in which the Lieutenant- 
Governor stated he hoped the Chief Magistrate would not have to put them in force, and as soon as read, after 
some remarks, he. passed to other subjects, and, as usual, permitted everyone present to vote, whether a debtor 
or not, not realising, I suppose, that the new laws came into effect as soon as proclaimed. I quite expect at the
next general election for Chief Magistrate there will be a great deal of excitement.................... To show the
peculiarity of legal administration here, I must tell you of a case tried a short time since. One Timothy 
Christian was convicted by a jury of indecent assault, die., and fined M, besides appointed to clear so many 
yards of the stream running through the township. This work the jury said {as is their custom) was to 
begin on September 24th next, and the foreman explained that they meant the following Monday; but the 
accused was told by an outsider that the verdict did not require him to work till September, 1896, mid for 
some tune the young man refused to work, and defied the Chief Magistrate. Being present a few days 
no n/8 llt a public dance, to which no one then or there objected, he found plenty of partners,
the Chiet Magistrate has been much annoyed over this case, but he did ultimately make him do the work, 
but the fact that he could defy the authorities as he did speaks badly for the Island Constitution.”

\\ ith regard to this case, I am unable to say—not having the laws of October Hth, 1857, before 
me whether it came within the jurisdiction of the local Magistrate’s court and jury ; but it may be that a 
miscarriage of justice, has taken place. The proclamation of the late Governor of May 29th, 1894, enacts 
that all crimes not within the jurisdiction of such court shall be dealt with in. accordance with tho laws at 
that date in force in New South Males. By our laws this offence is a misdemeanour (in certain cases a 
felony), and is not punishable by fine, but by imprisonment. ■

m ^er C0ITesP0n^en^> writing on 26th December, informing me of the re-election of Byron Adams 
as Chief Magistrate, says :—“ The Magistrate ignores the instructions with reference to a law sent down 
hom the Lieutenant-Governor some three months ago-with instructions to the Magistrate to see that the 
Jaw )e strictly carried out ... . Instead of obeying the commands of the Lieutenant-Governor,
he called a public meeting, condemned the Governor’s action, appealed to tbe House, a great 
many of whom are indebted for fees, and some for fines, who, of course, supported the Magistrate’s action, 
and the ^w, as I have already stated, was ignored. At the election for the Magistrate and Councillors 

* 1? Magistrate certified tbe electoral roll as correct, though there are a great many defaulters on. 
le is . By so doing he, of course, gave himself a large majority of votes, defeating the other two 

candidates. °

I presume that your Excellency will receive a report from the lieturning Officer, and if the facts be 
as represented to me, I would respectfully express my opinion that you should declare the whole proceed
ings invalid.

j^POrte^onfirm the results of our personal observations, that the person who has been elected 
as Chief Magistrate is utterly unfit to be your Excellency’s representative in the Island,

I would venture, in conclusion, to urge the great importance of a visit to the Island by your Excel- 
ency at the earliest opportunity. It would have a strong moral effect upon the people, and you would be 

able to form from personal observation a better opinion of the condition and wants of that neglected com
munity than from any report, however elaborate.

To His Excellency Viscount Hampden,
Governor of Norfolk Island, <fec., Ac.

I have, Ac.,
ERNEST B. DOCKER,

Judge.

[Eviclosure 6 in No. o.j
My dear Docker,. Parliamentary Draftsman’s Office, Sydney, December 21, 1895,

-it - tlun^*I1S over the proposal to recommend the appointment of Mr. Francis Nobbs as 
Resident Magistrate at Norfolk Island, the following considerations have occurred to me :_

^ P,e advantages of a .Resident over a Visiting Magistrate appear to me to be tbe following
(a) Tiie prompt punishment of offenders and recovery of debts ;
(b) Continuing supervision over the punishments awarded and the execution of orders ; and

P1'05611?6 a trustworthy man who will inform the Governor as to the state of the Island.
2. Ihe appointment of one of the Islanders to the position will have this good effect, that it will 

open a career to the more ambitious men, and lead to a higher standard of education and conduct. It 
would also carry out.the previous policy of the British Government—that the Islanders should, so far as 
possible, manage their own affairs.

3. The disadvantages are :—
(a) The numerous family ties which the Magistrate would have on the Island.
(b) The absence of that prestige which a Visiting Magistrate would have. ’

,, I think these disadvantages would to a certain extent be diminished by the personal probity of 
Mr. IS obbs, and the influence which the possession of an assured position and an income comparatively 
large would be likely to have over the minds of the rest of the Islanders. ”
i i ■ 4'i iTh° aPPointmeilt should only be made after n visit by His Excellency to the Island. It would 
be desirable to allow some time after the annual election to elapse before the appointment is notified, and 
the new Magistrate should be inducted by His Excellency or by some person of standing nominated bv 
lum for that purpose. ■ ■

5. An arrangement might be made by which the Melanesian Mission would undertake the 
chaplaincy of the Island, as soon as His Excellency has satisfied himself that tho change would be beneficial. 
I would strongly recommmend that this arrangement be made. It would bring the Islanders under the 
best kind of outside influence. It might also effect a saving of perhaps £50 a year, and the question mmht 
then lie considered whether any duties of Customs or other imposts would be necessary to meet the extra, 
charges occasioned by the establishment of a proper civil and criminal jurisdiction within the Island.

* 252 B '
e.
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6. ’ If the imposition of duties is necessary, then they should be imposed on the induction of the 
Magistrate. It would not be well to impose them before a sufficient controlling power exists on the Island, 
and it would be prejudicial to the revenue to postpone the collection of the new duties, as the proposal to 
impose them must be well known on the Island. _ _ . .

This, which I intended as a letter, has taken the form of a report, and if you think it desirable you 
may show it to His Excellency. Yours, &c.,
Judge Docker. ------------------ JOHN L. WATEJHS.

fEnclosure 7 in No. 5.1
gjr; January G, 1896.

I am instructed by His Excellency the Governor to say that he has heard with regret that the 
law is not administered in Norfolk Island ; that few offenders are brought to trial; and that, on conviction 
being obtained and sentence passed, the penalty is very rarely enforced. _

His Excellency has further been informed that you have ignored the decree of his predecessor, Sir 
Frederick Darley, disfranchising all electors who had not paid their school fees, and that at the last election 
for Chief Magistrate this disqualification was not enforced. _ _

I have to instruc tyou to furnish His Excellency by return of mail with full particulars as to this 
election ; and I have further to inform you that if on inquiry His Excellency finds that the facts as reported 
to him are as stated, he will take immediate steps to put an end to a-condition of things which must, if 
continued, result in great injury to the best interests of the whole population. ^ _ _

It has been reported to His Excellency that Mr. William Adams had in his possession stores 
belonging to H.M.S. “Orlando,” which lie sold to Mr. Waterhouse. His Excellency has instructed 
Mr. Waterhouse to return the balance of these stores remaining in his possession to the first ship of Her 
Majesty's service calling at Norfolk Island, and his commands are that Mr. William Adams should at once 
refund to Mr. Waterhouse the value received for these stores. _ _

In reply to your letter of December 17th, lam to inforoi you that His Excellency null not make any 
further free grants of land, I have, (be.,

G. GATHORNE-HAHDY,
The Chief Magistrate, Norfolk Island.' Private Secretary.

No. 6.
A^ent-General for New Zealand to Colonial Office.

{Received Marcli 5, 1896. Answered by No. 11.)
Westminster Chambers, 13, Victoria-street, London, S-M1"., 

gjr March i, 1896.
Referring to mv interview with you of the 2nd instant, on the subject of Norfolk Island and its 

proposed annexation to the Colony of New South Wales, I bog herewith to transmit copy of tho cablegram 
which I received from my Government, and which I then brought under your notice. ^

I also enclose copy of the cablegram which I sent in reply, and which communicates to my Govern
ment the statements which you were good enough to make to mo on the subject. _

I beg to express a hope that the Imperial Government may see its way to defer the completion of 
the proposed arrangement, pending any further representations which my Government may desire to he 
considered in regard to the matter, as it affects the interests of the Colony of New Zealand.

I have, &c.,
W. B. PERCEVAL.

P.S.—Since writing the above I Lave received a further cablegram from my Government, copy of 
which I also transmit.

[Enclosure in No. 6,]
. Copies of Cablegrams.

New Zealand Government to The Agent-General.
Marcli 2, 1896.

Rumoured here proposed annexation Norfolk Island to New- South Wales. Inhabitants protest. The 
Island is an ecclesiastical province of New Zealand, and tbe Bishop of Melanesia and all the Bishops here 
favour New Zealand control, or that Island should not be interfered with Geographically, Island is nearer 
New Zealand, and before rumoured change be given effect to, we claim, as matter of courtesy, to be 
consulted. Inform Colonial Office.

Agent-General to The New Zealand Government.
' March 2, 1896.

Colonial Office states Norfolk Island was part New South Wales until 1813, then annexed Tasmania, 
and has been under Governor New South Wales since 1856. At request of Colonial Office the Government 
of New South Wales consents to annex. Matter awaits Order in Council. Colonial Office unaware New 
Zealand had any desire make any claim in respect thereto.

New Zealand Government to The Agent-General.
March 5, 1896.

Norfolk Island. New Zealand Government did not take exception as matters stood in last. Islanders 
practically enjoyed self-government, with suzerainty Government of New South Wales. Knowing great 
interest New Zealand has evinced in respect to Island, consider, as matter of courtesy, should have been 
consulted.

No. 7.:.
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No. 7.
Governor Viscoant Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain.
{Received March 10, 1896. Telegram. Answered by I\o. 9.)

Law Officers of the Colony advise that Order in Council will make Norfolk Island subject to all laws of 
this Colony. Consider it undesirable. Norfolk Island should be placed under administration of the 
Government without incorporation. Authority of Governor of New South Wales must be established. 
Have I authority to appoint Resident Magistrate, 20 January ? Ministers concur fully.

' 'No. 8.
' New Zealand. .

"Governor The. Earl of Glasgow to'Sir.'Chamberlain.
{Substance of Telegram received March 11, 1896. Answered by No. 10.)

Ip rumour correct that New South Wales applies to Imperial Government proposing to annex Norfolk 
Island, respectfully submit that the Island is an ecclesiastical province of' New Zealand, and that-it is 
geographically nearer to New Zealand than to New South Wales. Bishops of province prefer annexation 
to New Zealand, and before cancelling existing arrangements for government I consider it desirable that 
you should consult New Zealand Government.

No.,9.
Mr. Chamberlain to Governor Viscount Hampden.

{Sent March 14, 1896, Telegram.)
Referring to your telegram of 10th March,* I shall await arrival of despatches before taking any steps. 
Question of Magistrate must stand over. New Zealand raises objection.

No. 10.
New Zealand.

Mr. Chamberlain to Governor The Earl of Glasgow.
{Sent March 14, 1896. Telegram.)

Referring to your telegram of March ll,t I shall await arrival of despatches before taking any steps 
Norfolk Island.

No. 11.
Colonial Office to' The Agent-General for New Zealand.

Sir, Downing-street, March 14, 1896.
I am directed by Mr. Secretary Chamberlain to acknowledge the receipt of Sir W. B. 

Perceval’s letter of the 4th instant,! enclosing copies of a telegraphic correspondence with the New Zealand 
Government on the subject of Norfolk Island.

2, I am to inform you that in suggesting to the Government of New South Wales the annexation 
of Norfolk Island to that Colony no discourtesy was intended to the Government of New Zealand. It has 
for many years been recognised that the Colony of New South Wales is primarily interested in the Island, and 
tho Governor of New South Wales lias been officially responsible for the administration of its affairs. The 
telegrams communicated by Sir W. B. Perceval wore in fact the first intimation that the New Zealand 
Government regarded themselves as in any way interested in the matter.

I am to add that Mr. Chamberlain has now informed the Governors of New South Wales and New 
Zealand by telegraph that he will take no further steps in the matter pending the receipt of despatches * 
from both Colonies. ' I am, &c.,

R. H. MEADE.

No. 12. .
Governor Viscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain.

{Received April 13, 1896.)
Sir, Government House, Sydney, March 3, 1896.

In continuation of my Norfolk Island despatch of the 20th of January last,§ I have tho honor 
to inform you that I duly appointed a Commission to investigate the matter referred to in my previous 
despatch, it being my opinion that, having regard to Her Majesty’s Government’s approval of the proposal 
to transfer the administration of Norfolk Island to the Government of New South Wales, it was desirable 
to avoid any delay in giving effect to it.

The Commissioners arc the Honorable J. H. Carriithers, Secretary for Lands, and Mr. Charles 
Oliver, one of tho Commissioners for Railways in this Colony. The latter gentleman has visited the Island 
on several occasions, and is thoroughly acquainted with the Island and its community.

A surveyor of the Lands Department and a private secretary also accompanied the Commission.
In order to facilitate the movements of the Commission, I applied to the Naval Commander-in

Chief for the use of a man-of-war to convey them to and from the Island. Admiral Bridge was pleased to 
comply with my request, and the vessel is expected to return to Sydney during the next few days.

I trust that my efforts to bring the wish of the Imperial Government to a successful issue will meet 
with your approval. I have, Jc..

' ______ _______________________ HAMPDEN.
No. 13.

•No. 7 tNo. 8. J No. 6. g No. 5.
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No. 13.
Governor Viscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain.

(Received April 13, 1896.)
Sir, Government House, Sydney, March 5, 1896.

I have the honor to enclose a copy of a letter which I received last week. It is signed by Mi1. 
Byron Adams and by Mr. 0, Masey Quintal.

This letter is a summary of another document, copy also enclosed, which purports to be a memorial 
from the Elders and members of “ the House " in Norfolk Island.

I make no comment on these documents, as I shall shortly be in a position to send you a report of 
a Commission which returned here yesterday from the Island.

This report will deal fully with the condition of affairs on the Island.
My Ministers are advised by their Law Officers that the draft Order in Council for the transfer of 

the administration of Norfolk Island to New South Wales, transmitted to you under cover of my despatch 
of tho 20th of January last,* will in its present form subject the Island to all tbe laws of this Colony ; and 
as they consider that many of the laws of New South Wales are not adapted to the community of Norfolk 
Island, they are of opinion that proceedings for the transfer should be deferred until further consideration 
can be given to the form of the document effecting it. ■

In the meantime it is desirable that I should have authority to supersede the present Chief Magis
trate, and appoint a Kesident Magistrate who will administer the law.

At the present time there is in Norfolk Island no sufficient protection for person or property, and 
if matte re are allowed to continue in their present condition the consequences will be very serious to that 
portion of the population which looks to the due administration of the law for protection.

■ I have, itc.,
____________ HAMPDEN.

[A'nclo.rare 1 in No. 13.")

Your Excellency, “ Alice May," Campbell’s Wharf, Sydney, February 21, 1896.
In submitting to you the annexed memorial and protest from the Elders—members of “ the 

House of Representatives ”—of Norfolk Island, ve respectfully desire to summarise its leading contents 
by stating that those representatives object to annexation of that Island to New South Wales for govern
mental purposes because (amongst other reasons) such a measure would :

1st. Involve the destruction of the distinctive character and race of the people, as well as of the 
ancient laws, institutions, and customs of themselves and of their Pitcairn fathers, which^ were 
carried with them to Norfolk Island in 1856, and were guaranteed to them by Her Majesty’s 
Order in Council of that year, and which its successive Governors were thereby enjoined to 
“ preserve and maintain.”

2nd. It would subject the people of Norfolk Island to a code of laws (that of New South Wales) 
entirely different from their own, and unsuited to their circumstances.

3rd. It would inundate the Island with strangers, and expose all its unalienated lands (which are 
the property of the Islanders by gift) to be appropriated by those strangers within a few days 
time, and at a price very insignificant indeed. _

4th. It would lead to the introduction of large quantities of spirits, the importation of which has 
hitherto been strictly prohibited under the ancient laws of the Island,

5th. It would subject the Island to taxation without, we fear, adequate representation ; and deprive 
the Islanders of the rights of electing their own magistrates, which they have exercised for 100 
years past (upon Pitcairn and Norfolk Islands); and 

6th. In May, 1888, it was resolved by “the House of Representatives” at a meeting presided over 
by His Excellency Lord Carrington, at Norfolk Island (just as has been now resolved upon), that 

' Norfolk Island should remain a Crown colony, and not be annexed to New South Wales, and 
nothing has occurred since then which affects that decision.

There arc various other reasons which could be readily assigned why the present project should be 
abandoned, as we sincerely hope it may ; but should it be proceeded with, notwithstanding the memorial 
and protest now submitted to your Excellency, we respectfully request that that paper and this letter be 
forwarded to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, and that he be asked to submit them to Her Majesty 
the Queen, who has ever exhibited a like regard for tho wishes and happiness of the humblest of her 
colonies as of the greatest.

■ We are, <fcc.,
BYRON ADAMS,

Chief Magistrate, Norfolk Island,
0. MASEY QUINTAL, ^

Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme Court of New Zealand, Norfolk Island,
His Excellency Vicount Hampden, Governor of Norfolk Island. Delegates.

[Enclosure 2 in No. 13.]

Minutes of a Public Meeting.
Norfolk Island, February 5, 1896.

The meeting opened in the usual manner with prayer by tho Acting Chaplain,
The Chief Magistrate, in his opening speech, informed the House that tho reason for his calling the 

meeting was on account of most important subject—that is, the annexation to New South Wales. That 
he had read a paragraph in the two leading newspapers of New South Wales to the effect that the Imperial

Government

No. 5.
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Government had asked the Government of New South Wales to take over the management of Norfolk 
Island, and that the Ministers are considering the subject. The Chief Magistrate read the paragraph, and 
said that the question to be considered by the House is, “ Is it, or is it not, the desire of the Norfolk 
Islanders that Norfolk Island should be annexed to New South "Wales,” also “ he wishes to read a few 
letters from the Governor.”

Proposed by Mr. Stephen, seconded by Mr, Johnnie Quintal (senior) :—.
“ That we do not go under the New South Wales Government, but that a civil letter be written to 

His Excellency stating our reasons.”
Mr. Joseph Quintal spoke strongly on the same subject.
Mr. Henry Menges called for the minutes of the meeting at which Lord Carrington presided. 

Minutes were read ; then Mr. John Young spoke plainly on the subject, and also supported the proposition 
of Mr. Stephen Christian.

Two letters were read from Governor Darley, and one from Gathorne-Hardy, Private Secretary of 
the present Governor,

Mr. Francis Nobbs spoke on the naval stores in William Adams’s possession at this stage.
The Chief Magistrate then challenged the members of the full House to bring anything against him 

in the administration of the law, as mentioned in His Excellency’s letter.
Mr. Macoy Quintal also spoke in reference to the naval stores.
Mr. John Young proposed, seconded by Mr. Charles Evans :—

“ That two policemen be sent to Mr. P. S. Waterhouse’s residence to see that the goods be safely 
delivered on board the first of Her Majesty’s ships to arrive.”

Mr. F. M. Nobbs spoke on a letter relating to Mr. David Peacock, which be thinks ought to be 
read. .

Captain Champion then informed the House that the Governor used the word “annexation.” This 
was in answer to Mr. F. M. Nobbs.

It was proposed by Mr. Macey Quintal, seconded by Mr. Joseph Quintal:—
“That we be not annexed to New South Wales.”

Carried unanimously.
Mr. Buchanan also spoke on the subject, recommending us strongly not to be annexed to New South 

Wales, pointing out our disadvantages.
Mr. Waterhouse then informed the House that he did not see the Governor, nor did he inform His 

■Excellency of anything mentioned in the Governor's letter. His interview with His Excellency was after 
the date of the letter that was read.

Mr. John Young spoke at some length on the doctor’s fees in reference to the law by Sir Frederick 
Darley for debt, and said that he thought it would be as well to let His Excellency know that the doctor is 
receiving more than what he really agreed for, but that we ourselves gave it gratuitously.

Mr. F. M. Nobbs spoke on the law. He said he thought the Chief Magistrate should have written 
to His Excellency giving him a full explanation. '

Mr. Charles Nobbs spoke on the new law, and also the annexation, and said it is a mere newspaper 
report, and to take any steps in the matter would be premature.

Proposed by Mr. Gustave Quintal, seconded by Mr. William Adams :—
“That we petition the Imperial Government, enclosing the paragraph in the Sydney Morning Herald, 

of the 17 th January last, asking them not to annex ua to New South Wales under any 
circumstances.”

Proposed by Mr. William Adams, seconded by Mr. Joseph Quintal:—
“ That the Chief Magistrate go to Sydney with Mr. Macey Quintal to interview the Governor on the 

subject of annexation and other matters.”
Carried by a large majority. Fifty-nine in favour and nine against the resolution.
For the next meeting :
Proposed by Mr. Hodson Evans, seconded by Mr. Meade Adams :—

“ That no more strangers be admitted as members of this community.”
Mr. Phillip McCoy spoke as to the advisability of bringing in a law for “ breach of promise,” and 

asked that the matter be referred to the Governor.
Tiie meeting closed by singing the National Anthem.

No. 14.
Governor Viscount Hampden, to Mr. Chamberlain. .

(Received April 27, 1896.)
Sir, Government House, Sydney, March 19, 1896.

I have tbe honor to enclose a copy of a letter from the Honorable J. H. Carruthers, M.L.A., 
Minister for Lands, covering a copy of a report drafted by Mr. Carruthers and Mr. Charles J. Oliver, who 
were appointed by me as Commissoners to make full inquiiy into the affairs of Norfolk Island.

2. I would here invite your attention to that portion of the joint report of Messieurs Carruthers and 
Oliver pointing out that the application of the laws and system of government in force in this Colony would 
not prove suitable to the Island community, which confirms the opinion already expressed by my Ministers, 
as intimated to you in the fifth paragraph of my despatch of the 5th inst.*

3. The letter dated the 9th Marcli was drawn up by Mr. Carruthers after consultation with myself, 
and the proposals contained therein have my entire approval.

4. You will observe that the supersedere of the Chief Magistrate is recommended as necessary, but 
upon consideration it has been thought desirable to carry out this change as part and parcel of a permanent 
amendment of the Constitution

5. Accordingly I have notified the inhabitants of Norfolk Island by Proclamation (copy of which is 
enclosed) that arrangements will be made for the appointment of a Resident Magistrate to administer the 
law. Pending a final settlement I have decided to leave matters on the Island as they stand at present.
 . 6.

•No. 13.
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6. I had hoped to make the arrangements for transfer without charge to the Imperial authorities,, 
but I find that the. cost of administration will in the first instance he so much heavier than was anticipated 
that I have been compelled to admit the justice of the contention that Her Majesty’s Government should 
contribute a sum of ^3,000 to defray the cost of repairs to buildings, and to meet some portion of the in
creased cost of administration dining the first three or four years following the transfer.

7. I desire to have your authority to request the co-operation of the Admiral in the management of
the affaire of Norfolk Island, should I find occasion to do so. - I have, tfcc.,

HAMPDEN.

' [Enclosure 1 in No. 14.]
My dear .Lord Hampden, Sydney, March 9, 1896.

I am forwarding to you to-day the joint report of Mr. Oliver and self on Norfolk Island affairs, 
so far as we at present can report.

-ft # * :$r
As to expenditure, I estimate that £1,000 per annum should he provided, and it should be found as- 

follows :—
.£ s. d.

From the fund ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 265 0 0
From tho Imperial Government ... ... ... ... ............... 367 10 0
From tiie New South Wales Government ... ... ............... 367.10 0

£1,000 0 0
I gather, however, from my interviews with your Excellency, that the Imperial authorities are 

averse to any continued charge towards the local government of the Island ; and in view of tins fact, and 
also of the probability that a revenue will be obtainable sooner or later from various local sources, I desire 
to suggest that the sum of £2,000 cash contribution be paid by the Imperial Government, as its quota 
towards the expenditure to be incurred in governing the Island through this Colony.

Any additional expense for repair of buildings incidental to the change of Constitution should, I 
think, be borne by the Imperial Government, in consideration of the fact that this Government will incur, 
and has incurred, expense in connection with land surveys, titles to land, and other administrative work 
outside of the Island, without benefiting in any way. The expense to be borne in the repairs, &c., might 
be limited to, say, £1,000, and it will be moneys well expended to save valuable property from ruin.

In the next place, New South Wales has no naval force, and the affairs of the Island cannot be 
thoroughly attended to without the assistance of a naval authority. I strongly urge that, as an absolute 
essential to the success of any change of Constitution, that tho Home Government be asked to provide for 
the co-operation of the Admiral and his fleet in Norfolk Island affairs. Some distinct understanding 
should be arrived at whereby in limes of need and at other occasional periods one of Her Majesty’s ships 
should call at the Island under instructions issued by your Excellency after consultation with the Admiral, 
so as not to unduly interfere with more important arrangements. ,

In case of any serious trouble on the Island (and possibly it might occur sooner or later) the people 
of New South Wales would be far from tolerant to any movement on the part of the New South Wales 
Government to despatch either military or police to the Island. It would be argued that it was not the 
business that the taxpayers of New South W'ales paid their forces to do, and all eyes would be turned to 
the fleet at our doors, to whose maintenance we contribute what to us is a large sum, £37,000.

Tiie patrol work of the fleet is already performed in regard to the South Seas, and its extension to 
Norfolk Island could easily be effected. The value of such extension would be majiifest in the support 
openly guaranteed to the Kesident Magistrate and in the oversight so necessary where authority in isolated 
places is apt to become tyrannical.

I think also that the New South Wales Government sliould be prepared, on the consummation of 
federation, to hand over its jurisdiction over Norfolk Island and Lord Howe Island to the Federal Govern
ment. A verbal understanding on this point would no doubt be easily attainable.

As to tiie Constitution of the Island, I would suggest that the Crown Solicitor should receive 
instructions to frame laws on these lines :—

(i) To preserve the present code in its workable elements.
(ii) To provide for a Government Resident, with magisterial powers equal to that of our Stipendiary

Magistrates and Chairmen of Quarter Sessions.
(in) To establish the authority of the police-—to provide for the enforcement of punishment suitable 

for he Island and its conditions.
(iv) To provide for land titles and a registry of deeds, wills, births, ike., &c.

- (v) To provide for the jurisdiction of our Supreme Court in more serious offences and the operation of 
certain of our criminal laws.

(vi) To establish a simple form of municipal government.
(vu) To provide for the raising of revenue by certain taxes to be levied and imposed under the 

authority of the Governor in Council.
(vm) To regulate the future occupation and alienation of Crown lands on the Island.
(ix) For the recovery of certain debts.

It will be necessary to have a proper and legal change of administration to bring the Island under 
the authority of the New South Wales Ministers without making the Island a part of New South Wales. 
1 think that the Law Officers of the Home Government are better qualified to draft the necessary legal 
documents and to advise on this question than anyone here, and, therefore, it will be wiser to despatch 
instructions from here to the Home Authorities, and to trust to them giving legal effect to those instructions 
without any more than a short cable intimating the form and shape of the formal acts to be done there.

I cannot, however, conclude my observations on this question of a new Constitution without proposing 
an alternative course for your consideration. I am aware that doubts exist as to whether the desired 
change can be effected by a mere Order in Council or whether an Act of the‘Imperial Parliament is 
necessary.

# * I
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If urgency be not thought essentia], then perhaps all questions, might be set at rest by the passage of an 
Act to grant a new Constitution to the Island, and to legally empower !New South Wales to govern the 
Island as a Dependency.

The Act should be drawn to empower the Hew South Wales Legislature at any time, and from time 
to time, as deemed advisable, to pass a law regulating the future government of the Island, and until such 
law is passed, to vest the administration and government of the Island in the Governor and Executive 
■Council of Hew South Wales, with power to promulgate laws and regulations fully and cflectually operative. 
Such an Act would satisfy the people of Hew South Wales as to their constituted authority and control, 
exercisable at the discretion of the Legislature, and would strengthen the hands of the Hew South Wales 
Executive.

*■** + * ^ *
I may add that I think the total expense of the Commission would be covered by £100, but 

until the surveyor completes his task I cannot definitely fix the amounts,
I have, &c.,

----------------- ■ J. H. CARRUTHERS.

[Enclosure 2 in No. 14.]
To His Excelleny the Right Honorable Henhy Rouf.iit Viscount Hampden, Governor and Commander- 

in-Chicf of the Colony of Hew South Wales and its Dependencies, and Governor of Horfolk Island. 
May it please yvour Excellency—

As Commissioners appointed by your Excellency on the 4th day of February, 189G, “ to make full 
and complete inquiiy, generally, into all and every the state of affairs in and the status and condition of 
the inhabitants of the said Island, nothing excejjtcd, and more especially into the mode of administration 
of justice, the enforcement or observance of the laws or of any orders issued or proclamations made by any 
of my predecessors as Governors of the said Island, and also into the holding titles of the lands iu the said 
Island, and any claims that may be made to the ownership of land therein ”—we have now the honour to 
report on several of the matters referred to, hut on others, more particularly those relating to tbe titles of 
land, we are as yet, from luck of data (now in course of preparation) unable to lay before your Excellency 
tile result of our inquiries.

Air. Oliver personally visited the Island during the term of the Commission. A public meeting was 
held for the purpose of reading the Commission, and announcing the decision of your Excellency with 
reference to the informal election of Cliief Magistrate.

After the disposal of the formal business, some of tho Islanders spoke, with an apparent desire to 
challenge the authority upon which Mr. Oliver was acting. Irritation was displayed, and intemperate 
language was used ; but fortunately this was checked, and the meeting terminated in a most orderly manner.

Subsequently Mr. Oliver procured a considerable amount of information relating to the Island 
generally, and prior to leaving attended another public meeting, and drew attention to a number of 
matters demanding the serious consideration of the community, and the laws and regulations in force on 
the Island were read for general information.

Very little discussion followed, and nothing of importance occurred, beyond a general expression of con
currence in some remarks which were made in support of the wish of the inhabitants that the Island 
should not be annexed to Hew Soutli Wales, but in some way remain a Crown Colony.

In addition to the evidence procured on the Island by Air. Oliver, we have together examined in 
Sydney the records relating to the aftairs of the Island, and wm have also received the testimony of several 
witnesses (amongst others. Air. Byron Adams, the Chief Magistrate) who have been in Sydney during the 
term of our Commission.

From our joint and several inquiries, we find that the laws and regulations of the Island are not 
observed with proper loyalty and respect, either by th'e people generally or the officials locally administering 
them. Several instances of maladministration have been brought under our notice, especially in cases of 
assault upon females.

The cliief cause of this state of affairs is the system of elective magistrac}'. The Community is so 
small, the individuals are so closely related, and the local-influences arc so great, that it is next to 
impossible to have an election of the man best fitted to really govern the Community locally; and even if 
such a man were elected he would, for the same reasons as just given, be unable for any length of time to firmly 
and properly administer'justice without incurring the resentment of the majority of the people. There is 
no opportunity of a proper training of men for the important position of Chief Alagistratc, and the local 
choice is so limited that it is scarcely to be wondered at if men devoid of any proper qualifications are 
chosen for tho post. ”

Of late, a desire to disregard the authority of the Governor has apparently arisen. 1 Some oven go 
so far as to assert complete ownership of the Island, to the entire exclusion of any but. local authority, it 
being claimed that 11 the House”—which moans majonty at a public meeting—should rule. Air. Oliver, 
when on the Island, was careful to explain clearly the position of the Community, both as regards the 
framing and the administration of laws, and also as to the Island not having been, as claimed, coded to the 
Islanders.

The moral condition of the Island is not good, but is perhaps not much, if at all, worse than might 
be expected of any Community similarly isolated, and being, on one side, of Tahitian descent.

The failure of the young men to continuously follow anything like an industrious life tends to the 
present unsatisfactory moral, condition. Although there are many exceptions, the male portion of the 
Islanders are the reverse of industrious.

The integrity of the greater portion of the community in matters of trade is by no means of a high 
standard. Indebtedness is far too general, and tho non-observance of contracts made in connection with 
supplies obtained common. This follows the absence of any law compelling the payment of debts, which is 
a matter requiring attention.

Petty theft is of frequent occurrence, and the malicious injury and destruction of property is said to 
be resorted to against persons who attempt to take advantage of .the laws to endeavour to obtain redress in 
matters in which they deem themselves aggrieved.

Considerable disunion in religious matters has occurred, attributable in no small degree to the 
unpopularity of the Chaplain. Difficulties
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Difficulties have arisen in the school, owing mainly, if not wholly, to the impossibility of one of the 
Community maintaining proper discipline, or teaching up to a moderate standard. Decently a vast improve
ment has taken place, the Eight Reverend Cecil Wilson, Bishop of Melanesia, having, at the request of the 
people, placed one of his duly qualified teachers in charge. The Bishop has also consented to select a 
permanent teacher from outside the Community,

There is evidence of the deterioration of the race. The physique of the young people is not equal 
to that of their parents, and there is a prevalence of disease common to the issue following close inter
marriage. The mental capacity of the children, the direct issue of members of the community, is not equal 
to that of tho offspring of white men who have settled on the Island and married women of the 
Community.

The buildings which were upon the Island when the Pitcairn Islanders first landed have undergone 
a groat change. Some have been almost altogether demolished—notably the old prison building, for which 
there was no use—and others of a residential character, at first occupied on sufferance, and that occupation 
continued, are, with the exception of about four, in a bad state of repair. _

The roads are not in good order, little proper maintenance having been done by the Islanders. This 
is particularly noticeable in wet weather.

The fertility of the Island is probably unsurpassed. Oranges, grapes, passion-fruit, figs, pineapples, 
and other fruits, grow abundantly. Lemons and guavas are plentiful in most of the gullies. The former 
is not of a good marketable quality, but the best lemons could be grown. Potatoes, onions, and other 
vegetables can be largely produced ; also maize and arrowroot. Coffee can be cultivated abundantly; 
indeed the whole Island is capable of being made productive.

The fertile nature of the land has been by no means taken full advantage of, the greater proportion 
of the areas granted remaining unfenced and uncultivated. A complete list, of grants issued, and other 
inforniation relating thereto, will be found in a separate paper.*

The recent decision to stop the issue of further grants of land was most wise, but it appears to need 
some slight reconsideration so far as it affects land already occupied and improved under a system of per
missive occupancy locally authorised. These matters will be referred to in a special paper.

Excepting, perhaps, in connection with these permissive occupations, no lands should, in future, he 
alienated until the affairs of the Island have been placed in a more satisfactory position. There is ample 
alienated land available for any beneficial occupation and cultivation which is likely to take place in the 
near future. '

Tim population of the Island is :—
Norfolk Island Community ... ... ... 594
Melanesian Mission... ... ... ... ... 288

Total ........................................ 882
The exports from the Island for the year 1895 amounted in value, so far as we have been able to 

ascertain, to £2,425, the principal items being: whale oil and whalebone, £1,500 (£1,400 and £100 
respectively) : onions and potatoes, £225 ; bananas and oranges, £550. To this, treated as an income, may 
be added on account of expenditure on the Island by the Melanesian Mission of £500, making a total of 
£2,925. _ .

The imports amounted to £3,207 10s. in value, and included chiefly flour, tea, sugar, drapery, 
tobacco, and things usually consumed in ordinary life ; also a quantity of barbed fencing wire.

As to the future of the Island, we have no hesitation in saying that an immediate change in the 
system of local administration is absolutely necessary. It may be here stated that tho unanimous feeling 
of the Islanders is that annexation, as they understand it, to the Colony of New South Wales is most 
undesirable.

To meet the immediate necessities of the case it is, we think, a question for consideration whether 
the present Chief Magistrate .... should not at once be superseded and a Chief Magistrate, 
to be selected from the Community, appointed in his stead, to act only pending the appointment of a 
Magistrate in the person of someone at the present time in no way identified with the Island. Should 
supersedure be decided upon, the most eligible person for the temporary position is Mr. F. M. Nobbs. The 
remuneration at present attached to the office could be paid, it being left to future consideration whether, 
on the appointment of a permanent Magistrate, Mr. Nobbs should receive any additional sum for his 
services while temporarily acting. We are not satisfied, however, that it will be wise to make any change 
at present, if there be any immediate prospect of a change in the constitution of the Island.

If it be deemed undesirable to make any change, pending a final settlement of the future adminis
tration of the affairs of the Island, it is suggested that the Chief Magistrate should be formally notified of 
the disapprobation of his recent action in failing to carry out the law's and regulations, and informed lie 
must act strictly in accordance therewith while he remains in office It is desirable that this notification 
should take sucli a form as to ensure it being made public in the community.

In regard to the contemplated permanent change, we would respectfully point out that the applica
tion of the laws and system of government in the colony of New South Wales would not prove suitable to 
the Island community, and, further, that it is desirable to introduce a form of government which, while 
being effective, will not be altogether dissimilar to what the people have been accustomed to. This, it is 
thought, could be done by the Governor continuing his present independent control and authority, under 
advice from the New South Wales Ministers. The local administration to be entrusted to a Government 
Resident. _

It would be quite useless to attempt to permanently carry on the administration of law in the Island 
by the appointment of a member of the present Community as Government Resident. Not one of them 
could command that respect within the Community which is indispensable, their terms of equality of position 
preventing it. Further, family connexions and local interests are an absolute bar to the satisfactory dis
charge of the functions by a member of the Community.

The existing laws and regulations could be amended, and extended powers granted to the Govern
ment Resident for enforcing punishment, the recovery of fines, and also certain private debts to a limited 
extent, not, however, in either case, to go further than the sale of personal property, the sale of land being 
by express words prohibited. For

Not printed.
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For the present system of conducting the business by public meeting, which means an assemblage of 
the whole adult community, designated by them their “ House," we would suggest a local council of twelve 
to be elected annually by the male members of the community of the age of 21 years and upwards j the 
qualification for election being a duly recognised member of the community of the age of not less than 30 
years, and, in future, except as regards the offspring' of present residents, such membership or permanent 
residence on the Island to be permitted only by the Governor. This local council to be presided over by a 
chairman, to be elected by the council, who in his absence shall have power to elect an acting chairman. 
The executive functions of tbe local council to be confined to local works, such as the care of the roads 
public buildings, &c. They should also have power to frame by-laws for controlling the business entrusted 
to them, and submit them to the Government Resident, who should forward them, with a report for con
firmation or rejection by the Governor. f ’

The council might be permitted to suggest amendments of, and additions to, the laws and reflations 
to the Government Kesident, who should forward them, with a report, to the Governor in the manner 
suggested m connection with the proposed by-laws ; but no proposed law, regulation, or by-law should be 
operative until duly notified as approved by the Governor. The present provision for proposed laws and 
regulations being operative pending confirmation or otherwise is objectionable, and now unnecessary, .and 
has only resulted in laws and regulations being made which have never even been submitted for confirmation.

. connection with the designation “Community,” as just previously used, we beg to recommend 
that it should include, male members of the Melanesian Mission (white) of the age of 21 and 30 years as is 
applicable to the suggestions. J '

' The jierson to be selected for the position of Government Resident should have no previous connec
tion, m any -way, with the Island. He .should be married, of undoubted character, capable of administering 
the laws, and, by example, guiding the people. Practical ability in the cultivation of land is also most 
desirable ; m short, he should be a man, not “of the town,” but “of the country,” who can readily adapt 
the modern occupancy of land in advanced countries to the fertile soil now lying idle in the hands of the 
settlers of the Island and their primitive ways.

He will require a clerk, who should act as Registrar for the Island, and be in charge of postal and 
other internal Government matters. ’

Two policemen—married men—are required for police and lock-up duties, and these men should be 
specially selected from men who know something of the cultivation of land.

■n i I*10 dutiea °f tlie Goveri,ment Resident and of the two policemen will be but light, and, as idleness 
will be dangerous, both as an example and as a corrupting influence in itself, it is necessary that there should 
be provided some fuller occupation which will be valuable both to the Community and to the Crown, whilst
n0t ii c cllariiCtel' as to want oE respect. We recommend, therefore, that there be established a 
smaSi. rotate farm, under the active control of the Government Resident, and worked bv his officials and by 
occasional labour, as required. Eventually, this farm will be self-supporting, and, if properly managed, 
it sliould tend to revolutionise agriculture on the Island, and lead up to valuable production and increased 
commerce It could be used also for the purpose of “task” punishments under the penal code, saving 
thereby other useless and expensive methods in vogue for inflicting penalties and punishments for minor 
oflences.

It would economise the expense of administering justice, and would utilise valuable labour that 
could not be better bestowed.

We recommend the following expenditure in relation to the foregoing, viz. :_
Government Resident, £250 per annum with residence provided in the old Government House.
Clerk rind Registrar, .£75 per annum and residence.
One policeman, £130 per annum with quarters.
One policeman, £100 per annum with quarters.

Total, £555 per annum.
viz t0 t!l^S SUm C0St at' Glc PresCnt Tate of payment, for doctor, chaplain, and mail service,

Doctor’s allowance, including drugs ...
Chaplain ... ... ... ...
Mail service ... ... ... .

Maintenance, tools, &c., of farm

making a total expenditure of £886 16s. 4d. per annum.
To meet this expenditure, there is, we understand, available a sum of £265 per annum drawn from 

interest on the Norfolk Island Fund.
]/\slr!a1'- addition to this might be made by the imposition of some slight taxation. It would require 

to be limited and moderate, as there is but little ready money at present in circulation on the Island. "We 
think a duty on tobacco might be very fairly imposed. A tax on stock depasturing 0n Grown lands could 
not be objected to.

A timber license, if imposed under regulations authorising the cutting of timber on Crown lands, 
and limiting the size and class of timber to be cut, would be beneficial, and produce a small revenue.

A registration fee on dogs is desirable in order to limit their number, dogs at the present time beinn- 
most destructive among the stock. 55

A fee for the registration of land transactions and other legal documents, and an Island postage 
stamp, might also be introduced, 1 c
. ,A reufal> perhaps only of a nominal character to present occupants, subject to the house beiim kept 
in repair, could be very properly charged for the residential buildings now occupied on sufferance, am] a 
small charge be made for stone taken for building or other private purposes from partially demolished old 
public buildings,

*262 C

£ s. d. 
155 0 0 
50 0 0 
26 16 4

231 16 4 
100 0 0

£331 16 4
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It is difficult to estimate the revenue which would be derived from these sources, particularly as 

we were unable to obtain thoroughly reliable inforniation upon which to base a calculation; but as the 
principal return would be from tobacco, consumption of which can be approximately estimated, and 
assuming that a duty of 2s. per lb. is imposed, the receipts under the proposals as a whole may be stated, 
for the purposes of estimate, at £200 per annum. This would make a total income of £530 per annum, 
leaving a deficiency on the proposed expenditure of £356 16s. 4d. until such time as the rent or other 
returns from the Crown lands and other sources of revenue which might be developed, wdll make tho
Island self-supporting. _ ,

In addition to this annual expenditure, a limited outlay would he necessary in connection with 
the repairs to building required for police and gaol purposes, quarters for police, and possibly the old 
Government House; but this would only be a small matter as compared with the suggested annual 
expenditure.

As regards church and school matters, it would be well if it could be arranged for the Melanesian 
Mission authorities located on the Island to take over the control. This would probably not result in 
economy on the present expenditure, but unquestionably it would be the most satisfactory arrangement 
which could be made.

With reference to the Mission, we deem it only proper to say that their influence on the Island has 
always been most beneficial, and the personal interest now taken by the Eight Eeverend Cecil Wilson, 
Bishop of Melanesia, in all matters affecting the welfare of the community is far reaching. .

The possibility of the Island becoming a cable station is worthy of notice. Should this come about, 
the Island must be brought more in touch with the outer world, which will no doubt be followed by better 
facilities for trade than, at present exist, which is all-important for the advancement of the place. ^ ^

In conclusion, we venture to express a hope that the representations which have been made in this 
report will assist in settling the question now pending with regard to Norfolk Island, and the people—with 
all their faults—have many good qualities, and are capable of great improvement under proper control 
and influence.

We have, <tc.,
J. H. CARKUTHEES.

■Sydney, 10th March, 1896. CHARLES J. OLIVER.

[Enclosure 3 in No. 14.]
Pjroclamatiox.

By His Excellency the Right Honourable Henry Robert, Viscount Hampden, Governor and Commander- 
in-Chief of the Colony of New Soutli Wales and its Dependencies, and Governor of Norfolk Island.

Whereas from time to time various rules and regulations under the authority of Her Majesty’s 
Orders in Council have been promulgated by the Governor of New Soutli Wales and of Norfolk Island for 
the better regulation of the affairs of the said Island, and for the due administration of justice therein: 
And whereas the said rules and regulations have frequently been disregarded by the inhabitants of the 
said Island, and other rules and regulations have been improperly made by the inhabitants of the said 
Island, and which have not been submitted to the Governor of the said Island, and the same are therefore 
void and of no effectAnd whereas it is essential that the authority of Her Majesty the Queen shall be 
respected and upheld by the inhabitants of the said Island : Now, therefore, I, Henry Robert, Viscount 
Hampden, Governor of the said Island, having made due inquiry into the administration of justice in the 
said Island, and into the social state and condition of the inhabitants thereof, do hereby notify to the 
Chief Magistrate and all officials and inhabitants of the said Island that the non-observance of the laws 
and regulations governing the said Island is inimical to the good order, well-being, and advancement of the 
community, and that the conduct of all officials and others, who should in duty bound see to the pimper 
observance of the said laws, in failing to see that such laws are properly, faithfully, and strictly observed, 
is viewed with much disapproval by mo as such Governor, and in order to prevent the recurrence of such 
disregard of the laws and regulations a Government Resident will, at an early date, be appointed by me to 
supersede the Chief Magistrate, and further that the Constitution of the Island will be by me amended to 
legally provide for the administration of justice and the local enforcement of the laws being in the hands 
of such Government Resident, and in the meantime I direct and enjoin that the said laws of the Island be 
more strictly and faithfully observed. And I further require all the inhabitants of the said Island, as dutiful 
and faithful subjects of Her Majesty the Queen, by all means in their power, cheerfully and loyally to 
co-operate in the carrying out of sucli laws, and otherwise so to conduct themselves ms to promote their 
well-being and advancement. And I further require that this my Proclamation shall be read in open 
Court at a meeting of the inhabitants to be duly convened for that purpose.

As witness my hand at Government House, Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, the sixth 
day of March, in the fifty-ninth year of the reign of Her Majesty the Queen, and in the year of 
our Lord 1896.

■ No. 15.
New Zealand.

Mr. Chamberlain to Governor The Earl of Glasgow.
(Sent May 23, 1896. Telegram. Answered by No, 20.)

Referring to your telegram of 11th March,* Norfolk Island, when may I expect your despatch?
No. 16.

• No. 8.
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No. 16. .
- Mr. Chamberlain to G-oyernor Viscount Hampden.

Sir, Downing street, May 30, 1896.
I have the honor to transmit to you, for your information, copies of a correspondence between 

this Department and the Treasury,* from which you will learn that Her Majesty’s Government authorise 
your incurring an expenditure, to be borne by Imperial funds, not exceeding £23 a month, for the ten 
months commencing on the 1st June, 1896, in providing the salary of a Magistrate, and, if necessary, a 
clerk, for Norfolk Island, with the view of checking the state of lawlessness now prevailing in the Island.

You will, doubtless, on receipt of my telegram, report to me what steps you take in the matter of 
such appointments, which, of course, must be of a provisional character, and I will only add here that the 
receipts of the person or persons so paid sliould be sent Home to this Department at least every quarter, 
with a certificate of performance of duty, when repayment can be made by this Department to the Agent- 
General for New South Wales, as is done in the case of payments for the Norfolk Island mail service.

I have, &c.,
J. CHAMBERLAIN.

No. 17.
Memorial signed by Mr. Byron Adams and other Inhabitants of Norfolk Island, 

sent to Her Majesty the Queen, and forwarded to the Colonial Office by 
Lieut.-Col. Sir Arthur John Bigge (the Queen’s Private Secretary), June 2, 
1896. . .

(Answered by No. 21.)
Norfolk Island, March 27, 1896.

To Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria. May it please your Majesty,—
We, the undersigned, do humbly beg to lay our present condition before your Most Gracious 

Majesty. We have been informed by His Excellency the Night Honourable Henry Robert, Viscount 
Hampden, Governor of New South Wales and Norfolk Island, that lie intends at an early date to appoint 
a Government Resident to supersede our Chief Magistrate, and that he also intends to amend our 
Constitution to suit such a change. He said that such changes arc to he made for the better administration 
of justice in the said Norfolk Island.

He has also stated that the rules and regulations have been frequently disregarded by the 
inhabitants of the said Island ; and other rules and regulations have been improperly made by the said 
inhabitants of Norfolk Island, and have not been submitted to the Governor of Norfolk Island for his 
approval. We are not aware that laws have been improperly made by the inhabitants of Norfolk Island, 
and which have not been submitted to our successive Governors for their approval • as each and all of our 

* ex-magistrates declared publicly, that all rules and regulations made by the inhabitants of Norfolk Island 
have been forwarded on to the different Governors from time to time for their approval.

We have a system for the administration of justice which may be faulty; but, under the present 
state of things, we consider that crimes have been properly dealt with according to our law-s and usages.

We hope that your Majesty will remember that our Magistrates, in the execution of their duties, 
in dealing with criminal cases, can only impose a fine of forty shillings. The highest power we have here 
is vested in a jury of seven Elders, which can only fine to the amount of ten pounds; and neither the 
Magistrate nor jury has the power to imprison any offender. Under these circumstances it is extremely 
difficult to punish crimes of grave natures. If our Magistrates be vested with more power, wc arc sure that 
we can administer justice legally and impartially in all criminal eases of serious natures.

With regard to the Island being generally in a retrograde position—as represented by the New 
South Wales Government—we humbly offer a few facts for your Majesty’s consideration. When we first 
landed on the Island, there were only two homesteads on private allotments. Since then nearly eighty 
had been built by landholders on their allotments ; and the majority of these with beautiful orchards of 
oranges, grapes, figs, guavas, ilie., Ac., and not one of them is mortgaged in any way ; and there are about 
twenty houses more in the course of erection, waiting for a favourable reply from our Governor to proceed 
with improvements. •.

Eormerly we were at the mercy of strangers, on whom we depended for our exports and imports ; 
but the community is in much more favourable and comfortable circumstances at present, owing to the fact 
that wc have a vessel of our own, which has lately opened up our trade, and consequently we have estab
lished a profitable outlet for our produce; and managed by ourselves.

We have also succeeded in establishing another industry, viz., that of fish-curing, which has proved 
a great success, and which, we fear, we shall have to ask the Imperial Government to protect for us.

We were informed by Mr. C. Oliver, the late Commissioner appointed by the Governor, that the 
Imperial Government requested the Now Soutli Wales Government to take us over.

We humbly beg your Majesty to consider seriously the changes that are to be made by the Governor; 
as we think that they will prove detrimental to the welfare of your loyal subjects, the community of 
Norfolk Island.

1. We have already been informed, on reliable authority, that certain parties in New South Wales
are already waiting for the intended changes, to introduce public-houses here—which hitherto 
have been strictly prohibited on our peaceful little Island—and which, if permitted, will bring 
all their attendant evils with them. Drunkenness, &c., hitherto have been extremely rare ; and 
what few cases we have seen, have been caused by individuals going on board vessels, and getting 
liquor on board.
The importation of spirituous liquors on our Island will prove ruinous to our temperance, which is 
one of the distinctive characteristics of our community.

2. Elective Rights.—Should a resident be appointed, we shall be deprived of our elective rights and
privileges, which right every British subject enjoy; and which we have enjoyed for more than 
100 years past, and also granted to us by your Majesty in Council. This
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This Constitution, 'which we humbly beg your Majesty to protect, will be greatly injured, if not 
wholly cancelled, by the change His Excellency is about to make. ‘ ”

After assuring your Majesty that we do administer justice according to our laws and usages, .and 
that we do punish crimes, and that we are progressing commercially, financially, and educationally, wc 
humbly beg that your Majesty will not think us unreasonable in soliciting jmur assistance to prevent the 
proposed changes, which will prove disastrous to our nearest and dearest interests both spiritually and 
temporarily.

Hoping that our petition will be favourably received by your Gracious Majesty, we subscribe 
ourselves your most loyal and obedient servants,

BYRON ADAMS, Chief Magistrate. 
MARSH ADAMS, Q. Councillor. 
ARTHUR QUINTAL, SO rears. 
THOMAS BUFFETT. ' 
JONATHAN ADAMS.
WILLIAM QUINTAL, 79 years. 
DRIVER CHRISTIAN, 65 „
JOHN QUINTAL, 75 „
STEPHEN CHRISTIAN, 51 „
DAVID BUFFETT, 67 „
G. M. F. YOUNG, 75 „

No. 18.
Governor Viscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain.

(Received June 15, 1896. Telegram. Answered by No. 19.)
Having regard to offer of administration Norfolk Island by Government of New South Wales, I consider 
that you should not transfer to New Zealand without again referring to my Ministers.

No. 19.
Mr. Chamberlain to Governor Viscount Hampden.

(Sent June 18, 1896, Telegram.)
In answer to your telegram of June 15*, ns to Norfolk Island, I am waiting despatch from New Zealand, 
and before taking action I will communicate with you. ■

No. 20. '
New Zealand.

Governor the Earl of Glasgow to Mr. Chamberlain.
(Received July 7, 1896.)

Sir, Auckland, May 26, 1896.
I yesterday had the honor of receiving your telegramf inquiring when you might expect to hear 

from me relative to the protest made on the advice of my Government by cable, as to the proposed admin
istration of Norfolk Island by New South Wales.

My Government having delayed to follow up their advice by any further communications, pending 
developments regarding the proposed new Pacific cable, I telegraphed to inform them of the receipt of your 
cable message, and I now have the honor to give you the purport ’of their reply.

In amplification of, and' addition to, their previous representations, my Government raise the 
following objections to the control of Norfolk Island by New South Wales.

In the event of a new Pacific cable being laid on British territory alone, in all probability Norfolk 
Island would be selected as the station from which a branch cable would be laid to New Zealand.

Under such circumstances, and without desiring in any way to adopt an unfriendly attitude towards 
a neighbouring colony, with whom New Zealand has always been on the most friendly terms, my Govern
ment have the strongest objection to the junction of the New Zealand branch with the main cable being on. 
territory controlled by any other colony, even if that colony be New South Wales.

I am further advised to bring to your notice the agreement which was originally made with the 
Islanders, that, while their Island was, and would remain, an integral portion of the Empire, they should 
enjoy local self-government without interference ; also that, as far as my advisers have been able to ascer
tain, there has not been sufficient ground for the contemplated abrogation of the rights and privileges of the 
Islanders.

Should, however, the Imperial authorities decide that the time has arrived for placing Norfolk 
Island under more direct control, it is the opinion of my Government that the claims of this Colony to 
administer Norfolk Island are superior to those of New South Wales. It is true that New South Wales 
has always exercised a sort of suzerainty or superiority over Norfolk Island, but that arose from the fact 
that New South Wales was the centre and headquarters of British authority in Australasia in the days 
when Norfolk Island was first settled, but it does not give that Colony any claim to continue the present 
shadowy control, nor to convert it into a more effective one, if a better arrangement in the interests of the 
Island can be effected. 1 If
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If any change has to be made, it appears to my Government that other circumstances have to be 
taken into consideration. Norfolk Island is some 300 miles nearer New Zealand than New South Wales ; 
it is a paid of the Diocese of Melanesia, which is, ecclesiastically speaking, a part of the province of New 
Zealand; thus there is a considerable amount of sympathy and community of feeling between Norfolk 
Island and this Colonv, which subscribes liberally to the cost of the Melanesian Mission; and for this and 
other reasons I am informed that the Bishop of Melanesia, as well as the other Bishops in New Zealand, 
demur to the Island passing under the government of New South Wales.

Finally, I am advised that, as far as my Ministers can ascertain, if any change is to take place in 
the government of Norfolk Island, the Islanders, while protesting against any change, would prefer to 
come under the control of New Zealand rather than that of New South Wales. Should the claim of New 
Zealand he given effect to, the proper arrangements for the administration of the Island, similar to that in 
the Cook Islands, would at once be made.

My Government, therefore, begs to suggest that, pending the settlement of the question of laying a 
new Pacific cable at any rate, no change should be made in respect to the control of Norfolk Island.

I have, <kc.,
GLASGOW.

No. 21.
Mr. Chamberlain to Governor Viscount Hampden.

My Lord, Downing-street, July 9, 1896.
I have the honour to inform you that I have received from Her Majesty the Queen a memorial 

dated the 27th March,* and signed by Mr. Byron Adams and other inhabitants of Norfolk Island, setting 
forth their views as to the position of affairs, and deprecating any changes in the administration.

2. I have to request that you will inform the memorialists that their memorial has been received by 
Her Majesty, and will also inform them that they may be assured that their representations will receive 
full consideration at the hands of Her Majesty's Government when tendering any advice to Her Majesty as 
to the future government of Norfolk Island.

I have, ifcc.
J. CHAMBEBLAIN.

No. 22.
New Zealand.

Mr. Chamberlain to Governor the Earl of Glasgow.
(Sent July 16, 1896. Telegram. Answered by No. 23.)

Neferrino to your despatch 26th May,f Norfolk Island. Trade and communication are with New 
South Wales, through whose Governor administration has been conducted. Island is British posssession, 
and requires administration not only Resident, which would be sufficient for Protectorate. Estimated 
annual expenses of administration, £1,000; present revenue only £265. £2,000 required immediately 
repairs of buildings. I have no information as to grounds for believing that inhabitants prefer New 
Zealand, and as definite decision matter of urgency, impossible to await Pacific cable, I propose to arrange 
with New South Wales unless you send by telegraph strong reasons for further delay.

No. 23.
New Zealand.

Governor the Earl of Glasgow to Mr. Chamberlain.
(Received July 22, 1896. Telegram.)

Referring to your telegram of 16th July4 Norfolk Island. Government have nothing more since my 
despatch,! but nevertheless consider that Norfolk Island shows preference to New Zealand.

No. 24.
Mr. Chamberlain to Governor Viscount Hampden.

(Sent July 31, 1896. Telegram. Answered by No. 26.)
Referring to my telegram of IS June,§ Her Majesty’s Government, after communicating with New 
Zealand, are willing to attach Norfolk Island to New South Wales if Colonial Government ready to under
take expenses of future administration, in which case application will be made to Treasury for contribution 
towards cost of repairs of buildings.

No. 25.
Governor Viscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain.

(Received August 4, 1896.)
Sir, Government House, Sydney, June 29, 1896.

In reference to my Norfolk Island Despatch of 19th March last,|| I have now the honor to 
transmit to you the enclosed copy of a further report, with appendices,If that I have received from the 
Commissioners appointed by me to inquire into the affairs of Norfolk Island. I have, &c.,

HAMPDEN.
[Enclosure

t No. 22. § No. 19. ( No. 14, IT Not printed.No. 17. t No. 20.
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[Enclosure in No. 25.]
To His Excellency the Eight Honorable Henry Robert, Yiscount Hampden, Governor and Commander-in

Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Governor of Norfolk Island.
May it please your Excellency,—

When reporting, under date the 10th March last, on matters in connection with Norfolk Island, 
we were unable, from the lack of data, then in course of preparation, to report upon land matters ami 
several other questions mentioned in your instructions,

Land Matters.

A list of grants, compiled from the books of the Land Registrar at Norfolk Island, is now enclosed, 
showing 124 grants have been issued for a total area of 5,303 acres. In only one instance—the grant of 
919^ acres to the Melanesian Mission—was the compensation money stated, the amount in that case being 
£1,330 10s.

Transfers of Land.—The information given in the list embraces all the details obtainable from the 
Island records. It will he seen that a large number of the grants are not now held in the one interest, 
having been subdivided and either bequeathed or sold to various persons.

Ihgistration of .Land Titles.—So far as we have been able to ascertain,'no record of grants issued, 
or of subsequent transactions in connection therewith, exists outside of the Island. It would seem very 
desirable that copies of all documents dealing with land, and especially of deeds of grant, should be retained. 
Copies of the forms at'present in use, with explanatory memoranda, will be found attached.

The descriptions in deeds of grant issued prior to a survey of the Island made in 1887 were based 
on a survey by the sappers and miners about 1859. These descriptions do not accord with the boundaries 
determined by the survey of 1887, and it was then found necessary to apportion the areas embraced therein 
as could be best arranged by the surveyor. This, no doubt, was a desirable course to follow, but it is a 
matter for regret that no steps were then taken to amend the original grants to accord with the more 
recent survey. The differences in the areas granted and those available are generally not great, and as 
regards the cases where the areas available are in excess of those specified in the description, there would 
be apparently no difficulty in obtaining a surrender of the original grants, and issuing fresh grants; but 
objection may be taken by the holders of original grants, who would suffer some loss of specified area by 
correction. However, it is fair to assume that the grants referred to portions of land approximately 
embraced by the descriptions, and so long as the grantees or their representatives obtain correct grants of 
these lands they should be quite agreeable to^ho correction being made. The matter is one which can 
only be dealt with by a person having local authority for the purpose, and then it will require to be handled 
with tact. •

The question.of titles to land under private sales, bequests by will, and what is known as “parti
tion,” will be much more difficult to deal with, owing, in many instances, to the absence of definite 
information as to the particular portions of land referred to, and in others the want of evidence of the right 
•of persons signing the documents to deal with the land. .

It is not easy to suggest a course of action to meet these difficulties beyond pointing out that they 
can only be met by definite regulations of as simple a character as possible, empowering some authorised 
person to determine the different interests. The regulations should also provide for the proper record of 
future land transactions. These matters may perhaps await a final decision as to the proposed alteration in 
the administration of the affairs of the Island.

Existing Rights to Grants.—-In our report previously referred to, mention was made to permissive 
occupations, locally granted, under, which, subject to the fulfilment of certain conditions, grants were 
subsequently issued. Attached is a schedule* of the applications made for such grants.

Apparently the intention was to enable young people to occupy land whereon they could erect 
residences, and subsequently obtain a grant of land.

Five of the applicants proved the bond fides of their applications—Edgar Nobbs, Henry Quintal, 
and Edward Laing having erected residences, and are, with their wives, in occupation ; and Eustace 
Christian and Charles M. Evans were erecting residences. In these cases we deem it proper to recommend 
to your Excellency that the decision to withhold all future grants should be so far reconsidered as to 
permit of grants being issued. As regards the other applications referred to, the decision should, wc 
submit, be confirmed, and the applicants informed that they will be permitted to cither lease or purchase 
the areas, should they desire to do so. when a decision is arrived at as to how the remaining Crown land 
in the Island is to be dealt with. In the event of their not purchasing or leasing the land, any improve
ment which may, when the land is hereafter dealt with, be thereon, should bo valued, and the future 
purchaser or lessee required to pay for the same. Wc think that if the course suggested meets with 
approval, the decision should be communicated to each applicant, in order to authoritatively and finally 
dispose of the applications.

In the matter of Henry Everett: This man has fenced in an area of 6 acres 1 rood 13 perches, it is 
alleged, under a misapprehension as to the correct boundaries of his property. He has effected considerable 
improvements upon the 6 acres 1 rood 13 perches, planted some 500 or 600 banana trees, a large patch of 
sweet potatoes, and a number of grapeTvines and fruit-trees thereon, and Mr. Commissioner Oliver, with 
a view to facilitating a settlement of the case, directed the surveyor to survey the encroachment, which was 
done. We would recommend that Everett be allowed to purchase the G acres 1 rood 16 perches at the i’ate 
of £3 per acre.

With respect to the claims put forward by Mr. Dwight Allen, Mr. Bailey, and Mr. Waterhouse, for 
free grants of land, we submit that it would establish an awkward precedent to admit such claims, and that 
they be advised that the issue of free grants has ceased, and their applications cannot be complied with ; but 
they will be permitted to purchase or lease land when a decision has been arrived at as to how the remaining 
Crown land is to be dealt with.

Disjiosal of Grown Lands.—The Island contains 8,528 acres altogether, of which about one-quarter 
(say 2,000 acres) remains unalienated. This land is generally not so good as that already alienated, being 
mostly mountainous, but the greater portion of it is fit for cultivation. It
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It will bo unwise to part with all the Crown land upon the Island, and, in addition to other necessary 
reserves, there should be reservations for timber. If the residents made fuller use of what land has been 
alienated, there is an ample area parted with to meet the requirements of the present population (about 600 
souls exclusive of the Mission), who have, roughly, 5,000 acres; but there is the natural increase of 
population to he considered, and closer cultivation should be practised.

About 25 acres is enough for a large family to live upon, whilst half that area should suffice for a 
man and wife.

If, say, twenty families of really good respectable settlers could be induced to emigrate to Norfolk 
Island, and each family be leased 12£or 25 acres, it would only require the disposal of an additional 
250 to 500 acres, and such a course would bo of great benefit, for the following reasons :—

1. It would produce revenue.
2. It would ultimately tend to check the present evils of close intermarriage in the community, and

if men were well selected as good farmers, they would by example infuse a spirit of industry 
into the present residents, and educate them in agricultural pursuits.

Protection of Timber.—A timber tax lias been suggested in our previous report. When the Resident 
Magistrate is appointed lie should inspect and report as to the reservation of any particularly fine patches 
of timber. In the meantime strict instructions should be issued to cheek the destruction of the finer timber 
on the Island.

Noxious Weeds.—-A considerable portion of the Island is infested with the following noxious weeds : 
Wild tobacco, poison berry, acacia scrub, red salvia (locally known as mint), and about half a dozen patches 
of prickly-pear. It is very desirable that some means should be adopted for the eradication of these pests, 
which, if not checked, will at no distant date overrun the whole Island. A regulation might be made 
compelling landowners to keep their properties free from such weeds, and providing for fines for failure to 
do so : or, if punitive measures be not thought advisable, a prize of, say, £5, might be offered annually to 
the holder of the best-kept farm. In view of the trouble prickly-pear has been in the Hunter River 
district of this Colony, we would recommend that instructions'be issued for the immediate extirpation of 
the few clumps of prickly-pear on the Island.

Registration of Births, Deaths, and Marriages.

The Registrar (Mr, Isaac Robinson) was temporarily absent from the Island, Mr. Pearson acting as 
his locum, tenens. The books in use were obtained from New South Wales, and similar to those in use in 
this Colony. The particulars were apparently correctly filled in, but it was ascertained at an interview 
with Mr. Robinson in Sydney that the registration of births, deaths, and marriages is not compulsory, and 
he obtains the necessary information from the church register. A regulation seems desirable compelling 
the attendance of relations at the office of the Registrar, and the registration of births and marriages within 
a specified period, and the production of a doctor’s certificate and registration of death before the interment 
of the deceased is permitted.

Public Officers.

The performance of official functions by tire magistrates has been dealt with in our previous report.
Dr. Metcalf, the official medical man of the Island, is a capable, conscientious gentleman, held in 

high esteem by the residents, and performs his duties in an eminently satisfactory manner.
The Chaplain (the Rev. Mr. Thoman) was absent from the Island, but from inquiry made it appeared 

that he was unpopular with a considerable section of the community, and does not in consequence wield 
tliat influence for good which we think he ought to.

The Acting Chaplain (the Rev. Mr. Ivens) is most energetic in all matters coming within his sphere. 
He takes a great interest in his work, and conscientiously strives to minister to the spiritual and social 
welfare of the people. Until recently he was deservedly popular with the whole of the inhabitants ; but 
his action in regard to the informal election of Chief Magistrate in December last (action worthy of 
commendation) has affected Ids popularity with a section of the community.

The Registrar for Lands (Captain Bates) was also temporarily absent from the Island, recruiting his 
health in New Zealand. He appears to be a careful official, and conscientious in the performance of his 
work, but apparently lacks the training necessary to deal with documents relating to land titles.

The Registrar of Births, Deaths, and Marriages (Mr. Isaac Robinson) was absent from the Island, 
but was seen in Sydney prior to his return. His duties are not arduous, and appear to be performed 
satisfactorily.

We have, Ac,
J. H. CARRUTHERS. 
CHARLES OLIVER.

No. 26.
Governor Yiscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain.
(Received August 5, 1896. Telegram. Answered by No. 31.)

Referring to your telegram of 31st July,* New South Wales accepts offer of Norfolk Island, with a grant 
of, say, £1,000, for repairs of building from Imperial funds. Letter follows to explain that this grant con
sidered equitable, but not stated as an essential condition.

' No. 27.
Governor Viscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain.

(Received September 12, 1896. Answered by No. 31.)
Sir, Government House, Sydney, August 5, 1896.

I have the honor-to acknowledge the receipt of your ■ telegram of the 31st July,* having 
eference to the transfer of the administration of Norfolk Island to the Government of New South Wales:

I
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I placed the substance of this telegram before the Executive Council at their meeting on Tuesday, 
August the 4th, and I enclose the result of their decision, embodied in a minute signed by Mr. Eeid, the 
Premier.

I am desired by my Ministers to say that the grant of £1,000 is not stated as a condition of ac
ceptance, but as an expression of their opinion.

They consider that this amount is the lowest that can be named, having regard to what is equitable ; 
but they prefer to make no condition, and to leave the question of a contribution to be settled by Her 
Majesty’s Government in such a manner as they may think to be just and equitable.

I conclude the necessary documents to effect the transfer will be prepared by Her Majesty’s Govern
ment, and will in due course be forwarded to mo with instructions.

With reference to your Despatch of the 30th May last,* giving me authority to appoint a Resident 
Magistrate, I am able to say that Colonel W, W. Spalding, C.M.G., late of the Royal Artillery, has ac
cepted the appointment under tire conditions and terms stated in the enclosed copy of a letter dated the 
4th instant.

It will be necessary to make an allowance of £100 to this officer to enable him to transfer his 
family, household furniture, &c,, to Norfolk Island.

I propose also, with the advice of my Ministers, to give Colonel Spalding authority to employ a 
policeman at a salary of £100 per annum, with quarters.

I am not able to state the amount of these expenses, which will be chargeable to the Imperial funds, 
as it is not possible to fix exactly the date when the transfer will be completed. The amount required, 
however, should not exceed £200, and I request your authority to expend that amount for these purposes.

I request that you will send the reply to this application by wire, as it is my intention to visit Norfolk 
Island in October for the purpose of giving effect to the alteration in the administration of the Island which, 
has been approved by Her Majesty’s Government. I am, &c.,

' HAMPDEN.

\Enchsure 1 in No. 27.]

Transfer of Norfolk Island from the Immediate Control of His Excellency the Governor, as representing 
the Imperial Government, to the Government of New South Wales. '

His Excellency the Governor. August 4, 1896.
The Cabinet accept the offer of Her Majesty’s Government to place the government and control 

of Norfolk Island under New South Wales ; it being understood that a sum, say, £1,000, be granted from 
Imperial funds towards the cost of repairing buildings. G, H. REID.

[Enclosure 2 in No. 27.]

Sir, Government House, Sydney, August 4, 18£)6.
■ I have the honor to state that his Excellency the Governor has received a despatch from the 

Secretary of State for the Colonies authorising him to appoint a. Resident Magistrate at Norfolk Island, 
with salary at the rate of £25 per month, for a period of ten months.

His Excellency desires me to inquire whether, in the event of your being appointed to the position, 
you would be prepared to discharge the various duties for this period at that salary.

I am to add that one of the Government buildings, until recently occupied by the Chaplain, and 
known as Government House, will be placed at the disposal of the Resident Magistrate for the above- 
mentioned period.

You will understand that, as Mr. Chamberlain has only authorised the appointment and consequent 
expenditure as a temporary measure, his Excellency cannot guarantee its continuance for a longer term 
than ten months ; and that there will be no pension attached to the office.

With regard to the cost of passage to' the Island, his Excellency will probably make a grant from 
the Island Fund for the service, but, in the event of your deciding to accept the position, it will be neces- 
saryto submit a statement of the amount required for his Excellency’s approval before embarkation.

His Excellency is having a Code of Regulations drawn up by the Crown Law Officers, defining the 
powers of the Resident Magistrate, and should you decide to accept the post, they will he forwarded to you 
when completed. I have, tSie.,

A, F. H. FERGUSON, Captain,
Colonel W. W. Spalding, C.M.G. Acting Private Secretary.

No. 28. .
Mr. Chamberlain to Governor Yisconnt Hampden.
(Sent September 25, 1896. Telegram. Answered by No. 29.)

Norfolk Island.—Propose to annex to New South Wales by Order in Council, at the same time declaring 
Norfolk Island to be exempt from laws of New South Wales, and giving to Governor power of legislation 
until Legislature of New South Wales provides otherwise. Will obtain Law Officers’ opinion whether 
Order in Council fit for the purpose; if not, whether, simultaneously with annexation, Act should be 
introduced New South Wales. Telegraph whether this meets views of your Ministers. No. 29.

* No. 16,
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No. 29.
Governor Viscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain.

(Received October 14, 1896. Telegram.)

Norfolk Island.—With reference to your telegram of 25th September,* Ministers propose that adminis
tration only should be transferred, legislative powers remaining as before. Order in Council will probably 
be sufficient. Complete annexation to New South Wales or future Federal body to be postponed till 
Colonial Government think it desirable. Meanwhile, Government of New South Wales will bear expense 
of administration. Despatch follows by mail.

No. 30.
Mr. Chamberlain to Governor Viscount Hampden.

(Sent October 23, 1896. Telegram.)

Norfolk Island.—Treasury agree to £1,000 grant; also £100, Spalding’s passage. Order in Council 
will he sent out as soon as possible by which Government will be administered by Governor, New South 
Wales, under advice of Executive Council.

No. 31.
Mr. Chamberlain to Governor Viscount Hampden.

My Lord, Downing-street, October 30, 1896.
In my telegram of the 23rd instantf I informed you that the Lords Commissioners of the 

Treasury bad agreed to ask Parlia'ment for a grant of £1,000, being the sum mentioned, both in your 
telegram and in your despatch of the 5th of August,! as the contribution suggested by your Ministers 
towards the cost of putting the public buildings in Norfolk Island in repair in connection with the transfer 
of that Island to the administration of New South Wales.

I have now to enclose for your information and guidance copy of the correspondence^ which has 
passed on the subject.

As provision for this grant is to be made on the Supplementary Estimates for the current year, the 
money will be available in the early part of next Session, before the 31st of March next, and can be paid 
over to the Agent-General for New South Wales, unless your Ministers wish other arrangements made.

In regard to the appointment of Colonel Spalding, if, as I gather, he has not yet assumed his duties 
in Norfolk Island, the provision of £250, which was made for a Magistrate's and his clerk’s salary for ten 
months, on the assumption that such an olficer would be appointed about the beginning of June last, will 
bo more than sufficient to provide for his pay for the period between the date of his departure from New 
South Wales and the 31st of March ; and the balance, you will perceive from the correspondence, may be 
utilised for the payment of a constable for the same period.

As after that date the liability of the Imperial Government for the administration of Norfolk 
Island and the mail service will cease, it is of importance that, with a view to prevent any available money 
of this £250 lapsing, these officers and the contractor for the mail service should be settled up with, either 
by advances from the New South Wales Government or by bills on this Department, before the financial 
year actually closes, and I request that you will arrange accordingly.

An Order in Council is being drafted, providing for the abolition of the office of Governor of 
Norfolk Island, and giving the administration of the Island and the power of legislating for it to the 
Governor of New South Wales, with the advice of his Executive Council.

I hope to submit this Order to Her Majesty in Council at an early date, but in the meantime there 
is no reasoji why' you should not proceed to Norfolk Island and inform the inhabitants of the changes 
which have been resolved upon, and iustul Colonel Spalding as Magistrate. 1

Some considerable amendment of the existing laws will be necessary before Colonel Spalding can 
act, but on this point I have no doubt your Ministers will advise you, and prepare the necessary amending 
law, which you can pass, as Governor of Norfolk Island, pending the arrival of the Order in Council.

I have, ifcc.,
J. CHAMBERLAIN..

No. 32.
. Governor Viscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain.

(Received November 18, 1896.)
Sir, Government House, Sydney, October 9, 1896.

In continuation of my despatch of the 5th of August Iast,|| I have now the honor to inform you 
that I have accepted the tender of Messieurs. Hordern Brothers, of this city, to effect certain repairs and 
alterations to tiie building known as Government House, Norfolk Island, for the sum of £786.

In this connection I might point out that the Government architect, to whom the matter was 
referred, expressed the opinion that the tender was a reasonable one.

It has been found necessary to increase the amount to be allowed to Colonel Spalding, for the 
conveyance of his furniture and bousebold effects to the Island, to £134 10s., this being the lowest rate 
available for the service. In

* 2i)2 D * Ko. 28. t No. 30. I Nos. 2$ and 27. § Not printed. || No. 27.
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In addition to this sum an expenditure to the extent of about £45 will be necessary to defray the 
cost of passages to the Island. J

I have also authorised Colonel Spalding to purchase furniture for the equipment of certain rooms 
”ov®rnn3ent House, Norfolk Island, to the extent in valueof £150, the furniture to remain the property 

or the Government. 1 1 J

A policeman at a salary of £60 a year and quarters, and a clerk with pay at the rate of £40 per 
annum, will accompany Colonel Spalding to the Island.

* ni,JheaboV,e W!11 invoive a sPecial expenditure of £1,115 10s., and in addition an annual charge 
of £100 a year for the policeman and clerk. °

t ni AnoaVe- to ^le Colonial Treasurer for an advance to meet these expenses, which, to the extent
of £1,000, will be recovered from the proposed grant on the transfer of the administration.

, "H10 method of transfer of the administration of Norfolk Island is occupying the attention of my
Ministers, 'who expect to arrive at a decision in the matter in the course of a few days.

. They incline to the opinion that it will be necessary to pass an Imperial Statute vesting the adminis
tration m the Governor of New South Wales in Council, as the Order in Council annexing the Island to 
New South Wales will necessarily subject the former to all the laws of this Colony.

I hope to visit the Island early.in the month of November, and for this service the Naval Commander- 
in-Ohiei on the Station has placed one of the ships under his control at my disposal.

I have, dtc.,
_________ HAMPDEN.

No. 33.
Governor Viscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain. ■

(Deceived Nov. 23, 1896. Answered by Nos. 34 and 38.)
Slr’ T, . Government House, Sydney, October 16, 1896.

Deterring- to my telegram of the 14th instant,* 1 have the honor to enclose a copy of a 
memorandum by the Premier, dated the 13th idem, having reference to the proposed transfer of the 
administration of Norfolk Island. '

i r101;1 V" that the Government of New South Wales desire to have the administration
placed in the hands of the Govcrnor-in-Council, the expenses to bo defrayed out of colonial funds by an 
annual vote, and they are of opinion that in the order effecting the transfer of administration there should 
be a recital w> the effect that, ujjon request being made, Her Majesty’s Government will be prepared to 
annex the Island either to New South Wales, or, in the event of federation of the Australian Colonies, to 
the Australian Federal Government.
xr • , % Ministers consider that the transfer of the Norfolk Island Fund, and the contribution by Her 
Majesty's Government of £1,000 to repairs of buildings, will be consequent upon the completion of the 
proposed arrangement.

■ Within a few days I hope to ho in a position to forward a draft of the new ordinance and laws and 
regulations for Norfolk Island. j ]mve &c

________ ___ ' ’HAMPDEN.

[Hhtclosure in jVo. 33.]

Memorandum for His Excellencv the Governor. ■
P(°sents his humble duty to your Excellency, and begs to state, in reply to the Governor’s 

letter ot Jtli instant, that lie is ready to advance £1,000 as therein requested, pending settlement of account 
on transfer of administration.

. question as to the future government of Norfolk Island has been seriously considered by
Ministers, and I beg to acquaint your Excellency with the result of our deliberations.

■ Whilst ready to assist your Excellency, in fact to be your Excellency’s advisers upon all matters of 
concern respecting the Island, we foresee great difficulties in the way of legislation either bv the Governor 
with our advice or by the Legislature of the Colony. "

We propose, therefore, that the Island should not be annexed formally to New South Wales, and 
that our services should be administrative only, legislation being conducted as formerly, or in such manner 
as may seem fit to Her Majesty’s Government. ' '

H should be understood, however, the Island is, as part of the arrangement, secured to New South 
Wales, or the future Federal body, when it is found expedient to ask for its annexation.

This will be a tangible basis for an annual vote out of Colonial funds ton-ards the expenses of the
Island.

I may repeat that our main object in entering upon this matter at all was to meet the wishes and 
convenience of the Imperial Government, being fully sensible of the great consideration shown to Colonial 
requests by the Home Government upon all occasions,
The Treasury, N.S.W,, October 13, 1896. q. qp HEID.

No. 34.

Mr. Chamberlain to Governor Yiscount Hampden.
- (Sent December 28, 1896. Telegram.)

Norfolk Island.- Law Officers of the Crown advise Order in Council conferring on Governor, New 
South Wales, powers at present possessed by you in capacity of Governor, Norfolk Island, coming into force 
when published in the Colony, Proposed to submit at first Council meeting at the beginning of the year. 
—_______________________ _________________________ - No. 35

* No. 29.
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No. 35.
Governor Viscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain. ,. 1

(Received January 4, 1897. Answered by No. 36.)
Sir, Government House, Sydney, November 28, 1896.

J have the honor to inform you that I returned to Sydney on Saturday, the 21st November, 
from an official visit to Norfolk Island.

Leaving Sydney in HAl.S. “Katoomba” on the 10th November, I arrived off Norfolk Island on 
the morning of the 14th November, and immediately gave instructions to Mr. Byron Adams, late Chief 
Magistrate, to call a meeting of all the male inhabitants for 3 o’clock p,m. on that afternoon. At that 
meeting I proclaimed the New Laws and Regulations for Norfolk Island, copies of which are enclosed for 
the assent of Her Majesty, if you approve and deem such assent necessary. .. .

I also formally installed Colonel Spalding as Resident Magistrate of the Island. _
Colonel Spalding, with my approval, made the following appointments:— . -■

Lieutenant Warner Spalding to be Clerk of the Court, Mr. John Knuckey to be Sergeant of Police, 
and Mr. P. Nobbs and Captain Bates were confirmed in their offices of Postmaster and Registrar 
of Lands respectively.

I remained on the Island until the 18th November, and the opportunity was thus afforded me of 
interviewing many of the leading inhabitants, who assured me that the Resident Magistrate would be 
loyally supported by the community. _ _

The Island is small in area, but has, in proportion to its size, great capabilities, owing to the fertility 
of the soil; and I have every reason to believe that the security given to property by recent changes will 
operate to encourage inhabitants to cultivate the land more systematically than they have in the past.

I have, (be.,
________________________________________________ HAMPDEN.

[Enclosure in No. 35.] '
PnOCLAMATiON by His Excellency The Right Honorable Henry Robert Brand, Viscount Hampden.

Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New iSoutli Wales and its Dependencies, and 
Governor of Norfolk Island. .

Whereas by an Order of the Queen in Council, dated the 24th day of June, 1856, the Island called Norfolk Preamble. 
Island was declared to be a distinct and separate settlement, and the Governor and Commander-in-Chief 
for the time being of the Colony of New (South Wales was constituted and appointed Governor of the said 
Island, with power to make laws for the order, peace, and good government of the said Island : And it 
was therein ordered that until annulled by competent authority, all laws, ordinances, and regulations, civil 
and ecclesiastical, which might be in force within the said Island at tlie time of the proclamation of the 
said Order in Council should continue in force subject only to such changes as should necessarily be conse
quent on the changes of Government: And it was therein further ordered and declared that the Governor 
for the time being of the said Island called Norfolk Island, should have full power and authority to consti
tute and appoint judges, justices of the peace, and other necessary officers and magistrates in the said 
Island for the administration of justice. And whereas, in pursuance of the powers vested in them, the 
Governors for the time being of Norfolk Island did from time to time declare and enact that certain laws ‘ ■ ' '
and regulations should be in force within the said Island. And whereas Her Majesty did, by commission 
dated tbe 5th day of July, 1895, duly appoint the Right Honorable Henry Robert Brand, Viscount Hampden, 
to be Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales. And whereas in the interests 
of the community inhabiting Norfolk Island, and for the better promoting the advancement and welfare of 
the said Island and its inhabitants, and the better and more certain administration of justice therein, it has 
been considered wise and expedient to repeal all existing laws and regulations respecting the said Island 
and now in force therein, and to appoint an officer for the administration of justice therein, and to pass 
other laws for the better management of the affairs of the said Island : Now, therefore I, Henry 
Robert Brand, Viscount Hampden, the present Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the said Colony of '
New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Governor of Norfolk Island, do, in pursuance of the power 
vested in me, declare and enact as follows :—

The Chief Magistrate.

' 1. The executive government of Norfolk Island shall, during the absence of the Governor, be vested Executive 
in the Chief Magistrate appointed by the Governor from time to time, who shall hold office during the inCChief 
pleasure of the Governor, and shall reside on the Island. . _ Mugistrote,

The Governor may from time to time appoint some person who shall, if the Chief Magistrate should • 
die or be absent from the Island, or become incapable of acting in his office, have the powers and perform 
the duties conferred and imposed on the Chief Magistrate until a successor is appointed, or during such 
absence or incapacity as aforesaid. - . _

2.—(i) The Chief Magistrate shall, in pursuance of the authority hereby vested in him, exercise a Power imd^ 
general supervision over the affairs of the Island, and shall from time to time and when required by the *
Governor report to him as to the condition of the Island, and all matters occurring therein, and shall carry Magistrate:, 
out any instructions given him by the Governor. /

Provided that the power of alienating, leasing, or authorising the occupation or use of the waste 
lands of the Crown shall bo exercised by the Governor alone. '

(n) He shall carry out and enforce obedience to these laws, and for that purpose may summon to ■ 
his assistance any person on the island, who shall forthwith obey the summons under a penalty not exceed
ing two pounds. _

(in) He shall also preside at the Magistrate’s Court and administer justice therein to all persons, 
without fear or favour, affection, or ill-will, and in the administration of justice or in the conduct of any 
inquiry authorised by these laws he may administer oaths to jurors, witnesses, and others.
' (iv) He may also, with the approval of the Governor, establish gaols, prisons, and houses of correc
tion, and appoint a Registrar and gaolers, constables, bailiffs, and other ofiicers, and remove any officer.

Provided that he may, without obtaining the approval of tbe Governor, suspend any officer, and 
appoint another temporarily in his place.
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The Magistrate s Court and the Grand Jury.

3-—(i.) There shall be a Court presided over by the Chief Magistrate (herein called the “ Magis
trate’s Court") which shall be a Court of Record, and shall have jurisdiction—

(a) To punish all crimes and offences (except crimes punishable by death) ] and the jurisdiction may
be exercised summarily or on indictment as hereinafter provided ;

(b) To adjudge on all civil pleas whatsoever, irrespective of the amount claimed or in issue j and
(c) To grant probates and letters of administration of and orders to collect the estates of persons

dying possessed of real or personal property in the Island,
(n.) The jurisdiction of the Magistrate’s Court shall extend to crimes and offences committed, and 

causes of action accrued, before or after the day on which these laws take effect, and to the estates of 
persons dying after the making of these laws.

4. —(i.) Subject to these laws, and so far as applicable, the provisions of the Imperial Acts eleven 
and twelve Victoria, chapter forty-two, and eleven and twelve Victoria, chapter forty-three, and the Acts 
of the Parliament of New South Wales, thirty-two Victoria number six, forty-six Victoria number three, 
forty-six Victoria number seventeen, fifty-two Victoria number six, fifty-five Victoria number five, and 
fifty-seven Victoria number twenty-three, shall have force and effect within Norfolk Island, and the juris
diction and powers conferred by the said Acts on Judges and Justices of the Peace shall be exercised 
by the Chief Magistrate,

Provided that all criminal proceedings before the Chief Magistrate and a jury shall be commenced 
by a bill of indictment preferred to and found by a Grand Jury, to be constituted as hereinafter provided :

Provided also that the jury to try criminal issues shall be a jury of seven Elders :
Provided further that where a bill of indictment charging a capital offence is found by a Grand 

Jury, the Magistrate may inquire into the same in a summary way, and shall forward the evidence 
produced before him, with a report thereon, to the Governor, to be dealt with by him as he may think fit.

(n.) In the exercise of civil jurisdiction the provisions of the Acts of the Parliament of New 
South Wales, ten Victoria number ten, and forty-five Victoria number twenty-seven relating to Courts of 
Petty Sessions in the Colony of New South Wales, and of such enactments as amend or arc in that Colony 
ancillary to the exercise of the jurisdiction and powers conferred by those Acts shall, subject to these laws 
and so far as applicable in the circumstances of the Island, and without any limitation as to the amount 
claimed or in issue, be followed by the Chief Magistrate and apply to the Magistrate’s Court.

Provided that the Chief Magistrate shall have no jurisdiction in any case where title of land is in 
question ; but he may in any such case, or on the petition of any person, make inquiry in a summary way 
into the facts of any disputed title to land, and shall thereupon forward the evidence and his report thereon 
for the consideration of the Governor, who may adjudicate thereon, and whose orders in the premises shall 
be enforced by the Chief Magistrate.

(m.) In granting probate and letters of administration and orders to collect the Magistrate 
shall follow the law and practice of the Supreme Court of New South Wales in its probate jurisdiction so 
far as they are applicable.

(iv.) The Chief Magistrate shall be sole judge whether any of the enactments abovementioned 
are applicable in the circumstances of the Island.

5. Upon the application of any person, supported by an affidavit disclosing an indictable offence, it 
shall be lawful for the Chief Magistrate to order the Registrar to summon a Grand Jury, and the Registrar 
shall thereupon summon thirteen Elders to be named by the Chief Magistrate to appear at a Court to be 
holden at a time and place to be mentioned in the summons to inquire, present, do, and execute all tilings 
which on the part of the Queen or her successors may then and there be commanded of them, and every 
finding of a Grand Jury shall be by not less than seven jurors.

6. The Chief Magistrate may, with the approval of the Governor, make, amend, and repeal rules 
providing for the exemption of certain of the Elders from being liable to serve on juries, for the summoning, 
impanelling, and swearing of grand and petit juries, for the conduct of trials, the summoning of wit
nesses, and regulating the practice and procedure of the Magistrate’s Court and the Grand Jury, the forms of 
oaths to be taken by jurors and witnesses, and the forms of all proceedings, the compensation to lie allowed 
to jurors and witnesses, and the costs of the parties, and for applying the Acts incorporated herewith to the 
circumstances of the Island.

He may also impose a fine not exceeding ten shillings on any person who fails to attend the Magis
trate’s Court or the Grand Jury in pursuance of a summons, or refuses to serve on a jury.

Crimes ‘punishable by Death.

7. Crimes punishable by death shall, unless otherwise provided by laws made by the Governor, be 
dealt with in accordance with the laws now in force in the Colony of New South Wales. The trial of such 
crimes as aforesaid shall be held in Norfolk Island.

The Council of Elders.

8. There shall be a council of twelve persons (herein called the “ Council of Elders ”) elected as
hereinafter provided. And the Council of Elders may from time to time choose one of their number as 
President, who shall preside at all meetingsrtor the discharge of administrative duties, and shall have a 
casting vote only. '

9. —(i.) The Council of Elders shall have the care, construction, and management of the public roads 
of the Island, and the care and management of all commons and public reserves, and may, subject to the 
approval of the Chief Magistrate, make, amend, and repeal by-laws for the above purposes, and regulating 
proceedings at meetings of the council for administrative purposes, and providing for the construction and 
maintenance of the public roads by the labour of the residents on the Island, or by means of rates to be 
levied on the said residents ; and may in those by-laws impose penalties not exceeding two pounds for any 
breach of the same.

The Magistrate may approve or disapprove of the making, amending, or repealing of any by-laws, or 
may reserve the consideration thereof for the Governor. By-laws when approved as aforesaid shall, 
subject to any laws enacted for the governing of the Island, and subject to any regulations made by the 
Chief Magistrate, have the force of law. (ii.)
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(n.) The Council of Elders may also, subject to the provision hereinafter mentioned, mate 
suggestions to the Cliief Magistrate as to any changes in the laws and regulations of the Island which they 
may think desirable.

10. —(i.) The first meeting of the Council of Elders for the discharge of their administrative duties Meetings of 
shall be held on a day to be appointed by the Chief Magistrate, and meetings may thereafter be held on E^eiu' °f

. such days as may be prescribed by the by-laws of the said council, and if no days be so prescribed on any 
day named by the President.

(n.) Meetings of the Council of Elders for the consideration of suggested alterations of the laws and 
regulations of the Island shall be summoned by the Cliief Magistrate on the receipt by him of a petition 
signed by twenty or more of the Elders. The Chief Magistrate shall preside at those meetings.

11. —(i.) The Council of Elders shall bo elected on some day to be named by the Chief Magistrate as 
soon as convenient after the day on which these laws take effect, and thereafter on the first Tuesday in Elders. 
January in each year; and, on failure to elect any or all of the members of the Council of Elders, the Chief 
Magistrate may appoint a sufficient number.

The members ot the council shall be Elders of the age of thirty years or upwards ; but any person 
who is in any gaol or house of correction, or has within the previous three, months been discharged from 
some gaol or house of correction to which he has been committed as a punishment for an offence against 
any laws made by the Governor, shall be disqualified to be elected to or to be a member of the council.

The council shall bo elected by the elders in the manner prescribed by regulations made by the Chief 
Magistrate.

(n.) Three of the council shall retire on the first Tuesday in January in each year. The order in Retireiumta »nd 
which the members of the first council shall retire shall be determined by the Chief Magistrate by lot in the vacttllolc"‘ 
manner prescribed by regulations made by him, and when all the members of the first council have retired 
the members who have been longest in office shall be the first to retire.

Yacancies from death, absence from the Island, or incapacity, shall be filled by the appointment of 
the Chief Magistrate, and the persons so appointed shall retire when the persons to whose offices they have 
been appointed would retire in accordance with these laws.

The Elders,

12. The Chief Magistrate shall cause to be kept a register of the names of the male natural-bom who ire the 
or naturalised subjects of Her Majesty of the age of twenty-five years and upwards who have for the Kt<lera' 
previous six months resided on the Island, and those persons are herein referred to as “ the Elders."

But no person who is in any gaol or house of correction, or has within the previous three months 
been discharged from some gaol or house of correction to which he has been committed as a punishment 
for an offence against any laws made by the Governor, shall be an Elder.

The School.

13. The father, or in case of his death or absence from the Island, the mother or other person parenta are re
having the custody or care of a child (not being a child under the care of the Melanesian Mission) between .
the ages of seven and fourteen years, shall pay to the Chief Magistrate, or any person authorised by him in children at 
respect of each such child as aforesaid, the sum of threepence weekly for schooling, and shall be responsible pUy"ih™?fect^ 
for the regular attendance of the child at school, except good cause be shown to the school-master for the 
absence of tbe child, and shall be liable to a fine of sixpence for every day that the child is absent from 
school, unless for good cause.

Miscellaneous Offences.

14. No beer, wine, or spirituous liquor shall be landed on any part of the Island, except it be no snor, winr.or 
consigned to or to the care of the Chief Magistrate, under a penalty not being less than five shillings nors
more than forty shillings. uu<tM«ii«tra!e.

But the Chief Magistrate may, in his discretion, distribute to persons holding the permits herein
after mentioned so much of the beer, wine, or spirituous liquor consigned to him or to his care as lie may 
think fit.

15. No beer, wine, or spirituous liquor shall be kept in any place on the Island unless under the Seimre ot beer,
care and control of the Chief Magistrate, or under and in accordance with a permit issued by him, iiulgaity'icepE11**

The Cliief Magistrate, on receiving information on oath that there is reason to suspect that beer, 
wine, or spirituous liquor is in the possession of any person in contravention of these laws, may issue 
a warrant authorising search to be made on the premises of the suspected person ; and if in pursuance of a 
search warrant or otherwise any beer, wine, or spirituous liquor is found in the possession of any person as 
aforesaid, tbe beer, wine, or spirituous liquor, and the vessels containing the same may be forthwith seized, 
and tlio said person shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty shillings, and on conviction the said 
vessels and their contents shall be forfeited to Her Majesty, .

16. Whosoever uses obscene or profane language in a street, highway, or public place shall be liable Penalty lor using
to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings nor less than five shillings, faneUnguasc?"

17. The mother, or, incase of her death, the person having the care and custody of an illegitimate Maintenance 
child, shall be entitled to recover in a summary way from the father of the child an allowance of not less orderio)suPPort 
than two shillings and sixpence nor more than seven shillings and sixpence a week for the mamtenance of children.
the child until it attains the age of fourteen years :

Provided that no order shall be made under this section on the evidence of the mother alone.
18. The Chief Magistrate may, with the approval of the Governor, make, amend, and repeal

regulations— ti0n9,
(а) prescribing the duties of the registrar and of gaolers, constables, bailiffs, and other officers ;
(б) regulating proceedings at meetings of the Council of Elders for the consideration of suggested

alterations of the laws and regulations of the Island ;
(c) regulating the election of members of the Council of Elders, and the retirement of the members of 

the first council; 1
, (d) prescribing the duties of the school-master, and regulating the management of the school; (e)
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(e) prescribing the conditions under which permits to keep beer, wine, or spirituous liquor may bo 
granted, held, and revoked;

i f ) regulating the cutting of timber on land of the Crown, and prescribing the fees or payments to be 
made for timber so cut ;

(ji) prescribing the measures to he taken for preserving the public health ;
(/(•) for carrying out these laws and prescribing forms for all matters and proceedings thereunder.

And may, in those regulations, impose any penalty not exceeding ten pounds for any breach of the same, 
or where the breach is a continuing one not exceeding one pound for every day that the breach continues.

All regulations so made and approved shall, when published iu Norfolk Island by exhibiting the 
same in public at some place near the court-house, have the force of law.

Supplemental and Repeal.
Recovery of fines 
and penalties.

Application of 
fines and penal
ties,
Powers may be exercised from 
time to time.
Repeal.

Commencement 
of these laws,

19. All fines and penalties imposed by these laws or by any regulations or by-laws made there
under, may be sued and proceeded for by any person whomsoever and may be recovered in a summary way 
before the Chief Magistrate, who may, in the order imposing the fine or penalty, direct that in default of 
payment or satisfaction at the time and in the mode ordered it may be recovered by distress, levy, and 
sale of the goods and chattels of the defendant, and that in default of sufficient, distress the defendant be 
imprisoned for any term not exceeding three months,

20. All foes, fines, and penalties shall bo paid to the Chief Magistrate or to any person appointed 
by him in that behalf, and shall be accounted for by the Magistrate to the Governor.

21. Where by these laws, or by any regulations thereunder, power is given to do, perform, or 
submit to auy act, matter, or thing, the power may be exercised from time to time as occasion may require, 
unless the contrary intention appears.

22. All laws, ordinances, and regulations in force within Norfolk Island when these laws take effect 
are hereby repealed and annulled, and the offices of Chief Magistrate and assistants or councillors established 
under those repealed laws, ordinances, and regulations are hereby abolished.

Provided that such repeal shall not—
(а) affect the previous operation of any law, ordinance, or regulation so repealed, or anything duly

done, suffered, or commenced to he done under them ; or
(б) affect any right, privilege, obligation, or liability acquired, accrued, or incurred, under any law,

ordinance, or regulation so repealed; or
(c) affect any penalty, forfeiture, or punishment incurred in respect of any offence committed against

any law, ordinance, or regulation so repealed ; or
(d) affect any investigation, legal proceeding, or remedy in respect of any such right, privilege, obligar-

tion, liability, penalty, forfeiture, or punishment as aforesaid ; 
and any such investigation, legal proceeding, or remedy may be instituted, continued, or enforced, and any 
such penalty, forfeiture, or punishment may be imposed and enforced, as if these laws had not been made.

23. These laws shall take effect on and after the day of their proclamation in Norfolk Island by the 
Governor or Chief Magistrate.

In ■witness whereof, I, as Governor of Norfolk Island, have signed this my Proclamation and have 
affixed hereto the seal of Norfolk Island, this 14th day of November, in the sixtieth year of tho 
reign of Her Majesty the Queen, and in the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six.

HAMPDEN.

Sittings of the 
Court,

Adjournment 
of the Court.

Time of filing 
demands or 
plaints.—Issue 
of plaint note.
Demand before 
institution of 
proceedings.

Filing defence dtid scnico of 
notice (R).

Service of 
process by 
plaintiff or 
defendant. 
New trial.

Affidavit of 
iervieo.

His Excellency the Governor of Norfolk Island has been pleased to approve of 
the following rules and regulations made by the Chief Magistrate under the 
authority of the laws of Norfolk Island :—

Rules for carrying out the provisions of the Acts of the Parliament of New South Wales 10 Yict. 
No. 10, and 45 Viet. No. 27, adopted by the laws of Norfolk Island, and for summoning, drawing, 
and empanelling juries.

Rules to carry out the provisions of 10 Viet. Ab, 10.
1. A Court for hearing and determining all civil pleas shall be held in the Court-house on such days 

as may be appointed by the Chief Magistrate.
2. If the Chief Magistrate is not present at the time appointed for holding the Court, or within half 

an hour thereafter, the Registrar may adjourn tbe Court to such time as he may think fit.
3. AH demands or plaints shall be filed in the Registrar's ofiice six clear days, and all summonses 

shall be served three clear days, prior to the day appointed for tho return of the summonses. A plaint 
note shall be issued forthwith to the plaintiff on his filing the demand or plaint.

4. In any action the nature of which admits of a demand being made before the action is brought 
a demand shnll be made before the issue of the summons, otherwise the plaintiff shall not be entitled to 
recover his costs in the action.

5. Where it is intended to defend upon any matters of set-off or excuse, particulars of the same shall 
be filed in tho Registrar's ofiice two clear days prior to the day of hearing, and a copy of the particulars so 
filed shall, at least one clear day prior to the day of hearing, be served by the defendant on the plaintiff, in 
the same manner as a summons may be served upon a defendant: Provided that the filing and service of 
such notices of defence may be dispensed with by consent of the plaintiff or by order of the Court, and 
under such terms and conditions as the Court may direct.

6. In the discretion of the Registrar, a party to an action may receive summons or other process in 
the action from the Registrar for tho purpose of serving the same.

7. When a new trial of a cause has been granted, the Registrar shall give notice in writing to the 
plaintiff and defendant of the time appointed for such trial; the notice may be given not less than three 
clear days before the day appointed for the trial.

8. Affidavit of service of any process may be made and endorsed on the proceedings before tbe
hearing, 9
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9. The Court may adjourn the hearing of any matter on such terms as it thinks fit, and may award 
costs to either party on the adjournment.

10. The Court may at any time during the trial allow any amendment to be made in a summons, 
plaint, or plea, or other proceeding, either in form or substance, if the party against whom the amendment 
is sought to be made would not be misled or prejudiced thereby, and upon such terms as to adjournment, 
payment of costs, or otherwise, as the Court may deem fit.

11. Should the plaintiff succeed in his cause of action the Court may in its discretion allow him 
reasonable costs for taking out, or service of. Court process.

12. In any action the Court may award expenses to any witness, exclusive of the plaintiff, at a rate 
not exceeding 6s. a day,

13. The Kegistrar shall keep books of account and an execution hook, and a record of all transactions 
before the Court,

The bailiff also shall keep an execution book, in which he shall enter particulars of all writs 
delivered to him for execution, the amounts received by him on levies made thereunder, and the return to 
the writs made by him to the .Registrar.

14. The Registrar shall receive all moneys that may be paid into Court before or after the trial, and 
shall pay the same to the parties entitled thereto, in due course, on demand being made by them or their 
authorised agents.

15. Payment of moneys out of Court may be made on production of the plaint note in the cause ; 
agents to be paid such moneys only on presentation of an order signed by tbe person entitled to the moneys 
and witnessed.

16. Execution may be issued after the expiration of two clear days from the date of the judgment, 
on the application in writing of the party in whoso favour a verdict has been given, or of his agent: 
Provided that the agent shall produce an authority for his application, signed by the party on whose 
behalf he is acting, and witnessed : Provided also that if it be shown on affidavit by a party entitled to 
take out execution that the judgment of the Court is likely to be defeated by delay, execution may issue at 
any time after judgment.

17. All sales under process from the Court shall be conducted publicly, and the goods levied on 
shall be sold by the bailiff or his deputy, at or near the hour of noon, to the highest bidder for ready money, 
at the place where the levy thereon has been made or as near thereto as circumstances (having regard to 
tbe best prices to be obtained) will admit. The bailiff shall, three clear days before sale (which day shall 
not be earlier than the sixth day from the day of levying upon tbe goods), affix notice of such intended 
sale in a conspicuous place at or near the entrance to the premises where the levy has been made, and at 
the place where such sale is to take place, and on or near tbe door of the Court-house : Provided that when 
requested by the owner of the goods levied upon, or when such goods are of a perishable nature, the bailiff 
shall put the goods up for sale as early as may be, with due regard to the interests of all parties, in which 
case the notices of intended sale which are prescribed by this rule shall be affixed as early as practicable.

18. Where the party alleges that his goods and chattels so levied upon are more than sufficient to 
satisfy the execution, he may point out to the bailiff which portion of the same he desires to be first sold, 
and the same shall be sold accordingly; but if such portion be not sufficient to satisfy the execution, then 
the bailiff shall proceed to sell the whole of the goods and chattels, or such of them as may be sufficient to 
satisfy tbe claim, including all costs, and the bailiff shall, in all cases, within three days, pay tbe surplus 
(if any) arising from any level to the Registrar, so that he may render the same on demand to the person 
entitled therto.

19. The bailiff shall not be required to act upon any conditional order for suspending the execution 
of any process, but only upon an absolute order in writing to that effect, which order may at any time be 
withdrawn by the same party lodging with tho bailiff a written instruction to execute the said process.

20. No person shall be employed by the bailiff to assist him in the performance of his duties except 
with tho approval of the Court, and such approval may be withdrawn by the Court at any time if it 
thinks fit,

21. All suitors or their agents shall be at liberty to inspect the record book of tbe Court, and all books 
of the bailiff or his deputy, so far as such suitor may bo interested therein, and to take a copy of such 
parts as relate to the same action, on payment to tho Registrar for every such search of the sum of sixpence.

22. Bills of sale shall deregistered with the Registrar in the manner provided in the Act 10 Victoria 
No. 10 : Provided that no fee shall be charged for such registration.

23. All Court fees shall be paid in advance, and no process shall issue unless the fee for the same 
has been paid.

AdtoummerO 
of henring.

Amendment ot 
process.

Costs to 
plaintiff.

Expenses.

Boolis of account sml 
records.

Suitors' moneyi.

Payment of 
suitora' moneys.

Execution,

Proceedings in 
connection with 
Boles under 
levy.

Order in which 
goods may be 
sold.

Suspension of 
execution of 
process.#
Deputy bailiffs,

Search of 
record books.

Registration of 
bills of sale.

Fees to he paid 
in advance.

liul-es to carry out Provisions of 45 Viet. No. 27.

1. Any person in whose favour a judgment has been given under the laws of Norfolk Island may order to 
apply to the Chief Magistrate immediately or at any time thereafter during the time such judgment remains ment debtorf* 
unsatisfied, for an order to examine the person against whom such judgment has been obtained; and the 
Chief Magistrate may thereupon grant such order in writing or otherwise, and proceed to examine such 
person, or may postpone such examination upon such terms as to costs, and to such time as he thinks 
proper.

2. If the judgment creditor does not apply for such order of examination on the same day judgment
was given, but desires to obtain an order on some future date, and before satisfaction of bis judgment debt nation on future 
and costs, be shall give a written notice to the Registrar and the other party of his intention to apply to the lJatc'
Chief Magistrate for such order, naming the day on which such application is intended to be made, and 
such notice shall be served upon tbe Registrar and other party five days at least before such day of 
hearing.

3. The order for judgment provided by section 6 of the Act to be served on the garnishee shall ^jjournincnt. 
conclude with as full particulars of the claim made against him as would be required if he were being sued
by the judgment debtor, and shall set out fully and clearly any questions to be tried for determining his 
liability.

4. Tbe mode of service of notice and summonses shall be the same as applies to summonses to Mode of Bcnico
appear to plaints. 5. 0'I10ticfs- ^
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Officer,
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by ballot.
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and ballot-box.

Poll-clerk.

Mode of 
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5. The fees to be taken by the Registrar shall be tbe same as charged for summonses to appear to 
plaints, and shall be paid in advance. The bailiff’s fees for service of notices and summonses- shall be the 
same as are charged for services of summonses on plaints.

Mules for Summoning, Drawing, and Empanelling Juries.

1. The Chief Magistrate may issue a precept directing the Registrar to summon so many jurors as 
he may think sufficient for the trial of any indictable offence. The number of jurors to be summoned shall 
in each case be mentioned in the precept.

2. The Registrar upon receipt of the precept shall, in the presence of the Chief Magistrate, place in a 
box the name of each Elder written on a separate card or piece of paper, and draw therefrom the names of 
the jurors to be summoned. Provided that the names of ministers of religion and of officials (including 
the Chief Magistrate, medical officer in charge, Registrar, constables, bailiffs, and gaolers) shall not be placed 
in or drawn from the box.

3. Grand or petit jurors shall be summoned by serving on them or leaving at their residences, three 
days at least before the day fixed for the sitting of the Grand Jury or for tbe trial, a summons in the form 
hereto.

4. It shall be lawful for the foreman of every Grand Jury, and he is hereby authorised and required 
to administer an oath to all persons who appeared before such Grand Jury to give evidence in support of 
any bill of indictment; and all persons attending before any Grand Jury to give evidence may be sworn and 
examined upon oath by such Grand Jury touching the matters in question.

The name of every witness examined or intended to be examined shall be endorsed on the bill of 
indictment, and the foreman of the Grand Jury shall write his initials against the name of each witness 
so sworn and examined.

5. Upon calling on a case for trial the Registrar shall in open Court place cards containing the names 
of the jurors who have been summoned into a box provided for the purpose, and shall draw therefrom the 
cards one after another until seven jurors appear without just cause of challenge, who, being duly sw'orn, 
shall be the jury to try the case.

But if a sufficient number of jurors do not attend the number shall be completed by appointment 
by the Registrar from among such of the bystanders as are Elders and liable to serve on juries.

6. Every juror who attends a Court in pursuance of a summons, and every talesman, shall receive 
out of the funds in the hands of the Chief Magistrate the sum of turn shiilings and sixpence for every day 
of his attendance.

Form of Summons.

Mr. A. B. {naming the juror ).
You are hereby required to appear as a [grand or petit] juror at the Magistrate's Court, to beholden 

at on the . day of next,, and there to attend
from day to day until you be discharged by the said Court, (Signed) C. -D-,

Registrar.

Regulations for the Election of the Council of Elders.
1. The Chief Magistrate, or some person appointed by him in that behalf, shall be the Returning

Officer, and shall preside at all elections of the Council of Elders. Provided that the Cliief Magistrate may, 
in case of the absence, or inability, or refusal of the Returning Officer to act, appoint another Returning 
Officer in his stead. ’

2. The seventh day before the day affixed by or in accordance with the laws of Norfolk Island for 
the election of members of the Council of Elders shall be “nomination day," and the nomination of 
candidates shall be effected by delivering to the Returning Officer at any time before nomination day a paper 
in the Norm A hereto, containing the name in full of the candidate and his residence, and signed by two 
or more Elders qualified to vote at the election and by tho candidate.

3. The Returning Officer shall, at 12 o’clock noon, on the nomination day read out in public at the 
court-house the names of the candidates and their nominators, and if there appear to be no greater number 
of candidates than the number of members of the council to bo elected, the Returning Officer shall then and 
there declare the said candidates to he duly elected ; but if a greater number of candidates appear, he shall 
declare that a poll shall be held on the day fixed as aforesaid for the election, and shall forthwith cause to 
be exposed and kept exposed until the election, in some conspicuous place at or near to the Court-house, a 
notice to that effect containing the names of the candidates and their nominators. Provided that no person 
declared elected shall hold office as member of the Council of Elders until the day fixed for the election.

4. Every election shall be by ballot, and the voting shall commence at 8 o’clock in the forenoon and 
shall close at 3 o’clock in the afternoon of the same day. The poll shall be held at such place as the Chief 
Magistrate may appoint, and the Returning Officer shall preside at the poll. The Returning Officer shall have 
the assistance of the police and of such persons as may be appointed by the Chief Magistrate in that behalf 
to carry out the details of the polling and to keep order within and at the approaches to the polling-places.

5. At the polling-place there shall be a separate compartment or compartments into which none but 
electors preparing their ballot-papers shall enter during the poll under a penalty not exceeding ,£1,

6. The Returning Officer shall provide himself with a sufficient number of ballot-papers in the 
Form B hereto, which he shall sign or initial on the back thereof before delivering to an elector. He shall 
also provide a ballot-box, the front of which shall be of glass, and on the top of which there shall he an 
opening sufficient to receive a ballot-paper folded. The box shall be locked and the key kept by the 
Returning Officer,

7. The Chief Magistrate may, in his discretion, appoint any person to act as poll-clerk, who shall 
assist the Returning Officer in the conduct of the ballot.

8. Every elector qualified to vote at the election shall receive from the Returning Officer at the
polling-place a ballot-paper signed or initialled as aforesaid, and may in a compartment aforesaid, without 
leaving the same, strike through the names on the ballot-paper of those persons for whom he does not 
intend to vote, and shall then fold up the ballot-paper so as to conceal the interior and disclose only the 
name or initials of tha Returning Officer, and shall openly, in the presence of the Returning Officer, deposit 
the ballot-paper in the ballot box ; Provided
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, Provided that if an elector cannot read, the Returning Officer tnay, at the request of the elector,
strike through the names of the persons for whom the elector does not intend to vote.

9, If a voter suffer to remain, upon his ballot-paper a greater number of names not struck out than Crrhun votes
the number of members of the council to be elected, the vote shall be void. ’ '

10. Except as herein provided the Returning Officer shall not vote. Provided that if two or more Casting-vote ot 
candidates obtain an equal number of votes, the Returning Officer may give a casting vote by declaring
which ofthe candidates is duly elected. °

11, The Returning Officer may ask any elector— Questions which
(n) Are you the person whose name appears as A.E. in the register of Elders 1 n'a3 beask<5d-
(6) Are you qualified to vote at this election ?
(c) Have you already voted at 'this election ?

but no other questions, and no person who refuses to answer the questions, or who fails to answer the first 
and second in the affirmative and the third in the negative shall be allowed to vote. And any person who 
makes any false answer to any of the questions shall be guilty of perjury, and may be punished accordingly.

12. Immediately after the close of the poll the Returning Officer shall, in the presence of the Chief ballot-papers 
Magistrate and the poll-clerk, and of such other persons (if any) as may, in his discretion, be appointed by and dccim-ing 
the Chief Magistrate in that behalf, open the ballot-box. and count the ballot-papers and ascertain the^™™Hof 
result of tho poll, and as soon thereafter as possible shall, at the Court-house, declare the names of the 
candidates who have been duly elected.

PORII A. Fomi A,—Komi-
r ^ ^ ttat)On*pnpcr.

Jr:o?nina(ion-paper.

We hereby nominate (state name in full of the candidate and his residence) as member of the Council 
of Elders. '

A.B., of (state residence).
C.D., of (state residence).

Dated the day of 18 .

Rohm B. Form B.—Billot,-
Ballot-paper. paper'

Election of members of the Council of Elders on the day of 18 .

List of Candidates.
Names in full. Addresses.

Regulations providing for the Public Health.
1. The Government Medical Officer in charge shall have power— powers of

(a) to inspect or cause to be inspected all drains, closets, cesspits, and places for the deposit of refuse, MclucaHifflcer.
and to order the same to be emptied, cleansed, or closed, as he may think necessary for preserving 
the public health ;

(b) to inspect or cause to be inspected any tanks, wells, or sources of water supply, and to order that
the same be emptied or cleansed, or, with the approval of the Chief Magistrate, to order that any 
tanks or wells be closed, and that the same or any sources of water supply be not used for domestic 
purposes from such time as he may name, and to revoke or vary any order so made ,

(c) to order the removal, burial, or destruction by fire of any dead animal in any case where, in his
opinion, it is necessary that those measures should be taken in order to prevent the pollution of 
an)' stream or to abate any nuisance which is offensive or prejudicial to health ;

(d) to order that the above things bo done within such time as he may name in that behalf;
(e) to enter, by himself, or by any person authorised by him in writing under his hand, any land,

houses, or premises between the hours of 10 o’clock in the forenoon and 5 o’clock in the afternoon,
. for effecting any of the purposes aforesaid.

2. The Chief Magistrate may, at tho request of the Government Medical Officer in charge, order poat to to i>ro- 
any persons to provide and man a boat, and to carry the said Medical Officer, and any assistants, to visit
and inspect, as Health Officer, any vessel in the offing, or anchored, or apparently intending to anchor, in 
any roadstead of the Island, or touching, or apparently intending to touch, at the Island, and the said 
order shall be obeyed under a penalty not exceeding 40s.

3. The orders of the Government Medical Officer in charge may be made against the Council of Against whom 
Elders in the case of any matters under their control, and against any other person in respect of other tlleifedLca?1 
matters ; and if the council or person aforesaid neglect or refuse to carry out the said orders they shall be lllay 110 
liable to a penalty not exceeding £1, or where the offence is a continuing one, to a penalty not exceeding
os, during every day that the offence continues. .

Made by the Chief Magistrate of Norfolk Island the 14th day of November, 1896.
WARNER SPALDING, Colonel,

Chief Magistrate.

No. 36.
Mr. Chamberlain to Governor Yiscount Hampden.

My Lord, Downing-street, January 14, 1897.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the 28th November,* regard

ing your recent visit to Norfolk Island, and the steps which you have taken to inaugurate the new system 
of Government. I
r------------------- --------------------------- ----------------i----------------------------------------------------------------;--------- :----------------------------------------------------- -------

•232 E • No. 35.
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I have read vrith much interest the new laws and regulations, and I trust that they will work satis*- 
factorily.

I approve of the proceedings reported in your despatch, and desire to express to you my thanks for 
the labour that you have undertaken, in connection with the introduction of a system of better government 
for the Island, which will, I sincerely hope, lead to the general advancement and prosperity of its inhabi
tants. I have, (fee.,

J. CHAMBERLAIN.

No. 37.
Governor Yiscount Hampden to Mr. Chamberlain. .

(Received January 25, 1897.)
Sir, Government House, Sydney, December 16, 1896.

I have the honor to transmit herewith, for your perusal, copies of two despatches that I have 
received from Colonel Spalding, the recently-appointed Chief Magistrate at Norfolk Island, each bearing 

■ date the 28th of November. _ _
The contents of these communications show that the change in tho Jaws and regulations of the 

Island has been satisfactorily effected, that the election to the Council of Elders has been efficiently con
ducted, and that a salutary effect has already been created by the conviction and punishment of offenders.

I have, (fee,,
■ '------------------ HAMPDEN.

[Enclosure 1 in No. 37.]

From The Chief Magistrate to His Excellency the Governor.

Subject:—Convictions for Larceny,
My Lord, Norfolk Island, November 28, 1896.

I have tho honor to inform your Excellency that there have been two convictions for larceny. 
In both cases the defendants elected to be summarily dealt with. The first case, Rossiter v. S. F. Quintal, 
stealing oranges from enclosed lands, came on for hearing on the 24th instant. The evidence for the pro
secution was conclusive, and the defendant's witnesses only more clearly demonstrated the defendant’s guilt.

The accused had been previously convicted of a similar offence in October, 1896, when he received 
the totally inadequate punishment of a few hours’ work in the drains.

The Court sentenced the accused to two months’ hard labour on the public roads, <fec.
The second, case, Henry Everett v. Shark Quintal, for stealing a saw from a room occupied by the 

plaintiff, about July last, was taken on the 25th instant. The evidence established the charge. The 
defendant declined to go into the witness-box. He had also been previously convicted of breaking and. 
entering. Taking into consideration the defendant’s age (under 18 years), the Court sentenced the accused 
to one month’s hard labour on the public roads, ifcc.

Small Debts Court.

Two cases were heard, viz. :—
Eugene Coutois ■>:. "William Adams.

Do v. Fish Adams.
The plaintiff was successful in one case and partially so in the other. _
Orders were made for the payments of the amounts determined on, the plaintiff concurring as to 

terms of payment at the rate of one shilling a week. _
The Registrar of the Small Debts Court represents there are several other cases for hearing next 

week. « I have, <tc.,
WARNER SPALDING,

Colonel and Chief Magistrate.
His Excellency the Governor of New South Wales and Norfolk Island, Sydney.

[Enclosure 2 in No. 37.]
From The Chief Magistrate to His Excellency the Governor.

Subject:—Election of Council of Elders.
My Lord, Norfolk Island, November 28, 1896.

I have the honor to enclose, for your Excellency’s perusal, the capable report of the Returning 
Officer (Mr. I. Robinson) of the result of the election of the first Council of Elders under the recently 
proclaimed laws.

The election was carried out in the most orderly manner. The arrangements made by the Returning 
Officer were good. Great interest was manifested in the results, and a very considerable gathering of 
Elders were present at the declaration of the poll; after which three hearty cheers were given for Her 
Majesty, and the meeting dispersed.

I propose to convene the first meeting of the council on the 2nd proximo.
I have, <fec.,

' WARNER SPALDING,
Colonel and Chief Magistrate.

His Excellency the Governor of New South Wales and Norfolk Island, Sydney. Sir,
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Sir, Norfolk Island, November 27, 1896.
J Lave the honor to inform you that, in accordance with your instructions, the election of 

twelve members to form the first Council of Elders took place on Wednesday, the 25th instant.
There were twenty candidates nominated, the election being held in the Court-house on the day 

named, the polling-place being open from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Two scrutineers from outside were called in, 
Messrs. Gustav Quintal and Lindsay Buffett, who, in addition to Lieut. Spalding, the poll-clerk, and myself, 
•checked the papers and the counting. With the exception of three informal ones, the papers were correct. 
At 5 p.m. the result of the voting was declared publicly, and the following gentlemen, named in the order 
of precedence, were declared duly elected :—

John Buffett, senr.
Stephen Christian.
Wm. Henry Arthur Quintal.
John Forrester Young. 
Cornelius Quintal.
Geo. Howland Sinclair Evans.

Oliver Masey Quintal.
Isaac Godfrey Christian.
Wm. Boswell Marsh Adams,
Henry Monges.
Byron S. M. Adams.
Stanley Fredk. McCoy.

It may be remarked that the election was a very complete one; with the exception of two, all the 
Elders on the roll that were'able to vote did so, the exceptions being as follows :—Three disqualified through 
the residence clause (Bevds, Bobin, Wilson, and Captain Champion): seven sick (four Quintals, Bates, Snell, 
and Jackson); two absent from the Island (Wilfred Quintal and Bigger Adams); two debarred (Returning 
Officer and poll-clerk); there are 126 names registered—110 recorded their votes; 14 were debarred as above 
stated, leaving two who did not vote (H. Everett and A. C. Miller).

I enclose three returns—“A," “B,” and “C.”
Return “A.” Members returned and votes.

„ “B.” Candidates and votes.
„ “ C.” Summary of roll.

Also an electoral roll marked off. I have, &c.,
ISAAC ROBINSON,

’Colonel Spalding, C.M.G., Chief Magistrate. Returning Officer.

No. 38.
Mr. Chamberlain to Governor Yiscount Hampden.

My Lord. Downing-street, January 27, 1897.
I duly received your despatch of the 16th October,* enclosing a memorandum to the Premier of 

New South Wales relative to the proposed transfer of tho administration of Norfolk Island, and I have now 
the honour to transmit to you an Order of Her Majesty in Council, dated the loth instant, which was 
passed for the purpose at the last meeting of the Council, and which will, I trust, meet the wishes of your 
Government, and prove sufficient for all present purposes. ■

2. I had previously consulted the Law Officers of the Crown as to the measures which would be 
required in order to effect a complete annexation of Norfolk Island to the Colony of New Soutli Wales, and 
whether this object could he effected by Order in Council under the Act 18 and 19 Victoria, chapter 
56. 1 am advised that, in their opinion, the Island cannot be annexed to tlie Colony by Order in 
Council, and that the statute contemplates that Norfolk Island should remain a Crown Colony, governed 
under the directions of the Queen in Council, not that it should be annexed to another Colony. They 
thought, further, that the object in view should be effected by Acts of the Imperial Legislature and of the 
Legislature of New South Wales.

3. As there is no immediate intention of carrying out such annexation, there is no occasion at 
present to consider the form with such legislation should take ; but if your Ministers should wish to make 
any observations upon the subject, I shall be ready to give them full consideration.

You will observe that tho last paragraph of the Order in Council gives you full power to bring it 
into operation at whatever date may be found most convenient; but I anticipate that you would not 
interpose much delay before bringing it into effect.

I have, Ac.
J. CHAMBERLAIN.

[Enclosure in No. 38.]

At the Court at Osborne House, Isle of Wight, the 15th day of January, 1897.
Present: The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, Lord President, Lord Arthur Hill, Lord Balfour of

Burleigh.
Whereas by the Australian Waste Lands Act, 1855 (18 and 19 Viet, cap. 56), it is among other things 
provided that it shall be lawful for Her Majesty at any time by Order in Council to make such provision 
for the Government of Norfolk Island as may seem expedient.

And whereas by an Order of Her Majesty in Council dated the 24th of June, 185G, it -was amongst 
other things ordered that Norfolk Island should be a distinct and separate settlement, the affairs of which, 
until further order is made in that behalf by Her Majesty, should be administered by a Governor to be 
appointed by Her Majesty with the advice and consent of Her Privy Council. And it was thereby further 
ordered that tlie Governor and Commander-in-Chief for the time being in and over the Colony of New 
South Wales should be, and lie was thereby, constituted Governor of Norfolk Island with the powers and 
authorities in the said Order mentioned. And

No. 33.
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And whereas it is expedient that other provision should be made for the Government of Norfolk 
Island, and that, in prospect of the future annexation of that Island to the Colony of New South Wales, 
or to any Federal body of which that Colony may hereafter form part, in the meantime the affairs of tbe 
Island should be administered by the Governor of New South Wales as herein provided.

Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by virtue and in exercise of the power in this behalf by the Australian 
Waste Lands Act, 1855, or otherwise in Her Majesty vested, is pleased, by and with the advice of Her 
Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered as follows :—

I. The affairs of Norfolk Island shall henceforth, and until further order is made in that behalf by
Her Majesty, be administered by the Governor and Commander-in-Chief for the time being of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, The said Governor and Commander-in-Chief 
is hereinafter called the Governor, and the title the Governor shall include the Officer for the 
time being administering the Government of New South Wales. _

'2. Tlie Governor shall keep and use the public Seal of Norfolk Island for sealing all things that shall 
pass the said Seal.

The Governor may constitute and appoint all necessary Judges, Justices of the Peace, and other 
public officers for the said Island.

J, The Governor may, by proclamation published in the IVeio South Wales Government Gazette,
make laws for the peace, order, and good government of Norfolk Island, subject nevertheless to 
any instructions that may be given to him by Her Majesty under her sign manual and signet, or 
through one of Her Principal Secretaries of State. _

5. The Governor may make grants or other dispositions of any lands within the said Island which
may be lawfully granted or disposed of by Her Majesty.

6. All laws, ordinances, and regulations in force in Norfolk Island at the time when this Order takes
effect shall continue in force until repealed or altered by competent authority. _

7. The said Order of the 24th day of June, 1856, is hereby revoked, but without prejudice to anything
lawfully done thereunder.

8. This Order shall be published by tbe Governor in the JVew South Wales Government Gazette at 
such time as the Governor may think fit, and shall take effect at tbe date of such publication, or at sucli 
later date as the Governor shall declare by notice in tbe said Gazette.

C. L. PEEL.

Sydney: William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer.—1897,
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DISTRIBUTION OF BLANKETS BY THE GOVERNMENT.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Printed under No. \71Report, from Printing Committee, 26 August, ISO/.

[Paid upon the Table of tins House in accordance with promise made in answer to Question No. 12 of 24f/i
August, 1897.]

(12.) Distribution of Blankets by the Government:—Mr. Schey asked tbe Colonial
Secretary,— , . . , „

“ (1.) How many pairs of blankets have been distributed by the Govern-
“ meat to charitable bodies, missions, Members of Parliament, and otherwise, 
“ since 1st January of this year ? _
“ (2.) How many of such blankets were manufactured in New South Wales. 
“ (3.) How many of such blankets were procured from the firm of
“ McArthur & Co. ? _
“ (4.) What price per pair was paid for those manufactured in New South
“Wales.
“ (5.) What price per pair was paid for those procured from Messrs. 
“ McArthur & Co. ?”
Mr. Brunker answeredI will presently lay upon the Table a return 
‘riving the desired information.Cj C;

Question (1).—Total quantity issued from

Cliaritable Bodies ...
Missions ... ...
Members of Parliament 
Q-overnment Institutions

1st January. 1897,-10,161 pairs; distributed as follows
' ' Pairs.

................................... 3,253
;; ;;; ....................................... eo

... 15
.........................   6,833

Total pairs ... ... ••• 10,161

Question (2).—3,958 pairs. .

Question (3).—450 pairs.
Question (4).—(16s. lOd.) Sixteen shillings and tcnpencc per pair.

Question (5).—(10s.) Ten shillings per pair.

[3rf.]
270—
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Legislattve Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MOLONG MARBLE.
(CORRESPON.DE NTCK ]i INSPECTING,)

Printed under No. 11 lieport from Printing Committee, 15 July. 1897.

RETURN to an Order of tho Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales, dated the 1st July, 1897, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,—

“ All papers, correspondence, and reports made by Mr. Roberts, an 
Inspector of Public Works, in reference to the quality of the Molong 
marble in the construction of Public Works undertaken by the 
Government.”

{Dr. Moss.)

SCHEDULE.
SO- TAOfc
1. Wm. McMullen to the Minister for Public Works. Letter (with enclosure), A5th April, 1S97, and minutes thereon 1
2. W. Roberts, Clerk ot Works, to the Government Architect. Report, 13th May, 1S07.....  ...................................... "2
3. Under-,Secretary for Public Works to Win. McMullen. Letter, 20th May, 1897 ..................................................... 2

No. 1.
W. McMullen, Esq., to The Secretary for Public Works.

Hon. Sir, Molong, 25 April, 1S97.
My object for addressing you is tins: Learning that, it was the intention of the present 

Government to erect new Parliamentary buildings at a cost of half a million of money, and also that it is 
your intention that all marble used in the erection of the new buildings must be Colonial marble, I take 
this opportunity of drawing your attention to tbe quality and inexhaustible supply that can be obtained 
in Molong. ,1 visited the metropolis during last week, but was unable to obtain an interview with you in 
consequence of pressure of business. My object was to interview you personally, and to produce to you 
samples of tbe Molong marble for your inspection. I am informed that tbe Molong marble is equal to 
the best obtainable in any part of the world, and samples of which, J am iuformod, can be seen at the 
Museum at Sydney. Should you, sir, do me the honor of sending an officer to inspect the Molong marble, 
1 will be only too happy to give the gentleman all the information that lies in my power, and also produce 
to him a block of Molong marble, about 12 cwt;., which I have bad dressed and polished at my own 
expense, and 1 will venture to say that its equal is not to be found in the Colony of imported marble. 
Trusting, sir, that you will be good enough to grant my request, and send an officer to report on the 
Molong marble. ' I am, &c.,

william mcmullen.
P.S.—1 have enclosed a dipping from the local paper for your perusal, sir.—IV. McM.

M OLOSO
2U0—

[oSO copies,—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material),.£1 5s. Id.]
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Molo.ni; MaKLU!.

Ii- sceptical or inquisitive persons arc ansions to know wliat the district of Molong enn proiluce it will do their eves, good 
to call any day at tlie residence of Mi. Wm. McMullen, West 1'hid, mid there they will see a sample or block of splendid 
marble, about 1 ton in weight, cut, dressed, polished, and beautifully engraved. Tlie stone is to be found in abundance in 
the very heart of Molong, and can be landed in Sydney polished and lettered about ns cheap as freestone gravestones. The 
stonemason or cutter now at work at 'West End is anaitiscof first-class Older, and tbe design (abase stone) is nicelv 
morticed to receive a bend stone, anil is without doubt a splendid piene of workmanship. He says, and we m-itc a^rec 
with him, that the Molong marble defies comparison in the Colony, Yet here it lies in abundant profusion, only awaiting 
t ie advent of capital to prove its worth. A gold reef is as nothing compared to our marble deposits, which it would be 
almost impossible to work out. A feature of our marble is that it requires no painting, the lettering when cut showing out 
with striking distinctness on its polished surface. For gravestones it is specially adapted, and in this line it wouhronly 
rerjun-e to be known and inspected to become a valuable and future industry of the Colony. Tlie quality and rich high 
pohsh of the stone is well northy of inspection, and we commend it to the notice of the public. We understand that 
chons are being made to introduce capital in connection with this industry, and should the gentlemen oonemied be success
ful in attracting the attention of capitalists, well there's a big future ahead foi the Molong district. Anns rn-rinx.

Mr. Vernon.—J*-o. P., for U.S , 27/4/97. Mr. Koberts for report.-L.ll., for Gov. Arch, 
W5/97- Report herewith.—Whi. E., 13/G/97. Mr. Koberts submitted. The sample referred to in 
McMullen’s letter is n fiue one, and the marble in the district is of good qualify, hut at present no further 
supply is necessary. L.K, P.A.A., 14/5/97. The U.S. Works. In the event of a further supply 
being .required Mr. McMullen's marble appears to be suitable. Tie might be informed that at present 
none is required.—J.D., 15/5/97. Under Secretary. Submitted for approval to do so.—IMI., 1 S/5/97. 
Under Secretary for Public Works and Commissioner for Koads. Approved.—J.1I.Y. ]S/5/97
Inform.—18/5/97. Mr. W. McMullen, 20/5/97. ’

Ko. 2.

The Clerk of Works, Bathurst, to The Government Architect.
Molong Marlle.

i( Department of Public 'Works,
®ir’ . Government Architect‘s Branch, 13 Mav, 1S97.

Respecting Mr. McMullen’s letter herewith relative (o (ho above marble. *
The special piece referred to in his letter 1 have inspected, and have to inform you that :t is a very 

fine block about 1 ton, sound and neatly prepared and polished, J
The marble generally in this district is of excellent grain and figure.
At present I cannot recommend any expenditure, but in the near future something may be done in 

the matter when the steam marble-plant is set going at tho Bathurst Gaol, the ateam-enmiic now only 
being required. ° J

I have, Ac.,
W. ROBERTS,

____  e. of w.

Sir,

Ko. 3.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to W. McMullen, Esq.

- Department of Public Works, Sydney, 20 May, 1897.
' c reply to your letter of the 25th ultimo in regard to supplying Molong murble for the 

erection of new public buildings, &c., I have the honor to inform you that this Department does not at 
present require any marble.

I have, Ac.,
R. H. HICKS OX,

Under Secretary and Commissioner for Roads,
(per 3so. P.)

Sydney : William Applegate Gullick. Government I’rintcr.—1397.



Legislative Assembly.

'NEW SOUTH WALES,

OLD-AGE PENSIONS.
(PETITION FROM J. L. LANGLEY, RURAL DEAN, CHAPTER OF WEST SYDNEY, IN FAVOUR OF A BILL, 

THAT, UNDER PROPER SAFEGUARDS, MAY PROVIDE STATE PENSIONS FOR THE AGED.)

Received by ilu: Legislative Assembly, 6 October, 1897.

To tho Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable tlie Members of tbe Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales in Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the Rural Deconal Chapter of West Sydney,—

SlIOWEl'K : —
That as severe distress and much suffering frequently fall, because of poverty, upon persons 

who are old, and often through no fault of their own. the Chapter prays for the speedy passing of a- law 
that, under proper safeguards, may provide State pensions for the aged.

And your Petitioner therefore humbly prays that your Honorable House will take tbe premises 
into favourable consideration, and grant sucb relief as may seem best to your Honorable House.

J. D. LANGLEY,
Rural Dean.

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will over pray.
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES

BIRDS PROTECTION ACT.
<rer™ from lamownfm m the tar™* district, pratiho for ah amkndmret of.)

-Received by the Legislative Assembly, 18 November, 1897.

To tl.. Honorable tho Speaker a„„ Men.ber, of *,

Parliament iissembled.
Tlie Petition of the undersigned landholders in tlie Taralga District,- 

Respuctfl-llv Sijoivetji ' ’

of New South Wales, in

agriculturists,
That the protection of the magpie has been condueiv

(' to a serious loss on tho part of the

reinovciJ froi^ the hs J of ^iotlctc^^rds^1 V ° ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ shouW' at iU1 ^ be

Birds rlLlt aZ a^T'r1”7 ,,r',y ll''“ Ho"0"* H“"c wal p"™1 •» ™'1 ^
30 that the maSPlc may my longer be protected thereunder.

And your Petitioners, in duty bound, will ever pray.

\Ilere follow SO signatures.]

[**] 409—
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CLAIM OF CAPTAIN ROSSI.
(PETITION FROM CAPTAIN COMTE DE ROSSI PRAYING TO BE HEARD BY COUNSEL AT THE BAR

OF THE HOUSE.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly^ 23 November^ 1897.

To the Honorable the Speaker and to the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, in Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of Francis Robert Lewis Captain Comte de Rossi, of Rossiville, G-oulbum,— 

Humbit Showeth :—
That in July, 189G, a Select Committee of your Honorable House was appointed to report 

upon your Petitioner’s claim against the Government of this Colony.

That Committee sat and fully investigated such claim, finding in favour of your Petitioner, and 
recommended his case to the favourable consideration of the Government.

That, notwithstanding the most strenuous exertions on the part of your Petitioner to obtain the 
sanction of your Honorable House to the adoption of such finding, no progress has so far been achieved, 
the claim thus lying in abeyance.

That your Petitioner humbly prays that your Honorable House, in consideration of the premises, 
will grant that he may be hoard by Counsel at the liar of your Honorable House in relation to such 
claim.

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray,
DE ROSSI,

Captain Comte.
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Legislative 'Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH "WALES.

THE REVEREND JAMES CLARKE.
(PETITION FEOM, PRAYING TO BE HEARD AT THE BAR OR THE HOUSE, OR FOR THE APPOINTMENT 

OF A SELECT COMMITTEE TO INQUIRE INTO CASE.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 24 November, 1897.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of James Clarke, Clerk in Holy Orders, of the parish of Saint George, 
Kogarah, in the county of Cumberland, in the Colony of New South Wales,—

Most Faithfully Showeth :—

That on Sunday, the 21st of October, 1894, whilst your Petitioner was conducting Divine 
service, his lawful wife was forcibly abducted from Saint George’s Vicarage, Kogarah, the house being 
broken and entered with the knowledge of the local police, who never interfered. On October the 22nd, 
the following day, your Petitioner, whilst seeking to recover his lawful wife and establish his legal rights, 
was violently and unlawfully arrested and detained at the Newtown Police Court, kept all day without 
food, removed to the Central Court at 4 p.m., and on the hearsay of his mother-in-law, who instituted the 
before-recited outrage, committed to the Reception House for the Insane, Darlinglmrst. Your Petitioner 
in the Court asked for counsel, but his request was ignored. That the said Newtown police assaulted, 
overpowered, and searched your Petitioner, appropriated his keys, moneys, and belongings, took and gave 
possession of Saint George’s Vicarage to your Petitioner’s wife, who was domiciled therein after her 
abduction.
_ _ On the 23rd October your Petitioner was removed to Gallon Park Asylum, and there further
imprisoned and detained until, after communicating with and being interviewed by Dr. Manning, he was 
released on the 10th November, 1894. During your Petitioner’s imprisonment nobody was allowed to see 
him. Reaching home on November 10th. your Petitioner discovered that all the money in his desk had 
been stolen, and likewise other goods and valuables, and found the house shut up, with nobody in charge. 

Your Petitioner, being denied all communication with his lawful wife, shortly after his release 
endeavoured to regain possession of her as an abducted minor, and applied early in December to the Supreme 
Court for a writ of habeas corpus. A rule nisi was made by the Chief Justice, on December 19th, 1894; 
this rule was discharged by another Judge, December 29th, 1894; an appeal—deferred in hearing—was 
dismissed with costs against your Petitioner, 12th February, 1895.

Divorce^ proceedings were instituted against your Petitioner; and on February 20th, 21st, and 22nd, 
1895, your Petitioner was assaulted, searched, and imprisoned in the Court three successive days, whereby 
he suffered in mind and body, was injured in his credit, and greatly prejudiced in the conduct of his case. 
On the afternoon of February 22nd, 1895, at the conclusion of the divorce suit, your Petitioner was arrested 
without warrant or charge, in King-street—immediately on leaving the Supreme Court—taken to the 
Central Police Court, and thence to the Reception House for the Insane, Darlinghurst, and there imprisoned 
until the 1st day of March, 1895. For these outrages against law and liberty your Petitioner got no 
redress, being imprisoned for eight days, and being unable to find the names of his assailants in time to 
take even a tort action for these great wrongs against the free rights and privileges of the subject. Your 
Petitioner after release sought refuge for a few days at Stanmore, amongst old friends with children, and 
on Sunday, March 4th, the local police forced an entrance after dark into St. George’s Vicarage during his 
absence. '

These various proceedings, having broken up your .Petitioner’s credit, drove him into insolvency, 
May 3rd, 1895. On May 27th,'1895, your Petitioner desired the Attorney-General to intervene before.the 
divorce was made absolute, and placed before him grounds on which be might be justified—namely, perjury, 
uncorroborated testimony, wife a minor with no legal guardian appointed to proceed for the suit. Not
withstanding, the decree was made absolute, 29th May, 1895. Your Petitioner appealed on June 6th, 1895, 
within the time specified by law. On July 31st, 1895, your Petitioner’s appeal was dismissed with costs 
unheard, because he could not give security for costs through insolvency; and a subsequent Petition for 
leave to appeal to the Privy Council in forma pauperis, August 3rd, 1895, was refused on the same ground,

431—
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August 9th, 1895. Consequently your Petitioner was denied that just, wise, and merciful provision of the 
law which gives every man the right to seek justice thougli poor. This failure to get the appeal heard 
moved the Ecclesiastical Authorities against your Petitioner, and on November 15th, 1895, your Petitioner 
was assaulted, searched, and imprisoned in the Supreme Court while defending himself from the arbitrary 
withdrawal of his licenso. For this your Petitioner gave notice of action in December, 1895, and on the 
9th day of September, 1896, recovered a verdict for £100. The assault was admitted by payment into 
Court of 40s. On September 27th, 1896, before judgment was signed, the verdict (not being a debt) was 
ordered to be sequestrated for the alleged costs of a minor in divorce, who could not legally incur costs.

Your Petitioner complains that a verdict should be sequestrated—a thing unknown to British law— 
a verdict moreover involving damages granted by a special jury for a personal wrong acknowledged to have 
been committed by the administrators of law against the right and liberty of the subject.

J udgment was signed on the 23rd October, 1S96. Your Petitioner took every right prec&iition to 
obtain justice—serving the Crown Solicitor with a notice not to pay, and the sequestrator not to receive— 
applying to the Bankruptcy Court to secure and protect your Petitioner according to statute lavr. Your 
Petitioner complains that this sequestrator's appointment was, and is, contrary to law, whether the Bank
ruptcy Acts or the Common Law Procedure Act: divorce costs, if owing, are a debt provable in bankruptcy. 
Those alleged were not so proved, and this sequestrator's appointment was equivalent to making a pre
ferential creditor of one who could have proved in the first assignment, giving him the whole of the assets 
in the second enforced insolvency to the injury of every other creditor, the first insolvency being still 
unsatisfied—a state of things never contemplated by the Legislature—creating two Official Assignees at one 
and the same moment, and declaring that the second shall intercept and take into possession damages for a 
personal wrong, reserved by statute to the injured man, which the law expressly declares no Official 
Assignee whatsoever shall have any power over damages which can neither he intercepted before reaching, 
nor taken away after they have reached the hands of the wronged and suffering. This has been so from 
time immemorial in English law. Never in the whole course of the administration of justice, either in this 
or any other part of the British dominions, has an order been made intercepting the damages for a personal 
wrong done to an uncertificated bankrupt.

The unprecedented legal difficulty of the position was felt on all hands, and the Crown Solicitor 
having first sought your Petitioner’s consent on December 6th, 1896, for paying the moneys into Court 
{which your Petitioner promptly refused), at length, after nearly half a year’s delay, only handed the money 
to the sequestrator—£98, purporting to be the verdict—on February 25th, 1897, having first received from 
the said sequestrator a bond of indemnity in the sum of £300. The sequestrator paid the sum of £98 into the 
Divorce Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, and after some complicated litigation between Bankruptcy and 
Divorce, His Honor the Chief Justice in Divorce, on March 23rd, 1897, dismissed the application for having 
the money paid out of Court for a minor’s costs. On May 5th, 1897, the Full Court reversed this decision. 
Your Petitioner applied, on May 7th, 1897, to the Chamber Judge to appoint some person, other than the 
Sheriff, to whom a wrrit of Ji-cri facias should be directed in order to satisfy your Petitioner’s due judgment. 
Yimr Petitioner was referred to another Judge, which caused delay. On May 13th, 1897, the sequestrator 
entered what is known as a satisfaction piece on the Judgment Roll. Your Petitioner, on May 11th, 1897, 
applied to the Common Law Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court as being an unsatisfied judgment creditor 
(with a due judgment). Decision was reserved. On May 17th, 1897, His Honor, Mr. G. B. Simpson, 
nominated and appointed, by order, at your Petitioner’s suggestion, the Coroner of the City of Sydney, as 
the person to whom the writ of feri facias for the amount of your Petitioner’s due judgment should be 
directed. On 17th May, 1897, the same day, your Petitioner lodged the writ in the Coroner’s hands for 
execution.

On hi ay 19th, 1897, some messenger attempted to serve your Petitioner with some process in the 
precincts of the Supreme Court. Your Petitioner both called at the Crown Law Offices, saw personally, 
and wrote to the Crown Solicitor on the subject.

Your Petitioner found, some time after, that the Crown Solicitor had the writ otferi facias set aside 
on the alleged ground of misdirection, on May 28th, 1897, though the writ was, in fact, addressed to the 
Sheriff’s lawful deputy.

Your Petitioner complains that the law has been broken ; that substantial justice has been denied 
to him, though cruel injuries have been done; and, feeling deeply aggrieved, he seeks redress for his legal 
rights, which have been invaded; for his privileges as a free-born subject, which have been trampled under 
foot—contrary to natural justice, contrary to the law of the land, contrary to the right of the subject 
secured by law, against the verdict of the jury and the plain facts of the case.

And your Petitioner, in this great cause—the cause of law, justice, and personal liberty—earnestly 
and humbly prays before the Most High God, in whose heart law has her home, and whose throne is the 
habitation of justice, that this Honorable House will be plefised to take the foregoing premises into full and 
right consideration, and to grant a fair measure of just relief, either by hearing your Petitioner before the 
Bar of this Honourable House, or by the appointment of a Select Committee to inquire into the true merits 
of this Petition, or as this Honorable House shall otherwise deem meet.

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Kogarah, 20th November, 1897. JAMES CLARKE.

[3d.]
Sydney: William Applegate Gullfck, Government Printer.—16P7,
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NEW SOUTH WALES,

WILLIAM MALLETT, BOTANY.
(PETITION FROM, PRAYING THE HOUSE TO CANCEL A DEED OF TRANSFER OBTAINED FROM HIM

BY FRAUD.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 2 December, 1807.

To tlio Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned, William Mallett, of Botany-road, Botany,—]

Hujibit Showeth :—
That, in the year 1889,1 was the holder of the fee-simple of a parcel of land and tenements

thereon.
At the time I owed no person any moneys, and no person had any claim against me.
I wrote a will—the form of which I copied from a book,—in which I left my property to one 

Arthur Orr. I then sent for him, as I wished to tell him how things stood. He came with a man whom 
1 never saw in my life before. They asked me what 1 wanted ; 1 said to witness, “ My will.” The 
man picked the will up, and said 1 wanted another witness, I sent my wife for John Bunco. He came, 
and asked me what I wanted him for. I told him to witness my will. He did so. '

Tliree years afterwards I was offered £1,000 for the property. I decided to accept the offer. J 
asked Orr for the papers, as he had taken them away. He told me to meet him in Sydney, and he would 
give them to me. He took me to the oflice of Thomas E. Leeder, who turned out to be the, man he 
brought to my place to witness the will. When in the office I heard them talking apart from mo.’ I then 
said, “There is something crooked." Mr, Leeder then ordered me out of the office. I wont home, and 
told one of my neighbours, a Mr. Salmon, what had happened. He lent me money to pay Mr. Clayton, 
solicitor, who, upon investigation, found out that a transfer of the property had been effected instead of 
the will prepared by me.

Owing to the want of means I could not go to law. Eventually 1 placed the matter in the hands 
of Mr. B. W. Eeid, who took my sworn statement, and J. Bunee’s statement that nothing was read in his

Sesence, and that he was asked to witness a will. Mr. Reid placed the matter in the hands of the 
onorablo the Attorney-General, who caused Detective Hines to investigate the matter. He obtained 

another sworn statement made by J. Bunee of the same effect as the previous one, thus clearly proving 
that I intended to will my property, not to transfer it.

The Honorable the Attorney-General having failed to give me any relief in the matter, I was 
placed in the hands of His Honor Judge Manning, who, on reading J. Bunee’s affidavit, assigned me 
counsel and solicitor to proceed in equity m pro forma pauperis.

At the trial J. Bunce gave evidence contrary to the three sworn affidavits. This took my counsel 
by surprise, and, as at the time we were not prepared to rebut it, His Honor, in the face of the false 
evidence, gave the verdict against me.

Not having the means to appeal, I have been robbed of my means of subsistence.
I now solemnly declare that T. E. Leeder and A. Orr committed wilful perjury at the said trial.
As these persons have conspired to rob me of my property and stolen the deeds, I humbly pray 

that your Honorable House will take steps to cancel the deed of transfer which was obtained from me by 
fraud, otherwise myself and wife, who are now advanced in years, must seek relief in an asylum.

And your Petitioner, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
2nd December, 1897. WILLIAM MALLETT.
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THE RABBIT CONFERENCE,
HELD MAECH Onr, IOxii, llxir, 12Tir, 13tit, and 17tit, 1897.

Report of Proceeding's, for presentation to the Honorable J. IT. Carrutliers,
Minister for Lands.

The proceedings were opened by the Minister, who had invited representatives from 
the different Stock and Pasture Boards, Selectors’ Associations, and Parmers’ Unions 
in the country, as well as from the leading Agency Pirms of Sydney, to take part in 
the deliberations for the purpose of discussing the provisions of the Babbit 
Destruction Bill, with a view to making fresh recommendations on which to base an 
amended Bill.

Mr. Allen Lakeman was unanimously elected Chairman of the Conference, in 
which the following gentlemen took part:—
A. Lakeman, Hay.
Alfred Brown, Narrabri.
A. Cudmore, Wentworth.
John Dill, Hay.
P. W. Bacon, Brcwamua.
Philip Oakden, Cobar.
J. Wilkes, Broken Hill.
J. W. Brougham, Mcnindie.
A. Laurence, Balranald.
T. S. Pearse, Orange.
T. C. Wofboys, Orange.
B. T. B. Gaden, Dubbo.
T. Leslie, Porbes.
A. Anderson, Corowa.
AT. T. Lawry, at invitation of Minister,
J. Hayes, M.L.A., Deniliquin.
H. C. Taylor, Lands Department.
W. H. Armstrong, Canonbar.
J. B. Black, Warialda.
C. Petherstonhaugh, Coonabarabran.
J. H. Davies, Gunnedah.
J. M. Atkinson, at invitation of Minister. 
AT. Alison, Canonbar.
B. Gibson, Hay.
A. L. P. Cameron, Ivanhoe.
J, Planagan, Gunbar.
P. A. Oatley, at the invitation of Minister. 
E. Hayes, do.
G. G. Preeman, do,
— Sides, Hay.

A. H. M'Collough, Dcnilicjuin.
E. A. Stinson, Coolamon.
P. B. Brett, Tirana.
J. J. Baylis, Narrandera.
C. J. Bolton, ATag^a.
G. G. Little, Bullock Creek, K 
T. Brown, M.L.A,, Budgerahong.
T. Looney, Bullock Creek, S.
B. H. Maund, O’Connell.
B. H. Kirkpatrick, Nyngan.
John ATard, Nyngan.
G. Davidson, Condobolin.
E. Locke, Macquarie.
J. B. A^arcoe, Hillston.
A. Gumming, Hillston. .
S. Nixon, Gunbar.
P. J. Gorman, Berrigan.
J. B. Cook, Beringcrry.
AT. B-. Moore, Goodooga.
T. H. Hassall, M.L.A., Morec. 
Honorable B. Carington, Jerilderic.
A. T. Brooke, Boggabri.
John M'Anenev, Trundle.
Charles Hehden, Wanaaring.
J. Stephenson, at invitation of Minister. 
AT. Vanston, Goodooga.
A. Boss, Hume.
J. Treflc, Temora.
J. M‘Grath, Mossgiel,

The Conference proceeded to discuss the subject for which they had assembled.
The result of the deliberations of the Conference was the adoption of the 

following resolutions:—
Clause 1, as printed, passed.

32—A
The ’
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The Preamble and Clause 2 postponed.

Clause 3 was struck out.
Clause 4.

That clause 4 up lo “ Minister,” line 19, should stand. _ _
That the followin'' be an addition to subsection (a) r—“ That all municipalities, towns, a.ud villages 

shall be declared separate districts, and shall not be attached to sheep districts, even if adjoining, or 
within the boundaries of, “Sheep Districts,” unless with the consent of the Pastures and Stock 
Protection Hoards.”

That the following bo added to subsection (i)“ But no Sheep District shall be amalgamated 
with any other district, or subdivided, without the consent of a majority of the voter.'.”

In line 13 after “ be ” the folloning be inserted “ declared rabbit infested.”

Clause 5.
That clause 5 be struck out, and the following clause inserted in its place :—

“That the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards be the Babbit Boards for the district—i.e., that the 
working of the Act be placed in the bands of the Pastures and Slock Protection Boards. That 
taxation under the Babbit Act shall not bo levied on holders not having a right of represen
tation under the franchise of the Stock and Pastures Protection Acts.”

That for the purposes of this Bill the constitution of the Stock and Pasture Boards be altered so 
as to provide for—(1) The appointment of a member by the Governor; (2) That three members be elected, 
under the Stock and Pastures Protection Act as at present provided, with a minimum voting power of 
10 (ten) bead of large stock; and (3) That live members be elected under the Dimases in Sheep Act 
as at present provided, with a minimum voting power of 230 head of sbeej). _ _

Thai, where the n-turns which are sent in are below the minimum, occupiers of cultivated lands 
shall have the right to vote for the constitution of the Stock and Pasture Boards,_ such voting power to be 
proportionate to the number of sheep at which their lands are assessed, the minimum number of sheep 
qualifying for a vote to be 250.

And that as the Government have the right to nominate a member to the Board, they shall not 
have any voting power for the other members. _ _ _

That the franchise for the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards be on the following basis;—■
250 to 3,000 sheep to have X vote.

3,000 ,, 10,000 
10,000 20,000
20.000 „ 30.000
30.000 „ 40,000 
4-0,000 „ 50,000
50.000 „ 00,000
60.000 and over

2 votes.
3 „
4
5 „
0 „
V „
8 „

A Babbit Board shall, within such time as may be prescribed, appoint one of its members to be 
Chairman thereof, and if such Board shall fail to appoint a Chairman the Governor may appoint one of 
such members to be the Chairman of such Board; and the Chairman and other members shall bo entitled 
to receive, out of the revenues of the Board, such fees as may be prescribed.

Clauses 6 and 7 were struck out.

Clause 8.
That the following words be substituted for (be first paragraph:—11 The Stock and Pastures 

Protection Boards shall be constituted corporate bodies and under such style and title shall have 
perpetual succession and a common seal, and be capable of suing and boing sued.”

That the word “ eight ” be substituted for “ five,” line 21.
That after the word “ proclamation." lino 24, the following words be inserted, “ at the request of 

the Boards or on the requisition of two-thirds of the voting power.” _ _
That after the word “ Board," line 28, the following words be inserted, “ elected in accordance with 

the provisions of the Act.” _ .
That the words “ Pastures and Stock Protection Board” ho substituted for the words “Babbit 

Board ” throughout the Act, wherever consequentially necessary.

Clause 9.
That following words be added lo subsection (a) :—" All officers appointed to be under the direct 

control of, and hold office during the pleasure of, the said Boards.”

Clauses 10 and 11 wore carried.
Clause 12.

That the word “stock ” be substituted for “ private holdings ” in tine 29. _
That in line 32 the words “Stock returns under the Pastures and Stock Protection Act” bo 

substituted for “respective carrying capacity of holdings and to that end.”
That all words after “ year,” line 35, to end of subsection (r), be struck out and the following 

inserted in their place : “ Public lands shall be taxed on the basis of one sheep to ten acres.”
That in cultivated lands the taxa'ion shall be on the basis of one sheep to five acres where no returns 

have been made under the Pastures and Stock Protection Act.
That subsection (n) be struck out.
That after “enclosed,’' line 50, “or which may in future be enclosed” be inserted.

That
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That “ (e)’’ and “ (/)” of s\il)section (m) and subsections (it) and (v) be struck out.
That all owners and lessees who may mate no returns, or who shall make what, in the opinion 

of the Boards, are misleading and inadequate returns, may be summoned before the Boards, and the 
Boards shall have power to rate or increase their returns, at a rate not exceeding one sheep to one acre, 
with a right of appeal to the Court of Petty Sessions.

Clauses 13, 14, 15, and 16 were carried.

Clause 17.
That “Court of Petty Sessions” he substituted for “Local Land Board’’in lines 37 and 38. 
Clause, as amended, carried.

Clause 18.
That “ a Court of Petty Sessions ’’ be substituted for “ two Justices” in line If). 
Clause, as amended, carried.

' Clause 19 was struck out.

Clause 20.
Prom the beginning of the clause to “ mentioned ” in line 29 was carried. _
That “Pastures and Stock Protection Board ” be substituted for “ Local Land Board,” lines 

33 and 34. _
That “private" in line 36 be struck out.
Clause, as amended, carried.

Clause 21 was carried.
Clause 22 was struck out.

Clause 23.
That from “ Local,” line 2, page 10, to the end of the clause be omitted, and “ Court of Petty 

Sessions” inserted.
Clause, as amended, carried.

Clause 24.
That after “ shall,” line 10, “ if the two Babbit Boards fail to agree ” be inserted, 
Clause 24, as amended, carried.

Clause 25 was struck out.

Clause 20.
That the following he a new clause in place of clause 26 :—

“That the Minister be empowered to purchase wire-netting and ether materials necessary for the 
construction of rabbit-proof fences: also any machinery, plant, or substance required in the 
destruction of rabbits; and may contract to sell or let same to Babbit boards or private holders 
upon the following terms :—

(«) That repayment of principal, together with interest, be on a similar basis as provided for the 
payment of principal and interest on conditionally purchased lands.

(i) The value of the netting thus provided he secured to the Minister by a first mortgage on the 
land so protected.

(c) The netting to be erected within twelve months after delivery has been taken,
(d) The Minister to have discretionary powers as to how such advances arc to be made.
(e) The letting of any machinery, &c., to he a matter of agreement between the Minister and 

parties interested.”

Clauses 27 and 28 were carried.

Clause 29.
That “ two ’’ be inserted before “ months ” in line 9.
That “ private,” line .11, be omitted.
That from “ but,” line 20, to “Gazette" line 22, be omitted.
That “ private,” line 24, he omitted.

• That after “ forthwith,” in line 25, “ use such efforts as may be deemed sufficient by the Board 
to” he inserted.

That “ all,” line 25, be omitted.
Clause 29, as amended, carried.

Clause 30.
That “or” in line 30 be omitted and “and” inserted. 
That subsection (a) be struck out.
Clause 30, as amended, was carried.

Clause
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Clause 31.
Thai; tlie word "private,” in line 3, be struelr out,
That after the word 11 owner,” line 4, the words “ or occupier ” be inserted. 
Clause 31, as amended, was passed.

Clause 32.
That the word “ all, ” line 11, be struck out.
That the last paragraph, comprising all the words from line 20, be struck out.
That- for the purpose of this Act the Minister for Lands for the time being be deemed the owner 

of all unoccupied Crown Lands.

Clause 33.
That the words “ one and a half inches” in lino 33 be struck out and the following inserted, “ one 

and a quarter inches for the lower eighteen inches, and the other two feet should be one and five eighths 
inches mesh.” ' °

That in line 11, page 14, the words “Court of Petty Sessions” be substituted for “Local Land 
Hoard.” .

Clause 34.
_ That after “thereof” in line 2! the following words be inserted, “or where boundaries are 
inaccessible or uufenceable, as near as possible to the boundaries thereof, having due regard to the natural 
formation of the country.”

Clause 34, as amended, was carried.

Clauses 35, 3G, 37, and 33 were carded as printed.

Clauses 39 and 40 as printed were passed.

Clause 41.
That subsections (a) and (h) be struck out and the following inserted ; —

(«) A private rabbit-proof fence forms a common boundary fence between private and public lands 
whether erected before or after the passing of this Act. and 

(J>) Particulars of the said fence shall be furnished to the Minister.
That the whole of sub-scction (c), be struck out.
Clause 41, as amended, was pasred.

Clauses 42, 43, and 4!■, as printed, were carried.

Clause 45.
That the words “private” and “all ” in lines 14 and 13 be struck out.
That after the word "cost ” in. line 15, the following be added, “ and to the satisfaction of the 

Board”
That after the word " thereof,” line 17, the following be added, “if enclosed by the said owner.” 
That “ private ” be struck out of line IS.
That “ to the best of his means and ability ” in line 20 be struck out.
That in lines 21, 22, and 24 the words “ less than two nor,” “ less than five nor," and “ less than 

thirty nor,” respectively, be struck out.
_ That the words “ and the existence of rabbits on any private holding or land shall be primA facie 

evidence that the owner or occupier thereof (as the case may he) has failed to fully and continuously 
perform such duty to the best of his means and ability ” bo struck out.

Clause 45, as amended, was carried.

Clause 46.
That in line 45 “less than two nor” be struck out.
That in line 33, before “ wounding,” and in line 42, before “ wounds,” the word “ wilfully ” be 

inserted.
Clause 46, as amended, was carried.

Clause 47, as printed, was carried. .

Clause 48.
Line 1, that the words “ on production of his authority on demand by the owner ” be inserted 

after the word “person.” J
That the word “private,” line 2, be struck out.
Clause 48, as amended, was passed.

Clauses 49, 50, and. 51 as printed were passed.
Clause
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Clause 52.
Line 0, that “ private ’’ bo struck out. _ _ ,
That lines 28 and 29 down to “enacted” he struck out and the following inserted, “All information 

shall be laid and proceedings at law taken by the Board through its officers.”
That “ two Justices ” in line 17. 11 Justices ” in lines 19, 20, 23, and 33, he struck out and “ Court 

of Petty Sessions ” inserted in each instance.
Clause 52, as amended, was passed.

Clauses 53, 54-, 55, and 56 as amended tvere passed.

Clause 57.
That in line 43, “ registered ” be inserted before “letter,” 
Clause 57, as amended, was passed.

Clauses 58 and 59 as printed were passed.

Clause 60.
That “ private ” be struck out in line 23.
Clause 00, as amended, was passed.

Clauses 61 and 62 as printed were passed.

Mr. A. Lakeman (Chairman), Mr. W. Alison, Mr. T. Brown, M.P., The 
Honorable Itupert Carington, and Mr. Bacon were appointed a committee to confer 
with Mr. A. Oliver, and present Draft Bill to the Minister.

Before the conclusion of the sittings, the members desired that the following 
he urged on the Minister:—“That the Government should continue to offer a sub
stantial reward for a discovery that would tend to entirely destroy the rabbit pest, 
and ask the Governments of the other colonies to also contribute” ; and also “ that 
it is inadvisable that rabbits should be made an article of export. ’

ALLEN LAKEMAN,
Chairman.

17 March, 1897.
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RABBIT CONFERENCE.

REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS.

FIRST DAY—9th MARCH, 189V.

The Conference met at 10 a.m., ami the following gentlemen took part in the deliberations:—

John McAneney, Trundle.
A. T. Brooke, Boggabri.
Alfred Brown, Narrabri.
A. Cudmore, Wentworth.
John Dill, Hay.
I1. W. Bacon, Brewarrina.
Philip Oakden, Cobar.
J. Wilkes, Broken Hill.
J. W, Brougham, Menindic and Wilcaimia.
A. Laurence, Balrauald.
T. S. Pearse, Orange.
T. C. Worboys, Orange.
It, T, B. Gaden, Dubbo.
T. Leslie, Forbes.
A. Anderson, Corowa.
W. If. Lawry, at the invitation of the Minister for 

Lands.
J. Hayes, M.L.A , Deniliquin.
H. C, Taylor, Department of Lands.
W. H. Armstrong, Canonbar.
J. F. Black, Warialda.
C. Petherstonhaugh, Coonabarabran.
J. H. Davies, Gunnedah.
John M. Atkinson, at the invitation of the Minister 

for Lands.
W. Alison, Canonbar.
It. Gibson, Hay.
Hon. Rupert Carington, Jerilderie..

A. L. P. Cameron, Ivanhoe.
J. Flanagan, Gunbar.
F. A.. Oatley, at the invitation of the Minister for

Lands.
E. Hayes, at the imitation of the Minister for Lands. 
H. G. Freeman, at the invitation of the Minister for 

Lands.
A. H. M'Coliough, Deniliquin.
E. A. Stinson, Coolamon.
P. R. Brett, Tirana.
J. J. Baylis, Narrandera.
C. F, Bolton, Wagga Wagga.
G. C. Little, Bullock Creek North.
T. Brown, MIL.A., Budgerahong.
T. Looney, Bullock Creek South.
R. H. Maund, O'Connel.
R. H. Kirkpatrick, Nyngan,
John AFard, Nyngan.
G. Davidson, Condobolin. .
E. Locke, Macquarie.
J. R. Yarcoe. Hillston.
A, Gumming, Hillston.
S. Nixon, Gunbar.
P. J. Gorman, Berrigan.
J. R. Cook, West Beringerry.
W. R. Moore, Goodooga.
T. H. Hassall, M.L.A., Morec.

The Honorable J. II. CAnnuTHEits, Minister for Lands, in opening the proceedings, said : — 
t The object he had in calling this Conference together was in order that those who were most 
interested in rabbits might have some say in the legislation with respect to their destruction. He did not 
wish to interfere in any way with their deliberations : they could elect their own Chairman and deal with 
the business before them in the way which best suited themselves; but before leaving them he would like 
to say a few words with reference to this most, important matter.

The Conference which was held in 1895, was representative of the interests of land-owners affected 
by the rabbit pest, and ho had no doubt a great many were here to-day representing practically the same 
interests as they represented then. The result of the deliberations of that body was that the various 
recommendations which they had submitted to him were embodied in a Bill, which was introduced into 
Parliament in August last, and which was now before them. Great diversity of opinion existed among 
the different Stock and Pasture Boards on the provisions of this Bill. Some agreed with it, some thought 
it needed considerable.amendment, whilst others condemned it altogether. What he complained of was 
that after having called a number of experts together and obtained their advice, when be put it into cold 
type many of them turned their backs on their own recommendations. Ho therefore wished that when 
the present Conference had made up their minds they would stick to their resolutions and not repudiate 
them three or four months afterwards. He did not want them to leave their business until they had 
drafted a Bill, for which purpose he would supply them with a draftsman ; and when they had done that, 
let them submit it to him and he would sit down calm]}* and criticise it, as they had criticised his Bill. 
He did not want bald recommendations which would afterwards not bo recognised.

The resolutions adopted at the last Conference were:—
‘‘ That the Rabbit A ct of 1S90 be repealed.”
This^ resolution has been acted upon, and it is proposed in this Bill that the Rabbit Act of 1890 

should be repealed.
The next recommendation was ‘‘ that the matter of dealing with the rabbits should be placed in the 

hands of the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards unGl they arc superseded by more representative 
bodies.” "

He
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He took it that “ more representative bodies ” meant more representative of the vital interests that 
were at stake—Ihe interests of the large man, the interests of the small man, the inierests of the general 
taxpayer, and the interests of ihe people who owned the Crown lands of the Colony. Howt had that 
recommendation been carried out Y In this Bill it is proposed to place the matter in the hands of more 
representative bodies, namely, the Babbit Boards which it is proposed to constitute under section 5 of this 
Bill. Complaints had been made against having two Government nominees on the Boards ; but when it is 
considered that the State controls over 240,000,000 acres, and will have to provide a large sum for dealing 
with this pest, he had yet to learn that that great laud owner should not have at least a_ minority 
representation ; and it must be borne in mind that this representation will also be of value in this respect, 
that whore the State is called upon to expend sums of money it will pay more heed to Ihe request, 
knowing that two of its own nominees arc on the Board.

The next resolution was, “ That the Stock and Pastures Boards should be empowered to make special 
levies for the destruction of rabbits and the erection of rabbit-proof barrier fences where necessary.” . _

Clause 12 deals with this recommendation ; but there is one little divergence, namely, the provision 
witli respect to half rates being levied on owners of holdings who in the opinion of the Boards are already 
rabbit-proof fenced. This he was sure would be appreciated. It meant that some consideration was to 
be shown to the man who had helped himself.

The next was, “ That the local controlling authority should have the power to make destruction of 
rabbits compulsory in their respective districts.”

In clause 29 of the Bill it will be seen that this recommendation has been carried out. _
The next recommendation was, “ That the Crown should take steps to secure the reoccupation of the 

abandoned areas of the Colony on any terms, provided that the destruction of rabbits was made 
compulsory.”

This is a matter more for administration than for legislation, and it has been the chief aim of the 
Lands Department to secure this result. Borne 104 improvement leases have already been let on this 
class of country, covering an area of 1,861,S2S acres, on ail of which the compulsory killing of rabbits is 
one of the conditions. Then, again, in addition to this, large tracts of country which have been merely 
breeding grounds for the rabbit have been dealt with on special terms. On the West Bogan one of the 
conditions is the destruction of rabbits, and the same applies to the Pilliga Scrub, which has been 
surveyed and thrown open for tender under improvement leases, and is slowly being taken up. So that 
so far as that recommendation goes it has been carried out. It is hoped that some 3,000,000 acres of these 
waste lands will be taken up in the next two years, on the whole of which the compulsory killing of 
rabbits will be a condition. _

The next recommendation referred lo “ the free carriage of rabbits on the railways.”
This is also a matter of administration, and the Bailway Commissioners have endeavoured to meet 

exporters to a very large extent, as rabbits are now carried by passenger trains at half parcel rates, and 
on goods trains they are carried under Table A—the cheapest rates; so that, say, from Narrandera, n 
distance of 348 miles, a ton of rabbits could be brought to Sydney for £1 Cs. 10d., which was only about 
one-third of a penny per mile. _ _

'The next resolution, namely, “the abolition of the duty on netting,’’ had also been complied with.
The next resolution was, “ That netting should be carried free on the railways, where empty sheep 

or cattle trucks could be used.”
Netting is now being carried at sheep and cattle rates, which is as cheap as can be expected from 

an undertaking conducted on commercial lines.
The next proposal was, “ That the State should supply netting to landholders, charging interest at 

the rate of 4 per centum per annum.”
Clause 26 of this Bill was framed to comply with this recommendation. He had gone as far as he 

could in this respect, but he might be able to go still further, so long as the repayment of advances was 
provided for. This matter would be in the hands of the local bodies, so lhat there would be no waste of 
public funds.

The next recommendation was, “ That the compulsory fencing clauses of the Babbit Act of 1890 
should be enforced without inflicting hardship on individual owners.”

Brom a perusal of the Bill, it will be seen that this has been done, provision being made in clause 
26 which will obviato the infliction of undue hardship.

The next recommendation is to the effect “ That where barrier fences arc constituted under the 
Pastures and Stock Protection Boards, they shall remain the property of those Boards, and provision made 
to ensure their safety,” _ _

Legislation in this direction is proposed in clauses 20 and 22 so as to give effect to this proposal.
Then followed a request “ That power should be given to the local authorities to proclaim that 

certain adjoining holdings should form a group, that such group be fenced, and that the destruction of 
rabbits be carried on simultaneously within such fence, and to apportion the cost amongst the owners 
affected.”

This is your own proposal, and it is given effect to in clause 4-3,
The next was, “ That the Conference having decided that the question of dealing with the rabbit pest 

should be placed in the hands of the Stock and Pasture Boards, the Government should contribute 
towards the destruction of the pest in the proportion to the area of Crown lands in any district. It was 
decided that the matter should be in the hands of the Pastures and Stock Boards only until superseded by 
more responsible bodies.”

In clause 32 it is set down that the Crown is to contribute towards the destruction of rabbits on 
public lands in the same ratio to the rabbit rates as the Crown lands hear to the private lands in the 
district. This provision precludes the possibility of any complaint that the Crown is trying to evade its 
responsibilities. The Government will have to undertake the work on all the public reserves and waste 
lands of the Colony which are at present a harbour for the pest.

It would thus bo seen that the resolutions of the 189-5 Conference had been carried out as far as the 
proposals of this Bill were concerned ; and it seemed rather hard on him that the persons who framed those 
recommendations should now condemn them. He did not profess to have a very great knowdedgo of 
rabbits, but he claimed to be able to put the recommendations which had been placed before him into a
Bill.

It
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In conclusion, he would say that their jrrc.it aim should be to effectively cope with, or exterminate, 
the rabbit i>est, aud they could not do that without putting their hands into their pockets. The first thing 
they had to do was to got money, and money could only be raised by levying rates. There should be local 
control; each district fencing in ils own rabbits, and dealing with the pest within its boundaries. The 
next question was the constitution of the Boards. He considered that the Pastures and Stock Boards 
were not thoroughly representative; these Boards did not represent the small man sufficiently.

With regard to the Government representation on the Boards, he would say they must trust the 
Government. They were not in the habit of appointing inferior men. The Local Land Boards were a good 
example of this. They tried to get fair and impartial men—men who en joyed the confidence of the people— 
to fill these positions. It would never do for the control of the Babbit Bill to be entirely in the hands of 
private individuals.

He hoped that the result of their mutual deliberations would be a Bill which would meet with the 
approval of all classes of the community, and which would be one of public benefit, dealing with this great 
calamity.

The Conference proceeded to elect a Chairman.
It was proposed by Mr, Lesiih and seconded by Mr. Alfred Brows', that Mr. F, "W. Bacon be 

appointed Chairman.
Mr. Alloa Lakeman was proposed by Mr. CuMum; and seconded by Mr. PtASAflAS.
On the nominations being put to the vote, Mr. Lakeman was elected by 22 votes to 17.
Mr. Alleft Lakeman then took the chair, and proposed a vote of thanks to the Minister for the 

manner in which ho had endeavoured to cope with the rabbit pest.
This was carried unanimously.
The Cjiaieman thought that the Bill before them seemed to embody, perhaps with a few amend

ments, the resolutions drawn up by the last Conference.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said there were a great many present who had not read the Babbit Bill. 

He thought they should read the Bill before attempting to discuss it. He, therefore, moved,—“That the 
meeting bo adjourned.”

Mr. Laurence (Balrauald) suggested that the delegates representing the different Divisions of the 
Colony should group themselves together and discuss the Bill.

Mr. Gibson (Hay) thought that the Bill should be taken clause by clause. They were in a much 
better position than the previous Conference, They had in the Bill before them a foundation on which 
they could work. He came from a part of the Central Division whose interests were also those of the 
"Western.

Mr. Oakden (Cobar) supported Mr. Alison’s motion.
Mr. Taylor objected to Mr. Laurence’s proposal, aud claimed be had the right to discuss the Bill 

from start to finish,
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerahong) proposed,—“ That the Bill be read clause by clause, and 

any clause that could not be agreed upon might be considered afterwards.” There were a good many clauses 
in this Bill which will require no alteration at all.

Mr. Cameron (Ivanhoe) supported the motion that the Bill be read through.
Mr. Freeman thought the present Babbit Act should be taken aud compared with the Bill now 

before them.
The Cjiaieman said he would like to make a suggestion. As this was the first day of the meeting, 

and many of the delegates had only arrived in town that morning,—how would jt do for them to adjourn 
till to-morrow morning, so that the representatives of the Central and Western Divisions might be able 
to discuss the matter among themselves ?

Mr. Cameron (Ivanhoe) then moved, and Mr. Gibson seconded,—<;That the meeting be adjourned 
till 2 o’clock,in the afternoon.” 1

This motion was carried, and the Conference accordingly adjourned.
When the Conference met at 2 o’clock, the Chairman said he would thank some gentleman to 

suggest some mode of procedure.
# M>. Alison (Canonbar) said the representatives of the Central Division had been consideriug the 

provisions of the Bill, and as they had not yet finished their deliberations, ho would move, “That they 
adjourn till 10 o’clock to-morrow morning.”

Mr. M'Collougii (Deniliquin) seconded the motion.
Mr. Cummtno (Hillston) moved an amendment, “That they should deal with the Bill clause by 

clause at once.”
Mr. Cook (West Beringerry) seconded the amendment.

_ Mr. Alison (Canonbar) thought it would facilitate matters if the Bill could be gone through 
privately. He said it would save time if the representatives of the different Divisions could consult 
together and then submit their conclusions to the Conference. Mr. Taylor could attach himself to any 
Division he wished. '

Mr. M’Collourii agreed with Mr. Alison.
Mr. Gorman (Berrigan) said : If they went through the Bill amongst themselves they would then 

come back there and go through the whole matter all over again.
, Mr. Bolton (Wagga Wagga) thought that the idea was that the representatives should meet there 
in order that they might act in unison.

_ _ Mr. Oatley said lie took it from Mr. Alison’s proposal that this Bill was to be accepted with 
variations aud amendments; if not, what was the use of forming themselves into different parties to 
examine the Bill p He thought the best thing to do would be to take this Bill with amendments.

The Chairman said the motion before him was an amendment on Mr. Alison’s motion, to tho 
effect that the business be proceeded with.

The amendment was carried.
Mr. Gibson (Hay) moved, “That the Bill be now taken clause by clause,” but be would like to 

know whether any amendments could be moved on matters which were not covered by the Bill.
The Chairman said any delegate had a right to move any amendment, even on a matter outside tho

Bill.
Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) seconded the motion.

Mr.
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Mr. Oakdeit (Cobar) thought that before going on with the ]iill it would be well to discuss some 
general principles in connection with the matter.

Mr. fjAwnx moved, as an amendment, “That the Bill before the Conference should not he adopted. 
He said there were many proposals in the Bill which were not generally acceptable—for instance, the 
taxing of rabbit-proof holdings, even at half rates. He thought that it would he bettor to take the 1800 
Act and incorporate with it such provisions from the present Bill as was thought desirable. ■ '

Mr. IfitEEWAS- thought it would he the better plan to take the 1 SCO Act and formulate amendments 
so as to bring it up to date. .

Afi', Altson (Canonbar) said that the last Conference started to amend the 1800 Act; hut it was 
finally decided that it should be repealed altogether aud a new Act brought in. The experience of that 
Conference was that the old Act could not be repealed. _ ,

Mr. Cajtekon (Ivanhoe) could not see the utility of amending the 1800 Act, as only one of its 
clauses had ever been put into force. He thought they shou'd take the Bill before them clause by clause.

Mr. T. Bnowy, M.P. (Narrabri), said that before they started with ihe Bill he thought it would 
be bettor to have some discussion on general principles. As far as he could judge from hist year’s Con
ference, the idea was to remove tho control of the destruction of rabbits from the Department and place 
it in tho hands of Local Boards. This was the idea submitted to the Minister, and he had carried it out 
in the present Bill. But, there were other interests besides those represented through the Stock Boards. 
The smaller holders were as deeply affected as the larger holders in the settlement of (his question, and 
they did not look on the question from the same standpoint. The Crown, in respect Lo the unoccupied 
land, should he put on (lie same fooling as other holders. He did not think there was anything to be 
gained by barrier fences ; they were not a'complete preventaiive. SmaU holders felt that they could only 
effectually deal with the pest by having their individual holdings fenced in. Having secured their holding 
they would be in a position to deal with the block. They would only have to keep the fence in order and 
-deal with the pest within the enclosure ; but they were not in a position to bear the expense of enclosing 
their holding. Money should be raised, by loan or otherwise, in order that the amount of netting 
required could be purchased by the Government on liberal terms, provision being made for applicants 
receiviim it on liberal terms. They could then enclose their holding, and make out of the land the money 
that was required to enclose them in the first instance. The Government could materially assist 
settlers in this respect. These settlers in the west have not only the rabbit plague to deal with, but 
also the wallabies; aud the same measures would answer in both instances. Small holders should have 
something to say in legislation. By considering their interests the larger holders would he served also.

Mr. Lest,ie (Forbes), said it was he who moved the resolution of tho last Conference, “ lhat tho 
Babbit Act of ISfiO be repealed.” ]t was then advanced that there was only one good clause in the old 
Act. That Bill could not be used as a basis to formulate fresh legislation. Air. Brown had told them that 
the interests of the small and large holders were not identical. Their interests were the same whether they 
held lar^e or small areas. 'With regard to the Stock Boards not being representative he thought, the small 
holders'controlled the voting power if they chose to exercise that power. They could displace the whole 
of the Board at the annual election. What they wanted was a Bill as free from Government control as 
possible. He thought that the men who had to pay should have representation. If the Crown was to he
the highest contributor it should have the largest amount of representation. _ _ _

Air. Lawuv wished to amend his former motion ns follows:—“ That certain principles in the 
proposed Bill not being generally acceptable, this meeting should proceed to consider a suggested Bill to 
lay before the Minister on Ihe lines of amendments in the 1890 Act, adopting any new legislation proposed 
in’the Ministers Bill that may be considered applicable.” _ _

Mr. J. Hates. ATP., said they wanted a Bill to give them control in their own Districts. In the 
District which he represented the compulsory use of fencing would he all that was required. The fencing 
conditions in the Murray District had been very successful, and there was no necessity to go in for barrier
fences. . .

Air. Laurence (Balranald) was of opinion that if the present Babbit Act were amended it would be
quite sufficient to cope with the pest.

Air. Brett (Prana), said that in his District fences were of no use as they were often covered up by
moving sand-hills. .

Air. Gibson (Hay) considered that everything that had been said could have been dealt with when
the Bill was under discussion. _ _

The Chairman put Air. Lawry’s amendment to the meeting, and declared it lost,
The original motion (Mr. Gibson's) was then put and carried. _
Air. Alison (Canonbar) moved, “ That any amendment should he handed to the Chairman, so that 

they might be printed and distributed before the discussion on the Bill in the morning.”.
Mr. ATCollough (Deniliquin) seconded the motion, which was carried on the voices.
Air. Brooke (Boggabri) moved, “That a time limit of ten minutes be allowed to the mover of an 

amendment, and five minutes for reply.”
Air. Bacon (Brewarrina) seconded the motion. . _
Air, Atkinson moved as an amendment, “That fifteen minutes be allowed the mover of a motion, 

and ten minntes for any oue speaking after the mover.”
Mr. Oatley seconded the amendment. . . .
Air. Brooke (Boggabri) moved as a further amendment, “ That there be no time limit.”
Mr. Laurence (Balrauald) seconded Air. Brooke’s amendment.
This amendment was lost. . .
Air. Atkinson’s amendment was then put to the meeting and carried.
The Conference then adjourned till 10 a.m. the following day.

32—B SECOND
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SECOND DAY—IOtii MAECH, 1897.
The ConJL'renee met at 10 a.m., Mr. Allen Lakeman in the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Sir. Oakdka’ moved. 11 That the Preamble of the Bill should read as follows : —1 A Bill to amend the 

Pastures and Stock Act; to make better provision for the destruction of rabbits.’ ”
The CtumMAN said that if this motion were carried a new Bill would be required.
Mr. Gardes' (Cobar) said that the Pastures and Stock Act had done good work in the past, ami 

he thought the destruction of rabbits should-he under their supervision.
Sir. "Wilkes (Hrokeu Hill) seconded Mr. Oakden’s motion, and in doing so said: The last Con

ference was of opinion that the destruction of rabbits should be placed under the supervision of the 
Pastures and Stock Protection Boards until they were superseded by more responsible bodies. The 
meaning of that was any Board created under a consolidated Bill. He contended that the Pastures and 
Stock Protection Boards gave all the machinery that was necessary to deal with the pest; hut he considered 
the matter had not been left in tho hands of the Pastures and Stock Boards, hut had been dealt with in 
Sydney. Some of the measures adopted, such as trapping, were ridiculous. He thought that if tho 
Pastures and Slock Boards were given a fair trial we would not need any fresh legislation,

Mr. A Lisojr (Canonbar) said the work done by the Pastures and Stock Boards had been satisfactory, 
but there was a practical difficulty in the way of adopting Mr. Oakden’s motion. The Pastures and Stock 
Boards did not deal with fencing. If they could amend the Bill at present before them, they would have 
tho fencing clauses.

Air. Vakcoe (Hillston) was opposed to ihe principle of placing the destruction of rabbits in the 
hands of the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards. He said lhat the small holders had no voice on 
those Boards.

Air. Oakses' (Cobar) said that any owner of a small number of stock had a voice on the Pastures 
and Stock Protection Boards, and he thought the fencing clauses could be embodied in the Pastures and 
Stock Act.

Air. B vcon (Brewarrina) said the Afinistcr for Lands had not made the intentions of the 
Government thoroughly clear with regard to the State paying its share of the cost of destroying rabbits 
on unoccupied Crown lands. Afinistcrs for Lands in the past had shirked their duties in this respect, and 
ho thought that the Conference should not separate until it had come to a clear understanding in this 
respect. He also thought that there should be a consolidation of Boards, and a consolidation of machinery, 
to administer the Pastures and Stock Act, the Diseases in Sheep Act, and the Babbit Act.

Air. b r, an AG an (Gunbar) said that although he had been paying taxes for over thirteen years he 
had never, during all that time, received the slightest benefit from ihe operations of ihe Pastures and 
Stock Board. The great complaint was that whilst the people destroyed the rabbits upon their holdings, 
and were taxed to do so, the unoccupied Crown lands which adjoined theirs uere infested with rabbits, 
and the Government had never made any attempt to destroy them.
_ Mr- Gilson (Hay) thought that it was the duty of the vStaio to purchase wire-netting aud to sell 
it to the landowners on easy terms. He said that this would enable the landholders to wire-net their 
holdings, and to put their laud into profitable occupation at once.

Air. Ausox (Canonbar) thought that there were very many objectionable provisions contained in 
ihe Bill, among them being the mode of assessing the value of the land, which lie thought very objection
able indeed. They should adopt the mode provided in the Pastures and Block Protection Act, He did 
not considerthat it was equitable that the Government should in all cases bo represented bv two nominees 
on each Pastures and Stock Protection Board, Jt was necessary that they should have some guarantee 
that the Crown would bear its share of the expense of eradicating the pest. If no provisions were made 
in the Bill, and the Minister asked for a vote to be expended in tho destruction of rabbits, it was quite 
possible that Parliament might refuse to vote the money, although it had previously been promised by 
the Government. Ho, too, was also of opinion that the Government should bo urged to amalgamate ail 
the Acts as much as possible, m the direction of having one Board appointed to represent the whole of 
tho stockowners.

Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) said that there was nothing in the Bill to show that the Government 
would bear a fair share of the expense of destroying rabbits on unoccupied laud. 11c would fearlessly 
assert that the Crown would never clear the rabbits off the unoccupied Crown lands, "

_ Mr. Petherstcnhaggii (Coonabarabran) said that he had read the Bill through, and thought it 
had. its defects. The defects were very manifest, and one of his objects in speaking at this stage was to 
advise the delegates to provide themselves with a copy of the Sydney Sfoek and Station Journal, which 
contained the Canonbar circular. He then read from this circular the following extracts :—

It is evident the townspeople in a rabbit district must be the most numerous, and their powers of taxation arc such 
that they can put ^d. per head on sheep on all country lands, and the 1000th part of a farthing on the animal value of 
town lauds.

The defiuition of “ owner ” is very full, so that anyone who has half or quarter of an acre of land has one vote. An 
“ occupier ” is defined as the resident manager. It is evident that the tenant of an allotment of town land may either bo 
constituted the manager of that allotment, or he may be considered the manager without appointment, and therefore 
entitled to vote.

\\ here an election is held the townspeople can "evidently outvote the country people, both because they are more 
iiumerpus, and because of the fact that they have no distance to (ravel to teeord their vote.

The rabbit district whole elective is entitled to three members, which may ho townspeople. The remaining members 
are appointed by tho id mister ; so that the curious result may occur that out of five members on tho Rabbit Board not one 
may be a stool;owner. The duties and powers of a newly constituted Board, on which no stockowner may be a director, are 
enormous and tyiamiioal

According to clause 12, subsection (i) and (ri), ihey are appointed as a Board to appraise every holding, whether land 
leased from the frown in any shape, any freehold land, any cultivated land, which is to be estimated as though laid down 
in grass. The Babbit Board is, in fact, another Land Board, and a now department is thus created for valuation purposes. 
Ihe Board can appoint any person to inspect holdings, who can examine or cross-examine the owner or manager in any 
manner he may think fit, on his own ground—may apparently choose his own time to put these questions—may ask any 
question he may think fit, and if the owner refuses to answer any question for any reason he is liable to a penalty not 
exceeding £!0. He can ask what it had cost the owner to manage his run, to shear his sheep, what profit he made on tho 
year’s transaction ; in fact, his power of asking questions is without limit, aud need only be justified by the plea that tho 
inspector considered tho questions necessary. There is no doubt whatever that clause 12 creates a department of equal, if
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not greater, powers to the Land Board. That an office will bo kept, the chairman a permanent official, with all appurten
ances of inspectora, appraisers, secretary, aud others, such ns boundary-riders of harrier fence-; and the chairman may not 
he a stockowner—may in fact bo a man elected by the majority of the townspeople, or appointed by the Minister or 
Governor.

The powers of the Board in regard to administration ar; enormous. It can borrow up to four years' revenue without 
specifying the purpose for which the money is borrowed. It can erect fences within or without the rabbit district, and 
compel everyone to pay, no matter how little anyone may he benefited. They can run a fence across any holding, and 
divide it so that it will divide the owner from his best water. There is in clause 23 an endeavour at fairness, by saying 
compensation can be paid for severance ; but the betterment fiom the fence is to be taken into consideration in awarding 
compensation, and in the latter part of the clause the owner is threatened by a proviso, that the Land Board can award 
costs to or against any party appearing before it irrespective of the verdict. And it must always be borne in mind that the 
Babbit Board may he composed of non-stockowners. Clause 2d gives the Board power to peremptorily order any owner to 
suppress and destroy all rabbits on his holding. This is giving them power to order an impossibility. Aud in Part Til, 
clause 45, the more existence of rabbits on a holding is prima J'ncie evidence that the owner lias failed to perform the duty 
of destruction, and the Board has then the power to enforce clause 30, Part 1, aud enter upon the holding and destroy all 
rabbits, and remain there destroying while one rabbit is to be seen.

The fencing clauses are tremendous in their power. Clause 20 gives the municipality power to fence in the municipal 
area, and although no person except the townspeople may benefit, yet every person in the rabbit district must contribute 
his quota- The words are clear—“a barrier fence” is a rabbit proof fence which shall protect any part of the district, 
whether within or without the district, and the decision of the Land Board that the fence protects any part of the district 
compels every owner to subscribe his full quota to the cost.

The Board can take possession, without compensation, of any fence now rahjut proof and convert it into a harrier 
fence, hut where a barrier fence is put up the Board can compel ihe owner on whose boundary it is erected to pay half 
the cost.

His object was to draw the, attention of tbc Conference to this very valuable circular, aud bo thought, 
before they went into this Bill in detail, it would he well worth their while to study tho circular fully. 
He thought ho might also mention having been a member of a good many Babbit Conferences of which, 
unfortunately, nothing over came. IIis experience was lhat those Conferences had always found that 
business was much facilitated by ihe appointment of a sub-committee of perhaps eight or fen to meet and 
deliberate, and draw up a report for tho whole of the Conference to deal with afterwards. He thought it 
utterly impossible for a large number of men like this Conference to deal wiih this question properly 
without appointing a sub-committee, and be would ask them to put their heads together and to appjhit a 
sub-committee, or two sub-committees if they like, who would probably not bo above sitting at night to 
go into this very important matter.

Mr. CuMMtNO (Hillston) said that there had been a great deni raid about the, Stock Boards and 
their utility in the past. They had not been more useful because of the want of a proper constitution. 
He thought that they could be made very representative bodies, but it would have to bo on the land basis. 
He thought that they must have a Babbit Bill to protect themselves, and that was the main thing. He, 
however, was perfectly convinced, from his own experience, that the rabbits could bo kept under by the 
judicious use of poisoning, and if they adopted this method it would very much lessen the use of wire
netting. He knew if everybody did as he did, there would be no rabbits to kill. They should use poison 
instead of wire-netting which was very expensive: but if they must have wire-netting, they should go on 
the lines of the Victorian Act, which had been found very beneficial to everybody, because it enabled 
farmers to get wire-netting from the municipalities on such easy terms that even farmers with small 
means could protect their property,

Mr, CamekOiY (Ivanhoe) said he also would endorse what Mr. Camming had said about the Stock 
and Pastures Board, and he could not understand the very strong objection among a great many who 
were there, with reference to the Stock and Pastures Board. As far as he could see, in most localities 
the Stock and Pastures Board could be made as representative as it was possible to make any Board, and 
the reason why the Stock and Pastures Protection Act had not perhaps been so effective was because a 
great many small holders had not made the slightest use of it. They had not come forward as candidates 
for election. He thought also, as they had the machinery already in existence in the Sheep and Stock 
Boards, the administration of the Babbit Act should, at the beginning, ho placed under them, and if at 
some future time it was seen that these particular Boards did not work particularly well, they could be 
amended so as to make them acceptable to all the community. The franchise could be reduced from 500 
to 200 sheep if it were necessary. He must now refer to a good deal that had been said ,as to the 
constitution of the Board, as considered under the Act now before them. Many seemed to think that in 
districis where the Minister had no laud, where all the land was under occupation, aud there were no 
abandoned lands or resumed areas of any kind, that in such cases the Minister should not be entitled to 
representation. But he thought the Minister was entitled to representation upon those Boards, and that 
to a very considerable extent, because ho was interested in the welfare of the land, as representing the 
State .who owned the land ; and he ought to feel a very strong interest in all the Crown lauds of the 
Colony that wore held under lease. It was quite as much to the benefit of the Stale generally that 
rabbit destruction should be carried on on those lands, and ho thought it was only right that tho Minister 
should have representation on the Board, as representing the Slate. He quite agreed with what Mr. 
Felherstonhaugh had just said, in that it looked like an impossibility for the Conference to arrive at any 
decision unless they formed Committees, and took time quietly at night to consider the Bill with its 
various clauses, and then present a report to tho Conference, aud he would be strongly in favour of that 
method being adopted.

The CimmrAY said ho took it that the second reading and discussion was finished, and they would 
now go into Committee on the Bill. The first was (lie Preamble.

Mr. Bacon' (Brewarrina) asked the Chairman if he would now put the motion standing in bis name 
for ihe postponement of the Preamble. Ho did not wish to lake up the time of the meeting by replying 
to what had been said.

Mr. Bayias (jVarr.uidera) seconded the motion.
The Chairman thou put the question to tho meeting, and it was carried unanimously that tho 

Preamble be postponed.
The Chairman said the next was clause 1—the Short Title.
Mr, Amsun (Canonbar) said ho would suggest that they should deal with Bart J of the Bill, post

poning the consideration of clauses 1, 2, and 3 until the vital principles of the Bill were laid down.
Mr. (IrnsoN (Hay) seconded the proposal. . .
Question put to the meeting, and carried. . )

The
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The Hon. ]it;i*KRT Cariscito^ (Jerilderie) said he should like to sec clause 4 also postponed 
unlil Ihe constitution of the Kahbit Board had been finally settled. It struck him that it was simply 
putting the cart before the horse to declare what the districts were to be, without declaring how ilfey were' 
to be administered. If this clause were carried, it would simply stultify all the other amendments which 
might be moved about the constitution of tho Board. He would ask this in fair play, so that the amend
ments which they had got in clause 5 might be considered on their merits and not be hampered, perhaps 
unintentionally, by this clause having been put first.

Mr, Baeorc (Brewarrina) seconded the motion.
The Hon. It. Carington’s motion was then put to the meeting, and carried unanimously.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) then withdrew an amendment standing in his name, on sub-section (i) of 

clause 4, as under,—
“ But no sheep district shall be amalgamated with any other district without the consent of two- 

thirds of the voters,”

Clause 5.
Rabhil Boards.

5. For every Rabbit District there shall be a Rabbit Board, which shall consist of five 
members, who, subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, shall hold their respective seats 
for a period of three years from the date of their appointment or election thereto;

Provided always that—
{a) the Governor may remove any member of the Board who appears to the Governor to 

have failed to do or be capable of doing bis duly ;
(b) The Governor may fill any casual vacancy upon the Board, and may in such case 

appoint; a member for a less period than three years.
A Rabbit Boa.;d shall, within such time as may be proscribed, appoint one of its members 

to be Chairman thereof, and if such Board shall fail to appoint a Chairman, the Governor may 
appoint one of such members fo be the Chairman of such Board ; and the Chairman and other 
members shall bo entitled to receive, out of the revenues of tho Board, such fees as may ho 
prescribed. .

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerahong), begged to move that “one year” bo suhslituted in place 
of “three years” in line 3 of clause 5. He said that a number of these notices of motion stood in his 
name, but they were proposed by the Condobolin Stock Board, who unfortunately were not yet repre
sented on tho Conference; so he bad placed them on the business paper for consideration on their behalf. 
He thought the amendment spoke for itself.

Mr. A i,ison (Canonbar) said he would suppoit Mr. Brown’s motion, Ho thought that, as they 
were making a new departure in having a new Rabbit Board, it would be beneficial lo elect them for only- 
one year. It migbt be a time of excitement when the Board was elected, and there might possibly be 
men returned wbuse actions might not bo approved of afterwards, and he thought it was rather dangerous, 
straight off, to give them three years. He thought it was better to keep them under control, as they 
would get enormous power. They would have the control of nearly a million of money, and under these 
circumstances they should be kept under control, and one year would be ample.

Mr. "WIj.kes (Broken Hill) supported Mr. Alison for another reason. It would be a very hard 
matter if the Board that was in this year could go and nullify', as it were, the rights of what would be a 
future years’ Board. The present Stock and Pastures Boards were elected annually, and he thought that 
they should stick to the principle in the election of the Rabbit Board. He therefore supported tho 
motion.

Mr. Giiison (Elay) moved as an amendent that “ one” of the members appointed by the land
owners should retire annually. He did not wish to sec men put on (die Rabbit Board who would make 
the Rabbit Act a dead letter. He thought that by one man retiring annually, the Board would get to 
know the Opinion of the public, because on that member putting up for re-election, tho landowners would 
have an opportuoity of showing their opinions, and defeating him if they wished. He thought it would 
be better if a good man could be elected for three years, but that there should be an annual election for 
one man. He therefore moved that one of the members appointed by the landowners should retire 
annually'.

Mr. Oatlkil wished to knowr, before themotion was put, whether it would not be necessary to take a 
vote as to who should retire. He thought that the person who obtained the least number of votes at tho 
first election should relive, as otherwise they would provide for three members, but not say which of them 
should retire.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) thought that if one man retired each year, it would still leave a majority 
retained for two yeai’3, and the stockowners would have no means of removing objectionable members 
from the Board for at least two years.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) thought the farmer had been too apathetic in the past, but that this 
Board would rouse him up to his duty, aud ho would know wrbat to do.

The Chaiiijian then put Mr. Gibson’s amendment, that the following he added to clause 5 :—“But 
one of the members appointed by the landowners shall retire anuuallv.”

The amendment was lost. ’
The original proposition made by Mr. Brown, that “ three ” be struck out and “ one ” put in, was 

put to the meeting and declared carried.
_ The CirAiniiAN said that the next amendment he bad printed was one by the Honorable Rupert 

Carington, on clause 5, “ That the Pastures aud Stock Protection Boards be the Rabbit Boards for tlie 
district, i.e... tint the working ol the Act be placed in the hands of the Pastures and Stock Protection 
Board.” He took it that that would be a substituted danse in place of the whole of clause 5.

The Honorable Rurekt Carington (JeiiJderie) said that he ventured to bring this forward for 
two reasons—firstly, on the grounds that it would save expense ; and secondly', on the grounds of increased 
efficiency. They had in the Pastures and Stock Protection Board the machinery ready to their hand, and 
therefore, so far as administration, or rather, so far as legislation, if he might use the term, was concerned, 
it would not cost anything, because the rabbit meeting might be held at exactly the same time as the

Pastures
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Pastures ntul Stock Board meeting for ordinary business, and consequently the Boards would receive one 
fee. Another thing would be that the Stock Inspector could act as the Babbit Inspector without any 
further remuneration. With regard to this Government proposition, that there should be two members put 
on to this Board by the Crown, ho might say, as far as his experience was concerned, that ho most strongly 
objected to it. They wore in a peculiar position. These Boards could make them kill tho rabbits (under the 
new Bill), and if they did not, they were liable to be had up before the Magistrate, and in default of distress 
sent to gaol. There was not a single acre in Ins district of Jerilderie under control of the Crown. It 
was all alienated in some form or other—it had all been mado'.into freehold, or bad all been let; and there
fore he thought it was a great in justice to say that the Minister could come in and appoint two people on 
a Board which would tax them and which would exercise these powers over them. He thought he could 
congratulate the Minister upon having given them the most complete example of taxation without 
representation that ho had ever heard of. These gentlemen—who would they he ? lie was told that one 
would be the Chairman of the Land Board. iNowreally, although he was comparatively a new chum in 
tins Colonv, it was not to be thought that the Chairman of the Local Land Board could come and attend 
the Board." No ; these Government nominees would be the friends either of a Member of Parliament, 
or the friends of a defeated candidate. They would come and say, “ So and so did me a good turn last 
time ; you put him on the Babbit Board.11 ‘They would be cither the friends of a Member or else some 
local busybody, who would probably be very unpalatable to the rest of the Board. Now, apart from this 
proposition that the Minister should put these two men on, he did not give them any'guarantee that he 
was going to kill tho rabbits at all. The Minister proposed to tax them to kill their rabbits, but carefully 
prevented himself being taxed in any way. .He would ask them to refer to one of the last clauses in the 
Bill, clause 32 reading, “ It shall be the duly of the Minister to check, suppress, and destroy all rabbits 
which may from time to time be in or upon public lands, but such duty shall not commence until a 
reasonable period after moneys have been made available by Parliament for the purpose, &c., &c ” In 
this Colony now, they were in a very critical state in regard to the finances. It was very important to tho 
Government to have a surplus at the next budget; and could they tell him that the Govenimciit would go 
and put a large sum of money on the esiimat.es, and risk that surplus, in order to kill the rabbits on tbc 
Crown lands Y Of course be bad no right to speak for any other Board tha-u his own, but they thought 
very strongly indeed upon these two representatives being placed upon the Board. He reiterated that 
his amendment would he conducive to efficiency and economy in the administration of the Aet.

Mr. B.vn.is (Narrandera) seconded the amendment submitted by the Honorable Bn pert 
Carington most strongly. He held that the Pastures and Stock Boards were the proper Boards to deal 
with tlie rabbit question, They were elected by tho stockowners, the people who were most affected by 
tho rabbit pest. They had heard a lot of talk about the small owners not being properly represented, and 
the Minister even yesterday had alluded to it, and said that in his opinion tho Pastures and Stock Boards 
were not the proper Boards to deal with this question. He held that in four-fifths of the districts of the 
Colony the small stock owners, if they only took it into their beads to do so, could actually swamp the 
Pastures and Mtock Boards at tbc election. He himself was only a small member—ho had only 
GIG acres of land ; but bcliod been elected for the last nine yearson ihe 8 took Board. lie knew of others 
who were in the same position, and he would agaiu strongly urge that the Pastures and Stock Boards 
were the proper bodies to deal with the rabbit pest. _

Mr. PLA>'Aa.\x (Gunbar), said that was not the question before the Conference ; the question was 
the boundaries of the rabbit district. _ ^ _

The Chairman then explained to Mr. Planagan the business before the Conference. _
Mr. Buanaoaa' (Gunbar), said he supported the Honourable Rupert Carington’s motion. _
Mr. Laujcexck (Balrauald) also supported the motion. In his district the Stock Board consisted 

of four homestead lessees, and anybody was at liberty and welcome to come forward for the position.
Mr. Oakdo (Cobar) said he had great pleasure in supporting the amendment. Ji. was practically 

identical with one which he had intended to move. Without going over the arguments that had been 
already adduced by the previous speakers, he thought they should consider another point which had 
been referred to, at an earlier portion of the debate, and that was regarding the amalgamation of tho 
Boards. Either the Babbit Board should absorb the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards and Sheep 
Boards, or vice versa. This all pointed to the necessity that was felt for amalgamation, and it scorned to 
him that in the interim before the amalgamation of the Pastures and Stock Protection Act and the 
Rabbit Act, the Pastures and Stock Protection Board was the one which should administer the Babbit- 
Act temporarily, and he thought that this Conference should unite in asking the Minister that, pending 
the introduction of a Consolidation Act, which it would urge him to bring forward dealing with tbc 
various Acts affecting the stockowners, that the Pastures and Slock Boards should administer until this 
Consolidated Aet was brought in, creating a Board to deal with the whole of the matters affecting stock 
in the Colony. Ho thought that if they took up that position, it would at once commend itself to the 
Minister and to Parliament. He ventured to support the Honorable Rupert Carington, and to bring 
forward these arguments in his favour outside the arguments already expressed. .

Mr. Davjdsoa- (Condobolin) mentioned that in Ids district the Stock Board consisted of one wool 
scourer and two selectors. _

' Air. Bhktt (Urmia) said that since thfs Pastures and Stock Aet had been in force, it had been 
carried out without a bitch. With reference fo the small owners not being represented on the Board, ho 
said that a small holder had been Chairman of the Board in Ida district for four years. He thought 
where the Act had been administered for so long, where they bad the whole of the machinery in band, 
and where there would be no outlay at all in getting machinery to work the Act, they should certainly 
place the administration of the Babbit Act in the bands of tho Pastures and Stock Protection Board. He 
supported the amendment.

Mr, MUou.oucu (Deniliquin) said bo bad been a member of a Board for over seventeen years, 
.and bad always got on without the slightest trouble with the sheep-owners. He thought the Stock and 
Pastures Protection Board deserved the confidence of the Conference. _

Air. Leslie (Forbes) had very much pleasure in supporting the motion before flic Chairman, and 
said that if anything were wanted to combat the arguments which had been used to the effect that the 
Block aud Pastures Board were not representative be would Ijko fo quote the Pastures and Stock 
Protection Act. It bad been urged in the Conference tliq-b the Pastures and Stock Boards were, not 
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representative. Wei, if they were not, all he could say Vas that it was the fault of the small men 
themselves It wm their own apathy—the apathy of those who had the power in their own hands-aud 
thereiore it was their own fault. In clause 3 of the Pastures aud Stock Act of 1SSI, it showed that every 
small owner, if he took any interest in the election of the Stock Board, had the power in his hands to 
hiue a voice in the election of that Hoard. 'And he not only had tho power of electing, but he also hud 
tlie power of becoming a member of the Pastures and Stock Board if he were the owner of ten head or 
more ot large stock. He thought that that at once did away with the arguments which had been brought 
torward that tlie Stock Boards were not representative. Then, again, it had been said that those Boards 
i on- u° 1 , ?r 110 'vork' ,iVoni a retlim is3Uod fl'om khe Stock Department, dated the ISth of August,
111 he :™uld qUtJtp, Wlth t]le Permission of the Chairman, and show what the Board had done. 
Between the years 1SDL and 1305 tho Stock and Pastures Protection Board had destroyed 10,016,390 
kangaroos B.Sol.SGO wallabies, 138,428 native dogs, 4,574,050 hares, aud 173,178 wild pigs. The amounts 
collected during those years amounted to £560,205 Os. 7d„ while the amount of tho Government subsidy 
nas £102,814 14s. Id., making a total of £723,080 0s. 8d. He thought those figures spoke volumes in 
lavour ol the admniistratmn of any Act being placed under tho Pastures and Stock Protection Boards. 
iNot only had_these Boards done good work, but, as had been pointed out, they had the machinery and 
could be administered at the minimum of cost. They wanted if possible fo relieve themselves of some of 
tlie burdens which had been thrust upon them by different Acts of Parliament. He thought that if they 
could succeed ni gpltmg the destruction of rabbits put under the Pastures and Stock Protection Board 
they would have no reason to complain. If the Act did not work, there was always provision made if a 
isoard did not do its duty that it should lie taken over bv the district. If people came to the Conference 
ana said that these Boards were not representative, it was simply because they did not know and had not 
taken enough interest in (lie matter to hud out whether they had got voting power, or what powers were 
conterrcd under these Acts. He would advise those gentlemen before they tame to the Conference, 
before they made rash assertions, to go home and read tho Pastures and Stock Act carefully. ’

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) mis in sympathy with tho Honorable Rupert CuringtoiVs motion, but 
before making any remarks on it lie would like to ask the Chairman what would be the effect of the 
motion on the Bill if it were carried.

. CiiAi]iMA.y said be had himself been trying to find this out, and tho conclusion that he had
arrived at was that if the motion were carried, clauses 5, (j, and 7 would be unnecessary, He could sav 
no more, as he liar] not read further to see what other effect it would have. "

A Mum nun : Clause 8 would go out as well.
1 he Cum it m.vs said he did not think that climso 8 would be douu a wav ivit.li. That might he 

disous-cd. 1
&ji’. Baco.v (Brewarrina) wished to endorse the remarks that had fallen from the Honorable 

Rupert Carington and the other speakers, and he would suggest that the difficulty about the representation 
ot the Government might be met by the appointment by the Minister of six members to act as a central 
Board with a Minister as Chairman, in the same way’ as had been done in Queensland. This Board 
would control the amount of money voted to the Minister by Parliament. This central Board would 
have a controlling effect over all the Local Boards. He thought this might bo introduced ns a compromise. 
If they passed this resolution moved by tlie Honorable Rupert Carington that the Rabbit Act be controlled 
by the Pastures and Stock A.ct, then this central Board under ministerial control might be afterwards 
adopted as a compromise.

Mr, GrADES (Dubbo) wished to make a few remarks with reference to this bogey-man, the small 
holder. He could not exactly say that he was a small holder himself, but lie had been elected by the 
small holders ever since the present Aet came into operation. That was many years ago. and there had 
alnays been an endeavour to get a small man nominated, hut they had such confidence in the existing 
Board, and for those who had offered themselves, that they declined to come forward, and he was quite 
convinced that if all the small holders were polled to-morrow they would return the same men, There 
were many reasons why they could not come forward. In many instances they could not devote the time 
or afford the small expense to attend; but ho felt quite convinced that this was merely a bogey, raised 
not by the small men themselves but by men with some ultimate object in view.

Mr. Taylor (Lands Department) wished to say a few words before the clause was put with a view 
of objecting to it For his part he strongly objected to the administration of this Act being placed in 
the hands of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board, simply because, be contended, they were not 
representative. Tlie Pastures and Slock Board consisted of eight members, five of whom were members 
of the Sheep Board: and every person who wms the owner of 500 or more sheep was entitled to vote for 
tho election of a sheep director, but those who did not own 500 sheep had no vote. In addition to this, 
he would like to point out that the Pastures aud Stock Boards had had the administration of the 
destruction of rabbits before, and the Act of 1833 was simply to take it out of their power.

Mr. T, Buowj,', M.L.A. (Budgerahong), very strongly objected to the motion to place the whole 
control of this legislation in the bands of the Pastures and" Stock Protection Board. As Mr. Taylor had 
pointed out. tlie Pastures and Stock Protection Board had had the management of this pest in its initial 
stages, when, it effective measures had been taken, it might have been kept under control; but they 
failed to do anything of a substantial character in that direction, rmd he could not see any hope of 
anything effective being done in placing this measure solely under the control of the Pastures and Stock 
Boards. Anybody who knew the working of this Pastures and Stock Protection Board knew that when 
it enmo to legislation on the destruction of rabbits it was not a representative body. Possibly the small 
holders might have certain rights under it, but they had never exercised those rights to any large extent. 
Then there were Pastures and Stock Boards in the Colony at the present time for which the Government 
had to nominate tiic members, because even tlie large owners did not think it worth their while to exercise 
their rights. This occurred year after year. Then, again, the boundaries of tho Pastures and Stock 
Board were very extensive; and ho contended that if they wished to deal with the rabbit question they 
would hare to get local machinery and confine it within as small an area as possible, and it would be 
necessary to sub-divide the Pastures and Stock Board Districts into two, and perhaps tliree, Rabbit Board 
Districts; and if they carried this amendment it would be impossible to do that. 'They would make the 
boundaries of the Pastures and Stock Board tlie boundaries of the Babbit Board, and they would make 
the machinery that had been set up for the Pastures and Stock Boards the administrative machinery for
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toping with the rabbit pest. He thought the members of the Pastures and Stock Boards present would 
agree with him that the machinery was not perfect, and that they were looking for legislation 
to improve that machinery, as their resolutions of last year indicalcd. He thought it would be 
to tho detriment and not to the interest of rabbit legislation if they went hack to tlie old system 
that had been discarded, of placing it wholly under the control of the Pastures and Stock Boards, 
lie thought the Minister’s proposal was a very reasonable one—that was, that where the Stock 
Boards dealt with the. rabbit pest the working of the Babbit Act should be placed under those 
Boards. Then there were municipalities and more settled districts; they should be formed into 
rabbit districts, irrespective of the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards. And then, again, the Minister 
proposed that if the machinery of the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards was found inefficient or 
inapplicable to this piece of legislation, the owners themselves, if they thought fit, could, by petition, have 
the machinery of election altered and placed on a different basis to suit their requirements. The effort 
of the Minister all through this Bill had been to make the administration of the Act as suitable to the 
conditions that it was to operate on as was possible; and this Conference, if they carried this resolution, 
would limit and place it wholly in the hands of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board, irrespective of 
the question whether the Stock Boards, on the area of country they have under control, were host suited 
to deal with it. He thought the Minister’s proposal was far and away the best proposal, and he was 
prepared to support it, and he hoped that the good sense of tho Conference would see that it was superior 
to the amendment. Take Molong Stock Board. Their area extended partly beyond and to the west of 
the Harvey Banges. 'There was nothing in common between the owners on the east and the owners on 
the west of that Kange, and there had been considerable friction between them. The western owners 
were pestered with wallabies and kangaroos, and the eastern with bares. The solo effort of the Board 
had been to keep down the hare pest. The Eastern Division controlled completely the moneys of the 
district, and no money had been available for the putting down of the pest in the west, although that 
district contributed to the funds. As a consequence, tho western district were petitiouing to bo placed 
under another Stock Board. How,then, in a big district like this, would it he possible to work the Babbit 
A.ct successfully, when by its very nature it required that the administration should bo more local ? The 
same thing applied to Condobolin. There had been friction among the stock-owners on the south side of 
the river and on tho north side. The conditions were different. Those on the north side had a pest of 
wallaby, and those on the south had nothing. The south controlled the money and they had done little. 
He thought he was correct in saying that with very few exceptions the smnll owners took no interest in 
the constitution of the Board. In Condobolin, when the small owners tried to get representation, they 
had to travel 80 miles to record their vote. But that was only the initial stage, and he believed that this 
Babbit Bill, if the amendment as proposed by the Honorable Rupert Carington was passed, would be 
practically a dead letter, and outside the Stock Boards it would not meet the views of the great body of 
land-owners who had to contribute tho funds. ,

Mr. Freewan thought the whole crux of this question was simply that they had got to find the 
money ; and why should they, who were in the midst of it aud knew exactly what was going on from day 
t(i day, not be the people to spend the money? He certainly thought, therefore, that the administration 
of this A.ct should be placed in the bands of ihe Sheep Boards. If the local body could not successfully 
administer this Act, how could the Minister administer it from the head office in Sydney ?

Mr. T. Baowir, M.L.A., said that if the gentleman would permit him to correct him, he would point 
out that the difference between Mr, Freeman’s wishes and his own was, that he, Mr. Brown, wanted it to 
be under Local Boards, while Mr. Freeman wanted it to be under Stock Boards. He thought that local 
Babbit Boards would deal with it more effectively than the Stock Boards could do.

Mr. Freeman' read subsection (a) of clause 5: “ The Governor may remove any member of a Board 
who appears to the Governor to have failed to do, or be incapable of doing, bis duty.” The Governor 
meant the Minister. Why should the Minister have this power? Why should a Minister remove a 
Board, perhaps on the recommendation of some quarrelling member of Parliament ? Then let them look 
at subsection (l) again. “The Governor may fill in a casual vacancy upon the Board, and may in such 
case appoint a Board for a less period than three years." Why should the Minister have such power? 
'Why should the Minister come in? He had the power to nominate two- men already as the Bill stood, 
aud why should he come and put a third man and take away the balance of the voting power? What he 
would draw their attention to was this: that if they were going to place this Bill under the Pastures and 
Block Boards, then the Pastures and Stock Boards should administer it, and not the Minister for Lands.

Mr. Wiiuces (Broken Hill), in supporting this, said that he thought Mr. Brown had been the best 
arguer in its favour that they could have. Mr. Brown had mentioned the Molong Board, and they were 
so dissatisfied with this and that, that they would not take the trouble to elect a member. Mr. Brown 
had also mentioned the Condobolin Board as being dissatisfied ; but what had happened in Condobolin? 
Why, they had carried it their own way, and this showed that the Pastures and Stock Boards were 
elective Boards aud properly representative Boards. 'There wore a number of gentlemen who had come to 
the Conference with certain ideas about the Pastures and .Stock Boards, but they had altered them a lot. 
What was the use of singing out that they had no power when a man could fiing an Aet in their faces 
and say, There you have all the power you ask for.” He thought it was utterly ridiculous for a man to 
say this when he had an Art of Parliament like that before his eyes. Then he must tackle Mr. Taylor. 
Mr. Taylor had said that the creation of the Act of 1.883 was because of the default of what bad been 
done under the Pastures and Stock Act. It was fourteen years ago since that great error was committed, 
and now they had a representative body that knew something about rabbits. He would like a few of 
them to stand up and say what they knew about rabbits Fourteen years ago. He would guarantee that 
they knew very little indeed then with reference to them. There bad been a couple of generations since 
then. Fourteen years ago many men in the room had been in good positions then, but during those 
fourteen years the rabbits had brought them down a bit. That argument of Mr. Taylor’s would not hold 
water. He would say that although, then, they had not had fourteen years' experience of rabbits, still, if 
the Aet had been administered as it should, and if they had not been bound down to the central office, 
tilings would have been different. As it was, the money was thrown away by the Government of those 
days. He thought it was only right aud just to those who had to pay tlie money that they should have 
the administration within their hands, and there would lie no more representat ive way of dealing with the 
whole of the Colonv except through tlie Pastures and Stock Boards. -
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Mr. Goe'U.vx (Berrigan) said there was one phase of the question lhat had not cropped up yet. 
Personally; he agreed with the Honorable Jtupert Carington, as in his district there was very little Crown 
land in ctiarge of the Lands Depu-tment. It was all alienated ; but, as tlie Minister had pointed out to 
them yesterday, there were other parts of New South Wales in which he had very large interests, and 
lie thought that if they were to say that the Minister should have no say at all in legislating for rabbits 
throughout New South Wales, they would do the Conference a lot of harm. They knew Mr. Carrutliers 
carried a great deal of weight, and they would be courting opposition from him straight away. It would 
be against the interests of the Conference to take away the representation of the Minister.

The Honorable liui’Eiii' C.uusotos (Jerilderie) said lie was going to move an amendment to give 
tlie Minister representation in another way later on.

Mr. A. Buow;v (Narrabri) would hko fo ask if Mr. T. Brown was there as a representative of the 
Stock Board, or whether he was there by invitation of the Minister; and the reason he asked was because 
he appeared to hold a brief for the Minister in regard to payments and patronage; and it appeared to him 
that Mr. T. Brown wanted to make ministerial patronage so strong, so as to give Members of Parliament, 
or others who might be interested, the power to get their friends or others appointed to act on the 
different Boards throughout the country, whether they were agreeable to riic stock-owners or not. It 
seemed to him that his argument was from start to finish against the Stock Boards having anything to 
sav in the expenditure oi their own money, and all for ministerial patronage from end to end.

Mr. T. Brown-. M.L.A.., for the information oi the gentleman who had just sat down, said he was 
at the Conference on the same footing as that gentleman himself. He had been elected by a body of 
selectors known as tho Badgerabong Selectors’ Association.” He did not come there for the Minister, 
nor did he hold a brief for that gent lemnn.

Mr. Boss (Hume) said, if he understood Mr. Brown aright, that gentleman would like to leave 
the payments in the hands of the Minister. Ho did not sec why they should make a new Babbit Board 
right alongside the Pasture Board. He thought the Boards as at present situated were a great success. 
He thought the Stock Boards of the country -were more representative than any other body, and the 
Babbit Boards must he elected by someone, ami he thought it should be by the people who were to 
provide ihe money. That could not be better. In the district which he represented every member of 
the Board was a small holder; the large holders could not return a man at all. He did not think the 
large holders had too much poaver. He thought it was possible that fourteen years ago the owners did 
not use their power properly, and the events of the past had shown them the danger they were in. He 
thought it was simply a w'aste of money to erect any Board alongide tlie Pastures aud Stock Board to 
control another set of officers with another set of machinery. So long as things were controlled from 
head-quarters there would be utter failure. Let it be in the hands of the Pastures and Htock Boards 
until they saw something better.

Mr. Nixon (Gunbar) was opposed to this amendment, because there were a number of selectors 
put on the land under Mr. Carrutliers’ new Bill who ivould have no votes.

A MmnsEit: Why ? It would bo on a land basis.
Mr. Dili, (Hay) lose as oue who had had a good deal to do with the working of Pastures and 

Stock Boards for sixteen years. Ho had been Chairman for about five years out of those sixteen years, 
including the last two years, and he thought the Pastures and Stock Board in Hay, which he represented, 
had done their duty during that time, and he failed to see any reason why, for the present, the Pastures 
and Stock Boards might not be trusted with this Bill if passed. With icgard to the rabbit question, he 
thought he had had as much experience in dealing with the rabbits as most men during the past fourteen 
years, and lie thought it was very necessary, indeed, that the administration should he compulsory. He 
could speak feelingly with regard to lhat. because he had had neighbours who would not kill, while he wras 
doing his level best to keep the rabbits under, and he certainly would support strongly the placing of this 
under the Pastures and Stock Boards, for the present, at any rate.

Mr. Hates said, that if they looked at tlie Act they would find that the Minister, in the first 
instance, gave the control, under the Bill, of the Babbit districts to the Pastures and Stock Boards, ami 
ho made this provision wisely, he thought, though if a majority of the land-owners in tho district desired 
to have an election on a laud basis, thoy should do so. This Bill was very clastic, and these provisions 
were very necessary. Some people said it was far better that the Stock Board alone should regulate it, 
and others said that as every land-owner has to contribute he should have a voice in the matter. There 
was a good deal of reason why they should let this clause stand as if was, tlie Pastures and Stock Boards 
would have full control over it, and then the people in each district had the right cither lo remain as they 
were or to petition to have things altered.

Mr. Boss (Hume): Why could not one Board do the lot?
Mr. Hares said if they got a district which wras very largely settled by farmers, would not they 

naturally want to have a voice iu the matter themselves ? This Aet must be broad aud liberal. It wTas 
wanted to apply to the whole Colony where conditions varied ; and therefore, in districts where the owners 
predominated it would be under the Pastures and Stock Boards, and where the farmers predominated they 
naturally would want to have a voice.

Mr. CuMxrrxo (Hillstou) said that in speaking on this motion he would support the Pastures and 
Stock Boards, but he would endorse all that Mr. Hayes had said. There was another point: one man 
might have an equally good run with another, but the man who managed well might have 50,000 sheep, 
while the man who was careless might only had 20,000 sheep, and he would pay the same, and would do 
so on tlie land basis,

Mr. Tbefj/e thought the amendment was rather too sweeping. There was no doubt that what 
Mr. Hayes had said had a great deal of force in it, and he thought that some of the gentlemen who spoke 
very strongly in favour of the Pastures and Stock Boards having control under this Bill, had not had 
much experieuce where it was all settled by small owners. lie had had to put before the Minister a 
petition from 160 small owners, to have tlie district brought under the present Babbit Aet. Among these 
j GO were many men who had only two or three plough-horses—men on blocks whom the rabbits were eating 
out. They wanted the rabbits checked. If the tax-payers, under the new Babbit Aet, would each have a 
vote for the Stock Board, then he would be quite willing to support the resolution ; but he did not think 
that, as at present constituted, the franchise of the Stock Board would cover all tho men who would have 
to pay the taxes for the suppression of the rabbits. There was every probability that wherever the
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Pastures and Stock Boards were seen to be a more practical body than one elected, or appointed, they 
would be given the administration of the Act, and it was elastic enough to give rules to suit districts such 
as be bad mentioned. No man who bad the principle of a Briton in him would say that any man should 
pay a tax under the Babbit Act and not have a vote, and certainly under this amendment men would be 
paying a tax who would not have a vote. Some gentleman bad said that the minimum of stock allowed 
was ten head of large stock before a man could vote. He would point out that in tbc petition he bad 
referred to there wore at least forty or fifty men out of tbc whole ICO who did not own large stock at all. 
These men owned land and would come under the operation of the Act. They grew w heat and they 
simply had sufficient horses to do their ploughing. There were thousands of-them, special-area holders. 
He represented a very large class of people iu this country, and he thought that if they carried this 
resolution there would be men under the Babbit Act paying taxes who had no vote. This amendment 
proposed to place in the Stock Boards the power to spend the moneys collected under tho Babbit Act. 
Any amendment they proposed to the Babbit Act will not amend the Pastures and Slock Act; and 
consequently if a man had not a vote under the Pastures and Stock Act, they could not give him one 
under the Babbit Act. He toolc it that they could not amend the Pastures aud Stock Act by any 
proposed Bill dealing with tho rabbits ; but if it could be made clear to him that all men who would pay a 
tax under the Babbit Act would have a vote for the Stock Boards, then he would be quite willing to 
support the resolution ; but otherwise he did 3iot see any reason why they should erect separate Boards if 
the Stock Boards could do the work.

Mr, Alison (Canonbar) said this resolution should be carried now, and then they could amend 
this Act so that every person should have a vote who paid a tax.

The Honorable Kuceet Carington said he hardly thought it necessary for him to make any reply. 
They had the statement made by his friend the Chief Inspector of Babbits ; but that was fourteen years 
ago. He would mention that the Queensland Babbit and Sheep Boards were identical. He had been 
very much misrepresented in one respect. He had been made to say that tlie people should be taxed 
without proper representation. It had been his exact object to prevent that. All his arguments had 
been directed against the Crown, which was not taxed, appointing two men to the Board, Of course 
they could amend the Aet, and make the representation on a land basis instead of a stock basis; but how 
any body in a democratic country would agree to the Minister appointing two men, whomsoever he liked, 
to tax them was what lie failed entirely to understand. It was quite absurd and reactionary. With 
regard to the small men, he might say that be came from a district where there wore more small men 
than in any other district in Australia. There was another gentleman from that district who was also 
ready to support his resolution. To be told that they would protect the small men by getting two men, 
outsiders, to tax them was incomprehensible to him.

Mr. Vlaxagan (Gunbar) would like to see a provision made in the amendment that all taxpayers 
should have a vote.

The Chairman observed that before putting tho question to the Conference he felt it to he his 
duty to point out, as far as he could from a hasty glance through the Bill, the consequence of currying the 
resolution. It had struck him first of all that clauses 5, 0, and 7, woidd be made ulSerly useless by the 
carrying of the resolution proposed by the Hon. Bupcrt Carington. There was also another matter 
consequent on the motion being carried, and that was with reference to the Government’s proposal to pav 
a rate on their properties corresponding to the amount of unoccupied land there might be in any rabbit 
district. He did not know what decision the Conference would arrive at in obviating that difficulty if 
they intended to take away the representation of the Government on the Boards. Then, with regard to 
the argument that small men would have no vote, he anticipated that if this motion were carried, and if 
it xvere intended to give everyone who had to pay a tax a vote, it would be necessary to amend the Pastures 
and Stock Act,

The Cm.airman then took a vote on tho Honorable Bnpert Carington’s amendment.
Tho amendment was declared carried.
The Chairman then adjourned the Conference until 2 o’clock.
On resuming in the afternoon,— •
The Chairman said it would be necessary to discuss clauses 5, C, and 7, in view of the resolution 

passed immediately preceding the adjournment.
Mr. T. Brown, M.P., said he had a motion that he thought would go very well after the amend

ment which had been carried: “That taxation under the Babbit Act shall not be levied on holders not 
having a right of representation under the franchise of the Pastures and Stock Protection Aet.”

Mr. Nixon seconded the proposition.
Mr. J. M. Atkinson wanted to know whether that would include the municipalities.
Air. T. Brown, M.P., said it simply meant this, that a tax should not be levied on any landholder 

or any stockholder who was not in possession of the right to vote under the Pastures aud Stock Protec
tion Act. Now, the motion that had been passed before tho luncheon adjournment placed the whole 
control of the rabbit question under the Pastures and Stock Protection Board, and this further resolution 
of hiS'tvas simply to safeguard the rights of those whom it had been shown had not the right of repre
sentation under those heads. Of course, if it were found that there was any body of holders upon whom 
it would be desirable to levy a tax, then the way to get over that difficulty would bo to broaden the 
franchise of the Pastures and Stock Protection Act so as to include them. His resolution simply safe
guarded peoples rights until they were included. It was simply “no taxation without representation.”

Mr. Boss (llume) said that instead of amending that clause they should simply amend the clause 
about the person who should have the right to vote. He thought it was very wrong to pass an amend
ment like that. It would be far better to withhold that and put it this way : “ That every man who has 
to pay taxation shall have a right to vote.” If it were left as it was, then very many small holders would 
escape taxation altogether.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that as far as he could gather Air, Brown’s proposition was simply 
“ no representation no taxation,” aud he was perfectly in accord with that.

On the motion being put to the Conference by the Chairman it was carried unanimously.
Air. Gibson (Hay) moved that the following also be added : “That the Crown may be represented 

on the Babbit Board in proportion to the revenue paid by them, but in no instance to have a majority 
representation.”

The32-C
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The Honorable Rupert Caiungtos (Jerilderie) rose to a point of order. That had already been 
settled, and the question under discussion now had nothing to do with the constitution of the Rabbit Boards.

The CirAtuifAS suggested that instead ot “Rabbit Boards” Mr, Gibson should put in “Pastures 
and Slock Boards.”

Mr. G ibso^ (Hay) had no objection. He moved lhat, with this alteration, the clause be added to 
clause 5. He took it that unless the Crown would assist the owners—unless they were prepared to accept 
their responsibility and pay in proportion to their acreage—that they might as well have no Rabbit Bill 
at all, but simply go back borne and let things go as they please. If the Crown were to pay, it was only 
right that they should be represented. They would not think of leaving out any one section of them
selves—they would not think of depriving that section of a vote if they were asked to contribute. In 
justice, the Crown were entitled to have representation ; and, as the Minister had not asked for a majority 
representation, bo thought it would meet the views of everybody to add those words: “ the Crown to have 
no majority representation in any one district although they contribute more than one-half of that 
district’s revenue.”

Mr. Flawaoan (Gunbar) 'seconded it.
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) begged to move an amendment to the effect that the Crown should have 

representation in proportion to the amount of rates paid under the Rabbit Bill. He was quite in accord 
with a portion of Mr. Gibsou’s resolution; and be thought, if the Crown became contributors, they had a 
right to a voice in the expenditure of this money, but if they were the largest contributors to those funds 
they bad the right to the largest representation.

_ The Citajilman suggested that Mr. Leslie should move to leave out the following words from Mr. 
Gibson’s resolution : “ but in no instance to have a majority representation.”

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) agreed, and moved that the words, “but in no instance to have a majority 
representation,” be struck out.

Mr. Garden (Cobar) seconded Mr. Leslie.
Mr. Leslie’s amendment was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Gibson’s motion as amended now stood: “that the Crown shall be represented on the Pastures 

and Stock Boards in proportion to the amount paid by them.’’
Question put and carried.
Mr. Atkinson asked if the meaning of that would be “on the total amount paid by the Crown” or 

“ on the amount paid by the Crown for rabbit destruction ” ?
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) explained that it would apply to the sum they contributed as stock-owners, 

as it were, but not to amounts voted by Parliament to assist in the destruction of rabbits.
The Chairman then proposed, with the consent of the meeting, to make it more clear by altering 

the resolution in this way: “ that the Crown maybe represented on the Pastures and Stock Protection 
Boards in proportion to the revenue paid by them as assessments to the Rabbit Destruction Fund.”

Passed unanimously.
Mr. Ilanagan (Gunbar) said it would now bo necessary to pass a resolution making the Crown 

the “ occupier ” of all unoccupied Crown lands in the Colony.
Mr. Atkikson asked for an explanation. It had been decided that the Pastures and Stock Boards 

should have control of the destruction of rabbits; they consisted of eight members. He wanted to know 
if the Government representation was to be a part of those eight members, or over and above those eicht 
members? ° &

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) explained that the idea was, that if the Crown paid so much money, it 
would have so many votes. The Board would still remain the same—the Crown would not appoint a man, 
but would have the votes increased instead.

Clauses 6 and 7.
Methods of selecting Members.

G. The members of a Rabbit Board shall be appointed by the Governor:
Provided that—

(a) whore the Rabbit District is identical with a Sheep District, ns defined under the Diseases 
in Sheep Acts, or appears to the Governor to be substantially identical therewith, 
three members of the Rabbit Board shall be members appointed by tho Governor out 
of candidates to be nominated as prescribed by the Board of Directors holding office 
under the Pastures and Stock Protection Act in and for such Sheep District; and 

(&) where the Rabbit District is identical with a Borough or Municipal District, or appears 
to the Governor to be substantially identical therewith, three members of the Rabbit 
Board shall be members appointed by the Governor out of candidates to bo nominated 
as prescribed by the Municipal Council of the Borough or Municipal District; and 

(e) where an apparent majority of the owners or occupiers of private holdings within the 
Rabbit District present a petition to tho Governor that three members of the Rabbit 
Board shall be elective members, the Governor may, by proclamation in the Gazette, 
declare that the provisions hereinafter contained as to the election of three members of 
a Rabbit Board shall apply in respect of the Board of the said District, and the same 

' shall apply accordingly, unless and until tho said proclamation is revoked.
But further provided that—

(d) nothing contained in the foregoing proviso shall apply in respect of two out of five 
members of the Rabbit Board ; and

(r) the said two members shall be members recommended by the Minister, and appointed 
by the Governor;

(/) where no members are nominated, or a sufficient number are not nominated, the 
Governor may appoint a sufficient number of members to constitute the Board.

Election
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Election of Members.
7. The election of members of a Rabbit Board shall be in accordance with the following 

provisions;—
{a) Whenever an election is necessary, tho time and place for holding the same shall bo 

appointed by the Minister by nofiGcation in the Gazette.
(V) Occupiers of private holdings within the Rabbit District shall be the persons qualified 

to vote, and tho number of votes allowed to each such occupier shall be determined by 
tho aggregate area of the private holdings within tho Rabbit District occupied by him, 
according to the following scale:—

For an aggregate area not exceeding six hundred and forty acres in the Eastern and 
Central Divisions, or ten thousand two hundred and forty acres in tho Western 
Division, one vote.

For an aggregate area exceeding six hundred and forty acres and not exceeding two 
thousand five hundred and sixty acres in the Eastern and Central Divisions, or 
exceeding ten thousand two hundred and forty acres and not exceeding twenty 
thousand four hundred and eighty acres in the Western Division, two votes.

For an aggregate area exceeding two thousand five hundred and sixty acres in the 
Eastern and Central Divisions, or twenty thousand four hundred and eighty 
acres in the "Western Division, three voles.

(e) When three members of a Rabbit Board have been elected, three members of the Board 
as previously constituted shall retire ;

(rf) Where a member of a Rabbit Board is to bo elected, and no valid election takes place, 
the Governor may appoint a member to fill the vacancy, and such member shall be 
deemed an elected member;

(e) Tho cost of an election shall be paid out of the revenues of the Rabbit Board ;
(/) Subject to the foregoing provisions, all necessary matters in connection with elections 

shall be prescribed by Regulations to be made in that behalf.
Clauses 6 and 7 struck out.

Clause 8.
Incorporation of a Babbit Board.

8. The members of a Rabbit Board, as from time to time constituted, shall be a corporate
body under the style or title of the “ Babbit Board of District,” the name of the
District being such as the Minister may from time to time assign by notification in the Gazette ; 
and under such style or title shall have perpetual succession and a common seal, and be capable 
in law' of suing and being sued.

The validity of any acts of tho Rabbit Board shall not be affected by any informality or 
irregularity in the appointment or election of any member of the Board, or by reason of the 
fact that there are not five members of the Board ; and the fact that all the scats on the Board 
are vacant shall not of itself operate to dissolve the corporation.

Tho Governor may, by proclamation, dissolve a Rabbit Board, and the corporation shall 
thereupon cease to exist, and the then members of the Board shall cease to be members thereof.

When a Rabbit Board is dissolved, the Governor may, at any time thereafter, by 
proclamation, constitute and appoint another Board, and all tho properly and all the rights 
and liabilities of the corporation so dissolved shall vest in the new Board; and if no such Board 
bo constituted and appointed, then in the Crown : Provided that the proclamation constituting 
and appointing a Rabbit Board in place of a dissolved Board may be subsequent to the 
proclamation dissolving the same, and the Crown shall thereupon be divested of all the 
property, rights, and liabilities, or such of them as still subsist, of the dissolved Board, and 
the same shall vest in the Board constituted and appointed in its place.

Mr. T. Shown, M.L.A., said that clause 8 should bo amended so as to read “ that the Pastures and 
Stock Boards should be constituted corporate bodies.” This would be necessary, not only under the Rabbit 
Bill, but also for matters pertaining to the administration of tho Pastures and Stock Protection Act. He 
begged to move, “ That ‘ Pastures and Stock Protection Boards ’ be inserted wherever 1 Rabbit Board ’ 
occurred."

Mr. Gumming (Hillston) seconded the motion.
Mr. Ginsoir (Hay) opposed it. It should remain as it was; because, from what the Conference 

had passed, the Rabbit Board consisted of tho Pastures and Stock Board, together with the nominees of 
the Government.

Membkhs ; No, no ! The Government only have a right to vote, not to appoint nominees.
Mr. T. Brown, MR.A., said that, for the purpose of administering the Rabbit Act, he thought it 

necessary to constitute the Boards corporate bodies, so that their acts could pass on to their successors. 
As an instance, he mentioned that Mr. Leslie’s Board undertook to expend a certain sum of money in 
constructing a wire-netting to keep the rabbits off their area, and tho members of the Board who came 
afterwards could repudiate the actions taken by this Board if they thought fit, because it was not a 
corporate body. It was, therefore, in the interests of right administration.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said he would move, 11 That wherever ‘Rabbit Board' occurred in clause 
8 the words ‘ Pastures and Stock Protection Boards’ be substituted.”

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A., consented. _
Mr. Ross (Hume) seconded the proposal. ’
The Chairman put the question, and it was carried unanimously. .
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said he wished to move an amendment. In lino 21, clause 8, it said five 

members. He moved, “That the word ‘eight’ be substituted for ‘five’”; because now that they had 
substituted Pastures and Stock Boards for Rabbit Boards it would be necessary to alter this in this way, 
because the Pastures and Stock Boards consisted of eight members.

Mr. Bavlis (Navrandera) seconded the amendment.
On being put, the amendment was carried.
Mr, Freeman moved, after the word “ proclamation,” to insert “at the request of the Board or on 

the requisition of two-thirds of the voting power.” Mr,
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Mr. J. M. Atkissos seconded t;hc motion.
Mr. EiniEnrAir said that, as the proposer of this amendment, he would like to explain its object. It 

appeared here “ the Governor,’' which usually meant the “ Minister for Lands,” might, by proclamation, 
dissolve the Babhit Board. It might he a very undesirable thing for the Minister to have this power, and 
it was so that the M inister for Lands should not have this power to dissolve the Board without a requisition 
that he moved this amendment. It might he that they might become insolvent, or for other reasons want 
to dissolve; or again, the Board might be unsatisfactory and the voting power of tlie district might wish to 
have them dissolved.

Mr. Oakoen (Cobar) moved, as an amendment, '‘ That lhat clause he omitted altogether.” Bower 
could not he given to the Minister to do away with the Pastures and Stock Boards, and therefore this was 
‘ultra viris. It would mean that the Governor might by proclamation dissolve tbe Pastures and Stock 
Boards.

Mr. A. Bitowx (Narrabri) thought that this difficulty could be got over by amendment, that when 
the Pastures and Stock Board is fitting as a Babbit Board they should he a corporate body. There was no 
doubt that if tho Pastures and Stock Board were to administer the Babbit Act they would administer the 
Pastures and Stock .Act also, but not at the same time; and when there urns a meeting of the Pastures and 
Stock Board called they would deal with stock matters only, and then afterwards sit as a Babbit Board.

Mr. Alteon (Canonbar) thought Mr. Brown was beside the point. What was before them now was 
Mr. Preeman’s motion. It was a very simple matter and he could sec no objection to it. If two-thirds of 
the voters wanted to have a Board dissolved then they should be dissolved.

Mr. A. Brown (Narrabri) said that they should not dissolve the Pastures and Stock Board also.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) thought that if two-thirds of the voters could be found to wish that the 

Rabbit Board should be dissolved it would mean that they were all unfit for public offices,
Mr. Freeman’s motion was then put to the Conference and declared carried.
Mr. PitEEMAN moved that, in line 2S, clause 8, after the word “Board,” to insert “elected in 

accordance with the provisions of the Act.” His reason for moving this wras so that no Board would he 
reappointed in the place of a dissolved Board, except a Board elected by all the taxpayers,

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) seconded the motion.
Question put and carried unanimously.
Mr. Oakden (Cobar) wished to ask members whether it was wise to allow this clause to stand, 

wiping out a Board under another Act, which was what naturally followed. Would it not he better to 
leave that out ? It might be establishing all sorts of anomalies.

The CiiAiniiAN said that that had been already decided, and there could be no more discussion 
about it.

Clause S, as amended, was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 9.
Conduct of its business by aJloard,

0. A Babbit Board—
(a) may employ a Secretary and such other officers and servants as may be necessary, and 

pay them out of the revenue of the Board ; and
(£) shall cause proper minute hooks to be kept of all its proceedings ; and
(c) shall cause true and regular accounts to bekeptof all moneys received or paid under tho 

authority of this A ct, and shall give the owner or occupier ofany private holding within 
the Rabbit District access thereto at all reasonable hours ; and

(d) shall produce for inspection to any person authorised by the Minister or the Colonial 
Treasurer for the purposes all its books, accounts, agreements, vouchers, letters, or 
other documents which may relate to any matter under this Act; and

_ (f) shall report to the Minister on any matter or question referred by him for that
purpose; and

(/) shall conform in its conduct of business and its administration of this Act to any 
Regulations to be made in that behalf.

Mr. Oakuen (Cohar) moved, “That clause 9 he struck out, and the following clause substituted : 
That the provisions for the conduct of tho business of the Board should accord with or be similar to 
those of tbe Pastures and Stock Protection Act.”

Mr, Brett (Tirana) seconded tbe proposal.
Mr. G-iuson (Hay) would like the proposer to explain in what way the procedure under tho other 

Act was different.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) pointed out that it would be the same Board under the same Secretary, 

hut that they must needs keep different hooks. He would wish however to give roliee that he would 
move tho recommital of this clause subsequently, because it might he affected by a later clause.

Mr. 0 an den (Cobar) withdrew' his amendment, and then proposed that “ Pastures and Stock 
Board” be substituted for “Rabbit Board" wherever it was eousequentially necessary throughout tho

Mr. Brett (Tirana) seconded the proposal, which was carried unanimously.
The Honorable Rul'ekt Caeinuton proposed that the words “ all officers appointed to be under 

the direct control of, and hold office during the pleasure of the said Boards ” should be put in after sub
section (a). As they had to “pay the piper ” they might as well have the appointment of the officers.

Mr. Gokuan (Berrigan) pointed out that that was provided for by “tlie Rabbit Board may employ 
a Secretary and such other officers, Ac." ,

■ Mr. Taylor wished to take the Chairman’s ruling as to whether the adoption of the Honorable 
Rupert Carlngton’s aoicndmcnt would not mean a virtual amendment of the Public Service Act.

The Chairman did not think it would he out of place for the Conference to express an opinion 
on the matter.

Mr. Cumwinu (Hillston) seconded the Honorable Rupert Carington’s motion, irhieh was carried 
unanimously.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) gave notice that later on he would move an amendment to the next 
subsection (e), ' Clause
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Clause 10.
Authentication and service of documents.

10. Any notice, information, complaint, agreement, or other document, by or from a 
Rabbit Board, shall be sufficiently authenticated if it is signed by the Chairman of the Board, or, 
under his direction, by the Secretary of the Board, and authority in the Secretary or Chairman 
to so sign shall be presumed unless and until tbe contrary is shown; and it shall not be necessary 
for the Babbit Board to affix its common seal to any document not being a deed.

Any notice or other document given to or served upon a Babbit Board may he given to 
or served upon the Secretary or Chairman thereof.

Clause 10 was put to the meeting and canned as printed.

Clause 11.
Seventies of Board.

, IB All fines, penalties, rates, and other moneys received by a Babbit Board under or by 
virtue of this Act shall form part of a fund to be called the Babbit Fund of the District.

Moneys forming part of the Babbit Fund of the District may be applied by tbe Babbit 
Board to tbe payment of any expenses of, or incidental to, the Board’s administration of this Act, 
or of any costs or expenses incurred in accordance with provisions of this A.ct, and not otherwise.

The Governor may cause the accounts in connection with the Babbit Fund of the District 
to be audited, and the expenses of the audit shall, if the Governor so require, be paid out of the 
Babbit Fund.

Clause 11 was put to the meeting and carried as printed.

Clause 12.
ItoMit Bates.

12. Every Babbit Board shall in each year make, or cause to be made, an estimate of the 
probable sum which prill he required (in addition to fines, penalties, and other revenues) to 
enable it to duly administer this Act throughout the Babbit District; and the said sum shall he 
raised by a Babbit Kate upon private holdings within tbe district.

, BBc amounts levied under the rate shall be proportionate to the respective carrying 
capacities of holdings ; and to that end—

(z) the Babbit Board shall, in the first instance, strike the rate as a rate of so much pier 
sheep, but not so as to exceed one halfpenny per sheep in any one year; and shall 
forthwith cause notice of the amount of the rate struck to be published in the 
Gazette, and in one or more newspapers circulating in tbe district;

(it) tbe Babbit Board phall estimate as exactly as practicable the number of sheep which 
every holding within the Babbit District is capable of carrying with good management 
in an average season ; and for the purpose of such estimate—

(«) cultivated lands shall be taken to be capable of carrying so many sheep as they 
would carry if laid down in grass; and

(f) lands capable of carrying large stock shall be taken to be capable of carrying 
_ seven sheep for every head of large stock :

Provided always, that only half rates shall be levied upon any holding enclosed with a 
fence ivhich in tbe opinion of tbo Board is rabbit-proof.

(rir) the Babbit Board shall have access as prescribed to—
(c) returns of sheep made to Clerks of Petty Sessions and Inspectors of Sheep under 

the Diseases in Sheep Acts or any other Acts; and 
(i) returns collected by the police or others for statistical or other purposes; and 
(a) papers connected with the appraisement of the rent or license fee of any Crown 

lands; and
if) any other public documents having relation to the carrying capacity or condition 

of any such holding ;
(iv) the Babbit Board may authorise a person to inspect a holding, and he may put to any 

person in occupation or charge of the holding, or to the owner thereof, questions upon 
all such matters as shall he necessary for the purpose of ascertaining the carrying 
capacity thereof, having first informed the person to whom any such question is put of 
his purpose in putting questions, and of his authority under this Act to put tho same; 
and if any such person in occupation or charge or such owner as aforesaid shall refuse 
or wilfully omit to answer any such question to the host of bis knowledge and belief, 
or shall wilfully make any false answer or statement in reply to any such question, he 
shall on conviction forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.

(}) the Babbit Board shall determine the amount payable under any sucli rate in respect
of every private holding within the Babbit District; and tbe determination by the
Babbit Board shall, except in case of appeal as hereinafter provided, be final and 
conclusive:. Provided always that no Babbit; Bate shall be payable in respect of any 
bolding estimated to carry loss than ten sheep.

Alison (Canonbar) said that this was a very important clause. It dealt entirely with the 
manner of raising revenue for tho Pastures and Stock Boards or Babbit Boards, He disagreed with it 
entirely. They had now arranged that the Pastures and Stock Boards were to manage the Babbit Fund, 
and, therefore, he thought it would be most advisable that they should adopt some system of taxation 
similar to that in.the Pastures and Stock Act, mi per head of stock instead of on the land. That was a 
simple system which did not cause any expense whatever and would be easily understood. If the tax 
w'ere on the land, it would mean that a considerable army of men would bare to go round and value all 
the rents of tbe laud. Every 40-acre selection in tho whole place would have to be valued and estimates 
put on them. He submitted that it would cause an enormous expense to the district which, ho held,
won'.', be perfectly unnecessary. Of course it was true that the Crown held considerable area.s in various

districts.
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districts, and they now paid towards the Pastures and Stock Boards. They desired that the Crown should 
now pay towards the destruction of rabbits also. lie thought that they could now bring in a resolution 
to the effect that any abandoned Crown land should be taxed on the basis of one sheep to 5, 6, or 7 acres— 
whichever they chose—or it might even be one slice]) to 10 acres. This nould do away with the 
necessity of having these Crown lands valued. It would be a rough and ready but a very simple way of 
assessing the taxation. Many of the gentlemen present had found it difficult to know how farmers and 
others would he brought in unless their lands were valued. He thought there again they might bring 
forward a simple way of getting over the difficulty by providing that any cultivated land bo on the basis 
of 1 acre to one sheep. According to the Act, as he read it, any man who had cultivated his laud would 
bo required to pay as if lie had laid it down in grass. lie would like Mr. Taylor to tell them whether it 
was not the case that it was intended that those words should be “ laid down in cultivated grasses.” They 
could not say laid down in ordinary grasses; that would not be “laid down.” He disagreed with the idea 
that cultivated lands should be taxed as if kid down in cultivated grasses. They should not he taxed any 
more than if the land were in its original condition. In order to prevent valuation and its attendant 
expense, it would be a fair and reasonable thing to say that any cultivated land should he equal to 1 acre 
to one sheep, or 1 acre to iwo sheep. He hated the idea of valuation. Men of fads were going round 
and valuing the land at £1, £2, £3, or per acre. He thought his scheme would meet the views of the 
people who held cultivated lands, and would be cheaper and less Cumbersome to work.

Mr. Taylor explained that tho intention was that the assessment on cultivated land would be 
what it would carry if laid down in cultivated grasses,

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) thought that if it were11 laid down” it would mean something thativas put 
there. They should omit this dangerous clause, lie might have to pay at the rate of ten, fifteen, or 
twenty sheep to the acre. It would be better to be sure than to be sorry. He would move, “ That iu clause 12, 
line 31, the amounts levied under the rate shall be proportionate to the stock returns; and to that end, the 
Babbit Board shall, in the first instance, strike the rate as a rate of so much per sheep, but not so as to 
exceed one penny per sheep in any one year; that any abandoned Crown lands shall he taxed on the 
basis of one sheep to G acres, and iu cultivated land on tho basis of l acre to one sheep.”

Mr. Atktk'sow seconded the resolution.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that he would cut the resolution in two—Pirst, “That line 32 be struck 

out with a view to the insertion of tho words, ‘ the amounts levied under the rate shall he proportionate 
to the stock returns.’ ”

Mr. Atkinson seconded tho proposal.
Mr, Pianaghan (Gunbar) said that tlie very best agricultural land in the Hay district was tho worst 

grazing land, and the worst grazing lauds were sometimes the best agricultural lands. He said if might 
cost a man £2 or £3 to the acre to clear land that would not carry a sheep to tho acre, and by this ho 
would be taxed for his industry.

Mr. Grin son (Hay), speaking to the motion, said he would point out lhat they made their stock 
returns on the 31st December each year. The number of stock a man returned on the 31st December meant 
tho number that this country could carry. There were some men who made a practice of having no stock 
on the 31st December. There were other men who carried in a few months—in summer only—all the 
stock they could carry in the year. That would he tho difficulty. -He thought, taking everything into 
consideration, although a person might be appointed who would have to make a sort of assessment, tho 
owners should contribute to this rabbit fund in proportion to the number of stock their land wmuld carry, 
independently of any returns, because the returns snowed neither one thing nor the other. He proposed 
as an amendment, “ That the tax should be based upon the number of sheep or stock tho holding was 
estimated to be able to carry.”

Mr. Gorman (Berrigan) had much pleasure in seconding Mr, Gibson. He agreed that in many 
districts many men would have no stock at alt, aud he had known some of their worst infested areas held 
by mortgagees, which had nothing but rabbits on them, and he presumed that they would make no returns. 
This clause as it read here would suit very well. He thought that subsection (r) should stand. If they 
elected men to the Board they should have confidence in them. These men would know the circumstances 
of the district.

"Mr, Oatily said he might state one fact here. Speaking from experience, there was some land 
they had had valued by different people as to the carrying capacity. The average was from S acres to a 
sheep down to 2. If this proposal went forth it would give a great deal of trouble.

Mr. Gumming (Hillston) rose to support Mr. Gibson’s motion. It would be very unfair taking 
sheep only. In his district there were abandoned runs as well as abandoned Crown lands. There were 
(5(5,000 acres in one lot, and they would escape taxation altogether.

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) thought that the last speaker did not grasp the full extent of Mr. Alison’s 
motion. He wished to provide for some assessment of Crown lands which were unoccupied. He would 
point out that iu the most particular thing—the assessment of reut—the stock returns were the basis by 
which the Chairmen of the Land Boards were guided. They must know that when rents have to bo 
assessed there is a great deal of trouble between the Crown Assessor and the owners, Were they going 
to have a Court to assess tho carrying capacity of each holding? He thought that the only possible basis 
that it could be done on was that of the slock returns. They were the only safe guides to go by. It was 
really not worth while doing it in any other way.

Mr. Aikinson would suggest that they could arrive at a good understanding on this point without 
going to the expense of having their land valued. Let the members of the Boards in the different districts 
assess the carrying capacity. Those men, living in the district, would have a very good idea of the carrying 
capacity of any particular run, and therefore it might safely be left to them, with a right of appeal and 
tho right to bring evidence in support of their appeal.

Mr, Alison explained that Ins motion was simply to adopt the process that had been adopted, and 
was now in force, under the Pastures aud Stock Protection Act. _

Mr. Dill (Hay) rose to support Mr. Alison’s motion, and in doing so would like to see certain 
words that had been made use of altered. He thought that rather too much was being asked from tbe 
Crown, lie was thoroughly in accord with Mr. Alison’s motion. Only recently he was on a run which 
had been abandoned. It was thoroughly fenced; there was a comfortable homestead and a woolshed on 
it, and yet it had been abandoned. He had seen millions of acres xvhich would not carry one sheep to 
20 acres,

Mr.
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Mr. Atkinson said that his amendment was that the assessment should be on the carrying capacity, 
and the carrying capacity he arrived at by the Boards themselves with the right of appeal by the lessee. 
No valuator should be sent round.

Mr. Bjiookk (Roggabri) tpiite agreed with Mr. Alison in every respect, but did not think they could 
discuss this amendment without discussing the rest of his proposed amendment. Mr. Flanagan had said 
that he had land which was utterly useless for sheep, and which cost £3 an acre to clear, and he would 
ho now taxed on what it cost him to clear it; but then be ought to, because be would be proportionately 
benefited. He would benefit to a greater extent than another man whose land was only worth £l 
an acre.

Mr. Freeman rose to support Mr. Alison’s amendment. He said they all knew that the returns 
of the stock on the 31st December, in the majority of eases, represented more than the carrying capacity 
of the country, and though perhaps one man might not have a sufficient number of stock, aud might not be 
right up to the carrying capacity on the 31st December, his neighbour would probably be so much over; 
and so tbe thing would cut all round very evenly. Surely they had bad quite sufficient for the last fifteen 
years of people running all over their runs cackling about them. Tho proper way to take tho assessment 
was on the returns under the sheep Act. One might he a little more one year and another year less, hut 
in a number of years the thing would average itself.

Mr. Laurence (Balranald) would support the resolution that the assessment be made on tho 
stock returns. He considered it was the fairest way for Ihe raising of funds. It would he most unfair 
to put in the hands of a Board a large district to assess. The amounts the Boards would assess at would 
be found fault with almost everywhere. It should be kept in the Stock Board's bands altogether, and by 
taking the returns sent in to the Government under the Sheep A.ct would be the fairest way.

Mr. Trefle (Temora) rose to support Mr. Gibson, He thought Mr. Gibson’s amendment should 
be carried in its entirety, A short time ago he spoke in the interests of the small men, but now he spoke 
in the interests of tbe large men. There was no other course open than to assess the land on the carrying 
capacity. The other way would be setting a premium on dishonesty. The suggestion by Mr. Atkinson 
that there should be a power of appeal was a good one. Experienced men who were elected to tho Stock 
Board were not likely to make a mistake. There was no other wray which would approach the fairness of 
this system of taxing by the carrying capacity.

Mr. Boss (Hume) said he would support Mr. Alison.
Mr. Brooke (Bogahri) said they had just had one valuation all over the freehold land in the Colony 

. by Inspectors appointed by the Crown, aud look at the result. He did not suppose there were two men 
who were satisfied.

Mr. Alison was quite astonished to find any difference of opinion in this matter. He only 
proposed to adopt the mode that had been adopted under the Pastures and Stock Act and was now in 
force. He was proposing no innovation, no revolution at all. It had been found to work fairly, 
equitably, and correctly, and he did not see wdiat they could do bettor than to adopt that principle. But 
according to (he principle which was proposed this Stock Board was to be composed of stockowners, and 
they were to assess tbe carrying capacity of the lands in their district—that is to say, that tbe members 
of the Stock Protection Board were to be tbe judges of the value of their own properties. Now, be 
would say that no body of men were to be trusted with such a responsibility. It would be dangerous.
It was most unusual to eutrust eight men to value their own properties. When the judgments came out 
he thought they would see some very curious anomalies. It would be much better for them to say they 
would adopt tbo old simple plan under the Pastures and Stock Act, aud they should adopt the same mode 
of taxation, It was simple, easy, and equitable.

M.r. Giubon (Hay), in reply, pointed out that the right which Mr. Alison would deny to tbo * 
Babbit Board was already possessed by tbe municipal councils. In valuing the property they held a 
friendly Appeal Court, and in ninety-nine eases out of a hundred this friendly Appeal Court settled tho 
eases, and in the one-hundredth case they went to tho Appeal Magistrate. He would like to point out 
that the returns did not give a true statement of the holding of the run. In his district they had got 
freehold lands abandoned ; they wore in the hands of large monetary institutions, and these should pay 
their share of any rabbit taxation. How were they going to get at the owners of these properties? 
They would not kill tbe rabbits, and they would not put stock on them, and Mr. Alison’s proposals made 
no provision to make them pay their share.

Mr. Atkinson said tlie valuators who would go out iu this ease would not bo tbe same class of 
men as those sent out by the Government to value tbe lands. These men would be appointed by the 
Board themselves, tbo same as the municipal valuer was appointed by his own council. The people would 
have tho right to appeal, and the people would bring forth evidence and say what could be carried. That 
would be the fairest way of getting at the revenue which should be derived from these lands. Many 
people carried stock for certain periods of the year only ; for instance, many people kept large tracts of 
country for carrying their stock during tbe winter season. They wanted to get at tbe acres which carried 
rabbits. lie thought, therefore, that they should be taxed on the carrying capacity of the whole run. 
Mr. Alison bad said that be could not see how anybody could follow' any other course than his ; well, he, ‘ 
for his part, could not see how anybody could go for any other course than his own (Mr. Atkinson’s).

Mr. Gibson’s amendment was put to tlie meeting, and lost by 2S to 15.
The original proposal by Mr. Alison was put, and carried by 25 to 13.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said the resolution which bad been passed necessitated an amendment in 

line 2£) of Clause 12. He would move that the words “private holdings ” be struck out and the word 
“ stock ” be inserted.

Question put to tbe meeting and carried.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said in line 35 he would move, and he was not wedded to tho figures in 

any uray, that after the word “year” all the words in that subsection be struck out with a view to tho 
insertion of tbe following, “ that unoccupied lands shall be taxed on the basis of one sheep to 0 acres.”

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) seconded the proposal, but would like Mr. Alison to give a definition of 
wdiat he meant by unoccupied lands.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar): Lands in the bands of the Crown that were not held under any form of 
lease or license. He was quite willing to add that. It was advisable for them to deal with the different 
divisions as they came up ; he wanted to deal with the lauds in the hands of the Crown which were not

under
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under any form of private ownership whatever. Ho would like to deal with that alone just now, and 
afterwards go on to the cultivated lands, and then go to the unstocked lands. His intention was simply 
to deal with lands in the hands of the Crown, by which their voting representations would be regulated. 
This motion, so far as it went, was entirely for land held by the Crown under no form of lease.

Mr. Davies (Gunnedah) moved an amendment that it should be 20 acres to the sheep. There 
were thousands of acres of land that it would be impossible to slock because they were waterless.

Mr. A. BkovilY (Narrabri) seconded tbe amendment.
Mr, Cudjiohe (AVentworth) supported Mr. Davies’s amendment. There were some public lands 

that would not carry a sheep to 50 acres. He thought it should be arrived at on the basis of the earning 
capacity or sheep returns of the neighbouring lands. They could take the stock returns for each district 
and calculate the carrying capacity of the unoccupied lands on that basis.

Mr. Brooke supported Mr. Davies’s amendment. There were lots of gentlemen present who were 
working country which would carry a sheep to 10 acres. It stood to reason that if the adjoining lands 
were as good it would not be unoccupied. -

Mr, Wilkes (Broken Hill) would support a sheep to 20 acres.
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) said if they took on the amendment, 500,000 acres divided by 20 came to 

25,000, and 25,000 sheep at Id. per sheep came to about £o0—that is to say, tbe Minister would have to 
pay over £50 in a big district, lie thought, therefore, that a good deal was to be said for not making 
the amount so big,

Mr. Trefle (Temora) said that as there was such a wide diversity of opinion, from G to 50 acres, 
it seemed to him it would be better to have the land valued. "

Mr. Cameron (Ivanhoe) supported Mr, Davies’s amendment because there was a large amount of 
land already in occupation by lessees which was valued on a basis of 20 acres to the sheep. Well, the 
State would say, “We have all the worst land; a great deal that is occupied is carrying a sheep to 20 
acres, but this land is of such a nature that it is not worth occupying even if they get it at a rent based 
upon its carrying capacity at 20 acres to the sheep.” lie therefore thought that a basis of 6 acres to a 
sheep would throw out every acre of land that was not already under occupation, and he would most 
decidedly go even beyond the 20 acres and put it at 30.

Mr. Heblen (Wanaaring) proposed an amendment that it be 10 acres to a sheep. All the lands 
would carry a sheep to 20 acres if it were improved, but people would not improve it.

Mr, Blanagan (Gunbar) seconded Mr. Hebden’s amendment. He did not mean to insinuate 
there was plenty of land in the Colony that would carry a sheep to 20 acres. Some men had. pulled their 
coats off and set to work to make the country capable of carrying sheep, and they were to be tased for 
having taken their coats off and set to work.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said he was not bound to these figures; and as there was a feeling in 
favour of a sheep to 20 acres he would be willing to accept Mr. Hebden’s amendment, going halfway, 
and making it a sheep to 10 acres. He was quite pleased to see what a number of advocates the Crown 
had in the Conference. Tlie proposition was to let the Crown off most easily. He could not conceive 
that in any district they would have £20 to pay. He really thought a sheep to 10 acres was about the 
worst that he knew of in the Western Division, and the Crown lands could not be very much worse than 
that anywhere. There was some good land and some indifferent land, and he thought perhaps it would 
be better to accept Mr. Hebden's motion for a sheep to 10 acres; and be would amend his motion to that 
effect, namely, “That public lands shall be taxed on the basis of one sheep to 10 acres.”

Mr. CiJLi.MOKu (Wentworth) said (hat Mr. Alison had remarked that there was very little country 
in the Western Division that had been assessed at 10 acres to the sheep, lie begged to differ. There 

• was a groat deal that would only carry a sheep to 12^ or 15 acres.
Mr. Davies’s amendment was put to the meeting, and lost by 24 to 13.
Mr. Alison’s motion, of one sheep to 10 acres, was put, and carried by 24 to 10.
The Conference adjourned until 10 o’clocic the next day.

THTllD DAY—11th MARCH, 1897.
The Conference met at 10 a.m.; Mr. Lakeman in the Chair.
The minutes of the previous sitting were read and confirmed.
The Minister for Lands entered amid acclamation, and delivered the following address:—
I think it better, Mr. Chairman, instead of waiting until you have concluded your business, when 

probably you would submit all your resolutions to me, to occasionally come in and confer with you on the 
progress that you have made, 1 think that is the better course to adopt, because you will finish your business 
at a certain time, and you will all have made your arrangements to go home, and probably there will only 
be half an hour left to come and talk the matters over with the Minister ; and it might be found then 
that I could not accept your proposals, and then you could not stay back to reconsider them. I thought 
it better, therefore, to come and have a talk with you. There may be differences of opinion that we can 
get over by a little mutual consultation ; so that I am sure you will not object to my coming here. I will 
first of all read a telegram which I have received from Mr. Alexander Oliver, of the Land Appeal Court. 
“ Please offer my services to the Eabbit Conference to draft their Amended Babbit Bill—of course 
gratuitously. I return to Sydney to-day.” We could not have a better draftsman than Mr. Alexander 
Oliver, and I am sure you will agree with me it is extremely kind of him. You will understand of course 
that whatever I say to-day I do not want to dictate at all. I simply want to express some views to which 
you will pay that consideration to which they are entitled; and if you differ from those views, express 
your opinion upon thorn, and then we may after ail be able to come to some decision which will mean 
harmony. Bow I notice you have passed a resolution placing the administration of the Babbit Bill in the 
hands of the Stock and Pastures Protection Board, The difficulty I had in drafting the Babbit Bill of 1895 
was to avoid having cumbersome and expensive machinery, I saw that if we had to put the country to 
the expense of haying a separate Babbit Board elected that it would perhaps entail expenditure that

reasonably
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reasonably we should endeavour to avoid, H am r|ui!,c in sympathy witb tbe views whicli have been bo 
freely expressed in this country, that to a large extent we are over-governed and that wc havo too many 
Boards in existence; and if 1 can by any means, as tbe outcome of this Conference, take sonic existing 
body and make it do tbe work that has to be done under this Bill, I should consider it a verv great step 
gained ; and, therefore, if it is possible to have a separate Bill making use of existing bodies, 1 should bo 
one to gi’asp the situation and make use of those bodies ; but if they have defects in ihcir constitutions 
you are not likely to have those defects overlooked iu Parliament. J do not know' a Pastures and Stock 
Board from Adam I never met a Board, and 1 know very little of its operations; so that I can have 
no preconceived opposition to them—none whatever. I believe they are very good Boards, and if they can be 
made use of, so much the better. But you all want to pass a Babbit Bill'; you do not want to have a Bill 
drafted which will look very well here but will never get through all the obstaclesof Parliament. You want to 
have that Bill, after it leaves here, drafted into the Statute Boob of the Colony. J t is only an act of kindness 
to point out to you objections that Parliament may take and which I cannot overcome. No matter how 
much I may ivisb to place the sole control of that measure under the Stock Protection Board, I tell you 
candidly I do not think I could pass the Bill, It is uo use misleading you ; it is no use my coming back 
in twelve months’ time to tell you 1 have failed. The small men iu the community havo a very large say 
in the election of representatives to Parliament, and their members count more than tlie members of tho 
large men at the ballot-box. These small men have representatives in Parliament who will take up the 
cudgels on their behalf, and you may be sure of very strong opposition in Parliament to handing over tbe 
control to the body in which the so-called small meu haic not adequate representation. Tlie difficulty 
you have got to overcome is to make tbe Stock Protection Board of such a character that it will bo 
thoroughly representative of the large and smalt interests involved ; and it means this—that if the present 
constitution of those block Boards does not give adequate representation to the smaller holders in tlie 
country, you will have to propose such amendments in tlie constitution as will give them a fair voice in 
the election of Stock Protection Board members, and a fair voice in the management of the work. Then, 
in addition to that, I know there is a proposal to enlarge the franchise. You must go further than merely 
enlarging the franchise; you must do it on a different basis altogether. There arc men who have no 
stock at all, who are not engaged in stock-raising—perhaps they may have a few draught horses or 
bullocks for ploughing—men engaged in agriculture, who are injured by tlie depredations of rabbits, and 
who necessarily have to make some protection for themselves against tho inroads by tho rabbits. It seems 
to me that these men are largely affected by rabbit legislation, and they are entitled—in a measure which 
will impose taxation upon them—to representation, because I cannot say that a measure will be a good 
one that allows any class to be taxed without representation. Therefore, if a man who has got 2,000 
acres under wheat is taxed, you must, be prepared to concede to him some voice in the representation. 
I do not think there ought to be any difliculi.y tu this matter. I do not see that there should be any 
difficulty at all, but yon ought to be prepared to enlarge the basis of electron of tho Stock Protection 
Board so as to take in all those whom yon propose to tax and those w'bom you propose to benefit. There
fore, it seems to inc that there ought to be some basis; and if the Conference can arrive at thorough 
unanimity on this point, you writi be doing a distinct public service and you will be justifying your 
discussion aud your deliberations, because we shall havo no need then to create a new Bf,nrd with all tbo 
expense of election, but we shall have one Board, already duing good work, made still more useful bv 
enlarging its functions. I hope, therefore, that before yon have concluded the consideration of this 
subject you will have gone into this very dillicult question most thoroughly, and that you will have drafted 
some clauses in this Bill to amend the Stock Protection Board—tlie ^Diseases in Sheep Act—so as to 
enlarge the election, or mode of election, of the Stock Protection Boards. Now, tho next point, and I 
can see that we are not at variance at all, is with regard to the obligation of the Crown to perform its 
work on tho Crown lands. I regret, indeed, to see that some gentleman said yeslerdav that ho could 
state, almost with authority, that the Grovcrnmcnt had no intention of dealing with the rabbits on its 
own land. I presume that my word must be taken for what it is worth. It is not lightly given in 
these matters. I have never broken a promise which 1 have made to the people of this country I state 
that I am imbued with the knowledge that it is an unfair thing to tax the private holders or occupiers in 
the community to destroy the post, and at the same time to allow that pest, without any hindrance at all, to 
increase and multiply on the Public Estate. Therefore it is incumbent upon the Government to do its fair 
share of the work, if tbe work is to bo done thoroughly. If the Grovernmentis prepared to neglect what it 
ought to do, it has no right to impose an obligation on private owners to do what the Government will not 
do. I say wc must accept one another’s protestations in this matter. „ You impose an obligation ou the 
Crown, but you caunot vote away a sum of money per annum for the purpose of doing the work; you 
must leave that to Parliament, which votes supplies year by year, to vote the amount, which will be at tho 
disposal of the Minister for tins work. Therefore I have provided that tbe Minister shall expend some 
sum of money for this purpose. So long as I am in the Ministry, you can always rely that there will be 
submitted to Parliament a sum of money to be expended on tho Public Estate to destroy rabbits. IE 
Parliament refuses to vote any money we must put up with it; but if tbo proposal is submitted by those 
who are iu sympathy with you, then I think you will be satisfied with them. In the next place, a hard 
and fast rule is stated with regard to the rate that ought to be imposed on the Public Estate. I think it 
is reckoned as carrying a sheep to 10 acres. You must know yourselves that some of the valuable 
estates which are held by the Crown for commonage, Ac., will carry a sheep to an acre, and it will be 
necessary in these cases for tho Crown contribution to he much larger than one sheep to 10 acres, and 
then there are portions of the country in the far west where it will not carry a sheep to perhaps 40 or 
50 acres; so that if you impose upon the Crown the duty of contributing by this hard and fast rule, you 
make the Government contribute too mucb in one district and too little iu another. Take, for instance, 
the Pillnga Scrub. That country, I suppose, would carry a very poor percentage of sheep compared with 
the lands we have in reserve in Eiverina; and the simplest way for tbe Crown to deal with country like 
that is to fence its own rabbits in, because there is only one holder in the whole of that Pillaga Scrub. 
I would like to have more. I would like to have twenty, but, unfortunately, we have got very Few holders ; 
but there tbe rating should be very much less than in the richer country. If you go far!her west, to 
"Wilcanuia and Mount Poole, the rating must be in accordance with tho requirements of tbe country; so 
that I think it is better not to have a fixed hard-and-fast rule, but to leave it to the various Stock Boards 
in tho various districts. Let local experience decide this. There are only these two points; and I 
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thought it would be better at ouce to mention them in order to avoid any misunderstanding, because 
there is a misunderstanding growing up, and some think that the small man is to be shut out entirely, 
I think we can bring these divergent view's into harmony, and draft something which will satisfy all 
parties concerned. And on the other point 1 have mentioned, I think a little reconsideration will show 
you that it would be, perhaps, belter to leave it to the varying requirements of the localities. I have 
nothing more to sav, gentlemen, and I would be very glad to hear, for a few minutes, if there are any 
other points on which there might be any need for mutual conferences.

The CiiAinjrAN read the"resolution regarding the basis of representation. _
The Mjststke for Lakhs continuing said: I do not think that resolution is a right one, because 

the effect of it would be that persons who have not got the franchise under the Stock Protection Board 
would be exempt from taxation. Jf you put it the other way round, that there will be representation to 
all who arc taxed, I have no objection to it; but if yon are going to exclude people from being taxed, 
simply because you are going to exclude them from having representation, you are wrong. That reads 
the wrong way." I say at once that agriculturists who have no franchise under the Stock Protection Act 
ought not to escape taxation—that they ought to havo the franchise, and that they ought as well to have 
the burden of taxation.

The Honorable Eupert Caui.\gton said that he would like to say a few' words, as he had been the 
mover of the resolution which placed the control of the rabbits under tbe Stock Protection Board. He 
opposed the proposal in the Bill of the Minister on the ground that we should, have no taxation without 
representation, and he most carefully brought that in, os it was the keynote of his amendment that they 
should bring iu an amendment so as to prevent any taxation without representation. They were dealing 
with agricultural lands, and how they were to be taxed. Pie agreed with the Minister that nothing 
would be worse than that a certain number of people in a district should be taxed aud a certain number 
not taxed. He thought an amendment could be passed that would fairly meet the case. He thanked 
the Minister for the very conciliatory attitude he had taken, aud for the consideration be had shown to 
the alterations which had been made in the Bill; and he sincerely hoped the Conference would he able to 
back tbe Minister up very considerably in his efforts to produce a Bill that would meet the case. There 
must be mutual concessions on both sides, and he, on bis part, would he quite willing to withdraw the 
resolution about taxation of the Crown. He thoroughly understood the Minister's objection to it, and 
hoped the Conference would adopt tho same attitude to the Minister, aud by mutual concession strengthen 
his hands and enable a Bill to be passed acceptable to him and to ourselves.

Mr. "Wilkes (Broken Hill) thought the Minister did not clearly grasp his meaning. He stood 
there as a representative of 11,000,000 acres of land; therefore he felt it his duty to speak. There was a 
clause in the Act (clause 32) that only allowed a maximum to be laid out by the Minister, and he took it 
that that maximum sum was equal to the public lands as against Ihe other lands. Take tho public lands 
as 20,000,000 acres against 2,000,000 acres; the Minister can only lay out a maximum of one-tenth of 
what may be collected. He maintained that about 50100,000 might be collected, and therefore tho 
Minister will have to spend £10,000. £10,000 would not suffice. The public lands were the worst 
infested, and it would take a far larger sum annually than £10,000. The sum which Ihe Government 
limited themselves to in this Bill would not be sufficient.

The Minister for Lands : Do you mean to tell me there are 20,000.000 acres within your 
district. _ _

Mr, Wilkes (Broken Hill) said he estimated that as the amount of public lands in the Colony.
Mr. J. Flanagan (G-unbar) drew attention to the fact that the last speaker had yesterday 

supported a motion that the Minister should bo taxed by a sheep to 20 acres.
Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill): Ho; a sheep to 30 acres.
Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) said he stood there as a representative of the farming class. lie had 

supported Mr. Gibson's motion in the direction lhat the Minister has now said it should he corrected. 
The farmers as a rule were apathetic. They did not take part in public meetings, hut they would take 
their part on the voting day, and defeat what waa done at the Conference if they did not treat them 
fairly; and he could assure the Minister he thought there were very few delegates who doubted his 
sincerity as regarded any proposals he might bring fortli with regard to the Babbit Bill. Here was the 
point—that they prayed that Parliament would enact a law that would compel land-owners to at once 
commence to operate against the rabbit pest; hut Parliament would not enable the Minister to commence 
tlie work. He would be delayed until Parliament granted the money, which might mean a delay of two or 
three years; therefore, it w'ould be unfair to land owners that they should be compelled to kill rabbits 
straight away when the Minister would not be enabled to do his share of the wrork.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said be was very glad that the Minister for Lands had come there to 
confer with them, and he thought the Minister would find they were very much in accord with him. They 
were now dealing with tlie question of the voting aud the franchise, and they intended to reduce that 
franchise to the lowest possible reasonable point. They did not want to bring iu a man who has only a 
pet sheep or a man who has only a spring-cart horse. All land-owners and stock-holders who could 
reasonably be called laud-owners and stock-holders should hare a vote. The present law allowed any man 
who had ten head of large stock or 500 sheep to have a vote. If the small owners considered that 500 
sheep was too" high a limit, they could reduce that vote. It could hardly be conceived that anyone would 
want to reduce the number of large stock from ten head.

The Minister for Lands : Supposing he had no stock at all, but about 300 acres of wheat land?
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) : They intended to deal with the wheat lands by assessing them on a basis 

which would allow them a sufficient vote. They did not desire them to pay a very large taxation. A.s far 
as possible, men who bad cultivated their land should he very lightly dealt with in their contribution to 
tbe rabbit fund. They thought that any man who had brought tlie land up from a sheep to 10 acres to a 
sheep to 5 acres ought to escape taxation as much as possible, and they intended to make the taxation as 
light as possible and his representation would be according to his taxation. He was sure the farming 
members there would be entirely able to say what taxation they proposed to pay. Under this Bill the 
rate was not to exceed £d. per sheep. In any case tbe taxation w'ould nob he very severe on the owners 
of cultivated land and they would have full representation in accordance with their taxation. He was the 
mover of tho measure that the meeting passed yesterday in regard to Crown lands, and their idea was that 
the taxation should not he extreme on the Crown in any way. It was simple, and the Crown would pay
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just the same if every separate piece was valued. The taxation was id. per sheep and the Crown could 
estimate at once what the amount of their taxation would be on the number of acres which were public 
lands at id. per sheep on every 10 acres of land. The Crown would know how much they had to pay 
each year. He was firmly of opinion that it was tho best proposition for tbe Crown and for tbe people.

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) desired to refer to the second part in which the Minister said some 
gentlemen expressed a doubt as to his (tbe Minister’s) sincerity in making money available on public lands. 
He wished to state, in explanation, that in following the Minister's own statement that he was perfectly 
sincere and would do his best to get the Bill passed in the shape they put il, he was subject to the vole of 
Parliament. He did not in any way intend to refer to the present Minister, but to tbe lack of administration 
on the part of past Ministries, who never putthe compulsory clause in operation—in fact, never did anything. 
He referred to a place where the public lands simply swarmed with rabbits and tbe private owners could 
not put them down. Tbe stock routes were infested, and he knew of places whore the Minister had never 
made any payment. He would like to refer to another point where ho had been misrepresented. One 
gentleman stated that in his district there were 500,000 acres of public lands, and when they wero 
discussing the question of assessing these lands at one sheep to 10 or 20 acres, he made a hurried 
calculation and found that the Minister would contribute £50. Estimating tbe public land of tbe Colony 
at 20,000,000 acres, at id. per sheep the Minister would pay £2,0S3 at one sheep to 20 acres. He 
had stated that the contribution would be very small, aud at 10 acres to tbe sheep on 20,000,000 acres 
it would be only about tG-EOOO, That did not Seem a very large contribution. He only wished to set 
himself right before the Minister with regard to what ho staled about this matter of the monev being 
available.

Mr. T. Brown, M.Tj.A. (Budgerabong) said that as be was tbe author of the clause which tbe 
Minister had taken exception to, he would like to make some explanation. He thought it was a perfectly 
fair and just provision. In the Minister’s Bill it was proposed to constitute separate Babbit Boards, and 
the franchise was a very wide and liberal one, but tbe Honorable Bupert Carington brought in a motion 
which placed tho whole control of this Act in the Stock Protection Board under which the maximum 
members of the Board are elected by sheep-owners with tbe minimum voting power of 500 bead of sheep ; 
and this would mean that alarge number of contributors under tbe proposed legislation would be completely 
excluded from tbe administration of the funds they would have to contribute, and in order to safeguard 
their interests aud to carry out the principle that there should he no taxation without representation, for 
tho time being be moved that clause ; but to alter that franchise and to enable those meu to come under 
tbe operation of this Board, does not mean merely an alteration of this Act but an alteration of the Stock 
Protection Act in that direction. The small owners wall very willingly welcome an alteration in that 
direction. All that they require is to have a voice in expending the money they are to contribute. This 
resolution was simply to conserve their rights until such time as an alteration was made.

Tho Minister vor Lands said that Mr. Bacon had been at some pains to point out; that the 
path pursued by the Grown in the past would give some idea of its possible path in ihe future, and that 
tbe Bill did not propose a sufficient burden on the Crown. He was sure they would pardon him for 
reminding them that the history of the past twenty years proved that the Govermneut of the Colony had 
not been behindhand in providing funds for rabbit destruction. In seven years there had been paid'from 
tbe Consolidated Bevenue no less than £503,000 towards rabbit destruction, but altogether £831,457 had 
been expended in the attempt to exterminate the pest. He thought tbe statement of those figures would 
disabuse the minds of anyone as to Parliament not being willing to vote supplies for that purpose ; but 
there grew up a feeling in tbe minds of tbe public that money was being spent from the Consolidated 
Bevenue without gaining any commensurate return in rabbit destruction, so lhat it behoves any Minister 
at this time to look before bo leaps, and not pledge tbe Parliament of the country to an expenditure 
which on analysis will not be proved to be fruitful. That is why tbe Bill must be drawn in this way. 
Parliament has had sucli an experience of rabbit destruction that it will trust no Minister with the power 
to expend moneys until its consent has been obtained. Since that time they bad constructed 956 miles of 
barrier fencing, at a cost of £48,800, and during the last twelve months he had caused 110 miles of 
fencing to be constructed in order to prevent tho wave getting into the northern and western districts. 
It had been represented to him that the fence from Narrabri to Mungindi waa essential for that purpose, 
and on that ground tbe State contributed one-half of the cost. These facts show that the Government 
are not inclined to stand still as long as they can see some return in value for the State expenditure. It 
may be that clause 32 does not provide anything that is necessary ; but this Conference has met here in 
order to improve the Bill, not to condemn it entirely because some acute man could find a fault 
here and there. If they went into arithmetic, and the figures did not pan out as they would like, that 
is no reason why it should he condemned. If they put it at 10 acres to the sheep, they have provided 
for the Minister to expend £10,000—that is the sum he had put in—and if he had blundered, they 
also bad blundered, Pirst of all, with regard to the municipal districts. Babbit destruction being 
under the control of municipal councils, he did not see any necessity for the Stock Protection 
Boards to intrude themselves into municipal districts. The borough of Broken Hill had at times 
had a rabbit plague of quite a different character from the plague as they get it. He had had to 
close the_public schools in consequence of the rabbit plague. The plague bad very often to be dealt 
with, having regard^ to the health of the inhabitants. The rabbits when poisoned came there to die, 
and it made it insanitary for the school operations to be carried on, 'There ought to bo no interference 
with tbe municipal councils administering the Act. He did not think they should oppose tbe proposal 
for State representation on those Boards. The more the Government is required to find money, tlie 
more the Government will say they must have representation on the Boards. They could not, expect the 
Minister to go and vote like a landowner for the members of the Board, There must be some dignity in 
tho Government. They had had experience of the men the Government had appointed to the different 
Boards in the country. Tho Government were likely to insist upon having some representation on these 
Boards, so that the taxpayers of the community who had provided some portion of the money might be 
represented. Ho hoped they would excuse him coining there to-day, as he did not want in any way to 
interfere with them.

The Minister then withdrew amid acclamation.
The Chairman thought Mr. Carruthers was very earnest in his inloafions to help the Colony to 

get rid of this rabbit pest. They must take bis word for tlie public expenditure that would be incurred, 
and be did not think tbe Minister would be behindhand when the time arrived. He should have liked to 
see the Minister there after they had discussed the whole of the franchise. • Jlr,
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1 Mr. R. Gibson (.Hay) proposed that the matter for diacuesion should be the constitution of the’ 
Stock Protection Board, and on what basis they should bo elected.

Mr. Alison' (Canonbar) on a point of order, contended that clause 12 must be finished first.
The CiiAiiniAS thought that if they went on with clause 12 they would have to go back over the 

old ground. '
Mr. S. Nixoy (Gunbar) seconded the motion.
The question on being put was negatived.
Mr. Ar,rsoNT (Canonbar) said they had to deal with the cultivated lands. As lie pointed out 

yesterday, in clause 12, subsection (u), it said, “ cultivated lands shall be taken to he capable of carrying as 
many sheep as the3r would carry if laid down in grass.” He disagreed with the proposition in the Bill. 
He thought that cultivated lands, instead of being taxed as laid down in grass, should be taxed as if in their 
normal condition. He thought it would be found impossible to state the value of any cultivated land in 
its original state. They could not judge from the surrounding country. It might not be of the same 
nature. It would he best for them to arrive at some conclusion as to how many sheep an acre of culti
vated land should be assessed at. He would like to see it agreed that all cultivated land, should be put 
on a basis of 1, 2,3, 4. or u sheep. He pointed out to the farmers that if they had an expert going round, 
the expert would go to the Board and give his opinion, and the farmer would then have to go to the Board 
and give his opinion, and -would have to bring witnesses, aud there might be an appeal to another Board, 
aud by this means he would be put to great expense. If they could arrive at a rough and ready n ay of 
assessing him it would he much cheaper to the Board, and much cheaper to the farmer, and he would know 
exactly what lie had to pay. The whole of the money would go to the Board without any subtraction for 
the expense of the expert who would go and value that land. He thought if they had to value the land 
the expense they would have to go to would be more than the amount contributed, Let it be put at a 
small, lenient rate, so that no farmer should be put upon. He would sooner see a man get off than that 
he should pay too much. He moved that any cultivated lands should he assessed on the basis of 5 acres 
to one sheep,

Mr, .T, IT. Vabcoe (Hillston) asked how would his cultivated lands be assessed at a sheep to the 
acre. He was already assessed at the stock that the land he had cultivated was carrying.

Mr. Cook (Beriugerry) moved as an amendment, “That it would be 1 acre to two sheep.” He was 
both a wheat-grower and a sheep-owner, and knew something about the matter. They wanted a reason
able thing, and did not want to get off too easily. A sheep to 2 acres was a fair thing.

Mr. Gibson" (Hay) seconded the amendment pro forma, although lie was opposed both to the 
motion and to the amendment. The Minister had pointed out the folly of laying down a hard and fast 
rule. Hi his district it took 3 acres of good grazing land to cany a sheep : in the Berrigan district
1 or 2 acres will carry a sheep; in other districts two sheep might be carried to an acre. Why should we 
lay down a hard-and-fast rule that will give a concession to one class of owners in one district, and will not 
give a concession to another class of holders in another district. Some gentlemen kept harping on these 
experts. He did not know what part of the Colony they came from. Ho came from a part of the 
country where there wore a large number of these experts. Ho thought it could safely he left to tho 
Board. They were going to elect their own members, aud they could safely leave it in their hands and to 
their practical knowledge, and there should ho no necessity to bring men down from any other part of 
the Colony to give evidence.

Mr. J, It. Brett (Tirana) seconded Mr. Alison's motion.
Mr. Flanacian supported the motion. They had passed a clause that Crown lands should be rated 

at 10 acres to the sheep. He thought Mr. Alison’s motion of 5 acres to the sheep would be more iu 
accordance with the motion carried yesterday. Regarding a few words that had dropped from Mr, Cook, 
who said something to the effect that there were no cultivated lands that would not carry one sheep to
2 acres, lie had himself brought into cultivation certain land of which 15 acres would not support 
one sheep. The Boards would have to raise the rate from ^d, to 3d. per sheep to deal with the rabbit 
pest if it were on that basis. They must all know of scrub lauds that would not feed sheep, and that they 
were the most difficult lauds in the Colony to eradicate rabbits from. These rabbits could live where 
there is timber and scrub that will not feed sheep, and will live there without any water. Rabbits could 
be eradicated much easier from the rich country than they could from the bad country. The day would 
come when every man in the community will have a voice in the election of M’cmbers of Parliament for 
their districts, and if they did not adequately take into consideration the interests of the small men all 
their work would he east aside by their representatives in Parliament, for there they would not be repre
sented on the basts of the stock they owned.

Mr. Hixon" (Gunbar) thought it inexpedient to make any hard-and-fast rule. There were districts 
that would carry considerably over a sheep to the acre. He thought it should bo left entirely to the 
Boards to decide without any expert evidence. He was quite sure it would give more satisfaction.

Mr. T. Brows, M.L.A. (liudgerabong), proposed, as a further amendment, “That cultivated land 
not assessed under a Stock and Pastures Protection Act be assessed by the Board on the basis of the 
carrying capacity of the ad jacent grazing grounds.” He believed that the wish of the Conference was to 
assess on the stock-carrying capacity and not on their cultivation basis, and the best way to arrive at that 
was to determine it by the adjacent grazing lands, and to leave tho assessment in the hands of the Local 
Stock Board. ■

Mr. Little (Bullock Creek) seconded the amendment.
Mr. 'Wilkes (Broken Hill) considered that Mr. Gibson and Mi’. Brown were only on a bogey. 

They would allow that a man who had a thousand acres of cultivated land must havo ten horses to work 
it. Ou Mr. Alison’s 5 acres to a sheep, his rate would he lOOd.—an assessment of a matter of Ss, 4d.; 
and would it not be better to do that great wrong rather than bring together this Board, the witnesses, 
and the Land Agent, on whom they would have to spend a good many eight-and-fourpences. This must be 
drawn on Ihe lines that Mr. Alison laid down. He did not say, “ Stick to 5 or 10 acres,” but it must he 
on those lines.

Mr. A, L. B. CjUititoif (Ivanhoe) while looking upon Mr. Alison's proposal as the best and most 
rough and ready method of dealing with this question, pointed out that it was a clause that was likely" to 
meet with a considerable amount of opposition in Parliament. The Minister had already said that he was 
opposed to these hard-and-fast rules. He thought it would he best not to pass resolutions which were 
likely to meet with opposition in Parliament. He thought Mr. Brown's amendment the same as Mr, 
Gibson's. Mr.
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Mr. 'Bacon (Brewarrina) supported Mr. Alison’s resolution, because it was a simple and equitable 
way of meeting a difficulty. H c would point out that in this colony a system of mixed farming did not prevail. 
■Without a man cultivated wheat the land simply lay fallow with tbe straw lying on it in tbe summer 
until it was time to cultivate it again. The method proposed would be tbe simplest and tbe fairest and 
cheapest manner of settling this. On the plea of economy bo would advocate Mr. Alison’s resolutions.

Mr. Trefle (Temora) supported Mr. Alison’s resolutions. Although he did not agree with tbe 
principle on which the land was valued, he thought it was better to tax lightly and use all that money 
tor the destruction of the rabbits than to have a greater tax and a heavy expenditure in getting it. He 
must admit that valuation would cause a lot of expense. They must not raise a cry throughout the 
country that the graziers were getting off too lightly. He thought it would he better to allow the farmers 
who were not stock-owners to be dealt with leniently, so as to avoid any friction which may destroy the 
Bill. There were farmers with a few stock', a few killing-sheep, a few' dairy cows, and a few horses. 
Their returns under the Stock Protection Act wrould he very small, and they would get off taxation, but 
he thought they would have to put up with the difficulty in that instance. Some gentlemen had made 
remarks about the carrying capacity of the laud, and one gentleman had remarked that 2 acres would 
carry a sheep. In some localities, perhaps, it would, hut his experience showed that 2 acres would not 
carry a sheep. Thousands of acres of the back country land had been brought under cultivation, and he 
knew of land in many districts that had been brought under cultivation that would not carry a sheep to 2 
acres. He thought that if they loft the basis at 5 acres to a sheep it would show that they did not want 
to tax the small men too heavily.

The Honorable Hupeut Caring ton (Jerilderie) would support Mr. Gibson’s amendment. As to 
expense, there need bo no expense whatever. It was never proposed there should he experts called in 
lo value the land ; the Stock Boards being experts could value it themselves. Some men would have to 
pay on their ten head of stock and then on their wheat land as well. 'They would be taxed twice.

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said that when he drew out the motion of which he gave 
notice just now he did not know there was anything proposed on the same lines.

The Chairjtan said he was just about to rule Mr. Brown’s amendment out of order, because Mr. 
Gibson’s proposal and his were the same,

Mr. Brown (Budgeradong) withdrew his amendment and supported Mr. Gibson’s.
Mr. Ai,ison (Canonbar) said his idea was to allow those who had cultivated land to pay as small a 

sum as possible to allow them representation. He did not want to see them taxed too heavily, because 
the-men who cultivated land were men worthy of a great deal of consideration, and he thought they would 
be making the greatest mistake possible if they overtaxed them. He would sooner see them get off lightly 
than that they should be taxed heavily. His proposition could not possibly injure anybody. His idea 
wras to let them off easier, because they were people who were not interested to the same extent as the 
pastoralists. They were not affected so much as those who had stock. He was quite willing to havo it 
amended in any way, if he could be shown how it injured any farmer or any owner of cultivated land, but 
he did not think it would. ■

The Chairman hero’explained, to the Conference that the original motion meant that if a man had 
5 acres under cultivation he should pay on that at 5 acres to the sheep, and if he had 2,000 acres additional 
ho would pay on that according to the stock returns.

Mr. Gibson’s (Hay) amendment was put to the meeting aud lost by 21 votes to 20.
Mr. Cook’s (Beringerry) amendment was put to the meeting and lost.
The original motion (one sheep to 5 acres) was put and carried by 22 to 17.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) begged to move that all the words from the word “the” in line 30 down 

to the word “ stock” in line 48 be eliminated, that is to say the whole of subsection 2.
The Chairman pointed out t hat that would follow on the last resolution.
Mr. Oatlet seconded Mr. Alison’s proposal, which was carried.
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) begged to move that no rates he levied on any holding that had been 

already rabbit proof fenced.
Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) said that that was on the business paper in his name.
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) withdrew the proposal.
Mr. Flanagan (G unbar) moved “ that any owner or occupier of land within a rabbit district shall 

not he called upon to pay any tax under the Babbit Act, in respect of any land of his already made rabbit 
proof, or hereafter to be made rabbit proof at his own expense.” He proposed this as an amendment of 
clause 12. • .

Mr. "Wilkes (Broken Hill) rose to a point of order. Mr. Flanagan was going too fast, he had got 
from clause 13 to clause 22. '

The Chairman ruled that Mr. Flanagan was in order.
Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) said he wras a believer in this Act. He was a believer in rabbit fencing 

in some districts, and a believer in destruction of rabbits in other districts. He came from Gunbar where 
they had gone into cultivation to a very large extent. They found they could not by any means cultivate 
their lands without a fence round them. He held land close to Burraga. It w'as all bush country. It 
would not be just to compel people in that country to pay for fencing. If the people of that locality 
sent to the Board to say they did not want compulsory fencing, then they would kill the rabbits. Fencing 
was a necessity iu some cases. Where nine farmers out of ten would vote for fencing then the tenth 
farmer should be compelled to pay for half that fencing. He thought it would be wise to provide for 
fencing clauses where the majority of farmers wished to have fences erected, and to compel their 
neighbours to pay for half the boundary fences. He thought that, although now they might provide in 
some cases for a boundary fence being placed round the holding, if six or seven farmers who chose to 
form a group wished to he separated entirely from the jurisdiction of a Stock Board, iu respect of that 
land they should be allowed to do so. ’These holders should have the power within themselves of rating 
one-anothers land to kill rabbits within the boundary of that “special district,” so to speak, aud if one 
man out of ihe seven did not do his duty in killing tho rabbits, tlie same machinery that applied with 
tlie Babbit Board to compel people under this Act to deal with the rabbits should operate within the 
holding if the majority of the holders within this 11 sub-district ” wished. ’Hie holders within this sub
district should have the power to compel the negligent farmer to do his duty in respect of his lands, and 
if one of them elected to separate his holding from the other six, thej; the other six should be pgsupelled
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to pay as one man for half of the boundary fence. It would simplify matters very much if groups were 
allowed to form their holdings into sub-districts. They could have their own little meeting, and each 
would know what his neighbour was doing, and it would not be necessary to send a Stock Inspector 
50 miles to inspect the holdings. .

Mr. ,T. M. Atkinson said he would second the motion. He asked the Chairman if Mr. Flanagan 
was right in saying that the Minister had the power to create rabbit districts without reference to the 
boundaries of the sheep districts.

The Ckateman said that that -was not come to yet.
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) could not agree with the resolution proposed by Mr. Flanagan for this 

reason, that he proposed that all owners or occupiers who fenced in should be exempted. He would 
move an amendment that one single owner who fenced in his individual lidding should be exempted.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) said it waa the same thing.
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) said it was a very different thing. Perhaps Mr. Flanagan would accept 

this amendment, “Provided also that: no rates shall be levied on any holding which in the opinion of the 
Board is surrounded by a rabbit-proof fence.”

Mr, Flanagan (Gunbar) : Surely that would remain with the Board. They would decide what 
would be a rabbit-proof fence. •

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) begged to move, “ Provided always that no rates shall be levied on any 
holding enclosed in a fence which in tho opinion of the Board is rabbit-proof.” 'That was substantially 
the same thing us obtained in Queensland. He thought that an owner who fenced in his holding, whether 
it was 510 acres or 2,5G0, or 10,000, or .100,000, if he went to the very large expense of putting a fence 
round aud keeping it in order he should not be called upon to go to any further expense in taxation. It 
should be distinctly understood that he proposed this for individual owners. If it went in groups, these 
groups would be more or less large, and there would be no taxation at all.

Mr. T. Brown, M.P. (Budgerabong), said there were some difficulties in the way of Mr, 
Flanagan’s motion. He had contended that, in order to deal effectively with the rabbit pest by means of 
wire-netting, they must have the holdings of as small an area as possible, and it seemed to him that, unless 
under this resolution they made the country of a limited area, it would be uo effective moans of preventing 
the spread of the pest. In the meanwhile he should move as an amendment the following:—That the 

.word ‘quarter’ be substituted for ‘half,’” in line 49, clause 12, of the Bill. He thought the owners who 
were enclosed would derive a certain amount of benefit from the operations of the Pasture and Stock 
Boards, and that they should contribute something for the benefit derived, and while he thought the half 
rates were too high he thought the quarter would be sufficient to cover the benefits received.

Mr. Freeman rose to second the resolution which had been proposed by Mr, Bacon, but in 
doing so followed Mr. Flanagan in all that ho said, but he would point out to Mr. Flanagan that where 
he differed from his resolutions waa in the words “rabbit-proof,” and he would, like Mr, Bacon, wish to 
substitute the words “ reasonably sufficient.” There had been a great deal of conflict of opinion as to 
what constituted a rabbit-proof fence. It was laid down under certain sections of the Babbit Act, and it 
was found to work unjustly against people who had fences xvhich were reasonably sufficitnt for tho 
exclusion of rabbits. If Mr, Flanagan would add that, probably Mr. Bacon would support him. Ho 
would like to show gentlemen, that in many cases there would be no necessity at all to levy any tax, 
because in some districts they were bounded by wire-netting, and subdivided like a piece of wire-netting 
itself. There was no necessity that those who had borne the burden of the whole thing for the last 
fourteen years should come in and pay contributions for the protection of the man outside, who had never 
.paid a penny and never borne any of the expense of this wort. They were doing all that, and why should 
they now be called upon to pay a lax for the protection of their neighbours.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) could not do what Mr. Freeman asked. The result would be this—that 
they would have several Boards giving separate decisions on several rabbit-proof fences. In one district 
there would be one standard rabbit fence and in another district another standard. He preferred to let 
Parliament decide what w'ould be a rabbit-proof fence,

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) withdrew his amendment.
Mr. Gorman (Berrigan) would oppose Mr. Flanagan’s amendment. In the first place, if they 

carried this resolution, in his opinion there would be very few voters in the Biverina to take part in this 
Act. Nearly every large property there was netted, and some of them had been netted for two or three 
years. The fact of having netted the properties did not do away with the rabbit post. Personally he 
had fenced in his property with wire-netting, bnfc the difficulty still continued, and if they were not going 
to have these people brought under the provisions of the Act, they could not compel them to kill the rabbits ; 
and, if the resolution was passed, it would nullify all the work they had done for the past few days.

Mr. Little (Bullock Creek) had much pleasure in seconding Mr, Flanagan’s proposal. If a mau 
went to the expense of netting individually it was nothing to the outside owners whether they had rabbits 
or not. If every owner would wire-net individually, and destruction was made compulsory,"the difficulty 
would bo at an end. *

Mr. Cameron (Ivanhoe) was thoroughly opposed to any change being made in the clause as laid 
down, and the reason he opposed it was that the districts where the rabbits were thickest wTere the 
districts where every holding or almost every holding was netted in. In his own part of the district, he 
might say, every large holding was netted, and the only lessees to fall under taxation would be the home
stead lessees, and the small men would bear the whole cost of administering the Act in this district. More 
than that, he thought that a very great concession was made by the Minister here in order to promote 
tbe erection of wire-netting fences, and he thought that if they only paid half rates those who wero 
enclosed ivere accorded a concession that ought to satisfy any man.

Mr. Brooke (Boggabri) said that the motion seemed to propose that if a man were fenced in he 
was not to be compelled to kill his rabbits. Now the intention was to make him kill, and therefore if he 
fenced in he should not have to pay any taxation.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that everybody was interested in getting the rabbi Is down. Whether 
.a man ivas fenced in or not he would be interested in the barrier fences which were proposed. The 
Minister said (by the Bill) that he was interested to half the extent of a man who was not fenced in, He 
defied any man who was entirely fenced in, but had rabbits all round his run, to keep the rabbits out.
' Mr.
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Mr. Atkinson said Mr, Alison was more or less right. Any man in his district who was wire- 
netted in must have the rabbits for his neighbours. But there was all the more reason why a man who 
had been netted in for some time, and had had to hill, not only his own rabbits but also his neighbours 
as well, should be let off without any tax, at all evenis until the other runs were netted in and had 
gone through the fire. ■

Mr. WiIjKes (Broken Hill) thought that Mr. Atkinson had given them one of the best arguments, 
and he was of that opinion too. Hahbit proof fencing, except in very small, very limited, and well looked 
after districts, was a farce. There was no such thing as a rabbit proof fence in a big area. They all spoke 
about small men of CIO acres and so on, but were they thinking about the large holdings? There was no 
such thing as a run that was rabbit proof. Let them go round the country and look at them. Then, 
again, they kept harping on the destruction of rabbits. This fund was not for the destruction of rabbits, 
it was merely for the supervision, and although a run was netted in it would, require the same amount of 
supervision from the Board. This was not for netting, but for supervision of the land. K a man paid 
this money he was paying to see that the rabbits were killed. It would be a great injury to him if the 
rabbits outside were not killed, and therefore he should pay for supervision to see that they were killed. 
Mr. TTunagan’s part of the Colony was the most heavily stocked part of the country. They found that 
although this was a heavily netted country the rabbits were equally bad there. A gentleman next to him 
had had to turn sheep into his paddocks, because be could not keep them for bis horses. It was only a 
year ago. as Mr. Taylor could tell them, that they had had to spend a lot of money to clear away the sand 
that had overtopped the fence in one run on the border of South Australia.

Mr. Oat let said be represented tbe estate of the late E. Blood, They had a district of about 
GO or 70 acres of land enclosed by wire netting, and be might mention to them that this day if they 
went round they would see that outside the boundaries tho grass was pretty well eaten off. On their 
own run very few rabbits were found ; in fact not longer than a fortnight ago some gentlemen had 
asked his permission to go down and shoot rabbits, and they told him they had the greatest difficulty in 
finding any of them. Outside there were not one hut thousands of them.

Mr. Cumminq (Hillston) said that as they were commencing a new A.ct altogether let them 
commence from scratch. If they exempted so many of these people where was the money to come from. 
He himself was netted, but unfortunately ho had a bad class of netting. He ihouglit it would be 
dangerous to allow tbe clause to pass. The Boards bad no power to see that the fences were in proper 
repair, and they could not go on the land to kill the rabbits, because they were exempt from taxation.

Mr. IIkbdkn (Wanaaring) was opposed to Mr, Blanagan’s amendment because be thought every
body should contribute something. He also thought that the clause about a man who was going to fence 
should not be left in.

Mr. ITanagan (Gunbar), in reply said he had already explained that fences were not necessary 
in many localities. His motion was intended mostly for people who were going largely into cultivation. 
He had already explained that in localities where the majority of owners were occupiers of land, they 
should petition the Babbit Board and the Stock Board to make fencing compulsory, or they could petition 
to have the rabbits dealt with by compulsory destruction. Therefore a lot of the arguments used in 
opposition to him were futile. He was a believer to a certain extent in co-operation, but he preferred 
that where an individual could manage his own affairs it was far better management than they would get 
in the co-operative style. Of course, if an Inspector noticed that a man who was fenced was neglecting 
to kill, lie could report and have him brought under the operation of the Act.

The Chairiian then put Mr. Blanagan’s amendment to the meeting and it was lost by alarge majority.
Mr. Bhown’s (Budgerabong) amendment was put to the meeting and lost, 19 voting for the amend

ment aud 22 against.
As there was some doubt regarding the voting it was taken again and declared lost, the voting 

being 21 for aud 23 against.
The Chairman then adjourned tho meeting until 2 o’clock, '
On resuming after lunch the Chairman took the Chair at 2 p.m.
Mr. Auson (Canonbar) moved that after the word “enclose” the words “or which may be in 

future enclosed ” should be inserted in line 50.
Mr. Gumming (Hillston) seconded Air. Alison’s proposition.
Question put and carried. ’
Mr. Freeman moved, “That subsections H, hi, and k', of section 3, clause 12, and the whole of 

section h should he struck out.”
Mr. Alison (Canonbar), said that if Mr. .Freeman would omit subsection J) from his resolution 

he would be glad to second it. He thought tbe Babbit Board should have access to the returns.
Mr. Freeman said he knew at the present moment that the Department of Agriculture and 

other Departments who had no legal status called for returns from the different sheep owners of 
the Colony, and numbers of people.refused to give these returns, and altogether they were very careless 
about making the returns anything like correct. These were not reliable, and seeing that they had a safe 
return on which the tax was to be levied, he thought these subsections should be struck out.

Mr. Freeman’s motion lapsed for want of a seconder.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) proposed, “ That subsections E and F of section 3, and (he whole of tlie 

sections 4* and 5 he eliminated.”
Mr. McCoi.i.ouau (Dcniliquin) seconded Mr. Alison’s proposition.
Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar), held that they would be doing wrong if they struck out section 4. He 

moved as an amendment “That section 4 be retained.”
Mr. Nixon (Gunbar) seconded the amendment by Mr. Fianagan.
Mr. Brooke (Boggabri) thought they were going too far in preventing the Board from inspecting 

the holdings. There was uo reason why a man should not be allowed to inspect them, because they 
would not know whether a man with an enclosed holding was doing anything at all. They should be 
simply inspected and a report made to the Board. ■

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said Mr. Brooke could not be aware of the provisions in the Act. Further 
on the powers of inspection were given. This power to inspect was merely with regard to the appraise
ment of the holding, and they had struck that out, so that there was no necessity to retain this power of 
inspection. In clauses 31 and 32 the Board had the fullest powers of insjieeting, entering, and ordering 
the destruction. Mr.
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Mr. T. Brows (Budgerabong) said it would be nise to let it stand as it was. It was often 
necessary in order to enable it to be found out whether correct returns had been furnished. If the Board 
did not think it neecssary io use the power they would not call it into requisition. It would be wise to 
leave it to the Board, and let them exercise ihe powers when they might and how they might.

The CHAiitiiAX explained that section 4 was unnecessary, as the Conference had decided the 
carrying capacity, and this was only in connection with the ascertaining of the carrying capacity.

Mr. Fua^aqaii’s amendment was put to the Conference, the voting being—Ayes, 18 ; Noes, 15.
The vote was taken, again, as some of the members said they did not understand tho vote they 

gave. The result wms—Ayes, 17 ; Koes, 18 ; and Mr. Flanagan's amendment was declared lost.
Mr. Alison’s original proposition was then put and carried by IS votes to 10.
Mr. Altsox (Canonbar) moved, “ All private owners or lessees who may make no returns, or who 

shall make what in tlie opinion of the Board arc misleading or inadequate returns, may be summoned 
before tbe Board, and the Board shall have the power to rate or increase their returns at a rate not 
exceeding one sheep to three acres.” This should be inserted after subsection I) of section 3 of clause 12. 
lie said this was designed to prevent extensive defalcations. There were properties on which there were 
no stock, and none of the land was cultivated. In that ease they would have nothing to pay. He 
proposed that they should have to pay something. He would move that the Boards should have the 
power to bring the owners of unstocked runs before them and assess them on a fair and reasonable basis.

Mr. Fx.AS'AGA?r (Gunbar) said he would second Mr. Alison’s proposal.
Mr. Wi lkks (Broken Hill) explained that under the Diseases in Sheep A.ct power was given for that.
Air. Atkinson* asked leave to add to the resolution, “ that the Board may authorise any persan to 

inspect such holding.”
Air. Alison* (Canonbar) accepted the addition.
Air. Little (Bullock Creek) said that under this motion any person who was carrying a sheep to 

the acre could misrepresent the return purposely, aud then on coming before the Board would be rated at 
one sheep to three acres.

Mr. Alison* (Canonbar) pointed out that a man could be punished for that.
Air. AIcCollotjciii (Deniliquin) said the .Inspector of Stock had the power to inspect the receipts 

from any run that ho thought bad furnished false returns.
Air. Lai'rkn*ce (Balranald) asked Mr. Alison to alter his resolution so that the lands would be 

assessed at tbe same rate as the adjacent lands.
Air. T. Brown, AI.B. (Budgerabong), said that Air. Alison’s motion would mean that the Board was 

constituted a Court with legal jurisdiction. He would not go to that length, for the Court would bo 
constituted the prosecutor and the judge. He thought the best way would be to apply tbe penalties that 
obtained under the other Acts to this Babbit Act, and if it were proposed to make the Stock Board a 
Court, and put them in the position of being tho prosecutors in any legal action taken, aud making them 
the Court to determine the differences between them and the stock owners, he would not support it.

Air. Trefle (Temora) agreed with what Air. Brown had said. He thought Mr. Alison had made 
a mistake. It was common in all Acts that returns were wanted, and penalties were fixed for false 
returns. They could not get away* from that.

Air. Cam Kit on (Ivanhoe) said he would support Mr. Alison, except in defining the powers of tho 
Board in assessing the carrying capacity. He thought the resolution would be better if lie left the 
Board to decide what was really the carrying capacity of the country. Willi that exception he would 
Ihen he inclined to support the resolution.

Air. Atkinson said he Ihouglit that the diJliciilty that Air. Brown had suggested might he got over 
if Ihe Government nominee were the Chairman, and these cases were heard by the Chairman alone.

Air. Bolton* (Wagga) said with respect to the poners being under the Stock Act, if such a case 
arose where a wrong return had been made, they had to make an appeal from that and to get a redress 
from the Police Court. -

Air. Freeman suggested that Air. Alison should alter his motion to read, “Adequate returns shall 
be put before the Board in a prescribed manner”;—then the mode of procedure could be fixed by the 
regulations,

Air. Oakden* (Cobar) was not aware of any case of hardship having arisen under the other Act. 
It has been in force for many years. In clause (i in the Act of 1881, a provision regarding the power of 
the Board for levying assessment said, “ On stock runs on each district they shall make assessment not 
exceeding in the aggregate twice the rents payable to the Crown.” He would point out to the Conference 
what he thought had perhaps escaped their notice. This power had been in tbe hands of the Pastures 
and Stock Board for many years. It did not apply to public land, but applied to unstockcd. countries 
under lease.

Air, Alison (Canonbar) said he would add “with the rights of appeal lo the Court of Petty 
Sessions.”

Air. Atkinson wished to move that the Board might authorise any person to inspect a holding.
Air. Alison (Canonbar) said he would accept that as his motion, lie did not wish to have two 

amendments.
Air. Boss (Hume) said he could not see his way clear to support Mr. Alison in the resolution. 

For instance, a person might give a false return. His property might be able to carry 40,000 sheep, and 
the return would be for 20,000, and he would be rated at one sheep for three acres in accordance with, 
these resolutions. In his district there was a lot of land that would carry a sheep and a half to an acre. 
The thing would therefore be absurd.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) was quite willing to meet Air. Boss’ views, and to say a sheep lo the acre,
■ He wanted to prevent any chance of the Board’s being able to act harshly, and that was the reason he 
had said one sheep to 3 acres. He would sooner see a man get off than allow a Board to act harshly.

Air. "Wilkes (Broken Hill) supported Air. Alison’s resolution. Ho was fully aivare lhat what Air, 
Alison had said was coiTect. It ivould be a very necessary provision. There bad been some objection 
taken to the Pastures and Stock Boards dealing with appeals. If it were left to the Land Board they 
might not get a Land Board meeting within twelve months. Alany men in his district would have to go 
12D miles to get to the Land Board meeting. If they had it at the Potty Sessions this delay would be 
done away with. "Undoubtedly they did want some check. Powers had been given in the Diseases in

Sheep
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Sheep Act which had never miscarried. The inspector under that Act could make an estimated return if 
he considered a run under-estimated, and there could ho an appeal to the Sheep Board, but very little of 
this was done because it was unnecessary. He did not think that they could pass a better resolution ou 
this subject than that proposed by Mr. Alison. '

Mr; Ba.cox (Brewarrina) considered that there had been some misapprehension as to the meaning 
or Mr. Alison’s motion. They had decided yesterday how public lands and agricultural lands should be 
rated, Ihe unstocked lands were the only lands they had not dealt with. There were a number of 
runs that had been abandoned, because they were overun with rabbits, and these unstocked lands they 
wanted to assess, lie took it that was the meaning of Mr. Alison’s motion, and in making his provision 
so very elastic, he had shown a desire to meet the wishes of tbe people.

The Chaiilwax said that the motion would come after subsection (d), page 7 : “ That all owners 
atnl lessees who may make no returns, or who shall make what in the opinion of the Board are misleading 
or inadequate returns, may be summoned before tbo Board, and the Board shall have the power to rate 
or increase their returns at a rate not exceeding one sheen to 1 acre, with a rmht of anneal to the Court 
of Petty Sessions ” 1 ~ 1 " ] 1

Question put and carried.

Clause 4. -
- Jiablit Districts.

_ 4. Tor the purposes of this Act, New South "Wales shall be divided into .Districts, 
hereinafter referred to as Babbit Districts.

The Districts into which New South Wales may from time to time be divided for the 
purposes of the Diseases in Sheep Acts shall be Districts for the purposes of this Act, but the 
operation of this provision shall ho subject always to the powers next hereinafter conferred on 
the Minister. 1

The Minister may, by notification in the Gazette—
{a) declare that any Borough or Municipal District shall form a Babbit District; or
(i>) combine two or more Sheep Districts wholly or in part into one Babbit District; or
(c) create Babbit Districts without reference to the boundaries of any Sheep District; or
(d) alter or modify the boundaries of any Babbit District.

Any such notification shall operate and take effect as from the dale thereof, but may by 
notification be corrected, modified, or revoked. *

The lion B. Caimnotox (Jerilderie) said he wished to go bask to clause 4, which had been 
postponed, because it dealt with the defining of the Babbit District.

Mr, A. Dhows (Narrabri) moved that “all municipalities and towns where infested by rabbits 
shall be declared separate districts, and shall not bo attached to any Sheep Districts, even it adjoining or 
within the boundaries of Sheep Districts.’’ There were some towns in Babbit Districts that would almost 
out-vote the Districts, and not being Municipalities they would not come within tho clause which referred 
to the Municipalities, therefore, he moved the resolution which would include tho towns.

Mr. Bkookes (Boggabri) seconded the resolution.
Mr, Oakdjsx (Cobar) begged first to move that the clause as far as the word 11 Minister” should 

be passed.
Mr. Flaxacian (Gunbar) seconded the motion, which was passed.
Mr. Aj.tsox (Canonbar) thought Mr. Brown’s motion would destroy clause 13. He thought the 

words should be added at tlie end of subsection A. ‘
Mr. hi ax ag ax (Gunbar) wished to know what Mr. Brown meant by a town.
Mr. Beowx (Narrabri): Where there was a small town where the people paid no rates or very 

little, lie wanted these towns taken out of the district, or otherwdse they would outvote the rest of tho 
holders of land in the vicinity in the rabbit district. * .

Mr, C. Bolton (Wagga Wagga) wished Mr. Brown to put in tho words “town or village.”
Mr. Bhowx (Narrabri) accepted this, and altered bis amendment so as to read, “ municipalities, 

towns', or villages.”
Mr. Ginsox (Hay) hoped Mr. Brown would accept a further amendment, and put in at the end 

the words, “ with the consent of the Pastures and Stock Boards.” Ho took it that many landowners 
adjoining some of these small villages wrould be content to kill the rabbits within the village reserves if 
they had the power, because they were a standing menace to the whole district.

Mr. Brown (Narrabri) agreed to accept Mr. Gibson’s amendment.
Mr. J.avlor (Lands Department) said it seemed to bim the discussion was rather superfluous. 

The clause provided that the Minister might create rabbit districts without reference to the boundaries 
of any sheep district. Surely they might take that as an argument that the Minister would take care to 
proclaim districts in the interests of the landowners.

Mr. FfiEEMAN thought it was far safer to have the whole thing defined. They knew how the 
word “may "had acted against them in the past indifferent Acts of Parliament. They wanted the word 

shall put in, so that it shall bo fixed without Ministerial power—that all the districts should bo pro
claimed, and in addition he proposed a further amendment to Mr. Brown’s motion, and that was to insert 
after the word “ villages ” the words “ population areas.”

Mr. Bhowx (Narrabri) said he would also accept that amendment.
The Honorable Btjpert Cahixotox (Jerilderie) wished to know if they included a town which 

hful no power of rating its inhabitants how were they going to make them destroy the rabbits?
Mr. Oakden (Cobar) said it had been proposed that population areas might also be banded over 

to the Pastures aud Stock Boards. Within those areas a great proportion of the people would pay no 
rates while others would. How were they going to arrive at the voting power which was to give these 
people represenfalion ? This was a very important clause, aud should receive a great deal of considera
tion before they went to a vote.

Mr. TjieI'TLE (Temora.) thought Mr. Brown's proposal, without the last addition to it, suited the 
Conference splendidly. If they introduced population areas it would lead to enormous mistakes. They 

82 B should ■
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should stick to the words, “municipalities, towns, and villages.*’ That was intended to define the 
centres of population practically, and large farms, which were within the population areas, would not be
included. .

ilr. TftKEMAy said he was quite willing to withdraw his suggestion, because he saw that the 
interpretation clause said that population areas came within the term public lands.

i\Jr. Am sox (Canonbar) suggested that tho words, 11 infested by rabbits, should be left out. ^
Mr. Oakums- (Cobar) thought the word “ included ” should be put in, for towns were often within

tho sheep districts. , . . ,
Mr. Yaucoe (Hillston) said ho would, like to point out that the Babbit Act was to he adiniuistered 

by the Stock and Pastures Board. How would tho Babbit Act be administered in the municipalities if 
there were no Pastures and Stock Boards in those municipalities? _ _

The Honorable Bi"i*ert Caiunotos (Jerilderie) said clause B did not give the power to towns, 
but it gave power to municipalities and boroughs, 3t was not proposed to constitute authorities that were 
not representative, and therefore had no power to tax.

Mr, Bnow>- (Narrabri) thought that could be provided for when they came to clause 13.
Tho CiiAinMAjr then put the motion, that the following bean addition to subsection “a, That 

all municipalilies, towns, and villages shall be declared separate districts, and shall not be attached to 
sheep districts, even if adjoining or within the boundaries of sheep districts, unless with the consent of 
the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards.”

The motion was carried by 31 to 0. ■ _
Mr. Atktxsox wished lo know whether that included tho Innds within the control of those towns 

or villages—the reserves and town commons, &c. ......
Mr. Knows (Narrabri) pointed out that the commons v\ero vested in the municipalities,
Mr. An is ok (Canonbar) proposed to add to the end of subsection “ b ” the words, “ that no^ sheep 

district shall be amalgamated with any other district or sub-divided without the consent of two-thirds of 
the voters.” He thought some of those present desired that tlie sheep districts might sub-divide.

Mr. M'Connoec-n (Dcniliquin) supported blr. Alisou. _ ,
Mr. Plakagak (Gunbar) moved as an amendment, “That there should be no combination of two 

districts into one district.” It would be two unwieldy. He considered one rabbit district sufficiently
large as it stood. .

Mr. IVii/kes (Broken Hill) wished to know where the Board would be if they put two districts 
together. If the sheep districts were altered, they would have to be altered under the Sheep Act. If 
they put two Sheep Boards to one district, which Pastures and Stock Board was to administer that
district ? , ,

Mr. Brows (Narrabri) considered that if two Boards wore amalgamated there would only be one
Board. .

Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) did not think the Sheep Boards would stand that for one moment. 
They would be in constant trouble. It was all very well to say the Minister would put two Sheep Boards 
together under this Act; would he do so under the Sheep Act ? _

Mr. Gmsox (Hay) said the greater powers they gave the Minister to administer tins Babbit Act 
the better. If two districts liked to minimise expense under this Act by amalgamation, he did not see 
why they should not. .

Mr. Coxiirtsa (Hillston) wished to move that Stock Boards should have the power, if agreeable, 
of mutually altering tbe boundaries. He knew of a case where two stations were too far from one 
district and had asked to bo shifted into another, and everything had worked well sincm _

Mr. Boss (Hume) said he would support Mr. Alison. It would be a public benefit if some of these 
districts were amalgamated. He thought the power should be vested in the Minister. _

Mr. Looses (Bullock Greek S.) moved that it should be a plain majority and not a two-imrds 
majorily. _ _

Mr. Little (Bullock Creek N.) seconded it. _ ,
Mr. Oakbks (Cobar) said the difficulty seemed to arise as to this clause being left exactly us it 

stood, because it spoke of tho combination of two sheep districts into one.rabbit district. He thought 
their resolutions should harmonise as well as they could with the constitution of the Pastures and Stock 
Boards. Their decisions, so far, bad been that the districts should he identical. They could not have 
two districts combined as one rabbit district unless these districts were combined under the Sheep Act as 
one sheep district. He did not think the resolution waa clear. They should bear in mind that this Act 
was drafted, not with the view which the Conference had adopted, that the Pastures and Stock Boards 
should administer the Act. It was in accordance with this Act that there should be. two sheep districts 
adjoining and separate under the Sheep Act hut joined under the B-abbit Act. During their experience 
they all knew that boundaries had been altered, and no doubt it was advisable it should be done. The 
resolution shonld be made clear so that there shall be no doubt about it. .

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) thought Mr. Oakden was under a misapprehension. According to the 
proposed Bill, the Minister could combine two districts as sheep districts and also as . one rabbit district. 
His proposition was that this should happen only when there was a two-thirds majority of the voters in
the district. . , , ,, ,■ j

Mr. Loonet’s (Bullock Creek S.) amendment, to omit “two-thirds,” was put to the meeting, and
carried by 21 to 20. .

Mr. Leslie (Porbes) asked for a second count, not that he thought the counting was incorrect, 
but be understood there wero some gentlemen there on sufferance, and he thought they voted on the
question. . _

The question on being put a second time was carried by 22 to 21. .
Mr. Alison’s (Canonbar) motion, as amended, was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Arison moved, “That subsection Che omitted.” He thought it was placing a very large 

power in the hands of the Minister without knowing how it was to be used.
Mr. Brett seconded the motion. . .
Mr. Planaoan (Gunbar) disagreed with Mr. Alison. There might be a rabbit-proof fence 

running parallel with the boundary of a rabbit district, and if the Minister had not the power to shut 
the boundary of a rabbit district he would not be able to include this rabbit fence. He thought the 
subsection should be retained.
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The Chaiemait thought they ought to make the Act as elastic an they possibly could; aud 
ho thought the Minister should have the right to alter the boundaries if it was in tlie interests of every
body. He did not think tho Minister would attempt to alter a boundary without the consent of the 
Stock Protection Board. .

The motion on being put was lost. _ _
Mr. .Anises' (Canonbar) wished to move (hat the following words be added to subsection “C ’ — 

“ Ou the recommendation of tbe Stock Protection Board.” He did not quite follow what was the power 
of the Minister in creating rabbit districts without reference to the boundaries of sheep districts.

Mr, A, Bn own seconded the motion.
Mr. IiESmu (Porbes) did not think there was any necessity for that. In every instance the 

Minister had referred the matter to the Board for advice. Ho did not think the Minister should be tied 
down by hard and fast rules. _ _ -

Mr. GnssoN (Hay) thought tbe subsection should be left as it stood. It might be advisable to 
use a rabbit fence as a boundary, and although a certain member might desire it another might not 
agree, and the Minister could not then alter the boundaries. i

Mr. Thefue (Temora) thought the whole power should be left in the hands of the Minister.
Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) thought tbe subsection should be left out; it was giving the Minister 

for Lands powers that now belonged to his colleague, the Minister for Mines.
Tho motion on being put was lost.
Subsections “C” and “D” were then passed as printed.
The CjiatkmaN read a telegram from Mr. Alexander Oliver, the President of the Land Court, 

offering his services as draftsman. He suggested a vote of thanks should be accorded Mr. Oliver, and, if 
necessary, bis services should be made use of.

Mr. A. Brown (Harrabri) said he had much pleasure in proposing that the thanks of the 
Conference be conveyed to Mr. Oliver, and that the Conference uould gladly avail themselves of his oiler 
if required. „

Mr. Mixon seconded tbe proposal, which was carried unanimously.
Mr. Cameron (Ivanhoe) proposed that they shonld continue the sittings up to o o’clock.
The Chairman pointed out that the two gentlemen who were taking notes had very heavy 

work to do, and he did not think they could possibly get through any more.
The Conference then adjourned until 10 o’clock the following day.

. FOURTH DAY—12tii MARCH, 1897.
The Conference met at 10 a.m., Mr. A. Lakeman in the Chair.
The minutes of tho previous meeting were read and confirmed.
The Chairman reported that he had sent a letter to the Minister, thanking Mr. A. Oliver through 

him for his kind offer to draft tho Bill for the Conference.
Mr. Little (Bullock Creek) moved that the Conference should sit on until 5 o’clock. He said 

they seemed to be doing nothing but wasting time. He did this so as to give those who wished to do so a 
chance of making arrangements to leave town.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) seconded.
Tbo Chairman pointed out that the reason they usually adjourned at 4 o’clock was that certain 

printing had to be done for tbe Conference, and the gentleman who was taking the notes hail to do his 
work after they left. He would put the motion without discussion.

Mr. Little’s (Bullock Creek) motion was thou put and lost by a large majority.
Mr. Alison (Cauoubar) suggested that the next thing they should do was to go on with the 

question of the voting power.
Mr, Wilkes (Broken Hill) thought they must next proceed to amend the Pastures and Stock Act.
The Chairman said that his view was that they should pass what they considered to bean equitable 

franchise, and then the proper course, in his opinion, would be to ask Mr, Oliver io draft a clause on that 
franchise showing how the Pastures aud Stock Act could be brought into line in this matter. He thought 
that before they dealt with anything elec they should decide as to what the constitution of the Pastures 
and Stock Boards should he. It had eight members now, they should decide whether that was sufficient 
or too many. He would ask some gentleman to make a proposition as to what should be the constitution 
of the Board.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar), in order to bring something before tbe meeting would move that notwith
standing anything in tho Stock and Pastures Act to the contrary, the voting power for Directors shall he 
estimated on the basis of payment equal to 300 sheep.

Tho Hon. Buipert Carington (Jerilderie) considered this to he tbe most iiliportant part of their 
business. They bad all of them determined that there should be proper representation of those who wero 
taxed. He proposed, in tho motion on the business paper in his name, that two members be added to tbo 
present Stock and Pastures Board for the purpose of reprcsenliug those who were taxed, cither in stock 
or on their lands. Uo considered that that would fully safeguard the rights of the so-called “smaller 
meu,” They would have a vote for the Stock and Pastures Proteetiou Board, and they would have a vote 
for these two new members that he proposed to add. He also washed to point out that for these two new 
members the franchise should be practically on the principle of one man one vote, or rather, one tax-payer 
one vote. He thought it would have advantages, because it would constitute another tribunal to deal with 
the rabbits. Of course he had carefully put it in his amendment that these two gentlemen should only sit 
while the Slock and Pastures Protection Board were sitting as the Babbit Board. They would be elected 
for the special purpose of guarding those who were taxed, lie hoped they would not import any feeling 
into the matter because it was absolutely necessary, if this Bill were to pass, that (bis question should be 
settled practically unanimously. It would strengthen the Minister's position very much, and he thought 
the proposal was fair to everybody, and would, he supposed, from what the Minister had said yesterday, 
be accepted by bim. Of course with regard to the Government being represented ou the Board, that

must
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must be settled afterwards, but tlie regular Board should be constituted in the manner proposed in his 
amendment. In his opinion that was the fairest and best solution of tbe difficulty, and he hoped that the 
Conference would give it lair consideration at all events. He moved, therefore, the following to be an 
addition to clause 5, as amended, “ for the purpose of administering this Act only two members be added 
to the existing Sheep and Stock and Pastures Boards, such members to be elected by the stock-owners 
aud other persons taxed under this Bill; each stock-owner or taxpayer to have only one vote.”

Mr. Little (Bullock Creek) seconded the motion. *
Mr. BnoojiE (Boggabri) thought that under those circumstances the Board would be too heavy 

and too expensive, and if they did this they would have to reduce the Pastures and Stock Board.
. Mr. CrxnrrNU (Hillston) thought they could get over the difficulty by merging the two Boards 
into onc; It would simplify matters and make things less expensive. The Board would then be more in 
touch with both ( lasses. lie would move an amendment that the voting power be joined and that all 
vote for the one Board. •

Mr, Lkkltfo (Forbes) would like to ask the mover whether he intended later on to extend the 
franchise in the dirccfmn ot making it more liberal than at present it was, under the Pastures and Stock 
Protection Act.

The Hon. Bn'Ertt Carinotoj' (Jerilderie) said they had nothing to do with that. They were 
considering the Babbit Act, not the Pastures and Stock Protection Act, or the Diseases in Sheep Act. 
This was quite another quest ion altogether.

, J^r' Leslie (borbesj eaul that they had not up to the present heard of a franchise which would 
give the taxpayers a vote, the smaller men were not being considered. There was no franchise laid down 
by which the electors were to return representatives to the present Board. The Hon. Bupert Carington 
had proposed to increase the number oft.be Board from eight to ten, and he -wanted to know' before that 
went to the vote whether it was proposed to make the franchise verv low, or whether it was intended to 
increase the franchise. "

Mr. Am soy (Canonbar) had not heard this before, and must confess that it was a new idea 
altogether to him to have two extra members on the Board. Ho could hardly see from the movers 
explanation how they wore going to fix it. He wanted to have it discussed. He was not sure that he 
did not like the idea, but had not had time to consider it. It was a total innovation altogether. He 
would like the mover to explain to him first, were the eight old members still to be elected under the 
Stock and Pastures Protection Act; second, was the franchise under the Stock and Pastures Protection 
Act still to remain the same; third, were these two new men to be elected under a very much extended 
franchise ; and fourth, who was going to vote for them. There seemed to him to he forty or fifty questions 
ausmg out of this proposal. lie would like the mover to explain who was going to vote for these two 
new men.

Tho Hon. Bur hut CAniKOTON" (Jerilderie) : Everybody. *
Mr. Amsox (Canonbar)And who were going to vote for the eight old men P
Tlie Honorable Rue hut Caiuxoton (Jcriklerie); Everybody.
Mr. Oakohn (Cobar) wished to know, in view of tho resolutions already passed to substitute tho 

Stock and Pastures Boards for the Babbit Boards, if they were in order in discussing this question.
'The Chaijiman said he did not see any difficulty in the matter. It had been decided that the Stock 

and Pastures Boards were to administer this Act under an extended franchise. He now anticipated that 
the Conference would pass a franchise for the whole of the members of the Pastures and Stock Boards 
irrespective of what was contained in the Pastures and Stock Protection Act. They need not run their 
heads against that Act, because if tho Minister agreed with them he would make a new franchise and 
amend the Pastures and Stock Act. There would be no trouble about that if tbe Conference agreed as to 
what was to be done. With regard to Mr. Cumming’s amendment, that was practically the same as the 
resolution of the Honorable Bupert Carington, passed the previous day, and was out of order, 
i ^IBS0N (Ha-y). speaking on behalf of the small owners, of whom he was one, pointed out that

the difficulty they were under was this, that they had appointed two different sets of men under different 
franchises to constitute this liabbit Board. Five were to be elected under the Diseases in Sheep Act and 
a stockowner must be possessed of GOO sheep in order to be empowered to vote for one of those five men. 
Low that matter had been kept quiet, it bad not been ventilated. It had been continually pointed out 
that the small holder if he were of any consequence at all would have ten head of large stock, and would 
thus have power to vote for the three large stock directors. Under this, however, the small holder would 
only have voting power for three men out of eight. How the small men would lay down this principle, 
that they must be entitled to vote for every member of the Board. Of course thev saw the right for the 
large holders to have extra voting power; they agreed that a man with 20,000 sheep should have greater 
voting power than a mau with 100 sheep. He would propose as an amendment, “ That all holders of ten 
head of large stock, or 100 sheep, or owning a sufficient area of laud to carry cither, shall be entitled to 
vote for all the members of the proposed Eabbit Board.”

Jhc Chairman explained that they had constituted the Pastures and Stock Protection Board, the 
Board for the administration of the Babbit Act, but that an extended franchise was to be ffiven to every 
rate-payer under tbe Rabbit Act and Pastures and Stock Act to vote for the whole of those°geiitleman. 
Before making any amendment probably it would be better to settle that question as to whether the 
lastures and Stock Board was to remain as it was, with eight members, with the right of every taxnaver 
to vote for the eight. j i ^

Mr. Lixon (Gunbar), said he would second Mr. Gibson’s motion.
The Chairman said, that that was not before the meeting.

Mr. Oakuen (Cobar) said he thought it would meet the case if a franchise under the Diseases in 
SncepAct were reduced from 500 to 100 sheep. He said it seemed to be impossible that they should carry 
out their intentions without amending the Pastures and Stock Act. It would be a simple matter to 
reduce the minimum from 500 to 100 sheep.

The Chairman said that he was out of order. The question before the meeting was the amend
ment by (be Honorable B. Carington.
r,.., , Mr-Brown M.L.A. (Budgerabong), proposed an amendment, "that for the purposes of this 
Bilt the constitution of the Stock Boards be altered so as to provide for (1) the appointment of a Chair
man by the Governor ; (2) that one additional member be elected on an equal franchise by all contributors 
mider the Rabbit Act assessments; (3) that three members bp elected under the Stock and Pastures Act
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as at present provided, with a minimum voting power of five head of large stock ; and (4) that five mem
bers be elected under tho Diseases in Sheep Act as at present provided, with a minimum voting power of 
100 head of sheep.” ,

Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) said the Honorable Hupert Carington had given them a nut to crack. 
He had heard of democrats, but the Honorable Rupert Carington had beaten the democrats. He could not 
understand the Honorable llupert Carington’s proposal to have one man one vote on this important 
question. He maintained that the amendment of tho Honorable Bupert Carington if passed' would 
necessitate tho alteration of tlie Pastures and Stock Act and the Diseases in Sheep Act. The resolution 
might he passed, but no Minister of the Crown would dare alter those Acts without consulting the Boards 
affected ; and they would unanimously vote against the alteration. If the Honorable Bupert Carino-lon 
was going on with this radical proposal of one man one vote, he should not uphold him at all. °

, Tho Honorable Bcpeut Cabiwoton said he would like to reply. He did not intend to try to con
vince his friend Mr. Wilkes, because be could not. He had tried to explain that he had not stultified 
himself in the least. He had been perfectly ready that everybody who paid faxes should be represented. 
He considered that this was a very fair way of settling the question wi fchout stultifying themselves in any way 
at all. There was no chance of the Assembly passing the Bill, in his opinion, in its present form. He 
thought this was by far the best way of voting. This Board, with the addition of these men, would only 
sit as the _ Babbit Board ; they would not sit as a Sheep Board or as a Stock and Pastures Board, He 
thought his plan gave a fairer representation than any other ; and as for it being too extreme ho could 
not say that he agreed with that. It gave a representation of five to tho sheep-owners and five to the 
people who were not sheep.owners. There would be five sheep-owners—three people on the Stock and 
Pastures Board, and two people on tho Babbit Board.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved that this amendment he adjourned to give them time to consider it. 
It was very important, and he could not see its hearings right through. As Mr. Wilkes had pointed out, 
they had to consider the Stock and Pastures Act as well as the Babbit Act, ’

Tho Honorable Bui-ebt Cabington (Jerilderie) consented to the adjournment until 2 o’clock.
Mr. Yanston (Coodooga) seconded Mr. Alison’s proposal.
The question of the adjournment of the Honorable Bupert Carington’s motion until 2 o’clock was 

put and carried.

Clause 13.
liabbit Hates in ^Municipal Areas.

13. In any case where a Babbii District is the same as a Borough or Municipal District, 
the Grovernor may direct that the rabbit rate shall he struck on the basis of the annual value of 
tho holdings as shown m the Bate Book of such Borough or Municipal District; and in nnv 
such case— "

(a) tlie Babbit Board shall, notwithstanding anything hereinbefore contained, strike the 
rabbit rate, and determine the amount payable iu respect of any bolding on the basis 
of such value; and for that purpose shalDhave access to the aforesaid Bate Book at 
all reasonable times ; and

(b) the rate shall not in any one year exceed one shilling in the pound on the annual value ;
and ’

(c) there shall be no appeal from the determination by the Babbit Board of the amount 
payable in respect of any holding.

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) moved, and Mr. Gibson seconded, “That clause 13 as printed be adopted.” 
Carried.

Clause 1-1.
Notice and payment of Rabbit Rate.

. I4- When tho amount payable under the rate upon any holding has been determined,
notice of such amount shall be given, and tlie same may be given in accordance with the general 
provisions as to the giving of notices hereinafter contained. t

_ The amount determined by the Babbit Board as being the amount payable under the 
Babbit Bate shall, except in case of appeal, be paid to such person or bank, and on or before 
such date as may ho respectively specified for the purpose in the aforesaid notice : Provided 
that the amount may be payable in instalments if the Board so permits.

_ The person liable to pay the amount shall he the occupier of the holding if the same b& 
occupied, hut if not, then the owner thereof; hut nothing herein contained shall affect any 
private arrangement between a landlord and his tenant in respect of the said liability.

Mr. Bbeejian moved that the words after the word “ the,” starting at “ occupier ” in line 54 down 
to the end be omitted, and that the words “the owner of the holding taxed ” be inserted. It seemed 
to him that there was no necessity to make private arrangements. If a man lilted to make an arrangement 
under the common law, that need have nothing to do under tho Babbit Act. It would be simple to allow 
claims to be made against some person and that person ought to be tlie owner.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) seconded the motion.
Mr. Gibson (Hay) said he would speak against it. There was one point that struck him, and that 

was: they had decided that the stock should be rated on the stock returns ; and as it was the occupier that 
made out the returns this resolution if passed would put the owner in a predicament.

Mr. Pun km an then said he would add the word “occupier.”
The Chairman pointed out that that would leave the resolution practically as i{, was before 

Mr. Freeman proposed to amend it. * ‘
Mr. Freeman withdrew his motion.
Mr. Flanaoax (Gunbar) moved “That the clause as printed he adopted.”
Mr. Yanston (Goodooga) seconded Mr. Flanagan.
The Chairman then put the question, and it was carried.

Pause
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. Clause 15.
Rate Boole.

15. Every rate and every determination of the amount payable upon any holding under 
such rale shall be entered in a book—to be called the liabbit Eate Book—which shall be kept in 
such form and manner as may be prescribed ; and all persons shall have access thereto at all 
reasonable times. The said book shall, on the production thereof, be evidence of tbe rate and of 
the amount deiermined as being payable under such rate upon any holding. The Eabbit Board 
mav from time to time make such amendments and supply such omissions in tho entries in such 
book as may be necessary, and no such amendment or omission shall be held to avoid the rate or 
anv determination of amount: Provided that—

(a) every person aggrieved or affected by any such alteration shall have the same right of 
appeal therefrom as he would have had if bis name had been originally inserted therein 
or no such alteration had been made ; and

{b) except in the case of an amendment rendered necessary by the result of an appeal, the 
determination of the amount payable shall he taken to have been made at the date of 
the amendment,

Mr. INixoa1 (G-unbar) proposed and Mr. Cdjluiko seconded, “ That clause 15 as printed be adopted.”
The Chaikmas- put the question, and it was carried.

Clause 16.
Bale not to he invalidated.

1G. The production of a copy of the Gazette containing the hereinbefore required notice 
of tho striking of a rate by the liabbit Board shall be conclusive evidence that the rate lias been 
duly struck. _ ...

No determination of the amount payable in any case shall be held to be invalid by reason 
of any failure to give notice of such amount in accordance with the provisions hereinbefore con
tained : Provided always that except in cases of appeal proceedings shall not be taken to recover 
the amount payable in respect of any holding unless and until due notice thereof has been given.

Mr. Caiiejion (Ivanhoe) proposed, and Mr. Leslie seconded, 11 That clause 16 be adopted as 
printed.” _

The Chaiuman put tbe question, and it was carried.

Clause 17.
Appeal against the amount determined by the Babhit Board.

17. If any person, liable to pay the rabbit rate on any holding, shall think himself aggrieved 
by the amount determined by tbe Eabbit Board as tbe amount payable under the rate in respect 
of the holding, he may, unless debarred by the provisions of section thirteen of this Act, within 
twenty-one days after the aforesaid notice has been given, appeal to the Local Land Board by a 
notice in the prescribed form, accompanied by the prescribed deposit; and tbe Local Land Board 
shall determine the amount payable under the rate, and may order interest to be paid thereon at 
tbe rate of five per centum per annum, calculated from the date specified in the notice by tho 
Eabbit Board as tbe date for payment; and payment of the amount finally determined, with or 
without interest as the case may be, shall be made to the person or bank specified for the purpose 
in tbe aforesaid notice within one month from the date of the final determination thereof.

Mr. Beooke (Boggabri) proposed that the words “Local Land Board” be omitted and the 
words “ Court of Petty Sessions” be inserted.

Mr. Ctjjcsiing (Hillston) seconded Mr. Brooke’s proposal. .
Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) would oppose this. He held that the Land Boards of the Colony had 

been constituted for tbe purpose of saving land-owners from extraordinary and extravagant expenses, and 
he thought they would act very unwisely if they passed this. There could be no better men—no men 
better seized with tho land laws of tbe Colony—than the Land Boards. If they took it to the Petty 
Sessions they would have to fee barristers, and decisions would be given against them on technical points, 
and they would not get justice. _ _

Mr. Siues (Hay) quite agreed with Mr. Flanagan. These men knew nothing about tbe rabbits, 
and it would not be wise to take it out of the hands of the Land Boards aud put it under tbe Courts of 
Petty Sessions.

The amendment was put and carried.

Clause 18.
Unpaid Bates.

18. Any amount due as Eabbit rate may be recovered by summary proceedings before 
two Justices, in accordance with the general provisions hereinafter contained.

Any sums due as rabbit rates m respect of any private bolding or lands shall be, and 
until the payment thereof remain, a charge upon tbe said holding or lands.

Mr. Cudiiobe (Wentworth) proposed that “ two Justices ” be struck out and “ Police Magistrates ”
put in.

Mr. Atkinson seconded. _
Mr. Lauuence (Balranald) moved an amendment, “ That no person be fined more than once in 

twelve months.”
Mr. Stinson (Coolamon) seconded.
Mr. Laurence (Balranald) withdrew bis amendment.
The original motion was put and carried. .
Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) said, if he was in order, he would move an amendment, “ That any 

amount due as rabbit rate may be recovered with summary proceedings before a Police Magistrate or two 
or more Justices of the Peace, in accordance with the general provisions as hereinafter contained.”

The
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The Chairman said he could not take Hint as an amendment. He did not mind taking the vote 
again as there wore places where there were no Police Magistrates.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said the idea was to secure impartiality, and they were rather apt to forget 
convenience in trying to secure this. In some of the far districts they had not got Police Magistrates. 
Owners or occupiers or producers might have to travel enormous distances to have a very simple case 
heard. Ho would submit that they ought not to put out of tlie reach of these men the chance of having 
justice administered close to their homesteads. lie would advise Mr. Cudmore to amend his resolution 
to say,“ wherever there is a Police Magistrate it should he heard before him, and where there is no Police 
Magistrate it be heard before two Justices.” '

Tho Chairman said that would he superfluous, as the Police Magistrate was always there at the 
Court of Petty Sessions.

Mr. PnANAOAX (Gunbar) said ho would support Mr. Alison.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that sometimes the Police Magistrate could not he there, He might 

be away in some other part of the district. In such a ease I think it should wait until he returned.
Mr. hi.anauan (Gunbar) thoroughly agreed with Mr. Alison,
Mr. Bolton (Wagga Wagga) would point out that the Police Magistrate in his town had several 

other towns to visit, and his absence was so frequent that they had had to form a roster. He was a 
Justice of the Peace himself. They had the power to take away a man’s liberty; surely they could settle 
these small disputes.

Mr. Cudmore (Wentworth) said he was willing to accept Mr. Alison’s amendment that where a 
Police Magistrate was not available two Justices should hear the case.

Mr. Hebden (Wanaaring) said that was too vague. It was not workable, and in many cases 
would make it very inconvenient. Ho would move an amendment that the “two Justices” ho struck 
out and the “ Court of Petty Sessions” put in,

Mr. Moore (Goodooga) seconded Air, Hebden.
Air. Pheeman proposed an amendment, “ That any amount due as rabbit rates may be recovered 

by summary proceeding before a local Police Alagistrate, or if there is no Police Alagistrate in the district 
then before two Justices.”

Mr, Wilkes (Broken Hill) rose to a point of order. He had tried to move this, aud had been 
ruled out of order. He did not believe in his brains being used by others.

The Chairman said he thought if they adopted Mr. Hebden’s amendment “ a Court of Petty 
Sessions” would meet tbe case. He then put Air. Hebden’s amendment to the meeting, and it was 
declared carried.

Clause 1.8, as amended, was put Jo the meeting and carried.

Clause 19.
Apportionmefit of Sates in certain cases,

19. In any ease where—
(a) any rabbit rates have been paid in respect of any lands held under lease or license 

from the Crown ; and
(/>) such lands or any portion thereof are, during the currency of the year lo which such 

rates relate, withdrawn from tho lease or license by becoming the subject of any 
conditional or other purchase or homestead selection or conditional or other lease;— 

the person who has paid the said rates shall be entitled to recover from the incomer so much 
of the amount paid as may he proportionate to the area withdrawn and the nnexpired period of 
the year.

Air. Alison (Canonbar) begged to move that this clause be eliminated. He considered it 
unnecessary in view of the resolutions passed.

Mr. Davies (Gunnedah) seconded the motion.
The Chairman then put the question, and it was carried.

Clause 20.
Powers ofSabbit Board as io Barrier Fences.

20. A liabbit Beard shall have power to—
(a) erect a barrier fence on any land, whether public or private, within or without the 

Babbit District, and repair and maintain the said fence ; and
(b) utilise and convert into a barrier fence any private fence, whether rabbit-proof or not, 

on any land within or without such district, and repair and maintain the said fence; and
(c) erect and maintain a barrier fence across any road or travelling stock route, making

gates in such fence for the passage of members of the public and their stock; and 
(<t) place a rabbit-proof gate in any barrier fence wheresoever the same may be required, 

and repair and maintain such gate; and
(e) co-operate with the Babbit Board of any neighbouring Eabbit District in tlie construction 

and maintenance of any such work as hereinbefore mentioned.
A barrier fence may be taken to mean a, rabbit-proof fence which protects, or will protect from 
tlie incursions of rabbits, the Babbit District, or any part thereof, whether erected without or 
within the boundaries of the Babbit District; and the decision of the Local Land Board that 
a barrier fence protects, or will so protect, the Babbit District or any part thereof shall bo 
conclusive of the fact, as against the owner or occupier of any private holding or lauds within 
the Babbit District.

Air. Wilkes (Broken Hill) proposed that it be taken in detail.
Air. Blanagan (Gunbar) said the clause empowered the Boards to go outside their own districts ; 

therefore he thought it would be improper to pass the clause as it stood, because he held that the 
power was given to the Board to erect barrier fences around their own boundary and not outside, but

around
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around and within their boundary'. He proposed an amendment: “ A Rabhit Board shall hare power to 
tax all owners and occupiers of land within their district, for the purposes of erection of rabbit-proof 
fences around half the boundary of their Rabbit District, the destruction of rabbits within said district, 
and the proper maintenance of rabbit-proof fences.1. They should not give them power to go outside, 
because they would he in Fringing on the rights of some other Stock Board.

Mr. Nixon (G-unbar) seconded Mr. Flanagan's amendment.
Mr. Fn.iNA.OAN (Gunbar) said he wished to substitute the word 1! around” for tbe word “without,” 

and then lo add his resolution.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) wished to know whether Mr. Flanagan meant that no Rabbit Board was 

to have tho power to go outside its own district to contribute to or erect a fence?
Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) : No power to go outside its own district.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that would cause a great deal of trouble if they did not allow them 

to go outside. There were fences which were now up, and which might be adopted, and he thought it 
was a most judicious power to leave in tbe hands of tlie Board. Why should they be compelled to go to 
the exact boundary when zigzagging in most extraordinary ways over ranges and across creeks. It 
would be only reasonable to a Board to go a little outside its own "district.

, Mu Bolton (Wagga Wagga) said, as a surveyor of many years experience, be thought it was very 
desirable that it should be left to the Boards to ad just boundaries. They knew very well that a lot of 
their main boundaries were the dividing ranges, and sometimes it would be almost impossible to carry a 
fence along a dividing range, whereas a little lower down it could be done very well.

_ Mr. Leslie (Forbes) suggested that Mr. Flanagan should consent to move that the word 
“ without ” be struck out of line 19, and let the rest of his motion stand and he dealt with later on.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) said be was quite willing.
Mr. Oakden (Cobar) endorsed Mr. Alison’s remarks, and was sure that anybody u bo was 

acquainted with the western country would know he was right.
Mr. Baths (Narrandera) also endorsed Mr. Alison’s remarks.
Mr. CuDiroHE supported Mr. Alison. In the western district the boundary crossed high ranges 

of sand-hills, and if the fences were placed ou these sand-hills they would be covere'd with sand; whereas 
if the Board were allowed to deviate from the boundary they could he put it iu a good position.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) said that on the barrier line of fence in which he was interested, it had been 
very desirable that they should go a long way outside the district, so as to make the fence answer the 
purposes for which it was erected, and they had done so.

_ Dill (Hay) begged to support Mr. Alison, and in doing so he might mention that in
November last year they cleared half a mile of sand ou his boundary. This year that had all filled up 
again, so that the rabbits could walk over the fence, and it was his intention to apply to be allowed to 
shift that fence.

Mr, "Wilkes (Broken Hill), in support of Mr. Alison, pointed out that the Lands Department 
could endorse what Mr. Dill had just said, for on the South Australian border a large amount of money 
bad been spent in clearing sand from the boundary fence, whereas if the fence had been deviated a good 
boundary could have been made.

Mr. Flanagan (Qunbar) said the gentleman did not seem to understand him. They had tried 
yesterday to confine the Rabbil Districts to tbe present lines, and he fought against that, and they obtained 
tlie right for the Minister to modify and remove and shift the Rabbit Districts. Tbe Minister now had 
the power to shift the fence and shift the boundary of a district; and be still maintained that the rabbit 
fence should be on the Rabbit District boundary, If there was a rocky place on tbe boundary, all they 
would have to do was to tell the Minister and he would shift the boundary. ’

The Chairman then put the question of striking out the word “ without” from the clause, and it 
was lost.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) begged to move that subsections (a), (b), (c), {<?), and (e) be passed as printed.
Mr. G ibson (Hay) seconded.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) opposed tbe motion.
Tbe Cii-umrvN put the question, and it was carried.
Mr. Fubejian proposed that the words “decision of tbe Local Land Board that " in line 34, and 

the words “ a barrier fence ” and “ or will so protect,” m line 35, and “ of the fact,” in line 36, be struck 
out, and in substitution of them the following be put in, “ tbe fact that the barrier fence.” The clause, 
as amended, would read,—“A barrier fence shall be taken to mean a rabbit-proof fence which protects, 
or will protect, from the incursions of rabbits the Rabbit District, or any part thereof, whether erected 
without or within the boundaries of tbe Rabbit District; and the fact that the barrier fence protects the 
Rabbit District, or any part thereof, shall be conclusive as against the owner or occupier of any private 
holding or lauds within the Rabbit District.”

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) seconded tbe alteration.
Mr. Gibson (Hay) said that it would materially help them to come to a decision if there wmssome 

procedure by-which it would not be necessary to prove that tbe fence was a barrier fence. They should 
put in “Pastures and Stock Protection Board ” instead of Local Land Board. He would move that as 
an amendment. •

_ Mr, Fiieejian said be was quite willing to accept that;—it came to the same thing. He therefore 
withdrew his motion.

The CjiAinsiAN put Mr. Gibson’s motion, and it was carried.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that there should be an appeal provided in that clause from the 

Pastures and Stock Protection Board,
_ i The Chairman said he thought that could be done by one clause at the end, stating that any 

decision of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board could be appealed from.
Mr, Leslie (Forbes) said that he proposed to strike out the word “private” from line 3G of 

clause 20.
Mr, Dill (Hay) seconded.
The question was put, and carried unanimously.
Clause 20, as amended, was put and carried. ’

Clause
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Clause 21.
21. If any barrier fence shall be erected by any Kabbit Board on the boundary of any 

Babbit Disirict, tbe Board o£ tbe adjoining District sball be liable to pay to snob Board as afore
said half tbe cost of erection and maintenance of snob fence, or sucb fence may be erected and 
maintained at their joint expense in accordance with sucb arrangements as they may mutually 
or jointly agree to.

Mr, Licslie (Forbes) proposed that clause 21, as printed, be passed,
Mr. Stisson (Coolamon) seconded.
The question was put and carried.

Clause 22.
22. In respect of any rabbit-proof fence which the Board has erected, or has paid con

tributions under section forty-two of this Act, the Board may by notice in writing served on him 
require tbe owner of any holding along the boundary of which the fence is situated (in addition 
to any rabbit rates payable by bim) to pay, and tbe said owner sball pay to tbe Board one-half 
of the cost of making the fence rabbit- proof.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) said he wished to strike out the words “along tbe” and put in “on tbe 
protected side of sucb ” in line 47 of this clause. There was no need to explain tbe necessity of this.

Mr, Brett (TTrana) seconded.
Mr. Altsox' (Canonbar) said be would strike out tbe whole of ibo clause. lie could not see why 

a private owner should be called upon to pay anything for a barrier fence. Many owners would sooner 
that tbe fence was put further away from them, because the land which was next to tbo fence was more 
liable to damage from tbe rabbits coming over tbe fence than tbe land 10 miles away, He did not see 
bow a man alongside tbe fence got any benefit. lie moved that this clause be struck out,

Mr. Garden (Cobar) seconded Mr. Alison's motion,
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) withdrew bis motion.
Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) said be would now move an amendment'. There was not a word in this 

clause about barrier fences, it was all about rabbit fences. He thought tbe clause should slay as it was. 
The farmers fomid it very convenient to shut out the rabbits. M.r. Leslie bad been talking about “the 
protected side.” He would like to know what tbe protected side was. The rabbits were like an invading 
enemy, they came in from all sides. He held that it would be a great injustice, for the rabbit-proof fences 
were tbe most eifective means of fighting the plague in many portions of this country. If they eliminated 
this clause, and one mau put up a fence, bis neighbour would not be compelled to pay for half of that 
fence.

Mr. Gibson (Hay) thought tbe Conference would make a very great mistake if they struck out 
tbe clause. He thought it should be amended. If a barrier fence was erected it was at somebody’s 
expense ; he thought the individual holder got an advantage from it over and above its value as a barrier 
fence. It was a fence along one of his boundaries, and be should pay something for it. He proposed 
that instead of paying one half of the cost of making a fence rabbit proof, they should make the clause 
read “ and tbe said owner sball pay to tbe Board a contribution assessed according to tbe benefit derived 
and to be derived from tbe rabbit-proof fence, which in no case shall be more than the value of half tbe 
fence.”

Mr. Freeman would like to point out to the meeting that those who were assessed in tbe district 
bad to pay a contribution. If the Board erected a fence they all got a benefit from it, and they were all 
paying for it by contributing to the fund,

Mr, Alison’s (Canonbar) motion was put and carried by a large majority.

Clause 23.
Compensation by liabbit Board.

23. A Eabbit Board sball not be required to give compensation for anything lawfully 
done in exercise of the foregoing powers, except where a barrier fence is erected upon any private 
holding or land so as to cause damage by severance,

The amount of compensation due to any person shall, upon application by him as pre
scribed, be determined by the Local Land Board; and in fixing sucb compensation the Local 
Land Board may take into consideration and set off any betterment accruing to such person’s 
property by the construction of such fence, and sball have power to award costs to or against any 
party appearing before it,

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) proposed that the clause as printed be adopted.
Mr. Dill (Hay) seconded it.
Mr. Oakden (Cobar) moved an amendment. Ho wanted “ Local Land Board ” struck out and 

“ Court of Petty Sessions ” put in.
Mr. Baylts (Narrandera) seconded.
Mr. Auson (Canonbar) said be hardly thought tbe meeting appreciated tbe importance of this 

clause. It introduced a new system, which he believed was known as the betterment system. He did 
not think that, as a rule, land owners or stock owners were in favour of tbe betterment system. Mr. 
Oakden proposed to strike out tbe “ Local Land Board,” and putin “tbe Court of Petty Sessions," and 
in that case the Court of Petty Sessions would be called upon to decide upon tbe betterment to any 
holding through which a fence might go. He thought that this was rather a large order for tbe Court 
of Petty Sessions to decide what advantage a bolder might gain from a barrier fence. He thought it was 
hardly possible to imagine a case where a fence could be put through a bolding, subdividing tbe bolding, 
so as to be an advantage to tbe owner. It was a decided disadvantage in nearly every case. It might 
cut tbe owner off from water. It might cause bim in many ways a great deal of inconvenience. He 
thought the term betterment was so vague and so difficult to arrive at, that instead ofany persons through 
whose bolding a fence was put receiving any benefit or receiving any money for damage, in all probability 
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lie would receive nothing at all, because the betterment would be put against it. It was a principle 
which lie at any rale did not believe in. lie did not think the Court of Petty Sessions was competent to 
assess it. '

Mr. O.vkdkj.' (Cobar) withdrew his proposition.
Mr. Am sow (Canonbar) said he would like to see the latter part of the clause struck out altogether. 
Mr. Oakdk.v (Cobar) said he agreed with Mr. Alison. He proposed that the whole of tho words 

after “Land Board” be si ruck out, and that tho “ Court of Petty Sessions” be inserted in place of 
“ Local Land Boards ” “

Mr. Ginsou (Hay) moved that the whole of tho clause he struck out.
Mr. Lesute (Porbes) withdrew the original motion that the clause be passed as printed, and sup

ported Mr. Oakden.
Mr. Pheemaw seconded. Mr. Oakden. He thought it was a very wise provision indeed, although 

be might have a rabbit-proof fence running right against, or perhaps absolutely on his boundary, it would 
not be put there by the Board for his convenience, and, although it might be a benefit to some extent, 
they could be sure that the Board would do its best for the whole district.

Mr. JSTrxos (Gunbar) seconded Mr. Gibson’s motion.
Mr. Auson (Canonbar) supported Mr. Oakden’s amendment.
Tho question of striking out the clause was put and lost.
The CriAiiurAN then put Mr. Oakden’s motion to the meeting, and it was carried.
Clause 23 as amended put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 24. '
Maintenance of banner-fences.

_ 24. It shall be the duty of the liabbit Board to keep in good repair and efficiently
maintain—

(a) every barrier-fence erected by it and every fence converted by it into a barrier-fence; and
(b) every barrier-fence erected or to be erected at the expense of the Crown within the 

boundaries of the Babhit District:
Provided always that— •

(c) where any such fence ns last aforesaid is along the common boundary of two Babhit 
Districts the Minister shall determine which of the two Babbit Boards shall be charged 
with the aforesaid duty, and the Babbit Board charged therewith shall be entitled to 
receive from the other of such Boards half of the annual coat incurred in discharging 
such duty; and

(d) the Bailway Commissioners shall be charged with tbe duty of keeping in good repair
and efficiently maintaining any harrier-fence erected' or to be erected at the expense 
of the Crown along tho boundaries of any lands vested in them, but tlie costs incurred 
in the repair and maintenance of such fences shall be a charge upon the Consolidated 
Bevenue Bund. -

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) moved that the clause as printed he adopted.
Mr. irEuDuy seconded it.
Mr. Atkinson proposed that after the word “shall” in line 10 tho words l; if tho two Babbit 

Boards fail to agree ” should be inserted.
Mr. Davies (Gunnedah) seconded it.
Mr. Bacon (Breaarrina) accepted tho amendment.
The Citaihiian thought that it was superfluous. If they agreed they woull par, and if they did 

not agree they would not pay. '
Mr. Atkinson said there wore many cases were the Boards might fail to agree.
Mr. T. Bbown, M.P. (Budgerabong), pointed out that clause 28 determined that point.

- BIr. Atkinson then said that he did not give the Minister the right, it only gave him the power to 
be arbitrator. He wanted to give the Boards the opportunity of determining on their own account. It 
said “ the Minister shall.” He wanted the Boards to do it.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) said he wrould support tlie motion.
The question was pnt aud carried.
Clause 24 as amended was put and carried.

Clause 25.
Power of Boards to l or rote monei/,

25. (i) Any Babbit Board may borrow on the security of a.mortgage, or otherwise on 
the credit of any land, personal estate, or annual revenues, actual or prospective, belonging to 
the Board for carrying out the provisions of this Act in its district any moneys not exceeding in 
tlie whole the estimated revenues of the Board for four years : ’ .

. _ Provided that no money shall be so borrowed except with the sanction of the Governor
in writing under his hand :

Provided further that before any money is so borrowed the Board shall, by advertisement 
in some newspaper circulating within the rabbit district, give fourteen days’ notice of its inten
tion to borrow, and shall at the same time state in such notice the amount of tho proposed loan, 
the rate of interest to bo paid in respect thereof, the time, place, and manner of payment of 
the principal and interest due thereon, and the nature and estimated amount of the proposed 
security for such loan : and until the said loan is repaid the Board shall levy and collect a rabhit 
rate of not less than two-thirds of the maximum rate authorised bv this Act.

Xo loan shall be for a longer period than eight years, ~
The Colonial Treasurer may, on behalf of the Crown, guarantee the repayment within 

the period for which it was granted, of a loan to a Babbit Board, and in case of default by the 
Board in repayment within the period aforesaid, the loan or the unpaid balance thereof may, in 
the discretion of the Colonial Treasurer, be paid out of the Consolidated Bevenue Fund or the 
General Loan Account, but may be recovered from the Board as hereinafter mentioned, and 
shall thereupon be returned to the Consolidated Bevenue Fund or General Loan Account, as 
the case may require. (n)
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(n) A fter default for the period of three calendar months made by any Board in the 
payment of the principal sum and interest secured by any mortgage, deed, or bond made 
hereunder or purporting to be so made upon the rates and other revenues of the said Board, it 
shall be lawful for the mortgagee to make application to the Supreme Court that a receiver of 
the said rates and other revenues of such Board may be appointed. And when appointed under 
the direction of the said Court such receiver shall pay over to the said mortgagee from and out 
of the produce of such rates and revenues at such times and in such proportions as may be 
ordered by such Court the sum which sucli Court 1ms found to be due to the said mortgagee 
under the said morlgago deed, and the said receiver shall in nil respects have the same powers 
and be subject to the same obligations and liabilities as a receiver appointed under the equitable 
jurisdiction of the said Court, and shall continue to receive the rates and other revenues of such 
Board so mortgaged as aforesaid, and to pay them under such direction until such time as the 
mortgage debt has been fully paid off. _

If under the guarantee hereinbefore provided the said debt, or any part thereof, has been 
paid out of the Consolidated Sevenue Bund or General Loan Account, the Minister shall 
thereupon have the same rights as are given by this subsection to the mortgagee.

Mr. Gi iisov (Hay) proposed that the clause be accepted as printed.
Mr. Fekematt, looking at the second line, said he could not soo what security was to bo oftered. 

It seemed to him that the only security they had to offer were the barrier-fences which they might erect 
and the rates. _

Mr, Boahagan (Goubar) would second Mr. Gibson’s motion.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that personally ho had hardly expected that they would make the 

progress they bad made that morning, and he had not gone into this clause as closely as ho desired, and 
they should adjourn now to give them time to think over it. _

Mr. Gibson (Hay) had not been certain about coming forwmrd. and then ho had moved it en bloc. 
This dealt with perhaps a million of money, and they should consider it carefully. _

The Chairman said he hoped that every delegate to the Conference had carefully considered and 
read through the Bill before this. i _

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) thought they could hardly have worked it out and bo ready for it 
suddenly; as it hail come on bo thought they ought to adjourn this until 2 o’clock.

Mr. Laurence (Balranahl) would like to know if the Board would become responsible personally 
for any money borrowed outside the rates.

The Chairman said that if they borrowed it legally they would not be responsible, but if they 
borrowed it illegally they would he responsible. _

Mr. Garden said he was against giving the Boards tho power to overload them with increased 
taxation. He moved that the clause be struck out.

Mr. Boss seconded Mr. Oakdcn. He thought the Board should not have the power to borrow so 
much money as four years’ revenue. They could see by the experience of other Boards that it was u very 
dangerous way to get money. The Government should provide it in some other way than this. They 
should not elect mon on this Board ivith power to anticipate the revenue of four years.

Mr, Alison (Canonbar) rose to support the view taken by Mr. Boss and Mr. Oakdcn. He never 
liked this clause. It allowed a Board, appointed for one year, to mortgage the revenues of a Board for 
four years. He thought that they should not he allowed to anticipate their revenue for one year. Let 
them pay as they go ; it was a good old system. The clause did not prevent them borrowing for wire
netting. Of course be would not support it if it bad that effect, lie thought it advisable to have some 
way of raising money to allow- private owners to fence in their holdings, and he did not regard it as 
possible if this clause was struck out. He thought we should have some clause, and he favoured Mr. 
Brown’s proposition in regard to w ire-netting in place of this clause. Ho thought Mr. Brown’s proposition 
much more likely to meet this case.

Mr. Giisson (Hay) said that he would point out that all works in their initiatory stage generally 
involved a considerable amount of expenditure. The power to borrow money was given to Municipal 
Councils. He thought it was necessary, if they were going to carry out a system of local control, that 
the body who was appointed should have power to go to this extent of four years. It was not very much, 
four years’ money, and to a large extent it would be for the barrier fences, not for individual holders 
interests, but for the interests of tho people in the whole district. '

Mr. Atkinson said they should take up the position of the Government and spend tho money 
when it was voted, _ ...

The Chairman did not see how the Minister was to advance the money without getting borrowing 
powers, without any security whatever. Ho did not see hovv they were going to ask tho Minister to lend 
them money for wire-netting without security, and the only way they could give security was by giving 
tho Board power to borrow-. The difficulty always bad been ie advancing money for wire-netting. There 
bad been no local body to advance the money, and to look after their interests. He thought they could 
trust these men, who were administering the Stock and Pastures Act, with the power of borrowing, for 
carrying on, according to law, the actual administration, and the advancing of money to settlers within 
their district for wire-netting.

Mr. Am son (Canonbar) said that if the annually-elected men spent all tho four years’ revenue at 
once, the new settlers would have no power to get any money at all.

The Chairman said be was only putting hie own view- of the mailer. They might have different 
views. It w-ould bo damaging the usefulness of the Pastures and Stock Board if they struck it out.

Mr. Garden’s amendment, “That the clause be struck out,” was put to the meeting mid lost.
Mr. Bacon (Brewarriha) asked if it was competent to move a fresh clause lo take its place. Jt 

seemed to him that it w-as too drastic. Ho thought they had gone ahead too fast.
The Honorable B. Car i no ton (Jerilderie) said they had emasculated the Bill.
Air. Bacon (Brewarriua) said that instead of the Board being able to borrow four years revenue, 

they w-ould borrow two years' revenue.
Tho Chairman said that he could not take that now-. Mr. Bacon must prepare a new clause and 

propose it later.
Clause
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Clause 26.
Babbit Board may sttyply netting, §c.

26. The Kabl)ifc IBonrd may purchass wire-netting and other materials required in the 
construction of a rabbit-proof fence, and also any machinery, plant, or substances for the 
destruction of rabbits ; and may enter into contracts for the sale or letting out thereof to the 
owner of any private holding or lands for use within tho Kabhit District upon such terms as may 
be agreed upon in writing: Provided that where any sale or loan as aforesaid is made upon 
terms one-fourth at least of the price shall be paid on delivery of the articles sold or lent, and 
any money owing to the Board in respect of the sale or loan shall be a charge upon all the lands 
within the district owned by the person to whom the sale or loan has been made, in priority to 
any estate, right, title, or interest other than the estate, right, title, and interest of the Crown.

Mr. T. Brown-, M.L.A. (Budgcrabong), proposed that clause 26 be struck out, and that in place 
of it the following clause he inserted,—“That the Minister he empowered to purchase wire-netting and 
other materials necessary for the construction of rabbit-proof fences: also any machinery, plant, or 
substauco required in the destruction of rabbits; and may contract to sell or let same to Babbit Boards 
or private holders upon the following terms:—

(«) One-tenth of total cost, in the case of a sale, on application, and 5 per cent, on tofal cost, there
after to be apportioned as follows :—4 per cent, interest, and remainder to be placed to ft sinkinf 
fund for the purpose of discharging indebtedness to State by a system of deferred payments. °

(J) The value of the netting thus provided be secured to the Minister by a first mortgage on the 
land so protected.

(c) The netting to be erected within twelve months after delivery has been taken.
(d) Tho Minister to have discretionary powers as to bow such advances are to be made.
(e) The letting of any machinery, &c., to be a matter of agreement between the Minister and 

parties interested.”

He thought the Minister should have the power to raise money for letting out wire-netting. He did not 
hold very strong views on the terms on which jt should bo let out. He simply desired that those terms 
shouM be as liberal as possible, so that those interested might take advantage of"it. He was only desirous 
of having the principle affirmed and was quite prepared to accept an amendment. The stand he took 
w-as, that to cope witly the rabbit pest, particularly in the more scattered districts, and where 
the pest was now growing and becoming a menace to the settled districts, wire-netting should be 
used,' and while barrier-fences afforded a certain amount of protection it was by no means 
sufficient,' and the smaller the areas the greater the protection and the nearer they came to 
getting rid of this plague. In the western part of the Central Division, where the rabbits 
were the most prevalent at the present time, there were numbers of smalt holders holding from 
.10,000 acres to 2,360 acres, and these men were settled down in the midst of vast areas of abandoned 
Crown lands, and their only hope under any legislation was to fence in their holdings and to 
kill the rabbits within those holdings. At the present time they were trying to keep the rabbits down 
by killing, but tbcy werc not killing the rabbits that were bred within their own holdings, but the rabbits 
that came upon their lauds from the abandoned areas around. Now, if they could assist those men to 
fight the rabbits on the small areas, and gradually work on by extending the fences they would gradually 
get the rabbits under. Some men fence in the holding with netting, and they were in a very different 
position to those who were not able to do it. There was an instance in the Melrose district. There were 
a number of 2,360 acre block men in a vast area of abandoned country, some of it practically abandoned 
to the rabbit and wallaby pest. The men ought to have been enabled to enclose their holdings. There 
was a selector out there who held second rate land, but, by enclosing, he has been able to earryninety per 
cent, of fat sheep to send to market, and the surrounding men on the same area were only able to carry 
five to seven.hundred sheep instead of two thousand, and their holdings were becoming worse and worse, 
as their feeding grounds were depleted by the millions of rabbits that crowded in from the surrounding 
lands. These men were not able to get this netting on easy terms, and if they passed this measure they 
would go a long way towards solving the rabbit problem.

Mr. Lttti/k (Bullock Creek, N.) seconded tho motion. He would like to point out that they also 
expected to be able to cope with the wallabies, as their country was infested from the Parkes district, and 
was completely eaten out by them, Prom a small portion of 160 acres they had taken over i,000 
wallabies. The whole country was taken possession of, and they had increased in such numbers that it 
was impossible to get rid of them. There only hope of contending with them was by getting wire-netting 
on easy terms from the Government.
_ Mr. Ginsorr (Hay) said that this matter was one he was asked to bring before the conference, if 
it had. not been brought forward by anybody else. There were a large number of men in his district in 
the neighbourhood of abandoned country, badly infested, and it was all very well for them as a Conference 
to propose Rabbit Boards, and to propose modes of assessment, but the beet thing to do was to try to 
keep the people on the land. They should assist the people who took up these lands prior to rabbit 
legislation, who were receiving no benefils from any re-appraisements which were now taking place, in 
which the devastations caused by the rabbits wore a factor, and the men were paying higher rates than 
the lands were now worth, These men have sunk their all on their property, and they were just struggling 
on from day to day in the hope of some concession being granted, such as the mover"of the resolution had 
shadowed forth. H they gave these men wire-netting'they would ask nothing more. They would be 
unite satisfied that it should be made a charge on the land, they did not ask for a free gift of the netting. 
They would be able to pay it back by instalments, and as the Crown was the landlord, he certainly thought 
it would be an advantage to the Crown that their lands should remain in a good tenants hands. If the 
men who had sunk all their money on these properties had to go under, who was going to take their place 
except under very great concessions. The best concession, and ho thought the only concession that could 
bo given to a lot of holders, to large as well as small holders, was that the Government should find the 
netting, and let them have it on easy terms.

’ Mr.
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Mr. Alisox (Canonbar) supported Mr. Brown’s proposition. He would knock out that part where 
it said “ payment for interest, &C.’1 He said they were all tenants of the Crown. The general body of 
the people were as interested as the landlord in keeping this pest down, and he thought the people would 
voluntarily spend their money in endeavouring to improve the public estate. The Slate ought to pay its 
portion and contribute the netting, as long as the borrower paid back the principal. He thought it would 
be as well to eliminate the interest altogether, for the Crown was interested in preventing the spread of 
the pest.

Mr. h’lj.L.VACiAJr (Gfnnbar) supported the motion. Of course they knewr circumstances altered 
cases all over the Colony. Some delegates thought that wire-netting was not requisite. Perhaps not in 
some parts of the country; but he could say this, that in his locality they commenced to grow wheat a few 
years ago, and they thought they could do it without wire-netting, hut he had seen the rabbits eat as 
much at night as a reaper and biuder took oft’ in a day. They found it impossible to grow wheat without 
wire-netting. By borrowing money from their bankers some of them succeeded in wire netting 500 acres, 
and some up to S2.000 acres. There was a delegate there who cultivated 2,000 acres. Me was more 
beneficial to tho country than any wool-grower present. Mr. Harper, of the Eailway Department, had 
told them that 500 acres of wheat were more beneficial to the railways than 5,000 acres of wool. He 
himself was a wheat and wool grower, and he would say this, that he could produce as much from 500 
acres by wheat as from 5,000 acres by wool, and Ins returns from 500 acres of wheat were more than from 
5,000 acres by wool. If the small men had no wire-netting it would simply he a loss of time and money 
to put them on the soil, for they could not remain there.

Mr. Sides (Hay) said he knew of an instance where a man had abandoned a run, or. rather, the 
rabbits had simply put him out of it. It was a property of 12,000 or 15,000 acres, and he was quite within 
bounds in saying that there were £3.000 spent on improvements on that land. The man had had to leave 
it. About two months ago that land was offered to him for £1,000, and ho would not have it, for the 
simple reason that to fence it in would be a big expense to him. He had land adjoining it on which ho 
had no stock, because it was overrun with rabbits. There was a necessity for the State to assist the 
landowners, largo and small. There were not many of the large owners in a much better position than 
many of the small ones. He thought there were very few who would say “ no ” to the State assistance. 
They knew very well they had to put their ow n hands in their pockets and find the wherewithal there 
when they wanted assistance. That 4 per cent, should be done array with. Let them have actual cost. 
If the State did not assist, it would simply shut up the means of progress of a coming and a great country. 
The rabbits had come as a groat flood, not as a wave. A inch mesh was not a rabbit-proof fence. 
Eabbits, when they were not fed, got small; they got small themselves when they did not get enough to 
cat. If inch was quite small enough. Unless Parliament did something like this they might as well shut 
up tho Parliament; House, or not build the new one they were talking about.

Mr. Vaucoe (Hillston) had groat pleasure in corroborating the remarks of the previous speakers. 
He considered that this ivas the most important feature (hoy had come there for—in fact, it was all they 
wanted. If they could only get this, it would not matter if they had no Babbit Bill at all. It would not 
only be the salvation of many who were now struggling under a forlorn hope, but it would also be a 
stimulus towards encouraging people to settle down on the present abandoned Crown lands, turning 
them from a wilderness into smiling farms. lie supported the motion.

Mr. GlonHAN (Berrigan) had much pleasure in supporting Mr. Brown’s amendment. He merely 
differed from him on a point of detail. He certainly did not agree with some of the speakers that tho 
whole of the burden should fall on the State. He understood, from Mr. Alison’s remarks, that he would 
not charge the settler any interest. He considered interest should be borne also. Ho certainly felt that 
if the State got rid of the rabbits on their own runs, and assisted the settlers by lending money for 
netting, and charging a reasonable rate of interest—say, 3 per cent,, with a sinking fund of 5 per cent.— 
that was all they could expect. In Victoria the Shire Councils procured the wire-netting, and the settlers 
had lo pay a higher percentage than that. It had boon found to work well there.

Mr. Stlxsos' (Coolamon) said that this was a very important matter. It was a very vital point 
with the Government. If all the different Boards applied for money it ivould mean an enormous 
expenditure. The Minister had told them that he would he only too pleased to come and join them in 
their deliberations. He thought it would be a very wise thing to avail themselves of that offer, and ask 
his advice upon this point. He would he able to help them materially. He would be able to offer 
suggestions to them, which would be of great value. "Without his advice," they might pass resolutions 
which tho Government would not accept, interested, as they were, to a great extent.

Mr. Davidson (Condoblin) rose to support Mr. Brown's motion. He represented a district which 
was badly infested with rabbits and wallabies. On the Crown land adjoining the holdings there was a 
perfect wilderness of scrub It would be almost impossible to destroy tho rabbits and wallabies on this 
land, and, unless wire-netting was supplied to the farmers and settlers in that district, they would very 
soon have to abandon their holdings altogether. Within a radius of 20 miles from their Post Office there 
were eighty settlers struggling against this terrible pest. They had wallabies by hundreds and thousands. 
In one day they had burnt G,000 scalps that had been collected iu a very short time. Something must be 
done, and he wras sure, from what the Minister had said, that he was anxious to settle people on the land.

Mr. Bacon (Brcwarrina) was iu thorough accord with Mr. Brown. He thought it would ha better 
to pass the clause, and then leave the matter to the Minister. They might leave the interest open. Thi» 
was a matter upon which the Minister’s views should be taken. He would point out that tins resolution 
affected a lot of waste land in the Eastern Division, which was not generally taken into account, and' 
which was infested with wallabies and native-dogs, and the latter were a very serious pest in some districts. 
He had great sympathy with the men who had pushed out into the wilderness, and had endeavoured to 
make two blades of grass grow where there had been but one. lie wished them every success, and that 
they might go on and prosper. They had not only tried to grow two blades of grass, but also wheat, and 
they deserved success. *

Mr. Lauhuatce (Balranald) said there was one thing he would like to mention, and that was, from 
the experience they had had in the past of the Minister buying wire-netting to enable the holdings to be 
fenced in, they had found that he had paid far more than the priviile individuals themselves would have 
paid. They, themselves, knew best where to buy it, and how to get it on to their land. The M>u's^or bad 
bought the netting in Sydney% and in different places, ai^ the enormous cost of carriage was added to the.

- . . , ■ expense
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expense of t-lie netting, and the people therefore could not take advantage of this. 1'he people should be 
allowed to buy netting of the best description as recommended by the Conference, and the Minister ehould 
be asked to contribute one half of the cost of erecting the fence.

Mr. Nixon (Gunbar) had much pleasure in supporting the resolution proposed by Mr. Brown. 
There was no doubt that where the areas were not too large this would be verv beneficial.

Mr. Bottt (Tirana) wished to know if he was in order in proposing an amendment. He begged 
to move, 11 That, as the Minister very kindly offered to assist them, and as this was a very important 
matter, he should be asked to attend before they decided the matter.’1 The Minister was the largest land
owner amongst them, and it was only fair that he should be present.

Mr. Tbkkiian thought the best way out of the difficulty would be to pass tho clause as it stood, 
and then to allow any amendment in the rate of interest to come iu afterwards.

Mr. Brett (Tirana) said he did not think it was fair for them to pass an important amendment 
like that when the principal man who was interested was absent.

Mr. Taylor (Lauds Department) proposed to put in after the word “ Minister ” the following, 
“ with the consent of the Stock and Pastures Board.”

The question of striking out clause 26 was put to the meeting and carried.
The question of substituting Mr. Ilrown’a amendment as clause 26 was put to the meeting and 

carried.
"When the vote on Mr. Brown’s amendment was being taken, Mr. Alison asked tho Chairman if he 

would be iu order in submitting an amendment in the afternoon with regard to the interest, and the 
Chairman replied that he would.

The CjiArinfAN then reported that he would not bo able to bo present in the afternoon, and would 
be glad if they would elect some other gentleman to take the chair.

On the motion of Mr. Alison, Mr. Oakden was elected Chairman unanimously.
The Conference then adjourned until 2 p.m.
On resuming after lunch, Mr. Oakden took the Chair at 2 p.m, •
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), wished to know whether they had yet determined the 

amount of the levies under the Babbit Act, because lie thought that was an important matter, to enable 
lhem to decide with regard to the constitution of the Board.

The Chairman pointed out that iu tho Bill it was provided that the maximum levy was lo be |d. 
per sheep, according to the stock returns, The levy might be less, but it could not be more. The next 
business before them was the adjourned consideration ot the Honorable Bupcrt Caringtou’s motion.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) said he had intended to ask the ruling of the Chair again with reference to 
whelhcr they should proceed with that resolution, unless the clause which had already been passed, 
providing for eight members to constitute the Board, was recommitted; but he did not desire to place 
Mr. Oakden in the invidious position of giving a decision contrary to Mr. Lakeman's ruling. Ho would 
therefore move, “That this resolution stand over until Mr. Lakeman’s return to the Chair.”

The Chairman said he would ask the Conference not to put him in the position of, perhaps, giving 
a different ruling to Mr. Lakeman's on this matter. Either the discussion should be adjourned until the 
return of the Chairman, or he should not be asked to give another ruling.

Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) moved a further adjournment until the return of the Chairman to the
Chair.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) seconded it.
The Honorable Buj’EEt Caeington (Jerilderie) begged to move, “That this motion be considered

now.”
Mr, Brooke (Boggabri) seconded.
The Honorable Eupert Carington’s amendment was put and carried by 20 votes to Id.
The adjourned discussion of the Honorable Eupert Cariugton's motion, “ That the following words 

be an addition to clause 15, as amended,” was then taken: “For the purpose of administering this Act, only 
two members be added to the existing Sheep and Stock and Pastures Boards, such members to he elected 
by the stock-owners and other persons taxed under this Bill; each stock-owner or tax-payer to have only 
one vole.”

Air. Alison (Canonbar) said he now understood this motion, and he wanted the other members to 
clearly understand what it implied. The Stock and Pastures Board now consisted of five men elected 
by the sheep-owners, and three men elected by tho large stock-owners. He understood that the Honorable 
Eupert Carington’s proposal was that they should remain as at present, and that there should be two 
additional men who should only act on the Babbit Board, and who should be voted for by every person 
who paid towards the Babbit Fund, and that each person who voted for tho Stock aud Pastures Board 
should have only one vote for these two men. It would save a lot of trouble if Ibis motion were carried. 
It would leave the Pastures and Stock Act as it was, it would leave the Sheep Diseases Act as it was, and 
for the purposes of the Babbit Act, which they were now considering, it would enable them all to act 
together, with the addition of two men who would be elected by everybody who paid taxes toward the 
Babbit Fuud. H would not confuse the other Acts in any way. He was inclined to think that on the 
whole, it would facilitate the working of the Rabbit Act. The only difficulty he saw about it was this : 
they had a distinct assurance about it yesterday from the Minister that the Crown must not expect to 
come in as an ordinary ratepayer, but they must have some arbitrary representation on the Board, lie 
could hardly understand how the Crown was to be represented under this motion. If tho Crown 
nominated one or two representatives, the Board would be swelled to eleven or twelve. If the Honorable 
Eupert Carington could explain some way out of that difficulty, his decision would be much facilitated. 
If they had two extra members under this motion, and two representing the Minister, it would be twelve. 
That was a considerable number to pay for. iljgarding the franchise, everyone who was a taxpayer under 
this Bill, even if he only paid taxes up to 2s. 6d., would have a vote on those two extra men, and the 
franchise for the other members would remain as before.

Mr. Wtlkes (Broken Hill) wished to move an amendment: That, for the purposes of this Act, the 
meaning of the Pastures and Stock Boards shall be tiie Pastures aud Slock Board under the Pastures and 
Stock Acl, with the addition of two members appointed under this Act by the Governor-in-Council on the 
recommendation of the Minister.” His reason for moving this was that the Minister must be represented 
He was as much tor the small owner as any of them ; but he could not si and there aud see them go by at

the
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tho expense of the big owner, who was most interested. lie could produce iigures to show that the small 
owners at the present time outvoted the bis: owners on the Stock and Pastures Uoard, and the big owners 
had no say. They had been told by the iUinister tlmt tho Crown must have representation, and it was 
only right that he should have representation. lie had spoken against the ways and means of carrying 
out the Act, but he was' never against the Minister having representation. The Minister, however, should 
not be over-represented. The Pastures and Stock Act gave the power to tax unstocked runs, and a run 
within the meaning of the Sheep Act was 40 acres. They had got the franchise low enough when it was 
brought down to ten head of large stock, and if the email owners of under 40 acres could not trust the 
Minister to look after their interests, then they could not got a Bill at all. This amendment of Ids would 
make things as plain as could bo. It would save trouble, and yet give representation to every class; and 
if a man had less than ten head of stock in the country he would have verv little interest in the rabhit 
(|uestion. ‘ '

Mr. Wilkes’ amendment lapsed for the want of a seconder.
_ Mr. T. Buown, M.L.A. CBudgerabong), said it had been decided to place the whole of the control of 

this Bill under the Stock, and Pastures Board ; and, Prom a statement which had been made in reply to his 
question, he understood that this Babbit Bill gave additional powers of taxation equal to (hose exercised 
under the Diseases in Sheep and Pastures and Stock Acts. The powers of taxation under this proposed 
Bill, by the resolutions of the Conference already carried, were equal to what obtained under those two 
Acts in their present operation. Now, that would add very considerably to the powers of this Board, and 
it brought in a large number of other holders, who had not so far been called upon to pay any form of 
taxation under the existing Acts, because under this Bill they brought in unoccupied lands, and assessed 
them as carrying so many sheep to the acre ; and they also assessed cultivated land, not carrying stock, 
as carrying so much stock to the acre. And though these lands are not taxed under the Acts which 
constitute the present Board they will be taxed under tins proposed Bill, and it has been generally 
conceded that in order to give fair representation all round, the basis of the franchise should be enlarged ; 
and what they had to consider now was how to enlarge it. Now, he wished to invite their attention to 
the franchise as it stood at present. The Stock and Pastures Board consisted of eight members, three 
of whom were elected by the holders of large stock—horses and cattle—and five elected by the owners of 
sheep. These members, elected by the holders of different stock, constituted that Board, and had different 
powers on it, and it was now proposed to add the administration of this Act to those powers. It was now 
desirable lo broaden the tranchise so as to bring in others who had not the right to vote under these .Acts. 
Now the Honorable Rupert Carington proposed to add two members to this Board, and so far as those 
two members were concerned, to have them elected on the one man one vote principle, without any 
reference to stock. Under the present franchise the holder of 5,000 head of large stock had the right to 
four votes, and the holder of 30,000 sheep had the right to four votes also, and now under the Honorable 
Rupert Carington's proposition they would have two further votes. How would the small holders stand ? 
They would have the two votes under the one man one vote principle, and then if they had a less number 
than 500 sheep or ten head of large stock they7 would have only one vote. The most that anv small 
holder would have would be four votes, while some of the large holders would have ten. Under the 
conditions of (his Act (hey should broaden the basis of representation, considering tho fact that they 
would double the amount of taxation. Let them broaden the basis under the Pastures aud Stock Act 
aud under the Sheep Act, particularly under the Sheep Act, so as to bring iu a large number of taxpayers 
under this Bill who would be excluded from participating in the franchise if something like this were not 
done. Then there’ was the representation, which they must be prepared to give to (he Minister on those 
Boards. They required the Government to come in and bear an important share of the expense which 
was necessary to bring the rabbit plague under, and to enable tho Rabbit Boards to carry on their work 
effectively. There was not a bit of use in the Boards trying to cope with this question so long as the 
stock routes, i&c., were left as No-man's Land, and the plague allowed to flourish there. They must bring 
the Department in and make a provision that the Department should boar a fair share of tho expense 
of blearing those lands. The Minister had distinctly told this Conference that certain powers of 
representation on the Board charged with the administration of the Act must be given to the 
Department. He could not go to the general taxpayer and ask for a contribution towards funds 
which would be expended in this way unless he had a voice in that expenditure, and the only way out 
of the difficulty that he could see was to allow the Minister to nominate the Chairman. They could take it 
for granted that the Minister would only nominate the best man for the position of Chairman, and he 
would bo of considerable service in helping tho other members in dealing with this question. It would 
maintain the dignity of the Department, aud he contended that it would iu every way strengthen the 
position of the Board, and he thought they should make provision in this constitution for the Minister to 
have the right to nominate the Chairman on those Boards. It need not be elaborated, but there would be 
extended powers given to those Boards which would necessitate something in the nature of a permanent 
Chairman, and he thought—judging from the manner in which the Land Board Chairmen had been' 
appointed—they had a guarantee that the Minister, to whom those powers were given, would appoint 
proper and good, men to those positions, and would be in a position to help the Boards to deal with this- 
important question. It might be said that one member of this Board should be elected on the rabbit 
basis of taxation. He was not. particularly strong on. that, because lie did not want to see the expenses- 
of the Board eaten up by too many representatives, but the notice of motion he gave during the morning 
would meet the situation as far as it was in his power to solve it. He wished lo move, now, “ That, for 
the purposes of this Bill, the constitution of the Stock Boards be altered so as to provide for—(1) The 
appointment of a Chairman by the Governor ; (2) That one additional member be elected on an equal 
franchise by all contributors under the Rabbit Act assessments ; (3) That three members be elected under 

, the Stock aud Baatures Act as at present provided, with a minimum voting power of five head of large 
stock ; and (4) That five members be elected under the Diseases in- Sheep Act as at present provided, 
with a minimum voting power of 100 head of sheep,’1 This reduced the voting power from 500 sheep to 
100 sheep so as to bring in the small men, and it was the best way out of the dithculty.

_ Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that this was an original motion, and bo did not think it could be dealt 
with until the Honorable Rupert Carington’s motion had been dealt with. If it came in as an amendment 
they should have to take it and debate it from beginning to end as an original motion. He thought the 
best way to arrive at a decision on this matter would be to have all these different propositions printed,

when
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when they might see what they meant; it nas very difficult for them suddenly to gather what they meant. 
He would like to have if in front of him, so that he could tell what it was. If they accepted it as an 
amendment, it would be advisable to have hath motions printed aud put before them in the morning, or 
else they must discuss the motion from beginning to eud.

Mr. T. Bitowsr, M.Ij A. (Budgerabong), submitted that if the Chairman ruled that his motion was 
an original motion, aud not an amendment on the Honorable Kupert Carington’s motion, in the event of 
the Honorable Kupert Carington’s motion being carried, it to a certain extent fixed the basis of the 
constitution of this Stock Board, and so disposed of his amendment as a motion altogether. He, therefore, 
submitted that it must be taken as an amendment to the Honorable Kupert Carington’s motion.

Mr. ChnsoN (Hay) seconded Mr. Brown's motion.
Mr. T. Bkown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said it was a very important proposition, but it would be 

better if they could now have these separate motions postponed and printed, and have them to consider in 
the morning.

The Cimniris said that ho did not wish to rule these amendments out, for he did not wish to stifle 
discussion on such an important matter.

Mr. Brooke (Boggabri) wished also to move an amendment on this resolution. He quite agreed 
that it should be postponed until the morning, so that they could have the whole of tho day before them. 
As it was now, Mr. Brown was proposing really to destroy the franchise of the Pastures and Stock Act 
and the Sheep Diseases Act. He thought the original Bill itself would be better. Under the original 
Bill they proposed to have three members elected by the Pastures and Stock Board. He proposed now, 
“ That they should have four members selected by tho Pastures aud Stock Board, and the Minister should 
elect one, which would make five.'’ This would do away with the enormous expense of having twelve 
members.

Mr. Bacov (Brewarriua) moved that the debate on this matter be adjourned until the next 
morning.

Mr. Planaoak (Gunbar) seconded it.
Mr. Bacok (Brewarrina) said that Mr. Brown's amendment raised fresh grounds, and it dealt with 

matters which were not included in the Honorable Kupert Carington’s motion.
Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) supported the amendment, He claimed to have as much intelligence 

as a few of them, and his memory could not carry all of it. lie would like to ace it in black and white.
Mr. Gormax (Berrigan) did not know whether it was necessary for him to propose an amendment 

on Mr. Bacon's motion. He thought they should go on with the business. He opposed the amendment. 
He thought it was a most important question, aud, as many of them would probably be leaving on the 
next evening, and the Conference would probably adjourn at 12 o'clock, they would not be able to give 
their vote. There was no necessity to arrive at a definite conclusion that evening, but they could go on 
discussing it, and they might go on the next day aud solve it.

Mr. Free.max supported Mr. Gorman. He thought it was a most important matter, and although 
it might not be decided that night, it ought to he discussed freely, and then postponed until tho next day 
for a vote or division.

The Honorable Kupert Cautnotox (Jerilderie) said he would like to point out that afew minutes 
ago it had been decided to go on with this motion.

Mr. Boss (Hume) thought this was a very important qut slion, and he agreed with what Mr. Brown 
had said, but he had not got a thorough grasp of the question, aud it was important that it should be put 
before the Conference.' Half of them did not know exactly what they were doing. It was a question 
upon which he would like lo say something, but he would not be justified in discussing it, unless they had 
copies of it put before them.

Mr, Brooke (Boggabii) said, a few minutes ago a motion was put to go on with the business ; he 
voted to go on, but since tlsen half a dozen amendments had been brought forward, and they were in a 
different position now, That was his reason for moving for the adjournment. He thought it was tho same 
with all of them.

Mr. Vaxston (Goodooga) thought this matter deserved very great consideration, for the small 
man must not be a football. The small man was a cheap bander against the rabbits, and he should have 
the franchise.

Mr. Giusox (Hay) said he was leaving Sydney that night, and others must also, and he thought 
that the Conference should meet them, and go on with this discussion

Mr. Alisox (Cauonbar) gave notice that when the discussion came on he wished to make an 
amendment.

Tho motion for adjournment of this clause was then put to the Conference by the Chairman, and 
carried by 23 votes to 14.

Mr, Alisox (Canonbar) gave notice that he would move next day a resolution to this effect,— 
“That the voting power under this and the Pastures and Stock Protection Act, and the Sheep Act, be on 
a similar basis, and that the said basis be one vote for every 2f>0 sheep, or ten bead of large stock ; that 
the Government nominate one representative, who shall not necessarily he the Chairman.”

Mr. Brooke (Boggabri) gave notice that he would move the next day, “That clause 5 be omitted, 
with a view to the insertion of clause 6 in its place, with the following amendments : fn linos 1, 9, 10, 
18, page 4, insert the word 1 four ’ instead of 1 three ’; lines 24 and 2G, page 4, insert ‘ one ’ instead of 
‘ two1

Mr. Alisox (Canonbar) said that in clause 20 (Mr. Brown’s clause passed that morning) he would 
move, “ That 'four ’ be inserted instead of ‘ three.’ ”

Mr. Bacox (Brewarrina) seconded the motion.
Mr. T. Browx, M.P. (Budgerabong), said that if the Conference would consent to it, he would 

like to withdraw clause (a) and substilule an amended clause. lie explained that he drew up the resolution 
verv hurriedly on the first day, and his idea was very crudely put.

1'he CiiAimrAN ruled that this would be out of order unless the clause was recommitted,
Mr. Gorman (Berrigan) moved, “That clause 26 be recommitted.”
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), supported Mr. Gormau. He wished to know whether it was 

right that it should be recommitted now, or at a future time when they were able to go through the Bill 
again.

Mr,



Mr. Hebden (Wauaaring) thought it was understood that when this clause was passed they could 
go through it piece by piece, and pass it as it stood or alter it.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that they had accepted the principle with the right to amend it, He 
proposed that the sense of the meeting bo taken as to whether it should be taken as a clause, and that it 
non- be considered seriatim,

Mr. IIebdkn (Wauaaring) seconded it.
The Chairman' said that had the clause been passed without any reservation being allowed by tho 

Chairman, ho should certainly rule that they go on with the other business, but on those grounds be thought 
that it might now bo considered.

Mr. T. Brown (Budgerabong) said that in lieu of subsection A lie would submit the following:— 
“ That repayment of principal, together with interest, be on a similar basis as that provided for the 
payment of principal and interest on conditionally-purchased land,” That would enable the Minister to 
iix the interest and adjust the cost to tho Department, and what was over and above that would go to the 
principal, and the effect would bo, as the years went by, that the contribution towards the principal would 
be a yearly increasing one, and the contribution towards tho interest would bo a yearly decreasing one. 
That was what ho had iu his mind when he first drew up the resolution.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) withdrew his motion and seconded Mr, Brown’s,
Mr. Blanacan (G-unbar) supported it.
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) also supported it.
The Ciiaoman then put the question to the Conference, and it was carried.

Clause 27-
Co-operation between neighbouring Boards.

27. "Where tho Babbit Boards of neighbouring rabbit districts agree to co-operate in tho 
erection of a barrier-fence for the joint protection of the said districts, the Babbit Board which 
erects such fence shall be entitled to receive from the other Babbit Board half the cost of erect
ing the said fence and half the annual cost of maintaining and repairing the same, unless tho 
agreement shall provide for tho payment of some other proportion of such costs; aud for tho 
purpose of this section the erecting of a barrier-fence shall include only tho espensc of rendering 
rabbit-proof any existing fence on the barrier that may be utilised or converted into a barrier- 
fence, and of erecting rabbit-proof fences in places on tho barrier where such may be necessary : 
Provided always that any such agreement between Babbit Boards shall be in writing.

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) moved, “ That clanso 27, as printed, be adopted.”
Mr. Gorman (Berrigan) said the resolution they had just passed was too vague. He thought they 

should put iu 1 per cent. It ought to bo fixed.
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) desired that, as many of the gentlemen were going that night, they 

should get through as much of the business as possible.
Mr. Gibson (Hay) seconded Mr. Bacon.
Mr. Hobes (Wauaaring) said that clause 26, as a whole, had not been passed yet. He proposed 

“ That clause 20, as amended, bo passed.”
Mr. Gibson (Hay) seconded it.
Clause 20, as amended, was put to the meeting and passed.
Mr. Bacon’s motion, that clause 27 as printed be passed, was then put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 28.
Disputes between neighbouring Babbit Boards.

2S. In the case of any dispute arising between the Babbit Boards of neighbouring Babbit 
Districts as to the payment of any money or the doing of any act required to be paid or done 
under the provisions of this Act, or as to the carrying out of any agreement between them, tho 
matter of the dispute shall he referred to the Minister, and hia award thereon shall bo final and 
conclusive to all intents and purposes : Provided that the Minister before making his award 
may refer the matter in dispute to any Local Land Board for investigation and report,

Mr. "Wilkes (Broken Hill) moved that clause 28 be passed as printed.
Mr. Planaoan (Gunbar) seconded it.
Mr. Prkeman proposed that the word “ provided ” in line 4 down to the end be struck out.
Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) wanted to know how the Minister was to decide on this; he did not 

think the Minister had sufficient machinery at his command. Tho Minister sent for investigation, he did 
not send for their decision. He must have some machinery for reporting, and he could not expect the 
Pastures and Stock Board to report to him, for that would be unfair as they would be concerned in tho 
matter. Whom else could it be referred lo. He thought it was only right that the Minister should have 
the right to refer it to some of his own officers, they being better officers than the Local Land Board.

Mr. Freeman, in moving the resolution, said he would like to point out that tho Minister would 
have representation on both hoards and the matter would be freely discussed, and any disagreement 
between the two courts could he fairly set out and he referred to the Minister as arbitrator only. . If 
people disagreed and the matter was referred to arbitration, let Hie arbitrators settle it. Mrhy should wo 
have the delay. This may be an urgent matter and tho rabbits might be increasing. They might want 
to get the wire-netting fences put up, and there might be some little disagreement about it. They might 
be delayed for six months while the whole matter was referred and discussed by the Local Land Board, 
and they sent for fences. The whole matter might be delayed for perhaps twelve months before it was 
settled. The whole matter could be fairly and honestly put before the Minister.

Mr. Fueemvn’s amendment lapsed for want of a seconder.
Clause 28, as printed, was put to the meeting and carried.

32—G Clause
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Clause 29. ■
liabbit Board may order destruction on private lands.

29. A Rabbit Board may, by notice in the Gazelle, specify—
(o) a date (not being less than mouths from the date of the notice) on or before

which the owners and occupiers of all private holdings and lands within the Rabbit 
District shall respectively commence the work of suppressing and destroying rabbits 
on all sucli holdings and lands; and

(i>) a period during which the said work shall bo continued and systematically carried out; 
and

(c) the means (being lawful means and not cipi’essly disapproved of by the Governor) 
which shall be adopted for the carrying out the said work.

.Any such notice, or an abstract thereof, shall also be published in some of the news
papers circulating in the Rabbit District; but any omitsion to publish the same shall not affect 
the validity of the notice published in the Gazelle.

Tho Rabbit Board may also give to the owner or occupier of any private holding or lauds 
within the Rabbit District a'peremptory notice in writing to forthwith suppress and destroy 
all rabbits on such holding or lands, and to adopt such means for the purpose as may be 
specified in the notice.

Mr. J. M. Atkinson said that at line 11 ho would move that the word “ private bo omitted before 
“ holdings and lands.”

Mr, Stinson seconded the motion. _
Mr. T. Buown, M.L A. (Budgerabong), wished- to know if he was to understaud that it was the 

intention of the mover of this amendment that the Board should not have the power to compel tho 
killing of rabbits on lands held privately.

Mr. "Wilkes (Broken Hill) bad an amendment before that, In subsection A the word :: months ” 
should bo struck out and 11 fourteen clays " be put in.

Mr. "Wilkes’ (Broken Hill) amendment lapsed for want of'a seconder.
Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) altered his motion to “ one month,”
Mr. Brett (Tirana) seconded it. _
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) thought it should be more than that. He would move that it be “not 

loss than two mouths." A man might want to get phosphorus and other things, and lie would not have 
time if it were less than two months in many cases.

Mr. ,T. M. Atkinson seconded pro Jbrma.
Members- Make it three.
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) said that in deference to some of tho members he would make it three 

months.
The Ciiatrjian then put Mr, Bacon's amendment to tho meeting to insert three mouths, and it 

was lost by Hi votes to 10.
As the Chairman was about to put the original motion,
Mr. Hebden (Wauaaring) proposed that it be two months, and Mr, Moore seconded it.
The Chairman then put Mr. Hebden's amendment, aud it was carried.
Mr. Atkinson’s amendment, that the word “ private ” be omitted, was then put and carried by a 

large majority.
Mr. Rlanagan (Gunbar) referred to the following words iu clause 29: “Any such notice or 

abstract thereof shall also be published in some of the newspapers circulating in the Rabbit District, but 
any omission to publish the same shall not affect the validity of the notice.” Ho did not think it should 
be penal against a man who never saw the Government Gazelle. He did not object to it appearing in the 
Gazette, but be did not want it to be penal if any landholder did not commence to kill rabbits on any day, 
unless it was also published in the local paper. He would move that in line 20 tho words, “ but any 
omission to publish the same shall not affect tho validity of the notice published in the Gazclte” X>e 
omitted. ■

Mr. Vanston seconded it.
Mr. Little (Bullock Creek Horth) thought a personal notice should be served. It would be very 

much better,
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) moved that the notice bo sent by registered letter. Ho thought 

this should bo added to the clause; but he would support Mr. Flanagan’s motion, and if these words 
were struck out, he would move that this should be added.

The Honorable Rupert Carington (Jerilderie) opposed it on the grounds of expense. It would 
cost 4d. to register a letter and 2d. for the original postage ; this would bo Gd. on every landowner. Let 
the proclamation be stuck outside the post office.

Mr. Flanagan (Q-unbar) acccjited Mr. Bacon’s addition. ■
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) wished to draw their attention to clause 57 in the Act, which made provision 

for the giving of notice. This, he thought, would cover tho whole ground.
The Chairman thought Mr. Bacon’s amendment was not necessary, as clause 57 appeared to cover 

the whole thing. Ho would, therefore, put Mr. Flanagan’s motion, that these words be omitted, without 
taking any notice of Mr. Bacon's addition.

The Chairman then put Mt. Flanagan’s amendment, which was carried by 20 votes to 14.
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) moved that “private"’ be struck out in line 21, clause 29.
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) seconded it.
The question was put to the Conference and carried.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved to insert ihc following avoids in line 25, '• in deslroy (o the best of 

their means and ability ” iu tho place of the word “ all ” which should bo taken out.
Mr. T. Brown,"M.L.A. (Budgerabong), pointed out (o Mr. Alison that the effect of his amendment 

would be that the Boards would not be able to carry out this clause. Who could determine “ what was 
his ab’bty ” cvecyt the man himself, and he might say he hud no ability at ■ill. According to the amend
ment, could the Board step in and carry out the provision 7 It should bo left io the Board to determine 
whether eu'rvt-bii'g had been carried out properly. Mr.
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Mr. Alison (Canonbar) did not think that anybody could possibly imagine that they could destroy all.
Mr. Cummtk'g (Hillston) seconded Mr. Alison's amendment.
Mr. G-ibsojt (Hay) said that if Mr. Alison would simply leave the word " all ” out and use the other 

words it would be better.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved that the word “ all ” bo struck out. .
Mr. Cujn[TN& (Hillston) seconded it.
The Chat Bid. an then said he was very glad they had proposed this. It would bo an utter absurdity 

to say they could destroy "all” rabbits.
The question was then put and carried unanimously.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved to insert, “ use all reasonable effort,” for it seemed to him that 

they must have some limitation. That was all they could ask anybody to do, to use all reasonable effort. 
They could not compel people to do something which was beyond all reason. He thought (here ought (o 
be some safeguard to prevent oppression, and they ought to nave some saving clause like this. Hid any
one want them to use unreasonable efforts ?

Mr. Atkinson asked Mr. Alison to accept the following alteration “ to use such efforts as may he 
deemed necessary by the Board.”

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) withdrew his amendment.
Mr. Atkinson moved that the following words “ to use such efforts as may be deemed necessary 

by the Board ” should be inserted after the word 11 forthwith ” in line 25, clause 29.
Mr. Alison (Cauonbar) seconded the amendment.
Mr. CuDJiora: (Wentworth) moved to omit the word “ necessary ” from the amendment and to 

insert the word “ sufficient.”
Mr. Atkinson accepted the alteration, and the question was put and carried.
Mr. "Wilkes (Broken Hill) moved that clause 29 as amended be passed.
Mr. Hebden (Wanaaring) seconded the motion.
Question put to the Conference and carried.
Air. Atkinson moved the adjournment of the Conference until 10 o’clock next morning.
Mr. Fbeeman moved, that as there were only three clauses left they should go as far as part JI.
Mr. Atkinson said he moved the adjournment because clause 30 was so very important that they 

could not discuss it under two or three hours. They could not do it justice unless they arranged to come 
back aud go on until 8 o’clock,

Mr. Cummtno (Hillston) seconded Mr. Atkinson’s motion, lie considered that the clause could 
not be settled under two or three hours,

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) supported Mr. Treeman.
Mr. T. Buown (Budgerabong) said they ought now to consider whether they should not devote a 

little more time to the Bill, considering the'amount of work they had to do. They should stay later and 
sit in the evenings. Ho thought that if they sat later on that evening they could pretty well finish 
the Bill.

Air. Dill (Hay) would support Afr. Brown. He thought they should go on.
Air. CuiniiNO (Hillston) said it had been already decided that the Conference should not sit until 

5 o’clock, A resolution to that effect, that they should sit till 5 o'clock, had been lost in the morning.
Air. A. Buown (Nhrrabri) said a motion had been carried in tho morning that they should adjourn 

at d o'clock. Therefore this motion was quite out of order.
The CiLinwAN said it had boon proposed that they should sit on until 5 o’clock, and it had been 

negatived.
The CiiAiiiiiAN then put the question for an immediate adjournment. On the vote being taken it 

was found to be equal, IS for and IS against. In view of the decision given in the morning the Chairman 
gave Ids casting vote for the adjournment.

The Conference then adjourned until 10 o'clock nest morning.

EIltTH DAY—13th MARCH, 1897.
Air. A. Lakeman took the Chair at 10'5 a.m.
Mot ice of motion was givon by Air. Leslie as an amendment on Air. Brown’s amendment, part 2, 

section 33, that the word (i one ” be struck out and the words “ one and a quarter” be inserted.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
The Cjcaibaian then said the first business was to decide on the constitution of tho Board that 

would have to administer this Rabbit Act. The first thing the meeting should do was to re-asserfc who 
was to administer the Rabbit Act, and how many members there should be. There were a lot of motions 
on the notice paper, and some members thought it should be one way, hut others thought it should he 
another way.

The Hon. Rupert Cabington (.Terilderie) thought it was most necessary that they should he 
practically unanimous on this question of the constitution. He was ready to withdraw his amendment if 
Mr. Brown would alter his amendment in the following way; That for the purposes of this Bill tho 
constitution of the Stock Boards be altered so as to provide for the appointment of a member instead of 
a Chairman by the Governor, with three members elected under the Stock and I’asturcs Act as at present 
provided, with a minimum voting power of five head of stock, together with five members elected under 
the Diseases in Sheep Act as at present provided, with a minimum voting power of 200 head of sheep. 
It they could agree to that, if they could go to the Minister with an unbroken front, they would 
strengthen his hands, and Parliament might be induced to carry it through. If Air. Brown would 
consent, he would assume it as his own amendment. This was a very important question, and he was 
very anxious that it should be settled unanimously if it could.

Mr. T. Buown, M.P. (Budgerabong), said he saw that there was a wide divergence between the 
views held by different members of the Conference, and he took it that the Conference understood at the 
outset that they were placing this Bill under the control of the Stock and Pastures Board to administer,

on
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on t-lie uuderdtanding that that Board should be reconstructed, as it were, aud it had been given to that 
Conference prelty definitely to understand, that if the Stock and Pastures Board were to have these 
powers under this Bill, then Ministerial representation of some kind or other must find a place upon that 
Board. To secure that representation they must reconstruct tho Board. It had also been put forward 
as a necessity to that end, that the franchise of the Stock and Pastures Board shouid be enlarged, because 
of the increased taxation powers given under it so as to give the franchise to those who would be called 
upon to bear this increased taxation. That was the position as he understood it. The Hon. Kupert 
Carington had endeavoured to go in the direction of meeting that position, but he had not been prepared 
to go as far as he would like to go. If it would expedite the business of the Conference, and they could 
agree upon the matter, he would be prepared, if the Hon. Kupert Carington would withdraw his amend
ment, to withdraw his own, and allow the Hon. Kupert Carington to introduce a motion on the lines 
that he had suggested, a modification of the two resolutions.

Mr. Brooke (Boggabri) could not see why they should not go' back to the original Bill or modifi
cation of the Bill. They had all come to the conclusion that the Pastures and Stock Board should 
administer the Act. The Bill provided that. In nineteen cases out of twenty no one would ever 
question the Board ; and if they did they would simply apply for an election, and they urould have a 
new Board on new lines. If anybody could show him any reason why they should not utilise the 
machinery which was offered them in the Act he would withdraw. Ho thought the wisest thing they 
could do was to accept tho Minister's proposals in the Act.

Mr. Camkron (Ivanhoe) said that the reason why they should not adopt the lines suggested by the 
Minister was, that if they did they would have to adopt the franchise which would be objectionable to a 
very large portion of the Conference.

Mr. Brooke (Boggabri) said that was only a temporary provision, and if it did not answer satisfac
torily they could have an election as provided for in clause 7, and the franchise could bo altered in any 
way the Conference proposed.

Mr. Boss (Hume) said that when this matter was before the Conference lie fully understood that 
the Slock and Pastures Board were to administer this Act in the same way as they administered the Stock 
and Pastures Act; but if the Stock and Pastures Board bad to run two Acts they might just as well have 
two Boards. It appeal’d to be the opinion of the Conference that the franchise of the Stock and Pastures 
Board should be put lower. He was quite prepared to give every man a vole down to 100 sheep. He 
would like the Conference to adopt an enlarged vote for the Stock and Pastures Board, and that would 
enlarge the situation, and the Board could then work the whole thing. He would suggest that the 
Board was quite large enough with the addition of a Government nominee. He did not sec why they 
ought to have two sorts of members on the Board. Let them look after tho rabbits and everything 
else. He could not support any proposal to put two men on the Board solely to administer the Kabhit 
Act, because if the Slock and Pastures Board were to work the two Acts independently he would just as 
soon have two Boards.

Mr. Alisox (Canonbar) said that tho position at the present time was that the Honorable Kupert 
Caringion had withdrawn his motion and adopted Mr. Brown’s amendment with some alterations. It 
would then stand something like this, “That for the purposes of this Bill the constitution of the Stock 
and Pastures Boards be altered so as to provide for (1) the appointment of a member by the Government; 
(’2) that three members be elected under the Pastures and Stock Act as at present provided, with a 
minimum voting power of five head of large stock ; aud (3) that five members bo elected under the 
Diseases in Sheep Act as at present provided, with a minimum voting power of 200 head of sheep.” 
There was a reduction from tcu bead of stock to five head. The whole constitution would be simply the 
present Boards under the Diseases in Sheep Act and the present Boards under the Stock and Pastures 
Act, and one additional member nominated by the Governor. He would bo quite willing io withdraw his 
amendment, but he thought the reduction to five head of large stock was too low pit would be advisable 
to retain the ton head. If a man had not ten head of large stock, the probability was that he would be 
only a carrier, or someone who was not directly interested in land or stockowning. Ho thought it 
would be dangerous in the interest of those who were stockholders ; and he could not see that there was 
any difference betumen tho interest of the small and large stockowners. He would be very willing to 
support the new amendment if that alteration were made. He thought the minimum of 100 head of 
sheep was too low. The Honorable Kupert Carington had placed it at 200, but he would like to see it 
put at 2b0. The maximum taxation of this Act was ^d. per sheep, and now a man with 100 sheep would 
only contribute 4s. 2d, towards the fund. He would sooner let that man off altogether. lie should not 
te taxed at all. It was hardly worth collection. It was not worth bothering a man about, and the lower 
they reduced the franchise the more danger there would be to stockowners—more danger of bringing in 
outsiders. A man with 250 head of sheep would contribute 10s. Od. That was very low indeed, but be 
supposed it was worth having. If these alterations were made he would withdraw his amendment, and 
perhaps Mr, "Wilkes and Mr. Bacon would see their way to do the same.

Mr. Bacon (Browarrina) said ho would withdraw his resolution on the notice paper aud support 
Mr. Brown’s on the lines advocated by Mr. Alison.

Mr. T. Brown, M.L..A. (Budgerabong), said that to meet Mr. Alison bo was prepared to allow the 
Honorable Kupert Carington to substitute his motion, and to place the minimum voting power at ten 
head of stock, aud the minimum voting power for sheep to 200. reserving to himself the right lo try and 
reduce it afterwards by amendment.

The Honorable Rupert Carington (Jerilderie) then moved, “ That, for tho purposes of this Bill, 
the constitution of the Stock and Pastures Boards be altered so as to provide for (1) the appointment of 
a member by the Governor; (2) that three members be elected under the Pastures and Stock Act as at 
present provided, with a minimum voting power of ten head of large stock ; (3) that five members be 
elected under the Diseases in Sheep Act as at present provided, with a minimum voting power of 200 
head of sheep.”

Mr. Varcoe (Hillston) seconded the motion.
Mr. Bacon (Ilrewarrina) thought that the amount had better be fixed at 250 head of sheep.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that the best means of arriving at this, whether it should be 200 head 

of sheep, or 100, or 250, was to tako a vote at once and settle it,
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) considered that a vote should be taken as to whether 200 or 250 should 

be put in. This would save discussion. . On
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On tho question being put, the CitAiujtA.X' declared it carried that 250 should be inserted in the 
motion instead of 200. He said that the resolution would then read as under:—■“ That, for the purposes 
of this Bill, the constitution of the Stock and Pastures Boards be altered so as to provide for (L) the 
appointment of a member by tbe Governor; (2) that three members be elected under the Stock and 
Pastures Act as at present provided, with a minimum voting power of ten head of large stock j (3) that 
five members be elected under the Diseases in Sheep Act as at present provided, with a minimum voting 
power of 250 head of sheep.”

Mr. Bacox (Brewarrina) said he would also point out the necessity of stating some minimum 
amount which would be collected on agricultural lands. It might possibly happen that 1,000 acres 
would be rated at a sheep to 5 acres and the owner would only have to pay on 200 sheep ; he would 
suggest that in no instance should there be a collection on less than 250 sheep.

Air. Atusox (Canonbar) said that that would be dealt with later on.
Mr. Oaudkx (Cobar) pointed out that they had previously passed a resolution that public lands 

should bo assessed as having a certain carrying capacity, and, Tinder this assessment, the Crown would 
have the right to vote. He would propose that as under the new clause which was proposed the 
Government would have the right to nominate a representative, they should have no power to vote for 
the other members of the Board.

Air. Brookk (Boggabri) then asked whether, if this amendment were carried, it would destroy his 
motion on tho notice paper for the recommittal of the clause.

The Cii.ujiwas then said that if the Conference carried this amendment, he anticipated that they 
would vote against Air. Brooke’s motion for recommittal. He would impress upon all the members that 
the vote he was about to take would really finally settle who was to administer the Rabbit Act. He 
stated that tbe Honorable Rupert Carington’s amendment was to add the following to clause 5 :—

(1.) The appointment of a member by tbe Governor.
(2.) That three members he elected under the Pastures and Stock Act, as at present provided, with 

a minimum voting power of ten head of large stock.
(3.) That five members be elected under the Diseases in Sheep Act, as at present provided, with a 

minimum power of 250 head of sheep.
He then put the question to the Conference whether this addition should be made to tbe new clause 5, 
and it was carried by a majority of 23 votes to 5.

The Chaiiijjax then said that the next thing they had before them was the question of assessing 
the cultivated lands, and their voting power.

Air. Alison (Canonbar) said that as he was rtsppnsilde for the vote that these lands should be 
estimated ou the basis of ono sheep to 5 acres, he would say that they should have a vote equal to the 
number of sbeep at which they were rated, wiih a minimum of 250 sheep,

On the suggestion of tho Chairman, Mr. Alison altered his resolution to read, “ that where no 
returns are sent in, occupiers of cultivated land shall have the right to vote for the constitution of the 
Pastures and Stock Boards, tho voting power to be proportionate to the number of sbeep at which their 
lands are assessed, the minimum number of sheep qualifying for a vote to be 250, and that as tbe 
Government have the right to nominate a member on the Board, they shall not have any voting power for 
the other members.

Air. Bacon (Brewarrina) seconded the motion.
Air. I'lanaoan (Gunbar) said that he would point out that a man with 320 acres would be assessed 

at 05 sheep, but he must pay at the minimum of 250 sheep.
Air. Leslie (Porbea) said he would ask Air. Alison if he would strike out the word “ no.” He 

contended that under tho Pastures and Stock Act everyone had to make a return, and, consequently, “no” 
was misleading.

Air. Bacon (Brewarrina) said that if the previous assessment of a sheep to 5 acres were altered to 
a sheep to I acre it would meet Air. Planagan’s wants,

Mr. A7asston (Goodooga) moved that the minimum be reduced from 250 to 100,
Air. Flanagan (Gunbar) said he would second it.
Air, Alisox (Canonbar) rose to a point of order. Amotion had just been passed unanimously 

or practically unanimously, that the minimum should be 250 sheep. It was purely wasting time to go back 
again.

Air. Vanston (Goodooga) said he understood that Air. Brown seconded the Honorable Rupert 
Carington’s motion with the right of amendment afterwards.

The Honorable .Bupeut Cabington (Jerilderie) said that he would move that it bo 200 sheep.
Air. Buown seconded.
Air. Wilkes (Broken Hill) moved a further amendment that it be one sheep or one head of large 

stock, and let there be ono man one vote.
Mr. "Wilkes’ (Broken Hill) amendment lapsed for the want of a seconder.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that he did not want to stop discussion, but they had already taken a 

vote as to the minimum, the decision being for 250.
Tbe Chairman said that it had been a compromise, and bo bad allowed Air. Brown to reserve the 

right to take a vote afterwards as to the 200 minimum.
Air. AVilkes (Broken Hill) said that he would oppose the resolution reducing the minimum to 200. 

A man with 2,000 sheep would have four votes. Against what ? Every man that owned an acre of land, 
every man who owned ten head of large stock, no matter whether he was a bullock driver or what he was. 
They should have some reason in this matter, There had been a lot of clap trap about the big man and 
tbe small man. The big man should not be burked. He claimed to be as liberal as any of them, but he 
thought they were going much too far. -

AIr. Gumming (Hillston) said the whole thing was iu a nutshell. They all agreed that there should 
be a lower franchise. Two hundred and fifty was as near as they could get it, aud they must leave it then 
to Parliament. They could all see from the large numbers in that Conference that they could do very 
well with a very much smaller number, and there was no need to add to the Boards.

Air. Gorman (Berrigan) confessed that he was a little bit mixed as to how they were getting on. 
He did not hold with Air. AViLkes that this was a question of small men versus big. There were big men 
in the Conference, and they were able to look after themselves. Tho small man did not want to outvote 
the big men at all. If tbe minimum were fixed to 250, there were a number of small men who would not

be
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be taxed at all, for without representation there could be no taxation. Some of the worst infested spots 
in his district belonged to men with.only a couple of thousand acres. These men should he taxed. Then 
there was another point. They had passed a resolution that cultivated land should be taxed at an assess
ment. Many of the holders had let their lands on the share system, and probably the share men only had 
a couple of horses and a couple of cows. He presumed that these share men could not be called occupiers. 

Mr. A.Tia'Nsojr said they should be.
Mr. G-ouman (Berrigan) said tlmt ho did not think there was anything at all in the argument 

about tbe small man outvoting the big. It was simply a question about any man, no matter bow small, 
having a vote. ’ J '

The CirAimiAX suggested to Mr. Bacon that lie should add some words to his motion, “That even* 
man he taxed up to the minimum,” '

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) said that that was what he meant.
' Mr. T. Buown, M.P., said it was thought that 2d0 sheep should bo the minimum voting power. 
That will mean that a man who returns stock would be taxed at the amount of 250 sheep, and a man who 
had no stock, but cultivated his land, would return 250 sheep, and would bo entitled to the franchise. In 
order to be entitled to the franchise the holder of cultivated laud must have 1,250 acres before he would 
reach that assessment. He contended that there were holders of less areas thau that who would benefit 
by the Act, and they should be asked lo contribute a fair share. In order to bring them in he wished to 
reduce the voting power, and make 100 the mimimuin. That would bring in the 040-acrc man.

Mr. Alison (Cauonbar) said they would never get finished if.they went on in this way. The small 
men did not escape the operation of the Act. They must destroy their own rabbits, but they would not 
have to pay any taxes. It simply was not worth while taxing them. There was the same principle of 
exemption under the land tax and the income tax. The amount to be collected from 100 sheep was not 
worth while. He did not see why they were so anxious to tax the smaller men, to compel them to pav 
their 4s. 2d. or 8s. (id., as the case might be. They had already decided that by a vote, and if he ehoso to 
stick to a point of order it could not be raised again except by the consent of tho meeting. He had no 
feeling in the matter.' There was no necessity to bring in the men with under 250 sheep, and there was 
no harm in leaving them out; while, if they were loft out, the expense of administration would be very 
much reduced, because it would cost as mu h as it was worth to collect the money.

Mr. Huaiuii (jforbes) said that the members seemed to think that the Board would have to destroy 
rabbits. The Board would not. The destruction was to be done by the private owners. The Board 
would only have to administer the Act. Before the motion was put lo the meeting he would like it to ho 
made clear whether it was (he intention of the proposer of the motion to increase the maximum voting
power. He would bo glad to give a man with 100 sheep the power to vote, but the big men should
receive a much larger representation in order to compensate them.

The Chairman then put tho question whether the minimum should be 100, 200, or 250 sheep.
The amendment that it be 100 sheep was lost by 28 votes to II,
The amendment that it be 200 sheep was lost by 22 votes to 13. '

_ -fbo Chairman then put Mr. .Alison’s motion, “ That where returns arc sent in which are below 
the minimum, occupiers of cultivated lands shall have the right to vote for the constitution of tho Stock 
and Pastures Boards, such voting power to be proportionate to the number of sheep at which their lands 
are assessed, the minimum number of sheep qualifying for a vote io be 250 sheep; and that as the 
Government have the right to nominate a member to“thc Board they shall not have any voting power for 
the other members.” ' '

The motion was carried by 20 votes to 10.
i’hp IJqnorable Bupert Cabington (Jerilderie) said that in his district the3r would be taxed twice, 

as far ps he eonld make out, under this Bill. In his opinion thoy had made a great mistake iu putting it 
on a stock basis instead of ou a land basis. ' °

Mr. Alison (Cauonbar) rose to a point of order. They had settled all that.
The Honorable BuriiP.T Carington (Jerilderie) said they carried a certain amount of stock and 

they cultivated a certain amount of land in wheat, but they were able to run a number of sheep in summer 
on the stubble after the harvest was taken off, and that allowed them to carry a very much greater 
proportion of sheep Ilian they could otherwise do. ’

The Chairman said that could not be goue into without the recommital of the clause. 
r Mr. Oakden (Cobar) said he thought that they should now extend the franchise in the other way, 
they should at least give one more vote as the maximum. ’The limit now in tho Diseases in Sheep Act 
was, for 30,000 sheep, four votes ; and ho proposed that an additional rote be given—40,000 sheep and 
over should have five votes, '

The Honorable Bupkrt Carington (Jerilderie) wished to point out this voting would be partially 
under the Sheep Act, which provided for that,

Mr, Oakden proposed to add to the Schedule of the Diseases in Sheep Act. “ 40,000 sheep and 
over, five votes,1 because they had halved the inimmuin, and therefore he thought it was only fair to give 
an extra Voto to the people who were the most interested. He supposed that for the hundred votes that 
had been admitted, they would only get one extra vote under this extra- provision.

_ Mr. Lies me (horbes) seconded Mr. Oakden. He thought that tho people who paid the largest 
contributions should have a larger representation than was provided for them, What was proposed was 
far less than might have been asked tor, when they took into consideration the position of the men who 
held 100,000 sheep, who would return £41.0 13s. 4d. as against 10s. Od. each contributed by five men 
owning 250 sheep, and being entitled to a voH Mr. Oaltden's proposition would place bolder,s of that 
description in a posiiion to exorcise five votes, while the men who paid two guineas a* against £110 13s. 4d. 
would have eight votes. He thought Mr. Oakdcn had hardly gone fai1 enough iu what; he was asking 
for, and ho was sure that he was influenced by a desire-to conciliate those who did not seem to think the 
largest taxpayers should have a further voting power. They were all well aware of how it would work, 
and he thought no reasonable man would object to concede this small increase in the voting power.

Mr. i. Brown, M.I1. (Budgerabong) protested very strongly .against this proposal of Mr. 
Oakden s. He had come there with several others and had agitated for separate Babbit Boards under a 
separate constitution, and when they were defeated they were told that it was desirable to place the 
administration of tho .Rabbit Act unjlcr the Pastures and Btock Board, and for that purpose tbe franchise 
of the Pastures and Stork Board would be extended. Now, this would really ho a curtailment of the

present
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present franchise of the Pastures and Stock Board, and would concentrate the voting power in the hands 
of a few. As far as extending the franchise was eoneemed, they had only brought it down to the same 
basis as would accord with the taxes raised. If they passed this resolution, thoy would place the small 
holders in a worse position than they were in before,

Mr. Fjanacan (G-unbar) said he agreed with Mr, Brown.
Mr. T. Buown, M.P. (Budgerabong) said the members bad promised them an extended franchise, 

and now they wanted to take away all that had been given by increasing the plurality of the vote.
Mr. CuMinNa (Hillston) thought that the Act could be left as it was. That would get over all 

objection?. If they lowered it at one end and raised it at the other, their work would be destroyed.
Mr. Gorman (Beriigan) certainly thought that, in a spirit of fair play, if the large holders ivanled 

this increased representation, tho meeting should give it unanimously. In nearly all districts, the small 
holders were increasing and the large holders decreasing.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that this could only apply lo tho very far west, and he thought it 
would not be of any great importance, even to the large holders, but he did not see that they need object 
to pass it. .

Mr. Bill said, as a matter of fairness, be thought the motion should pass, and those in the 
meeting who wished to act in a spirit of fairness should vote for it.

Mr. Vanston (Goodooga) said ho thought it was a very large jump from 250 to 10,000 sheep. 
Oat in tho west there were many men with something like 1,000 sheep, and these men would only have 
one vote.

Mr. Lawrence (Balranald) supported Mr. Oakden. He thought it only fair that this representation 
should be conceded.

Mr. Oakden (Cobar) pointed out lhat Mr. Brown was mistaken in thinking that if this were 
conceded, it would be taking away what bad already been given to the small owners. It would only apply 
in a few districts, ft was a very small matter. .

The Chairman then put the question, and it was carried by 22 votes to 12.
Mr, Vanston (Goodooga) then moved that all holders of over 3,000 sheep should have two votes.
Mr. Cameron (Ivanhoe) seconded it.
The Chairman put the question to the Conference, and il was declared carried.

Clause 30.
30. If any owner or occupier shall neglect or fail to comply with the terms of any notice, 

whether published iu the Gazette or given to him iu writing as aforesaid, sucii person may be 
cited to appear before the Babbit Board, and unless he satisfactorily explains his neglect or 
failure, or receives an extension of time to comply with the notice aforesaid, any person 
authorised by the Babbit Board may enter upon the holding or land and use all such means and 
take all such measures and do and perform all and every such acts or things as to him may 
appear proper or necessary to be done to ensure the destruetiou of the rabbits upon such holding 
or land, and shall have free right of ingress, egress, and regress into, over, and across such 
holding or land for such period as may, in his opinion, bo necessary for destroying such rabbits: 
Provided that—

(a) entry shall not be made upon any holding or land under tho provisions of this section 
unless and until the Board shall have obtained the consent of the Minister; and

(b) poison shall not be used without notice being given to the occupier of the holding or 
land of the intention to use the same;' and nothing shall be done in contravention of 
the Animals Infectious Diseases Act of 1SSS ; and

(c) the authorised parson may at any time withdraw from the holding or laud upon payment
of the costs, charges, and expenses incurred by him up to the date of such withdrawal; 
and

(rf) nothing contained in this section shall prejudice any proceedings taken under the 
provisions hereinafter contained for the recovery of any penalty which may have been 
incurred by an owner or occupier. '

Mr. Cumuhnu (Hillston) moved, “ That clause 30 be passed as printed.”
Mr. Cameron (Ivanhoe) seconded it.
Mr, "Wilkes (Broken Hill) moved that subsection (as) be omitted.
Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) seconded Mr. Wilkes.
Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) said that if they had to get the consent of the Minister to go on land, 

that meant public land, and the Minister would never let them go on to it. ’
Mr. Oummino (Hillston) proposed that after tho word “ Gazette” the word “and” be inserted 

instead of “ or ” in line 2 of clause 30.
Sir, Alison (Canonbar) seconded it.
Mr. Cumming’s amendment was put to the Conference and carried.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said be must oppose Mr. Wilkes’s amendment, but thought that it was 

decidedly advisable that they should not put all the penver in the hands of ihe Board. He believed in the 
Boards as a rule, but they should not leave everything to them. He did not believe in the Board going 
on any holding without having some authority from whom to get permission. The Board could put a man 
to the expense of £1 per acre, aud there should be some reference to the Minister about it. The Minister 
would want to know what they wore going to spend, and so on. It was au enormous power to put into 
tbe Lands of the Boards.

Mr. Little (Bullock Creek) said be must object to Mr. Alison’s opposition, for his experience in 
dealing with rabbits bad been that unless the Boards had full power they could do nothing. They knew the 
conditions ; they saw 1 be rabbits ; they knew more about it than the Minister, lie should certainly support 
Mr. Wilkes's proposal. He thought they should give enormous powers to the Boards rather than to the 
Minister. Tho Boards were elected upon a free-will franchise. It seemed to him utterly unnecessary to 
go lo the Minister. It might he referred by the Minister to the Land Board before Ins consent would 
take effect. They must give tbe Babbit Boards full power. The great thing was to take the rabbits in 
time. Mr.
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Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) said tlmt Mr. Wilkes had taken this up under a misconception. His 

meaning and intention were very good. He took it that it referred to land that was owned or occupied, 
and therefore Mr. "Wilkes’s amendment was unnecessary. It did not refer to public land.

Mr. Oakden" (Cobar) asked if the Crown was not the owner of the public land.
Mr, Wilkes (Broken Hill) said if they curtailed the power aud made them go to tho Minister, 

they might as well curtail the Act. Tho Act was to make destruction compulsory. To get the Minister’s 
consent would take a certain time, and they could not go to the Minister aud ask his consent as to whether 
they were to go on Ids lands. It would be no use creating a Board unless they had this power.

The Cuaiumax then put the question to the Conference as to whether these words should be struck 
out, and it was carried by 20 votes to 8.

Mr. Alisox (Canonbar) said that there was now no power of entry. The whole thing was stultified, 
aud there was no power to get on the land at all.

Clause 30, as amended, was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 31.
Jjoard to be repaid expenses. .

31. All costs, charges, and expenses incurred by a Babbit Board in destroying rabbits 
upon any private holding or land under the foregoing provisions, shall he repaid by the owner 
of such holding or land, and until the payment thereof shall be and remain a charge upon such 
holding or land, and shall take precedence of all mortgages or other charges whatsoever, but shall 
not take precedence of any debt due to the Crown,

Mr, Vaxston (G oodooga) moved, “ That tho clause bo passed as printed.”
Mr. Bj.axaga'x (Gunbar) seconded. "
Mr. Batlis (Harrandera) moved “ That the word ‘ private ’ be struck out of Jino 2, clause 31,”
Mr. Stixsox (Coolamon) seconded it.
The Chaibiiax put the amendment to the meeting and it was carried.
Mr. Oakden (Cobar) moved, “ That after the word 1 owner ’ in line 3 the words ‘ or occupier ’ 

should he put in.”
Mr. Ckdmoke (Wentworth) seconded it.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.
Clause 31, as amended, was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 32.
Destruction of rabbits on public lands.

32. It shall he the duty of the Minister to check, suppress, and destroy all rabbits which 
may from time to time he in or upon public lands, hut such duty shall not commence uuli! a 
reasonable period after moneys have been made available by Parliament for the purpose. The 
Minister may authorise the Babbit Board to expend such moneys for the purpose of rabbit 
destruction on public lands, or may apportion a proportion thereof for expenditure in the erection 
or repair of barrier-fences, or may make such other arrangements for its expenditure for cither 
or both of such purposes as he may deem necessary or expedient in the public interest.

The maximum sum which the Minister may expend, or of which ho may authorise the 
expenditure, in any Babbit District for any one year, shall bear tho snmo ratio to the total 
amount received as Babbit Bates during that year as the area of public lands in that District 
bears to tbe area of private lands therein, and such maximum sum shall he ascertained by 
multiplying the total amount received as Babbit Bates by the area of public land and dividing 
the product by the area of private lands.

Mr. Batliss (Narrandera) moved, “That the word ‘all’ be struck out of line 11.”
Mr. Oakden (Cobar) seconded it.
Tho question was put to the Conference and carried.
Mr. "Wilkes (Broken Hill) proposed, “That all the words from lino 20 ho struck out.” Ho took 

this to be a very important part of the Bill. They had made destruction compulsory, and if they left this 
clause in, it would be like putting a man in the middle of a river and telling him to swim, and then 
putting 2 tons weight on his feet, so that he could not swim. Where did the Minister come in to destroy 
rabbits on his land ? Of course, he had been tackled by the Minister the other day for saying that he 
would not destroy ; but he maintained that this power would not allow him to destroy. The most he would 
have would be about £20S on several million acres. Anv gentleman who had had any experience in 
killing rabbits knew that £208 would, not deal with a million acres. The Minister’s country must be 
taken to be the worst in Tested rabbit country. If they tied the Minister down so that he could not pay 
more than this £20S they would practically see lhat he would not spend a penny in killing rabbits.

Mr. Mohgan said he presumed that a tax of Id. per sheep was only for supervision. And he pre
sumed also that the Minister must kill rabbits on his land.

Mr. Cudmohe (Wentworth) said he would support Mr. Wilkes’s proposal.
The Chairman then put tho question to the meeting and it was carried.
’The Honorable Bupert Caeinoton (Jerilderie) suggested that a new clause of which he had givon 

notice should be put in here : “ That for the purpose of this Act the Minister for Lands for the time being 
be deemed the owner of all unoccupied Crown lauds.”

Mr. Dlanaoan (Gunbar) seconded it.
_ The question of inserting this clause after line 19 of clause 32 was put to the Conference and 

carried. .
Clause 32, as amended, was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause
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Clause 33.
Private ralhit-proof fences.

33, L\>r the purposes of this Part, a rabbit-proof fence shall be taken to be—
(«) a substantial fence ■which is hung with galvanized wire netting of a maximum mesh of 

one aud a half inch, minimum width of forty-two inches, the wire in the netting being 
of a minimum gauge of seventeen, and which is furnished with suitable rabbit-proof 
gates or other appliances at necessary breaks in the continuity of the fence : Provided 
always that the dimensions of such fence, its height above ground, the depth below 
ground of the posts thereof and of the wire-netting thereon, and all other details in 
connection therewith, shall be in accordance with specifications to be published in the 
Gazette by the Itabbit Board ; or

(£>) a fence erected in accordance with the requirements of the Rabbit Act of 1890 whilst 
such Act was in force; or

(c) a fence which is reasonably sufficient for (he purpose of excluding rabbits.
And the date when the rabbit-proof fence was erected or the fence was made rabbit-proof 

shall be immaterial.
_ The Rabbit Board of tbe District within which any fence alleged io be rabbit-proof is 

situated shall, if so required in writing by the owner of the fence, cause the said fence to be 
inspected ; and if the Rabbit Board, after such inspection, is satisfied that the fence alleged to be 
rabbit-proof is rabbit-proof it shall grant a certificate to that effect; or if not so satisfied shall 
specify the repairs or modifications which are required to make such fence rabhit-proof; and 
when such repairs or modifications have been effected the Rabbit Board shall cause the said fence 
to be again inspected, and if then satisfied that the fence is rabbit-proof, it sball grant a certificate 
to that effect.

Upon any proceeding before a Local Land Board in respect of a rabbit-proof fence, a 
certificate by the Rabbit Board that a fence is rabbit-proof shall be prima facie evidence of tbe 
fact; and evidence in rebuttal shall not be adduced, unless the party intending to adduce such 
evidence has given to the other party the prescribed notice of his intention to adduce the same.

Mr. Little (Bullock Creek) said, that as Mr, Brown was absent he would move the clause given 
notice of by Mr. Brown, “That the clause be altered to read that tbe minimum width be 36 inches 
instead of 42 inches.’’

Mr. Flaxauan (Gunbar) seconded it. '
Mr. Alisox (Canonbar) supported it. He said it was no use to put tbe public to more expense.
The question was then put to the meeting, and the amendment was declared lost by fifteen votes to 

thirteen.
Mr. Laukkxcu (Balranald) proposed that the gauge be altered to eighteen ; it was much cheaper 

and quite as effective, .
Mr. Cl'Dmoue (Wentworth) seconded the proposal.
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) said he had given notice of a motion to the effect, that “ 1| inch ” bo struck 

out aud “Ij-inch” be substituted. He thought inch was no good. If fencing was to be of any 
effect, they must reduce tho size of the mesh ; and as the Conference bad carried resolutions, asking tbe 
Minister to lend the money for the purpose of making fences to make the holdings rabbit-proof, the 
netting that was supplied must be effective or else the money would be wasted. He thought the Confer
ence should affirm the necessity that that money should be expended in such a way that the netting 
would be as far as possible a total bar against the rabbits getting through. He might also point out that 
it would not in any way affect the fences which were already in existence. This new provision would only 
apply to the fences which Would he hereafter erected, because the provisions went on to say “ that nothing 
in this Bill would affect tbe rates which already existed; ” and, therefore, he could not see that there eonld 
be any objection to the Conference affirming the desirability of having a I,}- inch gauge instead of inch, 
as suggested in this Bill,

_ Mr. Yabcoe (Hillston) seconded Mr. .Leslie’s proposal, but he would like the mover to alter it, so 
that it would read “ that the mesh be 1} inch for a foot above the ground, and tbe mesh above that, say 
11 inch to l-J inch.” The small mesh was only necessary for a foot from the ground.

Mr. Gumming (Hillston) said that this provision was very necessary. He had seen that class of 
fence on Mr. Yarcoe’s holding, and it was one of the best fences he knew of.

_ _ Mr. Brett (Urana) said he would second Mr. Leslie's original proposition 'without Mr. Varcoe’s 
addition.

Mr. Gumming (Hillston) said he would second Mr. Yarcoe’s amendment.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) thought they hardly recognised how enormously they proposed to increase 

the burden of the country if this motion of Mr. Leslie’s were carried. They had already passed a motion 
allowing tho Minister to advance money to the holders. He could advance 1|- inch mesh at a much better 
rate. If they made it li inch instead of inch and 42 instead of 36 they would put a great deal on to 
the cost. He thought 1) inch was reasonably sufficient. He would ask the meeting to consider seriously 
before putting everybody in the whole of the Colony to such an enormous expense as this. Ho would 
much prefer to support Mr. Farcoe’s provision than support Mr. Leslie’s—that is to say, let it be inch 
mesh for a foot from the ground. He was quite satisfied that rabbits would not get through l-§ inch a 
foot above the ground. He thought that would, be a reasonable compromise, which Mr. Leslie might 
accept; otherwise they would be putting a stop to wire-netting by a great many people all over the 
Colony.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) said he was quite willing to accept the amendment. He wanted a description 
of fence that would reasonably exclude rabbits.

_ Mr. Camkiion (Ivanhoe) said he thought that if Mr. Yarcoe’s proposition were accepted, that it be 
1-1- inch a foot above the ground, or even less, so far as his experience went, then from that to the top the 
mesh need not be less than 2 inches. He was perfectly satisfied that no rabbit attempted to go through 
a fence except at a height level with its head. Ho submitted that tho combination netting which was 
being made would be very little, if any, more costly than the If inch. There was, on his boundary, 
netting of that gauge put up, and rabbits on the other side came through the 1| inch, and he was not 

32—H . protected
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protected at ail, even if 11 inch were to be on the other three sides. A great many peoplewere in the same 
position, and it would be very unfair for those who had to erect fences, if they were subject to rabbits 
coming in on one of their boundaries.

Tho Ohaibma^ pointed out if this amendment were carried he thought it would be necessary to 
do something with the 42 inches again, because it would read inch for a foot from the ground, and 
then Mr. Varcoe said that 1J- inch was quite sufficient above that.

Mr. Leslie (Eorbes) said that he could not accept If inch, but would accept If inch. That would 
make a good fence, and decreaso tbe cost, but he could not accept If inch.

Mr. Vjlbcoe (Hillston) said there would be 6 inches in the ground and 1 foot above the ground of 
If inch, and above that a larger mesh.

Mr. Anassoy pointed out that there was an in junction out, that only one firm should make this 
combination, mesh. It would be wrong to pass this resolution in view of that fact.

Mr. Davies (Gunnedah) thought that people who had large quantities of fencing already put up 
should be allowed to run a foot of If inch mesh along the bottom, instead of putting up a fresh fence.

Mr. Nixon' (Gunbar) said it was well-known that many fences were not rabbit-proof, and they 
should have a fence that would be rabbit-proof, if they were to define anything at all. He had seen the 
combination mesh, and that could be supplied at the 42 inches for less than tho If inch was supplied at 
3fi inches.

Mr. Cummino (Hillston) thought it would be more effective if they left them to choose with 
the two.

Mr. Lesi/ie (Eorbes) moved that the mesh bo If inch for tho whole way. He thought it was 
going to extremes to make it If inch the whole way. They might as well put up a galvanized iron 
fence. One and a half inches was a practical fence.

Mr. A lison (Canonbar) seconded Mr. Leslie’s proposition.
Mr. Bbhtt (Hrana) thought that the lower 18 inches from the ground should be If inch. He

knew very well that IJ-inch mesh was simply useless to keep rabbits in. He had seen them go through
it in largo numbers. He knew a man with If-inch mesh, who, since putting it up, had had to erect 
several miles of If-inch netting to prevent the rabbits getting through.

Mr, Alison (Canonbar) then suggested that a separate vote be taken for If-inch mesh for the 
lower 18 inches of the netting, and then a separate vote about what the mesh for tho rest of the width 
should be.

The .Cha IBM an then put the question as to whetiier If inch should be (lie mesh for the lower 
18 inches of the netting, and it was carried.

The question of If inch for the rest of the width was put and lost.
■ The question of If inch for the whole width was put aud lost.

Mr. Leslie (Eorbes) then moved, “ That tho balance of 2 feet above the lower IS inches should 
be a maximum mesh of not more than If inch.”

Mr. Bbett (Urana) seconded the motion.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved as an amendment, “ That it be lf-in.’’
Mr. Laitbence (Balranald) seconded Mr. Alison’s amendment.
The Chaibaian then put Mr. Alison’s amendment, and it was carried.
The Chaibmax then said that he thought it would be better to put these two resolutions in one, 

and say that the lower 18 inches shall be If-inch mesh, and the other 2 feet shall be If-inch mesh.
Tho question, on being put to the meeting, was carried.
Mr. Lal'bence (Balranald) proposed, 1: That in line 35 the word ‘ seventeen ’ should be changed to 

1 eighteen.’ ”
Mr. Little (Bullock Creek) seconded this motion.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that he had some No. 19 in use, aud it had lasted for ten years very 

well indeed.
Mr. Laubence’s (Balranald) motion was then put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Davidson (Condobolin) then proposed, “That subsection (c) he struck out from this clause.”
The amendment lapsed for the want of a seconder.
Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) moved, “Thatin line 11 of page 14, clause 33, the words ‘Court of 

Petty Sessions ’ be inserted instead of ‘ Local Land Board.’ ”
Mr. Oakden (Cobar) seconded the amendment.
The Chaibiian put the question to the Conference, and it was carried.
Clause 33, as amended, was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 34.
“ Boundary’’' and ’‘adjoining.”

34. For the purposes of this Part—
(a) a rabbit-proof fence shall be taken to be on tho boundary of any holding or land if it 

follows the line which is the actual, reputed, or accepted boundary thereof, or any lino 
which in the opinion of the Local Land Board is sufficiently approximate to such 
boundary; and

(i) the intervention of a road or watercourse (not being a permanent river) shall not 
prevent holdings or lands being taken to be adjoining.

Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) proposed, “That in line 22, the words ‘Pastures and Stock Board’ 
be inserted instead of ‘ Local Laud Board’.”

Mr. Oakden (Cobar) seconded the amendment.
Mr. Leslie (Eorbes) said he had an amendment before that. In subsection (n), after the words 

“ boundary thereof ” lie wished to insert “ or, where boundaries are inaccessible or unfenceable, as near as 
possible to the boundaries thereof, having due regard to tbe natural formation of the country.” He said 
that if they asked for these powers, the Local Land Board would bo the only Board which eonld determine 
matters of this sort; and before striking that out thoy should know whether it would be necessary for this 
amendment of his to be carried out or not.

Mr.
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Mr. Dill (Hay) said it was a very necessary amendment to bring in, and he would second it. _ 
Mr. "Wilices (Broken Hill) said, with the consent of his seconder, that as Mr. Leslie’s proposition 

was a very good one, ho would withdraw his motion, _ _
Mr. Davies (Gunnedah) said, in support of Mr. Leslie, that it was often very difficult to erect 

rabbit-proof fencing, either in shifting country or in rocky country, on the proper boundaries, and this 
was a very necessary amendment. It was necessary for all people to get up their fences as quickly as 
possible, and if they had to wait for the lines to be moved, and the boundaries re-marked, and get the 
approval of the Survey Department, and all that, they would never gefc their fencing up.

Mr. Leslie's (Forbes) proposition was then put to the Conference, and earned.
Clause 34, as amended, was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 35.
■ Rabbit-proof fences across roads.

85. When any lands are intersected, divided, or bounded by a road or travelling stock 
reserve or route or public lands, the Local Land Board may grant to the owner of such lands 
permission to carry a rabhit-proof fence across such road, reserve, route, or public lands: 
Provided always that rabbit-proof gates be erected at places where tho fence crosses such road 
or route, unless the Local Land Board shall in any case dispense for the time being with the 
erection of tbe same. Any permission or dispensation granted under this section may be 
revoked by the Board upon reference by the Minister or application by any person interested.

Mr. Camehos (Ivanhoe) moved that Clause 35, as printed, he passed.
Mr. Moore (Goodooga) seconded the motion. _
The Honorable Bupebt Caring ton (Jerilderie) said he presumed that the word “ Board ” in the 

last line but one meant “ Babbit Board.” .
Mr. Cuu.mokk (Wentworth) proposed that ” gates should be registered in the usual way.”
Mr. Alisox (Canonbar) then pointed out to Mr. Cudmorc that there was a provision in another 

clause for a fine if a gate were left open, and Mr. Cudmorc withdrew his amendment.
The original motion by Mr. Cameron was then put and carried.

Clause 36.
Rabbit-proof fences a distributed improvement.

3G. When any Crown lands containing a rabbit-proof fence or portion thereof shall 
become the subject of any purchase or lease from the Crown, payment for such rabhit- proof 
fence or portion thereof shall be made in accordance with the provisions of the Crown Lands 
Acts ; but this enactment shall be subject to the following qualifications :—

(i) Where any holding or group of holdings has been or shall, be made rabbit-proof, the 
rabbit-proof fence shall be deemed to be au improvement distributed over the whole 
enclosed area of such holding or group of holdings (exclusive of any roads), so that 
every portion of such area shall be taken to ho proportionately improved thereby. _ 

(ij) The amount so distributed in respect of the improvement shall, in all cases, be limited 
to one-half of the value of: making the fence rabbit-proof: Provided always that if any 
portion of such rabbit-proof fence is upon or adjoining any land which becomes the 

■ subject of any purchase or lease from the Crown the purchaser or lessee thereof shall
also be liable in respect of the fence itself.

(m) Ho portion of the value of any rabbit-proof fence erected as a barrier fence at the 
public expense shall be deemed to be distributed in accordance with this eeetion.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) proposed, “That Clause 36 be parsed ns printed.”
Mr. Oakhex (Cobar) seconded the motion.
The Chairman put the question to the Conference, and it was carried,

Clause 37.
Rabbit-proof fences on occupation license or annual lease.

37. Any owner, whose holding consists wholly or in part of Crown lands under occupation 
license or annual lease, may give notice in the prescribed form to tbe Chairman of the Local 
Land Board that he intends to make such holding rabbit-proof; and in any case where notice 
as aforesaid shall have been given, and such holding shall have boon made rabbit-proof in 
accordance with the terms thereof, such holding shall be deemed to have been inade rabhit- 
proof as from the date of such notice, so far as regards the amount payable for improvements 
under this Act in connection with any lands which may he withdrawn from the occupation 
license or annual lease by becoming the subject of any purchase or lease from the Crown after 
the date of such notice: Provided always that the rabhit-proof fence sball be completed within 
one year from the date of such notice or within such further time as the Board on application 
may allow ; and that the liability to pay any moneys under this Act in respect of such rabbit
proofing or any portion thereof shall be suspended until such fence shall have been completed.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) proposed that the “ Local Land Board” should be struck out of lines 11 
and 12. _

Mr. Cudmore (Wentworth) moved that the clause he passed as printed.
Mr. Little (Bullock Creek) seconded Mr. Cudmore’s proposition. ^
Mr. Oakden (Cobar) proposed lhat in lino 21 the words “ ono or” should be altered to “two” 

years. If there was a large expense required, it might be impossible to carry out the work within a year, 
Mr. Dill (Hay) seconded Mr. Oakden’s proposition. _ _
The Chairman then put Mr. Oakden’s amendment to the meeting, and it was lost. _
Mr. Cudmore’s (Wentworth) original proposition, that the clause be passed, as printed, was then 

put to the Conference aud carried.
Clause
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Clause 38.
Rabhit-proof fences on lands within a group.

38, The provisions of the last preceding section shall apply in cases where it is intended 
to include the lands held under occupation license or annual lease within a group,

Mr. Varcoe (Hillston) proposed, “That this clause be passed as printed.” .
Mr. Cameron (Ivanhoe) seconded the proposition.
The Chairman then put the question, and it was carried.
Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) then moved the adjournment of the Conference, as the nest matter to 

be dealt with was a very important one. They had only ten minutes left, and they could not discuss this 
very important clause iu that time.

The Chairman, in adjourning the Conference, said he would like the members to carefully prepare 
any amendments they might have. They had plenty of time between this and Monday to go through the 
Bill thoroughly. He had to wait five and ten minutes sometimes before a gentleman would get up and 
propose an amendment. He hoped that on Monday they would all come prepared to get through the 
business quickly. '

The Conference was then adjourned until 10 a.m. on Monday.

SIXTH HAY—15tli MARCH, 1897.
Mr, Allen Lakeman (Hay) took the Chair at 10 a.m.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Clause 39.
Contributions toivards cost of prioatc rabbit-proof fences.

30, Where a boundary, or any part thereof, of any holding is fenced with a rabbit-proof 
fence, or a fence on such boundary, or part thereof, has been made rabbit-proof at the expense 
of the owner of such holding, a contribution towards the cost of the work shall be payable by 
the owner of any outside holding or lands adjoining the rabbil-proof fence.

Tbe right to receive such contribution shall vest, and tho liability to pay tbe same sball 
arise, when the then owner of such first-mentioned holding gives to the then owner of such last- 
mentioned holding or lands the prescribed notice of demand ; aud from and after the date when 
such notice is given, the amount of the contribution, or so much thereof as may for the time 
being be unpaid, sball, until payment, be and remain a charge upon the holding or lands in 
respect of which such contribution is payable.

The following provisions as to contributions shall apply :—
. - (i) A contribution shall he payable only in respect of so much of the rabbit-proof fence as

forms a common boundary fence. .
(ii) The amount of the contribution shall in every case be assessed according to the benefit 

derived, and to be derived, from tbe rabbit-proof fence, aud shall in no case exceed half 
the value of the rabhit-proof fence, or in the case of a fence which does not belong or 
wholly belong to the owner who makes the same rabbit-proof, such contribution shall, 
not exceed half the value of the work of making such fence rabbit-proof; and such 
value shall bo the value regarded as at tho date when the aforesaid notice of demand 
is given, and as determined by the Local Land Board.

(in) A. contribution shall not he payable in any case where the Local Land Board is of 
opinion that the rabbit-proof fence has been erected, or the fence has been made rabhit- 
proof otherwise than tewa for the purpose of excluding or destroying rabbits, or 
unless and until in the opinion of the Local Land Board the holding or lands from the 
owner whereof the contribution is demanded derives a benefit therefrom.

(iv) Nothing in the Crown Lands Acts or in the Act ninth George the Fourth number twelve 
shall relieve any owner from the liability to pay a contribution under this Act.

(v) It sball be immaterial whether the rabbit-proof fence was erected or the fence was made 
rabbit-proof before or after the passing of the Babbit Act of 1890, or before or nfier 
the passing of this Act.

Mr. Freeman said, in sub-section (2) it said that “ the amount of contribution should in 
every case be assessed according to the benefit to be derived from the rabbit-proof fence.” It seemed 
to him that it would be a very bard matter to gauge what benefits would be derived from this rabbit-proof 
fence.

Mr. Flanagan (G-unbar) thought this provision dangerous. A fence might have been made 
rabbit-proof, hut might have got into a bad state and so not be rabbit-proof, and as tbe Bill now stood 
there would he a danger that people who owned rabbit-proof fences which were not really rabbit-proof 
would be enabled to receive payment for their fences. Therefore be would wish to insert some words 
after these lines that would give the power to the Board to say whether they were rabhit-proof or not.

The Chairman said that to his mind the clause "was explicit. They had already defined a rabbit- 
proof fence, and if it were not up to requirements the contribution could not be enforced.

Mr. Freeman moved, “That tbe whole of line 49 and line 50 down to the word * shall’ should 
he struck out and the xvords ‘ in every case,’ in line 48, should also be struck out.”

Mr. A. Brown (Narrabri) seconded the motion.
Mr. A.lison (Canonbar) said he must oppose these words being struck out. He thought they 

were tbe most useful words they could have. In very many cases tbe benefit which was derived from the 
erection of a rabhit-proof fence was almost nil, and yet the one who derived no benefit from it had to pay.

* That
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That was to him a very illogical thing to keep in a Bill. It was the one great flaw in the 1889 Act. He 
had a block of freehold land which joined a. block of freehold land belonging to somebody else. The other 
person had erected a fence but there was a road between the two properties. He happened to be the 
licensee of tbe resumed area and he had to pay to his neighbour half the cost of his fence for something 
that did not do him the fraction of a farthing of benefit. He had to pay something like £20 or £30 a mile 
for the erection of this fence on his neighbour’s properly. Tins would show them at once how enormous 
the present danger was. If a resumed area were cut np enormously the licensee would be compelled to 
abandon the resumed area. He thought it was a most useful and just provision and should be left in 
the Bill, , ,

Mr. IVil'ees (Broken Hill) said he must also oppose the motion. lie was of the same opinion as 
Mr. Alison. This was one of the finest clauses that had been embodied in tlie Bill. In the Western 
district the greatest objection to the 1890 Bill was this compulsory fencing. Surely, if a fence were put 
up by an eastern neighbour who had no rabbits, and on the west side of that the country was infested 
with rfibbite, could anyone tell him where any benefit was to be derived by the western men. Most 
decidedly it would be the very reverse. Then why should the western side have to pay for that fence. 
In many cases such a fence was a harm to a man. It would have a very had moral effect if a man had to 
go and pay for things that were absolutely detrimental to him. Suppose a man took a selection or a home
stead lease on a run and the runholdcr put a fence round two sides of it that joined in a corner; it 
would not bo of the slightest benefit to the homestead lessee, and he would have to pay his share.

Mr. CuinnsG (Hillston) must also oppose the proposition. It would be very dangerous to take 
that clause out of the Bill. Mr. Alison had put the thing in a nut shell. Ho man should have to pay 
unless he made use of the fence. _ .

Mr. Cahebon (Ivanhoe) opposed it strongly. He spoke from experience of having to pay for a 
fence on one of his boundaries. It acted as a barrier to keep the rabbits in, and he had been very much 
inclined to make holes in it. .... ,

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), also thought this was a wise provision. They knew that 
the rabbits were travelling from tbe western portion eastward, and the amount of benefit from a rabbit- 
proof fence depended very ranch which side of the fence you were on. It would benefit a man on the 
eastern side but it would bo detrimental to a man on the western side.

Mr. Planagan (Gunbar) supported Mr. Freeman’s amendment. Some of tbe gentlemen scempd 
to think that tbe rabbits only travelled in one direction, west to east. Now, beheld that when a man put 
up a rabbit-proof fence between himself and the adjoining holder it was the fault of the adjoining holder 
if he did not get any benefit. He might take it into his head not to erect fences on the other three sides, 
and if this clause were left in he would be compelled to pay half the cost of one side of his run being 
made rabbit-proof. lie would be protected from one side. It was just tho same as an eneiny coming into 
tbe country. They did not know on what side the rabbits would come in. This compulsion to pay for 
half the boundary fence was of tbe greatest benefit iu suppressing the rabbit plague.

Mr. Varcoe (Hillston) said be would also support Mr. Freeman’s amendment, for although a man 
might not get much benefit from it, bo would be prevented from allowing rabbits to stock bis neighbours 
run. No man had a right to be a nuisance to his neighbour, and he should therefore be a sharer in tho 
fences between tbe two. .

Mr. Boss (Hume) hoped that this clause would be struck out. They knew very well it bad been the 
great crux of the last Babbit Bill. He knew, as a matter of fact, that this fencing clause bad been applied 
with very hard results iu tbe past. Some people had put up fences knowing they were of no benefit at 
all. Fences had been put up in defiance of people’s interests. Fences had been put up on one side of a 
road, and, as the road was open, the mau on tbe other side had bad to fence as well as pay for half the 
fence erected by his neighbour, .

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that Mr. Brown would remember that at tbe last Conference this 
clause was put in for the small holders especially. ,

Mr. Freicaian said that his resolution was really put forward on behalf of the small men. Big 
things come out of little matters, and if by the network of these fences the selectors to the east of them 
benefit by them, surely they must pay. Take Goree, in Mr, Boss’ own district, for instance. It was not 
a rabbit-infested district. It was not within 100 miles of rabbits. He had induced the Goree people to 
wire-net their holdings, and all those selectors in that district, without any liability at all by Act of 
Parliament, paid freely, without hesitation, for a share of that fencing.

Mr. Freeman’s amendment was put to the Conference and lost. _ _
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said ho would like to have it made clear whether subsection 5 interfered 

with fences that had been made rabbit-proof before tho Act of 1890. Were certain rights under that Act 
wiped away by this clause ? It seemed to him to bo dangerous if that were tho case. He would like tho 
opinion of the meeting on that point. ... .

Mr. Atkinson said that in line 37 of clause 40 it stated, “nothing contained in this section shall 
affect any right to an annual contribution towards the cost of the maintenance and repair of a rabbit- 
proof fence, accrued under or by virtue of the provisions of the Babbit Act of 1890, and the Local Land 
Board shall have power to assess and determine the amount of any such contributions.

The Chairman said that he thought they might add some such provision as that to clause 39.
Mr. Atkinson said that subsection B of clause 1 settled the matter,
Mr, Alison (Canonbar) withdrew his objections.
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) proposed that clause 39, as printed, be passed.
Mr. Dill (Hay) seconded it.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 40.
Contributions towards maintenance of private rabbit-proof fences.

4:0. In any case where a contribution towards the cost of a rabbit-proof fence is to be 
paid under the provisions of the last preceding section, an annual contribution towards the 
expenses incurred in the maintenance and repair of the rabhit-proof fence shall also be paid; and 
for the purposes of such annual contribution the years shall be taken to run from the date, or 
recurring date of the notice of demand required by the said section.
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The right to receive such annual contribution, and a corresponding duty to maintain and 
repair the rabhit-proof fence, shall run with the holding whereof the owner was entitled to 
receive payment of the nloresaid contribution towards the coat of the rabbit-proof fence; and 
the liability to pa,y such annual contribution shall run with the holding or lauds whereof the 
owner was liable to pay the aforesaid contribution towards tbe cost of tbe rabbit-proof fence.

The amount of such annual contribution shall be one-half the expenses of, or incidental 
to, the maintenance and repair of the rabbit-proof fence as determined by the Local Land Board.

Nothing contained in this section shall affect any right to an annual contribution towards 
the cost of the maintenance and repair of a rabbit-proof fence accrued under or by virtue of tbe 
provisions of the Babbit Act of 1890, and the Local Land Board sball have power to assess and 
determine the amount of any such contribution.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) proposed that clause 40, as printed, be passed.
Mr. Boss (Hume) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 41.
Contributions from {he Crown towards private rabbit-proof fences.

■11. Where— •
- (fl) a private rabbit-proof fence forms a common boundary fence between private and

public lands; and
(J) particulars of the said fence have been furnished to the Minister before or after tho 

erection thereof; and
(c) the Minister, after report by tbe Local Land Board, has approved in writing of the 

erection of such fence in accordance with such particulars, 
the same contributions shall be payable by the Crown in respect of rendering the fence rabbit- 
proof as would be payable by any private owner, and the amount of such contributions sball be 
determined by tbe Local Land Board iu tbe same manner as if the said public lands were private 

' lands.

Mr. Alisox (Canonbar) said that under the last Act the Minister was liable to pay for any fencing 
erected on Crown lands where he approved of it, and every Minister had exercised this power of approval 
so much that he had disapproved of every proposal. What was the good of a clause like this if the 
Minister was going to everciao the power of disapproval every time. He thought thoy ought to amend 
this clause so as lo make tho Minister liable the same as any private person, and yet it seemed as if the 
Minister should have some power of approval, but he could hardly see a way to get over it.

Mr. Fjikejuaw proposed an amendment that in line 47 the last word ‘'and” be struck out and 
the whole of subsection (c) be struck out, and that these words be inserted 11 provided always that where 
tne Crown pays such contribution they shall have the power of recovery from an incoming tenant, as 
provided for^vith regard to tbe contributions in respect of private rabbit-proof fences,”

. ■M-r- Flanagan (Gunbar) did not think this amendment was necessary. Tbe public lands were
virtually the Minister’s lands, aud he could make what bargains he chose with an incoming tenant. It 
was not necessary. ■

Mr. Cameron (Ivanhoe) had au amendment on this clause that would meet the difficulty in a very 
few words. He moved that the words “or after” and the whole of subsection (c) be struck out. This 
would place the Minister ou the same footing as any private holder. He would not say that the State 
had shirked its duty, but t!ie\' had never paid for fences put along the public lands, and as the Minister 
would have some voice in approving iu the erection of a rabbit-proof fence, it would be met by having 
tho question submitted to him before the-fence was erected. lie said they ought to have some definite 
expression in the Bill as to what would be the Minister's duties with regard to fences that were to be 
erected between the public lands and the private lands. People bad erected fences upon resumed areas, 
upon the clear assumption to them, that according to tho Act the Minister was liable to a contribution of 
half the cost of erection, and this Conference ought to deal with the Minister’s responsibility in so clear 
a manner that any person reading the Aci would be able to understand what responsibility the State took 
and the responsibility of a private owner.

Mr, Gumming (Hillston) seconded Mr. Cameron’s motion.
Mr. Boss (Hume) said he did not see why the Minister should not stand, in the same position as a 

private person in this matter. If the Minister h'ad the power to approve of a fence, as in the past, he 
simply would not approve of it.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said lie had found by the last few words “ that the amount of the contri
bution shall bo settled by the Local Land Board,” the Crown was protected.

Mr. Freeman said he was quite willing to accept Mr. Cameron’s amendment, and withdrew bis own.
Mr, Cameron’s (Ivanhoe) amendment was then put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Oakoen (Cobar) proposed that clause 41 as amended be passed.
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), seconded the motion. '

„ y^1', 4- M. Atkinson wished to insert the words “ fences that have been put up previous to this 
Act^ This was a very important matter. They should make the Crown confribute where these fences 
adjoined the common boundary. The clause as it stood did not affect the fences that bad been put up 
and were in use, and for which the Crown had declined to contribute. Those people would be placed in 
a very unfair position. He would move that the words 11 before or after” be inserted in line 47 after the 
word furnished.

. ^r- Cameron (Ivanhoe) did not see exactly how this amendment could be put in, because it 
applied to fences which had been erected iu the past. He did not know of any case in which tho 
Minister’s consent had been asked before the fence was erected.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) also pointed out that there wore some lands which had fallen into the 
jftnds of the Ministers since 1890. The fences on these might have been between lessee and lessee and 
now they came into the hands of the Minister for Lands. •

The
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The Cjuirjun said ho did not think the amendment could be put in as indicated by Mr. Atkinson.
Mr. Atkia-sov said he would put it in, in place of the word “ and” in line 45. Supposing this 

Kabhit Bill were brought in, then owners who had erected wire-netting fences adjoining the Grown lands 
would at once furnish the Minister with the particulars required,

The CitATRMAJf said that ho had hotter move for the recommittal.
Mr. Vaxstoke (Goodooga) said he knew of cases where fences had been erected, and tbe lessee 

had brought his neighbours before tho Land Board, and the fences had been proved to be not rabbit- 
proof. .

Mr. Oakdo’s (Cobar) motion that the clause be passed as amended was then put to the meeting 
and carried.

Clause 42.
Private barrier-fences.

42. Where fences within a Babbit District have, before tbe commencement of this Act, 
been rendered rabbit-proof by the expenditure of moneys voluntarily contributed or paid.for the 
purpose by any Stock and Pastures Boards, or by any persons, the Babbit Board of the District 
may apply any moneys raised by rabbit rates within the District in repaying to the said Stock 
and Pastures Boards or persons the moneys so contributed or paid by them as aforesaid, or any 
part thereof, if in the opinion of the Babbit Board, the fences are barrier-fences within the 
meaning of this Act.

Mr. Lesuti; (Forbes) proposed that the clause be passed as printed.
Mr. T. Brow.v, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), seconded tho motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 43.
Grouping of holdings.

43. When a ring fence enclosing two or more holdings or any portion or portions thereof 
is a rabbit-proof fence, and the work of making the same rabbit-proof lias been done by agree
ment between the owners of such holdings, the lauds so enclosed belonging to such owners shall, 
with the consent of the Babbit Board of the District, form a group of holdings within the mean
ing and for the purposes of this Act. ,

Any existing fence or portion thereof may ho adopted so as to form part of the ring fence 
of any group, but not without tho consent of any owner of such fence or portion thereof whose 
holding thereby becomes a holding forming part of the group. _ _

The Minister for Lands may agree that any public lands sball be included within a group, 
aud the Crown shall thereupon become liable in the same way as the owner of any holding of 
private lands within the group. _ _ .

The Babbit Board may agree that any rabbit-proof fence utilised or erected by it may be 
used for the purpose of the grouping of holdings. _

Whcro any7 holding has been enclosed with a rabbit-proof fence, and any part of the 
holding afterwards becomes the subject of any homestead selection, purchase, or lease from the 
Crown, and is thereby withdrawn from the holding so enclosed as. aforesaid., the new holding 
created by such homestead selection, purchase, or lease, and the residue of tlie original holding 
shall be deemed to form a group of holdings ; and any portion subsequently withdrawn from the 
residue shall also be a holding within the group, _

Any group of holdings constituted under the Babbit Act of 1890 sball be a group of 
holdings within the meaning and for the purposes of this Act. _

When the external boundaries of any bolding or group of holdings have been made 
rabbit-proof, the owner or owners thereof shall not be liable to contribute towards the cost of 
erecting or maintaining and repairing a rabbit-proof fence round any bolding or land situate 
within such external boundaries as aforesaid, or towards tlie coat of making rabbit-proof any 
existing fence round such holding or land within such external boundaries ; and it shall be 
immaterial whether the said external boundaries have been made rabbit-proof before or after 
the passing of this Act. *

Mr. >Tai.'a.gan (Gunbar) moved that “ three or more” be inserted in line 12.
Mr. Sides seconded tbe motion.
Mr. Little (Bullock Creek Hf.) moved that it should be “ one.”
Mr. Baylls (Narrandera) moved that tbo clause as printed be passed.
Mr. Cudhore (Wentworth) seconded the motion.
Mr. Fl.mtagas’s (Gunbar) amendment was put and lost.
Mr. Freeman moved an amendment on subsection 3. It should be that on agreement to make a 

group of holdings the Minister may come in as a contributor. Supposing a number of holders cared to 
form a group, and a large portion of that was Crown land, the Minister might relieve himself of liability 
by not agreeing, and he thought it should be amended so that if an agreement bo made to form a group 
the Minister shall be a contributor,

Mr. A. Brown (Narrabri) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and lost.
The clause as printed was put and carried. '

Clause
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Clause 44.
ProBisions governing groups,

_ 41. A group of lioldings sliall be deemed to be a single bolding so far as regards any such 
contribution towards the cost of tbe erection, maintenance, or repair of rabbit-proof fencing as 
may bo payable by or to tbe owners of adjoining holdings outside tbe group. And tbe following 
provisions sball apply to the holdings forming part of a group, and to the owners thereof :—

(i) Tho liabilities of such owners as between themselves, in respect of sums expended or to 
be expended for the erection or repair of the ring fence, or of amounts paid or to be 
paid as contributions towards the cost or maintenance of any portion of such fence, 
shall be proportionate to the respective areas of tbe holdings of such owners, and in 
any case of dispute shall be declared by the Local Land Board; and the amount 
declared by such Board to he payable by any such owner shall be a charge upon his 
holding.

(n) The majority in number of the owners whose lands may for the time being constitute 
a group may, from time to time, by an instrument in the prescribed form, appoint any 
person to be tbe secretary of the group ; and proceedings may be talcen by or against 
the secretary for the time being of a group, as nominal plaintiff or defendant repre
senting all the owners of all grouped lands.

(in) In any case where a group of holdings is not known to have a duly appointed secretary 
or the duly appointed secretary cannot be found, the Babbit Board of the district in 
which such group or any portion thereof is situated may designate the owner of any 
land included within the group to be the nominal defendant representiug all the owners 
of all grouped lands for the purposes of any proceedings proposed to be taken againat 
such group or such owners; and proceedings may thereupon be taken against such 
owner as nominal defendant in the same way as if he were the duly appointed secretary 
of the group. *

(it) In any ease where judgment has been recovered against tbe secretary of agroupor other 
nominal defendant as aforesaid, and has not been satisfied, or where an order for the 
payment of money has been made against such secretary or other nominal defendant, 
and has not been complied with, the person entitled under such judgment or order may 
apply to the Local Land Board to settle the respective amounts to be contributed by 
the owners of the holdings within tbe group for satisfaction of such judgment or 
compliance with such order ; and the Local Land Board shall thereupon settle tbe said 
respective amounts in proportion to Ihe respective areas of the holdings of such owners ; 
and the person entitled under such judgment or order may lake proceedings against 
each or any of such holders for tbe amount settled by tbe Local Land Board.

(v) If any part of a holding within a group shall be withdrawn from such bolding, by 
reason of its becoming the subject of any homestead selection or purchase or lease from 
the Crown, or by reason of such holding being subdivided, the new holding created by 
such homestead selection or purchase, lease, or subdivision shall be a holding within, 
and forming part of, tho group,

(ti) A holding shall not cease to form part of a group, by reason only of any change of 
ownership iu respect of such bolding, or of any other holding within such group ; but 
any owner may, with the permission of tbe Babbit Board, and subject to any conditions 
which it may impose, detach his bolding from tbe group of which it formed part if tbe 
boundaries of such holding have been made rabbit-proof.

(vn) If ^t any time it be made to appear to the Babbit Board that a group of holdings is 
too large to allow tbe work of destroying rabbits being satisfactorily performed, and 
that tbe owners holding not less than one-half of tho grouped lands desire that such 
group of holdings may be subdivided, it shall be lawful for tbe. Board to authorise tbe 
subdivision of such group, and to determine the line or lines of subdivision. And the 
subdivision rabbit-proof fence or fences sball, in all respects, be dealt with as if the 
same formed part of tbe ring fence of such group.

Mr. Camkron (Ivanhoe) proposed that clause 4i as printed be passed.
Mr. Vanston (G-oodooga) seconded it.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 4*5.
Destruction by owners and, occupiers,

45. It shall be tbe duty of every owner and of every occupier of any private holding or 
lands from time to time to suppress and destroy, by lawful means, and at Ins own cost, all rabbits
which may from time to time be upon such lands, or upon any roads bounding or intersecting
the same, or any part thereof.

Any owner, or any occupier, of any private bolding or lands who fails to fully and con
tinuously perlorm such duty as aforesaid to tbe best of his means and ability shall be liable to a 
penalty on the first conviction of not less than two nor more than ten pounds, and on the second 
conviction of not less tban^rfi nor more than twentg-fiee. pounds, and on the third or any subse
quent conviction of not less than thirty nor more th&n fifty pounds ; and Ihe existence of rabbits 
on any private bolding or lands shall be pritnd facie evidence that the owner or the occupier 
thereof (as the case may be) has failed to fully and continuously perform such duty to the best 
of Ins means and ability. ’ ^

Mr. Cameron (Ivanhoe) moved that the word li private,” in line 14, and tbe word “ all,” in line 
15, be struck out, and that the following be inserted after the word “cost,” in line 15, “to the
best of his ability and to tbe satisfaction of the Board.” The first part of the clause would then read
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as follows: “It shall be tbo duty of every owner mid of every occupier of any bolding or lands from 
time to time to suppress and destroy, by lawful means, and at bis own cost, to 1 l.e b-'sfc of bis ability and 
to tbe satisfaction or the Board, rabbits which may from time to time be upon such lands, or upon any 
roads bounding or intersecting tbe same, or any part thereof/'

Mr. IfiANAGAir (Gunbar) seconded tbe motion.
Mr. AVijjKES (Broken Hill) moved an amendment on Mr. Cameron’s amendment that tbo words 

‘ to tbe best of bis ability, Ac.,’1 be struck out of tbe amendment. They would entail endless litigation. 
There was no doubt that every man would come forward and say be bad done it to tbe best of his ability. 
Destruction would never be compulsory if that were carried. If the Boards were not fit to deal with the 
question they were not fit to deal with any question. If these words were inserted it would destroy tho 
whole force of the Act. ,

Mr. Hebden (Wanaaring) seconded Mr. "Wilkes’ amendment,
Mr. Cudhobe (Wentworth) supported Mr. Cameron.

t The Hon. Bubeex Cabington (Jerilderie) thought the House would never agree to pass this 
motion. They should leave the word “ private ” in.

_ Mr. J. M. Atkinson wished to say a few words in reply to the Hon. Eupert Carington. The 
Minister had distinctly told them to frame their own Bill and to give it to him. It was no business of 
theirs what Parliament would pass. If Parliament passed any other Bill, they would be able to say they 
had. not wanted it. ’They would be able to say, “ "W e never recommended such a proposal; ivc proposed 
a certain Bill; we proposed what was right to us.” The Hon. Eupert Carington wanted them to propose 
a bread-and-butter Bill to put before the House for them to swallow.

, 0]1 Mr, Alison s (Canonbar) suggestion the Chairman put the different portions of Mr. Cameron’s
motion separately.

The question ofstriking out the two words “private” aud “all” in lines 14 and 15 was put and carried.
Mr. Camejion (Ivanhoe) said ho was quite willing, in view of Mr. "Wilkes’ amendment, to strike 

out tlie words “ to the best of his ability,
Tbe question of adding after tbe word “cost,” in line 15, “and to the satisfaction of the Board 

tho ” was then put and carried. _
Mr. T, Brown, M.L.A, (Budgerabong), said that in compliance with the desire of the Condoblin 

Stock Board, he would move that the following words he struck out, “or upon any roads bounding or 
intersecting tho same or any part thereof,” unless the road was under lease or occupation.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) seconded the motion. He said the private holder should not have to 
destroy rabbitb on tlie roads.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) moved a further amendment that the word “boundary,” in line Hi, be 
struck out. lie would like the remainder of the words to bo left in. He would point out that roads 
aggregating very large areas were fenced inside holdings, and therefore those that were inside any 
property that had been made rabbit-proof would of course be cleared by the owner. The owner should 
only be made to kill on reads when those roads were inside his run.

Mr. Bavlis (Narrandera) said the amendment should be altered to read that the owner should 
kill rabbits “ upon any roads enclosed by tbe said owner, bounding or intersecting the same.”

Mr, Freeman thought that Mr. Brown’s motion should he carried.
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) said there was a difficulty. In the "Western Division there was a reserved 

road of five or ten chains through the homestead leases. This road had to be paid for as part of the 
resumed area. Unless it was clearly defined that the holder of the homestead lease had to pay for the 
destruction of those rabbits it would lead to confusion. As if was now the pastoral tenant had to pay 
tho rent for the road, although the homestead lessee had the use of it. The pastoral tenant should not 
he also made to pay for the destruction of the rabbits.

_ Mr. "Wilkes (Broken Hill) said there was not the slightest doubt that if a road were outside a 
holding the Crown should pay for tho destruction of the rabbits. Jf the road was not in one lease it 
must be either in some other lease or else in possession of tho Crown. He said that if a road were taken 
out of a homestead lease it was also taken out of lease and license. As a rule the roads were left in the 
homestead leases.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said the case was not as Mr. Wilkes stated. He said that when roads 
were declared between selections, and so on, they were for the use of the public, but were still left in the 
license. They eould easily imagine a resumed area being cut up so that the holder of the area had no 
use for the road at all. Under this clause he would be obliged to keep the rabbits down whether he had 
use for the road or not.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) said that it ivas in order to try and protect the lessee who was really paying 
for these roads, for which he had no use, that he proposed this amendment. Lessees had to pay rent for 
roads until they were proclaimed, although they were not in their occupation. He wanted to protect the 
interests of those men, so that they should not be compelled to kill rabbits on roads which were not iu - 
their occupation.

_ Mr. Sides (Hay) said that the parties on either side of a road should have to pay for killing the 
rabbits on the road between them. Of course, if a road were within a run they were bound lo kill them.

Mr. Eoss (Hume) could not support the clause as it stood. He thought the Eabbit Board should 
decide who should hear the cost. It would be hard on the Crown if they bad to kill the rabbits on all the 
roads of the Colony, because half the roads were used by the holders of the adjoining lands. It would 
also be hard on a man on a holding to be compelled to kill rabbils on a road which was perhaps miles away.

Mr, Dill (Hay) said that he had lost nearly the whole of his resumed area. The roads, 
amounting fo 40 or 50 miles, were enclosed by free selectors, and unless he abandoned the balance of 
tho resumed area to the Grown he would be liable for killing the rabbits. If this clause were not 
carefully amended he and many others would be subject to injustice.

Mr. Atkinson moved an amendment that the clause remain as printed, with the addition after 
“ thereof” of the following, “ if enclosed by the said owner,”

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said he would accept the amendment.
Mr. Atkinson said that, of course, would be on land which was enclosed with a rabbit-proof fence.

, .MV* T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), pointed out to Mr. Alison that this clause was t> deal 
with killing rabbits on holdings, whether they were enclosed by a rabbit-proof fence or rot.

32—1 * Mr.
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■ Mr, Little (Bullock Creek North) seconded Mr, Atkinson.
Mr. Ansoa- (Cauonbar) pointed out that this amendment would leave the clause exactly as before. 

There were no instances in the Colony whore a resumed area had not been “ enclosed/’ that was to say, 
enclosed with a wire-fence, but in many instances it was not wire-netting. 11 Bnclosod,” under tbo 
present Land Act, meant. “ enclosed by a sufficient fence,” it did not moan a rabbit fcn.ee. He would 
like the mover of the amendment to make it read “ enclosed with a rabbit fence.”

Mr. ’Flanagan' (Gunbar) said that the word “owner” should bo substituted by the word “ user,” 
He knew of cases where there were fences on each side of a road, and tho selector on one side had wire- 
netted, Tho man who had wire-netted could not use the road. He thought the Board should say who 
was the user of the road, and that would settle the matter. Tho mau who used the road should destroy 
the rabbits on it. .

Mr. Atkinson’s amendment was then put and carried.
Mr. Alisow (Canonbar) moved to add “within a rabbit-proof fence” after the word “ enclosed” 

in the resolution just passed.
Mr, Cumjicnu (Hillston) seconded Mr. Alison.
Mr, T. Bnowif, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), pointed out to Mr. Alison that tho effect of this resolution 

would be that there would be no compulsory destruction of rabbits enforced on any land not enclosed by 
a rabbit-proof fence. The object of this particular clause, on the contrary, was to provide for compulsory 
destruction of rabbits outside wire-netting enclosures.

Mr. A i.isOiV (Cauonbar) acknowledged tke truth of Mr. Brown’s remarks and withdrew his 
amendment.

Mr. Bitown (Budgerabong) then moved his amendment—that tho following words, “ or upon any 
road bounding or intersecting the same or any part thereof,” be struck out.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) seconded the motion.
'The question was then put aud lost.
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) proposed that the word “ private” bo struck out of lino 18.
Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) seconded the motion.
The question was put and carried.
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) moved, that in line 20, after the wrord “ ability,” they should insert “ and to 

the satisfaction of the Board.”
Mr. T. Bhowk, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), thoughtc< to tho best of his means and ability " should be 

struck out.
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) accepted it.
Mr. "Wilkes (Broken Hill) seconded it.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) pointed out that it was very dangerous to strike out these words. Of 

course it would have to he to the satisfaction of the Board, because tbe Board—before it could enter 
upon any laud—must be satisfied that the destruction was not being properly carried on. Individuals 
must be protected against tho arbitrary power of the Board. -

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said that Mr. Alison was speaking rather late in tho day. 
He was only proposing to strike this out in conformity with what had been done before. Lf this were 
left in, who was to determine that the owner had used his best means and ability ?

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said a man might be doing bis very best to get the rabbits down, and yet 
the Board might decide that he was not doing his best. The Board should be made to prove its case. 
There should be a third person an arbitrator. Thousands and thousand of pounds might be thrown on to 
a man if this were cut out. They did not know whom the Boards would be composed of. If those 
words were struck out tlie private owner had no appeal whatever. He had to submit to what a bare 
majority of the Board might decide. Five men might put some individual, whom they disliked, to an 
expense of thousands of pounds. It was too much power to give any body of men, that of being judge 
and executive at the same momeut. He hoped they would retain those words,

Mr. Little (Bullock Creek North) pointed out that, unless the Boards had full power, nothing 
could be done. People would dodge the Boards, and while thoy had the power of electing tbe Stock 
Boards there was not the slightest danger of their being harshly dealt with.

Mr. "Wilkes (Broken Hill) supported Mr. Brown’s amendment. Who was to say what was a 
a man’s ability ? A man might say that he had done it to the best of his ability, and yet be blind or deaf 
aud have no ability whatever. “Ability ” here meant the word “ willingness.” It was only a quibble.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) pointed out that Mr. Alison had said that Ihe owners would have no right to 
appeal. He would draw Mr. Alison’s attention to clause 53 regarding powers of appeal.
■ The Chairman said he thought they were wasting time over nothing. The clause, as he read it, 
provided a penalty for occupiers who did not kill their rabbits. As the Stock and Pastures Board were 
going to administer the Act they would have to initiate tho proceedings before anybody could be prose
cuted under this clause. The clause was elastic enough, and yet gave the Pastures and Stock Board 
sufficient power.

Mr. Atkinson suggested tko further amendment, that the words, “ to the best of his means and 
ability ” be struck out, and that the words, “ and to tlie satisfaction of the Board” be not inserted.

Mr. T, Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), pointed out that Mr. Atkinson’s amendment was practi
cally his.

-Mr. ..I, M. Atkinson withdrew his motion,
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A, (Budgerabong), pointed out that his strong objection to leaving the words 

in was that they set up another standard of what was sufficient killing, and the owner relying on that 
could frustrate the efforts of the Board to compel him to kill. A similar provision had to be wiped out of 
the Victorian Act before the Shire Councils there eould enforce the provisions of the Act regarding killing.

Mr. T, Brown’s, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), amendment was put and carried. '
Mr, Flanagan (Gunbar) moved that the word “ continuously ” should be struck out of line 19. 

It would be a great hardship if this were left in. There were times when men were taking off their clips, 
and so on, when they could not busy themselves with killing,

Air. Boss (Hume) thought the word should be left iu.
. Mr. Gumming (Hillston) seconded Mr. Flanagan. He thought the provision should be a little 
more elastic. , A man might kill with a little arsenic many more than in another way, and after a shower 
of-rain it would be better to wait for a week or two. Air.
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Mr. T. Bhotvn, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), moved ibat tbe '‘minimum fines” be struck out and tbe 
“maximum fines ” retained in clause 45. He thought this matter could be safely left to tbe Board.

Mr. Hubuen seconded Mr. Brown’s resolution.
Tbe question was put and carried. _
Mr. T. Buown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong). moved that the words “ and the existence of rabbits on any 

private holding or laud shall he prima facie evidence that tho owner or occupier thereof (as the case may be) 
has failed to fully aud continuously perform sucli duty to the best of his means and ability ” be struck out.

Mr. Flanagan (G-unbar) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Bbovvn, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), moved that Clause 45, as amended, he passed.
Mr. IIehdi'n seconded the proposal.
The question waa put to tho meeting aud carried.

Clause 46.
Natural enemy of rahbifs.

46. The Governor may from time to time, by proclamation in the Gazette, declare auy 
animal, bird, or reptile to be a natural enemy of the rabbit, and prohibit within districts 
(whether Babbit Districts or not) to be specified in such proclamation tbe wounding, killing, or 
capturing, selling or disposing of any such animal, bird, or reptile without a special permit in 
that behalf, and may from time to time correct, modify, or revoke any such proclamation.

Any proclamation issued under tbe Babbit Act of 1890, whereby any animal, bird, or 
reptile was declared to be a natural enemy of tbe rabbit, sball eontluue in force according to tbe 
tenor thereof, unless and until revoked under the provisions of this section.

Any person who without lawful authority (the proof of which shall be on tho person 
claiming to have the same) wounds, kills, captures, or sells or disposes of any animal, bird, or 
reptile declared to he a natural enemy of the rabbit shall be liable to a penalty of not less than 
two nor more thau twenty pounds.

Mr. Davies (Gunnedah) thought tho word “capturing” should be left out. He said if they had 
spring-traps they were more likely to catch the iguana and the snake than the rabbit. He thought they 
should provide that no trap should he used that was absolutely destructive to life. If they had tip-traps, 
and the natural enemy of the rabhit got in one, a neighbour who had a down on auy man could got him 
fined. He thought spring-traps should not be used at all, for if the natural enemy of the rabbit got into 
the teeth of a spring-trap he would be destroyed. _

Mr. Oakden (Cobar) moved that the word “ wilfully ” be put in before the word “ wounds.”
Mr. J. M. Atkinson pointed out that the word “ wilfully ” would not do it. "Jf they dug a hole 

or set a trap they did it “ wilfully." It should be “ intentionally.”
Mr, Wilkes (Broken Hill) seconded Mr, Oakden’s amendment,
Mr. Davies (Gunnedah) moved that the setting of spring-traps, or any trap absolutely destructive 

to life, be prohibited.
Mr. Fkeejtan seconded Mr. Davies’ amendment. ■
Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) opposed tlmt. In his district there.was a rabbit factory which had 

people trapping 10,000 rabbits a day. Would flint not bo more than the iguanas they would kill? It 
would be dangerous to hinder traps to be set for rabbits.

Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) pointed out that Mr. Davies’ amendment would not apply in all cases. 
In his district they must, set traps for tho native dogs,

Mr. C’ajieeon (Ivanhoe) pointed out that if this were carried, not only would the owners of land 
he prevented from using spring-traps, but they would be prevented from using any other method of 
killing rabbits which would bo inimical to the life of the natural enemy. In many districts of the Colony 
the most efficient manner of destroying rabbits was the use of poisoned water, and yet this was dangerous 
to the natural enemy.

Mr. A. Brown (Narrabri) pointed out that native cats came about the houses and destroyed 
chickens and so on, and in his district nothing would live unless they kilted the native eats. He thought 
an exception should he made with regard to killing “ about household premises or yards.” When they 
found native cats or iguanas destroying the poultry about the homesteads they must kill them.

The Chairman said he thought they would kill them all the same.
A Member : Wire-fence the fowls.
Mr. A. Brown (Narrabri) moved an amendment “ except within 100 yards of a dwelling house.”
Mr, Laurence (Balranald) said that foxes were the natural enemy of the rabbit, and he wished to 

know if they were to be allowed to spread all over the country.
Mr. Cudmobe (Wentworth) said that if Mr. Brown had had as much experience with the rabbits 

as he had had, he would be glad to protect tbe wild cats, and put the fowls in a glass case,
. Mr, Oakden (Cobar) seconded Mr. A. Brown’s amendment, which was then put to the meetingand lost.

Mr. Davies’ (Gunnedah) amendment was then put and lost by a large majority.
Mr. Oakden (Cobar) moved that the word “ wilfully ” he put in line 42, and in line 33 before 

the word “wounding” and the word “wounds." •
Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) seconded the resolution, which was then put and carried.
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), moved that in line 45 tho minimum fines ho struck out.
This was put to tlie meeting and carried.
Clause 46, as amended, was then put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 47.
Jiurniny without notice during ivinter months,

47, For the purpose of destroying or suppressing rabbits, any owner or occupier, may, 
at any time, with the consent of the Babbit Board first had and obtained, notwithstanding 
anything in any A.ct contained, burn or ignite any straw, stubble, grass, herbage, scrub, wood, 
or other inflammable material on his land subject to conditions to be imposed by tho Board.

Clause 47, as printed, was put to the meeting and carried. Clause
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Claitsc 48,
Authorised persons mny enter private land.

48, Any authorised person may from lime to time enter upon any private holding or 
Jand at any time with or without assistants, dogs, horses, and vehicles in order to search 
n ether any rabbits are on such land, or to erect or repair barrier-fences or gates, or to examine 
and inspect land, or for any purpose whatsoever under this Act, and may remain thereon so 
long, and do all such things as may be necessary or reasonable.

Any person who falsely represents himself to be or personates an authorised person under 
hts Act in any manner whatsoever shall bo guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall on conviction be 
lablo to bo imprisoned with or without hard labour for any period not exceeding six months, or 

to forteu and pay a penalty ot not more than one hundred pounds, or both.
Any person who wilfully assaults, obstructs, hinders, or interrupts, or causes to be 

assaulted, obstructed, hindered or interrupted, any authorised person in the exercise of any 
power or authority vened in him by this Act, shall for every such offence if not otherwise
for rinv^v'1^ ^ 1)0 ,iable *0 a I'enaHy not exceeding tiwwiy pounds ; and no proceeding 
for recovery of such penalty nor the payment thereof shall be a bar to any action at law for or

rT6 Ui °f ar\\'UC]* as. aforesai'h but every such action may be commenced and pro
ceeded with as if this Act had not been passed, any law or usage to the contrary notwithstanding, 
t PurP°scs of tills section an authorised person means a person bavin" authority
from the Minister or from a Babbit Board, and such authority may he L general authority

,nll,nrnlr;,T;iIij‘aTi (BLlr’.?f''lboub'): moved that in line 1 the words “on production of his
authority on demand by the owner be inserted after the word “ person.”

, Mr. Batlis (Narrandera) seconded the motion. ’
The question was put and carried.

be stru^our11^8 (Brokeu m0Ted tbat i'1 line 2, section 48, the words “private” and “dogs”

Mr. Oakdex (Cobur) seconded the resolution.
Mr. Buett (Urana) proposed that the word “ dogs ” bo left in.
On the request of Mr. Flanagan the Chairman put the two words separately
J he question ot striking out the word “ private ” was carried. ‘
The question of striking out the word “dogs ” was lost.
MV CA1‘rriTr (7oi'.il(ierie) mov0'i Ihnt “ horse ” be substituted for “ horses.”
Mr. onias (Hay) seconded the motion.
Mv n!f,’T (7r |a) b?,Aid not th]ak tlle could be done with less than.three horses.

,i ItCoba!') st:lld was a person who was authorised by the Board who was to use this
aiiihoutv, and he did not think the Hoard would allow him to do more than he oimht

J he question was put and lost by a large majority. D
out of Ihm 2iti.1W'N'’ U'l'A' <BlH,S0™bong), moved that the words “the Minister or from ” be struck

Mr. \Vii,kes (Broken Hill) seconded the motion,
hands o^theBoarT^' M'LA' (Blld"e,'abonS)> c.vplamcd that this was mi roly to leave the power in the

Mr. Ai.ison- (Canonbar) said that if they struck out those words they did not leave the Minister 
any pen er of entry, burely it was advisable that ibe Minister should have power of entry It could do
The Zvi V Kln0uSee'Vl,atlt.'VaS P* h,1 for- But then he did not see\vhy it should^e strndi out 
The Minister should have power to go in and have a look if he liked.

Mr. Flaxaciax (GunbarJ did not agree with Mr. Alison. He said it would be a very stranne 
MUmMinistcr °r t0 S° ^ a man’S land t0 kil11,10 rabbit8 if they had to wait FermissiSn

Mr. Bacox (Brcwarrina) said it would be an absurd thing to limit the Crown
The question was put and lost by 18 votes to 17.
Clause 48, as amended, was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 49.
Various offences.

49. Any person who—
(«) wilfully carries, drives, or passes any live rabbit through, under, or over any rabbit- 

proof fence or gate; or ’ J
(i) wilfully leaves open any gate in a rabbit-proof fence; or '
(c) without lawful authority (the proof of which shall be on the person claiming to have 

the same) wilfully destroys, injures, fears-up, depresses, or removes any portion of a 
rabbit-proof fence or gate, or excavates under, or in any way tampers with, any portion 
ot such fence or gate, so as thereby to endanger its effectiveness; or

(d) ^tempts to do any such act as is hereinbefore mentioned, or procures the same to he

shall be liable to be imprisoned, with or without hard labour, for any term not exceeding six 
months, oi to pay a penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds, or both. *

A rabbit-proof fence or gate, for the purposes of this section, shall mean a fence or "ate 
apparently intended to protect any land from rabbits, and shall include a barrier fence or gnL

” "• -* w «• •-»*• «-*-»

Mr. 'Wilkes (Broken Hill) proposed, “ That clause 49 as printed be passed.” 
Mr. Bacon (Brewnrrina) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried. Clause
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Clause 50.
50. Any person who without lawful authority (the proof of which shall be on the person 

claiming to have the same) wilfully liberates or attempts to liberate, or has in his possession 
any live rabbit, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds for every such 
ofl'ence; but nothing herein contained shall, be construed to prohibit any person from keeping 
live rabbits in any safe enclosure with the permission of the Minister first had and obtained.

Mr. hhANACiAN (Gunbar) moved, “That clause 50 bo passed as printed.”
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 51.
51. Any person who destroys, injures, removes, or interferes with any trap, snare, poison, 

matter, or thing which is used or required for the purpose, of capturing or destroying rabbits, 
and which is lawfully placed upon any land for such purpose, shall be liable to a penalty not 
exceeding twenty pounds.

Mr. Brown (Budgerabong) moved, and Mr. Gumming seconded, “ That the clause ho passed as 
printed.”

The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 52.
Summary proceedings before Justices.

52. Any proceedings for—
(a) the recovery of any sum of money, winch any private person is under or by virtue of 

the provisions of this Act required or made liable to pay. whether such sum of money 
be due in respect of rabbit rates, costs of rabbit destruction, contributions towards 
rabbit-proof fencing, or otherwise howsoever : or 

(h) the recovery of penalties or punishment of offences under this Act or any Regulation 
made thereunder

shall be hoard and determined in a summary way before two Justices in accordance with the 
provisions of the Act or Acts in force for the time being regulating summary proceedings before 
Justices.

Where llio Justices, upon such proceedings, adjudge or order any sum of money to bo 
paid and the same is not paid, either immediately after the adjudication or conviction, or within 
the time then and there allowed by the Justices, payment of the said sum may be enforced by 
distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the person adjudged or ordered to pay the same in 
the manner provided by the said Act or Acts: Provided always that nothing herein contained 
shall affect any other remedy provided in the Crown Lands Acts.

Any person may take proceedings under this Act for the punishment of any offence 
hereby enacted; but where the land upon which an offence is committed is situate within a 
Rabbit District any fine or penalty imposed for such offence shall belong and be paid to the 
Rabbit Board of the District—any law or stafufc to the contrary notwithstanding—and the 
Justices imposing such fine or penally shall order accordingly.

Mr.Wrr.KKS (Broken Hill) moved, “That in line 9, subsection (rr), the word ‘private’ be struck out.’
Mr. Oak den (Cobar) seconded it, and it was carried. ■
The Honorable Rupert Carington moved, “ That lines 28 and 29 be struck out of clause 52 down 

to the word ‘enacted’, and that the following be inserted, 1 all information shall be laid and proceedings at 
law taken by the Board through its officers.’ ”

Mr. Brett (Urana) seconded the Honorable Rupert Caringtou’s motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried,
M'r. Cudmore (Wentworth) said he would like to add, “That in section (J>) they should insert 

1 Court of Petty Sessions ’ instead of ‘ two Justices ’ in line 17.’ ”
Mr, D 1:1,1. (Hay) seconded it,
Mr. Ai,ison (Canonbar) said that it occurred several times, and should be altered in each case,
Mr. Oakdkn (Cobar) seconded Mr. Alison.
Mr, Alison’s (Canonbar) amendment was put and carried.
Mr. Vanston moved, “ That clause 52, as amended, bo passed,”
Mr. Cameron (Ivanhoe) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 53.
Appeals to General Sessions.

53. Any person who shall think himself aggrieved by any adjudication, order, fine, penalty, 
or punishment made or imposed by Justices under this Act, may appeal against the same, and 
the provisions of the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1883 in respect of appeals in cases of 
summary conviction shall extend and apply to every such appeal.

Mr, Leslie (Forbes) proposed, “ That clause 53 be passed as printed.”
Mr. Cumacing (Hills(on) seconded.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 54.
‘ Orders may be enforced by action.

54. In any case under this Act where any sum of money is ordered to be paid by Justices 
or by a Court of General or Quarter Sessions, and the same is not paid within the period named 
in such order, it shall be lawful for the person entitled to receive payment of such sum to sue 
upon such order in the District Court or the Supreme Court.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) proposed, “ That clause 54 be passed, as printed,”
Mr. ITeudon (Wananring) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried. Clause
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Clause 55.
Objections to Jurisdiction.

55. In any proceedings under this Act, the jurisdiction of the Local Land Board, or Court, 
or Justices before whom the proceedings are had, shall not be ousted on the ground that the 
case raises any question of title to land, or that the defendant does not reside within the boun
daries of the jurisdiction of the Board or Court or Justices before which or whom the proceedings 
arc had : Brovidod that the land iu respect of which the case arises shall he situated within the 
boundaries of the jurisdiction of such Board or Court of Justices.

A Babbit Board shall be taken to be a Local Authority within the meaning and for the 
purposes of the Justices Enabling Act of 1872.

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) moved, “That clause 55 be passed as printed."
Mr. J. M. Atkinson seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 56. -
Proceedings before Local Land Boards.

6G. In any proceedings'which under this Act may be had before a Local Land Board for 
the determination of any contribution, value, or other sum of money (not being an amount pay
able under any rabbit rate or as compensation by a Rabbit Board), the Local Land Board in 
determining the sum payable may give time for (he payment thereof, and to that end may 
determine instalments by which the same may bo paid, and fix: the dates on or before which such 
instalments shall respectively bo paid.

Where any proceedings under this Act arc bad before a Local Jamd Board an appeal or 
reference shall lie to the Land Appeal Court; but if no appeal or reference is made the deter
mination or decision of the Local Land Board shall be final and conclusive.

The provisions of the Crown Lands Acts regulating proceedings before Local Land Boards, 
and upon appeals and references to the Land Appeal Court under such Acts shall, as far as 
practicable, be applied to proceedings, appeals, and references under this Act; and for the pur
poses of proceedings under this Act, the Laud Appeal Court and Local Land Boards and the 
respective members aud officers thereof shall have the same authorities and powers as are con
ferred by the Crown Lands Acts for the purposes of proceedings under the said Acts, and in 
addition thereto the Land Appeal Court and a Local Land Board shall have power to make such 
orders as to the costs of any proceedings before the Local Land Board as may appear to be just.

Mr. Leslie (Eorbes) moved,11 That clause 56 be passed as printed.”
Mr. Davies (Gunnedah) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 57.
Provision for giving of notices,

57. Any notice given under or for the purposes of this Act, or any Regulation made 
thereunder, may be given in any one of the following ways :— ’

Personally to the person to whom the notice is addressed.
By letter sent through the post aud directed to the last known place of abode or of business 

in ISTew South Wales of the person to whom the notice is addressed,
By advertising the same twice at least in sonic newspaper circulating in the district iu 

which the lands the subject of such notice are situate, an interval of a week or more 
being allowed to elapse between such advertisements: Provided that notice shall only 
be given as last aforesaid when the whereabouts, or the last place of abode or of business 
in Hew South Wales, of the person to whom such notice is addressed cannot be dis
covered by the person issuing such notice.

And any notice required by this Act to be given to the owner or the occupier (as the ease 
may be) of any holding or land, shall in cases where several persons are the owners or tho 
occupiers thereof, be duly given if given to one of such owners or occupiers as the case may be.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved, “ That in line 43 the word 1 registered ’ be inserted before the word 
‘ letter,’

The Honorable Rupert Caeington (Jerilderie) said it would be too expensive.
Mr. Elanagan (Gunbar) seconded the resolution, as he thought that this would be the readiest 

way of proving delivery.
_ hL-. Bacon (Brewarrina) supported it, and said that in a former Act a registered letter was 

required as proof of the service of the notice.
The amendment was put to the meeting and carried.
Clause 57, as amended, was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 58.
58. For the purposes of any.proceeding under this Act, the description of any holding or 

lands need not be a description by motes and hounds, hut shall be sufficient if it make such 
reference to the holding or land either by name, situation, boundaries, or otherwise, as to allow 
of no reasonable doubt as to what bolding or land is referred to,

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) moved, “ That clause 53 lie passed as printed.”
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried. Clause
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Clause B9.
59. 'Where the name of tho owner of any holding is unknown to any person giving 

notice or taking proceedings under this Act, any notice required to be given may be addressed to 
the owner as such without mentioning his name, and any order or decision may in hko manner 
be made or given against the aforesaid owner as such.

Mr. Cambhost (Ivanhoe) proposed, “That clause 59 be passed as printed.”
Mr. Yaucoe (Hillston) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 60.
Moneys charged upon holdings,

GO. Whenever by any section of this Act, any sum of money is expressed to be charged 
upon any private holding or land, any person thereafter becoming the owner of such hoWmgor 
laud shall bo affected with notice of such charge, and shall bo liable to pay the sum so ehaiged 
or so much thereof as may for the time being be unpaid as if he were the person 
liable; but nothing herein contained shall operate to determine the liability of anj person
oriiriiially or previously liable. , ,,, , , j ___ „

Whenever any sum of money is charged upon any private holding or land, and any portion 
of such holding or land is detached from the residue thereof by subdivision, withdrawal, or 
otherwise howsoever, the portion so detached shall be charged with a ratable part of the aforesaid 
sum.

Mir. Oakjiks (Cobar) moved, “ That in line 16 ‘ private! be struck out, aud also in line 23.”
Mr. Wji-kich (Broken Hill) seconded the motion.
The oucstioii was put to the meeting and carried. i , i j i j »Mr. Lksuie (Forbes) moved, and Mr. Oakdes seconded, “That the clause as amended be adopted.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 61.
Power to raise money Ig mortgage.

61. It shall be lawful for any owner of a holding who holds the same as mortgagee to add 
to the mortgage debt any sums expended by, or recovered from, him for the erection or repair, 
nr as a contribution towards the tcost of the erection or repair of any rabbit-proof fence upon, 
near, or for the benefit of such holding; and it shall he lawful for any trustee of » h°ldmg to 
raise the sums required or recovered for any such purpose by mortgage of such holdmg in the 
same way as if a power to mortgage had been contained in the instrument creating or deelar.ng
the trusts thereof.

Mr. Atkinson moved, “ That clause 61 he passed as printed.
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) seconded it.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 62.
. Power to make Regulations. '

62. Whenever in any section of this Act the expression 11 prescribed” is used in connec
tion with any matter, and whenever in any section of this Act “Regulations' are referred to, the 
Governor may, in every such case, frame regulations for the purpose of S'V'Y^FecI to he 
provisions of such section. And for the purpose of carrying this Act into full effect generally, 
the Governor may make Regulations which may provide for the enforcement thereof by pendbes 
not exceeding, in any case, ten pounds, and shall, upon being published m ihe
in law: Provided that a copy of every such Regulation shall be laid before both 
Parliament within fourteen days from the publication thereof, if Parliament be then m Se_s on, 
or otherwise within fourteen days after the commencement of Ihe next ensuing bession.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) moved, and Mr. Cameron seconded, “ That clause 62 be passed as printed.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.
The Chaibman then adjourned the Conference until 2 o’clock.

Clause 5.
The question of recommittal of clause 5 was put aud carried. . , , „ mi .i. ix,-.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) then moved for Mr. A. Brown the following amendment, That tho 

franchise for the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards be on the following basis :
10.000 to 20,000 sheep  .............................................................. 2 votes*
20.000 „ 30,000 „  .............................................................. 4‘ » ’
Above 30,000 ,, ... ... ■■■ ■" b „

He said that clause 5, as moved by the Honorable Rupert Carington, provided that the ^s}ur®s 
Stock Protection Boards should bo the Rabbit Board for the district, and that the working of the Rabbit 
Act be placed in the hands of the Pastures and Stock Board. Tho next sentence went on to say that the 
Crown might be represented on those Boards in proportion to tho revenue paid by
the Rabbit Destruction Fund. Now he understood that later on they had substituted foitiiatte 
proposition that the Government should nominate one roomher. As a consequence the followin, words 
Eld be struck out, “the Crown may bo represented on the Stock and Pastures Protection Boards m 
-proportion to the revenue paid by them as assessment to the Rabbit Destruction 1 untl.
* The Ciiaiem an then nut the question of striking out these words, as it was a necessary consequence 
of having passed the resolution that the Government should nominate a member, and it was carnea. ^
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Mr, Aiisoy (Canonbar) tben moved Mr, A. Brown’s motion.
. .T}ie CHAiBMAy said he would like to point out that holders of 40,000 sheep and over were nlreadv 

given Jive votes under clause 5. He thought it would be better to fix the franchise from the beginning if 
they were going to alter it at all, 0

On resuming after lunch Mr. A. Lakeman took the chair at 2'20p,m.

Clause 4.
Salbit District),.

4. 1 or the purposes of this Act. Dvlew South AVales shall be divided into Districts, herein
after referred to as Babbit Districts,

The Districts into which iNrew South Wales may from time to time be divided for the 
purposes of the_ Diseases in Sheep Acts shall be Districts for the purposes of this Act, hut the 
operation ot this provision shall be subject always to the powers next hereinafter conferred on 
the Minister,
The Minister may. by notification in the Gazette—

{a) declare that any Borough or Municipal District shall form a Babbit District; or 
(i) combine two or more Sheep Districts wholly or in part into one Babbit District; or 
/ t\ C1^a^e Jiabbit Districts without reference to the boundaries of any Sheep District * or 
(rf) alter or modify the boundaries of any Babbit District. ' *

Any such notification shall operate and lake effect as from the dale thereof, but mav bv 
notification be corrected, modified, or revoked. ^

■ i J. yr; fForbes) moved tho recommittal of clause 4 with a view to insert “ declared rabbit
infested ’ in line 13 after the word “be”.

The question of recommittal was put and carried.
Mr. Lkslie (Forbes) then moved, “ That, the words1 declared rabbit infested ’ be inserted in line 13 

alter the word ‘ be ,
Mr. Fbeemax seconded the insertion of those words,
Mr, Atkissos opposed the motion.

+ a (Budgerabong), said lie would like to know whether it would be desirable
to declare the whole of the Colony to be rabbit infested. There was a largo portion of the Colony in 
which there were no rabbits. Powers should be reserved to declare certain districts infested, but he could 
not see the force of declaring the whole Colony infested, when onlv a little more than a half was reallv 
infested. " -

Mr. Leslie's (Forbes) motion was put and carried.
Clause 4, as amended, was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 5.
. , ^1'’ Aiisoy (Canonbar) on behalf of Mr. A. Brown moved the recommittal of this clause with a

view to amend the franchise.
From 5,000 to 20,000 sheep ..

„ 20,000 „ 40,000 „ ...............
Over 40,000 sheep ... ,

Mr. Bhooke (Boggalri) said lie would second Mr. Alison’s amendment.
Mr. Sides (Hay) seconded Mr. T. Brown's amendment. •

, (9ail<>nt)”) tllat ifc had been decided previously that 3,ODD sheep should have two
votes and Mr. Brown s amendment would alter that. He did not think that that was right, it was out of

_ The Chaieman said that he could not accept Mr. T. Brown’s amendment in that form. Strictly 
speaking, it was out of order. J

Mr. T. Bnowy, MX.A. (Budgerabong), then moved, ,f That the voting be on the following basis:— 
250 to 3,000 sheep................................................... ^ v0^e>

3 votes,
4 „
5 i)

3,000 „ 5,000 2 votes.
3 „
4 ..

5,000 ., 20,000 
20,000 „ 40,000 
Over 40,000 sheep

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) moved an amendment, “ That the franchise be as follows:—

1 vote.
2 votes.
3 „
4 „
5 „
6 ,,
7 „

. - 8 „
' Mr. CunaiOEE (Wentworth) seconded it.

Mr. Leslie's (Forbes) amendment was put, and the voting was equal, 15 to 15.
18 votes to J'g A1IlMAX then took a BCConcl vote which resulted in Mr. Leslie’s amendment being carried by

(Canonbar) moved, 11 That lines 42, 43, 44, 15,46 and 47 of the original Bill reading as 
under. A Babbit Board shall within such time as may be prescribed, appoint one of its members to be 
Chairman thereof and it such Board shall fail to appoint a Chairman the Governor may appoint one of 
such members to be the Chairman of such Board ; and the Chairman and other members shall be entitled 
to receive, out of the revenues of the Board, such fees as may bo prescribed,’—be reinserted ”

Mr. Bailis (A arrandera) seconded the motion.
Thfi CjTAiBjrAy then put tho question, aud it was carried.

250 to 3,000 sheep
3,000 >} 10.000

10,000 if 20,000
20,000 30,000
30,000 ii 40,000 ,,
40,000 5) 50,000
50,000 51 60,000 „
60,000 and over...

Clause
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Clause 33.
Mr. Little (Bullock Creek North) moved that clause 33 bo recommitted with a view to inserting 

the word “thirty-six” in lieu of “forty-two” in line 3±.
The recommittal was carried.
Mr. Little (Bullock Creek North) then moved that “thirty-six ” be inserted instead of “forty-two,” 

and said his reason was that since they bad fixed the width of the netting they had reduced the size of the 
mesh and this had made it very expensive. There was no reason why they should put up the extra 0 
inches of width when it was only required in certain places such as rvhere there were watercourses and 
rocky places. In these cases it would take 3 feet- of extra width.

Mr. M‘Gtiath (Mossgiel) said that if it were less than 42 inches it would be useless. The rabbits 
would jump it.

Mr. Baylts (Narrandera) said that in the Narrandera district the Erst that lie put up was 36 inches 
and it had had to be made higher. He himself had seen rabbits jumping up and climbing over the 3G-inch 
netting. _

Mr. Citliiohe (Wentworth) said his experience had been tho same. Leaves blew up against the 
fence and sand accumulated, and it was almost useless. If a fence were only 36 inches high it was so low 
that the rabbits could climb over easily.

Mr. A.ltson (Canonbar) supported Mr. Little. In bis experience be bad never known a rabbit 
jump over a 30-ineh wire netting. He had never heard of it before. They were there to vote a minimum. 
There was nothing to prevent the people from putting up 5 feet if they liked. They bad to make a legal 
minimum. That wne sulticient care of the individual's interest. They should not compel those who were 
not desirous of having a 42-inch netting to put it up. fn many instances there were wires just above 
the netting which would prevent jumping over. This extra 6 inches would mean enormous expense, and 
they ought to think seriously before doing it.

Mr. Sides said he quite agreed with Mr. Alison. He had several miles of 3-foot netting up 
surrounding crops. It had been up for years, and be bad never known a rabbit to go over. While 
£-inch netting at that height was better than 0 feet of 1.1-inch, if 42 inches were made the legal minimum 
it would be a real hardship to many people.

Mr. D.vvidsox (Condobolin) supported Air. Little. He thought 36 inches was quite sufficient.
Air. Brett (Urana) said that from his experience a 36-inch fence would he simply useless. The 

rabbits would jump over it in hundreds.
Mr. Boss (Hume) opposed the motion to introduce 36-inch netting. He had seen them jump 

over it without touching it at all. He had bad experience with both widths, and considered that anything 
under 42 inches would be perfectly useless. .

Air. Boi.to.v (Wagga) said they were to propose the most effective way of dealing with the rabbit 
question, and not to do anything in the way of cheeseparing, and say “possibly” a rabbit would not jump 
over. They must arrive at something thoroughly effective in every way.

Mr. Djll (Hay) said he could vouch for it that many of the gentlemen present had seen rabbits 
jumping over 36-inclt fences. He had seen them not once, but often.

Mr, Atkiksojt said that now that the rabbit stories were badly ousting the snako yarns, he would 
say that be bad bad experience with both widths, and bis conclusion was that the 30-inch fence was 
useless. He had taken it down and replaced it with 42-inch, because the rabbits used to go over it.

Air. Little; (Bullock Creek North) said he thought there must be something of the opossum 
about rabbits that climbed over fences as some gentlemen bad said they did.

The Ciiairiian then put the question of inserting “thirty-six” instead of “forty-two,” and tho 
voling was equal, 15 to 15,

On the vote being taken again Air. Little’s amendment was lost by 17 votes to 16. .
Air. Alison (Canonbar) moved that iu line 35 tho word “seventeen” be reinserted in place of 

the word “ eighteen,” which bad been inserted by amendment. He said that over the .whole of Victoria 
aud Queensland and New South "Wales the gauge was 17, and although he was anxious to make the 
netting as cheap as possible and the minimum as low as possible, he was inclined to think that they had 
gone a little too far in deciding for the 18 gauge.

Air. Leslie; (Forbes) seconded Air. Alison’s motion. He said if IS gauge were the minimum they 
would compel a man adjoining to pay for half a fence in which he did not believe, and ho thought the 
man who had to pay had a right to be considered.

The question was put and carried.

Clause 41.
Air. Atkinson moved tho recommittal of clause 41, with a view to cut out subsections (a) and (i) 

with a view to the insertion of a fresh clause. The question of recommittal was put and carried.
Air. Atkinson then moved, “ That subsections (a) and (4) be struck out, and the following 

inserted ;—‘ {a) A. private rabbit-proof fence forms a common boundary fence between private and public 
lands whether erected before or after the passing of this Act; and (ft) Particulars of the said fence slml! 
be furnished to tbo Alinister.’ ’’

Air. Little; (Bullock Creek North) seconded it.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.
Air. J. Flanaoan (G-unbar) moved, “That the following be inserted as anew clause :—1 A small 

group of land owners, say five or more, may form their land into a sub-rabbit district, and have full 
management and control of same for the purposes of tbo Babbit Act.’ ”

Air. T. Brown, M.L.A.. (Budgerabong), seconded it.
Air. Boss (Hume) thought that was dangerous. He did not see why four or five small holders 

had the right to a district alone more than one largo bolder.
Air. Atkinson did not think it would be possible to make this provision unless they had their own 

little Stock and Pastures Board to themselves.
The question was put and lost.
Mr. A. L. P. Cameron (Ivanhoe) moved, “ That a new clause be introduced providing that any 

Babbit Board be empowered to borrow moneys for the carrying out of this Act) such moneys npt to exceed 
in the whole tho revenue of the Board for three years.” Mti

32—K
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Mr. Alison (Canonbar) rose to a point of order. They bad decided the previous day thet cisyuso 25 
should be struck out, and tins really proposed to reinsert it.

Mr. M‘GriiATn (Mossgiel) seconded the resolution.
The CiiAinirAN then ruled it out of order.

_ The Hon. Ii. Oarinuton' (Jerilderie) then moved, “ 'That the member of the Kabbit Board 
nominated by the Governor shall not be entitled to act as a member of either the Sheep or the Pastures 
and Stock Board unless be be duly elected by the eiisting franchise.”

Mr. BboOke (Boggabri) rose to a point of order.
The CiiAiitMAN then ruled the Hon. Rupert Caringtou’s motion out of order.

The Preamble.
A Bill to make better provision for tbo destruction, of rabbits ; for the erection and maintenance, 

and to provide for contributions towards the expense of rabbit-proof fences ; to constitute 
and define tho powers and duties of Rabbit Boards; to enable rates to be imposed; to 
amend the Crown Lands Acts; and for other purposes.

The Chairman then suggested that the Preamble of the Bill, which had been postponed, should be 
left to the Draftsmen to deal with.

Mi1. Alison (Canonbar) moved, “ That the Preamble be postponed.”
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) seconded the motion, and it was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 1.
Be it enacted by tbo Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent 
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Xcw South Wales in Parliament 
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :—

_ 1. This Act may be cited as the “Rabbit Act of 1800”; and any references in the
Animals Infectious Diseases Act of 1888 to the Rabbit Nuisance Act of 1883 shall be read as 
references to this Act.

The Rabbit Act of 1890, together with all regulations made thereunder, is hereby repealed.
The repeal hereby enacted shall not of itself—

0) abate, prejudice, or affect and proceeding now pending in any Court or before any Local 
Land Board or other authority ;

(u) prejudice or affect any proceeding, matter, or thing lawfully done or commenced or 
contracted to be done under the authority of the said Act or any regulation made 
thereunder;

and provided always that notwithstanding such repeal—
(rt) all offences committed or penalties incurred against or under the said repealed Act, or 

any regulation made thereunder, may be respectively tried, punished, enforced, and 
dealt with as if this Act had not been passed; and 

(&) all rights accrued and obligations incurred under or by virtue of the said repealed Act 
or any regulation made thereunder shall, subject to any express provision of this Act in 
relation thereto, remain unaffected by such repeal.

Mr, Alison (Canonbar) moved that Clause 1, as printed, be passed.
Mr. Moore (Goodooga) seconded it.
The question was put before the meeting, and it was carried.

Clause 2.
Interpretation of Terms.

2. In Ibis Act, unless the context otherwise requires :—
“ Crown Lands Acts ” means the Crown Lauds Acts of 1884,1889, and 1895, together with 

any Acts passed or to be passed for the amendment of the said Acts or any of them.
“ Diseases iu Sheep Acts” means the “Diseases in Sheep Act of 1886,” together with all 

Acts passed or to be passed for the amendment thereof.
“ Governor” means the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council.
“Holding” means auy land or aggregation of lands constituting one property, whether 

held under the same title or different titles or under titles of different kinds, together 
with all proclaimed, reserved, or reputed roads intersecting or bounding the same.

11 Local Land Board” means the Local Land Board of the Land District in which the land 
in question is situate, or any Local Land Board duly appointed to act in place of such 
Board as aforesaid.

“ Minister ” means the Secretary for Lands for the time being, or any other Minister 
from time to time charged with the administration of this Act.

“ Occupier ’’ means the owner if ho resides on the holding, but if not, his resident manager.
“Owner” means— .

(<i) the person registered as the bolder of any lease or license, or promise of lease or 
license from the Crown ; or

(i) Tho person registered as the bolder of any purchase, whether conditional or 
otherwise, from the Crown; or

(c) the applicant for a homestead selection whose application has been confirmed; or
(d) The person entitled at law to an estate of freehold in possession in any land 

granted by the Crown for private purposes ; or
(c) the person in whom is vested any laud taken or appropriated under authority of
- any statute authorising laud to be taken or appropriated for tbo purpose of any 

- - private undertaking.
“Prescribed ”
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“ Prescribed" means prescribed by this Act or any regulation to be made thereunder.
“ Private holding" means a holding consisting of lands which are not public lands as here

inafter specified. _
“ Private lands " means lands which are not public lands as hereinafter specified,
“ Public land ’’ means—

(«) land vested in the Crown which is not the subject of any lease or license, or 
promise of, or agreement for, any lease or license under the Crown Lands Acts 
or under any other Act anthorising the occupation or use of land vested in the 
Crown, and which is not the subject of any contract for the sale thereof; or 

(b) any land which is the subject of any dedication or permanent reservation for 
public uses or purposes, not being for a road, whether the said land has been 
granted for the said uses or purposes or not, and which is not for the time being 
lawfully held under any lease or license, or promise of, or agreement for, any 
lease or license.

The CiiAinMAK then suggested that Clause 2 he left to the draftsman to make the interpretations 
according to the Bill.

Clause 2 was therefore postponed.

' . Clause 3.
Farts of the territory may be exempted from certain ■provisions.

3. The Governor may, by proclamation in the Gazette, exempt any part or parts of Sew 
South Wales to be specified in the proclamation from the operation of the provisions contained 
in Parts I and II hereof; hut any such proclamation may by proclamation he corrected, modified, 
or revoked.

The CnAiiijrAS' said they had passed a resolution to the effect that New South Wales should be 
declared rabbit infested, and this clause 3 gave the Governor power to declare some districts not infested. 
These two resolutions were therefore conflicting. He thought they ought to cut out clause 3 if the 
Conference thought that the whole of New South Wales should be under one law without any exemption 
anywhere.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said it might he desired to declare towns, villages, and boroughs, and so 
on, to he exempted from the operation of this Act.

The Hon. Kupeut Caeington (Jerilderie) thought the clause might read in this way, "the 
Governor may, by proclamation in the Gazette, exempt any part or parts of New South Wales from being 
declared rabbit infested." He thought it was a most valuable power to give the Governor. It was absurd 
to declare George-street, Sydney, rabbit infested.

Mr. Pa iceman said he would support Mr. Alison in this matter ; it was much better to protect 
those portions of the Colony that were nut at present infested from being open to become infested.

Mir. Alison (Canonbar) said he wanted to draw the attention of the Conference to the fact that 
the tw'O clauses were not in consonance. He moved “that the Governor may, by proclamation in the 
Gazette, exempt boroughs, towns, and villages from the operations of the provisions contained in parts 
1 and 2 hereof." ■

Mr. Bolton (Wagga) thought this Conference should make every feasible suggestion for tho 
suppression of the rabbits. It was just possible that the rabbits might be as thick in a municipality ns 
anywhere else. Mr. Carruthers had said that in Broken Hill they were to thick that the dying rabbits 
got under tho school and it had to be closed. If they removed such a place from the operations of the 
Act and declared it uninfested they would bo declaring an untruth.

Mr. Sides (Hay) said it would be a mistake to exclude municipalities and towns. He had been 
in towns very early in the morning, and had seen as many rabbits about tho stables as out in the fields,

Mr. Hayes said it was clear that if the Conference had passed a resolution that the whole 
of New South Wales be declared rabbit infested this clause should lio struck out. As far as tho 
municipalities were concerned everyone who knew the country knew that they wore just as much 
infested as anywhere else. The town of Hay had as many rabbits as any other part of that district.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said lie had been misunderstood. He only wanted to point out that the 
two motions were contradictory. Ho did not mind if it was left one way or the other.

Mr. T. Beown, M.L.A, (Budgerabong) said it ought to stay as it was. The Minister ought to 
have power to except certain portions.

Mr. Dill (Hay) proposed that clause 3 be struck out.
Mr. Peeehan seconded.
The question was put before the meeting, and carried by 25 votes to 8.

Clause 25.
Mr. Casiekon (Ivanhoe) moved the recommittal of clause 25.
Mr. Cummin a (Hillston) seconded the motion.
The question of recommittal was put and carried.
Mr. Cameeon (Ivauhoe) proposed that clause 25 be struck out, and the following be inserted:— 

“ That any Babbit Board be empowered to borrow moneys for the carrying out of this Act, such moneys 
not to exceed in the whole the revenue of the Board for three years." Ho said that if they eliminated 
from the powers of the Board the power to borrow money they would thoroughly emasculate the Bill 
and make it unworkable. The Babbit Board must be on the same lines as a Municipal Council. Without 
giving them the power to borrow money they would be practically useless, "With regard to the part of 
the clause naming three years as the limit, he was not particular on that point. They could amend that 
in anyway they chose. They all knew perfectly well that the initial expenses of a Babbit Board or any 
other Board were very much greater than they had any idea of. The Government would have power to 
buy wire-netting, and to advance it to those who required it under this Bill, but it was possible that that

clause
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clause would be rejected by Parliament, and they must make provision iu that clause in case it was 
rejected. They should endeavour to make the suggestions which they drcwr as acceptable to the country 
and the Minister and themselves as it was possible to make them.' If they objected to the power to 
borrow three years rates, let a vote be taken as to whether it should be three, two, or one. If the 
Conference rejected this clause he would endeavour to get what he wished put in the Pill in another 
form, that is, with two wears inserted, and if that were rejected, then with one year; and then if that 
were’rejected, and they adhered to the decision that was given a day or two previously, then he would 
feel that they had iu a measure damned the Bill, and, as Mr. Flanagan had said, they might as well go
home. .

Mr. Boitox (Wagga) said ho quite agreed with the last speaker. He said that if war were 
declared against anyone else there would be a large sum of money voted for it, and he said that a large 
sum of money should be voted to wage war against the rabbits. It appeared to him that they must resist 
the rabbits at any expense, and should put forth every effort by main force to keep them down, Ho 
hoped the operations of this Act would be so successfully carried out that they would have no great call 
or necessity for borrowing later on, but now they required a large sum to take proper measures. He 
had great pleasure in seconding Mr. Cameron’s motion.

Mr. Fiasagas (Gunbar) said be would support Mr, Cameron’s motion. They were giving certain 
powers to deal with the rabbits, and one of the poivcrs conferred was that of erecting harrier fences. 
How they knew very well that they could not erect barrier fences without money, and rates could only be 
collected once a year, and one year;s rates, he was certain, would not erect ranch barrier fence. Therefore, 
if they were going to deal with this national nuisance, they would have to confer a power on the Board 
to borrow money.

Mr. J. Hates, M.L.A. (Deniliquin), said that this was a matter which he thought, absolutely 
necessary. Many of the Boards would find it necessary to put a ring fence round their district, and this 
would cost money. The Conference would therefore act wisely in carrying this motion unanimously. _ _

Mr. CuiCMiffG (Hillston) said that he thought that they were overlooking the fact that the initial 
expense would be tbe heaviest of all. They must leave something to posterity. It would be quite safe 
to give the Boards this power. (

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) rose to oppose the motion. He really thought that Mr. Cameron s 
allusion to the municipalities was a most unfortunate one, because np to the present moment most of the 
municipalities in this Colony were bankrupt.

A Member: That is their own fault.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said he thought it might be the Babbit Board’s own fault, too. They 

mmht, borrow four years’ revenue, and they might lay such a burden on the Babbit Boards that they 
would have nothing to' spend on rabbit destruction for a long time. Ho really thought they would be 
acting wisely if tliev refrained from conferring tins power of borrowing. They did not know how far it 
might be extended if they left this part of the clause in as for one, two, or three years. Jfc might be 
desirable to leave it in for four years. Very few of them would vole for four years. If they passed the 
clause allowing the Boards to borrow, as sure as fate four years would be inserted when in Parliament 
From the experience of tho past history of the Colony of bodies being allowed to borrow, 1m thought if 
the? had not got the experience now that it was exceedingly dangerous they did not, profit by their 
experience.

Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) said that they had affirmed the principle of the Boards being elected 
from year t> year, and why should limy lie down the Boards in this way ? This year the Board would 
borrow, and next vear’s Boaid would be lied down hand and foot. _

Mr. Ross (Hume) said he would oppose the reintroduction of this clause. He thought that it 
was most daimorous. He considered the main object of the Stock Boards under the Babbit Bill would be 
to see that private individuals killed the rabbits themselves. He did not want the Stock Boards to kill 
rabbits. All the Boards were to do was to see that private individuals killed the rabbits themselves. If 
they gave the Boards power to borrow they would do it in tbe most extensive way.

Mr. Cajikbon (Ivanhoe) said the case had been instanced by Mr, Alison of the difficulty that had 
arisen with regard to municipalities borrowing money. If the municipalities had already borrowed too 
much money that was their look-out, and their own fault. And Mr. Alison s argument, as far as he 
could see, ‘would apply to any Board in any part of the world borrowing money. Any Board in 
tbe world might got themselves into difficulties by borrowing too much money. But Hey did not 
necessarily get themselves into difficulties, and notwithstanding the difficulties that the municipalities had 
got themselves into, nobody in that Conference supposed for one moment that corporate bodies should 
not have the power to borrow money for some time or other. He was nob particular whether it was two 
years or three years, but he did say that unless they had that power it would be impossible to carry on 
the business of the Babbit Board. He thought that Mr. Hayes bad put it clearly before the Conference 
that that Board could not carry on without some borrowing powers. If members had not made up their 
minds whicn way thev would vote, he implored them to vote to give the Boards some borrowing power.

The question was put and lost by 25 votes to 13.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved that a committee be appointed to confer with Mr. Alexander 
Oliver, with a view to drafting the proposals of the present Conference so as to bring them into harmony 
with one another and with other Acts. That the said committee'consist of the Chairman, the Honorable 
Rupert Carington, Mr. -T. M. Atkinson, Mr. Bacon, Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A., Mr. Leslie, Mr. Cudmore, 
Mr. Freeman, Mr. Flanagan, and the mover, two to form a quorum. •

Mr. Heuxien (Wanaaring) proposed that the resolutions passed by the Conference be banded 
to Mr. Alexander Oliver, and that he be asked to draft a Bill on those resolutions, and that there be no
committee. ,

Mr. "Wilkes (Broken Hill) supported Mr. Hebden’s motion, and said that if the resolutions were 
not clear enough to be understood by Mr. Oliver, then it was certain that the committee could not 
explain them.^ Mr.
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Mi*. T. Bnowsr, M.L.A. (Budgerabcmg), suggeslcd that the Conference should adjourn until 
Wednesday morning, and that the Chairman should interview Mr. Alexander Oliver, and report to the 
Conference, on Wednesday morning, how long it would tahe Mr. Oliver to draft the Bill. They could 
then come to a decision whether a committee was required or not,

Tho Chairman then read the following letter from the Secretary of the Board for Exports:—
Department of Mines and Agriculture, Board for Exports, 40, Young-street. Sydney, 15 March, 1897.

Sir,
By direction of the Honorable the Minister for Mines nnd Agriculture, I have the honor to request the 

indulgence of your Conference, before closing the session of to-duy. in order to lay before the gentlemen present the action 
being taken by my Board in connection with the export of hares and rabbits,

I shall bo in attendance for that purpose. I have. Ac.,
JAS. STEPHEN'SOK,

A. Lakeman, Esq.. Chairman, Babbit Conference. Secretary.

Mr. T. Brows, M.L. A. (Budgerabong), said that this was an important matter, and the Secretary of 
the Board for Exports would he in a position to give them valuable information. He would move that the 
Conference allow Mr. Stephenson the opportunity of addressing them at the conclusion of the business 
on Wednesday.

Air. Brown’s motion was carried unanimously.
The Chairman then adjourned the Conference until Wednesday morning at 10 n.m.

SEVENTH DAY—17th MAECH, 1897.

Mr, Allen Lakeman took the Chair at 10 a.m.
The minutes of previous meeting were read aud confirmed.
The Chairman then reported that he had seen Air, Oliver; hut he could not have the Bill ready 

until, at the earliest, the beginning of the following week. It would be a rather difficult matter to draft.
Mr. Batuts (Narrandera) said, that as many of the delegates were anxious to get home, and it 

was no use their remaining for another week, ho would propose that a sub-committee be formed of five 
gentlemen to confer with Mr. Oliver, and receive the Bill from him, and present it to the Alinister, aud to 
explain the intentions of the Conference both to Air. Oliver and to the Alinister if necessary. He would 
nominate the Chairman, Air. Allen Lakeman, together with Mr T. Brown, Al.L.A., ihe Honorable Rupert 
Carington, Mr. Alison, and Air. Bacon as the sub-committee of five to deal with this matter.

Air. J. M. Atkinson seconded Air. Baylis’ motion.
Air. Bat us (Narrandera) said that three should form a quorum. _
Mr. J. M. A'ikilYsos thought that one should form a quorum, as it was only a nutter ot explaining 

the intentions of the Conference.
Air. Bayus’ (Narrandera) motion was then put, and carried unanimously. _
The Chairman then reported that he had received a note from Mr. Alexander Oliver, from which 

he would like to "read them an extract, and which ran as follows:—“I hardly understand what is the 
intention of the Conference in regard to tho constitution of the 1 Rabbit Boards.’ Referring to clause 
5 on the printed amendments—‘ That for the purposes of the Bill, &c.,’—does this mean that the constitu
tion of the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards is lo be altered only for Babbit Administration purposes 
or pencralfyand for all purposes ? If the latter, it will be an amendment of the Stock and Pastures Acts, 
ani not of Air. Carruthers’ Bill only. It will, on the other band, be rather awkward to have the Boards 
constituted one way for stock purposes, another for rabbits, especially at meetings when business of both 
kinds is to be transacted.’’

Air, Alison (Canonbar) said he thought the idea, when the clause dealing with that matter was 
passed, was this, that the Sheep Diseases Directors met and transacted their business, and then the Stock 
Board met and transacted their business, and then it was the intention he thought, that the Rabbit 
Directors would meet and transact their business, but they would sit as separate Boards,

Mr. Atkinson took it that they had to alter the constitution of the Diseases in Sheep Act, as they 
put in nine men instead of eight. He thought the Government representative would take the Chair on 
the Rabbit Board and form the ninth man.

The Hon, Rupert Carington (Jerilderie) said that sitting as they did together there had never 
been any friction between the Sheep Directors and the Stock and Pastures Directors. They did the 
sheep business first and the other afterwards. Why should there not be a third section? Ho did not 
see that the Government nominee would have any more right to sit as a Sheep Director than the Stock 
and Pastures Directors had,

Mr, T. Brown, Al.L.A, (Budgerabong), said that this was quite a revelation to him, and to use a 
hacknied expression, he did not know where he was on this question. The Alinister’s Bill provided for 
a separate Rabbit Board, and it went on to provide that the present Stock and Pastures Board might for 
the purpose of this Bill bo constituted a separate Rabbit Board, that Municipalities might bo constituted 
separate Rabbit Boards according to their areas, and the people affected might come iu and require a. 
Rabbit Board to be constituted on an elective basis, independently of the Stock Board or of the Munici
palities. These were the provisions of the Minister, and that was the constitution that he was supporting. 
Now every speech that had been made on the occasion of the passing of that clause was in the direction 
of giving the Stock and Pastures Board the power to administer this Rabbit Act. It was struck out that 
the Alinister should have no power of constituting, on the wish of the people affected, any other Board 
but the Pastures and Stock Board to do this work. Now he understood from that position that the wish 
of this Conference was that the administration of this Act, from the top to the bottom, with the exception 
of the Alunicipal Councils, should be part and parcel of the work given to the Stock and Pastures Board, 
nnd looking upon it from that standpoint, and knowing the large interests that would be affected by it, 
and seeing that it was not practically with the province of the Stock and Pastures Board as at present

constituted,
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constituted, he had. set himself the task of liberalising the franchise of the Stock Board not for the 
purpose of constituting out of the Stock and Pastures Board another Board—the Babbit Board—but for the 
general purposes of the Stock and Pastures Act, and that was what he had pointed out to the Conference 
ail along, that to carry out their idea they would have lo amend the Pastures and Stock Act and the 
-Diseases in Sheep Act m order to give the rest of the taxpayers a franchise. That would not be necc-sarv 
it another Board were established to administer this Rabbit Act. jS'ow they had set to work to liberalise 
the franchise for the Stock and Pastures Board, and they had done so in such a manner, he was inclined to 
ni they , ? ll,)errscd ihe aPex a,3d curtailed the base, and that when it came before Parliament the 

whole edibee would topple over. They had liberalised the franchise reducing the minimum to 250 sheep 
and increasing the voting power from four to eight. Now, if that did not apply to the other functions of 
this Stock and Pastures Protection Board, in so far as that dealt with Stock and Pastures matters, and 
inseases in Sheep matters, then on this basis they were constituting another Board with a different 
franchise, and it did not follow that the men elected on the one franchise would he the men who would 
be chosen on the other. "What he wanted to know was this: What was the position this Conference 
intended to take up F The whole thing was frought with difficulties. The Conference had sot out with 
the idea ot placing the whole of the administration of this Bill in the hands of the Stock and Pastures 

anai constituted for Stock and Pastures purposes, but as they had gone on they had lost that idea, 
and had been working with a view of establishing a separate Board within the Stock and Pastures Board for 
purposes of administering.this Bill. (Members: No, no.) If that was not so, then why was it ohiected 
w f'1}6 (;rorer^ment nominee should not sit upon matters affecting any business but the rabbit business ? 
Would he not be a member of the Stock aud Pastures Board ? If this combination were not given, his 
contention was, that they were not placing the administration of this Bill under the Stock and Pastures 
Board but they were placing it under a separate Board, with a different function. Now they had got 
themselves into this very difficult position, and it seemed to him that lie was borne out in his contention 
by Mr. Oliver. Mr. Oliver could not say what was the intention of this Conference. It might he 
looking at it from one standpoint, that the Stock and Pastures Board were to administer this Act But 
when they came to other provisions in this Bill he could only come to the conclusion that the Stock aud 
i astures Board as a Stock and Pastures Board were not to administer this Act, that a Babbit Board 
winch might be a Stock and Pastures Board, and might not be, was to administer the Act. He thought 
the Conference should rescind the whole of the resolution, and go back to the Minister’s proposal. The 

r j , rdB wou,ld bc tlle administering machinery, and it would only be where the people came and 
asked lor some other form of administration to be set up that it would be set up.

The CifAimtA.x said that he would rule any discussion on the matter out of order AVhy he read 
this letter was to show the difficulties which Mr. Oliver had, and the difficulties that the Committee would 
have, and he thought it just as well to take the sense of the large body of the Conference, as they ivere 
there, as to what really was the meaning of that particular section of the Act which they had passed, 
whether the btock Boards were to be constituted as a separate Board, or, as Mr. Brown put it, whether 
the Rabbit Boards were to be handed over to the Stock Boards, and tbe Stock Boards were to be 
constituted with a new franchise.

., . ^r‘ -Avisos (Canonbar) said that be thought Mr, Brown had altogether mistaken what had been 
S1r r0™1^- lhe il'‘luch,sc UIlder tho Sheep Diseases Act would be altered. The Constitution
ot the Stock and 1. astures Board would be altered. In accordance with their resolutions those people 
who were Directors undeT llm Sheep Act and under the Pastures aud Stock Act would bo the Babbit 
Board under this Bill fos' the purposes of (his Bill, and then there would be ihe (government repre
sentative who tor the purposes of this Bill, for (he purposes of the Babbit Act, would be called in The 
Government did not provide any funds under (he Slock and Pastures Act, and therefore they should not 
have a man representing them on the Pastures and Stock Board. It was their intention that when 
rabbit business was to be discussed the Government representative should enter tbe room and discuss it. 
they had not altered anything or proposed to alter anything except to liberalise the franchise. He did 
not know that lie altogether approved of it himself, but it was done and they could not alter it They 
did not propose that there should be a separate election for the Babbit Board. There would be one 
elcc mu tor the Sheep Directors aud one election for the Pastures and Stock Board Directors, and the

a iS,0 pcople fomed fl Habbit Boai'd’ with t,ie addition of one man for the Babbit Act, and the 
Babbit Act alone, to represent the Government.

The CirAiiarAX then said that he thought this was one of the difficulties that Mr. Oliver would 
have, and he thought that what Mr. Alison had stated simpliGed the matter, and it should be put to Mr. 
Oliver that the 1 astures and Stock Board were to be elected on the franchise of the new Babbit Board 
so to say but that they would conduct their own business as a Stock and Pastures Board for themselves’ 
and the Diseases in Sheep Act Directors would conduct their business, and the Babbit Board would be 
conducted by the.nine members. If that was what the Conference meant he would be glad to have them 
vote on the question, and he would convey their decision to Mr. Oliver.

. ,The 01lairaiati then took a vote as to whether this view was the view of the Conference, and it was 
carried. ’
r i-i (Hillston) moved that the following resolution be pressed upon the consideration

ot the Minister • I hat the Government should continue to offer a substantial reward for a discovery that 
would tend to entirely destroy the rabbit pest, and ask the Governments of other colonies to also con
tribute. He thought that this matter-was worthy of their consideration. Science no doubt would step 
in one day and solve the problem, as it had done already in Europe with regard to the silk industry, which 
bad been saved by science, and in America the citrus industry had been saved by science also. He 
thought thatd this succeeded it would save all (be trouble of this'Bill or any other.

11 kr,:VVt<?AN (Hnnbar) seconded it. He thought it would bo a very wise thing if tho expenses 
could be curtailed by some new invention. It would be a foolish thing if they did not ask the Govern
ment to keep on offering rewards for inventions that would deal more effectively than they could with 
the rabbits. ‘ J

The resolution was then put to the Conference and carried.
n j (Budgerabong), then moved, “That Mr. Stevenson, the Secretary of the
Board tor Exports, be now allowed an opportunity of addressing the Conference.’’

Mr. Amsox (Canonbar) seconded, and it was carried.

Mr.
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_ Mr. Stevenson said he had no intention of detaining them very long. He came there merely by 
direction of the Board for Exports, and with the consent of the Minister for Mines, to explain to them on 
what lines the Board for Exports intended dealing with the rabbits and hares of the Colony. Although 
the rabbits were under the Lands Department, the hares were under the Department of Mines. He 
supposed that if they had arrived at a cross-breed it would have to bo administered by a third department. 
The fioai-d for Exports had made eeriain arrangements, based to a certain extent on the lines adopted in 
Victoria. About two years ago, when Victoria first took up the export of hares and rabbits, more par
ticularly the latter, they sent a few hundreds of carcases just as an experiment. H was with great difficulty 
that the merchants were got to take it up. Last year they sent 1,31.8,000 carcases to London, besides 
about GO per cent, more, rejects; altogether more than 2^ millions of rabbits were destroyed last year 
under those arrangements. .In January this year they sent 1.83,000 carcases to London, bringing back a 
total return of about £7,250, That was instead of having the pest destroyed by letting the carcases lio 
on the ground, they were making a commercial article of them. It was proposed to do the same in New 
South Wales.^ The Board for Exports had made arrangements for cold storage, and had imported an 
expert from Victoria to manage the business. The proposal was that the Board for Exports would arrange 
for refrigerating chambers built in Sydney, that local refrigerating stores should be constructed iu tho 
country, and cool trucks provided on the railways. The country produce would be brought to Sydney, 
stowed in the freezing chamber, and packed and exported by the Board. The Board for Exports would 
find all cases, and tho cost of these would be included in the charges. The conditions were that the 
rabbits should be trapped or snared, killed, gutted, aud bled, aud tbe liver and kidneys must be left in tbo 
carcase. Care must be taken to keep the furs clean, and this could be done by hanging them over rails 
in pairs. Cases with a rail from end to end, and holding from fifteen to twenty pairs, were the best for 
this purpose, The carcases, immediately on being killed, were to bo forwarded to the Export Depot by a 
(]uiclt train. The Government expert would receive, grade, pack, and brand them, and the charge for 
handling, freezing, and shipping would he Hd. per pair, cases included. All sweated, damaged, or 
unsightly carcases would be rejected, aud must be immediately removed by tbe owner or bis agent. 'The 
railway rates for hares and rabbits, in not less than 5 cwt. lots, delivered to the Government Export Depot 
in Darling Harbour, would be; —

s. d. a. J.
Up to 50 miles .. GO per ton. Hp to 200 miles ... is 8

ii p; 4 .. 8 G ,, ,, 225 „ ... 20 0
„ ioo lj ■ .. 10 10 „ „ 250 „ ... 21 5
„ 125 • .. 12 11 „ „ 300 „ ... 24 2

150 it 4 • • 15 0 „ „ 350 „ ... 26 11
„ W5 Ji * .. 16 10 „ „ 400 ' „ ... 29 G

It might be roughly argued that a ton of railway freight would represent about 140 pairs of hares 
or 310 pairs of rabbits. That was the position up to the present, and tho Minister had arranged that he 
would go with tho expert and Mr, Stevenson, and meetings would be held in the conntry to speak on this 
question, and to discuss the matter fully there. A meeting would be held in Bathurst on the following 
Monday, and in other towns at later dates. Information that might be sent to tho Board would bo 
received and carefully attended to. They bad all preparations made, and they had no doubt that within 
a few years they would be able to say that scarcely a rabbit could be seen near a railway line where it 
could be got to the market.

Mr. Cameron (Ivanhoe) said that he had listened to Mr. Stevenson’s remarks with pleasure, but he 
considered that the rabbits in New South "Wales, or inanypart of Australia, should not in any way ho regarded 
as a subject for commercial enterprise. To him- the rabbit was a scourge that thev ought to stamp out by 
every means that lay in their power. There was no doubt that all those living within the vicinity of 
railway lmos,_or even within 20 miles of them, would benefit very much by this, but those portions of’the 
Colony were insignificant in comparison with the large area which was overspread with rabbits, and he did 
not think that the Conference should recommend anything of that sort. Let them treat the rabbits as 
their worst enemy, and let them form no portion of any scheme of commercial enterprise in this Colony.

The Honorable Euimort Carinqton (Jerilderie) would cordially support tbe remarks made by 
Mr. Cameron. He would go even further; he would give any man six months who froze rabbits for 
export. Ho would move a resolution, “ That it is inadvisable that rabbits should be made an article of 
export.”

Mr, Cameron (Ivanboe) seconded the Honorable It. Carington’s motion.
Air. Eoss (Hume) said he felt, like the Honorable Rupert Carington, very strongly on this matter. 

He thought the Conference last year had passed a similar resolution. The exportation of rabbits was a 
thing that should not be encouraged. It would be all very well where there were railways and where 
the rabbits were not too thick, but where the rabbits were numerous they were not fit for export. And 
if they were to encourage the export of rabbits—to send them home—it would simply bo to encourage 
the breeding of rabbits. Of course, they knew that where those rabbits were caught, and sent home, was 
where the country was good and the rabbits not so thick. He thought they ought not to encourage this 
in any shape or form; for wherever a rabbit factory was established, the rabbits would simply increase 
rapidly Tbe Govo nment should let the matter alone.

Mr. Sides ( Hay) said be did not think tho Conference came here to make rabbits a commercial 
commodity, They had come here to devise some means to destroy their worst enemy. It was beyond 
question that they were their enemy, and if rabbits wore to be cultivated, they might as well stop 
breeding sheep ; because, if rabbits were exported and put on the market in London, their sheep would 
come down in value terribly as the meat supply would bo so much increased, He thought they should 
put their faces totally against cultivating rabbits in this way.

Air. ‘Wi.r.KES (Broken Hill) said that the best argument with regard to this was given to the 
Alinister yesterday on the blackberry question, lie showed them that there were a number of people 
who were living, in a. manner, on the blackberries. He said they could not help that; the pest must be 
got rid of. There was one tiling Air. Stevenson had not pointed out. There was only a certain class of

rabbits
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rabbits that was good for export. In bis district there were tinning works, and during the winter 
months there were no rabbits good for that purpose, because the does were heavy in young and were, 
therefore, not fit for export. He would most heartily support the Honorable Kupert Carington’s 
motion.

Mr. Ej.as'AUAS' (Gunbar) said that tbe local authorities should see the rabbits were not being kept 
for commercial purposes in any locality, and when the power was in the hands of any Stock Board it was 
their duty to see that the rabbits were not kept for commercial purposes, but ho thought they were 
unnecessarily alarmed, and should not prevent a person alongside a railway fetching in an auxiliary to 
catch rabbits and do tbe work for him, sending them to Sydney for export and so giving employment to 
labour. He certainly thought they should not foster the rabbits but the Stock Boards should not interfere 
with a private individual if he ehosc to try to make money out of the rabbits he killed.

Mr. T. Brtowiv, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said that this was a most extraordinary development. It 
seemed to him that some of the members had got so completely hypnotised by the idea that the rabbits 
were to be destroyed by tbe Itabbit Boards, that they could not conceive of their being destroyed in any 
other way and turned to some benefit. Now he thought that what Mr. Stevenson had done was simply to 
show' to the Conference how' they might in another way destroy the rabbits. He did not propose that 
the rabbits should be cultivated for export, he proposed to destroy them and convert them into an article 
for export. One gentleman announced the extraordinary idea that if they put rabbits on tbe English 
market the price of sheep would go down. He did not see if they could turn the rabbits into a profitable 
product for export, why it could not be done as well as sending all the skins as they did now. They 
skinned the rabbits and exported the skins, so long as it was profitable to do so, and why should they not 
export the rabbits ? If it would interfere with the value of the sheep he would not mind. It would simply 
he a matter of the survival of the fittest. It seemed to him to be a most extraordinary stand to pass such 
a resolution as this. He would propose that Mr. Stevenson be thanked for having given them this 
address, and he would certainly oppose the Honorable Rupert Caringtou’s resolution.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that without reflecting on Mr. Brown in any way, be thought the 
picnic the previous day must have affected him. He bad been getting hold of the wrong ideas altogether. 
They were there to consider how to eradicate tbe rabbit and they only wanted to put their disapproval on 
anything that would continue the rabbit. If they made rabbits an article of export they might continue 
for ever, and they were there to destroy them root and branch. They had brought in all sorts of resoluiions 
to make everybody destroy the rabbit, and it would not do for them to say that they had a contract with 
tho Meat Company to supply rabbits for export. He agreed with the Honorable Eupert Carington, and 
thought that if the factories were put up it would create vested interests. Their situation was different to 
that in Victoria. In Victoria they were not more than 00 miles from a port and never far from a railway. 
That made it more profitable. The last resolution passed by tbe Conference was to the effect that the 
Government be asked to renew the reward for a means of destruction. It bad been stated that the 
Queensland Government bad discovered that they could propagate chicken cholera so effectually as to 
destroy the rabbits, He supposed that that was tbo hope of all of them that something of that kind 
would come about. But seeing tbe idea was utterly foreign to them be might say that so far as chicken 
cholera was concerned M. Pasteur found that where ho was beaten on that point was purely that the 
climatic conditions of western New South "Wales were fatal to the virus that he was propagating, aud 
that when it had reached a temperature of 11.0 the virus was destroyed. However, it might be found that 
a virus could be cultivated that could stand that temperature.

The Hon. Eupert Caiungtox (Jerilderie) then said that he would like to preface his amendment 
by moving, “ That the thanks of the Conference to Mr. Stevenson be accorded for having so kindly 
ventilated his views on the subject.” His paper was very interesting and they thanked him very kindly 
for the discussion, although they did not agree with him.

The vote of thanks to Mr. Stevenson was then carried unanimously.
Mr. Stevenson said that he must have made himself understood very poorly if he did not convey 

his meaning that they should use all possible means to stamp out the rabbits, and he had suggested this as 
one of the means adopted with a considerable measure of success in Victoria. Within a few miles of the 
railway in Victoria they never see a rabbit, However it was no use to attempt to assist men who would 
not be assisted, and he could only now have the pleasure of conveying tbe resolution of the Conference to 
the Minister, and be had no doubt that the Minister would allow the matter to drop into that obscurity 
which, perhaps, it should never have been brought from. ■

The Hon. Eupert Ca hi no ton's (Jerilderie) resolution that it was not advisable that rabbits should 
he made an article of export was then put and carried.

Mr. W. La why moved the following resolutions:—
1. “That if the present Act is efficiently administered, uo fresh legislation is either necessary or

desirable.”
2. “ That the only means of effectually dealing with the rabbit pest is to make it north white for those

holding lands under various tenures from the Crown to undertake the cost and trouble of 
destruction." '

3. “That this can best be done by granting such extension of (heir tenancies, or such other
concessions as may be considered desirable, as will not only induce them to wire-net their 
boundaries, but also to subdivide with wire-netting. bVeeholdei s will, in their own interests, 
take such remedial measures as they consider advisable to protect their property.”

4. “That as the whole Colony is admittedly over-run, the whole Colony should be declared infested,
and the many salutary provisions of the present Act he thus brought into operation.”

5. 11 That in the administration of tbe present Act the Government should give facilities, if possible
by Regulations thereunder, for neighbouring owners, lessees, or licensees to obtain prompt 
remedies by legal action against one another for breaches of tbe A.cfc; and it should be provided 
that all Crown lands, in order to prevent the law being a dead letter, should be treated in exactly 
the same way as those held by private owners.” "

6. “That barrier fences having proved to be only temporary expedients no taxation be imposed on
the sheep farmer for their erection or maintenance,”
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7, “That with regard to the unoccupied scrub aud inferior lauds and resumed areas in the hands of 
the Crown, the Minister should obtain, if necessary, any special powers required to deal with 
these areas in a broad and statesmanlike manner in the direction of giring long tenure, with a 
first charge for cost of improvements approved by the Crown, thus bringing the major’part of 
the lands into productive occupation, making them eventually an asset of value, and causing in 
the meantime the expenditure of large sums in wire-netting and other improvements, and°tho 
consequent employment of large numbers of working men.”

S. “ That such portions of the above-mentioned lands as are too barren to be utilised in any way, and 
are found to be dangerous as breeding grounds of vermin, should ho fenced off with wire
netting when found to be infested.”

, Mr-1\ Brows, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), ashed the Chairman’s ruling as to whether Mr. Lawry was 
in order in bring in these questions now,

Tbe Chaiiimaw then said that Mr. Lawry would not he in order.
Mr. Anises' (Canonbar) moved, “That Mr. Lawry be heard.”
Mr. Boss (Hume) seconded the motion.
The question was then put, and lost by 18 votes to 10,
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved, “That the hearty thanks of the Conference be accorded to Mr 

Allen Lakeman for Ins services as Chairman.” They would all agree that Mr. Lakeman by bis keen and 
cfuick picking out of the situation had expedited their work in the most astonishing fashion, jind he wrts 
sure that Mr. Lakeman bad enabled the gentlemen present to return to their homes probably a week 
sooner than any other gentleman. '

The vote of thanks was carried with acclamation.
The Conference was adjourned sine die.

32—L
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(No. 1.)

DRAFT of Amended Rabbit Bill embodying 
the alterations and additions proposed at 
the Rabbit Conference, together with others 
consequential thereon, for submission to 
the Secretary for Lands,

60° Victoria, 1897.

A BILL
intituled

An Act for .suppressing or checking the Kabbit Pest by means 
of Local Administration, and by systematic and effective 
methods; and to make provision in furtherance of, or in 
connection with, the said purposes.

BE it enacted by tbe Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and 'with 
the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative 

Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled, and by the 
authority of the same, as follows :—

1. This Act may be cited as the “ Rabbit Act of 1897.” short title.
2. The Rabbit Act of 1890, together with all regulations made Repeat of Rabbit 

thereunder, is hereby repealed : Actofisoo,
Provided that the repeal hereby enacted shall not of itself— Proviso,

(i) abate, prejudice, or affect any proceeding now pending in 
any Court or before any Local Land Boat'd or other authority;

(ti) prejudice or affect any proceeding, matter, or thing lawfully 
done or commenced or contracted to be done under the 
authority of the said Act or any regulation made thereunder; 

and that notwitstanding such repeal—
(a) all offences committed or penalties incurred against or under 

the said repealed Act, or any regulation made thereunder, 
may he respectively tried, punished, enforced, and dealt with 
as if this Act had not been passed ; and

32—M {b)
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(A) all rights accraed and obligations incurrod under or by 'virtue 
of the said repealed Act or any regulation made thereunder 
shall, subject to any express provision of this Act in relation 
thereto, remain unaffected by such repeal.

B. Por the purposes of this Act the entire territory of New South 
Wales shall be deemed to be either actually rabbit-infested or liable 
to become so: Provided always that the Governor may, by proclama
tion in the Gazette, from time to time, declare exempt from tbe 
provisions of Parts I and II of this Act any part or parts of the Eastern 
.Division of this Colony; and may by like proclamation alter or revoke 
any such proclamation,

PART I.
liabbit Districts and Boards—Poicers of Boards—Bates, fc.

4>. Tbo several Districts for the time being constituted Districts 
for tbe purposes of tbe Diseases in Sheep Acts, and hereinafter referred 
to as Sheep Districts, shall be Districts for the purposes of this Act.

5. Eor every Rabbit District there shall bo a Rabbit Board, 
which shall consist of nine members, constituted as hereinafter provided, 
who shall each hold office for one vear :v

Provided always that if it should appear to the Governor that 
the member appointed by tbe Governor as hereinafter provided has 
failed to do or is incapable of doing bis duty, lie may remove such 
member and appoint a person in bis place for the unexpired period of 
ofldee of the member removed.

Every Rabbit Board shall, within the prescribed time, appoint 
one of its members to be Chairman thereof, and if such Board shall 
fail to appoint a Chairman the Governor may appoint one of such 
members to be such Chairman. Every member shall be entitled to 
receive, out of the revenues of the Board, tho prescribed fees.

6. The Rabbit Board of a Rabbit District shall be composed as 
follows:—

One member shall lie appointed by the Governor.
Five members, being those holding office for tho time being as 

Directors of the Sheep District which coincides with snob 
Rabbit District.

Three members, being those bolding office for the time being as 
Directors elected under the provisions of the Pastures and 
Stock Protection Acts.

Sucli nine persons shall be the Rabbit Board for a Rabbit District, and 
five of such persons being present at any meeting of such Board shall 
be a quorum.

V. The members of a Rabbit Board shall be a corporate body 
under the style or title of the “ Rabbit Board of District,”
and under such stylo or title every such Board shall have perpetual 
succession and a common seal, and be capable in law of suing and 
being sued.

■ Tbe validity of any acts of a Rabbit Board shall not be affected 
by any informality or irregularity in its constitution; and the fact that 
at any time all the seats on the Board are vacant shall not of itself 
operate to dissolve the corporation.

: 8. A Rabbit Board—
(a) may employ a Secretary and such other officers and servants 

as may be necessary, and pay them out of the revenues of the
’ Board:
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Board: Provided that all such officers and servants shall 
he under the exclusive control, and hold office during the 
pleasure, of the Board ; *

(6) shall cause proper minute hooks to be kept of all its
■ proceedings;

(<?) shall cause true and regular accounts to he kept of all moneys 
received or paid under the authority of this Act, and shall 
give the owner or occupier of any private holding within the 
Babbit District access thereto at all reasonable hours;

(d) shall produce for inspection to any person duly authorised in 
writing by the Minister or the Colonial Treasurer all its 
books, accounts, agreements, vouchers, letters, or other docu
ments which may relate to any matter under this Act;

9. All fines, penalties, rates, and other moneys received by a The Babbit Fumi. 
Babbit Board under or by virtue of this Act shall form part of a
fund to be called the Babbit Bund of the District.

Moneys forming part of the Babbit Bund of the District may 
he applied by the Babbit Board to the payment of any expenses of, or 
incidental to, the administration of this Act by the Board, or of any 
costs or expenses incurred in accordance with provisions of this Act, 
and not otherwise.

The Governor mav cause the accounts in connection with the 
Babbit Bund of the District to be audited, and the expenses of tho 
audit shall, if the Governor so require, be paid out of the Babbit Bund.

10. Every Babbit Board shall in each year make or cause to be Babbit rate, 
made an estimate of the probable sum which will be required (in 
addition to fines, penalties, and other revenues) for the effective 
administration of this Act in tho Babbit District; and the said sum
shall be raised by a Babbit Bate upon stock within the District.

Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, the amounts 
levied under the rate shall be proportionate as far as practicable to the 
stock returns under the Pastures and Stock Protection Acts—

(t) The Babbit Board shall, in the first instance, strike the rate 
upon an assessment of so much per sheep, but not so as 
to exceed one halfpenny per sheep in any one year.

(ii) Public lands shall be taken to he capable of carrying one 
sheep to ten acres, and be rated on that basis.

(m) Cultivated private lands shall he taken to be capable of 
carrying one sheep to five acres, and be rated on that basis in 

' every case where no returns for such cultivated lands have 
been made under the Stock and Pastures Protection Acts :

Provided always that only half rates shall he levied upon any 
holding now or hereafter enclosed hy a fence which, in the opinion of 
the Board, is rabbit-proof.

(iv) The Babbit Board shall have access as prescribed to—
(«) returns of sheep made to Clerks of Petty Sessions and 

Inspectors of Sheep under the Diseases in Sheep Acts or 
any other Acts; and '

(&) returns collected by the police or other authorised persons 
for statistical or other purposes.

11. "When the amount payable under the rate upon any holding Notice of amount due 
has been determined the prescribed notice of sucli amount shall bo Vnd“mtB 10 be 
given to the person liable to pay the same.

The amount so determined shall, except in case of appeal, be 
paid to such person or bank, and on or before such date as may be 
respectively specified for the purpose in such notice : Provided that 
tbe amount may be payable in instalments if the Board so directs.

The person liable to pay such amount shall be the occupier of 
the holding if the same be occupied, but if not, then the owner thereof; 
but nothing herein contained shall affect any agreement between ■ 
landlord and tenant in respect of the said liability. 12.
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12. Every rate and every determination of the amount payable 
upon any holding under such rate shall he entered in a hook—to he 
called the Rabbit Rate Book—which shall be kept in the prescribed 
form and manner; and all persons shall have access thereto at all 
reasonable times. The said book shall, on the production thereof, be 
prima facie evidence of the rate and of the amount determined as 
being payable under such rate upon any holding. The Rabbit Board 
may from time to time make such amendments and supply such 
omissions in tbe entries in such hook as may be necessary, and no 
such amendment or omission shall be held to invalidate the rate or 
any determination of amount: Provided that—

(o) every person aggrieved or affected hy any such alteration 
shall have the same right of appeal therefrom as he would 
have had if his name had been originally inserted therein or 
if no such alteration had been made; and

{h) except in the case of an amendment rendered necessary by 
the result of an appeal, the determination of the amount 
payable shall be taken to have been made at the date of the 
amendment.

' 13. The production of a copy of the Gazette containing the
hereinbefore required notice of the striking of a rate hy a Rabbit Board 
shall he conclusive evidence that the rate has been duly struck.

No determination of the amount payable shall in any case be held 
to be invalid by reason of any failure to give notice of such amount in 
accordance with the provisions hereinbefore contained: Provided always 
that, except in cases of appeal, proceedings shall not be taken to recover 
the amount payable in respect of any holding unless and until clue 
notice thereof has been given.

14. If any person is aggrieved by the amount determined as 
payable by him under the rate, lie may, within twenty-one days 
after the aforesaid notice has been given, appeal to a Court of Petty 
Sessions by a notice in the prescribed form, accompanied by tbe 
prescribed deposit; and the said Court shall determine the amount 
payable under the rate, and may order interest to be paid thereon at 
the rate of five pounds per centum per annum, calculated from the 
date specified iu the notice as the date for payment; and payment of 
the amount finally determined, with or without interest, as the case 
maybe, shall, he made to the person or hank specified in the notice 
within one month from the date of the final determination thereof.

15. Any amount due as Rabbit Rate may he recovered in a 
summary vTay before a Court of Petty Sessions.

Any sum due as a Rabbit Rate in respect of any private 
holding or land shall be, and until the payment thereof, remain, a 
charge upon the said holding or land.

16. A Rabbit Board shall have powrer to—•
(«) erect a harrier fence on any land, whether public or private, 

within or without the Rabbit "District, and repair and main
tain the said fence ; and

(6) utilize and convert into a barrier fence any private fence, 
whether rabbit-proof or not, on any land within or without 
sucli District, and repair and maintain the said fence ; and

(c) erect and maintain a harrier fence across any road or travelling
stock route making gates in such fence for the passage of 
members of the public and their stock ; and

(d) place a rabbit-proof gate in any harrier fence whevesoevor 
the same may be required, and repair and maintain such gate; 
and

(e) co-operate with the Rabbit Board of any neighhour ing Rabbit
District in the construction and maintenance of any such 
work as is hereinbefore mentioned. A
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A barrier fence shall be taken to mean a rabbit-proof fence which 
protects, or will protect from the incursions of rabbits the Rabbit 
District, or any part thereof, whether erected without or within the 
boundaries of the Rabbit, District; and the decision of the Stock 
Board that a barrier fence protects, or Arill so protect, the Rabbit 
District or any part thereof shall be conclusive of the fact, as against 
the owner or occupier of any holding or lands nothin the Rabbit 
District.

17. If any barrier fence shall be erected by any Rabbit Board Paymcutfor 
on the boundary of any Rabbit Disi rict, the Board of the adjoining of
District shall ho liable to pay to such Board as aforesaid half the cost 
of erection and maintenance of such fence, or such fence may he 
erected and maintained at their joint expense in accordance with such 
agreement as they may enter into.

IS. A Rabhit Board shall not he liable to pay or make com-Case where compen- 
pensation for anything lawfully done in exercise of the foregoingSfttlon eiTen- 
powers except where a barrier fence is erected upon any private hold
ing or land so as to cause damage hy severance.

Xhc amount of compensation due to any person shall, upon 
application by him as prescribed, he determined hy a Court of Petty 
Sessions; and in fixing such compensation the said Court may take 
into consideration and set off any benefit accruing to such person’s 
property by the construction of such fence, and shall have power to * 
award costs to or against any party appearing before it.

19. It shall be the duty of the Rabbit Board to keep in good Bm •riei’ fences to be
repair and efficiently maintain— maintnined.

(а) every harrier-fence erected hy it and every fence converted 
by it into a barrier-fence; and

(б) every barrier-fence erected or to he erected at the expense of 
the Crown within tho boundaries of the Rabbit District:

Provided always t hat—
(c) where any such fence as last aforesaid is along the common 

boundary of two Babbit District s the Minister, if the Boards of 
such Districts fail to agree in regard to the maintenance of 
such fence, shall determine which of the two Rabbit Boards 
shall be charged with the aforesaid duty, and the Rabhit 
Board charged therewith shall be entitled to receive from 
the other of such Boards half the annual cost incurred in 
disci larging such duty ;

(if) it shall he the duty of tbo Railway Commissioners to keep in 
good repair and efficiently maintain any barrier-fence erected 
or to be erected at tbe expense of the Crown along the 
boundaries of any lands vested in them, but tbe costs incurred 
in the repair and maintenance of any such fence shall be a 
charge upon the Consolidated Revenue Fund.

20. It shall be lawful for the Minister, out of any moneys voted Supplying netting 
for that purpose by Parliament, to purchase and supply to" Rabhit m“terials- 
Boards, or to owners of private lands, wire-netting and other materials
required in the construction of rabbit-proof fences, and also any 
machinery, plant, or substances for the destruction of rabbits; and 
may enter into contracts for the sale or letting out thereof to such 
Boards or owners: Provided that the repayment of principal and 
interest thereon shall be on a basis similar to that prescribed by law for 
payment of: principal and interest on conditionally-purchased lands—

. that the security for such repayment be a-first mortgage on the 
holding to be wire-netted or supplied with other appliances 
for tbe destruction of rabbits;

that tbe said netting be erected within twelve months after 
delivery thereof;

that
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■ that the amounts and times and mode of supplying such mire
netting and other appliances he in the discretion of the 
Minister;

that the letting of machinery or other appliances for the 
destruction of rabbits be subject to such terms and con
ditions as may he agreed upon between the Minister and the 
Boards or between the Minister and the owners of private lands.

21. Where the Kabbit Boards of neighbouring Kabhit Districts 
agree in the prescribed manner to co-operate in the erection of a 
harrier fence for the joint protection of the said Districts, the Kabbit 
Board which erects such fence shall be entitled to receive from the 
other Rabbit Board half the cost of erecting the said fence and half 
the annual cost of maintaining and repairing the same, unless the 
agreement shall provide for the payment of some other proportion of 
such costs; and for the purpose - of this section the erecting of a 
harrier fence shall include only the expense of making rabbit-proof 
any existing fence on the barrier that may he converted into or used 
as a barrier fence, and of erecting rabbit-proof fences in places on tbe 
barrier where such may be necessary. '

22. In the case of any dispute arising between tbe Babbit 
Boards of neighbouring Kabbit Districts as to the payment of any 
money or the doing of any act required to he paid or done under the 
provisions of this Act, or as to the carrying out of any agreement 
between them, tbe matter of the dispute shall be referred to the 
Minister : Provided that the Minister hcfoie making his award may 
refer the matter in dispute to any Local Land Board for investigation 
and report; and may thereupon either make such award himself or 
refer the whole matter, together with such report (if any), to the Land 
Appeal Court to make an award. Every such award shall he final and 
conclusive for all purposes.

23. A Kabbit Board may, hy notice in the Gazette, specify—
(a) a date (not being loss than two months from the date of tho 

notice) on or before which the owners and occupiers of all
■ holdings and lands within the Kabhit District shall respec

tively commence the work of suppressing and destroying 
rabbits on all such holdings and lands ; and

(b) a period during which the said work shall he continued and 
systematically carried out; and

(c) the means (being means previously sanctioned hy the Minister) 
which shall be adopted for the carrying out the said work.

Any such notice, or an abstract thereof, shall also he published 
in some of the newspapers circulating in the Kabbit District. '

The Kabbit Board may also give to tbe owner or occupier of 
any holding or lands within the Kabbit District a peremptory notice 
in writing to take all proper steps in order to suppress and destroy 
rabbits on such holding or lands, and to adopt such means for the. 
purpose as may be specified in tho notice. The expression “ proper 
steps ” in this section means such steps as may be deemed proper by 
tbe Kabbit Board.

24. If any owner or occupier shall neglect or fail to comply 
with the terms of any notice whether published in the Gazette, 
or given to him in writing as aforesaid, such person may be summoned 
to appear before the Kabbit Board, and unless be shall explain his 
neglect or failure to the satisfaction of the Board, or receives an 
extension of time to comply with the notice aforesaid, any person 
authorised by the Kabhit Board may enter upon the holding or land 
and use all such means and take all such measures and do and perform 
all and every such acts or things as to him may appear proper or 
necessary to he done to ensure the destruction of the rabbits upon

such
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sucli holding or land, and shall have free right of ingress, egress, and 
regress into, over, and across such holding or land for such period 
as may, in his opinion, he necessary for destroying such rabbits :
Provided that in any case in which a Municipal Council is such owner 
or occupier, the Council Cleric shall be the person to be summoned on 
behalf of such Council, and provided also that—

(«) poison shall not be used without notice being given to tbe 
occupier of the bolding or land of the intention to use the 
same ; and nothing shall be done in contravention of the 
Animals Infections Dicsases Act of 1888; and that 

(6) the authorised person may at any time withdraw from the 
holding or land upon payment of the costs, charges, and 
expenses incurred by him up to the date of such withdrawal; 
and that

(c) nothing contained in this section shall prejudice any proceed
ings taken under the provisions hereinafter contained for the 
recovery of any penalty which may have been incurred by 
an owner or occupier.

25. All costs, charges, and expenses incurred by a Babbit Board Oivner or occupier
in destroying rabbits upon any bolding or land under the foregoing 
provisions shall he repaid hy the owner or occupier of such holding '
or land, and until the payment thereof shall be and remain a charge 
upon such holding or land, and shall have priority over all mortgages .
or other charges whatsoever upon such holding or land, other than 
debts due to tbe Crown. In tbe case of.' land within a Borough or 
Municipal District such costs, charges, and expenses shall, until pay
ment, be and remain a charge on the revenues of such Borough or 
District.

26. It shall be the duty of the Minister to suppress and Minister to destroy 
destroy all rabbits which may from time to time bo in or upon public 0111Hlbll(! 
lands, but in any ease where moneys have been made available by 
Parliament for tbe purpose of rabbit destruction, such duty shall not
he taken to have commenced until after the expiration of months 
from the day when such moneys so became available. The Minister 
may authorise the Babbit Board to expend such moneys or any portion 
thereof for the purpose of rabhit destruction on public lands, or may 
apportion a proportion thereof for expenditure in the erection or 
repair of barrier-fences, or may make such other arrangements for its 
expenditure for either or both of such purposes as he may deem 
necessary or expedient in the public interest.

27- The fact that Parliament has not appropriated moneys for Liability ofMinist 
the purpose of suppressing or destroying rabbits in any Babbitundcr l'hiB Act- 
District, or that moneys are not available for that purpose, shall not 
exonerate the Minister from liability under this Act as an owner of 
public lands in any case in which a private owner would be liable in 
respect of private land : Provided that any claim for costs, charges, 
or expenses lawfully incurred by a Babbit Board in the destruction or 
suppression of rabbits u2>on public lands shall be enforceable by such 
Board against the Minister as nominal defendant pursuant to the 
provisions of the ic Claims against tbe Colonial Government Act,” 
and any Act amending the same. And a Court of Petty Sessions 
shall he deemed to be a “competent court” within the meaning of 
the Act thirty-ninth Victoria number thirty-eight: Provided always 
that it shall be lawful for the Minister in any case to apply to the 
Land Appeal Court for an order of such Court staying any proceedings 
taken against him under this section; and such Court may grant such 
order if satisfied on the evidence before it that—

(a) The Minister has taken, or is about to take, immediate steps 
. for the purpose of suppressing or destroying rabbits on the

public lands in question. (b)
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{b) The degree to which tho public lands in question are infested 
hy rabbits is so inconsiderable that no danger of adjoining 
lands becoming infested thereby will be incurred for a period 
of months.

(c) The public lands in question are being so fenced off, or separ
ated by rabbit-proof fencing, from adjoining lands, as to 
practically preclude or reduce to a minimum tbe danger of 
adjoining lands becoming infested by the rabbits on such 
public lands.

Any such order staying proceedings under this section shall he under 
the hand of the President of the Land Appeal Court, and shall he 
obeyed by the Court to which it is directed, but shall in no case con
tinue in force for a longer period than months from the date
of such order.

PA11T II.
Private Rabbit-proof fences—Grouping of Holdings, fyc.

28. Por the purposes of this Part, a rabbit-proof fence shall 
he some one of the three kinds of fence herein described—■

(<?) a substantial fence at least forty-two inches in width hung 
with galvanised-wire netting of a maximum mesh of one and 
a quarter inches for the lower width of eighteen inches, and 
one inch and five-eighths of an inch for the remaining width, 
the wire in the netting being of a minimum gauge of 
seventeen, such lance being furnished with suitable rabbit- 
proof gates or other appliances at every necessary break in 
tbe fence : Provided (bat all other dimensions of such fence, 
including the height above ground, the depth below ground 
of the posts thereof and of the wire netting thereon, and all 
other details in connection therewith shall be in accordance 
with specifications to be published in tbe Gazette by the 
Kabbit Board; or

(6) a fence erected in accordance with the requirements of tbe 
Kabbit Act of 1890 while such Act was in force; or 

(a) a fence reasonably sufficient in the opinion of the Land Board 
for the purpose of excluding rabbits.

And tbe date when the rabbit-proof fence was.erected or the 
fence was made rabbit-proof shall be immaterial.

The Kabhit Board of the District within which any fence 
alleged to be rabbit-proof is situated shall, if so required in writing by 
the owner of the fence, cause the said fence to be inspected; and if the 
Kabbit Board, after such inspection, is satisfied that the fence alleged to 
be rabbit-proof is rabbit-proof it shall grant a certificate to that effect; 
or if not so satisfied shall specify the repairs or modifications which are 
required to make such fence rabbit-proof; and when such repairs or 
modifications have been effected the Kabbit Board shall cause the said 
fence to bo again inspected, and if then satisfied that the fence is 
rabbit-proof, it shall grant a certificate to that effect.

Upon any proceeding before a Local Land Board in respect of 
a rabbit-proof fence a certificate by tire Kabbit Board that a fence is 
rabbit-proof shall be prima facie evidence of tbe fact; and evidence in 
rebuttal shall not be adduced, unless 11re party intending to adduce 
such evidence has given to the other party the prescribed notice of 
bis intention to adduce the same.

29.
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29. For the purposes of this Part— Defnition of
(a) a rabbit-proof fence shall be taken to be on the boundary of

any holding or land if it follows the line which is tho 
actual, reputed, or accepted boundary thereof, or where the 
boundaries are inaccessible or incapable of being fenced, if 
sucli fence follows such boundaries as nearly as possible, 
having regard to the physical features of the country, or if 
such fence follows any line which in the opinion of the Local 
Land Poard is sufficiently approximate to such boundary; 
and

(ft) the intervention of a road or water-course (not being a 
permanent river) shall not prevent holdings or lands being 
taken to ho adjoining.

30. When any lands are intersected, divided, or hounded hy a Rabbit-proof fmoa 
road or travelling stock reserve or route or public lands, the Local Land mft-r "oss r0l*a- 
Board may grant to the owner of such lands permission to carry a 
rabbit-proof fence across such road, reserve, route, or public lands :
Provided always that rabbit-proof gates be erected at places where the 
fence crosses such road or route, unless the Local Land Board shall in 
any ease dispense for the time being with the erection of the same.
Any permission or dispensation granted under this section may he 
revoked hy the Board upon reference hy the Minister or application 
by any person interested.

31. When any Crown lands containing a rabbit-proof fence or Rabbit-proof fence 
portion thereof shall become the subject of any purchase or lease from n" ini)5r0TC' 
the Crown, payment for such rabbit-proof fence or portion thereof shall
he made in accordance with the provisions of the Crown Lands Acts ; 
but this enactment shall be subject to the following qualifications :—

(i) Where any holding or group of holdings has been or shall 
he made rabbit-proof, the ralibit-proof fence shall he deemed 
to he an improvement distributed over the whole enclosed 
area of such holding or group of holdings (exclusive of any 
roads), so that every portion of such area shall he taken to 
he proportionately improved thereby.

(n) The amount so distributed in respect of the improvement 
shall, in all cases, be limited to one-half of the value of 
making the fence rabhit-proof: Provided always that if any 
portion of such rabbit-proof fence is upon or adjoining any 
land which becomes the subject of any purchase or lease 
from the Crown the purchaser or lessee thereof shall also be 
liable in respect of the fence itself.

(m) No portion of the value of any rabbit-proof fence erected as 
a harrier fence at the public expense shall be deemed to he 
distributed in accordance with this section.

32. Any owner, whose holding consists wholly or in part of Not ice of intention 
Crown lands held under occupation license or annual lease, may give Hcenseor annual0’1 
notice in the prescribed form to the Chairman of tho Local Land lease, &c.
Board that he intends to make such holding rabbit-proof; and iu any
case where notice as aforesaid shall have been given, and such holding 
shall have been made rabbit-proof in accordance with the terms 
thereof, such holding shall he deemed to have been made rabbit-proof 
as from the date of such notice, so far as regards the amount payable 
for improvements under this Act in connection with any lands which 
may ho withdrawn from occupation license or annual lease by 
becoming the subject of any purchase or lease from the Crown after 
the date of such notice: Provided always that the rabbit-proof fence 
shall be completed within one year from the date of such notice or 
within such further time as such Board on application may allow; and 

32—N that
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that the liability to pay any moneys under this Act in respect of such 
rabbit-proofing or any portion thereof shall be suspended, until such 
fence shall have been completed.

Notice of intention The provisions of this section shall apply in cases where it is
liccnso ortumiiiJ011 intended to include the lands held under occupation license or annual 
lease within a group lease witliin a group.
Adjoining holdings 33. Where a boundary, or any part thereof, of any holding is
^hicTr rabbi'r'roof fenced with a rabbit-proof fence, or a fence on sucli boundary, or part 
fence.0 thereof, has been made rabbit-proof at the expense of the owner of such

holding, a contribution towards the cost of tho work shall be payable 
by the oivner of any outside holding or lands adjoining the rabbit- 
proof fence.

The right to receive such contribution shall vest, and the 
liability to pay tho same shall arise, when the then owner of such 
first-mentioned holding gives to the then owner of such last-mentioned 
holding or lands the proscribed notice of demand; and from and 
after the date when such notice is given, the amount of the contri
bution, or so much thereof as may for the time being be unpaid, 
shall, until payment, he and remain a charge upon the holding or 
lands in respect of which such contribution is payable.

The following provisions as to contributions shall apply:—
(i) A contribution shall be payable only in respect of so much of

the rabbit-proof fence as forms a common boundary feuce.
(ii) The amount of the contribution shall in every case be 

assessed according to the benefit derived, and to he derived, 
from tho rabbit-proof fence, and shall in no case exceed half 
the value of the rabbit-proof fence, or in the case of a fence 
which does not belong or wholly belong to the owner who 
makes the same rabbit-proof, such contribution shall not 
exceed half the value of the work of making such fence 
rabbit-proof; and such value shall he the value regarded as 
at the date when the aforesaid notice of demand is given, 
and as determined hy the Local Land Board.

(ill) Acontrihution shall not he payable in any case where the Local 
Land Board is of opinion that the rabbit-proof fence has been 
erected, or the fence has been made rabbit-proof otherwise 
than bond fide for tho purpose of excluding or destroying 
rabbits, or unless and until in the opinion of the Local Land 
Board the holding or lands from the owner whereof the 
contribution is demanded derives a benefit therefrom.

(iv) Nothing in the Crown Lands Acts or in the Act ninth 
George the Fourth number twelve shall relieve any owner 
from the liability to pay a contribution under this Act.

(v) It shall be immaterial whether the rabbit-proof fence was 
erected or the fence was made rabbit-proof before or after the 
passing of the Babbit Act of 1890, or before or after the 
passing of this Act.

Adjoining holding 34. In any case where a contribution towards the cost of a
eo^orma^unance.1’3^^'?1’00^ fence is to be paid under the provisions of the last pre- 

' ceding section, an annual contribution towards the expenses incurred 
in the maintenance and repair of the rabbit-proof fence shall also be 
paid; and for the purposes of such annual contribution the years shall 
lie taken to run. from the date or recurring date of the notice of demand 
required by the said section.

The right to receive such annual contribution, and a correspond
ing duty to maintain and repair the rabbit-proof fence, shall run with 
the holding whereof the owner was entitled to receive payment of the 
aforesaid contribution towards the cost of the rabbit-proof fence; and 
the liability to pay such annual contribution shall run with the holding 
or lands whereof the owner was liable to pay the aforesaid contribution 
towards the cost of the rabbit-proof fence. The
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The amount of such annual contribution shall be one-half the 
expenses of, or incidental to, the maintenance and repair of the rabbit- 
proof fence as determined by the Local Land Board.

Nothing contained in this section shall affect any right to an 
annual contribution towards the cost of the maintenance and repair of 
a rabbit-proof fence accrued under or by virtue of the provisions of 
tire Rabbit Act of 1890, and the Local Land Board shall have power 
to assess and determine the amount of any such contribution,

35. Where a private rabbit-proof fence, whether erected before TheCro™ to 
or after the passing of this Act, forms a common boundary fence eontr.ibute'in 
between private and public lands, and particulars of such fence have cwt“n 
been or shall be furnished to the Minister, the same contributions
shall be payable by the Crown in respect of rendering the fence 
rabbit-proof as would be payable by;any private owner, and the 
amount of such contributions shall be determined by the Local Land 
Board in the same manner as if the said public lands were private 
lauds. ■

36. Where fences within a Rabbit District have, before the Barrier w5erCCt*d
commencement of this Act, been rendered rabbit-proof by the b,-for,c the Pflssin« 
expenditure of moneys voluntarily contributed or paid for the purpose fo“ “#y 1
by any Stock Boards, or by any persons, the Rabbit Board of the
District may apply any moneys raised by rabbit rates within the 
District in repaying to the said Stock Boards or persons the moneys 
so contributed or paid by them as aforesaid, or any part thereof, if, in 
the opinion of such Board, the fences arc barrier-fences within the 
meaning of this Act.

37. When a ring fence enclosing two or more holdings or anv Formation of 
portion or portions thereof is a rabbit-proof fence, made rabbit-proof ^oups-
by agreement between the owners of such holdings, the lauds so 
enclosed shall, with the consent of the Rabbit Board of the District, 
form a group of holdings within the meaning and for the purposes of 
this Act.

Auy existing fence or portion thereof may bo adopted so as to 
form part of the ring fence of any group, but not without the consent 
of any owner of such fence or portion thereof whose holding thereby 
becomes a holding forming part of the group.

_ _ The Minister may agree that any public lands shall he included 
within a group, and the Crown shall thereupon become liable in the 
same way as the owner of any holding of private lands within the 
group.

The Rabbit Board may agree that any rabbit-proof fence 
used or erected by it may be used for the purpose of the grouping 
of holdings.

Where any holding has been enclosed with a rabbit-proof fence, 
and any part of the holding afterwards becomes the subject of any 
homestead selection, purchase, or lease from the Crown, and is thereby 
withdrawn from the holding so enclosed as aforesaid, the new holding 
created by such homestead selection, purchase, or lease, and the residue 
of the original holding shall be a group of holdings; and any portion 
subsequently withdrawn from-the residue shall also be a bolding 
within the group.

Any group of holdings constituted under the Rabbit Act of *
1890 shall be a group of holdings within the meaning and for the 
purposes of this Act.

f When the external boundaries of any holding or group of Person not coming 
holdings have been made rabbit-proof, the owner or owners thereof 
shall not be liable to contribute towards the cost of erecting or main- contribution!0 
taining and repairing a rabbit-proof fence around any holding or land 
situate within such external boundaries as aforesaid, or towards the

cost
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cost of making rabbit-proof any existing fence around such holding or 
land ■within such external boundaries; and it shall be immaterial 
whether the said external boundaries have been made rabbit-proof
before or after the passing of this Act. .

33. A group of holdings shall be deemed to be a single holding 
so far as regards any such contribution towards the cost of the erection, 
maintenance, or repair of rabbit-proof fencing as may be payable by 
or to the owners of adjoining holdings outside the group. And the 
following provisions shall apply to tiie holdings forming part of a 
group, and to the owners thereof :— .

(i) The liabilities of such owners as between themselves, _ m 
respect of sums expended or to he expended for the erection 
or repair of the ring fence, or of amounts paid or to be paid 
as contributions towards the cost or maintenance of any 
portion of such fence, shall be proportionate to the respective 
areas of the holdings of such owners, and in any case of 
dispute shall be declared by the Local Land Board ; and the 
amount declared by such Board to be payable by any such 
owner shall be a charge upon his holding.

(n) The majority in number of the owners whose lands may for 
the time being constitute a group may, from time to time, by 
an instrument in the prescribed form, appoint any person to 
be the secretary of the group; and proceedings may be taken 
by or against the secretary for the time being of a group, as 
nominal plaintiff or defendant representing all the owners of
all grouped lands. _ _ .

(in) In any ease where a group of holdings is not known, to have 
a duly appointed secretary or the duly appointed secretary 
cannot be found, the Babbit Board of the District in which 
such group or any portion thereof is situated may designate 
the owner of any land included within the group to be the 
nominal defendant representing all the owners of all grouped 
lands for the purposes of any proceedings proposed to be 
taken against such group or such owners; and proceedings 
may thereupon, he taken against such owner as nominal 
defendant in the same way as if he were the duly appointed
secretary of the group. _

(iv) In any case where judgment has been recovered against the 
secretary of a group or other nominal defendant as aforesaid, 
and has not been satisfied, or where an order for the payment 
of money has been made against such secretary or other 
nominal defendant, and lias not been complied with, the 
person entitled under such judgment or order may apply to 
the Local Land Board to settle the respective amounts to he 
contributed by the owners of the holdings within the group 
for satisfaction of such judgment or compliance with such 
order; and the Local Land Board shall thereupon settle the 
said respective amounts in proportion to the respective areas 
of the holdings of such owners; and the person entitled 
under such judgment or order may take proceedings against 
each or any of such holders for the amount settled by the 
Local Land Board.

(v) If any part of a holding within a group shall he withdrawn 
from such holding, by reason of its becoming the subject of 
any homestead selection or purchase or lease from the Crown, 
or*by reason of such bolding being subdivided, the new 
bolding created by such homestead selection or purchase, 
lease, or subdivision shall be a holding within, and forming 
part of, the group.

(VI)
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(vi) A holding shall not ccasc to form part of a group, by rea.son 
only of any change of ownership in respect of such holding, 
or of any other holding within such group ; but any owner 
may, with the permission of the'B/abbit Board, and subject 
to any conditions which it may impose, detach his holding 
from the group of which it formed part if the boundaries of 
such holding have been made rabbit-proof.

(vn) If at any time it shall appear to the Babbit Board that a 
group of holdings is too large for the effective destruction of 
rabbits, and that the owners holding not less than one-half 
of the grouped lands desire that such group may he subdi
vided, it shall he lawful for the Board to authorise the 
subdivision of such group, and to determine the line or lines 
of subdivision. And the subdivision rabbit-proof fence or 
fences shall, in all respects, he dealt with as if the same 
formed part of the ring fence of such group.

PAET III.
Destruction of rabbits by oicners and occupiers—Offences, fyc.

39. It shall he the duty of every owner and of every occupier Duty of occupier* 

of any holding or lands from time to time to suppress and destroy,
by all lawful means, at his own cost, and to the satisfaction of the 
Babbit Board, rabbits which may from time to time he upon such 
lands, or upon any roads hounding or intersecting the same, or any 
part thereof. _

Any owner or occupier of any holding or lands who fails to penalty for default, 
fully and continuously perform such duty as aforesaid shall he liable 
to a penalty on the first conviction of not more than ten pounds, and 
on the second conviction of not more than twenty-five pounds, and 
on the third or any subsequent conviction of not more than fifty 
pounds. _ _

40. The Governor may from time to time by proclamation in Natumi rncimes of 
the Gazette declare any animal to he a natural enemy of the rabbit,rabbl(e protected, 
and prohibit within districts (whether Babbit Districts or not) to he
specified in such proclamation the wilful wounding, killing, or cap
turing, selling, or disposing of auy such animal without a special 
permit in that behalf, and may from time to time correct, modify, or 
revoke any such proclamation.

Any proclamation issued under the Babbit Act of 1890 whereby 
any animal was declared to he a natural enemy of the rabbit, shall 
continue in force according to the tenor thereof, unless and until 
revoked under the provisions of this section.
. Any person who without lawful authority (the proof of which Penalty for billing, 
shall be on such person) wilfally wounds, kills, captures, or sells or Abbit™1 eUem:f 
disposes of any animal declared to be a natural enemy of the rabbit 
shall be liable to a penalty of not more than twenty pounds.

41. Bor the purpose of destroying or suppressing rabbits, any Any owner or 
owner or occupier, may, at any time, with the consent of the Babbit ^JJP"r™^ebur11 
Board first obtained, and notwithstanding anything in any Act con
tained, burn or ignite any straw, stubble, grass, herbage, scrub, wood,
or other inflammable material on his land subject to conditions to he 
imposed by the Board.

42.
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42. Any authorised person mayj on the production of his 
authority, if demanded by any owner, from time to time enter upon 
any holding or land with or without assistants, dogs, horses, and vehicles 
in order to search whether any rabbits are on such land, or to erect or 
repair barrier-fences or gates, or to examine and inspect land, or for 
any purpose whatsoever under this Act, and may remain thereon so 
long, and do all such things as may he necessary or reasonable.

Any person who falsely represents himself to he or personates 
an authorised person under this Act shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, 
and shall on conviction be liable to be imprisoned writh or without 
hard labour for any period not exceeding six months, or to pay a 
penalty of not more than one hundred pounds.

Any person who wilfully assaults, obstructs, hinders, or 
interrupts, or causes to he assaulted, obstructed, hindered, or 
interrupted, any authorised person in the exercise of any power or 
authority vested in him by this Act, shall for every such offence if not 
otherwise specially provided for be liable to a penalty not exceeding 
twenty pounds ; and no proceeding for recovery of such penalty nor 
the payment thereof shall he a bar to any action at law for or in 
respect of any such assault as aforesaid, hut every such action may he 
commenced and proceeded with as if this Act had not been passed, any 
law' or usage to the contrary notwithstanding.

For the purposes of this section au authorised person means 
a person having authority from the Minister or from a Habbit Board, 
and such authority may he a general authority.

43. Any person wdio—
(a) wilfully carries, drives, or passes any live rabbit through, 

under, or over any rabbit-proof fence or gate; or
(b) wilfully leaves open any gate in a rabbit-proof fence; or
(c) without lawful authority (the proof of which shall be on

such person) wilfully destroys, injures, tears-up, depresses, 
or removes any portion of a rabbit-proof fence or gate, or 
excavates under, or in any way tampers with, any portion of 
such fence or gate, so as thereby to endanger its effective
ness ; or

(<2) attempts to do any such act as is hereinbefore mentioned, or 
procures the same to be done

shall be liable to be imprisoned, with or without hard labour, for any 
term not exceeding six months, or to pay a penalty not exceeding one 
hundred pounds, or both.

A rabbit-proof fence or gate, for the purposes of this section, 
shall mean a fence or gate apparently intended to protect any land 
from rabbits, and shall include a harrier fence, or gate therein, and it 
shall be immaterial whether or not such fence or gate is in accordance 
with the requirements of this Act.

44. Any person who without lawful authority (the proof of 
which shall be on the person claiming to have the same) wilfully 
liberates or attempts to liberate, or has in his possession any live rabbit, 
shall he liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds for 
every such offence ; but nothing herein contained shall be construed 
to prohibit any person from keeping live rabbits in any safe enclosure 
with the permission of the Minister first had and obtained.

45. Any person wdio destroys, injures, removes, or interferes 
with any trap, snare, poison, matter, or thing which is used or required 
for the purpose of capturing or destroying rabbits, and which is 
lawfully placed upon any land for such purpose shall he liable to a 
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.

PART
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PAM1 IV. ■
Procedure—Miscellaneous provisions.

46. Any proceedings for— Petty Sessions to
(а) the recovery of any sum of money, which any person is, 

pursuant to the provisions of this Act, required or made iwd money claims, 
liable to pay, whether such sunt of money he due in respect
of rabbit ivites, costs of rabbit destruction, contributions 

. towards rabbit-proof fencing, or otherwise howsoever; or
(б) the recovery of penalties or punishment of offences under this 

Act or any regulation made thereunder
shall be heard and determined in a summary way before a Court of 
Petty Sessions in accordance with the provisions of the Act or Acts 
in force for the time being regulating summary proceedings before 
Justices.

Where the Court of Petty Sessions, upon such proceedings, 
adjudge or order any sum of money to be paid and the same is not 
paid, cither immediately after the adjudication or conviction, or within 
tire time then and there allowed by the said Court, payment of tire 
said sum may be enforced by distress and sale of the goods and chattels 
of the person adjudged or ordered to pay the same in the manner 
provided by the said Act or Acts: Provided always that nothing herein 
contained shall affect any other remedy provided in the Crown Lands 
Acts.

Any person may take proceedings under this Act for the 
punishment of any offence hereby enacted; but where tire land 
upon which an offence is committed is situate within a Rabbit District 
any fine or penalty imposed for such offence shall belong and be paid 
to the Habbit Board of the District—any law or statute to the con
trary notwithstanding—and the Court imposing such fine or penalty 
shall order accordingly. '

47. Any person aggrieved by any adjudication, order, fine, Powm-to arpeni 
penalty, or punishment made or imposed by a Court of Petty Sessions fl,°m re((*v s<'S!'io‘13- 
under this Act, may appeal against the same, and the provisions of
the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1883 in respect of appeals in 
cases of summary conviction shall extend and apply to every such 
appeal.

48. In any case under this Act where any sum of money is Action in the 
ordered to be paid by a Court of General or Quarter Sessions, and the OourtTn certain "Ct 
same is not paid within the period named in such, order, it shall be easelin ^ wn 
lawful for the person entitled to receive payment of such sum to sue
upon such order in the District Court or the Supreme Court.

49. In any proceedings under this Act, the jurisdiction of the juiisdictkmof ewi 
Local Land Board, or Court before whom the proceedings are had, 01';ru5tit'R9not tobo 
shall not be ousted on the ground that the case raises any question 0U5 ^ '
of title to land, or that the defendant does not reside within the 
boundaries of the jurisdiction of the Board or Court before which the 
proceedings are had : Provided that in such last-mentioned case the .
land in respect of which -the proceedings are had shall be situated 
within the boundaries of the jurisdiction of such Board or Court.

50. In any proceedings before a Local Land Board for the Proceeding bofnvn 
determination of any contribution, value, or other sum of money (not ^al Tjn!Kl 13ofll'd 
being an amount payable under any Babbit Rate or as compensation an 0,1 “ppea ’ 
by a Rabbit Board), the Local Land Board in determining the sum
payable may allow time for the payment thereof, and may determine 
the instalments by which the same may be paid, and appoint the dates 
on or before which such instalments shall respectively be paid.

Where
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Where any proceedings under this Act are had before a Local 
Land Board an appeal shall lie to the Land Appeal Court; and the 
Minister or such Board shall have the like powers of reference to such 
court so far as practicable, as he or it now has under the Crown Lands 
Acts; hut if there he no appeal or reference the determination or 
decision of the Local Land Board shall be final and conclusive.

The provisions of the Crown Lands Acts regulating proceedings 
before Local Land Boards, and upon appeals and references to the 
Land Appeal.Court under such Acts shall, as far as practicable, he 
applied to proceedings, appeals, and references under this Act; and for 
the purposes of proceedings under this Act, the Land Appeal Court and 
Local Land Boards and the respective members and officers thereof 
shall have the same authorities and powers as are conferred by the 
Crown Lands Acts for the purposes of proceedings under the said Acts, 
and in addition thereto the Land Appeal Court (on appeal) and a 
Local Land Board shall have power to make such orders as to the 
costs of any proceedings before the Local Land Board as may appear 
just. _ _

• Whenever any question of law shall arise in a case before the 
Land Appeal Court, such Court shall, if required in writing by any of 
the parties within the prescribed time and upon the prescribed con
ditions, or may of its own motion, state and submit a case for decision 
by the Supreme Court thereon, which decision shall he conclusive. 
Every such case shall purport to he stated under Ibis section, and 
shall state the names of the persons who are parties to the appeal, 
reference, or other proceeding, and shall be transmitted to the Protho- 
notary of the Supreme Court to he dealt with as to the setting down 
of the ease for argument, and the hearing of the same, and its return 
with the decision of the Supreme Court thereon, as the Judges or any 
two of them shall direct. The Supreme Court for the purposes of this 
section may consist of two Judges only, and shall have power to deal 
with the costs of, and incidental to, any case stated under this section 
as it may think lit.

51. Any notice, information, complaint, agreement, or other 
document, by or from a Babbit Board, shall he sufficiently authenti
cated if it is signed by the Chairman of the Board, or under his 
direction by the Secretary of the Board, and authority in the Chair
man or Secretary to so sign shall be presumed unless and until the 
contrary is shown; and it shall not ho necessary for the Babbit Board 
to affix'its common seal to any document not being a deed.

Any notice or other document given to or served upon a 
Babbit Board may he given to or served upon the Secretary of Chair
man thereof.

52. Any notice given under or for the purposes of this Act, or 
auy regulation made thereunder, may he given in any one of the 
following ways:—

Personally to the person to whom the notice is addressed.
By registered letter sent through the post and directed to the last 

known place of abode or of business in New South Wales of 
the person to whom the notice is addressed.

By advertising the same twice at least in some newspaper circu
lating in the District in which the lands the subject of such 
notice are situate, an interval of a week or more being 
allowed to elapse between such advertisements : Provided 
that notice shall only he given as last aforesaid when the 
whereabouts, or the last place of abode or of business in New 
South Wales, of the person to whom such notice is addressed 
cannot be discovered by the person issuing such notice.

11 And
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And any notice required by this Act to be given to the owner' 
or the occupier (as the case may be) of any holding or land, shall in 
cases where several persons are the owners or the occupiers thereof, 
be duly given if given to one of such owners or occupiers as the case 
may be.

53. For the purposes of any proceeding under this Act the General description 
description of any holding or lands need not be a description byof la!irh £limci"r,t- 
metes and bounds, but shall be sufficient if it make sucli reference to 
the holding or land cither by name, situation, boundaries, or otherwise, 
as to allow of no reasonable doubt as to what holding or land is 
referred to.

5 A Where the name of the owner of any holding is unknown Proceedings when 
to any person giving notice or taking proceedings under this Act,owner3 unkn0WI1' 
any notice required to be given may be addressed to the owner as 
such without mentioning his name, and any order or decision may in 
like manner he made or given against the aforesaid owner as such.

55. Whenever by any section of this Act, any sum of money is Effect of moneys 
expressed to bo charged upon any private bolding or laud, any person beilis dmigod.' 
thereafter becoming the owner of such holding or land shall be taken 
to have notice of such charge, and shall he liable to pay the sum so 
charged or so much thereof as may for the time being be unpaid as if 
be were the person originally liable; but nothing herein contained 
shall operate to discharge the liability of any person originallv or 
previously liable. "

Whenever any sum of money is charged upon any bolding 
or land, and any portion of such holding or laud is detached from the 
residue thereof by subdivision, withdrawal, or otherwise howsoever, 
the portion so detached shall be charged with a ratable part of the 
aforesaid sum. '

50. It shall be lawful for any person in whom any bolding is Power to mu# 
vested as mortgagee to add to bis mortgage debt any sums expended monc? b-v >n°rtgt.ge.. 
by, or recovered from, him for the erection or repair, or as a contribu
tion towards the cost of the erection or repair of any rabbit-proof 
fence upon, near, or for the benefit of such bolding; and it shall be 
lawful for any person in whom any holding is vested as a Trustee to 
raise the sums required or recovered for any such purpose by mortgage 
of such holding, in the same way as if a power to mortgage for any 
or all of such purposes had been contained in the instrument creating 
or declaring the trusts thereof.

57. Whenever in any section of this Act the expression Regulations by the 
“ proscribed ” is used in connection with any matter, and whenever Govemor-in-Counca. 
in any section of this Act “ regulations ” are referred to, the Governor
may, in every such case, frame regulations for the purpose of giving 
effect to the provisions of such section. And for the purpose of 
carrying this Act into full effect generally the Governor may make 
regulations which may provide for the enforcement thereof by 
penalties not exceeding, in any case, ten pounds, and shall, upon 
being published in the Gazette, be valid in law: Provided that 
a copy of every such regulation shall be laid before both Houses of 
Parliament witliin fourteen days from the publication thereof, if 
Parliament be then in Session, or otherwise within fourteen days after 
the commencement of the next ensuing Session.

58. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires:—• interpretation.
“Crown Lands Acts” means the Crown Lands Acts of 1884,

1.889, and 1895, together with any Acts passed or to be 
passed for the amendment of the said Acts or any of them.

“ Diseases in Sheep Acts ” means the “ Diseases in Sheep Act of 
ISGfy’ together with all Acts passed or to be passed for the 
amendment thereof.

“ Governor” means the Governor, with the advice of the Executive 
Council.

32—0 “ Holding1
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“ Holding3’ means any land or any collection of lands constituting
, and worked as one property, whether held 4under the same 

title or different titles or under titles of different kinds, 
together with all proclaimed, reserved, or reputed roads in
tersecting or hounding the same.

“ Local Land Board” means the Local Land Board of the Land 
District in which the land in question is situate, or any Local 
Land Board duly appointed to act in place of such first- 
mentioned Board.

“ Minister ” means the Secretary for Lands for the time being, or 
any other Minister from time to time charged with the 
administration of this Act.

C{ Notification” means notification published in the Government 
G azettc.

“ Occupier” means the owner if he resides on the holding, hut 
if not, his resident manager.

“Owner” means—
(a) the person registered as the holder of any lease or license, 

or promise of lease or license from the Crown; or
(b) the person registered as the holder of any purchase, whether 

conditional or otherwise, from the Crown ; or
(c) the applicant for a homestead selection whose application

has been confirmed; or
(d) the person entitled at law to an estate of freehold in 

possession in any laud granted by the Crown for private 
purposes; or

(e) the person in whom is vested any land taken or appropri
ated under authority of any statute authorising land to 
be taken or appropriated for the purposes of any private 
undertaking; *

(f) in respect to public lands, the Minister;
(g) in respect of lands situate within the boundaries of any 

Borough or Municipal District, the Council of such 
Borough or District for the time being.

“ Pastures and Stock Protection Acts” means the Act forty-fourth 
Victoria number eleven, or as amended by the Act forty-fifth 
Victoria number twenty-three, or any other Act now or here
after to he passed.

“ Prescribed” means prescribed by this Act or any regulation to 
he made thereunder.

“ Private holding ” means a holding consisting of lands which 
are not public lands as hereinafter described.

“Private lands” means lands which are not public lands as 
hereinafter described.

“ Public Land ” means—
(«) land vested in the Crown which is not the subject of any 

lease or license, or promise of, or agreement for, any lease 
or license under the Crown Lands Acts or under any other 
Act authorising the occupation or use of land vested in 
the Crown, and which is not the subject of any contract 
for the sale thereof; or

(b) any land which is the subject of any dedication or per
manent reservation for public uses or purposes, not being 
for a road, whether the said land has been granted for the 
said uses or purposes or not, and which is not for the time 
being lawfully held under any lease or license, or promise 
of, or agreement for, any lease or license.

Stock Board” means the Board of Directors constituted pur
suant to the provisions in force for the time being of the 
“ Pastures and Stock Protection Act” as amended by the 
Act forty-fifth Victoria number twenty-three, or any other 
Act. *
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(No. 2.)

Dll AFT of a BUI amending the “ Diseases in 
Sheep Acts Amendment Act of 1878.”

60° Victoria, 1897.

A BILL
intituled

An Act to amend the “ Diseases in Sheep Acts Amendment 
Act of 1878,’' in respect of Elections of Sheep Directors 
thereunder.

BE it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative 

Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled, and by the 
authority of the same, as follows :—

}• 1?or the purposes of the First Election of Directors under Amendment of siwep 
the Diseases m Sheep Acts Amendment Act (forty-first VictoriaDi£ca5ea Acts 
number nineteen) to be holden after the passing of this Act, and for^ffi^jS 
ail subsequent Elections of such Directors, instead of the "WOLcls fi.VC ^ totes, 
hundred ” in section five of that Act, the words “ two hundred and 
fiity ” shall be read; and for the purposes aforesaid instead of the First 
Schedule to the said Act, there shall be substituted the Schedule 
following, viz.:—

FIRST SCHEDULE.
Scalt-: of ^ otes which owners or superintendents of sheep Motions shall be entitled to 

record at Elections of Sheep Directors.
250 and not over 3,000 sheep ........................... i vote.

Over 3,000 and not over 10,000 sheep ............................ o votes.
Over 10,000 and not over 20,000 sheep............................. 3 votes
Over 20,000 and not over 30,000 sheep ................ 4 votes!
Over 30,000 and not over 40,000 sheep ................ 5 votes
Over 40,000 and not over 30.000 sheep ............... "" <; votes
Over 50,000 and not over 60,000 sheep ............... !,! 7 votes

. 2. In any case in which the returns made under the Diseases
in Sheep Act of 1866, or any Act amending that Act, are for a less 
number of sheep than two hundred and fiftv, the owners or occupiers 
of the land in respect of which such returns" have been made, shall, if 
Ihe same be wholly or mainly cultivated lands, have a right to vote at 
the Elections of Sheep Directors on a scale proportioned to the carrving 
capacity of such lands; provided that the carrying capacity of such 
lands shall be taken to he acres to one sheep. *

Sydney : Wilham Applegate Gullick, Government Printer —1397.
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RABBIT BILL.
(PETITION FROM SELECTORS AND LANDHOLDERS RESIDENT IN THE BULLOCK CREEK SOUTH

DISTRICT, IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 3ri August, 1807.

To tilio Honorable the Speaker ami Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned Selectors and Landholders resident in the Bullock Creek South 
District, and being members of the Bullock Creek South Farmers’ Association,—

Huiihlv sirowETir that :—

1. Legislation to deal with the rabbit and other noxious animal posts is urgently required, 
and that a Bill having this object in view is shortly to be introduced into your Honorable House.

2. Your Petitioners are landholders within the district named, who are seriously affected by the
presence of the rabbit and other noxious animal posts, and will therefore bo materially advantaged bv au 
effective legislation dealing therewith. ”

3. Your Petitioners arc of opinion that the prevalence of these pests and the futility of all 
attempts to deal with same, arc largely due to the fact that large areas of Crown lands, in the infested 
districts, are unoccupied, having been abandoned, or are occupied by a very sparse population, altogether 
insufficient to cope with the pesfs by known methods ; and furthermore, such lands have, within recent 
years, become overrun witli scrub and other noxious growths, forming a harbour for these pests and 
rendering the problem of their eradication the more difficult of solution. Because of these conditions, the 
lands of your Petitioners have become very much deteriorated, notwithstanding the continuous efforts 
and expenditure incurred to protect the same, and under existing conditions the outlook is most 
unpromising.

4. As the outcome of past experience, your Petitioners are convinced that the most effective moans 
of coping with these pests is by enclosing individual holdings with wire-netting, and thus rendering it 
possible to keep down the posts within such enclosed holdings, thereby bringing same back to a profitable 
state of occupancy. On account of the very heavy initial expense necessary to secure this means of 
protection, your Petitioners have not been able to avail themselves largely of it,

5. Your Petitioners respectfully and earnestly commend to your favourable consideration the 
proposals contained in the 20th clause of the Rabbit Bill as drafted for your consideration by the late 
Rabbit Conference. This clause, as will he seen, provides the machinery by which your Honorable House 
may place at the disposal of the Minister funds with which to purchase wire-netting, and resell same to 
landholders to enclose their holdings on terms which will enable said landholders to treat with the 
Minister for its purchase, and will at the same time secure the State against loss.

_ 6- Whilst urging that this clause may he embodied in proposed legislation in its entirety, your
Petitioners would suggest that it be made sufficiently elastic as to extend protection against other noxious 
animals, such as wallabies and hares, which, in some districts, are becoming a menace equal to that of the 
rabbit pest, so that your Honorable House and the Minister may be enabled to afford assistance to cope 
with all forms of noxious animals where deemed desirable to do so.

Your Petitioners humbly pray, therefore, that when considering the proposed Rabbit Bill in detail 
your Honorable House will provide legislation empowering your Honorable House to place such sums of 
money at the disposal of fho Minister as will enable him to purchase wire-netting and resell same to 
landholders on such terms as will permit them acquiring same, and wall at the same time secure the State 
against losses on such transactions, thereby enabling holders to cope with the rabbit and other noxious 
pests; and to this end your Petitioners desire to commend to your favourable consideration clause 20 of 
the Babbit Conference’s Draft Rabbit Bill.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[llere follow 33 signatures.]

A similar Petition was received,—
On 3rd August, 1897, from certain Selectors and Landholders and others resident in the Alectown 

District.—19 signatures.
[8A] 241— -
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RABBIT BILL.
(PETITION PEOSI LANDHOLDEHS AND SELECTOBS RESIDENT IN PEAK HILL AND DISTRICT,

IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received hy the Legislative Assembly, 19 August, 1897.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned,being landholders and selectors resident in Peak Hill and district,—■ 
ITU,MULT Showeth :—

That your Petitioners are seriously affected hy the depredations of wallabies, rabbits, and 
other noxious animal pests. The measures taken by the aforesaid landholders for the destruction of the 
said pests arc abortive, owing principally to the large areas of Crown lands in the infested districts which 
are unoccupied or sparsely populated, and not able to cope with the said pests by any known means. 
Owing to these conditions the lands are deteriorating in value, and the owners are greatly impoverished 
through losses ot stock and extra expenditure incurred to protect the same, and must ultimately lead to 
the abandonment of a majority of the holdings. Bxpcrience shows that the only means of effectually 
coping with these pests is by enclosing holdings, or groups of holdings, with wire netting, making it 
possible to eradicate the pests inside the said holdings.

_ Tour Petitioners respectfully believe that the proposals embodied in the 20th clause of the Babbit 
Bill now before you for your consideration wdll meet the exigencies of the ease by providing wire netting 
on the deferred-payment principle, thereby saving the State and landholders from loss.

, , Lhe initial expense of procuring wire netting being beyond the means of the majority of your 
Petitioners, your Petitioners pray, when considering the proposed Babbit Bill, that you will favourably 
consider the 20th clause of the Babbit Conference Draft Babbit Bill, also making it sufficiently elastic to 
embrace wallabies and other noxious animals.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray,

[Here follow 9 signatures^]

Similar Petitions were received—
On I9tb August, 1897, from certain landholders and selectors, resident in the Peak Hill District; 

17 signatures.
On 19th August, 1897, from certain landholders and selectors, resident in the Peak Hill District; 

10 signatures.

BW.]
268—
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RABBIT BILL.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN LANDHOLDERS IN DTJBBO AND SURROUNDING DISTRICTS,

IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 21 August, 1807.

/
To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in

Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned landholders,—

Respectfully Showeth :—

That whilst commending to your favourable consideration the proposal contained in the 20th 
clause of the Rabbit Bill, as drafted for your consideration by the late Rabbit Conference, we desire to 
pray that said clause be made sufficiently elastic in its provisions so as to provide protection against other 
noxious animals, such as hares, wallabies, rats, &c., which are a menace in this portion of the Lubbo and 
surrounding districts, ,

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

\lTere follow 11 signatures^
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JjEGislativb Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RABBIT BILL.
(PETITION FROM FARMERS AND LANDHOLDERS IN THE CONDOROLIN LAND DISTRICT, IN

FAVOUR OF.)

Received it/ the Legislative Assembly, 26 August, 1897.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned Selectors and Landholders in the Coudobolin Laud District, and 
being members of the Melrose and "Walker’s Dill and other Farmers’ Associations, and others,— 

Humbly siiowuth that :—
1. Legislation to deal with the rabbit and other nosious animal pests is urgently required, 

and that a Bill having this object in view is shortly to be introduced into your Honorable House.
2. Tour Petitioners are landholders within the district named, who are seriously affected by the 

presence of the rabbit and other nosious animal pests, and will therefore be materially advantaged by any 
effective legislation dealing therewith. '

8. Tour Petitioners are of opinion that the prevalence of these pests and the futility of all 
attempts to deal with same, are largely due to the fact that large areas of Crown lands, in the infested 
districts, are unoccupied, having been abandoned, or are occupied by a very sparse population, altogether 
insufficient to cope with the pests by known methods; and furthermore, such lauds have, within recent 
years, become overrun with scrub and other noxious growths, forming a harbour for these pests and 
rendering the problem of their eradication the more difficult of solution. Because of these conditions, the 
lands of your Petitioners have become very much deteriorated, notwithstanding the continuous efforts 
and expenditure incurred to protect the same, and under existing conditions the outlook is most 
unpromising. '

4. As the outcome of past experience, your Petitioners are convinced that the most effective means 
of coping with these pests is by enclosing individual holdings with wire-netting, and thus rendering it 
possible to keep down the pests within such enclosed holdings, thereby bringing same back to a profitable 
stale of occupancy. On account of the very heavy initial expense necessary to secure this means of 
protection, your Petitioners have not been able to avail themselves largely of it.

o. Tour Petitioners respectfully and earnestly commend to your favourable consideration the 
proposals contained in the 20th clause of the Rabbit Bill as drafted for your consideration by the late 
Rabbit Conference. This clause, as will be seen, provides the machinery by which your Honorable House 
may place at the disposal of the Minister funds with which to purchase wire-netting, and resell same to 
landholders to enclose their holdings* on terms'which will enable said landholders to treat with the 
Minisfcr for its purchase, and will at the same time secure tiie State against loss.

6. Whilst urging that this clause may be embodied in proposed legislation in its entirety, your 
Petitioners would suggest that it be made sufficiently elastic as to extend protection against other noxious 
animals, such as wallabies and hares, which, in some districts, are becoming a menace equal to that of the 
rabbit pest, so that your Honorable House and the Minister may be enabled to afford assistance to cope 
with all forms of noxious animals where deemed desirable to do so.

Tour Petitioners humbly pray, therefore, that when considering the proposed Rabbit Bill in detail 
your Honorable House will provide legislation empowering your Honorable House to place such sums of 
money at the disposal of the Minister as will enable him to purchase wire-netting and resell same to 
landholders on such terms ns will permit them acquiring same, and will at the same time secure the State 
against losses on such transactions, thereby enabling holders to cope with the rabbit and other noxious 
pests: and to this end your Petitioners desire to commend to your favourable consideration clause 20 of 
the Rabbit Conference’s Draft Rabbit Bill.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 54 signatures.']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 2Gtli August, 1897, from certain Selectors and Landholders and others resident in the Condobolin

District, and members of the Mowabla and Iviacatoo Farmers and 
Selectors’ Association.

„ ,, from Selectors and Landholders resident in tho Bulbodney District, and
members of the Bulbodney Selectors’ Association.

[3*] 281—■
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RABBIT BILL.
(PETITION FROM LANDHOLDERS AND SELECTORS RESIDENT IN THE BULBODNEY DISTRICT IN 

IA VO UR OF THE 20TH CLAUSE OF THE RABBIT CONFERENCE DRAFT BILL A ’

Received hy the Legislative Assembly, 2Qth October, 1897.

The Ilftnorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned Selectors and Landholders resident in the Bulbodney District, and 
being members of tho Bulbodney Selectors’ Association.—

UmiBJ.Y SHOWETH THAT:—

1. Legislation to deal, with the rabbit and other noxious animal pests is urgently required, 
and that a Bill having this object in view is shortly to be introduced into your Honorable House.

Ielitioners are landholders within the district named, who are seriously affected by the 
presence of tho rabbit and other noxious animal pests, and will therefore he material!7 advantaged bv any
effective legislation dealing therewith. " ' “

lot|r I’etitioners are of opinion that the prevalence of these pests, and the futility of all 
attempts to deal with same, arc largely due to tho fact that large areas of Crown lands, in the infested 
msl.t'Hrts, arc unoccupied, luiviug been abandoned, or are occupied by a very sparse population, altogether 
Misirllieionf to cope with the pests by known methods ; ami furthermore, such lands have, uithin recent 
years, become overrun with scrub and oilier noxious growths, forming a harbour for these pests and 
rendering tho problem of I heir eradication the more difficult of solution. Because of these conditions, the 
lands ol your Petitioners have become very much deteriorated, notwithstanding the continuous efforts 
and expenditure incurred to protect the same, and under existing conditions the outlook is most 
unpromising.

4. As the outcome of past experience,your Petitioners are oonvineed that the most effective moans 
ot coping with these pests is by enclosing individual holdings with wire-netting, and thus rendering it 
possible to keep down the pests witliin such enclosed holdings, Thereby bringing same back to a profitable 
state of occupancy. On account of the very heavy initial expensi: necessary to secure this means of 
protection, your Petitioners have not, been able to avail themselves largely of it.

\ our Petitioners respectfully and earnestly com mend to your favourable consideration fho 
proposals contained in the 201:h clause of the Rabbit Bill as drafted for your consideration by the late 
Rabbit Conference. This clause, as will be seen, provides the machinery by which your Honorable House 
may place at the disposal of the Minister hinds with which to purchase wire-netting, and resell same to 
landholders to enclose their holdings on terms which will enable said landholders to Ireat with the 
Minister for its purchase, and will at tho same time secure the State against loss.

. . K- Whilst urging that this clause maybe embodied in proposed legislation in its entirety, your 
Petitioners would suggest that it be made sufficiently elastic as to extend protection against: other noxious 
animals, such as wallabies and bares, which, in some districts, are becoming a menace equal to that of the 
rabbit pest, so that your Honorable House and the Minister may be enabled to afford assistance to cope 
with all forms of noxious animals where deemed desirable to do so,

Your Petitioners humbly pray, therefore, that when considering the proposed Babbit Bill in detail 
your Honorable House will provide legislation empowering your Honorable House to place such sums of 
money at the disposal of the Minister as will enable him to purchase wire-netting and resell same to 
landholders on such terms as will permit them acquiring same, and will at the same time secure the State 
against loss on such transactions, thereby enabling holders to cope witli the rabbit and other noxious 
animal pests; and to this end your Petitioners pray for your favourable consideration of 2Qth clause of 
the Babbit Conference’s Draft Habbit: Bill, * '

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

\l£cre follow 35 siynaturcs,']

im 3C0—
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NOXIOUS WEEDS CONFERENCE, 
«
HELD 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th, MARCH, 1897.

Report of Proceedings, for presentation to tiie Honorable J. H. Carrutliers,

Minister for Lands.

The proceedings were opened by the Minister, who had invited representatives 
from the different Pasture and Stock Boards, Selectors* Associations, and Farmers’ 
Unions in the country, as well as from the leading Agency Firms of Sydney, to 
take part in the deliberations for the purpose of discussing the provisions of the 
Noxious Weeds Bill, with a view to making fresh recommendations on which to 
base an amended Bill. ■

*

The Honorable Rupert Carington was unanimously elected Chairman of the 
Conference, in which the following gentlemen took part:—

Alfred Brown, Narrabn.
John Dill, Hay. 
y, W. Bacon, Brewarrina.
Philip Oakden, Cobar.
J. Wilkes, Broken Hill.
J. W. Brougham, Menindie.
A. Laurence, Balranald.
T. S. Pearse, Orange.
T. C. Worboys, Orange.
R. T. B. Gaden, Dubbo.
Thomas Leslie, Forbes.
A. Anderson, Corowa.
W. F. Lawry, invitation of Minister. 
TV. H. Armstrong, Canonbar.
J. H. Davies, Gunnedah.
J. M. Atkinson, invitation of Minister. 
W. Alison, Canonbar.
R. Gibson, Hay.
The Honorable Rupert Carington, 

Jerilderie.
A. L. B. Cameron, Ivanhoe.
J. Flanagan, Gunbar.
F. A. Oatley, at invitation of Minister. 
J. Perry, M.L.A.

The Conference proceeded to 
assembled.

H. Hayes, at invitation of Minister.
H. G. Freeman, do.
A. H, M'Collough, Dcniliquin.
E. A. Stinson, Coolamon.
P. R. Brett, Urana.
J. J. Baylis, Narrandera.
C. F. Bolton, Wagga Wagga.
G. C. Little, Bullock Creek, N.
T. Brown, M.L.A., Budgerabong.
T. Looney, Bullock Creek, S.
R. H. Maund, O’Connell.
R. H. Kirkpatrick, Nyngan.
John Ward, Nyngan.
G. Davidson, Condobolin.
J. R. Varcoc, Hillston.
A. Gumming, Hillston.
P. J. Gorman, Berrigan.
J. R. Cooke, Berringerry.
A. T. Brooke, Boggabri.
John M'Aneney, Trundle.
— Wilson,
A. Ross, Hume.
— Sides, Hay.
T. Waddell, M.L.A.

scuss the subject for which they had

70—A The
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The result of the deliberations of the Conference was the adoption of the 
following resolutions:—

That the Preamble be passed as printed.
A BiMj to provide for the eradication and destruction and for preventing the growth of Noxious "Weeds, 

and to prohibit and regulate the importation of Noxious Weeds, and of articles which might spread 
their growth.

Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the 
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled, and by the 
authority of the same, as follows:—

Tliat Clause 1 be amended as under :—
Except as provided in clause 8, noxious weeds shall mean Bathurst burr and such weeds as shall be 

declared noxious by the Governor by proclamation in the GWc/Zc and local newspapers, on the recommen
dation of the local authorities ; and such proclamation shall apply only to such districts or parts thereof 
named therein. The Governor may also by general election or special proclamation in the declare
any plant to he a noxious weed within tho meaning of this A.ct, and such plant shall be deemed to be a 
noxious weed throughout the Colony or such parts of it as named in the proclamation. The Governor 
may from time to time vary or revoke such general proclamation, providing that sucli general proclamation, 
shall not have the force of law until it has been laid before both Houses of Parliament for one month. 
And the Minister shall thereafter furnish the local authorities affected with a copy of every such general 
or special proclamation.

- That Clause 2 be amended as under :—
Local authorities.

2. Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained the provisions of this Act dealing with the 
eradication and destruction of noxious weeds shall be administered by the following local authorities—

(a) within the boundaries of any municipality or land set apart for public purposes, and for which 
trustees are or may hereafter be appdinted. now or "hereafter to be constituted the council of 
that municipality or land set apart for public purposes, and for which trustees are or may 
hereafter he appointed ;

(£) within the boundaries of any sheep district proclaimed under the Diseases in Sheep Act of 18G6 
or any Act amending the same, exclusive of land within the boundaries of auy municipality or 
land set apart for public purposes, and for which trustees are or may hereafter be appointed 
the board of directors under tbe Stock and Pastures Act, with one Government representative 
for the purposes of this A ct,

and in each case the area within which a municipal'council, board of directors, aforesaid, or lands held in 
trust for public purposes, shall constitute a district for the purposes of this Act.

That Clause 3 be amended as under:—
.Eradication and destruction of noxious weeds.

3. The local authority shall, within their district, have piowcr to eradicate and destroy all noxious 
weeds growing on vacant Crown lands, roads, and public reserves not under lease or license.

Where the local authority are a municipal council or trustees of land set apart for public purposes, 
they shall eradicate and destroy all noxious weeds growing on all roads, including main roads, within the 
municipality, or lands set apart for public purposes.

That Clause 4 be amended as under:—
_ _ 4. (i) On receipt of any information respecting the existence of noxious weeds on land within their

district, the local authority shall, if satisfied of the existence of the noxious weeds, serve a notice on the 
occupier of the land, requiring him to eradicate and destroy, to the satisfaction of the Board, tho noxious 
•weeds within the time specified in the notice, and to execute such works and do such things as may be 
necessary for that purpose, and if tho local authority think it desirable (but not otherwise) specifying any 
works to be executed. ’

(n) Provided that where the occupier cannot be found, tho local authority may themselves 
eradicate and destroy the noxious weeds.

(m) If the occupier of land shall be unknown or absent from the Colony, and the expense 
incurred hereunder in clearing such land of noxious weeds cannot be recovered from him, and remain 
unpaid for more than months after the same shall have become duo, the local authority may let such 
laud for any period not exceeding five years, upon terms and conditions to be prescribed, and shall receive 
the rents and profits thereof, and shall apply the same in payment of such expenses with interest thereon 
at the rate of 10 per centum per annum, so long as the same shall be unpaid: And such authority shall 
hold the surplus (if any) upon trust for the person entitled to such surplus.”

That Clause 5 be amended as under:—
5. (i) If the person on whom a notice to eradicate and destroy noxious weeds has been served 

as aforesaid makes default in complying with any of the requisitions thereof within the time specified, 
the local authority may by any person authorised hy them in that behalf make a complaint to a justice, 
and such justice shall thereupon issue a summons requiring the person on whom the notice was served to 
appear before a police or stipendiary magistrate or any two justices in peti.y sessions.

(n)
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(n) The said magistrate or justices may, if satisfied that noxious weeds exist as alleged, hy order 
require the said person to comply with all or any of the requisitions of the notice, or otherwise to eradi
cate and destroy the noxious weeds within a time specified in the order, and may, if thought desirable, 
specify the works to he executed by the said person for that purpose.

_ (m) If a person fails to comply with an order of a magistrate or justices made as aforesaid,
with respect to the eradication and destruction of tho noxious weeds, he shall, unless he satisfies the 
Court that he lias used all due diligence to carry out such order, be liable to a penalty not exceeding 
twenty shillings a day during his default. Moreover, the local authority may enter the land to which any 
order under this Act relates, and eradicate and destroy the noxious weeds, and do whatever may he 
necessary in execution of such order.

(rv) All costs, charges, and expenses incurred by a Local Authority, or any person authorised 
by a Local Authority, in clearing any private land of noxious plants under the provisions of this Act, 
shall he a first charge upon such land, and shall take precedence of all mortgages or other charges 
whatsoever upon such land : Provided always that a certificate under the hand of such Local Authority 
shall be a full discharge of all such costs, charges, and expenses up to the date of such certificate.

That Clause 6 be passed as printed.
6. The local authority may, for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act, enter or 

authorise any person by writing properly authenticated by the said authority to enter, at any time, with 
men, vehicles, horses, and bullocks, and necessary appliances, into and upon any land witliin their district.

That Clause 7 be amended as under.
7. If it appears to the Minister that the local authority have neglected to exercise any powers 

conferred or duties imposed on them hy this Act, the Minister may give notice in writing requiring the 
local authority to exercise the powers and perform the duties aforesaid within a period to be named in 
the notice.

If the said requirement is disobeyed, or is not complied with, it shall be lawful for the Minister to 
exercise the powers or perform the duties of such local authorities and recover the expense thereby incurred 
from such local authorities in the ease of municipal councils or lands held in public trust and from the 
owner or holders of such other lands so occupied.

That Clause 8 be passed as printed.
Restriction of importation of noxious wceth.

8. Tho Governor may make regulations—
(<») prohibiting the importation into New South Wales of any noxious weeds or of the seed of any 

noxious weeds, and providing for the destruction of the same if imported contrary to tho said 
regulations;

(&) regulating the importation info New South Wales of articles, the importation or use of which 
would, in the opinion of the Governor, tend to spread the growth of noxious weeds ;

And the Governor may in those regulations impose any penalty not exceeding twenty pounds for any 
breach thereof.

All regulations made as aforesaid shall when published in the Gazette have the force of law, 
and shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament within fourteen days if Parliament he then sitting, 
but if not then within fourteen days after the commencement of the next following Session of Parliament.

That Clause 9 be passed as printed.
0. Whosoever hinders or obstructs any person in the exercise of a power conferred or duty imposed 

on him, hy or under authority conferred by this Act, or by any regulations made thereunder, shall be 
liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.

That Clause 10 be amended to read as under:—
10. All sums of money expended by the local authority, under the authority of or in pursuance of 

the provisions of this Act, shall he paid as follows :—
(a) Where the council of any municipality or trustee of any land set apart for public purposes is 

the local authority, payment shall be made out of the funds of tho municipality or trustee of 
any land set apart for public purposes.

(i) Where the board of directors aforesaid of a sheep district, is the local authority, payment shall 
he made out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, or from such other source as provided for such 
purposes under this Act.

(c) IV here the Board of a district is the local authority, a charge shall be levied on all travelling 
stock, for the purpose of destroying noxious weeds on travelling stock routes or reserves.

(rf) Provided that no such payments shall he made under subsections (a) and (J) where land belongs 
to private owners, hut shall be recoverable from such owrner, on an order made hy a Police or 
Stipendiary Magistrate or any two Justices in Petty Sessions. .

That Clause 11 be passed as printed:— ■
11. Penalties imposed by this Act or by any regulations made thereunder may he recovered before, 

and offences against this Act maybe heard and determined by, a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate,or any 
two Justices of the Peace in Petty Sessions.

That
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That Clause 12 be passed as printed :—
1’2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires:—

“ Governor” means the Governor with the advice of the Executive Council.
“ Justice ” means Justice of the Peace.
“ Minister ” means Secretary for Lands, and inclndes any Minister of the Crown having the adminis

tration of this Act.
“ Occupier ” includes the person having the charge, management, or control of the land referred to.

That Clause 13 be amended as uuder:—
13. This Act shall take effect on and after the day of one thousand

eight hundred and ninety-seven, and may be cited as the “Noxious 'Weeds Act, 1897.” -

That the following be inserted as a new Clause:—

Clause It.
“ That in every district or part thereof in which prickly-pear shall have been declared a noxious 

weed by proclamation under this Act, the Minister may vest the local authority, charged with the 
administration of the Prickly Pear Act of 1880, subject to the control of the Minister, to carry out and 
enforce the provisions thereof and the regulations issued thereunder.”

Before the conclusion of the sittings the Members desired that the following 
be urged on the Minister :—“ That, in view of the rapid increase of the sweetbriar, 
prickly-pear, and tobacco-plant, and other noxious weeds, and the necessity for a 
cheap and efficient means of dealing with same, this Conference urges the Govern
ment to offer a reward for the discovery of a cheap and efficient means of 
eradicating noxious growths.”

The Chairman (the Honorable Rupert Carington),' together with Mr. J. M. 
Atkinson, Mr. IVilson, Mr, Davies, and Mr. Brown, M.R., were appointed a 
Committee to present the resolutions of the Conference to the Minister, and, if 
desired, to confer with Inna upon it.

RUPERT CARINGTON,
Chairman.

19th March, 1897.
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NOXIOUS WEEDS CONFERENCE.

REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS.

FIRST DAY—I6m MARCH, 1897.

Tjie Conference met at 10 a.m., and tlio following gentlemen took part

Alfred Brown, Narrabri.
John Dill, Hay.
F. W. Bacon, Brewarrina.
Philip Oakden, Cobar.
J. Wilkes, Broken Hill.
J. TV. Brougham, Menindie.
A. Laurence, Balranald.
T. S. Pearse, Orange.
T. C. TVorboys, Orange.
K. T. B. Gaden, Dubbo.
Thomas Leslie, Forbes.
A.‘Anderson, Corowa.
TV. Jf. Lawry, at invitation of Minister.
TV. H. Armstrong, Canonbar.
J. If. Davies, Ginmedah.
,T. M. Atbinson, at invitation of Minis!er.
TV. Alison, Canonbar. .
K. Gibson, Hay.
The Honorable Itupert Carington, Jerilderie. 
A. L. B. Cameron, Ivanboe.
.1. Flanagan, Gunbar.
F. A.. Oatley, at invitation of Minister.
E. Hayes, do.

in Hie deliberations:—

H. G. Freeman, at invitation of Minister. 
A. H. M‘Collougb, Deniliqnin.
E, A. Stinson, Coolainon.
P. K. Brett, Hrana.
J. J. Baylis, Harrandera. .
C. F. Bolton, Wagga Wagga.
G. C. Little, Bullock Creek, H.
T. Brown, M.L.A., Bndgerabong.
T, Looney, Bullock Creek, S.
It. H. Manud. O'Connell.
It. H. Kirkpatrick, Nyngau.
Jntm TVard, Nyngan.
G. Davidson, Condobolin.
,T. K. Yarcoe, Hillston.
A, Gumming, Hillston.
P. J. Gorman, Berrigan.
J. B. Cooke, Berringerry.
A. T. Brooke, Boggabri.
John M‘Aneney, Trundle.
— Wilson,
A. Boss, Hume. '
— Sides, Hay.

Tke Honorable Eui-ert CAnus’axos’ was unanimously elected Chairman. _
Mr. Piiinip Garden (Cobar) proposed, “That the proposer of a motion be allowed ten minutes, and 

any seconder five minutes.”
Carried unanimously, „
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) pointed out that the Bill proposed to lay very heavy and arduous 

responsibility on landowners. In many parts of the Colony the prickly-pcar, which might be fairly 
described as a noxious weed, so heavily infested freehold land that to thoroughly destroy it by any private 
owner practically meant his ruin, or even if the Government had to destroy it it would almost swallow up 
the wdiole of the revenue of the Colonjn If the Government were obliged, as he did not see they were 
obliged, in tins Act to destroy all prickly-pear on all Crown lands, the expense would be something 
enormous. It would have been well, before this Bill had been brought before us, to have had some 
estimate made of what the cost would have been to private owners to begin with, and secondly to the 
Government. It would have assisted the Conference materially to have arrived at a conclusion with 
regard to the provisions of the Bill. He would like to see some provision in the Bill that private owners 
could not be ruined by any arbitrary action of the Boards under whose control this Act was placed, and 
it would be well to provide against the rights of individuals being seriously jeopardised. They would quite 
understand that if there was an arbitrary Board elected, they could ruin a man by compelling him to take 
action to destroy the weeds on his property. He thought it would be bettor to have progressive eradication 
of it, and great care would have to be taken by this Conference to see that no harsh or arbitrary action 
was taken. Take, for instance, the briar. There were parts of the country where, to provide for its total 
destruction, would simply mean ruination to the owner. They should see that all reasonable efforts should 
be made, but that an appeal should always be allowed in the matter. He drew attention to the principle 
they had adopted in the Babbit Act, and he thought they had made a very great mistake in allowing 
arbitrary power to the Boards to say that the rabbits “ shall” be destroyed. There was no appeal, and 
there was the mistake. They should not allow any tyrannical action to be taken by any Boards. They 
should simply see that all reasonable efforts were made; otherwise private interest might be seriously 
injured.

Mr. Laurence (Balranald) pointed out that the whole of the Western Division, from Balranald to 
the South Australian border, was infested with a plant known as the tobacco-tree, and he could state that 
as much as 30s. per acre bad been paid on some of the runs adjacent to Balranald to eradicate this plant. 
The leasehold areas were greatly infesied, and because lessees only have a tenure of twelve months they 
have not spent the same amount of money as they should have done. He held letters from several

gentlemen

L
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gentlemen in the Balranald district which he would read for the information of the Conference. Some of 
the letters told him that if the lessees were fold to clear their holdings without Deing subsidised by the 
Grovernment they would have to abandon their holdings. He held that the eradication of this plant would 
bo a benefit to the whole Colony. He thought, therefore, the Boards ought to have power to let by 
contract the eradication of this plant, both on the leasehold and resumed areas, and he considered it only 
fair that'the Minister should pay on the leasehold area at the rate of, at least, 7o per cent, of the cost.

Mr. "Wilkf.s (Broken Hill) held with most of the remarks of the previous speaker. He thought they 
would help to embody in this Bill something that they threw out in the Babbit Bill, and that was they 
could not declare the whole of the Colony infested. It w'ould have to be divided in some manner into 
districts, and the majority of those interested, or the Minister, would have to declare certain weeds to be 
noxious weeds within that district. Previous speakers had referred to the arbitrary manner in whicli they 
had given power to the Board in killing rabbits. It was required in that Bill.

The Minister for Lands entered amid acclamation. _
The Honorable .1. II. Cakruthers said : Mr. Chairman and. Gentlemen,—I convened this meeting 

to deal with the question of noxious weeds, in order that you might assist in the Bill which I propose to 
introduce in the ensuiug session of Parliament. I submit the draft Bill, copies of which you have in your 
possession. You must understand that that draft Bill is just a rough draft. It has not been finally 
revised, so you may find some defects in the draftsmanship of it; but it will be a good basis to go upon. 
The principle of the Bill, practically, is to make it a legal obligation on landowners to destroy the noxious 
weeds on their own property, and to make it an offence if the noxious weeds are not destroyed, stating 
certain local authorities who will have the oversight and the administration of the Bill—municipalities and 
the Board of Directors of a Sheep District, and, in other portions of the Colony where there is no Board 
of Directors to look after the work, such persons as the Government may appoint—and there is also a 
restriction on the importation of noxious weeds. 1 believe most of the noxious weeds have been imported, 
here, and that, therefore, the experience of the past shows us we ought to he very careful in the future 
to restrict the importation of noxious weeds, whicli at the moment may not seem to be dangerous, but 
which, perhaps, may bring about as big a danger as the Bathurst burr and the sweetbriar. In my travels 
I have been wonderfully struck with the change which has come over the vegetation which lias been 
imported into the various districts. Everybody is thoroughly acquainted with the injury that has been 
done by the sweetbriar, and the large amount of money they have had to spend for the attempted eradi
cation of it. There is not a pastoralist who is not acquainted with the injury which the Bathurst burr 
does for New South Wales. I have recently noticed a serious injury that is accruing in the colder 
climates of the Colony by the spread of the English blackberry, and I think wc have in that a very great 
danger; but when I spoke to people in various parts of the Colony on the probability of the blackberry 
being declared a noxious weed, the protest was at once raised that it was an article of commerce. But I 
saw enough in the New England district to convince me the blackberry would be one of the greatest evils 
in these districts that has ever been introduced into this Colony. I have seen Crown reserves which were 
set apart for the purpose of travelling stock absolutely overrun. It would cost hundreds of pounds to 
rescue them. The whole of the surrounding country is being gradually sown broadcast with this, to my 
mind, very serious evil. In the neighbourhood of Sydney, in the National Park, which has been reserved 
for the benefit of the people of Sydney, a great deal’of the country is being overrun by this mere'weed, 
and it seems to me that wc must put aside the little benefit that is gained % a few people picking black
berries. Now the Bill proposes that there shall be a Schedule to declare what shall ho noxious weeds. 
The matter is one of great simplicity. The only question in the administration of whatever law is passed 
is, that if you make it an obligation on a landowner, you must put it in the power of small men to cope 
with the pest. And, therefore, if we say it is necessary to cause such steps to he taken by a small 
property owner to get rid of the pest on his property, you must consider what, first of all, is the object 
of so doing. The object is not so much to clear that man’s land as to move a menace from suiTOundiog 
property ; and, therefore, having regard to that, the question comes in how far people who are indirectly 
benefited will have to do the work themselves. I have no doubt there will be considerable strength in 
the argument that the Crown ought to undertake its work of clearing all the Crown lands ; but you must 
be well acquainted with the fact that the prickly-pcar has now gained possession of tracts of Crown lands 
we cannot give away. I have plenty of lauds that anyone can have on a ninety-nine years lease, for.no 
rent, if they will clear them of the prickly-pear. "We will have to approach the question of clearing 
Crown lands in the same way as we approach the clearing of lands for the poor man. We will have to be 
very careful in dealing with this matter. Legislation must be based on this fact, that the benefit of dealing 
witli the pest is not a benefit wholly and solely to the individual whose property is affected, and whose 
property is cleared, but a benefit to the surrounding holders as well. You will find that the Bill provides 
that there may he an administration of the law with regard to any owner who proves that lie is unable to 
deal with the pest within a given period—that is to say, that the local authorities may extend the time 
during which a person may deal with the pest on his own lands. Since this Bill was drafted it has 
impressed itself on my mind that it would be necessary to have some assistance given by a general local 
tax, of a very light character, so as to allow those who have small holdings heavily encumbered with the 
pest to have some assistance in the work of clearing their property. I do not think wc need take very 
much time over this Bill. If you will submit your recommendation, I will have a Bill drafted on these 
recommendations, and send it on to a committee of gentlemen you may nominate to receive such a Bill.

Mr. Wilkes (Broken Hill) (continuing) thought they had got a matter to deal with that would 
require great consideration, and he was of opinion that each representative there should take the Bill 
back, and call meetings within their own districts, and get the opinion of the district. . The Minister 
pointed out one weed—prickly-pear; to attempt to eradicate that would mean ruination to scores. 
He would like tliem to say whether the matter could not he referred to the various districts of the 
Colony. . , .

' Mr. Wilson said be was glad of tbe opportunity of saying a few words while the Minister was 
present. Ho would point out that it was the travelling stock routes and reserves that were the 
most infested parts of the whole Colony. He thought the Bill should be placed in tbe hands of 
the Pastures and Stock Boards. He considered the Bill did not deal properly with the Central and 
Western Divisions. It would be a distinct gain to every stockholder, and everybody else, if tbe stock 
routes and reserves were kept in good order ; but at the present time they were not. The State, having 
provided public watering-places should have a certainty of a more or less regular income; but in good
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seasons drovers, instead of using these public watering-places and reserves, and paying for tbe use of 
them, went on to other men's laud, and eat up all tbe grass, and drank their water. Jt might be a very 
neighbourly way of doing things, aud he liked to be as neighbourly as he could, but it did not pay, and 
they must look at tbe thing from a business point of view. He considered that about 8,000,000 sheep 
and 1,000,000 cattle travelled on the roads every year, and on an average they travelled 50 miles. If 
they charged Id. per head for 50 miles, that would produce an income of £37,500, which would go a long 
way towards paying for the expense of looking after the public watering-places and reserves, and keeping 
the roads clear from burrs. Another question he would like to touch on was whether travelling stock 
routes should be withdrawn from lease or not. There were many places where the lessee would he agreeable 
to lease, and other places where the lessee would not be agreeable to lease. It seemed to him that the 
Pastures and Stock Boards, living in the district, should be the body to give a decision on that point. 
The Department of Lands was not a qualified authority. He begged to move that the following new 
clauses be inserted in the Bill:—

“ 1. That in the opinion of this Conference the whole of the travelling stock routes and camping 
reserves in the Central and "Western Divisions should be under the control of the Pastures and 
Stock Boards.

“ 2. That all public watering places should be under similar control.
“3. That the Pastures and Stock Boards be‘charged with the duty of keeping all travelling stock 

routes and reserves free from Bathurst burr and other noxious weeds.
“ L That all travelling stock should pay a fee according to the distance travelled, such fee to entitle 

them to water at all public watering places without further charge.”
He proposed that this Bill should ho made to apply only to the Central and Western Divisions.

The CiiATKirA-if pointed out that that .was a matter which should be dealt with on the second reading 
of the Bill.

Mr. Alison' (Canonbar) drew the attention of the Conference to the fact that there was already a 
Prickly-pear Act in existence, and if it had been carried out properly the prickly-pear would have been 
eradicated long ago. The Glovernment lands were so covered with these weeds that it would cost 
enormous sums of money to clear them. With regard to the noxious weeds to be put in the Schedule, he 
did not think it would do to have a hard-and-fast rule all over the Colony. It might be advisable to have 
certain weeds proclaimed noxious all over the Colony—such, for instance, as the Bathurst burr ; but in 
other cases it should he left to the Boards to decide what should he noxious weeds in their particular 
districts.

Mr, Pjcaese (Orange) said, with regard to dealing with these pests, he had been very glad to hear 
the remarks that had fallen from the Minister with regard to sweetbriar. Unless very stringent action 
was taken with regard to it, it would eventually cost them an enormous sum of money to eradicate it 
from the land. He had received a number of letters from gentlemen in his district with regard to the 
subject of noxious weeds, and they all. thought that something should he done, and done at once, in regard 
to this matter. The longer it was allowed to go on the worse it would become, as the seed was scattered 
over the land. Ho was sure that if prompt action was taken the weeds could be quickly eradicated.

Mr. Atkinson said the pest was felt very much more in the Eastern Division than in the less 
populated parts. He was a great believer in the eradication of these noxious weeds. One thing he would 
point out was, that although one person might do his best to eradicate the weeds, llic person owning the 
adjoining property made no attempt, lie himself had for several years done his best to get them under ; 
hut his neighbours seemed not, only not to eradicate them, but to cultivate them ; in fact, one man had 
told him it added considerably to the weight of his wool, and he could assure them as a positive fact that 
that man cultivated them.

Mr. Dill (Hay) said that it had cost him something like £4,500 to got the burrs under. There 
were burrs on every stock route and reserve in the country, and they were let grow without any hindrance. 
Up the Murrumbidgee way they were all over the country. He had travelled over most of the Colony, 
and therefore spoke as a roan with some experience.

Mr. Boss (Hume) said that every travelling stock route was covered from side to side, but if some 
proper means were taken they could easily bo kept down and thoroughly eradicated. He agreed with 
Mr. Alison that something ought to be done to protect travelling stock. As far as Bathurst burr was 
concerned, he thought it was very easily destroyed. In the "Western District the blackberry was a great 
pest, and there were some parts where no stock could be carried on account of it. He did not think they 
wanted any Quvernment assistance at all if some compulsory instructions were issued making every man 
kill the weeds on his land. At tbe same time ho did not think it was fair that they should be called 
upon to eradicate the weeds upon travelling stock reserves. He thought the Government should clear 
them, because if they were kept clear it would be an easy matter to keep the other lands clear.

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgeraboug), said that they must recognise the principle that different 
districts have different peculiarities; and the law that might be applicable to ono district would not he so 
to another. They would have to keep that in view, and the Schedule would have to be sufficiently elastic. 
There were such weeds as were generally prevalent—-such as the Bathurst burr—that would he required to 
bo declared noxious weeds over the whole of the Colony, and the sweetbriar, in the agricultural districts 
immediately between Sydney and the Central district, and also the prickly-pear. They recognised that 
all these noxious weeds were importations ; mid the Bill provided that the Minister could stop in and 
prevent importations of seed that were likely to become a danger to the vegetable growth of the 
country. That was a piece of legislation that should have been in operation years ago; and he was 
quite sure, if it had been, it would have prevented the loss of untold sums of money to the producers 
in this country; and he did not think they could go far wrong in placing stringent power in the hands of 
the Minister in this direction, lu dealing with the eradication of these weeds they must remember that 
there were vast areas of country that it would be impossible to eradicate. Under the present system the 
man who was spending his money in eradicating some of the noxious weeds was completely at the mercy 
of his neighbour ; and some Crown lands were equally had in the vicinity of his holding. They should 
endeavour to enforce a reasonable amount of compulsion in the direction of compelling owners to do some
thing towards the destruction of the weeds on their holding, and also clear the routes.

Mr, Pkajisk (Orange) said that in the Bill it was provided that municipalities should he called 
upon to destroy the weeds within their areas ; hut it appeared to him that if enforced stringently that 
would practically make a number of these municipalities bankrupt. Municipalities in the past had been 
doing something in this direction, hut they had to go to the Government for a special grant. One great 
mistake they always made was that they never thought of dealing with this noxious vegetation—such as
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Bathurst burr—until the damage was done ; they only cut them down after they had seeded. It should 
be within the powers of some Board to enforce the killing at a particular time ; it made all the difference 
when these iveeds were killed, especially the Bathurst burr. If they left it a week or two after they had 
seeded, it was of no effect. With respect to outside holdings, it was proposed that Stock Boards should 
have the control of the destruction of these weeds, but he was inclined to think the Land Boards could 
better deal with Crown lands, because in dealing with these matters they had mostly to deal with Crown 
lands, which were a strong factor in spreading the vegetable growth around. In dealing with them in 
this way, the Bill provided that a private owner might receive notice to destroy noxious weeds, and if be 
did not do so, it was competent for the Authority to send in persons to do it, and lie was liable to a fine of 
20s, a day. There was no provision made as to how the Authorities were to recover the expenses they were 
put to from the holder; therefore it paid him to meur a fine of 20s. a day. With regard to what Mr. 
Wilson had said about stock routes aud the providing of water, he was quite in accord with him; and he 
thought anybody who had anything to do with travelling stock would agree with him that some reasonable 
charge should he made, and the proceeds should he used to keep these reserves clear, aud great benefit 
would then occur to those immediately concerned. At the present time stock roules were completely 
over-run, and they were practically useless to travelling stock. With regard to Mr. Wilson's proposal with 
respect to watering places, he did not see how he was going to apply it.

The Chairman pointed out that the resolutions were not under discussion.
Mr. Waddejh,, M.L.A.. agreed with Mr. Wilson in some of his remarks. Last session he intro

duced a Bill after considerable thought, dealing with this particular pest. It appeared to him then that 
the wisest course was to give each landholder who cleared his land of the sweetbriar the right to compel 
his adjoining neighbour to clear his, and at the same time, that his adjoining neighbour should he protected 
from any harsh provision that might he inserted in the law, that ho should be given a reasonable time to 
clear his land. Tor instance, one provision was that a man who cleared his laud of sweethriar should have 
the right to give his neighbour notice that he would have to clear a piece of his land l chain wide along 
his boundary fence, and then clear the rest within three years. lie thought there should he one part 
dealing with the Eastern Districts and another with the Central and Western.

Mr. Bolton (Wagga Wagga) said that sweethriar was the worst weed about Wellington and he 
thought that required special legislation.

Mr. A. Brown (Narrabri) pointed out that while the travelling stock routes wore infested the 
travelling stock would carry the burr from one part of the country to the other. He considered that ns 
private holders had to get rid of the burr on their own holdings, the Government should keep the stock 
routes clear. If the G-overnmcut put the stock routes m the hands of the Pastures and Ntoek Boards, 
then an Inspector would have to see that they were kept clear. It was no use partly cutting them down; 
they must be cut from fence to fence.

Mr, Brooke'(Boggabri) said that the Minister had pointed out that the prohahilites would be that 
they should have a new tax on the people uhosc lands were already taxed. He could not see why a man 
should he taxed after he had cleared his laud in order to help the man who had done nothing. As to 
puttiug it in the bauds of the Land Boards he thought the Pastures and Stock Boards knew more about 
it than the Land Boards.

Mr. Perry M.L.A., said ho had come to the conclusion that by the time this Bill passed the Con
ference there would be very little for Parliament to do. He hoped the matter would receive fair considera
tion and not that consideration of one part of the Colony as against another. He considered that the 
noxious weeds in the Eastern Division were a greater curse than they were in the Western Division. He 
was speaking from the Eastern Division standpoint. In the North Coast Districts, for instance, they had 
got weeds that were considered garden plants, which in other parts would be considered noxious weeds ; 
therefore it would be necessary in discussing the Schedule to be very careful as to what weeds they declared 
noxious weeds all over the Colony, but they should give power to the different districts to proclaim or define 
in those districts what were noxious weeds. They would have to carefully consider this matter, because 
it would he almost as much as a man’s land was worth if you asked him to clear some weeds out. He had 
been along the coast a good deal and he had come to the conclusion that the people themselves were not 
so much to blame for the trouble as the Government. The people had asked time after lime for legislation 
in this matter. The Government had been the worst offenders of the lot. He thought the Government 
should take the matter in hand and spend money in clearing these stock routes of the country. It would 
be better than sand-shifting.

Mr, Davies (Gunnedah) considered the Government had been the worst offenders. He supported 
Mr. Waddell's suggestions.

The Chairman said that he had before him certain resolutions by Mr. Wilson, which he had care
fully considered; but he did not wish to take the extreme course of declaring them out of order, but still 
he would like to point out that if these resolutions were carried it wmitld he no use going on with the Bill. 
He would ask the Conference whether they thought it wise, that, under the cover of these resolutions 
which had been suddenly sprung upon them, certain districis should be put under enormous expense, and 
others be left out. Ho appealed to Mr. Wilson to withdraw questions Isos. 1, 2, and especially No. 4, 
because putting a tax on travelling stock had really very little to do with noxious weeds. He would ask 
Mr, Wilson to accept a compromise in this matter, and that was, that he should move as an amendment, 
“That the Pastures and Slock Boards be charged with the duties of keeping travelling stock routes free 
from burrs.”

Mr. Wilson thought that some of his proposals would, easily come uuder the clauses of the Bill— 
that was, to put everything under the control of the Pastures and Stock Boards, lie thought the main 
suggestions of his resolutions could he discussed, and amendments made in them. He thought lie said 
enough before to show that one question hinged on the other. He was, however, quite willing to leave it 
to the meeting.

Mr, Alison (Canonbar) moved, “ That they proceed with the Bill.”
Mr. Atkinson seconded the motion, and it was carried.
Mr. Atkinson proposed, “ That the Preamble be postponed.” •
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) seconded the motion.
The question was put before the meeting and carried.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved, 11 That clause 1 be postponed.”
Mr. Leslie (Eorbes) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried. Clause
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Clause 2.
Local AuthoriUea.

2. Subject to tbe provisions hereinafter contained tbe provisions of this Act dealing with 
tbe eradication, destruction, and prevention of the growth of noxious weeds shall be administered 
by the following local authorities—

(a) within tho boundaries of any municipality now or hereafter to he constituted, the 
council of that municipality ;

(J) within the boundaries of any sheep district proclaimed under tbe Diseases in Sheep 
Act of 18G6 or any Act amending the same, exclusive of land within the boundaries of 
any municipality, the board of directors of the sheep district;

(<?) within any portion of the Colony proclaimed by the G-overnor, and not within the 
boundaries of the areas mentioned in subsections («) and (l) of this section, any person 
appointed by the Governor in that behalf: Provided that the G-overnor may revoke or 
alter any proclamation made as aforesaid ;

and in each case the area within which a municipal council, board of directors of a sheep district, 
or person appointed by the Governor has authority as aforesaid shall constitute a district for the 
purposes of this Act.

Mr. Atkixsos moved, “That on page 1, subsection (a),clause 2,shouldread ' within the boundaries 
of any municipality or township now or hereafter to be constituted, the council or trustee of that muni
cipality or township.’ ” lie said his object in moving this amendment was that they should of necessity 
include the township and the trustees of tho townships in the Act of destruction of these noxious weeds. 
He thought they had all noticed that the reserves in the smaller townships were covered with noxious 
weeds, and therefore his object was to bring the townships which were in municipal areas and the trustees 
of that township within the meaning of this Act, that was as regards the compulsory destruction of these 
burrs. '

Mr. Bacox (Brewarrina) seconded Mr. Atkinson’s amendment. He would point out that as 
regards trustees of country commons, that their jurisdiction did not extend to land within the township, 
and he would ask Mr. Atkinson to explain how he would meet that ditliculty.

Mr, 'Wtlsob- pointed out that as regards township reserves nobody but the Crown was responsible.
Mr. Amson (Canonbar) moved as an amendment, to insert the following words as an addition to 

Mr. lit kins nil’s motion, “All trustees of commons, parks, recreation grounds, or racecourses, shall be held, 
and deemed for the purposes of this Act, to be the occupiers of the lands contained in such commons, 
parks, recreation grounds, and racecourses.’’

Mr. Atkinsox accepted Mr. Alison’s suggestions to add those words to his motion.
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said he would like to say a few words before it went to a 

vote, it seemed to him to be pretty well identical with what was proposed in the Bill. Suppose they 
included, as was proposed, the trustees of commons, parks, racecourses, and so forth, whore were they to 
get their revenues from. He did not see how that was provided for, and then again there were large 
areas of land held by the Kail way Commissioners. Who was going to compel them to clear their land r1

Mr. Atkinson pointed out that he only wished that the townships and reserves adjoining such 
townships should participate in the trouble and expense of eradicating these burrs.' They were all agreed 
that they not only did not destroy them but they propagated them. Ho certainly thought that the 
people who used these lands should come under the provisions of the Bill. They should he compelled 
not only to destroy but to keep them under. “

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgeraboug), said that it appeared to him that the object of this 
amendment was to charge certain local bodies with the destruction of noxious weeds, Ac. They would 
have to go farther aud give these bodies powers they did not at present possess. As Mr. Alison pointed 
out, the Bill provided for this. The Bill took the municipality which had the power to raise revenue and 
charged that body with the destruction of noxious weeds within the area that it could raise revenue for 
that purpose, but the other lands that Mr. Alison proposed to include such as commons and racecourses 
were dealt with as Crown lands and charged to the Crown. Ho moved, “ That the subsection be passed as 
prin led."

Mr. Atkinson’s amendment, with the addition of the words suggested by Mr. Alison, was put to 
the meeting and lost.

Mr. T. Beown’s, M.L.A. (Budgeraboug), motion that the subsection he passed as printed was carried.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved, “ That in lined, subsection (i), after the word ‘of,’ the words 

‘Stock and Pastures’ should be inserted, and that the word ‘sheep’ should he eliminated, and the 
words ‘Stock and Pastures’ substituted.’’

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) seconded the motion. .
Tho question was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved, “ That subsection (c) he postponed.”
Mr. WifiKES (Broken Hill) moved, “That the Conference adjourn until after the conclusion of 

the Babbit Conference.”
Mr. Atkinson seconded the motion. ,
The question was put to the meeting and carried.
The Chairman then adjourned the "Conference until the conclusion of the Babbit Conference the 

next day.

SECOND DAY—I/th MARCH, 1897.

The Hon. Eupuht Carington (Jerilderie) took the Chair at 10 a.m.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. Atkinson said that as many gentlemen who were present the previous day did not appear to 

understand the purpose of hie amendments, he would ask that they start from clause 2 de novo—that was 
to say, to practically recommit the Bill.

Mr. Boss (Hume) seconded the motion.
The question on being put to the meeting was carried.

70—B
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, ^r- Bnowjjj M.L.A. (Budgeratong). proposed, “ That after the word ‘ municipality ’ in the first
line of subsection (a) and in the second line of subsection (a) the following words be addedj ‘ or lands set 
apart for public purposes, and for which trustees are or may be hereafter appointed.’ ” His idea was to 
have municipalities proclaimed noxious districts, Stock Protection Boards as provided for, areas as provided 
for in subsection (c), and he also wanted public lands set apart for public purposes, and the trustees of 
those lands to be separate districts. He said his proposal, if carried, would mean that all those lands that 
were set apart for public purposes would be districts in themselves for the destruction of these weeds, and 
the trustees themselves would be charged with the destruction of the noxious weeds in those areas. He 
understood they were within the Pastures and Stock Boards’ areas,
_ Mr, Atkinson- said that that was substantially what he was proposing. He thought it was a most 
important thing that the townships or village reserves should be included. They should be specified and 
set out in the Bill, and not left to the Minister to approve or disapprove of making them into separate 
districts. It should be settled in the Bill that the Minister shall make these separate districts, and 
therefor?. lie wished to introduce the words, “ townships or recreation reserves or race-courses.”

_ Mr. Wilson said he did not know whether the proposer and seconder of this motion clearly 
saw its effect. This motion, decided that the council of any municipality was to be the local authority 
to deal with these matters. Ho would suggest that they should pass the clause as it was. If they 
wished to deal with the commons, &c., that should be a separate subsection. The two things should 
not be mixed. He said they could not put it m there ; they must first indicate how they were to get the 
money to spend. Of course, they all agreed that the municipalities should be left as that clause set up. 
If parks and other grounds with trustees were to be made local authorities, well and good ; he was quite 
willing that should be done. He thought it was best, however, to do that separately, and not mix the 
things up.

Mr. T. Beown, M.L.A. (Bndgerabong), thought that either they misunderstood Mr. Wilson or 
Mr. Wilson misunderstood them. They proposed to let municipalities deal with the lands under their 
control; then they found that there were other lands in towns that were not under control of municipalities, 
aud this amendment proposed to constitute the trustees of these lands authorities for the purposes of this 
Act, They did not intend to bring these bodies under the control of the municipalities, hut the present 
Act did not provide that these bodies should have any existence at all for the purpose of this Noxious 
Weeds Act, and what was proposed to be done was to give them existence under this Act.

The Chairman then put the question to the meeting, and it was declared carried.
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Bndgerabong). moved,” to insert the following words in subsection (b) after 

the word municipality ‘or lands set apart for public purposes and for which trustees are or may hereafter 
be appointed.1 ”

Mr. Atkinson seconded the motion.
Mr. Wilson differed from the view taken by Mr. Brown. The amendment was careful to 

exempt these lauds from the operation of the Pastures and Stock Board. He was quite sure no 
provision would be put in the Bill that would sufficiently nail them down and make them responsible, and 
■there was no provision to give them any funds. They should be left under tbe Pastures and Stock Boards. 
This was a most dangerous amendment.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) thought with Mr. Wilson that they ought to be very careful before they 
added the words proposed by Mr. Brown, It might be there would be no power by which these lands 
would be kept cleared of noxious weeds, but by leaving tbe provision as it was in the Bill he thought they 
would come uuder either the municipalities or under the jurisdiction of the Pastures and Stock Boards,

Mr. Perht, M.L.A., would like to point out that they were not dealing now with a matter 
that afiected only the sheep-owners. They were dealing with a matter that affected the agriculturist as 
well. It was to widen the franchise in that respect. . Because they elected the Sheep Directors from men 
subject to taxation under that particular Act, there was no doubt there would be some taxation under that 
Act to carry it out, and they would require to give the farmers a voice.

The Chairman pointed out that this was not the place to discuss the franchise,
_ _ Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A, (Bndgerabong), said if the Chairman would permit him to explain the 

position it might get over the difficulty. In subsection (a) they had decided that certain bodies should be 
constituted authorities. These bodies were the municipalities and lands or areas set apart under trust. 
The Council was to be an authority under this Act for the municipal areas and the Trustees were to be 
the authorities for those other lands set apart lor public purposes. They had already carried an amend
ment to that effect giving these Trustees that power and this provision was to exempt them from operations 
of the municipal councils.

Mr. T. Brown’s (Budgeraboug) amendment was then put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that Mr. Bruce, the Chief Inspector of Stock, had kindlj1- come 

down to assist them in amending this Act. Mr. Bruce had placed in front of him a number of amend
ments which he thought would facilitate the working of the Act. They would therefore understand that 
he simply moved these amendments for the Conference to consider. He would first move, “That after 
.Mr. Brown's amendment the following words be added 1 or vacant Crown lands in such district. ’ ”

Mr. Bruce (Chief Inspector of Stock) seconded the motion.
_ Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A.., (Bndgerabong), said that before the motion was put he wished to point out 

that in subsection (c) the kind of land which was now proposed to be dealt with had been already dealt 
with. j)t lea-st that was what he understood. He moved that subsection (£) be left as it was, and that 
subsection (c) read as follows :—“ Within any portion of the Colony proclaimed by the Governor to be a 
noxious weed area or district, and not within the boundaries of the areas mentioned in subsections (a) and 
(b) of this section, the Governor may appoint any person or persons to be a local authority for the said 
area or district provided that the Governor may revoke or alter any proclamation made, Ac.” He did not 
see how Mr. Bruce’s amendment'could be put in. By this amendment he proposed to make it clear that 
it was intended to apply the provisions of this Act to those areas, and to allow the Minister to control 
these bodies. . •

Mr. Bruce (Chief Inspector of Stock) thought that there were three sets of local authorities, the 
'Municipalities, the Pastures and Stock Board, aud the Government. He said that unless his amendment 
was put in in subsection (i) there was nothing at all to be done under subsection (c)—that was plain 
enough— because it exempted the areas contained in the sheep districts of the Colony. ’

Mr.
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Mr. T. Brow, M.L.A. (Budgernbong), saicj that Mr. Bruce's opposition was a perfectly fair and legiti
mate one. Subsection (!>) gave tbe power of the local authorities to Stock Boards aud exempted other bodies 
that were constituted from the operations of the Stock Boards. They had already exempted munici- 
jialities, and they exempted lands held for public purposes, because they had constituted the trustees a 
separate authority. He therefore saw the force of Mr. Bruce’s contention. They must exempt also those 
other public lands, unoccupied lands or reserves, so called, in order to make subsection (c) read properly. 
He would therefore support Mr. Bruee.

Mr. Ait.sox (Canonbar) said that he had moved this as a matter of form. He regretted, with much 
deference to Mr. Bruce, that he could not find his way to support it, although he had moved it. He did 
not propose to exempt any lands from the Sheep Boards—this third authority was not necessary. They 
did not want any lands exempted at all except municipalities. ”

Mr. Bruce (Chief Inspector of Stock) wished to know who was to make the municipalities do the
work.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said the Minister would make the municipalities do the work ; they were 
supposing in that instance that the Sheep Boards and the municipalities would do their duty, as there 
was a clause later on in the Bill which would give the Minister power to enter and make them do their 
duty. It seemed to him that if they exempted Crown lands, they were exempting from the operations of 
the Sheep Boards and municipalities something like twenty million acres in the Colony.

Mr. "Ross (Humo) did not think a third authority should be brought in at all. His idea was that 
the municipalities should be the authority for everything within their boundaries, and outside the munici
palities the Sheep Boards should do everythiag Wherever tho Government had to do anything they did 
it at as much cost as anybody else. He thought all lands should be under the Sheep Boards if outside 
the municipalities. If the Government were to come in and pick out little pieces it would emasculate 
the whole thing.
, ^■r' Wilson said that if those amendments were carried it would he throwing the Crown lauds out
into a sort of no man’s land.

Mr. Alison’s (Canonbar) motion was then put to tho meeting and lost.
^r' Alison (Canonbar) moved that the words, “of the sheep district” be cut out, and “the 

Board of Directors under the Stock and Pastures Protection Act ” be putin.
Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) seconded the motion.
The question was then put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved, “That after tlie word 1 Act,’which was now at the end of that 

section, the following words be inserted, ‘ with one Government representative for the purposes of this 
Act.’ They had included Crown lands, and he thought it was only right to add a Government represen
tative, in accordance with Mr. Carruthers’ desiro, in the same way as they had done under the Rabbit Act.

Mr. Batlis (Harrandcra) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgeraboug),moved, “That after the words ‘in each case,’ the following 

words be inserted, ‘ or lands held in trust for public purposes.’ ”
Mr. Ross (Hume) seconded the motion.
Mr. Peiiry, M.L.A. (Budgeraboug), would like to ask the gentleman who moved the motion, 

whether this alteration would not virtually take from under the municipality such a thing as a cemetery 
winch might be outside the municipality. They would have two controlling authorities inside a certain 
area, and it would lead to no end of trouble.

Tho question was put to tho meeting and carried.
tirm , ^ Bkowx, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said if Mr. Alison would permit him, he would move, 

That the word ‘ aforesaid ’ ho inserted instead of ‘ Sheep District,’ ’’
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said it would be necessary to strike out the words “or 

persons appointed by the Government as authority as aforesaid.” It was consequential on the previous 
resolution. L

Mr. Baylis (Karrandera) seconded the motion.

The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 2, amended asunder, was put to the meeting and carried:—

JjOcal authorities.

2, Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained the provisions of this Act dealing 
with tho eradication and destruction of noxious weeds shall be administered by the following 
local authorities— 6

(cs) within the boundaries of any municipality or land set apart for public purposes, and 
for which trustees are or may hereafter be appointed, now or hereafter to be constituted 
tho council of that municipality or land set apart for public purposes, and for which 
trustees are or may hereafter be appointed ;

(i) within the boundaries of any sheep district proclaimed under the Diseases in Sheep Act 
of 1866 or any Act amending the same, exclusive of land within the boundaries of any 
municipality or land set apart for public purposes, and for which trustees arc or may 
hereafter be appointed, the board of directors under the Stock and Pastures Act, with 
one Government representative for the purposes of this Act;

and in each case the area within which a municipal council, hoard of directors, aforesaid, or lands 
.held in trust for public purposes, shall constitute a district for the purposes of this Act.

Clause
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. Clause 3.
Eradication and destruction of noxious weeds

3, The local authority shall, within their district, have power to eradicate and destroy and 
prevent the growth of all noxious weeds growing on vacant Crown lands, roads, and public 
reserves not under lease or license, and to prevent a recurrence of the growth of noxious weeds 
eradicated and destroyed.

_ Where the local authority are a municipal council they shall eradicate and destroy all 
noxious weeds growing on all roads, including main roads, within the municipality.

, Mr. Atkinson said this u-as a clause for the eradication and destruction of noxious weeds, and 
it empowered not only the destruction but the prevention of a recurrence of the growth of noxious 
weeds eradicated and destroyed. That seemed to him to be very far reaching and ho proposed, 
“ That the words from ‘ and 1 down to the word ‘destroy,’ inclusive, be omitted.”

Mr. "WTr.soy seconded the motion.
Mr. Atkinson -wished to know how they could prevent the Bathurst burr growing again. They 

could not guarantee that they could prevent these noxious weeds growing, aud he thought these words 
should be struck out. The Board might order them to do a lot of things, aud ho did not see how they 
could give that ptwer to anybody. It seemed to him to be absurd that there should be anv doubt on 
that question. " ” '

Mr. AiiTSON (Canonbar) supported Mr. Atkinson, and pointed out that he should also strike out 
the words " and prevent the growth of,”

Mr. Atkinson accepted the suggestion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

’ Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), moved a consequential amendment in line G of clause 3, “ To 
insert after the word ‘council’ or ‘trustees of land set apart for public purposes’ and also after the word 
‘Municipality’ in line 9.”

The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 3 amended as under was put to the meeting and carried.

Eradication and destruction of noxious weeds.
• The local authority shall, within their district, have power to eradicate and destroy all 

noxious weeds growing on vacant Crown lands,roads,and public reserves notunder lease or license.
"Where the local authority are a municipal council or trustees of land set apart for public 

purposes, they shall eradicate and destroy all noxious weeds growing on all roads, including main 
roads, within the municipality, or lands set apart for public purposes.

Clause 4.
■ , _ 4- (0 On receipt of any information respecting the existence of noxious weeds on land

within their district, the local authority shall, if satisfied of the existence of the noxious weeds, 
serve a notice on the occupier of the land, requiring him to eradicate and destroy or prevent the 
growth of the noxious weeds within the time specified in the notice, and to execute such works 
aud do such things as may be necessary for that purpose, and if the local authority think it 
desirable (but not otherwise) specifying any works to be executed.

. (u) The local authority may also by the same or another notice served on the occupier 
require him to do what is necessary to prevent the recurrence of the growth of the noxious weeds, 
and if they think it desirable specify any works to be executed for that purpose, and may serve 
that notice notwithstanding that the growth of the noxious weeds may have been abated if the local 
authority consider that it is likely to recur on the same land.

(it i) Provided that where the occupier cannot be found the local authority may themselves 
eradicate and destroy the noxious weeds, and do what is necessary to prevent the growth of a 
recurrence of the growth thereof,

Mr. At.ison (Canonbar) moved, “ That the word ‘ any’ be left out.”
Mr._ Atkinson opposed that very strongly, because this clause would give any individual the 

power of inflicting or levying black-mail. He simply had to lay the information before the Board, 
and if he did not do that, how was it possible for them to know where the Bathurst burr was. ■

Mr. At.ison (Canonbar) said the authorised ofiBeers would report.
Mr. Atkinson said that their authorised officer could not get about everywhere. In this case 

there was no chance for a man to levy black-mail, and he must certainly protest against Mr. Alison’s 
motion. If these noxious weeds wrerc to be eradicated each one of them must he to a certain extent a 
detective on his neighbours. He would say that the Board should act on receipt of information no matter 
where it came from. '

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) supported Mr. Atkinson
Mr. Baylis (Karrandera) seconded Mr, Alison. But thought the word “ any” was superfluous.
Mr. Wilson said he was pleased to find himself able to support Mr. Atkinson on such an occasion. 

He thought that if this word were not retained the principle of this Act would be lost. The giving of 
information to the Board that Bathurst hurra were growing on any land was surely not an unneighbourlv 
offencc. It was the assistance and the active concurrence of everybody interested, that would bring 
about the purposes of that Bill.

. Mr. Eoss (Hume) thought they ought to leave the clause as it stood in the Bill. He did not 
think it was a very criminal matter if be saw a patch of Bathurst burr growing on his neighbour’s laud to 
inform the Board. Ho thought the best thing that they could do was to let the clause stand as it was.

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), pointed out to Mr. Alison that this clause did not provide 
that any person laying information was to take proceedings. The local authorities had to serve a notice 
and take such action as they thought necessary. He thought the words should stand as they were, 
because they would be a great assistance to the local authorities.

Mr.
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Mr. Allises' (Canonbai1) thought he had been misunderstood in this matter. He did not desire 
to prevent anybody who had an interest in the matter giving information, hut he desired to prevent 
frivolous complaints which would move the Board. It was quite possible that if these words were 
retained, any Tom, Jack, or Harry coming along could say he saw so and so. He could write a letter to 
the Board, and they must take action. The Bill provided that they must. He was quite willing to meet 
them by altering it to read “ on receipt of information through their authorised officer or any landowner 
interested.”

Mr. Atkinson' said that that was his contention and intention.
The Chairman then put Mr. Alison’s amendment to the meeting, and it was lost.
Mr, Alison (Canonbar) said he would try to get in his ideas if he could. He moved that after 

the word information that the following words he inserted : “ through their authorised officer or any land
owner interested.” -

The Chairman said he did not think that was in order. They had just settled that any information 
would do ; therefore he ruled Mr. Alison out of order.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said he would like if possible to take the opinion of the meeting, so as tc 
have some little restriction placed on it.

The Chairman asked if Mr. Alison wished to dissent from his ruling.
Mr. Eoss (Hume) said he did not wish in any way to disagree from the Chairman’s ruling, but he 

would like to support Mr. Alison.
Mr. Atkinson said it appeared to him that what Mr. Alison feared was that every traveller—any 

Jack, Tom, Bill, or Harry, coming along the road—could give information. He did not think those tramps 
would take the trouble. .

The Chairman ruled that no further discussion could he allowed on the matter. They had settled 
the question two minutes ago that anybody could give information; therefore he ruled, as he was bound 
to do, that any further amendment to negative what they had just done was out of order. If they 
wished now to go back on what they had done, he would not take it as any disrespect to himself; but the 
proper method to adopt, if they so wished it, was to dissent from his ruling.

The Conference then adjourned until 2 p.m.
The Chairman took the Chair at 2T0 p.m.
Mr, Atkinson moved, “'That the words ‘ or prevent the growth of’ he omitted.”
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), seconded tho motion.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said it seemed somewhat of a repetition of what they had already done. 

No harm could accrue from leaving those words in. In his mind the diffieultv was at what stage the 
local authority could step in and order destruction. It was necessary to kill the weeds at an early stage, 
and this would prevent the growth of them. These words were put in to try aud prevent any loop-hole 
in this way. To “ prevent the growth of ” was really the proper term to apply in this Noxious Weeds 
Bill. He suggested that these words be left in.

Mr. Atkinson said that Mr. Alison’s contention seemed to have no hearing on the case, because 
they were already required “ to eradicate and destroy.”

The question was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved, “ That in clause 4, line 5, after the word ‘ him ’ the following 

words he inserted : ‘ to use all reasonable efforts,’ ”
Mr. Brett (Urana) seconded the motion.
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said he opposed this proposal of Mr. Alison’s, because it was 

setting up a standard of whicli the owner was largely the judge, and by which the objects of this Bill 
could he defeated, and had been defeated in other colonies in the same way. They had knocked out 
this standard on Mr. Alison’s proposal in the Babbit Bill, and had substituted something else ; and 
ho did not see why they could not carry the same principle into the Noxious Weeds Bill that they 
had put in the Rabbit Bill. He would, therefore, propose an amendment, and move that instead of those 
words the following be added after the word destroy : “ to the satisfaction of the Local Authorities.”

Mr. Atkinson seconded the motion.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that all through this Bill he had felt the necessity of guarding the 

interests of the individual, and he was very much afraid that harsh measures might be taken, which would 
jeopardise the interest of the individual, and cause him to be put to ruinous expense. Now, he did not 
believe in puttiug such a tyrannical power in the hands of any body of men without a power to appeal. 
MT. Brown's amendment simply meant this, that the men should appeal to the same body who would 
order them to do the work. He wanted a man to have an appeal to someone else, and the person he 
wanted him to appeal to was the Minister. He could conceive such a position that there might be a 
most tyrannical Board, who were possibly little interested themselves, and they might go, as the Minister 
had pointed out to them, and ruin the individual. Take a property which was very much covered with 
prickly-pear. Supposing the Board ordered a man to destroy the prickly-pear in three months or less— 
they might order him to do it within six days. They could conceive of them doing all sorts of unreasonable 
things. There ought to he an appeal, and his amendment was that a man might have an appeal—that he 
may not be absolutely ordered to do anything. What more did they want men to do than to use 
reasonable effort ? If a man could show he had used reasonable effort, and was continuing to do so, 
what more could they' ask of him ?

Mr. Atkinson,in supporting Mr. Brown’s amendment, said that Mr. Alison’s remarks showed him 
the desirability that legislation should be separate for the "Western Division of fhe Colony, and for the 
Eastern. Mr. Alison’s experience only went for the western part of the Central Division, and he had 
not had any experience of the more populated parts of the Eastern Division. He believed that the 
Prickly-pear Act was inoperative. He contended that the prickly-pear should not be included in the 
weeds for destruction under this Noxious "Weeds Bill. That, of course, would come in in the (Schedule, 
and when the Schedule was made out would be the time to move that the prickly-pear should he excluded. 
"What was wanted more particularly in this matter was the destruction of tbe Bathurst burr. He 
would say this, that if the words were left—“all reasonable efforts’’—the whole of the Bill would he 
inoperative. They would never get the Bathurst burr destroyed. It was important that there should 
be no loop-hole by which tho owners of country which produced these Bathurst burrs could get out of 
it; and he was quite satisfied that if they introduced these words they would bf taken advantage of by 
large growers of Bathurst burrs to evade the Act. Mr.
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able effort!,T' iA‘ Wwis!?ed ^.know wh° ™ goinglo decide what was “reason
able effort. That hind of legislation had obtained in Victoria some time ago, and there was a continual
struggle between the owners and the Boards charged with the powers of destroying rabbits, particularly 
as to what were reasonable efforts, and the Legislature had to be called in to clear the natter up by

t0 °Lth0se B10Jarcls”l and he proposed to add tbe same words—“ to the
satisfaction of the Boards.' They could not enforce it if it were left “all reasonable efforts.” They 
had got to go to the Courts of law to enforce it, and if the Courts were satisfied that the matter was 
being pushed on as vigorously as could be, they were the authority to deal with it. Mr. Alison wanted 
to set up the owner of the land as the man to interpret what was reasonable effort

M r. Alibow (Canonbar) said that Mr. Brown had just pointed out that there was an authority to
1° hV.,,'5“itbTeXr “ e"° “ m,“the P0’” S° 10 thc 0o‘'rt•'“d 'P™

much an^'i'ndividual'idea61'^6'1 ^ ^ any Way‘ The 4uestion of reasonable effort was very

lC,an0nbar) Baid 'vf?rc g°inS t0 set up eight men to be the judges of what was 
ba,? it. Three men were left to decide what was reasonable effort.

He thought it was a matter that should be left for adjudication. He would not like the Board to have

£ i£2&u;uld ‘ 1“'e “in ^of indiridua1-''brf h' ''°uld p“‘ii “
,VKI'VS;?X saidilthe Bath,urs,i burr must he destroyed at a certain time. A man might 

contend 1 hat by putting on three men he was using reasonable effort. Very often it would require fifty 
men to out them down before they seeded. If they did not cut them before they seeded the? were not 
ismg reasonable effort. That was why he objected to the individuals deciding what was reasonable effort.

(Canonbar) sald that My Atkinson had remarked that they must sometimes put on 
h±ty men. The Board could order a small man to put on fifty men or 100 men. A man might have a 
property of 100,000 acres, and the Board had to decide whether he was to put on fifty, 500 or 1 000 men 

,fiOU,id tV‘IJ1°ed m a week. It was very autocratic. The interest of the individual might be 
stamped altogether by some arbitrary decision of three men on tho Stock Board. Three men were a

tonr‘h ””to ”loli “pe,ise ,o pu‘ d°" p™ki?-p'». «■=

+1l n, ^Ir‘ Bj);ett (tfrana) asked the Chairman to give his ruling as to whether they were dealing with 
the Bathurst burr alone or with the prickly-pear, or with auy other noxious weeds. °
u,,™ 3ATia5so^ said that it had been said at tho beginning of the Conference that the Bathurst
burr was the common enemy all over the Colony, and that we were to deal with that onlv.

i -i "VjyP (Cari01lbar) ®atd that this Bill had to go before the Parliament of New South Wales 
and l,o thought there was enough common sense in Parliament to see that no law, so far as their prevision 
could prevent it, would allow anybody to be crushed. As to the judge of reasonable effort, they had a 

°j: n.me or ten ^ d®clde tbat> and they were not deciding on their own affair. Now, surely a 
“t C0°f 111110 I)ien’ probab y m t!l,c eame case 111 general, but not in this particular instance, knowing 
that a decision given against men to-day might apply to themselves to-morrow, would give a reasonable 
decision, i hen again, they must remember that if a law were made unreasonable it inevitably fell to the 

Common sense declared that the law in Victoria to put down the Scotch thistle was foolish and 
T-nlh l', -n H Mwould 1,kr. to ®ay t lal; lno?t these conferences, every now and then, had a tendency to 
fiifl uwV’lr' ■ +W a de^etjon it would be of tbe power of the Board if thc tax-pavers’
influence with the Minister were allowed to decide these things. F ■'

„?Irj PIJ:V (Hay) BSlld £or tu;° seasons tho expenses on his run for cutting down noxious weeds 
were equal to the expense of a second shearing, and within four years they had spent £2,500 in the 
eradication ot the burrs. But the heaviest expense bad been for burrs, and he had had on two occasions 
vJ™117/!9 S,XtJ cu1'tl“S tlle Bathurst burrs—two overseers and sixty men—from six weeks to 

‘ t’ a,I,dlbe most “f th° gentlemen present would admit that was equal to a second
shearing. In dealing with this question he would not like to see individual owners pressed too hard but
question m0 ^ reC°gmsed ^ was lmPerat<™ they should use caution in dealing with this very important

Mr. T. Brown’s (Bndgerabong) amendment was put to the meeting and carried by 15 to 5.
other nm1"' f-f-.T-d.;That subsection (it) be struck out,” He said it was consequent on the 
other amendment which he had proposed. Ho would not take up the time of the Conference in 
expatiating upon it.

Mr. T. Brown-, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), seconded the motion.
I he question was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Aiisom (Canonbar) moved, “That after the word ‘executed’ in subsection (i) the following 

words be insertedand may subsidise the said occupier to the extent of not exceeding £2 for each and 
every £1 expended by the said occupier.
taxation^was deelded ’ (Bud£crah°ng)> asked that the motion he left over until the question of

Mr. Alisov (Canonbar) consented.
. 11Mr:T' Bro/^ M.L.A (Budgerabong), moved, “ That in subsection (in), after tbe word ‘thereof ’ 

Sme W V11US W°rdf f6 ’ferted;—‘ Br°™led that notice of such intention to proceed shall bo published in 
some local paper at least one month before such action is taken.”’ This was so as to make provision to 
give the owners sufficient notice of the action which was contemplated. ^

Mr. Hill (Hay) seconded the motion.
U,™ Mr' 0PP0S®d tbe motlon; Supposing there was no owner to he found when the
burrs were at their worst, the burrs might seed before the owners were found. If they had to take
MnX11% CV1V 16 v 00111 rper’ ,th0 effeCt Would bc that tbe Acfc vou!d be made of no avail. 
Municipalities cut these bum themselves, and they would hold that as a legal charge on the land. He

rby ' amendment should ho passed. He presumed it applied to municipalities
no VoflW d fa VT7 m,st1ake alI?V a ™nth to pass. Notice could be stuck up at the
post omte. Time Trould slip by and the plants Tvould seed. 1

Mr,
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Mi’, "Wiisoit said that this was another of those dangerous protections to the individual which 
would destroy the value and the whole intention of the Bill. It was these same absent, non-extensive 
owners, so to speak, who were the'cause of a lot of these legal Bills. The land tax would bring some of 
these matters to a head. These lands were almost worse than vacant Crown lands, aud moro difficult to 
get at. Mr. Brown's proposal would render nugatory the efforts of the whole Act to destroy noxious 
weeds. Those people who were not to be found on ihe ground would certainly not see the local paper, 
no matter how attractive it might he. He appealed to Mr. Brown to withdraw his amendment.

Mr. T. Bhowk, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), failed to see that any harm could he done, and that the 
powers of the Boards and Authorities would bo limited. Some reasonable notice should be provided for 
the owner. It would be well known in the municipalities what lands had been infested and were likely 
to be a danger ; and if they were not able to find an owner, and intended to take action, they could take 
action beforehand, and issue this notice in plenty of time to enable effective action to be taken at the 
right moment. .It was not intended to hinder the Board in any way—only to safeguard tho owners.

Mr. Atk-issoit said this would affect the municipalities, and the municipalities were empowered 
to destroy tho burrs in tho town. They did so now and merely sent in a Bill after it was done. He had 
never been notified yet to destroy burrs within the municipality, but he had invariably received a Bill for 
the destruction of the same after it had been done. They would see that Mr. T. Brown’s amendment 
might aflect the Municipalities Act. The main object was to destroy those burrs, and Mr. T. Brown was 
trying to find a loophole so that it might not be done. Mr. Brown bad not been dealing practically with 
these things, so that he did not have the knowledge which would enable him to deal with this Bill.

Mr. T. Brown’s, M.L.A. (Budgerabong) amendment was put to the meeting and lost.
Mr. Amsoy (Canonbar), moved tbeconsecjiientialamendment, "That in subsection (in) of claused, 

all the words after the word * weeds ’ be omitted.”
Mr. Ai’iccysox seconded the motion.
The question was put to tho meeting and carried.

Clause 4, amended as under, was put to the meeting and carried,—
4. (i) On receipt of any information respecting the existence of noxious weeds on land 

within their district, the local authority shall, if satisfied of the existence of the noxious weeds, 
serve a notice on the occupier of the land, requiring him to eradicate and destroy, to the 
satisfaction of the Board, the noxious weeds within the time specified in tho notice, and to 
execute such works and do such things as may be necessary for that purpose, and if the local 
authority think it desirable (but not otherwise) specifying any works to be executed.

(ir) Provided that where the occupier cannot be found, tbe local authority may them
selves eradicate and destroy the noxious weeds.

(in) If the occupier of land shall be unknown or absent from the Colony, and the 
expense incurred hereunder in clearing such land of noxious weeds cannot be recovered from him, 
and remain unpaid for more than months after the same shall have become due, the local
authority may let such land for any period not exceeding five years, upon terms aud conditions 
to be prescribed, and shall receive the rents and profils thereof, and shall apply the sapic in 
payment of such expenses with interest thereon at the rate of ton per centum per annum, so long 
as the same shall be unpaid : And such authority shall hold the surplus (if auy) upon trust for 
the person entitled to such surplus.” '

Mr. Bitucn (Chief Inspector of Stock), moved that the following be an additional subsection: 
“If tbe occupier of land shall be unknown or absent from, the Colony, and the expense incurred hereunder 
in clearing such land of noxious weeds cannot be recovered from him, and remain unpaid for more than

months after the same shall have become due, thc local authority shall let such land for any period 
not exceeding five years, upon terms and conditions to be prescribed, and shall receive thc rents and profits 
thereof, and shall apply the same inpayment of such expenses with interest thereon at the rate of ten per 
centum per annum, so long as the same shall be unpaid : And such authority shall hold the surplus (if 
any) upon trust for the person entitled to such surplus.”

Mr. Alison (Canonbar), said that Mr. Bruce should put this fresh subsection on tbe notice paper 
for the next day. moving tho recommittal of clause 4 to insert it. It would then be printed and all the 
members would be able to understand in what way it would affect the Bill.

Mr. Bruce (Chief Inspector of Stock) consented.

" Clause 5.
6. (i) If either—

(a) the person on whom a notice to eradicate and destroy or prevent the growth of noxious 
weeds has been served as aforesaid makes default in complying with any of the 
requisitions thereof within the time specified ; or

(5) the growth of the noxious woods though abated since the service of the notice, is, in 
the opinion of the local authority, likely to recur on tho same land,

the local authority may by any person authorised by them in that behalf make a complaint to a 
justice, and such justice shall thereupon issue a summons requiring the person on whom the 
notice was served to appear before a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate or any two justices in petty 
sessions. ■ ' ”

(it) The said magistrate or justices may, if satisfied that noxious weeds exist as alleged, 
or that although thc growth is abated, it is likely to recur on tbe same land, by order require 
the said person to comply with all or any of the requisitions of the notice, or otherwise to 
eradicate and destroy or prevent the growth of the noxious weeds within a time specified in 
the order, and may, if thought desirable, specify the works to be executed by the said person 
for that purpose. ' ■

. (ni)-
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_ ^m) If a person fails to comply ■with an order of a magistrate or justices made as afore
said, with respect to the eradication and destruction of, or prevention of the growth or a 
recurrence of the growth of the notions weeds, he shall, unless he satisfies the Court that he has 
used all due diligence to carry out such order, he liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty shillings 
a day during his default. Moreover, the local authority may enter the land to which any order 
under this Act relates, and eradicate and destroy and prevent the growth of the noxious weeds, 
and do whatever may be necessary in execution o‘f such order. -

Mr, Atkinson moved, “ That in subsection (#) the words ‘ or prevent’ be omitted, and also the 
whole of subsection (6).”

Mr. Dill (HAy) seconded the motion.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) asked Mr. Atkinson to move these two amendments separately.
Mr. Atkinson withdrew his amendment and then moved, “That in subsection (a) the words ‘ or 

prevent’ be omitted.’’
Mr. Dili. (Hay) seconded the motion.
The question on being put to tbe meeting was carried.
Mr. Atkinson moved, “That the word ‘or’ in subsection (a) be omitted, also the whole of 

subsection (6) and the word ‘ either’ at the beginning of the clause.”
Mr. T. Beown, M.C.A. (Budgerabong), seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Atkinson moved, “ That the following words in subsection (n) be omitted 1 or prevent thc 

growth of.’”
Tbe question w-as put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Baylis (Narrandera) moved, “ That the following words be omitted: ‘or that although the 

growth is abated it is likely to recur on thc same land.’ ” ■
Mr. T. Beown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said that was consequential on the previous amendment. 

He seconded the motion.
Mr. Atkinson moved, “That in subsection (in) the words from ‘or’ down to ‘growth’ in lines 3 

and 4 be omitted.”
Mr. Batlis (Narrandera) seconded the motion. '
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

. ^r' Batlis (Narrandera) moved, “That in line 8 the words ‘or prevent the growth of’ be
omitted.”

Mr. Atkinson seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. T. Bkown, M.L.A. (Budorgeraboug), moved, “ That the following words be added to clause 5 

subsection (in) after the word ‘order’ in line 10, ‘aud recover all reasonable cost of the said eradication or 
destruction of noxious weeds from the owner or holder of such land as hereinafter provided for.’ ” He 
said that the Bill provided that thc local authority should come in and destroy; aud should cause the 
owner of the land to he fined for not carrying out the instructions of ihe Act. It did not provide that 
the local authority should recover the cost of that destruction; and his proposal was to enable them to 
recover thc cost of destruction.

Mr. Leslie (Jforbes) said he had an amendment in clause G on the same thing, and he thought 
Mr. Brown should put that in after his amendment.

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), thought Mr. Leslie’s amendment should come in after his. 
He would withdraw his amendment and allow Mr, Leslie’s to come in in clause 5 instead of clause G.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) moved, “ That the following be added to clause 5, ‘ and the persons owning 
or occupying the land where such entry has been made shall be liable for the amount expended in thc 
eradication and destruction of noxious weeds.’ ”

Mr. Atkinson moved, as a further amendment, to add the following words “ such costs to he a 
first charge on the land.”

Mr. T. Beown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), did not think that was right. The local authority would 
have to proceed to the bench of magistrates, aud they would make an order and then carry out what Mr. 
Atkinson wanted.

_ Mr. Atkinson said the question was whether they would be able to proceed in that way. They 
might not be able to make it a first charge on the land. He wished it to be provided in the Bill that it 
might be a first charge on the land,

Mr. Dill (Hay) seconded Mr. Leslie’s motion.
Mr. Wilson seconded the amendment.
Mr. Atkinson said it had just been pointed out to him that the charge might be worth more than 

the land itself.
Mr. Beuce moved, “That the following words be inserted: ‘All costs, charges, and expenses 

incurred by a local authority, or any person authorised by a local authority, in clearing any private 
land of noxious plants under the provisions of this Act, shall be a first charge upon such land, and 
shall take precedence of all mortgages or other charges whatsoever upon such land : Provided always that 
a certificate under the hand of such local authority shall be a full discharge of all such costs, charges, aud 
expenses up to the date of such certificate.’ ”

Mr. Atkinson said he would withdraw in favour of Mr. Bruce.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said it seemed to him that they were proposing to put a frightful load on 

the lands of the Colony. There were first charges uuder the Babbit Act and first charges under the 
Noxious Weeds Act;—where was the mortgagee to come in ? He wished to warn the gentlemen present 
that they were going rather fast. They were informed by the Minister that some lands were terribly 
infested with burr, briars, and qirickly-pear. They had included the Crown, and made them liable to the 
local authority. The local authority could enter on the Crown lands and destroy noxious weeds ; 
consequently the Crown was equally liable with any individual towards any expense which was gone to 
by the local authority. He could not conceive of any Parliament endorsing Mr, Brown’s idea. They 
had got acres upon acres which they would give ninety-nine years’ lease of for nothing, if people would 
only clear the noxious weeds off. If the Crown did not eradicate, the local authority would enter, and it 
would be a first charge on the Crown land. He protested this would add too much to the burdens of the 
country. The
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Tlte Cuaiuman tliouglit tins was a very important amcmlment, and it should be postponed until 
next day. It would be on the notice-paper, and they should consider it carefully.

Mr. 1’. Brown, M.L.A, (Budgerabong), said that Mr. Bruce’s amendment and Mr. Leslie’s seemed 
to him to he on tho same lines. They should both be printed and be on thc notice-paper for next day.

The question of postponement was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause--6.
6. The local authority may, for the purpose of carrying out thc provisions of this Act, 

enter, or authorise any person by writing properly authenticated by the said authprity to enter, 
at any time, with men, vehicles, horses, and bullocks, and necessary appliances, into and upon 
any land within their district.

Clause 0, as printed, was put to ihe meeting aud carried.

Clause 7.
7. If if appears to the Minister that the local authoriiy have neglected to exorcise, or to 

make reasonable efforts to exercise, any powers conferred or duties imposed on them by this Act, 
the Minister may give notice in writing requiring the local authority to exercise the powers and 
perform the duties aforesaid within a period to be named in the notice,

_ _ If the said requirement is disobeyed, or is not complied with, it shall be lawful for the 
Minister to exercise the powers or perform the duties, and where a municipal council is the local 
authority, to recover on behalf of Her Majesty from the council the expenses thereby incurred.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved that in line 2 thc following words be struck out: “or to make 
reasonable efforts to exercise.” He did not see why the Board should have the exclusive right to reason
able efforts when they would not give it 1o individuals.

Mr. T. Buown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), seconded Mr, Alison’s motion.
Mr. Atkinson wished the Conference to defiue that the only weeds they were now considering 

were the Bathurst burrs.
Mr.' Alison's (Canonbar) motion was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. T. Buown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), moved that thc following be added to the first paragraph 

of clause 7 : “ Such notice shall not be fur a loss period than one month,”
> Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said ho would oppose that. They had not allowed individuals a moment’s 

notice, and why should the Board have a moment's notice. If they were not going to give the individual 
time, they should not give the Boards time. *

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) thought Air, T. Brown ivas making a mistake in this, It was certain a 
considerable delay would occur before the Minister could be moved to give notice. Moreover, tbe Minister 
had to say what period. He thought the Boards were not a bit too decided, but be thought a month 
would he too much ; it would he a pity to fix too short a date,

Mr. Atkinson seconded Mr. Brown's motion.
The question, on being put to the meeting, was lost.
Mr. T. Brown,M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said that clause 7 provided that thc Minister could recover 

from a municipal council, but it did not provide that he could roeover from private persons. He proposed 
to strike out all tlie words after the word “ debt ” in hue 3, last paragraph of clause 7, and to insert the 
following: “ Of such local authorities, and recover the expense thereby incurred from such local 
authorities in the case of municipal councils or lands held in public trust, and from the owner or holders 
of other lands so occupied.”

The whole clause wras then postponed in order that the amendment might be printed.

. Clause 8.
Restriction of importation of noxious tceeds.

8. The G-overnor may make regulations—
(a) prohibiting the importation into New South Wales of any noxious wreeds or of the seed 

of any noxious weeds, aud providing for the destruction of the same if imported 
contrary to the said regulations ;

(J) regulating the importation into New South Wales of articles, tho importation or use of 
which would in ihe opinion of the G-overnor tend to spread tho growth of noxious 
weeds;

And the G-overnor may iu those regulations impose any penalty not exceeding twenty pounds 
for any breach thereof.

All regulations made as aforesaid shall when published in the Gazette have the force of 
law, and shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament within fourteen days if Parliament be 
then sitting, but if not then within fourteen days after the commencement of the next following 
Session of Parliament.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved that clause S be passed as printed. .
Mr. Bavlis (Narrandera) seconded the motion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 9.
Supplemental.

9. Whosoever hinders or obstructs any person in the exorcise of a power conferred or 
duty imposed on him hy or under any authority conferred by this Act, or by any regulations 
made thereunder, shall he liable to a penalty not exceeding txoenty pounds.

Mr. A j.ison (Canonbar) proposed that clause 9 be passed as printed.
Mr. Baylis (Narrandera) seconded the proposal.
Mr. T. Brown. M.L.A. (Budgerabong), would like to see this clause made clear. The Bill sa:d the 

penalty should not exceed £20 ; he would like to add, to make it clear, “ for every such offence.”
Mr. T. Brown’s (Budgerabong) amendment lapsed for want of a seconder.
The clause was put to the meeting and passed as printed.

70—C
Clause
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Clause 10.
10, All sums of money expended by tbe local authority, under the authority of or in 

pursuance of tho provisions of this Act, shall be paid as follows :—
(«) Where the council of any municipality is the local authoriiy, payment shall bo made 

out of the funds of the municipality.
(b) Where the board of directors of a sheep district, or a person appointed by the G-overnor 

is tho local authority, payment shall ho made out of the Consolidated Itevenuc Fund.

Mr, T. Baowif, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), moved that the following words be inserted in lines 1 and 2 
of subsection \a), after the word municipality: “ or trustee of any land sot apart for public purposes.”

Mr. Atkinson seconded the motion.
The question avas then put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. T. Bhown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), moved that the following words be added to subsection (c):—

Providing it should be competent for such Municipality or Trust to make special provision 
for the purpose of this Act by levying a special rate, tax, or charge, as maybe 
determined upon providing further that such special rate, tax, or charge shall be 
submitted to the Governor for his approval, and by him published in thc Gazette, and 
laid before both Houses of Parliament within fourteen days if silting, but if not 
sitting, then within fourteen days after the commencement of the next Session, and 
such notification shall thereafter have the force of law.

He wished to provide that these bodies should be able to make provision in whichever way they deemed 
fit, and ns a safeguard it would be laid on the Tabic of thc House.

Mr. A.tkjnson seconded the motion.
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said that if the municipalities wished to raise funds specially 

for the destruction of noxious weeds that would give them power to levy a special rate, and the people 
concerned might object if they thought fit. As this was an important matter he would not object to let 
this part of the clause stand over in order to have it printed, and dealt with to-morrow.

The Chairman then adjourned the Conference until the next day. ,

THIRD DAY—-18th MARCH, 1897.

The Honorable Kupert Cakikoton (Jerilderie) took the Chair at 10 a.m.
The minutes of tbe previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), moved that the following clause be added to subsection A, 

clause 10 : Providing it should be competent for such municipality or trust to make special provision for 
the purpose of this Act by levying a special rate, tax, or charge, as may be determined Aipon, providing 
further that such special rate, tax, or charge shall be submitted to the Governor for his approval, and by 
him published in the Gazette, and laid before both Houses of Parliament within fourteen days, if sitting, 
but if not sitting, then within fourteen days after the commencement of the next session, and such 
notification shall thereafter have the force of law.” He said this was a simple provision to enable 
municipalities and trustees of land held for public purposes to provide revenue for themselves, and they 
might do so by agreeing upon a levying rate, or imposing a tax or a charge, as they thought best, to meet 
their case, and he had provided that it should receive tho approval of the Governor, and should be laid 
before Parliament before it could become law, so that anyone wishing to object might be heard. He 
thought it was very necessary to empower these parties to raise the moans of coping with the pest under 
this Bill in some such way as this.

Mr, J. M. Atkinson seconded the motion.

Mr. A. Eoss (Hume) said that the clause read best as it was, he did not sec that they wanted any 
extra tax at all. If they wanted more power, it would simply bo too much of a burden upon tbe people. 
He did not sec why it should go before the Governor and all that sort of thing. In any municipality the 
same men who wrere doing the roads would cut tho burrs, and he did not see any reason at all for Mr. 
Brown’s amendment. He did not think that this amendment should bo passed in preference to the 
clause as it stood in the Bill.

Mr. J. M. Atkinson said he had seconded this pro forma, because ho thought it was being intro
duced for tbe purpose of raising revenue for each district for tbe eradication of these noxious weeds, and 
he did not think that that was generally understood. As far as it went at present the money had to be 
paid out of the Consolidated Kcvenue Fund.

The Chairman said that the money would only be paid out of tbe Consolidated Kcvenue Fund 
with regard to Sheep Boards. -

Mr. J. M. Atkinson said that they were taking all reserves, and Mr. Brown had introduced tho 
word “ Trustees,” and that, he concluded, meant the trustees of Town Commons. They were all suffi
ciently taxed already; but Mr. Brown’s motion was not for an extra tax, it was simply that these Boards 
should be made self-supporting. In other words, it was a small Local Government Bill. What he 
wanted to impress upon them was this, that the trust would empower the charging of so much for 
camping sheep on a reserve. That would bo consolidated revenue to all intents and purposes, and it 
would he revenue for those Boards to eradicate the burrs and the noxious weeds on those reserves. In 
the same way, the trust in a township would be able to charge a certain amount to the residents of that 
township, and that money would go towards eradicating the burrs. Therefore, this provision would be 
favoured hy those who did not want a tax. Now he wanted them to distinctly understand tins—from 
what he understood from the Minister—the clean lands of the Colony were to be taxed in order to pay 
the £2 subsidy for every £.1 spent in eradicating the pest. Now they did not want that. Ho contended

that
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that if the Crown would only destroy the burrs on their small areas of ground, and allow tho trust to 
destroy—and compel them to destroy—they would have no more trouble with the Bathurst burr, the 
briar, tbe blackberry, or anything else. The Bathurst burr was the main thing; thc others were easy to 
get rid of. He therefore contended that the motion submitted by Mr. Brown was the best motion they 
could pass, because it was doing away with the individual and wholesale taxation which was proposed.

_ Mr, T. Beows, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said that thc. subsection read as follows: “'Where the 
council of any municipality is tho local authority, &c.” that had been amended to rend as follows: 
“ Where tbe council of any municipality or the trustees of any lands set apart for public purposes, &c., 
(te.," so now they had to go on and introduce Eomo means for the trustees to raise funds. Kow he 
proposed to enable them to fix ujiou that source of revenue which they considered necessary for their 
requirements, and it was necessary to give them the power to levy a tax, but he had given the right to 
appeal to Parliament. What ho proposed had nothing at all to do with the Stock Boards, it simply dealt 
with lands in municipalities, or lands held by public trusts. If the municipalities had money, as had been 
stated, for this purpose, then they need not raise any more money, but if they wanted it he did not see 
that they should be denied tbe right.

Tho question of adding these words to subsection (a) was put, and lost by 13 votes to 9.
Mr. T. Beown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said that before they went further he would like to point out 

that as far as he knew' the municipalities might raise funds and have revenues at their disposal. He did 
not know that that would apply to trustees of public lands, and he would like to know if it wore not 
desirable to make some provision here to enable them to carry out tho obligations imposed on them 
by this Bill. While ho knew that municipalities had sources of revenue, and the moans of levying taxes, 
and could meet their obligations under this Bill by that machinery, he did know that the trustees of 
temporary commons, or of other public lands such as racecourses, bad any machinery by whicli they could 
raise the money necessary to keep down the noxious weeds. What he wanted was to raise this point 
now and ask the Conference whether they were prepared to give these people some means of raising the 
necessary funds to carry out tbe Act. He begged to move as a further amendment to subsection 4, the 
clause that had already been moved, hut omitting all reference to municipalities.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) seconded the motion.
Mr. Wilson said that Mr. Brown had asked for enlightenment on one point. All his trouble was 

about thc funds the trustees would have to raise. Would the trustees not have rates to carry them on ? 
Were not the trustees of all such lands the owners? Had they not income from these lands as race
courses or as grazing farms ? Very often the racecourse was the most profitable grazing paddock iu the 
vicinity of a township, Barely if they got a source of income from the land they were called upon to 
exercise their duties as proprietors and occupiers. There was no sort of public body to raise rates from. 
It seemed to him that it would be providing a lot of unnecessary whirligig machinery to do something 
that was entirely in the hands of the trustees as owners. As regarded municipalities they had machinery 
to get at the private owners. The owners might be a little bard to get at, and there might be a little loss 
out of the rates, but the municipalities did not need further funds.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) supported Mr. Brown’s motion, and said that Mr. Wilson had quoted 
an isolated case with regard to racecourses. Let them take burying grounds for instance. What interest 
had the Trustees of tho ground in that ground ? They were only working for the public. Mr. Brown’s 
motion would enable the public to raise a tax on all persons'concerned in tho burying ground, and if 
Mr. Brown’s motion were lost it would have the effect of compelling them to destroy everything out of 
their own pockets.

Mr. Alison (Oanonhar) said that Mr. Wilson was wrong in opposing this. It was provided that 
municipalities should provide tho money out of their funds, and others should get it from the consolidated 
revenue, but where could the trustees get the money from ? They had only money for specific purposes 
so far, and unless the Conference defined in this Bill where they were to get the money, they might he in 
a position to say, “ Where are we to get the money?” when they were told to eradicate the weeds.

Mr. A.. Boss (Hume) said he must oppose Mr, Brown’s amendment again. Asa matter of fact if 
this Act wore passed to-morrow, and if there were burrs on their land they would simply get notice and 
have to destroy thc weeds as private owners.

Mr. Brktt (Urana) said he would oppose Mr, Brown’s amendment. As far as commons, race
courses, and recreation reserves were concerned, they let their racecourses for certain purposes, and they 
could get sufficient rents to destroy all the noxious weeds they were likely to get on them.

Mr. Peabke (Orange) rose to support Mr. Brown’s amendment.
• Mr. Wilson said that the only reason he would vote against this was that he did not like to put 
something absurd on record. What he wanted to know was—what was Mr. Brown proposing that these 
people should levy on? Mr. Brett had told them that these places had sources of revenue, and they had 
all to exercise reasonable care to look after the property under their control.

Mr, Brown’s amendment was put to tho vote, and lost by 14 votes to 13.
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) moved that in the place of the words “ Sheop District ” the words “Pastures 

and Stock Board" be put in.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that tho word “ aforesaid ” would do instead of the word “ Directors."
Mr. Leslie (Forbes) accept Mr. Alison’s amendment.
The question was put and carried,
Mr. Wilson proposed lo insert after thc word “district” the following; “ Funds shall be provided 

by levying a charge on all travelling stock,”
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) rose to a point of order. lie said that Mr. Wilson had set it down on tho 

Notice-paper as a now clause. Ho submitted that it was exactly similar to Mr. Wilson’s now clause.
Mr. Wilson said that he considered it would come in there more conveniently.
The Chairman said that it would confuse matters very much if Mr. Wilson brought this in as an 

amendment—it should be brought in as a new clause.
Mr. Wilson said that the original object had been to lay down a general principle. The opportunity 

now occurred in him to bring that to a bead in a concrete, definite form by a power given in the Bill. 
It seemed to him that that was a proper place to bring it in.

The Chaieman pointed out that what Mr. Wilson called a mere principle would entail an Act o.( 
Parliament to tax the travelling stock.

Mr.
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Mr. Bjtowjr, M.L.A, (Budgerabong), tbougbt it was neeessai'}’ to put an amendment in iiere, but he 
did not agree with Mr. Wilson, because he hardly saw how his proposal would be worked. He would 
move that at the end of subsection (J) after the word “fund” tho following words should be inserted: 
“ or from such other source as provided by the Minister for such purpose.” He said that Mr. Wilson 
might bring his amendment at the end of that as indicating one of the sources from which thc revenue 
would be derived. _

Mr. Wilson said that he would be willing to let the resolution stand, on the understanding that 
after Mr. Brown’s amendment was dealt with, his clause would be taken afterwards as a subsection.

The CiiAiEiiAX said that that was correct, but it could not be taken until all tbe other proposals 
on tbe business-paper before Mr. Wilson’s new clause had been dealt with.

Mr. Looxey (Bullock Island South) said he would second Mr. Brown’s motion.
Mr. Auso.v (Canonbar) said that they had arrived at a very important clause indeed. In the clause 

which they had before them they found that payment bad to be made in some mysterious manner out of 
the Consolidated Kevcnuc. Of course, it was apparent that there was some error there. He felt satisfied 
that stock-owners would be called upon to pay these funds themselves. They may be prepared to have 
some fund or another, which the stock-owners would subscribe to, for the purpose of paying the espenses 
of this Act: The only thing that the Crown could bo called upon to do was to destroy tho noxious weeds 
on their own land. How the other day it had boon decided to take the discretionary power out of the 
Pastures and Stock Boards in this matter of thc destruction of these weeds. He felt sure that unless 
there were some exceedingly clastic provision provided for funds that they would get themselves into a 
difficulty. They had already provided that on any information—not that the Board may start to destroy, 
but they shall destroy the weeds. That had been decided. Tbe discretionary power had been taken 
out of the hands of the Board.

Mr. J. M. A'unxsox said he did not agree with that
Mr. Alt sox (Canonbar) said it was so. He would be glad to be put right if lie was wrong. Now, 

ho had the very strongest objection in a Bill like this to putting such enormous power in the hands of the 
Board. Before this Board could enter on the lands of private people to destroy the "weeds, they must 
have the means of raising revenue, lie did not know how the authors of this Bill were going to provide a 
revenue. Perhaps Mr. Brown aud Mr. Atkinson would enlighten him. They had tbe power to call upon 
ihe owner to destroy the weeds, and to sue him afterwards for the money, but really they must have some 
fund to deal with. Now how were they going to provide that fund ? Mr. Brown had said that the 
Minister was going to provide it out of the Consolidated Kevenue, or from a fund which was to be got 
from somewhere else, but where was the Minister to get the money from ?

Mr. J, M. Atkinson said thc Minister would tax them.
Mr. A lison (Canonbar) said of course tbe Minister would tax them, but he was not quite sure 

how they were to be taxed, and be was not quite sure if Mr. Brown’s amendment were brought in, bow 
the money would be got. If they did not provide any machinery for getting the money, how was it to be 
got ? It was proposed Hint a tax should be made upon travelling stock, "Well, now, was that to be a 
consolidated charge, or was it to be divided pro rata among tbe different Boards of tbe Colony, or should 
the different districts which had the stock passing through got all the money ?

Mr. 'Wilson rose to a point of order.
Mr. AiTSON (Canonbar) said he need not bother as he would not discuss that any further. He 

would point out that if they did not take great care they would stultify themselves enormously over this 
business. They would compel the Boards to go on with tho eradication of weeds. If they did not find 
some very elastic means by which they could collect revenue, the whole Act would be a farce. He would 
distinctly object to the extremely wide powers that were given to the Boards. From what Mr. Atkinson 
had sard he supposed that the clean places should not assist the places which were affected. He would 
point out that in their last Bill they did not recognise that principle at all. They had recognised that 
if a man’s land were out of the sphere, as it were, of the rabbits, he had still to pay half rates. Surely 
those runs which were free of needs, and so on, were interested in keeping the weeds clear.

Mr. I. M. Atkinson said that be hoped Mr, Wilson would exonerate him from encroaching on, or 
sucking Ids brains in any way. He would say that when he seconded Mr, Brown’s amendment that 
trustees should have the power of raising money, he did it fully and solely with the object that the sheep 
districts should have the power to put a certain small sum on their reserves for the use of cattle—for 
travelling stock. This travelling stock would willingly pay that small sum, and that would be sufficient 
to eradicate the burrs. His intention had also been that the owners of racecourses should have the power 
of charging horses for exercising there, and that they might have various other means, which, without 
raising any tax, would be quite sufficient to keep tbe burrs in check. In many racecourses he noticed that 
they had been kept in check, and that remarkably well, but what they had to legislate for was the “ dirty 
managers,” He would like them all to remember that many people had been eradicating these noxious 
weeds for years, and kept their runs clear, and the dirty managers had year after year seeded their runs. 
Ho did not know whether he was in order at this stage in diverting to what the Minister had said about 
the briar and thc blackberry. He was perfectly satisfied that the briar and the blackberry would be 
very easily eradicated. He was not a sporting man, and bad not found any very great difficulties from 
ci ther the briar or tbe blackberry, so far as he knew. A friend of his had bought an estate upon which thc 
briars had been kept protected for many years, because the previous owner's sheep had . been kept alive 
by them one year in a drought. In four years his friend had eradicated thc briars. It was in the 
Goulburn district where briars were very bad. As for the blackberry, it was a revelation to him that the 
Minister called it a noxious weed. It could be very easily kepi down. lie felt sure that if revenue iverc 
raised iu (hose districts where these weeds were, it would be very easily done without raising a tax over 
the whole Colony. '

Mr. Wjlson said that it wras evident that this amendment of Mr. Brown’s could not be discussed 
to any satisfaction without dealing with his motion. They should let the whole thing be discussed, and 
let his amendment and Mr. Brown's be separated afterwards.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) thought they ought not to lose sight of either. He certainly agreed to 
raising a tax on travelling stock if the grass were preserved for travelling stock. For instance, the 
travelling slock rates’embraccd very nearly the whole of the land of the Colony that had to be dealt with in 
this Noxious Weeds Bill, and if they raised a tax on travelling stock, there ought to be some provision

that
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that the grass would be preserved for travelling stock. They knew that lessees of runs all over the 
Colony pastured their sheep on these roads. He would suggest that, in raising a tax for this purpose, 
the lessees of runs whose sheep fed over these stock roads should pay half, and the travelling stock owner 
should pay the other half. _ .

Mr. A. Eoss (Hume) said ho must oppose Mr. Brown’s motion, lie would not say that this was 
not a proper proposal, but it should not be done through the Minister, lie understood that this iXoxious 
Weeds Bill did not provide that any Board should do the work themselves. It simply provided to make
tho owners, whoever they might be, eradicate the weeds. He did not think any funds were required,
Eeferring to the stock reserves, he did not see why the owners of land alongside the reserves should be 
taxed when they dare not put stock on these roads because of tbe burrs.

Mr. Wilson then said that Mr. Eoss was discussing his motion by subterfuge. _
Mr. Anises' (Canonbar) then moved that the Conference should have a general discussion on the 

financial clause. He moved that subsection (b) of clause 10 be struck out with the view of the insertion 
of a proper financial clause.

Mr, IIa:\aoa_y (Gunbar) seconded the motion.
Mr. Ai'KissoiV proposed to postpone clause 9.
Mr. TjESI.ik (Eorbes) seconded thc motion.
The question of the postponement of clause 9 was put and carried by seventeen votes to four.
The question of postponing clause 10 was put and carried.
Clauses 3.1,12, and 13 were also postponed to allow of the discussion of Mr. Wilson’s new clause.
Mr. Winson then said he proposed to go straight at what he believed to be the key of this Bill. 

He was not going to talk for the edification of the meeting. He wanted to get some result, and he ought 
to he allowed to indicate that he was leading up to a resolution. In order to discuss this matter fully, 
tho proper place was under subsection (J) of clause 10, aud that discussion could have overlapped and been 

■ intermixed with thc discussion on Mr. Brown’s amendment on the same subsection. ITow clause 10 was 
taken away, and he could only say that what lie wanted to do was this, to indicate what ho would do 
when clause 10 was brought back for discussion.

The Chairman then said that Mr, Alison’s idea in moving the postponement of the clause was 
that Mr. Wilson might go on with the resolutions which he had on thc business-paper. Mr. Wilson must 
confine himself to them, and not to the discussion of clause 10. which had been postponed.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) then moved that as Mr. Wilson had nothing to bring before them, they 
should go on with the clause which had previously been postponed.

Mr J. M. Atkinson said that he had moved the postponement of the other clause under the 
impression that it would facilitate and help Mr. Wilson in what he wished to put before them, and in 
what he also concurred iu, and therefore he did it in a most friendly spirit. He could say nothing else, 
lie wished to know whether it would now be in their province to go back to clause 30, subsection (/;), 
and move it again. If they found they had made a mistake, surely it ivas not too late to rectify it. ^

Mr. A iiison (Canonbar) said that they had gone wrong altogether by departing from the ordinary 
course of business. Let them start afresh now, and let them get on with business. There was nothing 
before thc Chair. lie would propose the following motion, “ That they go on and proceed with clause 1.”

The Cjiaiiuian said that now that they had got something before the Chair they would get some 
business done. _

Mr. Eoss (Hume) seconded Mr. Alison’s motion. lie was very much surprised at Mr. Wilson’s 
action in this matter, because he had supported thc amendments to postpone these clauses with the 
intention of letting Mr. Wilson go on, and"now Mr. Wilson would not go on with it. He considered that 
tho best way they could do ivas for somebody else to move tho clauses instead of Mr. "Wilson. He 
considered it very childish to sit down in that way. *

Mr. Wilson, in personal explanation, said it was not a very proper thing to call another memhor 
childish. He rose to discuss his motion, hut thc Chairman asked him what lie was moving, aud then said, 
“ "Where will that come in ? ” He was perfectly prepared to go on and discuss it. There was nothing 
childish about him.

' The Chairman thought the business should be left iu his hands to conduct it in the best way he 
could. There was an amendment hy Mr. Alison to go on with clause 1, and he wanted to know if there 
was any amendment on that.

Mr. Brooke (Boggabri) said he thought there was a misunderstanding when they moved that Mr, 
Wilson be heard. They did not intend any disrespect to thc Chair, nor did they intend to take the 
business out of the Chairman’s hands.

The Chairman said he was sure that no disrespect had been intended to thc Ctiair, but he merely 
wanted to get the meeting into order.

Mr. J. M. Atkinson moved, That they now discuss clause 10.
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong) seconded the motion. .
The question was put and carried.
The Chairman then said that Mr. Brown’s amendment should be discussed.
Mr. A. Eoss (Hume) said he was discussing this question before, but ivas not allowed to talk 

about Mr. Wilson’s amendment. If he got up again he wished to know if he might discuss that now.
Mr. Wilson then said that he thought Mr. Brown’s amendment and his would now run 

concurrently.
The Chairman said that he had ruled that the question before the Chair was Mr. Brown’s 

amendment.
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said, with the sanction of the Conference, he would like 

to withdraw from his amendment thc words “ by the Minister,” and then it would be as follows: “ or 
from such other sources provided for such purposes by this Act,” and then it. would become a preliminary 
to Mr. Wilson’s amendment.

Mr. Wilson then said he would propose to adopt his amendment that was now before thc 
Conference.

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong) said that his amendment should be dea]t yith first. The 
business should be conducted in a business-like way.

Mr.
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Mr. Wilson said that after the word “ from” in Mr. Brown’s amendment he wished to put in “ a 
charge to be fixed on all travelling stock.” It would then read “or from a charge to be fixed on all 
travelling stock, or from such other sources as provided for such purposes by this Act.'1 His views were 
drawn from the western part of thc Colony, and were not applicable to the eastern. The main source of 
supply aud continuation of noxious weeds was the travelling stock reserves. When they proceeded to 
eradicate a disease tbe.y endeavoured to discover the source of it aud to cut it off at the fountain-head. 
That was what he proposed to advocate in this matter. IS'ow he thought that some of the representatives 
of the Conference did not see the force of what they had already decided as to dealing with this great 
source of supply. They had carefully laid it down that the whole of the travelling stock reserves under 
lease should be charged to the present lessee, and he should be liable to alt tbe pains and penalties for 
dealing with those lands. Now, while he had in tho main advocated a strict responsibility being put on 
the individual, he did not want to put an unfair responsibility on the individual, and he thought that this 
would do it. In many cases it was not the duty of tho individual to keep the travelling-stock reserves 
clear, and it was not a fair charge to put upon him. It was well known that many of the Crown stock 
routes had been subject to a lease practically, and had been nothing hut a curse for six months in the year 
when the burrs had been growing. Ifrom Narrabri to Moree was the most important stock route in the 
Colony. Some seven or eight years ago he got every lessee to agree to withdraw from that and fence 
it off, and the Minister for Lands absolutely refused. Now, he maintained it would be grossly unfair to 
make the care of that one road a charge on tlie adjoining owner; and some of the runs there were 
concerned in the care of three or four of those roads leading into such a station as Narrabri. lie thought 
it was unfair to make those men pay for land which they never used, and which they never grazed upon. 
He thought his resolution would deal noth the whole of the hitherto impossible dilliaulty of dealing with 
the stock reserves. There were some that should be withdrawn from lease, and some that should not. 
Row could an equitable arrangement be made in respect of noxious weeds on those reserves. He had 
indicated the best way to arrive at that. Suppose one of them was very difficult to keep clear, but was 
the road to a water supply. It would be grossly unfair to make the adjoining lessee eradicate those 
weeds. The local Board, however, could say, ^ You must cut the burrs,” and he would write back and 
say, “ These burrs were brought here by travelling sheep that was a matter for equitable arrangement— 
“ wc have got a fund, and your share of eradicating these weeds would ordinarily be about Is. 3d., and 
we would eradicate those weeds and charge you Is. 3d.” It would he to the interest of the lessee not fo 
fight against his road being withdrawn from lease, but rather to fall in witli it. He had indicated what 
he considered the nearest possible approach to a business-like arrangement, and where a division might to 
be. It would, practically, be a bargain between neighbours as to who wras responsible, and thc Board, as 
they were not puttiug their hands into their own pockets, would be liberal to the unfortunate individuals 
who had infested stock routes through their leases. In tlie western division the stock roules were included 
in tho leases, and without an Act of Parliament that would not be got rid of, and with his provision that 
would not be necessary. Things would remain as they were, and probably tbe lessee would be quite 
content to look after himself if he saw that everybody else was similarly dealt with. That was practically 
the whole object of his motion. As to a tax, well nothing could be done without money, and in this case 
he carefully kept away from the system of taxing the adjoining landowners in any way, but they certainly 
ought to tax the people who used their roads aud water absolutely without return of any kind, If he had 
a place on a railway line and had to pay his interest and so on, why should he have to contribute towards 
a fund to eradicate the land of some small man adjoining him ? People should pay for what they got. 
Tho people whose sheep ate the grass and drank the water would have to pay the tax. Of course it was 
very difficult to get at. He suggested that probably the average number of travelling stock iu New South 
"Wales was 8,000,000, and 1,000,000 thrown in for cattle. Now, he considered Id. a head a fair charge. 
The distance travelled would be very difficult to get at, but an average of 50 miles would not be very far 
out. Of course some travelled 500-miles, but the immense numbers of stock travelled au average distance 
of about GO miles. He found that there were practically thirty sheep districts in the territory he 
had in his mind’s eye. Now he put it to them—they had some idea how far money would go in 
each direction—how far would £500 go in the direction of eradicating these weeds for each 
Stock Board. In some districts £500 would be twice over enough to do it; in other districts it 
would not. After the first year the cost would be reduced to one-third or one-half. He just wanted to 
bring it to the point of what taxation the owners would be liable to, and a good bit less than a |d. per 
head for each journey would provide all the necessary funds. He thought he had kept himself as closely 
to the point as the meeting could wish, and he had not touched on one or two other matters that were 
down on the paper, but at the same time if the Conference liked he would be prepared to draft a whole 
Bill for them.

Thc Chairman then said that Mr. Wilson had exceeded the time limit of ten minutes.
The Conference decided that Mr. Wilson be further heard.
Mr. Wilson said the machinery could be dealt with afterwards. The detail would be this—that 

a man applying for a permit to travel his stock must also tender the agreed-upon rate, which would be 
an acrjuittance to the drover for the road he would travel on. That would have to be collected in a general 
way, in the same way as the sheep fund. But it ivoulrl have to be ear-marked and kept for a specific 
purpose. That must go into the general fund, and then be re-distributed according to the necessities, hot 
according to the acreage or mileage, because the subject was a general one. These districts outside the 
main trucking stations were the ones that wanted help; and it was just as much to the interest of tlie 
man 100 miles away to know that there was a clear road for him to travel his stock as to the interest of 
the man on the spot. He did not want them to go to the G-overnment cap in hand. If they did that it 
would sooner or later mean an additional all-round tax. Of course he supposed he would he entirely out 
of order in saying anything about taking in the watering-places.

Tlie Chairman then said it was clearly out of order. 1
Mr. T. Bhown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said if Mr. Wilson would permit him he would like to 

strongly urge him to withdraw this amendment of his, and have it dealt with free from difficulty. They 
were legislating for the whole of thc Colony, where those proposals did not apply so strongly as they did 
in some particular districts of the Colony which had been referred lo. He said that his resolution left it 
open for other sources beside that particular one which Mr. Wilson proposed. Mr. Wilson wished to 
make provision for certain divisions in the country. If Mr. Wilson carried that lie would entirely destroy 
his amendment,

Mr.
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Mr, Wilson said he did not take any word out ot Mr. Brown’s amendment. .
Mr. Bhown (Budgerabong) then said, that if Mr. Wilson would add “under this Act” he would 

withdraw,
Mr. Wilson thought he had made it clear that he did not interfere witli Mr. Brown's amendment 

in any way. 4
_ Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) said he would prefer Mr, Wilson’s amendment to Mr. Brown's, because 
it was more definite. If Mr. Wilson would accept this amendment, “and thc owners of other stock 
depasture on travelling-stock routes," lie would he glad. There were further classes of stock routes in 
the Colony. There were stock routes (hat were cut olf by fencing, but not excised from the run. There 
were other stock routes fenced off, and these stock routes were not excised from tlie run, but the 
keeper of the run did not use tho grass, but rented the right to somebody else to put the sheep on. lie 
thought his amendment would cover that. Supposing he was the owner of thc whole of a run, and he had 
a stock route on the run, and he let tho grass on that route to some selector, it would be very unjust to . 
charge him, the holder, and to let that selector, who used dhc grass, go free. There were other routes 
where tbe lessee had the route fenced off, and yet he put his sheep on and had it eaten as bare as the 
floor, while he preserved the other parts of his run. Jt would be very unjust that he should pay half 
rates when he was taking all thc benefit from that route, fie thought Mr. Wilson should amend his 
motion in that direction, and he would then support him strongly. He would second it pro forma, but 
did not know whether ho would vote for it if it were not amended.

Mr. Fbkeman supported Mr, Wilson in this matter. He considered that this travelling-stock 
reserve question was the one question that had been neglected. They bud areas of country iu the far 
west where sheep were depastured. He knew reserves which were supposed to bo in the interests of the 
travelling public, which had been alienated, and they also found that people who held those reserves, 
depastured more on them to the acre than the country would possibly carry, and when people arrived with 
stock to travel, they found there was nothing for the stock, to eat. In Deiiiliquin there was £40,000 being 
spent on the freezing works. All the selectors and run-holders round there were precluded from sending 
their stock, because the stock routes were not available to thc public. The reserves had been fenced out. 
Stock were depastured on them, and they were absolutely eaten out. Now it might be said that where a 
travelling-stock reserve was in a paddock of another description, that sheep fed no more over that reserve 
than they did over the rest of the run, because the traffic frightened the sheep away. Then again, they 
might elear the route inside their fence of noxious weeds, but on their boundary their neighbours fenced 
it out, and it was practically no man’s land, and became thoroughly infested with these noxious weeds. 
Ho did not think there was anything to say further. It had been proved on these rc-appraisements before 
the Land Court that these people in the far west should have every consideration in the reduction of 
their rents, for the simple reason that they had no travelling-stock reserves to carry their sheop to market 
when they had got them.

Mr. Laurence (Balranald) supported Mr. "Wilson's proposition. He thought, so far as the land 
was concerned, tho district whicli the travelling stock went through should be able to bold tbe rent and 
pay the Minister the rent, and the money should he kept for the purpose of eradicating the noxious 
weeds. Thc stock routes were the worst infested part of the runs. It was simply impossible to get sheep 
from Kerang, because of this burr. They were made perfectly black with it,

Mr. Bill (Hay) was prepared to give a certain amount of support to Mr. Wilson’s motion, but 
lie would like lo point out a matter that had escaped him. That was that the east had not been taken 
sufficiently into account.

Mr. Wilson said be did not exclude the east, but only specially referred to thc west.
Mr, Dill (Hay) said the east should be considered. There were hundreds of thousands of acres 

in Ihe east that were used in tlie summer months, ami this area was very beneficial to the sheep in tlie 
Kiverina and other parts on the border of Queensland. Those sheep would otherwise die. He had used 
that country himself for many years. If they put on such a lax as would make it too heavy for those 
who travelled iheir sheep 500 miles, then they would not only injure those people, but they would injure 
the people who hold the country in the east. A great many of the burrs that came down the Murrumbidgee 
came from about Guudagai and right along the stock routes.

Mr. J. M. Atkinson wished to move, as a further amendment, “ That Mr. Wilson be requested to 
withdraw his amendment with a view to its being introduced as a subsection of clause 10, and that Mr. 
Brown’s amendment he dealt with on its merits.” ■

The Chairman said Mr. Wilson’s proposition was not an amendment. If he were asked to put it 
as a subsection he would do it. That would he the simplest way.

Mr. Wilson then said he would accept that.
Mr. T. Bhown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), then moved his amendment. He said that he had moved 

an amendment which would embrace tlie whole of the Colony, and Mr. Wilson bad brought in a clause 
referring to only one part of the Colony. Mr. Wilson should withdraw, and then his amendment should 
come in as a subsection and be dealt with separately.

Mr. "Wilson then moved, “That this he an additional subsection (c) to clause 10: ‘ Where the 
Board of the district is the local authority, a charge shall bo levied on all travelling stock for thc purpose 
of destroying noxious weeds on iravoliing-etock routes and reserves.’ ” He said that Mr. Flanagan had 
wanted him to alter that to deal with questions where stock routes were used by people who had no right 
to use them at all. Well, those people should be sued for trespass.

_Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) said ho did not agree with that. He wanted Mr. Wilson to accept the 
following addition; “ and thc owners of other stock that depasture on stock routes.” That was so that 
the tax .would not ho taken of people who did not use tho stock routes.

Mr. Wilson proposed that that should he dealt with in detail when earring out thc proposal. 
If a pastoral lessee sublet the stock route to an adjoining landowner who scoured the country, that was 
exactly a case where the stock route should he taken out of the lease. They were there to educate the 
Minister to do it. Such cases would he amply dealt with, and in those cases the whole thing was under 
the local authority. He remembered one point raised by Mr. Laurence, and that was that the district 
should collect the money. Suppose a mob of sheep came in on tho Queensland border and went to 
Moainn district, the Moama district would collect the money. That was not right. It should be collected 
and distribuied. He had anticipated all that. ThcreVould be heaps of difficulties come out in detail,

As
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As to Mr. Dill’s case, lie thought he was getting very nearly in the same boat with Mr. Flanagan. I£ 
this were carried out, the stock routes—which should be public property—would be made of the highest 
service to those who had to use them.

Mr, .T. M. Atkixsow seconded Mr. Wilson’s motiou.
Mr. Dill (Hume) said he would like an explanation from Mr. Wilson as to Vhether the charge 

made with regard to a tax made on stock should be a first charge. Did he propose to make the tax on _ 
the travelling stock for every 50 miles P

Mr. Winsox said it should be for every 50 miles or every 10 miles—that was a matter- of 
arrangement.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said he should like to have seen Mr. Wilson bring forward a complete set 
of consecutive proposals. The only figures they had before them were 8,000,000 travelling stock. He 
had proposed that they should be charged so much for every 50 miles they travelled. He thought it was 
indicated in a very'vague manner. ■ Details should he furnished to them before they dealt witli it at all. 
"Were they going to commit themselves to a scheme of which they had no details? It was extraordinary. 
He had never heard of such a thing before. He would ask anybody reading that resolution to say who 
was to make the charge, how it was to be made, aud what was to be done. The resolution said, “ Where 
the Board of a district is the local authority, a charge shall bo levied.” He supposed that meant that the 
Local Board should, levy tho charge,

Mr. Wilson said it would mean that; and it should be paid into a general fund.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) asked if the Board would collect for tbe whole distance the stock might

travel?
Mr. Wilson said they (the Board) would.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) then said it would be most advisable that they should have a full and 

comprehensive scheme drawn up by Mr. Wilson. Take the Queensland stock: he supposed that if they 
travelled across New South Wales it would probably be 1,000 miles. How were they going to share the 
charge among all the Boards through whose districts they would travel ? It would be a terribly heavy 
charge.

Mr. Wilson said that was their look-out.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that they did not want to put a heavy tax on Queensland. They 

were all interested in the other colonies. Mr. Wilson did not point out how this tax was to be obtained, 
or how it was to be levied, or whether it was to be done by tbe Minister, or who was to do it; nor did 
he give them in any way clearly tbe duties of those Stock Boards ; and he had cut out thc Eastern 
Division—or wanted to cut out the Eastern Division.

Mr. J. M. A.tkinson said he seconded Mr. Wilson’s motiou ; hut he did so understanding it in this 
way: Mr. Alison did not understand how the tax was to be collected. It was a very simple thing. When 
a man applied for a permit he would have to state where he was going to, the distance he was travelling, and 
everything else, and tbe tax should be collected then, It was not necessary that a bard-and-fast rule 
should be laid down about -jd. or a Id. or 2d. or a ^d. or anything else; it was according to the amount 
of weeds on tho reserve. If after the first year it took so mnch less to clear them, the tax on the travelling 
stock should bo so much less.

Mr, Alison (Canonbar) said that Mr. Atkinson was dealing with it now as though the money was 
to be spent in the particular district in which it was collected.

Mr. Atkinson said be was coming to that. This money would be paid into, and form part of, the 
Consolidated Kcvenue Fund, and would be ear-marked for this special purpose. It could he given out to 
the various dislricts according to their requirements, and subdivided into these districts. The Narrabri 
district might take FI,000 in one year, and another disirict to the east would only take £100. That 
would divide up the whole of this tax, which would really form part of thc Consolidated Kcvenue Funds. 
Kegarding Mr. Flanagan’s objections that selectors who had rented the reserves would not be taxed, the 
beat way to overcome this would be to put in “occupier.” The occupier would be liable for those burrs. 
If ground were rented or occupied by a private individual, ihat private individual was liable for the eradi
cation of those burrs. For instance, the travelling stock reserve that went through a man’s run would 
have to be kept clear by that man; there was no question about that. It would be absurd to think that, 
a man was going to be so very short-sighted in Ins' policy that he would cut thc burrs up to tbe edge of 
the stock reserve and allow his sheep to feed over them. What benefit would that be to him. The allot
ment of the money7 would be done from the Consolidated Kevenue Fund. Thc different Boards would 
send in their requirements for the whole year, and if there was not enough money they must do with so 
much less. It would be allotted from the Consolidated Kevenue Fund by the Minister; but that amount 
of money was ear-marked, and if he chose to add to it he might do so, but he could not take from it for 
any other purpose.

Mr, Alison (Canonbar) moved “ That before deciding on this motion of Mr. 'Wilson’s, they should 
have a comprehensive scheme placed in front of them.”

Mr. Wilson said he would make a suggestion. If the Conference would pass that resolution of 
his he would ask them to adjourn for a fortnight, and he would bring them back a Bill which he would 
ask Mr. Alexander Oliver to draft.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) said he agreed with the principles laid down hy Mr. "Wilson. He thought 
they were trying to do the right thing at the wrong time. It seemed to him that if they adopted the 
resolution now moved by Mr. Wilson, that that would amount to an alteration in the Land Act. They 
were practically dealing with taking lands out of leases aud handing them over to the Kastures and Stock 
Boards, and he thought that was out of order. Ho did not know whether that Conference viewed this 
matter from the same standpoint. If they adopted this it would mean that the Land Act would be 
amended so as to withdraw some lands from stock reserves and hand them over to another body 
altogether.

Mr. Brooke (Boggabri) thought they were now getting into the details before they had enunciated 
the general principles.

Mr. Boss (Hume) thought Mr. Alison was right. With reference to what Mr. Leslie said about 
altering the Land Act, there was nothing whatever in the Land Act to stop the Minister from stopping the 
leasing of reserves. The Minister had the power to cancel the reserves, and do what ho liked with them. 
At thc same time he would support this motiou of Mr. Wilson’s, because it was to be followed with some
thing else. However, lie hoped he would do it in less thau a fortnight. He did not think that Queensland 
stock should go through free, even if they did not want to destroy the burr. Mr.
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Mr. Wilsoit said he would just like to say a word about Mr. Leslie's contention regarding 
withdrawing lands from lease. He was rather surprised that Mr. Leslie should raise such a question. 
They knew thc Minister had power to withdraw any land from lease, and the exercise or non-cxerciso 
of that was one of the burning questions regarding those same stock rates. Ho had indicated what 
he considered an elastic provision that whore the stock rate was absolutely agreed upon by the Minister 
and the local body, and where the local body and the owner decided in the public interest the lease 
must be withdrawn, it should be done. If public opinion ami tbe Stock Boards took that view thc 
Minister would not be able to stand against them. Besides, a great deal' of tlie Minister’s objection 
to this was that he lost rent, and had more claims coming on him to spend money in different ways. 
Now, with regard to Mr. Alison always cropping up about details. What was the use of his providing 
about ten or a dozen minor details, when the principle was not laid down in the first instance. If they 
gave him that support which he had asked for ho would guarantee to bring them in as good a Bill as this or 
any other Bill would be. He did not think it necessary to burden this discussion with the distribution 
of the money. Every man in charge of a station had got to make an estimate of expenditure for three or 
six months ahead. Mr. lleid had got to do that, and he had got to put on new taxes, not knowing what 
they would bring in. Every Board would mice a year send in an estimate to the Minister of what it 
would cost them. They would say, “ There are 50 miles of road ihat is very bad, and then there are 50 
miles where the people on this side are very careful, and they will not be very bad—they will not want 
much." The only thing the Board will have to do would bo to say, “There are 5,000 acres which will 
take 2s. an acre to clear, and there are, say, 20,000 acres which will take Gd. an acre to clear, and then they 
will lump them together. That is the estimate. And then the Minister may say, “ These estimates seem 
to me to exceed the fund, aud therefore you must do with less.” If they wanted to Imow more details 
he would say that he would ask the Minister to take a vote in Parliament, or hethoughtthat the Minister 
himself would not he disinclined to assist the Boards if the Boards were found doing good work under 
this Bill. Under the original Pastures and Stock Act, the Board, if they ran out of funds, might go to 
the Minister and get advances, and these advances are afterwards repaid, because the pest is destroyed, 
and the funds afterwards come in and accumulate, and they pay off the advances. If the first year was 
Heavy the Treasury would have to make an advance of a few thousands, and the fund would make it up 
later on. .

Mr. Alison’s (Canonbar) amendment was then put and carried.
The Conference then adjourned till 2 o’clock.
On resuming after lunch, the Chairman said that he proposed to go on with the Bill as it stood, 

following on from clause 10, going through clauses 11, 12, and 13,' and then take any recommittals.
Mr. Leslie (Eorbes) then moved, “That the following he added as subsection (rf) of clause 10 :—■ 

“ Provided that no such payments shall be made under subsections (n) and (S) where land 
belongs to private owners, but shall he recoverable from such owner, on an order made 
by a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate or any two Justices in Petty Sessions.”

He supposed they had followed the Bill sufficiently closely to sec that no provision had been made for 
this, and he therefore proposed this clause to rectify tho omission. He did not want thc Consolidated 
Revenue or the municipal councils to be compelled to pay for the destruction of noxious weeds for private 
owners. No provision was made to compel private owners to pay for the destruction of weeds on their 
holdings.

Mr. Drr.L (Hay) seconded the motion.
Thc question was put and carried.
Clause 10, as amended, with subsections added as under, was put to tho meeting and carried:—

10. All sums of money expended by the local authority, under the authority of or in 
pursuance of the provisions of this Act, shall be paid as follows:—

(ff) Where the council of any municipality or trustee of any land set apart for public 
purposes is the local authority, payment shall he uiade out of the funds of the munici- 
paiity or trustee of any land set apart for public purposes.

(S) Where tho Board of Directors aforesaid of a sheep district is the local authority, payment 
shall be made out of the Consolidated Revenue Lund, or from such other source as 
provided for such purposes uuder this Act.

(c) 'Whore the Board of a district is the local authority, a charge shall be levied on all 
travelling stock, for thc purpose of destroying noxious weeds on travelling stock routes 
or reserves.

(d) Provided that no such payments shall he made under subsections (ft) and (b) where 
land belongs to private owners, but shall be recoverable from such owner, on an order 
made by a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate or any two Justices in Petty Sessions.

Clause 11.
11. P enalt.ics imposed by tins Aet or by any Regulations made thereunder may he recovered 

* before, and offences against this Act may he heard and determined by, a Police or Stipendiary 
Magistrate, or auy two Justices of tlie Peace in Petty Sessions,

Clause 11 was put to the meeting and passed as printed, .

Clause 12.
12. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires—

“ Grovernor” means the Governor with the advice of the Executive Council.
“ Justice” means justice of the peace.
“ Minister” means Secretary for Lands, and includes any Minister of the Crown having the 

administration of this Act.
“ Occupier” includes the person having the charge, management, or cont rol of thc land 

referred to.
70—D Mr,
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Mr. Brace (Chief Inspector of Stock) moved to add to tho definition of occupier the following—. 
“ and any owner or proprietor jointly or in severalty of land,” Ho said that they all know that the owner 
of land, as well as thc tenant, ought lo be made liable. In many cases a man might be put in as a tenant, 
and then there would be no means of getting at the actual owner, nor providing for tbe destruction of the 
weeds.

Mr. "WiLSOfT asked that the following words be added, “ or any sub-lessee.”
Mr. Baucic (Chief Inspector of .Stock) accepted it.
Mr, "Wilson then seconded Mr. Bruce’s amendment.
Mr. J. M. Atkinson said that there was a question that he would like to ask, and that was, whether 

Mr. Bruce wished to include with occupied thc word i! owner,” and then jointly and in severalty ” ; and, 
:f so, were they not enlarging the liability of the Grovernment to a very large extent in connection with 
the leased land in the Colony. IE they put in those words, “ jointly and in severalty,” it would couple in 
the Government—that was to say, the Government must do it themselves. He failed to see any other 
way oiit of it. How were they going to overcome that ? He maintained that it would be better to deline 
those things separately altogether. ,He could not see how it was possible to put the two together. They 
must either make the owner liable or tbe occupier liable. He moved an amendment, “That the words 
‘ jointly and in severalty’ be left out.” .

Mr. Bruce (Chief Inspector of Stock) said that the Government was taken care of by definition 
of private land, and also by the definition of vacant land, which the Government had to pay for. He 
wished to make every individual in the partnership liable. His resolution was intended to provide for 
public companies,

Mr. Boss (Hume) said that if the Government were to be made liable it was a very large thing, 
Any taxes on the land ought to be a first charge on the land, and it should be put plainly,

Mr. "Wilson seconded tbe amendment by Mr. Atkinson. He would suggest that thc proposer of 
the original amendment should leave that matter to the Minister when he brought the Bill in, and for the 
Parliamentary Draftsman",

The Chairman fhen pointed out to Mr. Wilson that he had seconded thc original motiou.
Mr. Atkinson’s amendment was put first and lost.
Mr. Bruce’s original amendment was then put and lost.
Mr. Bruce (Chief Inspector of Stock) then moved the following additions to clause 12;—

Private land shall be deemed to be— ■
(«) Any land alienated from the Crown in fee-simple, or any less estate or interest, whether 

hy Crown grant, lease, promise of lease, or otherwise.
(J>) Any land or which any person shall be in the actual occupation, or in receipt of rent, 

profit, or interest therefrom. '
(c) Any land vested in a municipal council, including the roads and streets in municipalities.
(//■) Any land vested in trustees.
(e) Any land not included in the term unoccupied Crown lands, as hereinbefore defined,

(n) AH roads not exceeding 3 chains in width, which shall bo hold to be thc property of 
the adjoining occupiers.

Ho thought it would be best to put in a plain definition of what was meant by private land. .
Thc Chairman then ruled that these subsections should be dealt with separately.
Mr. A. Boss (Hume) then seconded subsection (a).
Mr. Wilson wished to know why they should define the term private land when there was no 

recommendation in tho Bill for dealing with private laud. They had not applied any principle to private 
land anywhere in the Bill,

The question was then put and lost.
’ Mr. Bruce (Chief Inspector of Stock) then withdrew all the remaining resolutions on the notice 

paper in his name, '
Clause 12, as printed, was put to the meeting and passed.

Clause 13.
13. This Act shall take effect on and after thc day of one

thousand eight hundred and ninety-six, and may be ciled as tho “ Noxious Weeds Act, 1896,”

Mr. Bruce (Chief Inspector of Stock) pointed out that the words “ninety-six" iu this clause ought 
lo be “ninety-seven.”

The question of amendiug'“ninety-six” to “ninety-seven” was carried,
Clause 13, amended, to read as under, was passed;—

13. This Act shall take effect on and after the day of one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven, and may be cited as the “Noxious Weeds Act, 1897.’?

Clause 1.
■ Noxious Weeds,

1. The plants named in the Schedule hereto shall be deemed to be noxious weeds within 
the meaning of this Act, and the Governor may, by proclamation in the Gazette, declare that 
any plant is a noxious plant within the meaning of this Act, and revoke or vary any declaration 
made under this section. And tho Minister shall forthwith furnish to the local authorities 
hereinafter mentioned a copy of every declaration made as aforesaid.

Mr. T. Leslie (Forbes) moved, “That the following words be inserted in place of clause 1: ‘Noxious 
weeds shall mean such weeds as shall be declared noxious by tbe Governor by proclamation iu the Gazette 
and local newspapers on the recommendation of the. local authorities,'”

Mr.
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. Alison (Canonbar) said be would second Ihe motion, but would like Mr. Leslie lo add at the 
beginning, “ except as provided in clause 8.’’

Mr. Lesi.ik (Forbes) accepted this alteration,
Mr. J. M. Atkinson said it would hardlv bo right to pass the motion as Mr. Leslie bad put it, 

with the addition, because it was only to bo done on the recommendation of the local authority. That 
was to say that tho local authorities where they were very much beset by tbe Bathurst burr might not 
declare that a noxious weed if it was going to ail'ect their pockets considerably, and if such were the case 
it would not be eradicated if they did not recommend it. Therefore he thought this would require a little 
more thought before they eliminated that provision as Mr. Leslie proposed. lie would ask the gentlemen 
to consider well before they voted on this matter how they should allow such powers to be given to trusts, 
because this was not alone a matter for thc Sheep Boards to deal with ; they were dealing with the various 
trusts, so that if they chose to declare anything a noxious weed there was no power in the Bill which 
would declare them noxious weeds, and it seemed to him to be a very ill-advised resolution. The Bathurst 
burr was such a serious noxious weed to the whole Colony, and should be, without exception, declared a 
noxious weed throughout the whole of the Colony, and therefore lie would move, as an amendment to 
Mr. Leslie’s motion, “ That on line 3, of section 1, tho Grovernment may-----

The Chairman said he could not accept the amendment, because tho question was that this clause 
be struck out, and he could not move an amendment on a clause which was to be struck out,

_ Mr. Boss (Hume) said he really did not see any very great objection to Mr. Leslies motion, aud 
he did not think that the reasons advanced by Mr. Atkinson were very sound, because if there were good 
men on the Boards they would declare the weeds noxious which they found detrimental to their interests. 
It was a lot of trouble to get the Government to do it, and he thought the Pastures and Stock Boards 
should do it.

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) said he would support Mr. Leslie’s clause witli the last amendment. 
Surely to goodness if they elected a Board they had sufficient confidence in their integrity that they 
wrould not, for their own reasons, declare certain weeds not to he noxious.

Mr. J. M. Atkinson said that the gentlemen present could not get away from the fact of Pastures 
and Stock Boards. Now, he wished them to consider tlie trusts. He had said that the trusts, the reserves 
in townships, &c., if they did not wish to tax themselves would not declare the Bathurst burr a 
noxious weed. Municipalities would not declare Bathurst burrs noxious weeds because they did not care, 
they were away outside the sheep district. He wanted to bring it to a vote, aud to show thoso people 
where it pinched them. Tho municipalities would not declare. Bathurst burrs noxious weeds, and the 
routes would he of no use to travelling stock.

Mr. Bruce (Chief Inspector of Stock) said he was with Mr. Atkinson. There was a large amount 
of coast country where the people did not care a bit about the Bathurst burr. They had cattle, and it did 
not aflect them. 1 hey were all agreed that the Bathurst burr was noxious, then why not put it in so 
many words? ■

Mr. At.ison (Canonbar) said that Mr. Atkinson apparently could not get away from Bathurst 
burrs. He seemed to think that there was no other weed in tho Colony hut tho Bathurst burr. lie 
thought there was a good many others, and they were there to deal with noxious weeds. He thought 
Mr. Leslie s amendment put the matter in a nutshell. He wanted to reserve thc power to the local 
1 astures and Stock Boards. They did not want the power taken out of their hands. They wished them 
to have tlie power to declare what was a noxious weed in their district. Were they going to declare that 
there were no other noxious weeds hut Bathurst burrs in tho Colony ? That was Mr. Atkinson’s idea,and 
they ought to take a broader view thau that. It would be absurd to declare some weeds noxious all over 
the Colony. What better could they do than to leave it to the Boards that were interested to declare 
what weeds were noxious in their districts ? They gave the Boards full power; they did not command them 
to do anything. There was clause 7 that provided if they did not do their dutv, the Minister might; if 
they did not exercise their duty, he could come iu and compel them to do it. He thought it would ho 
entering upon a very dangerous thing making this Act mandatory in so many respects, and not making it 
permissive to the Boards. They should leave it to the Boards in this matter.

Mr. Wilson said bethought Mr. Alison had failed to grasp the point that while the Pastures and 
Stock Board would say, " TVc want the Bathurst burr destroyed,” the municipality might say, “ We do 
not want the Bathurst burr declared a noxious weed,” aud there they would have a key-stone for the 
dissemination of the Bathurst burr all round a wide territory, Ihat was what Mr. Atkinson was driving 
at, and he thought he had taken up a very strong position indeed. Clause 7 said, “ if it appears to the 
Minister that the local authority have neglected to exercise their powers,” they had carefully abstained 
from clothing themselves with powers and taking on a duty, and may he, one small municipality would be 
the curse of 100 miles of country. Now lie would bo surprised if Mr. Leslie did not sre the great gap in 
his proposal. He would suggest that they should first declare that tho Bathurst burr was a noxious weed 
everywhere and deal with the rest afterwards.

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) said there were very few towns in this Colony that were not surrounded 
by a sheep district, and they might he very well sure that the Minister would sec that there was something 
like uniformity of action all over thc Colony. Thc Minister would see that the municipalities carried out 
the Act on the same lines as the Pastures and Stock Boards. The Boards would very soon inform the 
Minister that auy municipality was not doing its duty, and the Minister had the power to see that tho 
legislation was on uniform lines,

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) said ho thought it was requisite to give the power to the Minister to say 
what were noxious weeds, and then clause 7 would simplify everything.

Mr. L M. Atkinson said that Mr. Bacon had said that the Pastures and HLoek Boards would 
see to its being done. They had arranged that the Pastures and Stock Boards should have no control 
over the townships, and thc Boards could not make them cut those weeds, as they had no power 
to do it, and the local authorities might not care to declare them noxious weeds, and they would remain 
uncut, and the sheep would have to go through them.

Mr. Leslie (Forbes) said, in replying to the arguments used against the resolution, he presumed 
that no gentleman there was in favour of allowing the llathurst burr to grow in any part of the lands of 
New South "Wales. He thought they all considered it their enemy, and were all prepared to exterminate 
it. He thought that the first principle that needed to he established was that laid down in his resolution.

He
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He wanted the Boards to declare what were noxious weeds within their particular districts, as what would 
apply to one district of thc Colony would not apply to the whole. The conditions were different, and 
therefore what would flourish in one district would not in some other district of the Colony. And if the 
Conference would affirm this resolution he was quite prepared to go with them in auy resolution which 
they might move afterwards to declare the Bathurst burr a noxious weed throughout the whole of ISTew 
South ’Wales.

The Chuumak then said it was rather doubtful after that amendment was passed whether that 
could be done. It said, “ The G-overnor, -with the advice of the municipality, should declare certain weeds, 
noxious.” He did not think they could go and put in the Bill that Bathurst burrs should be noxious 
because they would be simply contradicting that clause.

Mr. T. Brown-, M.L.A. (Budgerabong-). said he had given notice of an amendment on that clause, and 
asked if it would be competent to move that as an amendment to Mr. Leslie’s. He had proposed to 
substitute for clause 1 bis notice of motion.

The Chairman said that if Mr. Leslie’s amendment was carried he would rule that Mr. Brown’s 
amendment and tho other standing in Mr. Alison’s name were out of order.

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. CBudgerabong), said that what ho proposed in his amendment was to allow 
tbe authorities to form their own schedule of what were noxious weeds. He would move as an amendment 
on Mr. Leslie’s motion that all of his own amendment from the word “ Governor’’ bo added to Mr. Leslie’s 
amendment so as to get rid of the opposition which had been offered. He thought it would meet the 
opinions of everybody if thc words Bathurst burr were inserted after the words “ shall mean ” in Mr. Leslie’s 
motion, so that the clause would declare the Bathurst burr to be a noxious weed and such other weeds as 
should he declared noxious by the Governor. _ _

Mr. "Wilson suggested that Bathurst burr be left out and when they dealt with the schedule it 
could bo put in. ... . '

The Chairman then said that if they put it in Ihe schedule they contradicted the clause. He had 
ruled that already, and he must insist on his ruling. _ . _

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) did not sec that Mr. Leslie had altered the position one iota, as it was 
still left to the recommendation of tho local authorities. _ _

Mr. Boss (Hume) said he understood that Mr. Atkinson’s view was met iu this way, that the 
Bathurst burr was put in as noxious all over the Colony, and the other plants wherever the Governor 
might declare on the recommendation of the local Boards. _

Mr. Leslie's (Forbes) new clause without Mr, T. Brown’s addition as under “Except as provided 
in clause S noxious weeds shall mean Bathurst burrs and such weeds as shall be declared noxious by the 
Governor, by proclamation in tbe Gazette and local newspapers, on the recommendation of the local 
authorities, and such proclamation shall apply only to such districts or parts thereof named therein,” was 
then put and carried. .

. Mr. Wilson said he wished to move an amendment that “Bathurst burrs” be omitted from the 
resolution. He proposed to omit it there for the purpose of putting it in, in what he considered to be. its 
proper place. _ _

The Chairman said lie would not accept the amendment if he meant to put it in elsewhere.
Mr. Wilson said be would ask the meeting to dissent from the Chairman’s ruling that ho was not 

entitled to move the omission of the words “ Bathurst burr ” from the amendment. _ _
The Chairman said that he had already told him that he was entitled to move the omission of (he 

words “Bathurst burr’’but ho was not entitled to put them in the schedule because it would be 
contradictory of the clause. _

Mr. Wilson said that he would still move that tho Chairman’s ruling be dissented from.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) rose to a point of order. Undoubtedly Mr. Wilson was out of order. 

They had put “ Bathurst burr ” in the clause and they had passed the clause.
Mr. Wilson’s motion failed for want of a seconder.
Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said he would move the addition of the following, “The 

Governor may also by general or special proclamation in the Gazette declare any plant to be a noxious 
weed within the meaning of this Act, and such plant shall be deemed to be a noxious weed throughout the 
Colony or such parte of it as named in the proclamation. Tho Governor may from time to time vary or 
revoke such general proclamation, providing that such general proclamation shall not have tbe force of law 
until it has been laid before both Houses of Parliament for one month. And the Minister shall thereafter 
furnish the local authorities affected with a copy of every such general or special proclamation.” He said 
that the different authorities under this Act were given tbe power to declare that weeds were noxious in 
their districts. So far as the larger authorities under this Act were concerned, that would be sufficient to 
meet all cases ; but they had also constituted some smaller local authorities, such as Municipal Councils 
and Trustees of Public Lands, who might not wish to declare some weed which was hurtful to be noxious, 
and, in the interests of the districts, the Governor should step in, at the instance of the local Pastures 
and Stock Boards, and declare such weeds noxious. Aud he provided in his amendment that that should 
not be arbitrary, but that notifications should bo laid on the Table of the Houses, so that there might bo 
time for protest. .

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) seconded the motion. _
Mr. Wilson asked Mr. Brown if he contemplated that it was possible that tinder this addition the 

municipality being a local authority could apply for a revocation of the general declaration that Bathurst 
burr was a noxious weed. That was just as dangerous a principle as they had been discussing some little 
time ago. They had put in M'r. Leslie’s clause that the Bathurst burr was a noxious weed, but now they 
were giving the Governor power to revoke that.

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Bndgerabong), said that was not so. _ i _
Mr. Wilson said that was tlie way he read it. As far as he could judge, it seemed to him to be 

quite open to any municipality to apply to tbe Governor to absolve their district from cutting burrs, 
because they were not ini crested in sheep in that district. lie would, therefore, oppose thc amendment. 
Ho wanted “ Bathurst burr” to stay in, in spite of flic Governor and the Executive Council. Munici
palities would apply to have the general proclamation that Bathurst burr was a noxious weed in every part 
of the Colony revoked so far as their particular municipality was concerned. And that was where tho 
whole mischief would ho done over again.

Mr.
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Mr. T. Baowx, M.L.A. (Budgernbong), said that nothing of that hind had been provided for in 
the Act. The only Proclamation that the Governor could vary or change was the proclamation that 
he would make in pursuance of that section.

Mr. Auson' (Canonbar) thought Mr. Brown’s amendment out of order, because the power of the 
Governor to declare a weed noxious had been eliminated, Mr. Brown’s amendment would practically 
restore clause 1, which had been cut out. If they inserted that they took it out of the hands of the local 
Boards, and they put it in the hands of the Governor to proclaim what was a noxious weed all over the 
Colony. The governor should have the power to prevent the importation of noxious weeds.

Mr. Bjiuch, Chief Inspector of Stock, would point out that clause 7 as it siood already provided 
for what Mr. Brown was aiming at; and Mr. Brown’s motion, as it were, repealed or cancelled the 
motion that had just been passed at Mr. Beslie’s instance. Everything that was needed was provided for 
in the Bill.

Mr. Lkslik (Forbes) said he was inclined to support Mr. Brown’s amendment, as Mr. Brown was 
afraid that municipalities and other smaller trusts would let the burrs grow, and might not consider it to 
their interest to destroy it; but on reading clause 7 he found that the dilliculty that Mr. Brown sought 
to overcome was fully covered by that clause, because if Bathurst burr were declared a noxious weed in 
any particular district and the municipality failed to carry out ihe destruction of such weed, then the 
Minister under clause 7 had the power to come in and take it out of the hands of the local authority if it 
were not doing its duty. Therefore he thought Mr. Brown’s amendment was quite unnecessary.

Mr. T, Bnowy, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said that clause 7 applied to noxious weeds that had been 
proclaimed noxious weeds. Now this addition was about jyroelaiming noxious weeds. So far as Live 
Stock Boards were concerned he saw no difficulty, and these Boards might name their own schedule, but 
to give them that right they must also give the smaller authorities—the trustees and so on—the same 
right. Now it came in this way that small bodies for the purpose of saving expense might decline to 
declare some weeds noxious weeds under the Act, and what he was aiming at was to give the Minister 
power, in the interest of the large stockowners or not, to proclaim a certain plant when the local 
authority refused to put the Act into operation with respect to it. That was all he was aiming at, and he 
thought he had safeguarded the interests of those smaller communities by saying that while the Minister 
might exercise this power it would be laid before Parliament for so long in order to protect those smaller 
interests when they wanted to protest.

The question of adding Mr. T. Brown’s amendment to clause 1 was put and carried by a majority
of one.

Mr. ,T. M. Atkckson moved the following amendment on clause 1:—“That Ihe prickly pear be not 
a noxious weed within the meaning of this Act.” He thought that the fear the piickly pear would bo 
included as a noxious weed under this Act bad affected the vole of several gentlemen present. Ho 
thought that it should he under another Act altogether, and that it would be impossible to classify it with 
the other noxious weeds under this Bill. He thought it was important there should be another Act for 
it, and therefore he moved that the prickly pear bo not a noxious weed within the meaning of this Act. 
He w-as informed on reliable authority that the Prickly Pear Act of 18S3 was still in operation. He 
would therefore withdraw his amendment.

Clause 1, as amended, was put to the meeting and carried : —
Except as provided in clause- 8, noxious weeds shall mean Bathurst burr and such weeds 

as shall be declared noxious by the Governor by proclamation in the Gazette and local news
papers, on the recommendation of the local authorities; and such proclamation shall apply 
only to such districts or parts thereof named therein. The Governor may also by general 
election or special proclamation in the Gazette declare any plant to be a noxious weed within 
the meaning of this Act, and such plant shall be deemed to be a nokious weed throughout the 
Colony or such parts of it as named in the proclamation. The Governor may from time to time 
vary or revoke such general proclamation, providing that such general proclamation shall not 
have the force of law until it has been laid before both Houses of Parliament for one month. 
And the Minister shall thereafter furnish the local authorities affected with a copy of every 
such general or special proclamation."

Clause 4, as amended:—
4. (i) On receipt of any information respecting the existence of noxious weeds on land 

viilhin their district, the local authority shall, if satisfied of the existence of the noxious weeds, 
serve a notice on tho occupier of the land, requiring him to eradicate and destroy, to the 
satisfaction of the Board, the noxious weeds within the time specified in the notice, and to 
execute such works and do such things as may bo necessary for that purpose, and if the local 
authority think it desirable (but not otherwise) specifying any works to be executed.

■ (n) Provided that where the occupier cannot be found, the local authority may
themselves eradicate and destroy tho noxious weeds.

(m) If the occupier of land shall be unknown or absent from the Colony, and the 
expense incurred hereunder in clearing such land of noxious weeds cannot be recovered from 
him, and remain unpaid for more than months after the same shall have become due, tho 
local authority may let such land for any period not exceeding five 3rears, upon terms and 
conditions to be prescribed, and shall receive the rents and profits thereof, and shall apply tho 
same in payment of such expenses with interest thereon at the rate of 10 per centum per 
annum, so long as the same shall be unpaid: And such authority shall hold the surplus (if any) 
upon trust for the person entitled to such surplus.

Mr. Alison (Cannonbar) moved (for Mr. Bacon) the notice winch stood in that gentleman’s 
name on the notice paper, to re-commit clause 4 with a view to insert after the word “ information ’’ the 
words “through the local authorities or any landowners interested."

Mr. i'LA.NAGAN (G unbar) seconded the motion.
The question of re-committal was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Alison (Cannonbar) thought it could be altered to read, instead of local authorities,” “ the 

authorised officer.”
Mr.
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Mr, Atkinson rose to a point of order. It had already been decided.
Mr, Wilson thought it was a pity that they should have to go oier the same ground. He 

would put those words in. hut for all practical purposes they meant the same thing. “j\u1horiscd 
officers were simply a nullity. At the present time the places which were supposed to ho supervised bv 
the authorised officers were left alone, because the authorised officers had too much to do. Then again, 
who were the “ owners interested? ” There were no taxpayers under this Bill, and the “landowners ” 
interested were a doubtful quantity. It seemed to him that this was a matter of such wide application 
that if the Boards received an anonymous letter, or if a swagsman strolling by thought that he might get 
a job from the local authorities, and so laid a complaint, he thought the local authorities should he pretty 
■well able to judge of the merits of that complaint. Ho might be a landowner on the down stream side 
of a district. He would be ver3r much interested, but if there was any contention in the proposed 
amendment he would be nobody, be would be an unknown quantify.

Mr. Aijson (Canonbar) said he would he interested, *
Mr. TV n,son said he wanted it to have a general application. If the representations were from 

a- fishy, source the Boards, -would know whether to make any movement. If he had sheep travelling, 
it was just as much to.his interest to have the burrs cut for the last 10 miles, even though he came 
from Queensland, as it was to the interest of a man in the district. If ho wrote to the Board tho 
Board might say “ Who the deuce is that man ? He is from Queensland, he is not a taxpayer.” Ho 
thought the meeting should let it stay as it was, and let the local authorities winnow the wheat from the 
chaff, and say who was making a reasonable complaint.

Mr. Atkinson opposed. this very strenuously before, and he thought if they wished to pass 
a Bill for tho eradication of noxious weeds, it was imperative that they should not narrow down their 
limits for knowing where the noxious weeds were. If they had a local Board elected as Mr. Alison 
had so often said, they must leave something to the sense of that Board. If he was going to be elected 
by the whole of the people in that electorate surely they would elect good men to tho Board, and ho did 
not hesitate to say that those men had not in the past passed any foolish things, or anything that would 
require such immense care as Mr. Alison proposed. ' ‘

Mr. I'itEEirAN said he supported Mr. Alison in regard to this. Let them take a drover entering 
G-oodooga, when he got to Deniliquin he could complain of every run lie came through, and he could 
have an authorised officer sent out to inspect the runs. They must carefully guard themselves from 
too many Government officers. They were always being inspected. "

The Mix ESTiut.KOit Lands then entered the chamber amid acclamation. He said :—T do not want
to be accused of leaving you in an unceremonious fashion. You have been kind enough to come here at 
considerable inconvenience I am sure to yourselves, to assist the State in solving some very difficult 
problems, and I only regret that business of perhaps national importance necessitates that I should leave 
the Colony before you have completed your deliberations, and this prevents me from having that con
sultation which I am sure would have been productive of valuable results, at the conclusion of your 
labours. I hope you will not take offence at my departure from the Colony before you complete your 
deliberations. You understand the circumstances, and I am sure, therefore, you will excuse my absence. 
I cannot let the opportunity pass without coming here to thank you for the serious consideration you 
have given to these mailers ; and, although I cannot agree with all your proposals, I daresay you cannot 
agree yourselves, and I am sure that you yourselves, from the results of your deliberations, must 
appreciate my position, and therefore you will he less liable to be censorious of my actions, and I can 
only hope you will judge me leniently, I shall accept your advice whenever it is possible to do so. If I 
refuse to accept your advice you will give me at least the credit of placing my refusal on the large public 
interests which arc at stake. 1 cannot sacrifice the great interests of the body of this country, who
constitute tho taxpayers, when I think they come into conflict with the interests, perhaps, of a section
of the community. But I hope we shall not have differences of that character ; that we shall be able, 
reasonable men as you are on the one side, myself as administrator on the other side—to harmonise 
our respective views, and by compromise make legislation which shall be acceptable to all parties. 
I do not propose to criticise your proposals. At a. later stage I shall be glad to meet the committee 
jou hate appointed, and then to discuss any great matters of difference that may arise ; and I believe 
that the result of all our efforts will he the introduction of a Bill which will he satisfactory, not 
only to yourselves but to tho people of the country. You are engaged now in considering a measure 
with regard to noxious weeds. Your deliberations have not reached that slago when I can express any 
opinion whatever. You are breaking virgin soil, and therefore it is not likely the first attempt will bo 
productive of unanimity of opinion. Therefore we must not be prepared at the first to strive to make 
such a comprehensive Bill as will last for all time, when perhaps experience will teach us more wisdom 
than wc possess at the present moment. I have to thank your chairmen for the very great kindness 
which has been tendered to me by tbeir presiding oyer your’deliberations, and I can extend to yon my 
thanks on behalf of the people of this country for your loyal and voluntary assistance; and I can only 
hope that the results will be as satisfactory to yourselves as our meeting has been to one another.

_Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that they must heartily thank the Minister, Mr. Carruthers, for 
attending there now and again and for inviting them to come. They must now congratulate him 
exceedingly on the position he held in the Convention that was shortly to be held, and they wished him, 
he was sure, a pleasant voyage there, and a happy result to his efforts. He was sure that they would 
congratulate him and themselves and the country generally on having such an able representative to visit 
Adelaide. They bad done and were doing their best to bring forward, to pass a Bill, which would bo 
acceptable to him. They quite understood that it was impossible that he would be able to agree with 
everything. There were differences of opinion even among themselves on a few points, but he was quite 
satisfied in this, that they would all agree that whatever the Minister did bring in it would be brought in 
with tlm very best intentions, and he now proposed that they most enthusiastically thank the Minister 
for his kindness to them all.

The Minister for Lands then left the Conference amid acclamation. ' •
i uMr- ■^JiEEMAS’ (continuing), said he took it that the intention of the motion was singly this, so 

that there should not be a lot of frivolous complaints by anyone who chose to subject the lessees to 
expense. Part of the words of the motion were “landowners interested.” He took it that people who 
had got sheep in this Colony were all interested landowners, and therefore they were the proper persons- 
to make complaints, and he thought Mr. Alison’s motion should bo carried. Mr.
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Mr. Eoss (Hume) said he opposed this motion. They had had a great deal of discussion on this 
hofore. It was one of the hardest points in the whole Bill. He did not see why information should not 
bo laid by anybody. The information was only conveyed to the Board. lie did not sec that there would 
be any harm when it was conveyed by any person, no matter who. lie did not suppose a swagsman 
would bother his heed about it, and even if he did, as they all know very well, the Board would take it for 
what it was worth.

Mr, Atkissos said that they did not seem to grasp that a notice had to be served on the occupier 
of the land by the Board. There was no expense, they only served the notice if they thought such 
information as was given them uras correct. He did not see why any objection should be made to that.

Mr. Alison (Cauonbar) said that if the Board got a letter it was provided that the local authority 
“ shall.” that was the only thing, if the word was “ may ” it would bo all right. If they would alter that, 
ho would withdraw his amendment in order to cut out the word I: shall,1’ and insert the word “may.”

Mr. Wilson said he objected to have “shall serve a notice if satisfied.” The Board' must 
bo satisfied. They were not a collection of fools, they were sensible men. The Board were business 
men, met there for business purposes, and they would say, “This is some mare’s nest, who is 
this man ?” If he were a public man be would be there to be held to obloquy if ho wore wrong. There 
was no compulsion that they should serve a notice until they were satisfied as to the existence of tho 
noxious weeds. It was only the merest beginning of the proceedings altogether.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said he would stick to his previous amendment.
Mr. Wilson’s amendment was then put to the meeting and lost.
Tho Conference then adjourned until 10 o’clock the next day. ,

FOURTH DAY—19th MARCH, 1897.
The Chairman, the Honorable Rupert Carington, took the Chair at 10 a.m.
The minutes of previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. BttucE proposed that clause 4 be recommitted, with a view to the addition of which ho had 

given notice.
Mr. Pea/rse (Orange) seconded the proposal. .
The question was put to tho meeting and carried.
BIr. Bruce (Chief Inspector of Stock) moved that the following be added :—

If the occupier of land shall bo unknown or absent from the Colonj^, and the expense 
incurred hereunder in clearing such land of noxious weeds cannot be recovered from 
him, and remain unpaid for more than months after tho same shall have become
due, the local authority may let such land for auy period uot exceeding five years, upon 
terms and conditions to be prescribed, and shall receive the rents and profits thereof, 
and shall apply the same in payment of such expenses with interest thereon at the rate 
of 10 per centum per annum, so long as the same shall remain unpaid: And such 
authority shall hold the surplus (if any) upon trust for the person entitled to such 
surplus.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) seconded the amendment.
Mr. Wilson said he saw no objection to this clause, hut he doubted the wisdom of allowing 

such a long term as five years. It might be a heavy punishment lo a man to tie his land up for 
five years. Ho supported this clause with a view to opposing Mr. Bruce’s next clause. He thought, 
however, five years was rather too long, and three years would be sufficient.

Mr. Atkinson pointed out that the words were “ not exceeding ” five years. He would 
endorse Mr. Bruce’s proposal for this reason, that some portions of this laud might be so bad that 
they might have to lot it for five years to get a tenant to clear it. Therefore, he thought they might 
leave the term of five years to the discretion of the people who had to let it.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) said five years might not be sufficient. He thought the Board should 
have power to take possession of the land until such time as the owner appeared. He would move to 
omit the five years altogether, and state in the clause that the Board should have power to put tho 
occupant on the land until such time as the owner turned up, and engaged to perform the duties 
devolving upon him.

Mr. Boss (Hume) said he thought there, was a good deal in Mr. Flanagan’s contention on that 
matter. Ho thought a man might be away, and if ins land were lei for five jears in the sixth year the 
land being idle might become foul again.

Mr. Flanagan’s (Gunbar) amendment to leave out the words “ five years ” was put to tho 
meeting and carried.

Mr. Wilson said that sometimes the unknown man came back again and yet they were giving 
Boards the power to lease Ihe land in perpetuity. He thought that they should provide that if the owner 
came back and wanted to pay up he might turn the tenant out. .

Mr. Eoss (Hume) said that they must either give the Boards power to let the land or else power 
to sell, he thought that this was the best way out of it. If a man came back when his land had been 
cleared it was more than probable that ihe tenant would not care to give up the lease.

_ Mr. Atkinson asked if it would not be better to make this a first cost on the land. If those words 
were inserted it would obviate the necessity of Mr. Bruce leaving out those words, and it would have a 
definite period.

Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) moved that tho following words: “give tho power to tho Board to deal 
with the land until such time as the owner turns up ” should be inserted instead of the words which 
were out out. That they should leave out from the word “ may ” to the word “ years ” and put in 
“ The local authority shall have the power to deni with the land until such lime as the owner turns up, and 
will undertake to deal with the lauds according to his responsibility under this Act.’’

Mr.
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Mr. Cuituiyo (Hillstou) seconded tie motion.
Mr. Atkinson said lie must oppose the insertion of those words. They were now dealing with 

the small lands. There was no doubt about it, because on the larger areas of land they would never fail 
to find the owner, and, therefore, it would be a very outrageous thing to let any portions of those lands 
subject to a twenty-four hours’ notice of ejectment. They would get nobody to take those lands. 
Nobody would spend a farthing on them to eradicate the burrs. It was absurd for Air. Flanagan Lo 
Wish to introduce such a thing, what they wanted was to keep the burrs eradicated. It was absurd to 
expect that anybody would take land subject to twelve hours’ notice of ejectment. The facts of the 
matter briefiy were these: if a man did not come and claim his land or say lie was the owner of that 
land during the process of this Act, and did not conic and say “This is my laud, I am the owner,” 
then the local authorities were justified in letting that land to a tenant for a period not exceeding 
Jive vears. "When the owner turned up, if lie did turn up afterwards, and said he objected to this, 
they would say “ Very well; you own the land, if the tenant likes to leave it now, very welt; take 
it and eradicate the weeds; but if the man will not go out you must put up with the penalties you 
have incurred.” The same thing was done in other directions with the lands of the Colony. If they 
wanted to keep the land clear they must give facilities to people to come and eradicate the weeds. 
A. man might spend some money on the laud and perhaps erect a small house, and then the owner 
might come along and say “ Clear out of my land, I want it to-morrow.”

Air. Bruce (Chief Inspector of Stock) said he was altogether of Sir. Atkinson's opinion that he 
had explained it properly, and he thought it would practically render the Act inoperative.

Mr. "Wilson said lie would like to point out that this would only apply to limited areas, and 
ho questioned very much whether it would not be belter for the Board to be without the power, 
for he thought it would lead to litigation, where the costs would be more than the amount to be 
recovered. He thought the term should be five years. There were many things they must submit to 
without putting the law in motion. _

Air. Flanagan (Gunbar) said Mr. Atkinson had told them that no man w'ould take this land, A 
man might go and build a house on it. What for ?

Mr. Atkinson : To live in.
Air. Flanagan (Gunbar) said bo thought a man would be an idiot to build a bouse on that laud 

on such a tenure as the Board would give him. Suppose he had an allotment in a town, and suppose he 
was destroying the weeds under the Act, and there was an allotment alongside of bis and no one know 
the owner. The Board would simply have tho power to deal with that until such time as the owner 
turned up and the Board might make a bargain with him. He might run his fowls or his cows on that 
land, and would eradicate the wdeds. Ho would not be such a fool as to build a house on it._ The Board 
would let him know what lie might expect, what his tenure would be, and he might have to give it up any 
day. It was absurd talking of building a house on such a tenure.

Air. Flanagan’s (Gunbar) motion was then put to the meeting and lost. _
Air. Bruce’s (Chief Inspector of Stock) amendment, “That five years should be reinserted in his 

previous amendment,” was put and carried.
Air. Bruce’s (Chief Inspector of Stock) original amendment without any further amendment was 

put to the meeting and carried.
Air. Alison (Canonbar) said lie would like to move the recommittal of this clause with a view to 

alter the word “ shall ” into “ may.” Ho now moved that the following words be inserted after the word 
“purpose ” in suhseclion 2, clause 4: “ and may subsidise the said occupier to the extent not exceeding 
£2 for each and every £1 expended by the said occupier.” He moved this with a view of allowing the 
Boards to assist in such cases as they might see that the insistence upon the absolute letter of the law 
would ruin the occupier, and as he was sure they had no desire that such a thing should he enforced on 
any person, he wished to give them the power to assist any person whom they might deem it desirable to 
assist in this way. lie did not propose it as a mandatory clause; they might or might not advance it if they 
chose. It was quite feasible as it stood, aw the Act stood, that a weak financial man might very easily be 
ruined by the stringent operation of this Act. He entirely disagreed with the principle upon which this Act 
had been carried out in the Conference. It had been carried out simply from the point of view of the people 
who had got rid of the weeds themselves, and they did not regard the different circumstances that might 
occur in tho different parts of the Colony, Now they were going to make a mandatory law, and the result 
must be very serious injury to a great many people all over the Colony. Now, tbc mode of thought which 
had actuated the Conference in regard to this Noxious Weeds Bill was that they bad only to pass a law 
compclliug everybody to destroy tbeir weeds, and the thing was done. Why not bring in a law in that case 
compelling everybody to destroy wallabies, rabbits, and kangaroos, and give them no assistance, and the 
thing would he done. That was a very crude idea of legislation which they had embodied in this form. 
If thev were to have legislation foisted on this Colony it would result in a reaction such as would sweep 
away all their efforts. They must not make things mandatory, but must make them permissive, and allow 
Boards to assist individuals who would otherwise be ruined. One could contemplate the invasion of the 
weed suddenly into some district which would make most serious injury. It was most advisable that the 
Boards should have the power to assist the individual, and of working to some extent on the co-operative 
principle. They were all praising the Stock and .Pastures Protection Act, and that was the principle on 
which that Act worked. Why not adopt the principle of that A.ct, and make it permissible that the 
Boards should have power to assist different people iu the destruction of noxious animals or noxious 
weeds. He submitted that this resolution of his would not bo a mandatory one, but it would give the 
Boards the power to deal with the weeds, so as to assist the weaker men in the district.

Air, Flanagan (Gunbar) seconded Air. Alison’s motion. He was in no way jealous because Air. 
Alison had taken up his motion, ho would strongly assist him. His motion on the paper rend as follows: 
“ provided that where it comes under the knowledge of the authorities administering this Act, that the 
eradication of noxious weeds from auy one holding would be ruinous to the owner or occupier of such 
holding, the law should provide to distribute the cost of eradication over all the lands of the district 
which may not be affected, but arc in danger of becoming so.”

Air. Alison (Canonbar) said he would withdraw his motion in favour of Air. Flanagan,
Air. Wilson pointed out that Air. Alison’s proposition was definite and reduced it to a pomt, 

whereas Air, Flanagan’s was indefinite.
. Air.
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Mr. Aiisox (Canonliar) ruse to a point of order. The clause had not been recommitted. Ho 
would now move that the clause be recommitted, for the purposes of this amendment.

Mr. Moorh (Goodooga) seconded the recommittal.
The question was put to tho meeting and lost.
Clause 4, as amended, was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 5.
5. (i) If either—

(e) the person on whom a notice to eradicate and destroy or prevent the growth of no tions 
weeds has been served as aforesaid makes default in complying with any of the 
requisitions thereof within the time specified; or 

(i) the growth of the noxious weeds though abated since the service of the notice, is, in 
the opinion of the local authority, likely to recur on the same land, 

the local authority may by any person authorised by them in that behalf make a complaint to a 
justice, and such justice shall thereupon issue a summons requiring the person on whom the 
notice was served to appear before a police or stipendiary magistrate or any two justices in 
petty sessions.

(n) The said magistrate or justices may, if satisfied that noxious weeds exist as alleged, 
or that although the growth is abated, it is likely to recur on the same land, by order require the 
said person to comply with all or any of the requisitions of the notice, or otherwise to eradicate 
and destroy or prevent the growth of tho noxious weeds within a time specified in the order, and 
may, if thought desirable, specify the works to bo executed by the said person for that purpose.

(m) If a person fails to comply with an order of a magistrate or justices made as afore
said, with rospect to the eradication and destruction of, or prevention of the growth or a recurrence 
of the growth of the noxious weeds, he shall, unless he satisfies the Court that he has used all 
due diligence to carry out such order, he liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty shillings a day 
during his default. Moreover, the local authority may enter the land to which any order under 
this Act relates, and eradicate and destroy and prevent tho growth of the noxious weeds, and do 
whatever may bo necessary in execution of such order.

Mr. Lwslte (Forbes) withdrew the notice of motion standing in his name, which read as follows:
“ And the persons owning or occupying the land where such entry has been made shall be liable for the 
amount expended in the eradication and destruction of the noxious weeds,” in order to adopt that 
standing in the name of Mr. Bruce.

Mr. Bitucii proposed that the following be added as subsection 4, of clause 5:—“ All costs, charges, 
and expenses incurred by a local authority, or any person authorised by a local authority, iu clearing 
any private land of noxious plants under the provisions of this Act, shall be a first charge upon such land, 
and shall take precedence of all mortgages or other charges whatsoever upon such land: Provided always 
that a certificate under the hand of such local authority shall be a full discharge of all such costs, 
charges, and expenses, up to the date of such certificate.”

Mr. Leslie (Forhes) seconded the proposition.
Mr, 'Wilsok thought they had done enough in hampering the people’s land in what they had 

passed a little while ago. He objected to their being any temptation to pile up charges which would 
in many cases total perhaps more than the cost of the land.

Mr. Flanauax (Gunbar) said if a man did his duty there would be no charges, and it was absurd 
for them to come there to make a law and not make a penalty for the criminal and idle men in the 
districts.

Mr. Atkinson said he must endorse Mr. Bruce’s amendment also. He could not agree with Mr, 
"Wilson. There were many of the medium sized holders that he knew of who would be tbeir chief enemies. 
It was not the small holder or the big holder, but the medium sized holder who was their chief enemy.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said he thought that was following in the steps of very bad legislation 
that had gone before. It seemed to him that everything was going to he a first charge on" the land. lie 
would suggest they should pass clauses saying how properties which would fall into the hands of the 
Noxious Weeds Boards should be put up for sale.

Mr. Bruce’s motion was put to the meeting and carried. ■
Mr. Flanagan (Gunbar) moved the following addition to clause 5,—

Provided that where it comes under the knowledge of the authorities administering this Act, 
that the eradication of noxious weeds from any one holding would be ruinous to the 
owner or occupier of such holding, the law should provide to distribute the cost of 
eradication over all the lands of the district which may not be affected but are in danger' 

■ of becoming so.
He might say that this question or the subject contained in the motion did not: affect either his district or 
himself personally, lie was informed by some gentlemen that this Conference thought there were many 
individuals in different localities all over this Colony to whom it would be ruinous if they were compelled 
individually to clear their holdings, and therefore it appeared to him a wise thing to introduce these words. 
They could fence out the emu, the kangaroo, and the rabbit, but they could not fence out the weeds. 
Floods rose and carried the weeds on to a man’s land just like an enemy. Suppose an enemy landed to
morrow in Adelaide then it would not be right to leave the people of South Australia to fight that enemy, 
every man in Australia should put his hand in his pocket to help them to fight that enemy. There people 
of the district where these noxious weeds grew were in danger of having their lands overrun by the weeds. 
Of course if it were a rich man who neglected his duty he would not propose for one moment to assist 
that negligent rich man. If it were a banker who took these lands over the Board would certainly never 
compel the residents of the district to subscribe to help that banker to clear the weeds off that land. All 
he wanted was to enable the Board, where they saw a case of hardship in eradicating tho weeds, to dis
tribute the cost all over the district. He thought it only wise and just that this now principle should be 
ntroduced.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) seconded the motion.
70—E Mr.
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Mr. Atkinson said he need hardly say he was going to oppose this tooth and nail. They would 
all see, in fact it seemed to him they had seen already, that this was giving an incentive lo a man who did 
not clear his laud, in so far as it was an inducement to a man who had an accumulation of filth on his 
land that he should go and get £2 for every £1 that he spent in clearing (he land. ,Mr. Flanagan had 
said that floods would carry the weeds down, but the floods must carry the weeds from somewhere, and 
that somewhere must be cleared of these weeds. If those lands were cleared tho flood could not carry 
noxious weeds down. If this proposition was carried it would be an inducement to a man to get a subsidy 
for every £1 he spent. ■

The question w’as put before the meeting and lost.
Clause 5, as amended, was put to the meeting and lost.

Clause 6.
(1. The local authority may, for the purpose of carrying nut the provisions of this Act, 

enter, or authorise any person by writing properly authenticated by the said authority to enter, 
at any time, with men, vehicles, horses, and bullocks, and necessary appliances, into and upon 
any land within their district.

Clause 6, as printed, was put to the meeting and carried.

Clause 7.
7. If it appears to the Minister that the local authority have neglected to exercise, or to 

make reasonable efforts to exercise, any powers conferred or duties imposed on them by this Act, 
the Minister may give notice in writing requiring the local authority to exercise the powers and 
perform the duties aforesaid within a period to be named in the notice.

If the said requirement is disobeyed, or is not complied with, it shall be lawful for tho 
Minister to exercise the powers or perform the duties, and where a municipal council is the 
local authority, to recover on behalf of Her Majesty from the council the expenses thereby 
incurred.

Mr. T. Buown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong) moved the addition of the following words “of such local 
authorities and recover the expense thereby incurred from such local authorities in the ease of municipal 
councils or lands held in public trust or from the owner or holders of such other lands so occupied.” He 
said that this clause as originally drafted in the Bill provided that the Minister should exercise certain 
powers under the Bill to eradicate noxious weeds in certain cases where local authorities failed to do so. 
The clause went on to say that “ if the said requirement was disobeyed, or was not complied with, it 
should he lawful for the Minister to exercise the powers, or perform tho duties, and, where the municipal 
council is the local authority, to recover on behalf of Her Majesty from the council the expenses thereby 
incurred.” That clause made provision for the Minister to enter into areas held under other authorities 
than that of municipal councils, but it made no provision to enable the Minister to recover from tliose 
other bodies, and his proposal was to widen that clause so as to enable the Minister to recover from those 
other local authorities the expenses incurred in destroying the weeds that they had neglected to destroy. 
He proposed to strike out all the words after the word “duties,”

Mr. Atkinson seconded the proposal.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.

Mr. Buucrc (Chief Inspector of Stock) moved the addition of the following, clause 7,— 
“Before taking proceedings against an occupier who is not entitled to the actual occupation 

of any land infested with noxious weeds, the local authority shall serve such occupier 
with a notice in the prescribed form : and if the person who is entitled to the actual 
occupation of such land shall not, within fourteen days from the service of such notice, 
arrange with such occupier for the eradication of the noxious ■weeds on such land, such 
occupier shall be deemed, as regards such land, to have all the pow'ers of an Inspector 
or local authority under this A.ct.”

Mr. Davies (G-unnedah) seconded the motion pro forma.
Mr. Wilson said that the following words did not appear to him to convey any concrete 

idea: “before taking proceedings against an occupier who was not entitled to the occupation of any 
land.” He confessed lie did not understand them.

Mr. Bruce said that occupier included owner.
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said that he would point out that the following words were unnecessary : 

“flueh occupier shall be deemed as regards such land to have all the powers of an Inspector,” because 
everybody under that Act was an Inspector.

The question was put to the meeting and lost.
Mr. Bruce proposed tho following as an addition to clause 7,—

Whenever there are more occupiers than one of any infested private land, and one of sncli 
occupiers is, under this Act, in any way compelled to pay the whole or more than his 
fair share of the cost of eradicating the noxious weeds on such land, ho may, in any 
Court of competent jurisdiction, recover from the other occupiers of such land such 
proportion of the cost, charges, and expenses incurred by him in or about such eradica
tion. as is, in the opinion of the Court, fairly proportionate to the respective interests 
of the occupiers in such land. "

He said that wherever there were more occupiers than one, and one paid more than Ids fair share the 
others should bo liable to pay a fair proportion.

Mr. Flanauan (Gunbar) seconded the motion.
Mr. Bacon (Brcwarrina) did not sec any necessity for the additional clause. He did not under

stand how one owner could be compelled to destroy weeds if another were not, compelled to do so. 
Supposing three people ovned a piece of land, how could one of them he supposed to destroy noxious 
weeds and not another?

Mr.
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Mr. 'Wjxsos' suggeeted to Mr. Bruce that, not only this amendment but the other which was on 
the business paper, was really a matter for legal minds to discuss, These wrere legal provisions, and he 
did not think they were competent to deal with them. He would like to have as little to do as possible 
with this part of the Bill. The draftsmen could do everything much better than they could.

Mr, Bruce said he would adopt that suggestion. This clause had been adopted from the Prickly 
Pear Bill. He would withdraw the amendment. He moved that the following addition be made to 
clause 7:—

“ The expense incurred in eradicating any noxious weed other than prickly pear, on land 
not being land held under lease from the Crown, shall as between landlord and tenant, in the 
absence of any special agreement, be borne in the following proportions respectively, namely:— 

.(«) Where the interest of the tenant at the time when such expense was incurred is for a 
shorter period than three years, the whole of such expense shall be borne by the landlord, 

(i) Where the interest of the tenant is for a longer period than three years and shorter 
than five years, two-thirds of the expense shall be borne by tbe landlord and one-third 
by the tenant.

(c) Where tho interest of the tenant is for a longer period than five years aud shorter 
than eight years, the whole of the expense shall be borne by the landlord aiid tenant 
equally.

(d) Where tbe interest of the tenant is for a longer period than eight years and shorter
than twelve, two-thirds of the expense shall be borne by the tenant and one-third by 
tbe landlord, '

(e) Where the tenant's interest is for a longer period than twelve years, the whole of the 
expense shall be borne by him.

(n) In the case of leased land infested with pricklv pear (the same not being land held under 
lease from the Crown), and with respect to the apportionment of the expense of the 
eradication thereof on such land there is no special agreement between the landlord and 
tenant, it shall be for tbe Board, on tbe application of either the landlord or tenant, to 
make such appointment, which shall be final and binding on all parties concerned.”

He said be would like a discussion upon this matter with respect to the interest of landlord and tenant. 
If this Bill were passed there would ho many tenants who would have noxious weeds upon their land, and 
he thought it was only right this Conference should express the opinion as to how far the tenant and 
landlord wore liable. When tho Act came into force there would be some tenants every one, two, three, 
or perhaps ten years, and tho question was whether the landlord or ihe tenant should he at the cost of 
eradicating noxious weeds from the land. He had brought this forward simply with a view to discussion. 

The motion lapsed for the want of a seconder.
Clause 7, amended as under, was put to tho meeting and carried.

7. If it appears to the Minister that the local authority have neglected to exercise any 
powers conferred or duties imposed on them by this Act, tbe Minister may give notice in writing 
requiring tlie local authority to exercise the powers and perform tbe duties aforesaid wilhin a 
period to be named in the notice.

If tbe said requirement is disobeyed, or is not complied with, it shall bo lawful for the 
Minister to exercise the powers or perform the duties of such local authorities and recover the 
expense thereby incurred from such local authorities in the case of municipal councils or lands 
held in public trust and from tbe owner or holders of such other lands so occupied.

Clause 8.
Mnstriction of importation of noxious weeds.

8. Tho Governor may mako regulations—
(a) prohibiting the importation into Hew South Wales of any noxious weeds or of the seed 

of any noxious weeds, and providing for the destruction of tho same if imported 
contrary to the said regulations ;

(&) regulating the importation into New South Wales of articles, the importation or use of 
which would in the opinion of the Governor tend to spread the growth of noxious 
weeds;

and tho Governor may in those regulations impose any penalty not exceeding twenty pounds for 
any breach thereof.

Alt regulations made as aforesaid shall when published in the Gazette have tho force of 
law, and shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament within fourteen days if Parliament be 
then sitting, hut if not then within fourteen days after the commencement of tho next following 
Session of Parliament.

Mr. Bruce moved the recommittal of this clause with a view to certain amendments.
Tho recommittal was put to the meeting and lost,

_ Mr. Bruce then withdrew his amendment and all other amendments on the business paper 
standing in Ins name.

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) moved that the following be inserted as a new clause:—
“That the provisions of this Bill shall not apply to lessees or licensees or tenants of less 

than five years’ tenure. Where the interest of the tenant or licensees at the time when such 
expense is to be incurred is for a shorter period than five years the whole of the expense 
shall be on landlord.”

lie said it was too unjust and too absurd to ask these people to destroy tbe whole of tbc weeds on tbeir 
holdings. He considered it was altogether too inequitable.

Mr. Bacon (Brewarrina) seconded Mr. Alison’s motion.
Mr. Atkinson said he would like first of all to ask Mr. Alison how he proposed to reconcile this 

new clause with what had already been passed, that was that the municipalities should have tho right to 
rent the ground for a, period not exceeding five years if they could not find tho owner. He considered 
they were now going hack and putting it on the owner again, so that they might rent it, and still not be

liable
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liable to keep down tbe nosious weeds. Tbe majority of them would put a special clause in tbe lease, and 
that was that all noxious weeds should be eradicated, so that the passing of this clause, if it were passed, 
would simply negative all these leases that had been made. Any private lease that had been made would 
be negatived by a clause like tbis. If Mr. Alison would insert the words, " Crown licensees or Crown 
tenants,’1 ho would not object to it so much. _ _

Mr. Ausom (Canonbar) said bo was quite willing to insert those words.
Mr. ATiaNsoy said he supported the motion.
Mr. Am sow (Canonbar) said tbis motion would now read, “that the provisions of this Bill shall 

not apply to Crown lessees, Ac.'1 _ _
Mr. Atkinson1 said they wanted to get something that was fair and equitable to all; and he would 

say that after considering this proposal he hardly saw how they could carry it, even with the addition that 
had been proposed. He thought they should leave it now, and let that sort of detail regulate itself. He 
would ask Mr. Alison to withdraw the motion. It would possibly be against the interest of any land
holder in the Colony. This, of course, would cither introduce one of two things ; it would either introduce 
longer leases from the Crown, or the Crown would have to pay. Now, he need hardly say the Bill would 
never pass Parliament, where the Crown would render itself liable for that, therefore it would compel 
them lo give longer leases. , , .

Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A. (Budgerabong), said, if he understood the reading of this clause aright, it 
was on all-fours with clause 7, that was proposed by Mr. Bruce aud had been defeated a little while before, 
distributing tho cost of the destruction of the novious weeds between tbe tenant and tbe owner. He 
understood Mr. Alison wanted to eliminate tho tenant phrase altogether. As the motion was on all-fours 
with Mr. Bruce’s previous amendment, be considered it out of order. _ _

Mr. FjiA.N.vciA.N (Gunbar) said be was sorry to disagree with Mr, Alison; but tbis was a most 
dangerous proposition that they should throw millions of acres of land from under tbe operation of that 
Act which they were trying to get put into force. A selector might have a piece of country and the Crown 
lessee might have a piece of country under the occupation of the Act, and he could continue to hold that 
land for four years, and let novious weeds grow all o\er it. Why should any lands be excluded from tbe 
operation of the Act? [f they wanted to eradicate noxious weeds, and if occupiers of land did not like 
to incur the responsibility uuder this Act, then by all means let them throw up the land, and then tho 
Crown would incur the responsibility, or the selector who held the adjoining land would bo glad to take 
the land into his own holding. 4 ,

MV. Bacon (Brewarrina) opposed Mr. Alison’s proposal. IF it referred to private owners it would 
interefere with any leases now existing, and in other leases that might hcreatier be made. _ The parties to 
these leases would make them in conformity with the Act, and they were simply legislating as between 
private persons, "With regard to the addition of the Crown lessees and licensees that Mr. Atkinson 
proposed should be inserted” he opposed that, for he considered it would be an absurdity. It would take 
out two-thirds of the land in the OolomT from the operation of tho Act. The Bill would be thrown in tho 
waste-paper basket, and their time would be wasted. 4 _ _

Mr. "Wilson said he endorsed Mr. Flanagan’s very decided opinion that this would practically 
destroy tbe whole work they had done. It did not matter whether the land was public or private, and 
bo would point out that it seemed to him that so far as tbis Act could apply it applied to a plant that 
could almost be got under and ex'terminaled inside of one or two years—certainly inside five years—that 
was if the opportunities of the reseeding of the plant were reduced to a minimum. It was held also that 
a great deal of the land that was now held under five years’ lease was to be under conditions that the 
tenant bad to be responsible for the prevention of any noxious growth. He thought the present Land 
Act gave them a very good cue as to how they could proceed. It was not to be expected that this Bill 
should deal with prickly-pear, and blackberry, and so on. That required a great deal of expert 
calculation, aud he did not think they would ever arrive at any definite sensible result on such points, 
but with regaixl to the more or less annual weeds which cost less for the time being, and which the 
sueeecdin‘T owner or tenant may or may not require to deal with for a time. In tho following years the 
landlord was probably in a worse position than before. It was the tenant who would nearly always get 
the benefit of dealing with noxious weeds under this Bill. _ _ _ _

Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said be was astounded that there was so much opposition shown in this 
matter. It seemed to him so extraordinary to think that where the tenant had a lease for a year with no 
provision with regard to the destruction of weeds that they should propose to throw pn hiny a burden 
which might be altogether beyond Ins strength. He had got a yearly lease under certain conditions, and 
thev were proposing to thrown on him the onerous responsibility which he never contemplated having to 
be upon him at thc°time he took up his lease. They were near the end of the Bill now, and he did pot 
know whether Mr. Wilson intended to bring forward his resolution to complete the scheme of taxation. 
Jl seemed to him that they were passing the Bill without any scheme of taxation which would allow the 
Boards lo have anyr funds to carry out tbc provisions of the Bill. Ho could not understand how they 
had got into such a muddle over this Bill. They had provided no means for collecting money, but had 
simply passed odd resolutions here and there. _

The Cuathman did not think Mr. Alison was in order, _
Mr. Alison (Canonbar) said the Chairman was perfectly right, and all he could say was that he 

could see bis motion would not be carried. At the same time he was convinced that this Bill was too 
inequitable to receive the approval of the country. All leases could have enormous burdens thrown 
upon them to exactly the same extent as freehold land or laud held under ninoty-nino years’ tenure. 
He entered a strong protest against them stultifying themselves so much by rejecting the amendment. 

The question was put to the meeting and lost. _ _ _
Mr. Davies (Gunncdah) moved the following as a new clause, “That in every district or part 

thereof in which prickly pear shall have been declared a noxious weed by proclamation under this Act, the 
Minister may vest the local authority charged with the administration of this Act with the administration 
of the Prickly Pear Act of 1880, subject to the control of the Minister, to carry out and enforce the 
provisions thereof aud the regulations issued thereunder.”

Mr, Atkinson seconded the motiou.
Tlie question was put to the meeting and carried. _
Mr. Bacon moved “The recommital of clause 10 with a view to the omission of subsection 0.” 
The motion lapsed for want of a seconder.

Tbe
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The Preamble.
A Bill to provide for the eradication and destruction and for preventing the growth of 

Koxious "Weeds, and to prohibit and regulate the importation of Noxious Weeds and 
of articles which might spread their growth.

The preamble was put to the meeting and carried as printed.

Mr. Peauce (Orange) moved, “ That in view of tho rapid increase of the sweet briar, prickly-pear, 
and tobacco-plant, and other noxious weeds, and the necessity for a cheap and efficient means of dealing 
with the same, this Conference urges the Government to offer a reward for the discovery of a cheap and 
efficient means of eradicating noxious growths,” *

Mr. I/AamENCE (Balranald) seconded the notion.
The question was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Alisos- (Canonbar) pointed out there were no financial clauses in tbe Bill.
The Ciiaibman pointed out that a minority report could be written putting tbeir views on paper 

wilh regard to that.
Mr. Bacos’ (Brewarrina) said he would support Mr. Alison. Tbe only clause in tho Bill that 

proposed any funds was Mr. Alison's proposal which he desired to get expunged, because it was throwing 
on travelling stock the whole onus of providing funds for cutting noxious weeds in the district.

Mr. Leslie (T’orbes) proposed, “ That a sub-committce be appointed to present the resolutions to the 
Minister and confer with him upon it; such sub-commiliee to consist of tho Honorable Eupert Carington, 
Mr. J. M. Atkinson, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Davies, and Mr. T. Brown, M.L.A.”

The question was put to the meeting and carried.
Mr. Atkins on, amid acclamation, moved a vote of thanks to the Chairman for the very able 

manner in which be had presided over the business of the Conference.
Tbe Honorable Bur eh t Caiukgtok (Jerilderie) said that there was one thing they must not 

forget, and that was the able assistance rendered to them by tbe secretary and shorthand writer, who was 
reporting the proceedings, on behalf of the Metropolitan School of Shorthand, for the Minister.

Mr. Alison' (Canonbar) moved, “ That a record be made in the Minute-book of the valuable 
service rendered to the Conference by tlie secretary and shorthand writer.”

Mr. Peause (Orange) seconded the motion which was carried.
The Conference then adjourned.

Sydney; William Applegate Guliick, Government I’niiter,—ISOT*
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TRUCK BILL.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS AT KENDALL. CAMDEN HAVEN, IN FAVOUR OF

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 11' October, 1897.

To the Honorable tbe Speaker and Honorable Members of tho Legislative Assembly of Hew South 

. "Wales in Parliament assembled. 1

Tee Petition of tbe undersigned respectfully prays that the Truck Bill, which has been, introduced and 
passed its first reading, may be amended so as to bring the timber-getters under the protection of tho 

proposed law, and that the measure bo placed on tbc Statute Book with the least possible delay.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Merc follow 19 signatures^
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1897.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TRUCK BILL.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF THE HASTINGS RIVER DISTRICT IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 6 July, 1897.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, in Parliament assembled.

The undersigned to this Petition are of opinion that all industries here suffer through the injurious 
practice of mill-owners paying their labourers, viz., mill-hands, timber-getters, and teamsters, in goods for 
their labour instead of money. And seeing that a Truck Bill is to be introduced by the Honorable 
Mr. Garrard, with the view of bettering the condition of the working class, we, your Petitioners, pray 
that the said Bill be so amended as to bring tho timber-getters and teamsters under the protection of ihe 
proposed law.

We also pray that the Truck Bill be dealt with at tho earliest possible moment.

And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray. ■

[Here follow 18 signatures, ]

[3rf-] 191—
s
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TRUCK BILL.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN WOMEN RESIDENT OF CAMDEN HAVEN IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received hy the Legislative Assembly, 29 July, 1897.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, in Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the Women of Camden Haven respectfully showeth,—

That the present system of sawmill owners having stores is impoverishing the community, 
and is reducing our families to a condition very much akin to slavery.

We are deprived of the freedom of action by being compelled to buy out of their stores.

And seeing the Government have put down the truck system in Government contracts, we ask 
that your Honorable House will amend the Truck Bill introduced by the Honorable Mr. Garrard, so that 
it shall not be lawful for them to keep or share in stores; for we are of opinion that anything leas than 
that would fail to do any good. We also pray that the Truck Bill be dealt with at the earliest possible 

moment.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Sere follow 44 signatures^]
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1897.

Legislative Assembly.

N E W SOU TII W ALES.

TRUCK BILL.
(i’LTITTON FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS IN THE MANNING ELECTORATE IX FAVOUR OF.)

R/'ceivrd hi/ ihe Legislative Assembly, 28/7( April, IS07.

Tj’o Ihe lloiioritbli! Uio Speaker anil Honorable Members oi: the Legislative Assembly of New South ales
in Parliament assetnblcd.

The undersigued Petitioners are of opinion that all industries here suffer through the injurious 
practice of mill-owners paying their labourers, viz.., mill-hands, timber-getters, and teamsters, in goods for 
their labour instead of moiicv. And seeing that a Truck Bill Is to he introduced by tbc Honorable Mr 
Carrard with the view of bettering the condition of the working class, we, your Petitioners, ask that the 
said Bill be so amended as to bring the timber-getters and teamsters under the protection of tlie- 
proposed law.

"We also pray that the Truck Bill he dealt with at the earliest possible moment.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 117 si gnat was.']

1
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TBUCK BILL.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF THE HASTINGS RIVER DISTRICT IN FAVOUR OF,)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 24 June. 1897,

To tlie Honorable the Speaker and Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of Now South
Wales, in Parliament assembled.

The undersigned Petitioners are of opinion that all industries here suffer through the injurious 
practice of mill-owners paying their labourers, viz., mill-hands, timber-getters, and teamsters, in goods for 
their labour instead of money. And seeing that a Truck Bill is to be introduced by the Honorable 
Mr. G-arrard, with the view of bettering the condition of the working classes, we, your Petitioners, pray 
that the Bill be so amended as to bring timber-getters and teamsters under the protection of the proposed 
law.

We also pray that the Truck Bill may be dealt with at tlie earliest possible moment. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 18 signatures.']
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